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2gether (2GE+HER) (2000) 
 

A movie that spoofs boy bands like N*Sync, New Kids on the 

Block, Backstreet Boys, etc. It's the boy band version of Spinal 

Tap! The hottest boy band today is the Back...er, Whoah. When 

the manager, Bob Buss, gets fired he hears Jerry and decides to 

start a boy band. He finds some other guys, named Chad, Doug, 

Q.T (15-year-old Michael Cuccione), and Mickey. They have just a 

few days until their first gig in Jacksonville. Great movie!! This 

movie is *very* funny. MTV did an awesome job with this movie. 

There's an awesome cast. Noah Bastian plays 'Chad Linus' the 'Shy 

One', Alex Solowitz plays 'Mickey Parke' the 'Bad Boy', Evan 

Farmer plays 'Jerry O'Keefe' the 'Hearthrob', Michael Cuccione 

plays 'Jason "QT" McKnight' the 'Dewey Eyed Youngster', and 

Kevin Farley (brother of the late Chris Farley) plays 'Doug Linus' 

(Chad's older brother) the 'Older Brother Type'. This movie is very, 

very funny. And yes, there WILL be a tv series based on the movie (this has been confirmed by Noah 

Bastian a.k.a. Chad). The soundtrack to the movie is also great. Oh, and FYI the cast is recording a 

*2nd* album/soundtrack (whatever you want to call it). Also, they will be opening up for Britney 

Spears at some of her August concerts. Anyway, the movie is great,... so, if you like to laugh you 

gotta see this! This movie is a *buttload* of laughs. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 
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72 Miles - Ek Pravas (2013) 
 

Ashok (Chinmay Sant) is a 13-year-old boy who runs away from 

the boarding school at Satara in his quest to be with his parents at 

home in Kolhapur, in itself is a journey of 72 miles on foot. Being a 

naughty child and due to his father's posting in Mumbai, it was a 

tedious task of the mother to keep the boy under her control. 

Hence the parents decide to get the boy admitted to a boarding 

school against his will. Despite the batterings and spankings from 

his father and mother at home, Ashok puts in a relentless effort to 

run away from the boarding school just to be back with his 

parents. This escapade, and incidents that unfold in this journey 

of 72 miles of the walk back home, transforms this kid's life. 

Which he proudly jots down into a novel with the same name as 

this title "72 Miles Ek Pravas". An Eye Opener To The Darker Side 

of Caste System. This writing wasn't a easy one as it took over a 

month to just think & analyse one scene to the another & I am glad I was able to jot it down at last. 

This movie is an eye opener as far as darker sides of our society is concerned about the existing 

disparity between low & high caste on several walks of life. 72 Miles Ek Pravas translates into 72 

Miles A Journey. It is a real life incident of a small boy turned into a professional novelist in real life, 

Ashok Vhatkar. The movie perfectly fits its name, particularly because the boy (Ashok) in his quest to 

run away from the boarding school at Satara just to be with his parents at home at Kolhapur, in itself 

is a journey of 72 miles on foot & it is during this Journey he discovers many realities of life that he 

would have to face during his own lifetime. Being a naughty child & due to his father's posting in 

Mumbai, it was a tedious task of the mother to keep the boy under her control hence the parents 

decides to get the boy admitted in a boarding school against his will. In-spite of recalling the 

battering & spanking from his father & mother (before being put up in the boarding school), he puts 

in relentless effort to run away from the boarding school just to be with his parents at home & 

continue his studies in a day school. This escapade & incidents that unfolds in this Journey of 72 

miles of walk back to home from the boarding school, transforms this kids life which he proudly jots 

down into a novel with the same name as its title "72 Miles Ek Pravas" in Marathi. The kid belong to 

a Dalit Caste called Dhor/Kakkayya (considered outside the Hindu ritual ranking system) & gets the 

first wake up call when he is robbed off the pennies left with him by a drunkard while he stops to 

catch some air after prolonged walking. In continuation to his journey, he then meets a family who 

offers him a ride in their bullock cart which abruptly ends with disgust & hatred on learning the boy 

is from a lower caste & as a result he is immediately thrown away from the cart & also beaten up for 

daring such an act. This act itself sends an alarming signal of our caste system & filthiness that is 

hidden under our own skin & still we call ourselves as human & so called the most social & cultured 

animals. Ashok is left all alone on the middle of the road until a woman "Radhakka" (played by Smita 

Tambe) along with her two daughters & two sons (one milk feeding baby Sundar & another Ranya) 

who are on their way to Shegaon (to her mother's house who is ill) on foot, finds Ashok lying on the 

road & takes him along with them & from this moment on the rest of the journey unfolds. There are 

many many instances to speak about & probably if jotted down here, I would be compiling the entire 

movie into another novel of mine, which isn't my intention. Hence I would emphasize on a very 



sensitive & utterly shocking truth which in itself is nerve wrecking on realizing how truthful is the 

words spoken by this character "Radhakka" about our society. They happen to reach a shop close to 

midnight & being exhausted due to several days of continuous walking without food & water, 

Radhakka happen to plead the caretaker of the shop for some water & some food for the children. 

The caretaker quickly offers water but with filthy thoughts in his mind & does not hesitate to stare at 

the eldest daughter which is strongly opposed by Radhakka with disgust, stating that he stops staring 

at the girl as she is still a kid. The caretaker then offers food with an alternate choice that she should 

pay for the food or quench his hunger for the night if the kids must have the food. Under the harsh 

circumstances of life she at last sacrifices herself to fulfill the hunger of the kids. Post this incidence 

she makes a statement to Ashok when he asks her as to why did she do it. The reply from Radhakka 

is that it is this same high caste people who would maintain distance from the lower caste for every 

walks of life except when they have to quench their thirst for sex taking undue advantage of 

challenge for survival. I completely applaud the courage of this lady & strongly condemn such 

thought process be it any caste or creed. Thought of it itself makes me feel disgruntled of such 

Manhood. The end is reached when Radhakka with her two daughters only (as the infant Sundar & 

Ranya both meets their end during this journey) & Ashok departs for their respective destination, 

which is really a heart touching moment. Ashok takes his route, & is called upon by Radhakka for one 

last time before they depart, asking Ashok to sit a while & talk before finally departing. Ashok turns 

around on being called upon by Radhakka & calls Radhakka "Ayi" & they embrace each other both 

crying uncontrollably. It is believed Mr. Ashok Vhatkar did try to locate this women & her daughters 

in real life but was never found, before he jotted down this experience of his into a novel. I am 

fortunate to have watched an exemplary work of art & I take this as an opportunity to thank those 

anonymous friends who have recommended this movie for my viewing. 
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A Death In The Family (2002) 
 

A young wife's religious faith is shaken when her husband dies in 

a car accident. Wonderful drama with great performance by 

Annabeth Gish. This fine production is a beautiful and faithful 

adaptation of the classic novel "A Death in the Family" about a 

1915 Tennessee family with an almost idyllic life that is shaken 

with tragedy. In the lead role as Mary Follett, Annabeth Gish gives 

an amazing and touchingly real performance showing all the 

facets of this sensitive but strong woman who is a wife, mother, 

daughter, neice and sister to the other characters who are also 

excellently portrayed. With Austin Wolff. 
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A Family For Joe (Papy Joe) (1990) 
 

To keep from being separated, four orphans (16-year-old Chris 

Furrh & 14-year-old Jarrad Paul) get a homeless maverick to pose 

as their guardian. Praise To the Many Sides of Robert Mitchum. 

Admittedly, I am a huge fan of any Robert Mitchum product. And 

then, late in his career, this TV series came along and he played 

this sentimental role as homeless man, who finds a place in a 

family of 3 enterprising children, without parents--each needing 

the other. I found it to be less comedy (as some have tabbed) and 

more about family values. Heart-warming situations every week 

for about the 6 episodes that it ran. I was sad when it ended. But 

a couple of years ago I searched the web and found a commercial 

source for the DVD of the entire TV series. Robert Mitchum was 

so under appreciated for his natural talent. If you look at the body 

of his work, he could play any type of role. My favorite was "El 

Dorado". "Promises to Keep" Iwith Tess Harper and Mitchum's 

son) was a TV movie that showed his softer side. And, yes, he played too many "B" movies. But he 

didn't care. He liked not being poor and making, as he called it, "easy" money. Did you know he even 

wrote, acted and recorded "Thunder Road"? He will always be my favorite. 
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A Return To Salem's Lot (1987) 
 

A man and his son (11-year-old Ricky Addison Reed) vacation to 

the quiet vampire populated town of Salem's Lot. Joe Weber is an 

anthropologist who takes his son on a trip to the New England 

town of Salem's Lot unaware that it is populated by vampires. 

When the inhabitants reveal their secret, they ask Joe to write a 

bible for them. Salem's Lot, Larry Cohen style! A Return to Salem's 

Lot (1987) is a fun film by the legendary B-Movie director Larry 

Cohen. The film is about a former resident of Jerusalem's Lot Joe 

(Cohen regular Michael Morarity) who comes back to town with 

his son. Whilst in town they learn about it's horrible secret. The 

town is run and populated by the living dead! The mayor takes a 

liking to him chooses Joe to chronicle the struggles and the 

history of the people of 'Salem's Lot. In some ways the film uses 

parts of the book that the mini-series failed to utilize. While Joe 

and his son are in town, an elderly gentleman (Samuel Fuller) is in town asking question about an 

"old friend" who might be around. Seeing the old director tool around in an V.W. bug is quite the 

sight. Like all of Mr. Cohen's films, it's filled with his usual quirky dialog and interesting direction. 

Panned by some and hated by most this film has been sadly neglected. Many people fail to realize 

that this is a movie and it's not suppose to be taken seriously folks! Please remember that the next 

time you go to the theater. Recommended! A different trip through Salem's Lot indeed. Adapting a 

great book to the screen is no easy feat, but it can be done if the people making it happen have their 

hearts in it. What's also very difficult is trying to make a sequel to the adaptation, especially if it 

turned out rather well. 'Children of the Corn' was no smash, but developed a cult following and did 

well on video, leading to a slew of sequels. Trouble is most of them are junk and deserve to collect 

dust on the shelf. 'Salem's Lot' has an even bigger following and has had a greater impact on people 

in terms of scares. So when a sequel comes along you'd think it too would scare the wits out of you, 

but when seeing this "sequel" you'd be in for quite a shock. Whether or not that's a positive thing is 

up to the individual. Pros: An interesting cast was assembled here, and everyone does a fine job. 

Nicely scored. An interesting premise, which is a fresh take on the vampire legend. Well-paced. 

Beautiful countryside. Some good moments of satire. A few really creepy scenes and images. Cons: 

Has kind of a rushed feeling, which may be because this film was shot simultaneously with 'It's Alive 

III.' Lacking in the scare department. Cheap looking effects. Final thoughts: This film is the definition 

of a sequel in-name-only. The town name and the involvement of vampires are the only ties to 

Stephen King's novel and the 1979 mini-series. But if you put that out of your mind while watching 

this film and expect something different you may find yourself liking it. Like a lot of Larry Cohen's 

work it's one of those films that doesn't quite meet it's potential, but has enough going for it to be 

better than average. 
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Adem'in Trenleri (Adam And The Devil) (2007) 
 

On the first day of Ramadan, Hasan arrives at a railway station in 

the middle of the Anatolian wilderness. He has with him a young 

wife and a young daughter. He has heard that the small station 

community needs an imam to lead the prayer ritual and teach the 

children Koran during the holy month. Before too long, realizing 

how aloof he is with his wife and daughter and through a series of 

events, the townspeople decide that for all his impassioned 

preaching, his mellifluous calls to prayer and committed worship, 

Hasan is essentially a cruel and heartless man and they start to 

develop an almost hostile attitude towards the imam. A feel good 

movie. An imam comes to a small village in the western part of 

Turkey with his wife and daughter. The residents of the village -

mostly train station workers- hire the imam for the holly month of 

Ramadan. The story tells how the small community of the village 

intervene with the imam's life through first by gossiping among themselves and then by direct 

involvement. The story also tells the heart-warming friendship of Adem, one of the worker's 6-7 

years son - and Imam's daughter. This is one of the best village-based Turkish movie that I have seen 

(out of 6-7 movies). The acting of the children are superb, the others also act satisfactorily. The 

directing and the scenario are also strong. This movie is one of the recent Turkish - village movies. 

Unfortunately, most of these movies take the religion aspect at the center, probably as a pre-

condition of getting subsidy from Turkish Cultural Ministry. I would give this movie an 8 in isolation. 

However, the political (non-secular) impact on Turkish movies disturbs me and I subtract 1 because 

of that. 
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All The Queen's Men (2001) 
 

A mismatched team of British Special Services agents led by an 

American must infiltrate, in disguise, a female-run Enigma factory 

in Berlin and bring back the decoding device that will end the war. 

Late in World War II, the Brits still want their hands on a German 

Enigma, the typewriter-like machine that constructs and sends 

coded messages. Parachuting behind enemy lines - with two days 

to find the factory where Enigmas are made, grab one, and get out 

- are an unlikely quartet: a queen, a pencil pusher, a bookworm, 

and an almost secret agent. Plus they are all dressed as women, 

with only a crash course from the queen. They reach their 

destination, rendezvous with their German contact, a lovely 

librarian, and start their search. They seemed doomed to fail; is 

this a fool's errand? After all the bashing it received elsewhere, I'd 

like to join the majority here saying this is a vastly underrated flick. 

It's a WW-II-comedy in "Some-like-it-hot-"drag, tinted by a touch of tragedy. Though LeBlanc is not 

that convincing, the self-finding of the young decoder and the love story of Eddie Izzard are deeply 

emotional and worthwhile throughout. Beautiful Krebitz' character is one of the witty girls often 

found in war-times Germany, though her banter is toned down in speed to let even Austrians 

understand the meaning of her lines. Great cast, good story with only minor plot holes (yes, you 

should watch it till it's over) and some really funny gags. Good blend of war drama and comedy. 
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Angel (2011) 
 

The story of a child (Georgiy Mirskoy as Yura), which carries the 

spiritual light of hope, his childhood was over since the separation 

from his mother. She, solving their personal problems, sends Yura 

to his grandfather in the village for the summer. Summer holidays 

usually bring so much joy and excitement but this time it became 

a real challenge for our hero. 
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Anni Felici (Those Happy Years) (2013) 
 

A narcissistic artist finds his self-satisfied world turned upside 

down in the wake of a disastrous exhibition and his previously 

devoted wife's extra-marital inclinations. Amazing film, a must-

see! Had the opportunity to see this at the world premiere in 

Toronto (TIFF13) - the film completely surprised me and 

surpassed my expectations. It's a very character driven film with 

real-life day-to-day complexities, but the director manages to add 

plenty of humour in the film to keep it super entertaining. 

Partially an autobiographical, so the director/writer is reliving his 

life through the movie but of course many universal elements 

have been added to attract a wider / mainstream audience. Met 

the director at TIFF - amazing person. His answers to the q&a 

were awesome and there is great advice in the movie too, but I 

don't want to give anything away! I want to see it again. This will 

be in my top 3 TIFF films for 2013 for sure. 
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Antboy (2013) 
 

Superheroes come in all sizes. 12-year-old Pelle (Oscar Dietz) is 

bitten by an ant and develops superpowers. Aided by comic book 

nerd Wilhelm (Samuel Ting Graf), Pelle creates a secret identity as 

superhero Antboy. When a super villain The Flea enters the scene, 

Antboy must step up to the challenge. A little superhero's a big 

adventure. A children's superhero movie that offers nothing great 

moment for adults. Specially made movie for tween kids, 

definitely they gonna enjoy. For adults, it is like a spoof and kids' 

version of the Spiderman movie. Yeah, it was kinda inspired by 

the Spiderman movie so they gave right credit by mentioning it in 

the story. Most of the modern Danish movies I saw were very 

impressive. They take challenging subjects and carve into a great 

piece. It is a lookout film industry like South Korea. So I laid my on 

this movie when I saw the first teaser as I am a children movie 

fan. This was a good movie, but as a middle aged man this did not 

work for me. The kids gave their best, many were debuted with this so it's their first experience to 

perform in front of the camera. It's clearly visible their amateur acting skills. Only experience can 

teach and improve them on this field. For a maiden movie they have done a decent job except lack 

in facial expression in different situation of the story. The first Danish superhero movie based on the 

children's book. This movie was very short, runs for less than 80 minutes, so it was the reason it did 

not bore me. As a superhero movie, there's not enough stunts in it. Looks like they kept it low to 

target little kid's audience. Even the story was also familiar, only characters were derived. Overall, it 

can be acceptable, but not by the large margin. 
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Arizona Summer (2004) 
 

Two brothers (14-year-old Gemini Barnett & Brent Blair) learn 

about life and grow up during a summer camp vacation. A family 

oriented story revolving around Brent Butler (Gemini Barnett), a 

wiser-than-his years youngster. A modern day Tom Sawyer. The 

majority of the story takes place at a boys and girls camp owned 

and operated by Travers (Lee Majors), who has spent a lifetime of 

quietly helping adolescents become confident young adults. In 

addition to the full gamut of camp activities, adventures, practical 

jokes, and conflict resolution there is the underling theme that 

bolsters the importance of a positive father-son relationship. 

Light, innocent and colorful. This is pretty much a kid's show. It's 

pleasant, but not strong in any way except for scenery. It's about 

a boy's summer camp in Arizona, but it's not obnoxious or crude. 

It's a mostly light-hearted, innocent fun. The movie follows two 8-

year-old friends and a small group of rivaling 16-year-old camp leaders. The background landscapes 

are great. The small lakes and hills are visually colorful and delightful to watch. However, the content 

and characters of the movie, while nice, can't quite match the scenery. It's a nice/OK movie, but 

maybe only worth watching if you're a young child. With 19-year-old Bug Hall, 15-year-old David 

Henrie & 11-year-old Lorenzo James Henrie. 
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Baby Huey's Great Easter Adventure (1999) 
 

In this live-action musical comedy, Baby Huey, the lovable seven 

foot tall duckling, is taken in by a caring little boy named Nick (11-

year-old Michael Angarano) and his kind but surprised family. A 

sinister scientist and a mean Las Vegas producer want Baby Huey 

for themselves, but they don't know what a little boy, a caring 

community, and a baby bird that's bigger than all of them is 

capable of. Huge Duck, Easter, You Get The Picture. Quite 

admittedly, this isn't the best movie in the world. But the fact that 

it's so camp-ish makes it better than if it had seemed terribly 

serious in nature. Then again, the only reason I have seen this 

movie so many times is that I am such a huge fan of David L. 

Lander (who is positively adorable here), and the inclusion of 

other classic TV stars is fun (if not a little sad that this is the best 

material some of them can get). My sister said of this movie after 

watching it, "It's bad, but in a good way." Very true. I love most of the music in here (but try not to 

laugh at a giant baby duck singing a heart-felt song about not belonging anywhere). Watch it without 

trying to take it too seriously; that will make all the difference! 
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Bandit And The Saints Of Dogwood (2014) 
 

Lenna is just an average fifth grader at Dogwood Shores 

Elementary School. Average in every way, that is. And that's 

exactly why she and her brainy best friend, Dalton (Makinnon 

O'Brien), have come up with the perfect plan to show just how 

above average they can be. With the help of her furry best friend 

Australian Shepherd, Bandit, and a couple of their fellow fifth 

grade losers, Benji (Skylar Feichtner) and Huggy (Connor 

Oringderff), they plan to pull a prank on Principal McDougal on 

the last day of school...a monstrous feat that has never been 

accomplished by any student! However, during the night of their 

dastardly deed, they encounter a team of treasure map toting 

thieves bent on finding a wealth of gold buried underneath their 

school's gym. When the students are noticed by the greedy 

treasure hunters, they barely make it out unscathed, but are later 

blamed by McDougal for all of the damage! Now, it's up to the brave and adventurous Bandit to 

recruit a few of his own four legged friends as he finds a way to help the desperate kids escape from 

their prison and lead them back home. 
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Besos De Azúcar (Sugar Kisses) (2013) 
 

Nacho (César Kancino), a 13-year-old boy, crosses the threshold of 

adolescence trying to find his place in life in all the wrong places: a 

dysfunctional family and a social setting that is corrupt and 

violent. Excluded and neglected by his family, Nacho finds refuge 

dancing with the video game tecnodance and passing time with 

Cacayo, a slow 27-year-old who works pirating films. Until he falls 

in love with Mayra, an angelic girl whose only defect is being the 

daughter of La Diabla, leader of the street market venders, and 

the sister of Chiquibuki, a little gangster at his mother's service. 

Could the purity of first love survive the darkest aspects of our 

society? 
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Blazen Tot Honderd (The Dandelion Game) (1998) 
 

In the course of four seasons we follow the process as Maurits 

(16-year-old Olivier Tuinier) mourns the death of his mother. His 

intensely sad father, a restorer of paintings, is not able to offer 

him any solace. Maurits denies his mother's death and withdraws 

to the flood plains of the river. There he meets Moniek. During 

their journey of discovery through the plains, their tender 

friendship turns into love. But Maurits anger and sorrow 

sometimes turn to extreme emotions and that frightens Moniek. A 

dead dog takes them over the top and Moniek never wants to see 

him again. Olivier Tuinier's poetic and tragic swansong. Blazen is a 

film about death.. and also about life but the connection is not 

trite. 12-year-old Maurits loses his mother after a short illness. He 

lives alone with his father a sensitive painter who cannot himself 

come to terms with his loss and is unable to help his son in his 

need. Maurits makes friends with a beautiful and mysterious girl 

who he meets out in the fields. They spend the summer together 

but she is shocked by his pre-occupation with morbidity. Maurits begins to take many risks. Life has 

no meaning for him now. In a climactic moment he tells his father that he wants to be with his 

mother. Yet Maurits survives. 
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Bottom Land (Bottomland) (1992) 
 

Farming in Ohio can be a hard life in a part of the country where 

everyone is expected to look after his own business while asking 

little or no help from friends, relative or neighbors. The prevailing 

ethic is absolutely ruthless with what is perceives is "weaklings," 

and no mercy is extended to those given that label, nor should 

they expect any. That, anyway, is the view one old man has when 

his farmer son has a nervous breakdown following an auto crash 

which kills the son's wife and injures him pretty badly. When the 

"weakling" gets out of the hospital, he has a pretty rough time of 

it, what with the icy reception his father gives him. However, it is 

even more difficult for the man's son, who has feared for his 

father's life. This sometimes harrowing independently produced 

story received good reviews as a balanced, skillfully made and 

well-acted drama. 
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Bug Off! (2001) 
 

My brother (Andrew Fugate) is a bug? An anarchic, off-the-wall 

sci-fi family comedy with a surrealistic edge, Bug Off! opens with a 

pair of siblings, young Tyler and big sister Krista, constantly at 

each other's throats. When Krista mischievously wishes for her 

brother's transformation into an insect, she finds her request 

granted - at the hands of an extraterrestrial babysitter who calls 

herself Mrs. Pickle-Nickle. Krista immediately wishes him back - 

without success. Matters go from bug to worse when a second 

alien, Yendor, pops up and attempts to abduct Tyler, whisking him 

back to his home planet as evidence of Pickle-Nickle's 

malfeasance. A Very funny film for kids! This is an excellent family 

film that was made specifically to be funny to children 10 or 

under. And it works. The the exaggerated characters and 

dialogue, the silly situations, sight gags and the adults stereotyped from a child's perspective, are all 

elements that will make kids howl. I laughed all the way through, but then I never grew up anyway. 

This is one that kids, and the truly young at heart will really love. It even has a nice, family message 

about caring and getting along. And don't worry about the alien vocabulary. It will wear off 

eventually. See it with someone young. My kids loved it! My kids thought this movie was hilarious. 

They are seven and five. I watched it with them and I have seen so much worse. Hey, I didn't even 

run screaming from the room. I will even tape it for them. I have seen movies for adults that were 

waaay wworse than this. This is a kids only movie. Kids under the age of 10 will find it funny and 

amusing. My son says 10 hands up and my daughter says it was great. Your kids will walk away with 

interesting alien words that you will hear over and over. But it is all fun. With 12-year-old Nick 

Whitaker. 
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Cambodia – The Betrayal (1990) 
 

The plight of a people who have struggled to rebuild their stricken 

country. 
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Certi Bambini (A Children's Story) (2004) 
 

Certainly not a bad movie. Rosario is an 11-year-old Italian kid 

(13-year-old Gianluca Di Gennaro), who takes care of his senile 

grandmother. He and his friends spend their days crossing busy 

highways, hanging around, playing pool... He also helps out in a 

commune for women. But the environment of the poor southern 

city of Naples is hostile and he enters into a downward spiral of 

hostility and crime. The storytelling is fragmented, it basically 

consists of Rosario sitting on the metro having flashbacks, but not 

in chronological order. Although it's maybe not always that easy 

to follow, the changing appearance of Rosario provides some help 

for orientation. I found the film quite touching, raw and 

confronting. As told at the and, this film was inspired by reality. 

The acting by Gianluca Di Gennaro was impressive and the 

cinematography was nice. Although maybe not perfect it's 

certainly a good film by directors Andrea and Antonio Frazzi. 
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Chulsoo & Younghee (2005) 
 

Chulsoo (Tae-Young Park) is a punk kid who always plays tricks on 

others. One day, while he is picking on somebody as usual, he 

meets Younghee, a new transfer student, who becomes his class 

partner. He starts to like her. Younghee is a precocious smart girl 

who lives with her grandmother alone. Her grandmother owns a 

flower shop and she helps her grandma by delivering flowers. 

Though Younghee looks lively, she misses her deceased parents at 

heart. Chulsoo decides to prepare something to please Younghee 

and begins to deliver newspapers. 
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Dancing At Lughnasa (1998) 
 

Five unmarried sisters make the most of their simple existence in 

rural Ireland in the 1930s. A young boy tells the story of growing 

up in a fatherless home with his unmarried mother and four 

spinster aunts in 1930s Ireland. Each of the five women, different 

from the other in temperament and capability, is the emotional 

support system, although at times reluctantly, for each other, 

with the eldest assuming the role of a 'somewhat meddling' 

overseer. But then into this comes an elderly brother, a priest too 

senile to perform his clerical functions, who has "come home to 

die" after a lifetime in Africa; as well, there also arrives the boy's 

father, riding up on a motorcycle, only to announce that he's on 

his way to Spain to fight against Franco. Nevertheless, life goes on 

for the five sisters, although undeniably affected by the presence 

of the two men, they continue to cope as a close-knit unit... until 

something happens that disrupts the very fabric of that cohesiveness beyond repair. Perfection. This 

movie was completely wonderful for every single moment. The cast is terrific from top to bottom; 

the cinematography is gorgeous, even the soundtrack is memorable. It is the type of movie where 

very little happens, but it does not matter a bit. The characters are intriguing enough to hold your 

interest. I do not know how Streep does it; I think her talent is limitless. Everyone else is great too. 

For 92 minutes you will forget everything else and if you can allow yourself, you will be swept away 

by this movie. 
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Delete (2013) 
 

When reporter Jessica Taylor (Karpluk) and her hacker friend 

Daniel (19-year-old Keir Gilchrist) discover a viral threat to be the 

source of a nearly triggered nuclear reactor meltdown, they soon 

realize there is more to the story than just a computer 

malfunction. As chaos begins to reign across the globe, it becomes 

apparent that artificial intelligence has turned into a conscious 

entity with the sole purpose of destroying the world, one disaster 

at a time. With mankind facing possible extinction, the only way to 

save the world is to create a second form of artificial intelligence 

that is just as alive, just as intelligent and just as dangerous. 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (2013) 

 

EXPANDED MINISERIES VERSION FEATURING CONTENT NOT SEEN ON TELEVISION. 
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De Behandeling (The Treatment) (2014) 
 

Inspector Nick Cafmeyer seems to have it all - looks, brains and a 

successful career. But a dark cloud hangs over his life: since the 

age of 9, he has been haunted by the unsolved disappearance of 

his younger brother, Bjorn. Plettinckx, a known sex offender, was 

questioned but quickly released. Plettinckx lives close by and takes 

fiendish pleasure in harassing Nick. Then, when a disturbing case 

comes to light involving a missing 9-year-old, Nick heads a massive 

search which turns into a relentless manhunt. Horribly dark and 

incredibly well done. One of the best and most intense movies I 

have seen in a long time. Martyrs (2008) comes to mind but this is 

much less gory and more psychological but probably as many 

twists and turns. Funny Games (1997) and its excellent remake also come to mind. The story 

develops gracefully, which is an odd word to use for a movie like this but I think the writing, the 

acting and the pace developed a flow that kept me along for the ride the entire time. It kept me 

guessing and thinking and I love movies that can do that for me. It is very disturbing subject matter 

so be warned. Not everyone will like this or even be able to watch it. It is not "literally" graphic but it 

is very emotionally graphic. I would like to only recommend this movie to those who enjoy dark films 

but this is such a well made movie I feel it deserves a larger audience. Just great cinema if you can 

challenge yourself to get past the subject matter. Strap in and go along for the ride. For me, it was 

one of those movies that I literally said "WOW" when the credits rolled. 
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Desperation (2006) 
 

When a sheriff arrests a writer, a family (15-year-old Shane 

Haboucha), a couple, and a hitchiker and throws them in a jail cell 

in the deserted town of Desperation, they must fight for their 

lives. En route to Lake Tahoe for a much anticipated vacation, the 

Carver family is arrested for blowing out all four tires on their 

camper. Collie Entragian is the arresting officer, the self-made 

sheriff of a town called Desperation, Nevada, and the 

quintessential bad cop. Unbeknownst to the Carvers, Entragian 

regularly sniffs out passerbys on this stretch of road, and in fact 

has done in nearly every resident of his hometown. He can also 

change form and summon the help of creepy creatures, including 

scorpions, snakes and spiders. Worth-wild supernatural horror, 

not to be missed by King fans! Well-done television adaptation of 

the Stephen King horror novel proves not only to be quite faithful 

to the novel, but an enjoyable treat for any horror fan. Folks driving through rural Nevada are being 

captured by a crazed policeman, but something far more evil is at work in the town of Desperation. 

Director Mick Garris is no stranger to the works of author Stephen King, in fact I believe this is his 

sixth film adaptation of one of King's stories. Between Garris directing and King himself having 

written the screenplay, Desperation comes off as a very faith adaptation that also keeps the same 

sense of suspense and bizarre atmosphere of the novel. It's a completely gripping tale that benefits 

from a mysterious set-up and some likable characters. The filming locations, music, and special FX 

(which are occasionally gory) are all excellent. The cast is also quite good. Tom Skerritt, Annabeth 

Gish, and Steven Weber turn in good performances as some unlikely heroes. Ron Perlman is 

terrifically creepy as our warped villain. However the greatest performance of all is that of young 

Shane Haboucha as a spiritually-guided young victim. All-around, Desperation is a solidly done 

horror-thriller that delivers on all fronts. A must-see for Stephen King fans. 
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Dyskoloi Apohairetismoi: O Babas Mou (Hard Goodbyes: My Father) (2002) 
 

In 1969 Athens, a 10-year-old boy (Yorgos Karayannis) struggles to 

come to terms with the sudden death of his father. Elias is a 10-

year-old boy living in Athens with his family in 1969 and has an 

interest in Jules Verne's stories and in astronomy. His father, with 

whom Elias has a strong relationship, is a travelling salesman and 

his absence affects the whole family. On the eve of his departure 

for a long business trip he promises his son that he'll be back in 

time to watch the moon landing on TV together, but he is killed in 

a car accident. While Elias' mother and his elder brother deal with 

the loss in their own way, Elias refuses to accept his father's 

death. He creates an imaginary world, in which his father is alive. 

He shares fictitious stories with his friends, he sends letters to his 

grandmother on behalf of his father and he dreams of places like 

he did with him. Elias' mother and his godfather, who do 

everything to bring him back to reality, take him to a summer house. On the night of the moon 

landing Elias meets his father in his own way and comes to terms with his loss. Okay, not great. The 

film is about a young boy's progression to accept the death of his father. I had a hard time believing 

the depth of their relationship, but maybe that's just me. I also found the boy pretty darn annoying 

and difficult. Good points: some nice photography; sustainable plot; some likeable characters; some 

charming moments. Bad points: a little slow; acting mediocre; unoriginal story; at times a little too 

unbelievable and overdramatic. 
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Edge Of Salvation (2012) 
 

A documentary crew follow the down spiral of a family on the 

verge of losing everything. A documentary producer, David 

Stevens is a thoughtful professional, currently making a film about 

the "Victims Of The Recession". Convinced that the Malone family 

are a good subject because of their financial loss and the story of 

the orphaned teenage boy (Dragos Beldie) they've recently 

adopted, David follows them throughout the move exploring the 

intra-familial tension, as well as their awkward integration into a 

somewhat hostile new neighborhood. Inclined to be a quietly 

murmuring questioner, David does his best not to take center 

stage, to keep his focus on the Malones and their rapid descent 

down the ladder of socio-economic status. 
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El Embrujo De Shangai (The Shanghai Spell) (2002) 
 

A 14-year-old lad (16-year-old Fernando Tielve) discovers his first 

love at the point of his pencil whilst drawing the portrait of a 

sickly but coquettish 15-year-old girl. In the neighbourhood an old 

freedom-fighter pits himself against bad types, a pretty cinema-

ticket girl takes to the streets at night and a young anarchist 

dedicates himself to telling tall stories. Far away, in Shanghai, a 

hero of the Republic meets a beautiful femme fatal with oriental 

eyes. Reality and fiction become fused in an embrace. An 

excellent cast gives us a satisfying period-piece story. Starting out 

from a novel by Juan Marsé, Catalonian novelist enjoying a certain 

popularity in Spain, Fernando Trueba has carried out a 

magnificent transposition for the screen, being responsible both 

for the dialogues and of course the directing of 'El Embrujo de 

Shanghai'. Having already been responsible for films which have 

made their mark - 'Belle Époque', 'Two Much', 'La Niña de Tus 

Ojos' (qv) and 'Calle 54' (qv), being the most representative - it was to be expected, or at least 

hoped, that 'El Embrujo de Shanghai' would continue the trend. Especially as the cast could hardly 

be better. You will not be disappointed: with the new generation of Spanish directors producing 

some good work in the last twenty years or so, we can consider Trueba as one of those heading the 

list. He has a good eye and a steady hand for telling his stories, however varied they may be. Added 

to that, Ariadna Gil, who must by now be seriously considered as the most gifted actress in present-

day Spanish film-making, takes on a double role in this film with perfect adaptability. Fernando 

Fernán Gómez is, as is to be expected in our most veteran actor now that Paco Rabal is no longer 

with us, just naturally wonderful in the role of an old discontent, fending off enemies like a 

metaphorical Quixote charging windmills. Rosá María Sardá is just right in her so exactly right 

Barcelonese part; both Eduard Fernández and Jorge Sanz carry out their jobs very well, though the 

latter has a relatively small, but important, part in the film. Antonio Resines plays a very sober and 

convincing role. Full marks to Fernando Tielve as the 14-year-old through whose eyes the story is 

told; great playing by this youngster and captures the camera exceedingly well. Aida Folch as the sick 

15-year-old, suffering tuberculosis, was mostly pretty good with just a couple of weak points, but on 

the whole her performance is not marred. Hope to see more of these youngsters as they grow up. 

However, when Ariadna Gil is in a film it becomes a little difficult objectively focussing on anyone or 

anything else. Ever since 'Belle Époque' passing through 'Malena es un nombre de Tango' (qv), 

'Tranvía a la Malvarrosa', and the late Ricardo Franco's 'Lágrimas Negras' (qv), among others, it 

should be apparent that this actress is capable of any role you may suggest: indeed, she is already 

known as the 'actress for impossible parts'. Her tour de force is, perhaps, most notable in Ricardo 

Franco's film. Antoine Duhamel's music is fine - as is to be expected now that he has worked with 

Trueba in a number of films since 'Belle Époque'. Really worthy of mention are the excellent studio-

built scenes, lending real authenticity to the lower class suburbs of Barcelona in 1949, in this case 

Gracia and its Plaza de Rovira, complete with a number 39 period-piece tram, and the various street 

scenes of Shanghai. José L. López Linares' photography lives up to the occasion and seems to enjoy 

lingering over some of the street scenes, such as Cinema posters and fruit stalls. This is a good piece, 



well away from the run of the mill, painstakingly knitting together reality and fantasy, fusing them 

into one, and thus turns out satisfying intellectually as well as visually. Definitely well above a seven 

out of ten on my scale. 
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Emil Och Griseknoen (Emil And The Piglet) (1973) 
 

Emil (11-year-old Jan Ohlsson) visit a country auction, help Ida pull 

out a tooth and raise his pig to do tricks. The best of Swedish 

children's television. It is a great shame that this series was not 

promoted internationally with the same vigour as PIPPI LONG 

STOCKING. Both the TV series and the two movies are exquisite 

examples of Swedish TV/film craft at it's very best. The story lines, 

the cast and the set designs all conspired to create a quality 

product that has stood the test of time extremely well. I don't 

think they would even begin to know how to make something as 

good as this these days. Nor is it all down to the size of the 

budget. The quality of writing clearly played an important role in 

how the story translated onto the screen. The only comparable UK 

series I can recall is CATWEAZLE from the early 1970s. 
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Evolution's Child (1999) 
 

Fertility expert Dr. James Mydell accidentally impregnates Elaine 

Cordell with the sperm of a 3,000 year old Bronze Age caveman. 

Elaine gives birth to son Adam (9-year-old Jacob Smith), a special 

boy who can talk to the animals, predict the weather, and has 

mystical healing powers. How long can Mydell keep Adam's true 

origins a secret from his parents and the rest of the world? The 

idea is brilliant, but it was made dull with the limited funds, 

imaginations and acting that make movies for the small screen 

what they are. This (could have been) a wonderful film if it had 

been handled properly (like so many films, aye?) In fact, it would 

make a fantastic series, if they hadn't used the pat, "let's wrap it 

up quick sans imagination" ending that filmmakers usually use 

when they're out of their depth with their material. A woman is 

"mistakenly" impregnated with the sperm of a 3,000 year old 

corpse they found perfectly frozen in the mountains (opps! The cylinders got mixed up...yeah, right), 

and the doctor is the only one who knows what the resulting child really is... and he watches in 

fascination as the baby grows to childhood and starts to exhibit all the signs of his father (whom, 

apparently, had been, not only a healer, but also the possessor of unusual "gifts," such as a healing 

touch and the ability to read the weather and talk to animals telepathically.) The little boy who plays 

"Adam" (sure, let's beat it to death with a stick, shall we?), Jacob Smith, is perfect for the 

role...everybody else pretty much phones it in and are, therefore, largely forgettable. But for the boy 

and the (unfortunately prematurely terminated) possibilities of what we might have learned and 

recovered and rediscovered about our own latent healing abilities are as unsatisfyingly snuffed as is 

the kid. Quelle damage! I'd say watch it for Jacob, and let your imagine soar. That's about all you can 

hope for with this film. 
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Family Plan (1997) 
 

After death of a man who managed summer camp for kids, his 

son-in-law plans to close it and build a luxury summer resort. 

However, manager's friend, Harry has an idea how to save the 

children's camp. Put a gang of orphans, their bumbling 

benefactor, and a greedy developer together - and plan for 

hilarity. Cute and sweet. Well...I recently watched this film, and 

my entire family (even my dog) enjoyed it. It was a sweet, fun 

movie with a happy ending and a good lesson to learn. Leslie 

Neilson was funny in a subtle way, and Judge Reinhold on several 

occaisons made me want to punch his face in (which eventually 

happened). Of course, the child actors were fabulous, as well. 

Trevor did a great job for his first feature film. I thought this 

movie was wonderful...and I suggest that some people who hated 

it re-examine how they are judging it. 
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Favorite Son (2008) 
 

A story of family, of dreams deferred, and of a final chance at 

redemption. David Paxton, nearing the end of his minor league 

baseball career, returns to his hometown as much less the hero 

he once assumed he would become. When he meets Joan, and 

her son Ross, David believes he has found a way to acquire the 

love, support and family he's long been yearning for. But his 

overheated romancing of Joan makes her wary, and his attempt 

to mentor Ross meets with the boy's undisguised contempt. It 

appears his dreams of a future have died, and David's simmering 

rage threatens to erupt into violence. But David and Ross, a 

disturbed teenager heading down a path of increasing 

destructiveness, somehow find their way to each other and start 

up a most unlikely, mostly clandestine, friendship. David must 

break out of his own isolation to help the young boy and confront 

the dark secrets that haunt both their lives. He must become a father figure in a way he never 

imagined, and in so doing become a genuine hero off the field. Superb acting and twists and turns a 

plenty. Just when you think you know where this story is heading, it takes some twists and turns that 

will leave you reeling. The acting and direction is superb, especially the lead role played by Pablo 

Schreiber who is dealing with dark secrets that don't become fully apparent until near the close of 

the film. All the actors give great performances aided by a superb script. The music and 

cinematography are equally compelling. On one level, this story is about abuse, but it also is about 

people making unwarranted assumptions without possession of the full facts. Nothing in this film is 

quite what it seems to be. Its conclusion is stunning and cautionary. Well done. 
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Fawlty Towers (1975-9) 
 

Hotel owner Basil Fawlty's incompetence, short fuse, and 

arrogance form a combination that ensures accidents and trouble 

are never far away. He's from Barcelona... If you were to look up 

some of the most hysterical moments on the BBC, you would no 

doubtably come across two names. Those names would be John 

Cleese and Ricky Gervais. While Gervais recently found comedy 

through his program called 'The Office', Cleese has been providing 

wit, wisdom, and down-right hysteria for the past several decades. 

While away from his namesake (Monty Python), you can find 

Cleese comfortable in several other roles that showcase his 

bubbling talent. One of those programs just happens to be the 

funniest bit of crumpet called 'Fawlty Towers'. Remembering this 

show when I was a child and was on our local PBS station, I eagerly 

bought it when it was released on DVD about a year ago. Since then, I have watched random 

episodes here and there but never fully taking in the enjoyment from watching it all. So, today I 

decided to sit down and watch this series from beginning to end and I have yet to finish laughing. If 

this program doesn't define comic genius, I don't know what does. Never have I witnessed a show 

that has continually been fresh, hysterical (I cannot use that word enough), real, and outlandish all at 

the same time. Normally, with our current television programming, you need to pick or choose 

which it will be, but thankfully 'Fawlty Towers' is all of these and many more. Cleese remains in top 

form as Basil Fawlty, the owner/manager of the B&B that just happens to have his hands and over-

worked imagination in everything. With the aid of his helpers Manuel (he's from Barcelona) and 

Polly (co-writer Connie Booth and ex-wife of Cleese), Cleese always seems to find himself in a heap 

of trouble with his wife Sybil (the dragon of the hotel). Armed with physical humor and a snake-like 

banter, we witness everything from a dead body, hotel inspectors, a failed anniversary party, a 

moose head, and a Himalayan rodent of sorts happen to this simple, everyday, B&B. This is not only 

a few of the episodes you will find in the complete set, but also the daily stress that Basil finds 

himself falling into daily. This series, again, is hysterical. Cleese is the master of his trade while 

proving that he can manage any task thrown in front of him. While some will argue that he 

overshadows the rest of the cast, I would say 'hogwash' to that. My two favorite characters in this 

series were Major and Manuel. The comedy that they provide cannot be found on television today. 

All I need to say is thank God for the BBC. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1975) 

 

Episode 1: A Touch of Class: Basil is delighted when a member of the aristocracy chooses to stay at 

the Fawlty Towers, snubbing the normal guests who frequent the hotel. What Basil does not know, 

however, is that the man is not a Lord but a confidence trickster who attempts to steal his collection 

of rare coins. As Basil's desperation to keep such an 'upstanding' guest increases, he becomes 



increasingly tolerant towards the man's behavior, only to have the guest arrested in a police raid on 

the hotel. 

Episode 2: The Builders: Over his wife's objections, Basil hires his usual firm of incompetents 

(O'Reilly's) to do some carpentry work in the hotel lobby. With both Basil and Sybil out for the 

afternoon, they leave Polly in charge. She decides to have a nap, leaving the English-challenged 

Manuel in charge. When Basil returns, he finds a solid wall where once stood doors to the dining 

room and still no door to the kitchen per his work order. Sybil takes an I-told-you-so attitude and 

insists he hire a qualified builder to fix the mess, but Basil decides to get O'Reilly back to right the 

wrong, but he still makes a mess of it as well. 

Episode 3: The Wedding Party: Basil Fawlty's puritanical streak comes out when a young couple he 

suspects of not being married tries to book a double room. He's ready to give them rooms on 

separate floors until Sybil steps in. It turns out that the couple know Polly but when he sees her 

coming out of their room - she was trying on a dress her friend had brought her for the wedding they 

would be attending - Basil begins to think everyone has gone mad. All that's left is for another guest, 

Mrs. Peignoir, to get tipsy and make a pass at him. For Manuel, it's his birthday and a night of 

celebrating takes its toll. 

Episode 4: The Hotel Inspectors: Basil Fawlty goes on the alert when he hears there are hotel 

inspectors in the area. 

Episode 5: Gourmet Night: The Fawltys are very pleased with their new chef, Kurt. He was 

recommended to them by their friend André who runs a nice restaurant in town. All in all, he's 

working out quite well and they decide to have a gourmet evening on Thursdays to try and promote, 

in Basil's eye at any rate, a better class of clientèle. Kurt gets along well with everyone and seems to 

have a particular interest in Manuel. When the big day finally arrives, they find themselves with only 

four guests booked for the dining room - which Sybil puts down to Basil's advert in the local paper 

saying 'no riff-raff' - and there seems to be something about Kurt that André forgot to mention. It's 

pandemonium as a manic Basil tries to make up for their collective lapses. 

Episode 6: The Germans: A moose head to be hung, a fire drill to be conducted, and German guests 

are all a bit much for Basil to handle while Sybil's in hospital. 

 

Series 2 (6 Episodes) (1979) 

 

Episode 1: Communication Problems: When Mrs.Richards, a demanding woman who is hard of 

hearing, checks into the hotel, Basil, Sybil and Polly find themselves with a very difficult customer. 

Meanwhile, Basil bets on a horse that is sure to win, however he must not let Sybil find out. 

Episode 2: The Psychiatrist: Confusion arises when Basil tries to catch a girl in a playboy's room after 

hours, all the while unnerved by a psychiatrist's presence. 

Episode 3: Waldorf Salad: Customer dissatisfaction with the Fawlty Towers dining experience comes 

to a head when an insistent American comes for a stay. 



Episode 4: The Kipper and the Corpse: One of the guests has died in his sleep, but Basil thinks it's due 

to serving him spoiled food. 

Episode 5: The Anniversary: Basil plans a surprise anniversary party for Sybil but, thinking he's 

forgotten it again, she walks out just before the guests arrive. 

Episode 6: Basil the Rat: Basil and the rest of the staff are in deep trouble when the health inspector 

turns up and delivers an enormous list of problems with the hotel. Things become even worse when 

Manuel's rat gets loose in the hotel. 
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Fetch (2011) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Nathan Gamble) named Linney runs 

away from his Grandma's house in a search to find his mom. 

Excellent Short Film. My husband and I had to miss the preview of 

this film and so were happy to be able to order a personal copy on 

DVD. From the menu title page to the many added extras at the 

end - it was very professional in every way. The cinematography 

was beautiful throughout - the story believable and kept us 

engaged all the way through. I thought it was too short and was 

not ready for it to end! I especially liked the little boy. I can tell he 

is a great actor already even at his young age and look forward to 

following his career as he will be used in many more projects in 

upcoming years. I know this film has been a dream of Kevin's for a 

very long time and it is a true joy to watch the finished project 

unfold before our eyes. I think he is a very talented writer and director and look forward to many 

more films from him in the future. Great job, Kevin! You have a bright future ahead of you! 

Blessings! 
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Five Have a Mystery To Solve (1964) 
 

Plenty Of Fun! Five Have A Mystery To Solve was a 6 part serial 

made by the always dependable UK Children's Film Foundation, 

for children at the time and not really for adults nearly half a 

century later. However, adults who like me own rose-tinted 

glasses will have no problem in adjusting to the different world 

presented, although anyone who knows the original story might 

have a little trouble adjusting to the screenplay. This Famous Five 

was Enid Blyton's 20th in the series and written the year before – 

imho it was her last good story before her illness took her over. It 

was the 2nd Five film the CFF had produced, the first being Five 

On A Treasure Island, in 1957. Julian (David Palmer), George, Dick 

(12-year-old Darryl Read), Anne and Timmy arrive at a family 

friend's house overlooking a harbour to keep the boy who stays 

with her (Wilfred [Michael Wennink]) company. It doesn't take 

long for the lure of the mysterious Whispering Island and its supposed treasure hidden there to 

envelop them all, providing many chases involving the 2 sinister groundsmen there. It's nostalgic and 

enjoyable to watch, and although I can understand why they did it, as a purist I would have 

preferred it to stick a just a little closer to Blyton's plot – but the atmosphere was perfect, of the 

time and the cast certainly entered into the spirit of the thing. What the baddies were secretly doing 

and why it made them so ruthless takes some swallowing though! The dual BFI DVD releases in Sep 

2010 of this and Five On A Treasure Island are lovingly presented with plenty of background notes by 

Norman ("Everything You Ever Wanted To Know About The Famous Five") Wright, providing me 

tonight with A Wonderful Time! 

Episode: 1 - Whispering Island. 

Episode: 2 - The Hunt in the Woods. 

Episode: 3 - The Castaways. 

Episode: 4 - The Secret Door. 

Episode: 5 - The Crusader's Treasure. 

Episode: 6 - High Tide. 
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Flawless (1999) 
 

Walt Koontz, a homophobic guy, ends up with paralyzed vocal 

cords because of an unfortunate stroke. His therapy includes 

receiving singing lessons from a neighbor who is not only openly 

flamboyant but also a pre-op transgenderist. Both of them are 

equally prejudiced; Koontz against homosexuals and the neighbor 

against close-minded straight people. Flawless is a film that is 

about performances from two fantastic leading men and no so 

much about the story or the plot itself. The movie is about an ex 

homophobic cop who suffers a stroke while trying to save a girl, 

who happens to be a friend of his gay transvestite neighbour, 

during a run in with some drug dealers. His doctor tells him the 

best way to improve his speech is to start singing lessons. He 

plucks up courage to ask his neigbour to teach him to sing. This 

film is about how the relationship grows between these two very 

different people and how they both work together to overcome their very different problems. De 

Niro is back to his best after some very average movies and the acting from Phillip Seymour Hoffman 

is just outstanding. I have seen Hoffman in other films such as Boogie Nights and Magnolia and was 

impressed then but this is his best to date. I love this film and I think you will to. Don't miss it. 
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From Hell (2001) 
 

In Victorian Era London, a troubled clairvoyant police detective 

investigates the murders by Jack The Ripper. The infamous Jack 

the Ripper case set in London of 1888. The Ripper has been 

running amok in the Whitechapel district murdering and 

dissecting prostitutes. Scotland Yard Inspector Fred Abberline, 

aided by his partner, Peter Godley, are on the case to figure out 

who this serial killer is and why he is killing these women in such a 

brutal manner. Abberline is an opium addict and when "chasing 

the dragon" he is able to have visions of the future, a certain 

psychic ability that allows him to solve cases. As Abberline and 

Godley investigate the crimes, they become acquainted with the 

prostitutes who were friends and colleagues of the victims. 

Abberline begins to fall in love with Mary Kelly, one of the 

prostitutes, or as the nobles called them "unfortunates", being 

hunted down by Jack the Ripper. Abberline digs deeper and deeper into the conspiracy and attempts 

to solve the case before Mary Kelly is the next victim. Simply a fantastic movie. The critics, nit-

pickers and historical pedants who've trashed this superb piece of truly cinematic movie-making 

have totally missed the point. So what if Johnny Depp's English accent isn't exactly "right" for his 

character? (English accents have always been problematic for all but the most skilled of American 

actors: Depp pulls it off entirely passably, way way better than - say - Keanu Reeves, risible in 

Coppola's Dracula. Think of Kevin Costner, who didn't even bother trying in Robin Hood Prince of 

Thieves.) I'm a Londoner by birth, and for me the accent in no way detracted from Depp's excellent 

performance. As for history, again, who cares if the filmmakers have employed a degree of dramatic 

licence? This is a movie, not a documentary. Nobody knows for sure who Jack the Ripper was, and in 

order to make the film interesting and enjoyable the writers have speculated a little. Fine by me. OK, 

so Heather Graham was impossibly glamorous, but movies with big budgets need a little bit of star 

appeal. The notion of the "tart with a heart" is a cliché, sure, but nevertheless her character works in 

the context of the film. (Contrast the depiction of prostitution generally in this film with the utter 

garbage that is Pretty Woman.) What's so great about this film? The quirky, literate script; the 

performances (all, with the possible exception of Graham, excellent); the wonderful photography 

and production design; the depiction of the murders themselves - elliptical, shocking, mesmerising; 

and above all the aura of brooding menace, gloom, cruelty, darkness, melancholy and downright 

despair running through it as deeply as the veins through a block of marble. This is marvellously 

thoughtful, evocative film-making, very bold and brave. No happy Hollywood ending, no phoney 

saccharine or cheap laughs to satisfy the popcorn brigade. This is a proper grown-ups movie that 

probes some of the darkest regions of the human psyche, places mainstream filmmakers like Lucas, 

Spielberg, James Cameron and their ilk don't dare to go, or couldn't go even if they wanted to. To me 

it appeals almost on a subconscious level, forcing us to confront our deepest fears and taboos - 

death, pain, suffering, human wickedness. I can't think of a recent major release that is so 

relentlessly downbeat. Don't let the detractors put you off. It's hardly surprising a generation 

weened on MTV - folk with the the attention span of a gnat and the emotional depth of a paper cup 

- didn't like it. They've got their Screams and their Scary Movies, and they're welcome to them. This 



is super stuff, and the Hughes brothers and their collaborators should be heartily congratulated for 

it. A classic, not so much for the plot, which is a little contrived, but for its sure command of cinema 

as a visual storytelling medium. 
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Gloria (1980) 
 

Mild mannered Jack Dawn has been secretly working as an 

accountant for the mob. He, his Puerto Rican wife Jeri, his teen-

aged daughter Joan and his mother-in-law, all who were planning 

on going on the run, are murdered by the mob because Jack was 

going to inform on them to the FBI. Before they're killed, Jack and 

Jeri are able to send their 6-year-old son Phil (8-year-old John 

Adames) to Jeri's friend and their neighbor, Gloria Swenson, for 

safe keeping. Also with Phil is the book which contains all the 

information Jack was going to turn over. Gloria and Phil have an 

antagonistic relationship, not so much for who they are but what 

they are, Phil a kid, and Gloria a strange white woman who hates 

kids. As an ex-mistress of a mobster, Gloria learns that the people 

that killed the Dawns are old friends of hers. As Gloria and Phil go 

on the run both from the mob and from the authorities (who 

believe she kidnapped Phil) throughout New York City, Gloria has to come up with a plan on how 

best to save themselves, which is not easy because of their love/hate relationship and the fact that 

precocious Phil has a mind of his own. That plan includes what to do with the book, but more 

importantly how to save Phil as the mob would still be after him regardless of the book just in case 

he knows something about his father's dealings. All through their ordeal, Gloria is not averse to 

shooting to kill, especially if those who she is trying to kill are trying to kill her and Phil first. Jack 

Dawn and his family are eliminated by the mob, because he was their accountant and was keeping a 

personal copy of their records. However his 6-year-old Puerto Rican son, Phil, escapes with Gloria, a 

neighbor who was a former girlfriend of one of the gangsters. Gloria and Phil are chased throughout 

New York City because Phil has a black book containing the accounts of the mob. Flawed But 

Brilliant. I caught this on TV once and was blown away by its energy and spontaneity. Gena Rowlands 

is as good in it as everyone says, with some real surprises. The point about the kid coming out with 

"grown up" mock-heroic phrases at some points is that he's picked all that stuff up from the movies 

and listening to his parents' gangster friends. It's supposed to be funny - he keeps shouting "I'm the 

Man" when he patently isn't. The movie takes action/gangster movie genre conventions by the 

scruff of the neck and shakes them till interesting stuff falls out. The editing and cinematography are 

great. New York looks gritty but beautiful. True the film is kind of rough round the edges, I guess 

down to Cassavetes' improvisatory style, however it's a lot more accessible than most of his work 

and you should see it if you get the chance. 
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Gosford Park (2001) 
 

Multiple storylined drama set in 1932, showing the lives of 

upstairs guest and downstairs servants at a party in a country 

house in England. Set in the 1930s, the story takes place in an old-

fashioned English country house where a weekend shooting party 

is underway. The story centers on the McCordle family, 

particularly the man of the house, William McCordle. Getting on in 

years, William has become benefactor to many of his relatives and 

friends. As the weekend goes on, secrets are revealed, and it 

seems everyone, above stairs and below, wants a piece of William 

and his money, but how far will they go to get it? Whodunit Ain't 

the Focus. The reason why many viewers strongly dislike or even 

hate the movie "Gosford Park" is because they misunderstand the 

point trying to be made. Gosford Park wasn't made to focus on 

whodunit (if it was, why would they tell you who did). If viewers 

think that Gosford Park is "boring" or "confusing" or even "the worst movie ever", it may be that 

you're not willing to see what really is portrayed: the authenticity and its story. The authenticity of 

Gosford Park is as close as it can get to real life as it was back then as it can get. Experts who were 

maids, butlers, or cooks themselves were constantly at the scene criticizing the actors behavior and 

moves. Another main focus is the story behind it. The brilliant story as well as excellent character 

development are like no other: only Robert Altman could do a film such as this. So, next time you see 

it (which I highly recommend that you do), be PATIENT and actually be WILLING the enjoy the 

differences in film-making, not just the kind of films you like. 
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Granite Flats (2013-) 
 

It's the 1960s. The height of the Cold War. The rural town of 

Granite Flats, Colorado, suddenly becomes a hotbed for mystery 

and intrigue. Almost a year after Hershel Jenkins was released 

from jail, mystery is still a permanent resident in Granite Flats, 

Colorado. From small concerns plaguing the citizens of the small 

town to ongoing FBI investigations, Arthur (13-year-old Jonathan 

Morgan Heit), Timmy (Charlie Plummer), and Madeline are eager 

to put their developing detective skills to the test. Their sleuthing 

goes further than ever before, and they may be biting off more 

than they can chew. And as it turns out, sleuthing is a family affair. 

The parents of all three miniature detectives have dipped their 

toes in the water. Chief Sanders works side by side with the FBI to 

find a citizen who is disloyal to the country, Beth is embroiled in 

the center of experimental work at the hospital, and the Doctors 

Andrews are the masterminds behind the shady experiments. This 

season, everyone has got a secret and nobody is ready to admit it. 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (2013-) 

 

Episode 1 - Pilot: 1962. Granite Flats, Colorado. A quiet, friendly little place...until part of the army 

base explodes. Is it a Soviet attack or an inside job? Who are the mysterious men in dark suits driving 

around town? What clandestine work is being done at the local hospital? As three young amateur 

sleuths and police chief investigate these mysteries, they begin to unravel a complex web of secrets, 

and Granite Flats will never be the same. 

Episode 2 - Empty Box: The people of Granite Flats are panic-stricken after the explosion at the army 

base. Meanwhile, Arthur and his new friends are determined to find out who's responsible for the 

incident. 

Episode 3 - A Secret To The Heart Nearest: As Arthur and his friends try to make sense of what's 

going on in the town, the sheriff investigates the involvement of a man in the base explosion. 

Episode 4 - Talking: Beth tries to connect with Arthur, who is focused on using the metal detector he 

built with his friends. At the same time, a reporter from the city takes an interest in the town. 

Episode 5 - Bonds: A class project puts friendships to the test; and a puzzled Beth sets forth to figure 

out why Frank is acting so strange. 

Episode 6 - Re-assembly: Arthur and his friends look for mysteries to solve; John finds himself 

working with the FBI. 



Episode 7 - The Wrong Man: Frank asks Beth to help him prove that he's sane; and Hershel receives 

visitors in jail. 

Episode 8 - Something Dangerous: As John races to free Hershel from prison, the kids face danger 

following the science fair. 

 

Please note: due to the unexpected actual start times for each episode during the marathon on April 

4th, vs the guide start times provided by Directv for unattended dvr recording, the pre-credit scene 

and opening credits for Episode 3 was clipped from the dvr recording of ep 3. I believe the missing 

part is fully intact at the end of Ep 2 on the dvr. At some point in the future I plan to dub that missing 

part onto a new blank dvd, pause the recorder, then start it again where Ep 3 begins right after it, 

much like how commercials are removed from dubs of vhs tapes, and replace the ep 3 dvd links with 

the corrected one. Until then jpf has graciously provided a clip of the first five minutes of Ep 3 using 

a screen video capture taken from the online stream last year. After seeing the "not smooth" results 

you will understand why he preferred the dvds I made. 
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Series 2 (8 Episodes) (2013-) 

 

Episode 1; Children of Darkness, Children of Light: Chief Sanders and Agent Scott investigate citizens 

whose loyalties are questionable, the young detectives are still curious about the coded message 

they found, and at the hospital, experiments reveal a patient's past. 

Episode 2; Boundaries: The three sleuths argue about getting involved with the FBI investigation. 

Beth is concerned about Frank and the hospital experiments. Wallace is caught in the middle when 

Regina and Hershel argue about what's best for him. 

Episode 3; From Whose Bourn No Traveler Returns: Timmy, Arthur, and Madeline make a dangerous 

discovery, right under the nose of the FBI. While they investigate, Granite Flats is in an uproar - 

chaos breaks out at the hospital and Chief Sanders races to apprehend a suspect. 

Episode 4; Also Be the Consolation: Everyone tries to deal with the loss of a friend, and sorting it out 

reveals vulnerabilities: Regina keeps reflecting on better days, John can't seem to live with himself, 

and even Hershel struggles to deal with the tragedy. 

Episode 5; Put Away Childish Things: The kids' new English teacher has a way of making Hamlet 

applicable to life in Granite Flats. Some citizens are unsettled when a CIA agent arrives. And Arthur's 

detective work reaches a new level. 

Episode 6; The Stories We Tell: Ashmead stirs up confusion and danger when he meddles in the 

Andrews' personal and professional lives, and Chief Sanders recruits a new deputy with somewhat 

surprising results. 



Episode 7; Cor Unum, Corambis: Arthur continues his investigation alone and finds a resonant soul in 

Whittison. Hargraves counsels Timmy on romance. And Hershel becomes the bait in a dangerous 

trap. 

Episode 8; Project Madman: Beth, Whittison and the Andrews turn the tables on Ashmeade, 

suspicions arise about Professor Hargraves, and Timmy and Madeline find what everyone has been 

looking for in the Season 2 finale. 
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Hans Brinker Or The Silver Skates (1962) 
 

Set in 1860s Holland along the famed Zeider Zee-young Hans 

Brinker finds himself responsible for supporting his family after his 

father becomes injured in an accident. He and his sister Gretel 

travel to Amsterdam in search of funds to help pay for their 

father's operation. Their only hope lies in the city's annual ice 

skating race. where Hans must face off against his arch-rival 

Ludwig Schimmel in hopes of winning the prize money. 
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Heaven & Earth (El Cielo Y La Tierra) (1993) 
 

The final movie in Oliver Stone's Vietnam trilogy [The other two 

are Platoon (1986) and Born On The Fourth Of July (1989)] follows 

the true story of a Vietnamese village girl who survives a life of 

suffering and hardship during and after the Vietnam war. As a 

freedom fighter, a hustler, young mother, a sometime prostitute, 

and the wife of a US. marine, the girl's relationships with men 

suggests an analogy of Vietnam as Woman and the U.S. as Man. A 

new perspective to the Vietnam War. As he did with his first two 

Vietnam films, "Platoon" and "Born on the 4th of July", Oliver 

Stone creates a powerful tale of the devastation of the Vietnam 

War. What makes this movie so unique, both from Stone's earlier 

work and virtually every other American movie about the Vietnam 

War, is that "Heaven and Earth" is told from the perspective of a 

Vietnamese woman. This movie is based on two books of memoirs 

written by Le Ly Hayslip, a Vietnamese woman who grew up in a simple farming village in central 

Vietnam but whose life --- and those of most Vietnamese people, we can infer --- is turned upside-

down by the madness of the Vietnam War. Strictly as a movie, this is a good but not great film. Even 

at almost 2 1/2 hours, the structure is a bit stilted in order to accommodate such an extensive story. 

The first 30 minutes are mostly voice-overs and the movie doesn't pick up steam until later, when 

scenes are allowed to flow for extended amounts of time and we become caught in the drama. 

Tommy Lee Jones gives another brutally realistic performance as a lifetime military man who can't 

leave the war behind. Hiep Thi Ly is okay as Le Ly Hayslip; not Tommy Lee Jones caliber acting, but 

she competently plays a very difficult role. I read she was an amateur actress only chosen after an 

extensive casting call, and I'm glad that they decided to go with an actual young Vietnamese woman 

instead of choosing a generic asian actress. It might not make a difference to most, but it certainly 

felt more "real" to me with an authentic Vietnamese-American in the main role. Oliver Stone shows 

his mastery of mood and camerawork as he jumps from the beauty of the Vietnam countryside, to 

the ravages of war, to the shocking (for Le Ly) wealth of suburban America. The movie occasionally 

drags but overall I'd still give it an 8 out of 10 because it's such a powerful and important addition to 

the cinematic depiction of the Vietnam War. The movie also inspired me to read the 2 books ("When 

Heaven and Earth Changed Places" and "Child of War, Woman of Peace") it was based on. Stone had 

to compress many events in order to fit the run time; for example, the Tommy Lee Jones character is 

a fabrication based on 3 different men (and probably meshed into one man as much for the drama 

such an explosive character provides as for the time constraints), while her books spend extensive 

time on all 3 relationships. However, the dialogue for several key scenes were taken almost word for 

word from her books, and I thought it captured the spirit of the story remarkably well, especially for 

a major studio movie. I highly recommend anyone interested in the film or in the war to read these 

books, and I commend Oliver Stone for making a trilogy of important films not just for cinema, but 

for American history. 
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Heaven Sent (1994) 
 

Eddie (15-year-old Vincent Kartheiser), a 14-year-old juvenile 

delinquent of sorts, collides with a car during a petty theft and 

dies in the hospital. Due to some confusion in heaven, however, 

he is given three days to clean up his life with the help of a 

beginner angel - and save his mom. A Heart of Gold is worth more 

then all the gold in Fort Knox. ****SPOILERS**** Sweet and 

touching little movie along the lines of "It's a Wonderful Life" and 

"Defending Your Life" from a young boy's point of view. About life 

and death and redemption and in the end doing what's right is far 

better then doing what's considered both "cool an popular" 

among his friends and those he looked up to. Eddie Chandler, 

Vincent Karthelser, is killed running into a car as he's chased out of 

a convenience store for stealing a candy bar to impress his friends. 

Waking up in the hospital operating room and finding himself 

dead Eddie is taken to Heaven by his Guardian Angel Howard, David Bowe, only for Howard to find 

out that it wasn't Eddie's time to go and has three days to ease Eddie back to his life on Earth. In 

those three days Howard shows Eddie and a number of people that he runs into with Eddie what life 

is really all about and what's the right way to live it. By the time the three days are over Howard 

made Eddie a kind and understanding young man to people that he never gave much thought to 

when he was alive and not the uncontrollable delinquent that he was before he died. Howard also 

showed some of the people that he met through Eddie that same knowledge and understanding. 

Who like Eddie became much better persons because of it. The movie "Heaven Sent" is much better 

then you would think that it is by it's title and much deeper for the young people that it was 

obviously made for. With Howard showing Eddie and people in the movie that there is far more 

good then bad and that bad things that we do are only a small part in our makeup. As Howard so 

wonderfully told Eddie, when he accidentally bumped into a women going up the stairs who yelled 

at him, not to be angry at her. Telling Eddie "Seeing past ones weaknesses is the best gift you can 

give as well as receive". From an angry woman, Mary Parker Williams, who shouted at an innocent 

delivery boy, Mike Tanner, who inadvertently knock her papers out of her hands to the night 

watchman Al, Wilford Brimley, who was to let a number of crooks steal expensive computer chips 

from the warehouse that he was watching Howard had them all see the light in their bad actions and 

turned them around for the better. There was a very moving scene in a church with Howard and 

Eddie's mother Kathy, Mary Beth McDonough, where there was a choir being conducted in singing 

religious hymns who were badly off key. As the priest, William Christopher, who was conducting 

them was just about to dismiss them Howard came up to him and put his hand on his shoulder and 

told him if you just give the kids a chance and not be so hard on them they'll sing like a group of 

angles. Sure enough when given a chance and not pushed so hard by the priest the boys and girls in 

the choir gave out such a heavenly sound that the church, that was almost empty, filled to capacity 

to hear the singing. David Bowe stole the movie as Howard the nerdy but lovable Angel, or Cherubin 

as he called himself, who showed Eddie as well as everyone else in the movie just what it's all about 

and that having a Heart of Gold is worth more then all the gold in Fort Knox. The movie "Heaven 

Sent" will really tax your tear ducts watching it with a nice surprise ending that will defiantly surprise 



you. Still it's not just the ending, it's the entire movie, thats well worth watching; a definite 10 out of 

10. 
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Here Come The Tigers (1978) 
 

Amiable cop Eddie Burke and his clumsy partner Burt Honneger 

get the impossible job of coaching a little league baseball team 

(14-year-old Xavier Rodrigo, Max McClellan, Ted Oyama, David 

Schmalholz & many others) called the Tigers that's made up of 

assorted losers and misfits. Can Eddie and Burt whip the Tigers 

into shape and get the motley crew of oddballs to start winning 

games so they can have a real shot at the local championship? 

More of a guilty DISpleasure. Call it morbid fascination, like 

motorists slowing down to get an eyeful of a bad wreck on the 

side of the road, but I cannot to this day get over how 

fascinatingly awful Sean S. Cunningham's "Here Come the Tigers" 

is. For years I've wrestled over which is the worst film I've ever 

seen, "I Spit on Your Grave" or this, with "Ernest Goes to Camp" 

running a close 3rd. I finally came to the conclusion recently that 

despite it's amateurish look and sadistically glorified rape scenes, "I Spit..." was, at the VERY least, 

original (compared to "Tigers"). Don't get me wrong. That's the only defense the trashy, stomach-

churning "I Spit..." will EVER get from me. Come to think of it, "Tigers" is *such* a blatant Bad News 

Bears ripoff that it makes ANY film look original in comparison. I don't know how Sean S. 

Cunningman and AIP got away with it, but I wouldn't be surprised if someone got hold of a BNB 

script and went through it page by page and simply penciled in their characters' names over the 

Bears' names. The two films are SO alike (squatter's rights going to TBNB, of course) that for me to 

compose a laundry list of similarities would be futile. To see "Bears" but not "Tigers" is an 

impossibility, because if you have seen "Bears", you've also seen "Tigers". If this formula happens to 

be reversed for you, my condolences. I remember when the film came out, back in March 1978. 

Oddly, its short-lived and subliminal theatrical run seemed limited exclusively to the drive-in circuit. 

Not knowing any better, I was curious to see it since, at the time, Bad News Bears flicks were all the 

rage amongst my 5th grade peers. My curiosity, however, quickly turned to disinterest when the 

majority of my classmates universally trashed the film. I knew it had to be bad, particularly since at 

that age kids tend to buy into and gobble up anything thrown our way. It wasn't until 1985 that I 

finally saw the film on TV. Packing as many bleeps as a typical "Osbournes" episode of today, I sat 

with mouth agape, bewildered at how the word "plagarism" held such new meaning for me. I taped 

the broadcast and held onto it for many years, dusting it off every now and then and popping it in to 

satisfy any bad-movie urge I may have been craving at the time. Then just the other day, I purchased 

a pre-recorded uncut copy off of Ebay. I tend to keep a soft spot in my heart open at all times for 

certain bad movies. "The Crater Lake Monster" and "Squirm" hold permanent residences, along with 

"Empire of the Ants" and the first "Police Academy". "Here Come the Tigers", however, is in a class 

all its own. Here is a film so sloppily made (continuity gaffes and sound-looping blunders at every 

turn), so lazily written, so contrived and intelligence-insulting, not to mention unoriginal... that I 

cannot get enough of it. Call it what you will, but perhaps my fascination lies in the fact that here is a 

movie so bad that it's actually, well, bad. Really bad. Echoing back to my opening analogy, I am not a 

motorist who'll slow down in traffic to get a better look at some roadside carnage. I am, on the other 

hand, one who subjects himself to repeated viewings of stinkers like "Here Come the Tigers". And 



even though I have yet to see it, I eagerly await the arrival of my Ebay purchase of Cunningham's 

follow-up kiddie-sportster, the sure-to-be-a-dud "Manny's Orphans" (1978), with soccer the subject 

this time around, and featuring a good deal of the "Tigers" cast. To quote a certain Linda Blair movie: 

"Mother? What's wrong with me?". 
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Het Mes (The Knife) (1961) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Reitze van der Linden) coming into 

puberty is resentful of his mother's budding romance with the 

best friend of her late husband, and is torn and confused about his 

emerging feelings for Toni, a young girl in his neighborhood. His 

fascination with an antique Oriental knife leads him to steal it and 

he uses it to try to impress Toni while at the same time trying to 

break up his mother's relationhip. Oedipal Drama from the 

Netherlands. When I first heard about this film, I more-or-less 

expected it to be a Dutch take on "The 400 Blows", but now that 

I've seen it, I can say that it stands up well as an original 

contribution to the coming-of-age genre. I have no idea why I 

hadn't heard of it years earlier! The protagonist is 13-year-old 

Thomas, a very well-to-do Dutch boy. A lot of people seem to 

know him locally, and they treat him with a benign condescension 

that he continually misinterprets as respect; on the other hand, when he crosses paths with adults 

who don't know him, no such misinterpretation is available. Thomas tries to impress a girl by 

stealing a rare sacrificial knife from an exhibition of primitive Eastern artifacts. This starts a series of 

events wherein he gets into continually more difficulty. His widowed mother is conducting a rather 

abusive affair with her late husband's best friend, and he and Thomas don't get along well at all. All 

in all, this film is very Oedipal in its approach. "Het Mes" was nominated for the Best Picture award 

at Cannes in 1961, which is not surprising; what is surprising is that this film was the only screen 

appearance of Reitze van der Linden, who played Thomas with such flair and compassion. Director 

Rademakers here created a character-driven film of considerable strength. That being said, it must 

be mentioned that he did some very creative filming with the use of mirrors, and how he pulled off 

some of the shots he did still remains a mystery to me! All in all, I regard this as a very rewarding 

film, perhaps unjustly neglected in the world of film at large. 
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High Crimes (2002) 
 

High powered lawyer Claire Kubik finds her world turned upside 

down when her husband, who she thought was Tom Kubik, is 

arrested and is revealed to be Ron Chapman. Chapman is on trial 

for a murder of Latin American villagers while he was in the 

Marines. Claire soon learns that to navigate the military justice 

system, she'll need help from the somewhat unconventional 

Charlie Grimes; meanwhile, Claire's sister, Jackie, is falling in love 

with wet-behind-the-ears Lieutenant Embry assigned as the 

official defense lawyer. And most of the eyewitnesses have rather 

too conveniently died. Like Ashley? You'd better. Because "High 

Crimes" sticks Judd in front of the camera in almost every scene as 

its contrived formula story full of cliche characters wells around 

her. Fortunately, Judd manages to hold this less than sterling film 

together as it worms and squirms its way through the story of a happy wife and trial lawyer who 

finds her husband might not be who she thought he was and has to try to wrest him from the 

clutches of a military courtmartial, a possible death sentence, and a coverup conspiracy. "High 

Crimes" is busy enough to hold interest through endless plotholes and implausibilities making for an 

okay no-brainer couch potato watch. A must see for Judd fans and a so-so watch for all others. 
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Hititya Madalyonun Sirri (2013) 
 

Two brothers (Egemen Zincidi & Emir Berke Zinicidi) and their 

sister discover a world beyond imagination and the magic within 

them after the disappearance of their mother. 
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I Am Gabriel (2012) 
 

An unforgiving sun, a parched earth, and a failed economy have 

left a small Texas town desolate. For ten years Promise, Texas has 

known nothing but one curse after another. It's barren, broken, 

and dying, leaving a town full of despair. When a couple finds a 

boy (12-year-old Gavin Casalegno) walking along a dusty road, 

alone in the middle of nowhere, with nothing but a mat tucked 

under his arm, they pick him up in hopes of helping him. What 

they don't realize is that he has come to help them and the 

residents of Promise. No one knows who he is or where he came 

from. Some think he's an answer to prayer. Others think he's a 

runaway or a false prophet. And the only thing this boy will say 

about himself is that he's here to help. The town's sheriff, Brody, is 

determined to uncover the truth. But Brody has his own problems 

trying to hold a dying town together. Miracle after miracle takes 

place and the residents of Promise embrace the boy. But when the beloved town doctor dies, it is 

time for the truth to be revealed. The boy pleads with Brody in front of the whole town to believe 

that he's come to help, not to hurt anyone. Finally, with his back against the wall the boy reveals his 

true identity. Watch before you judge. I read some reviews before I watched the movie, it did affect 

my initial idea. I agree that you must'not compare the movie to 'The Passion' or another similar 

movie, it is predictable and the acting could be better. I am not into any religion, but respect and 

admire some people who know how to experience it without trying to push their believes to others. I 

loved that more then one religion is being interpreted and displayed. And perhaps things are all too 

obvious and most certainly predictable, but I think it's all about hope in any way, or better the loss of 

it and how to regain it. Despite the bad acting there were several moments, that the shivers went 

down my spine. I'll remember it for sure. And if you are into religion(s), just watch it. 
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Il Giustiziere Sfida La Città (Syndicate Sadists) (1975) 
 

A biker's brother is killed while investigating the kidnapping of a 

young boy, the byproduct of a war between two crime families. 

The biker vows to get revenge by finding the kidnapped boy and 

destroying the two families. Another entertaining crime-fest from 

Umberto Lenzi! Umberto Lenzi is undoubtedly the king of Italian 

crime movies, but unfortunately; Syndicate Sadists is not the best 

examples of his work in this genre. Lenzi's crime flicks tend to be a 

cut above the rest because he makes films based on stories with a 

point, and they don't lack direction; but this film feels a bit too 

wayward to fully fit with the rest of his stuff. The film takes 

obvious influence from Sergio Leone's landmark western 'A Fistful 

of Dollars' (which in turn, took influence from Akira Kurosawa's 

landmark samurai flick Yojimbo), in that it features two warring 

families and a strong character at the centre. The crime that Lenzi 

focuses on is kidnapping, and we centre on a character called 'Rambo'. Rambo is dragged into the 

war between the two families after his brother is killed because of it. Rambo uses his brains and 

brawn to pit the two families against one another, in the hope of gaining revenge for his brother's 

death, rescuing a young boy that they've kidnapped, and ultimately letting the two sides destroy one 

another. The film's biggest asset is undoubtedly Tomas Milian. Milian was put to great use by Lenzi 

in almost all of his crime thrillers. The range of characters he has played for Lenzi is immense, and 

this one is easily one of the coolest. The character is called Rambo, which immediately sprang to 

mind the popular Sylvester Stallone character - but for once, the Italians actually haven't stolen this 

name as Syndicate Sadists was released first! As usual, the film is wickedly entertaining, as we get to 

watch Milian get himself involved in the usual array of car chases, shootouts and brawls. Lenzi has 

got him riding a motorbike this time round, and every scene featuring it and Milian is a real 

standout! However, the film often feels like it doesn't really have anywhere to go, and this means 

that the running time is stretched out more than it should be. Compared to the crime films of other 

Italian directors, Syndicate Sadists is more than above average; but in relation to Lenzi crime flicks 

such as Almost Human and The Cynic, The Rat and The Fist - it doesn't stand tall as one of Lenzi's 

best. Still, if you're looking for ninety minutes of testosterone fuelled mayhem - Syndicate Sadists 

will suffice! 
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Ilo Ilo (2013) 
 

Singapore, late 90s. The friendship between the maid Teresa and 

young boy Jiale (Koh Jia Ler) ignite the mother's jealousy, while 

the Asian recession hits the region. Set in Singapore, Ilo Ilo 

chronicles the relationship between the Lim family and their 

newly arrived maid, Teresa. Like many other Filipino women, she 

has come to this city in search of a better life. Her presence in the 

family worsens their already strained relationship. Jiale, the young 

and troublesome son, starts to form a unique bond with Teresa, 

who soon becomes an unspoken part of the family. This is 1997 

and the Asian Financial Crisis is beginning to be felt in the region. 

A Nutshell Review. As it turned out, this is Anthony's labour of 

love, and the tremendous attention to detail was simply amazing, 

though not perfect (but what is?), with its art direction to immerse 

the viewer into knowing we're in the mid 90s without the need for 

an obvious marker until mid way. Electronic devices such as the Tamagochi game which was quite 

the rage in its time, ubiquitous pagers, and Sony's walkman all serve to remind us of a time where 

we got by without feeling the need to be online all the time. And from these little gadgets, come the 

darting of one's eyes to a lot more clues of time, from costuming right down to wide angled shots 

where I just had to find something out of place, but rarely did (I admit I nodded when a wide shot of 

a school hall had the correct President and First Lady picture hung up, something which could have 

been easily overlooked, amongst other things such as the model used for a police car). But it is 

economical filmmaking in a sense, yet big in ambition to tell a story that can, and has proved, to 

resonate with audiences around the world. Most of the scenes take place in family HDB apartment, 

or the school, and any other outdoor shots were meticulously scouted and could have made the Old 

Places team proud, especially when we're modernizing our landscapes at a frightening pace. And the 

cinematography exploits tight spaces in lieu of avoiding getting something out of place into the 

frame, yet through its technical constraints came an intimate portrait through tight shots and 

intricate framing. What I really liked about the film is how effortlessly the narrative flowed, without 

the director feeling the urge to be verbose about everything, preferring set ups to be resolved 

naturally at a later stage, with the film taking its time to evolve rather than pushing its pace to a 

rush, reining in any attempt to be overly ambitious in trying to cover everything, catalyzed from the 

introduction of a stranger into a family's life. And on top of that, giving each character crafted their 

strong, personal story arcs whose challenges one can surely feel for since they touch raw nerves 

from an unforgettable 90s era. The Singapore Dreaming connection cannot be stronger than with 

Yeo Yann Yann's presence playing a pregnant mom in a family drama. One of the actresses at the top 

of her craft plying her trade on both sides of the Causeway, it is needless to say her sheer acting 

prowess shone through a role that required her to respond to threats, where her character had to 

witness the erosion of her bond with her son who slowly but surely begin to forge a stronger one 

with their family maid. And if that's not challenging the actress enough, her role also deals with the 

albatross of retrenchment starkly happening in the local small and medium enterprise her motherly 

character works for, and finding belief through self-help materials. I've never thought much about 

Chen Tianwen as an actor since his television days, but it's a testament to the director's ability to 



elicit the best performance possible from his cast, and it's indeed a revelation that this actor could 

act, if given the right role, and having his ability coaxed right out of him. While the character had to 

disappear for a bit toward the last act, his Mr Lim stood for how the typical father would under dire 

circumstances, speaking little, and digging deep from within to weather the storm, picking up any 

job to tide through tough times. If you, like me before who is unconvinced by Chen Tianwen's acting 

abilities, you're in for a huge and pleasant surprise. Fans of Lav Diaz's films would be no stranger to 

Angeli Bayani, who plays Teresa/Terry the maid, and nailed her role through and through as the 

dutiful servant with a mind of her own, standing up for herself from the onset when bullied. Leaving 

her family and young son behind, the character echoes many of those under similar circumstances, 

having to come to our island to look after someone else's kid instead, while at the same time bearing 

witness to the secrets each household owns. And rounding up the principle cast members is Koh Jia 

Ler as the young kid of the Lim family Jiale, a rascal of a kid, spoilt in a sense, and being the bane of 

Teresa at the start. Ilo Ilo has their story arcs central to everything else happening around them, and 

the chemistry between these two performers was one of the highlights of the movie, as we journey 

through their changes in attitudes that gave way to mutual respect, and love. Probably the child 

actor at the moment, having to co-shoulder the weight of the film on his shoulders as the unlikely 

antagonist who jump starts situations. Anthony Chen has thrown the gauntlet down for local 

filmmakers to raise their own bars in filmmaking, leading the charge of the next generation of 

filmmakers who have their unique vision and stories to tell. It's rare in our filmmaking community to 

find storytellers who straddle between art house and commercial films, but Ilo Ilo shows that a 

combination of both is possible. So while the film continues to make waves overseas, and 

prestigious, international awards aside, there's nothing but true testament for any filmmaker, than 

for audiences in the home country to respond to the film in a show of support through a ticket. And 

it's not blind promotion - Ilo Ilo is the best local film to hit our shores this year, and perhaps in recent 

years, that it deserves as wide an audience as it can get from Singapore. You'll laugh, cry and will 

invariably be moved. A definite recommend! 
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Indul A Bakterház (The Stationmaster Meets His Match) (The Watchman's 

House Is Moving) (1980) 
 

We can all relate to the cute little kid, Bendeguz (14-year-old Imre 

Olvasztó), who sees people's shortcomings so accurately and 

shares them with us in such a genuinely sweet and funny way. The 

dialogs capture a child's sense of humor and reminds us what it is 

like to be a kid living in the grown-up's world. You also see rural 

life during the early 20th century Hungary, which was simplistic 

but eventful. Bendeguz's mischiefs are so funny, they make any 

viewer laugh regardless of his or her nationality. This movie will 

touch you, make you laugh and you'll definitely want your kids to 

see it. Watch this movie anytime, especially when you feel sad and 

it will cheer you up and remind you of the preciousness of life. 

IMDb Anecdote: According to an interview with Imre Olvasztó, the 

casting for Bendegúz' role was held in an orphanage. The casting 

crew told the children that who kicks the director from behind will 

get the role. No one believed, only Olvasztó had the courage. After kicking Sándor Mihályfy he was 

asked why he did that. Olvasztó replied in a polite manner that he wanted to get the role. Mihályfy 

laughed and hired him. 
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Isadora (1968) 
 

A biography of the dancer Isadora Duncan, the 1920s dancer who 

forever changed people's ideas of ballet. Her nude, semi-nude, 

and pro-Soviet dance projects as well as her attitudes on free love, 

debt, dress, and lifestyle shocked the public of her time. The 

scarves of Isadora. The bigger than life Isadora Duncan, a dancing 

legend, is the focus of this film. "Isadora", which came out in 1968, 

came and went without much fanfare. The opportunity to watch it 

again came when it was shown on a cable network recently. The 

main attraction is Vanessa Redgrave's take in the subject matter. 

The biopic, directed by Karel Reisz, follows aspects of Ms. 

Duncan's life. One thing comes across: she was a woman ahead of 

her time! Her disregard for classical dance made her famous, 

although as shown in the film, one wonders what liberties the 

filmmakers took in Ms. Redgrave's renditions of works created by the famous artist. Another thing 

that is clearly evident in the movie is the unhappy life of Isadora. She had no luck with anyone of her 

lovers. The most famous one was Paris Singer, the son of an American millionaire which ended 

tragically as their son and her daughter with another man drowned, something that weighed heavily 

on this tormented woman. Vanessa Redgrave at the height of her beauty was magnificent in her 

interpretation of the troubled Isadora. Jason Robards is seen as Paris Singer, the American heir that 

fell in love with the dancer, but didn't seem to have much in common with her. 
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It's Great To Be Young! (1956) 
 

Mr. Dingle is the popular music teacher in an English school, but 

when the headmaster threatens to close down the school band 

(partly because of Dingle's fondness of more modern music) then 

the pupils have to come to his assistance, using their musical skills 

to help. Nostalgic musical. I saw this movie when it first came out. 

I was in my early teens and so just the right age for it and oh it 

seemed so romantic! I managed to get an ep of some of the music 

- wish I knew where that ep got to, I've lost it. But I never 

managed to see the movie again until quite recently on TV - it's 

been shown a few more times since. I was never a real jazz 

enthusiast however so much as I enjoyed all the fun and games at 

the school with the young musicians and their impressive teacher 

played by John Mills in a such lively youthful performance that 

nicely presages his later great dramatic talents, the music itself 

didn't stay in my memory. Only a year or two later we young people were stunned and delighted by 

the first rock 'n roll - I heard Rock Around the Clock for the first time in a Hancock's Half Hour, 

believe it or not, which very amusingly guyed Blackboard Jungle, and I was enthralled - by the music 

as much as Hancock, ie. Next came Elvis and Heartbreak Hotel, and the music and style and youthful 

behaviour of It's Great to be Young morphed into energetic rock dancing and Elvis's sexy gyrations. 

It's Great to be Young is a splendid period piece now, one of the last gasps if you like of the pre-beat 

music generation but still enormous fun. 
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J.T. (1969) 
 

J. T. Gamble (11-year-old Kevin Hooks), a shy, withdrawn Harlem 

youngster, shows compassion and responsibility when he takes on 

the care of an old, one-eyed, badly injured alley cat days before 

Christmas and secretly nurses it back to health. Outstanding Kid's 

Movie That Adults Can Enjoy. J.T. debuted on CBS in 1969 and won 

a Peabody Award that year. I probably saw it in 1969, but I know 

for sure I saw it during the 1970s as it was rebroadcast several 

times, usually around Christmas. Although a bit of a sentimental 

weeper, the acting and portrayal of life in a tough urban 

neighborhood are gritty and believable. I doubt that today's 

tastemakers would approve of anything so realistic being offered 

as fare for children. It is too bad J.T. is no longer broadcast and is 

not readily available on VHS or DVD. To my mind, J.T. is as much of 

a Christmas classic as It's A Wonderful Life or A Christmas Story. 
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Jimmy (2013) 
 

The story of a mentally challenged teenager (Ian Colletti) who 

interacts with supernatural beings he calls "Watchers". Best film I 

have seen in a while. We watched this as a family last night and 

we just sat in silence when it was finished. All I can say is WOW! 

Fantastic cinematography, sound track, and acting. The casting is 

over the top superb. The screen writing is well done - believable 

and draws you in immediately. It is intense, yet fun; full of conflict, 

yet loving. The use of irony throughout is extremely effective - just 

when you think you have it figured out, they flip you upside down 

and take you with them. The most important thing I appreciate 

about this film is that it is wholesome and honors what is right. 

There are no language or modesty issues or inappropriate scenes. 

Those things aren't needed to make a top-notch film - and Jimmy 

is a prime example of that. Bravo to the team - and please 

continue to produce family friendly God-honoring films. We need more! Thank you! 
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Jim's Gift (1996) 
 

It is about a boy (Luciano Romano) who is given a VCR that plays 

not only videos, but also the past and future. His parents are a 

little concerned by his "remembering" about things from very 

early on in his life, and predicts how the horse-racing will turn out, 

and he manages to make his father a lot of money. But it gets him 

into trouble. Unusual kid's adventure/fantasy. Low budget but 

appealing kids' fantasy adventure. A mysterious stranger presents 

a boy with a VCR that can "play" the past...and the future. How it 

affects the boy and his struggling middle-class family is the central 

story. An amusing running gag is a series of exterior shots of the 

family's house with various strange objects and/or people moving 

past (a UFO, a tumbleweed, runaway car, etc.) For us, part of the 

appeal of this movie was that it was filmed in an area of England 

where we later resided for a short time. 
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K-9 Adventures: Legend Of The Lost Gold (2014) 
 

When Kassie and her friends (Kalvin Stinger, Jaden Kenny & 

Braxton Hew-Len) stumble across an old, broken pocket watch 

they begin an unexpected journey to unlock the secret of the 

legendary Garrison Gold. They'll have to solve riddles and follow 

clues to find the lost treasure. With the help of her faithful dog, 

Scoot and her gang of misfit friends, Kassie is about to go on the 

adventure of a lifetime! 
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King Of The Hill (1993) 
 

A young boy (14-year-old Jesse Bradford) struggles on his own in a 

run-down motel after his parents and younger brother are 

separated from him in 1930s Depression-era Midwest. Depression 

era movie. The protagonist is a boy whose mother is forced into a 

sanitarium and father gets a job as a traveling salesman. The boy 

fends for himself in a seedy SRO hotel. The focus is on the boy's 

relationships with others and his struggle to survive. Soderbergh's 

usual technical mastery, but more heart. As Soderbergh has risen 

to the stratosphere of Hollywood enablers, he seems to have 

replaced character with something else -- odd collections of in-

jokes, hand ringing and Oscar-worthy speeches. If he's connected 

with the pulse of America, he has done so by losing the pulse of 

his stories. Even his small anti-commercial films seem to have lost 

their human touch. Oh, they're fun, and technically masterful all -- 

but looking back only this one suggests the small Satyajit Ray style humanist Soderburgh might have 

become if he didn't have the mega-hit touch. A part of me mourns the loss, though another part of 

me imagines how horribly treakly Erin Brockovich would have been with any other helmer. I've spent 

a lot of good hours watching his works, but only a couple great hours, and this 1 hour and 43 

minutes of greatness. 
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La Edad De La Peseta (The Silly Age) (2006) 
 

A drama about grandmother-grandson relationships. "Big things 

are happening in this country". Edad dela Peseta or "silly age" is 

the term used in Cuba for the pre-adolescent period from 7-years-

old to 11-years-old. Giroud's stylish, assured period study of this 

awkward time takes him back to the very moment of the 

revolution of Fidel Castro, to 1958. The whole film is a bit tongue 

in cheek. Samuel (Iván Carreira) is 10-years-old. He's so 

sophisticated and handsome-looking it's a bit hard to believe that, 

but everything is heightened. Samuel is the Rudolf Valentino of 

little boys. Except that sometimes he still wets his bed. This is 

Havana as Hollywood. The film is brightly-colored, as tasty as a 

box of fine candies, but its elegance is tinged with the acid of 

irony. The writing never pushes its points too hard, and the result 

is pure pleasure. Coming of age may be a well-worn theme, but there is always room for new 

variations. Samuel's utter self-possession, defiance, and good looks provide a fresh mix. Samuel is 

brought to Havana by his mother Alicia (Susana Tejera), newly divorced--but not for the first time--to 

live with her long-ignored mother Violeta (Spanish actress Mercedes Sampietro). Violeta is a piece of 

work. She teases and commands Samuel, tries to intimidate him a little, threatens him with being 

sent away to school. (He's always in a the white shirt and tie he wears at his Catholic school.) Then 

rather suddenly he becomes Violeta's protégé. They hit it off. He's as strong-headed as she. She's a 

portrait photographer; he becomes her assistant. She threatens him to make him work for her, but 

she needn't; he likes it. Gradually a "nice" relationship between Violeta and Samuel develops. One 

wouldn't call it "warm," but they're close allies, two of a kind. For him she's a bridge toward good 

things to come. He's probably at least as grown up as she is. Samuel also gets to watch "television" 

of a very special sort that a woman of ill fame shows his classmates--a scene out of Fellini's 

Amarcord, but like everything in this film, tidier and more elegant. Alicia meets Ramon (Jose Angel 

Egido), the plump and proper owner of a shoe store, in a weepy movie. They look over at each other, 

both with tears streaming down their faces, and they know they're a match. She goes to work at 

Ramon's shop, and eventually they are to marry. Meanwhile Samuel gets increasingly advanced 

kissing lessons from the television lady's very foxy daughter (Claudia Valdes). (In one of Giroud's 

more daring conceits, he continues at home in bed with a ceramic head of the Virgin.) He is madly in 

love with a real woman he meets delivering photo portraits, Violeta's most beautiful model, a movie 

star named film star Nuria (Carla Paneca), a gorgeous lady who lives in a nice house and later turns 

out to be the girlfriend of one of the most famous heroes of the Cuban Revolution. Samuel isn't 

particularly enthusiastic about Ramon, but Ramon makes a successful effort to woo him. Ramon is 

the one who first alludes darkly to the "big things happening in this country," at the time news to 

Alicia. He's plainly not at all happy about these "big things," so it seems likely he's going to be among 

those who will flee when the Revolution happens, as it does, finally, with a burst, jump-starting The 

Silly Age's last section. But we see nothing of it but some historical footage, and a glimpse at Nuria's 

boyfriend. The film works on its own small scale, with an eye for the absurd--implying its "big things" 

only appear so to the participants--though perhaps hinting that as Samuel slips out of his silly age, 

Cuba slips out of hers. Everybody knows Havana has an unsurpassed collection of Fifties cars, and 



some of the most immaculate of them are seen to good advantage in this film. Everything else is 

likewise perfectly in period. Giroud's touch is deft. He never lets a scene run too long. He's a 

surprisingly smart and mature filmmaker. Credit is also due to the cinematographer, Luis Najimias 

Jr.; the author of the screenplay, Arturo Infante; and the production designer, Maya Segura. The Silly 

Age was shown at the Toronto festival last September and was a SKYY Prize contender (for first time 

directors) when shown as part of the San Francisco International Film Festival 2007. It won the new 

SFIFF Chris Holter Award for Humor in Film. 
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La Promesse (The Promise) (1996) 
 

Igor (15-year-old Jérémie Renier) and his father, Roger, are making 

a decent living renting apartments to illegal immigrants and 

sometimes working them illegally (among other scams). But when 

the building inspector pays a surprise visit and Amidou falls off a 

scaffold in his hurry to hide, things start to unravel, particularly 

when Igor makes a promise to the injured Amidou that ultimately 

exposes the different values of Igor and Roger, and of Amidou's 

wife, Assita. A Small Masterpiece. La Promesse is one of the best 

films of this decade. With its simple style and character-driven 

plot, one may think that the film comes from one of the Dogma 95 

manifesto directors but it doesn't. The film's strengths lie in its 

theme of morality and responsibility and in its no-nonsense 

portrayal of the immigrant situation in Belgium (with 

reverberations reaching all across Europe). One can say that it's a 

coming-of-age tale--and in some ways it is--but when one thinks of the usual film categorized as 

such, the moniker doesn't match. Even the scene where Igor is being seduced by an older woman, 

while his father and his father's girlfriend look on, has no follow-up, no clumsy bedroom scene 

where we see Igor lose his virginity. The film makers just cut from the seduction scene in the bar to 

Igor the next morning back to his "job" at the dilapidated building site. Clearly, the directors are 

unconcerned with the staples of the "coming-of-age" genre. More precisely, I think it should be 

called a "coming-of-conscience" film. The final scene is at the same time heartbreaking and thought-

provoking. The way they end the movie is a masterstroke because it forces the viewer to ponder 

what will come next, thus prompting self-reflective questions on what the viewer himself or herself 

would have chosen to do. 
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Laura Und Luis (1989) 
 

Immediately after his arrival in Milan, where he intends to spend a 

study visit, Sebastian, a Jesuit novice from Munich, falls victim to a 

pair of under-age tricksters. Sebastian tracks down the young 

thieves and is horrified to discover a criminal organisation that 

kidnaps children from all over Europe and subsequently trains 

them to become thieves and robbers. The two children who have 

robbed Sebastian, 12-year-old Laura and her 14-year-old brother 

Luis (15-year-old Jan Andres), are also members of a children's 

gang. Sebastian leaves no stone unturned to get in touch with 

them and to save them and their friend Thierry-Bibi from disaster. 

He soon discovers the leaders of the gang to be unscrupulous 

criminals who will stop at no act of violence. For no sooner do 

they realize that Sebastian is on their trail than they try to kill him. 

But the young monk does not give up easily. Together with 

Giuliana, the niece of a Milanese Monsignore, he imperturbably traces the children. He is able to win 

Laura's confidence in a relatively short time, but he has no idea that he is thus exposing the children 

to great danger. Laura and Luis, who love one another deeply, are separated by the gangsters. Luis is 

sent to Marseille, where he is made to work as a pickpocket. He is forbidden to get in touch with his 

sister. He is told that she will have to suffer for it if he does not work successfully. Not until they 

have undergone numerous adventures, which even take them to Munich, is Sebastian able to give 

the police convincing proof that the criminals must be arrested. In the end he even finds Luis's 

mother, who has been searching for her lost son for many years. But the happy ending is not what 

Sebastian had intended for Laura and Luis. Luis and his mother, after their long separation, are not 

able to love each other any more. The boy feels shut in and overprotected. His mother's ordinary 

middle-class life is much too constricted for him to feel comfortable. So Laura and Luis decide, 

together with their friend Thierry-Bibi, to lead an independent life together.They leave Munich, 

Luis's mother and Sebastian, to whom they owe their liberty. One day, Sebastian learns that the 

children are now living in the south of France, where they are earning their living in a legal manner: 

Laura sells homemade jewellery on the beach, and Luis is working for a horse breeder in the 

Camargue. Sebastian has to admit to himself that there is a lot about life and happiness he doesn't 

know. He is no longer sure whether being a monk is the right thing for him. He knows he needs time 

to come to a decision and asks for leave of absence from his order. But he also knows that one day 

he will meet his friends Laura and Luis again and that he is very much looking forward to this 

meeting. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1989) 

 

Episode 1 
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Le Divin Enfant (The Holy Child) (2001) 
 

Marc is a 39-year-old Catholic priest, a model for his entire parish. 

Fully dedicated to his religious duties, he is one of the few 

enthusiastic advocates of priestly celibacy, having even written a 

book about it. Cherished by the media, he has become a star of 

sorts and is only too happy to serve God through his celebrity. But 

trouble comes knocking at his door one day, in the form of a 

smart-ass teenager (Adrien Aumont) who claims to be his son. 

Now Marc has a problem on his hands. He can't get rid of the little 

bastard, but he has no time for him either. To make matters 

worse, the kid smokes dope and the mother is in jail! So our good 

priest strikes a deal with his offspring: he will take care of him, but 

on condition of absolute secrecy. Inevitably the secret starts 

wearing thin! Moreover, Marc has trouble staying detached from 

his son... and even more trouble not falling in love with the child's 

mother when she comes out of jail! A Bit of French Spirit Saves This Slight Story. Le Divin infant 

(HOLY CHILD) is a French made for television little film, written by Jean-Luc Goossens and directed 

by Stéphane Clavier, that is part of a series of films collectively titled 'Tales from the Orphanage', a 

series which opens the door to both the randy rowdiness of young boy orphans as well as the 

tender, needy emotions of children who land in collectives for one reason or the other. The constant 

seems to be the need for discovery of each child's roots or at least a return to the family so 

desperately needed for a child's maturing. In that way this series is both entertaining and touching. 

THE HOLY CHILD focuses on one boy Dimitri (Adrien Aumont) who while somewhat of a malcontent 

in his orphanage longs for a life outside. He sees a priest on the television Père Marc Aubrey 

(Lambert Wilson), a priest well know in the media for his celebration of the benefits of chastity 

before marriage, and immediately identifies him from a saved photograph of him with his mother 

Martine (Agathe Teyssier), now in prison. Dmitri leaves the orphanage and appears in the church 

where Père Marc is officiating in Mass. Dressed as an acolyte he confronts Père Marc with the fact 

that Dirt is his son. Père Marc is chagrined: how will this affect his public image of a bastion for 

chastity? Dmitri pleads his homelessness and Père Marc takes him home where Père Marc's mother 

Mamitta (Marthe Villalonga) immediately offers her heart. Père Marc at last confesses to Dmitri that 

on the day before he took his vows of chastity as a priest he slept with Martine and agrees that he is 

indeed Dmitri's father. The two agree to keep the fact a secret, Dmitri lives with Père Marc and 

Mamitta and gradually the parish takes Dmitri into its fold. When Père Marc informs his bishop of his 

fatherhood, compounded by his rather recent indiscretion with Marie (Diane D'Assigny) with whom 

he sleeps after a confessional deal to keep Marie from spreading the truth about Père Marc, the 

situation comes to a climax - leave the priesthood or stay. That decision molds the ending of the 

film. Yes, it is a slight story, and yes, it moves in directions obvious form the start, but the cast is 

good and Lambert Wilson has a fine sense of comic timing that keeps the story on course. There is 

enough said about the current state of the Catholic Church's social and political stances to make it a 

palatable satire. It has its charms. 
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Le Fils Du Requin (Son Of The Shark) (1993) 
 

Brothers Martin (Ludovic Vandendaele) and Simon (Eric Da Silva), 

not yet teens, are incorrigible vandals; Martin runs away from 

reform school, Simon from foster homes, and they always find 

each other in a seacoast town of Lignan, where their destructive 

behavior is infamous. (It may date to their mother's leaving the 

family.) Martin is philosophical, romantic, and poetic: he dreams 

of being the son of a shark; he holds tight to a book about goldfish 

his mother gave him. In both halting and wild ways, he tries to 

court Marie, a neighbor girl. Simon, with a pocketknife and an 

intractable will, seems more dangerous to others. What, on earth, 

is there for these children-becoming-men? A moving film full of 

sane juvenile rebellion and violence. This film really did stun me 

the first time I saw it. It actually was in a cinema in les Halles 

(Paris). It might actually have been a preview. This film does 

capture pure moments of truth about the more or less universal theme of the youth rebellion. It 

does truly highlight the scare of adults in front of desperate kids that, deep down, are only asking for 

love. It does take an extreme form to convey the complete un-understanding (misunderstanding) 

that there can be between adult/society and abandoned kids. The "extreme" form of the movie does 

not mean it has no value. But on the contrary the metaphor of the film is event more powerful 

because of that "violence". I have actually known one kids that had some similarities with the kids in 

the film. Their high rebellion does not mean they are not "human" but allows the desperation and 

the feeling (paint and power to be young) to be expressed, visible and apprehensible. That film is 

also quite fresh and I find that quite a few of the tricks the two kids play on adult and society are fun 

and creative. One of the kid in the film does have quite a lot of sense and strong feelings. There is a 

strong bond between the two brothers and they often have quite caring attitudes with another and 

a few other. No moral in this film? May be! In the end I can't remember the whole story since I saw 

that film ages ago. But I felt reassured by the humanity of this two kids and appalled by some of the 

grow-ups attitudes. IN the film, they start to be in love with a shark mother. Well it shows how 

extreme things can get in some situation. They also seem to be fascinated by the relaxing and 

hypnotizing calmness of the sea world. Quite sweet indeed. I would really like to see that movie 

again. My mind needs to be refreshed with this juvenile daringness. I do love that film! It has 

definitely given me something good and thanks a lot to the authors. 
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Le Petit Prince (2003) 
 

15-year-old Jean-François Périer-Têtedoie alias Jeff was known for 

his role in the musical tale The Little Prince, adapted from the 

book, performed at the Casino de Paris, in which he played 

precisely the role of the Little Prince. He's blond and blue eyed as 

the hero of the book by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. Some would 

argue that this role was destined for him, because before his role 

he lived at Lyon, in a house just opposite to that where Saint-

Exupéry, the author of the famous book, was born! 
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Le Violon Rouge (The Red Violin) (1998) 
 

A perfect red-colored violin inspires passion, making its way 

through three centuries over several owners and countries, 

eventually ending up at an auction where it may find a new 

owner. In present day Montreal, a famous Nicolo Bussotti violin, 

known as "the red violin," is being auctioned off. During the 

auction, we flash back to the creation of the violin in 17th century 

Italy, and follow the violin as it makes its way through an 18th 

century Austrian monastery, a violinist in 19th century Oxford, 

China during the Cultural Revolution, and back to Montreal, where 

a collector tries to establish the identity and the secrets of "the 

red violin." Wow. I saw this film the same day it came highly 

recommended to me by a coffee shop friend who couldn't stop 

gushing about it. While this guy is also a member of the Academy 

and has steered me to some pretty good picks in the past, I 

walked into the theater fearing the usual letdown that invariably follows going into a film with overly 

high expectations (i.e. The English Patient, The Truman Show, etc.) This film not only managed to 

exceed my expectations, it restored my faith in the magic and mystery of cinema altogether. We 

start with a rather simple but cleverly structured story about a very unique red violin that 

emblematically (and quite literally for that matter) takes on the heart and fate of a 16th century 

Italian woman as it passes across several centuries and continents on its way to the auction block in 

present day Montreal. The unfolding vignettes reveal more and more about the nature of this 

instrument and, when strung together in the bigger picture, play out like finely orchestrated 

movements of a great sonata; each movement plucking out its own stirring and poignant variation 

on theme. I was so swept up in the majesty and spectacle of this film that it didn't even occur to me 

until much later that the violin is nothing less than a personification of beauty itself (okay, okay, 

maybe I'm starting to overly deconstruct things here in retrospect, but the parallels are too perfect 

to remain unexplored). It's fascinating to watch both the transformative and destructive power of 

this beauty as it's placed into the hands of a sensitive young boy, a self absorbed musical protege, 

and a remorseful ring leader of a totalitarian regime. Much praise goes to director Francois Girard in 

how he refrained from overplaying the social and moral commentary, repeating this theme at mostly 

an emotional level rather than an intellectual one -- much in the same way that beauty itself, to 

some degree anyway, defies analytical discussion and belongs in the realm of pure and simple 

experience. You obviously can't dissect it, as co-writer Don McKellar¹s onscreen character thought to 

do, and so it remains as it was in it's original form: timeless, magical, elusive. The stuff that pompous 

nobility and rich collectors the world over will offer a king's ransom for and still never manage to 

posses in the end. Performances were good to great all around. It's hard to go wrong with Samuel L. 

Jackson in a leading role and I appreciated the fact that the actors actually appeared to be playing 

the violin on camera, as opposed to watching the typical hokey cutaways and cheat shots often 

associated with onscreen musical performances; nauseating contrivances that always tear down the 

wall of suspended disbelief with a resounding crash. The costuming, set design and cinematography 

were absolutely stunning (Oscar nominations soon to follow I'm sure) without taking center stage 

from the story. I especially loved the amazing period recreations of China and Austria. I felt like I was 



fully transported in both space and time to these places and walking among people who really 

belonged there. Overall I would rate this one as a true film classic on the level of masterpiece. 

Perhaps this is in part due to my love for music and the undeniable fact that, being the sentimental 

guy that I am, I'm always a sucker for haunting open-ended films like this where you leave the 

theater in a half daze, pondering all the implications, mesmerized by the lingering imagery. I'm still 

speculating about the future of Mr. Moritz and what will ultimately happen when beauty is placed 

into the hands of our modern world. 
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Les Anées Sandwiches (The Sandwich Years) (1988) 
 

This film opens in contemporary Paris, as we see an appliance 

store trashed by anti-Semitic vandals. Across town, a middle-aged 

man is struck to his core when he hears the news of the attack on 

the radio. Thus begins a long sustained flashback to 1947 when 

15-year-old Victor (17-year-old Thomas Langmann) returns to 

Paris after hiding out on a gentiles' farm during the war. The 

youngster has heard the family there thinking that he should go to 

Palestine, but he has determined that he wants to go back to Paris 

to pick up the threads of his former life. He comes across as a 

country bumpkin, but soon meets Félix (17-year-old Nicolas 

Giraudi), a well-to-do airhead his own age, and the pair become 

unlikely friends. Victor soon discovers that his parents never made 

it back from the roundup that took so many Jews away forever. He 

stumbles onto a junk shop that's looking for help, and so meets 

Max, as world-wise and cynical as Victor is naïve. The man is a closet Jew, but he takes Victor under 

his wing in a rambunctious relationship which slowly becomes something special. Victor's friendship 

with Félix comes under the inevitable strain we might expect, given that the film's main message is 

that anti-Semitism didn't leave France when the Nazis scurried away. Victor is very well played by 

Thomas Langmann while his buddy Félix was played by Nicolas Giraudi. The middle-aged Max was 

played by veteran actor Wojciech Pszoniak in a role that could have been written exclusively for him. 

He's simply a marvelous character and a great foil for Langmann. 
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Lidice (Fall Of The Innocent) (2011) 
 

At the beginning of the story Lidice is just one of many small Czech 

villages trying to survive the war as best as it can. Day-to-day 

existence within the Protectorate flows along almost serenely and 

the biggest upheaval is a pub brawl where by accident a drunk 

father kills his own son. The crime is justly punished and the poor 

wretch Síma starts his sentence. But thanks to this he, alone, 

survives his family as well as his entire village which becomes the 

scapegoat for the assassination of Heydrich. The tale of this deeply 

paradoxical hero is full of contradictions yet remains truly human 

and forms the spine of the whole film. Síma is the father of two 

sons (Ondrej Novák & Adam Kubista) and is not a bad father by 

any means. His wife, Aneka, became paralysed a long time ago 

and Síma deals with the situation pragmatically by taking care of 

the family but, meantimes, engaging for many years in another 

relationship. The entire village takes it as a muted fact of life. Aneka seems resigned to her fate, 

Síma´s lover too, only the elder of Síma´s sons seems unable to accept his father´s double life. In a 

drunken brawl, when the younger Síma attacks his father, an extremely unforunate set of 

circumstances see father kill his son and the family´s destiny takes on almost classical tragedy 

proportions. Whilst Aneka and the younger son have to come to terms with the loss of a son and 

brother (as well as the family´s breadwinner), Síma himself is going through an internalised struggle 

in trying to accept his own guilt and in searching for a way back to the family´s acceptance which he 

believes he has lost for ever. One sees though that the binding basic bonds are able to survive even 

such a tragedy. And so with every reticent visit of his younger son or a small package from Aneka 

Síma is able to begin to nurture hope that his family have not given up on him completely and he will 

have somewhere and, above all, somebody to return to. Life in the village passes by, the tragedy is 

forgotten and folk yet again turn their attention to their own struggles and the war. The gossip 

about the partisans in the forests, about the brave pilots in England (the stress being on these as two 

of Lidice´s young men have joined up there and local citizens are proud of them), they all spout their 

theories how things will turn out. Meanwhile, new babies are born, people die, the young fall in love 

and amongst these is a couple whose romance becomes fateful for the whole village. Pepa Fiala, 

already married but remaining more like a starry-eyed lad than a grown man, falls in love with the 

young Annie. As part and parcel of his courting (which is rather complicated owing to his situation, 

his family duties and the fact that he cannot be readily at hand, above all publicly, for Annie) he 

covers up with an imaginary partisan conspiratorial role. That itself puts him in an even better light 

as far as Annie is concerned and the whole affair could end like any run-of-the-mill love affair were it 

not for one of Pepa´s letters to Annie, where he alludes to his secret mission, getting into the wrong 

hands at the wrong time. The times are truly inappropriate for such play-acting. Just then an 

assassination had been carried out on Heydrich. Someone must be punished. Quickly. As an 

exemplary warning. For the whole world to remember. The point is not to find the real culprit. The 

point is to find a suitable sacrificial lamb. That turns out to be Lidice a village which, in fact, had 

nothing to do with the actual assassination. At the given moment, though, it came in handy there 

was the letter with the mysterious messages, a very young lass who falls apart before the first 



question is even put to her and anyway, no-one needs to ask anything more, and nor do they wish 

to. The plan is plain and simple the village must disappear. During one night all men above the age of 

sixteen are shot, the women are dragged off to concentration camps. All the village children are 

assembled at the square and seven of them (being ´ethnically suitable´) are picked out for adoption 

in Germany. The eighty six remaining are taken off and eventually executed en-masse in gas-filled 

lorries.The village is burnt to the ground. Lidice was meant to be an example of deterrence and thus 

the Nazis were extremely rigorous when one of the seven children chosen to be re-educated refused 

to speak German straight off it was sent back and murdered together with the others. While the 

news of the bestial Nazi revenge spreads like wildfire throughout Czechoslovakia, within the jail 

compound where Síma gradually, albeit with difficulty taking into account his crime, manages to gain 

new friends the news of the Lidice tragedy is kept from him by everyone. Síma explains to himself 

the lack of post and visits in his own way it is proof that the family was in the end unable to forgive 

him and is trying to forget about him. The greater the shock then when he discovers the fate of his 

family and the village just when he is on the threshold of regaining his own freedom. His guilt which 

perversely saved his skin becomes suddenly a burden he has to bear all by himself. Nobody will keep 

reminding him of it. But neither can anybody absolve him. When the authorities discover at the end 

of the war that a Lidice man exists who survived it all, they judge that a hero of such ilk is 

inappropriate and suggest to him he simply vanishes. Síma becomes a nobody. A person who does 

not belong anywhere, of no use, someone who has outlasted his existence and validity of his 

essence. The new world is possibly even more complicated than the one gone by and the only hope 

left for the desperate Síma at the start of his ´new life´is to be left to die and share the destiny of his 

family and neighbours. Just possibly the only true hope exists in the openness and the complete 

unplanned future left to Síma a form of freedom gained by someone who reaches the very bottom. 

Síma is free because there is nothing in the world that anyone can take from him. He is not tied to 

anything, he has nothing to fear as he cannot lose anything. His only duty is to live. I'll Be Depressed 

For A Month. No wonder no one has reviewed this yet; Neither am I. Almost sorry I watched it. Last 

few months I've been watching History Chanell; mostly WW2 Documentaries. Familiar with: Battles, 

Weapons used, Generals on Both sides, etc. etc. Also I've known about this Event since I was very 

young. But this- film, excellently photographed, and Dramatized, showed details that are mostly 

absent in Documentaries. Anyone 'can Google' Lidice and come up with a TON of stories, videos, etc. 

But this Dramatazation of the Event, and what came Before it, was too personal for me. I feel Sick. If 

you are interested in History, you may want to watch it. Grateful it was NOT as Graphic as some 

Holocost Accounts; stopped watching Movies about: Holocost, Native American Genocide, Viet Nam 

War, American Slavery, etc. Now I'm going to get numb. 
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Living With Dinosaurs (1989) & The Jim Henson Hour (1989) 
 

Living With Dinosaurs (1989); Dom's (Gregory Chisholm) about to 

turn ten and he doesn't like fish, his father, his cousin or his new 

school. He's also not sure that he likes The Bulge that's about to 

become his new sibling. But he has a very special friend to listen 

to his troubles: his stuffed toy dinosaur, Dog, who talks to him and 

sings Elvis songs when other people aren't around. Dutch 

Subtitles. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Jim Henson Hour (1989)...An anthology show featuring the 

work of the great puppeteer and his staff. 

 

Series 1 (1 Episode) (1989) 

 

Episode 5; Miss Piggy's Hollywood (14 May 1989); Miss Piggy's 

Hollywood originally aired as the second half of episode 105 of 

The Jim Henson Hour, which first aired on May 14, 1989. In this 

special, Miss Piggy and her associate producer Gonzo attempt to 

take viewers on a star-studded trip around Hollywood and fail 

miserably. The concept is built around how Hollywood is home of 

the "family of the stars," but Piggy's encounters with actual stars are either near-misses (Bob Hope 

arrives after she's left) or rather one-sided (cornering George Wendt at his tailor's, while Justine 

Bateman shoves Piggy into a swimming pool). Meanwhile, Fozzie Bear tries to find his way to the 

famous nightclub, the Comedy Store, for a perpetually delayed special report. The show closes with 

a Miss Piggy-obsessed Dudley Moore finally meeting his idol and singing a duet with her, "Our Love 

Is Here To Stay." Featured Hollywood and Los Angeles locations include Grauman's Chinese Theater, 

Universal Studios, Rodeo Drive, the Tail o' the Pup hot dog stand, and even a brief glimpse of the 

Bullwinkle statue on sunset strip. Muppet performers: Frank Oz as Miss Piggy and Fozzie Bear, Dave 

Goelz as Gonzo and a comedian, Richard Hunt as Statler, Jim Henson as Waldorf and Jerry Nelson as 

an announcer. Special guest stars: Dudley Moore, George Wendt, Justine Bateman, and Bob Hope. 

With: Charles Dougherty, Don Draper, Karl Rumberg, Kathleen Wirt. 
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Los Dos Carnales (1983) 
 

It's the story of two homeless friends. Pablito (14-year-old Pedro 

Fernández) is a child whose mother is in prison unjustly and his 

father did not know of him, Toñito is an orphan, too, Dolores 

(Julissa), Pablito's mother, gave him the opportunity to live with 

them, both have left school and have a job to survive and to raise 

the money to get his mother out of jail. Don Cristobal (Pedro 

Armendariz Jr.), the owner of a construction site gives them 

employment and a place to stay overnight, not knowing that 

Pablito (Pedro Fernandez) is his son. The love will join them again 

when Pablito suffers an accident, so their lives will change from 

that moment on. A Pedrito Fernandez film for kids in Spanish. 

Definitely a movie for kids--in Spanish--with an artificial plot 

wrapped around the singing of Pedrito Fernandez. While he sings 

with bravado and enthusiasm, at this young age he has not been 

trained in the use of his vocal chords and sings about a quarter note flat. You can also catch him at 

times in a lisp. The songs usually have little to do in advancing the action on screen. In other words, 

they are expendable. And yet they are the reason for the movie! Since the movie is so hard to get 

and since it is limited to such a select audience, it is not worth reviewing the plot. Suffice it to say 

that it is benign enough for family viewing. 
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Love Leads The Way: A True Story (1984) 
 

A recently blinded man becomes one of the first American users of 

a seeing eye dog and must fight to remove the legal barriers 

impeding its use. When an insurance salesman is blinded in a 

boxing accident, his world is turned upside down as he has trouble 

functioning in his sightless world. All seem hopeless until he learns 

of an innovative European project that trains dogs as guides for 

the blind. He explores the idea and decides to train for a dog. He 

eventually gets a guide dog, but soon learns that he is barred from 

taking his needed companion into transit vehicles and public 

buildings and businesses. With a newfound friend, he must fight 

to make the country recognize that those rules are unfair to him 

and his guide. The story of overcoming obstacles for the blind to 

use seeing eye dogs, and of the first seeing eye dog and the 

relationship with her handler. What a beautiful, loving movie! It's 

the story of a blind man's attempt to get legislation passed to 

allow seeing eye dogs into public places, like restaurants and offices--things that we, today, just take 

for granted. It has many sub-plots as well, though, like the relationship between Morris and his 

parents and between him and his fiancé. My favorite is the relationship that develops between 

Morris and Buddy. It shows the work that goes into training a dog to work with the blind, and makes 

us appreciate what these dogs are capable of. It's a "feel-good" movie--one that everyone who has 

ever loved a dog would appreciate. With 13-year-old Richard Speight Jr. 
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Mama Is Boos! (Hitting The Fan!) (Mama Is Angry!) (1986) 
 

After the couple Gisberts at the end of the film Hotties! their car in 

a big hole in the highway, which is then surfaced, the film begins 

with the awakening of the father, who appears to have dreamed 

all this. Although the children are sent to shelters is the 

relationship between John and Danny tense. This will culminate in 

their 20-year wedding anniversary. Danny throws John out of the 

house, because John had a mistress for years. John then pulls on 

the military base where he works. But not for long. Soon John gets 

a relationship with Jane his mistress. This anger Danny, who really 

is out for revenge. The marital strife comes to a climax on the 

scale show of NATO where Danny with Uzi comes in and shoots 

himself wildly around while John high from the ceiling in a rocket. 

The title song Do not Try To Change Me is sung by Sue Chaloner. 
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Mat (Mother) (1990) 
 

Working class' life in tsarist Russia. Panfilov goes Hollywood. This 

is by no means a bad movie, but the strength that could be found 

in Panfilov's previous work is hidden here under unoriginal layers 

of hollywoodian filmmaking. Inna Churikova's character is 

beautiful: the evolution gives her room to show her talent, in a 

very dramatic manner. The book is very dramatic in the first place, 

but in a way that push the movie towards the flashy. Overall, I 

found that the film lacks subtlety and complexity. 
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Mees Kees Op Kamp (Mister Twister Goes Camping) (Class Of Fun Goes 

Camping) (2013) 
 

Class 6b is going camping, led by Mister Twister (Mees Kees) and 

Mrs. Dreus. But Dreus strains her back and suddenly all 

responsibility rests on the shoulders of Mees Kees. When things 

go wrong, Kees begins to doubt himself. But the problems are 

solved and he learns that it is not about the mistakes, but how to 

solve them. With Felix Osinga, Brent Thomassen, Frenck Hakkaart 

& Rick Hakkaart. 
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Mel (Everyone Loves Mel) (1998) 
 

Mom and dad send their two angsty sons (13-year-old Bug Hall) to 

their granddad in the countryside. There, one of them discovers 

Mel, an incredibly large turtle. In the meantime, the grandfather is 

having trouble with the land developers who want his property. 

Great Movie. This movie is overall very cute and very unique. Yes, I 

admit the special effects are not anything special...but that just 

adds to comedy. The acting is actually very good, especially Bug 

Hall, who is a really good actor. There are many hilarious lines in 

this film that just cracked me up. It is great movie to watch with 

your family, and it is very entertaining. I would certainly 

recommend this for families everywhere. This film even has jokes 

thrown in for the parents, and teaches a very good lesson, which 

is portrayed beautifully. This is a truly unique movie that keeps 

you at the edge of your seat all the way. 
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MGP Missionen (The Contest: To The Stars And Back) (2013) 
 

MGP (Melodi Grand Prix) is the Danish national final that selects 

the entry to represent Denmark in the annual Melodi Grand Prix 

Nordic junior singing competition, specialized Scandinavian 

competition for children and adolescents. A girl contestant, 

Sawsan, is from a Muslim immigrant family, and she is not allowed 

to participate, but her efficient initiative works things out eagerly 

supported by a boy, Karl (Sylvester Espersen Byder), moving from 

another culturally marginalized group of people in the province 

and into a metropolis school with an immigrant majority of pupils. 
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Mi Fantasma Y Yo (1988) 
 

A nice phantom inhabits a deserted mansion in the outskirts of 

Mexico. An unsuccessful horror paperback writer, his wife and his 

son move in. The phantom unsuccesfuly tries to scare them; the 

couple doesn't even notice him, and the kid wants to befriend 

him. A couple of thieves looking for a loot hidden in the house 

breaks in and the phantom scares them, leaving the loot to the 

writer and his family. The kid spends too much time playing with 

the phantom, and their parents get worried and try to take it out 

of his mind. They even hire a psichologist. But the phantom is 

chased away by a priest who blesses the house. On losing his only 

friend, the kid gets so depressed as to almost die. In the end he 

understands that his friend is now in peace and regains his 

happiness and heath. 
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Midnight Movie (2008) 
 

A midnight showing of an early 1970s horror movie turns to chaos 

when the killer from the movie comes out of the film to attack 

those in the theater (Justin Baric). Great gore-fest. I was privileged 

to see the screener of this one, and came away quite satisfied at 

what I had seen. I grew up on horror movies and usually find the 

gory ones to be nothing more than gratuitous blood-letting, but 

this one really had me involved. Don't let the first few minutes 

fool you, this is top quality. What starts out like a B-movie from 

the 60s soon becomes an engrossing mystery as you try to figure 

out what is happening, and then keeps you riveted as you start to 

wonder if the characters will figure it out in time. Unlike most 

horror movies, Midnight Movie had me caring about the 

characters. They became real people, not just targets of the 

horror. 
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Milchwald (This Very Moment) (2003) 
 

This is the story of Sylvia, who looses her stepchildren on a 

shopping trip in Poland. For fear of loosing her husband's love, 

too, she is unable to tell him what has happened and returns 

home, pretending anything is fine. When realising the missing of 

his children, the father starts a desperate retrieval. He is ready to 

give up anything in order to find them. Sylvia supports him in any 

way; she tries to comfort him and takes care of his hope's 

vulnerable flame. For the first time he really needs her. While the 

children are trying their best to get home, the police fails in 

detecting their whereabouts. When a very vague trace leads to 

Poland, the parents hit the road to find their children on their 

own. Contemporary version of classic fairy tale. This is a modern 

version of the Grimm fairy tale "Hansel and Gretel". It consists of 

two cross-cut story lines: one tells about the abandoned children's 

odyssey, the other shows the actions of father and stepmother. The latter unfortunately is rather 

weak: we see two people in their big, empty house, who can have sex with each other but are 

unable to communicate. The old cliché. Very lame. The other storyline is much better. It's definitely 

fun to watch the children's journey and how they torment the poor polish guy who tries to help 

them. Some scenes are really great, for example the ones around the bus station. "Milchwald" 

seems to be typical for a certain kind of German film: it's intelligent, focused, uncompromising and 

beautiful, yet seriously flawed. The problem is not that it moves slow. The problem is that it lacks 

sensuality. The conscious effort to keep it cool, keep it cold, is too obvious for my taste. Other 

people, however, may like this style. So if you have a weakness for German art cinema, go and watch 

it. 
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Miles From Home (1988) 
 

Two brothers who are forced off their farm in the debt stricken 

mid-west become folk heroes when they begin robbing the banks 

that have been foreclosing on farmers. He was running through 

the cornfields at night. Then, he stopped and realized he didn't 

know how to get back. That's the metaphor that explains this 

story. Two guys started a protest, but liked their outlaw status, 

and didn't know when to quit. "Miles From Home" takes a look at 

the life of the small-time farmer, guys who's farms were once-

prosperous thirty and forty years ago, but with the price of 

upkeep going up faster than the price of agriculture, many have 

lost their farms (and homes) to corporate farm owners. Richard 

Gere and Kevin Anderson are the Roberts brothers. Their father's 

farm is one of historical significance. As we see in the introduction, 

Nikita Krushcev visited the farm, which might seem unusual that a 

Russian leader would travel all the way to some small farm in the 

states. Especially given the time period, it's a wonder they didn't label Frank Roberts, Sr. (Brian 

Dennehy) a Communist and try to shut him down. But, apparently, Kruschev came because he 

admired his father's farm, voted best farm in the state that year. It's been some time since their 

father died, and the sons took over the farm. Gere is the oldest boy, "Frank"; Anderson is "Terry". 

They have had a bad year on their farm and have yet to pay off an undisclosed number of mortgages 

and loans. So, the fellow from the bank comes buy to inform the brothers that they had been 

offered a pretty good deal for the farm, and they've agreed to sell it. Frank in particular, finds 

immense defeat in having the banks take over the property--the banks being a disdainful institution 

when you're a small town farmer in that area (we see Judith Ivey's character is the wife of a farmer 

who was foreclosed upon). So, Frank and Terry get the idea to burn the farm and the house down. In 

that town, their arsonist protest makes them local heroes. Like I said, people don't like the lending 

institutions because so many have risked foreclosure. But, now the cops are after Frank and Terry 

because they burned the property that the bank owned, and now are risking criminal sanctions, if 

nothing else. Frank and Terry take advantage of the situation, though Terry is a little more reluctant 

than Frank to start playing outlaw. They may have been famous at one point, even agreeing to be 

interviewed (by a journalist played by John Malckovich), but pretty soon--things get out hand. Frank 

wants to rob banks and shoot the bank representative who wanted to sell their farm. But Terry 

doesn't want to get involved in that any further. In fact, though fugitives, they just want to go to 

work on a farm again. But, they can't exactly return to the life they know. The locals were kind 

enough to help them get as far as they did, and it's up to Terry and Frank to decide what they'll do 

from there. It's like Terry's childhood memory of himself running through the cornfields at night for 

so long and having so much fun before he realized he didn't know how to get back. It's a pretty good 

movie, and one that is Gary Sinise's directorial debut of a feature film (he had previous director 

credits on three television series). Gere does do a little overacting towards the end and the movie 

does drag along a bit at certain points, but overall, it was a pretty good movie that makes a 

significant point about small farmers who are running out of options. 
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Miss Monday (1998) 
 

A writer suffering a block decides to watch a young woman as a 

role model for his novel, but finds more than he bargained for. 

Trapped, frustrated and isolated, for one disturbing, slow night 

these two main characters find that they have more in common 

than they think. Forced to rummage for research in London's City 

district for his new screenplay, here, we find human anguish 

mixed with quiet disbelief. This, a sobering experience of a subject 

with mixed emotions of her childhood past and future prospects 

spilling over the precipice of sanity. Haunted by her own personal 

bogeyman and hidden demons, as the screenwriter is forced to 

hide in the bedroom cupboard and slowly watch the unraveling of 

a woman lost, tormented and pained. One of the many movies 

seen and appreciated by a dedicated few GEM Hunters. This is a 

excellent example of so many excellent works of Independent 

Cinema. It has been nominated for and won several special festival awards yet It seems to have been 

ignored at all levels of the film "Critical" community, Thus dooming it to near oblivion. The writing 

may have flaws and some of the acting goes over the top a few times. Please remember this is not a 

$120,000,000 Universal Studios Blockbuster. Even with it's minor flaws It is a very surprising movie. 

The story begins in a simple comedic fashion giving the viewer a false sense of security as to the 

probable story line. But just when the viewer thinks they have it pegged the writer and actors reveal 

the real message through a series of carefully constructed and well performed revelations about 

both main characters. To the viewer who is willing to allow themselves to be open both intellectually 

and emotionally, this film may cause them to question perceptions of those around us. I felt that the 

film worked on a number of levels. While it won't sate everyone's tastes. Highly recommend it to 

those who enjoy a well written slice-of-life story. 
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Modrý Tygr (The Blue Tiger) (2012) 
 

In a city ruled by the diabolical Mayor, it appears that only one 

thing can save the old botanical garden from being demolished for 

the construction of an entertainment center: the Blue Tiger. Now 

it is up to Johanka and Matyas (Jakub Wunsch) to protect the tiger 

from the evil clutches of the Mayor and his henchmen and save 

the garden. Everything a children movie should be. Eastern Europe 

or especially the Czech Republic has a bit of a reputation for 

producing quality films for children and this is another good 

addition to a long line of movies worth a watch for kids. It's named 

"Modrý tygr", although I watched the German dub named "Der 

blaue Tiger" (The Blue Tiger). The film is well-structured, has a 

young girl as the lead character and the mayor of the town she 

lives in as the main antagonist. In addition, there's the usual 

ingredients, the girl's best friends, the parents, one particularly 

bothersome female teacher or headmistress etc. It's the mayor's plan to remove the green area 

where the girl is living in and build some ultra-modern new skyscrapers of futuristic buildings and 

sacrifice the green lung of the city for that. However, the mayor's reputation goes south when 

several people see a blue tiger and the mayor seems unable to catch him and protect the people. To 

get the people involved, he has all the town's dogs abducted and puts the blame on the tiger to 

make sure he's caught quickly. I have to say that particular plot-point always seemed a bit vague. But 

that's just a minor flaw. Finally, the tiger shows up at the girl's place (he's really blue!) and the two 

start forming a bond. Consequently the magic tiger lets everything bloom spectacularly and brightly, 

so there's no chance the mayor can get rid of all these exotic plants. My age is probably two or three 

times the age of the target audiences for this film, but I enjoyed it nonetheless. I find good children 

movies or animation films a joy to this day and stylistically the film is interesting as well. The first half 

is truly interesting animation wise. It's a clever mix of animation and live action. Most of it is live 

action, but here and there we see some nice examples of animation, like when a bathtub is filled 

with animated water or also when a turban (of the meanest female character) comes to life with lots 

of snakes as some sort of hydra. There's really many more examples. It's surely worth a watch for 

animation lovers and occasionally reminded me of the mixed style from "L'écume des jours". The 

second half does not have equally many witty examples of animation-meets-live-action, but that's 

okay as it actually has the young blue tiger for the most part and the little cub is so cute it's really a 

joy to watch for audiences all ages. Another thing I really liked was the lead actress, Linda 

Votrubová. She's not over-the-top looking for fun or goofing around as many girls her age are, also in 

kids films, but she's very introverted yet very likable, always determined and it's a quietly convincing 

performance that actually makes the film. Even more impressive as "The Blue Tiger" is her very first 

movie and she's in pretty much every scene from start to finish. Recommended. 
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Monet: Shadow And Light (1999) 
 

Monet's painting ends abruptly with attacks from his father and 

art critics. He intends to abandon everything, but is convinced 

otherwise by an aspiring young artist (15-year-old Trevor Blumas). 
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Monsterjægerne (The Monster-Hunters) (2009) 
 

12-year-old Oliver (Carl Winther) discovers that his grandfather 

used to be a monster hunter and is keeping a shadow monster 

locked up in his secret cellar. When the shadow monster 

accidentally escapes, Oliver and his younger brother Lasse (10-

year-old Toke Lars Bjarke) have to follow their grandfather's 

instructions and enlist their friends to catch the monster and bring 

it back before it is too late. 
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Moy Papa Baryshnikov (My Dad Baryshnikov) (2011) 
 

Moscow, 1986, the heat of Perestroika. Borya (Vladimir Kapustin) 

is an average clumsy teenager who is miraculously admitted to the 

legendary Bolshoi Ballet School. The boy is convinced that he will 

become a ballet dancer like his father, Mikhail Baryshnikov. But is 

this father real or imaginary? Was his father really Baryshnikov? 

The Russian film Moy papa Baryshnikov (2011), written and 

directed by Dmitry Povolotsky, was shown in U.S. with the title 

"My Dad is Baryshnikov." The film is set in 1986, at the famous 

Bolshoi Ballet Academy. The Academy's least promising student--

Borya Fishkin--has reason to believe that he is the son of the 

famed Mikhail Baryshnikov. Borya achieves a certain degree of 

success because this belief gives him a new confidence in his skills, 

and a new prestige among the other students. The film has been 

called a hilarious comedy, but I didn't find it very funny. Borya is 

lacking in talent, but that's not his fault. However, he's not really a likable character. For example, his 

goal is to impress the best, prettiest dancer at the school, which is understandable. However, he is 

cruel to a young woman who actually does care for him. Vladimir Kapustin, who plays Borya, is a 

good actor, and he actually does have a faint resemblance to Baryshnikov. However, the film didn't 

impress me, except as a glimpse into the world of a ballet academy. (I don't have the expertise to 

know if the scenes of ballet instruction were realistic. However, they seemed genuine to me.) This 

film was shown at the first-class Rochester Jewish Film Festival. (Fishkin is Jewish, although nothing 

much is made of this in the movie.) It will work on DVD. 
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My Big Fat Greek Wedding (2002) 
 

A young Greek woman falls in love with a non-Greek and struggles 

to get her family to accept him while she comes to terms with her 

heritage and cultural identity. Toula Portokalos is 30, Greek, and 

works in her family's restaurant, Dancing Zorba's, in Chicago. All 

her father Gus wants is for her to get married to a nice Greek boy. 

But Toula is looking for more in life. Her mother convinces Gus to 

let her take some computer classes at college (making him think 

it's his idea). With those classes under her belt, she then takes 

over her aunt's travel agency (again making her father think it's his 

idea). She meets Ian Miller, a high school English teacher, WASP, 

and dreamboat she had made a fool of herself over at the 

restaurant; they date secretly for a while before her family finds 

out. Her father is livid over her dating a non-Greek. He has to learn 

to accept Ian; Ian has to learn to accept Toula's huge family, and 

Toula has to learn to accept herself. You're Invited to Join in the Celebration! This film is a 

celebration of life steeped in tradition, family, love and just the joy of living; and it invites you to 

come in and participate in that celebration, rather than leaving you on the outside looking in, as it 

were, merely as an observer. A film that seemingly welcomes and passionately embraces all that is 

good and worthwhile in the world, 'My Big Fat Greek Wedding,' directed by Joel Zwick, will make you 

laugh and make you cry, but most importantly, it will make you 'feel.' It's one of those rare cinematic 

experiences that afterwards makes the sky seem bluer, your step a bit lighter and a smile easier to 

come by; and when a film can do all of that, you know you've come across a bona fide treasure that 

you're going to hang onto for a long, long time in your memory. Toula Portokalos (Nia Vardalos) is 

thirty years old, lives with her parents in Chicago and works in the family restaurant, 'Dancing 

Zorbas.' Every facet of her life is imbued with all things 'Greek,' and by proclamation long since 

issued by her father, Gus (Michael Constantine), Toula is bound by all that is 'holy' (read: 'Greek') to 

marry a Greek, live a Greek life and bear many Greek children. For her to even think of doing 

otherwise would be unfathomable, unthinkable, unimaginable and, well...'UN-Greek.' So it becomes 

something of a conundrum for Toula when she meets and becomes interested in a man named Ian 

Miller (John Corbett), a guy who is decidedly NOT Greek in any way, shape or form. But he asks her 

out, and one thing leads to another and then another, but before Toula will allow things to get 

seriously out of hand, meaning 'serious,' she knows she must run up the flag, take a deep breath and 

tell her father. And for Toula, it just may be the hardest thing she's ever had to do in her life. Ian, 

meanwhile, is about to experience culture shock, as he is about to be confronted by a family that 

includes, for example, twenty-seven first cousins, something Ian isn't quite used to; after all, he has 

'two' of his own, and they live in another state. The screenplay was written by star Nia Vardalos, 

adapted from her own one-woman show, and it fell into capable hands when she turned it over to 

director Joel Zwick, who picks up the rhythms and the 'sense' of the story without missing a beat. 

Falling into step with his star, Zwick crafts and delivers a film that is totally immersed in the zest and 

zeal of living. Under his astute tutelage, the viewer becomes a part of Toula's life, sharing that grand 

heritage of which Gus is so proud. He brings the story and the characters to life with detail and 

nuance, and in such a way that your senses will kick into full throttle. The images he creates are so 



vivid, and it's such an engaging presentation, that the vitality he generates is almost tangible, and 

you can smell the lamb and all of those Greek delicacies cooking in the kitchen. And Zwick sets it all 

in motion by establishing a pace that will sweep you along with the story; a carousel ride that will 

keep you involved and smiling all the way to the end. Nia Vardalos certainly captures the essence of 

all that is 'Greek' with her story, and with her affecting performance as Toula. This is a young woman 

you get attached to very quickly; there's something of Benny, from 'Circle of Friends' about her, as 

well as Muriel, from 'Muriel's Wedding.' It's a character your heart goes out to immediately, one to 

whom you wish all good things will come. There is an introspection to her portrayal that contrasts 

effectively with her vigorously outgoing environment, and it makes her presence all the more 

dominating and singular. And it's actually in the reserve Vardalos exhibits in her character that the 

viewer finds the way inside to Toula's deepest longings and emotions. Without question, this is a 

complex individual, in whom we find not only the strength necessary to maintain autonomy (which 

she manages to do within the greater structure of her family), but vulnerability born of the respect 

she demonstrates toward her father, her family and the traditions they so lovingly serve. It is this 

very complexity, in fact, that elicits the necessary empathy of the audience, enabling that vital 

connection between the viewer and Toula. And Nia Vardalos IS Toula, from the ground up and from 

the inside out. Moreover, one would be hard put to discern any distinction whatsoever between the 

actor and her character, as her performance is entirely natural and genuine. As Toula's mother, 

Maria, Lainie Kazan is a delight. The character she creates is totally credible, and she's just a joy to 

watch. And the same can be said of Andrea Martin's performance as Aunt Voula. This is a VERY 

Greek woman who is boisterous, overtly self-assured, opinionated and dominant; and she will win 

you over in an instant. It is Maria and Voula that add some real spice to the film, and when you add 

in Gia Carides (who plays Nikki) to the mix, you've got a Greek feast fit for the gods. Of all the actors 

in this wonderful cast, however, the one who absolutely steals 'My Big Fat Greek Wedding,' is 

Michael Constantine, who has the role of his career in Gus, and without question, makes the most of 

it. From his overabundance of Greek pride to his many and varied personal peccadilloes (like his 

ever-present bottle of Windex, which he is convinced can cure everything from a minor scrape to the 

common cold), he simply gives the performance of a lifetime; and if there is any justice in the whole 

'Greek' world, Constantine-- and this film-- will be duly remembered at Oscar time. It's the magic of 

the movies. 
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My Brothers (2010) 
 

Set over Halloween weekend of 1987, My Brothers is the story of 

three young brothers' epic quest to replace their dying father's 

watch. Noel (Tim Creed), 17-years-old, serious, weighed down by 

responsibility; Paudie (Paul Courtney): 11-years-old, cocky, not so 

bright and dreams of playing in goals for Liverpool and Scwally (Tj 

Griffin): 7-years-old, naive and obsessed with Star Wars (despite 

never actually having seen the films). Using a battered bread van, 

the brothers embark on a journey across the wild Irish landscape 

on the Halloween weekend, grinding gears and screaming at each 

other to get to an arcade machine in Ballybunion. Along the way 

they are detoured by escalating brotherly battles in an off-beat 

and moving journey that can only lead them home. Fantastic. I 

saw this film at Tribeca Film Festival and I can't wait to own a 

copy. It was a really touching story about the three brothers 

traveling to the shore on a family mission. It felt like watching a home movie at times, and I was 

excited by the beauty in the cinematography on a few shots. The best part of the film is it's 

simplicity. It reached deep down into my soul and it's been months since I've seen it, but I'm still 

brought to tears when I think about it. The way the brothers speak to each other through out the 

film is funny, touching, and best of all - it's real. It didn't feel forced. I gave this film 10/10 stars, but 

would give it more if I could. There's no fancy Hollywood tricks to dazzle - but this film doesn't need 

it, it relies upon the strong script and chemistry of the cast, as well as the wonderfully 'under-

directed' feel is has. Excellent! 
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My Dog The Space Traveler (2013) 
 

A young boy (Logan Borsari) loses his dog to an anomaly in his 

backyard, a portal which leads to another dimension of our 

universe. He must rely on his friends and dysfunctional family to 

get the dog back and close the portal before it creates a rift that 

might destroy both universes. 
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My Lucky Elephant (2013) 
 

In a far away land of jungles and wild animals, there lived a little 

orphan boy who was all alone in the world. But he knew that no 

matter how hard life can be, it's always better if you can share it 

with a friend. This is the story of how he found one, an elephant 

named Lucky. Together they face a changing world, but always 

manage to triumph. After a series of humorous challenges, they 

discover the Academy of Art, where elephants learn to paint. And 

Lucky becomes the star painter, a famous artist and celebrity. 

Finally, life is good for them, with money and food aplenty. But 

when Lucky falls in love with another elephant, Candy, and starts 

his own family, what will the boy do? My Lucky Elephant is an 

exotic adventure in a magical and beautiful place, and yet it's 

about what everyone is looking for in life - a true friend, a home, 

family. 
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My Pal Gus (1952) 
 

Dave Jennings is a successful, self-made man in the business 

world, but he can't control his son, Gus (6-year-old George 

Winslow), who is primarily a brat fond of throwing temper-

tantrums and misbehaving. Dan enrolls Gus in a school where 

Lydia Marble is a teacher. Lydia's influence works wonders on Gus, 

and also Dan, who falls in love with her. When Dan's long-

departed wife, Joyce. shows up to shake him down for money, 

Dan gladly pays her a fortune to divorce him and leave him and 

Gus in peace and, eventually, Lydia. Richard Widmark DOES have a 

soft side. Once again, we have an example here of a movie that 

has been lost to the limbo of cable TV somewhere. It is 

unfortunate that when AMC lost Nick Clooney as a host, and 

decided that movies 5 or 10 years old and in COLOR should be 

CLASSICS, and then chose to forget about some movies that were 'middle-aged', (being from the 

'50s) and black & white. Talk about discrimination!!! Well, maybe Turner Classics or the Fox Movie 

channel may think otherwise someday, but for now we seem to be deprived of some real treasures. 

For example, here is a family classic deserving of praise, as well as being seen much more often. 

Here we have tough-guy Richard Widmark showing off his 'soft side' and his parenting skills. Or, 

rather the lack of them. It seems that his son Gus, played by George Winslow (old 'Foghorn') is not 

behaving himself, so his frustrated male parent takes him to a nursery school, run by Joanne Dru. As 

we all know, or should know, Ms Dru is not the usual image one would conjure as a 'schoolmarm', 

which also doesn't escape the notice of Mr Widmark. While it is not long before Gus is well-behaved, 

now the father wants to stay after school with 'teacher'. Naughty, Naughty!!!! Well, not really!!! You 

see, Father is divorced and has sole custody of the child, (a rare thing in the 1950s), and considering 

wife Carolyn Jones and HER parenting skills, who can blame the court. It appears that being a 

businessman takes a great deal out of his time (Widmark runs a company that makes ice-cream and 

candy). WHAT???????? Yes, you heard right, tough-guy RW makes bons-bons, not BOMB-BOMBS!!! 

Anyway the teacher obliges by tutoring Father about kids in general, and in so doing allowing him to 

win his son's love and respect, and in the end winning the teacher's hand. But, things don't work out 

well when his wife names the teacher in her divorce action, resulting in a nasty trial that nearly 

undoes everything. But my friends, trust old time Hollywood to win the day, as all turns out well in 

the end. Of course, this was the usual Hollywood studio effort before television and the studio 

system was broken up to make room for those NEW CLASSICS on AMC. Too bad Hollywood had to 

grow up!!!! Hope we don't!!! And I hope we see this gem again real soon. 
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Nal-a-ra Heo-dong-goo (Bunt) (2007) 
 

Dong-gu is the happiest boy in the world living with his father, 

who takes the best care of his son. The father's only dream is to 

see his son graduate from his elementary school. But because of 

his low IQ, he is forced to go to a special institute. The father finds 

out that the only way to keep him at school is for him to join the 

school's baseball team and begins training him as a baseball 

player. 
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Nativity 2: Danger In The Manger! (2012) 
 

A worried new teacher has to juggle a pregnant wife and a class of 

children on a road trip to the National 'Song for Christmas' 

Competition. This sequel to the popular British comedy sees a new 

teacher (David Tennant) take over. When he enters his school in 

the National 'Song for Christmas' Competition, he and his 

pregnant wife, and the schoolchildren, embark on an epic road 

trip that ends up with a birth and a donkey, where he must 

embrace his fears and become a hero. Ignore the bah humbugs! 

There are many out there who have no sense of fun anymore and 

have hammered this film. The truth is it's not an Oscar winner but 

it's fun. We sat in a packed cinema screen of all ages who laughed 

their way through with a few tears in places and afterwards left 

feeling good. That's what this film does and all those who have 

seen it I know say the same - yes it's silly and childish - but it's 

meant to be! Ignore the so called film experts - we can all call ourselves that and justify it in some 

way - and just enjoy it for what it is, a simple film which doesn't take itself seriously with a great 

message running through it. 
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Nativity! (2009) 
 

An improvised comedy based around a school nativity play. This 

Christmas, primary school teacher Paul Maddens is charged with 

producing the school's nativity play. Competing against the posh 

rival school for the honor of best reviewed show in town, the 

stakes are raised when Paul idly boasts that his ex-girlfriend 

Jennifer, a Hollywood Producer, is coming to see his show with a 

view to turning it into a film. The only trouble is - they haven't 

spoken in years. With eccentric assistant Mr Poppy fuelling his 

'little white lie', Maddens suddenly finds himself a local celebrity 

and at the center of quarreling parents and over-excited children 

desperate in their bid for fame and fortune. Maddens' only hope is 

to get back in touch with Jennifer and lure Hollywood to town so 

that everybody's Christmas wishes come true. Heart warming and 

hilarious. Saw Nativity! at a preview screening with my kids and it 

is a complete delight! It's a rare example of a film for kids that delivers laughs and emotion and hits 

all the right buttons, but in a fresh and original way that also has a lot for adults to enjoy. I was 

surprised to be so drawn in by a film that is clearly aimed at children and I'm not ashamed to say I 

had lump in my throat by the end. The kids in the film are natural - and hilarious - and the original 

songs are terrific - we'll be tracking down the soundtrack album! Kids, Christmas, a love story and a 

musical all rolled into one - what more do you want for some great holiday entertainment? I 

wouldn't be surprised if this becomes a great 'British Classic' for many Christmases to come - it 

certainly deserves to be. 
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Ned's Declassified School Survival Guide (2004–7) 
 

Nickelodeon's Ned's Declassified School Survival Guide chronicles 

the wacky adventures of Ned Bigby (13-year-old Devon 

Werkheiser) and his best pals Moze and Cookie (Daniel Curtis Lee) 

at James K. Polk Middle School, as "every-kid" Ned shatters the 

fourth wall to share tips and tricks on navigating middle school or 

junior high hurdles. Ned's not super cool, and he has no 

superpowers. He is, however, witty, well-groomed, upbeat and 

self-aware. Moreover, with more than a little help from his two 

best friends, he's equipped to conquer middle school minefields. 

From crushing bullies to crushes, from off- the-wall, mean and 

cool teachers to pop quizzes, elections and detentions, Ned knows 

that nothing, including the seventh grade, is as bad as it seems, 

and friendship matters most. With 15-year-old Rob Pinkston and 

14-year-old Tylor Chase. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (2004) 

 

Episode 01: First Day & Lockers: Ned helps us survive the first day of school with tips from his guide. 

Ned deals with a smelly locker neighbor. 

Episode 02: Bathrooms & Project Partners: Moze discovers that Ned has a secret admirer. Moze 

chooses hottie Seth Powers as her project partner in spite of Ned's tips. 

Episode 03: Teachers & Detention: Ned deals with evil teacher Mr. Sweeney. Cookie turns bad boy 

when a paper airplane propels Ned, Moze and him to detention. 

Episode 04: Seating & Tryouts: Ned devises a plan to sit at the "cool table" in the lunchroom. Ned 

worries he'll fall short at basketball tryouts while Moze is head and shoulders above her 

competition. 

Episode 05: Crushes and Dances: Ned explains tips for dealing with a crush. Ned tells Moze his plan 

to dance with Suzie Crabgrass. 

Episode 06: Sick Days & Spelling Bee: Ned must avoid getting sick when he finds out special guest 

Matt Hoffman is going to visit school. Ned helps Cookie try to beat rivals in a spelling bee. 

Episode 07: Rumors & Photo Day: A rumor spreads that Ned and Moze are dating. Ned helps Moze 

learn how to smile for her school photo. 

Episode 08: School Elections & Talent Show: Ned is drafted into the student body election. Ned, 

Moze, and Cookie blow out the "Talentpalooza." 



Episode 09: Computer Labs & Backpacks: Cookie becomes more man than machine when his 

computer breaks down. Ned's old backpack is falling apart. Moze falls apart when her diary is lost. 

Cookie gets in a sticky situation. 

Episode 10: Notes & Best Friends: Ned is busted handing notes in Sweeney's class. Cookie uses 

forged notes to get out of work. Ned and Cookie's friendship is threatened when Cookie joins the 

Killer Bees. 

Episode 11: Daydreaming & Gym: Ned daydreams for an answer and gets help from Cookie, Moze 

and some "Fairly Odd" friends. Moze and Ned face off in martial arts class. Cookie thinks gym is no 

sweat. 

Episode 12: Cheaters & Bullies: Moze catches Bitsy cheating. Ned comes face to face with a test. 

Cookie learns the naked truth about cheating. Ned and Cookie go crazy when Loomer bullies them. 

Episode 13: Emergency Drills & Late Bus: Earthquake, tornado and fire drills interfere with Ned's 

attempts to ask Suzie out. Ned gives Loomer a "Ned makeover" while Cookie takes a group on an 

after school tour. Moze may have found a new best friend. 
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Special Field Trip Edition (2006) 

 

Series 3 (3 Episodes) (2006) 

 

Episode 08 Dismissal & School Plays: Suzie moves into Ned's 

locker. Cookie accidentally kisses Evelyn. Ned tries to stop Suzie 

from kissing another boy. Moze tries to stop Ned from ruining the 

play and Cookie tries anything to get on stage. 

Episodes 21 & 22 Field Trips, Permission Slips, Signs and Weasels: 

Ned's Declassified is busting out of school and going on a Field 

Trip. Ned just wants to hang with the girl of his dreams. The only 

problem is he doesn't know if the girl is Suzie or Moze. 
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Needful Things (Cose Preziose) (1993) 
 

A mysterious new shop opens in a small town which always seems 

to stock the deepest desires of each shopper, with a price far 

heavier than expected. Leland Gaunt comes to Sheriff Alan 

Pangborn's pleasant little New England town, and opens a store. 

What this kindly Satan sells is whatever you need, from a surcease 

from pain to an object which you have always coveted. The 

Faustian price is, of course, corruption, and soon the poor sheriff's 

town is wracked by jealousy, spite, and violence. An entertaining 

film. I have never read the King novel 'Needful Things' and so can't 

compare it with this film one way or the other. But this film, about 

a mysterious character who sets up a shop in which local residents 

find various treasures and are then tricked into perpetrating 

horrors against their neighbours, is entertaining and contains 

some good characters and marvelously black comedy. Though 

there are a few cheesy moments (like that ridiculous model which is supposed to represent a 

skinned dog), the film is still a winner. Max Von Sydow is good as the literally devilish owner of the 

Needful Things store and the climax is nicely-done. 
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NEWS - Unplugged Live (2010) 
 

NEWS (Nyusu), is a four-member Japanese boy band consisting of 

Keiichiro Koyama, Takahisa Masuda, Shigeaki Kato and Yuya 

Tegoshi. The group's name is an acronym based on the cardinal 

directions (North, East, West, South) and the members locations. 

Tracklist: 1. Sakura Girl. 2. Summer Time. 3. Aki no Sora. 4. Snow 

Express. 
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Nicholas Nickleby (2002) 
 

A young compassionate man struggles to save his family and 

friends from the abusive exploitation of his coldheartedly grasping 

uncle. Young Nicholas and his family enjoy a comfortable life, until 

Nicholas' father dies and the family is left penniless. Nicholas, his 

sister and mother venture to London to seek help from their Uncle 

Ralph, but Ralph's only intentions are to separate the family and 

exploit them. Nicholas is sent to a school run by the cruel, abusive 

and horridly entertaining Wackford Squeers. Eventually, Nicholas 

runs away with schoolmate Smike, and the two set off to reunite 

the Nickleby family. Writer/director Douglas McGrath has done a 

splendid job bringing Charles Dickens' delightful novel 'Nicholas 

Nickleby' to the big screen. 'Nickleby' is quintessential Dickens in 

its mixture of sentiment and satire; its finely drawn characters and 

caricatures; its clear cut delineation of good and evil, hero and 

villain; its melodramatic and coincidence-ridden plotting; and its championing of the downtrodden 

underclass of 19th Century England. Like many of Dickens' protagonists, Nicholas is a young man 

who is forced by circumstances (in this case the death of his father) to leave the comfort and 

security of his home and family and to venture forth to make his way in the world. On his journey he 

meets many vivid and colorful characters, all of whom reveal to him both the goodness and the 

cruelty inherent in human nature. These picaresque tales almost always end up with the hero a bit 

wiser and less naïve for his experiences - but more committed than ever to righting wrongs and 

seeking justice for those less able to do so on their own. And 'Nicholas Nickleby' is no exception. In 

his approach to the material, McGrath has employed an amazing economy that allows him to 

effectively compress a 500-page novel into a 2 hour and 12 minute film. With so much storyline to 

work with, McGrath wastes no time in setting the scene and defining the characters, then moving 

merrily along from one dramatic incident and encounter to the next. Yet, the film never feels rushed 

or telescoped as movies derived from lengthy novels so often do. Each character, whether major or 

minor, is given the opportunity to make his or her mark on the scene. It's true that, in Dickens' 

world, the villains and eccentrics are generally far more intriguing and memorable than the 

comparatively pallid heroes and heroines, but McGrath has succeeded in making even those latter 

characters moving and interesting. Above all, the film is blessed with a cast made up of first-rate 

performers who bring each of the author's creations to vivid life. Charlie Hunnam, despite his having 

to embody a character who is a fairly one-dimensional, conventional 'pretty boy,' manages to make 

Nicholas a bit more active and a bit less passive than he might have become in lesser hands. Nathan 

Lane and Barry Humphries make a delightful couple as Mr. and Mrs. Crummles, the leaders of the 

fifth-rate theatrical troupe that, for a short while, becomes a family for young Nicholas. Jim 

Broadbent enacts a fine comic villain as Mr. Squeers, the brutal but henpecked schoolmaster with 

whom Nicholas quite literally comes to blows. The film's finest performance comes from the 

ubiquitous Christopher Plummer as Nicholas' evil Uncle Ralph. Plummer understands that the key to 

conveying villainy effectively is by underplaying the role. By doing so, he helps to ground the film 

with a much-needed center of gravity. Special recognition should go to the handsome production 

and costume design, to the fine cinematography and to the lovely score by Rachel Portman. In fact, 



everyone involved in the making of 'Nicholas Nickelby' should take a bow for converting such a fun, 

entertaining novel into such a fun, entertaining film. Dickens, I believe, would feel honored and 

proud. Henry McGrath as Child Nicholas Nickleby, Hugh Mitchell as Boy Nicholas Nickleby, 16-year-

old Jamie Bell as Smike and Alfred Harmsworth as Young Smike. 
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Nightmare (Blood Splash) (Nightmares In A Damaged Brain) (Schizo) 

(1981) 
 

A mental-patient, who is troubled with horrible nightmares, has 

escaped from his hospital. Now on the streets he can't help killing 

innocent people. But there is one family (Scott Praetorius) he is 

more than interested in and when he tries to kill them, he finds 

that it's not that easy. Very, very, very grim grind-house slasher 

flick. OK I'm a little rusty right now when it comes to reviews as I 

haven't written one in years. I won't bother explaining the plot, 

courtesy of the IMDb plot profile and other users you should be 

able to get a rough idea about it yourself. So lets get down to the 

nitty gritty. Nightmare(s) (in a damaged brain) is kind of like the 

horror film you watch through the eyes of a child. Remember 

when you were a kid and horrors weren't so much entertaining as 

they were (mildly) traumatising? That would give you sleepless 

nights for quite some time? Well nightmare is one of those films 

that can have that effect on you AS AN ADULT. Imagine the original 'texas chain saw massacre' but a 

lot more psychological and involving children, and A lot more gore, and you get the rough idea of 

what this film is all about. Now I'm a big fan of horror, I can sit through (almost) anything but I've 

seen this film one and a half times (the uncut version) and have had it for quite some time. And thats 

NOT because the film is bad, its cause its so frigging' creepy. First time was a curiosity as I'd heard so 

much about it and was desperate to see why it had been banned, the second (half) time was 

because I hadn't seen it in a while and fancied giving it a second go. I couldn't do it! It really is one of 

those type of horrors thats hard to sit through, its tone is so sinister and you feel almost perverted 

and sick and evil for just watching it, even though there are no real animal killings or anything like 

cannibal holocaust/ferox and it's only a movie and nothing more. Anyways, if you like genuine, 

creepy, under the skin horror then this one is for you. If, however, your not a fan of the whole 'grind-

house' scene, don't like films with low production values and risible acting and prefer your horror to 

be modern, over produced and polished, then avoid this one. In either case it's very underrated as 

being 'one of the scariest horror films of all time'. 
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Nils Karlsson Pyssling (Simon Small) (Le Petit Simon S'installe) (1990) 
 

Nils Karlsson Pyssling is a 1990 Swedish film based on the novel 

with the same name by Astrid Lindgren. With 8-year-old Jonatan 

Lindoff and 9-year-old Oskar Löfkvist. 
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No Meio Da Rua (In The Middle Of Street) (The Game Boy) (2006) 
 

Leonardo (13-year-old Guilherme Vieira) is a kid living in a middle-

class neighborhood in Rio de Janeiro with his parents and his 

younger sister. At school lunch recess, he everyday passes by the 

same traffic light pole, which, like many others, has lots of kids 

around juggling tennis balls. One of them is Kiko (Cleislay Delfino), 

which borrows Leonardo's portable video game. The next day, 

when her mother asks for the video game, Leonardo goes to the 

same traffic light and asks Kiko to bring the game back, but it's too 

late: two bullies from the favela took the electronic game off his 

hands. Now, Kiko and Leonardo become best friends. Leonardo 

runs away from home to recover his game and prove to her 

mother that he's responsible, but his disappearance brings dispair 

to his family, they think it was a kidnapping. 
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Nocturnes (2006) 
 

Late 1950s: nine intimate glimpses of pivotal moments in the life 

of a child (Quentin Testas), and a chronicle of the changing world 

around him. Without warning, history crosses the threshold of the 

fragile, small world in which he is growing up and developing. War 

is underway across the sea, in Algeria. His father becomes a 

soldier, and the open fields of adventure give way to barracks 

walls. The child senses that he holds his life in his hands. Before 

him lies the realm of the imagination, and behind him, that 

inalienable treasure, his memories. 
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Non Si Sevizia Un Paperino (Don't Torture A Duckling) (1972) 
 

A reporter and a promiscuous young woman try to solve a series 

of child killings in a remote southern Italian town that's rife with 

superstition and distrust of outsiders. I really enjoyed this film 

although I have only had a chance to watch it once. It's a great 

Giallo IMO and just as enjoyable as Fulci's later films. The direction 

was perhaps a bit rough around the edges but on the whole I 

thought the film worked really well and the ending was great (a 

real cliff hanger!). I thought one scene was particularly disturbing 

when the locals beat the hell out of a poor women while the radio 

played in the background. The inappropriate music made the 

images even harder to swallow but also gave the scene an 

emotional punch uncommon in a Fulci movie. I also felt that the 

story worked coherently and that the twist at the end was great. 

Fulci obviously has a rather low opinion of rural Italy's inhabitants 

because in this film all the villagers are presented as simpletons prone to mass-hysteria who live by 

their own backward laws (illustrated by the remorseless killing of the women) and religious beliefs. 
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Nono, Het Zigzag Kind (2012) 
 

Nono (Thomas Simon) wants to be like his father - the best police 

inspector in the world - but he constantly gets in trouble. Two 

days before his Bar Mitzvah, he is sent away to his uncle Sjmoel, 

who is supposed to get him back on track. However, during the 

train ride Nono gets one last chance to prove himself... Together 

with master-burglar Felix Glick - an old acquaintance of his father - 

he stops the train and enters a world of disguises, chases, French 

chansons and Zohara, a mysterious woman whose secrets will 

change Nono's life forever. 
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Noordzee, Texas (North Sea Texas) (2011) 
 

A teenage boy's (Ben Van den Heuvel & Jelle Florizoone) search 

for love finds him fixated on a boy (Nathan Naenen & Mathias 

Vergels) who lives nearby. Phenomenal movie. They could have 

removed all of the words from the movie and it still would have 

been amazing film to watch. The movie translates its message to 

the viewer not by words but by the atmosphere and emotions of 

the actors, who, I have to say, have done their job flawlessly 

despite being so young and inexperienced. Rarely such young 

actors are capable of such spectacular performance in a same 

movie. I started watching this film "by accident" without expecting 

too much. I was thinking that it wouldn't be good at all, 

considering that it's a small Belgian independent film. But after 

the first 10 minutes I was completely absorbed by it. I just couldn't 

stop watching. This is perfect cinema for all you movie lovers. No 

matter whether you're gay, straight or something in between you will find yourself in it. It is not the 

words that capture but the motions, sounds and emotions that grab you and put you in the shoes of 

one of the main characters. 
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Nordeste (Northeast) (2005) 
 

After having sacrificed almost everything for her career, Joelle 

decides, at 43 years of age, to change her life. She travels to 

Argentina to adopt a child. While there, Joelle discovers the North 

East, an untamed and vast natural region which is in sharp 

contrast with the social inequality that abounds in more urban 

Argentina. Great acting performance. I was profoundly touched by 

this movie. There are two main stories. One about a french 

woman, Hélène, living in modern world, going to Argentina to 

adopt a baby. The other one is about Juana, a woman living in a 

rural world with her son Martin (Ignacio Ramon Gimenez), 

hopelessly left behind by the bolting modernization and capitalism 

of her native country. The two womens paths will cross and they 

will try and find support and comfort in each others misery. The 

performances by the actors in this movie, especially by Aymará Rovera, are truly exceptional. It is a 

great story telling us that we are sharing one world, having different problems and sooner or later 

will be forced to acknowledge each others co-existence. It is a hard kick in solar-plexus of the roaring 

capitalism, exploiting the poorest and leaving them helpless behind. Go and see this movie if you get 

the chance. Please do. 
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Northern Lights (1997) 
 

In this Disney Channel Original Movie, Roberta Blumstein is a high-

strung New Yorker whose well-ordered lifestyle is set on its ear 

with the arrival of a child. No, not Roberta's child, but the son (11-

year-old Joseph Cross) of her recently deceased brother, Frank. 

The kid's name is Jack, and he is no more fond of Roberta than she 

is of him – at least, not at first. Gradually, however, the two lost 

souls come to find each other in the most unlikeliest of places: a 

quaint New England community that Roberta would under normal 

circumstances have never been caught dead in. Well, I'm here 

now, writing this message, just because Joseph Cross. Northern 

Lights was the first movie that I saw with Joseph, and I started to 

pay attention, and he's incredible, and in this movie, when he 

makes that feeling scenes, is very real and can bring you inside of 

the movie. He has a gift, he can make the emotions come out. And 

I almost cried too. It's a very nice movie, and I want to watch more 

movies with him. With Alexander Pollock. 
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Northfork (2003) 
 

Set in 1955, the residents of a small Montana community are 

forced to move their homes to make way for a new dam. In a 

near-empty Northfork orphanage, Father Harlan gently tends to 

Irwin (10-year-old Duel Farnes), an 8-year-old who lies between a 

dream state and death. As orphanage caretaker Harlan reads 

aloud about Northfork's years-ago forced evacuation to make way 

for a hydro-electric dam, Irwin's imagination takes flight. While a 

team of six men evacuate the last remaining citizens of the town, 

Irwin, too, invents a cast of characters to prepare himself for his 

own evacuation. (the above states the caretaker - who is actually 

the priest - is reading about a years-ago evacuation. In the movie, 

the evacuation is taking place as the boy lays dying!) Northfork, 

Montana (1776-1955). A dreamy, stunningly atmospheric film takes place in a small town of 

Northfork, Montana in 1955. The government officials arrive to evacuate the town about to be 

inundated by a new hydroelctrical dam. There are the other visitors in the town, the angels from 

another time but they only seen by a dying boy Irvin. A local priest (Nick Nolte in a quiet 

heartbreaking performance) takes care of the boy. Irvin pleads with the angels to leave the place 

with them. There is some unearthly quality in the film, some dignified mourning and sublime 

sadness when you suddenly realize the inevitable finality of everything - humans and their 

relationships, cities, countries, civilizations, the whole world as we know it. Death and birth have 

something in common - we go through them in the ultimate loneliness. I cannot recall the film that 

affected me in the same way and as deeply as "Northfork" did, the film so beautiful and so tender, 

so quiet and so powerful, so heartbreaking and so moving. Even now, after several weeks since I saw 

it, tears come to my eyes when I only think of it. After I saw it, I had to talk to somebody about it. I 

sent a PM to one of my friends and I asked, "Please tell me what I just saw?" And my friend replied 

with the words, "You just saw one of the greatest films of modern times. One of these days others 

will see the light." 
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Nothing But Trouble (1944) 
 

Two bumbling servants are hired by a dizzy society matron to cook 

and serve a meal to visiting royalty (12-year-old David Leland). 

Working as chef and butler, the boys wreck a fancy dinner party 

and, in the process, accidently foil a plot, by enemy agents, to 

poison a young exiled king. All you have to do is look the lion 

straight in the eye. Lions are afraid of that. I read that in a book. 

But did the lion read the book? The ten films Laurel and Hardy 

made after parting company with Hal Roach have an atrocious 

reputation, though this is probably better than most. It's never very funny, but it at least feels like a 

Stan and Ollie picture on occasion. Yet it's amazing how undignified some of the scenes are for the 

boys. Seeing Stan and Ollie degrading themselves by getting stomped on by children, or Ollie on all 

fours impersonating a lion, is excruciating to watch. Also of note in the two MGM movies is how 

Americanised Stan's speech is. Did Cumbrian-born Stan always utter things like "gee", "swell" and 

"ain't"? What also puzzles is how the post-Roach pictures not only misunderstood what made Laurel 

and Hardy funny, but also their basic nature. I've always thought of the duo as humanitarians, yet 

here they turn away a young boy who tells them that he's being beaten by his uncle. Okay, they later 

rescind on the decision and go completely the opposite way into pure sentimentality, but it still 

worries. The plot (which overshadows Stan and Ollie's involvement at times) is unusually macabre; a 

tale of intended infanticide for political gain. However, David Leland does bring a lot of enthusiasm 

to his role as the boy king, and the scene where Stan argues unknowingly over poisoned food is 

amusing. On the negative side, the back projection used in the film betrays its budget, and some of 

the dialogue – "Stanley, at times you're most trying" "Well you can't blame me for trying" – seems a 

self-conscious, For Love Or Mummy-style attempt to emulate past glories. Yet even though the 

movie is proficiently made but not very funny, I did crack up at the suicide scene. Okay, so Harold 

Lloyd could have sued (It turns out director Sam Taylor worked on eight Lloyd movies, including the 

obviously sampled Safety Last), but this one bit of nonsense did work for me, and almost brings the 

film's standing up to a level of mediocrity. Almost. 
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Nothing Is Private (Towelhead) (2007) 
 

A young Arab-American girl struggles with her sexual obsession, a 

bigoted Army reservist and her strict father during the Gulf War. 

Against the backdrop of the first Gulf War, Jasira Maroun is 13, 

physically well developed but naïve and unable to say no. As 

puberty arrives, her mother sends her from Syracuse to Houston 

to her curt, up-tight, Lebanese-born father. Over the next few 

months, Jasira must navigate her father's strict indifference, her 

discovery of sexual pleasure, the casual racism of a neighbor boy 

(14-year-old Chase Ellison) and her classmates, the sexual 

advances of the boy's father, the proffered friendship of a 

pregnant neighbor, and her attraction to Thomas, an African-

American classmate whom her father forbids her to see. Things 

happen to her, but can she take responsibility and control, or is 

tragedy inevitable? An extremely hard movie to watch. Funny and 

sexually disturbing. How Can You Find Yourself if No One Can See You? I got really, really, but I mean, 

really lucky to catch this at the Deauville American Film Festival. Can you imagine it? I flew all over to 

France to see Alan Ball's new movie. Well, I did it. Anyway, Nothing is Private (or Towelhead, as it is 

called now) is the new film written for the screen, produced and directed by Alan Ball and based 

upon the novel Towelhead by Alicia Erian. Some people say this movie is a porno and that is sick. 

But, I can, proudly, compare it with "American Beauty" (also one of my favourite movies, also). You 

can call me whatever you want and say that I'm nuts, but that's my point of view. The film is set on 

the year 1991 on the Gulf War. When I first read the novel I thought: Well, this doesn't looks like a 

book that no one will ever adapt to the cinema. But, when I saw the film I thought: Oh, my God! 

What a great adaptation of the book. And, besides, I really loved American Beauty. And it has 

beautiful and hauntingly dark screenplay, intelligent direction and superb performances. I mean, 

Summer Bishil's performance is one of the most unforgettable ones of the last decade. Some may 

find it offencive, but you have to have an open mind to watch this. The most sexually explicit and 

disturbing movie I've ever seen since Stanley Kubrick's 'Eyes Wide Shut'. I correct; since Bernardo 

Bertolucci's 'The Dreamers'. When you first watch this you feel like gut-punched. But, if you can get 

over the whole movie, and you have an open mind, you'll enjoy and love it. This is a true 

masterpiece. I believe that with the direction, with the screenplay and with the performances, this 

will get more than one Academy Award. Verdict: One of the most daring, talking on a mature sexual 

way, movies of the last 50 years. Stunningly satirical and darkly and shockingly disturbing. A sexist 

teenage satire on the style of 'Juno' and 'Ghost World'. A superb drama. Simply, a Great Movie. 

Quite disturbing, not recommended to people that doesn't have an open criterion. 
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Nukitsamees (Bumpy) (The Imp) (Chertyonok) (1981) 
 

A family musical which somewhat echoes the fairy tale of Hansel 

and Gretel. A brother and sister called Kusti (Ülari Kirsipuu) and Iti 

get lost in a forest while picking strawberries and are captured by 

an evil forest hag, who uses the two kids as slave labor - Kusti is 

put to work around the farm, while Iti looks after the hag's 

mischievous son (Egert Soll), whom she names Bumpy due to the 

horn-like bumps on his head. When a chance to escape arises, the 

two kids take Bumpy with them. But how will a wild forest rascal 

like Bumpy adjust to life with Iti and Kusti's family? A Story of an 

ogre-boy called Nuki. Two kids get kidnapped by an *ogre* (or is 

she an evil witch). She makes them do all the work around the 

house, including babysitting her kid, a ~5-year-old boy who they 

start calling "Nuki" (or "Nukitsamees"). After a while the two kids 

escape, taking Nuki with them, but as thy get back, Nuki doesn't 

really fit in with other kids. In general it's I guess a *touching family picture*, about how good 

dominates evil and how a caring home and stuff can change a person and such. Or as one of the 

songs in the movie says: *good children grow without spanking.*. 
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Nya Hyss Av Emil I Lönneberga (1972) 
 

Emil (10-year-old Jan Ohlsson) visit the market in Vimmerby, take 

part in the yearly religious examination and save Alfred from dying 

in a snow storm. Emil's reputation for being a troublemaker makes 

the Svensson family's neighbours take up a collection for sending 

the boy off to America. But even if he among other unfortunate 

mishaps causes his father to get stuck in the outhouse window 

and get bitten by crawfish, all is forgotten when he skillfully wins 

the family a free horse. And when Alfred the farmhand gets 

seriously ill, Emil puts his own life on the line, venturing into a 

snow storm to get his best friend to a doctor before it is too late. 

Good clean fun for kids. All the children's books by Astrid Lindren 

have made it to the screen as films or as TV series. The adventures 

of Emil i Lönneberga did both. The film Nya hyss av Emil i 

Lönneberga was serialised as part of a TV series that won wide 

acclaim with kids all over the world. The film is set in the Swedish province of Småland, an area of 

small farms and villages, before the Second World War. Life for children is idyllic, summer and 

winter, like in a Carl Larsson painting. Emil is an inventive and curious boy who gets into trouble with 

his parents all the time, because of well-meaning pranks, but his heart of gold saves the day. This 

film is suitable for children of all ages. With 9-year-old Stefan Grybe. 
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O Ano Em Que Meus Pais Saíram De Férias (The Year My Parents Went On 

Vacation) (2006) 
 

A boy (11-year-old Michel Joelsas) is left alone in a Jewish 

neighborhood in the year of 1970, where both world cup and 

dictatorship happen in Brazil. In 1970, near the World Cup, Daniel 

Stern (Eduardo Moreira) and his wife Miriam (Simone Spoladore) 

leaves Belo Horizonte in a hurry and scared with their 10-year-old 

son Mauro (Michel Joelsas) in their Volkswagen. While traveling to 

São Paulo, the couple explains Mauro that they will travel on 

vacation and will leave Mauro with his grandfather Mótel (Paulo 

Autran). Daniel promises to return before the first game of the 

Brazilian National Soccer Team in the Cup. The boy is left in Bom 

Retiro, a Jewish and Italian neighborhood, and waits for Mótel in 

front of his apartment. When the next door neighbor Shlomo 

(Germano Haiut) arrives, he tells the boy that Mótel had just had a 

heart attack and died. Alone and without knowing where his 

parents are, the boy is lodged by Shlomo and the Jewish community. Through the young neighbor 

Hanna (Daniela Piepszyk), Mauro makes new friends, cheers for the Brazilian team and sees the 

movement of the police and militaries on the streets while waiting for his parents. World Cup and 

Dictatorship in a Milestone of Brazilian Contemporary History. In 1970, 90 millions of Brazilians were 

cheering for the National Soccer Team in the World Cup while the dictatorship had the toughest and 

cruelest moment against the opposition. I found this touching and sensitive movie amazing, since 

the director Cao Hamburger was able to brilliantly work with amateurish children and achieve 

outstanding performances, exposing the political situation of that milestone of Brazilian 

contemporary history through the eyes of a middle-class boy of 10-years-old. For me, it is absolutely 

impressive because I had approximately the same age of Mauro in 1970 and I lived that moment 

going to school, playing soccer and buttons, going to the beach and to the movie theater and 

cheering for our National Soccer Team without knowing or understanding clearly what was 

happening. The story is very simple and dramatic, but never corny, and the very convincing 

performances of the cast is awesome and touching. Michel Joelsas and Daniela Piepszyk have key 

roles in the story and I dare to write that two stars are born. 
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O Menino Da Porteira (The Little Cowboy) (2009) 
 

1950s. At the village of Rio Bonito, cowboy Diogo leads a horde of 

oxen to the Ouro Fino Ranch. When passing by the Remanso 

Farm, he meets Rodrigo (João Pedro Carvalho), a boy who dreams 

of becoming a cowboy. Soon they become friends and witnesses 

of the wrong doings that happen in the region due to Major 

Batista's greed. The major orders his thugs to blackmail the local 

residents, in a way they sell the cattle by the price he wants. The 

situation changes when Otacílio Mendes, Rodrigo's father, decide 

to rebel himself, counting on Dr. Almeida's help. 
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Odd Thomas (2013) 
 

In a California desert town, a short-order cook with clairvoyant 

abilities encounters a mysterious man with a link to dark, 

threatening forces. Small-town fry cook Odd Thomas (Anton 

Yelchin) is an ordinary guy with a paranormal secret: he sees dead 

people, everywhere. When a creepy stranger shows-up with an 

entourage of ghostly bodachs - predators who feed on pain and 

portend mass destruction - Odd knows that his town is in serious 

trouble. Teaming up with his sweetheart Stormy (Addison Timlin) 

and the local sheriff (Willem Dafoe), Odd plunges into an epic 

battle of good vs evil to try to stop a disaster of apocalyptic 

proportions. Based on the best-selling thriller by Dean Koontz. 

Loved It. Well I have read every book of Odd Thomas and I was 

worried about the movie adaptation, well I needn't of worried, it 

was fun great chemistry with the main actors, Willem Dafoe great 

as usual, the pacing was good, and the action scenes really good, OK so the ghost of Elvis is not in it, 

the sad thing is no cinema release that probably means no sequel and that's a damn shame as this 

was a great adaptation of Odd Thomas, I truly think this could have carried through a complete 

series of movies based on each book That said you never know the power of the fans, so fingers 

crossed there may be more Odd Thomas in the future. With Jack Justice as Young Odd. 
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Ofelas (Pathfinder) (Veiviseren) (1987) 
 

Around the year 1000 AD warlike people, the so-called "tjuder", 

roam in northern Scandinavia. As they brutally kill a family in a 

remote area, including the parents and their little daughter, the 

families teenage son (19-year-old Mikkel Gaup), Aigin, observes 

the slaughter. He manages to flee from these killers and reaches a 

camp with other Lapps whose inhabitants are worried if he has 

been able to hide his track. Afraid of the murderous people, they 

decide to flee to the coast. The boy stays alone to avenge his 

families murder. Unfortunately, they get him before he can do 

anything and force him to lead them to the other Lapps. He guides 

them but has a plan to destroy the barbarous people before 

reaching the camp. From time immemorial the Sami people had 

lived alone in the Arctic area of Europe, but 1000 years ago 

Tchude warriors from the East invaded the territory. When the 

Sami teenager Aigin arrives to his family's cot in the evening, he finds his parents and little sister 

killed by the Tchudes. He flees to a Sami camp nearby. The Sami chief orders the community to 

decamp and go to another settlement at the coast, but Aigin and three others decide to stay and 

fight the Tchudes. When the Tchudes attack, only Aigin survives, hidden in a tent. Suddenly the 

shaman Raste turns up. He tells Aigin to go to the coast and warn the others, and gives him his 

shaman drum as a token. The Tchudes capture Raste. They want him to guide them to the coast, and 

start torturing him. When Aigin sees this he dashes forward, and says he will guide them, if they just 

let Raste live. They agree, but when they have left the camp with Aigin, one of them returns and kills 

Raste. Aigin now has to figure out how to mislead the Tchudes and save the Sami community. You 

haven't seen it? Your loss!! This is the best film ever to come out of Norway. Mythical realism on its 

best. I've seen it several times and it only gets better. The unpolished brutality and savage behavior 

in this film can only be matched by Fargo (96). Beautifully set on Finnmarksvidda, the northern most 

part of Norway -Way north of the arctic circle, it shows the way of the life a thousand years ago. The 

silent winter morning is of course interrupted. Savages from an eastern land comes to plunder and 

rape the same people. Less than ten minutes into the film the heros family has been brutally slayed 

and are being deposed of as he returns home from hunting. The Washington Post calls it Die Hard on 

snow, without a barefoot Bruce Willis as the american stereotyped hero, instead it's realistic - I 

agree. 
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Off Season (2001) 
 

After the death of his parents, 10-year-old, Jackson Mayhew (Rory 

Culkin), moves in with his Aunt. But when he befriends an elderly 

man (Cronyn), he begins to suspect that the old man is actually 

Santa Claus. I Almost did not watch this movie because of a 

thought that it might be another attempt to take advantage of the 

"Macaulay Culkin" era! A time when it was believed that a cute kid 

could make any movie good! Poor Macaulay might have lost his 

stardom because of the efforts of Hollywood to push him into 

many movies TOO quick! Not to mention the intervention of his 

overbearing father. LOOKS GOOD FOR RORY THOUGH! Although a 

bit of his brother's personality is present, enough of his own 

shines through to give him a glowing opportunity to be whatever 

he wishes to become. Oh, by the way, did you guess that I liked 

this movie? Made me laugh a few times, and that is saying a lot! 
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Ohayô (Good Morning) (1959) 
 

Two brothers (13-year-old Kôji Shitara & 7-year-old Masahiko 

Shimazu) begin a silence strike to press their parents into buying 

them a television set. This movie takes a look at a very 

Westernized subarban Japan in the late 50s. It focuses mainly on 

the daily lives of a small community and the way its members 

interact. It also demonstrates the power of speech and the way in 

which small talk acts as a lubricant for our daily lives. Delightful 

and Critical View of the Behavior of the Japanese Working Class 

Under the American Influence. In a small community of workers in 

Japan, two brothers decide to not speak because they want to 

force their parents to buy a television. With this single storyline, 

Japanese director Yasujiro Ozu exposes a delightful and critical 

view of the behavior of the Japanese working class under the 

American influence in the post-WWII. Once again the major 

concern of Ozu is with the family and human relationship. The situation of the retired people is 

magnificently pictured through the desperate men looking for a job; the domination of the USA in 

Japan is represented through the need of private English classes for the two brothers, and the 

translation of documents to English; superfluous consume of the American society is represented 

through the importance of the useless television for the younger generation, while their parents are 

concerned with have some savings for their retirement. The destructive little gossips, the difficulties 

of communication, and many other problems of relationship are also shown in this little gem. 
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Olsen Banden Junior (Olsen Gang Junior) (2001) 
 

In 1958, young Egon Olsen (13-year-old Aksel Leth) tries to escape 

from the orphanage by being adopted by a rich couple - but his 

new "parents" are rocket scientists who want to shoot him into 

space. The 'New' Olsenbande is best suited for kids. What shall we 

do, now that the Olsen-gang has gotten too old for making their 

own movies, ah yes, let's make a movie about them as kids making 

their first big plans! A bunch of unknown kids portray the Olsen-

gang, of course they had no real experience, so their bad acting 

can be excused. Jesper Langberg as Hallandsen and Ellen Hillingsø 

as Doktor Rakowski, the two people who adopt Egon Olsen and try 

to send him into outer space do very good in their roles, and Ole 

Thestrup as Major Schröder is always great fun to watch. Plus I 

liked the small cameo from Ove Sprogøe's (the original Egon 

Olsen) son, Henning Sprogøe as Egon's Father, who's in jail. The part where Kjeld is jealous at 

Yvonne's boyfriend and he shoots at him with a tank was quite funny, but very unrealistic of course, 

just like most of the original "Olsenbande"-movies. As far as entertainment for kids goes, this is one 

of the better Danish movies to watch, but it goes a bit flat once in a while, but it's not that bad. 
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Olsenbanden Jr. Mestertyvens Skatt (2010) 
 

This time the gang hunts for a missing tax money stemming from 

the robbery of the Bank of Norway in 1835. They've got the 

glimpse of a treasure map and the thrill of the hunt leads them to 

the old town of Fredrikstad, through dark times at Akershus 

Fortress and finally Ole Høiland cave in Oslo Marka. In this film, we 

get for the first time established a closer relationship with the 

orphanage children Egon Olsen's family, when Egon is on the trail 

of his father? Master Thief Ole Høiland? 
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Olsenbanden Jr. Og Det Sorte Gullet (The Olsen Gang Jr. And The Black 

Gold) (2009) 
 

Takes place in the early 1960s. Egon Olsen (Oskar Øiestad) 

persuades his friends (Jonas Hoff Oftebro & Fridtjof Tangen) to 

buy oil stocks to take part in the upcoming oil adventure. At the 

same time Egon on the trail of some sinister villains that try to 

tests showing the presence of oil in the North Sea. 
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Olsenbandens Forste Kupp (2001) 
 

Olsenbandens first coup. The story takes place in the 1950s, and 

the band members are just 12-13-years-old. Egon Olsen meets 

Benny Fransen and Kjell Jensen when he as a new student at the 

school gets their first friends. It does not take long before they 

end up in trouble. Egon staying at the orphanage, and the 

orphanage receives annually a large sum of money to celebrate 

Christmas. This year, however, the Christmas fund is empty and 

Egon suspects the law firm that manages the fund, has cleared it 

of money. Olsenbanden, with Egon in the lead, the hunt for the 

Christmas Fund, and the gang comes up in many interesting and 

funny situations - as well Olsenbanden is known for. 

 

 

Series 1 (24 Episodes) (2001) 

 

Episode 01: At Home with Kjell's dad Bassefar started preparations for the job as Santa Claus at one 

of the city's department stores. His attempt to ask for a raise ducks, however, particularly poor, 

while the lack of dates almost a disaster for the mom-Gudruns shop just below the July The school 

gets Kjell and Benny a new classmate. His name is Egon Olsen. 

Episode 02: Egon will provide evidence of the board for the children home Christmas Fund has made 

embezzlement. He does not believe a jot of that money has gone to manage the fund and 

miscellaneous assets. Kjell spends most of his time dreaming about Valborg. 

Episode 03: Olsenbanden jr. has provided a number of tools to open the safe at the orphanage 

manages Hallandsens office. Not everything goes according to plan. 

Episode 04: The operation of Hallandsens office did not go according to plan. Fortunately deny Egon 

Olsen never. Today he has a new plan - inspired by the story of the Trojan horse. 

Episode 05: Olsenbanden jr. hoping today to get in on Hallandsens office with "The Trojan Bear" - 

that is, Egon be inside a stuffed bear. 

Episode 06: Olsenbanden jr. decides to hand over the red suitcase to the police and report 

Hallandsen & Co for fraud and embezzlement. 

Episode 07: Olsenbanden must choose between Bassefar and Hallandsens suitcase. Although they 

will save Bassefar, they are terrified that the red suitcase now will go astray. 

Episode 08: Egon detect the Hallandsens red suitcase, but it is not easy to get hold of it. 



Episode 09: Today is the day of the big class party, and Egon have exciting plans. Kjell too, but it is 

mostly about women. 

Episode 10: Cardboard boots, hengeromper, suppehuer! Egon is not merciful character of Benny and 

Kjell. 

Episode 11: The suitcase is left astray, and Olsenbanden jr. are not the only ones after it. They get a 

bit of a surprise when they realize that the very principal is Hallandsens party. 

Episode 12: It is full of despair at the home of Kjell and mom Gudrun. Bassefar is again vanished 

without trace. 

Episode 13: The 13th December is himself Lucia Day, and Egon obviously have plans to spend the 

special day for all it's worth. 

Episode 14: Olsenbanden jr. locked in the library, and there is only one way out. It runs through a 

small window near the ceiling. 

Episode 15: Gudrun and Kjell's upset because Bassefar still astray. Egon agrees to help, but then 

Benny shoot bullseye with his slingshot. 

Episode 16: Board orphanage Lykkebo have used up all the Christmas Fund for leisure travel and 

private luxury. The orphan boy Egon Olsen refuses to watch the Christmas hanging by a thread, and 

he gets his classmates Benny and Kjell in the battle to save Christmas. 

Episode 17: Egon is dependent Kjell set up one hundred percent, but Kjell is so in love with Valborg 

that he does not know where to turn. And he has a great rival in the steak. 

Episode 18: Finally it is time for the big Christmas game. Egon's plan is the starting line, but 

Olsenbanden must watch out, for they have a very watchful crowd. 

Episode 19: Christmas game is in full swing, but there is not much that goes like Egon has planned. 

This could end in disaster! 

Episode 20: There is apparently no way out, the police are forced to arrest Olsenbanden. However, it 

is easier said than done. 

Episode 21: The three guys in Olsenbanden have vanished, and the wildest rumors have started to 

go on about what has happened. 

Episode 22: Olsenbanden caught with Bassefar in the basement of Hallandsen. Holm and Hermansen 

is on track, and good advice is expensive. 

Episode 23: Christmas Eve will be used for doctoring of wood, preparing food and Countess and 

butler. Olsenbanden jr. trapped in Hallandsens basement. 

Episode 24: It's Christmas Eve, Egon has a final plan, and Hermansen and Holm are told that there 

has been vandalism at the very grumpy. Can Olsenbanden jr. to save Christmas in the last minute? 
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On Edge (2001) 
 

Wendy, Veda, and J.C. are part of Southern California's thriving figure skating community - the 

bottom part. Luckily this is America, the land of opportunity, where a dream in your heart and 

personal gain in your sights can propel almost anyone to stardom. With this in mind Wendy, Veda, 

and J.C. are fighting their way to Olympic glory. But first they have to win the Regional Competition - 

and there can only be ONE winner. Will it be Veda? The beautiful ice princess who responds to her 

over-bearing mother by routinely puking up her lunch. Or Wendy? The plus-size skater with the 

super-plus libido. And what about J.C.? The orphaned trailer park girl who'd gladly trade you a pack 

of smokes for a sequined thong. Under the watchful gaze of Zamboni Phil, the girls train, toil and 

plot their way to success. Let the Games begin! If you know anything about the real world of figure 

skating, you will love this. I am starting out my addressing someones review in which they say:"this 

movie was so mean spirited, stupid, and unfunny. How many more fat jokes could they make? What 

was up with the gross character played by Scott Hamilton? He should be ashamed for making this 

movie. How could Kristi and Tai want to be associated with this disaster? It's awesome that people 

love figure skating but what is HILARIOUS about this movie is that those scenarios and all the jokes 

are the real parts of figure skating that most fans don't know exist. As a competitive figure skater on 

the national level for over 12 years, this movie is hilarious and all other skaters agree. It pokes fun of 

the real things that we deal with. You think the fat jokes are cruel, well thats the real world of figure 

skating. Judges DO judge on that. And the reason so many olympians participated both acting and 

behind the scenes of this movie is because it pokes fun of the harsh realities of this sport. Kudos to 

you guys for making a skating movie thats actually accurate. Nothing bugs me more than when 

people hear that you are a figure skater and they say "I love the cutting edge" For us skaters, that 

movie is the worst thing ever and it's so far from reality it annoying. Oh yeah, and by the way, Kathy 

Griffins character was hilarious because skaters always try to lie about their age to make themselves 

younger. I get how most people that are fans wouldn't get most of the jokes but for skaters this 

movie is a tribute. And the judges and higher ups are gross, thats why scotties character was so 

funny. LOL!!! 
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On The Sunny Side (1942) 
 

Because of the war, a 12-year-old boy from England, Hugh (14-

year-old Roddy McDowall), is sent to live with the Andrews family 

in Ohio. Don (13-year-old Freddie Mercer), the Andrews' 11-year-

old son, eagerly accepts the English boy, and is happy when his 

school-friends do the same. But his isn't so happy when things 

begin to change when his father fore-goes their evening game of 

Chinese Checkers to play chess with Hugh, and Hugh shows 

himself to be a formidable scholar, and impresses Don's girlfriend 

Betty, and becomes more popular with the boys than Don 

was...and Don is beginning to think that Hugh is too much of a 

good thing. Don gets downright depressed and decides to run 

away. Uh, oh, here comes Hugh. An English boy is sent to live with 

an American family during World War II. In his first starring role, 

Roddy McDowall portrays an English boy named Hugh, who is sent 

to stay with an American family on the "sunny side" of the pond in order to escape the Nazi blitz. 

The initial excitement of the host family's young son (Freddie Mercer, nephew Leroy in the "Great 

Gildersleeve" film series) at having a "brother" to pal around with gradually gives way to resentment 

when the visitor's impeccable manners and efforts to adopt American slang charms his parents to 

the extent that they begin neglecting him. To make matters worse, the members of his kids' club 

vote to replace him with Hugh as their president after the latter routs a bully who has 

commandeered their clubhouse (Stanley Clements, GOING MY WAY) from the premises with a 

homemade, chemical stink bomb. When Hugh is decked by a flying rock from the hands of the bully, 

the two boys team up to settle the hash of both the bully and his goon, sending them packing. Then, 

once Hugh points out to his surrogate parents that they've been favoring him at the expense of their 

own son, all is happily resolved. Produced for the lower half of 1940s double bills, this movie was 

most definitely designed to please the kiddie trade. Since it wasn't filmed in color, however, getting 

today's youth to give it a look will likely constitute a problem. 
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One Of Our Dinosaurs Is Missing (1975) 
 

Lord Southmere escapes from China with a microfilm of the 

formula for the mysterious "Lotus X", and is captured by Chinese 

spies who have been instructed to retrieve the microfilm from 

him. Escaping from his captors, Lord Southmere hides the 

microfilm in the bones of a large dinosaur at the National History 

Museum. However, he has been followed into the museum by the 

spies, so Lord Southmere asks Hettie, (his former nanny), to 

retrieve the microfilm before the spies can find it. He is then 

promptly recaptured by the head spy, Hnup. Hettie, and her friend 

Emily (another nanny), devise a plan for a group of nannies to 

search for the microfilm, but they are unsuccessful in their 

endeavors. The spies then decide to steal the dinosaur, but are 

outmaneuvered by Hettie and Emily, who - with a young nanny 

named Susan - take the dinosaur skeleton on an unforgettable 

journey around the countryside. English slapstick comedy spy caper definitely a must for fans of that 

genre. Director Robert Stevenson (Mary Poppins, The Love Bug) dresses up the scenery with nice old 

British cars, trucks and storefronts (watch for one called THE RELUCTANT DRAGON a tip of the hat to 

an old Disney animated classic) and his usual trademark special effects which includes a neat little 

stunt where a group of men stand on each other's shoulders to see above a fog filled street. Fans of 

Agatha Christie movies will note Peter Ustinov (who played Hercule Poirot) and Helen Hayes and 

Joan Hickson (who both played Miss Marple). A final note regarding some ill-placed, ill-thought out 

comments about Peter Ustinov's performance that was meant to be broad comedy. Ustinov (an 

Englishman) also portrayed a Belgium (Hercule Poirot), a Russian, and a Frenchman in other films 

without any comments about their appropriateness. From Peter Sellers who played a wickedly 

unflattering portrayal of a Frenchman in the Pink Panther series to Ben Kingsley's stately 

performance as Ghandai to Jews playing Christians (sometimes unflattering) what the heck...it's 

called acting. If you don't like the performance that's one thing, but to call it racist then all these 

performances should be called racist and ALL performances that require an actor to play someone 

not himself would be on some level bigoted. Don't you think? To those who would call Ustinov's 

performance racist you are wrong and you should sue your parents and teachers for raising an idiot. 

By the way. I am Chinese. If I do a good Texan accent no one would think me a racist. If I do a bad 

Texan accent all it means is that I do a bad Texan accent. Yee Haw! 
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One Small Hero (1999) 
 

Joey Cooper (Nathan Kiley) is a small boy who wants more than 

anything to be a member of the "Wilderness Club." But he has 

failed over and over again to pass the test and was not allowed to 

join. But when Joey gets home after his latest failure, he finds his 

mother has bought him all new camping equipment for his trip. 

Joey can't bring himself to tell her he didn't make the club so he 

takes the gear and leaves for the trip anyway, hiding on the bus. 

When a couple of kidnappers grab the kids, Joey is still in hiding 

and it's left for Joey to save them all. Too Cute to Miss. My 

children and I truly enjoyed this delightful movie. Even though the 

story line is a little predictable, the actors made it fun to watch. 

This is a "kid" movie. They loved the slapstick, and the 

predictability. The scene with Joey on the porch talking to his 

"dad" was my favorite. It brought tears to my eyes. That boy was 

very natural and sincere. My children and I thought it was cute, and a lot of fun for family 

entertainment. 
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Oom Ferdinand En De Toverdrank (Uncle Fred And The Magic Potion) 

(1974) 
 

While cleaning up the attic find Ferdinand, his cousin and two 

friends, a magic spell, which she was a young woman from the 

Middle Ages from a painting it. They make a potion to the woman 

invisible. Cake Thieves steal like the drink. They abduct the niece 

and demands the drink as ransom. The children must try 

anywhere on the pie factory to avoid. A lady emerges from a 

magic painting. Three children and their uncle find a magic 

painting in the uncle's attic. When they pronounce a spell, a lady 

named Esmeralda emerges from the painting. The lady must 

return to the painting, unless certain conditions are fulfilled. A 

magic drink, which makes them invisible, should help them. Two 

thieves (who seem to like nothing but cakes) kidnap one of the 

children to require a ransom. And it is found that a man, the 

father of Peter Faber (that's the name of an actor too, but not in 

this movie) is needed for help. That is not easy, since the they are not on friendly terms with Peter 

and his father. I taped this movie, and the children want to see it again and again. 
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Op Hoop Van Zegen (The Good Hope) (1986) 
 

Young Barend (16-year-old Danny de Munk) is worried about the 

safety of the sailing vessel he is on. The owner is an unscrupulous 

and stingy man who skimps on repairs and Barend becomes aware 

of this. Inevitably there is drama and tragedy. The film is set in an 

early 20th century Dutch fishing village with local period costume 

and colour. Upteenth version of Herman Heijermans' 1900 stage 

play (the earliest film version has already been lost at sea), this 

time with an updated story and a shift of emphasize in the lead 

character. Although the cast list reads like a who's who of Dutch 

thespians, they all have to take a step back to let teen idol Danny 

de Munk star. He who shot to fame two years earlier in another 

remake, 'Ciske de Rat'. Desperate to give the kid center stage in 

this picture too, screenwriter Karin Loomans invented a love story 

for him and even a pop song to sing (since the previous film 

landed him a huge hit single). The opening sequence on the boat ('Op Hoop van Zegen', or 'De Hoop' 

for short) is gorgeously shot and accompanied by a stirring score by Rogier van Otterloo. Then we 

cut to a stormy night when a man falls overboard, planting the first seeds of foreshadowing into 

Barend (De Munk)'s mind. It's a shame we spent so little time on the actual Hoop, for as soon as we 

are on dry land, we are introduced to the entire population of a small fishermen's town. It helps 

somewhat that all of them are played by familiar faces, but there are still far too many relationships 

and loose family connections to keep track off. Young Tamar van den Dop, in her film debut as 

Clementine, has a crush on Danny de Munk's character but her wealthy father Bos (Rijk de Gooyer) is 

sending every young man out on the unseaworthy Hoop. An attempt is made in this version to make 

the evil Bos slightly more sympathetic by giving him a self centered wife (Willeke van Ammelrooy) 

and a truly disgusting insurance man played with Geoffrey Rush like glee by Luc Lutz. Apart from 

being a singer of songs and having the only Amsterdam accent in town, Barend is also a talented 

illustrator (sure, like he could make a living that way). Clementine tries to spill the beans about the 

boat but circumstances (and her father) conspire against puppy love and Barend and his 

controversial commie brother (Huub Stapel) are forced to set sail. Did I mention that the play 

originally centers around their mother Kniertje (Kitty Courbois)? Well, at least De Hoop was well 

insured. The same could not be said about this picture. 
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Operation Splitsville (1999) 
 

After a boy's (David Berry) parents decide to divorce, he creates a 

"support group" for all the kids from failed marriages in his school. 

When kids who's parents aren't divorced start to pick on them, 

they agree to cause their parents to divorce as well. 90210... with 

5th graders. Let me start off by saying this is a truly awful film. If 

only they'd give that budget and crew to some of us desperate 

filmmakers out there who would have given something back 100 

times better. Some kids do talk about sex, yes even at that age. 

But there's no way they talk about it like they do in this film... 

Their conversation was way too mature (and crass) for their age 

group. Then again, maybe there was something in the water... At 

least that's where I thought it was going. My biggest question is... 

What the hell was Christopher Lambert doing in this film? I think 

he needs to change his agent if he's being sent scripts of this caliber. Some of it wasn't bad. You 

almost got the feeling it was a first time director and he was starting to get the cuts right toward the 

end (because much of it didn't gel together well at all because they didn't get enough/suitable 

coverage). So what are the good points? I thought the lead kid who played James (David Berry) had 

the most talented performance (Too bad he hasn't done anything since). Jesse Littlejohn wasn't bad 

either. Most of the kids were like something out of The Little Rascals. The film quality is Hollywood 

(think they filmed it on Panavision). The soundtrack isn't bad, but feels somewhat dated for a film 

that was shot in the late 90s. Strangely, I found it mildly entertaining... It is watchable, but some of it 

will make you cringe. 
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Opposite Day (2009) 
 

The world goes backwards on Opposite Day. The kids (14-year-old 

Billy Unger, 15-year-old Dylan Cash, 11-year-old Rico Rodriguez, 

13-year-old Nadji Jeter, Ryan Hahto, 10-year-old Will Shadley & 

Christian Pikes) become adults, and the adults become kids. 

Family fun. This is a family movie of the better kind. It have good 

entertainment for kids and adults alike. The story of the movie is 

good and interesting, especially for the kids. The movie contains it 

all; action, humor, drama, family values. For a family/children's 

movie, there is a good solid story to the movie, and I am sure it 

will keep children entertained from the very start till the very end. 

I especially loved the way the contents of his malt (or milkshake, 

or whatever it was) kept changing as the camera angles changed. 

Sometimes the glass was full, other times some was gone. That 

was cool. Got to love continuity errors like that. But back to the 

movie, it provides a good, whole entertaining experience for families getting together in front of the 

TV. The cast was good for the movie, and the children were actually doing a really good job in their 

roles. So if you want to entertain your children with a movie, this would be a good choice. 
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Oranges And Sunshine (2010) 
 

Set in 1980s Nottingham, social worker Margaret Humphreys 

holds the British government accountable for child migration 

schemes and reunite the children involved -- now adults living 

mostly in Australia -- with their parents in Britain. Nepotism isn't 

always a bad thing. Jim Loach (Ken's son) continues in his father's 

footsteps by showing us a warts-and-all Britain. In this, his debut 

feature, he recreates the story of Margaret Humphreys, a 

Nottingham Social Worker, who in the 1980s uncovered the abuse 

of thousands of British children before and after the Great Wars. 

So that Britain could save money, and eschew its responsibility, as 

many as 130,000 'degenerate' (institutionalised) children were 

forced to migrate to Australia and other colonies, where they 

were promised they'd have 'oranges and sunshine'. Instead they 

were foully mistreated by members of the Christian Brothers and 

other institutions. They were the 'lost children of the empire'. With such an emotive story I'm not 

sure why I wasn't more moved. The acting is appropriately controlled, particularly Hugo Weaving's 

depressive orphan. And Emily Watson is good as the evangelical Social Worker (appropriately she 

affects a confidential, assertive tone). Rather than admit to a cold-hearted detachment on my part, 

I'm suggesting that Loach's subdued style doesn't grab our attention. The tragedy of these children 

was uncovered years ago; there's no fresh reason to remind us. No recent occurrence has prompted 

the re-unearthing, and because of this I almost didn't care. I wonder, though, if that's the point. No 

aspect of this story is entertaining and so the film shouldn't be. It's not cinematic; it's refreshingly 

dull. Could it have been better as a T.V. drama? Were too many orphans interviewed? Aren't 

religious extremists too easy a target to be censured? What possessed Humphreys – possesses her 

still – to forsake her family and ruin her own mental health to help repatriate people she will never 

know? My guess is that Loach's reason to dramatise this abuse is to remind us how dangerous 

forgiveness is. When we forgive, we forget. Loach insists we remember. It's a noble first effort, and 

it's clearly too early to label Jim Loach. One thing is clear: he's a dogged truth-seeker, just like his old 

man. I would add that the censors have yet again mis-certified. I caught only one swear word and 

one straightforward – gratuitous really – love scene. These things in or out, the film should have 

been (in Britain) a 12A. 
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Ørnens Øje (Eye Of The Eagle) (1997) 
 

In 1218 Danish king Valdemar sends his 12-year-old homonymous 

young son (Nijas Ørnbak-Fjeldmose) and heir in safety, as war is at 

the borders, to Erskil, the bishop of Ravensburg, who is instructed 

to see to the prince's education. Alas the bishop is the brain of a 

conspiracy to seize the crown for himself, as most of the nobles 

are dissatisfied with the endless wars that bring them no profit. 

The prince and kitchen-boy Aske (13-year-old Lasse Baunkilde) 

accidentally fall out of the castle and overhear the conspirators, 

but are seen and pursued by the men of the One-eyed Man, a 

feared mercenary who is in the conspiracy to take mortal revenge 

on the king for leaving him behind on a battlefield where he lost 

an eye which was eaten by an eagle, which he tamed and now 

shares his sight with. A gem of a film! This film has far more than a 

viewer might expect. Not only are the performances first 

class...most especially from the leading boy Nijas Ornbak-Fjeldmose, but there is excellent camera 

work and direction. A feast of film making perfection. the opening scene is simply written with a boy 

moving through the woods on alert for attack during a war game with his father, the King. However, 

this scene is made memorable by the amazing waltz like relationship between the camera and the 

boy. Nijas (Valderman in the film) is an actor of great ability who truly enters into his parts, and is 

capable of suspending the disbelief of even the harshest critic. He plays the 12-year-old prince who 

is sent for safety into the hands of the Bishop. This Bishop, however, is far from trustworthy and 

attempts to use the boy to unthrone the king. But the prince escapes and, with the aid of a servant 

boy, manages to save the day. A good adventure yarn for all ages, with an evil one eyed warrior who 

tracks his enemies through the eye of his eagle. I highly recommend this film. You might only be able 

to find the german language version on video, but don't let that stop you. 
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Orphan (2009) 
 

A husband and wife who recently lost their baby adopt a 9-year-

old girl who is not nearly as innocent as she claims to be. Kate and 

John Coleman are rebuilding their troubled marriage. Kate had a 

drinking problem, but is in therapy and is doing well. She has been 

sober for one year. The couple decide to adopt a child. When they 

meet the 9-year-old Russian girl, Esther, at the St. Marina 

Orphanage, they immediately fall in love with the well-educated 

orphan. Their young son, Daniel, is hostile to his new sister; but 

their deaf daughter, little Max, is enchanted with her - at first. 

Eventually, Kate begins to feel that Esther is manipulative and 

possibly even psychologically disturbed. John refuses to listen to 

his wife's misgivings, and the wounds in their marriage reopen. 

Kate calls Sister Abigail at the orphanage, and the nun informs her 

that Esther has a troubled and mysterious history. Kate delves 

further into Esther's past and discovers she is not all she pretends to be. Finally a GOOD HORROR 

FILM. Good film period. Finally, a horror film about adults. Adults with complex issues and children 

that act like children and not hyper precocious sex models. The reason to see this film isn't to find 

out the over advertised "Esther's secret" of the film (a MAJOR misstep in marketing. Too many 

people now enter the film trying to figure out the "secret" before they normally would have been 

surprised), but rather to see a well-acted (extremely well acted by Vera F.) slow-building suspense 

story with excellent direction and cinematography. John Ottman's score also serves the film well, 

without becoming overpowering in signaling this is a "creepy" film. The actress who plays Esther 

shows a skill in performance that makes one think we may actually have another Jodie Foster to 

keep an eye on. This film works because we LIKE the characters (Rob Zombie please take note!) and 

fear for them and their survival. Dark Castle's best film, and it gives one hope that the 

horror/suspense genre still can be presented with intelligence and depth. Hollywood take note: we 

don't want a xerox of this film, but we do want more films that share this films strenghts: good 

script, likable real characters, excellent acting and nice, tension building direction. With 13-year-old 

Jimmy Bennett. 
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Osada Havranu (Settlement Of Crows) (1978) 
 

A little boy (Vaclav Tvaroh [9-year-old Havranpírko] & Ludvík 

Hradilek [adult Havranpírko]) is washed ashore by a high water to 

a foreign Stone Age settlement. After initial hesitation he is 

admitted to the tribe and is raised under the name Ravenfeather 

(Havranpírko). The boy grows up, wins the friendship of a girl and 

must pass many adventures. Ravenfeather would like to become a 

good hunter like one tribesman he admires, but it turns out, 

nevertheless, that the man is a thief and he is expelled. In the end, 

Ravenfeather replaces him. 
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Oscar Et La Dame Rose (Oscar And The Lady In Pink) (2009) 
 

Listening in to a conversation between his doctor and parents, 10-

year-old Oscar (Amir Ben Abdelmoumen) learns what nobody has 

the courage to tell him. He only has a few weeks to live. Furious, 

he refuses to speak to anyone except straight-talking Rose, the 

lady in pink he meets on the hospital stairs. As Christmas 

approaches, Rose uses her fantastical experiences as a 

professional wrestler, her imagination, wit and charm to allow 

Oscar to live life and love to the full, in the company of his friends 

Pop Corn (Eric Remi), Einstein (Jonas Wertz), Bacon (Martin 

Nissen) and childhood sweetheart Peggy Blue. Nice take on 

childhood in philosophical and realistic fairy tale. Saw this at a 

screening in Toulouse yesterday, before the national release, with 

writer/director Schmitt present afterwards to answer the 

audience's questions and talk about the film. I haven't seen his first feature, ODETTE TOULEMONDE, 

nor have I read any of his books and I went to Oscar ET LA DAME ROSE mostly intrigued by the 

presence of Max Von Sydow, one of cinema's best actors, and a welcome return to film scoring by 

great composer/musician Michel Legrand. I was fortunate enough to ask Schmitt about both Von 

Sydow and Legrand. Schmitt said Legrand has been a friend of his and a fan of the book for years 

(OSCAR was a play, then a novel, now a film) so it was he who told Schmitt he wanted to score the 

movie. The music is wonderful and has an important place in the picture (75 minutes were recorded 

and used). Its "fairy tale" quality at times evokes the scores for the films of Jacques Demy. As to the 

film, it's competently helm-ed, although no masterpiece. You cannot help but be moved to tears by 

the story (tackling the touchy subject of the illness and death of a child) and the performance of 

young actor Amir. Michèle Laroque was an obvious choice for the role, hers is a character of many 

flaws every spectator can relate to, and the role allows her to switch from comedy (mostly) to drama 

(a bit). Max Von Sydow is wonderful as he always is, although at 80 maybe a bit old to play a working 

doctor in a children's hospital... (He seems to also play a doctor in Scorsese's forthcoming SHUTTER 

ISLAND, and in truth has played other doctors throughout his career, like in AWAKENING for 

example). Von Sydow speaks his part in French (he has both French and Swedish nationalities), and 

Schmitt said he also wanted to be part of the project because he had read and liked his books. His 

role as Dr. Dusseldorf is quite important, not merely in the background, which was a pleasant 

surprise: his dignified, tall, authoritative presence is always a plus. (Well, in all honesty I was baffled 

at a scene in which a catch fighter BURPS at his face... certainly an unusual setting for Max! but these 

scenes are relevant to the film and their "bad taste" quality is intentional). All in all, while certainly 

not a masterpiece of the seventh art, the film has enough interesting threads to recommend it. The 

subject is tackled in a fitting way, alternating between a world of make-believe and a very adult and 

even spiritual take on life, illness and death. The depiction of childhood's concerns is the best part of 

it. All very philosophical (Schmitt is a former philosopher), yet made accessible to everyone. There 

are worse ways to spend an evening. 
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Pa Negre (Black Bread) (2010) 
 

Villaronga steps up. This film swept the board at this year's Goyas 

(Spanish cinema awards), but after last years Cell 211 (an 

enjoyable but unremarkable prison drama) did the same, I wasn't 

expecting too much. I'd enjoyed Villaronga's disturbing Aro 

Tolbukhin, but I wasn't expecting this. One of the best opening 

sequences you'll see all year leads to a mystery, experienced 

through the eyes of one boy (13-year-old Francesc Colomer), that 

reveals lies, conspiracy and the dark secrets in the heart of a rural 

Catalan village a few years after the end of the Civil War. It's 

magnificently done, and the performances of the children match 

those of actors such as Sergi Lopez (whose role echoes that in 

Pan's Labyrinth), Eduard Fernández and Marina Comas. Scenes 

such as the boy's father instructing him to uphold his ideals and 

walk tall, or a powerless mother pleading her husband's 

innocence, are familiar from more commercial films. Here they are brutally undermined until 

nothing is left but pitiless self interest. A chilling study of how war and poverty create monsters. 
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Paperhouse (1988) 
 

Anna is becoming lost in the loneliness of her own world when she 

discovers she can visit another, a house she has drawn herself and 

occupied by a young disabled boy (15-year-old Elliott Spiers). But 

as she discovers more of the links between her fantasy world and 

the mundane present, she is drawn only deeper into a dream 

turning into a nightmare. Fantastic. I was absolutely stunned while 

watching this fantasy/horror film. The original plot has Anna (an 

eleven year old girl with glandular fever) sketching the crude 

drawing of a house during the opening scene. As her fever 

worsens, she repetedly dreams of the same house on an open 

field. In her dreams, the house is brilliantly lit up and really looks 

like a child's drawing, which I found a rather frightening image. 

Anna dreams of adventures in the house with a boy named Marc, 

and these adventures turn more sinister as her illness becomes 

more serious. There seems to be a link between her illness and 

the evil she must face in the house, but like many things in the 

movie, this is only hinted at. In many ways I found this movie better than the book, Marianne 

Dreams by Catherine Storr. Although the book does contain some subtle horror, it is basically for 

children. However, the movie offers some real scares as well as an underlying atmosphere of 

suppressed horror. There is something unnerving in the scenes when Anna is exploring the empty 

house that is difficult to put your finger on. Perhaps the reason this amazing film wasn't a huge 

commercial success was because it's difficult to determine it's intended audience. While the 

character of Anna might appeal to pre-teens, some scenes (in particular the one when the father 

tries to break into the house with a hammer) are far to intense for young children. Most adults may 

be put off by the plot, but if they're at all interested in child or dream psycology, or just want to see 

something different, I'd throughly reccomend it. 
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Paradise (1991) 
 

Melanie Griffith and Don Johnson (at the time married to each 

other) play Lily and Ben Reed, a young couple torn apart by a 

family tragedy. It would take a miracle to rekindle their love and a 

miracle arrives in the form of a summer guest - Willard Young 

played by 10-year-old Elijah Wood. Excellent performances help 

you feel their pain. This is a very sweet movie I have watched 3 

times since renting it, and would have watched it more if I didn't 

have to take it back. I would love to own this movie so I could 

watch it at least once a week! Melanie Griffith and Don Johnson 

are wonderful as a married couple in a lot of pain, but still very 

much in love. Elijah Wood is excellent in his role. Both Melanie 

and Don do a wonderful job. Don Johnson is so gifted as an actor 

who can show so much emotion without ever uttering one word, 

it never ceases to amaze me. I highly recommend this movie to 

anyone. 
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Paradise, Texas (2005) 
 

In the '80s, Mack Cameron was a star in his own right but now, as 

a middle-aged actor in Hollywood, he's working like crazy to stay 

in the game. Movie shoots keep him from his wife Liz and two 

sons (13-year-old Dylan Patton & 9-year-old Emilio Mazur) for long 

stretches of time and his marriage is suffering from father's 

absence. Mack is locked in battle between work and family when 

he's offered a role in a small independent film shooting in his 

hometown of Littleton, Texas. He grudgingly accepts the part, 

bringing the family along in a last ditch attempt to reconnect with 

his boys and save his marriage. Everything changes for 12-year-old 

CJ (13-year-old Ben Estus) when he is cast as Mack's co-star. 

Although a gifted performer, the kid is misunderstood by just 

about everyone. Bullies seek him out at school, while his father 

pushes him to play baseball like the other boys. Enjoyable enough 

independent film. For a low-budget independent film, 'Paradise, Texas' is quite an enjoyable little 

film. The premise of the film sees has-been actor Mack Cameron striving to reclaim the fame he 

enjoyed in his younger years while juggling his failing career, that sees him travelling all over the 

country, with the needs of his wife Liz and two young sons and the pressures his acting agent mother 

places on him to let her manage his life. When he's offered a role in an independent project filming 

in his childhood town, he accepts the part in the hopes it will allow him much needed time with his 

family. Elsewhere, 12-year-old CJ is a talented young dancer and performer who isn't quite the 

sports-mad son his man's man father had hoped for. But his luck seems to be changing when he is 

cast in the same film as Mack, who he comes to look up to. But Mack can't keep his disenchantment 

with his career and life under control and his lashing out not only threatens to distance his family 

from him but risks ruining CJ's budding career. Timothy Bottoms, in the role of Mack Cameron, gave 

a good performance as a man who could be rather self-absorbed, floating between jobs without 

being grounded to his family or taking control of his own life. Meredith Baxter played Liz Cameron 

and, on the whole, she was able to depict the exasperated wife who is tired of an almost-absent 

husband although she did have moments where she came across as rather aloof and stilted. 

Nonetheless, the one who definitely stood out most in this film had to be Ben Estus as CJ. He 

delivered a very natural performance as a sensitive young lad who was determined to seek his 

dreams of performing. In many ways, this film could be divided into two stories, one telling Mack's 

life and the other focusing on CJ. The latter perspective of the film was reminiscent of an American 

'Billy Elliott' where you have a boy engaging in activities that traditionalists see as more feminine and 

a father isn't some abusive ogre but just a man who loves his son and wants to do best by him. It 

would have been nice to have seen more interactions between CJ and his family towards the latter 

half of the film, when the story seemed to shift to focus much more on Mack, since that on-screen 

family were all very good in their roles. Mack's side of the film was more predictable so, as a result, 

less interesting. The idea of a workaholic, neglectful father discovering the true joys of life has been 

done so many times before and since Mack himself was often depicted to be selfish, immature and 

work-obsessed, it was hard to find him likable and reason why his family, especially the sons he 

rarely spent time with, even bothered with him. Also, while the two boys playing the Cameron sons 



were adorable, Timothy Bottoms and Meredith Baxter look about ten to fifteen years too old to 

have pre-adolescent children (especially since the youngest looked no more than eight). That said, 

this was still a pleasant film despite its low budget. It's worth a look, even just to support the people 

involved. 
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Paranoid Park (2007) 
 

A teenage skateboarder's (16-year-old Gabe Nevins) life begins to 

fray after he is involved in the accidental death of a security guard. 

The teenager and skateboarder Alex is interviewed by Detective 

Richard Lu that is investigating the death of a security guard in the 

rail yards severed by a train that was apparently hit by a skate 

board. While dealing with the separation process of his parents 

and the sexual heat of his virgin girlfriend Jennifer, Alex writes his 

last experiences in Paranoid Park with his new acquaintances and 

how the guard was killed, trying to relieve his feeling of guilty from 

his conscience. A film that makes you think. I've been a fan of Van 

Sant's films for a while now. I guess I could boil this interest down 

to the college influence. Art, in any form (but especially cinema), 

seems to resonate with my generation (1980s on). This film is the 

third in what I see as a three part series (the first two being 

Elephant and Last Days). All three surprisingly depict the attitude of the contemporary youth in a 

way that no other films have been able to do. I say surprisingly because it strikes me as odd that Van 

Sant would be able to so accurately capture the thoughts, feelings and attitudes of such a 

misunderstood generation. So often, parents of these children say such things as, "we did that when 

we were your age," or, "I can relate to what you are going through," but what these parents often 

fail to recognize is that although the things we encounter may be similar the times as Bob Dylan 

would say, "are a changin'." To capture the particular mindset of the youth of today is a feat in itself, 

but to do so and provide entertainment as well deserves at least a brief look. The film Paranoid Park 

itself seems to capture this way of thinking better than the previous two films. What starts as a 

simple rant about the modern youth becomes so much more. At first, you might find yourself 

thinking that the movie is somber, or perhaps unrealistic as the circumstances of the action are 

strange, but as you continue watching it the message that is trying to be conveyed becomes clear. 

This could have been you. This could have been me. It could have been you child, or the kid down 

the street. The common themes of teen flicks of drugs, sex, and rock and roll are pushed aside to 

highlight the internal strife of the protagonist. The "emo" music and distinctive fashion of this 

generational subculture seem all too real, and in the end you are left feeling as the main character 

does: silent and alone. Is this a movie about hope? I'm not sure. What I am sure about is that it 

deserves a chance. Paranoid Park could best be described as a much needed break from mainstream 

cinema, but more important, a film that might just make you think. 
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Parental Guidance (2012) 
 

Artie and Diane agree to look after their three grandkids (Kyle 

Harrison Breitkopf & Joshua Rush) when their type-A helicopter 

parents need to leave town for work. Problems arise when the 

kids' 21st-century behavior collides with Artie and Diane's old-

school methods. Old school grandfather Artie (Billy Crystal), who is 

accustomed to calling the shots, meets his match when he and his 

eager-to-please wife Diane (Bette Midler) agree to babysit their 

three grandkids when their type-A helicopter parents (Marisa 

Tomei, Tom Everett Scott) go away for work. But when 21st 

century problems collide with Artie and Diane's old school 

methods of tough rules, lots of love and old-fashioned games, it's 

learning to bend - and not holding your ground - that binds a 

family together. Great Family Movie. This was an excellent family 

movie, had plenty of laughs and some really heartwarming 

moments. Billy Crystal and Bette Midler made a great pairing, I don't know why it hadn't been done 

before. Crystal brings his great acerbic wit combined with Midler's warm demeanor and the great 

comedic timing of both makes for gold medal hilarity. Marisa Tomei is great as a new-age parent 

with high anxiety when it comes to allowing her parents into her automated life. Bailee Madison is a 

little fireball, and she is one to keep an eye on. With her innate acting ability she will have you on the 

edge of tears one moment and laughing till you pee the next. Madison is an absolute joy to watch 

and it was great to see her paired up with classic comedic talent like Crystal and Midler. The writing 

is fair, but luckily with such a well-placed cast you hardly notice those short-comings. This is 

definitely one I would take the whole family to, it's got enough for all to enjoy. I highly recommend it 

for the holiday season, it will have you walking out with a smile. With 13-year-old Mavrick Moreno. 
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Parents (1989) 
 

A young boy living in 1950s suburbia begins to wonder where his 

parents get their meat from. Michael Laemie (Brian Madorsky) is a 

young boy living in a typical 1950s suburbanite home... except for 

his bizarre and horrific nightmares, and continued unease around 

his parents. Especially his father, Nick Laemie (played by Randy 

Quaid). Young Michael begins to suspect his parents are cooking 

more than just hamburgers on the grill outside, but has trouble 

explaining his fears to his new-found friend Sheila, or the school's 

social worker. A truly astounding, horrifying movie. If asked which 

movie has been the most uncomfortable watch for me, it has to 

be this one. Bob Balaban has put together a film that 

encompasses all those dark feelings about our parents. With a 

beautiful performance from Randy Quaid as the strangest father 

in the world, it is from the dark place where all great black 

comedies come from. His dizzying combination of gruesome and 

mundane is incredibly well crafted, not falling into either one but dancing back and forth between 

them. I HIGHLY recommend this movie. Strange it comes from the man who played the chummy 

cartographer in Close Encounters of the Third Kind. 
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Pathology (2008) 
 

A group of medical students devise a deadly game: to see which 

one of them can commit the perfect murder. Harvard Medical 

School graduate Dr. Ted Grey arrives at one of the nations most 

prestigious Pathology programs and is quickly noticed by the 

program's privileged and elite band of pathology interns who 

invite him into their crowd. It is also here, where he is introduced 

to Dr. Jake Gallo, who brings him to a secluded wing, where he 

and four other indulge in their after-hours, extra-curricular 

activities...finding ways to commit the perfect murder! Great if 

you don't mind gore. I just saw this movie last night as a 

preview/focus group in El Segundo. I thought it was interesting, a 

little predictable. Lots of gore during the morgue scenes, open 

chest cavities, brains being taken out of skulls etc. Lots of sex 

scenes and drug usage. A new resident joins a hospital of other 

residents. They play a game killing people and try to figure out how the person was killed. The kill 

people they feel are just "bad" people. Their egos and attitudes inflate their heads and they think 

they are now gods. I started to wonder if what they did to the corpses really does happen in 

morgues? The main character gets in too deep from the start and has to figure a way out of this 

murderous plot. I liked the way it ended up. Acting and effects were good. Alyssa looks hot as usual. 
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Paul (2011) 
 

Two British comic-book geeks traveling across the U.S. encounter 

an alien outside Area 51. Simon Pegg and Nick Frost (Hot Fuzz, 

Shaun of the Dead) reunite for the comedy adventure Paul as two 

sci-fi geeks whose pilgrimage takes them to America's UFO 

heartland. While there, they accidentally meet an alien who brings 

them on an insane road trip that alters their universe forever. For 

the past 60 years, an alien named Paul (voiced by Seth Rogen) has 

been hanging out at a top-secret military base. When he discovers 

he's been taken prisoner, the space-traveling smart ass decides to 

escape the compound and hop on the first vehicle out of town-a 

rented RV containing Earthlings Graeme Willy (Pegg) and Clive 

Gollings (Frost). Chased by federal agents and the fanatical father 

of a young woman that they accidentally kidnap, Graeme and 

Clive hatch a fumbling escape plan to return Paul to his mother 

ship. And as two nerds struggle to help, one little green man might just take his fellow outcasts from 

misfits to intergalactic heroes. After lampooning the cop-buddy and zombie flick genre, Pegg and 

Frost take their turn to meet E.T and do the same. Shaun of the Dead – great. Hot Fuzz – brilliant. 

Paul, The third collaboration between the two best friends Simon Pegg and Nick Frost is another 

action-packed comedy featuring an alien, guns, and Jason Bateman. Unlike the previous films the 

pair starred in, Paul still has the strong bromance between the two but takes a turn to be more of 

what Scott Pilgrim Vs the World was instead of Hot Fuzz. Scott Pilgrim – directed by Edgar Wright 

who also directed the first two films mentioned – was a geek-friendly action comedy. Paul is more of 

a geek-friendly comedy. It's crude, so think Superbad (Greg Mottola had directed that too) instead of 

Shaun. Then add the whole 'comic' tone of Scott Pilgrim – the great action scenes but less violent 

and amusing ones instead, and two geeks who are into comics rather than in the comic like Scott 

Pilgrim was. And add E.T gone comedy with the voice of Seth Rogen. Plus add a cameo from 

Sigourney Weaver. Then you have Paul, a geeky, clever, and very funny film but simultaneously you 

then have its problem. As you could probably figure from the description above, the problem being 

said is that Paul tries to pack too much in during the encounter with the alien itself. The running time 

is a perfect 104 minutes. But by the end of those 104 minutes, there are several suggested sub-plots 

and alternate directions that could have been taken to reach the destination. One sub-plot involves 

Paul shattering Ruth's (Kristen Wiig) faith. It's an odd film to have a religious subtext in and it will 

maybe have questions thrown at in terms of what message is trying to be said. Nevertheless, those 

104 minutes are brimmed with pure entertainment and the plot is established enough to make 

sense and not take a wrong turn. With an ensemble cast, what makes Paul especially hilarious is how 

every character in the film has a moment of comedy gold. That includes Adam Stevenson – famous 

writer whom they meet at a Comic-Con festival and simply has five on-screen minutes. Five amusing 

on-screen minutes. Pegg and Frost are as funny as they were before, fizzing chemistry over Area 51, 

still the brilliant duo that work better than Pegg and Andy Serkis did in Pegg's last film Burke and 

Hare. They're buddies with mutual buddy-love that are better together than most odd pairings. It's 

(probably) guaranteed that they will stay as the best British duo even off-screen as Thomson and 

Thompson in the upcoming Tintin film which is to be directed by veteran sci-fi director Steven 



Spielberg. It's reported that Pegg and Frost said that Paul was a love letter to Spielberg – it sure is an 

amusing one, and is certainly the best Valentine-themed film this Valentine's Day. The pair wrote the 

screenplay for this film – so expect many contemporary references – plenty of sci-fi ones – and 

clever gags. At times, the jokes can feel a little self indulgent; inside jokes that would probably 

confuse most and only careful listeners can interpret the clever jokes. The majority of the script, 

however, is a laugh-a-minute ride with some recurring jokes that become funnier and funnier 

throughout. Paul's part of the script gives a big L to The Green Hornet; Seth Rogen was much funnier 

off screen. The actor was miscast as the green superhero so there were dreads of him being miscast 

as this green amiable alien but kudos to Pegg and Frost because this was the perfect script for Rogen 

to show that The Green Hornet's failed hilarity wasn't detrimental. Looking at another view, if Rogen 

was the screenwriter for Paul, then maybe it would have been of the dull standard of the Hornet 

unless he can still write something on par with Superbad. Imagine that. Paul may be a funnier film 

for the more clever/geeky viewer. If that's the case, the words 'Cult Following' can be seen written 

all over it. For all other audience, Pegg and Frost haven't diminished in their comedy quality from 

their previous films even though Paul may be broader than either of them. If Scott Pilgrim was the 

geekiest film of last year, Paul definitely wins that title for this year. It may not be an Out of This 

World film (pun partially intended) but lays claim to the most hilarious film of 2011 yet. Verdict: Your 

money's worth – Paul is the funniest film there has been in ages. 
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Peck's Bad Boy (1934) 
 

Young boy Bill Peck (12-year-old Jackie Cooper) adores his father 

and tries to be good, but the arrival of Bill's cousin Horace (13-

year-old Jackie Searl) upsets Bill's plans. Horace's brattish ways 

result in Bill rather than Horace getting in trouble. PECK'S BAD 

BOY (Fox Studios, 1934), a Sol Lesser production directed by 

Edward F. Cline, is more of a reworking of an old script brought up 

to date suggested on a series of magazine articles by George W. 

Peck rather than the film and stage play that preceded it. For the 

1921 First National Pictures silent screen adaptation directed by 

Sam Wood, the cute and funny story, dealt mostly with the 

misadventures of the troublesome youngster named Henry Peck 

(wonderfully played by 7-year-old Jackie Coogan), and his best 

friend, Buddy (Charles Hatton) as they get into one jam after 

another, much to the displeasure of his stern father, George W. 

(James Corrigan), understanding mother (Lillian Leighton), and caring older sister, Letty (Doris May). 

Anyone expecting this sound version to be a frame by frame remake would be surprised to see how 

much this one differs from the original. First off, Jackie Cooper's advanced age of 13 would be 

unlikely to match the hilarious antics of little Coogan's. Secondly, this Peck's bad boy is renamed 

William while his father, a widower, is called Henry (could this be Henry Peck now an adult raising 

his very own "bad boy" many years later?). Overall, William, called Bill mostly, isn't as mischievous as 

the earlier Henry Peck, only a problem child unable to cope and resolve whatever's bothering him. 

What are Bill Peck's problems? Let's summarize the situation leading to his troubles at hand. Set in 

the town of Pleasonton, the starts off happily with Henry Peck (Thomas Meighan) fishing by the lake 

with his boy, Bill (Jackie Cooper). Next scene encounters the Pecks at a father and son banquet as 

the neighboring participants are singing, "Father and Sons Together." Bill Peck is then awarded a 

plaque for his well-written composition titled "My Father," with each ending the evening with a 

speech. A big change occurs for the Pecks as Mr. Peck receives a telegram from his late wife's sister, 

Lily (Dorothy Peterson), a recent widow, that she and her son, Horace (Jackie Searle), are accepting 

his invitation to stay with them. After their arrival by train, things look promising for them until Aunt 

Lily and Horace prove meddlesome by taking over the household. Not only does Aunt Lily switch 

bedrooms on the boys, giving Horace the better and larger room, but takes it upon herself by having 

the family friend/ storytelling handyman, Duffy (O.P. Heggie), who takes up residence in a shack in 

the woods, fired; and their feisty maid, Martha (Gertrude Howard) to nearly quit. To please his cigar 

smoking father, Bill makes every effort on becoming friends with his cousin by renaming Horace 

"Butch" in order to win acceptance with his friends and initiated member of their Excelcier Boys 

Club. When all else fails, the boys begin fighting, causing Bill's school grades to suffer. Tension builds 

as Horace spitefully tells Bill he's adopted, causing the boy to act bitter towards his father. A fine 

blend of comedy and sentiment in the tradition of Cooper's earlier 1931 successes of both 

Paramount's SKIPPY and its sequel, SOOKY, each bearing the theme of son hoping to win back 

father's affection when feeling he's lost it, PECK'S BAD BOY is acceptable story obviously geared 

towards the matinée crowd. Aside from Bobby Coogan (Jackie's younger brother) enacting the role 

of Skippy's pal, Sooky, in the aforementioned films, one guess who plays Skippy's the instigating 



neighbor, none other than Jackie Searle, typecast as the boy worthy of a black eye and sock in the 

nose. As traditionally found in his MGM features, a crying scene performed by Cooper is thrown in 

for good measure. The only thing the 1921 and 1934 PECK'S BAD BOY have in common is one where 

young Peck's ant collection, he keeps in a test tube, turns up in his father's shirt (compliments of 

Horace), causing Mr. Peck to jerk about before leaving church service a little earlier than anticipated. 

Rarely shown on television, PECK'S BAD BOY was presented in both VHS and DVD formats, the latter 

compliments of Alpha Video, a reissue 66 minute print with Ace Pictures listed as its presenter 

during the opening credits, with some missing material shorting its original length of 70 minutes, 

noticeable during its near conclusion, which appears rushed and choppy. As much as this PECK'S BAD 

BOY presentation might have been the introduction to a new film series featuring its principal leads 

of Cooper and former silent screen actor Thomas Meighan (whose last film this was), the only other 

edition to the "Peck's Bad Boy" stories presented by Sol Lesser was PECK'S BAD BOY WITH THE 

CIRCUS (RKO Radio, 1938) starring Tommy Kelly as the teenage Billy Peck, with Grant Mitchell and 

Nana Bryant as his parents, thus concluding the adventures of Peck's Bad Boy on screen. While this 

particular Peck may not be so bad after all, neither is the film itself. And yes, the capital of Oregon is 

Salem. 
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Pee-wee's Big Adventure (1985) 
 

Eccentric man-child Pee-Wee Herman embarks on the big 

adventure of his life across the US mainland, as he sets out to find 

his beloved bike, when it is stolen in broad daylight. The 

cartoonish and childish character Pee-Wee Herman goes on a big 

adventure for the first time ever when his beloved shiny new 

bicycle is stolen by his nemesis Francis Buxton, a fellow man-child 

and neighborhood rich "kid." And he sets off on an obsessive 

cross-country journey, determined to recover it. Pee-wee's 

awkward and childish attempts to be cool and mature. Man-child 

Pee-wee Herman lives a magical life but has one possession that 

he treasures over all the others – his bicycle. The envy of the 

neighbourhood, his bike is his life and he is horrified when he finds 

it stolen. With the police unwilling to start a statewide search, 

Pee-wee sets out on an adventure to try and find his bike. Pee-

Wee Herman is a fairly acquired taste and won't please all audiences. I quite liked him here but 

couldn't have watched his show on a weekly basis. In this film though his 'man-child' style and 

outlandish sense of humour really work out well. The plot is fairly pointless and just sparks off a road 

trip, which has a series of bizarre characters and adventures along the way. Tim Burton's darkly 

comic imagination certainly helps and he gives the whole film an other-worldly feel to the whole 

thing, whether it be in the delivery of Herman's dreams or just the look of the film as a whole. Not all 

of it works of course, some of it misfires and isn't as funny as it would like to think that it is, however 

much of it is weirdly amusing and will be entertaining if you like Herman's style. Herman can be 

annoying but here he stays on the right side of irritating and he is amusing in his delivery. He 

certainly suits the material and his OTT/hyper style helps the audience get into the very silly plot! 

Support is good and has lots of small roles that are weird and funny. Overall this film is very much a 

matter of taste. If you like Herman then you should enjoy this film as it is very well done and is 

blessed with a real other-worldly touch by a great director in the making. With 14-year-old David 

Glasser, Gregory Brown & 16-year-old Mark Everett as BMX kids. 
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Pehavý Max A Strasidlá (Freckled Max And The Spooks) (1987) 
 

A parody of frankensteinianstories. It is a story of a little boy 

(Martin Hreben), an orphan who arrives at the Castle of Count 

Frankenstein - a world inhabited by mysterious and sometimes a 

bit ridiculous scary creatures. Although each one of them is 

different, they all share one thing: they feel lonely and they are 

desperate for a little love and affection. 
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Pelikaanimies (Pelican Man) (2004) 
 

Wanting to know the ways of people, a pelican turns into a gawky 

young man who soon learns to speak, thanks to his outstanding 

talent in imitation. He befriends Emil (12-year-old Roni 

Haarakangas) and Elsa, two children who--unlike adults--see that 

their new neighbor "Mr Berd" is not human but a big bird wearing 

a suit. The Pelican Man lands a job at the opera and falls in love 

with a pretty ballerina, looking so much like a bird herself. 

Troubles start when adults too find out about "Mr Berd's" 

ornithological origin. Lovely little film. This film is pleasant for kids. 

It's a fantastic story that small kids easily can relate to. I saw the 

film with my grandchildren and they just loved it. Few film allow 

young kids into the story without being stupid and "childish", but 

this one works just fine. The story of a Pelican appearing as a man 

sounds strange but the fantasy becomes reality and the 

Pelicanman survives by imitating people and by that he shows hoe shallow human life can be. 

Maybe not so surprising for grownups but just great for kids. They do see us that way. The film is 

well done and the dialog is subtle, concentrated and fully acceptable for kids. When I saw the film 

not even one kid left the room for a visit at the rest rooms and the almost full cinema was not 

disturbed by whispers (nor cry). If you have kids, your own or others, don't hesitate; see this film! 
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Penrod And His Twin Brother (1938) 
 

Penrod Schofield's (17-year-old Billy Mauch) mischievous dog, 

Duke, is falsely accused of biting Penrod's spoiled friend, Rodney 

(13-year-old Jackie Morrow). The real culprit is Snook, a dog 

belonging to Danny (17-year-old Bobby Mauch), the new kid in 

town who just coincidentally looks exactly like Penrod. Penrod and 

his gang of "junior G-men" want to hide Duke with a friend in a 

neighboring town, so they send Rodney on a wild goose chase 

with a messenger pigeon to get him out of the way. Duke is taken 

by the police before the gang can get him to the train station but 

escapes, and Rodney is captured by a real life "most wanted" gang 

for witnessing a payroll robbery. Penrod and his gang meet Danny and realize why Duke was blamed 

for the dog bite. When they go to the police to explain they learn of Rodney's predicament. They 

receive a clue from Rodney via messenger pigeon but are unable to convince the police, so they 

(including Danny) go to find Rodney themselves. Duke has managed to follow Rodney to the robber's 

hideout and gives away their location. The "junior G-men" rescue Rodney and capture the crooks. 

The Mauch Twins Are Two Cute. 16-year-old Billy Mauch (as Penrod Schofield) is having trouble with 

his dog Duke. The cute mutt is chewing holes in shoes, and tracking mud through the house. Worst 

of all, Duke is the main suspect when neighborhood trouble-maker Jackie Morrow (as Rodney Bitts) 

gets dog-bitten. Young Mr. Mauch thinks mother Spring Byington (as Laura) and father Frank Craven 

(as Frank) may put the dog to sleep. But, "Penrod" pal Philip Hurlic (as Verman Diggs) wants to spring 

the pooch from the pound. Meanwhile, "Penrod" look-alike Bobby Mauch (as Danny Dugan) has 

arrived in town, with his Aunt Minnie and a Duke look-alike dog. When the boys go skinny-dipping, 

Bobby Mauch is mistaken for Billy. To make matters worse, gangsters have kidnapped Mr. Morrow. 

This second "Penrod" film benefits from the inclusion of both Billy and Bobby Mauch, who have a 

nice "mirror image" meeting. Most other scenes don't take advantage of either their appeal, or the 

"twin" situation. It's a cute kids movie. 
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People Like Us (2012) 
 

While settling his recently deceased father's estate, a salesman 

discovers he has a sister whom he never knew about, leading both 

siblings to re-examine their perceptions about family and life 

choices. Sam has been keeping his distance from his father. When 

his father dies, he goes home for the funeral, and to see if his 

father left him any money so that he could bail himself out of his 

latest jam. But he learns that his father left all of his money to 

someone named Josh Davis. He finds him and learns that he is the 

troubled son of a woman named Frankie. Sam thinks she is his 

sister. He doesn't give the money cause he needs it. He makes 

contact with her but doesn't tell her who he is. Eventually they 

become friends and even helps Josh with his problems. Secrets are 

revealed and it sheds new life on family and the meaning of love. 

Most of us like me have all found out about family secrets in our 

life, and when they are revealed many years later they surprise us and it does impact and affect our 

lives. It's so true everyone has skeleton's in their closets. And this touching and heart felt film 

"People Like Us" relates to all of those issues. It proves that in life a family always have life altering 

choices to make. The story which was inspired by true events has Sam (Chris Pine) a grown salesman 

who one day with his love Hannah (Olivia Wilde) gets a call in New York and the news is bad his 

record producer dad who he hasn't seen in years has just passed away on the west coast in L.A. Also 

Sam's mother Lillian (Michelle Pfeiffer) has fallen ill with a heart condition, so he takes a trip to 

California to have his life turned upside down. Soon Sam will have revealed that his father had a 

hidden past life this was in the form of another sibling it's a half sister in Frankie (the sexy Elizabeth 

Banks). And Frankie who's an outspoken provocative sexy single mother has her hands full raising 

little one son Josh (Michael Hall). Along the way this triangle comes a bonding of friendship and love 

even though at times it's a struggle it's life changing for all as it's a money change for Frankie and 

Josh as this sexy lady can finally leave bar tending and get a good fresh path to a better life. And Sam 

has dropped everything after the connection so he can start anew with his true love Hannah. Overall 

good film of finding out hidden special secrets, it proves love last with family as a new connection 

that was once secret starts a better life for all. And that's special and important because a loving 

family connection is ever lasting love. With Michael Hall D'Addario, David Burrus, Joseph Wise & 

Devin Brochu. 
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Peopletoys (Devil Times Five) (Tantrums) (The Horrible House On The 

Hill) (1974) 
 

Five extremely disturbed, sociopathic children (13-year-old Leif 

Garrett) escape from their psychiatric transport and are taken in 

unwittingly by a group of adult villagers on winter vacation. I just 

finished watching this movie and I'm not sleeping right now. This 

movie is messed up. If you can get past the first 1/2 hour of cheap 

gratuitous sex and horrid seventies music this movie will really do 

a number on your fragile sensibilities. I really had to make sure the 

front door was securely locked about five minutes ago. Oh my 

God, it's just wrong. A movie like this would never be made today 

with all the codes that are in place. It's about as unwatchable as 

Faces of Death which is not entertainment at all but exploitation 

at humankind's worst. These kids never crack a smile except when 

they are bickering with each other over futile nonsense. Whoever 

said there was a hopeless feeling to this movie is right. This is 

some creepy stuff. 
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Percy, Buffalo Bill Och Jag (Percy, Buffalo Bill And Me) (2005) 
 

Ulf (Hampus Nyström) think this is going to be an ordinary 

summer. Going to his grand parents and swim in the lake and 

tease his brother. But that's not the case, because this summer he 

will fall in love with Pia. 
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Perfect Days - I Zeny Maji Sve Dny (2011) 
 

"I don't get how I can be forty-five next year, when I still don't 

know what I want to do when I grow up!" The story begins with 

Erica's forty-fourth birthday where she fails to receive the biggest 

bouquet of flowers she can imagine, but she does get a nice good 

wish card from her ex-sister-in-law, an embarrassing message in a 

radio show from her ex-husband, cream for wrinkles from her gay 

friend Richard and a striptease artiste from her unfathomable 

mother. She places the good wish card on show and, even if she 

curses herself for it, she is moved to tears, and the present in the 

shape of the striptease-artiste is immediately bagged by Richard. 

Thus appears the successful life of Erica Miller, the star of the 

programme 'Before and After'. Erica has almost everything - her 

own TV programme, a renowned hairdressing salon, a large flat 

with a terrace, and freedom. But with each year that goes past she yearns more and more for the 

one thing she does not have - a child. And that is how our film starts. 
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Perfect Harmony (1991) 
 

In a private school in the U.S. South, Mr. Sanders, a new 

choirmaster tries to reduce some of the prejudice and hostility of 

some of the students in his choir. Paul (17-year-old David 

Faustino), a bully who feels he should be lead boy, is the worst 

offender. Taylor Bradshaw (17-year-old Justin Whalin) on the 

other hand is impressed by the music of Landy (18-year-old 

Eugene Byrd), a black boy, grandson of Zeke, the school caretaker. 

Zeke joins in some of the activities of the black community known 

as River Town. Sanders is also impressed by Landy's abilities and 

attempts to get him involved with the choir. A tragedy in the 

community brings the race issue to a head. What a superb movie. 

How very pleased I was to come upon this film. I teach Elementary 

School music and this film really works well. I can show it during 

Black History Month to focus on the racial prejudice portrayed in 

the film. I can also use it to show the wonderful aspect of boys involvement in the music field. I find 

it quite difficult to find appropriate things to show my music students that are relevant, as this movie 

is. I also find that the storyline really makes my students think about how the whites treated 

blacks/colored of the time. They are quite offended that ANYONE would treat African American or 

any other people this way. What an insightful film. BRAVO to Disney and this wonderful story. 
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Peter And The Wolf: A Prokofiev Fantasy (1993) 
 

A delightful DVD of Prokofiev's universally beloved and popular 

"musical tale," brought to life by human actors in a fairytale world 

inhabited by Muppet-like characters. Pop star Sting (The Police) 

lends his voice to a Sting puppet for the witty, enlightening 

commentary that guides the viewer through this charming suite. 

Also included is the Italian version with commentary by Academy® 

Award-winner Roberto Benigni, (Life is Beautiful) acted out by a 

Benigni puppet. With 11-year-old Henry Feagins. 
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Peter Lundy And The Medicine Hat Stallion (Pony Express) (Rough Rider) 

(The Medicine Hat Stallion) (1977) 
 

A teenage boy (15-year-old Leif Garrett) gets a job as a Pony 

Express rider in the Nebraska Territory not long before the Civil 

War breaks out. Ludicrously Pretty Twink Tames A Horse. On the 

cusp of his teen idol years, Leif Garrett starred in this made for 

television movie Peter Lundy And The Medicine Hat Stallion. If the 

version I saw was what made television it was a badly edited film 

because whole parts of the story were left out and you had to 

guess what was missing. Still the film was nice family 

entertainment capturing those years of pioneer settlement of the 

west just before the Civil War. I just did a review of the British film 

of the Henry Fielding novel Joseph Andrews when I noticed 

another reviewer wrote that Peter Firth was 'ludicrously pretty' in 

that film. If he thought that he should have seen Leif Garrett in 

Peter Lundy And The Medicine Hat Stallion. Both films came out 

the same year. The film was quite a message to the gay youth of 

America. Leif Garrett during his time as teen idol had an 

androgynous appeal that was only exceeded in his time by 

Michael Jackson. As the film progresses, Garrett as Peter Lundy becomes positively more and more 

effeminate. As it is there's not a trace of any interest in the opposite sex. But that's what made it a 

'family' film. But this effeminate kid tames and trains a wild Indian pony hence the title, rides for the 

new Pony Express and shoots it out with a road agent. All with the most beautiful hair done up in 

both pony tail and adorable braided pigtails by the end of the film. With a face that looks like it will 

never see a razor. Garrett's just this side of an albino. Of course after his teen idol years you can see 

a more realistic Leif Garrett in a film like The Outsiders where he plays the snobbish leader of the 

'Socs' who meets an early end. The man's battled all kinds of substance abuse problems over the 

years and he still occasionally performs. Now when you see him in his forties, his head is shaved 

completely bald, maybe in rebellion against his teen image. Still in Peter Lundy And The Medicine 

Hat Stallion it's the androgynous Leif Garrett we're viewing. He gets good support from Mitchell 

Ryan and Bibi Besch as his parents and Ann Doran as his grandmother with whom he lives on his 

father's trading post in the Nebraska territory. I can't believe the producer and director of this film 

did not know what they were doing in making Garrett up as he was. Every twink and twink lover in 

America has a special place in his heart for this film. 
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Pietje Bell II: De Jacht Op De Tsarenkroon (Peter Bell II: The Hunt For The 

Czar's Crown) (2003) 
 

When drug store owner Geelman's watch is missing, he accused 

incorrigible rascal Pietje Bell (11-year-old Quinten Schram). The 

boy is thrown in jail without trial, but quickly escapes and is 

proved innocent. During his short prison stay he met gang mate 

Willem Sproet's dad Jan Lampe, who wants to resume contact, 

and crime lord Stark, who buys himself a luxury regime in jail and 

keeps organizing crime from within. Pietje mobilizes his 'Robin 

Hood'-type gang of the Black Hand. Pietje also causes havoc at a 

party to 'punish' his sister Martha's lover, newspaper owner Paul 

Velinga, who means well and gets abducted to be extorted in jail 

solitary by Stark. That opens the way for Geelman's son Joost, 

which Pietje and his gang must prevent. Stark meanwhile plans to 

have a Russian czarist crown stolen from a visiting exposition, but 

Pietje is tipped off. 
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Pippi Långstrump (Pippi Longstocking) (1969-) 
 

The adventures of Pippi Longstocking, an eccentric, super-strong, 

redheaded moppet, and her best friends Tommy (12-year-old Pär 

Sundberg) and Annika, based upon the famous books by Astrid 

Lindgren. This is the timeless (well almost) television series based 

on Astrid Lindgren's Pippi Långstrump books that is still seen all of 

the world today. Pippi lives on her own, has super-strength (and 

later on develops some more mutant abilities) and is prone to 

mood swings. Oh yes, she also lies all the time. Naturaly she 

befriends a brother and sister who are the exact opposite of her, 

Tommy & Annika: two squeaky clean blond haired model children 

who never did or said anything wrong their entire lives (till they 

met Pippi). Pippi gets around spending ducats left by her seafaring 

father, who used to be a pirate, but has recently become 'negro-

king' on an unknown island (not very PC, but it's the late sixties). 

She also takes her monkey and horse almost everywhere. All the best bits of this series were edited 

into a movie of the same name, in which Pippi's rascally nature was somewhat lessened by leaving 

out some of her nastier pranks while leaving in all the scenes where she prays to her departed 

mother. 1970 saw the production of another two movies: "Pippi Långstrump på de sju haven" and 

"På rymmen med Pippi Långstrump". The stories became even more far fetched and the three leads 

had obviously suffered from a growth spurt (Pippi's braids could not stick up straight anymore). 

These adventures were added to the TV series on each subsequent showing, bringing the total 

episode count up to 21. Last, and definitely least, some greedy producers took the material from the 

original series that had not been used in the first feature and crudely edited it together into a fourth 

film, "Här kommer Pippi Långstrump" (1973). The result was a bit of a mess, beginning with the final 

scenes from the first movie and then jumping back to stuff from the first episode. There were no 

more new episodes produced after 1970 because the children were getting too old (and the stories 

too far fetched). But thanks to reruns and the series being dubbed into a thousand languages, Pippi 

is still very popular today, with both the series and the films receiving regular airplay (and available 

to buy). Although there have been other versions of the story before and after, most people will 

agree Inger Nilsson is the definitive Långstrump, and despite being a terrible role model, we can't 

help but love her. Children should learn the benefits of confidence and arrogance as soon as possible 

anyway. 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1969) 

 

Episode 8: Pippis jul; Pippi prepares for Christmas. She bakes a huge number of gingerbread biscuits. 

In the big tree outside her house she has hung lots of Christmas presents. At Christmas Eve she sits 

at her window, looking out in the darkness at all the presents hanging in the tree. She feels lonely 

and thinks with sadness about having no one to give the presents to. 



Episode 9: Pippi hittar en spunk; Pippi has invented a new word - spunk - but she doesn't know what 

it is. Together with Tommy and Annika she tries to figure out what a spunk could be. They build a 

trap at Villa Villekulla in case it is some kind of a monster. But they don't believe much in this 

hypothesis, so they go out in town to find out if there is anything else that could be called a spunk. 
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Pirates (1986) 
 

Captain Red runs a hardy pirate ship with the able assistance of 

Frog, a dashing young French sailor. One day Capt. Red is captured 

and taken aboard a Spanish galleon, but thanks to his 

inventiveness, he raises the crew to mutiny, takes over the ship, 

and kidnaps the niece of the governor of Maracaibo. The question 

is, can he keep this pace up? Matthau is Superb! One of Polanskis 

most underestimated movie. Watch this movie. Walther Matthaus 

acting is quite superb. People are talking about Pirates of the 

Carribean these days, and Depps performance, which is also quite 

funny but it is my opinion that Matthau personifies that which 

Depp (tries to) plays in PotC. Matthau is the perfect old-school 

pirate drunkard and simply hilarious. As an extra notable 

performance is Frog (Cris Campion) playing a french retard which 

falls in love with the fair Maria-Dolores. This Polanski film is a gem. 

I cant call it the best pirate movie ever made because I haven't seen them all, but I can tell you that 

its the best I've seen yet, and I suspect that it will stay that way. Its just a shame that it never got the 

credits that it deserved. 
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Pirates Of The Caribbean: On Stranger Tides (2011) 
 

Jack Sparrow and Barbossa embark on a quest to find the elusive 

fountain of youth, only to discover that Blackbeard and his 

daughter are after it too. Captain Jack Sparrow (Depp) crosses 

paths with a woman from his past (Cruz), and he's not sure if it's 

love -- or if she's a ruthless con artist who's using him to find the 

fabled Fountain of Youth. When she forces him aboard the Queen 

Anne's Revenge, the ship of the formidable pirate Blackbeard 

(McShane), Jack finds himself on an unexpected adventure in 

which he doesn't know who to fear more: Blackbeard or the 

woman from his past. Our favorite pirate is back! Firstly, this 

review does not contain any spoilers whatsoever so read on. I had 

the privilege to watch this in the El Capitan theater advanced 

screening. Johnny Depp, the goofy pirate that we have grown to 

love, returns to his iconic role of Captain Jack Sparrow in an 

action-packed tale of truth, betrayal, youth and demise. The plot is when Jack crosses paths with a 

woman from his past (Penelope Cruz), he's not sure if it's love—or if she's a ruthless con artist who's 

using him to find the fabled Fountain of Youth. When she forces him aboard the Queen Anne's 

Revenge, the ship of the formidable pirate Blackbeard (Ian McShane), Jack finds himself on an 

unexpected adventure in which he doesn't know who to fear more: Blackbeard or the woman from 

his past. By being a fan this franchise, I can happily confirm that YES, it is as good as the first one! Be 

ready for an adventure and half! Brings everything from the classic bizarre comedy to the nail biting 

action scenes. The marketing for the movie have been intelligently subliminal like some other great 

film releases, like Avatar, or Blair Witch (the real vs fake) and the recent awesome film production 

The Artifice (the-artifice.com) and so on. This is not a film to miss, does not matter if you are a die 

hard fan of Pirates, or new to the series! I might be in trouble for writing a review of the movie this 

early, so please click Yes on the "is this review useful" as a thank you.) 
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Pit Pony (1997) 
 

Glace Bay, Nova Scotia Canada, 1901. Willie MacLean (Ben Rose-

Davis) is a 10-year-old boy with a love for horses and liking to 

school to cape the difficult times his family has. Willie's stern, but 

benevolent father is a coal miner in a local mine along with his 

older brother John. But when Willie's father is injured and John is 

killed in an accident at the mine, Willie is forced to step into his 

brother's shoes to support his older sister Nelle, and two younger 

sisters until their father recovers. Willie soon finds work at the 

mine lonely (aka: the pit) and unfriendly in which he forms a bond 

with a pit pony horse in order to make it though each day. 
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Pitbullterje (2005) 
 

Christmas is coming, something that 12-year-old Jim (Petrus 

Andreas Christensen) hardly looks forward to. As the class dork, 

he's often used by his classmates. At home his anxious mother is 

not able to get out of bed. One day, weird Terje (called 

"Pitbullterje") moves into the neighborhood. He insists on being 

best buddies with Jim, even if this leads to even more problems 

for him. A comedy about lies, social pressure and friendship. A 

new boy, Terje (Jørgen Foss), joins Jim's class. Terje is huge, 

doesn't make friends easily (partly because he keeps threatening 

to send his pitbull to kill them) and has a father who likes beer a 

lot and has a part time job as Santa Claus at the local mall. Terje's 

arrival changes Jim's life: Jim now has to choose: should he grasp 

the opportunity of joining the cool kids (because they now have 

an even easier target than himself to pick on), or should he try to 

make friends with Terje? Very funny and a sensible portrait of young adults! We saw this movie on a 

kids-filmfestival in vienna and me and my children (son 11, daughter 13) really, really likes these 

movie! the first statement of my son was: "please, could we buy this film on DVD!" The story is far-

reaching, funny and "very cool" (my son). The camera is watching these young adults very sensible 

and shows all their problems, dreams, youthfully language and aesthetic codes. It is also a good film 

about "real" and no-real friends! 
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Planta 4ª (Entre Amigos) (The 4th Floor) (2003) 
 

Growing up together. All emotions pass the revue. Friendship and 

hope survive all. This is European comedy. Even with the 

incredible modern findings in medicine, cancer still belies our 

power to do anything but hope for the best. And it's something no 

one ever takes lightly. Except if you're a teenager in dire straits. 

The story has already been told elsewhere in these comments, so 

I'll turn this one into a different approach: the realism of our films 

(I'm Spanish, live in Mexico and been for quite a time in Italy and 

the United States). When you watch a piece of work like Planta 4a, 

you're reminded that film is a medium where you print a story. 

And if that story is good, has human characters that make you feel 

related to them, is believable (even when the necessary 

suspension of disbelief just started as the lights go down) and, 

more than anything, puts you IN the story, film has reached its 

goal. The film industry in Spain, in Italy, in France, or elsewhere in Europe (including the former 

"Eastern Bloc" countries) is much more independent, more personal, more lively and direct than 

your typical season's blockbuster. With Planta 4a, Espinosa and Mercero have made a passionate 

masterpiece of compassion and sympathy out of a pretty serious subject: cancer. I expect people 

who read our comments (all of the comments expressed here), especially all who are more in sync 

with Hollywood films, to dare and explore what our Old World has to offer. I firmly believe that 

European cinema is, again, at its best since the late '90s. This film is no exception. You'll simply find a 

piece of life brought into your own living room. Enjoy! With 16-year-old Juan José Ballesta. 
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Playa Prohibida (Forbidden Beach) (1985) 
 

An engineer moves into a bungalow on the beach next to a widow 

and her two boys (Óscar Alejandro & Luis Mario Quiroz). It's 

obvious that there is a spark between the two adults but it would 

be a dull film if everything turned out happily ever after. The older 

boy has a bit of an Oedipal complex and seems to really, really like 

his mom. Of course, that means that no other man can come and 

break up their "happy" family. If you've seen a movie anything like 

this before than you know exactly where this is heading. I wish I 

could say that a surprise or two were thrown in to keep things 

interesting but, alas, I cannot. "Forbidden Beach" is too minimalist 

to be much of a film. The plot is run-of-the-mill and the entire 

story takes place in one main location. The acting is fair but not 

much is asked of the players. That's not to say that this film is 

awful by any stretch of the imagination. However, the story is too 

familiar and not well-written enough to rise above the level of a cheap TV movie. Without a tight 

script or smoldering dramatic performances, what you have left is a slow, predictable movie. 

Gratuitous nudity is added to try and get the blood flowing but it all ends up feeling more like a 

"mildly naughty" beach instead of a "forbidden" one. 
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Playing By Heart (1998) 
 

Eleven articulate people work through affairs of the heart in L.A. 

Eleven articulate people work through affairs of the heart in L.A. 

Paul produces Hannah's TV cooking show, and they must move 

beyond gentle barbs when she wants to know about an affair of 

his years ago. Mark is dying of AIDS, and his mother comes to his 

bedside: they must talk truthfully. Men have scalded Meredith so 

she rebuffs Trent's charm, but he persists. The trendy, prolix Joan 

tries to pull the solitary Keenan into her orbit: why is he reluctant? 

An adulterous couple meet at hotels for evening sex, but she is 

unwilling for the relationship to grow. Hugh tells tall tales, usually 

tragic, to women in bars. By the week's end, their parallel stories 

converge. A great romance. Why this film wasn't in wide release is 

beyond me. It had a great cast and a great story and even the 

trailer for it was funny. And plus, can't Sean Connery sell a movie 

all by himself? This is a true hidden gem of a film and it is one that really should be seen by 

everyone. I won't really get into the details of the film too much because seeing what this film is all 

about is one of the joys of it. You watch it and you know there is more to it than the screen play lets 

on about and it is fun trying to piece clues together to understand what is going on. It is a mystery in 

some ways and isn't that what the movie claims to be? A mystery about love. And as they allude to, 

love is a mytery anyway. My fave characters are Gillian Anderson's and Jon Stewarts. Their story hits 

all the right notes and it is easy to relate to them. They are both cautious people when delving into 

love. Both have been hurt but one of them is just a little more relaxed and willing to learn about love 

again. And there is one scene where Gillian jumps all over Stewart about some silly issue and this is 

the area where most movies go the traditional route and they break up, get back together and live 

happily ever after. It is a typical concept and it has been done to death. But in this movie it takes a 

fresh approach to solving problems and that is it's strength. This is a great romance and it is also 

wickedly funny. And the way everything is summed up at the end is not only perfect but it is heart 

warming and it leaves you feeling glad to be in love, or at least willing to fall again. 
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Pluk Van De Petteflet (Ein Platz Für Pluk) (2004) 
 

One lovely day, a small red tow truck drives into town with a boy 

(Janieck van de Polder) at the wheel. His name is Pluk and soon he 

takes Dolly the Dove's advice and moves into a nice room in the 

tower atop the Petteflet Building. Soon he meets new friends and 

discovers their big worry: will their beloved but scruffy park be 

demolished to make way for a new museum? A warm and 

colourful story for younger audiences, based on the popular story 

by Annie M.G. Schmidt, in which the boy Pluk finds a solution to 

rescue the park and the animals that live there. Great for kids. 

Pluk van de petteflet is an enjoyable movie for kids. My daughter 

absolutely loves this movie, she watches it everyday. We have had 

to stop putting it on as she is completely addicted to it. I should 

add my daughter has been watching it for three months almost 

daily and is now 18 months old. She knows all the characters and 

knows exactly what is going to happen at any moment. She has also picked up quite a bit of new 

vocabulary. In other words this movie is great for the target audience (young people). However, that 

said as an adult it is fun to watch also. The songs are great sing alongs (after a few viewings). An 

excellent movie. 
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Po Hlave Do Prdele (Born Into Shit) (2006) 
 

Son Tomás Vohnout is a 13-year-old kid who's got a girlfriend 

named Madonna. While on a date together, he spots his father 

through the plate-glass windows of a café sitting with a gay man. 

Tomás is worried that homosexuality may be hereditary. Madonna 

convinces him to make love. The trial is a success, but his 

enthusiasm wanes when he finds out that Madonna is pregnant. 

Mother Mrs. Vohnoutová, head of a small Christian choir, saved 

Magdaléna's life when she tried to throw herself under a train. 

Mrs. Vohnoutová accepts her into her community and tries to help 

her. Magdaléna, who is experiencing love for the first time, 

transforms "love thy neighbor" into erotic love and seduces Mrs. 

Vohnoutová. Father Mr. Vohnout has got an assignment from boss 

Hugo whose pregnant wife Valerie has been kidnapped. A cottage 

in the woods, seven kidnappers gunned down, and the ransom 

money returned. The feeling of a job well down is marred only by the fact that Valerie wasn't 

kidnapped - she wanted to go away with friends for the weekend but knew her husband wouldn't let 

her go. So she made up the kidnapping. 
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Poika Ja Ilves (Tommy And The Wildcat) (1998) 
 

12-year-old Tommy (14-year-old Konsta Hietanen) reluctantly 

moves with his father from the big city to a small Lapp village - the 

childhood home of his mother, who has recently died. The village 

is close to the northernmost wildlife reserve in the world, where 

Tommy's father will be working on a project to release a captive 

lynx into the wild. The boy gradually falls under the spell of his 

new surroundings, and discovers that his mother was involved in 

protecting the local lynx, and, when his father's project fails, and 

the lynx is about to be sold, he decides to set it free himself. A 

dramatic series of events ensues, and Tommy, through his brave 

actions, regains the trust and respect of his family and the village. 

"Tommy and the Wildcat" is a very touching movie about the 

friendship between a boy and a wild animal. But unlike the typical 

american disney "family movies", this production from finland is 

free from any over-saccharine cuteness. Director Raimo O Niemi manages to tell his story in a slow, 

and very honest way and managed to produce a movie which is low on meaningless violence, sex 

and blood without the words "POLITICALLY CORRECT" written all over the screen. The photography 

is stunning, too. Go watch this movie! (Yes, it IS primarily a children's movie, if you can't live with it, 

it's not for you.) 
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Pokhoronite Menya Za Plintusom (Bury Me Behind The Baseboard) (2009) 
 

A small child (Sasha Drobitko) is trapped in a tug-of-war battle 

between his frivolous, but loving mother and an emotionally 

abusive neurotic grandmother, who wants to "shelter" her 

beloved grandson at all cost. Good acting but very different from 

the book. Based on an autobiographical novel by Pavel Sanaev - a 

young writer, screenwriter, film director and translator. The story 

in the novel is told by a first person narrator, an 8-years-old boy 

living with his grandparents, who would not let him see his 

mother, while the boy always dreams about seeing her and those 

rare moments that he spends with her are the happiest in his life. 

The grandmother, who is dominant in the family, tries to control 

the little boy's life as much as she can. She believes that her 

grandson has all the diseases of the world and that he is going to 

die soon. She loves the boy but her love is mostly expressed in 

cussing at him and cursing him. One of the zings of the book is the consummate cuss language used 

by the grandmother. The film delivers superb acting, especially by the grandmother and her 

husband. The grandmother fits the role perfectly - her looks, the voice, the tone, the gestures. This is 

the person I had in mind when I was reading the book. The henpecked grandfather's part played by 

Aleksey Petrenko is also delivered very well. All the scenes involving the grandparents are good. On 

the other had, the scenes with the boy's mother and her boyfriend are not satisfying. I especially 

disliked the way the mother's boyfriend was written - a drunkard constantly quarreling with his 

girlfriend. There is no such thing in the book where the mother's boyfriend is demonstrated as an 

intelligent and wise man, respectful and loving towards his girlfriend (and the boy). After all, the 

character is based on well known Russian actor and director Rolan Bykov, who used to drink at some 

time in his life but not in the times covered by the novel and the film. By the way, the book is 

dedicated to Rolan Bykov, towards whom the author had great deal of admiration. Also, for some 

reason the director of the film has given certain hints about anti Semitism of the grandmother, while 

there is nothing about this in the book. I don't know why this was necessary. Finally, something that 

the film lacks the most is the humor the novel is filled with. The narrator in the book tells the stories 

of his childhood (that deal with illnesses, death, conflict between family members, maternal 

deprivation and other sad subjects) with great humor and optimism. When you read the novel you 

can't help laughing, however this is completely missing in the film, making it quite dark and gloomy. 
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Police Story (1973–1977) 
 

Classic anthology series, which details the personal lives of the 

men and women of the Los Angeles Police Department. The 

stories ranged from highly dramatic to extremely funny. Even 

though there weren't any real regulars, Don Meredith and Tony 

LoBianco were often seen throughout the run of the show as 

detectives Bert Jameson and Tony Calabrese respectively. Realistic 

and Timeless- begs for a DVD boxed set. Real cops depicted as real 

people and a great mix of humor, drama and reality. The show 

attracted the cream of Hollywood for their episodes and several 

stars depicted several different characters. You just wanted to 

hang out with detectives Bert and Tony (Don Meredith and Tony 

LoBianco), applaud the grit of David Birney in "Captain Hook" and 

the true love displayed by Kim Darby in the same episode. You 

laugh at Monster Manor as cops enjoy pre-AIDS America and 

salute Claude Akins as a veteran cop with a practical touch. You feel "Wolf's" pain and follow the 

new deputy chief through his promotion process. I teach cops and police cadets and I would pay a 

lot for this great series, especially a DVD boxed set with some commentaries. After all, if they can do 

a boxed set of "Sledge Hammer" and "Reno 911" they ought to be able to do this landmark show. 

Super cool theme music, too. 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1973) 

 

Episode 07; Death on Credit: Det. Rick Cavelli goes undercover to investigate a theft ring that 

specializes in department stores and is involved in at least two murders. 

Episode 10; Line of Fire. 

 

Series 2 (1 Episodes) (1974) 

 

Episode 04; Fathers and Sons. 

 

Series 4 (1 Episodes) (1976) 

 

Episode 02; Bought and Paid For: Detectives Belmont and Melino want the three men involved when 

a patrolman, the son of a Lieutenant, is killed when he interrupts a bank robbery. The one they need 

is the psychopath who recruits amateurs in his capers. 
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Pop Pirates (1984) 
 

Adventure film, with original reggae/ska music. The Pirates, a 

schoolboy pop group, enter a major talent contest, things are 

going well but unbeknown to the others, lead singer Paul (15-year-

old Spencer Chandler) is heavily involved with his Uncle's video 

piracy scam. Plenty of drama, like kidnapping, culminating in a 

punch-up on a speed boat. 
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Posledniy Dyuym (The Last Inch) (1958) 
 

Very unusual story. Most unusual story line: veteran pilot decides 

to make some extra-money by filming underwater shark feeding 

at the remote Red Sea location. He takes with him young son 

(about 12-14-years-old) for a plane ride, while goes underwater. 

The trouble is: while filming, he has been viciously attacked by a 

pack of angry sharks which render him incapacitated to fly home. 

Now he faces an option: either both of them die in the desert or 

his little boy must fly them back. His son has some rudimentary 

knowledge of flying, but does not have any real experience. The 

father lost a lot of blood and he is in constant pain. He is drifting in 

and out of consciousness, hence additional danger may be that his 

son will be all along in the air. Keeps the viewer on the edge of the 

seat. The musical score is well chosen as well. Shame that this 

movie was shown only for the Russian Audience! 
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Prace (1960) 
 

A young Czech boy (9-year-old Michal Koblic) is freed from a 

concentration camp and ends up working for the army against the 

Germans. A boy, liberated from a concentration camp, fights his 

way home with the Czechoslovak Army. A touching story of a 

Czech boy who is liberated from a concentration camp and then 

picked up by a Czechoslovak Army laundry unit under Soviet 

command. He becomes the unit's mascot, and is given the 

nickname "prace" or "slingshot bearer" after Czech boys who had 

fought with slingshots in the Czech Hussite armies of the 15th 

century. The boy, along with a little Slovak girl whom the unit also 

rescues up along the way, participate in the liberation of his 

homeland. 
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Pregi (The Welts) (2004) 
 

12-year-old Wojciech Winkler (Waclaw Adamczyk) is cast adrift 

among dangerous adults, the focus of his widowed father's 

sadistic rage and the object of lust for the local priest. Jump ahead 

more than a decade and Wojciech is a tightly wound journalist 

with some anger issues of his own. A new relationship raises the 

specter of history repeating itself. The complexity of love between 

fathers and sons. Having watched Pregi at the opening of the 

Polish Film Festival in London I can highly recommend this film. It 

works on so many levels addressing the emotional issues 

surrounding the father/son relationship and how the sins of the 

fathers can impact on their children in later life. One of the big 

successes of the movie is the on screen relationship between the 

young Woitek (Waclaw Adamczyk) and his father (Jan Frycz). 

Apparently the genuine friction in this coupling was maintained by the actors keeping their distance 

from one another whilst off set. The sense of fear in Wojtek was palpable and a teenage actor with 

lesser ability could have scuppered the whole project. Another triumph was the performance of 

Michal Zebrowski who played the adult Wojciech. After his performances in films such as 'Pan 

Tadeusz' it was good to see him get his teeth stuck into a real part which required him to 

demonstrate a whole gamut of emotions which he did more than ably. I was lucky enough to be 

involved in a question and answer session with Director Magdalena Piekorz after the screening 

where she gave an insight into the making of the film. I am sure that both critics and fans of Pregi 

will watch with great interest her follow-up projects which she is still to get funding for. One would 

hope that after such a fantastic debut feature the money will be forthcoming. With Alan Andersz as 

Bartosz (12-years-old). 
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Préparez Vos Mouchoirs (Get Out Your Handkerchiefs) (1978) 
 

Solange is depressed: she's stopped smiling, she eats little, she 

says less. She has fainting fits. Her husband Raoul seeks to save 

her by enlisting Stephane, a stranger, to be her lover. Although he 

listens to Mozart and has every Pocket Book arranged in 

alphabetical order, Stephane fails to cheer Solange. She knits. She 

does housework. Everyone, including their neighbor a vegetable 

vendor, agrees that she needs a child, yet she fails to get pregnant 

by either lover. The three take a job running a kids' summer camp 

where they meet Christian (14-year-old Riton Liebman), the 

precocious 13-year-old son of the local factory manager. It is 

Christian who restores Solange to laughter. A refreshing and 

surprisingly intelligent look at the perils of relationships. "Get Our 

Your Handkerchiefs" is a funny little film about the need for sexual 

gratification and all the insecurities and absurdities it entails. The 

humor is unapologetically raunchy, and yet the story retains all the sophistication of something by 

Lubitsch. But it's also quite touching; the dismal woman, it turns out, only wanted someone she 

could identify with, someone who felt the same need for intellectual companionship that was 

masked by her sexual dissatisfaction. The solution is provided by a 13-year-old wunderkind who, 

unlike the husband or his friend, knows how to relate to the woman, and their relationship is far 

more real and convincing that any other in the story. Bertrand Blier constructed a film that questions 

and ultimately debunks nearly every 'rule' on relationships, and provides more than a few belly 

laughs along the way. In a nutshell, "Get Our Your Handkerchiefs" is one of the few sex comedies out 

there that actually has something to say about sex. 
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Priklyucheniya Zhyoltogo Chemodanchika (The Adventures Of The Yellow 

Suitcase) (1970) 
 

In some town there once lived very nice and unusual children – a 

boy named Petya (Andrei Gromov) and a girl named Toma. Toma 

had an illness of "the never-laughing tsarevna" – she just couldn't 

stop crying. And Petya was a coward, the likes of which the world 

had never known. A very kind, and very strange, doctor agreed to 

cure the kids. He had in his yellow suitcase some very rare 

medicines against anger and malice, cowardice, stupidity, sadness 

and lying. But by some improbable coincidences, the magic 

suitcase had disappeared, along with all its magic candies. 

Endangered now were the lives of Toma's grandmother, pilot 

Veryovkin and tiger-tamer Bulankin. Super-popular children 

comedy of the 1970s! 
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Purely Belter (2000) 
 

Two teenage boys (Chris Beattie & 18-year-old Greg McLane) will 

do anything to get money to buy season tickets for their local 

team. British Films Rule! I cannot understand the numptees that 

have given a low rating to this film - it's quite simply British film 

making at its best. What really enhances this for me is the films 

raw honesty. There's no frills to this and it pictures lower class 

British life as it is - with a touch of humour too! The cast are (to 

me) unknown and Chris Beattie who plays the lead role is a 

cracking actor with a big future I hope. A movie debut by Geordie 

legend, Alan Shearer, does not impact on tghe plot line or the 

viewer enjoyment either. This is never going to be the best film 

you ever watch, but I emplore you to obtain a copy and enjoy 

what I think's a fantastic film! 
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Purple Rain (1984) 
 

A young man with a talent for music has begun a career with 

much promise. He meets an aspiring singer, Apollonia, and finds 

that talent alone isn't all that he needs. A complicated tale of his 

repeating his father's self destructive behavior, losing Apollonia to 

another singer (Morris Day), and his coming to grips with his own 

connection to other people ensues. Much undervalued film. A 

much undervalued film that tells the story of a young musician 

caught in an ever-declining spiral of domestic violence. At times 

difficult to watch, while Morris Day is portrayed as the misogynist, 

Prince as the knight on (motorcycle) steed, he is still called upon 

to twice beat a woman as part of the screenplay. That he can do 

this and still emerge as a flawed but vindicated hero is credit to 

the writing. Prince is so free of ego in this film that not only does 

he portray himself as a narcissistic megalomaniac who beats women, but his most famous song is 

fictionalised as being written by his father and Wendy & Lisa. Even further, two of his compositions - 

Computer Blue (admittedly the album's weakest track) and Darling Nikki - are shown as being songs 

that kill off an audience. Perhaps the only concession to the Princely ego is a card that lists the 

(slightly shorter than Prince) Apollonia as 5'6. The nearly complete-amateur cast are mainly band 

members playing themselves (and reviewers who slate the actors on the terms that they've never 

appeared in other movies are completely missing the point), and do perfectly well under the 

direction. Morris Day gets most of the plaudits for his likable ham, though Jerome Benton must also 

get credit for bouncing off him well, particularly their stage act, which is hilarious. Day and Benton 

even go so far as to make an Abbott and Costello routine funny, which takes some doing. Lastly, 

there's Prince. While I admit to bias, I do actually think he's a pretty good actor in terms of being 

able to portray a low-key version of himself. Acting ISN'T his profession, this was a film made for 

entertainment, so anyone pointing out that the guy in the lead role isn't Robert DeNiro and thinking 

they're making a point is sadly deluded. I don't want this review to be a derisory attack of other 

people's comments, but I've even this film slated as having a low budget and being darkly lit. How 

would a film about domestic violence be shot, then? With full overhead spotlights and a CGI 

dinosaur walking into frame? The film acts almost as a perfect snapshot of the neon light and skinny 

tie era until you remember that it was actually made in a world of curly perms and tinny synths, and 

this isn't some retro-recreation. Prince's best film with Oscar-winning music, it sees him at his zenith, 

and it's saddening to realise that, even though he would make some fine albums, he would never 

again capture this high. 
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Put The Camera On Me (2003) 
 

Before he went on to direct Jawbreaker (1999) Sparkler (1997) 

Darren Stein grew up making videos. Along with his friend 'Adam 

Shell' and the other neighborhood kids these young film makers 

touched on such adult subjects as jealousy, cruelty, and sexuality. 

Very sympathetic look at how friendships form and the power 

structures that hold them together. It brings to mind the writings 

of Stephen King and the remembered childhoods filled with terror 

from stories like IT - as the exact opposite. There is no terror in 

these childhoods that any of the friends - who are still friends 20 

years up the line - remember or seem to suffer from. Up the line 

all is described as friendly jostling, maybe periodically described as 

"picking on" one or more of them, but all is forgiven. There is no 

'angst' embedded as the film and the participants in later life 

describe the relationships - all we see are young people having 

grown up to be basically the same persons. More mature, but basically still the same people, and the 

same power structures. Totally amazing! Not just for the fact that people can in fact grow up 

relatively unharmed by social conventions - but also that friendships can in fact last. In this respect 

this movie is a tiny Pearl - as one assumes this has been the intent of the film: A portrait of unforced 

emotions binding people together. Which, when seen in opposition to films of later years portraying 

the dark sides of childhood - the violent inhibitions in Bowling for Combine is what easily springs to 

mind, but since mid 80'ies along with the growing adoration of children and childhood (accompanied 

by 1000s of commercials, animations and series directed straight at children) several movies and 

documentaries have had success with portraying the dark sides of growing up - the abuse, the 

loneliness, the push to excel - resulting in adults with dark and twisted minds. And here comes a 

film, that says: It IS possible to have a happy childhood, look'a'here! Thank you for that. OR the 

counterweight illusion. 
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Qian Li Zou Dan Qi (Riding Alone For Thousands Of Miles) (2005) 
 

A Japanese father travels to China's Yunnan province in the place 

of his ailing son to film a famous folk-opera star. In a village of 

fishermen in Japan, Takata misses his son Kenichi, to whom he has 

been estranged for many years. When his daughter-in-law Rie tells 

him that Kenichi is sick in the hospital, she suggests Takata to 

come to Tokyo to visit his son in the hospital where he would have 

the chance to retie the relationship. However, Kenichi refuses to 

receive his father in his room, and Rie gives a videotape to Takata 

to know about the work of his son. Once at home, Takata sees a 

documentary in the remote village Lijiang, in the province of 

Younnan, about the passion of Kenichi, the Chinese opera, where 

the lead singer Li Jiamin promises to sing an important folk opera 

on the next year. When Rie calls Takata to tell that her husband 

has a terminal liver cancer, Takata decides to travel to Lijiang to shoot Li Jiamin singing the opera to 

give to Kenichi. Getting Human. Getting into the human equation and away from acrobatic flying 

daggers, director Yimou Zhang spins solid gold in his latest film, RIDING ALONE FOR THOUSANDS OF 

MILES. Set against the stunningly picturesque Yunnan Province in southwestern China, Gou-ichi 

Takata (Ken Takakura) leaves his beloved Japanese fishing village to travel thousands of miles and 

finish video recording a famous Chinese folk opera for his dying son. Mr. Takata and his son have 

become distant since the death of Mr. Takata's wife, not speaking to one another for years. When 

word comes to him that his son, Ken-ichi, is in the hospital, Mr. Takata races to the city only to be 

rebuffed by his son's bitterness. Mr. Takata never sees his Ken-ichi, but his son's wife, Rie (Shinobu 

Terajima), tells Mr. Takata an interesting story about his love of Chinese folk dancing. She hands him 

an unfinished tape of Ken-ichi's work and, after watching it, Mr. Takata decides to finish the 

recording. "Not being good with people," Mr. Takata immediately encounters problems when he 

enters China. But he learns quickly, and finds humility within himself in order to finish the tape. Mr. 

Takata knew that his son wanted to film one particular opera (also called Riding Alone For 

Thousands of Miles) sung by one particular Chinese man named Li. But Li is in prison after stabbing a 

man. Getting permission to film Li performing the folk dance from the government higher-ups 

becomes one of Mr. Takata's earliest obstacles. Then, after gaining access, Mr. Li has a meltdown, 

thinking about his own distant son. Emotional beyond repair, Mr. Li is unable to dance for Mr. 

Takata. So Mr. Takata leaves to come back another day but an idea is sparked in his head. Mr. Takata 

goes to "The Stone Village" to see if he can convince Mr. Li's 5-year-old son to come back with him to 

the prison so that he can visit. What follows is one of the most emotionally impacting moments in 

Chinese film history. Unable to be close to his own son, Mr. Takata transfers much of his emotional 

heft onto young Yang Yang (Mr. Li's son), and audiences will no doubt spill plenty of tears as this 

happens. The beauty of the surrounding countryside in the Yunnan Province is an awesome 

spectacle to behold; a backdrop that towers in all its majesty. Ken Takakura deserves Oscar mention 

for his quiet yet powerful (and heartbreaking) role as the conflicted and determined Mr. Takata. All 

of the other actors are not actors, though. They are ordinary people picked by the director for their 

appearances and mannerisms; excellently done by the way. There's little doubt most will know that 



none of them have acting experience unless DVD watchers click on the extra features. A brilliantly 

done foreign film that proves director Yimou Zhang isn't just an action freak. 
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Quando Sei Nato Non Puoi Più Nasconderti (Once You're Born You Can No 

Longer Hide) (2005) 
 

A young Italian boy accidentally falls overboard while yachting 

with his father on the Mediterranean. He is rescued by a boatload 

of undocumented immigrants attempting to reach Italy by sailing 

across the Mediterranean. On the ship, he is befriended by a 

young Romanian man and his sister. The film follows the 

relationship of the Italian boy with the Romanian once they reach 

the Italian shores. A coming-of-age drama set in contemporary 

Italy. A great coming of age story. The only thing wrong with this 

movie, is that it isn't as good as Best Of Youth, but nobody expects 

anything to be, especially in under 3 hours. This is the story of a 

boy, plunged into adulthood, in many ways metaphorically. Few 

stories can capture the turmoil of a child dealing with adulthood 

the way this one does. The camera work is great. The audience is 

led seamlessly through characters' emotions. The soundtrack is 

pulled from our psyche. This has all the makings of a classic. Few real life frustrations are overlooked. 

Friendship, social class, race, religion, crime, family, love, sex, are all parts of growing up, and all play 

a role in this movie. These writers' and this director have succeeded again. 
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Quartier Lointain (2010) 
 

A grown man wakes up to discover he is a teenager (15-year-old 

Léo Legrand) again. A fine example of great European cinema. 

Story to a movie is what voice once has been to a song. This is still 

valid for European movies, and "Quartier Lointain" is an example 

of this. Alright, it is probably not the best movie ever, but the story 

has soul, even if the story is small, but life is knitted together with 

small stories like this. The search for love, the feeling of something 

lost, the memory of past desires and forgotten anxieties, the wish 

to turn back time, the dreams of dreams. A story moving in its 

own pace, no flashes and exaltations, just a fragment in the life, 

that should not be spent in vain. 
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Queen Of Hearts (1989) 
 

Eddie Luca (Stefano Spagnoli & 12-year-old Ian Hawkes) is the 

youngest son in a family of Italian immigrants who has moved to 

London. Beginning from nowhere, they open a cafe in an Italian 

neighbourhood. One day their father loses the cafe, the home and 

his wedding ring by gambling. A wonderful blend of fantasy and 

comedy with the most wonderful child actor. I was particularly 

impressed with the opening scene, and the surprising leap from 

the top of the arch by the lovers and more surprising appearance 

of a wagon loaded with hay. One of my favorite scenes was the 

arrival of grandfather to the family and his exuberant greeting to 

his grandson & his grandson's best friend (14-year-old Tat 

Whalley). 
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Quem Matou Pixote? (Who Killed Pixote?) (1996) 
 

Based on the true story of Fernando Ramos da Silva, actor of 

Hector Babenco's movie 'Pixote: A Lei do Mais Fraco'. The true 

story of the boy who became famous when he was cast for the 

main part on the Brazilian film Pixote: A Lei do Mais Fraco. After 

the film was over, he tried to work as an actor on other projects, 

with little success. As time went by, he got involved with crime. 

Who Killed Pixote is a film that breaks your heart into a million 

pieces. I saw the original film 'Pixote' and felt kicked in the 

stomach after it was over. Life in Brazil seems so hopeless for 

small children. And seeing the follow up makes it even more 

devastating to know that this young mans life amounted to not 

much. The fact that this story is true makes it that much harder to 

watch, translation: brilliant. The only thing was that there was no 

real cinematic composition, and that would have really made the 

film that much more moving. But, it's a great film all the same. 
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Ra.One (Random Access One) (2011) 
 

A video game developer's world spirals out of control when his 

shape-shifting indestructible virtual creation becomes all too real. 

Originally from India, Tamil-speaking Shekar Subramaniam lives a 

middle-classed life abroad along with his wife, Sonia, and a school-

going son, Prateek (Armaan Verma). While Sonia is busy writing a 

book on converting all female-related expletives to male, her 

husband is employed with Barron Industries, where the owner 

insists his staff come up with a plan to launch the ultimate video 

game or else he will change his organization to a restaurant and 

hire them as waiters. Hoping to create a super-hero, Shekhar 

instead faces criticism from Prateek - who hopes to instead see a 

kick-ass villain. This conversation does change Shekhar's thinking 

and he sets about to create an indestructible villain, calls him 

Ra.one (pronounced as in Lankeshwar Ravan) and its arch-enemy 

G.One (Jeevan). Prateek will have to regret passing on this idea on to his father - for soon their lives 

will be shattered when the shape-shifting Ra.One will find a way to enter the real world. Why are 

comparing it with the foreign films. It's about a father and his son. On misunderstanding adults and 

children. The desire to make a gift to his son - the desire of the heart. Special effects in this movie is 

much better than in other Indian films. The storyline a bit weak - it is a fact, but it is a question to the 

director, not actor. In the film, wonderful songs and fights. The film says that the main force - it is 

our heart, so why is your heart so cruel to this film. In my opinion this game creator engineer - was 

very nice, he just wanted to enjoy my son, to make it pleasant, but it was a disaster, but Sonia and 

Pritika save us from the evil super-hero G.One. Wash SRK played it perfectly. It's better than Spider-

Man or Batman, because these American heroes are already rather tired. I honestly envy you, you 

are in India have their own super heroes - we are looking in Russia only in the U.S. from their comics. 

At least for this respect the director and actor. They promote your heroes, and not foreign. And your 

kids will watch your Hindi films, rather than American movies. 
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Raiders Of The Living Dead (1986) 
 

A newspaper reporter hears of strange goings-on on a remote 

island. He travels there and finds that a mad scientist lives there 

and he is creating zombies. Scooby Doo And The Living Dead. If 

you're looking for one of those "so bad it's good" movies, then 

ROTLD is the movie you want. Featuring characters with no 

background or motivation beyond "reporter," "Grandpa" and 

"child genius," scenes of complete silence and - best of all - a 

villain "reveal" that makes Scooby Doo's "I would have got away 

with it, too, if it wasn't for you pesky kids," look complex this film 

is, quite frankly, an absolute stinker. Worth watching if you've a 

few likeminded friends and a crate of beer handy, but other than 

that, this film is without merit. Zombie or horror fans expecting a 

"proper" horror movie should avoid at all costs. "The dee-ee-ead, 

are after me!" "Raiders of the Living Dead" is a low-budget zombie 

rip-off that is inexplicably and consistently interesting; if nothing else, it has imagination and 

innovation on its side. A reporter and his partner scope out an ominous locale in the dead of night 

and stumble upon zombies. A child genius works on his doctor grandfather's laserdisc player and 

winds up creating a laser. And a zombified 18-year-old Scott Schwartz (the kid from "A Christmas 

Story"?) hijacks a truck for no reason and tries to blow up a nuclear power plant, only to be claimed 

by the zombie menace. While slow in spots, and sporting more of a 1980s look than a Sears catalog, 

"Raiders" exists in some weird limbo between "Children Shouldn't Play With Dead Things," "Burial 

Ground," "Return of the Living Dead II," and even "Zeder" (the climax takes place in an abandoned 

prison). Is it a masterpiece of cinema? Certainly not, and perhaps my generous "5" rating is due to 

the fact that I watched the atrocious "Reefer Madness" earlier today. Still, it is a diverting item with 

OK makeup effects, a cheeky attitude, and a toe-tapping, synth-heavy theme song. There are 3 

different cuts of the movie. All included here. The first (included on Disc 1) made was called "Dying 

Day" by special effects filmmaker Brett Piper. The movie was purchased by director Sam Sherman 

but the buyers turned "Dying Day" down. Sherman's reshoot was called "Dark Night" (included on 

Disc 2) which met with more favorable reaction from buyers. Sherman continued to add to his 

reshoot until it eventually was finished and entitled "Raiders of the Living Dead" (included on Disc 1). 
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Rare Exports (Rare Exports - A Christmas Tale) (2010) 
 

In the depths of the Korvatunturi mountains, 486 metres deep, 

lies the closest ever guarded secret of Christmas. The time has 

come to dig it up! This Christmas everyone will believe in Santa 

Claus. On Christmas Eve in Finland, Santa Claus is unearthed in an 

archaeological dig. Soon after, children start disappearing, leading 

a boy (Onni Tommila) and his father to capture Santa and, with 

the help of fellow hunters, they look to sell him back to the 

corporation that sponsored the dig. And then there's Santa's 

elves, who are determined to free their leader. What a wonderful 

surprise. I saw this the other day at the London Film Festival and 

went in with no expectations, not having seen the short films it 

was based on. It was a fantastic surprise and I would put it right up 

there, if not in number one position, as the best film festival films I 

have ever seen. The pace and storyline were top notch and 

although some of the characters were a bit weak in substance and originality it took nothing away 

from my enjoyment of the film. This is one I would highly recommend to any film fan except those 

under 13. Indeed it is one I would be proud to recommend as it has a dark and dry sense of humour 

and an original twist on the Christmas tale. I will buy the DVD and happily see it again; I rarely say 

those words these days. 
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Ready? OK! (2008) 
 

In this poignant comedy, a single mom struggles to understand 

her 10-year-old son's (Lurie Poston) obsession with dresses, dolls 

and girls' cheerleading. With the recent death of her absent father 

and her wayward brother returning home, they must all to face 

reality and what it truly means to be a family. Carrie IS the Film! 

This may be a very low budget and common-themed play, but 

what makes this film so compelling is Carrie's character. I won't 

tell the whole story (it IS the other commentary). The 

transformation the whole cast goes through as the film develops 

into a full story is remarkable. Even astonishing. Joshua, played by 

young Lurie Poston is perfectly believable. The fact that two 

siblings play the part of siblings is another very believable feature. 

All in all, the issue about Joshua's "sexual leaning" is treated with 

care, respect and love... Carrie (Andrea, Joshua's Mum) should be awarded some new kind of prize: 

she is absolutely fantastic at being Mum... she conveys her struggle in such a way that the film sort 

of makes you feel what she's going through. Dialogues are good. Scenes are sometimes a bit over 

the top. Some really hilarious moments are cheap and effective. But, at least from my point of view, 

the substance that should be on the kid's side is transferred to the mother, thus diminishing the 

power of the message a bit. But, alas, Carrie's character IS the film! 
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Real Steel (2011) 
 

Set in the near future, where robot boxing is a top sport, a 

struggling promoter feels he's found a champion in a discarded 

robot. During his hopeful rise to the top, he discovers he has an 

11-year-old son (11-year-old Dakota Goyo) who wants to know his 

father. Great Movie. Perfect Match of emotions, Robo-fight (very 

importantly not over done) and some comic scenes. I had been 

waiting to see this movie for a long time, saw it today and it was 

worth all the wait. The move has a perfect blend of emotions, 

Robo-fight (very Importantly not over done) and some comic 

scenes, what else do you want? For me the robot fighting was 

great. Have been following Huge Jackman's movies off late and all 

have them have been good including this one. But apart from all 

of that the movie has an embedded message that there are things 

that sometimes you can not handle or overlook when you have 

other priorities but you can always make things right, it may be hard but it can be done. The kid 

Dakota Goyo did a good job as well. So I would say go out there and see the movie, worth every 

penny that you will spend for the ticket. 
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Redlight (2009) 
 

A powerful feature documentary about child sexploitation, an 

epidemic happening in every country around the world. Filmed 

over a four year period, REDLIGHT focuses on the personal stories 

of young Cambodian victims and two remarkable advocates for 

change: grass-roots activist Somaly Mam and politician Mu 

Sochua. Both have since been nominated for the Noble Peace 

Prize. The filmmakers Guy Jacobson and Adi Ezroni won the 

prestigious Global Hero Award for their work in Cambodia. Using 

gritty footage smuggled out of brothels and harrowing 

testimonials, REDLIGHT follows the plight of several current and 

former child sex slaves. Some are trying to regain entry into 

Cambodian society to find some semblance of normality after 

their horrific experiences. Other stories highlight the plight of victims who are attempting to bring 

the perpetrators to justice. Their torturous yet ultimately heroic battles to find witnesses and take 

brothel owners to court are dramatically brought to life in this topical and moving feature 

documentary. 
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Regarding Henry (1991) 
 

Henry is a lawyer who survives a shooting only to find he cannot 

remember anything. If that weren't enough, Henry also has to 

recover his speech and mobility, in a life he no longer fits into. 

Fortunately, Henry has a loving wife and daughter to help him. 

Henry Turner is a despicable and ruthless trial lawyer whose life is 

turned upside down when he is shot in the head during a robbery. 

He survives the injury with significant brain damage and must re-

learn how to speak, walk, and function normally. He has also lost 

most of the memory of his personal life, and must adjust to life 

with the family that he does not remember. To the surprise of his 

wife and daughter, Henry becomes a loving and affectionate man. 

Regarding an imperfection. Roger Ebert wasn't particularily fond 

of "Regarding Henry," because it is contrived, predictable, and 

sitcom-ish. And in retrospect, he's right on all accounts. But being 

a sucker for Harrison Ford, I had to watch Henry and I did like the movie, despite some obvious parts 

where scenes seem to be...well, missing. We do realize fairly quickly that this is going to be one of 

those "The Grinch Who Stole Christmas" tales: the big, bad, dishonest lawyer who is turned into a 

new man. Albeit, Ford has a rough road to that reformation, via head injuries, a coma, physical 

therapy, etc, but we can see it coming a mile in advance. However, "Henry" boasts some touching 

moments, at least for me. When Henry begins therapy, the therapist asks the once-prominent 

lawyer to pick out the triangle from among some blocks. Although we don't see Henry's choice, we 

hear the therapist's encouraging voice: "Close. I'll give you a hint, that's not it." At that moment I 

couldn't help but wonder how desperate a situation it would be if someone I loved was there, 

struggling among rectangles and circles. Annette Bening and Ford are both intelligent actors who 

succeed in their roles, however underwritten they may be. But I wondered how probable certain 

situations were: Would Henry automatically love his wife because he's supposed to? What about 

their money problems?? Too many unanswered questions, but still worth a spin. 
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Return To Nim's Island (2013) 
 

Return to Nim's Island to see how things are going with Nim and 

her Father. One day they get a message that some people will be 

buying the island to build an attraction there, but Nim will not 

stand for it and comes up with some things to do to save what she 

calls home. Following up on the success of Nim's Island, this 

sequel is a great platform for Bindi Irwin, through her portrayal of 

Nim, to introduce young people to the importance of protecting 

our earth and its fragile species. Three of our KIDS FIRST! Film 

Critics reviewed the film and shared their thoughts with us. 

According to Brianna Hope Beaton, Nim teaches us "that you 

should do everything you can to help the marine and wildlife." 

Cassandra Hsiao says, "Return to Nim's Island will take families on 

a spectacular expedition underwater, into dark mysterious caves, 

and up awfully steep cliffs." And, Jailene Arias agrees with the 

others, that the main message in the film is "don't give up!" Check out their video reviews at kidsfirst 

dot org. Below is Brianna Hope Beaton's review (age 13). This film has lots of action, is very funny 

and is definitely great for the whole family to see. Let's return to Nim's Island to see how things are 

going with Nim (Bindi Irwin) and her Father (Matthew Lillard). One day they get a message that 

some people will be buying the island to build an attraction there, but Nim will not stand for it and 

comes up with some things to do to save what she calls home. She will do almost anything to protect 

the island and the animals that she loves so well. Everything is going fine until Edmund, (Toby 

Wallace), comes along to help but brings trouble. Will Nim get to keep living at her personal resort 

or will she have to pack up and leave? I really love this film. It's the sequel to Nim's Island. I love the 

underwater shots and the humor. The cast does an incredible job in interacting with the animals and 

making it all believable. My favorite character is Nim because she is not afraid to speak her mind, 

and will not let anyone push her around. My favorite scene is when Nim is going on the zip line. It 

looks really cool to ride and I would love to do it. I love the music as it fits in perfectly with the 

scenes. Brendan Maher directs Nim's Island. Author of the Nim's Island series, Wendy Orr, is the 

inspiration behind this film. Everyone does an amazing job – from the animals to all the cast – it 

makes an impact with an environmental message. The big message is that you should do everything 

you can to help the marine and wildlife, if you cannot, please do not harm it. Additionally, it 

emphasizes the idea to "never give up on what you want to do." I recommend, Return to Nim's 

Island for ages 7 to 14. Parents will enjoy it as much as their kids. If you love the wild you will love 

this film. I give this film an overwhelming 5 out of 5 stars. I love the adventure, cinematography, 

action and, of course, the humor. 
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Ride A Wild Pony (Born To Run) (1975) 
 

Scotty (13-year-old Robert Bettles), a poor farm boy, is given a 

wild pony from a wealthy ranch owner's herd to ride to and from 

school. Scott and his pony soon become an inseparable team, until 

one day the pony suddenly disappears. Soon after, the ranch 

owner's handicapped daughter Josie has a wild pony especially 

trained to pull her cart. But Scott is convinced that Josie's pony is 

actually his, which leads to a court battle that divides their small 

Australian town. One child must ultimately lose the pony when 

true ownership is decided. Wonderful family film. As the face-

plate reviewer has noted, children are rarely exposed to conflicts 

where the lines are not drawn in black and white. This Australian 

tale that touches on class differences, poverty and rural life ways 

in NSW in the early part of the 20th century has all the makings of 

a classic. The principle protagonist, Scottie Pirie, is as wild and 

untamed as the Welsh pony, Taffy, he acquires only to lose to the strong-willed little rich girl, Josie 

Ellison, who suffers from a crippling bout of polio and is confined to a wheel chair. When the pony 

runs away from Scott and rejoins his herd, he is picked out by Josie for his stink individual qualities to 

be trained to pull a dog cart. The eventual discovery of the pony by Scottie and the confrontation 

leads to a division of the rural community along class lines which is mitigated by the town's class-

conscious Lawyer, Mr. Quayle, played by veteran Australian character actor, John Meillon, whom 

most of us remember as Crocodile Dundee's sidekick. This is a delightful family film that should be 

required viewing by all kids. 
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Ringu 2 (1999) 
 

Reiko takes Yoichi into hiding when her son begins to display 

frightening powers. Meanwhile, Mai Takano and the authorities 

begin a desperate search for them, as the mysterious Ring curse 

spreads. In this sequel to Ringu (1998), Mai Takano is trying to 

learn more about the death of her boyfriend, Ryuji. She soon 

hears stories about a videotape haunted by the spirit of a girl 

named Sadako, who died many years earlier. Supposedly, anyone 

watching the tape will die of fright exactly one week later. After 

some investigating, she learns that Ryuji's son, Youichi, is 

developing the same psychic powers that Sadako had when she 

was alive. Mai must now find some way to keep Yuuichi and 

herself from becoming Sadako's next victims. Okay sequel but it 

could have been much better. In this sequel to Ringu (1998), Mai 

Takano is trying to learn more about the death of her boyfriend, 

Ryuji. She soon hears stories about a videotape haunted by the spirit of a girl named Sadako, who 

died many years earlier. Supposedly, anyone watching the tape will die of fright exactly one week 

later. After some investigating, she learns that Ryuji's son, Youichi, is developing the same psychic 

powers that Sadako had when she was alive. Mai must now find some way to keep Yuuichi and 

herself from becoming Sadako's next victims Ringu was the first horror movie I brought on video, 

when I was fifteen, I sat really close to TV and Ringu the scared the hell out me so bad then I had to 

look for sequel. It was not that good as Ringu at all, it didn't have the same feel to this movie at all, 

the were some good creepy moment in this movie but that is about it and those scenes were not 

scary, this movie did have some really dull moment which did bored me. The acting was not great 

but still good from most of the cast. Okay sequel but could of been much better. 
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Robo Warriors (1997) 
 

The year is 2036 and Earth has been invaded: hope lies with the 

last Robo Warrior - a towering fighting machine. Who remembers 

Stuart Gordon's original robot-showdowns of "Robot Jox" and 

then not long after Charles Brand made "Crash and Burn", which 

was somewhat a loose follow-up which re-used the robot footage. 

Well supposedly the low-budget action sci-fi "Robo Warriors" is 

the third sequel (as there was Albert Band's "Robot Wars" which I 

haven't seen) and probably the best one to follow on from "Robot 

Jox" and "Robot Jox 2: Robot Wars" even if it really only uses 

Gordon's central idea. Although the threat this time is coming 

from an inter-galactic race lead by James Tolkan and James Lew 

under heavy make-up that has taken over the earth in the not-

too-distant future, but if those are looking for a whole bunch of 

arena robot action might just be disappointed. As these gladiators 

robot standoffs between these towering creations don't really come into play, until the film's climax 

and there's one scene early on. Clunky but entertaining. Most of the time is spent focusing on 

resistant fighter / former robot jox fighter Ray Gibson (played with vigorous energy by James Remar) 

trying to find the last remaining legendary robo warrior machine with the help of a young boy and 

his grandfather who created these machines and then preparing for the final showdown for Earth's 

freedom. A lot of the time the repetitive story spends building up to the inevitable showdown, but it 

remains enjoyable with some lean action, chase elements and a busy pace with the material crafting 

out a myth of a heroic figure which would be told for many centuries to come. You can see most of 

the money went into the special effects and they do come off well enough for a b- grade production. 

One thing though, Richard Band's music theme did remind me of "Predator". An okay time waster. 
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Robosapien: Rebooted (Cody The Robosapien) (2013) 
 

A robot boy (Jae Head) and a human boy (15-year-old Bobby 

Coleman) team up to save their respective parents, who are being 

held captive by the organization that funded the robot's creator. 

The story begins when a scientist is working on an intelligent robot 

for humanitarian purposes, who discovers the company he works 

for is intends to use the robots for military purposes. The scientist 

steals one of the robots which ends up being lost and broken, then 

is fixed by a lonely 11-year-old boy. A robot boy and a human boy 

team up to save their respective parents, who are being held 

captive by the organization that funded the robot's creator. The 

two become friends and embark on adventures while being 

pursued by the authorities. A very unusual and refreshing movie. 

This movie is made by the producers of X-Men, Iron Man, and Spider Man. You can see the same 

style of cinematography in this movie and also the same style of opening and closing montages. 

Although the credits of the movie don't indicate it, the real star of this movie is Bobby Coleman. He 

is a very down to earth actor, unlike most young actors who are snot-nosed brats. It is interesting 

that his REAL sister (Holliston - best known for "Bless The Child" with Kim Basinger and "Dinner With 

Friends" with Greg Kinnear and "Dr. Quinn Medicine Woman" with Jane Seymour) is Bobby's sister in 

THIS movie in which their real parents Robert and Doris also appear. Bobby has been the lead 

character in several movies and TV shows including: "Martian Child" with John & Joan Cusack, 

Anjelica Houston and Howard Hessman; "Take" with Minnie Driver; "Post Grad" with Michael Keaton 

and Carol Burnett; "The Last Song" with Miley Cyrus and Greg Kinnear; "Snowmen" with Ray Liotta 

and Christopher Lloyd; "Must Love Dogs" with Stockard Channing and Christopher Plummer; and last 

year he took some time off to go off on 2 expeditions to the mountains of Switzerland and the 

deepest, darkest, dangerous parts of the Amazon with Mike Horn - the Jacques Cousteau of the 21st 

Century. In "Cody The Robosapien" set in New Orleans - Bobby portrays Henry, who is quite a bit like 

Bobby. The movie is a fast paced roller coaster of action, without anybody being killed, and no foul 

language, making it a PG-13 movie for the whole family. Bobby does a great job in his acting in that 

he is interacting with a CGI robot that was added in the editing room. If you like the movie "E.T. The 

Extra Terrestrial" you will love this also. It is sort of like "E.T." on steroids. Some of the same effects 

used in Iron Man are used for Robosapien. I gave this movie a rating of 10, because in the genre of 

family films, I can't think of any film that is any better. It is safe to go to this movie without having to 

cover anybody's eyes or ears, or require an explanation of the birds and the bees. Little kids will love 

the robot, whereas older kids will relate to Bobby's character, and adults will want to trade their 

own kids in for Bobby. 
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Rockford (1999) 
 

The movie chronicles the arrival of a (Hindu) student (Rohan Dey) 

to a strict all-boys Christian boarding school in India and his 

assimilation into the school. The change is quite dramatic to the 

protagonist and there are a lot of events that would look 

extremely abusive to the viewer. Mr. and Mrs. Naidu admit their 

son, Rajesh Naidu (Rohan Dey) at the Catholic School called 

Rockford School. There Rajesh is meant to spend his time to learn 

and play, make enemies and friends. And he does so. He also 

becomes romantically involved with Malati (Usha Krishnamurthy) 

from a nearby girls Catholic school. He also gets indirectly involved 

with Malati's friend, Shariyar (Shilpa Pai), and a School-teacher, 

who is accused of demanding sexual favors from Shariyar. Apart 

from coming to the aid of this school-teacher, Rajesh must also 

endure bullying and ragging by senior boys from this school, and 

his crush on another school-teacher, Ms. Lily Vegas (Nandita Das). This movie will show your past 

days in front of your eyes! You will like this movie if you were a naughty boy in your teen ages. You 

will like it because it is a movie about children, but it is not a childish movie! The director has 

brilliantly showed us the funny, adventures, naughty, and a little bit erotic events of a bunch of 14 to 

16-year-olds. In most movies about this age, we can see that, they are child! They don't know 

nothing! They cannot love a girl, they don't have attraction to kiss and sex! We all have seen these 

age so naive in most movies. But in this movie they are properly judged. They smoke, they rag 

juniors, they learn to masturbate! They also take risks for their own girl. So all I have to say is..it is 

the perfect movie for the grown ups. Watch this movie and compare it with your early ages! Enjoy it! 

I'm sure you will!! 
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Rolltreppe Abwärts (2005) 
 

Young Jochen (Timo Rüggeberg) lives with his mother and her live-

in boyfriend who doesn't like Jochen. Jochen is goaded by a friend 

to steal an MP3 Player, and when he is caught, his mother's 

boyfriend asks the authorities to send the boy to a reformatory. 

The Reformatory is cruel and harsh, and Jochen runs away, but 

things only get worse. 
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Romeo And Juliet (1954) 
 

In Shakespeare's classic play, the Montagues and Capulets, two 

families of Renaissance Italy, have hated each other for years, but 

the son of one family and the daughter of the other fall 

desperately in love and secretly marry. Filmed and Forgotten. 

Renato Castellani's ROMEO AND JULIET has somehow fallen into a 

hole in film history. Despite a handsome production with some 

worthy performances, it is overshadowed by Franco Zefferelli's 

1966 film and even the 1936 MGM movie with Norma Shearer, 

Leslie Howard, Basil Rathbone, and John Barrymore. One has to 

wonder why - it was the first version of the movie to be shot (or 

partially shot) on locale in Italy in color. While the leads are not 

the proper juveniles that appeared in the 1966 version, Lawrence 

Harvey and Susan Shentell were closer to the ages of the 

characters than Howard and Shearer were. My guess is that it's 

very reliance on Italian movie production may have been a drawback to the audiences who 

(unfortunately) counted the most: English - speaking ones. The leads were all English and the basic 

play (despite the Italian setting) was in English by the greatest writer of the English language. If it had 

been filmed in England I suspect it would have had more acceptance. But this is a guess. There could 

have been other factors: bad timing due to more overpowering productions. Orson Welles' had 

completed and released OTHELLO in 1952 (where it, like this ROMEO AND JULIET, won a prize at the 

Venice Film Festival). The following year Lawrence Olivier's masterly RICHARD III was released. The 

failure of the Castellani movie remains striking and puzzling. Today Zefferelli's version is considered 

the best one by most viewers, because of his making his hero and heroine what they are: growing 

teenagers. But one should not sneer at Harvey's attempts at Romeo opposite Shentell's Juliet. They 

do generate a soft glow between them that gradually picks up heat. I might add that I found 

Shentell's final suicide rather stark and complete as it should be. Whether due to her acting or the 

director's direction she gave Juliet's passing a type of dignity I have rarely seen. As for the 

performers in the cast, Sebastian Cabot's Capulet is the picture of an Italian Renaissance merchant 

prince type, corpulent and ruthless towards his family's foes. It's funny thinking of Cabot today as a 

villain in his roles, but in fact (prior to his going into CHECKMATE on television - where he was the 

wise spy master of the heroes) most of his film parts were villainous, or (as in THE TIME MACHINE) 

ridiculously self-important. His belated affability appeared only when he lucked out and became 

"Mr. French" in FAMILY AFFAIR. So here, a 1954 audience in the know, would have had no problem 

about his rattlesnake - eyed timing in planning the demise of Montagues. Look at his scene at the 

ball he is throwing when Tybalt (Enzo Fiormonte) wants to kill Romeo, but Cabot restrains him - 

adding that it can be done later. Also note Mervyn Johns as Friar Lawrence, who manages to show 

the all-to-human side of the good man, which enables so many bad things to occur because of his 

trusting the wrong people (one messenger is locked up because he is stuck in a quarantined house), 

or his instructions were not clear enough. Johns was a gifted actor in his own way. Most people 

remember him as gentle, loving Bob Crachit opposite crusty, nasty Scrooge (Alistair Sim). But he was 

also the bedeviled and doomed architect in DEAD OF NIGHT, and the equally doomed partner of the 



ruthless Spencer Tracy in EDWARD MY SON. Johns was a fine character role player, and was lucky to 

pass on his skills to his daughter Glynnis. 
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Room For One More (1952) 
 

Anne and "Poppy" Rose are the average American family, with 

three quirky kids (6-year-old George Winslow, 13-year-old 

Malcolm Cassell & 14-year-old Larry Olsen). Anne has a good heart 

and gives lost cats and dogs a home - and one day also the orphan 

Jane, a problem child who already tried to kill herself once. At first 

Poppy is worried and wants to get rid of her, but with love and 

patience they finally manage to integrate her into the family. Just 

then Anne invites another orphan, the aggressive handicapped 

Jimmy-John, to their summer vacation. A look at what might have 

been. Of all Cary Grant's films "Room For One More" shows what 

might have been had Grant taken a different road with his career 

and done a television show. The film plays like a well written 

sitcom and is very entertaining and touching in its own way. Of 

course, arguably the greatest movie star of all time would never have condescended to do TV...and 

that's how it should have been... but IF he had chosen to, here is work to show he would have 

become perhaps one of the greatest television stars of all time. Would you rather be remembered 

for being the "perfect" male or as a befuddled and decidedly overmatched father? As for myself, I 

would choose the former... though I am much closer to the latter. 
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Röövlirahnu Martin (2005) 
 

10-year-old Martin (Madis Ollikainen) meets a cat, who turns into 

a boy who helps Martin to solve his problems which occured after 

he changed school. Martin is 10-years-old and lives with his single 

mother. After moving to the countryside, he runs into trouble at 

school. The girl he likes, Marta, seems to fancy the bully Kevin, the 

only son of a single businesswoman. Everything changes when a 

cat follows Martin to his hideout. Despite his less than average 

appearance, the cat has the incredible ability to turn into a half-

wizard called Nitram. Together they experience friendship and 

solve the everyday problems that only a 10-year-old boy can have. 
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Roveh Huliot (The Wooden Gun) (1979) 
 

Tel Aviv in the early 1950s. In a clear-eyed fashion that would have 

been impossible in a film made by "outsiders", the plot details the 

conflict between native-born Israelis and the newly arrived 

European refugees. The various fears and prejudices of the adults 

are passed along to their children, upon whom director Hans 

Moshenson concentrates. Largely comprised of non professionals, 

the teen-aged protagonists and antagonists are remarkable in 

their sincerity and conviction. A Drama Highlighting The 

Consequences Of Hatred. I just felt I needed to write a review for 

this film since there wasn't any. I'm not sure if I understand the 

background and all the issues mentioned thoroughly. From what I 

saw, "The Wooden Gun" is a drama that takes place after the 

WWII, focusing on a group of kids in a neighboring fighting a 

"war". Shown to the audience is the aggravation of a conflict and 

the intensification of violence involved. As the story develops, there is a tinge of doubt here and 

there, but seemingly never sufficient to melt away the hatred. The tone is not a serious one but the 

movie does get serious at certain points and it can be at times. The result of the conflict is 

mentioned, but the conclusion or reflection is openly stated, leaving room for the viewers' own 

understanding. The plot is developed in an appropriate pace. What perhaps hurts the film a little are 

the acting and some unrelated content. But overall it is still an enjoyable movie and makes people 

think, though it may not be top of its class when it's put next to similar works. 
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Roxy Hunter And The Myth Of The Mermaid (2008) 
 

Roxy is at it again when, in pursuit of a local journalism award, she 

brings home a mysterious amnesiac who was found soaking wet 

outside of the local coffee shop. After ceremoniously naming her 

ANNIE NONYMOUS, Roxy takes the young lady home and finds 

that even the most common household item is a complete 

mystery to Annie. When Annie returns dripping wet from the lake 

several nights in a row, Roxy determines what is abundantly clear 

to her, Annie is a mermaid. A mermaid who has to find her way 

home. Six Star(fish) Family Treat. One day, the spunky preteen 

sleuth of Serenity Falls sets her sights on winning a $300 "Junior 

Reporting" prize offered by the local newspaper. And so, when a 

beautiful young mute woman turns up one morning in her 

birthday suit apparently suffering amnesia and loitering at the 

door of the village's preeminent sushi chef -- well, what's a 

fledgling newsperson to do except get to the bottom of such a juicy mystery? And so "Roxy Hunter 

and the Myth of the Mermaid Movie" is off and swimming. In this third home video release in the 

"Roxy" franchise, Director Eleanor Lindo provides Aria Wallace as the title character with a well-

crafted story that parents and their tots can enjoy on various levels. The capable supporting cast 

dishes up well-tuned comedy bits, an intriguing romantic conflict for Roxy's lovely young widowed 

mom (Robin Bu(le.) and a plot that unfolds with a worthwhile environmental theme. There's even 

time for a show-stopping song-and-dance number in front of a world map as Roxy and the helpful 

town Librarian (Julian Richings) try to nudge the mystery girl's memory to help her recall where she 

came from. As the title suggests, Roxy eventually deduces that she's dealing with a creature of 

mythology * not surprisingly, when the beautiful visitor lets out with a few haunting vocal interludes 

that utterly entrance Roxy's pal the medical-student barista (Vik Sahay), who falls under her Siren 

spell. With only one word of dialog, Ashleigh Rains is enchanting as the putative Lost Girl From the 

Deep, and Sahay realizes a marvelous comic suitor. Alas, it's a one-sided romance, all meant to 

deliver the message that "toxic waste is not good for mermaids or other living things." As the 

precocious Roxy, Miss Wallace inhabits a character who only occasionally would seem to deserve a 

mild jerk of the chain to remind her of her manners. And, in what is from the outset a police case, 

Lindo faces the delicate task of delivering a fantasy set in the real world. It's not giving anything 

away to point out that the climax will have attentive viewers aged in the double digits and beyond 

guessing for a moment how Miss Rains' character resolves her situation: Does she peel off her jeans 

and gambol off into the waves, or halt in the surf and whip out her undercover officer's badge? 

Turns out that's a good thing. One final issue about the editing of this movie. While it is apparently 

delivered in its 1-hour, 33-minute running time to fit into a two-hour cable TV window, it is bundled 

with a clutch of deleted scenes that would seem indispensable to a well-rounded movie experience. 

For instance, one of those scenes more fully explains the romantic predicament ensnaring Roxy's 

mom. Another pays off the MacGuffin -- that is, it resolves Roxy's quest for the Young Reporter prize 

far more satisfactorily than the framing device of the final cut. I believe that viewers of all ages 

would enjoy this movie better if all the scenes from the cutting room floor were re-edited into the 

home video release. All in all, with long fall and winter nights on the way, parents and caregivers 



could do far worse than curl up with their young charges in front of a warm monitor and enjoy 

watching the irrepressible Roxy Hunter crack her latest case. 
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Rugged Gold (1994) 
 

Alaskan adventure. The plot about a sheltered widowed American 

woman who remarries and moves to the outer reaches of Alaska 

in search of gold turned into an exciting learning and growing 

experience for her. She becomes pregnant and decides that she 

must move back to the lower states for the safety of her older son 

(11-year-old Ari Magder). Her son becomes lost and the stepfather 

goes in search of him, but he is severely injured in an earthquake 

after finding the boy and can't get back to the mother. She is also 

severely injured by the earthquake, pregnant and alone until the 

following spring after she delivers her baby alone. This is the story 

of courage and survival where she learns how capable she truly is. 

This movie was excellent. The acting by all was great, the story 

realistic, the settings beautiful. The plot was exciting and didn't 

lag. I enjoyed this movie from beginning to end and would 

recommend it especially on a cold winter's eve. 
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Runaway Jury (2003) 
 

A juror on the inside and a woman on the outside manipulate a 

court trial involving a major gun manufacturer. Wendell Rohr is a 

torts lawyer taking on the gun lobby. Rankin Fitch is the jury 

consultant for the Defendants and between them the battle is for 

the hearts and minds of the jury. But there is someone on the 

inside. Nicholas Easter is a juror with a girlfriend, Marlee, on the 

outside. they have a past...and their own agenda. Flimsy yet well 

acted. Well acted yet flimsy adaptation of the John Grisham novel 

lacks a well rounded script to carry itself but has an amazing cast 

that lifts this mediocre film past its problems and into 

respectability. The script has way too many loop holes in logic to 

even take what you are seeing seriously and the directing lacks a 

sharp narrative to get across what it's trying to say. The acting is 

the only major thing that this film excels on and with out it, this 

would have been a cable movie of the week at best. Gene Hackman is great as a jury consultant who 

would stop at nothing to win a case and Rachel Weisz is amazing as his adversary in and out of the 

courtroom. Dustin Hoffman is great as well but he is not in the movie as much as advertise and John 

Cusack is decent for the role he has. The biggest fault the movie does have is the fact that certain 

plot points disappear during the course of the film as well as characters. It's a great way to spend 

two hours of your time, especially with the great performances of Gene Hackman and Rachel Weisz 

to keep you glued to what is happening but the movie has a lot of glaring problems that makes it 

hard to sit though in certain parts. 
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Running Free (1999) 
 

The tale of the extraordinary life and times of Lucky, a horse that 

was born in captivity but achieves his dream of running free with 

the help of a stableboy (Chase Moore). In 1914, a German supply 

ship is en route to Africa with a cargo of work horses when one of 

the mares gives birth to a foal. The colt is soon separated from his 

mother when the ship docks in a mining community, and he has a 

hard time getting along, but an orphaned boy who works at a 

stable takes a liking to the little horse and looks after him. When 

war breaks out, the stable is abandoned and the pony escapes 

into a nearby desert, where an Oryx antelope and a native girl 

become his companions and teach him how to survive on his own. 

Fun and entertaining horse movie shot in sensational African 

outdoors. The tale of the extraordinary existence and times of 

Lucky, whose leading character, a marvelous horse, narrates the 

entire tale, being supplied with the minds, vocabularies and values of humans, (actually, it's the 

voice of Lukas Haas). The beautiful scenery, photography and music enhance the story of Lucky's 

adventures. It starts in 1914, when a German supply ship is en route to Namibia with a cargo of work 

horses when one of the captive horses gives birth to a foal. The colt is soon separated from his 

mother and arrives in a mining community. Lucky is a horse that was born in captivity but achieves 

his dream of running free with the help of an orphan stableboy (Chase Moore). When war breaks 

out, the farm is bombed and the stable is abandoned, the lonely pony flees into a nearby South 

African desert, where empathizes an Oryx and a native girl who looks after him become his 

companions and teach him to survive. Enjoyable kiddie film about the adventurer life of a wonderful 

horse and the feats on the African desert. As the animal has to survive on his own, as the horse deals 

with a plucky orphaned boy who works at a stable, an antelope, befriends a native little girl and 

many other things. The scenes featuring the horses were breathtaking, colts racing over desert, a 

filly and pony trotting together, their sinewy legs moving together in smooth rhythm, elegant 

stallions rearing up; they were all absolutely beautiful. It is treated in good sense and high sensibility, 

though some moments results to be some boring and slow-moving, suffering from terminal hoof-in-

mouth disease. The redundant voice-over and the sugary music score combine to enhance the 

glories of nature, one of which, after all, is silence. Exotic and colorful cinematography by Dan 

Laustsen (Silent Hill, Brotherhod of the wolf, Mimic). Sensitive musical score with emotive leitmotif 

by Nicola Piovani, who had previously won an Academy Award for 'Life is beautiful'. For the music 

lover, Running Free is an emotional ride in which the music all too well toys with the human soul. 

The music is so delicately composed, performed, and chosen for the movie that it is worth seeing 

just to enjoy the soundtrack. Written and produced by the French Jean Jacques Annaud, an expert 

on animal films such as 'The bear' and 'Two brothers'. Sergey Bodrov's first English language movie, 

who had formerly directed the notorious 'Prisoner of the mountains', and subsequently the 

spectacular 'Nomad' and 'Mongol'; furthermore realized another picture with animal as 'Bear's kiss'. 

Rating: Acceptable and passable, worthwhile watching; despite seems to be widely ignored. The flick 

will appeal to children and horse lovers, however the picture failed at box office. The bottom line is if 

you love animals at all, especially horses, then you will completely adore this film. 
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Running On Empty (1988) 
 

The eldest son (18-year-old River Phoenix) of a fugitive family 

comes of age and wants to live a life of his own. The Popes are a 

family who haven't been able to use their real identity for years. In 

the late sixties, the parents set a weapons lab afire in an effort to 

hinder the government's Vietnam war campaign. Ever since then, 

the Popes have been on the run with the authorities never far 

behind. Today, their eldest son wants a life of his own although he 

is aware that would mean that his parents would either get caught 

or he will never see them again. A joy to watch, every time. I have 

dozens of movies on videotape, but if I could only keep one, 

Running on Empty would be it. I've lost count how many times I've 

watched it. It works on every level. Emotionally, you cannot help 

caring about the characters, all of them. The premise, living 

"underground" in ordinary American suburbia, is brilliant and 

instantly engaging. The story, coming of age on the lam, flows effortlessly, with hardly a slow spot, 

and keeps me engaged, even after umpteen viewings. The romance, of love and loss and dedication, 

brings a tear every time, even just thinking about the birthday party as I write this. Plus -- I was a 'red 

diaper baby' who became a conservative republican 35 years ago, and this film touches every button 

of my past. A lot of those reds were, in person, truly decent people, just a bit deranged and 

extremely delusional and dogmatic, all of which Judd Hirsch conveys with perfect pitch. No special 

FX, pretty tame action (mostly involving music and dancing), only six main characters, but a great 

entertaining and inspirational film. Rated 9.9 out of 10, in case something better ever comes along. 

P.S. I just got the DVD. Even better than the tape. Elsewhere I have read complaints about its 

technical quality, but I can see nothing wrong with it. 
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Russkies (1987) 
 

It is during the Cold War and all Americans have a view of Russians 

as one thing: bad people. A group of American boys (13-year-old 

Joaquin Phoenix & 16-year-old Peter Billingsley) discover a Russian 

sailor washed up on the coast of Florida and decide to befriend 

him, assuming that he is friendly and will bring them no danger 

and thus go against the ideas of their parents, as well as the 

government. A nice little gem. With the Cold War raging on, this 

film really was a change of pace, bringing out a more poignant 

look between two warring nations. While the reality of the story 

felt contrived, it proved to be one of those films which brought a 

warm feeling in the bottom of the soul. Despite the cheesy 80s 

music and styles, this is still a movie one has to see with a group of 

friends. 
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Ruudi (2006) 
 

A family comedy about a 7-year-old boy (Paul Oskar Soe), who's a 

devoted viking fan. Some laughs with some mistakes. Some words 

about the plot - little boy called Ruudi, who is a great viking fan, 

wants go aboard a viking ship in a fair, but one of the actors 

persuading as vikings tells him that he won't get aboard without 

his father, but little Ruudi's father left him before he was even 

born. Because Ruudi still wants to ride in the viking boat he 

decides to start a Father Competition. The winner would get him, 

his mother and hidden viking treasure (because nobody would 

take part in it if there wouldn't be any money). There are also the 

usual fools who also want the treasure, but not trough the 

competition. I'd say that the plot may be special in some way, but 

overall it's pretty much the usual taking-out-tears sort of stuff, 

only without the tears. There are some dull moments, what just 

have to be in there because it's for the whole family. I think that family movies are pretty hard to 

make, because you have to make them easy enough for the little ones to understand, but still 

enough exciting for the grown-ups. Ruudi has its simple taste and jokes for make a young audience 

to laugh and bring a flicker of smile on adult faces after all those clichés. Actors were majorly pretty 

good, at least on the adults part, but the children were kinda numb. The worst were Paul Oskar Soe 

and Mairo Ainsar. In threatening scenes neither ones faces moved, I heard absolutely no emoticons 

in Mairo's voice, when he threatened to beat Ruudis face in. I should have been afraid because of 

poor Ruudi, but I just thought it was funny. And Soe wasn't much better - when his face was hanging 

on line it was still as cold as always with no fear or nothing. Little children aren't usually like that, at 

least not the ones who have enough courage to start something like Father Competition. Juta 

Altmets wasn't that bad, from the three of them she was the best. Her character had some 

emoticons and truth. But the most I liked the Langeberg twins, who were Music was something what 

goes good only while watching the movie. At the after party it was terrible and made ones head 

really ache. Only 2 songs were worth listening. One was Toe Tags "Pankrot", but, well, it wasn't 

made for the movie, I think it was added because it was popular in Estonia at that time and it adds 

some cool feeling to the movie. At least it shows a bit the impact of country life, what seems old, and 

new "cool" town culture, where that kind of rap music is accepted. The other song was "Valge tuvi" 

aka "White dove", what was cool in its own old way. Its performance just added to the movie and 

actually raised my vote. So, if you like children movies and would like to see a glance to Estonia and 

country life I'd suggest it to you, but if you're looking to something Oscar worth piece full of action or 

something like that it's not for you. But for kids. With Tarvo Langeberg, Marvo Langeberg & Mairo 

Ainsar. 
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S Tebou Mì Baví Svìt (1983) 
 

A comedy classic. Three middle-aged go for a vacation into the 

mountains with their children. How will they cope with their 

youngsters every-day needs without their wives? It seems like a 

many times told story but the way Polednakova approaches to the 

subject is simply charming. It truly is one of the most original sit-

coms I've ever seen. Every character has got all the ingredients of 

a common man you meet on the street. They are not just one-

dimensional comic figures (as it happens in most of the sit-coms). 

Polednakova will introduce every one of them in an inobtrusive 

way through many hilarious scenes. And you will love them with 

all their good and bad sides. Also the actor's performance is 

wonderful - it seems like they are not acting - they are living it 

through. Especially Julius Satinsky is cute. The film was awarded as 

the best Czech comedy ever made. That award is rather 

contradictional since the comedy is the Czech top genre - but it surely is one of the best. It just 

doesnt have a blind spot - there is always something funny happening there. And the humor is built 

on the swift dialogues and original situations rather than on various odiousnesses which so often 

replace the humor in the modern movies. I highly recommend this movie to everyone who likes the 

situation comedies! 
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Safety Patrol (1998) 
 

All Scout Bozell (13-year-old Bug Hall) wants is to be on his 

school's Safety Patrol. The only problem: his extraordinary and 

obliviously clumsy nature. When Scout transfers to a new school, 

his new friends warn him their Safety Patrol, led by the principal's 

son, are bullies and reign over the place. What Scout and his 

friends don't know is two staff members are professional thieves 

and using the 'Safeties' to assist in their crime ring. When the 

principal learns a member of the Patrol is involved in the thefts 

plaguing the school, the 'Safeties' name Scout one of them with a 

devious plan to set him up! Harmless Disney fare...grade B...NOT 

Z! I think everybody here is reading a little bit too much into what 

is your typical Disney Channel film. Director Savage Steve Holland 

hasn't changed much since his 80s fare like "Better Off Dead", only 

this time out the premise has moved from high school to junior 

high. Admittedly, the sexual undertones (the slutty look of the film's heroine) is a bit over-the-top for 

a film mainly aimed at pre-teens, and the kids I watched the film with found her to be hideous, so go 

figure. But Bug Hall turns in his usual solid performance, considering the relatively tepid material he 

has to work with. Lots of cameos from Weird Al Yankovic, Leslie Nielson, etc. and a totally campy 

role for Lainie Kazan, who's been in the camp camp since "Lust In The Dust". It's predictable stuff, 

yes, but harmless. And better entertainment that 99% of the garbage found on Nickelodeon. 
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Salem's Lot (1979) 
 

Vampires are invading a small New England town. It's up to a 

novelist and a young horror fan (18-year-old Lance Kerwin) to save 

it. Young novelist returning home to Salem's Lot after many years 

is disturbed by the strange behaviour of its people. He begins to 

believe that the source of the trouble may be the eerie old 

Marsten House that overlooks the town. Excellent. This movie is 

an odd cross between "Peyton Place" and "Nosferatu"...and it 

works! Set in the small, isolated and somewhat inbred community 

of Jerusalems Lot (called Salems Lot by the locals) this film is more 

about small town dirty secrets which are really not secret at all. 

Everyone knows everyone else's business, gossip is a way of life 

and the town's mistrust of outsiders is both expected and justified 

when two men show up in town and a little boy goes missing. This 

is a story about a small town that just happens to have a vampire 

in it. James Mason is elegance personified as the "Renfield" character who sticks out like a sore 

thumb in this tight-knit community and makes himself the object of suspicion when he moves into 

the local haunted house and opens up an antique shop. His European accent, expensive suits and 

somewhat prissy manners make him a hot item of gossip. So too does the arrival of Ben Mears also 

cause local tongues to start wagging. Mears was born and raised in Salems Lot, having moved away 

as a small child. He returns as a semi-successful author and a recent widower, haunted by childhood 

memories of the Marsten House - the local haunted house in which James Mason now resides. Yet 

another outsider is Mark, a new teen in town with a morbid collection of horror movie 

paraphernalia. These three characters are drawn together by force as more people go missing and 

the small town residents, with their narrow vision, cannot accept what is really happening. It is up to 

the outsiders - the author who knows, the teenager who believes and the human who is a monster - 

to solve the mystery. When the vampire finally appears, it is a frightening, exhilarating experience. 

Reggie Nalder as Barlow, the ancient Master whom James Mason serves, is a disgusting parasite, a 

physical homage to Nosferatu with his rat-like teeth, his long bony fingers and his hypnotic eyes. He 

is the frosting on the cake for this excellent film. By the time he makes his appearance, it is almost 

unnecessary. The paranoia has already decimated the town, and the fear of the unknown is the 

greatest monster of all. But though he may be unnecessary, he is not unwelcome. He is a wonderful 

vampire, a truly hideous beast, a fine salute to what a vampire should be - ugly, vile and obscene. 

This is one of my all time favorite vampire films, right up there with Nosferatu and Subspecies. To 

hell with whining, pretentious vampire Pretty Boys - this is the real stuff, and it doesn't get much 

better than this. 
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'Salem's Lot (2004) 
 

Writer Ben Mears returns to his childhood home of Jerusalem's 

Lot and discovers that it is being terrorized by vampires. Ben 

Mears, a writer returns to the small Maine town of Jerusalem's Lot 

(also known as Salem's Lot), where he spent the first few years of 

his life, to write a book. Little does he or the townfolk realize that 

a couple of other new residents are coming...Straker, a antiques 

dealer, and his partner and master Barlow, a ancient and 

malevolent vampire bent on making Salem's Lot his new home. 

Why the bad reviews? - this is a great movie. Just watched the 

DVD and was gripped from beginning to end. Why all these bad 

comments? King's book reaches into the well worn bag of Vampire 

clichés and recreates the myth. Instead of a wild, exotic location, 

his vampire tale happens in our own back yard - small town USA. 

The movie, like the book, details characters - typical types, but uniquely drawn to perk our interest - 

setting up ordinary and recognizable patterns of action and behavior. Enter the vampire; strange 

things happen, the patterns shake and change; the town goes from sunlit Americana to moonlit 

nightmare. This movie changes many of King's original notions, but maintains the heart and soul of 

his book. The first fifteen or twenty minutes, introduced by the Lowe character with a steady and 

pointed commentary, brilliantly introduces the story's characters while it's signaling the movie's 

main conflict. For me, this was seamless storytelling; convincing, entertaining, and, with the overall 

dark mood reflected in the words and Lowe's voice, a foreshadowing that's all the more ironic 

because what we're looking at is so ordinary. Being a TV mini series, the film makers didn't have to 

cram the book into a two hour box. Time is taken to develop characters, relationships; action unfolds 

at a pace that seems steadily natural - nothing is pushed. Knowing more about the characters means 

we feel more for them when bad things happen. At least, I did. Rob Lowe's measured, low key 

performance anchors the movie. I believed he was a writer, who's guarded, repressed nature was 

rigidly calculated as if all things in life progressed like words in a well written sentence. I found all the 

Vampire stuff genuinely spooky - mainly because it all seemed so sad. With only a few misguided 

gestures along the way (the incest bit, for one, seemed unnecessary), this director focused the 

movie with care and respect. Even when "bad" characters are "changed" we feel a kind of empathy 

that is all but nonexistent in Horror movies these days. Maybe watching it in one sitting, as I did, 

with no interruptions, is why I could follow and appreciate things that others (based on the majority 

of these comments) seemed to miss. My opinion is firm: this is a great movie. 
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Salmon Fishing In The Yemen (2011) 
 

A fisheries expert is approached by a consultant to help realize a 

sheik's vision of bringing the sport of fly-fishing to the desert and 

embarks on an upstream journey of faith and fish to prove the 

impossible possible. A visionary sheik believes his passion for the 

peaceful pastime of salmon fishing can enrich the lives of his 

people, and he dreams of bringing the sport to the not so fish-

friendly desert. Willing to spare no expense, he instructs his 

representative to turn the dream into reality, an extraordinary 

feat that will require the involvement of Britain's leading fisheries 

expert who happens to think the project both absurd and 

unachievable. That is, until the Prime Minister's overzealous press 

secretary latches on to it as a 'good will' story. Now, this unlikely 

team will put it all on the line and embark on an upstream journey 

of faith and fish to prove the impossible, possible. Makes For An 

Interesting Ride. Enjoying a film like "Salmon Fishing In The Yemen" is similar to acquiring a taste for 

actual fishing. Like the sport that some find invigorating while others find it dreadfully dull, this film 

has its draggy moments. However, there are also enlightening points to the movie that come when 

you least expect them. Of course, that is not to say that you have to actually LIKE fishing, or 

understand it, to enjoy "Salmon Fishing In The Yemen". Fishing serves as a crucial plot point, but you 

don't have to be a card-carrying member of Cabella's or L.L. Bean to enjoy it. The film has elements 

of romantic comedy, environmentalism, foreign relations drama, and insightfulness that makes it 

difficult to concretely categorize. Fortunately, all these facets combine to create a story that's far 

from predictable. Just like a current, there are times you don't know where the story is going. Ewan 

McGregor plays Fred Jones, a fisheries expert for the British government who receives an odd 

request from legal representative Harriet Chetwode-Talbot (Emily Blunt). Harriet represents a 

wealthy sheik (Amr Waked) who resides in both Great Britain and Yemen, and has an unusual 

fondness for salmon fishing. He wants to take a healthy population of salmon from the British lakes, 

and transport them to the Yemen River to live and breed. The reason this plot does not make for 

good cocktail party small talk or water cooler chatter is because it takes such a long time to describe 

the rationale behind such an ambitious task. For instance, can salmon, who thrive in cold water, 

even survive in the Middle East, where it's obviously hot? Plus, why would people from Yemen even 

be interested in fishing? The film answers these questions and others very well, and allows the story 

to breathe better as each subplot reveals itself. Nothing is rushed in this movie, which, while a few 

parts drag here and there, is overall a welcome departure from certain high-octane multiplex drivel 

that passes as entertainment. Once you actually listen to the characters and hear their reasoning, a 

lot of the story makes sense. This fact is especially true for Amr Waked, who is not yet a well known 

actor, but whose character has a profound impact on the film. Western audiences are not used to 

seeing a Middle Eastern character that is not a terrorist, let alone one who credibly connects fishing 

and faith better than any PBS show even could. Waked, who is Egyptian in real life but whose 

character is Yemeni, does so incredibly well, and is truly the breakout star of this movie. It's a shame 

that Oscar season just ended, because the early release of this film alone hurts his chances of 

receiving a Best Supporting Actor nomination, although he deserves it. The inevitable love story in 



the movie is also unpredictable, if only because you're not sure whether McGregor and Blunt should 

be together. McGregor's Fred is married, and Blunt's Harriet has a boyfriend who is sent off to fight 

in the Afghanistan War. There are plot twists for both characters, but even you, the audience, 

remains unsure whether the two characters working together so well to bring salmon to Yemen 

means they should be together. It creates a necessary tension few romantic comedies dare to 

address. As for their performances, McGregor seems to play a more mature leading role than in 

other films he's made before. His character here is more practical than idealist (as in "Moulin Rouge" 

(2001)), more professional than playboy (as in "Down With Love" (2003)), and knows where his 

morals lie (unlike "Trainspotting" (1996)). While he was good in those other films, he can only play 

those roles for so long. Emily Blunt also delivered a balanced, multi-layered performance, and 

worked very well off McGregor. I thought there would be an explanation for why her character's last 

name was hyphenated, as you almost never see characters with two last names in movies. Could 

there have been a failed marriage in her past, perhaps? It wasn't ever explained, nor was it really 

crucial to the plot. Kristin Scott Thomas also provides some unexpected comic relief as a press 

secretary for Parliament who chats with the British Prime Minister on Instant Messenger. Her 

character spearheads the campaign to transport the salmon to Yemen in order to divert public 

attention from the Afghanistan War. Again, a crucial subplot, but one that has to be seen, not 

explained second hand. "Salmon Fishing In The Yemen" is enjoyable like some find fishing to be: 

there's a lot of calm to it, but when the funny parts happen, they can be as surprising and as fulfilling 

as catching a big fish. Also, if you actually listen to Amr Waked's character the same way some 

expert fisherman have pearls of wisdom, the movie's enjoyment may even come as a bigger 

surprise. 
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Salvatore - Questa È La Vita (2006) 
 

Salvatore (Alessandro Mallia) is a young orphan, living in Sicily 

with his little sister and his grandmother; after loosing his father in 

a tragic way he quits school and starts working as a fisherman and 

a farmer in order to support his little family. The Social Services 

soon discover the situation and resolve to put Salvatore in an 

orphanage, parting him from his family. Only a young, idealistic 

teacher (Enrico Lo Verso) tries to help him, going everyday after 

school to his house, to teach him the lessons he misses in the 

morning and to work with him in his greenhouse or on his fishing 

boat. Salvatore: good intentioned, but a bit lame. This film, the 

first ever produced by Disney in Italy, is not an awful one, but has 

lots of flaws. The plot line is simple: it's the story of Salvatore, a 

young Sicilian orphan, who quits school and starts working in 

order to support his little sister and his grandma. Only his young, 

idealistic teacher (Enrico Lo Verso) befriends him, going everyday after school to his house, to teach 

him the lessons he misses in the morning and to help him in his work. The title of this film literally 

means "Salvatore - that's life" - the problem is life isn't really like that. The whole plot is schmaltzy 

and unrealistic, and most of character are one-dimensional and underdeveloped. The acting is 

unequal: part of the cast is good, part is dismal. Lo Verso is a fine actor and does well as the lead 

character, Gabriele Lavia is great as the headmaster and does a convincing Sicilian accent. Giancarlo 

Giannini appears briefly as a mob boss - he's not bad, but you have the impression he's in the film 

just to please the American producers who invested in it. The boy who plays Salvatore is not very 

talented - he mumbles a lot, with a strong Sicilian accent, and in the most emotional scenes just 

screams with all his voice. But the real problem of the cast is the female part of it: Lucia Sardo, who 

plays the grandmother, is evidently a young woman heavily made up to look old - just awful!- and 

Galatea Ranzi shows some very bad acting as the social worker who wants to put Salvatore in an 

orphanage. One last thing: I hated the Laura Pausini song used in the movie. It's annoying and 

strengthens the feeling this film was thought to be exported. 
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Sammen (Together) (2009) 
 

A family of a father, a mother and their son, Pål, (Odin Waage) is 

looking forward to go on vacation. On the way they experience an 

accident, and their lives are suddenly and unexpectedly turned 

upside down. This is a story about a father and his son's journey 

through a landscape of sorrow, after they tragically lose the one 

person they love the most. It's about how they deal with their new 

everyday life without her, and their strain to win control over the 

new situation. The woman who dies was the "glue" that kept the 

family together, and without her they feel like they have to make 

a new start, a situation that exhausts them both. They realize that 

they haven't spent much time together, and have a hard time 

trying to communicate with each other. Even simple things like 

making a meal becomes a challenge. The father experience the 

loss of this woman so strongly that he isn't able to pull himself 

together and take responsibility of his own and his son's life. In pure desperation he meets with the 

children welfare service, and when his son is temporarily sent to an orphanage, he isolates himself 

from his surroundings and rejects every attempt for contact, even from his own son. But the son 

refuses to give up hope that they can become a family again, and fights bravely to get his father back 

to life. The film is a drama about loss and love, told in a realistic style with a great deal of humour 

and warmth. Well played nightmare after family tragedy. A perfect little family is ruined by a freak 

accident on the way to holiday. We meet again the father and son trying to cope after the funeral. 

But dad isn't doing well at all, and is literary falling into pieces in grief over his loss, seeking comfort 

in the bottle, before seeking a kind of help his son can do without. The 12-year-old son is on his own 

grief-stricken, and does his best, but is not able to get into his fathers world. Dad ends up in the 

hospital, where a new tragedy is about to happen. The story is well played by Frithjof Såheim (the 

father) and Odin Waage (the son) is doing an outstanding debut. This heavy story is told with realism 

and love, and shows how life can go from pure happiness with life's little everyday troubles, to the 

family losing completely grip of the everyday events. Not something to see while being depressed, 

but a strong heartfelt story. In the end, the story turns to a more hopeful setting, giving the title 

"Sammen" ("Together") meaning and hope. 
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Sammy, The Way-Out Seal (1962) 
 

Disney film about two young brothers (8-year-old Bill Mumy & 14-

year-old Michael McGreevey) who secretly bring home a seal from 

their summer vacation and try to hide it from Mom and Dad. 

Havoc ensues as Sammy's antics disrupt the quiet town of 

Gatesville and its unsuspecting residents. My Kids Love This 

Movie. I had more fun watching my kids watch this movie but 

secretly I enjoyed it too. And seeing Billy Mumy and Ann Jillian as 

kids is a riot. Rent it for the kids and don't be surprised to find 

yourself plopping down on the couch next to 'em. 
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Samostoyatelnaya Zhizn (An Independent Life) (1992) 
 

In this sequel to "Zamri, Umri, Voskresni!" ("Freeze, Die, Come to 

Life"), our hero, Valerka (Pavel Nazarov), now roughly 14-years-

old, finds himself alive but still unable to keep out of trouble. His 

female chum Galia did not fare as well, but her sister is present 

and develops a love/hate relationship with her sibling's friend. 

Complications arise when the boy is accused of stealing at school 

and again finds himself on the lam. Very similar to its predecessor, 

except that it is filmed in color and concludes with a dose of 

surrealism. Winner of the 1992 Grand Jury Prize Cannes Film 

Festival. 
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Sanctuary (2001) 
 

A famous photographer, Jo Ellen Hathaway, has been being 

stalked for quite some time. She returns to the island she grew up 

on in an effort to get away from the stalker and get some well-

needed relaxation time. On the island, she meets up with old 

friends and boyfriends and works on relationships with her family. 

However, she can't shake the feeling that she's still being 

watched. I've seen better. The main plot of this movie, from what I 

could gather, was about a famous photographer, Jo Ellen 

Hathaway, who has been being stalked for quite some time. She 

returns to the island she grew up on in an effort to get away from 

the stalker and get some well-needed relaxation time. On the 

island, she meets up with old friends and boyfriends and works on 

relationships with her family. However, she can't shake the feeling 

that she's still being watched. Overall, this movie wasn't very 

good. I had a hard time following what was going during much of 

the film. I wasn't clear who the characters were in relation to one another or what made them do 

the things they did. Most of the characters were very 1-dimensional. The main character, Jo Ellen, 

made some irrational decisions I don't understand. The dialogue wasn't believable, but it wasn't as 

bad as some TV movies I've seen. I'm not sure what I expected from this movie. I was disappointed 

though. 
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Santa Claus (1959) 
 

With the aid of Merlin, Santa Claus must defeat the evil 

machinations of the devil Pitch to ruin Xmas. Santa Claus, high 

above the North Pole in his cloud-borne castle equipped with 

more surveillance devices than the Impossible Mission Force, 

prepares to deliver presents on Christmas night. Santa is especially 

interested in helping Lupita, the daughter of a poor family who 

wants nothing more than a doll; and a young boy whose parents 

are so wealthy they never spend any time with him (Santa fixes 

this by feeding them Pan-Galactic Gargle Blasters). However, the 

Devil will have none of this and sends his minion, Pitch, to foil 

Santa's plans. Pitch in turn recruits three Naughty Boys to help 

him set traps for Santa. Santa vs. Pitch: The Case of the Magical 

Movie from Mexico? How to explain the unusual 1959 feature 

from Mexico, wherein the Merriest Man on the Planet teams up 

with Merlin the Magician to defend the magic of Christmas against Ol' Sparky, a/k/a the Devil --- or, 

to be more accurate, his agent Pitch? Well, for some reason, this film has its share of defenders. 

Recently, the website www.kgordonmurray.com was developed just for them, paying tribute as it 

does to the Miami-based entrepreneur who somehow acquired the U.S. rights to this strangely 

bizarre Santa Claus film from its Mexican-based producers. One would surmise that the all-Mexican 

cast and crew wanted to stress all the tenets associated with Mexico's perceptions of good versus 

evil; God (personified here by Santa) versus Satan (or, as the English-language version calls him, 

Lucifer, King of Hades), again in the person of Pitch --- Well, really, the whole thing was put together 

by people who simply had no clue as to Santa's primary concepts! Adding Merlin the Magician 

(direct from King Arthur's Court) and giving him a special place in Santa's heavenly castle might have 

worked wonders for the screenwriters, but purists of Camelot and its ilk will certainly ask what in 

thunder Merlin's doing in a movie about Santa Claus. And what is all this business with magical 

flowers, and even magic cocktails anyway? The idea of getting drunk to be with the ones you love 

sounds a bit twisted in my book --- but, as they say, to each his own. Then we turn to Lupita, the 

little girl who seems obsessed with being good. OK, it's good to want to be good, but even behaving 

positively can at times be taken to extremes, as we obviously see here. Pitch makes every effort to 

seduce her into doing bad things, but at this point it becomes clear that she will not be moved. One 

has to wonder why. Lucifer has, after all, threatened Pitch that if he fails in his mission against St. 

Nick, he'll be fed chocolate ice cream (which is fun, but it doesn't exactly classify as a so-called 

'punishment'. Look, the bottom lime here is that this silly film is a laugh riot. How we giggle and 

guffaw at this film each time we view it is beyond analysis. Just enjoy the darn movie, and laugh 

yourself a merry (albeit bizarre) little Christmas. Now. 
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Santa Sangre (Holy Blood) (1989) 
 

A young man is confined in a mental hospital. Through a flashback 

we see that he was traumatized as a child (10-year-old Adan 

Jodorowsky), when he and his family were circus performers: he 

saw his father cut off the arms of his mother, a religious fanatic 

and leader of the heretical church of Santa Sangre ("Holy Blood"), 

and then commit suicide. Back in the present, he escapes and 

rejoins his surviving and armless mother. Against his will, he 

"becomes her arms" and the two undertake a grisly campaign of 

murder and revenge. You will remember this movie! I saw the U.S. 

premiere of this movie at the DC FilmFest. I was intrigued by the 

thought of a man who makes movies once every 15 years. Well, I'll 

tell you. The people sitting next to me left 10 - 15 minutes into the 

movie. If you can get through the first 30 minutes, it is 

worthwhile. Of course, I am into very surrealistic movies and ones that address the question of what 

is real and what is not. After seeing it, the visuals have stayed with me over the years. A powerful 

movie for the adventurous. 
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Sátántangó (Satan's Tango) (Satantango) (1994) 
 

In a small dilapidated village in 1980s Hungary, life has come to a 

virtual standstill. The autumn rains have started. The villagers 

expect to receive a large cash payment that evening, and then 

plan to leave. Some want to abscond earlier with more than their 

fair share of the money. However they hear that the smooth 

talking Irimias, whom they thought had died, is coming back. They 

are apprehensive that he will take all their money in one of his 

grandiose schemes to keep the community going. A cinema epic. 

My name is George Zoes and I am the assistant director of Theo 

Angelopoulos, the famous director from Greece. I just finished 

watching the movie and I am in state of cinematic nirvana. I only 

thought Theo Angelopoulos had the secans shots but I was 

mistaken. Bela Tar knows what he is doing. For the people who are addicted to post modern cinema 

this movie would be a nervous breakdown. But for the people who love the power of images, who 

keep their minds open, who investigate the same art of cinema, its a miracle this film exists. The 

time games that Bela Tar plays with the shots from a different angle are unique and the atmosphere 

that he creates conviced me that this is a parrarel universe rather than a cinema story. Its a 

purgative cinema that personally gave me trust to make my own feature film. The visual story seems 

greater than the written one but its not. I have the feeling that this form is the most suitable for this 

content. Its like the flesh and the blood, you can't distinguish them. Thank you Bela Tar and to your 

screenwriter. I am ready to leave Theo to work with you. 
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Savage Land (1994) 
 

"An Epic Adventure as Big as the Old West, as Courageous as the 

Human Spirit, and as Untamed as a Child's Imagination!" Young 

Luke Morgan (14-year-old Corey Carrier) and his sister Hannah are 

about to embark on the journey of a lifetime: a cross-country 

stagecoach adventure through the Wild West! With a mysterious 

gunslinger and a beautiful singer along for the ride, it looks as 

though nothing can go wrong, But three bumbling bad guys, led by 

the sinister Quint, have other plans. They know that the 

stagecoach is carrying a fortune in unregistered land deeds. With 

wealth, power, and gold mines in the balance, nothing will stop 

these crooks... that is nothing except the resourceful team of 

Luke, Hannah, and the two ladies! With the help of Skyano and 

the local Indians, our traveling heroes successfully brave the 

elements, the bad guys, and time in an exciting and inspiring 

classic adventure for the whole family. Great family entertainment! Set against the spectacular 

Rocky Mountains, this adventure is reminiscent of the Disney live-action classics (such as "Old Yeller" 

and "Escape from Witch Mountain"). Two women and two kids are stranded in the Old West when 

bad guys (posing as Indians) try to snag the stagecoach's cargo. Pitted against nature, time, and the 

pursuing baddies, this unlikely team must trek over the mountains to reach safety. This is a video to 

buy and keep in your collection... great mid-winter rental when cabin-fever makes you long for the 

great outdoors! 
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Savage Streets (1984) 
 

A teenage vigilante seeks revenge on a group of violent thugs who 

raped her handicapped sister and killed her best friend. An 

altercation between a group of girls out for the night and a gang of 

local punks leaves the punks vowing revenge. It comes in the form 

of the gang-rape of a young mute (Heather) and her older sister 

(Brenda) starts hunting the gang in turn - armed with bear traps 

and crossbow. I don't regard myself fan of exploitation films. 

Haven't seen many. But his one has got everything! Fights, nasty 

faces of the mean guys, violence, immorality, bad attitude, 

hilarious dialogue, a rape scene, lots of full nudity and the so 

called (nah, these Americans!) 'cat fight', and ALL these while film 

is flowing in a non-stop, not-at-all-boring without letting the pace 

down to slow down at all. Music is nice with an uplifting 80s feel - 

the film doen't fall flat until the very end, typically disappointing 

as a standard American picure, even though it delivers the goods, 

so no big complaints here. OK, to sum up: this is probably one of the best-known exploitation 

pictures and I think it deserves the hype, for what it's woth. Do not watch this if you're expecting a 

'good' film, because it's no 'good' film - still it justifies its supporters and fans of exploitation just by 

being what it was meant to be. Very funny indeed, I recommend watching with some friend(s) (but 

no politically correct female, as the film is quite sexist) along with beers or other kind of booze. 

EXPLOITATION FANS: A MUST!!!!! all other weirdos & perverts, this is good entertainment and a nice 

surprise! 
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Savannah Smiles (1982) 
 

The young daughter of a politician runs away due to lack of 

attention. She hides in the car of two not too bright crooks who 

are slowly converted into parent figures as the police web closes 

down on the supposed kidnappers. The film centers around a 7-

year-old named Savannah, whose father is running for the U.S 

Senate. Savannah's parents pay no attention to her. This movie 

need not be over analyzed. I saw this wonderful film many times 

as a child. It really touched me. Years later I have been able to get 

hold of a copy and see it again. That sweet little girl still captures 

my heart. This movie is a good example of how a child, in the 

midst of all of grownup reality, can see the innocent, carefree 

goodness of life and share it with everyone around her. My 3 year 

old is really into this one. Just get it and watch it, you will see what 

I mean. 
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Savrseni Krug (The Perfect Circle) (1997) 
 

An alcoholic Bosnian poet sends his wife and daughter away from 

Sarajevo so they can avoid the troubles there. However, he is soon 

descended upon by a pair of orphaned brothers (10-year-old 

Almedin Leleta & 13-year-old Almir Podgorica). The brothers have 

escaped a massacre in their own village and have come to the 

Bosnian capital in search of a long lost Aunt. The poet befriends 

the boys and together they try to survive the horror of the siege of 

Sarajevo. Strong... Effective... It had me in tears. War torn Sarajevo 

and life turns into a game as you play dodge the bullets. Hamza, 

(Mustafa Nadarevic), is a poet with visions of his own death by 

hanging, a way to escape the misery that surrounds him. Until one 

night he stumbles upon two orphans who put a hold on his misery 

as he attempts to get them out of hell. War is ugly but those who 

suffer are the ones with a will for peace and harmony. 
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Schatjes! (Army Brats) (1984) 
 

A peaceful family-life is suddenly disturbed when the children 

enter puberty. The children take over the house and ban their 

parents from their lives. Kids are rebelling against their strict 

parents. This film can strictly be seen as child pornography. The 

girl playing the daughter in the story was only 14-years-old at the 

time and is seen mostly topless. There is also a sex scene in the 

shower. According to a famous Dutch lawyer you can be find with 

78000€ or 4 years in prison when in possession of this video. The 

first half of this movie is quite nice. But the second half is so 

terrible you wished you had not seen it. The whole movie is half 

comedy, half drama. From the start the adult actors play comedy 

but the kids act very realistic, as far as the script makes it possible 

(which is not very far). The real stars are acting in the daughters 

(age 15 or 16?) t-shirt, the director has done everything to show 

them at their best. At least the half of her scenes "Madelon" is running around topless or in t-shirt 

and white panties. For certain that was one of the reasons it was such a big hit in Holland. 
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Schock (Al 33 Di Via Orologio Fa Sempre Freddo) (Beyond The Door II) 

(Schock [Transfert-Suspence-Hypnos]) (Shock) (Suspense) (1977) 
 

A couple is terrorized in their new house haunted by the vengeful 

ghost of the woman's former husband who possesses her young 

son (7-year-old David Colin Jr.). Watch for the images, not the 

plot. Mario Bava's final film proved that his one true strength was 

surreal, nightmarish imagery (when that kid runs up to Daria 

Nicolodi...), and though I've found most of his body of work to be 

overrated and dull, I was able to tolerate, even enjoy "Shock" 

(though it does become talky and drawn-out); the presence of 

Nicolodi ("Deep Red," "Tenebre") as a mentally unbalanced 

mother adjusting to her family's new (and haunted) house, offers 

up enough paranoia and sex appeal to make the final act as 

suspenseful as the workings of a bad dream. Shades of this film 

can also be seen in Lucio Fulci's "House by the Cemetery" (another 

good exercise in Italian horror). 
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Scott Pilgrim vs. The World (2010) 
 

Scott Pilgrim (Michael Cera) must defeat his new girlfriend's seven 

evil exes in order to win her heart. Scott Pilgrim plays in a band 

which aspires to success. He dates Knives Chau, a high-school girl 

five years younger, and he hasn't recovered from being dumped 

by his former girlfriend, now a success with her own band. When 

Scott falls for Ramona Flowers, he has trouble breaking up with 

Knives and tries to romance Ramona. As if juggling two women 

wasn't enough, Ramona comes with baggage: seven ex-lovers, 

with each of whom Scott must do battle to the death in order to 

win Ramona. One of Edgar Wrights finest. I was lucky enough to 

see this film during a test preview to an audience that weren't told 

what we were about too see. I was honestly expecting some odd 

film that really needed a lot of help but I was pleasantly surprised 

with how great this movie was. The movie had everyone laughing, 

and I mean everyone, I've been too almost every Wright film and somehow the audience wasn't as 

amused as I was, but this time everyone loved it. I've never heard so much laughter in one cinema. 

The jokes were fast and although silly, they weren't stupid which made for quite an enjoyable film. 

Wright's trademark quick cuts, and simple comedy made this film, I personally think if it were 

directed by anyone else it wouldn't have had the same effect. The characters were well written and 

performed, every individual character fitted perfectly. The film had many scenes that were quite 

pointless but still quite funny for example the Seinfeld scene. Apparently its based on a comic book 

series? I've never heard of them before but I certainly will look out for them now. If you're a fan of 

Edgar Wrights films or just good silly humour you will love this film. 
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Scouts Honor (2009) 
 

Bumbling brothers David and Tim Appleorchard attempt to keep 

their family-owned summer camp from falling into the hands of 

their evil, greedy sibling (Chris Kattan) by earning their fist merit 

badges by the time they turn 30. 
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Screen Two: Angel Voices (1989) 
 

Summer 1963: the year of the Beatles and wild dances. Tommy's choirboys set off on their annual 

trip to Blackpool, but Tommy Bray fears that his beloved choir may not survive the temptations of 

the time. 
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Seconds Apart (2011) 
 

Seth and Jonah (Edmund & Gary Entin) are twins with a dangerous 

ability. Telekinesis. Things start to spiral out of their control as 

their classmates end up dying in twisted and bizarre ways. The 

police suspect them. But, jealousy begins to divide them and soon 

they can no longer trust each other. Leading up to a horrific battle 

against themselves. Perhaps the Finest After Dark Movie to Date. 

Nudity: 0.5 out of 10 (one clothed love-making scene and a very 

rewarding, though brief, shot of the stunning Samantha Droke in 

her brassiere). Gore: 4 out of 10 (effective use of violence - most 

of it is implied). Near the beginning of the superb "Seconds Apart," 

Detective Lampkin (Orlando Jones) asks a priest if he can borrow 

his copy of Aristotle's Poetics. Turns out we have a good old 

fashioned tragedy on our hands folks, one that has what Aristotle 

would call a complex plot (both a reversal and recognition take 

place). Two twin boys (real life twins Gary and Edmund Entin) are putting together a film project. 

They are blessed (cursed?) with the ability to cause people to sense things that are not really there. 

They can also peek into other people's minds, tapping into their vulnerabilities. This project is 

terribly important to both of them. It is intended to make them feel something in particular. 

Detective Lampkin is not convinced that their project is so innocent, however. What exactly are they 

doing - and why are they doing it? People are dying. Does this have anything to do with the twins? - 

First of all, writer George Richards deserves special praise for putting together an engaging, 

disturbing, and tightly knit story. Keen attention to detail ('wink' 'wink' to Aristotle's mention of signs 

and memory); sharp dialogue; and a satisfying catharsis to boot. At last, a fresh, unique horror 

movie. For those of you who have seen several of the After Dark Horrorfest movies, "Seconds Apart" 

ranks at or near the top of this five year event (the only five that rival it are "Frontier(s)," "The 

Abandoned," "Lake Mungo," "Dread," and "From Within"). It is unfortunate that it got lumped in 

with truly putrid After Dark Original movies like "Scream of the Banshee" and "51" --- and 

moderately disappointing ones like "Husk" and "Prowl". Needless to say, horror fans should make 

"Seconds Apart" a top priority. Expect great things from director Antonio Negret in the future. 
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Secrets Of The Pirates' Inn (1969) 
 

Well done Disney mystery. Made 16 years before "The Goonies." 

Steven Spielberg obviously made "The Goonies" as a loving tribute 

to the Disney TV movies that he and the rest of the kids of the 50s 

and 60s grew up on, and if you've ever seen "Pirate's Inn" you 

can't miss the resemblance. "Pirate's Inn" was done in the old 

Disney mold; i.e., inventive and with an eye to quality, and was 

one of the last good TV movies to come out of that studio after 

Walt's death. Ed Begley plays a man who inherits an old, long-

closed inn; the town abounds with rumors that pirates had at one 

time buried their treasure there, but no one knows where. Three 

local kids (Jimmy Bracken & Patrick Creamer) become friends with 

with Begley's character, and together they try and solve the 

mystery. That wonderful, overlooked character actor Charles 

Aidman shows up to inject a sinister note in the proceedings. The 

atmosphere of the film is what makes it a success; we see lots of 

dark stairwells and passages leading downwards and hidden areas with secrets behind them. This is 

a film that keeps you interested and involved from the start. The three kids were later teamed up in 

"The Strange Monster of Strawberry Cove," a TV film not nearly as good as "Pirate's Inn," but also 

worth a look. "Pirate's Inn" is not available on video, which is a crime. The Disney channel's "Vault 

Disney" used to run these old TV shows at midnight/1am most nights, but the Disney Channel 

appears to have stopped running "Vault Disney," just another example that they've turned their 

attention to young kids today and no longer think there is an audience for these older shows. 

"Secrets of the Pirate's Inn" is a great, fun-filled movie, and I still enjoy watching it. 
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Seven Minutes In Heaven (1985) 
 

Natalie Becker is staying at home studying and working on an 

essay to meet the president while her father is away. Jeffrey 

Moran (16-year-old Byron Thames), a childhood friend (whom her 

father does not know) is having trouble with his stepfather, 

Jeremy, who is an immature bully, so she lets him stay with her. 

All sorts of trouble and misunderstandings ensue. Natalie's best 

friend Polly tries to date a pro baseball player, Zoo Knudson, and is 

very intrusive on Natalie's personal life, jumping to hasty 

conclusions. She is also ready to jump on a plane to New York to 

be with Zoo. Where do I find that darn artist who sangs dear you? 

This movie rocks. Jen sexy as ever and Polly wow were we really 

ever that young this movie can still touch the hearts of a lot of 

teens it needs to be put on DVD soon or it will become a classic. I 

really enjoyed growing up to this movie I have always had a crush 

on Jen now I am too old but to this movie is made for all gens> you know I come from the early 80s 

area were I had to watch everyone else live the life I wanted but thru movies I can do that all over 

again I guess in short I am hoping and wishing that this movie not be lost in time but reborn to the 

youth so they may enjoy the heart warm filling you get learning about hormones and datting 

problems and how to get away with stuff that seems so major back then but don't mean nothing 

now so this movie is a dating tool. 
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Shadow Builder (1998) 
 

A demon is summoned to take the soul of a young boy (14-year-

old Kevin Zegers) who has the potential to become a saint. By 

doing this he will open a doorway to hell and destroy the world. 

An evil Archbishop of the Catholic Church summons a demon to 

try and destroy the world. The summoners are killed, but the 

demon escapes to hunt down its needed victim. The victim soon 

turns out to be a child that has the potential to become a saint. 

After ravaging the town and turning its citizens upon themselves, 

the demon soon locates and captures his prey. Atmospheric 

religious thriller delivers the goods and then some, but script lacks 

logic. For a low budget Canadian film, 'Bram Stoker's 

Shadowbuilder' is pretty good. Though it doesn't get off to a very 

good start and takes a while to build up momentum, it's massively 

entertaining, and the production values are better than the 

gimmicky, error plagued box cover suggests (I'll get to that in a 

minute). It might not be the greatest horror film ever, but it avoids several pitfalls which most low 

budget horrors fall for, most namely there is almost no gore in the film, and the director/editor 

actually threw in some style and flash, rather than the suspense less "suspense" 99% of those B 

Horrors have (gotta love that effect when Chris first lays eyes on the priest). The acting is mediocre 

for the most part, with only one of the characters played well. Michael Rooker, as the gun wielding 

priest, tries to do his best Donald Pleasance impression, but fails, and ultimately resembles 

Pleasance's Dr Loomis from the Halloween films much too closely. The rest of the supporting cast is 

made up pretty much of Canadian nobodies who get the job done, but just aren't all that great. The 

flicks' protagonist, Chris Hatcher, is played by 13-year-old newcomer Kevin Zegers, who handles the 

part surprisingly well, not making Chris obnoxious or arrogant like most child stars would (and have 

done many, many times). Instead he goes the much harder route by creating a genuinely interesting 

character, subtle and low key, much like the film itself. Even though the producers had access to the 

special effects wizards behind 'True Lies' and 'The Terminator', they opted instead for the more 

traditional style of special effects, utilizing lighting, shadows and a very spooky atmosphere rather 

than heaping on the CG (computer generated) effects. The CG that did end up making it into 

'Shadowbuilder' is very impressive and much better than that of even the highest profile direct to 

video thrillers. One subplot I really thought should have been expanded on and furthered was the 

friendship between Chris and his two friends. There was only one scene with the three together, and 

though it had a different 'feel' from the rest of the film (it would have seemed more at home in a 

drama than a horror film), that scene was probably the best up until the climax. His two friends do 

appear later in the movie after they had been possessed by the Shadowbuilder, and it seemed as 

though Chris had known them better than was explained in the story. I know I'm rambling, but it 

really does look like some heavy editing occurred before release that shouldn't have happened. The 

biggest problem with the movie is the lackluster script. Much of the dialogue is cheesy and 

unrealistic, and the way that the Shadowbuilder came into being was never fully explained. How was 

it summoned? What did the bible (which is referred to often in the story) have to do with it? Why 

was Chris so special and why did he receive the stigmata when baptized? It are these questions that 



the audience asks themselves over and over again while viewing this film, and if they were properly 

answered, then I would be reviewing a much better film. Another thing I wanted to point out was 

the awful, awful packaging that the VHS version comes in (not sure about the DVD edition, as it was 

released by a different distributor, Sterling Entertainment- VHS was done by Lion's Gate). Not only 

does it have a cheesy, holographic front cover ala Jack Frost (not the Michael Keaton version), and 

there is an obvious typo error on the back- millennium is shown there as millenium, but it looks as 

though the person who wrote the summary didn't even see the movie! There is a major error which 

stands out like a sore thumb after seeing 'Shadowbuilder', see if you can find it (hint: has to do with 

Leslie Hope's character). An entertaining horror film with a bit of humor mixed in, though it does 

have its share of problems, a good pick for late Friday night... full moon... 13th of the month... solar 

eclipse. 
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Shadow Of The Thin Man (1941) 
 

Nick and Nora are at their wise-cracking best as they investigate 

murder and racketeering at a local race-track. Nick and Nora's 

hopes for a pleasant afternoon at the local race track are dashed 

when a jockey is found shot dead in the locker room. Nick's friend 

Lt. Abrams wants him to help out but Nick is enjoying the good life 

too much to get involved. However, he is subsequently 

approached by Major Scully to look into corruption and the role of 

organized crime in gambling. Others are killed but in the end, Nick 

gathers all of the suspects into a room and identifies the killer. 

Entertaining and funny. Caught this again in a TCM triple feature 

of Thin Man movies. Even I'm not old enough to have seen these 

in the theater, but I saw them before as a youth when all of these 

movies were dumped by Hollywood onto the small screen in the 

Fifties and Sixties. They have aged very well. Myrna Loy is 

beautiful and wonderful as perhaps the prototypical smart Aleck 

and generally competent wife and partner. Her money obviously allows her husband William Powell 

to be the wise cracking, hard drinking playboy detective in the series start. She's a good influence 

and he turns into a more acceptable father type by the series end. The movies are all well written, 

directed and filled with plenty of great 'character actors'. Plot and character driven with nothing a 

modern audience would perceive as a 'special effect', they're also good detective stories. There's 

always the gathering of the suspects and the review of the clues at the end where in the less litigious 

'30s and '40s the killer always confesses. Highly recommended as light comedy and drama. With 

Richard Hall as Nick Charles, Jr. 
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Shadows (1975) 
 

Anthology series of scary stories for children. Yes, I remember this 

TV show. My brother and I used to watch it here in Australia when 

it was on during the 70s and wondered what became of it and 

would love to see it again after all these years. I remember 1 

episode where someone was transported through time in this old 

house, and I think, but my memory is VERY HAZY where the 

characters in the old house were played by the same actors in the 

future. I also remember another episode which scared me when I 

was a child related to an ancient Celtic religion and people running 

about wearing animal masks or deer antlers or something to that 

effect. I hope that helps...love to hear any other memories of this 

show. 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1975) 

 

Episode 1: The Future Ghost. 

Episode 2: After School. 

Episode 3: The Witch's Bottle. 

Episode 4: The Waiting Room. 

Episode 5: An Optical Illusion. 

Episode 6: Dutch Schlitz's Shoes. 

Episode 7: The Other Window. 
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Series 2 (6 Episodes) (1976) 

 

Episode 1: The Dark Streets of Kimballs Green. 

Episode 2: Time Out of Mind. 

Episode 3: The Inheritance. 

Episode 4: Dark Encounter. 

Episode 5: Peronik. 



Episode 6: The Eye. 
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Series 3 (7 Episodes) (1978) 

 

Episode 1: Eleven O'Clock. 

Episode 2: The Rose of Puddle Fratrum. 

Episode 3: And Now for My Next Trick. 

Episode 4: The Boy Merlin. 

Episode 5: The Man Who Hated Children. 

Episode 6: The Silver Apple. 

Episode 7: Honeyann. 
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Sharpay's Fabulous Adventure (2011) 
 

Sharpay Evans travels to New York where she is pursuing a 

Broadway career but it's her dog who lands an acting gig first. 

Another Disney movie with music in it...! Being a Disney movie, 

you know that you are in for some quality production and the 

movie does bear witness of that, and it does serve the movie well. 

But at the same time, the movie suffers under the typical stuff 

that Disney puts out for the teenagers, and "Sharpay's Fabulous 

Adventure" is no exception. The story in "Sharpay's Fabulous 

Adventure" is about Sharpay Evans going to New York to follow 

her dream for fame and fortune, but it is her dog Boi's time to 

shine instead. And we follow the pair on their way to Broadway 

fame. The acting in the movie is actually good, and there are are 

some nice characters in the movie. The most interesting 

performances are done by Ashley Tisdale (playing Sharpay Evans) 

and Cameron Goodman (playing Amber Lee Adams). Now, bear in mind that "Sharpay's Fabulous 

Adventure" is a movie for teenagers, particular starstruck teenage girls. I wasn't in the target 

audience, though, but I can say that the movie have potential to hit home with the teenagers. As a 

Disney movie, I think they actually struck the nail right on the head with this movie, despite it wasn't 

particularly anything in my personal interest. However, isn't it time that Disney does move on from 

the carcass that is known as musical movies, haven't it been bled dry already? That might just be a 

personal opinion, though! If you like movies with lots of music in it, have stardom dreams, and if you 

are a teenage girl, then "Sharpay's Fabulous Adventure" is definitely something just for you. With 

Bradley Steven Perry as Roger Elliston. 
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Sherlock (2002) 
 

Early in his crime-solving career, Sherlock Holmes attempts to 

prevent Moriarty from cornering the heroin market. The game is 

afoot. This made for cable movie focuses on the young 20-

something Sherlock Holmes. As the movie opens, Sherlock is in 

pursuit of the evil Moriarty and apparently shoots him to death, 

but his body cannot be found as he falls in a sewer. Ah, but 

anyone who knows the Holmes mythos knows that Moriarty is not 

so easily killed. Nonetheless, Holmes gains notoriety with the 

press and the police for his apparent killing of the evil Moriarty. 

This accomplishment brings him into the company of Dr. Watson, 

an early practitioner of autopsies, for the first time. Together, they 

start an investigation into the murder of several crimelords and 

become convinced that Moriarty is alive and behind a plot to 

organize drug dealing. Given that Moriarty is supposedly dead, 

Holmes finds it hard to convince Inspector Lestrade. Holmes investigation leads him to a beautiful 

prostitute, who posed as a rich woman to lure Holmes into the plot. The Worst Sherlock Holmes Film 

Ever. I recently watched this film and was amased at how bad it was. I am a great fan of Sherlock 

Holmes and have read all the books and seen most films produced, this interpretation was NOT him. 

I found the use of CGI pathetic as it was obvious, his drinking habits were confusing (he drank a 

bottle of vodka, a bottle of red wine and then half a bottle of absinth which would have made him 

blind), he slept with four women (two at the same time) and still somehow managed to save the 

day. Mycroft was played by one of my favourite actors but even he couldn't save the show. He is 

portrayed as a cripple who is frightened to go out. Mycroft is supposed to be a strong minded 

person who works for the government. Watson was the best of the lot, but I don't remember him 

being a mortician, also he should have been in the war. The biggest gaff I found was that they took a 

scene from "Hands of a Murderer" and made a couple of adjustments but it was still the same scene, 

didn't they have anything better to do? I would tell anyone who is considering watching this not to 

bother unless you are doing it for free and have nothing better to do, this is not for Sherlockians! 
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She's Out Of Control (1989) 
 

Doug Simpson lives alone with his two daughters Katie and 

Bonnie. Katie has just turned 15-years-old and when Doug is out 

of town on a business trip she gets herself treatment at a beauty 

parlor. She removes her braces and her thick glasses. Without 

those, she is a beautiful young woman and the boys line up 

outside the front door to date her. But Doug won't accept that his 

*girl* is seeing *men*. Danza's cheesy daddy dilemma. "She's Out 

of Control" was actually one of two light comedies released in 

1989 regarding overprotective, single fathers and their 15-year-

old daughters who have just started dating. The other was "Dream 

Date," a made-for-TV comedy with Clifton Davis and The Cosby 

Show's Tempestt Bledsoe. Considering some of the minor 

characters in "Dream Date" (including Pauley Shore as a brain-

dead high school student who was convinced that the father is the 

devil) and it being predicated upon more slapstick humor than we 

saw in "She's Out of Control," it is a bit funnier in comparison, although probably geared for the 

more "wholesome" family film choice. But in the end, there is still something lacking (and probably 

at my age, I would no longer find it all that funny) in a tale of an obsessive, overbearing father trying 

to prevent his teenagedaughter from participating in the dating game. Be prepared for extra doses 

of Tony Danza, if you can. Here, he plays Southern California radio-show manager and single dad 

Doug Simpson, who's eldest daughter, Katie (Ami Dolenz) has just dropped her dorky vices (braces, 

magnified glasses) and gotten a make over. Now it seems, every boy in town is calling her or showing 

up at her doorstep to court her. And while this comes as a shock to her father at first, despite the 

insistence of his girlfriend, Janet (Catherine Hicks) that this is all normal for the girl and in fact, good 

for her, he is still unconvinced and becomes not only paranoid, but soon enters therapy. Doug's 

therapist, Doctor Fishbinder (Wallace Shawn), decides that his book would serve as a handy guide, 

which encourages Doug only to intervene into his daughter's dating choices even further. On the one 

hand this is funny (such as the scenes with him walking in on a party and then befriending her 

"misunderstood" boyfriend, which winds up costing him his Jaguar), but on the other, the repetition 

may start to weigh on the viewer as the story becomes insurmountably ridiculous (I'm not sure 

where Danza was going with the explanation about being involved in the lunch counter sit-ins when 

he is under the impression that Leroy might have come to pick up his daughter for a date). I would 

have to agree that this movie suffers from being too dated. That the appeal to audiences around the 

time of this film's release was probably the fashion, the music, even the actors themselves (Ami 

Dolenz for younger audiences and probably, Tony Danza, before he because more of a pop culture 

joke), things which are probably very cheesy by today's standards. Yet, I'm sure it is still a favorite 

among 80s nostalgics (although, I'll pass on this one). In any event, I think this kind of story much 

better done with Dream Date. Because it was a made-for-TV movie, it had to be sweet and concise. 
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Shiloh 2: Shiloh Season (Shiloh 2: A Dog's Tale) (1999) 
 

After young Marty Peterson (14-year-old Zachary Browne) rescued 

Shiloh from his abusive owner, Judd Travers, he thought his 

troubles were over. But when Judd starts threatening to take "his" 

dog back, Marty is afraid of losing the best friend he's ever had. 

Even after Shiloh's keen senses help save Judd's life, the old man 

refuses to mend his mean-spirited ways, convincing everyone in 

town he's just too nasty to change. Now, in a long-short gamble to 

keep the dog he loves, Marty sets out to prove that just like a 

mistreated animal, a man filled with hate can be healed by the 

power of kindness. Better than expected sequel that is just as 

heartwarming as the first one. This is a very heartwarming film 

and has a very nice message that is perfect for a family film, 

though not quite as warm as the original, and is a tad predictable. 

And perhaps an adult may find the screenplay a little saccharine. 

But on the whole it is beautifully filmed, has nice music and the 

acting is very good, with Zachary Browne appealing as Marty and Scott Wilson great as the ever 

hateable Judd. Plus Shiloh was adorable. Also worth of note are David Moriaty, Rod Steiger and 

Caitlin Wachs, who bring their charming supporting characters to life. Overall, despite its flaws, 

Shioh 2 is a very pleasant family film, that is well meaning and not at all a bad way to pass the 

afternoon. 
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Shocking Blue (2010) 
 

Story centers on childhood friendship in the Dutch tulip fields. 

William, Jack and Chris have been friends for as long as they can 

remember - until that day in April when Jack ends up under the 

wheels of a tractor, his body crushed, William at the wheel. 

Suddenly nothing is left of the boys' friendship. Chris tries his best, 

but William is one lump of impenetrable rock, secretly wondering 

if the events of the night before, when Jack went off with 15-year-

old Marianne, had anything to do with the accident. A teenager 

finds himself challenged by his best friend's untimely death, and 

his emotions complicated when he enters into a relationship with 

the boy's pregnant girlfriend. Shocking Blue is an hypnotically 

filmed, combination character portrait and ballad about a boy's 

inner struggle to grapple with very strong, unanticipated 

emotions. Thomas (van Weelden) is dazed by shock and guilt over 

his high school chum's sudden and gruesomely violent death. The event triggers a flood of feelings 

for which no one has prepared him, at a time when life has already found him conflicted and 

uncertain. Confronted with the requirement to understand his sentiments regarding a promiscuous 

sister, estranged mother, and the opposite sex in general. Thomas has few coping options or sources 

of emotional support other than a third friend who was complicit in the accidental death, so he 

engages himself in his dream of breeding a rare, blue tulip. Thomas's quest to create the azure 

flower serves as a mild metaphor for the cycle and fragility of life, things that are desirable, fleeting, 

or difficult to obtain, and the inevitability of death. When Thomas meets a girl with whom he finds 

himself quite taken, he is appalled to discover that she is carrying his dead friend's child. This 

revelation triggers a new wave of confusion and conflict for him. Thomas finds himself facing his first 

significant challenge in life, when he must decide whether to cling to youthful abandon, or ascend to 

the next level in his maturation. Shocking Blue surprised me in that the film manifests a rare 

depiction of teenagers who are genuinely likable, wholesome characters. Unlike the under twenty-

somethings portrayed in most movies, they are neither Philistine, nor culturally self-destitute in a 

frenzy of drug- fueled rap music, tattoos, and piercings. To the contrary, Shocking Blue's characters 

are reasonable, sympathetic kids. The gentle mood and quiet presentation of their story makes 

studying their interactions absorbing and thought-provoking. Shocking Blue treats its subject in an 

intimate, non-convoluted manner. The plot is linear and the story deceptively simple. The viewer 

may find himself mesmerized into a serene state of enchantment until the climax slaps him back to 

reality with a sensational misfortune right out of a Sam Shepard play. There is little shock value in 

Shocking Blue however. No violence, nudity or plot twists. While I would have preferred a much 

more somber, foreboding story about deception, jealousy, and murder, I am quite content to have 

seen a such a genuinely pensive and pastoral art film. 
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Short Circuit 2 (1988) 
 

Robot Johnny Five comes to the city and gets manipulated by 

criminals who want him for their own purposes. When Number 

Five is sent from Newton and Stephanie's ranch to the big city to 

help Ben with his electronics business, he finds that his robotic 

talents are wanted by city low-life who want to turn Number Five 

into profits. One Of The Best!!!!!! This brings back memories from 

my childhood. I used to watch this movie when I was a little kid 

and I loved it. Johnny 5 is so kool and Ben is funny. This is a great 

movie for the family, especially for kids. Probably the best family 

movie out there and probably better than the first Short Circuit. 
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Si Può Fare... Amigo (It Can Be Done Amigo) (1972) 
 

A drifter with fast fists and a gunfighter-pimp with fast guns help a 

child (9-year-old Renato Cestiè) to claim his inheritance. An 

outspoken boy and a gunfighter-pimp save a drifter's life from 

hanging. The boy's uncle dies, leaving a house and some dry, 

useless land to the boy. The dying uncle has obtained the drifter's 

promise to help the boy get what is his. Meanwhile the gunfighter 

has decided that the drifter should marry his daughter after being 

with her previously. The two get into a series of brawls and shoot-

outs until they arrive in the town and find the boy's inheritance -

which turns out not to be as useless as it first appears. It's A Lot Of 

Fun... Amigo. Bud Spencer wanders the west, finds time to help a 

young orphan/landowner targeted by greedy villains, and keeps 

having his bacon saved by Jack Palance. However, Jack's motives 

are anything but altruistic, as he blames poor Bud for allegedly 

deflowering his sister and plans on marrying her off to him before making her a respectable widow! 

Lots of Rowdy fights and amusing gags, including the hilarious oil-soaked climax, keep this breezy, 

lightweight spaghetti western moving along quite nicely. It Can Be Done... Amigo features what is 

probably Spencer's best solo performance, apart from his films with frequent on screen partner 

Terrance Hill, though A Reason To Live, A Reason To Die, which featured him as part of an ensemble 

cast, was a better film. Meanwhile, Palance portrays the same black clad, chuckling, chain-smoking 

weirdo you've come to know and love from a lifetime of similar western roles. Needless to say, fans 

of these two won't be disappointed. One thing that I found odd though, was Palance's changing 

accents. Sometimes he talked using his own voice, other times he spoke with a southern accent, and 

still others with a Spanish accent! 
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Sigurd Drakedreper (The Littlest Viking) (1989) 
 

A 12-year-old Viking Prince, Sigurd (14-year-old Kristian Tonby), 

takes on fearsome warriors, legendary beasts and far-out 

characters as he learns about truth, nobility and honor. For young 

Sirgard, this is an age of exploration and adventure...a time to 

seek new challenges, save a few damsels, and perhaps slay a 

dragon along the way. Set against the spactacular scenic fjords of 

Norway and Scandinavia. Viking society and everyday life. A rather 

good movie depicting how a viking society might have, indeed 

probably did function in the viking era. It shows the vikings from 

all their sides, as battle thirsty raiders and warriors, as leaders of 

their own men, as traders, and as hunters and farmers. While 

there is a "morale" with the movie that war and bloodshed is not 

always the solution, the movie does not go so far in it's attempt to 

impose proper modern morales as to hide the darker parts of 

viking history. Slaves, or thralls, were usual those days, and while they were considered the property 

of other humans, this movie also shows that a certain friendship could arise between master and 

thrall, despite conflicting expectations of the master from others. All in all a rather good display of 

viking culture and society, despite somewhat lacking Norwegian acting. A very good movie for 

anyone that has an interest in the viking era. 
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Silas (1981) 
 

Silas (13-year-old Patrick Bach), a 13-year-old boy runs away from 

the circus to have adventures. It was probably 15 years ago when I 

saw not more than 2 episodes of silas on TV. You might certainly 

consider this as a hell of a long time for still remembering. But as 

this movie could deeply thrill me in that stage of life, an unbound 

boy of 10 years age, it is the adventurous part inside me that 

remembers what this movie was able to submit on a boy like me, 

all over curious. I would say, that it gave me hope. It made me 

definitely believe that life is an excitement - in all it's beauty you 

might find it somewhere out there. 
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Simon Och Ekarna (Simon And The Oaks) (2011) 
 

Two boys (Jonatan S. Wächter & Karl Martin Eriksson) come of age 

in Sweden during World War II. Epic story about two families and 

their friendship and common destiny in Sweden's Gothenburg in 

the 1940s and 1950s. Told from the perspective of young Simon 

Larsson, who learns that he's an adopted child who has a Jewish 

father from Germany. After WWII Simon travels to explore his 

roots - a journey that leads to the basic mysteries of the human 

life. After the bestselling novel by Marianne Fredriksson. Like An 

Oak, The Film Is Strong. I saw this at the 2012 Palm Springs 

International Film Festival where the film's director Lisa Ohlin was 

on hand at my screening for an audience Q&A following the film. 

Adapted for the screen by Marnie Blok from the popular novel by 

Marianne Fredriksson, it is the story of Simon Larsson,(played as a 

boy by Jonatan S. Wächter and as a young man by Bill Skarsgård) who is being raised by an aunt and 

uncle (Helen Sjöholm as Karin Larsson and Stefan Gödicke as Erik Larsson) who he thinks are his real 

parents. It takes place in Sweden and begins in 1939 at the outbreak of WWII in Europe. Young 

Simon goes off to a prestigious school where he befriends Isak Lentov (played as a boy by Karl 

Martin Eriksson and as a young man by Karl Linnertorp). Isak is Jewish and antisemitism has spilled 

over into Sweden so he is somewhat of an outcast at school except for his new friend Simon. Simon 

is from a rural working class background and Isak is the city bred son of a wealthy bookseller and 

their lives are woven together through WWII and beyond in this tender drama as Simon confronts 

family and society in a search for who he is. An excellent performance as the loving mother by the 

popular Swedish singer Sjöholm who is making her first screen role since 2004s "As It Is In Heaven" 

in which she gave another great performance in a supporting role. I don't know what took her so 

long to return to the screen but she should have been making more movies. Gödicke is very good 

too as the tough love father. Excellent production and art design by Anders Engelbrecht and Lena 

Selander. The film is also looks good thanks to cinematographer Dan Lausten and costumer Katja 

Watkins. Annette Focks scores some beautiful music and Jason Luke give the film great sound. A 

great supporting cast with many interesting characters. 
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Single Santa Seeks Mrs. Claus (2005) 
 

Nick's plan to let fate bring his wife to him must be altered 

because he must replace his father as Santa Claus on December 

26. Ernst, the right-hand man to several generations of Santas, 

generates a list of potential mates. Nick dutifully sets off to meet 

them, but fate may have a candidate after all. Loved this touching 

and sincere Christmas story. I truly loved this story, it was 

AWESOME to see Crystal Bernard again! It was so much better 

than a lot of recent "holiday" movies (Tim Allen's 'The Santa Claus' 

series not-withstanding It was thoughtful, happy, and actually 

contained both spirit and hope. All that being said, the only thing 

that bothered me, and yes, it is indeed trivial... what in hades 

happened to Steve Guttenberg's eyebrows? Looks like someone 

tried to thin them out or something, and obliterated them 

completely. It sorta freaked everyone in my family out. Anyways, 

kudos to Hallmark for making another fine, high quality family program, hope you keep them 

coming! With 8-year-old Dominic Scott Kay. 
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Sint (Saint) (2010) 
 

A horror film that depicts St. Nicholas as a murderous bishop who 

kidnaps and murders children when there is a full moon on 

December 5. Great Movie! Old school horror combined with 

modern humor. SINT is one of the most talked about movies in 

The Netherlands in 2010. When I went to the cinema it was 

exactly the movie I expected. It was a combination of the old 

school horror style of Dick Maas, great special effects, and a sense 

of humor that I haven't seen in Dutch movies for a long time. The 

special effects might not be as amazing as we're used to as the 

standard is Pirates of the Caribbean. However, considering the 

small budget (compared to movies from Hollywood) the effects 

we're pretty nice. I've heard some rumors that they might make a 

sequel and I definitely hope that these rumors are true. All 

together a fun experience. I can recommend this movie very 

much! 
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Six-String Samurai (1998) 
 

In the post-apocalyptic world of 1960s Nevada, a rock 'n' roll 

samurai takes a young boy (Justin McGuire) under his protection. 

A mysterious and powerful hero of the classic kind, Buddy is as 

skilled with his guitar as he is with his samurai sword. Thrown 

together with a kid whom he saves in a spectacular battle, the two 

of them must now escape their enemies and reach "Lost Vegas," 

the rock 'n' roll capital of this future world. Swell, baby. This movie 

is the best post-apocalyptic rock 'n roll samurai movie ever made! 

There are so many subtle references and spoofs to so-called 'new 

classics' - 'E.T.', 'Road Warrior', 'Baron Munchausen' - and 

manages to flow smoothly as well. The story is too clever. America 

is over-run and then largely abandoned by Russia 40 years ago. 

The last outpost of the American dream is Lost Vegas, where Elvis 

rules as king. Upon his death, a lone modern-day samurai warrior 

with a guitar (Falcon) heads for Vegas to beat out other wannabes to the vacant throne. He hacks, 

slices, punches, and kicks his way through every insane nuclear holocaust survivor who stands in his 

way, all the while with a feral orphan boy in tow. There is not a dull moment in 'Six-String Samurai', 

thanks to the off-the-wall script and Jeffrey Falcon's acting and fighting. I was very surprised to find 

out that he hasn't done anything else since. This movie was incredible for an otherwise unknown 

martial arts bit actor who also wrote the script and coordinated all the fighting. It would be cool if 

there was a sequel, or better yet, a prequel to 'Six-String'. I for one would love to see a movie about 

King Elvis in Lost Vegas. 
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Sixten (1994) 
 

13-year-old Sixten (14-year-old Peter Viitanen) really wants his 

father to meet someone he can marry. Without telling his father, 

he and his friends (Jonas Magnusson) write an ad for the personal 

sections. One of few... One of the few unforgettable movies from 

my school time. Once in a while, parts of my school got to see 

some movies in the cinema. This is one of them. You follow 13-

year-old Sixten whose trying to get his divorced father to 

remarries. Don't miss the chance to see or buy this movie. If you 

like Swedish comedies that is. 
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Skellig (Skellig: The Owl Man) (2009) 
 

After moving with his family into a new home, a boy (14-year-old 

Bill Milner) discovers a bird-like man living in the old garage on 

their property. After moving to a new home with his parents, 

Michael discovers a stranger living in the shed at the bottom of 

the garden. Michael learns more about the stranger as he tries to 

nurse him back to health, but at the same time tragedy threatens 

to strike his family as Michael's baby sister is diagnosed with a 

serious heart condition. Compelling adaption of David Almonds 

masterpiece. A beautiful and compelling movie. I read the book 

when I was fourteen years old and never forgot it, in fact I loved it 

so much that I was determined to make a movie after it. Sadly this 

version was made first, but I'm not angry for it is truly a worthy 

adaption, I only wish it played in the cinema. Most kid movies 

nowadays are filled with rot and trash, this film however is packed 

with good morals and deep characters. A must see for fans of the book and certainly for any child 

around or adult for that matter. David Almond should be proud and I hope this film moves into the 

public's eye, cause a better kids movie I have yet to watch. The graphics are perfect and the book to 

screenplay format works wonderfully. Tim Roth does an excellent job, who would have thought Ted 

the bellhop/Mr Orange could have acted as an angel/bird, well the awesome Taurus pulled his 

weight and shines. The children also are great, in fact the cast and crew together made an amazing 

film! 
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Skipped Parts (2000) 
 

An ungrounded young mother and her thoughtful teenage son 

(14-year-old Bug Hall) are banished to a remote provincial town by 

a domineering father. It's 1963. Poor little rich girl Lydia and her 

14-year-old love-child Sam are banished from North Carolina while 

her powerful father runs for governor. They end up in Wyoming 

where she parties and Sam finds he's one of only two Grosvant 

High School students who read. Maurey is the other, a pre-

pubescent girl wanting to discover what sex is about. She and Sam 

set out to learn with help from Lydia, who tells them it stops when 

Maurey has her first period. Trouble is, pregnancy comes first. In 

this small town, what can Maurey do, and will Sam have any say? 

Meantime, Hank Elkrunner, a Blackfoot, falls for the feckless Lydia, 

while her dictatorial dad keeps tabs on them all from afar. 

Redefining the Family-Skipped Parts a Must See! Jennifer Jason 

Leigh knows her stuff. After picking up Skipped Parts off the shelf, my choice based solely on the 

interest in Jennifer Jason Leigh movies, I was not disappointed by Skipped Parts. A coming of age 

story of the American family. You can call it dysfunctional but through all of the problems and 

obstacles this family saw, it seemed to have more love and happiness than the stereotypical 

suburban, white picket fence family we are so used to seeing in every movie. Jennifer Jason Leigh is 

spectacular, yet again, and anyone who loves off-beat movies with a heartwarming feeling from a 

different direction (compared to other movies) this is a must see and ace on my list. Watch it twice 

then buy it (as I will do shortly). 
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Small Windows (1972) 
 

Following the death of his mother 13-year-old Jon (Mark Presser) 

is sent to live with his cousin Anne. Soon, the two begin to grow 

close, and a relationship develops. Director: Scott Forslund. Stars: 

Richard Connelly, Mark Presser, David Strongin, Deborah Sydral, 

Myles Telford. Small Windows is one of the hardest English 

language films to find. Made in the USA in the early 70s, this ultra-

low budget feature never found a distributor and was never 

released theatrically. Small Windows is a story about love 

between a teenage boy and an older woman; a story told many 

times before. First-time director Scott Forslund tackles this 

sometimes difficult subject with ease, but the acting seems, at 

times, a little wooden. The picture quality leaves a lot to be 

desired; however with rare content for an American produced 

film, Small Windows is a worthwhile film. 
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Smith! (1969) 
 

When the Indian Jimmyboy is accused of murder of a white man, 

he flees onto the ranch of Smith, who's well known for his 

tolerance for Indians, since he was raised by the old Indian 

Antoine. Smith helps Jimmyboy against the mean Sheriff and 

promises to speak for him in court, thus persuading him to 

surrender himself to the police. Serious attempt by the Disney 

studios at a character-driven western. Not-bad adaptation of Paul 

St. Pierre's book "Breaking Smith's Quarter Horse" by the Disney 

Studios, a sensitive depiction of the 20th century Native American 

and his relationship with the white man. Irresponsible rancher 

Glenn Ford tries talking a young Indian accused of murder into 

giving himself up and standing trial, though the local law has 

already decided the kid's guilt and is ready to hang him high. 

Director Michael O'Herlihy keeps a slow, steady pace throughout--

some may think too slow--giving hint this G-rated tale was meant 

more for young adults than the matinée crowds. The dramatics are sobering if heavy-handed 

(particularly in the courtroom), though Glenn Ford's tender rascal Smith infuses the picture with 

heart. The cinematography is rote and disappointing, and the child actors are a bit stiff, but Keenan 

Wynn relishes his role as a hate-mongering sheriff and Nancy Olson (when she finally stops fretting 

over financial matters) matches up well with Ford, looking splendid in his older years. With 11-year-

old Christopher Shea as Alpie. 
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Smoke Signals (1998) 
 

Young Indian man Thomas Builds-the-Fire (12-year-old Simon 

Baker) is a nerd in his reservation, wearing oversize glasses and 

telling everyone stories no-one wants to hear. His parents died in 

a fire in 1976, and Thomas was saved by Arnold. Arnold soon left 

his family (and his tough son Victor), and Victor hasn't seen his 

father for 10 years. When Victor hears Arnold has died, Thomas 

offers him funding for the trip to get Arnold's remains, but only if 

Thomas will also go with him. Thomas and Victor hit the road. A 

refreshing road film. The eyes of cinema has always seen Indians 

only as the bad guys. The ones that shoot their arrows, wear 

feathers on their heads, and yell as they chase the heroes down. 

Finally, after 100 years of movies, we get a film that honestly 

portrays the Native American culture. And man, it sure is 

refreshing. The story opens on the Fourth of July, 1976 in a small 

Idaho Indian reservation. A small infant named Thomas Builds-the-

Fire is thrown out of the window of a burning house and is caught by Arnold Joseph (Gary Farmer), a 

neighbor with a drinking problem, who is later kicked out of the house by his wife, leaving behind his 

son, Victor (Adam Beach). Arnold eventually settles down in Phoenix and his family never hears from 

him again. 20 years later, a phone call comes. It's from a woman in Phoenix, she says that Arnold is 

dead. Victor, who had developed a resentment towards his father over the years, decides that he 

should travel to Phoenix to pick up his ashes. Unfortunately, he has no money to get there... but 

Thomas does and offers to pay if he can come along with Victor. This is a tough decision for Victor 

since he never really liked Thomas, but he finally agrees and the two set off on their journey. It's 

during their journey that we learn about the characters, Victor and Thomas' conversations reveal 

their attitudes towards Americans their views of Native Americans. In one scene, Victor accuses 

Thomas of learning everything about being an Indian from watching Dances With Wolves. In another 

funny sequence, the two begin talking about cowboys and end up singing a tune about John Wayne's 

teeth! Victor's resentment for his father is also revealed to us through flashbacks depicting the early 

years and the memories (some good, some bad) that the two shared. They do eventually arrive in 

Phoenix and find the woman that called with the news of Arnold's death. Victor talks with her during 

the night and finds out how much his dad cared for him and how he never wanted to leave the 

reservation in the first place. The events that follow drastically alter Victor's perceptions of his father 

forever. Smoke Signals is a great film and one that can teach you a lot about a culture so often 

misrepresented on the screen. There is a feeling of ease and casualness in the conversations 

between Victor and Thomas... slowly they reveal more and more of themselves to us, in a way that is 

so nonchalant that we understand their feelings it without even noticing it. Smoke Signals is well 

worth your time and offers a refreshing alternative to the big budget, special effects driven crap this 

summer. 
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Snowmen (2010) 
 

A humorous and heartfelt coming-of-age story about three 

unlikely heroes and the winter that changed their lives forever. 

After a surprising discovery in the snow catapults three small-

town boys into the spotlight, the best friends hatch a plan to be 

remembered forever by setting a Guinness World Records® title. 

Along the way, the trio battles schoolyard bullies, unites their 

community and discovers that - while fame may be fleeting - true 

friendship lasts forever. The film stars Bobby Coleman (Last Song), 

Ray Liotta (Wild Hogs), Bobb'e J. Thompson (Role Models), Josh 

Flitter (Ace Ventura Jr.) and Christopher Lloyd (Back to the 

Future). Best family film I've seen in last couple years. Not for 

everyone -- semi sweet semi sad, some brilliant elements... and it 

all ends gloriously! Great job. Great story. Reminded me -- there is 

life, after life. (And although you can't take the "things" of this 

world with you – You can take the person next to you, by helping them find life, after life. That's 

what Billy Kirkfield learns – you can take the person sitting next to you – a son, a daughter, a sister, 

brother – a friend, by pouring our "spirit" – our lives, into another – we can take them with us on the 

journey beyond this life). Christopher Lloyd who plays a caretaker in the movie is EXCELLENT – and 

talks to the heroes - - 3 fifth grade boys intent on setting a world record. And he asks them how this 

setting a record, makes other people happy? He tells the boys of attending a lot of funerals and that 

when people talk about living a good life its not so much what we do or did that matters as to how 

we did it. That being a good person may be a purpose all in itself. Being a friend – even to someone 

who doesn't want to be friends. Isn't that after all what the greatest teacher of all modeled? Highly 

recommend. Great film. 
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Snowtown (2011) 
 

Based on true events, 16-year-old Jamie (Lucas Pittaway) falls in 

with his mother's new boyfriend and his crowd of self-appointed 

neighborhood watchmen, a relationship that leads to a spree of 

torture and murder. 16-year-old Jamie lives with his mother, 

Elizabeth, and two younger brothers, Alex and Nicholas, in a 

housing trust home in Adelaide's northern suburbs. Their home is 

but one of many sun-starved houses crammed together to cater 

for a disenfranchised society. Jamie longs for an escape from the 

violence and hopelessness that surrounds him and his salvation 

arrives in the form of John, a charismatic man who unexpectedly 

comes to his aid. As John spends more and more time with Jamie's 

family, Elizabeth and her boys begin to experience a stability and sense of family that they have 

never known. John moves from the role of Jamie's protector to that of a mentor, indoctrinating 

Jamie into his world, a world brimming with bigotry, righteousness and malice. Like a son mimicking 

his father, Jamie soon begins to take on some of John's traits and beliefs as he spends more and 

more time with him and his select group of friends. Chilling. I don't understand why people are 

coming down on this film, I thought it was amazing and spectacularly represented the emotions of 

the people involved rather than the actions. I am glad it didn't go into all the violence into more 

detail even though I know the real killings were worse than depicted in the film. I think that it was 

not the intention of the director to have another gory wolf creek serial killer story. I had not heard 

any hype about the young actor looking like heath ledger until now but had commented to my 

partner a few times in the movie how striking the similarity was! I loved this film and thought it was 

well directed and have no idea how the actors got through some of those scenes. Well done. 
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Snuf De Hond En Het Spookslot (2010) 
 

During a visit with their uncle and cousin (19-year-old Pim 

Wessels), Tom (Ydwer Bosma), Miriam and their dog Snuf, 

discover a nearby haunted castle. 
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Sole A Catinelle (2013) 
 

"If you will be promoted with all ten report card dad gives you a 

dream vacation." This is the promise that Checco gave to his son 

Nicholas (Robert Dancs). So far so good, the problem is that 

Checco, vacuum cleaner salesman in a crisis with both the 

turnover who with his wife, can not afford to give the child even a 

day at the beach. And when Nicholas gets the perfect report card, 

the promise must be kept. Luckily Checco not lack optimism; party 

with hopes, disappointed, to sell some vacuum cleaner to his 

relatives in Molise, he finds himself at the home of Zoe, a rich girl 

who has a child of their own age of Nicholas. Born a friendship 

between the two boys and Zoe "adopt" Checco and Nicholas and 

brings them into his world: invitations to exclusive parties, 

swimming in the pools fantastic and even yachts, horses, golf 

courses, evening in Portofino. 
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Sólskinsdrengurinn (The Sunshine Boy) (A Mother's Courage: Talking Back 

To Autism) (2009) 
 

The mother of an autistic child is determined not to accept the 

pessimistic prognosis for her son. The Sunshine Boy is a moving, 

compassionate portrayal of a mother's desperate quest to 

understand the perplexing condition that controls her son. A 

journey through different countries, where every stop-over opens 

a new path into the depths of autism - and places her son in a 

strikingly different perspective as it reaches the end. A 

compassionate, at times heart-wrenching, and informative 

documentary. THE SUNSHINE BOY is a feature length documentary 

from Iceland about autism. Narrated by Oscar-winner Kate 

Winslet, it reveals a lot of startling statistics. One out of every 150 

children will be diagnosed with some form of autism; the illness is 

four times more prevalent in boys than in girls; and 80% of 

marriages between parents of autistic children end in divorce. 

These disturbing statistics are fairly common in most countries around the world. But the film also 

defuses some of the myths surrounding autism. Many sufferers are quite intelligent but are unable 

to express themselves or demonstrate their knowledge adequately. Directed by Fridrik Thor 

Fridriksson, the film follows Margaret Ericsdottir, a mother of Keli, her 11-year-old autistic son, who 

is frustrated by the lack of treatment available in her native Iceland. Determined to discover as much 

as she can about this insidious affliction, her quest takes her to America and a number of experts 

and institutions that are working hard to perfect treatments to help sufferers. She also talks to a 

number of families with autistic children to find out more about how they cope. Her search 

eventually takes her to Austin Texas, where a program known as HALO (Helping Autism through 

Learning and Outreach) is having remarkable results. Also known as A Mother's Courage: Talking 

Back To Autism, this is a compassionate, at times heart-wrenching, and informative documentary 

that also offers a glimmer of hope and is a realistic counterpoint to Hollywood films like Rain Man. 

There is some unnecessary padding here, and the film could have been trimmed and still make its 

points effectively. 
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Some Like It Hot (1959) 
 

When two musicians witness a mob hit, they flee the state in an 

all female band disguised as women, but further complications set 

in. When two Chicago musicians, Joe and Jerry, witness the the St. 

Valentine's Day massacre, they want to get out of town and get 

away from the gangster responsible, Spats Colombo. They're 

desperate to get a gig out of town but the only job they know of is 

in an all-girl band heading to Florida. They show up at the train 

station as Josephine and Daphne, the replacement saxophone and 

bass players. They certainly enjoy being around the girls, 

especially Sugar Kane Kowalczyk who sings and plays the ukulele. 

Joe in particular sets out to woo her while Jerry/Daphne is wooed 

by a millionaire, Osgood Fielding III. Mayhem ensues as the two 

men try to keep their true identities hidden and Spats Colombo 

and his crew show up for a meeting with several other crime lords. 

What's Not To Like? Some people still say this is the greatest 

comedy ever made in Hollywood. Who am I to argue? Even after 45 years, it's still very funny and 

not the least bit dated. It is one of the true classics in the history of film. I know one thing: Marilyn 

Monroe never looked hotter! The film is a wonderful combination of comedy, action, suspense and 

romance with great old-time gangster scenes played out first in Chicago and then in Miami Beach. 

George Raft and Nehimiah Persoff are just great as gangsters. The stars, though, are Monroe, Jack 

Lemmon and Tony Curtis but you can also enjoy performances from famous known actors like Pat 

O'Brien and Joe E. Brown. The action scenes are in the beginning and end. In the middle, the bulk of 

the film, is the main story featuring comedy and romance. Lemmon has the best lines in the film and 

his facial expressions alone evoke lots of laughter. This film is so famous that there is no need going 

into detail, but for some younger person reading this, don't worry about this being an old-fashioned, 

boring black-and-white film your parents or grandparents liked but you would find boring. You'll 

have fun watching this, too, I guarantee it. 
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Something So Right (1982) 
 

Joey (12-year-old Ricky Schroder) lives with his mother. His father 

isn't around, he doesn't like school, he is bored and doesn't take 

orders from anyone. In other words he is a real little scamp. Being 

at one's wit's end, his mother decides to look for a "big brother" 

(sort of surrogate father) for Joey. At first this clumsy Arnie 

doesn't know how to handle Joey but after a while everything 

changes and not only for Joey. Patty Duke-Astin is Jeanne Bosnick, 

divorced wife of football player Mike (Fred Dryer), car 

saleswoman, and mother of 11-year-old Joey (Ricky Schroder). As 

Joey acts out, Jeanne agrees to have a Big Brother for him - 

nightclub owner Arnie Potts (James Farentino), and after the initial 

awkwardness, Arnie becomes a positive influence. However when 

Arnie falls in love with Jeanne, this puts his position as Big Brother 

in jeopardy. Duke looks very beautiful, thin except in one scene 

where a belted dress makes her tummy protrude, with shoulder-

length brown hair and dark roots, and sensually crossing one leg as she sits on her bed in one scene. 

She supplies tears at a proposal, is strong in a rejection, and sings My Blue Heaven. Duke is funny in 

mime battling with Joey over the car radio and removing his foot from resting on a desk, the sour 

look on her face when repeating the idea of Big Brother, answering the suggestion of a stress-

reducing technique of hanging upside down with 'Only bats do that', in her wide-eyed reaction to 

Arnie's first appearances, her quick move from saying goodbye to Arnie and going back to Joey, and 

in her silly reaction to Joey telling her how she pretty she looks. The teleplay by Shelley List and 

Jonathan Estrin includes an implausible lines like Joey saying how he wishes 'I were happier more of 

the time' and 'Everybody leaves', and bad ones like 'Either love him or leave him'. The narrative also 

provides hackneyed conflict in jealousy raised by Jeanne then Joey, and that old standby of jokes 

made as a way of emotional distance - 'Stop pretending you don't feel anything' - since Arne being 

the former manager of a vaudeville comedian allows for his banter eg impersonations of W C Fields. 

The dialogue does include laughs eg Jeanne referring to the troublemaker Joey as 'John Dillinger', 

'Take off the hairshirt. We all make mistakes', and the idea of a near kiss between Jeanne and Arnie 

after a heimrich maneuver. Director Lou Antonio frames Jeanne and Arnie amusingly either side of a 

car in one scene, however it is telling how unfunny the Abbott and Costello Who's on First routine is 

as performed by Joey and Arnie. The pivotal angle to this triangle is Arnie, and in spite of fake 

looking stomach padding to make him look overweight, Farentino makes the sad Arnie enormously 

likeable and touching. 
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Something Wicked This Way Comes (1983) 
 

In a small American town, a diabolical circus and its demonic 

proprietor prey on the townsfolk. Can two young boys (15-year-

old Vidal Peterson & Shawn Carson) overcome the worst the devil 

himself can deal out? Wishes are granted, but twisted as only the 

esteemed Mr. Dark can make them. Based on the Ray Bradbury 

novel. It's What's Inside That Counts. Ray Bradbury and the 

makers of this film ventured into foreign territory for the Disney 

Studios, they went to explore the dark side of humanity and came 

back with the honest truth that much of humanity is plagued and 

there are shiny bright spots within. This film explores the petty 

desires of everyday people, their eagerness to give what is really 

important in life up for things like vanity, lust, money, etc... The 

story centers around two small boys, Will and Jim, and how their 

lives change and the townfolk around them when a carnival comes 

to town. The atmosphere is chilling to say the least. It is easily the darkest of any Disney film (even 

considering the outstanding The Hunchback of Notre Dame). It uses dark landscapes, eerie haunting 

music, and bleak characterizations to perfection. The acting is good all around with two standouts. 

Jason Robards plays Will's father, and is the epitome of flawed goodness. He suffers for his goodness 

but has strength of heart. Robards is wonderful, and I felt myself wishing this man had been my 

father (or my father more like him). For an actor to be able to create that appeal is a true feat of 

integrity of performance. On the other side, in a simply sinister portrayal of evil incarnate is the 

performance of Jonathan Pryce, an overlooked and underappreciated English actor. His performance 

is scary, and he chews up every and each scene he is in. The script by Bradbury himself, based on his 

novel, is full of rich texture and subtlety. As with just about every film adaptation, the film is not the 

book...but then if you wanted that you only have to sit down and read...one page at a time. 
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Sommersturm (Summer Storm) (2004) 
 

Tobi and Achim, the pride of the local crew club, have been the 

best of friends for years and are convinced that nothing will ever 

stand in the way of their friendship. They look forward to the 

upcoming summer camp and the crew competition. Achim's 

girlfriend Sandra is on the girl's team and he enjoys spending more 

time with her. Tobi becomes increasingly skeptical of their 

relationship. Anke, the pretty girl who has fallen for Tobi, doesn't 

make things any easier. Then the gay team from Berlin arrives and 

Tobi is totally confused. The evening before the races begin, the 

storm that breaks out is more than meteorlogical... A sensitive 

story about the complexities of growing up. One of the very rare 

perfect German films! A wonderful movie, being gay myself I really 

saw myself in the protagonist. It's been a long time that I have 

seen a German film, that is so authentic and honest, really it was 

nearly like a documentary, you really feel like being there as well. It's one of the rare film in which 

everything fits together, the acting, the music, the dramatic art, the fun, the dialogs. The acting is 

outstanding. Robert Stadlober is so convincing. You really can feel it when he's desperate or angry. 

The music was touching and moving, there are wonderful scenes when the camera floats over the 

lake while it rains and this wonderful sad classical music is played. So beautiful. I think the director 

did a wonderful job, he - being gay and young himself - of course also knew what it's like growing up 

and discovering your homosexuality as Tobi does. Clichés and stereotypes are discussed by the 

actors themselves. For gay people it's a must as everyone surely can partly see oneself in Tobi and 

for straight people it's a great chance to broaden their horizons as they can learn about the difficulty 

of growing up while being "different". It's a real honest film. 
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Son Of Lassie (1945) 
 

Laddie (Son of Lassie!) and his master are trapped in Norway 

during WW2 - has he inherited his mothers famous courage? Fine 

family viewing, very well produced film! I was surprised to 

discover how much I enjoyed this movie. Having traveled in 

beautiful Norway several years ago -- the land of my ancestors -- 

and visited the WWII Resistance Museum in Oslo, the movie was 

of particular interest to me. I suspected the location shots were in 

Canada, for having traveled across the mountains of Norway, 

something didn't appear quite right, but very close. Lassie's 

performance as 'Laddie' is amazing and so many of the cast give 

fine performances, including a very young (22) Peter Lawford. 

Watch also for teenage Terry Moore! And sadly, one of the last 

movie roles by handsome former silent star Nils Asther as he slid 

into obscurity by the end of the '40s. Ironically, there is also 20-

year-old June Lockhart, who later played the mother two decades later in the Lassie series on TV. A 

nice touch is the music of Norwegian composer Edvard Grieg used throughout the score. Fine film 

for family viewing. 
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Song Of The Thin Man (1947) 
 

Nick, Nora, and Nick Jr. (11-year-old Dean Stockwell) investigate 

the murder of a band leader in New York. Nick and Nora Charles 

are asked by Phil Brant and Janet Thayar, who have just eloped, to 

help them after band leader Tommy Drake is killed at a society 

dance which Nick and Nora also attended. The police are looking 

to arrest Brant for the murder and while he claims he's innocent, 

Nick isn't too keen on having him in the house and turns him over 

to the police. As they look into the case, Nick and Nora learn that 

Drake wasn't very well liked and there are actually several people 

who benefited from his death. Drake owed money to loan shark Al 

Amboy, and Janet's father disliked Brant and may have set him up. 

Drake's girlfriend may have been having a fling with clarinetist 

Buddy Hollis, and he and Drake had a fist fight on stage during the 

festivities. Nick arranges for another party on the same boat 

where Nora notices something quite peculiar about one of the guest's jewelry. Did Nick and Nora's 

swan tune, The Song Of The Thin Man, try too hard to be hip and cool? Yep. Are some of the bits a 

tad forced? Yep. Is this, the sixth adventure of Mr. & Mrs. Charles, the worst in the series? Yep. You 

know what that means? Yes, it means that the worst Thin Man movie is still better than most. For 

Nick and Nora's final bit of sleuthing and their first in a couple years (since the wonderful Thin Man 

Goes Home), they enter the ultra-hip, ultra-cool, slanged-out world of jazz, courtesy of their tour 

guide, reedman Keenan Wynn, who couldn't put together a sentence of straight Queen's English to 

save his shoe bottom (soul). Who killed the band leader? All I can say is, it wasn't Nick or Nora or 

Asta. By 1947, William Powell's waistline has expanded and Myrna Loy long ago gave up the sheer, 

slinky gowns that had us all drooling, but they can still cut it, rug and all. Were six Thin Man movies 

enough? Not for me. 
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Soshite Chichi Ni Naru (Like Father, Like Son) (2013) 
 

Ryota Nonomiya is a successful businessman driven by money. 

When he learns that his biological son was switched with another 

child after birth, he must make a life-changing decision and 

choose his true son or the boy he raised as his own. Would you 

choose your natural son, or the son you believed was yours after 

spending 6 years together? Kore-eda Hirokazu, the globally 

acclaimed director of "Nobody Knows", "Still Walking" and "I 

Wish", returns to the big screen with another family - a family 

thrown into torment after a phone call from the hospital where 

the son was born... Ryota has earned everything he has by his 

hard work, and believes nothing can stop him from pursuing his 

perfect life as a winner. Then one day, he and his wife, Midori, get 

an unexpected phone call from the hospital. Their 6-year-old son, 

Keita (Keita Ninomiya), is not 'their' son - the hospital gave them 

the wrong baby. Ryota is forced to make a life-changing decision, to choose between 'nature' and 

'nurture.' Seeing Midori's devotion to Keita even after learning his origin, and communicating with 

the rough yet caring family that has raised his natural son for the last six years, Ryota also starts to 

question himself: has he really been a 'father' all these years. 
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Soul Boy (2010) 
 

Abila (Samson Odhiambo) lives in one of the most miserable slums 

in Africa. His girlfriend Shiku belongs to a different tribe, as the 

result of which he is not really allowed to fraternize with her. And 

then one drunken night his father gambles away his own soul. 

Nairobi, Kenya. 14-year-old Abila lives with his parents in Kibera, 

one of the largest slums in East Africa. One morning the teenager 

discovers his father ill and delirious. Someone has stolen his soul, 

mumbles the father as he sits huddled in a corner. Abila is shocked 

and confused but wants to help his father and goes in search of a 

suitable cure. Supported by his friend Shiku who is the same age 

as him, he learns that his father has gambled his soul away in the 

company of a spiritual woman. The teenager doesn't want to 

believe it and sets about looking for the witch. When he finally 

discovers her in the darkest corner of the ghetto, she gives him 

seven challenging tasks to save his father's lost soul. Abila embarks on an adventurous journey which 

leads him right through the microcosm of his home town. 
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Sounder (2003) 
 

This is a coming-of-age story of a boy living in the Depression era 

of the South. "Boy" (Daniel Lee Robertson III) learns the hard way 

about the realities of being black, poor and unable to read. But he 

also learns about the deep love of family, the long-suffering 

loyalty of a dog and the importance of words, faith, stories & 

truth. Kevin Hooks is THE MAN! This is one movie that I didn't 

want to see remade. But I must admit that Kevin Hooks did a fine 

job sticking to the storyline of the book...and the casting is 

excellent. While the original 1972 version of "Sounder" will stay in 

my heart forever, I am glad that this new adaptation brought the 

story to lots of young kids via television. 
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Sovsem Propashchiy (The Adventures Of Huckleberry Finn) (1974) 
 

This Soviet Russian film is loosely based on Mark Twain's 

Huckleberry Finn (11-year-old Roman Madyanov). Georgian 

director Georgi Daniela aptly brings the sometimes obscure, even 

surreal, Georgian sense of humor to the screen using two of his 

favorite actors, Vakhtang Kikabidze (as the "Duke") and Yevgeni 

Leonov (as the "King"). In the movie, Huck is more or less happily 

learning how to properly use a knife and fork when his drunken, 

abusive father hauls him away. Fortunately, he is able to run away 

from his father, and he joins up with the escaped slave Jim. The 

two of them journey down the big river and have many 

adventures in the company of the Duke and the King, two 

eccentric and unlucky con-men. One highlight is the scene in 

which the two con-men, whose scheme has gone awry, are tarred 

and feathered by angry townsfolk. 
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Sox (2013) 
 

The Levy family is just starting their new life together, but there 

seems to be something missing. The boys, Jesse (Anton Starkman) 

& Liam (Aidan Potter), are not getting along and their Mom 

(Ashley Noel) doesn't know what to do. Things get worse when 

their dad (Jamison Haase) has to leave town on business. Things 

seem hopeless until Uncle Nick (David DeLuise) come to visit and 

brings a present: Sox the dog! But Sox is hiding a secret too: He 

can talk! But the F.B.D.I and local dogcatchers are after him. Can 

the Levy family keep him safe? A new family is having difficulty 

adjusting, when an adorable dog comes into their life. Once his 

special powers are discovered, the local dog catcher and the 

(F.B.D.I) Federal Bureau of Dog Investigation will stop at nothing 

to get him. 
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Soylent Green (1973) 
 

In an overpopulated futuristic Earth, a New York police detective 

finds himself marked for murder by government agents when he 

gets too close to a bizarre state secret involving the origins of a 

revolutionary and needed new foodstuff. In 2022, Earth is 

overpopulated and totally polluted; the natural resources have 

been exhausted and the nourishment of the population is 

provided by Soylent Industries, a food made by plankton from the 

oceans. In New York, when Soylent's member of the board William 

R. Simonson is murdered apparently by a burglar at the Chelsea 

Towers West where he lives, efficient Detective Thorn is assigned 

to investigate the case with his partner Solomon "Sol" Roth. Thorn 

comes to the fancy apartment and meets Simonson's bodyguard 

Tab Fielding and the "furniture" (woman that is rented together 

with the flat) Shirl and the detective concludes that the executive 

was not victim of burglary but executed. Further, he finds that the 

Governor Santini and other powerful men want to disrupt and end his investigation. But Thorn 

continues his work and discovers that the oceans have exhausted and the bizarre and disturbing 

secret of the ingredient used to manufacture Soylent Green. A classic even after 30 years. This was 

Eddie Robinson's 101st film and his last, and he died of cancer nine days after shooting was 

complete. All of which makes his key scene in the movie all the more poignant. Although some of the 

hair and clothing styles are a bit dated (also note the video game shown in the film), but the subject 

of the film is pretty much timeless. Heston said he had wanted to make the film for some time 

because he really believed in the dangers of overpopulation. Several things make this film a classic. 

The story is solid. The acting is top-notch, especially the interplay between Heston and Robinson, 

with nice performances also by Cotten and Peters. The music is absolutely perfect. The medley of 

Beethoven, Grieg, and Tchaikovsky combined with the pastoral visual elements make for some truly 

moving scenes. This was the icing on the cake for the film. And the theme (or the "point") of the film 

is a significant one. Yes, it's a film about overpopulation, but on a more important note it's a 

cautionary tale about what can go wrong with Man's stewardship of Earth. It's in the subtext that 

you find the real message of the film. Pay attention to what Sol says about the "old days" of the past 

(which is our present), and note how Thorn is incapable of comprehending what Sol is saying. This 

film is one of my top sci-fi films of all time. 
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Space Warriors (2013) 
 

A group of kid space cadets (19-year-old Booboo Stewart, Thomas 

Horn & 15-year-old Grayson Russell) must help in the rescue of 

three astronauts whose ship got stranded in space. Space geeks 

will envy the rip-roaring adventures in this movie. I was pleasantly 

surprised to see that the plot was simpler than I imagined. Before I 

watched the movie, the title made me cringe, suggesting that it 

was about teenagers battling aliens in a cheesy rampage through 

outer space. Clearly, I was wrong to judge a movie by its poster. 

"Space Warriors" is a fun and unexpectedly down-to-earth film for 

all ages. Jimmy Hawkins (Thomas Horn, "Extremely Loud and 

Incredibly Close"), the son of a retired NASA astronaut, is a 

complete astronomy geek. His dream is to go to space, and the 

opportunity arises in the form of Space Camp, where teams can 

compete for the chance to go to space. His parents, played by Dermot Mulroney and Mira Sorvino, 

forbid him to join Space Camp fearing for his safety, but Jimmy joins anyway. At Space Camp he 

meets the brightest, nerdiest group of astronomy-lovers, called Space Warriors. They have to learn 

to work together as a team not only to win the competition, but to save the lives of three astronauts 

along the way as well. Colonel Manley (Josh Lucas), one of the commanders at Space Camp, is one of 

my favorite characters – he's witty and smart with just a touch of dry humor and sarcasm. Sean 

McNamara ("Soul Surfer") is the director of "Space Warriors." Along the same lines of "Soul Surfer," 

this movie has many great themes that include teamwork, leadership, overcoming fear, thinking 

outside the box, making wise choices and most importantly, it shines a positive light on youth. The 

Space Warriors don't let anyone look down on them because of their age – they prove to the entire 

world that age doesn't matter as long as you have passion, a love of discovering, and an open mind. 

The movie incorporates footage from history in outer space and was shot on-location at the Space 

Camp in Alabama. For science-lovers, this movie is the ultimate "Easter egg" hunt, where geeks will 

want to shout and announce to other viewers, "That's the actual footage of landing on the moon!" 

or "I've been on a moon-gravity simulator just like that!" I found myself thinking that if I could go to 

a Space Camp that looks even half as fun as the one in the movie, it'd be the best summer of my life. 

I recommend this movie for all ages, especially for aspiring scientists. I give it four out of five stars. 

"Space Warriors" will inspire viewers to look up and rekindle an excitement for learning about the 

unknown universe of space. Learn more about a world outside our own that we've barely begun to 

discover. 
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Spaceballs (1987) 
 

Planet Spaceball's President Skroob sends Lord Dark Helmet to 

steal Planet Druidia's abundant supply of air to replenish their 

own, and only Lone Starr can stop them. King Roland of the planet 

Druidia is trying to marry his daughter Princess Vespa to Prince 

Valium, but Vespa is kidnapped by the evil race of the Spaceballs. 

The Spaceballs ask Roland a tremendous ransom: all the air of 

Druidia (you see, the air of Spaceball had serious pollution 

problems...). The King decides to offer a generous amount of 

money to a space rogue, Lone Starr, to persuade him to save 

Vespa. What follows is the parody of a "LOT" of famous SF movies. 

Mel Brooks is a genius! Spaceballs is one of my favorite comedies 

of all time, it's actually one of those few movies that I know every 

single line too. I know that seems a bit sad, but this film has so 

many memorable lines that it came so natural. I've watched this 

movie since I was a little girl and the strange thing is that every time I watch it, it just seems to get 

funnier and funnier. I don't understand how a person could not laugh with this film, it just has 

perfect humor that I'm sure could make the emotionally stunted person laugh. How could you not 

laugh at Rick Morannis as Lord Helmet? He was beyond a perfect choice for Helmet, he was the 

complete opposite of what Darth Vadar was, and he didn't have a problem making fun of himself. In 

fact, the whole cast looked like they had the ultimate blast making this film, everyone clicked so 

well. The story is one of Mel's finest parades, of course, this one is of Star Wars or pretty much any 

space film. Lord Helmet and President Skroob wish to steal all of Planet Druidia's fresh air and 

transfer it onto their own, but they must get the combination to the air shield that is protecting it. 

King Roland's daughter, Princess Vespa, runs away from her wedding, since King Roland is the king of 

Druidia, Lord Helmet kidnaps her to get the combination. King Roland asks space rebel, Lone Starr 

and his faithful side kick Mog (half-man half-dog) Barf, to save the princess. But things quickly turn 

bad when Helmet does get the combination and now Lone Starr must use the "schwartz" and defeat 

Lord Helmet and Skroob before they suck all the air from Druidia. Spaceballs is seriously just a great 

comedy, I guarantee you that you will have a good laugh by watching this film. Every scene is just so 

funny, my favorite is always the one with Lord Helmet playing with his dolls and Corinel Sanders 

walks in on him, you'll just have to see what I mean, but it's the funniest scene in my opinion. But 

there isn't one scene that isn't funny. If you are a fan of Mel Brooks, I don't see any reason why you 

shouldn't love this film, it's my second favorite just behind Young Frankenstein, but that was a tough 

choice. I highly recommend Spaceballs for anyone, please see this film, you won't regret it. 
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Spirit Bear: The Simon Jackson Story (2005) 
 

Simon Jackson (17-year-old Mark Rendall) fights to save the 

endagered Spirit Bear from extinction by going up against the 

foresting industry. Simon Jackson is an awkward 15-year-old who 

lives on a planet light years away from the "in" crowd-until a life 

changing moment. Attacked in the British Columbia wilderness, 

Simon is rescued by a rare white Kermode bear. When he learns 

these magnificent creatures are endangered, that only 400 are in 

existence in a small area of northern BC, Simon turns from shy, 

stuttering daydreamer to political activist. Mustering his courage, 

he takes on the powerful forest industry and the provincial 

government, eventually rallying everyone from Prince William to 

the Backstreet Boys. Simon ultimately secures the protection of 

2500 square miles of Princess Royal Island-one of the largest land 

protection battles ever won-and is named one of Time Magazine's 

"Heroes for the Planet." Amazing Man!! I cannot wait to see this movie. I know Simon Jackson 

personally and he is an amazing, AMAZING man! I remember when I first met Simon after receiving 

my scholarship from TD Canada Trust, he told us his story while we told him ours. Simon is a man 

whom you listen to when he speaks, he has this special thing about himself, I don't know what it is, 

but I know he has it. Simon is going to make it big, and he'll save his bear. He's great, just great. He 

told us about THIS movie and he's very proud, I know it will be a 10/10! If you're looking forward to 

seeing a movie in the US about the Spirit Bear, wait until 2008 because the movie industry is going to 

be taken aback by a "first ever" involving the Spirit Bear! 
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Spirit Of The Eagle (1991) 
 

This is an adventure movie made for kids only. Dan Haggerty plays 

again the same part he had as Grizzly Addams in the seventies. 

William Smith, here again with only one eye, plays the bad guy 

Hatchett who wants to kill Haggerty. Smith has some really good 

scenes here and sometimes he makes you forget that it is only a 

movie for kids. With 13-year-old Trever Yarrish as Little Eli. 
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Spooky (1983) 
 

Anthology series of scary stories for children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1983) 

 

Episode 1: War Games with Caroline; When the school clock stops for the first time while a boy who 

thinks war games are a laugh is in detention, a blast from the past gives him a wake up call to the 

real horrors of war. 

Episode 2: The Exorcism of Amy; A lonely girl's alter ego causes havoc when she moves in with a new 

family with a creepy daughter of their own. 

Episode 3: The Danny Roberts Show; A smarmy radio talk show host is unsettled by mysterious 

voices interrupting his broadcasts. 

Episode 4: The Ghostly Earl; An ancestral ghost haunts a stately home in the hope of avenging the 

descendants of those who wronged the family in the past. 

Episode 5: In a Dark, Dark Box...; A grandmother incessantly reads a repetitive spooky poem to her 

grandson, leaving him in a state of being unable to separate the natural from the supernatural. 

Episode 6: The Restless Ghost; In 1880, two boys scrumping apples from a churchyard use the legend 

of a ghostly drummer boy in an attempt to frighten the elderly sexton who tries to stop them. 

Episode 7: The Keeper; Peter is used to sitting around in haunting houses waiting for something to 

happen and it never does. But this time, he and his female companion Sally may wish it hadn't. 
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Spooky Buddies (2011) 
 

With Tucker Albrizzi, Ameko Eks Mass Carroll, 8-year-old Max 

Charles & Skyler Gisondo. Following Along The Buddies Trail. I 

managed to get hold of an advanced copy of the movie and my 9-

year-old was jumping for joy about that, I wasn't holding my 

breath about watching this movie with her but we both laughed 

within 30 seconds of it starting. The production quality was equal 

to the other 3 in the series and I was very pleased because of that 

alone. The acting was pretty over the top but for young kids it was 

perfect and nothing too scary, the story line was pretty thin but it 

kept my little girl dancing up and down right up to the final 

elimination of the bad evil Warlock. It was all too cheesy but these 

movies are what it is all about as kids love cheesy and need a 

simple plot or they get lost. I for one will say it is OK for young kids 

and not too silly but Pixar movies are far superior and let kids use 

their own imagination more as well as letting adults enjoy them. 
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Spud (2010) 
 

It's South Africa 1990. Two major events are about to happen: The 

release of Nelson Mandela and, more importantly, it's Spud 

Milton's (15-year-old Troye Sivan) first year at an elite boys only 

private boarding school. John Milton is a boy from an ordinary 

background who wins a scholarship to a private school in Kwazulu-

Natal, South Africa. Surrounded by boys with nicknames like 

Gecko, Rambo, Rain Man and Mad Dog, Spud has his hands full 

trying to adapt to his new home. Along the way Spud takes his 

first tentative steps along the path to manhood. (The path it 

seems could be a rather long road). Spud is an only child. He is 

cursed with parents from well beyond the lunatic fringe and a 

senile granny. His dad is a fervent anti-communist who is paranoid 

that the family domestic worker is running a shebeen from her 

room at the back of the family home. His mom is a free spirit and a 

teenager's worst nightmare. I read the book Spud, a good 4 years ago and therefore have a very 

vague memory of what actually happened. But I can never forget the laughter it gave me and an awe 

of the crazy world Spud finds himself in. I came into this movie, with a very positive attitude but with 

a clear perception in my mind that you should not compare the book to the movie, how can a one 

and a half hour movie encompass all what the book has to show and the story it tells. It is an 

impossibility, I accepted that and tried to watch the movie with a clear mind and a unbias approach 

(being a south African) to the film. This film is being released overseas next year. Therefore I am 

judging this movie not as a South Afican film, but an international one. Is it truly a good film, does it 

work? Well, yes it is and it does. In this review I will not mention the book again. This is a review 

based purely on a film...called Spud. This movie is shown, through the eyes and ears of John Milton- 

aka Spud. With the audience hearing his voice/ his thoughts. Spud tells us his story, we are guided 

through the movie with his voice explaining to us the ins and outs of his world. This by itself is 

unique, it immediately attaches us closely to spud and by the end of the first scene you are already 

feeling emotionally attached to the character. This technique is used extensively throughout the 

film, but only as a tool to help the audience become familiar with the circumstances surrounding 

spud. Crucially this is not overused which allows the movie to flow. The characters in the film are 

strong and generally well cast. With two notable performances. Firstly the guv being played by none 

other than John Cleese. He is as you would expect, brilliant and funny. But it is the unexpected and 

sincere emotional portrayal he gives to the guv that makes it so special, so human. Troye Sivan who 

plays spud, is ultimately, well how do I put this... spectacular. It is his performance which makes this 

movie so good. His Facial expressions and the emotions he feels flows from the screen into our 

brain, into our hearts instantaneously. It is truly something special, something out of the ordinary. A 

Spud we can all be proud of. This movie is of course funny, with many laughs traveling around the 

cinema. But it's a movie with so much more than that, so much more than a cheap laugh. With all 

this being said, this movie as it stands so far in this review deserves a 10/10 but then why did I give it 

an 8? I must say not everything works in the movie; character development of many important 

characters was very little and unmeaningful. Spuds interaction on a personal level with the crazy 8 

was less then I would of liked and due to the book and thus the movie, the climax was, 



disappointing. The singing was prerecorded, which may make it sound better but also unnatural, not 

something I would of preferred. Even with that being said, as a whole this film works and it works 

well. It deserves to be seen, to be enjoyed. It's something different, something special. May the 

madness continue and may the tickets sell. 
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Sreca Na Vrvici (Hang On, Doggy) (1977) 
 

This film takes place in Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia. Matic 

(Matjaz Gruden) lives in a large neighbourhood of concrete blocks 

of flats with his mother. As his father is temporarily working in 

Libya, they live alone. Matics' otherwise monotonous life changes 

dramatically when he is chosen to feature in a film. At the 

shooting he meets Milena, a girl his own age whom he begins to 

like. When the shooting is over, the film company gives him a 

present, a huge black Newfoundlander. Although his mother is not 

really pleased about it, Matic brings the dog home. And that is just 

the beginning of their adventures. New kid in town gains 

adventures & new friends with the aid of a Newfounland dog. 

Back in 1979 (I was only 10-years-old then) the BBC showed this 

film as a four part serial in it's original dialogue with English 

narration by actor Keith Barron. Matic has just moved to an apartment block with his mother, dad is 

away on business in Libya! He instantly falls foul of the local tough kids & also acquires a 

Newfoundland dog called Jakob. The local kids, after a run-in with the police, are forced to patch up 

their differences with Matic and new friendships are forged. Matic's mother soon finds out that 

having Jakob is a breach of their tenancy contract & the dog must go. Matic & the kids do their 

uttermost to save Jakob from eviction. Alas it fails, and Matic's mother informs him that Jakob has 

gone to a new home. A jolly tale with a rather sad ending but my somewhat vague memories of this 

film are fond ones nevertheless. 
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Standing Up (Goat Island) (2013) 
 

Based on one of the most beloved Young Adult novels of all time: 

Two kids (13-year-old Chandler Canterbury) are stripped naked 

and left together on an island in a lake - victims of a vicious 

summer camp prank; But rather than have to return to camp and 

face the humiliation, they decide to take off, on the run together. 

What follows is a three day odyssey of discovery and self-

discovery. 
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Stanley Ka Dabba (Stanley's Tiffin Box) (2011) 
 

A school-teacher, who forces children to share their food with 

him, forbids one (Partho A. Gupte) from entering the school until 

he brings his own Tiffin/Lunch-box. Stanley studies in an all-boys 

Holy Family High School in Andheri East, Mumbai. While his class-

mates bring their very own Tiffin-boxes, Stanley does not do so on 

the pretext that his mother is away, and shares food with Aman 

Mehra and others much to the chagrin of the Hindi Teacher, 

Babubhai Verma, who not only cajoles fellow-teachers, but 

virtually forces children, to share their food with him. With extra 

classes being imposed on both students and teachers, and the 

recess-breaks being doubled, parents are also forced to pack more 

food in lunch-boxes. When students evade Babubhai and continue 

sharing food with Stanley, he calls the latter aside and warns him 

that he cannot attend school until and unless he brings his own 

food. Watch what impact this has on Stanley, teachers, and his class-mates. Way back while 

watching François Truffaut's "400 blows" a desire to watch a matured Indian film on a child 

protagonist cropped in my mind. Thanks to the changing wave of Indian cinema Aamir Khan gave us 

the brilliant Taare Zameen Par in 2007 which was the creation of Amol Gupte (He was the creative 

director of the film). In 2011 Amol Gupte came up with heart warming Stanley Ka Dabba which 

reflected the potential he had showed with the screenplay of TZP. Stanley Ka Dabba starts with a 

highly zoomed shot of a warm day with a school kid (that's Stanley superbly played by Partho) with 

bruised face, little shabby yet jubilant walking towards the camera. As he enters the school and 

changes the calendar followed by a sleepy moment of ecstasy within himself reflects the 

monotonous schedule of a lonely child who is happy with his own supposed peaceful existence. He is 

the star kid who is good at everything from books to ball without any air of arrogance. His friends 

and teachers all love him except Khadoos, an appropriate title given by the 4th standard student to 

their Hindi teacher Verma Sir (played by Amol Gupte). Verma sir is an unapologetic glutton who 

pounces on others tiffin (dabba) be it the teachers or students. The cold war between Verma and 

Stanley starts with later not bringing much awaited Dabba for Verma sir to pounce upon. With a 

beautiful cat-and-mouse game the student gang of Stanley makes Verma run all around the campus 

everyday till the group is caught red handed. Without revealing the climax it is the emotional 

journey without getting too filmy that touches the right chord. With Verma realising his mistake to 

the oxymoronic brutally sweet climax it keeps the viewer engaged and at the end one leaves the hall 

pondering on certain aspect of Indian society that needs to be taken care for freedom of more 

Stanleys in real life. Amol Gupte made a path breaking debut with Stanley Ka Dabba which tells 

simple uncomplicated story even though it reflects a complicated story about some harsh Indian 

reality. To tell his story the writer (again Gupte himself) did a commendable job in creating few 

characters around which the story revolves and took his sweet time in creating each characters. The 

teachers are sketched out of reality. Rosi Miss (played beautifully by Divya Dutta) is the loving 

English teacher who is a lady with gentle heart is someone everyone of us again identify. Similarly 

there is a strict science teacher Mrs Iyer (played by Divya Jagdale) who is not among favourites. Each 

teacher has been given adequate screen time as needed in the screenplay. Verma Sir (aka Khadoos) 



is a well edged character and when one expect a filmy flashback on Verma sir's life the writer keeps 

it subtle making Verma a symbolic extension of Stanley (and different Stanleys in the society). But 

then to keep Stanley and Verma in the same plane would be blasphemous. While Stanley is 

symbolises Friendship and humanity Verma reflects selfishness within. The technical department 

played a crucial role in defining the mood of the theme with fabulous use of camera (DOP by Amol 

Gole) that zooms in amateurishly to speak about the restlessness with Stanley's character or in the 

scene where Verma Sir looks at the dabba. The scene reflects Dabba being an important character in 

the narrative. Deepa Bhatia does a commendable job in the editing department and same goes to 

the sound designer who specially during the rehearsal sequences uses right beats of guitar telling us 

about the joy inside Stanley. The music is effective by Hitesh Sonik who uses the right instruments 

for respective moods added to it awesome lyrics by Amol Gupte again to add on to the cream. 

Specially "apne andar kahin chupa hai ek Stanley" the lyrics speaks some thousand sentences. And 

the poems in the film are intelligently human that reminded me of the marvellous poem in another 

masterpiece film Udaan. (like Udaan I sincerely hope Stanley too wins lots of awards in film festivals 

and awards). Amol Gupte avoided filmy clichés and forced emotions while writing the story. He 

didn't go overboard and in his own lethargic space creates a beautiful world of Stanley and provides 

a cushion of happiness for the audience. But then suddenly in the flight of happiness he punches 

hard with a thudding twist that breaks the cushion. Yet the end is optimistic and about hope. The 

movie didn't come with a sledgehammer and all to tell audience about some problem instead it just 

tells a story about a sweet child n his problem n how he moulded his life to live in an innocent and 

optimistic way. A heart warming tale of friendship and belonging that makes "Stanley Ka Dabba" a 

must watch. 
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Stay Tuned (1992) 
 

A husband and wife are sucked into a hellish TV and have to 

survive a gauntlet of twisted versions of TV shows they find 

themselves in. The Knables are having marriage problems: Roy is a 

lousy plumbing supplies salesman by day and couch potato by 

night, and his wife, Helen, is a successful senior product manager 

for a vitamin company. Roy watches too much TV every night and 

Helen just cannot stand it. Then one night, Helen offers Roy a 

night to save their relationship: a romantic getaway without 

phones, their children (14-year-old David Tom), and especially no 

TV. Unfortunately, when Roy's hooked on the big screen, there's 

no going back. This frustrates and angers her and Helen decides to 

smash the family console with one of Roy's trophies as a wake-up 

call to reality. A heartbroken-to-disoriented Roy then hears the 

doorbell and finds out that it's a mysterious salesman named Spike who offers him the "ultimate 

getaway" from all the hate, frustration, and failures: a new remote controller and a new state-of-

the-art satellite TV. Roy accepts the new TV by signing a free trial contract not knowing that he just 

sold his soul to the devil himself. But later, Helen is both not impressed and steamed. After a fight 

outside, the "dish" activates. Roy and Helen try as hard as possible to escape, but it was too late for 

the force of gravity from the dish sucks them into the "Cable Television World of Hell" - all six 

hundred and sixty-six channels worth. Now they must survive through every episode of shows such 

as the game show "You Can't Win", the U.W.W.F. (Underworld Wrestling Federation) match, 

"Northern Overexposure", "Driving Over Miss Daisy" and a cartoon sequence called "RoboCat", 

"Autopsies of the Rich and Famous", "Duane's Underworld", "HTV", and "Off With His Head", all 

within 24 hours. If successful, they will return back to home, but if they fail, the devil keeps their 

souls forever. After they survived one day without harm, Roy gets sent back home while Spike hold 

Helen hostage. Now with the help of their children, Daryl, a communication whiz, and Diane, a 

fashion freak, Roy must re-enter the underworld of Hell Vision TV and save his wife, while keeping a 

distance from Spike. It is then that Roy will learn the hard way that there's more things in life than 

only a television. Like commitment. 
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Stolen Lives (Stolen) (2009) 
 

A detective deals with the loss of his own son (10-year-old Ty 

Panitz [as Tommy Adkins, Jr.]) while trying to uncover the identity 

of a boy whose mummified remains are found in a box buried for 

fifty years. Very good mystery movie. My wife and I found this on 

our pay per view channel, and from the synopsis, thought it 

looked worth watching. We were not disappointed. This is a very 

good film, in the genre of "Chinatown" and "Changeling". The 

story (without spoilers), is briefly as follows: A police detective 

(John Hamm) has lost his only son eight years earlier, when he 

went to the restroom in a diner. The usual guilt and strain on his 

marriage ensues, as he tries to go through life with this unsolved 

mystery haunting him. He is drawn into a case of another missing 

child, and becomes obsessed with that search, to try to find some 

vindication for what has happened to him. Throughout this 

exploration, the story is told in two stories, of him and the father of the other missing child, creating 

parallels, and differences in the two cases. Eventually the dots connect and lead to a very dramatic 

ending. although it's a little too neatly tied up. This is a very entertaining movie, which grabs your 

interest from the start, engages you with the duplicate stories throughout, and provides some twists 

and turns at the end, for added effect. I really enjoyed it and am surprised that it wasn't released 

theatrically, as I think it is much better than the current "Ghost Writer", for example. It's a good 

mystery tale, and very worth watching! With 13-year-old Jimmy Bennett [as John], 16-year-old 

Graham Phillips [as Mark Wakefield], Christian Bender [as Young Luke Wakefield], 15-year-old Kasey 

Campbell [as Micha], Retson Ross & Brandon Woxland. 
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Storm (2009) 
 

12-year-old Freddie (Marcus Rønnov) lives with his father, a 

policeman. Freddie has a sympathetic heart, and when he sees a 

dog named Storm, who has an abusive owner, he decides to help 

the dog. In secret from his father, Freddy brings the dog in the 

house and soon discovers that Storm is able to run fast. Freddie 

takes Storm to the dog racing track, where the new "runner" 

draws the attention of tamer Sophie, who invites the boy to help 

in the preparation of dogs for competition. But before he can, 

Freddie will have to solve the problems with his father, who does 

not want the dog in the house, and the former owner of a 

potential champion. 
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Strange Bedfellows (2004) 
 

Two 'very straight' old timers have to learn how to pass as a loving 

gay couple after falsely claiming same-sex status to take 

advantage of newly legislated tax laws. A struggling widower 

businessman finds a new tax loophole offered in Australia to same 

sex couples. Needing a tax break, he cajoles his best friend, also a 

widower, into filing papers indicating they are a gay couple living 

together and assuring him that the small town (population 652) 

they live in will never have a clue. However, their return letter 

from the government pops open and the town busybody soon has 

it spread all over town without the two men's knowledge. 

Meanwhile, the letter tells the men that a tax inspector will be 

coming to investigate their claim. The two decide they have to 

learn to act gay, so they get lessons from a local hair dresser and 

visit a gay nightclub in Sydney. Good fun. I saw this movie today at 

a pre-release charity screening. I went on the strength that it was a charity screening with all 

proceeds going to charity. I wasn't sure whether I wanted to actually see this movie but I'm really 

glad I did because it was a laugh a minute. I went with my sister and mother and they had a ball. 

While Paul Hogan was the main lead in this movie kudos to Michael Caton as the friend who decides 

to help a mate with his tax problems by pretending to be his gay lover. Michael was truly great in his 

role. Paul Hogan also does a good job and I'm glad to see him in this wonderful role after having 

made quite a few flops. The cinema was packed out at the screening and I heard plenty of laughter 

during the show. Do yourself a favour and go see this little gem. It's definitely worth the ticket price. 
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Stray Dogs (2002) 
 

A mother must choose between love and devotion to her sons 

(16-year-old Ryan Kelley & 13-year-old Zach Gray) and unborn 

child or staying with her sexy, maniacal husband and his 

patriarchal sister, who respectively fulfill her physical and 

emotional needs. Emotional pornography. "Stray Dogs" is 

probably the most unbearable 90 minutes of slow-plotted, cliche-

ridden material and stereotypes ever committed to celluloid. The 

plot goes like a feminist version of a John Steinbeck book: A tired 

southern mother struggles to raise her two wild children and stay 

in a marriage to an alcoholic husband. If the story sounds tired, so 

is every scene and line of dialogue. We've seen all these 

characters before - from the dedicated/independent house-wife 

to the abusive, redneck father in his giant truck. The director 

obviously spent her entire time pulling realistic performances 

from the actors, but forgot to inject anything unique into their characters (let alone the story). The 

last 20 minutes feature the "drunk father stereotype" brandishing a shotgun and ranting about the 

books of the Bible, while wife and sister try to get through the night safely. This is neither intense or 

moving, as you're just waiting for the inevitable "powerful death scene" to send the audience 

bursting into tears when the credits roll. The director claimed she chose this film from a play to pay 

homage to the old Tennessee Williams stories...but after viewing the film, it seems more like an 

obvious excuse for working with the most unoriginal material ever written. The results are a boring 

Hollywood flick with emotions in place of explosions. 
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Submarine (2010) 
 

15-year-old Oliver Tate (19-year-old Craig Roberts) has two 

objectives: To lose his virginity before his next birthday, and to 

extinguish the flame between his mother and an ex-lover who has 

resurfaced in her life. Precocious Oliver struggles with being 

popular in school but when a dark-haired beauty takes interest in 

him, he's determined to become the best boyfriend in the world. 

Meanwhile, his parents' already rocky relationship is threatened 

when his mother's ex-boyfriend moves in next door. Oliver makes 

some unorthodox plans to ensure that his parents stay together 

and that Jordana still likes him. Ayoade makes one of the finest 

debuts in years. There's nothing better than walking into a screen 

to see the debut film by a writer and director – one that you have 

only heard very little about – and walking away 90 minutes later 

feeling more moved, entertained and uplifted by a movie than you 

have been in years. Perhaps cinema-goers in the mid 1990s had this experience upon seeing Wes 

Anderson's first film Bottle Rocket. And maybe even those who witnessed Spike Jonze's big screen 

debut, Being John Malkovich, only a few years later will understand it too. However, for those of you 

who, like me, were too young to witness the birth of these auteurs of independent cinema then you 

don't have to worry, because Richard Ayoade's film Submarine is almost as good as both of them put 

together. It tells the story of Oliver Tate who is caught at the junction between childhood and 

adulthood as he struggles with his first feelings of love, desire, heartbreak and must choose what 

path he wishes to take that'll define who he is for the rest of his life. Sure, it may sound somewhat 

similar to all the coming-of-age stories that have hit the cinema recently, but what makes Submarine 

so special is Richard Ayoade's ability to capture the essence of growing up; the joy, the optimism and 

the tenderness alongside all the angst, confusion and depression too. I defy anyone to not see 

themselves plastered up on that silver screen in the film's opening as Oliver fantasises about the 

adoration and attention he'd receive if he died. The ups and downs of this British comedy are mainly 

due to Ayoade's wonderful screenplay and direction that are touching yet never slip into 

sentimentality - he often playfully pokes fun at it in many cases – but what also deserves credit are 

the poignant score by Arctic Monkey's singer Alex Turner, the cinematography that effortlessly shifts 

between comic framing and beautiful imagery and the note-perfect performances by the entire cast. 

Craig Roberts plays Oliver Tate in a star-making performance that will surely see him become one of 

Britain's finest young actors in the next few years. His character is a complex, multifaceted one yet 

he is able to make it wholly believable. Similarly outstanding is Yasmin Page as his love interest 

Jordana. It's essential to the story that she is a mystery to Oliver for much of Submarine's opening 

half, only revealing the reasons why she is so rebellious, unromantic and mischievous in the final act, 

and Page brilliantly portrays this with a careful mix of enigma, seductiveness and humanity. What 

also excels Ayoade's film from being just another British coming of age story is the stylishness of his 

direction. Presented in the fashion of a French New Wave film like Jules Et Jim or A Bout De Soufflé 

he gives Submarine an aurora of quirkiness and creativity that you rarely find in British cinema. The 

"kitchen sink" is gone and has been replaced by jump cuts, inventive sound design and a somewhat 

disjointedness. This style, moreover, helps to complement the personality of our aforementioned 



protagonist who sees the world in a unique way to everyone else. So what lies in the future for 

British cinema? Some could argue that it's the big dramas like The King's Speech, others could argue 

that it's the low budget affairs like Monsters and many will say that it's spectacles like Harry Potter. 

However, on the evidence that Richard Ayoade presents here, Submarine might just be a glimpse of 

the great things to come. 
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Suden Arvoitus (Mystery Of The Wolf) (2006) 
 

Mystery of the Wolf tells the story of Salla, a girl who has been 

abandoned by her mother and falls under the protection of a herd 

of wolves. After being found and returned to society, Salla still 

feels a strong connection to wild animals, and as she grows has to 

decide between her loyalties to her family and to the animals that 

once protected her. Mystery Of The Wolf will appeal to children 

and animal lovers mostly. Wolves have long evoked both fear and 

admiration as symbols of beauty and danger. Their image has 

changed drastically through the centuries – from creator and 

helper to symbol of evil, from predator to prey, from legend to 

icon. Director Raimo O. Niemi (The Blow-flower Boy and the Sky 

Mechanic) has mainly dabbled in television, but Mystery Of The 

Wolf, finally released in the UK after a four-year absence, offers a 

glimpse at this remarkable animal, along with its complex and 

ever-changing relationship with humans. Mystery Of The Wolf will appeal to children and animal 

lovers mostly, but the beautiful landscapes and some notable performances by its cast should 

brighten up any rainy afternoon. 
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Sueño De Luces (Dream Of The Ring) (2001) 
 

Young Julio (El Juli) is an up and coming baseball star. His parents 

are struggling for money and to pay the rent on their home. His 

father wants to take him away from baseball so he can work and 

earn money for the family. But Julio wants to become a bullfighter 

so he can earn big money and help his family. So Julio sets out to 

become a Matador, followed by three ruthless agents wanting to 

make money on him. Convinced that their economic situation is 

the cause of his parents' sadness, 12-year-old Julian Lopez decides 

to run away from home and become a bullfighter in order to earn 

money and make his parents happy again. He solves his parents' 

problems, but when he triumphs at The Monumental, Mexico's 

famous bull fighting ring, Julian realizes that what has been a 

wonderful dream is quite different from reality. Briefly, the story 

concerns a family of five (expecting a sixth) who are about to be 

thrown out of their home because they are poor. The father and 

the son sweep the local bullring seats to earn the pittance that 

barely keeps them alive. The son, Juli, is an excellent baseball 

player, and because of the dire financial straights, the family signs a contract with three men (think 

the Three Stooges) to "sign for fame and fortune" as a baseball player. Meanwhile, Juli dreams of 

being a Matador, hears that he must visit a ranch to face the cows and bulls in order to become a 

matador, and so he sneaks on a truck delivering a bull to its ranch. While on the trip he sleeps and 

dreams of the glamour of his success as a Matador. This is where the movie opens up and despite a 

bit of corny dialogue, we are gifted with the opportunity to watch Juli fight the bulls. The 'actor' 

portraying Juli is none other that Julian Lopez "El Juli" who apparently is a young 16-year-old famous 

bullfighter in Mexico! (This information has to be gained by searching the internet using his name - 

for those of us who are ignorant of bullfighting today). For once a film shows the pageantry and 

beauty of bullfighting. El Juli is a beautiful lad who is as graceful and sophisticated a matador as one 

can imagine. His movements are like watching a beautifully choreographed ballet: his levitation as 

he stabs the picadors into the bull is sheer magic. There is no goring of either the matador or the bull 

in this movie - only the brilliance of the skill of the matadors who train for the ring. The costumes are 

elegant, the crowd response is credible, and the glory of El Juli is unbelievable. The remainder of the 

cast is good and the message from the movie is worth hearing. There are some over-the-top 

stretches of slapstick to endure, but these distractions and all of the technical flaws are subsumed by 

the grace of Julian Lopez' performance in the ring. This movie is well worth watching for El Juli alone! 
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Summer Holiday (1963) 
 

A fabulous 60s Musical - 4 London Bus mechanics strike up a deal 

with London Transport. They do up a double decker London Bus, 

drive it around Europe as a hotel and if they make it they will own 

and be in charge of a whole fleet. While on the road in France they 

pick up 3 ladies whose car breaks down and offer to take them to 

their next singing job in Athens. They also pick up a stowaway. A 

young, American boy. Meanwhile, a young American female 

singer has gone missing. Her mother (who is a VERY ambitious 

woman) and her aid take the story to the press and it makes the 

front page. They do all they can to make the story run for as long 

as possible, including misdirecting the bus up an extremely steep 

Yugoslavian hill. We find out the young American boy is actually 

the young American girl who is missing. Mayhem ensues as the 

lead character, Don (Cliff Richard) falls for Barbara. Eventually, 

when the 8 bus riders reach Athens, they're arrested for 

kidnapping. In front of her mother and a Ballroom filled with world-press, Barbara and Don declare 

their love for each other and the mother accepts (after realising how 'big' Don will become). When 

the film ends, all eight people are at a Grecian beach and very much enjoying their well deserved 

holiday! Silly, dated fun with loads of cheese and no plot – but it is rather infectious and enjoyable 

for what it is. After doing up a London double-decker as a sort of mobile home, Don and his friends 

set out to travel across Europe for a fantastic summer holiday. Along the way they pick up a group of 

English girls and a young boy. However when the young boy turns out to be a missing female 

celebrity the group find themselves getting into many adventures as her agents try to keep her 

'missing' for as long as possible to get her the headlines. Meanwhile, Don has his own problems as 

the self confessed 'bachelor boy' finds himself falling in love. Given that the cassette soundtrack to 

this film was officially 'the first album I ever bought', I took the chance (for the first time since then!) 

to watch the actual film again. With the thinnest of connections to the Olympics (the group's 

destination is Athens) this film was screened during the day of the opening ceremony of the 2004 

games and I took the opportunity to video it for later viewing. The film was pretty much what I 

expected it to be in that it was cheesy, silly and not that good – just what you would expect from a 

pop musical of the period that aimed to be nothing more than inoffensive family fun. The plot is 

basically a road trip with a very obvious romance acting as the driving force for a series of amusing 

antics and pop songs. None of it is very good but it is reasonably OK and is worth seeing as a piece of 

fun. The antics are not that funny but they have a great sense of 'clean fun' – hard to describe but 

easy to get into if you are in the mood for it. Of course, modern, more cynical audiences will find it a 

major turn off but it is quite fun in a very basic sense. Likewise the songs are hardly great and can be 

best described as 'clean' and 'wholesome' with the odd one being memorable or catchy but mostly 

them just doing the job and nothing more. The cast also fit with this 'clean fun' family ideal and the 

plot never dares suggest that a bus load of young men and woman would do anything alone in 

cramped rooms around Europe! Heck – one of the guys even complains about the number of girls on 

the bus – sorry? what?! They fall into pure, clean love and that's about it, with the cast never doing 

more than smiling. Complain all you want though, about his appeal to older fans, but Cliff Richard 



was a consistent presence in the UK charts and here he shows that he has a real light, natural 

charisma that suits the film perfectly – he is hardly giving a great performance but he is well suited. 

Hayes provides some laughs but the rest of the guys are a bit lame while the women are represented 

with sexless and poor performances from the flat Peters and the 'too smiley by half' Stubbs So no, it 

isn't a good film but it is good, clean family fun that may suit you for an afternoon viewing. The 

songs, the tone and the cast are all cheap and light – not adding anything to the thin plot or material 

but they suit a film that tries to be nothing more than family fun and, as such, it is rather enjoyable 

even if I should really know better. 
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Summer Of The Monkeys (1998) 
 

Set in 1910 on the prairies of Canada the movie follows the story 

of a young boy, Jay (14-year-old Corey Sevier), who dreams of 

getting enough money to buy his dream horse. One summer Jay 

finds four chimps on the prairie who have fallen off a circus cart. 

He later learns that there is a big reward for them. Enough to buy 

the horse... however, as time goes on he befriends the chimps... 

and it becomes apparent that Jay can't bear to part with them. 

More than you would expect. At first I thought this would be a 

standard boy-meets-pet movie. Indeed, in the first part, you see 

many typical elements of that type of movie: it's the beginning of 

summer vacations, young Jay wants to work at his grandfather's 

general store to buy a pony for himself but he can't because he 

has to work on the family farm. And then there's his sister who 

has an handicapped leg, and an the old hermit who shoots 

everything he sees moving in the woods. But as the story evolves, you discover many profound 

characters and relationships: the old hermit is not exactly what you thought, the grandfather has 

many interesting conversations with his grandson and with Jay's mother (his own daughter). The 

relationship between Jay and his sister also develops into something not predictable at first. And of 

course, the chimps are there all along, which can only add comic as well as touching situations. I 

rented that movie mainly for my children, but all in all, I found many edifying lessons for myself in it. 

A great family movie. I watched this with another adult and nine children. Everyone thoroughly 

enjoyed the movie. The monkeys were very entertaining and there were plenty of laughs. However, 

the movie is mainly quite serious. It deals with many issues common to adolescents such as peer 

relationships, bullies, sibling relationships, conflict with parents, role in the family, accepting 

responsibility, sharing, caring, and maturing. It also deals with seeing things from another's point of 

view. it is pertinent to children and bittersweet nostalgic for adults. The story line was original, the 

acting very good, the cinematography outstanding and the costuming was authentic. I would give 

this movie very high marks and recommend it to both adults and children. There should be more 

movies of this quality and thoughtfulness generated for the enjoyment of families and movie buffs. 
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Summer Rental (1985) 
 

Jack Chester, an overworked air traffic controller, takes his family 

(9-year-old Joseph Lawrence) on vacation to the beach. Things 

immediately start to go wrong for the Chesters, and steadily get 

worse. Jack ends up in a feud with a local yachtsman, and has to 

race him to regain his pride and family's respect. Hilarious 

comedy! This is one movie that shows how your summer vacation 

all goes wrong. John Candy plays Jack Chester, an over-worked 

man who decides to bring his family on vacation...and fails 

miserably. Instead of bringing them on vacation, he leads them 

strait to the gates of hell. Through several acts of trying to do 

good, Jack only makes things worse for himself. This movie was 

one of the best movies of John Candy's career. There was no over-

acting and no artsy stuff. Just a good old fashioned comedy. Just 

how they should be. This is an old fashioned romp of a good belly 

laughing comedy. See it, if you are a Candy fan. See it anyway, even if you aren't. SUMMER RENTAL 

is one of the best comedies that John Candy ever did. 
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Summer's End (1999) 
 

12-year-old boy (14-year-old Jake LeDoux) and his older brother 

have just lost their dad. At their summer cottage, the younger boy 

befriends a black doctor who has to deal with local prejudice and 

racism. 
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Sune I Grekland - All Inclusive (Sune In Greece) (2012) 
 

Sune (William Ringström) is back! Along with younger brother 

Hakan Bråkan (Julius Jimenez Hugoson), Dad Rudolf and the rest 

of the family pulls the whole family abroad to Greece on summer 

vacation - and everything gets crazy! 
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Sune På Bilsemester (2013) 
 

Sune (William Ringström) and his family are going on road trip. 

The target is South Tyrol where mom and dad were on 

honeymoon 20 years ago. There lives also the successful artist 

they got a picture of and as a father Rudolf now been told is worth 

a fortune. Only the first signed. With the kids in the back seat and 

the painting safe in the trunk, they set off on an unforgettable 

road trip through Europe. 
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Sunes Jul (1991-) 
 

This is one of the few Christmas shows I remember, and it's one of 

the best ever aired in Sweden. Sunes Jul is the Christmas story of 

Sune (11-year-old Andreas Hoffer), who is a normal boy with a 

normal family who is going to have a normal xmas. Of course he 

doesn't get this as his father (Peter Haber) is an idiot. Everything 

goes wrong in ways that will make you laugh. Now, it's been a long 

time since I saw this show so I can't really write about specific 

moments, but I loved the show, and I hope they will make xmas 

shows as good as this one was one day. All hail Sune, master of 

Christmas, also say hello to his father who is le expert at 

destroying it. You have to see it if you're Swedish. 

 

 

Series 1 (24 Episodes) (1991-) 

 

Episode 01: Julkortet. 

Episode 02: Sophie! 

Episode 03: Tjejgrej. 

Episode 04: Hockeyklubban. 

Episode 05: Skidvallan. 

Episode 06: Skrik- och gapsjukan. 

Episode 07: Partyt. 

Episode 08: Julbordet. 

Episode 09: Rollen. 

Episode 10: Julspelet. 

Episode 11: Varuhuset. 

Episode 12: Krig! 

Episode 13: Lucia. 

Episode 14: Julbaket. 

Episode 15: Pulkapappa. 



Episode 16: I kyrkan. 

Episode 17: Farmor och farfar. 

Episode 18: Julgranen. 

Episode 19: Julpynt. 

Episode 20: Skolavslutningen. 

Episode 21: Julrim. 

Episode 22: Julstädning. 

Episode 23: Dan-före-dan. 

Episode 24: Julafton. 
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Sunô Purinsu: Kinjirareta Koi No Merodi (Snow Prince) (2009) 
 

10-year-old Sota lives with his grandfather and a dog named Chibi 

in a small snowy village. They live in such a poverty that Sota 

cannot even afford to go to school, but however hard the situation 

is, Sota never holds a bad feeling against anyone around and 

keeps his dream alive to become a painter. He has been friends 

with Sayo, a girl brought up in a wealthy family, ever since they 

were little despite the difference of their family position, which 

Sayo's father has uneasy feelings against. In spite of the difficulties 

he faces, Sota manages to complete a piece of painting which he 

wishes to give Sayo. He and Chibi goes down a snowy night path 

to Sayo's house to find that her father's storage is on fire... What 

waits for Sota and Chibi gently reminds that genuine happiness 

always exists in your heart. A young boy (Marino Kuwajima) lives 

in poverty with his grandfather while tending his dream of 

becoming a painter. Amazingly Beautiful. I don't have words to express the magic this movie has did 

on me. Just saw this movie and I'm speechless about it. Many Japanese movies are like this...they 

left you amazed, happy or heart full of tears. This movie is also of same category but somehow 

different cause it includes all of it. This movie have everything, every emotion to capture heart of the 

viewer. This is a really beautiful story with amazing kind and tender touch of love and innocence. The 

relation between a poor boy and a rich girl in mid 1930s, relation between a grandpa and his grand 

child, relation between a boy and a clown of the circus is just amazing. This movie is more centered 

upon the poor boy who is living with his grand father. The actors in this movie are just amazing. It 

felt so real to me when I saw this movie, especially the child actors were amazing. I recommend it to 

everybody. 
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Super Rupert (2000) 
 

Rupert Patterson (12-year-old Adam Butcher) is an 11-year-old 

boy who under the heavy influence of his comic book collection 

tries to protect his quiet town from "unseen forces". Great Kids 

Show. Great program for kids who love fantasy and super-heroes. 

This show explores the thoughts and inner dreams of Rupert 

Patterson who pretends he is Super Rupert who saves the town he 

lives in. Kids will think it is really nice, and adults will smile. 5 Stars. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2000) 

 

Episode 1: Junk in the box. 

Episode 2: Pinkie of Pain. 

Episode 3: Venom Mouthed Vixen. 

Episode 4: Mind Boggling. 

Episode 5: First Flight. 

Episode 6: Aliens on High Protein Diets. 
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Superbror (Superbrother) (2009) 
 

10-year-old Anton (Lucas Odin Clorius) is desperate to have a 

"real" big brother. Ever so often, he has set his own needs aside 

for the sake of his autistic big brother Buller (Viktor Kruse Palshøj), 

and Anton longs for him to be the brother he never had, strong 

and daring and one to defend him against the bullies at school. 

But the only thing Buller can think of is space. Though, when a 

Super Trip Remote from outer space lands nearby, Buller suddenly 

becomes the super brother Anton has always dreamt of, and 

powerful forces are unleashed. 
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Supermään (My Superhero) (2010) 
 

Country boy Oskari (Aappo Pääkkölä) travels with his mother to 

the city. There he meets his superhero. However, all is not quite as 

7-year-old Oskari imagined. He is faced with a difficult choice. 
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Surf Ninjas (1993) 
 

Two Asian-American "surfer-dude" brothers discover they are the 

long lost princes from a China Sea Island. Part of their inheritance 

are magically-induced martial arts prowess. Using their new 

powers they act to overthrow the island's current dictator, a 

despotic madman. The only hunch I can surmise as to why people 

rated this film so low was because they were not the demographic 

target, but then again, neither am I, and I still enjoyed "Surf 

Ninjas" immensely. "Surf Ninjas" is an excellent film. I suppose 

many people viewed the early 90s American pop-culture 

references, and dated jargon as off-putting, but to me, they gave 

the film a sense of nostalgic charm. The only hunch I can surmise 

as to why people rated this film so low was because they were not 

the demographic target, but then again, neither am I, and I still 

enjoyed "Surf Ninjas" immensely. Sure, "Surf Ninjas" is targeted at 

the teenage crowd, but you don't have to be a teenager to enjoy it. Even now, as an adult, I still 

enjoy this film. Although, it's a bit difficult pinpointing why exactly I like it so much, but one of the 

main reasons was because the main characters were so engaging and enjoyable. The most enjoyable 

characters are Johnny and Iggy, but just about everyone turns out an enjoyable performance here. 

One of my favourite scenes in this film is when the cast gives a hilarious rendition of the song, 

"Barbara Ann", right after Johnny liberates his people. Also, there are some wonderful jokes in this 

film, many of which are very witty. But I won't give any of them away; they're far too funny to spoil. I 

guess this is the type of film you could call a "guilty pleasure", but I don't really see why. Why 

anyone would categorize something such as this that's funnier than 90% of the American comedies 

out there as "guilty" is beyond me. 
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Svampe (1990) 
 

Cute Norwegian children's film with a young boy (Martin Bliksrud), 

a magician, a train, a motorcycle. About three fantastic summer 

days in Svampe Nilsen's life. While his parents are busy with work, 

the 9-year-old boy slips into a fantasy world to entertain himself. 

A world of strange adults, talking birds and magic. On his quest, 

his traveling involves steam engines and handcars. 
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Svein Og Rotta (Svein And The Rat) (2006) 
 

What do you do when your best friend is a rat called Halvorsen, 

and all the other kids think rats are disgusting? Svein (Thomas 

Saraby Vatle) and his buddy, Dan (Luis Engebrigtsen Bye), are on 

their own until the new girl in class, Melissa, suggests they should 

participate with their rats in the big annual pet contest. But 

Halvorsen runs away, and the papers claim that both the hospital 

and schools have to be closed down because of a rat invasion. If 

Mom and Dad find out it is all because of Svein and Halvorsen, not 

only the contest will be at stake. Svein also risks losing Halvorsen! 
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Svinalängorna (Beyond) (2010) 
 

A drama set in 1970s Sweden and centered on a young woman's 

experiences growing up in a home riddled with abuse and 

alcoholism. This film blew my mind. it tells the story of a woman 

with a very painful past and she gets a chance to confront her past 

and not allow it to become a part of her future. in an interview in 

Italy when she was discussing the girl with the dragon tattoo with 

director Neils Arden oplev she explained that its not good to feel 

sorry for your self and that we need should take all the bad things 

if any in our lives and take them out on someone else instead of 

letting it stay and grow inside. I agree and thats what we get to 

see in this film is a woman who gets to express her pain and 

confront her abusive mother who is dying in the hospital. I highly 

recommend this film. Also I have also read a few comments on 

whether or not Hollywood will change noomi rapace as a person. I 

don't think so because she seems very content with who she is and where she wants to take the 

direction of her career. 
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Sweet And Lowdown (1999) 
 

In the 1930s, fictional jazz guitarist Emmet Ray idolizes Django 

Reinhardt, faces gangsters and falls in love with a mute. A comedic 

biopic focused on the life of fictional jazz guitarist Emmett Ray. 

Ray was an irresponsible, free-spending, arrogant, obnoxious, 

alcohol-abusing, miserable human being, who was also arguably 

the best guitarist in the world. We follow Ray's life: bouts of 

getting drunk, his bizzare hobbies of shooting rats and watching 

passing trains, his dreams of fame and fortune, his strange 

obsession with the better-known guitarist Django Reinhardt, and 

of course, playing his beautiful music. The type of film Woody 

Allen does very well. In my opinion, there is more than one type of 

Woody Allen film. There is the antic lunacy of films like Bananas 

and Sleeper, the serio-comic "serious" film with "meaning", like 

Annie Hall, Husbands and Wives and Deconstructing Harry and 

then there are what I think are Woody Allen's "love notes", if you'll bear with the expression, films 

like The Purple Rose of Cairo, Bullets Over Broadway and Sweet and Lowdown, films as a general 

rule that are period pieces (generally the '30s or thereabouts) that are basically mash notes from 

Allen to something Allen particularly cares about, such as jazz in Sweet and Lowdown (specifically 

jazz guitar and Django Reinhardt). The score is great, which is typical for a Woody Allen film. Allen 

does these little films vey well and they are almost always worth watching. Sean Penn plays a self-

centered, egotistical creep with talent. I will leave any further interpretations regarding the 

preceding statement to the Gentle Reader. Why he was nominated for an Oscar escapes me. 

Samantha Morton, on the other hand, gives a sweet, if almost one-note, performance, which 

basically sums up the movie: worth the time and effort to watch, but a one-note film. If you like this 

side of Woody (and I do), this is worth seeing. 
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Sweet November (1968) 
 

A woman lures emotionally crippled men into affairs, then helps 

them repair their lives. Sara Deever, a kooky Brooklyn Heights girl, 

sublets apartments and paints in her spare time. Each month, Sara 

selects from her lodgers a new lover - but only on the condition 

that he will let their affair end when the month expires. When 

Charlie Blake, a box manufacturer and her lover-of-the-month, 

falls in love with her, he is unwilling to give her up. Sara insists, 

even though it is obvious that she too has fallen in love. As the 

month runs out, Charlie searches desperately for the key to Sara's 

persistence. What he discovers provides the haunting climax to 

this love story. One of the best. I only saw this movie one time and 

that was when it was first released, over 30 years ago. But this 

movie was such a sweet yet bitter sweet movie that I have never 

forgotten it. The story was so powerful that it has lasted in my 

memory for 3 decades. Maybe it was because it was the kind of love that I longed for; one that is 

total and complete. Then ends never to be found again. 
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Swing (Gypsy Swing) (2002) 
 

Max (12-year-old Oscar Copp) is on holiday at his grandmother's 

place in the Elzas in France. He's fascinated by the guitar playing of 

gypsy Miraldo. In exchange for writing letters to the social security 

institutes he gets guitar lessons from Miraldo. He becomes friends 

with Swing, a boyish gypsy girl, who shows him nature and takes 

him to exuberant musical evenings. Not fully realized plot but 

music is full of joy. Characterized by both gentle and frenetic 

rhythms, the vibrant music of the Manouche resounds throughout 

Swing the latest film by director Tony Gatlif. The Manouche are 

Gypsies living in the Alsace area of France whose music combines 

the rhythm, melody, and emotion of their own culture with the 

jazz, swing, and blues of American. Gatlif, of Algerian and Gypsy 

ancestry, has made numerous films dealing with Gypsy cultures 

around the world such as the acclaimed 1993 documentary Latcho 

Drom. This film not only provides a unique insight into Gypsy life but is also a charming coming-of-

age story about two unlikely friends. Max (Oscar Copp) is a blond-haired, blue-eyed French 10-year-

old who is on vacation at his grandmother's house. He is drawn to Swing (Lou Rech), a boyish-looking 

girl of his age and is captivated by the music that is an integral part of her life. Fascinated by the 

guitar music of the Django Reinhardt School played by Miraldo (Tchavolo Schmidt), he buys an old 

guitar and asks Miraldo to give him lessons in exchange for help in writing letters to the Welfare 

Department. Max and Swing explore the natural beauty of the countryside together, wandering 

along the lost roads and hidden rivers of the French countryside. When she invites him to musical 

evenings at her home, he learns the history and songs of the Manouche and their tribulations during 

the holocaust. The story is slight and not fully realized but it doesn't matter. The film is not about the 

story but about the people, their music, and their way of life. Gypsies have been one of the most 

persecuted ethnic minorities throughout history. Like the Jews, their numbers were decimated 

during the Holocaust and their heritage and traditions are in jeopardy. Gatlif says, "I'm simply trying 

to transmit something that is disappearing... I am trying to be a witness". Swing transmits that 

"something" with meaning and joy. 
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Syn Babilonu (Son Of Babylon) (2009) 
 

A willful young boy (Yasser Talib) follows his just as obstinate 

grandmother in a journey across Iraq, determined to discover the 

fate of her missing son, Ahmed's father, who never returned from 

war. A Nutshell Review: Son of Babylon. When we think of Iraq, 

we picture a war torn country which had seen the worst of a 

dictatorship under Saddam Hussain, where it spent many years in 

conflict with Iran, before the UN moved in during Desert Storm to 

liberate occupied Kuwait, followed by the US led invasion in 

Desert Storm II. Western media continue to pepper us with news 

that internal strife continues to this very day with news of suicide 

and miscellaneous bombings, and I'm sure we're more than 

curious to want to know about tales from within, rather than 

agencies from the outside that continue to paint it like a war zone. 

This is as close as you can go on a road trip from Northern Iraq to Baghdad, onward to Nasiriyah then 

Babylon. Son of Babylon deals with the missing generation, and a mother/grandson's search for their 

son/father, who was taken by force years ago during the Gulf War, and hasn't been heard since. Set 

three weeks after the fall of Saddam Hussain, the film opens with the young boy Ahmed (brilliantly 

portrayed by a flute holding Yasser Taleeb) and his grandmother Um- Ibrahim (Shehzad Hussein) 

beginning their long quest for answers and closure, and it is through their eyes and witnessing their 

experiences, do we get a glimpse of just how emotionally daunting and physically challenging this 

quest is, amidst a stunning on location backdrop of an Iraq we never get to see, until now. Written, 

directed and lensed by Mohamed Al-Daradji, his story touches on the experiences of three 

generations of Iraqis, as Ahmed and Um-Ibrahim come into contact with Musa (Bashir al-Majid), an 

ex-Republican Guard about the same age as what their son/father would be if found, and how his 

life got filled by the war time atrocities that he had to commit under orders. The narrative puts our 

trio on a never-ending search as they get bounced and referred to another city where other mass 

graves have been found, suggesting an inexplicable nationwide genocide that had taken place which 

accounted for the thousands of people who have disappeared. The story will also open eyes to how 

diverse Iraq is, with language and cultural barriers from within the population as they struggle to 

communicate with one another (usually dismissed fairly quickly when one speaks a different 

language), only to share common ground in their history of grief brought about through the ravages 

of war. It's not all doom and gloom all the time as the film does contain some light hearted moments 

courtesy of Ahmed, and his significance cannot be ignored in a film that closes with a bittersweet 

end to suffering, and the hope placed on today's youth who have to forge their own way ahead on a 

long, dusty road of uncertainty. Ahmed demonstrates his street-smartness, haggling abilities and 

knowledge of his rights, that I think he epitomizes the spirit of the new generation who are 

competent in holding their own ground. Travelling the world's various festivals, picking up a 

multitude of awards and being Iraq's official entry to the Academy Awards next year, this is not an 

easy film to sit through as it does get a little bit exasperating with the outward show of gloom that 

will sap your emotional energies, but to the patient viewer it rewards with its beautiful sweeping 

visuals of a land that most have not had a chance to see, and a poignant story on forgiveness, 



reconciliation and internal healing that must begin for a nation emerging from its ruins. 

Recommended! 
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Tainá 2 - A Aventura Continua (2004) 
 

Little indian girl Tainá faces a band of pirates who are against 

biodiversity, while looking for her 6 year old friend Catiti, who left 

her tribe to fight for the environment. Little Catiti walks through 

the forest following and imitating Tainá, she is now a beautiful and 

courageous teenager. She disarm traps of traffickers that look 

after rare specimens. She finds Carlito (14-year-old Vitor 

Morosini), a city boy looking for his lost puppy, that she wants to 

adopt herlself. When a gang seizes the pets (wild pets) from the 

village, all children must forget their cultural and mood 

differences to help their friends under the leadership of Tainá. 
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Tajna Starog Tavana (The Secret Of An Old Attic) (1984) 
 

Two boys, ham radio operators, Miro (14-year-old Mario Mirkovic) 

from Zagreb and Pepik (Jirí Guryca) from Prague, spend their 

summer holidays on the island of Hvar in the house of Miro's aunt. 

On the dusty attic of her old house they found a strange device 

made by Miro's grandfather, who was inventor. They discover that 

it is actually "anti-gravity cannon" that relieves the weight of 

objects and launches them into the space. Boys repair "cannon" 

and begin to lifting things up, causing a huge stir in the city. The 

story of the extraordinary events reaches spy organization that is 

trying to get hold of the invention. If it was left on attic nobody 

would have looked for it. This kids SF movie was the second 

Yugoslav-Czechoslovakian co-production made in the same genre. 

First, "Gosti iz galaksije" ("Guests from the Galaxy") seemed to 

have more ambitions in SF, but it wasn't clear what audience was 

it made for. Compared to American, Soviet, French, even Scandinavian SF movies this one was 

obviously made with lack of money, but also a lack of real SF script, so it sometimes seemed to be a 

parody, sometimes movie for early teenagers, trying from time to time to look rather serious. "Tajna 

starog tavana" was more clearly targeted to kids, at the time when filmed probably for age 11-14. 

And, logically, main characters are the same age. Times and tastes change, and it is not easy to 

believe that any modern 14 year old would keep his eyes on the screen for more than 5 or 10 

minutes. Modern kids watch modern action movies, and this one is too slow and hopelessly out of 

date. No matter what censors might believe, this kids can always find a way to see movies that are 

restricted in some way (that makes those movies even more attractive and makes kids eager to get 

them), but even if we check movies that are meant for their age (or at least aren't forbidden) we'll 

see breathtaking dynamic films with more attraction in a single minute than "Tajna..." has during its 

whole story. Even American movies that were supposed to be teenagers adventure hits in 80s and 

were indeed very successful for that generation (like Goonies, Flight of Navigator, War Games etc) 

don't impress 21st century teenagers, who grow up under influence of quick short YouTube clips and 

dynamic, often aggressive PC games. And there is a problem with the title itself. "The Secret of an 

Old Attic" is made after a novel written by one of most famous Croatian SF writers Zvonimir 

Furtinger and his co-writer Mladen Bjazic. It was published under the name "Zagonetni stroj 

profesora Kruzica" (Mysterious machine of professor Kruzic), but in a decade or two it suddenly 

changed its name to "Nista bez Bozene" (Nothing without Bozena). And finally we have a movie with 

new name, and no mentioning of the novel and its author. There is no doubt it is the same story, not 

only this is the same plot but the character names are the same as well. But neither movie credits 

nor IMDb (or any other web-site) has ever mentioned the real authors. Unlike American child stars 

who are quickly involved into celebrity-star-system European kids very often make one or two 

movies (parents don't push them too hard, maybe because of different position of children in 

society, or simply because there is no big money in European movie industry) and usually don't try to 

make adult career. However, there are exceptions, and the kid with smallest role in this movie, Rene 

Bitorajac, now is a famous actor who played supporting role in successful war comedy "Kako Je 

Poceo Rat Na Mom Otoku" (*), and later the leading role in Oscar winner "Nicija zemlja" (known as 



"No Man's Land"). The adult roles are played by most popular actors, and Yugoslavian (and later 

Croatian) movies never had problems with bad acting. However, instead of adjusting few decades 

old novel, the authors even omitted the suspense, reduced SF to (slow and mild) action making this 

movie look like cheap TV program. This is a pity, because Furtinger deserved better, and good actors 

and great location (island of Hvar is one of Croatian tourist top destinations) in a co-production with 

respectful Czechoslovakian cinematography offered base for international success. The only destiny 

this movie can have the way it was made, however, is to become a content of some old attic, 

without any secret. With 12-year-old Rene Bitorajac as Adam. 
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Take (2007) 
 

The lives of two strangers - a struggling mother of Jesse (10-year-

old Bobby Coleman) and a gambling addict - meet in tragedy. 

Years pass, and they must come to terms with themselves, and 

one another. A near-perfect film. This film exemplifies why the 

industry needs to keep encouraging the making of independent 

films. This film couldn't have come from a major studio. The 

cinematography was cutting edge and experimental (a patent is 

even pending on a new camera rig, according to the DP at a 

Tribeca Q&A), and it worked well to saturate the viewer with the 

mood of each part of the film. The writing was precise and tight, 

but the director allowed the force of the film to be carried more in 

its silences and in tiny nuances of expression than in dialog. Which 

brings me to perhaps the most powerful of the film's elements: 

the acting. Without the right actors, the powerful message of the film in evoking the immense 

struggle surrounding rage and forgiveness would have been lost in the silences. Minnie Driver's face 

on one tight closeup after another showed nuances that were unbelievably powerful. Jeremy 

Renner's portrayal of a slow inexorable descent into darkness was captured flawlessly. And the little 

boy - Bobby Coleman (Driver's son in the film)- both enchanted with a completely natural portrayal 

of charming boyhood and terrified with a chilling reaction to what happens to him. Although young, 

he was completely real, with none of the Dakota-Fanning-blankness we've come to accept. In a 

sense, he was the linchpin of the film; if we hadn't cared about him and his relationship to Minnie, 

we would not have cried as we did. The whole audience was in tears; be prepared. But...also be 

prepared to think, and wonder, and grapple with the film. It is well worth it. 
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Takumi-kun Series: Bibou No Diteiru (Takumi-kun 3) (Details Of Beauty) 

(2010) 
 

Another school year is starting. Upon meeting up with Gii, Takumi 

is worried when it turns out Gii has changed, suddenly acting cold 

and distant. Could their relationship be in danger for real this 

time? 
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Tales Of Beatrix Potter (1971) 
 

An ideal film for children, adults, ballet-lovers - and anyone who 

wants to see one of the most charming films in years. Delightful 

for both children and grown-ups. A time-less masterpiece based 

on Beatrix Potter's children's stories. Beautifully acted (danced) 

and delightful in every way. Watch out for Joan Benham in the 

small silent role of Beatrix' childhood nurse. 
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Tall Tale (1995) 
 

A young boy (15-year-old Nick Stahl) draws on the inspiration of 

legendary western characters to find the strength to fight an evil 

land baron in the old west who wants to steal his family's farm 

and destroy their idyllic community. When Daniel Hackett sees his 

father Jonas gravely wounded by the villainous Stiles, his first urge 

is for his family to flee the danger, and give up their life on a farm 

which Daniel has come to despise anyway. Going alone to a lake 

to try to decide what to do, he falls asleep on a boat and wakes to 

find himself in the wild west, in the company of such "tall tale" 

legends as Pecos Bill, Paul Bunyan, John Henry and Calamity Jane. 

Together, they battle the same villains Daniel is facing in his "real" 

world, ending with a heroic confrontation in which the boy stands 

up to Stiles and his henchmen, and rallies his neighbors to fight 

back against land grabbers who want to destroy their town. 

Excellent Film for older children and adults. I thought this movie 

was excellent for older children and adults. Tall tales are such a large part of our culture and others 

as well. Sometimes a person has to make a stand to protect his or her way of life and I think this 

movie does that in a way that is easy to interpret. It would also stay in our minds as a life lesson. 

Rosa Parks stood alone on that bus in Montgomery, AL. The boy in this movie took a stand too. He 

never hurt anyone either. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. took a stand without any violence and look 

what happened! The boy's father was an inspiration to his son. Our youth of today need these 

things. They need someone to look up to by example. I'd highly recommend this movie for all ages! I 

watched it twice in one day and will do so again and again. 
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Tarzan And The Jungle Boy (1968) 
 

A reporter and her fiance are conducting a search in the jungle for 

a wild boy (15-year-old Steve Bond), the lost son of a downed 

geologist. Tarzan is joined by a reporter and her fiance on a 

journey to find a boy who was abandoned in the jungle six years 

earlier. The search party must also battle an evil native, who is out 

to kill the boy and take over as chief of his brother's tribe. Watch it 

for Steve Bond's first performance. This is the movie with Steve 

Bond's (soap opera actor of "General Hospital" and "Santa 

Barbara") first performance. He plays Erik, a boy who was forced 

by circumstances to survive in the jungle on his own. He is a kind 

of smaller version of the hero, Tarzan. Mike Henry's Tarzan is 

averaged (a softened version of the classic Tarzan), as is the 

movie. This must be a movie in a line of other Tarzan-films. All the 

stereotyped elements are there: Cheetah the monkey (in this 

movie kind of addicted to alcohol to amuse the viewer), Tarzan's 

screaming (but only once...). Charming story full of adventures, many animals, so-called clever 

slogans from our hero, a very sexy reporter (Alizia Gur) and some tension is created when the villain 

seeks revenge of Tarzan. 
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Tarzan Goes To India (1962) 
 

Princess Kamara asks Tarzan to come to India. A huge dam is going 

to be opened in order to form a lake which will service an electric 

power plant. When the lake is formed, hundreds of elephants will 

be drowned... unless Tarzan and Jai The Elephant Boy (Jai) can 

save them. Opposition comes from the head engineer of the 

project. Indian Princess Kamara calls for the assistance of her 

government in ensuring the building of a dam in a much disputed 

site in India, involving several hundred elephants. When no help is 

forthcoming, she confers with her palace officials - who advise her 

to summon the ape man - Tarzan. She sends an emissary to fetch 

Tarzan. The Emissary locates Tarzan in the deep jungles of Africa, 

and manages to convince him to come to Kamara's assistance. 

Tarzan travels to India, and it is here that he will face the 

challenge of commandeering close to 300 elephants - who may or may nor understand his 

commands, and may be drowned. I have a genuine fondness for TARZAN GOES TO INDIA. If you 

remove the Air India 707 from the opening credits and the early sixties automobiles, it feels like 

something that Edgar Rice Burroughs would have written, possibly after the Second World War, if 

declining health hadn't caught with him. Jock Mahoney gives the legendary apeman something that 

the other previous actors had not provided to this part -- a sense of maturity and gravity. Yes, 

Mahoney is almost too rangy, particularly when compared to his immediate predecessor, the hefty 

Gordon Scott. But Mahoney makes every scene seem real; with his midwestern accent sounding 

neutral, almost international, in tone in keeping with Tarzan's unique origins. The additional kick is 

knowing that Mahoney does all of his stunts, including an eye-popping dive from an moving airplane 

into a lake. But his greatest stunt is being able to work with an inexperienced child actor and a four-

ton elephant and not get loss in the shuffle. That's charisma! Yes, the storyline is somewhat juvenile, 

but there was a definite market in the early Sixties for movies pitched to a preteenage audience. 

Witness such films as CAPTAIN SINBAD, FLIPPER, ZEBRA IN THE KITCHEN, and Disney's output of 

movies during this time. Robert Harding Andrews does a credible job with the script while John 

Guillermin provides fast-paced direction although this film lacks the flourishes of his 1959 Tarzan 

outing, TARZAN'S GREATEST ADVENTURE. Overall, TARZAN GOES TO INDIA is a pleasant diversion 

well with checking out. 
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Tarzan's Fight For Life (1958) 
 

Dr. Sturdy is trying to establish a modern hospital in the jungle. His 

efforts are strongly opposed by Futa, the witch doctor, and Ramo, 

a native warrior. There are kidnappings, a race against time for 

serum, capture of Tarzan, the struggle of modern medicine against 

magic, etc. Tarzan welcomes back Dr. Ken Warwick whose been 

away studying medicine for two years. There's trouble brewing 

however when the local witch doctor, Futa, sees his influence with 

the villagers waning in favor of the local clinic run by Dr. Sturdy 

and Dr. Warwick. The tribal chief has died and when his son and heir falls ill, Futa decides he is the 

one who has to treat him. Futa's henchman, Ramo, steals what he thinks is medicine but is actually a 

deadly serum. If given to the boy-chief, he will surely die. It's left to Tarzan to try and avert tragedy. 

Campy Tarzan. I must admit to being a Tarzan junkie so keep that in mind while reading my 

comments. There's not a whole lot to the plots, in fact they tend to be fairly similar. Some injustice 

takes place, usually perpetrated by evil white men, and Tarzan sets things right. That's about it and if 

you expect complicated character interactions and plot twists you'll surely be disappointed. One of 

the best things about these movies is the physiques, happily and gloriously shown with as little 

clothing as possible. Jane is always an eyeful so I sat down to watch this one (the second color 

Tarzan) because I had never seen Eve Brent, the twelfth Jane. Although not the prettiest she was 

perhaps the sweetest and her scenes with Gordon Scott were rather passionate. Their kisses would 

make the heart of any romantic flutter. Still, as good as that was, my favorite part was James 

Edwards' characterization of Futa, the evil witch doctor. He made 'Fight for Life' an over the top 

camp fest. Yes, Gordon Scott was a hunk, Eve Brent was eye candy, there was Cheeta (although the 

chip can be irritating), there's lots of jungle and dangerous animal shots, but Edwards elevated this 

one above its routine plot and production values. With 12-year-old Rickie Sorensen as Tartu, 

Tarzan's Adopted Son. 
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Tatil Kitabi (Summer Book) (2008) 
 

Mustafa (Osman Inan) is a hard-working and ambitious 

agricultural merchant who is cold and austere towards his family. 

One day he has a brain hemorrhage on a business trip and goes 

into a coma after the operation. Guler (Ayten Tokun) is suspicious 

of her husband having an affair. Veysel (Harun Ozuag), their 

teenage son, wants to leave the military academy and study 

business administration. Ali (Tayfun Gunay), their 10-year-old son, 

has to cope both with his bully classmate and the chewing gums 

he has to sell. Hasan (Taner Birsel), Mustafa's younger brother, 

chose to live a life in solitude after getting a divorce, and has 

always been an outsider to the family. But now, with his brother in 

coma, he finds himself involved in family affairs. Hasan has to 

solve the mystery about Mustafa's mistress and the money lost 

during his trip. A homework film. To watch this film the viewer 

needs to be active. You cannot sit passively and enjoy. Acting skills are not helping to enjoy but still 

you wonder how it will end. The viewer get many clues to guess the end. The clues have been 

created very creatively but there is one what creates misunderstanding. If the viewer is active, all 

these efforts will not be rewarded. There is a saying that one picture tells more then 1000 words. 

Well, this film shows 1000 shots to tell 1 word, which is also an art of course. Finally this film 

contributes to promotion of Turkey by shots of beautiful places. You start to believe that every place 

in Turkey is the most beautiful place of the world. This film could be a homework film only. Nice 

story, magnificent scenery, bad acting. Tatil Kitab is a family story told from the eyes of a 10-year-old 

boy named Ali (Tayfun Gunay). The story is set in the Mediterranean town Silifke (Seleucia). Mustafa 

(Osman Inan), the father of the family, has citrus groves where he employs lots of people. He makes 

his living by selling lemons, oranges etc. Apparently he is an aspiring and purposeful merchant who 

wants his two sons to be like him too but "like father, like son" is not exactly the thing he is bound to 

face up. He takes Ali to the place he carries out his transactions every day. When his wife Güler 

(Ayten Tokun) insists that he should leave the boy alone so that he could spend the summer by 

playing with his friends like any other kid would do, he just challenges his wife by telling her: "At his 

age, my father had me working on the building sites in Adana." Later on, he buys a pack of chewing 

gums for Ali to sell them on the streets. Of course, Ali's only problem is not the gums he has to vend 

but he also has to deal with the boy that bullies him. His other son, teenager Veysel (Harun Ozuag) 

wants to leave the military academy he enrolled in at his father's request and he wants to study in 

some civilian college but he can't do so because of the high compensation that has to be paid to the 

army. Hasan (Taner Birsel), the uncle of the family, Mustafa's brother has always been the stubborn 

one on the other hand. When he was wanted near, he went off to Ankara to study. Just when he was 

finishing, he dropped out of school to get married. Right when he was supposed to settle down and 

be happy he got divorced and he is back in Silifke to carry on the butchering business of his late 

father. When Mustafa has a brain hemorrhage on his way back from a business trip to Ürgüp (a town 

in Cappadocia) Mustafa becomes more involved with the family of his brother. At first, he is bound 

to solve the mystery behind Güler's suspicion. Güler thinks that her husband has been two-timing 

her because he keeps going off to business trips so often now. In her opinion, he has turned into a 



cranky, impossible man, he's managed to drive his son away and he finally fell out with his own 

brother. When you think about the story in this context, you believe this would absolutely make a 

lovable story. "Summer Book" was one of the four leading candidates for the European Discovery 

award and this is one of the other reasons that would make you want to see the movie too. Here on 

IMDb some user from Netherlands says "To watch this film the viewer needs to be active. You 

cannot sit passively and enjoy". For someone who has been to somewhere close to the story set in, 

for someone who has known a bit of those people still living a traditional life the acting would not be 

so convincing. For instance, anyone who has been a kid once would know how a fight between a 

local kid and another kid bullying him would look like. That fight scene looks so rigidly constrained or 

awkward as to lack all grace and spontaneity. It just looks so stilted. What about the tiff between 

wife and husband? Their conversation sounds like they are on a talk show discussing the latest 

health benefits. No wonder why someone who is not familiar with the region says the above-

mentioned sentence. Other than the acting, the magnificent view the Taurus mountains and the 

Göksu river (ancient Calycadnus) that are seen in detail sounds like a boost to attract tourists to the 

area. The camera angles to shoot the Mediterranean at sunset are just perfectly arranged. In short, if 

you have some time to watch "artistic cinema" offering magnificent views of a Mediterranean town 

go for it but if you say "Nope I watch movies just to have fun" then this movie may not be right 

option for you. 
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Terri (2011) 
 

Centers on a large 15-year-old boy (Jacob Wysocki) in a small town 

as he struggles to adjust to his difficult life. A Review of Terri from 

Someone Who Was Terri Once. I admit that I was like Terri in high 

school and in middle school, except for the pajamas, the missing 

parents, and the obsession with dead animals. I had experienced 

some of the bullying that he got, which was why I sympathized so 

much with this character. Jacob Wysocki gives a great 

breakthrough performance as the title character Terri, who for the 

most part, seems to be a loner. He has no friends, no parents to 

speak of, and an uncle (Creed Bratton) with Alzheimer's he has to 

take care of. One day, he is asked to go the principal's office 

because of his constant tardiness. There he meets the eccentric principal Mr. Fitzgerald, played by 

the excellent John C. Reilly. Throughout the movie, they have a budding friendship reminiscent of 

the relationship between Jason Schwartzman and Bill Murray's characters in Rushmore. Make no 

mistake, despite that Wes Anderson comparison, this movie makes Rushmore look like a Care Bears 

Movie. Everything that seems to happen to Terri is just sad and you just hope something good is 

waiting around the corner to happen to him. He is constantly s*** on by his classmates and he 

doesn't really seem to care. Through this relationship with Mr. Fitzgerald, he meets an weird young 

boy named Chad (Bridger Zadina) and decides to take his relationship with the gorgeous blonde 

object of his affection Heather (Olivia Crocicchia) to the next level, resulting in an really awkward 

scene involving alcohol and pills. Terri is a unusual movie and it's not going to be for everybody. It 

won't give you a simple resolution and it moves at a pretty slow pace, which I thought was effective. 

In other words, if you're looking for a "fat kid will prevail" movie, see Angus or Heavyweights. But if 

you're open minded and you want to see a realistic and touching movie, then Terri is a movie you 

need to see. With 17-year-old Bridger Zadina. 
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Testament (1983) 
 

Nuclear war in the United States is portrayed in a realistic and 

believable manner. The story is told through the eyes of a woman 

who is struggling to take care of her family (7-year-old Lukas Haas 

& 14-year-old Rossie Harris). The entire movie takes place in a 

small suburban town outside San Francisco. After the nuclear 

attack, contact with the outside world is pretty much cut off. 

Devastating. This small film from 1983 might actually be more 

emotionally devastating than "Schindler's List" because it presents 

us with a horrific "what-if" scenario that I imagine scared the be-

jesus out of viewers in the Cold War era that it was made and will 

send shivers down the spine of anyone who watches it today. The 

threat of nuclear holocaust may not be so looming now, but the 

threat of bio-terrorism or any other level of terrorist attack or all 

out war is very real in the post 9/11 era. This film is so stark and 

intimate that it really doesn't matter what these people are dying from (it could just as easily be 

biological warfare as it is nuclear fallout). I was so deeply effected by this film's portrayal or one 

family in one small California town getting cut off from the rest of civilization (which we can only 

assume is in the midst of WWIII) and slowly falling apart while one by one loved ones succumb to 

nuclear radiation that I couldn't watch it all. I had to flip the channels to watch a few minutes of "The 

Simpsons" before I turned back to watch the end. This is possibly the most depressing film ever 

made. Jane Alexander running frantically around the house searching for her youngest son's favorite 

stuffed animal and refusing to bury his body (wrapped in bedsheets) in the backyard until she found 

it is so heartbreaking that it made me sick. As such, this is the film that every politician the world 

over should watch before declaring any kind of war. War is not about winning or losing or politics or 

doing what it right, war is about the death of our children. Everyone needs to be reminded of that 

before making the war cry. In the end we all die. 
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Teufelskicker (Devil's Kickers) (2010) 
 

After his parents separate and he loses his place on the soccer 

team, Moritz (13-year-old Henry Horn) must put together a new 

team (13-year-old Dario Flick, 14-year-old Marvin Schlatter, 11-

year-old Kaan Aydogdu, 14-year-old Yassine Gourar, 12-year-old 

Sammy Scheuritzel, 16-year-old Tim Troeger, Ben Breternitz, Finn 

Ehlert, Thies Ehlert, Alexander Krause, Cem Kuyu & 13-year-old 

Leon Seidel) against incredible odds. Moritz loves soccer-football, 

and the sport club SV Hulstorf that his father trained is his home. 

It made it hard when his parents separated and he and his 

somewhat cranky "no idea about football"-mother have to move 

to his fierce Grandpa Rudi. Rudi resides precisely in the same city 

as the arrogant and wealthy Mark, the star of the local club VfB 

Eichstädt and fights against Moritz right from the start. Moritz 

finds new friends in passionate street kickers, the brothers 

Mehmet and Enes, Niko, the somewhat strange Alex and of course Catrina, piquant-wise Mark's 

sister, who has a ballerina's career. Gradually Grandpa Rudi unbends himself. When the vicious 

kickers decide to get together at the old club "Sportfreunde Blau-Gelb", they find out that their new 

coach Rudi himself formerly played there and was an excellent footballer. Shortly before their first 

major tournament suddenly Moritz's father appears to take him away again to Hulstorf. But Moritz 

recognizes that the game is now more important and wants to help his new friends. Moritz loves 

football. It hits him hard when his parents split up and he and his rather eccentric, "no idea about 

football" mother have to move in with his grumpy grandpa Rudi - far away from his home, friends 

and his beloved football club. Despite many obstacles he succeeds in setting up a new team and 

signs them up for the upcoming championship where they will face their fiercest rival and really have 

to prove themselves as a team. 
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Thalassa, Thalassa (Thalassa, Thalassa! Rückkehr Zum Meer) (Thalassa, 

Thalassa! Return To The Sea) (1994) 
 

A group of young boys, and one girl, find and steal a Jaguar 

convertible, and decide to drive to the sea. What starts out as a 

lark deteriorates into a rather grueling journey. Not your ordinary 

road movie. In this very unusual film, a group of young boys (and 

one girl) find and steal a Jaguar convertible, and decide to drive to 

the sea. What starts out as a lark deteriorates into a rather 

grueling journey. From the opening scenes, one might think this 

were a children's movie. It isn't. Writer/director Bogdan 

Dumitrescu intends to tell us about human nature, and he 

apparently sees more darkness than light. The children behave like 

children, but they also are essential human beings, unencumbered 

by the restraints of authority and socialization. Happily, though, 

Dumitrescu does not rub symbolism in our faces. If all you want is 

a naturalistic, emotionally engaging narrative, "Thalassa, Thalassa" will fill the bill. The young cast, 

none of whom looks more than 11-years-old, is excellent. 
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That's What I Am (2011) 
 

A coming-of-age story that follows 12-year-old Andy Nichol (17-

year-old Chase Ellison), a bright student who, like most kids his 

age, will do anything to avoid conflict for fear of suffering 

overwhelming ridicule and punishment from his junior high school 

peers. Everyone's favorite teacher, Mr. Simon (Ed Harris), pairs 

Andy with the school's biggest outcast and social pariah, Stanley, 

aka "Big G" (Alexander Walters) on a critical term project. Sporting 

thick orange hair, a head too big for his body and ears too big for 

his head, "Big G" has been the object of ridicule since grade 

school. Before long, Andy will learn that there was truly a method 

behind Mr. Simon's madness as to why he teamed these two up. 

As the story unfolds, Mr. Simon finds himself the target of a 

malicious rumor after Principal Kelner (Amy Madigan) suspends a 

school bully for brutally beating up a female classmate who he 

thinks has "cooties." When Andy watches "Big G" fearlessly confront the school bully, a series of 

events are triggered, which change the lives of both young men - and their teacher - forever. Much 

to Andy's surprise "Big G" is brilliant, kind, tolerant and a decent human being, who has more dignity 

than anyone Andy has ever encountered. Wonder Years - the movie. It's hard to not be struck by the 

obvious similarities between this movie and the television show The Wonder Years. The vintage 

setting, the baritone voice-over, the main character who survives middle school by avoiding bullies 

and geeks as much as possible, lusts for an 'out-of-his-league' girlfriend, and goes home to an un-

user-friendly father and patient, loving mother. This week's episode is about a red-haired geek who 

looks like one of the Walton children. He is paired up with the main character for a project by a wise 

teacher. Things go wrong, rumours fly, and accusations are made that the teacher is a 'homo'. I don't 

know what is more difficult to believe, that 13-year-olds didn't know what a 'homo' was in 1965, or 

that bullies would cower in fear from a tall, skinny geek. The movie isn't bad, it's probably even 

'sweet' for those who didn't grow up on the Waltons and/or The Wonder Years and can't compare 

the productions. But it is undeniably maudlin and should be approached with caution. I know some 

will think I shouldn't have seen the film if I don't like these types of movies. That isn't the point. 

There are good and bad versions of this type of coming of age film and this is a middle-of-the-road 

version. 
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The 14 (The Wild Little Bunch) (The Fourteen) (1973) 
 

A mother dies and her huge brood of fourteen children are taken 

in by Social Services. Slowly they escape and drift back to their old 

house, which is boarded up and about to be demolished. Their 

case history becomes notorious and they make the national 

headlines. With 20-year-old Jack Wild (as Reg), 15-year-old Chris 

Kelly (as Roy), 16-year-old Frank Gentry (as Terry), Peter Newby 

(as Billy) & Paul Daly (as Freddy). Blood is thicker than water; 

family comes first. For a relatively obscure film this film features 

powerful performances. There is no doubting the talent of Jack 

Wild but it is the supporting cast which carries the movie. And 

June Brown's performance as the single mother who becomes a 

martyr is galvanizing. Do you love your mother? If you can find this 

film I highly recommend you see it. An underrated gem by David 

Hemmings. 
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The 39 Steps (1935) 
 

A man in London tries to help a counterespionage agent. But 

when the agent is killed and he stands accused, he must go on the 

run to both save himself and also stop a spy ring trying to steal top 

secret information. Richard Hannay is a Canadian visitor to 

London. At the end of "Mr Memory"'s show in a music hall, he 

meets Annabella Smith who is running away from secret agents. 

He accepts to hide her in his flat, but in the night she is murdered. 

Fearing he could be accused on the girl's murder, Hannay goes on 

the run to break the spy ring. The film which launched Alfred 

Hitchcock's career. Film history was made in 1935 when Alfred 

Hitchcock, who was at the time an active but little known and 

somewhat run of the mill film director, received a contract to 

create a low budget potboiler type spy thriller, and used the 

opportunity to provide his studio with a masterpiece which has 

never been forgotten. In addition he established his reputation as the master of suspense, 

something which remained unchallenged throughout the remainder of his career. In style this film is 

quintessimal Hitchcock, and those who know his films can pick out sequences in any of his later ones 

which were based on, or inspired by, his work in this early thriller. Similarly, sequences from this film 

have also been imitated by many other directors - for example Richard Pearce, in the thriller "No 

Mercy" (1986), included sequences that imitated a famous sequence in Hitchcock's film where 

Robert Donat and Madeleine Carroll were handcuffed together and on the run, by showing Richard 

Gere and Kim Basinger fleeing pursuers whilst handcuffed together. Because of this "The 39 Steps" 

has become a "must see" classic that most movie buffs still regard as an essential element in their 

personal film collection. There are two criticisms commonly made of this film. The first is that there 

are logical imperfections in the story. This is true of almost all Hitchcock films (as well as those of 

most other directors). The point is that Hitchcock had an unsurpassed ability to maintain a flow in 

the unfolding of his story on the screen which totally distracts his audience from the type of mental 

agility required to even be aware of them. Only when dissecting the story on a sequence by 

sequence basis will such imperfections become significant. The second criticism is that this film, 

whilst based on John Buchan's novel of the same name, departs very considerably from the story in 

the book. I am not a purist about this, books and films are totally different media and must be 

judged independently. In some cases it must be recognised that a book is structured so that it is 

almost impossible for a film to remain true to the original book. What I do believe is important is 

that the film-goer should be entitled to know how true a film is to a previously read and perhaps 

long loved book. If a film is described as "the film of the best selling novel...", then it should be as 

accurate a dramatic presentation of the story in the book as possible. (Where the original is a play, 

not a book, the dramatic medium is already much closer to the movie form, and I believe such a 

description should only be used when most of the original dialogue from the play is accurately 

reproduced in the movie.) By contrast, if a film is described as "based on..." then the filmmaker 

should have considerably more freedom; and if the phrase used is "inspired by..." then a largely 

independent dramatic presentation should be expected. In the case of "The 39 Steps, Hichcock's film 

comes into the latter category, but a later (and in my opinion generally inferior) 1978 film of the 



same name can legitimately claim to be much more closely based on the book. In this instance I 

personally do not regard the original book as sufficiently important to be sacrosanct, but those who 

differ from me about this may feel they have an adequate reason for preferring the 1978 film. 
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The 4th Dimension (2006) 
 

Jack (Miles Williams) is a loner confined to a workbench in the 

back of an antique shop. When a mysterious woman presents him 

with a broken antique clock that is not to be fixed, unexplainable 

events begin to occur. After finding Albert Einstein's journal on his 

still unsolved Unified Field Theory, Jack becomes obsessed with 

analyzing time and theorizing its connection to his supernatural 

experiences, his surreal dreams, and his perception of reality, only 

to lead to the discovery of the biggest mystery of all - himself. First 

off, Definitely an 'A' for visuals and for the DP! Absolutely! And, 

except for the EXTREMELY annoying and COMPLETELY distracting 

audio during the first half of the film (MAN, the microphones 

sounded like they were implanted in the actors' larynx for God's 

sake! You could hear EVERY bloody smack of their lips and 

tongues. HORRIBLY distracting from the film mate, sorry! Also 

EVERY bloody sound, footstep, box scraping across a surface, key in a lock, DAMN! WAAAAAAAAY to 

loud in the mix man. Terribly detracting from the film...) the actual soundtrack and background 

ambient sound was GREAT! VERY Lynchian. (Sorry about the worlds longest parenthetical insertion 

there) BUT! And it is a BIG BUT like Mariah Carrey's, sadly those of us who totally LOVE films like this 

or ones that look and sound like these, do indeed expect a bit more substance. In other words 

Lynch's stuff no matter how way out always seems to have at least SOME kind of internal harmony 

or outworking logic of the subconscious, that gives it some kind of visceral 'weight'. However, sort of 

along the lines of the other reviewer here, the net effect I feel in my lowly and wretched opinion, is 

just sort of an 'aimlessness'. You really did honestly NAIL it in many places; I mean, most film makers 

can't even come close to that as you did. My most humble suggestion is that if you are going mainly 

for the complete ART look and feel, in other words a COMPLETELY abstract or surreal film, then I 

believe you need to dress it up a bit more with stronger mood enhancers, a la a tiny bit more visual 

manipulation / style. I think what I'm trying to say is, if you're gonna keep it all subtle and low key 

with long drawn out passages like Lynch for example, then you need to give the mood and 

atmosphere a bit more punch. If you wanna emphasize the narrative a bit more then, as the first 

reviewer was putting across in his sledgehammer way, I would say, try to come up with a bit more 

substance. That's about the only way I can put it, for what that's worth. But, you absolutely held our 

attention for the most part with the look and feel and for the most part the sound of your 

captivating film. But, I do feel that there IS indeed genius there, lurking about in that creative mind 

of yours. Just a couple of very small things, if I may... One, I personally would not have had the clock 

that he finally fixed come crashing down onto the floor. Very jarring to the overall mood of the film 

and I honestly did not feel it contributed anything, instead it detracted from what you had worked so 

hard to construct. Secondly, him throwing that extended fit at the end also I felt took away from the 

smooth ambiance that you had created throughout the film. Those are the only 'glaring' things I 

would personally have taken out, oh, and the INFINITELY annoying exaggerated sound of the peoples 

voices and other mundane sounds during the first half. Your sound editor must've been doing some 

SERIOUS crack during the first half, is all I can figure. So, that's why I only gave it a 5, sorry about 

that: (Those detracting elements took away from what easily could have been a 10! (In my 



uneducated and likely unneeded opinion) But, all in all, VERY nice effort and LOTS of good creative 

imagery; I absolutely LOVED the ambient background sound, sort of the low key 'industrial' sound 

you usually hear in Lynch films. Keep up the good work mate! 
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The Abominable Dr. Phibes (1971) 
 

A doctor, scientist, organist, and biblical scholar, Dr. Anton Phibes, 

seeks revenge on the nine doctors he considers responsible for his 

wife's death. Doctors are being murdered in a bizarre manner: 

bats, bees, killer frog masks, etc., which represent the nine Biblical 

plagues. The crimes are orchestrated by a demented organ player 

with the help of his mute assistant. The detective is stumped until 

he finds that all of the doctors being killed assisted a Dr. Vesalius 

on an unsuccessful operation involving the wife of Dr. Phibes, but 

he couldn't be the culprit, could he? He was killed in a car crash 

upon learning of his wife's death. Dr. Phibes = horror like it should 

be. There are several actors in cinema that give away terrific 

performances all the time...No matter what role their cast in, 

they're always believable and impressive. But then, even beyond 

that, there are some actors who're just BORN to play certain role!! 

And that's the theory could be stated by Vincent Price in the Abominable Dr. Phibes. It's impossible 

to imagine this mad murderer being played by anyone else. Price IS Dr. Phibes and he makes the 

most of his role here. A truly powerful and fascinating performance that yet has to find its equal. 

Even if you're not into horror, I would recommend The Abominable Dr. Phibes if it were only for 

Price...it really is an acting job every self-respected fan of cinema should acknowledge. But The 

Abominable Dr. Phibes is much more than just a 'tour-de-force' by Price. It stands as one of the most 

entertaining and original horror movies ever made. It's an innovating movie in every way you look at 

it and - like none other - it passed the test of time. The film is over 30 years now and it still looks 

refreshing and extremely cool. To me personally, the single title also sums up several reasons to 

proof that horror is the most powerful genre in cinema. First and foremost, it brings together two 

types of cinema that are hard to amalgamate. Face it, the basic plot of Dr. Phibes is a love-story and 

a tale about how to deal with the loss of a loved one...Much more than a ravenous psychopath, Dr. 

Phibes is a hurt romanticist! Secondly and most teachers will deny this - Dr. Phibes is an educational 

film!! I guess we've all learned about the Biblical Plagues that overcame the Pharaoh in school, but 

it'll be much more easy to number and memorize them after you've seen this film. You might even 

say The Abominable Dr. Phibes is a valuable history lesson. And finally, this movie really proofs to me 

that horror is the "underdog"-genre in cinema. Do you remember how the plot of Se7en impressed 

the whole world when it came out in 1995? Both critics and audiences called it innovating, dared 

and highly original...but were the true horror fans impressed as much? I don't think so because the 

basic principles the killer in Se7en uses are just a pale tribute to the methods Dr. Anton Phibes 

employed. Anyway...I start to sound way too dedicated in my love towards the genre. Basically, what 

I mean is: The Abominable Dr. Phibes is a perfect horror film and perhaps even one of the most 

entertaining cinema experiences you'll ever have. Especially when it's your first viewing, Dr. Phibes 

will be a satisfying purchase. It's a refreshing horror film with adorable British humor and solid acting 

and directing. The whole thing is just a chain of brilliant sequences. Almost impossible to 

determinate a few highlights...the entire movie is one HUGE highlight!! 
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The AbsentMinded Professor (1961) 
 

A college professor invents an anti-gravity substance which a 

corrupt businessman wants for himself. A bumbling professor 

accidently invents flying rubber, or "Flubber", an incredible 

material that gains energy every time it strikes a hard surface. It 

allows for the invention of shoes that can allow jumps of amazing 

heights and enables a modified Model-T to fly. Unfortunately, no 

one is interested in the material except for Alonzo Hawk, a corrupt 

businessman who wants to steal the material for himself. Classic 

family from from Walt Disney that stars Fred MacMurray in the 

title role as a rather forgetful and absent minded professor who 

invents a strange putty substance that drives him and his close 

contacts bonkers. The movie is much more inspired, likable and 

family-friendly (not to mention funnier and more charming) than 

the remake starring Robin Williams, which was written by John 

Hughes long after his career had fallen downwards. This version is 

the definitive version--don't let the kiddies convince you to rent the other one before you see this 

one! 
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The Adventure Of Sherlock Holmes' Smarter Brother (1975) 
 

The younger brother of the consulting detective tries to steal 

Sherlock's glory by solving an important case assisted by an 

eccentric Scotland Yard detective and a lovely but suspicious 

actress. Sherlock Holmes' younger brother is annoyed that he has 

had to live in Sherlock's shadow for so long. When Sherlock goes 

to the continent, he sends a case to his brother who constantly 

tries with varying success, to imitate Sherlock's deductive and 

observational tricks. Quirky and undervalued. I really don't 

understand why this film isn't better-known. It's been a favorite of 

mine for years, and is very funny, if rather off-beat and quirky. 

Perhaps it's an acquired taste, and its nay-sayers haven't watched 

it enough; I don't know. It's full of some of the best comic talent 

ever to appear to the screen, and they do an admirable job. From 

the oddly reticent detective who has been forced to live in his 

brother's shadow, to the gorgeous music hall singer/compulsive 

liar, to the villain who must do something truly rotten every twenty minutes, the characters are very 

original and manage to surprise laughs out of audiences who never have any idea what to expect 

from them--a true rarity when put in the context of the modern comic film. Don't believe me, 

however; watch it yourself and form your own opinion. 
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The Adventures Of Gallegher (1965) 
 

Gallegher (16-year-old Roger Mobley) was a character created by 

Richard Harding Davis at the turn of the century, and made into a 

series of stories on Walt Disney's Wonderful World of Color. He's 

the copy boy with a nose for news, working at The Daily Press. 

One of ten children growing up at the turn of the century, 

Gallegher is determined not to stay a copy boy for long. Despite 

the complaints of Mr. Crowley, the city editor forever exasperated 

at Gallegher's inability to keep his mind on his real job (but 

secretly admiring the boy's "get up and go"), Gallegher is forever 

chasing clues and gathering information in the vain hope that 

Crowley will someday appoint him reporter. Gallegher's closest 

friend at the Press is Brownie, one of the head reporters, who 

often must have to cover up or excuse Gallegher's schemes, as 

well as persuade Crowley to re-hire the boy. Back in the day I 

remember the Gallegher series as one of the best of the Walt Disney TV productions. No doubt 

helped by the great cast that the Magic Kingdom people assembled for it. Gallegher is a character 

created by turn of the last century newspaper reporter and sometime novelist Richard Harding 

Davis. Gallegher is a teenage boy, winningly played by Roger Mobley who's working at a newspaper 

edited by Edmond O'Brien with one of the other reporters being a pre-Carol Burnett Harvey Korman. 

It wasn't uncommon in the 1890s to have kids not finish high school, let alone go to college, and to 

be joining the work force at a tender age. Hey, Gallegher could be working in a factory at this time, 

not uncommon then. Instead he's got a great instinct for newspaper reporting as he proved time and 

again. I particularly liked the fact that Disney occasionally had references in the script to indicate 

what was happening in the real world that would have been of interest to young Gallegher. I recall 

references to star baseball catcher Buck Ewing of the New York Giants and to the James J. Corbett-

Joe Choynski heavyweight championship fight. Roger Mobley turned out to have had as interesting a 

life as Gallegher. At certain points in time he was a Green Beret, a police officer, and a minister. 

Hollywood and acting was not the be-all, end-all for him. The Disney channel stopped running 

Gallegher and all the other Disney productions from when Walt was still with us. That's a pity, I hope 

they change their minds or get some of it out on video. 
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The Adventures Of Ichabod And Mr. Toad (1949) 
 

Two animated adaptions of "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" and 

"The Wind in the Willows." Two stories. The Wind in the Willows: 

Concise version of Kenneth Grahame's story of the same name. J. 

Thaddeus Toad, owner of Toad Hall, is prone to fads, such as the 

newfangled motor car. This desire for the very latest lands him in 

much trouble with the wrong crowd, and it is up to his friends, 

Mole, Rat and Badger to save him from himself. - The Legend of 

Sleepy Hollow: Retelling of Washington Irving's story set in a tiny 

New England town. Ichabod Crane, the new schoolmaster, falls for 

the town beauty, Katrina Van Tassel, and the town Bully Brom 

Bones decides that he is a little too successful and needs 

"convincing" that Katrina is not for him. One of the most 

underrated animated films ever. Finally Walt Disney Home Video 

has got their act together and released "The Adventures of 

Ichabod and Mr. Toad" in its entirety (the two stories have been available in separate forms for quite 

some time). I'll admit that the clunky title doesn't inspire much more enthusiasm than it did back in 

1949 (the film tanked, from what I've heard), but I hope some people will give this a chance just 

based on the Disney name. "The Wind in the Willows", narrated by Basil Rathbone, is a delightfully 

comic adaptation of Kenneth Grahame's classic novel, keeping the proper British tone (children may 

not get some of the UK slang used) while still remaining a lot of fun. The highlight is the courtroom 

scene, featuring a bullying prosecutor (voiced by Disney animator/voice artist John McLeish, who 

also narrated the Goofy "How to" shorts) going toe-to-toe with a wonderfully insolent Toad (a great 

performance by Eric Blore). "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow", based on a story (not a novel, as the film 

suggests) by Washington Irving, is even better, making the most of its American colonial setting with 

some especially interesting layouts and backgrounds. The humor found in the rivalry between 

schoolteacher Ichabod Crane and local roughneck Brom Bones for the hand of the manipulative 

tease ("coquette", in the film) Katrina von Tassel is some of Disney's best. The Halloween sequence 

leading up to the Headless Horseman's appearance is the most skillfully directed piece of animation I 

have ever seen outside of "Fantasia", conveying a magnificent sense of dread through both sound 

(the chilling echo of whistling and laughter, crickets chanting Ichabod's name, frogs croaking 

"headless horseman" over and over) and image (fireflies inside a tree trunk forming the eyes of a 

shrouded ghost, Ichabod's sweaty, nervous terror, the subtle cloud effect of hands closing over the 

moon). This is far more frightening than any horror film I have seen. All in all, a smart (listen to the 

narration and learn some new vocabulary words) film in every way. One final note: I have not seen 

this film in years (I saw it plenty of times on The Disney Channel during the 1980s), and I noticed the 

many scenes involving both alcohol and weapons, particularly in "The Wind and the Willows" 

segment. I accepted the scenes back then as a child and had no problem with them now, thanks to 

the general tone of the picture. Although the concept of Toad being restrained from blasting a 

bayonet-wielding weasel with a shotgun and seeing Toad and his friends running from various flying 

knives, swords, and axes sounds like something to stay away from, it is all harmless fun. Give it a 

chance. 
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The Adventures Of Jody Shanan (1978) 
 

Yesterday he (Joey Keeper) turned 12-years-old. Today he became 

a man. 
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The Adventures Of Skippy (1992) 
 

Remake of the series: Skippy the Bush Kangaroo (1967-1970). Now 

Sonny Hammond is all grown up and in charge of a National 

Wildlife Park on the Gold Coast, Queensland. He and his children, 

Lou and Jerry (11-year-old Simon James) and housekeeper Thelma 

live in the Habitat. Join Skippy, the lovable kangaroo, on her 

adventures in the "land down under." She teams up with her 

friends to foil the likes of animal smugglers, repellant rustlers, and 

even runaway convicts. Skippy the kangaroo in this series was a 

direct descendant from the Skippy the kangaroo from the original 

series. 

 

 

Series 1 (39 Episodes) (1992) 

 

Episode 01: Skippy and the Hammond Family. 

Episode 02: Skippy and the Saboteur. 

Episode 03: Skippy and Wally World. 

Episode 04: Skippy and the Haunted House. 

Episode 05: Skippy and the Bird Smugglers. 

Episode 06: Skippy and the Cave Paintings. 

Episode 07: Skippy and Tike. 

Episode 08: Skippy and the Trailbiker. 

Episode 09: Skippy and the Foxy Dog. 

Episode 10: Skippy and the Snake Charmer. 

Episode 11: Skippy and the Fishermen. 

Episode 12: Skippy and the Music Maker. 

Episode 13: Skippy and Miss Jack Horner. 

Episode 14: Skippy and the Two Jerrys. 

Episode 15: Skippy and the Runaway. 

Episode 16: Skippy and the Polluted River. 



Episode 17: Skippy and the Stuntman. 

Episode 18: Skippy and the Bushfire. 

Episode 19: Skippy and the Millionairess. 

Episode 20: Skippy and the Easter Bunny. 

Episode 21: Skippy and the Pirates. 

Episode 22: Skippy and the Surf Club. 

Episode 23: Skippy and the Balloon. 

Episode 24: Skippy and the Vandals. 

Episode 25: Skippy and the Penfriend. 

Episode 26: Skippy and the Roos. 

Episode 27: Skippy and the Beach Bullies. 

Episode 28: Skippy and the Big Sister. 

Episode 29: Skippy and the Mystery Marsupial. 

Episode 30: Skippy and the Pretenders. 

Episode 31: Skippy and the Rivals. 

Episode 32: Skippy and the Flim Flammers. 

Episode 33: Skippy and the Skipathon. 

Episode 34: Skippy and the Tiger. 

Episode 35: Skippy and the Orchid. 

Episode 36: Skippy and the Treasure Hunt. 

Episode 37: Skippy and the Golfer. 

Episode 38: Skippy and the Wheelie. 

Episode 39: Skippy and the Wedding. 
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The Adventures Of Tintin (The Adventures Of Tintin: The Secret Of The 

Unicorn) (2011) 
 

Intrepid reporter Tintin and Captain Haddock set off on a treasure 

hunt for a sunken ship commanded by Haddock's ancestor. Having 

bought a model ship, the Unicorn, for a pound off a market stall 

Tintin is initially puzzled that the sinister Mr. Sakharine should be 

so eager to buy it from him, resorting to murder and kidnapping 

Tintin - accompanied by his marvellous dog Snowy - to join him 

and his gang as they sail to Morocco on an old cargo ship. 

Sakharine has bribed the crew to revolt against the ship's master, 

drunken Captain Haddock, but Tintin, Snowy and Haddock escape, 

arriving in Morocco at the court of a sheikh, who also has a model 

of the Unicorn. Haddock tells Tintin that over three hundred years 

earlier his ancestor Sir Francis Haddock was forced to scuttle the 

original Unicorn when attacked by a piratical forebear of 

Sakharine but he managed to save his treasure and provide clues 

to its location in three separate scrolls, all of which were secreted in models of the Unicorn. Tintin 

and Sakharine. Riding and Remembering the shivers of an adventurous childhood. When about a 

year ago, at the supermarket, I saw on the Empire magazine's cover the 3D reproduction of one of 

my childhood's toon-idols my eyes popped out. 'WHO is directing WHAT???' - the question that 

echoed in my mind: It was a bit of shock finding out that one of my favorite directors was working on 

a movie from a character I considered buried under the dusts of time. The astonishment was soon 

replaced by excitement and I made the way back home from the supermarket hopping and smiling. 

Today I decided to take an adventurous break from my dull academic life and went to the cinema to 

watch it. No wonder the room was almost full, despite the fact that the movie will be officially 

released tomorrow. As soon as the opening credits appeared on the screen I felt a shiver of 

excitement running through my spine as I was visually meeting an old friend from my childhood 

again; to my pleasure I felt the same sensations I would feel when I was a child. That's one of the 

VERY good points of this production: the spirit of Herge's Tintin, in Spielberg's movie, remains 

UNALTERED. There are some cases, though, in which the characters are even better and more 

deeply characterized than in the comic strips. OK, let's release now all the excitement about this 

movie. If I had just five short seconds to say how I think this movie is I'd chose 7 words: Mesmerising 

from the beginning to the end. That's quite true if you consider that even the opening credits are 

little shining pearls of direction and creativity. The general impression you get from this movie, 

talking about direction, is that nothing could have been better. Spielberg's direction is, in this case as 

well, a real warranty of general great quality. Three things I particularly appreciated: -The movie 

flows perfectly; it is kind of a pleasure for your eyes and for your brain to follow the adventure. -

There's literally a STORM of brain-waves (and here comes the Spielberg's touch); especially, in the 

connection phases between one scene and the other the director totally expresses his genius, 

turning the open ocean into a pond, making two shaking hands become dunes in the desert and so 

on (you'll understand what I mean when you'll watch the movie) -The 'camera's movements' literally 

pull you into the movie and you can't help feeling excited or scared according to the situation. You 

can tell it's a Spielberg's movie even just looking at these things. Although all the things I have listed 



until now are enough to candidate the movie as the best movie of the year (in my opinion) there's 

still something I must remember: The quality of animation. I really could not find a proper term to 

define my astonishment when my eyes approached the beautiful places and landscapes shown in 

the movie. They look perfect, shining and bursting with emotions, sensations; they almost look like 

paintings: For instance, there's a sunset in the movie that I will hardly forget. It's the same with the 

CGI models: you can see the wrinkles on the character's faces, even their sweat. Furthermore, some 

words about the actors: Bells and Serkis are maybe the sole two living beings who could have given 

birth to the cinematographic version of the two main characters. The first succeeds in the hard 

challenge to provide the audience with a convincing and faithful interpretation of the beloved 

protagonist (he did A GREAT job indeed), the second is a delightful surprise again, with a funny 

Scottish accent and a very good interpretation. One last word goes to one of the best composer 

alive: Sir John Williams. There's nothing to do, every piece of music he creates is able to touch the 

deepest strings of our hearts. With a soundtrack (already bought at the HMV store) that ranges from 

the epic tones to the mysterious ones he gives us another example of his limitless genius, because 

he still remains one of those composers able to make us cry. Finally, Tintin - The Secret of the 

Unicorn, is one of the greatest surprises of the year. Another great adventure in the archive of the 

most spectacular stories of humanity, told by a MASTER story-teller (Spielberg). A movie you will 

hardly forget. 
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The Aggression Scale (2012) 
 

Four heavily armed hitmen and two unusual teenagers go to war 

over $500,000 of stolen cash. When out-on-bail mob boss 

Bellavance discovers that $500,000 of his money is missing, he 

sends four hardcore hit men to send a "loud and messy" message 

to the suspected thieves' families. But when the killers invade the 

Rutledge home, they'll meet the household's emotionally 

disturbed young son Owen. Owen has a history of violent 

behavior, knows how to make lethal booby-traps and is about to 

teach these thugs some deadly lessons in extreme vengeance. Just 

This Side of a Gore-Fest. There is something here that subversively 

attracts and repels concurrently. That's its edge of persuasive 

power to compel the viewer to take part in its revenge, self-

defense operandi. Some stylish atmosphere and splatter effects 

paint the picture just this side of a gore-fest. It moves along at a 

low-budget, jerky, jump-around pace that makes the ride a bit bumpy, but there is enough 

gratification to allow the shortcomings to pass as a production restriction rather than a flaw in the 

design. Tightened up a bit, and yes, just a bit more of the outrageous, this might have gone to that 

place of cult status reserved for the Psychotronic intelligentsia. Still it has its place in what used to be 

called "drive-in" movies and grind-house flicks. 
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The Alcoa Hour: Amahl And The Night Visitors (1955) 
 

One night in Judea, a disabled shepherd boy-turned-beggar (Bill 

McIver) and his mother are visited by three strangers. They are 

the Three Kings, and they are on their way to Bethlehem to visit 

the Christ Child, who has just been born. Gian Carlo Menotti's 

"Amahl and the Night Visitors" was the first Opera written for 

television. It first appeared as part of Hallmark's "Hall of Fame" 

series in December, 1951 with Chet Aikens playing the part of 

Amahl, and took to the stage in 1952 in Boston where it closed in 

short order due to poor acceptance. By 1953, Chet Aikens' voice 

had broken and he was replaced by the second of three boys to 

play the role – Bill McIver – who played the role for 4 years 

between the ages of 9 and 12. A bit of trivia: When Menotti went 

looking for a boy to play the lead role, he wasn't focused on a 

boy's soprano voice. Menotti wanted a boy who could act and had 

a bit of a 'mischievous nature' in him. The famous 1955 December the 25th live production was 

telecast on NBC as part of the Alcoa Hour series. This production was very well-received and re-

televised annually for years, and thus the first Christmas television special to become an annual 

tradition. 
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The Amazing Panda Adventure (1995) 
 

A young American boy (12-year-old Ryan Slater) visiting in China 

helps his zoologist father rescue a panda cub from unscrupulous 

poachers and save a panda reserve from officious bureaucrats. 

'Panda Adventure' cute and delightful. My Take: Harmless yet 

decent family entertainment. Nothing more, nothing less. Think 

MY DOG SKIP with a panda. Here, the little boy happens to be the 

son of zoologist with a devotion to a Chinese Panda reserve. What 

if the boy and his friend, daughter of his father's right hand man, 

happens to rescue a cute little Panda cub from two Chinese 

stereotype poachers? This is exactly what THE AMAZING PANDA 

ADVENTURE is about, and it does nothing else. While it isn't a 

great effort, and surely not above others of its craft, THE 

AMAZING PANDA ADVENTURE is entertaining, and basically 

perfect for an evening matinée with the kids. Newcomer Ryan 

Slater plays the little kid visiting his zoologist father (Stephen Lang) in a Panda reserve, on the verge 

of being savaged by officious bureaucrats. He also gets his hands tangled with a plot to save a small 

Panda cub from the hands of two bumbling poachers, who happen to be Chinese for a change, no 

less. The movie has very little happening then on, except for mild peril and adventure. Trekking 

through forests and villages, dodging poachers until reaching into its finale, THE AMAZING PANDA 

ADVENTURE isn't exactly an exciting or terrific adventure, but for harmless family viewing, it isn't a 

bad shot at trying. The panda, by the way, is a convincing and cute alternating use of a real cub and a 

realistic animatronic puppet. The settings are also lush and captures the feel of the moments 

situations. Regardless its shortcomings and weaknesses, THE AMAZING PANDA ADVENTURE is 

nonetheless harmlessly entertaining. Rent it for the kids. 
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The Apostle (1997) 
 

After his happy life spins out of control, a preacher from Texas 

changes his name, goes to Louisiana and starts preaching on the 

radio. Eulis 'Sonny' Dewey is a preacher from Texas living a happy 

life with his beautiful wife Jessie. Suddenly his stable world 

crumbles: Jessie is having an affair with young minister Horace. 

Sonny gets enraged and hits Horace with a softball bat, putting 

him into a coma. After that he leaves town, takes a new name, 

'Apostle E.F.' and goes to Louisiana. There he starts to work as a 

mechanic for local radio station owner Elmo, and Elmo lets him 

preach on the radio. E.F. starts to preach everywhere: on the 

radio, on the streets, and with his new friend, Reverend Blackwell 

he starts a campaign to renovate an old church. Can I get a 

witness? I didn't grow up down South, or even in the midwest, but 

I do know a little bit about the Pentacostal Church and Christian 

fundamentalism. Robert Duvall is an ambitious actor and film maker, and The Apostle hits home 

with its perceptive and loving portrayal of country people in the United States. It is refreshing to see 

that culture portrayed as something other than gaggles of yahoos. The Apostle focuses on the 

community spirit of the church, and thereby shatters some of the mystery of its appeal in a culture 

as self-centered as our own. There are no saints in this story, just a protagonist and his supporters 

trying to make sense of a country in which there is little love and way too much usury. The film is 

harsh on a number of levels, very no-nonsense though drawn out at various moments. But it's real, 

and that's more than can be said for ninety per cent of what passes for films about U.S. culture these 

days. It's said by some folks that Robert Duvall has been trying to make this film for a lot of years, 

and there are parts of The Apostle that contain faint echoes of his 1983 project Tender Mercies. It 

hardly matters, since both are interesting films for different reasons. Some day we'll see Robert 

Duvall as the vast repository of Americana he really is, until then, The Apostle is one of the best 

testimonies to his strengths that I know of. Can I get a witness? 
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The Bad News Bears (Die Bären Sind Los) (1979–80) 
 

The comic misadventures of a misfit Little League baseball team. 

To avoid a year in jail, swimming pool cleaner Morris Buttermaker 

agrees to coach a Little League baseball team called the Bears. 

Unfortunately, the Bears are the worst team in the league, 

boasting a roster of the most inept and least disciplined players in 

school. Buttermaker, with the help of principal Rappant, 

eventually wins the respect of the Bears, and they even win a few 

games along the way. Had Potential But Hampered By Time 

Changes. The Bad News Bears is one of my all-time favorite 

baseball movies that spawned two sequels and a prime time 

sitcom. The good news is that the show had an outstanding cast, 

anchored by Jack Warden who took over Walter Mattheu's role as 

Buttermaker and Catherine Hicks, years before she played Annie 

on 7th Heaven. There were also outstanding young actors, 

including 13-year-old Kristoff St. John as Ahmad Abdul Rahim, 8-year-old Corey Feldman as Regi 

Tower, 9-year-old Meeno Peluce (Soleil Moon Frye's brother) as Tanner Boyle, 9-year-old J. Brennan 

Smith as Mike Engelberg, 10-year-old Billy Jayne (as Billy Jacoby) as Rudi Stein, 12-year-old Sparky 

Marcus as Leslie Ogilvie & 10-year-old Shane Butterworth as Timmy Lupus. With a cast like that, the 

show had lots of potential. Warden's Buttermaker was still a swimming pool cleaner who was faced 

with going to jail after driving a client's car into a pool or coaching a little league team. He chose the 

latter and as the season progressed it was better than the big house. Also, the producers did the 

right thing in keeping "March of the Toreadors" from the Bizet opera Carmen as the sitcom's theme 

music. It was also used over the closing credits in the original Bad News Bears movie. Unfortunately, 

CBS kept moving the show around, confusing viewers over when it would be shown and three 

episodes into its second season, it struck out. Hopefully someday, the episodes will be available on 

DVD, proving to viewers that The Bad News Bears wasn't bad news. 

 

Series 1 (12 Episodes) (1979–80) 

 

Episode 01: Here Comes the Coach. 

Episode 02: Amanda Joins the Bears. 

Episode 03: Nakedness Is Next to Godliness. 

Episode 04: The Kelly Story. 

Episode 05: Tanner's Bird. 

Episode 06: Emily Loves Morris. 

Episode 07: The Food Caper. 



Episode 08: Men Will Be Boys. 

Episode 09: Three's a Crowd. 

Episode 10: Save the Bears. 

Episode 11: Dance Fever. 

Episode 12: Fielder's Choice. 

 

Series 2 (14 Episodes) (1979–80) 

 

Episode 01: Run Down. 

Episode 02: Buttermaker Rides Again. 

Episode 03: First Base. 

Episode 04: Wedding Bells: Part 1. 

Episode 05: The Birds, the Bees, and the Bears. 

Episode 06: Lights Out. 

Episode 07: Wedding Bells: Part 2. 

Episode 08: Matched Set. 

Episode 09: Old Timers' Day. 

Episode 10: Scrambled Eggs. 

Episode 11: Double Play. 

Episode 12: The Good Life. 

Episode 13: The Pride of the Bears. 

Episode 14: The Headless Ghost of MacKintosh Manor. 
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The Ballad Of Jack And Rose (2005) 
 

A father and daughter isolated on an island off the East Coast and 

living on a once thriving commune grapple with the limits of family 

and sexuality. Jack lives on the site of his abandoned island 

commune with his 16-year-old daughter Rose. Jack has sheltered 

Rose from the influences of the outside world, but now Rose's 

emerging womanhood poses troubling questions about the days 

ahead. A man who has lived a life motivated by environmentalism 

and other altruistic causes, Jack now rages at those who do not 

share his concerns, like developer Marty Rance, who is building a 

housing tract on the edge of his property. When Jack invites his 

girlfriend Kathleen and her sons Rodney and Thaddius to live with 

them, Rose feels betrayed and the situation quickly becomes 

precarious. Rose acts out wildly, creating chaos. As everything flies 

out of control, Jack finds himself trapped in an impossible place 

and is forced to take action. A marvelous piece of acting. My pick for male Oscar winner so far this 

year is Daniel Day-Lewis as an eccentric father of a precocious girl in The Ballad of Jack and Rose. I 

don't think the bard suggested incest on the menu for Prospero and Miranda, but in this ballad dad 

and daughter alone on a remote peninsula off the East coast are not fighting just real estate 

developers and dad's lovers, they are dealing with incestuous feelings so subtly relayed that even 

our delicately Christian president might not be offended. I have five beautiful daughters in the 

healthiest of relationships, but that a man alone with a bright, loving, free-spirited daughter could go 

to the dark side is the genius of this parable about the difficulties of living outside societal norms, 

which sometimes are fortunately restrictive of baser instincts. Day-Lewis's conflicted protagonist is a 

marvelous piece of acting, the best of his career, and the most interesting this year. 
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The Basket (1999) 
 

A picturesque Pacific Northwest community raising its wheat and 

children (15-year-old Robert Burke) in the midst of a nation 

reeling from World War I sets the stage for The Basket. In a time 

of pain and prejudice woven against a background of beauty, The 

Basket ultimately points to triumph and hope in a changing 

America. Excellent! The Basket is one of the best movies I have 

seen in a long time. It was not only beautifully filmed, but the 

story was as deep as you looked. It didn't need fancy special 

effects or thrills - just solid film making at it's best. I actually 

stumbled on this film. My wife and I heard about this movie via 

word of mouth that it was a must see. Two weeks later by some 

stroke of luck it was playing at our local theater. When the movie 

ended I couldn't help to think what happened with the 

distribution of this movie. It deserves much more screen time and 

exposure than it has received. If I hadn't heard about this movie from a friend, I may never have 

seen it. It was Fantastic! This sleeper deserves to be seen, I enjoyed it as much as "Life is Beautiful" 

that got so much aclaim. My wife and I thoroughly enjoyed this film and strongly recommend it. 
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The Be All And End All (2009) 
 

At 15-years-old, Robbie (Josh Bolt) has only one thing on his mind 

- losing his virginity. The problem is that he's in hospital with a 

fatal heart condition. And who has to overcome the odds and help 

him fulfill his final wish? His best friend Ziggy (Eugene Byrne). 

Wow...this movie is conflicting. Let me get one thing out of the 

way early on: I really did like this movie. I know a lot of Americans 

don't really get British humor (outside of Monty Python) and I 

really think that's a shame. But I'll admit this movie muddles the 

waters even further for some with it's relatively seamless 

transitions from melancholy to humor. As a basic premise it seems 

sound; a dying 15-year-old boy has one final wish: to get laid once 

in his life. And who better to help him carry that wish out than his 

best friend? Seems like a good set up for some wacky hijinks, no? 

Well...that's kind of the problem. Remember, the kid's dying. 

There's a lot to explore there that's not at all funny. So while the film does deliver on some of the 

humorous aspects of a teenager's search for some action (on behalf of a bedridden friend, no less), 

much of that humor gets overshadowed by the weight of the situation. Plus, the film often attempts 

to transition between humorous and heartfelt a little too quickly. It's hard to laugh at something 

immediately after the main characters get soul-crushingly bad news. That said, for those who like a 

little something different and are tired of the usual teenage sex comedy, this might be just the thing. 

Sure, it's more than a little dark, but it lends some weight to the story in the end. 
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The Bears And I (1974) 
 

To find himself, he lost himself in adventurous high country! 

Unexpected gem. This is one of those tattered movies you pick up 

from the Family 50 cent racks. Surprisingly good movie. Music by 

John Denver and good performance from Chief Dan George. Also 

serves as a gentle introduction to concerns about the environment 

and native issues for younger folks. Strength of the movie is the 

story-line. Typical of Disney product of the time. Upon watching 

"The Bears And I", one will see just how far the Disney company 

had gone downhill eight years after Walt Disney's death. To be 

fair, not all of the movie is bad. It's a rare '70s movie that shows a 

Vietnam vet to be well-adjusted and not suffering from any post-

combat problems. The scenery is nice, the bears are adorable, and 

Patrick Wayne, though a little stiff, makes a likable character. Also, 

it's always nice to see Chief Dan George. And speaking of Native 

Americans, it's interesting that unlike other '70s movies dealing with Native Americans, this movie 

doesn't always portray them as 100% sympathetic. Though despite positive stuff like this, much of 

the movie is a chore to sit through. For one thing, there's too much unnecessary narration, when 

silence would have been enough. There are also too many similar scenes of the bears making 

mischief - the movie seems to be repeating itself at times. There's also forced slapstick, bad looping 

done in the editing room, and an unbearable long subplot of the local Native Americans being 

threatened with eviction - it would have been better if the movie would have stuck with the bears 

(though at the same time made sure they gave the bear scenes some variety.) If Walt Disney had 

been alive when this project was proposed, I'm sure he would have wisely killed the project, or at 

least sent the screenplay back for some serious rewriting - he usually had a good idea as to what 

kind of projects would attract an audience. 
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The Beastmaster (1982) 
 

A sword-and-sorcery fantasy about a young man's (13-year-old 

Billy Jayne & Marc Singer) search for revenge. Armed with 

supernatural powers, the handsome hero and his animal allies 

wage war against marauding forces. Dar, is the son of a king, who 

is hunted by a priest after his birth and grows up in another 

family. When he becomes a grown man his new father is 

murdered by savages and he discovers that he has the ability to 

communicate with the animals. After that, Dar begins his quest for 

revenge in this Conan-like movie. If you want action, excitement, 

and tons of fun; look no further! Come on, its BEASTMASTER! How 

can you deny that this movie is one of the top movies in the 

eighties pantheon of excellent trash. I mean so much stuff 

happens in this movie and you are never left wondering what is 

going on. Every move is perfectly placed and paced. Marc Singer is 

perfectly cast as Dar. He has a legendary physique in this move, and some shots look like a Boris 

Vallejo painting. Tanya Roberts is perfect as his feminine foil. Jon Amos, bad ass. Rip Torn does a 

magnificent job as MAAX. The Deathguards, those guys running around like gorillas with spiked 

gloves, truly frightening. Then you have the tree people, the acid bat guys, come on what could be 

cooler. Though above all I have to give it up for the animals in this picture. The animals take the 

cake, the ferrets, the tiger, and falcon, are majestic creatures of beauty that often surpass the actors 

in finding moments of true beauty and comedy. Better than Conan, Beastmaster taps the main vein 

of the seventies fantasy feel in every way imaginable. 
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The Beaver (2011) 
 

A troubled husband and executive adopts a beaver hand-puppet 

as his sole means of communicating. Walter Black ('Mel Gibson') is 

depressed and sleeps most of the day. It's driving his family crazy, 

and his wife Meredith (Jodie Foster) kicks him out. Walter starts 

carrying a beaver puppet and tries to commit suicide 

(unsuccessfully). He uses the puppet to talk to himself, trying to 

bolster his spirits, and is trying to rebuild his life. Through the 

beaver, the family begins to learn about Walter's history and 

problems, and as he continues rebuilding, the beaver shows us all 

a way to cope. A very emotional and enjoyable movie. People 

seem to forget that humans make mistakes, and that Mel Gibson 

has his shares of mistakes that I'm sure he is feeling bad about and 

trying to fix, but people are just so judgmental and non forgiving. 

the problem is, I'm sure that most of them had made similar 

mistakes in their lives, but are still going on about Gibson, sheesh!! back to the movie, I was looking 

forward to it, because I think Mel Gibson is a really talented actor, and I gotta say, the movie did not 

disappoint me. the story as most of you might know from the trailers, is that Gibson's character 

suffers from depression, which has negative impact on him as well as on his family surrounding him. 

and just as things seem to be looking hopeless, he finds the Beaver, and with it, he finds his voice 

and his self. A simple yet effective story, executed in a very professional manner, it is a journey into 

healing and trying to beat that nasty depression. the characters are played to perfection, as Mel 

Gibson and Jodie Foster, who also directs the film, deliver memorable performances. It also tackles 

the family relations and how it is affected by the father's sickness and turmoil, about family 

supporting each other and an emotional father - son story. Digging deep into Mel Gibson's character 

Psyche, and how he escapes his inner depression through the puppet, the beaver, is just so 

interesting. and they actually made the Beaver, the puppet itself so real, it appeared as a completely 

independent character, who was funny and at times even freighting. In summary, a highly 

recommended movie, great acting and a wonderful story. If you are one of those who are still 

obsessing about Gibson's mistakes, then just go watch Jumping the Broom. With 9-year-old Riley 

Thomas Stewart. 
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The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel (2011) 
 

British retirees travel to India to take up residence in what they 

believe is a newly restored hotel. Less luxurious than its 

advertisements, the Marigold Hotel nevertheless slowly begins to 

charm in unexpected ways. A group of British retirees decide to 

"outsource" their retirement to less expensive and seemingly 

exotic India. Enticed by advertisements for the newly restored 

Marigold Hotel, they arrive to find the palace a shell of its former 

self. A great big hug of a film. When the Brits make a film well, we 

knock spots off the competition and the Best Exotic Marigold 

Hotel is a completely joyous example of just such a film! You can 

keep your Artist, Midnight in Paris. etc. etc, this is two hours of 

pure bliss. This is the sort of film so well directed, that no one 

actor is better than another, even the cameo roles are brilliantly observed. Wonderful dialogue, 

superb acting, one minute exceptionally funny the next, moving. Well observed characters who you 

feel you know! Plus the added bonus of beautiful scenery, This is the first film I have seen for ages 

that made me want to stay and watch it all over again - it really is just one great big hug of a film that 

leaves you feeling very content! 
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The Best Thief In The World (2004) 
 

Izzy (Michael Silverman), the youngest son of a troubled New York 

family, takes a shine to breaking into people's apartments as a 

way to get attention. The story of a young boy (Izzy) and his 

family, living in New York. His father (Paul) has recently had a 

stroke, completely debilitating him mentally and physically. Izzy 

tries to escape the reality of it all by breaking into nearby homes. 

His mother (Sue) struggles to keep the family together, battling 

Izzy's outbursts and the strains of the entire situation. A beautiful, 

original film. I thought the performances in this film were 

incredible and heartfelt, particularly Mary-Louise Parker and 

newcomer Michael Silverman as the mother and son in this loving 

but tortured family. Michael plays a boy growing up in a rough 

NYC neighborhood whose father has just had a stroke. He starts 

acting out by breaking in to other people's apartments. Sue (Mary-

Louise) is a teacher struggling to hold the family together as best she can. They're never predictable, 

the characters are never sentimental... I thought the movie added up to something bigger than it 

was in a way that I was not expecting. I didn't even feel like I was watching a movie until these 

bizarre young kids that act as a greek chorus singing funny and squirmy nursury rhymes right to 

camera reminded me of it (this touch may have been genius, but it threw me off). It is rare to see 

something like this on film. Best film I've seen in a while. With 7-year-old Jonah Bobo. 
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The Black Balloon (2008) 
 

All Thomas (19-year-old Rhys Wakefield) wants is a normal 

adolescence but his older, autistic brother, Charlie, thwarts his 

every opportunity. Will Thomas, with the help of his girlfriend, 

Jackie, accept his brother? Thomas is turning 16-years-old. His 

dad's in the army and they've just moved to a town in New South 

Wales; his mom is pregnant; his older brother, Charlie, who's 

autistic, has his own adolescent sexual issues. Thomas finds 

Charlie an embarrassment in public, so when Thomas is attracted 

to Jackie, a girl in his swim class, Charlie presents any number of 

obstacles when she drops by their house, when the three of them 

go for a walk, and during a family birthday dinner. Can Thomas 

find a way to enter the world of teen romance and still be his 

brother's keeper, or is Charlie's disability going to prove more than 

Thomas can handle? Sterling. Thomas (Rhys Wakefield) has just 

started at a new high school. His father serves in the armed forces and the family has to relocate 

regularly. His brother Charlie (Luke Ford) has severe Autism and Attention Deficit Disorder. He's not 

able to speak and because he's the size of an adult, caring for him is not easy. At the start of the film 

we see him grunt with delight as he tramples a newly-bought carton of eggs into the kitchen floor. 

While Thomas's mother (Toni Collette) has accepted her son's condition, Thomas has not. He wants 

to keep his brother a secret from his new schoolmates but when one student (Gemma Ward) learns 

of his sibling, she's not put off. It's been a number of years since I've connected with an Australian 

film to the extent that I did with THE BLACK BALLOON. From the interesting title sequence at the 

start, we're drawn into the challenges of life with a family member suffering a developmental 

disability. While, I suppose, an outsider could never fully appreciate just how demanding such a life 

could be, the film gives us a very good idea. One of the film's many accomplishments is its successful 

blend of drama and comedy. It could quite easily have been a depressing affair but many of the 

brother's outrageous acts prove most amusing. On other occasions, they're heartbreaking. Equally 

fine is the performance by Luke Ford. Playing a handicapped character is a challenge for any actor, 

but Ford is totally convincing as Charlie. Never do we consider he's an actor playing a role. Toni 

Collette is first-rate as the ever-loving mother. She's heavily pregnant and when complications arise 

from her pregnancy, we can't help but wonder if the third child will be like Thomas or Charlie. The 

most likable of the characters is Thomas's classmate and later girlfriend, Jackie, played by Gemma 

Ward. Her acceptance of Charlie and her solid support for Thomas makes her most appealing. It's 

interesting to note that while Thomas sees Charlie as a burden, his formal introduction to Jackie and 

the development of their relationship has much to do with his brother. THE BLACK BALLOON is the 

work of first-time director Elissa Down, who studied film-making in Perth. She has done a sterling 

job. Having grown up with two Autistic brothers, it must be a profoundly personal work. The 

screenplay, by Down and Jimmy the Exploder, is honest and moving and the photography by Denson 

Baker is fine. I particularly appreciated his low- angle wide shots. THE BLACK BALLOON won the 

Crystal Bear at this year's Berlin Film Festival. It's an important film and deserves to be seen. The 

Australian Film Industry, sadly, does not have a good reputation, at home or overseas. But if we 



make films like this one, that's sure to change. With 10-year-old Sam Fraser [Kid Next Door], 

Makirum Fahey-Leigh [Mate of Kid Next Door] & Oliver Brookes [Other Mate of Kid Next Door]. 
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The Black Stuff (1980) 
 

A group of lads from "Liverpool" travel to "Middlesborough" in 

their transit van to lay tarmac on the roads of a new estate on 

"Teeside". Whilst there they get up to all sorts of mayhem, the 

young lad who is the "teaboy" is told by the older men to put 

plenty of sugar in the his tea because it will help his sex drive.! 

Meanwhile the guys have a dream of owning their own tarmac 

gang, and go off to a local bank to try to borrow the money for 

this hair brain scheme. As you can imagine all of this dreaming 

could go belly up, and the sex drive etc. could be a "windup". Most 

of the cast went to on to be big names in "Great Britain", and this 

is real classic that will make you howl with laughter. 
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The Boarder (2012) 
 

Inspired by true-life events, this is the sobering story of the 

Williams family and their process of coping with an adopted child 

(14-year-old Andy Scott Harris) suffering from Reactive 

Attachment Disorder. Not long after Carl is adopted, his new 

mother begins seeing a different side of him than anyone else. As 

she becomes more and more distressed, bizarre things continue 

happening, and the family slowly begins to see that maybe their 

mother isn't imagining things, and there's more to Carl than 

originally thought. 
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The BoatHouse Detectives (2010) 
 

From the director of CLUBHOUSE DETECTIVES comes BOATHOUSE 

DETECTIVES where four unlikely heroes (Mason Johnson, Oscar 

Hoggan & Cameron Phelts) go on an extraordinary mission with a 

ticking deadline, dead ends, false leads, mistaken identities, and 

near misses in this high octane, kid driven film the entire family 

will enjoy. 
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The Book Thief (2013) 
 

While subjected to the horrors of World War II Germany, young 

Liesel finds solace by stealing books and sharing them with others. 

In the basement of her home, a Jewish refugee is being sheltered 

by her adoptive parents. In 1938, the young girl Liesel Meminger is 

traveling by train with her mother and her younger brother when 

he dies. Her mother buries the boy in a cemetery by the tracks and 

Liesel picks up a book, "The Gravediggers Handbook", which was 

left on the grave of her brother and brings it with her. Liesel is 

delivered to a foster family in a small town and later she learns 

that her mother left her because she is a communist. Her 

stepmother, Rosa Hubermann, is a rude but caring woman and 

her stepfather, Hans Hubermann, is a simple kind-hearted man. 

Liesel befriends her next door neighbor, the boy Rudy Steiner (13-

year-old Nico Liersch), and they go together to the school. When 

Hans discovers that Liesel cannot read, he teaches her using her book and Liesel becomes an 

obsessed reader. During a Nazi speech where the locals are forced to burn books in a bonfire, Liesel 

recovers one book for her and the Major's wife Ilsa Hermann witnesses her action. Meanwhile Hans 

hides the Jewish Max Vandenburg, who is the son of a deceased friend that saved his life in the war, 

in the basement of his house and Liesel becomes his friend. One day, Rosa asks Liesel to deliver 

laundry to the Major and Ilsa invites Liesel to go to her library and tells that she can visit her to read 

whenever she wants. But in times of war there are many threats and the lives of Liesel, her family 

and friends will never be the same. The 550-page, World War II-era novel, narrated by Death, tells 

the story of Liesel Meminger from the time she is taken at age 9 to live with a foster family in a 

German working-class neighborhood. Liesel arrives having just stolen her first book, "The 

Gravediggers Handbook" -- it will be the beginning of a love affair with books. Simply Beautiful. I'd 

love to give it a 10, but having read the book, I know there were a couple of things they could have 

done to make it even better. The film was stunning nonetheless. I had very high expectations going 

in and honestly, from the trailer, I was prepared for a let down. Nothing of the sort. The scenery was 

breathtaking and captivating, and I felt transported, insulated from the realities of a terrible war in a 

terrible time by the endearingly human performances of the actors and the depth they lent to their 

characters. The only complaints I have would be slight spoilers for both the movie and the book and 

since I highly recommend both, I'll save them. A powerfully emotional treat you won't regret. Go see 

it! 
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The Border (Border Cop) (1980) 
 

Most unusual thriller in Mexico. A cop helps a young man defeat 

an immigrant smuggler. Unusual film, produced in England but 

shot here and in Mexico, sort of a cross between an action thriller 

and a documentary, focusing on the hard, dangerous lives of 

Mexicans who want to cross the border into the US. A lot of time 

is spent on their lifestyle and culture, less time on a shaky plot 

about an evil slob with a big mustache who ships poor Mexicans 

over the order illegally, to work in horrible sweat shops; Telly 

Savalas is the kick-ass cop who eventually defeats him. Most 

shocking are scenes in a real slaughterhouse, showing disgusting, 

graphic footage of how cattle are butchered and disemboweled 

for your hamburgers. An odd one. 
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The Boy From Dead Man's Bayou (Bayou Boy) (1971) 
 

Two young boys (11-year-old Mike Lookinland & 15-year-old 

Mitch Vogel) must retrieve a church bell from the depths of a 

murky lagoon in a Louisiana swamp. Complicating matters is the 

fact that the lagoon is home to a large and deadly alligator. Lost 

Childhood Favorite. I have been trying to remember the title of 

this movie my whole life. My sisters and I used to watch this on 

t.v. almost every Sunday. It scared the crap out of us! It's been 

years since I've seen it- I'd like it to be released on DVD. I'm 

working on collecting all the movies from my childhood. 

Everybody has a different opinion on old Disney movies. I prefer 

them to the newer ones, myself. Some will probably say this 

movie is corny- but it's a good old movie. 
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The Boy Who Saved Christmas (1998) 
 

No Job Too Big, No Boy Too Small. Really good little family film. 

Solid little family movie. My children liked it. Good Christmas 

themed story. It was a bit predictable, but I think most of these 

types of stories are things we've seen before. I liked the values 

taught. Recommend the rental for the kids. It's not that bad...is it? 

So I bought this from a store called Cheap as Chips (for good 

reason its called that) and expected this film to be a pile of poo 

but the actual story line caught my attention. I'm a film maker and 

am going to make a short film on Santa getting kidnapped so 

naturally I thought it might be an idea to see what NOT to do. I 

may not be a kid anymore but I enjoyed it thoroughly. I know it's 

cheaply done and the effects are just 'over the moon' but all in all I 

believe this is a great family film. Maybe in today's age kids might 

find it slightly boring or pathetic but I know that for me at a young age I would have loved this 

movie. However don't take my word for it being great or anything cause when I was a kid I loved 

films like Santa with Muscles, Mr. Nanny, Surf Ninjas, Sidekicks, 3 Ninjas, Flipper, all those films that 

more people seem to hate than love. 
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The Boys From Baghdad High (2007) 
 

Four students from different religious backgrounds in Baghdad 

document their final year in high school. During 2006-07, four 

students keep a video diary of their final year at Tariq bin Ziad 

High School in Baghdad. As violence escalates, the four prepare to 

take the National Exams they must pass in June to secure their 

diploma. They are Ali, a Kurd, Anmar, a Christian who starts the 

school year not having heard from his girlfriend for a few days, 

and a Shia and a Sunni - Hayder, a rap poet and songwriter, and 

Mohammad, fatherless, living with his mother and extended 

family. Amid explosions, gunfire, and power outages, they study, 

wrestle, play games, listen to music, dance, and talk boy talk. Mid-

year, one moves north, safe but bored. Will they pass their 

exams? Will they live? How to smile and laugh in the face of 

violence. Four high school students are handed digital cameras 

with which they will record their senior year of high school. This documentary sounds pretty familiar, 

on the face of it. It's been done many times before. The twist here is that the high school is in 

Baghdad, one of the most violent and war-ravaged cities in the world, and the four (all boys) would 

appear to be enemies to the outside world -- they and their classmates are Muslims, Christians, 

Sunnis, Shiites, and Kurds. What they have in common, though, is that they are all teenagers, and we 

know where this is going right from the start -- the message here is that kids are the same all over 

the world. The premise of "Baghdad High" is not a novel idea by any means. In fact, I saw two similar 

films at the previous festival I attended. The challenge here is to make it work in an original way, not 

just to pick four cool kids who can make the viewer laugh and cry, but to touch the heart by showing 

the adult world just how immune "ordinary" teens can be in the face of war. They have the same 

desires, hopes, and dreams as high school kids everywhere -- they just want to get good grades and 

have fun. The difference here is that they might be blown up by a roadside bomb on the way home 

from school. One of the biggest surprises of "Baghdad High" is that the boys are more curiously 

endearing and their friendships much sweeter than similar documentaries shot in U.S. high schools. 

Their displays of affection for each other and absence of talk about girls and sex is probably a bit 

more accurate than what American teenage boys would like others to believe about themselves, 

especially when cameras are pointed at them. There is little of the typical bravado and macho 

posturing we see with teens in America. Another surprise is how little discussion of politics takes 

place in these homes (or in the film itself). Even then, the kids never mention it at all. When the 

subject is brought up, it's the parents who are asked how they feel about the U.S. presence there. 

With a shrug, they actually blame both governments. They don't even take sides. They just want the 

violence to end. 
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The Boys Of St. Vincent: 15 Years Later (1993) 
 

Fifteen years after the events of The Boys of St. Vincent took 

place, the various boys involved are brought in to testify against 

the brothers, now finally standing trial, who assaulted them when 

they were children. The former head of the orphanage, Peter 

Lavin, has been married for several years at this point, has two 

children, and is living in Montreal when he is placed under arrest 

and brought to stand trial. While he maintains his innocence, the 

boy he favoured durring those years, Kevin Reevey, as well as 

many others, are faced with revisiting the abuse and trauma they 

sustained as children. 
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The Bracelet Of Bordeaux (2007) 
 

Someone is dognapping the canine citizens of Chem City, Texas! 

Two pre-teen girls overcome danger and conspiracies as they set 

out to solve the crime and administer justice with the help of a 

magical bracelet. As the girls battle the Mob, a punk gang and a 

crooked cop they learn something about friendship, courage and 

hanging with the right crowd. A funny, well-made film with a 

message worth heeding. Hilarious is the operative term for THE 

BRACELET OF BORDEAUX. It is a fast-paced, fanciful film that 

offers a nudge-wink mix of slapstick, irony, and withering social 

satire about "Chem City," Texas. Adults and children alike laughed 

long and hard at the showing I attended, with nary a mean-

spirited gag in sight. The quality I liked best about BRACELET was 

its overarching emphasis on the importance of choosing -- and 

keeping -- the right kinds of friends. Although clearly aimed at 

kids, the film has both a sense of humor and message adults would benefit by heeding. Thank 

goodness the filmmakers chose to emphasize fantasy over realism. Is anyone besides me tired of 

films that fail to take advantage of the nearly boundless theatricality and visual creativity the 

medium allows? Without giving away the plot, I can say that a form of magic, with roots in an 

important period of contemporary world history, plays a pivotal role in the development of the 

story. Equally refreshing was the use of believable, average-looking child actors, playing characters 

resembling real kids. Again, is anyone besides me tired of movies that present children as tiny, 

physically idealized, wise-cracking adults? Speaking of wisecracks, I liked the way the film's abundant 

humor sprang not from one-liners or clichés, but from the wild images on the screen or the irony of 

the situations orchestrated by the script. Since I knew this was an independent film shot on a 

shoestring, I was surprised by the quality of the production. The photography was professional, as 

were the sets, costumes and props. Effects were high-quality, and acting was top-rate. I give extra 

points to the adult actors who portrayed the marionettes behind the juvenile-delinquent puppets. 

Sal's role added necessary weight to the plot, while the scenes featuring him and his hapless toady 

added levity to the proceedings with their straight-faced absurdity. In reading background on the 

film, I learned that BRACELET is the first by Frank Eakin and that it was so low-budget it was 

practically no-budget. The information begs the question: Has digital technology made film a truly 

democratic art form? The success of THE BRACELET OF BORDEAUX is enough to make believers out 

of the most stalwart doubters in the power of digital video technology. With 11-year-old Shane Ryan 

Savage. 
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The Brady Bunch In The White House (2002) 
 

Mike Brady becomes the President of the United States, and 

names Carol as his V.P.. One joke stretched out for 110 minutes. 

The entire premise behind the "New" Brady movies has pretty 

much been run into the ground. Yes, they are clueless. Yes, they 

are from an age that never actually existed. Yes, we can all see the 

references to old Brady episodes sprinkled throughout the movie. 

(Mikes plans in the tube, the broken vase from playing ball in the 

house, Jan jealous of Marcia, etc., etc.) but it is just not funny the 

third time around. Mike becomes president because of his 

insistence of finding out who owns a lottery ticket Bobby found. 

Hilarity is supposed to ensue when the evil of Washington takes 

on the blissful naive goodness of the Brady's. It's just one joke 

though. It is funny a couple of times, but mostly it is the theatrical 

movies scripts put into a cheap White House set. Nothing new here, except the kids (17-year-old 

Blake Foster & 11-year-old Max Morrow) that play the Brady children. 
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The Buddy Holly Story (1978) 
 

A film about the life and career of the early rock and roll star. The 

musical career of Buddy Holly is chronicled, from the days when 

"Peggy Sue" was "Cindy Lou," a song about his first girlfriend, to 

the meteoric run of "That'll Be The Day" up the charts, to his 

marriage, breakup with the Crickets, reunion with the Crickets, 

and untimely death. Busey's Best. At times, you forget that you 

are watching Gary Busey play Buddy Holly and start to think that 

you are really watching Buddy Holly! Besides the terrific acting, 

Busey is really singing and playing the guitar when on stage. The 

movie is made as real as a documentary. Like snap shots from his 

life, the Buddy Holly Story is just that, Buddy Holly's story. 
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The Butterfly Effect 2 (2006) 
 

A brain tumor allows a person to change the past by reflecting at 

relevant pictures. Nick Larson and his best friends Trevor Eastman 

and Amanda are celebrating the twentieth-fourth birthday of his 

girlfriend Julie Miller in a beautiful lake on a Sunday morning. Nick 

is expecting to be promoted in the company where he works, and 

Julie is planning to move to his place instead of going to New York 

for her Master degree. However, Nick is called by his colleague 

Dave Bristol, who is disputing the promotion with Nick, for a 

meeting with a client. While on the road, Nick has an accident and 

Julie and his friends die. One year later, Nick finds that he can 

travel in time and tries to fix the past, with tragic consequences 

for the future. Typical sequel... I got to watch this movie "The 

Butterfly Effect 2" in the theater last month. Not too much 

expectations, since it is a sequel and the stars are unknown. Just 

wanted to see how they would update the interesting concept of the first movie. Well, Eric Lively is 

certainly no Ashton. Erica Durance, while beautiful, did not have much to show in terms of acting. 

The beginning was very slow. The first part where their relationship was established in a very 

prolonged manner. However, once the "butterfly effect" scenes were underway, the midportion was 

actually very interesting. It is just too bad that it led to a very illogical and unsatisfying ending. 

Certainly could have been better. 
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The Butterfly Effect 3: Revelations (2009) 
 

A young man with the power to time travel attempts to solve the 

mystery of his girlfriend's death. Sam Reide has the ability of 

traveling to the past and works to the police department solving 

unresolved crimes, witnessing the events with the support of his 

sister Jenna Reide and reporting the criminal's identity to 

Detective Dan Glenn. When Elizabeth Brown that is the sister of 

his former girlfriend Rebecca Brown that was murdered a couple 

of years ago pays a visit to him, she tells that she has just found 

Rebecca's journal with evidences that Lonnie Flennons, who was 

accused for the murder, is innocent. Sam decides to witness the 

murder of Rebecca and his interference affects the future. He 

travels to the past other times trying to fix his mistakes, but every 

time he returns, the future is in worse condition. Not too Shabby. 

Well lemme just say I've seen the first movie of the series and was 

semi impressed, but more confused. Never saw the second one. Just watched the 3rd. Let me just 

say I honestly was intrigued through pretty much the whole movie. Focused around 'time travel' but 

not in the traditional 'got a special machine sense'. Based around a number of grisly murders, where 

the main character is attempting to 'witness' or even change the course of events by finding out who 

the killer is. I have to say I was curious to find out who it was and even though the discovery moment 

of the movie was kinda a weak climax for such awesome horror foreplay I have to say I went away 

generally satisfied. Not too bad of a twist, but then generic at the same time. However the overall 

experience is very entertaining. I recommend watching it. The acting isn't bad for the most part and 

while the movie seems really confusing at first, if you pay attention it actually makes sense at the 

end. Check it out, not for anyone but I'm sure a lot will get a kick out of it. 
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The Cat's Meow (2001) 
 

Semi-true story of the Hollywood murder that occurred at a star-

studded gathering aboard William Randolph Hearst's yacht in 

1924. In November of 1924, a mysterious Hollywood death 

occurred aboard media mogul William Randolph Hearst's yacht. 

Included among the famous guests that weekend were, Charlie 

Chaplin, Hearst's mistress, starlet Marion Davies, the studio 

system creator, producer Thomas Ince, and feared gossip 

columnist, Louella Parsons. Peter Bogdanovich is back, folks. I 

have to say, I thought the Cat's Meow was the cat's pajamas. 

Peter Bogdanovich has made a story out of an event whose 

outcome is still unexplained. What's more, it feels like it actually 

could've happened. The interactions between the characters 

leading up to the act are given much more screen time than the 

actual act itself. So when it happens, it doesn't seem preposterous 

at all. The story concerns newspaper honcho William Randolph Hearst (Edward Herrmann) and 

company celebrating the birthday of Hollywood producer Thomas Ince (Cary Elwes) on Hearst's 

yacht. That company includes Hearst's lover/actress Marion Davies (Kirsten Dunst), Charlie Chaplin 

(Eddie Izzard), author Elinor Glyn (Joanna Lumley), gossip columnist for Hearst's newspaper Louella 

Parsons (Jennifer Tilley), and Tom's lover. Tom hopes to negotiate a contract with W.R. Hearst for 

Marion to star in his next few films, but Hearst is more concerned about the attraction between 

Marion and Chaplin. Elinor is nearby to dispense advice, while Louella unsuccessfully attempts to 

mingle. There's also a pair of party girls on board attempting to have a raucous time as possible. The 

Cat's Meow has an eclectic ensemble with a Robert Altman-esquire taste to it. Edward Herrmann's 

role may be the most challenging, because he has to juggle eccentric, warmth, and jealousy as W.R. 

Hearst. Joanna Lumley is wonderfully dry. And for those like me who only remember Eddie Izzard for 

his droll stand-up work, he's surprising in this film. He's quite good as Charlie Chaplin. Kirsten Dunst 

is the biggest name on the cast. She's very fetching in the Cat's Meow, and this represents a change 

of pace from her dearth of Hollywood-oriented films. As good as the cast is, this is really just as much 

Peter Bogdanovich's film. After the excellent Last Picture Show, he sort of faded away and made 

smaller films (The Thing Called Love, for example). Although The Cat's Meow will not make him a 

household name, hopefully maybe his work will garner more attention again. His direction is very 

good here. Oh, I should also mention the costume design and music here. The production values in 

general are excellent in imitating the feel of that era. I was reminded a little of Woody Allen's Bullets 

Over Broadway (and not just the Jennifer Tilly connection). Anyways, The Cat's Meow is a good 

movie with interesting characters and thoughtful direction. 
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The Champ (1931) 
 

Dink Purcell (9-year-old Jackie Cooper) loves his alcoholic father, 

ex-heavyweight champion Andy "Champ" Purcell, despite his 

frequent binges, his frequent gambling and their squalid living 

conditions. And there's nothing Andy wouldn't do for Dink. When 

Andy wins a race horse gambling, he gives it to Dink and they race 

it at a Tijuana track. There, Dink meets Linda Carleton, a race 

horse owner herself, and they have an immediate rapport. But 

Linda's rich husband sees Andy and realizes Dink is Linda's son, 

who she gave up when she and Andy divorced. Andy is bribed $200 to allow Dink to visit with Linda, 

but refuses to allow Dink to spend six months with the Carletons. When Andy loses the horse 

gambling and winds up in jail after a drunken tirade, he realizes Dink's place is with his mother. Dink 

tearfully goes but sneaks out and returns at his first opportunity, filling a depressed Andy with a 

desire to make good. So Andy goes into training after his managers arrange a boxing match with the 

Mexican champion. A little rough around the edges and currently living in Tijuana, Andy Purcell, also 

known as Champ, is an ex-world heavyweight boxing champion who is trying to make a comeback. 

His career ended as a result of drinking, a vice which may thwart his chances at the comeback. 

Andy's adolescent son, nicknamed Dink, is his father's protector. Dink loves his father and does 

whatever he can for him. Despite vowing to lay off his other vice, gambling, Andy comes into a 

gambling windfall and based on a dream that Dink has, Andy buys him a race horse, who they 

rename Little Champ. At the racetrack, Dink meets a fellow race horse owner, the elegant and kindly 

Linda Carleton, who he eventually learns is his biological mother. She believes that the life that Andy 

has provided for their son is not the type of life an impressionable young boy should have. She holds 

no grudges against her ex-husband, but she, with her wealthy husband Tony at her side, want 

custody of Dink. The foursome, collectively and individually, need to decide what is best for all, 

including if Andy should pursue his boxing comeback. Film with a ton of heart. Former heavyweight 

champ Andy Purcell goes down to Tijuana in hopes of getting a fight. Andy's son, Dink, watches his 

father train, but Andy gives into his vices of gin and gambling, which constantly gets him in trouble. 

Andy wins Dink a race horse, which is entered in a race, where Andy meets his ex-wife Linda (with 

her current husband Tony) at the track and wants to be reunited with her son (Dink) and give him a 

better life outside of the one Andy gives him. Andy gets arrested and thrown in jail, where he 

decides that Dink would be best living with his mother, which devastates Dink (who idolizes his 

father). Andy is released from jail (thanks to Tony & Linda) and gets a bout with the Mexican 

heavyweight champ, where Dink runs back to his father to watch him hopefully win the fight, even 

though he is out of shape and not at the level of his opponent. The film is a toughing piece of 

cinematic brilliance, despite the static camera-work (very uncharacteristic of King Vidor). Beery and 

Cooper work so well together and their performances are what makes this film a classic. The script 

does not lose anything in the 70 plus years since its release. If the ending doesn't make you shed 

tears, you have to be a robot. 
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The Chaperone (2011) 
 

An ex-con on the run from his criminal past, hides out from those 

he ratted on by chaperoning a field trip to New Orleans. Ray 

Bradstone (Levesque) is the best wheel man in the business, but 

he is determined to go straight and be the best parent he can be 

to his daughter, Sally (Winter), and make amends with his ex-wife, 

Lynne (Gish). As Ray struggles to find honest work, his old bank-

robbing crew, led by Phillip Larue (Corrigan), offers him one last 

job. He agrees at first, but changes his mind at the last second 

leaving the crew without a driver. Ray decides instead to serve as 

a chaperone for Sally's school field trip. When the robbery goes 

awry, Larue blames Ray and chases the school bus all the way to 

the Museum of Natural History in New Orleans. Ray must deal 

with Larue, while supervising Sally's class on what becomes one of 

the craziest school trips ever. Decent movie tainted by a badly 

made trailer. Paul Levesque is an excellent actor. The character he plays in this movie shows depth 

and realism. I am a fan of his and to be honest I expected rigidity and an inability to cycle through a 

spectrum of emotion requisite of such a genre, but he pulled it off. Ariel winters was also surprisingly 

good, I was expecting some stereotypical goodie two shoes Disney actor but she is far from that and 

very confident in her role. I would recommend people WATCH the movie before passing judgement. 

I admit I too was prejudging it but after watching it, I have to say this is one of the best movie WWE 

studios have made so far. 
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The Circus (1928) 
 

The Tramp finds work and the girl of his dreams at a circus. 

Charlie's Tramp character finds himself at a circus where he is 

promptly gets chased around by the police who think he is a 

pickpocket. Running into the bigtop, he is an accidental sensation 

with his hilarious efforts to elude the police. The 

ringmaster/owner immediately hires him, but discovers the Tramp 

cannot be funny on purpose, so he takes advantage of the 

situation by making the Tramp a janitor just happens to always in 

the Bigtop at showtime. Unaware of this exploitation, the Tramp 

falls for the owner's lovely acrobatic daughter, who is abused by 

her father. His chances seem good, until a dashing rival comes in 

and Charlies feels he has to compete with him. Do not be mislead 

by the ne'er do wells who claim this movie as Chaplin's weakest. 

The plot is not intricate, but Charlie doesn't need an intricate plot 

to make us laugh out loud. "The Circus" proves this. Saying that this film is boring is perfectly 

ridiculous: there are many moments of pure Chaplin genius and, if nothing else, you simply must see 

this film for the tightrope-walking scene. No, it's not trick photography: that's really Charlie tightrope 

walking with no stuntmen of any kind. If THAT'S not exciting, I don't know what is. Oh, and just as a 

side note, this film was made during a time when Charlie was going through a very dirty and very 

public divorce-- his ex successful at having his funds frozen during the divorce, he was sued for a 

million in back-taxes and faced possible jail time, AND the ENTIRE SET to the circus burned down in a 

fire. He most definitely deserved the special Oscar he received for this film. That's right: OSCAR. 
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The Crossing Guard (1995) 
 

Freddie Gale is a seedy jeweler who has sworn to kill the drunk 

driver who killed his little girl. After his daughter died in a hit and 

run, Freddy Gale has waited six years for John Booth, the man 

responsible, to be released from prison. On the day of release, 

Gale visits Booth and announces that he will kill him in one week. 

Booth uses his time to try and make peace with himself and his 

entourage, and even finds romance. Gale, whose life is spiralling 

down because of his obsession towards Booth, will bring himself 

on the very edge of sanity. At he end of the week, both men will 

find themselves on a collision course with each other. A powerful 

and compelling story, filmed well and with some great 

performances. A powerful and compelling story, filmed well and 

with some great performances. Sean Penn seems to have 

managed to level the actors here, with David Morse, Anjelica Huston and Jack Nicholson putting in 

great performances and none of them stealing the scenes from the other. I found this very surprising 

as I expected Nicholson to flood the screen, as he so often does with such little difficulty. However, 

the emotion between Huston and Nicholson in the latter half of the film during the coffee shop 

scene is so powerful to watch. Huston is such a wonderful actress, and Nicholson shows some 

emotional depth that I haven't seen before, or rather, not felt with his performance before. The 

story is written and planned extremely well, with tension rising slowly and almost imperceptibly, 

until the final day. I found myself caught from the opening scenes of the counselling session cut with 

the drunken, partying Nicholson, right through to the pivotal moments of the main characters lives. 

It is a fantastic way to address this subject. To examine it from both sides, and keep each side with 

its own sympathies and understandings. Cleverly your sympathies and hatred are swapped 

throughout the story. I hope there's more to come like this. 
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The Crowded Day (1954) 
 

One day in the lives and loves of the staff in a large department 

store. The intertwined lives of employees of a department store. 

This is a fascinating ensemble film, with many fine performances 

of the large cast, about people working in a London department 

store in the early 1950s. As such, it is an important 'social 

document'. The film was shot in the real London department store 

of Bourne & Hollingsworth, so that the location and settings are 

wholly accurate. The film is a mixture of comedy and tragedy, but 

the comic part of it may have been the origin of the hilarious 

television series ARE YOU BEING SERVED? (1972-1985), which was 

one of the funniest comedy series ever made for British television 

and ran for 69 half-hour episodes. Some incidents in the film, such 

as the love note dropped on the floor and trampled by the feet of 

customers so that it does not make its way to the correct person, 

are studies in the cruelty of fate. Particularly unsettling is the 

depiction of 'commission stealing' by supervisors from the sales 

girls under them. Although department stores still exist, at this 

time they were full of throngs of people, perhaps one should say 

rampant hordes, since the smaller boutique shops had not yet 

been invented. Queues of impatient women with shopping bags 

are shown pouring into the store as soon as the doors open in the 

morning. Commercialism was also still at an early stage and had hot yet strangled everyone with a 

lust for things which they do not need. The film features popular leading man of the day, John 

Gregson, and a marvellous cast of well-known character actors and actresses, including Dora Bryan, 

Thora Hird, Sid James, Joan Hickson, Prunella Scales, and Dandy Nichols uncredited as a charwoman. 

Rachel Roberts was in only her second year as a screen actress. The film is ably directed by John 

Guillermin, well known for numerous important British films, such as the excellent GUNS AT BATASI 

(1964) and DEATH ON THE NILE (1978); he retired from films in 1988 but is still alive, aged 86. This 

film is well worth watching, like stepping into a time machine. 
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The Darjeeling Limited (2007) 
 

A year after the accidental death of their father, three drug-

addicted brothers -- each suffering from depression - meet for a 

train trip across India. Francis, the eldest, has organized it. The 

brothers argue, sulk, resent each other, and fight. The youngest, 

Jack, estranged from his girlfriend, is attracted to one of the train's 

attendants. Peter has left his pregnant wife at home, and he buys 

a venomous snake. After a few days, Francis discloses their 

surprising and disconcerting destination. Amid foreign 

surroundings, can the brothers sort out their differences? A 

funeral, a meditation, a hilltop ritual, and the Bengal Lancer figure 

in the reconciliation. Patricia Whitman lives in the U.S. along with 

her husband, and three sons, Francis, Peter, and Jack. All of a 

sudden she decides to re-locate to the foothills of the Himalayas in 

India. She does not return back even when her husband passes 

away. After their dad's funeral, the sons do not see each other for about a year. Then Francis invites 

them to India so that they can go and see their mother, who is now known as Sister Patricia. 

Individually, the trio boards the Darjeeling Limited train in Jodhpur, aided by Francis's assistant, 

Brendan, who has prepared detailed itineraries for their stay meticulously. At their first stop, they 

leave the train to get blessings at a Shiv Mandir, buy a snake, and Francis ends up getting an 

expensive shoe stolen. The snake gets lose, and they are reprimanded by the train's guard and 

confined to their room, but not before Jack has an intimate sexual encounter with Rita, their 

stewardess. They leave at the next stop to get blessings at the Gurdwara. Then their journey is 

interrupted when their train is accidentally shunted to an unknown railroad track. They do resume 

their journey and get into a physical altercation with each other, resulting in the guard asking them 

to leave at the next station, Dhelana, and Brendan quits his job. The trio ends up rescuing two of 

three young boys, staying there overnight to attend the funeral of the one who did not survive. They 

resume their journey via road and make it to the Himalayas where they intend to surprise Patricia, 

who is living there, albeit in fear at the moment because of a large man-eating tiger on the lose 

nearby. But it is the brothers who will be in for a surprise when they wake up the next morning. 

Anderson hits it big with offbeat, quietly affecting effort. Given the trademark quirkiness yet insight 

into many profound truths of human behaviour one would expect from director Wes Anderson, it 

should come as no surprise that his latest film, The Darjeeling Limited, demonstrates the majority of 

these traits with particular flair and distinction, arguably Anderson's strongest work to date. The 

typically disjointed plot details three brothers (Owen Wilson, Adrien Brody and Jason Schwartzman) 

who, in an attempt to bridge the gap between them, embark on a "spiritual journey" across India by 

train. Of course, considering Anderson's tendency towards offbeat comedic situations, and a series 

of problems involving Indian cough syrup, a poisonous cobra and pepper spray, the journey does 

not, of course, go as planned, and the brothers are forced to cope with their increasingly difficult 

situation and each other in turn. Do not mistake the film for the conventional road trip buddy 

comedy it may appear to be - Anderson is far too eclectic and clever to subscribe to such traditional 

fare, and his film is instead a far more emotional effort. With a particular knack for intricate 

character and storyline development, Anderson's script carefully doles out tidbits of character 



history throughout, painting a gradual and remarkably detailed portrait of the central characters as 

the film progresses. Though the film may drag or feel as if it falls slightly short of its true potential at 

times, on the whole it is far to easy to be swept up by the film to dwell on such minor concerns. The 

gorgeous Indian scenery is captured with particular affection by Anderson's jarring cinematography 

and sharp eye for intriguing colour schemes. The film's wonderfully fitting soundtrack perfectly 

compliments the sublime visuals, making for one of the most aesthetically pleasing films in recent 

memory. The central three actors are the real draw of the film, and all three boast excellent 

chemistry throughout. Owen Wilson, as usual, is effortlessly funny as spiritually obsessive control 

freak Francis, but also brings a tragic undercurrent to his character, made more poignant due to 

recent real life events out of character. A superb Adrien Brody steals the show as the emotionally 

unstable soon to be father Pete, demonstrating both previously unseen comedic abilities, and 

genuinely affecting emotional clout. As bitter writer Jack, Jason Schwartzman proves proficient at 

raising many a laugh, but despite his strong performance is easily overshone by his two co-stars 

during the film's dramatic moments. Watch also for amusing cameos from Bill Murray and Natalie 

Portman (featured more significantly in the film's 13 minute prequel found online at 

www.hotelchevalier.com), and a somewhat forced supporting role from Angelica Huston near the 

end. Like the rest of Anderson's other work, audiences will likely either love it or hate it. This is not a 

typical belly laugh evoking comedy à-la-Superbad - the humour present is more sly and chuckle 

worthy, and prides itself more on precisely crafted characters and situations than sight gags and one 

liners. Those willing to appreciate the film for what it is will enjoy an intelligent and touching 

spiritual meditation on family, and life in general. The joy is in the journey, and a journey as quirky 

and sentimental as this is one easily worth taking - for those willing to put forth the effort to 

overcome mainstream expectations, the film will not disappoint. 
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The Day The Earth Stopped (2008) 
 

Hundreds of massive intergalactic robots appear in all of the 

world's major capitals with an ultimatum: Prove the value of 

human civilization or be destroyed. Well, I've seen students do 

better work. Within the first ten minutes I was thinking hard about 

if this was a very elaborate Youtube spoof or a serious film. The 

acting is so undeniably awful it makes you cringe. The camera 

work is cheap and amateur while the sound and lighting could be 

done by an undergrad making their first drama. You think I'm 

joking? Look for the massively over exposed shot at 00:09:98. It 

just gets worse from here. Very low budget, poorly written and 

astounding that it made it this far. There is a weird mix between 

shots that blew the budget and money saving stuff that makes 

things look just plain nasty. How many times have you seen a 

government agent jumping from an expensive black truck only to 

start setting up a fold out table for his equipment? Mix this with cheap CGI and you have an instant 

looser. Should have been killed in pre-production. Watch if you want to know how not to make a 

feature film. 
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The Day The World Ended (2001) 
 

Horror film finds a killer alien, who is just misunderstood, 

devouring people. A school psychologist investigates the death of 

a student's mother and finds the boy (12-year-old Bobby Edner) 

believes he is the son of the being. His earthling father is also a 

doctor who has the boy in his care and holds that it is all in the 

boy's imagination. A Surprisingly Good Plot to Remember the 

Movies from the 50s. Dr. Jenniffer Stillman (the gorgeous 

Nastassja Kinski) is a school psychologist from N.Y. that moves to 

her new job in a small American town. There she will meet 

Benjamin James McCann (Bobby Edner), a boy with a powerful 

mind, and some strange citizens that live under the shadow of a 

mysterious event in the past. I am a great fan of those Universal 

Classic Monster movies from the 50s, such as 'The Creature from 

The Black Lagoon', 'The Wolf Man', 'Frankenstein', 'The Invisible 

Man' etc. 'The Day the World Ended' look like one of those movies from the 50s. It seems that the 

director and the screenplay writer wanted to honor those movies. Further, it could be used as a 'X-

Files' episode. There are clichés, the special effects are very poor, but it has a charm. It is a Sci-Fi / 

Horror movie without explicit violence that entertains. It deserves to be watched. 
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The Derby Stallion (2005) 
 

An alcoholic former horse-trainer perceives in a 15-year-old boy 

(17-year-old Zac Efron) a unique gift of horsemanship and makes it 

possible for the boy to conceive his dream and pursue it. 15-year-

old Patrick doesn't know what he wants to do with his life, and the 

pressure put on him by his dad isn't helping. But then he meets a 

misunderstood horse trainer who convinces him to train for the 

Derby Cup. Can Patrick convince his parents to let him compete, 

beat out out the rich town bully -- and find the champion that lies 

within? Not Getting Off the Beaten Track with Zac. Cute 15-year-

old Zac Efron (as Patrick McCardle) doesn't have friends his own 

age. He skips baseball practice to spend time with boozing horse 

enthusiast mentor Bill Cobbs (as Houston Jones). In flashbacks, 

Mr. Cobbs recounts his love for a wealthy white woman, and a 

passion for horses; his doomed romance led Cobbs to alcoholism. Parents William R. Moses and 

Tonja Walker (as Jim and Linda) don't like Mr. Efron's close relationship with the older man; 

especially, Mr. Moses wants his son to play baseball like his dad. Efron doesn't know much, but "I 

know horses like me." He decides to join the horse races, with Cobbs as trainer. Be advised, there is 

heartbreak ahead for Efron! Efron is less affected (and made-up) than in "High School Musical" 

performances, which is a plus. He passes for a mature fifteen, but doesn't show much prowess as an 

actor. The prerequisite bully and pretty girl roles are adequately filled by coolly-coiffed Michael 

Nardelli (as Randy Adams) and lightly-tressed Crystal Hunt (as Jill Overton). Cobbs adroitly makes the 

most of his predictable character role. And, ailing musician Billy Preston has one of his last gigs. "The 

Derby Stallion" gallops with missteps and continuity problems, obviously enhanced by budget 

restrictions. Filmmakers found a great semi-circular tree for a background shot. 
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The Devil Is A Sissy (1936) 
 

A well-bred young English lad (12-year-old Freddie Bartholomew) 

living in lower Manhattan tries to gain acceptance from his not-so-

well-bred peers at school. Claude Pierce is delighted to move in 

with his father, Jay Pierce, a struggling architect living in lower 

Manhattan, for the six months the divorce agreement of his 

parents specified. He's come at a particularly bad time for his 

classmate, Gig Stevens, whose father is to be executed that night 

for murder, so he's treated badly by Gig as well as Gig's pal, Buck 

Murphy, and their gang. But he takes boxing lessons and holds his 

own in a fight with the older and heavier Buck, so he is grudgingly 

accepted into the gang. Their chief interest is to get a proper 

tombstone for Gig's father, costing $80. When stealing and selling 

tires proves too slow, Claude suggests burglarizing some rich kid's 

home for his toys, and pawning them. Claude leads them to a 

house at night, where rich looking toys are found, stolen and 

pawned. However, a suspicious policeman has them brought. Very good. I taped this based on its 

title alone. It's the kind of classic Hollywood film I really love because, while it's definitely a quality 

picture, it's also goofy in a lot amusing ways. The Devil Is a Sissy stars three child stars of the time, 

Freddie Bartholomew, Jackie Cooper, and Mickey Rooney. Bartholomew is a young British chap who 

is staying with his humble father (Ian Hunter) for six months in the middle of New York City. At his 

local public school he meets up with Cooper and Rooney, two little toughs. It takes a while, but soon 

Bartholomew has learned the customs of the people around him, like how to play American football 

(the ball has points, unlike British football) and what people do to squealers. Near the beginning, 

Rooney's father is executed for murder. I wouldn't call it anti-death penalty by any means, but it's 

nice to see a movie from this time deal with the way it effects the family of the person who is 

executed. Over the course of the film, Cooper and Rooney learn what comes from being bad. The 

title of the film comes from a speech given to them by a judge, who tells them that it is easier to be 

good than bad. The angels were good, and the devil was the real sissy. The lessons to be learned 

remind me a lot of Michael Curtiz's Angels with Dirty Faces, but The Devil Is a Sissy is a much better 

film. The three kids here are professionals. They are the heart of the film, where the titular angels 

were merely plot devices. That was just a James Cagney vehicle. The script here is much better, as 

well. In addition to the actors I mentioned, Peggy Conklin gives a great performance as Mickey 

Rooney's rich aunt. She and the kids (and also her black maid) sing a nice little number, "The 'Ah' 

Song." The script kind of tiptoes around why the aunt has money. At first I assumed it was because 

she was a singer, but it seemed to hint later on that she may have been a kept woman. I'm not sure. 

Conklin's career seems to have sputtered and died, which is far too bad. 
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The Devil-Ship Pirates (1964) 
 

A damaged privateer deserts the Spanish Armada and makes land 

for repairs near a village on the British coast, terrorizing the local 

inhabitants. A pirate ship, fighting in 1588 on the side of the 

Spanish Armada, suffers damage and must put into a village on 

the British coast for repairs. The village is small and isolated and 

the Spanish convince the villagers that the English fleet has been 

defeated and that they, the Spanish, are now their masters. This 

results in the villagers' sullen cooperation, but rumors and unrest 

begin to spread and soon the Spanish pirates find themselves 

facing a revolt. A landlocked pirate movie. Like its companion film, 

"The Pirates of Blood River," this Hammer production is set almost 

entirely on land. There are probably budgetary reasons for this but 

the results may be a tad disappointing for those seeking a rousing 

sea-going adventure. There are compensations -- a competent 

script, adequate mounting, and a cast of capable performers 

headed by Christopher Lee. What's more, John Cairney, who plays the village's hotheaded rebel, gets 

a flogging in the town square while bound, bare-chested, to a whipping post. Alas, only the final five 

of his allotted twenty-four lashes are shown on film. 
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The Dog Who Saved Christmas Vacation (2010) 
 

When a pair of bumbling criminals threatens to ruin the Bannister 

family's big Christmas vacation, it's Zeus to the rescue in this 

sequel to The Dog Who Saved Christmas. Last Christmas, Zeus 

(voice of Mario Lopez) defended the Bannister household from a 

pair of dastardly burglars, but this year the family is spending the 

holidays at a snowy Rocky Mountain lodge. As the festivities get 

underway, Uncle Randy (Casper Van Dien) shows up with his 

perfectly manicured poodle Bella (voice of Paris Hilton), who 

forges an immediate love connection with Zeus. Their puppy love 

is rudely interrupted, however, when determined jewel thief Ted 

(Cain) and his partner-in-crime return to spoil Christmas for 

everyone. It's a good thing the Bannister's brought Zeus on 

vacation this year, because everyone's favorite dog is about to 

become the hero once again. Awful movie! Is not good to have it 

even n the background when you're doing something else... better turn off your TV. The acting of 

Hilton is terrible!!! she is not an actress, she should go back to do... what is that she does??? Mario 

can do better than this and the rest of the cast also... this kind of movie just put them at the end of 

the list of actors that you'll like to see next time. If you're browsing your TV channels and have this 

movie as a maybe... please keep clicking and look for something else. My 3 year old girl who was 

very exited by the commercial of the movie because all the Christmas stuff and the dogs was more 

bored than us... this should tell you all. 
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The Earthling (1980) 
 

Patrick Foley has been on the move all his life. Tired of drifting, he 

wants to spend his last days in an isolated Australian valley where 

he grew up. On his difficult journey he meets Shawn (10-year-old 

Ricky Schroder), a little desperate city-boy whose parents were 

killed in an accident in this remote inhospitable territory. Being 

unable to accompany the boy back to the civilized world he 

reluctantly takes him with him on his trip to that valley and 

teaches him in a rugged way how to survive. I don't know about 

Family film, but I truly loved this movie. Most people I talk to 

perceive this as a bad or downbeat movie. And, yes I concur that it 

has a very sobering but uplifting point to make. I was 14 years old 

when I first saw this movie and I found it to be very telling. Most 

people can't seem to take care of themselves by the time they're 

in their late 20s, but here is a kid who through a very strict but 

realistic mentor not only learns to take care of himself, but to be 

totally responsible for himself. I find it quite refreshing to see a movie, or any other popular culture, 

advocating that young people not only can but should accept responsibility for themselves and their 

actions. We, as a culture, tend to treat all kids under the age of 18 as if they can't possibly 

understand or be responsible for the actions. Very sad! This story tries to shatter that image, and in 

my opinion, does a wonderful job at it while telling a tale that if focused on correctly can be a great 

inspiration to a young person today. 
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The Edge Of Never (2009) 
 

A documentary feature film set in the world of big mountain 

skiing, "The Edge of Never" is a real-life coming-of-age saga about 

the tribe of skiers who challenge the biggest, most dangerous 

mountains in the world. In 1996, extreme-skiing legend Trevor 

Petersen was killed in Chamonix, France. Nine years later, skiing 

icon Glen Plake decides it's time for Trevor's 15-year-old son, Kye, 

to ski the route that killed his father and join the tribe of big-

mountain skiers. In this thrilling film, three generations of skiers 

mentor Kye as he attempts to finish his father's final run. A ripping 

adventure tale of a young man coming of age, "The Edge of 

Never" is also a rich and subtle portrait of men and women who 

live big in the face of their greatest fears. Written and directed by 

William A. Kerig, produced by Peter Schweitzer, based on the book 

of the same title written by Kerig, "The Edge of Never" was shot 

on location in Chamonix, France. The first 20 minutes is about Trevor Petersen's (Kye's father) 

history and to the tragic day of his death. When I saw the preview, being an avid skier, I knew 

immediately this would not be a disappointment. This film is loaded with spectacular footage of this 

world's wonders. Kye, is an amazing little guy and a talented skier on his way to the top. With his 

looks, he is sure to drive the ladies crazy. The Tribe welcomes another. I finally got around to 

watching this DVD, after reading the book years ago. The good: Amazing scenery, one of American 

film's best "insider" views of what it's really like to ski in Chamonix, interesting characters including 

some true legends of the sport, great storyline about an up-and-coming young kid being welcomed 

into the big mountain "tribe" and skiing the run that his dad died on. The bad: With all due respect 

to all the work he put into the film and his talent as a storyteller, Kerig should have left himself out 

of the film. The setup about his neighborhood doesn't work nearly as well as it did in the book, his 

narration is very stilted and wooden (as if he is reading all of his lines), and both the B-roll shots of 

him walking around and fourth-wall breaks of him talking to the camera are distracting and don't 

add much to the narrative. His presence worked in the book b/c we got a subplot about him working 

so hard to pitch the film and get it off the ground, then convince Kye's mom to let him go, etc., but in 

the film I wanted to hit fast forward every time he appeared on the screen and get back to the story 

of the skiers. The ugly: (SPOILER PART) Using Fan-Fan's accident and injury as a suspense setup, 

basically to keep the audience wondering if Kye was going to be alright, was cheap and gimmicky. It 

would have had so much more impact to just tell the story chronologically, and show that accidents 

in the mountains so often happen once you put your guard down, i.e. the day after the most 

dangerous run of the trip. Instead, it is employed as a framing device to manipulate the audience. 

Overall, a very enjoyable and inspiring film. Watch it for the skiing, the scenery, the camaraderie, 

and its knack for capturing the spirit of the sport. Just look beyond that fact that it had to also be a 

"movie." P.S. Steep, the larger-scale documentary that sprang from this project, is also immensely 

entertaining and provides a nice companion piece to Edge of Never, particularly given the chilling 

appearance by Doug Coombs in the latter, right before the protagonists' epic run down the Glacier. 
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The Empty Beach (1985) 
 

Cliff Hardy - One Man Against Sydney's Underworld. Film Noir 

Down Under. A curiosity - a bit like the Big Sleep transposed to 

1980s Sydney. Bryan Brown is Cliff Hardy - an Aussie Sam Spade - 

uncovering corruption and general nastiness. Brown, sometimes 

accused of woodeness, is personable enough as the down-at-heel 

investigator. The plot takes our hero through the inherent 

humiliations of the genre and leads to a creepily disquieting finale. 

Interesting principally in the way it presents a rather nasty 

counterpoint to the usual sun 'n' fun vision of Sydney. 
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The Escape Artist (1982) 
 

The young and self-confident Danny (18-year-old Griffin O'Neal) 

blufs at the local police-station that he will escape out of prison 

within one hour. What follows is a flashback about his childhood 

with his uncle and aunt, which are 'vaudeville'-artists themselves. 

We also follow the problems of Danny with the corrupt son of the 

mayor. A little lost gem that will make you grin from ear to ear. 

This film needs to be re-mastered and re-released. I absolutely 

loved the performances by Griffin O'Neal, Raul Julia, and the late 

Joan Hackett - who died of Ovarian Cancer shortly after the film 

was originally released. A great family film for little kids, and us big 

kids too! 
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The Fire In The Stone (1984) 
 

When his precious cache of opals is stolen, 14-year-old Ernie (16-

year-old Paul Smith), who lives with his alcoholic father in the 

harsh and lawless opal fields of inland Australia, sets out with a 

friend determined to find the thief. 
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The Flyboys (Sky Kids) (2008) 
 

Two boys (12-year-old Jesse James & 13-year-old Reiley 

McClendon) from a small town find their courage tested when 

they accidentally stow away aboard an airplane owned by the 

mob. See it! I saw this movie at the Riverside Film Festival and was 

shocked to find out it has not been released nationwide because it 

was not picked up by the big studios for distribution. They (the 

Hollywood types) are so out of touch as far as knowing what the 

average movie-goer is looking for - they made a big mistake 

passing on this movie. It's a wonderful film and had a little of 

everything (with the exception of graphic violence and sex!)- 

action, suspense, romance, intrigue, etc. I found myself laughing, 

crying, cheering, clapping, and enjoying the roller-coaster ride of 

emotions to the very end. It's definitely a must-see for every age 

group. 
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The Fountainhead (1949) 
 

An uncompromising, visionary architect struggles to maintain his 

integrity and individualism despite personal, professional and 

economic pressures to conform to popular standards. 

Individualistic and idealistic architect Howard Roark is expelled 

from college because his designs fail to fit with existing 

architectural thinking. He seems unemployable but finally lands a 

job with like-minded Henry Cameron, however within a few years 

Cameron drinks himself to death, warning Roark that the same 

fate awaits unless he compromises his ideals. Roark is determined 

to retain his artistic integrity at all costs. Boy does Ayn Rand like to 

hear herself talk. If silent movies could talk, this is how they would 

have sounded. One of the biggest mistakes in film history was 

allowing Ayn Rand to write the screenplay adaptation for her own 

novel. Boy does she like to hear herself talk or what? There is not one line of dialogue in this film 

that isn't overly dramatic and patently didactic. Rand does for dialogue what Norma Desmond does 

for mannerisms, except in the case of Norma Desmond there's an excuse -- she's nuts. Rand as a 

screenwriter just comes off as an egomaniac and she proves it with every over-stretched word. Even 

Hamlet would have told her to shut up. Rand somehow manages to make Gary Cooper and Patricia 

Neil totally unlikeable in their respective roles. The whole thing is a handbook for art-deco dialogue 

as a dying language. Okay, Howard won't compromise his art and Dominique is a tortured chick -- we 

get it already, lady. Massey's newspaper mogul character, on the other hand, is great and he plays 

with the fecund dialogue like a little boy plays with a puppy. Too bad he's in the wrong movie. I now 

have a new nightmare. I'm dead and I run into Ayn Rand at a celestial cocktail party. She corners me 

in a conversation and, oh my god, she sounds just like this movie. 
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The Gambler (1980) 
 

Brady Hawkes, The Gambler, receives a letter from his son 

indicating he needs help. This sends Brady to the rescue. Along the 

way Brady meets up with Billy Montana, a young man who thinks 

he knows everything about playing cards. Brady teaches Billy a 

few lessons along the way and they end up forming a strong 

friendship and team up together. You got to know when to hold 

'em. There is a part inside everyman, a restless yearning for 

freedom, for adventure, that is squelched by the confines of this 

modern world. "The Gambler" is a film that reaches deep within 

the viewer, pulls out this desire, dusts it off and hands it a six-

shooter. This movie is almost primal in its intimacy and unflinching 

in its portal of a broken man, cracked at the edges, trying to grasp 

to life before it overcomes him. Kenny Rogers plays Brady Hawkes 

with an almost effortless, Burt Reynolds-like cool. But behind the 

charisma lurks demons that threaten to overtake him. I haven't seen Kenny Rogers in any other 

movie, so I don't know how much is acting and how much is not, but regardless, the performance is 

brutal. I don't want to spoil the movie for anyone who hasn't seen it, because the experience of this 

film is not one to be missed. It will stay with you. After the movie was over, I looked at the box and 

saw it was only a mere 94 minutes long. It felt like a lifetime had passed. 
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The Garden (2006) 
 

A troubled young boy (13-year-old Adam Taylor Gordon) and his 

father on a road trip stumble upon a rural farm where the elderly 

owner has sinister plans for the both of them involving witchcraft 

and evil. The boy Sam is tormented by dreadful visions and 

nightmares and self-inflicts injures to his body. After a period in 

the hospital, Dr. Cairns tells Sam's father David that the boy is 

affected by the divorce of his parents and a period together with 

him would be good for Sam. David travels with Sam in his truck 

but Sam sees a spirit on the road and pulls the steering wheel off 

his father, provoking a car accident. Out of the blue, the farmer 

Ben Zachary rescues them and offers a job to David in his farm. He 

accepts the offer and enrolls Sam at the local school. Sam has 

Bible classes with Miss Grace Chapman and sooner he leans that 

Mr. Zachary is the devil and the place is the Garden of Eden. 

Further, Zachary has an evil plan for David. For those looking for 

highly symbolic good vs evil. A Blockbuster rental, I chose it mainly because of the seasoned 

character actors in it. It was basically as I expected and the actors definitely made the movie better 

than the ancient story line would allow. A 'very special' boy named Sam (Adam Taylor Gordon) is 

struggling with his parents divorce due to his father's alcoholism and other issues not apparent. This 

pushes Sam to self mutilate, but it seemed that there was more to Sam's self mutilation than just the 

divorce. Sam's father David (Brian Wimmer) takes Sam traveling during his summer with the boy and 

they have a car accident caused by Sam's hallucinations, seemingly brought about by the will of Ben 

(Lance Henrikson) close to Ben's remote country home. Ben nurses them both back to health, but 

David is taken in by Ben's logical approach to life's problems and agrees to stay with Ben as a handy 

man until they can afford to leave. Sam and Ben never hit it off as Sam detects something odd in 

Ben's outlook on life and the continued hallucinations make life with Ben uncomfortable. As the 

weak father turns to self indulgence with the urging of Ben, Sam gains strength from the other key 

mother figures to forgive and protect his father from whatever Ben has planned for them. The plot is 

very simple. The struggle of good and evil people constantly battle within themselves and how blind 

faith can simplify life's decisions when people are guided through life's choices by logical (but evil) 

arguments they are ill equipped to refute. If you don't have a very good background in 

Christianity/Judaism you will not understand the high degree of symbolism, and the movie will seem 

very heavily edited. I can see it being a cultural classic for the evangelical crowd. 
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The Gate (1987) 
 

Three young children (14-year-old Stephen Dorff & 14-year-old 

Louis Tripp) accidentally release a horde of nasty, pint-sized 

demons from a hole in a suburban backyard. What follows is a 

classic battle between good and evil as the three kids struggle to 

overcome a nightmarish hell that is literally taking over the Earth. 

Cheesy horror and nostalgia = fun! Ah, the pleasures of horror 

movies and nostalgia. I was about 18 or so when this was first 

released, and I wandered to the theaters with my friends to watch 

this movie based on all the TV ads. Yeah, ads that included those 

little dwarfed demons with mean faces and sharp teeth. Hey, for 

1987 that was seriously cool - and done very well! But at the time, 

I came out of the theater thinking, "Eh, it was okay." Years later, 

sick and not in the mood to move, I flipped through the channels 

late at night and found "The Gate" about to come on. I thought, "Eh, for nostalgia, why not?" I was 

surprised by how much I loved the movie! I'd forgotten it starred Stephen Dorff (he was unknown 

back then), and I was disappointed to learn that his sister in the movie (Christa Denton) didn't really 

go on to do much else. She was cute. Whatever happened to her??? Besides the cool suburban and 

1980s atmosphere (not to mention the clothes and hair - oh yeah!), the movie's story is the fun type 

of cheese that still keeps your eyes glued to the TV. Cool effects, a no-brainer but engaging story, 

and the kids are fun to watch. It's also on DVD at a cheap price, and I bought it the other day. Not 

bad. It's full screen (bummer), but the picture is pretty good. No extra features though (bummer 

again). But still, very worth of owning. I just watched it again lastnight. And yes, it's still so fun! 
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The Gingerbread Man (1998) 
 

Lawyer Rick Magruder has a one-night-stand affair with caterer 

Mallory Doss. He becomes hooked on her, and when he learns her 

nut-case father Dixon is threatening her, he puts the weight of his 

law firm behind Mallory, has Dixon arrested and subpoenas her 

ex-husband Pete to testify against Dixon in court. Dixon is sent to 

an asylum, but escapes from there and the lives of many people 

are in danger. A well-made, very underrated film. With this movie, 

it's all about style, atmosphere, and acting. True, I didn't believe 

all of the plot developments, but it didn't matter- the terrific 

acting, the unexpected plot twists, and the wonderful atmosphere 

sucked me right in, and carried me along for the ride, and I had a 

great time. Kenneth Branagh is not only a great actor but a master 

of accents, and he proves it once again with a flawless Georgia 

accent. He's surrounded by so much talent in supporting roles 

(Robert Downey, Jr., Embeth Davidtz from Schindler's List and Fallen, Tom Berenger, Daryl Hannah, 

and Robert Duvall) that I was simply blown away. I recently bought a copy of this movie, and I never 

tire of watching it. Simply one of the best thrillers of the year. If you've ignored this movie (and 

chances are you have), then I suggest you check it out. 
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The Gold Rush (1925) 
 

The Tramp goes the Klondike in search of gold and finds it and 

more. A lone prospector ventures into Alaska looking for gold. He 

gets mixed up with some burly characters and falls in love with the 

beautiful Georgia. He tries to win her heart with his singular 

charm. Possibly Chaplin's best film, certainly one of the greatest 

comedies of all time! To see Charlie Chaplin's The Gold Rush is to 

know enjoyment. One cannot help but enjoy a film as well-done as 

this! Chaplin said that this was the film for which he wanted to be 

remembered, and I can see why. It is a masterful blend of comedy, 

drama, and romance, among other genres seamlessly brought 

together in one extraordinary picture. Like all great movies, The 

Gold Rush has more than its share of memorable moments, from 

the Thanksgiving dinner to the dance of the dinner rolls to the 

cabin teetering on the edge of the mountain. All of these scenes are brilliant because of The Tramp's 

flawless physical comedy. He was a master of comedic timing, and he was one of the most graceful 

physical comedians I've ever seen. Don't get me wrong, this picture is not just three fantastic scenes 

amongst filler. The film moves along at a brisk pace, following the misadventures of our hero, The 

Lone Prospector (Charlie Chaplin, of course), as he attempts to hit it big by discovering gold in 

Alaska. Along his journey through the elements, the prospector meets the notorious Black Larsen 

(Tom Murray), a wanted criminal willing to do anything to get his hands on some gold. Fortunately, 

our friend also comes across a fellow prospector, Big Jim McKay (Mack Swain), who has finally defied 

all odds and struck it rich. But the Lone Prospector's adventures take place not only out in the 

middle of nowhere. When he is forced back to civilization, he falls in love with Georgia (Georgia 

Hale), the most beautiful girl in town. Of course, it would be all too easy if no one else was 

interested in this beauty. Jack Cameron (Malcolm Waite), the handsome lady's man who is not 

content with every other woman in town by his side; he must have Georgia, as well. Competition 

arises between the disappointed prospector and the ego-maniacal "lady killer." All of this would be 

too much for any one of us, but the Lone Prospector handles it all with his uncompromising 

resilience in the face of insurmountable odds to bring us one of the greatest comedies of all time! I 

will not lie, I am a fan of Charlie Chaplin's movies, but as objective as I can possibly be, this IS one of 

the great movies...Essential viewing! 
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The Good Witch's Gift (The Good Witch's Wedding) (A Feiticeira Do Amor) 

(2010) 
 

Almost as soon as Jake and Cassie decide to get married on 

Christmas Eve, complications arise. Ex-con Leon Deeks arrives in 

town, and Jake is asked by the mayor to make him his top priority. 

At the same time, Jake's having trouble securing the wedding 

license since he can't find Cassie's documents proving her 

existence. There's also the difficulty in finding a wedding cake at 

the last minute. Last but not least, Jake's kids are upset: Brandon 

(16-year-old Matthew Knight) wants to spend time with his new 

girlfriend, and is feuding with his sister Lori. Meanwhile, Lori 

manages to lose Cassie's wedding ring. Jake hopes to break 

Brandion's seasonal gloom since his wife died on Christmas Eve by 

finally wedding Cassie then. The kids' initial joyful acclaim 

dampens as Brandon is furious at sister Lori for bluntly suspecting 

his girlfriend of stealing Cassie's heirloom wedding ring from the 

shop. Mayor Tom Tinsdale lost his shirt in the real estate crisis, so his haughty big spender wife 

Martha hopes to launch a career as party planner with Jake's wedding, but ignores the couple's 

more modest taste. Deputy Derek Sanders falls in love with the caterer despite being assigned to 

watch ex-con Leon Deeks, who is suspected of retrieving his bank robbery loot or worse, but accepts 

a charity Santa job and desperately hopes to reunite his family despite being divorced is jail. Failing 

obsolete, grandfather George considers moving to Montréal, but the manor offers an alternative. 

More Kissy-Kissy. As we enter chapter three of the Cassie and Jake saga, they are still engaged, still 

exchanging chaste kisses, and still trying to plan their wedding. With Christmas less than a week 

away, Jake exhibits some uncharacteristic spontaneity, and proposes a Christmas Eve ceremony. 

Hectic preparations commence. This entry in the series continues the theme of the appearance in 

town of a suspicious "stranger", in this case a bank robber whom Jake sent to prison a decade earlier 

on a fifteen-year sentence. Released for good behavior two days earlier, town folk in general, and 

Sheriff Jake in particular, wonder why he's returned and what he's up to. Could it be to retrieve the 

loot from the robbery which was never found? Or does it somehow involve his ex-wife and child, 

who still live in town? Mystery, magic, and redemption have been essential elements of the Good 

Witch series, and this entry continues the theme. Cassandra Nightingale is one of the most intuitive 

characters ever committed to film, and in this one, her powers are in full force, always reading 

people perfectly, and always finding subtle ways to steer them in the right direction. As the standing 

characters in this series continue to become more fully-developed, one supports the wish for 

additional entries in the Good Witch series, whether as a weekly TV drama or simply in the form of 

more full-length movies. This reviewer got his wish for the return of Elizabeth Lennie's Gwen, 

introduced in the previous movie as a love interest for "Grandpa" George O'Hanrahan (Peter 

MacNeill). (Old guys need love, too.) Even town busybody Martha Tinsdale (Catherine Disher) is 

becoming (gasp!) likable. Co-executive producer and star, Catherine Bell, has said, "This character is 

closer to me, personally, than any character I've ever played." This, plus the sight of her in one 

fantastic wedding gown, with striking diamond (?) necklace, makes at least one male viewer wish he 



were "Jake". Thus, even if the Good Witch series ends in a trilogy, as many movie series do, The 

Good Witch's Gift will have it going out on top. 
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The Grass Is Always Greener Over the Septic Tank (1978) 
 

Dorothy and Jim Benson are a New York City couple who, after 

spending years with their furious pace, dirt, noise and crime, 

decide to pack up their three kids and move to the "Easy Life" of 

the suburbs. This proves to be a hilarious endeavor. Awaiting the 

Benson's new suburban life are PTA Meetings, Crabgrass, 

Commuting, Gossiping, and the pressures of "Keeping Up with the 

Joneses." Plus, Dorothy's very friendly neighbor, Ralph, has some 

very unothadox ideas of how to give a "neighborly" welcome! 

With 9-year-old David Hollander (as Davie Benson) & 16-year-old 

Eric Stoltz (as Steve Benson). 
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The Great Dictator (1940) 
 

In Chaplin's satire on Nazi Germany, dictator Adenoid Hynkel has a 

double... a poor Jewish barber... who one day is mistaken for 

Hynkel. Twenty years after the end of WWI in which the nation of 

Tomainia was on the losing side, Adenoid Hynkel has risen to 

power as the ruthless dictator of the country. He believes in a 

pure Aryan state, and the decimation of the Jews. This situation is 

unknown to a simple Jewish-Tomainian barber who has since been 

hospitalized the result of a WWI battle. Upon his release, the 

barber, who had been suffering from memory loss about the war, 

is shown the new persecuted life of the Jews by many living in the 

Jewish ghetto, including a washerwoman named Hannah, with 

who he begins a relationship. The barber is ultimately spared such 

persecution by Commander Schultz, who he saved in that WWI 

battle. The lives of all Jews in Tomainia are eventually spared with 

a policy shift by Hynkel himself, who is doing so for ulterior motives. But those motives include a 

want for world domination, starting with the invasion of neighboring Osterlich. Masterpiece. The 

Great Dictator is a beyond-excellent film. Charlie Chaplin succeeds in being both extremely funny 

and witty and yet at the same time provides a strong statement in his satire against fascism. The 

anti-Nazi speech by Chaplin at the end, with its values, is one of filmdom's great moments. 

Throughout this movie, I sensed there was some higher form of intelligence, beyond genuinely 

intelligent filmmaking, at work. 
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The Greatest Adventure Of My Life (American Drummer Boy) (2001) 
 

A solid 7 out of 10. I got to see this independent feature at the 

Houston film festival and found it to be very enjoyable. Destined 

to be a Hallmark Hall of Fame movie, the film tells the story of a 

young boy who sneaks away to be a drummer for his small 

Kentucky town's Union Army regiment. The boy ends up behind 

enemy lines and gains a new perspective on the war and "the 

enemy," as he struggles to survive and return to the North. It's an 

interesting tale that could have benefited from a larger budget. As 

some of the supporting talent does not hold up as well as the 

leads. The battle scenes are huge and excellently recreated, 

without being too gory. The audience the night I saw the picture 

seemed very pleased. I expect to see this film on Cable or Network 

TV as it doesn't quite have the scope to play in theaters. 
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The Greatest Gift (1974) 
 

Reverend Holvak, a poor rural preacher in the 1940s, fights against 

stiff-necked church deacons and a violent, bullying sheriff while 

struggling to support his family (14-year-old Lance Kerwin). One of 

the best movies ever broadcast on television. Based on the 1953 

novel Ramey by Jack Farris. Reviews say the book is set in the 

Ozarks. It seems this movie is set in 1940 near Baxter, Tennessee, 

but filmed in Georgia. The Reverend Holvak preaches the love of 

God when it is popular to preach the wrath of God. He is a patient 

father to his son and lets him shoot rabbits with a Remington rifle. 

The Reverend gets killed, and the son has a chance to get revenge 

but chooses not to, and has to be the man of the family. The 

movie is an example of the potential for good television. The NBC 

series The Family Holvak came out later, apparently to attract 

some fans of The Waltons. The movie had killed off the Reverend, so the series was with him being 

alive and may have been set considerably earlier than 1940. 
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The Half Life Of Timofey Berezin (Pu-239) (2006) 
 

A worker at a Russian nuclear facility gets exposed to a lethal dose 

of radiation. In order to provide for his family, he steals some 

plutonium and sets out to sell it on Moscow's black market with 

the help of an incompetent criminal. Silkwood Meets Eastern 

Promises. PU-239 is one of those movies where you find yourself 

without much to say about it. Paddy Considine, Oscar Isaac, 

Stephen Berkoff, and Radha Mitchell give decent performances 

and the film is not badly directed, but what cinema should do that 

PU-239 does not is leave you with a passionate reaction. I found 

that after having watched it, it was more like it was something on 

a list that I could check off and move on rather than an experience 

or an entertainment. It isn't even boring. It just doesn't reach. 

That's the reason why one feels so indifferent towards it. The plot 

is interesting: Considine plays a family man who works at a top-

secret, worryingly shabby plutonium plant in a Russian town after the fall of the Soviet Union, and 

he's exposed to radiation while trying to stop a malfunction. The facility's managers try to convince 

Considine and also themselves that his exposure was a survivable 100 REMs, while accusing him of 

sabotage and suspending him without pay, but his colleagues help him discover the truth, which is 

that he was exposed to ten times the amount of radiation that the managers maintained he had. It's 

stated by one character in the movie that people in Hiroshima were exposed to less. So, with only 

days to live, and not letting his wife, played by Mitchell, know of his fate, Considine goes to Moscow. 

He hooks up with a small-time gangster, played by Isaac, who is in a great predicament himself, in 

hopes of finding someone to whom he can sell a vial of weapons-grade plutonium he has stolen 

from his plant so that he can send money back to his family to secure their future, though he states 

various times that his town is not on the map, which makes it unfeasible to send his letter home, 

much less any money. What's interesting about the dynamic between Considine and Isaac is that 

they never really form a bond, one being earnestly cooperative in his final days of life and one being 

frantic for his own interests to survive an almost as likely fate. Yet, they both have the interests of a 

wife and child in mind and have the same drive under those circumstances. But the Russian 

mobsters are too cinematic for a story as real and historical as this one. They do things only Guy 

Ritchie, Quentin Tarantino, and David Mamet characters do, especially Isaac's boss, who delivers a 

silly, unrealistic monologue when he first appears that in reality would have his listeners lost. This is 

not a bad film. It just minimizes the effect it could've had. 
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The Happiest Millionaire (1967) 
 

A happy and unbelievably lucky young Irish immigrant, John 

Lawless, lands a job as the butler of an unconventional millionaire, 

Biddle. His daughter, Cordelia Drexel Biddle, tires of the unusual 

antics of her father--especially since the nice young men around 

town all fear him. Wouldn't you fear a father-in-law that keeps 

alligators for pets and teaches boxing at his daily Bible classes? 

Cordelia decides to run off to boarding school and promptly finds 

the man of her dreams. Unfortunately, his family doesn't approve 

of Biddle's outrageous antics, either. A Disney musical punctuated 

by snappy songs and an energetic debut by Tommy Steele. This is 

reportedly one of the last live action films Walt Disney personally 

oversaw. A DELIGHT. I am not sure why some of the people 

disliked the film so much. The musical score by the Sherman 

Brothers is first class, the casting excellent, and the story moving. 

It seems to me those who review films like this in the negative really can't sit down and be 

entertained for a few hours. One doesn't always need a deep movie...a person can watch this film 

and feel good when it's over, and to me, that's what film is best at. I just watched for the 6th time 

the dvd of the roadshow edition, and it is much better than the edited version. The ending was too 

abrupt before, and now we have not only an extra song, but a much better climax, that of a grand 

musical. Leslie Ann Warren and John Davidson make their screen debut, and both are perfectly cast. 

The soundtrack on the dvd has been restored and sounds wonderful, especially in scenes with an 

orchestra, and the picture quality is very good for the period. The best thing about this film is the 

score of the wonderful Sherman Brothers. Songs like FORTUOSITY, ARE WE DANCING, I'LL ALWAYS 

BE IRISH, DETROIT, NO DILLY DALLY, THERE ARE THOSE are much under-rated. This is an excellent 

original musical score. Highly recommend for kids, families, and grown ups with a child still within. 
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The Happy Road (El Camino Feliz) (1957) 
 

An American boy (12-year-old Bobby Clark) and a French girl run 

away from a Swiss school making for Paris to reunite with their 

parents. The boy's father and the girl's mother join forces, despite 

cultural differences, to search for their kids. Love And Try To Be 

Loved And Life Is A Happy Road. The Happy Road was Gene Kelly's 

next to last film on his MGM contract and this was a personal 

project in which he not only starred in, but directed and produced 

as well. Probably something to pass the time of day while he was 

waiting for his final full blown musical Les Girls. The film is best 

however when the kids are in front of the camera. The very simple 

story involves Kelly's son Bobby Clark who runs away from the 

Swiss boarding school his father has put him in to go to Paris and 

be with him. He also wants to prove how self reliant is. His good 

friend Brigette Fossey decides to join him on the odyssey and 

prove the same to her divorcée mother Barbara Laage. Whatever else they do, the kids prove they're 

self reliant, they have the French police totally at their wits end, not to mention a bunch of NATO 

troops out on maneuvers, embarrassing their commanding officer Michael Redgrave no end. Kelly is 

a concerned father, but he's also a poster child for the ugly American. He wasn't doing all that much 

for Franco-American relations with his exasperation about the French way of doing things. Laage 

kind of smooths out the rough edges in him by the time film ends. With a title song sung over the 

opening credits by Maurice Chevalier and the film shot in France, The Happy Road will not rank as 

one of Gene Kelly's great films. But it's a pleasant diversion and very good for juvenile audiences. 
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The Heart Is A Rebel (1958) 
 

Joan Foster has been told by doctors that her young son (12-year-

old Scotty Morrow) is dying from a rare heart defect. The boy is 

unaware of the seriousness of his illness, but his parents go to 

extreme lengths to comfort their son by promising that he will be 

well soon. Surprisingly riveting. It's Thanksgiving weekend, and I'm 

somewhat ill, so I'm wide awake in the wee hours of Thanksgiving 

morning, and I'm in need of something to remind me of the things 

I should be thankful for, and whom I should be thankful to, so I'm 

flipping channels, and my local Christian network TV station is 

showing something that I readily recognize as a pre-ratings (and 

therefore, likely safe) flick that I've never seen before, with a 

grandmotherly lady of indigenous African descent with a 

wonderful voice raising praise in the form of a sweet Southern 

Spiritual. That captured me. Normally, it wouldn't necessarily. This 

morning, it did. And, it worked. The story was so-so, the resolution was predictable, the special 

effects and props were few, but the lines and acting were superb, which is what Drama's all about in 

the first place. So good was it, that even though I predicted the resolution long before half way, at 

the climax, It could easily have going in a variety of other directions, so it was by no means a cheesy 

mono-dimensional storyline, and I found myself pleasantly more riveted than I had expected. The 

least entertaining, least riveting, least rewarding parts of the film, however, was the incorporation of 

footage of a renowned televangelist. Personally, I have nothing major against that ministry nor that 

style of televangelism, but that televangelistic style appeared to clash with the acting styles of the 

entire cast. It just didn't quite fit. Although that might have been a selling point at the time this flick 

was produced, I believe it would have been a much more entertaining and therefor, reaching flick, 

without it. 
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The Higher Mortals (1993) 
 

Produced by the Children's Film Unit...Crabbe College is a lesser-known girls' boarding school 

(described at one point as "a little family school founded in the 1950s by a woman who was potty 

about poetry") which (like a considerable number of real schools of that ilk at the time, many of 

which closed) is suffering serious financial problems following the recession. The headmistress, Miss 

Thorogood (played by Susannah York) announces that some girls "and some boys" from deprived 

inner city areas will be coming to the school, as part of a plan by the government to help struggling 

private schools while simultaneously giving it justification for its cutbacks of social services in 

deprived areas. "The Higher Mortals", while also alluding to the general assumed social position of 

those already at the school, specifically refers to a secret society founded by some of the girls, based 

around social elitism and a particular veneration of literature. The inner-city children - four boys, 

Jason (Peter Morton), Wayne (Fergus Brazier), Clint (Glen Mead) and Ryan (Kaleb Gumbs), and one 

girl, Hayley (whose mother had committed suicide) arrive at the school and are, for the most part, 

viewed with hostility and a general lack of understanding. It is implied that the boys are at the school 

due to an error in social services, with Miss Thorogood commenting that she is not even sure they 

have the same inner-city children they were intended to have. There is some hostility towards one of 

the boys, Ryan, on the grounds that he is black, with one teacher (the reactionary Mr Bowles, played 

by Richard Kane) describing him as a "black bastard". There is an incident of joyriding, and it is 

revealed that at least one of the boys cannot read. A mood of uncertainty seems to run through the 

school as the summer term goes on, and it is made clear that the school's financial situation is more 

serious than it is willing to make public. One of the inner-city children, Clint (played by Glen Mead) 

seems to blend in to the school environment (he is seen reading right-wing newspapers such as The 

Sun, The Times and the Daily Mail) and is little heard from in the film's later stages. However, the 

other inner-city children develop a plot to burn the school down, which they trick some of the girls 

into participating in. On the day that education secretary Mrs Fry (who somewhat resembles the 

then government minister Virginia Bottomley) arrives to speak at the school's Speech Day, she is 

kidnapped by the inner-city children and tells them, incorrectly, that she will announce that the 

scheme of sending inner-city children to Crabbe College was a pointless waste of time and that the 

school was outmoded anyway. At Speech Day, Mrs Fry actually says that it had been a great success, 

had secured the school's future and had justified the government's cutbacks in public funding. At 

this point, the plot to burn the school down (using petrol among other things) is put into action. In a 

powerful sequence, the headmistress is seen talking about "this still undeniably great country" as 

part of the school is already in flames. Jason and Wayne are both killed in their getaway car after 

one of them lights a cigarette while his hands are still covered in petrol. The film ends with Vicky 

saying that Crabbe College had been so badly damaged that it was closed down, with its pupils going 

to other schools. She herself had transferred to the comprehensive school that Hayley had come 

from, and she concludes by commenting that "I learnt that prize day that there could be no poetry 

for Jason and Wayne, and that ideals such as ours in the Higher Mortals had almost been 

abandoned. My education had begun". 
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The Hill (1965) 
 

In a North African military prison during World War II, five new 

prisoners struggle to survive in the face of brutal punishment and 

sadistic guards. WWII, in a British disciplinary camp located in the 

Libyan desert. Prisoners are persecuted by Staff Sergeant 

Williams, who made them climb again and again, under the heavy 

sun, an artificial hill built right in the middle of the camp. Harris is 

a more human and compassionate guard, but the chief, S.M. 

Wilson, refuses to disown his subordinate Williams. One day, five 

new prisoners arrive. Each of them will deal in a different way 

with the authority and Williams' ferocity. Connery really stretched 

out in this one. Sidney Lumet is one of my favorite directors. His 

films sometimes have weak plots or poor dialogue, but he always 

elicits superb performances from his cast, and seems to encourage 

them to really dig into the characters. This film is no exception. 

"The Hill" features top-notch performances from the entire cast in 

a gritty anti-war film with a unique perspective - it's filmed in a British Army prison camp. It raises 

the issues of racism, indolence, sadistic camp guards, a failed bureaucracy, and ultimately, the 

actions of true non-conformists and their treatment by a class-driven society. Connery took a 180-

degree turn from James Bond at just the right time in his career, and proves he's a great actor 

without the babes and the gadgets. Lumet makes one of his tightest films, from the script and 

camera work through to the final editing. Although not always pleasant to watch, a definite 10...one 

of the finest anti-war films made. 
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The Hi-Lo Country (1998) 
 

An intimate story of the enduring bond of friendship between two 

hard-living men, set against a sweeping backdrop: the American 

West, post-World War II, in its twilight. Pete and Big Boy are 

masters of the prairie, but ultimately face trickier terrain: the 

human heart. A Good modern Western. I was surprised and 

disappointed to see this film only get a 6.0 in the database. I am 

giving it a 7 because Penelope Cruz, who I respect as an actress- 

amazing beauty aside- doesn't quite fit into this film. Otherwise, 

the directing from Stephen Frears, who has tried (it seems) as 

many genres as Howard Hawks, is solid. Billy Crudup, Patty 

Arquette and even Woody Harrelson (still want my $ back from 

NBK even though it's been a decade now!) is quite good in this. It 

is very hard to make Westerns these days, and I'm sure the box 

office from this film won't help. But, along with "Dead Man" and 

"Unforgiven," this film proves it can be done. Worth a look, especially for those of us (a minority in 

my generation- GEN X) who still apprecaite the Western as a genre and as an art form. 
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The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey (2012) 
 

A younger and more reluctant Hobbit, Bilbo Baggins, sets out on 

an "unexpected journey" to the Lonely Mountain with a spirited 

group of Dwarves to reclaim their stolen mountain home from a 

dragon named Smaug. Bilbo Baggins is swept into a quest to 

reclaim the lost Dwarf Kingdom of Erebor from the fearsome 

dragon Smaug. Approached out of the blue by the wizard Gandalf 

the Grey, Bilbo finds himself joining a company of thirteen 

dwarves led by the legendary warrior, Thorin Oakenshield. Their 

journey will take them into the Wild; through treacherous lands 

swarming with Goblins and Orcs, deadly Wargs and Giant Spiders, 

Shapeshifters and Sorcerers. Although their goal lies to the East 

and the wastelands of the Lonely Mountain first they must escape 

the goblin tunnels, where Bilbo meets the creature that will 

change his life forever, Gollum. Here, alone with Gollum, on the 

shores of an underground lake, the unassuming Bilbo Baggins not only discovers depths of guile and 

courage that surprise even him, he also gains possession of Gollum's "precious" ring that holds 

unexpected and useful qualities. A simple, gold ring that is tied to the fate of all Middle-earth in ways 

Bilbo cannot begin to know. One of the best movies (of any kind) I've ever seen. The movie is 

amazing. It is unlike anything I've ever experienced in a cinema. The vividness of the colors and light 

and movement is something to behold. And then the 3D takes it all to another level. It was a little 

unnerving at times. Almost as if I was watching a hybrid of a movie and a live action performance. 

The scenery is, of course, gorgeous. The acting is light, fun, playful while also managing to stay true 

to the original story. There is a little too much of the side stores for my liking. And it could well have 

been cut by a half hour or so and still not lost any of it impact and appeal. Martin Freeman is a 

revelation. Knowing him from The Office (I lived in the UK for a while) it hardly seemed plausible that 

he could carry off such a role, but he is very believable. The merry band of dwarfs are well played 

and you somehow get to know each of them by the end of the film. The special effects are, well, 

special. We were ducking as rocks and boulders came flying out at us and I swear there was a bird 

floating over our heads at one point. The surround sound was rich and evocative of the caves and 

the music is lush and emotional. As for the main story, well, apart from doing a prelude that reprises 

the role of Frodo and older Bilbo Baggins, it pretty much stays true to the text - with some audience 

members anticipating what the characters were going to say next. A word of warning - some of the 

battle scenes are very intense, made more so by the 3D and high definition used along with the 

sound effects. You may want to think long and hard about taking young kids to it. 
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The Hole (2009) 
 

A pair of brothers (17-year-old Chris Massoglia & 11-year-old 

Nathan Gamble) stumble upon a mysterious hole in their 

basement that leads to the darkest corridors of their fears and 

nightmares. Susan and her sons Dane and Lucas Thompson move 

from Brooklyn to Bensonville, in the countryside. Dane is upset 

with the constant changes of address and the family has lived in 

many cities. Lucas and Dane befriend their next door neighbor, 

the gorgeous Julie and the brothers find a bottomless hole in the 

basement of their house locked with several padlocks. They take 

the locks off and sooner they are haunted by their darkest fears. 

Further, they believe that the hole might be a gateway to hell. A 

Compilation of Several Horror Movies. Susan (Teri Polo) and her 

sons Dane (Chris Massoglia) and Lucas Thompson (Nathan 

Gamble) move from Brooklyn to Bensonville, in the countryside. 

Dane is upset with the constant changes of address and the family has lived in many cities. Lucas and 

Dane befriend their next door neighbor, the gorgeous Julie (Haley Bennett) and the brothers find a 

bottomless hole in the basement of their house locked with several padlocks. They take the locks off 

and sooner they are haunted by their darkest fears. Further, they believe that the hole might be a 

gateway to hell. "The Hole" is a fantasy film directed by Joe Dante, with a story that is a compilation 

of several horror movies. I immediately recall "The Gate", "House" (1996); "Child Play" and 

"Nightmare on Elm Street" as direct references. This forgettable movie is entertaining and Haley 

Bennett is very beautiful. My vote is six. 
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The Holiday (2006) 
 

Two women troubled with guy-problems swap homes in each 

other's countries, where they each meet a local guy and fall in 

love. In London, Iris Simpkins writes a wedding column in a 

newspaper and nurtures an unrequited love for her colleague 

Jasper Bloom. Near Christmas, she is informed that Jasper is 

engaged to marry another colleague, and her life turns upside 

down. In Los Angeles, the movie-trailers maker Amanda Woods 

has just broken with her unfaithful boyfriend Ethan and wants to 

forget him. Through a house exchange website, Amanda 

impulsively swaps her mansion for Iris' cottage in Surrey for the 

holidays. While in Surrey, Amanda meets Iris' brother and book 

editor Graham and they fall in love with each other. Meanwhile, 

Iris meets her new next door neighbor, the ninety year old 

screenplay writer Arthur, who helps her retrieve her self-esteem, 

and the film composer Miles, with whom she falls in love with. Fluffy Fun for a Winter Evening! If you 

are expecting an epic cinematic masterpiece, then "The Holiday" is not for you. However, if you are 

looking for a light, entertaining movie, I would definitely recommend this film. While the previews 

were intriguing, I was thrilled to find that not every plot element was revealed before I even entered 

the theater. I completely enjoyed Kate Winslet as hopelessly devoted Iris. She was neurotic, a bit 

spineless, and absolutely winning. Although I do wish that her story had been developed more 

thoroughly. I felt a bit like her relationship was rushed through and the film spent a majority of the 

time focusing on Amanda (Diaz), Graham (Law), and their developing relationship. Despite the fact 

that I am not a huge Cameron Diaz or Jude Law fan, I was pleasantly surprised with their part of the 

story! Jack Black kept his character to an energetic hum rather than an explosion of crazy antics. 

You've just got to love that eyebrow! The scenery was beautiful! The supporting cast was hugely 

entertaining. I laughed out loud. The ending is fairly predictable. This is a romantic comedy after all. 

However, "The Holiday" is a great film for those of us who would like to suspend reality for a while 

and just enjoy. Go see it! 
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The Homecoming: A Christmas Story (The Waltons: The Homecoming: A 

Christmas Story) (1971) 
 

The Walton family is preparing for Christmas in the early 1930s. 

It's Christmas eve and they are waiting for father Walton to come 

home from his job in the city some 50 miles away. Since he is late, 

everyone is worried and over the radio the mother and 

grandparents hear about an overturned bus and hurt travelers but 

keep this news from the rest of the family. The story is really a 

coming of age story about the oldest son JohnBoy who must cut 

down the tree with his grandfather since his father isn't home and 

is eventually told about his missing father and sets out to find him. 

An all round heartwarming story, especially if you are a fan of The 

Waltons. A simple story about a simple family in simple times. 

Great family entertainment! A country family is living in Virginia 

during the depression and is awaiting Christmas. I am an old farm 

girl who grew up in central PA. I remember when this movie came 

out. I was around 8 years old. Of course it led to the very popular series the Walton's that ran for 

many years on CBS. I just love this movie for it's simplicity, authenticity and staying true to the roots 

of Earl Hamner's (and many country folks) life. It stars a young Richard Thomas who became a great 

character and Broadway actor and the great late Patricia Neal. About 5 years ago I bought a copy of 

this video and I watch it religiously every Christmas season just like "It's a Wonderful Life". If you 

want a wholesome family video that has a nice ending - try this movie - you won't be disappointed! 

Story of the events that happened on Christmas Eve, 1933, to one rural American family. The Walton 

family is about to celebrate another Christmas. It's during the '30s and the Depression. John Walton 

promised to be home soon but seems to be late. John-Boy tells his sibs about Christmas and all that 

stuff. When John hasn't showed for hours, Ma sends John-Boy out to find him. Will John ever get 

home to celebrate Christmas with his family? My Christmas is complete! I was so glad to see that 

this is out on DVD. It looks great, I'm glad Paramount spent some time restoring it to its present 

condition. This truly is a modern day classic. I was enthralled with this when it ran on television for 

the very first time, and its lost none of its appeal for me 34 years later. The entire story exudes 

reality for me and you actually care about this family. Patricia Neal is wonderful as Olivia. It's too bad 

she didn't go on to do the television show. She added a touch of reality but also she conveyed a true 

sense of having seen hardship in her own life that conveys to the screen. If you've never seen this 

movie, and you're longing for Christmases gone by, treat yourself and either rent or buy the DVD. 

This is a big step above "The Walton's.". 
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The Horse Soldiers (1959) 
 

A Union Cavalry outfit is sent behind confederate lines in strength 

to destroy a rail/supply centre. Along with them is sent a doctor 

who causes instant antipathy between him and the commander. 

The secret plan for the mission is overheard by a southern belle 

who must be taken along to assure her silence. The Union officers 

each have different reasons for wanting to be on the mission. The 

Section Hand and The Croker. John Wayne's been given a critical 

job to do by none other than General Ulysses S. Grant. He's been 

ordered to take 3 brigades deep into Confederate territory and 

destroy a critical rail supply station at a place called Newton's 

Station and then get his troops out the best way he can. He's 

ordered to take along, an army surgeon played by William Holden. 

Wayne's got what appears to be an unreasoning dislike of Holden 

and their rivalry professional and personal is what drives the plot of the Horse Soldiers. John Ford 

always disparaged the films he made after Wings of Eagles, but in my opinion, The Horse Soldiers is 

one of his finest films. Also in my humble opinion he managed to get one of John Wayne's finest film 

performances. Wayne's a volunteer officer, in civilian life he rose from section hand on a railroad to 

an construction engineer. Holden calls him "section hand" as a term of derision after Wayne 

consistently refers to him as "croker." Wayne and Holden were very close personal friends and 

friendly rivals at the box office. That's part of the reason that The Horse Soldiers is so good, the 

chemistry between them. In fact when Wayne died in 1979, Holden was said to have gone on one 

legendary drinking binge. Who would have suspected we'd have lost him as well two years later. 

Holden as the doctor has a less flamboyant part than Wayne, but he makes the most of what he was 

given. I suspect knowing the relationship between Wayne and John Ford, he knew going in his part 

would be less, but he did it anyway. Anyone who thinks John Wayne incapable of acting should see 

the scene in the saloon at Newton's Station after the Union forces repel a Confederate attack and 

are about their business destroying the railroad property. In a great drunk scene he reveals to 

Constance Towers the reason for his hatred of the medical profession. I won't reveal it, but it's 

something we can all understand. Wayne did this scene so well that Ford used an abbreviated 

version of it in The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance. Ford makes marvelous use of music in there, 

weaving traditional Civil War era songs with the song written by Stan Jones for the film, I Left My 

Love. That is one catchy and infectious ballad, one of the best things written for a John Ford movie. 

Incidentally Stan Jones makes a brief appearance in the film as Ulysses S. Grant and does well by 

him. There are two in the supporting cast that deserve mention. During the Civil War Lincoln had to 

deal with volunteer political generals, most of whom were a flop. Willis Bouchey playing John 

Wayne's co-commander in the expedition captures the phenomenon to perfection. He's 

argumentative, arrogant, and a general pain in the butt to Wayne. It's probably Bouchey's finest 

screen performance. And Carleton Young also gives what I think is his finest screen performance as 

the one armed Confederate colonel who tries in vain to stop Wayne from completing his plans. It's a 

role that requires dignity and strength and Carleton Young is marvelous. In fact the contrast 

between Bouchey and Young as soldiers is pretty obvious. The relationship between the Section 



Hand and The Croker evolves during the running time of The Horse Soldiers. It's a relationship well 

worth seeing develop. 
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The Hunter (2011) 
 

Martin, a mercenary, is sent from Europe by a mysterious biotech 

company to the Tasmanian wilderness on a hunt for the last 

Tasmanian tiger. The independent and lonely hunter Martin David 

is hired by the powerful biotech company Red Leaf to hunt down 

the last Tasmanian tiger. Red Leaf is interested in the DNA of the 

animal and Martin travels to Tasmania alone. He poses as a 

researcher from a university and lodges in the house of Lucy 

Armstrong. Martin leans that Lucy's husband has been missing for 

a long time and he befriends her children, Sass and Bike. When 

Martin goes to the village, he has a hostile reception from the 

locals. Along the days, Martin spends his days in the Tasmanian 

wilderness chasing the Tiger and becomes closer and closer to the 

Armstrong family. But Red Leaf wants results no matter the costs. 

Great Dafoe, magnificent Tasmania, powerful Silence. Willem 

Dafoe plays a mysterious loner hired to find the Tasmanian Tiger, which is considered extinct. The 

film co-stars two wonderful kids and the Tasmanian back-country, extraordinarily beautiful. What's 

great about this movie is that in addition to telling an excellent story, it is beautifully filmed and, as a 

bonus, sent my wife and me to the Internet to look up Tasmania and the Tasmanian Tiger, which 

indeed is considered the most recently extinct animal. So we learned something too! As for the 

story, sure you can carp and say it's too far-fetched, or too sentimental, or has holes in it (what story 

doesn't). But it hangs together quite well and is not only multi-faceted but refreshingly 

unpredictable. And the wonderful Silence. Few actors can work in silence as well as Willem Dafoe. 

This may be his strongest-ever performance, his expressive face being his best feature. Many scenes 

are told in silence, or rather with only the sounds of the back-country and the excellent movie score. 

Dafoe triumphs in a movie that is, after all, ultimately about his well-drawn character. After all, it is 

called "The Hunter." With Finn Woodlock. 
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The Imaginarium Of Doctor Parnassus (2009) 
 

A traveling theater company gives its audience much more than 

they were expecting. In London, the sideshow troupe of Doctor 

Parnassus promises the audience a journey to the "Imaginarium", 

an imaginary world commanded by the mind of Doctor Parnassus, 

where dreams come true. In the stories that Doctor Parnassus 

tells to his daughter Valentina, the midget Percy, and his assistant 

Anton, he claims to have lived for more than one thousand years; 

However, when he fell in love with a mortal woman, he made a 

deal with the devil (Mr. Nick), trading his immortality for youth. As 

part of the bargain, he promised his son or daughter to Mr. Nick 

on their sixteenth birthday. Valentina is now almost to the 

doomed age and Doctor Parnassus makes a new bet with Mr. 

Nick, whoever seduces five souls in the Imaginarium will have 

Valentina as a prize. Meanwhile the troupe rescues Tony, a young 

man that was hanged on a bridge by the Russians. Tony was chased until he finds and joins the 

group. It struggles to keep things in order, and often becomes weighed down by tired filler, but 

Gilliam returns to form nonetheless. Suffering the double whammy of being directed by Terry Gilliam 

(forever the attracter of on-set misfortune – Don Quixote, anyone?) and the untimely death of its 

star, Heath Ledger, halfway through shooting, The Imaginarium of Doctor Parnassus has had a 

troubled upbringing. But with the actor's tragic passing, its unremarkable place on 2009s cinema 

calendar was upped by being Ledger's second posthumous and final movie, unfairly burdening the 

film with the anticipation of it being something great. It's not great. But it is a good movie, and 

probably Gilliam's best in over a decade. Also, bittersweet though it may be, Ledger's inability to 

complete his work is remedied in an incredibly inventive manner that arguably improves what would 

have been; the multiple facets of Ledger's mysterious Tony in the Imaginarium is a great inflection, 

and Gilliam deserves credit for this creative retooling, and for the fact that the haste in which it was 

applied is not at all noticeable. Johnny Depp, Jude Law and Colin Farrell (who all donated their wages 

to his daughter, Matilda) honorably step in to play the alternates, paying poignant tribute to their 

friend. All are good (though Farrell's Irish accent is far too thick to flatten), Depp probably being the 

best, but its all mimicry; Ledger is the one who does all the work. His Tony, performed with a 

flawless English accent, is a great part for him, possessing all the characteristics of vintage Ledger – 

charismatic, droll, physically erratic, etc. It's not on par with his work in Brokeback Mountain or The 

Dark Knight, but seeing how much fun he must have been having, seeing that wily smile, makes it a 

none the more fitting goodbye to the man. The multi-personas also, despite sounding like classically 

contrived Gilliam, actually turn out to be the most credible part of the movie; they represent the 

most fascinating of the film's many mediations on reality (Gilliam is always at best when toying with 

reality, and this is no exception) - different parallels of the human psyche (or at least Tony's) are all 

challenged, and make for genuinely thought-provoking stuff. The rest of the film, however, is a bit of 

a patchwork; provocative but hopelessly overwrought. As always with the Brazil director, you can't 

fault his ambition, but he's always been patently unable to neatly combine all of his ideas into a 

satisfying whole. His biggest mistake is going contemporary. Gilliam's sense of humor, being that of a 

Python affiliate's, has always been well-authenticated by a theatrical and undeniably British 



zaniness. But here, we get modern social satire in the form of Tony's revamped version of the 

group's travelling act, and we get conversational verbosity (particularly in the poor improvisation of 

a pointless Verne Troyer), and it simply doesn't suit. Better are the moments where a group of 

"violence-loving" coppers dance about in skirts or in the inebriated ramblings of Doctor Parnassus. 

Why Gilliam didn't stick to his personal brand of appealing outlandishness is a shame, and a mystery, 

considering his fine cast of comically-endowed Brits, with glorious thespian Christopher Plummer at 

its head as the titular Doc. Of all the actors on hand here, Plummer is the one who best excels with 

the material. Playing a man who has lived over one-thousand years, he manages to convincingly 

carry himself with the weight of that time, his sallow-skinned and ravaged face, heavy, sad eyes, and 

world-weary frown scarily naturalistic. He's a heart-breaking character, and Plummer makes him an 

uncompromising presence. Also impressive are newcomers Andrew Garfield and Lily Cole, and Tom 

Waits as Mr Nick, the Devil himself. The notorious singer has never really had any good roles to work 

with in his career, and, in all fairness, his talents as an actor dictates just as much, but he's simply 

perfect here, his Machiavelli stealing all the scenes he wonderfully chews with his smarminess. It's 

not exactly a creation of noteworthy prowess (and neither is the character – the cavalier, smooth-

talking, gentleman-like villain, who relishes fomenting, is very overdone), but he's just such a hoot 

and effortlessly magnetic. He's pretty much the best thing here, and worth the admission price. 

Along with the cast, the visuals, a branch you can expect brilliance in with Gilliam, are a real saving 

grace. The special effects in the Imaginarium aren't extraordinary, but that's the point; it's an 

accentuated, animated reality – one's greatest dreams (and nightmares) aren't supposed to be 

realistic. And few images this year are more stirring than of a harrowed Parnassus wandering 

through a vast snow-plain, giving up his struggle at a crossroad sign that reads "High Road" or "Low 

Road". It's a very entertaining movie, and thematically sound (it manages to make existentialism and 

solipsism accessible), and endearingly whimsical in tone and style. Unfortunately, it frequently 

degenerates into a muddle, the many ideas it juggles far too incoherently transcended. Thankfully, 

however, after the monotonous middle act, the movie picks up steam and the great Imaginarium 

sequences arrive to compel. And, in the end, it's a sheer miracle that the movie got made; the fact 

that Gilliam didn't give up, that he persevered and single-handedly defeated one of the worst 

production catastrophes, and that he gave Ledger his swansong, is something truly amazing. And it is 

for that reason that The Imaginarium of Doctor Parnassus will be remembered. 
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The Impossible Elephant (2001) 
 

The lonely boy (12-year-old Mark Rendall) who magically got the 

elephant he wished for from a falling star. Motherless Daniel 

'Danny' Harris believed his dad that wishes to falling stars don't 

just come true, but when he wishes for an elephant a baby one 

magically appears in a crate in their back yard. Naturally father 

Steven, a newspaper journalist, isn't to popular when he 

responsibly brings the new 'pet' to the local zoo, nor its caretaker 

George when he admits such an animal, especially this one who soon falls sick, needs specialist care 

they can't provide and will therefore be shipped to San Diego. The only one who helps Danny is 

nerdy genius Gilbert Trout (Alex Doduk), who is also constantly bullied at school, but proves a 

valuable ally in a daring attempt to spring free the pachyderm, and then more magic happens. 

Elephant-astic! From the funny start to the heartwarming end, this movie breaks every stereo-type 

kid movie rule. The lead actors Nicholas Lea and Mia Sara are great and convincing in their roles, and 

refreshingly so is the boy! There is some great wildlife in the movie and thats always nice too see, so 

all in all if you want a watchable heartwarming get-away movie then watch this...The Impossible 

Elephant (aka The Incredible Elephant in Europe). 10 out of 10! 
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The Interrogation Of Michael Crowe (2002) 
 

The lives of Escondido, California residents Cheryl and Stephen 

Crowe change one morning when they find their 12-year-old 

daughter Stephanie Crowe stabbed to death in her bedroom. As 

procedure dictates, the police take each member of the 

household away individually to be questioned, and the remaining 

children - 14-year-old Michael Crowe (14-year-old Mark Rendall) 

and adolescent Shannon Crowe - are taken into protective custody 

until Cheryl and Stephen can be cleared. The police end up placing 

much of their focus on the sullen Michael, who they question 

without counsel and without discussion with his parents. The tone 

of the police questioning is that they believe Michael did kill his 

sister, the police lying, harassing and coercing in the process. 

Under the barrage of questioning, Michael eventually confesses, 

as do two of his friends, both questioned under the same 

threatening tone. Cheryl and Stephen, who are finally made aware of the questioning and the 

confessions, enlist the help of sympathetic attorney, Dorothy Sorenson, to clear Michael and his 

friends while trying to find the real killer, who they believe is a transient named Richard Tuite. When 

12-year-old Stephanie Crowe is brutally murdered at her home in her small home town, the 

authorities foolishly jump to conclusions that her 14-year-old brother Michael must be responsible. 

They completely ignore strong evidence that suggests another suspect is the one. They work hard to 

force Michael to falsely confess to what he did not do, in order to avoid tougher investigation. Mark 

Rendall's Performance. This is an outstanding performance with a full range of emotion and 

portrayal of a teen boy, from slightly surly to loving, from confusion through desperation, to 

damaged, toward recovery. It's all there from the opening scene through to almost the end. The 

scenes of the interrogation itself are among the most harrowing, and Mark is excellent. Make-up did 

good work here to show the physical toll, on his face. His body language was very good in these 

scenes. Later, the anguish of his experience is captured perfectly in the scene with his mother when 

she wants him to go to the video store with her. This is a good little movie (congratulations Court TV) 

with strong performances by all of the cast, including the rather creepy portrayal of the detectives 

getting their way in the interviews. But for me, Mark's work was splendid. 
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The Italian Job (2003) 
 

Thieves plan to pull off the heist of their lives by creating Los 

Angeles' largest ever traffic jam. A gang of robbers, lead by career 

criminal Charlie Croker, create the largest traffic jam in Los 

Angeles history, giving them time to pull off a theft of gold bullion. 

They get away in their Mini Coopers, which are small enough to 

drive on sidewalks so they can make a clean get away before the 

traffic jam clears. Slick, amusing caper film; Gray's best movie 

featuring Davis' best soundtrack. My reaction to this remake of 

"The Italian Job" is probably hopelessly mixed up with the events 

occurring in my life when I saw it; This is the first movie I saw after 

I had just landed a job after 8 months of unemployment and going 

back to school for retraining. Money was still tight, but I no longer had to choose between seeing a 

movie in the theaters and paying bills (or eating lunch), and the sense of relief and gratitude I was 

feeling at the time was enormous. In consequence, my enjoyment of "Italian Job" was probably far 

out of proportion to its actual worth. Still, I picked it up used on DVD a few weeks ago and watched 

it again, and I still enjoyed it immensely. I have never seen the original (though I have heard it is an 

absolute classic), but its modern day counterpart is eminently watchable if you have a taste for 

modern day production values applied to older films plots and themes. What initially won me over 

to this movie was the soundtrack - IMO Don Davis writes some of the most supple, textured and 

aurally pleasing soundtracks around. IJ opens with a sly, witty, pulsing arrangement that combines 

strings, guitar harmonics, brush work and quiet moments - it won me over completely from the 

opening seconds. And the whole movie is like this - I haven't heard this kind of ringing, chiming, 

pulsing soundtrack music since Stewart Copeland left the Police and started doing soundtracks for 

movies like "Rumble Fish". There are at least a dozen irresistibly scored motifs in here, along with 

some pop song remakes that range from "all right" to "inspired". For people to whom the 

soundtrack is important, this movie is a delight. On to the movie: I can take or leave Mark Wahlberg, 

but he's okay here as the leading man, and the movie doesn't ask him to do anything he can't do 

well. He's the weakest "major" actor in the film, but that's because the rest of supporting cast is so 

strong, especially Donald Sutherland in a bit part. Mos Def, Jason Steadham, Ed Norton, Seth Green 

and Charlize Theron all turn in solid, fat-free performances. Norton seems to mostly be phoning it in 

(rumor has it that he didn't really want to be in the film), but he's still a natural even at 1/2 power. 

My one quibble with the casting and acting is with the character "Wrench", who seems to be a male 

model pretending to be an actor. His part seems to be shoehorned into the movie, and he has little 

chemistry with the rest of the cast (although you can blame some of that on the size of the part and 

the "late walk on" nature of the character). If I were a cynical sort, I would wonder who the actor 

slept with to get put into this movie in such a supernumerary role? Nah, never happen... Production 

values, camera work, stunts, plot...everything cooks along quite nicely and Gray and his production 

crew pull things together pretty seamlessly (with the exception of the "Wrench" character, see 

above). The dialog has a nice, light touch that rewards your indulgence, and there are several 

satisfying major and minor plot payoffs along the way. (My favorite moment - when Norton's 

character tells Wahlberg's character that he's just lost the element of surprise. Wahlberg proceeds 

to cold cock Norton with a right cross, and then asks him, "Were you surprised??" Hmmm, maybe 



you had to be there...) Of course the movie requires a certain level of "suspension of disbelief" to 

work, but if you just relax and go along with it (and don't think too hard about the mechanics of 

cracking a safe underwater, or the likelihood of anyone being able to successfully hack and 

manipulate LA traffic via a laptop, etc), you'll have a fun ride. "The Italian Job": it's lightweight 

summer fluff, but it's very good for what it is, and it doesn't try to be anything else. 
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The Jacksons: An American Dream (1992) 
 

The Jacksons are your average working-class family in Gary, 

Indiana; but when their father discovers the kids have an 

extraordinary musical talent they form a band. Winning talent 

show after talent show they soon hit it big when Motown calls. 

From there they become the now famous Jackson 5. But along the 

way their success brings trouble and turmoil. I love this movie. I 

like all biographies, and I really love the Jacksons, I thought Wylie 

Draper (the guy that played the older Michael Jackson) looked a 

little like the real one, I'm sorry that we lost him, he was a good 

actor. Jason Weaver's acting gave Wylie something to work with, 

and he succeeded in Alex Burrell's (Michael Jackson from age 6-9) 

version of Michael. I didn't know at first that Jermaine's son was 

playing him, he looks exactly like his dad, but I think the guy who 

came after Jermaine Jr. really ruined it as far as portraying 

Jermaine is concerned, but his "overacting" worked in some scenes like with Hazel Gordy at the 

airport and talking with her in the hotel room and also talking with his dad. I like the music, that's my 

favorite part, I'm gonna buy this movie, it's worth it. 
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The Jim Henson Hour (1989) & The Storyteller (1987) 
 

The Jim Henson Hour (1989) 

 

An anthology show featuring the work of the great puppeteer and 

his staff. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1989) 

 

Episode 11: Living with Dinosaurs: A socially awkward young English boy (Darren Bastable) deals with 

his fears about his unemployed artist father, his pregnant mother, and his asthma, with the help of 

his favorite doll, a stuffed dinosaur named Dog. 

Episode 12: Food: Kermit has trouble getting the show going, because his entire staff is waiting for 

their lunch to be delivered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Storyteller (1987) 

 

An old storyteller tells European folk tales to his sarcastic dog. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (1 Episode) (1987) 

 

Episode 6: The Three Ravens: A witch has set her eyes on the widower king and manages to turn his 

three young sons into ravens. Their sister escapes the curse and vows to remain silent for three 

years, three months, three weeks, and three days in order to break the spell. But things become 

increasingly difficult when she falls in love with a prince who's new stepmother is the same witch 

that ruined her entire family. 
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The Jungle Book (1994) 
 

An adaptation of Rudyard Kipling's classic tale of Mowgli (Sean 

Naegeli at 5-years-old & Jason Scott Lee as adult) the jungle boy 

who is raised by wolves after being lost when a tiger attacked an 

encampment and killed his father. Years later he finds himself re-

united with his childhood love Kitty and back in the "civilization" 

of Colonial India which he finds far less civilized then his jungle 

haunts. The search for a lost treasure shows who the truly civilized 

members of society are. Fine performances and direction in the 

spirit of Kipling. The switch here, and Jason Scott Lee does it with 

skill and heart of genius, is that Mowgli talks to the animals in 

their languages. We do not hear the animal speaking English. But 

from the moment Bagheera offers his tail to the tiny Mowgli and 

Mowgli grasps that tail, we are in intimate communication with 

the animals. Mowgli, his pet wolfcub and the rescued bearcub 

Balu follow the panther through the jungle and I went with them. Every actor modulates his or her 

performance to make the story happen, to balance the telling. Kitty, Mowgli's childhood friend, does 

not let one drop of saccharine spoil her natural young woman. Cary Elwes as a villain is frighteningly 

archetypal (just as he is a beautiful hero in other films)... But the animal actors are what compel me 

to fork over dollars for my own copy of the video. Since they are surrounded by masterful cinema 

storytelling and heartfelt human performances, their work carries the main theme of this film. We 

know now how fragile the jungle and its inhabitants are as man approaches with guns and 

bulldozers. The delicate balance of man and animal, the diplomacy of Mowgli at times, the essence 

of courage and loyalty -- all this is portrayed. If you know the original Jungle Book and the moral 

spirit of its author, you recognize that the character of the jungle inhabitants is respected. In this 

film, while we are given an adventure extrapolated from the original literary situation, the Law of the 

Jungle is kept. For sophisticated Kipling see the Michael Caine/Sean Connery film "The Man Who 

Would Be King". 
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The Key (1958) 
 

During World War II, tug boats conduct what are called salvage 

missions - picking up disabled ships. Not well equipped with 

weaponry, the tugs are sitting ducks for enemy fire. As such, the 

crew working the tugs have precarious lives, many with deep 

seated emotional problems. Before the Americans join the war, 

ex-American military man David Ross is assigned to captain a tug 

for the British military. He is shown the ropes by an old friend, 

Captain Chris Ford. Chris currently shares a flat with a young 

beautiful Italian-Swiss woman named Stella, who came with the 

flat and who lives a reclusive life there. Chris is the latest in a long 

line of tug boat captains who have lived there, each who has 

found another person to take over the flat and the associated 

looking after of Stella if anything is to happen to him. That person 

is given a key to the flat, the key only to be used if needed. The 

first in the series was Phillip Westerby, to who Stella was to be 

married before Phillip was killed. Under-appreciated Carol Reed does it again. A deceptive war 

drama which is really a fantastical love story in the vein of Billy Wilder's LOve in the Afternoon. 

William Holden plays the lead, and what character does he play but a reluctant dogged, selfish 

seeming individual who resists authority and wears cynicism on his face, mien and posture like a pair 

of brown well-trodden in sandals. No one did better and he does it excellently yet again. America is 

yet to enter WWII but Holden is sent to join the Britisn Navy and commandeer tug boats who make 

rescue missions for other vessels but carry no ammunitions to defend themselves. Thus when called 

up, the men know they are goners, thus they are known as suicide missions. Sophia who might just 

be the best foreign actress completely nails her part as the unkempt woman who has lost her will to 

live when the war took the lives of her family leaving her alone in the world. Therefore, she becomes 

a kept woman in an apartment, where the key of the title is passed by men who see themselves as 

goners on a suicide mission to the next fellow who takes up residence till he gets his own suicide call. 

The scenes are gritty and the ocean scenes realistic in the style of the French new wave. Trevor 

Howard is fantastic as the man who breaks Holden in and their camaraderie anchors the movie. The 

score is strange and the way director Reed paces and uses shadows, you think it might turn into a 

horror movie anytime soon but he is really planting the seeds of love in our heads. Based on a novel 

by Jan de hartog a Tony winning playwright, the adaptation is fantastic, true and not preachy. As 

Holden does everything to stay alive and Loren does everything not to, the question of why do we 

live that everyone asks is tested. The last fifteen minutes and breaks, copies and redounds the rules 

of this to and ending that is well deserved and earned. Mr. Carol Reed, thank you for the effort. Thsi 

movie which underperformed in the US was a smash hit overseas, a tradition that would become 

part of Sophia's career. Sophia who at this point had not shown any real proclivity for drama walks 

like a shining gem and shows why she is one of the few foreign actresses to be nominated more than 

once for the Oscar in a foreign language performance. Well done! 
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The Kid (2010) 
 

About Kevin Lewis who grew up in poverty but survived to make a 

better life for himself and his family. Kevin Lewis never had a 

chance. Growing up on a poverty-stricken London council estate, 

beaten and starved by his parents, bullied at school and 

abandoned by social services, his life was never his own. Even 

after he was put into care, he found himself out on the streets 

caught up in a criminal underworld that knew him as 'The Kid'. Yet 

Kevin survived to make a better life for himself. This international 

bestseller published in 2003 is his heartbreaking and inspiring 

story. Not for kids. We saw the pre-release showing of THE KID 

and we were also treated to a pre-film introduction and an after 

film Q & A session with the films director NICK MORAN (Director - 

TELSTAR, Actor - Lock, Stock and two smoking barrels, and Harry 

Potter - The Deathly Hallows parts 1 & 2). THE KID, is the true 

story of the despair to riches tale of KEVIN LEWIS who grew up in a violently dysfunctional family on 

a badly deprived South London council estate, who eventually managed to drag himself out of the 

quagmire and up, and out into the sunshine of a decent life for himself finally getting credit for an 

internationally acclaimed best-selling inspirational novel "THE KID" based upon his own life story. 

The director of the movie NICK MORAN, had a close association with Kevin Lewis (who the film is 

based on) during the making of the film – and this paid great dividends in the directors ability to 

capture and portray on film the anguish and torment that occurred through Kevin's life and his 

struggles to barely survive. After being removed from his own family for his own safety then moving 

through a succession of failed placements with Foster parents and care home institutions Kevin 

finally finds a decent environment where he starts to prosper until the untimely death of one of the 

foster parents that puts him back into a downward spiral of commitments and debts. Kevin then 

finds a "pseudo-family" in the form of some undesirable characters from the underworld that offer 

to help him but in reality they are just using his naivety to exploit him for their own gain at much 

cost to himself in the shape of some very violent "street-fighting" matches with no rules and no-

holds barred appearing under the pseudonym of "The Kid". Against the odds Kevin manages from 

the very depths of despair, to finally turn his life around for the better. The music for the film is 

inspiring, along with the casting the three actors who play Kevin through early childhood – through 

his school years to his later years are very good (especially the parts played by Augustus Prew and 

Rupert Friend as the middle and later Kevins). There are strong support roles played by Edward Fox 

and Shirley-Anne Field as the "good" foster parents and Bernard Hill as "Uncle David" – but the star 

of the show without doubt is the casting of Natascha McElhone (Californication, Solaris) – just how 

they can transform such a beauty into such a ugly, murderous, psychopath of a deranged Mother is 

something to see she steals every scene she is in much akin to Charlize Theron's performance in 

MONSTER who knows perhaps Natascha may well follow a similar (deserved) path down the awards 

trail. The Director mentioned in the Q&A session that the film was shot on 16mm film – and when 

this is blown up to full screen size you can sometimes detect a slight graininess with some shots – 

however I don't think this detracted at all from the ambiance of the film. This isn't meant to be a 

"pleasant" movie, it is quite hard-hitting (sometimmes literally) and the violence will not be to all 



tastes – as it is based on a true story and therefore keeps closely to the narrative of the book, but, I 

do believe that it is worth seeing and hopefully you'll get the pay-off of a feel-good factor at the end. 

THE KID is 111mins long, comes out on general release on FRI 17th Sept 2010, and it should be noted 

that the film contains some violence that would not be suitable for all ages. 
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The Kid From Left Field (1953) 
 

Coop's an ex-ballplayer is now a peanut vendor, who takes too 

much of an interest in the game. But he's passed on his craze for 

baseball to his son, Christie (10-year-old Billy Chapin). When his 

dad gets fired, Chris makes friends with the former team owner's 

niece (and her boyfriend Pete), and not only gets his dad's job 

back, but a batboy position for himself. With his dad's help, 

Christie begins to make a few suggestions here and there. And as a 

publicity stunt, the team makes him their youngest manager on 

record. But when Chris gets sick, Coop has to come to the rescue. A charming nostalgic baseball film 

from the early 1950s. A wonderful baseball film made in the early fifties and breathes the nostalgia 

of that time period. Child actor Billy Chapin becomes a batboy for the woeful Bisons (a copy of the 

old St. Louis Browns) and proceeds to inform the players of how they can correct their individual 

problems. Unbeknownst to the team, Chapin's wisdom is from his father, a washed-up player who 

has become a peanut vendor and lacks confidence and courage - in spite of his obvious baseball 

knowledge. Pretty soon, Chapin becomes the nine year old manager of the team with dramatic 

results that bind father to son; you can't help but root for the Bisons! A baseball fantasy - but filled 

with much innocence and charm. Surprisingly, this movie has never made it to VHS or DVD. I loved it 

as a kid - equally as an adult! 
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The Kidnappers (The Little Kidnappers) (1953) 
 

A Scotsman, Jim MacKenzie, living on a primitive homestead in 

Nova Scotia, is raising his two grandsons, Harry (8-year-old Jon 

Whiteley) and Davy (6-year-old Vincent Winter), following the 

death of their father in the Boer War. His son's death has 

developed antagonism by MacKenzie toward all Dutchmen, which 

leads to Harry brawling at school with the son of a Dutchman. 

Harry falls down a cliff and is helped home by the community 

doctor, Willem Bloem, a Dutchman in love with MacKenzie's 

daughter, Kirsty. Due to the old man's feelings, they must carry on 

a clandestine romance. Forbidden by their grandfather to have a 

dog, Harry and Davy "kidnap" an unattended baby and care for 

the child in a lean-to shack. When found, the baby proves to be 

the child of MacKenzie's most-bitter Dutch enemy. Adorable 

Scottish Accents. My siblings and I would always call babies "the 

bah-bee" because of how the boys pronounced that word with Scottish accents that could charm a 

stone. Continuing the tradition, my wife and I have used "the bah-bee", or "the bahby" as our secret 

name for our daughter (now 15). I have not seen the movie since I was a child, and it is tragic that I 

and others cannot see it now, due to the lack of DVD or video availability. I guess it doesn't have 

enough explosions in it...and the actors mostly act, rather than fight or have sex. 
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The Kids Grow Up (2009) 
 

A humorous and deeply moving look at father-daughter 

relationships, modern-day parenting, marriage and the looming 

empty nest. One man's look at what it's like to let your kid start 

being an adult. Could you imagine if your father stuck a video 

camera in your face practically every day while you were growing 

up? That's what documentary filmmaker Doug Block does here 

with his only child, a daughter, Lucy. What started out as home 

movies and memories turned into a full-blown project about how 

kids grow up and move on with their lives. We open with Lucy in a 

ballerina outfit, dancing around in the living room as Doug 

narrates what's happening in Lucy's life right now. She's in her 

final year of High School and will soon be moving out to college. 

He states, "You can get all sorts of information on raising a child... 

but nothing prepares you for letting her go." From there, we see Doug follow Lucy around on the 

West Coast scouting out some possible college choices. They live on the East Coast. And quite 

frankly, if I was her, I would want to try and be as far away from Dad as possible too. It's not as 

intrusive as I make it sound, believe me. Lucy does have her privacy -- there's no filming in the 

obvious areas and Dad doesn't film without her permission. Sure, there are times when she's upset 

and there are times when she flat out tells him, "I don't want to do this right now". Dad obliges and 

puts the camera down. Lucy sure was easier to film when she was younger, she loved the camera 

and she loved talking to her Dad. As she got older, we could see the starting of frustration and anger 

setting in. She even got a year off of filming when she went to Paris for a school exchange program. 

She came back speaking French fluently... and a serious boyfriend. Doug also films his wife, Marjorie, 

and gets her thoughts about Lucy leaving for college. She seems to be the level-headed matriarch of 

the family. He also gets to do some interviews with his father and his new wife -- asking him how he 

dealt with the "empty nest" syndrome. He gets some good stuff on tape and some of it is worth 

watching and listening to. It is a hard film to watch sometimes, though -- it'll make you either start 

thinking about what you are going to do when your kids grow up or it'll make you ponder your past 

and how you dealt with your kids leaving and it just might make you wish you had a father that loved 

at least half as much as Doug loves his daughter. I do wish that Doug would have waited to release 

this documentary a few more years, though. I wanted an update on how Lucy is doing and better 

yet, how Doug and Marjorie are doing and dealing. After sitting and watching for 90 minutes, I 

wanted a blurb or something at the end to fill in some blanks. Perhaps he's waiting for the sequel. 

Hide now, Lucy... hurry! 
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The Kissing Place (1990) 
 

Every night the boy (11-year-old Nathaniel Moreau) dreams he is 

someone else. Someone in danger. A crazy woman is after him. A 

woman who cannot have a son of her own. A story about a 

kidnapped boy, who finds out that the people he thought were his 

parents are his kidnappers. The film is about his escape and search 

for his home. This film his a good little thriller made for tv. The 

story of Billy who find up on his dream that he have been 

kidnaped when he was a child his very interesting (Imagine finding 

up that the parents you lived all your life with his not your real 

parents and Worst that the woman who call herself your mom his 

a criminal). First of all let's talk about the good things about the 

film: 1. Meredith Baxter was simply brilliant as Florence Tulane. 

She made a great baddy and her performance would have been 

great on a big screen (really she was that good). 2. Nathaniel 

Moreau was ok as Billy of course not the best but for a kid actor it 

wasn't bad at all. 3. I loved all the bits were Billy run far away as 

possible from his crazy mom (not his real one) who his chasing 

after him and who his getting crazier and crazier as she looking for 

him. Now the bad things about it: 1. Good job the story and acting was ok because it was very poorly 

directed, the scenes were all over the places and somme of them didn't advance the story in any 

way. 2. Their his also the story of Billy's teacher who his starting to find his mother a bit odd and 

start doing research on Billy's parents. It was a good element BUT they didn't finish it. On the last 

scene with the teacher we just see her telling an other teacher "I had a talk with Billy's mom and 

she's odd"or something like dad but then you don't see the character anymore? It's like if they 

started something but they were too lazy to finish it off, I don't know they could have done the 

mother killing the teacher or something. 2. The music was bad quality. 3. I loved the young girl Billy 

make freinds with on the bus but again they didn't know how to handle a good caractere and had to 

let her go after 15 minutes on screen. Anyway not a bad film, but definitely not great. It's what I call 

an ok film. But I tell you, you take Meredith Baxter, the same story, a good director and you put it on 

a cinema screen and it got what it takes to be a kick ass movie. 
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The Lake (1998) 
 

Good TV thriller type with the beautiful Yasmine Bleeth. This NBC 

TV movie with beauty Yasmine Bleeth who returns home to the 

place she grew up only to find her town is now strange and 

different, was one of the better thrillers on TV that I've seen 

recently. The Lake is mainly about an invasion of strangers from a 

parallel universe who cause and do the strangest things to this 

town. This movie might just have been made into a series if the 

writers would have thought more. Generally strange happenings 

with strange towns as the setting seem to make a hit series. Also 

featuring 10-year-old Haley Joel Osment in a small role. 
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The Last Valley (1971) 
 

People in a small German village in the last valley to remain 

untouched by the devastating Thirty Years' War try to exist in 

peace with a group of soldiers occupying the valley. They Must 

Have Thought It Was Armegeddon. The Last Valley, a serious 

historical and sociological drama, is just about the only English 

language feature film to deal with the Thirty Years War. It's about 

a valley that because of its inaccessibility escapes some of the 

ravages of that very brutal conflict. 17th century Europe was the 

century of the great religious conflicts between Catholic and the 

many Protestant faiths. The Catholic Hapsburg Holy Roman 

Empire was gradually losing its grip on more and more of the 

various little domains that made up their empire. More rulers and 

the populations of those small kingdoms were converting to either 

Lutheranism or Calvinism. Of course the rest of Europe was 

concerned as to who would come out on top and from 1617 when the conflict first started, 

Denmark, Sweden, Poland, France, Spain, just about everybody got involved one way or another. 

Religion was the key factor, but hardly the only one. France because her prime minister Cardinal 

Richelieu feared the Hapsburgs more than Protestantism allied themselves with the Protestant 

rulers. The war itself was fought mostly in Germany, not Germany the nation, but Germany the 

geographical expression, just a place where the German language predominated. The German 

people, weak and disunited, were just prey for the other invading powers. The looting and pillaging 

you see here is exactly what was going on in 1641 when scholar Omar Sharif who had lost his entire 

family and home to the war is now reduced to being a wandering beggar and stumbles into this 

valley which has escaped the struggle. Unfortunately following him in is Michael Caine with a 

company of mercenaries. But Sharif talks Caine into doing winter quarters there instead of just 

sacking the place and moving on as per the norm for the day. An uneasy alliance is formed between, 

Sharif, Caine and his soldiers, head honcho in the town Nigel Davenport and priest Per Oscarsson. 

The peasants here are hardly a noble lot, Sharif's very education makes him a figure of suspicion. Yet 

they're just ordinary folks trying to survive in a world that they must think is coming to an end. It 

would have not been out of the ordinary for them to believe that what they were seeing was 

Armegeddon. The Thirty Years War is not something that is taught in American schools. I think 

because the United Kingdom was not involved in it. they had a nice struggle going between the 

crown and Parliament in the first half of that century and what became the original thirteen colonies 

of America were all being settled by various immigrant groups. The Last Valley is a tremendous 

educational tool for anyone teaching European history. We don't see any of the great figures of the 

war, what we do see is a glimpse into the peasant life of the period that once seen is unforgettable. 

James Clavell who later wrote and directed Oriental epics like Shogun and Taipan wrote and directed 

The Last Valley. He and the rest of the cast and crew should be proud of being involved in a cinema 

masterpiece. 
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The Leaving Of Liverpool (1992) 
 

A poignant and forceful saga which traces the fortunes of two 

English children (Kevin Knapman & David Kaff) uprooted from 

their beloved Liverpool dockside to the alien environment of 

Australia in the years following World War Two. 
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The Legend Of Bagger Vance (Lendas Da Vida) (2000) 
 

A down-and-out golfer attempts to recover his game and his life 

with help from a mystical caddy. A disillusioned war veteran, 

Captain Rannulph Junah, reluctantly agrees to play a game of golf. 

He finds the game futile until his caddy, Bagger Vance, teaches 

him the secret of the authentic golf stroke which turns out also to 

be the secret to mastering any challenge and finding meaning in 

life. Will Smith and Matt Damon playing golf for two hours, much 

better than it sounds. The thing you have to bear in mind when 

watching The Legend of Bagger Vance is that sports movies, by 

their very definition, tend to match the atmosphere of the sport 

they depict. Football or Ice hockey movies for instance tend to be 

loud, bombastic and flashy, just like the games themselves. 

Basketball movies meanwhile often rely on the street/hip hop 

connection and are just as loud, but with a slightly more gritty 

edge to them, provided you completely forget about the atrocious Space Jam. Bagger Vance on the 

other hand revolves entirely around golf and consequently, is a lot quieter, slower paced and gentle 

than its brash genre cousins, but it nevertheless possesses a charm and subtlety that is quite 

endearing. Told completely in flashback, the film's story involves Matt Damon's depressed World 

War One veteran Rannulph Junnuh taking part in a highly publicised golf tournament against two 

established (real life) professionals - Walter Hagen and Bobby Jones. At first things don't look good, 

Junnuh hasn't played the game since getting back from the trenches and is a slovenly drunken 

washout and despite having the support of the townsfolk, nobody really expects him to win. And 

then he gets a new caddy in the shape of Bagger Vance (Will Smith). At this point I imagine alarm 

bells are ringing in your head. Will Smith must mean wise-cracking, one-liners and the word 'damn' 

being stretched out so that it consists of two syllables right? Well you'll be relieved to know that 

Bagger is a pleasant change of direction for the normal Smith stereotype. Relaxing on his heels and 

working his acting muscles instead of his action hero ones, Smith is the undeniable soul of the 

movie. His eminently likable charm is still there, but he relies more on home spun wisdom and 

gentle prodding to help Damon back into his game, rather than calling him a honkey and effecting a 

cocky swagger. Playing off against him, Matt Damon is suitably vulnerable and insecure but is 

overshadowed a bit and with the exception of Junnuh's two rivals, the rest of the cast might as well 

be superfluous. Thankfully, Junnuh's redemption and Vance's easy going friendship is enough to 

carry the film and the story, while corny, is just as charming as the title character. Elsewhere, 

director Robert Redford once again shows off his knack for beautiful cinematography. As most of the 

film takes place on golf courses you're never too far away from some gorgeous scenery and the 

contrast between the vibrant green vegetation and stunning blue sky makes Bagger Vance a feast for 

the eyes. Given the film's somewhat slow pace, it also makes this an ideal choice for a wet Sunday 

afternoon where you'd like to go for a walk and appreciate the countryside but are unable to thanks 

to the rain. That said, Bagger Vance still has its faults. The writing is a bit hackneyed and anyone who 

doesn't like cheese would do well to stay away. Junnuh's love interest sub-plot with golf promoter 

Adele Invergordon (Charlize Theron) meanwhile feels tacked on and unnecessary, as though 

somewhere along the production line someone decided that if Junnuh was to fully come to terms 



with himself he'd have to get it on with a sweet country belle. The positives outweigh the negatives 

though and if you're in the mood for a relaxing, slow paced movie with a lot of subtleties that not 

everyone will appreciate, you can't really go wrong with Bagger Vance. This is a film to watch with 

your feet up, the house clean and a big mug of hot chocolate in your hand. And refreshingly enough 

for a sports movie, it doesn't feature a scene where a big crowd begins cheering wildly while over-

the-top power ballads play in the background, that alone should be enough to raise an eyebrow or 

two. With 13-year-old J. Michael Moncrief. 
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The Legend Of Black Thunder Mountain (1979) 
 

Pleasant but no classic. Written and directed by Tom Beemer, it's 

no great surprise this is the only movie he ever made. It stars his 

kids (Steve Beemer), plus another father-son team, and it's just a 

glorified home movie. The kids actually do fine, but elsewhere the 

acting is poor and the script, direction and production values are 

almost nonexistent. The special effects are fairly laughable, 

though footage of a volcanic eruption is spliced in OK. On the 

other hand the scenery is nice, the animals are cute and well-

trained (though they aren't required to do much), the songs aren't 

bad at all and the slapstick comedy, though crass and poorly 

timed, should amuse very young children. This is a pleasant gentle 

and not too scary tale, suitable for the littlest ones, who may well 

like it a lot. 
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The Life Of David Gale (2003) 
 

A man against capital punishment is accused of murdering a fellow 

activist and is sent to death row. Dr. David Gale, an advocate of 

eliminating the death penalty, is accused of rape and murder. 

Once convicted, he ends up on death row in Texas himself, telling 

his story to a reporter through a series of flashbacks. An extremely 

thought provoking movie. Kevin Spacey stars as David Gale, a life 

long campaigner against the death penalty finds himself on death 

row after being found guilty of the rape and murder of a fellow 

anti-execution campaigner. Kate Winslet is the reporter who 

interviews Gale during his last three days and she is convinced of 

his guilt and need to be executed, but as she interviews Gale she 

begins to question his guilt. This was a great story very well told 

without deteriorating into a 'execution is wrong' lecture. And as 

usual, Kevin Spacey's performance is fantastic. Because of the 

twists and the amount of after-thought it provoked, I give 'The Life of David Gale' 8/10. 
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The Little Patriot (Sign Of The Otter) (1995) 
 

Join in one boy's (13-year-old Ryan Washburn) heroic adventure 

as he fights in the struggle for freedom on the American frontier. 

James Todd is a young boy growing up in the hostile American 

wilderness-a rugged and dangerous land also inhabited by the 

American Indians. His peaceful life is shattered when the 

treacherous British troops suddenly storm through the 

countryside in an attempt to crush the American Revolution. 

During the battle for freedom, James is ruthlessly captured and 

held prisoner in the enemy fort by the brutal Major Smythe. But 

his bravery seems without limits as an unlikely and legendary 

alliance is forged with the neighboring Indians in a bold and 

fearless rescue effort. It is a rugged and wondrous adventure 

which culminates as the fortress is infiltrated and James narrowly 

escapes to lead the spirited fight against the British Red Coats. 

Made With Good Intentions But With Too Many Shortcomings. Strikingly beautiful scenery, 

photographed well, is the long suit of this low budget independent affair filmed for the most part in 

Ontario and upper New York State, but even its targeted audience of young children will not fail to 

notice a lack of realism that pervades this work intended to produce dramatic historic interest, while 

hampered by a script that generally ignores the demands of logic. Director/producer/screenwriter J. 

Christian Ingvordsen (as John Christian) plays Samuel Todd, a wilderness farmer during the period of 

the American Revolution persuaded to enlist with Colonial rebels in defense of Patriot lands against 

attacks from soldiers of the Crown, reluctantly leaving behind his wife and young son James, but 

after he discovers that the boy has been captured by British troops along with their Mohawk Indian 

allies Samuel, accompanied by Tekhane (John Weiner) leader of a local Delaware tribe termed here 

Lenape, from their language, sets out to rescue the lad from enemy held Fort Niagara. This is a large 

order for the pair to attempt as the English and Mohawk occupied fort houses James as a shackled 

prisoner within the compound jail (restored Fort Ticonderoga along the New York/Vermont border 

serves as Fort Niagara), but the more gullible viewers will enjoy the splendid countryside while 

ignoring the many implausibilities that occur along the way, in particular those involving ineffective 

enemy troops and their accompanying Indian warriors, all of whom are loud enough but seemingly 

never capable or alert. Ingvordsen, under variations of his name, not only stars, scripts, and directs 

here, but is behind the camera and a vigorous stunt performer as well, and while he lacks 

expressivity as an actor, he is certainly as competent as the majority of the cast, a quaint lot, 

specially the "Indians" which, although decidedly culturally diverse with a broad displacement of 

races, and ancestries to boot, display very little that is representative of the aboriginal. The dialogue 

lacks a colonial flavour, and inaccuracies are rife, e.g., James is sequestered in "the brig", a term 

exclusive to seagoing vessels, while accents freely wax and wane, largely reliant upon the native 

strength of a player's metropolitan area patois, and there is cartoonish stereotyping throughout, 

notably of English army officers, drawn as a remarkably foppish bunch; a lack of correctness extends 

even to the DVD box that displays a misspelling for Niagara, thrice for Ingvordsen, and a cover 

photograph of Dan Haggerty (billed first but with a blessedly small role) with arms about an Indian 

squaw and a young boy, neither of whom appear in the film. 
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The Little Rascals Save The Day (2014) 
 

The Little Rascals are back in an all-new movie! Join the fun with 

Spanky (Jet Jurgensmeyer), Alfalfa (Drew Justice), Darla, 

Buckwheat (Isaiah Fredericks), Petey the dog and the whole gang 

as they are up to their usual mischief! The Rascals try anything to 

raise the money needed to save their grandma's (Doris Roberts) 

bakery. The only trouble is - they can't seem to do anything right! 

From botched pet washes to terrible taxi service, they just can't 

raise a penny. Their only hope is to win prize money from the local 

talent show - but have you ever heard Alfalfa sing? Better than 

expected. Not a masterpiece by any means but as far as kids 

movies go, it's pretty good. Cute and harmless, and it does have 

the feel of the old Little Rascals. The plot is simple, the kids try to 

come up with ways to make money so "grandma" doesn't lose her 

bakery to the bank or Waldo's dad, and trouble ensues. The young actors are adorable (especially 

Camden Gray as Porky!) and fit their roles quite well in my opinion. Casting Eden Wood, the spoiled 

"star" from Toddlers & Tiaras complete with her own homemade music videos and dolls, as Darla 

was a curious choice but surprisingly it works. Obviously this won't be winning any Oscars, but it's a 

cute movie that I'm glad I checked out despite the extremely low expectations. 
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The Little Vampire (2000) 
 

A lonely boy (10-year-old Jonathan Lipnicki) becomes best friends 

with a vampire (13-year-old Rollo Weeks). Based on the popular 

books, the story tells of Tony who wants a friend to add some 

adventure to his life. What he gets is Rudolph, a vampire kid with 

a good appietite. The two end up inseparable, but their fun is cut 

short when all the hopes of the vampire race could be gone 

forever in single night. With Tony's access to the daytime world, 

he helps them to find what they've always wanted. Couldn't help 

enjoying it. First, let me say that I was determined to dislike this 

film. Premise seemed childish, obviously aimed at children (and I 

ceased being one of those *MANY* years ago). Despite my best 

efforts, I found that I really liked this film. It's certainly not "Gone 

With the Wind", but it's good entertainment and definitely worth 

a viewing. At the end, I found myself feeling good about it, which 

is refreshing today. Even better, it gave me an evening's entertainment without profanity, sex or 

senseless violence. Lipnicky is (as always) cute and charming. I'd like to see more of Weeks on 

screen, but don't know if that's feasible as he's a British kid actor. Don't expect a deep message - it's 

not there. For a delightful evening's entertainment (with the ENTIRE family!) it's highly 

recommended. Just sit back and enjoy! With 15-year-old Dean Cook, 13-year-old Iain De Caestecker 

& Scott Fletcher. 
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The Loneliest Runner (1976) 
 

A 14-year-old bed wetter (16-year-old Lance Kerwin) runs home 

from school every day to retrieve the wet sheet his mother has 

hung from his bedroom window to punish him. He races to get 

there before any of his friends pass the house. This enforced 

training prepares him to become a competitive runner. The script, 

by 'Michael Landon', is autobiographical. Simply Wonderful 

performances on a difficult topic. I really liked the actors, and its a 

shame that Lance Kerwin stopped acting not too long after that, 

but I hear he is happy on the Christian Ranch he went to, so, There 

are many good child actors who for some reason or the other 

have gone on to do other things, but I'm glad for him. I know after 

reading this comment you might click no, that it was no helpful, 

and though thats bad, its your choice. However, my purpose here 

is to backup the comments already stated. (Should I paste it all in 

again when so many other people have already stated the facts.) 

No, I didn't think so. So, go watch it, you won't regret it. 
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The Long Road Home (1999) 
 

After his mother died, 12-year-old Seth (13-year-old T.J. Lowther) 

goes to live with his grandparents on their farm. Grouchy old 

Murdock is not very happy with the presence of his grandson and 

is rather hard on him. He was strongly opposed to the mixed 

marriage of his daughter and doesn't want to hear anything about 

Seth's Indian father who died a hero in Vietnam when Seth was 

still a baby. His grandmother on the other hand was very fond of 

Seth but after a while she passes away. So Seth and his 

grandfather are on their own now. Home is where the heart is. 

This is the 4th Craig Clyde movie I have seen. It is a change of 

pace, grimmer than the others, as we see a good boy try to cope 

with his grandfathers never ending coldness towards him and 

everything. But as the wise Indian said, "Its best to let hate burn 

out." And so it does. Time and circumstance brings them together 

with a beautiful, rewarding ending that ties everything up and leaves everyone happy. The title 

perfectly sums it up. This is an absorbing character study/time piece. I've yet to be 

disappointed/always been impressed with the writer/directors work. I think I'll take his invitation on 

the commentary and see his website/send him an email. 
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The Lorax (2012) 
 

A 12-year-old boy searches for the one thing that will enable him 

to win the affection of the girl of his dreams. To find it he must 

discover the story of the Lorax, the grumpy yet charming creature 

who fights to protect his world. In the walled city of Thneed-Ville, 

where everything is artificial and even the air is a commodity, a 

boy named Ted hopes to win the heart of his dream girl, Audrey. 

When he learns of her wish to see a real tree, Ted seeks out the 

Once-ler, a ruined old businessman outside of town in a stark 

wasteland. Upon hearing of how the hermit gave into his greed for 

profits and devastated the land over the protests of the Lorax, Ted 

is inspired to undo the disaster. However, the greedy Mayor of 

Thneed-Ville, Aloysius O'Hare, has made his fortune exploiting the 

environmental collapse and is determined to stop the boy from 

undermining his business. Seuss the unstoppable force in 

environmentalism! We brought our children (6 & 9) to the Real D & Imax 3D version of the Lorax and 

enjoyed the film. Those of you with conservative leanings will note the unfiltered message of 

corporate greed at the expense of all and the over 70 corporate-sponsored product placements are 

fun to spot, but my kids took away the lesson that promises are not to be lightly made or broken. 

The 20 minutes of upcoming previews of ADHD sequels ahead of the movie's start, combined with 

an oversold theatre, drove home the value of our Lorax-endorsed Sony Home DVD player. I certainly 

enjoy 3D films but if I had it to do all over again, the Lorax really didn't have special effects or scenes 

that warranted the unsightly glasses - just see the regular version, this isn't Star Wars. In summary, 

the Lorax is a fun film that you and your whole family can warmly enjoy. Any strikes I have against 

the experience arise more from issues with what we can expect from the cinema as opposed to this 

flick from Seuss Corps. Stars and thumbs up! 
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The Loss Of Sexual Innocence (1999) 
 

Confused, non-linear film tells the sexual story of a film director 

from his life at 5-years-old (John Cowey), 12-years-old (George 

Moktar), 16-years-old (Jonathan Rhys Meyers), a man embarking 

on his first film in 1950s Tunisia, and finally to his current life. 

Along the way he has sexual exploits with an older woman as a 

teen, gets involved with an Italian couple Tunisia that culminates 

in the killing of a local boy and the brutal revenge murder of the 

woman, and ultimately is married to a cold woman. Excellent art 

film, not to be missed. This is a true "art" film, it has great depth 

and insight, but doesn't give the viewer a clear story-line to follow 

or any help at all such as side comments or scene setters. The film 

is a virtual feast of expert filmmaking in all its facets, especially the 

fine framing of the scenes, truly natural acting and sound work 

second to none. How many filmmakers could make a short scene 

in a plane and the subsequent landing on the runway a filmic event of such beauty it will be long 

remembered. I think this film is one not to be missed. 
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The Love Bug (1968) 
 

A race car driver becomes a champion with a Volkswagen Beetle 

with a mind of its own. Herbie is a car - but no ordinary car. The 

story follows the Volkswagon Beetle with a mind of its own from 

the showroom to the race track, with various close escapes in 

between. Three further Herbie movies were to follow. What if 

things really do have an inner life? What if the machines we take 

for granted as being under our control have an essence, a life 

force, a soul that needs only to be cultivated to be brought out 

into the open? Mystic-minded hippie-type Tennessee Steinmetz 

(Buddy Hackett) argues that this is the case when his roommate, 

down-on-his-luck race driver Jim Douglas (Dean Jones) acquires a 

Volkswagen Beetle that frequently refuses to comply with its 

driver's demands. Tennessee claims that the car is alive, and 

names it Herbie. Jim doesn't believe this for a second, but that 

doesn't stop him from using the car's unusual speed to bring 

success to his previously undistinguished racing career. Meanwhile, Peter Thorndyke (David 

Tomlinson), the snobbish and hot-tempered owner of the dealership where Douglas bought the car, 

is having fits over Douglas' inexplicable winning streak. A race driver himself, Thorndyke becomes 

Jim's (and Herbie's) primary rival, resorting to increasingly sneaky tactics to prevail on the racetrack. 

Jim believes his own driving skill deserves the credit for his newfound success, but finally comes to 

believe the truth about Herbie in time for the final climactic race. By far the funniest and best of 

Disney's Herbie series, The Love Bug is silly fun that's still smartly written enough to be fun for all 

ages. The special effects are somewhat dated and primitive, but they suffice. It's not easy to make a 

car show emotion, but here it's done with surprising effectiveness. It also doesn't hurt that as a car, 

the VW Bug has a lot of personality to start with. The human actors do well too; Dean Jones makes 

for a likeable hero, and Michele Lee the love interest. However, the real comic gold comes from 

Buddy Hackett as the offbeat Tennessee, who in Jim's words is 'just in off a flying saucer,' and David 

Tomlinson as British rival Thorndyke, whose angry outbursts are deliciously over-the-top without 

crossing the fine line into obnoxious overacting. 
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The Magnet (1950) 
 

A boy (11-year-old James Fox) steals a powerful magnet from a 

younger boy and gets him into all sorts of trouble. A mixture of a 

psychological study of a 10-year-old boy, an English domestic 

comedy and a satire on psychologists finds young Johnny Brent, 

the only child of a pair of psychologists, trading an "invisible 

watch" to a much-younger child for a large magnet. His 

nurse/nanny accuses him of stealing and scolds him and he runs 

away. He soon convinces himself that the police are after him and following several unsuccessful 

attempts to get rid of the magnet, he presents it to an organizer of a fund-raising campaign for 

acquiring an iron-lung for the local hospital. The magnet is one of the auction items and finally is 

mounted on the iron-lung as a tribute to the unknown donor. Meanwhile, the father makes a 

completely inaccurate diagnosis for the mother of the boy's worries. In the end the boy meets the 

child he thought had died as a result of losing the magnet, and trades the boy back for the return of 

his "invisible watch" the gold medal the town mayor had given him for his part in the hospital 

campaign. Magnetic Young James Fox. I bought this black & white video recently from a street 

vendor in St Albans market, Hertfordshire as part of a job lot of three Ealing comedies he was selling 

for £15.The others were "Whisky Galore" and "Passport to Pimlico".The other comments written 

below adequately deal with the basic plot, so I shall not elaborate further on that.What is interesting 

is to see the young William Fox play the juvenile lead small boy and whose later stage name was 

changed to James Fox (brother of Edward Fox) who later became well known in the film "The 

Servant" and "Performance".I was born in 1946 and this film was produced in 1950 so those scenes 

shown of early post war Britain have a reminiscence for me, when I remember those bomb sites, 

school dinners, food rationing which extended up to 1955, and an altogether more simple life.In 

those days children went "out to play" with their friends much more than todays TV/computer 

bound generation. The jokes about the Labour Government and psychiatry give the film a distinctly 

middle class feel which Ealing Studios did not usually portray in their comedies but which was firmly 

entrenched in the mainstream British film industry at the time.It would be some time before 

genuine British working class actors exploded onto the screen.The dockside gang the small boy 

befriends appeared to be genuine working class and so those scenes were the highlight for me.Of 

course this film being produced in 1950, there has to be a morality tale in the script.Here the evils of 

cheating someone bring inevitable feelings of guilt until assuaged by an equal measure of generosity 

by the little boy to the aggrieved party, a handicapped boy of similar age. I had never seen this Ealing 

comedy before so was delighted by the unexpected twists and turns in the plot.If you are a fan of 

gentle Ealing comedies, you may want to seek out this long forgotten (by the major TV networks) 

film and you will be entertained I feel sure. 
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The Metro Chase (2004) 
 

Enjoying a summer vacation with his family in Paris, amateur 

photographer and capricious kid brother Zac (12-year-old 

Christopher Plumley) is separated from his older sister, Alex 

(Lindsay Felton), and accidentally snaps a criminal in the act. A 

frantic Alex and her best friends (Tara Lipinski and Jason Padgett) 

set out to find Zac before their parents discover he's missing. But 

the angry crook -- and the police on his trail -- may beat them to 

the punch. An 8-year-old boy becomes lost from his 18-year-old 

sister while on vacation in Paris, France. An American student 

studying in Paris will aid the sister in her search for the boy. This 

family comedy is about, Zack, an 8-year-old American boy who is 

separated from his 18-year-old sister, as they arrive in Paris for a 

family vacation. Seth, and friends track Zack down. Better than 

most kids stuff out there. Rented "The Metro Chase" for my niece 

who absolutely loved it and then requested it for her birthday. It's not easy to find, but definitely 

worth it. Or since it's a kids' show, just buy it. I would much rather watch this with them than a lot of 

the other stuff that's out there. It's a pretty predictable story about a boy lost in Paris who helps the 

police solve a crime. Nothing too unusual there. But Jon Cryer is funny as the very stern teacher; the 

boy, Christopher Plumley, is cute without being annoying; the scenery is soo nice, and it was great to 

see Lindsay Felton back. The rest of the cast is good, too! Tara Lipinski is adorable. Very cute! 
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The Million Dollar Hotel (2000) 
 

Tragi-comic, romantic whodunnit set in a run down hotel which 

plays host to mentally ill people too poor to afford medical 

insurance. The movie starts when a billionaire's son dies in a skid 

row hotel and a federal agent turns the lives of the miscreant 

residents upside down to find out if it was suicide or murder. 

Fresh, brilliantly acted, under-promoted film. I bought this film 

"pre-viewed" on DVD because of Mel Gibson's face on the front 

cover and the promise of bonus features on the back. After 

watching it, I wondered if it was released on the heels of 9-11, as 

nothing else could quite explain why I had never even heard a 

one-liner about this fresh film with it's very believable, and 

wonderfully eccentric characters. The cast is first rate; Mel Gibson 

in his most complex role to date; Jimmy Smits, an absolute 

natural; Gloria Stewart (Titanic), Amanda Plummer, (The Fisher 

King; Freejack) Peter Stormare, (Chocolat; Armageddon) Julian Sands (Boxing Helena) and even Bud 

Cort (Harold and Maude; Pollock) support the two leads, Jeremy Davies, (Saving Pvt. Ryan) and Milla 

Jovovich (The Messenger; Zoolander). The DVD is a treat with U2's haunting song "The ground 

beneath her feet" the perfect accompaniment to the opening menu, as it sets the tone for the film 

beautifully. (Ok, I'm conveniently ignoring the opening song, "The First Time," as well as the actual 

opening shot, but after that ordinary opening, the movie gets deep and interesting quickly.) When 

we first meet "Tom Tom," he is preparing to jump off the roof of the "Million Dollar Hotel." As he 

runs across the roof and launches himself through the air, our emotions are still not with him, for we 

only know three things about him, 1.) he looks peculiar, 2.) He is throwing himself off the roof of a 

hotel in some big city and 3.) he has not connected with us on a human level... As he sails spread-

eagled through the air, we hear his voice proclaim: "Wow, after I jumped, it occurred to me... life is 

perfect." From that narrative voice and beyond, this film sucks you into the lives of the "Beggar's 

Butler," a retarded man and splendid mimic played to perfection by Davies, and the girl of his 

modest dreams, Eloise, played by Milla Jovovich. Tom Tom's best friend, Izzy Goldkiss (Tim Roth) 

died from a fall from the same roof and special agent Skinner (Gibson) is brought in by media mogul 

and Izzy dad, Stanley Goldkiss to find or frame a killer. The residents band together to stand up to 

Skinner and perhaps make a few dollars for themselves in the process. The film is well acted and 

unpredictable and by the time we watch Tom launch himself over the edge at the film's conclusion, 

we have come to care - to really care - about this human being and the motley crew of characters 

who people his world, and that brings a genuine welling of emotion and a spilling of tears. Not many 

films today can claim as much. 
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The Misfits (1961) 
 

A sexy divorcée falls for an over-the-hill cowboy who is struggling 

to maintain his romantically independent lifestyle in early-sixties 

Nevada. Roslyn divorces Ray in Reno and then meets widower 

Guido. He likes her but introduces her to cowboy Gay, and those 

two fall in love. When she learns that Gay, Guido and Perce are 

going to turn wild horses ("misfits") into dog food, she protests. 

Excellent acting and profound script. I've always wanted to see 

this movie because of the legendary actors associated with it and 

yesterday I finally rented it. I can't say it is an entertaining movie, 

but it is certainly profound and stays with you. Clark Gable, 

Marilyn Monroe and Montgomery Clift were all wonderful. There 

is something extra poignant about the casting of these three 

actors. It is like "misfits" playing misfits. Knowing that it is Clark 

Gable's and Marilyn Monroe's last film added to the aura of 

finality at the end. Marilyn Monroe definitely does not get the credit she deserves as the fine actress 

she was. Even her character is trying to get beyond the external first impression she makes on men. 

It is the first film I've seen of Montgomery Clift's. What a fine actor! He brought enormous depth to 

his character--much of which was portrayed without speaking. Once again, if you're looking for an 

entertaining film, you may be disappointed. If you're looking for an interesting blend of characters 

who, in many ways, are mirrors of the actors playing them, then rent the Misfits. It is packed with 

stars but not with glitzy star quality, just no-holds-barred, uninhibited acting. 
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The Mooncussers (1962) 
 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1962) 

 

Part 1: Graveyard of Ships; A young boy (13-year-old Kevin 

Corcoran) discovers the existence of a group called the 

Mooncussers - a gang of pirates that work at night and sends out 

false homing signals to ships at sea; the ships then crash on the 

shore, where they are looted by the gang. One of Disney's better 

live action movies. The "Mooncussers" are land pirates who lure 

ships to their doom by setting up false signal lights, causing the 

ships to crash into a reef, where they can be quickly and profitably 

plundered. They cuss the moon because they can only work on 

dark, preferably stormy nights. One the major shipping magnates 

sends his son to investigate a small town where they have lost 

several ships and cargos. He teams up with a boy from the local 

inn and the first mate of the most recent ship to fall victim to the 

mooncussers. Of course, the first mate is a former pirate himself, 

who recognized the technique and quickly took over as the leader of the local gang of mooncussers. 

Nice Disney movie with an exciting horse race and a rousing brawl near the end. 

Part 2: Wake of Disaster; The second of the two part Mooncusser saga that Walt Disney aired on his 

Wonderful World Of Color program back in 1962. The mystery as to who is behind The Mooncussers 

is finally solved. Rian Garrick sent to investigate Mooncusser activity on Long Island in the 1840s is 

fast figuring out that this group of beached pirates who wreck and plunder ships caught on the reefs 

with misdirected signal fires that Robert Emhardt the owner of a fish cannery is head of the 

Mooncussers. But faster figuring that out is young Kevin Corcoran, but the boy is disappointed that 

salty old Oscar Homolka is part of the pirate gang. In this and the first Mooncusser episode the key is 

the chemistry between Homolka and Corcoran. Since Walt Disney did a feature film version of 

Treasure Island he can be forgiven for ripping himself off. But you would have to be blind not to 

recognize the relationship between these two is taken from Long John Silver and Jim Hawkins. And 

Homolka with those massive eyebrows and expressive face doesn't let any scenes get stolen by one 

of Disney's best known child stars Kevin Corcoran. Wake Of Disaster keeps up the fine work of the 

first part of the show and The Mooncussers remains one of the best known of the Disney films back 

in my adolescent days. I do so wish the Magic Kingdom would launch a nostalgia channel so that old 

folks like me could see these shows instead of the kids that the studio is marketing today in their 

programming. 
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The Moon-Spinners (1964) 
 

Young English girl Nikky and her aunt arrive at the Moon-Spinners, 

a hotel on Crete, to a less than enthusiastic welcome. The 

coolness of the owner is only out-done by the surliness of her 

brother Stratos, recently back from London. But then there is nice 

English lad Mark to make friends with, at least until Stratos and his 

pal take a shot at him one night. When Nikky helps him hide she 

finds the Greeks are after her too. Great movie. I loved this movie. 

I first saw it when I was seven years old, so I developed my first 

crush on Haley Mills. I remember staring at a full moon and being 

transported to the Greek isles and holding hands with her and 

going on all sorts of adventures...sigh. and then there is The Truth 

About Spring and Search for the Castaways...a little boys heart 

was just a fluttering. Back to the Moon...I so wanted to be on that island to help her and her friend. I 

was all in knots during the wind mill adventure...wow for a seven year old that was very intense, 

especially for a country boy. I remember yelling at the movie screen when things got too intense, 

and I was very relieved when everything turned out OK. Yes the movie was very good and still would 

be good with another leading lady, but I am glad that Mr Disney found Haley Mills! 
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The Munsters' Scary Little Christmas (1996) 
 

Munsters make merry with the fat man. About what you'd expect 

from the weirdest family in southern california. As Eddie (11-year-

old Bug Hall) displays negative emotions toward the holidays the 

family attempts to dredge him from the depths of the Christmas 

doldrums. Along the way Grampa tries to help Santa with his gift 

giving by concocting a magic potion for the jolly one but is 

hindered by a pair of pesky elves. As all this is going on Mrs. M and 

Eddie enter the house decorating contest with an unusual decor, 

much to the chagrin of an obnoxious, competitive neighbor. Pretty 

lame, but still some silly fun. 
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The Mystery Of The Million Dollar Hockey Puck (1975) 
 

A young orphan (Mike MacDonald) overhears a plot by thieves to 

smuggle diamonds out of Canada in the equipment of his favorite 

hockey team, the Montreal Canadiens. The thieves learn of his 

knowledge and come after him. Young teen Pierre Boulet and his 

pre-teen sister Catou Boulet are orphans who live in a Catholic 

orphanage in Chicoutimi, Québec. While in a florist shop one 

winter day, Pierre overhears Belletete and Napoleon, the shop 

proprietors, talking about a plot to smuggle $1 million worth of 

stolen diamonds out of the country, the diamonds hidden inside a 

hollowed out hockey puck. The plot involves retrieving the 

diamonds and the hockey puck from Québec City, where an 

unknown accomplice is constructing the hockey puck, and taking 

the puck to Montréal to place in the Montréal Canadien's 

equipment. The Canadien's will unwittingly smuggle the diamonds into the U.S. on their upcoming 

road trip. Sister Margaret, one of the orphanage administrators, does not believe Pierre's fantastical 

story due to his history of mischievous behavior. Despite knowing that Belletete and Napoleon know 

he overheard them, Pierre, with Catou at his side, decides to try and thwart the plan by recovering 

the diamonds. Good fun for Canadian kids becomes great nostalgia for Canadian adults. Could there 

be a more "Canadian" way to smuggle a fortune in stolen diamonds than inside of a hollowed out 

hockey puck? Well neither can I. And evidently, neither could the writers of this great little piece of 

Canadiana. When a pair of bungling burglars mistakenly lose said item, it falls into the hands of two 

adventurous Montreal urchins. Now to get the darn thing to the proper authorities before the evil-

doers can catch them. The climatic scene alone, which takes place at the old Montreal Forum arena 

(during a Canadiens game, no less) makes seeking out this little treasure well worth your while. And 

if your kids can excuse the clothing we all wore in the 70s (god, I miss my giant afro with the black 

power comb with the fist on it!!!), then they're in for a well-crafted little piece of action, suspense 

and Saturday morning fun. It will remind them of movies like Home Alone. It will remind you of a 

time when the Montreal Canadiens were a Stanley Cup winning juggernaut. (Don't cry, gentle 

reader. It may happen again someday.) Man, could that Guy Lafleur act. 
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The Naked Truth (1957) 
 

A very British comedy about a blackmailer and his victims. Nigel 

Dennis publishes a scandal magazine. But for each story he writes, 

he first approaches the person whose scandalous behavior is 

described (or rather implied, to avoid any libel suit) and says he 

will suppress the story in return for money. Several of his victims 

first decide individually to kill him instead of paying, but fail in 

amusing ways. Then they find that to protect their various secrets 

they must now join forces for a rather different purpose. The 

Problems of Dealing with Blackmail. This film solidified Peter 

Sellers' stardom as a comic actor of the first rank. He had 

appeared in other films prior to it, but THE LADYKILLERS was the 

only one prior to this that showed him to any advantage, as an 

inept "teddy boy" type. Here he is "Wee Sonny MacGregor" a 

popular young entertainer on television, whose variety show has 

mostly elderly viewers who think of Sonny as the son or grandson they always dreamed about. 

Unfortunately for Sonny, one Nigel Dennis (Dennis Price) publishes "THE NAKED TRUTH", a tell all 

scandal sheet like "Confidential" or (despite their disclaimers) "The Enquirer". Mr Dennis has a nice, 

somewhat legal, offer. If you will help defray the expenses of his magazine, he will refrain from 

publishing details of what you don't want known. In his best, intelligent scoundrel style, Price reveals 

to dear "Wee Sonny" that he knows about the large amounts of rent money "Wee Sonny" has been 

making with some rotting tenements in London. The audience for "Wee Sonny" would not feel very 

comfortable with his image knowing about this. Price has similar pieces of information regarding 

Peggy Blount, playing an "Agatha Christie" novelist - apparently one of her plots may not have been 

so original. Also Terry-Thomas, as Lord Mayley, is not as respectable as he lets on - he seems to have 

had several affairs his wife does not know of (although Georgina Cookson - Lady Mayley - has her 

occasional suspicions). Soon all three are considering the last resort for dealing with blackmail - 

doing in the blackmailer. Their problems are more than dealing with a brainy adversary. Blount tries 

to commit a murder (after all she's an expert in killing as a creative writer), only to come a cropper 

(all I'll say is Price ups his demands for payment as a result). Terry-Thomas seems to keep stumbling 

into the schemes of Blount and Sellers, to his own discomfort. Best is Sellers though - he is certain he 

can commit the perfect murder because he is a "master of disguise". His assistant Kenneth Griffith 

keeps warning him that he has a tendency to overact, but "Wee Sonny" dismisses this. He tries to 

spy out Price playing an elderly dock expert, and only annoys the latter and makes Terry-Thomas 

suspicious. He flusters a gun shop owner by appearing as an Edwardian style country squire ordering 

enough ammunition for a regiment, not for a hunt. My favorite moment is when he tries to impress 

possible IRA members by speaking to them (as a fellow member) in perfect Welsh. How they finally 

get rid of Price and his demands is as funny as one can expect, given the rest of the film. It is a 

comedy that will pay handsome dividends of laughter. 
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The Newcomers (2000) 
 

A 12-year-old boy and his family start life over in a new town. 

Sappy and Predictable. A big city family that runs into financial 

difficulties relocates to a small American town to start over. After 

arriving in the new town the father discovers that he does not 

have the job he was promised and the wife takes a low paying job 

despite her husband's objection. The teenage children initially 

have trouble finding new friends and adjusting to the slow paced 

life of country living. The antagonist is the extremely unfriendly 

neighbor from across the street who, for no apparent reason, is 

openly hostile towards the newcomers. This slow moving film 

preaches that strong family and religious values will help a family 

overcome difficulties and prevail over hardship. This is a sappy and 

predictable film with average acting and no redeeming qualities. 

Don't waste your time. 
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The Next One (The Time Traveller) (1984) 
 

An astronaut's widow and her young son (13-year-old Jeremy 

Licht) meet a stranger from the future on a Greek island. An 

original plot, provoked some interesting ideas. I saw this movie on 

cable back in College. In my opinion it was way ahead of its time. 

The movie was mostly that of a stranger in a strange land with 

amnesia, who comes to understand who he really is. And that he 

is on a rescue mission. The SciFi themes don't really emerge until 

very late in the film so its a very nice character study, and the 

actors and actresses play their parts very well. Keir Dullea did a 

fine job with his part and when he reveals he has recovered his 

memory and what he does with that knowledge leads to some 

very memorable moments. Don't see this movie expecting your 

typical SciFI special effects extravaganza, do see it if you want to 

watch a serious people movie with some interesting thoughts 

about where humanity may eventually wind up. In my opinion the recent Television series John Doe 

was a copy cat of this movie.. to a degree.. but perhaps with a little more X-Files violence and 

religious overtones, than this movie. It's not a heart pounder.. just a mild adventure that leaves you 

a bit sad.. but hopeful in the end.. and just wondering. It is a good movie in my opinion.. afterall I've 

remembered it quite well for over 20 years. 
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The Night Before The Night Before Christmas (2010) 
 

When Santa sets off on his Christmas duties a day early, crashes 

into the Fox family's house, ends up with amnesia and loses his 

magic sack of presents, he needs help! But the Fox family are a 

modern and broken family. Can they help him? The parents are 

preoccupied with work and the kids (Gage Munroe) aren't very 

festive. But it's up to them to help Santa find his magical bag of 

toys and the clock is ticking or Christmas will be ruined. Forced to 

set their own problems aside and work together the Fox family 

rediscover how much they enjoy being together and realise that 

maybe they need to reprioritise their lives. The Night Before The 

Night Before Christmas is a crazy Christmas fantasy for all the 

family, brimming with festive spirit. Reviewed the same night. A 

fine professional cast, including the sadly underused -- by the 

industry, anyway -- Jennifer Beals enliven a very pleasant little 

Christmas movie. R.D. Reid makes an amusing, if rather Irish sounding Santa Claus who has taken a 

tumble off a roof and lost his memory -- and what, pray tell, will happen to Christmas without Santa? 

Cue Jordan Prentice as a rather overwhelmed head elf who struggles to get Santa back in shape 

using Miss Beals' dysfunctional family. That's the set up and the movie rings the changes on it in a 

workmanlike fashion. I have some minor issues with the pace of the direction, but the cast goes 

through its paces with such obvious goodwill that I can't bring myself to cavil. A merry night before 

Christmas eve to you all who watched this. 
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The Night Of The Hunter (1955) 
 

A religious fanatic marries a gullible widow whose young children 

(11-year-old Billy Chapin) are reluctant to tell him where their real 

daddy hid $10,000 he'd stolen in a robbery. Harry Powell marries 

and murders widows for their money, believing he is helping God 

do away with women who arouse men's carnal instincts. Arrested 

for auto theft, he shares a cell with condemned killer Ben Harper 

and tries to get him to reveal the whereabouts of the $10,000 he 

stole. Only Ben's 9-year-old son, John and 4-year-old daughter, 

Pearl know the money is in Pearl's doll and they have sworn to 

their father to keep this secret. After Ben is executed, Preacher 

goes to Cresap's Landing to court Ben's widow, Willa. He 

overwhelms her with his Scripture quoting, sermons and hymns, 

and she agrees to marry him. On their wedding night he tells her 

they will never have sex because it is sinful. When the depressed, 

confused, guilty woman catches him trying to force Pearl to reveal the whereabouts of the money, 

she is resigned to her fate but the children manage to escape downriver, with Preacher following 

close behind. A must-see for lovers of art cinema and suspense. Exquisite! One of the best suspense 

films ever made. Exquisite art direction: moody, scary, sometimes lyrically beautiful. Yet there are 

comical and even idyllic moments. Mitchum is EXCELLENT, especially in the cellar scene. Subtle, 

different; not just the same old ax-after-ax tear-'em-up blood-and-gore formula, but REAL suspense 

built from the personalities of the characters and the artful editing, music, art direction, and Charles 

Laughton's directing. Yet warm and lovely in parts. The cast's characterizations are excellent, even in 

minor roles, such as the "typical townspeople". You'll remember this one for a long time. Maybe not 

for kids under 12, as the frightening parts are too much like real life (compared to run-of-the-mill 

horrendous movies) and might leave unsettling memories. 
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The Nightmare Room (2001) 
 

I really like going back and seeing how my favorite stars got their 

start. To be honest, I expected The Nightmare Room to be kind of 

lame, but it wasn't. It was written by R.L. Stein, for kids, but the 

stories are actually interesting and have some neat twists. I saw it 

as the PG version of Tales From The Crypt and I actually enjoyed it 

quite a bit. The stories range from evil tempers, to killer dolls, and 

even a story about what would happen if all a kids lies came true. 

Even early on Shia LaBeouf had an intensity about him and Tania 

Raymonde (Lost) had a quirkiness that you see in their future 

roles. The Nightmare Room isn't what I'd call scary, but I think kids 

will love it and unlike most children stories, I think many adults 

would enjoy this too. 

 

Series 1 (4 Selected Episodes) (2001) 

 

Episode 02: Scareful What You Wish For; With his sister going off to college, Dylan is moving into her 

old room and packing away all his toys from over the years. Then he is approached by a mysterious 

younger boy who calls himself Buddy and acts as if Dylan already knows him...and appears 

responsible for his best friend's being slipped an allergen in his sandwich. Buddy looks and sounds 

exactly like Dylan's old doll Buddy, and Dylan's other good friend is attacked. The doll continues to 

approach and torment Dylan, not accepting that this part of Dylan's life won't include him. 

Episode 04: Tangled Web; Josh is always lying to get himself out of trouble, but when he tells the 

substitute math teacher unfamiliar with his excuses that his homework was stolen by unique 

robbers along with his entertainment system, Mr. Farber seems to believe him. Afterward, Josh finds 

the science snakes he told scornful bully Patrick were in his backpack actually there, is robbed just 

like in his story, and a menacing older boy shows up claiming to be his older military-school dropout 

brother Frank - a character he made up to threaten Patrick. Everyone suddenly seems to doubt the... 

Episode 05: Fear Games. 

Episode 11: My Name Is Evil; On good-natured Morgan's birthday, he and his friends go to a carnival 

where he is made a fool of by his pretty classmate Kristin...and declared evil by a fortune-teller. The 

next day, when his friend Jason is revealed to be going out with Kristen instead and she says she 

asked him before Morgan asked her, Morgan is angry and feels his arm itching just before Jason has 

an accident, and Kristin gets Jason to believe Morgan was responsible. The same thing happens 

when Jason sinks through the ground after beating him at track-team tryouts, but Kristen turns 

every student. 
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The Nutcracker In 3D (Schelkunchik I Krisinij Korol) (2009) 
 

Set in 1920s Vienna, this a tale of a little girl, whose godfather 

gives her a special doll one Christmas Eve. 1920s Vienna. 9-year-

old Mary lives in a home filled with lovely things and loneliness. 

Bothered by bratty brother Max (12-year-old Aaron Michael 

Drozin) and neglected by well intentioned, but distracted, parents, 

she yearns for companionship and adventure. On Christmas Eve, 

Mary's beloved Uncle Albert arrives with the gift of a wooden 

nutcracker doll. Later that night, Mary's imagination brings the 

doll to life. Introducing himself as "NC," he takes her on a 

wondrous journey through a stunning dimension where toys 

assume human form and everything appears ten times larger. But 

danger lurks. An army of toothy rat creatures, led by the 

flamboyant Rat King and his devious mother, has unleashed a plot 

to overthrow humanity. When NC is captured and placed under a 

paralytic spell, Mary, Max and a spirited band of toy sidekicks must rescue him from the Rat King's 

clutches and thwart his wicked plans to 'ratify' the world. Not perfect but enjoyable. I watched this 

movie several times in spite of some very negative reviews. I must say some, not all of the criticism is 

valid. I think 14-year-old Charlie Rowe is superb. His facial expressions and body language are right 

on and not over acted. They range from amazed joy to quiet reminiscence as well as outright 

dejected disbelief. I felt every one of his emotions with one look at his face. Now try and tell me that 

isn't acting. On the other hand the Snow Fairy, all be she very beautiful, was rather flippant and 

maybe even glib. Probably because her lines could have been phrased better. All the other 

characters were believable and enjoyable in their own ways. Except for my personal dislike for Uncle 

Albert's fronts to the audience. Just my personal preference, you are welcome to enjoy them. 

Apparently the movie was not shot in 3D but enhanced in post production. As far as I am concerned 

that was a waste of good money. Even if some of it may have been spent in Vancouver Canada. (I 

know some VFX was done here. Whether for the 3D or not I don't know.) Perhaps movies originally 

shot in 3D would come across more natural. It is obvious a lot of the movie is on the cutting room 

floor. If this ever comes out in DVD I hope they publish the full director's version. If they do I will 

definitely pay premium price to add this to my collection. Will I see it again? Yes, if it ever comes 

here again. Love the kids, the Rat King's antics, his Mother's expressions and the ending. 
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The Odd Life Of Timothy Green (2012) 
 

A childless couple bury a box in their backyard, containing all of 

their wishes for an infant. Soon, a child is born, though Timothy 

Green (CJ Adams) is not all that he appears. After receiving bad 

news from a fertility doctor, Cindy and Jim Green try to bury their 

dreams of having a child by writing out all the great traits their 

child would have and putting them in a box in the garden. During a 

freak storm in the middle of the night, they awake to find a boy 

named Timothy, with leaves growing from his ankles, standing in 

their kitchen calling them mom and dad. Cindy and Jim are thrown 

into the midst of parenthood and over the coming months, 

Timothy will teach them more than they could have imagined 

about being parents and raising a child, no matter how he comes 

into their lives. Great, great movie! What a wonderful movie! Because you can read the summary, I 

will just tell you our reaction to it. We were lucky enough to receive tickets to a pre-release 

screening of this moving. We took the whole family, 5 boys ages 5-16, and my husband and myself. 

Everyone loved it. Even the 5 year old, and that is no small thing. This movie will make you laugh and 

cry and then laugh again. And the laughing moments range from chuckles to totally surprise you as 

they burst out of your chest howls out loud. Though we have our boys, we are waiting to adopt a 

girl, so the theme of parents who want a child that they can't seem to have, and the theme of taking 

in a child that you didn't give birth to and/or adoption really hit home for us. I sat at the end of the 

movie and cried, and they were tears of laughter and sadness and hope all mixed up together. Even 

if you're not interested in adoption, this is really a touching show. I wish Disney made more movies 

like this. Totally clean, nothing even remotely possibly offensive, and yet it wasn't just a kid show. It 

was interesting, engaging, witty. As noted above - good for everyone from ages 5 to 40! 
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The Old Curiosity Shop (1995) 
 

When young Nell Trent's grandfather loses the investment money 

of wharf owner Daniel Quilp with cards, Quilp develops an 

everlasting urge to get him put in the madhouse. Nell and her 

grandfather flee the city. 1839. The young Nell Trent is leading a 

happy life with her grandfather in his curiosity shop. Wharf owner 

Daniel Quilp has given large amounts of money to Nell's 

grandfather as an investment, expecting a large profit. But when 

Quilp finds out the old man has lost all the money with playing 

cards, he is determined to get the man in a madhouse as revenge. 

Nell and her grandfather are forced to leave their house and to 

start traveling across the country. But Quilp isn't sitting still, his 

spies are everywhere. Meanwhile a stranger is also looking for 

Nell's grandfather. In an outstanding production, Tom Courtney 

stands out. For anyone who loves Dickens, this is going to be a 

surprise of the best kind. Few productions can capture the details that make Dickens' words come 

alive. This version of The Old Curiosity Shop does more with an empty set than most do at full steam. 

The set design strengthens every performance, adding nuance and flavor to actors who are already 

working at the peak of their craft. If this seems like slavering, it's only because something of this 

quality comes maybe once a decade. The cast is a director's dream, and each member delivers just 

the right spice to this dish. With so much excellence, it would seem incongruous to isolate any single 

aspect as standing out, but Tom Courtney, as the menacing Quilp becomes the very heart of Evil 

around which all this revolves. And a more entertaining Evil you will never see. He makes Quilp a 

fascination first to last. This is a recommendation for anyone; and a must-see for Dickens fans. 
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The One And Only, Genuine, Original Family Band (1968) 
 

The Bower Family Band petitions the Democratic National 

Committee to sing a Grover Cleveland rally song at the 1888 

convention, but decide instead to move to the Dakota territory on 

the urging of a suitor to their eldest daughter. There, Grampa 

Bower causes trouble with his pro-Cleveland ideas, as Dakota 

residents are overwhelmingly Republican, and hope to get the 

territory admitted as two states (North and South Dakota) rather 

than one in order to send four Republican senators to 

Washington. Cleveland opposed this plan, refusing to refer to 

Congress the plan to organize the Dakotas this way. When 

Cleveland wins the popular vote, but Harrison the presidency due 

to the electoral college votes, the Dakotans (particularly the 

feuding young couple) resolve to live together in peace, and 

Cleveland grants statehood to the two Dakotas before he leaves 

office (along with two Democrat-voting states, evening the gains for both parties). Classic Disney 

Movie. This is a classic Disney movie involving a small bit of American history. This movie deals with 

a family that moves out to the Dakota Territory and the presidential election involving President 

Grover Cleveland. If you liked "The Happiest Millionaire" then you will probably enjoy this movie 

also. Because of this movie, I will always remember that Grover Cleveland lost this reelection, but 

won next four years later. 
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The Painted Stallion (1937) 
 

The period is the 1820's and the first wagon train leaves 

Independence heading west to Santa Fe. In order to maintain his 

power, the ruthless Official at Santa Fe must not let them arrive 

and he sends out his men to stop them. The wagon train then has 

to endure repeated attacks but is aided by a mysterious rider that 

shoots singing arrows and rides a painted stallion. Nice little serial 

for fans of classic western heroes. The Painted Stallion is a nice, if 

somewhat short chapterplay. It's got a lot going for it...Ray 

Corrigan, Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrinb (as Davy Crockett), Duncan 

Renaldo (in a limited though slimy villain role), Hal Taliaferro (as 

Jim Bowie)...and a lot of great action scenes. My only real 

complaint about this serial is that there is way too much reuse of 

footage...in fact one sequence is repeated word-for-word in two 

separate chapters. There are a couple of canyon ambushes that 

feature the same people falling to their dooms in each ambush. I 

know that they hafta do what they hafta do to cut costs...but that is a tad ridiculous. Other than 

that, this is a really enjoyable serial, especially for a western serial. I'm a fan of the old b-westerns 

but western serials tend to drag on interminably at times. This one was fast paced and a joy to 

watch. With 13-year-old Sammy McKim. 

Episode 01: Trail to Empire (27 min 35s). 

Episode 02: Rider of the Stallion (17 min 6s). 

Episode 03: The Death Leap (18 min 05s). 

Episode 04: Avalanche (17 min 14s). 

Episode 05: Volley of Death (16 min 42s). 

Episode 06: Thundering Wheels (17 min 45s). 

Episode 07: Trail Treachery (16 min 9s). 

Episode 08: The Whistling Arrow (16 min 25s). 

Episode 09: The Fatal Message (16 min 24s). 

Episode 10: Ambush (15 min 59s). 

Episode 11: Tunnel of Terror (16 min 17s). 

Episode 12: Human Targets (16 min 48s). 
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The Perfect Family (2011) 
 

A devoutly Catholic wife and mother has been nominated for one 

of the church's top awards. She then goes about trying to prove 

she has the "perfect" family, refusing to accept them for who they 

are. Eileen Cleary has just been nominated for Catholic Woman of 

the year when her family drop a bombshell. Over the dinner table 

she discovers that not only is her son leaving his wife and children 

for the local beautician, but her daughter is 5 months pregnant 

and about to marry her girlfriend. Desperate to win the award, 

Eileen is conflicted between shame over her family and still 

desiring to do the right thing by them. Unable to accept either of 

their choices her family begins to splinter, with even her husband 

threatening to leave. Ultimately this is a feel-good movie and 

Eileen proves herself to be a person worthy of both the award and 

her family. Not condeming faith. I disagree with some of the 

reviewers here. This movie is true to the point for very devout Catholics. I grew up Catholic and saw 

a lot of prejuidice towards people because of the faith. The practices and beliefs of the Catholic 

church have hurt many people and this movie points to those. It also is a movie about growth. Not 

just in everyday relationships, but with yourself, and how one must balance real life and religion. 

This movie isn't to put down or make fun of Catholicism, rather those that are obsessed with how 

they are taken by their community. One can have faith (any faith) and still love and accept everyone, 

this movie teach this. 
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The Perfect Game (2009) 
 

Based on a true story, a group of boys (15-year-old Moises Arias, 

14-year-old Jake T. Austin, 14-year-old Gabriel Morales, 13-year-

old Ryan Ochoa, 14-year-old Jansen Panettiere, 14-year-old Mario 

Revolori, 13-year-old Anthony Quinonez & 16-year-old Alfredo 

Rodríguez) from Monterrey, Mexico who become the first non-

U.S. team to win the Little League World Series. Based on a true 

story. In 1957 a rag-tag, shoeless, poor group of kids from 

Monterrey, Mexico shocked the world by winning 13 games in a 

row and the Little League World Series in the only perfect game 

ever pitched in the Championship. These kids, led by their priest 

and a down-and-out former major leaguer embark on a journey 

through the southern US and up into Williamsport, PA for the 

Championship game. They encountered many adversities 

including nearly being deported and the bigotry that wouldn't 

allow them into certain restaurants or travel on certain buses. They never lost their faith and 

eventually captured the hearts of both nations. This is a heart-warming inspirational story in the 

tradition of "Rudy", "Hoosiers", "Coach Carter" or "Friday Night Lights". Very entertaining. So what? 

Some of the characters are over the top. Some of the actors playing the kids from Monterrey might 

have pushed the stereotype, but quite frankly, I LOVED IT! The movie is entertaining and such a joy 

to watch, and it's supposed to be stereotypical. If we can't laugh at ourselves and our own not so 

perfect life, then we'd be rather dull wouldn't we? If I recall my trip to Monterrey, where I have 

encountered trans-gendered, gay, and transsexuals; who live their lives as normally as any of us do, 

they are very much like how the actors portrayed them in the movie. If this movie misrepresents 

diversity, then I would beg to differ. Being a gay man myself, and knowing all the obstacles that 

come with acceptance, the LAST thing I'd want to do is JUDGE something we have no real 

connection to. I have never put on a dress, have never walked in their shoes. I do play a mean game 

of baseball though, and if I were to meet these lads across the net, I would be honored to play with 

them as I would any other team. GAME ON! For the team! May the best "man" win. 
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The Personal History, Adventures, Experience, & Observation Of David 

Copperfield The Younger (1935) 
 

When David's (11-year-old Freddie Bartholomew) father dies, his 

mother remarries. His new stepfather Murdstone has a mean and 

cruel view on how to raise a child. When David's mother dies from 

grief, Murdstone sends David to London to work for a living. When 

David escapes to his aunt Betsey his life starts to get better. Far 

Better Than "Okay". This film is not just "okay", its a masterful 

adaptation of one of the world's great novels. Whatever 

shortcomings it may have for modern audiences due to its age and 

the technical limitations of the time are more than compensated 

for by the immense care and effort lavished on the production and 

a cast that is impeccably "right". Truly, this is one of the finest jobs 

of casting you could imagine, as MGM was blessed at this time to 

have a slate of brilliant and irreplacable character actors. My 

favorites: W.C. Fields at his peak, born to play Micawber; the 

inimitable and wonderful Edna May Oliver, Betsy Trotwood to a T; and Lennox Pawle, unforgettable 

as Mr. Dick. And if I wanted to be really tiresome, I could probably name 8 others. Dickens would 

have been pleased! 
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The Phantom Kid (1977) 
 

CRAZY!!!!!!! I was talking to my drama teacher about a month ago 

and he said that he was in this movie and played Eyepatch I did a 

little snooping around on the internet and found him a copy on 

amazon and he bought it for $5. And he brought it into class for all 

of us to see. Now this movie has a cast of all children and so my 

drama teacher was like 12 when he did this. When my class 

watched it they were all laughing out loud with all the crazy things 

(i.e. "magic harmonica" that freezes bad guys) some parts are long 

and over drawn but over all this is a crazy movie for the whole 

family and any one in the cast that wants to contact Barry Dalainy 

can do so by me but. If you can find a copy rent it! Nothing could 

be more charming and family-friendly than a western with an all-

kid cast, right? Maybe. If they'd left out the saloon and the dance 

hall girls. Once you've decided that it's okay to have kids tossing 

back rotgut whiskey and whoring themselves, that line has pretty 

much been crossed. Why they didn't go ahead and cover the rest 

in squibs and go all Peckinpah on everyone's asses is beyond me. 

Abe Lincoln calls in some special agents (sorta like Ulysses S. Grant did with those fellas on "Wild, 

Wild West", only not as cool) to sort out some shenanigans so the railroad can be finished. One of 

our heroes has a bandolier of special harmonicas that can do various things, mainly freeze people, 

animals, et cetera. The other has an alter-ego that is our title character, The Phantom Kid, who is 

more or less a pint-sized Lone Ranger sans Tonto. There's a villain with an eye-patch, a gang of 

outlaws and a saloon gal who Ole PK falls head over spurs for. Your basic western formula with tots. 

Who sing. Lord, but do they ever sing. You know how they sing in "Bugsy Malone"? Believe me when 

I say that neither Scott Baio nor Jodie Foster had anything to worry about from these youngsters. I 

don't think there's a one in the bunch that could've carried a tune if they'd had one in a sack. Bizarre. 

Disturbing. Heartwarming. You be the judge. Reviews: "Words fail me so I'll leave the synopsis to 

someone else." "Arguably the worst movie ever posted." "I'm ashamed to put it in the UK release 

section so I'm hoping someone else might like to adopt it." "This is so bad it's hilarious." "I nearly wet 

myself while watching it!". 
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The Phantom Tollbooth (1970) 
 

Milo (15-year-old Butch Patrick) is a boy who is bored with life. 

One day he comes home to find a toll booth in his room. Having 

nothing better to do, he gets in his toy car and drives through - 

only to emerge in a world full of adventure. When I was a kid, I 

LOVED this movie. Growing up I thought the movie was fascinating 

(HELLO! He goes into another WORLD that is CARTOON!). The 

songs are awesome too, and the whole film is a mystery. Now that 

I am older I am noticing how very clever the movie is too, 

including the use of language (you'd have to see it to understand). 

I also find a bit creepy now that I'm older, it gives me the willies. 

May it's the old animation, I don't know, but some of the scenes 

are really scary! It's a good show, watch it with a ten year old...and 

enjoy! You could also watch it with a 7-11 year old too. Like I said, 

it's a great show for kids. Especially if they're at that age where 

they want to be a little creeped out. 
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The Pirates Of Penzance (1983) 
 

This movie is an adaptation of Gilbert and Sullivan's comic 

operetta of the same name, with parts of other of their operettas 

stirred in. Frederick has fallen in love with sweet innocent Mabel. 

Yet his vocation is an impediment to their union. Perhaps the 

situation can be rectified by his old nurse, Ruth, who made a 

dreadful blunder years before. A highlight is the song/dance A 

Policeman's Lot is Not a Happy One. A great film, but beware! 

Gilbert and Sullivan titles, like Shakespeare, are far too easy to do 

badly. They can fall into 'traditional' ruts that rapidly drain all the 

life out of them. This is why THIS Pirates of Penzance is such a 

treat. The production team obviously recognized that the whole 

story is absurd, and so they had fun with it. They took their work 

seriously, but not (the kiss of death) pompously. The result is 

wonderful. HOWEVER: be warned that there IS a DVD 

(http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0363891/) of Pirates of Penzance 

with ALMOST the same cast. It was filmed/taped on Broadway as part of an archival project while 

the production that inspired the movie was on stage. IT IS SIMPLY AWFUL! It may well serve its 

original purpose as a reference for professionals, but the camera work is so bad as to be almost 

unwatchable. It totally spoils what looks like it may well have been a charming production - at least I 

assume it was; it inspired a wonderful film, but you just can't tell from the DVD. 
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The Prime Of Miss Jean Brodie (1969) 
 

A headstrong young teacher in a private school in 1930s 

Edinburgh ignores the curriculum and influences her 

impressionable 12-year-old charges with her over-romanticized 

world view. A liberated young schoolteacher at an Edinburgh girls' 

school in the period between the two wars, instructs her girls on 

the ways of life. Ignoring the more mundane subjects, she teaches 

them of love, politics and art. Her affairs with two male teachers 

become known and she finds herself fighting to keep her job. She 

believes that she can always count on the 100% support of her 

favourite pupils, but one of them does not feel that Miss Jean 

Brodie is in her "prime" any more. No longer swayed by her 

teacher's eloquence, she begins to learn about life and love 

herself. Not just a one-woman show. This movie is often billed as a 

'one-woman show', a study of an extraordinary character, Miss 

Jean Brodie, played by an excellent actress. However, the movie is much more than that. It is a study 

of charisma and influence, of teachers and students, and presents a complex and fascinating coming-

of-age story. This study takes place through the movie's double-focus on both Jean Brodie and her 

most precocious student, Sandy. Sandy is the strongest and most independent of Miss Brodie's 

students, and eventually she rebels and rejects her teaching completely. However, she is also truest 

to her teacher's expressed goals. Miss Brodie supposedly wants to teach 'her girls' to be like herself: 

powerful, independent individuals, free from the shackles of authority and group-think, beyond 

conventional sexual morality. In fact, she preys on the weakness and insecurity of her students, 

punishes independence and rewards slavish loyalty to her and to her personal plans and ideals. (The 

film's more subtle concern with fascism and authoritarianism echoes this theme: fascism elevates 

great individuals and praises their strength, just as it demands total obedience and slavishness from 

the rest.) Sandy, by recognizing and rejecting Miss Brodies's actions and plans, becomes her truest 

student: not only sexually adventurous, but bold, independent, and confrontational. The final scenes 

illustrate this beautifully. Miss Brodie has truly put "an old head" on Sandy's "young shoulders", and 

she truly is "hers for life"--though not in the way originally intended. In this way the movie presents 

a profound, sophisticated and realistic account of the way powerful individuals influence one 

another. 
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The Prisoner Of Zenda Inc (1996) 
 

A touch on the cheesy side, but good for a rainy day. My sister 

used to have this obsession with Jonathan Jackson, so when she 

found out this movie was on, she taped it. I was bored one day, so 

I put it on and watched it, and it's not the greatest movie, but it's 

not the worst either. Jonathan Jackson plays Rudy. a very rich 

child and head of a business that he inherited from his father after 

he died. When Rudy is kidnapped, a friend of his father's, 

Professor Wooley finds a boy named Oliver (Rudy's doppelganger) 

to run the buisness for him and lead Rudy's life. Watch it if it 

comes on TV one day, but don't waste your time looking for it. 
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The Purge (2013) 
 

In the future, a wealthy family (15-year-old Max Burkholder) is 

held hostage for harboring the target of a murderous syndicate 

during the Purge, a 12-hour period in which any and all crime is 

legalized. In an America wracked by crime and overcrowded 

prisons, the government has sanctioned an annual 12-hour period 

in which any and all criminal activity-including murder-becomes 

legal. The police can't be called. Hospitals suspend help. It's one 

night when the citizenry regulates itself without thought of 

punishment. On this night plagued by violence and an epidemic of 

crime, one family wrestles with the decision of who they will 

become when a stranger comes knocking. When an intruder 

breaks into James Sandin's (Ethan Hawke) gated community 

during the yearly lockdown, he begins a sequence of events that 

threatens to tear a family apart. Now, it is up to James, his wife, 

Mary (Lena Headey), and their kids to make it through the night without turning into the monsters 

from whom they hide. Wasted potential, just a generic home invasion film. From the producers of 

Paranormal Activity (as is all horror films these days) The Purge tells the story of a near future were 

crime is at an all time low and unemployment stands at under 1% of the US population, to 

compensate for one night a year all crime (including murder) is legal for 12 hours allowing society 

some kind of release. The film revolves around the Sandin family who are confronted by a group of 

college students hunting a man on the night of the Purge who the family had allowed into their 

home after lockdown. The Purgers (lead by Rhys Wakefield) drastically try to break into the family's 

home causing James (Ethan Hawke) and Mary (Lena Headey) to protect their children from the 

invaders in order to survive the night. The main problem with the film is the premise itself, whilst 

interesting is filled with flaws and holes that just make the whole idea ridiculous. Such as what 

happens to the serial killers and career criminals of this world? Do they just control their urges to kill 

or steal for the other 364 days until the next Purge, as well what if someone has a heart attack on 

the night of The Purge? Is it just a case of bad luck you chose the wrong night to need medical care? 

Despite the flaws of the premise, the film repeatedly ignores the possibilities of the premise, instead 

of exploring the ideas behind the Purge or the events that occur on the night of the Purge from 

different perspectives and situations. Instead the film settles for a typical home invasion story that 

although done well, is nothing we haven't seen done in many other films. The Purge in the end 

seems to only be the premise of this film to stop the age old question of "Why don't they just call the 

police?" in home invasion films. To the films credit it is quite subtle, there's a running theme that the 

Purge is just an excuse for the upper classes to exterminate the poor, driven by all the attackers 

wearing prep school blazers and the person they are chasing wearing dog tags around his neck. The 

film also contains some strong performances, especially from Ethan Hawke (Training Day, Lord of 

War) and Lena Headey (Dredd, Game of Thrones) who carry the film throughout. The film also has a 

twist near the end which allows the audience to get inside the heads of the people during this night. 

That cant be said for the leader of the Purger's played by Rhys Wakefield (Sanctum, Home and Away) 

whose performance is slightly cringe worthy, hes trying to be psychotic yet in control of the 

proceedings but it just comes across as a amateur dramatics' version of The Joker. He just never 



seems like a really threat and just a creepy next door neighbour. The film also contains some bizarre 

and just plain weird set pieces, such as the families' son who builds a spy camera on a chard baby 

doll on the top of a rhino tank from Warhammer 40,000. The thing looks like a demented 

contraption from Sid's bedroom in Toy Story. Overall, The Purge is an OK home invasion film, there 

are moments of suspense and a couple of jump scares are effective. The wasted potential of the 

premise is the films main downfall which could have lead to a more effective and possible original 

film then what we got in the end. 
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The Rabbit Trap (1959) 
 

Well Acted, But With Underlying Anti-Business Premise. Ernest 

Borginine superb acting is on display here, playing an average joe 

far removed from his usual sadistic heavies or his broad comic 

McHale's Navy character. The story completely misses the point 

that in forgetting the rabbit trap, it is Eddie who has the problem 

and wants to make it his bosses problem. Private companies are 

not like governments. They are not in business to provide jobs for 

people and they are not run by bosses who enjoy making life 

miserable for their employees. Unlike government departments, 

they have competitors and if they don't do it better and or 

cheaper, they lose market share and eventually go out of business. 

Despite popular belief going back to Charles Dickens, a company 

boss/owner only cares about the bottom line not out of evil, but 

because the bottom line dictates whether or not the entire 

company survives. Lets see it from a different angle. What if it was 

the boss who'd forgotten the rabbit trap and decided to take time off his job to go back for it. What 

if as a result a crucial decision was not made and the company went out of business? Should the 

entire company suffer for the bosses personal problems? What if Eddie was your brain surgeon. 

Would it be OK with you if he got someone else to fill in for him or delayed your surgery to go back 

for a rabbit trap that he forgot? With 10-year-old Kevin Corcoran. 
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The Rainbow Tribe (2008) 
 

A rag-tag group of children at a sleep away camp help their 

counselor overcome a personal crisis. Morgan Roberts, a middle 

aged adult in crisis, reunites with his best friend when he returns 

to the summer camp of his youth. His troubles seem to magnify 

when he is joined by a rag-tag group of 10-year-old campers. 

Through their struggles they collectively overcome their personal 

problems and exchange them for one of the best summers of their 

lives. Feel good movie that takes you back to your youth. I 

definitely recommend this movie for your whole family. While the 

whole summer camp troubled youth bit has been done 100 times, 

this is a great one that will put a smile on your face and take you 

back to a summer in your childhood when you went to camp and 

grew as a young man or woman and got the first taste of being 

away from home. I'm not going to even comment on the 

technicalities of movie making, because they don't matter one bit. The only thing that matters is that 

you smile, laugh, and even maybe tear up just a bit watching this movie. Grab your kids, make some 

popcorn, and just relax and enjoy this cool movie. 
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The Red Fury (1984) 
 

Follows the classical mythological theme of life, death, 

resurrection. This is an excellent film for family viewing because it 

embodies the "old fashioned" values of honor, honesty, duty, 

fearlessness, and standing tall. It follows the mythological 

storyline of life, death and rebirth or resurrection. A young Indian 

boy sacrifices the thing he loves the most, his horse Fury, so new 

life may be born into the world, and in so doing he kills the 

prejudice surrounding him, opening the eyes and heart of his 

greatest enemy. I happened to attend the opening of this film in 

Salt Lake City. The theater was filled with children and their 

parents. There were not many dry eyes when the film was over. 

The film is slow paced like an old fashioned novel, but as you 

come to know and care for the characters you become a part of 

their story. There is one swear word in the film "s**t." It was 

added because the producers wanted a "PG" rate not a "G". 
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The Red Pony (1973) 
 

A young farmboy (16-year-old Clint Howard) who can't seem to 

communicate with his father develops an attachment to a young 

red pony. 
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The Reivers (1969) 
 

In turn-of-the-century Mississippi, an 11-year-old boy (13-year-old 

Mitch Vogel) comes of age as two mischievous adult friends talk 

him into sneaking the family car out for a trip to Memphis and a 

series of adventures. An old man looks back 60 years to a road trip 

from rural Mississippi to Memphis, a horse race, and his own 

coming of age. Lucius's grandfather gets the first automobile in 

the area, a bright yellow Winton Flyer. While he's away, the 

plantation handyman, Boon Hogganbeck, conspires to borrow the 

car, taking Lucius with him. Stowed away is Ned, a mulatto and 

Lucius's putative cousin. The three head for Memphis, where 

Boon's sweetheart works in a whorehouse, where Ned trades the 

car for a racehorse, and where Lucius discovers the world of adults 

- from racism and vice to possibilities for honor and courage. Is 

there redemption for reivers, rascals, and rapscallions? An obscure gem from Steve McQueen. I  

personally rank this film, based on William Faulkner's last novel, among my favorites. Not that I 

would rank it as a "great" film, but it's a lot of fun. It's true that McQueen may have been in fact 

older than his character was supposed to be, but his attitude and style seems to bring it off. Mitch 

Vogel, as the young boy Lucius, who is lured into stealing his grandfather's (Will Geer) new Winton 

Flyer automobile for a wild weekend in Memphis by Boone Hoggenbeck (McQueen) is completely 

believable as a kid who wants the adventure, but has to be drawn into it because he respects his 

grandfather so much. Rupert Crosse as McQueen's other reiver (thief) in this caper adds an extra 

comic relief as the one who gets them into a real fix in Memphis. Ordinarily I hate movies with 

running narration, but the narration in this by Burgess Meredith as the grown old Lucius, 

remembering his exciting weekend in Memphis, adds a real touch of poignancy to this tale of youth 

lost. Additionally, Sharon Farrell as McQueen's prostitute girlfriend, Clifton James as a vicious 

southern sheriff, and Juano Hernandez as a kindly old black farmer add real dimension to the film. 

Throw in a beautiful score by John Williams (his first film score) and you've got the makings of a 

warm, charming story, accurately drawn, from the turn of the century. The scene at the film's end, 

where the grandfather has a heart-to-heart talk with the boy, is wonderful, and very "authentic." 

The director, Mark Rydell, did a terrific job. I've seen this movie many times, and it never fails to 

entertain me. 
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The Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker (1959) 
 

In early 1900s' Pennsylvania, Mr. Pennypacker has two company 

offices and two families with a combined total of 17 children. With 

an office in Harrisburg and an office in Philadelphia, he has 

successfully kept two separate homes. However, when an 

emergency requires his oldest son to find him, Mr. Pennypacker's 

dual life is revealed. I am a Pennypacker (grandmothers side). I am 

a PA Pennypacker on my grandmothers side. I sincerely thought 

the movie was insulting to the real Pennypackers. There is a 

coincidence though. Although it "may not" be true of the bigamy 

involving my great father Pennypacker. It is true of my 

grandfather, Thomas Hogan. He had two wives that did not know 

about each other and then there was my grandmother. After 

bearing 9 children for my grandfather, he married my 

grandmother and proceeded to have just one more. My father. 

My father was the only legitimate Hogan of that group of children. In all I am told there were 27 

children. My fathers brothers and sisters took his first name Thomas as their last names. It's a 

shame. Because in this day and age, it wouldn't have mattered. I loved them all. 
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The Return Of The Pink Panther (1975) 
 

Inspector Clouseau is put on the case when the Pink Panther 

diamond is stolen, with the Phantom's trademark glove the only 

clue. That famous jewel, The Pink Panther, has once again been 

stolen and Inspector Clouseau is called in to catch the thief. The 

Inspector is convinced that 'The Phantom' has returned and 

utilises all of his resources - himself and his oriental manservant - 

to reveal the true identity of 'The Phantom'. Another "Pink 

Panther" Gem. "The Return of the Pink Panther" is the fourth 

movie in the "Pink Panther" franchise, marking Peter Sellers' 

return to what must be his signature role, Inspector Jacques 

Clouseau. Previously, Alan Arkin had stepped into his shoes for 

one movie, apparently with bad results. In "Return," the fabled 

Pink Panther diamond is again stolen, with the Phantom's calling 

card monogrammed glove left as a clue. Clouseau goes back on 

the case, as does Sir Charles Lytton (Christopher Plummer, taking over for David Niven), the former 

Phantom himself. Anyway, this movie shows the progress of the "Panther" franchise, when the crazy 

characters and Clouseau's wacky mannerisms start to really show. Sellers brings slapstick to a fever 

pitch, making a shambles of everything in his path, not to mention the sanity of his superior, Chief 

Inspector Dreyfus, played by Herbert Lom. There are lots of funny scenes, including the one in which 

Clouseau is distracted from a bank robbery by a "blind" accordionist and his chimpanzee "minkey." 

It's definitely one of the better chapters in the "Pink Panther" saga. 
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The Road (2011) 
 

A twelve year old cold case is reopened when three teens are 

missing in an abandoned road. In the course of the investigation, 

deeper and gruesome stories of abduction and murders are 

discovered. After more than two decades, the secrets of the 

haunted road may finally be revealed. Sorry mama, it won't 

happen again. An off-beat and gripping Filipino ghost tale. It is 

essentially a sort of Pinoy Norman Bates story told in retrospective 

spanning two decades, with heavy amount of supernatural and 

sufficiently creepy elements thrown in for a good reason. The yarn 

is simply structured and easy to follow. The chain of events 

revolving around the stark consequences of abused childhood 

experience is pretty dark and disturbing. Overall, in my opinion, 

the film has balanced mix of mystery, horror, drama and comedy. 

Comedy? Well, I must be kidding, but I count one particular 

instance, which may be regarded, to certain extent, as a kind of comic relief in the midst of mostly 

depressive storyline: a redundant exposure of excessive puke masses ejected on the floor wasn't a 

fun part unless accompanied by the mother's self-mocking chant. Yum! The direction perhaps is too 

heavy-handed at times with superfluous horrific clichés methodically stuck on one another, and the 

conclusion is somewhat rushed and improbable. But hey, the horror genre is rarely and less than 

anything else associated with scientifically correct, 100% logical, polished, visually stunning and 

accomplished piece of art. Not bad at all. 
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The Rocket Man (1954) 
 

Wacky complications ensue when a little boy (8-year-old George 

Winslow) comes into possession of a ray gun that compels anyone 

caught in its beam to tell the truth. He uses it to prevent his 

orphanage from being shut down by creditors and to help a cute 

couple fall in love. This rare hard to find film should appeal to 

those science fiction collectors that like a nostalgic typical "greed 

verses good" message, the cast should be very impressive to 

veteran fans of 1950"s classic science fiction, check out those 

names folks!, modern present day corrupt politicians would not 

approve of this film, the stereotypes are in our newspapers and on 

television everyday at the present time, my favorite line from the 

film is when the orphan boy asks the judge, "what is a birthday 

card?", I sincerely hope someday the distributors will release a 

quality print of this almost forgotten film, but my gut feeling is 

that will not happen due to current marketing practices. in my 

humble opinion, this is an interesting study of a 1954 moralistic science fiction comedy/drama very 

similar to some episodes of the latter excellent twilight zone television series. 
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The Rocking Horse Winner (1949) 
 

A young boy (10-year-old John Howard Davies) receives a rocking 

horse for Christmas and soon learns that he is able to pick the 

winning horse at the races. In London, the young Paul Grahame 

lives with his upper class but financially broken family. His 

wasteful mother Hester Grahame is a compulsive buyer, spending 

all the family money on new expensive dresses, jewels and objects 

for their home. His father Richard Grahame is a gambler, losing 

money in the horse races. His uncle Oscar Cresswell is 

permanently covering the Grahame family debts. When the 

servant Bassett is hired, Paul finds that he can predict the winner 

of the horse races by rocking his wooden horse. Paul asks Bassett 

to become his partner. The two of them bet their money on the 

races. Paul wants to prove that he is lucky in order to silence the 

house, which perpetually whispers to him that it needs more 

money. No Kid's Film Here. This particular D.H. Lawrence story has been done three additional times 

since this version came out in 1950. They would have to go some to compete with this film for 

drama and suspense. I had never seen this film before tonight and the title is so incredibly deceptive. 

I expected a charming children's fantasy, but got something quite a bit different. One thing I would 

never do is allow small kids to see The Rocking Horse Winner. They will have nightmare's for years 

and will NEVER want to get on a rocking horse if you have one. Hugh Sinclair and Valerie Hobson play 

a pair of post World War II self indulgent parents who are living way beyond their means, like a lot of 

folks are today on both sides of the pond. He gambles and she spends money on luxury items like 

there's no tomorrow. Her brother Ronald Squire bails her out a lot, but he's having no more of it. All 

this is having an effect on the United Kingdom's best known child star of the time John Howard 

Davies. He's the oldest of the three kids and a withdrawn, but sensitive kid who knows there's 

something wrong. Davies makes friends with the new handyman John Mills who is a wounded war 

veteran and before the war used to work as jockey in his youth. When Davies gets among other 

things a rocking horse for Christmas, Mills shows him how to ride ace-deuce, jockey style. Davies 

becomes obsessed with the horse and after a while he starts imagining the horse telling him about 

winning tips at the local track. When he's "really sure" these ponies have a habit of coming in. Given 

these plot premises it sounds like you're setting up a comedy, but actually what we get is tragedy 

here, a stark a bitter tragedy. Anthony Pellisier wrote and directed and John Mills produced this film 

for J. Arthur Rank. Pellisier used some unique and terrifying camera angles and makes the rocking 

horse an incredibly sinister figure. And he doesn't do too bad with his human players either. The 

Rocking Horse Winner after almost 60 years still holds up well as one of the most sinister films I've 

ever seen. Don't be fooled by the title, definitely NOT one to have the kids view. 
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The Safety Of Objects (2001) 
 

A series of overlapping stories about four suburban families 

dealing with different maladies. Esther Gold's life is consumed by 

caring for her comatose son; Jim Train is sent into a tailspin when 

he's passed over for a promotion; Annette Jennings' family is 

struggling in the wake of her divorce; Helen Christianson is 

determined to shake up her mundane life. Picket Fences. This film 

directed by Rose Troche must have been forgotten by the studio 

who decided to bring it to the screen and suddenly released it without much fanfare. Granted, it is a 

small film. It is the kind of movie we don't get to see much because with a lot of independent films, if 

there are no big names, they don't get a chance to find an audience. Glen Close, as Esther Gold, the 

suffering mother of a bed ridden young man in a coma gives an honest performance. She is one 

actress that is always interesting to watch. She makes us believe she is this woman living a 

nightmare because of the son's accident. Esther's marriage seems to be a loveless one. Her husband 

is in a different wave length. At the same time, her relationship with her daughter is strained 

because of the guilt of the young woman carries inside her and doesn't come out until the end. 

Patricia Clarkson keeps getting better all the time. She is the town's joke because she is the victim of 

a husband that has fled the home because he has found a younger, more attractive woman. Ms 

Clarkson is another natural actress no matter where and what vehicle she appears in. I'll just 

mention two other roles besides this just to show her versatility: True Art and Far from Heaven. Her 

range is enormous. What a talented lady! Dermot Mulroney is excellent as the young neighbor 

married to Moira Kelly. Mr. Mulroney is also very effective in the film. Mary Kay Place's Helen is on 

target. We don't get to see her a lot and she deserves to be seen. The younger actors playing the 

various children are very good. Praise should be given to Kristen Stewart, who is incredible as the 

young Sam. She is a true winner. Director Troche has achieved something unique in bringing all this 

talent together. She has given us a slice of life with a detailed account on the lives of these 

characters that seem as though we have known them for many years. With 15-year-old Alex House. 
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The Santa Clause (1994) 
 

When a man inadvertantly kills Santa on Christmas Eve, he finds 

himself magically recruited to take his place. The adventures of a 

divorced father who has to care for his son (8-year-old Eric Lloyd) 

on Christmas. As everybody knows these days are always full of 

surprises. "The Santa Clause" isn't laugh out loud, roll on the floor 

comedy; it isn't old-fashioned "It's a Wonderful Life," romance. 

Nope. It's an original '90s style Christmas story that tugs at your 

heart strings, and reminds you that we were all kids once. It 

reminds you of those days when you dreamt of Santa... when you 

stood in line waiting to sit on the jolly elf's lap... your knees 

shaking... as you tried to memorize what you were going to ask 

Santa. Anyone who isn't touched by this movie should look for the 

little boy or girl inside, and remember the Christmas Eves when 

you listened for the clatter of reindeer hooves on the roof. If you 

have no such memories, you may not understand this movie. Thumbs up to Tim Allen and Judge 

Reinhold! Thanks for the happy tears! 
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The Santa Incident (Der Weihnachtsvorfall) (2010) 
 

After his sleigh is shot down while flying through restricted 

military airspace, an earthbound Santa is sought for questioning 

by a pair of overzealous Homeland Security agents. The fate of 

Christmas is now in the hands of the disbelieving by-the-book duo, 

unless their faith in Santa can be restored by two children (12-

year-old Scott Graham & Fionn O'Shea) and a trio of elves who 

have arrived from up North to help out a friend in need. Plain 

harmless fun. Okay the acting isn't the best but it is made-for-TV. 

Hallmark style, Santa gets grounded, kids come to the rescue, 

baddie homeland defense guys are looking for him, and one big 

scary guy is tracking him, for we don't know what reason. Hide, 

chase and finally Santa is away safe, and all ends well. Suitable for 

all family if you don't mind explaining some of it to the wee ones 

as to how Santa can get knocked out of the sky, or come up 

befuddled on the ground. It explains it all, but you might want to add you own spin so your children 

will understand that Santa ALWAYS comes through no matter what the conditions might be. I 

enjoyed watching the bumbling Homeland Defense guys, kind of like Maxwell Smart or an Inspector 

Clouseau. 
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The Sea Wolves (1980) 
 

A true WW2 story: the British must attack a German ship but it's 

safe in neutral Goa. So they send civilians, ex-soldiers about 60 

years old. In March 1943, in the World War II, the Germans use 

the neutral harbor of the Portuguese colony of Mormugoa to 

transmit information to a U-Boat about the allied ships to sink 

them in international waters. In Calcutta, the British Intelligence 

assigns Colonel Lewis Pugh and Captain Gavin Stewart to spy in 

Goa and they discover that there are three German vessels 

anchored in the area and the famous spy Trompeta is based in 

Goa. They kidnap Trompeta to interrogate him but Lewis 

accidentally kills the spy after fighting with him in the runaway 

car. Meanwhile Gavin has one night stand with the gorgeous and 

elegant Mrs. Cromwell, who is the partner of Trompeta. They fail 

in their mission, but Lewis and Gavin convince their chief to use 

the veterans from Calcutta Light Horse led by the retired Colonel W.H. Grice to travel to Goa on 

board of the old ship Phoebe, pretending to be drunken businessmen on holiday. They prepare to 

destroy the Ehrenfels and the two other Nazi radio ships and get... Very enjoyable tale. Yes, Peck had 

a hard time with holding a British accent, Costner's Robin Hood didn't even try. Yes, there were a 

bunch of older actors in it, it's about older characters. No, it doesn't have an explosion a minute or a 

bunch of hard bodied guys or gorgeous babes, that's not what this movie is about and it doesn't 

need them. It's about a bunch of geezer who, despite being a bit over the hill, still have some sense 

of adventure and a bit of fight left in them. When viewed from that perspective this movie does the 

job very well. It doesn't need the repeated and obviously fake explosions and computer generated 

torn body parts that seems to be the requisite for contemporary adventure films. It's a relatively 

subdued spinning of a yarn based (loosely, I suppose) on a true story. It's heartwarming to watch the 

bunch of old soldiers (admitedly, not too much older than myself) pull it together one more time. On 

one of those cold, bleak winter afternoons when you're feeling that you might have missed out on a 

few of life's adventures, watch this movie and let yourself think, maybe, just maybe there's still a 

chance to live them. 
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The Secret (1992) 
 

Michael Dunmore has lived his whole life with a secret which he 

believed would only cause shame if it came to light. Relations with 

his son Patrick have been strained as a result. However, when his 

treasured grandson (12-year-old Jesse R. Tendler) begins 

experiencing the same problems Michael realizes that he can't 

hide his secret any longer. Powerful. A very good movie about 

letting your secrets go. Kirk Douglas plays Mike Dunmore, a well-

liked man in his community. When he is asked to be a councilman 

he wants to do it, but he has a secret. His grandson is his life and 

Mike's son Patrick always resents him, so does he tell the truth? 

Mike's secret is actually pretty different. I didn't expect it. Kirk 

Douglas puts in a great performance as usual. You really feel for 

him. The only weakness is the grandson who seems a little too 

coached for his line readings. Besides that, "The Secret" is an 

excellent movie. 
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The Secret Garden (1949) 
 

When Cholera takes the parents of Mary Lennox, she is shipped 

from India to England to live with her Uncle Craven. Archibald 

Craven's house is dark, drafty, with over 100 rooms built on the 

edge of the moors. Mary finds that her Uncle does not wish to see 

her, which is fine with Mary as she herself is rude and spoiled. 

While walking the gardens the next day, Mary notices that there is 

a area in the garden surrounded with a high stone wall and no 

doorway. Dickon (20-year-old Brian Roper), brother of a house 

maid, tells her of the garden behind the wall. By the path, the 

raven unearths the hidden key so that Mary and Dickon are able 

to enter the walled garden to find it overgrown and neglected. 

Inside the house, she finds that Archibald has a son named Colin 

(13-year-old Dean Stockwell), who is crippled and as spoiled as 

she. Together these three work to make the secret garden their 

own world. Come Play In This Garden. A strange little girl finds peace for her troubled heart after 

confronting the mystery of THE SECRET GARDEN. Based on the classic novel by Frances Hodgson 

Burnett, this family film is a perennial favorite, in no whit dimmed by more recent, flashier versions. 

The excellent production values by MGM allow the viewer to experience the weird atmosphere of 

Misselthwaite Manor and the joyous fecundity of the Garden. The movie can be enjoyed for the plot 

alone, but there are other, deeper, levels which can be appreciated as well. Most of the main 

characters are desperately unhappy when the film begins, but the spontaneous love of life exhibited 

by the Sowerby family - which leads directly to the discovery of the Garden - ultimately brings about 

the redemption of several (but not all) of the others. This Joy is not altogether of our world. If the 

viewer senses the unseen Presence of Something Bright & Beautiful in the Garden, so be it. The 

film's main drawback - and this is a small quibble - is the intent to increase tension by adding a 

possible murder mystery to the plot (How did Colin's mother really die? Did Archibald Craven kill 

her?). This is quite unnecessary, the story has enough conflict already. But the desire to add 

additional menace to the Dark Old House theme probably proved irresistible - as well as giving the 

excellent British actor, Herbert Marshall, more dramatic gristle on which to chew. The plot revolves, 

as it should, around the experiences of three children, each peculiar in their own way. Margaret 

O'Brien, Dean Stockwell & Brian Roper flesh out their roles most agreeably. The adult roles are so 

well cast that one tends to forget that they are mostly caricatures: Dame Gladys Cooper as the 

wicked, frustrated housekeeper; Elsa Lanchester as the irrepressibly happy maid; dour Reginald 

Owen as the elemental gardener. Even the small cameo performances sparkle: Billy Bevan as an 

overheated British soldier in India; Dennis Hoey as Marshall's stern valet; Aubrey Mather & George 

Zucco as young Stockwell's doctors; and Norma Varden as his wise nurse. Movie mavens should 

recognize Elspeth Dudgeon in the tiny role of Dickon's mother & the wonderful Marni Nixon as the 

dubbed singing voice of Miss O'Brien - both uncredited. The film makes very judicious use of 

Technicolor to heighten appreciation of the distinctive nature of the Garden. 
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The Secret Of The Sacred Forest (1970) 
 

Young Jimmi (Jon Provost) goes looking for his older brother lost in a forest. 
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The Seven-Per-Cent Solution (1976) 
 

To treat his friend's cocaine induced delusions, Watson lures 

Sherlock Holmes to Sigmund Freud. Concerned about his friend's 

cocaine use, Dr. Watson tricks Sherlock Holmes into travelling to 

Vienna, where Holmes enters the care of Sigmund Freud. Freud 

attemts to solve the mysteries of Holmes' subconscious, while 

Holmes devotes himself to solving a mystery involving the 

kidnapping of Lola Deveraux. Imaginative variation on the Holmes 

legend. While the Seven Percent Solution may not appeal all fans 

of the legendary detective, it nevertheless gives us an interesting 

variation of the Conan Doyle character. In order to cure his friend 

of his cocaine addiction, Dr. Watson (Robert Duvall) and brother 

Mycroft create a ruse to get Holmes to Vienna where Holmes 

(Nicol Williamson) meets Dr. Sigmund Freud (Alan Arkin). Arkin's 

Dr. Freud shows his own skills as a detective in a plot involving a 

kidnapped singer (Vanessa Redgrave). Holmes and Freud work 

very well togeather. Freud points out that as a doctor he uses many of the same skills that Holmes 

uses in fighting crime, and in one scene demonstrates the same powers of observation and 

reasoning, while being careful not to upstage the great detective. There is not much mystery here, 

but the chemistry between Holmes and Freud keeps the movie interesting. The clever twist concerns 

Holmes' archenemy Prof. Moriaity. Here we see Moriarty not as the villian, but as a timid 

schoolteacher harassed by Holmes because of a dark event in the lives of Sherlock and Mycroft. This 

is a movie that is good fun. The only problem is that Dr. Watson isn't used very well. Freud makes a 

much better partner to Holmes. 
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The Shadow Men (1997) 
 

After a family has an alien encounter, they call the Air Force to 

report the incident which leads to a visit by Men In Black, who 

turn out to be alien-human mutants. Happily married couple Bob 

and Dez Wilson and their 12-year-old son Andy (11-year-old 

Brendon Ryan Barrett) are being attacked by a blinding light when 

driving home from a daytrip. They awaken a couple of hours later, 

seemingly unscathed but soon driven mad by recurring 

nightmares. It soon appears that they have been abducted by 

aliens as proved by their sons handycam that had suddenly started 

running right after the incident. This mysterious fact is discovered 

by even more mysterious Men In Black who start nagging the 

family up to the point of threatening to kill them. Laughed at by 

the police the threesome seek refuge at sf-writer Stan Mills' house 

and start fighting back. No, really it's okay for a number of 

reasons! Okay, all things considered, this movie delivers on a number of issues. There were some 

good performances from Fenn, Roberts and Stockwell. The dialogue was realistic. Writing was good 

considering the low budget. The research of the subject matter was excellent! It's just too bad that 

larger budgets won't support such treatments of well established UFO mythology. This one pretty 

much got it right, though it relied a little heavily on "big movie" gratuities, such as big explosions, 

high speed action. Overall, the movie was good and is a great addition to the lackluster treatment of 

UFO lore by Hollywood to date. 
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The Shaggy D.A. (1976) 
 

A lawyer makes an interesting discovery that could affect his 

chances of getting elected to office. Sequel to the 1959 movie 

about a boy who gets turned into a dog because of an ancient ring 

which some say is cursed. Today the boy, Wilby Daniels is a grown 

man, a lawyer and with a family. When they're robbed and Wilby 

tries to report it to police but only gets the run around, he decides 

to run for District Attorney or D.A. Because he believes that the 

current D.A. John Slade is not only doing his job but is on the take. 

When Daniels publicly denounces Slade, Slade decides to try and 

get something on him. And he might have found it when the ring 

that turned him into a dog when he was a boy is stolen from the 

museum and when the words inside are read, he turns into a dog. 

Pretty Good follow-up to the 1959 original. This is not a true 

sequel to the 1959 original starring Tommy Kirk as a teen-aged 

Wilby Daniels. By that I mean it doesn't continue the same story 

line. This time, Dean Jones is the adult Wilby Daneils. When his house is robbed-not once-but twice-

he decides enough is enough and decides to run for DA. From the outset Wilby is faced with two 

problems-first, is to try to defeat the incumbent DA-Honest John Slade (Keenan Wynn). John Slade is 

anything but honest-he is allowing crooks off the hook by not prosecuting them or letting them off 

easy. One of these crooks is Eddie Roschak (Vic Tayback-in a much more realistic portrayal of a bad 

guy than in "No deposit, no Return"). Wilby's Second and much more serious problem-is that the 

"Borger" ring has been stolen from the museum-and whenever someone reads the inscription on 

the ring-Wilby is transformed in to a shaggy dog-that belongs to "Tim-the ice cream man" (Tim 

Conway). The dog's name is "Elwood" Wilby's Wife is Betty (Suzanne Pleshette) and they have a son, 

whom I call the wisecracking "Brian" (12-year-old Shane Sinutko). His wife becomes his campaign 

manager. John Slade gets hold of the ring and tries to blackmail Daneils out of the race by 

threatening to keep reading the inscription on the ring over & over again to keep Daniels as a dog. Of 

course he ignores the warning the museum curator gives-if you read the inscription too many times-

you may turn into a dog your self. Wilby, Brian & Tim are on a mission to get the ring back from 

Slade and his gang of crooks. Do they succeed? You will need to see the film to find out. The pie fight 

is so funny. There are plenty of funny moments and gags in this movie. This is one of the better 

comedies offered by Disney in the 70's. So, why do I vote 8 instead of 10? Well-the movie doesn't 

answer the questions I have: 1. Why is it that Wilby Daneils is turned into a dog himself? Why not 

someone else? 2. Does Daneils descend from the Borger Family, and is he a victim of a family curse? 

I know that in the 1959 original-Daneils finds the ring and he reads the inscription and turns into a 

dog. That maybe the answer-but the fact remains-not everyone who reads the inscription turns into 

a dog. I think there must be something else-a family trait or curse or something that only happens to 

Daniels and no one else. Overall, this is a real good movie with a fine cast and directed by Disney's 

Ledgendary director Robert Stevenson. 
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The Shining (1997-) 
 

A recovering alcoholic must wrestle with demons within and 

without when he and his family move into a haunted hotel as 

caretakers. Television adaptation of Stephen King novel that 

follows a recovering alcoholic professor. He ends up taking a job 

as a winter caretaker for a remote Colorado hotel which he seeks 

as an opportunity to finish a piece of work. With his wife and son 

(10-year-old Courtland Mead) with him, the caretaker settles in, 

only to see visions of the hotel's long deceased employees and 

guests. With evil intentions, they manipulate him into his dark side 

which takes a toll on he and his family. King vs Kubrick - A 

Comparison. Let me say this right off the bat, the Kubrick version 

is the superior movie while the King/ Garris version is the superior 

adaptation. What's wrong with the Kubrick version? His misses out 

on certain very important plot elements. Jack seems to be crazy from the beginning. Jack's 

alcoholism is not as known as it should be. The Overlook only seems to be haunted in one or two 

scenes, the rest could be cabin fever. The breakdown of the family is not so clear, Jack and Danny 

don't seem to really love each other as much as they should. Differs greatly from the book. What's 

right with Kubrick's version? Superior directing. A very definitive style. Classic scenes ("Here's 

Johnny!"). Excellent acting. Danny seems to really be his age. Wendy really seems to be scared. Jack 

really does seem crazy when he's supposed to be. A very good horror movie in general. The hotel is 

much more imposing. Foreboding music helps to set mood. Differs greatly from the book (I'll explain 

why it's in both later). What's wrong with the King/Garris version? It suffers from many TV-Movie 

problems. The actors aren't quite as good. They use CGI when puppets, wires, or trick camera 

shooting could be equally effective. CGI looks out of place. Danny talks like a 20-year-old, although 

the same problem was in the book. Jack is fine when it comes to being Mr. Every Dad but he doesn't 

seem to be crazy when he's supposed to be. Jack's transformation doesn't seem so gradual as it 

should, Wendy says "You're old drinking habits have all come back" when the book shows each one 

pop up. It's the book, very little is changed so if you've read the book you pretty much know exactly 

what happens. What's right with King/Garris' version? It's not a remake of Kubrick's movie, it's a 

movie version's of King's book. It's the book, if you loved the book and are a die hard fan you'll love 

this. Very little is changed. Minor subplots are changed but movie works well without them. You get 

pretty much everything the Kubrick version left out. Which one? It depends. If you loved the book 

and are a die hard Stephan King fan then watch the Garris TV miniseries. If you are a regular movie 

fan or a Kubrick fan then watch the Kubrick version. Garris' is for the book fans. Kubrick's is for the 

non book fans. Final Thoughts. It's not really fair to compare the two movies. Each one has their own 

pros and cons. Kubrick's is more of a movie using the basic premise of the haunted hotel and the 

father who goes crazy. It's meant to be a movie that's not just a page by page adaptation of the 

book. Which you got to admire Kubrick for doing that. He did something that even those who 

memorized the book would be surprised and scared. But Garris did something that the die hard 

Stephan King fans can love. It depends on who you are. It is definitely not fair to compare the two 

since they are both very different from each other. Both are good in their own separate ways. 
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The Silver Brumby (The Silver Stallion: King Of The Wild Brumbies) (1993) 
 

Australian adaptation of Elyne Mitchell's "The Silver Brumby". 

Great horse flick. Beautifully done movie. The landscape scenes 

are breathtaking. The horses are all gorgeous (esp. Thowra) and 

the music is haunting. The scenes with the mother and daughter 

sometimes interrupt the flow, but it's mostly horse footage. And 

yes Russell Crowe is a hunk as always. 
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The Sitter (2011) 
 

A college student on suspension is coaxed into babysitting the kids 

(13-year-old Max Records, Kevin Hernandez, 13-year-old Alex 

Wolff) next door, though he is fully unprepared for the wild night 

ahead of him. Noah, is not your typical entertain-the-kids-no-

matter-how-boring-it-is kind of sitter. He's reluctant to take a 

sitting gig; he'd rather, well, be doing anything else, especially if it 

involves slacking. When Noah is watching the neighbor's kid he 

gets a booty call from his girlfriend in the city. To hook up with 

her, Noah takes to the streets, but his urban adventure spins out 

of control as he finds himself on the run from a maniacal drug 

lord. Get Him To The Greek of babysitting movies. Look, to 

seriously review a movie like this or rate it with stars is ludicrous 

unless you're comparing it to others of its kind, in which case I 

would have given it 10 stars. This is a goofy comedy in which you 

must suspend disbelief continuously. That is all it was meant to be. It's just a babysitting movie, get 

it? Like all the rest, only it tries to bring a little freshness to the table and in my opinion, it does. It 

showcases Jonah Hill's amazing comedic talents, and we get to see some really good performances 

by some child actors too. Yes, it's Hill's signature shtick, but look closely and you'll see incredible 

timing and a guy who is extremely capable of carrying a movie. There are some good jokes written 

into it, but the film completely relies on the performances, and I doubt anyone associated with it 

would disagree (well, let's hope they wouldn't). In my opinion, most of the comedy works the way it 

was supposed to, and the few half-way serious moments do too. In terms of its edginess, it seems to 

up the ante on the simple formula flick that it is. It's safe to say that if it suits your sense of humor 

and you're willing to go for the ride, you'll have a good time. I wish people would quit over-analyzing 

movies like this. The bottom line is that the jokes are either your cup of tea or they are not. Both 

Theatrical Version and the Extended Cut Version on disc. Twentieth Century Fox Home 

Entertainment released this comedy film in two versions: the Theatrical Version on DVD and the 

Unrated Extended Cut exclusively on Blu-ray Disc. But the Unrated is also contained as digital copy 

on the DVD. A comparison of both versions showed that there's nothing which couldn't have been 

depicted in the R-Rated theatrical version, apart from a short sex scene and the use of some explicit 

language. Altogether the Extended Cut runs approx. six minutes longer than the Theatrical Version 

and a detailed comparison with pictures can be found at http://www.movie-

censorship.com/report.php?ID=701009. 
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The Six Wives Of Henry VIII (1970) 
 

A six-episode dramatization of Henry VIII's relationships with each 

of his six wives. Each episode is devoted to one wife, and is a 

complete play in itself. This was one of the most amazing pieces of 

television/theater. I was 17 when I watched it for the first time 

and about 10 years ago, acquired the miniseries on VHS. Just 

recently I was given the DVD set as a gift. I've been re-watching it 

and I marvel at just how amazing the production and the 

performances were. At the time Keith Michell played Henry, the 

actor was in his early 40's yet managed to portray the monarch 

from age 18 till his death at 56. Simply remarkable and I think 

Michell is the consummate Henry VIII. As the previous poster, my 

favorite episodes were Anne Boleyn and Catherine Howard; I 

didn't know Ms. Pleasence was Donald Pleasance's daughter. I 

also enjoyed Annette Crosbie's performance; she also portrayed 

Queen Victoria in the miniseries about Edward VII. All in all, this is one of the finest miniseries ever 

done on television and I doubt we'll see its equal anytime soon. 
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The Sons Of Mistletoe (2001) 
 

A foster home for boys (14-year-old Scott Terra, 15-year-old Kit 

Weyman, 12-year-old Austin Di Iulio, 13-year-old Kyle Kass & 13-

year-old Dylan Rosenthal) is in danger of being closed when its 

benefactor dies. An heiress who was long estranged from her 

father comes to town to sell off all of his belongings. Too late she 

learns that she has sold a boy's orphanage run by a gentle man 

who grew up there. Wonderful Movie - Shows the Kindness Of 

Others! I love this movie. It is very heartwarming and a movie that 

makes you feel good about people. Great to see Roma Downey in 

a movie, I love her in Touched By An Angel. Any fan of hers will 

surely enjoy watching this movie. It is one that I will watch and 

enjoy many times in the future. If you like Lifetime movies or 

Hallmark movies, I think you would enjoy this movie. A movie 

everyone in the family can watch. I would recommend this movie 

as one to be enjoyed during the holidays. If you have not seen it, watch it when it is shown on TV, I 

think you will enjoy it. A small town with some great people in it to bring out the best in each other. 

Just a real feel good type movie that makes you smile after watching. 
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The Space Between (2010) 
 

Montine McLeod, a world-weary flight attendant, and Omar 

Hassan (10-year-old Anthony Keyvan), a prematurely wise 10-

year-old Pakistani-American boy connect with one another amidst 

the chaos of September 11, 2001. When Montine discovers the 

boy's direct personal link to the terrorist attacks, she instinctively 

embarks on an unsanctioned cross-country road trip to help Omar 

discover his uncertain future. 
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The Strange Monster Of Strawberry Cove (1971) 
 

Based on "The Strange Sea Monster of Strawberry Lake" by 

Bertrand Brinley and is featured in his book, The Mad Scientists' 

Club. Brinley's stories detailed the adventures of a group of kids 

who usually got mixed up in schemes that had them using fairly 

sophisticated technology and equipment for the time in which the 

stories were written. Brinley was an engineer and his use of real 

life gizmos and science helped to make the stories a cut above the 

usual juvenile fare of the day. Disney of course ditched everything except the sea monster and 

tossed in some smugglers! Then, just to make sure things really stunk like a nervous dog stuck inside 

a papier mache sea monster, Disney had all the characters we either loathed (Catfish) or were 

indifferent to (everyone else) from Secret of the Pirates' Inn reprise their roles! It all starts out 

lamely enough with a school camping and bird watching trip down to old Strawberry Cove. Actual 

actors Burgess Meredith and Agnes Moorehead chaperone things as an old fool schoolteacher and 

the town's resident prig, respectively. Their characters are strictly one note, with Meredith's 

character being particularly annoying because of his idiotic insistence to all the townspeople that he 

saw a sea monster down at the cove, even though the likely explanation is that it was probably a 

boat that just sort of looked like a sea monster. It was hard to argue with Moorehead's character's 

contention that the old coot shouldn't be teaching the town's kids since he obviously needs a pair of 

Depends for his head, lest his mental incontinence continue to get the best of him. The three kids 

(14-year-old Jimmy Bracken & Patrick Creamer) and dog (Tramp) from Secret of the Pirates' Inn 

come to his defense by going out and building a sea monster to prove him right. You would think 

that the very fact that kids felt the need to invent a sea monster to save their teacher is also their 

way of tacitly acknowledging that he is a crazy moron, but the kids never appear to be aware of that. 

Who cares about all that when you've got an old paddle boat and branches you can turn into a really 

kick ass looking Loch Ness Monster? Or when Catfish goes and accidentally walks on an alligator! It's 

while hanging out at the Cove and abusing gators that the kids stumble onto a smuggling ring. 

Someone is using the old abandoned shack the mayor owns to store a bunch of artifacts stolen from 

a Mexican museum. As they did in the first movie, the kids dutifully report this to the local sheriff 

who dutifully disbelieves them, but checks it out anyway. He doesn't find anything and tells the kids 

to knock off their activity down at the cove. Things get ramped again though after the teacher has 

his camera stolen which has pictures of the sea monster in it and when the kids lure the sheriff down 

to the Cove to see their sea monster. While much of the movie is too much talk about firing the 

teacher, watching the bad guys run their mouths enough to give the kids all the information they 

need to bust up the smuggling ring, and the sheriff pooh-poohing everything about what's going on, 

the movie does deliver some entertaining moments near its end. The sheriff again demonstrates the 

law enforcement acumen that had him accidentally discharging his weapon and driving the kids to 

an unsecured crime scene in the previous film when he argues with the smugglers about whether he 

can arrest them without any proof of the smuggling. This argument takes place only AFTER the 

sheriff has escaped from being bound and gagged and dumped in the mayor's shack by the 

smugglers. Apparently, he's giving them a free pass on that kidnapping charge. Even worse though is 

the free pass he's giving them for holding poor old Tramp hostage inside the sea monster! Catfish 

also manages to get off the best line of the movie when after the head smuggler is revealed to be 



the guy that runs the drug store, he announces that he's boycotting the guy's place, no matter how 

much chocolate syrup he uses in his malts! Even by the low standards of bad 1970s Disney TV 

movies, this one is devoid of all but the most bland action (the big finish involves a counter being 

slammed down on a guy's hand) and the sea monster barely gets any play at all. Somehow or other, 

the fact that either because the teacher really did see the kids' monster or because he helped catch 

the smugglers or both, he gets to keep his job. Even more shocking is that the sheriff got to keep his 

job! The smugglers are also exactly just the kind of smugglers you would expect to be lead by a soda 

jerk since by stealing the teacher's camera in an attempt to prevent any attention being drawn to 

Strawberry Cove, they only succeeded in lending credence to the teacher's theory that something 

fishy was going on down at the Cove! 
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The Switch (2010) 
 

An unmarried 40-year-old woman turns to a turkey baster in order 

to become pregnant. Seven years later, she reunites with her best 

friend, who has been living with a secret: he replaced her 

preferred sperm sample with his own. Kassie (Jennifer Aniston) 

and Wally (Jason Bateman) are best friends. Being unlucky in love, 

Kassie has decided to have a child using artificial insemination. 

Wally doesn't like this idea, but he isn't capable of admitting to 

himself, let alone to Kassie, that he's in love with her. At Kassie's 

artificial insemination party, Wally gets very drunk and spies the sperm donor's sample in the 

bathroom. Wally was way too drunk to know what he did that night, and Kassie has moved away 

because she doesn't feel that New York City is a place to raise a child. Now 7 years later, Kassie has 

moved back with her son Sebastian (Thomas Robinson). While she is looking to get Roland (the 

sperm donor) more involved in their lives, Wally can't help but notice the many striking similarities 

that he and Sebastian share. Way more enjoyable than I was expecting! I went to see the sneak 

preview of this movie last night, walking in with low expectations. I'm not a huge fan of Jennifer 

Anniston, and the concept sounded a bit low brow...so I went in pretty cynical. I was pleasantly 

surprised! It not only "didn't suck" but was actually pretty great. I thought the subject could have 

easily made this very cringe worthy and hard to believe - and yet it was handled in such a way that it 

didn't seem THAT far-fetched (as Hollywood movies go) and the characters remained believable and 

even sympathetic at times. I LOVED Jason Bateman's character. He is negative, neurotic, funny and 

cute all at the same time. Aniston played her role very classy, and did not try to be cutesy or overly 

dramatic. I rarely believe cute little kids in movies, yet the show stealer for me was Sebastian, the 

son. This kid is going to be a super star one day if he keeps it up! He is just the right amount of 

adorable/quirky while never overdoing it. His big brown eyes well up with tears in just the right way 

(choked me up a couple of times), and yet could deliver 'quirk' with complete deadpan expression. 

Brilliant! All in all, I laughed, teared up, and managed to enjoy every minute of the experience. Is it 

Citizen Kane? No. But it's darn good entertainment. 
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The Ten Commandments (1956) 
 

The Egyptian Prince, Moses, learns of his true heritage as a 

Hebrew and his divine mission as the deliverer of his people. To 

escape the edict of Egypt's Pharoah, Rameses I, condemning all 

newborn Hebrew males, the infant Moses is set adrift on the Nile 

in a reed basket. Saved by the pharaoh's daughter Bithiah, he is 

adopted by her and brought up in the court of her brother, 

Pharaoh Seti. Moses gains Seti's favor and the love of the throne 

princess Nefertiri, as well as the hatred of Seti's son, Rameses. 

When his Hebrew heritage is revealed, Moses is cast out of Egypt, 

and makes his way across the desert where he marries, has a son 

and is commanded by God to return to Egypt to free the Hebrews 

from slavery. In Egypt Moses's fiercest enemy proves to be not 

Rameses, but someone near to him who can 'harden his heart'. 

Nobody ever wants to see a movie more than once because the quality and charm of the movies of 

today are just not enough to coax you to. But every once in a while there comes a movie which, 

firstly never lets you take your eyes off the screen for the full length of its feature and secondly, 

makes you want to watch it over and over again without boring you. Not only that, the more times 

you watch it, you feel that you missed something the last time. Cecil B. DeMille's THE TEN 

COMMANDMENTS is that kind of a movie. There have been many movies made on the topic of this 

Hebrew born prince of Egypt, but none compare to the way in which it has been portrayed in THE 

TEN COMMANDMENTS. There are a number of reasons for that: 1. When casting the role of Moses, 

Charlton Heston was chosen above all others including Bert Lancaster, not because of his knowledge 

of the Bible, but of his striking Physical resemblance to Michelangelo's sculpture of Moses especially 

the facial structure not to mention the stout build of a prince. 2. The sets for the film were specially 

designed and the splendour of ancient Egypt in all its glory was recreated especially for this movie. 3. 

The role of Rameses II was given to Yul Brynner after DeMille observed his magnificent performance 

as the King of Siam in Rodgers & Hammerstein's THE KING AND I, confirming that he is well suited for 

a stubburn and malificent heir to the Egyptian throne. It was not only Heston as Moses who made 

this movie a success, but all the elements that came together, the cast of thousands, the special 

effects, the costumes, the sets and most of all the simply unbelievable "parting of the red sea". It is a 

wonder why this movie only received one oscar; that of the Special effects, yet I think it deserved a 

lot more. It did not even strike at the box office. Even then it never fails to enchant millions, no 

matter what religion they follow. Movies like THE TEN COMMANDMENTS and it success in the hearts 

of millions, shows quite clearly that a movie, in order to be loved by millions the world over, does 

not necessarily have to strike gold at the box office. To watch this film, you don't have to believe in 

God, but if you believe in good triumphing over evil and freedom from slavery of foreign masters, 

then this is the movie for you. 
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The Three Investigators And The Secret Of Skeleton Island (2007) 
 

A cult detective trio from Rocky Beach, California, fall into a 

breath-taking mixture of adventure, thriller and mystery. Only by a 

hairs-breadth did they escape with their lives after the successful 

completion of their last case. Their adversary Victor Hugenay 

admittedly escaped, but right now Peter Crenshaw and Bob 

Andrews find themselves on vacation. And even their leader 

Jupiter Jones doesn't have to be asked twice, as Pete's father 

invites the youngsters to come to South Africa. Or to be more 

exact: to Skeleton Island, where he is helping the stinking rich Miss 

Wilbur in the construction of a new theme park. After they arrive, 

there suddenly is no time for sun-bathing, snorkeling, or other fun 

activities: a mysterious beast, the so-called 'Tokolosh', wreaks 

havoc and provokes fear and terror among the workers. One 

thing's for sure - this is a case for the Three Investigators. Yet the 

bold amateur detectives do not suspect that they will uncover a secret that originates from the 17th 

century, and that this case has more to do with their own lives then they would like to admit. A good 

movie but not the book, not at all. Yesterday I had the opportunity to watch 'The Secret of Skeleton 

Island'. To keep it simple: I liked the movie. Nonetheless, the movie is obviously made for a family 

audience, kids, younger teens. As Wikipedia says 'The Three Investigators' are a juvenile detective 

book series, good mystery books for kids/teens. The movie tries to be the same. In my opinion they 

succeed even though the changes are more than obvious. 'The Secret of Skeleton Island' as a book is 

up to 5 percent in the movie. 95 percent are modernized, relocated etc. For those you know and 

love the books (or tapes): you will not be bored because you don't know the story. The question is: is 

it a good thing? What was changed? The movie has plenty of humor. It is funny, yes, but do we want 

to remember 'Home Alone' by seeing 'The Secret of Skeleton Island'? Bob seems to know more than 

Jupiter. That is odd. The investigators are younger than expected. Yet, filming several movies will let 

them grow into it. The location of the movie is South Africa. Quiet interesting. It enriches the movie. 

The 4th kid is a girl. That's OK if you forget the puberty scenes. What was good about it? As I already 

said. South Africa was a good choice even if the topic eventually comes to the different races. Jupiter 

appears to be a little Sherlock Holmes (just a little bit) and mentally grown-up. I liked the popping up 

of hints. Hints towards other cases, e.g. 'The Stuttering Parrot' or 'Terror Castle'. From the beginning 

of the movie you have the impression of other movies: - James Bond (music, starting scene), - 

Indiana Jones (cave). The only thing I still can't answer myself: are the changes good and do I want it 

similar in 'Terror Castle' or more like the book? 
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The Three Investigators And The Secret Of Terror Castle (Die Drei 

Fragezeichen Das Verfluchte Schloss) (2009) 
 

A new case for the cult detectives! Not by coincidence, a 

mysterious videotape falls into the hands of Jupiter Jones 

(CHANCELLOR MILLER), Pete Crenshaw (NICK PRICE) and Bob 

Andrews (CAMERON MONAGHAN) during Jupiter's birthday party 

in Rocky Beach. On it is a recording of Jupiter's long dead parents. 

In their message they want to communicate to their son the key to 

an especially tricky riddle. The Three Investigators do not hesitate 

for a second: immediately, they make their way to the abandoned 

property of the mad inventor Terrill, located in a lonesome wood 

in Northern California. The place is rumored to be haunted! 

Although Jupiter, Pete and Bob are a shrewd team, they must 

gather all of their courage and resolve to enter the ghostly ruins. It 

quickly becomes clear that there is something very odd going on 

and that the building appears to be cursed. But that's not enough: 

the persistent Sheriff Hanson (JONATHAN PIENAAR) has it in for the boys. And his daughter Caroline 

(ANNETTE KEMP) - who has supernatural abilities - casts her eye at Bob and sees in him a soul-mate 

from the dim and distant past. Without a doubt, this is the craziest and scariest case the Three 

Investigators have ever had to deal with. As a child I read many of the three investigators books, 

being my favourite series. Discovering that a film had been made about the characters I had grown 

to love was wonderful, but would it live up to my expectations? Sadly, it was a little disappointing. 

There was good action, and Im sure children will find it entertaining, but I feel much of the treasures 

in the book are missing. The exciting headquarters, hidden in the midst of a junk yard, only 

accessible by several mysterious tunnels is reduced to a caravan out in the open. Jupiter Jones, a 

brilliant mind, full of sharp remarks and the lead role in the book is barely intelligent and just dull 

and grey. The dialogue was also put together without giving much sense of feeling. Its not a big 

Hollywood production, so hats of for what they achieved, and I'm glad for the chance to have 

watched the books come to life. 
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The Three Stooges (2012) 
 

While trying to save their childhood orphanage, Moe, Larry, and 

Curly inadvertently stumble into a murder plot and wind up 

starring in a reality TV show. Left on the doorstep of an orphanage 

run by nuns, newborns Moe, Larry and Curly grow up finger-

poking, nyuk-nyuk-nyuking and woo-woo-wooing their way to 

uncharted levels of knuckleheaded misadventure. Now their 

childhood home may have to close due to financial difficulties. But 

Larry, Curly and Moe, employed as the foster home's inept 

maintenance men, are determined to come to the rescue. Only 

The Three Stooges could become embroiled in an oddball murder 

plot - while stumbling into starring roles in a phenomenally 

successful TV reality show. If you are a Stooges fan, go see this 

movie! As a Three Stooges fan, I was a little biased to not like this 

movie. It still bothers me that others made millions from the 

reruns, and Stooges themselves got little or nothing. I know that the Farrelly Brothers hope to profit 

from this film, and they deserve it. The reverence that they must have for the Stooges comes 

through very clearly. From the structure of the film, to the script, and to to performances, everything 

was perfect. The actors nailed their parts - in voice, mannerisms, and heart. I truly was as if the 

original Moe, Larry, and Curly were on the screen. All of that aside, the movie was funny. I cannot 

remember a time when I was in a theater where there was so much laughter coming from the 

audience. Even my teenage daughter and her two friends laughed out loud. One scene had me 

laughing so hard that tears came to my eyes. So, if you are a Three Stooges fan, this is a must see 

movie. P.S. Be sure to sit through the credits. It is a Farrelly Brothers movie after all. 
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The Tic Code (1999) 
 

A 10-year-old gifted boy (15-year-old Chris Marquette) wants to 

be a jazz pianist much to the chagrin of his more classical oriented 

piano instructor. With his mother's help, he is an underage regular 

at a local nightspot, where he is teamed up with a sax superstar. 

Both come to learn that each suffers from Tourette's Syndrome 

(thus the film title). The older man has developed mannerisms to 

cover up his own fallibilities and resents the boy and his mother's 

acceptance of the disease. A film with a heart and some good jazz. 

"The Tic Code" tells of a boy (Marquette) with Tourette's 

syndrome who plays jazz piano and makes friends with a 

professional sax player (Hines) who also has the affliction. A well 

crafted, earnest, and honest effort, the film would appear to be a 

labor of love as, according to IMDB.com info, Draper, who wrote 

the screenplay and played the boy's mother, is married to a jazz 

musician with Tourette's (who has a bit part in the movie). The film features solid performances by 

all with an exceptional job by Marquette, some good jazz music, and insights into the tic fraught life. 

Unfortunately, The Tic Code is not likely to be as commercially successful as it should because 

Tourette's pales in comparison with terminal cancer, for example, and will likely seem little more 

than a mildly troublesome disorder to a jaded public. Kudos to all who supported this worthy 

project. 
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The Tortured (2010) 
 

An upper-middle-class couple's life is destroyed when their only 

child (Thomas Greenwood) is kidnapped and killed. Obsessed with 

revenge, the couple seizes an opportunity to kidnap the killer. In 

Rutland Country, the 6-year-old Benjamin Michael Landry is 

kidnapped by a psychopath in the lawn of his house. His father 

Craig Landry unsuccessfully runs after the truck but the abductor 

escapes. Sooner the police discovers that John Kozlowski had 

abducted and killed Benjamin. When the criminal is sentenced to 

25 years in prison only, Benjamin's mother Elise Landry presses 

her husband to kidnap John and torture him. Craig is a doctor and 

knows exactly how to inflict pain to the psychopath. They succeed 

to kidnap John from the prison transport, but Craig has an 

accident and John is hurt. The couple tortures the man until they 

find the truth about their victim. "The Tortured" is a film with a 

promising premise ("What Would You Do with the Killer of Your Son?") that unfortunately has many 

flaws and holes in the plot and a rushed conclusion. The prison van, for example, would have Craig's 

finger prints everywhere but the police officers do not find any clue. The truth about the victim is 

confused and unlikely and difficult to understand. The screenplay is corny in some moments and the 

torture scenes are very graphic, therefore not recommended for sensitive audiences. 
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The Treasure (1990) 
 

Adventure is afoot in the small coastal town of Emerald Cove. 

Dave Shipper (14-year-old John Weisbarth) is all set to enjoy a 

quiet summer, but the arrival of his cousin Jon (13-year-old Frank 

Jimison) throws a wrench in his plans. Rather by chance, they 

happen upon an old map that sets them on a quest, along with 

Dave's friend Freddy (14-year-old Freddy Rible), to seek out a 

legendary treasure said to be buried deep inside the ocean cliffs. 

With the help of an old local fisherman ("Smokey" Tom Hodgins), 

the boys compile clues that unravel a 30-year-old murder mystery and lead them closer to their 

prize. They quickly draw the attention of a bumbling crew of malicious treasure-hunters and a 

mysterious pickaxe-wielding "digger", all intent on capturing the gold for themselves. A Treasure 

within Treasure. Intense action scenes...enticing wardrobe...quixotic narrations... What more can 

you say about this delectable movie? Three teeny boppers find an abandoned boatyard in Emerald 

Cove. If you thought that the Goonies was the signature movie for the 90's, you haven't been on the 

tumultuous ride that Treasure takes you on. Treasure has you biting your nails and cracking your 

knuckles at the same time. It keeps you on the edge of your seat wondering what these crazy kids 

are going to do next. The film quality is impeccable. The sound quality is even more delicious. The 

adventure these kids take you on leaves you spun out at the end, wanting more. The villains are truly 

frightful, and the reality of using real overweight actors shows the heart of America, the overweight 

fast-food society of our generation. Treasure is the signature movie for the adventures children of 

the 90's. If you have any culture in film-making or even film watching, Treasure is truly a family hit 

you don't want to miss. Two thumbs very up. 
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The Tree (2010) 
 

The O'Neills lived happily in their house in the Australian 

countryside. That was until one day fate struck blindly, taking the 

life of Peter, the father, leaving his grief-stricken wife Dawn alone 

with their four children (7-year-old Christian Byers, Tom Russell & 

Gabriel Gotting). Among them, 8-year-old Simone denies this 

reality. She is persuaded that her father still lives in the giant fig 

tree growing near their house and speaks to her through its 

leaves. But the tree becomes more and more invasive and 

threatens the house. It must be felled. A moving and serene 

examination of grief, greatly acted. The universal theme of 

suffering after the abrupt death of a dear one, with the necessity 

for those who remain to go on with life, is here presented in a very 

serene way. No melodrama, no anxiety, no exaggeration in 

sensitivity, but solid realism, with a touch of the magic of this tree, heart of the family and of the 

movie. It's a movie which follows the pace and the inner development of the single characters, 

mainly of Dawn, the mother, and Simone, the daughter, both wonderfully interpreted by a high-

talented Charlotte Gainsbourg, and by a surprisingly mature little girl. It's a movie about the need to 

go on, to accept the strokes of life with the force and dignity that, let me say it, sometimes only 

women have, with no sentimentalism, no pathetic indulgence, but with sober realism and a strong 

feeling for human courage. Another movie that unfortunately will not reach the great distribution, 

but we know that the phantasmagoric magic of Harry Potter attracts more public and brings more 

money than the humble magic of a fig tree. However, a truly valid picture. 
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The Tree Of Life (2011) 
 

The story centers around a family with three boys (Hunter 

McCracken, 13-year-old Laramie Eppler & Tye Sheridan) in the 

1950s. The eldest son witnesses the loss of innocence. The 

impressionistic story of a Texas family in the 1950s. The film 

follows the life journey of the eldest son, Jack, through the 

innocence of childhood to his disillusioned adult years as he tries 

to reconcile a complicated relationship with his father (Brad Pitt). 

Jack (played as an adult by Sean Penn) finds himself a lost soul in 

the modern world, seeking answers to the origins and meaning of 

life while questioning the existence of faith. Thank god it's over... 

Definitely not for everybody. I don't expect the majority of viewers 

to agree with me as it already has a decent rating, but if you 

searched for people who hated this film then I suspect you will 

probably dislike it, and I am going to spare you the unfortunate experience I had of going to see it. 

Just to state my preferences and for your orientation, I have enjoyed many of the artistic offerings 

from the IMDb top recommendations, but I prefer my fare more straightforward. I'll just fly in the 

face of protocol now and say I had no clue what this film was about. I wanted to leave after 20 

minutes but my girlfriend insisted to stay to the end to see what the point was. Other people did 

leave in the middle of the film and there was a lot of fidgeting going on in the cinema. For the first 

time in my life I dozed off for a few minutes in a cinema. There is no plot - only a stream of images 

following two boys through their childhood and also a flashback to the the creation of the earth. The 

cinematography was quite impressive but the overall result was oh-so-dull. I am sure there was a 

point but I just could not be bothered to try to understand it. Apologies to aficionados. I don't mean 

to be derogatory about this film. I only want to save some people from sitting through it who would 

not like it. With 12-year-old Cole Cockburn, 13-year-old Brayden Whisenhunt & Zach Irsik. 
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The Trial Of Old Drum (2000) 
 

Inspired by a true story set in Missouri, "The Trial of Old Drum" 

tells the story of a valiant golden retriever, Old Drum, an orphan 

dog that becomes a boy's (12-year-old Bobby Edner) best friend 

and is then forced to stand trial for killing a neighbor's sheep. 

Charlie Burden [Bobby Edner] is a typical 11-year-old boy growing 

up on a farm in Western Missouri. His summer days are spent 

helping his dad [Ron Perlman] run the family farm, while also 

finding time to go fishing at nearby Miller's Lake, always 

accompanied by his faithful golden retriever, Old Drum. Scheming 

with his best friend Dee [Alia Shawkat] to build a secret raft, 

Charlie nearly drowns, only to be rescued by Old Drum. But 

Charlie's life is turned upside down when his cantankerous Uncle 

Lon [John Schuck] accuses Old Drum of killing his sheep. The town 

is divided over Drum's guilt or innocence, and an old family wound 

begins to fester. Losing sheep in this part of the country is not taken lightly. Looking to rid the town 

of a sheep killing menace, Lon files a lawsuit seeking to have Old Drum put to death. Desperate to 

save Old Drum, Charlie and his father try to obtain the services of one of the state's best known 

lawyers, George Graham Vest [Scott Bakula]. At first hesitant, Vest is genuinely moved by Charlie's 

pleas to save his dog and agrees to take the case. As the trial progresses, the evidence mounts 

against Old Drum. Having exhausted all legal maneuvering, Vest has one chance left; his closing 

argument. Vest knows that this speech is a matter of life and death for Old Drum. As he turns to face 

the jury, he instills in the community and forever memorializes the phrase that "A dog is a man's 

best friend.". 
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The Turn Of The Screw (2009) 
 

A naive and sexually repressed young governess is haunted by the 

ghosts of previous occupants of a mansion. Based on Henry James 

famous novel, this latest version emphasises the ambiguity of this 

supernatural drama. Does Ann really see ghosts? Are the two 

children (Josef Lindsay) in her care about to be possessed by the 

spirits of the sexually dubious Peter Quint and Emily Jessell? This is 

left to the viewer to decide during a bleak yet sumptious 90 

minutes of classic period storytelling. A turn for the worse. I first 

read Henry James' chilling ghost story at a young age and have 

seen different versions of it both on stage and film and so was 

very keen to see this latest version put forward by the BBC in their 

winter season. The key to the story, in my opinion, is the doubt on 

whose truth here is real. Indeed when I first read the novella in my 

youth, it never occurred to me that the ghosts weren't "real" and not possibly a figment of an over-

emotional young woman's imagination. Re-reads and re-viewings of the piece have brought me 

round to this, I think, intended more ambivalent (and ultimately satisfying) interpretation so that I 

was disappointed that that this high-production-value version seemed to cleave so much to the 

former viewpoint, i.e. that the malevolent spirits were real - this evidenced by the ghosts 

"appearing" in the imagination, for example of the young doctor who attempts to understand and 

salve the troubled mind of the disturbed young governess. Another source of confusion and 

disappointment was the transposition of events to post-First World War England. If the lead 

character had been a young man, just back from and possibly their mind affected by the war, then a 

case for this change of context, could be argued. In every other respect though, the film plays as if in 

a 19th Century time-line thus throwing the narrative off-kilter. I could also have done without the 

sub-Lady Chatterley cavortings of both the governess in her imagination with her new employer 

(who, good looks apart and a self-confessed seducer of previous servants and governesses), hardly 

seems able to be responsible for her graphic fantasising, as well as the crudely physical liaison that 

the phantoms Quint and Jessell portray. The film takes this shock-Gothic outlook to extremes with 

scenes suggesting the actual possession of the children by their malefactors but it's all done in a very 

sub-"The Exorcist" way and in the end I felt it wrong to come down so conclusively on the side of the 

demons. The acting was mixed in quality, the children unable to portray the duality of their 

personalities convincingly and the actor playing Quint lacking menace entirely. However, Michelle 

Dockery, as the stricken governess, was convincing in both appearance and conviction, with the 

omnipresent Sue Johnston a sympathetic foil as the bemused house-matron. There were some 

scares deftly inserted along the way, punctuated effectively by well-crafted background music, but 

as I said earlier, the modernising of the story to include the nudity and violence depicted here, 

overpowered, to me anyway, the thin line between fantasy and reality that served the original book 

so well. A great story, lost somewhat in this particular re-telling. 
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The Vienna Boys' Choir: Silk Road Songs Along The Road And Time (2009) 
 

The cover, title and few opening minutes of New York filmmaker 

Curt Faudon's documentary featuring the Vienna Boys' Choir 

makes it look like we're going to follow the choir along the 

legendary trading path that linked Europe and the Orient 

centuries ago. But it doesn't take more than 15 minutes to realize 

that we're being taken for a different kind of ride. This isn't so 

much a documentary on a five-century-old European tradition 

mingling with other cultures as an elaborate promotional video for 

the legendary choir. These boys are happy, smart, enterprising 

and downright angelic as Faudon's flattering, high-definition lens 

follows them at work and at play. The 100 boys in four touring 

choirs are on the road constantly, so we get to see the briefest of glimpses of them in China, or 

Uzbekistan, or San Francisco, or Australia. We get a lot of time with the boys on their gloriously 

Baroque home turf. What we don't get is a single, complete piece of music, performed from end to 

end. Faudon teases plenty and delivers little. The Blu-ray disc offers spectacular visuals and audio, 

but no extras beyond a picture gallery. The "premium edition" DVD comes with a companion audio 

CD, so at least you get to hear the music from the Middle East and Asia that the boys now have in 

their repertoire. For the first time, public television audiences will have the opportunity to 

experience the renowned Vienna Boys' Choir as you've never seen them before. The world-

renowned boys' choir presents performances featured in the internationally acclaimed film "Silk 

Road." The feature length film "Silk Road" was released in 2010 in 30 countries. The boys take you 

on a musical journey through time and space. Experience the music through the eyes of these gifted 

boys and through director Curt Faudon's unique, sumptuous cinematography. Since 1926, the globe-

trotting choir has been touring the world collecting songs from everywhere. Most recently, the boys 

have been working on songs from the Silk Road, meeting with artists from Uzbekistan, Pakistan, 

India, and China, singing, and dancing and drumming along to the music. 
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The War At Home (1996) 
 

Jeremy Collier is a Vietnam veteran who has returned home and is 

struggling to cope with the war experiences that haunt him. He is 

also at odds with his family, who cannot begin to understand what 

he has been through. Jeremy's battles with his family finally spiral 

out of control on Thanksgiving Day, when a bitter secret is 

revealed. Extremely powerful film! I caught this movie on TV 

yesterday. I had a certain curiosity about it, being that it was 

directed by Emilio Estevez and starring him and his real-life Dad, 

Martin Sheen. I love to see a movie about a father-son 

relationship that involves a real-life father and son. Naturally, 

there's an instant chemistry between Sheen and Estevez, and their 

scenes of conflict are even more intense, knowing that they're 

actually related. Of course, it helps that the two of them are both 

terrific actors. I've seen Martin Sheen in intense roles before, but I 

think this is Emilio's most intense role--being that I mostly recall him from the "Mighty Ducks" series-

-and I was very impressed. Talent REALLY does run in that family. And Kathy Bates steals the movie 

in an Oscar-worthy performance. She tugged at my heartstrings with every word of dialogue. 

Kimberly Williams--the beautiful actress from the "Father of the Bride" movies--is also very good, 

holding her own among a group of talented veteran actors. The movie is a bit stagey, with dialogue 

that's obviously geared for the stage, but that didn't bother me. This is not meant to be an action 

movie; this is a character study. And for a film that's based on a play, it never gets too 

claustrophobic. When Emilio's character, Jeremy, reminisces to his days in Vietnam, we actually see 

his harrowing memories brought to life. The film is extremely powerful and realistic, without being 

sentimental. At the end, I expected all the conflicts to be resolved and the family would become 

hunky-dory, but that's not how it turned out. The ending made me cry, without resorting to standard 

Hollywood melodrama. That proves reality is much more gripping than anything Hollywood can 

conjure up. If you're in the mood for a beautiful, powerful drama with extremely wonderful 

performances that will knock your socks off...please check out this underrated gem. Hopefully, one 

day Martin and Emilio will unite with Charlie, and they will all make a great film together. 
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The War Boy (1985) 
 

The plot follows teen boy (Jason Hopley) living in Hungary on what 

would have been the Eastern front of the Second World War in 

Europe. He has to deal with family matters, a traveling show, the 

German occupiers and the liberating Communists. This is not a 

formulaic movie with the requisite happy ending. Little Jan's 

parents, having been accused of defeatism are arrested. Like the 

making of a fine sword, Jan's character is tempered by the events 

of the war and hidden reserves of physical and moral strength rise 

from the very core of his being. The War Boy is full of action, 

suspense and tender human drama combined with a true 

portrayal of courage during a period of tremendous strife. This is a 

bit of a rarity, and I don't think I've seen an English audio copy of 

this before. There is a Site-identifying/watermark "thing" in the 

upper left corner which mars an otherwise nice copy. European Mystique, without the Hollywwod 

Sugarcoat. If you like unformulated movies, where the "good ending" is in question, where realities 

remain complex, you will love this movie. Hungary in the fall of 1944. The Soviet Army has just 

reached Hungary. The Hungarian Fascist Party and the German army tighten the grip, on what is left 

of fascist territory. I can only explain the "bad ratings" from other viewers, who were expecting the 

usual diet of an American type of family drama. That must be due to the way this movie was 

marketed. And probably viewed by people who usually do not watch movies that contain too much 

historical weight. 
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The Weight Of Elephants (2013) 
 

Adrian (Demos Murphy), 10-years-old, a sensitive and lonely boy, 

abandoned by his mum at an early age to live with his 

grandmother and his sick uncle, finds meaning in an unlikely 

friendship with Nicole, also 10-years-old, a crazy, mysterious 

outsider, who just moved in across the street and who just might 

be one of the abducted children that they keep talking about on 

the telly. A boy living with his grandmother and his sick uncle must 

struggle to carry the weight of being abandoned and poorly 

treated by those around him. Gentle on the Eyes, Hard on the 

Tear ducts. The Weight of Elephants is lovingly shot and 

fantastically acted. Nearly all the child actors play well and the boy 

playing Adrian gives a remarkable performance for a kid. It is by 

no means a feel-good movie. It puts the main character, an engaging 10-year-old boy who deserves 

much better, through a really, really hard time. It's heartbreaking to watch, and you quickly sense 

that there is no promise of a Disney-like happy ending. So I really feel I should warn anyone thinking 

"Hey! A kids film!" or "I need to be cheered up by a heartwarming coming of age film". 
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The Wild Life (1984) 
 

Eighties teen romp involving Bill and his new apartment, Jim and 

his rebellious antics, Tom and his crazy self, and Anita with her 

older man David. It's Casual. The 'Wild Life,' like other 80s teen 

movies, are just one of those movies you watch not for story 

(since there really is no single, distinct plot directing the 

characters), but simply because you can have fun with the series 

of scattered events with which our characters wade through. This 

one follows the spirit of 'Fast Times At Ridgemont High,' minus 

most of the controversial plot lines ('Fast Times' addresses 

abortion, but this one only somewhat addresses strung out vets). 

Although, that is not surprising since Chris Penn's character, Tom 

Drake, so closely models Sean Penn's character, Jeff Spicoli. This 

movie is what a spin-off of 'Fast Times' would be like if Jeff Spicoli 

were the main character. There are essentially five main 

characters: Tom Drake (Penn), the anarchistic party animal; recent 

high school grad, Bill Conrad (a timid Eric Stolz who once played fellow surfer bonehead to Jeff 

Spicoli in 'Fast Times') who wants to prove that both masculinity and adulthood hinge on his having 

his own apartment; Anita (Lea Thompson) who is dating a sleazy cop; Eileen (the spunky Jenny 

Wright) who is much more independent that Anita, but no less able to entirely refuse her idiot 

boyfriend, Tom Drake; and Jim Conrad (Ilan-Mitchell Smith), the gloomy brother who is slightly less 

weirder than Josh Miller was in 'The River's Edge.' A crazy assortment of characters is typical in this 

variety of 80s comedy. Without a main plot, our characters' situations lead to some pretty hilarious 

subplots (most of them being between Tom Drake and Bill Conrad, who eventually become the 80s 

'Odd Couple' when Drake moves in). Look for minor roles by Rick Moranis, as Eileen's completely 

nerdy boss, Harry; Randy Quaid as drugged out Vietnam Vet, Charlie; Lee Ving (lead singer of 'Fear') 

who briefly appears as the cable guy; and Michael Bowen (Tommy in 'Valley Girl') as Tom Drake's 

equally braindead jock friend. And, of course, it wouldn't be an 80s teen movie without boobs, beer, 

and house parties. I didn't like this movie the first time I saw it because there is really no point to 

most things that transpire in the story. Why is the scene at the strip club or the younger brother's 

fascination with the war important? It doesn't matter. I watched it a second time, a little tired and 

giddy, and the 'Wild Life' became the perfect late night lazy movie. Turn off your brain and enjoy. 

(That party sequence at the end is hilarious). 
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The Window (1949) 
 

At 9-years-old, Tommy Woodry (12-year-old Bobby Driscoll) has a 

reputation for telling tall tales -- the latest one being that his 

family is moving from Manhattan to a ranch out west. When the 

landlord interrupts the Woodrys at dinner to show their about to 

be vacated apartment, the Woodrys tell Tommy enough is 

enough. Then that hot summer night Tommy decides to sleep on 

the fire escape -- outside the Kellerson's apartment, since it is a 

story higher and gets more breeze. Tommy sees the Kellersons kill 

a man. Tommy's parents and the police won't believe his story. 

But the Kellersons want to silence him. The central figure of 'The 

Window' was a slum 10-year-old boy (Bobby Driscoll), living in 

New York poor neighborhood and known to everyone there as a 

teller of fantastic stories. His parents (Arthur Kennedy and Barbara 

Hale) warned him he must stop his fantasies and what followed 

was a classic up-dating of the boy who cried 'wolf' once too often. 

One stifling night, the boy climbed out on to a fire escape to seek 

cool air and, through a crack under a window blind, he witnessed 

a murder. He knew no one would believe him although this time, 

for the first time, his story was true. He tried to tell his mother 

that he had seen a couple called Kellerson trying to rob a drunk 

and killing him in a fight: the boy got scolded for his imagination and sent to bed. His father locked 

him in for punishment; the boy escaped and took his story to the police station. A detective 

investigated, but could find no body, no signs of a struggle. Now the awful irony: the guilty 

Kellersons learn through the detective that the boy had seen them committing the crime, and the 

boy's parents, with terrifyingly understandable logic, send the boy to the killers to apologize 'for 

spreading such an awful story about them'. The Kellersons cannot decide: should they leave well 

alone, as nobody believes the boy; or should they commit another crime to cover the first? 'The 

Window' is a classic little second feature, entertaining and suspenseful; unfortunately it had few 

successful imitators. 
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The Witching Of Ben Wagner (1990) 
 

Ben Wagner (12-year-old Justin Gocke) and his family are moving 

to a new town. On the shores of Lake Ontario, he meets Regina. 

Strange things start to happen whenever Regina is around. Ben 

wonders if the rumors are true: could she come from a family of 

witches? George Wagner (Sam Bottoms) moves his wife and 

family, including son Ben (Justin Gocke), to a new town, where he 

begins a real estate job for Angelo Romano (Craig Clyde). Ben, a 

high school freshman, doesn't seem to get along with his busy, 

somewhat distant father. He finds consolation with a mysterious 

young girl, Regina (Bettina Rae), and her Grammy (Sylvia Sidney), 

who are both thought by the townspeople to be witches. Ben 

soon believes himself bewitched by Regina, a secret he shares 

with his sister, Liz (Jamie Ballard), and he becomes more 

confident, making the school's basketball team and earning better grades, while still searching for 

his father's approval. Ben's snotty teenage sister, Susan (Elizabeth Shumway), who's trying to stay 

friends with the stuck-up rich girl Ashley Addison (Amy Allred), blackmails Liz into learning about 

Regina. Story focal points. I don't really have much of a comment about the film, in the role of play, 

(i.e. how it was acted). But what I could say, is that the story itself made sense almost all the way 

though. You had to watch it a few times, not only by visualising the effect, but to listen very carefully 

to the characters used, with a little feeling, and it's makes sense. Even though the story might be 

fiction about the belief of witch craft, but from the earlier of years, such witch craft was a little 

possible, and still is in some cases of today. When I was too about that age group, I believed in such 

stories about witch craft, reason being I had heard them amongst other people. But not only about 

the fact of beliefs, but the story in it's location helped made all the sense. Only thing is, that the 

characters played their part so well focusing not only on family behaviour, but the love and 

understanding of different people that would have been treated differently. I have enjoyed it so 

much, at that time, as it made me feel a little of my own family. That I would have loved to be part of 

it. It would be nice to see another film similar to it. 
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The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit (1998) 
 

Gomez is a middle-aged man who dreams of buying a gorgeous 

white suit in a nearby store, but doesn't have enough cash. He 

finds 4 more people of same size, who each give $20 and get to 

wear the suit for an hour each in return. But the suit is not just a 

suit - it makes wishes of the one wearing it come true. In East L.A., 

con-man Gomez convinces four strangers to pool their money to 

buy a luminescent vanilla ice-cream-colored suit; he intends to 

split for El Paso, well-dressed. The first night, each gets the suit for 

an hour, and each is transformed: Dominguez with his guitar and 

voice charms women who dance in a parade through the plaza; 

Martinez's shine gets his lovely neighbor's attention; street poet 

Villanazul captures a crowd with his political and economic vision 

for the east side. The suit makes Gomez a better man, so he may 

not bolt; but then, what do they do with the last partner, the filthy 

¡Vamanos!, whose juicy-taco-eating, wine-drinking habits could ruin the suit? Positive Review. This 

film is one for the family. The characters are fully developed in a very short time. The writing is such 

that my family was very quickly caught up in the lives and dreams of these men. The acting is warm 

and honest. This movie stayed with me for awhile. It is magical and inventive. We loved it. 
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The Wrong Guys (1988) 
 

Five former cub scouts have a reunion and go camping on the 

mountain they never conquered. High jinks ensue due to their 

childhood enemies and a group of escaped convicts who mistake 

them for an FBI unit. I definitely recommend it! My husband & I 

both like it a lot. We've mentioned it to friends and most have 

never heard of it; those who knew it remembered it for its cast. 

The characters are thoroughly lovable, funny, and are hilariously 

portrayed by an exceptional cast. The plot itself lends a lot of 

opportunity for comedy & chaos and, I think, the writers 

developed it well. We laughed a lot and we always look for it in 

video stores, although it's very hard to find. We'll just have to buy 

a copy! 
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The Wylds (The Adventures Of Chris Fable) (2010) 
 

Chris (Solomon Ray), a runaway child, lives with a group of misfits 

in a junkyard, stealing to survive. When a traveling preacher tells 

him that his father is alive and wants him to come home, Chris 

must leave his family of thieves and venture into the wilderness in 

search of his father and a better life. Join Chris on an action-

packed adventure as he outwits bandits, escapes swamp 

monsters, battles evil robots, and learns valuable lessons about 

choosing the right path in life. A contemporary allegory inspired 

by John Bunyan's "The Pilgrim's Progress." Worst Movie Of All 

Time Finally Found! Deceptively marketing itself as an honest low-

budget alternative to Harry Potter and Percy Watson, AoCF is 

nothing more and nothing less than badly acted, horribly paced, 

amateurishly shot, laughably put-together Christian propaganda. 

And not even subtle Christian propaganda, a la Narnia; no, this is 

the type of movie where the two female leads are called Faith and Hope, and where every other 

sentence reminds us to "keep following what the book tells you", because "it is a good one". No 

prizes for guessing what book this is. But even without the sickeningly unsubtle Christian 

brainwashing (erm, I mean message), Chris Fable would still be a painful viewing experience. How 

bad is it, you ask? It is worse than the worst movie you can think of. It is worse than Norbit. It is 

worse than Eraserhead. It makes Batman and Robin look like The Godfather. It out-sucks anything 

The Asylum ever put out. Heck, it is worse than Plan 9 From Outer Space - and, as movie buffs will 

certainly know, that is, indeed, saying something. The overall look and feel of this pathetic excuse for 

a feature film is that of a glorified high-school play. Imagine someone took that slightly embarrassing 

taping your Mum made, added some crummy special effects on AfterEffects, then posted it on 

YouTube for everyone to have a laugh over. Look! There's Mr. Davies the Science teacher in a goofy 

costume! And Coach Ryan doing a goofy accent! And ha-ha, it's Shawn's little brother in a park 

ranger costume! Sounds funny, right? Well, yes...until you realise that this is not your high school 

play, and that someone is actually marketing it as a serious family fantasy film. The whole thing looks 

like it was directed by a 16-year-old with only the vaguest idea of how to make a movie (you make 

sure the camera's in focus and, uh, you point it at things, right?). Elements like pacing, narrative 

cohesion and character development are entirely non-existent, and one doubts the director even 

knows what "subtlety" and "nuances" mean. Characters are introduced, then literally dropped one 

scene later, never to resurface (I guess, like good Christians, they wanted to include everybody...) 

Villains have "BAD GUY" written on their forehead. And not a word from anybody but the 

protagonist sounds even remotely like something a real person would say in normal conversation - 

even within a fantasy universe. The 'high-school play' analogy is further helped along by 'actors' who 

look like they may actually be high-school teachers putting on sub-carnival-kiddie-show 

performances, each and every one hamming it up for all they are worth for extra cringe points. And 

the least said about the (not so) 'special' effects, the better - just wait until you see 'Electracity', or 

the lead villain's 'destroyer robot' (otherwise known as a sub-1950's "metal' suit, with a cardboard 

box for a head, which shoots bad AfterEffects flames). Somewhere, Chris Bores is using this as 

evidence to sustain that he is a legitimate film-maker. All of this would of course be fine, if this 



movie was explicitly aimed at 8-year-old children, or if it was played for laughs, as a straight out 

spoof. The problem is, 8-year-old children will be bored to tears with a story where half the time is 

literally spent watching a teenager walk around some fields, and the whole thing is played with 

cringe-worthy, morose seriousness. As a result, the movie ends up appealing to absolutely no-one, 

other than Christians - and, as Sunday School Musical abundantly proved, Christians will watch 

anything (last Christian joke, Scouts' honour!). What's even more frustrating is that Chris Fable could 

have been so much more. Based on a 17th century text, and here and there hinting at something 

broader and more interesting (Chris does not know what a book is, indicating some sort of 

apocalyptic future), the film does have a reasonably likable and believable lead, and could, with a 

little work, be made into an unassuming, watchable family movie. Unfortunately, the ineptitude of 

all involved ensures that this is never anything but a laughing stock for serious film fans, and an 

embarrassment for anyone associated with it (including the poor leading kid, which can only dream 

of an acting career after this). Unless this turns out to actually be an accidentally released Church 

camp film project, it firmly deserves the title of worst movie of all time. 
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The Year Of Living Dangerously (1982) 
 

A young Australian reporter tries to navigate the political turmoil 

of Indonesia during the rule of President Sukarno with the help of 

a diminutive photographer. Guy Hamilton is a journalist on his first 

job as a foreign correspondent. His apparently humdrum 

assignment to Indonesia soon turns hot as President Sukarno 

electrifies the populace and frightens foreign powers. Guy soon is 

the hottest reporter on the story with the help of his 

photographer, half- Chinese dwarf Billy Kwan, who has gone 

native. Guy's affair with diplomat Jill Bryant also helps. Eventually 

Guy must face some major moral choices and the relationship 

between Billy and him reaches a crisis at the same time the 

politics of Indonesia does. A brilliant exposition of Indonesia circa 

the 1965 revolution. 15 years after its release, I finally get to see 

what to my knowledge is the only english-speaking film that tells 

the story of Indonesia circa the 1965 revolution. A very young 

Gibson is convincing as the inexperienced but ambitious reported determined to make his mark in 

telling the story of Sukarno's last moments in power. Equally brilliant is Sigourney Weaver, and yet 

one feels that this film did not give her the opportunity to show her true calibre. The one who 

ultimately steals the show, then, is Linda Hunt, playing the enigmatic and passionate Billy, who 

understands the true psyche of Indonesia better than any of the other foreign characters in this 

story. When Billy solemnly expresses his disappointment to Guy, proclaiming, "I created you", it 

evoked images of Weir's latest masterpiece, The Truman Show, where Christof has fashioned the 

persona of Truman Burbank for his TV spectacle. Perhaps a running theme in Peter Weir's work? 

Must check out... I marvelled at the authenticity of the setting. It certainly looked like Jakarta. The 

faces, the atmosphere, the buildings, and yet, those scenes were shot in the Philippines, with mainly 

Filipino actors! Just goes to show the similarity among Indonesia and the Philippines. I see now why 

this film was never made available in Indonesia (to my knowledge). The last few moments of the film 

show the stark reality of communist executions by Soeharto's new military regime, horrifying 

pictures of mere pawns being slaughtered... and the parting message from a self-confessed PKI 

member: "Am I stupid for wanting to change my country's condition?" is one of the best lines in this 

film. 
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The Yearling (1946) 
 

Jody (12-year-old Claude Jarman Jr.) persuades his parents to 

allow him to adopt a young deer, but what will happen if the deer 

misbehaves? After the American Civil War, a rebel soldier and his 

wife become pioneer farmers in Florida. Their son Jody is 11-

years-old; he gets along well with his warm and affectionate pa, 

but his ma is haunted by the death of her other children, so she's 

somber, even cold. The boy wants a pet: the dad is sympathetic, 

the mom obdurate. When a rattler bites pa, pa kills a doe to use 

its organs to draw out the poison. Jody begs to keep the doe's fawn as a pet. The parents agree, and 

the boy and the deer are soon inseparable. The fawn grows quickly, and as a yearling tramples 

tobacco shoots and eats the newly-sprouted corn. This is too much for ma, and Jody has to face 

harsh, adult realities. It Will Warm Your Heart. This wonderful film is one of a handful that has the 

power to call me back to my childhood days and wrap me in warm memories of my Mom, Dad and 

little brother sitting around the television on Saturday night, watching the late show. From the 

opening scenes of this beautifully photographed movie I found myself caught-up in the intriguing 

post Civil War story of a boy and his pet faun and their fantastic adventures on a scruffy Florida 

Everglades farm. The film stars Gregory Peck, Jane Wyman and Claude Jarman in the lead roles, with 

some of Hollywood's best character actors in the supporting roles. Peck gives an Oscar caliber 

performance as the warmhearted father who does his best to make a better life for his family, with 

absolutely no help from the elements, which surround them. Jane Wyman brilliantly plays Orry, the 

hardened mother and wife who is so embittered by past tragedies in her life that she is unable to 

show any love for her one surviving child for fear of losing him as well. And Claude Jarman plays 

Jodie, the wistful young boy who is just one summer away from adolescence and all the emotional 

growing pains that come with it. This story is laced with excitement and adventure sure to please the 

kids, but each of the adventures is also a great lesson in life that will stay with them for years to 

come. The cinematography is spectacular and received a well-deserved Academy Award and the 

wildlife scenes are incredible as well. Just watching Jodie romp through the woods with his faun is a 

joyous site to behold. The way Orry finally begins letting herself love her son will bring tears to your 

eyes. This movie was one of the most emotional experiences of my young life and I believe I am a 

better person from the lessons learned here. I highly recommend this film, it is one to be 

experienced with your entire family. With 12-year-old Donn Gift as Fodderwing. 
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The Yellow Balloon (1953) 
 

One of two young boys (14-year-old Andrew Ray & Stephen 

Fenemore) accidentally falls to his death when playing in a 

bombed-out London neighborhood. Frankie, the survivor feels 

guilty about his friend's death. Len, a petty thief who has just 

killed a pub owner during a botched robbery, learns of the 

accident. He poses as Frankie's friend and blackmails the boy into 

stealing from his parents to finance Len's escape. When Len 

decides that Frankie may know enough to connect him with the 

murder, he decides to silence the boy in a tense "hide and seek" 

chase through the ruins. Very fine, taught thriller set in a bombed 

out East End. Andrew Ray plays the respectable young lad who 

comes under the spell of a baddie (William Sylvester) and through 

whose eyes, unfortunately for me, the film is largely seen through. 

The kid does well enough but as a consequence, the film is on the 

edge of sentimentality the whole time. That it does avoid lapsing into paper handkerchief mode is 

due to the sharp direction and atmospheric cinematography, dark black shadows and all. To be fair 

this is also helped by the most convincing performance from the young lad who at no time goes for 

the easy options. Sparkling performance from Hy Hazel towards the end. 
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The Young And Prodigious T.S. Spivet (2013) 
 

A 10-year-old cartographer (Kyle Catlett) secretly leaves his 

family's ranch in Montana where he lives with his cowboy father 

and scientist mother and travels across the country on board a 

freight train to receive an award at the Smithsonian Institute. T.S. 

Spivet lives on a ranch in Montana with his mother who is 

obsessed with the morphology of beetles, his father (a cowboy 

born a hundred years too late) and his 14 year-old sister who 

dreams of becoming Miss America. T.S. is a 10-year-old prodigy 

with a passion for cartography and scientific inventions. One day, 

he receives an unexpected call from the Smithsonian museum 

telling him that he is the winner of the very prestigious Baird prize 

for his discovery of the perpetual motion machine and that he is 

invited to a reception in his honor where he is expected to give a 

speech. Without telling anyone, he sets out on a freight train across the U.S.A. to reach Washington 

DC. There is also Layton, twin brother of T.S., who died in an accident involving a firearm in the 

family's barn, which no one ever speaks of. T.S. was with him, measuring the scale of the gunshots 

for an experiment, and he doesn't understand what happened. Jean-Pierre Jeunet visually masterful 

take on Reif Larsen novel. Only a director with the creativity and imagination of Jean-Pierre Jeunet 

would attempt to bring to the big screen in English the best-selling novel by Reif Larsen "The 

Selected Works of T.S. Spivet". The book, described by author Stephen King as a combination of 

"MarkTwain, Thomas Pynchon and Little Miss Sunshine", is illustrated with charts, lists, sketches and 

maps to help recount the adventures of the quirky, gifted 12-year-old boy of the book's title. Jeunet 

has faithfully reproduced the visual elements of the novel to recreate the offbeat world of T.S Spivet 

and the use of a 3D format is perfectly suited to breathing life into T.S.'s illustrations which Jeunet's 

does by drawing on his trademark mix of poetry and fantasy. But the plot does not lift from the page 

and the young boy's eventful journey seems flat and doggedly two-dimensional. The adventure 

starts off promisingly enough. T.S.Spivet (Kyle Catlett) lives on a farm in the 'Big Sky Country' of 

Montana with his amateur entomologist mother (Helena Bonham Carter), his cowboy father (Callum 

Keith Rennie) and elder sister (Niamh Wilson). A phone call to the ranch from the prestigious 

Smithsonian Institute in Washington informs the young Spivet that he has won a prize for one of his 

inventions. Since the death of his twin brother in a shooting accident, Spivet's mother and father 

have sidelined the surviving son. Feeling neglected and un-loved, T.S. decides to travel on his own to 

Washington to accept his prize. The journey takes him across America on a freight train and into a 

series of encounters with a gallery of colourful characters. While the scenes in Montana are a 

triumph to Jeunet's bold, sweeping breadth of vision, once Spivet hops on the train, the action, 

conversely begins to falter. The characters he meets could have come straight from a cartoon strip – 

ageing sailor Two Clouds (Dominique Pinon) is a dead ringer for Popeye – and they add little or 

nothing to the narrative or the tone of the film. As the lead actor, Catlett carries a lot of 

responsibility for one so young. No one can deny he is as cute as a button – with his oversized 

trousers and constant puzzled look – but he lacks the range of emotions needed to create real 

empathy. This may explain why a film about grief remains oddly unmoving until a a scene towards 

the film's finale which seems unashamedly designed to pull the heart strings. This latest Jeunet is 



undoubtedly a glorious visual treat, but it lacks the magic and mystery of 'Amélie' his most successful 

film to date. 
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These Three (1936) 
 

This first film version of "The Children's Hour" uses a heterosexual 

triangle rather than the play's lesbian theme. The plot concerns 

schoolteachers Karen Wright and Martha Dobie, both of whom 

are in love with Dr. Joe Cardin. The malicious lie of one of their 

students involves all three in a scandal which disrupts all their 

lives. A chilling look at what a lie can do. "These Three" is an 

extremely effective look at the damage a lie can cause. Bonita 

Granville gives a tour-de-force performance as Mary Tilford, a 

vicious student who ruins the lives of her two schoolteachers 

(Merle Oberon and Miriam Hopkins) by telling a lie about their 

private lives. Based on a play by Lillian Hellman (whose original 

plot dealt with lesbianism, which was changed for the film version 

to get past the censors), "These Three" is still a very good film. 

Miriam Hopkins also stands out as one of the victimized teachers. 

All in all, one well-acted and well-directed drama. 
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They Call Me Bruce? (A Fistful Of Chopsticks) (1982) 
 

A goofy Korean finds his life hopelessly complicated with people 

continually confusing him with Bruce Lee. A Korean man's 

resemblance to the legendary martial arts star Bruce Lee proves to 

be a mixed blessing when he stumbles onto the activities of the 

Mob. One of the funniest movies ever!! Yes it's cheaply made, yes 

it's stupid, and yes it's cheesy, But, this is one of the funniest 

movies that I've ever seen. Johnny Yune is great in this one (I wish 

he would have made more movies). His one liners are so cheesy 

that you can't help but laugh, and his facial expressions when he is 

swinging those nunchucks makes me hit the rewind button every 

time. Anyone who does not find this movie funny does not have a 

sense of humor!!! 
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Thunderpants (2002) 
 

An 11-year-old boy's (Bruce Cook) amazing ability to break wind 

leads him first to fame and then to death row, before it helps him 

to fulfill his ambition of becoming an astronaut. Patrick Smash was 

born with two stomachs, and hence the uncontrollable 'talent' to 

produce ungodly farts. This soon drives his own dad away and 

makes his social life hell. His only friend is classmate Alan A. Allen 

(14-year-old Rupert Grint), a prodigy genius, who has no sense of 

smell. Even Alan's invention Thunderpants, which renders Patrick's 

farts harmless, can't make his space travel dream realistic. 

However after the invention of an adaptation which turns it into 

flying fuel, Alan is recruited by the US space center. Patrick 

becomes word class tenor Sir John Osgood's secret high C farter. 

Their reunion is even more incredible. A Charming Little Film. I 

find it very hard to understand why this film is #89 on th IMDb 

bottom 100 movies. Although the initial premise of a boy with huge gas problems may not sound 

appealing, it's actually a good film. Quality acting from all involved (including Rupert Grint, and a tiny 

teensy role for Keira Knightley), and a sweet central storyline of the two boys friendship. It's 

obviously not taking itself too seriously, and the only reason I can think that people wouldn't like it is 

because they expect too much of it. Kids will love it. Adults will find it amusing. And I adored the 

colour scheme! The continued green theme gave the film an original edge that sets it apart from 

typical 'kid' films. A good one to watch on a rainy afternoon. 
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Tibet: Cry Of The Snow Lion (2002) 
 

A film about the state of Chinese occupied Tibet and its history of 

oppression and resistance. Filmed during nine journeys 

throughout Tibet, India and Nepal, this film brings audiences to 

the long-forbidden "rooftop of the world"... from rarely-seen 

rituals in remote monasteries, to horse races with Khamba 

warriors; from brothels and slums in the holy city of Lhasa, to 

magnificent Himalayan peaks still traveled by nomadic yak 

caravans. The dark secrets of Tibet's recent past are chronicled 

through personal stories and interviews, and a collection of 

undercover and archival images. TIBET: CRY OF THE SNOW LION is 

an epic story of courage and compassion. Great Film!! Incredible 

Documentary!!! This film was incredible!!! A must see!! A modern 

day tale of torture, conquest, rape... Chinese army does to the 

Tibetens what the Nazis did to the Jews... If you can't beat them, 

then try to exterminate them. And it is going on TODAY!!!! You have to see this one... and then tell 

your friends about it. 
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Tiger Town (1983) 
 

A Disney Treasure Comes To Dvd. "Tiger Town" is 75 minutes of 

unpretentious, lovingly rendered magic. Written and directed by 

25-year-old Alan Shapiro, "Tiger Town" tells the story of a 12-year-

old Detroit Tigers fan (12-year-old Justin Henry), and a veteran 

ballplayer -- patterned after Al Kaline -- who leads his team to a 

pennant after a midseason slump. The boy, played by Justin 

Henry, believes that he can will his idol into performing well 

through fierce concentration in the stands. He and the seasoned 

slugger, played by Roy Scheider, meet in only one brief scene. 

They have a connection, but it would ruin it to label it. You could 

call it a film about baseball and faith, but that sounds corny and 

this film isn't. Much of the production focuses on baseball action, 

and it's elegantly and excitingly executed with a fervent fan's eye 

for intriguing detail. Crisp photography, adroit sound modulation, deft editing and a bright, 

economical score all add to the impact of this charismatic mood piece. The film was shot at Tiger 

Stadium, and at other Detroit locations, which are evocatively conveyed. Henry's low-key 

performance in this film is winsome without being protoypically Disneyesque. As the ballplayer with 

the blazing bat, Scheider doesn't have many lines, but the range of emotions registered on his face 

during his triumphs and slumps are priceless. Former Tigers manager and baseball legend Sparky 

Anderson, Hall of Fame broadcaster Ernie Harwell, and ex-Supreme Mary Wilson make cameo 

appearances and enhance the authentic flavor of the film. But it's Shapiro's success, right down to 

the tension he builds as Henry almost misses the final game. Packed with inventiveness, vitality and 

economy, "Tiger Town" strikes home. Shapiro's brought of a gem of a film. 
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Tim Tyler's Luck (1937) 
 

A 12-episode serial in which Tim Tyler (16-year-old Frankie 

Thomas) goes to Africa in search of his father in gorilla country. He 

meets up with Laura, who is after Spider Webb who has framed 

her brother. Webb causes the death of Tim's father, but is 

eventually tracked down. 

One of Universal's best serials. Along with "Flash Gordon" and 

"Buck Rogers", this chapterplay rates high with fans of Universal's 

serials. Everyone in the cast seems to enjoy their roles, in 

particular Frankie Thomas as Tim Tyler. Moves at a good clip with 

some great cliffhanger endings. Some excellent music cues (from 

various Universal features) are an added bonus. 

 

 

Series 1 (12 Episodes) (1937) 

 

Episode 01: Jungle Pirates. 

Episode 02: Dead Man's Pass. 

Episode 03: Into the Lion's Den. 

Episode 04: The Ivory Trail. 

Episode 05: Trapped in the Quicksand. 

Episode 06: The Jaws of the Jungle. 

Episode 07: The King of the Gorillas. 

Episode 08: The Spider Caught. 

Episode 09: The Gates of Doom. 

Episode 10: A Race For the Fortune. 

Episode 11: No Man's Land. 

Episode 12: The Kimberly Diamonds. 
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Time Of The Wolf (2002) 
 

A boy makes an unusual and dangerous friend in this family 

drama. Aaron McGregor (13-year-old Devin Douglas Drewitz) is a 

young boy who, after the death of his parents, goes to live with his 

aunt and uncle in a rural community. Aaron feels like an outcast in 

his new home, not accepted by his schoolmates and receiving 

little in the way of support or affection from his Aunt Rebecca 

(Marthe Keller). One of the few things that comforts Aaron is the 

sound of a pack of wolves who howl on the prairies late in the 

night. When a band of farmers attempt to kill the animals, Aaron 

discovers one is still alive and he attempts to nurse the survivor 

back to health. However, while Aaron is happy with his new 

friend, he learns the hard way that keeping a wolf under wraps is 

no easy task. A hidden gem. Superb family movie. A boy is 

orphaned and his only surviving relatives, an ageing aunt and 

uncle, somewhat reluctantly, take him in. The aunt, still traumatised by the death by drowning, years 

earlier, of her own two sons, has little idea how to handle the boy. As if, losing his parents and not 

really feeling welcome in his new home, were not enough, the boy is bullied at school. He seeks 

sanctuary from all of his troubles in the open air, in the company of wolves and particularly in the 

presence of a young wolf whose life he has saved. Burt Reynolds, as the uncle and Jason Priestley, as 

the schoolmaster, are both excellent in unusually tender roles and Marthe Keller is convincing as the 

troubled aunt. But it is a personable and talented young actor of huge potential, Devin Douglas 

Drewitz who steals the show. This young man, who first sprang to prominence in Steven Spielberg's, 

Taken, playing young Charlie Keys, will, God-willing, be around for years to come and will soon get 

the starring role that he deserves. 
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Timeless (1996) 
 

Terry has a lot of responsibilities. Ever since his mother left his 

father, his dad has been drinking his sorrows away, and Terry has 

to support him. In order to keep food on the table, Terry sells 

stolen goods for local hoods and delivers drugs to local dealers. 

Not Kane, but quite aesthetic and even poetic. Although this is 

not, in anyway, a perfect movie, it has some of those intangible 

values that make a movie worth seeing. Probably, the story has 

been told millions of times (suburban boy with drunk father meets 

suburban girl engaged as a hooker by his pimp, an wants to 

liberate her from all that stuff). It's absolutely true that it doesn't 

bring anything new. But the storytelling, the narrative is, I might 

say, if not innovative, at least nice and suggesting. With a low calm 

pace and with some still shots of the city and the sorrounding area 

where the characters roam around, the feeling of the movie is 

quite touching and even aesthetically poetic. This movie attended to Sundance '96 and, as I said, 

really deserves a look if you're finished enjoying that "American Pie" s***. This is serious cinema. 

Might like it or not, but don't be fooled; this may not be Citizen Kane, but it's art, not 

entertainment;-). 
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Timemaster (1995) 
 

Young Jesse (13-year-old Jesse Cameron-Glickenhaus) is traveling 

through time in order to stop some evil virtual reality fight 

managers from parallel universe to destroy Earth. This film made 

no sense. Here's the plot (as far as I could tell) -- There is an 

advanced race of Aliens who have mastered time travel. The only 

use for this these aliens can come up with is apparently for a 

game. They travel to various planets and use its populous as 

pawns in a sort of futuristic game show. They eventually suck the 

life force out of the planet and turn it into a blue liquid that grants 

them eternal life. (I think). Pat Morita is a part of this alien race 

that for some reason forms a bond with this boy. (The reason for 

this is never made clear). This boy somehow realizes what's going 

on and with the help of Pat Morita sets off on a serious of 

adventures. (This part doesn't make much sense either). 

Apparently the end of the game on planet earth will end up in a nuclear war in 2006, so stopping this 

eventually becomes the focus of the plot. (Sorta). Oh, for some reason the boys parents are involved 

in every 'game' throughout history. I think they're alive, but maybe they're dead.. I'm sorry, this 

doesn't make any more sense when trying to relate it. This movie literally makes NO sense. The basic 

premise is pretty neat in theory.. but its like watching every other chapter of a story driven series. At 

no point do you really understand what's going on. Its all just a mess of scenes linked together with 

some sort of time travel/alien game gimmick. I'd highly recommend avoiding this at all costs unless 

you're in need of 90 minutes of pure confusion. What were they thinking? 
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Timepiece (1996) 
 

Set in the 1940's, James Earl Jones as an an old clockmaker faces 

racism and is tried for murder when the racist is killed. However, 

Kevin Kilner comes forward and claims to have commmitted the 

crime in self defense. All the while, Kilner's family life is in disarray 

with various crises including his daughter catching meningitis. If 

you loved The Christmas Box you will love Timepiece. Timepiece is 

one of those movies that you get hooked into. The follow-up to 

The Christmas Box TV-movie does not disappoint, Timepiece is a 

gentle but powerful story. Has a great cast with James Earl Jones 

leading the way.. A must see during the holiday season!!!! 
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Tjorven Och Mysak (1966) 
 

Tjorven and the other children on Saltkråkan got a lekdag a gift. 

Uncle Melker may find themselves falling into the lake several 

times. The children have found an old ship that will be named 

Albertina. They divide themselves into two pirate gangs and 

fighting for wishful stone Mysak. 

Converted from Xvid...Swedish Soundtrack 
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To Dendro Pou Pligoname (The Tree We Hurt) (1986) 
 

The Greek island of Chios, in the north Aegean, 1960's. Without 

really pursuing it, two 10-year-old boys break up their friendship, 

due to an unpleasant incident in the classroom just before the 

summer holidays. They meet up again when Giannis helps 

Vangelis hide from his mother who chases him throughout their 

village. And then their summer begins... From Newsday: On one of 

the last days of the fourth grade, the friendship of two young boys 

suffers a sudden fissure after a humiliating incident at the hands 

of their teacher. For much of the summer, they go their separate 

ways: One of them spends his days helping his mother strip the 

bark from the gum trees, causing them to yield their sap in great 

shiny drops that look like tears. His friend, whom the other kids 

refer to as Cat Strangler, goes his lonely way, trying to elude his 

ferocious mother, who tends to hunt for her son, whip in hand, 

down the village's streets. A chance encounter during one such pursuit reunites the two young boys, 

and the rest of their summer passes in shared adventures and camaraderie. Or as Ennius eloquently 

described it: "To dendro pou pligoname" tells the story of two boys living on the Greek island of 

Chios in 1960, and all we do is follow them through their summer vacation. There is surprisingly little 

on-screen dialogue. Most of this plays out like a silent film with a voice-over narration not (as usual) 

by the adult version of one of the characters, but by the smaller of the two boys, played beautifully 

by Yannis Avdeliodis. There really isn't much of a plot (although there is an on-going Shiloh like 

thread about the boy's dog Immigrant). Instead we watch the kids steal plums and melons, tease 

wasps (in an especially disgusting way!), fight with a gang from the neighboring village, tease the 

village idiot, and of course find a first girlfriend. Over the whole thing, though, hangs the threat of 

violence from the ever present adults. This is 1960's Greece, after all, and we're left wondering 

about that village idiot I mentioned. Who is this confused young man, wandering barefoot through 

the village and dressed in a filthy blue suit? What happened to him? To Dentro Pou Pligoname/The 

Tree We Hurt-A Dimos Avdeliodis film about a fruit giving tree. In a film industry dominated largely 

by a single colossal figure in the form of late filmmaker Theo Angelopoulos, Greek director Dimos 

Avdeliodis has created a unique place for himself as his films are about the world of innocence which 

children experience on their own after numerous bittersweet experiences with elders. His most 

successful film,"Four seasons of the law" has traveled to many countries but for cinema enthusiasts 

'The Tree We Hurt' would always remain the starting point to discover the Greek island of Chios and 

its various seasons. Shot over a capricious summer, this film reveals a world of innocence shattered 

for some children in their school by corporal punishment. It moves at its own pace to reveal a world 

of children and adults with animals, birds, nature and sea. The film bears a strong imprint of Greek 

identity with old chairs, priests with black robes and old dilapidated houses. Dimos Avdeliodis shows 

that children are not just made for mischief as they are shown to earn money in the form of coins 

which they earn by carrying the cross during funerals. As the children's gang grows bigger, there is a 

marked increase in the intensity of their mischievous behavior. For example: a hilarious scene is 

about how small children run for cover after having hurled mud cakes smeared with urine on wasps. 

The entire film is replete with scenes of this kind but in the end getting beaten by elders for 



waywardness and experiences of first love might be counted by viewers as their favorite moments of 

this film. 
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To Sir, With Love (1967) 
 

Idealistic engineer-trainee and his experiences in teaching a group 

of rambunctious white high school students from the slums of 

London's East End. Engineer Mark Thackeray arrives to teach a 

totally undisciplined class at an East End school. Still hoping for a 

good engineering job, he's hopeful that he won't be there long. He 

starts implementing his own brand of classroom discipline: forcing 

the pupils to treat each other with respect. Inevitably he begins 

getting involved in the students' personal lives, and must avoid 

the advances of an amorous student while winning over the class 

tough. What will he decide when the engineering job comes 

through? A Wonderful Film. Sidney Poitier is absolutely superb in 

this film about a novice teacher who prepares a class of uncouth 

youths for adulthood. There are too many wonderful scenes to 

catalogue in this commentary but among the highlights are: his reaction to the naughty chatter of 

the ladies on the bus, his coping with the young lady who has a crush on him, and his complicated 

relationship with the stiffnecked rebel of the class. There are so many positive messages imparted in 

this film and they come across without being heavy-handed. 
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Tom Brown's School Days (1940) 
 

A young boy (17-year-old Jimmy Lydon) starts at Rugby boarding 

school. He is tormented by Flashman, the school bully. Thomas 

Arnold is hired to be the new headmaster at Rugby, whose 

students have acquired a reputation for being wild, disruptive, and 

dishonest. He institutes strict disciplinary policies, and expels 

numerous boys as a result. Many of the teachers, trustees, and 

parents turn against him. Squire Brown, his most vocal supporter, 

decides to send his own son Tom to Rugby as a demonstration of 

confidence. Tom soon learns that the school is plagued by bullies, 

and he is frequently targeted by them. He and the other boys are 

hindered, though, by an unwritten understanding that none of 

them will ever report the misdeeds of another to the authorities. 

Young Tom Brown tests his mettle at a tough British Public school. 

Pinch-penny version of the oft-filmed fictionalized memoir (rushed 

out by RKO to pick up any GOODBYE, MR CHIPS backsplash) is 

remarkably clear-eyed in detailing the petty (and not so petty) sadism of British "public" schools, as 

well as its harrowing ostracism, despair & loneliness. Thomas Arnold's 19th century school reforms 

are alluded to, but neither dramatized nor properly integrated into the dorm dungeon life which the 

reliable director Robert Stevenson unintentionally (?) exposes. A good cast mixes real Brits like 

Cedric Hardwicke & Freddie Bartholomew with Yankee ringers who come off better than you might 

expect. Especially the Flashman, played by DEAD END kid Billy Halop, who makes a convincingly 

threatening top boy. Added bonus value: dig those musical lifts from Verdi's FALSTAFF in Anthony 

Collins' score. And you might want to try this out on a HARRY POTTER fan who wants to know where 

schools like Hogwarts come from. No quidditch field, but the school is called Rugby. 
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Tom Brown's Schooldays (1951) 
 

A young boy (12-year-old John Howard Davies) starts at Rugby 

boarding school. He is tormented by Flashman (20-year-old John 

Forrest), the school bully. A faithful rendition of the Thomas 

Hughes book of life at the famed Rugby School for Boys in 1834, 

when Dr. Thomas Arnold, headmaster, was trying to alleviate the 

brutality of the 'hazing system' which was supposed to make men 

of the young boys, but which actually was a mask for passionate, 

unregenerate cruelty. The primary story has Tom Brown ragged 

continually by one particularly brutal upper-class-man, Flashman. 

Tom's bravery and school-spirited silence gains him Arnold's 

admiration. An interesting insight into Englands Public Schools 

history. The film follows the trials and tribulations of a young 

schoolboy, Tom Brown, who is sent to Rugby public school. Here 

he is looked after on arrival by "Scud" East (15-year-old John 

Charlesworth) who becomes his friend. East helps the young Brown to make his way through the 

initiations that each newcomer is expected to undergo. They include Singing in the Hall whilst being 

pelted with all manner of small objects, and also the tradition of "fagging" - this means running 

errands and doing small jobs for the 6th Formers. The school bully, Flashman, although only being a 

5th Former forces the younger boys to undertake these "fagging" tasks, failure on their part usually 

resulting in some kind of punishment. One of these is "Roasting' - the young boy being held against a 

hearth where an open fire singes their legs. Tom is forced to undergo this treatment. Shortly 

afterwards he and East rebel against Flashman and a fight ensues with the two younger boys 

emerging victorious. This puts an end to the bullying. All in all a very watchable film. Of course the 

discipline endured by the boys at Rugby in the 1830's is long gone. Maybe it a loss to modern 

society, of course we will never know. Recommended viewing. With 11-year-old Glyn Dearman [as 

Arthur] & 14-year-old Ben Aris [as Tadpole]. 
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Tom Thumb (1958) 
 

The Forest Queen grants the wish of Jonathan, the woodcutter, 

and his wife, Anna. The perfect movie for kids? When I was a kid, 

this was among my favourite movies. The story of an old couple 

who are finally granted a wish to have a son, only to find he is just 

as tall as a thumb, is heartwarming and funny. And the naive 

character of the boy, the clumsy and funny villains, the comic 

relief characters, all together make this an enchanting tale for 

kids. But for me, the highlight of the entire movie was the yawning 

man. There were lots of funny setpieces (dancing shoes, a 

romantic sub plot) to extend the length of the movie, which would 

otherwise have lasted only half an hour or so, but this one stands 

out in my mind even today: The animated puppet that sings a 

yawning song, which makes Tom fall asleep. The song was so 

good, I have never forgotten it, and better yet: It worked. It was 

incredibly hard for my entire family not to yawn - not because of 

boredom, but because there are few things as infective as 

yawning. So while Harry Potter may be the kiddie-movie of the 

moment, full of expensive special effects and a world famous 

franchise, it is hard to beat this old classic with the one thing that 

Harry Potter lacks: A soul. Few other kid's movies managed that. 

Watch "Jack and the Beanstalk" (with Gene Kelly), or a few of the 

old Czech fairy tale movies (Salt prince, Cinderella with Hazelnuts), 

and you won't be disappointed. They all had what most ultra-slick 

kid's movies lack. 
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Tonka (A Horse Named Comanche) (1958) 
 

In Dakota territory in the 1870s, White Bull, a young Sioux, proves 

his manhood by catching and training a wild colt he names Tonka. 

When a cruel cousin claims the horse as the privilege of rank, 

White Bull lets Tonka go. The horse ends up in the hands of a 

captain in the US cavalry about the time that Sitting Bull gathers 

the tribes to confront the growing US presence, epitomized by the 

bigoted General Custer. All paths, including those of White Bull 

and Tonka, lead to the confluence of the Little and Big Horn rivers. 

A Colorful family movie. A real wholesome movie, especially from 

the perspective of the American-Indian. If not mistaken, back 

when this was released it was meant to be a Sal Mineo vehicle. 

Mineo plays White Bull, a young boy coming to grips with 

becoming a man. Others of note in this scenic drama are Joy Page, 

Rafael Campos, Slim Pickens and John War Eagle. Doubtful you would watch this more than once. 
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Tony 10 (2012) 
 

A family film which tells the unlikely and timeless story about 

almost 10-year-old Tony (Faas Wijn), whose father rises from 

being a crane driver to Secretary of State. As a result his parents 

get divorced and Tony does everything he can to bring them back 

together. He even calls in the help of the queen. In the best (new) 

Dutch film tradition, Tony-10 is a beautiful film about a very 

unusual subject. After taking over a crane company, Tony's father 

is appointed secretary of state. This in itself is a very unusual story 

line, but it becomes much weirder (in a good way). Since Tony's 

father is away from home a lot, Tony starts to suspect that his 

father is in love. With the queen, that is. Tony decides to pay the 

queen a visit and tell her how he feels. He breaks in into her 

palace and finds her training on the ping-pong table. From that 

point on, there is a lot of charming interaction between Tony and 

the queen when they work together trying to straighten things out. The story evolves around the 

divorce of Tony's parents (of which he blames the queen) and has a lot of very beautiful, deeply 

touching moments. The queen is played by a charming Anette Malherbe. This actress, being the wife 

of Dutch film-maker Alex van Warmerdam, knows how to behave naturally in a bizarre story and 

puts down a wonderful performance. The young boy who plays Tony (Faas Wijn) also does a 

wonderful job. Throughout the story he is very credible, though being in an incredible story. The 

story is supported by great performances of Tony's mother and teacher. In short: go see this film, it's 

brilliant. 
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Tooth Fairy 2 (2012) 
 

When dreamer Larry Guthrie (Larry the Cable Guy) loses his first 

love to the town hot shot, he decides to win her back by 

volunteering to help the local children at her after school 

program. But when Larry accidentally tells the kids that the tooth 

fairy is make believe, he is soon transformed into a tutu clad fairy 

with a sentence of collecting teeth. Surprisingly Enjoyable. I was 

looking for a funny, undemanding movie; something that would 

cheer up someone recovering from an illness, for instance. "Tooth 

Fairy 2" fits the bill. I am not a huge fan of Larry the Cable Guy, but 

he does a nice job here working as a "temp" tooth fairy. He winds 

up drenched in pink (not his favorite color) but manages to 

graduate from a tutu to overalls. The pink baseball cap is a nice 

touch. Not only does Larry have a tight deadline to meet with 

regards to collecting teeth, but he has to win his girlfriend back and convince a kid to believe in the 

Tooth Fairy again. Does he accomplish all this? Let's just say everything ends happily. This isn't 

Citizen Kane, but if you're in the mood for it this movie is a lot of fun. Recommended. 
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Tora! Tora! Tora! (1970) 
 

A dramatization of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the 

series of American blunders that allowed it to happen. In 1941 the 

Japanese are at odds with the United States on a number of issues 

which they are attempting to resolve via their Washington 

embassy. In case this diplomacy fails, the military are hatching 

plans for a surprise early Sunday morning air attack on the U.S. 

base at Pearl Harbour. American intelligence is breaking the 

Japanese diplomatic messages but few high-ups are prepared to 

believe that an attack is likely, let alone where or how it might 

come. Excellent, if not one of the best documentary style movies 

of all time, as told from both sides, of the event that plunged the 

United States into the Second World War. This movie reigns supreme over it's 2001 version Pearl 

Harbor which is really a fictional love story confined within a true conflict. Tora Tora Tora is based on 

actual events leading up to this avoidable tragedy, notably the bureaucratic bungling and 

complacency from the top down which allowed the Japanese attack to succeed. Throughout this 

well done production, the story in true chronological sequence shifts between the two opposing 

sides with full subtitles giving the role played by each leading actor. The viewer is given a clear 

concise unfolding of events with the part of the code-breakers importantly emphasized. The attack is 

quite breathtaking in parts with several scenes closely resembling or being actual footage taken. 

Ironically the breaking of the Japanese naval code by U.S. Intelligence gave the Americans every 

opportunity to correctly contemplate the next move of their adversary, but a desire for utmost 

secrecy by the Roosevelt Administration and the top brass of the Navy and Army restricted the 

transmission of clear and proper communications necessary for the Pearl Harbor commanders, 

Admiral Kimmel and General Short to make sound objective judgments regarding their respective 

commands. Both men were treated shabbily by their superiors in the aftermath of the attack, were 

relieved of their command, and for decades thereafter had to endure the shame and responsibility 

placed on them in allowing this occurrence to happen. This movie does a lot to exonerate them from 

their part in this terrible disaster. P.S. I had the great honor of meeting bugler Richard Fiske 

personally, (USS West Virginia) with a colleague of mine when we visited Pearl Harbor in March 

1997, (plus autograph), and had our photo taken with him. It is one of my enduring photos of this 

great sailor who gave his time unselfishly as a volunteer survivor, at the base, to give two second 

generation Australians the respect of knowing that we met a man who belonged to a nation which 

contributed to the success of winning the Pacific War. 
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Total Eclipse (1995) 
 

The self-destructive relationship between 19th-century teenage 

French poet Arthur Rimbaud (20-year-old Leonardo DiCaprio) and 

his older mentor Paul Verlaine. In 1871, Paul Verlaine (1844-1896), 

an established poet, invites boy genius Arthur Rimbaud (1854-

1891) to live with Paul and his young pregnant wife, Mathiltde, in 

her father's home in Paris. Rimbaud's uncouth behavior disrupts 

the household as well as the insular society of French poets, but 

Verlaine finds the youth invigorating. Stewed in absinthe and 

resentment, Verlaine abuses Mathiltde; he and Rimbaud become 

lovers and abandon her. There are reconciliations and partings 

with Mathiltde and partings and reconciliations with Rimbaud, 

until an 1873 incident with a pistol sends one of them to prison. 

Codas dramatize the poets' final meeting and last illnesses. "Total 

Eclipses" narrates the romance that is born among the poets Paul 

Verlaine (David Thewlis, in a courageous and excellent 

performance, Thewlis plays strong scenes with experience and professionalism) and Arthur Rimbaud 

(Leonardo Di Caprio, before being thrown to the Hollywood's stardom in "Titanic"). The film 

documents, without make-ups, Paul Verlaine's slow destruction, a man who is consumed by the love 

and hate that he fells for Rimbauld. Director Agniezka Holland accomplished a touching and 

beautiful work, counting with a perfect plasticity that reconstitutes the time and the romance 

among the two men in a detailed way and without shame, what can, in fact, shock Di Caprio's fans in 

some delicate moments. Even being a little slow in a lot of parts of the story, "Total Eclipse" is 

efficient when its seen as a drama that lectures about the difficulty of being homosexual, but besides 

this topic, it analyzes what happens when people abdicate of their happiness and suffer due to social 

conventions, and finally it ends up in a intelligent conclusion: that only through the courage and 

through the love it's possible not only to break such barriers but also to achieve redemption. 

Director Agnieszka Holland conducts with experience a story that, in the hands of another director, 

could be reduced into a common and not very innovative denominator, and the lenses of her 

camera shows, without make-ups and courts to alleviate the impact of the scenes, the whole 

suffering, the prejudice and the pain that marks the relationship between Rimbaud and Verlaine. 

The two poets' love is realistically developed by Holland, starting by the friendship, in which the two 

writers begin to know important things about theirselves and discover that they have a lot in 

common, in terms that both are unhappy with the path their lives acquired, the doubts, the fears 

and the frustrations, till the beginning of the romance. The scene in which the first kiss happens, 

when Rimbauld seduces Verlaine and tries to get closer to him and ease his nervousness, is strong, 

touching and beautiful, this decisive and provocative part is filmed and written in a sweet and 

human way. The focus that the production gives to the story, therefore, is natural and realistic, what 

can scare many people away of the box-offices for the context declaredly homosexual of the story. 

"Total Eclipse" explores and studies the relationship without making concessions and without 

allowing any demagogy or fear. There are rough scenes such as the one in which Thewlis is tirelessly 

sodomized by Di Caprio, there are moments of fondness when the two kiss each other, but in the 

same way the sick and morbid aspect of the relationship is expressed, when, for example, Rimbauld 



stabs Rimbaud's hand to prove his love. Being a heterosexual, I concluded that, instead of adopting a 

dogmatic and racist posture, it would be better if I could appreciate the film not as just another plot 

about two gay guys who are in love but I tried to enlarge my point of view, understanding that the 

film was, actually, a simple feeble love history marked by the suffering and resignation. Thus, I 

recommend "Total Eclipse" as an intelligent and efficient drama, a work that deserves to be 

applauded by its initiative and courage, for the excellent performances and for the safe and kind 

work by Agnieszka Holland, who tells a love story in a distressing and realist form. "Total Eclipses" is 

rated for strong sexuality and nudity, language, and some startling violence and it runs 111 minutes. 
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Toto Le Héros (Totò The Hero) (Toto Der Held) (1991) 
 

Thomas (Thomas Godet) and Alfred (Hugo Harold-Harrison) were 

born around the same time; a fire in the nursery had nurses 

scrambling to save the newborns. Because he felt that he 

deserved Alfred's good fortune at being born into a wealthy 

family, Thomas conceives the idea that he and Alfred were 

switched at birth, and he can't help seeing that his unhappiness 

should be Alfred's, from the loss of his sister to his inability to 

have a relationship with the woman Evelyne. So, as his life is 

ending, he formulates a plan of revenge against his bitter enemy, 

his lifetime adversary, the man who stole his existence. This movie 

is sheer visual poetry. Although it is in subtitles and I don't speak a 

lick of French, I found myself not needing to read the subtitles as 

the visuals told the entire story. This is rather impressive, as the 

story is very complicated. It tells the tale of one man's life by 

interweaving four different elements of his life: Childhood, Middle-Age, Old-Age, and a Film Noir 

Fantasy World. To give it even more of a chance of being confusing, these elements are not shown 

chronologically. However, "Toto..." is not confusing at all. It pulls off this complicated plot 

beautifully. This movie truly is a Modern Day Classic!! DVD? When? Criterion Edition! 
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Touch The Sun: Devil's Hill (1988) 
 

City boy Sam's (Cameron Atkins) mother falls ill, and he is sent to 

stay with his cousins (Alexander Jacobs) on a remote farm in 

Tasmania. He is bored and lonely until a missing cow leads the kids 

on an exciting adventure in the Tasmanian wilderness. 
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Touch The Sun: Peter & Pompey (Peter & Pompey) (1988) 
 

The fate of a young Australian boy (Clayton Williamson) is 

somehow linked with that of a young Roman boy (Aaron 

Ferguson) who had traveled to Australia by ship during the time of 

the Roman Emperor, Nero. 
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Touching Wild Horses (2002) 
 

After a car accident that claimed his father and sister's lives and 

left his mother in a coma, a young man (14-year-old Mark Rendall) 

is sent to live with his reclusive aunt (Jane Seymour) on Sable 

Island, a world-renowned wild horse preserve. Mark, 

approximately 10-years-old, goes to live with his aunt Fiona, a 

crabby loner. Fiona, a naturalist, lives on an island and studies 

horses. Fiona takes over Mark's education. As their relationship 

matures, Mark and Fiona face a crisis: one of the island's wild 

horses has been orphaned. The foal will not survive without their 

help, yet they are forbidden from interfering in the horses' lives. 

An excellent family drama. I saw this movie yesterday at the 

Sprockets Film Festival in Toronto and it was excellent. It was an 

amazing family drama that made you laugh and cry. A very 

enjoyable movie for the entire family to sit down to and enjoy 

together. This movie teaches life lessons that all children should be taught. Although it had a very 

small cast, EVERY single person in that cast was EXTREMELY talented, no matter how big or small 

their roles were. Perfect movie, perfect cast, perfect directing, perfect writing... perfect 

EVERYTHING!! 
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Tower Of London (1962) 
 

The twisted Richard III is haunted by the ghosts of those he has 

murdered in his attempt to become the King of England. On the 

death of his brother King Edward IV, Richard of Gloucester 

conspires to get the throne for himself. The late King had two 

young sons, his heir, Edward V (14-year-old Eugene Mazzola) and 

the younger Prince Richard (11-year-old Donald Losby), but they 

are not of age and so names his other brother, Clarence as Lord 

Protector of the Realm. Gloucester soon kills his younger brother 

but is haunted by his ghost and what he has done. As he continues 

to kill those around him, Gloucester is haunted by those he has 

betrayed hearing voices and slowly descending into madness. He 

spreads rumors that the late King's two sons are illegitimate and 

therefore not eligible to ascend to the throne. He assassinates the 

young princes and is crowned King Richard III. The ghosts from his 

past have the final say however. Vincent Price Reigns Supreme! 

Roger Corman's "Tower of London" of 1962 is a great piece of 

Historical Horror and a fantastic depiction of madness, that has 

enriched the world of cinema with yet another magnificent 

performance by the incomparable Vincent Price. Vincent Price was 

in two films named "Tower of London" that dealt with the reign and villainy of Richard III, the other 

being Rowland V. Lee's great Historical Drama of 1939 in which, as a young actor, he played the 

supporting role of the Duke of Clarence alongside fellow icons Basil Rathbone and Boris Karloff. 

Personally, I first saw this 1962 film by Corman several years before first watching the 1939 film. 

Though both films are great, I must say that I still prefer this one. Unlike the 1939 film, this film is an 

actual Horror film, which focuses strongly on the King's madness and Horror elements. The reasons 

why I prefer this film (which is officially a remake, but very different to the 1939 version), are the 

Horror elements and the unspeakably intense and creepy atmosphere, but mainly the incredible on-

screen persona of Vincent Price, whom I would call my favorite actor of all-time. Basil Rathbone was 

great in the role of the villainous king, but Price is sublime. The character is way more insane in this 

film. The cold-blooded, calculating villain King Richard of the 1939 film has become an equally 

villainous and murderous, but incalculable madman, haunted by the victims of his bloody path to 

kingship. Director Corman and star Price are always a great combination, as proved by their other 

collaborations, the brilliant Edgar Allan Poe adaptations which mark the peak of both men's careers. 

Films such as "Pit and the Pendulum" (1961, also starring the wonderful Barbara Steele, my favorite 

actress of all-time), "The Haunted Palace" (1963, which is actually the adaptation of an H.P. 

Lovecraft Story) of "The Masque of the Red Death" (1964) range among the greatest Horror films 

ever made. This is yet another magnificent collaboration of Price and Corman. Price gives a 

magnificent portrayal of madness and villainy in what is one of his most diabolical roles. The only 

film in which he plays an even more despicable character is Michael Reeves' 1968 masterpiece 

"Witchfinder General", and I would rate the role of Prince Prospero in Corman's own "Masque of the 

Red Death" on quite the same level of evilness as his role here. "Tower of London" has many 

macabre moments including several downright nasty torture scenes. As in all his Vincent Price films, 



Corman creates a genuinely creepy atmosphere, this being the only black-and-white film the two did 

together. Michael Pate plays the role of Richard's loyal and unscrupulous helper on his way to 

power, basically the role that the great Boris Karloff (another favorite actor of mine) played in the 

1939 film. While Karloff played a cruel, but relatively simple-minded executioner loyal to his master 

Richard, the character 'Sir Ratcliffe' played by Pate is a devilishly cunning snake who isn't far behind 

Richard in devilish ingenuity. The settings are magnificent, and very similar to those in the 1939 film 

(though the photography is gloomier) it sometimes looks as if the same settings were used. Parts of 

the battle sequences from the 1939 film were edited into this one. Overall, this is an amazing film 

with another brilliant leading performance from the immortal Vincent Price. A must-see for all 

Horror fans! 
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Town Hall Party (1952) 
 

The Collins Kids...An hourly country & western variety music and 

barn dance show, originating from Los Angeles and featuring live 

performances from many of the top country performers of the 

1950's. Town Hall Party was the most popular country and 

western variety music show in Southern California during the 

1950's. Broadcast from a theater in the Compton suburb of Los 

Angeles that was converted to look like a barn, it began in 1951 as 

a radio barn dance on KFI radio in Compton, becoming a television 

show in 1953, when KFI started feeding the one-hour show to the 

NBC Network. Later, Armed Forces Television filmed it for 

overseas showing. Thirty-nine half-hour versions were filmed by 

Screen Gems for syndication showings around the world and these 

continued for several years after the show ended in 1961. Many 

country stars whose careers blossomed in the 1960's were featured on the show, such as Buck 

Owens, Lefty Frizzell, and Johnny Cash. Later episodes of the show also featured such rock n' roll 

luminaries as Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran. The Collins Kids are an American rockabilly duo 

featuring siblings Lawrencine "Lorrie" Collins (born May 7, 1942) and her younger brother Lawrence 

"Larry" Collins (born October 4, 1944). Their hits in the 1950s as youngsters, such as "Hop, Skip and 

Jump", "Beetle Bug Bop" and "Hoy Hoy", were geared towards children, but their infectious singing 

and playing crossed over generations. Larry, a lightning-fingered guitar whiz at age 10, was known 

for playing a double-neck Mosrite guitar like his mentor, Joe Maphis. They became regular 

performers on Town Hall Party in 1954 and on Tex Ritter's Ranch Party television series from 1956 to 

1959. The Collins continued to perform together in the mid-1960s, appearing as regulars on the 

Canadian music program Star Route and making a guest appearance on the September 8, 1965 

edition of Shindig! Larry wrote a number of well-known songs including "Delta Dawn", "You're the 

Reason God Made Oklahoma", "Tulsa Turnaround"; some in partnership with songwriter Alexander 

Harvey (not to be confused with Scottish rocker Alex Harvey). The duo reunited for a rockabilly 

revival concert in England in 1993 and continue to perform. They appeared at Dick Dickerson's 

Guitar Geek Festival in Anaheim, California on January 19, 2008, with a new addition to the band: 

their nephew, Dakota Serge, playing upright bass. Six shows by the Collins Kids at "Town Hall Party" 

filmed back in 1958. 

These are the songs performed on each occasion: 

October 4, 1958: 

01 Introduction by Jay Stewart 

02 Blue Blue Day 

03 Bird Dog 

04 Make Him Behave 

05 Blues Medley 



06 High School Confidential 

October 11, 1958: 

07 (Let's Have a) Party 

08 Great Balls Of Fire 

November 1, 1958: 

09 Blue Moon of Kentucky 

10 Chantilly Lace 

11 Bird Dog 

12 Rock Boppin'Baby 

13 Shake A Hand 

14 Great Balls Of Fire 

15 Blues Medley 

November 8, 1958: 

16 Make Him Behave 

17 Chantilly Lace 

18 Shake, Rattle And Rock 

November 15, 1958: 

19 I Got Stung 

20 Great Balls Of Fire 

21 Chantilly Lace 

22 Blues Medley 

December 13, 1958: 

23 Blue Moon of Kentucky 

24 Chantilly Lace 

25 Problems 
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Traffic (2000) 
 

A conservative judge is appointed by the President to spearhead 

America's escalating war against drugs, only to discover that his 

teenage daughter is an addict. A modern day look at America's 

war on drugs told through four separate stories that are 

connected in one way or another. A conservative judge who's just 

been appointed as the US drug czar learns that his teenage honor 

student daughter is a drug addict. A beautiful trophy wife 

struggles to save her wealthy husband's drug business, while two 

DEA agents protect a witness with inside knowledge of the 

spouse's business. In Mexico, a slightly corrupt, yet dedicated cop 

struggles with his conscience when he learns that his new boss 

may not be the anti-drug official he made himself out to be. 

Soderbergh's best film is a thrilling ride. The film more than 

delivers on every level and is certainly a lock for Best Picture of the 

year. Soderbergh has been on an astonishing roll, demonstrating exceptional versatility in his choice 

of genres and tremendous agility in balancing artistry with entertainment. He's been America's most 

consistently brilliant and unpredictable filmmaker for the last decade, and Traffic is the culminating 

work of his career. First and foremost, it's a richly entertaining epic that recalls the great works of 

the 1970s, when directors like Robert Altman and Francis Ford Coppola engaged mass audiences 

with works of genuine substance. Soderbergh works on a larger canvass than he's ever done before, 

bouncing several characters and plot-lines against and off each other, so that images and themes 

rhyme and echo. Although the subject matter is drug trafficking, this is not an "issues" movie per se. 

Instead, it's a profoundly affecting dramatic thriller where the destructive forces of drugs cut across 

different sections of society. What's most impressive about the direction is how Soderbergh 

manages to avoid both sentimentalizing and moralizing about drugs. As with Erin Brockovich, there's 

a graceful absence of self-importance and bombast in the presentation. However, this doesn't mean 

the film lacks a strong point of view. Stylistically, this film represents a major breakthrough. 

Soderbergh shot the film himself (under the pseudonym Peter Andrews) and Traffic takes all of his 

past experiments with color, available light, and hand-held work light-years beyond The Limey and 

Out of Sight. He has created a brilliant style that could best characterized as expressionistic 

naturalism. His loose hand-held style lends the film an extremely spontaneous realistic tone, but the 

modifications of color amplify the drama. Each storyline has its own distinct look that accentuates 

the emotions underlining the film. (The Mexico story involving Benicio Del Toro is told in earthy 

saturated yellows, the story of Michael Douglas and his daughter Erika Christensen is told in an 

aquarium blue, while the Catherine Zeta-Jones, Luis Guzman-Don Cheadle story gets a natural 

available light look). In addition to being visually striking and cool in a completely unpretentious 

manner, Soderbergh's camera technique transcends mere virtuosity and actually becomes another 

character in the film. As usual with Soderbergh, the film is edited with musical verve and skill, where 

time is collapsed and expanded, and characters are seen reflecting on past actions. I've been remiss 

in not discussing the acting earlier. This film has an amazing ensemble cast where everybody is 

working at the top of their game. However, Benicio Del Toro definitely stands out with the 

breakthrough performance. I don't think it's accidental that the movie begins and ends with shots of 



him. He plays Javier Rodriguez, a Mexican police officer caught in a futile and corrupt system, and it's 

as compelling of a character as Michael Corleone. Del Toro is exceptionally relaxed and subtle, 

keeping his thoughts and feelings private from the other characters in the films, but sharing it with 

the camera. Del Toro navigates the audience through a world of impossible choices and moral 

corruption, quietly simmering with intense conflict just beneath the surface. Benicio's been an indie 

stalwart for years, but this film should shoot his stock through the roof. If there's justice in this 

world, he'll be rewarded with Best Actor Awards aplenty. Michael Douglas is also terrific, adding 

another strong performance to his gallery of flawed men in power. He shows genuine fear and 

vulnerability in a harrowing scene in which he searches for his daughter in a drug dealer's den. I've 

never seen Erika Christensen before, but she makes an impressive debut. Don Cheadle and Luis 

Guzman (they should star as a team in every movie!) are as loose, limber and spontaneous as ever, 

providing plenty of comic relief as well as keeping it real. Catherine Zeta-Jones takes a complete 180 

from her past roles and admirably plays against her looks, appearing very pregnant while thrown 

into gritty surroundings. Dennis Quaid is appropriately slimy as a corrupt lawyer. Anyway, film geeks 

and anybody else starved for a genuine piece of filmmaking should breathe a sigh of relief and give 

thanks that Soderbergh has come to save the day. 
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Trap Skateboards Denmark Twins (2011) 
 

Skateboarding demonstration by twins Andreas & Simon 

Pederson. 
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Traveller (1997) 
 

A young man, Pat, visits the clan of gypsy-like grifters (Irish 

Travellers) in rural North Carolina from whom he is descended. He 

is at first rejected, but cousin Bokky takes him on as an apprentice. 

Pat learns the game while Bokky falls in love and desires a 

different life. Sometimes wonder if I saw the same film. After 

reviewing the comments found here, I find myself wondering if 

the film I've seen four or five times could possibly be the same one 

described in several of the reviews here. "Thinly disguised 

agendas, unrealistic plot lines, uncertain performances." I don't 

understand the issues here. Traveller is a fine movie, worthy of 

much wider exposure than it ever received. The performances by 

Paxton, Marguiles and Wahlberg are all top notch, and rate among 

the finest work I've seen any of the three produce. James 

Gammon's performance is a tremendous character piece and even those who don't like "Traveller" 

should watch that with spellbound interest. (Ebert's Stanton-Walsh rule should apply here.) The 

script could use a little tightening in places it's true. And I will agree that I would have liked to see 

more of the back woods life, but that's a selfish interest and not something that was integral to the 

success of the film. We see that old home life in every shade of Paxton's performance. He carries it 

with him constantly, only letting go of it in brief moments with Marguiles. Wahlberg's performance 

is described elsewhere as "uncertain." In my mind, that's the point. Pat is uncertain. That's the 

performance. That's the character. That's acting. He never knows where he stands. He rarely if ever 

knows what he wants, let alone what he'll be able to possess. This movie tries to be a lot of things. 

And it succeeds in most. It is a road movie, a romance, a con, a story of failed redemption and more. 

It's a North Carolinian mafia movie. Sure it's not "The Godfather." But it ain't "Mobsters" either. 
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Treasure Island (1999) 
 

Young Jim Hawkins (15-year-old Kevin Zegers) is the only one who 

can successfully get a schooner to a legendary Island known for 

buried Treasure. But aboard the ship is a mysterious cook named 

John Silver, whose true motivation on the journey challenges Jim's 

trust in the entire crew. A Very Enjoyable Movie With An 

Interesting Twist! This film does not stray from the original story 

until the boat lands on Treasure Island! It was a bit shocking at 

first, but Long John Silver's (Jack Palance) and Jim Hawkins' (Kevin 

Zegers) superb acting makes this a very enjoyable fantasy to 

watch! This is a story of two very elderly men and a very capable 

teenage boy! Jim Hawkins, while polite, is incredibly resilient and 

thinks very fast on his feet. And Long John Silver is not some evil 

minion, but a man of honor who believes in democracy, no less! 

My hats off to the filmmakers for having the courage to re-

interpret a classic in such a dramatic fashion. It certainly makes you think about Treasure Island in a 

totally different way! 
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Treasure Planet (2002) 
 

A Disney animated version of "Treasure Island". The only 

difference is that the film is set in outer space with alien worlds 

and other galactic wonders. A futuristic twist on Robert Louis 

Stevenson's Treasure Island, Treasure Planet follows restless teen 

Jim Hawkins on a fantastic journey across the universe as cabin 

boy aboard a majestic space galleon. Befriended by the ship's 

charismatic cyborg cook, John Silver, Jim blossoms under his 

guidance and shows the makings of a fine shipmate as he and the 

alien crew battle a supernova, a black hole, and a ferocious space 

storm. But even greater dangers lie ahead when Jim discovers that 

his trusted friend Silver is actually a scheming pirate with mutiny 

on his mind. Worth more than the credit everyone gives it. 

Upfront, I thoroughly enjoyed this movie beyond what I thought I 

would take from it. Being an animation major I can thoroughly 

pick apart most movies, especially what Disney puts out now-a-days. Unfortunately for their movie 

Treasure Planet, either it was ahead of itself ambitiously, or it was rumors that spread like wildfire 

(when it was being released) that killed it. Actually, that's why I didn't see this film until very 

recently, because of everyone's (and mine at the time) prejudice against Disney features springing 

up amongst way too many viewers, and especially for this film. I believed them that this film was 

terrible, and subsequently never got to see it until a week ago. Man, everyone was wrong. I'll be 

honest, and give it its weak points: The main character (Jim) is quite blank and not very well 

developed. Which is bad because an audience cannot connect to a flat, central character. Secondly, 

the CG (although very well stylized) I think didn't mesh as well with the 2D animation as it should 

have. Other than that...you might pick apart a few other things about the movie (and no, the 

dialouge isn't that bad. it's a G rated movie...it's not supposed to be incredibly complex). Treasure 

Planet keeps pretty tight in line with the original classic, "Treasure Island", even when softening it 

down for a younger audience. I grew up with that story, and had no problem with the adaptation in 

Planet. Also, this film contains two masterfully animated characters, John Silver and Dr. Dilbert 

Doppler (animated by two masters, Glen Keane and Sergio Pablos, respectively). If you're an 

animation enthusiast, these two are gold to watch (especially the pencil tests in the special features 

on the DVD). This whole review is a little long-winded, but in closing, this movie is more than what 

was said of it. If anything dealt the killing blow in this movie failing at the box office, it was 

everyone's bad word for it. Not true. Please see for yourself! 
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Treasures Of The Snow (1980) 
 

This film is based on the best-selling book by well-known 

children's author Patricia St. John. High in the Swiss Alps, Lucien 

(Paul Dean), a lonely, frightened boy of 13-years-old, suffers from 

feelings of guilt because he caused the little boy Dani (Timothy 

Fleetwood) to fall off a cliff. Lucien finds himself an outcast with 

his family, school friends, and especially the very hostile Annette, 

sister of the fallen boy. Impelled to escape, the fugitive boy finds 

peace high up in the forest, where he meets an old woodcarver 

who encourages him so that he begins to have hope. But when 

rejection comes again, he discovers the hard way that a price has 

to be paid for forgiveness before there can be any reconciliation. 

To err is human, to forgive is... Miffed in a simple childhood 

squabble, Lucien releases his pain through that ageless game of 

"tease the little kid"-- only this tease, like so many others, results 

in serious hurt to Dani, the "little kid". What follows is a unique portrayal of healing. The viewer is 

constantly called to wonder just what hurt is being healed: Dani's limp? Lucien's broken spirit? an old 

father's family or Marie's unforgiving attitude? With an heroic climax aided by providential 

intervention, the cold snowy heart is melted; a believable finale plays, well orchestrated, through he 

lives of all involved; children and adults come to grips with the power of divine forgiveness... Good 

drama, excellent theme, marvelous setting and natural scenery make this one highly recommended. 
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Trick 'r Treat (2007) 
 

Four interwoven stories that occur on Halloween: An everyday 

high school principal has a secret life as a serial killer; a college 

virgin might have just met the one guy for her; a group of 

teenagers pull a mean prank; a woman who loathes the night has 

to contend with her holiday-obsessed husband. Like giving 

poisoned candy to a baby - only the baby wants more! Just when 

it looked like the anthology movie was dead, along comes 

Director/Writer Michael Dougherty's Trick 'r Treat to not only 

breathe new life into this overlooked format, but also firmly 

establish itself as one of the best films to keep on the shelf and 

revisit each Halloween – if the folks at Warner Bros. ever decide to 

release it, either in theaters or to DVD. Selected to close out 

Montreal's 2009 Fantasia film fest, Trick 'r Treat spins five 

intertwined tales featuring an assortment of classic critters and 

creeps, with each interlocking story carrying its own "Twilight 

Zone"-type twist. The single constant throughout is Sam (Quinn Lord), a mysterious diminutive 

munchkin dressed in a pajama jumper and sporting a burlap sack for a head with buttons for eyes, 

who appears briefly in each segment and takes center stage in the final story. Borrowing a visual 

style from the classic EC horror comics, Dougherty deploys vintage on-screen graphic call-outs like 

"Later" or "Meanwhile" to let the audience know which scenes are running in order, concurrently, or 

previously in the film's timeline, which comes full circle at its conclusion, ending where it began. 

With exquisite art direction by Tony Wohlgemuth and lush visuals by cinematographer Glenn 

MacPherson (2008's Rambo, Final Destination) the segments tell the tales of a young wife who can't 

wait to ditch the trappings of Halloween, even though the film's mythology says it's taboo to blow 

out a pumpkin before midnight; a sinister school principal and single dad with a nefarious agenda 

planned for trick-or-treaters; a young virgin nervously seeking her first time with her pack of 

girlfriends; a group of kids in quest of the truth behind a local urban legend; and an aging recluse 

with a tortured soul who finds his quiet Halloween night rudely interrupted by Sam. Dougherty, 

whose last major credit was as co-screenwriter of Superman Returns, invokes a spirit of childhood 

fun borne from hours spent burrowing through editions of EC Comics, Warren Publishing's Eerie and 

Creepy, and DC's House of Mystery to create a fun, rollicking ride that is rare in movies today. The 

sad aspect of this is that while Trick 'r Treat has been enjoying a positive response from the festival 

circuit, it's still a guess as to when this gem will be released. While the month of October would be a 

no-brainer, the movie was originally targeted for a 2007 release, only to see that get pushed back 

again and again. It's a shame for such a fine film to languish on the shelf, only to be seen by a select 

few at sympathetic festivals, for Trick 'r Treat is virtually an instant classic of the genre, even if its 

only audience exposure ends up being via direct-to-DVD. 
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True Adolescents (2009) 
 

Craig Johnson's poised and poignant first feature follows Sam 

(Mark Duplass), an, unbeknownst to him, washed-up rocker in the 

early stages of haggard. Jobless and apartment-less, he crashes 

with his aunt (a compassionate Melissa Leo) as a last resort and 

becomes reluctant camping-trip chaperone to her teenage son 

and a pal. That the three males are on par, maturity-wise, makes 

for engaging ensemble juvenilia. But in the stirring Pacific 

Northwest wilderness a surprising discovery turns dire -- and the 

distance from boy to man must be covered overnight. Duplass's 

ballsy and at times balls-out performance is a winner, particularly 

when Sam at long last takes stock of himself: it ain't pretty. A 

winning, sweet little American indie. On Saturday, March 14, I 

attended the World Premiere of "True Adolescents" at the 2009 

SXSW Film Festival. As a journalist concentrating on independent 

films, my Holy Grail is what I like to call the "sweet little American indie." This is writer/director Craig 

Johnson's first feature and he's hit the mark. Sam (Mark Duplass) is a 30-something rocker who 

never quite grew out of his teenage years. He's unkempt, unfocused, and unsure of who he is or 

wants to be. In other words, he has a lot in common with his 14-year-old cousin Oliver (Bret Loehr) 

and friend Jake (Carr Thompson). When changing circumstances in Oliver's home life force the 

unlikely trio to head off on an unplanned camping trip together, they are forced to grow in ways 

they never imagined. "True Adolescents" is filled with twists and turns and "whoa" moments -- the 

kinds which are made more powerful by knowing as little about the film going in as possible. There is 

so much to love about this film. It has the look and feel of a true indie, using ambient sound and 

natural light when possible. Much of the film takes place outdoors and at night -- a challenging 

situation for photography -- and cinematographer Kat Westergaard makes the most of what nature 

offers her. Hand-held camera is used quite a bit, especially during scenes where the boys/men are 

traipsing through the wilderness of the gorgeous Washington State coastline. One can almost feel 

the chill as the sun goes down. Water always looks good on camera, and there is no denying a 

"Mean Creek" feel to the film. Duplass is quickly becoming one of our brightest young stars in the 

indie universe. As his aunt Sharon (Oliver's mom), Melissa Leo is as radiant and lovingly protective of 

her children as she was in her award-winning performance in "Frozen River." But, most of all, this is a 

coming-of-age film and (besides Sam himself) the experience of becoming an adult centers primarily 

on the two young actors Bret Loehr and Carr Thompson. Relative newcomers to the business, the 

boys were actually the ages of the characters they were portraying (14-15). How refreshing not to 

see a 20-something caked with stage makeup to look 16. The boys took risks, both emotional and 

physical, which would challenge actors twice their age. As a character-driven film, "True 

Adolescents"shines because of their natural talents, but the real impact of the film lies in Johnson's 

powerful script and its ability to resonate with viewers. This brilliantly crafted story is filled with 

images that will stay with you long after leaving the theater. With 16-year-old Bret Loehr & 17-year-

old Carr Thompson. 
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True Friends (1998) 
 

The films tells the story of three friends (15-year-old Kyle Gibson, 

Mario Rendon & 12-year-old Bryan Burke) living in the Bronx in 

New York - Juan Jose a.k.a. J.J., Joey and Louie. The first half of the 

film tells of them when they were children, and second is set 15 

years later, when they have much more serious problems. A true 

story from the heart. Touching and funny and very real. A true 

story based on the lives of three best friends. This film will make 

you laugh and cry. Not just for New Yorkers but for anyone who 

ever had a friend in this life. A must see it can be rented in most 

video stores. A film with a message! Enjoy! It all rings true, and I 

grew up there. It was interesting hearing them mention places or 

neighborhoods that I remembered. Though I never knew anyone 

like the characters- I grew up there earlier-, it was very realistic, 

never overplayed or succumbing to sensationalism. written in 

3wks. by 2 of the actors, and a true story; A beautiful ode to friendship. I'm a sentimental guy. Hey, if 

you've got a sentimental bone in your body, you will like this movie. I was already to write a bad 

review, but then I read it was a true story, so I watched the whole thing, and I cried like a baby. Try 

it. If you've got dry eyes your a sad case. 
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True Grit (2010) 
 

A tough U.S. Marshal helps a stubborn young woman track down 

her father's murderer. Following the murder of her father by hired 

hand Tom Chaney, 14-year-old farm girl Mattie Ross sets out to 

capture the killer. To aid her, she hires the toughest U.S. marshal 

she can find, a man with "true grit," Reuben J. "Rooster" Cogburn. 

Mattie insists on accompanying Cogburn, whose drinking, sloth, 

and generally reprobate character do not augment her faith in 

him. Against his wishes, she joins him in his trek into the Indian 

Nations in search of Chaney. They are joined by Texas Ranger 

LaBoeuf, who wants Chaney for his own purposes. The unlikely 

trio find danger and surprises on the journey, and each has his or 

her "grit" tested. Good ol' fashioned storytelling. As is to be 

expected, the film has all the classic Coen flourishes, first and 

foremost its use of language. The Coens have always been 

impeccably tuned in to language and accents, from the most creative use of swear words in The Big 

Lebowski and Burn After Reading to the colorful, stylized prose of The Hudsucker Proxy and The Man 

Who Wasn't There to the very distinct accents in Raising Arizona, Fargo, O Brother, Where Art Thou? 

and No Country for Old Men. In classic Coen fashion, the use of language is very much emphasized in 

True Grit. The characters have a very distinct use of words, lifted right out of the novel and, as it 

feels at least, right out of the time period the film takes place in. Unlike something like Deadwood 

which features a very modernized and stylized version of 18th century speak, the dialogue in True 

Grit sounds completely authentic and, along with the impeccable and accurate-feeling costume and 

set design, really adds to the realism of the world True Grit creates. Accents are also very important 

– the harsh Southern drawl that the Coens have always been attracted to is very prominent and 

plays a very large role in the film. As has become expected of the brothers, especially in recent years, 

the film looks incredibly beautiful, mainly thanks to regular DP Roger Deakins' stunning 

cinematography. All of his trademarks are in place: harsh but very naturalistic lighting, washed-out 

colors, especially in the outdoor scenes, smooth camera movements, and just a generally beautiful 

palette he uses to paint the world of the film with. Also very prominent in the film is the beautiful 

score by Carter Burwell. It hearkens back to his more melodic work on the Coen brothers' earlier 

films, especially Miller's Crossing. Using themes from classic hymns from the time period of the film, 

the soundtrack, along with the language of the dialogue, helps add a very strong feeling of 

authenticity to the film. It is a beautiful piece of music: dramatic but not heavy- handed, whimsical 

but with a hint of darkness to it. These two long-time Coen collaborators, as well as the costume and 

set designers, with whom the Coens have also worked with many times before, all deliver top-notch 

work and show once again just how strong the power of long-term collaboration can be. Other 

returning collaborators are a number of the cast members. The Coens seem to have grown distant 

from most of their long-time regular cast members (Jon Polito, John Turturro, John Goodman, 

Steven Buscemi, and others), but Coen regulars still make appearances in some of their recent work. 

In this case, it is "The Dude" Lebowski himself, Jeff Bridges, who makes his triumphant return in a 

Coen brothers film, filling the very large shoes of John Wayne, who gave an iconic performance as 

Rooster Cogburn in the first adaptation of True Grit, from 1969. Bridges brings his own unique style 



and sensibilities to the role, combining his drunken goofiness with the demeanor of a serious and 

very skilled hunter and lawman. It is a wonderful performance playing to all of Bridges' best abilities 

as an actor, and it is just a joy to watch. Also playing to his best qualities is Matt Damon, who 

delivers one of the loosest and most fun performances of his career as Texas Ranger LaBoeuf (or "La 

Beef", as he is referred to, by himself as well, in the film). Damon is clearly having fun with the role, 

although like Bridges, he, too, manages to find a very excellent balance between the humor and the 

seriousness and skill his character has. But the standout performance has to be newcomer Hailee 

Steinfeld, who beat out 15,000 other girls for the part. Open casting calls often provide 

disappointing results, as nonprofessional actors tend to be just that – not professional. 14-year-old 

Steinfeld proves she is a talent to watch, though – she totally commands the screen with her strong-

willed, stubborn character, and manages to hold her own against Bridges, Damon and Josh Brolin, 

who makes a brief but memorable appearance later in the film. It is a fantastic, powerful 

performance that is an absolute joy to watch. I foresee great things from Steinfeld in the future. 

Many people will be turned off by the straightforwardness of the storytelling in True Grit. I have 

already heard complaints that the film lacks poignancy. But that isn't what it lacks. What it lacks is 

irony. It's actually quite amazing to see a film so completely and utterly devoid of irony such as this 

one – it seems like most films these days, including the Coen brothers' recent output, all carry this 

air of cynicism about them. True Grit hearkens back to a more classic form of plot and character-

driven storytelling, and in that sense, it succeeds immensely. Ultimately, True Grit is a piece of pure 

entertainment – and it is quite an entertaining film: thrilling, engaging, and very, very funny. I have 

read many opinions claiming that this "doesn't feel like a Coen brothers film," but its storytelling 

style and techniques actually remind me most of another classic Coen film, Miller's Crossing. That 

film was also completely stripped of irony and instead focused on telling a good old-fashioned yarn, 

nothing more, nothing less. So while True Grit is not one of the very best films in the Coen's oeuvre, 

it is still just a darn good film overall. 
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Two Kinds Of Love (1983) 
 

Two Kinds of Love are experienced by 13-year-old Ricky Schroder 

in this made-for-TV drama. One kind is the tenuous affection he 

extends to his estranged father (Peter Weller) when Schroder's 

mother (Lindsay Wagner) unexpectedly dies. The other kind 

consists of the teasing sensations felt by Schroder whenever he 

approaches a girl his own age. Two Kinds of Love was adapted 

from Two Kinds of Terrible, a novel by Peggy Mann. The film was 

originally telecast November 8, 1983. A forgotten jewel. It's so 

hard to look back, it makes you think. I saw this film twenty years 

ago as a high school student. Three years after he made the classic 

Walt Disney film The Last Flight Of Noah's Ark, Ricky Schroder 

made this tv film. It sort of reminds you of Brian's Song. Its a film 

that makes you cry. He plays a boy who loses the person that he 

loves more than anyone else in the world. His mother dies of 

cancer and he and his emotionally distant father have to come to 

grips with the terrible loss. This is stuff that hits you right in the 

gut folks. I recently lost a close Gulf War buddy to cancer and I am 

coping with it. This movie does make you cry but it is very well done. I think its unfair that people 

remember Lindsay Wagner for her role as the Super Woman in that silly tv show. She is a very fine 

actress who really delivers in this role as a kind loving mother. Have you ever heard that urban 

legend about a mother who lifts a car off her child? That story illustrates to us that a mother's love is 

like no other and that is the kind of role she plays here. Her character is so wonderful and loving that 

it is unbearable when she dies. This film is based on a juvenile novel and it is one of the few films 

that I have seen that is almost as good as the book. Ricky really makes us feel his pain and does an 

outstanding job. I am glad that he and his father made peace at the end, but this is a tough film to 

watch. Make sure you have a lot of hankies on hand and have a really cheerful film like The Last 

Flight Of Noah's Ark (which Ricky was also in) that you can watch afterwards to help you recover. 
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Úcastníci Zájezdu (Holiday Makers) (2006) 
 

Recent Czech film about travelers on the road of life. A light 

comedy, pretty funny. Very good movie. Just saw this movie. Had 

no expectations, or better to say, I was expecting this one to be 

the most boring and stupid movie they have ever made. One night 

we were boring at home and decided to go to the cinema and 

watch this movie, just for fun. For our great surprise, this movie is 

hilarious! Very funny, very nice, and the story is just like it could 

happen to anyone. Recommendations! The actors are acting, the 

funny parts are funny, the story is normal, nothing unusual, or 

anything that you could stop by and say "hey, that ain't real, 

fool?!". Everything is just as normal as your everyday life. The 

funny parts are not those of which you go like boom and laughing 

your heads off your necks, it's just normally funny, I mean it will 

make you laugh but also think of the situation, think of the 

characters' "act" and background of their behavior. I was really impressed to see this movie, and I'm 

really happy that even today, Czech movies can do better than some of the so called "bestsellers" 

out there. 
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Ugly Benny (2014) 
 

We've all heard the saying "you shouldn't judge a book by it's 

cover", and perhaps nobody embodies the sage wisdom of that 

timely advice better than Benny or, "Ugly Benny", as he has come 

to be called by those who have encountered him at "For Pet's 

Sake Pet Store". A fuzzy, frumpled, tiny ball of frazzled yarn with 4 

paws and two sweet eyes peeking out, Benny certainly wasn't 

much to look at when he first arrived as a puppy on the doorstep 

of the pet store. Sam and Emma found him waiting there in a little 

box when they arrived for work one morning, just staring up at 

them with those tiny, lovable little eyes, and to this day no one 

knows where he came from or who brought him there. With 12-

year-old Diego Josef (playing an 8-year-old). 
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Ultimo Tango A Parigi (Last Tango In Paris) (1972) 
 

A young Parisian woman begins a sordid affair with a middle-aged 

American businessman who lays out ground rules that their 

clandestine relationship will be based only on sex. While looking 

for an apartment, Jeanne, a beautiful young Parisienne, 

encounters Paul, a mysterious American expatriate mourning his 

wife's recent suicide. Instantly drawn to each other, they have a 

stormy, passionate affair, in which they do not reveal their names 

to each other. Their relationship deeply affects their lives, as Paul 

struggles with his wife's death and Jeanne prepares to marry her 

fiance, Tom, a film director making a cinema-verite documentary 

about her. Butter or Margarine. I'm thinking of "Last Tango in 

Paris" today because Neznaia, a kind IMDb user, asked me to write about it and I promised I would. 

Now a dilemma. Shall I write as I remember the experience or shall I watch it again? Well I'm already 

here so I seem to have taken a decision. Butter, that was the key word that pushed crowds to line up 

outside the theaters all over the world. Over the years the film has been vilified as utter euro trash 

or acclaimed as one of the best films ever made. I think that the truth falls somewhere in the middle. 

Bertolucci was coming out of at least two certified masterpieces of political, social and cinematic 

achievement "Before the Revolution" and "The Conformist". Tango is something else altogether, 

cinema veritè photographed by Vittorio Storaro, a revolutionary artistic genius, Gato Barbieri's music 

and Marlon Brando giving himself totally in one of the most brilliant pieces of self indulgence ever 

put on film. Within the intellectual coldness of its intentions breaths a stunning melodrama of 

operatic proportions. As a side note let me tell you that legend has it that in the original script, the 

Maria Schnaider's character, was a boy. At the time an idea of the sort was too outrageous to even 

consider. Everybody was very sophisticated but not that sophisticated. Apparently the movie went 

on with a girl in the part but not even a coma was changed from the original. Now, look at the film 

again with that in mind and you will notice that everything, as if by magic, makes perfect sense. We 

are ask to justify Brando's first wild approach to Schnaider was an irrational reaction to the pain, the 

anger and confusion by his wife death. Well yes, but he is a man, she is a woman, they may be 

braking a few rules but the basics remain intact, unless, of course she wasn't a she. If they are a man 

and a girl above the age of consent why the charade of secrecy? Why she's never really dressed like 

a girl, always jackets and open neck shirts and why they never make love like a man and a woman, 

usually, do? A lot of fingers and butter and, talk. When they get to the tango scene Brando dances 

with a real woman while Maria Schnaider monkeys around them. And finally look at the end and tell 

me if doesn't make much more sense if she was a he. She could have explained everything, 

embarrassing perhaps I don't know, but perfectly normal. If she was a he, the son of a military man, 

the thing had an entirely different color. Impossible to admit or to explain for a boy. Their affair is 

not between two gay man but between two heterosexuals. That's the key, that's at the center of it 

all. A breaking of rules in the most intimate way. To go against what you have come to accept as 

your own nature. I may be wrong of course, but I don't think so. I will see it again as soon as I can 

and if I feel that this memory of the film is merely a product of what I may have been smoking at the 

time I will let you know. But, somehow, I don't think I will have to. 
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Un Château En Espagne (A Castle In Spain) (My Very Best Friend) (2007) 
 

Having grown up together in the same Parisian apartment block, 

Maxime (14-year-old Jean Senejoux) and Esteban (12-year-old 

Martin Jobert) have become the closest of friends. Since the death 

of his father, Maxime lives alone with his mother, whilst Esteban 

comes from a boisterous family of Spanish immigrants. Nothing 

can separate the two spirited 13-year-olds, or so they think. 

Esteban's father, Luis, has found work in Spain and intends that his 

family return with him to his home country. Maxime is stunned 

when he hears this news. Esteban is more to him than a friend – 

he is his brother. From that moment, Maxime has just one 

thought in his head: to come up with a ruse that will enable him to 

stay with Esteban. 
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Un Embrujo (Under A Spell) (1998) 
 

Carlos Carrera directed this Mexican drama that begins in 1928 

when 13-year-old longshoreman's son Eliseo (Daniel Acuña) 

dreams of leaving the southeastern port of Progreso like his sister 

Magda (who escapes with charismatic circus acrobat Roy). Eliseo 

loses his virginity to his schoolteacher Felipa (Blanca Guerra), but 

she becomes the target of accusations and is driven out of town. 

Eliseo then becomes a twosome with Lupita, daughter of his 

father's boss. The story flashes forward to 1937, when the adult 

Eliseo (Mario Zaragoza) has married Lupita. After Felipa returns to 

the town to build a school, she and Eliseo once again become 

intimate, and problems erupt. A Great and Complex Romance 

About Love, Ignorance, Corruption and Intolerance. In 1928, in a 

revolutionary Mexico, in the small village of Progreso nearby the 

harbor in the district of Yucatan, Eliseo (Daniel Acuña) is the son of a violent stevedore, who is one of 

the founders of the local Union. The boy has a sister, mother and two friends, and is not a good 

student. He frequently lies, specially to avoid the physical aggressions of his father. His teacher 

Felipa (Blanca Guerra) decides to help him to assume responsibilities and asks him to clean her 

house daily before going to school. Felipa is in love with a sailor. One day, Eliseo arrives wounded 

due to the beating of his father and stays at her house in the night. The solitude approaches them 

and the boy has an intercourse with her, becoming the favorite student of Felipa. Their affair ends 

when her beloved sailor is found drowned and Felipa moves from Progreso. The main story 

continues in 1937, when Eliseo is a married young man, and Felipa returns to Progreso. This film is 

excellent, having a screenplay with many characters, all of them very well defined for the viewer, 

and many plots and sub-plots. This romance is about love, ignorance, corruption and intolerance. 

The direction is superb and the actors and actresses have a magnificent performance in this very 

credible story. Although having a minor role, it was good to see Elpidia Carrilo, from 'Salvador', 

'Predator' and 'Predator 2' on the screen. The problem in Brazil is the title and subtitles on the cover 

of this movie, which induces the viewer that this is a thriller or an horror film. I have the VHS, and 

the title is: 'The Spell'; the subtitles are: 'Magic, Seduction, Superstition, Witchcraft'. A viewer who 

does not know anything about the story, hires or buys the film expecting a suspenseful film. Indeed 

he will find a very sad romance. The target audience is not achieved using this type of subterfuge. 

My vote is nine. 
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Un Été Sans Point Ni Coup Sûr (A No-Hit No-Run Summer) (2008) 
 

Martin (Pier-Luc Funk) is 12-years-old and dreams of making the 

neighbourhood baseball team. When he gets cut, his father steps 

in and together they spend a summer full of hope and 

disappointment, line drives and foul balls. 
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Un Indien Dans La Ville (An Indian In Paris) (An Indian In The City) (Little 

Indian, Big City) (1994) 
 

The Parisian broker Steph only needs the signature from his wife 

Patricia for their divorce - but she left 13 years ago for living with 

Amazonas indians. Steph finds her in the village and gets stuck for 

two days, where he learns that he has got a son (13-year-old 

Ludwig Briand), who grew up as an indian. Meanwhile he fails to 

confirm a soy bean transaction and promises his son Mimi-Siku to 

show him Paris as soon as he will become a man. However, this 

happens next day when the tribe celebrates the children's festival. 

So both fly back to Paris, where Steph and his partner Richard try 

to limit their losses by selling the beans to the Russian mafia, and 

Mimi-Siku discovers the city with bare feet. He climbes the Eiffel 

tower and preferes to hunt doves with bow-and-arrow instead of 

eating cornflakes. Steph moves his son to the family of his partner, 

where Mimi-Siku falls actively in love with Richard's daughter 

Sophie. Discovered, Sophie is set to be sent into a boarding school, and therefore rescued by Mimi-

Siku, while the mafia has discovered the dropped bean price and is threatening and claiming their 

money back. Both operations are entangled, and finally they get the money, and Mimi-Siku is sent 

back to the tribe. But, of course, this is not the end. A feral kid in the big city. Just a movie to you. 

Not to me. I was born in the Swedish capital. When I was two years old, I was taken out to the 

Swedish country side. I grew up there, and didn't give a *beep* about the school, my friends or my 

family. I spent all the time in the forests and around the rivers and lakes. My best friend was my 

Border Collie, given to me when I was three. I was literarely raised by dogs. When I was thirteen I 

had to learn to live in a city when my Dad got himself a better job. When I was fourteen I watched 

this film on the Centrumbions 50th anniversary. The audience laughed. I cried. People looked at me 

and laughed even more, because a fourteen years old crying at a comedy for kids isn't a common 

sight. I cried because this wasn't a comedy to me, this is dead serious. Now, six years later, I still cry 

when I watch this film. Because it reminds of myself. But I've also learned something throughout the 

years. And that is to laugh. This is one of the greatest movies ever. 
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Un, Deux, Trois, Soleil (1, 2, 3, Sun) (1993) 
 

Victorine (Grinberg), a girl of a great kindness grows up with her 

Italian born father and mother and god knows (the father doesn't 

know for sure) how many younger brothers and sisters in a 

corridor-system type apartment building, over-crowded with 

immigrants, refugees and paupers of all sorts, lost somewhere in 

the outskirts of Marseille. Her omnipresent and imposing mother 

(Boyer) likes to accompany her daughter on her way to the school 

every morning, annoying Victorine with excessive care and 

attention. Sometimes they even fight. Meanwhile her 

heartbreakingly sad father (Mastroianni) spends his days boozing 

himself to death with aperitifs in a local bistro, with criminal 

conniving of the barman. When Victorine realizes that her mother 

is going to ruin her promenades on the railway embankment with 

her presence, she decides to dump her into a garbage trailer. As 

she grows older Victorine falls in love with a teenager gang member Petit Paul (Martinez) whose 

main occupation is robbing the apartments in the neighbourhood at nights. But life runs very high in 

these days and during one of the raids Petit Paul gets wounded. Alas, notwithstanding the help of 

Gladys (Tassembedo), bonny, in a late Picasso way, black wife of a district gendarme, who saves 

wounded boys' lives just by pressing them tightly to her bosom to warm them, the mutual love of 

our young protagonists is doomed to end with an eulogy. And it's only after the death of her parents 

that Victorina discovers in herself an ability to invoke her dead relatives and friends to life by sheer 

force of her thought, sometimes all of them at once against her own will. If you don't know that 

living in the slums, petty theft, gang rape of a teacher by her pupils and even throwing one's own 

mother into a garbage train can be so hilariously funny don't hesitate to watch this film. With his 

trademark outrageous irreverence, Bertrand Blier casts a glance full of sympathy upon the mundane 

life of impoverished immigrant-ridden banlieus of southern France and, what is even more 

outrageous, he seems to consider the immigrants the only possible future for his ageing country, 

which is a very bold and controversial position upon the topic that was very tetchy in 1992 and is 

even more so now, in 2008. Devoid of cynicism, bitterness or attempt at judgment of any kind, his 

film is gleefully heartfelt, even if sometimes it reaches a level of high-pitched tragedy. While 

rejoicing in anarchic activities of juvenile delinquents, ingeniously juxtaposing Bruckner's Second and 

Third Symphonies with Khaled's flamboyant and ornamental Arabic chants "Un, deux, trois, soleil" is 

full of risque humour that never stoops to vulgarity. Use your imagination. This is a one of the most 

underrated movies of all time. It's worth viewing if only for the excellent performance of Marcello 

Mastroianni. It tells the story of Victorine, a girl living in a suburb of a big city. The movie has a 

surreal undertone and does not explain everything so the viewer can use their own imagination to 

fill in the gaps. A special mention for the suberb music by Khaled. 
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Uncle Joe Shannon (1978) 
 

A trumpet player, self-destructive after the death of his wife and 

child in a fire, befriends a crippled youngster (12-year-old Doug 

McKeon) and together they battle obstacles through each other's 

encouragement. My dad was technical adviser on this film. My 

father, who passed away in 2002, was a well-known jazz 

trumpeter who played with the Maynard Ferguson, Duke Ellington 

and Woody Herman bands among many others. He was the 

Technical Adviser on "Uncle Joe Shannon," meaning he taught 

Burt Young to appear as though he could play the instrument. He 

thoroughly enjoyed this gig because Burt is a genuinely nice 

individual. I remember spending time in Burt's trailer a number of 

times and appearing as an extra in the orphanage dormitory 

scene. The producers offered dad the opportunity to perform the 

trumpet solos on the soundtrack but my father felt that Maynard's 

style (the legendary high notes and amazing technical prowess,) 

would be more appropriate and dramatic for the film and the 

character of Joe Shannon. My dad's trumpet playing style was 

more subtle, muted, and lyrical. Additionally, Maynard had a hit 

with the "Rocky" theme at the time. Chartoff-Winkler produced 

both the "Rocky" films and "U.J.S." Maynard said his work on this 

film was the best-paying job he'd ever had, (considering the short 

amount time he spent in the recording studio.) "Uncle Joe 

Shannon" is obviously no "Citizen Kane," but the acting is good, a 

lot of the first-time crew members got their union cards, and 

ultimately I doubt the producers lost any significant money. I have fond memories of this period, and 

of this film. 
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Uncle Nino (2003) 
 

A distant, slightly dysfunctional family is brought closer together 

when the father's long-estranged Uncle Nino comes from Italy to 

Chicago for a surprise visit. This is a delightful movie with an 

important message. It is unfortunate that there are not more 

movies like Uncle Nino. It is well produced and acted, but, most 

importantly, it promotes the importance of family and 

forgiveness. I feel that this film deserves widespread distribution. 

With 17-year-old Trevor Morgan. 
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Under Wraps (1997) 
 

Three kids (13-year-old Adam Wylie & 12-year-old Mario Yedidia) 

accidentally re-animate a mummy on Halloween. A comedy-

adventure in which three 12-year-olds have a close encounter 

with a 3,000-year-old mummy. Marshall, Gilbert and Amy 

accidentally set the mummy free, but if they don't get him back to 

his resting place by midnight on Halloween, he'll turn into dust 

and lose his only chance of being reunited with his long-lost love. 

Delightfully Funny. When I first saw a commercial for this TV 

movie on the Disney Channel, I predicted that it would just be 

some dumb old thing that I wouldn't like with really bad special 

effects and a really cheesy plot line. It was quite surprising that I 

actually LIKED it and that my whole family (that includes my 

parents, 18-year-old sister, and 8-year-old brother) ended up 

watching it. We all had our own comments that we shared out 

loud during several scenes, involuntarily. {For example: My dad said something about how smelly 

Harold must have been. I remembered (out loud), "Hey! It's that boy from Picket Fences," and then 

after a few minutes, my sister said he was annoying. I personally thought that his CHARACTER was 

simply MEANT to be annoying. My mom also asked a lot of questions throughout the movie.} I really 

didn't care for the movie at the beginning but I became interested after watching the children break 

into Mr. Kubat's house and finding a mummy, Harold. It intrigued me that the boy, Marshall, treated 

the mummy like a dog. The movie made me laugh, but it wasn't factually realistic. If Harold was 

really walking around somewhere, I'm sure that his stench would have been too smelly for someone 

to just shrug off. The characters mentioned his smell, but I think that there should have been a more 

immediate reaction to it. I also think that the doctors included in this movie were really dumb, but 

that made it funny. I also wondered about other various things, such as how Harold understood 

English. Basically, I just liked this movie because it was hilarious. My laughter outweighed my 

questions, and I don't think that any movie can be flawless. It was a bit predictable, though. On 

another note, I couldn't stop staring at Harold's teeth. 
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Underground (1998) 
 

Big Ben. Buckingham Palace. Trafalgar Square. St Paul's Cathedral. 

Piccadilly Circus. The London that the world knows. But there is 

another side to London that remains unknown to the tourists, that 

emerges only at night, that comes alive in aging terraced houses 

and sprawling estates. It is a world of pills of dubious origin 

swallowed hurriedly and hopefully, of music with a thumping beat 

that you'll still hear when you wake up the morning after, of Rizla 

papers bought from an all-night garage, of bottles of mineral 

water shared as love tokens, of greasy kebabs eaten when the 

taste-buds have long since numbed, of sunrises viewed through 

stinging eyes. It is close to heaven, but it is very close to hell. For 

Rat (Billy Smith), a 15-year-old drug dealer, it is the only world he 

knows. Over one night Rat's world turns upside down as he finds 

himself on the run from older, far more serious criminals. We 

follow Rat as he looks for shelter with those he thinks he can trust. As each door closes on him, the 

likelihood of ever seeing the light of day again grows smaller. Grim tale of urban decay. I found this 

film in the budget section of my local video dealer. I had never heard of this film before but I was 

greatly surprised. The film is about a 15-year-old drug dealer whose life falls apart one night. A girl 

dies of drugs he sold and other dealers start to chase him. The film is extremely low budget, most of 

the actors are unknown, except for Ian Dury who plays the kids father. Underground has many drug 

references and lots of nudity, but if you are not put out of that Underground will show you a realistic 

view of modern London. It is always good to see a movie made because the filmmakers has 

something important to say. 
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Une Vie Meilleure (A Better Life) (2011) 
 

Passionately in love from the moment they meet, idealistic chef 

Yann and single mother Nadia share big dreams for their future as 

a family. As Yann grows close to Nadia's young son Slimane 

(Slimane Khettabi), he impulsively buys a secluded restaurant in 

the French countryside, taking on risky loans to help finance the 

purchase and renovation. When progress on the project stalls and 

debt begins to accumulate, it strains Nadia and Yann's 

relationship. With the promise of a job in Montreal, Nadia leaves 

Paris for Canada, temporarily leaving Slimane in Yann's care while 

she gets settled. But things don't go as Yann or Nadia planned, and 

their choices forever bond them together. Struggling with poverty 

and adversity. Yann Laurent (brilliant performance by Guillaume 

Canet at his best) is working as a cook in a catering facility and 

aspires to get a better job as a chef in a restaurant. He meets 

Nadia, a young waitress, single mother of a 9.5-years-old boy named Slimane. They fall in love; then 

during a day off near a lake, they encounter a closed mansion. With not much preparation, and lack 

of cash, they buy the place in the aim of opening their restaurant. What begins as a dram will turn 

out as a nightmare. After works being made to fix the place, authorities do not allow the opening for 

non compliance to regulations. The downward spiral begins, as they lied to the bank to get the loan 

(their initial cash was actually borrowed with high interest rates in many loans different companies). 

Nadia is offered by her boss to go work abroad in Canada. Shes asks Yann to keep her son for a 

supposedly short period of time, the time she sorts things out. But the situation for all characters 

seems to get worse and worse on the material level... Slimane's mother left, but he might have 

found a father... Overall, a film of quality, quite sad, but full of life. The harshness of times of crisis, 

when the poor people get desperate. 
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Unstrung Heroes (1995) 
 

Steven Lidz (12-year-old Nathan Watt), unhappy with his home life 

since his mother got sick, goes and lives with his two crazy Uncles. 

There he changes and gets closer to his Uncles, but his parents 

want him home even though he is finally happy and popular. A 

heroic movie. "Unstrung Heroes" is incontrovertible evidence that 

Diane Keaton is a great director. It focuses on Steven Lidz, a Jewish 

boy in the early 1960's whose happy life is upset when his mother 

Selma (Andie MacDowell) is diagnosed with cancer. Unable to 

bear it, he moves in with his blacklisted uncles, Danny (Michael 

Richards) and Arthur (Maury Chaykin). They teach Steven about 

his Jewish heritage, and by the end of the movie, he has had his 

bar mitzvah and feels freer in his existence. Some of the plot 

points may seem a little hackneyed, but Diane Keaton knows how 

to tell the story so that it isn't a cliché. A very good look at how 

the general atmosphere and zeitgeist in a certain part of American history affected one family. 
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Up The Academy (1980) 
 

This puber-comedy is a kind of mixture between 'Animal House' 

and 'Police Academy'. Four boys are sent, for different reasons, to 

a the Sheldon R. Wienberg military academy. The life of dicipline 

asks a lot of the four geeks. Of course these boys know how to 

make a party out of the hard times. Will they be 'real men' after 

one year? Stale comedy. A stale "misfits-in-the-army" saga, which 

half-heartedly attempts to be both surreal (the foreign subtitles) 

AND vulgar (the flatulence gags), but just ends up being a mix of 

many different kinds of humor, none of them followed very 

successfully. Barbara Bach, the Bond Girl from "The Spy Who 

Loved Me", has only two or three brief scenes. 
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Uzun Hikaye (A Long Story) (2012) 
 

A long story that started and ended at the station. It contains 

some powerful themes like coming-of-age, politics, polite letters, 

history etc. With Taha Yusuf Tan [Mustafa @ 5-years-old] & 

Batuhan Karacakaya [Mustafa @ 15-years-old]. It is excellent. I felt 

like reading Mustafa Kutlu's books. I think that all of Mustafa 

Kutlu's books should produce films. Anyone who is reading his 

books feels same things. Also Osman Sinav did good job. Already 

he is best movie maker in Turkey. This film shows that there are 

still nice things in the life. Also it shows Anatolia is the center of 

feelings, so it helps to fall in law. But as Kutlu says in Uzun Hikaye 

'Uhh that small Anatolia towns, each of them is a hell of 

unrequited love' Also he recited 'Books have a fate too'. All of 

Mustafa Kutlu's stories filled like this wisdoms. Thank you Mustafa 

Kutlu. Thank you Osman Sinav. 
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Valahol Európában (Somewhere In Europe) (It Happened In Europe) 

(1948) 
 

A band of runaways and orphans of the war scour the countryside 

in search of food and shelter. They invade and then taken in by a 

musician and former concert pianist who's hiding out in a ruined 

castle. After the initial altercation between them the gang accepts 

his guidance and he wins their respect by protecting them from 

the elements. However, disgruntled townsfolk want to chase away 

the gang who has been - in their search for survival - laying waste 

to their crops. A battle ensues ending in the death of a little boy - 

and resolution. Well it's about time somebody commented on this 

hidden treasure. I didn't know that this was produced by 

Hungary's young Communist Party until I read about it on IMDb 

but it was obvious from the beginning that we were going to be 

treated to some pretty heavy propaganda. It took about 20 

minutes for it to dawn on me that it was going to be some really well-made sincere propaganda. The 

film features a gang of war orphans and runaway teens and children in the last days of WWII who 

rampage through the countryside plundering what food and wine they can get their hands on, while 

being persecuted by nasty Nazi Hungarians. Since they were stealing from people almost as poor as 

they were, the gang didn't entirely get my sympathy. They are fortunate to make a raid on a ruined 

fortress occupied by a world-renowned conductor who, after being more or less tortured by the 

little hooligans, feeds them, teaches them "La Marseillaise", and turns them into comrades and 

freedom fighters. It all may sound, and be, trite but there is tremendous energy and heart in the 

film. Some of the group scenes with the children are masterful. Recommended (warning: animals (a 

pig and some chickens) were harmed and killed in making this film). 
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Valkyrie (2008) 
 

Based on actual events, a plot to assassinate Hitler is unfurled 

during the height of WWII. In Nazi Germany during World War II, 

as the tide turned in favor of The Allies, a cadre of senior German 

officers and politicians desperately plot to topple the Nazi regime 

before the nation is crushed in a near-inevitable defeat. To this 

end, Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg, an Army officer convinced he 

must save Germany from Hitler, is recruited to mastermind a real 

plan. To do so, he arranges for the internal emergency measure, 

Operation: Valkyrie, to be changed to enable his fellows to seize 

control of Berlin after the assassination of the Fuhrer. However, 

even as the plan is put into action, a combination of bad luck and 

human failings conspire on their own to create a tragedy that 

would prolong the greater one gripping Europe. Most 

entertaining. Ignore the silly comments of some critics who want 

this movie to fail. Schickel, Ebert and the L.A. Times got it right. If you're a World War II history buff 

like me, you'll appreciate the fine effort that is Valkyrie. It shows that American filmmakers as 

unlikely as Tom Cruise and Bryan Singer can compete with the likes of the Downfall creators in 

handling such subject matter. Like World War II itself, the full story of the July 20 plot is long and 

intricate and cannot be fully told in the confines of a two hour feature film. There are certainly many 

peripherals to the story - its tentacles ran deep into the Nazi diaspora; thousands were executed or 

"disappeared" (including Irwin Rommel who was not portrayed in the film) - to say nothing of the 

mixed motives in those Germans wishing to see Hitler dead. These are all subjects that have already 

been explored and no doubt will be again in the future. Suffice to say, Singer and editor/composer 

John Ottman focused on the heart of this story: Hitler was destroying Germany/Europe and the July 

20 plotters bucked the odds to stop him. The performances from this exceptional cast are first rate. 

Think what you want about Tom Cruise and Scientology - I'm no big fan of either - but judge the 

work on its merits. Cruise may not win an Oscar for his portrayal of von Stauffenberg, but he more 

than gets the job done. In terms of scope, the locations, battle scenes, costumes/uniforms, 

staging/settings, you can't ask for more in a WWII movie. There's nothing fake, nothing phony to 

spoil the period experience and vfx are seamless as they should be. If you're expecting a formula 

Hollywood thriller a la Bourne or M.I., you may be disappointed, but as a serious adult drama 

Valkyrie delivers the goods. It took some balls to make this movie and UA has earned its kudos. 
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Valley Girl (1983) 
 

Julie, a girl from the valley, meets Randy, a punk from the city. 

They are from different worlds and find love. Somehow they need 

to stay together in spite of her trendy, shallow friends. Everyone 

has a great list of cinematic guilty pleasures, and "Valley Girl" has 

been on mine from the first time I saw it. It was clear from the first 

"valley view" of the San Fernando that it was several cuts above 

your average teen-aimed movie. Obviously, Nicolas Cage was 

pretty impressive, even if I had no idea of his heritage or his 

future. I liked Deborah Foreman, too, and the supporting cast was 

well-chosen. If the plot was trifling, it was at least clever and 

certainly not pretentious. And the music, from the opening by 

Foremen and her friends to the closing shot of the limo ride to 

Modern English's "I Melt With You," is a big plus. Overall, an very 

entertaining take on love across the valley of cultural differences 

from Martha Coolidge, who is one of our most underrated 

directors. 
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Vegas (2009) 
 

You don't choose your family. You choose your friends. Vegas is 

the story of Thomas, Marianne and Terje - three teenagers with 

nowhere to go. After witnessing his mother being beaten up, 

Thomas is sent to a young people's refuge. No one will tell him 

where his brother is, and Thomas vows to find him. At the refuge, 

he meets Marianne, who is always screwing up, and Terje, who 

seems like he's from another planet altogether. The three of them 

find they share a common dream, and together they embark on a 

journey of love, hate and trust. No one ends up where they 

planned, but everyone finds a home. A somewhat misleading title, 

with a surprisingly good movie. Not many 'drama' movies like this I 

like. Probably because most (common) movies these days are 

American, and Americans always have a way of making movies... 

dramatic. This one though was easy to watch, believable AND (for 

some people important) easy to relate to, even when having grown up in a perfect family. The 

predictable parts of this movie (because there are a few) are the structural parts, not the actual 

content, which makes it all the better. It's still full of semi-exciting (not bad in this case), catching, 

surprising moments. Together they make the whole thing enjoyable every second. Maybe because 

it's European, maybe because it's not American, maybe the director, maybe even the story, but this 

Drama movie pulled me in at the very start and only let me go at the very end. In one very simple 

word: brilliant. Like I said: I don't watch many of these, so I'm definitely not a connaisseur, but I 

know what I do and don't like and this one I liked a lot! 
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Venner For Livet (Finding Friends) (2005) 
 

Well played norwegian family picture with breathtaking nature 

shots! This movie is perfect for all you families out there who is in 

need of some sound family entertainment for the kids. Petter (14-

year-old Magnus Solhaug) has to move to a farm in his summer 

vacation and don't get to go to Norway Cup as he had planned for. 

Out on the country there is bad cellphone reception, cowsmell 

and inbreed farmers as far as the eye can see. The family Volvo 

get stolen and the foreigners in the small town automatically gets 

blamed. From there is a chase to discover what truly happened 

and this is a movie the kids will absolutely eat up! Næss delivers 

another breathtaking picture with awesome norwegian nature 

just as in Ulvesommer! See this movie and you won't be 

disappointed! 
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Vi På Saltkråkan (We On Seacrow Island) (1964) 
 

The series tells the story of a family from Stockholm, consisting of 

the widowed author Melker Melkersson (played by Torsten 

Lilliecrona) and his four children: 19-year-old Malin (played by 

Louise Edlind) who assumes the role of mother in the family, the 

imaginative 13-year-old Johan (13-year-old Björn Söderbäck), 12-

year-old Niklas (14-year-old Urban Strand) who is calm and down-

to-earth, and 7-year-old Pelle (10-year-old Stephen Lindholm), 

who loves animals of all kinds. The Melkersson family spend their 

summer holidays as well as some winters on Saltkråkan, an idyllic 

place symbolising the unspoilt archipelago. The year-round 

inhabitants of the island are sometimes amused by the ineptness 

of the city dwellers, but they become fast friends with the 

Melkersson family: when the idyll is threatened, such as when the 

house the Melkerssons rent is being sold, the islanders rise to help 

their friends keep their summer paradise. The Melkersson children become friends with the local 

kids: Tjorven (actually Maria) Grankvist who is the same age as Pelle and who owns a huge St. 

Bernard dog named Båtsman (Boatsman), her older sisters Teddy and Freddy who teach Johan and 

Niklas to row and sail, and Stina, a gap-toothed Stockholm girl who spends her summer holidays with 

her grandfather, and who tells endless stories to the long-suffering adults around her. (Astrid 

Lindgren added the character of Stina to the script when Olle Hellbom had met Kristina Jämtmark 

and thought that she would make a good addition to the group of children. The 13 episodes of the 

TV series were re-made into a movie in 1968, but the original TV series is re-run almost yearly in 

Swedish television, and some of the actors have become very closely associated with their 

characters in the series. The series has been translated into German, and was popular enough to be 

broadcasted more than 20 times. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1964) 

 

Episode 01: En dag i juni: The Melkersson family arrive on the island where they have rented a house 

for the summer, only to find out that it's not as wonderful and idyllic as they had pictured. 

Episode 02: Ro, ro till fiskeskär: Teddy and Freddy take their new friends Niklas and Johan on a trip 

to one of the rocky islets in the outskirt of the archipelago. They also take Båtsman with them, which 

makes their little sister Tjorven angry, because it's her dog. When Tjorven's parents don't recognize 

her complaints, she decides to leave the family and become a housekeeper to Söderman. Johan 

moors the boat too loosely at the rocky islet and when the four young friends are eating fish by a 

fire, the boat drifts away. Their boat is saved by the girls teacher Björn, who happens to be in his 

boat in the neighbourhood. 

Episode 03: Vilse i dimman: The fog is coming in from the sea at the outskirt of the archipelago. 

When Johan, Niklas, Teddy, Freddy and Båtsman leaves the rocky islet out there, they get lost with 



their boat in the fog. Back home on Saltkråkan people hear about the fog in the weather report. 

Melker is alarmed. Nisse tries to calm him down, by pointing out that the sea is anyhow dead calm. 

The four young friends and the dog finally arrive at an island. They rove about until they find out it's 

the island where the school is. 

Episode 04: Midsommar på Saltkråkan: Christer is coming back to Saltkråkan with the ferry-boat to 

court Malin during the Midsummer festivities. When Johan and Niklas notice this, they decide to 

stop him, because they don't want to loose their sister. Björn is also interested in Malin, but during 

the festivities Christer is the one who arrests Malin's attention. Christer and Malin try to sit spooning 

at the rocks in the enchanting Midsummer Night, but the children disturb them all the time. 

Episode 05: Denna dagen - ett liv: In a book Melker finds the maxim "This day - a life". He decides to 

make the maxim come true this very day, but despite his good intentions, all his undertakings end in 

disaster. He builds a water-conduit to the kitchen, only to find out that the whole kitchen-floor is 

flooded with water. He cook fishes for the dinner, but the food is uneatable because of too much 

salt. Christer invites Malin to a boating excursion and is not happy when she brings along her little 

brother Pelle. In the end Christer leaves Saltkråkan with the intention of never coming back. 

Episode 06: Sjörövarna: Söderman urges Nisse Grankvist to report to the police that some thieves 

are stealing fishing-nets from the fishermen. Johan, Niklas, Teddy and Freddy go on a boat-trip to 

Kattskär, an island far out in the outskirt of the archipelago, where they are going to stay overnight 

in a cottage. The island is uninhabited, but there are some cottages, which are used occasionally by 

fishermen. The four young friends think they are alone on the island. They don't know that the 

thieves, Berra and Elis, are using the island as their hiding-place. 

Episode 07: Vad händer på Kattskär?: In the morning Teddy, Freddy, Johan and Niklas discover that 

they are not alone on Kattskär. They quickly understand that the two strangers on the island are the 

thieves that steal fishing-nets. Johan sneaks on board the thieves' motor-boat and takes the sparking 

plugs, so the thieves cannot leave the island. The children throw the sparking plugs into the sea. The 

thieves try to lay hand on the children's boat, but the children succeed to go away in their boat, 

leaving the thieves on the island, where they have to stay until the coast guard captures them. 

Episode 08: Far ända in i baljan: If there's something uncle Melker really likes - mushrooms. Another 

island, nearby Saltkråkan, has got the biggest and the best mushrooms. But even though the island is 

small, it's quite easy to get lost. 

Episode 09: Ett litet djur åt Pelle: Today it's Tjorven and Pelle's turn to go and get some milk at the 

farmer's place. But the trip becomes a little bit longer than they've planned, and when they come 

back home again they've brought a new little citizen to Saltkråkan. 

Episode 10: Visst finns det tomtar: The family of Melkersson arrive to Saltkråkan for celebrating 

Christmas. The children can't wait for meeting Santa - who's actually living nearby. 

Episode 11: Räven raskar över isen: Jansson's hen-house has been visited by an uninvited guest - a 

fox! Björn goes to the barn with his carbine, but this night there are more than just one visitor. 



Episode 12: Snickargården i fara: It is summer again and the Melkersson family has returned to the 

island. Their rented cottage, "Snickargården" is to be sold to a rich gentleman and his posh daughter 

and this may mean this is their last summer on the island. 

Episode 13: Melker får napp!: For the first time in his life, uncle Melker gets something on the hook, 

both factual and figurative. Although, Pelle is the one who should be honored. 
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Vikaren (The Substitute) (2007) 
 

6th Grade gets a new substitute teacher. She wants to train the 

class for an international competition in Paris. But something isn't 

right. How is she able read kids' minds? Why is she so mean? And 

how does she manage to convince everyone's parents she is so 

great when the whole class knows she is really an alien? A Great 

Movie for Adults and Children. When an alien comes from another 

planet to learn the meaning of love on Earth, it possesses the body 

of Ulla Harms (Paprika Steen), who is the wife of an owner of a 

poultry farm in Denmark. Meanwhile, the boy Carl (16-year-old 

Jonas Wandschneider) grieves the loss of his mother, who died in 

a car crash, and is outcast in his school. His father Jesper Osböll 

(Ulrich Thomsen) wrote a bestseller about the power of love and 

also grieves the loss of his beloved wife. When the teacher of Carl 

has a health problem with salmonella, Ulla is assigned as the 

substitute teacher for his class. Sooner Carl and his friends (15-year-old Jakob Fals Nygaard & Nikolaj 

Falkenberg-Klok) discover that Ulla is a monster from outer space, but their parents do not trust 

them and believe the children are fantasizing. A great movie for adults and children, with a witty 

story and great performances. The unknown Danish actress Paprika Steen has an awesome 

performance with her change of behavior, and her body and facial expressions are fantastic. She 

really makes this movie work and I regret only the cover of the DVD that misguides the genre to the 

viewers, indicating that it is a horror movie when it is actually a funny sci-fi adventure. The 

conclusion is weak and could be better and better. My vote is seven. 
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Vinterbyøster (1973) 
 

In Vinterbyøster the Circus Caramella for the winter, to practice at 

next year's show. Something that interests baker Sun Julius and 

many others in town. 
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Vinyan (2008) 
 

A couple are looking for their child who was lost in the tsunami - 

their search takes them to the dangerous Thai-Burmese waters, 

and then into the jungle, where they face unknown but horrifying 

dangers. In Phuket Island, Thailand, the architect Paul Bellmer and 

his wife Jeanne lost their son Joshua in a tsunami six months ago. 

Jeanne is disturbed and has not accepted the loss of her beloved 

son. While watching some footages from Myanmar (former 

Burma), Jeanne is convinced that a boy wearing a Manchester 

United shirt in a poor village is Joshua, and Paul accepts to seek 

out their son in the sea gypsies camp. They hire the trafficker 

Thaksin Gao and they travel in the boat of master Sonchai to 

search Joshua. After a series of weird incidents, Sonchai leaves the 

trio in an abandoned village. They have to walk through the jungle 

where they face a journey to hell. Vinyan: a different ghost movie. 

The great mistake in Vinyan is to have tried to sell it as a classical horror movie from Hollywood, like 

The Ruines or The Grudge. Don't expect any cheap thrills or funny Fx, it's a deep drama about an 

occidental woman in Asia, falling into madness after the loss of her child, with a post-tsunami 

background. I can understand why some people are so disappointed, the subject is disturbing and 

unusual: how can you accept the loss of your child without a clear evidence of his death, and how 

can you express your own pain in a devastated country where most people are going through 

intense sufferings, violence and poverty? Even if Vinyan is not perfect, I really liked the very dark 

atmosphere that stay with you long after the end of the film. I'm not a huge fan of Emmanuelle 

Béart but I think she is quite convincing in this role, far from her usual characters. 
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Visit To A Chief's Son (1974) 
 

A strange mixture of anthropology, travelogue, and social 

commentary. Beautifully filmed by Ernest Day, who went on to 

work on several James Bond films, it's the story of scientist 

Richard Mulligan and his attempts to get close to the Masai 

people of Kenya. His son, played by John Philip Hogdon in a 

commendably understated performance, gums up the works, and 

an educated-in-London Masai (Johnny Sekka) further complicates 

matters by messing with Mulligan's preconceived notions about 

'the natives'. It is an interesting and serious look at the pressures 

put on tribal peoples by modernism and progress. Nice visuals in 

several spots...especially for an American made film, which 

probably explains why it was never theatrically released. 
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Viva Cuba (2005) 
 

In a tale akin to Romeo and Juliet, the friendship between two 

children is threatened by their parents' differences. Malu is from 

an upper-class family and her single mother does not want her to 

play with Jorgito (Jorge Milo), as she thinks his background coarse 

and commonplace. Jorgito's mother is a poor socialist that is 

proud of her family's social standing. She places similar restriction 

on her son. What neither woman recognizes is the immense 

strength of the bond between Malu and Jorgito. When the 

children learn that Malu's mother is planning to leave Cuba, they 

decide to travel to the other side of the island to find Malu's 

father and persuade him against signing the forms that would 

allow it. Uttering charming. This is a wonderful, engaging movie. 

The movie is completely carried by two 10-year-old child actors. 

We see the world completely through their eyes. They are both cute as monkeys, and charming as all 

get out. They both have expressive faces and lively bodies that constantly surprise and entertain. I 

was instantly charmed and instantly taken in to care intensely that all should work out for them. We 

see the adults through the children's eyes, mainly as people to interfere with fun and who are cruel 

for no reason. The movie is in Spanish with subtitles. This causes some problems, the two mothers 

look much alike and behave much alike, though one is a snobbish Catholic and the other a snobbish 

Communist. I found it hard to keep track of who was saying what. The two children, even though 

one is a boy and one a girl, have similar sounding voices. I often got confused trying to figure out 

which of the two said what. The story is largely about their adventures running away to find the girl's 

father. Almost like the fairy tale The Snow Queen, they meet all manner of eccentric characters on 

the way. There a few corny/hammy scenes, where the director told the kids to do something that 

adults think kids do, but they would never do, like hold hands and skip or shake hands. Their never-

speak-again fight vaporised a bit too quickly for my credibility. As the movie progresses, I kept 

wondering what plot device could possibly be used to bring this story to a requisite sunny end. I 

could not think of one. Neither could the writers. They stuck on very strange ambiguous ending. I left 

me saying What the? It is very unsettling. These lovable kids deserved a happy-ever-after. Maybe the 

director wanted the kick the squabbling parents in the teeth for their self-centredness. 
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Vnimanie, Cherepakha! (Attention, Turtle!) (1972) 
 

Set in 1970's Soviet Union, the story follows a group of young 

children and a pet turtle. When one of the children becomes ill 

and taken to hospital, his turtle falls into the hands of two 

mischievous boys who test the turtle's indestructible shell. A 

group of girls spring the sick boy from the institution and a race 

ensues to rescue the poor creature out from under the treads of a 

Soviet tank! 
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Vorstadtkrokodile (The Crocodiles) (2009) 
 

10-year-old Hannes (11-year-old Nick Romeo Reimann), growing 

up with his young, single mother (Nora Tschirner) wants to join 

the coolest gang in the area, the Vorstadtkrokodile. But the entry 

test goes wrong and his life is saved by Kai (17-year-old Fabian 

Halbig), who is desperate to join too. But Kai is wheelchair bound 

and unable to even run away when things get hot. But when Kai 

witnesses a break-in, he suddenly becomes of great interest to the 

gang, being the only witness. He, in turn, will talk only if he can 

join. With his help and typically youthful imagination and courage, 

the group sets off to solve the case and take on the apparently 

unbeatable criminal gang. Beautiful and moving modern version! I 

didn't know what to expect of the filmatisation of the well-known 

German novel Vorstadtkrokodile. What I actually can remember is 

that when I read this novel as a child, I back then thought of, it 

would be great as a movie. So when I saw this movie is in the cinemas, I had to watch it. And I'm very 

glad to have done so! First of all the cast is great! Axel Stein does a really great job and also 

Semmelrogge is very funny in his short scene. I didn't know any of the youngsters, but all of them 

played their part very well - you instantly buy their roles the way they play them! And then there is 

the modernization of the context. Enormeausly well-done! Many nice gags, where I laughed out 

loud! This is a movie for everyone: the youngsters, young adults (like me, I'm in the middle of my 

twenties) and the elder generation! I hope you have read the novel, but if you haven't, I'm sure you 

are eager to do, after you watched this fantastic movie. Heck! I even caught myself gladly smiling at 

the very end! 
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Vorstadtkrokodile 3 (Crocodiles: All For One) (2011) 
 

The kids have grown up a little bit more since last time and they 

are starting to have other interests: for example, Olli (Manuel 

Steitz) goes off on holiday with his girlfriend, while Kai (Fabian 

Halbig) has gone to basketball camp. They are beginning to grow 

out of the need to be in a gang, but this story sees them 

experience their last big adventure and a great mission. In the 

final part of the trilogy, The Crocodiles are celebrating Hannes' 

(13-year-old Nick Romeo Reimann) birthday with a spin around 

the go-cart track at breathtaking speeds. Everyone is having fun 

when Frank (David Hürten) suddenly loses control of his cart and 

crashes into a concrete wall! He is taken to the hospital in a critical 

state and it is touch and go whether he will survive. The doctors 

have to find a donor for his damaged liver - and the ideal match is 

Frank's brother Dennis who is currently doing time in prison with 

his partner in crime Kevin. In a race against time, The Crocodiles come up with an unconventional 

plan to save Frank. 
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Vragi (Enemies) (2007) 
 

Summer 1942. The war has gone far to the east. The life of the 

district center, which settled the German leadership, the track is 

"normal." The Germans taught the Russian language, trying to flirt 

with the local pullets. The women washed the Germans, fed them, 

and someone gets a guests relations. The teenager - the son of the 

protagonist - tries to escape to the partisans, does undermine the 

German train that took him in the guerrillas. The boy was caught. 

The Germans should kill him in order to "discourage others were." 

Such an order can not disobey. The Germans understood that the 

execution of a child puts an end to their quiet life. Especially well 

understood are the local commander, who has a close relationship 

with the mother of the boy. But to violate the order of command, 

he can not. 
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Waist Deep (2006) 
 

An ex-convict (Tyrese) gets tangled up with a gang after his car is 

hijacked with his son (Henry Hunter Hall) inside. In South Los 

Angeles, while bringing his beloved son Junior back home from 

school, the paroled ex-convicted O2 promises his son that he 

would always come back to him and never leave him alone. 

However, his car is hijacked and Junior is kidnapped. Without any 

lead, O2 forces the street vendor Coco to help him to find where 

his car might have been sent for disassembling. Meanwhile, O2's 

addicted brother Lucky discovers that the cruel leader of the 

Outlaw Syndicate, the drug lord Meat, is keeping the boy arrested 

in a room and asking a ransom of US$ 100,000.00 that he believes 

O2 have from an old heist. O2 and Coco plot a scheme to put the pimp P-Money and Meat against 

each other and steal their money. A great action-adventure flick. I took this movie home the other 

day not really expecting to see much of a movie but I was like what the hell, I'll give it a try and was 

pleased. This movie didn't have the most original plot. It was just a father trying to get his kidnapped 

son back. Tyrese Gibson played the father who would very much rather forget his past and jail time 

so he set a good example for his kid. I thought Gibson did a very good job as he teamed up with the 

very attractive actress Meagan Good. Also in the movie was Larenz Tate. Tate did not impress me. It 

seemed like he just re-enacted his role in Crash. Your not going to see a masterpiece after watching 

this film. Your not going to get blown away by the acting even though it was above average. They're 

some hard-nosed scenes such as when I guy gets his armed chopped off for not paying back the 

money. But the movie seemed to have heart and I believe it was directed very well. Such scene is 

when Gibson's character is running than switches to first person as the director, Vondie Curtis-Hall, 

has the camera shaking constantly to give it a more dramatic feel. The relationship between Good 

and Gibson's character grew way to fast but still was par. There are some moments that are far 

fetched but the movie was still very entertaining and intense and I believe it gets a 7.5 rating 

(rounded to a 8). 
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Watchers (1988) 
 

Based on a novel by Dean Koontz. A boy (16-year-old Corey Haim) 

takes in a stray dog, later finding out that its an ultra-intelligent 

runaway from a genetic research lab. Unknown to him, the dog is 

being stalked by another escaped creature thats not quite so 

friendly. We get that it's not exactly like the book; it's not 

supposed to be. When a saboteur blows up a controversial 

government research lab, two experimental animals are loosed in 

a small community in Washington State. One is a dog with unusual 

intelligence. The other is an "Outside eXperimental COmbat 

Mammal", or "OXCOM". Because of reasons divulged further into 

the film, the oxcom hates the dog, and so is trying to kill it. 

Watchers concerns the accidental involvement of Travis Cornell 

(Corey Haim), his mom Nora (Barbara Williams) and his girlfriend 

Tracey (Lala Sloatman) with the dog and oxcom, as two National 

Security Organization agents, Lem Johnson (Michael Ironside) and Cliff (Blu Mankuma), track them 

down. Many comments are made about Watchers being very different than the Dean Koontz book 

that serves as the launching pad for the film. This is true. But it should not affect your rating. If you 

want the book, read the book. Judge the film on its own merits, not how closely it matches the book. 

Bill Freed and Damian Lee, who wrote the screenplay, are just as much artists as Koontz is (that's not 

a quality comparison, just a statement that they're all artists). So is director Jon Hess. Their job as 

filmmakers isn't to slavishly follow the book as if it were a script. They're adapting the book, as 

artists, to make a unique artwork. It's based on the book. Not identical to it. You have to loosen your 

preconceptions/expectations when you watch the film, because you're going to be experiencing an 

artwork that you are not already familiar with, even if you've read Koontz' novel. So, is Watchers a 

good film? It's pretty good, not excellent. Good enough to earn a "B", or an 8. Hess begins things on 

the right foot with one of the most beautifully filmed explosions I've seen in awhile. Unfortunately, 

he trips a bit immediately afterward as we listen to some very thick, jargonistic exposition. After that 

scene Watchers threatens to become a clichéd 1980s film as we first meet Travis and Tracey. 

Veering towards cliché is a tendency continually threatened. But it is only a skew. More often than 

not, Hess is able to transcend well-trodden territory with a number of interesting twists: Both Travis 

and Tracey are from single parent homes, with their genders flipped. Both have unique, mature 

relationships with their parents. Although this is a horror film, a major focus is a cute, intelligent 

canine, and it often feels as much like an adventure film as it does horror, a thriller, or sci-fi, which 

are all genres it touches upon. Hess introduces a large cast of characters, some not entering until 

late in the game, yet the film is never confusing and no characters feel as if they are left in the dust--

all of the threads are nicely tied up in the end. The structure is also complex in that there are two 

major villains, the second becoming less obviously ill-intentioned as the film progresses, until a twist 

accompanied by brutal violence makes one antagonist clearer. Soon after, Hess gives us a nice 

moment of doubt with the other antagonist. The biggest flaw in my eyes is a dreaded, common one 

with horror films since at least the 1980s--the "attack" scenes are shot too darkly, too close, too out 

of focus, and they're edited too choppily. It makes it extremely difficult to tell what's going on, which 

saps most of the tension from scenes that should be a highlight. Surely, part of Hess' motivation for 



the style, and this is the typical justification for this problem, was worry that the creature would 

come across as humorous and/or fake rather than frightening and suspenseful. In my view, 

presenting the audience with a dizzying blur isn't a satisfactory solution. We only get to see the 

creature costume/makeup clearly towards the end of the film. It was well done enough that better 

shot and edited attack scenes would have brought the film up to at least a 9. Regardless of the 

degree of correspondence between the novel and the film, Watchers presents a gripping story using 

smart, alluring characters. It is frequently a nail-biter and the horror scenes are more feral than you 

might expect, if not exactly gory (although there is a fair amount of blood in a couple scenes). 

Watchers tends to be underrated because of misconceptions about the role of film when it comes to 

adapting literature--don't pass it up or summarily dismiss it based on a misconception. 
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Water Wars (2009) 
 

This timely documentary uncovers critical water issues facing 

humanity. It takes the viewer from the floods and droughts in 

Bangladesh, to dam building in India, water management in the 

Netherlands and the latest wake-up call in America: the Katrina 

disaster and the drought in the Southwest. Future wars will be 

fought over access to fresh water, unless we come together to 

face this global crisis. Without water there is no life. 
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We Bought A Zoo (2011) 
 

Set in Southern California, a father moves his young family to the 

countryside to renovate and re-open a struggling zoo. Benjamin 

has lost his wife. In a bid to start his life over, he purchases a large 

house that has a zoo. This is welcome news for his daughter, but 

his son (14-year-old Colin Ford) is not happy about it. The zoo is 

need of renovation and Benjamin sets about the work with the 

head keeper, Kelly, and the rest of the zoo staff. But, the zoo soon 

runs into financial trouble. The staff must get the zoo back to its 

former glory, pass a zoo inspection, and get it back open to the 

public. In praise of earnestness. I am grateful that in this cynical 

world, there are still artists who are courageous enough not to run 

from earnestness, but to embrace it. Cameron Crowe has done 

just that with WE BOUGHT A ZOO. This is a beautiful movie, full of 

life - truthfully acted, beautifully shot and lovingly directed. I 

expected to cry (which I did, many times) but I didn't know that it would also be so funny with levity 

coming just when you need it. Matt Damon was brilliant as the heartbroken but hopeful father. And 

my only gripe about Thomas Haden Church is that there wasn't more of him! The kids were all 

brilliant -- not an ounce of self-consciousness to their acting, which is rare when it comes to child 

actors. And the final scene alone is worth the price of admission. Anyone willing to open his or her 

heart will fall in love with this movie like I did. Kudos to all involved. 
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Weiser (2001) 
 

A man struggles to come to terms with a mystery that has 

haunted him throughout his adult life in this drama from Poland. 

In 1967, a 13-year-old boy named Dawid discovered a cache of 

explosives and began experimenting with them; one day, several 

of his friends saw Dawid wave to them shortly before a massive 

explosion went off near a railway tunnel, and no one ever saw the 

young man again. Thirty years later, one of Dawid's close friends, 

Pawel (Marek Kondrat), returns to Poland for the first time in 11 

years to visit Juliane (Juliane Kohler), a woman he used to love. As 

Pawel returns home, he discovers his thoughts keeps drifting back 

to Dawid and what might have happened to him that day. Great 

book, bad film. Pawel Huelle's book "Weiser Dawidek" is one of 

the most wonderful novels of Polish modern literature, but it's 

film adaptation is not worth your time. The movie is boring, 

miscasted and has no magic in it. Better read than watch if you can. With Andrzej Basiukiewicz 

(Dawid Weiser - 12-years-old), Maciej Jaszczuk (Pawel Heller - 12-years-old), Jakub Wozniakowski 

(Szymek - 12-years-old) & Rafal Bednarz (Piotr - 12-years-old). 
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Wer Früher Stirbt, Ist Länger Tot (Grave Decisions) (2006) 
 

Deals with a boy (12-year-old Markus Krojer) thinking that he is 

responsible for his mother's death and his unusual way to fight his 

feelings of guilt. 11-year-old Sebastian lives with his father and 

brother Franz in a Bavarian village. One day, he learns that his 

mother died on his birthday, which makes him believe he was to 

blame for her death. Dreaming of purgatory, Sebastian sees only 

two ways to avoid this divine punishment: becoming an immortal 

rock star or find a new wife for his father. Bavaria beyond Beer, 

Lederhosn and Dirndl. I'd never have thought that a German, well 

it's actually more a Bavarian movie, could be this exceptional 

anymore. But it continues the line of rare Bavarian films that 

capture life in all its facets, in the great tradition of Franz Xaver 

Bogner's "Irgendwie & Sowieso" from the 1980s. It's true and 

funny, sad and heartwarming, telling a grand story with an 

outstandingly authentic cast, an exceptionally good soundtrack in beautiful pictures. If you want to 

be entertained well for an evening and you want more than just a cheap laugh, go see this movie 

(despite its strange title, meaning something like "The sooner you die, the longer you'll be dead") 

and see Bavaria beyond all kitsch! 
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Wer Küßt Schon Einen Leguan? (Second Hand Child) (2003) 
 

Tobias (14-year-old Frederick Lau), aged 13-years-old, lives in an 

East German city and his life is as depressing as the blocks of flats 

in his quarter. He doesn't know who his father is, his classmates 

think he is "anti social" and pick on him permanently and his 

mother Anja lives together with the ignorant and violent Fritze. 

During a dispute in his class, Tobias claims that his father came 

back from South America with an iguana. The next day, he shows 

his amazed classmates and teacher the animal and a photo of his 

father. The problem: the iguana and the photo belong to his 

neighbour Max, head writer of a daily hit soap opera. When Max 

realizes that Tobias searches his friendship, he thinks that the 

boy's story could be a good plot for his show. Thus, he looks after 

Tobias, but Anja's suprising death changes everything. Simple, 

heart-warming movie about growing up in unfortunate 

circumstances. A down-to-Earth and true-to-life story about a kid growing up in an urban ghetto in 

Eastern Germany. It recounts the misery of a kid growing up with his single mother, who has enough 

trouble handling her life, and her dominant macho boyfriend. Badly mistreated in school because of 

his poor background, the kid hopes to get some respect by making his classmates believe that a 

neighbour, successful writer, is his father. The writer and the boy start making friends. The 

storyboard is capturing, a little to romantizising at times. A simple, worthwhile and very heart-

warming movie. 
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West (2007) 
 

Pete & Jerry are cousins living in Sydney's Western Suburbs, 

where life consists of drinking, getting stoned, getting in fights and 

hanging out. But things change forever when Pete and Jerry both 

fall in love with the same girl. Living in suburban Sydney, Pete and 

Jerry aren't just cousins, they're best friends. Jerry falls in love and 

starts a relationship with Cheryl, though he knows Pete likes her 

too. Pete, a small-time drug dealer, doesn't understand why Jerry 

suddenly wants to settle down and make plans (he gets a job at a 

fast-food place and works for a pittance). Then Pete has to lie low 

with his dealing for a while because the police are tailing him and 

Jerry gets him a job at the chicken restaurant. But Pete makes 

trouble and walks out, losing Jerry his job as well. WEST Lives 

unravel in this potent tale of suburban boredom and violence. As I 

settled in to watch West, the story of two young under-educated 

slackers getting into trouble in Sydney's western suburbs, I 

experienced a hedonistic urge for a geographical alternative. Why, for once, couldn't it be East, the 

story of the West boys' privileged counterparts - rich kids in sharp suits exchanging sharp talk while 

getting into trouble in sleek, expensive Sydney? But that hasn't been the Australian way. We rarely 

see the city's moneyed class taken apart on screen. Our writers and directors prefer to look for their 

stories elsewhere and it has to be said that West's writer-director, Daniel Krige, is one of the most 

persuasive. The film's opening has Pete (Khan Chittenden) and his cousin, Jerry (Nathan Phillips), 

drinking beer and smoking dope in their favourite haunt - under a bridge over a stormwater canal. 

It's not exactly a scene rich in dramatic promise, yet when it comes to disarming your prejudices, 

Krige proves an expert. West's settings are where he grew up. It's his turf. Clearly, it fascinates and 

exasperates him. He also knows how to hold its extremes in delicate balance, giving us a place where 

boredom and violence come together repeatedly in the unholiest of alliances. In their bunker-like 

retreat, Pete and Jerry are getting in the mood for a night of partying. They're also engaged in an 

unusually reflective conversation. Jerry, strangely enough, wants to talk about the future. He says he 

still doesn't know what he's going to do with the year ahead - a remark that mystifies Pete. He says 

that they'll do what they did last year. They'll see what happens. He doesn't believe in making plans. 

"They don't happen. You get depressed." In these few words the film lays out its theme. For Jerry 

does make plans and they mark the beginning of his life's unravelling. At the party, we follow a 

bleary-eyed Pete, who is lusting after Cheryl (Gillian Alexy), a girl whose good looks and sexual 

swagger magnetise every male she meets. Predictably, he has no luck; she bypasses him in favour of 

Jerry, possibly because he's not as stoned and can still string a few sentences together. It's not Pete's 

night. Pursuing his part-time job as a drug dealer, he offends Kenwood (Anthony Hayes), the most 

loathsome member of a gang of thugs, and is beaten up and robbed. These are the basic outlines of 

the cousins' circumscribed world. At night, it takes on a spurious poetry born of noise and bustle and 

the shimmer of neon on slick, wet pavements. But in the flat glare of daytime, all the promise and 

colour are leached out of it. Jerry desperately wants to escape and he takes what he hopes will be 

his first step by getting a regular job behind the counter of the local fast food outlet. The extent of 

his good intentions can be seen by his willingness to wear a cap decorated with chicken wings while 



making clucking jokes at his own expense. Unimpressed, Pete just carries on as usual, lounging 

round with his drug-dealing boss, who leads an amiably addled half-life in front of his flat-screen 

television set. And when this routine wears thin, Pete goes to the bunker by the canal and sits 

smoking and drinking with Mick (Michael Dorman), another equally aimless twentysomething. Mick 

is afflicted with a stammer and an abiding pessimism. He also displays an unnerving preoccupation 

with moral hypotheses. "Would you wear a condom if you raped a girl?" he asks Pete, who's so 

shocked by the question that he can't stop thinking about it, or its sub-text: that the vacuum created 

by frustration and hopelessness could conceivably become toxic and cause him to do something he'd 

forever regret. When the inevitable tragedy happens, they're all caught up in it. Saddest of all is the 

good-natured Jerry, who falls in love with Cheryl and makes the mistake of telling her so. It's a 

poignant performance by Phillips, whose Jerry is a compact, energetic figure, brimming over with a 

new and touching faith in the power of his own will. Chittenden's Pete is just as convincing. Lanky 

and soulful, he moves to a slower tempo than his cousin but his seeming passivity is deceptive. 

Behind it lies a deep reservoir of anger. Krige's grasp of the narrative slips occasionally to make you 

wince with an inconsistency or a lapse in logic but his talent for the elliptical saves him at every turn. 

He has a flair for the kind of moment that can sum up a lifetime. He doesn't have to use words to 

spell out the contradictions in the bond between the cousins, for instance. He catches it in a single 

shot of them as they lie around smoking and talking in the bedroom they share in Jerry's mother's 

house. It's in the way the light falls across their bodies, forming sharply edged shadows that both link 

and separate them. West is life in the bell jar. You may not want to be there but you can't deny the 

potency of the experience. Even so, I'm still hankering after East. For the right filmmaker, it could 

turn up narrative gold. 
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When You Remember Me (1990) 
 

Fact-based story of Mike Mills (14-year-old Fred Savage), a teen 

with muscular dystrophy, who is placed in a state nursing home by 

his destitute single mother. There he must contend with being the 

only young person in the clinic and with an abusive head nurse. I 

wish I could forget. I don't want to remember "When You 

Remember Me," but I'm sure it will be etched into my mind for 

eternity. I understand that Fred Savage wasn't considered the 

greatest actor of the 20th century, but holy cow! A little more research and practice wouldn't have 

hurt. I've heard that people work just as hard on bad movies as they do on good ones, but I wonder 

if the cast and crew knew they were working on a poorly done rip-off of "One Flew Over the 

Cuckoo's Nest." If everybody realizes they are making something that isn't that good, maybe they 

don't really work "just as hard." I'm not saying that everyone in the cast was terrible. People such as 

Kevin Spacey are almost always good and Ellen Burstyn did a great "Nurse Ratched" impression. 
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Where Eskimos Live (2002) 
 

Sharkey (Bob Hoskins), part of the sinister world of child trade, 

picks up Vlado (11-year-old Sergiusz Zymelka), an orphan of war, 

dreaming of freedom and a better life. They embark upon a 

strange and enlightening journey through war torn Bosnia. As they 

struggle to get out of the country and fight to stay alive, they find 

a special love and compassion from which emerges their ultimate 

moral and spiritual redemption. This film is far from perfect but 

any quibbles don't really amount to much, which is odd because 

the main quibble is that bob hoskins isn't very good in it. in some 

ways it doesn't really matter because the young boy playing his 

co-star is absolutely exceptional. bob hoskins' accent changes 

every single time he opens his mouth - at first I thought he was 

just doing a very embarrassing eastern European voice, then it 

went to his usual geezerish tones, at times he sounded like he was 

going to elocution lessons, and then there was the bearish grunts. also, his acting in the scene where 

he thinks he is going to be shot as a spy is dire - his facial expressions just looked like he'd been 

served with some soggy cucumber sandwiches at a tea party. the other quibble is that occasionally 

the music tries to milk an emotion when direction is really not needed, although on the whole the 

music is great. on the plus side is the child actor, & some awful war scenes of what it is like for the 

average person caught up in a war, scenes of victims, and the concern that how the hell can a child 

settle back into a normal existence who has witnessed such horror and lived this life. With Wojciech 

Smolarz. 
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Where The River Runs Black (1986) 
 

An orphaned boy (Alessandro Rabelo) who was raised in the 

Amazon jungle is brought back to civilization by a priest who 

knows his father. Father O'Reilly, an older priest, tells the story of 

Father Mahoney, Eagle Woman, and their son Lazaro. It's magic 

realism in the Amazon. Mahoney is a radical priest who ventures 

upstream where the river runs black. He encounters the beautiful 

and enchanting Eagle Woman, who can change from a dolphin to 

a woman. A few years later, their child Lazaro witnesses inter-

loping gold prospectors commit a brutal and traumatizing murder. 

He goes to the city in Father O'Reilly's care, and there he sees the 

murderer, who's a politician. Lazaro seeks revenge, which puts 

him in further danger. He runs back into the jungle, where the 

dolphins may be his best hope for help. I was fourteen years of 

age when I first saw this film. For me, the experience was magical. I didn't know what this film had 

that created an aura of mysteriousness and intrigue, but I remember seeing it again a few years later 

and looking everywhere to purchase a copy. The young boy, Lazarus, has an affinity with the 

dolphins of the Amazon jungle and it is wonderfully captured in the screenplay. As young actors go, 

this boy is wonderful as Lazarus. His expressions are true to life and the scenes where he is brought 

from the wild to adapt to civilisation are naturally brought out. The scene where he is mischievous 

with his orphan friend under the water tap captures the magical experience of childhood. The scene 

where his father rows quietly along the river makes you feel as if you're in the boat with him. I think 

you need to watch this film two or three times to fully appreciate the story it is telling. 
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Who Gets The House? (1999) 
 

Don and Rebecca Reece are facing the toughest decision of their 

lives whether or not to end their marriage of nearly 20 years. The 

Reeces agree to a trial separation. The kids get the house; Mom 

and Dad will shuttle back and forth. A poorly conceived family 

movie. Wow, that's all I have to say about this movie. That's not a 

good wow either. I had to watch this is my high school family 

relations class last week. At first, I thought this was going to be a 

nice little family film that might even be enjoyable to watch. 

However, whatever message there is in this movie is lost by all the 

stupidity going on. The first thing that I noticed was the parents 

have grown apart because the husband doesn't laugh at her 

anymore? How about the fact that they hardly even speak and 

don't show any affection towards each other. Another thing is that 

African sounding girl the kids hang out with. How does she get the 

document approved and how is she conveniently at their house whenever they come home, does 

she hide in the bushes? Also, the youngest daughter could use some speech therapy classes and the 

son is pretty annoying as well. George Takei is a very strange choice for their family friend. He comes 

across as more of a slave than their friend. Wasn't he remodeling their whole house? In conclusion, 

this movie is drastically stupid. I know its basically a kids movie but its pretty sub-par even for 

oblivious children. Now, a movie like Home Alone is a family film but it actually has some substance. 

I would avoid this movie if your looking for entertainment, but you could rent it if you want to see 

how bad it is. My class and I had many a good laugh while watching it. 
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Who's Afraid Of Virginia Woolf? (1966) 
 

A bitter aging couple with the help of alcohol, use a young couple 

to fuel anguish and emotional pain towards each other. George 

and Martha are a middle aged married couple, whose charged 

relationship is defined by vitriolic verbal battles, which underlies 

what seems like an emotional dependence upon each other. This 

verbal abuse is fueled by an excessive consumption of alcohol. 

George being an associate History professor in a New Carthage 

university where Martha's father is the President adds an extra 

dimension to their relationship. Late one Saturday evening after a 

faculty mixer, Martha invites Nick and Honey, an ambitious young 

Biology professor new to the university and his mousy wife, over 

for a nightcap. As the evening progresses, Nick and Honey, plied 

with more alcohol, get caught up in George and Martha's games 

of needing to hurt each other and everyone around them. The ultimate abuse comes in the form of 

talk of George and Martha's unseen 16-year-old son, whose birthday is the following day. That's 

what comes from too much alcohol and too few mutual respect. Tells the story of two couples that 

are quite different at first sight - one used to each other for years, the other one rather freshly wed 

in comparison. Actually it doesn't tell their story, but it displays their relationships. The film begins 

on a Sunday morning at 2 o'clock, right after a party, and ends just after the sun rises. In these few 

hours we get to know these four people better then we might possibly want. George and Martha are 

the older couple. He is a history professor, she is the daughter of the head of the university. Their 

relationship seems to be from hell, full of mutual disgust and humiliation. Their guests are Nick and 

Honey. He is the new, ambitious biology professor, she is his naive young wive. As all these four 

characters are more or less drunk throughout the entire film, alcohol works as a catalyst, and we 

quickly see the different kind of character traits they have: George is a cynic, Martha loves to 

torment her husband, Nick is an opportunist and Honey is very much a stupid blonde. The two 

relationships deserve closer examination: We wonder why Martha and George married in the first 

place. They keep swearing at each other. Martha can't stop humiliating George, when they are alone 

as well as when Nick and Honey are there. Maybe there is still a rest of love in them, but there 

mutual respect has vanished completely. And then there is the strange story of their son, who is 

supposed to visit on his birthday. They way George and Martha talk about him make us feel that 

there is something peculiar about him. At the end we get to know more about him, and we can only 

guess how important the son is for their relationship. Nick and Honey, on the other hand, seem to be 

quite the opposite. But, being used as weapons by the older couple, we see that their relationship 

isn't as perfect as it seems to be, either. Nick didn't marry Honey because he loved her, but because 

he thought she was pregnant and because of her money. And when Martha tries to seduce him to 

tease George, he plays the game with her, always in mind that this woman's father is the head of the 

university. Honey, on the other hand, is much more emotional than her husband, but she also is the 

most passive character, and the one most affected by the alcohol. Mike Nichols assembled an 

outstanding cast for his film. Casting Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton as Martha and George is a 

stroke of genius - not only are they terrific actors, but it also heats the imagination of the viewer 

how much their real-life-marriage resembled the relationship they had in this film. Elizabeth Taylor 



outshines her co-stars a little. Never was she any better than in this one; although her character is 

the meanest in the film, she manages that we still feel compassion for her at the end. But Richard 

Burton, George Segal and especially Sandy Dennis deliver memorable performances, too. It succeeds 

at something rather difficult: It makes us care for characters we wouldn't want to have anything to 

do with in real life. And although it actually consist of nothing but four people talking for two hours, 

it never bored us for a second. 
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Wide Awake (1998) 
 

A 10-year-old boy (12-year-old Joseph Cross) goes on a search for 

God after his grandfather dies. A fifth grader goes on a search for 

God after his grandfather dies. Along the way he gets into tons of 

trouble at Waldron Academy an all boys school. Also he is aided 

on his search by a sports loving nun. My family would like to invite 

you to see this film, we loved it! My husband and I thought this 

was an excellent movie! We watched it with our 2 young 

daughters and it opened a great deal of doors for discussions with 

them. The casting was wonderful! I had read in an article that M. 

Night Shyamalan was kind of disappointed with it over-all, and I 

think that he should re-consider that thought. He states that he 

wants people to somehow be touched by and to identify with the 

work that he produces and this movie does exactly that! It hits 

home on all different levels for young and old. This is a must see 

for families!! 
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Wiener Dog Nationals (2013) 
 

A family (Julian Feder) adopts a runt of a dachshund from a 

shelter. Only time will tell if little 'Shelly' and her new family are 

up for the challenges of entering the nation's greatest wiener dog 

race, Wienerschnitzel's 'Wiener Dog Nationals.' One Nation, one 

race, one wiener. What a weekend for Weiner! Or, if this Saturday 

is out, get it at the next family night get together! Phil (Matt 

London) is a fairly new widower with three energetic kids. Since 

this dad is still grieving, he is definitely struggling at home and at 

work. When his middle child, a boy, is on the verge of a birthday, 

he rashly promises the lad that he can have anything his heart 

wants. This turns out to be a dachsund! Well, dad gave his oath. 

Taking older teen brother and younger sister along, the four family 

members go to a dog adoption event at a local park. There is ONE 

weiner dog, a girl canine they love at sight. Naming her Shelley, 

the family is astonished when, on the way back to the car, a snooty lady (Morgan Fairchild) offers to 

buy the dog for ten thousand dollars! Nothing doing, its a birthday gift after all. But, one of the 

events' helpers, Melanie (Alicia Witt) tells the kids she is a judge at the local weiner dog races! Huh, 

could Shelley be the fast kind of dachsund? It sounds worth pursuing so Phil and Melanie come in 

contact with one another a couple of times and there may be a few sparks being set off. At the local 

race, Shelley comes in third, behind snooty lady's choice dog, Princess. This means Shelley can go to 

the next level. But, hotsy totsy woman begins to make trouble for Phil's family, putting their trip to a 

future race in doubt. There are other secrets festering, too. Will Shelley prove to be a champion, 

even as she heals her new family's saddest feelings? This is one great film for families! Yes, it has 

some formulaic aspects but, overall, its very fun and sweet. Witt and London make a great 

combination while Fairchild nails her role as the most annoying rich lady ever. All other cast 

members, including the kids, are wonderful. In addition, the dogs are just adorable, who knew that 

weiner dogs even raced? Yes, its true and is it a fun concept. Sets, costumes, script and direction are 

all above average, too. Weekend ahead looking kind of excitement barren? This little movie will 

remedy that! 
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Wild Child (2008) 
 

A rebellious Malibu princess is shipped off to a strict English 

boarding school by her father. Since Malibu brat Poppy Moore's 

mom passed away, she has pushed her rich, usually absent dad 

Gerry shamelessly. When his patience wears out, she's shipped off 

to her mother's former English boarding school for girls, Abbey 

Mount. On her first day she makes enemies of most dorm mates, 

especially dominant lacrosse school captain Harriet, and of staff 

disciplinarian Mrs. Kingsley. Unwilling to accept the strict regime, 

she decides to misbehave and take the blame for everyone until 

she's dismissed. The school only appealing feature for her is 

Kingsley's dashing son Freddie. When the dream prince transfers 

his favor from ambitious, uptight Harriet to unruly Poppy, that 

changes everything. Nonsensical. Silly. Entertaining. Poppy 

(Roberts) is a spoiled rich Malibu teen who has gone too far after 

playing an over-the-top prank and making her dad (Quinn) snapped. Thus, deciding to send her to an 

English boarding school for girls. She is, of course, taken in as an outsider, becoming Harriet's (King), 

the School Head Girl, greatest nemesis in mere seconds. But the headmistress (Richardson) really 

would like to help her mend her ways. She bonds with her roommates (Nixon, Temple, Wu and 

Cocker), after a rough start and they agree to help her get expelled so that she could go back home. 

Of course, cliché as it may sound, these friendship and a crush on the headmistress' son, Freddie 

(Pettyfer), give her second thoughts. I can say that this move is like Mean Girls, except the girls 

aren't as mean. We get an American girl who's ignorant about all-thing Brit (and the other way 

around). Poppy came to the school overdressed, and thought that somebody will carry her bags for 

her, and was completely oblivious about the school hierarchy. You might think this is another fish-

out-of-the-water type of film, but it's more than that. The movie is witty, fun, honest, and slightly 

intelligent enough to make it watchable. It's nothing new, but it's pretty entertaining. As the movie 

progresses, we see the character, mostly Poppy, develops. We get to learn why she is this "wild 

child" in the opening scene, and why she's so mean and ignorant about other people. It all get 

slightly predictable towards the end...everything comes crashing down, Poppy's friendship is heading 

for breaking point, Freddie is angry with what Poppy has done, and she is on the brink of being 

kicked out of the school. So she only gets on chance to make everything alright again. School movies 

will do better without this kind of scenes. Anyway, the ending is quite emotional and touching, it'll 

make up for the rest of the clichéd trip you take since the start of the movie. 
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Will (2011) 
 

An orphan (Perry Eggleton) journeys across Europe to the 2005 

Champions League Final in Istanbul. Probably the most emotional 

football movie. An excellent movie. A truly inspirational movie. 

The name 'Will' epitomes the movie perfectly. If you have WILL, 

you can do anything. For a boy whose everything is lost, he still 

has everything he needs, his passion for football. The movie also 

brings the good side of football supporters to the fore. In today's 

world where everyone is divided either by race or religion or 

ethnicity or political point of view, this movie shows that all these 

things can be forgotten when there is a football match on. 

Football has this amazing power of bringing people together and 

this is shown brilliantly in the film. The initial scenes in which Will 

runs away from his school and the help of his mates they hilarious 

and brings the lighter side in an extremely emotional movie. You 

will cry, laugh, get excited, and get goose bumps while watching the movie. Although this is a 

football related movie, but it also teaches us a lesson in every walk of life "Never get fever in the way 

of your dreams". 
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Willie's War (1994) 
 

When 10-year-old Willie (Lee Turnbull) is evacuated from the East 

End of London, he is chosen by Zander, 13-year-old son (Philip 

Boddy) of an army captain, to be his companion in a rambling 

country house. Zander's upbringing makes him snobbish and a 

bully. Willie does not enjoy shooting birds, playing with toy 

soldiers, or boxing; his only friends are Zander's nanny, and a 

young soldier called Blake. His father turns up in the nearby 

woods, having deserted the army. The nanny gives him food till one night, in panic, Blake shoots 

him. 
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Win Win (2011) 
 

A struggling lawyer and volunteer wrestling coach's chicanery 

comes back to haunt him when the teenage grandson (David W. 

Thompson) of the client he's double-crossed comes into his life. 

Disheartened attorney Mike Flaherty (Giamatti), who moonlights 

as a high school wrestling coach, stumbles across a star athlete 

through some questionable business dealings while trying to 

support his family. Just as it looks like he will get a double payday, 

the boy's mother shows up fresh from rehab and flat broke, 

threatening to derail everything. Terrific sleeper. Win Win is a 

terrific multigenre sleeper. It's funny, even hilarious; it has 

mystery and action; and it features brilliant performances by the 

always-reliable Paul Giamatti and Amy Ryan. It's also not a movie 

that wallows in treacly messages, and it's not a movie that uses 

sports as a crutch for "finding one's inner strength." In short, it's a 

wonderful, top-notch movie. Giamatti plays Mike Flaherty, a small-time lawyer who's running low on 

cash. He moonlights as coach of the local high-school team, which is, to put it bluntly, terrible. In a 

burst of fiscal sanity, Mike offers to become legal guardian for Leo, one of his clients (played by the 

crusty Burt Young), who's just been declared legally incapacitated. Why? Because as his guardian, 

Mike gets $1500 a month. But since he wants to avoid the extra hassle of actually taking care of Leo, 

he puts him in a nice home. Seriously, it's a nice home, with nice people and a big flat-screen TV. At 

this point, the movie wants us on Mike's side – sort of. He needs the cash, and he doesn't really want 

to tell his wife Jackie (Ryan) that they're running low, not with two young daughters to care for as 

well. Plus he's coach of a terrible team and is just swimming in stress. Swimming in it. So much so 

that while jogging to work off the stress, he suffers a panic attack. Just when Mike thinks some of his 

problems have been solved, teenage Kyle (Alex Shaffer) walks into his life. Kyle, it turns out, his Leo's 

grandson, and they've never met. Kyle's been sent by his mom to visit Leo. At first, this complicates 

things – especially when Kyle seems awfully reluctant to go back home to Ohio – but then Mike's 

remaining big problem is solved. It turns out the kid is a gifted wrestler. Who'd have thought that? 

He looks scrawny, but in practices Kyle shows he has the mettle. And thus things are riding well for 

Mike. But this would be a truly dull (if inspirational) movie if things continued to ride well. One thing 

we learn early on is that Mike intentionally misled the judge in Leo's case, giving the impression that 

he would be actively taking care of Leo. But things really get going when Kyle's druggie mom 

(Melanie Lynskey) shows up to bring her boy back – and to take over as Leo's guardian. Too often, 

Giamatti has played real sad-sack characters, guys who just can't seem to catch a break, guys who 

suffer at the hands of fickle fate. Not so here. Mike isn't exactly a conniving mastermind, but he's not 

an idiot, either, and he deals with each situation with logic and reason, even as they spiral further 

out of his control. It's a typically masterful Giamatti performance, and for once he's not a total loser 

who's in over his head. He's even a half-decent coach who simply has a lackluster team to work with. 

Giamatti's not alone, though. I really got a kick out of Amy Ryan's performance as his somewhat-

exasperated spouse Jackie, who's not terribly fond of suddenly having a teenage boy around at first. 

A few years back, Ryan turned in an Oscar-nominated performance as a native Bostonian in Gone 

Baby Gone. Ryan had a thick, believable Boston accent then. Here, she's playing a New Jersey native, 



but at no point does she go overboard with the Jersey Shore dialect. That's what good actresses can 

do – they can dial it back when they have to and show a little nuance. Win Win is not a stand-up-

and-cheer movie, although the audience at the screening I attended applauded when it was over. It's 

not a crime drama, and it doesn't really have a lot of twists to its plot. What makes it work are all of 

the truly sincere, dead-on performances: by Giamatti, Ryan, Shaffer, Lynskey, Bobby Cannavale, and 

even Jeffrey Tambor as one of Mike's wrestling assistant coaches. Not a sour note in the bunch, 

everyone at the top of his or her game. This might have fared well, critically, if it were released 

during awards season. It sort of reminded me of last year's Greenburg, starring Ben Stiller, only 

funnier and sweeter. Win Win is a charming, quiet movie that reminds us that, as the Grateful Dead 

once told us, once in a while you can get shown the light in the strangest of places if you look at it 

right. 
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Wind River (2000) 
 

The 1854 Wyoming historical drama is based on Tom Shell's 

adaptation of the true life memoirs of Pony Express rider Nick 

Wilson. Poor hair extensions. In a fantastic adaptation of this 

period classic the only major disappointment was the poor use of 

hair extensions when Yaichachi grew old. A fellow enthusiast, 

Jessica Maltby, wept on several occasions during the film, and I 

myself must confess that I shed a tear in a particularly moving part 

of the screenplay where a young Nick is told off by his mother. The 

finest performance in my opinion was that of Pocatello's horse, 

who was inspirational in the part as Pocatello's horse. Some of the 

action scenes are also well worth a look, especially the fight scene 

with another Indian tribe, where realistic punches are thrown with 

breathtaking accuracy. 
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Winnie The Pooh (2011) 
 

Eyeore has lost his tail, and Winnie the Pooh and his friends hold a 

contest to get him a new one. During an ordinary day in Hundred 

Acre Wood, Winnie the Pooh sets out to find some honey. 

Misinterpreting a note from Christopher Robin, Pooh convinces 

Tigger, Rabbit, Piglet, Owl, Kanga, Roo, and Eeyore that their 

young friend has been captured by a creature named "Backson" 

and they set out to save him. That Warm Fuzzy Feeling. Going to 

see this movie was like stepping back into childhood. I had the 

1977 movie on VHS when I was young and I wore that tape out 

with countless viewings. I was also a big fan of the cartoon show 

than ran during the nineties and the many direct-to-video films 

that came out around that time too. So I already walk into this 

movie with nostalgia on my mind - knowing roughly what to expect, and the film delivers pretty 

much what you've seen before. It follows the structure of the 1977 movie mostly, telling three 

different stories over the length of the film. Which may have worked in 1977, but today if you cut 

the film apart into these three sections you could just release them as specials on the Disney 

channel. The voice work is as good as it needs to be. Jim Cummings is enigmatic as always and Bud 

Luckey is a nice addition as Eeyore. It's not Disney's best dubbing job but far from their worst. The 

film is far too short, there was definitely time for another story should there have been one. 70 

minutes shouldn't really be acceptable for a cinema release, under any circumstances. All qualms I 

have with the movie are overshadowed by its innocence and joy. Children who go to see this movie 

may love it, but adults may love it more. 
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Without A Father (2010) 
 

Two young boys (Pieter Sypesteyn & Jacob O'Neal) from different 

lives are forever altered after the death of one father. Joshua 

Taylor and Christopher Bauman are two young boys from separate 

worlds whose lives are thrust together and forever altered when 

Joshua's father suddenly dies. Lucille Bauman, mother of young 

Christopher raises them with love, compassion, and The Truth. In 

vain, and as the boys grow older they begin seeking to fill the 

empty, fatherless void in their lives through a world wind of 

events that is sure to keep you on edge of your seat. Can the 

prayers of a praying mother help this family now? Will the anger 

and resentment overtake Christopher? Will there be enough time 

for forgive, or will it be to late? This heartfelt suspenseful movie 

will touch everyone who watches it. Impacted with a powerful 

message of reconciliation, faith, family and perseverance, 

"Without A Father" is a must see film. A must see Christian film. Two young boys grow up and grow 

apart as hate and frustration sets in as one fathers death and another father leaving forces them to 

travel different direction in life. This movie shows how a life filled with Christ years later can change 

and impact other peoples life. This movie is about love, hate, destruction and then family 

reconciliation that is both sad and wonderful because of the twist in the movie plot. It is a must see 

for the whole family. The story is fantastic with twist and turns that will catch you off guard and in 

some cases bring tears to your eyes. This movie could be a true story of many peoples life today. The 

young boy actors did a great job expressing the way the kids grew up and showing how tribulation 

can change the direction a child has started out in life and when the movie flashes 25 years later the 

total cast of actors did a fine job of showing families torn apart by hate and frustration and how 

reconciliation can occur when the right path for life is chosen. 
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Without A Trace (1983) 
 

This film, centering on a child's (9-year-old Danny Corkill) 

abduction, casts Kate Nelligan as the distraught mother who 

lashes out at the police (in the person of a relentless detective 

played by Judd Hirsch), who treat her and her husband as 

suspects, even as she hounds them to find her child and drives 

away her husband (David Dukes) and friends (including Stockard 

Channing) with her intensity and single-mindedness. Worthwhile 

drama. From screenwriter and original novelist Beth Gutcheon 

(novel entitled "Still Missing") comes "Without a Trace", which 

tells the story of a little 6-year-old boy who leaves for school one 

morning and then completely disappears. The film starts slowly 

but picks up the tension as it moves along. Producer and one-time 

director Stanley R. Jaffe tries to use quiet moments early in the 

film; but for me they did not work. Later, as the movie gets going, 

it becomes moving and thought provoking. A clever and touching 

finale, along with solid performances from the under-rated Kate Nelligan, the magnificent Judd 

Hirsch and David Dukes, make the film worthwhile. 
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Witness (1985) 
 

A young Amish boy (9-year-old Lukas Haas) is sole witness to a 

murder; policeman John Book goes into hiding in Amish country to 

protect him until the trial. Samuel Lap is a young Amish boy who 

witnesses a murder in Philadelphia while traveling with his mother 

Rachel. A good cop named John Book must go with them into 

hiding when the killers come after them. All three retreat to Amish 

country and Book has to adjust to the new life style, and his 

feelings for the boy's mother. Of course the killers are still on their 

trail. Topnotch. This is one of those movies whose virtues and 

subtleties become more and more apparent with subsequent 

viewings. The crime story is nothing more than a pretense - a 

"MacGuffin", in Hitchcock's phrase - on which to hang this 

sensitive and insightful story of the conflict between modernity 

and the culture of the Amish, which is portrayed here with 

admiring respect and not a hint of condescension. Harrison Ford's portrayal of John Book is perhaps 

his finest work on screen so far. In particular, Book's struggle to suppress his rising attraction for 

Rachel, and his tormented realization that a relationship between them is not possible, is achingly 

portrayed. Ford's effort is well-matched by Kelly McGillis, whose beauty here is almost breathtaking. 

The erotic interplay between them, because it is consummated, gives off an almost painful tension, 

and the easily lampooned "running through the field" scene - because it has been led up to so 

convincingly - is almost heartbreaking. The character of Eli Lapp, wonderfully played by Jan Rubes, is 

richly multifaceted. His suspicion of the "English" outsider and his anger at Rachel's attraction to 

him, is surmounted by an underlying humanity. His parting words to Book, "You be careful out there 

among them English," are moving testimony to his acceptance of him. His stern yet loving dialogue 

to his grandson about renouncing hatred and violence is a treasured moment. Both direction and 

cinematography are spendid. The simplicity of Amish interiors is shot in a way that makes its 

austerity almost beautiful, and the barnraising scene is an exercise in cinematic lyricism. It would be 

easy to fault the movie for the facile scene in which the punks taunting of Book's newfound friends 

and protectors drives him over the edge (Eli: "It's not our way, Book" Book: "No, bit it's MY way."), 

but his gift to the young thug of a bloody nose is mighty satisfying to behold. My one criticism is with 

the music; certainly not with the venerable Maurice Jarre's score itself, but with its paltry 

synthesized realization. They should have found the money to spring for a full orchestra. In short, a 

highly satisfying, richly themed, and multifacted film which is well worth watching. 
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Woman On Top (2000) 
 

Brazilian chef Isabella Oliveira moves to San Francisco when her 

husband, frustrated by her motion sickness, cheats on her. 

Isabella is a great cook, making her husband's restaurant in Bahia, 

Brazil, a success. To control her motion sickness, she must do the 

driving and be on top during sex, which drives her macho 

husband, Toninho, to infidelities. Heart-broken, she leaves for San 

Francisco, moving in with her childhood friend, Monica, a cross-

dresser. To mend her heart, she makes an offering to Yemanja, 

the goddess of the sea. The goddess responds: Isabella no longer 

loves and the fish in Bahia no longer bite. Stricken, Toninho heads 

north to get her back; he finds her hosting a popular TV show, 

Passion Food, courted by its producer. Can he learn humility? Can 

she find happiness without him? Penelope Is Pretty, But Script Is 

Stupid. This started off very well...really well...and slowly got 

stupid, very stupid. The film is a fantastic vehicle, however, for Penelope Cruz to show us her beauty. 

The two men chasing her are all right, neither one particularly annoying. The annoying part isn't the 

actors, it's the script. In this story, you can pray - and get a positive response - to the "sea goddess" - 

while other ridiculous curses and superstitions abound. Also, a lead character in here - portrayed as 

perfectly normal - is a transvestite. Despite these strange doings, the film has charm and beautiful, 

bold colors to it. If only the story wasn't so stupid. 
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Wondrous Oblivion (2003) 
 

11-year-old David Wiseman (Sam Smith) is mad about cricket but 

no good at it. He has the entire kit but none of the skill, and he's a 

laughingstock at school. So when a Jamaican family moves in next 

door and builds a cricket net in the back garden, David is in 

seventh heaven. But this is 1960s Britain, and when the 

neighbours start to make life difficult for the new arrivals, David's 

family is caught in the middle, and he has to choose between 

fitting in and standing up for the new friends who have turned his 

world upside-down. Race in Britain is not often dealt with so well. 

A sensitive and well-made study of the impact of two waves of 

immigrants on London communities: the first in the form of a 

young family of German-born Jews driven out by Hitler, the 

second in the form of their new neighbours from Jamaica. Cricket 

is the medium which draws together young cricket-mad David and 

his new neighbours - especially the cricket-made father and daughter of the family. But the 

friendship also leads David's young mother, neglected by her workaholic, decent and God-fearing 

husband, to develop a crush on her more warm-hearted, more vibrant but also decent and God-

fearing West Indian neighbour whose habit of spending all day in a string vest and more free-and-

easy manner is something of a contrast with her husband's straightlaced attitude and permanent 

uniform of woolly cardigan. Both David and Ruth fall to the temptation to exploit their new friends: 

David uses Judy to help him improve his cricket, Ruth attempts to use Dennis for the sexual 

satisfaction she is missing out on as her husband works all hours to improve the family's fortunes 

(and send his children to expensive schools). But when Judy turns up at David's birthday party he 

turns her away; and when Ruth makes a pass at Dennis, she is politely but firmly repulsed. This is a 

lovely film that deserves to be remembered; it is very accurate of the period full of good little 

touches but also has a strong, positive ending in which both couples, and both families, become 

stronger and closer despite their diverging paths, as the enmity of the local racists draws them 

together in near-tragedy. 
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World Teen Tour (2013) 
 

90 videoclips of boysingers throughout the world. 

DVD 1: Running time: 2 hrs 08 mins. 

Tracklisting: 

Albania - Eris Rexhepi - Hakerat. 

Argentina - Lucciano Pizzichini - La decima vez. 

Australia - Yannick Koffi - No Escape. 

Austria - Lukas - Sommerfreunde. 

Azerbaijan - Rustam Karimov - Me And My Guitar. 

Belarus - Ilya Volkov - Sing with me. 

Belgium - Ian Thomas - Lalaland. 

Brazil - Jotta A - Vencedor. 

Bulgaria - Bogomil - Spri. 

Canada - Luka - Time To Shine. 

Chile - Aguss - Cero Gravedad. 

China - TF Boys - Love Departure. 

Colombia - Camilo - Culpable. 

Denmark - Kristian - Den forste autograf. 

Ecuador - Maykel - A Prueba de Todo. 

England - The Vamps - Can We Dance. 

Finland - Robin - Boom Kah. 

France - Les Poppys - Blesse. 

Germany - Keanrah - Wasn't born to this. 

India - Yatharth - I Love You. 

Indonesia - CJR - Kenapa Mengapa. 

Ireland - Gerald Ahern - One Voice. 

Israel - Avishai Rosen - Alfei Yeladim. 



Italy - Michele Perniola - O-o-o Sole intorno a me. 

Japan - Sexy Zone - Sexy Summer ni Yuki ga Furu. 

Korea - Bang Yedam - Karma Chameleon. 

Mexico - Alan Wheeler - Paper Airplane. 

Moldova - Stefan Roscovan - Azi e zuia mea prieteni. 

Mongolia - GoodboyS - Zulaa. 

Netherlands - Brett ft. Lil Kleine - Het Leven Is Een Melodie. 

Norway - 2Boys - Scandinavian Girls. 

Philippines - Charlie Green - Liquid Ice. 

Portugal - Miguel Guerreiro - E o que eu mais gusto. 

Puerto Rico - Miguelito - Party Nonstop. 

Romania - Razvan Dobai - Dragostea incepe cu tine. 

RSA - Divvi - Sal jy my meisie wees. 

Russia - Zulfat Gabdulin - Good news. 

Scotland - Gaitway Brothers - There's Lilt in the Song. 

Singapore - These Brittle Bones - Flecks. 

Spain - Gaby del Castillo - Me convertire en Brad Pitt. 

Sweden - Elias Elffors Elfstrom - Det Ar Dit Vi Ska. 

Thailand - Min - She tired me. 

Ukraine - Arsen Shavlyuk - Unchain My Heart. 

USA - Griffin Tucker - Girlfriend. 

Uzbekistan - Daler - Izlayman. 

 

DVD 2: Running time: 2 hrs 15 mins. 

Tracklisting: 

Albania - Gjon Muharremaj - Si Parfaite. 

Australia - Jai Waetford - Your Eyes. 



Australia - Jordan Jansen - Undercover Baby. 

Brazil - Dani - Ficar So Com Voce. 

Brazil - Victor Santos - Tenho Medo. 

Canada - Dante Scott - Goodbye Gravity. 

Canada - Diego Gomes - Just Let Go. 

Canada - Jacob - Blow my mind. 

Canada - Lyric Dubee - Hello Beautiful. 

China - Nie Jie-ming - Baby. 

England - Oliver Garland - All About You. 

England - Ronan Parke - Move. 

Finland - Isac Elliot - New Way Home. 

France - Leo Rispal - J'veux du soleil. 

Germany - Apollo 3 - Wir sehn uns dann am Meer. 

Germany - Picco Rock - Santa Claus Is Coming To Town. 

India - Armaan Malik - Jab Yeh Sitare. 

India - Nirvesh Dave - Om Shanti Om. 

Israel - Sean Gitelman - Let's film. 

Italy - Carlo Fontani - L'isola che non c'e. 

Italy - FreeBoys - Indelebile. 

Japan - Fuku Suzuki - Iya Iya YO!! 

Korea - You Seung Woo - You and I. 

Mongolia - Uudam - Mother In The Dream. 

Netherlands - Bandits - Vuur & Vlam. 

Netherlands - MainStreet - Mind Is Blown. 

Norway - Henrik - Nar jeg ser pa deg. 

Puerto Rico - Rafael Andres - Te gusto mi swing. 

Romania - Andy Ciobanu - Durli Durli Da. 



RSA - Reinier Joubert - As Ek Kon Vlieg. 

Russia - Jeff Lloyd - What If It All Isn't Real (If I Go). 

Russia - Pavel Artemov - Trail. 

Singapore - Miguel Antonio - Make You Feel My Love. 

Spain - Abraham Mateo - Senorita. 

Spain - Manu Rios - Forget you. 

Sweden - The Fooo - Build A Girl. 

Sweden - Ulrik Munther - Sticks and Stones. 

Thailand - Shon Burnett - Bang Bang It's Gone. 

Ukraine - Dima Borodin - Gone. 

USA - Alex Angelo - I Like U Too. 

USA - Liam Lis - Count The Ways. 

USA - Matt Hunter - Mi Senorita. 

USA - MattyB - Hooked On You. 

USA - Mindless Behavior - All Around The World. 

USA - Uriah Shelton - Anything for You. 
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Worried About The Boy (2010) 
 

In 1980 young George O'Dowd (18-year-old Douglas Booth) baffles 

his parents with his love of frocks and make-up and moves into a 

squat with kindred spirit Peter (21-year-old Freddie Fox), who 

dresses as Marilyn Monroe and calls himself Marilyn. They make a 

splash at Steve Strange's trendy Blitz Club where George gets a job 

in the cloakroom but George is unlucky in his relationships with 

men until he meets wannabe musician Kirk. Through Kirk George 

meets the handsome drummer Jon Moss, on whom he develops a 

crush, but sacked by the Blitz and spurned by Kirk, George turns to 

Sex Pistols' manager Malcolm McLaren to further his music career. 

George's spell with McLaren's group Bow Wow Wow is short but 

fan Mikey North is impressed and asks George to sing in a group 

he is forming, where George again meets Jon. They will have an 

affair and the group will become the very successful Culture Club. 

Four years later, however, he is hounded by the tabloid press amid stories of his drug addiction. 

Douglas Booth made an utterly stunning and very watchable Boy George, capturing his sharp witted 

and ultimately rather romantic character without ever resorting to campness or cliché. I enjoyed this 

drama for the gorgeous recreation of what must have been a fascinating time in London's cultural 

history and the fabulous design of the costumes and sets. But even though the dialogue at times 

sparkled (special mention here for Freddie Fox playing a magnificent Marilyn) it was rather a case of 

style over substance. The story just felt very thin and although there were some surprisingly 

touching moments (with Kirk as well as John Moss) there just didn't seem enough story here to 

sustain an hour and a half. I felt the addict section of the story really limped along and felt 

underdeveloped and unnecessary in particular. However they did a good job of making the 

characters engaging and likable and for that reason it was worth the hour and a half spent with 

them. I just would have liked to have seen a bit more of events, and also a bit more about George's 

motivations - what made him who he was. 
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Wszystko Bedzie Dobrze (All Will Be Well) (2007) 
 

Pawel's mother has cancer. 12-year-old Pawel (Adam Werstak) 

decides to run to a picture of Mary, God's Mother in Czestochowa. 

He believes, that he can heal his mother by running for a wonder. 

He hopes that Mary will save his mother. Based on a antiquated 

polish convention to walk to the Mary's picture and to believe that 

thanks to Mary everything will be alright. Must see to believe. In 

the Polish countryside, everything will be OK. At least that's what 

the title says. Don't expect it to be so. This film will let you in the 

lives of young Pawel, his terminally ill mother, his nonexistent 

father and someone who will change Pawel's and his own life for 

good... at least, that was the idea. As in most Polish films, the 

approach to obscure emotions, is depicted unemotionally and, 

aesthetically, with mind-blowing precision. I can't spoil the film by 

telling you all the twists and turns it takes to immerse you into a 

wild ride. Buy I can assure you this: you won't be disappointed. It's 

a story that brutally deals with love, death, faith, alcoholism and pride. Pawel will surprise you with 

the way he deals with the blows life throws at him at a very young age. He will reveal the power of 

faith and will to change things in his own life ad the effect this will spread as a tsunami through 

others' lives. This is one of those films I really wouldn't like anyone to spoil. It's so truly original and 

unpredictable that this only reason would be enough to watch it. If you like the deep soul of Polish 

cinema (a bit tautological, since the very Polish soul is what makes them tick the way they do) this 

film will not disappoint... performances are on the edge of perfection; photography is superb, but 

the story is the one thing you may not forget in a very long time. Give yourself a full break to watch 

this film. It will leave you... thinking. Can Pawel effect a wonder? 
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Ya Budu Ryadom (I'll Be Around) (2012) 
 

Inna is a typical 30-something yuppy, who also happens to be a 

single mother. One day discovering that she has an incurable 

illness, Inna sets on finding the right adoptive parents for her son 

(Roman Zenchuk). Unusual story wherein an ailing single mother 

searches replacement parents for her son. To my pleasant 

surprise, not tear jerking at all. Very well done. I saw this film at 

the Leiden International Film Festival (LIFF) 2013, where it was 

part of the section Window To Russia. The story is about single-

mom Inna, and her 6-years-old son Mitya. In the opening scene 

we see her becoming aware that she suffers an incurable illness. 

Rather than getting depressed and weeping over her decreasing 

health, her first priority is to find replacement parents for her son. 

She deems her former husband out of the playing field, which we 

see confirmed with our own eyes when witnessing a short visit at 

his house. The search starts with making a compilation video that shows the son in various happy 

moments. It is sent to prospective parents, who she interviews later on. An important moment in 

the developments was that all interviews with prospective parents proved disappointing, to say the 

least. A few scenes sufficed to expose them as clearly unfit for the task, by merely highlighting a 

feature that immediately changed our attitude towards them in their disadvantage. We deeply felt 

with Inna, who nearly lost hope and feared this search would lead to nowhere. And suddenly, one 

woman showed up who became a better and better match while we got the chance to know her 

(and her husband, at a later stage). An important remark by Inna is that the previous interviews had 

setup her, and thus was very happy to meet a prospective parent different from the ones she saw 

previously. I for myself shared that feeling of relief. Above anything else, her choice proved right. 

Inna's health deteriorates visibly, but she holds on, if only to see Mitya settling in with his new 

family. In the final scene we see him using the words Dad and Mom in a very natural way, showing 

us that the new situation is gradually becoming a fact of life for him. Mitya's former fears that his 

mother was plotting to sell him to organ traders (something he saw on TV), obviously faded away 

due to the natural family life that his new parents offered him. To my regret, this "settling in" part of 

the scenario was a bit sketchy. We assume they did not "convince" him by buying expensive 

presents, but merely behaved as average loving parents do. However, there were no scenes included 

where Mitya needed to be corrected on bad behavior, or otherwise straightened out. This can be 

considered a missing element, as such lesser harmonious moments are part of any family life too. I 

consider this a small defect in the scenario, but not serious enough to hamper my experience as a 

whole. All in all, apart from the fact that I cannot explain why I only felt remotely involved in the 

main characters, the film makers did a fine job in dramatizing the plot and showing us the respective 

crucial moments in the inevitable change. A minor complaint is that the story is a bit far-fetched and 

unusual, as most parents would not have so much energy to find a new home for their children, 

even not allowed enough time to get it through until a happy end. In this unique case, Inna could 

complete the task before her, in spite of her diminishing health. What I did not expect is that my 

tear-glands were not called into action. Others may disagree but I find this a positive aspect, as the 

story is told in a compelling way and can stand on its own feet. 
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Yeolhan-beonjjae Eomma (11th Mom) (My 11th Mother) (11th Mother) 

(2007) 
 

A woman suddenly appears at Jae-soo's (Young-chan Kim) house. 

Nothing in her hands, nowhere to go, the womans empty eyes 

meet with round eyes of the 11-year-old boy. He regards the 

woman as another person who'll leave and does not put any effort 

into getting to know her. Every chance he finds, the boy scolds the 

woman, saying she eats too much, sleeps like a pig and uses up all 

of the utilities. The two of them are neck and neck with 

complaints until she learns of the boys sad history and he 

discovers her diabetes. The boy has already had 10 stepmothers in 

the past. Out of the blue the boys father shows up and begins 

beating the boy. She tries to stop him and they find themselves on 

common ground. A warm relationship between the two begins to 

build up slowly, not aware of the eventual separation that is just 

around the corner. Great film about mother/son relationship. The 

premise of this movie might seem familiar to many. A single abusive father raises his son in the 

poorest neighborhood of the city. One day, he brings home a new "wife" that he bought from a 

brothel. She becomes the boy's 11th mother, and they start off hating each other. Like any other 

work of cinema, you should know by now that they cannot continue hating each other, and 

eventually their interactions blossom into a real parent/child relationship. The little boy was a great 

actor, very convincing and played his part very well. I liked the mother as well. The actress portraying 

her is very attractive, yet gives off a comfortable aura, kinda like a real mother. Their chemistry on 

screen is great. Some scenes are very emotional, and it is expected that you will cry somewhere 

during this film. The pace was perfect too. There are no big action or sex scenes, but it manages to 

keep your attention throughout the film. At the end, it is a rewarding experience. 
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Yohan - Barnevandrer (2010) 
 

With his family struggling to survive in late 1890s Norway and his 

father leaving on a ship for America to earn much needed money, 

10-year-old Yohan (Robin Pedersen Daniel) devises some plans of 

his own to help his family. However, his jealous older brother has 

other ideas, and, unbeknown to their parents, he signs a contract 

with an agent for Yohan to become a farm laborer. Now consigned 

to being a child wanderer, Yohan is sent off to work on a faraway 

farm providing cheap labor. Yohan embarks on a long, rugged 

journey filled with danger, loneliness and feelings of 

abandonment. Along the way, he meets up with two other child 

wanderers, 8-year-old Anna and her younger brother. Together 

with other child wanderers and led by the menacing boy Aslak, the 

group makes its way on foot through the countryside with Yohan 

finally arriving at the farm where he is told to work. He becomes a 

shepherd boy, protecting the farmer's livestock from wolves and 

grizzly bears. His boss, Nome, is a harsh disciplinarian and a tough 

man to please. Following his heart and with good intentions, 

Yohan makes decisions that are misunderstood by local adults and are sabotaged by other envious 

children. Unjustly accused, he is punished and beaten by Nome. Events only get worse, with wild 

animals attacking Nome's herd on Yohan's watch and Yohan's discovery that his friend Anna and her 

brother have been beaten at a neighboring farm. Using his resourcefulness and ingenuity, a battered 

Yohan sets out to help his friend Anna and her brother escape from the farm owners. 
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Yôkai Daisensô (The Great Yokai War) (2005) 
 

A young boy (12-year-old Ryûnosuke Kamiki) is chosen as the 

defender of good and must team up with Japan's ancient spirits 

and creatures of lore to destroy the forces of evil. This is the story 

of a young boy who moves to a small town after the divorce of his 

parents. At a local festival, he becomes an unlikely hero when he 

is chosen as the "Kirin Rider," a protector of all things good. And 

he must lead Japan's ancient Yokai spirits in their apocalyptic war 

against the evil bizarre-looking monsters. Billed as Takashi Miike's 

"first family film" - by people who haven't seen Zebraman, 

presumably. YOKAI DAISENSO takes things even further in the 

direction of family-friendliness, diluting the darkness and cynicism 

to create a grand fantasy fairy tale. A young boy is chosen by fate 

to save the world from monsters and horrors of which they 

remain largely unaware. The film is evidently bigger budget than anything else Miike has done, with 

lots of CGI to create fantasy world populated by odd creatures (the YOKAI). Perhaps the lack of 

extreme content is a consequence of more nervous investors, but I think it's probably just that he 

wanted to do something different. He's really never been a one-trick pony, but often gets accused of 

it - perhaps YOKAI is designed to silence those critics. Regardless, it's a great project for Miike to 

channel his boundless imagination and invention into. There's a very cartoonish feel to the 

production, evoking thoughts of Miyazaki in places. The Yokai are based on an old series of comics 

that were in turned based on Japanese folk tales, which certainly influenced Miyazaki as well 

(particularly SPIRITED AWAY). It must remembered that Miike has nothing like the budget of a Harry 

Potter film to work with, so the special effects aren't going to be seamless Hollywood style work, 

some blue-screening is especially obvious. Some of the special effects are great though, with some 

very well animated creatures (a mix of CG, stop-motion and puppetry). I think the little sock-puppet 

that follows the hero around for much of the film was *meant* to look really cheap, and is all the 

cuter for it. The young lad who plays the hero of the film does a really good job - it's so hard to find a 

pre-teen who actually understands the concept of acting, but 9-year-old Ryunosuke Kamiki is a 

genuine talent (I see he did voices in the last 2 Miyazaki films!). Chiaki Kuriyama is delicious as the 

villainess of the piece, though Mai Takahashi made an even greater impression as the pixie-eared 

River Princess - yum yum! Those looking for another violent, perverted gangster film aren't going to 

find what they're looking for in YOKAI, but if you're a fan of Miike because of his imagination and 

wit, there's plenty to satisfy here. And it has the added bonus that you can happily put it on 

whatever company you've got. 
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You Can Do Magic (1996) 
 

Terry Evanswood has some fun while showing off some of his 

magic. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Young Frankenstein (1974) 
 

Dr. Frankenstein's grandson, after years of living down the family 

reputation, inherits granddad's castle and repeats the 

experiments. A young neurosurgeon (Gene Wilder) inherits the 

castle of his grandfather, the famous Dr. Victor von Frankenstein. 

In the castle he finds a funny hunchback called Igor, a pretty lab 

assistant named Inga and the old housekeeper, frau Blucher -

iiiiihhh!-. Young Frankenstein believes that the work of his 

grandfather is only crap, but when he discovers the book where 

the mad doctor described his reanimation experiment, he 

suddenly changes his mind. Zany spoof of the Frankenstein films 

with a superb script from Brooks and off the wall performances 

from Wilder, Boyle, Leachman and Kahn. Still, the funniest scene 

in the film belongs to Hackman, in an impressive cameo as the 

blind man (Bride of Frankenstein) who befriends Boyle's creature by offering him a cigar and...well, 

you can imagine the results. This was Brooks' best year; he had this and his other classic "Blazing 

Saddles," rolling together in the motion theatres. Audiences were definately rolling in the aisles and 

they still do. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Young Survivors (1989) 
 

For Justin (Christopher Bellford), Sally, Joe (Kerry McCullagh) and 

Einstein (Richard Clark), a weekend free of parents turns into a 

frightening and unexpected adventure. They borrow Justin's 

father's dinghy and row out to a shipwreck a couple of miles 

offshore, but the dinghy sinks and they are stranded on the 

deserted hulk. The strange movements and noise of the shifting 

wreck terrify the smaller children and Justin tries to calm them by 

telling the story of Shadrack and Bokkie who escaped from a 

diamond smuggling fishing trawler. Upon reaching land the boys 

are chased into the desert by the smugglers, where they must 

combat a cobra and hide in a cave containing ancient paintings. 

Bokkie's knowledge of the desert enables them to survive. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Zameen Ke Tare (1960) 
 

Tingu and Mangu are friends. While Tingu is the son of a sweeper, 

Mangu belongs to a rich family and stays with his father and step-

mother. Tingu's father is a drunkard who beats Tingu and his 

mother, when drunk. One day Tingu's mother dies. Being a child, 

everyone tells him that his mother has gone to the House of God. 

As he cannot live without his mother he decides to go to the 

House of God and bring her back. Mangu also accompanies him as 

he also wants to meet his biological mother. Both of them leave 

their house quietly and begin their journey to the House of God. 

On their way, they keep on asking for the address of the House of 

God. But, no one gives them a satisfactory answer. During their 

unique journey, they ecnounter a dacoit, a truck driver, a juggler 

and many other interesting people. In an interesting way, they 

reach the highest temple of God which is on the Himalayas. Whom did they meet there? Were they 

able to meet and get their mothers back? All this is and more is revealed in the touching climax of 

this movie. 
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Zelimo (2001) 
 

In 1964, in the Catskills, Zelimo (Eugene Mekinulov & Igor 

Aleksandr), a Russian Jewish lad, goes to a camp for Jewish boys, 

where he's miserable, picked on and worse. His mother is working 

at the neighboring girls' camp, so he joins her there. Over the 

course of the summer, in a coming of age story, he has flashbacks 

to his childhood in Central Russia and his harrowing escape in 

1959. His summer passage is aided by Hector, camp counselor, 

Cuban Jew, and macho warrior who takes Zelimo under his wing. 

A knife, a bow, a rowboat, and Zelimo's sketchbook are each part 

of his passage. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Zero Hour! (1957) 
 

A routine flight turns into a major emergency as passengers and 

crew succumb to food poisoning - is there anyone on board who 

knows how to fly a plane? If that sounds vaguely familiar, it's 

because 'Airplane' was a send-up of this forerunner of the 1970s 

disaster movie. Zero Hour is High & the Mighty With Food 

Poisoning. Tense drama with Dana Andrews who never forgot his 

unfortunate incident with a plane at the end of World War 11 is 

Wiesbaden, Germany. Fast forward to 10 years later as Ted 

Stryker, Andrews, is unable to keep a job and his wife, the love 

Linda Darnell leaves him with her young son (8-year-old Raymond 

Ferrell). He catches them on the plane only to find an in air 

situation where he must take over the plane when the 2 pilots fall 

ill due to eating fish. Other passengers fall ill as well. Enter Sterling 

Hayden, who was with Andrews during the war, who will now help 

guide him down. Hayden is terrific as the chain smoking pilot, who could make anyone nervous by 

how he delivers his instructions to Andrews and Darnell, who handles the radio. This is gripping 

drama at its best. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...English & French Subtitles  



Zlatí Úhori (Golden Eels) (1979) 
 

A little boy, named Prdelka (11-year-old Martin Mikulas), traveled 

with his father from Prague to the countryside during the Second 

World War. There, the boy became friends with a local fisherman 

and learned to catch the golden eels. Eventually, his father and 

mother were arrested by the Nazis and the boy stayed with the 

fisherman. A Moving Film. I have seen this film on two occasions, 

and some years ago, but it has stuck in my mind. Like many 

powerful films, there is little action. But it is very atmospheric, 

very real and touching. It is set in East Europe during the Second 

World War and is centred about a small boy who lives in a small 

village, his relationship with the local poacher. The poacher is 

always talking about the great harvest of golden eels, but this only 

occurs rarely. It emerged the small boy is Jewish (the poacher is 

not). One day as they emerge from the woods they see the boy's 

father being arrested by the Germans, and retreat back to the forest. The poacher talks of the 

golden eels - of hope. And what will they do if the eels arrive...Might not sound much. But it is. 

Watch it if you can. 
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Zmory (Nightmares) (Cauchemars) (1979) 
 

Set before the first World War in part of Poland under Austrain 

occupation, the story of a young boy in primary school who later 

grows up to become a rebellious, poetic-minded teen (14-year-old 

Tomasz Hudziec) in the same school when the national movement 

toward liberation is under way. The story of a country where 

church amd state work together to suppress the human spirit. 
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Zodiac (2007) 
 

A San Francisco cartoonist becomes an amateur detective 

obsessed with tracking down the Zodiac killer. A serial killer in the 

San Francisco Bay Area taunts police with his letters and cryptic 

messages. We follow the investigators and reporters in this lightly 

fictionalized account of the true 1970's case as they search for the 

murderer, becoming obsessed with the case. Based on Robert 

Graysmith's book, the movie's focus is the lives and careers of the 

detectives and newspaper people. David Fincher's best is 

challenging and not for everybody. "Zodiac" is a perfect match of 

visionary director and hard to condense material. James 

Vanderbilt did an admirable job of taking a larger than one life 

story and somehow adapted all these people and events 

(chronicled in Robert Graysmith's two thorough books on the 

subject) into a script that works. He should have received an Oscar 

nomination, along with Fincher, supporting actor Mark Ruffalo (portraying Inspector Dave Toschi) 

and of course, "Zodiac" itself for best picture. But the silly academy doesn't reward films like this 

often and I'll bet less than 20% of them even saw it! As author James Ellroy says on a commentary 

track, this film is respectful of the victims. The intensity of a murder investigation has rarely been 

recreated more impressively than here. To compare modern (21st century) technology with what 

these folks had to work with in the late 60's/70's is to realize "Zodiac", whoever he was, had to be 

one of the dumb luckiest criminals of all time. His ideas were not original to put it politely and the 

fact he probably was a child molester really makes him a predator that treated society in general like 

a little innocent he abused for his own perverse reasons. Men who feel powerless and then get a big 

gun are the most dangerous fools of all because they're ticked off and want somebody, anybody to 

pay! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Zookeeper (2011) 
 

A group of zoo animals decide to break their code of silence in 

order to help their lovable zoo keeper find love -- without opting 

to leave his current job for something more illustrious. Fun, 

entertaining movie. After reading some of the reviews for this 

movie, it is absolutely clear that most of the previous reviewers 

didn't get the point of the movie. It is a FAMILY movie. You don't 

go to movies to see what you can pick apart, and then write a 

review that is already predisposed negatively against it. That's just 

stupid. Anyone who goes into a movie with the attitude they are 

going to hate the movie no matter, and writes an extremely 

negative review is an idiot. The reason to go to movies is to be 

entertained. Zookeeper was a movie that entertained. The 

performances by all the cast members were very well done. There 

were a lot of laughs, and there was a lot of fun. My son, who by 

the way is 7, was in the perfect demographic for this movie. It had interesting characters, and 

situations. For an adult, a movie with talking animals might not be your cup of tea, but for a small 

child, it is awesome. Yes, a child thinks it's funny when someone smashes into something or 

someone. Yes, for an adult, the movie might seem predictable, but truthfully, what movie isn't 

somewhat predictable? A young child (for whom the movie was made for) isn't going to be 

scrutinizing every tiny, single thing in a movie, just to say, "A-HA! SEE, I KNEW IT!". A child goes to 

the movies to be lost in imagination. My son laughed when there was a funny part. Whether it was 

funny because of the animals, or the humans, I heard a lot of laughter. And yes, I laughed a lot too, 

and so did my wife. I believe that anyone who goes into this movie with the understanding that this 

is a movie targeted towards families with young children, that they will be entertained. This movie 

hits the mark for the appropriate audience members it was made for. 
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Zoomerne (Zoomers) (2009) 
 

Story about the boys Tim (Frederik Ludvig Mansa) and Alexander 

(13-year-old Sophus Emil Løkkegaard). About friendship, secrets 

and espionage. And an electric kettle, a robot, 100 surveillance 

cameras and a girl named Thea. Tim and Alexander are best 

friends. Tim would really like to have a girlfriend and Alexander 

would like to do better in school. Together they design the perfect 

plan, all they now need is a cordless kettle, a tiny robot, a 

blueprint of their school and 100 surveillance cameras! "Zoomers" 

is a story about friendship and espionage. And about discovering 

secrets that weren't meant for you. 
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Zozo (2005) 
 

A Lebanese boy (14-year-old Imad Creidi) gets separated from his 

family during the civil war and ends up in Sweden. When your life 

shifts from fairly good to hell. When you get caught up in war. The 

young Arabian boy, Zozo lives a fairly normal life with his family in 

Beirut. He's got good friends, and goes to an Arabic school. His 

grandparents live in Sweden, and have been motivating him and 

his family to come too. Away from the war. To a place what they 

saw as a paradise. A place where there was not war. As he 

described it to his friends, A country with beautiful girls and pretty 

houses. From that ideal life, the movie leads you through the 

tragedy that Zozo experiences. Zozo is an amazingly beautiful film 

(but yet no where near dramatic), that shows the world from an 

dreaming, mature 11-year-old boy's point of view. The poetic and 

surrealistic filming captures the emotions in an extraordinary way, 

and surreal chapters of his dreams bring you closer to his mind and imagination. I've never before 

cried over a movie. But the thought of this movie actually only being half fictional, since there is, and 

always will be war, made me feel utterly selfish, and at these circumstances you must either be a 

rock hard sailor or an emotionally dead soldier to at least not be a little touched by this emotional 

and poetic filming, and feel sympathy for the people who have to go through these circumstances. 

When they are forced into a war they never asked for. The victims of political arguments. 
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Upcoming 

 

In this section we list all our DVD and TV titles that will be included at some time in the future. 

Should you wish to order any one of these now please contact us. We should be able to provide 

them to you after a short delay not exceeding one week. 

 

Águila Roja (2009) 
 

Angry Kid () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Animal Atlas Animal Passport (2008) 
 

Aqua Kids Adventures Pack () 
 

Badhuset (1989) 
 

BBC Olivers (2008) 
 

Ben Skinner: Surfboy () 
 

Ben's Day (2010) 
 

Betjeman's West Country (1962) 
 

Series 1 (1962) 

 

Episode: Marlborough. 

 



Bibou No Diteiru (Takumi-kun 3) (Details Of Beauty) (2010) 
 

Billy Elliot: The Musical (2006) 
 

Billy's Dad Is A Fudge-Packer (2004) 
 

Bobbycrush (2003) 
 

Bodyshock (2009) 
 

Series 6 (2009) 

 

Episode: Age 8 And Wanting A Sex Change. 

 

Boy (2004) 
 

Breno Et Les Dauphins (Breno And The Dolphins) (1997) 
 

Britain's Prostitutes - Life On The Edge (2010) 
 

Britain's Youngest Boarders (2010) 
 

Broken Things (2002) 
 

By The Numbers (1992) 
 

Ça Commence Aujourd'hui (It All Starts Today) (1999) 
 

Cab To Canada (1998) 
 

Cactus (2008) 
 



Cadet Kelly (2002) 
 

Cannabis - What's The Harm (2011) 
 

Candy (2006) 
 

Can't Buy Me Love (1987) 
 

Caribbean Food Made Easy With Levi Roots (2009) 
 

Carrie's War (1974) 
 

Carry On Again Christmas (1970) 
 

Carry On Christmas: Carry On Stuffing (1972) 
 

Carry On Christmas (1969) 
 

Carry On Christmas (1973) 
 

Cars (2006) 
 

Catch A Fire (2006) 
 

CBeebies Christmas Panto - Aladdin (2010) 
 

Ce Qu'il Faut Pour Vivre (The Necessities Of Life) (2008) 
 

Celia (1989) 
 

Cesta Do Praveku (1955) 
 



Chacun Sa Nuit (One To Another) (2006) 
 

Challenge To Lassie (1949) 
 

Chariots Of Fire (Carros De Fuego) (1981) 
 

Chechu Y Familia (Chechu And Family) (1992) 
 

Cheonhajangsa Madonna (Like A Virgin) (2006) 
 

Cherry Crush (2007) 
 

Chicken Little (2005) 
 

Chico, Der Skipper (Chico, The Skipper) (1987) 
 

Child Genius (2007-10) 
 

Series 1 (2007) 

 

Series 2 (2008) 

 

Series 3: Five Years On (2010) 

 

Child In The Night (1990) 
 

Children Of Fire Mountain (1979) 
 

Children Of The Dog Star (1984) 
 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1984) 

 



Children Of The Eclipse (2011) 
 

Children's Ward (1989-2000) 
 

Series 01 (1989) 

 

Series 07 (1995) 

 

Series 08 (1996) 

 

Series 09 (1997) 

 

Series 10 (1998) 

 

Specials () 

 

Chinese Food In Minutes (2010) 
 

Chinese Food Made Easy (2008) 
 

Choirboys (2010) 
 

Christina, Princesse De L'érotisme (A Virgin Among The Living Dead) 

(1973) 
 

Christmas Carol (1978) 
 

Christmas Miracle In Caufield U.S.A. (The Christmas Coal Mine Miracle) 

(1977) 
 

Chuck Finn (1999) 
 



Series 1 (1999) 

 

Cicadas (2000) 
 

Cinderella (1950) 
 

Cinema16: Eurpean Short Films [U.S. version] 
 

Before Dawn (2005) 

 

Boy And Bicycle (1958) 

 

Copyshop (2001) 

 

Doodlebug (1997) 

 

Election Night (1998) 

 

Fierrot Le Pou (1990) 

 

Jabberwocky (1971) 

 

Je T'aime John Wayne (2000) 

 

Nocturne (1980) 

 

Rabbit (2005) 

 

Six Shooter (2004) 

 

The Man Without A Head (2003) 

 



The Opening Day Of Close-up (1996) 

 

Wasp (2003) 

 

World Of Glory (1991) 

 

Cirque Du Freak: The Vampire's Assistant (2009) 
 

City Of Vice (2008) 
 

Class (1983) 
 

Clerks 2 (2006) 
 

Closer (2004) 
 

Cloudy With A Chance Of Meatballs (2009) 
 

Combat Kids (2010) 
 

Series 1 (2010) 

 

Come Back Lucy (1978) 
 

Come Next Spring (1956) 
 

Comfort And Joy (2003) 
 

Coming Down The Mountain (2007) 
 

Coming Of Age (2007) 
 



Series 2 (2007) 

 

Coming Out To Class (2007) 
 

Comment Vont Les Enfants (Segment 'BOY') (1993) 
 

Complete Savages (2004) 
 

Computron 22 (1988) 
 

Connor Undercover (2009) 
 

Coopers Camera (2008) 
 

Cops And Robbersons (1994) 
 

Cory In The House (2007) 
 

Cotolay (El Niño Y El Lobo) (1966) 
 

Cow Belles (2006) 
 

Crackers (1998) 
 

Cranford (2007) 
 

Christmas Special (2009) 

 

Crank (2006) 
 

Cregan (2007) 
 



Cubs (2006) 
 

Cuore Di Mamma (Mother's Heart) (1969) 
 

Curse Of The Golden Flower (2006) 
 

Cutting Edge: Leaving Home At 8 (2010) 
 

Cutting Edge: My Weird And Wonderful Family (2010) 
 

Cutting Edge: The Dangerous School For Boys (2007) 
 

Dadnapped (2009) 
 

Daininjutsu Eiga Watari (Watari, The Ninja Boy) (1966) 
 

Dani's House (2008-9) 
 

Series 1 (2008) 

 

Series 2 (2009) 

 

Dark Ride (2006) 
 

Das Morphus-Geheimnis (The Mystery Of Morphus) (2008) 
 

Das Zweite Wunder Von Loch Ness (2010) 
 

David Copperfield (1999) 
 

David Copperfield L'homo impossibile () 
 



Day Of The Triffids (1981) 
 

De 5 Og Spionerne (Five And The Spies) (1969) 
 

De Bende Van Hiernaast (The Gang Next Door) (1980) 
 

De Brief Voor De Koning (2008) 
 

De Fortabte Sjæles Ø (Island Of Lost Souls) (2007) 
 

De Indiaan (The Indian) (2009) 
 

De Wereld Van Ludovic (Le Monde De Ludovic) (The World Of Ludovic) 

(1993) 
 

Dead Gorgeous (2010) 
 

Dead Man's Folly (1986) 
 

Dear Brigette (1965) 
 

Deep Waters (1948) 
 

Degrassi Junior High (1987-9) 
 

Series 1 (1987) 

 

Series 2 (1988) 

 

Series 3 (1989) 

 

Deja Vu (2006) 
 



Delta Wave (1996) 
 

Demi-Tarif (Half-Price) (2003) 
 

Dennis The Menace (1959-63) 
 

Series 1 (1959) 

 

Series 2 (1960) 

 

Series 3 (1961) 

 

Series 4 (1962) 

 

Deti Kapitana Granta (Captain Grant's Children) (1936) 
 

Detstvo Gorkogo (The Childhood Of Maxim Gorky) (1938) 
 

Devotions (1983) 
 

Diabolo Menthe (Peppermint Soda) (1977) 
 

Dichter Op De Zeedijk (Dense On The Sea) (1999) 
 

Die Erben (The Inheritors) (1982) 
 

Dil Apna Punjabi (2006) 
 

Dirty Dancing (1987) 
 

Dirty Little Billy (1972) 
 



Disney Parks Ultimate Walt Disney World (2010) 
 

Disney Rarities 1920s-1960s () 
 

A Cowboy Needs A Horse (1956) 

 

A Symposium On Popular Songs (1962) 

 

Adventures In Music Melody (1953) 

 

Adventures In Music Toot Whistle Plunk And Boom (1953) 

 

Alice Gets In Dutch (1924) 

 

Alice In The Jungle (1925) 

 

Alice The Whaler (1927) 

 

Alice's Egg Plant (1925) 

 

Alice's Mysterious Mystery (1926) 

 

Alice's Wild West Show (1924) 

 

Alice's Wonderland (1923) 

 

Ben And Me (1953) 

 

Chicken Little (1943) 

 

Ferdinand The Bull (1938) 

 



Football Now And Then (1953) 

 

Goliath II (1960) 

 

Hooked Bear (1956) 

 

In The Bag (1956) 

 

Jack And Old Mac (1956) 

 

Lambert The Sheepish Lion (1952) 

 

Morris The Midget Moose (1950) 

 

Noah's Ark (1959) 

 

Paul Bunyan (1958) 

 

Pigs Is Pigs (1954) 

 

Social Lion (1954) 

 

The Brave Engineer (1950) 

 

The Little House (1952) 

 

The Pelican And The Snipe (1944) 

 

The Saga Of Windwagon Smith (1961) 

 

The Story Of Anyburg U.S.A. (1957) 

 

The Truth About Mother Goose (1957) 

 



Dispatches: Britain's Street Kids (2010) 
 

Dispatches: The Kids Britain Doesn't Want (2010) 
 

Dispatches: Children Of Gaza (2010) 
 

Dispatches: Kids Don't Count (2010) 
 

Dispatches: The Slumdog Children Of Mumbai (2010) 
 

Displaced (2010) 
 

Disturbia (2007) 
 

Dive!! (2008) 
 

DOA: Dead Or Alive (2006) 
 

Doc Martin (2004-) 
 

Series 4 (2007) 

 

Dodgem (1991) 
 

Dog City The Movie (1993) 
 

Don Quichote: Gib Niemals Auf! (2008) 
 

Dong Seung (A Little Monk) (2002) 
 

Don's Party (1976) 
 



Don't Blame The Koalas (2002) 
 

Don't Go Near The Park (1981) 
 

Double Trouble (1992) 
 

Double Trouble (2008) 
 

Dr. Shrinker (1976) 
 

Dreamland (2006) 
 

Drenge (1997) 
 

Drengen Der Gik Baglæns (The Boy Who Walked Backwards) (1994) 
 

Dumbo (1941) 
 

Eagle Hunter's Son (Die Stimme Des Adlers) (2009) 
 

Eagle vs Shark (2007) 
 

Earth vs. The Spider (1958) 
 

Earthbound (1981) 
 

Earthfasts (1994) 
 

Echoes Of The Rainbow (2010) 
 

Eerie, Indiana: The Other Dimension (1998) 
 



Eight (1998) 
 

El Arbol Seco (2008) 
 

El Laberinto Del Fauno (Pan's Labyrinth) (2006) 
 

El Secreto De Sus Ojos (The Secret In Their Eyes) (2009) 
 

El Último Verano De La Boyita (The Last Summer Of La Boyita) (2009) 
 

El Viaje (The Trip) (2002) 
 

El Viaje De Carol (Carol's Journey) (2002) 
 

Elf (2003) 
 

Elf Bowling The Movie: The Great North Pole Elf Strike (2007) 
 

Emerald City (1988) 
 

Employee Of The Month (2006) 
 

En El WC () 
 

Eragon (2006) 
 

Ernest Scared Stupid (1991) 
 

Ernie's Incredible Illucinations (1987) 
 

Es Ist Ein Elch Entsprungen (A Christmoose Carol) (2005) 
 



Escape By Night (1953) 
 

Être Et Avoir (To Be And To Have) (2002) 
 

Eugenie Sandler PI (2000) 
 

Series 1 (2000) 

 

Eureka Stockade (1984) 
 

Evening (2007) 
 

Everything Is Illuminated (2005) 
 

Evil Bong (2006) 
 

Excluded (2010) 
 

Extraordinary People: The Boy Who Lived Before (2006) 
 

Faerie Tale Theatre (1982-7) 
 

Series 1 (1982) 

 

Series 2 (1983) 

 

Series 3 (1984) 

 

Series 4 (1985) 

 

Series 5 (1986) 

 



Series 6 (1987) 

 

Fake (2000) 
 

Falkehjerte (Katja's Adventure) (Katja Und Der Falke) (1999) 
 

Family Sins (1987) 
 

Fan Chan (2003) 
 

Fantasia 2000 (1999) 
 

Fantastic Four-Rise Of The Silver Surfer (2007) 
 

Fantastic Mr. Fox (2010) 
 

Far Til Fire - På Japansk (Father Of Four - In Japanese Mode) (2010) 
 

Fast Times At Ridgemont High (1982) 
 

Fatal Rescue (2008) 
 

Father & Son (2009) 
 

Father Christmas (1991) 
 

Ferris Bueller (1990) 
 

Series 1 (1990) 

 

Finders Keepers (1991) 
 



Finding John Christmas (2003) 
 

Finding Nemo (2003) 
 

Finian's Rainbow (1968) 
 

Fireflies In The Garden (2009) 
 

Firestarter (1984) 
 

First Born (2007) 
 

Fishbelly White (1998) 
 

Fitness Made Simple 45 Minute Fat Burning Workout () 
 

Five Mile Creek () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Flash Foward () 
 

Flight Of The Red Balloon (2007) 
 

Flodder (1986) 
 

Flower & Garnet (2002) 
 

Follow You Follow Me (1979) 
 

Footloose (1984) 
 



For Intérieur (2004) 
 

For Keeps (1988) 
 

Forbidden Games (Jeux Interdits) (1952) 
 

Forever Young (1992) 
 

Fracture (2007) 
 

Frailty (2001) 
 

Framed (2009) 
 

Frankenweenie (1984) 
 

Frankie Howerd: Rather You Than Me (2008) 
 

Fraternity Vacation (1985) 
 

Fred Claus (2007) 
 

Free Jimmy (2006) 
 

Fresh Horses (1988) 
 

Frog (1987) 
 

Frogs! (1991) 
 

From Time To Time (2010) 
 



Front Of The Class (2008) 
 

Frontier Circus (1962) 
 

Fugitive Pieces (2007) 
 

Fugues (2000) 
 

Full-Court Miracle (2003) 
 

Fun & Fancy Free (1947) 
 

Funny Money (2006) 
 

Further Up Pompeii (1991) 
 

G-Force (2009) 
 

Gan (The Garden) (2003) 
 

Gebürtig (2002) 
 

George Washington (2000) 
 

Get Rich Or Die Tryin' (2005) 
 

Ghostbusters II (1989) 
 

Ghostwriter () 
 

Giant (1956) 
 



Giborim Ktanim (2006) 
 

Gilbert And Sullivan: Patience (1983) 
 

Girls Just Want To Have Fun (1985) 
 

Glen And Randa (1971) 
 

Gli Ultimi Angeli (1977) 
 

Glitterball (1977) 
 

Goal 2: Living The Dream (2007) 
 

God Grew Tired Of Us (2006) 
 

Going Postal () 
 

Going Steady (1980) 
 

Gojitmal (Lies) (1999) 
 

Gone Tubbing (2005) 
 

Good Luck Charlie () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Good Morning, Boys (1937) 
 

Good Morning, Miss Dove! (1955) 
 



Good Will Hunting (1997) 
 

Goosebumps: Return Of The Mummy (1995-6) 
 

Includes: 

Series 1 Episode 09 Return Of The Mummy. 

Series 2 Episode 22 Don't Wake Mummy. 

Series 2 Episode 07 You Can't Scare Me. 

 

Goosebumps (1995-8) 
 

Series 1 (1995) 

 

Series 2 (1996) 

 

Series 3 (1997) 

 

Series 4 (1998) 

 

Grange Hill (1978-2002) 
 

Series 01 (1978) 

 

Series 02 (1979) 

 

Series 03 (1980) 

 

Series 04 (1981) 

 

Series 05 (1982) 

 



Series 06 (1983) 

 

Series 07 (1984) 

 

Series 08 (1985) 

 

Series 09 (1986) 

 

Series 10 (1987) 

 

Series 11 (1988) 

 

Series 12 (1989) 

 

Series 13 (1990) 

 

Series 14 (1991) 

 

Series 15 (1992) 

 

Series 16 (1993) 

 

Series 17 (1994) 

 

Series 18 (1995) 

 

Series 19 (1996) 

 

Series 20 (1997) 

 

Series 21 (1998) 

 

Series 22 (1999) 

 



Series 23 (2000) 

 

Series 24 (2001) 

 

Series 25 (2002) 

 

Gravitation 2 (1999) 
 

Gridiron Gang (2006) 
 

Grindhouse: Death Proof (2007) (Unrated Editon) 
 

Growing Pains: E! True Hollywood Story (2005) 
 

Growing Pains: Larry King Live Reunion (2006) 
 

Growing Pains (1985-92) 
 

Series 1 (1985) 

 

Series 2 (1986) 

 

Series 3 (1987) 

 

Series 4 (1988) 

 

Series 5 (1989) 

 

Series 6 (1990) 

 

Series 7 (1992) 

 



Guld Til Praeriens Skrappe Drenge (Gold For The Tough Guys Of The 

Prairie) (1971) 
 

Gunther & The Paper Brigade (1996) 
 

Gutta Boys () 
 

Halfway Across the Galaxy And Turn Left () 
 

Halloweentown (1998) 
 

Halloweentown High (2004) 
 

Halloweentown II (2001) 
 

Hamiklat (The Shelter) (2007) 
 

Hannah Montana () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 

Hansel & Gretel (2002) 
 

Hansel & Gretel (2007) 
 

Happily N'Ever After (2007) 
 



Harold (2008) 
 

Harsh Times (2005) 
 

Harte Jungs (Ants In The Pants) (Ants In My Pants) (The Two Of Us) (2000) 
 

Have Dreams, Will Travel (West Texas Lullaby) (2007) 
 

Haven (2004) 
 

Ha'yom Shel Adam (Adam's Day) (2008) 
 

Hearty Paw 2 (2010) 
 

Heathers (1988) 
 

Heaven Sent (1994) 
 

Heavens Above! (1963) 
 

Hedwig And The Angry Inch (2001) 
 

Hell Drivers (1957) 
 

Hellphone (2007) 
 

Help I'm A Teenage Outlaw (2004-5) 
 

Series 1 (2004) 

 

Series 2 (2005) 

 



Help Me To Speak - Selective Mutism (2010) 
 

Hercules (1997) 
 

Hey Dude () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 

Series 5 () 

 

Hi-5 () 
 

High School Musical 3: Senior Year (2008) 
 

HilariousHouse2 () 
 

Hip Hip Hora (The Ketchup Effect) (2004) 
 

Hitler's Bodyguard (2008) 
 

Hitler's Britain (2002) 
 

Hollywood Knights (1980) 
 

Home & Away (1974) 
 



Home For Christmas (1990) 
 

Home On The Range (2004) 
 

Home Team (1998) 
 

Homeless - The Motel Kids Of Orange County (2010) 
 

Hop, Skip And Jump - The Story Of Children's Play () 
 

Hornblower (1998) 
 

Horrible Histories () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Hot Bubblegum (1981) 
 

Hot Fuzz (2007) 
 

Hot Lead And Cold Feet (1978) 
 

Hot Rod (1979) 
 

Hotaru No Haka (Tombstone Of The Fireflies) (2008) 
 

Hotel Babylon () 
 

Series 4 () 

 



Hotel Trubble (2008-10) 
 

Series 1 (2008) 

 

Series 2 (2009) 

 

Houdini's Hund (2002) 
 

Hounddog (2007) 
 

House Of Sand And Fog (2003) 
 

Houseboat (1958) 
 

How I Got Into College (1989) 
 

How To Be A Wizard (2002) 
 

Huff (2004) 
 

Hunted (1952) 
 

Hunter (2008) 
 

Huo Yuanjia (Fearless) (2006) (Unrated Edition) 
 

Hush... Hush, Sweet Charlotte (Canción De Cuna Para Un Cadáver) (1964) 
 

Hytta (2005) 
 

I Bambini Ci Guardano (The Children Are Watching Us) (The Little Martyr) 

(1944) 
 



I Can Cook (2009) 
 

Series 1 (2009) 

 

I Can't Do This But I Can Do That - A Film For Families About Learning 

Differences (2010) 
 

I Hate Mum (2010) 
 

I Know You Know (2008) 
 

I Love Sarah Jane (2008) 
 

I Think I Love My Wife (2007) 
 

I Wanna Be A Firefighter (1994) 
 

Ice Age (2002) 
 

Ice Age 3 - Dawn Of The Dinosaurs (2009) 
 

Ice Bar (2006) 
 

Ich Bin Meine Eigene Frau (I Am My Own Woman) (1993) 
 

Idiocracy (2006) 
 

Il Natale Che Quasi Non Fu (The Christmas That Almost Wasn't) (1966) 
 

In Search Of Santa (2003) 
 

Indian Food Made Easy (2007-8) 
 



Series 1 (2007) 

 

Series 2 (2008) 

 

Indian Hill Railways () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Inkheart (2008) 
 

Inside Life (2009) 
 

Into The Labyrinth (1981-2) 
 

Series 2 (1981) 

 

Series 3 (1982) 

 

Into The West (1992) 
 

Into The West (2005) 
 

Inu No Eiga (All About My Dog) (2005) 
 

Iron Boys 1 () 
 

Iron Boys 4 () 
 

Is Oral Sex Safe (2011) 
 

Island Trader (1971) 
 



It Came Upon The Midnight Clear (1984) 
 

Italianetz (The Italian) (2005) 
 

Iver (2004) 
 

Jackass-Number 2 (2006) (Unrated Edition) 
 

Jacquot De Nantes (Jacquot) (1991) 
 

Jacquou Le Croquant (2007) 
 

Jak Dostat Tatínka Do Polepsovny (1978) 
 

James At 15 (1977) 
 

Jan Dara (2001) 
 

Je Déteste Les Enfants Des Autres (2007) 
 

Je Rentre À La Maison (I'm Going Home) (2001) 
 

Jeopardy (2002-5) 
 

Series 1 (2002) 

 

Series 2 (2003) 

 

Series 3 (2004) 

 

Jermal (2008) 
 



Jesus Camp (2006) 
 

Jinx (2009) 
 

J'irai Comme Un Cheval Fou (I Will Walk Like A Crazy Horse) (1973) 
 

Joey (1997) 
 

John John In The Sky (2000) 
 

John Tucker Must Die (2006) 
 

Johnny (Johnny - The True Story Of A Civil War Legend) (2007) 
 

Johnny And The Bomb () 
 

Johnny Holiday (Boys' Prison) (1949) 
 

Johnny Kapahala: Back On Board (2007) 
 

Jona Che Visse Nella Balena (Look To The Sky) (1993) 
 

Jonny Briggs () 
 

Joseph McManners () 
 

Joshua's Heart (1990) 
 

Joulutarina (Christmas Story) (2007) 
 

Jubunairu (2000) 
 



Judgment (1990) 
 

Jump In! (2007) 
 

Jumping Ship (2001) 
 

Jungs Von Nebenan (2003) 
 

Junk (2001) 
 

Just Ask For Diamonds (Diamond's Edge) (1988) 
 

Just Ask My Children (2001) 
 

Just One Of The Guys (1985) 
 

Just William (1976) 
 

Series 1 (1976) 

 

Just William (1994-5) 
 

Series 2 (1995) 

 

Just William (2010) 
 

Series 1 (2010) 

 

K9 (2010) 
 

Kahlekuningas (The Handcuff King) (2002) 
 



Kampf Um Die Traumrolle (The Fight For The Dream Part) (2009) 
 

Karakum (1997) 
 

Karla (2006) 
 

Karpuz Kabugundan Gemiler Yapmak (Boats Out Of Watermelon Rinds) 

(2004) 
 

Katalin Varga (2009) 
 

Kekec (1951) 
 

Kenan & Kel () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Kenny Everett () 
 

Khon Fai Bin (Dynamite Warrior) (2006) 
 

Kid Racer (2010) 
 

Kid Svensk (That Special Summer) (2007) 
 

Kidnapped By The Kids () 
 

Kids Talking About Death (2005) 
 

Kids With Guns - Stacey Dooley Investigates (2010) 
 

Kidsongs: A Day At The Beach (1997) 
 



Kim Novak Badade Aldrig I Genesarets Sjö (Kim Novak Never Swam In 

Genesaret's Lake) (2005) 
 

Kinder Auf See - Die Weltreise Der Fleur De Lampaul () 
 

Kindergarten Ninja (1994) 
 

Kishiwada Shônen Gurentai: Bôkyô (Young Thugs: Nostalgia) (1998) 
 

Klatretøsen (Catch That Girl) (2002) 
 

Klopka (The Trap) (2007) 
 

Knightmare () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 

Series 5 () 

 

Series 6 () 

 

Series 7 () 

 

Series 8 () 

 

Knocked Up (2007] (Unrated Edition) 
 



Koridorius (The Corridor) (1994) 
 

Kriegerin Des Lichts (Warrior Of Light) (2001) 
 

Kung-Fu Master! (Le Petit Amour) (1988) 
 

La Championne (Reach For The Sky) (1990) 
 

La Fonte Des Neiges (2009) 
 

La Misma Luna (Under The Same Moon) (2007) 
 

La Rafle (2010) 
 

Lachenite Obuvki Na Neznayniya Voin (The Unknown Soldier's Patent 

Leather Shoes) (1979) 
 

Lady And The Tramp (1955) 
 

Lady In The Water (2006) 
 

Land Of The Lost (1974-6) 
 

Series 1 (1974) 

 

Series 2 (1975) 

 

Series 3 (1976) 

 

Land Of The Lost (1991-2) 
 

Series 1 (1991) 

 



Series 2 (1991) 

 

Lassie (1994) 
 

Last Ride (2009) 
 

Late Summer (2001) 
 

L'avion (2005) 
 

Lawnmower Man 2: Beyond Cyberspace (1996) 
 

Lazy Town: Surprise Santa (2005) 
 

Le Avventure Di Pinocchio (The Adventures Of Pinocchio) (1972) 
 

Le Baiser Sous La Cloche (1998) 
 

Le Dernier Chaperon Rouge () 
 

Le Farò Da Padre (Bambina) (1974) 
 

Le Gone Du Chaâba (Shantytown Kid) (1998) 
 

Le Mari De La Coiffeuse (The Hairdresser's Husband) (1990) 
 

Le Père De Mes Enfants (Father Of My Children) (2009) 
 

Le Petit Poucet (Tom Thumb) (2001) 
 

Le Petite Amour (Kung Fu Master) (1987) 
 



Le Petite Bande (The Little Bunch) (1983) 
 

Le Salaire De La Peur (The Wages Of Fear) (1953) 
 

Leave It To Beaver () 
 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 

Series 5 () 

 

Series 6 () 

 

Left Luggage (1998) 
 

Legacy Of The Silver Shadow () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Legends Of The Fall (1994) 
 

Legion Of Fire: Killer Ants! (Marabunta) (1998) 
 

Lemon Popsicle (1978) 
 

L'Enfant Sage (1996) 
 

L'épine Dans Le Coeur (The Thorn In The Heart) (2009) 
 

Les Beaux Gosses (The French Kissers) (2009) 
 



Les Disparus De St. Agil (Boys' School) (1938) 
 

Les Enfants De Timpelbach (Trouble At Timpetill) (2008) 
 

Les Inséparables (2001) 
 

Les Petits Oiseaux (Just Little Birds) (2001) 
 

Les Textiles (2004) 
 

Les Voleurs (Thieves) (The Child Of The Night) (1996) 
 

L'esquive (2004) 
 

Let The Balloon Go (1976) 
 

License To Drive (1988) 
 

Life With Father (1947) 
 

Lille Mand (Little Man) (2006) 
 

Limbo (2008) 
 

Line Of Fire (2000) 
 

Little Boy Lost (1953) 
 

Little Darlings (1980) 
 

Little Hercules (2009) 
 



Little Lord Fauntleroy (1995) 
 

Little Miss Magic (1997) 
 

Little Terrorist (2004) 
 

Live Free Or Die (2006) 
 

Live Free Or Die Hard (2007) 
 

Lizzie McGuire () 
 

Lockie Leonard (2010) 
 

Series 2 (2010) 

 

London's Burning (1988) 
 

Series 1 (1988) 

 

Long Zai Shaolin (Dragon From Shaolin) (1996) 
 

Look And Read - Badger Girl () 
 

Look And Read - Captain Crimson () 
 

Look And Read - Cloud Burst () 
 

Look And Read - Dark Towers () 
 

Look And Read - Earth Warp () 
 



Look And Read - Fair Ground! () 
 

Look And Read - Geordie Racer () 
 

Look And Read - Len And The River Mob () 
 

Look And Read - LRTV () 
 

Look And Read - Shadow Play () 
 

Look And Read - Sky Hunter () 
 

Look And Read - Sky Hunter II () 
 

Look And Read - Spelling Strategies () 
 

Look And Read - Spelling With The Spellits () 
 

Look And Read - Spywatch () 
 

Look And Read - The Boy From Space (1971) 
 

Look And Read - The Boy From Space (1980) 
 

Look And Read - The Legend Of The Lost Keys () 
 

Look And Read - Through The Dragon's Eye () 
 

Look And Read - Zzaap And The Word Master () 
 

Love At First Hiccup (2009) 
 



Love Takes Wing (2009) 
 

Love's Abiding Joy (2006) 
 

Love's Enduring Promise (2004) 
 

Love's Long Journey (2005) 
 

Love's Unending Legacy (2007) 
 

Love's Unfolding Dream (2007) 
 

Lucky Country (2009) 
 

Lucky You (2007) 
 

Lumikuningatar (The Snow Queen) (1986) 
 

Lust Och Fägring Stor (All Things Fair) (Lærerinden) (Love Lessons) (1995) 
 

M.I. High () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Mad Men (2007-9) 
 

Series 1 (2007) 

 

Series 2 (2008) 

 

Series 3 (2009) 

 



Maddigans Quest (2005) 
 

Magicians (2007) 
 

Mahabharat (1988) 
 

Maid Marian And Her Merry Men () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 

Make A Wish (1937) 
 

Make Mine Music (1946) 
 

Making The Grade (1984) 
 

Malas Temporadas (Hard Times) (2005) 
 

Malcolm In The Middle () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 



Series 4 () 

 

Series 5 () 

 

Series 6 () 

 

Series 7 () 

 

Man Of The Year (2006) 
 

Man To Man (2005) 
 

Manny's Orphans (1978) 
 

Maramao (1987) 
 

Marie Antoinette (2006) 
 

Marilena De La P7 (Marilena From P7) (2006) 
 

Martijn En De Magiër (Martijn En De Magier) (1979) 
 

Mary And Max (2009) 
 

Måske Ku' Vi (Could We Maybe) (1976) 
 

Max And The Furious Fly (2006) 
 

Mayonaka No Yaji-san Kita-san (Yaji And Kita: The Midnight Pilgrims) 

(2005) 
 

Maytime (1937) 
 



Mean Creek (2004) 
 

Meatballs (1979) 
 

Medea (1970) 
 

Meet Dave (2008) 
 

Meet The Robinsons (2007) 
 

Mein Name Ist Eugen (2005) 
 

Metamorphosis (DNA Formula Letale) (1990) 
 

Mia Aioniotita Kai Mia Mera (Eternity And A Day) (1998) 
 

Miami Vice (2006) 
 

Michou d'Auber (2007) 
 

Mickey Mouse - The Sorcerer's Apprentice () 
 

Mickey's Christmas Carol (1983) 
 

Mickey's Once Upon A Christmas (1999) 
 

Mickybo & Me (2005) 
 

Microsoap (1998) 
 

Mignon È Partita (Mignon Has Come To Stay) (1989) 
 



Milan () 
 

Milligan in... (1972-3) 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Mimon: Ed Medina (2005) 
 

Mind Games (2002) 
 

Minutemen (2008) 
 

Miracle At Sage Creek (2005) 
 

Mirakel (2000) 
 

Mischief (1985) 
 

Mixtape (2009) 
 

Mo (2007) 
 

Modern Girls (1986) 
 

Mommo (2009) 
 

Mom's Got A Date With A Vampire (2000) 
 

Mon Oncle Antoine (1971) 
 

Mongol: The Rise Of Genghis Khan (2007) 
 



Monkey Grip (1982) 
 

Monsoon Railway () 
 

Monster (2005) 
 

Monster Squad (1976) 
 

Monsters (2004) 
 

Monsters, Inc. (2001) 
 

Moochie Of Pop Warner Football (1960) 
 

Moochie Of The Little League (1959) 
 

Moonacre () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Moritz (2003) 
 

Mortified (2006-7) 
 

Series 1 (2006) 

 

Series 2 (2007) 

 

Mossafer (The Traveler) (1974) 
 

Most (The Bridge) (2003) 
 



Motocrossed (2001) 
 

Motyle (1972) 
 

Mouchette (1967) 
 

Mountain Family Robinson (1979) 
 

Mr. Belvedere (1985) 
 

Series 1 (1985) 

 

Mr. Bjarnfreðarson (2009) 
 

Mr. Boogedy (1986) 
 

Mr. Brooks (2007) 
 

Mr. Krueger's Christmas (1980) 
 

Mr. Wizard's World (1983) 
 

Mukhsin (2006) 
 

Music And Lyrics (2007) 
 

My Boy (1921) 
 

My Brother And Me () 
 

My Brother The Pig (1999) 
 



My Child Won't Speak () 
 

My Childs Big Fat Birthday Party () 
 

My Dad's The Prime Minister (2003) 
 

Series 1 (2003) 

 

My Dog Rusty (1948) 
 

My Dog Tulip (2009) 
 

My Family () 
 

Series 10 () 

 

My Family At War (2008) 
 

My Friend Joe (Mein Freund Joe) (1996) 
 

My Ghost Story S01E04 The Boy In The Closet () 
 

My Life In Ruins (2009) 
 

My Little Pony: The End Of Flutter Valley (2005) 
 

My Magic (2008) 
 

My Name Is Khan (2010) 
 

My Parents Are Aliens (2003) 
 



Series 5 (2003) 

 

My Place (2008) 
 

My Super Ex-Girlfriend (2006) 
 

My Tutor (1983) 
 

Mystery Mansion (1983) 
 

Nachttocht (The Night Trip) (1982) 
 

National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation (1989) 
 

Naughty Marietta (1935) 
 

Nen No Natsu Yasumi (Summer Vacation) (1999) 
 

Next (2007) 
 

Nice Shorts (2010) 
 

Nickelodeon 2010 Kids Choice Awards 
 

Night At The Museum (2006) 
 

Nikki, Wild Dog Of The North (1961) 
 

NimmerMeer (Nevermore) (2006) 
 

Nin X Nin: Ninja Hattori-kun, The Movie (2004) 
 



Niwemang (Half Moon) (2006) 
 

No Ordinary Family 
 

No Small Affair (1984) 
 

No Strings () 
 

Noah's Castle (1980) 
 

Nobody's Perfect (1989) 
 

Noddy Saves Christmas (2004) 
 

Noise (2007) 
 

North West Mounted Police (1940) 
 

Northern Lights (1997) 
 

Nostradamus - Prophecy And Prediction (1994) 
 

Not Forgotten () 
 

November Christmas (2010) 
 

Nowhere Boy (2009) 
 

Nutcracker Fantasy () 
 

O Fat White Woman (1971) 
 



O Tamaiti (1996) 
 

Ocean's 11 (2001) 
 

Ocean's 12 (2004) 
 

Ocean's 13 (2007) 
 

Oh Heavenly Dog (1980) 
 

Oh Schuks I'm Gatvol (2004) 
 

Okuribito (Departures) (2008) 
 

Old home movies 1920 birthday party OK 
 

Oliver & Company (1988) 
 

Oliver (1982) 
 

Olsenbanden Jr. Og Det Sorte Gullet (The Olsen Gang Jr. And The Black 

Gold) (2009) 
 

OMG HaHaHa (2007) 
 

One Crazy Summer (1986) 
 

One Of Our Dinosaurs Is Missing (1975) 
 

One Of Them! () 
 

One Special Night (1999) 
 



Ong-Bak (2003) 
 

Oorlogswinter (Winter In Wartime) (2008) 
 

Ooru Naito Rongu 2: Sanji (All Night Long 2: Atrocity) (1995) 
 

Ooru Naito Rongu 3: Saishuu-shô (All Night Long 3: The Final Chapter 

(1996) 
 

Opal Dream (2005) 
 

Open Season (2006) 
 

Open Season 2 (2008) 
 

O'Shaughnessy's Boy (1935) 
 

Osmosis Jones () 
 

Otesánek (Greedy Guts) (Little Otik) (2000) 
 

Our Day Out (1978) 
 

Outlaw (2007) 
 

P.U.N.K.S. (1999) 
 

Paisito (Small Country) (2008) 
 

Panic Station (1988) 
 

Panorama - Are You A Danger To Kids (2010) 
 



Panorama - Too Much Too Young (2011) 
 

Pao Ba Hai Zi (Homerun) (2003) 
 

Paperboys (2001) 
 

Pardon My Genie (1972) 
 

Series 1 (1972) 

 

Partes Usadas (2007) 
 

Party Animal (1984) 
 

Pasácek Z Doliny (1983) 
 

Pather Panchali (Song Of The Little Road) (1955) 
 

Pathfinder (2007) (Unrated Edition) 
 

Patrick Pacard (1984) 
 

Paul (2006) 
 

Peaceful Warrior (2006) 
 

Peepli Live (2010) 
 

Penny Dreadful (2006) 
 

Penrod's Double Trouble (1938) 
 



Peppermint (1999) 
 

Persona (1966) 
 

Pete's Meteor (1998) 
 

Peter And The Wolf (1996) 
 

Pez (2004) 
 

Phantom Of The Opera (1943) 
 

Phil Of The Future (2004-5) 
 

Series 1 (2004) 

 

Series 2 (2005) 

 

Physical Aspects Of Puberty (1953) 
 

Ping-Pongkingen (The King Of Ping Pong) (2008) 
 

Pinocchio (2002) 
 

Pirates Of The Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest (2006) 
 

Planet 51 (2009) 
 

Playing Dangerous (Hide & Seek: Playing Dangerous) 
 

Please Vote For Me (2007) 
 



Plon Naya (Spicy Beautyqueen Of Bangkok) (2004) 
 

Poison Ivy (1985) 
 

Pojken I Glaskulan () 
 

Popular Mechanics For Kids () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Porkys (1981) 
 

Pornografia (Pornography) (2003) 
 

Prescription: Murder (1968) 
 

Pretty In Pink (1986) 
 

Princess Protection Program (2009) 
 

Private Manoeuvres (1983) 
 

Private Popsicle (1983) 
 

Private Resort (1985) 
 

Private School (1983) 
 

Pro Urodov I Lyudey (About Monsters And People) (Of Freaks And Men) 

(1998) 
 



Promis Jur‚! (I Promise I swear!) (1987) 
 

Promises (2001) 
 

Proof (1991) 
 

Proti Fora Nonos (First Time Godfather) (2007) 
 

Public School Life In Britain In The 1960s 
 

Pulse (2006) (Unrated Edition) 
 

Punky Brewster (1984-8) 
 

Series 1 (1984) 

 

Series 2 (1985) 

 

Series 3 (1987) 

 

Series 4 (1988) 

 

Pure (2002) 
 

Puzzlehead (2005) 
 

Quake (2007) 
 

Querô (2007) 
 

Rachel And The Stranger (1948) 
 



Rachel Getting Married (2008) 
 

Rambling Rose (1991) 
 

Re Dai Yu (Tropical Fish) (1995) 
 

Read It And Weep (2006) 
 

Real Crime: A Shot In The Dark () 
 

Real Crime: A Very Special Constable () 
 

Real Crime: Angel Of Death () 
 

Real Crime: Bombers On The Run () 
 

Real Crime: Cracking The Killers Code () 
 

Real Crime: Death Of A Hostess () 
 

Real Crime: Death On Duty - PC Sharon Beshenivsky () 
 

Real Crime: Death On The Bay () 
 

Real Crime: Diamond Geezers () 
 

Real Crime: Great Train Robber () 
 

Real Crime: Hannah Foster () 
 

Real Crime: James Bulger () 
 



Real Crime: Justice For Julie () 
 

Real Crime: Killer On the Run () 
 

Real Crime: Lady In The Lake () 
 

Real Crime: Rachel Nickell - Case Closed 2009 () 
 

Real Crime: Rachel Nickell Story 2001 () 
 

Real Crime: Rhys Jones () 
 

Real Crime: Sally Anne Bowman () 
 

Real Crime: Serial Killer On Camera () 
 

Real Crime: The Cat And Mouse Killer () 
 

Real Crime: The Fight For Sarah's Law () 
 

Real Crime: The Hunt For Mr. Swirl () 
 

Real Crime: The Man Who Didn't Cry () 
 

Real Crime: The Mystery Of The Missing Earl () 
 

Real Crime: The Suffolk Strangler () 
 

Real Crime: The Tesco Bomber () 
 

Real Crime: The Truth About The Babes In The Wood () 
 



Real Crime: Tracie Andrews Blood On Her Hands () 
 

Real Genius (1985) 
 

Real Men (2003) 
 

Reckless (1984) 
 

Relic Guardians Of The Museum () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Renford Rejects (1998-2001) 
 

Series 1 (1998) 

 

Series 2 (1999) 

 

Series 3 (2000) 

 

Series 4 (2001) 

 

Reno 911!: Miami (2007) (Unrated Edition) 
 

Rentaghost () 
 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 (1978) 

 



Retro Christmas Classics (2007) 
 

Return Home (1990) 
 

Return To Halloweentown (2006) 
 

Return To Salem's Lot (1987) 
 

Revenge Of The Nerds (1984) 
 

Rice People (1994) 
 

Rinne (Reincarnation) (2005) 
 

Ripping Yarns () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Risky Business (1983) 
 

Road, Movie (2009) 
 

Roald Dahl's Little Red Riding Hood (1995) 
 

Robbery Under Arms (1985) 
 

Roberts Robots (1973) 
 

Series 1 (1973) 

 



Robin Hood () 
 

Series 3 () 

 

Rocket Gibraltar (1988) 
 

Rockford (1999) 
 

Rocky Balboa (2006) 
 

Roman Za'ir (Baby Love) (Lemon Popsicle 5) (1984) 
 

Rose-Marie (1936) 
 

Rosso Come Il Cielo (2006) 
 

Round The Twist () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 

Rue Cases Nègres (Sugar Cane Alley) (1983) 
 

Running Scared (1986) 
 

Sail Away (2001) 
 



Salute Your Shorts () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Samanala Thatu (Butterfly Wings) (2005) 
 

Samurai Wolf (1966) 
 

Sanpei The Fisher Boy (2009) 
 

Santa And Pete (1999) 
 

Santa Baby! (2001) 
 

Santa, Jr. (2002) 
 

Sarkanais Plekis (Red Spot) (2008) 
 

Satan's Little Helper (2004) 
 

Savage Sam (1963) 
 

Save The Lady (1982) 
 

Saved By The Bell () 
 

Saw 3 (2006) (Unrated Edition) 
 

Say Anything (1989) 
 



Scaramouche (1952) 
 

School For Scoundrels (2006) (Unrated Edition) 
 

School Of Comedy () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 (2010) 

 

Scooby-Doo (2002) 
 

Scooby Doo 2 - Monsters Unleashed (2004) 
 

Scoop (2006) 
 

Scout Toujours (Always Scout) (1985) 
 

Screwballs (1983) 
 

Sean (1970) 
 

Second Chance (1995) 
 

Secret Admirer (1985) 
 

Secret Of The Cave (2006) 
 

Secret Santa (2003) 
 

See No Evil (2006) 
 



Servants Of Twilight (1991) 
 

Seven Days To Live (2000) 
 

Sex Trafficking In Cambodia - Stacey Dooley Investigates (2010) 
 

Shag (1989) 
 

Shanghai Jiaqi (My American Grandson) (1991) 
 

Shao Lin Xiao Zi (Kids Of Shaolin) (Shaolin Kids) (Shaolin Temple 2: Kids 

From Shaolin) (1984) 
 

Shaolin Popeye 2: Messy Temple (1994) 
 

Sheng Dan Kuai Le (Merry Christmas) (1984) 
 

She's Out Of Control (1989) 
 

She's The Man (2006) 
 

Shine (1996) 
 

Short Circuit (1986) 
 

Should I Smoke Dope (2008) 
 

Side Show (1981) 
 

Siemiany (2009) 
 

Silent Call (1961) 
 



Silent Fall (1994) 
 

Silent Pioneers (1985) 
 

Silver Spoons (1982) 
 

Series 1 (1982) 

 

Silversun () 
 

Sin Destino (2002) 
 

Six Pack (1982) 
 

Skaterdater (1965) 
 

Skavabölen Pojat (Last Cowboy Standing) (2009) 
 

Skins () 
 

Series 4 () 

 

Skippy - Australias First Superstar () 
 

Skippy (1931) 
 

Skippy The Bush Kangaroo (1968) 
 

Series 1 (1968) 

 

Series 2 (1968) 

 



Series 3 (1968) 

 

Slappy And The Stinkers (1998) 
 

Slaughter Of The Innocents (1993) 
 

Sleeping Beauty (1959) 
 

Sleepwalkers (1992) 
 

Slinger's Day () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Slip (2006) 
 

Small Wonder () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Disc 02 () 

 

Disc 03 () 

 

Disc 04 () 

 

Disc 04 (Extra) () 

 

Smile (2007) 
 



Snake River Desperadoes (1951) 
 

Snakes On A Plane (2006) 
 

Snoop Dogg's Hood Of Horror (2006) 
 

Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs (1937) 
 

Snuf De Hond In Oorlogstijd (2008) 
 

Soft Like Me (1996) 
 

Some Girls (1988) 
 

Some Kind Of Wonderful (1987) 
 

Somers Town (2008) 
 

Somewhere In The Darkness (1998) 
 

Son Of Paleface (1952) 
 

Songs Of Praise - Featuring Libera (2009) 
 

Sønner (Sons) (2006) 
 

Sonny With A Chance () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 



'Sorry, I've Got No Head' () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Sounds Like Teen Spirit (2008) 
 

Space Cases () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Space Pirates () 
 

Speech Day (1973) 
 

Spellbinder () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Spider & Rose (1994) 
 

Spirit Warriors (2009) 
 

Splinter (2006) 
 

Spring Break (1983) 
 



Spy Academy () 
 

Spy School (2008) 
 

St. Elmos Fire (1985) 
 

Stacy's Mom (2003) 
 

Stakeout! (1962) 
 

Star In The Night (1945) 
 

Star Trek () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

The Ewok Adventure (Caravan Of Courage) (1984) 
 

Start Your Own School (2010) 
 

Stealing Christmas (2003) 
 

Step Up (2006) 
 

Stick It (2006) 
 

Sticks & Stones (2007) 
 



Still Game () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 

Series 5 () 

 

Series 6 () 

 

The Christmas And Hogmany Specials () 

 

Storyville - Sex, Death And The Gods (2011) 
 

Strange Days At Blake Holsey High (Black Hole High) (2002-6) 
 

Series 1 (2002) 

 

Series 2 (2003) 

 

Series 3 (2004) 

 

Series 4 (2006) 

 

Stranger Than Fiction (2006) 
 

Strictly Ballroom (1992) 
 



Stuart Little 3: Call Of The Wild (2005) 
 

Stubby Pringle's Christmas (1978) 
 

Subbota I Voskreseniye (Saturday And Sunday) (1982) 
 

Sublime (2007) (Unrated Edition) 
 

Sukeban Boy () 
 

Summer (2008) 
 

Summer Of '42 (1971) 
 

Summer Scars (2007) 
 

Summer School (1987) 
 

Summerfield (1977) 
 

Summertime Blues (1988) 
 

Summoned By Bells (1976) 
 

Sun, Sex And Suspicious Parents (2011) 
 

Sunshine (2007) 
 

Superbad (2007) 
 

Supergran (1985) () 
 



Series 1 () 

 

Superman Returns (2006) 
 

Surf's Up (2007) 
 

Susa (2010) 
 

Sweethearts (1938) 
 

Swim Zack Swim (2002) 
 

Swimming Lessons (1995) 
 

Swinki (Piggies) (2009) 
 

Switching Parents (1993) 
 

Tadpole And The Whale (La Grenouille Et La Baleine) (1987) 
 

Take Off With T-Bag (1992) 
 

Takeshi's Castle () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Talking Dick (2004) 
 



Talladega Nights (2006) (Unrated Edition) 
 

Tarzan (1999) 
 

Tarzan And The Huntress (1947) 
 

Tarzan And The Leopard Woman (1946) 
 

Tarzan The Ape Man (1932) 
 

Tarzan's Savage Fury (1952) 
 

T-Bag's Christmas Carol (1989) 
 

Teachers (1984) 
 

Teddy () 
 

Teen Taboos () 
 

Teen Witch (1989) 
 

Teenage Angst (2008) 
 

Tekken: The Motion Picture (1997) 
 

TellyTales () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 



Ten Canoes (2006) 
 

Tenacious D In The Pick Of Destiny (2006) 
 

Tennis No Oujisama (The Prince Of Tennis) (2006) 
 

That Summer Day (2006) 
 

The Adventures Of Horus, Prince Of The Sun (Little Norse Prince Valiant) 

(1968) 
 

The Adventures Of Milo And Otis (1989) 
 

The Adventures Of Sherlock Holmes () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

The Air I Breathe (2007) 
 

The Andy Griffith Show () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 

Series 5 () 

 



Series 6 () 

 

Series 7 () 

 

Series 8 () 

 

The Ant Bully (2006) 
 

The AristoCats (1970) 
 

The Astronaut Farmer (2006) 
 

The Baker Street Boys - The Case Of The Captive Clairvoyant (1983) 
 

The Baker Street Boys - The Ghost Of Julian Midwinter (1983) 
 

The Battle Of Billy's Pond (1976) 
 

The Believers (1986) 
 

The BFG (1989) 
 

The Big Chill (1983) 
 

The Biscuit Eater (1972) 
 

The Black Balloon (2008) 
 

The Black Cauldron (1985) 
 

The Black Dahlia (2006) 
 



The Blue Bird (1940) 
 

The Blue Bird (1976) 
 

The Blue Light () 
 

The Boy Cried Murder (1966) 
 

The Boy Next Door (2008) 
 

The Boy Who Cried Werewolf (2010) 
 

The Boy With Two Heads (1974) 
 

The Boys From Brazil (1978) 
 

The Brave One (1956) 
 

The Breed (2006) 
 

The Case-Book Of Sherlock Holmes () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

The Castaway Cowboy (1974) 
 

The Cat And The Canary (1939) 
 

The Cat From Outer Space (1978) 
 

The Chase () 
 



Series 1 () 

 

The Cheetah Girls: One World (2008) 
 

The Cheetah Girls (2003) 
 

The Cheetah Girls 2 (2006) 
 

The Cherokee Kid (1996) 
 

The Children Who Built Victorian Britain (2011) 
 

The Christmas Gift (1986) 
 

The Christmas Hope (2009) 
 

The Christmas Party (1931) 
 

The Christmas Path (1998) 
 

The Closet (2008) 
 

The Condemned (2007) 
 

The Contract (2006) 
 

The Covenant (2006) 
 

The Curse (1987) 
 

The Dancing Boys Of Afghanistan (2010) 
 



The Dangerous Lives Of Altar Boys (2002) 
 

The Daring Dobermans (1973) 
 

The Dark Crystal (1982) 
 

The Day Of The Triffids (2009) 
 

The Daydreamer (1966) 
 

The Demon Headmaster () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

The Devil Wears Prada (2006) 
 

The Duchess And The Dirt Water Fox (1976) 
 

The Emperor's New Groove (2000) 
 

The Extraordinary Tale Of William Buckley () 
 

The F.J. Holden (1977) 
 

The Family Holvak (1975) 
 

Series 1 (1975) 

 

Episode 1: The Long Way Home Part 1. 



Episode 2: The Long Way Home Part 2. 

 

The Fantastic Journey (1977) 
 

Series 1 (1997) 

 

The Fourth Wish (1976) 
 

The Fox And The Hound (1981) 
 

The Fox And The Hound-2 (2006) 
 

The Fugitives () 
 

The Garlick Thrust (1983) 
 

The Genie From Down Under () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

The Getting Of Wisdom (1978) 
 

The Ghost And Mrs. Muir (1947) 
 

The Ghost Of Thomas Kempe (1979) 
 

The Girl From Tomorrow Part Two: Tomorrow's End (1993) 
 

The Girl From Tomorrow (1991) 
 



The Girl Next Door (2007) 
 

The Go-Between (1970) 
 

The Great Mouse Detective (1986) 
 

The Green Balloon Club Goes On Holiday () 
 

The Green Promise (1949) 
 

The Green Years (1946) 
 

The Growing Pains Movie (2000) 
 

The Grudge 2 (2006) 
 

The Halloween That Almost Wasn't (1979) 
 

The Hangover (2009) 
 

The Hardy Boys () 
 

The Haunting Of Barney Palmer (1986) 
 

The Henderson Kids (1985) 
 

The Hidden Fortress (La Forteresse Suspendue) (2001) 
 

The Homeless Student (2008) 
 

The Horse In The Gray Flannel Suit (1968) 
 



The Host (2006) 
 

The House Without A Christmas Tree (1972) 
 

The Hunchback Of Notre Dame (1996) 
 

The Illusionist (2006) 
 

The Incredibles (2004) 
 

The Ink Thief () 
 

The Innocents (1961) 
 

The Invisible (2007) 
 

The Jensen Project (2010) 
 

The Jungle Book - The Musical (1996) 
 

The Juniper Tree (1990) 
 

The Kettles On Old MacDonald's Farm (1957) 
 

The Kids In The Hall () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 



Series 4 () 

 

Series 5 () 

 

The Kids Of Degrassi Street () 
 

The Killian Curse (Series 1) () 
 

The Killing Floor (2006) 
 

The Langoliers (1995) 
 

The Last American Virgin (1982) 
 

The Last Halloween () 
 

The Last Of The Knucklemen (1979) 
 

The Last Voices Of World War I () 
 

The Last Wave (Black Rain) (1977) 
 

The Lawnmower Man (1992) 
 

The Legend Of Leigh Bowery (2002) 
 

The Legend Of Lobo (1962) 
 

The Legend Of The Boy And The Eagle (1967) 
 

The Lemon Drop Kid (1951) 
 



The Life And Adventures Of Santa Claus (1985) 
 

The Little Mermaid (1989) 
 

The Littlest Hobo (1979-85) 
 

Series 1 (1979) 

 

Series 2 (1980) 

 

Series 4 (1982) 

 

Series 5 (1983) 

 

Series 6 (1984) 

 

The Lone Star Kid (1986) 
 

The Lookout (2007) 
 

The Lost Children (2006) 
 

The Lost Prince (2002) 
 

The Lost Treasure Of Sawtooth Island (2000) 
 

The Lost Volcano (1950) 
 

The Luck Of The Irish (2001) 
 

The Magic Of Lassie (1978) 
 



The Malibu Bikini Shop (1986) 
 

The Many Adventures Of Winnie The Pooh (1977) 
 

The Marine (2006) (Unrated Edition) 
 

The Memoirs Of Sherlock Holmes () 
 

The Middle (2009) 
 

Series 1 (2009) 

 

The Motel (2005) 
 

The Mouse And The Motorcycle () 
 

The Muppet Christmas Carol (1992) 
 

The Murder House (1998) 
 

The Music In Me - Children's Recitals From Classical To Latin, Jazz To 

Zydeco (2006) 
 

The Music In Me - The Leopards Take Manhattan - The Little Band That 

Roared (2008) 
 

The Nail: The Story Of Joey Nardone (2009) 
 

The Nanny (1965) 
 

The Nativity (2010) 
 



The New Adventures Of Old Christine () 
 

Series 4 () 

 

The Nickel Children (2005) 
 

The Night Before (1988) 
 

The North Avenue Irregulars (1979) 
 

The Number 23 (2007) (Unrated Edition) 
 

The Odd Angry Shot (1979) 
 

The Old Curiosity Shop (2007) 
 

The Ossuary (1970) 
 

The Outsiders (1983) 
 

The Owl And The Pussycat (1970) 
 

The Owl Service (1969) 
 

The Painted Veil (2006) 
 

The Paleface (1948) 
 

The Paper Brigade (1996) 
 

The Passionate Eye - The Boys From Baghdad High () 
 



The Pick Up Artist (1987) 
 

The Picture Of Dorian Gray (1945) 
 

The Picture Show Man (1977) 
 

The Pied Piper Of Hützovina (2006) 
 

The Pirates Of Central Park (2001) 
 

The Pixar Story (2007) 
 

The Pope Of Greenwich Village (1984) 
 

The Prestige (2006) 
 

The Prince And The Pauper (1996) 
 

The Princess And The Pirate (1944) 
 

The Private Eyes (1980) 
 

The Private War Of Major Benson (1955) 
 

The Queen's Nose () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

The Queen's Speech (2010) 
 



The Railway Children (1968) 
 

Series 1 () 

 

The Red Balloon (1956) 
 

The Red Hand Gang (1977) 
 

The Rescuers (1977) 
 

The Rescuers Down Under (1990) 
 

The Return (2006) 
 

The Return Of Sherlock Holmes () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

The Revenge Files Of Alistair Fury () 
 

The Riches () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

The Richest Cat In The World (1986) 
 

The Right Prospectus (1970) 
 



The Right To Life (2009) 
 

The Roly Poly Man (1994) 
 

The Rotters' Club () 
 

The Saddest Boy In The World (2006) 
 

The Safety Of Objects (2001) 
 

The Search (1948) 
 

The Secret Of My Success (1987) 
 

The Secret Of The Magic Gourd (2007) 
 

The Secret Place (1957) 
 

The Secret World Of Alex Mack () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 

The Secret Of Eel Island (2005-6) 
 

Series 1 (2005) 

 



Series 2 (2006) 

 

The Seventh Sense (2001) 
 

The Sex Education Show () 
 

The Silence Of The Lambs (1991) 
 

The Silent Call (1961) 
 

The Skateboard Kid (1993) 
 

The Skateboard Kid II (1995) 
 

The Smell Of Burning Ants (1994) 
 

The Snowman (1982) 
 

The Song Of The Cloud Forest (2010) 
 

The Stepfather (2009) 
 

The Strange Case Of The End Of Civilization As We Know It (1977) 
 

The Strength Of Water (2009) 
 

The Student Connection (1973) 
 

The Suicide's Wife (1979) 
 

The Suite Life Of Zack And Cody (2007) 
 



Series 3 (2007) 

 

The Suite Life On Deck (2008-9) 
 

Series 1 (2008) 

 

Series 2 (2009) 

 

The Sure Thing (1985) 
 

The Swimmer (1968) 
 

The Swiss Family Robinson (1976) 
 

The Sword In The Stone (1963) 
 

The Ten Commandments: The Musical (2006) 
 

The Tiger's Tail (2006) 
 

The Time Machine (1960) 
 

The Tin Soldier (1995) 
 

The Tommyknockers (1993) 
 

The Tomorrow People (1973-9) 
 

Series 1 (1973) 

 

Series 2 (1974) 

 



Series 3 (1975) 

 

Series 4 (1976) 

 

Series 5 (1977) 

 

Series 6 (1978) 

 

Series 7 (1978) 

 

Series 8 (1979) 

 

The Tomorrow People (1992-5) 
 

Series 1 (1992) 

 

Series 2 (1994) 

 

Series 3 (1995) 

 

The Tomorrow People (2001-7) 
 

Series 1 (2001) 

 

Series 2 (2002) 

 

Series 3 (2003) 

 

Series 4 (2004) 

 

Series 5 (2005) 

 



The Torkelsons () 
 

The Toy (1982) 
 

The Tragedy Of Macbeth (1971) 
 

The Transformers: The Movie (1986) 
 

The Tripper (2006) 
 

The Two Ronnies Old Fashioned Christmas Mystery (1973) 
 

The Vagabond (1916) 
 

The Valley Between (1996) 
 

The Velveteen Rabbit (2009) 
 

The Von (2007) 
 

The War Game (1962) 
 

The Way We Were (1973) 
 

The Wicker Man (2006) (Unrated Edition) 
 

The Wild Life (1984) 
 

The Willies (1991) 
 

The Wolf Man (O Lobsomem) (1941) 
 



The Wooden Camera (2003) 
 

The Year Without A Santa Claus (1974) 
 

The Young Magician (Cudowne Dziecko) (1986) 
 

The Young Ones () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

The Zack Files (2000) 
 

Thrashin (1986) 
 

Three Boys Dreaming (2011) 
 

Three Dollars (2005) 
 

Three O'Clock High (1987) 
 

Three Wishes (1995) 
 

Tiger Bay (1959) 
 

Tim (1979) 
 

Time Riders (1991) 
 

Timmy's Wish (2002) 
 



To Catch A Paedophile () 
 

To Monon, Tis Zois Tou Taxidion (The Only Journey Of His Life) (2001) 
 

Tobor The Great (1954) 
 

Tokkan Kozô (The Charging Kid) (1929) 
 

Tom Daley The Diver And His Dad (2010) 
 

Tom Thumb In The Land Of The Giants (1999) 
 

Tomato Kecchappu Kôtei (Emperor Tomato Ketchup) (1971) 
 

Tom's Midnight Garden (1974) 
 

Tongan Ninja (2002) 
 

Tonight - Children Of The Quake () 
 

Tooth Fairy (2010) 
 

Topio Stin Omichli (Landscape In The Mist) (1988) 
 

Tower Of Terror (1996) 
 

Toy Story (1995) 
 

Toy Story 2 (1999) 
 

Train Master (2008) 
 



Transformers (2007) 
 

Trapped () 
 

Travelling Light (2003) 
 

Travelling North (1987) 
 

Treasure Of Matecumbe (1976) 
 

Tripper's Day () 
 

Trolljegeren (The Troll Hunter) (2010) 
 

Trouble With TBag () 
 

Trucker (2008) 
 

Truckers () 
 

True Stories - Chosen (2008) 
 

Tuff Turf (1985) 
 

Tummien Perhosten Koti (The Home Of Dark Butterflies) (2008) 
 

Turistas (2006) (Unrated Edition) 
 

Tüskevár (1967) 
 

Twitches (2005) 
 



Two Cars, One Night (2003) 
 

Two Of A Kind () 
 

Uccellacci E Uccellini (The Hawks And The Sparrows) (1966) 
 

UKM-The Ultimate Killing Machine (2006) 
 

Uma Pedra No Bolso (Tall Stories) (1988) 
 

Umut (Hope) (1970) 
 

Un Ange À La Mer (Angel At Sea) (2009) 
 

Un Été Avec Les Fantomes (2005) 
 

Un Par De Zapatos Del '32 (The Student Connection) (Witness to Murder) 

(1974) 
 

Un Peu De Fievre (2003) 
 

Un Sac De Billes (A Bag Of Marbles) (1975) 
 

Un Secreto De Esperanza (A Beautiful Secret) (2002) 
 

Uncommon Valor (1983) 
 

Under The Mistletoe (2006) 
 

Under The Mountain () 
 

Series 1 () 

 



Underage And Having Sex () 
 

Underbelly () 
 

Underbelly 2 () 
 

Underbelly 3 () 
 

Undertow (2004) 
 

Unhappily Ever After () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 

Series 5 () 

 

Unknown (2006) 
 

Unrest (2006) 
 

Up (2009) 
 

Up Jumped A Swagman (1965) 
 

Up Your Anchor (1985) 
 



Uranya (2006) 
 

Vacancy (2007) 
 

Venus Peter (1989) 
 

Verano Azul (The Blue Summer) (1981) 
 

Vereda Tropical (2004) 
 

Vil Du Se Min Smukke Navle (1978) 
 

Vorstadtkrokodile 2 (The Crocodiles 2) (2010) 
 

Voyage To The Bottom Of The Sea (1961) 
 

Wait Till Your Mother Gets Home (1983) 
 

Wait Till You're Older (2005) 
 

Wait Until Dark (1967) 
 

Walking The Tracks: The Summer Of 'Stand By Me' (2002) 
 

Walt Disney Treasures Disneyland Secrets Stories And Magic () 
 

Wargames (1962) 
 

Watt On Earth () 
 

Series 1 () 

 



Series 2 () 

 

Wavelength (1983) 
 

We're No Angels (1955) 
 

Weekend At Bernies (1989) 
 

Weird Science () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Wend Kuuni (1985) 
 

West Side Story (1961) 
 

What Makes Me Happy () 
 

Whatever Happened To Brenda Hean (2008) 
 

When Good Ghouls Go Bad (2001) 
 

Where Does It Hurt (1972) 
 

Where Is The Friends Home () 
 

Where The Red Fern Grows (2003) 
 



White (2008) 
 

White Lightnin' (2009) 
 

Who Am I Now (1987) 
 

Who Framed Roger Rabbit (1988) 
 

Who You Callin' A Nigger (2004) 
 

Who, Sir? Me, Sir? (1985) 
 

Wicked Love: The Maria Korp Story (2010) 
 

Wiedzmin (2002) 
 

Wild River (1960) 
 

Wild Seven (2006) 
 

Wild Side (2004) 
 

Will And Grace () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 



Series 5 () 

 

Series 6 () 

 

Series 7 () 

 

Series 8 () 

 

William Tell (1958) 
 

Willie's Wonky Chocolate Factory () 
 

Winterhawk (1975) 
 

Without A Paddle: Nature's Calling (2009) 
 

Wizards Of Waverly Place (2008-10) 
 

Series 1 (2008) 

 

Series 2 (2009) 

 

Series 3 (2010) 

 

Wizards Of Waverly Place The Movie (2009) 
 

Wonderland - Boy Cheerleaders (2010) 
 

Woo-ri-e-ge Nae-il-eun Up-da (Boys Of Tomorrow) (2006) 
 

World Diving Champion Tom Daley () 
 



World Of A Child - Kamal Hussein () 
 

World Trade Center (2006) 
 

Worried About The Boy (2010) 
 

Worst Witch () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

Series 3 () 

 

Series 4 () 

 

Worzel Gummidge Down Under () 
 

Series 1 () 

 

Series 2 () 

 

WW1 - Finding The Lost Battalions (2010) 
 

You Can't Take It With You (1938) 
 

You Me And Dupree (2006) 
 

You Only Live Once (1937) 
 

Young Love (1987) 
 



Young People Fucking (2008) 
 

Young Sherlock - The Mystery Of The Manor House (1982) 
 

Youngblood (1986) 
 

Yuen Mei Ching Yan (Every Dog Has His Date) (2001) 
 

Zamri, Umri, Voskresni! (Don't Move, Die And Rise Again!) (1989) 
 

Zapped (1982) 
 

Zerkalo (The Mirror) (1975) 
 

Zorro (1957) 
 

Series 1 (1957) 

 

Series 2 (1957) 

 

Series 3 (1957) 

 

Zucht (Sigh) (2007)  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Catalog  



$5 A Day (Five Dollars A Day) (2008) 
 

The conservative son of a thrifty conman begrudgingly joins his 
father on the road -- after being released from jail for one of his 
dad's earlier crimes. In L.A., Flynn Parker loses his job as a health 
inspector when his time in prison comes to light, his girlfriend 
Maggie moves out because of his prevarications, and his ne'er-do-
well father, Nat, summons him to Atlantic City with a tale of a 
malignant cancer. Flynn doesn't like Nat, a small-time hustler and 
the cause of Flynn's jail time, but Nat cajoles his son into a cross-
country trip through family memories toward New Mexico where 
an experimental treatment awaits. The trip is not just about the 
past, but whether either can tell the truth - and then what to do 
with those truths. From time to time, Flynn calls Maggie to leave 
messages. And what about Flynn's mother? NO, not a good movie 
at all. This movie has despicable characters doing despicable 
things unrelentingly throughout the entire running time. The 
entire movie consists of scam artists ripping off (or worse) decent 

people. The scams are not cute, they are not clever, they are just plain mean. The actors themselves 
are terrific and their likable personalities shine through...just not enough to overcome the seat 
squirming activities of their characters. If you're in the mood a low budget movie that makes you 
feel uncomfortable for 98 minutes, this is the movie for you. However, if you want a fantastic low 
budget movie where the actors really shine in their roles, try Morgan Freeman's "10 Items Or Less." 
 
Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



*Batteries Not Included (1987) 
 

A group of tenants in an apartment block are being forced to 

move out so that it can be demolished. The tenants are reluctant 

to move, so the developers hire a local gang to 'persuade' them to 

leave. Fortunately, visiting alien mechanical life-forms come to 

town. When they befriend the tenants, the aliens use their 

extraterrestrial abilities to defeat the developers. A true classic. 

This was the first film I ever saw, and it has stayed my favorite for 

almost 17 years! Obviously, some may hate it, and some may love 

it, but it's one of those films you have to judge for yourself. OK, 

so, perhaps the storyline is a bit thin, predictable and slightly 

unbelievable, but, what film isn't? There are more good points 

than bad (I'm not giving the good ones away, you'll have to see 

them for yourselves!) It could do with a bit of updating, maybe a 

newer version could cover up plot holes and dodgy script, but 

then it would lose all its charm. And Batteries Not Included definitely has charm, bucket-loads! In my 

opinion it should be up there with Star Wars and E.T as a cult classic. It'll make you laugh, cry and 

hate the bad guy. 

Converted from VCD...English Soundtrack...Thai Subtitles 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



...First Do No Harm (1997) 
 

The true story of one woman's struggle against a narrow-minded 

medical establishment. When Lori Reimuller learns that her young 

son Robbie (8-year-old Seth Adkins) has epilepsy, she first trusts 

the judgment of the hospital staff in how best to bring it under 

control. As Robbie's health slides radically downhill, however, she 

becomes frustrated and desperate, and so does her own research 

into the existing literature on treatments. When she decides to try 

an alternative treatment called the Ketogenic Diet, devised long 

ago by a doctor from Johns Hopkins, she is met with narrow-

minded resistance from Robbie's doctor, who is prepared to take 

legal action to prevent Lori from removing him from the hospital. 

This movie is an indictment of those in the medical profession who 

discuss only the treatment options they favor. Several of the 

minor characters are portrayed by people who have been not just 

helped, but cured by the Ketogenic diet. Absolutely Fabulous! I can't count how many times I have 

watched this movie! I never get tired of it! The acting is so good it's easy to become emotionally 

involved. Not to mention the fact that it's based on actual events! Observe the wonderful 

performance by Seth Adkins! If you like him in this, you HAVE to check out "When Andrew Came 

Home"! 
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¿Qué He Hecho Yo Para Merecer Esto!! (What Have I Done To Deserve 

This?) (1984) 
 

A dysfunctional family in Madrid: Gloria is a cleaning lady, hooked 

on No-Doze, living in a crowded flat with Antonio, her surly 

husband, a cabby who adores an aging German singer he used to 

chauffeur; he's also a forger. One teen son sells heroin, the other 

sleeps with men. Her mother-in-law keeps bottled water and 

cupcakes under lock and key, selling them to the family. Two 

alcoholic writers cook up a plot to sell a manuscript as Hitler's 

memoirs, if Antonio will transcribe it in Hitler's hand. He agrees, 

so they ask the German singer to play the role of the original 

owner since her past affinity for Nazi memorabilia makes her a 

likely candidate. Meanwhile, Gloria has given away one son to a 

sex-crazed dentist, and grandma picks up a pet lizard. Can this 

chaos be tamed? A masterpiece of Pedro Almodovar. This is 

certainly one of Almodovar's best movies. It has more than the 

average movie and is actually life as it is on many occasions. The thin but very subtle humor in all of 

his movies and the personages in the movies make him a master director who knows what's going 

on in life at the moment of making a film. Very much it is story about people living together but 

don't know each-other. With slices of sex, drugs, addiction, humor he brings you to a thin laugh 

although most problems in the movie are real problems and aren't to be taken lightly. A film of 

making choices in life and go further and stand with this choices, and keep on smiling and hoping 

whatever happens. 
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¿Quién Puede Matar A Un Niño (Death Is Child's Play) (Island Of 

Death) (Island Of The Damned) (Who Can Kill A Child?) (Who Would 

Kill A Child?) (1976) 
 

A couple of English tourists rent a boat to visit the fictitious island 

of Almanzora, just off the southern Spanish coast. When they 

arrive, they find the town deserted of adults, there's only children 

who don't speak but stare at them with eerie smiles. They soon 

discover that all the children of the island have been posessed by 

a mysterious force or madness which they can pass from one to 

another, and which makes them attack and murder their elders, 

who can't defend themselves because nobody dares to kill a child. 
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1 Mai (1st Of May: All Belongs To You) (2008) 
 

An 11-year-old Turkish boy (Cemal Subasi), two young men from a 

small town, and a cuckolded policeman from the sticks all find 

their way to Berlin on May Day, where, in the district of 

Kreuzberg, emotions come to the boil every year. Little Yavuz is 

eager to gain recognition and is determined to 'floor a cop' in 

order to impress his older brother. But then he meets Hary, a 

onetime member of the student revolts of the late sixties, and 

things turn out completely differently. Jacob and Pelle from 

Minden are hell-bent on having a boys' own adventure in the 

capital. They are a couple of inquisitive tourists cruising for a 

bruising, drifting aimlessly between sightseeing, their search for 

the city's best kebab shop and the protest march of the anarchic 

'Black Block'. As the ruckus begins, policeman Uwe has problems 

of quite a different kind. He and his colleague have been assigned 

to calm the situation in Kreuzberg. Intense cinematic experience. This movie uses Kreuzberg, a 

district in the heart of Berlin as plot driver for several little episodes. Since the famous May Day riots 

in 1987 where Kreuzberg was a marginal district cornered by the Berlin Wall and charged with social 

conflicts due to Ghetto-politics concerning the Turkish immigrants minority Kreuzberg on 1st of may 

has been the magnet for politically left sided tourists, cops form abroad etc. In recent years with the 

crisis of the German political left the events have largely deescalated and 1st of May in Kreuzberg 

not only became folcloristic but also the riots seem to be part of the past. However 'Berlin 1. Mai' 

depicts a very realistic image of Kreuzberg today. The different episodes' plots seem a little 

overdone on some occasions but that doesn't hurt the overall impression of a very intense cinematic 

experience. 
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10 Attitudes (2001) 
 

Story of a Jewish man who discovers that his boyfriend of 10 

years is cheating on him. 10 ATTITUDES is a low budget, first film 

by director Michael Gallant that examines the highs and lows of 

contemporary dating that feels so spontaneous that it seems 

more like overhearing conversations in a cafe rather than a 

scripted movie. And for this tale of frustrated companion 

shopping, the minor details of awkward editing, obvious hand 

held camera use, and making the best of available lighting in real 

locations just doesn't matter. What does matter is the pacing and 

the funny (and not so funny) lines of each of the characters in this 

ensemble piece. Josh (Jason Stuart - in a very solid performance) 

is a thirties-something gay caterer in a long-term relationship with 

a lothario who embarrassingly discovers his partner's lifestyle en 

flagrant. Devastated and disillusioned, Josh wants to leave West Hollywood and return to Cleveland, 

but his closest friend Brandon (Christopher Cowan - a very fine, young, natural actor) supports him 

by promising to arrange ten dates within a weeks' time, a cadre among whom Brandon bets Jason 

will find a new love and remain in West Hollywood. If no new love is found, Jason will return home 

to lick his wounds. Josh gets the clothes makeover from Tex (JM J Bullock) and some tips on dating 

from various friends and therapist types (Judy Tenuta, Alexandra Paul, Lydia Nicole and more) and 

begins his arranged dating with 10 of some of the most diverse types everyone who has played the 

dating game has encountered (and incidentally there is a lot of fine eye candy here!). None of the 10 

"attitudes" (for that is what these men represent) works out and Jason is about to depart for 

Cleveland (Brandon obviously lost his bet) when things change. And that change is well written and 

worth the surprise wait. What this film lacks in technical skill it makes up for in spirit, and if you are 

able to dispense with the production means and concentration the acting and the message of "10 

ATTITUDES", you are in for a treat. This is a fine social comment about a problem that afflicts not 

only this gay population of the film, but relationships across the board. A brief, if technically flawed, 

breath of fresh air from some very talented people! 
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100 Deeds For Eddie McDowd (1999-2002) 
 

Stars a school bully (Seth Green/Jason Hervey) who got turned 

into a dog by a drifter for being a bad kid. He then ends up in the 

pound where he's adopted by the last kid (13-year-old Brandon 

Gilberstadt) he bullied. From there, Eddie McDowd has to 

perform 100 good deeds in order to become a kid again. This is 

some of the best example of state of the art visual effects I've 

ever seen on TV. This show definitely betters the animation for 

Babe 1 & 2 and is light years beyond the stuff in Dr. Dolittle. I've 

heard there are no animatronics used. Best off all, my kids, ages 

three and six love the show! 

 

 

Series 1 (20 Episodes) (1999) 
 

Episode 01: Tagged; Eddie McDowd has been terrorizing his school and his town for many years 

picking on little kids and other teenagers he doesn't like. One day after he picks on a new kid he 

meets up with a mysterious drifter who somehow knows about Eddie. As punishment he turns Eddie 

into a dog. The only way he will ever get back to his human form is to perform 100 good deeds. The 

only one who can hear Eddie speak is the last kid he bullied. 

Episode 02: Dog Gone; Eddie decides to return to his home. 

Episode 03: Dog Day Out; Eddie falls for a poodle named Gigi. When he becomes love sick the 

Taylors think he's ill. 

Episode 04: All Howls Eve; Justin gets ready for Halloween, but his fun is turned into a real nightmare 

when he forgets to chain Eddie up and is grounded. 

Episode 05: Slam Punk; Justin is upset when he doesn't make the basketball team. So Eddie talks him 

into giving out some trash talk. 

Episode 06: Cheaters Sometimes Prosper; Eddie is excited when Justin gets tickets to see a movie 

that Eddie likes. Unfortunately they can only go if Justin passes a test from a no nonsense teacher. 

Episode 07: Mutts and Robbers; When Eddie finds a sack of money, he quickly buries it. However, his 

plan is foiled when the "owner" of the money comes looking for it. Eddie is convinced this 

mysterious man is a thief, but Justin disagrees. Meanwhile, Gwen's efforts to watch TV are 

continually thwarted by bad luck. 

Episode 08: Dog Years; Eddie discovers that dogs age faster than humans. 



Episode 09: Puppy Love; Justin has a crush on an older student, Danya, the only problem is he's too 

nervous to talk to her. When Justin sees her washing her Mustang, Eddie feeds him lines about the 

car to impress Danya. She asks Justin to go to the dance with him and he accepts. Meanwhile Gwen 

has narrowed her date choices down to 6 guys, but she's one tough date! Her strict standards leave 

her without a date for the dance. Justin brings Eddie with him in the car so that he can give him 

pointers during the dance. 

Episode 10: The Students Are Revolting; During the postal strike, Dad embarrasses the kids as a 

substitute teacher at Justin's school. So they work out a plan to send him back to the post office. 

Episode 11: False Hero; Eddie causes a man to fall into a pond then suddenly a golden retriever 

rescues the man. But when Eddie revives him he thinks Eddie was the one who saved his life and 

Eddie gets a reward. 

Episode 12: A Dog's Life; Both Justin and Eddie are hurt after getting hit by a car, but the Taylors only 

seem concerned for Justin. Eddie feels less important because he's a dog. 

Episode 13: Return of Gigi; Eddie's ex-crush Gigi returns. But Gigi loves Eddie's bad boy image, and 

encourages him to do bad things. 

Episode 14: Meet the New Boss; Eddie meets a new woman in the park and they become friends - 

but is she the new dog catcher? 

Episode 15: Lie Like a Dog; Eddie fakes a dog-napping to get some ransom money. But, when he is 

taken by the real dog-napper, Justin doesn't believe him! 

Episode 16: April Fools; It is April Fools Day and it's raining real hard so Justin and Gwen's schools are 

closed. Someone is pulling pranks at the Taylor house. Gwen, Eddie, Justin and mom get caught in 

the pranks and they all think it's dad but he was on TV. 

Episode 17: Good Cop, Bad Dog; Eddie joins a K-9 police unit, so he can get deeds faster. Justin and 

Gwen prove they can get along. 

Episode 18: Big Dog; A rottweiler is bullying Eddie. Eddie seeks advice from his Salvador who 

suggests that Eddie pay a visit to the Dogfather. 

Episode 19: Fur Better or Worse; Justin feels neglected during Gwen's upcoming birthday party. 

Eddie must choose between saving Justin or saving himself. 

Episode 20: A Very Canine Christmas; When Eddie displays a lack of Christmas cheer, the Drifter 

takes him on a visit to his past. 
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Series 2 (12 Episodes) (2001) 
 

Episode 01: Homeward Hound: Part 1; Gwen joins a foreign exchange student program and goes to 

England. The Taylors have a phone mishap with Tori who mistakes Mr. Taylor for a taylor. They 

decide to go to England and save Gwen from the Sloans (Tori's parents). Meanwhile their neighbor, 

Mr. Watt, suspects the family to be behind a jewel heist that has recently been on the news. Eddie 

decides to go on a journey of his own and look for his family, since he doesn't feel like a part of the 

Taylors. Justin goes after him and has Sariffa fill in as him until he gets back...good thing it's only 

Crazy Grandma watching him! 

Episode 02: Homeward Hound: Part 2; Eddie gets involved with a group of guys in a circus sideshow 

that want to hurt Eddie. Justin comes to his aid, but then finds himself in danger. Meanwhile his 

parents get to England and realise it was all a misunderstanding, Mr. Watt also realises he has been 

mistaken. Eddie saves Justin from the circus crew and picks up a deed. Eddie has learned to accept 

his new family, and that family now has a new British guest...Tori. 

Episode 03: Personal Trainer; Sally, the dog next door, gets a new dog trainer who Eddie has the hots 

for. Eddie pretends to be bad and gets Shelby to be his trainer too. When Justin sees her, he falls for 

her too. Now these too friends are fighting for the same girl, and they don't play nice. Eddie makes it 

seem like Justin's a bad guy and makes Shelby not like him. In the end, he helps her realise that the 

bond between him and Justin in special. Shelby gives Justin another shot and Eddie gets another 

deed. 

Episode 04: Eddie Loves Tori; Ah, love is in the air. Eddie is begining to fall for Tori, only one 

problem...he's still a dog. Sariffa has been getting into the habit of calling Justin early in the morning 

to tell him about her dreams. Tori says it's because she likes him. But is it true? Meanwhile Tori 

brings a friend, Ethan, over after school. Eddie gets jelious and chases him out of the house. Tori gets 

upset because she thinks Ethan just abandoned her. Justin finds out it's all a misunderstanding, 

Sariffa doesn't like him. And Eddie realises if he cares about Tori, he should want her to be happy. 

Whether that's with Ethan or not. He protects Ethan from some bullies near the raliroad tracks and 

gets another deed. 

Episode 05: A Star Is Born; The Taylors volunteer their house to shoot a dog food commercial in. The 

commercials star pooch, Mojo, has a dangerous run in with machinery, and can't shoot. Eddie fills in 

for him and the fame goes to his head. Tori tries her hand at cooking for the crew, however most of 

her creations don't go over so well. With out Mojo working in show business his owner and him 

become poor. Eddie realises what he's done wrong and gets Justin to help him give his job in show 

biz back to it's rightful owner. They're successful and Eddie gets a deed. Tori also finds out that 

cooking is not her thing. 

Episode 06: Matchmaking Mutt; Eddie and Justin meet a girl and her dog at the park. Using the dogs 

as an excuse to become friends with her. Eddie has to date her dog...much to his dislike. Meanwhile 

Tori finds a dress that she wants for the dance. Mrs. Taylor says since the dress is expensive she'll 

make it herself...too bad she can't sew. When talking to Phillis, the dog, he finds out that her owner 

already has a boyfriend. When Eddie tries to tell Justin, Justin doesn't believe him, but he soon finds 

out for himself. Eddie saves Justin from making a fool out of himself. Eddie gets a deed, and Justin 



finds another girl at the park. Mrs. T finds out sewing isn't her thing, she buys Tori the dress and as 

for her creation. well, Eddie has a new pillow. 

Episode 07: So Shoe Me; Eddie has a new love for the taste of shoes. Any shoe in site is fair game. 

The Taylors are thinking of taking drastic measures to stop him, doggie boot camp? Meanwhile Lisa 

wants Justin to take dance lessons, Justin wants no parts of this. He tries everything in his power to 

keep from going. Tori teaches him that dancing can be fun, and a good way to meet girls and he 

decides to give it a try. Eddie finds a box of shoes in an alley and keeps a homeless women away 

from them. He realises that she needs them more then he does and he's cured of his taste fro shoes 

and gets a deed to boot. 

Episode 08: Sick as a Dog; Justin has to sell licorice for a school fund raiser. When Eddie eats some it 

makes him sick and Sally convinces him that he has the dreaded doggie disease, Black Tongue. Justin 

isn't having too much luck selling licorice. Everyone in his family, except him, is eating the licorice 

when they have problems. Doug can't fix the car, Lisa's casserole burns, Tori's health food diet isn't 

working. Eddie's preparing for the worst. 

Episode 09: Ruby; Eddie finds another dog, Ruby, that is going through the same thing he is however 

she only has one deed to go. Determined not to lose her now, he devises a plan to keep her from 

getting her last deed. 

Episode 10: Whistle a Happy Tune; Mr. Taylor is having trouble with a dog on his mail route. Eddie 

volunteers to help keep the dog at bay. Meanwhile Justin takes up the trumpet, but can't play. At 

Eddie's suggestion, he begins playing a tape so that it sounds like he's practicing. Eddie is baffled by 

Ike, the seemingly harmless dog that suddenly snaps. Doug threatens to have Ike sent to "the room" 

if he does it again. 

Episode 11: You Talk Too Much; Eddie spies on Justin's conversations by walkie-talkie and the Drifter 

punishes him by taking away his ability to talk to Justin. Eddie also takes Tori's favorite rugby jersey 

and it goes into the sewer. After losing her jersey, Tori feels homesick and plans a flight back to 

England. Eddie realises what he's done and retrieves Tori's jersey. After getting it back she decides to 

stay, and Eddie picks up a deed and gets his voice back. 

Episode 12: Eye of the Mongrel; Justin and Eddie discover a Frisbee dog, Spitfire, in the park. His 

owner, Slade owns a scooter shop and is too busy to enter him in the Frisbee competition. Slade 

agrees to let Justin enter Spitfire in the contest for him. Eddie and Justin train Spitfire for Saturdays 

contest, but he seems bummed. He wants his owner to be his trainer and feels like he's letting him 

down. Justin and Eddie get Slade to throw disks for Spitfire at the competition and Eddie picks up a 

deed. 
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Series 3 (8 Episodes) (2002) 
 

Episode 1: Doggie Do Right; Justin tries to bulk up to make the wrestling team as a good way to 

improve his college resume. Meanwhile the new dog is town, Buster is taking all of Eddie's potential 

deeds with his do-right attitude. 

Episode 2: Fowl Deeds; Justin's growing up. He's changed his style, his room, his tunes and hey...is 

that a whisker? Now if only he could get his grandma to believe it. Crazy Grandma comes over for a 

visit with her Cockatoo, Gabey. From the start, Gabey and Eddie don't get along. They reek havoc in 

the house and leave it for Justin to clean up. Meanwhile, Justin and Grandma sharing a room just 

isn't working out. Justin finally loses it and snaps on his Grandma when she bring his lunch to school. 

Eddie, when he has the chance to shut the window, doesn't and Gabey flies away. Both Justin and 

Eddie feel bad about what they've done. Justin apologizes to his Grandma and Eddie helps get Gabey 

back. 

Episode 3: Slap Shot; Justin is trying out for the hockey team, but it seems skills and fair play aren't 

enough for this team. Eddie shows Justin some foal play, and using it, he makes the team. His new 

friends don't turn out to be all they are cracked up to be, particularly the team captain Charlie. 

Episode 4: Dog Interrupted; Tori over sees Justin talking to Eddie and tells Doug and Lisa. At first they 

think nothing of it, until Lisa sees it for herself. They hire a psychologist, Dr. Silver, to help Justin. 

Meanwhile, Tori and Sarrifa find a chain letter while cleaning up the park. Sarrifa throws it away and 

thinks nothing of it, Tori on the other hand is convinced this is bad luck for sure. Dr. Silver tries 

talking to Justin and is disturbed when Justin admits that he talks to Eddie. The doctor is ready to 

ship him off to a special school and get him additional help. Eddie must now find the drifter to help 

prove to Dr. Silver that Eddie really can talk, so he can get the doctor to back off. 

Episode 5: Welcome to the Doghouse; Justin and Eddie have been having some problems sharing 

their room. They decide it would be best if Eddie were to get a dog house, but no ordinary dog 

house, this is a McDowd crib. Meanwhile Tori and Sarrifa decide to buy a remote controlled air plane 

and split the cost. They also decide to share the plan...maybe not such a great idea. 

Episode 6: Teacher's Pet Peeve; Eddie gets revenge on an old teacher and Mr. Villman takes it out on 

Justin. With parent-teacher conferences approaching Eddie's actions might affect Justin's chances of 

going to hockey camp. Eddie tries to make it up to him and prove he's a good dog but every time he 

tries he just makes it worse. Meanwhile, Doug, Lisa and Tori are battling a rat problem. Tori 

convinces the Taylors not to kill it, but to catch it. They succeed in doing so...but now what do they 

do with it? 

Episode 7: Deep Blue Deed; Justin and Eddie are planning a day at the beach, however Eddie isn't 

too thrilled about it. Justin sneaks his dad's favorite fishing poll, "Wonder Boy", out when his dad 

isn't looking and takes it without permission. Meanwhile Tori's trying to write an essay on "A 

Problem Facing American Society" however, being British, it's hard for her to think of a topic. Doug 

tries to help her but has had WAY too much caffeine, and isn't much help. Back at the beach, Justin 

keeps trying to get Eddie to go swimming until Eddie reveals a bad experience in his childhood that 

has made him afraid of the ocean. 



Episode 8: Lost and Found; Eddie's finding it harder and harder to do deeds. He gets fed up with it 

and regresses back to his old bad ways. The Drifter can't control him and is put on suspension by the 

Drifter Council. 
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10½ (Dix Et Demi) (2010) 
  

Tommy (14-year-old Robert Naylor), 10-years-old, is well known 

by Social Services. He is considered a danger to society. Gilles, his 

guardian at this halfway house, sees potential for redemption in 

this kid driven by violence. 
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101 Dalmatians (1996) 
 

Fashion designer Anita and computer-game writer Roger meet, 

fall in love and marry along with their Dalmatians Perdita and 

Pongo. But the proud dogs' puppies are kidnapped by Anita's boss 

Cruella De Vil, who is stealing young Dalmatians to make the coat 

she has set her heart on. Enlisting the help of the British animal 

kingdom, Pongo and Perdita set out to find and rescue all ninety-

nine pups from their fearsome captors, Jaspar and Horace. This is 

one of those movies that truly is - and I don't mean to use the 

cliché - entertaining whether you are a kid or an adult. The 

Dalmatians and other animals are a lot of fun to watch. Glenn 

Close must have had a lot of fun making this film, playing the evil 

'Cruela De Vil.' Just as much fun, maybe more, were the two 

bumbling dog-nappers - Hugh Laurie and Mark Williams, I believe 

- idiots who were genuinely funny in their stupidity. Their dialog 

was hilarious. There are nice colors in here, too, so a widescreen DVD is good to have if you enjoy 

this movie. I didn't find the surround sound to be much. Speaking of clichés and such, there are 

some drawbacks here that were a little annoying to me, like overdoing the intelligence of the dogs, 

making them almost human-like with their abilities to understand English. In fact, it's taken to the 

absurd level of some of the animals being smarter than humans. Please...give me a break! Also, you 

get the quick 'film romance' in which two people (Jeff Daniels and Joely Richardson) barely meet and 

already they are in love, getting married in no time. Please...give me a break! Still, recommended if 

you want a want 103 minutes of a 'cute' story and don't take any of it the least bit seriously as if 

anything in here could really happen. 
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101 Dalmatians II: Patch's London Adventure (2003) 
 

Being one of 101 takes its toll on Patch, who doesn't feel unique. 

When he's accidentally left behind on moving day, he meets his 

idol, Thunderbolt, who enlists him on a publicity campaign. Roger, 

Anita and their canine clan are packing for the big move to 

Dalmatian Plantation, a home in the country with plenty of room 

for the 101 pups and far from the clutches of Cruella DeVil. The 

feistiest pup, Patch, feels lost in a sea of spots and longs to be a 

one-of-a-kind wonderdog like his TV hero, Thunderbolt. While 

watching the Thunderbolt Adventure Hour, Patch hears about a 

chance to appear on the show while it's filming in London. 

However, the family move will interfere with Patch's opportunity - 

until he's accidentally left behind in the commotion. Patch heads 

for the audition to meet his hero. Meanwhile, Thunderbolt's 

"trusty" sidekick, Lightning, reveals that the producers of the 

show want to replace Thunderbolt with a younger dog. In order to save his job, Thunderbolt decides 

he will go into the real world and perform an act of true heroism to prove himself. A veritable 

reference book to Thunderbolt's many adventures, Patch provides the perfect guide for the TV star 

in his attempts at real-life heroics. As for Cruella DeVil - she's back and more obsessed with 

Dalmatians than ever. At first, she's able to calm her frenzy through an affiliation with a spot-fixated 

artist. Hilarious movie, fun for kids! I loved this movie, it was great! I loved the characters in it, 

especially Lil. Lightning and Thunderbolt! They were awesome! My favorite character in the entire 

movie was probably Lightning. He's one of my favorite, recent Disney villains, mainly because he has 

that evil way going on, and he also has a comical side (with some help from Thunderbolt) Observe; 

Quote; Thunderbolt: They suck all the blood out of ya'! Do ya' hear me, they suck all the blood out of 

you! He is face to face with Lightning the entire time and when he finishes, Lightning falls on his back 

to the ground! Ha! Love the expressions on both their faces during the quote! I especially love the 

last scene Lightning's in at the end of the movie where Thunderbolt is distracting him! It was 

hilarious! You need to see this movie! 
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101 Rent Boys (2000) 
 

101 Rent Boys is shot on location in various motel rooms situated 

on the length of the Santa Monica Boulevard, and features 101 

different hustlers. Although the film features 101 different 

people, it focuses on the lives (and loves) of a few key men. They 

have been chosen to reflect the immense diversity of the boys of 

the Santa Monica Strip. An amazing thing happens when you 

cross a video camera with award-winning directors, $50 and a 

hustler. The pieces are slickly grouped to cover certain themes; 

such as their first john, gay for pay, homelessness, drugs or the 

reason that they began to work as a rent boy. It also explores the 

variety of insiders' opinion on subjects such as; how a rent boy 

should dress, speak, act, think, give head, receive head, increase 

cash flow, keep safe, walk, eat, smoke, and flirt. For me, any film 

that will give you insight into an area that is otherwise 

unattainable is a gift. This documentary was powerful stuff. These guys were (acting) in a sense, but 

only in the same ways we all do. To just get by. 
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101 Reykjavík (2000) 
 

A 30-year-old man still lives with his mother and spends his days 

drinking, watching porn and surfing the net. His mothers Spanish 

flamenco teacher (Victoria Abril-Lola) moves in with them for 

Christmas. On New Year's eve, while his mother is away he finds 

out Lola is a lesbian, but also ends up having rampart, drunken 

sex with her. His mother returns only to break the news she is 

also a lesbian and her and Lola are in love. Lola becomes pregnant 

with his child and she and his mother plan to bring the baby up 

together. Failing in his suicide attempt, he matures, gets a job, 

and lives together with his mother, her lover and their (his) baby 

boy. I have been living in Iceland for a year and a half and got a 

picture of the country, its people and its capital, Reykjavík (I 

actually even lived in the 101 postal code in Reykjavík). This movie 

is really highlighting a type of persons that I have met quite often 

in Iceland. I think it is a clear and accurate picture of an important part of the young population. The 

main actor, Hilmir Snær Guðnason (Hlynur), is really expressing this disillusion that you can feel 

while enjoying Reykjavík's night life. If you want to go to this marvelous country or if you just 

interested how one can survived after a few months winter night, this is the movie to go watching. 

But do not worry, there is more than that in Iceland. 
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102 Dalmatians (2000) 
 

After a spot of therapy Cruella De Vil is released from prison a 

changed woman. Devoted to dogs and good causes, she is 

delighted that Chloe, her parole officer, has a Dalmatian family 

and connections with a dog charity. But the sound of Big Ben can 

reverse the treatment so it is only a matter of time before Ms. De 

Vil is back to her incredibly ghastly ways, using her new-found 

connections with Chloe and friends. The first movie, "101 

Dalmatians" wasn't already exactly a masterpiece but it still was a 

fun and enjoyable movie. This sequel is a pointless one and is too 

much of the same. Still the movie is fun enough to watch, 

especially for children. Thank goodness that Glenn Close is still in 

this one. Without her the movie would had been terrible. She 

really plays her villainous role perfectly over-the-top, in an 

enjoyable way. Gérard Depardieu supports her as another villain. 

He also is fun and over-the-top but his character doesn't feel 

completely necessary for the story. It was like his character was written for the story in case Glenn 

Close would say no to this sequel. Another returning actor is Tim McInnerny as the butler Alonzo. He 

already was perfectly cast and fun in the first movie and he gets luckily more to do in this movie. 

Main characters in this movie are played by Ioan Gruffudd and Alice Evans. Not the two most 

interesting actors if you asked me. The story is perfectly simple, like a children's movie should be. It's 

filled with some humorous moments but it misses some of the slapstick and subtle comedy the first 

movie had. Another thing that's missing is the Michael Kamen musical score. David Newman, who 

scored for this movie, is by no means a bad composer of course but Kamen his score had a more fun 

feeling that did good to the movie its atmosphere. The movie yet again has some good looking 

costumes and this time they even got nominated for an Oscar for this. The movie might be a bit too 

simple and too much like the first movie to be regarded as terribly original or good. Still this movie is 

perfectly fun to watch but by no means a must see, not even if you already have seen the first 

movie. 
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11:11 Act 1 Media Kit (2004) 
 

Set in two periods of time and existence. Two young friends 

reunite in a new life and the only link between them and their 

previous lives is the synchronicity of 11:11. This is the original Act 

1 Media Kit that was produced in 2004 to try and sell the film to 

prospective buyers. There was a contest on their web site that 

they were giving some of these away to fans. It's a documentary 

on the making of the film to this point in its life. There are 

interviews with the cast and director and crew. There is also a 

Photo Gallery on the DVD. If you go to the official web site, they 

have the official 2+ hour documentary 'Shelved' for sale or rent at 

Amazon. It appears this is the final product, there will not be a 

feature film of 11:11 according to the web site. 
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12 Angry Men (1957) 
 

A dissenting juror in a murder trial slowly manages to convince 

the others that the case is not as obviously clear as it seemed in 

court. The defense and the prosecution have rested and the jury 

is filing into the jury room to decide if a young Spanish-American 

(John Savoca) is guilty or innocent of murdering his father. What 

begins as an open and shut case of murder soon becomes a mini-

drama of each of the jurors' prejudices and preconceptions about 

the trial, the accused, and each other. Based on the play, all of the 

action takes place on the stage of the jury room. A Classic not to 

be missed. The plot of 12 Angry Men revolves around the murder 

trail of a Latino boy who is accused of killing his father. The 

conviction of the boy would mean a death sentence and the 

destiny of the boy's life is in the hands of twelve male jurors of 

ranging personalities. The case seems open and shut with a 

murder weapon and several witnesses to place the boy at the scene of the crime. For eleven of the 

jurors the decision is apparent that the boy is guilty but for one juror, Mr. Davis (Henry Fonda), the 

boy's life should entail some discussion to eliminate any reasonable doubt the jurors may have. As 

the film progresses the personalities of the jurors become apparent and many underlying issues 

influence the guilty decision chosen by the majority of the jurors. The underlying issues are the 

complexity of the personalities of the jurors and the reasons why they have the motivation to feel 

and act the way they do. As the case unfolds further, more is learned about each juror individually. 

The personalities range from being a short-tempered loud mouth to a straight- laced accountant 

who never breaks a sweat. As the movie progresses much more is learned of the characters that 

exposes the intricacy of human nature and people's different personality traits. This film is an 

excellent example of movie making that does not require elaborate sets to entertain the viewer. The 

majority of the film takes place in a jury room with the men never leaving the room from their 

deliberation responsibilities. The cast and dialogue make this film memorable and the film has some 

clear moral issues that are addressed. The main issue is that not everything is as it seems. With 

further analysis the understanding of a situation becomes more concrete enabling the men to make 

a solid decision that affects a young man's life. 12 Angry Men is a classic film that should not be 

missed. 
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120 (2008) 
 

During the Sarikamis Battle, the Ottoman army runs out of 

ammunition and appeals to the people of Van for help, who 

happen to have supplies. However, the First World War is on and 

all men are fighting at four corners of the empire and therefore 

can not respond to to the appeal. The young children of Van want 

to do something. When the Principal of a school, who has lost a 

son in the war, suggests that the ammunition be transported to 

Sarikamis, 120 young boys aged 12 to 17 volunteer and take to the 

road. The movie tells the true story of the 120 boys and their 

sisters and mothers left behind, who wait for their return. The 

movie opens with a scene where and Armenian doctor goes to the 

house of a Turk whose son is sick, as he has done many times 

before. One of the boys does not like an Armenian doctor 

providing medical service to Turks, who, he believes are out to 

destroy the Turks. At the same time, the Armenian members of the Hunchaks in Van, who gather at 

a church and vow to join the invading Russian armies, threaten the Doctor and kill him as he leaves 

the sick boy's house. While surfing on the internet about this movie, I read and was pleasantly 

impressed by the great heroic story this is, and without any hesitation dressed myself to 

immediately go to see the movie. This is a true story around WW I during 1914, when the Turkish 

(Ottoman) army runs out of ammunition and the village of Van decide to send their 120 young boys, 

aged 12 to 17-years-old, carry ammunition to the border. On their way to the border – they are 

attacked, and on the way back, they face the snow hail and bitter cold that results in the death of 98 

of them. The cinematography is superb, spell binding and enthrallingly spectacular. The music is also 

good. The fineness in quality of movie making is of top international standards. Ozge Ozberk as 

Munire and Cansel Elcin as Suleyman are good. Burak Sergen as Sermet is excellent. There are a few 

points in the movie that do not help to make the movie reach its potential. They are – the narration 

is slow, and by incidents of action or killing or death, look too deliberate, rather than merging in the 

flow and remaining stubtle. The biggest flaw is the casting – all the main characters look too refined 

to fit into the times and village of Van. They stand out of the picture frame as sore thumbs and not 

merge in the same canvass – especially in group shots with the locales rural inhabitants. They look 

too urbanized and director should have taken care of this small but important aspect. The second 

flaw is the dubbing of dialogues – that is too loud and flat – like on stage drama. But the film is less 

about 120 boys, and more about the times, the village, the family, the politics, the war and love. The 

so-director and the writer Ozhan Eren tries to brings about every possible element of interest that 

can appeal to Turkish cinema and people, and I think that is where the movie does not deliver fully. 

The elements of showing Turkish flag to evoke patriotism are too obvious and reminds of 60s and 

70s movies. If only the movie had captured the actual heroism of the boys enduring and their 

relentless emotional saga of survival, it would had been a much satisfying attempt. Still I hope that 

this movie remains as one of the teaching lessons for our people to remember and be proud of. This 

is a very heroic and tragic story and we are so happy that it is told; a piece of pride for Turkish 

history. 
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1-2-3-4 Ou Les Collants Noirs (Black Tights) (1960) 
 

Live scenes of Paris and a continuity Narrator link together four 

dramatic choreographies, all by Roland Petit: Carmen (1949), La 

croqueuse de diamants (1950), Deuil en 24 heures (1953), and 

Cyrano de Bergerac (1959). Maurice Chevalier introduces 4 ballets 

performed (and originally premiered, I believe) by Roland Petit's 

Les Ballets de Champs Elysees. Excellent productions in vivid 

Technicolor with all-star credits in every category: Cyd Charisse, 

Moira Shearer and Zizi Jeanmarie in leading roles, costumes by 

Yves Saint-Laurent and Christian Dior and music by Jean-Michel 

Damase, among others. Fans of ballet and all things French will 

delight. 
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13 Ghosts (1960) 
 

Reclusive Dr. Zorba has died and left his eerie mansion to his 

penniless nephew Cyrus Zorba and his family. Along with the 

house, the Zorba family has also inherited the occultist's 

collection of 12 ghosts, who can only be seen through Zorba's 

special goggles. The family members, their lives at risk upon the 

discovery that Dr. Zorba's fortune lies hidden somewhere in the 

house, receive aid from unexpected quarters as the threat to their 

lives is revealed. 13 Ghosts has stood the test of time well, as 

have most of Castle's films. While much is made of the gimmick of 

seeing the ghosts with 3d glasses, the movie itself is well made 

and not just a vehicle to carry the gimmick. Seeing the movie on 

television or video without the 3d glasses (but with the ghosts 

visible) makes you realize this is a well made film. The scene 

where the father encounters the ghosts for the first time in the 

hidden room is quite spooky, and the special effects are almost hypnotic to watch. The story behind 

the ghosts being in the house is developed quite well, and makes the ghosts themselves more 

enjoyable. The ghosts range from almost comical to truly frightening, and it is fun to wait and see 

what kind of spirit you will encounter next. The house itself is a rather nice piece of real estate, and 

I'm sure some people have driven around Los Angeles trying to find it. Martin Milner plays the 

lawyer who facilitates the will giving the family the house, and it is interesting to see him in his pre-

Adam 12 days. 13 Ghosts is definitely worth watching, especially around Halloween. While some 

may find the plot and idea less than satisfying, I found it to be very spooky. And you really do get to 

see all 13 ghosts! 
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13 Moons (2002) 
 

Can you solve the mystery of the 13 moons? Writers Alexandre 

Rockwell and Brandon Cole managed to do the impossible: 

combine ten misfit characters into a storyline that gives each 

individual characterization bona fide arc and dimension. The 

combination of Steve Buscemi and Peter Dinklage as an out of 

work clown and his loyal sidekick is priceless. Peter Stormare uses 

his entire acting arsenal to bring his homeless drunk to life and 

Sam Rockwell is terrific in his smaller part as an enterprising strip 

club bartender. Daryl Mitchell and newcomer Rose Rollins nearly 

steal the show as a P Diddy-esque record mogul and his tone deaf 

girlfriend, respectively, and Karyn Parsons is a long way from Bel 

Air as the stripper who is the object of Steve Buscemi's affection. 

Jennifer Beals is effective and stunning as ever as Buscemi's 

wronged wife. Austin Wolfe is touching and believable as the little 

boy who brings them all together and David Proval does a great turn as the kid's absentee father. 

After a night of unparalleled shenanigans, in the end, the message is simple as delivered by Elizabeth 

Bracco as the little boy's mother. Having been told that this group of strangers has risked life and 

limb to help her son, she asks innocently, "Why would they want to help Timmy? They don't even 

know him." And therein lies the question that in a more compassionate world none of us would be 

compelled to ask. 
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14 Going On 30 (1988) 
 

Danny (16-year-old Gabriel Olds) is hopelessly in love with his 

teacher Peggy Noble. Of course she doesn't even notice him while 

she plans to marry the obnoxious coach Roy "Jack-jaw" Kelton. 

When Danny's friend Lloyd (15-year-old Adam Carl) invents a 

growth accelerator for fruit and vegetables to "solve world 

hunger", Danny uses it on himself and as an adult tries to show 

her Roy's real personality. However at his first appearance at 

school as an adult, he's mistaken for someone else. Hidden 

treasure. Copies of this are rare, but hunt one down; this little 

gem is worth the search. It's a lesser-known cousin of "Big," the 

Tom Hanks smash released about the same time. As good as Big 

is, I found this one to be more re-watchable. (Don't confuse it 

with the similarly titled 13 going on 30, the Jennifer Garner 

vehicle, which also delved into the kid-turns-into-adult theme.) 

It's optimistic and sweet, and has a lot of heart. That's because it 

remembers it's a fantasy right to the end, something these other Big-type movies don't quite do. 

This one maintains its focus of what the 14-year-old's dream was at the outset, and resolves it in an 

appealing way. It doesn't derail itself with adult angst stuff, as the others have done. Basically, a teen 

has a crush on his young home-room teacher, who is engaged to his loudmouth gym coach, an 

arrogant oaf who runs Phys Ed classes like a military dictatorship. A series of well-timed 

opportunities turns the kid temporarily into an adult, the new principal of the school. He sets out to 

stop the marriage, with some comic results. The entire story is threaded well, and the final scene is 

endearing. For a limited budget made-for-TV movie, this is a keeper. 
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14 Hours (2005) 
 

While one of the worst storms to hit Houston, Texas rages 

outside, the staff of a hospital races against time to ensure 

hundreds of patients are evacuated safely. This movie starts off 

on the wrong foot and never really gets it going. The first scene 

shows a Life Flight helicopter landing and just outside the window 

you can distinctly see mountains in the background. For those of 

you who might not ever have been to Houston there is no 

elevation change. The city sits just above sea level and a 5 ft. 

incline is considered a big hill. To go along with that scenery, any 

shots outside of the hospital immediately tell the viewer that they 

are not in Houston. The trees are all missing leaves or are pine 

trees, neither of which Houston has very much of. Even the 

hospital itself, on the outside, is very unbelievable. Memorial 

Hermann Hospital is one of the top hospitals in the United States 

and sits smack dab in the middle of the Medical District just miles from downtown Houston, yet 

every outside shot of the hospital makes it appear that the hospital is out in the suburbs or even the 

countryside. It is obvious that whoever was in charge of the actual tropical storm part of the movie 

skimped out because the numerous shots of radar are all wrong. The first radar image in the movie is 

that of Hurricane Hugo hitting South Carolina. We later see Kris Kristofferson leaving his job and one 

of his assistants tells him that Alison is moving back south across Houston yet the radar image he 

shows has Alison clearly moving north off of the Gulf of Mexico into Houston...probably the initial 

landfall of Alison. As for the acting, it isn't all that bad. JoBeth Williams, Kris Kristofferson and 35-

year-old Rick Schroder all do a decent job considering that this is a straight-to-TV movie. The plot of 

the story is decent and the fact that it is based on a true story makes it a bit more entertaining. My 

one problem with the acting is the portrayal of Houstonians with big thick Southern accents...the 

actors all sound like they are from Birmingham, Alabama and not Houston, Texas. The movie gets its 

point across and to the general audience it does exactly what it is meant to: entertain. If you are 

looking for a factual account of what happened to the city of Houston in June of 2001 then you will 

be disappointed. One thing to keep in mind before viewing this movie is that it is based solely on the 

evacuation of Memorial Hermann Hospital and not on Tropical Storm Alison and the impact on 

Houston metro itself. If you are looking for a factual account of Tropical Storm Alison's impact on 

Houston metro might I suggest watching The Weather Channel's Storm Stories for Tropical Storm 

Alison. 
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1408 (2007) 
 

The cynical and skeptical writer Mike Enslin writes books 

evaluating supernatural phenomena in hotels, graveyards and 

other haunted places, usually debunking the mystery. While 

writing his last book, he travels from Los Angeles to New York to 

spend one night in the evil room 1408 of the Dolphin Hotel, which 

is permanently unavailable for guests. The reluctant manager Mr. 

Gerald Olin objects to his request and offers an upgrade, 

expensive booze and finally the reports relating the death of more 

than fifty guests along decades in the cursed room. However, 

Mike threatens Mr. Oiln, promising to sue the hotel, and finally 

checks in the room. Along the night, he finds that guests of room 

1408 can check in when they like, but they can never leave the 

room alive. Top notch supernatural thriller. If your horror movie 

tastes run less towards chainsaw-wielding maniacs and more 

towards things-that-go-bump-in-the-night, then this is the movie for you. Based on a short story by 

the great Stephen King, "1408" is one of the genuine movie sleepers of summer 2007. John Cusack 

gives a tour-de-force performance as Mike Enslin, a successful writer who specializes in the 

investigation of paranormal activity with a particular emphasis on hotel rooms that have the 

reputation for being haunted. The twist is that Enslin is, essentially, a nonbeliever who spends most 

of his time and energy debunking the very subject off which he is making his living. The 1408 of the 

title refers to a room in a swanky, five-star Manhattan hotel in which, we are told, no fewer than 

fifty-six guests checked in but never checked out, having met their untimely demises there in the 

decades since the establishment opened. Determined to put an end to the "foolishness," Enslin 

moves into the room convinced he will ride out the night in utter peace and safety. He has, of 

course, another think coming. As adapted by Matt Greenberg, Scott Alexander and Larry 

Karaszewski, "1408" succeeds mainly by keeping it straight and simple and by focusing so intensely 

on the character of Enslin and his relevant back story. The multi-layered plotting keeps us guessing 

from first moment to last, so that we never quite know whether what Enslin is experiencing is really 

happening or whether he is suffering some form of mental breakdown brought on by the death of 

his young daughter and the subsequent breakup of his marriage a few years back. Along with 

director Mikael Hafstrom, the master craftsmen responsible for the film's phenomenal art direction 

and sound recording draw us into the strange world they've created where nothing is quite what it 

appears to be and where we spend most of our time nervously scanning the edges of the frame to 

see what surprise is next poised to jump out at us. Cusack, who has long been underrated as a 

performer, gets the chance to really show us his acting chops in this role. He allows us to clearly see 

the fear and vulnerability hidden beneath his character's wisecracking, cynical exterior. Samuel L. 

Jackson and Mary McCormack also excel in the small but crucial roles of the wise hotel manager and 

Enslin's estranged but faithful wife, respectively. For those who can remember a time when fright 

films had more on their minds than simple blood and gore, "1408" is like a refreshing, restorative 

tonic on a hot summer day. 
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1492: Conquest Of Paradise (1992) 
 

Christopher Columbus' discovery of the Americas and the effect 

this has on the indigenous people. Big budget account of 

Christopher Columbus' discovery of the Americas. Released in 

1992 to celebrate the 500th anniversary of the discovery. Shows 

the disastrous effects the Europeans had on the original 

inhabitants, and Columbus' struggle to civilize the New World. 

Masterpiece with a Fatal Flaw! The flaw is Gerard Depardieu's 

English: too often does it undermine an otherwise magnificent 

movie. Why would I go through the effort? Because I speak 

perfect French and when you watch this film dubbed (and the 

dubbing is perfect, since it is Depardieu and Karyo dubbing 

themselves!) you realize what an awesome one it is. Ironically, I 

cann't imagine anyone other than Depardieu in the role, except 

maybe Russell Crowe (but at the time he was an unknown 

Hollywood!). The script is fantastic (sure it lingers in some places but it all happened SLOWLY in 

those days. One could argue that seven Samurai and Lawrence of Arabia are slow in places, well go 

rent a Steven Seagal picture, for all the good it will do you!), the performances are great (though 

betrayed in the English version by accents) and two combined elements set this appart from any 

other film in existence: the symphonic mix of photography and music! Ridley Scott has always had an 

awesome visual flair, but in that sense this must be the top of his game (yes, even counting Blade 

Runner, Legend and Gladiator). Then there's that score by Vangelis! I love movie music and always 

pay attention to it, but I have yet to hear more astonishing a theme (or any tune of the score, the 

whole CD is a masterpiece, unlike most of it's peers) than that of 1492: Conquest of Paradise. So if 

you master any other language than English, see this, on a big screen with good sound. That's when 

a flawed epic turns into a true work of art! 
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15 Storeys High (2002-4) 
 

A critically acclaimed British sitcom, set in a tower block. The main 

characters are Vince Clark, a misanthropic, cynical recluse played 

by Sean Lock, and Errol Spears, Vince's exact opposite and 

whipping boy. From the DVD: "In a tower block on a council 

estate in South London, flat owner Vince takes in a new lodger, 

Errol. It's a big mistake. Errol is a nice, considerate, thoroughly 

decent bloke who has moved down to London and is working his 

way through a list of things he wants to achieve in life (Number 

36: drink a cappuccino, number 37: work with fish); Vince is the 

most sullen man in Britain who, having spent too much time living 

on his own, lacks both tolerance and social graces. A lifeguard at 

the local swimming pool, Vince takes great pride in being able to 

tell swimmers off for no reason and obtains his home decorating 

ideas from photos in Readers' Wives. No regular visitors come to 

visit the two men, as Vince has no friends and Errol feels that any friendships he has made will be 

jeopardised by his landlord. But that's not to say there are no encounters. What with Rastafarians 

doing dub reggae workouts, men with Shetland ponies in their spare bedrooms, single mothers 

salsacising in their living rooms, and dope smoking teenagers inhabiting the lifts... life is a constant 

whirl of social interaction. Of sorts." The series was written by Sean Lock, Martin Trenaman and 

Mark Lamarr (as Mark Jones), and directed by Mark Nunneley. In the second TV series Lamarr is also 

credited as a writer. Having been a fan of Sean Lock's comedy for many years I looked forward to 

this series and it did not disappoint. It is hilarious! To anyone who hasn't seen it, buy the BBC DVD 

right now. To summarise Vince, a swimming pool attendant, and his jobless flat mate, Errol, live in a 

block of flats. And, as in most sitcoms, hilarious adventures ensue. However, the brilliance comes 

from Lock's surreal writing. The two characters are flat mates but not friends, the adventures range 

from the problems of being addicted to a cheap energy drink (Blue Rat), trying to get your flat 

decorated when you use Readers' Wives for style tips ("You can't have sex in a living room. That's 

where you have Christmas") or simply the problems that come from killing a swan. Each episode is 

broken up by short glimpses of what is going on in the other flats. These vary each week and go from 

the sublime to the ridiculous (the man who wants "dick, dick, dick, dick, dick, spot!" for his spotted 

dick is fantastic. If you like comedy- give it a go. If you want a change from canned laughter filled 

colourful sitcoms - give it a go. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2002) 
 

Episode 1: The Sofa; Meet Vince's new flatmate, Errol, and witness the trouble a two-seater sofa can 

cause. 



Episode 2: The Model; Vince has taken the oath of a swimming instructor and begins to teach a 

would be glamour model, much to the annoyance of her husband. Meanwhile, Errol decides it's time 

to re-decorate the bathroom. 

Episode 3: Blue Rat; A bargain energy drink from an Eastern European supermarket ("all the energy 

of a rat in a can!") causes Vince a few problems. 

Episode 4: Ice Queen; Vincent falls in love with the woman upstairs, but can he pierce her icy heart? 

Episode 5: Pool Kids; A war of words between Vincent and the local kids threatens to escalate into 

all-out war. 

Episode 6: Dead Swan; Vince is accused of a crime that could have him facing prison, however, an 

archaic legal loop hole means that he might get away with it, or will he? 
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Series 2 (6 Episodes) (2004) 
 

Episode 1: Vince the Shirker; Vince falls for Stacey, the aqua aerobics instructor at the pool where he 

works as a lifeguard. Stacey thinks Vince is a bit weird until she sees his medical notes... Meanwhile, 

Errol has his own problems. He agrees to take part in a swimathon in aid of sick kids even though he 

can't swim. Vince decides his flatmate needs to conquer his phobia of saying "no". 

Episode 2: Car Boot and Pigeon Shit; Car-boot sales, pigeon droppings, illegal substances and ping-

pong enthusiasts may, to the casual observer, seem somewhat unconnected. However, all four 

seemingly disparate elements converge in one day, resulting in quite an eventful and particularly 

miserable time for Vince. 

Episode 3: The Holiday; Vince attempts to go on holiday leaving Errol alone in the flat with strict 

instructions not to water the plant. He heads to the travel agents to buy a ticket not caring where he 

goes as long as it costs £50 and takes off before 1.30pm. Things don't go to plan. 

Episode 4: The Plough; Vince wakes up surrounded by the debris of a night out. As his eyes focus, he 

spies a piece of pub furniture he took home "for a laugh". Errol is reluctant to help him return it for 

fear of being caught handling stolen goods and is unconvinced by Vince's explanation that it's not 

stealing if you're drunk. 

Episode 5: The Baby; Vince applies for the job as manager of the swimming pool. Errol thinks his 

chances are slim: spilt beer on the application form and a lack of any qualifications whatsoever do 

not make him a particularly strong candidate. 

Episode 6: Errol's Women; Errol has become irresistible to the ladies and none of them believes his 

claims of having a girlfriend. He is also worried about Vince who seems depressed, so he contacts 

Vince's dad. Does Errol really have a girlfriend? Will Vince's dad come round? Will Vince let him in? 
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15: The Movie (2003) 
 

Fast, frenetic, and furious, 15 is the story of five Singaporean 

teenagers who, abandoned by the system and estranged from 

their parents and life in general, build their own world in which 

gangs, drugs, fighting, piercing, self-harm and suicide are common 

and brotherhood is important above all else. Presents the chaotic 

lives of these boys, living in the shadows of a sprawling 

metropolis and with only each other to rely on. The film charts 

the misadventures of five teenagers on the fringe of Singaporean 

society. Abandoned by the system, they seek answers to their 

aimless existence among the misfits and outsiders of Singapore's 

underclass. Acted by real street kids, it presents a gritty side of 

modern-day Singapore life that many never knew existed. This is 

one of my favourite movies. Can't wait 'til I can buy it. It is a 

chokingly beautiful movie, the colours and the camera angles and 

everything is perfect. It is so close, every time the actors cut their wrists or try to press down a 

condom full of pills in their throat, it feels like they're doing it to me. Even the violence is beautiful. I 

don't mean kill bill-violence, but in some way the director makes everything seem so realistic but at 

the same time extraordinary. I don't know how else to describe it. This is true beauty. See it! 
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17 Again (2009) 
 

At 17-years-old Mike O'Donell (Zac Efron) was on top of the 

world; he was the star of his high school basketball team, and was 

a shoo in for a college scholarship. And is dating his soul mate, 

Scarlett. But on what's suppose to be his big game wherein 

college scouts are checking him out, Scarlett reveals that she's 

pregnant. Mike decides to leave the game and asks Scarlett to 

marry him which she does. During their marriage, Mike could only 

whine about the life he lost because he married her. So she 

throws him out. And when he loses his job, he returns to the only 

place he's happy at - his old high school. And while looking at his 

high school photo, a janitor asks him if he wishes he could be 17 

again and he says yes. One night while driving he sees the janitor 

on a bridge and apparently jumps in and he goes after him. When 

he returns to his friend, Ned's house, where he has been staying, 

he sees that he is 17 again. He decides to take this opportunity to get the life he lost. Zac Efron, a 

good actor? Who knew?! As we've seen many movies like this before: Big, 13 Going on 30, and 

Freaky Friday, we always love to see the retelling of the old classic story of the switching age. Since 

the story has been used so much, a director can only do so much to just do the best they can with, 

Burr Steers pulls 17 Again out with great laughs and good fun. I'm going to get this out, I am one of 

the rare girls that just doesn't get the whole Zac Efron heart throb thing, I agree that he's cute, but 

with mainly High School Musical only being his claim to fame other than Hairspray, he is adorable, 

but can he act? Surprisingly... he can. I can't believe I'm saying this, he was actually a good strong 

lead role and a perfect fit, he has charisma, he's funny, charming and makes this story worth your 

time and money. In 1989, Michael O'Donnell was a star athlete with a full college scholarship 

imminent. He seemingly had it all, when, right before the championship game, his girlfriend Scarlett 

informed him she was pregnant. In that moment, he made the decision to throw everything away 

and proposed to her. Twenty years later, Mike's life isn't exactly what he expected it to be. Scarlett 

wants a divorce from him, forcing him to move in with his geeky millionaire best friend Ned, his job 

is going nowhere, and his kids Maggie and Alex want nothing to do with him. While paying a visit to 

Hayden High School to reminisce about the life he threw away, he encounters a strange beardy 

janitor, who I still swear is Bob Haskins. On the way home, is magically transformed back into his 17-

year-old self. With Ned posing as his father, he re-enrolls in high school, believing he has been given 

the chance to have his life over again, "but to do it right". However, he then discovers that his 

daughter is dating the basketball captain Stan, who is bullying his son. He realizes that his real 

mission is to help his children as well as finding out that maybe his decision wasn't the worst he ever 

made in his life. We go a little Back to the Future-esquire when we get on the creepy level of 

Michelle Trachtenberg having a crush on Zac Efron who is her father, just that she can't recognize 

him, it's understanding, but still makes you squirm, but the director and actors pulled the scene off 

pretty well with getting out of that yucky situation. There is one continuity error: if Mike and his girl 

got pregnant at the age of 17... 20 years later, yet both their kids are still in high school, the oldest 

child would only be a maximum of 18. A plot hole: seriously, besides the wife, no one at all 

recognizes Mike? But I'm over thinking the movie too much at this point, it's just a fun movie with 



decent performances, I just need to let go of silly mistakes. So I would recommend this movie if you 

get the chance to see it, but I'd say more of a matinée vs. a full price ticket, it has some good laughs 

and was a great update of the "What if you could go back?" story. With 19-year-old Tyler Steelman & 

20-year-old Sterling Knight. 
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17 Sui De Tian Kong (Formula 17) (2004) 
 

As a Taiwanese, I am very proud of this production. I saw it when I 

was in Taiwan and loved it. A very funny comedy of a gay utopia 

in Taipei. No women can be seen in this movie. No aids. No 

difficulties of coming out. No one dying. Just a gay comedy. Makes 

everyone happy. I just got the DVD. watched it with my German 

friends and we all loved it. Sweet and loving. The two leading 

actors are actually straight. But they did a wonderful job. Being 

gay and 17-years-old can be a fabulous thing. And this movie is a 

great happy statement saying, "I am fag and fabulous!". 
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1732 Høtten (Bloody Angels) (Blodige Engler) (1998) 
 

A few months after a 13-year-old girl with developmental 

disabilities is sexually assaulted and murdered in Høtten, the two 

young men who most townsfolk think killed her go missing. When 

one is found drowned, Olso sends Nicholas Ramm to help - a 

world-weary detective whose investigative techniques are 

sometimes unconventional. Ramm runs into brick walls; people 

won't help him. Meanwhile, Niklas (Gaute Skjegstad), the younger 

brother of the dead and missing suspects, faces constant hazing 

at school simply for being from the wrong family. Can Ramm sort 

things out, find the girl's killer, and win the lad and his family 

some respite from small-town cruelty? I watched this very 

powerful Norwegian thriller on Encore's Mystery channel last 

night. I'd never heard of this before, but looking it up on the 

IMDB, I see it was made in 1998. It follows the story of a police investigator who comes from Oslo to 

a small town in the Norwegian countryside to investigate a pair of related murders: a young girl with 

Down's syndrome and one of a pair of local men believed to have been involved in raping and 

murdering her. Wherever the poor detective goes, he meets with angry, sullen, and secretive 

townspeople--in fact, a bartender suggests that maybe the whole town was in on the murder and 

what will the investigator do if he discovers this is the truth? During the course of investigating, the 

policeman befriends the young brother of the murdered man and tries to keep him from being 

abused by the locals, who kidnap and mutilate his father in a gruesome way, and who are on the 

lookout for another brother, believed to be the second perpetrator in the rape/murder. At one 

point, the policeman gets beaten up by a group of locals, including one man he recognizes, who tells 

him, "I was never here, and I've got at least 20 witnesses who will testify to that fact." It all moves to 

a rather startling conclusion, as we find out who the killers really were and the third brother finally 

stands up to his bulliers. This was a very dark and disturbing and well-made film. If you're in the right 

mood and don't mind subtitles, you might like it. But it isn't all gloom and doom: a comic highlight: 

the visiting detective asks one of the glum-faced local police, a woman, if she ever smiles. She says, 

"When something's funny." "What's funny?" he asks. "Cosby," she answers, and gives him this little 

half-smile/grimace, which, in the scheme of things, is laugh-out-loud funny. 
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18 Again! (1988) 
 

By means of an accident the soul of David (Charlie Schlatter) and 

his swinging grandfather get swapped. While the grandfather's 

body is still in coma, he enjoys having a young body again and 

repairs some facts in David's life, who he finds not to be self-

confident enough. Jack Watson is an 81-year-old businessman, 

who is not exactly liked by his son, and who is pushing his meek 

grandson, David to excel in athletics as he did. At his birthday 

party, before blowing out the candles he's asked to make a wish 

and his wish is to be 18 again. While out with David they get into 

a car accident and when he wakes up, he discovers that he is now 

in David's body and David is in his body which is comatose. He 

then goes out to enjoy himself but at the same discovers just how 

tough David has it in school and finds out how his girlfriend, 

Madeline feels about him, and also how his son feels about him. 

Charming comedy about the fate that intervenes in the lives of Jack, a swinging 81-year-old bachelor 

who has everything but youth, and his grandson David, who change souls after a freak accident. 

Burns is lovely, but it is Schlatter who steals the picture with a witty and youthful version of Burns. 
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18.15 Uhr Ab Ostkreuz (2006) 
 

Karin Hoehne is a retired teacher living in Berlin - Haselhorst. On 

her way to meet her best friend Rosa Brathuhn she involuntarily 

witnesses a horrible murder on a passing train. A young woman 

gets chopped up by an ax murderer. Sadly the police, in particular 

exchange commissioner Rock Milchester, thinks that she is a 

slightly senile old lady, especially because no corpse was found. 

So what else can she do but to try to solve the case on her own. 

Rosa is quickly persuaded and off they go... A first clue is found 

next to the tracks. It leads Mrs. Hoehne to the salon of the master 

of hairstyling Horst Brueller where Miss Gisela Drache runs a strict 

regime. In spite of her age Mrs. Hoehne starts as a trainee and not 

only diva Veranda Strunzig-Lopez is quickly convinced of her 

talents, Horst Brueller and his silky lover Bruno as well. A 

poisoned wig and more bodies indicate that Mrs. Hoehne follows 

the right lead. So what is hidden in the basement of the salon? Why is Tausendschoen Mueller 

swooning all the time and who was treated by cosmetic surgeon Hektor Messerschmidt? What is 

Wunibald Gluecklos' secret and why has the gay star coiffure Riccardo Stecher to die? 
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1900 (1900 - Gewalt, Macht, Leidenschaft) (1900 - Kampf, Liebe, 

Hoffnung) (Nineteen Hundred) (Novecento) (1976) 
 

Set in Italy, the film follows the lives and interactions of two 

boys/men, one born a bastard of peasant stock (Depardieu), the 

other born to a land owner (de Niro). The drama spans from 1900 

to about 1945, and focuses mainly on the rise of Fascism and the 

peasants' eventual reaction by supporting Communism, and how 

these events shape the destinies of the two main characters. 

Original uncut version is 5.5 hours long, and features pornographic 

sequences with Alfredo (Paolo Pavesi), Olmo, and Neve. It also 

featured prepubescent boys examining each other's penises, 

which could possibly qualify as child pornography in the U.S. The 

film's $6 million budget was supplied by three different sources: 

$2 million from United Artists, $2 million from Paramount and $2 

million from 20th Century Fox. The production went $3 million 

over budget. An epic about Italian political history of the first half 

of the 20th Century, detailing the lives of two men born on the same day. Olmo (played by Gerard 

Depardieu as an adult) is the bastard child of peasants and is raised to be a socialist. Alfredo (Robert 

De Niro) is the son of a wealthy family and will someday become lord and master of all the peasants 

on his land. He's a pleasant man, not cruel like his father, but he won't go out of his way to help 

those below him in status (including Olmo, who is his closest friend and companion). It's a huge film, 

and very sloppy. I would guess it would be very sloppy even in its original version (the English 

language version is an hour shorter at least). My biggest problem with the film is the character of 

Olmo. As a child (played by 13-year-old Roberto Maccanti), he exhibits daring and independence. As 

an adult, he seems like a sponge and he kind of drops out of the last third of the picture, it seemed 

to me. My interest dropped in the character because, first, the character does not seem to follow 

from childhood to adulthood, and, second, Depardieu gives a dull performance. He's handsome, but 

in the kind of way that makes you forget that he even exists. Maccanti, as young Olmo, leaves a 

much bigger impression. My second biggest problem with the film is the treatment of politics. It's no 

secret where Bertolucci's sympathy lies, with the communists. That's fine by me, and it's good that 

he has Alfredo not as the villain but as a man who turns his back and continues to live his life as a 

wealthy man. But there are Fascists in the film, and they are lead by Donald Sutherland. Sutherland 

is so evil in this film it becomes amusing. He'll do anything to get what he wants, including killing old 

women, children, and he even headbutts a cat! I have no real problem with showing the Italian 

Fascists as evil, but this is cartoonishly evil. Sutherland's character's name: Attila. No shit! On the 

other hand, I cannot help but admit that Donald Sutherland has all the most memorable scenes in 

the film. He may be more or less one dimensional, but I'll never forget his wicked grin, and I'll never 

forget the splattered blood on his forehead from that cat! Robert De Niro does a lot with his role, 

which is the most complex in the film, probably. His performance here matches his best work. 

Alfredo's wife is played by Dominique Sanda. She also gives an exceptional performance, although 

her character could have been (and might have been, in the full version) better developed. While I 

have some major problems with the overall substance of the film, there's no doubt there's a genius 

at work here. Several, actually. Bertolucci's direction is as good as it ever was, and his ambition 



seems, at least for a while, peerless. He may have had several better films, but this is as much a peak 

in his direction as Last Tango in Paris or The Conformist. Helping him achieve greatness far beyond 

what should have resulted are Vittorio Storaro, providing gorgeous, sweeping photography, and 

Ennio Moricone, ever the trooper with another exceptional musical score. 
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1981 (Mille Neuf Cent Quatre-Vingt-Un) (2009) 
 

Filmmaker Ricardo Trogi (Jean-Carl Boucher) recalls the events 

surrounding his family moving to a new neighborhood when he 

was 11-years-old. What finger do you use? 1981 is a charming 

little story that takes us on a small trip through the director's 

pubescent life during the school year of '81. The young, chubby 

and materialistic Ricardo Trogi (pronounced Tro-Gee) has moved 

to a new neighborhood and school. His sister has an expensive 

mouth-retainer and a new cat that she can't seem to find. 

Ricardo's Dad is struggling for permanent work but remains 

optimistic, while his mother is the backbone of the family. Ricardo 

lies to his classmates about his acquisition of Playboys, he's got a 

huge crush on a girl, he dwells on popularity...any of this sounding 

familiar? Of course, it's middle school life! This coming of age tale 

is one of the better ones I've seen in a while. With a lively, fun, 

and heartfelt vibe, Trogi succeeded in re-imagining a time of his life where he struggled with 

choosing rights from wrongs, and realizing that honesty and a little caring are just as important as 

that new and super cool doohickey. Not to say there aren't any surprises with his moral learning 

along the way. Besides the two stand-out performances of Ricardo's Mother and Father, the film 

was led by another unstoppable aspect; the 80's. He's totally captured the 80s feel from the Star 

Wars bed spreads, to the walk-mans, to the calculator watches and most importantly the fashion. 

Oh God, the fashion. When combining a thoughtful and humorous storyline with a smirk-worthy set 

and style, it's almost impossible not to enjoy this charming re-telling. My only real gripe with the 

movie was the length. A couple ideas and scenes went on a bit too long seemingly to really drive 

home the points of the story. But besides that, the film is recommended to everyone who grew up in 

the 80s, and anyone who enjoys reminiscing about their younger days. 
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1984 (1956) 
 

George Orwell's novel of a totalitarian future society in which a 

man whose daily work is rewriting history tries to rebel by falling 

in love. In a futuristic, state-run society controlled by "Big 

Brother" in which love is outlawed, employee of the state 

Winston Smith falls for Julia, and is tortured and brainwashed for 

his crime. I saw the movie once back in 1968 or so and thought it 

was great. Don't know how I'd view it now but I have never had 

any desire to see the remake. The fact that the movie is in black 

and white still leaves a very visual impression of the stark, bare 

lives people like Winston Smith led. No color in their lives and 

certainly no color in their thoughts was the order of their day. I 

think the film captured that along with the idea that their 

technology available was also unenlightening. It served only one 

purpose and that was to control. I don't think I would be as 

impressed if the movie were made today. Our technology is too sophisticated. In the original 

version, less is more. 
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2 Filhos De Francisco – A História De Zezé Di Camargo & Luciano (Two 

Sons Of Francisco) (2005) 
 

The story of Francisco, a very simple and poor man whose dream 

was to see his children (18-year-old Dablio Moreira & Wigor Lima) 

become country music stars, and who made all the efforts to 

make it happen. Forget the Prejudice and Watch a Beautiful and 

Touching Story. I was very reluctant to see "2 Filhos de Francisco", 

since I hate the popular Brazilian "redneck-duo" singers "Zezé di 

Camargo e Luciano" and their country songs. However, my son 

and some friends of mine told me that it would be worthwhile to 

watch this movie, which was included in the selection for the 

nomination from Brazil to the 2006 Oscar. Yesterday I decided to 

forget my prejudice and I really watched a beautiful and touching 

story, with an awful music score for my taste, but great 

performances. The tough life of Zeze di Camargo and his family, 

and the dream of his father Francisco are wonderfully pictured in 

this film, and it is a true good example that we should never forget our dreams, no matter how 

distant or impossible they might seem to be. The expressive performance of the boy Dablio Moreira 

was very impressive, and Ângelo Antônio's role and performances are very powerful. I regret only 

the scene with the excessive merchandize of the major sponsor of this film. I really recommend this 

movie for those like me that are not fans of "Zezé di Camargo e Luciano", because the fans certainly 

will be in the nirvana with such great movie. My vote is eight. 
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2:37 (2:37 - Two Thirty Seven) (2:37 Antistrofi Metrisi) (2h37) (2006) 
 

A contemporary, ensemble drama telling the complex tale of six 

high school students whose lives are interwoven with situations 

that so many of today's youth are faced with. The story takes 

place during a normal school day. At precisely 2:37 a tragedy will 

occur, affecting the lives of a group of students and their 

teachers. As the story unfolds, the individual stories of the six 

teenagers are revealed, each with its own explosive significance. 

An unwanted pregnancy unravels a terrible, dark secret; all is not 

as it appears for the seemingly confident school football hero; an 

outcast must deal with everyday taunts from his peers; a beautiful 

young girl battles an eating disorder; a stellar student constantly 

struggles to win his parents' approval; while another uses drugs to 

escape from his own demons. I saw this movie tonight in a 

preview showing and it was fantastic. It does well in portraying 

issues that the average High School student is subjected to. I left the movie feeling stunned and 

saddened and yet grateful that this movie will have a chance to raise awareness through its 

audiences regarding these issues (bullying, rape, suicide and depression). It is a Fantastic Aussie Film. 

Go see it. Support it. Learn from it. 
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20 Centímetros (20 Centimeters) (2005) 
 

Colloquially-told story of a few days in the life of Marieta, who's 

saving money for the last operation in her change from man to 

woman. She works as a prostitute in Madrid and longs for a 

legitimate job. Whenever she builds up her savings, her 

housemate and best friend Tomás finds ways to spend, lose, or 

cost her those funds. She meets Raúl, whom she likes and who 

likes her; the trouble is he also likes that part of her she wants 

removed. If that's not enough, she also has narcolepsy, and when 

she conks out, she dreams of musical-theater numbers in which 

she's the singing and dancing star. Are these dreams always going 

to be 20 centimeters out of reach? After a promising short film 

("Hongos") and an excellent feature length debut ("Piedras"), 

director-writer Ramón Salazar surprises all with "20 centímetros", 

a compelling musical which won't leave anyone indifferent. 

Certainly this is not for all tastes. Instead of taking the easy way 

out of mixing musical and comedy, Salazar chooses drama and depicts the sub-world of prostitution 

with such a raw perspective that many people felt extremely uncomfortable during the film. "20 

centímetros" is, after all, the love child of Von Trier's "Dancer in the dark" and early Almodóvar. As I 

said, not for all tastes. Mónica Cervera, who was in Salazar's previous directorial efforts, is the star of 

the film, and she really shines in her one-woman-show. She sings her heart out and gives a terrific 

performance as Marieta, the transvestite hooker who dreams musical sequences in which she is the 

sole star. Other cast members include Lola Dueñas, Rossy de Palma and Najwa Nimri in brief roles, 

and also Pilar Bardem in a cameo. Unknowns Concha Galán and Miguel O'Dogherty play pivotal roles 

in this eclectic musical. Pablo Puyol, Marieta's leading man, plays Reponedor, a simpleton, gracefully 

and shows that he could surprise everybody if he's given the right chance. What I liked most were 

the musical numbers, though. Some of them are extremely effective in narrative terms "Parole, 

parole, parole", and others are so well made that it doesn't matter if they don't add anything story-

wise ("Quiero ser santa" is a prodigy of make-up, scenery and costume). My favorite, however, is the 

one in which Marieta and Reponedor sing a song each at the same time. If you are willing for 

something new give "20 centímetros" a chance, especially if you like musicals and you are not afraid 

to watch some of the most marginal strata of our society. Also, watch it for the great performance of 

Mónica Cervera, an actress that could be huge in the future. 
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200 American (2003) 
 

Conrad is a gay man living in NYC. He's also CEO of an ad agency 

and by nature a control freak. Although Conrad is still in love with 

Martin (his ex), he hires a young Aussie hustler named Tyler, first 

for a night and then to work for his company. Things get 

increasingly complicated as Conrad tries to rekindle things with 

Martin. Meanwhile Tyler (who's daytime name is Ian) falls for 

Michael his new supervisor. I am a playwright, movie script author 

and arts critic for a major newspaper chain, 80-years-old and 

straight and I believe the writer/director did an unusual job 

considering that it was a no budget movie made under some of 

the most difficult conditions. That he did not push nude or sex 

scenes showed clearly that he was not shooting this for the porn 

community or the gay niche community alone, but was trying to 

make a serious statement. You may criticize the statement from 

your point of view, but not the artistic intent. Instead of some of these reviews that are nothing but 

catty, make your own movie under the same conditions and see how well you do. The actors were 

not bad at all and I give credit to the writer/director for having the guts to create, rather than be one 

who sits around, considers himself a "critique" and spews negatives. 
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20000 Leagues Under The Sea (1954) 
 

A ship sent to investigate a wave of mysterious sinkings 

encounters the advanced submarine, the Nautilus, commanded 

by Captain Nemo. The oceans during the late 1860-92s are no 

longer safe; many ships have been lost. Sailors have returned to 

port with stories of a vicious narwhal (a giant whale with a long 

horn) which sinks their ships. A naturalist, Professor (Pierre) 

Aronnax, his assistant, Conseil, and a professional whaler, Ned 

Land, join an U.S. expedition which attempts to unravel the 

mystery. Very simply, Richard Fleischer made a gorgeous 

adaptation of Jules Verne's famous novel. This is an excellent 

adventure movie told with quite a lot of humor. Fleischer 

introduced humor in a few sequences and especially in dialogs. 

But the movie also includes a sadistic side. This sadistic side is 

epitomized by the captain Nemo himself. You can describe him as 

a despotic man who's got a grudge against the earth that made 

him suffer. Moreover, he regards himself as a sort of governor of 

the ocean. In this way, Jules Verne's novel introduces a reflection about man and the extension of 

his power thanks to the machine (the Nautilus). Of course, the movie is supported by a dazzling 

performance. James Mason is an unforgettable captain Nemo. As for Kirk Douglas, well he said once: 

"I've made a career of playing sons of bitches". It's probably true if you study his character of Ned 

Land. But in parallel, Douglas makes his character funny and likeable. Then, Paul Lukas and especially 

Peter Lorre are outstanding. No matter that the movie was launched in 1954, the special effects 

aren't antiquated. Thanks to them, the movie could keep a certain charm and nowadays, it lets itself 

watch with pleasure. 
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2012 (2009) 
 

Dr. Adrian Helmsley, part of a worldwide geophysical team 

investigating the effect on the earth of radiation from 

unprecedented solar storms, learns that the earth's core is 

heating up. He warns U.S. President Thomas Wilson that the crust 

of the earth is becoming unstable and that without proper 

preparations for saving a fraction of the world's population, the 

entire race is doomed. Meanwhile, writer Jackson Curtis stumbles 

on the same information. While the world's leaders race to build 

"arks" to escape the impending cataclysm, Curtis struggles to find 

a way to save his family (14-year-old Liam James). Meanwhile, 

volcanic eruptions and earthquakes of unprecedented strength 

wreak havoc around the world. Anybody going to this movie to 

learn about the Mayan prophecies for 2012 or for any true 

science, is going to be sadly disappointed. But, that is not why we 

go to movies anyway, is it? That is like going to see Godzilla expecting to learn something about giant 

lizards that vomit radioactive spray. Emmerich has taken a fictitious subject he knew would be 

controversial and woven some drama into it. People who tend to be slightly paranoid will no doubt 

be even more so after seeing the world destroyed according to interpretations of prophecy. The 

people who sell the books promoting the fear make money, just like the movie producers. So what? I 

didn't see this movie to pick up any information I haven't learned from the History Channel, nor do I 

believe any more than I did before, that anything bad is going to happen on December 21, 2012. Did 

I go expecting to be highly entertained by great CGI and action? Yes! And I wasn't disappointed! One 

thing many reviewers haven't been picking up on while watching this movie is the very slight tongue-

in-cheekiness of the subject that Emmerich cleverly wove into the plot. He obviously doesn't believe 

any of the prophecy any more than most of the rest of us do. You can see it in the actors' 

performances too: Woody Harrelson, to wit. It is the same as a weatherman who can deliver his 

forecast each night without laughing because he truly doesn't know with certainty what is going to 

happen, but he tries to make us believe nonetheless. See this movie if you love cinema. Enjoy the 

things about cinema that make it great. Take a small pillow for your butt cheeks because almost 3 

hours of sitting in an uncomfortable theater seat will make you wish you had. But fear not. There is 

so much non-stop action you won't notice the discomfort too much. The film has obvious flaws, trite 

clichés, and phony science, but if you are a fan of 50's sci-fi, you will love this movie. And remember, 

don't take it too seriously folks, just enjoy it. The end of the world isn't going to happen in 2012, 

there really aren't any giant grasshoppers, ants, or lizards roaming the Earth, and no one's career is 

going to end because of their role in this movie. It is Hollywood having a good time with a 

controversial subject. Nothing new there. Enjoy the show! 
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2012 Doomsday (2008) 
 

On December 21, 2012 four strangers on a journey of faith are 

drawn to an ancient temple in the heart of Mexico. For the 

Mayans it is the last recorded day. For NASA scientists it is a 

cataclysmic polar shift. For the rest of us, it is Doomsday. Awfully 

awful. It's a doomsday not for the all humankind but to the ill 

fated ones who are doomed to watch it. A real disaster starting 

from misguided storyline, dumb acting, pathetic dialogues and 

supreme bad direction. The dialogues are real crap. One is "The 

world is falling apart and so I want to know you are safe". And the 

special effects reminds me of some late seventies movies. I mean 

some of them had much better effects. Starts with doomsday 

countdown of your patience and unlike the world's fate (saved of 

course by talking to god) you are out of any patience. Pathetic. 

Give me back my lost 90 minutes. I am planning to invest in 

inventing time travel to get it back. Never ever watch it. If you dare you will have your doomsday. 
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24 Carrott Gold...The Best Of Jasper Carrott (2004) 
 

In January 2004, Jasper Carrott returned to his Birmingham roots 

with a record-breaking season of shows at the National Indoor 

Arena. Such was the public response; the season was extended to 

fourteen nights, selling over 70,000 tickets and breaking existing 

box office records. It was also the longest run for a comedian 

performing on consecutive nights in any arena. The show features 

sketches requested by the members of the audience who were 

there on the evening, resulting in a different show every night. 24 

Carrott Gold was filmed for the BBC and broadcast in six parts on 

BBC1 in 2004. With over 30 years of comedy gold to choose from 

Jasper presents some of his most hilarious and best loved 

material. 
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24 Nights (1999) 
 

When Jonathan Parker was 4-years-old, his mother's words and a 

chance encounter with a Salvation Army Kris Kringle instilled in 

him a lifelong belief in the legend of Santa Claus. Now 24 and his 

parents long passed away, Jonathan is a spacey, pot-smoking 

college drop-out and multi loser in romance who has one shot left 

to find his true love; he writes a letter to Santa Claus. After 

meeting Toby, a new co-worker just moved to the city, Jonathan 

is convinced this is the one who was sent for him, even after he 

meets Toby's long time boyfriend Keith. This doesn't deter 

Jonathan, who proceeds to wreck everyone's lives in pursuit of his 

dream man. Fighting snags, traps and pitfalls to Christmas Day, 

will Jonathan land his Christmas wish? How can it be that this 

brilliantly crafted, beautifully written and perfectly acted film is 

without distribution- still? I caught this film at a festival (Rehoboth 

Beach IFF) last year and would have seen it twice had I not caught its last showing. It's at times both 

hilarious and poignant and the family scenes ring so true and so funny that I consider 24 NIGHTS to 

be made of the anti-matter of another favorite slice-of-holiday-life film, Bob Clark's A CHRISTMAS 

STORY. In 24 NIGHTS, writer-director Kieran Turner gives us a wonderful and unique perspective on 

love, family and Santa Claus through the eyes of memorably rich characters and with sharp dialogue 

and a really charming story. I look forward to seeing this film again and again and to making it a 

regular Christmas 'watch' along with IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE and the aforementioned A CHRISTMAS 

STORY. 
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25 Hill (2011) 
 

The story of an 11-year-old boy (14-year-old Nathan Gamble) 

whose derby dreams are left in pieces when his soldier father is 

killed in Afghanistan. The boy teams up with a father figure whose 

own son, a firefighter, died in the line of duty, and the two help 

each other find redemption and revive the derby. 
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28 Days Later... (2002) 
 

Animal activists invade a laboratory with the intention of 

releasing chimpanzees that are undergoing experimentation, 

infected by a virus -a virus that causes rage. The naive activists 

ignore the pleas of a scientist to keep the cages locked, with 

disastrous results. Twenty-eight days later, our protagonist, Jim, 

wakes up from a coma, alone, in an abandoned hospital. He 

begins to seek out anyone else to find London is deserted, 

apparently without a living soul. After finding a church, which had 

become inhabited by zombie like humans intent on his demise, he 

runs for his life. Selena and Mark rescue him from the horde and 

bring him up to date on the mass carnage and horror as all of 

London tore itself apart. This is a tale of survival and ultimately, 

heroics, with nice subtext about mankind's savage nature. This 

film is about a virus, 'Rage' virus that makes the infected person 

mad with extreme rage and hungry for blood. Within 28 days one outbreak in London caused entire 

Britain dead or evacuated leaving behind a blood-thirsty infected population and a handful of 

solitary normal persons. Civilization came to a halt, society got destroyed while those limited 

survivors fight for existence among frequent attack by the vicious victims. Sounds familiar? Then 

what makes "28 Days Later..." a classic among a horde of zombie/biohazard movies? Simply a touch 

of art that Danny Boyle is able to bring what others could not. The others focus too much on 

extensive, special-effects-controlled, gory action sequences between infected and normals, with 

heavy background music. But here there's always a tinge of sadness, emptyness, helplessness. 

Consider that empty London scene with that background music. We found out there's much else to 

show than just electrifying action or gore to describe the picture of life in this condition that these 

movies talk about. There are mistakes and loopholes in this movie. But that couldn't weaken the 

otherwise tight-gripping storyline. The greatest achievement of this movie is to make one viewer 

stay neutral throughout the film, without taking any side in the first place. Because the virus we talk 

about is simply used as a metaphor. 'Rage' is shown as a social disease. That makes it a 'serious' film, 

not a flick. Every person, even the harshest critic of zombie horror movies should watch this. 5 out of 

5 stars. Oh, did I mention Cillian Murphy was awesome? 
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28 Weeks Later (2007) 
 

Six months after the rage virus was inflicted on the population of 

Great Britain, the U.S. Army helps to secure a small area of 

London for the survivors to repopulate and start again. But not 

everything goes to plan. In the country nearby London, Don, his 

wife Alice and a few survivors live hidden in a farmhouse. When 

infected people break in the house, Don panics and does not help 

his wife to escape, running away and leaving Alice trapped inside 

the room. Twenty eight weeks after the outbreak that annihilated 

the population of Great Britain, London is considered safe and the 

British survivors return under the coordination of the American 

Army, that keeps the city under permanent surveillance. The 

teenager Tammy and her younger brother Andy travel back from 

Spain to live with their father Don in London. They miss their 

mother and decide to escape to their old house to retrieve 

pictures and some other personal belongings. However, they find Alice surprisingly alive and the 

Army brings her to the base. After some blood test, the biologist Scarlet discovers that Alice is a 

carrier of the lethal virus and somehow has immunity to it. Meanwhile, Don sneaks through the 

facility to say how sorry he is to Alice, who forgives him. When he kisses her, he is immediately 

contaminated, spreading a new epidemic. 28 Weeks Later picks up six months after the Rage Virus 

has decimated the city of London. The U.S. Army has resorted order and is repopulating the 

quarantined city, when a carrier of the Rage Virus enters London and unknowingly re-ignites the 

spread of the deadly infection and the nightmare begins... again. The film starts six months after the 

Rage virus has spread throughout the city of London. The United States Army has restored order and 

is repopulating the quarantined city, when a carrier of the Rage virus enters London and 

unknowingly re-ignites the spread of the deadly infection, wreaking havoc on the entire population. 

Seven months after the rage virus has annihilated Great Britiain, the US army declares that the war 

against infection has been won, and that the reconstruction of the country can begin. In the first 

wave of returning refugees, a family is reunited--but one of them unwillingly carries a terrible secret. 

The virus is not yet dead, and this time, it is more dangerous than ever. The best damn horror movie 

I've seen in a long time. This I can honestly say is not an overstatement. The movie contained 

everything it needed to be become a classic horror movie. It had gore, emotion, a few jumps, and 

action all the way through. The movie starts off well with the jumps and the pulse pounding action. 

Then all calms for a second, only to pick up again and faster. First off the gore was not as bad as 

some movies, which are overly gory for no reason. Don't get me wrong there was gore and lots of it, 

but for some reason it seemed to fit within the movie so well that your not really bothered by it. I'm 

no gore hound but I honestly couldn't turn away from the screen. The emotion is excellent for a 

horror film. Normally you get one dimensional characters, that do things that would never make 

sense whether panic stricken or not. In this film the emotions were well placed and not cheesy at all. 

There may have been one scene that went a little overboard but it didn't ruin a thing. The jumps 

were slight, and if your not a jumpy person you may not jump at all. But with all the action you'll still 

be on the edge of your seat, and the jumps to tell you truth are an added incentive. Finally the action 

was full on pulse pounding. It was incredible for a horror film. Think of the beginning scene of the 



Dawn of the Dead remake, but put it in the whole film, with a few chill spots with well placed acting. 

Honestly this movie deserves a 10 and has restored my faith in horror movies. I will be getting it on 

DVD and any director's cuts that may come out as well. 
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29th And Gay (2005) 
 

'29th and Gay' is the movie for the gay everyman. Following a 

year in the life of James Sanchez, it's a story about a guy rapidly 

approaching thirty, who doesn't have a six-pack, full head of hair 

or a boyfriend. While his best friend Roxy, an actress-turned-

activist, struggles with showing him there's life beyond the glitz of 

the disco ball, his other friend, Brandon, one of those gay boys 

comfortable in his own gay skin, works on getting James to at 

least talk to a boy. Feeling out of place in the world of circuit boys, 

caught between his Hispanic-American heritage and being gay, we 

watch James find his place in the world, realizing that life is in the 

journey, not the destination. James Vásquez wrote and stars in 

what seems to be an autobiographical musing on the life of a 

plain, conflicted, wannabe actor who is trying to cope with his 

unsuccessful social life as he approaches his 29th birthday. Presented as a movie within a movie, 

Vásquez speaks as James Sanchez directly to the audience, sharing his background, his parents 

(Annie Hinton and James Synjyn) who progress from shock at his outing to overindulgent to the 

point of intrusion, and his best friends - the wacky Roxy (Nicole Marcks) and circuit guy Brandon 

(David McBean). The general idea is how to make the almost closeted James into a happily paired 

man and how his friends and family go about making his happen is written with a lot of snappy 

dialogue and with the introduction of some really fine character actors - Kali Rocha as an hilarious 

HIV Nurse and Mike Doyle as the super hunk coffee house waiter who is to become James' payoff! 

Directed by Carrie Preston the film moves along with a fast clip despite the elected technique of 

'instant replay' used to define James' illusions from his reality. The production values of this low 

budget film are modest to say the least, but the premise of showing the life of a gay man who is not 

on the top of his life is worth watching. And there are some very good performances by newcomers 

who seem to have a future. 
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2by4 (2 x 4) (1998) 
 

Johnnie is a foreman of construction crew. On the outside he 

seems very "normal" and straight, but one evening we see him 

putting on make-up and feather boa and going for a night at the 

city. 1st watched 3/19/2006 - 7 out of 10 (Dir-Jimmy Smallhorne): 

Hardcore expose of Irish man dealing with life in New York City 

and dealing with his own personal issues that have haunted him 

since childhood. Jimmy Smallhorne directs, co-wrote the 

screenplay and stars in this independent film that takes a slice of 

life look at a group of Irish immigrants and their lives together. 

The main character, Johnny, is a foreman who builds buildings 

(a.k.a. 2by4), karaoke's at night in drag, and dabbles in 

homosexuality but has a girlfriend who isn't aware of this initially. 

His nightmares reveal something that happened when he was a 

child but they're never quite clear enough to the audience or to 

Johnny for him to understand them. Things get worse as the movie continues, Johnny loses his 

girlfriend, his Uncle (who is the owner of the company he works for) is spending money from the job 

on tricks for himself and not paying his employees. As things go downhill, Johnny goes further down 

through drinking and drugs until it's revealed to him what happened when he was a child. At this 

point it was unclear to me what that really was, but I was able to piece it together and others should 

be able to as well and that's the movie!! Overall, a well-drawn out drama that takes us places where 

we're normally not able to go and therefore makes for a good story and entertainment. 
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3 Garçons, 1 Fille, 2 Mariages (3 Guys, 1 Girl, 2 Weddings) (2004) 
 

Romance meets farce against the backdrop of a quiet campaign to 

legalize gay marriage. Laurent loves his roommate Dan, who's 

straight and a playboy. Laurent can't bring himself to tell Dan, but 

is content to share a flat and to party with him. Then Camille 

comes along, Dan falls hard, and Laurent is beside himself: he 

tries to sabotage the relationship, but each effort backfires. After 

Dan moves in with Camille, Laurent enlists the help of Sam, his 

new lesbian flatmate, and Nick, a long-time gay friend. As the 

lovers head toward marriage, Laurent becomes more desperate. 

His efforts may be having an effect, if not on Dan, then on 

Camille. Which love will triumph? Stephane Clavier is a fine 

director who makes his major film debut with this French 

romantic comedy that embraces the sparks flying around today 

about gay relationships and gay marriages and in doing so finds a 

romantic comedy that has serious overtones but remains entertaining to the end. Dan (Olivier 

Sitruk), a lovable lothario in the Don Juan tradition who runs a sex talk show, rooms with physical 

therapist Laurent (Arnaud Giovaninetti), a gay activist who with his friends is fighting for gay 

marriage rights in France. Laurent is secretly in love with Dan, and when Dan finally meets the girl of 

his dreams Camille (Julie Gayet), Laurent's hopes of a relationship beyond best friends with Dan are 

threatened. Laurent tries every trick to derail Dan's relationship and when Dan plans marriage and 

moves out, Laurent takes on lesbian roommate Sam (Anne Azoulay) who is supportive in more ways 

than one! Dan asks Laurent to be his best man but Camille knows of Laurent's passion for Dan and 

encourages Dan to try a gay episode (Camille has tried that in the past) just to reassure himself that 

he is making the right choice: the results are less than noteworthy! The twists and turns make the 

story funny and touching and the ending includes two weddings instead of one but revealing the 

significance of the title of the film would deprive the audience of the punchline! The production 

values are superb with deft camera work, excellent editing techniques, and keen pacing. The story 

does waver into stereotypes but not as unsuccessfully as most bi/gay/straight films do. In the end 

the fact that the film works so well is due to the excellent acting of the main cast and a superb 

supporting cast (Dan's 'Madame' mother, Camille's wealthy but weird parents, Laurent's campy 

friends). The result is a bit of light French comedy with some examination of political issues that are 

poignant. It is a bit of French pastry! 
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3 Needles (2005) 
 

A three-paneled look at the worldwide AIDS crisis: in Montreal, a 

porn actor (Ashmore) schemes to pass his mandatory blood test; 

a young nun (Sevigny) makes a personal sacrifice for the benefit 

of a South African village; in rural China, a black market operative 

(Liu) posing as a government-sanctioned blood drawer 

jeopardizes an entire village's safety. There is a lot of sadness in 

this film artfully rendered, and a measure of grace too, which 

feels hard-earned. The writer-director Thom Fitzgerald, at the NY 

screening, said that the reality he encountered while researching 

it was probably even worse than he could bear to show. 

(Amazingly, the renowned Dr. David Ho was also present at the 

screening, which added another hopeful touch: HIV/AIDS progress 

is being made but, as the film shows, funding and education are 

still lacking in poor countries, and attitudes are often still messed 

up in rich ones.) There is a didactic purpose in 3 Needles, but fortunately Fitzgerald has the 

storytelling skills and the director's talent to bear the load. You may not buy everything in it, and you 

may be angry at him for some of the tough images and choices, but the human emotion and pain, 

the weakness and strength are gripping and undeniable. And many of the secondary observations, 

about characters and place, feel sharp and well-observed. The prologue is a perfect example of a 

warm, vibrant image giving way to a shocking one: Teenage boys of an African tribe cover their 

bodies with a pale paste, un-self-consciously helping each other, though they are naked. It is an 

ancient ritual and they appear eager, joking around but purposeful. Later they are to be circumcised, 

the passageway into becoming men. The image of the knife, for reasons which will be instantly clear, 

is uniquely jolting. Surprisingly the movie manages to sustain the intensity, asking questions while 

shining a light on different corners of the world. The acting and cinematography are uniformly good, 

the latter especially considering the low budget. Most of the South Africans were non-actors, 

including tribespeople who had never even seen a film. Fitzgerald called this version "the director's 

cut" since his Canadian distributor previously showed a much different version which cut several 

scenes, and jumbled the stories together. This might have made sense in another movie, but with 

the stories on 3 different continents, this version, with each played discretely, seemed much better. 

Also, Fitzgerald said he shot a 4th scenario which he cut, probably for length. See this on the big 

screen and it will very likely stay with you. 
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3 Ninjas (1992) 
 

Meet Samuel 'Rocky' Jr. (13-year-old Michael Treanor), Jeffrey 

'Colt' (12-year-old Max Elliott Slade) and Michael 'Tum Tum' (8-

year-old Chad Power) Douglas! Their grandfather, Mori Tanaka, is 

highly skilled in the fields of Martial Arts and Ninjitsu. And for 

years he's been training these boys this technique. He even gave 

them names: Rocky because he's "solid and cool as granite rock"; 

Colt, because he's "fast and free, a spirit of a young wild horse"; 

and Tum Tum because "ambition begins and ends with his 

tummy". But one day, an old "friend" of Grandpa's, Hugo Snyder, 

is heard from again. He's being hassled by the FBI, and the boys' 

father happens to be an FBI officer. So Snyder figures if he 

kidnaps the father's kids, it will ease the tension, none of his own 

men are suitable for the task, so he hires three dim and incredibly 

incompetent surfers to do the deed. The boys treat them to a 

night of Ninja moves and hilarious gags, ala Home Alone. But the boys soon get captured by Snyder, 

and what is more, they (especially Colt) becomes doubtful of their grandfather, until Grandpa bursts 

into action and fights Snyder. Three children (Colt, Rocky, and Tum Tum) who are instructed in the 

art of ninjitsu by their grandfather, Ninja Master Mori (Victor Wong). Another of Mori's former 

pupils grew up to be notorious underworld figure Hugo Snyder (Rand Kingsley), who is attempting to 

get the boys' FBI agent dad off his back orders the young ninjas kidnapped. The kid ninjas turn the 

tables on their inept kidnappers, but get in bigger trouble when a group of ninjas keeps them 

prisoner in the hold of a ship. Action packed, but not overly violent, 3 Ninjas is a lot of fun for kids 

and funny too. 
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3 Ninjas Kick Back (1994) 
 

During a championship baseball match, the three brothers 

(Samuel 'Rocky' Jr. (15-year-old Michael Treanor), Jeffrey 'Colt' 

(14-year-old Max Elliott Slade) and Michael 'Tum Tum' (10-year-

old Chad Power) Douglas) hear that their grandfather in Japan is 

in trouble, and head out to help him, conceding the match. When 

they arrive in Japan, they must use all their powers to defend him 

against his ancient enemy, who has returned to exact revenge. 

They're baaaaaaack! Rocky, Colt and Tum Tum in their first 

adventure since their last! Now, older, and more advanced. 

Grandpa now tells them they're ready to learn from a teacher in 

Japan. But before they can go, the boys have a baseball match 

which really takes a turn for the worse. Also, a childhood rival of 

Grandpa Mori Shintaro's (Funny, wasn't his last name Tanaka in 

the last movie? Oh well) by the name of Koga wants revenge for a 

past accident, and because Grandpa has in his possession a dagger from a championship match that 

he felt he should've won, so he sends his dimwitted nephew and two of his numb skulled buddies to 

Grandpa's house to get it. Rocky, Colt and Tum Tum meet them and really kick things up. Later on, 

Grandpa goes to Japan and get's in a taxi cab accident, so the boys use "Ninjanuity" to get there and 

help. While in Japan, the boys make new friends and new enemies. Growing up, I really loved these 

movies. Sean Fox was the end-all be-all for me. I don't think that now, but I love this movie. The 

action, although corny, is still really awesome. Again, this is NO JACKIE CHAN, by any standards. But 

still, little kids as ninjas?? Also, Miyo was cool. Adding that little love story between her and Rocky 

was a given, but it was sweet. I love the part when he totally screws up the pitch because he keeps 

on thinking there are Lisa DiMarino's everywhere. And, "We should run!" "We should hide!" "LET'S 

KICK THEIR BUTTS!!!!!!!" LOL! Again, I really am a kiddie-movie person, but I love this movie. 
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3 Ninjas Knuckle Up (1995) 
 

In this movie Rocky (16-year-old Michael Treanor), Colt (15-year-

old Max Elliott Slade) and Tum Tum (11-year-old Chad Power) 

must battle an evil wealthy toxic waste dumper in order to save a 

local Indian tribe and their friend Joe. The 3 Ninjas must help find 

Joe's father and find a secret disk that contains evidence that 

could stop the toxic landfill that is destroying the Indian 

community. However the town is owned by the rich man and he 

controls the police and even the mayor. They must fight a 

motorcycle gang and renegade cowboys in this non-stop ninja 

adventure. Just when you thought it couldn't get any worse, 

another 3 Ninjas sequel!! Are there actually people out there that 

demanded this series continuation? The first two ridiculous 

outings weren't enough? Anyways, this one is even worse than 

the first two. Let your kids see the first one then hide all evidence 

that the others exist. 
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3 Ninjas: High Noon At Mega Mountain (1998) 
 

Three young boys, Rocky (15-year-old Mathew Botuchis), Colt (15-

year-old Michael O'Laskey II) and Tum Tum (9-year-old James Paul 

Roeske II) together with their neighbor girl, computer whiz 

Amanda (14-year-old Chelsey Earlywine) are visiting Mega 

Mountain amusement park when it is invaded by an army of 

ninjas led by evil Medusa, who wants to take over the park and 

hold the owners for ransom. Kids and retired TV star Dave 

Dragon, who made his farewell appearance at the park at the 

time the ninjas appeared, have to break Medusa's vicious plans. 

This was horrible. I remember that the original movie was mildly 

amusing, but this stinker left me disgusted. This is one movie 

where I was actually wanting the villains to win, because of the 

annyoing, constipated sounding screeching noises that "Tum-

Tum" was making for karate yells and what not. I actually laughed 

when Loni Anderson said "Rest in pieces". The first two movies were cute, the third was...blech, but 

when a movie stars Hulk Hogan... slow up on that, you've already lost all the money that you put 

into this flop; and then some. 
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300 (2006) 
 

In the Battle of Thermopylae of 480 BC an alliance of Greek city-

states fought the invading Persian army in the mountain pass of 

Thermopylae. Vastly outnumbered, the Greeks held back the 

enemy in one of the most famous last stands of history. Persian 

King Xerxes lead a Army of well over 100,000 (Persian king Xerxes 

before war has about 170,000 army) men to Greece and was 

confronted by 300 Spartans, 700 Thespians and other Slave 

soldiers. Xerxes waited for 10 days for King Leonidas to surrender 

or withdraw left with no options he moved. The battle lasted for 

about 3 days and after which all 300 Spartans were killed. The 

Spartan defeat was not the one expected, as a local shepherd, 

named Ephialtes, defected to the Persians and informed Xerxes of 

a separate path through Thermopylae, which the Persians could 

use to outflank the Greeks. After I saw the teaser for 300 I knew I 

HAD to see this movie! From then on I avoided all other previews, reviews, etc. as not to influence 

my expectations of the movie. I then went into the theater on opening night with no knowledge of 

the plot... only that it had something to do with Greeks and Frank Miller! Ignorance is bliss! I was 

absolutely blown away. I'm a 26 yr old female who generally doesn't watch violent films... but I 

found the battle scenes so well done and breath taking. I had chills and goosebumps virtually the 

entire film. I'm with many other reviewers, who felt like they had to contain themselves from 

shouting "yeah!" at times. Maybe I'm crazy, but I thought the whole movie was very sexy and 

passionate, whether it was the sex scene, a battle scene, or Leonidis addressing his men. I think it is 

a shame that so many people are condemning this movie for it's historical inaccuracies, or it's 

"racism", etc. People are reading far too into this movie. Whatever happened to enjoying a movie 

simply because it is entertaining and pleasing to to the eye? Don't people watch movies anymore to 

escape from the daily grind of life? I know I'm not as well spoken as many who have posted here. I 

just think this was a fantastic movie. I didn't go see it to learn anything! I just wanted to be 

entertained! And boy was I! With 15-year-old Tyler Neitzel. 
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300 Mil Do Nieba (300 Miles To Heaven) (1989) 
 

Based on a true story dating back to 1985 when two Polish boys, a 

teenager (15-year-old Rafal Zimowski) and his little brother (13-

year-old Wojciech Klata), escaped from communist Poland all the 

way to Sweden, hidden under a truck. In the movie, their 

destination has been changed to Denmark. What a great movie. It 

was recommended to me by a friend whose family escaped 

communist Poland in the early 1980s. Having no notion of what 

life under such oppressive regime might be like, I watched the 

movie more out of respect to my friend than a genuine interest in 

the story. But it sucked me in completely. It was well worth the 

time. And stayed with me long after. What these two kids went 

through to help their family was truly moving. Also, it gave me a 

better understanding of what communism in Eastern Europe was 

like in the 1980s. Excellent acting. Very well done. A moving story, indeed. 
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3000 Miles To Graceland (2001) 

 

It was an ingenious enough plan: rob the Riviera Casino's count 

room during an Elvis impersonator convention. But Thomas 

Murphy decided to keep all the money for himself and shot all his 

partners, including recently-freed ex-con Michael Zane. With $3.2 

million at stake, the Marshals Service closing in, and single mom 

Cybil Waingrow and her son Jesse (13-year-old David Kaye) 

constantly confounding things, Michael must track down Murphy. 

Directed with a slightly overused yet still very affective "artsy" 

style by relative Hollywood virgin Demian Lichtenstein, 

GRACELAND starts with a bang. Judging from the television spots 

and theatrical trailers one would assume the film revolves around 

the slowly bubbling brewing plan to knock off a Vegas casino 

dressed as Elvises on International Elvis Night. But that is where 

you would be wrong. The ten minutes of nonstop action that are 

a result of the casino robbery (and in a weird dimension almost mirror the bank robbery scene in 

HEAT) happen in the first ten minutes of the movie; the other 120 minutes, revolve around the 

aftermath and repercussions of the bloodbath. Costner, who I swear to God will never do wrong in 

my eyes, does well for himself departing from the usual character and plays a bad guy. The great 

thing about this film is that all the characters are bad guys, we just have to decide how bad they are 

and how much we want to let ourselves care about them. Costner, is the baddest of them all, and 

eventually it becomes clear that the bad guy we are supposed to care about is the one played by the 

best "Average Guy" actor of all time---- Kurt Russell (remember BREAKDOWN?) In any case we have 

the romance, Courtney Cox and Russell. We have the bloody, cold hearted illegitimate (possibly) son 

of Elvis, Costner. We have the two cops chasing them, Kevin Pollack and Thomas Haden Church who 

compliment each other with wonderful chemistry. And we have the slew of supporting actors that 

plug up any possible holes the film might (but doesn't) have; Howie Long, David Arquette, Bokeem 

Woodbine (a Black Elvis), Ice-T, Christian Slater. Blah Blah Blah. This film on the whole becomes the 

first film in quite some time that I know I will see multiple times in the theater, and one that I am 

sure I will eventually know all the words to. Making it the fourth of the Costner Movies I can recite 

word for word (Robin Hood, Tin Cup, Postman) The relatively young director also made a unique 

decision in the editing of the film, allowing both of its stars, (Costner and Russell) cut their own 

version of the film. Costner's version concentrated more on the action, the blood, the guts, the 

death, the explosion, the "F" word with a strange annunciation of the "G". And Russell's focused on 

the budding, and slowly blossoming love between Cox and himself. Costner's cut won, but I can't see 

anywhere that film lacks because of it. overall this is one of the most fully fleshed, well rounded 

films I have seen in quite a while. I loved it. 
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36 Fillette (1988) 
 

A night in the life of a young woman who wishes to learn and 

experience more of life. The men she meets have as much to 

learn from her as they can offer her, or more. Lili, a pouty and 

voluptuous 14-year-old, is caravan camping with her family in 

Biarritz. She's self-aware and holds her own in a café conversation 

with a concert pianist she meets, but she has a wild streak and 

she's testing her powers over men, finding that she doesn't 

always control her moods or actions, and she's impatient with 

being a virgin. She sets off with her brother to a disco, latching 

onto an aging playboy who is himself hot and cold to her. She is 

ambivalent about losing her virginity that night, willing the next, 

and determined by the third. The playboy's mix of depression and 

misogyny ends their unconsummated affair, so Lili has to hunt 

elsewhere. This film was made in France in the late 1980s, but it is 

unimaginable that it could be made in Hollywood then or now. The U.S. studio mind set sees 

adolescence in 'American Pie' terms and the current wave of legislative hysteria over child porn 

precludes any thoughtful treatment of how adolescents deal with their emerging sexuality. Working 

outside these constraints in France Catherine Breillat has been able to craft a film which is 

occasionally startlingly frank but never exploitive. She looks unblinkingly at the unruliness of 

adolescent sexual behavior and does not shy away from depicting the protagonist of the title as part 

seducer as well as part victim. Delphine Zentout is sensationally good in depicting a young girl with 

rampaging hormones in a hurry to become a woman. She plays her as unashamedly surly, self 

absorbed and difficult, without a trace of cuteness. This is a film in which every note rings true. 
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3rd Rock From The Sun (1996-2001) 
 

A group of aliens has come to Earth to learn about its population, 

customs, etc. To avoid detection, they have taken on human form 

which gives them human emotions, physical needs etc. WITHOUT 

the understanding of what they mean or the inhibitions normally 

present in humans. Their leader takes the position of a college 

professor, their military expert as his sister, their intelligence 

expert, supposedly oldest of group takes form of his teenage son. 

The uninhibited reactions turn everyday events into unusual 

situations. My remorse at not discovering this wonderful comedy 

before its syndication origins last fall cannot be matched. I didn't 

even find the show as enjoyable at first as I do now until a time 

later still, when I unearthed the roots of the plot and actually 

comprehended the inside jokes. I find this a phenomenal, unique 

show, a refreshing touch amidst an enormous accumulation of 'single-people-in-the-city' comedies 

(although some of these are worthy amongst themselves). I love the ingenious concept of providing 

insights of human culture, civilization, and particularly behavior in such a comical, hilarious method. 

Bizarre components of humanity I would never have noticed are cleverly pointed out in this terrific 

series! The entire cast does an outstanding acting job, each performer portraying their character as 

vividly and illustriously as possible. From the moment I was introduced to Dick, Tommy (15-year-old 

Joseph Gordon-Levitt), Sally, and Harry, I fell in love with them - each one is so comical and likeable, 

their separate characteristics distinctly shown, yet their vulnerability blends them in so closely. John 

Lithgow does a brilliant depiction of the hopelessly gullible and seriously self-centered Dick Solomon. 

His emphatic, articulate voice and precise comic timing are simply excellent. Joseph Gordon-Levitt, 

as my favourite character, the charming Tommy, is just as equally talented. The notion of having the 

oldest, wisest alien reduced to a teenager is hilarious. His intelligence, quirks, and constant snappy 

wisecracks are marvelous. Kristen Johnston as Sally is an absolute scream. Though not as conceited 

as Dick, she is very advantageous of her outrageously attractive self, and boisterously so. Mini-skirts 

look terrible on a tall, leggy person, but Sally doesn't seem to think so! Finally there's oddball Harry 

(French Stewart), who contributes more than is necessary to his share of 'stupid humour' on the 

show, but his part is very cunningly scripted and acted, making him flat-out hilarious rather than just 

stupid and senseless. His nearly-closed eyes, those incompatible, goofy patterned clothes (furry 

jacket!), and that voice, oh, classic. The amusing supporting characters are nothing to sneeze at 

either. Deadpan Jane Curtin as the neurotic Mary, Simbi Khali as Nina, with her humorous keen 

remarks, the deliciously funny Elmarie Wendel as the eccentric, lustful old lady Dubcek ('Italian 

gentleman. very nice.'), and Wayne Knight as Officer Don, he cracks me up with his chubby figure 

and inability to yield to Sally's charms! The assortment of dim-witted students in Dick's physics class 

are great too: idiots Pitman, Bug, and especially Leon, and the chatty Caryn, are always funny. 

Interestingly enough, 3rd Rock has featured a collection of very impressive guest stars over the years 

- Kathy Bates, William Shatner, Michael Hasselhoff, John Cleese (don't miss his episodes!), and many 

colourful others. The script is sincerely superb, each episode providing fresh new laughs, renewing 

old ones and an intriguing scenario. In a way it is less a modernistic sitcom-type show than a comic 

book put to life. It's the subtle, clever jokes that make me believe this. Meanwhile, 3rd Rock is chock-



full of various jokes and gags ranging from clever satire, dirty humour, sarcasm and wit, and other 

forms of amusement that don't need classification. Kudos to everyone involved in this fabulous, 

hilarious production, and let's hope for many more glorious seasons! 

 

Series 1 (20 Episodes) (1996) 
 

Episode 01: Brains and Eggs; Four aliens have taken on the human form and traveled to Earth in 

order to find out how humans live and what they do. 

Episode 02: Post-Nasal Dick; Tommy kisses a girl, catches a bug and the whole crew gets ill. 

Episode 03: Dick's First Birthday; For the first time, Dick gets confronted with his age when he's 

introduced to the concept of birthdays. 

Episode 04: Dick Is from Mars, Sally Is from Venus; Sally has her very first date and Tommy starts 

going to high school. 

Episode 05: Dick, Smoker; Dick takes up smoking and meanwhile Sally doesn't like to be overruled by 

Dick all the time. 

Episode 06: Green-Eyed Dick; An old boyfriend of Dr. Albright shows up and Dick experiences what 

jealousy is. 

Episode 07: Lonely Dick; Dick feels very lonely because Dr. Albright is on holiday. 

Episode 08: Body & Soul & Dick; An obnoxious professor dies and his will says he wants Dick to speak 

at his funeral. 

Episode 09: Ab-dick-ted; Dick doesn't want the family to always irritate each other and thinks they 

can learn from observing Dr. Albright and her brother Roy. 

Episode 10: Truth or Dick; Dick finds out people sometimes lie to get what they want and Sally and 

Harry find out how hard it is to get a driver's license. 

Episode 11: The Art of Dick; After failing everything he has tried so far, Harry turns out to be a good 

painter. 

Episode 12: Frozen Dick; The Solomons have their first experience with snow and act appropriately, 

or so they think. 

Episode 13: Angry Dick; Dick wants the Solomons to meet the neighbors. 

Episode 14: The Dicks They Are A-Changin'; Dr. Albright thinks Dick is actually an activist she met in 

the 1960's. 

Episode 15: I Enjoy Being a Dick; Sally and Harry get a job and Dick feels kept out when he can't come 

to Dr. Albright and Nina's women-only study group. 



Episode 16: Dick Like Me; The Solomons come to realize they don't belong to any ethnic group. 

Episode 17: Assault with a Deadly Dick; The Solomons' car radio is stolen and Dick is being robbed. 

Episode 18: Father Knows Dick; Harry acts upset and even a bit rebellious and Dick figures Harry 

needs a father figure. 

Episode 19: Selfish Dick; Dick is devastated when Dr. Albright gets a new office. 

Episode 20: See Dick Run; Mary has finally agreed to go on a date with Dick. 
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Series 2 (26 Episodes) (1997) 
 

Episode 01: See Dick Continue to Run: Part 1; Sally, Harry and Tommy experience Dick's replacement 

is very aggravating while they don't know Dick is still trapped in the basement. 

Episode 02: See Dick Continue to Run: Part 2; The Solomons have freed Dick and now he's after his 

replacement. 

Episode 03: Hotel Dick; Dick feels he has to tell Mary he's an alien. 

Episode 04: Big Angry Virgin from Outer Space; Sally and Mr. Randall are having a conflict and August 

tests Tommy's loyalty to her. 

Episode 05: Much Ado About Dick; Mary doesn't want everybody to know she and Dick have a 

relationship, which Dick doesn't understand. 

Episode 06: Dick the Vote; Harry runs for city council after he's mistaken for an activist. 

Episode 07: Fourth and Dick; It's homecoming weekend and everybody is excited about the game, 

except for Dick. 

Episode 08: World's Greatest Dick; Against Tommy's will, Dick enlists him in a school for gifted 

students. 

Episode 09: My Mother the Alien; Mrs. Dubcek asks the Solomons to babysit her grandson. 

Episode 10: Gobble, Gobble, Dick, Dick; It's Thanksgiving. Unfortunately, the Solomons don't have a 

clue what Thanksgiving is. 

Episode 11: Dick Jokes; Dick desperately tries to find out how he can be funny. 

Episode 12: Jolly Old St. Dick; The Solomons experience their first Christmas. 

Episode 13: Proud Dick; Dick quits his job at the university and Harry loses his memory. 



Episode 14: Romeo & Juliet & Dick; Dick directs a school play Tommy wants to be in, but makes him 

the prop guy. 

Episode 15: Guilty as Dick; Dick sprains his ankle while he's doing Mary a favor and she feels guilty. 

Episode 16: A Dick on One Knee; Sally meets Michel, a cute French guy who asks her to marry him. 

Episode 17: Same Old Song and Dick; Dick feels his relationship with Mary is in a rut. 

Episode 18: I Brake for Dick; Dick has run over a chipmunk and he starts to ban everything that's 

made of animals. 

Episode 19: Dick Behaving Badly; Harry learns Dick how to become a real man so he won't be 

whipped by Mary anymore. 

Episode 20: Dickmalion; With Dick's help, Mary gets the opportunity to get in with Rutherford's high 

society. 

Episode 21: Sensitive Dick; Dick has to take sensitivity classes and Harry's fling Vicki is back. 

Episode 22: Will Work for Dick; When an offended Nina quits as Dick's secretary, he gives Harry the 

job. 

Episode 23: Fifteen Minutes of Dick; Sally stands up to Mark Hamill who unknowingly has taken the 

Solomons place in a restaurant and becomes a local hero. 

Episode 24: Dick and the Single Girl; A smart and shy librarian at school is attracted to Dick. 

Episode 25: A Nightmare on Dick Street: Part 1; Dick experiences his first nightmare and the 

Solomons think he's gone mad. 

Episode 26: A Nightmare on Dick Street: Part 2; Dick and Sally are sober again and are informed they 

are all going back to the home planet for emergency maintenance. 
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Series 3 (27 Episodes) (1998) 
 

Episode 01: Fun with Dick and Janet: Part 1; Dick receives an unpleasant order from the home planet 

on the hour-long third-season opener: he must marry the Big Giant Head's niece Janet. As Sally, 

Harry and Tommy escort Janet on the rocket to Earth, the bride-to-be sets out to prove that she's a 

true domestic goddess, brushing up on her skills by reading The Joy of Cooking, The Joy of Sex -- and 

The Joy of Yiddish. But a defiant Dick is sticking by Mary; whether Mary will stick by Dick is another 

question. Meanwhile, Janet's arrival in Rutherford is anything but quiet: Officer Don suspects that 

aliens have landed. 

Episode 02: Fun with Dick and Janet: Part 2; Dick receives an unpleasant order from the home planet 

on the hour-long third-season opener: he must marry the Big Giant Head's niece Janet. As Sally, 



Harry and Tommy escort Janet on the rocket to Earth, the bride-to-be sets out to prove that she's a 

true domestic goddess, brushing up on her skills by reading The Joy of Cooking, The Joy of Sex -- and 

The Joy of Yiddish. But a defiant Dick is sticking by Mary; whether Mary will stick by Dick is another 

question. Meanwhile, Janet's arrival in Rutherford is anything but quiet: Officer Don suspects that 

aliens have landed. 

Episode 03: Tricky Dick; Out of frustration over their break-up, Dick and Mary start a series of very 

childish practical jokes. 

Episode 04: Dick-In-Law; Dick accompanies Mary on a trip to her parents, who still think Mary and 

Dick are a couple. 

Episode 05: Scaredy Dick; Dick has to get a medical check up but doesn't want to go because he's 

scared. 

Episode 06: Moby Dick; Dick has gained quite some weight since the break-up with Mary. 

Episode 07: Eleven Angry Men and One Dick; Dick has jury duty. Sally meets dark and intriguing Seth. 

Episode 08: A Friend in Dick; Dick has to find somebody to take to a dance performance and realizes 

he doesn't have any friends. 

Episode 09: Seven Deadly Clips; With the seven deadly sins as a guide, the Solomons reflect on their 

adventures on earth so far. 

Episode 10: Tom, Dick and Mary; Sally finds a job while Tommy and Dick are competing over Mary. 

Episode 11: Jailhouse Dick; Dick takes care of a felon because he feels he can make an honest man 

out of him. 

Episode 12: Dick on a Roll; Dick ends up in a wheelchair while Harry is unhappy with Vicki being 

celibate. 

Episode 13: The Great Dickdater; Dick is ready to start dating again and Tommy and Harry find a 

wallet. 

Episode 14: 36! 24! 36! Dick!: Part 1; Rutherford gets swamped with gorgeous women. 

Episode 15: 36! 24! 36! Dick!: Part 2; Dick, Tommy and Harry have to save Sally, and the entire world, 

from the Venusian women. 

Episode 16: Pickles and Ice Cream; Harry's pet dog from the home planet has somehow made it to 

Rutherford, in human form. Sally pretends to be pregnant. 

Episode 17: Auto Eurodicka; Dick discovers casual sex while Sally desperately wants to buy a very 

expensive car. 

Episode 18: Portrait of Tommy as an Old Man; Tommy is tired of being treated like a kid and decides 

to retire. Officer Don accidentally steals one of Sally's panties. 



Episode 19: Stuck with Dick; Dick tries to get Mary back and considers himself lucky when the two of 

them get locked in the school library overnight. 

Episode 20: My Daddy's Little Girl; Mary's father George has left his wife, again, and gets along well 

with Sally. Very well indeed. 

Episode 21: The Physics of Being Dick; Dick tells Sally and Harry to get a job while he wants to 

become a cop. 

Episode 22: Just Your Average Dick; After August and Mary admit they can be pretty weird 

sometimes, the Solomons decide to become totally average. 

Episode 23: Dick and the Other Guy; Dick competes with new professor Dr. Neesam over Mary. Sally 

thinks Don isn't interested in her anymore. 

Episode 24: Sally and Don's First Kiss; It's time for Don and Sally's first kiss, Harry has his night school 

exam and the cafeteria lady hates Dick. 

Episode 25: When Aliens Camp; Dick decides the Solomons go camping, tells them not to bring 

anyone else because it's a family weekend and then invites Mary to come along. 

Episode 26: The Tooth Harry; Dick wants a part in a university promotional video, Harry takes Nina to 

the dentist and Don gives Sally a key to his house. 

Episode 27: Eat, Drink, Dick, Mary; Dick plans a romantic dinner as an anniversary for him and Mary 

and everybody is invited. 
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Series 4 (24 Episodes) (1999) 
 

Episode 01: Dr. Solomon's Traveling Alien Show; Harry has been kidnapped and the Solomons try to 

find him, a task that is complicated by the fact that Dick is literally losing his mind. 

Episode 02: Power Mad Dick; Mary is the new dean and Dick thinks this gives him power as well. 

Sally has lost her virginity. 

Episode 03: Feelin' Albright; When Sally realizes Don had other girlfriends before her, she considers 

them competition and wants to know who she's up against. 

Episode 04: Collect Call for Dick; After Dick almost bites into a "Fuzzy Buddy" in a fast-food 

restaurant burger, he becomes obsessed with the collectibles. Meanwhile, Tommy goes overboard 

on school spirit when he becomes the basketball team's mascot. The Solomons confront the 

collector mentality when they discover Fuzzy Buddies -- highly collectible small plush animal toys. 

Sally enjoys the thrill of the hunt and the prospects for financial rewards, Harry just thinks they're 

cute, but for Dick it's deeper -- he enjoys the sensation of collecting until it gets to be like a drug for 

him, and his family and friends have to do an intervention. In an effort to instill "pep" into Tommy, 



the basketball coach forces him to become the team mascot, "Hootie the Owl." Initially 

contemptuous, Tommy finds that folks (especially cute cheerleaders) dig him when he's in costume, 

and the power goes to his head. When the team loses, Tommy, high on school spirit, tackles the 

coach, landing him in the principal's office. 

Episode 05: What's Love Got to Do, Got to Do with Dick?; Sally tries to fix Nina up with Eric, a 

colleague of Don. Dick finds himself attracted to Jennifer, his new office mate. 

Episode 06: I Am Dick Pentameter!; Dick is fascinated by Jennifer, his new office mate, and suggests 

to Mary they should see other people. To his surprise, she agrees. 

Episode 07: D3: Judgment Day; Dick wants to break up with Jennifer. Don has asked Sally to go 

bowling but Sally hasn't got a clue what bowling is. 

Episode 08: Indecent Dick; When Playpen magazine arrives at Pendelton for a model search, the 

Solomons react to the issue of nudity in different ways. The idea intrigues Sally, who decides to 

pose---which infuriates Don, who chooses to cancel his lifetime subscription. As for Dick, he 

encourages Sally, but becomes apoplectic when he learns that Mary posed for art photos 20 years 

before. And Harry? He simply takes off his clothes. "I just wanted to find out if this whole clothes 

thing is just a big scam," he explains. Meanwhile, Tommy's overdressed: he wants to impress his new 

lab partner Alissa. 

Episode 09: Happy New Dick!; Tommy organizes a new year party at the bar where Harry works 

while Dick feels he hasn't accomplished anything the past year. 

Episode 10: Two-Faced Dick; After three years, the Big Giant Head has granted Sally's request to be a 

man and switches Sally and Dick's bodies. 

Episode 11: Dick Solomon of the Indiana Solomons; Dick receives an invitation for a family reunion 

that was meant for someone else but the Solomons go anyway. 

Episode 12: Dick and Taxes; When they lie on their IRS form, the Solomons receive an audit notice 

and fear the IRS will discover they're aliens. 

Episode 13: Sally Forth; While Dick is in a feud with the Dubceks, Don asks Sally to marry him. 

Episode 14: Paranoid Dick; Dick convinces Mary there's a conspiracy against her at the university. 

Episode 15: The House That Dick Built; Sally moves out while Harry and Vicki are considering having a 

baby. 

Episode 16: Superstitious Dick; Dick and Mary both receive a chain letter. Mary throws hers away 

and a lot of bad luck befalls her. 

Episode 17: Y2dicK; Dick discovers computers and gets hooked. 

Episode 18: Dick 'The Mouth' Solomon; Sally meets Italian-American Sammy Marchetti, who's also 

known as 'the Butcher'. Mary & Dick and Harry & Vicki go to a couple's retreat. 



Episode 19: Citizen Solomon; The Solomons hire a maid now that Sally has moved out. Tommy 

becomes editor-in-chief of the school paper. 

Episode 20: Alien Hunter; Birthday boy Dick meets a woman, Charlotte, who's very interested in him. 

Episode 21: Dick v. Strudwick; Strudwick, a colleague of Dick, has written a physics book that 

everyone considers to be brilliant, which makes Dick very jealous. 

Episode 22: Near Dick Experience; Tommy, Harry and Sally had a near death experience and 

appreciate the world like never before. A jealous Dick wants to experience this too. 

Episode 23: Dick's Big Giant Headache: Part 1; The Big Giant Head comes to Earth. 

Episode 24: Dick's Big Giant Headache: Part 2; The Big Giant Head continues to behave ill-mannered, 

inappropriate and unadapted. 
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Series 5 (22 Episodes) (2000) 
 

Episode 01: The Baby Menace; Greatly relieved when Vicki's baby turns out to be human, the aliens 

are freshly alarmed to discover that she intends to sell her story to the tabloids. 

Episode 02: Dick for Tat; When a drunk Mary tells him she once had a fling with Strudwick, Dick 

wants to get even with Strudwick by sleeping with his wife. 

Episode 03: The Fifth Solomon; Dick wrecks the car and, to their surprise, the Solomons miss the car 

and feel sentimental about it. 

Episode 04: Dial M for Dick; Mary invites the Solomons to a murder mystery weekend. However, the 

Solomons don't know it's not real. 

Episode 05: Dick and Tuck; Dick considers undergoing plastic surgery. 

Episode 06: Dick, Who's Coming to Dinner; The Solomons learn about racism. 

Episode 07: Sex and the Sally; Dick learns about tipping while Sally learns sex can lead to pregnancy. 

Episode 08: Charitable Dick; Dick discovers charity when he and Mary go to a charity auction. Don 

can't sleep because Sally snores. 

Episode 09: The Loud Solomon Family: A Dickumentary; Mary wants to make a documentary about 

the Solomons. 

Episode 10: Gwen, Larry, Dick and Mary; Mary suggests she and Dick should spend time with another 

couple. Tommy, Harry and Sally discover the laundromat. 

Episode 11: Dick Puts the 'Id' in Cupid; Tommy hopes to lose his virginity to Alissa on Valentine's Day. 



Episode 12: The Big Giant Head Returns; The Big Giant Head returns to take his son with him to the 

home planet. 

Episode 13: Rutherford Beauty; Dick has erotic fantasies about Nina. Sally is under the spell of a 

cooking expert a la Martha Stewart. 

Episode 14: This Little Dick Went to Market; Dick and Tommy go into business and buy shares. Sally 

feels her position as the toughest chick is threatened by Janice, the new, tough and strong rookie 

cop. 

Episode 15: Youth Is Wasted on the Dick; Don and a few colleagues settle in the Solomons' house 

because they suspect there's a video pirate in the neighborhood. Dick wants to know what it's like to 

be young. 

Episode 16: Dick Strikes Out; A new chancellor arrives at Pendleton and his plans make Dick decide 

to organize a strike. 

Episode 17: Shall We Dick?; Sally and Alissa become friends, much to the chagrin of Don and Tommy. 

Dick and Mary enter a dance contest, despite the fact Mary can't dance. 

Episode 18: Dick and Harry Fall Down a Hole; Dick and Harry fall down a hole. A hole expert is hired 

to get them out. 

Episode 19: Frankie Goes to Rutherford; Because of a misunderstanding, Frank, a former student of 

Mary who's gay, thinks Dick is gay too and takes him to a gay bar. 

Episode 20: Dick Solomon's Day Off; Dick finds out what sick days are and what one can use them 

for. Harry, Sally and Tommy listen to cellphone conversations on Don's scanner. 

Episode 21: The Big Giant Head Returns Again: Part 1; Sally thinks Alissa wants to dump Tommy, 

Harry wants to ask Janice out and the Big Giant Head (visiting Earth once again) admits his marriage 

is troubled. 

Episode 22: The Big Giant Head Returns Again: Part 2; Dick tells the others The Big Giant Head is his 

father and Tommy finds out Sally dumped Alissa on his behalf. 
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Series 6 (20 Episodes) (2001) 
 

Episode 01: Les Liaisons Dickgereuses; To Mary's chagrin, her rich sister Renata visits and Dick thinks 

up a plan to punish her for the grief she caused Mary. Sally and Harry start a youth center in the 

Solomon's living room. 

Episode 02: Fear and Loathing in Rutherford; In an attempt to reconcile with Alissa, Tommy goes to 

her house with the feeble excuse that she still has the beer tap they rented for the senior party and 

he needs to return it. Strudwick snidely tells Tommy that he thought Alissa had given him his walking 



papers. But Alissa surprises her father by leaving the house with Tommy carrying a suitcase 

(containing the beer tap). A few hours later Strudwick goes to the Solomons' apartment looking for 

Alissa. Mrs. Dubcek observes that the evidence points to an elopement. Dick and Strudwick enlist 

Mary's help and drive off to stop the wedding. 

Episode 03: InDickscretion; Inspired by Jack Kerouac, Tommy decides to go 'on the road'. 

Episode 04: Dick'll Take Manhattan: Part 1; Out of boredom, Dick, Sally and Harry go to a parallel 

universe and end up in New York where they all live the good life. 

Episode 05: Dick'll Take Manhattan: Part 2; Things aren't going well in the Solomons' parallel 

universe and they want to go home. 

Episode 06: Why Dickie Can't Teach; Tommy can't decide where to go to college, and Dick is really 

pushing Pendleton: when it's all said and done, Princeton and Pendleton both serve fish sticks. Dick 

says he'll give Tommy a personal tour of the campus. Harry wants to go too but the other aliens 

remind him that he's not going to college. Meanwhile, Sally's upset that Don's not included in a 

newspaper article on Rutherford's ten most powerful men; she can't fathom how this is possible. 

Sally says maybe she's let Don down; maybe she hasn't thrust greatness upon him. It's time to 

rebuild him into the powerhouse he's never dreamed of being. On campus, Mary tries to help Dick 

recruit Tommy, but Tommy just wants to sit in on a class. Sally decides to throw a power brunch to 

turn Don into a success; she invites everyone on the top ten list plus other important townspeople. 

At the brunch, she wangles an assistant's job for Don with Gus DeMarmel, president of DeMarmel 

lunchmeat; never mind that Don has absolutely no business experience. Since Don already has a job, 

Sally tells him to take the night shift and be an assistant during the day shift. After sitting in on only 

one of Dick's classes, Tommy tells him that he's a terrible teacher, much worse than Tommy 

imagined. Don starts his assistant's job, and Sally couldn't be more proud. Insulted by Tommy's 

remarks, Dick says he's forbidden to go to Pendleton. Tommy's delighted, so Dick then informs him 

that he will, in fact, be going there. Tommy asks Dick what his problem is. Dick's so bad at teaching 

that Tommy thought he knew. Don is crazed at work when Harry and Sally show up, and he has no 

time for them. Tommy talks with Mary, and she confesses she feels guilty about trying to recruit 

him, because Pendleton's a clown college. Harry convinces Sally that Don is blowing her and is now 

in search of a trophy wife. Sally says she made Don, now she can break him. When Dick proves 

unsuccessful at teaching some kids to play hopscotch, even Mary agrees that he's a bad teacher. 

Sally sabotages a project Don's working on, and he gets fired. And when Dick tells Tommy he plans 

to quit teaching, Tommy reminds him that no matter how good or bad a teacher he is, his real job is 

to be high commander. 

Episode 07: B.D.O.C.; The aliens give Tommy a big send-off to college, including two cases of beer 

and a fake ID, but as he's leaving Sally and Harry get ready to interview his replacement. The 

candidates have materialized in the closet and are ready and waiting. Both aliens are sold on 

Christie, an extremely efficient young woman, until they meet the incredibly handsome Bryce. Sally's 

bowled over by Bryce and hires him on the spot. Harry's upset, but he's quickly overruled. 

Meanwhile, Dick drops Tommy off at his dorm, and they reminisce about all the missions they've 

been on together. Sally's loving every minute that Bryce is around, but after Bryce's first day on the 

job, Dick decides to go get Tommy and bring him back. Tommy's already enjoying college and flirting 

with girls. Dick arrives and tries to convince Tommy to come home and go to Pendleton if he must go 



to college, but Tommy says he's not leaving. He does manage to convince Tommy that to impress 

the girls and really make a name for himself he has to come up with an outrageous freshman prank. 

Dick convinces him to literally turn the chancellor's office upside down, nailing everything from the 

filing cabinet to the ficus tree to the ceiling. Dick pulls the fire alarm as a final touch and locks 

Tommy in the office. At last it hits Tommy that Dick's trying to get him expelled. Back at the 

apartment, Sally has given up trying to be subtle and is openly hitting on Bryce, who's very 

uncomfortable. Dick's disappointed when the Chancellor merely issues Tommy a warning for his 

offense, telling Dick he doesn't want to stifle youthful exuberance and reminiscing fondly about a 

few of his own college pranks. He even suggests that Tommy might like to meet his daughter. Harry 

and Bryce confront Sally with the charge of sexual harassment in the workplace. Sally pretends that 

she's sorry and offers to resign; she heads toward the closet, but at the last second she shoves Bryce 

in. That evening Dick goes to see Tommy in his dorm room and tells him he's making a big mistake, 

but Tommy refuses to come home. Dick has to confess that he didn't want Tommy to grow up; 

Tommy replies that parental love, at its best, is the only love that leads to separation, and Dick 

realizes that it's time for him to go. The Solomons, without Tommy, are on the roof. Sally and Harry 

tell Dick that Bryce is gone; he didn't work out. Dick is saying how funny it seems without Tommy 

just as Tommy is coming up the back steps with a laundry basket. Since school is only an hour away, 

he thought he'd do his laundry at home. 

Episode 08: Red, White & Dick; Dick realizes he needs to become more American, only to hear he 

actually has a Canadian passport. Sally, Harry and Tommy start an equality system in the house, only 

for it to end up as a communist regime. 

Episode 09: Dick Digs; When Mary invites Dick to accompany her on an archeological dig, he eagerly 

accepts; he's seen "Raiders of the Lost Ark," so he knows how exciting and dangerous archeology can 

be. The Rutherford Garlic Festival is underway, and hotel rooms are at a premium. Since Dick's gone 

on the dig, the other aliens decide to rent out his bed. Soon the Solomons' apartment becomes "The 

Inn at Solomon House" with Tommy and Sally committed to giving their guests outstanding service 

in hopes of earning four stars in the Crown Travel Guide. Harry's not enthusiastic about the new 

venture, because he gets to do all the dirty work. At the dig, Dick's disenchanted when Mary gives 

him a trowel, a brush and an air bulb and tells him to carefully dust the sediment in one square foot 

of land. Dick grudgingly gets to work and later complains that he's been working five hours and all 

he's found is a pointy rock. Mary's astonished when she identifies his "pointy rock" as a spear head. 

She sadly confesses that she's been going on digs for years and has never found anything. She's had 

to buy the artifacts in her office and has even gotten some from eBay. She says she would have killed 

to have found the ceremonial wedding moon that Dr. Powell, the leader of the dig, uncovered 

earlier. Dick tells her not to worry; he's sure she'll find something. Harry's fed up with his new job 

and resigns; he shows up shortly afterward and wants to register as a hotel guest. If he can't be a 

guest, he'll write a negative letter to the Crown Travel Guide, so Sally and Tommy reluctantly allow 

him to register. Harry immediately becomes guest from hell, demanding constant massages and 

tickets to "Les Mis." Back at the dig, Mary sees little point in continuing, because she's sure she 

won't find anything, but Dick insists she go on. He slyly plants something where she's been digging, 

and soon she unearths a wedding moon identical to the one found by Dr. Powell. She's ecstatic until 

it's revealed that, in fact, it is Dr. Powell's, and she's accused of being a thief. She's furious with Dick, 

but he assures her he was only trying to make her feel better. Sally can't bear another minute of 

waiting on Harry hand and foot, so she announces that she too is quitting and will be registering as a 



guest. Tommy says nothing doing. He's sick of the whole thing. Together the aliens order their 

unsuspecting hotel guests out of their house. 

Episode 10: There's No Business Like Dick Business; While Dick and Sally form an act to entertain at 

children's parties, Mary and Harry get involved in Officer Don's self-defense class. 

Episode 11: A Dick Replacement; Dick and Mary visit Rita, a psychic, together, and Dick scoffs that 

the whole thing's a rip-off—until the psychic says that Dick and Mary are from two different worlds. 

She adds that one of these days Dick will leave Mary and go back where he came from. Dick 

immediately decides that he should devote himself to locating his successor, someone worthy who 

will wait in the wings until Dick has gone. Later, Sally tells Harry that if the psychic talked about 

Dick's leaving the planet, she must know they're aliens; they have to kill her. Dick takes Mary to a 

singles bar in search of the perfect replacement, but he acts so strangely that the bartender thinks 

Mary's a hooker and asks them to leave. Harry and Sally set about hatching wildly unrealistic plots 

designed to do away with the psychic. Nina tells Dick about Gary Hemmings, a visiting lecturer who's 

dying to substitute for him. Dick talks with Gary and offers him the chance to replace him; Gary 

thinks he's being offered a staff position at the University. Gary's a bit puzzled when Dick insists that 

he meet Mary, saying that if Mary doesn't like him it will never work. Harry and Sally visit the 

psychic. Harry gets her in a headlock and smears honey on her blouse. Unfortunately, he's forgotten 

to tell Sally that his plan involves killer bees, so she can't supply them at the crucial moment. Dick, 

Gary and Mary meet in a restaurant, and Dick embarrasses and puzzles Mary as he attempts to play 

matchmaker. Harry and Sally re-visit Rita, who wants to throw them out, but they manage to get her 

to talk about herself, and she confides that she's always pictured herself dying during a passionate 

night of lovemaking. Harry's not sure he's up to doing the job, and Dick shows up and says he needs 

to speak to Rita first. He wonders how much time he has left; Harry tells Dick that however much 

time he has from now on, he's just a temp. Dick tells Gary he has the job and will probably be in the 

sack with Mary that evening. Gary protests that he won't sleep with Mary to get the job, and Dick 

says that sleeping with Mary is the job. In that case, Gary, who only wants a chance to teach physics, 

is having no part of it. When Mary finds out what's been going on, she's afraid that Dick might be 

dying, but he explains that he was just spooked by what the psychic had to say, and now he's 

decided he doesn't want to be replaced. 

Episode 12: Dick's Ark; Dick gets a new camera and proceeds to make Mary angry by taking her 

picture against her wishes. Mary decides the two need a weekend off. Sally catches Harry walking 

around in the rain in her new suede jacket and decides that since the weather men can't accurately 

predict the rain they should pay for it. Upon going to the studio she then gets hired to be "Sally 

Storm" the new weather girl. Sally is told by Dick to stop being the weather girl after constantly 

being accurate, at which point they see that a major tornado will hit their area. Dick then 

remembers the college has a bomb shelter and proceeds to allow Sally and Harry to both bring one 

loved one to save from the carnage. Dick has to then try and get Mary to come, and does this by 

making Nina thing that an intervention (AA style) is in order. 

Episode 13: You Don't Know Dick; After everyone convinces Dick that he doesn't know what Mary 

likes, he tries to buy concert tickets for the two of them. 

Episode 14: My Mother, My Dick; When a new alien accidentally arrives through the time space 

portal, Dick tells Harry and Sally that it's their responsibility to take care of him. And Dick alienates 



Mary by taking sides with her detested mother as he tries to navigate through the minefield that 

separates the two women. 

Episode 15: Glengarry Glen Dick; After Dick and Don each buy half of a timeshare "luxury getaway," 

they take Mary and Sally on their first vacation there. Meanwhile, Harry's afraid of shrinking now 

that Tommy's taller than he is. 

Episode 16: Dick Soup for the Soul; Dick thinks he's found the key to true happiness after reading 

Mary's favorite self-help book, so he rids himself of all conflict in his life -- including Mary, his main 

source of friction. Sally tries to help Tommy get into his college fraternity of choice by posing as the 

Assistant Pledge Master during Hell Week, but her grueling physical tests push Tommy to the limit. 

Meanwhile, Harry becomes tortured in his quest to re-paint the kitchen ceiling. 

Episode 17: Mary Loves Scoochie: Part 1; John Cleese reprises his role as Liam Neesam, Dick's 

malevolent alien nemesis in the first of a special two-part episode. In part one, Dick intercepts love 

letters sent to Mary by "Scoochie," a secret admirer, and plots to interject himself into Mary's 

upcoming assignation at a Renaissance festival with the mystery man. 

Episode 18: Mary Loves Scoochie: Part 2; Dick can't stop Mary from dating her secret admirer 

"Scoochie" (really alien Liam Neesam), even though he suspects Liam is only using her as part of his 

plot against all mankind. Meanwhile, the rest of the gang find the "prequel" to their favorite movie, 

Arthur 2. 

Episode 19: The Thing That Wouldn't Die: Part 1; Mary is having some trouble dealing with what she 

saw: Dick transforming Scoochie into a monkey. Dick inevitably tells her the truth and she has a hard 

time to believe in it. Eventually she accepts it and even becomes fascinated by it. When everything 

seems to be going fine for Dick, Harry announces that their mission is over and they are to leave 

Earth. 

Episode 20: The Thing That Wouldn't Die: Part 2; As a result of the manner in which Dick settled his 

dispute with Liam, the group is ordered home. Of course, there are always loose ends to tie up 

before a long space trip. Dick wants Mary to accompany them, and Sally decides to instill confidence 

in Don. They organize a farewell party, and Harry and Tommy decide to charge everything and not 

worry about being around to pay the bill. They even hire Elvis Costello to sing "Fly Me to the Moon." 
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4:30 (2005) 
 

Traces the relationship between Xiao Wu (Xiao Li Yuan), an 11-

year-old Chinese Boy and his tenant Jung, a thirty-something 

Korean man. Told entirely from the perspective of the boy, Xiao 

Wu, this story of two very different characters is less about 

friendship than about a shared experience and appreciation of 

solitude. "4:30" starts with Xiao sneaking to the room of Jung in 

the early hours of the morning, and stealing from the Korean 

man. Just as getting intoxicated is a habit for Jung, who only 

staggers back to his rented room when drunk, soon stealing for 

Xiao Wu becomes equally as compulsive. We soon realize that 

Jung's true intention for staying in Singapore is suicide. It is only 

through Xiao's encounter with Jung failing in his bid to die that he 

begins to understand his true fascination with Jung. Study of 

loneliness. Royston Tan's second feature 4:30 is a study of 

loneliness and inability to break what is often just a shell created by circumstance and mounting 

bitterness towards fellow human beings as well as failure to communicate. The film's central 

characters are Xiao Wu, an 11-year-old Chinese latchkey boy left to fend for himself after school 

while his mother is away on never-ending business trips and Jung, their thirty-something suicidal 

wreck of a tenant from Korea. The obvious obstacles to any communication between the two, such 

as the language barrier and the age gap, do not deter the boy from constantly attempting to 

establish a link to Jung. Just like a warmth-seeking missile, he never seizes to direct his attention 

towards him – he smells his chopsticks to find out what he had for dinner, he takes a photo of both 

of them together while Jung is asleep and even secretly cuts one of his pubic hairs – all to be entered 

into his journal which is entirely dedicated to documenting Xiao Wu's observations of the tenant. 

Occasionally, he tries to get under Jung's skin by putting on his boxer shorts and mimicking his daily 

routines, including shaving. Thus, his obsession with Jung becomes his own daily routine, a routine 

which he takes very seriously. Every night at 4.30, woken up by his several alarm clocks, he conducts 

his nocturnal forays into Jung's bedroom. While the tenant is lying unconscious in his bed after yet 

another night of heavy drinking, no doubt aided by the pills which he also abuses, Xiao Wu inspects 

what little there is to inspect, searching for future entries into his journal. Jung seems oblivious to 

Xiao Wu's childish attempts at communicating with him. His own mind is grief-stricken by the loss of 

his girlfriend and he chooses to ignore even the boy's unimpeded attempts at provoking a reaction 

from him. In a rare moment of actual interaction between the two one night on the stairs, the only 

thing Jung can think of is to offer the 11-year-old a cigarette while tears are welling up in his eyes. He 

even tries to say something to Xiao Wu in Korean, only the viewer doesn't get any translation of 

what he says, just to emphasise the impenetrable wall between the two. Leading a lonely existence 

in an adolescent world disconnected from the rest of the society, Xiao Wu is a typical product of 

surroundings which have little time to spare for one another. Growing up mostly on his own and 

feeling alienated in school, his only role models are fictional characters on TV shows whom he knows 

so well that he simply mimics every word one of them, ironically a disgruntled housewife, has to say. 

Unwittingly, Jung becomes his other role model being the only other person around. One of the focal 

scenes of the film has Xiao Wu reading out loud a composition he was supposed to write as part of 



his homework. The title of the composition is My Hero. In a somewhat shaky voice he presents Jung 

as his Korean father who has a distinct smell of beer and Johnson's baby powder but also someone 

who loves him and cares for him and meets him every day after school. And herein lies the all too 

powerful distinction between the two – although they are both intrinsically lonely, their loneliness 

has been arrived at on two different levels which are never to meet. Most of the time, the two 

protagonists wear white shirts and tops. While in the boy's case the white colour might symbolise his 

innocence, Jung's white shirts resemble mostly a white flag. Xiao Wu is seeking human contact while 

Jung has given up on it. Royston Tan's art direction is impressive and his cinematography has a 

hypnotic, almost mesmerising effect. Although obviously not to everyone's taste, 4:30 can be a 

rather meditating experience with sparse dialogue and long silent scenes where the viewer is given 

the opportunity to submerge in the significance of the seemingly insignificant. The film is also filled 

with subtle humour portraying everyday life of an extremely bored pre-adolescent boy. It cannot be 

recommended to any viewers craving action or wrapped-up explanations since much of the 

interpretation is left to ourselves but I would say that it's exactly what gives this film a little extra to 

chew on after the credits are gone. 
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40,000 Horsemen (Forty Thousand Horsemen) (1941) 
 

Possibly the most exciting cavalry charge ever filmed. Although 

filmed 60 years ago I cannot think of a more thrilling realisation 

on film of a massed cavalry assault. The scene, which is sustained 

for several minutes, recreats the WWI charge of the Australian 

light horse on the Turkish-held town of Beersheeba, Palestine, in 

1917. This is generally accepted as the last successful cavalry 

charge in military history (typically some eggheads - probably Brits 

- quibble on whether it was a true cavalry charge because the 

Australians were armed with bayonets rather than sabres; not that the distinction meant much to 

the unfortunates who ended up skewered on the end of them.) Also noteworthy for the presence of 

Chips Rafferty, in a typical role as a gangling Aussie bushmen, and who, in the days before Paul 

Hogan, represented the Australian male as he liked to imagine himself. 
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44 Inch Chest (2009) 
 

Colin is in agony, shattered by his wife's infidelity. However, he 

has friends who do more than stand by -- they kidnap the wife's 

French lover and hold him prisoner so that Colin can restore his 

manhood with revenge. A kangaroo court takes place and as the 

situation escalates Loverboy's life hangs in the balance as Colin 

wrestles with revenge, remorse, grief and self pity, all the while 

egged on by his motley crew of friends who just want him to get 

on with it so they can get down the pub. I will confess up front 

that I have not seen the wildly acclaimed and Oscar-nominated 

Sexy Beast. Writers Louis Mellis and David Scinto broke onto the 

scene with that film ten years ago, and seem to have done very 

little since. Even the box art for 44 Inch Chest mentions that film 

more than once. But the success of every movie should be 

measured on its own, and the trailer for 44 Inch Chest suggested 

that it would be one hell of a character driven piece. Colin (Ray Winstone) has just found out his wife 

Liz (Joanna Whalley) is having an affair with a much younger man. At the encouragement of his 

friends (and with their help), Colin has the man kidnapped, tied up, beaten, and locked in a 

cupboard. They discuss at lengths what to do next and what will help Colin come to terms with his 

wife's infidelity. All signs seem to point to murder. In a word, 44 Inch Chest is a mess. The film is 

incredibly shorter than one might think (the running time is 95-minutes, but the actual film without 

credits is less than 90), but it is more gruellingly boring than one would expect either. When the 

trailer suggested it was a character driven piece, it was lying. We learn very little about the 

characters in the beginning or even by the end of the film. Instead, the film is made up almost 

entirely of the cast standing around each other, discussing at lengths what should or should not be 

done next. And in almost every instance, the only thing that happens next is more talking. Even with 

its punctuated moments of violence, they merely stand as a momentary break from all the talking 

that is going on. I have read comparisons to the work of David Mamet, but even at his most verbose, 

his movies seem to have more going on than just talking. But the problem does not lie with the 

talking itself, it lies more with what is being said and discussed. In a word: nothing. Almost all of the 

dialogue that comprises the film seems to just be thrown in to ensure there is no real dead air 

amongst the cast. I am a huge fan of Quentin Tarantino, but can admit that a great deal of the 

dialogue in his films seem to revolve trivial and meaningless things. But the man makes this things 

matter to the audience, and he makes his actors care about what they are talking about. How else 

can you explain how a discussion involving a "Royale with Cheese" became so wildly popular? Mellis 

and Scinto on the other hand, do not seem to have this gift. They simply seem to be throwing lines 

at the script for the actors to say, and not really offer any finite reason for any of it to matter. By the 

end, the whole film feels like a cheat. We are expected to care initially about Colin and the revenge 

he wants to wreak on Loverboy (Melvin Poupaud) for the emotional duress he has put him in. But 

whether Loverboy is killed or spared, it becomes almost secondary to how important the boring and 

insignificant dialogue quickly becomes. Worse yet, almost every line is given some pop with the 

addition of a certain four letter word starting with the letter f, or a four letter word starting with the 

letter c. Again, going back to being a big fan of Tarantino, I have no problem with excessive 



profanity. But in this case, I almost had to turn the film off from being so disgusted at how easy 

these two words slip off any number of the actors' tongues. I am usually surprised by how profanity-

laden some films are, but this film got to be so excessive that it became outright annoying. I wanted 

to find something to like about the film, but the use of these two words just made the film even 

worse. At times, it almost came off as amateur, like the writers were trying too hard to ape much 

better gangster pictures from Tarantino, Martin Scorsese or even Britain's own Guy Richie. But using 

the word gangster to describe this movie may be letting it off a little easy, as we never really learn 

who these guys are, what the majority of them do for a living, or why it was so easy for them to 

kidnap Loverboy in broad daylight and not get caught. I cannot really say much for the actors 

themselves, other than that they seem just as confused at what is going on as the audience likely 

does. Winstone, who I best remember as Mr. French in The Departed, puts his best foot forward and 

does the most of any actor in the film. We see how broken and distraught a man he is in the film's 

incredibly well-edited opening, and can see how affected he has become as the film goes on. But the 

hurt and anguish in his eyes and body language is all we really get to understand. His dialogue is 

wasted, and his actions seem misguided. On the same token, Ian McShane and John Hurt are two of 

his helpful friends who get to be the comic relief in the film, but seem even more wasted with 

horrendous dialogue. At least McShane appears to be having fun with it. Which is more than I can 

say for Tom Wilkinson and Stephen Dillane as Colin's other two friends, or even Whalley as his wife. 

They are all just given heaps of terrible dialogue, and next to zero character motivations. 44 Inch 

Chest is a movie that may have looked good on paper, but makes for an absolutely atrocious film. 

What little good there is here, is made absent by the end of the film. It feels like one wasted 

opportunity after the next. 
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45 R.P.M. (2008) 
 

In the Autumn of 1960, a fluke atmospheric weather condition 

allows a young teenager, Parry Tender (19-year-old Jordan 

Gavaris), to receive a radio broadcast from New York City. Nestled 

in the Northern town of Goose Lake, Saskatchewan, Parry 

believes the contest the New York radio D.J. is running may be his 

ticket out of town, and away from a life to which he feels he 

never belonged. When Debbie Baxter, a young girl from 

California, arrives in the town by way of her father's position with 

the military, Parry soon discovers love, loss, and the magic of rock 

and roll. So that's what a monster looks like. I've had the pleasure 

of viewing this film before it achieves what I can only hope will be 

a larger audience. It's hard to find a film about younger people 

that no only has a good cast, but a naturally awkward one. The 

stars of this film are neither especially pretty, nor very self-

confident. Nor could they possibly be. Jordan Gavaris plays Parry, a boy who wants nothing more 

than to escape from his small northern Canadian town. His friend, Luke (Justine Banszky) wants to 

get away as well, but for different reasons. She'd be happy just to be anywhere else. They've been 

each other's only friends for quite some time, but things change when another girl comes to town. 

Debbie (MacKenzie Porter) catches Parry's eye, perhaps partially because she's the first girl to much 

notice him. At least, the first overtly feminine girl. But that's the basic set-up of the film. I'll leave the 

rest for you to discover on your own. Dave Schultz, the writer/director, doesn't put a lot of style into 

his work. That is, if style is taken to mean anything that detracts from normal realism. That's where 

the cinematographer falls a little short, however. I feel as if more could be done to improve the 

photographic appearance of the overall picture. But in a time when most films look less impressive, 

that's not a big complaint. The writing is stunning, and very human. The dialogue never surprises 

more than people themselves would. I can't say enough good things about the acting in "45 RPM". I 

picked up this film on a whim from my local library, and was more than pleasantly surprised at the 

great performances. Although there are several well-known faces (Michael Madsen, Kim Coates, 

August Schellenberg), who impressed me most was Justine Banszky. Her portrayal of Luke was truly 

wonderful. And with the thousands of films I've seen, that means something. 
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46-Okunen No Koi (Big Bang Love, Juvenile A) (2006) 
 

An unknown future. A boy confesses to the murder of another in 

an all-boy juvenile detention facility. More an exercise in style 

than storytelling, the story follows two detectives trying to 

uncover the case. Homosexual tension and explosive violence 

drives the story which delivers some weird and fascinating visuals. 

This movie was shown within the gay film- week in my town and I 

must say, that I now have to widen my film horizon further. This 

film got everything: A great story, good motives, brilliant colors, 

great powerful actors and an awful lot of brilliant stylistic ideas. 

The story of Jun and Shiro two murderers, who meet in prison is 

not only told through words but through metaphors and pictures 

as well. Bit by bit and picture by picture you follow the 

development of their relationship and grow to understand it and 

them. For me it was a new experience of how stories can be told. 

Brutal in its realism and beautiful in its way of being told! I can do 

nothing more than highly recommend this movie to you. 
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48 Angels (2006) 
 

Seamus (Ciaran Flynn) is a 9-year-old boy who has been 

diagnosed with a serious illness. In search of a miracle, he sets off 

to find God before God comes for him. Inspired by Saint 

Columcille, Seamus sets out in a small boat without oars or sail. 

On his quest he encounters James and Darry. Despite initial 

conflict, the trio decide to stay together and enter upon a journey 

that results in the healing of hearts and minds. I adored this film. 

It made me sad, it made me laugh, and it made me cry at times. 

The acting was fantastic, especially the three main characters. 

Seamus, played by first time actor Ciaran Flynn was totally 

believable as a young boy who was dying of cancer. John Travers, 

who played James, was wonderful as a young man in turmoil, and 

Darran was played perfectly by Shane Brolly, a man who just 

recently got out of prison after serving a long sentence for his beliefs. This film has a little bit of 

everything in it. One minute your reaching for your hanky, the next laughing your head off. The 

scenery was absolutely breath taking, and the way this film was shot was fantastic. All credit to 

Marion Comer, whom I believe wrote the script and directed the film. I strongly recommend this. It 

is a choker. 
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48 Shades (2006) 
 

Based on the award winning novel by Nick Earls, 48 Shades of 

Brown, this coming of age comedy is about a 16-year-old, Dan 

(21-year-old Richard Wilson), who must choose between going to 

Geneva with his parents for a year or move into a house with his 

young Aunt, Jacq, and her roommate, Naomi. He chooses the 

latter and now, in his final year of school has to come to terms 

with survival in an adult world and falling in love for the first time. 

I'm sitting here listening to the soundtrack and it's reinforcing my 

first impression that this film was an enjoyable way to spend an 

afternoon. While it may not deal with typical issues in teenage 

angst like Donnie Darko/ Brick/ 2.37 or have the solid structure of 

an Alibrandi/ 10 things/Leo's Romeo, it does approach growing up 

differently-very gentle and yet it holds your interest and 

thankfully doesn't cop out in the end. I have read the book and 

thought it was better, like most books, because it had the time to deal with Dan's innermost 

thoughts. There were things that I would have done differently but I imagine that they did not have 

a big budget on this. This film seems to have two distinct divided camps. I can understand why some 

may not like it but I don't think it deserves to be completely written off. I gave into its charm and 

was pleasantly surprised. I would recommend those who have seen the film to get the soundtrack-it 

is really worth it. I think I'll go and see it again, seeing that it's "tight arse Tuesday" I'd be really 

interested in your responses to the music. 
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5 Huajai Hero (Power Kids) (Force Of Five) (2009) 
 

The translation of the Thai title means literally '5 Heart Heroes'. 

Four children sneak into a terrorist controlled hospital to steal a 

heart to transplant for the 5th child who is dying in a different 

hospital. 
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50 Greatest Harry Potter Moments (2011) 
 

To mark the release of the eighth and final movie in the series, 

Robbie Coltrane narrates a countdown of the movie franchise's 

best moments. From Harry's first meeting with Ron and Hermione 

aboard the Hogwarts Express through to magical mysteries. 
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50 Greatest Magic Tricks (2000) 
 

This is an excellent compilation of 50 superlative magical tricks 

and many are on show for the first time. 
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50 Ways Of Saying Fabulous (2005) 
 

Set in New Zealand in the summer of 1975, 50 Ways of Saying 

Fabulous is the beguiling story of 12-year-old Billy (15-year-old 

Andrew Paterson), who is about to discover that growing up is a 

lot more confusing than he could have ever imagined. He is a 

farmer's only son who is out of step with the other boys at his 

school. He feels they only want to fight and play rugby and while 

he tries to be the same, he feels he was never cut out to be a 

farmer or a rugby player. Instead, he prefers to dream about an 

imaginary life in outer space. In this world, a turnip paddock 

becomes a lunar landscape and a cow's tail a head of beautiful 

blonde hair which transforms him into "Lana" the heroine of his 

favourite TV show. With the arrival of Roy, the class freak, and 

Jamie the sexy young farm labourer Billy's world is changed 

forever. As he learns about his sexuality, everything he knows is 

called into question, including his lifelong loyalty to his best friend, tomboy Louise, whose world is 

changing alongside his. Set in New Zealand's stunning Central Otago landscape, 50 Ways Of Saying 

Fabulous carries the audience along with Billy as he embarks on life as teenager. Director Stewart 

Main says his film "shows how the most extraordinary events can occur to wonderfully ordinary 

people - it celebrates difference and being true to one's self." 50 Ways Of Saying Fabulous a fresh 

telling of sexual awakening, infinitely real, funny and moving by turns. What an enjoyable watch with 

a real sense of rural New Zealand in the 70's. There were some wonderful performances from the 

children & the audience embraced the gentle humour & story, especially it seemed, an older 

generation. It connected with an audience who either knew these characters or anyone who had 

grappled with the complications, the lows, the trivia & the joys of growing up. The landscape of 

Central Otago looked stunning & was transformed into an amazing moonscape in the day-for-night 

scenes - loved that moody twilight world. The 'look' actually reminded me a lot of the genius & 

madness of Canadian Director Guy Madden's films. The 'zany' quality w/ camera zooms, fantasy 

sequences & OTT music worked fabulously together, but it's a rare beast that also has a sensitive, 

good looking and well told story - all bundled into one fab package. Well done I say. 
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55 Days At Peking (1963) 
 

Diplomats, soldiers and other representatives of a dozen nations 

fend off the siege of the International Compound in Peking during 

the 1900 Boxer Rebellion. The disparate interests unite for 

survival despite competing factions, overwhelming odds, delayed 

relief and tacit support of the Boxers by the Empress of China and 

her generals. This much maligned Bronston epic, known perhaps 

more for its production disasters than its actual on-screen merits, 

has, after nearly 40 years, finally blossomed into a respectable 

epic of the early 60's- less logy than Bronston's EL CID (1961) and 

less misguided than his FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE (1964) and 

perhaps his best elephantine production of all. A pungent script 

by Philip Yordan reportedly written and the film was shot creates 

a powerful ambiance of the politics of 1900 china and the 

intricate background of the then world power's conspiring to 

undermine each other for the sake of nationalism and the 

humility of confronting man-power over brain-power. An 

undeserved footnote in film- and a near-classic has the Ava 

Gardner romance sub-plot been excised entirely - 55 Days at Peking rates a 9. 

Converted from VCD...English Soundtrack...Thai Subtitles  



5x2 (5 x 2: Five Times Two) (Cinq Fois Deux) (Five Times Two) (Nous 

Deux) (2004) 
 

The end and beginning of the love of the French couple Marion 

(Valeria Bruni-Tedeschi) and Gilles (Stéphane Freiss) is disclosed 

backwards through five moments in their lives: 1st moment: They 

divorce and have one last brutal intercourse without love. 2nd 

moment: With their relationship shaken, they have a dinner party 

with Gilles's gay brother Christophe (Antoine Chappey) and his 

younger mate, when an infidelity is disclosed at the dinner table. 

3rd moment: The troubled pregnancy of Marion and the delivery 

of their premature son Nicolas, with the total absence of Giles. 

4th moment: Their wedding, when Marion commits adultery with 

an unknown guest of the hotel. 5th moment: When they meet 

each other in an Italian resort and begin their relationship. We 

meet Marion and Gilles on the day they sign their divorce papers. 

And we move backwards in time. The film is composed of 5 

sequences featuring 2 people, hence the title. The backwards time-line shows how their marriage 

fell apart, and creates nostalgia as we discover the happiness of the early days. The cinematography 

evolves from cold and static to warm and moving, as the actors actually seem to grow younger. 

Overall it is a rather dark and pitiless movie, one of its disturbing qualities being that it dares to 

feature a male protagonist who is an absolute jerk. Marion (Valeria Bruni Tedeschi) and Gilles 

(Stéphane Freiss) are living their last minutes as a married couple. After having formalized their 

divorce, they will make love for the last time in a hotel, but the experience is rather traumatic for 

Marion, contributing to increase the crisis between them. From this point, the story, broken down in 

5 episodes, will run backwards, telling us the couple's married life, showing us their devoted love to 

their little son, but also how Gilles hurt Marion in several ways. Then, we see Marion's labour at the 

hospital, with an indifference attitude from Gilles about the matter. The two last episodes, tell how 

was the wedding, the party and the wedding night, and finally, how Marion and Gilles met each 

other during a trip in the Italian coast. The 'reverse chronology' format, that has now been tried and 

tested a few times, will perhaps one day become as unshockingly acceptable as the more prosaic use 

of 'flashbacks'. Both involve non-linear storytelling, and both attempt to grab audience attention by 

time distortions. Flashbacks are now so commonplace within mainstream films that the 'purist' 

Dogme movement banned them altogether - being so structurally clichéd and rarely justified. So 

when Ozon's 5 x 2 tells a love story about two people in five chapters, but starting with the last 

chapter and working forward, is he using a valid artistic device or just being gimmicky? In the 

opening scene, our loving couple (Marion and Gilles) are finalising the details of their divorce. 

Afterwards they have a last-fling sexual bout which takes an unpleasant turn. Flipping back scene by 

scene, we next see them as a loving married and entertaining visitors, chatting away about fidelity 

and sexual deviance and again we see a slightly unpleasant turn - perhaps the seeds of the divorce 

that we already know will happen. In each chapter we follow the love story to earlier and earlier 

stages. In Irreversible, another French film, the reverse chronology format was used to shock, to take 

us on a journey from hell to heaven. In Memento it was used to heighten suspense and provide the 

basic device that the mystery revolved upon - we never knew more than the main character about 



what had happened before. In 5 x 2 the effect is to highlight small things that go wrong in a fairly 

ordinary relationship. If it were a gradual decline from better to worse they might have gone 

unnoticed, but our starting point being divorce our interest in why things went wrong is perhaps 

more acute. The other thing that marks out this slightly unusual film is the remarkable acting range 

shown by Valeria Bruni Tedeschi (who won Best Actress at the Venice Film Festival for her portrayal 

of Marion). We see not only an incredible range of emotion but many sides to her character. The 

finely nuanced performance draws attention to things like the person a woman may be to her 

husband whilst still have a secret side, or her ability to put on a brave face when crying inside. The 

observation of a range of emotional and sexual explorations is done with the attention to detail that 

seems so intrinsic to much French cinema: the characters really seem to feel what is happening as if 

there is no camera on them at all. Sadly 5 x 2 however may not have the shock value of film like 

Irreversible or the sugar-candy feelgood factor of films like Amelie: mainstream foreign audiences 

like their French movies to nevertheless fulfil certain passive entertainment criteria, which this 

thinking and understated movie obstinately refuses to do. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



'68 (1988) 
 

'68 covers exactly one year (January 1st through December 31st) 

in the lives of Zoltan Szabo and his family, Hungarian immigrants, 

working hard to make a life in San Francisco in 1968. The Szabos 

tries to adjust to the new country, changing times and each other. 

The year covered was one of particular cultural change in the U.S. 

and this interplays with the cultural changes occurring around 

Zoltan, his wife and his two college-age sons. A Hungarian 

immigrant copes with his two sons coming of age in San 

Francisco. Neil Young plays a bike shop owner who must have a 

time machine in the back room as the bike he sells the hero of the 

film is a 1970 Bonneville. Can't these movie guys get anything 

right. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



7 Lucky Ninja Kids (1989) 
 

There isn't much use in watching this movie unless you obviously 

are very bored with nothing to do...at all. There is no basic plot...I 

only laughed in one scene where the guy is a girl. But that's pretty 

much it. The sound effects...the fight scenes...everything. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack...Greek Subtitles  



7 Vírgenes (7 Virgins) (2005) 
 

It is summertime in a blue-collar, marginal district of a city in the 

South of Spain. Tano, a teenager (18-year-old Juan José Ballesta) 

currently serving a sentence in a juvenile reform center, is given a 

48-hour leave to attend his brother's wedding. Together with his 

best friend Richi, Tano plans to enjoy his 48-hour pass to the limit, 

doing all the things he is normally prohibited from doing. He gets 

drunk, takes drugs, steals, has sex and hangs out with his buddies. 

He feels free and exerts that freedom with all the force and 

audacity of a teenager. By the end of his 48-hour pass, Tano has 

also witnessed the collapse of all the things he takes for granted 

in his life: the neighborhood, his family, friends and loved-ones - 

everything is somehow different for him. More than just two days 

of freedom, Tano's leave turns out to be a journey into maturity. I 

am a big fan of European Cinema but did not know this young Spanish director (Alberto Rodriguez). I 

have to say that he is very good and now I can't wait to see his previous film: "The Suit". "7 Virgins" 

depicts the life of certain teenagers in Andalucia who live their lives to the limit because they feel 

they have nothing to lose. The young actors are fantastic. I'm not surprised that Juan Jose Ballesta 

won the Silver Shell at the San Sebastian Film Festival - well deserved! I remember reading that 

Angelica Huston, who was president of the jury back then, had said that Juan Jose Ballesta was the 

closest thing she had seen to being a real movie star. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



7th Heaven (Seventh Heaven) (1996-2003) 
 

This weekly television series follows the Camden family as the 

minister father and stay-at-home mother deal with the drama of 

having seven children, ranging from toddlers to adults with 

families of their own. The friends, neighbors, and love interests of 

the various members of the family weigh heavily on the plot of 

the series, which seeks to address a real-life issue with each 

episode. If you read through the comments already posted (and 

there are many), you'll see that most people are very strongly 

polarized... people either love this show or hate it. I, for one, am 

somewhere in the middle of the road about it. It is heavy-handed. 

It takes an 'issue of the week', and involves each member of the 

family in some aspect of that issue... fidelity, drug use, abstinence 

from sex before marriage... then wraps everything up in a nice 

neat package before the end of the episode. The way the issues 

are dealt with are both shallow and heavy-handed. You never have any doubt in your mind what 

issue the writers are bringing up this week; you never have any doubt what they thing the "right" 

thing to do is. At the same time...We're looking inside of a family that seems to genuinely care about 

each other. There's a father who's involved with his children, siblings who look after each other, and 

a mother who obviously loves her children... and her husband, even after seven children. Yes, Matt 

needs a punch in the nose. Mary could stand a valium perscription. Lucy needs a little more 

maturity. And so on. But...I keep watching this show, episode after episode. And I'm not entirely sure 

why. 

 

Series 01 (22 Episodes) (1996) 
 

Episode 01: Anything You Want; In the premiere of this series it introduces Eric Camden, who's a 

minister, father of five, happily married, and a soon-to-be dog owner. His wife, Annie Camden is a 

stay-at-home mom raising their children. Matt Camden is the oldest child who has picked up a habit 

of smoking and not being able to keep a job. Mary Camden is the oldest daughter who likes to play 

basketball a lot and is having a craving for wanting to kiss a boy. Lucy Camden is the middle child and 

is hoping to become a woman and getting her period very soon. Simon Camden (11-year-old David 

Gallagher) is the youngest son and is hoping to get a dog very soon, even though his parents already 

told him that he's too young. Ruthie Camden is the youngest child and is a happy and adorable 5-

year-old. Also, Annie learns some devastating news when her parents come for a visit as her mother 

has leukemia. 

Episode 02: Family Secrets; Matt shocks his family when he reveals his secret--that he is very close 

friends with a teenage pregnant girl, Renee. Right away Matt tells them that he is not the father of 

her baby, but just trying to help her out. Meanwhile, Mary is keeping her new boyfriend a secret 

from Matt. Lucy gets a surprise with her secret crush on classmate Jimmy Moon. Also, Eric gets a 



surprise of his own when he discovers his shoes keep on disappearing while Matt's friend Renee 

finds some help from an unusual ally--Eric. Finally, Annie reveals the shocking truth to Matt about his 

grandmother having leukemia. 

Episode 03: In the Blink of an Eye; Annie continues to suffer through her mother's recent leukemia 

diagnosis. Annie then decides to go to Arizona to visit them and see what is going on with them. 

Meanwhile, Eric volunteers for a charity work, but he's unable to do it at the last minute. Matt then 

volunteers to do it, but his dating habits get him into trouble with the organization he is doing 

charity for. Also, Mary decides to call it a quits with Jeff while Lucy has her first real date with her 

classmate Jimmy Moon. Lastly, when Annie returns home with her parents, they decide to stay with 

her and the rest of the family so that they could spend some more time with them--which 

unfortunately will be the last for Annie's mom, Jenny. 

Episode 04: No Funerals and a Wedding; Following her mother's funeral, Annie's sunny demeanor 

turns to sadness, particularly after her father abruptly leaves to go back home to Arizona. Eric tries 

to counsel a young couple whose marital problems escalate during the post-funeral reception at the 

Camden home. Matt helps with the delivery of Renee's baby and after Mary breaks up with Jeff, she 

discovers she was better off with him. Lastly, Simon tries to find the exact location of heaven. 

Episode 05: The Color of God; When the Camden family learns that their friend's church was burned 

down by a racist group, they invite the Hamiltons to stay at their home. Meanwhile, Simon has his 

own problems when defending his friend Nigel after a racist comment is made to him on the 

playground. Matt, Mary, and Lucy have a hard time while trying to develop a good relationship with 

the older Hamilton children, Keesha and John. Eric and Annie do their best to help Morgan and his 

wife, Patricia, get through their marital problems while Ruthie and Lynn are having fun as 5-year-

olds. 

Episode 06: Halloween; With Halloween just around the corner, Lucy attempts to learn the truth 

about "The Mutant" Mike--a mysterious recluse who's been accused of murder. Meanwhile, Simon 

prepares for the "Annual Pumpkin-Carving Contest" at the church and badly wants to be in first 

place. Mary schemes to have the house all to herself when tricking all of her friends and family as to 

where she is going to be. While the family prepares for the church's Annual Halloween Carnival 

chaired by Annie, Eric has a bad attitude toward the whole holiday and discovers the real reason 

behind his hatred of Halloween while remembering a dramatic experience he had as an 11-year-old 

boy. 

Episode 07: Saturday; After Mary unexpectedly un-invites her family to watch her play basketball at 

an important game, the Camdens begin to make other plans for themselves. Lucy is angry with Mary 

because she invited Ashley--a popular girl in Lucy's school, to her game. Simon, Ruthie, and Happy 

get lost in town while pretending to be spies and following their mailman all over town. Lucy was 

supposed to to be babysitting them, but was instead entertaining herself and Ashley by talking on 

the phone with her boyfriend Jimmy Moon. Eric is faced with counseling a young boy who is once 

again back on his drug habit that is affecting his family. 

Episode 08: What Will People Say?; The possibility of Eric having an extramarital affair is what the 

Camden children are assuming when they catch Eric escorting a woman to a hotel alone. 

Nevertheless, Annie struggles to give him the benefit of the doubt about his confidential church 



business. The whole entire Glen Oak Community buzzes with this gossip. Meanwhile, Simon endures 

the wrath of his classmates when his secret crush is discovered. He tries to con his way out of going 

to school, but learns from his family that embarrassment will be drawn away from him and on to 

someone else soon. Matt tries to keep things moving slow between Mary and her new boyfriend. 

Episode 09: See No Evil, Hear No Evil, Speak No Evil; After Annie and Matt are carjacked, Matt fears 

leaving the house while Annie appears unusually normal. Meanwhile, Lucy fears that her relationship 

with Jimmy Moon will suffer when they both decide to run for class president. In order for Mary to 

fit in with her basketball team friends, she thinks about getting a tattoo since the rest of the team is 

doing it. 

Episode 10: Last Call for Aunt Julie; Matt, Mary, and Lucy make plans to get away from the family for 

Thanksgiving, but when Eric's sister Julie comes to spend the holidays with them, plans are changed. 

After the family finds out about Julie's dangerous secret--her drinking problem--everyone decides it 

would be better to stay home. Eric decides to help his little sister overcome her problem at home 

rather than seek professional help--whether she wants it or not. Annie is not comfortable with the 

situation and is only concerned that the children stay safe after an unfortunate altercation between 

Julie and Simon. 

Episode 11: Now You See Me; The Camdens become suspicious when Matt's new girlfriend, Tia, 

wants to spend more time with the family rather than being alone with Matt. Lucy enlists the help of 

Matt to overcome her clumsiness in order to try out for the cheerleading squad. Annie yearns for 

more romance in her marriage with Eric as she has become bored with the every-day routines. 

Simon tries to make himself invisible and tries to convince the whole family that he can be invisible. 

Episode 12: With a Little Help from My Friends; To help preserve a woman's pride, Matt lies to his 

family and secretly helps old Mrs. Bink around her house. Meanwhile Eric tries to help a homeless 

family. Lucy is a little depressed over the lack of enthusiasm over her thirteenth birthday and the 

fact that she can't have a boy/girl party. Happy finally delivers her puppies. 

Episode 13: America's Most Wanted; Mary tries to impress her basketball team by stealing a glass 

from their teen hangout "The Varsity", which is a school ritual. A misunderstanding occurs which 

winds up with Matt being arrested for stealing the glass. Lucy cheats on a school paper by taking one 

of Mary's old papers and putting her name on it. Ruthie asks Simon about help when she overhears 

her father talking about how it bothers him when people in America don't know the National 

Anthem. 

Episode 14: Seven Is Enough; All three Camden generations dread the annual visit of Eric's parent's, 

"The Colonel" (John Camden) and Grandma Ruth Camden. The tension between father and son is 

heightened when both Eric and "The Colonel" want to adopt a homeless and orphaned 10-year-old 

boy, George. Annie discovers the fate of her lost wedding rings when seeing them on a woman at 

the store. 

Episode 15: Happy's Valentine; While both couples, Annie and Eric, Patricia and Morgan Hamilton, 

spend a romantic Valentine's Day camping, Matt is left in charge of the rest of the family and allows 

chaos to rein in the Camden household. His preoccupation with his date and Mary's party allows the 

dog, Happy. to slip out of the house in search of her puppies. When a car hits Happy, the family 



holds a vigil, aided by a caring veterinarian. Simon blames Matt for the accident. Lucy is enjoying her 

first Valentine's Day with her boyfriend Jimmy Moon. 

Episode 16: Brave New World; Lucy asks Eric to investigate her new best friend's white lies as to 

where she and her family really live and their financial situation. Matt intervenes when a bully 

harasses Mary at school. Simon is jealous of Ruthie's new friend from her pre-k class as she's more 

fascinated with him now than Simon. Lastly, Ruthie's first day at school brings melancholy feelings 

for Annie. 

Episode 17: Choices; Mary meets a wild girl, Camille (guest-star Keri Russell, "Felicity") in detention 

who convinces her to sneak out of her house to attend a fraternity party with her. Although, the 

party turns out to be an intimate double date with a driver who's been drinking all night. Lucy, now 

at age thirteen, must officially choose her religion and faith---to the pressure of Eric on her back. 

Episode 18: Faith, Hope and the Bottom Line; Eric wants to hire an ex-convict to be the new organist 

as the church vestry's the opposition. Acting church treasurer, Annie must determine whether there 

is enough money in the church's budget to hire a new organist. 

Episode 19: It's About George...; When Eric's parents return for a visit with their newly adopted 10-

year-old son George (13-year-old Sam Saletta) in tow, they are shocked to meet the boy's real 

father, who desperately wants to be a part of his life again. Annie tries to get the family excited as 

she is building a row boat in the backyard. 

Episode 20: Say Good-Bye; Matt is uneasy when his mother's oldest friend--a boy crazy divorcee, 

makes a pass at him. Elsewhere, Mary makes her public singing debut at a coffee house, which 

makes her parents quite nervous when they see her personality unleash on the stage. Back at home, 

Ruthie officially says good-bye to her longtime imaginary friend, and Lucy must cope when her best 

friend moves away. 

Episode 21: Dangerous Liaisons: Part 1; Annie is delighted that her father Charles is visiting for the 

first time since her mom's death, but she is left reeling when he arrives on their doorstep with a new 

fiancee. Elsewhere, Lucy is eager to increase her physical appeal with a new hair-do. Mary meets a 

handsome young man who is harboring a few secrets, and Matt becomes attracted to a girl who is 

deaf. Lastly, a potential tragedy in the family puts everyone's trivial problems into perspective. 

Episode 22: Dangerous Liaisons: Part 2; As Mary faces surgery and a long recovery, she and her 

family must face the reality that her basketball career might be over. Meanwhile, Annie has only one 

option left if she wants to maintain her relationship with her father. Matt drives Heather even 

further away when he gets into an ugly confrontation with a classmate. Lucy gradually recognizes 

the truth about Jimmy's feelings for her, and Wilson is eager to start dating Mary, but there are a 

few important details he must share with her father first. 

3 Double Layer DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 02 (22 Episodes) (1997) 
 



Episode 01: Don't Take My Love Away; In the second season-opener, Eric and Annie decide to renew 

their vows in a lavish ceremony at their church, which doesn't exactly thrill the kids. Matt tries 

making the most of his time with Heather before she leaves for college. Mary, who is still recovering 

from her extensive knee injury, gains the confidence to ditch her crutches in a most unconventional 

way. Lastly, on the day of his vow renewal, Eric assists a woman as she prepares to confront the 

imprisoned man who murdered her husband years ago. 

Episode 02: See You in September; Now that little Ruthie is starting first grade, the Camden children 

are all officially in school all day...and Eric and Annie are planning to celebrate big-time. 

Unfortunately, everything changes when Eric is called to assist a potentially suicidal teenager and his 

overbearing single mother, and all five Camden kids run into trouble on their first day of school. 

Episode 03: I Love You; Simon and Ruthie are used to going through Matt's private stuff, but they 

send the entire Camden household into a tailspin when they find a shocking letter that Matt has 

written to his girlfriend. Mary wants desperately to reach a new level with Wilson, and she is furious 

to learn his reaction. Lucy bonds with an insecure classmate, who feels unloved by her cold and rigid 

mother. 

Episode 04: Who Knew?; Eric stumbles across marijuana in the house and is immediately convinced 

that it belongs to Matt. Annie urges her husband to not be so sure of himself, and as they subtly 

attempt to wiggle the truth out of their children, Annie stuns Eric with a troubling confession of her 

own. Meanwhile, Lucy introduces her sketchy new boyfriend to the family, and Simon gives Ruthie 

her first laundry lesson. 

Episode 05: Says Who?; One of the members of Eric's congregation, Mrs. Bink persuades him to 

investigate the real reason of why her best friend Mrs. Hinkle is moving into a retirement home. 

Meanwhile, Simon and Ruthie are performing an experiment and are trying to convince Matt that 

Simon is shrinking, but the tables suddenly turn for Simon. Also, Lucy tries to get to the bottom of 

one of her classmates, Shelby as she is rumored all over school of being bulimic. 

Episode 06: Breaking Up Is Hard to Do; The Camden kids get a lesson in love as Wilson decides to call 

it a quits with Mary. Simon is obsessed with getting his first girlfriend, while Ruthie learns the do's 

and don'ts of kissing on the school playground. Matt receives devastating news from his girlfriend 

Heather, which leads him on a long journey to Philadelphia. Meanwhile, Lucy laments over being 

single until she accidentally gets close to the school hunk. 

Episode 07: Girls Just Want to Have Fun; A friend of Simon's confides in him about his self-

destructive older sister, who is a member of an exclusive gang. Simon promises to keep Stan's 

secret, but things get messier once all the Camdens become involved. Meanwhile, Ruthie frustrates 

her family with a question that is difficult to answer, and Lucy declares her independence by donning 

a very questionable wardrobe at the mall. 

Episode 08: Do Something; Ignoring Eric's advice, Matt takes a job as a companion to a dying boy 

named Steve. Matt faces a moral dilemma when the child wants to sneak out of the hospital against 

his parents' wishes. Back at home, Annie enters the muffin-making business, which pleases Mary 

and Lucy, and Simon meets with some unexpected competition while selling greeting cards. 



Episode 09: I Hate You; Simon takes an active interest in the devastating past of Mrs. Kerjesz, a 

friend of Eric's who is also a survivor of the Holocaust. Despite Eric's warnings to respect the 

woman's privacy, Simon is eager to use Mrs. Kerjesz's story for a school project, but he is about to be 

taught a harsh lesson about the pain of another human being. Elsewhere, Matt's girlfriend breaks 

things off for reasons that he doesn't understand, but Mary and Lucy might have something to do 

with it. Little Ruthie also realizes the power of words when she reacts badly to a punishment from 

her mother. 

Episode 10: Truth or Dare; Mary talks Matt into getting her a date with his handsome friend Brian, 

but the hook-up leads to some very disastrous results. Meanwhile, Lucy is thrilled when some 

popular girls invite her to their sleepover, but she is unaware of their true motives. Simon tries 

teaching Ruthie to swim in the bathtub, while Eric puts himself on a diet...and regrets every second 

of it. 

Episode 11: Lead, Follow or Get Out of the Way; Because his next sermon is going to be televised, 

Eric devotes all his time to writing it, therefore becoming oblivious to his children's various 

problems. A certain relative finds out about the Camdens' current situation and shows up at the 

house unexpectedly. 

Episode 12: Rush to Judgment; Eric and Annie try not suspecting the worst when they discover 

money missing from the church treasury and all the evidence points to Lou, the church treasurer. 

Later, they all find out it is for his disabled son who was kicked out of his home and needs to find a 

new one. Believing that Coach Koper has more than basketball on his mind where Mary's concerned, 

Matt and Lucy risk alienating their sister to discover the truth. Also, Simon lets the game of golf 

overwhelm his life and ends up breaking a lot of things. 

Episode 13: Stuck in the Middle with You; Lucy must choose between her new boyfriend Rod and her 

former boyfriend Jimmy Moon after he is dumped by his old girlfriend Ashley, and wants Lucy back. 

While Lucy makes her decision, the rest of the Camden children are making bets to which guy Lucy 

will choose. Eric and Annie are at odds when they help newly married couples communicate with 

each other, but end up getting into a big fight themselves when discussing their burial plot 

arrangements within their own families. Also, a visit from Annie's father stirs up further problems in 

the Camden household when he arrives without Ginger after recently breaking up due to his hair 

piece (toupee). 

Episode 14: Red Tape; Eric helps a desperate single mother convince the IRS that she shouldn't be 

held responsible for her ex-boyfriend's enormous debt. Elsewhere, Annie confronts her kids about 

their lack of good manners, then makes a hypocrite of herself by causing trouble at a local clothing 

store. Matt accuses Mary and Lucy of trying to get him a date in an inappropriate way. Also, Simon 

and Ruthie scramble to pay off a personal purchase charged to their parents' credit card. 

Episode 15: Homecoming; Convinced that she'll fail in her basketball comeback, Mary develops a 

horrible attitude making her quite unpleasant. Eric laments that Mary never talks to him anymore. 

Lucy is excited over the prospect of her best friend Suzanne coming to visit, until she learns Suzanne 

ran away from home. Afraid of his science teacher, Ms. Hunter, Simon loses his confidence in his 

ability to complete a class project and feigns illness to avoid it. Also, Ruthie is fearful of her first field 

trip thinking that she'll get lost from the group. 



Episode 16: It Takes a Village; When Eric helps his friend Reverend Morgan Hamilton secretly meet 

up with his wife's ex-husband Kevin, they are shocked at the outcome that he's paralyzed from the 

waist down. While covering for the Hamiltons' daughter, Keesha, Lucy unexpectedly goes on a 

double date with them. Soon Annie and Patricia bust the girls when taking Ruthie and Lynn to the 

movies. Back at school, Mary clandestinely dates one of Lucy's classmates. 

Episode 17: Nothing Endures But Change; Lucy is very eager to be friends with a classmate named 

Sarah and her older sister Jen. Eric and Annie don't want their daughter driving with people they 

don't know, but they reluctantly agree to let them go out for pizza together. Later, when the three 

girls change plans without consulting their parents, they all live to regret it. Elsewhere, Simon is 

unhappy with Ruthie's decoration choices for the bedroom that they previously shared, and Mary 

agrees to baby-sit the young son of her former boyfriend. 

Episode 18: My Kinda Guy; Without consulting Annie first, Eric invites a foreign exchange student 

from France to stay at their home. Guy is very suave and romantic, attracting the attention of both 

Mary and Lucy, but there is more to him than what meets the eye, as everyone is about to find out. 

Meanwhile, with Simon's help, Annie enters a chat room via Guy's laptop computer and starts 

having romantic conversations with Eric from his office at work - which leads to big trouble. 

Episode 19: Time to Leave the Nest; Simon shocks his parents by showing up at the front door with a 

homeless child who is hungry, covered in dirt, and seemingly orphaned. If it were up to Simon, he 

would have a new little sister to play with and fawn over, but Eric starts working immediately with 

the police to locate the girl's family. Meanwhile, Mary's has developed a new interest--reading Lucy's 

diary and making fun of her about it. Also, Matt is frustrated that he can't find any "alone time" with 

his girlfriend. 

Episode 20: Like a Harlot; Eric asks Matt to take his friend's daughter to the senior prom, but he is 

unaware of her tainted style and her being a harlot. Eric gets "Snappy the Stegosaurus" tickets from 

his ex-girlfriend for Ruthie. Meanwhile, Simon is uncomfortable after viewing a school film on the 

'facts of life' while Ruthie learns the truth about her costume character hero. Also, Mary and Lucy 

trick their way into a date with boys they don't know, but the joke's on them. 

Episode 21: Boyfriends; Eric and Annie are concerned that Wilson and Mary are spending too much 

time together, but things don't get really ugly until Matt makes a shocking discovery about them. 

Lucy is upset when her two former boyfriends team up to follow Eric around at work for a class 

project. Ruthie resents Matt for his decision to go away to college, and Simon trains Happy for a dog 

food commercial - with disastrous results. 

Episode 22: ...And Girlfriends; Eric and Annie are shocked and devastated to learn that Mary might 

be pregnant, but there's a even bigger twist to the story that nobody counted on. Simon and Ruthie 

are distraught when Happy's original owners come to claim him, and Matt is concerned that the 

household will fall apart if he leaves to begin a summer training program in Washington, DC. 

Meanwhile, Annie's father Charles surprises everyone with some news, and another unexpected 

announcement promises dramatic changes for the entire Camden family. 

3 Double Layer DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 



Series 03 (22 Episodes) (1998) 
 

Episode 01: It Takes Two, Baby; Only three months along in her pregnancy, Annie is depressed with 

her significant weight gain, while attention-starved Ruthie is starting to feel a little pregnant herself. 

Mary makes Lucy jealous by attracting lots of men, and Matt decides to share an apartment with 

three women. Simon's girlfriend starts exhibiting strange behavior, and Eric tries desperately to plan 

the perfect 20th anniversary celebration for Annie. 

Episode 02: Drunk Like Me; Annie and the girls are fixing up an old car for Matt as his college present 

for him as he moves into a fraternity house. Simon is having a hard time living around the girls when 

fixing up the old car and needs to be around some male energy, especially after hearing from his 

mom that two more girls MAYBE on the way when she predicts the twins' sex. Meanwhile, a new 

woman at the church flirts with Eric. Lastly, Matt's friend almost dies after drinking too much for an 

initiation at a fraternity party and Matt quickly takes him to the hospital. 

Episode 03: Cutters; Lucy becomes very attached to her new best friend Nicole. Mary has bad vibes 

about Nicole's negative influence on Lucy, but the real trouble starts when Mary's seemingly 

unjustified accusations prove to be correct. Meanwhile, Matt is stunned when a beautiful young 

woman at school turns him down, and Ruthie hatches a plan to regain the attention of her very 

pregnant mother. 

Episode 04: The Legacy; Simon sees his teacher push a man who was screaming at his son. He then 

feels guilty when he learns his teacher got fired. Annie takes piano lessons as her "pregnancy 

project." Meanwhile, Matt makes a move on one of his college teachers. It turns out he 

misunderstood her signals. Mary and her friends skip a boring class and get caught. Also, Lucy 

forgets her lunch in geometry class and finds her teacher eating it --- two days in a row. She and her 

friend Shelby then learn a good geometry lesson. Lastly, Ruthie has trouble finding the perfect 

instrument for music class. 

Episode 05: ...And a Nice Chianti; Mary is ecstatic when she finally gets her Learner's permit, but 

none of her siblings like the idea of driving with her. In an attempt to avoid riding to school with her, 

Lucy and Simon face even bigger problems as first-time bus passengers. Elsewhere, Matt bonds with 

a pregnant teenager whose issues extend way beyond just trying to steal his car, and Eric counsels a 

grieving woman who desperately wants to know who received her late son's organs. Most of the 

Camden kids start expressing embarrassment about their overly lovey-dovey parents, but the joke 

will soon be on them. 

Episode 06: And the Home of the Brave; Annie's father, Charles is getting married to his girlfriend 

Ginger. The wedding reception is supposed to be at the Camdens' house and Annie is the one in 

charge of preparing the menu. Annie isn't enthusiastic about the wedding and the reception. On her 

way to the grocery store, she meets a homeless veteran and invites him home. He is the one ending 

up preparing the menu since he was a chef for forty years. Also, Matt and Mary are taking a little 

road trip, which ends up being very long when they get a flat tire. Simon is spending the day with his 

new girlfriend Deena. Lucy is spending the day with Jordan, the guy she can now call her boyfriend. 

Lastly, Ruthie is feeling lonely, so she pretends her imaginary friend Huey is back the whole day. 



Episode 07: Johnny Get Your Gun; Violence among children is the main theme in this episode, where 

Ruthie upsets her parents by taking an inappropriate video game a little too seriously. After 

watching Gone with the Wind, Lucy views slapping as a romantic gesture and wants to try it on her 

boyfriend. Mary is excited about going on a date with Shana's younger brother - until a dangerous 

secret about him is revealed. Meanwhile, Eric finds himself in a life-or-death situation as he struggles 

to protect Simon from a gun-holding classmate. 

Episode 08: No Sex, Some Drugs and a Little Rock 'n' Roll; Eric's former rock and roll band comes to 

town for a concert, but he is concerned about their possible drug habits - and Annie isn't too pleased 

about their influence on the kids. Elsewhere, Lucy lives in agony when her parents temporarily forbid 

her from using the phone, and a friend from Mary's basketball team faces a life-or-death situation, 

with no real concern for the consequences. 

Episode 09: Let's Talk About Sex; Eric and Annie enroll in prenatal classes for the sixth time in their 

lives. Annie bonds with two pregnant teenagers in the class, while Eric takes on the challenge of 

helping their boyfriends accept responsibility for the future. Elsewhere, Simon finally gets the chance 

to practice his baby-sitting skills on Ruthie, who would wear down even the most experienced sitters 

out there. Mary sneaks off to a co-ed sleepover, while Lucy contemplates taking a risky new step 

with her boyfriend. Lastly, Matt is forced to write an essay about sex for school, and he is having a 

hard time figuring out where to start. 

Episode 10: Here Comes Santa Claus; It's the Christmas season. Eric arranges for his three oldest 

children to do some charity work in the community, and they aren't too happy about it. Back at 

home, Simon has trouble giving up his favorite Christmas pajamas, despite having outgrown them, 

and he certainly isn't about to pass them down to his little sister. The family fears that Ruthie has 

uncovered "the truth" about Santa, while Mary befriends a homeless young man at the soup kitchen 

- then invites him back to the house. 

Episode 11: Nobody Knows...; Mary feels tremendous guilt after failing her driving test, then 

receiving her license in a very unethical way. Elsewhere, Simon is concerned about his girlfriend, 

whose leukemia from several years ago might have returned. Ruthie thinks she has been spending 

the past few days talking to a psychic on the phone, but the person on the other end of the line is 

actually someone quite different. Lastly, Eric's sister Julie is back in town and trying to put her life 

together again, but not everyone in the family has enough faith in her. 

Episode 12: All That Jazz; Simon wants to buy the perfect gift for Deena because its their three 

month anniversary, but it ends up consuming his time which annoys his friend, Nigel, who's visiting. 

Rod (Lucy's ex-boyfriend) is spending time at the Camdens' home because his mother died and 

doesn't want to face his father because he's angry with him. Heather is back in town, and she tells 

Matt that she's engaged. Meanwhile, Dr. Hastings, the doctor who almost killed Matt when he was 

born, now works at Glen Oak Hospital and Annie is not thrilled, especially with the possibility that he 

may deliver her twins. Mary tells everyone that she's back with Wilson, but it's not true. She made it 

up to get attention from guys. Lastly, Michael Towner, who hit Mary with his car two years ago, calls 

her. 

Episode 13: The Tribes That Bind; Lucy is spending the weekend at camp 'All By Myself'. It turns out 

everyone at the camp has to spend the weekend all by themselves without talking to anyone. Ruthie 



is angry with classmate Bobby Tripp because he keeps making fun of her since he accidentally saw 

her underwear. Now, Ruthie decides to make him realize what he did was wrong by starting a war: 

Camdens vs. Tripps. The church's women group throws a baby shower for Annie. Eric and Matt have 

lunch with Morgan and John Hamilton. The manager of the restaurant doesn't serve Morgan and 

John their meal because he doesn't serve black people. 

Episode 14: In Praise of Women; Annie is rushed to the hospital when the time comes to give birth 

to the twins. During a difficult labor, Eric and Annie are forced to accept help from a source that they 

originally did not want. Meanwhile, the kids spend the day hanging around the waiting room, trying 

to keep their minds occupied. In an attempt to find something to do, Matt debates whether or not 

to donate blood. Lucy considers ending her relationship with Jordan, then confides in Mary the 

reason why she started dating him in the first place. Ruthie tries (but not very hard) to accept that 

she is becoming a big sister, and Simon spends most of the day in the hospital chapel, praying 

feverishly for baby brothers. 

Episode 15: It Happened One Night; The twins are finally home from the hospital and will not stop 

crying, and Eric and Annie could sure use some help from their five older kids. Unfortunately, Matt 

takes a job delivering pizzas to avoid the madness at home. Mary sneaks out to meet her boyfriend, 

leaving a furious Lucy to take care of all the cleaning responsibilities. Simon fears that having little 

brothers may not be all that it's cracked up to be, and Ruthie regresses to immature behavior as she 

continues to struggle with no longer being the baby of the family. 

Episode 16: Paranoia; A rumor is going around school that Lucy's former boyfriend, Jimmy Moon, is 

abusing drugs. The Camdens urge Lucy to stay away from him, especially after he is busted on school 

grounds, but she gets a lot more than she bargained for as she becomes desperate to help him. 

Meanwhile, Ruthie hatches a diabolical plan to keep Matt and his girlfriend apart, and Simon hopes 

that a good word from athletic Mary will help him land a spot on the baseball team. 

Episode 17: Sometimes That's Just the Way It Is; Eric counsels a young couple on the brink of 

divorce. Desperate to finally get out of the house after helping with their baby brothers for so long, 

Mary and Lucy take the very first opportunity to slip away--then live to regret it. Meanwhile, Matt 

shocks his parents with a newfound plan for his life; Simon fears that his former knack for good luck 

is a thing of the past; and Ruthie will do just about anything to regain some attention for herself. 

Episode 18: We the People; Moral outrage explodes in the community over an affair between a 

college president and a student at Matt's college. Simon and Ruthie go on a paper route, but some 

problems occur when Mr. Mallone does not want to pay the paper fee. Mrs. Hinkle tries to help 

Simon and Ruthie in their situation. Matt gets into a fight with some people at his school due to a 

disagreement of opinions with the chancellor's affair. Mary convinces Lucy to go on a date with the 

guy Mary SUPPOSEDLY smashed her car into. 

Episode 19: The Voice; Eric defends a custodian named Rudy from Simon's school who claims to be 

hearing messages from God and is forced into early retirement through the school board. Annie 

wants to cut loose for the evening, and does so with other fellow mothers. Ruthie encounters a 

chimp living in the Camden's tree in the backyard, but nobody in her family believes her when she 

tells them about it. Mary stays up babysitting for the twins when the parent's are out, and is ditched 

by Lucy. 



Episode 20: All Dogs Go to Heaven; Two parishioners entreat Eric to take their suffering dog to the 

vet to be put down. Matt catches Mary in a lip-lock with Michael Towner in a most unlikely place. 

When caught, Mary gets into a big fight with Matt because he's always intruding in her life. After a 

night of cooling off and a talk with Sgt. Michael's and each other (Matt and Mary), things go back to 

normal. Simon and Lucy double date together with birthday girl Deena and her older brother who is 

visiting. The dates are a success. 

Episode 21: There Goes the Bride: Part 1; As Heather and Mason's wedding approaches, Eric worries 

about how Matt will handle it, but Eric encounters even bigger problems when he learns that his 

sister Julie is hiding something from the family. Elsewhere, Simon and Lucy are both stuck in love 

triangles with their respective best friends and lovers. Ruthie is eager to be a flower girl at the 

wedding, and she is used to getting what she wants. Sensing that Matt is upset about the marriage, 

Shana believes he still loves Heather - and warns him not to get caught up in that. When the big day 

finally arrives, an unexpected twist of events shocks everybody. 

Episode 22: There Goes the Bride: Part 2; Matt must confront the repercussions of the decision he 

made in the previous episode. Some truths are revealed about Heather's fiance, while Eric counsels 

a struggling engaged couple. Mary, Lucy, and Simon all realize the repercussions of forbidden love, 

and Ruthie struggles with a certain guilt. Finally, Aunt Julie arrives with some news that her family 

expects, but it's not the only bombshell she's about to drop on them. 
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Series 04 (22 Episodes) (1999) 
 

Episode 01: The Tattle Tale Heart; In the fourth season-opener, it introduces "The Colonel" (guest-

star Peter Graves) and Grandma Ruth (guest-star Barbara Rush) back in the Camdens' lives as they 

just returned from being out of the country for six months. Simon surprises his grandparents with his 

new haircut. Matt decides to move out of the house and gets his own apartment with his friend John 

Hamilton. Aunt Julie's new husband Hank (guest-star Ed Begley Jr.) gets Matt a job at his hospital 

working in the cafeteria. Also, a big surprise happens when Eric begins to suffer a mild heart attack 

due to the stress from his job. Eric spends a few days in the hospital with the support from his 

family. Within the coming weeks he must take things slow awhile recovering. 

Episode 02: Life Is Too Beautiful; Eric develops a child-like fascination with life after his heart attack, 

and while he is at home recovering, Annie must deal with all the kids herself--as well as 

unannounced visits from their most gossipy church parishioner. Meanwhile, Simon is eager to be the 

"man of the house," which Matt finds hilarious. Mary is facing serious problems in a math class; Matt 

is jealous of Shana and John's budding friendship; and Lucy beocmes obsessed with discovering her 

calling in life. 

Episode 03: Yak Sada; Each of the Camdens are learning a lesson in equality as Annie and Lucy join 

together to protest the mistreatment of women in Afghanistan. Eric counsels a young couple about 

the importance of sexual equality in a marriage. Simon considers dropping out of a cooking class he 

enjoys because he is the only boy enrolled. Also, Mary helps Ruthie with her secret plans to defy 



convention and play on the school football team. Meanwhile, Shana confronts her long-lost father 

who abandoned her family 20 years ago. 

Episode 04: Come Drive with Me; With Annie and Lucy adding a new bathroom, and the need for a 

new car, Eric is depending on his built-in annual raise from the church board. However, when the 

church deacons gets the wrong impression about the Camden's financial situation, they reject his 

annual raise. It's up to Ruthie to save the day when she realizes what is going on and to convince 

them to change their minds about their plan. Meanwhile, a young hospital patient (Josh Evans, 

"Passions") offers Matt some career advice. Also, Simon attempts to entertain a classmate who has a 

crush on him. 

Episode 05: With Honors; Mary and her teammate Corey have been selected to receive a prestigious 

basketball award, but the honor is taken away from Corey when the school discovers that she has 

been hiding a 4-year-old daughter. Meanwhile, Eric and Annie learn that a friend of Simon's is in 

possession of marijuana. Matt faces disciplinary action after breaking the honor code during an 

exam, and a classmate wants Lucy--who works in the attendance office--to make some secret 

changes in the computer system. 

Episode 06: Just You Wait and See; Eric and Annie put on their counseling hats when a very pregnant 

Julie appears on their doorstep prepared to leave her new husband Hank. Eric decides to take Hank 

out to dinner to discuss their issues. While they are at dinner, a very pregnant Julie goes into early 

labor. Unable to transport her to the hospital because Simon and Mary are out to dinner and Lucy is 

on a date, Annie does her best to calm Julie down. Hank and Eric return to the house just in time for 

the birth. Julie delivers a baby girl. Grateful for Eric's effort, Julie names the baby after him: Erica. 

Meanwhile, Lucy is disappointed when her date expects her to be 'the man', and Simon attracts the 

attention of an older female admirer. 

Episode 07: Sin...; Mary's basketball coach has an unconventional way of handling the team's poor 

academic performance, leading to an intense controversy that involves the media and surrounding 

community. Later, Mary and her teammates make the grave mistake of rebelling against what is 

taking place. Elsewhere, Simon realizes the long-term consequences of a foolish mistake he made on 

school grounds; Matt considers moving back home; and tomboy Ruthie becomes obsessed with 

having "guy time" with her older brothers. 

Episode 08: ...And Expiation; All the Camdens must rally together when Mary's recent arrest throws 

her entire future into question. Eric and Annie enlist the help of a family friend/lawyer who might be 

able to save Mary from a jail sentence. Elsewhere, Lucy--who is part of a student government team 

at school--is partially responsible for deciding whether or not her older sister and her teammates 

deserve to be expelled. Simon and Ruthie find their own way to cope when they start feeling 

responsible for what has happened, while Matt moves home to help out with their family crisis--

then wonders if it was the right decision. 

Episode 09: Dirty Laundry; After Eric receives a mysterious check of $20,000, he learns that the gift 

was from one of his parishioners who was a World War II internment camp survivor. When he hears 

that the woman has never been able cope from her internment experience, Eric helps her come to 

terms with the pain. Meanwhile, Ruthie learns a valuable lesson about the meaning of friendship 

when bribing a classmate. Matt and Shana have a miscommunication about laundry that sends their 



relationship temporarily into a tailspin. Simon is woeful over the injustices of the world, and Mary 

adjusts to her lower social status at school. 

Episode 10: Who Nose?; While painting a holiday mural at school with some classmates, Simon 

notices a group of boys purposely inhaling paint fumes. A moral dilemma ensues as Simon must 

decide whether or not to report them, despite their threats. Meanwhile, Mary feels a lot better 

about her community service when she meets a handsome boy, which concerns her parents. Matt is 

upset when he learns that his father helped Shana transfer to New York University, and Ruthie 

completes a unique art project with her family's assistance. 

Episode 11: Forget Me Not; When Ginger pays the Camden family a visit, she informs Eric and Annie 

that her father is in the early stages of Alzheimer's Disease. At first, Annie can't believe it, but after 

observing him in the backyard and not paying attention to a fire in the barbecue, Annie realizes the 

truth. Meanwhile, Mary and Eric can't see eye-to-eye on her relationship with Robbie, but they soon 

agree to compromise. When Mary informs Robbie of the plan, he tells her that it won't work 

between them. Fortunately for Mary, Robbie changes his mind after talking to Eric in the local 

grocery market. Also, Lucy gets into trouble after blowing off a Habitat for Humanity project to go on 

a date, and is caught. Meanwhile, Matt is consumed with depression due to Shana's upcoming move 

to New York. By this, Matt pays no attention to Simon, who just wants to spend time with his big 

brother. Also, Ruthie makes a vast millennium preparations until Eric provides her with a more 

grounded perspective. 

Episode 12: All by Myself; Annie heads to the beach for a few days to relax and get away for a while. 

Once there, she encounters an unexpected new friend. Back at home, Eric is in charge of the kids, 

and the household is obviously much less orderly when Mom is gone. Matt says a painful goodbye to 

his girlfriend, who is leaving for college, and Mary waits impatiently for a call from Robbie. Lucy 

realizes she may be interested in the wrong guy, and Simon gets some tips from his sisters on how to 

treat a girl. 

Episode 13: Who Do You Trust?; Eric and Annie reluctantly allow Mary to go out with Robbie, on the 

condition that they double date with his younger brother Rick and Lucy. Meanwhile, Simon and Nigel 

buy several packs of cigarettes for a class project to prove how easy it is for children to buy tobacco. 

Also, Ruthie works out her own secretive science project and John invites some female neighbors 

over for dinner to take Matt's mind off of Shana. 

Episode 14: Words; Simon befriends a shy, insecure classmate whose affliction with Tourette's 

Syndrome has left him at a tremendous disadvantage. His loving and supportive mother wants to 

help, but his angry and stubborn father seems to be hiding something from everyone. Elsewhere, a 

frustrated Simon tries to figure out why Mary is so angry at him, Matt starts giving Shana the silent 

treatment, and Lucy debates whether or not to tell her mother about a painful secret that Ruthie has 

shared with her. 

Episode 15: Loves Me, Loves Me Not; It's Valentine's Day and the Camdens' are celebrating the day 

of love with a special party in honor of the twins first birthday. Eric and Annie fret over how to make 

the twins' first birthday a memorable one, while the rest of the family learn different ways of 

exchanging love on Valentine's Day. After finally gaining her parents' trust, Mary is allowed to spend 

a romantic dinner with Robbie, only to learn he has ulterior motives. Meanwhile, Simon and Deena 



confess to their parents' that they've given each other love bites. Also, Matt welcomes his ex-

girlfriend, Heather, back into his life, threatening his relationship with Shana. 

Episode 16: Say a Little Prayer for Me; Reverend Camden encourages his congregation and his family 

to trust in prayer. Lucy gets upset when people in the public thought of her as a disgusting teen 

mother when she takes the twins for a walk. Mary is praying that she will be able to get back 

together with Robbie even after what he did. Simon prays that he can see Deena soon and be on her 

parent's good side again even after giving her a hickey. Eric tries to locate a child who wrote an 

inspiring letter to him, but was left anonymous. 

Episode 17: Twelve Angry People; Rev. Camden is called to serve as a juror on a murder trial. Once 

the deliberations start, he's surprised to discover that even though the defendant is obviously guilty, 

all the other jurors are voting "not guilty" -- some because of past racial discrimination they or their 

family members have suffered in the judicial system. One by one Rev. Camden works to convince 

them to rise above their bitterness and distrust of the system so they can do the right thing in this 

case. (It flips "Twelve Angry Men" on its head and was inspired by the Los Angeles Rampart police 

scandal when jurors were in fact acquitting defendants because they didn't trust the police after the 

scandal.) 

Episode 18: Hoop Dreams; Mary has a dream that she is a basketball star in the WNBA, and when a 

talent scout actually contacts her, she wonders if her future might be coming back together after all. 

Meanwhile, Eric and Annie are deeply hurt by some comments that two of their children have made. 

Episode 19: Talk to Me; Rev. Eric Camden counsels a sexually molested girl to help her express the 

rage and pain she's been hiding from her family. This dark secret that Mary knows about weighs in 

on her, which brings her to open up to Lucy. Meanwhile, Simon and Ruthie learn the power of 

communication with their friends and classmates. Also, Matt helps Hank reveal an important 

personal secret to Julie before his mother visits. 

Episode 20: Liar, Liar; Eric and Annie are excited to learn that their family is being profiled in their 

local newspaper, until the reporter interviews the kids and gets more of an expose for the innocuous 

story than he was expecting. Meanwhile, a co-worker slanders Matt's reputation at work. Matt's 

roommate, John confronts a politician for misquoting an African American inspirational leader. Also, 

a classmate of Ruthie's plagiarizes one of her stories for a class competition. Inspirational gospel 

singer Sandi Patty ("Artist of My Soul") guest-stars in a cameo role. 

Episode 21: Love Stinks: Part 1; Eric and Annie must deal with the emotional fallout as they learn 

about their kids tumultuous love lives. Mary upsets her parents by announcing that not only has she 

decided to skip college in the fall, but she is getting back together with Robbie. Matt is forced to 

choose between his girlfriend Shana (who has moved back to Glenoak for the summer) or his ex-

flame Heather, who confesses that she still loves him. Lucy dates Robbie's cute brother Ronald, 

disappointing Andrew Nayloss who still harbors feelings for her. Also, Simon gets dumped by Deena 

and Ruthie takes advantage of her new boyfriend. 

Episode 22: Love Stinks: Part 2; In the fourth season finale, Simon finds out the real reason why 

Deena wants to break up with him. Also Ruthie does her best to get back together with her old 

boyfriend Burt, while Lucy also tries to go after an old flame: Andrew Nayloss. Mary decides to take 



things slow with her relationship with Robbie and her life. Matt and Shana break up their 

relationship, but reconciles with Heather. At the end of the show, it shows Matt and Heather may 

have gotten married- but didn't. 
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Series 05 (22 Episodes) (2000) 
 

Episode 01: Here We Go Again; Major changes are afoot in the Camden household as Mary starts a 

new job for the umpteenth time--and has no intent to go to college anytime soon. She has been 

more than her parents can handle over the past few months, but the best is yet to come when she 

decides that minimum wage as a waitress is enough to afford a lavish sports car. As school begins for 

the rest of the kids, Lucy is eager to make her senior year "the best ever", while a nervous Simon has 

a less optimistic approach to starting his freshman year. Ruthie is ready to quit school for good when 

she meets her fifth grade teacher, and college student Matt considers the pre-med program. 

Episode 02: Help!; Desperate to be independent, Mary continues to refuse help from anyone, and 

with a pile of unpaid bills, she decides not to tell her family that she was fired from her job. 

Unfortunately, it's a bad time to be keeping secrets, especially when the Colonel shows up 

unannounced and resolves to snap Mary back into shape the only way he knows how. Meanwhile, 

Matt blames everyone but himself for poor grades in one of his classes, and Lucy launches a 

Homecoming Queen campaign with the help of her handsome younger brother. Eric manages to get 

Ruthie transferred out of her current classroom, but the alternative seems to upset her even more. 

Episode 03: Losers; When Annie plans an innocent dinner with a former professor, Eric is desperate 

to keep his mind off the matter--but none of his friends seem to be available for a night out. Mary 

starts a new job at a local pizza parlor and has the great misfortune of befriending co-workers 

Frankie and Johnny--a young pair of delinquents who have a little too much fun with the Friday night 

shift. Simon pursues a date with an older girl, while Matt is distracted by a beautiful woman who 

catches his eye. Lucy and a classmate team up for the classic "take care of an egg" assignment for a 

humanity class, and Ruthie eagerly plans a late-night pizza party for her and Mary. 

Episode 04: Busted; Exasperation reaches an all-time high in the Camden household as Eric and 

Annie don't know how to handle Mary's recent behavior. When Lucy applies for early acceptance 

into college, Frankie suggests that she and Mary apply somewhere together, but after a revealing 

dinner at Frankie and Johnny's, Mary realizes some more painful truths about her new friends. 

Elsewhere, Simon has a hot date with a former spelling bee champion, Lucy receives an odd 

proposition from a classmate, and Ruthie finds some extremely inappropriate inspiration for a 

school writing assignment. With 18-year-old Jeremy Lelliott. 

Episode 05: Blind; Julie and Hank reluctantly decide to let their unemployed niece Mary earn a little 

extra money by watching their daughter Erica for the evening. Against her better judgment, Mary 

later lets her friend Frankie into the house, agrees to watch her baby as well, and finds herself 

tempted by a bottle of beer that Frankie accidentally left behind. Elsewhere, Lucy creates migraine 

headaches for herself by offering to take care of the twins and chaperone Ruthie's sleepover. Simon 



goes to great lengths to change his image; Matt pursues a girl who wants nothing to do with him; 

and a romantic afternoon out takes an ugly turn for Eric and Annie. 

Episode 06: Broke; Eric and Annie's marriage isn't looking so good as they continue to fight about 

Mary, who is still unemployed and swamped with unpaid bills. The tension soon takes its toll on the 

whole family, especially when debt collectors start calling the house and making threats. The other 

kids finally take a dangerous risk to help their sister, but will it be enough to make her face her 

responsibilities? 

Episode 07: Bye; Mary's credit card bill seems to have magically been paid off, and now Eric and 

Annie want to find out how. Desperate to protect their sister, the Camden kids do everything they 

can to keep the secret, but it is a disaster waiting to be revealed, and once it is, Eric and Annie decide 

that there's only one thing left to do. 

Episode 08: Gossip; Now that Mary has left Glen Oak for the time being, some of the ugliest rumors 

are being spread within the four walls of the family's church. Since everyone seems to believe that 

all the Camden kids are "bad seeds", Simon and his friend decide to take advantage of it by getting 

involved with a rebellious pair of twins at school. Elsewhere, Ruthie spreads some phony tales 

around town to draw attention away from Mary; Matt is infatuated with a beautiful stranger; Annie 

meets up with an old boyfriend; and Lucy must decide if dating a formerly suicidal classmate is worth 

the trouble. With 18-year-old Jeremy Lelliott. 

Episode 09: Tunes; There is cause for alarm when the Camdens disapprove of Simon's new group of 

friends, one of whom insults Annie and Lucy with his chauvinistic remarks. Norton, the kid that 

Simon befriends is a fan of violent rap whose negative attitude towards women seems to be 

influenced by misogynist lyrics. At the same time, Eric and Annie confront Simon about his newfound 

interest in rap music and somewhat misogynist attitude towards women. Heather gets back in touch 

with Matt, but Matt is unsure of her intentions. He then finds out that she is dating someone else 

again! With 18-year-old Jeremy Lelliott. 

Episode 10: Surprise!; Despite the disapproval from the rest of the family and his own hesitations, 

Eric takes in Mary's ex-boyfriend Robbie Palmer (Adam LaVorgna) to live with the Camden's for the 

night after learning that he's homeless. Matt also shows up unexpectedly after being kicked out of 

his apartment by John, who needs quality time with his girlfriend. Meanwhile, Mary calls home again 

and hears Robbie's voice on the other end and assumes he's dating Lucy now. Also, John proposes to 

his girlfriend Priscilla in front of Matt. With 18-year-old Jeremy Lelliott. 

Episode 11: Home; A month has passed since Eric invited Mary's ex-boyfriend to stay with the 

Camdens until he gets on his feet. Robbie happily continues to act as a member of the household---

and it's driving Annie crazy. Robbie is Eric's latest 'project', Ruthie's new best friend, recipient of 

Simon's financial advice, and according to Mary, Lucy's boyfriend. He's even cooking and folding 

laundry (the wrong way!). Frustrated and emotionally strained, Annie starts to think nobody needs a 

mother anymore. Also, Matt also feels unneeded from the family due to Robbie and pays an 

unexpected visit to Heather and her new boyfriend. 

Episode 12: One Hundred; Eric fears the worst when he learns that Mary is on her way back to Glen 

Oak, presumably to meet Robbie in secret. While he heads out on a mission to find some answers, 



the rest of the family prepares a big surprise at home, but they are interrupted by some unexpected 

drama. Elsewhere, Lucy is stuck baby-sitting Mike's emotionally troubled mother, while Matt and 

Simon drive Mrs. Bink to the hospital - then spend the entire day following her around. With 19-

year-old Jeremy Lelliott. 

Episode 13: The Kiss; After their lackluster attempt at kissing, Mike (19-year-old Jeremy Lelliott) and 

Lucy agree to be friends and to fix each other up on dates--- but the plan bothers Lucy more than 

she anticipated. Meanwhile, Matt's in a huff over John and Robbie's newfound friendship and feels 

slighted by the family. Eric also continues to feel alienated from his family when they keep going to 

Annie for advice. Also, Annie feels slighted when Ruthie plays an un-funny joke when the twins 

recognize her as their "mama". 

Episode 14: V-Day; Mary's feelings for Robbie resurface when she inadvertently finds out he has a 

secret date for Valentine's Day, and the whole family schemes to uncover the mystery woman. 

Meanwhile, with the exception of Lucy who has a date with Jeremy, the other Camden kids feel 

deflated when their Valentine's plans fall through and they end up stuck at home celebrating Sam 

and David's second birthday. Lucy and Jeremy's first date does not go as expected as they both keep 

on running into Lucy's ex-boyfriends. Although all's well that ends well by the end of the episode for 

everyone. 

Episode 15: Sweeps; Although Robbie is just as nervous as everyone else, his presence in the house 

during Mary's weekend stay causes a great deal of concern among the Camden's. Matt and Lucy are 

especially suspicious after Lucy accidentally finds a condom in a misplaced wallet. Imagine their 

surprise when they learn that the provocative prophylactic belongs to Simon--- who just so happens 

to be spending the evening with his new lady friend, Sasha. 

Episode 16: Parents; Robbie is thrilled when his long-lost father shows up out of the blue, but it isn't 

exactly the fairy-tale reunion that either of them would like it to be. Eager to purchase a make-up kit 

that her parents already said no to, Ruthie becomes downright sneaky in order to get what she 

wants. Elsewhere, Annie experiences the difficult side of motherhood when Simon's grades start to 

slip, and when Lucy begins idolizing her friend's mother for all the wrong reasons. 

Episode 17: Crazy; Matt begins to go crazy over a psychological evaluation that he is required to take 

for his medical-school application. Matt also notices the strange demeanor of his psychologist, which 

leads to a surprising twist. Meanwhile, after Ruthie gets into trouble at school for missing homeroom 

classes daily, she tricks Robbie into coming to talk to her principal. Simon decides he no longer wants 

to be together with Sasha since they have nothing in common and that she is not that intelligent, but 

the plan backfires on Simon. Also, Mike (19-year-old Jeremy Lelliott) wants to try to be in a 

relationship with Lucy again, but unfortunately she turns him down since they are both on the 

rebound from Jeremy and Elaine. Lastly, Eric must convince a terminally ill patient to embrace life no 

matter what the doctors tell him. 

Episode 18: Apologize; The striking resemblance of Robbie's new friend, Marie, to Mary raises 

eyebrows among discerning Camdens. Annie's invitation for her to stay for dinner makes things 

weirder for them. Back in Buffalo, unbeknownst to Robbie, Mary accidentally bumps into her old 

boyfriend Wilson (guest-star Andrew Keegan) and his son Billy at the train station and makes plans 

to meet him for the evening. Mary is unsure on whether she should tell Robbie, but confides in her 



family about this. They all say that she should tell Robbie about this, but decides to ignore their 

advice. Also, Matt meets Robbie's ex-girlfriend, Cheryl, at the restaurant where she works. He starts 

to have feelings for Cheryl and tries his best to try to get her to go on a date with him. His efforts 

work by the end, but is having a hard time telling Robbie about his interest in his ex-girlfriend. 

Episode 19: Virgin; Annie discovers that the particularly flirtatious mother of one of Lucy's friends, 

Serena is seeing Eric for therapy sessions. Annie strongly requests that he refers her to someone 

else. Annie then has to deal with the guilt over her jealousy-induced interference between the two. 

Also, Simon is mortified when word gets around school over the fact that he's a virgin. Annie had 

shared the details of Simon's sexual inexperience with his ex-girlfriend's (Sasha) mother, Rita. 

Meanwhile, Matt struggles about telling Robbie he's interested with his ex-girlfriend, Cheryl. Lastly, 

Robbie is also hiding a secret from Matt that involves his ex-girlfriend Heather. 

Episode 20: Regrets; The Glenoak Community is making a big fuss over a petition that is protesting 

the apparently unfair firing of one of Ruthie's teachers, Mrs. Miller at her private school. Although, 

Matt knows the real reason of why she is leaving since she has been to his hospital after being 

diagnosed with advanced breast cancer, which leads to the embarrassment of many of the 

petitioners---including Simon and Lucy when they encounter her brother who's a teacher at their 

high school. Also, Annie's father Charles drops by at the Camdends for a visit. Annie is then surprised 

and shocked when her father passes on news to Eric--- to tell her that she has a sister, Lily. 

Episode 21: Chances...; Mary returns home back to Glenoak for the summer to spend some time 

with her family, but fears about being together again with Robbie, who's a bit on edge. Meanwhile, 

Eric and Annie are recipients of what may or may not be advances from unmarried acquaintances 

(Serena & James). Simon also has his problems with his ex-girlfriend Deena when they both see that 

the still have feelings for each other, even though she has another boyfriend and has to choose. 

Also, Matt agonizes over telling his family about his new relationship with Cheryl, but soon decides 

to tell them all. John and Priscilla are also having trouble again with an unfortunate obstacle with her 

parents, but they decide to come to their senses and allow the two kids to have their wedding with 

their help. Lastly, Lucy surprises herself and others when making a proposal to Jeremy and the 

possibility of going to college in New York with Jeremy. Although plans change when Mary allegedly 

tells Robbie and soon the rest of the family that she had "adult relations" with Jeremy back in New 

York. With 19-year-old Jeremy Lelliott. 

Episode 22: Are; In the fifth season finale, Mary tries to right a wrong by explaining to Lucy that she 

never had "adult relations" with her sister's fiance, Jeremy. The only problem left is trying to 

convince Lucy. Also, Wilson unexpectedly drops by the Camden home from New York to see if he 

and Mary are really over by finding out her answer. Also, James talks to Eric about him attempting to 

have an affair with Annie, as Serena comes clean with Annie about her trying to have an affair with 

Eric. Meanwhile, Robbie and Wilson set aside their differences so that they can talk about Mary. 

Lastly, Matt learns a few things when it comes to Cheryl's honesty when she doesn't tell her friends 

that she's dating him. With 19-year-old Jeremy Lelliott. 
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Series 06 (22 Episodes) (2001) 
 

Episode 01: Changes; Lucy returns home after a disastrous summer in New York, announces that her 

and Jeremy's engagement is off, and chooses to mope around in her bedroom instead of talking to 

her family about it. Meanwhile, Eric's stress level rises when he learns that Matt is unemployed, Lucy 

no longer wishes to attend seminary school, and Simon is itching to get his Learner's permit. Robbie 

is unhappy when Mary chooses to go back to New York and be with Wilson. Annie fears that she and 

Eric may be adding an eighth baby to their family. 

Episode 02: Teased; When Simon decides to defend a bullied classmate, he doesn't count on 

learning some unsettling information on how the boy intends to deal with his tormentors. Back at 

the Camden house, Robbie bonds with young Ruthie, while Lucy finally reveals what happened 

between her and Jeremy. Eric runs into an old female friend and invites her to dinner, which makes 

just about everyone uncomfortable, and Mary develops a fascination with the idea of becoming a 

firefighter. 

Episode 03: Sympathy; Simon considers dating a 16-year-old pregnant girl named Sally who he meets 

on the bus. Although, there is more to Sally's past than what she is letting on. Meanwhile, Annie 

decides to accept Robbie's offer in renting the room over the Camdens' garage that both Lucy and 

Matt were hoping to get. Also, a carpenter pretends to fake an injury while working on the Camdens' 

garage and tries to sue them. Lastly, Mary gets more serious with being a firefighter, mother and 

wife to Wilson and Billy. 

Episode 04: Work; Eric tries to arrange a romantic evening with Annie, but Annie keeps turning down 

every attempt he throws at her. At the same time, Annie takes Eric by surprise with the news that 

she would like to quit college and to start teaching to help get her out of her depression. Meanwhile, 

Simon is at risk of being fired from his new job at the pizza parlor by his excessive tardiness and 

discovering that waiting tables takes more people skills than he's equipped to handle. Also, Robbie 

sets Lucy on a date with one of his friends while Matt is concerned about a woman who keeps 

showing up at the clinic a lot. Lastly, Mary performs terribly in fire fighting training distracted by her 

consuming relationship with Wilson. 

Episode 05: Relationships; As Annie begins teaching, she inadvertently gives a student some bad 

advice. At the same time, Eric and Annie painfully discover how much their constant arguing is 

affecting the family. Meanwhile, Lucy and Robbie finally face up to their feelings after she 

intentionally sabotages one of his dates out of jealousy. Also, Cheryl goes to Eric for some guidance 

in her relationship with Matt, but she misinterprets the reverend's input in the matter. Also, Simon is 

attracted to a girl who is dating one of his friends. Lastly, Mary is left to mull over Wilson's marriage 

proposal and it's even more confusing when she has a romantic encounter with a fellow firefighter 

trainee who shows an interest in her. 

Episode 06: Broken; Lucy and Robbie argue over who should tell Mary about their emerging 

relationship. Meanwhile, Matt worries that a young woman in his study group might be a victim of 

physical abuse at the hands of her belligerent boyfriend. Elsewhere, Eric's sister Julie shows up at the 

Camden house with her toddler Erica and annoys Annie as she tries to prepare a lesson for her class. 



Lastly, Simon meets up with an old girlfriend, Sasha and they both try to catch up on their personal 

lives. 

Episode 07: Prodigal; Mary's sudden arrival has everyone in the family wondering what happened 

between her and Wilson. Are they married? Did they break up? Only Mary knows and she's not 

telling---at least not yet. Her presence delights Annie, who goes out of her way to make her daughter 

comfortable, even offering her the coveted garage apartment. But not everyone is happy to see her. 

Ruthie feels that Mary owes everyone an apology for the actions that led to her initial ouster from 

the Camden home. 

Episode 08: Ay Carumba; Matt, Lucy, Simon and Ruthie are banished to the garage apartment after 

protesting to Annie's decision to give the place to Mary, but then the roommates begin voting each 

member vies for sole ownership, just like the TV show "Survivor". Meanwhile, Eric and Annie are not 

seeing eye-to-eye on Mary's situation as she is now returning home and is wondering on what's next 

in her life. Elsewhere, Robbie is nervous about meeting his new girlfriend's parents--- especially her 

father when he must show that he is serious about his relationship with his girlfriend Joy. 

Episode 09: Lost; Mary and Lucy seek their parents for expertise in matchmaking and ask their 

parents to find new boyfriends (and potential husbands) for the both of them. Robbie argues with 

Joy about spending so much time together when she insists on seeing him right away. Meanwhile, 

Simon and Matt are looking for girls the old-fashioned way- using the twins as adorable bait to 

attract women, but doesn't go as quite planned. Lastly, Robbie unknowingly becomes the key to 

finding Joy's missing younger brother, Joseph when he finds a stray dog in the street that belonged 

to him. 

Episode 10: Consideration; Annie's father, Charles shows up at the Camden household for a 

weekend visit as Ginger supposedly needs to get away for a bit, but Eric forgot to tell his wife about 

it and nearly everyone in the Camden household is too busy to spend time with Charles. Meanwhile, 

Charles takes Simon to get his Learner's Permit and they end up being the center of a televised 

police-pursuit. Lastly, Eric lies to Annie about his plans for the day, which include a trip to Glenoak 

Hospital. 

Episode 11: Pathetic; Annie quits her job at the private school without discussing it with Eric first, 

and he feels completely left out. Also, Mary tries to call Wilson and learns from his landlord that he 

has moved out of his apartment. Meanwhile, Simon uses Robbie's car to practice driving and he 

accidentally gets him in trouble when Simon smashes into Matt's car. Robbie's brother, Ronald, 

stops by at the Camden home for a visit. Mary also gets an unexpected visitor--Ben, the fireman she 

kissed, who drops by unannounced for dinner. Lastly, Ruthie's old nemesis teacher Ms. Riddle 

returns when she starts working at Ruthie's school. 

Episode 12: Suspicion; After various personal items disappear from the house, the family finds 

Ruthie in the garage apartment entertaining a friend with the pilfered items. The would-be bandit 

explains that she is hiding her pal from a pair of older boys, who have been harassing the girl 

because of her Muslim background. Touched by her plight, Mary and Lucy try to get their neighbors 

to sign a petition in support of the girl's family. Matt and Simon, however, decide on a less civic 

solution and go hunting for the perpetrators. 



Episode 13: Drunk; Simon persuades his parents to let him go to a party after they meet his friend; a 

senior who promises to look out after him-- but not everything goes so smoothly-- especially when 

he comes back home completely drunk, which puts his siblings in a terrible position on what do. 

Meanwhile, Matt gets mail from two medical schools that he applied to, but he's hesitant to open 

the letters, and the letters eventually end up with Ruthie. Lastly, Mary and Lucy take the same 

classes at an area college and Mary goes with Lucy and her friends to a bar. 

Episode 14: Hot Pants; Valentine's Day delivers a few surprises for the Camden family as a grounded 

Simon is asked out by a senior, Maria. Annie's attempt to surprise Eric with romantic Valentine's 

plans backfires and results in a big fight. Meanwhile, a nosy Mary discovers Robbie's plans with Joy. 

Lucy runs into her ex-fiance Jeremy outside one of her classrooms and finds out that he is going to 

the pool hall and meeting a "friend" for Valentine's, which is to Lucy's surprise. Mary also meets up 

with Wilson who also has a new girlfriend, her old friend, Corey Conway. Also, Matt seeks his fathers 

help with his love life and wants to get serious with a girl, which leads him to seek out old girlfriends 

as to why they're no longer together. Lastly, Ruthie is hesitant to go to a party because her friend 

tricked her into asking out a boy she's already going out with. With 20-year-old Jeremy Lelliott. 

Episode 15: I Really Do; Determined to settle down before heading off to medical school, Matt goes 

in search of a woman to marry. Matt talks with a doctor he works with about wanting to get a life-

long mate. Sarah Glass, a co-worker who catches Matt's eye after the future doctor decides to start 

looking for a bride. Her parents, Rabbi Glass and Rosina Glass and family are Jewish and very 

concerned for the two. Ruthie tries to set her brother straight by telling him not to do "anything 

stupid." Eventually concern grows to fear for both families as both Matt ad Sarah do not come home 

after their second date together in less than 24 hours. 

Episode 16: I Really Did; Matt stays out all night with Sarah and they secretly elope, but when facing 

their parents they're only able to summon the courage to say that they're engaged. A worried Annie 

tries to calm Eric down, who is convinced that Matt did something foolish. Meanwhile, Lucy and 

Mary search for Ruthie because they suspect that she knows what really happened during Matt's 

night out. Ruthie and Matt agree to keep the marriage a secret until a Jewish wedding in a few 

months. 

Episode 17: Lip Service; Annie frantically cooks Jewish dishes as the Camdens prepare to head out to 

a Shabbat dinner at the Glasses. Simon asks Matt and Sarah if he can bring his friend Morris to the 

dinner. Matt agrees to allow Morris to come to the dinner as he is half Jewish. Although, that does 

not go as he planned as he is not very knowledgeable about his faith. Lucy and Mary play sick to try 

to skip the outing so they can stay home with Robbie. While home, Mary flirts with Robbie. Lastly, 

Eric and Annie are unable to handle everything when they are shocked to find out during dinner that 

Matt is considering to convert to Judaism. 

Episode 18: The Ring; Matt and Sarah argue over their wedding plans and their agreement to forego 

buying an engagement ring and seek Eric for advice, who isn't happy with Matt for getting engaged 

in the first place. Through the advice of Eric, Matt buys Sarah a fake engagement ring. Mary and Lucy 

fly to Buffalo for a weekend, or at least that's what Lucy thinks as Mary makes plans of her own. 

While there, Lucy meets a police officer named Kevin who confiscated her bag, and he invites Lucy 

and Mary to double-date with him and his brother, but with a big surprise in store for Mary. 



Episode 19: Letting Go; A startled Eric catches Mary and Lucy in the kitchen with two guys in the 

middle of the night. The guys, Kevin and Ben, end up spending the night in the living room with Mary 

and Lucy. Patty-Mary, Ben and Kevin's sister calls the house to inform Ben and Kevin that their mom 

is going out with a neighbor. Eric suspects that Ruthie knows a secret about Matt and Sarah and 

thinks they are married already. Also, the twins switch out of their cribs into beds. Meanwhile, an 

older couple seeks guidance from Rev. Camden when they can't seem to let go of their 44-year-old 

son, Jeromiah who has runaway from home. 

Episode 20: The Known Soldier; In this very special episode, prior to the death of Sgt. Morgan, Ruthie 

corresponds with the soldier by e-mail for a school project and she shares the letter with her family. 

Also, "The Colonel" drops by to tell Ruthie about Sgt. Morgan's death. Ruthie and Eric hold a 

memorial service in honor of Sgt. Morgan with actual Marine Corps. and family members of Morgan 

in attendance. In honor of the late Sgt. Morgan's service and commitment to his country, Eric asks 

everyone to advocate good deeds and go out into the community, as the family does. Also, Ruthie 

makes a video where she is singing Tom Petty's "I Won't Back Down" and is sending it to the Marine 

Corps. in memory of Morgan. 

Episode 21: Holy War (1); Matt and Eric meet with Rabbi Glass to discuss wedding plans, and Eric 

learns that he is playing a small roll than he had originally planned. Matt and Sarah are prepared to 

have their wedding, but Rabbi Glass and Eric can't seem to agree on their children marrying out of 

faith and Matt converting to Judaism, and call the wedding off. Annie prepared for much less visitors 

to attend the rehearsal dinner and gets very flustered over the fact she does not have kosher food, 

and that she doesn't have enough food in the first place. Julie and Hank call to tell Annie that Julie is 

going into labor. Ginger and Charles are prepared to fly to Glen Oak, but Charles gets lost at the 

airport. Simon is convinced that Matt will ask him to be his best man, and gets angered when he asks 

Robbie. Meanwhile, Ruthie tells Robbie that she wants his room for herself after Matt moves out. 

Ben proposes to Mary, but he gets an unexpected answer. While at the airport waiting for her 

grandparents, Lucy finds a guy and later invites him on a date to the wedding, as she is fighting with 

Kevin over moving arrangements. 

Episode 22: Holy War (2); In the sixth season finale, Matt and Sarah grieve over Eric's decision not to 

attend the nuptials following his argument with Rabbi Glass over Matt's conversion to Judaism. 

Hoping to patch things up between their fathers, Matt and Sarah seek their mothers' help in 

persuading the holy men to put aside their differences before it's too late. Annie and Rosina 

cunningly convince their husbands to co-officiate the wedding incorporating both the Jewish and the 

Christian vows into the service. Ben and Kevin come to Glen Oak to meet up with Mary and Lucy so 

that they can resolve their problems. Meanwhile, Robbie tries to figure out why Ruthie wants him to 

move out of the Camden household. 
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Series 07 (22 Episodes) (2002) 
 

Episode 01: Monkey Business (1); In this Season 7 opener, police officer Kevin Kinkirk, who is madly 

in love with Lucy, is now living in the Camdens' garage apartment. He plans to propose to her in the 

near future, but things look pretty grim for the happy young couple as soon as Lucy meets Kevin's 

gorgeous female work partner, Roxanne. Robbie feels a little jealous when Kevin appears to be 

taking over as the "big brother" of the family, but he starts feeling better when he runs into a certain 

classmate from his past. Meanwhile, preteen Ruthie causes chest pains for her father when she 

brings home her very first boyfriend, and Mary is reluctant to reveal her newest love interest. 

Episode 02: Monkey Business Deux (2); Simon's paid dating service is becoming profitable until 

Cecilia (Ashlee Simpson) rats him out to Eric. Meanwhile, when Mary threatens to leave home over 

her relationship with Captain Jack Smith (guest-star Grant Goodeve), who is twice her age, Eric 

confronts Jack who lets the news slip that he and Mary are relocating to Fort Lauderdale and Eric 

and Annie are at a standstill. Lastly, Kevin sets Ruthie straight on who's the adult and who's the child 

in this household. 

Episode 03: The Enemy Within; Ken Smith (guest star Pat Boone) pays a visit to Eric and Annie to 

accuse Mary of seducing his son. He threatens to sell the land next to the church if Mary doesn't 

break up with Jack. Simon finds out from Cecilia that a girl from his dating service is pregnant. Simon 

turns to her to try to help her. He convinces her (with the help of Det. Michaels) to drop her baby off 

at a hospital where the baby can go for safe keeping. Lucy wonders if Kevin has ever been with 

another women after she catches Ben reading her journal. When Ben picks Ruthie up from school, 

he sees a girl making fun of her and then she makes fun of him, which leads to the vice principal 

(guest star Cindy Williams) calling the police. 

Episode 04: Bowling For Eric; When Eric learns that he must undergo double bypass surgery, he calls 

a family meeting to share the news but loses his nerve at the last minute and decides the group 

should go bowling instead. His odd behavior surprises everyone, especially Annie who grows more 

concerned when Eric's brother-in-law Hank (guest star Ed Begley Jr.) shows up unexpectedly. 

Meanwhile, Robbie pesters Kevin about helping him make a parking ticket disappear. Lastly, Lucy 

continues to question whether Kevin has ever been with another woman. 

Episode 05: The Heart of the Matter; The extended Camden clan wrestles with their emotions as 

they await the outcome of Eric's double bypass surgery. While under anesthesia, Eric hallucinates 

that he's Elvis, performing "I'm All Shook Up," "Don't Be Cruel," "Teddy Bear" and "Rock-A-Hula-

Baby." On the romance front, Lucy finally realizes that Kevin is the one and that she's ready to marry 

him, but he refuses to propose until Eric gives them his blessing. Simon complains to Annie about 

the absence of Matt and Mary during their father's health crisis. Meanwhile, Sarah also comes to 

Glen Oak to wish Eric well. 

Episode 06: Regarding Eric; Lucy is asked by a developmentally challenged friend, Paul (guest star 

Gordon Billinger), to convince his parents to let him join a traveling troupe of puppeteers, "The 

Famous People Players". Meanwhile, Eric is feeling low because he is stuck at home recovering from 

surgery and really wants to get back to work despite doctor's restrictions, so Annie asks the kids to 

help make him feel needed by going to him with their problems. Ruthie takes this suggestion to 



heart and secretly tells Eric how he should be helping everyone with their romantic entanglements. 

His meddling leads to chaos for everyone involved. Lastly, Kevin learns that Ben is planning to extend 

his temporary stay in Glenoak. 

Episode 07: Gabrielle Come Blow Your Horn; Eric is stunned to find out the church has hired a new 

associate pastor, Chandler Hampton to help out while he recovers from his heart surgery. 

Meanwhile, Lucy is furious when she and Ruthie spot Kevin and Roxanne in a jewelry store--as she 

thinks they're picking out her engagement ring together without her. Meanwhile, Simon listens 

unenthusiastically as Cecilia tells him all about her new French boyfriend. Lastly, a loud, chain-

smoking housekeeper (guest-star Phyllis Diller) sent by "The Colonel" arrives to provide order in the 

Camden household. 

Episode 08: Peer Pressure; Eric and Rabbi Glass (guest-star Richard Lewis) pay a visit to the church to 

spy on the new associate pastor (Jeremy London). Meanwhile, Ruthie is in big trouble when she's 

caught slow dancing with her boyfriend when she's supposed to be babysitting Sam and David. 

Meanwhile, Lucy asks Simon to dig up some information on Roxanne during his ride-along with her 

and Kevin in their patrol car. Lastly, Kevin has some explaining to do to Lucy after he runs into his ex-

wife (guest-star Mindy Burbano). 

Episode 09: Lost Souls; Eric's strange post-surgery behavior leads him to make a life-altering decision 

that shocks and worries Annie. The reverend considers another calling when the ministry begins to 

lose its appeal. His plan to abandon his religious duties is hatched after a new neighbor mistakenly 

calls him "Mr. Camden." Fed up with everyone bringing their problems to him, Eric becomes more 

and more apathetic toward his family and community. Meanwhile, Lucy turns to the new associate 

pastor for advice when she sees Kevin and Roxanne having too much fun dancing at the pool hall. 

Concerned when he can't find Lucy, Kevin interrupts Simon and Cecilia's date to enlist their help. 

Episode 10: A Cry for Help; In the midst of a career crisis and much to Annie's dismay, Eric takes a job 

as a talk DJ at a college radio station, but things become serious fast when Eric and his producer 

(guest star Usher) find themselves counseling a male student who calls in threatening suicide during 

his first shift. Meanwhile, Lucy refuses to spend time with Roxanne which puts Kevin in an 

impossible situation. Later on, Roxanne asks her boss to assign her a new partner as tensions simmer 

between her and Lucy. Ben is almost arrested when he accompanies Simon and Cecilia to an 

underage club. Lastly, and Ruthie tries to figure out a way to breakup with her boyfriend (guest star 

Oliver Adams) without making him cry. 

Episode 11: Sunday; Eric gives Annie his manuscript to read but she's not happy to learn that he's 

been spending his time writing "smut" instead of his comeback sermon for the church. Meanwhile, 

Simon and Cecilia discuss having sex for the first time and naively share the news with their parents--

-which doesn't go to well when Cecilia's father finds out. Lastly, Lucy sets out to spy on Roxanne and 

Chandler on their first date. 

Episode 12: Back in the Saddle Again; Eric begrudgingly agrees to see a therapist (who offers 

unsympathetic advice) in order to appease Annie who is at her wits' end with him. Meanwhile, 

Simon is ecstatic when Cecilia's father agrees to let him see Cecilia, but feels hurt and confused 

when she starts avoiding him. Roxanne becomes suspicious when a pretty girl seeks council from 



Chandler. Lastly, Ruthie is shocked to learn that her new upbeat friend Katelyn (guest-star Katelyn 

Salmont, Rosman's real-life step sister) suffers from cystic fibrosis. 

Episode 13: It's Not Always About You; Annie is plagued with curiosity about what goes on during 

Eric's therapy, but panics when his doctor invites her to attend one of their sessions. Meanwhile, 

Lucy tries everything to get excused from jury duty, upsetting Kevin in the process when her views of 

the judicial system are different from his own. Also, Chandler confesses the extent of his feelings for 

Roxanne after she is stabbed on the job by a homeless man. Lastly, Ruthie fears that her parents 

may be heading for divorce court after overhearing them fight. 

Episode 14: Smoking; Eric tries to help Chandler after the young minister learns that his father is 

dying of lung cancer, but Chandler rejects Eric's aid and pushes him away. Lucy accepts a date with 

Chandler's chain-smoking tattooed brother Sid (guest-star Jason London) in order to make Kevin 

jealous enough to propose to her. Elsewhere, Annie is shocked when she finds a pack of cigarettes in 

Simon's bedroom. Lastly, Ruthie's friend Peter (12-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) begs her to lie and 

not tell his mother that he smokes. 

Episode 15: I Love Lucy; Waiting for a proposal from Kevin has proven to be more than Lucy can 

handle, and when Valentine's Day arrives, she feels depressed and reluctant to go on a seemingly 

ordinary dinner date with him. Elsewhere, Roxanne thinks that Chandler may be ready to get 

engaged, but she has her own reasons for being reluctant to accept. 

Episode 16: Stand Up; Lucy confesses to her dad that it will break her heart if he doesn't perform the 

ceremony at her wedding and he struggles with the decision to return to the church. Meanwhile, 

Simon catches Cecilia's father's (guest-star Brad Maule "General Hospital") business manager 

stealing from petty cash. Also, Roxanne's policeman father (guest-star John Bennet Perry) tries to 

bully Chandler into ending his relationship with Roxanne. Also, Ruthie and Peter (12-year-old Scotty 

Leavenworth) try finding Ben a girlfriend with his training dog, but things go awry once they lose the 

dog. Lastly, Annie hijacks Lucy's wedding by making all of the decisions herself without paying 

attention to any of Lucy's wishes. 

Episode 17: High Anxiety; When Eric and Annie learn that their friends, Morgan (guest star Dorian 

Harewood) and Patricia (guest star Olivia Brown), are facing a marital crisis, they draw on their own 

recent problems to stop their friends from making the same mistakes. Meanwhile, juggling her 

studies and planning her wedding leaves Lucy stressed, but when she confides to Kevin that she 

might quit school, he threatens to call off the wedding. Also, Simon and Cecilia go to a G-rated film 

to try to avoid thinking about sex and get kicked out for making out. Ruthie tries to find Ben a new 

girlfriend because Mary wants to get back together with Ben and Ruthie doesn't want Ben to get 

hurt. Lastly, Roxanne decides to resign from the police department when she feels that her father 

was kicked out of the police department unfairly. 

Episode 18: We Do; When a nasty thunderstorm rolls through the region and threatens to postpone 

Lucy and Kevin's wedding, everyone scrambles to make it to the church in time. Mary (guest-star 

Jessica Biel) barely catches the last flight in and brings a surprise guest with her - Matt. Chandler and 

Roxanne rush to pick up Ben and his mother (guest star Bo Derek, "10") who are stranded at the 

airport in Las Vegas, but tensions run high and a fist fight breaks out; and Matt (guest star Barry 

Watson) gives Lucy some very special brotherly advice when she confesses to pre-wedding jitters. 



Episode 19: That Touch of Bink (1); Eric and Chandler enlist the help of Mrs. Bink (guest star Eileen 

Brennan) to raise money for the church's leaky roof, but it turns out she needs a little help of her 

own. Meanwhile, Ruthie's boyfriend, Peter (guest star 12-year-old Scotty Leavenworth), suspects 

that his mother's new boyfriend has some secrets to hide; and Lucy and Roxanne have a girls' night 

out on the town during which Lucy shares intimate details of her newlywed life. Meanwhile, the 

twins steal money from their parents, Kevin, Lucy, Simon, Ruthie and from the can in the kitchen. 

Episode 20: Dick (2); After Ruthie's boyfriend Peter (12-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) grows more 

suspicious of his mother's (guest star Shannon Kenny) new fiancé (guest star William R. Moses), 

Reverend Camden steps in to counsel the threesome and get to the root of their problems. 

Meanwhile, Chandler provides pre-marital counseling to a couple (guest-stars Mayim Bialik and 

Bradley White) who don't seem destined for the altar; Cecilia confides to Simon the reason she 

doesn't want her parents to renew their wedding vows; and Roxanne tries to convince Chandler to 

return home to see his dying father. 

Episode 21: Life and Death (1); Eric flies to New York in a last attempt to convince Chandler's dying 

father (guest star Dan Lauria) to make peace with Chandler before it's too late. Meanwhile, Matt 

(guest star Barry Watson) and Sarah (guest star Sarah Danielle Madison) suspect that she might be 

pregnant and Matt's co-worker lets the news slip to Eric; Lucy fears she might also be pregnant, 

which causes her to panic and push Kevin away; Mary (guest star Jessica Biel) tries to find Eric to tell 

him that she did something stupid; Lucy offers her classmate Christine (guest star Tara Lipinski) a 

temporary place to live, unaware that she's hiding a big secret; Simon is crushed when Cecilia 

refuses to go to the prom with him; and no one can understand why Ruthie is acting especially 

strange. 

Episode 22: Life and Death (2); In the seventh season finale, unable to convince Chandler's father 

(guest-star Dan Lauria) to see his son before he dies, Eric is forced into tricking him. Meanwhile, Eric, 

Annie and Sarah's mother Rosina (guest-star Laraine Newman) get together to surprise Matt (guest 

star Barry Watson) and congratulate him on the wonderful baby news. Mary (guest-star Jessica Biel) 

confides a big secret to Lucy. Simon gets turned down by a potential prom date. Ruthie gets her 

period and tries to hide the news from everyone. Kevin recognizes Lucy's houseguest Christine 

(guest-star Tara Lipinski) as a girl who was previously arrested for prostitution. Lucy takes a home 

pregnancy test without telling anyone. Lastly, bad news arrives on the Camdens' doorstep in the 

episode's final moments. 
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Series 08 (23 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 01: The Long Bad Summer (1); The Camdens are on what is most likely the most depressing 

family vacation of their lives at their beach house. Simon is distraught after unintentionally killing a 

classmate in a car accident. As everyone exhausts themselves trying to help him through, they all 

have problems and concerns of their own. Kevin and Lucy ponder whether or not they are ready to 

have children. Ruthie's boyfriend Peter (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) starts spending increasing 



amounts of time with the Camdens, and he even tags along on their vacation. Ruthie learns a huge 

secret about Mary, and Simon's painful ordeal puts a strain on Eric and Annie's marriage. 

Episode 02: An Early Fall (2); Mary makes a surprise visit home to deliver unexpected news to her 

parents. Elsewhere, Simon tells Cecilia that he needs space, while Kevin and Lucy adjust to married 

life. A little confession from Roxanne leads to the demise of her and Chandler's relationship. Eric 

ponders Simon's academic future now that he refuses to go back for his senior year of high school, 

and Annie prepares for a potentially disastrous dinner engagement. 

Episode 03: PK (a.k.a. Preacher's Kid); With Annie out of town, Eric is left alone to accompany Simon 

on his visit to the Board of Education to discuss early graduation. During the meeting, Simon bonds 

with his advisor, Maynard (guest-star Cirroc Lofton), when they realize that they're both preachers' 

kids. Meanwhile, Lucy catches Chandler kissing a beautiful blonde woman at church and she 

agonizes over whether or not to tell Roxanne; Kevin's (George Stults) boss, Detective Michaels 

(guest-star Christopher Michael), tricks him into babysitting his 6-year-old granddaughter; Peter (13-

year-old Scotty Leavenworth) makes a deal with the school bully in an attempt to protect Ruthie and 

Cecilia agrees to watch the twins which leads to a confrontation with Simon. 

Episode 04: I Wasn't Expecting That!; When a mysterious stranger, Martin (Tyler Hoechlin), wanders 

into the Camden home and spends the day with the family everyone assumes he is Simon's friend. 

Meanwhile, a disheveled, Rabbi Glass (Richard Lewis) stops by to confide in Eric that he caught his 

wife (Loraine Newman) kissing another man and discusses about splitting up. Kevin feels 

emasculated after being attacked and injured by a woman during a domestic disturbance call and 

goes on medical leave. His attitude toward Lucy changes drastically as he worries that Lucy isn't 

attracted to him anymore. Plus, Simon is concerned that no one seems to care that he's leaving for 

college in a couple of days. Lastly, Ruthie and Peter (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) struggle with a 

school project. 

Episode 05: Simon's Home Video (a.k.a. Simon Camden); The time has come for Simon to seek early 

admission into college, so he prepares a video essay to go with his application. This gives him an 

opportunity to finally open up about the devastating past few months in his life as he discusses his 

future plans, reveals unique information about his family members, and reflects on his distinctive 

relationship with each one of them. 

Episode 06: Charity Begins at Home; During his Sunday sermon, Eric proposes that instead of a 

financial contribution, everyone should make a commitment to reach out and help someone in 

need. Kevin suggests that he and Lucy work together to set up a neighborhood watch program, but 

she feels passionate about working with Habitat for Humanity. Eric calls his new son-in-law Carlos 

(guest-star Carlos Ponce) and asks him to fly in without Mary for dinner with the family, which 

makes Carlos very nervous. Also, Ruthie picks a shy new girl at school as her project and soon finds 

out that she has a secret. Meanwhile, Peter (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) picks Ruthie as his 

project, which prompts her to tell him that they should spend less time together. Chandler and 

Roxanne keep running into each other stirring up old feelings. Lastly, Annie becomes jealous of all of 

the time the twins are spending with Cecilia. 

Episode 07: Getting to Know You; Eric and Annie throw a "Welcome to the Neighborhood" party for 

Ruthie's Muslim friend Jill Dupree (guest-star Randa Sabbah) and her parents (guest-stars Kamal 



Marayati and Yareli Arizmendi), but the Duprees are hesitant to attend. Eric is shocked and 

disappointed when he learns that his neighborhood is not a friendly place for Muslims. Meanwhile, 

Cecilia's house is robbed while she and her dad (guest-star Brad Maule "General Hospital") attend 

Kevin's first Neighborhood Watch meeting; Roxanne mentors a troubled 16-year-old (guest-star A.J. 

Trauth) and suspects that he might be involved in the robbery, and Chandler finds himself attracted 

to Peter's mom Paris (guest-star Shannon Kenny). 

Episode 08: Baggage (a.k.a. Out of the Past); Eric arranges for Peter (13-year-old Scotty 

Leavenworth) and his dog to visit a drug rehab center to cheer up the patients. Peter (13-year-old 

Scotty Leavenworth) bonds with Nick (guest-star Joe Penny) and helps him reconnect with his 

estranged son. Meanwhile, a very uncoordinated Lucy finds out that Kevin has been secretly 

coaching the Glenoak Police Department husband-and-wife softball team and demands that she be 

allowed to play. Just before his first date with Paris (guest-star Shannon Kenny), Chandler receives a 

letter from Roxanne telling him she still loves him. Martin (guest-star Tyler Hoechlin) confronts 

Cecilia about her lingering feelings for Simon, prompting Cecilia to call Simon to let him know she 

has a new boyfriend. She is also surprised when he admits that he is also dating someone and Ruthie 

is jealous of Cecilia and Annie's close relationship. 

Episode 09: Go Ask Alice; Eric (Stephen Collins) is brought in by the school board to help investigate 

the local high school Principal, Ms. Jones (guest-star Meredith Baxter), when more than one 

concerned parent questions her behavior. When a female student disappears, all fingers point at Ms. 

Jones, but Eric believes strongly that the student's father may be the real culprit. Elsewhere, rumors 

about Martin (Tyler Hoechlin) upset Cecilia, who then regrets talking to Ruthie about her feelings. 

Episode 10: The One Thing; Matt (guest-star Barry Watson) and Sarah (guest-star Sarah Danielle 

Madison) begin their student rotation in the ER, but get off to a bad start by arriving late and 

angering Dr. Norton (guest-star Dennis Boutsikaris), the attending ER physician. Matt and Sarah's 

relationship is tested when Matt quickly demonstrates an aptitude for the work, but Sarah accuses 

him of trying to make himself look better than the other students, especially her. However, Matt 

ends up looking foolish when he can't figure out how to turn off the ringer on his cell phone and he 

gets stuck fielding calls from his family. Matt's day ends tragically, leaving him to question his 

destiny. 

Episode 11: When Bad Conversations Happen to Good People; Matt (guest-star Barry Watson) 

returns home to tell Eric and Annie that Sarah has left him and he's dropping out of medical school. 

Rabbi Glass offers Matt marital advice. Meanwhile, Kevin must decide whether or not to tell a very 

jealous Lucy that his ex-wife (guest star Mindy Burbano) is in town and they got invited to dinner 

with her. Martin's aunt (guest star Keri Lynn Pratt) asks Eric to step in and talk Martin into moving to 

New York with her and Chandler asks Peter (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) how he would feel 

about Chandler marrying his mother someday. Peter (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) thinks 

something is amiss when his mother goes out of town for a business trip. Ruthie keeps something 

from her mother. 

Episode 12: The Prodigal Father; A distraught Peter (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) learns that his 

alcoholic and mean-spirited father, Vic (guest-star Bryan Callen), who abandoned his family three 

years ago, has changed his ways and wants to be part of Peter's life again. In the wake of this 

monumental news, Chandler must decide how this will impact his relationship with Paris (guest-star 



Shannon Kenny) and Peter. Meanwhile, Ruthie feels that Peter is pushing her away during this 

chaotic time and Eric finds a philanthropic way for the community and his family to embrace Vic. 

Episode 13: Major League; Eric feels he must intervene when Martin, who recently moved in with 

the Camdens, is recruited by a professional baseball team, the Miami Gators and considers dropping 

out of school. Meanwhile, Ruthie enlists Lucy's help to convince their mom that she should be 

allowed to attend a couples party with Peter (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth). Finally, Chandler's 

mother (guest star Concetta Tomei) pays him an unwelcome visit when he is named executor of his 

father's estate. A rift happens between Lucy and Annie where an angered Lucy considers moving. 

Lastly, Cecilia teaches Sam and David on how to ride a bike. 

Episode 14: Healing Old Wounds; Martin's father, Bill Brewer takes a short leave of absence from 

tour duty to return to Glen Oak and talk to Martin about pursuing baseball instead of college. 

Although, their reunion turns sour when Bill is caught making out with Roxanne, which leaves Martin 

less than thrilled. Meanwhile, with Paris's ex-husband Vic now back in the picture for Peter (13-year-

old Scotty Leavenworth) they begin to re-evaluate their relationship on where they stand. Lastly, 

Roxanne gives her two cents on her political beliefs as well as the war in Iraq. 

Episode 15: Don't Speak Ill of the Dead or the Living; Annie's half-sister Lily (guest-star Michelle 

Phillips) returns as she shows up on the Camden's doorstep to discuss an important family matter 

regarding their father, Charles. Eric tries to figure out why Annie doesn't want to talk to Lily when 

she shows up. Meanwhile, Cecilia sets Martin's friend Mac (guest-star Kyle Searles) up with a girl 

from school, but later rejects the offer when he remembers a horrifying moment that happened in 

school back when they were in the 1st grade. Ruthie and Peter's (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) 

school project lands them in trouble when they create a newspaper featuring false and derogatory 

stories about two former U.S. presidents. Lastly, Roxanne turns to Chandler when she finds herself 

faced with a moral dilemma as she is keeping a secret from Kevin regarding Det. Michaels. 

Episode 16: The Anniversary; Matt returns to Glenoak to celebrate his special "secret" 2-year 

anniversary with Ruthie. She tries to desperately avoid seeing the rest of the family as Matt doesn't 

want the rest of them to know he's in town. However, when Lucy discovers the secret, she, Eric and 

Annie go crazy trying to figure out why he's in town. They pay a special visit to the Glass in-laws. 

Meanwhile, Martin shares something special with Cecilia about himself when he takes her out on 

the town. Also, Annie accidentally lets it slip to nurse Kelly that Matt and Sarah are married on the 

phone. Lastly, Vic invites Paris to spend a special evening with him, but she doesn't want to go 

because she thinks he might propose---which is exactly his intentions. 

Episode 17: Two Weddings, an Engagement and a Funeral; Annie's half-sister Lilly (guest-star 

Michelle Phillips) is getting married and wants their ailing father Charles to walk her down the isle. 

Annie worries that the wedding ordeal might be too much for her father. Meanwhile, Fred (guest-

star Al Ruscio) and Mrs. Bink (guest star Eileen Brennan) attend premarital counseling with Chandler, 

but Fred's mother (guest-star Carol Arthur) tries to put a stop to the wedding because she thinks 

Mrs. Bink is a gold digger. Lastly, two mentally challenged people, Jimmy (guest-star Glen Poehlman) 

and Pat (guest-star Pam Rawuka) decide to get married after just one date together. The couple ask 

Chandler to perform the ceremony for them, but Jimmy's parents (guest-stars Dick Van Patten and 

Patricia Van Patten) try to put a stop to it. 



Episode 18: Angel; The Camdens, especially Lucy and Ruthie, grow concerned that an unusually 

joyful Annie isn't dealing with her true emotions following the death of her father Charles, but the 

happiness proves to be infectious as it soon spreads through the family and all over town. 

Meanwhile, Eric tries to convince an unhappy Chandler that he should consider adoption, which 

leads to a meeting with a lawyer (guest-star Randy Spelling). At the same time Chandler is 

approached by a mysterious young girl who gives him a cryptic message before she disappears. 

Episode 19: There's No Place Like It; Prospective homeowners Lucy and Kevin are ready for a fight to 

the finish when they learn that Chandler and his soon-to-be-adopted son Jeffrey (guest star James 

Henrie) are their rivals in a bidding war on a house. However, the conflict sparks an idea with Eric 

and Annie who decide to use their savings to buy their house from the church. Meanwhile, Ruthie is 

upset with Martin because she thinks he will get the garage apartment instead of her when Lucy and 

Kevin move out, and Peter (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) suspects that his dad, Vic (guest star 

Bryan Callen), might be having an affair. 

Episode 20: High and Dry; Lucy and Kevin celebrate their one-year wedding anniversary and 

contemplate whether they're ready to start a family, but things don't go off smoothly as Lucy refuses 

to drink champagne with Kevin during their anniversary dinner. Cecilia and Martin realize that their 

relationship may face a rocky future if Cecilia goes away to college. Chandler's foster son asks him to 

rid their house of all alcoholic beverages. Peter (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) lies to Ruthie 

about his plans for the evening when she asks him to help her baby-sit the twins. With that, Peter 

(13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth) goes missing, but concern turns to disappointment when Eric and 

Vic (guest-star Bryan Callen) find him drinking alcohol with his friends at the park. Lastly, a new 

couple in town calls on Eric and Annie for help...on decorating their new home. 

Episode 21: Lost and Found; Lucy finds her husband Kevin and his partner Roxanne in a 

compromising position while on an undercover police assignment, Cecilia and Martin's relationship 

hits another bump in the road when their after-school commitments get in the way of one-on-one 

time, and Chandler may have bitten off more than he can chew as a new parent. Meanwhile, Ruthie 

and Peter (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth), who get lost during a school field trip, cross paths with 

"Lost Boys" Nicodemus and Jacob, who not only take care of them until Reverend Camden arrives, 

but also share the heartbreaking story of their struggle to stay alive during the civil war in Sudan. 

Episode 22: Little White Lies (1); It's Camden chaos all around when Matt (guest-star Barry Watson), 

who is having problems in his marriage to Sarah (guest-star Sarah Danielle Madison), returns to 

Glenoak for a visit and runs into his ex-girlfriend Heather (guest-star Andrea Ferrell) on his flight to 

Glen Oak. Simon (guest-star David Gallagher) unexpectedly announces he's coming home for the 

summer. Also, Lucy sets out to discover why Roxanne is suddenly too busy to hang out with her as 

she's convinced that Roxanne is secretly trying to become a detective behind Kevin's back. Ruthie 

keeps a secret about a fellow student from her parents. Lastly, Martin learns that his baseball 

teammates think he's having sex with Cecilia. 

Episode 23: Little White Lies (2); In the eight season finale, the Camden chaos continues with Matt 

(guest star Barry Watson), who is trying to salvage his marriage, questioning whether he still has 

feelings for his ex-girlfriend Heather (guest star Andrea Ferrell). Meanwhile, Simon's (guest star 

David Gallagher) return to Glenoak creates conflicted feelings for his ex-girlfriend Cecilia, who is torn 

between her feelings for Simon and her current boyfriend Martin. Also, Ruthie's foreign exchange 



student friend Maria (guest star Samantha Sandoval), appears to be making the moves on Ruthie's 

boyfriend Peter (13-year-old Scotty Leavenworth); and grandparents-to-be Eric and Annie hop a 

plane for New York, despite Mary's (Jessica Biel, who does not appear in the episode) repeated pleas 

for her family to stay away during labor. 
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Series 09 (22 Episodes) (2004) 
 

Episode 01: Dropping Trou; In the ninth season premiere, Simon appears to be getting extremely 

close to his new girlfriend, Georgia (guest-star Rheagan Wallace), causing Eric and Annie to suspect 

they are having sex. Simon's new attitude of being comfortable in the house in his bedroom alone 

with Georgia and getting caught by Annie only promts the idea even more to Eric and Annie that 

they are having sex. When the truth finally comes out, Eric and Annie are shocked and try to follow 

the couple when they are out on a date at a fancy restaurant. Meanwhile, Kevin worries that 

mother-to-be Lucy may be in denial about her pregnancy when she refuses to go shopping for 

maternity clothes---even though her pants keep falling down. Also, Matt returns home for a visit and 

is instantly pulled into the family drama, especially regarding Simon and the Georgia situation as he 

feels Eric and Annie are not handling it the right way. Lastly, newly high school freshman Ruthie gets 

in trouble at school when she decides to pull down Martin's pants in front of everyone as a prank. 

Plus, the twins end up in major trouble as well in their first day at kindergarten. 

Episode 02: The Best Laid Plans; An angered Simon is reluctant to talk to his parents about his 

relationship with Georgia (guest star Rheagan Wallace) after Eric and Annie crash their date at a 

restaurant. However, Simon eventually drops the bomb that they are having sex and that he's 

currently on academic probation at college for skipping classes to be with her. Meanwhile, Simon's 

situation helps Eric realize that the church should teach teens the importance of abstinence and he 

asks Lucy to lead a class on the subject. Lucy agrees to the program, but with a few conditions. Also, 

an anxious Lucy and Kevin learn the sex of their new baby, and Lucy starts to question her ability to 

be a good mother. Matt is worried that Martin is still broken-hearted over Cecilia and will tell her 

about Simon's new relationship with Georgia, but Martin is on other issues. Lastly, Matt chips away 

at Ruthie's unwillingness to apologize to Martin over the incident of pulling down his pants at school, 

but doesn't lead to much progress with the chargin of Ruthie's growing attitude problem. 

Episode 03: Song of Lucy; Although she is worried about the lesson plan for the class she is teaching 

on abstinence at the church, Lucy is excited when Eric tells her she is now the Associate Pastor and 

will soon give her first sermon this coming Sunday. Meanwhile, Simon begins to go see Eric's former 

therapist Dr. Gibson (guest-star David Piel) to help deal with some personal issues. During one of the 

sessions Simon realizes he has been using his relationship with Georgia (guest-star Rheagan Wallace) 

to block out the guilt he still feels about the fatal car accident that happened last year. Lastly, Ruthie 

falls for a guy she meets in detention, Harry (guest-star Aaron Carter), a foster kid currently living in 

a county facility. Even so, Martin has reservations about the situation and keeps a watchful eye on 

the couple despite Eric's approval when Harry comes over to the house. 



Episode 04: Bad Boys, Bad Boys, Whatcha Gonna Do; Simon is still an emotional mess, but is ready to 

return to school when he meets Justin Smith, the brother of the boy he accidentally ran over. He 

finds he's finally off drugs and even grateful that the trauma repaired his family rift; closure becomes 

possible before he moves to college. Harry is determined to let the Camden parents tell Ruthy it's 

over. He decides to find a family of his own by marrying a girl in the Social Services home they're 

both desperate to get out of. Both Kevin and Martin play the protective big brothers. There's also a 

bird which fell out of the nest; Ruthie's responsibility just because she found it. High-pregnant 

teenager Leanne wants Eric to choose an adoptive couple to be parents for her baby, but goes in 

labor early. Lucy finds both candidate couples utterly selfish. Eric finds the father, Charlie Bates, still 

prepared to do he right thing provided Eric helps him with his parents. Charlie's parents fear he 

would throw away his own future for a girl they did so much for, and then split up. Leanne's lousy, 

virtually absent mother gives Annie a hard time just to visit her offspring in hospital. 

Episode 05: Vote; As election day for the U.S. President approaches, Ruthie is on a mission to 

develop her own opinions about politics after seeing how much Martin knows about world politics--

especially after a student confrontation at school between their peers. Meanwhile, both Eric and 

Annie are suspicious that the other did not vote in the last Presidential election. Also, Lucy is feeling 

the pressure of registering to vote and is surprised to learn that Kevin hasn't changed his address 

and therefore isn't registered either to vote in their area. Eric is having a hard time teaching Sam and 

David that politics are not stupid and are very important when it comes to elections. At the same 

time, Eric aggressively reminds everyone in the family to vote---even so much as to making long 

distant phone calls to Matt (guest-star Barry Waton), Mary and Carlos (guest-star Carlos Ponce) in 

New York. 

Episode 06: Fathers; Eric seeks help from one of Mary's former boyfriends, Wilson West (guest-star 

Andrew Keegan) after newly teen father Charlie (guest-star Eric Panler) confesses to Eric that he has 

made a terrible mistake with his girlfriend Leanne and can't handle the responsibility of being a 

young dad to his baby. Lucy and Kevin argue over which OB/GYN doctor they prefer during the 

course of her pregnancy. Meanwhile, Kevin's brother Ben (guest-star Geoff Stults) shows up in town 

and has taken an unusual interest in the couple's pregnancy, which only makes matters worse when 

Ben sides with Lucy's choice of doctor as well as taking an interest into Lucy's potential female 

OB/GYN doctor. Lastly, Ruthie has hidden intentions for wanting to hang out with Martin and his 

best friend Mac (guest-star Kyle Searles) all of the sudden, which only leads to disappointment since 

Mac thinks of her more as a little sister. 

Episode 07: Regret to Inform; When Martin and Mac go play darts in the pool hall with Kevin, he 

naughtily leaves without telling they are being mistaken for new police rookies, so notorious Venus 

picks up physically mature Martin, who gives her a ride home on request -even stranding Mac- but 

stays aloof until they discover both their fathers are Marines on war theater missions. Lucy makes 

sure dad finds out so Kevin starts calling round for Venus's phone number, which starts the rumor 

he's two-timing Lucy, who stupidly takes it seriously even from an amused petty criminal Kevin just 

arrested, while Mac spreads one about Martin scoring at high-school, where Venus turns up the next 

morning as substitute teacher. Another utterly undeserved 'my-house-my-rules' lecture from 

sanctimonious liar Eric decides Martin it's time to get emancipated and move out, that very evening. 

Then he spots two marines with a briefcase. Meanwhile Ben's own lie to hide he spent three days 

camping with Dr. Miranda Pearson has its own unpredictable consequences. 



Episode 08: Why Not Me?; When receiving a specific phone call from Simon, Kevin learns that Simon 

has been kicked out of his college dorm room for allowing a school friend, Christina Davis (guest-star 

Lauren Storm) to stay with him, which is against the rules. Simon tries to only enlist Kevin and not his 

parents for help in finding another place for him and Christina, but Eric eventually jumps in to handle 

the situation. When Eric comes to the rescue, he learns that Christina is a product of social services 

as well as her three younger siblings who are separated from each other and all in need of homes. 

Eric realizes that their situation may be more than he can handle alone after talking with social 

services and encountering the children's biological mother (guest-star Mackenzie Phillips) on the 

street at night. With the help of Annie, Eric encourages the congregation to make a difference by 

becoming licensed foster parents to the Davis children. 

Episode 09: Thanksgiving; With the Thanksgiving holiday just two weeks away, Eric and the kids 

notice that Annie is acting very strange, especially after she learns that Matt and Sarah (guest-star 

Sarah Danielle Madison) won't be able to spend the holidays in Glenoak. When Matt and Sarah 

decide to come by early and spend some time with the family before the holiday Annie is not 

pleased. In fact, the majority of the family has made plans of their own and Eric worries how Annie 

will take the news. Carlos (guest-star Carlos Ponce) telephones the Camden's and tells them that he, 

Mary and baby Charles are going to spend the holiday in Puerto Rico with Carlos' family and wants 

Ruthie to join them. Meanwhile, Simon has something to tell his parents, but can't get up the nerve 

to tell them---which involves his former girlfriend Georgia who shows up back in his life 

unexpectedly. Instead he decides to stay at school for work. Also, Martin has plans to go camping 

with Mac (guest-star Kyle Searles). Lastly, a strong-willed and pregnant Lucy is determined to do the 

cooking and decorating this year but forgets to tell Annie about her plans. 

Episode 10: Gratitude; Shortly before Thanksgiving, the parents are still not home with the twins, 

who also are difficult now Eric has a cold and Annie somehow already blames him for ruining the 

family Thanksgiving again. Simon has brought his pregnant fiancée Georgia Huffington home, but 

she refuses to tell anyone else before they tell his parents. Later she tells him she lied not to lose 

him. Pregenant Lucy takes advantage of her condition and is moody, driving Kevin (who desperately 

tries to dress for a drug undercover job), and Matt, mad. Martin canceled camping because of the 

weather. Lucy faints in the supermarket, Matt's limited medical student knowledge makes it harder 

on the and Dr. Kline. When Ruthie calls from Puerto Rico, lonely as Carlos's family is occupied with 

the baby, Martin assures her Thanksgiving is celebrated in overseas territories too. 

Episode 11: Waynes World; When a pregnant Lucy is put on bed rest following her recent hospital 

scare, an exhausted Camden family, especially her husband Kevin suffer the consequences of Lucy's 

foul mood towards everyone. Lucy is also not able to go to her graduation ceremony and is having a 

hard time getting her paper done as she's uninspired over the situation. Meanwhile, Ruthie's 

discovery of a disheartening e-mail on Martin's computer from his father may explain his 

uncharacteristically bad behavior at home and school. Martin is having a rough time on the baseball 

team lately with his foul mood toward his coach and teammates, including Mac (guest-star Kyle 

Searles). Lastly, guest-starring singing legend Wayne Newton shows up on the Camden's doorstep 

with a message for Martin from his father, who is serving in Iraq. 

Episode 12: Paper or Plastic?; Lucy, upset that the family hasn't given her any gifts for the baby, 

convinces Matt to take her shopping even though she is supposed to be staying off her feet. While 



shopping, the two get stuck in an elevator and Lucy goes into labor, putting Matt's medical skills to 

the test. Meanwhile, Eric and Annie are busy getting the house ready for Lucy's surprise baby 

shower and become concerned when Matt doesn't have her back as planned. Kevin shows Ruthie 

that he bought a house for Lucy, and Ruthie mentions to Kevin that it will upset Lucy as he didnt 

consult her first. In the end, Lucy has a healthy baby girl in which she names Savanah, after the 

location of Kevin and Lucy's honeymoon. 

Episode 13: The Fine Art of Parenting; When new mom Lucy welcomes guests over to see the baby, 

Annie immediately becomes concerned, believing that Lucy doesn't fully understand the health risks 

of exposing a newborn to strangers. Lucy's determination to show everyone that she has parenting 

under control leaves Kevin to question his role as a father, especially when they're alone. Also, 

struggling new parents Kevin and Lucy move back into the Camden home, while Martin moves into 

the garage apartment. Eric is worried that he and Annie are doing too much in helping Kevin and 

Lucy adjusting to parenthood as they're taking on more than they should as grandparents. 

Meanwhile, Martin's classmate Zoe (guest-star Katie Cassidy) intentionally falls asleep on the couch 

of his apartment so that she can tell everyone at school that they slept together. When Ruthie finds 

out about Martin's overnight guest she sees it as the perfect opportunity to blackmail him into 

getting her a date with her crush, Vincent (guest-star Thomas Dekker). 

Episode 14: First Date; Ruthie is going on her first date, and everyone else is more worked up than 

she is. Ruthie is on cloud nine when an emotional Eric and Annie reluctantly agree to let her go on 

her first official date with Vincent (guest star Thomas Dekker). However, Ruthie isn't surprised to 

find the family handling her big dating news with their usual crazy Camden ways. Annie and Lucy 

decide it's their job to help Ruthie prepare for her date with Vincent by picking out the prefect outfit 

for her to wear. Meanwhile, Kevin takes it upon himself to give Ruthie "the talk" before her date 

with Vincent. Sam and David change into their Sunday attire so they can go on the date with Ruthie 

as well. An overprotective Martin and Mac (guest-star Kyle Searles) decide to spy on Ruthie and 

Vincent's date at the promenade and movies to make sure nothing bad happens to her. Lastly, Matt 

volunteers to play chaperone, but finds himself in a web of lies to protect Ruthie's feelings when 

Vincent goes missing for a while when Matt tries to pick him up at his house. 

Episode 15: Red Socks; The streets of Glenoak are alive with the sound of music as the Camden 

family breaks into song for a very special Valentine's Day musical episode. Classic songs ("Love Is 

Sweeping the Country," "You Were Meant For Me," "Nice Work If You Can Get It," among others) are 

performed by the Camdens. Simon is enjoying having his new girlfriend, Anna, who he just met the 

day before over at his apartment for Valentine's Day. They both agree to go to Glen Oak, but he 

decides to keep her away from his family for the time being. Annie displays her unhappiness to 

Simon in song (along with the rest of passerbys) over his constant dating habits at the promenade as 

the chorus is going on. Anna overhears this and begins to question Simon and his dating habits as 

well. Vincent confronts an unhappy Ruthie on the high school bleachers as she's not in the 

Valentine's Day mood and is upset over watching Martin practice with his team and Zoe blowing 

kisses at him. Also, Lucy and Kevin dance to "You Were Meant for Me" that's in the background as 

Lucy walks into their room after putting Savannah to sleep and Kevin is putting on his uniform. 

Episode 16: Brotherly Love; When Simon asks Matt to prescribe birth control pills for his current 

girlfriend, Matt is beyond upset that he is still having sex after what happened with his previous 



girlfriend Georgia. Meanwhile, Simon and Matt's secret talk starts false rumors through the house 

that Simon's current girlfriend is already pregnant. Meanwhile, Lucy and Kevin have to decide 

whether to sell their new house back to its previous owner after Kevin has an encounter with the 

former owner and discusses his sentimental value over the place and admitting he sold it by mistake. 

Also, Eric and Annie are upset that Kevin has been keeping a gun in the house for protection ever 

since Kevin, Lucy and the baby moved back into the main house a month ago since the baby was 

born. Lastly, the Camden kids attempt to hide a big secret about Mary from their parents. 

Episode 17: Tangled Web We Weaved; The Camden kids panic about their cover-lie for "Simon's" 

(actually covering for fickle, unfaithful Mary's) secret after Annie phones with Carlos; she doesn't 

learn it yet, but decides to surprise-visit Mary in New York excited about the fictitious baby; the 

following family calls only weave the web of deception and misunderstandings ever tighter, even 

gold-honest Kevin gets ragged in; even when Eric's overhears an unclosed line, he keeps it secret for 

Annie but visits Simon, also on false pretenses. After dragging it out of Ruthie, Martin wisely abstains 

from compounded lying. Martin and Mac, who sort of hopes to get her on the rebound, catch 

Vincent dating another girl, but only to make Ruthie jealous, who brushed him off with a lie, next 

Vincent goes make up with her. 

Episode 18: Honor Thy Mother; Ben Kinkirk practically invites himself to stay with brother Kevin to 

see Lucy and their baby, knowing absent Martin's apartment is available that weekend, and tests the 

ground about him dating Mary again now she has left Carlos. Annie has the morbid obsession 

everyone should attend -fine for most Camden house-mates- a 'birthday party' for her late mother 

Jenny. This means barring Ruthie from seeing Vincent again, yet she's eager enough to visit him 

despite Lucy's warning while flower-shopping together. Ruthie returns in tears and tantrum, as if 

violated, in fact the kid only wisely took his parents' advice. Eric is excused from the party to help 

career woman Marie Wagner work out how to handle her mother's worsening health, while the ma -

actually adoptive- wants to be independent, not a burden. 

Episode 19: Hungry; After being taunted for wearing second-hand clothes at "Second Hand Rose" by 

Vincent's (guest-star Thomas Dekker) new girlfriend, Margot (guest-star Ashley Benson), a distraught 

Ruthie runs into the bathroom and finds Martin's girlfriend, Zoe (guest-star Katie Cassidy), 

recovering from a fainting spell as two girls try to help her. Zoe confides that her family doesn't have 

enough money for food and makes Ruthie promise not to tell anyone. However, when Martin breaks 

up with Zoe because he doesn't like her conceited attitude, Zoe thinks Ruthie has betrayed her 

confidence. Meanwhile, Kevin unsuccessfully tries to create some alone time with Lucy, but is 

frustrated with Lucy's obsession over Savannah. Also, Eric and Annie suspect that Sam and David are 

feigning being sick so they can stay up late and eat sweets. Lastly, Sam is jealous of the attention 

being given to an ill David. 

Episode 20: Leaps of Faith; When Simon visits home to write a paper, the twins are just happy, the 

sisters speculate what trouble he's in; dad guesses his Bible reading is a pact with God for a clear bill 

on his venereal disease test. Zoe convinces Martin to join her watching a meteor shower for an 

astronomy assignment, but he leaves his cell phone afraid to tell Eric as it's at night, and thus misses 

a persistent caller- from Iraq. Lucy wants to return to parish work, but Kevin refuses to dump their 

baby on her ma, even prefers doing night-shifts or becoming a home dad. Ruthy's ex Peter 



Petrowski's parents George 'Vic' and Paris ask Eric to remarry them. Ruthy's boyfriend Vincent is 

offended she nags about Peter saying not to feel anything for her anymore. 

Episode 21: Mi Familia: Part 1; Cecilia's dad George Smith tells Eric that he and his wife Gwen are 

looking for a foster-son, about 10-years-old, to fill the now empty-feeling home, with the hope of 

adopting. The enthusiastic reverend immediately thinks of orphanage boy Danny Davies, who proves 

charming and eager. Danny expects to that his sisters will be adopted too. It's only fair that Eric helps 

put that straight, which proves even more complicated then it sounds. Carlos tells Matt he's leaving 

New York for his dad's firm in Puerto Rico because 'mother' Mary makes no marital effort at all, 

having cheerfully signed over custody of baby Charlie. The twins are sad that Martin, and in time all 

their siblings seem to leave, even Lucy now. Kevin presses her to finally choose a house, then 

concludes the mother is the one who pushes fledglings out of the nest. Simon's girlfriend Rose wants 

to dump him unless he gives a good reason why they still don't have sex. Vincent pushes Martin to 

help him break up with Ruthie, in case he meets a girl while on vacation with his grandparents on 

Hawaii. 

Episode 22: Mi Familia: Part 2; Simon brings for a stay at home his still sex-starved girl-friend Rose. 

She proves a spoiled brat, while ma hypocritically goes Victorian about kissing, let alone bedroom 

arrangements, Kevin fears they consider marriage- hell, she does! Social services, Eric and the 

prospective foster/adoptive Smith parents are stuck as long as the Davies siblings' mother refuses to 

wave her maternal rights just to keep them institutionalized, but the good kids resent testifying what 

a bad mother the addict is. Vincent's lies to break up with Ruthie make her believe Martin considers 

dumping Zoe for her, but noble Martin's greatest wish finally comes true. Kevin explains to the twins 

about fledglings leaving the loving nest. Lucy keeps despairing Kevin and her parents by being 

hopelessly picky for a home and even abuses Sunday rest to 'suspend' searching, so they're ready to 

accept without questions her sudden, surprising choice. 
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Series 10 (22 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 01: It's Late; While even playing liturgical Elvis can only distract Eric momentarily from 

having to tell his parents about Charlie, Rose wants Simon to tell them about their marriage plan; 

there is a surprise visit. Lucy's first monthly sermon embarrasses the family by its personal content, 

antagonizes the congregation with militant feminism and bores by length. Rose pushes Simon to buy 

her a ring they can't afford and speed up their wedding by telling him she wants to wed first. Also his 

ex, college student Sandy, did it -once, when visiting him- with now uninterested Martin, whom she 

keeps bothering, but has a surprisingly serious reason. Kevin startles Lucy by wanting a second child 

and to become a full-time father. Ruthie schemes to matchmake Martin to Meredith Davies and 

'take over' her high-school senior boy-friend Jack. 

Episode 02: Home Run; After learning that he may be the father to Sandy's (Haylie Duff) unborn 

child, Martin (Tyler Hoechlin) is left feeling very confused, while Simon (David Gallagher) can't help 

but feel responsible for Martin's dilemma because he introduced the two. Meanwhile, when Kevin 



(George Stults) is caught in the line of fire while on duty, he decides that it would be for the best to 

quit the police force and become a stay-at-home dad. This surprises Lucy (Beverley Mitchell), who is 

at risk of losing her own job as the Associate Pastor when church elders approach Eric (Stephen 

Collins) about removing her from the position. 

Episode 03: Mama's Gonna Buy You a Diamond Ring; Rosie moves in with Simon and remodels his 

studio, while keeping her apartment as a front, but that proves unpractical. Simon insists on telling 

their parents they'll get married, but after graduation. When Simon announces that he is going to 

come and bring bad news, dad and Lucy falsely 'hope' it's their break-up. They disagree on what to 

offer single women, except a 'church social', which Martin accepts and brings Meredith as their first 

date. Kevin eagerly accepts Joanie's invitation to her 'mom and I' class, where the sensitive hunk is 

an instant hit. The parents disagree whether to forbid Ruthie going out with 'too mature' Jack, so she 

gets Martin to set her up with honor student Sam Walker. 

Episode 04: Ring Around the Rosie; Simon bursts his startled parents' malicious bubble: he's not 

dumping Rose, she moved in. When Simon accepts 'too easily' to give Rosie her marching orders -

which she ignores- as they pay for the apartment, they hoped he wanted an excuse to break up and 

be with Sandy, who they prefer, this time partially true. The twins announce they have each found 

true love. Ruthie tries to get rid of Sam Walker, but neither Eric nor Martin agree to do her dirty 

work. After church teenagers class girl Lizzie Wheeler admits an unwanted pregnancy, Lucy doubts 

her decision to stay in pastoral work and envies Kevin's obviously excellent home parenting, then 

Lizzie changes her story. Rosie sets an ultimatum. Martin tells Lucy he'll become a father. 

Episode 05: The Rat's Out of the Bag; Kevin was happy to perform at a kids party in a Riverton rat 

costume, but when Mat hears Lucy is visiting Simon, prods him along to spy and soon finds Eric is 

doing the same, alas equally clumsily. Rosie knew Lucy came for Sandy, so Tyler's secret gets spread. 

Meredith gets Ruthie to find out if Tyler disconnects his cellphone because he has another, while he 

is considering his options whether to play baseball full time in his senior year semester as he already 

has enough credited courses. 

Episode 06: Helpful; Sandy has braxton-hicks contractions, after which she admits that a miscarriage 

would simplify her life, but Simon's fear that the truth is about to come out seems ever more 

warranted. Kevin and Eric worry (with reason) as Lucy, clearly over her head and incompetent, keeps 

insisting that nobody else should meddle with her 'client' Sandy. They have to tell her who has 

already found out and Kevin must physically stop her assaulting her dad, Edward Jameson (an 

alcoholic). Eric fears George Smith is about to find out too. Ruthie stupidly lies about her new date 

being '16', as Martin says his -huge- team's shortstop Brian is 18. 

Episode 07: Soup's On; The Camden parents feel guilty for forgetting to pick up the twins, duly 

humiliated the boys wisely called practically perfect 'fun dad' Kevin, who also helps investigate the 

alcohol-perfumed $3,000 Sandy's dad Edward Jameson brought in for her. Meredith promises 

Martin to wait for him if he travels the country in baseball 'farm' teams. Although his dad, Beau 

Brewer, gently assures the teenager he can tell him everything and get support, Martin needs Eric's 

moral support to tell he's not considering to join the Marines but becoming a father, and the mother 

isn't generally approved Meredith. Ruthie earns permission to date Jack -who finds out the truth- by 

joining a soup label project to fund a new computer for his school paper, which the whole family 

helps with. 



Episode 08: Chicken Noodle Heads; The mixed joys of fatherhood way heavy. While Annie tends to 

the flu patients, Eric feels no better after learning his pa the haughty colonel married after siring 

him. Martin's dad needs all his paternal love and self-control to patiently push the boy to step up to 

his upcoming paternity. Sandy's parents tell the reverends to butt out, they refuse any responsibility 

for the pregnant girl and disown her. Even perfect family father Kevin can't swallow jealous Lucy 

going ape over his play-date in the park for Susanna with former mothers course friend Alice's kid. 

Martin has discovered an excellent reason for Ruthie not to date Jack. 

Episode 09: Turkey; With Thanksgiving at hand, continuous pussyfooting about Sandy's pregnancy 

causes a further avalanche of lies, pretenses and false assumptions, even that Martin got Ruthie 

knocked up. Breaking the truth proves equally unpleasant. Poor Simon is left working his tail off at 

his exams and extra radio shifts for Rose's diamond engagement ring, while the ingrate and Sandy -

who have finished- want to attend the parish dinner without him in Glenoak, where Eric preaches 

reconciliation. 

Episode 10: Apple Pie; While Eric sneakily prowls for pie, Ruthie tells off Jack, who indignantly 

rebukes Martin's insinuations as just that, even gets his and Eric's apologies. While Simon can finally 

just rest, Rose stresses he shouldn't find out her dad's fourth marriage is breaking up, like her ma's 

third, which is why he sells his house, which she hopes to get for Simon and her. Kevin says Martin 

needs a good bating, if not paternal then from him, but both basically good boys are actually rather 

relieved after rolling in the grass letting off steams by fists. 

Episode 11: X-Mas; Kevin makes a fine Father Christmas and knows the ideal gift: a dog, but Lucy 

insists to wait till after the holidays, then sneakily goes to the asylum herself, only to find their tastes 

in canines differ greatly. Heathen Rose has no clue what Christmas has to do with Nativity, so she 

'tests' the twins, but in the process makes them doubt if either Santa or Jezus really exist. Sandy isn't 

keen either to participate in the parish's nativity scene. In the end, things work out as by Christmas 

magic. 

Episode 12: Got MLK? When Ruthie's black new classmate Alex insists with teacher Porter to do his 

'Famous Americans' report on his obsessive idol Martin Luther King, no other, even though his day 

was shortly before, baseball teammate Martin Brewer's innocent remark it's not worth risking his 

sports career for has absurd consequences, as if he, not Porter, changed the assignment to reports 

on 'Afro-Americans' only, which annoys everybody who already wrote on classics which return every 

year. Someone is so pissed off that Martin's car gets vandalized with racist language, which the 

model of fairness refuses on principle to clean up a coward's mess. Kevin gets his former colleague 

Phil, now the officer in charge of hate crimes, on the case, while emotions run high all trough 

Glenoak with schoolchildren and adults. 

Episode 13: And Baby Makes Three; Martin refuses to drop baseball training to go to Sandy who is 

giving birth - even though Eric begs him. Martin, gets a surprising full scholarship offer from nearby 

Sequoia college, a future after all. Roses' nagging about Simon wanting to stand by her friend, Sandy, 

causes him to question the marriage plan. She is obsessing about her dream wedding, but 

reconsiders, even about parenting. Kevin patiently convinces Lucy that his 'husband at home' dream 

squares ideally with a second child wish. Martin goes to visit his newborn son in hospital, where both 

grandfathers commit to help each-other for their offspring's sake. 



Episode 14: The Magic of Gershwin; Ruthie is having a hard time getting over Martin, who is finally 

making an effort to be there for Sandy and the baby. Ruthie meets a new friend, Maggie, and they 

must both sit in detention after school. The teacher in charge at detention, a music teacher called 

Feinstein, manages to get the students' attention by giving them some new insights on music and its 

relation to history. He also plays Gershwin songs on the piano, which seem to calm Ruthie's 

heartache. 

Episode 15: Love and Obsession; Eric welcomes Kevin's invitation for a Valentine's dinner with the 

whole family at the anniversary and in the restaurant of his proposal to Lucy, doubling as the twins 

birthday party. After all, Annie made a drama about the twins wanting a store birthday cake, not her 

traditional home-made ones, and Sam being by little Rachel without soon jealous David spells 

trouble between both them and their parents, as Eric wants to let them decide what to do together 

and tries to compensate by taking just David for ice-cream during Sam's play-date. Ruthie keeps 

dreaming about Martin dropping Sandy, the baby and college for her, yet finds some solace in a daily 

'job' Eric got for her, helping old Ms. Rusnak to get used to a new bike, or rather for the company. As 

if his parents weren't unhappy enough about bride Rose, she even refuses Simon to get married in 

Eric's church. Lucy manages to embarrass herself in a daring dress at the restaurant, but nobody else 

enjoys dinner anyhow. 

Episode 16: Moving Ahead; Lucy's life gets more complicated personally and professionally when she 

begins to feel the presence of her late Grandma Jenny visiting her and warning her of the challenges 

that are coming in her life. Meanwhile, Annie and Ruthie decide to take a day off together to 

unwind. Rose is angry with Simon for neglecting to tell her that he slept with Sandy. Lastly, Eric 

unintentionally shakes things up between Rose and Simon. 

Episode 17: Highway to Cell; Simon isn't amused that Rose pulls all the stops out hosting a luxurious 

dinner to impress her Italian ex, Umberto 'Bert' Lanzo, who left her at the altar. He jests about 

wanting her back, or is he serious - and who is the mystery girl Simon agrees to talk to immediately 

but covertly? The Camden parents, are not amused that Ruthie's long-awaited cellphone does 

nothing for her social life. Eric urges the boys to call her, helped by unwilling Peter Petrowski's dad 

George 'Vic' Vickery and Kevin. Benjamin Bainsworth, meanwhile, finds her number and works up 

the courage to call after a year. 

Episode 18: Invitation to Disaster; Annie hated receiving an invitation to Simon's 'disaster' wedding 

with Rose in May, until she realizes that's the same day as big brother Matt and his wife Sara's 

graduation from New York med school. Neither group will even consider another date, arguing that 

the other event is less important or troublesome. Ruthie considers taking a summer poetry course in 

Scotland to be with her ex, Peter, but dad won't pay and the phone-bill hits hard. Kevin plants the 

romantic idea of eloping. Rose's jealous ex, Bert, grills Simon about his mystery girlfriend and 

questions his commitment. Annie finds out and teams up with Bert, who talks Rose out of eloping as 

the Camdens would ruin this by attending. Yet the changes of plans and truth time up inspiring 

surprising changes of heart. 

Episode 19: Secrets; Sam and David discover that while eating Oreos everyone is more likely to share 

their deep secrets... the Rev., Lucy, Annie, everyone but Ruthie... although she nearly spills the beans 

on Matt while having cookies with Annie. 



Episode 20: And More Secrets; The cookies and milk 'truth serum' curse works on: the truth about 

Simon's ring and Kevin's generous offer to pay it for him as a present get known till it makes him and 

Rose 'call off' the wedding, yet Simon insists to keep working to pay 'his' debt. Meanwhile dad blurts 

out to the twins that he replaced the expensive ring Annie gave him after losing it years ago, while 

Kevin tries to find his before Lucy after losing it too. Annie gets mad enough to curse Mr. Riley, who 

owns the building her teenage mothers center needs, with warped results. 

Episode 21: Good-Bye...: Part 1; The wedding preparations inspire Simon's parents to reminisce 

about when they all were much younger. After Rose tells Simon she's late, he prays as passionately 

that he will make the right decision about starting a family as he did when his wish for a dog was 

granted almost miraculously. Simon is disappointed that nearly nobody wants to attend his wedding, 

Rose somehow blames Umberto and keeps the doubts alive, while her divorced parents habitually 

blame each-other and fear she shotguns Simon. At the rehearsal dinner charming teenage waiter 

Paul surprises Ruthie: he's from Edinburgh and dates her. 

Episode 22: And Thank You: Part 2; The Camden parents are delighted that Matt and Sarah have 

surprised them by visiting in time for Simon's wedding. Mainly because they are expecting a baby, 

but that's not all. Simon is relieved that Rose isn't pregnant after all, they're marrying for love. 

However, the next minute he gets cold feet, eagerly poked at by Lucy. More visitors, like Matt's one-

time bride-to-be Heather Cain, stir further reminiscing, speculations whether the will both say yes. 

Rose's ex, Umberto, even asks Eric's permission to sabotage the wedding. The decision falls at the 

altar. Matt and Carlos have wonderful surprises. 
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Series 11 (22 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 01: Turn, Turn, Turn; Now the kids are all been away several months, except for Sam and 

David. The oldsters feel rather awkward, most of all young stay at home dad, Kevin Kinkirk. Kevin is 

an amazing help in every respect, and thinks of starting a house renovation business with 

enthusiastic Annie. After loosing their twins, Lucy is having a hard time. Endlessly patient husband 

Kevin always bends over backwards trying to help Lucy. Even when Lucy goes far too far in public. 

Martin Brewer insists on turning his life around to be a father for his son with Sandy Jameson. Sandy 

insists he should live his own life, and let her live hers. Martin calls Sandy a Lucy-clone, a virtual 

Camden so Simon would take her back. Meanwhile he's jealous of her date Daniel. 

Episode 02: Tonight's Specials Are... Reverend Eric Camden feels old after the twins' young teacher 

mistakes him for their grandfather and being unable to keep up physically with wife Annie's sexual 

appetite. Martin gets in trouble with Sandy when she overhears him in the baby-phone thanking 

Kevin for the -mis-understood- advice to seduce her by cooking for her. Lucy worries what it means 

about his sexual appetite now Kevin has stopped cooking elaborate dinners after talking to lonely 

young teenager movie theater tickets clerk T-bone, who considers her highly desirable. Kevin 

selflessly worries about all of them. 



Episode 03: A Pain in the Neck; Now Annie is away for four weeks, Eric wakes up with a stiff neck but 

already promised the twins to sleep a night in a tent in the garden- not so easy as it sounds, 

especially when the dog Happy goes missing, actually tagging along with Kevin's canines. Kevin 

couldn't turn down his brother Ben who wants to came spend time with them, but Lucy isn't ready 

for any visitors yet, so he stays with Eric, whom he assures he can safely straighten his neck having 

nurse training- a painful mistake. When the twins' attractive young teacher Margo makes a pass at 

Eric, the principal laughs away the very thought: the old goat must misinterpret. Lucy changes her 

mind and decides to get the guest room ready for Ben to stay in 'any time'. Eric's cardiologist has 

crushing news. Eric publicly rages at Margo's unacceptable immorality and takes his kids away, then 

insists to pig out with unhealthy food as a fake birthday and even lets Ben give him another neck-

crack. Lucy smells a rat. 

Episode 04: Don't Ax, Don't Tell; While Annie is still way, reverend Eric Camden keeps behaving 

weirdly, so his nosy daughter Lucy forces her unwilling, privacy-respecting husband Kevin to help her 

find out what's going on. For once he gets interested himself as it turns out there actually is a lot to 

uncover, starting with the fact Eric bought the twins hamsters as a consolation because his disgust at 

their teacher Miss Margo's flirting made Eric take the boys out of school to teach them himself. 

Kevin even ends up taking his pants off as bribe for homeless Stanley to tell what he knows about 

the hospital episode. 

Episode 05: The Replacements; Lucy Camden Kinkirk tells two girls they won't get access to the 

pregnancy home apartments, neither trough her nor Annie, but such cheap rent remains a prize 

worth fighting for. When Reverend Eric Camden's car breaks down, he learns that T-bone, the movie 

ticket sales-boy who has a crush for Lucy, is actually a courageous abandoned kid, now out of a 

home. When the snooty girls turn up at the house, they tell T-bone is a high-school boy called 

Theodore; Eric lets them stay for one night till Annie returns, even after he found out they smoke 

pot. Annie gets real surprises when back early, and insists it's for the pastors to find a solution for 

the floozies. Sandy makes Eric listen over the phone to her boyfriend Daniel, who she now believes 

to want nothing then loveless sex and housekeeping comfort, while he recalls his up-front 

intentions, then Martin barges in. T-bone insists he can't stay or he'll spill the beans as long as Eric 

hasn't told the family about his heart problems, which he guessed after witnessing Kevin's sacrificed 

trousers, but Eric only tells Annie about his intention to keep home-teaching the twins, his last 

change not to be a mainly absent parent. 

Episode 06: Broken Hearts and Promises; Misery all the way while Eric stubbornly keeps hiding his 

heart problems for Annie, the only one he wanted to know ever, even after a misunderstanding 

brings paramedics rushing, but ends up telling the truth to Kevin who manages to make him take his 

long-delayed cardiology check up. T-bone proves a second Robby, as helpful as an angel and a butler, 

yet incredulous Annie can find him a home, at 17. Meanwhile the bitchy girls can't wriggle out of 

accepting the burger-joint jobs (ironically, they're vocal vegetarians) Annie arranged for them. Tyler's 

baby's mother Sandy is in love again with Daniel. 

Episode 07: You Take the High Road; Eric has finally decided to tell the children about his heart 

condition. He and Annie are flying to Scotland, so Ruthie is frantic, she doesn't want to return home 

but stay 'normal', not a 'preacher's kid'. Lucy plays the drama queen not to be told earlier and now 

refuses to listen now to Kevin, who once again is caught from all sides. T-Bone and the girls pretend 



to be scared and want to stay in Kevin's house while the Camdens are away, Kevin doesn't buy it; 

indeed Jeane is hiding from her husband, a boot-camp private she married only three weeks ago just 

for the benefits. Margaret has bad news for T-Bone. Sandy calls Lucy she was crazy to declare her 

love to co-student Daniel, she now wants her baby's dad Martin back... 

Episode 08: And I'll Take the Low Road; At home, Kevin has a hard time teaching the twins pets like 

their hamsters are for life when they want to dump them on him; Lucy ultimately finds out their 

motive: they think daddy needs help. Mother Annie is furious to learn in Edinburgh, like Lucy earlier 

over the phone, selfish Ruthie has no interest in leaving her Scottish luxury life and privacy, even 

plans a Swiss ski trip, but cardio-terminal dad Eric declares he's allowed to be selfish and orders her 

home. T-Bone is furious when a phone-call from the girls gets his selfish mother on his trail, live- 

Kevin recognizes her as a whore he once arrested, but she consents with Lucy's advice to neglected 

son Theodore: get him legally emancipated, i.e. early majority in a court procedure. Martin's mate 

Mac is back, as best man for the wedding, but makes Sandy consider whether they're getting 

married for the right reason, love, not jealousy, an excuse to leave Daniel, etc. 

Episode 09: Thanks and Giving; Eric reprimand Ruthie for bitching about U.S. airport security post 9-

11, till it proves so strict they miss their flight home for Thanksgiving because of Lucy and Mary's 

past airport incidents, then hearing port authority security agent Keaton can't get home the 

reverend improvises his wedding right there. Mac drops by at Haley's and finds she can use someone 

to help out as she's a bit sick and alone, finally admitting not Martin but Simon asked him to test her 

after pulling out from marrying Martin. Lucy wants everybody, such as Lou Dalton, to be positive, 

despite dad Eric's condition. T-Bone tells Margaret to help the twins prepare a 'welcome home 

show' and gets a salesman to donate a luxury duo-bed for sick Eric and Annie. 

Episode 10: You Don't Know What You've Got 'Til He's Gone; Now Eric is terminal, he tells his 

parishioners the truth, even when it hurts, yet it seems to work out almost miraculously on several 

counts. Lucy takes a trip with Kevin. Ruthie is a spiteful bitch since her return from Scotland, and 

ever cheerful T-Bone tells her the truth, she just warns Eric will probably back-stab his emancipation, 

but when their bickering ends in kissing, her mood starts to turn. Margaret gets a domestic job. The 

whole Camden clan promises to come over for Christmas. Then lucky bum Stanley suggests to Eric 

he should just ask God for healing... 

Episode 11: Christmas! Eric was looking forward to possibly his last Christmas with the whole 

Camden clan, but wakes up a few days earlier in heaven as a rather Glenoaks-like town, welcomed 

by his loving mother-in-law and deceased people who appreciate the efforts he spent on them and 

their loved ones, and now worry about the mortals still on earth, including the Camden family which 

is preparing for Christmas, even Kevin and Lucy are back early from Frisco. While in heaven Eric is 

offered miraculous packed gifts for his family, all things he generously gave his parishioners, such as 

time for Matt and Mary to spend on their families and erasers for memories which poison 

relationships, his family decides to expand the day they spend on charity -like every year- to three: 

one because it feels good, one as Eric's favorite present and one for the infant Jezus. The best may 

be his own gift: everybody has a bunch of guardian-angles, and the experienced one in charge of his 

paperwork is processing an application from colleague Stanley to grant his -suggested- wish to get 

more time alive on earth... 



Episode 12: Can I Just Get Something to Eat; Kevin feels Lucy is too lazy to shop groceries as she 

keeps promising, she hates him buying wholesale and throws out everything officially past its 

expiration date, he is pragmatical about his New Year's resolution to save money before they have a 

second baby. The twins spend $50 of their savings to help Darfur trough Nicodemus, a Sudanse 

refugee who once brought Ruthie home. The reverends oppose several -often old- votes by the 

deacons Lou tells them about on matters from office furniture for Lucy -which selfish priority openly 

disgusts Kevin- to whether Darfur is too political a cause to get the parish's financial support, 

planning an appeal to the parishioners at large. Ruthie arrogantly pretends her Scottish political talks 

make her an expert on all world problems compared to T-Bone, who never was overseas and has no 

PC but soon finds Margaret has doubts about the material Jane gave Ruthie and in mere hours learns 

more then Ruthie; he stresses nobody helps as much as the U.S., she it's never enough, he realizes 

the complex context. Kevin tries to educate the girls, who react emotively, yet shows generosity. 

Episode 13: Script Number Two Hundred Thirty-Four; While Eric and Lucy sneak off fishing, 

pretending it's for a 'church stuff' seminar, Kevin must give advice -which he does in scary terms- to 

poor T-Bone, whose snooty girlfriend Ruthie (ab)uses him to cause jealousy with her sort-of-ex Mac, 

who gets himself invited to stay at the Camdens after moving back in town only to find his reuniting 

parents' condo has only one bedroom, and his best friend -and other semi-ex- Martin, who gets 

bitched at by his baby son Aaron's unmarried mother Sandy after Mac arranged for them to to 

double-date with T-Bone, Margaret and Jane... 

Episode 14: Deacon Blues; T-Bone needs a drivers license to have some privacy with Ruthie, so he 

asks Kevin to give him practice lessons, but gets a torture version. Annie doesn't believe Lou's 

announcement the deacons want youth-friendlier church services because of a $16,000 budget 

deviation, and even a publicity swap with a car dealership; ultimately the twins solve the accounts 

discrepancy. Mac needs a job to pay his part of a place with Margareth and Jane, so T-Bone gets him 

hired as ticket colleague. 

Episode 15: Tit for Tat; Colonel John Camden and his wife Ruth are staying over on their way to 

Hawai, unannounced. Fearing they will spill the beans, Lucy wants to skip town with Kevin 

supposedly to help Simon, asking Sandy to cover church service, so she stays in their place with baby 

Aaron; she's warm to boy-friend Dr. Jonathan Sanderson, chilly to Martin. T-Bone needs help for his 

first Valentine's day with a girl-friend, Ruthie insists they get matching tattoos, despite his and 

Margaret's reluctance for permanent markings, having to hide them for the Camdens and a serious 

needle-phobia. Mac is happy moving into the trio's apartment means 'adult' independence, the girls 

see domestic misery. When Jane gets her divorce papers from soldier Jack, she wants to wait till 

after Valentine's day. The grandparents overhear the twins with their parents, and suggest they may 

soon move for good. Lucy changes her minds and turns up with Kevin. 

Episode 16: Gimme' That Ol' Time Religion; When they realize that Ruthie has a secret and T-Bone 

won't talk, the Camden parents fear her sudden religious interest means something bad, even if 

their denial of sex is sincere. After some prodding, the twins tell Annie, Kevin drags and bribes out of 

Mac, Lucy learns from Sandy and even Eric from Margaret and Jane that it's just tattoos, like Simon, 

Lucy and Mary at earlier times, supposedly all unknown to the oldies; again everyone tries to 

pretends to most others neither to know nor to have told, then the game shifts to guessing who 

knows what and who should tell Eric (his heart!) or not... 



Episode 17: Small Miracles; When a frantic Ruthie loses the tiny diamond from the promise ring that 

T-Bone gave her, she takes it as a sign that maybe they shouldn't be together and enlists the entire 

household to search for the missing stone. Meanwhile, Eric and Lucy independently come across a 

mysterious black bird and interpret it as a sign of bad things to come. Jonathan tells Sandy that he 

has strong feelings for her. 

Episode 18: Inked; T-Bone feels a bit insecure to learn the only thing stopping Ruthie from having her 

tattoo with his name removed by a doctor is lack of money while her parents firmly refuse to help 

pay and she is reluctant to take a job for her skin-integrity. When T-Bone generously offers to pay 

'feeling somehow responsible' both Camden parents are lividly disgusted she dares agreeing and 

taking money he needs to get into college, and order her to take a job immediately to pay every cent 

alone. Lucy and Kevin find the church of her potential own parish, Crossroads, is inside the bar annex 

grocery store and school, there's about 27 inhabitants and Kevin would be offered the sheriff's star, 

appealing to the ex-cop. The Asian doctor who runs the complex cum church explains the parish gets 

about 100 worshipers from four church-less counties and different denominations, a town law 

stipulates residents must study and work there, all children are fostered because their real parents 

are in prison, the reverend's couple should act as their 'group parents'. Mac blurts out to Haley that 

Martin has no game that day, so she makes him admit his white lie in order to have a day off and 

hoped to spend it with Jane, reproaching Martin to dodge babysitting their baby-son Aaron as if her 

weeks of leisure didn't count. Jane is not amused to learn Margaret helps Mac writing his English 

assignment, and is obviously romantically interested in the cute kid; Eric tells Margaret she should 

concentrate on going to college, Mac agrees and declares like-liking her. Kevin is eager to move to 

the challenging parish, Lucy feels it's an awfully big one to chew, the locals hope they move in. Eric 

also assures T-Bone he is not at all obliged to stay with selfish Ruthie unless he really wants, let alone 

take any blame for her own stupidity. 

Episode 19: Some Break-Ups and Some Get-Togethers; When Ruthie asks T-Bone to help her get a 

job at his movie theater, to earn enough for an anniversary present reciprocating his engagement 

ring, he tells colleague Mac that he wants to use Eric's permission to break up with Ruthie but 

doesn't know how. Without asking, Mac uses T-Bone's cell phone to send Ruthie a text message 

meaning "I break up with you", and as if that weren't blunt enough accidentally copies it to the boy's 

entire phone-list, so everybody knows, only Ruthie doesn't get it. Lucy is furious at 'insensitive T-

Bone', Anny blames Eric fearing his permission will overshadow the couple's own feelings. Margaret 

is furious, feeling used, when she hears Mac has taken full credit reading the Crawford English 

literature paper she helped him write; Jane says that kills her blossoming love for him, Mac feels an 

attack by lip contact is his best shot. Kevin is very eager to become sheriff in Crossroads, where he 

could make a real difference, but Lucy doesn't want to move and collects excuses, so they decide to 

ponder their choice a bit longer. Police captain Michaels tells Kevin the job pays great, but also offers 

him an alternative job without moving, now he's up for promotion to chief of police himself. Martin 

acts toward Jane as if they aren't together, but refuses Mac's suggestion to look for a more practical 

girl-friend, at his college. Ruthie considers dad's advice to leave T-Bone free to choose, true love 

comes trough anyway; T-Bone gets second thoughts... 

Episode 20: Nothing Says Lovin' Like Something from the Oven; Steven tries to reassure T-Bone there 

is no reason to move out, Ruthie doesn't hate him and her spending much time with Martin doesn't 

have to mean anything. Then a surprise takes priority: dentist Theodore Alan 'Al' Bonaducci rides on 



by Harley and assures T-bone 'junior' that was his nickname as a youngster, his ma just told him in 

Vegas he's the kid's father, alas 17 years too late and ma is an incurable liar... Dr. Jonathan 

Sanderson proposes to elated Sandy for marriage after her graduation in a year; she promises Lucy 

she can delay that now Kevin and she have decided to accept the Crossroads parish. Mac is in 

Margareth's kissing grace. Jane assures T-Bone that Martin is not into Ruthie but with her, yet 

Martin also accepts a serious talk with Sandy. Only when Ruthie hears T-Bone accepts to go away a 

whole summer with his dad, she tells her dad she hates their break-up. 

Episode 21: Good News for Almost Everyone; Eric and Annie rush to the hospital after Eric wakes up 

with a good feeling about his heart condition. Unsure whether her parents are at the hospital due to 

good news or bad news, Lucy is a bundle of nerves, and it's up to Kevin to keep her thinking 

positively as they wait for news. T-Bone and Ruthie decide to get back together, but Martin hopes to 

change Ruthie's mind when he reveals that he's in love with her as well. 

Episode 22: And Away We Go; Now Eric is miraculously cured, the colonel sends him a celebration 

gift: an RV. He impulsively decides to take it on an unplanned maiden trip, for which the other 

residents soon sign on, the only limitation being one suitcase and three personal items each. Kevin 

and Lucy will get out in Crossroads, to decide whether to move there permanently, but wrestle with 

another terrifying doubt. Martin has another question. T-Bone only lifts along to join his dad's motor 

road trip. 
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8 Heads In A Duffel Bag (1997) 
 

This is a very black comedy. A mob courier (Joe Pesci) is hired to 

transport the heads of 8 murder victims to a mob boss. However, 

the duffel bag gets mixed up with the bag of a college student 

(Andy Comeau) who is off on a vacation in Mexico with his girl 

friend (Kristy Swanson) and her parents (George Hamilton, Dyan 

Cannon). However, the mother is a recovering alcoholic whom 

everyone believes is delusional when she claims to have found 

heads. David Spade also appears as a classmate Pesci tracks down 

to find the student and leads to a cryogenic lab where they steal 

heads to replace the missing ones. Tommy, a wiseguy is sent by 

his boss to get the 8 heads of 8 men he took a contract on. At the 

airport there was a little mix-up and Tommy got the bag of 

Charlie, a student who is accompanying his girlfriend, Laurie, who 

is on vacation with her parents in Mexico. Tommy goes to 

Charlie's school in Maryland and grabs two of his friends and roughs them up. Charlie upon 

discovering that he has the wrong bag, tries to keep it from Laurie and her parents. Charlie then calls 

his friends and learns that Tommy is there, who wants his heads back so he agrees to meet him in 

the States but before they leave, two of the heads that Charlie had ended up in Laurie's father's bag 

and when they are discovered he is arrested. Charlie must find a way to get help him and appease 

Tommy, who is now being pursued by the men who killed the 8 men, who are being threatened by 

Tommy's boss for failure to produce the heads. 8 Heads in a Duffel Bag definitely has a name to 

catch your attention, but will it? This is not the comedy I had expected it to be. But it still does 

manage to have several good laughs throughout. I was intending for something funnier. The acting is 

decent and fits the roles but nothing spectacular. The best scene is a dream sequence from Joe Pesci 

which I won't give away but trust me it is funny. I still was disappointed because the name sounded 

great, it is kind of misleading. This is no classic, but if you enjoy comedies, especially strange ones 

like this it is worth a chance. Not Joe Pesci's best performance, he was cool in Goofellas. This is 

something like him in Gone Fishing, except better. 
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8 Simple Rules... For Dating My Teenage Daughter (2002-5) 
 

The Hennessy clan -- mother Cate (Katey Sagal), daughters Bridget 

(Kaley Cuoco) and Kerry (Amy Davidson), and son Rory (15-year-

old Martin Spanjers) -- look to one another for guidance and 

support after the death of Paul (John Ritter), the family patriarch. 

Cate's parents lend a hand. This has to be one of the best 

comedies on the television at the moment. It takes the sugary-

sweet idea of a show revolving around a close family and turns it 

into a quite realistic yet funny depiction of a typical family 

complete with sibling and parent spats, brat brothers, over-

protective fathers and bimbo sisters. I'm almost surprised it's 

Disney! To its credit, '8 Simple Rules' knows it's a comedy and 

doesn't try to be more. Too many shows (e.g., 'Sister, Sister' and 

'Lizzie McGuire') think just because its lead characters are now 

teenagers then they should tackle social issues and end up losing 

their humour by being too hard-hitting. This is a trap '8 Simple Rules' has avoided; it does tackle 

some issues (such as being the school outcast) but it has fun while doing so. In fact the only time it 

has really been serious was understandably when it sensitively handled the tragic death of John 

Ritter and his character. And I think, although John Ritter will be sadly missed since he was the 

reason the show made its mark, '8 Simple Rules' can still do well if it remembers its humour and 

doesn't make Cate's father a second version of Paul Hennessy. 

 

Series 1 (28 Episodes) (2002-3) 
 

Episode 01: Pilot; Paul had grown accustomed to Cate taking care of their son and two daughters. 

His job as a sports writer kept him on the road a lot during the kids' formative years. But when Cate 

decides to return to work as a hospital nurse, Paul takes a job as a columnist and undertakes the 

responsibility of helping out with the kids. Although not new to fatherhood, Paul is just a bit rusty on 

day-to-day interaction and discovers that he's grown a little out of touch with his kids? especially his 

daughters. His value has been reduced to a wallet and a ride to the mall. 16-year-old Bridget (Kaley 

Cuoco, "Growing Up Brady," "Ladies Man") has matured into a beautiful and popular teenager, with 

a different boyfriend each week and a taste for fashion that tends to be a little too revealing for her 

father's taste. By contrast, 15-year-old Kerry (Amy Davidson, ABC Family series "So Little Time") is 

intelligent and cute, but her lack of self-confidence has led her to hide behind a mask of sarcasm. 

Thank goodness for 13-year-old son Rory (Martin Spanjers, "Daddio"), fondly referred to as "The 

Boy" by Paul and Cate, who remains on the sane track? At least for the time being. No matter what 

they do, Paul has one major rule that will never change? "If you make my daughters cry, I'll make 

you cry." In the premiere episode, "Pilot," Cate goes back to work and Paul has to contend with 

Bridget dating his co-worker Tommy's (Larry Miller) son, Kyle (Billy Aaron Brown) -- whose roving 

eyes threaten to break his daughter's heart. Meanwhile, Paul and Cate are shocked when honour 

student Kerry is suspended for ditching school. 



Episode 02: Wall of Shame; Paul is left home alone with the kids while Cate is at a seminar on the 

day of the big Michigan/Ohio State football game. But much to Paul's dismay, the game soon takes a 

backseat when Bridget is accused of shoplifting and Kerry gets upset over her latest cause. 

Episode 03: Bridget's First Job; After seeing how much money Bridget spends on keeping up with the 

latest fashions, Paul tells her to go out and get a job to learn how to be fiscally responsible. But when 

she lands a job at a trendy mall clothing store that offers its workers a 40% discount, Paul and Cate 

begin to worry that she may not be learning the true value of a dollar. 

Episode 04: Wings; Bridget takes drastic measures when an overprotective Paul keeps coming up 

with excuses to delay her from taking her driver's test. Meanwhile, after convincing a less-than-

confident Kerry that she has the talent to enter an art competition, Paul is shocked and Kerry is 

devastated when her submission is rejected, on "8 Simple Rules for Dating My Teenage Daughter." 

Episode 05: Son-in-Law; A sports-struck Paul lets Bridget do whatever she wants when she breaks up 

with Kyle and begins dating high school basketball wonder Travis "The Rainman" Smith? whose 

father just happens to be Michigan baseball legend Steve "Canned Heat" Smith (Terry Bradshaw). 

Meanwhile Kerry resents the fact that Paul still thinks of her as a little girl and not as a budding 

teenager ready to take on the dating world. 

Episode 06: Cheerleader; Bridget is ecstatic when the cheerleading squad has an opening for a new 

member. But after telling Kerry that she is not cut out to be a cheerleader, Bridget is completely 

dumbfounded when her sister tries out and is chosen for the team. Meanwhile, Paul tries in vain to 

wean Rory off video games and introduce him to the world of books. 

Episode 07: Trick or Treehouse; Paul seems to be the only one looking forward to a family 

Halloween, as Bridget, Kerry and Rory make plans to spend the spooky evening away from home and 

with their friends. But Paul's wish to relive the past by having the family get together for one last 

Halloween campout in the old treehouse may turn out to be the biggest nightmare of the evening. 

Episode 08: By the Book; In an effort to win back the love and respect that his daughters used to 

show him when they were young, Paul turns to a parenting book for some quick advice. But when 

Bridget and Kerry discover Paul's teaching tool, they try to use it to their advantage to get their 

father to let them go to a rock festival. 

Episode 09: Two Boys for Every Girl; Paul's plan backfires when--after telling Bridget to tell Kyle the 

truth about her date with another boy -- Kyle breaks up with her. Meanwhile, Kerry's first date turns 

out to be a dream, but she is devastated when the boy doesn't call her back. 

Episode 10: Give It Up; When no one can agree on where the family vacation should take place, Paul 

challenges the Hennessey clan to give up their bad habits for a week? and the winner gets to choose 

the vacation spot. But the family's vices soon get the better of them, and secret collaborations and 

clandestine alliances threaten to foil the contest. 

Episode 11: Paul Meets His Match; After meeting his new editor Nick, Paul becomes quick friends 

with the man when he discovers they both have a common bond? Being married fathers of teenage 

girls. But Paul soon learns that he may have something else in common with Nick? Having the 



reputation of being an overprotective "psycho dad." Meanwhile, Paul wants to make Thanksgiving a 

family affair, and forbids Bridget and Kerry from inviting their boyfriends to the festive feast. 

Episode 12: All I Want for Christmas; Paul discovers that he has his work cut out for him for the 

holidays when he tries to find perfect gifts for the family to make up for last year's Christmas fiasco. 

Kerry also finds a stray dog during the holidays. Meanwhile, Cate is overjoyed when she is asked to 

sing a solo at the church's midnight service, but fears that seeing her family there will make her 

nervous. 

Episode 13: Rory's Got a Girlfriend; When a proud Paul lets 13-year-old Rory go out on his first date, 

Bridget and Kerry accuse him of unfairly changing the rules because they were never allowed to date 

at that age. Meanwhile Kerry is shocked when Bridget receives a higher score then she did on a state 

aptitude test. 

Episode 14: Career Choices; Paul and Cate are shocked when they are called into the principal's 

office and informed that Bridget wants to skip her college prep classes in order to become an 

esthetician. Meanwhile, Paul is so impressed with Kerry's sketches of "The Incredible Boring 

Woman" that he gets the principal to print them in the school newspaper -- not realizing that the 

principal is the boring woman in question. 

Episode 15: Kerry's Big Adventure; After Kerry and her boyfriend break up, Paul tries to cheer up his 

blue daughter by getting Bridget to take her little sister with her to a party. But while talking to Kyle 

at the party, Kerry is shocked when a spark is ignited and the two share a romantic kiss. Meanwhile, 

Paul and Cate try to discover what is hidden in Rory's secret box. 

Episode 16: Come and Knock on Our Door; After discovering that boyfriend Kyle kissed Kerry at a 

party (the previous episode, "Kerry's Big Adventure," airing Jan 21), Bridget gives her sister the silent 

treatment? which is anything but quiet for Paul. But real life merges with fantasy when Paul has a 

dream that lands him in familiar territory, showing Kyle as a swinging bachelor living with Paul's two 

beautiful daughters in an apartment straight out of the? 70s. The set of the classic comedy "Three's 

Company" was recreated down to the last detail for this episode. 

Episode 17: Drummer Boy (1); Bridget defies the rules of the house after Paul forbids her from going 

out on a date with Ben (Backstreet Boys' Nick Carter) -- her college-age drum instructor. Meanwhile, 

Kerry is mad at Cate when her ex-boyfriend confesses that he thinks her mother is pretty. 

Episode 18: Drummer Boy (2); Bridget takes the car and follows her older boyfriend, drum instructor 

Ben (Nick Carter, Backstreet Boys), to his college dorm. Conclusion of a two-part episode. 

Episode 19: Cool Parent; When Paul has to pick up Bridget and Kerry from a party that's been broken 

up by the police -- and "supervised" by co-worker Tommy (Larry Miller) -- Paul chastises his friend 

and unwittingly volunteers to host the next one. But when Paul falls asleep during the party and it 

gets out of control too, the kids think of him as a "cool parent," while the neighborhood parents 

think he's just as unreliable as Tommy. 

Episode 20: Every Picture Tells a Story; When Paul is asked by race car driver Carter Tibbits (Jason 

Priestley, "Beverly Hills 90210") to write a book about him, Paul brings the family to Tibbits' mansion 

to meet the driving legend and his sarcastically dry-witted butler, Cody (Robert Guillaume, "Benson," 



"Sports Night") -- who used to be Carter's crew chief. But a misunderstanding leads Rory to steal a 

photo from Carter's room, and it's Paul who's under suspicion when a security camera catches him 

trying to return the item. 

Episode 21: Kerry's Video; Kerry devotes her school video project to sister, Bridget, to illustrate the 

hypocrisy that life is much easier for the? beautiful people.' But when Bridget discovers that the 

video makes her look shallow, she takes Paul's advice to enrich her life by taking up tennis again -- 

and ends up with a broken nose. 

Episode 22: Good Moms Gone Wild; While vacationing in Florida at Cate's parent's home, Paul and 

Cate catch Bridget and Kerry on the evening news partying with a group of Spring Breakers. But 

before a punishment can be implemented, the news runs archival footage that features a young, 

wild Cate letting loose in a bar. Meanwhile, a jealous Paul meets Byron (Ed Marinaro, "Hill Street 

Blues," "Sisters") -- the man that Cate went out with during her college sophomore year -- and Rory 

befriends an elderly gentleman (Tom Poston, "Newhart," "Mork & Mindy") whose stories about 

World War II turn out to be more fiction than fact. 

Episode 23: Career Woman; Paul's job as parental guardian becomes more of a full-time position 

when Cate is up for a promotion and has to spend more time at the hospital. Meanwhile, after Paul 

introduces the boy to the hobby of baseball card collecting, Rory trades the cards for something not 

exactly associated with the sport. 

Episode 24: Queen Bees and King Bees; Bridget and Paul are surprised to find themselves in similar 

situations when they are both alienated in their social circles. But they devise a plan to settle the 

score, leading Paul to crash a poker game with co-worker Tommy (Larry Miller) to get closer to boss 

Nick (Patrick Warburton), and Bridget trying to break up ex-boyfriend Kyle and her nemesis, Jenna. 

Episode 25: Bake Sale; Bridget begrudgingly becomes a mother when she is assigned to take care of 

a baby made out of a sack full of flour for school. When Kerry and Rory bake cookies for the Great 

American Bake Sale to help put an end to childhood hunger in America, Bridget begins to notice that 

her baby is developing a mysterious loss of weight. 

Episode 26: The Doyle Wedding; After reluctantly inviting socially inept neighbors Fred and Mary 

Ellen Doyle ("Cheers'" John Ratzenberger & Shelley Long) and their kids over for dinner, Paul and 

Cate are shocked when the entire Hennessy clan is asked to take part in the Doyles' daughter's 

wedding. Meanwhile Kerry neglects to inform Bridget that geeky Donny Doyle (Thad Luckinbill, J.T. 

Hellstrom on "The Young and the Restless") has grown up to be a hunk, and Rory takes a part in a 

play as a cross-dresser in order to meet girls. Cate (Katey Sagal) sings the jazz classic, "At Last," at the 

wedding reception. 

Episode 27: Sort of an Officer and a Gentleman (1); Having learned that her sister, Maggie (Cybill 

Shepherd), is having marital problems, Cate is nevertheless not too thrilled when Paul invites Maggie 

to stay at the house -- the sisters have a long history of sibling rivalry. Meanwhile, Paul and Cate are 

impressed with how mature Bridget has become after they agreed to let her go out with neighbor 

Donny Doyle (Thad Luckinbill), who is home from the Naval Academy; and Bridget and Kerry wonder 

if Kyle has ulterior motives when he befriends Rory. 



Episode 28: Sort of an Officer and a Gentleman (2); The sibling rivalry between Cate and Maggie 

(Cybill Shepherd) comes to a boiling point when Maggie gets a sexy, new makeover and gives Bridget 

a water bra as a gift. Meanwhile tensions between the Hennessy sisters mount when Kerry and Kyle 

begin dating, while Bridget's popularity takes a nosedive after she dissed her friends for Donny (Thad 

Luckinbill); and Paul becomes concerned when he finds an empty pregnancy test kit. 
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Series 2 (24 Episodes) (2003-4) 
 

Episode 01: Premiere; Bridget finds her popularity waning because of her exclusive, long distance 

relationship with Donny, while Kerry's social status skyrockets because of her relationship with Kyle. 

But Bridget's eyes begin to stray when she meets Damian - a sexy new kid at school. Meanwhile, as 

she waits for the results of her pregnancy test, Cate is stunned when Paul, Bridget, Kerry and Rory 

seem more concerned about how the baby could disrupt their lives than the blessed event itself. In 

fact, the only support Cate seems to be getting is from her nosy neighbours, the Doyles, who share a 

well-kept secret about their own family. 

Episode 02: Sex Ed; Bridget is horrified when Cate is asked to fill in as the sex ed instructor in her 

daughter's class. But Cate is in for a shock when she tries to answer a student's written question 

about being pressured to have sex -- and realizes it may be from Bridget. Meanwhile, Paul and Kerry 

are too embarrassed to look each other in the eye after watching a foreign film together that 

contains a sexually explicit scene. 

Episode 03: Donny Goes AWOL; When Fred and Mary Ellen Doyle ask Bridget to be a part of a video 

message they are sending to Donny at the Naval Academy, they are shocked to discover that Bridget 

has broken up with their son on the tape - and Donny goes AWOL to try and patch things up. 

Meanwhile, Paul is asked to help give a nickname to a neighborhood prankster who has been 

terrorizing the block, not realizing that the culprit may be living under his own roof. 

Episode 04: Goodbye (1); The Hennessy family must deal in their own way with the unexpected 

death of Paul. Cate's separated parents, Jim and Laura, come to visit and try to console the grieving 

family. 

Episode 05: Goodbye (2); The family finds Paul's last written article, and reads it just before going to 

sleep. 

Episode 06: No Right Way; Cate is unprepared for the diverse reactions exhibited by Bridget and 

Kerry on their first day back to school since their father's death. Meanwhile, Jim tries his best to be 

helpful by making some questionable home improvements to the Hennessy home. 

Episode 07: What Dad Would Want; Cate persuades Rory to try out for basketball because that 

would've made his dad proud. 

Episode 08: The First Thanksgiving; While Cate plans to raise the family spirits with a special 

Thanksgiving dinner, Rory takes it upon himself to be the man of the house by looking after Bridget 



and Kerry when he learns that they are planning to attend a party with their boyfriends on the 

holiday. Meanwhile, Laura's visit to the Hennessy household ignites sparks between her and Jim. 

Episode 09: The Story of Anne Frank and Skeevy; After Cate encourages Bridget to participate in 

extracurricular activities to beef up her college resume, Bridget shocks the family by landing the lead 

in the high school production of the story of Anne Frank. But after reading Anne Frank's diary, she 

doubts her own ability to play the role. Meanwhile, Rory's obsession with a dummy named Skeevy 

becomes a little unnerving for the Hennessy clan. 

Episode 10: YMCA; Cate decides the family isn't active enough and takes them to join the YMCA 

where Bridget works. Jim is overprotective of her at the YMCA and doesn't think she should be 

working there. Meanwhile Rory deals with a coming-of-age issue that keeps "popping up" at the 

worst of times. 

Episode 11: Get Real; The Hennessy household and Jim are thrown for a loop when Cate's wayward 

nephew, C.J., stops by to pay his respects to Paul and generally keep them company. But the 

irresponsible C.J. can't seem to resist getting himself into trouble when he advices Rory on 

techniques about kissing a girl and takes the blame when Kerry - driving with a learner's permit -- 

accidentally dents Cate's car driving Bridget on a late-night errand. 

Episode 12: Consequences; Rory steals a police dog when he hears about CJ's glory days of stealing 

his old school mascot, but Cate is shocked when the dog finds marijuana in Kerry's backpack. Cate 

thinks Kerry's using drugs because of her father's death, but it's really just teenage rebellion. 

Meanwhile, Bridget gets brought home by the police for not wearing a helmet on her boyfriend's 

motorcycle, after Cate telling her she has to. 

Episode 13: Opposites Attract (1); In need of a tutor to boost her grades, Bridget hires Jeremy, 

hoping to make her chance of getting into a good college better. However, after her boyfriend gets 

sick, Bridget tries to persuade Jeremy to take his place. Meanwhile, Kyle treats Kerry to an very un-

corporate Valentine's Day celebration. Rory gets pointers about the perfect gift for his new girlfriend 

Missy. Jim sends C.J. on an errand to get a "special drug" in Canada, which ends up just being Asprin. 

Episode 14: Opposites Attract (2); Bridget decides to make a move on her brainy tutor, Jeremy, but 

discovers that he may have his sights set on her debate team opponent. Meanwhile, after 

accidentally setting fire to C.J.'s van, Jim is not-so-thrilled when Cate forces him to share his 

basement room with his now homeless nephew. 

Episode 15: Opposites Attract: Night of the Locust (3); After being told that she's fickle when it 

comes to relationships, Bridget is afraid that she may end up hurting Jeremy's feelings when her ex-

bad boy boyfriend, Damian, returns to town. Meanwhile, Kerry is outraged and plans revenge when 

"provocative" dancing has been banned from the high school formal, which is being chaperoned by 

Cate and Jim; C.J. partners with Rory to broadcast school scandals over the internet, and Jim falls for 

Ms. McKenna, a member of the high school's PTA committee. 

Episode 16: Daddy's Girl; On the advice of the family therapist, Cate is encouraged to pursue a once-

thought-unobtainable dream of becoming a singer. Meanwhile, C.J. and Jim find themselves trying to 

bond in a bar when Cate encourages C.J. to take his grandfather out after he is dumped by his wife? 



in a letter -- and Kerry angers Bridget by dying her hair blonde after she complains that the romance 

is fading from her relationship with Kyle. 

Episode 17: Mall in the Family; After Kerry is promoted to assistant manager at a fast food 

restaurant in the mall, Jim is hired to handle the register. But when she witnesses his disdain for the 

customers, Kerry is faced with the dilemma of having to fire her grandfather. Meanwhile C.J.? who 

has been employed as a mall cop -- busts Bridget for sneaking into a movie without paying, and Cate 

catches Rory selling worthless family items on the internet under false pretenses. 

Episode 18: Let's Keep Going (1); Cate sends Bridget and Kerry to their grandmother's house for a 

visit after the Hennessys decide against vacationing at the family cabin. But while on their road trip 

to grandma's, the girls are shocked to find Cate at their father's favourite saloon with a mysterious 

stranger. Meanwhile, Kerry makes Rory's life miserable when she discovers that he has a crush on 

her friend, Rachel. 

Episode 19: Let's Keep Going (2); Upon discovering Cate in the arms of Artie - Paul's successor at the 

newspaper - Bridget and Kerry decide to blow off their planned trip to their grandmother's and take 

to the open road to sort out their feelings. But after meeting up with C.J., the girls find themselves at 

a familiar location that was beloved by Paul. Meanwhile, Rory continues to pine for Rachel Sharpe, 

who confesses her true feelings for him. 

Episode 20: C.J.'s Party; Cate banishes C.J. and grounds Bridget for going to C.J.'s college keg party; 

Jim has to take a written drivers exam after being pulled over with an expired license. 

Episode 21: Mother's Day; After witnessing some strange behaviour from Bridget and Kerry, Cate 

tries to find out what they are up to -- not suspecting that they might be trying to set up a special 

Mother's Day getaway for her. Meanwhile, C.J. and Rory doubt Jim's ability to put an engine back 

together after he falls in love with a classic car -- which is in for a wax job at Rory's new detailing 

service -- and decides to fix a noise in the motor. 

Episode 22: The Principal; When Bridget is busted over a school dress code violation, Cate is called 

upon to meet with her new principal, Ed Gibb. But Cate is in for a shock when she discovers that she 

went to high school with Ed -- who remembers it vividly -- though she doesn't remember him at all. 

Meanwhile, when C.J. becomes his massage therapist, Jim hurts his feelings when he refuses to 

admit that his wayward grandson has become good at something. 

Episode 23: Finale Part Un (1); Part 1 of 2. Cate finds herself once again in the awkward position of 

having to deal with Principal Gibb when she forgets to turn in a health form for Kerry's trip to 

Europe. Meanwhile, Cate is resentful of Jim's relationship with Tina because she still hopes that her 

father will reconcile with her mother, and Rory plays a nefarious joke on C.J. when he sets him up 

with girlfriend Missy's already engaged sister, Sissy. 

Episode 24: Finale Part Deux (2); Part 2 of 2. When Cate discovers that Bridget took the fall for Kerry 

for organizing the school sit-in, she agrees to have coffee with Principal Gibb in order to set the 

record straight. But the girls are convinced that their mother's innocent coffee meeting with their 

principal is really a date. Meanwhile, Kerry is furious when Bridget is elected student body president 

and wins a trip to Washington, D.C. -- because everyone thinks she organized the school sit-in -- C.J. 

keeps deluding himself that he's been chosen to be a roadie for Aerosmith over the summer, and Jim 



agrees to let Rory travel with him to Florida -- where he plans to try and win back his wife's 

affections. 
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Series 3 (24 Episodes) (2004-5) 
 

Episode 01: First Day of School; Knowing that Kerry is dragging her feet over breaking up with Kyle, 

Bridget takes it upon herself to do it for her sister -- which only makes matters worse for Kerry. 

Meanwhile, Cate is offered the position of school nurse by Principal Ed Gibb, and Rory's first day of 

high school proves embarrassing when he has to hit the showers after gym class. 

Episode 02: Changes; The kids question Cate's motives when they return from their summer 

getaways and discover that she has bought a new bed and changed her hairstyle. Meanwhile, after 

traveling through Europe over the summer, Kerry met and had a fling with a boy - which leaves 

Bridget jealous and Kerry wondering what to do about boyfriend Kyle; new high school Student Body 

President Bridget is convinced even further that life is a popularity contest after taking a trip to 

Washington, DC over the summer; and after a depressed Jim fails to win back the affections of his 

wife in Florida, Rory attempts to help him quit smoking -- which is complicated by Jim's discovery 

that C.J. was responsible for their irreconciliation. 

Episode 03: School Nurse; After Cate accepts the position of school nurse from Principal Gibb (Adam 

Arkin, "Chicago Hope"), Bridget and Kerry are convinced that she only took the job to spy on them -- 

while Rory is ecstatic that his mom might be able to protect him from a school bully. Meanwhile, 

after Bridget inadvertently spills the beans about Kerry losing her virginity in Europe, a shocked Cate 

accidentally switches on the school's P.A. system and lets the whole student body in on their ensuing 

conversation. 

Episode 04: Out of the Box; Kerry is livid when Bridget unintentionally makes a mockery out of her 

art project at the mall. But she quickly forgets about Bridget when fellow artist and young hottie 

Tyler asks her out on a date. However Tyler's intentions may not be completely genuine. Meanwhile, 

while C.J. finds himself striking out at speed dating, Jim discovers that he's a hit with the ladies-

which further humiliates his socially inept grandson. 

Episode 05: Car Trouble; Bridget and Kerry are ecstatic when Cate hands them the keys to the 

minivan, except for one provision -- they are responsible for driving Rory wherever he needs to go. 

But when the girls fail to deliver on their promise to chauffeur their little brother, he takes matters 

into his own hands and attempts to drive himself -- and wrecks the car in the process. 

Episode 06: Halloween; Kerry doubts Bridget's ability to put together the school's Halloween party as 

part of her Student Body President duties. Meanwhile C.J. is hired as the party's security guard and 

sets his sights on catching Rory pulling off a prank, and Jim finds himself under attack by the 

neighborhood kids when he refuses to hand out candy to the trick-or-treaters. 



Episode 07: Coach (a.k.a. Tennis Coach); Bridget is psyched to join the high school tennis team when 

she develops a crush on Coach Scott (Dan Cortese, "Veronica's Closet," "MTV Sports"). But her 

infatuation soon turns to disgust when she learns that Scott has a crush on Cate. Meanwhile, Kerry 

and Rory begin to question the authenticity of Jim's war stories while rummaging through his war 

chest. 

Episode 08: Secrets; Everyone in the Hennessy family fears the ringing of the phone when they all 

find themselves keeping secrets from one-another. Rory refuses to divulge the identity of the 

student responsible for bullying and beating him up at school, which leads Principal Gibb (Adam 

Arkin) on a mission to find the culprit and tell Cate; Bridget and Kerry use fake IDs to get into a club, 

where Bridget meets a cute guy and gives him her phone number -- before discovering that he's a 

cop (Colby Donaldson, "Survivor"); Cate doesn't want the family to know that Bridget's tennis coach, 

Scott (Dan Cortese), is in hot pursuit to get her to go out on a date with him; and C.J. is distracted 

and forgets to pick up Rory's pain medication, which leads the pharmacist to call the house to find 

out if Rory's OK. 

Episode 09: Thanksgiving Guest (a.k.a. Thanksgiving); While the family prepares Thanksgiving dinner 

for Cate to give her some much needed time off, she's left with nothing to do until she brings home 

an unexpected guest while on an errand -- Principal Ed Gibb (Adam Arkin, "Chicago Hope"). 

Meanwhile, while C.J. deep-fries the turkey, Bridget and Kerry spar over pie recipes; Jim 

disassembles the TV in a shocking attempt to repair it; and Cate finds herself with an insurance 

adjuster the day after the holiday to find out who was responsible for burning down the garage. 

Episode 10: Vanity Unfair; After Bridget is turned down for a role in a sports car commercial, Jim 

discovers that the head of the modeling agency who rejected her is his old flame Jackie (Raquel 

Welch). When he tries to persuade her to reconsider his granddaughter, Jim soon finds himself 

reminiscing over old times -- and possibly rekindling their romance. Meanwhile, Kerry and Rory 

discover a secret about C.J.'s past modeling experiences. 

Episode 11: Princetown Girl; Bridget is ecstatic when she learns that tennis scouts from Princeton 

are coming to her school to watch her play for a possible scholarship. But when Bridget's school 

forbids her to play because of a poor grade, Cate has to decide whether to use her clout as school 

nurse to help her daughter out. Meanwhile, Jim promises a nervous C.J. that he'll give up his room if 

he can spend one night alone in the attic. 

Episode 12: A Very C.J. Christmas (a.k.a. A Very Cool Christmas); To keep C.J. from spending 

Christmas alone in Las Vegas, the Hennessy household bends over backwards to recreate one of 

Cate's first holiday memories to entice him to stay. Meanwhile, Rory decides to break up with his 

wealthy girlfriend when he fears that he won't be able to buy her a Christmas gift worthy of her 

upper class status. 

Episode 13: The Sub; Cate is shocked to discover that Principal Gibb (Adam Arkin, "Chicago Hope") 

has hired C.J. to be a substitute teacher at the high school. But when C.J. catches Rory cheating on a 

test, he is torn about reporting it when Cate tries to persuade him to look the other way. 

Meanwhile, when Bridget breaks her leg because of Kerry's blunder, she makes her little sister's life 

a living nightmare. 



Episode 14: C.J.'s Temptation; While Cate finds herself becoming jealous of Principal Ed Gibb's 

(Adam Arkin, "Chicago Hope") new girlfriend, Cheryl (Pamela Anderson), C.J. is asked by Ed to help 

tutor Cheryl for her G.E.D.s -- and finds himself unwittingly being hit on by her. Meanwhile, Rory 

feels awkward after Cate accidentally interrupts him during a private moment. 

Episode 15: Old Flame; After sending an email to former college flame Matt (Ed O'Neill) to see how 

he's been doing over the years, Cate becomes fed up with the unreasonable demands of her family 

and locks herself in her room for some alone time. But she's shocked when Matt shows up at her 

window and whisks her off to re-live some adventurous, old times - then she begins to question if his 

rebel lifestyle is just a front. 

Episode 16: Closure; When Cate and C.J. discover that Kerry has been e-mailing Bruno -- the boy she 

had a fling with in Europe -- they secretly try to snoop in her computer to find out what the two have 

been up to. But unbeknownst to them, Bruno is in the house and hidden in the attic by Kerry, while 

Bridget tries her best to talk her little sister out of doing something she may regret. Meanwhile, Jim 

discovers Rory's clandestine poker game and decides to deal himself in to teach Rory and his friends 

a lesson about gambling. 

Episode 17: Volleybrawl; Cate's alleged antics at Kerry's volleyball game threaten to make her team 

forfeit the match. Meanwhile, C.J. has a crush on Kerry's volleyball coach (former Pro Beach 

volleyball player Gabrielle Reece), and Bridget becomes upset when one of her friends begins dating 

her ex-boyfriend. 

Episode 18: Freaky Friday; Following a viewing of "Freaky Friday" in which she fell asleep, Cate 

awakens to find that she and Bridget have switched bodies, as have C.J. and Grampa along with Rory 

and his hamster. While Kerri sits back and enjoys their predicament, Bridget begins enjoying having 

her mother's voluptuous body while Cate can't stand her being in her daughter's body all of the 

time. 

Episode 19: Torn Between Two Lovers; Valentine's Day finds C.J. in a predicament when he commits 

to two different Valentine's Day dates - Principal Gibb's ex-girlfriend, Cheryl (Pamela Anderson), and 

Bridget and Kerry's uptight math teacher, Mrs. Krupp. Meanwhile, Bridget's excitement over being 

elected to the court of the Valentine's Day dance -- with a chance to be crowned Queen of Hearts -- 

quickly turns to shock when she discovers that Cheryl is also in the running. 

Episode 20: C.J.'s Real Dad; C.J. is shocked and delighted when his biological father (Danny 

Woodburn, recurring on "Seinfeld" as Mickey Abbott)? a motivational speaker and "little person"? 

reveals himself for the first time to his wayward son. But Jim doesn't trust the man and thinks he 

may have ulterior motives for the visit. Recording artist Ruben Studdard makes a cameo appearance. 

Episode 21: The After Party; After turning down Bridget's request to throw a "harmless" after-prom 

party in a hotel room, Cate decides to throw a school- sanctioned party at the house? which totally 

embarrasses her kids. Meanwhile, Kerry tries to make a political statement by inviting a girl to the 

prom, and Rory is overjoyed when a hot senior asks him to the dance. 

Episode 22: The Teachers Lounge; Officially a full-time teacher, C.J. is overjoyed to finally get access 

to the teachers' lounge. But he soon finds himself being bullied out of the room by the school's 



overzealous Home Ec instructor, Mr. Edwards. Meanwhile Rory wants to impress a girl, so Bridget 

and Kerry take it upon themselves to give him a full-fledged makeover. 

Episode 23: The Sleepover; After Principal Gibb (Adam Arkin, "Chicago Hope") and Cate fall asleep at 

the house while watching a movie, the family catches them and falsely assumes that the two are 

having a relationship. Meanwhile, Bridget, Kerry, Rory and C.J. are forced to go ice-fishing with Jim in 

order to spend quality time with their grandfather - but unbeknownst to them, Jim would much 

rather be left alone and is forced to keep up a happy fagade. 

Episode 24: Ditch Day; After C.J. discovers that Cate may be starting a clandestine relationship with 

Principal Gibb, he blabs it to Bridget. An angry Cate gets even by having Gibb put C.J. in charge of the 

detention of students on Ditch Day, and C.J. gets even by detaining Bridget. Meanwhile, because she 

is stuck in detention and can't complete the ditch day prank herself, Bridget convinces Kerry and 

Rory to steal the rival school's mascot. Nicole Richie ("The Simple Life") guest stars as one of 

Bridget's fellow detainees. 
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800 Balas (800 Bullets) (Ochocientas Balas) (2002) 
 

Julián Torralba is a former movie stuntman in Almeria, Spain. He 

and several of his colleagues, who once made a living in American 

Westerns shot in Spain, now are reduced to doing stunt shows for 

minuscule audiences on the decaying set built for those old 

Westerns. Julián wrestles with dark memories of the death of his 

son, also a stuntman, and with estrangement from his daughter-

in-law Laura and her son Carlos. Carlos, a young boy, becomes 

intrigued with his late father's life and runs away to join Julián and 

his band of has-beens. There Carlos is initiated into the 

rambunctious life of these hard-drinking faux cowboys. But when 

Laura, a powerful executive looking for a new site for a tourist 

resort, learns that Carlos has joined the hated Julián, she moves 

to destroy even this remnant of Julián's once-proud career. Julián 

and the cowboys decide to fight back the only way they know 

how. A touching and funny homage to Spaghetti Westerns and film-making in general. Even if you 

aren't a fan of Sergio Leone's run of Western's shot in Spain on the cheap, you will still enjoy this 

movie. From the loving throwback title sequence to the obtuse Western camera angles to the 

heartfelt story of a boy connecting to his long lost grandfather, there is a lot to love in this picture. 

The standard Western archetypes are there but each one with a twist. Some aren't even known by 

names, simply by what they do in the Western re-enactment town. There is Hanged Man, Dragged 

Man (who is constantly being dragged by a rope behind a horse...it is his only trick, by golly, and he 

uses it for everything!) and the Sheriff and the Indians. Shootouts, pratfalls, drinkin', whorin', and by 

golly old fashioned quick draw shootouts. As an homage it is wonderful, from the claustrophobic 

close-ups, bird's eye angle on a dusty western street, Morricone-sounding music and Western 

bravado. As an homage to the love of film, it works as well. I will be surprised if it makes it to 

American shores uncut, though. There is a funny scene in it involving a prostitute and a young boy 

that is at once innocent and funny and oddly creepy. It is a funny scene, reminiscent of similar 

scenes in "Almost Famous" but in the U.S. where the flash of a breast on TV causes seizures, it just 

won't pass the mustard. Which is too bad, because this is top film-making but what I am reading 

more and more as "the next Peter Jackson" or "next Robert Rodriquez." There are too few directors 

of that ilk, so give this one a try when it comes out on DVD or, if you are lucky, to the nearest art 

house cinema. 
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9 Dead Gay Guys (2002) 
 

The story of two lads from Belfast as they stumble their way 

through the London gay underworld in search of 'gainful 

employment'. This being the offering of sexual favours to older 

gay men in order to subsidize their respective giros. However, 

when one of the lads accidentally shags a punter (Steven Berkoff) 

to death, they are forced to look for 'work' elsewhere. It is then 

that they discover the myth of 'The Bread in the Bed' - a huge bed 

full of money. 'Nine Dead Gay Guys' is the outrageous but 

hilarious result of the ensuing caper as the lads begin the search 

for the elusive bed. This movie is a completely pointless work of 

art. It's hysterical, silly, and lewd, and everything that could 

possibly be related to those words. However, it never makes any 

claims to be anything BUT hysterical, silly, and lewd. There are a 

few moments where it might drift into a realm a bit more serious, 

but then someone will say or do something to bring it right back into crazyland. While some people 

may feel that this is a tasteless work of stereotypical junk, and it does make use of a surprising 

number of stereotypes, it doesn't do it in a way that is offensive. It's more of an affectionate 

mocking between friends (much the way that Kenny and Byron mock each other from time to time). 

All in all, this movie is absolutely hysterical, and a great movie to watch with your friends, straight or 

not. Just...no small children or old people not as accommodating as the three park bench biddies. 
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À Beira Do Caminho (Along The Way) (2012) 
 

To escape past traumas, a truck driver John decides to leave his 

hometown behind and travel cross the country. Alone and lonely 

he drives all over Brazil until John discovers hiding in his truck a 

motherless boy looking for his father. Reluctantly, John agrees to 

take the boy to the nearest town and, during the trip, he finally 

finds the courage to face his past. 
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A Better Life (2011) 
 

A gardener in East L.A. struggles to keep his son (José Julián) away 

from gangs and immigration agents while trying to give his son 

the opportunities he never had. The Invisible Man. Greetings 

again from the darkness. Surprisingly, this movie doesn't choose 

sides in the political hot potato that is immigration reform. 

Instead, it plays as an intimate story of hope and desperation 

centred around the daily life of a father and son. The father is 

Carlos (played by veteran actor Demian Bichir), an undocumented 

worker in Los Angeles who scrapes by working as a gardener and 

landscaper for another illegal immigrant. Carlos is raising a 15-

year-old son who was born in the U.S. They are alone because the 

mother bolted after discovering the high life available in this great 

country. Carlos, on the other hand, believes in work ethic and the 

bond of a handshake. His son Luis (Jose Julian) is fighting the daily 

battle of the streets - whether to join a gang for respect. Luis shows little outward respect for his 

hard-working father, who comes home sweaty and exhausted every day of the week. When Carlos' 

boss approaches him about buying his truck and tools, Carlos first balks because he simply has no 

money, and he is intent on remaining "invisible". In his case, a simple traffic stop would mean 

deportation and the loss of his son. After a night of pondering, he borrows the money from his sister 

and buys the truck. Carlos tells his son that things will soon be better - better house, better school, 

etc. Luis is dubious and offers little support. The story takes a turn when the truck is stolen by a day 

worker whom Carlos was trying to help. If you have ever seen Vittorio de Sica's "The Bicycle Thief", 

you will recognize some similarities. Father and son grow closer as they hunt for the thief. Luis sees 

his father's thoughtful actions and has trouble processing his calculated methods. The youngster is 

more about lashing out to show power. It's the only method he has seen at his school. Father knows 

best comes into play here. The film is interesting enough and the scenes with both father and son 

are exceptional. As a whole, the film seems a bit empty as we really only get glimpses of the 

desperation and confusion that these two face every day - in completely different ways. It's directed 

by Chris Weitz, who has an unusual resume which includes both "Twilight: New Moon" and "About a 

Boy". His newest film really just reiterates what we already know about illegal immigrants. Some are 

here to milk the system, while others are here for 'a better life'. 
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A Big Hand For The Little Lady (1966) 
 

Comedy western in which a traveller bets more money than he 

can afford in a poker game, and unusual events follow. A naive 

couple and a child (10-year-old Jean-Michel Michenaud) arrive to 

the town on the way to San Antonio, Texas to buy a farm there. 

There is a poker game between the richest men in the region. The 

man cannot resist it and though he is a very bad poker player, 

enters the game betting all the money of his family. In the climax 

of the game he suffers a heart-attack. His wife then takes his 

place in the table. That's the only way of recovering their savings. 

But there is a little problem. Can anybody explain her how to play 

poker? They're Starved For Entertainment In That Town. A Big 

Hand For The Little Lady takes place in Laredo, Texas circa the 

turn of the last century. The film actually dates itself because a 

couple of current record cylinders are played, Ma Blushin' Rosie 

and Hello My Baby both of which came out around 1900. Anyway a big annual event in this town is 

when five of the big movers and shakers of the community get together for a big no holds barred 

poker game. The big five are Jason Robards Jr., Charles Bickford, Kevin McCarthy, Robert Middleton, 

and John Qualen. After the game gets going with the whole town just hanging on word of every 

hand, a very tired trio of pilgrims, Henry Fonda, Joanne Woodward, and their child Gerald 

Michenaud arrive in town. They are a sorry trio, especially Fonda who would be a candidate for 

Gamblers Anonymous if such a thing existed in 1900. Fonda just asks if he could watch, kind of like 

Arthur O'Connell who hasn't got the price of favours at the bordello in There Was A Crooked Man, 

but the madam allows him a little fun at the keyhole for old time's sake. Kevin McCarthy is the one 

who takes pity on him and in fact this is the first but not the last time he shows gallantry as a true 

Southern gentleman. A Big Hand For The Little Lady is a film that's almost impossible to write about 

without giving away anything. I absolutely dare not go any further in talking about it. But A Big Hand 

For The Little Lady is a really original idea for a western comedy that I defy anyone to watch without 

enjoying it. It's not got the rough house type humour that Burt Kennedy or John Ford do in their 

films, but there are laughs a plenty. This film turned out to be the farewell appearance on the big 

screen for Charles Bickford one of the best and most durable character actors the screen ever saw. 

He's kind of subdued in the film, my guess is that health problems were starting to overtake him. Still 

he fits the gruff part he has perfectly. It's a fine film with a surprise twist that beats all. 
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A Billion For Boris (1984) 
 

I watched this movie a couple of times on the Disney Channel 

when I was sick from school years ago. It was clever and I enjoyed 

it a lot. The story is about a boy (10-year-old Seth Green) who 

builds a TV. He realizes that it is showing him the broadcasts from 

one day in the future so he gives it to his sister's boyfriend (Scott 

Schutzman Tiler) use the information to win big on some horse 

races. If you can find it, I recommend it for rainy sick days. Enjoy! 
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A Boy And His Dog (Psycho Boy And His Killer Dog) (1975) 
 

A post-apocalyptic tale based on a novella by Harlan Ellison. A boy 

(26-year-old Don Johnson) communicates telepathically with his 

dog as they scavenge for food and sex, and they stumble into an 

underground society where the old society is preserved. The 

daughter of one of the leaders of the community seduces and 

lures him below, where the citizens have become unable to 

reproduce because of being underground so long. They use him 

for impregnation purposes, and then plan to be rid of him. Don 

Johnson plays a young man in a post nuclear war world who has 

an interesting friend, a telepathic dog. The dog gives him an 

advantage in dealing with the barbaric world he lives in. When 

Johnson finds one place that has escaped the devastation of the 

war, he also finds some rather odd attitudes. I thought this movie 

was delightful in a very, very dark and offbeat way. Yes, a feel for 

evil runs throughout "A Boy and His Dog", but it is an anarchic, gleeful kind of evil. It goes way 

beyond taken seriously; from the beginning where Blood (what a name!) remarks to his 

partner/master - "Because you're not a nice person, Albert" to the horrifyingly funny ending, this is 

an amazing metaphorical tale. And it is such a tale, nothing like I usually get out of seeing a movie, 

this story of greed and loyalty and morality and how to survive in a post-apocalyptic society. I had 

read about the ending and how much of a shock it was. And I would have to agree. This movie is 

decidedly mysogynistic. However, that doesn't mean it is not without a certain kind of intelligence 

and grandiosity. But this movie will offend many people, particularly and necessarily women. But 

despite an undeniable baseness to the conception, I felt it had a sublime intelligence. What maturity 

means and figuring out one's priorities. To me, the message was survival must come before 

indulging in sensual excess. Food before sex. And that is kind of what life comes down to. I did not 

feel sorry for that woman very much. She lied to Vic and then put him in a position where trust was 

of the essence. So, of course Vic made a decision that was based entirely on past experience. And 

this is a mean, mean society we can live in. And the moviemakers were intuitive enough and smart 

enough to not show any unnecessary violence. And if you have ever seen L.Q. Jones before, it should 

come as no surprise that it was he who directed this film. He from "The Wild Bunch" - a kind of 

simultaneously supreme/supremely unsophisticated mind at work here. It's like Charles Bukowski 

said about having all the pretense beaten out of you at an early age. The movie has pride coming out 

of its pores, but I could only sit back and enjoy the fun that must have been had during its making. 

The story is also a not entirely unfair masculine reaction to certain elements going on in the world at 

the time, elements which almost certainly made a lot of people feel very uncomfortable. Too much 

change to deal with. And it is not arrogance without due. the movie is only 87 minutes long. And it 

was funny at times. And it had compelling style. And Tim McIntire's voice worked with the dog's 

personality. And Don Johnson was hot. And Blood was cute to look at and interesting to listen to. I 

also thought he offered variation to Vic's more primal, animalistic nature. Superego vs. id. The 

theme has been done before, I suppose. Just never with such a sense of unabandoned and 

unapologetic wickedness. In a way, it is very unfair to women. Yet in the end, I guess everything 

works out the way it is supposed to. Based on the novella by Harlan Ellison, A Boy and His Dog is set 



in a post-apocalyptic future where canned goods are used as currency and where entertainment 

often consists of old porn reels. Vic (Don Johnson) is a violent, illiterate scavenger, principally 

interested in getting laid. He communicates telepathically with his deceptively cute-looking dog 

Blood (voiced by Tim McIntire); Vic finds food for Blood, while Blood sniffs out girls for Vic. One of 

these girls is the sexy Quilla June (Susanne Benton), who, unbeknownst to Vic is a spy for an 

underground society, headed by a Mr. Craddock (Jason Robards Jr.). This subterranean civilization 

needs a human "sperm bank" to stay alive, and the oversexed Vic fills the bill. Produced by character 

actor Alvy Moore (Mr. Kimball of TV's Green Acres), A Boy and His Dog was written and directed by 

another veteran actor, L.Q. Jones. 
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A Boy Called Dad (2009) 
 

When he becomes a father at 14-years-old, Robbie's (Kyle Ward) 

life quickly spirals out of control. Feeling angry and neglected by 

his own dad, he kick-starts a series of events that will catapult him 

at great speed into adulthood. Beautiful, heart-warming and 

moving. Have just come back from the Edinburgh Film Festival 

and having seen lots of films there, including the more popular, 

bigger budget films, this one really stands out as something 

special. Whilst watching the film I cried with laughter and cried with heartfelt emotion for the 

characters and their excellent portrayal of their situation. Brilliant acting and gorgeous scenery and 

camera work. I defy anyone to see this film and not enjoy it! Ian hart, as always, gives a very special, 

genuine performance but the most surprising performance is the effort put forward from the young 

lad who plays the teenage dad who goes on the run with his son. It's so heartening to see a depiction 

of teenage dads which isn't so incredibly negative. I didn't know what to expect but I can know say 

that I'm so glad to have seen this film. 
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A Boy Called Woof! - Back In The Dog House (1991) 
 

When Eric Banks (13-year-old Edward Fidoe) first discovered his 

wacky ability to change into a dog, he had no idea of the weird 

and wonderful adventures that awaited him. Get set for non-stop 

adventure, as Eric escapes a nasty neighbor, dodges dastardly 

dognappers, and visits an old countryside manor, where he 

locates the manor's mysterious owner and makes a life-altering 

discovery. 
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A Boy Called Woof! (1991) 
 

Eric Banks (13-year-old Edward Fidoe) has an unusual problem for 

a 10-year-old boy, whenever his nose starts itching it's the signal 

he's about to turn into a dog! This hilarious comedy follows Eric 

through a series of outrageous canine capers as he and his best 

friend try to find a cure for his uncontrollable transformations. 
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A Boy, A Girl And A Bike (1949) 
 

When a local cycle club, invite a couple of new members to join 

them, little do the club realise, that they will soon be involved in a 

couple of illegal bookmakers putting the squeeze on the son of 

one of the Members, a stolen bike, a deserting soldier on the run 

from the police, and a love triangle, that's bound to lead to 

trouble. During the late 40's and the early 50's, there seem to be 

hundreds of these clubs. This film shows a fascinating look at a 

North Country mill town, with a refreshing absence of traffic jams, 

yellow lines, traffic wardens, and other things we have become accustomed to seeing on our roads 

today. This film is a very good representation of a northern England mill town of post WW2. The 

characters although credible are not typical of the peoples found in the area at the time. This movie 

was filmed in and around my local town and as a historical aid it is valuable though not wholly 

reliable. 
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A Boyfriend For Christmas (2004) 
 

On Christmas Day, Santa brings two lonely people together. But 

can love overcome deception? Holly is not looking forward to 

Xmas. Her brother has a wife and kids (9-year-old Jordan Del 

Spina & 7-year-old Shane Baumel) to bring to their parents' 

house. She hasn't had a boyfriend since Ted. Holly loved Ted but 

he broke her heart when he chose to break up with her when he 

was transferred to an out of town newspaper owned by his 

family's publishing empire. Oh, and work is unrewarding--today 

the woman Holly was helping failed to regain custody of her kids 

when pro bono lawyer Ryan Hughes never showed up at the 

hearing. Knowing she will never meet Hughes, Holly has to settle 

for dictating a nasty letter to him. Holly's friend Diane tries to 

perk her up by promising to send her a great Xmas present. So 

when a handsome man with a Xmas tree knocks at her door, she 

realizes Douglas Firwood is her present and she can take him home to her parents for the day as a 

boyfriend she is serious about. Holly thinks the day is going perfectly--she and Doug are hitting it off. 

Three Thumbs Up. I loved this movie! It is great has great Christmas spirit and is my favourite 

Christmas movie. The movie is about a girl named Holly wishes for a boyfriend for her 13th 

Christmas. 20 years later, she has lost most of her Christmas spirit. But when a mysterious man 

named Doug Firwood shows up at her house as a "Christmas present", she is doubtful. Soon enough, 

he charms her family and they fall in love. A big misunderstanding breaks the relationship. Will Holly 

find her true love? You'll have to watch the movie. This movie really shows what it is like to fall in 

love with a twist of comedy and Christmas. I have seen it 2 times this year, and loved every minute. 

With Cameron McCutchan. 
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A Bridge Too Far (1977) 
 

An historic telling of the failed attempt to capture several bridges 

to Germany in World War II in a campaign called Operation 

Market-Garden. This WWII film follows the perspectives of 

American, Polish and British soldiers attempting to capture key 

bridges behind German lines in a complicated parachute and 

armoured assault. This video portrays with great precision in an 

almost acted documentary way the failed attempt in September 

1944 to end WWII early based on the plan conceived by Field 

Marshall Bernard Law Montgomery of El-Alemain (with 

Eisenhower's approval). The Allies by this time had advanced 

deep into Belgium almost to The Dutch border but the advance 

suddenly slowed due to their out-running lines of supply and their inability to take a serviceable port 

intact nearer their front line. Supplies were still being transported from the won Normandy 

beachheads a distance of over 500 miles. The Plan involved dropping British, American and Polish 

paratroopers at strategic bridges in the Netherlands such as The Son, The Grave, Nijmegen, to be 

taken by the American 82nd and 101st Airborne and the prize, Arnhem to be taken and held by 

British paratroops. Once all these bridges were captured and held, The British 1st Army would drive 

up the road linking them, thus giving the Allies a springboard to the Rhine and Germany. It was code-

named "Operation Market Garden", Market being the airborne drop and Garden the drive up the 

road. That was the theory. The planners overlooked, by ignoring seemingly on purpose aerial 

reconnaissance photos which indicated that Dieter's SS Panzers were resting and re-equipping in the 

Arnhem area. The Allies' communications equipment had not been tested thoroughly enough e.g. 

"walkie-talkies" worked in open country but what about in built-up areas? Did they have the right 

sort of crystals fitted? The daily air drops to re-supply lightly armed paratroops could not work if the 

paratroopers were not in their coded/designated drop zones. Amazingly after the strategic 

withdrawal from Arnhem, Montgomery is purported to have said it was "90% successful"! This film, 

directed by Richard Attenborough, was made in 1977 with a galaxy of well known stars i.e.: Dirk 

Bogarde as General Boy Browning, Lawrence Olivier, Liv Uhlman, Ryan O'Neal, James Caan, Robert 

Redford, Gene Hackman, Anthony Hopkins, Sean Connery and Michael Caine. They all play historical 

figures but for me the most effective was Edward Fox playing General Sir Brian Horrocks. The latter 

presented a U.K. TV series on WWII in the 1960's and Fox's mannerisms and speech patterns were 

unerringly similar. Please bear in mind that since the recent film "The Saving of Private Ryan", special 

effects in war films have gone up a quantum leap, e.g. the havoc that bullets/bombs/mortars etc. 

can wreak on the human body. So you are looking at 1977 special effects. Nevertheless the 

equipment including the DC3's and filming of the actual paratroopers drop into The Netherlands was 

most impressive. Sometimes the dialogue is a little stilted to modern tastes but this is or should be 

speech patterns from 1944. It was General Boy Browning who stated "...but sir, I think we may be 

going a bridge too far" when he met with the Allied top brass to oversee the plan which he had to 

execute. This is certainly one of the seminal WWII war films and the only one which concentrates on 

this failed strategy to liberate the Low Countries. If you can forget the famous actors and get into 

their characters and have a sense of modern history, this long film will stimulate you. 
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A Bronx Tale (1993) 
 

Gangster Sonny is the big man in Calogero's (23-year-old Lillo 

Brancato (age 17), 10-year-old Francis Capra (age 9)) Bronx 

neighborhood. A shooting witnessed by Calogero is the starting 

point of a lasting bond between the gangster and the small boy. 

Father (bus driver Lorenzo), however, disap- proves. Calogero 

grows up under the wings of both men, torn between his own 

natural honesty and his fascination with Sonny. C's neighborhood 

cronies get involved in theft, use of guns, racial fights. When C 

meets girl, things don't become easier. C's leap to manhood is 

marked by tragedy, but also by his recognition of the many faces 

of love. Calogero Anello is a 9-year-old child living in the Bronx - 

notorious for gangster bars, racist people and aggressive nature. 

Calogero witnesses a shooting in the street involving local big shot 

gangster, Sonny (Chazz Palimentri), but refuses to grass him to 

the police. Sonny grows fond of the child and begins to teach him how things are conducted on 

streets. Calogero's father (Robert DeNiro) is a working man who wants his child to grow up and 

make his money honestly, and does not want him to mix with Sonny. Despite his father's 

disapproval, for eight years he continues to see Sonny, and receives a 'street' education from him. 

Despite being a gangster, Sonny loves Calogero and teaches him that being a gangster is too risky 

and dangerous. However Calogero misinterprets Sonny's message, and still gets involved with racist 

fights with his friends. Things get worse when he falls in love with a black girl. This story of the Bronx, 

as a child grows up with two educations, one from school and one from the street. As the child 

grows closer to a gangster, he begins to grow away from his family. Oh, what a wonderfully small 

and intricate film this is! How I love and cherish the world I am pulled into every time I see this film. 

Robert De Niro's directorial debut proves strong and lively, evidenced by how he stuck to a topic 

close to home; a young, impressionable Italian kid growing up little Italy in the late 60's. As the naive 

protagonist Calogero, or 'C' as he is nicknamed, Lillo Brancato gives a great performance as a young 

man torn between the working-class honesty displayed by his strict father and the ruthless world of 

organized crime demonstrated by the neighborhood crime boss Sonny (Chazz Palminteri adapted his 

own play and cast himself as a burly, laid back, world weary know-it-all). One key element that snags 

you in is the narration. Like equally personal films of its stature (Scorsese's gangster trilogy, "Taxi 

Driver," "Election," "Bringing Out The Dead", "SLC Punk!"), the voice-over guiding brings you in even 

further into the already detailed landscape and story presented. I don't really consider this a mafia 

movie, it's much more of a coming-of-age tale. However, the background De Niro provides is so 

intimate and thorough that you wish for another film chronicling the life of Sonny. I have to admit 

that, for a debut, De Niro's judicious use of music seemed to rival that of Spike or Scorsese in turns 

of effectiveness. First of all, De Niro kept a much more grass roots approach, sticking to doo-wop, 

soul, rock, "mobster pop" (Dean or Frank) and a little jazz. Whereas Scorsese will use anything at his 

disposal ("Casino" had two Devo tunes in it), De Niro really seems to search for what really makes 

the scene. My favorite is the scoring of a street fight scene to "Nights In White Satin"... De Niro must 

of knew before we did it was all in the violins. De Niro said he knew this type of story had been done 

before and didn't want to repeat anything, so he viewed Scorsese's mobster trilogy to see what 



already had been done. It's obvious he paid attention. Even De Niro himself knows a little Italy 

gangster film is not complete with at least a surprise-ending cameo from you know who. 
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A Bucket Of Blood (1959) 
 

Walter Paisley, nerdy busboy at a Bohemian café, is jealous of the 

talent (and popularity) of its various artistic regulars. But after 

accidentally killing his landlady's cat and covering the body in 

plaster to hide the evidence, he is acclaimed as a brilliant sculptor 

- but his new-found friends want to see more of his work. Lacking 

any artistic talent whatsoever, Walter has to resort to similar 

methods to produce new work, and soon people start 

mysteriously disappearing. Walter Paisley is a bit of a square and 

he very much envies the hip beatniks he sees at the club where he 

works as a busboy. Walter has dreams of being an artist but has 

no talent. He tries sculpture but has little success until he finds a 

unique way of capturing vivid images of a dead cat, a dying man 

and a sexy model. His employer soon figures out exactly what 

Walter is up to but when his work becomes a hit, would rather 

have the money. Walter Paisley is a dim-witted busboy who works at a coffee shop that's populated 

by beatniks reciting their poetry, playing their jazzy music, throwing around their words of wisdom 

and praising each others' work. Walter really wants to be part of this crowd, but they don't take him 

seriously. So he goes home to make something out of clay, but his stopped because of the constant 

meowing from the landlady's cat that's stuck in the wall. Trying to get it out, he accidentally kills it, 

so he decides to cover with clay and take it to the coffee shop to show off his work. Everyone is 

impressed, but they want more. Which, Walter does deliver. Now this is what you call an 

entertaining horror/comedy B-movie that delivers on what it promises. Thank you Roger Corman for 

such an humorlessly offbeat offering that has personality. 'A Bucket of Blood' is a drive-in quickie 

that mocks that of the art society in the late 50s to 60s with such blackly laced humour in a tongue-

in-cheek approach. The spoof elements seem to fuse impeccably well with the amusing satirical 

attacks on the beatnik culture. It's hard not to grin at how pompous this lifestyle is with them finding 

masterpieces in the strangest things, then labelling the artist some sort of master who's got to 

continue his budding work. Also there's their intellectual lingo that supposedly has a deeper 

meaning to it all...far out! You could say that this beatnik generation lives in their own little world, 

but their artistic shallowness definitely moulds itself into the picture. Now you're probably 

wondering when does the horror come in. Well, the wry humour might be heavy, but the violence 

has a rather bitter and twisted feel as it becomes an obsession for Walter to knock off people to 

advance his social status in the art world and to please those artists who see big things in him. The 

deaths are executed rather well, actually. They do hold such a chilling and grisly sting, because the 

victims are obliviously to what's going to happen and we see the cold, obsessed transformation of 

Walter taking hold. Dick Millar nails down the part beautifully in depicting a character that might not 

be the sharpest tool in the shed, but it's his unstable patterns that come to the forefront. Millar's 

performance was very memorable, but the rest of the cast were very good too with a nice mixture of 

animated characters ranging from the variety of zesty beatniks to Walter's interfering landlady. The 

cheap budget seems to do wonders on the dreary atmosphere. That of Walter's gloomy, but cosy 

apartment where he does the finishing touches (the nitty gritty stuff) to his work, which shows the 

true loneliness and why he wants to be accepted. Surrounding the film is a hip and jazzy score that 



manages to spice up proceedings by gelling together with its artistic context. Director Corman 

manages to keep things moving at a reasonable pace with it flying by quick enough. He succeeds in 

making a fun satire that has whole range of surprising developments and he knows when to tighten 

the screws with some razor edge thrills, which makes way for a satisfyingly, ingenious outcome. No 

way is life imitating art here. A delightfully dark and quirky premise with many memorable 

performances, but no more than Dick Millar. A very well done production all round by Corman and 

co. Side-note: 'The Little Shop of Horrors' was made on the back of 'A bucket of blood' with basically 

most of the same cast and sets. 
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A Bug's Life (1998) 
 

Every year, a bunch of grasshoppers come to the anthill and eat 

what the ants have gathered for them. The "offering", as the ants 

call the ritual, is a part of their fate. One day in spring, when the 

offering's preparation has just been finished, Flik, unliked inventor 

ant, accidentally drops the whole offered seeds into the river. The 

grasshoppers come and give the ants a second chance to collect 

food until fall. Flik sets off to find bugs that are willing to fight the 

grasshoppers (nobody expects him to succeed anyway) and, due 

to a double misinterpretation, returns with a circus crew, giving 

everybody new hope. When the misunderstanding finally gets 

cleared out, there is only little time left for a new plan, which has 

to work, or else. Flik (the resident misfit ant) sets out on a journey 

to find "bigger bugs" to save his colony from the evil grasshoppers. Yet he mistakenly ends up 

getting a group of circus bugs for the job...and the adventure begins. Once every year, some 

grasshoppers come to an anthill and eat what the ants have made. One year, a bug named Flik by 

accident drops the seeds into the river. The grasshoppers give the ants one last chance to find the 

food by the next season. Flik goes off to find help, and meets up with a circus crew, giving the ants 

some hope. Directed by John Lasseter and Andrew Stanton Screenplay by Andrew Stanton and Joe 

Ranft and John Lasseter and Don McEnery and Bob Shaw. Okay, first off, I'm 26-years-old, have a job, 

go to school, and have a fiance'. So maybe I'm nuts and just really good at hiding it...but not only did 

I NOT come away from A Bug's Life exhausted or dazed, it wasn't until I saw it the second time that I 

could even begin to truly appreciate the artistry and humour of the spectacular visuals--because the 

first time I went to see this movie, I got so wrapped up in the story and the characters that I FORGOT 

that I was supposed to be sitting there being "wowed" by each frame visually. How can you not 

empathize with Flik and his road-to-heck-paved-with-good-intentions life? "Heck" indeed, I found 

myself identifying with that little ant (not to mention some of the other bugs) in a lot more ways 

than one...and that, in itself, says more to me about what an incredible movie this is than a whole 

book on its beautiful eye candy. Of course, it's beautiful (every blade of grass, the tree, the rain...). 

Of course, what they can do with technology is amazing (you can read their lips! try it!). But this 

movie is not just a masterpiece of art and tech, not just an dazzling explosion of movement and 

color. No, A Bug's Life would be static if it were all that and no story. But, I'm glad to say, it's not! A 

Bug's Life has real heart. Yes, there's a lot going on, storyline-wise as well as visually, but that's 

because the story and characters actually have some depth to them! Just because it's a kids' movie 

doesn't mean you should have to turn off your brain at the theatre door--kids are smarter than you 

think! Besides that, I think that the PIXAR crew made this for themselves, even before their 

kids...and it shows, in the amount of heart in has. This movie is moving, touching, funny, intriguing, 

and generally engrossing. The character development in such an ensemble cast is amazing, there's a 

major amount of character growth, and not just of the main character--so rare in animation and 

often in movies in general. It doesn't hit you over the head with its points once it's made them--

every scene, every frame has a reason in the storyline for being there, and there are no gratuitous 

shots. Not always stating explicitly in words exactly what is going on means subtlety, to me, folks; it 

means not "dumbing down" your movie and assuming the audience is stupid, which it mostly is not. 



All I can think is, if you can see A Bug's Life and not feel anything at all, then you must have never 

made a big mistake, hurt your friends, had a crush, fallen in love, been frustrated that no one would 

listen to you, lied to someone you care about, felt like a social misfit, gotten excited over a new idea, 

come up with a great idea, had what you thought was a great idea backfire, been awkward one 

moment and confident the next, felt the pressure of responsibility, stood up for yourself and your 

loved ones, stood alone against the crowd, felt like a failure, felt like a big success, felt the need to 

make a difference with your life in the lives of others...well, you get the point. Final words: A+ rating 

from me; please, if you're going to see it try to see it in the theatre (pan and scan video is NOT going 

to work for this movie); if you loved Toy Story you'll most likely love this (PIXAR knows how to make 

movies with heart); if you do love it see it multiple times or you STILL won't know what you're 

missing (the amount of detail and subtlety here is considerable); and whenever you're feeling really 

low, just pretend it's a seed, okay? 
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À Cause D'elle (Because Of Her) (1993) 
 

Shy working class 15-year-old Antoine (Antoine Hubert), bored 

with life and school, breaks a leg and has young higher class Olivia 

help him with his studies. As he silently falls in love with her, he 

also falls in love with books and his will to become a writer. 

Antoine Doinel's nicer (but duller) counterpart. "A Cause d'Elle" 

(Because of her) is a film about shy no-nonsense 15-year-old 

Antoine Hervy (Antoine Hubert), who meets young high brow 

bourgeois Olivia (Olivia Munoz) and, as he silently falls in love 

with her, also falls in love with literature, while we have a glimpse 

of what growing up in early 60s provincial France was like. This 

film, by novelist-writer-director Jean-Loup Hubert, is evidently 

made with love and delicacy. Young Antoine Hubert (the 

director's son, I suppose) gives here, a sensitive (if one-note), 

gloomy, tame performance, sort of "nice" version of another "Antoine": the electric, streetwise, 

obsessive, humorous Antoine Doinel, made immortal by François Truffaut and Jean-Pierre Léaud. 

Both Antoines have one thing in common, though: they are fools for love. Unfortunately, there are 

some major letdowns: first of all -- and I know it's not a nice thing to say -- the leading "demoiselle" 

Olivia Munoz, who is absolutely wooden and ungracious. We keep wondering why on earth Antoine 

falls in love with her (although director JLH carefully chose not to show any other girl in the movie so 

Munoz wouldn't suffer by comparison). In addition, the excessively "delicate" photography and the 

sad (beautiful) music don't help much. Everything is too soft, too flaccid, too "nice". The politeness 

of all the characters (in a French film!!) must be seen to be believed: everybody says merci and 

pardon all the time, the parents are understanding and loving, even the teacher is a doll!! "À Cause 

d'Elle" is tender and sensitive, but misses electricity, heat; everything is tepid. By the end of "À Cause 

d'Elle", you'll probably be longing to watch the other Antoine, the unforgettable Doinel. 
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À Cause D'Un Garçon (You'll Get Over It) (Carnets D'Ado - À Cause 

D'Un Garçon) (Tu Verras, Ça Te Passera) (2002) 
 

When Vincent (Julien Baumgartner) finds himself a victim of 

outing in his high school, he must accept to live with the drastic 

changes it provokes, and redefine his relationships with his 

friends and family. This is a social drama about a 17-year-old boy, 

dealing with being outed in his school and parents. The plot 

unveils nicely, in a rather fast pace and keeps the interest until 

the end. Its big advantage is the way it suggests to deal in such 

cases, and its small disadvantage: french lyricism. A propos, the 

title, I think, is unsuitable (specially the German one) because the 

character of Benjamin is far from being the central topic of the 

film. 
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A Challenge For Robin Hood (1967) 
 

Robin, a young Norman nobleman, is falsely accused by his cousin 

of murdering another cousin. His accuser is actually in league with 

the corrupt Sheriff of Nottingham to seize control of the family 

lands, which Robin would inherit. Forced to flee into nearby 

Sherwood Forest, Robin begins to gather a band of rebels to fight 

against his scheming cousin and the evil sheriff. Medieval acting 

101. A ropey version of the Robin Hood legend replete with stock 

medieval clichés. It's period acting 101 with fake hearty laughing, 

thigh slapping, people taking one bite out of a chicken leg before 

throwing it away, roughly handling serving boys, dodgy wrestling, 

cringe-worthy ballads being sung by the Merry Men and 

improbable feats of archery (in one scene Robin, with a hood over 

his head...get it?...manages to fire an arrow into a red ribbon 

attached to a pigeon), and it has to be the only Robin Hood movie 

with a custard pie fight. But there's great bad dialogue to savour as well: "I'll savour those morsels 

intended for Sir Roger's table!", "Then we'll build a wall around this forest with thicket and thorn" 

and "You'll hear a lot more before you swing from a gibbet". This is one to watch with your friends, 

half drunk, and trying to spot the clichés. With John Gugolka as Stephen Fitzwarren, the boy. 
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A Chance Of Snow (1998) 
 

After signing her divorce papers, a woman heads out to her 

Minnesota airport with her sister and daughters for a flight to her 

mother's home. At the airport, her sportswriter husband shows 

up to catch a flight to Miami to visit his father. When a blizzard 

hits, the two suddenly find they have time to re-evaluate their 

relationship with assistance from an older couple. Chances are 

that you will enjoy this little holiday film. Maddy (JoBeth Williams) 

is on the verge of divorcing her husband, Matt (Michael Ontkean). 

After all, he cheated on her, after 14 years, so doesn't he deserve 

to be dumped? It's nearing December 25th and Maddy is taking 

her two daughters to her mother's home in Chicago, to get away 

from the Christmas-at-home memories. At the airport, however, 

the wintery weather in Minnesota is turning into a blizzard and 

many flights are delayed, including Maddy's, her sister 

Katherine's, and the young girls'. As fate would have it, Matt is also at the airport, heading in a 

different direction, but his flight is likewise delayed. The two of them, Matt and Maddy, have plenty 

of time to cross each other's paths and discuss their futures. Katherine, a single lady lawyer, also 

meets an attractive man in the course of the day. Then, too, an older couple (Charles Durning and 

Barbara Barrie) are ready to share their advice on how to make a marriage endure. Will Maddy be 

able, bottom-line, to forgive Matt? This is a sweet film that is, surprise, mostly conversation. After 

all, how much physical action can take place in an airport terminal? Williams and Ontkean are quite 

nice as the couple on the verge of marital extinction. The rest of the cast is also fine, with Durning 

and Barrie a pleasure to see and hear. The costumes and sets are fairly pleasant and the production 

values acceptable, as befitting a low budget film. As for the film's theme of forgiveness, that is 

always a welcome one, especially around the December festivities. Therefore, if you like holiday 

films that also offer a sweet love story, this one is definitely for you. So, when the day's chores are 

over, curl up in the sofa, sip some hot cider, and follow this tale of love that conquers all. 
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A Change Of Heart (Promises & Lies) (1998) 
 

Joe Marshall is the perfect father and husband and is respected 

and admired in his community. But Joe is living a lie, a lie he has 

tried to keep suppressed throughout his marriage. It is only when 

Elaine catches her husband in bed with his lover that Joe's lie rips 

through the facade. Joe's lover is a young man. This film is an 

honest, moving account of a woman struggling to cope with the 

discovery that her husband and father of her two children, the 

man that she has worked side by side is gay. The movie sees all 

four members of the family struggle to integrate this new 

complication into their family life. This is a Lifetime Network 

Original Movie. Elaine Marshall seems to be living the American 

dream. Happily married for 20 years to Jim, a successful doctor, 

she has two beautiful teenagers, a stable career and two houses - 

one in the city and one in the country. In an instant, her life is 

shattered when she discovers that Jim is having an affair with a man. Determined to salvage the 

pieces of her life, Elaine embarks on a roller-coaster ride of emotions that will not only test her 

strength but re-examine the bonds that tie a family together. A blisteringly honest, fair-minded 

appraisal of bisexuality within marriage is just what the world needed. However, it got this instead. 

Happily-married wifey comes home and finds her hubby in bed with another person - oh alright, 

another man. That's the story. Enjoy. 
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A Child Is Waiting (Ángeles Sin Paraíso) (1963) 
 

Psychologist Dr. Matthew Clark is the head of the Crawthorne 

State Training Institute, one of the first boarding schools for 

developmentally challenged children. Dr. Clark is sympathetic but 

demanding of his teachers and students. His approach of tough 

love is controversial. He takes a chance at hiring former aspiring 

concert pianist Jean Hansen as the school's music teacher, Miss 

Hansen who has no background in nursing, teaching or dealing 

with the developmentally challenged. She herself is trying to find 

her own place in life. She immediately bonds with autistic student 

Reuben Widdicombe (13-year-old Bruce Ritchey), who she sees as 

needing special attention in light of his parents having not visited 

him since they enrolled him in the school two years earlier. The 

Widdicombes divorced shortly thereafter because of the 

pressures their relationship faced in dealing with Reuben. Dr. 

Clark sees Reuben as the type of child the most difficult with 

which to deal: Reuben understands just enough to realize that he is different and is often being 

rejected. Miss Hansen and Dr. Clark disagree on how best to get through to Reuben. Although Dr. 

Clark admits that his methods have not worked with Reuben, he also does not believe that Miss 

Hansen's approach of undivided attention is the answer. Through getting to know the Widdicombe's 

reasons for not visiting and she herself seeing the life of the adult disabled, Miss Hansen comes to an 

understanding of how she feels she can best help her students, Reuben included. Jean Hansen 

comes to a school for disabled children to work there as a teacher. She becomes especially 

interested in young Reuben, an autistic boy whose parents have not visited him for several years. 

But the school principal, Dr. Clark does not appreciate her keen interest. One of the most 

extraordinary film going experiences you'll ever have. This is a remarkable motion picture. Its 

subject, mental retardation, is one that most of us avoid as much as possible. But it's a fact of life for 

millions--those diagnosed with it, their families and friends, and the people who work with them. If 

they have the courage to face up to it every day, we should at least have the nerve to do something 

as easy as watch a film. It turns out to be a much more rewarding experience than many might 

expect. Judy Garland plays Jean Hansen, an over-thirty woman "drifting" through her life. To give it 

some purpose, she applies for work at an institution for mentally retarded children, though she has 

no expertise in the field. Dr. Clark (Burt Lancaster), who runs the place, has doubts about her 

altruism, but gives her a chance. Miss Hansen soon becomes attached to one young boy in 

particular--too attached for Dr. Clark's liking. He's a proponent of a modified "tough love" approach, 

one that calls for the students to do whatever they can for themselves to the best of their abilities. 

Unlike the popular style of today, the children aren't played by actors who try to imbue their 

characters with a Forrest Gump-like "wisdom." They are real children who play themselves and in 

doing so bring a power to this film that a cast of the world's greatest actors couldn't hope to equal. 

At the movie's conclusion the students are seen performing a Thanksgiving play before an assembly 

and the effect on the viewer is staggering. We like to think that in our present-day society we deal 

much more openly with subjects that were taboo in the past, but no one else to my knowledge has 

had the courage to take such an unflinching look at mental retardation as this 1963 film does. For 



that we can thank producer Stanley Kramer for bringing it to the screen and to director John 

Cassavetes for making it tangible. I can't imagine that there is anyone who wouldn't benefit from 

watching this movie. I also can't recommend it strongly enough. 
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A Child's Christmas In Wales (1987) 
 

Dylan Thomas' poem broken up and submitted in pieces for 

family consumption, "A Child's Christmas in Wales" is actually 

quite charming. The visual images, combined with Denholm 

Elliott's superb reading of the poem, is a rich experience. When 

Thomas (Mathonwy Reeves) (and Elliott) get carried away with 

words the experience is even better as it all seems to be spiraling 

out of control. Beautiful visuals. Plenty of humor. Concepts that 

relate to adults and children. Anyone who had a family Christmas 

with uncles and aunts has an immediate connection with the 

program. You don't have to be Welsh to understand the uncle 

who tells the same jokes every year or the aunt who sings the 

same songs. This is a show families can watch together. The 

children may wonder what the dickens (no pun) Dylan Thomas is 

going on about, the antics of the malevolent children will 

probably carry them safely through. 
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A Child's Christmases In Wales (2009) 
 

One-off period comedy, peeping into the lives of a south Wales 

family's Christmases across the 1980s, written by comedian Mark 

Watson and inspired by a Dylan Thomas short story. Christmas in 

this household may be a less than poetic affair, but it is just as 

eventful. So much changes across a decade in any family, and yet 

so much manages to remain the same. 
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A Chorus Line (1985) 
 

A director is casting dancers for a large production. Large 

numbers of hopefulls audition, hoping to be selected. Throughout 

the day, more and more people are eliminated, and the 

competition gets harder. Eventually, approximately a dozen 

dancers must compete for a few spots, each hoping to impress 

the director with their dancing skill. But, is this really what the 

director is looking for? A Chorus Line, when it functions as a 

Broadway musical, works fine. Unfortunately, the director and 

writers forget that occasionally. Then we get the romantic 

interest/subplot between Zach and his ex. This actually gets in the 

way once or twice, when a musical number is reduced to 

background noise while characters have a conversation about the 

subplot in the foreground. Arrgh. The "Music and the Mirror" 

piece gets re-adapted for the movie, and not to the better. And 

"One" gets reprised once or twice too often for my taste (although that's a flaw of the original 

musical as well). Very entertaining when it sticks to the musical, but loses a point or two on my 

rating when it moves away from that. 
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A Christmas Carol (1938) 
 

The timeworn Dickens' story about the old merchant Scrooge and 

how his own disappointments in life shape his view that both life 

and men are not worthy of his notice or concern. He displays no 

charity to mankind generally, and in particular, to his employee 

Bob Cratchett and his unfortunate son, Tiny Tim (12-year-old 

Terry Kilburn). But the dessicated gent is about to get his 

comeuppance when he imagines he is visited by the ghosts of 

Christmas past, present, and future. In this Hollywood production, 

a concise straight forward approach to the Dickin's source 

material is adopted. Ebenezer Scrooge (Reginal Owen), is warned 

by Marley's ghost (Leo Carroll) on Christmas Eve that he must 

change his miserly ways or face damnation. He is told that he can 

expect visitations from 3 ghosts, to which Scrooge "humbugs." 

When the ghosts do come, he is shown his past, the present that 

he has made and the future, which includes his own death and that of Tiny Tim. Scrooge gets the 

message and changes his ways on Christmas Day and thus saves himself and Tiny Tim. The wretched 

life of a disagreeable old man is forever altered one haunted Christmas Eve. Charles Dickens' 

wonderful Yuletide story, A CHRISTMAS CAROL, is given the full MGM deluxe treatment in this 

superior Holiday film. The production values & acting are both excellent, with just enough sentiment 

to appeal to the tenderhearted, and with liberal doses of horror & hilarity stirred into the mix, until, 

like a fine Christmas punch, the result appeals to all. The film's rather short running time keeps the 

action moving along briskly, with one famous & beloved episode after another coming alive before 

the viewer's eyes. Reginald Owen, in his best film role, is perfect as the grasping, clutching, 

tightfisted, covetous old sinner, Ebenezer Scrooge. Replacing the ailing - and highly respected - 

Lionel Barrymore, Owen makes the part his own, revealing the old miser's misery & heartache, 

making the part thoroughly human. When he rejoices in his spiritual regeneration at the climax, so 

do we. The roles of Bob Cratchit, Scrooge's amiable clerk & Fred, Scrooge's friendly nephew, are 

both fleshed out more fully than in other versions. The acting skills of Gene Lockhart & Barry MacKay 

turn them into something very memorable. Special mention should also be made of Leo G. Carroll as 

Marley's morose Ghost; Lionel Braham as an impressively jolly Ghost of Christmas Present; and 

Kathleen Lockhart & Terry Kilburn as Mrs. Cratchit & Tiny Tim. All add fine brushstrokes to the 

overall picture. Movie mavens will recognize Billy Bevan as an officer of the Watch; Forrester Harvey 

as an ebullient Fezziwig; Halliwell Hobbes as a jolly Vicar; and young June Lockhart, in her film debut, 

as Belinda Cratchit - all uncredited. 
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A Christmas Carol (1984) 
 

Made for television version of the Charles Dickens classic of the 

same name. An old man who hates Christmas is taught the true 

meaning and spirit of Christmas by ghosts who show him his own 

past and present. He is also shown what the future holds for him 

if he doesn't change his behavior. Ebenezer Scrooge is a miser 

who cares only about making money. He has no friends, has 

disowned his only living relative - his nephew Fred - and generally 

treats everyone he meets with an air of contempt. He particularly 

loathes Christmas, which he a sees as an excuse for picking a 

man's pocket once a year, and only reluctantly give his clerk Bob 

Cratchit the day off. On Christmas Eve however, he is visited by 

the ghost his long dead partner, Jacob Marley, who begs him to 

change his ways. Refusing to do so, he's told that three ghosts - 

the Ghosts of Christmas Past, Present and that which is Yet To 

Come - will visit him that night. In doing so they shoe him what he has lost and what he will leave 

behind after he is gone unless he mends his ways. This 1984 version of the Dickens' classic 'A 

Christmas Carol,' directed by Clive Donner, stars George C. Scott as Ebenezer Scrooge. By this time 

around, the challenge for the filmmaker was to take such familiar material and make it seem fresh 

and new again; and, happily to say, with this film Donner not only met the challenge but surpassed 

any expectations anyone might have had for it. He tells the story with precision and an eye to detail, 

and extracts performances from his actors that are nothing less than superlative, especially Scott. 

One could argue that the definitive portrayal of Scrooge-- one of the best known characters in 

literary fiction, ever-- was created by Alastair Sim in the 1951 film; but I think with his performance 

here, Scott has now achieved that distinction. There is such a purity and honesty in his Scrooge that 

it becomes difficult to even consider anyone else in the role once you've seen Scott do it; simply put, 

he IS Scrooge. And what a tribute it is to such a gifted actor; to be able to take such a well known 

figure and make it so uniquely his own is quite miraculous. It is truly a joy to see an actor ply his 

trade so well, to be able to make a character so real, from every word he utters down to the finest 

expression of his face, and to make it all ring so true. It's a study in perfection. The other members of 

the cast are splendid as well, but then again they have to be in order to maintain the integrity of 

Scott's performance; and they do. Frank Finlay is the Ghost of Jacob Marley; a notable turn, though 

not as memorable, perhaps, as the one by Alec Guinness (as Marley) in the film, 'Scrooge.' Angela 

Pleasence is a welcome visage as the Spirit of Christmas Past; Edward Woodward, grand and 

boisterous, and altogether convincing as the Spirit of Christmas Present; and Michael Carter, grim 

and menacing as the Spirit of Christmas Yet To Come. David Warner hits just the right mark with his 

Bob Cratchit, bringing a sincerity to the role that measures up well to the standard of quality set by 

Scott's Scrooge, and Susannah York fares just as well as Mrs. Cratchit. The real gem to be found here, 

though, is the performance of young Anthony Walters as Tiny Tim; it's heartfelt without ever 

becoming maudlin, and simply one of the best interpretations-- and the most real-- ever presented 

on film. The excellent supporting cast includes Roger Rees (Fred Holywell, and also the narrator of 

the film), Caroline Langrishe (Janet Holywell), Lucy Gutteridge (Belle), Michael Gough (Mr. Poole) 

and Joanne Whalley (Fan). A flawless presentation, this version of 'A Christmas Carol' sets the 



standard against which all others must be gauged; no matter how many versions you may have seen, 

watching this one is like seeing it for the first time ever. And forever after, whenever you think of 

Scrooge, the image your mind will conjure up will be that of George C. Scott. A thoroughly 

entertaining and satisfying experience, this film demands a place in the annual schedule of the 

holiday festivities of every home. 
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A Christmas Carol (1999) 
 

Scrooge is a miserly old businessman in 1840's London. One 

Christmas Eve he is visited by the ghost of Marley, his dead 

business partner. Marley foretells that Scrooge will be visited by 

three spirits, each of whom will attempt to show Scrooge the 

error of his ways. Will Scrooge reform his ways in time to 

celebrate Christmas? I have to express a bit of disappointment in 

the new Patrick Stewart version of Dickens' "A Christmas Carol." 

While the story holds up fairly well, I got the feeling Stewart (who 

is one of my favorite personalities and actors) was trying too hard 

to come up with a different kind of Scrooge--one that would put 

his signature on the role. In the process, he looks very 

uncomfortable. His words seem strained and his interaction with 

the other characters, unnatural. For one thing, he is so fit, so 

athletic looking. I don't necessarily need a doddering old Scrooge, 

but he should have some vulnerability to him. His emotions are too controlled--he exposes no 

melancholy--he doesn't have the sad, pleading eyes of Alastair Sim. I guess I never really felt 

sympathy for him, especially in the scenes where he sees his sister and his one time love. Somehow 

the Cratchett family also suffers a lack of depth. Tiny Tim's (9-year-old Ben Tibber) death doesn't 

have the usual impact. The scenes after Scrooge's death are much less horrifying than in other 

movies. I generally choke up at the scene where Scrooge shows up at his nephew's house and ask for 

forgiveness. I didn't this time. All in all, if you have a choice, go with Sim or George C. Scott. The 

movie is nice to look at but needs more soul. Even a bit of nastiness would have helped. 
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A Christmas Carol (2009) 
 

An animated retelling of Charles Dickens' classic novel about a 

Victorian-era miser taken on a journey of self-redemption, 

courtesy of several mysterious Christmas apparitions. Miser 

Ebenezer Scrooge is awakened on Christmas Eve by spirits who 

reveal to him his own miserable existence, what opportunities he 

wasted in his youth, his current cruelties, and the dire fate that 

awaits him if he does not change his ways. Scrooge is faced with 

his own story of growing bitterness and meanness, and must 

decide what his own future will hold: death or redemption. After 

directing The Polar Express in 2004, Robert Zemeckis vowed to 

only make 3D movies using motion-capture technology from then 

on, never to return to traditional live action films again. What? 

How could he? Moviegoers everywhere were bemused at how 

the bloke who gave us Forrest Gump, the Back to the Future 

trilogy, Who Framed Roger Rabbit?, Contact and Cast Away could settle for some silly 3D business. 

Perhaps Zemeckis was smarter than us all though, his pledge to developing a decent 3D output 

coming half a decade earlier than most. It seems he was on to something. It is credit to Zemeckis 

though that his use of 3D isn't the drawcard for this wonderfully told fable, it purely enhances it. The 

opening title sequence is one of the most breathtaking of the year, as we soar over - and through - 

the old Victorian town in which Scrooge inhabits in only one shot. It doesn't end there however, with 

no less than two more flying scenes and a splendid chase sequence on foot, which capably show 

what mo-cap and 3D are capable of. One small gripe, as was present with Up, the glasses still make 

everything darker and subsequently duller; especially as this picture is intentionally not well-lit to 

begin with. We all know the famous Charles Dickens novel for which this is based on and Zemeckis 

stays faithfully close to it, unworried about making a family movie that has very few laughs. Let's 

face it, the story of Scrooge isn't meant to be a light-hearted laughfest. With demonic horses 

(complete with glaring red eyes), ghosts with broken jaws and men withering away to a skeleton, 

this is anything but a hoot. But is that a bad thing? Not at all. In fact it is a relief to see a movie for 

young (but not too young) and old that doesn't shy away from evoking feelings of fear and regret 

rather than always sugar-coating them with funny moments. If dealt with rightly, emotions like these 

can be healthy and will have a longer lasting effect on you and your kids than something that only 

makes you laugh. Providing the voice of Scrooge from childhood to old-age, along with the three 

Ghosts of Christmas, Carrey does a fine job, even with his normal over-the-top voicing toned down a 

few hundred decibels. He is barely recognisable in all his parts - a result that I'm sure Zemeckis 

would have been aiming for - which allows the characters to stand on their own two feet rather than 

be a typical Carrey product. The experienced supporting cast of Oldman, Hoskins, Firth, Elwes and 

Wright Penn add a nice level of class to the proceedings. The dark and morose atmosphere might at 

first shock, but ultimately both children and adults will gain more from this experience than most 

family films. See it on the big screen. 
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A Christmas Carol (A Christmas Carol: The Musical) (2004) 
 

An old bitter miser is given a chance for redemption when he is 

haunted by ghosts on Christmas Eve. I couldn't get enough of this! 

Catchy tunes and and fast pacing kept it going right to the end. 

Can't wait to add this to my collection as another great version of 

A Christmas Carol. I've noticed some complaints about the adding 

of characters and slight plots changes. Well, I WELCOMED these. 

It makes the story fresh and interesting, I mean come on! We all 

love this story but have seen it/heard it/read it exactly the same 

many many times. Be sure to catch Jason Alexander's song, as 

well as the one at Fezziwig's. They hightlight a strong musical 

score. I'm hoping for a soundtrack. Honorable mention to Jennifer 

Love Hewitt, I wasn't sure what to expect having only hearing her 

sing pop. But she holds her own here and shows versatility with 

her voice. A Christmas Carol is a great, simple, musical. Large 

chorus numbers filled with choreography and soft ballads. It is a welcomed break from the attention 

deficit Moulin Rouge and scene-stealer infested Chicago. 
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A Christmas Dream (1984) 
 

The rare made for TV Movie Christmas Special from 1984, A Christmas Dream starring Mr. T and 

Emmanuel Lewis A.K.A Webster! One Hour of rare 1980's Christmas Special with the Original 

Commercials! 
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A Christmas Memory (1966) 
 

Truman Capote's short story, "A Christmas Memory", based on his 

childhood in Alabama where he grew up in a household full of 

older women, is also the superlative short story. His elderly cousin 

Sook, portrayed in this adaptation by the absolutely perfect 

Geraldine Page, was his closest friend and confidante. Their yearly 

Christmas tradition of baking fruitcakes and sending them to 

acquaintances, as well as making each other Christmas gifts, 

encompasses nearly the whole of this wonderful teleplay. 

Capote's story comes through virtually intact, which makes all the 

difference; he also serves as narrator, giving the show, the feel 

that it all actually happened in exactly this way. 11-year-old 

Donnie Melvin, who plays Capote as a child, has none of the 

sugary-sweet cuteness rampant in some child actors. His is a 

perfectly natural performance, unaffected and poignant. The 

depiction of the South in the Depression is portrayed not as a detriment, but as an asset to the story. 

Despite the hardships, these two have genuine feeling for each other which transcends the 

bleakness of the rural economy. The family's market basket is an ornate baby carriage that was 

Capote's as a baby, kept under the porch of the ramshackle old house they live in, and is a potent 

sign of better times that have come and gone. Page doggedly pushes the carriage all over the 

countryside to gather the ingredients for the fruitcakes; stealing through barbed wire to gather a 

windfall pecan crop from a neighbour's forbidden orchard; hauling all the fruitcake ingredients home 

from the general store; and finally, making a trek to the notorious cafe whose owner, Ha-Ha Jones, 

sells bootleg whiskey. This is the final ingredient for the fruitcakes, and causes one of the funniest 

yet heart-warming scenes in the film. 
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A Christmas Memory (1997) 
 

A boy, Buddy (11-year-old Eric Lloyd), whose parents have split 

and whose mother is an actress in New York, has been dumped in 

the south at the small-town home of some older cousins, all of 

whom are unmarried. Buddy brings life to the house and develops 

a close friendship with one of the older, simpler ladies, Sook. 

Buddy and Sook undertake many adventures together, including 

the baking of 31 fruit-cakes which they give as Christmas 

presents, even mailing them to President and Mrs. Roosevelt and 

Jean Harlowe! Just before Christmas, one of the older cousins 

begins to wonder if it is best for Buddy to be living with them. 

Long ago, in times gone past, when my children were small and 

their world was still small and did not hold as many people as it 

does now, our yearly tradition was to watch "A Christmas 

Memory". I would sit with a child on either side of me and we 

would enjoy this very touching story. It remains etched in all of our memories as one of the best 

traditions we had. Their Mothers world expanded also and included "friends" that we did not know 

about, so after the divorce all items were split up and some lost forever. One of the items happened 

to be our copy of "A Christmas Memory" I have gone to this site in hopes of finding a copy, the 

original with Geraldine Paige, I believe. This story shows how things always change and how every 

person who enters our lives is a teacher in one way or another and how the people who do enter 

our lives help map the journey that is the path we choose to follow. It also teaches a lesson 

concerning telling others how we feel about them when we have the opportunity and not waiting till 

it's too late. Highly recommended to all, young and old. Share this movies with someone close to 

you. 
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A Christmas Night With The Stars (1972) 
 

Seasonal sketches from the casts of "Dads Army", "Look - Mike Yarwood", "The Goodies" and "The 

Liver Birds", linked by The Two Ronnies and guests. 
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A Christmas Story (1983) 
 

Ralphie (12-year-old Peter Billingsley), a young boy growing up in 

the '40's, dreams of owning a Red Rider BB gun. He sets out to 

convince the world this is the perfect gift. But along the way, he 

runs into opposition from his parents, his teacher, and even good 

'ol Santa Claus himself. It's 1940, in the northern Indiana town of 

Hohman. 9-year-old Ralph "Ralphie" Parker wants only one thing 

for Christmas -- an official Red Ryder carbine-action 200-shot 

range model BB rifle with a compass in the stock. Between his 

younger brother Randy and having to handle school bully Scut 

Farkus, Ralphie doesn't know how he'll ever survive long enough 

to get the BB gun for Christmas. When Ralph asks his mother for a 

Red Ryder BB gun for Christmas, she says, "No, you'll shoot your 

eye out". When Mrs. Shields, Ralph's teacher at Harding 

Elementary School, assigns the class to write a theme about what 

they want for Christmas, Ralph sees a golden opportunity to 

express his desire to have a Red Ryder BB gun. Ralph gets a C+ on the theme, and Mrs. Shields has 

written "You'll shoot your eye out" on the theme. Ralph's next plan is to ask Santa Claus for a Red 

Ryder BB gun, and how does Santa respond? By saying "You'll shoot your eye out, kid." By this time, 

Ralph has had enough of that. When Scut Farkus and his sidekick Grover Dill start in on Ralph while 

he's on his way home from school that day, Ralph knocks Grover Dill to the ground, beats Scut's face 

bloody, and then pounds Scut's head on the snow-covered ground several times. Ralph thinks he'll 

never get the BB gun for Christmas now. And all of the other kids are going to be getting what they 

want for Christmas. But someone may have planned a surprise for Ralph. It's Christmas time and 

there's only one thing on Ralphie Parker's Christmas list this year: a Red Ryder Carbine Action 200-

Shot, Range Model Air Rifle, but many obstacles stand in the way of his dream because every adult 

that he confronts keeps telling him he'll shoot his eye out. Meanwhile The Old Man just got a major 

award (a lamp shaped like a woman's leg), and Mom is making sure The Old Man doesn't come near 

her turkey, Ralphie's friend gets his tongue stuck to a flag pole, and Ralphie utters the f-word infront 

of his father. Christmas is drawing nearer and Ralphie visits Santa at the department store in hopes 

of asking him for his dream gift. Will he receive it? Let's hope so. "A Christmas Story" is a rare film 

about children yet for adults. While kids will definitely enjoy this Christmas-themed saga, adults will 

find a deeper level of depth than they may remember from seeing the film at a younger age. The 

movie strikes a sharp contrast between the exaggerated, polysyllabic narration of Ralphie, filled with 

nostalgia and lucid memories, and the soft, high-pitched childlike wonder of Ralphie's spoken word. 

The narrator is clearly not the same character as the one portrayed on film, but a character wholly 

outside the story, reliving his childhood emotions and anecdotes. Yet he is the heart of the film, the 

true center of gravity. This is because the movie is not about a scary Santa Clause and a BB gun - it's 

about childhood memories and the feelings they evoke. To that end, "A Christmas Story" is flawless. 

"A Christmas Story" tells of the epically materialistic journey of Ralphie (Peter Billingsley) as he 

searches for the golden, upheld idol of all red-blooded American boys: A Red Rider Air Rifle. Ralphie 

spins an intricate web of cunning and deceit as he plots to get his hands on it - including an essay, a 

trip to Santa Claus and more. The movie also shows us a glimpse of his family - his irritable, foul-



mouthed father with a good heart, his whiny brother Randy, and his sweet, all-American mother. It 

is not so much a continuous story as a series of vignettes, but it ultimately serves the movie's 

purpose. This is a funny film. The narration by Jean Shepherd is filled with love for this story. He 

absolutely captures the emotions and logic of childhood. In a subtle but amusing moment, Shepherd 

intones the incomparably eloquent pouring forth of thought into writing - only to have Billingsley 

note in his awe-filled, high-pitched voice that "I think everyone should have a Red Rider BB gun. It's 

very good for Christmas." (paraphrased). Most of the humor is similar - the natural exaggeration of a 

child as expressed by Shepherd's consistent string of hyperbole. Also, there's a reason why it's 

played constantly on cable TV throughout the Christmas season - it's a movie everyone can relate to. 

There are moments of such pure truth here that few can deny their power. I'm sure that there is a 

scientific law left unwritten that determines that every kid must at some point fantasize about his 

parents feeling absolutely terrible and forever regretting some unutterable punishment they 

inflicted on their child - in this case, the immortal washing of a mouth out with soap. Obviously, "A 

Christmas Story" is not a film that can be compared to Casablanca or Citizen Kane. It simply excels at 

its simple goals, and comes together as an extraordinarily entertaining piece of cinema. 
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A Christmas Story 2 (2012) 
 

Peace, Love and Misunderstandings. The Genuine, Authentic, 

100% American Christmas is Back. Excellent movie!! A Christmas 

Story is one of my all-time favorite movies and this is a great 

sequel! I highly recommend this to anyone who loved the original 

and is nostalgic for a happy ending. It must have been very 

difficult for the actors to follow the steps of their "predecessors"... 

However, their acting is absolutely brilliant, natural; I was also 

surprisingly pleased by the actors looking and sounding so much 

like the actors in the original. I am usually perplexed at the idea of 

watching sequels made years after the original movie and with 

different actors, but this time I have had a very pleasant surprise. 

Way better than I thought it was going to be. Especially for a 

sequel made thirty years later! Well done! Definitely one of my 

Christmas favorites! I think a lot of people have been over critical of this movie. Many have even 

written bad reviews without even seeing it. With 16-year-old Braeden Lemasters & Valin Shinyei. 
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A Christmas Visitor (2002) 
 

A father struggles with the past. A daughter fights for the future. 

A mother searches for answers. The Boyajians have not 

celebrated Christmas in 11 years. They lost their faith when they 

lost their son to the Persian Gulf War. Now a stranger has joined 

them - around the same age the boy would have been. Is he a con 

artist? Or is this young man the miracle their family has been 

waiting for. William Devane, Reagan Pasternak and Dean 

McDermott star in a remarkable story of loss and renewal. This 

holiday, a stranger will change them forever. I have seen a lot of 

Christmas movies, especially this year, most of them are boring, 

but I watched this one the other night, and it is truly one of the 

best movies about the true meaning of Christmas I have seen in a 

long time. Stars William Devane and Merideth Baxter as the 

parents of two children, the oldest son John goes off to fight in 

the gulf war and dies before Christmas, the family gets the news on Christmas Eve and from then on 

they never celebrate Christmas again. 10 years later when their daughter finds a lump in her breast. 

William Devane asks for a sign from God to help them get their lives back. It's a wonderful Christmas 

movie, it's not as exciting as some movies, but not everyone has to have Santa Claus and Rudolph. I 

highly recommend this movie. 
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A Christmas Without Snow (1980) 
 

A divorced woman moves to a new city with her child, trying to 

build her life again. She joins the choir of a local church but has 

some personality conflicts with the choirmaster, a curmudgeonly 

old gentleman who will accept nothing but perfection from his 

group. As Christmas approaches and the choir practices for a big 

show and the director pushes them all to their emotional limits, 

she contemplates quitting the group. A divorced woman moves to 

San Francisco from Omaha after her divorce. Leaving her young 

son with his grandmother while trying to build her life again, she 

joins the choir of a local church. A tough, curmudgeonly, 

perfectionist choirmaster (John Houseman), is hired and attempts 

to whip the choir into shape for a Christmas concert. The choir 

group overcomes issues including ageism, racism, teen angst, 

small group divas, middle-aged relationships, single parenthood, 

the plight of struggling low income churches, and replacing the old with the new. Slow-paced, but 

with issues that still ring true today. A must view for any adult choir group. This seemingly forgotten 

telefilm is far and away better that the current crop of yuletide dreck being offered by the likes of 

the Hallmark Channel and various others. A Christmas Without Snow offers a great cast, intelligent 

writing, and characters we care about. As other reviews have stated, Michael Learned plays a 

divorcée starting over in San Francisco who, in an attempt to find some stability, joins a church choir 

which is about to attempt an ambitious mounting of Handel's Messiah. John Houseman is the no-

nonsense director who demands perfection from his choir. As the choir progresses toward its 

performance of the musical masterpiece, we gain insight into the lives and personalities of various 

members. What other reviewers have missed is the sense of community among the diverse 

parishioners/choir members, something that reflects positively on the traditional Christian church. In 

almost vignette-type fashion, we get to know these people, their loves, hopes, hurts, and see them 

rally together to tackle the Messiah and also the various problems they encounter as a church and as 

individuals. There are no quick fixes, no tidy happy endings. Yet these people have each other and 

the satisfaction of working hard at their endeavors. There's support, there's love, and there's a lot 

that is healthy and thriving and growing. Intelligent and life-affirming without being syrupy. 

Recommended. 
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A Clockwork Orange (1971) 
 

In future Britain, charismatic delinquent Alex DeLarge is jailed and 

volunteers for an experimental aversion therapy developed by the 

government in an effort to solve society's crime problem... but 

not all goes to plan. Protagonist Alex is an "ultraviolent" youth in 

futuristic Britain. As with all luck, his eventually runs out and he's 

arrested and convicted of murder and rape. While in prison, Alex 

learns of an experimental program in which convicts are 

programmed to detest violence. If he goes through the program 

his sentence will be reduced and he will be back on the streets 

sooner than expected. But Alex's ordeals are far from over once 

he hits the mean streets of Britain that he had a hand in creating. 

Stanely Kubrick's "A Clockwork Orange" is one of the first movies 

that proved that cinema can be the most enlightening and 

amazing art form around. Movies have always been a true love 

for me, but it wasn't until this film challenged me that I fell deeply in love. The first viewing left me 

speechless, unable to describe how weird and terrible I felt. I thought it was the film that left me in 

this mood, so of course that was the easy target to blame. It was just a bad movie, overrated and 

stupid and a waste of time. But upon further thought, I realized the film did exactly what it was 

supposed to. It showed how the world can be a weird and horrible place, and how this young man 

who goes around torturing people and being a wicked person ultimately doesn't have to pay for 

what he does. And it's funny too. So this film brilliantly satirizes this world, showcasing pure evil and 

people who ordinarily do not perform such evil are forced to laugh and observe what we all hate to 

admit is the truth. It's sick, but at the same time brilliant. And when one gets down to the core, you 

can't really explain it. It just is what it is. It's real. No one really sees it very often, but it is out there 

and everyone knows. And no one does anything about it. In essence, "A Clockwork Orange" is the 

ultimate satire, and one of the ultimate film experiences. It's art, it's life, and in a funky way, it's 

entertaining. 
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A Cool, Dry Place (1998) 
 

A single father balances his work as an attorney with the care of 

his 5-year-old son (Bobby Moat) and his work as a high school 

basketball coach in rural Kansas, where he moved after his wife 

abandoned him in Chicago. Just as he starts to develop a new 

relationship with a veterinarian's assistant, his ex-wife suddenly 

reappears and wants to re-assert herself in her husband and son's 

life. On top of the romantic conflict, he is also suddenly presented 

with the opportunity of a lifetime to join a major firm in Dallas. 

Vince is great. The story is funny and touching. There're some 

great bits, especially about the kid. So what is so fundamentally 

wrong with this movie? I couldn't figure it out, but something is 

missing. I figure the only answer is a general lack of film making 

imagination. It boils down to a made-for-TV look to the movie. 

There's a lack of any good musical score or interesting songs. The 

direction is at best described as mediocre. It's saving grace lies in the actors and a good story. It's too 

bad they couldn't save this movie completely. With 20-year-old Devon Sawa. 
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A Cry From The Streets (1958) 
 

Max Bygraves, a popular British comedian who once in a while 

entertained thoughts of a dramatic career, is co-starred with 

Barbara Murray in A Cry from the Streets. The two play a pair of 

ingenuous social workers, assigned to one of the grubbiest 

neighbourhoods in London. They join forces to help a group of 

castoff orphan children (12-year-old Colin Petersen). The episodic 

structure of Cry from the Streets gave the film a semi-

documentary feel, even though every incident herein was 

carefully written and rehearsed beforehand. Based on the novel 

The Friend in Need by Elizabeth Coxhead, the film was filmed in 

1957, released in 1958, and reissued in some markets as Cry from 

the Street (singular) in 1959. It's very a simplistic view of life in the 

1950's that doesn't try to be highbrow or talk down to its 

audience. Smoking was incredibly common in those days and the 

film merely shows life as it was. Children being told to go off and gather flowers on their own is 

certainly something that would be unusual in 2009, but in my own childhood in the 60's was 100% 

normal. It's a fantastic social 'document' showing us where we have come from and perhaps 

reminding us that our modern predilection for wrapping our children in cotton might not be the best 

way forward. 
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A Cry In The Wild (1990) 
 

13-year-old Brian (16-year-old Jared Rushton) is the sole survivor 

of an unreported plane crash. Alone in the Yukon wilderness, 

Brian must learn to survive by his wits, find food and shelter, and 

brave wild, hungry animals until or if he is found. Awesome movie 

based on a great book!!! When I first heard this movie was being 

made, I knew I had to see it. I had read the book many, many 

times. The only thing I was worried about was, along with any 

other movie, that it didn't follow the book. Well, we were in luck 

as the writer for the movie was none other than Gary Paulson, 

author of the book Hatchet, for which the movie was based. So by 

that I knew that the movie was going to go right along with the 

book, and I was right. The boy who played Brian did an awesome 

job, as he portrayed fear and loneliness well. It looked like he was 

actually experiencing the fear and terror of being alone in the 

Canadian woods. And covering himself with mud to stop the bugs from eating him alive was great to 

put in there. That's real life put into a movie. Anybody that hasn't seen this movie should see it. It 

was wonderfully made and worldly liked. 
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A Cry In The Wilderness (1974) 
 

The father of a wilderness family gets bitten by a skunk, and 

fearing rabies, chains himself to a barn to protect his family 

should he go mad. He orders his son (13-year-old Lee 

Montgomery) not to come near him no matter how persuasive or 

rational his appearance or argument. However, the creek dries 

up, indicating an upstream blockage and an imminent flood. 

Several trips upstream by the son have failed to locate the 

blockage and now Dad wants to be released. Long before the 

scourges of terrorism, AIDS, etc. commandeered the headlines 

and ruled our fears, plagues and pestilence, floods and fires, 

criminals trying to break into our houses, and perverts trying to 

steal our kids were our common shared nightmares. Back in 1974, 

life was simple. Feeding on the fear of contacting rabies, with the 

accompanying painful regimen of antidote doses administered by needles as large as telephone 

poles, the story is of a young boy's test of devotion to his father's instruction, weighed against his 

angst of losing his father when only he can save him - but should he risk saving him??? A compelling 

story, especially for its time. 
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A Dangerous Place (No Surrender) (1995) 
 

When Ethan's older brother Greg is found dead, the police rule 

the case a suicide, but Ethan suspects foul play stemming from 

Greg's recent involvement with a martial arts team called the 

Scorpions. Ethan is also accomplished at martial arts, and he 

determines to join the Scorpions as a means of learning what 

really happened to Greg. The premise of the film is simple 

enough: A young martial artist's older brother is murdered by a 

group of teenage martial artists from a rival school. This film may 

sound a little redundant, but believe me, it offers some fantastic 

fight scenes and evokes a real moral issue that might make some 

people question just how far should one go for revenge. Though 

this is tagged as an "R" rated film, I want to assure you that this 

film lacks the same level of violence and language that some PG-

13 films sneak by with. The "R" rating is really for the tone of the 

film. It also has a few dark sub plots about the rival schools sensei being involved in criminal activity 

such as prostitution and grand theft. All in all this is a must see film for die hard martial art fanatics. 
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A Dennis The Menace Christmas (2007) 
 

Dennis Christmas is a Dennis The Menace version of A Christmas 

Carol where Mr. Wilson plays his own version of Scrooge. While 

Dennis (7-year-old Maxwell Perry Cotton) has problems of his 

own with the neighborhood bully, he does his best to try and give 

Mr. Wilson the Christmas Spirit. Dennis causes his usual damage 

and Mr. Wilson ends up breaking Dennis' spirit. An Angel of 

Christmas Past Present and Future steps in to help save Christmas 

for the Mitchells, the Wilsons, and everyone else. Did anyone 

involved with this misfire have the slightest clue what they were 

doing? What they've ended up with is an allegedly festive comedy 

in which grouchy old Mr. Wilson has his home and his health 

ruined by a little bastard whose actions sink his apparently 

delirious parents into terrible debt. Then there's the bully who's 

basically a victim of mental abuse, the supernatural 'Christmas 

Carol' angle that's mercilessly crowbarred in at the expense of anything resembling narrative sense, 

and the utter insanity of a completely undeserved happy ending. Either the makers of this movie 

were on drugs or I am; the whole thing defies belief. 
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A Different Kind Of Christmas (Santa & Me) (1996) 
 

When you're the city attorney you don't need the kinds of 

problems that her father was giving her. After her mother died, 

her father began doing his "Santa Schick," as she called it, much 

more intensely... which meant that he turned his home into a kind 

of year-round Santa Claus castle where children of all ages could 

come to see the wonderful presents and no child ever left without 

a gift. But what's wrong with this kind of philanthropic generosity 

was that it totally embarrassed her when, as city attorney, it fell to 

her to make him stop his 'commercial' enterprise in an area zoned 

for private homes. But there's more to it than that and the 

outcome is not quite what you'd expect. It starts off well, and then 

the stress level increases. Santa Claus is coming to town and 

setting up shop. Santa moves in. He decorates the house, and the 

yard (including 4-foot candy canes and a fake-snow maker). Kids 

come by, and are enchanted with the love Santa gives. Unfortunately, MANY kids come by to share 

time with Santa. This increased traffic and parking upsets some of the neighbors (who don't have 

that Christmas spirit). One of the kids is lonely because his mom is too focused on her career (city 

attorney), and has little time (or attention) to give him personally. This part of the movie is so sweet. 

Imagine, a real nice guy giving warmth and love to kids, and allowing their parents to see how to be 

kind. The city attorney is pushed into enforcing the nuisance statute (for the traffic and parking 

problems). Most of the rest of the movie is pretty stressful. Mom is adamant about her son staying 

away from Santa (his one fun thing in life). Then, the legal system grinds away at Santa. I enjoy the 

Santa. I wish I was an attorney, so I could help him. With 11-year-old Nathan Lawrence. 
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A Different Loyalty (2004) 
 

See "Cambridge Spies" instead. What a disappointment! After 

watching the film, there is a very good reason that actual names 

were not used - other than general similarities to circumstance, 

this is entirely a work of fiction. Even a fictionalized account 

(inspired by the McClean story) could have been entertaining if 

had successfully delivered an historically accurate context (forget 

accuracy). There could have been a story of complex emotions, 

motivations and consequences but instead, you get a superficial 

drama that misses its mark or worse, doesn't even aim at the 

interesting targets. This is a true waste of talent for such a great 

cast. With 16-year-old Mark Rendall. 
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A Dirty Shame (2004) 
 

In the suburb of Hartford Road, the middle-age Sylvia Stickles is a 

sexually repressed woman that hates sex. She refuses to have sex 

with her husband Vaughn Stickles and locks her daughter with 

huge breasts and night-club dancer Caprice Stickles in her room, 

since she is in probation for moral attempt. Sylvia together with 

her mother Big Ethel lead a group that self-entitles neuter and 

promotes a decency rally. Sylvia accidentally hits her head on the 

floor, changes her sexual behavior and follows the sex addicted 

and sexual healer Ray Ray Perkins, becoming his twelfth apostle 

of sex in a journey of pleasure and orgasm. Lust is in the air on 

Harford Road and Sylvia Stickles, a grumpy, repressed middle-

aged Baltimorean, doesn't like it. Though Sylvia's handsome 

husband Vaughn still has marital urges, his wife could not be less 

interested -- she has more important things to do. Not only does 

Sylvia run the family's Pinewood Park and Pay convenience store, she's also responsible for watching 

over her exhibitionist daughter Caprice. A go-go dancer known to her adoring fans as Ursula Udders, 

Caprice and her stupendously enlarged breasts are currently under house arrest after several nude 

and disorderly violations. But Sylvia's world is turned upside down one day after suffering a 

concussion in a freak traffic accident. Sexy tow-truck driver Ray-Ray Perkins rushes to her aid, and 

the stricken Sylvia realizes he is no ordinary service man; he's a sexual healer who brings Sylvia's 

hidden cauldron of lust to the boiling point. Waters does a great job at expressing how absurd our 

government and social efforts to repress sex have become. In a zombie type world where the 

zombies are the "crazy" people who actually enjoy sex and the "normal" people are the prudes who 

think all sex is dirty, Waters offers his typically absurd social commentary. I loved it and laughed at 

times more than I have in months. If you are a prude, conservative, or don't get satire, do yourself 

and other movie fans a favor and stay home. No in fact, go support the film so Waters can make 

more of the same. DISCLAIMER: Disregard the above if you don't want the opinion of an open 

minded, non bible beater. 
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A Dog Named Christmas (2009) 
 

A developmentally challenged young man with a penchant for 

caring for animals in need sets out to convince his family - and 

their whole rural community - to participate in a local shelter's 

inaugural "Adopt a Dog for Christmas Program." Great movie in 

every aspect. To say that the actor dog who played Christmas was 

phenomenal is an understatement. This was another aspect of 

the film which made it so great. So to sum up, this was just a 

wonderful film in every sense of the word. And last but not least, 

the gentleman who wrote the book upon which the movie was 

based expressing the need for people to adopt homeless dogs for 

Christmas not only added to the poignancy of the movie, but 

hopefully, planted a seed in the viewers' minds about adopting a 

pet. 
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A Dog Of Flanders (1959) 
 

A charming tale of love, friendship and a dog named Patrasche. 

Nello (12-year-old David Ladd) and his grandfather (Donald Crisp) 

live a poor, unhappy life, until they find a wounded dog by the 

side of the road. They care for their new 'friend,' who recovers 

and gives Nello the hope to pursue his dream of becoming an 

artist. Though the book on which it's based is more than a century 

old, this archetypal tale is timeless, as proved in this 1960 version 

helmed by James B. Clark (Flipper). Theodore Bikel co-stars. A Dog 

of Flanders (1959) tells the classic story of a boy and his dog. The 

film is based on the 1872 novel by Ouida and is the fourth screen 

version of the story. The original adaptation was a 1914 short. 

Next came a 1924 silent starring Jackie Coogan. The first sound 

treatment of A Dog of Flanders was produced by RKO in 1935 and 

in 1959, another remake appeared starring David Ladd as the 

young dog owner Nello. Donald Crisp played his grandfather and Theodore Bikel took the role of 

reclusive artist Piet. The film was directed by James B. Clark who would go on to direct several other 

animal pictures such as Misty (1961) and Flipper (1963). Clark actually got his start as an editor on 

films such as Sun Valley Serenade (1941), Leave Her to Heaven (1945), I Was a Male War Bride 

(1949) and An Affair to Remember (1957). He was Oscar® nominated for his editing work on 1941's 

How Green Was My Valley, directed by John Ford and starring Donald Crisp. Clark made the jump to 

director for the small screen first; he directed a number of television episodes of Lassie and My 

Friend Flicka. His first feature assignment came in 1957 with the military drama Under Fire starring 

Rex Reason. Clark's work as a features director was limited; he directed fewer than fifteen films 

compared with his fifty-plus editing credits. The best of these starred child actors and animals. Along 

with A Dog of Flanders, Misty and Flipper, he made: The Sad Horse (1959) that told the story of 

friendship between a horse and a dog; the children's adventure Island of the Blue Dolphins (1964); 

and My Side of the Mountain (1969) about a 13-year-old naturalist. A Dog of Flanders was only the 

fifth film Clark directed and just the second of his animal flicks but already he seemed to have 

perfected the child-animal formula. The child, in this case, was played by relative newcomer David 

Ladd. He had appeared in only three films before A Dog of Flanders. Ladd made his debut in the 

1957 western The Big Land starring his father, Alan Ladd. For his next film, The Proud Rebel (1958) 

again with his father, Ladd won a Golden Globe for Best Juvenile Performance. In 1959, he made 

both The Sad Horse and A Dog of Flanders for Clark. The two would work together again on Misty. As 

for the animal star of A Dog of Flanders, he too sported some fairly impressive credentials. Spike the 

dog was rescued from an animal shelter by Frank Weatherwax (part of the legendary Weatherwax 

family of animal trainers). Spike would become a star as Old Yeller (1957) but it was a part he almost 

didn't win. Gentle and used to playing with children, Spike had to be trained to act vicious. He also 

required some cosmetic work to look the part; there were some dark spots around his nose that had 

to be lightened before Disney offered him the job as Old Yeller. In addition to A Dog of Flanders, 

Spike went on to appear in the TV series The Westerner. His son, Rontu, would later find work in 

Clark's Island of the Blue Dolphins. The 1959 version of A Dog of Flanders would not be Hollywood's 

last word on the story. The film was remade for a fifth time in 1999, this time starring Jack Warden 



as the grandfather and Jon Voight as the artist. By far the best of quite a few movie adaptations over 

the years of the classic children's story. I went to see this movie in 1961, when I was fourteen, and it 

became one of only four movies seen during my life that actually moved me to tears in the cinema 

(for the record, the others were LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING; THE PROUD REBEL and THE 

STORY OF RUTH). A DOG OF FLANDERS is a superb tear-jerker, filmed on location in Holland and 

Belgium in 1959, but set in 1900. It stars the then 12-year-old David Ladd as the orphan Nello and 

veteran actor Donald Crisp as his elderly and infirm grandfather. Although devoted to one another, 

they live a very poor life selling milk from a hand cart they pull around Antwerp. Nello is an artistic, 

intelligent and sensitive little boy who wants to paint like his idol, Peter Paul Rubens, but he has no 

money to enable him to study or to buy proper materials to paint with. They find a badly treated 

dog, left to die at the roadside by his heartless owner and take him home and care for him. Because 

he's been so badly treated, it takes time for him to accept them as his friends. But eventually, they 

gain his trust. Nello names him Patrasche...the name that Rubens had given to his dog...and he 

becomes part of the small family, even pulling the cart when grandfather is unable to do so any 

more. One day, Nello has just finished a sketch of the old man dozing in a chair outside their one-

roomed hut and goes to show him the finished drawing. But he cannot awaken him and slowly, he 

comes to realize that his beloved grandfather is dead. Completely bereft and unable to keep up the 

rent on their home, Nello and Patrasche are evicted by an uncaring landlord in the middle of winter. 

Somehow, they have to learn how to survive without his grandfather in a harsh and bitter world. A 

DOG OF FLANDERS, from the 1872 novel by Ouida, had been filmed previously, notably in 1934, but 

never so well as this. It really is beautifully done all round and everyone connected with it should 

feel very proud of the result. The music score by Paul Sawtell and Bert Shefter is very haunting and 

David Ladd, who had previously given such a truly wonderful performance alongside his father Alan 

in THE PROUD REBEL (1958), is superb. David and I shared the same Christian name, were both the 

same age and had similar looks, which made it easy for me to identify with him in A DOG OF 

FLANDERS, which became one of my all time favorite movies. Theodore Bikel has a good character 

role in it as an artist who befriends Nello, eventually adopts him and helps him to realize his dreams. 

Beautifully filmed in CinemaScope and Color by De Luxe, this is a wonderful film and you really 

would have to have a heart of stone not to be moved by it. I give it ten out of ten. 
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A Dog Of Flanders (1999) 
 

Poor but happy, young Nello (14-year-old Jeremy James Kissner) 

and his grandfather live alone, delivering milk as a livelihood, in 

the outskirts of Antwerp, a city in Flanders (the Flemish or Dutch-

speaking part of modern-day Belgium). They discover a beaten 

dog (a Bouvier, a large sturdy dog native to Flanders) and adopt it 

and nurse it back to health, naming it Patrasche, the middle name 

of Nello's mother Mary, who died when Nello was very young. 

Nello's mother was a talented artist, and like his mother, he 

delights in drawing, and his friend Aloise is his model and greatest 

fan and supporter. A Dog of Flanders is a really entertaining family 

movie, set in a time passed before one's eyes, it recollects 

imaginary facts and puts them together so well that they could 

even resemble a true story in history making the audience really 

live it all. It is a story about art, adventure and some action that 

together make you stare and enjoy every sequence. The cast and crew were well teamed up to give 

the audience all they could have wanted, (including a tear) to put it all together. Brilliant cast which 

featured many newcomers like Frederick Oxby in the role of "Young Robert", and believable 

performances that really gave the family touch. Something for everyone is included in this great 

family film that does not lack anything. 
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A Dog Year (2009) 
 

Jon Katz is close to burnout. He's a writer with writer's block; his 

wife has left for her sister's because he's emotionally distant; he 

rarely answers his phone. A kennel sends him a border collie 

that's undisciplined because of abuse. Despite a series of mishaps, 

Jon decides to keep trying with the dog, and he rents a 

dilapidated farm house to give the dog room to run. A local 

handyman refers Jon to a woman who might be able to help him 

train the dog. Reluctantly, Jon gives her a try. Is the dog the 

problem, or the owner? Not your typical dog movie - here the dog 

actually acts like a real dog. No talking animals, no over-the-top 

staged smarts or heroics. It plays more like an episode of the Dog 

Whisperer - BEFORE they call in Cesar. Bridges plays a semi-

creepy sad sack of a blocked writer who, through somewhat 

unclear circumstances, unwittingly and unwillingly adopts the 

border collie from hell. Having adopted a somewhat crazed border collie myself, I can say the dogs 

behavior and interactions with Bridges are spot on, and there is no need for the typical Hollywood 

(c.f. Beethoven) hyperbole - the dog is not quite the lovable scamp, and the Bridges' Katz is not a 

wholly sympathetic character. With a little unwelcome help from his friends, peace is eventually 

made between the writer and his dog. That's the good - the bad is this movie seems to be the anti-

Marley - we only get a bare smattering of how the "adoption" came to pass, what the hell is going on 

between Katz and his family, and what happened to the other yellow lab? One gets the sense of 

script problems and/or a heavy hand in the editing room, which is too bad because while these 

details are not important, the missing pieces are distracting, and flaw this otherwise refreshingly 

realistic, yet still eminently watchable dog flick. 
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A Dog's Tale (1999) 
 

Magic and the amazing power of a boy's wish put young Tim 

Webster (Clayton Taylor) in the Dog house for Christmas! It seems 

that anything is possible once the Professor arrives in town with 

his colorful and ragged band of rail-riding wayfarers. When the 

professor tells Tim about a legendary supernova that is due to 

appear in the night sky for only a few seconds and the amazing 

power that it brings - to grant any wish - Tim knows he'll finally 

get the dog he's been awaiting. Unfortunately, when things don't 

go as planned, Tim finds himself with a fur coat, wagging tail, wet 

nose, and four paws! This exciting and hilarious story of Christmas 

magic is destined to be holiday treasure and year-round classic 

DVD movie for the whole family to enjoy! 
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A Dry White Season (1989) 
 

Ben du Toit is a schoolteacher who always has considered himself 

a man of caring and justice, at least on the individual level. When 

his gardener's son is brutally beaten up by the police at a 

demonstration by black school children, he gradually begins to 

realize his own society is built on a pillar of injustice and 

exploitation. Caucasian Ben du Toit was born in South Africa, 

marries Susan, has a son, Johan, and teaches to earn a living. 

During the 1980s the Government declares a state of emergency, 

arrests and tortures tens of thousands of black residents, even as 

young as 11-years-old. One of them, Jonathan, who happened to 

be the son of his Gardener, is arrested and subsequently killed by 

the Police while allegedly trying to escape. This sudden death 

arouses his suspicions, he decides to probe into this matter and 

ensure that no one gets away with murder. Little does he realize that soon he will be labelled a 

'traitor' by people of his very own race. "Your Son Will Not Believe Their Lies". It took the cause and 

message of A Dry White Season for Marlon Brando to leave his self-imposed exile in Tahiti to come 

back to the screen, albeit in a small supporting role. Still the cause was one of the most remarkable 

in the 20th Century, the eventually successful opposition to the white apartheid government of the 

Union of South Africa. A Dry White Season was originally a novel concerned with the aftermath of 

the famous Soweto Massacre when South African troops fired on a protest of black Bantu children 

being forced to learn in Afrikaans the language of the oppressor as Desmond Tutu so eloquently put 

it. The son of the gardener at Donald Sutherland's estate is killed in Soweto and his body is not 

returned. After which the gardener Winston Ntshona is picked up by the special branch of the South 

African Police for asking too many questions and later he dies in prison the result of a suicide which 

no one with a functioning brain believes. At that point Sutherland decides to intervene himself. 

Sutherland plays a history teacher in a white only school and as he learns about what's going on and 

starts asking the questions he dare not ask before even to himself. His radicalization is total, but it 

costs him dear, his wife Janet Suzman and his daughter Sussanah Harker leave him, but his young 

son Rowen Elnes sticks with dad. It's not that he doesn't gain a few new friends, African National 

Congress organizer Zakes Mokae, crusading journalist Susan Sarandon, and human rights attorney 

Marlon Brando. But he also gains a bitter and malevolent enemy in Special Branch Captain Jurgen 

Prochnow who apparently does damage control for the government. That includes outright murder 

of suspected opposition to the apartheid government. Every actor worth his salt loves a courtroom 

scene and Marlon Brando might have even come back for that in this film as well as the anti- 

apartheid cause. He got the film's only Academy Award nomination for Best Supporting Actor, but 

lost to Denzel Washington for Glory. I suspect given Marlon's history with Oscar folks were reluctant 

to vote for him. The film really belongs to star Donald Sutherland though and I think it a pity he 

wasn't given any Oscar nomination for this fine film with an eternal message about freedom. 
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A Face In The Crowd (1957) 
 

An Arkansas hobo becomes an overnight media sensation. But as 

he becomes drunk with fame and power, will he ever be exposed 

as the fraud he has become? Charts the rise of a raucous hayseed 

named Lonesome Rhodes from itinerant Ozark guitar picker to 

local media rabble-rouser to TV superstar and political king-

maker. Marcia Jeffries is the innocent Sarah Lawrence girl who 

discovers the great man in a back-country jail and is the first to 

fall under his spell. Demagogue in Denim. Andy Griffith made this 

film when he was still an actor and not the aw-shucks sheriff of 

Mayberry. Lonesome Rhodes (Griffith) is more than a TV 

personality: he is a media demagogue who understands the 

manipulative power of language and images. You might think a 

film made in 1957 would be hopeless dated but not this one. It is 

almost prophetic in its portrayal of modern media. When 

Marshall McLuhan-I know, who?-wrote The Medium is the Message, he must have had this film 

partially in mind. Griffith is perfect: he is a mixture of cornpone and Satan. Patricia Neal is the 

woman-frequently abandoned and abused--who discovered the man and loves him for what she 

thought he was. Walter Matthau is the Princeton man who becomes one of the many faceless 

writers behind the façade of the county wit-Rhodes: the man admired for his 'extempore and 

natural' humour. Watch early on in the film for a scene taking place in the local jail. In one quick and 

brief flash of expression, Griffith reveals the true face of Lonesome Rhodes the rest of the film tries 

to mask. What brilliant acting by Griffith; what brilliant screen writing by Budd Schulberg; what 

brilliant directing by Kazan. 
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A Far Off Place (1993) 
 

The witty Nonni and the stuck-up city-boy Harry (15-year-old 

Ethan Embry) are the only ones to survive a massacre of a gang of 

poachers among the gamekeeper's family on his lonesome farm 

in the savannah. Now the ruthless murderers are after them as 

the only witnesses. Without a means of transportation, the only 

way to escape is to walk through 2000 kilometres of Kalahari 

desert with the help of the African bushman Xhabbo. On the 

months-long journey ahead they not only become good friends 

against their differences, but also realize that every one of them 

has strength and skills that are required to survive. I saw "A Far 

Off Place" in the theatres. At the time, I wasn't familiar with Reese 

Witherspoon. When I was reading about her a few years later, I 

was a little surprised to find out that the girl in "A Far Off Place" 

was her. "AFOP" might teach you all that you need to know about 

poaching. It portrays Nonnie Parker (Witherspoon) and Harry Winslow (Ethan Embry) having to flee 

into the Kalahari with guide Xhabbo (Sarel Bok) after their camp gets attacked by poachers. 

Throughout the trip across the desert, the three of them not only get to know each other, but get a 

feel for the land. This is one movie that you're sure to like. 
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A Farewell To Arms (1932) 
 

A tale of the love between ambulance driver Lt. Henry and Nurse 

Catherine Barkley during World War I. The action takes place in 

Italy and the two fall in love during the war and will stop at 

nothing to be together. The film also analyses Lt. Henry's feelings 

on war and the purpose of fighting. This is a magnificent picture, 

photographed sublimely by Charles Lang (who deservedly won an 

Oscar). Cooper and Hayes are brilliant as the World War One 

lovers - and the ending will bring you to tears. How wonderful to 

see Coop so vulnerable and so in love, and Hayes just shines from 

the screen like a diamond. This film is very under-rated. The 

camerawork is ground-breaking and original - look for the shot 

when Hayes kisses Cooper as he is wheeled into his hospital 

room. Amazing. I really love this film. 
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A Father For Charlie (High Lonesome) (1995) 
 

A heart-warming tale of Guts over hatred! Set in the heart of 

America in the 1930s. Walter Osgood (Louis Gosset Jr.) is the only 

black man left in the town of High Lonesome that has been 

cleared by the overwhelming white supremacist beliefs. Having 

lost his entire family to them and not knowing where his young 

Son is or whether he is alive is what sets this movie apart from 

others. Predictably no-one in the town 'High Lonesome' gives a 

darn and this is cleverly shown when the Bank manager says "I 

only have to charge you 6% instead of the 3% I charge white-folk 

because of the stockholders". He seems so plausible that you just 

want to believe him as one who has to follow the pack of 'Black 

haters'. The Sheriff and star of the film little Charlie (12-year-old 

Joseph Mazzello) are support to this as the story revolves around 

the slow but sure dissolving of pure hatred to one of heart and 

admiration over the strength Gosset Jr. shows in his character that won't be beaten by the racists. 

The outcome is not overly predictable and to dismiss this as a 'same old story' would be wrong and 

might even show one's own racist views!? A cracking made for TV film that belongs in the Cinema 

and also the classrooms of the schools. All in all a compelling drama that would not have been lost 

on the big screen. To all the so called film critics out there who try to Judge 'Stars' on their other 

films, stop doing this, judge the actors on the films you write about as this is the only relevance 

people want to know. Opinions are varied but the story is not, this is a powerful and very well acted 

film where even Don Swayze looked at home! Highly recommended. 
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A Feast At Midnight (1995) 
 

A new student (Aled Roberts) at a British public school forms a 

secret society cantered around cooking and midnight feasting 

with other school misfits and outcasts. PERFECT. As good as A 

Christmas Story without the BB gun and all that snow. As good as 

Chocolat without the tooth ache. As good as Hear My Song 

without the Blarney. This is a great family movie, touching, well 

acted and great cast. 2 thumbs up. 
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A Fish Called Wanda (1988) 
 

Sexy American diamonds lover Wanda and her boyfriend Otto are 

in England to plot alongside George and Ken the robbery of a 

diamond collection. Wanda and Otto want the stolen diamonds 

for themselves, and inform the police about George not knowing 

that he has already moved the diamonds to another secret place. 

Wanda thinks the best way to find out is by getting close to 

George's lawyer - Archie Leach. To make a comedy that can be 

lauded with the comment 'absolutely hilarious' isn't an easy thing 

to do. It's not so difficult, however, when you are one of the 

funniest men on god's green earth; and the extremely talented 

John Cleese has certainly managed to write a fine piece of 

comedy here. Teaming up with Monty Python buddy Michael 

Palin and Ealing studios director Charles Crichton, these talented 

comedians have managed to create a film that is most certainly 

one of the funniest; laugh per minute and lasting hilarity when it's over, movies ever made. The plot 

is taken straight from the classic Ealing comedy era (no wonder it works so well) and it follows four 

crooks that have stolen a bunch of jewels and now decide to double cross one another to take the 

loot solely for themselves. The plot thickens when the female of the bunch decides that the best way 

to get the loot would be to get close to a grassed-up co-conspirator's barrister; John Cleese. Aside 

from an inch-perfect screenplay, A Fish Called Wanda also benefits from a fine cast of actors to 

deliver it. John Cleese steals every scene he's in, as you might expect, and he more than justifies his 

reputation as one of, maybe even the, finest British comedy actor ever. He is joined by a talented 

pair of Americans; Kevin Kline and Jamie Lee Curtis, along with, as mentioned, his fellow Python 

Michael Palin. Kline is certainly one of the most underrated actors working today, and his comic 

timing in this movie is right on the money. Makes you wonder how much better he could have been 

used over the years. "Scream Queen" Jamie Lee Curtis also does well in the title role; and Michael 

Palin obviously knows his way round a comedy script. The jokes in the film come thick and fast, and I 

can't think of a single one that didn't work. It's the big gags that are the real stand out of the movie, 

though, and one in particular that sees Kevin Kline trying to explain to Cleese's wife what he's doing 

in their home is absolutely priceless. I nearly fell of my chair laughing. This film is a must see. 
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A Flintstones Christmas Carol (1994) 
 

Fred is cast as Ebenezer Scrooge in a stage adaption of the story, 

but is acting a bit stingy in real life. When I first caught this movie 

on cable a few years ago, I expected it to be of the "Flintstones 

Meet The Jetsons" fare, or something equally par for the standard 

TV course. But I was happily surprised, and went out the next day 

to buy the videotape. True, the sub-plot of Fred ignoring work, 

friends, and family to rehearse his upcoming role as Scrooge for 

the Bedrock Community Players (and to give in to grandiose 

dreams of Broadrock Way) are of the typical fare we've been used 

to for a couple of decades now. But once the actual production 

gets underway, try to forget the rest because you will be as 

happily surprised as I. The voice talent seems to take their roles in 

"A Christmas Carol" very seriously, and most do a formidable job, 

handling the script with reverence and affection. Well, let's face 

it--what actor doesn't want to be in "A Christmas Carol" just once for the sheer fun of it? But Henry 

Corden is the surprising stand-out in this, proving that he can do more than just play straight man to 

Barney and Wilma's cutting one-liners. He treats this role as if he's been studying to play Scrooge for 

years. You get a hint of what's to come in the Ebonezer/Fanny/Ghost of Christmas Past scene, mixing 

a balance of fragile loss and forced bitterness very well indeed. By the time the Ghost of the Future 

shows up, Henry really sports his acting chops, and by the last few scenes he pulls off a terrific and 

moving performance, showing the delicate sadness, guilt, and the pivotal dichotomy of the fear of 

living and fear of dying that the character of Scrooge is really made of. OK, so it's not Albert Finney in 

"Scrooge"; but it's certainly not the kind of acting one expects of a Flintstones cartoon--well, not 

since the passing of Alan Reed, and the mass-production of Saturday morning Flinstones cookie-

cutter shows. It's refreshing to see Henry Corden pull out all the stops and remind us that he is an 

actor, not just a Fred substitute. Although one wonders and mourns what Mel Blanc could have 

brought to this tour-de-force as Barney/Cragit... (sad sigh). During the curtain call, all pull back and 

fall into typical Hanna-Barbara "filler humor", but what has just happened should more than make 

up for those last 4 minutes. Overall, this is a wonderful addition to anyone's Scrooge collection, and 

should be picked up to enjoy while decking the Bedrock halls for years to come! 
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A Gentleman's Game (2002) 
 

A drama revolving around characters whose lives are transformed 

one summer at an exclusive East Coast country club. Bagger 

Vance it isn't. "A Gentleman's Game" is all about a teen boy (16-

year-old Mason Gamble) with a natural golf swing who caddies 

for a country club and learns there's more to life than golf (duh). 

This lame little coming-of-age flick is packed with lessons in life 

such as don't bury your guns in sand traps or it's okay not to swim 

with half naked babes or don't believe old drunk guys. Although 

this film's heart is in the right place, I'm not sure its director was. 

A jumbled, messy indie which never quite coagulates, "A 

Gentleman's Game" has so much golf stuff in it that it would 

probably be more enjoyable for those who know something 

about the game. Personally, I thought the film was much like the 

game; slow moving and boring. 
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A Girl Like Me: The Gwen Araujo Story (2006) 
 

Based on a true story. As a young boy, Eddie Araujo (26-year-old 

J.D. Pardo & 7-year-old Michael Dillman) always felt different 

somehow. She started putting on her mom's makeup and wearing 

her mom's clothes, which her mom found odd. By the time she 

entered her teen years, Eddie could no longer hide the fact that 

she was a lot different, that she was meant to be female and not 

male. When she finally accepted it and with her mom's eventual 

support, Eddie changed her name to Gwen and started to live life 

as female until a tragic night changed everything. In this movie, 

Gwen Araujo was born Eddie Araujo. But as she got older she 

started seeing that she was more of a female then a male. So she 

changed her name to Gwen when she was in high school and she 

was no longer a male. When she was 17-years-old she was killed 

by 3 teenage boys after they discovered she was a male. They 

beat her for 5 hours before tying her up and throwing her in a 

grave. Two of the boys were convicted of second-degree murder, and one boy plead out to 

manslaughter. The judge and jury did not see this as a hate crime and none of the boys were 

convicted of one. (14-year-old Avan Jogia plays Eddie's brother.) Gwen Araujo was born some 

twenty years ago as a biological male and raised with a brother and sister in a single parent 

household. It was apparent as shown in the film that Eddie as he was known then was feeling that 

the anatomy given at birth was not matching what was felt inside. In the teen years, Eddie took the 

name of Gwen to show her real persona and that was what she presented to the world. If the Gwen 

Araujo Story has a weakness it's that their are no really developed secondary characters in the film. 

It is dominated completely by Mercedes Ruehl as Gwen's mom and J.D. Pardo as Gwen. But these 

are two very powerful performances indeed. Ruehl is a loving, caring mother whose own life 

experiences have left her ill equipped to comprehend what her child is dealing with. As for Gwen, 

she's an innocent adolescent, but a brave one. Not comprehending why she's the object of such hate 

and ridicule, but determined to present herself to the world as she sees herself. Pardo does a great 

job in capturing both parts of Gwen's character. Had this been done for the big screen we might 

have gotten a more well rounded film, but as a made for TV film this is definitely one of the better 

ones. Hopefully a couple of Emmys might be in the future for both Ruehl and Pardo. It is also to be 

hoped that this film will educate and enlighten the public about transgender teens and what they 

face in their daily lives. 
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A Glimpse Of Hell (2001) 
 

U.S. Navy Ensign (Lieutenant junior grade) Dan Meyer feared a 

non-flying officer's career prospects -like his- aren't brilliant but 

tries to excel at his assignment, in charge of gun turret 1 on the 

battle ship USS Iowa, which sees action in every major war. When 

the crew tell him the budget never goes to necessary repairs and 

improvements on the 50 years old ship, he takes his Navy-retired 

father Donald's advice to file a detailed report above the well-

connected captain Fred Moosally's head. When master chief 

Skelley, the ship's liaison with HQ, asks Meyer to execute artillery 

experiments which can impress the brass he eagerly accepts 

against objections from the crewmen, especially Petty Officer 

Dale Mortensen; the first test successfully sets a record. Alas the 

second, in turret 2, goes terribly wrong: an explosion destroys the 

turret and kills 47 sailors, which seals the fate of 16 inch-guns till 

further notice. Meyer protests in vain when evidence is willfully destroyed 'to spare the families', 

and fears admiral Langlett, in sole charge of the Navy's official investigation, is covering the captain, 

who now clearly considers Meyer a traitor snitch. When Gunner's Mate Clayton 'Clay' Hartwig's 

sister Kathy Kubicina contests his $100,000 Navy life insurance going to Kendall 'Ken' Truitt, who was 

generally believed Clayton's homosexual lover and hated by some as a petty loan-shark, the official, 

FBI-aided NIS investigation is conducted on the unproved assumption they were lovers gone sour 

and the explosion a passionate murder/suicide by Hartwig, implicating innocent Gunner's Mate Tim 

Sykes, all impossible to accept for Meyer as no detonator was found, yet the admiral's story for the 

public and the technical facts remain unproven. Shortly after, a Lebanon mission requires test firing 

to recalibrate the ship's guns and Congress starts its own investigation. As a Navy veteran, I can 

truthfully say I was mightily impressed by the quality of this movie as well as its message. The 

producers seemed like they genuinely cared about the welfare of the ordinary sailors who man ships 

such as the Iowa. The fact that the Navy falsely implicated one of these sailors, who was no longer 

alive to defend himself, is appalling in and of itself. The fact that FX and the people who made this 

movie attempted to set the record straight, speaks glowingly about the state of movie-making these 

days. 
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A Golden Christmas (2009) 
 

These comments will not summarize the plot; the reader will have 

to look elsewhere for that. This is more a meta-comment about 

aspects of the production. This is the best holiday movie I've seen 

this year...and the second wherein a wandering golden retriever 

was cast as the catalyst for precipitating a happy ending. As today 

is given as the release date, the airing I just viewed on the ION 

channel must have been the premiere. Consequently, these 

comments might not be fully appreciated until somebody fills in 

the plot or synopsis. I just want to say that special kudos should 

go to the casting director, Ricki Maslar. Every part was "perfectly" 

cast...the leads were ideal for their parts, the kids (Daniel Zykov) 

were cute (although their characters seemed a bit mature for 

their age, in the way they "advised" their respective parents 

about their love lives), and everyone playing a supporting role 

couldn't have been better. But I want to mention two parts, in particular. It was so good to see Bruce 

Davison, as the family patriarch, in a sympathetic role (for once), that I wish his part could have been 

bigger. And Elisa Donovan as Anna, who pokes and prods and needles and knocks her big sister 

Jessica (Andrea Roth) toward romance is absolutely, positively delightful! The tone and tenor of the 

production was uniformly appropriate throughout, *except* I didn't care much for the vocal 

backgrounds in the soundtrack during certain characters' pensive moments. I would have much 

preferred simple instrumentals. 
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A Good Year (2006) 
 

After years of no contact with his Uncle Henry, London banker 

and bond trader Max Skinner learns that Henry has died intestate, 

so Max inherits a château and vineyard in Provence. Max spent 

part of his childhood (14-year-old Freddie Highmore) there, 

learning maxims and how to win and lose, and honing his killer 

instinct (at chess, which serves him well in finance). Max goes to 

France intent on selling the property. He spends a few days there, 

getting the property ready to show. Memories, a beautiful 

woman, and a young American who says she's Henry's illegitimate 

daughter interrupt his plans. Did Max the boy know things that 

Max the man has forgotten? A tasty vintage. A Good Year is much 

like Peter Mayle's other books – short, picturesque, sometimes 

mouth-watering, generally light and definitely charming. To that 

end, this film does the book excellent justice and even manages to make the cinematic transition 

without losing or adding much in the process. (Max has however become a blend of Wall Street's 

Gordon Gecco and Capt. Aubrey – a cold power hungry cut-throat exterior with a bit of a romantic 

hedonist hiding a Depardieu-like charming buffoon locked inside.) Sir Ridley Scott makes it clear that 

the real star here is the Provencal countryside in all of its golden sun soaked glory. Russell is the 

fulcrum that moves us from one beautiful scene to the next, lightly shuffling and dancing in over-

sized pyjamas with a suit jacket and a tie for a belt. And oddly, this isn't necessarily a bad thing. As 

obvious as the story line is (both in the book and the film) it remains absolutely charming and 

Crowe's performance is an essential part of what makes it work, hammy or no. He looks great and 

his trust in Scott as a director allows him to simply have fun here – a nice break from all of the heavy 

(and often heavy handed) Oscar bait bio-pics he's pigeonholed himself into recently. The rest of the 

cast is picture perfect. I've been waiting to see when Freddie Highmore would play a young Russell 

and he's lovely here, big eyed and gracefully gawky as young Max. He holds his own against Albert 

Finney's lovingly blustery Uncle Henry. Marion Cotillard is gorgeous as Fanny and also sturdy enough 

to hold her own against both Max and Crowe himself. Abbie Cornish is pretty and sweet and her 

American accent is damn near perfect. Isabelle Candelier is a colourful counterpoint to Max's stuffy 

British ways, but it is Didier Bourdon who nearly walks away with the picture. His is a character we 

haven't seen done a million times before and whose eyes hint at a story equal in richness to the 

Château itself. Archie Panjabi is Max's assistant, a character created for the film. As the all knowing 

and mischievously wicked Gemma she appears ready to run away with this picture. (And as always 

watch for a cameo by Ridley Scott's long-time partner Gianina Facio – I won't spoil your fun by telling 

you where she appears.) Again, there is nothing new or groundbreaking here. It will be compared to 

Under the Tuscan Sun and a long history of countless other films of this nature – an attractive 

woman or handsome bastard gets in touch with who they really are, gets back to basics and 

becomes who they were always meant to be. Forgive me for taking this path, but the wine/film 

comparisons are inevitable with this one. Like most of the films made today the fresh elements in 

this film come from the particular vision of the film maker, the chemistry of the cast and the way all 

of it can come together in a charming and palatable fashion. In other words, the blending of the key 

ingredients. It all comes down to being a matter of chemistry, craftsmanship and preference. 



Chemistry causes the grape to ferment and become wine. Craftsmanship and experience make that 

wine something worth drinking. Chemistry amongst the elements of a film – story, cast and setting 

makes these pieces form a cohesive whole. Craftsmanship and experience make it a palatable film. 

And the rest is simply a matter of taste. Though it lacks the crisp originality of a sauvignon blanc, the 

hipness of a pinot grigio or the bold edginess of a Cabernet, but the elements here come together to 

make a film that plays pleasantly over the tongue like a decent rose – easy to sip and enjoy and given 

the chance could well leave you with the warm glow of a late summer afternoon. But enough with 

the wine clichés! You could easily take advantage of the value of a matinee or opt to wait for DVD, 

though neither will do the scenery justice. This sweetly charming film will hold up equally well as a 

date movie, a mid week escape or something that you can take Mom to. Worth a look. 
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A Goofy Movie (1995) 
 

When Max makes an preposterous promise to his girlfriend, his 

chances to fulfilling it seem hopeless when he is dragged onto a 

cross-country trip with his embarrassing father, Goofy. It's the last 

day of school, and Max wants to catch the eye of Roxanne, one of 

the more attractive girls in school. But how can you be cool when 

your dad's Goofy? Stage an impromptu concert at the final 

assembly, that's how! Or at least it sounded good until Principal 

Mazer found out. Goofy finds out about his son's antics (sort of), 

and decides a fishing trip, like his dad took him on, is the solution. 

Of course, he doesn't know that Max finally lands a date with 

Roxanne for a party thrown by the class valedictorian. Through 

the movie, Goofy tries to bring Max out of his shell, while Max 

resents being taken away, and lying to Roxanne about the trip (he 

tells her he & his dad will be appearing on TV at the PowerLine 

concert in LA). Will Max sink or swim? Will Goofy goof up his son's first shot at romance? Will Bigfoot 

step back? And what about those nuns? Great, clean fun with the irrepressible Disney hero. This is a 

great, criminally underrated movie; that provides in equal doses, laughs, toe tapping catchy songs 

and genuinely heart-warming moments as Goofy hits the road with son Max, for the summer 

vacation fun. In this movie, Goofy has more depth than one would probably expect from him, and 

his character is much better defined and explored than the Goofy that we see in "Goof Troop". There 

is plenty of good slapstick humour, in the great traditions of Goofy cartoons, but there is also a 

genuinely heartfelt and touching undercurrent, that underpins the tumultuous, but always loving 

relationship between father and son. Mixed with some terrific music, this is a truly memorable 

movie that lovers of Disney and Family movies will want to watch again and again. 
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A Grandpa For Christmas (2007) 
 

Bert is an old-time movie-star singer/ hoofer, who's retired from 

showbiz and estranged from his daughter and 9-year-old 

granddaughter, Becca. Bert, about to sell his house and move into 

a retirement home, suddenly finds himself caring for Becca when 

her mom is hospitalized - and the bond between the two of them 

grows (Bert takes Becca to school everyday; she meets his old 

show-biz friends). A sweet story to watch while sitting in the glow 

of a Christmas tree, and sipping some hot chocolate. The cast are 

wonderful. Ernest Borgnine plays a senior named Bert who learns 

his long-estranged daughter was involved in a car accident, and 

he is the only relative of a granddaughter he didn't even know 

existed. Now the lonely old guy, used to playing chess in the park 

with his friend, or hanging out and reminiscing with his group of 

former movie folks at a local cafe, is asked to take the child in 

while his daughter recovers from her severe injuries. Juliette Goglia, as Becca, Bert's granddaughter, 

is a gem. She and Borgnine play off each other very well, trading playful barbs right and left, and 

their growing affection is showcased sweetly. Goglia's portrayal of an awkward tween, who 

brightens with the encouragement of Bert, is really well done. There are themes throughout the 

story of bonding, forgiveness, understanding, healing, and other issues families deal with. Look for 

Kris Nelson, Jamie Farr, and some other familiar faces in the cast; an appealing group who all do well 

in their roles, and looked to be enjoying working together and having fun making the film. Nice 

Christmas traditions are incorporated into the film in wonderful ways, even things as simple as tree-

trimming and a Christmas Eve pageant. Goglia has a wonderful singing voice, by the way. This was a 

pleasant Christmas treat, with a very touching and uplifting sentimentality. 
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A Hero Ain't Nothin' But A Sandwich (1978) 
 

A Timeless and heart-warming family film. A timeless lesser 

known film from the 1970's. Its true this film was made over 27 

years ago but the storyline subject matter is more relevant today 

than ever. It's a shame that many do not have the opportunity of 

viewing this film. I recommend this film to anyone who wants to 

understand on how drug abuse can affect your family and friends. 

Cicely Tyson and Paul Winfield performance was very warm, 

heartfelt and exceptional. It is amazing on how they co-starred 

many films together. It's like the perfect combination on how to 

balance out character film development. I saw this film when I 

was younger and now I have viewed it with my children. There 

needs to more films like this to help families that have been 

victimized by drug abuse. 
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A High Wind In Jamaica (1965) 
 

The parents of children living in Jamaica, afraid that the kids are 

growing up uncivilized, decide to send them to England. But 

during the voyage, the childrens' ship is boarded by pirates and in 

the confusion the children wind up trapped on the pirate ship. 

The children view it as a lark, and one of them, a girl named Emily, 

develops an unusual bond with Chavez, the pirate captain. The 

superstitious pirates can't wait to unload the kids at the first port, 

but a tragedy prevents it, and Emily's relationship with Chavez 

takes a fateful twist. Having read the book in 1965, I took my 

(then) 3 young daughters to see the film. They were so stirred and 

charmed that they made me sit through a second screening. 

Anthony Quinn and James Coburn were brilliant, lovable rogues 

and the main little girl was someone my kids could identify with. Gert Frobe as the Dutch sea captain 

was memorable, and the English cast, director Alexander Mackendrick and the screenwriters should 

be commended for creating a superb example of the art of cinema. I have but one sad comment: 

Why isn't this film available on videotape or disk, or at least on cable? 
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A Hitch In Time (1978) 
 

More time travelling for Patrick. I seen A Hitch In Time many years 

ago when I was younger when BBC1 screened it one afternoon 

during the children's program time after school. It is about a 

professor with a time machine known as OSKA and is discovered 

by two children (Michael McVey) in a cave. The Professor, 

Wagstaff then sends the children through time and encounter 

several villains. Professor Wagstaff is played by Dr. Who actor 

Patrick Troughton and is joined by Sorcha Cusack and Ronnie 

Brody. A Hitch In Time is one of the Children's Film Foundation 

movies and would be good to see it again, along with others from 

this company. Problem is that they never seem to be on the telly 

now. 
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A Hobo's Christmas (1987) 
 

An old hobo finds the family he walked out on 20 years before. A 

lovely little story of about how Christmas can bring families back 

together! I love this story! It is so simple but strikingly true at the 

same time. With all the classic holiday movie elements such as 

estrangement of family, pride, humility, sadness, joy and love in 

every form. I believe the actors are real and the life of a hobo, the 

"traveling homeless", is something that my children were 

unaware of. The scenery of Salt Lake City in winter is beautiful 

and feels as cold on the screen as I'm sure it is. This was a TV 

movie and thus the levels of excellence that some people expect 

from every film is unrealistic. My test of good Holiday fare is does 

it make you feel good or inspired after you've watched it? This 

cute little movie does both for me! With 9-year-old Harley Cross. 
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A Hole In The Head (1959) 
 

Tony Manetta runs an unsuccessful Miami hotel, on which he 

can't meet the payments. Another liability is his weakness for 

dames (Shirl, his sexy current flame, is even less responsible than 

Tony). But a solid asset is Ally (12-year-old Eddie Hodges), his 

sensible 12-year-old son. When Tony wants stolid brother Mario 

to bail him out again, Mario makes conditions: give up Ally, or at 

least get married to a "nice, quiet little woman" of his selection. 

Tony and Ally just play along to be diplomatic, but when the 

woman in question proves to look like Eleanor Parker. This was a 

good movie. Frank Sinatra and Edward G. Robinson are good in 

this but I love the young boy's performance. He was just great in 

this. This movie introduced "High Hopes" or "the ant song" which 

is great! This is a great movie with a good ending! Anyone would 

enjoy this! 
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A Holiday To Remember (1995) 
 

Carolyn is leaving the big city with her daughter Jordi for her 

childhood village, deep in the forest. She meets her former fiancé, 

who she left at the altar several years ago. She also finds a lost boy 

who she wants to adopt, but Jordi is not too keen on the idea. 

With Kyle Fairlie (as William) & Joshua Satok (as King One). Top-

Notch, Warm-Hearted Christmas Movie. This was the second time 

I've seen this in the past six months and this 2nd time was just as 

good, maybe even better, than the first. What a wonderful movie. 

Yep, Connie Selleca is made-for-tv royalty but here she comes out 

above average and country music singer Randy Travis fits right in 

without missing a beat. Only drawback to this movie is South 

Carolina, where this takes place, is in the south and doesn't get 

*that* much snow, even in the upstate. (Maybe it was an irregular 

year?) Other than that, overall this had some decent acting as well 

as very smart writing. The runaway kid was definitely the little scene stealer. Just about everything 

that came out of his mouth wasn't too corny and was excellently executed. He was what held this 

story together. Rue McClanahan's nice, likable performance added to this like a piece of a puzzle 

that needed to be there. Easily this could have been, not really a disaster, but another drab & dull 

piece of work but it wasn't, it really did shine. Like I said, Randy Travis fit right in, he was the 

southern gentleman, another very likable character. Come to think of it, just about everyone who's 

important to the story in this, you could easily have a liking for... there wasn't a bad guy or anyone 

you rolled your eyes or really despised. Even the one person who'd be closest to that I kind of felt 

for. She didn't get the guy in the end of the romance part of this story, but then again, without even 

watching this you know she wouldn't. That's the nature of TV movies like this, they're usually not full 

of twists and surprises which is often a TV movie's downfall. This was predictable but had no 

downfall, nothing to make me yawn and everything to feel good about Christmas and coming 

together, helping those less fortunate, and being with those you love. Make a list of 500 not so great 

Christmas movies then make a list of the 50 best. This one'll be on the list of the best! 
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A Home Of Our Own (1993) 
 

The story is located in Los Angeles in the sixties. An energetic 

widow, Frances Lacey, with her six children (16-year-old Edward 

Furlong, Miles Feulner & 7-year-old T.J. Lowther) try to make a 

dream of theirs come true: to have a home of their own. 

Therefore they leave Los Angeles and head for the countryside, 

while facing all kinds of difficulties during their journey. My wife is 

usually the only one in my family that will watch this type of 

movie. We call it a "mother's movie". But she got me at a weak 

moment and I watched it and I liked it a lot. I think that it was 

certainly Kathy Bates and Soon-Tek-Oh that kept it going. At the 

beginning the narrator states that it is a true story. I watched it 

with the thought that this was something that actually did 

happen. At the end of the credits it says that the above story is 

fictitious etc. with that usual speel. Now I don't know what to 

believe. Was it real or just made up. I wish I could find out the truth. 
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A Kid Called Danger (1999) 
 

A young boy (Clayton Taylor) dreams of someday becoming a 

detective just like his father. I caught this movie I think on the USA 

network or HBO either way I feel in love with this movie. It's such 

a cute movie and the acting is so good and I love the storyline. I 

love how he ends up falling for the girl and tells her he's moving 

away to find out what else happens watch the movie. It all so 

brought along a not so common friendship between some 

unlikely characters. Cute music and well casted I absolutely 

adored this movie and will be purchasing it in the near future. I 

recommend this movie for family or for a kids night and for sure 

the babysitter has to pick this one up. If you know little kids who 

are in to the spy thing and are burnt out on spy kids then this is 

for sure the movie for you. Now I sound like a infomercial. 

Anyways recommended for anyone and everyone parents will 

more than likely get a kick out of it! 
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A Kid For Two Farthings (1955) 
 

In a lower-class London community of small shops, open-air 

vendors and flea-marketers, Joe (7-year-old Jonathan Ashmore), a 

small boy, lives with his mother, Joanne, who works in and rooms 

above the Kandinsky tailor shop. Joe is innocently and earnestly 

determined to help realize the wishes of his poor, hard-working 

neighbours. Hearing from Mr. Kandinsky the tale that a captured 

unicorn will grant any wish, Joe uses his accumulated pocket 

change to buy a kid with an emerging horn, believing it to be a 

unicorn. His subsequent efforts to make dreams come true 

exemplify the power of hope and will amidst hardship. Movies 

titles always intrigue me, and are often the first thing that causes 

me to look. Long ago, when the film was released, I recall hearing 

about this one from my parents and, even then, I was puzzled by 

the title. Hence, when I had the chance to see this recently, for 

the first time, I was looking forward to solving my fifty-five year puzzle. The term 'farthing' has two 

meanings: first, it was, at one time, an English coin of low value, equal to one-quarter of a penny; 

two farthings equaled a half-penny, still not much in money terms. And second, 'farthing' was 

generally used colloquially as anything of little value. In the story, young Joe (Jonathan Ashmore) is 

on a quest to find and buy a unicorn because Mr. Kadinsky (David Kossof), his friend and his mother's 

landlord, had told Joe that unicorns were magical creatures that could grant every wish. And young 

Joe very much wants to have some wishes to come about – starting with seeing his father again, who 

is a prospector far away in South Africa. However, more pressing needs arise in Petticoat Lane of 

East London, the setting for this slice of London life in the fifties: Joe's adults friends, Sonia (Diana 

Dors) and Sam (Joe Robinson) are engaged and they need an engagement ring and other home 

trifles that they cannot afford to buy; Mr. Kadinsky needs an automatic steam press for his shop, but 

can't afford the price; and Sam is a body builder but he's been encouraged – pressured by Sonia, you 

might say – to enter a wrestling match against The Python (Primo Carnera) and win some money so 

that he and Sonia can get married. Young Joe, naturally, wants the unicorn to make it all come true. 

So, Joe begins wandering around the stalls of the market, searching, in and out, up and down, until 

he happens upon an old salt who has a young goat – a kid - with only one horn. With the goat in tow, 

the old geezer is wandering around the market, trying to sell it. Joe, thinking he's found a real 

unicorn, sidles up and begins to bargain...How much? he asks. The man looks at him and says, 

gruffly, Five bob! I'll give you three and nine, Joe responds, hopefully. The old fellow thrusts him 

away. Get off, I might as well skin and eat it. He looks around some more, calling out for buyers – to 

no avail. Joe pulls all of his money out. Look, he says, I'll give you three and nine-pence ha'penny. He 

held out the money, together with a few worthless foreign coins. Exasperated, no other buyers on 

hand, the old man says, Oh, well, give me your money. He takes it roughly and stalks off, leaving Joe 

with the goat. So, Joe prances off with his 'unicorn', having acquired it for only an additional half-

penny - two farthings - and the old man got rid of something that was of no value to him. Puzzled 

solved for me, at last. What's more surprising, however, is the fact that Carol Reed produced and 

directed it – the director famous for The Third Man (1949), Trapeze (1956), Our Man in Havana 

(1959) and other dramatic goodies from the thirties and forties. Quite a departure, artistically, for 



Reed, yet this film works as a delightful fantasy, for young Joe, who believes that his prize possession 

is the reason why so many good things happen thereafter. The irony is that, in a real sense, that's 

true – but only because his lucky pet gets caught up between Sonia, Sam and The Python. The most 

I'll say about the rest of the story is that most of the wishes come true, but at a cost. The real joy in 

this film is seeing how it all pans out for young Joe and all the other residents of a part of London 

long gone but happily still living in films such as this. Having lived there myself for five years in the 

mid-sixties, vivid memories of that area flooded back. In that regard, I would have preferred black-

and-white photography instead of the over-saturated colors of this print. But, London always looked 

so drab and dull in those days, so I guess that's why Reed went for color, and strong ones, all to 

enhance the magical quality of the setting and story. The casting was generally very good, with the 

standout being David Kossof as Kadinsky; what a fine actor he was (passed away only in 2005). 

Young Jonathan Ashmore as Joe was well directed by Reed, showing a flair for acting (although he 

never appeared in another film), despite sounding very unlike any East Ender I ever heard. Ditto for 

his mother, Joanna (Celia Johnson), better known for appearing in weepy romances from the forties, 

Brief Encounter (1945) being one. Diana Dors decorated her scenes well; Joe Robinson as the body-

builder performed in a wonderfully campy and narcissistic manner, a deliberate parody of the 

profession, I'm sure. Primo Carnera provided a great contrast to Joe in the many times they game to 

grips with each other. The wrestling scenes between the two are worth seeing the film just for 

those: bone crunching throws and tosses as only true professional fighters can do. Despite those 

scenes, it's still a kid's story – no pun intended! The rest of the cast – including Brenda de Banzie, Sid 

James and even Spike Milligan in a bit part – all contributed in their usual fashion: flawlessly. If you 

and your family are looking for a new cultural experience and an enchanting – and quite funny, at 

times – story as well, then I'd urge you to see it. 
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A Kid In Aladdin's Palace (1998) 
 

The Kid is Back! Fine family film borrows heavily from comedy 

legends. This slapstick sequel to A KID IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT 

returns 17-year-old Thomas Ian Nicholas as reluctant time 

traveller Calvin Fuller. This time he is sent back to the time of 

Aladdin courtesy of a genie played by Taylor Negron and meets up 

with Ali Baba played by Nicholas Irons. This film does a few things 

right. The locations, sets, and soundtrack are lifted from studio 

films of the 40's and 50's (or at the very least Indiana Jones sets). 

This was the heyday for this type of adventure film, especially 

comedy versions such as the Road To pictures. You can almost see 

that the script was written for Hope and Crosby or Lewis and 

Martin in the lead roles occupied by Thomas Ian Nicholas and 

Nicholas Irons (especially when the two must disguise themselves 

as harem girls) with the glaring exception that Thomas just 

doesn't have the comedy chops that the pros did. With few punch lines to end a scene Thomas just 

seems to sit there waiting for the action to stop. The director resorts to gags last seen in the Ernest 

comedies (pulling out an endless array of props from the 20th century such as an electric tooth 

brush). They are accompanied in the plot by three thieves (instead of forty) which owe much to The 

Three Stooges. Once introduced The Three Thieves just don't do much which is a shame. The rest of 

the cast plays it rather straight much like the supporting characters in an Abbott and Costello film. As 

I said, this film does a few things right, namely selecting a tried and true formula for comedy, a bit 

old, but perhaps new to the intended audience. Rhona Mitra as the romantic interest for Thomas is 

Hollywood gorgeous and does a good job in her role. James Faulkner as the evil Luxor will remind 

you of every evil antagonist in these type of films but he does it well. Another thing the film does 

right is play on the hip-comedic genie that Robin Williams played in the Disney animated feature. 

Negron has the look and the right attitude and the director doesn't overplay him. In the films of the 

40's and 50's everyone spoke English, but that was okay since the audience basically granted the film 

the ability to "translate" for convenience sake (sort of an early version of Star Trek style translators). 

Some of these films took place in the 20th century in which English was common all over the world 

and in others all the characters were from the same time and place. In the case of A KID IN 

ALADDIN'S PALACE, we have a 20th-century Californian conversing quite easily with English speaking 

Arabs in an era when I suspect few spoke the language. Being a children's film, and a slapstick 

comedy, this problem is solved by just ignoring it. That's okay, because when we are first introduced 

to the character Calvin he is wearing a T-shirt labelled ACME PIZZA DELIVERY suggesting that some of 

the scenes might be lifted from a Warner Brothers cartoon, and soon enough we have the bad guys 

falling into vats of coloured paint and jumping up against block walls with a splat. Reality has little 

place here. Though not of the calibre of the studio classics, this is a fine family film with nothing to 

offend. 
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A Kid In King Arthur's Court (1995) 
 

Young Calvin Fuller (14-year-old Thomas Ian Nicholas) is pulled 

into King Arthur's court by Merlin. His Mission: To save Camelot. 

To do this he must overcome the villain known as Lord Belascoe, 

train to become a knight, and rescue the Princess Catherine who 

has fallen in love with him. Ultimately, He must help Arthur regain 

his confidence before he can go home. Entertaining and fun. Hey, 

this is a kids' movie and a good one. I like time travel movies a lot 

especially when the traveller takes stuff with him (like inlines). 

There a couple of real cool parts that I think stand out to make 

this movie appealing. The wooden bicycle is awesome even if it 

didn't last very long. The kid taking the knight's place in the 

jousting near the end was predictable but satisfying. And King 

Arthur and the princess coming to the future at the end made for 

a good windup. Now I watch movies like this for pure enjoyment 

and never (on purpose) look at technicalities. I've spoiled several movies for myself that way. This is 

one of those movies that probably won't stand up to dissection very well. But, it made me laugh and 

it gave me a feel-good ending so I feel it did its job. People seem to disagree a lot on predictability in 

movies, but if it works, why not use it. I like a nice happy ending. Movies are something I watch for 

pure enjoyment anyway. If I want reality, I watch the news. This kid did two time travel movies that I 

know of (this one and "A Kid in Aladdin's Palace." I liked them both. Another nice time travel movie 

for kids was "Durango Kids". This movie was in no way original as there have been a whole lot of 

movies based on "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court". Still, it had enough unique parts to 

make it worthwhile. Most kids should like this one. 
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A King In New York (1957) 
 

A recently-deposed European monarch seeks shelter in New York 

City, where he becomes an accidental television celebrity and is 

later wrongly accused of being a Communist. Due to a revolution 

in his country, King Shahdov comes to New York - almost broke. 

To get some money he goes to TV, making commercials and 

meets the child (11-year-old Michael Chaplin) from communist 

parents. Due to this he is suddenly a suspected as a communist 

himself and has to face one of McCarthy's hearings. A must-see 

for Chaplin fans. "A King in New York" is one of those few films 

that gets better and better every time you see it. Yes, it's flawed--

the sets look shabby, and some of the dialogue is stilted and 

melodramatic. Yet despite these shortcomings, AKINY still stands 

out as a wonderful, playful satire of 1950's America. For those of 

you who may not know, Chaplin himself was targeted by the U.S. 

government at the time for his alleged communist leanings. In 

fact, AKINY had to be shot in Britain (Chaplin's birthplace) only 

because Chaplin and his family had been forbidden to re-enter 

the U.S. after a short vacation overseas. AKINY was Chaplin's response to the nonsense and paranoia 

that pervaded American society at that time. Chaplin also pokes fun at America's obsession with 

technology and the media--a point which is even more relevant today. Chaplin plays King Shahdov, a 

deposed monarch who flees to America in the hopes of selling his plans for a peaceful, nuclear-

based society (which never happens). Chaplin plays Shahdov as an honest, but hapless European 

monarch thrust into the dizzying whirl of modern America. Chaplin is at his absolute best here as a 

befuddled and somewhat puzzled outsider. Shahdov soon meets up with two people. The first is Ann 

Kay (Dawn Addams), a beautiful young woman who seduces the King and lures him into appearing in 

her television commercials, and Rupert Macabee (played by Chaplin's son, Michael), a brilliant young 

boy whose parents have been imprisoned by HUAC. Also worth noting is Ambassador Jaume (Oliver 

Johnston), Shahdov's loyal friend and confidante. Johnston and Chaplin play off each other 

beautifully, and together they share some of the film's funniest moments. AKINY is full of priceless 

"bits of business," as Chaplin used to say--there's a hilarious restaurant scene in which Chaplin 

mimes his order to the waiter in order to overcome the dreadful racket from the house band. Then 

there's the scene in which Shahdov's newly lifted face become "unhinged" as he bursts into laughter 

at a comedy show. Chaplin slyly slips in and out of these bits (which are essentially silent comedy 

pantomimes dating back to his earliest days in English Music Halls) with great ease. Such scenes 

provide the most satisfying moments in the film. Here, behind Chaplin's aged face and body, you can 

still see the little tramp come to life, and it's wonderful. AKINY is vastly underrated by most critics 

who, for some reason, obsess over the sets, and virtually ignore what is truly one of Chaplin's 

masterpieces. AKINY is rarely screened in North America for some reason, so if you get the chance to 

see it, don't pass it up. 
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A Light In The Forest (2002) 
 

A cute, cheesy, family film. I rented this movie thinking it would 

be the worst I'd ever seen (okay, not the worst, "Ankle Biters" 

took that prize). I was (mostly) wrong. It certainly wasn't picture 

of the year, but it was actually quite entertaining. Several of the 

actors were a little cheesy and over dramatic, but I think I'll let it 

go since they were playing evil faerie tale witches and kings. The 

plot is laughable, but even so I couldn't help but *like* it. A few of 

the actors were actually not too bad, especially for newcomers, 

and the movie in its entirety is something that both kids and 

adults (and even teenagers) can enjoy. In a nutshell...cute, cheesy, 

fun. This is a movie that you can laugh at and still be entranced 

by. 
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A Little Bit Of Soul (1998) 
 

Two scientists vie for funding from a wealthy heiress and her 

loopy politician husband. Richard and Kate are former lovers who 

are now working independently to find the secret of the aging 

process. Both apply for funding from the Michael Foundation, and 

are asked to spend the weekend discussing the proposals with the 

Head of the Foundation, who happens to be married to the 

Australian Treasurer. They have a very interesting weekend. A 

completely boring film about the Devil, the fountain of youth and 

government figures making fools of themselves. Nobody says it 

like the New York Times, source of the above quot. I saw a movie I 

hadn't heard of in the new releases rack at Bockblusters. I thought 

what's to lose with Geoffrey Rush and good Australian perverse 

fun? My first problem is that they actually show you a trailer for 

the movie right before the movie? What folly this? After watching 

I can only guess that some exec thought that the anticipation of wacky plot twists might keep 

viewers from springing out of their seats and pushing rewind. I sure couldn't make it through the 

viewing in one sitting. Had to view part 2 first thing on Thanksgiving morning when resistance was 

low. Astoundingly dull. Lovely actors and scenery portraying a feeble script. Really: don't bother. 
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A Little Game (1971) 
 

A hostile youngster (13-year-old Mark Gruner) who will stop at 

nothing to break up his mother's marriage is suspected of 

homicide, and his stepfather fears that he may be the boy's next 

victim. Ugly, nasty, repellent film about sick kid who plots the 

murder of mom's new boyfriend. Even though the kid skulks 

around acting creepy all the time, mom (of course) refuses to 

believe there is anything wrong with her baby, which he uses to 

his advantage. Not as sleazy as SAILOR WHO FELL FROM GRACE 

WITH THE SEA which utilized some of the same ideas, but why 

would anyone want to watch garbage like this, except to see what 

poor Katy Jurado (HIGH NOON) had sunk to in her waning years, 

playing a servant? Only good thing is the brief running time; some 

reviews here claim they haven't seen it in years---if you really 

MUST see it (which I do not understand), there are bootlegs 

kicking around on the Net. 
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A Little Help (2010) 
 

A woman gets entangled in a series of bizarre lies in order to take 

care of herself and her 12-year-old son (13-year-old Daniel 

Yelsky). Great little movie. Saw this tonight at the Seattle 

International Film Festival. I was not expecting such a good movie. 

The writing and performances had the full house laughing 

throughout. This is definitely a "dramedy" though. A lot of 

touching moments between Jenna Fischer's character and Daniel 

Yelsky, as well as Jenna and Rob Benedict. I expect this film to do 

quite well once it picks up a distributor. If I had to compare it to 

other films, James L. Brooks better films came to mind, as well as 

PT Anderson -- mostly because of the superb casting and writing. I 

wouldn't change a thing about this movie. I almost forgot to 

mention the new songs by Jakob Dylan that fit the movie so well. 

I'm still going to see another 15 or so movies at SIFF, but I fear I 

have already seen the best film that will screen at the festival. 
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A Little Romance (1979) 
 

A French boy (Daniel [15-year-old Thelonious Bernard]) and an 

American girl (Lauren), who goes to school in Paris, meet and 

begin a little romance. They befriend Julius who enchants them 

with his story telling. In an attempt to solidify the teens' love 

forever, the three journey to Venice. A lovely movie about movies 

and love. This movie seems to be about the problems of growing 

up smarter than everyone else, but it's a very complicated little 

movie. Everyone in this movie wants to be like the people in the 

movies, even though they fall far short. There is a brief cameo by 

Broderick Crawford at a wrap party. Crawford is not interested in 

art. He wants booze and broads. The director, who is romancing 

Diane Lane's mother, is a schlock director, but is flattered by 

people's belief he is an artist. Olivier plays an old man who 

pretends to be many things, but turns out to be a petty crook. As 

for the two young lovers who want to seal their love by kissing under the Bridge of Sighs in Venice as 

the church bells sound, they want to be Bogey and Bacall. Well, didn't we all? Don't we all? 
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À Mains Nues (2005) 
 

With bare hands, Laeti caresses, slaps, seduces, envies - with all 

the haughtiness of a 12-year-old girl. 
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A Man Of No Importance (1994) 
 

Alfie Byrne is a middle-aged bus conductor in Dublin in 1963. He 

would appear to live a life of quiet desperation: he's gay, but 

firmly closeted, and his sister is always trying to find him "the 

right girl". His passion is Oscar Wilde, his hobby is putting on 

amateur theatre productions in the local church hall. We follow 

him as he struggles with temptation, friendship, disapproval, and 

the conservative yet oddly lyrical world of Ireland in the early 

1960s. A slight film of forbidden love in early sixties Dublin. There 

is some great period detail and some lovely funny and touching 

and dark scenes, but the film IS Albert Finney - a momentous 

performance as a gay man desperate to consummate his passion 

for a man he knows he cannot have, and desperate also to create 

beautiful things in a grey, humdrum world which just doesn't 

understand him. Finney is absolutely fantastic. 
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A Matter Of Life And Death (1946) 
 

Returning to England from a bombing run in May 1945, flyer Peter 

Carter's plane is damaged and his parachute ripped to shreds. He 

has his crew bail out safely, but figures it is curtains for himself. 

He gets on the radio, and talks to June, a young American woman 

working for the RAF, and they are quite moved by each other's 

voices. Then he jumps, preferring this to burning up with his 

plane. He wakes up in the surf. It was his time to die, but there 

was a mixup in heaven. They couldn't find him in all that fog. By 

the time his "Conductor" catches up with him 20 hours later, 

Peter and June have met and fallen in love. This changes 

everything, and since it happened through no fault of his own, 

Peter figures that heaven owes him a second chance. Heaven 

agrees to a trial to decide his fate. Few movies can be viewed 

almost 60 years later, yet remain as engrossing as this one. 

Technological advances have not dated this classic love story. Special effects used are remarkable for 

a 1946 movie. The acting is superb. David Niven, Kim Hunter and especially Roger Livesey do an 

outstanding job. The use of Black and White / Color adds to the creative nature of the movie. It 

hasn't been seen on television for 20 years so few people are even aware of its existence. It is my 

favorite movie of all time. Waiting and hoping for the DVD release of this movie for so many years is, 

in itself, "A Matter of Life and Death". 
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A Midsummer Night's Dream (1935) 
 

Theseus, Duke of Athens, is going to marry Hyppolyta, Queen of 

the Amazons. Demetrius is engaged with Hermia, but Hermia 

loves Lysander. Helena loves Demetrius. Oberon and Titania, of 

the kingdom of fairies have a slight quarrel about whether or not 

the boy (15-year-old Mickey Rooney) Titania is raising will join 

Titania's band or Oberon's, so Oberon tries to get him from her by 

using some magic. But they're not alone in that forest. Lysander 

and Hermina have there a rendezvous, Helena and Demetrius are 

there, too as well as some actors, who are practicing a play for the 

ongoing wedding of Theseus and Hippolyta. Due to some 

misunderstandings by Puck, the whole thing becomes a little bit 

confused. A great cinematic introduction to Shakespeare. Early 

Hollywood wasn't known for its high-brow culture, and this film 

was an important step in enriching the cinema. The opening titles 

reveal how proud Warner Brothers were to have done it, and 

what a production it was indeed: all the top Warner's stars, the best technical support in the world, a 

top composer of the day in Erich Korngold, ballet choreography by Nijinska, and the highly respected 

Max Reinhardt as director. You couldn't have asked for more in those energetic movie days. And, 

happily, it works! It's still beautiful, exciting, technically enthralling--and very funny! There are too 

many great performances to single out even one; but as an ensemble, the "players" are marvelous. 

No one seems stilted; everyone is right at home; even though most of these individuals hadn't been 

trained to the classical stage--they were just good! and, incidentally, it just goes to show the 

timelessness of the play itself. Some scenes today seem overlong, and I think someone should have 

toned down little Mickey Rooney a good bit, but all in all it's a triumph. Midsummer or not, it's a 

sweet interlude. 
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A Midsummer Night's Dream (1996) 
 

A boy (9-year-old Osheen Jones) dreams the play. Authority in 

Athens is shaky: Hermia rejects her father's choice, the Duke 

backs her father, and the Duchess sides with Hermia. Dad's 

choice, Demetrius, pursues Hermia but is loved by Helena. When 

Hermia and her lover meet in the woods the next night, Helena 

tells Demetrius in hopes she can follow and change his mind. Also 

in the woods are craftsmen preparing a play, plus the fairies: the 

fairy rulers, Oberon and Titania, are at odds, so Oberon conjures a 

spell and Titania falls for a craftsman bewitched with the ears of 

an ass. Oberon's sprite, Puck, also tries to bring the four young 

lovers into compatible couples but makes an error before all is 

right. I just love this film. I didn't see the stage version, but this is 

an extremely clever adaptation of the play: a nice parallel 

construction where the human court is pointed up by using the 

same actors as the fairy court, and Bottom's friends reappearing 

as his fairy attendants. Desmond Barrit is brilliantly characterised, 

and the Mechanicals very creatively presented as English working-

class (for instance, Bottom on a motor-bike combination). And we're left with no doubts that he 

does have sex with Titania, and donkey's ears are not all he gets from the transformation! I think it's 

one of the hallmarks of good Shakespearian productions that it manages to make the humour 

genuinely funny, and the play-within-the-play combines slapstick with genuine pathos. Ultimately, it 

was a very moving production, whose end (despite my being fairly hard-bitten) brought tears to my 

eyes with its deep nostalgia and Englishness. You are sorry to leave the world of these characters. 
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A Midsummer Night's Dream (1999) 
 

Shakespeare's intertwined love polygons begin to get complicated 

from the start--Demetrius and Lysander both want Hermia but 

she only has eyes for Lysander. Bad news is, Hermia's father 

wants Demetrius for a son-in-law. On the outside is Helena, 

whose unreturned love burns hot for Demetrius. Hermia and 

Lysander plan to flee from the city under cover of darkness but 

are pursued by an enraged Demetrius (who is himself pursued by 

an enraptured Helena). In the forest, unbeknownst to the 

mortals, Oberon and Titania (King and Queen of the faeries) are 

having a spat over a servant boy. The plot twists up when 

Oberon's head mischief-maker, Puck, runs loose with a flower 

which causes people to fall in love with the first thing they see 

upon waking. Throw in a group of labourers preparing a play for 

the Duke's wedding (one of whom is given a donkey's head and 

Titania for a lover by Puck) and the complications become fantastically funny. Shakespeare's comedy 

about two couples in love with the wrong partners, and how they are finally brought together 

rightly, thanks in part to the bungling work of Puck. It is completely in the language of the Bard, with 

Pfeiffer as the Fairy Queen and Kline as the one turned into her evening's lover with donkey ears. I 

somehow managed to get through high school without being forced to read most of the classic 

stories that so many students dread and fear based on hand-me-down horror stories from siblings 

and friends. Later in life, natural curiosity drove me on several occasions to force myself to enjoy the 

great works of literature. Usually I was so lost in trying to translate the jargon or the author's intent, 

that I could never enjoy the story. My choice of watching A Midsummer Night's Dream was inspired 

by a recent trip to Barnes & Noble. As planned, I met my 14-year-old daughter at the checkout line 

carrying my usual stack of Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Mystery stories, while she had chosen for her 

reading pleasure several Shakespearean works. I told her that I was very pleased with her fondness 

of reading. Regardless of the material, reading is generally better, i.e., thought provoking, than 

watching a movie. This delightful movie, however, made it possible to enjoy the Bard's magnificent 

story telling ability without a translator. There was sufficient Shakespearean dialogue to make me 

pause the DVD a few times for thought, but generally the story flowed with enough vitality to 

entertain as the thoughts and inspirations of human foibles were driven deeper into my 

subconscious for later analysis. The only shortcoming is I can't say, "I liked the book better than the 

movie.". 
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A Modern Twain Story: The Prince And The Pauper (2007) 
 

A modern day telling of the Mark Twain classic, The Prince and 

the Pauper. This movie is a really funny movie to watch! The 

script is funny, but the acting is pretty bad from 15-year-old twins 

Cole and Dylan Sprouse. The movie is about two different boys, 

that switch places with each other. One of them is a rich and a 

famous actor. The other one is just a normal school kid, that 

dreams about being a famous actor. Then they switch places, as I 

said. This movie is for everybody I would say. It doesn't matter if 

you are 7 or if you are 17. If you like the suit life of Zack and Cody, 

you will like this movie. Because it's the same type of humor and 

acting and other stuffs. This movie is perfect for a boring Sunday 

when you have nothing to do. I strongly recommend this movie! 
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A Mom For Christmas (1990) 
 

Jessie is a young girl who's mother died when she was just three. 

When she wins a free wish in a department store she wishes for a 

mom to be with and to shop with over the holidays. Her wish 

brings Amy, a mannequin, to life and into her life as her Mom for 

Christmas. This is a wonderful film for all the family. Its about an 

11-year-old girl called Jessica that spends a lot of time walking 

around a large department store watching other girls shopping 

with their Mums, Jessicas Mum died when Jessica was only 3-

years-old. Jessica gets a free gift from the stores wishing well & 

she wishes for a Mom for the holidays. Olivia plays a manikin in 

the store & comes to life at midnight to be Jessicas Mum till 

midnight Christmas Eve. My 4 children and I watch it every year 

and we love it. I first saw it in 1995 and I recorded it off the 

television. I would love to own this film on Video or DVD. Olivia 

plays an excellent leading role in this film. The film is packed with Christmas magic as well as being a 

love story. I have another Christmas film with Olivia playing the starring role, A Holiday Romance, 

which is another Christmas love story which we all enjoy. 
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A Nanny For Christmas (2010) 
 

Ally (Emmanuelle Vaugier) is a smart young career woman who 

needs a new job. Samantha (Cynthia Gibb) is a busy Beverly Hills 

advertising executive/mom whose too-well-mannered kids (10-

year-old Jared Gilmore) need some fun in their lives. And Danny 

Donner (Dean Cain) is the tough-guy owner of a chocolate 

company who wants a major ad campaign immediately. Could it 

all somehow lead to the Christmas that changes everyone's lives 

forever? Richard Ruccolo, Sierra McCormick, Jared Gilmore and 

Sarah Thompson co-star in this surprising comedy about little 

white lies, big holiday wishes, and a woman who may just find 

love in the most unexpected places by becoming A NANNY FOR 

CHRISTMAS. 
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A Night In Heaven (1983) 
 

Faye Hanlon is a community-college professor with an 

emotionally depressed husband and an abundance of sexual 

frustration. Her sister drags her to a male strip-club for a girls-

night out, where she discovers that one of the dancers is her 

failing student Rick Monroe (22-year-old Christopher Atkins), 

a.k.a. "Ricky the Rocket". A heated affair between teacher & 

student ensues, as Faye struggles to reconcile her emotions and 

make consequential life choices: Continue her lustful sessions 

with the studly-but-shallow teen stripper? Or break it off with 

Ricky & work to salvage her marriage to the loving-but-distant 

husband? Talented cast and crew, but a shoddy enterprise. With a 

direction from John G. Avildsen ("Rocky") and a screenplay by 

Joan Tewkesbury ("Thieves Like Us", "Nashville"), one might 

expect more from this turgid drama about a married community-

college teacher who discovers to her embarrassment that a male stripper she sees one night in a 

dance-club is actually one of her students. Lesley Ann Warren does what she can with a nearly 

unplayable role, but even her personal style can't dress up this flick with much class. The poorly-

produced and edited film has become something of a cult item--mainly due to Christopher Atkins' 

nude shots--but the script and surrounding melodrama are inept and unfulfilling. 
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A Night In The Life Of Jimmy Reardon (1988) 
 

A recent high school graduate (18-year-old River Phoenix) is faced 

with two options, either go to a business school where his father 

wants him to go to, or get a full time job. However he decides to 

defy his father and go to Hawaii. Trouble is he has no money. 

Along the way he comes to understand his parents and eventually 

bonds with his father. Revenge of the 80's: River Phoenix 

superstar! A Night in the Life of Jimmy Reardon (1988) was 

another starring vehicle for River Phoenix. The film is filled with a 

lot of teen stars that paraded around on the silver screen during 

the eighties. But unlike the teen comedies of today, these were 

rated R are just rated that way to get more of their core viewers. 

This was a great era for River Phoenix. He was starring like in 

every other big production that came out of Hollywood. But like 

all the stars, they eventually come down hard and River Phoenix 

was no exception. The movie is about the life of a wild teen. He has all sorts of adventures and 

conquests. His home life is also a battlefield. Dealing with his absent father and girlfriend take a toll 

on his personal life as well as his school life. That is also a problem. At his age many kids are at a 

crossroads on what to do with their adult life. Go to school or get a job like his old man. What is a 

rapscallion like Jimmy going to do? Until that one wild night comes and passes. Just another run-of-

the-mill teen comedy from the eighties. Except this one's a River Phoenix starring vehicle. Nothing 

more, nothing less. Recommended for fans of eighties films. 
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A Oitava Cor Do Arco-Íris (The Eighth Color Of The Rainbow) (2004) 
 

To buy medicine to relieve his ailing grandmother's pain, a 

determined Brazilian boy (Diego Borges) travels to the capital to 

sell the family's only valuable possession -- a goat -- encountering 

unexpected challenges along the way. After arriving in the big 

city, he experiences the best and worst of the unfamiliar urban 

environment. 
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A Painted House (2003) 
 

A young boy, his family, and the migrant workers they hire to 

work their cotton farm struggle against difficult odds to raise and 

sell the crop. Meanwhile, the boy dreams of living in better 

conditions. However, with this particularly tough farming season, 

the boy learns that his challenges guide him in discovering who he 

really is. In Arkansas during the Korean War, 10-year-old Luke 

Chandler (11-year-old Logan Lerman) lives with his parents and 

grandparents on a farm where cotton is the primary crop. To pick 

the cotton, the family must hire 'hill people' and Mexicans. The 

hill people do not get along particularly well with those who look 

down on them, and sometimes they get into fights. Hank Spruill is 

especially prone to getting in trouble. One day in the house, he 

makes demands of Luke and, figuring Luke looks down on him, 

points out that at least his house is painted, while to Luke's 

family, paint is a luxury. Later in the movie, part of the house has been mysteriously painted. The 

prime suspect is Hank's disabled brother Trot, who can't work in the fields. Luke witnesses a fight 

Hank gets into that results in a death. He is afraid to tell the truth since Hank doesn't like him 

anyway, but the police officer who investigates appears satisfied with the explanation of self-

defense. Hank's teenage sister appears to be falling for Luke at first, but later she is seen with 

Cowboy, one of the Mexicans, and Hank already despises Cowboy. The hard life on the farm is made 

even worse by several weather events during the second half of the movie. The promise of better 

times ahead is suggested when Luke's cousin shows up in a brand new Buick (Luke has never even 

been in a car, only trucks). His spoiled rich wife can't believe people have to live like this and is 

horrified by having to use an outhouse (This was one of my favorite scenes; Kiersten Warren is so 

good in roles like this). Also, the whole town is excited by a new thing called television and the idea 

of actually being able to watch the World Series. Luke is a Cardinals fan, but he gives up his dream of 

a Cardinals jacket for something more important. This is almost a family movie. There are two 

violent scenes that result in deaths (both witnessed by Luke; the second time, the person 

responsible threatens Luke's mother if he tells). People get into fights a lot in this environment, but 

the others are no big deal. Other possible red flags for parents: the birth of a child to an unwed 

mother, and the identification of a possible father. Other than these incidents, this movie could be 

acceptable viewing for the entire family. This movie was well done, and I thought the performances 

by many of the actors were good. I especially liked Luke's grandfather, who could be stern but 

tender. Not everyone has an easy life, and those of us who had it too soft can learn a lot from a 

movie such as this. 
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A Pál-Utcai Fiúk (The Boys Of Paul Street) (1969) 
 

The most extraordinary battle ever fought by the bravest army 

that ever had to be home for dinner. Like many of the other 

commentators, I saw this (once only!) when roughly the same age 

as the boys in the movie. 30+ years later I still find myself thinking 

about it from time to time. The themes of friendship, loyalty and 

commitment should be equally appealing to an adult viewer. I 

seem to recall the subtitle "The War" appearing on the screen all 

those years ago. Maybe it is a false memory, driven by the film's 

notion of "the good us" vs. "the evil them" - which is the 

undercurrent of the book & movie, and is usually the 

undercurrent of most actual wars. Even as a kid you could 

understand the not so subtle message that the movie was 

delivering. The original 1906 book was written by Hungarian 

Ferenc Molnár during the long spiral of European politics into 

WWI. The book is still a standard read in many European grade 

schools. It was also voted the second favourite book in Hungary in 2005. This movie, about 

Hungarian kids, was filmed in Finland. I wonder if the language might be the reason for this film not 

being available on DVD in an English version. Quite unfortunate, as this was nominated for Best 

Foreign Language Film - losing to the Russian 8 hour version of War and Peace (Voyna i Mir). 
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A Perfect Getaway (2009) 
 

Two pairs of lovers on a Hawaiian vacation discover that 

psychopaths are stalking and murdering tourists on the islands. 

For their honeymoon, newlyweds Cliff and Cydney head to the 

tropical islands of Hawaii. While journeying through the 

paradisiacal countryside the couple encounters Kale and Cleo, 

two disgruntled hitchhikers and Nick and Gina, two wild but well-

meaning spirits who help guide them through the lush jungles. 

The picturesque waterfalls and scenic mountainsides quickly give 

way to terror when Cliff and Cydney learn of a grisly murder that 

occurred nearby and realize that they're being followed by chance 

acquaintances that suspiciously fit the description of the killers. 

Much better than I expected. A Perfect Getaway was nowhere 

near a perfect film, but it was certainly a good film. The trailers 

made it out to be a much more non-stop, action thriller than it 

really was, showing the last 20 minutes. The majority of the film centres around paranoia. It is true 

though that the plot twist can be seen coming from a mile away, but how it is delivered is where it 

succeeds. While I personally wasn't surprised, how the twist was presented was quite original and 

chill-inducing. I'll leave it at that. Where this film really succeeds is in the cinematography and acting, 

both of which are superb. The locale is beautiful, all the colours are vibrantly displayed and 

everything looks crisp. There are some scenes with intriguing camera work that works well to add 

intensity and be intuitive. All the actors really give it their best and create believable characters. 

Milla was good as usual, but Zahn really surprised me. I never really gave him credit for how good of 

an actor he is until about now. Overall, it's worth the watch and is ultimately very entertaining with 

wonderful characters. 
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A Perfect World (1993) 
 

After escaping from a Huntsville prison, convict Butch Haynes and 

his partner Terry Pugh kidnap a young boy, Philip Perry (7-year-

old T.J. Lowther), and flee across Texas. As they travel together, 

Butch and Philip discover common bonds and suffer the abuses of 

the outside "Perfect World." In pursuit is Texas Ranger "Red" 

Garnett and criminologist Sally Gerber. A Perfect World touches 

you from the bottom of your heart. It is a story about a man and a 

boy. A man escapes from a prison with his partner who he does 

not like. After escaping, they kidnap a little boy. It is not a simple 

kidnapping story as people expect with violence and blood. This 

man, as he describes himself, is not a good guy, but not the worst 

either. The boy, living with his mom and two sisters, follows their 

family & it's religion, which forbids him from celebrating 

Halloween, celebrating Christmas, participating in parties, and 

pretty much any fun common for children of his age. The man gives the boy opportunities to play 

the games that he wants to, tells him what is wrong and what is right, and asks him to be 

independent and make his own choices. Kevin Costner's career has been in a downward spiral (to 

say the least) over recent years. Now it seems like even people who admired him at first are 

suddenly forfeiting their compliments and jumping on the bandwagon, along with the rest of the 

Costner haters. Well, I'm not gonna jump on that bandwagon. This movie is sheer proof that Costner 

is a wonderful actor capable of playing characters of multiple dimensions. Here, he's given the 

challenge of playing a likable villain, without having us forget that he has criminal tendencies. I'm not 

condoning criminals, but do you honestly think every criminal in the world is a cold-blooded 

motherfucker with not a single scruple? They're human beings like everyone else, only they choose 

to live dishonest lives. In other words, the easy way out--at least that's what they think. Costner 

played a completely one-dimensional villain in "3,000 Miles to Graceland", but it was fitting to the 

tone of that film, which plays out like a comic book fantasy. His character of Butch is much more 

realistic, and his main scruple is treating children like dirt. He himself was treated like dirt as a child, 

and whenever he sees mothers or fathers do the same to their children, he goes nuts and sometimes 

homicidal. A very interesting character, which Costner plays to absolute perfection. I have a theory 

about movies. Whenever you have an adult story (excluding children's and family-oriented material) 

involving a child in a major role, the movie often turns out either good or great. This one turned out 

great. Good movies come more often than you think. Great movies don't come quite that often. A 

real motion picture experience is when you get lost in the story to the point where you feel you're 

right there with the characters, and not sitting on your couch watching these characters on a TV 

screen. This is one of those experiences. The film is totally character-driven, which also appeals to 

me. It took me a journey through the lives of Butch and the young boy. I felt a deep connection to 

each of them. The ending had me pouring with tears. I have to give it up for Clint Eastwood, who 

usually scores behind and in front of the camera. The film runs a little over 2 hours, but when you 

have solid characters like these the time flies by in a snap. Hell, "Corky Romano" was under 90 

minutes long and I may as well as have been watching it for 10 hours. The most powerful scene, in 

my opinion, is when Butch and the boy stay over the home of the black slave. Butch sees the way the 



father physically abuses his son, and goes to the extent of tying him down to a couch. He then forces 

the father to say "I love you" to his son, like he really means it. "A Perfect World" is a film I'll never 

forget, and I'm so damn glad I purchased the DVD. I have only one very minor complaint: the guy 

who plays Philip overacts like crazy in a cartoonish performance. 
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A Pig's Tale (1994) 
 

Kids' comedy with all the cliches. Six boys (hero, pudgy, dumb, 

romeo, etc) (Jonathan Hilario, Sean Babb, Mike Damus, Andrew 

Leeds, Olumiji Olawumi & Graham Sack), reluctantly sent to 

summer camp, are grouped together in a ramshackle hut, and 

instantly identified as losers and outcasts by the overconfident 

camp bullies, who target gorgeous Tiffany (Jakub) as their 

lothario's girlfriend. They set out to make everyone's life 

miserable as they impose their authority on the other kids and 

ineffective counsellors alike. Milt, the good-guy hero, of course 

has a crush on Tiffany, but hasn't a clue how to approach her. 

Gradually, the nice guys gain the edge over the bullies, by honest 

endeavor and standing up for themselves - and in doing so, win 

over the other kids, even Tiffany. Until the bullies frame them and 

have them expelled. A funny, but sometimes depressing film. I 

love this movie. It has everything a summer camp movie should 

have. It's a shame that it's been pretty much forgotten in 

Hollywood, not because it's a masterpiece (which it is not), but 

because it's a lot of fun to watch. It's also depressing. It reminds us of the fun that we never had with 

our friends as kids. Plus, no one in this film has ever made much of themselves in Hollywood, except 

for a couple of them. I would tell anyone to watch this movie. Though many critics say it's trash, it's 

actually a pretty decent film. 
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A Place To Be Loved (Shattered Family) (1993) 
 

Gregory Kingsley (12-year-old Tom Guiry), a boy passed off onto 

social services by his natural mother and abused by his natural 

father, finds the foster family he is put into to be the type of 

family he needs and takes his natural mother to court to have her 

parental rights revoked so that he can be adopted by the Russes. 

The story is based on the real case of the boy who really did have 

to take this action to avoid being sent back into an unacceptable 

situation. One of the best movies. This is one of the best movies I 

have ever seen. It's about a boy, Gregory, who has been taken 

away from his parents, because they didn't took care of him. After 

a few foster homes, he end up at the Russ family. They are the 

parents he searched for all his life, and they want to adopt him! 

When his real parents hear about this, they suddenly want him 

back! They all end up in courtroom, where everything that 

happened in the past years comes up. It is a movie with suspense and drama and of course real good 

acting in it. A MUST see!! 
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A Plumm Summer (2007) 
 

Based on a true-story - A Plumm Summer tells the remarkable tale 

of two young brothers, Elliott (15-year-old Chris Massoglia as 

Chris J. Kelly) and Rocky (Owen Pearce) Plumm, who go head-to-

head with the FBI in order to crack the "frog-napping" case and 

get their beloved TV puppet, Froggy Doo back on the air, all the 

while become local heroes and best friends. I just watched this on 

DVD, and here's my question: why can't there be more movies 

like this? I take my kids to Blockbuster every weekend to find 

something to watch. First off, there isn't really anything in the 

'kids' section. It's either pre-school or teen. Hardly any in the 

middle. Why is that? My boys are 7 and 9. Where are the movies 

for those kids? There are some, yes, and we've watched them all. 

Many times. But it's such a small selection. So I was happy to see 

something new on the shelf. My son Tommy said, "Look dad, 

there's one we haven't seen!" like he'd just seen a flying saucer. So we took it home and watched 

two times over the weekend. My wife and I ended up watching it with them and loved it. Great, fun, 

life lessons, adventurous. It had everything. It inspired the boys the way the Hardy Boys inspired me 

as a kid. So I'm taking the time out of my day to make this comment. I think it's worth it to get the 

word out, because I know there are a lot more parents like us. And kudos to Henry Winkler and 

William Baldwin for raising the bar. 
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A Rainha Diaba (The Devil Queen) (1974) 
 

In Lapa, Rio de Janeiro, the homosexual drug dealer lord Rainha 

Diaba (Milton Gonçalves) decides to find a scapegoat to save his 

lover from the jail for traffic with students. His gang, under the 

command of Catitu (Nelson Xavier), uses the young pimp Bereco 

(Stepan Nercessian), but he escapes from the police siege and 

decides to break and rob the points where Rainha Diaba sells his 

marijuana, initiating a bloody war against the powerful dealer. "A 

Rainha Diaba" is Antonio Carlos da Fontoura's second film, 6 years 

(!!) after his critical and box-office hit "Copacabana Me Engana' 

(q.v.). Making a total change in theme and visual style, "Rainha..." 

is about an underworld drug dealer in Rio de Janeiro, called 

"queen" Diaba (meaning "she-devil" and played by Milton 

Gonçalves), who happens to be black, gay, powerful, vindictive 

and extremely violent. As one of Diaba's dealers and special 

protégé is threatened to be caught by the police, Diaba concocts with sleazy Catitu (Nelson Xavier) a 

plan to make small-time pimp Bereco (Stepan Nercessian) fall down in his place. But things don't 

turn out as expected, as treason lurks everywhere around Diaba. This was one of the first Brazilian 

films to deal -- in expressionist, non-realistic style -- with then new reality of large-scale organized 

drug dealing in Rio's favelas, on its way to become the incredibly violent and bloody business it is 

today. In his candid, must-see interview for the DVD release, Fontoura explains the idea behind 

"Diaba": every time he smoked a joint he wondered the amount of bloodshed that came with it. The 

most remarkable aspect of "Rainha" is its visual treatment: the colors scream, like a Frida Kahlo on 

acid. José Medeiros' lighting and agile camera-work are stunning, but it's Ângelo de Aquino's 

hallucinating, jaw-dropping sets and costumes that leave an indelible impression, making early 

Almodóvar seems conservative by comparison. Fontoura's sure-hand style manages to mix 

expressionism, hyper-realim and gory violence (be prepared to see gallons of blood throughout) with 

a stylized depiction of Rio's underworld, thanks to good locations and fine casting choices. The four 

stars of the movie are in great shape: Milton Gonçalves' Diaba is rather two-dimensional (he had no 

time to prepare for his role) but his hopelessly masculine physique helps: it's because he's a dog of a 

drag queen that his violence and anger seem legitimate. Odete Lara (Fontoura's ex-wife) is still an 

impressively sexy woman at 45, brave in her fight/sex scene with Bereco and giving it all in her scary 

torture scene, and she's obviously delighted (so are we) to have the two singing numbers that 

function as breath-recovering pauses for the audience. Nelson Xavier does his sleazy act wittily, 

maybe a tad mannered but always avoiding clichés. Most of all, it's Stepan Nercessian who steals our 

attention, building a living flesh-and-blood character out of Bereco, from small-time pimp to wide-

eyed novice crook to trapped mouse in a big game, always managing to making us care for him, even 

if he's a rotten scumbag. Though less brilliant than Fontoura's first film -- the ending is particularly 

unsatisfying -- "Diaba" is still thrilling, definitely worth your time for its eye-popping colors, costumes 

and sets, especially in the sparkling new DVD release. 
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A Reason To Live (1985) 
 

When Gus Steward's wife announces that she wants to divorce 

him, he starts thinking about committing suicide. His 14-year-old 

son Alex (15-year-old Ricky Schroder) notices this and desperately 

tries to prevent him from doing so and to give his father *a reason 

to live*. No reason to watch. Rick(y) Schroder sat heavily on 

America's nerves while playing his sickly sweet role on the 80's TV 

series Silver Spoons, and his appearance in this TV movie sapsicle 

only added fat to the fire. Fortunately, he has taken on some more 

mature and refined roles since then. Peter Fonda is so stale and 

2D playing the ever-so-mean father to Ricky's cry-baby character 

that the audience is left hoping they'll both perish before the 

film's finale. Couldn't Easy Rider have launched Fonda's career to 

higher heights? Apparently not. Ulyee's Gold was superb, though, so hope was not entirely lost. 
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A Ring Of Endless Light (2002) 
 

Based on the Novel by Madeline L'Engle. During the summer her 

grandfather is dying of leukemia and death seems all around, 15-

year-old Vicky finds comfort with the pod of dolphins with which 

she has been doing research. Best Family movie, Mischa Barton 

shines. This is just the sweetest family movie, and the best I've 

seen on Disney Channel in a long time. My nieces thought the 

movie was magical and it even entertained Gran. I hadn't seen the 

young Mischa Barton before but, boy she really has charisma, and 

she shines in this movie. We all laughed and cried along with her. 

She reminds me of a young Julia Roberts, there's something about 

her eyes. She and James Whitmore together were so great! I give 

it a ten! Disney Channel should have more like this! With 11-year-

old Soren Fulton. 
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A Room For Romeo Brass (1999) 
 

Two 12-year-old boys, Romeo (16-year-old Andrew Shim) and 

'Knock Knock' Gavin (Ben Marshall), undergo an extraordinary test 

of character and friendship when Morell, a naive but eccentric 

and dangerous stranger, comes between them. Morell befriends 

with the two boys and later asks them to help him pursue 

Romeo's beautiful elder sister. He gradually becomes more 

violent after she rejects him. Previous to catching this I'd watched 

a little bit of the earlier critically acclaimed Meadows film, "24:7", 

enjoyed the portion I saw very much and then was rudely 

interrupted. Consequently, when I got the chance to borrow "... 

Romeo Brass" I was mildly excited, if a little unsure about what to 

expect. 90 minutes later I lay in bed incredibly satisfied. I had seen 

an example of British cinema carrying on the traditions of artists 

like Ken Loach. ".. Romeo Brass" is a stunning and disturbing 

examination of human relationships. The several tone shifts within the film are the result of steady 

direction rather than shoddy plotting, and Paddy Considine's remarkable performance as "Morell" 

more than compensates for some shaky rendering by a few of his co-stars. Meadows here creates 

characters who are unfailingly interesting and rarely easy to predict. The film is a concentrated 

treasure-trove of wonders, and certain sequences will live with me through many future years of 

filmic consumption. After seeing this particular effort, I will now make it my mission to absorb 

everything else that Meadows has done in his career so far. So indeed should you. A marvellous film. 
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A Rumor Of Angels (2000) 
 

An old woman helps a young boy (14-year-old Trevor Morgan) 

resolve his feelings over the death of his mother. A beautiful 

message, over sentimentally presented. A boy, James (Trevor 

Morgan) lost his mother in a car crash, which he witnessed, two 

years ago. His father, Nathan (Ray Liotta), has a new wife, Mary 

(Catherine McCormack), and is usually away on business. Nathan 

never talked to James about the tragedy so James has not yet 

finished grieving; he resents Mary and will not accept her as a 

mother. Maddy Bennett (Vanessa Redgrave) is an older but still 

vivacious neighbour who lost her son in the war. She befriends 

James and helps him through the trauma. Redgrave's acting is 

superb and the message of the story is beautiful but the script 

and direction are very emotionally manipulative, sinking into 

maudlin melodrama too often. Those who just want a good story 

and can focus on the message and Redgrave's performance will love this film; others may be put off 

by the excessive sentimentality. 
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A Ruota Libera (Freewheeling) (2000) 
 

This film confirms once again that Vincenzo Salemme is a great 

actor. The "trio" Salemme + Buccirosso + Casagrande (already 

seen in the two previous films by Salemme) is irresistible. They 

know each other so well that when they perform on stage they 

really complement each other. If you watch the original Italian 

language version, there are so many colourful Neapolitan 

expressions that are really funny. 
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A Scanner Darkly (2006) 
 

An undercover cop in a not-too-distant future becomes involved 

with a dangerous new drug and begins to lose his own identity as 

a result. In a totalitarian society in a near future, the undercover 

detective Bob Arctor is working with a small time group of drug 

users trying to reach the big distributors of a brain-damaging drug 

called Substance D. His assignment is promoted by the recovery 

centre New Path Corporation, and when Bob begins to lose his 

own identity and have schizophrenic behaviour, he is submitted 

to tests to check his mental conditions. Great movie...Someone 

finally "gets" it. Hollywood has tried so many times to capture the 

feel of Philip K. Dick terms of his style and writing. Films like Total 

Recall, Paycheck, Minority Report, all were playing to the lowest 

common denominator and really lost a lot of the feel that Dick 

conveys in his writing. Blade Runner came close, but it still missed 

the essential darkness that Dick brings to each and every one of his works. Enter "A Scanner Darkly", 

aside from the Interpolative Rotoscoping that the film maker used to put the graphical images of this 

movie together and give it an amazing visual feel all its own, the vision and imagery conveyed by the 

film are as true to Dick's original as any movie has come. I left the theatre feeling overwhelmed, 

touched, and changed, much the same way as when I'd finished the book. This is rare, and it is 

decidedly a beautiful thing. 
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A Shine Of Rainbows (2009) 
 

Maire O'Donnell is a loving woman as rare as a double rainbow. 

Joyful, warm and caring, she adopts a young orphan named 

Tomas (John Bell) and whisks him off to a new home on remote 

Corrie Island, off the coast of Ireland. Maire shares with Tomas 

the joys of her island home and introduces him to the whimsical 

local folklore, including the secret of the seals, and teaches him 

that everything you need is inside of you- if you really look. But 

Maire's stern husband Alec silently disapproves of Tomas' timidity 

and halting speech. He can't hide his disappointment that Tomas 

isn't the kind of child he was hoping for and his reluctance to get 

to know the boy makes Tomas unsure of whether he really 

belongs. Soon though, Tomas too falls in love with his home, 

befriending local children (Jack Gleeson), descending into a secret 

bat-filled cave, and saving a stranded baby seal. When tragedy 

strikes however, Tomas is faced with his greatest challenge yet. 

He'll lose everything unless he can find- and share- the unique gifts inside of him. Risking all, Tomas 

embarks on a perilous journey where he will need to call on his ability to see joy and colour even 

when in the darkest place, in order to triumph and come home. A Shine Of Rainbows is a story about 

the transformational power of love, about finding acceptance, discovering ourselves, and realizing 

that rainbows are all around us- and within us too. Truly Moving Picture. I saw this film in December, 

of 2009 in Indianapolis. I am one of the judges for the Heartland Truly Moving Picture Award. A Truly 

Moving Picture "...explores the human journey by artistically expressing hope and respect for the 

positive values of life." Heartland gave that award to this film. Tomas is a young boy that is bullied 

and unhappy at an orphanage. He is suddenly and mysteriously adopted by a childless couple, who 

live simply and modestly on a very remote Irish island. The Mother, although in ill health, is a woman 

of astounding positive energy and beauty and sets herself to healing the mental and physical scars of 

the boy's unfortunate upbringing. The Father meanwhile loves his wife dearly, but is far less excited 

by the recovering, damaged boy. Intertwined with this awkward triangle relationship is light fantasy 

and legend and mystery of the gorgeous Irish coast. The Irish coast is so beautifully rendered that it 

is like a fourth character. There is suddenly a great change in circumstances and two parts of the 

triangle have to come to terms with this tragedy. It takes courage and resolve and change and love. 

The three actors of the triangle are vivid and hold your attention and each ultimately moves you 

emotionally in three different ways. 
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A Shriek In The Night (1933) 
 

Ginger Rogers and Lyle Talbot are rival newspaper reporters 

always trying to outscoop each other. They join together to solve 

a series of murders being committed in an apartment building. 

This is #3 in Navarre's DVD release 'Horror Classics vol 9', the 

other 2 being 'Maniac' & 'The world gone mad', and the one I 

prefer of the three. Again, it's more intelligently scripted and 

played that you might suspect at first glance, and I enjoyed it a lot 

coming to it the first time. There was always something downbeat 

and depressing about Ginger Rogers acting style, but you can't 

argue with the fact she does a good job in this film as well as 

looking an extremely decorative 22-year-old. The relationships 

she has with the Police Inspector (Pratt) and her boyfriend 

(Talbot) are pretty refreshing and almost adult - although she 

does say she can't go to bed unless he has left the room. Would 

that todays leading ladies would say that! Some of the Inspector's 

pithy comments are witty and barbed, too - my favourite: he's asked at a tense moment "What 

makes him think that?" - "My brain". As for the climax I thought we were going to witness something 

grisly, but it was handled well (and quickly) and we avoided that possibility. ASITN is growing on me 

as I write - I don't think it's ever been on U.K. TV either! 
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A Simple Wish (1997) 
 

Murray is a male fairy godmother, and he is trying to help 8-year-

old Anabel to fulfil her "simple wish" - that her father Oliver, who 

is a cab driver, would win the leading role in a Broadway musical. 

Unfortunately, Murray's magic wand is broken and the fairies 

convention is threatened by evil witches Claudia and Boots. This 

was a fun film, and part of what made the film amusing was that 

the actors/actresses really seemed to be enjoying themselves. 

The story is cute, about a bumbling male fairy godmother (Martin 

Short) who screws up a wish to the first child under his care and 

has to help set things straight by rescuing magic wands from a 

former fairy godmother turned witch (Kathleen Turner) and her 

dog turned human, Boots (the great Amanda Plummer). It's a very 

original idea, which is rare amongst family films these days which 

all seem to be remakes or rehashed films. The only real downside 

to this film (keeping in mind, of course, that it is aimed towards kids) is that some of the dialogue is 

really cheezy and unbelievable (The 10-year-old I was watching over while watching this film kept 

said 'gimme a break' and 'yeah, right' at a couple of points in the film...and it's one of her favs;) The 

effects were fun, Martin Short was funny (most of the time...he tends to overdo it at certain 

moments) and Amanda Plummer really shines. All in all, a good film to watch with one's children. 

With 14-year-old Francis Capra as Charlie. 
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A Slice Of Terror (2004) 
 

Large pizza with pepperoni, sausage, green pepper, onions and 

DEATH! Terror is served up piping hot as the main entrée from 

Thick'N'Long's Pizza in this teen horror comedy digital video. 

Other side dishes of humiliation, nudity, hypnotism, sex, teens 

with bad boundaries, fast cars, sarcastic students, murder, pizza 

cutters, more sex, group sex and an cameo appearance by Bobby 

Trendy are delivered in this tale of retribution. The story revolves 

around Zaffo, a part-time janitor, part-time pizza delivery man 

who has a history of being abused at work by his employer, Mr. 

Boutiques and by co-worker Aspen and by several customers. A 

group of teens force Zaffo to engage in homoerotic degradation 

at the schoolyard, the last straw in Zaffo's level of tolerance. After 

consulting a psychic (the Amazing Robaire) and getting advice 

from an outrageously effeminate and gay pizza customer (in a 

cameo by Bobby Trendy), Zaffo "delivers" payback to his therapist who he forces to cast on spell on 

the teens. The therapist makes the boys pay for their words and actions. Zaffo then abuses the 

sarcastic teens one at a time, utilizing hypnosis, trigger words, pizza cutters, and a pas de deux of 

death to deliver the final reprisal. Zaffo makes an "extra large pie" to satiate his appetite for the 

ultimate settling of scores. No one escapes the wrath of the disgruntled employee or the terror he 

serves one slice at a time. Whether it be from the dumpster, on the playground, with a naked 

therapist in his office or in an old, dilapidated shack, Zaffo will show everyone what it feels like to be 

HUMILIATED. Bon apetit! Super-ultra-low-budget soft-core gay pornography (under the guise of a b-

grade slasher movie,) "A Slice of Terror" centers around Zaffo, a seemingly retarded pizza delivery 

boy who is attacked and humiliated by a group of teenagers. Somehow he learns to hypnotize 

people with light glinting off of his pizza cutter, so he lures the teens to a cabin in the woods. He 

then proceeds to hypnotize them into having (explicit) gay sex with each other, and eventually killing 

themselves. Sometimes there are movies that are just so bad they're funny or campy, like those of 

Ed Wood. This isn't one of them. It's embarrassing and painful. My comments would have stopped 

there except IMDb.com insists a review have a minimum of ten lines and therefore I will include the 

following; Don't waste your time. Don't waste your money. Don't bother trying to find anything 

redeeming about this movie. I bet the actors have never admitted to being in this, even when 

they're drunk. To fill up the remaining 5 lines I can only repeat myself. Sometimes there are movies 

that are just so bad they're funny or campy, like those of Ed Wood. This isn't one of them. It's 

embarrassing and painful. My comments would have stopped there except IMDb.com insists a 

review have a minimum of ten lines and therefore I will include the following; Don't waste your time. 

Don't waste your money. Don't bother trying to find anything redeeming about this movie. 
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A Small Problem (1987) 
 

Just an average comedy from the 80's. It had Mike from the young 

one's in it. I remember it from when I was a kid, but I can't find 

anyone else that remembers it! Well, basically, short people are 

put into ghetto's and segregated from the rest of society. A fairly 

weird concept I guess, but I suppose there must have been a 

political under-current there about how it is silly to judge people 

because of how they look. This would have gone over my head 

(ho-ho!) at the time as I was only just into my teens then, but I seem to remember it was amusing 

enough. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1987) 
 

Episode 1: 

Episode 2: 

Episode 3: 

Episode 4: 

Episode 5: 

Episode 6: 
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A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries (1998) 
 

This fictionalized story, based on the family life of writer James 

Jones, is an emotionless slice-of-life story. Jones here is portrayed 

as Bill Willis (19-year-old Jesse Bradford [Billy Willis, Age 14-years-

old] & Samuel Gruen [Benoit / Young Billy Willis, Age 7-years-

old]), a former war hero and now successful author who obviously 

drinks too much and is starting to experience health problems. 

Living in France with his wife, daughter, and an adopted son, the 

family travels an unconventional road that leaves all of them as 

outsiders to others. Preaching a sexual freedom, his daughter's 

sexual acceptance begins at an early age and betrays her when 

the family moves to Hanover in America. Her sexuality is definitely 

not the normal for American teens and gives her a bad reputation 

and outcasts her. Meanwhile her brooding brother struggles with 

his own inner turmoil about his early desertion in life. Only within 

the tight knit confines of his family is he comfortable to even speak. This movie was great! This 

movie was one of the best that I have ever seen! It is one of the few foreign/drama films that has 

not bored me. It seemed like the movie would never end, but it was so brilliant I didn't want it to 

end. I have not watched a drama so good since Terms of Endearment. I highly recommend it. 
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A Son's Promise (1990) 
 

The touching true story of the 15-year-old Terry (20-year-old Ricky 

Schroder) who promised his dying mother to look after his six 

younger brothers (17-year-old Stephen Dorff, 20-year-old Andrew 

Lowery, Ryan Marshall, Trey Yearwood, Peirce Baehr & Grayson 

Fricke) and keep them together as a family, a man's job on a boy's 

shoulders. He had to face many misfortunes and "parenthood" 

had such hard and unpleasant surprises for him, he was almost 

tempted to disappoint his mother. They Ain't Heavy, They're My 

Brothers. Georgia teenager Rick Schroder (as Terry) promises his 

dying mother he will look after his six little brothers after she dies. 

Mother wants the boys to remain together, and stay in school. 

When the seven sons' caring grandfather also dies, times get really 

tough for Mr. Schroder, who has to assume the paternal role. The 

boys' real father, interstate truck driver father David Andrews (as Wayne O'Kelley), is still alive - but 

he spends all his time on the road, in jail, or drinking alcohol. As the responsible family member, 

Schroder must take teenage brother Stephen Dorff (as Charles) to the woodshed. In a big symbolic 

moment, Schroeder whips young Dorff's buttocks with their grandfather's belt, for smoking in the 

chicken shack. Due to the camera angle, it's safe to say Dorff didn't pull down his pants or suffer any 

injury. Schroeder also has trouble with rebellious brother Andrew Lowery (as Tommy). Helping 

manage this large family are sympathetic lawyer Veronica Cartwright (as Dorothy Donaldson), slick 

community organizer Boyd Gains (as Dan Weston), and God. 
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A Star Is Born (1937) 
 

Esther Blodgett is just another starry-eyed farm kid trying to 

break into the movies. Waitressing at a Hollywood party, she 

catches the eye of alcoholic star Norman Maine, is given a test, 

and is caught up in the Hollywood glamor machine (ruthlessly 

satirized). She and her idol Norman marry; but his career abruptly 

dwindles to nothing. Janet Gaynor plays Esther Blodgett 

beautifully, a girl who leaves for Hollywood with dreams of film 

magazines and the blessing of her granny. Once there she finds it 

tough-going until meeting Norman Maine (Fredric March) at a 

party. We've already seen Norman drunk at a theatre but here he 

charms Esther and actually gets her into the movies before 

marrying her and watching his own career crumble. March is 

excellent in this, and the look of the film is surprisingly modern 

with its lovely technicolor and gadgets (I particularly like the shower in the motor home Esther and 

Norman take on honeymoon). Esther's move to become star Vicki Lester, Oscar-winning actress, is 

unbelievable but as her real-life tragedy unfolds, compelling. And who can stay dry-eyed at the end? 

Remade with music and Judy Garland in 1954 (very well) but this first version is a jewel amongst 

other 30s classics. 
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A Study In Terror (1965) 
 

Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson join the hunt for the notorious 

serial killer, Jack The Ripper. When Watson reads from the 

newspaper there have been two similar murders near 

Whitechapel in a few days, Sherlock Holmes' sharp deductive is 

immediately stimulated to start its merciless method of 

elimination after observation of every apparently meaningless 

detail. He guesses right the victims must be street whores, and 

doesn't need long to work his way through a pawn shop, an 

aristocratic family's stately home, a hospital and of course the 

potential suspects and (even unknowing) witnesses who are the 

cast of the gradually unravelled story of the murderer and his 

motive. "Enormously enjoyable." In 1888, Sherlock Holmes (JOHN 

NEVILLE) and Dr. Watson (DONALD HOUSTON) discover the 

identity of the Whitechapel serial killer known as Jack The Ripper. 

An enormously enjoyable fictional confrontation between Conan 

Doyle's most celebrated detective and a true crime, which has caused constant fascination since it 

occurred over one-hundred years ago. The script writers Donald and Derek Ford came up with an 

excellent screenplay that succeeds in capturing all the eccentricities and intelligence of Sherlock 

Holmes and his solution to the Ripper killings are quite believable made up of many facts and myths 

that surround the case that looks never to be solved. Director James Hill who was more famous for 

his animal adventures with BORN FREE (1965) and his attempt to take swinging sixties pop to the 

seaside in EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY (1964) shows that he was a most versatile film maker who could 

generate excellent suspense and disturbing horror sequences. Just check out the last killing which is 

brilliantly shot from the Ripper's point of view with hand held cameras (presumably!) and gaudy 

lighting saturated in lurid reds. Hill recreates the Victorian London era with great enthusiasm and he 

is most ably assisted by cinematographer Desmond Dickinson (who is this author's favourite 

cameraman) and there are first rate performances from Neville as Holmes and Robert Morley as his 

brother Mycroft. There is a classic scene where Holmes is probing a clue over his violin and Mycroft 

asks "Why in all these years have you never learned to play that infernal instrument?" 
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A Swarm In May (1983) 
 

A Cathedral Choir. John Owen (12-year-old Oliver Hicks), the 

youngest chorister is due to sing the solo Beekeepers service but 

does not want to. The plot revolves around solving the mystery of 

the beekeeper and how he handled the bees and whether or not 

John will pluck up the courage to sing the solo. This is an updated 

adaptation of William Mayne's classic children's book of the same 

name. It is a considerable step up from "The Custard Boys" in 

terms of acting and filmmaking and was the first proper Channel 4 funded production. 
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A Taste Of Honey (1961) 
 

Black and white, gay and straight, mothers and daughters, class, 

and coming of age. Jo is working class, in her teens, living with her 

drunk and libidinous mother in northern England. When mom 

marries impulsively, Jo is out on the streets; she and Geoffrey, a 

gay co-worker who's adrift himself, find a room together. Then Jo 

finds herself pregnant after a one-night stand with Jimmy, a Black 

sailor. Geoffrey takes over the preparations for the baby's birth, 

and becomes, in effect, the child's father. The three of them seem 

to have things sorted out when Jo's mother reappears on the 

scene, assertive and domineering. Which "family" will emerge? A 

Taste of Honey has always had a secure place in my top 20 films 

of all time. Rita Tushingham, in her first film role, is pure magic, an 

urban elf, backed up by Dora Bryan and Murray Melvin who 

produce powerful performances. This film has (mistakenly, in my 

view) been classified as 'kitchen-sink' whereas it is a timeless 

elegy with a healthy lacing of comedy. 
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A Tattered Web (1971) 
 

A detective discovers his son-in-law is cheating on his wife. He 

confronts the other woman and accidentally kills her, then tries to 

pin the crime on a local derelict. Finding his son-in-law Steve 

Butler, Frank Converse, cheating on his daughter Tina, Sallie 

Shockly, brought the worst out of LAPD Sgt. Ed Stagg, Llyod 

Bridges. Following his son-in-law at the beach strolling with his 

secret love Louise Campball, Anne Helm, and later camping 

outside of Louises apartment in the city Sgt. Stagg give her a call 

telling her not to have anything to do with him or else. Back home 

Steve is everything that Tina could want a loving husband caring 

and sensitive to her needs with the only exception to a perfect 

marriage is of him being late most nights when he's together with 

Louise. Sgt. Stagg for his part has a dark and secret past that goes 

back to when he was a teenager by having an abusive father who 

constantly beat him and his mother. One night when Ed was 15 he tried to stop his father for beating 

his mom ending up clubbing him to death with a hammer. Shocked at what he did and even more 

upset that his mom, who he thought he was helping, threw a fit at him which caused Ed to run away 

from home. Ed's mom never reported what he did to the police and his father death was ruled an 

unsolved murder. Even his married life was a disaster for Ed Stagg with his wife leaving him and his, 

at the time, ten year daughter Tina. It was after that that Sgt. Stagg took it upon himself to see that 

Tina would never go through what he did as a son and husband. When his threats to Louise didn't 

have any effect to have her split up with Steve Sgt. Stagg showed up at her apartment, just after 

Steve left. Sgt. Stagg trying to get her to break up with Steve knocked Louise against the wall that 

ended up killing her. In a state of shock Sgt. Stagg realizing what he did tries to hide all the evidence 

that would connect him with Louises death but unknowingly leaves a glass that he used to revive the 

dying Louise on the coffee table in full view of the police who later came to investigate her death. 

Sgt. Stagg is so well thought off by his fellow colleagues at the LAPD that his friend Sgt. Marcus, 

Murray Hamilton, who's on the Louise Campball case assumed that he accidentally touched the glass 

leaving his fingerprints on it not realizing that it in fact was Sgt. Stagg who killed her. It was bad 

enough that Sgt. Stagg killed Louise and covered it up but he later goes one step down the road to 

destruction when in an effort to tie up all the loose ends together on Louises death he tries to frame 

a poor homeless derelict Willard Edson, Broderick Crawford, who had confessed to killing his friend 

in a drunken rage to also confess to killing Louise. Llyod Bidges as the tortured soul Sgt. Ed Stagg is at 

his best with an in-dept performance of a man truly at the end of his rope with his life falling apart 

because of his misguided actions to save his daughter marriage. Holding back his true feelings about 

Steve and what he did to break up his affair with Louise drives poor Sgt. Stagg to the brink of insanity 

and suicide. Frank Converse as the cheating husband Steve Butler showed that he was indeed a 

decent man and good husband when he tried to brake up with Louise, not knowing that she was 

dead. When he found out that Willard Edson, who Steve knew was innocent, was arrested for her 

death Steve went out of his way to save him from a trip to the gas chamber. Steve was more then 

ready to do that even if his secret life, with Louise, is uncovered to Tina by doing it. Then there's 

Murray Hamilton as Sgt. Marcus who's the big surprise in the movie as the troubled and hard nosed 



cop and best friend of Sgt. Stagg. Sgt. Marcus is forced to accept the fact that his best friend and 

fellow LAPD officer is no better then the criminals that he deals with every day and night on the 

mean streets of L.A. 
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A Thousand Clowns (1965) 
 

12-year-old Nick (17-year-old Barry Gordon) lives with his Uncle 

Murray (Jason Robards), a Mr. Micawber-like Dickensian 

character who keeps hoping something won't turn up. What turns 

up is a social worker (Barbara Harris), who falls in love with 

Murray and a bit in love with Nick. As the child welfare people try 

to force Murray to become a conventional man (as the price they 

demand for allowing him to keep Nick), the nephew, who until 

now has gloried in his Uncle's iconoclastic approach to life, tries to 

play mediator. But when he succeeds, he is alarmed by the uncle's 

willingness to cave in to society in order to save the relationship. 

A Thousand Clowns is about a 12-year-old boy who lives with his 

Uncle. A social worker played by Barbara Harris shows up and 

ends up falling in love with Robards. But the child welfare people 

try to force Robards to get a good job so that they won't have to 

take Gordon away from him. Gordon, who also fancies Harris, 

looks up to his Uncle as his role model and loves his lifestyle. But then Gordon sees that Robards is 

willing to give up that great lifestyle in order to keep his "family" together. The film is an excellent 

portrayal of the "not a care in the world" way of life and should definitely be seen by anyone who 

loves comedy. It's one of only a few films that made me laugh out loud and I'm sure if you see it, 

you'll agree with me. It's only flaw is one scene in which Gordon sees what his uncle's life has been 

reduced to. But even that was necessary as it shows the way anyone would succumb to social 

workers. The film was nominated for four Academy Awards including Picture, Supporting Actor 

(Martin Balsam as Robards' down to earth brother), Adapted Screenplay, and Score. Sadly, Best 

Supporting Actor was the only award that it was able to take home that night. 
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A Ticklish Affair (1963) 
 

A young widow Amy Martin with three young boys (9-year-old Bill 

Mumy, 11-year-old Bryan Russell & 7-year-old Peter Robbins) is 

investigated by the Navy after one of her children inadvertently 

sends out a distress signal in Morse code by the blinds on his 

upstairs bedroom window. Commander Weedon and crew 

observe the signal from their ship and investigates. He falls for the 

young mother and proposes marriage. However, she is reluctant 

to have her family live out of a suitcase and initially declines. 

Gramps tries to bring her on board to sail the sea of love with the 

commander. A fun affair. This is one of those early 1960's movies 

where you have to suspend disbelief for ninety minutes, but it's 

well worth it. Shirley Jones is the widowed mother of three rowdy 

little boys and Gig Young is the naval commander that she falls in 

love with and vice versa. Red Buttons and Carolyn Jones are very 

good in their supporting roles. The ending is appropriately wacky 

(weather balloons!), fun and heart-warming with a little drama thrown in for good measure. 'A 

Ticklish Affair' is not a movie that a jaded cynic will enjoy, but if you like 60's romantic family 

comedies then I highly recommend this one. I happened to catch this one on Turner Classic Movies 

by accident and I'm so happy I taped it. I was smiling like crazy by the end. Great movie. 
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A Tiger Walks (1964) 
 

A tiger escapes from a circus truck as it passes by a small town, 

and hides itself in the surrounding woods. This throws the town 

into a panic and everyone wants the animal killed immediately, 

except for the daughter of the sheriff. She wants to capture the 

tiger and put it in a zoo, thereby saving the tiger's life. Her 

determination starts a nationwide campaign among children to 

raise the money to buy the tiger from the circus, but first, she, her 

father and an Indian tiger trainer must find the tiger before the 

National Guard do, who have orders to kill it on sight. This film 

had many elements in it that Disney installed in several of their 

films during this time period. The politician who is a joke, In this 

case the Governor. The military that can think only one way, use 

force to solve the problem! The Sheriff who is level headed but 

nonetheless is a puppet on a string, the local kids who manage to 

save the day with more common sense than the adults, the comical locals in the town. Despite all 

these elements this movie works and is entertaining. It's a little on the tame side by today's 

standards but still holds up well. 
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A Time To Remember (Turning Homeward) (2003) 
 

This Hallmark made-for-television film focuses on a family reunion 

at Thanksgiving. The centerpiece of the drama is the character of 

Maggie (Doris Roberts), who has been diagnosed with Alzheimer's 

disease. Maggie's two daughters, Veletta (Megan Gallagher) and 

Brit (Dana Delaney) have taken different paths in their personal 

lives and careers. The Thanksgiving event reunites the two 

daughters who must come to terms with their mother's illness 

and the choices they have made. All of the performances are 

sensitive and credible. Doris Roberts's character is so intelligent 

that her realization of the Alzheimer's is made all the more tragic. 

The two daughters were also convincingly portrayed by the 

performers; the characters move towards a stronger bond as they 

renew their family ties and reflect on their past. The film is 

striking in the simplicity of the plot structure of preparing the 

Thanksgiving dinner. The final hour is a taut dramatic experience and compelling because of the 

frank discussion among the family members. The film's title is especially appropriate, as the movie 

depicts that special time of the year when we give thanks and reflect on our personal family 

experiences at the time of our own Thanksgivings past and present. It is a touching, thoughtful film 

because it transcends the clinical topic of Alzheimer's to offer a portrait of such universal values as 

family, memory, and love. 
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A Touch Of Frost (1992-2003) 
 

DI Frost is an old-school no-nonsense copper who believes in 

traditional policing methods. Assisted by several officers including 

the ever-able DS Toolan, Frost uses what he knows about the 

street to find solutions to complex crimes as a member of the 

Denton CID. His home life is complex as he cares for his wife until 

her death and then leads a quiet bachelor's life, with only the 

occasional attempt at a relationship with another woman. His 

daily nemesis however is the Station's commander, Supt. Mullett, 

who is constantly worrying about budgets, staffing levels and 

crime statistics. He doesn't appreciate DI Frost's rough and ready 

manner, which doesn't stop him from trotting him out - with his 

George Cross, Britain's highest civilian honour for gallantry - when 

it suits him. 

 

Series 01 (3 Episodes) (1992) 
 

"Care And Protection"...DI Jack Frost investigates the disappearance of Tracy Uphill who vanished 

when her mother was late arriving at the community centre to collect her. He's also assigned DC 

Barnard, the Chief Constable's nephew, who receives a frosty reception from his fellow officers. In 

the course of searching for the girl, they uncover human remains that have been buried for 30 years 

or more. The remains are those of a bank clerk who had vanished with a large sum of money. When 

the assistant bank manager is murdered with the same gun used to kill the bank clerk, Frost must 

determine who else might have been implicated in the robbery. All during this time, Frost has to deal 

with his dying wife... 

"Not With Kindness"...Frost investigates the murder of a 15-year-old girl who disappeared while 

completing her newspaper round. He also has to look into vandalism at a local churchyard as Supt. 

Mullett fears it might be the work of satanists but it is also where the 15-year-old's body is found. He 

also has to deal with Mrs. Compton who has been receiving threatening phone calls. The Comptons 

are dealers of rare books and keep a large and valuable inventory in their home. When Mr. Compton 

is killed in a house fire, Frost quickly has a prime suspect. Finally, Frost receives a visit from his late 

wife's sister who now lives in America and doesn't seem to be in any hurry to return... 

"Conclusions"...Frost investigates a robbery at a local casino and a hit and run accident that may 

involve Roger Massie, the son of a local Member of Parliament. Massie has previously been charged, 

but never convicted of reckless driving. Supt. Mullett is concerned that Frost is on a witch hunt but 

Frost soon realizes there is a connection between Massie and the casino, in the form of Massie's 

girlfriend, Julia King. Frost also receives a complaint about PC Shelby, who is accused of stealing 

jewelry but when Shelby turns up dead Frost must solve yet another complex puzzle. 
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Series 07 (2 Episodes) (1999-2000) 
 

"Line of Fire"...In 2 parts. During Christmas, a local power station worker is burgled. Shortly 

afterward, he falls to his death in a mysterious accident. Then a young police detective, Tim Fox, is 

murdered. Frost wonders if Fox's death is really related to the large investigation he was working on 

to uncover a car theft gang. Frost continues to try to identify detective Tim Fox's killer. In addition, 

he tries to solve a series of pet shootings, for which he is eventually forced to seek help from a 

computer system run by a new junior WPC. His pursuit leads to a confrontation above a power 

station. 
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Series 08 (1 Episodes) (2001) 
 

"Benefit of the Doubt"...When a woman is found dead on a railway line, Jack Frost has his work cut 

out in trying to find out what happened, whilst also being teamed up with troubled D.S. Reid, 

handsomely played by Robert Glensiter. They both get off to a bad start though! If that wasn't bad 

enough, someone is out there impersonating Jack, and you can't help but laugh at some of the 

things the phony gets up to. Even more comical is a scene in which a female 'victim' almost picks out 

the real Jack Frost in an I.D. parade! Meanwhile, a rather pompous hospital doctor disappears. Is 

there any connection with this case and the woman's death on the railway line? Part one of Benefit 

of the Doubt ends with a shocking twist, which sure leaves Jack Frost overwhelmed, and the usual 

strong acting from David Jason makes it even more interesting. 
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Series 09 (1 Episodes) (2002) 
 

"Mistaken Identity"...Jack attends a seminar and gets rather friendly with attractive profiler and 

counsellor Pam Hartley. He's also teamed up with Ronnie Lonnegan, but they get off to a bad (but 

amusing) start! There could be a psychotic killer on the loose in Denton, and Jack has his work cut 

out. We also see the return of a character whom we have not seen for eight years! 
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Series 10 (3 Episodes) (2003) 
 



"Hidden Truth"...Frost is protecting a drugs case witness and her son. But when a policewoman is 

shot, he has no choice but to move them into a safe house. Robert Glenister returns as D.S. Terry 

Reid to help assist Jack, who has also lost his lottery ticket! But does he find it? A shocking twist to 

the story almost leads to murder, but when the main suspect has a solid alibi, everyone may have to 

look closer to home for the culprit. 

"Close Encounters"...Jack Frost is on the case when a security guard is found dead in a quarry. An 

autistic teenager is his only witness as well as being the prime suspect! But can Jack make any sense 

of his rather unusual accusations? Jack is also re-united with an old friend and colleague to solve the 

disappearance of a young boy, whose parents are locked in a bitter feud, as well as a series of 

burglaries. The latter case comes to a very amusing conclusion! 

"Held in Trust"...The horrible world of paedophilia dominates Held in Trust, and a young boy goes 

missing. D.S. Reid returns to help assist Jack on the case. More worryingly for Jack, he's up for 

promotion to Chief Inspector! However, when he gets a breakthrough, he makes a grave mistake. 

Held in Trust certainly brings home the terrible reality of paedophiles and their horrendous crimes, 

and an even worse fact that their human rights are more of a priority than their victims. We hear on 

the news shocking stories of murdered and abused children, and it's an extremely sad fact that we 

cannot stop these 'people' altogether. Held in Trust points these facts out poignantly and to the 

point. 
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À Toute Vitesse (Full Speed) (1996) 
 

A brief extract of four kids' lives somewhere in France. Quentin, 

who won a writers contest and now pays more attention to his 

career as an author than to his friends, beautiful Julie, his girl-

friend, much more mature than she looks, falling in love with 

Quentin's very best friend Jimmy, who is kind of stuck in his 

unability of self-expression and grown up under bad social 

circumstances. And there is the shy boy Samir, exiled from 

Algeria, who lost his "brother" and only friend some time ago. 

Samir heavily falls in love with Quentin, but he can't handle it. 

Gaël Morel co-wrote (with Catherine Corsini) and directed this 

very French exploration of the manifestations of love in a style 

that feels more like eavesdropping on private encounters than on 

a linear drama. The plot is actually tightly woven around each of 

the four characters, at the same time giving the effect of four 

characters' viewpoints on love. Samir (Mezziane Bardadi) is a French Arab from Algeria who opens 

the film in a tender frolic with his 'blood brother' and quickly witnesses the accidental death of the 

man he loves. He travels to a small town in France, lonely, needy, feeling like an outsider (remember 

the history of the French Algerian conflict) and encounters a young novelist Quentin (Pascal Cervo) 

celebrating the publication of his first novel with his best friend Jimmy (Stéphane Rideau) and his 

girlfriend Julie (Élodie Bouchez) in a dance bar. Samir and Quentin make eye contact and soon a brief 

assignation outside the club leads to a kiss that the vulnerable Samir views as a sign of love but that 

Quentin views as strange but as possible content for his next novel. Quentin loves Julie, Julie loves 

Quentin, but has an eye on Quentin's best friend Jimmy, a lad faithful to his friendship with Quentin 

to the point of fending off Julie's enamourment. But when Quentin and Samir begin spending 

extended periods of time together (Samir longing for a physical relationship, Quentin refusing but 

intent on gathering information for his novel), affinities are tested. Quentin departs for Paris to 

write, Jimmy and Julie begin a lusty affair, and Samir feels again deserted by a lover. Samir is 

attacked by gay bashers and defended by Quentin who in the course of the fight sustains a head 

injury, an injury at first easily resolved but one that later leads to tragedy. Quentin returns from Paris 

to discover Julie has found love with Jimmy and while Samir's obsession with Quentin races at the 

new availability of Quentin as a partner, Quentin is disgusted and returns to his career as a writer in 

Paris and the story comes to a protracted ending with a series of sad incidents: Quentin, the core of 

each of the love stories remains aloof, dedicated to his growing fame as a writer and gleaning the 

events as fodder for his assent to literary fame. The stories are bound with threads if same- gender 

love, homophobia, human frailty and need. The actors are all beautiful for the eye and render tender 

performances. The countryside of France is exquisitely captured by cinematographer Jeanne Lapoirie 

and director Gaël Morel manages to weave these little stories in a conversational, simple manner 

that appeal to the heart and the eye. For some the film may seem rambling and disconnected and 

unfairly compared to 'The Wild Reeds', but Morel has a sensitive, gentle manner in setting a mood 

that allows it to flow like a stroll through the flowering woods of young passions. Recommended. 
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A Tree Grows In Brooklyn (1945) 
 

Encouraged by her idealistic if luckless father, a bright and 

imaginative young woman comes of age in a Brooklyn tenement 

during the early 1900s. In Brooklyn circa 1900, the Nolan's 

manage to enjoy life on pennies despite great poverty and Papa's 

alcoholism. We come to know these people well through big and 

little troubles: Aunt Sissy's scandalous succession of "husbands"; 

the removal of the one tree visible from their tenement; and 

young Francie's desire to transfer to a better school...if 

irresponsible Papa can get his act together. Flawless human 

drama. What a delightful combination of concepts this film is; it is 

one of the quintessential 1940s "good old" movies that is full of 

sentiment and endearment, yet it is a brilliant, thought-provoking 

study in the lives of a poor turn-of-the-century Brooklyn family. 

Peggy Ann Garner's performance is, quite simply, the finest 

juvenile portrayal in film history. What makes her performance so 

great and unique is that she NEVER comes across as line-fed or 

artificial (as were so many child actors of the day, when children 

were often told off-camera that their favourite pet died to make 

their crying scenes realistic). In particular, the scene where she receives her flowers and the 

emotional overflow that follows is touching; it hasn't aged a bit over the years. Why she didn't go on 

to be a huge star is quite disappointing because she had the gift. Dorothy McGuire is equally superb. 

Although her character is a hard, life-beaten woman, you feel a deep understanding for her and 

sympathize with her immensely because she is the bedrock of the family, the only one who 

maintains a sense of stability. She doesn't mean to be that way, but times were simply much harder 

then; life turned people that way. But then again, the same feelings apply to James Dunn as the 

drifting father. To call him a lazy drunk would be very black-and-white thinking because his character 

was so much more than that; yes, he couldn't hold jobs because of his drinking but above that he 

was a wonderful father who provided the love and sense of imagination that his daughter so 

desperately needed. It is very clear to see why the two of them were so close, and why the rift 

between the daughter and mother was inevitable. I also feel compelled to mention Joan Blondell's 

character; she is the perfect foil to her hard-as-nails sister. She softens up her sister just when she 

needs it the most, and makes her see things through more understanding eyes. Overall this movie is 

a MUST for any person with a brain who appreciates classic film that has aged well into our modern 

sensibilities. Why this movie was not nominated for Best Picture (but two VASTLY inferior pictures--

Mildred Pierce and Anchors Aweigh--were) is a tragedy. Again, though it is like many other 1940s sad 

films, it is unique in that it is such a deep character study; there are countless underlying issues that 

get explored as the film progresses. A fantastic debut for Elia Kazan, and a true gem of film history. 
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A Tutte Le Auto Della Polizia (The Maniac Responsible) (1975) 
 

A teenage girl from a wealthy family mysteriously disappears. 

After her body is found at the bottom of a lake the police begin an 

intense investigation that leads to a teenage prostitution ring and 

several more bloody murders, but the actual killer may be 

someone much closer to the home. This was one of the Italian 

films from the 1970's that were inspired by Massimo Dallamano's 

"schoolgirl gialli" where dissipated, middle-class schoolgirls 

become involved in drug orgies, prostitution, back-alley abortions, 

and other sordid goings on, and eventually meet a sticky end. 

These films were at once sleazy and hypocritcally moralistic. They 

range from the Dallamano's relatively classy "What Have You 

Done to Solange?" (loosely based on an Edgar Wallace novel) to 

Alberto Negrin's irredeemably trashy "Trauma" (with its infamous 

death-by-dildo scene). This movie most resembles Dallamano's 

second film "What Have They Done to Your Daughters?" in that it tries to mitigate the sleaze a little 

by putting straight-arrow cops at the moral center and focusing on police procedure rather than the 

sexual intrigue. In a way though, this makes the movie even more objectionable. The most disturbing 

thing about it isn't really the tender age of the victims (the actresses, at least, all look like they'd long 

since blown out the candles on their 18th birthday cakes), but the way their characters are almost 

literally reduced to pieces of meat: It really doesn't matter whether they are alive, lying unconscious 

on abortionist's table, or lying dead on a slab--it's all pretty much just an excuse to get them nice and 

naked. Like "Daughters?" this film tries to include a feminist angle by including former Bond girl 

Luciana Paluzzi as one of the investigating detectives, but they really manage to waste her. Still, it's 

not all bad. The director Mario "Nightmare Castle" Caiano was certainly visually talented and the film 

is stylish and nowhere near as sleazy as by all rights it should be. And if you think about it, aside from 

the full-frontal nudity, these films anticipated (if probably not inspired) a lot of more recent 

American television like the "who-killed-Laura-Palmer?" intrigue of David Lynch's "Twin Peaks" or 

the morbid forensic intrigue of the "CSI" series. Not great, but worth a look. 
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A Twist Of Faith (1999) 
 

A cop's faith is a killer's target in the ultimate tale of bloodlust and 

murder! Detective Henry Smith (Andrew McCarthy) is in charge of 

the hunt for a serial killer who looks to a higher power for his evil 

masterwork -- the sacrifice of highly respected people. Equally 

obsessed as the serial killer he stalks, Smith defies the ultimate 

judgement: will he abandon the one thing he cares about in the 

hope of defeating his nemesis? Okay, this isn't the greatest film of 

the year, but it's not completely incompetent, and it would be an 

okay video rental for a cold winter night (which it was when I 

rented it last night). But the video box has some action photos on 

the back, including one character holding a sharp instrument to 

another character's throat. Trouble is, that scene happens at the 

very end of the movie, after some 90 minutes of speculation 

about the identity of the killer. The characters may have been 

speculating on-screen, but home viewers knew the answer before leaving the rental shop. The 

movie's about a serial killer whose killings have something to do with religion, and the atheist cop 

who's trying to stop the killer. Not terribly complex, although it wants to be. But any hint of 

complexity was eradicated by the video box! I'd really like to be able to say more about the movie, 

but it was ruined for me. Remember the trailer for "Ransom", in which THE key plot element--Mel 

Gibson announces that the ransom is a reward--was revealed? Or the one for "The Negotiator", in 

which Kevin Spacey announces, "Now you'll have to deal with both of us?" Those films were pretty 

much ruined by their trailers' giving away the plot...but at least there was a little (VERY little) 

suspense in seeing the last 30 minutes of each movie. Not "A Twist of Faith", though. There was no 

suspense. The very end of the movie was revealed right up front, so all of the this-man-is-above-

suspicion and he's-practically-a-saint gyrations were clearly just a waste of the audience's time, until 

the character gets around to holding a sharp instrument to someone else's throat. If you decide to 

see the movie, send someone else to the video shop for you, and have them hand you the tape 

without the box. Watch it without seeing the box first, and see how you like the movie. I'd like to see 

viewer comments from anyone who didn't have the entire movie spoiled for him, like I did. 
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A Very Brady Christmas (1988) 
 

Almost 20 years after the start of the original "Brady Bunch", the 

kids are grown up and have kids of their own. Everyone is having a 

wonderful time back at the family house for Christmas, until Mike 

learns of a structural problem in one of the buildings he designed. 

As he is inspecting the problem, the building collapses, trapping 

him inside. As the whole family waits by the pile of rubble, they 

fear the worst. Will Dad be all right? Christmas with the Bradys. 

Mike and Carol Brady decide to spend their savings on bringing 

their kids and relatives in for the holidays, but the kids are having 

their own problems: Greg (now a doctor) has to make the trip 

alone since his wife Nora is spending the holidays with her family; 

Peter is embarrassed to bring his girlfriend home since she is his 

boss; Bobby is hiding the fact that he dropped out of business 

grad school to race cars; Marcia's husband, Wally, has been laid 

off from his job at Tyler Toys; Jan and stuffy husband Phillip are separating; and Cindy is tired of the 

fact that mom and dad can't respect her as a grown woman. Just another day in the life of the 

Bradys. No one ever claimed that the Brady's are award winning material, and that's fine with me. 

We don't watch the Bradys for mental stimulation, we watch them to make us feel like a kid again. 

Sure the plot is corny, the script is weak and the acting is as cheesy as ever, but isn't that what 

makes the Bradys special? No one can tell me that "Don't be sorry, just be Wally" isn't one of the 

greatest lines in Brady history. Those of you who choose to bash the Bradys should maybe chill out a 

little and realize that the Bradys have been around for over thirty years because loyal fans like me 

can appreciate the whole corny thing. I will continue to watch it every Christmas and I invite 

everyone else to as well. Long live the Bradys. 
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A Very Brady Sequel (1996) 
 

A man claiming to be Carol Brady's long-lost first husband, Roy 

Martin, shows up at the suburban Brady residence one evening. 

An impostor, the man is actually determined to steal the Bradys' 

familiar horse statue, a $20-million ancient Asian artifact. This 

movie is one of the funniest films I've ever seen. Way better than 

the first which is very unlikely. This movie just makes you laugh 

from the first frame to the very last. Not much more to say, a 

perfect comedy. 
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A Very British Sex Scandal (2007) 
 

Tells the story of Peter Wildeblood, a royal correspondent for the 

Daily Mail newspaper. He is a closet homosexual and like many 

gay men at that time, lives in secret as homosexuality is against 

the law. One evening he meets Eddie McNally, who is on leave 

from the air force and the pair embark on an affair together. 

However, it is their weekend at the estate of Lord Edward 

Montagu which eventually leads to a scandal which rocked 

modern Britain and led to a reconsideration of, and the eventual 

decriminilisation of homosexuality. This docu-drama may err 

more on the side of docu than drama but it is nevertheless 

pertinent, beautifully made and ultimately very moving. Written 

and directed by Patrick Reams, it tells the story of the famous 

Lord Montagu trial in the early fifties when a peer of the realm 

and a well-known British journalist were arrested and tried for 

gross indecency and buggery. The high-profile nature of the trial in turn lead to the establishment of 

the Wolfenden Committee and ultimately to the decriminalization of homosexual acts between 

consenting adults in Britain. Part history lesson, part polemic and part love story Reams' film shows 

just how terrible life could be for practicing homosexuals in the 1950's. It may all seem a lifetime 

away from today when gay role-models now seem to be ten-a-penny, (young gays may wonder what 

all the fuss is about), yet it is films like this that make us realize just who are heroes are and the debt 

we owe to men like Peter Wildeblood, the journalist in question who sealed his fate by admitting his 

homosexuality in court. Alternating between a dramatization of events and a 'talking heads' 

approach in which elderly gay men who were either directly caught up in the events or simply 

remembered them talk directly to the camera, it is never less than engrossing. At times I found it 

deeply depressing but ultimately it is both uplifting and deeply moving and a credit to everyone 

involved. 
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A Very Cool Christmas (2004) 
 

16-year-old Lindsay Deerfield wants absolutely zilch to do with 

the whole deal, especially hanging out on Christmas with her 

family. Lindsay's just way Too Cool for Christmas. She'd totally 

prefer going skiing with her buds and chilling with the wickedest 

guys in school. But as sometimes happens on Christmas Eve, 

Lindsay meets a whiskery old chap whose magic stirs up her spirit 

and transforms her life forever.! With only two shopping days 

before Christmas, Lindsay gets up the nerve to notify her 

physically expressive male homosexual parents that her whole 

class is going skiing on Christmas Day and that she is definitely 

going too. The Deerfields are not impressed and ask Lindsay to try 

to be a little less selfish and consider the feelings of others. 

Lindsay's 6-year-old sister Alexis is devastated by the thought of 

Christmas without her sister, but for Lindsay, Christmas at home 

is so been there done that! -- nothing can change her mind. Lindsay -- and her best friend Paige -- 

decide to visit the mall to check out this year's Santa and maybe have a laugh, at his expense of 

course. It may be extremely uncool to visit Santa, but a free candy cane is -- a free candy cane. 

Lindsay immediately insults the old man's taste in clothes and his excessive size. Despite this, Santa 

requests Lindsay's assistance in changing his look telling her he absolutely needs a makeover. You 

see, the tinsel in his marriage to Mrs. C has lost some glitter over the years and well just maybe...a 

new image would brighten up the long dark days of a North Pole winter. Moved by the man's 

sincerity, Lindsay gets the Claus a new do, designer suit, and a way cool attitude. Impressed by the 

whole thing, Santa takes Lindsay into his confidence and asks her to help him out on the big night; 

Christmas Eve. His sleigh won't start (must be the battery again) so he asks Lindsay if he can hitch 

the reindeer to her convertible for the night! Lindsay checks out the reindeer, the sleigh, and the 

presents and agrees to do it on ONE condition: Santa guarantees Lindsay won't be late for the big ski 

trip Christmas morning. Together the two dash from roof to roof, piling presents under trees and 

under the noses of all the sleeping little children. Lindsay explodes at Santa for eating too many 

cookies and offers him carrot sticks as a healthy alternative, but Santa takes it all in stride. When it 

finally comes down to Lindsay arriving at her own home, there is a surprise in store when Santa asks 

Lindsay to make this delivery herself. Lindsay enters her home with presents absolutely overflowing 

in her arms only to come face to face with the true spirit of Christmas. 
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A Very Married Christmas (2004) 
 

Lighthearted Christmas TV Movie about a man (Mantegna) whose 

quiet, boring life begins to unravel when he finds out that his wife 

(Smart) is having an affair and wants a divorce. Only after he 

meets a volunteer Santa (Durning), is he able to experience what 

a true Christmas miracle can be. At the movie's start, Griffin (Joe 

Mantegna) is training to be a Santa Claus. He starts talking to 

another prospective Santa, and through flashbacks we see how 

his marriage started falling apart. His wife Ellen (Jean Smart) is 

seeing someone else. Because neither one wants to give up their 

daughter Zoe (Jordy Benattar), Griffin and Ellen try to continue 

living together. One day Frank sees an attractive woman signing 

people up to be Santas. Donna (Kari Matchett), who has a son 

Gabe and has split up with her husband, sells cosmetics but takes 

children's pictures with Santa at Christmas. Frank keeps busy at 

his job designing databases, but he tries this job to make himself feel better. Once the movie returns 

to the present, Griffin's experiences as Santa turn out to be...interesting. Some kids are holy terrors. 

But there are touching scenes of nice kids getting their picture taken by Donna. Griffin's first meeting 

with Gabe doesn't turn out very well. Gabe doesn't believe in Santa and makes his opinions about 

Griffin very clear. Griffin attempts to keep his family together, and also tries to help Donna, but of 

course he gets a little too close to Donna, even though he claims they are not dating. This is 

somewhat risqué to be called a family movie. Two lesbians (one pretty, one goth) sit on Griffin's lap 

and announce they are getting married. Griffin says some very un-Santa like things while wearing the 

costume. One Santa is a lesbian. Griffin has fantasies and nightmares, some of which get quite 

naughty. In his nightmare about Ellen's relationship, there are even subtitles. Charles Durning, 

playing Ozzie, the teacher of the Santa class, makes a wonderful Santa himself, and you could almost 

believe he is the real thing. Kari Matchett is quite charming as Donna, and Zoe is adorable if 

rebellious. The other major actors were good too. Overall, I enjoyed it. 
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A Very Natural Thing (1974) 
 

When David, an ex-monk still in his twenties meets Mark, he falls 

hard; soon he's asked Mark if they can live together. Things go 

well for awhile, and then differences in their definition of 

"commitment" begin to push them apart. Mark wants other 

sexual adventures, David tries to go along. Can they talk through 

the crisis in their relationship or is a breakup in the offing? David 

sees his relationship with Mark as a marriage, so if it ends, can 

David's heart ever heal? I stumbled across this film from Netflix. I 

really had no preconceived notions of the film when I got the DVD 

in the mail. I was surprised and uplifted to see a film that was 

extremely progressive for being filmed in 1973(!) The discussions 

and concepts brought to light are somewhat the same as now. 

There was an openness to the cast and real people interviewed 

during the film that I was unaware of during the early 70s. So 

many times gay films seem to lack real substance and can't get over the basic premise of dealing 

with being gay and using stereotypical characters. The story moves from beyond that point and deals 

with real issues, even if it's just finding someone to love. I was very impressed and it was a great 

story of modern gay relationships. 
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A Very Serious Person (2006) 
 

A coming-of-age tale about a show tunes and old Hollywood 

obsessed boy (P.J. Verhoest) and his effete Danish mentor. The 

two bond and teach each other lessons about self-acceptance 

over the course of one magical summer on the Jersey Shore. Jan, 

an itinerant male nurse from Denmark, takes a new job with Mrs. 

A, a terminally ill Manhattan woman raising her parentless 13-

year-old grandson, Gil. Spending the summer by the shore, the 

emotionally reserved Jan finds himself oddly cast as a mentor to 

Gil in having to prepare the sensitive boy for life with his cousins 

in Florida after his grandmother's death. A deep friendship grows 

between these two solitary people. By the end of the summer, Gil 

has developed a new maturity and independence, while the 

enigmatic Jan has revealed his own vulnerability. A VERY SERIOUS 

PERSON is a tight little film with a fine story, solid cast and enough 

thoughts about connecting isolated individuals to make the movie 

both entertaining and touching. Spanning the ages from young teenagers to middle age to elderly, 

each focusing on basically needy souls trying to find solid ground, writer (with Carl 

Andress)/director/actor Charles Busch has developed an ensemble effect in casting just the right 

actors to relate his ideas. As a summer for consolation for the elderly ill Mrs. Aronson (Polly Bergen, 

reminding us what a fine performer she is!) has requested that her 13-year-old grandson Gil (P.J. 

Verhoest), whose parents are deceased, come live with her on the Jersey shore. Mrs. A is known for 

being a difficult patient, going through live-in nurses like wildfire, and living with her trusty 

housekeeper Betty (veteran actress Dana Ivey), but she is in for a surprise when young Gil moves in - 

a slightly feminine lad with a penchant for old Hollywood movies, writing grand stories about great 

heroines, dressing like Marie Antoinette, and refusing to learn swimming or any outdoor activities in 

favour of watching 'Gone with the Wind' whenever possible. Into this household enters the latest 

'nurse', a gay Danish ex-dancer Jan (Charles Busch) who by admission is 'a very serious person' - 

obsessive compulsive in his care for Mrs. A, coping with the flustered Betty, and rarely smiling at the 

antics of the overpowering Gil. Each of these three rather glitzy people is lonely, and each in his/her 

own way wants acceptance and love. The story is how the three learn from each other, give and 

take, and find the niche that proves the summer was not wasted. Busch draws marvellous 

performances from Bergen, Verhoest, and Ivey as well as creating lovable side characters: the 

outrageous gay hairdresser (Carl Andress) and his associate (Alexa Eisenstein), Jan's love interest 

(Simon Fortin) among others. The growing relationship between Jan and Gil provides a platform for 

some serious issues about accepting sexuality and the interaction of all the characters on the failing 

Mrs. A is warmly managed. This is a comedy with an edge and above all it is a solidly entertaining 

movie. 
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A Voyage Round My Father (1982) 
 

TV adaptation of John Mortimer's autobiographical play in honour 

of his barrister father, who continued to practise even after going 

blind as a result of a gardening accident. This movie is another 

sensitive story about the relationship between a aging and 

temperamental old father (superbly played by Olivier) and a shy, 

intelligent and good natured son (Bates). Good dialogues, 

excellent footage of English's landscape but otherwise not a great 

new point among other movies with the same context (just 

remember, for example, "Dad", with Barnard Hughes and Martin 

Sheen). 
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A Woman Of Paris: A Drama Of Fate (1923) 
 

Marie St. Clair believes she has been jilted by her artist fiancé 

Jean when he fails to meet her at the railway station. She goes off 

to Paris alone. A year later, mistress of wealthy Pierre Revel, she 

meets Jean again. Misinterpreting events she bounces back and 

forth between apparent security and true love. Also 

misinterpreting, Jean commits suicide. Time makes strangers of 

intimate friends. A Woman of Paris is probably best known, 

ironically, by the fact that it is a Chaplin film that Chaplin does not 

appear in. It opens with a title card in which Chaplin himself 

wishes to clear up any misunderstanding by mentioning that he 

does not appear in the film, but my understanding is that it was a 

popular and critical failure at the time of its release. He does 

appear in the film, but walks on and off screen so fast and looks 

so little like himself that there is really no reason for him to be 

there. The film's popular failure seems to have been something that plagued him through the rest of 

his career, since he returned to the film and re-scored it at the age of 87. It was the last work he ever 

did as a filmmaker, and the result was that people finally recognized the film for the master work 

that it is. We meet a young woman whose father keeps her in the house under lock and key, but 

who nevertheless escapes at night to visit her lover, whom she plans to marry. One night, her father 

sees her leaving, and then locks her out. He then proceeds over-react to the point where he won't 

allow her in the house, so she is forced to try to go find a place to stay at her boyfriend's house. It is 

a curious illustration of 1920s society that his parents want to kick her out of the house as though 

she were a diseased rodent. They are committing an unpardonable sin by being together at night 

outside of marriage. It's easy to sympathize with their desperate situation. Soon, tragedy strikes, 

which leads to a tragic misunderstanding which, I have to say, is not presented very well in the 

movie. This is, however, probably the film's only weak point. I had to wonder why this even allowed 

for a level of misunderstanding that enabled her to move to Paris and join high society without ever 

talking to the man for long enough for him to explain what happened. It's also a little strange that 

they both appear to be in their mid-30s or so and are yet not only unmarried but still live with their 

parents. Nevertheless, she joins a wealthy social circle and becomes involved in their wealthy and 

loveless life, surrounded by rich people in constant leisure, smoking cigars, drinking champagne, and 

eating truffles ("a delicacy for pigs and gentlemen..."). It is inevitable that they will meet again at 

some point, and when they do, time has, indeed, made strangers of them, but his love is still alive. 

He has become an accomplished artist and she hires him to paint her portrait, which again 

intertwines their lives. It is interesting that he is still mourning the death of his father, even years 

later. But he comes from a world where relationships are extremely important, whether romantic or 

family, and she, on the other hand, has entered a world of money where relationships are startlingly 

meaningless. She drags her feet at talking about the history between them, saying that she doesn't 

want to dig up the past, while he interestingly looks directly at the camera and explains that he is 

still badly hurt by what has happened. Soon, she is forced to choose between a life of love or a life of 

luxury, and it is notable that the rich man that she was in a "relationship" is pointedly indifferent 

when she leaves him, explaining that he'll never see her again. "Okay, phone me sometime," he says 



as he casually walks out the door, leaving her to do as she will. Soon, things seem to be looking up 

for their mutual happiness, but another tragic misunderstanding (or at least badly timed 

conversation), throws everything into chaos again. When she leaves, Jean, her boyfriend, becomes 

desperate. The ending of the film is deeply symbolic, and involved a long road, like the ending of 

some of Chaplin's better known short comedies. The film's message, that time heals and the secret 

of happiness is in service to others, doesn't need to be delivered as directly as it is, but it also doesn't 

hurt the movie that this happens. It's a deeply moving story that illustrates an unfortunate aspect of 

a certain level of society, a level about which Chaplin was certainly no stranger. It is definitely, as the 

title says, a drama of fate, and makes a strong comment about what is important in life. It's 

interesting to consider Chaplin's personal life at the time that the movie was made, but I think it's 

more important to let the film stand on its own. This is a brilliant piece of film-making. 
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A Wrinkle In Time (2003) 
 

The movie is based on a children's series by the same name. Meg 

and Charles (David Dorfman) Wallace are aided by Calvin (20-

year-old Gregory Smith) and 3 interesting women, Mrs. Which, 

Mrs. Whatsit, and Mrs. Who in the search for their father who 

disappeared during an experiment he was working on for the 

government. Their travels take them around the universe to a 

place unlike any other. They must learn to trust each other and to 

understand that everyone is different. World-renowned physicist 

Dr. Jack Murray and his lab partner Hank are experimenting with 

fifth-dimension time travel when they suddenly disappear 

without a trace. Several months after this mysterious event, Dr. 

Murray's children - the loving but youthfully awkward Meg and 

the gifted, eccentric Charles Wallace - have still had no news of 

their father. Then, quite suddenly, they and their neighbour Calvin 

O'Keefe are summoned by strange, mystical forces to find the missing physicist. Thus the three 

embark on a perilous quest to other worlds to find Hank and Dr. Murray. Guided by three celestial 

beings - Mrs. Whatsit, Mrs. Who and Mrs. Which - the travellers must survive a myriad of dangers 

before the children can reunite their family. Part fantasy, part coming-of-age. Destruction of Classic 

Novel! I have grown up pouring over the intertwined stories of the Wrinkle in Time Chronicles. My 

dream was that one day a screenwriter would come across their child sitting in a large sofa reading A 

Winkle in Time, and would think, what an amazing movie this would make. Sadly enough that 

screenwriter failed, changing characters, throwing in lame humour, and all out destroying the plot. I 

know that it is a hard task to change a well loved novel into a movie. But why can't you stay true to 

the book? Why must you change the way characters think and act? For those of you who have not 

read the book, pick it up, find a soft couch, and let your imagination run wild. 
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A Yank In Libya (1942) 
 

American correspondent Mike Malone (Walter Woolf King) 

uncovers a Nazi plot for an uprising of the Arab tribes in Lybia. 

Pursued by Shiek David (Duncan Renaldo) and his men, Mike 

takes refuge in the suite of Nancy Brooks (Joan Woodbury), who is 

in the British Intelligence. He asks her to hide a gun and escapes 

through a window. Reporting the affair to British Consul Herbert 

Forbes (H.B. Warner), the latter tries to discourage him from 

further investigation, as the British are aware of the plot and are 

planning on staging a coup. He goes with Mike to Nancy's 

apartment, and she denies having ever seen him before. Shiek 

Ibrahim (George J. Lewis), next in command of the Arab tribe to 

Sheik David, is plotting with Nazi agent Yussof Streyer (William 

von Brincken as William Vaughn) to kill David who is friendly with 

the British. Mike and Nancy have gone to David's camp, escape 

from Ibrahim's henchmen, and get back to El Moktar before the Arabs attack the garrison. Little 

known war movie set in Libya during the German advance toward the Egypitan cities of Alexandria 

and Cairo in the fateful summer of 1942. Yossof Streyer, Wilhelm Von Brincken, masquerading 

around as a Czech running the Streyer Importing & Exporting Co. in the Lybian city of El-Mocha. 

Streyer really is a German spy who's importing thousands of German Mauser rifles to arm the Arab 

tribesmen and incite them to revolt against the occupying British helping Rommel and his Afrika 

Corp take over Lybia Egypt and the Suez Canal. In pops American reporter Mike Malone, Walter Wolf 

King, looking for the big scoop and almost single handed loses the war in North Africa for the allies 

by his obnoxious actions. Malone soon gets his later girlfriend and fiancée Nancy Brooks, Joan 

Woodbury, almost killed when he breaks into her house and leaves a German Mauser rifle that he 

stole from the perusing Arabs on her sofa. The jerk takes off leaving Nacy holding the bag, or rifle, 

and almost certain death at the hands of the vengeful Arabs. The only reason that Nancy was 

speared was that the leader of the Arab tribesmen is the good and kind Sheik David, Duncan 

Renaldo, who's also in love with her. Malone keeps getting into trouble all through the film by being 

so ridicules and rude towards the local Arabs that he's put in prison by the British just to keep him 

from starting a revolt against them even without German help. Putting on a fake clip-on beard as a 

disguise the British police have no trouble at all recognizing him and grab Malone and put him 

behind bars for his own protection. Malone is helped to escape from the jail, fake beard and all, by 

Parkyakarkus a Brooklyn N.Y native who ended up in El-Mocha trying to sell razor blades, to the 

Muslem men who don't shave, and local belly dancer Haditha, Amarilla Morris. Malone is caught 

later by the Arabs when he and Parkyakarkus went back to the cave where the Arabs had the 

German rifles hidden, Parkyakarkus escaped. Just wen he's about to be done in by Sheik David's 

second in command the villainous Sheik Ibrahim Malone is saved by David and Joan who just 

happened to be with him in his tent when his execution was about to take place. Meanwhile Streyer, 

who's bankrolling the Arab revolt, is getting sick and tired of the good Sheik David stalling the revolt 

and during a heated exchange with him pulls a gun out and shots him dead. With now the German 

controlled Sheik Ibrahim in charge the Arabs revolt and storm the city of El-Mocha but all of a 

sudden the dead Sheik David appears alive and calls for peace not war with the British. It was a 



medal that David had on him, that was handed down to him by his father who it was handed to by 

his grandfather, that was very close to his heart that took Streyer's bullet thus saving his life. The 

shocked Sheik Ibrahim, as well as Streyer, pulls a gun out to shoot David but is shot and killed by 

Malone who beat him to the draw, Ibrahim was so slow in pulling out his gun that by the time he 

pulled the trigger the movie would have long been over. Streyer running into his office is shot and 

killed, off screen, by none other the the clownish Paryakarkus who turned to be an undercover agent 

for U.S. military intelligence and just like that the Arab revolt was over. I found the American 

reporter in the movie Mike Malone really annoying the way he acted as if he knew the outcome of 

the movie, by reading the script ahead of time, and saw that nothing would happen to him and thus 

acted accordingly, like a first class jerk, and almost got all the good guys in the movie "A Yank in 

Lybia" killed. 
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A.A.A. Achille (2003) 
 

Achilles (Loris Pazienza) is a very intelligent boy with a creative 

mind who stutters and expresses himself by building bizarre and 

fantastic toys. Having tried almost everything to help Achilles get 

over his stutter, his family decides to take him to Villa Agora, a 

summer clinic run by Dr. Aglieri, the inventor of an experimental 

"sing-talk" method. Life at Villa Agora is a series of funny and 

poetic situations until the final test that Dr. Aglieri considers as 

the final and most tangible demonstration of the validity of his 

method. It consists in taking the patients to a big shopping mall 

leaving them for thirty minutes alone. During that time they must 

show that they are able to communicate with the strangers 

around them. 
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ABBA: The Movie (1977) 
 

An incompetent radio DJ tries to get an interview with the 

Swedish pop group during their famous week-long 1977 tour of 

Australia. Movie detailing ABBA's mega-successful tour of 

Australia during mid-1977. While it mostly contains back-stage 

footage and as well as ABBA's famous songs such as "Dancing 

Queen", "Tiger", "Name Of The Game" and "Eagle" among others 

sung filmed during their concerts in Sydney, Melbourne, Perth 

and Adelaide, it has the sub-plot of young country and western 

radio disc-jockey, Ashley, whose boss orders him to have a deep 

interview with ABBA and the problems he has trying to reach 

them as he forgets his press pass and ABBA's main bodyguard, 

(Tom Oliver) is determined to stop him. This movie about the 

other "Fab Four" (of Sweden), is virtually devoid of any plot, 

except that the "hero" is seeking to get an interview with 

Agnetha, Bjorn, Benny and Frida (a.k.a. "ABBA") during their famous Australian tour. ABBA: The 

Movie was a big success around the world but barely made a ripple in the U.S. It was 12 years before 

I saw it. It is about a deejay named Ashley who follows ABBA around on their Australian tour in 

hopes of getting an interview. They lead him to Sydney, Perth, Adelaide and Melbourne. Along the 

way, he tapes comments from fans. Mixed in with the plot are scenes from the concerts. Frida struts 

boldly in hot pants, prowling the stage like a female Elvis. Agnetha teases the crowd with her bottom 

during "Money Money Money." The group provides a cross section of what had been done up to 

that time: "Waterloo," "The Name of the Game" and "Ring Ring." The ladies make a real entrance for 

"Dancing Queen," ABBA's only number 1 record in the U.S. ABBA is a feminist group. The women are 

the stars. The men maintain a low profile. Benny Andersson later told of how The Movie started out 

as just their desire to have a personal record of their time in Australia and grew until it became a 

feature length film. The Movie was directed by Lasse Hallstrom, the same guy who directed ABBA's 

videos. They finish with their signature tune, "Thank You for the Music." I am an ABBA fan and wrote 

a book about the Fab Four from Sweden. 
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A-bba-ga Yeo-ja-deul Jong-a-hae (Daddy Likes Woman) (Lady Daddy) 

(2010) 
 

In the comedy "Lady Daddy," a young child from a divorced family 

searches for his father. What he doesn't know is that his father is 

now a woman after having sex reassignment surgery. His father Ji-

hyeon (Lee Na-Young) was a medical student but is now a 

photographer. 
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ABC Afterschool Specials: A Special Gift (1979) 
 

14-year-old basketball player (13-year-old Steve Austin) wants to 

be a ballet dancer, and is worried about what his friends and 

family will think. Decent AFTERSCHOOL SPECIAL with cute little 

boy ballerina. This isn't one of those Shocking AFTERSCHOOL 

SPECIALS with a taboo subject matter. It's about a Country boy 

who is constantly praised for being such a great basketball player. 

What most people don't know is that aside from playing 

basketball on the school team he also takes ballet classes a few 

towns over. He's in a class with his sister. He doesn't really 

understand why his father is okay with his sister being a ballerina 

and not fine with him doing it. There's a new cute girl in class 

that's always smiling at him. One day during rehearsals for a local 

production of NUTCRACKER SUITE they run into each other. At school a few days later she mentions 

the ballet and then his best friend at school catches wise to his "little secret" and starts giving him 

the brush-off. Due to an article in the local newspaper the whole school finds out and labels him a 

"pansy". Will he dance or will he opt out of THE NUTCRACKER? Seeing that it's an AFTERSCHOOL 

SPECIAL I'm sure you can guess how it will end. The little boy in this was very cute. I checked his 

IMDb page and was surprised to see this was the only thing he ever acted in. Oh well. Maybe he's 

somewhere out there dancing right now! 
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ABC Weekend Specials: The Dog Days Of Arthur Cane (Dog Trouble) 

(1984) 
 

Arthur (15-year-old Rossie Harris) is a boy of around 12 and he 

has a bad attitude. Mother asks too much of him, he thinks, and 

he is very selfish about loaning his things to friends. One day, a 

friend shows him an African amulet that is supposed to have 

magic powers. The next day, Arthur has turned into a dog! His 

mother screams when he shows his face and soon he is on the 

run. For awhile, he hooks up with a blind musician and his circle of 

friends. Will Arthur learn some valuable lessons about life as he 

walks around on all fours? For dog lovers, the adorable pooch in 

this film will capture hearts very easily. He has many tricks and 

talents on full display. The young boy is winning and the blind 

musician very appealing as well. Most importantly, this is a 

character building movie that will subtly teach children about 

helping others and getting along with relatives. The only sadness 

for me was that the movie was short, about 45 minutes long. 

Recommended as a fine family film. 
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Abel (2010) 
 

About a peculiar young boy (Christopher Ruíz-Esparza) who, as he 

blurs reality and fantasy, takes over the responsibilities of a family 

man in his father's absence. I was looking forward to watch this 

film since the first time I saw the trailer. It seemed like an 

interesting idea and it didn't look like the kind of story Mexican 

cinema is used to show. And it, indeed, is a peculiar story. There 

are some awkward and funny situations as a result of a boy acting 

like his own father, but on the other hand, the drama of a 

delusional kid who doesn't really know who he is and feels the 

need to fill the father role in his family. The real conflict begins 

when the real dad decides to finally show up after a two year 

absence. I liked how the characters are portrayed and also the 

acting, especially from Christopher Ruíz-Esparza (the boy who 

plays Abel). The story is told with a good balance between 

comedy and drama and is really enjoyable. 
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Abeltje (1998) 
 

Children's story about intercontinental lift boy (11-year-old Rick 

van Gastel) made to have a strong appeal to parents. There is a 

lot more about this movie than it being 'a slow and nice film for 

little children'. Besides having charming children in the 

protagonist roles, the support roles kick real ass. There is the 

garage-keeping mother of Abeltje, who doubles as an American 

mother who thinks to have found her lost son and turns Abeltje 

into a puppet. There are also many jokes on New York jet-set and 

Latin American revolutionaries which will be lost on 'little 

children', such as the German 'translator', played by a comedian 

who plays nazis with enthusiasm on national television and 

delivers his role acidly. And, of course, there is the singing teacher 

who teaches a bunch of mariachi's to sing a song that is 

recognizable as one of the greatest hits of the early 80's, with the writer of the song actually playing 

a mariachi, with moustache and all. Early on she teaches a gang of New York youths to sing and 

dance to writer Annie M.G. Schmidt's famous song De Twips, also a hit in 1966. Although little 

children will get some fun out of this movie, it seems primarily aimed at the Dutch moviegoer of way 

past the infant age. Camerawork is impeccable, FX's are convincing and the cutting pace is 

breathtaking. No wonder Dutch children's movies fly so high internationally these days. 
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Abilene Town (1946) 
 

In the years following the Civil War, the town of Abilene, Kansas is 

poised on the brink of an explosive confrontation. A line has been 

drawn down the center of the town where the homesteaders and 

the cattlemen have come to a very uneasy truce. The delicate 

peace is inadvertantly shattered when a group of new 

homesteaders lay down their stakes on the cattlemen's side of 

town, upsetting the delicate balance that had existed thus far and 

sparking an all-out war between the farmers, who want the land 

tamed and property lines drawn, and the cowboys, who want the 

prairies to be open for their cattle to roam. Excellent, under-

appreciated movie, which I suspect fell into public domain 

because only cheap copies from original prints seem to be 

available. Randolph Scott is rock solid in the unassuming 

characterization of a modest but moral man acting as a 

moderating influence between three distinct groups, the 

cattlemen, the homesteaders and the tradesmen in a frontier town. Each have their own agendas, 

and the most alluring enticement for Scott on the bad side of town is the brassy but captivating 

dance hall singer, Ann Dvorak, in one of the best performances of her career, who is so fresh and 

sexy in her several numbers that I can well believe a whole roomful of cowboys would just sit there, 

stone silent with their mouths open, staring at her as she dances and flirts through her songs. I don't 

know if her voice was her own or dubbed, but she could sure deliver those lyrics! There's not a dull 

or extraneous scene in the movie, with many well cast characters, fistfights, gunfights, a cattle 

stampede, romance, comedy and first-rate film noir lighting and dialogue for those who care. And 

besides all that, I didn't notice until about the third time I'd watched it, Scott's horse follows him 

around when he's on foot like a pet dog. Very subtle, never made a focus of attention by the 

director, one of the old-timers who had the sense to let audiences find their own points of interest. I 

think it's a classic. 
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Abouna (Our Father) (2002) 
 

The lives of two brothers, who live in N'djamena, are upended 

when they awake one Saturday morning to find that their father 

has left the family. They are Amine (Hamza Moctar Aguid), about 

8-years-old, playful and asthmatic, and Tahir (Ahidjo Mahamat 

Moussa), 15-years-old, handsome, quiet, his brother's protector. 

The boys go in search of their father, and find only trouble. Dad's 

leaving also debilitates their mother. The movies, a musical uncle, 

a village Koran school, a poster of a Moroccan beach, and a young 

deaf woman figure in the resolution. Is there any place for 

happiness, or is happiness only in storybooks? Can this film signify 

the renaissance of cinema in Chad? There is no doubt that 

"Abouna" (Our Father) is a good African film as it features 

extremely fine performances from its young actors about a tragic 

tale which is both inspirational as well as entertaining. As far as 

inspirational material is concerned, there is a lot to learn in "Abouna" for two brothers named Tahir 

and Amine as their fragile, innocent lives are transformed as a result of a sudden, unexpected 

disappearance of their father. One can say that African cinema is full of many ignored masters of 

cinema. This is the reason why a film based in Africa can never be devoid of cinema. This has been 

depicted in this film by showing a cinema hall with posters of many great films. It is really a miracle 

of sorts that Chadian filmmaker Mahamat Saleh Haroun was able to make this film despite 

numerous financial hardships. As Abouna has been hailed at many film festivals all over the world, it 

can be said that it can easily be recognized one of those films which has the necessary potential to 

lead many African film industries on their paths to success. 
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About A Boy (2002) 
 

Based on Nick Hornby's popular British novel, About A Boy is a 

comedy-drama starring Hugh Grant as Will, a rich, child-free and 

irresponsible Londoner in his thirties who, in search of available 

women, invents an imaginary son and starts attending single 

parent meetings. As a result of one of his liaisons, he meets 

Marcus (13-year-old Nicholas Hoult), an odd 12-year-old boy with 

problems at school. Gradually, Will and Marcus become friends, 

and as Will teaches Marcus how to be a cool kid, Marcus helps 

Will to finally grow up. Will Freeman is a hip Londoner who one 

day realizes that his friends are all involved with the 

responsibilities of married life and that leaves him alone in the cold. Passing himself as a single 

father, he starts to meet a string of single mums, confident in his ability to leave them behind when 

they start to ask for a commitment. But Will's hope of a continued bachelorhood is interrupted when 

he meets 12-year-old Marcus, in many ways his complete opposite. I think I smiled all the way 

through 'About a Boy,' a comic near-masterpiece derived from the best-selling novel by Nick Hornby. 

For the sake of accuracy, both the novel and the film should more rightly be titled 'About TWO Boys,' 

since the story focuses not only on 12-year-old Marcus, but on 38-year-old Will, a man totally 

dedicated to the proposition that any man who so desires can live quite happily on his own private 

little urban island, thank you very much. Will's 'island' is his own London flat, which he has equipped 

with all the accoutrements of comfort and diversion that modern technology - in the form of 

computers, big screen TV's and DVD players - can afford. Who needs people when you have so much 

'stuff' to keep you content and occupied? Will thrives in his environment, much to the chagrin of his 

married couple friends who keep insisting that he must certainly be miserable without a wife and 

family to give his life meaning. But Will loves being shallow - a fact of his personality he is more than 

willing to declare right up front - and the last thing he needs - or thinks he needs - is people to clutter 

it up. Yet, island dwellers have a tendency not to remain marooned for long, and, before he knows it, 

Will finds himself striking up a relationship with a lonely, backward boy named Marcus, whose 

mother suffers from serious bouts of suicidal depression. More than any comedy in recent memory, 

'About a Boy' establishes a tone and sticks with it to the end. The screenplay by Peter Hedges, Chris 

Weitz and Paul Weitz (the latter two function as the film's directors as well) manages to take a 

potentially clichéd and predictable story and invest it with a warmth, wit and tenderness that are all-

enveloping. The voice-over narration by both Will and Marcus, which introduces us to their 

characters and keeps us informed as to their mental progress throughout the film, is remarkably 

clever and droll. Yet, the characters never come across as smug, smart-alecky or flippant. Rather, 

they speak and behave in ways that are both believable and realistic. Hugh Grant gives his richest 

performance to date as Will, the man who refuses to grow up and assume the role of responsible 

adult, blithely unaware of the emotional depths that lie hidden under a surface of apathy and 

indifference. The superb Grant is more than matched by relative newcomer Nicholas Hoult, an 

extraordinarily gifted young actor who doesn't look like the average 'adorable' screen kid, and who 

makes Marcus into a very real, very likable and very sensitive young man. The remainder of the large 

cast is outstanding as well. Moreover, the film is very astute in its observation about just how easy 

technology has made it for us to isolate ourselves from one another. Admittedly, a little of the 



sharpness does go out of the screenplay in its closing stretches, but not enough to diminish one's 

pleasure appreciably. In many ways, 'About a Boy' is a movie that needs to be experienced first 

hand, since mere words fail to convey the very special charm and spell it manages to cast over the 

viewer. Rush to see it. Comic gems like this one don't come around very often! 
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About A Hedgehog (2007) 
 

One little boy discovers what it means to not be the same as all 

the others. In the kindergarten Christmas party he comes dressed 

as Santa Claus, while all the other boys are dressed as hares. But 

he eventually learns that it's alright to be who you are. 
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About Last Night... (1986) 
 

A man and woman meet and try to have a romantic affair, despite 

their personal problems and the interference of their 

disapproving friends. Danny and Bernie are two single men living 

their lives on the wild side. But when Danny meets Debbie at a 

bar and the two start a relationship with a one night stand, 

Danny's life takes a different turn. How does this passionate night 

become a full affair and what effect will this relationship have on 

both people and their friendship with their best mates? Nice slice-

of-life with attractive stars. Film gets ripped by most, but I like it. 

Rob Lowe & Demi Moore find each other and enter on-again, off-

again relationship. Demi has never looked better, and Jim Belushi 

is outstanding as Lowe's well-meaning but crude best friend. 

More realistic about relationships than most Hollywood 

productions. 
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Absalons Hemmelighed (Absalon's Secret) (2006) 
 

We in Denmark refer to it as a "Julekalender". Directly translated 

it means Christmas calender. It is a series in 24 episodes that is 

sent every day at the same time from December 1th to December 

24th. Where the mystery or plot is revealed. Absalons 

Hemmelighed is about a teenage girl and her little sister who is 

very sick from a decease that can't be cured. The girl... (forgot her 

name, sorry) goes looking for the secret of Absalon, which is the 

name of the Christmas series. I thought it was a bit boring in the 

beginning, but when I watched 13 or more episodes right after 

each other on the 26th it all came clear to me. It actually was a 

great plot, one that you don't figure out until the last couple of 

shows. With Gustav Hintze. 

 

Series 1 (24 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 01. 

Episode 02. 

Episode 03. 

Episode 04. 

Episode 05. 

Episode 06. 

Episode 07. 

Episode 08. 

Episode 09. 

Episode 10. 

Episode 11. 

Episode 12. 

Episode 13. 

Episode 14. 

Episode 15. 



Episode 16. 

Episode 17. 

Episode 18. 

Episode 19. 

Episode 20. 

Episode 21. 

Episode 22. 

Episode 23. 

Episode 24. 
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Abuji (My Father) (2009) 
 

The father of Ki-su (Jo Moon-gook), who only cares about farming, 

is enraged when his son applies for admission to middle school. 

One day, students including Ki-su get a chance to perform a play 

at the school. Watching the play, Ki-su's father (Jeon Moo-song) 

changes his mind and decides to sell a cow to pay his school 

expenses. The setting is in a peaceful countryside of the 70s 

where a 13-years-old boy's story is told with nostalgia. It contains 

all the nostalgic stories of old memories that are cherished by 

many Koreans today. 
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Abuse (1983) 
 

Thomas (19-year-old Raphael Sbarge) is 14-years-old and 

effeminate with family problems. In the hospital, after being 

beaten by his parents, he meets Larry a young (30 something) 

filmmaker who is planning to make a film about child abuse. After 

his release from the hospital Thomas phones Larry to try and find 

out if he is also gay but decides the only way to find out is to meet 

him at a public toilet. Seared into my memory. I first saw this film 

at a special screening in 1982 or 1983, and it is so burned into my 

memory that NOTHING that Raphael Sbarge has done since can 

supplant some of the scenes from "Abuse," which is not to 

disparage his 21 years of subsequent work, but to praise this film. 

I have made it a point to try to see EVERYTHING else Sbarge has 

appeared in because I was so awed by "Abuse." SPOILER: I am 

using "hot" terms to describe this movie because of one scene in 

particular, in which Thomas is pinned to the floor by his parents 

and burned with a lit cigarette. The scene is unbelievably shocking 

and demonstrates the horrible abuse which is too often visited 

upon Gay kids. One of the saddest things about "Abuse" is the number of people who will find the 

relationship between Thomas and Larry (the Gay man who tries to rescue him) to be somehow 

"more abusive" than the torture of Thomas by his parents! This is not a film for the squeamish, but I 

highly recommend it. 
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Acacia (2003) 
 

After unsuccessfully trying to have a baby of their own, Dr. Kim 

Do-il and his father convince his wife Choi Mi-sook to adopt a 

child in an orphanage. Mi-sook is connected to arts and chooses 

the 6-year-old Kim Jin-sung (6-year-old Oh-bin Mun) that loves to 

draw trees. The boy becomes close to the 8-year-old next door 

neighbor Min-jee and is attracted to an old Acacia tree in their 

lawn. When Mi-sook unexpectedly gets pregnant, her mother 

asks her to return Jin-sung to the orphanage, beginning the 

rejection process of the boy. When the baby is born, Mi-sook 

does not treat Jin-sung well, who believes the acacia tree is his 

mother, and in a rainy night he vanishes. Along the next days, the 

family becomes insane, disclosing a dark secret about Jin-sung. 

There's a mixed feeling while watching "Acacia", a family thriller 

with flirts to the horror genre. Here, a married couple adopts a 

boy, who they see as the angel to light their lives. But soon they have a child of their own, and their 

adoptive one isn't happy at all... Cleverly using its shots, this is a superbly framed picture which at 

times is really creepy without ending up too gratuitous. Editing, however, ends up confusing more 

than helpful, and even after the final denouement, it's still a bit confusing. But it isn't a bad movie at 

all, instead it's a solid exercise with some pretty scary stuff. Very interesting indeed, and a proof that 

there is always an alternate way to shoot this kind of material. Nice little horror film. While Acacia 

won't really wow anyone, it is a nice little film that is a bit surprising. Almost immediately there is a 

good establishment of creepiness, most of which comes from the excellent camera work and music. 

Then there is the little boy who was an excellent pick for the movie. The story is different from 

typical horror, but conforms to the typical Asian horror style of taking something average and 

making it into a nightmarish object of hell, in this case an Acacia tree in the backyard of a family. The 

story tells about a young couple who wish to have a child. Since they have been unsuccessful in 

making one, they decide to adopt. They take into their home a 10-year-old boy with an obsession for 

trees. Once home, he immediately comes to love their dying Acacia tree in the backyard. However, 

almost immediately after he is brought home, strange things start to happen. And when the family 

does have a child of their own, it only gets worse. Yes, the movie is a bit slow, but there are enough 

familiar elements, and the story is interesting enough to warrant a complete viewing. Both the 

camera-work and the acting is excellent, as well as the direction. Some of the shots are noteworthy 

and the sense of horror here is both subdued and in the cheese arena. You might find yourself 

giggling at some of the scenes, but the by the end, you should find yourself with something that you 

have enjoyed. One other positive note is that this film isn't complicated. There may be a bit of 

confusion throughout, but by the end, it is a pretty clear story, something that seems to be a bit rare 

in Asian cinema. So, if you don't mind your Asian horror straight up, then you might wanna give this 

a try. 
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Accepted (2006) 
 

Bartleby (B.) Gaines is a fun loving slacker who, unfortunately, 

gets turned down for every college he applied for, much to the 

chagrin of his overly expectant parents. So, with a little cutting 

and pasting, he creates the South Harmon Institute of 

Technology, and lo and behold, he is accepted (along with his 

friends Rory, Hands, and Glen, whose college plans were also all 

but dashed). However, his parents want to see the website, the 

campus, and the dean. So now he has his other friend Sherman 

(who has been accepted to the prestigious Harmon College) build 

a web page, they lease out an abandoned psychiatric hospital, 

and they hire Sherman's uncle Ben to be the dean. Problem 

solved? Not quite. The web page was done so well, that hundreds 

of students show up at the front door, all of which were turned 

down by other colleges. Faced with no choice, Bartleby decides to 

proceed with turning South Harmon into a real college, and sets about figuring out what to teach 

and how to teach it. Meanwhile at Harmon, dean Van Horne meets with Hoyt Ambrose, a rich law 

student and head of the KBE fraternity (which Sherman is trying to become a member of), to discuss 

building a gateway for Harmon using land presently being used by South Harmon. He tries finding 

the leaseholder of the land, to no avail. Meanwhile, his girlfriend, Monica, catches him cheating on 

her, and a big party at South Harmon lures a chunk of Harmon's students away, including Monica 

into the arms of Bartleby. Now Hoyt uses Sherman, knowing he has been bouncing between the two 

schools, in an attempt to bring South Harmon down for good. However, Bartleby has an 

accreditation appointment with the state Board of Education to prove South Harmon's worthiness. 

Can he legally bring the South Harmon Institute of Technology to life and win the love of Monica? An 

off the wall college experience with lots of humour. (Synopsis) Graduating high school senior 

Bartleby "B" Gaines (Justin Long) finds himself without a college to attend. He has been able to talk 

and con his way out of every problem he encounters, but he hasn't been able to charm his way pass 

the college admissions board of eight colleges. His mom and dad are very disappointed that Bartleby 

hasn't been accepted into college. His parents think that if Bartleby doesn't go to college, he will 

have no future. Several of Bartleby's friends are in the same situation of being rejected by all the 

colleges they applied to. To satisfy their parents, Bartleby comes up with an idea to start his own 

college with an internet site. They convert an abandoned psychiatric facility into the South Harmon 

Institute of Technology. They will be the only students. However, the web site states that we accept 

anyone. On the first day of school, they unexpectedly have a large number of accepted students that 

were also rejected by all colleges. With a million dollars in tuition money, Bartleby must make his 

fake college into a functioning one. He hires Uncle Ben (Lewis Black) as the College Dean. The fun 

begins when they design their own curriculum, make their own rules, and party all night. (My 

Comment) The premise of starting a college without a teaching staff is a little off the wall. Since it 

was a fake college, Bartleby really didn't need a staff. The movie reminded me of the classic movie 

"Animal House", the college setting, the fraternity, lots of gags, and pretty young women. These new 

college freshmen had a different notion of what the college experience was all about. The movie not 

only has lots of humour, it also has a good message for life. People should reach for their dream and 



create a passion for what they want to do in life and not settle for what other people want them to 

do. The ending was a little unrealistic, but it is only a movie. The movie was made for the young 

crowd to have a little fun. (Universal Pictures, Run time 1hr. 32min., Rated PG-13) (7/10). 
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Ace Ventura: Pet Detective (1994) 
 

A goofy detective specializing in animals goes in search of a 

missing dolphin mascot of a football team. To be a Pet Detective, 

you have to understand both the criminals and animals. Ace 

Ventura goes even further... He behaves like a criminal animal. 

When a football team's mascot (a dolphin) is stolen just before 

the Super bowl, Ace Ventura is put on the case. Now, who would 

want to steal a dolphin, and why? While his later films are good, 

Ace Ventura is the best of all. Jim Carrey brings his now famous 

style of acting to the screen. Ace is the kind of guy who you never 

know what he's going to do next, and that is what makes him so 

funny. The plot is not the best one out there and the actors in this 

one are not the best, but this movie is not for intelligent plots and 

famous actors. It's a whacky comedy that made Jim Carrey a star. 

The movie is not bad, not at all. Why people think that is just odd 

and strange. Guess there is no appreciation for good movies these days. 
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Ace Ventura: Pet Detective Jr. (2009) 
 

The son (15-year-old Josh Flitter) of an eccentric detective steps 

into his father's shoes after his mother is wrongly arrested for 

stealing a baby panda. Is there a rating lower the 1(awful)? They 

have ruined the Ace Ventura movies with the horrible crap. The 

actors and actresses in the movie probably lost half their fans by 

making of this movie, I mean why would they do this to Jim 

Carrey. Look this is the first movie the has made me mad cause I 

love the original Ventura movies and I am glad they are still 

popular. No thanks to David M. Evans Morgan Creek Productions 

created this crap so don't blame the creators of the REAL ACE 

VENTURA MOVIES. The Warner brothers are good people for not 

suing them for this crap just let them lose their money all on their 

own. But really Evans Morgan creek productions shut down after 

the creation of this Jim Carrey demon hating movie. But one can 

only hope... by the way did I mention the movie sucked! 
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Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls (1995) 
 

Ace Ventura, emerging from self-imposed exile in a remote 

Himalayan hideaway, travels to Africa with explorer Fulton 

Greenwall to find a sacred bat which is told will avert a war 

between with Wachootoo and Wachati tribes. Of course, when 

Ace gets involved, all hell breaks loose. Ace Ventura is back in an 

all-new adventure. This time an explorer named, Fulton 

Greenwall, gives him a new case in Africa to find the sacred bat of 

the Wachati and Wachootoo Tribes. It's up to Ace to find the 

sacred bat before the two tribes fight a savage war! Is it dumb? 

Well, it's definitely low-brow, but it also has some gags that are 

undeniably clever. Is it racist? Yeah, a little, but it's also satirizing 

old stereotypes about "Dark Africa." Is it immature and and gross 

and sophomoric and over-the-top? Yes. Yes, it is. But someone 

(well, me) once said the only thing comedies have to be is funny. 

And this movie is dang funny. Need I remind anybody of the scene 

where Ace insists on dropping a slinky down the hundreds of steps leading up to a Buddhist temple? 

("It was RIGHT there!") Or the slideshow in which Ace's hand appears to greedily devour a poacher's 

crotch? That's just hilarious! The great thing about this movie is that it doesn't settle for outlandish 

set-ups that only seem to be jokes. This movie gets full bang for its comedic buck. Do we have a fight 

with a crocodile presented in-and-of-itself as humor? No! In a lesser film, perhaps. But Ace Ventura 

goes the extra mile, bringing us childish schoolyard taunts ("Stop hittin' yourself! Stop hittin 

yourself!") And is it enough to have Ace chasing the villain through the jungle in a monster truck? No 

- he actually pulls up next to him and utters a bon mot worthy of Groucho. Also, where did that 

monster truck come from?! The sheer resolve not to explain the truck's presence is a sublimely 

satirical dig at movies that might place monster trucks in the jungle just for cheap, lazy wackiness. 

This movie is anything but lazy. Jim Carrey, like no actor before him, pulls out all the stops as Ace 

Ventura. Is he milking things? Oh sure. He's milking things like Paganini milked the violin, or like 

Michelangelo milked the Sistine Chapel. He's inventing a manic persona so complete and fully 

realized, that it transcends standard comedy and achieves something mystical and poetic and 

truthful. And that's how it keeps from being annoying. This film is too casually dismissed because it 

looks like a terrible movie. I was hesitant to watch it. But maybe, years and years from now, it will 

achieve the kind of subversive cult-film status it deserves. 
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Achtste Groepers Huilen Niet (Cool Kids Don't Cry) (2012) 
 

Adaptation of one of Benelux most famous children's novels. 

Tough prime school girl Akkie loves soccer and can be a real bully. 

Love is the only thing she's scared of. When Akkie is diagnosed 

with Leukemia, she has to fight for her life. On the verge of going 

to high school, Akkie has to allow love to enter her life, and thus 

gain courage to accept the inevitable. Many children's films, when 

dealing with a difficult subject, tend to become a little preachy, or 

try to put some sort of message of hope or purpose into it. Not 

this film. I watched it with my daughter this afternoon, and was 

pleasantly surprised by its sincere approach. Akkie is a popular girl 

in class. She's a rough 12-year-old who likes playing football and 

gets into fights. When she is diagnosed with leukaemia, she is 

admitted to the hospital. Determined to get better before the 

school football tournament, she puts on a brave face and tries her 

best to get better. We follow Akkie as she's in and out of treatment, and we watch how this affects 

her relationship with her friends and her parents. Achtste Groepers Huilen Niet (Eighth Graders 

Don't Cry) doesn't hide the truth when it comes to dealing with such an awful disease as leukaemia. 

Akkie, her parents and her friends all have to deal with the uncertainty of whether or not she will 

pull through. Though initially brave-faced, the seriously weakening and drawn-out nature of the 

disease cause her to feel anger, sadness, despair and resign, all quite believably played by Hanna 

Obbeek. This is not a happy children's film, because it is not a happy subject. It doesn't use movie 

magic to give you a warm fuzzy feeling. It's a story about a girl who gets leukaemia. Of course it's 

gonna get ugly. What'd you expect? With Nils Verkooijen. 
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Acné (2008) 
 

At 13-years-old, Rafael Bregman (Alejandro Tocar) has already 

lost his virginity, but has never kissed a girl. With his pimple-

riddled face, his dysfunctional family, and a lowered self-esteem, 

getting this much anticipated first kiss proves trickier than 

expected. It's now time for Rafa to build up some self confidence 

and attract the attention of his class mate, Nicole. This is a kid 

who gets all the money he wants (he can even wake his parents 

up in the middle of the night to ask for money, no problem), who 

goes regularly to brothels at age 13, who takes piano, tennis and 

karate lessons and doesn't seem to enjoy neither. And we are 

supposed to care for him because he has a fierce acne attack (for 

which, after seeing several specialists, he is taking the most 

expensive medicine in the market, without much improvement) 

and because he has never kissed a girl? Character identification 

really fails in this movie, and there's not much of an ironic distance, either. Neither we learn much 

about the Jewish community in Montevideo, which is the supposed cultural backdrop. Well, maybe 

we do learn a couple of things: that they do fairly well, and that your classmates will laugh at you if 

your father happens to be a bricklayer. This is not a badly made movie, only a pointless one. 
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Across The Great Divide (1976) 
 

In 1876 they crossed the Rockies. With hope and courage...they 

clung to their dream. In 1876 two orphans crossed the Rockies 

with a frontier drifter and lived a lifetime of adventure. Stunning 

scenery, fun family flick. In 1976, at the height of the John Denver 

phenomenon, all us college kids flocked to the theatres to see the 

awesome Rocky Mountain scenery. The story did not appeal 

nearly as much then, as it does now, watching my kids watch it. In 

midlife I have come to enjoy it in totality. The scenes (Utah and 

British Columbia) are breathtaking. The child actors are spunky 

and yet charming. Logan is inimitable in his mannerisms. After a 

while you are drawn into the situation as though you are part of 

it. Sit down with the kids or grandkids and enjoy it over and over. 
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Across The Tracks (1991) 
 

When Billy returns from reform school he has to attend a 

different high school at the other side of town. He tries to start 

with a clean slate but his old rival doesn't make it easy on him and 

his buddy Louie tries to make him go astray again. His brother Joe, 

quite the opposite of Billy, is a good runner and determined to 

win a track scholarship. He suggests Billy to join his school's track 

team, which pits the two brothers against each other. Greatest 

Film Ever Made. Okay, not really. But still, this Ricky 

Schroder/Brad Pitt production (made when Schroder was the 

bigger name) has all the after-school special charm of...all those 

after-school specials that I forget the names of. The story is 

clichéd and the characters are simplistic, but if you don't take it 

too seriously and pretend your high school track team is watching 

it on the way back from state championships or something silly 

like that, you might actually have a great time with this movie. If you actually want to see a real 

movie and not something that is just fun to laugh at, I wouldn't recommend it. Great for bigger, 

slightly intoxicated audiences, especially if they are runners. Also great for people who love 

incredibly sappy stories of brotherly love. 
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Act Of Betrayal (1988) 
 

An IRA informer and his family are given new identities and new 

lives in Australia but the IRA are still determined to track them 

down. Decent bit of intrigue here. Initially shown over two nights 

but also available in abridged video format. Having seen it again 

recently some twelve years or so after its original screening, it 

stands up quite well. As was often the IRA modus operendi, a 

large bomb is detonated in central London during mid Christmas 

shopping. The same night, Michael McGurk gives himself up to 

British Police. In an attempt to protect both the family and the 

identity of their informant, the Police place McGurk under a 

witness-protection program, and send him out to Australia for 

relocation and integration. The IRA however are understandably 

coy about this arrangement and hire a top U.S. assassin to clean 

up their mess for them. Patrick Bergin is in fine form as McGurk 

and Elliot Gould has no reason to push himself to the limit as Callaghan, the assassin. This guy 

REALLY enjoys his work! As I said at the outset, an eminently watchable caper, just a tad long! 
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Adam & Yves (1974) 
 

Peter de Rome's erotic tale of an American in Paris. Both playing 

different games. Ambitious 70s gay porn from the very artsy 

genre director Peter de Rome, this features an American in Paris 

having a holiday romance with a French fellow, the two involved 

in some kind of elaborate game (or games) in which they enact 

scenes from films, see the gay-historical sites and rap about the 

movies/stars they love. All this is a rather delicate embroidery 

laced around the usual hardcore sex scenes, which here have the 

virtue of being superbly edited to music (classical and modern). 

The couple appear to meet at a café, from which the French guy 

follows the American to an empty apartment, where they re-

enact the famous first sexual encounter from Bertolucci's Last 

Tango in Paris. Director de Rome films this as if he is as interested in the bodies relationship to the 

space they inhabit as he is in the two men's relationship to each other (if not more so, such is the 

degree of abstraction at times; the actors' bodies being required to get into unusual positions purely 

for aesthetic effect). After the sex, the French guy refuses to tell his American friend his name but 

they hang out together anyway (perhaps they knew each other before this encounter, it's not quite 

clear). They visit the Père-Lachaise Cemetery, viewing Oscar Wilde's grave, and the Chapelle Sainte 

Blaise des Simples to look at the Cocteau wall paintings. In such scenes, de Rome seems to want to 

put them (and himself?) into a gay artistic tradition. Once inside the Chapelle, the French guy peeks 

through a keyhole and watches a solitary muscle man jerk off - the credits name the onanist as 

Narcissus. The apartment and the Chapelle seem to be the French man's fantasies, part of his 

"game." Two other sex scenes belong to the American; in one, he recounts in rhythmic free verse full 

of alliteration, internal rhymes and overblown romantic images ("his penis head like a Byzantine 

temple" etc.) an encounter he has with an Irish-Pole who lived next door to him in New York (the 

images repeat the content of the verse in more down-to -earth form); in the second, movie 

marquees advertising blaxploitation pictures (Shaft, Massacre etc.) send the American into a fantasy 

(in which he doesn't appear) of an orgy involving a group of black men in a grindhouse lavatory. The 

music - co-written by de Rome - playing over this is a funky number called Honey Man, with outré 

lyrics ("Let you loose in me / To shoot your juice in me..."). One other sex scene has the two holiday 

amours making love in a plush front room. The film appears to be dancing around two ideas: one is 

the aforementioned positioning of the protagonists (and therefore the film) in a gay art aesthetic of 

poetry, classical nudes and decadent Romanticism; the other appears to suggest that these gay men 

create their sexual consciousnesses from bits and bobs they discover in straight mainstream culture. 

At one point, the two men talk about Greta Garbo (although she isn't named, merely alluded to) and 

a shaky grainy film of an old woman walking the streets of New York is shown, supposed to be the 

legend herself in her last movie footage. This is intriguing, as it brings together the film's two 

strands, of arty decadence (a la von Sternberg) and mainstream pilfering, as Garbo was a popular 

star enjoyed by heterosexual the world over. Added to this are odd, random and quite inexplicable 

moments, like the sequence which seems to imply that the French like taking their baton loaves into 

pissoirs, dipping them in the urine and creating what's known as a "pauper's rum baba". Also, at the 

end, once the American has been dropped at the airport, the Frenchman drives back to Paris, on the 



way observing an out-of-shape prostitute woman fellating a client in a wood followed by an old 

tramp running in an collecting their scrunched, juiced paper tissue. Why these short scenes are in 

the film, de Rome only knows, but I suspect its something to do with the twice quoted Cocteau 

aphorism that "France is a cock crowing on a dungheap." A shot near the end of two birds flying over 

a stagnant pond seems to reinforce this, making Adam and Yves a strange and memorable 

experience, an odd hybrid of pornographic and poetic sensibilities. Adam and Yves contains what is, I 

believe, the last film footage of Greta Garbo used in a commercial film... filmed from a high angle as 

she was on one of her famous New York walks. The footage is brief - it is otherwise what I would 

imagine to be a relatively tame gay male porn film (back when they were on film, not video, and 

there were scripts, dialogue, and direction). If you're a Garbo fan this is an interesting piece of film 

to see - shot in the days when she was like a marathon walker with the energy of a woman half her 

age. Difficult to find - it was apparently available on video tape at one time - but worth a look only 

for the short reminiscent Garbo scene. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Adam (2009) 
 

Soon after moving in, Beth, a brainy, beautiful writer damaged 

from a past relationship encounters Adam, the handsome, but 

odd, fellow in the downstairs apartment whose awkwardness is 

perplexing. Beth and Adam's ultimate connection leads to a tricky 

relationship that exemplifies something universal: truly reaching 

another person means bravely stretching into uncomfortable 

territory and the resulting shake-up can be liberating. Somewhere 

above the clear skies of a disquieted New York skyline, some 

hundreds of billions of miles away there are stars and galaxies, 

clusters of light and unknowable beauty speeding away not only 

from us but from themselves. Eventually it will get to the point 

where all is inevitably lost, and the skies will be filled with an 

overwhelming black; nothingness and desolate loneliness for a 

heaven and a barren, sun-scorched planet for a home. "That's 

kind of... sad" says one character. "Sad?" repeats the nonplussed 

hobbyist-cosmologist before turning off his home-brew planetarium. Somewhere within one of 

these small gatherings of light lies New York itself, and in its central park dwell two harmless furry 

creatures known as Racoons. In the middle of a giant city, these little guys don't necessarily belong 

but they just happen to be there anyway—coming out at night and playing in their own peaceful 

isolation when the city closes one eye for the night. This somewhat romantic dualism of being torn 

apart from where you should be and ending up in world quite different from where you naturally 

belong is the glue that binds pages of Adam's story together. Brought into melancholic focus through 

characters, relationships, the nuances of ordinary life and a vast array of simplistic but nevertheless 

heart-warming sentiments through photography and music, Adam is a humbled and interesting take 

on love seen through the eyes of a fellow who—like those racoons—isn't quite where he ought to 

be. A gifted an ostensibly neurotic figure, Adam (Hugh Dancy) is a smart, intelligent and insightful 

guy-next-door type who day-to-spotlessly-repetitive-day tries to overcome his disability in order to 

fit in with those he shares his city-life with. As is found out late into the first act of the feature, Adam 

is affected by Asperger's syndrome; a condition which often means that he cannot by any means tell 

what other people are thinking simply by reading their faces, body language or figurative words. 

Instead Adam relies on honesty and literal meaning; without this, he is lost, and to many this in turn 

makes him out to be a naïve child-like inconvenience. All this comes into play most dramatically 

however when a new neighbour, Beth (Rose Byrne), moves in above Adam's apartment. Unable to 

quite go about his attraction to Beth in conventional manners (at one point directly asking if she was 

"sexually excited... because I was."), romantic life it seems isn't about to blow any sympathy points 

in Adam's direction. After a series of quirky encounters involving Adam's love for space and a 

particularly intense sequence where he avoids going out with Beth out of fear, the relationship takes 

its turns and develops slowly but surely into an engaging piece of alternative romance. The result is 

an interesting look into a convoluted form of love from a different perspective that questions the 

sometimes trivial dos and don'ts of adult relationships when brought to Adam's plate. In a way, the 

movie echoes recent features such as The Science of Sleep by Michel Gondry and last year's Lars and 

the Real Girl in that it pushes the "disability" of its lead character to be the central point of its 



narrative rather than fleeting romance. Sure enough, Adam is by no means a saint—he's simply 

different, and Mayer does well to always restate Adam's humanity despite his disability; this is no 

mawkish weepy or over-sentimental caricature painting. Like those features mentioned above 

however, Adam hits the proverbial nail on the head when it comes to dishing out moments of 

pathos anyway; there's light-hearted, whimsy comedy here; genuine, well-developed 

characterisation; and romance with drama that feels slightly romanticised but not at the extent of its 

characters and themes. Indeed, it's not hard to imagine audiences being more than slightly moved 

by Adam and Beth's somewhat troubled circumstances and this is much to the film's credit in that it 

plays as a character-piece but feels like a traditional romantic drama without sacrificing the former's 

traits. Of course with a feature such as this, it would be easy to pile on the sentiment too heavily 

resulting in a mawkish and tawdry handkerchief-fest steeped in melodrama but thankfully this is not 

the case. Instead, Adam is cemented in place with an extremely engaging performance by leading 

man Hugh Dancy offset with a warm, feminine portrayal by Byrne. The chemistry between the two is 

as palpable as director Mayer obviously intended, which is kind of refrained in between the back-

and-forth nature of Adam and Beth's perceptions of each other. So while not falling for the 

traditional, formaliac techniques of your average romance, Meyer nevertheless crafts something 

genuine and real for his characters. At times their romance is sweet and whimsical, at others frantic 

and awkward—such is one of Adam's biggest strengths. This of course will disgruntle some 

audiences upon which the story's conclusion should bear no redeeming fruit, but for those looking 

for something a little different there nevertheless remains a certain bittersweet sense of integrity 

about the story that remains consistent right through to the end. It's by no means a perfect tale, no, 

but for what it's worth, there's undoubtedly a whole lot of interesting qualities to Adam's plight here 

that take on a life of their own in the truest sense of the phrase. Heart-warming with a dry sense of 

humour always steeped in refrained melancholy, Adam is an impressive and oft moving tale brought 

to life with memorable performances and a bittersweet account of love and its entwined 

complexities. 
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Adama Meshuga'at (Sweet Mud) (2006) 
 

Set in mid-70's, 12-year-old Dvir Avni (Tomer Steinhof) navigates 

between the equality values of his home-born Kibbutz and the 

relationship with his undermined mother, whom the Kibbutz 

members will to denounce. Captivating and emotional yet 

political by nature. The cinematography in this film is somewhat 

fantastic. For this I feel the production team really succeeded and 

proved that amongst other international contemporary film 

makers, Israel can too present a film that is aesthetically pleasing. 

In the director's cut, Dror Shaul claims that the film is of 'one boys 

vision' of his own current affairs and that there are no political 

views that hide behind the surface of the film. I disagree with this 

statement and although I have never experienced a Kibbutz 

before I am able to understand that this film takes on a very one-

sided stance of the system, propaganda and regime of the kibbutz. Shaul fails to balance out the film 

and portrays it as an obsolete institute of total corrupt. He paints the opposite of an idealistic vision 

over it and I feel this might cause a bit of controversy amongst previous or current kibbutz members. 

The story line is emotional. It really seems as though the director, team and actors have put a lot of 

effort and time into producing a story which is captivating yet subjective, submitting a meaningful 

and sensitive drama which encourages the viewer to follow and react in accordance to the actors 

emotions. It is a film to watch and certainly one of the greats of upcoming contemporary Israeli 

cinema. 

Converted from DivX...Hebrew/French Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

Double Layer DVD...Downloaded Pirate DVD...Hebrew/French Soundtrack...English & Hebrew 

Subtitles 

Shrunk Copy Of Downloaded Double Layer Pirate DVD (Menus, Trailers, Extras, Deleted Scenes, 

Behind The Scenes, TV report & Talks with the Director Removed, Leaving Main Movie 

Only)...Hebrew/French Soundtrack...English & Hebrew Subtitles  



Addams Family Values (1993) 
 

A comical Gothic horror-movie-type family tries to rescue their 

beloved uncle from his gold-digging new love. On any day of the 

week, you could expect a newborn baby to be nurtured and loved 

by his older sister. Except, of course, if it's Wednesday. Pubert is 

the latest addition to the Addams family and, to prevent sibling 

rivalry escalating to fratricide, Wednesday and Pugsley (13-year-

old Jimmy Workman) are shipped off to summer camp and a 

nanny is hired. Debby Jellinsky is great with wrinkling baldies, 

which makes her the perfect nanny for Pubert and the unlikely 

wife of Uncle Fester. The question is..."Is she grave-digging or 

gold-digging?" No longer rehashing old material, they're even 

funnier this time. One of my favorite films. Paul Rudnick clearly 

had a field day writing this screenplay. As odd as it may seem, this 

sequel is in many ways superior to its predecessor. The first had to 

spend much of its time introducing the Family--and, just as importantly, paying (totally justified) 

homage to Charles Addams' brilliant cartoons and to the old television series. As a result, the plot 

felt forced, as if it had been the best way the writers could think of to showcase all the source 

material. In the end, one left the theater feeling that the movie had been 'about' the old sight gags. 

And then there was the totally shameless product placement...but I digress. Addams Family Values, 

on the other hand, gets to be more playful. Because we all know who we're dealing with by now, we 

don't have to spend nearly so much time introducing the family and their skewed universe. Instead, 

the characters get more of a chance to develop as they glide blithely through a fuller, more cohesive 

story. Paul Rudnick's screenplay is masterful--you'll be quoting from it for weeks. Raul Julia and 

Anjelica Huston are particularly marvelous as one of the most genuinely loving, passionate couples 

you've seen in ages. In a weird sort of way. That dance number! Morticia's ever-present shaft of 

light! Christina Ricci as the sublime Wednesday! Joan Cusack, unhinged! A split-second cameo by 

Charles Busch! Oh, rapture. I could go on and on, but I'm running out of superlatives. Suffice it to say 

that this movie is well worth your time 

Extracted from Double Layer, Double Feature DVD...Downloaded Pirate DVD...English 
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Addison's Wall (2006) 
 

Addison Madeira (14-year-old Colton Lasater) is a 9-year-old boy 

coping with a terrible trauma. Refusing to speak and estranged 

from his mother, he creates a world of his own, hidden behind a 

blanket hanging from his bedroom wall. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Address Unknown (1997) 
 

A 16-year-old boy (19-year-old Kyle Howard) who had thought 

that his father's death was an accident, suspects otherwise when 

he receives a 10-year-old lost letter his father had written just 

before his death. A false premise, but a very entertaining and well 

acted and directed film. Address Unknown is a very enjoyable 

film, especially because of its intelligent direction of actors, and 

the talent and personality of its two chief teenagers: Kyle Howard 

and Johnna Stewart, even if Howard looks younger than his 

character and himself are. I expect to see more of them. The 

trouble with this film is that once you have seen it and enjoyed it, 

the falseness of its initial sequence is evident. What were those 

two characters doing with a bag of U.S. Mail? Why was it in their 

hands? Why was it so important to them since it did not contain 

anything of real value, except a letter from one of them that was 

important only to the recipient? 
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Adeul (My Son) (A Day With My Son) (2007) 
 

From Guns and Talks to Someone Special to Righteous Ties, Jang 

Jin is known for his quirky characterizations, unconventional 

narratives, and clever dialogue and pacing. His films are always 

interesting and often in unexpected ways. The director's latest 

title My Son takes the audience into family drama territory with 

the depiction of an estranged father and son who meet again 

after years of separation. From this gentle premise, Jang Jin builds 

a compelling, evolving character-driven drama that captures the 

protagonists' fragile and complicated relationship, displaying once 

again his knack for screenwriting and storytelling. Starring as the 

father and son are Cha Seung Won, who previously collaborated 

with Jang Jin in Murder, Take One, and a slimmed-down Ryu Deok 

Hwan, who picked up quite a few Best New Actor awards in the 

past year for his brave leading performance in the award-winning 

Like a Virgin. Lee Gang Sik (Cha Seung Won) is serving a life sentence for murder. For the last 15 

years, he has been on his best behaviour, and now his wish has finally come true. Gang Sik has been 

granted a one-day leave to visit his family, and as the day draws closer and closer, he is overcome 

with both excitement and nervousness. There is so much he wants to say to his teenage son (Ryu 

Deok Hwan), whom he hasn't seen since incarceration, but the feeling isn't exactly reciprocated. 

Forced to grow up at an early age, his son has had a tough life, taking care of his troubled mother on 

his own, and in his eyes, he sees not a father, but a stranger, a criminal. How can Gang Sik make up 

for 15 years with just one day's time? 

Converted from DivX...Korean Soundtrack...English & Korean Subtitles  



Adeus, Pai (Goodbye, Father) (1996) 
 

For a 13-year-old boy like Filipe (14-year-old José Afonso 

Pimentel), the prospect of a summer vacation in the Azores with 

his father is like a dream come true. But dreams are sometimes 

just a way to avoid facing reality. This must be one of the best 

known Portuguese films. I waited years to finally watch this 

movie. Finally my chance has come. I was hoping that someday I'd 

finally have access to it. Even though Portuguese cinema is widely 

unknown and forgotten (even in Portugal), this one in particular 

was the subject of some talking at its time. The movie has a nice, 

interesting plot. If I wanted to resume it, I'd say that it is about a 

son who wishes to have a father who wants to have a son. But I 

will go into more detail. The story is about a lonely 13-year-old 

boy named Filipe, who never gets any attention from his father. 

When his father proposes a Summer vacation in Azores islands 

with his son, it seems unreal for the boy. Although Filipe is happy with this, he also can't help 

thinking of the past and isn't used to have the company of his father, so they feel like strangers to 

each other. Inevitably, Filipe has many questions to ask his father. And he confesses everything: that 

he never wanted to have kids because he didn't want to be attached to kids; that he suddenly 

realized that he's got a 13-year-old son who doesn't know; and that he's got a lung cancer and has 

only a few months of life. Slowly, father and son get to know each other and Filipe starts making him 

lots of questions (including about sex and women). Plus, by meeting Joana (a girl who is taller and 

older than him) he experiences for the first time what it's like to be in love. When Filipe returns to 

Lisbon, his father doesn't accompany him to the airport for a reason that makes you reflect: that to 

wave someone in a taxi is much easier than to wave someone at the airport because if you wave 

someone in a taxi you don't have to say goodbye. The movie has a very pretty song by Delfins ("Não 

vou ficar") and is well directed by Luís Filipe Rocha and the scenario is one thing in its favor: Azores 

are very green and natural islands. Their beauty and enchant are remarkable. There is something 

magical about Azores. And legend says that Azores are remainings of what once was the continent of 

Atlantis. I've never been to Azores, but I'd very much like to. José Afonso Pimentel has a very 

convincing acting as Filipe. João Lagarto is okay as Filipe's father. Still, the movie doesn't have 

enough strength to me to be considered a truly great movie. There are things about it that could 

have been better. But I won't mention them here - I'm afraid I can't give much of an explanation. 

Even so, the movie doesn't look like just a longer episode of some Portuguese soap-opera (as it 

happens in some of the very few Portuguese films I've seen so far). Plus, this movie is a mirror of 

Portuguese society of the late 1990's and not of today's Portuguese society, something that is 

greatly in its favor. Portuguese soap-operas of today are all about wickedness, violence, selfishness, 

greed and rudeness. 
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Adolf Hitler: My Part In His Downfall (1972) 
 

London, 1940. Aspiring jazz musician and future comedy legend 

Terence "Spike" Milligan reluctantly obeys his call-up and joins 

the Royal Artillery regiment at Bexhill, where he begins training to 

take part in the War. But along the way Spike and his friends get 

involved in many amusing - and some not-so amusing - scrapes. 

Based on the first volume of Milligan's war memoirs. I never 

heard of this film till I saw it's listing in the TV guide. I'm a big Jim 

Dale fan and love comedian Spike Milligan, so when I swa this 

movie was based on Spike Milligan's sidesplitting autobiography 

and that Jim Dale was plying Spike and the wonderfully demented 

Spike was playing his father I was looking foward to this film, but was very disapointed. The film is 

about Spike being drafted into the army at the beginning of WWII and covered his basic training. 

There are some wonderful set pieces like Spike being conned into fighting a much bigger oppenant 

and when should have been a sidesplitting war games adventure, but the comic payoffs aren't there. 

It's like director Norman Cohen was influence by two then recent films, "MASH" and "Oh What A 

Lovely War", both anti war comic looks at war and what he should have done was a Carry On type of 

film. The cast had a lot of potential too, We have Arthur Lowe of Dad's Army playing a similar role as 

the base Commander. There is also Bill Maynard as the sargent and fellow recruits Tony Selby and 

"Keeping Up Appearences" Onslow, Geoffrey Hughes but they don't do much with them Lowe who 

know's his character well comes off best of the supporting cast and Dale is wonderfully demented as 

Spike, but the film doesn't take off. It's just there, going from one situation to another with very little 

payoff. Like the potentilly funny scene where Spike and his sargent are being chased by a bull but 

find out that it's really a cow. The director let's on the joke from the beginning so when Spike and 

the sarge find out it's just not the belly laugh it should be. The direction and lackluster editing really 

let them down. It is a pleasent hour and forty minute diversion, thanks to a fine cast, but what 

unfulfilled potential this film had. 
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Adolf Hitler: The Rise & Fall Of The Third Reich (1961, 2003 & 2004) 
 

Disc 1 - Das Leben Von Adolf Hitler (The Life Of Adolf Hitler) 

(1961)...Spanned the arc of this historic document from 1960 

from the 1st world war on political power struggles of the 

Waimarer Republic, the power of the NSDAP, the lines of the 

second world war through to its end. The focus is on Adolf Hitler 

and his disastrous rise as a servant of the capital and acclaimed 

leader of the misled masses. The black and white documentary 

footage taken from international archives and gathered in two-

year search, and edited...English Soundtrack...Norwegian & 

Danish Subtitles. 

Disc 2 - Hitlers Politische Bewegung - Die NSDAP: Machtapparat 

Einer Diktatur (The NSDAP - Hitler's Political Movement) 

(2004)...In February 1920 in Munich as successor to the "German 

Workers' Party founded the NSDAP developed within a few years 

into a mass organization with 8.5 million members last. When the war ended so had one in five adult 

German book a member of the Nazi Party. Use of the Party and its formations, SA, SS, Hitler Youth 

and Nazi women's organization and the affiliated associations, which also included the German 

Labor Front decreed that the National Socialists over a power apparatus that controlled the entire 

life in Germany. With a wide range of unknown color and black and white film footage this 

documentary records the roots and the development of one of the most interesting and unusual 

phenomena of the last century by: Hitler's political movement - the Socialist Party. As extras the DVD 

offers biographies of important personalities, interactive organizational charts, image gallery with 

rare and some previously unpublished artwork and detailed interviews with former Gauleiter of the 

NSDAP, Dr. Tobias Portschy and the Munich SA leaders and stakeholders in the Hitler Putsch Emil 

Klein...German Soundtrack...Norwegian & Danish Subtitles. 

Disc 3 - Die Geschichte Der HitlerJugend (The History Of The Hitler Youth) (2003)...Although the 

Hitler Youth was over eight million members, the largest youth organization in Germany's history, 

many questions regarding their development, their management structure and its internal political 

orientation unanswered to this day. With largely unknown, privately twisted footage this 

documentary also offers detailed and exciting de insights into the development of the Hitler Youth, 

from its origins in the period of struggle to the last war effort. witnesses such as former Hitler Youth 

leader Artur Axmann, the Reich Speaker of the BDM Dr. Jutta Rüdiger, top regional leader Werner 

Kuhnt and others explain their view of the structure and the various fields of activity, the Hitler 

Youth and the League of German Girls before and after Hitler seized power and, above all, the war 

began zuwuchsen. complemented the DVD copying by private rolling bonus movies from the life of 

the Hitler Youth, lot of images, images of documents, and uniforms as well as biographies of 

historically important persons...German Soundtrack...Norwegian & Danish Subtitles. 

Disc 4 - Titel 1 - Das Geheime Filmarchiv Der Eva Braun (The Secret Film Archive Of Eva Braun) 

(2004)...Eva Braun, wife of Hitler's party, and has recorded with her 16 mm film camera life at the 

Berghof and personal travel. The recordings, which are now in the American National Archives, were 



never intended for public consumption. After her suicide on 30 April 1945 in the Chancellery bunker 

were the rolls of film long believed lost in the U.S. before they reappeared. This DVD is the first 

comprehensive compilation of all secret archives. Witnesses from the closest vicinity of Eva Braun 

and Adolf Hitler, commenting on the unique shots that show the life of the mighty of the Third Reich 

beyond the propaganda. Title 2 - Hitler-Deutschland In Farbe (Hitler's Germany In Color) 

(2004)...After the successful documentaries 33-45 in color and color films from the Third Reich is 

now the third DVD will be released with a newly discovered color footage from private archives. In 

addition to spectacular scenes such as the awarding of a Knight's Cross or the appearance of the 

aged Field Marshal August von Mackensen during the cavalry tags in Dusseldorf documenting 

numerous private pictures of holidays, family celebrations, public events or front inserts everyday 

life in Hitler's Germany unobstructed close up. 

4 DVDs...German Soundtrack...Norwegian & Danish Subtitles  



Adopted (2009) 
 

For hundreds of years, Africa has existed in a state of despair. 

Famine, civil wars and rampant disease have left the continent 

without hope, but for the efforts of Western do-gooders. At first, 

they arrived with food, bibles and the magic of penicillin; more 

recently they have hosted rock concerts and sent plane loads of 

grain. And in the last decade of the 20th century they arrived and 

took babies home with them. First there was Angelina, then 

Madonna, and now...Pauly Shore! The film builds its comedy 

foundation on the international interest in Celebrity Adoptions, 

and the debate that surrounds these transactions on both sides of 

the Atlantic. Sometimes politically incorrect and never scared to 

tread on manicured toes. It's Pauley Shore! What did you 

expect?! "The events in this film are entirely fictitious..." and if 

you didn't figure that out before the end credits rolled, irony is 

clearly not your thing. You're awesome. Good job. Since he introduced the The Weasel in the 80s, 

Pauly Shore's brand of comedy has been childish and unsophisticated; make no mistake, Adopted is 

no exception. But for the first time in his career, his objective seems to be sincere. Pauly draws 

attention to some heavy subject matter, while poking fun at the ridiculousness of celebrity, and 

pointing out the general lack of knowledge and superior attitude that too many people have towards 

adoption in Africa. I wouldn't go so far as to say Pauly is all grown-up – the 14-year-old part of me 

will mourn the day that he does – but he has definitely found an interesting way to reconnect with 

his now all-grown-up audience. Not unlike the crude, satirical style of Sacha Baron Cohen, Pauly 

Shore's sense of humour can be... tricky, but the message is that you CAN be aware and be sensitive 

and find a way to laugh all at the same time. And after all these years, he still makes me laugh. 
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Adventureland (2009) 
 

In 1987, James Brennan's (26-year-old Jesse Eisenberg) dreams of 

a summer European tour before studying at an Ivy League school 

in New York City are ruined after his parents have a severe career 

setback. As a result, James must get a summer job to cover his 

upcoming expenses at the decrepit local amusement park, 

Adventureland, where he falls in love with a witty co-worker, 

Emily Lewin. In that bizarrely shady workplace, the young carnies 

have unforgettable and painful learning experiences about life, 

love and trust while James discovers what he truly values. The 

marketing for this film is terrible, just absolutely awful. The studio 

is pushing this film as the next "Superbad", just because the 

director of that film directed this gem. The truth is, this is far 

different than "Superbad", besides a few gross out gags. Where 

that film prided itself on its crudeness and vulgarity, this film 

prides itself on heart and pure emotion. "Adventureland" has the feel of teen movies both from the 

80's and 90's (more the 80's though). You have a sensitive character who is still trying to figure out 

who he is, and by a sequence of events, falls in love and more importantly, finds his true self. What 

makes the movie even more appealing is that it not only doesn't treat its characters as generic 

stereotypes, but as humans, which makes them more appealing to the audience. Our main character 

here is James (played perfectly by Jessie Eisenberg) who has just graduated college and is looking 

forward to his trip to Europe with his fellow pal. The trip is not only supposed to be his graduation 

present, but also a way to escape his recent heartbreak, due to an emotional breakup. Things 

unfortunately go south with his finances, which forces him to get a job at the local amusement park. 

There he meets some interesting people: the two owners (Bill Hader and Kristen Wiig), nerdy Joel 

(the likable Martin Starr) and the beautiful "Em" (Kristen Stewert). James and Em quickly fall for each 

other, but there is one small problem, she is in a very dysfunctional relationship with Connell (Ryan 

Reynolds), who plays the married park maintenance guy. Reynolds, who usually adds the goofy 

humor to every film he is in, holds back to really give the character a deepness that I was surprised 

he pulled off. I thought his performance was going to be similar to his Monty character from 

"Waiting". I applaud the restraint that he held throughout the film, because the character could have 

gone down that route very easily. What makes this film work though is that director Greg Mottola 

doesn't overdo any aspect of the movie. The comedy, drama, and situations are all well balanced, 

which makes the film feel real. As I stated before, Reynolds is grounded, as is the rest of the cast 

with their performances. Eisenberg, who is accused of playing Michael Cera, gives a very layered and 

human performance. I am sorry to you Cera fans, but the awkward and caring guy thing was around 

way before Cera did it. Stewert, is just perfect in this role, she gives Em vulnerability, but makes her 

lovable at the same time. These two give perfect performances because neither of them have all the 

answers and it is about the deep connection they share, not just about the sex. Go see this film, it 

deserves to be seen. This is a movie that Hollywood doesn't make anymore; a sweet, smart, moving 

and humorous experience that hopefully starts a chain of movies like it to follow. 
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Adventures In Babysitting (1987) 
 

Chris Parker agrees to babysit after her "dread" date stands her 

up. Expecting a dull evening, Chris settles down with three kids 

(17-year-old Keith Coogan & 16-year-old Anthony Rapp) for a 

night of TV...and boredom. But when her frantic friend Brenda 

calls and pleads to be rescued from the bus station in downtown 

Chicago, the evening soon explodes into an endless whirl of hair-

raising adventures! Babysitter and kids leave their safe suburban 

surroundings and head for the heart of the big city, never 

imagining how terrifyingly funny their expedition will become! 

Chris has a big night out planned when her boyfriend cancels on 

her. She agrees to babysit for a preteen girl and a pubescent boy. 

She's settled in for a dull night when a girlfriend calls her to say 

she's marooned at a downtown bus station with very seedy 

characters around. The three plus one of the boy's friends get into 

the parents station wagon for a trip to the inner city. All is well till the flat tire. Chris Parker is a high 

school senior that her date stands her up. The only thing she can do now is babysit Brad and Sara 

Anderson, and their annoying sex fiend neighbour Darryl. When her friend Brenda is trapped in a bus 

station, Chris has to travel out of the suburbs to the big city. While there and with a flat tire, Chris, 

Brad, Sara, and Darryl get caught in the middle of a mafia deal lead by Dan Lynch because of a 

Playboy magazine. Will they be able to get back to the 'burbs? Brenda Brenda Brenda! "Adventures 

in Babysitting" is an underrated gem featuring a very strong young cast. The movie opens with Chris 

Parker (played by Elizabeth Shue in a very early starring role) first finding out that her boyfriend can't 

make their big date that night. So she agrees to babysit Sara and Brad Anderson, played by Maia 

Brewton and Keith Coogan (both of whom have dropped off the face of the earth, apparently, in the 

last 10 or 15 years). Sara's kind of a brat, and Brad has a crush on Chris. Brad's best friend Daryl 

(played by Anthony Rapp, who went on to appear in "Dazed and Confused" and "Road Trip"), who is 

an annoying wise-ass, also drops by. Things go okay until Chris gets a call from her best friend 

Brenda (Penelope Ann Miller), who says that she ran away from home, and is now stuck at a bus 

station in the city with no money and no way home, and of course she can't call her parents. This 

prompts Chris to take the kids (including Daryl) on a little trip, and of course, hilarious high jinks 

ensue. They have a tire blow-out, and are helped by a mechanic with a hook for a hand. Their car is 

then stolen, and they go to try to get it back. They're caught by the mobsters running the car ring, 

and have to escape (which they achieve by walking along a very thin metal beam overhead). But the 

mobsters catch them trying to leave, forcing them on the run and leading to one of the funniest 

scenes in the movie: going through a blues club, the singer stops them, saying "Ain't nobody leaves 

here without singing the blues." So they do, Chris leading, singing a song about their predicament. 

It's both cute and hilarious, with the others joining in singing back-up ("And we should be in bed!"). 

The rest of the movie is about them being chased through the city by these mobsters, and of course, 

there's one funny bit after another, with some suspenseful bits thrown in for good measure. This is 

all hilarious, but the best scenes are the ones interspersed throughout with Brenda trying to get 

along at the bus station. Penelope Ann Miller truly steals the show; scared out of her skull, she has 

to contend with such problems as a bum yelling at her to get out of his "house" (a phone booth); 



getting her glasses stolen by a bag lady (the look on the bag lady's face when she puts them on and 

realizes she can see is priceless); a hot dog vendor who won't help her out ("Then I don't have a 

wiener!" he says when she says she doesn't have any cash); and a jumbo-sized sewer rat she tries to 

rescue, thinking it's a cute little kitty cat (because she can't see). This is probably the best part 

Penelope Ann Miller has ever had, and she demonstrates a surprising talent for screwball comedy. 

Like I said, the rest of the young cast is great; Shue pretty much began her career here, and Coogan, 

Rapp, and Brewton (who was also very funny on the also underrated TV show "Parker Lewis Can't 

Lose", which I'm dying to see come out on DVD) put in funny, though clichéd, parts. "Adventures in 

Babysitting" is one of those movies that just sounded kind of dumb based on the title (like "Buffy the 

Vampire Slayer"), but if you haven't seen it, give it a try anyway; the brilliant gags and the strong 

acting made it work. 
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Adventures In Dinosaur City (1992) 
 

A scientist's kids (16-year-old Omri Katz) are sucked into a TV 

screen and wind up in the Stone Age with cavemen and 

dinosaurs. This was one of my favorite movies when I was a little 

kid. I was starting to think I'd imagined the whole movie. My 

parents don't remember it, and I'd never ask my friends if they 

ever saw it. Now that I look back I realize just how silly the whole 

thing was. I guess when I was little I didn't really care about the 

plot or the acting. All I cared about was watching that T-Rex and 

his buddies. The evil dinosaur always scared the heck outta me, 

and I always had nightmares about him. It made me sad to learn 

that the guy who was Rex died a while ago. All kids watch today is 

this cartoon crap on cartoon network. What happened to shows 

like this? 
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Adventures Of A Plumber's Mate (1978) 
 

He's always on call for this sort of job! For once, a protagonist 

who doesn't smoke! I swear, they love their cigarettes in Great 

Britain, and it seemed in every sex comedy, someone is lighting 

up. One of the movies from the British-made "Adventures" series, 

this one is actually a good one. A likeable Lothario plumber 

named Sid is having trouble paying the bookies and must get 1000 

pounds paid to them or "else". In between plumbing jobs, he 

works for a small-time crime boss who gives him "jobs" to do, and 

they all go wrong for him. As with all movies in this series, people 

go naked, but here, there aren't any sex scenes for once, but 

there are some funny scenes created from the situations the 

plumber gets into. Stephen Lewis, who played Inspector Blakey 

from "On The Buses", has a small role as Sid's boss, the aptly 

named B.A. Crapper. Yes, this is a very British film, with some 

people's accents being very difficult to decipher, but it's still worth seeing, although it's probably 

unavailable in the U.S. If you live in a British Commonwealth country, you'll find it. 
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Adventures Of A Private Eye (1977) 
 

While a private detective is away on vacation, his not particularly 

bright assistant takes it upon himself to "solve" a case that comes 

in. Complications ensue. No private dick could solve the mysteries 

of this film. Adventures of a Private Eye introduces us to a number 

of dense, almost unsolvable mysteries: has Britain ever produced 

a worse director than Stanley A. Long? why does Long not know, 

despite spending over 15 years in the film business prior to 

making this film, how to pace a sequence or end one on a proper 

punch line? why does he hire enormously talented actors like 

Harry H. Corbett, Irene Handl, Diana Dors, Jon Pertwee, Anna 

Quayle and Julien Orchard and give them absolutely nothing to 

do? why did 70s English audiences flock to see absolute rubbish 

like this in their droves? It can't be the sex, as compared to the 

likes of the then-contemporary Swedish and French cinema, 

there's hardly any flesh on display here, and none of it is even remotely erotic; nor can it be the 

comedy, which is a lot of things (incompetent, mean spirited, offensive, banal, ignorant, half-

hearted, old hat) but not even remotely funny; it can't be the story, which makes British comedy 

capers of the period which were less successful at the Box Office (House in Nightmare Park for 

example) look like Chinatown. To be fair, Private Dick is a smidgeon better than the first entry into 

the series, purely because it actually has some kind of story as opposed to being a merely string of 

idiot vignettes. And the film does look good, especially on the new Region 2 DVDs, where the 

gorgeous lighting of the interiors and night time scenes is genuinely impressive (catch the shot of 

photographer Scott walking towards the mansion after dark, the screen awash with breathtaking 

colours). And Adrienne Posta does a mean Liza Minelli impression, supported would you believe by 

the boy from the Tomorrow People playing a Bugsy Malone-type Italian gangster, all school play 

amateurism and elbows. "Bloody amateurs" is a phrase a police inspector in the film uses about 

private eyes, and it's apt given the star of the movie can't act: Christopher Neil is a nullity into 

oblivion as the title character, taking over from Barry Evans (who instead chose to appear in the flop 

sex comedy Under the Doctor). Yet another document on the sexual, spiritual and social dereliction 

of the U.K. in the 1970s. It does bear the distinction of having a cameo by Shaw Taylor, tipping the 

wink to TV's then current Police 5, which just goes to show how narrowly culturally specific an 

audience of TV morons the producer was aiming at with this. 
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Adventures Of A Taxi Driver (1976) 
 

Joe North is a cab driver in London, something that gives him 

many opportunities to have sex. I have now seen more British sex 

comedies than any non-British- compulsive-pud-puller-from-the-

1970's by all rights should have. The best of this genre (relatively 

speaking, of course) is the "Confessions of" series, of which this 

an obvious--and clearly inferior--knock-off. Still, it's also better 

than stuff like "The Amorous Milkman" and the "What's Up" 

series (and I'm sure I've only begun to plumb the dismal depths of 

this genre). This movie, as you might guess, is about the 

adventures of a taxi driver. Like 'the "Confessions of" series it 

purports to be somewhat realistic slice-of-life look at the earthy 

British working-class (but I suspect that if the actual British 

working class were all getting laid this much, they wouldn't have 

always been angry and on strike in the 70's). This movie isn't any 

less realistic than the "Confessions of" series, but it's a lot less funny. And Barry Evans is not nearly 

as charming and likable as Robin Askwith, let alone Michael Caine (he is always turning around and 

talking into the camera like Cain in "Alfie"). But--let's face it--nobody really watched these movies for 

the comedy or for the male lead. And the female cast here is pretty impressive. Judy Geeson has one 

of those irritating roles of a stripper who we never actually see strip, but she is pretty funny as the 

Evan's roommate's girlfriend whose pet snake ("part of my act") creates much mayhem. Anna 

(daughter of Igemar) Bergman plays a fellow stripper who DOES strip and who later gives the 

protagonist a good sound shagging. The producers apparently couldn't get Linda Hayden from the 

"Confessions of" series, so they got the next best thing--her younger sister Jane, who Evan's 

character rescues from a suicide attempt and almost scores with. 50's bombshell Liz Frazier ("I'm 

Alright Jack") has a genuinely funny role as a prostitute who has a little, uh, accident with a very 

unfortunate client in the back of the hero's cab. And Angela Scoular and Prudence Drage have small 

parts (but clearly saved the producers a lot on wardrobe costs). Only Adrienne Posta is kind of 

irritating as Evan's oft-cuckolded fiancée (she's supposed to be irritating, but she REALLY overdoes 

it). She also belts out the horrid theme song "My Cruisin' Casanova" (it's no wonder the British 

Empire collapsed). I wouldn't recommend this to anyone who doesn't already have some 

misbegotten affection for this genre, but you could do worse I guess. 
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Adventures Of A Teenage Dragonslayer (2010) 
 

Branded as a 'nerd' and harassed by the school bully (16-year-old 

Jordan Reynolds), 12-year-old Arthur (Hunter Allan) is rescued by 

a magical troll who knows that the boy unwittingly holds the 

secret to defeat an evil dragon. Arthur's loving mom, struggling to 

keep her devious ex-husband from gaining custody of Arthur, 

dismisses her son's 'fantasies' until she realizes the all-too-real 

immediate danger and joins forces with Arthur, the troll, and a 

dashing but washed up video-game master. Together, they hope 

to conquer the dragon and the wicked vice-principal who 

threaten civilization. Also with Ryan Bradley Norris. I didn't know 

they still made these. As a adult who grew up in the 80's I must 

say I found this movie to be a lot of fun. It is extremely hokey and 

retro to say the least. I was expecting this to be about "teenage" 

dragon slayers, maybe have an element of D&D or something a 

little bit more edgy than what I got. This movie is a throwback to the 80's but more in the direction 

of The Goonies than The Lost Boys. This movie captures that innocent fun that we all used to have 

before hormones started kicking in and life seemed to get so darn serious. Anyone who enjoyed The 

Goonies or other "live action cartoon" type film from your child hood you'll get a big kick out of this 

one. I'm giving this a 10 out of 10 because it does a PERFECT job at being it was meant to be. 
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Adventures Of Bailey: The Lost Puppy (2010) 
 

Bailey, an adorable Golden Retriever puppy, is moving! On the 

road trip to their new home, his family makes a stop and 

mistakenly leaves Bailey behind. This mischievous and playful pup 

sets out to find his family and stumbles across "Sharkarosa," an 

exotic wildlife ranch. At the ranch, Bailey meets and is befriended 

by an assortment of animals, including kangaroos, camels, a 

bearcat, a baby tiger, and "Puck," the sheepdog entrusted with 

running "Sharkarosa." Will Bailey ever see his family again? Or will 

he be left to work at the ranch until the "Cows Come Home?" A 

must see for any "Golden Retriever" / "dog" lover. An adventure 

everyone can enjoy, especially children who have a fondness for 

our fury friends! The captivating shots throughout the movie were 

just stunning. Even the theme music went well with each scene. I 

heard about this movie thru a family I know, whom I got my 

"Golden" from, and I have to say, it has been the most fun, loving, best friend, and companion I will 

ever have. Congrats are in order, and thank you John for sharing your beautiful Golden Retrievers. 

The movie was very well done, and the characters were fun. I have one of Bailey's cousins, and it 

made the movie a special one. To all the voices, characters, behind the scenes, great job! Will Bailey 

have anymore adventures? 
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Adventures Of Huckleberry Finn (1986) 
 

Huckleberry Finn, a rambuctious boy adventurer chafing under 

the bonds of civilization, escapes his humdrum world and his 

selfish, plotting father by sailing a raft down the Mississippi River. 

I just finished watching this film and I loved it, I love this story but 

the way that it was portrayed in this particular film version was 

wonderful. I loved the way that 17-year-old Patric Day (Huck Finn) 

and Sam-Art Williams (Jim) interacted throughout the movie, 

Patric brought a great deal to the character of Huck which can 

only be matched by that of Elijah Wood in the 1993 version that 

did not follow the same story, the blue paint scene was a paticular 

favorite of mine because it brought a great deal of comic value to 

the play which only complimented Mark Twain's original script. 

This story fills you with so many different emotions I sometimes 

don't know wether to laugh or cry, it's a masterpiece. 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1986) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 
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Adventures Of Power (2008) 
 

An epic comedy about a mine-worker named Power whose love 

of drums and lack of musical skill has turned him into the ridiculed 

"air drummer" of his small town. But when Power's union-leader 

father calls a strike at the mine, Power discovers an underground 

subculture of air-drummers who just might hold the key to 

changing the world. Power's journey across America brings him 

face-to-face with his town's greatest enemy, and allows him to 

discover the beat within his own heart. I was lucky enough to 

catch this movie and thought I'd throw in my tupenceworth. I've 

sat through many a so called comedy and not been moved to 

write about them but this film is dramatically different. Ari Golds 

debut feature has laughs aplenty. The characters are both funny 

and engaging. I won't spoil the plot other than to say it involves 

the unusual subject of 'Air Drumming' but I cannot recommend it 

highly enough. Ari is a riot throughout but is well rewarded by the brilliant casting as each of the 

characters brings something to the movie. I would particularly praise the casting of gorgeous 

Shoshannah Stern as Powers (Ari Golds) love interest. Despite being completely deaf she is able to 

inspire Power to new heights of air drumming greatness. Quirky & fantastic by the same measure I 

recommend you see it now! 
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Advice From A Caterpillar (1999) 
 

A woman falls in love with her gay friend's boyfriend. As soon as 

Cynthia Nixon's character spies the naked Brat (Timothy Oliphant) 

sleeping in her gay friend's bed and her eyes betray her interest, 

we know that they will be together by the end of the film. That's 

the way movie cliches work. Missy (Nixon) a pop-fad artist, who 

has an amazing success showing home movies of her childhood 

with narration, is having an affair with a married man whose 

character is given in the credits as "Suit" (Jon Tenny). If there is 

humour in this film, I missed it. Obviously the final confrontation 

scene in the diner with a commenting chorus of patrons is meant 

to be a hoot. But it's too far-fetched and contrived even for this 

film. And one can't really have a "Romance" if one doesn't care 

about the characters involved in said romance. But I think there is 

a greater problem with this film. Let me explain. If films continued 

to depict Afro-Americans as toadying Uncle Toms, I am certain that here would be vehement cries of 

anger and protest. Yet this film dares to portray a gay man as the swishy, queenly creature that 

bigoted Americans think all gays are. Worse than that, it tells us that any bi-sexual man can be 

"cured" by the love of a good woman. Yet even accepting this preposterous and insulting thesis, it is 

inconceivable that Timothy Oliphant's character would have Andy Dick's homely, effeminate 

character as a regular sex-partner and/or fall in love with the irritating creature played by Cynthia 

Nixon. This film not only angered me. It was an insult to my intelligence. 
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Advise & Consent (1962) 
 

Robert Leffingwell is the president's candidate for Secretary of 

State. Prior to his approval, he must first go through a Senate 

investigation to determine if he's qualified. Leading the Senate 

committee is idealistic Senator Brig Anderson, who soon finds 

himself unprepared for the political dirt that's revealed, including 

Leffingwell's past affiliations with a Communist organization. 

When Leffingwell testifies about his political leanings, he proves 

his innocence. Later, however, Anderson learns that he lied under 

oath and even asks the president to withdraw Leffingwell for 

consideration, especially after the young senator begins receiving 

blackmail threats about a skeleton in his own closet. The complex 

story, numerous characters, and sensitive themes would seem to 

make Allen Drury's "Advise & Consent" a challenging story to film. 

This is a good adaptation that succeeds in most respects, and it 

gets about as much out of the material as you could hope for in a 

couple of hours or so worth of screen time. Otto Preminger seems to have had a good appreciation 

for the dramatic possibilities, and the fine cast brings the main characters to life believably. The 

movie version (more so than the novel) is as much or more about the practicalities of politics than it 

is about ideology. Some of the political issues themselves were hotly debated topics in the movie's 

own era, and a couple of them are still topical now, but even they are often secondary to the harsh 

and often unseemly realities of political power. All of the major characters have their flaws and 

make mistakes, yet all but a couple of them have some worthwhile characteristics. On its best level, 

the story is not about winning and losing so much as it is about the ways that political battles affect 

individual lives and personal character. There are numerous good performances and some fine 

casting. Charles Laughton personifies the old-time Senator Cooley, Walter Pigeon (the spell-checker 

refuses to accept it spelled properly) could not have been better chosen as the Majority Leader, and 

Henry Fonda is perfect in a challenging role that calls for him to maintain a difficult balance. Even 

most of the supporting roles are filled well by fine actors like Lew Ayres, Franchot Tone, and Burgess 

Meredith (who uses his brief screen time very effectively, in a role that must have been quite ironic 

for him personally). Naturally, some of the characters and events from the novel had to be omitted 

or streamlined, but there is still plenty of meat left, even once you discount the Cold War era 

ideological issues. The personal lives and personal agendas of the characters, the tension between 

their lives as individuals and their responsibilities as public servants, and the contrast between what 

they do and what the public sees, all give the movie some extra depth that makes it worthwhile and 

that gives it meaning that goes well beyond the political issues on the surface. 
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Aerial Gunner (1943) 
 

Old rivals are pitted against each other in basic training and fight 

for the same woman. I had never even heard of this movie, but I 

bought the DVD because my father-in-law was a WWII aerial 

gunner on B-17s in Europe and I'd just recently begun getting him 

to tell his stories onto audiotape for posterity. I thought that this 

might add to my knowledge of what he had experienced. Based 

on my father-in-law's first hand accounts, I can tell you that the 

aerial gunnery school sequences in this film are relatively close to 

what the training was like. (For example, they really did make 

them assemble a 50 caliber machine gun while blind-folded.) 

However, the combat/action sequences at the climax of this film 

miss the mark by a mile. I'd recommend this film to you if you are 

a fan of Robert Mitchum and want to see one of his early 

(uncredited), bit-part roles. I'd also recommend this film to any 

fans of Jimmy Lydon, who starred as "Henry Aldrich" in the many 

"Henry Aldrich" films of the 1940's. Unlike Mitchum, Lydon has a large dramatic role in this picture 

and since this was filmed during the same era as the Aldrich movies, you could have given this film 

the alternate title "Henry Aldrich Goes to War". Unfortunately, sub-par writing, acting, directing, and 

budget all contribute to the anemic quality of this film. If you're looking for a WWII story with real 

entertainment value, stick to the period pieces starring John Wayne. I'm giving this film 4 stars based 

on it's curiosity value alone. 
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Af Banen (We Are The Champions) (2005) 
 

Divorced father without custody Torben, a former pro soccer 

player, concentrates on his talented son David's (15-year-old 

Niklas Ingemann) juniors poorly performing team. When the 

coach suddenly accepts another position, Torben gets his change 

'for the time being'. He becomes a substitute father for several of 

the boys. He's opposed by many parents, but finds love again with 

one player's single mother. Yet the greatest reward comes from 

David, in a twisted way. The life-affirming, everyday story of 

Torben's growth from a divorced, unemployed couch potato who 

likes his beer into the successful coach of a boy's football team. 

Before, he had zero faith in himself. Now, he and the boys 

practically ooze self-esteem, as the sweet taste of victory spreads 

to much more than football. The movie is a very nice family movie 

from beginning to end. Totally covers people's emotions and 

reality in a nice way that you can still feel that it is a movie. Torben is an old football player that 

found himself in a middle of nowhere after he lost his career. He (also) has family issues, like his son 

does not like him, his ex-wife thinks that he is a failure and he likes to drink cheap beer that buys 

from Aldi. While he is trying to prove himself as a father he does everything that he should not do. 

BUT, a miracle happens and he becomes the director of his son's teenage football team. 
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Afblijven (XTC Just Don't Do It) (2006) 
 

Melissa is a nice and pretty girl with natural dreams and 

ambitions. But because of bad influences, her life becomes a 

nightmare. Until her real friends decide to get her out of there. 

Schoolboy Jordi has to work two jobs, as hospital cleaner and car-

wash attendant. Still he bends over backwards to help his 

classmates, especially utter ingrate Melissa. The spoiled but 

emotional daughter of a snobbish pa who looks down on 

'common, horny' Jordi by her own admission has only one talent: 

dancing. When she gets a chance to dance in a video, she 

shamelessly abuses and ignores Jordi. Instead she hooks up with 

other dancers, who drag her along in ecstasy abuse 'to dance 

better'. Soon she's such a social and medical mess even dad comes 

beg Jordi to help find and cure her. The dutch after-school special 

on Ecstacy- inaccurate, boring, and untalented. This is a film that is 

basically an after-school special television quality flick supposed to show us the horrors of Ecstasy 

but it lacks the balls to show anything real and the entire thing is just a lack of plot, talent and 

accuracy. The whole thing feels wrong- as if the people writing the script and directing the scenes 

have no clue about the subject matter or don't have the balls to present it in a realistic format. The 

dancing is pretty sad for the most part- the plot is about a young hip hop dancer who aspires for 

greatness, only to meet a good looking dancer with lots of Ecstasy. After that happens we get a lot of 

standard issue home drama scenes- the clueless concerned parents, the rebellious addict teen, etc.. 

this is all cookie cutter suburban viewpoint garbage- it is poorly acted, lacks any real detail or realism 

to the subject matter and all in all is a complete and utter waste of time. Go see "Fucking Amal" 

instead. 
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Affairs Of Cappy Ricks (1937) 
 

Cappy Ricks, a crusty old sea captain, returns home from a long 

voyage to discover that his family and his business are in chaos--

his daughter is set to marry a nitwit that he can't stand, and his 

future mother-in-law has taken over everything and is set to 

merge his business with that of a rival company. Worst of all, 

though, is that she--in the interests of "progress"--has completely 

automated his beloved ship, "Electra"! He sets out to put an end 

to all this foolishness and comes up with what he thinks is a 

foolproof plan. While not having heard of Cappy Ricks before this, 

I'm guessing after looking on ebay that he was a fairly well-known 

book character in the early 20th. Brennan goes full steam as the 

curmudgeonly "old salt shaker" who stubbornly resists the 

encroachment of technology and is horrified on returning home 

and finding his daughter's future mother-in-law running his house 

and business and poised to merge his company with rival Bottomley, a purveyor of all things 

automated! Cappy launches a counter plot to set things straight, giving the story the bulk of its 

humorous situations. The highlight is the segment aboard the ELECTRA, Bottomley's almost 

completely automated yacht, particularly the scene with the push-button spice dispensers. The silly 

plot is served well by nice performances by Brennan, Georgia Caine, Frank Shields, and perky, 

attractive Mary Brian as Frankie. And the film itself foreshadows The Jetsons and Gilligan's Island 25 

years before those shows made us roar with laughter. 
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Afraid Of The Dark (1991) 
 

A little boy (11-year-old Ben Keyworth), obsessed with blindness 

and violence, slowly gets trapped in his own delusions. A young 

boy, facing impending surgery on his eyes to try to stave off 

blindness, wanders his quiet London neighbourhood. The only 

problem is he believes that a slasher is stalking blind women. 

Confusing, but has its moments. I do agree with several of the 

reviews, in that the story is choppy, and the perspective of the 

boy is often disjointed and patchy. However, there are a few 

intriguing scenes, and interesting cinematography. What does the 

world look like to a blind person? What does it feel like? I imagine 

that was a point the director was attempting to get across. Yes, 

the scene with the golden retriever, Toby was awful. But can a 

blind person imagine that, the dog jumping through the window 

was possibly a menace? If he were indeed blind, this could be 

possible. The wedding scenes were annoying and not really essential to the film. A few strange 

scenes where the boy is friendly with the young bride Rose, and he sees how she is patronized, as 

the ice cream man stares down her dress and tells her to eat all her ice cream as it will fill her out 

(She, being blind, is unaware her blouse is partially open). This is not a bad film, if you are patient. 

Do not expect action and American explosions and violence. 
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Africa Screams (1949) 
 

When bookseller Buzz cons Diana into thinking fellow bookseller 

Stanley knows a great deal about Africa they are abducted and 

ordered to lead Diana and her henchmen to an African tribe. After 

encounters with lion tamers, giant apes and a wild river, Buzz 

returns to America. Stanley finds diamonds and buys the store 

they once worked for, hiring Buzz as its elevator operator. "Africa 

Screams" was Abbott and Costello's independent production for 

1949, filmed at Nassour Studios. A&C are booksellers who find 

themselves on an African expedition; the leader of the expedition 

(lovely Hillary Brooke) is after diamonds. Hilarity ensues as A&C 

dodge lions and gorillas; Will A&C get their share of the 

diamonds? "Africa Screams" boasts one of the finest supporting 

casts A&C worked with. In addition to Hillary Brooke (who later 

co-starred on their TV show), the movie is aided greatly by the 

appearances of legendary funnymen Shemp Howard and Joe Besser. An air of authenticity is given 

with the appearances of Frank Buck and Clyde Beatty. The tough-guy roles are nicely handled by 

boxers Max and Buddy Baer. Bud is given more to do in this film, and he shines - he shows again that 

he would have made a wonderful character actor. He stands up to Hillary Brooke and her goons, and 

cuts deals for himself. Although he takes advantage of Lou once again, I can report that Bud does get 

his in the end! (How, I won't reveal. Watch for yourself and see.) What prevents me from giving this 

film a higher rating than "6" are the low-budget sets at Nassour. Bud and Lou never had a big-budget 

film at Universal, but this film looks paltry by comparison. What also hampers the enjoyment of the 

film is the fact that it appears to still be in public domain; low-grade, scratchy prints are usually what 

can be found in the bargain section of the video store. All in all, though, a fun film. 6 out of 10. 
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After Dark, My Sweet (1990) 
 

An ex-boxer is drifting around after escaping from the mental 

hospital. He meets a widow who convinces him to help fix up the 

neglected estate her ex-husband left. Her Uncle talks them both 

into helping kidnap a rich boy for ransom money, and the ex-

fighter must make decisions about his loyalties and what is right. 

Ex-boxer turned drifter, Kid Collins (Patric), wafts his way into the 

life of a con-man and a drunk. Wanting to stay below the radar, 

Collins takes refuge with a woman that trades shelter for work. 

The death of her husband has plummeted her into a world of 

alcohol and rage. As Collins begins to build a relationship with her, 

she shares with him details of a kidnapping plan that her and her 

'Uncle' have been working on. Thinking that Collins is nothing 

more than a mental lackey, they persuade him to help with the 

diabolical plan. Little do they know that the monsters struggling 

inside Collins' mind are about to be unleashed onto the world. As the plan begins to disintegrate 

before their eyes, loyalties are lost, and nobody can be trusted. What an amazing find! When I began 

watching this film I was not expecting to be so surprised. Jason Patric is spectacular in this film and 

demonstrates powerfully his ability to control and maintain a troubled character. I never once felt 

that he had stepped out of character during this performance. This is due in part to the exceptional 

direction by James Foley that creates a story so imaginative and real that you begin to feel as if this 

could be a town next to yours. Foley gives us flawed characters that take away that image of 

perfection and helps build deeper emotional ties. Foley also never gives anything away. Throughout 

this entire film, I never knew what was going to happen next. This is surprising for a Hollywood 

notorious for 'jumping the gun'. Patric's performance with Foley's direction coupled with a 

completely terrifying secondary characters (like Bruce Dern and Rachel Ward), After Dark My Sweet 

is a true diamond in the rough. 
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After Thomas (2006) 
 

A true story about a couple's struggles to meet the challenges of 

their son's (7-year-old Andrew Byrne) autism. I won't elaborate on 

the plot of "After Thomas" as it's been covered by other 

reviewers, all of whom (to date) I must heartily agree with. As a 

drama it was faultless, and must have brought hope to many 

parents in a similar situation. The acting by all (including the dog) 

was superb, and Keeley Hawes in particular has proved once again 

what a magnificently talented actress she is, and that there is no 

role she cannot tackle. As she did last year in "Under the 

Greenwood Tree" she teams up again, equally successfully, with 

Ben Miles, and their performances are just as unmissable. A 

special tribute has to be paid to Andrew Byrne for his portrayal as 

the autistic child Kyle. A truly remarkable job for such a young 

actor. If this movie does not receive an award of some sort, then 

there is no justice. 
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Afterschool (2008) 
 

An Internet-addicted prep-school student captures on video 

camera the drug overdose of two girls. "Afterschool" is a two-

hour block cinematic period of mediocrity. I am going to take you 

to "Afterschool"!!! OK, maybe after reading my pun-infested 

movie review, you might think of it more as puntention (I mean 

detention), and think that I have no class. But please just swim 

with these school of puns for a little while. "Afterschool" is a dark, 

quirky and semi-interesting film about an isolated prep-school 

teen named Rob who witnesses fatal drug overdoses of preppie 

female twins while working on an audio/visual school club 

project. Therefore, he is able to gather video footage of the twins' 

deaths. Rob is traumatized from the experience, and has difficulty 

coping with it. Rob's roommate is Dave, a cocky & arrogant bully 

who manipulates Rob on a daily basis and may or may not had a 

hand in the cause of the twin overdoses. Mr. Burke is the school director who is more concerned 

about the image of the school and its funders then of the ordeals and stress that teenagers go 

through. Amy is Rob's student partner in the audio-visual club and this Amy might be aiming for 

some Roboco**. Writer-Director Antonio Campos did develop an intriguing narrative on teenage 

angst, trauma, and insecurity; however, the immensely slow pace was more of an afterschool 

exercise of futility. Hey, I am down with slow pacing films, but Campos was too much of a 

"campesino" on the doldrums that hamper a slow-paced movie. His scribe was not a screen player 

valedictorian classic, but it did warrant a passing grade. I would not say it is Hollywood Miller Time 

yet for this young actor, but Ezra Miller's starring performance as Rob was a credible one even 

though it was a bit too monotone for my taste. Michael Stuhlbarg, of "A Serious Man", was superb as 

the self-centred school director Mr. Burke; Stuhlbarg is one seriously good actor that will probably 

garner a few Oscar nominations in his future. The rest of the supporting acting of "Afterschool", 

primarily comprised of teen actors, is not really worth mentioning, it's a D=Needs Improvement in 

my grade book. "Afterschool" does barely make the grade, but it does not graduate itself to teenage 

movie genre superiority. Average. 
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Against A Crooked Sky (1975) 
 

The eldest daughter of a pioneer family is kidnapped by a 

mysterious Indian tribe and the eldest son (15-year-old Stewart 

Petersen) pursues. In order to win back his sister's freedom, he 

must sacrifice his own life by passing the test of "Crooked Sky" 

and shield his sister from an executioner's arrow. Along the way, 

he recruits a broken down, drunk prospector to help him track 

down the unknown tribe and rescue his sister. Simple and plain 

Western with breathtaking outdoors filmed in naturals parks. 

When his sister is kidnapped, a young boy (Petersen) set out in 

pursuit Indians, leaving his parents (Clint Ritchie, Fannon). He join 

forces with an alcoholic gold prospector (Richard Boone) who 

save him of drowning and help him to rescue the young girl. They 

are driven by an elderly Indian (Henry Wilconson) toward a 

location where lives a strange tribe. He must risk his own life by 

passing the proof of crooked sky and avoid his sister to be killed 

from an arrow archer. The film is a crossover from the 'Searchers' (John Ford), also with a pair 

looking for abducted daughter, and 'MacKenna's gold' (J.L. Thompson) with fantastic inspiration in 

the rare Indians and the spectacular outdoors. Richard Boone as drunk trapper is magnificent, he's 

usual in Western genre and John Wayne films (The Alamo, Big Jake, Shootist). The veteran Henry 

Wilconson (Last of Mohicans, Crusades, Cleopatra) also is excellent. The film gets sensational 

landscapes shot in Colorado River and Arches National Park, Moab, Utah. The motion picture is well 

directed by Earl Bellamy. He's a good professional who served in the U.S. Navy's photographic unit in 

the WWII and directed more than 1600 episodes of television and catastrophe films such as, Fire! 

and Flood! and Walking tall II. Rating: acceptable and entertaining. 
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Agatha Christie's Poirot (1989-2010) 
 

The cases of an eccentrically refined Belgian detective. Based on 

Agatha Christie's short stories, Hercule Poirot is a famous Belgian 

detective, who along with his faithful sidekick Capt. Hastings, 

always gets embroiled in a mystery. Excellent Take on the Poirot 

Novels. Poirot is an excellent TV series, with great production 

values and an outstanding cast. The only bad thing I can say about 

it is that I've already seen every episode 5 times, and remember 

how they all end. David Suchet is excellent as the refined, French 

speaking (Walloon) Belgian detective of the title. On all his cases, 

he is ably assisted by his Watson, Captain Hastings, and his 

secretary Miss Lemon. The series is set in the thirties, and the 

characters still carry the scars of the first world war with them, 

while at the same time omens of the next conflict are ever 

present. A fourth member of the cast is their modern Art Deco apartment building. The jazzy score 

gives an extra feeling for the period. Anyway, if you haven't seen this little gem already, don't miss it. 

It is as good as Agatha Christie's other detective series Miss Marple, with Joan Hickson. 

 

Series 01 (10 Episodes) (1989) 
 

Episode 01: The Adventure of the Clapham Cook; Poirot is approached by a Mrs. Todd, whose cook, 

Eliza Dunn, has suddenly disappeared. Poirot manages to track down the cook, and she tells him that 

a stranger, acting for a law firm, told her that she had inherited a property in the North of England 

but she had to go there immediately. Her heavy trunk was called for but it was deposited at the train 

station, where Poirot makes an interesting discovery, connected to a recent bank robbery. 

Episode 02: Murder in the Mews; Poirot is enlisted by Japp to help solve a mystery that took place 

on Bonfire Night in a mews flat. A Mrs. Allen was found shot, apparently a suicide, but she was 

holding the gun that killed her in the wrong hand, and foul play is suspected. Furthermore, the ash-

tray in the room contained the stubs of Turkish cigarettes smoked by one Major Eustace, a 

disreputable acquaintance. The victim was engaged to be married and seemingly had no cause to 

take her own life. Did she? Or was it murder in the mews? 

Episode 03: The Adventure of Johnnie Waverly; Mr. Waverly, a man whose wealth belongs to his rich 

wife, comes to engage Poirot's services. He has had a letter telling him that his little son Johnnie will 

be kidnapped for ransom. Although Poirot is present at the Waverly home, the kidnapping goes 

ahead but all is not as it first seems. 

Episode 04: Four and Twenty Blackbirds; The estranged, elderly Gascoigne brothers are found dead 

within days of each other. The one, Anthony, died in his home in Brighton in circumstances that give 

no cause for suspicion. The other brother, Henry, an eccentric, reclusive painter, however, has fallen 

downstairs and been dead for some time before his death is discovered. Poirot had been eating in 



the same restaurant as Henry just before the death. Henry had been pointed out as a creature of 

habit, a man who always ate exactly the same meal on every visit. On this last occasion, though, he 

had had a completely different set of courses, which leads Poirot to suspect foul play. 

Episode 05: The Third Floor Flat; Hercule Poirot is bored to tears and with three weeks since his last 

case, is worried that his little gray cells will stop working. Captain Hastings suggest a evening at the 

theatre to see the latest murder mystery but even that doesn't help when Poirot finds the plot to be 

absurd. On their return home to Whitehaven Mansions, they learn that the new occupant of the flat 

two floors below Poirot's has been found shot. She had only moved in that very same day and was 

an unknown. Poirot puts his little gray cells to good use and assists Inspector Japp of Scotland Yard in 

identifying the murderer. 

Episode 06: Triangle at Rhodes; Just as his holiday on the island of Rhodes is coming to an end, 

Hercule Poirot finds himself investigating a murder when one of the hotel guests, Valentine Chantry, 

is poisoned in the bar. The drink she had was apparently meant for her husband and had been 

bought by Douglas Gold, with whom she had been carrying on since her arrival. Gold is arrested and 

everyone assumes he is the perpetrator but Poirot thinks otherwise however and looks to the other 

guests in the hotel as more likely suspects. When a local pathologist confirms that the poison used 

was local in origin, Poirot realizes that only when he learns who purchased the poison will he learn 

the killer's identity. 

Episode 07: Problem at Sea; While on a Mediterranean cruise, Poirot is asked to investigate the 

murder of one of the passengers, Mrs. Clapperton who is found stabbed in the chest in her 

stateroom. She was somewhat haughty and generally disliked by the other passengers. Her 

henpecked husband, Colonel Clapperton, was ashore for the entire day with two other passengers. 

General Forbes, who admits to having been in love with the dead woman when they knew each 

other many years before, says he was having a nap. Then there is Miss Ellie Henderson, who is 

attracted to Colonel Clapperton but whose wife is in the way of any possible relationship. With 

everyone having a reasonable alibi, it is left to Poirot to find the killer. 

Episode 08: The Incredible Theft; Tommy Mayfield is a British industrialist who has developed a new 

fighter plane. Up to now he has paid all development costs himself and he very much wants the 

government to contribute. It is reluctant to do so because of an apparent indiscretion some years 

before when Mayfield was supposed to have sold heavy artillery to the Japanese. In order to get 

back into the government's good books, he decides to lay a trap for Mrs. Vanderlyn, a known Nazi 

sympathizer and possible spy. The bait is the plans for the new fighter but Mayfield's wife is so 

concerned that she asks Hercule Poirot to spend the weekend at their house to make sure Vanderlyn 

doesn't get away with anything. 

Episode 09: The King of Clubs; A deck with a missing card provides Poirot with the clue he needs to 

solve the murder of the tyrannical head of a movie studio. 

Episode 10: The Dream; Hercule Poirot is puzzled when Benedict Farley summons him to a late night 

meeting. Farley is known as the king of pies as his company manufactures a well-known brand of 

meat pies. At their meeting, he tells Poirot of a recurring dream where he takes a gun from his desk 

drawer, walks to his office window and commits suicide. His only question for Poirot is whether 

someone could be manipulating him psychologically. When Farley is found dead the next day - in 



circumstances that appear to match those in his dream - Poirot and Captain Hastings find 

themselves assisting Inspector Japp in a case that involves false identities and an affair. It is Miss 

Lemon, however, who provides Poirot with the vital information that allows him to solve the case. 
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Series 02 (9 Episodes) (1990) 
 

Episode 01: Peril at End House; While Poirot is staying at an exclusive Cornish resort, he meets a 

beautiful heiress whose life is in danger. 

Episode 02: The Veiled Lady; Poirot becomes a criminal himself when he agrees to help a beautiful 

woman recover a letter written in her youth that is being used to blackmail her. 

Episode 03: The Lost Mine; When a Chinese businessman with a map to a long lost silver mine is 

found dead in Chinatown, Poirot must find the map and killer. 

Episode 04: The Cornish Mystery; Alice Pengelley visits Poirot in London, telling him she thinks she is 

being poisoned by her husband. When Poirot arrives in Cornwall the next day to investigate Mrs. 

Pengelley's charges, he is too late, and finds her dead. 

Episode 05: The Disappearance of Mr. Davenheim; Banker Mr. Davenheim steps out of his house, 

into the fog, and disappears. Where has he gone? Poirot bets good friend inspector Japp five pounds 

that he can solve the mystery within the week, without leaving his flat, using Captain Hastings to 

collect the clues. 

Episode 06: Double Sin; A young woman is delivering a set of antique Napoleon miniatures to an 

American collector when they are stolen from her suitcase. Captain Hastings, under Poirot's 

guidance, sets out to find the thief. 

Episode 07: The Adventure of the Cheap Flat; When U.S. Navy plans for a new submarine are stolen 

and the thief tracked to London, the FBI sends an agent to work with Inspector Japp to recover 

them. 

Episode 08: The Kidnapped Prime Minister; When the prime minister is kidnapped right before an 

important international arms summit, Poirot has just 32--and a quarter--hours to find the prime 

minister. 

Episode 09: The Adventure of the Western Star; Poirot is thrilled to receive an invitation from 

renowned Belgian actress Marie Marvelle. She has been receiving anonymous notes about the 

Western Star, a valuable diamond purchased by her husband a cut-rate price several years before. 

The notes speak to the mystical nature of the diamonds and that they should be returned to their 

rightful owners. The next day, Lady Yardly claims to also have received similar notes about her own 

fabulous diamond, the Eastern Star. When Poirot and Hastings visit Lord and Lady Yardly the 

diamond is stolen in a daring robbery. Needless to say, none of this sits well with Poirot who finds he 

has a very tight knot to untie. 
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Series 03 (11 Episodes) (1991) 
 

Episode 01: The Mysterious Affair at Styles; Hastings renews his friendship with Poirot and involves 

him in the mysterious poisoning of the mistress of a manor house married to a man twenty years her 

junior. 

Episode 02: How Does Your Garden Grow?; At a flower show, an older woman in a wheelchair 

approaches Poirot, gives him an empty seed packet, and asks him to visit her the next day. When 

Poirot arrives the next day, the woman is dead, murdered with poison. 

Episode 03: The Million Dollar Bond Robbery; The London & Scottish Bank is investing in America 

and is transferring $1 million in liberty bonds to the U.S. to do so. But when Mr. Shaw, the bank 

officer who is supposed to go on the Queen Mary's maiden voyage to transfer the bonds is poisoned, 

the bank calls in Poirot to protect the bonds. 

Episode 04: The Plymouth Express; Poirot investigates the murder of Florence Carrington while 

travelling on the express train to Plymouth. Her father, mining entrepreneur Gordon Halliday, will 

spare no expense to have the crime solved. She had recently been approached by her estranged 

husband Rupert, asking for money and was seen having lunch with a one-time suitor, Armand de la 

Rochefort, of whom her father disapproves. However, the victim's jewellery was stolen and Poirot 

realizes that to find the murderer, they must first find the jewels. 

Episode 05: Wasps' Nest; At a village fête, Poirot runs into an old friend, John Harrison and his fiancé 

Molly Deane, a fashion model. Harrison invites Poirot and Hastings to tea the following week where 

Poirot learns that Molly had once been engaged to a local artist, Claude Langton. Poirot is puzzled by 

a number of apparently unrelated incidents but concludes that someone is being untruthful and that 

a murder is being planned. Courtesy of Hastings' new hobby, photography, Poirot knows exactly 

what is going to occur. Insp. Japp is hospitalized with a case of appendicitis. 

Episode 06: The Tragedy at Marsdon Manor; Having been lured to the village of Marsden Leigh 

under false pretences - the local hotel owner is unable to solve the crime in his own manuscript and 

so invites the detective to solve a "murder" - Poirot and Hastings are asked to look into the death of 

Mr. Mantravers, owner of the local manor house. The local rumour mill has it that the Marsden 

Manor is haunted by several ghosts and Mantravers' wife is convinced that her husband was 

frightened to death. In the end, Poirot initiates a clever ruse to obtain a confession from the 

murderer. 

Episode 07: The Double Clue; Chief Inspector Japp, afraid that he will soon find himself unemployed, 

needs Poirot's assistance in solving a string of jewel robberies. Japp is under intense pressure to 

catch the thief but Poirot counsels patience. When the jewel thief strikes again, Poirot and Captain 

Hastings go to the home of Marcus Hardman, a jewellery collector from whom an emerald necklace 

was stolen. Poirot is apparently quite taken with the exiled Russian Countess Vera Rossakoff and to 

Japp's great consternation, days pass with no progress in the case. With the famous detective 



otherwise occupied, Hastings and Miss Lemon decide to investigate on their own. Poirot however 

knows well who the criminal is. 

Episode 08: The Mystery of the Spanish Chest; Lady Chatterton asks for Poirot's assistance when she 

comes to fear for the safety of her friend, Marguerite Clayton. Specifically, she is convinced that 

Marguerite's husband Edward Clayton, known for his violent temper, will kill her. Poirot is invited to 

a party in order to meet Clayton, but he never shows up. The next day, Poirot finds himself being 

interviewed by Inspector Japp when Edward Clayton's body is found hidden in an elaborate Spanish 

chest located in the same room as the party the previous evening. When Marguerite's friend Major 

Rich is arrested for the murder, Poirot correctly deduces the true nature of the crime and the 

identity of the culprit. 

Episode 09: The Theft of the Royal Ruby; When Prince Farouq of Egypt foolishly lets a tart wear a 

fabulously valuable royal ruby, she simply walks away with it. With Hastings away in Scotland for the 

Christmas holidays, Poirot finds himself spending Christmas with the Lacey family. Colonel Lacey, a 

well-known Egyptologist, was one of the few people who knew the ruby was in England. As Poirot 

investigates, he learns that the Colonel is having financial difficulties and also that one of the house 

guests, Desmond Lee-Wortley, may not be of the soundest character. With the help of the children 

in the household, Poirot sets a trap for the thief. 

Episode 10: The Affair at the Victory Ball; Poirot attends the Victory Ball, a costume party where you 

are expected to dress as someone famous, as himself. However, when two members of a party of six 

dressed as characters from classical Italian comedy are subsequently found dead, Poirot finds 

himself working with Chief Inspector Japp to solve the case. The solution to the deaths of Viscount 

Cronshaw and Coco Courtney is to be found in determining the correct time of death and identifying 

an impostor at the ball. Poirot takes to the airwaves and reveals the identity of the killer on a live 

BBC radio broadcast. 

Episode 11: The Mystery of Hunter's Lodge; Hercule Poirot accompanies his friend Captain Hastings 

on a weekend shooting party at the home of Harrington Pace, but he isn't having a very good time. 

He comes down with the flu and takes to his bed but when Pace is shot dead in his study, he rises to 

the occasion to assist Inspector Japp in solving the case. Pace was not very likable and treated those 

around him badly. He refused to acknowledge his illegitimate half brother, who worked on the 

family estate as the gamekeeper, refusing him even a small loan that would allow him to marry. His 

two nephews did not benefit from the family wealth having been told they may inherit something on 

this death. The solution to the case lies in correctly identifying the mysterious housekeeper, Mrs. 

Middleton, whom Pace had hired for a month and determining her exact role in this mysterious 

affair. 
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Series 04 (3 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Episode 1: The ABC Murders; Poirot receives clues and taunting letters from a serial killer who 

appears to choose his random victims and crime scenes alphabetically. 



Episode 2: Death in the Clouds; After spending a bit of a holiday in Paris, Poirot finds himself on a 

flight to London with an odd assortment of people, some of whom he had met during his stay. When 

one of the passengers, Madame Gisele, is murdered during the flight by a poisoned dart, Poirot is 

asked by Inspector Japp of Scotland Yard to assist with the investigation. Gisele was a well-known 

moneylender with penchant towards blackmail. When Lady Horbury denies knowing the dead 

woman - which Poirot knows is false - the police clearly have their prime suspect. Poirot however, 

sees a far more complex plot to gain access to the victims money. 

Episode 3: One, Two, Buckle My Shoe; After Poirot pays a routine visit to his dentist, the doctor 

apparently shoots himself to death a short time later. Chief Inspector Japp appropriately recruits the 

detective as both witness and consultant. 
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Series 05 (8 Episodes) (1993) 
 

Episode 1: The Adventure of the Egyptian Tomb; Shortly after opening an ancient Egyptian tomb, 

members of an English-American museum expedition start dropping off like flies. Can it truly be the 

Pharaoh's curse? Poirot travels to Egypt to unravel the mystery. 

Episode 2: The Underdog; Invited to the home of chemical company CEO Rueben Astwell for dinner 

and to view Mr. Astwell's collection of Belgian miniatures, Poirot finds Astwell universally disliked 

and shortly thereafter murdered. But the murder is only one piece of the puzzle when Poirot 

discovers Astwell's chemical company has developed synthetic rubber so precious that someone has 

broken into the company to try and steal the formula. Astwell himself is more than willing to sell it 

to the highest bidder, even the Nazi's. 

Episode 3: The Yellow Iris; Exactly two years ago, in Buenos Aires, circumstances prevented Poirot 

from investigating the sudden death of the beautiful Iris Russell. Now he has the chance to try again, 

this time in London, when a yellow iris, mysteriously left on his doorstep, alerts Poirot that the killer 

may strike once more. 

Episode 4: The Case of the Missing Will; A terminally ill man asks Poirot to be executor of his new will 

but is murdered before he can write it, and it is later discovered the old will has been stolen. 

Episode 5: The Adventure of the Italian Nobleman; Poirot and his friend Captain Hastings find 

themselves investigating the murder of Count Foscatini, who was found in his flat. As it turns out, 

the dead man's valet, Mr. Graves, has been dating Miss Lemon and has been less than honest with 

her about his profession. As for the dead nobleman, the police believe he was being blackmailed. 

The Italian Embassy denies any knowledge of the man and denies that he had any official role in the 

country. Poirot doubts the veracity of their claims but also concludes that others are lying as well. 

Episode 6: The Chocolate Box; Accompanying Inspector Japp to Brussels, who is receiving an award 

from the Belgian government, Hercule Poirot tells him a case from 20 years before. Poirot was a 

young policeman at the time and at the request of Virginie Mesnard, agrees to investigate the death 



of rising young politician, Paul Deroulard. The courts had already ruled that he had died of a heart 

attack, but she believes he was murdered. Poirot believed Deroulard had been poisoned, likely from 

a box of chocolates he had been given by an aristocrat, Xavier St. Alard. In the end, Poirot identified 

the killer, even obtaining a confession, but chose not to make it public, for reasons that he explains 

to his colleagues. 

Episode 7: Dead Man's Mirror; Poirot is outbid at an auction for an antique mirror by the dislikeable 

Gervais Chevenix, who requests Poirot's attendance at his country home as he believes he is being 

defrauded by a business associate, John Lake. Poirot arrives at the Chevenix house with Hastings and 

meets Chevenix's wife Vanda, an eccentric who believes in reincarnation and predicts a death in the 

household, his adopted daughter Ruth and her cousin Hugo, a struggling manufacturer of tubular 

steel furniture, who will inherit Chevenix's money if they marry and Miss Lingard, a secretary helping 

Chevenix research a book he is writing. Hugo is engaged to Susan and Ruth has already married Lake 

in secret. As the household are dressing for dinner, the butler sounds the gong to summon them, 

and then a shot rings out. Vanda's prophecy has come true and her husband has been murdered. 

Episode 8: Jewel Robbery at the Grand Metropolitan; On his doctor's orders Poirot has gone to stay 

in the seaside resort of Brighton, where he is frequently mistaken for Lucky Len, who gives out 

money on behalf of a newspaper to people who recognize him. Poirot is staying at the Metropolitan 

hotel, as are Mr. Opalsen, a theatrical producer, and his wife who is an actress starring in a play at a 

local theatre. A set of valuable pearls which Mrs. Opalsen wears in the play is stolen from her room, 

and suspicion falls on her maid Celestine, who was in the room next door. Celestine loves Andrew, 

the impoverished young author of Mrs. Opalsen's play but they cannot afford to get married and she 

is accused of taking the jewels to finance their marriage. Poirot solves the case and unmasks the real 

culprit, being rewarded by Opalsen and getting a bonus when he identifies the real Lucky Len. 
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Series 06 (4 Episodes) (1995-6) 
 

Episode 1: Hercule Poirot's Christmas; The tyrannical patriarch of a dysfunctional but wealthy family 

summons his adult children for a Christmas reunion, but prior to the holiday his throat is slashed 

apparently by one of them. 

Episode 2: Hickory Dickory Dock; Miss Lemon persuades Poirot to investigate a series of apparently 

minor thefts in a university hostel, but simple kleptomania soon turns to baffling homicide. 

Episode 3: Murder on the Links; Poirot and Hastings are in Deauville, and Poirot is approached by 

business-man Paul Renaud concerning threats by Chileans. The next morning the maid finds 

Madame Renaud bound and gagged and her husband's corpse is later found on a nearby golf course. 

Giraud, a pompous French police officer, dismissive of Poirot's reputation, lays a wager with him. 

The detective who fails to catch the killer must make a sacrifice. Giraud will relinquish his trade mark 

pipe. Poirot must shave off his moustache. 



Episode 4: Dumb Witness; An elderly woman confides to Poirot that she fears one of her relatives is 

trying to kill her for her money. He persuades her to disinherit her heirs, but she is murdered 

anyway. 

2 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 07 (2 Episodes) (2000) 
 

Episode 1: The Murder of Roger Ackroyd; Living quietly in the small village of King's Abbot, sleuth 

Hercule Poirot becomes involved in the murder of successful industrialist Roger Ackroyd. The 

number of potential killers is almost as great as the population of the village itself. As Poirot 

investigates he sees that there might be a connection to the suicide of a local woman, and the death 

the previous year of her husband. 

Episode 2: Lord Edgware Dies; Lady Edgware, the well-known stage actress Jane Wilkinson, has a 

dilemma in that her husband has consistently refused to give her a divorce. She asks Hercule Poirot 

to visit the man to see if there is any possibility of convincing him. Lord Edgware is nothing short of 

nasty, treating all those around him very badly. When he is found dead, there is no great surprise, 

but there certainly are a good number of suspects. The police believe Lady Edgware to be the culprit, 

but she has a cast-iron alibi, having attended a private dinner over the time her husband was killed. 

There is also the man's nephew, who would inherit his fortune, and his personal assistant, whom he 

treated very badly; and then there is the family butler, who clearly has his own interests at heart. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 08 (2 Episodes) (2001) 
 

Episode 1: Evil Under the Sun; Recovering from a sudden collapse, Poirot finds little comfort in 

doctor's orders confining him to a strict regimen at an island health resort with Captain Hastings. 

However, better medicine is to be found in the murder of another guest, a famous film actress, and 

a long list of suspects. 

Episode 2: Murder in Mesopotamia; While Poirot is on holiday in Iraq, the wife of the head scientist 

at an archaeological dig confides to him that she is the target of threatening letters. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 



Series 09 (4 Episodes) (2003-4) 
 

Episode 1: Five Little Pigs; Lucy Crale enlists Poirot to investigate the fourteen-year-old murder case 

in which her mother was hanged for poisoning her philandering painter father. 

Episode 2: Sad Cypress; Elinor Carlisle seems to be the obvious murderer of her ailing aunt and the 

beautiful romantic rival who broke up her engagement, but Poirot uncovers darker motives. 

Episode 3: Death on the Nile; A wealthy British heiress honeymooning on a Nile cruise ship is stalked 

by a former friend, whose boyfriend she had stolen before making him her new husband. 

Episode 4: The Hollow; Poirot stumbles on the murder scene of philandering Dr. John Christow at a 

country estate as his mistress, his hostess, and his wife (with a revolver) stand over him. 

2 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 10 (4 Episodes) (2005-6) 
 

Episode 1: The Mystery of the Blue Train; Poirot investigates the brutal hammer murder of Ruth 

Kettering, an American heiress and the theft of a fabulous ruby on the Blue Train between Calais and 

Nice. 

Episode 2: Cards on the Table; The enigmatic, sinister Mr. Shaitana, one of London's richest men, 

invites 8 guests, 4 of them possible murderers and 4 'detectives' to his opulent apartment. 

Episode 3: After the Funeral; When a man disinherits his sole beneficiary and bequeaths his wealth 

to others just prior to his death, Poirot is called in to investigate. 

Episode 4: Taken at the Flood; A young widow is left in sole possession of her late husband's fortune, 

and her brother refuses to share it with her in-laws - so they enlist Poirot to try to prove that the 

widow's missing first husband might not be dead after all. 

2 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 11 (4 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 1: Mrs. McGinty's Dead; A pair of photographs are the only clues that Poirot has to solve the 

murder of a village charwoman, and to prove the innocence of the victim's lodger. 

Episode 2: Cat Among the Pigeons; A foreign revolution, a kidnapped princess, and a trove of 

priceless rubies are linked to a prestigious girls' school, where staff members are brutally murdered. 



Episode 3: Third Girl; After a seemingly neurotic young heiress tells Ariadne Oliver and Poirot that 

she thinks she may have killed someone, her ex-nanny is found with her wrists slashed. 

Episode 4: Appointment with Death; While accompanying her husband on an archaeological dig in 

1937 Syria, overbearing, abusive Lady Boynton is found stabbed to death. 

2 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 12 (4 Episodes) (2009-10) 
 

Episode 1: The Clocks; Four clocks surround an unidentified corpse in a blind woman's house, and a 

young typist is summoned to the crime scene. However, Poirot is convinced that the complicated 

setup is merely hiding a simpler solution. 

Episode 2: Three Act Tragedy; Poirot attends a party at the great actor Sir Charles Cartwright's 

Cornish mansion. A local reverend dies while drinking a cocktail, but no poison is found in his glass. 

Poirot and Cartwright decide to investigate when another victim is claimed in the same manner. 

Episode 3: Hallowe'en Party; During a village's Hallowe'en party, a young girl boasts of having 

witnessed a murder from years before. No one believes her tale until her body is found later on in 

the evening, drowned in the apple-bobbing bucket. 

Episode 4: Murder on the Orient Express; Poirot investigates the murder of a shady American 

businessman stabbed in his compartment on the Orient Express when it is blocked by a blizzard in 

the Serbian mountains. 

2 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Age Of Consent (1969) 
 

An elderly artist thinks he has become too stale and is past his 

prime. His friend (and agent) persuades him to go to an offshore 

island to try once more. On the island he re-discovers his muse in 

the form of a young girl. Made on Dunk Island of the great barrier 

(coral) reef was quite a success in Australia in its day. Apparently 

though it was heavily cut Internationally with some nude scenes 

deleted and the first 10 minutes shortened. Well the planet can 

now rejoice because a carefully restored complete version is now 

available and has had a premiere screening in Sydney in the 

magnificent 2200 seat State Theatre as part of the 2005 Sydney 

Film Festival. It will appear Internationally in festivals and then on 

DVD for all to savor. The story is by Norman Lindsay, a world 

renowned artists whose bacchanalian paintings of luscious nude 

sirens have caused erotic reactions (good and bad) for over 100 

years. (See the film SIRENS)...THE AGE OF CONSENT details an 

artist (here called Bradley Morrison) similar to Lindsay, played by a fit and tanned James Mason who 

travels to tropical isolation in an attempt to regain his artist eye. He does of course with the form of 

shapely nude teenage island muse, Cora: Helen Mirren in her first voluptuous role. There is so much 

to enjoy in THE AGE OF CONSENT from Mason and Mirren's balanced careful performances to the 

secondary characters, mainly in the form of spectacular handsome and virile 24-year-old Harold 

Hopkins, an Australian actor in one of his first appearances. He has been unjustly ignored in this 

film's reputation and it is time to celebrate his appearance (as the spunky gauche youth, Ted) and 

recognize his astonishing good looks and hilarious turn trying to be Cora's boyfriend. Ten years 

ahead of Mel Gibson but ten times better looking, fitter and far more screen presence. 

Unfortunately his film career did not succeed as well. Today, Hopkins is not well known and looks 

more like Andy Warhol. Celebrated Brit director Michael Powell whose comedy THEY'RE A WEIRD 

MOB was a massive local success in 1966 turned his adept hand to this romantic tropical artistic fruit 

salad with generally very enjoyable results. Certain sequences just between Mirren and mason are 

so effective that the viewer is left with the extraordinary feeling of having actually been there with 

them that day on the beach. Sadly this was Powell's last film in a career lasting over 30 years 

producing endurable classics in both the U.K. and Australia. Subplots involving Mason's racing pal 

who pesters him for cash and follows him about, to Cora's hag-like granny who berates her beauty 

are overplayed and create pantomime, but this is a small detraction from what is a generally 

astonishingly visually beautiful romantic drama of loneliness and artistic endeavor. The color 

photography, I a thrilled to learn, was achieved by duplicating the original Technicolor method of a 

three reel tint (YCM) on black and white stock then matching all three to create a color negative. As I 

marveled at the sublime color of this restored print I wondered how it was so perfect. An after film 

Q&A segment revealed this color filmed method and I am happy to pass on this important piece of 

tech info. THE AGE OF CONSENT is a film of its time but also with content explicit and exquisite for a 

new century audience. If one gets the opportunity to see this restored version, it contains visual 

delights and location atmosphere captured carefully and restored lovingly that transfers to the 

viewer with humorous ease. Yes Mirren has hairy legs and Mason doesn't wear underpants and the 



lesser characters are Aussie parrots..but that's part of the story! Enjoy THE AGE OF CONSENT. It is a 

film of which Helen Mirren today would be especially so proud...as would Harold Hopkins. One scene 

where Cora wistfully buys herself a cheap children's plastic handbag at the local store is genuinely 

touching depicting her lonely wish to own something 'nice'. The delusion and loneliness captured 

perfectly for this beautiful sad girl stuck in paradise but without real appreciation (except for 

Mason). The opening scene is now hilarious with a risqué painting of the Columbia woman Logo as 

part of a provocative art exhibition. 

Converted from DivX...English (Australian accents) Soundtrack  



Agent Cody Banks (2003) 
 

To his family and friends, Cody Banks (18-year-old Frankie Muniz) 

is a typical teen, he loves to skateboard, hates math, and feels like 

a complete idiot around girls. But Cody's got a secret--he's 

actually part of a secret teen CIA program. Cody's living every 

boy's dream life--he can drive like a stuntman, has an incredible 

arsenal of cool gadgets, and his agency mentor, Ronica Miles, is 

totally hot. But Cody's training is put to the test when he's sent to 

pose as a prep school student and befriend fellow teen Natalie 

Connors in order to gain access to her father--a scientist 

unknowingly developing a fleet of deadly nanobots for the evil 

organization ERIS. From runaway cars and high-speed snowboard 

chases to a spectacular final mountaintop showdown, Cody has to 

use everything he's learned to prove himself as an agent and stop 

ERIS from completing their mission--and, maybe, even get the girl. 

Cody Banks is a shy common teenager, living with his mother, father and little brother in a suburban 

house. But he is also a very efficient undercover CIA agent. He is assigned by CIA director (Keith 

David), with the support of his instructor Ronica Miles (Angie Harmon), to date Natalie Connors 

(Hilary Duff) in order to be invited to her birthday party and get close and spy Natalie's father, Dr. 

Connors (Martin Donovan). Dr. Connors is a brilliant scientist, who has developed some sort of 

micro-robots with the intention of controlling oil leakage from tankers. However, the investors of 

the experiment intend to use the device as a powerful weapon. I pretty much knew what I was in for 

when I started seeing this movie. It is suppose to be funny and cute, but it isn't. It is cheesy and 

stinks of bad dialog and the world's most crappy plot. Yeah I know the movie is probably more 

suitable for kids but this is just my opinion. The fight scenes with "cody" sucks and let me tell you 

why. It is soooo obvious that they used a stunt double who is about a foot higher and wider and an 

adult to be honest. The second thing I noticed is when he is fighting in Natalie's "birthday" party 

where there is, by the way, blackjack and dice games. Way to parent your 15-year-old daughter. I 

wish I could go to a "we will frisk you before you can come in" party when I was 15. After the fight, 

Francois Molay, the henchman manages to say something like: That guy is an agent cause he had to 

learn those moves in the CIA. Yeah, cause no one but the CIA fights with kicks and punches...If you 

are about 12-18 you will probably like this movie but I didn't. With 11-year-old Connor Widdows. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English Soundtrack 
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Agent Cody Banks 2: Destination London (2004) 
 

CIA agent has stolen a top secret mind-control device and Cody 

(19-year-old Frankie Muniz) has to go undercover in London to 

get it back. Posing as a student at an elite boarding school to get 

close to his suspects, Cody has to keep the other kids from 

discovering his true identity while infiltrating covert hideouts, 

spying on his sinister target - and going to class. With all-new 

gadgets, high-flying action, exciting chases and a wisecracking 

new handler, Derek (Anthony Anderson), Cody has to retrieve the 

device before the world's leaders fall under the evil control of a 

diabolical villain. Frankie Muniz really does look 16 at almost-19! 

He and Anthony Anderson, who plays his CIA "handler" in this 

sequel, were obviously having fun making this campy tongue-in-

cheek secret agent "thriller." This is a very simple movie -- there 

are no sub-plots, no complicated characters, no psychological 

complexities -- and I couldn't help but enjoy it. If you're willing, for 

a moment or two, to accept that a 16-y/o boy in the middle of an immense plush bed would tell a 

very attractive girl who comes to visit him in the morning to just leave him alone and go away, then 

you can enjoy it too! The silliness extends from the opening scene of a CIA "summer camp" for pint-

size agents-in-training to Cody discovering that Scotland Yard has a junior agent program of their 

own. With all that, or perhaps in spite of all that, there's something so unassuming about Frankie 

Muniz that you WANT to join him in his far-fetched world. Even as a child actor he was never 

especially "pretty" in the way that so many of them are, so he really must have had, and continues 

to have, some talent. I hope he can carry the same relaxed aplomb into a successful adult career. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English Soundtrack  



Agent Z And The Penguin From Mars (1996) 
 

The six episode series followed the exploits of Ben Simpson 

(Duncan Barton), and his friends Barney (16-year-old Andrew 

McKay), and Jenks (13-year-old Reggie Yates), who together 

formed the "Crane Grove Gang", named after the street where 

they lived. This was a society dedicated to playing ingenious 

practical jokes in an initiative called "Agent Z". Following the 

arrival of an unpleasant and dull new astronomer neighbour 

Dennis Sidebottom, a supposed lottery winner, the gang plot their 

biggest ever practical joke: an elaborate conspiracy involving a 

penguin stolen from a supermarket Christmas display, an alien 

from Mars, a spaceship and a "message for mankind" carved on a 

meteorite. The series also included a number of subplots, such as 

Ben's infatuation with Sidebottom's pianist daughter, Samantha, 

and the thieving activities of the Sidebottom's disturbing son, Tod 

- on one occasion he is caught shoplifting a large quantity of Dolly 

Parton albums. It was also notable for its realizations of Ben's fevered imagination, which led to 

extravagant dream sequences, such as a recurring image of him as a millionaire, complete with a 

well-spoken butler called Finlay, and another featuring Sidebottom as a vampire. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1996)) 
 

Episode 1: 

Episode 2: 

Episode 3: 

Episode 4: 

Episode 5: 

Episode 6: 
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Agi I Ema (Agi And Ema) (2007) 
 

A warm tale of friendship forged between a lonely boy Agi (Stefan 

Lazarevic) and an elderly lady Ema. Abandoned by everyone, 

these two outcast manage to unite and overcome harsh reality. 

Converted from DivX...Serbian Soundtrack...English, Serbian & 

Slovenian Subtitles 
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Agnes Und Seine Brüder (Agnes And His Brothers) (2004) 
 

Stefan Arndt's drama focuses on three very different brothers, all 

searching for happiness. Hans-Jörg is a sex addicted librarian, who 

is interested in young students. Werner is a successful politician 

with a dysfunctional family. Agnes, a transsexual, works as a table 

dancer in a nightclub. The three brothers just have one thing in 

common: their longing for a happy life. Having seen this film, I 

was left with the feeling that it betrayed its title. Although the 

acting was superb, the script or directing was lacking. This had to 

happen. Each of the three characters is the centre of a separate 

story and each of these stories could have quite happily been a 

separate film. Agnes' story succeeds in being painful to watch, but 

I was lost because so little time given to Agnes' characterization. 

Agnes' fate begs the question: "Is there no happy ever after for 

Transsexuals?" Of Course there is. But, it does not suit the tone of 

the film, which is a parody on middle class, liberal, left wing families. I can't see this being a fair 

answer to American Beauty as that film was quite mystical in nature and the main character was 

very well introduced and described. 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Agostino (1962) 
 

A radiant Ingrid Thulin escapes from Scandinavian gloom and into 

sunnier climes in this sensuous, if disturbing, erotic drama set in 

Venice. As the frivolous mother of a troubled teenage boy (Paolo 

Colombo), she is a walking Oedipus complex in designer gowns 

(and a warm-up for more celebrated 'monster mother' roles in 

Night Games and The Damned). She dominates this film with her 

usual minimum of effort, no matter that she spends so much of it 

off-screen - in the arms of a dashing gigolo played by John Saxon. 

How does her impressionable young son pass his time while 

Mummy is absent? Now we come to the secret of WHY this film is 

so totally obscure. (Even fans of Thulin, or of director Mauro 

Bolognini, barely seem to know it exists.) Wandering the desolate 

beaches of the Lido, the son falls in with a vagabond group of 

pubescent boys, ruled over by a mysterious older man whose 

attachment to them is...well, let's just say that implications are everything, and Bolognini's dreamily 

homoerotic photography of underage flesh would never pass scrutiny in our more knowing times. 

For anybody who does not find its sexual subtext too off-putting, Agostino is an intelligent and 

handsomely photographed film. Its black-and-white views of Venice are as breathtaking as the later 

Technicolor visions of Visconti and Nicolas Roeg. If I can't recommend it wholeheartedly, that's 

because Bolognini (unlike, say, Louis Malle in the far superior Pretty Baby) does not seem entirely 

aware of the dilemmas raised by his own film. At what age does human sexuality begin? At what age 

is it ethically acceptable for an artist to portray it? Such questions are rife in Agostino. The answers 

are nowhere to be found. 

Converted from DivX...Italian Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Ah Ma Yau Nan (Leave Me Alone) (2004) 
 

Yiu Chun-Man, a gay fashion designer in Hong Kong, gets a visit 

from twin brother Yiu Chun-Kit. Kit is visiting from Thailand and 

promptly takes Man's expensive car out for a spin and gets into a 

horrendous accident in which a woamn dies, and Kit was driving 

with Man's license. Since the revelation of Kit's true identity 

would be a real legal tangle, Kit is forced to assume Man's identity 

and vice-versa. Even worse, Kit is now in a coma, meaning Man 

has to hang out at his bro's bedside hoping that he can clue him 

into the switcheroo as soon as he wakes up. Yiu Chun-kit, a 

resident of Thailand, is visiting his twin brother, Yiu Chun-man, in 

Hong Kong. Borrowing his brother's car and driver's license, Chun-

kit gets into a car accident, killing a pedestrian. Resulting from the 

accident, Chun-kit goes into a coma. For liability reasons, Chun-

man will let the hospital think that it is him that is in a coma. 

Conversely, Chun-kit's girlfriend convinces Chun-man to take on his brother's persona to deal with 

some immediate financial issues back in Thailand, namely applying for a legitimate loan to pay off a 

loan shark. Beyond having to deal with an angry loan shark, Chun-man will have some problems 

pretending to be his brother as Chun-kit is straight and Chun-man is gay, with some stereotypically 

gay tendencies. Meanwhile back in Hong Kong, Chun-kit awakens from his coma having the world 

believe he is Chun-man, the world which includes Chun-man's boyfriend. With recent hits from the 

Pang Brothers such as The Eye, I had pretty high hopes for this movie. Danny Pang, one of the 

brothers goes solo as director in this cheesy, seen-before plot, and despite some good innovation, 

this flick falls somewhat short of expectations. Man and Kit are twin brothers (both played by Ekin 

Cheng). Kit, who lives in Thailand, visits his younger brother in Hong Kong and on seeing his brother's 

car decides to take it for a spin, switching identities with their driving licences. However, Kit has an 

accident and is left in a coma, when Kit's girlfriend, Jane (Charlene Choi), calls needing him back to 

take out a loan from the bank to pay off some sharks. Man steps in and flies to Thailand, only to find 

that Kit and Jane may be in deeper trouble than they thought. The film's plot is too familiar to many 

people, particularly when it's been used by so many others such as Jackie Chan (Twin Dragons), Jean-

Claude van Damme (Double Impact) and Jet Li (The One). However, I do admire the attempt to give 

the characters more depth. Cheng's portrayal of Man and Kit are clearly different, and not only 

because of Man being a gay character in the film. Cheng almost pulls off the act of being two 

different characters, but there were certain parts of the script that made it too unconvincing. I found 

it amusing that Cheng had a hairstyle that is commonly reminiscent of his girlfriend's, Gigi Leung. 

Charlene Choi is gradually improving in her roles, but she doesn't have the maturity on screen yet. As 

for the story, well, it's somewhat disappointing. There are some incoherences in the film, the action 

scenes were rather ordinary and unoriginal and frankly, I felt little excitement in watching them. But 

as a Pang film, the movie does have one saving grace and that is in the cinematography. Interesting 

camera angles, some good direction, and some quite clever editing did at least provide me 

something to keep me interested. But overall, it just didn't hit the mark. In terms of action films, 

there are plenty of other, better films to see. As a Pang film, it's definitely a disappointment, 



particularly as the bar for the Pangs was set high with The Eye. But if you want something the pass 

the time, this film is at least watchable. One for a night in. 
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Ahobsal Insaeng (When I Turned Nine) (2004) 
 

Korean drama films set in public or high-schools often make me 

uneasy for I know there will be severe Korean Cranial Abuse, 

played completely straight, as this is one of the many liberties 

apparently afforded teachers (among other authority figures) in 

Korean culture. Westerners will no doubt react with horror at the 

relentless, wordless beating young Baek Yeo-min (Kim Seok) 

endures from his stone-faced teacher for dunking the shoes of 

snooty new classmate Woo-rim (Lee Se-young) in retaliation for 

an earlier slight. Not only do the very real looking blows 

eventually start knocking him to the floor, he gets back up and 

faces into yet another one because, well, that's just what you do. 

Yeo-min is the defacto Big Boss of his public school social order in 

the early 1970's. He takes his licks, defers without issue to his 

elders and their rigid disciplines, and is actually quite attracted to 

the Woo-rim, a Seoul transplant who's prone to inflating the wonderfulness of her possibly broken 

family, lies like a rug, plays favourites in the playground pecking order and will make you very 

tempted to call her something that rhymes with 'bitch.' But Yeo-min sees beyond all that, even if he 

doesn't understand why, and much to the chagrin of his female friend Keum-bok (Jung Sun-kyung). 

Meanwhile, on the home front, Yeo-min's greatest desire is to buy a pair of sunglasses for his 

mother, who was blinded in one eye by a factory mishap and now spends her days a recluse at 

home, and who ultimately teaches him the error of his weak thinking by whipping the back of his 

calves with a reed in yet another scene of heart wrenching realism that may put off those who don't 

read up on the culture. He also becomes acquainted with the town philosopher, whose inability to 

connect with a local music teacher echoes the potential social problems of Yeo-min's attraction to 

Woo-rim. Ultimately, this plays like one big ode to Korean strength through suffering (an 

understandable facet of the country's cinema), and though I'm willing to allow for my own ignorance 

of other cultures when something doesn't quite sit right with me, much of the melodrama in this 

film seems a tad disingenuous, particularly the dialogue written for these wise-beyond-their-years 

youngsters. Now I'm aware from the books I've read, that the harsh living conditions for the Korean 

under classes from the 50's to the 70's were enough to make anyone grow up fast and hard, I'm still 

somewhat uncomfortable with the sight of a 10-year-old standing before her bawling classmates 

and owning up to a laundry list of 'issues' as though it were her final day in rehab seems just a little 

bit phony. Director Yoon In-ho and screenwriter Lee Man-hee, working from a novel by We Kee-

cheul, know just what buttons to push to get the tear ducts welling up, but I'm afraid they don't 

know how to push them lightly. From a technical perspective, the film looks stunning, with the 

barren poverty of the small town beautifully captured through several seasons by cinematographer 

Chun Jo-myoung. 
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Ai No Korîda (In The Realm Of The Senses) (1976) 
 

Based on a true story set in pre-war Japan, a man and one of his 

servants begin a torrid affair. Their desire becomes a sexual 

obsession so strong that to intensify their ardour, they forsake all, 

even life itself. Groundbreaking and unique. Yet strangely 

forgotten. It has been described as the Japanese Last Tango in 

Paris- a fair comparison. For both films explore in a truly raw and 

puissant manner the sexuality and psychology of sex. Ai No 

Corrida is an overwhelming experience, if for nothing else than its 

sheer audacity. But Corrida is so much more than sex. It delves 

into a shrouded netherworld of experimentation and pain. The 

world of De Sade. Yet it is not turgid or depraved; it is not 

repugnant or diabolical. It is a poetic voyage into the unknown. It 

is about the search for pure fulfilment and pleasure. Nothing else 

in the world presented matters, reality is discarded. And thus the 

cause for the tragedy which ensues. The two protagonists separate themselves from all that is real 

for they know that to find true happiness they must transcend all levels of reality and consciousness 

to a mighty plane. But such a place is transient. Yet the few glorious moments in such a world are 

worth any heartache that follows. It was a film ahead of its time and I believe that it is still. The 

sparse few in the audience snickering and snorting confirmed this. It is one of those films whose 

reputation has preceded it and is so well known in Arthouse circles that disappointment may be said 

to be inevitable. But this film lives up to its reputation. For it is a truly explicit and daring film as it 

challenges the common perception that happiness is conformity. It proposes that true happiness is 

unobtainable in this world and to gain it you must sacrifice the flesh, to forward and improve the 

soul. Yet this film made twenty-four years ago has been forgotten in the industry for where is its 

influence, its mark? Few films have used pornography in such a way since. And sex is still relegated 

to the flea-pit cinemas and backstreet shops. Arthouse films which depict sex, even those which do 

so explicitly, present it as the result of the character's exploration or development. As a curiosity, or 

as symbolic of the ascension of a particular player. Corrida uses sex to forward the plot, to illustrate 

the personalities of its protagonists, to symbolize everything in their fragile society. Sex is the plot 

development, sex is the key player and sex is the message. The sex takes centre stage. Each new 

scene is the result of sex, not vice versa. This truly original concept has never taken hold. Why not? 

Surely the Arthouse circuit would realize the potential and milk it dry. And yet Corrida and a handful 

of others are the only films to take advantage. This is why Ai No Corrida is a masterpiece. The acting, 

the direction, script etc... are all brilliant. But the ideas and concepts and invention are what makes 

Corrida one of the most superb films ever made. A film unknown except to those in the Arena. A film 

which took no hold, was as distant and mysterious as the world it depicted. A fleeting landmark that 

should have shook the world; but, maybe rightly, will always remain a forgotten treasure. 
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Ai No Kotodama (Words Of Devotion) (2008) 
 

Ootani and Tachibana have been inseparable since high school. 

Now that they're in college, they live together, they're happy and 

everything seems prefect. But their little world is disrupted when 

they meet an old high school friend, Yuki, who seems to have a 

crush on Tachibana, making Ootani feel jealous and insecure. Will 

Tachibana really choose him over a pretty girl? 
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Ai Qing Wan Sui (Vive L'Amour) (1994) 
 

The film focuses on three city folks who unknowingly share the 

same apartment: Mei, a real estate agent who uses it for her 

sexual affairs; Ah-jung, her current lover; and Hsiao-ang, who's 

stolen the key and uses the apartment as a retreat. I suppose it's 

nice and trendy to see wonderful things in the absolute emptiness 

of a film like this. With the sometimes pointless excesses of many 

Hollywood films, we can relax and enjoy a scene devoid of 

explosions, foul language, and corny one-liners. Minimalism has 

its place, and can be very effective when employed properly. 

However, this film is not one of those cases. Take the long scenes 

with no dialogue and dreary, sparse scenery. I'm sure that they 

must hold some great meaning and insight, because the implied 

message in shrouded in bafflement. The acting is poor... bland 

and pedestrian... and features one of the worst crying scenes in 

history (at the end of the film, if you can sit through it to the end). The scenery is drab, and the 

ridiculously long ending sequence of the girl walking through the barren park is as pleasurable as 

having a tooth pulled. I would call this anticlimatic, but as the film didn't build to any sort of climax 

whatsoever... not even in the "erotic" scenes... it would be untrue. I'm sure that there was a script 

employed during the filming, but with the amount of dialogue, I think it might have been written on 

a cocktail napkin. Basically, this film offers nothing to interest or amaze... no great story, no stunning 

insights, no visual drama, no excitement. Apart from two or three amusing moments, this film is a 

waste of two hours. A tragically boring and dreary film. 
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Äideistä Parhain (Mother Of Mine) (Den Bästa Av Mödrar) (2005) 
 

During World War II, more than 70,000 Finnish children were 

evacuated to neutral Sweden to avoid the conflict. "Mother of 

Mine", the latest from the award-winning Klaus Härö (Elina - Som 

om jag inte fanns (2002)), tackles that painful patch of history in a 

tale of 9-year-old Eero (Topi Majaniemi), a child who increasingly 

feels abandoned by his biological Finnish mother and yet not 

attached to his Swedish surrogate mom. When he is returned to 

Finland, his confusion intensifies. 1943: 9-year-old Eero whose 

father is killed during the war is brought to Sweden to foster 

parents to his protection like thousands of other Finnish children. 

Eero feels lost, particularly as his foster mother Signe behaves 

very unfriendly. She was expecting a little girl and still mourns for 

her daughter who drowned in the sea. The situation changes 

when Eero's mother tells with a letter that she wants to go with 

her lover to Germany and Eero should remain with his foster mother. Thus Eero becomes Signe's 

son. Now she cares lovingly for him. Eero makes friends with the little girl Siv and enjoys childhood 

for a while. However, after the end of the war the boy has to go back to Finland against his will 

where his mother waits for him. Never again he will be able to trust her, since she has disappointed 

him too often. 60 years later, invited to Signe's burial, he will understand while reading all letters 

that both women only wanted the best for him. This film is about a Finnish boy who got sent to 

Sweden during the Finish-Russian War in 1939. The film is very powerful, touching and affecting. 

There are so many memorable scenes where nothing is said, and yet they convey a thousand words. 

An example is that Eero's mother seeing a priest coming to their house. The despair and 

hopelessness is portrayed so vividly, and yet not one word is said. Maria Lundqvist deserves 

particular recognition for her acting skills. She plays every emotion very naturally. From the initial 

rejection and disgust to the eventual love and trust, these emotions are all so natural and real. 

Another point that deserves mention is that the present days are in black and white while the past is 

in colour. Such an arrangement is not so usual, and yet suits this film well. The soundtrack is very 

good, it really captivates and enhances the mood and emotions of the scenes. The plot is particularly 

touching, especially when one is reminded of the fact that 80,000 children had a similar fate during 

the war. I am glad to have a chance to watch this film, and I urge others to watch this too! 
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A-i-deul... (Children) (2011) 
 

The film is based on a true yet unsolved murder case from the 

early 1990s that is known among Koreans as the "disappearance 

of the frog children." In 1991, five elementary school students 

told their parents that they were going to hang out on a nearby 

mountain to catch frogs. They never came back. 
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Air Bud (1997) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Kevin Zegers) and a talented stray dog 

with an amazing basketball playing ability become instant friends. 

Rebounding from his father's accidental death, 12-year-old Josh 

Framm moves with his family to the small town of Fernfield, 

Washington. The new kid in town, Josh has no friends and is too 

shy to try out for the school basketball team. Instead he prefers to 

practice alone on an abandoned court, he befriends a runaway 

golden retriever named Buddy. Josh is amazed when he realizes 

that Buddy loves basketball...that is playing basketball...and he is 

GOOD! Josh eventually makes the school team and Buddy is 

named the Team Mascot. Josh and Buddy become the stars of 

halftime. Buddy's half-time talent draws media attention. 

Unfortunately, when Buddy's mean former owner, Norm Snively, 

comes along with a scheme to cash in on the pup's celebrity, it 

looks like they are going to be separated. This is a good movie for younger kids despite some brief 

mild language. The dog playing basketball just doesn't make sense to me though. I could take the 

ball away from the dog and it's not like he has the height advantage. If you have small kids they 

would enjoy it. 
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Air Bud: Golden Receiver (1998) 
 

The Golden Receiver picks up where Air Bud left off. Josh (14-

year-old Kevin Zegers), now legal owner of Buddy, now plays 

football with Buddy instead of Basketball!!! The movie takes place 

in the same town of Ferfield, Washington. An insipid sequel. "Air 

Bud 2: Golden Receiver" is a very bad rehearse in making a sequel 

in the course of a single year. The first film was cute, cuddly and 

charming. The idea of a dog playing on a basketball team is quite 

farfetched, but he defiantly pulled off enough stunts to save the 

concept. Even the human story had some explanation to it. Josh's 

father was killed in a plane crash, so he is sad. And the audience 

becomes emotionally involved as well. Now for the poorly made 

sequel. It is terrible. This is the worst kind of bad sequel, the kind 

that changes the good ideas and turns them into bad ones. The 

kind that changes the main plot piece in one way, this time, the K-

9 plays football instead of basketball. No madder how much time 

is spent in mind over matter, benefit of a doubt, walk into with an 

open mind of an attitude you have with a film like this, there is no positive thinking when it comes to 

downright bad film making. The sequel stars Kevin Zegers as Josh, who is in eighth grade. He lives 

with his mother and little sister in a Seattle suburb. In the first film the human story involved him 

losing his father in a plane accident, which the audience can relate to, most people know what it 

feels like to lose a close loved one. In this movie, the emotional plot is a bit more complicated. Josh's 

mother is dating once again. He and Buddy, his dog who can play basketball, don't like this at all. 

Why? If I were in his shoes I would love to have an extra parent in my life, especially one this nice. 

The man's name is Patrick Sullivan, and Josh's mother, Jackie, met him became he is a local 

veterinarian for Buddy. The animal story is too simple. Josh is influenced by his best friend to try out 

for the school football team, the Timber Wolves. The team itself looks like something from America's 

Funniest Home Videos, the can even catch a ball without tripping or plummeting into each other. So 

when Bud shows up one day, he proves he can play as a receiver for them, and is no doubt the 

team's best player. Buddy's extremely cute in his football costume. Oh, he is enough to melt the 

heart. The dog is the best in this movie as well. Too bad there wasn't enough stunts done by him to 

draw attention away from the fact that no one ever asks any questions about a dog playing off a 

school football team. There is a very bad sub-plot about Russian circus workers that like stealing 

amazing animals, of course they try to catch Buddy. But their dim minds are ruled over by the 

animals and end up doing what looks like a "Home Alone" scenario to them. "Air Bud 2: Golden 

Receiver" is much more goofy than the first too. The Russian kidnappers add a bunch of lamebrain 

slapstick that, I have to admit made me laugh, at the stupidity of it all. There are way too many 

sequences that detail a screwball nature and too few scenes that depict the true reason why people 

will see this movie-to see a dog play football. The performances were also quite the embarrassment. 

I liked Gregory Harrison and Robert Costanzo's presentations, but the overall acting grade would be 

equivalent to a D+. Kevin Zegers and Cynthia Stevenson were absolutely pathetic. There were a few 

hilarious moments near the end by a couple of football announcers, but that isn't even worth 

mentioning. Will children enjoy this movie? Perhaps, but even they will grow weary when the 



heartfelt discussions become too long and deep. They will most certainly complain that the dog 

didn't get enough screen time in, and loath over the fast changing script, and protest against the 

boring performances, and argue that this movie is trash in comparison the original "Air Bud," as I did. 

I suppose that they will think the dog is adorable. 
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Air Bud: Seventh Inning Fetch (2001) 
 

Josh (17-year-old Kevin Zegers) is off to his first year of college 

and Buddy has stayed behind with Josh's little sister, Andrea and 

the rest of the family. Andrea, attempting to fit in with her Jr. 

High classmates, decides to join the baseball team and along the 

way discovers that Buddy is a talented baseball player. Just as the 

season is settling in, a terrible discovery is made - Buddy's 

puppies, have mysteriously started disappearing with the help of 

kidnappers' little helper, Rocky Raccoon. Air Bud must find her 

puppies and make it to the major leagues as he goes to bat for the 

Anaheim Angels! Air Bud 4 is the latest in the series about the 

sports-playing dog, Buddy. This time around, though, it's a little 

bit different. Instead of teaming up with his regular pal, Josh 

Framm (played by Kevin Zegers), Buddy teams up with Josh's 

younger sister, Andrea (played by Caitlin Wachs). Of all the Air 

Bud movies, I enjoyed this movie's plot the most. It focuses on Andrea and her many "problems": 

starting junior high school, her brother going away to college, her parents ignoring her in favour of 

the new baby, and her (at first) pathetic attempts at playing baseball. Unfortunately, Buddy is not as 

involved in the sports scenes as he was in the first three movies. He really doesn't even play until the 

near-end of the movie. This makes the pace of the movie a little slow at times. (It's also hard to 

accept that a dog can be a great baseball hitter.) Of course, being Disney, the movie is predictable 

and gives off warm fuzziness (which is not a bad thing). The subplot of the scientists is never really 

explored, which is a good thing; it would have ruined the movie. This is not a movie to rush out and 

rent/buy (unless you have a wife who loves Golden Retrievers, like mine), but it's a good film to 

watch when you have some time to spare. I recommend it for anyone who likes this series. 
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Air Bud: Spikes Back (2002) 
 

He's The Coolest Player Under The Sun! Air Bud is awesome! 

Buddy is back as a volleyball player. This movie is not the greatest 

movie if you want to see a lot of volleyball, this is a movie you 

would see for the cute golden retriever. I liked this movie not for 

the volleyball but for cute Buddy. If you like dogs you will love this 

movie. 
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Air Bud: World Pup (2000) 
 

A boy (16-year-old Kevin Zegers) and his dog take on the world of 

soccer. This is an excellent movie. I love this movie. It is an 

excellent kid movie. And I hope that everyone will at least watch 

it. I was bored and so I looked through the movies and found Air 

Bud barely used on our shelf. So I was like what the heck. 

Expecting it to be a bad movie. But it was excellent. I also agree 

that "Tammy" is and looks like a dork and they need to find a 

different model. Well I hope you will at least try the movie. And 

remember even if you are not a kid you can still watch it. Cause I 

am 11 and I still watched it. And liked it. Well I don't know what 

else to write. Cause I do not want to tell you what happens. But in 

order to have this posted it has to be at least ten lines. And I don't 

know what else to write. Hang on I am going to see if it is done 

now. It is. 
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Air Buddies (2006) 
 

Starring 11-year-old Slade Pearce. When dad BUDDY and mom 

MOLLY are dognapped, their five adorable pups, the AIR BUDDIES, 

must save the day. We rented this movie (along with Material 

Girls) for a group of four 9 & 10-year-old girls to watch on New 

Year's eve. They absolutely LOVED it. Surprising to me, 2 of them 

commented that they liked it much more than the Material Girl 

(the Hillary Duff movie - and these girls are the age where most 

are big Hillary Duff fans), It is corny and there were a few parts I 

didn't care for. I think the part suggesting that the puppy was 

drunk from swimming in some wine would have been better left 

out. (Tell me - wine isn't fermented yet at the point he was 

swimming in it, is it? I'm thinking it was WAY too early in the wine 

making process.) I also don't care for gas jokes - but the girls 

laughed. I have not seen any other air bud movies (guess there 

have been several?), so I cannot compare - but it was cute and a reasonable safe bet for the preteen 

set. 
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Airborne (1962) 
 

This so-so drama purports to tell the story of a new paratrooper 

in the 82nd division of the army. Eddie Slocum is a wet behind the 

ears kid who has dreams of becoming a paratrooper just like his 

Uncle Charlie. As is custom with movies like this, he meets up 

with a motley of crew members all from different backgrounds, 

like Rocky, the bully of the group, and Mouse, the uh, jive-talking 

"lover" of the group. Anyways, they all get put through exercises, 

and we get to follow them, and actually this is all very interesting. 

However some 'Drama' develops when Eddie meets a doe-eyed 

country girl by the name of Jenny May. And well, the love interest 

side falls flat, because the actress playing her is sort of a airhead, 

and since her character really is no one we should care about, we 

just wait around to get the action pumping again (sort of like Top 

Gun actually). The ending is sort of lovey dovey too with the new 

chutists, as well, but all in all, I enjoyed this. 
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Airplane II: The Sequel (1982) 
 

A faulty computer causes a passenger space shuttle to head 

straight for the Sun. Can Ted Striker save the day and get the 

shuttle back on track--again??? The hero of an unlikely airplane 

disaster must overcome his own inadequacies, improbable 

accidents and his former girlfriend in order to save a space shuttle 

from destruction in this spoof sequel of the disaster parody 

Airplane! Oveur was over Unger, and I was under Dunn. Another 

hilarious spoof of disaster films, this one takes most of the cast of 

the original "Airplane!" and puts them in the future where space 

shuttle travel is the hot new thing. Robert Hayes and Julie Hagerty 

reprise their roles as Ted Stryker and Elaine Dickinson, two 

bumbling and likeable characters who fall in love (like so many 

times before...) during the inevitable breakdown of... well... 

EVERYTHING on the Mayflower 1's maiden voyage to the moon. 

Some of the jokes are tired retreads of the earlier film's efforts, but most are rapid fire gags that hit 

the mark every time. I'm still surprised that NBC didn't develop a sitcom based on Stephen Stucker's 

character of Johnny. "Tell me everything that's happened so far, Johnny." "Well, first the Earth 

cooled, then the dinosaurs came, but they got too big and fat, so they died and turned to oil. And 

then the Arabs started buying Mercedes Benzes. And then Prince Charles started wearing all of Lady 

Di's clothes, I couldn't believe it...". With 11-year-old Oliver Robins. 
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Airplane! (1980) 
 

Still craving for the love of his life, Ted Striker follows Elaine onto 

the flight that she is working on as a member of the cabin crew. 

Elaine doesn't want to be with Ted anymore, but when the crew 

and passengers fall ill from food poisoning, all eyes are on Ted. 

The original spoof classic! Unfortunately, Airplane! has been, for 

me, one of those comedies that I have seen so many times in the 

video store that its appeal has gradually worn down to almost 

nothing, resulting in a total absence of interest in renting it. I 

eventually watched it one day because I worked at the video store 

and could rent movies for free, and was continuing on my 

desperate attempt to watch every movie in the store (a goal 

which continues to this day, although by now I've come to realize 

that it's never going to happen). During my quest, by the way, I 

also saw the old 1970 film Airport, probably ten years after having 

seen parts of Airplane!, and realized that this is one of the many movies that inspired Airplane! In 

general, I'm a little cautious about movies that have exclamation points in the titles, but Airplane! is 

without a doubt one of the funniest movies ever made. Consider, for example, those little montages 

that studios sometimes put together and put at the beginning of movies when they come out on 

videotape, honouring the great movies that the studio has made in the past. They show lots of 

memorable clips from their old movies (and I always write all of these titles down, determined to 

watch them all, and then promptly lose the list that I made) to remind you how great they are. I had 

a good time watching Airplane! and picking out how many scenes are in the movie that can and do 

go into those memorable montages. Airplane! is made up of a series of hilarious scenes that string 

together a thin shoestring plot, which ironically speaks in the movie's defence. In general, movies 

with weak stories that are driven along by comedic stunts and pranks and whatnot tend to be pretty 

weak, but Airplane! is not driven by stunts to cover a weak story as much as the quality of the stunts 

and the slapstick comedy is so good that they overshadow everything else. It's interesting to watch 

someone like Robert Stack so many years ago and see that he looked and talked exactly like he did in 

Unsolved Mysteries so many years later, a show the seriousness of which boggles the mind, given 

that it's hosted by someone who did so well in a movie like this one. My favourite thing about this 

movie is, obviously, the huge amount of sound bytes that comes from it, just the cleverness of the 

way it was written and put together. You have the main character's 'drinking problem,' the airport 

announcers ('Listen, Betty, don't start up with your white zone shit again...'), the stress of the people 

investigating the situation on the plane ('Looks like I picked the wrong week to quit 

smoking/drinking/amphetamines.'), the plays on words ('There's a problem at the control tower!' 

'What is it?' 'It's the big tower where the air traffic controllers talk to the planes.'), that one airport 

employee who was suspiciously bubbly and excited throughout the entire movie (while providing 

some of its best comedy), and then of course were the situational gags, such as Robert Stack pulling 

off his sunglasses to reveal another pair underneath (arguably the most famous scene in the entire 

film). This is a movie where a list like this could go on and on, and I'm sure if you go to the 

memorable quotes page on the IMDb you'll find a gigantic list of hilarious quotes from the movie 

there. It is no secret that this is something of a childish and immature comedy, but it is smartly 



written and has so many great scenes and bits of dialogue that it's one of those rare movies that 

makes you want to take notes so you won't forget a lot of the lines. It is one of the earlier versions of 

Leslie Nielsen's spoofs, a genre in itself which went on to tremendous success with lots of great (and 

some not so great) spoofs to follow. With 11-year-old Rossie Harris. 
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Åke Och Hans Värld (Åke And His World) (1984) 
 

Aake (Martin Lindström) and his world is a long, lyrical study of a 

Swedish country doctor of the 1930s. Aake is the doctor's 6-year-

old son, from whose point of view the film is told. His best friend 

is Kalle Nubb. Aake is very frightened of the janitor Bergstroem as 

well as the lunatic Anne-Marie. This film is cleared, in Germany, 

for 6-year-olds and up. It describes scenes from the life of a 6-

year-old Swedish boy, Åke. And it does it, oh so thrillingly. At my 

age of 52, I really felt some memories of the distant past. The 

experiences and feelings of a young boy (son of a country doctor, 

in 1923 or so) are very vividly brought to life. Although I never had 

a schizophrenic cousin, and never sent a blindfolded playpal into 

the winter night, I could empathize with Åke very deeply. This is 

very strong story-telling, most notably of the obsessions and 

anxieties of young persons. Take the giant pretzel delivery 

(overcoming a manic preacher) scene. Unforgettable. Or the wooden horse, humiliated as an ugly 

dog. This movie has no action, no romance, no comedy. But it's extremely strong, still. I'm very glad 

that I've finally seen it (after buying it for €1 from the discount bin, and stacking it for half a year.) I 

found it a great experience, unlike any other movie I've seen before, and can recommend it to every 

boy or girl of 6 or more years. 9/10. 
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Akeelah And The Bee (2006) 
 

11-year-old Akeelah Anderson's life is not easy: her father is dead, 

her mom ignores her, her brother runs with the local 

gangbangers. She's smart, but her environment threatens to 

strangle her aspirations. Responding to a threat by her school's 

principal, Akeelah participates in a spelling bee to avoid detention 

for her many absences. Much to her surprise and embarrassment, 

she wins. Her principal asks her to seek coaching from an English 

professor named Dr. Larabee for the more prestigious regional 

bee. As the possibility of making it all the way to the Scripps 

National Spelling Bee looms, Akeelah could provide her 

community with someone to rally around and be proud of -- but 

only if she can overcome her insecurities and her distracting 

home life. She also must get past Dr. Larabee's demons, and a 

field of more experienced and privileged fellow spellers. 

(Synopsis) Akeelah Anderson (Keke Palmer) is an 11-year-old girl in south Los Angeles, with a love for 

words. Spelling words was a way for her to connect to her father who was killed when she was six. 

Akeelah is a bright student, but she has been skipping class and is barely passing. Akeelah's principal 

is about to put her in detention when he persuades her to enter the Crenshaw school's spelling bee. 

Akeelah wins the spelling-bee and now she can go to the state contest. Dr. Larabee (Laurence 

Fishburne), a college professor and former national spelling-bee contestant, enters the picture. The 

principal has asked Dr. Larabee to help coach Akeelah. At first, Akeelah is stubborn and hardheaded 

that she doesn't need any help to win the next spelling-bee. However, Dr. Larabee shows Akeelah 

that she doesn't know all the words to win. During the summer, Dr. Larabee is a tough taskmaster 

teaching Akeelah as much as he can. He then gives her 5,000 new words to learn and tells her to do 

it on her own. With the help of the whole neighborhood, Akeelah learns all the words, and makes it 

to the national spelling-bee in Washington D.C. (My Comment) This is one movie the whole family 

can see. The story of Akeelah is an inspirational and heart-warming one that was made for all ages. 

The storyline of an underdog 11-year-old girl living with her working mother, single mother sister, 

and gang member brother, making it big in the world of the national spelling-bee is a classic. The film 

has humor, charm, success, a positive image, drama, and a happy ending which we all like to see in a 

movie. The movie shows you all the hard work and pressure it takes for someone to actually 

compete in the national spelling-bee. The film will keep your attention the whole time, and you will 

clap at the end. Go see this movie; it is worth your time. 
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Akrovates Tou Kipou (The Cistern) (2001) 
 

Set in an outer suburb of Athens in 1974. On the surface the 

movie is a last-summer-of-childhood exercise, with a group of 

boys fooling around, challenging each other to diving dares in a 

concrete water cistern, and playing soccer and other such 

pastimes. Although the movie tends to focus on the character of 

Aaron and his relationship with his family and friends, it also 

shows how the adults cope with greater problems like the Turkish 

invasion of Cyprus. 
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Aksharaya (A Letter Of Fire) (2005) 
 

The life of a prosperous family is sent reeling after a tragic and 

incredible accident involving the 12-year-old boy (Isham 

Samzudeen) in a murder. The issue caused a stir, especially since 

the child's mother, a renowned judge, is in charge of the case. In 

the bustling city, the boy is hiding in the house of a museum guard, as his mother tries desperately 

to defend him and his father has withdrawn into himself. As time passes, a strange relationship 

develops between the mother and the man who hides her son. The tension reaches its highest point 

when the mother reveals her childhood dream and unloads all her pain in a manner of violence and 

atonement. 
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Alabama Moon (2009) 
 

After the unexpected death of his survivalist father, an 11-year-

old boy (13-year-old Jimmy Bennett) raised in the Alabama 

wilderness must learn how to make a home in the modern world. 

This film was exactly the type of film I guessed it would be from 

the trailer, a very simple family drama and there is nothing wrong 

with that, in fact I do like that sort of films for time to time. The 

story is pretty straightforward a kid living alone with his 

environmentalist father has to learn to go back to civilization once 

his dad dies of an infection of the leg. The kid goes into a jail for 

children were he makes his very first friends, bust out with them, 

fight the creepy sergeant who's always after him and learn to let 

go of the burden his late father had inflected upon him. All in all 

this film is pretty much 50 per cent drama and 50 per cent kids 

film, seriously, if it would have had the Disney logo attached to it, 

it would have been a perfect fit for the studio. The film is absolutely harmless. It shies away from 

how serious this peculiar subject could have been to favour more of a kids adventure format. There 

are scenes that are quite farfetched and the villain of the piece (Played by Ron Howard's brother) 

feels like he came out straight from a cartoon. At no time during that film I felt that something bad 

would happen to young Alabama and I just sat and enjoyed watching his journey unfold. It's not 

Oscar worthy by any stretch of the imagination, it's just a cute little film that you would have fun 

watching on a rainy day with your kids (whom I believe would love it). There are nice little touches 

like John Goodman (Always great to see him), the character of Kitt who's quite endearing and the 

young Jimmy Bennett who does a decent job as Alabama even if it's not as strong of a performance 

as the one he has given in "Trucker" (By the way if you are really looking for a real serious drama 

who pulls no punches I would recommend this film instead). All I can say is I liked it, I don't think 

anyone who will watch this film will dislike it because there is nothing to dislike. The only problem I 

have with the film is the last 5 minutes is a bit much on the corny side and feels like it was taken 

from an episode of "The Waltons" but at the same time it fits the rest of the film. My Verdict: Kid 

friendly Drama that entertain without offering anything major to think about for adult viewers. Your 

kids (especially boys, will probably love it for its adventure element) 6 out of 10. With Jake Austin 

Walker, 13-year-old Sean Michael Cunningham, 12-year-old Uriah Shelton & 12-year-old Gaven 

Tomas' Brooks. 
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Aladdin (I) (1992) 
 

Aladdin is a street-urchin who lives in a large and busy town long 

ago with his faithful monkey friend Abu. When Princess Jasmine 

gets tired of being forced to remain in the palace that overlooks 

the city, she sneaks out to the marketplace, where she 

accidentally meets Aladdin. Under the orders of the evil Jafar (the 

sultan's advisor), Aladdin is thrown in jail and becomes caught up 

in Jafar's plot to rule the land with the aid of a mysterious lamp. 

Legend has it that only a person who is a "diamond in the rough" 

can retrieve the lamp from the Cave of Wonders. Aladdin might 

fight that description, but that's not enough to marry the 

princess, who must (by law) marry a prince. I think this is one of 

the funniest films that Disney has ever done. This is due entirely 

to Robin William's brilliant voice of the Genie. He is wonderful in 

this role. I think the animation is pretty fair although I dislike the 

"generic" people that Disney's shop is putting out these days. 

They all share the same basic facial structure and eyes, so there is 

not much difference between any of the characters. It's not like Sleepy, Doc and Sneezy, who all 

looked very different. Still, this is a great and funny film. It is totally clean and not very violent so it is 

appropriate for every member of the family. Give this one a try and you'll have a great time watching 

it! 
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Aladdin (2000) 
 

I really enjoyed this pantomime. I thought all the actors were 

brilliant. Of all the ITV pantomimes shown I think this one is the 

best. I had it on video for a while a couple of years ago but my 

mum taped over it. It was on again this Christmas though and I 

thought it was great again. I also thought that the singing was 

really good, it's quite hard to find people who can sing AND act 

these days. All the actors stayed in character well. The only thing I 

missed was the part where the children come on stage, unlike 

normal pantomimes this doesn't happen. The writer has done 

extremely well to keep the traditional storyline but make it all 

funny. Watch out for a very funny scene between Paul Merton 

and Julian Clary. Anyway, all in all one of the best pantomimes I've 

seen (except Snow White at Woking this year and Cindarella at Woking a few years ago). 
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Aladdin (II) II: The Return Of Jafar (1994) 
 

Jafar comes for revenge on Aladdin, using a foolish thief and 

Lago's treachery to find a way back into power. Aladdin is 

adjusting to his new life as part of the upper crust. He and 

Princess Jasmine may not be married yet, but the pressures of 

palace society have already begun. On top of that, Lago (the 

parrot pet of Sultan's ex-vizier turned genie, Jafar) appears asking 

for help and no one is happy to see him. But things begin to look 

up when Genie returns from his trip around the world. 

Meanwhile, Jafar's black lamp is discovered by an idiot crook 

called Abis Mal. By using Abis Mal, Jafar makes his way back to 

Agrabah with ideas of payback for Aladdin and his friends. This 

movie is the weakest of the 3 Aladdin movies. This movie is 

nothing but a pilot for the cartoon that debuted shortly after the 

release of this video. The fact that it is just a pilot for the TV show 

is further demonstrated by the fact that it is just over an hour 

long and that it features one of the show recurring villains (Abis 

Mal). Aladdin and the King of Thieves is a much better sequel than this one. 
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Aladdin (III) And The King of Thieves (Aladdin III: The King Of 

Thieves) (1995) 
 

At long last, Aladdin is about to marry the Princess Jasmine. 

Despite the presence and encouragement of his friends Genie, 

Carpet, and Abu, he is fearful and anxious. He is most worried as 

to what kind of father he will be, having never known his own. But 

when the 40 Thieves disrupt the wedding trying to steal a magical 

oracular talisman, Aladdin is drawn into a dangerous quest to stop 

the thieves...and find his long-lost father. People near and far are 

heading for Agrabah as the royal wedding of the century is about 

to take place. But before Aladdin and Jasmine can say "I do," the 

legendary Forty Thieves spoil everything in a desperate search for 

the powerful Hand of Midas - the ultimate treasure that turns all 

it touches into gold! When the dust settles, a mysterious, all-

knowing oracle reveals that Aladdin's long-lost father is still alive, 

sparking a quest that leads directly to the dangerous, secret den 

of the King of Thieves! Will Aladdin ever find his father? Who will 

control the mighty Hand of Midas? Will Aladdin and Jasmine 

finally get married? All of the recent Disney sequels have a set formula that makes them generally 

the same movie. The main characters have a kid, the kids a rebel, and gets into trouble. Not so with 

this one. It effectively combines the Aladdin story with the legend of Midas - a touch that turned 

everything to gold. Again we get to see Robin Williams in character as the blue genie, and funny as 

always. Again, it's a movie meant for the kids, but everyone can find some value in it. 
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Alamar (To The Sea) (2009) 
 

Before their inevitable farewell, a young man of Mayan roots and 

Natan (Natan Machado Palombini), his half Italian son, embark on 

an epic journey into the open sea. This looks like a movie that 

anybody with some handy-cam experience can make. There is no 

story, no surprises, no emotions, only shots that remind me of 

any amateur holiday movie. Good movies leave something to 

think about. The father is a very bad parent and does not know 

how to raise a child. Although it was certainly not the intention of 

the "director", there was one moment that gave me some 

tension, i.e. when they were playing with a cattle egret. Never let 

a bird with a sharp beak get that close to a human's face. The 

egret can easily, in a flash of a second pick out a human's eye, 

leaving a person blind on that eye for the rest of his life. If one is 

interested in wildlife pictures, there are far better movies, for 

example those of David Attenborough. 
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Alan & Naomi (1992) 
 

Set in the forties. A young Jewish boy (16-year-old Lukas Haas) is 

called on by his parents to help a young girl come out of her shell, 

imposed after she watched her father die at the hands of the 

Nazis. I highly recommend this film for family viewing, at least for 

preteens and older. Naomi is a French girl who has been 

traumatized by witnessing Nazi brutality against her parents, but 

the dark aspect of this situation is dealt with directly only briefly 

as a background for Naomi's unwillingness to speak to anyone. 

The majority of the film is much lighter, without being 

unrealistically so. Naomi and her new American acquaintance, 

Alan (both 14-years-old or so), find a unique method of 

communication, and everyone hopes this will be the key to unlock 

her world. Lukas Haas and Vanessa Zaoui give outstanding, 

believable performances, outperforming most of the adults in the 

cast. They play Alan and Naomi, who deal with issues of peer 

pressure, parent pressure, trust, betrayal, jealousy, fear, and friendship. Fortunately, Hollywood's 

usual distortions and sugar coatings are missing in this one. Even the typical "and they lived happily 

ever after" ending for this type of film was avoided, without ending on a sour note. 
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Alatriste (2006) 
 

Spain 17th century. Diego Alatriste, brave and heroic soldier, is 

fighting under his King's army in the Flandes region. His best 

mate, Balboa, falls in a trap and near to die ask to Diego, as his 

last desire, to looking after his son Inigo and grow him as a 

soldier. Alatriste has to come back to Madrid. I went to see this 

movie without reading the books first and with only a vague 

knowledge of the historical events the novels are based upon. 

Apparently, the director thought that it would be a good idea to 

condensate the five Alatriste novels in a single film, in order to 

give depth to the characters. A big mistake. The pace is for the 

most part too fast and anecdotic, and the action jumps from here 

to there without ever giving a clear reason why everyone behaves 

the way they do, from the romantic plots scattered along the 

movie to the great political conspiracies. It is never very clear 

either why Alatriste, who is little more than a soldier and hired assassin, is so important to so many 

people of high rank. In spite of all this, I cannot give the film a bad rating because it is certainly a 

pleasure to watch. The technical aspects, the general "look" of the film, the music, and the acting are 

splendid. The casting can be a controversial point, but the chosen actors do wonders. 
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Albert (Albert Och Den Stulna Grimaldidiamanten) (1998) 
 

A nice little film about 2 boys (14-year-old Morten Gundel [as 

Albert] & 12-year-old Sebastian Jessen [as Egon]) that go in search 

of a magical stone and have to travel to a strange new world to 

find it. 
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Albert Nobbs (2011) 
 

Albert Nobbs struggles to survive in late 19th century Ireland, 

where women aren't encouraged to be independent. Posing as a 

man, so she can work as a butler in Dublin's most posh hotel, 

Albert meets a handsome painter and looks to escape the lie she 

has been living. In 19th century Dublin, Albert Nobbs, an eccentric 

man in the latter part of middle age, works as a waiter in 

Morrison's Hotel run by the stingy and controlling Marge Baker. 

Albert is hard working and saves his money so that one day he will 

be able to eke out a better life for himself by owning his own 

business rather than work at the hotel. Beyond his work 

colleagues, he is all alone in the world. One day, a man named 

Hubert Page is hired by Mrs. Baker to paint one of the rooms in 

the hotel. She forces Hubert to share Albert's bed for the one 

night he is required to stay to complete the work, much to Albert's horror. Hubert discovers the 

reason Albert did not want to share a room with him. But rather than the issue being a problem, 

Hubert shows Albert that he can follow a slightly different life path than the one he envisioned for 

himself - one closer to the life that Hubert leads with his wife Cathleen. Janet McTeer is absolutely 

transcendent in ALBERT NOBBS. The waves of emotion which she wraps into Hubert Page are a 

wonder to behold. Her performance is not one of those 'knock me over with a feather' 

performances; it's more like a performance that settles in the bottom of your heart and stays there 

well after the movie ends. It keeps you up at night, and tugs at you for days afterward. The story 

itself is more layered than it appears to be. Glenn Close has brought to the screen a very private yet 

very emotional character. Such a character is difficult to portray -- and the 'talking to one's self 

scenes' were a bit annoying, as all such scenes are. In the end, however, this is a movie well worth 

your time. 
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Alec To The Rescue (1999) 
 

Deep in the exotic and dangerous Kalahari desert, archaeology 

professor Richards discovers a 4000-year-old Chinese treasure 

and is kidnapped by a secret Chinese organization. His son Alec's 

(Ben Jeffery) attempts to rescue him lead to many adventures. 
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Aled's Christmas Carols (2008) 
 

Aled Jones takes you on a remarkable journey across Europe and 

the Middle East to explore the origins of some of our most 

cherished songs. Aled joins the Libera Choir (13-year-old Jonathan 

Barrington, 12-year-old Tiarnan Branson, 14-year-old Oliver Cole, 

Tom Cole, 13-year-old Liam Connery, 10-year-old Kavana Crossley, 

14-year-old Tom Cully, 13-year-old Edward Day, 13-year-old 

Daniel Fontannaz, 15-year-old Michael Horncastle, 8-year-old 

Freddie Ingles, 10-year-old Stefan Leadbeater, 12-year-old 

Alexander Leggett, 14-year-old Sam Leggett, 12-year-old Zack 

Lockett, 14-year-old Joshua Madine, 9-year-old Flynn Marks, 9-

year-old James Mordaunt, 10-year-old Sammy Moriarty, 12-year-

old Benedict Philipp, 10-year-old Carlos Rodríguez, 10-year-old 

Ralph Skan, 10-year-old Alfie Smart, 11-year-old James Threadgill, 

13-year-old Michael Vereycken & 11-year-old Jakob Wood) at the 

Priory Church of Saint Bartholomew the Great to sing these popular carols. Including; 'Once in Royal 

David's City', 'Away in a Manger', 'O Little Town of Bethlehem', 'O Come All Ye Faithful', 'Silent Night' 

and more. 
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Alexander (2004) 
 

Conquering 90% of the known world by the age of 25, Alexander 

the Great (Farrell) led his armies through 22,000 miles of sieges 

and conquests in just eight years. Coming out of tiny Macedonia, 

Alexander led his armies against the mighty Persian Empire, drove 

west to Egypt, and finally made his way east to India. This film will 

concentrate on those eight years of battles, as well as his 

relationship with his boyhood friend and battle mate, 

Hephaestion. Alexander died young, of illness, at 33. Alexander's 

conquests paved the way for the spread of Greek culture 

(facilitating the spread of Christianity centuries later), and 

removed many of the obstacles that might have prevented the 

expansion of the Roman Empire. In other words, the world we 

know today might never have been if not for Alexander's bloody, 

yet unifying, conquest. Alexander (Farrell), the King of Macedonia, 

leads his legions against the giant Persian Empire. After defeating the Persians he leads his Army 

across the then known world venturing further than any Westerner had ever gone all the way to 

India. 'Alexander' traces the short, but adventerous life of the Macedonian conqueror, Alexander the 

Great (356-323 B.C.), whom conquered almost the entire known world of his era. From his childhood 

as the son of King Philip, to acending the thrown at age 20 in 336 B.C. upon his father's murder, and 

starting in 334 B.C., Alexander crossed into Asia on his 11-year conquest of the known world. From 

his conquests of Egypt, to battles with the Persians and the capture of Babylon, operations near 

Maracanda and in Afghanistan, and pushing all the way to India where he reigned unchallenged 

before his sudden death at age 32. Though Alexander made use of the well-oiled army created by his 

father, he pushed the limits of Macedonian & Greek power to levels King Philip could not have 

dreamed of. Historical, glamorous biopic (with mystical and religious elements) about the life of 

famous Macedonian ruler and conqueror Alexander, the Great (appr. 356-323 B.C.), mainly 

concentrating on his youth and his conquering of Persia and India. The son of Macedonian king 

Phillip II and his wife Olympias became king when he was 20-years-old and died with 32, by this time 

having conquered 90% of the world as it was explored by the time he lived, ruling over parts of three 

continents and several countries. At first, I didn't feel much of a need to comment on the film, since 

so many others have written and have said so many things. But I think there are some really 

important points to made, and I haven't seen anyone make them. So here I am writing. In my 

opinion, almost everyone misunderstood the relationship between Hephaistion and Alexander. In 

the modern world, especially in the West, two men are either very close to each other, sleep 

together, and have sex, or they keep a good comfortable distance from each other and, if they're 

friendly, might punch each other on the arm. In this film, we see a relationship that is hard for most 

people today to understand, namely a passionate love relationship between two men in which sex is 

not very important and possibly even absent. Aristotle essentially explained the whole film near the 

beginning when he told the young couple something like the following, as best I can remember it, 

"When two men lie together in lust, it is over indulgence. But when two men lie together in purity, 

they can perform wonders." Or something like that. Given what I know of that culture, I am sure that 

"in purity" means no sex, or at least very little. That's why we never see them kiss. In the film, as in 



many older films, kissing is a metaphor for sex. Even when Alexander kisses his mother, it refers to 

the idea of sex. That's why Alexander kisses Bagoas, but not Hephaistion. Now I'm not sure if the real 

historical Aristotle would have made that remark. That's not exactly what he says about 

homosexuality in the Nicomachean Ethics. But the remark is plausible enough since Alexander could 

easily have heard such an idea during his youth. Plato (before Aristotle) expressed that idea, and 

Zeno of Citium (after Aristotle) did too. So even if Aristotle never said this to Alexander, it is plausible 

enough that the idea was in the air and that Alexander heard it from someone or other. Some have 

complained that the "homosexuality" (assuming that A's relationship with Heph. should even be 

called that) was thrown in their faces too much. But it's crucial to the plot. Stone is hypothesizing 

that Hephaistion was essential for what Alexander did. Further, it's a standard Hollywood convention 

to juxtapose a love story with some great political, military, or otherwise grand event. There are tons 

of examples. Titanic, Enemy at the Gates, Gone with the Wind...the list could go on forever. It really 

is homophobic to complain about Stone continually going back to this theme, because he has a 

perfectly good artistic reason to do it. A few more details: Alexander's hair. I think that Stone was 

trying to make Alexander look like Martin Potter in Satyricon -- a nod to Fellini. Alexander's accent 

and soft appearance. Another nod to a great director passed on, this time Stanley Kubrick. Farrel 

really looks a lot like Ryan O'Neil in Barry Lyndon. In fact, he really looks like a Ryan O'Neill / Martin 

Potter coalescence. I think it's deliberate. The softness of Alexander's personality. In a lot of scenes it 

made sense. He was gentle enough to know how to approach Bucephalus and tame him without 

scaring him. He was open minded enough to adopt a lot of Persian culture and encourage 

intermarriage, while the other more "he-man" folks around him were less comfortable with the idea. 

Yes, if you haven't figured it out by now, I do like the film. People's hatred of the film is hard for me 

to understand. 
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Alexander: The Other Side Of Dawn (1977) 
 

A teenage boy (22-year-old Leigh McCloskey) arrives in Hollywood 

to become a movie star, but winds up becoming a male prostitute 

and gets involved with a gay football star. I saw this TV movie 

years ago during its initial broadcast. I distinctly remember 

watching for it after a commercial preview: pictures of Lee and 

company shirtless, commentary about how "this young man's 

life...". I knew the storyline had something to do with male-on-

male sex - and I knew I was gay. This film goes about as far as one could go in those days in order to 

depict a "gay lifestyle" - in particular, that of a "young gay male lifestyle". The kicker is that the 

whole gay theme has/had to be sandwiched in a "confused"-gay-for-pay envelope. The rest in-

between is all about coming out of the closet, coming to terms with your gay identity and moving 

forward. "Alexander" starts off where "Dawn: Portrait of a Teenage Runaway" left off: Dawn ("Brady 

Bunch" Eve Plumb as - if you can believe it - a runaway teen forced into prostitution), just getting her 

life straightened, is accosted by a former john; Alexander, her boyfriend, (also a runaway), tries to 

intervene/protect and in the process gets a knife-wound and a trip to the hospital. During 

Alexander's subsequent comatose healing period, viewers learn of his background... Get ready kids - 

because it's all GAY. Alex, it turns out, is a "sensitive artistic type" from Oklahoma: he plans to paint 

and draw for a living. However, this did not go well with his father, who berates him for being an 

artist, then orders him off the farm for good. Mom relays her sympathies to Alex but also proclaims 

she can't change Dad's mind. (Read: homophobic, overbearing dad and understanding but equally-

homophobic mom.) Thus, off Alex goes to the hills of (West) Hollywood to seek his fortune. So much 

for the dream sequence. When Alexander regains consciousness (after much nurturing from Dawn), 

he orders Dawn to go back where she came from (somewhere in AZ) and stay on the straight and 

narrow until he can send for her. And off Dawn goes - reluctantly. Alex, fully-recovered, re-enters 

the world and experiences a rude-awakening: age and lack of education work against him - his 

former boss will not re-hire him, any potential new employers refuse to hire minors. That leaves Alex 

with only one option... Thus begins Alex's entry into the world of Hollywood homosexuality. At first, 

there is confusion as the movie tries to set up Alex as a straight hustler. He is immediately 

befriended by another male hustler (same guy who gave Michael Ontkean his phone number in 

"Making Love"). The duo at first bed ladies for pay - but, as anyone can tell you, women - especially 

well-to-do women - do not hire call-boys! Eventually, however, Alex discovers that his roommate is 

also doing well-to-do men. Roommate one morning emerges shirtless from bedroom, yelling but 

confessing that its yet another way to make money. From that point on, the movie presents a flurry 

of gay experiences: the reluctance of coming-out, the romance with a hot-jock, gay discos/parties 

(one particularly memorable scene filmed inside WeHo's old Studio One - replete with lots of 

shirtless guys on the dance floor), drugs, even getting dumped. This movie almost seems as if it was 

a project staffed by what was then some of Hollywood's "gay mafia". Earl Holliman plays a gay 

counsellor at the community centre, interesting in the fact that Earl never married. There is also Alan 

Feinstein as a popular - and closeted - pro-football player. Is/was Feinstein gay? Don't know - but 

how many male actors of that time were willing to be filmed on a beach in a skimpy Speedo 

alongside a cut-off-clad shirtless young hunk? (Feinstein is hot by the way.) The production team 

definitely knows its territory: the gays Alex meets are "networked" - as demonstrated when 



Holliman's character socializes at a party thrown by Feinstein, recognizing many a familiarize face in 

the process. At the Back Lot cabaret (behind Studio One disco - hence its name), legendary lesbian 

performer Frances Faye - in all her glorious raspy-voiced ugliness - calls out to Alex in a song. In the 

same scene, a presumed lipstick lesbian confidante of the gay football player challenges him to a 

physical showdown of sorts. "We are family", indeed. And there are countless homo-erotic moments 

featuring longing eyes, pregnant pauses, familiar "gayisms" (i.e., "We've all been there...") - along 

with pecs, abs and glutes. At the end, the movie abruptly switches gears at the end - as does Alex - 

ditching the gay plot angle in favour of an affirmation of heterosexual identity (just barely, though). 

All in all, however, it provides fairly accurate portraits of gay life just prior to the Holocaust. 
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ALF (1986) 
 

The Tanner family is an average American family. One day, they 

discover that they have a visitor. He's small, he's furry, he's 

arrogant, and he's an alien from the planet Melmac. Unsure what 

to do, they name him ALF: Alien Life Form. Alf soon decides that 

as much as he misses his home planet, there's a lot to be said for 

Earth: the Tanners are willing to concede anything as long as he 

doesn't announce his presence. Oh yeah, the Tanners also have a 

cat, which looks rather tasty. If any of you were little kids in the 

mid-80's (like I was) you enjoyed shows like the Smurfs, 

Thundercats, He-Man, Alvin & the Chipmunks, and even those old 

Marvel super hero shows. But that was all on Saturday morning. 

Where does the 6-year-old spend his TV time during the week? 

Watching ALF, of course! This show was a Monday night staple at 

7 pm (CST). It's about an alien being who crash landed on Earth 

and spends his time wisecracking on the family that found him. He's got 8 stomachs, and he's not 

afraid to use them! This show spawned a cartoon series (which I also enjoyed watching). ALF goes 

right up there with Small Wonder and Charles In Charge as my favourite 80's sitcoms. 

 

Series 1 (27 Episodes) (1986) 
With 8-year-old Benji Gregory. 

Episode 00: Original Unaired Pilot. 

Episode 01: A.L.F.; The whole story starts here as Gordon Shumway, a Melmacian who escaped his 

planet before it was destroyed, crash lands into the garage of the Tanner family. The Tanners call 

him "ALF" because he is an Alien Life Form and they decide to keep his presence a secret so that the 

U.S. Government will not take away the space being and subject him to experiments. From the 

beginning, there is no sanity for the Tanner family. 

Episode 02: Strangers in the Night; Everybody but Brian and ALF are leaving the house for the 

evening and Kate doesn't want ALF to babysit Brian, so Willie calls their ever-snooping Mrs. 

Ochmonek from the neighbour. ALF is told to stay in the bedroom, but when Mrs. Ochmonek starts 

to watch Psycho, which ALF wants to see, he can't resist sneaking out of the bedroom. Mrs. 

Ochmonek is in for some unusual experiences. 

Episode 03: Looking for Lucky; Lucky is missing and the evidence suggests that ALF ate Lucky, 

although he claims to be innocent. 

Episode 04: Pennsylvania 6-5000; Gordon (A.L.F.), having lost his planet in an explosion, becomes 

very concerned about earth's nuclear proliferation. He uses Willie's short wave radio to contact the 

President of the United States aboard Air force One - to the great displeasure of the FBI. 



Episode 05: Keepin' the Faith; Gordon (A.L.F.) is insulted when the Tanners consider him a parasite, 

free-loader, sponger. He tries to make money to be less of a burden on the family, but puts Willie's 

VISA card over the limit purchasing "Terry Faith Cosmetics" to sell at a house party. 

Episode 06: For Your Eyes Only; ALF befriends a lonely blind girl. 

Episode 07: Help Me, Rhonda; Brian's 7th birthday is approaching and it gets ALF depressed, because 

he realizes he's never going to see his friends on Melmac again - he was finally going to get together 

with his true love Rhonda and then the planet exploded. In sleep, ALF dreams about his 228th 

birthday on Melmac, just before the explosion. In order to cheer ALF up, Brian and Willie start 

broadcasting into space, in hopes of finding another survivor from Melmac. 

Episode 08: Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue?; Lynn is excited because "Scott" wants to keep all his 

band equipment in the Tanner's garage. Willie is not so excited. Lynn is interested in Scott and begs 

for Willie to allow Scott to keep the equipment in their garage for just two days. Willie gives her his 

permission. ALF is not happy - he was supposed to be re-decorating his room with Lynn. And he also 

has a crush on Lynn, so he proceeds to sabotage Scott's time with Lynn while trying to come up with 

something to impress her. 

Episode 09: Jump; It's Willie's birthday. ALF gives him a box he found in the basement. It's full of 

photos from high school and college. There's also a menu, on the back of which Kate and Willie both 

made lists of things they wanted to achieve in life. Kate actually did the things on her list, but Willie 

did not. This starts to haunt him so badly that he decides to do the list. 

Episode 10: Baby, You Can Drive My Car; Lynn is going to a concert with her friend and is waiting to 

get the car for the evening... but Willie and Kate are late and the girls are in danger of being late for 

the concert. Then Willie and Kate arrive... with the help a tow truck. The tow truck man estimates 

that the repairs will cost way over 3,000 dollars - not good. Lynn is upset and wishes for another car. 

ALF asks why Willie doesn't buy Lynn a car and Willie has to explain that they can't afford it - 

especially since a lot of money went into repairing the garage roof because ALF crash-landed on it. 

Lynn wants to start saving money by getting a job, but her parents aren't sure she can balance 

school and work. And she can't. Cue ALF to the rescue... or should we say a disaster? 

Episode 11: On the Road Again; Willie suggests that they go to San Diego on holiday. Kate is all for it, 

but there's a slight problem: what to do with ALF? Since leaving ALF alone is a recipe for disaster, the 

family takes him along for the road trip. However, the weather turns stormy, ALF gets bored of 

sitting in the RV and starts complaining. Willie goes mental and shows ALF the door. Defiantly, ALF 

wanders off. 

Episode 12: Oh, Tannerbaum; It's Christmastime. Unfortunately ALF chops the Christmas tree into 

firewood before anyone notices. The Tanners then have two tasks: to teach ALF all about Christmas 

and find a new Christmas tree. 

Episode 13: Mother and Child Reunion; Kate's mother, who is not on warm terms with Willie, arrives 

for a surprise visit that forces the Tanners to lock ALF in the garage for "a few days". The problem is 

that ALF just can't stand being not allowed to roam around in the house, with all the luxuries found 

there. So he just has to do something. 



Episode 14: A Little Bit of Soap; ALF and Kate's mom are arguing about TV. Kate's mom thinks ALF's 

favourite soap opera, Midwest General, is sleaze, and shows him her favourite, One World to Hope 

For, which ALF thinks is boring. Angered, ALF argues that he could write a better script for the series 

than the writers are coming up with. So ALF actually writes a script and sends it in. The production 

company actually films ALF's script that bears not-so-subtle similarities to the situation at the 

Tanners' house. 

Episode 15: I've Got a New Attitude; Willie catches ALF from eating a box of chocolate that was to be 

a Valentine's Day present for Kate. This incites Willie to give ALF a lecture on how ALF does not 

respect private property and needs to adopt a new attitude. Also, Kate's mom is moving out of the 

Tanners' house. The problem is that her new neighbour, Whizzer, wants to come help Dorothy move 

her stuff. Which means ALF has to hide from him. Kate likes Whizzer and suggests that they invite 

him over for a dinner. Dorothy doesn't want that. ALF interjects by claiming to have spoken to 

Dorothy's dead husband Sparky's spirit, who wants Dorothy to move on. Apparently, all Melmacians 

have the ability to speak to the dead. Dorothy wants ALF to prove his ability and let her speak to 

Sparky through ALF. 

Episode 16: Try to Remember: Part 1; ALF bumps his head and loses his memory. All he knows is that 

his name is Wayne Schlagel and that he's an insurance agent. The Tanners try to make ALF 

remember who he really is - cue clips from earlier episodes. 

Episode 17: Try to Remember: Part 2; ALF still believes that his name is Wayne Schlagel and that he's 

an insurance agent. Worse still, he has called the police to the Tanners. The Tanners have only a 

short while before the police arrive, so they try to make ALF remember who he really is by telling 

more stories from the past - cue more clips from earlier episodes. 

Episode 18: Border Song; ALF is now into gardening, which means he's turned over the entire 

Tanner's backyard. Willie has a problem at work: a lost Mexican boy is at his office and Willie is 

trying to track down his father. When that fails, and Willie's boss couldn't care less about helping the 

boy, Willie has no option but to bring the boy home. 

Episode 19: Wild Thing; ALF starts to go through a phase where his erratic behaviour and hunger for 

cats will, in his own words, make him "ALF to the tenth power". He wants Willie to build a cage 

where he can be locked in until the phase is over. Will the cage be strong enough? Can they keep 

him locked in when he tries to plot himself out? 

Episode 20: Going Out of My Head Over You; Brian has to lie to his friend who wants to come for a 

sleepover that the Tanner's basement is flooded, because ALF must be kept secret. Willie then tries 

to explain to Brian that lying is always wrong even though Brian has to keep lying because of ALF. 

Lying to the Ochmonecks is also tiring Willie, not to mention having to put up with ALF's antics. Kate 

suggests Willie talk to Larry, a therapist they know. Of course, Willie has to prove that ALF exists and 

is not his hallucination, which means that Larry and ALF meet. 

Episode 21: Lookin' Through the Windows; There's a power blackout, so ALF is passing the time by 

watching the Tanners' neighbours, the Ochmoneks, who are fighting. By dinner time, the power has 

come back so the Tanners can have dinner. Then comes another, short blackout. Trevor Ochmonek 

appears at the Tanners' door, seeking peace and quiet from the angry Raquel. Soon after, Raquel 



comes to demand that Trevor return home. The Tanners persuade him to do so. Night falls and ALF 

hears the Ochmoneks continue fighting. Suddenly it becomes silent. Too silent for ALF, who's 

convinced that something foul has happened at the Ochmoneks. 

Episode 22: It Isn't Easy... Bein' Green; Lynn has introduced ALF to rap music, much to Willie's dislike. 

Willie himself is making the final changes to Brian's song in the school pageant where the kids dress 

as vegetables. Unfortunately, Brian is suffering from stage fright, which causes him to forget the 

lyrics. ALF offers to help. 

Episode 23: The Gambler; The Tanners are preparing for a garage sale to get some money for house 

payments. ALF discovers the alluring world of horse racing thanks to Kate's mom who bets on them. 

When the concept of a bookie is explained to ALF, he gets the bright idea of getting the Tanners 

some money through betting. When his initial bets yield only profit, the plan seems good... at that 

time. 

Episode 24: Weird Science; When the living room TV breaks down, Willie declares that he won't have 

it fixed, despite ALF's complaints that he has nothing to do but watch TV. ALF keeps pressuring 

Willie, who discovers that the TV is still under warranty and he can have it sent to the factory for 

repairs. Except that the factory is in Libya and Willie would have to pay for shipping... ALF thinks 

Willie has been conned, so he calls Consumer Ed, the guy who fights for consumers' rights on TV... 

Brian announces that he needs to come up with a project for the Science Carnival. On his own, Brian 

creates a model of the Solar System. ALF points out that there are inaccuracies and offers to help. 

Episode 25: La Cuckaracha; An insect from Melmac has an unexpected reaction when exposed to 

earthly chemicals. 

Episode 26: Come Fly with Me; ALF thinks he's won in a publisher's sweepstakes, but the actual truth 

is that he subscribed to "hundreds of magazines" (Willie probably exaggerates here)... The next 

leaflet ALF gets his hands on *does* promise free gifts, but only if the family comes to listen a sales 

pitch for vacation homes. The Ochmoneks are going there, so Trevor invites the Tanners to come 

along. Turns out he is a pilot who flew in the Korean war, so they are able to fly instead of a seven-

hour drive. The reluctant Willie eventually warms to the idea, but ALF has to stay home. Or is it that 

he should stay home? 
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Series 2 (4 selected episodes) (1987) 
With 9-year-old Benji Gregory. 

Episode 1: Working My Way Back to You; ALF breaks Kate's precious $1,000 painting and gets 

confined in the garage. ALF can't handle a single night there and makes a bargain with Kate: unless 

he can behave 7 days in the house, ALF has to move into the garage permanently. 

Episode 2: Somewhere Over the Rerun; ALF has taken liking to watching Gilligan's Island. He dresses 

accordingly and has coconut drinks. He's bored at the Tanners' and takes things one step too far 

towards Gilligan's Island. 



Episode 3: Take a Look at Me Now; In one of those moments, when ALF lets his mind wander, he 

unintentionally walks into Mrs. Ochmonek's sight and greets her. Cue Mrs. Ochmonek panicking and 

deciding to warn the neighborhood about the "space creature". 

Episode 4: Wedding Bell Blues; Lynn is researching the Tanner Family Tree for a school project. Kate 

suggests ALF do the the Shumway Family Tree, hoping it will occupy him for some time. However, 

digging the past may not be a good thing. 
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Alferd Packer: The Musical (Cannibal! The Musical) (1996) 
 

Alfred Packer was a mountain guide and sole survivor of a party of 

pioneers that got lost in the mountains in winter. Accused and 

convicted of murdering and eating his travelling companions, he 

was to be executed by hanging. The movie begins at his trial, 

where he pleads his innocence to an unsympathetic audience. 

Only reporter Polly Pry will listen to his story, which is then 

related to the viewers in the form of flashbacks. As Packer and his 

gold-prospecting clients make their way through the forests and 

mountains, they encounter bemused Japanese Indians, an 

unimpressed group of mountain men and the brutal Rocky 

Mountain winter, all of which inspire the travellers to break out 

into song and dance. I didn't expect for ALFERD PACKER: THE 

MUSICAL to be that good since Troma movies are usually pretty 

bad. Boy, was I wrong. The movie was way better than the 

anything I had seen in a while. Featuring some of the most 

outrageous, crude, and funniest scenes in history, ALFERD PACKER: THE MUSICAL is the perfect 

independent film. Made in 1993 by Trey Parker while he was still in college, the movie tells the story 

of Alferd Packer, Colorado's only convicted cannibal. Packer is played brilliantly by Trey Parker in 

what is his funniest performance to date. The guy is a genius. From ALFERD PACKER: THE MUSICAL 

to ORGAZMO to SOUTH PARK: BIGGER LONGER & UNCUT, Parker has proved to be one of America's 

most underrated comedy directors. 
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Alfons Zitterbacke (1966) 
 

The popular german film about the adventures of a young boy 

(Helmut Rossmann), called Alfons Zitterbacke. 
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Alfonso Bonzo (1990) 
 

About some kid, Billy Webb (Scott Riley), who liked to swap 

things, and who met this Italian bloke (Alfonso Bonzo) who liked 

swapping things. This program was a lot better than it sounds, 

and had a cool theme tune. Had a spin-off series, Billy Webb's 

Amazing Stories. Loved it! This was a great show. I remember 

watching this on CBBC after school. The actor Mike Walling (now 

in Coronation Street as Roy Cropper's nerdy friend) was in it and I 

think he played Billy Webb's father. He was in hospital with his leg 

in plaster and would be sat alongside a different person each 

episode. He would be telling the other person the adventures of 

Billy Webb and Alfonso Bonzo and we would see the action as 

told through his story. At the end of each episode, the 'other' 

would always ask a question "but what happened to the...?", for 

example, and the reply would always be "I WAS JUST COMING TO THAT" and in that moment it 

would end, a cliff-hanger for the next episode. Mystical, magical, unusual and captivating, not to 

mention boasting a brilliant theme tune (available online). This should be repeated. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1990) 

 

Episode 1: The Brilliant Bag. 

Episode 2: The Mouse Project. 

Episode 3: The Italian Greyhound. 

Episode 4: The Talking Dog of Splott Street. 

Episode 5: The Milanese TV Set. 

Episode 6: Duel at Passion Creek. 
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Algiers (1938) 
 

Pepe Le Moko, a thief who escaped from France with a fortune in 

jewels, has for two years lived in, and virtually ruled, the mazelike, 

impenetrable Casbah, "native quarter" of Algiers. A French official 

insists that he be captured, but sly Inspector Slimane knows he 

need only bide his time. The suave Pepe increasingly regards his 

stronghold as also his prison, especially when he meets beautiful 

Parisian visitor Gaby, who reminds him of the boulevards to which 

he dare not return...and arouses the mad jealousy of Ines, his 

Algerian mistress. I've heard of this movie, and when I finally had 

a chance to view it, I was hooked. I actually thought I was in 

Algiers and the casbah. When I first saw Hedy Lamarr make her 

entrance, I was hooked again. What a vision of beauty. I could see 

now when fans talk about legendary beauties of Hollywood, she is 

most mentioned. Charles Boyer was great as Pepe La Moko, and 

so was Gene Lochart as the informer. To me, the ending was most tragic, and I will never forget the 

fading ship sailing away and Hedy's vision, never to see her lover again. No wonder it's a classic. They 

don't make movies like these anymore, the pity of it all. 
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Ali Baba And The Forty Thieves (1944) 
 

A boy prince (15-year-old Scotty Beckett [Ali Baba as a Child]), 

raised by forty thieves, takes revenge on the Mongol invaders 

who murdered his father and stole his kingdom. Ali Baba, son of 

the Caliph of Bagdad is brought up by the 40 Thieves after his 

father is killed by the soldiers of Hugalu Khan, who received the 

necessary information by traitor Cassim. Ali becomes the leader 

of the thieves and they are fighting for the freedom of his land. 

Per chance Ali captures the fiancée of Hugalu Khan, who turns out 

to be his girl friend Amara. After a few misunderstandings Ali uses 

her wedding day with Hugalu Khan as the day for the liberation of 

Bagdad. Delightful Naive Adventure. In Baghdad, in the days of 

the Mongol invasion leaded by the cruel Hugalu Khan (Kurt 

Katch), the Caliph Hassan (Moroni Olsen) is betrayed by Prince 

Cassim (Frank Puglia) and killed by the Mongols. His son Ali, who 

had just pledged love to Prince Cassim's daughter Amara, escapes and accidentally finds the magic 

cave Sesame, the hiding place of forty thieves leaded by Baba (Fortunio Bonanova). Ali is adopted by 

Baba, who assigns the strong Abdullah (Andy Devine) to protect him. For ten years, the Mongols 

held Baghdad, and Ali Baba (Jon Hall) becomes the leader of the forty thieves, now beloved by the 

population for challenging the invaders. When the thieves acknowledge that a caravan is bringing 

Lady Amara (Maria Montez) to marry the tyrant Hugalu Khan, Ali Baba meets her bathing and does 

not recognize her. The Mongols capture him and he believes she betrayed him. Amara's servant 

Jamiel (Turhan Bey) helps Ali Baba, and the thieves rescue him in Baghdad and abduct Amara. In the 

garden of Prince Cassim's garden, they have recollections of their childhood, but they do not 

recognize each other. When Ali finds the truth, he fights for his love and for the freedom of 

Baghdad. "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves" is a delightful naive adventure that brings me back to my 

childhood, when I loved to see the movie because of the magic cave that opened and closed with 

the commands: "- Open, Oh Sesame!", or "- Close, Oh Sesame!". The story is simple, with the evil 

Hugalu Khan in the always invaded Baghdad; the traitor Prince Cassim; the forty bandits that 

become good guys; the hero Ali Baba and the heroine Amara, and lots of action for children and 

adults. My vote is seven. 
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Ali Baba Et Les Quarante Voleurs (Ali Baba And The Forty Thieves) 

(Dance Of Desire) (1954) 
 

Rich oriental lord Cassim's cheeky servant Ali Baba was sent to 

buy a meaty girl-slave, but brings dancer Morgiane, whom he is 

enamoured with. When he's part of a caravan robbed by Abdel's 

40 thieves, Ali hides in a camel hive and thus learns the secret of 

Sesame cave. With stolen loot he buys Morgiane and his own 

residence for him and beggar friends. Cassim not only gets him 

drunk to learn his secret gold source but also plans to rob him at 

the grand wedding with Morgiane. But Abdel observed them too 

and invites his 40 robbers. Considered in France Jacques Becker's 

worst film, the only one that has nothing to recommend it. The 

story is not very well told, which is a shame for a very famous 

Arabian story. Walt Disney did a whole lot better with his Aladdin. 

Anyway, the man who could achieve such a task in France had not 

yet made any movie at the time: of course it was Jacques Demy who worked wonders with "Peau 

d'Ane" and "the pied piper". It was to be Becker's only colour movie (he was to experiment wide 

screen in "Le Trou" with stunning results) and it's a pity that it was not, say, "Casque D'or". 

Fernandel was too old to be a credible Ali. And the woman's lib will moan and groan when they see 

him on his donkey, followed by his wife who runs behind him. 
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Ali Zaoua, Prince De La Rue (Ali Zoua: Prince Of The Streets) (2000) 
 

Ali (Abdelhak Zhayra), Kwita (Mounïm Kbab), Omar (Mustapha 

Hansali) and Boubker (Hicham Moussoune) are street kids. The 

daily dose of glue sniffing represents their only escape from 

reality. Since they left Dib and his gang, they have been living on 

the portside of Casablanca. They live in constant fear of Dib's 

revenge. Ali wants to become a sailor - when he was living with 

his mother, a prostitute, he used to listen to a fairy tale about the 

sailor who discovered the miracle island with two suns. Instead of 

finding his island in the dream, Ali and his friends are confronted 

with Dib's gang. Matters are getting serious. This is an amazing 

film. It has to be up there with "City of God" and "Pixote" (Brazil), 

"At- The Horse" (Turkey), "Salaam Bombay" (India) and "Amores 

Perros" (Mexico) as well as the American documentary 

"Streetwise" as one of the best contemporary movies about poverty and the social repression and 

horrors it brings to its subjects. The film is engrossing, captivating, disturbing and harrowing on many 

levels. The film is also a remarkable fusion of Godard, gangster films and "Arabian Nights." A 

shocking thing happens to the film's title character at the outset of the film, and we are transported 

into a world that is both enchanting and perilous as if we are traveling with Sinbad across the 7 seas. 

Alas, this is no fantasy and we are reminded of that all too suddenly and it is a power that haunts the 

viewer as the final credits roll. The film also reminds one of our great independent filmmakers, like 

Spike Lee and Jim Jarmusch in terms of applying simplicity to brilliant and stark primary and 

secondary characters thus allowing a documentary feel to float with the narrative. Alas, when one is 

from Morroco as this filmmaker is, it usually takes two or three major efforts like this before you are 

recognized as being a cinematic genius. One of the best African films I've seen, along with "Quartier 

Mozart" from Cameroon, and certainly worth one's time. 
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Alias John Law (1935) 
 

John Clark (Bob Steele) and his deaf pal, Bootch Collum (Buck 

Connors), are trailed by U. S. Marshal Lamar Bly (Jack Rockwell), 

who thinks they are part of The Kootney Kid's (Earl Dwire) gang, 

which had just held up the stage coach. But the gang attacks the 

pair, and Bly joins them in the gunfight. Bly is wounded and is 

taken to a Mexican's camp to recover. He gives John his badge 

and authorizes him to take up the hunt. The Kid, unknown to John 

by sight, is on a ranch which he hopes to gain legal possession of 

as it has oil. It is really John's by right, which he does not know 

until informed by his sweetheart, Joan Vallon (Roberta Gale.) The 

Kid has taken a letter from the stage holdup which he is using to 

establish his identity as the rightful owner named Everett 

Tarkington Clark, John's real name. John is in the courtroom when 

the Kid makes his claim, but his protest is overruled and he is 

arrested on suspicion of having killed Marshal Bly. He and Bootch 

escape and ride to intercept the Kid who is on his way to eliminate Bly, the only person that can 

verify John's claim. Somewhat amusing Bob Steele vehicle here. First off, Bob Steele WAS one of the 

more handsomer cowboy actors out there, and I actually look forward to his movies. Here he plays a 

cowboy off to see his Mom after many a year separation. Unfortunately, when he gets into town, he 

finds out that dear old Mom has passed on, and that someone is trying to hustle his Mom's land to 

his own uses. With the help of a deaf Sidekick (!!) Steele tries to prove his case in front of a land 

claims court (wow, exciting.. I'm sure the judge knew this too, since he's bellowing his lines to make 

it more interesting). The land claims court disagrees, and tries to arrest the two for impersonating a 

sheriff (don't ask). So Steele has to Take The Law Into His Own Hands! Entertaining for the fact that 

Steele makes it entertaining, I did like the amusing performance of Buck Conners as his sidekick as 

well. 
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Alibaba And 40 Thieves (Alibaba And Forty Thieves) (1954) 
 

Indian version of this classic tale. 
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Alice In Wonderland (129 min VHS version) (1999) 
 

The wizards behind "Merlin" and "The Odyssey" combine Lewis 

Carroll's "Alice in Wonderland" and "Through the Looking Glass" 

into a three-hour special that just gets curiouser and curiouser. 

Decent TV Version. I love the two Alice books and quite often I 

find myself looking through the pages, reading some of my 

favourite parts. I think for a TV version, this film works quite well, 

it is a treat to watch all those celebrities becoming some of the 

most famous characters in literature. Strangely though, my 

favourite sequence is the one with Peter Ustinov and Pete 

Postlethwaite as the Walrus and the Carpenter, probably the only 

scene in the movie that does not contain CGI. So, why only six 

stars? As in most versions, the makers of the movie have mixed all 

kinds of elements from "Alice in Wonderland" with "Through the 

looking glass" (Tweedle-Dee and Tweedle-Dum, The Walrus and 

the Carpenter, The White Knight). It may work, if you really look 

at the books just as a collection of episodes, but whenever this is 

done, the makers miss the point of the books. Alice in "Through 

the looking glass" is quite different from Alice in "Alice in wonderland" and also, there is a 

completely different composition to the latter book which is explained in the preface and which 

finds no acknowledgment whatsoever here. I think the makers of this movie again don't understand 

the books at all and though I enjoy watching these scenes independently from each other, the whole 

leaves me unsatisfied. I have gotten used to mixing the Alice stories, Walt Disney has done the same 

thing and others as well. But what bothers me most about this film it that it turns the whole thing 

into a story of initiation. Come on. Alice does not dare to perform a song in front of her parent's 

guest but after walking through Wonderland she finally does? This is just plain wrong and 

completely in contrast to the meaning of the books. Why would you want do make sense out of 

nonsense? The books are meant to portray Victorian stereotypes, make fun of language etc, but not 

to enrich a child to become more independent and self-assured. Moreover, it does not make sense 

at all, why Alice should finally be able to sing in front of the others. All in all, this movie has fine 

performances and puppets and decent (considering the time it was made and it being made for TV) 

CGI, is nice to look at but in the end only mediocre TV-entertainment. 
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Alice In Wonderland (1951) 
 

Disney version of Lewis Carroll's Children's story. Alice becomes 

bored and her mind starts to wander. She sees a white rabbit who 

appears to be in a hurry. She chases it into its burrow and then a 

most bizarre series of adventures begins. A wonderful Disney 

adaptation of Lewis Carroll's classic novels. I was a little worried 

when I went to watch the film version of Alice In Wonderland, 

because I just read the novel and Disney has a tendency to dumb 

down the material that they make into their films with goofball 

romantic nonsense and cutesy talking animals. While I did get 

more than the traditional share of talking animals with this film 

(as well as a variety of other inanimate objects), the film stayed 

more faithful to the original story than is generally expected from 

a Disney film. On the other hand, this WAS made in 1951, which 

makes me wonder what a more modern adaptation would look 

like. I read Alice In Wonderland and Through The Looking Glass for English 180 (Children's Literature) 

at the University of California, Davis, so needless to say, I read it with more of a literary appreciation 

than is generally applied to children's books. I was pleased to see so many of the characters from the 

second novel in this version of Alice In Wonderland (such as the Cheshire Cat, the talking flowers in 

the garden, and Tweedle-Dee and Tweedle-Dum), although I must admit that I was slightly 

disappointed to see that Through The Looking Glass has been assimilated into this version of Alice In 

Wonderland rather than adapted into its own film, which I think is an honour that it certainly 

deserves. As far as being a full length feature (although rather short at roughly 75 minutes), 

however, I think that this movie does justice to both stories, converting them into a single story 

rather smoothly, and only leaving out things that will only really be missed by people who know the 

novels enough to be disappointed that certain things were not included. I, for example, would have 

loved to see the whole chess story in Through The Looking Glass included in the film (there certainly 

was time for it), where Alice travels through Wonderland on her quest to become a Queen herself, 

but I am more than happy with how this film turned out. One of the only things that I noticed about 

this film that did not match up to the quality of the novels is that the books have so much more in 

them for adults than the movie does. There are so many tricks with language pulled in the books, 

such as in the conversations with Tweedle-Dee and Tweedle-Dum as well as several other 

characters, that it really makes you think about the English language as a game with which an 

endless variety of tricks can be played. In the film, this is hugely downplayed, even if only because it 

is done visually and the language tricks pass by so fast that kids are almost certain to miss them and 

even the most attentive of adults will have a hard time keeping up with them. As a whole, however, 

Alice In Wonderland is so wildly entertaining that the loss of some of the literary substance does not 

detract from it as a terrific tale of adventure and discovery, certain to be enjoyed by people of all 

ages. I have heard plenty of rumours that Lewis Carroll was on any of a variety of drugs while he 

wrote the novels (and plenty of rumours that he wasn't on any drugs at all), but there are certainly 

some things in the books and in the movie that could have only been conjured up by the most, um, 

eccentric of imaginations. We may never know for sure, but at least we have some wonderful 

entertainment. Read the books to your kids. 
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Alice In Wonderland (2010) 
 

Alice, an unpretentious and individual 19-year-old, is betrothed to 

a dunce of an English nobleman. At her engagement party, she 

escapes the crowd to consider whether to go through with the 

marriage and falls down a hole in the garden after spotting an 

unusual rabbit. Arriving in a strange and surreal place called 

"Underland," she finds herself in a world that resembles the 

nightmares she had as a child, filled with talking animals, 

villainous queens and knights, and frumious bandersnatches. Alice 

realizes that she is there for a reason--to conquer the horrific 

Jabberwocky and restore the rightful queen to her throne. Adding 

a little bit of a background story and a few more characters to 

Alice's adventures didn't do as much as I thought it would for the 

story. Truthfully I wanted to love this movie, I'm a huge Tim 

Burton/Johnny Depp fan. But this just didn't do it for me. I came 

out of the theater wondering if it were just the mediocre script or 

the director who had failed to meet my expectations. The best part of this movie is probably Johnny 

Depps portrayal of the mad hatter who truly is mad. However, Mia Wasikowska presents Alice in a 

dull manner that had me checking my watch every ten or fifteen minutes. Overall this film isn't 

awful, but at the same time it's no masterpiece, for an interesting film to look at I suppose this 

would be an alright choice, however if you want a great story and compelling acting, you might want 

to check out something else, because this isn't the movie you're looking for. 
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Alice Through The Looking Glass (1966) 
 

Any resemblance to Lewis Carroll is purely coincidental. This 

"adaptation" of Lewis Carroll classic completely throws out his 

original story and dialogue and substitutes its own mish-mash. No 

Carroll in sight. Enough said. 
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Alice's Adventures In Wonderland (1972) 
 

Made in Wonderland, the most magical musical of all! While this 

adaptation has a plethora of talent in front of and behind the 

camera, including impressive sets, costumes, make-up and 

dazzling special effects, it has two main flaws. First is William 

Sterling's hesitant direction, not knowing when to pick up the 

pace or cut a number that's not working; overall, there's a sense 

of lag and lethargy. His credits show that this was his last 

theatrical release (though this fate should have befallen any 

number of directors over the years). Second, is the fact that this is 

a musical. Now, you might expect that with John (Dances With 

Wolves, Body Heat, James Bond) Barry handling the tunes, that 

there would be some outstanding music and you'd be right (the 

arrangement of "The Me I Never Knew" alone is powerful enough 

to demand that this music be re-released on CD!). The "musical" 

works best when Barry is allowed to put Carroll's words to music. It falters, however, as does too 

many minutes of the film, when he's forced to put music to long-time collaborator, Don Black's 

lyrics. Black is no novice, having won an Oscar for his lyrics to Barry's Born Free, but these songs are 

tack-ons, fillers; they don't work and Barry/Black have a thankless task trying to make them do so (it 

would be like writing a musical to Shakespeare and throwing out The Bard's lyrics). Fiona Fullerton is 

a handsome Alice, and while her singing isn't professional, it has an endearing warmth. Her voice 

improved as she became a pretty and capable British stage actress, excelling in, yes, musicals. 

Barry/Black went to better success with the U.K. stage hit, Billy. 
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Aliens For Breakfast (1994) 
 

TV movie based off the book of the same name, written by 

Jonathan Etra and Stephanie Spinner, which originally aired on 

ABC. Richard Bickerstaff (14-year-old Ben Savage) sits down to 

breakfast one morning and gets the surprise of his life when an 

alien climbs out of his cereal bowl! Aric (Sinbad) is a tiny, 

wisecracking creature who's been beamed to Earth in a cereal 

box. He's on a very important mission, namely to stop an alien 

takeover, and he needs Richard's help. With only five days to save 

the world, Richard and Aric battle a deadly enemy in disguise the 

cool new kid in Richard's class! (Comedy, Sci-Fi). 
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Aliens In The Attic (2009) 
 

An adventure/comedy about kids on a family vacation who must 

fight off an attack by knee-high alien invaders with world-

destroying ambitions. At the same time, the youngsters work hard 

to keep their parents in the dark about the battle upstairs. It's the 

Pearsons versus the aliens who "came from upstairs," in an all-out 

battle that will decide the fate of the Earth - and kick-off the 

ultimate summer vacation. It all starts as a meteor shower rockets 

across the dark galaxy. Four glowing pods sparkle and crackle 

while hiding behind the meteor show. A mysterious force makes 

the meteor shower turn a hard right towards a bright blue ball in 

the distance - planet Earth. In a comfortable suburban house in 

Michigan, Stuart Pearson (Kevin Nealon) and his wife Nina (Gillian 

Vigman) head a family that includes adorable 7-year-old Hannah 

(Ashley Boettcher); 15-year-old Tom (17-year-old Carter Jenkins), 

a techno-geek whose grades have gone south; and big sister Bethany (Ashley Tisdale), who's just 

returned from a secret outing with boyfriend Ricky Dillman (Robert Hoffman). Deciding the family 

needs some good old-fashioned togetherness, Stuart packs up the clan and heads to a three-story 

holiday house in the middle of nowhere. Joining them is Uncle Nate (Andy Richter), Nate's son Jake 

(18-year-old Austin Butler), dear old Nana Rose (Doris Roberts), and identical 12-year-old twins Art 

and Lee (Henri and Regan Young). An unexpected arrival is Bethany's beau Ricky, who wrangles an 

overnight visit with the extended family. As day turns to night, dark storm clouds start swirling 

around the house. Suddenly, four glowing objects shoot toward the roof. The alien crew inside the 

objects is made up of Skip, the tough commander, Tazer, a muscle-bound dude armed to the teeth, 

Razor, a lethal female alien soldier; and Sparks a geeky four-armed techie, who is the only non-

threatening alien intruder. Ricky is placed under the spell of the aliens, courtesy of a high-tech mind-

control device and plug implanted into the base of his skull; Ricky's mind and actions now belong to 

the alien crew. The alien "Zirkonians," via Ricky, lay claim to the planet. Like a puppet/robot/zombie, 

Ricky moves towards the boys - but Tom and Jake break free. It isn't long before all five kids see the 

strange new arrivals. Tom takes charge and the kids come to realize the alien mind control device 

only works on grownups, giving them a fighting chance against the invaders - and the responsibility 

to protect the adults by keeping the aliens' existence a secret. Left to their own devices, the kids 

unleash their imaginations, creating makeshift weapons, like piping ingeniously rigged as a home 

made potato spud gun. They even learn to use the mind controller. First order of business: taking 

control of Ricky - and turning his robot/zombie/ idiot actions against himself and the aliens. The 

adults remain oblivious to the alien presence and figure the kids are being...kids...and insist that the 

youngsters partake in a fishing expedition. Meanwhile, a touching friendship is struck between 

Hannah and Sparks, the friendly alien with four arms and hands. Unlike his alien cohorts, Sparks has 

no stomach for battle; he just wants to return home to his Zirkonian family. Nana Rose comes under 

the spell of the alien mind control device, which gives her super-human powers. She comes to the 

kids' rescue -and into a battle with Ricky, who is again under alien control. Nana Rose gives Ricky a 

huge jolt causing the alien plug to dislodge. Sparks joins the kids fight and uses his four arms 

relentlessly creating devices that eventually help the kids fight on. As the battle continues, the 



laughs, action and danger escalate. But the kids rise to the occasion, finding new strengths and self-

sufficiency. And it becomes clear that the aliens never stood a chance. A couple of days ago I took 

my 11 and 6-year-old grandsons to see this movie in Oceanside, California. Suffice it to say that I did 

NOT decide to go jump off the nearby Oceanside Pier when the film was over. Sure, it's no world-

beater. On the other hand, I was somewhat surprised that the movie was better than I had 

expected. Probably most of the criticisms one can read in the other reviews have merit. But over all 

"Aliens in the Attic" is far from the worst kids movie you have ever seen. Obvious, yes, but enjoyable 

for the little ones. I'll say this, I took these same grandkids to see "Daddy Day Camp" when it was out 

and I was completely disgusted and disappointed by that turkey. "Aliens in the Attic" is a couple of 

notches above that one. At least there are no exploding outhouses or questionable values modeled 

by adult characters. No doubt taking little kids to the zoo or going for a walk in the woods would be 

better for little kids, but if you get stuck for something to do this summer you should not feel 

hesitant to take them to this film. 
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All About Eve (1950) 
 

Aspiring actress Eve Harrington manoeuvres her way into the lives 

of Broadway star Margo Channing, playwright Lloyd Richards and 

director Bill Sampson. This classic story of ambition and betrayal 

has become part of American folklore. Bette Davis claims to have 

based her character on the persona of film actress Talullah 

Bankhead. Davis' line "Fasten your seatbelts, it's going to be a 

bumpy night" is legendary, but, in fact, all of the film's dialog 

sparkles with equal brilliance. A masterpiece of old-style theatre 

back-stabbing with a cherished, hand-picked cast. THE definitive 

saga of backstage brouhaha ever dished out by Hollywood. A 

triumph of screen-writing, never will one see such ripe, acrid 

dialogue spewed out like this again -- every indelible scene 

gloriously stained with classic one-liners. An actress wanna-be 

looking for her big break carefully worms her way into the 

glamorous life of a legendary Broadway star, then tries to supplant her privately and professionally. 

A sterling, incandescent cast provides the fire and music to this concerto of theatre attitude. Bette 

Davis knew she was handed a dream role when she was cast as Margo Channing, the indomitable 

diva caught up in the throes of mid-life crisis both on- and off-stage. Not willing at all to deal with it 

tactfully, she makes life a living hell for anyone within knife-throwing distance. This juicy, once-in-a-

lifetime part turned Davis' own flagging middle-aged career back on its feet, especially coming on 

the heels of one of her biggest "dumps" ever, "Beyond the Forest." Remarkable as it may seem, 

Bette was not the first choice here, replacing an injured Claudette Colbert. With all due respect to 

Colbert, Bette Davis was BORN to play Margo Channing. A mauling lioness one minute, a coy, 

declawed pussycat the next, Davis relishes every wickedly bitchy scene she gets to tear into. Yet in 

her more introspective moments, she evokes real sympathy for Margo (as only a true star can) 

especially when her character missteps. It's a resounding victory for the Queen Bee in every way, 

shape and form. Her "supporting cast" also manage to create a buzz of excitement. Gary Merrill and 

Hugh Marlowe, known for their relative blandness, are splendid here in their respective roles as 

queen bee's lover and playwright. While Merrill's Bill Sampson tames Margo the woman with gutsy 

directness and virile passion, Marlowe's Lloyd Richards appeases Margo the star with flattery, great 

dialogue and a calm resolve. Worth watching, then, are their fireworks scenes with Margo when 

intelligence and restraint no longer work. Debonair George Sanders gives customary snob appeal 

and dry cynicism to his waspish, ultimately loathsome columnist Addison DeWitt, who swarms 

around Broadway's elite knowledgeable in the fact his lack of heart and poison pen yield exclusive 

rights and power. The most sensitive and sensible one in the collective bunch, the one lacking a true 

stinger, is Karen Richards (played wonderfully by Celeste Holm), Margo's best friend and confidante, 

who finds herself caught between the queen and a hard place when she accidentally makes a pact 

with the devil. Thelma Ritter couldn't be overlooked if she tried. An inveterate scene-stealer, she 

weathers strong competition this time in a movie crammed with clever conversation and pungent 

zingers. As coarse but well-meaning Birdie Coonan, a brash ex-vaudevillian now the queen's ever-

loyal "drone", Ritter's character properly handles her boss's antics with amusing grit and backbone. 

On the periphery of this Broadway beehive is mop-faced Gregory Ratoff as an edgy, gullible, thick-



accented producer, Marilyn Monroe as a hopelessly vacuous starlet, and Barbara Bates, as a novice 

schemer with a very bright future, all making their few scenes count -- especially Bates, who is 

forever enshrined in the film's stunning final shot. The chief thorn in Margo's (and everybody's) side, 

and the other real star of this picture, is the queen's titular lady-in-waiting, Eve Harrington. As played 

by Anne Baxter, this role is probably the most delicate and difficult of all for the weight and 

believability of this drama falls squarely on her shoulders. Unfairly overlooked all these years by the 

flashier posturing of Davis, Baxter does a beautiful job of drawing initial pathos then panic as she 

slowly unveils her own lethal stinger. By film's end, Baxter is directly on par with her scenery-

chewing co-star. Killer to killer. Champion to champion. Six Oscars including Best Picture, Best 

Director (Joseph L. Mankiewicz), Best Screenplay (also Mankiewicz) and Supporting Actor (George 

Sanders) went to this cinematic bon mot. Had Bette Davis and Anne Baxter not competed as Best 

Actress (Baxter refused to place herself in the Supporting Actress category), it would have drummed 

up two more awards to be sure. Developing a faithful cult following over the years, this film deserves 

to be on everybody's "top ten" list. 
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All At Sea (1977) 
 

Boasting the "cream" of Australian comedy actors in 1977, this 

excuse for a good-time was obviously intended as a side-splitting 

laugharama along the lines of the British CARRY ON series. It is SO 

bad, it should be compulsory viewing at any accredited film-

school in terms of how NOT to make a movie. With a script from 

Hell, our fearless troupe cavort around a holiday resort called 

"Sea Island" (How many writers did it take to come up with this 

gem?) trying to be funny. Viewers might derive some pleasure 

trying to nominate the worst individual performance! Filmed 

allegedly in just 12 days, that MUST have included Editing and 

Post Production! Another 353 would have made no difference! 
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All Creatures Great And Small (1975) 
 

The story of a young veterinarian's apprenticeship to a somewhat 

eccentric older vet in the English countryside, and the young 

man's hesitating courtship of the daughter of a local farmer. I 

thoroughly enjoyed this film, at great surprise. I would not 

recommend it to fans of the action genre but everyone else 

should take a look, especially animal lovers, don't think for a 

second you need to have read Herriot's book. The actors 

themselves provide all the entertainment with their dialogue 

(except the bits with the animals and farmers). It is actually an 

emotional film and makes you involved with the characters. A 

word of warning, since it covers a significant amount of time 

without making it that clear don't leave the room. I haven't made 

this film sound as good as it is but believe me it's great. Simon 

Ward and Brian Stirner are very good as James Herriot and Tristan 

respectively but Anthony Hopkins steals every scene he's in (as always) as Siegfried, who constantly 

confuses Herriot by changing what he said the night before and manages to insult all the women. 

The scene where he is chatting up his girlfriend is a classic example of how NVC can be better than 

actually saying something. So long as you know what you are expecting this film is excellent. 
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All Creatures Great And Small (1978) 
 

The trials and misadventures of the staff of a country veterinary 

office in 1940's Yorkshire. James Herriot is a vet in Yorkshire, 

England, during the 1940's. He is assigned to the practice of 

Siegfried Farnon, who (together with his mischievous brother 

Tristan) already have a successful business. James undergoes a 

variety of adventures during his work, which are just as often 

caused by the characters of the county (including the Farnon 

brothers) as the animals in his care. God, I love this show! This 

television series is something special. It makes me laugh, brings a 

tear to my eye and puts a lump in my throat, often all in the same 

episode. It shows people, the main leads of James, Seigfried, and 

Tristan, (Helen too), as special, and who are lovable in their 

strength and eccentricities. This show is so special that I almost 

don't want to own it, whether on video or dvd. Why? Because 

possessing them might make them less special. I want to discover them again, be excited that they 

are on the PBS stations that I get, and feel blessed to visit with my old friends again. Whenever I feel 

that I don't fit in this modern world, and that 'All Creatures Great and Small' was made for me alone, 

I know that I must have friends worldwide that I've never met, because we all love this show!  

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1978) 
 

Episode 01: Horse Sense; Set in the 1930's, young vet James Herriot arrives in the village of 

Darrowby in the Yorkshire Dales hoping to land his first job with established veterinarian Siegfried 

Farnon. 

Episode 02: Dog Days; James is on pins and needles awaiting the results of the postmortem on Lord 

Hulton's horse. He continues to make his rounds, becoming acquainted with some of the local 

remedies for sick cattle. Sigfried's younger brother Tristan returns to Darrowby from veterinary 

college having once again failed his exams. Sigfried assigns him to collecting payments on market 

day, but where has he put the receipt book? James is also introduced to Mrs. Pumphrey and her 

pekingese, Tricki Woo, who then sends uncle Herriot an gift. 

Episode 03: It Takes All Kinds; James visits the Alderson farm to treat a calf with a broken leg and 

meets the very attractive Helen Alderson for the first time. Meanwhile, Siegfried decides to bring to 

some business-like discipline to the practice by hiring a secretary, Miss Harbottle. Not surprisingly, 

she turns out to something more than he expected! 

Episode 04: Calf Love; James continues to pine for Helen and learns he has a rival for her affections 

in the form of Richard Edmundson, a wealthy member of the local gentry. Tristan suggests James 

may want to join the local musical society - especially since Helen is a regular attendee. Tristan has 

another all-nighter with the bell ringers, leading Sigfried to believe he has too much time on his 



hands. So he puts him in charge of some newly acquired piglets. Mrs. Pumphrey also acquires a new 

pet pig, Nugent, and she asks uncle Herriot to examine him. Sigfried reaches the breaking point with 

Miss Harbottle. 

Episode 05: Out of Practice; Having finally worked up the courage to ask Helen out on a date, James 

is not quite sure where to take her. Tristan convinces him that the first date is always the most 

important so he recommends that James take her to dinner at the Reniston, the poshest hotel 

outside of London. To his chagrin, James follows Tristan's advice and the date isn't very successful. 

To make matters worse, Tristan subsequently gets James to complete a foursome with two lively 

lasses and they meet Helen and Richard Edmundson in less than ideal circumstances. Tristan is less 

than enthused at having to care for the pigs Sigfried has acquired. James treats an itinerant family's 

sick horse. The vets seek the assistance of Sister Rose in finding a home for a stray dog. 

Episode 06: Nothing Like Experience; Helen visits the surgery with her dog Dan, but James is 

embarrassed by his performance when he last saw her at the dance. He nonetheless manages to ask 

her out to the movies, but once again, their date is a bit of a disaster. The film he thought they were 

to see has been replaced by a cheap western and Gobber Newhouse, in his cups, provides a bit of 

unexpected entertainment. Tristan reads with interest in the local newspaper that there may be a 

historical basis for the ghost that haunts Raines Abbey, given that several monks were killed there 

several centuries ago. Sure enough, the ghost soon makes another appearance. James has to deal 

with a farmer who insists his cow was struck by lightning and wants James to provide the necessary 

documentation to support an insurance claim. Sigfried lectures James and Tristan on their forgetting 

equipment during their farm visits; of course, Sigfried needs to listen to his own advice. 

Episode 07: Golden Lads and Girls; James offers his condolences to Mrs. Dalby whose husband 

recently died. He's a bit doubtful when she tells him that she'll be running the farm on her own. 

Things go from bad to worse when some newly acquired cows fall ill. Helen stops by the surgery and 

invites James to tea on Sunday. James gladly accepts and things are going well until one of Mr. 

Alderson's cows falls ill and James is unable to save it. Helen and James manage to overcome their 

bad luck however. Tristan finally gets a car to use but accidentally releases the parking brake; the car 

goes roaring downhill and straight into the new golf course clubhouse. Gobber Newhouse convinces 

Jim to have a drink with the lads, only to also present him with the bill. 

Episode 08: Advice & Consent; Tristan and Sigfried have to treat Clancy, Mr. Mulligan's very large 

dog who again is "womittin". Mrs. Hall advises James to get on with it vis-a-vis Helen and warns him 

that he risks losing her, with Richard Edmundson around. James however thinks Helen's father 

doesn't think much of him and that overall, he's a very poor catch. Sigfried and Tristan are also 

concerned that James is too slow getting off the mark and decide to do something about it. James 

finally pops the question, but shudders at the thought of having to ask Mr. Alderson's permission. 

Mr. Biggins entertains the lads at the Rovers, courtesy of Tristan. Mrs. Dalby is worried about her 

herd of cattle and James can't come up with a diagnosis. 

Episode 09: The Last Furlong; Tristan and James treat Mr. Pickersgill, a good farmer with a tendency 

toward malapropisms. Tristan has an injury while there, but finds an immediate remedy. Sigfried is 

called out to the Sidlows, who are a bit difficult. Tristan gives James advice on his honeymoon plans 

and suggests a Mediterranean cruise. James couldn't possibly afford it and Tristan suggests he try his 

hand betting at the track. Sigfried is invited to the Broughton races and he knows the racing circuit is 



looking for a new vet. Once there however he meets an old friend, Stewie Brannon, a fellow vet 

whom he's not seen for many years. Sigfried faces a dilemma when the Agriculture Ministry requires 

the practice to undertake tuberculin testing the same week of James and Helen's honeymoon. James 

proposes a solution. Sigfried's wedding gift surprises James. 

Episode 10: Sleeping Partners; James and Helen are on their honeymoon and start the tuberculin 

testing. They're staying at a local inn but are constantly interrupted by the landlady. Back at the 

practice, Sigfried is particularly harried and Tristan announces that he must return to Edinburgh to 

take his final exams. He nonetheless decides to help Tristan prepare. James is concerned with the 

generosity of Sigfried's wedding gift. James meets Angus Grier, a nearby vet, and his student Clinton. 

Grier invites James along on a call and provides him with a peculiar change of clothes. Sigfried 

suggests the they hire a student while Tristan is away. 

Episode 11: Bulldog Breed; James works with young, hard-working farmer Frank Metcalfe, who has 

relocated from the city. Unfortunately his herd is diagnosed with brucellosis, which has both 

immediate and long-term effects. Tristan returns from school and admits to James that his exams 

may not have gone all that well. He also meets Richard Carmody, a brilliant veterinary student who is 

spending a few weeks with the practice to gain practical experience. Tristan takes a dislike to him 

and he and James look for an opportunity to teach him what it's really like to work in a country 

practice. Finally, the vets and the village doctor see an opportunity to teach Gobber Newhouse, a 

local bully and wife-beater, a lesson when he steps on a rusty nail and needs care. 

Episode 12: Practice Makes Perfect; Tristan finally gets the bad news he's been expecting: he's failed 

his final exams and must now tell Sigfried. He decides to soften up Sigfried a bit starting an exercise 

program and cutting out drinking and smoking. James has to deal with Mrs. Donovan, a self-styled 

animal healer whose dog is killed in an accident. When he's called in by the local constable to deal 

with a case of animal cruelty, he knows just who to call on to find it a home. Finally, James must 

assist cranky Angus Grier, a neighboring vet who has a broken arm. 

Episode 13: Breath of Life; It's a bad time for the vets and a local farmer when they discover a case of 

foot and mouth disease. The farmer's stock must be destroyed and a general quarantine is in place 

for thirty days. Sigfried, who came into contact with the animals confines himself to Skeldale house, 

meaning James and Tristan must do all of the outside calls. James discovers the power of anesthesia 

in assisting animals to heal: first with a farmer's dying ewe and then with the Flaxton's pet poodle. 
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All Dogs Go To Heaven (1989) 
 

When a casino owning dog named Charlie is murdered by his rival 

Carface, he finds himself in Heaven basically by default since all 

dogs go to heaven. However, since he wants to get back at his 

killer, he cons his way back to the living with the warning that 

doing that damns him to Hell. Once back, he teams with his old 

partner, Itchy to prep his retaliation. He also stumbles on to an 

orphan girl who can talk to the animals, thus allowing him to get 

the inside info on the races to ensure his wins to finance his plans. 

However, all the while, he is still haunted by nightmares on what's 

waiting for him on the other side unless he can prove that he is 

worthy of Heaven again. An evil dog named Carface Carruthers 

returns from the dead looking for revenge on his killer using a 

cute young orphan girl named Anne-Marie who can talk and 

understand to animals. At first Charlie means to exploit Anne-

Marie's gift too, but soon comes to learn he will have to change his ways if he is to earn his place in 

Heaven again. Charlie and Anne-Marie begin to become friends, but Anne-Marie's strong sense of 

what is right conflicts with Charlie's complete lack of moral standards and puts their friendship at 

risk. Worse, Charlie's quest for revenge threatens his own life as well as the lives of his friends Anne-

Marie and Itchy. All dogs go to Heaven is one of the best movies I've ever seen. I first saw it when I 

was like 3. Now I'm 12 and I rented it, it makes me think of things and it brings back so many 

memories, those were "the days". I love the music, I love when Charlie is arriving in Heaven, I love 

the song "Let me be surprised". I love how Charlie looks and his voice, Bert Reynolds could only play 

Charlie's voice this great. I love this movie, the 1st one is the best one because it's so original and 

great. It really does bring back memories that no one can describe, not even me. If only I could go 

back to those days. I love the characters. If this is the way the memories come back when I'm 12 

imagine how I'll feel when I'm like 19, I hope I'll be able to watch this when I'm older. When I first 

seen this I never knew that I would really look back on it and feel this way, I hope it will be available 

to watch. I'm so happy that this movie was made and the amazing idea came to mind and heart. On 

a scale from 1-10 I'd give it a perfect 10. It's an amazing movie. It's so hard to explain the feeling, 

when I get older and if I have kids, I hope they can experience this feeling. 
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All Dogs Go To Heaven 2 (1996) 
 

Charlie and Itchy have return to Earth to find Gabriel's Horn, but 

along the way they meet up with a sweet young boy named David 

(voiced by 12-year-old Adam Wylie), who ran away from home. 

And a beautiful Irish setter named Sasha LaFleur set them 

straight. But time is running out, and if Charlie is going to secure 

the valuable horn, he will have to prove himself worthy of his 

wings by taking on two incredible villains in a hair-raising, 

breathtaking race to the finish! When Gabriel's Horn falls from 

heaven, Annabelle entrusts Charlie and Itchy to recover it. But 

once on Earth, Charlie falls in love with an Irish Setter named 

Sasha, and finds out about collars that can make him and Itchy 

solid again. Following Carface, they come across an elderly dog 

named Red, who gives them the collars for free, but warns them 

that they'll only last until sundown the next day. But Charlie and 

Itchy learn the hard way that things aren't always as they seem, and now in order to make things 

right, Charlie will have to make a deal with the devil. First and perhaps foremost, I would like to 

remark that this goody-goody sequel really took away from the original ADGTH movie, with all its 

dark bittersweet sentimentality, its beautiful insights of the Afterlife, and its heavy undertone of the 

criminal underworld. Also, why must they characterize the cat as a demon? For certain children that 

come to mind that believe cats are evil, no-good animals out to serve witches and devils, this does 

not help. To cast the cat as an average villain is one thing. But to cast it as the Devil himself?! I mean, 

if the plot were turned around, would they cast the dog as the Devil? That point aside, I didn't care 

for Charlie Sheen as Charlie B. Barkin and Itchie's one liner role really didn't cut up. Annabelle lacks 

any spunk, as she had in the original. There are certain scenes and songs that touched me. Such as "I 

Will Always Be With You". And the end scene was sweet. I did approve of the Guardian Angel theme, 

while I didn't agree that Earth would be better than Heaven. 3 out 10! 
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All I Want For Christmas (1991) 
 

A comedy about two New York City children who launch a 

hilarious scheme to get what they most want this holiday season. 

Ethan (13-year-old Ethan Embry), a practical older brother, and 

adorable Hallie, who knows how to charm her way out of a 

difficult situation, are intent on spending Christmas with their 

parents, Catherine and Micheal, and grandmother Lillian. As 

Ethan and Hallie embark on their adventure, almost nothing goes 

exactly as they planned. Complicating things is a smarmy 

businessman named Toney Boer, who has taken an interest in 

Catherine. Ethan, meanwhile, is preoccupied with not only his 

parents' romantic dilemma, but also his own - one brought about 

by his new friendship with Stephanie, his first teenage crush. 

What evolves is an elaborate scheme involving mice, telephone 

calls and an ice-cream truck, as Ethan and Hallie try to achieve 

their goal with the help of Stephanie. The duo's primary obstacle 

is their mother's fiance, Tony. The children finally succeed with a little Christmas magic from Santa 

Claus. Hallie and Ethans divorced mother is about to remarry. When Hallie goes to visit Santa Claus, 

she asks for an unusual gift - she wants her parents back together again. All I want For Christmas is 

about two kids that are very upset by their parents divorce and the only thing they want for 

Christmas is for them to get back again and be a happy family. It's a cute nice little story, but this 

stuff never happens in real life. Divorced Parents hardly ever get back together, it's an ugly reality, 

but that's why we have movies such as these to make us feel happy. Thora Birch gives a great 

performance, cute little Thora. 
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All Quiet On The Western Front (1930) 
 

This is an English language film (made in America) adapted from a 

novel by German author Erich Maria Remarque. The film follows a 

group of German schoolboys, talked into enlisting at the 

beginning of World War 1 by their jingoistic teacher. The story is 

told entirely through the experiences of the young German 

recruits and highlights the tragedy of war through the eyes of 

individuals. As the boys witness death and mutilation all around 

them, any preconceptions about "the enemy" and the "rights and 

wrongs" of the conflict disappear, leaving them angry and 

bewildered. This is highlighted in the scene where Paul mortally 

wounds a French soldier and then weeps bitterly as he fights to 

save his life while trapped in a shell crater with the body. The film 

is not about heroism but about drudgery and futility and the gulf 

between the concept of war and the actuality. Erich Maria 

Remarque's novel and the film made from it may possibly be the greatest anti-war statement ever 

created. All Quiet on the Western Front won a deserved Best Picture Academy Award in the year it 

came out and brought great prestige to Universal Pictures as the first Oscar in that category won by 

that studio. Lew Ayres is the student leader of a bunch of German school boys in 1914 who listen to 

the voice of their school master and enlist in the war that's just been declared. The whole class 

enlists and that's not hyperbole because in Germany at the time it was the boys who got the 

education and the girls if they got it, got it separately from the boys. I'm sure that viewers of All 

Quiet on the Western Front today probably are asking why that school master and so many of his 

generation were urging their youth on to such folly. Very simply that their generation had a quick 

victory in 1870 in the Franco-Prussian War. Every generation since wars were recorded figures their 

war experience will be the same for their children. Only it wasn't. On the western front the Allied 

and Central Powers armies were locked in a bitter stalemate that ran diagonally across France and 

Belgium from the English Channel to the Swiss border. This went on for a little over four years. In 

fact had it not been for the fact that America joined the Allied side and the French and British held 

out until they did, I'm sure an honest armistice would have been declared long before November 11, 

1918. You lived, fought and died in those trenches. Either you were defending or you were attacking 

the other guy's trenches against murderous automatic weapon fire and long distance artillery 

batteries. All Quiet on the Western Front was the first great war film of the American sound era and 

graphically shows that. And it shows that from the enemy perspective. That's something today's 

audience can't appreciate, the fact that the film was from the Wilhelmine German perspective. 

Remember these were the enemy a dozen years before. But the experience in the trenches was 

universal. Lew Ayres became a star with this film and it effected him so deeply that he became a 

committed pacifist which caused later problems in his career. He's the voice of reason and 

civilization and the voice of a lost generation of Germans who would never have listened to the 

demagogic appeals of the Nazis. Louis Wolheim plays the veteran soldier who befriends Ayres and 

his school boy chums and teaches them how to survive in the trenches. It turned out to be his 

greatest role. He was a brutish looking man and played mostly those types in silent films. All Quiet 

on the Western Front would have been the start of a whole new career opening. But Wolheim died 



the following year just as he was to start filming The Front Page. Adolphe Menjou took the part of 

Walter Burns in that film which Wolheim was to have. The third really stand out performance is that 

of John Wray who some might remember as the brutal prison guard in Each Dawn I Die. Wray plays 

an officious mail man who is in the German Army Reserve. He gets called up and this little nobody 

gets rather impressed with himself and his new found authority as a training sergeant to Ayres and 

his friends. Later on at the front, he gets a view of combat he wasn't quite ready for. All Quiet on the 

Western Front with its eternal message of peace and life will be one eternal film, it will be shown 

and appreciated for many generations to come. 
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All The Invisible Children (Les Enfants Invisibles) (Take 7) (2005) 
 

Seven short films - each one focused on the plight of a different 

child protagonist. Seven shorts about childhood problem through 

the eyes of seven directors. 

1) "Tanza": Mehdi Chafer shows a boy called Tanza in an 

undefined country in Africa fighting in a civil war with machine 

gun and explosives, and dreaming on having his home and going 

to school. 

2) "Uros": Emir Kusturica shows a gypsy boy called Uros in his last 

day in a juvenile prison in Serbia-Montenegro without any other 

perspective but returning to the place. 

3) "Jesus Children of America": Spike Lee shows a HIV positive girl 

called Blanca, daughter of junkies' parents with Aids and the 

cruelty of her schoolmates in school. 

4) "Bilu and João": Kátia Lund gives an optimistic approach of two homeless children that fight to 

survive working on the streets, collecting beer and soda tins and paper to sell in a junkyard, and 

transporting shops in street fairs. Unforgettable for a long time. I have seen it today. And I saw it in 

Italian though I understand this language only a little. It was shocking, amazing, sad, interesting, 

boring. First I wanted to turn off, then - I was interested, then I was shocked and in the end I cried 

(for long hour). It's bunch of films which shows different living of children. These aren't films which 

shows only happy ending, happy heroes which has almost everything. Here in "all the invisible 

children" you can see the real life, without embellishment, a reality which usually isn't shown on TV 

or movies. Reality which we are blind to. I suggest to see this film, because it's just so beauty!!! It's 

educate humanity and in my opinion a lot of people should see this film to understand that all we 

are happy that we have almost everything and still we're crying that we don't have enough money. 

5) "Jonathan": Jordan and Ridley Scott show a photographer correspondent of war in pain for his 

past experiences. 

6) "Ciro": Stefano Veneruso shows a young boy in Naples that pickpockets to survive. 

7) "Song Son and Little Cat": John Woo shows a tale of fantasy, with a homeless orphan and a 

spoiled wealthy girl. 
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All The Kind Strangers (Evil In The Swamp) (1974) 
 

A couple travelling through a backwoods area are held by a group 

of orphans (18-year-old Robby Benson, 9-year-old Tim Parkison & 

Brent Campbell) who want them to become their parents. 

Unfortunately, the kids have a habit of killing adults who refuse 

that particular honour. Unique idea for a movie. This movie is kind 

of like "Lord of the Flies". A family of children (no mother or 

father present) desire to have guardians (Mom and Dad), so they 

kidnap a man and woman to be just that. What happens next is 

(of course) the movie. One thing to note is that not every one of 

the children (in fact most of them are not) aware of the secret! 
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All The King's Men (2006) 
 

In the 50's, in Louisiana, the smart populist, manipulative and wolf 

hick Willie Stark is elected governor with the support of the lower 

social classes. He joins a team composed of his bodyguard and 

friend Sugar Boy; the journalist from an aristocratic family Jack 

Burden; the lobbyist Tiny Duffy; and his mistress Sadie Burke, to 

face the opposition of the upper classes. When the influent Judge 

Irwin supports a group of politicians in their request of 

impeachment, Stark assigns Jack to find some dirtiness along the 

life of Irwin, leading to a tragedy in the end. Historically 

Inaccurate, but it's not a historical movie. It is very entertaining. 

Being from Louisiana I really enjoyed this movie. The acting was 

great and the story was entertaining. As others have stated, the 

accents are not done well. In fact there are more than a few 

characters who don't even try to imitate a southern accent, for 

which I am very grateful. I am quite sick of actors trying to portraying a southerner by speaking as if 

all the teeth were removed and the brain has been lobotomized. Others have complained about a 

boring script to which I completely disagree. This is not a fast-paced movie but it keeps the story 

moving and the dialogue is fresh. The slow periods give you time to pause and let the previous scene 

sink in, while also giving the viewer the opportunity to absorb the ambiance of the scenes. The 

people in this movie are portrayed as they really were in the 1940's and 50's. There is no surprise 

hidden here. Although this movie is based on the book of the same name, neither are factual of 

Huey Long and his legacy. These stories are loosely based on a person, with a few facts thrown in for 

recognition, but not for historical purposes. I applaud the entire cast and crew for their great efforts 

in bringing this movie to fruition. This is what entertainment is all about and it shows a little of the 

corruption that existed (and some would say still exists) in Louisiana politics of the past. See this 

movie with an open mind and you will find yourself entertained and pleased with the whole 

experience. 
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All The Pretty Horses (2000) 
 

Two Texas cowboys head to Mexico in search of work, but soon 

find themselves in trouble with the law after one of them falls in 

love with a wealthy rancher's daughter. Excellent Storytelling, 

Beautifully Filmed. This is an excellent, epic western saga about 

two Texans who wind up in Mexico and all the trials and 

tribulations they go through, most of which are fascinating. I've 

watched this film several times and it gets better and better with 

each viewing. The acting, storytelling and magnificent 

photography all made it a treasure of a film...and a very 

underrated movie. It's easy to get very involved in this haunting 

tale. Those two lead guys are played by Matt Damon ("John Grady 

Cole") and Henry Thomas ("Lacey Rawlins.") Along the way they 

are joined by the most interesting character of all of them: 

"Jimmy Blevins," played by Lucas Black. Jimmy is a nice kid but 

he's big-time trouble. His haunting face in his last scene is memorable. Penelope Cruz is the 

attractive love interest, surrounded by a protective Mexican family. That family, mainly a father and 

aunt, were really enjoyable to watch, too, and I wish they had bigger roles in here. Not only is the 

acting good and photography stunning, the soundtrack with Spanish music is outstanding. I've read 

they actually filmed this for a four- hour movie. Man, I'd love to see that. The only things I didn't care 

for were Thomas' blasphemous mouth and a couple of unpleasant scenes where the innocent lead 

characters are accused of things they didn't do and suffer because of it. This really isn't an action 

movie, but much more of a drama and it's excellent storytelling. It also has narration from Damon, 

who is good at that sort of thing. It's just a powerful movie with a lot of good things to offer. If you 

like good stories, don't pass this up. 
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All The Rage (1997) 
 

I was extremely bewildered by the purpose of this film, but even 

more bewildered by the positive reviews a few people have left 

for it. It truly holds almost no value as a movie or social 

commentary at all. The acting is static and makes you feel like you 

are watching the first performance of several understudys. The 

subplot involving Merle Perkins' character Susan is unrelated and 

incomplete. The random black and white vignettes featuring the 

main character "Christopher Bedford" are intrusive and 

uninformative and I didn't care for a single one of the shallow, 

archetypical characters we were supposed to relate to. The fact 

that people found some scathing commentary on the emptiness 

of the pretty boy "gym-bunny" gay lifestyle within this contrived 

film astounds me. Did I miss something? I saw a story about one 

man who sleeps around, cheats, and ends up lonely...Was that 

not an obvious conclusion? The emotionally charged ending seems out of place and adds 5 minutes 

of drama to a film that was an hour and a half of blah blah blah. 
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All The Small Things (2009) 
 

Drama about the trials and tribulations of a small town choir. In 

an English town, the choir master's personal musical ambition and 

crush for the new soprano drive him to blow up his marriage (with 

children) for her. Mother and mentally handicapped son Peter 

suddenly find themselves abandoned and almost accidentally 

start an rival choir. The community is soon divided, including the 

sentiments of the old reverend and his sassy young parish 

assistant, whose past is one of several further complications. 

After watching two episodes of this, I'm hooked. Yes, it can be a 

bit predictable. I mean, from the first scene between Bryan Dick's 

character, Jake and Sarah Lancashire's character, Esther you just 

know that by the end of the series they'll get together. And it's a 

little obvious after episode 2 that Richard Fleeshman's character 

Kyle will end up with Drummer Grace, although that could just be 

me. But just look at the look they were giving each other while 

they were performing Swing Swing and you might just agree with me. And something else that could 

just be me but might not be is the obvious fact that Jake has a dark past that'll come out somewhere 

near the end of the series, which I'm guessing will be that he has a life and/or something to do with 

his friend's death. And all of it has something to do with Sarah Alexander's character, Layla. I'm 

guessing she split up Jake and his wife. But none of that really matters. For me, it's all about the 

music (and Bryan Dick because he's fit!). All American Reject's Swing Swing is one of my fave songs, 

and this show has only made me love it more. I'm even finding myself liking Blink 182's All The Small 

Things. There has got to be an album with all the cast's versions of the songs from this series on it. I'll 

buy it! Only four more episodes to go and I hope the music just gets getting better! 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 1: Every year the Glossop Choir come second in the annual choral contest and this year they 

aim to come first. Choir master Michael Caddick sees his chance when glamorous soprano Layla joins 

their ranks, walking out on his long-suffering wife Esther, the previous leading lady, to feature her as 

star soloist and to be with her. But Esther has the last laugh when she enters her talented, autistic 

teenage son Kyle and his rock band All the Small Things in the contest. The presence of herself and 

several of her friends as back-up singers make up the required number of entrants and they carry off 

the prize. The young curate Jake - who appears to have a history with Layla - and most of Esther's 

friends are on their side. But Michael declares musical war on his wife. 

Episode 2: Having entered the choir into a contest, Layla encourages Michael to be ruthless. 

Episode 3: Gilbert Tonks is doubly outraged when Michael gives his customary solo to talented 

young Serb chorister Nemanja and Jake, anxious to create a community centre in the church, gives 

his over-priced decorating tender also to Nemanja. When Tonks, his snooty wife and their airhead 



satellite Lulu Pryke try to bully the lad and his older girlfriend Sofija into resigning, it is inevitable that 

the couple will embrace All the Small Things. Not only is Michael's choir decreasing but he has cause 

to query Layla's stability when she buys him a matching white dog and baby grand piano. 

Episode 4: With the newly-wed Radics gone, Michael's choir is struggling, somewhat to the 

amusement of reluctant accompanist Monica, so Ethel Tonks, having declared the Serbs' church art 

designs as "sacriligious", brings her relatives in as reinforcements. Olive, Esther's best friend and a 

prime mover in the breakaway group, enters All the Small Things for the North West choral heats, 

where they do well, despite Layla's efforts to sabotage their transport, and even Michael is 

impressed. He is less enamoured of Layla's insistence that they start a family of their own and 

Georgia, the only child to show loyalty to her father, berates him for leaving her mother for such a 

stupid bimbo. However, Olive is starting to bond with fellow ageing rebel Jimmy, as is Esther with 

Jake. 

Episode 5: After Monica's brother Edgar, an ageing rocker, drops down dead at his 60th birthday 

bash, it is revealed that Monica and Ethel are actually sisters, who have barely spoken to each other 

in twenty years and, whilst Ethel inevitably demands a conventional funeral, Edgar's last wish is for a 

hard rock ceremony. Monica holds the ace card by divulging that she and Gilbert were once lovers, 

and Edgar's wishes are honoured. Ethel acquires some dignity with her acceptance of all this but 

Layla's 'family' dinner party goes awry when Michael defends Kyle's faddy eating habits. Esther 

rebuffs Jake's sincere advances before he tells her that he is Layla's brother. 

Episode 6: Jake is upset when Esther berates him for not explaining before that Layla was his sister 

and the vicious Layla, failing to gain Jake's sympathy, sends an anonymous letter, exposing her 

brother's former alcoholism. Ethel and Gilbert want him sacked but, after a hung vote, the not so 

dusty vicar persuades Layla to redeem herself and save Jake's job. Grace and Kyle run away and 

Esther and Michael locate them at an old holiday haunt - Michael wants reconciliation but Esther 

explains that she is now a free woman. At the choir finals Esther is shocked when All the Small Things 

try to sabotage Michael's singers by heckling them, fleeing to a station platform, where her choir, 

and Jake, join her for a rousing performance of Beethoven's Ode to Joy. 
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Alla Vi Barn I Bullerbyn (The Children Of Bullerby Village) (The 

Children Of Noisy Village) (1986) 
 

Astrid Lindgren one of the greatest children's novelist ever are 

here with one of her's best one, about a group of children in little 

village in Sweden. Wonderful written stories by Ms. Lindgren. All 

children show outstanding performance. Like in all Astrid Lindgren 

books she writes about the Charity in the world and left all the 

violence and bad thing in is, 'cause that's the way it best. Starring: 

10-year-old Anna Sahlin, 9-year-old Henrik Larsson and Linda 

Bergströmm. 
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All-American Co-Ed (1941) 
 

All-girl school Mar Brynn tries to get more pupils and publicity by 

making fun of the Quincton college. For revenge, the boys there 

sent Bob Sheppard to Mar Brynn, dressed as a girl, to give them a 

slight scandal. But he falls in love with Virginia, the girl who is 

putting on a show there. Now Bob has the problem of getting 

revenge for Quinceton and not loosing his girl, especially when 

Quinceton hears about his relationship and decides to sent him 

support. What? this film is 65 years old? It plays like a sequel to 

PRISCILLA QUEEN OF THE DESERT or a prequel to SOME LIKE IT 

HOT. Apart from WONDERBAR I have never seen such a gay 

movie...in fact the ad line in 1941 (!) was "The year's gayest 

comedy". It is gay in the way gay is a modern GAY expression. The 

head of the girls school, a single matronly sort, (keen to rub one 

girl's 'chest') takes a look at a pic of one girl posing with 

vegetables and exclaims "Look at those beautiful tomatoes!" and on it goes. There's a song on a train 

that the girls sing to each other: "I am up at the crack of Dawn (because I have been dreaming of 

you)". Honestly! Rude risqué and believe it or not, a full scale drag queen comedy. Apparently there 

is a university called Quinceton (as in Princeton for Queens) which has a fraternity of good lookin' 

fellas who all do drag. See that opening scene: They're all in it! Tutus and all... They decide to send 

one guy to the girls school...in full drag... The big finale has a song in it about how the Farmer's 

daughter is alone on the farm since the men have gone to war. The lyric repeated over and over is 

that "she's can't just rumba with an old cucumber"...it's not just ME is it?...hearing this and gasping 

in laughter and astonishment? Is it? Why are these lyrics in this film this way...and all the drag 

antics...this film is as modern today as any other drag film...and as rude. This gay coded one 

sidestepped the Hayes office in a dress... and an old cucumber. Hilarious! the DVD is excellent 

quality too. The music score is terrific: 2 Oscar noms. Because the DVD is spotless this film looks like 

a new production; and the modern risqué mindset makes it absolutely almost up to date. What also 

helps is the cast of 20 somethings...especially the boys each of whom have modern haircuts. Noah 

Beery Jnr turns up late in the film styled exactly like someone you would see in a magazine today. 

Incredible; a 65 year old drag show! yeesh! Silent star Harry Langdon is a treat to see too. 
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Allein In Vier Wänden (Alone In Four Walls) (2007) 
 

In post-Soviet Russia, troubled underage boys caught at various 

offenses (from stealing to multiple murder) are committed for a 

few years to closed state reform schools. There, they live in a 

military type of regime, starting the day with open air exercises, 

making beds to absurdly meticulous rules etcetera. Ironically, 

many come from such poor and/or abusive, often broken families 

that a structured life with three square meals, a warm dorm and 

regular classes feels like a better deal, some actually dread 

returning home. Inside four walls indeed. The very best of 

storytelling, a documentary without an agenda, unless I'm too 

obtuse to get it. For background, see "Three rooms of 

Melancholie' and 'The Italian.' Also see the Tennessee lady that 

mailed her adoptive Russian 7-year-old back to Russia. After 

seeing this I understand that Culture Shock hit the kid, and the kid 

panicked which freaked out the adoptive mom. She had alternatives, but decided to jump ship and 

will probably do time. This is a high profile screw-up. No indication she tried backups, psychiatrists, 

medication, etc. Probably read some book about psychopaths and figured she would be murdered in 

her sleep. There were 6-8 kids you got familiar with, only one which really bothered me because his 

affect was inappropriate to the situation, a hallmark of true disturbance. Several cried. Many were 

thankful for being locked up because 3 hot meals, a cot and adult supervision was better than what 

they were used to. Discipline was unobtrusive but obviously effective. There did not seem to be 

therapy groups, counselling talk. There was simply a working system which the kids entered and 

accepted because the alternative (a hard place for older, rougher kids) was always an option. Real, 

realistic, genuine kids who cried when it was called for; mostly just trying to survive. They were 

running wild on the streets and thought they'd never lose or get caught. Wrong. 
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Almanya - Willkommen In Deutschland (2011) 
 

A warm-hearted, nostalgia-tinged crowd-pleaser and also a 

manipulative, irresistible tear-jerker, Almanya: Welcome To 

Germany (Almanya Willkommen In Deutschland) is the 

Turkish/German riposte to East is East's Pakistani immigrants in 

the UK. Some sequences, including a dream interlude in a passport 

official's office, demonstrate Samdereli's roots in scripting TV 

comedy. Facing a bright commercial future on its imminent 

German release, this may fall between two stools in overseas 

markets, however. Certain to be shunned as commercial by the 

artier end of the spectrum, smart packaging (including a new title) 

could still see Almanya draw crossover Kolya-sized audiences for 

Beta's buyers. Situations faced by Alymanya's immigrant Turkish 

family may be specifically German, but at the centre of Yasemin 

Samdereli's amenable drama, which she co-wrote with her sister 

Nesrin Samdereli, is an eloquently-expressed appeal for understanding and tolerance which 

shouldn't fall on deaf ears outside its homeland. Almanya has an appealing freshness to its writing 

and performances, which carries the viewer over some of its more self-consciously cute aspects (a 

lisping 6-year-old boy; performers who address younger versions of themselves on screen; an Il 

Postino-style blue-sky vision of the Eastern Mediterranean and its moustachioed inhabitants). Yet, 

why not present Turkey to wider audiences in a less-threatening manner than its often-forbidding 

domestic cinema? And why not skim over some of the grittier aspects of immigrant life in the West, 

if the point is still effectively made? Sandereli's background in television has led her to make a play 

for wider audiences, and it remains to be seen whether this gambit will pay off. Set between the 

present and 45 years previously, Almanya focuses on Huseyin Yilmaz, a 'Gastarbeiter' in Germany, 

and his family of four grown-up children, 22 year-old secretly-pregnant granddaughter Canan (Tezel) 

and cute-as-a-button 6-year-old grandson Cenk (Rafael Koussouris). At the same time as he finally 

becomes a German citizen, Huseyin also purchases some land in his home village in Anatalya, 

Turkey, and insists his family all come 'home' with him on a road trip. Interspersed with this is the 

story of how they all came to live in Germany in the first place and how they grapple with their 

heritage now. This certainly isn't life on the mean streets of Hamburg. Huseyin may work building 

the roads, but we get few glimpses of his sweat and toil. The language confusion is neatly dealt with 

linguistically by Samdereli, and there are some sweetly funny moments involving an attempt at 

Christmas and the terror of seeing Christ on a cross. Performances are beguiling, from the 

children/young parents and their older counterparts alike, to the point where, when the Samdereli 

sisters start to tug energetically on the viewer's heartstrings, resistance is futile. Technically this is a 

studio-bound piece, leavened by period newsreel footage, and only visually comes to life on location 

in Turkey, and even then in a picture postcard, Turkish Delight-box way. Some sequences, including a 

dream interlude in a passport official's office, demonstrate Samdereli's roots in scripting TV comedy. 

Something like the Turkish-German equivalent of East is East combined with its upcoming sequel 

West is West, the bittersweet comedy Almanya – Willkommen In Deutschland (Almanya – Welcome 

to Germany) follows both the immigrant experience for Turks coming into Germany in the 1960s as 

well as a reluctant family trip back to the homeland, as second and third generation immigrants 



discover their heritage at the behest of an ageing patriarch – a former 'guest worker', now a German 

citizen and the focus of this story. The film is riotously funny from the outset, with broad physical 

comedy and exaggerated characterisations working to make a lot of satirical points, often using 

national stereotyping. The difference between this and an episode of Top Gear though is that 

Welcome to Germany almost certainly has its heart in the right place and uses these stereotypes to 

play up the stupidity of stereotypes themselves. The Germans and Turks we see in the film are living 

in a campy, heightened reality where Turkish children dream of being binmen (and binwomen) and 

where Germans do nothing but eat sausage. This farcical element is allowed to work due to the 

warmth and genuine emotion invested in the scenes between the various family members, and I 

have to admit that I shed a tear or two. (Not a fact I'd usually be embarrassed by, but Welcome to 

Germany is so frothy and high-spirited that getting a bit weepy felt ever so ridiculous.) It also works 

because director and writer Yasemin Samdereli mixes in archive news footage at various points to 

put her story in the context of mass migration to Turkey, which shows how the government actively 

brought these workers in to help drive the 'economic miracle' – a fact which is all too easily 

forgotten by politicians now who wish to see Germany become a less culturally diverse country. 

Many scenes overtly parody Chancellor Merkel's 2010 speech (since echoed in the UK by David 

Cameron) that multiculturalism has 'failed' in Germany, the best of these scenes being the brilliantly 

bizarre dream sequence in which a man is only given his new German passport on the condition that 

he accepts 'German culture' as his culture. This apparently involves 'taking every second holiday in 

Mallorca', wearing lederhosen and joining a shooting club – light-hearted jabs at German culture 

that went down really well with the predominantly German audience who spontaneously applauded 

many of the film's gags. The film is a crowd pleaser and the sort of movie that could be described as 

'heartwarming'. Perhaps this will rule it out of the main prize in competition as I suspect it was just 

too fun to be allowed to win. The last twenty minutes goes on for too long and gets a bit too cloying 

and cheesy, but the bulk of it is consistently amusing, imaginative and heartfelt, whilst also saying 

much about the relationship between German national identity and the country's huge Turkish 

population. Makes you laughing while you are crying. I like this movie because it doesn't show the 

pain, complexity, difficult lives in a dramatic manner. Instead, it adds humors while showing the 

reality. When Turkish workers move to Germany, it was hard times for them. They worked all the 

time and continue to their life in a very bad conditions. Then their families also moved to Germany. 

Thsese time their children and their grand children live adaptation problems. This film shows in a 

funny manner staying between two cultures. What else I like about this film is also the characters 

and the settings were very natural. I believe this film increase the empathy of Germans and Turks to 

each other. 
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Almost Angels (Born To Sing) (1962) 
 

Supported avidly by his mother and more reluctantly at first by his 

father, a working-class Austrian boy (15-year-old Vincent Winter) 

joins the Vienna Choirboys, where he proves to be unusually 

talented. The standard initiation ordeals which new boys must 

endure at the hands of their seniors are intensified in his case 

because he has aroused the jealousy of Peter (15-year-old Sean 

Scully), the head chorister, by singing a solo which Peter had long 

sung himself. The fact is that Peter's voice is breaking, and with a 

broken voice often comes a broken heart. But, encouraged by the director and all the boys, Peter 

begins to develop in a new role as composer and conductor. This movie should have much exposure 

than it did. I can't really add much more to the existing comments. It's a marvelous family movie, 

and especially heartwarming for any boy who has any musical talent - singing or playing - to watch. 

Why Disney hasn't put this and some of their other timeless classics onto restored DVD's, I have no 

idea. I'd be waiting in line to buy this one if it were available. So if any of you greedy format-

inventing Disney dorks are reading, get some of the old stuff out and remaster it. You'll be even 

richer than you already are! 
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Almost Famous (2000) 
 

William Miller (18-year-old Patrick Fugit) is a 15-year-old kid, 

hired by Rolling Stone magazine to tour with, and write about 

Stillwater, an up and coming rock band. This wonderfully witty 

coming of age film follows William as he falls face first to confront 

life, love, and lingo. I've seen a few coming-of-age films, and a few 

prodigy-cum-genius type films, and of course more than my share 

of romantic comedy stuff. This film skirts between the lines of all 

those possibilities and somehow manages to find its way to the 

viewer intact, deftly and with a whole lot of old-fashioned 

charisma. The acting was honest, true to how people behave 

without getting schmaltzy or over-dramatic. Cameron Crowe gets 

these actors to all project a belief in themselves and bring that 

across in a way that we care about what happens to them. I 

particularly liked the rendition of William Miller by Patrick Fugit, 

who steals the show as the precocious rock-n-roll journalist. He evokes visions of a young Matthew 

Broderick or a wide-eyed Michael J. Fox without ever getting corraled into being the "cute but 

troubled young kid". Frances McDormand is amazing and well-cast as Elaine the Mom, someone so 

wrapped up in creating a safe, healthy environment she drives both her children far away from 

home. Billy Crudup & Kate Hudson create the tension filled romance that drives the story along; 

both did a great job & were adroitly evocative of those fast times in the rock & roll fantasyland of 

the 70's. Billy, as Russell Hammond, teeters on the edge of fame, not wanting to leave his long-

suffering bandmates behind but being courted as the band's star by the record company, is palpably 

torn. He carries William through the whirlwind of emotions and music along with him, showing him a 

world that is desperate and lonely, even with the whole world seemingly vying for his attention. His 

casting is also very clever, seeing as how Billy Crudup also sits on the brink of his own stardom & 

acclaim in real life. Lester Bangs is William's 'guru', played to perfection by Phillip Seymour Hoffman. 

A walking oxymoron, he exudes a callous arrogance and at the same time expresses genuine 

affection for the up-and-comer, sometimes giving William the exact advice he needs to get him 

through the toughest moments as a rock critic & dealing with the love/hate relationships they seem 

to engender with everyone in their world of music. I can't say enough about the awesome casting 

job, as well as the very detailed set design, costuming & realism to the times. Period pieces are 

usually difficult to do well; Mr. Crowe did this one genuine and good. A truly great film, one that I'd 

heartily recommend to all but the most jaded rock critics. 13-year-old Michael Angarano plays the 

young William Miller. 
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Almost Home (The Torkelsons: Almost Home) (1993) 
 

Having a hard time making ends meet after her divorce, Millicent 

Torkelson moves her three children (12-year-old Lee Norris) to 

Seattle, where she becomes the nanny to the spoiled Morgan 

children (18-year-old Jason Marsden). This show, a spin-off of The 

Torkelsons, was great. But all Disney sitcoms never seem to last 

long. And some are actually good (a few though). A big primetime 

producer (ex. CBS) should have had this show on their network, 

with Disney the producer. Something like that. We need shows 

like this. Where are they? 

 

 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1993) 
 

Episode 01: New Moon; "The Torkelsons" get a new start, as Millicent and her kids move to Seattle, 

where she takes a job as a nanny for the two spoiled children of widower Brian Morgan. In the 

opener, Brian's daughter Molly plots to create dissension between Dorothy Jane and Millicent. 

Episode 02: Girls and Boy; Dorothy Jane enjoys her new job at a fast-food chicken joint, mainly 

because of her handsome supervisor, but Molly also wants a piece of this action. 

Episode 03: Sleeping with the Enemy; It's far from a perfect match when Dorothy Jane and Molly 

must share a bedroom, but the possibility of Brian's match with an attractive woman is what really 

bothers Molly. 

Episode 04: Is That All There Is?; The top jock in school asks out plain old Dorothy Jane, who sports 

newfound popularity in exchange for a rather bland relationship. 

Episode 05: The Fox and the Hound; When Brian's dinner date cancels at the last minute, he asks 

Millicent to fill in since the client he is meeting feels the man is only as good as the woman in his life. 

Episode 06: Winner Take Millicent; Brian's hotshot brother Jim asks out Millicent, and when things 

heat up between the two, Brian is left cold. 

Episode 07: To Jane Eyre Is Human; Molly plagiarizes Dorothy Jane's book report in order to please 

Brian, who's not pleased at all with Molly's recent report card. 

Episode 08: Duelling Birthdays; Dorothy Jane and Molly's sweet-16 birthday parties coincide: Molly's 

is a back-yard extravaganza, while Dorothy Jane's is a plain affair with just the family. 



Episode 09: To Date or Not to Date?; Millicent's decree that Molly can't date a college-age guy 

creates solidarity between Molly and Dorothy Jane, who sneak out of the house together. 

Episode 10: The Dance; Gregory's in trouble when friend Sam transforms herself into a pretty young 

lady and asks him to the Girls' Choice Dance. 

Episode 11: You Ought to Be in Pictures; The camera loves Chuckie Lee, who loves the attention he 

gets posing in Brian's clothing catalogue. And when he gets a chance at a commercial, a reluctant 

Millicent acquiesces. 

Episode 12: Hot Ticket; Gregory gets it but good when he uses Brian's credit card in a desperate 

effort to land hard-to-get tickets to a big rock concert. 

Episode 13: Bowling for Daddies; Millicent and Chuckie Lee enter themselves in Chuckie Lee's 

Wilderness Troop's father-son bowling tournament. 
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Alone In The Woods (1996) 
 

LAME!!!!! I watched this movie and was bored out of my mind. It 

was just so extremely lame. It was such a Home Alone wannebe. 

The acting was so mediocre, and I have to wonder what the 

people were thinking when they made this movie. More than 

likely anyone that reads this hasn't seen the movie, and I won't 

tell you not to watch it, but I would not recommend it. The only 

reason I give it a 2 instead of a 1 is Blake Clark as Sarge tries to do 

something with this lame excuse for a movie. With 13-year-old 

Brady Bluhm. 
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Alpha Dog (2006) 
 

1999, Claremont, California. Middle-class kids, in their 20s, talk 

trash, wave guns, hang out in a pack. Johnny Truelove, drug 

dealer and son of a underworld figure, threatens Jake Mazursky, 

an explosive head case who owes Johnny money; Jake responds 

by breaking into Johnny's house. On impulse, Johnny and a couple 

pals kidnap Jake's 15-year-old brother, Zach (17-year-old Anton 

Yelchin). Zach's okay with it, figuring his brother will pay the debt 

soon. Johnny assigns his buddy Frankie to be Zach's minder, and 

they develop a brotherly friendship. Zach parties with his captors 

as things begin to spin out of control. Group think, amorality, and 

fear of prison assert a hold on the pack. Is Zach in danger? An 

excellent movie about misguided youth. When I saw the rating of 

this movie on IMDb.com, I couldn't believe my eyes. This movie 

definitely deserves a much better rating (around 7 would be the 

appropriate rating). This is a story about spoiled, misguided teenagers who do nothing but smoke 

pot, drink and party. Understandably, all of the teenager characters act in accordance with this care-

free life style. So, you should expect this sort of behaviour from them (a lot of cursing, violence, sex, 

drug usage, etc.). I think the director did a terrific job of portraying the setting for this type of life 

style. There are two rival parties of youngsters and one guy, Jake Mazursky, owes some money to 

another guy, Johnny Truelove. Jake is a typical unruly teenager but his younger brother Zack is a nice 

kid who seems to have a brighter future than his older brother. But when Jake refuses to pay off his 

debt to Johnny Truelove, they kidnap his younger brother Zack as a hostage. Surprisingly, Zack 

develops a nice rapport with his kidnappers; being a nice kid, he easily connects even with the unruly 

kind. He doesn't even seem to be willing to escape from his kidnappers. This is an excellent film 

showing the extent of damage that can be caused by the misguided youngsters. They live in a world 

where even the most stupid acts can be accepted as being "cool" or "desirable". Too much pot 

smoking and drugs, not enough oxygen in the brain cells. Are these kids really that stupid or are they 

stupefied by all the drugs they take? I think this is a movie all parents should watch and they should 

watch it really carefully before things are too late. With 12-year-old Alec Vigil. 
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Alpha Male (2006) 
 

Alpha Male is the story of family life. It is a film about the force of 

personality, family politics, repressed emotions, great love and 

devastating loss. Father Ferris' successful packaging business 

earns his family a luxurious life on a splendid country estate. 

However, an incurable disease daily diminishes him, then kills 

him. In complex scenes from several points in time, we observe 

his three kids forced to grow up fatherless, Jack explicitly being 

appointed to step into his father's shoes. When his mother 

decides to marry Clive Lamis, Jack resents and resists, but is too 

young, so finally moves out and proves himself a business talent 

worthy of his father. At Jack's 21st birthday, his mother finally 

gets him to attend a grand garden party in his honour, before he 

leaves for China indefinitely. Yet things work out surprisingly, as 

family ties entangle them still. I went to see this film because I'd 

heard about it from a friend of mine who worked on the production. Apparently the producers 

completely re-cut the film to make it more 'commercial' and as a result the director walked away 

during post-production and asked to have his name removed. Apparently the director's cut is a 

totally different film, and I'd be very interested to see it because there are moments in this version 

that are kind of impressive. The film has an underlying intelligence and you get a sense that the 

director was trying to achieve something ambitious and different. The writing is confident and subtle 

and the film has a bold narrative structure. On the downside, some of the editing is quite sloppy and 

the whole film is marred by a terrible score. Taking the film at face value, I'd have to say that it was 

boring at times but also intermittently intriguing. Some of the chronology didn't cohere as you felt it 

should and yet some of the narrative juxtapositions were beguiling. My balanced assessment is that 

the film reaches for a unique, dreamlike atmosphere and sometimes it succeeds. 
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Alsino Y El Cóndor (Alsino And The Condor) (1983) 
 

Alsino (Alan Esquivel), a boy of 10 to 12-years-old, lives with his 

grandmother in a remote area of Nicaragua. He's engulfed in the 

war between rebels and government troops when a U.S. advisor 

orders the army to open a staging area by the boy's hamlet. 

Alsino tries to be a child, climbing trees with a girl, looking 

through his grandfather's trunk of mementos and trying to fly; he 

goes to town to sell a saddle, has his first drink and is taken to a 

brothel. But the war surrounds him. The U.S. advisor takes Alsino 

on a chopper flight, but he's unimpressed. The soldiers' cruelties 

awake rebel sympathies in Alsino, and after an army assault 

backfires, the lad is fully baptized into the conflict. Alsin y el 

Condor was one of the worst movies that I have ever seen. The 

camera work was horrible, and the lighting made the movie 

worse. The symbolism and the point of the movie were illustrated 

well, but it didn't have a chance due to the poor quality of the technical aspects of production. The 

story is about a boy caught in the middle of a civil war. American intervention becomes a 

complicated issue, and in the end causes the boy to choose a side - the guerrillas. In this movie the 

boy discovers who he is, while the country is also searching for its identity. Overall, this movie was 

okay. Better lighting may have kept some people from falling asleep. 
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Alvin And The Chipmunks (2007) 
 

In a tree farm, three musically inclined chipmunks, Alvin, Simon 

and Theodore, find their tree cut down and sent to Los Angeles. 

Once there, they meet the frustrated songwriter David Seville, 

and despite a poor house wrecking first impression, they impress 

him with their singing talent. Seeing the opportunity for success, 

both human and chipmunks make a pact for them to sing his 

songs. While that ambition proves a frustrating struggle with the 

difficult trio, the dream does come true after all. However, that 

success presents its own trials as their unscrupulous record 

executive, Ian Hawke, plans to break up this family to exploit the 

boys. Can Dave and the Chipmunks discover what they really 

value amid the superficial glamour around them? Full of nostalgia, 

bound to make new fans as well! When the box office figures for 

the U.S. came in this weekend I was absolutely horrified! Sure I 

expected I Am Legend to do well, but the amount that Alvin and the Chipmunks got ($40+ million!) 

seemed absurd. Added to that the fact that it had earned more than Golden Compass did in its 

opening weekend just seemed ludicrous. The trailers I had seen seemed very mediocre and I wasn't 

looking forward to seeing it that much. So what a surprise, and a delightful one, to say how much I 

really enjoyed the movie. Sure it's a kids movie through and through, and if you're not into talking 

animals then you will come out of this movie and criticize its plot, script and usual more adult things 

that critics criticize about. But if you go in willing to sit back and enjoy the movie you will realize 

there is a lot to enjoy. The three leads themselves, Alvin, Simon and Theodore if you've never seen 

the Chipmunks before, are all very likable and have some hilarious moments. The movie features 

consistent humour that ranges from fart jokes for kids, to some really subtle references, most 

notably one to Die Hard, where for one moment I thought Alvin was going to complete his Yipee 

Kiyay moment and make the parents gasp in horror, he doesn't so don't get too excited. The script 

itself is pretty decent, there are the obligatory clunky sentimental bits, but generally the movie is 

consistent and full of laughs. It does outstay its welcome admittedly and feels that little bit too long, 

but these are mere quibbles as this is a movie that is bound to entertain many kids and adults alike, 

and the fact this did better than Golden Compass no longer frustrates me, as this is admittedly a 

much better movie than Golden Compass. The three leads of the movies are CGI creations, they are 

also surprisingly voice by Justin Long (Alvin), Matthew Gray Gubler (Simon) and Jesse McCartney 

(Theodore), though you'd never know as obviously their voices have been morphed so they sound 

much more like the Chipmunks. Anyway their voices sound perfect, Theodore's being the most 

distinct and will make many audiences worldwide sit and go awww. Alvin is a great lead and has 

some brilliant moments. Simon is the most dull of the three but has some pretty funny moments as 

well. But it's when the three start singing the movie just comes to life, the Chipmunks Christmas 

song definitely gave the older members of the audience to relish in, and their rendition of Funky 

Town is by far the highlight of the movie. The actual adult cast themselves are pretty decent. Jason 

Lee, from My Name is Earl, is a decent enough lead and at least does better than the adult actors in 

Garfield who seem almost asleep. When the sentimental stuff kicks in admittedly he does stumble a 

little bit, but generally Lee is on top form and definitely isn't always overshadowed by the 



chipmunks. David Cross does the traditional villain role pretty well, although he does start to irritate 

after a while and when he goes into pure evil mode later on in the film he just seems a bit silly. But 

by far the worst character in the movie has to be Claire, played by Cameron Richardson, she is out of 

place in this movie and the romance thing never plays off at all. Where Alvin and the Chipmunks 

succeeds where movies such as Garfield and Scooby Doo have failed is the fact it succeeds in the 

comedy department. Sure the movie has its nostalgia factor, but if it wasn't funny then the movie 

would be a disaster. Thankfully this is a very funny movie. The fart jokes are obviously aimed at kids, 

but thankfully there aren't that many of them, in fact when you compare this to something like 

Garfield you realize how well the scriptwriters have done keeping this to a minimum. Slapstick is 

obviously a big part but done very well and there are many set pieces that will please audiences. The 

songs as I have said are definitely the highlights and as I've said before the Funky Town rendition is 

just pitch perfect. There are many one liners to be found as well amongst some of the clunkers that 

appear later on. The sentimental scenes also are not as horrific as some more recent family movies 

have been. In fact some of the scenes generally do warm your heart. Overall Alvin and the 

Chipmunks is a surprisingly good movie that is definitely something parents should take their kids to 

see this Christmas. While maybe not as good as Enchanted this is definitely better than Golden 

Compass, and kids will lap this up. So the obligatory sequel that will arrive seems perhaps a more 

joyful event then it seemed before I saw this movie. In fact a sequel now seems quite a decent idea. 
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Alvin And The Chipmunks: The Squeakquel (2009) 
 

Pop sensations Alvin, Simon and Theodore end up in the care of 

Dave Seville's twenty-something nephew Toby. The boys must put 

aside music super stardom to return to school, and are tasked 

with saving the school's music program by winning the $25,000 

prize in a battle of the bands. But the Chipmunks unexpectedly 

meet their match in three singing chipmunks known as The 

Chipettes -- Brittany, Eleanor and Jeanette. Romantic and musical 

sparks are ignited when the Chipmunks and Chipettes square off. 

Even the Kiddies Weren't Buying It. Today I had to sit through this 

movie several times. As an adult, it wasn't funny or entertaining. 

But what amused me was the reaction from the kids in the 

audiences. Almost none of the kids laughed out loud during the 

matinee viewing (the showing with the most kids in attendance). 

Some take away comments from the mouth of babes: "Is it over 

YET?" "I'm bored" and my personal favourite "That wasn't so funny at all." (poor kid said it over and 

over again with the "big" jokes.) Plus, I had never seen so many kids ready to leave after the first 15 

minutes. It didn't get better over the course of the evening. 
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Always Will (2006) 
 

After uncovering an old relic from his elementary school, Will 

(Andrew Baglini), a high school senior, discovers he can change his 

past mistakes. An architect of his life, Will creates the kind of 

popularity every teenager yearns for. But when his unhappy mom 

shares regrets of her own, Will is faced with his toughest decision 

yet. Always Will is a love story first and foremost, but much more. 

Personally I'm not a big fan of the darkness that of The Butterfly 

Effect. It's refreshing to see a new slant on changing the past 

more along the lines of Groundhog Day with Bill Murrey. The 

movie is low budget, but with a good plot line and that always 

makes up for low budget. The acting is also enjoyable, the 

characters have a simple honest chemistry that just works. A 

mother who loves him, a dad who is gone, probably died, and a 

step dad who is a total horses ass. With a young life full of regrets, 

missed opportunities, and hopelessness, but with a chance to change all that. Of course if you think 

too deeply about it you realize if he did change the past how could he remember he ever had the 

black eye in the first place? Just as in The Butterfly Effect the inmate wouldn't have noticed anything 

different about Kutcher's hands. The only drawback is they made the step dad a bit too mean 

spirited and slobbish, it was a farce to the point that it is completely incomprehensible why the 

mother is with him in the first place. Thus creating characters that are too superficial. Courting the 

girl ala Groundhog Day was cute though. The little kindnesses really make you relate on a personal 

level which really builds a refreshing story. But the story really gets going when you realize how the 

opportunities he's giving to himself are taking those opportunities away from others, creating even 

worse problems than he began with. The whole movie is obvious from the start where it will end and 

how, but it's still enjoyable getting there. 
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Amahl And The Night Visitors (1978) 
 

Why the fuss? I thought the film was very satisfying. I was tickled 

to see Williard White as Balthazzar, and Teresa Stratas portrayed 

the Mother with perfection. The little boy (Robert Sapolsky) was 

okay, but his voice was blatant at times. The interpretation of the 

score was excellent also, tempo and all. The only problems I had 

were 1): the interior of the house was a little small and made 

those scenes feel cramped; 2): the cinematography was not great. 

Surely they could have done a better job with that, and 3): the 

sound was in mono. I suppose it was recorded that way, but 

again, they could have tried harder. All in all, a very satisfying film 

and a good introduction to this classic opera. 
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Amanecer De Un Sueño (Awaking From A Dream) (2008) 
 

A grandson (Sergio Padilla) finds in his grandfather the person 

who drives him into a world of fantasy. A door opens. It is a door 

to a dream. We walk through a long and narrow corridor leading 

to several rooms. We see a young girl, a prisoner of war and a 

woman who is collecting water from a well by a small house near 

a beach. Suddenly, rain starts to fall. We enter the well, as 

raindrops fill a bucket. Raindrops become water from a leak. This 

takes us to a stormy landscape. Thunder roars as a window opens. 

The person having the dream wakes up. PASCUAL is a seventy-

year-old man who lives in a small town in Spain. He owns an old 

house and a little store. He earns just enough to live. He can't get 

used to being old and lonely. To him this is rather difficult because 

he has not seen his daughter for years and he misses his wife, 

who died short after her daughter left home. A Jazz band plays in a brasserie in the city of Marseille. 

The owner, ALINE, is a Spanish 30-year-old woman, who is divorced and has a son. 
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Amarcord (I Remember) (1973) 
 

A year in the life of a small Italian coastal town in the nineteen-

thirties, as is recalled by a director with a superstar's access to the 

resources of the Italian film industry and a piper's command over 

our imaginations. Federico Fellini's film combines the free form 

and make-believe splendour with the comic, bittersweet feeling 

for character and narrative we remember from some of his best 

films of the 1950s. The town in the film is based on Rimini, where 

Mr. Fellini grew up. Yet there is now something magical, larger-

than-life about the town, its citizens and many of the things that 

happen to them. The best kind of magic. This film was first 

recommended to me by a high school friend who typically enjoys 

a different kind of film than I. He counts Reservoir Dogs and Mean 

Streets among his favourites; I am partial to Notorious and Annie 

Hall. But for his sake, I watched Amarcord, and in the past years 

have found myself returning to it time and again. I haven't seen any other movies by Mr. Fellini, so I 

can judge this film only against itself. By such standards, it is a masterpiece. Never have I seen Italy 

portrayed as lovingly, nor the spectrum of childhood emotions - happiness, love, frustration - 

represented as frankly. The images are spellbinding - sunlight and fog and great dark seas. 

Yesterdays are perfect, it would seem, and love exists in what we can remember. So my friend got it 

right with this one. Amarcord is a kind of magic only the very best in cinema inspire within us. It's the 

magic that makes us remember. 
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Amazing Grace (2006) 
 

In 1797, William Wilberforce, the great crusader for the British 

abolition of slavery, is taking a vacation for his health even while 

he is sicker at heart for his frustrated cause. However, meeting 

the charming Barbara Spooner, Wilberforce finds a soul mate to 

share the story of his struggle. With few allies such as his mentor, 

John Newton, a slave ship captain turned repentant priest who 

penned the great hymn, "Amazing Grace," Prime William Pitt, and 

Olaudah Equiano, the erudite former slave turned author, 

Wilberforce fruitlessly fights both public indifference and 

moneyed opposition determined to keep their exploitation safe. 

Nevertheless, Wilberforce finds the inspiration in newfound love 

to rejuvenate the fight with new ideas that would lead to a great 

victory for social justice. Truly Moving Picture. I saw this film on 

October 10th, 2006 in Indianapolis. I am one of the judges for the 

Heartland Film Festival's Truly Moving Picture Award. A Truly Moving Picture "...explores the human 

journey by artistically expressing hope and respect for the positive values of life." Heartland gave 

that award to this film. This is an inspiring story based on a legendary historical British Member of 

Parliament, William Wilberforce. During the late 18th century and early 19th century, a very young 

Wilberforce is elected to Parliament and over the course of several decades leads the fight to ban 

slavery. Today this seems like an easy, obvious and intuitive decision. But this was not so 200 years 

ago. The film clearly explains the entrenched economic motives and the political motives for slavery. 

Wilberforce starts out as almost a force of one and slowly builds abolitionist momentum by brilliant 

oratory, political manoeuvres, and appealing to his fellow man's better nature. Ioan Gruffudd is 

totally believable in explaining to the audience the complexity and heroism of Wilberforce. 

Wilberforce over the course of his life is sickly and strong, religious and worldly, naive and romantic, 

and idealistic and practical. During the course of this mostly political story, we get to see the 

immense cruelty shown to the captured Africans turned into slaves. We are shown the slave sailing 

ships where the captured are treated inhumanely and die of starvation, neglect, disease, and filth. 

Man's inhumanity to man was never worse. Wilberforce is a great man of history even though 

mostly forgotten today. He respected his fellow man regardless of their station in life. He was always 

willing to sacrifice his life and health to help others. And his compassion and spirit was always 

masked by his humility. He is a hero for all ages. This is a period piece and you are lost in it because 

of the attention to detail. The sets, art direction, and costumes allow you to totally suspend disbelief 

and be moved by the story. 
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Amazing Grace And Chuck (1987) 
 

Chuck Murdock is an all American kid (13-year-old Joshua 

Zuehlke) living in a sleepy town in Montana. He is the top pitcher 

of the little league team as well. After taking a tour of a nuclear 

silo, Chuck decides to quit playing little league until nuclear 

weapons are disarmed. Boston Celtic Amazing Grace Smith hears 

about Chuck's exploits, and decides to do the same thing. 

Amazing then moves to the young boy's town to live. More 

athletes follow suit as well. The town begins to hate Chuck and his 

family, and this makes Chuck's father angry. But can one kid's 

message make the world listen? One of the best Kid's Movies 

ever. Provided you are capable of a "wilful suspension of 

disbelief" regarding the implausible plot premise, this is a 

delightful movie. Truly one of the best kid's movies of all-time 

(right up there with "The Sandlot"). This movie combines some 

well-known stars (Gregory Peck, Jamie Lee Curtis, and William 

Peterson) with some surprising debuts (Joshua Zuehlke as Chuck and former NBA great, Alex English, 

as Amazing). The story is heart-warming, with some genuine tear-jerkers, and the closing is uplifting 

(though a tad predictable). There are some surprises, a few quotable lines, and lots of inspiring 

moments. I can't recommend this enough, if you want to believe that anyone can make a difference 

in this mixed-up world of ours. 
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Amazone (2000) 
 

On an observatory set high on a mountain, astronomers make a 

stunning discovery somewhere out in the galaxy. A flying object in 

the depths of the cosmos is showing signs of life, emitting an 

intelligent signal. The UFO has just landed on Earth somewhere in 

the midst of a rainforest. Margot, the enthusiastic young woman 

heading up the research team, decides to go to the spot and 

check out this phenomenon. Meanwhile Edouard, our hero, 

studies the flora and fauna of the tree tops in the rainforest. He 

perches on an enormous net that stretches over the still pure, 

unadulterated forest that spreads out beneath him. He discovers 

a naked little 12-year-old girl seated on the net. He covers her 

with a broad banana leaf and asks where she comes from. She 

quickly replies, in perfect French 'from another world'. 
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Amazonie: Les Indiens Wayanas (1996) 
 

Third of three documentaries featuring French filmmaker Charles 

Herve-Gruyer and a group of young French students sailing the 

Atlantic in search of the Wayanas Indians. After months of 

grueling sailing aboard the ship "Fleur de Lampaul.", the troupe 

finally arrive in the jungle of the French Guiana. This time the 

camera focuses on two of the students, brothers, as they live and 

learn the life of the Wayanas in the Amazon jungle. For one 

month they will eat, sleep, bathe, and hunt as the tribe has been 

doing for centuries. Comparable to "Western Lights", this French 

documentary shows that students can learn a lot more about life 

outside the classroom, than in it! "Amazonie: les indiens 

wayanas" is a voyage of personal discovery for the two brothers 

and their new friends. This is an adventure they'll never forget, 

and one they hate to leave. A Must see! For those of you who 

enjoy documentaries you don't understand, but have an 

appreciation for gorgeous jungle photography, then this is for 

you! Think "National Geographic" meets meets the Discovery Kids TV show, "Outward Bound", but 

with a look that can only be European! This is entirely in French but there is very little narration. The 

students do talk to the camera a lot, but there are lots of visuals you will like. Subjects are between 

10 and 13-years-old. 
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Ambush Valley (1936) 
 

When Clay Morgan kills Joel Potter, Marshal Manning has to 

arrest the brother of the girl he plans to marry. When the 

Morgans effect Clay's escape, the Potters take Ann Morgan as a 

hostage. Manning is now caught in the middle and the two sides 

are about to fight it out. Utilizing a plot used previously by Buck 

Jones (twice), Ken Maynard and a year earlier at Reliable by Tom 

Tyler, and later at Columbia with Charles Starrett, this cattlemen 

vs. nesters version finds Marshal Bob Banning (Bob Custer) trying 

to explain to Lem Morgan (John Elliott), the father of Bob's 

sweetheart Ann (Victoria Vinton), that the incoming 

homesteaders have a right to occupy government land, but the 

old man denounces him and swears he will kill any nesters who 

invade his grazing lands. In a drunken fight, Morgan's son Clay 

(Eddie Phillips) kills Joel Potter (Wally Wales) and Bob is forced to 

arrest him. In a battle with Morgan and his hands, Bob is 

wounded and Ann, going to his aid, is captured by the Potters and held hostage for her brother. Bob 

tries to persuade Clay to give himself up for his sister's sake, but Bob is held prisoner while the 

Morgan men ride to rescue Ann. Bob overcomes Clay and takes him to the confrontation scene, 

where Clay is accidently shot by his own father. You get two former silent screen stars for the price 

of one with this ultra low-budget Reliable Western (three if you count that Jack-of-all-trades Denver 

Dixon, whose name is misspelled "Dickson" in the credits). But while Wally Wales, here playing a 

beleaguered nester, went on to become a busy character player under the name of Hal Taliaferro, 

the overly stoic Bob Custer failed to appeal to sound audiences and his three Reliable Westerns 

proved the end of a starring career begun back in 1924. Custer is his wooden cigar store Indian self 

in Ambush Valley but is of course given less than stellar material by director Franklyn Shamray, who 

is actually producer Bernard B. Ray in disguise. That Ambush Valley remains as entertaining as it is 

depends solely on the supporting cast, especially mustachioed Eddie Phillips as one of those wastrel 

sons endemic to melodramas like this, and Vane Calvert as the redoubtable Mr. Wales' vengeful 

maw. Founded in 1934 by movie pioneers Bernard B. Ray and Harry S. Webb, small-scale Reliable 

Pictures Corp. issued a total of 45 films during its 3½-year existence, including five 2-reel "Bud'n Ben" 

Westerns. The studio was located at Sunset Blvd. and Beachwood Dr. in Hollywood and later became 

home to the Three Stooges and the Columbia short subject department. It remains a rental facility to 

this day. 
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Amelia (2009) 
 

A look at the life of legendary American pilot Amelia Earhart, who 

disappeared while flying over the Pacific Ocean in 1937 in an 

attempt to make a flight around the world. Amelia Earhart, a 

Kansas girl, discovers the thrill of aviation at age 23, and within 12 

years has progressed to winning the Distinguished Flying Cross for 

being the first woman to pilot a plane solo across the Atlantic 

Ocean. At age 39, she sets out on an attempt to circumnavigate 

the globe, an adventure that catapults her into aviation myth. The 

story behind the legend. Mira Nair brings to life the story of 

Amelia Earhart in Amelia. It stars Hilariy Swank, who just might 

have acted her way into another Oscar nomination and potential 

win. Alongside her is Richard Gere as George Putnam as her 

publicist and partner. The story starts with her emergence into the 

public eye when she tried to become the first woman to fly over 

the Atlantic Ocean. She does so but not alone, something she would later try to accomplish. As her 

popularity grows so does Putnam's interest in his starlet. He wants her to be famous and to be loved. 

All she wants is to fly. Together they help make strides for female pilots everywhere. In the days 

leading up to and including the Great Depression, aviation was a primarily male dominated world, 

but that mattered very little for Amelia. Along the way she becomes acquainted with Gene Vidal 

(Ewan McGregor), a pilot himself and someone that Amelia becomes very close to. Amelia's free 

spirited nature and desire to be set free come in the way with her feelings for Putnam, and as well as 

Vidal. The film is not just about one person, but about a person's dreams, desires, and ambition. 

Amelia lectures and speaks out for women's rights, advocating for them to follow their dreams of 

either becoming a pilot like her, or just living their life the way they want to. She doesn't want to be 

tethered down or restricted. Swank gives a solid performance as the flying ace. She both looks the 

part and acts the part very well. I must say that I did not know an awful lot about Amelia Earhart 

other than the common knowledge about her, but I feel like Swank embodied pretty much what I 

would expect Amelia to be. Swank has such confidence on screen and is not afraid to let it all hang 

out there. Though her performances in Boys Don't Cry and Million Dollar Baby are more impressive, 

this is a finely tuned character she has developed and a very likable one. Gere too gives a great 

performance. He does a great job of becoming Putnam ever so slightly with his voice. It's the tiniest 

of inflections but it is effective nonetheless. Nair does a great job of capturing the beauty of flight 

and the ability that the world has to take you breath away. I didn't think this was a visually stunning 

film, but a well constructed biopic that tells a story we want to hear. I was interested in how she 

would present her final flight around the world and I was pleased with how she broke it up into 

segments and didn't try to make it recreate things we don't know about like in The Perfect Storm. 

The mystery is still there. Parts of the film are a bit dry, clichéd, and repetitive, but overall this was a 

nice film about someone who shouldn't be forgotten. It's a good story with great characters, fine 

acting, and is pleasing to watch. 
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American Adobo (2001) 
 

I have heard so many good reviews about this film, for me 

basically the movie is about, how do Filipinos adapt to a very 

different place. The film entails a lot of challenges in life one has 

to face especially if not in his homeland. The story is light, sad 

moments were not so sad, and funny moments were not so 

funny. One thing though, the film tends to over explain things, 

this would have done better. It is one of those movies that 

equates food into the story, this time I have hardly seen the 

connection, it did not show up to the mainstream of the movie. 

The characters did perform well, though some parts wherein they 

were acting unnaturally. The script is very light. Ricky Davao, I 

should say did very well in the movie, he deserves to be in the list 

of best actors in the Philippines. 
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American Beauty (1999) 
 

Lester and Carolyn Burnham are on the outside, a perfect 

husband and wife, in a perfect house, in a perfect neighborhood. 

But inside, Lester is slipping deeper and deeper into a hopeless 

depression. He finally snaps when he becomes infatuated with 

one of his daughters friends. Meanwhile, his daughter Jane is 

developing a happy friendship with a shy boy-next-door named 

Ricky who lives with a homophobic father. Lester Burnham is 

suffering a mid-life crisis that affects the lives of his family which 

is made up of his super bitch of a wife Carolyn and rebelling 

daughter Jane who hates him. Carolyn is a real estate agent a 

little too wrapped up in her job who takes on an affair with 

business rival Buddy Kane. Meanwhile Jane seems to fall in love 

with Ricky Fitts, the strange boy next door who is a drug 

dealer/documentarian who lives under a roof governed by a very 

strict marine father and a speechless mother. Lester's mid-life crisis causes him to drastically change 

his life around when he quits his job and works at a fast food restaurant. He starts working out to 

gain the attention of Angela, a friend of Jane's who brags about her sexual exploits every weekend. 

Lives change and not for the best. Lester Burnham is a loser suburbanite rebelling against his dead-

end job, bitch-on-wheels wife, unloving daughter, and imminent middle-age. His subsequent actions 

unfold into a darkly comic drama laced with a stellar supporting cast and enough roses to fill a 

nursery. Lester Burnham is having his mid-life crisis. He is rebelling against his bitch-on-wheels wife 

Carolyn and his self-absorbed uncaring daughter Jane. After attending a cheerleader competition at 

Jane's high school, he meets Jane's friend Angela whom he develops an infatuation for and decides 

he is going to turn his life around. He quits his high paying job to work at a fast food restaurant and 

decides to re-live his 20's. The impact his behavior has on the others around him changes and not for 

the better. Lester Burnham is in a mid-life crisis, caused by his stressed wife Carolyn and rebelling 

teenage daughter Jane. When Lester and Carolyn go watch Jane cheerleading, they meet Angela 

Hayes, and Lester, caught in sudden lust for Angela, decides to change his life. Angela and Jane's 

friendship is not all it seems, too, because Angela only brags about how many times she's done it 

with guys and stuff. That doesn't help an already insecure Jane very much but she finds solace in the 

arms of the next-door-neighbors' son, Ricky Fitts. Ricky, himself from a broken home as well, and 

Jane find they have a lot in common and eventually turn out to be soulmates. This movie was a joy 

to watch. I didn't know what to expect when I came into it. I had heard the buzz of the acting and 

the story, etc...but we've all heard that before and had been disappointed, but not so with this one. 

Kevin Spacey plays this part to a "T". He is strong when it requires and meek when it is needed. His 

emotional rollercoaster ride is a trip to partake in. Annette Bening is marvelous as well. I think they 

both should be nominated. The support cast is also spectacular. Thora Birch, Wes Bentley, and Mena 

Suvari all give great performances as the troubled "Teenagers" in the film. Of particular mention is 

Wes Bentley's performance, worthy of a supporting nomination as well. This is a dramatic and funny 

tale of a man and his life in a state of turmoil and transition. When he happens to see a beautiful 

friend of his daughter's at a cheerleading exhibition, he is completely infatuated with her beauty. 

Using this as his inspiration, he attempts to change all aspects of his life. He confronts his marriage, 



his job, his ego, and his libido. The music in this film is also very well chosen. There are moments 

when the music fits so perfectly with the scene that they meld together as one to present a perfect 

emotion. The plot can get rather involved, but you will follow it endlessly to see where you go. I was 

simply involved, hook, line and sinker. See this movie more than once, and skip some of the other 

movies out now that are dare I say, trash. This should be on the top of many critic's lists this year 

and it is certainly on top of mine. 
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American Empire (1942) 
 

Two men join forces to build a cattle empire, and battle rustlers, 

bad weather and each other. I'm sure that the folks on the 

Texas/Louisiana border must have had a a good laugh or two 

when Paramount's B picture unit inflicted this one on the war 

time public. Very simply the area along the Sabine River where 

the film opens is cotton country just like the rest of the Deep 

South or at least the Deep South was post Civl War. No big cattle 

empires there, they're much farther west in Texas, farther than 

Richard Dix and Preston Foster could ride to set up their empire. 

The film begins with the two of them partners in a riverboat and 

when Leo Carrillo tries a theft of their services by not paying them 

for hauling his cattle, they keep the cattle. And that's the 

beginning of the big Ponderosa like ranch they start. Along the 

way Foster marries Dix's sister played by Frances Gifford and 

feuds with his much smaller neighbors. They also have some further run ins with Leo Carrillo. 

Anyway, us easterners who like westerns usually don't bother with geographical trifles and it's still a 

good western from the production mill of Harry Sherman who produced all those Hopalong Cassidy 

westerns for Paramount. The climax is a blazing, and I mean that literally, gun battle that should 

have maybe been used on an A production. But I wouldn't have any but western fans look at it. 
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American Gothic (1995) 
 

American Gothic is a horror/drama/thriller series set in the heart 

of South Carolina in a small town called Trinity. In this town not 

everyone is as they seem and everyone seems to follow their 

leader, Sheriff Lucas Buck. Lucas's son, Caleb Temple (13-year-old 

Lucas Black), was brought up by another family and was lead to 

believe that a man called Gage was his father. The local doctor, 

Matt Crower, gets curious when suddenly the Sheriff wants 

everything to do with Caleb. Then Caleb's cousin, Gail Emory, 

comes to town to protect Caleb in every way she can, but that is 

extremely difficult when she falls in love with Lucas. Then Caleb's 

school teacher, Miss Selena Coombs, becomes jealous. But also 

on Caleb's side is his dead sister, Merlyn. She is an angel prepared 

to do ANYTHING to keep Lucas away. There is no justice in the 

world. I saw American Gothic years ago and was very impressed 

with it. I was so impressed with it that I taped all the episodes. I was very disappointed when I heard 

that this series was cancelled after one season. How come so many people missed this great series? 

Or were they appalled by some characters in the series? I really don't know. As happens lots of times 

crap keeps existing (i.e. Buffy) but really great legendary stuff like American Gothic gets axed after 

one season. It's just not fair. American Gothic is about a small town called Trinity in which sheriff 

Lucas Buck upholds (or breaks) the law in his own special kind of way. Nothing special you would 

think. But... Lucas Buck isn't human. What he is we really don't know but he sure looks like the Devil 

incarnate and he has some special powers to boot. You are either with him or against him, but it's 

better to be with him. He is probably the best bad guy I have ever seen in any kind of TV series. The 

series has this mysterious eerie kind of feeling and that's also an factor that makes this series so 

great. If you have never seen this series and it is rerun on some channel grab your chance. I don't 

think you will regret it. As for the money grabbing DVD producers: RELEASE THIS SERIES AS A 

COMPLETE SEASON SET. IT DESERVES A DVD RELEASE. Because I know for sure there is a core fan 

following out there that would pick up an American Gothic DVD release just like that. So what are 

you producers waiting for? 

 

Series 1 (22 Episodes) (1995) 
 

Episode 01: Pilot; In the series opening, we get to know Caleb Temple losing his sister in an 

unexpected way, and then his father dying in prison being the prime suspect of his daughter's death. 

Lucas Buck, the all-around town sheriff steps up for Caleb's adoption, while Caleb runs away from his 

wannabe adopter. A long lost cousin returns to Trinity to help her kin, and the new town doctor 

starts to discover that the whole town is in a web with the sheriff in the centre. 

Episode 02: A Tree Grows in Trinity; The local coroner records an autopsy report as ordered. Caleb 

keeps fleeing from Lucas Buck, and finds out that his father is dead by seeing his grave next to his 



sister's. His sister's apparitions guide him to an abandoned house with someone tied down. Merlyn 

guides Caleb into helping that person. 

Episode 03: Eye of the Beholder; Lucas Buck pulls strings in order to make sure he adopts Caleb. 

Caleb meets Loris Holt, a lady who seems to have a knowledge of the occult. The local judge gets to 

decide who will adopt Caleb. 

Episode 04: Damned If You Don't; Carter got away with molesting a girl, via Sheriff Buck's influence, 

but 17 years later, stalls about providing his own 15-year-old daughter as the Sheriff's go-fer. When 

junkyard owner Carter doesn't meet Buck's midnight deadline, immediately Carter's wife is maimed 

in a household accident. Buck offers to buy the orphaned Caleb an elaborate science project, while 

Caleb's dead sister & Dr. Crower counsel him to focus on learning, not cheating to win. 

Episode 05: Dead to the World; Gail investigates the death of Buck's former girlfriend, her best 

friend. 

Episode 06: Potato Boy; Lucas becomes bothered when Selena begins to spend more time with 

Caleb. Elsewhere, Ben visits a psychiatrist. 

Episode 07: Meet the Beetles; Caleb discovers a skeleton at a farmhouse. Sheriff Buck becomes wary 

when a South Carolina cop begins throwing his weight around. 

Episode 08: Strong Arm of the Law; Four lawbreakers face revenge Sheriff Buck-style after they move 

to Trinity and set off a crime wave, causing mass terror across the small town. Can Buck teach these 

criminals a lesson before they do too much damage? 

Episode 09: To Hell and Back; Matt's alcoholism begins to get the better of him. Caleb is intrigued by 

his neighbour who buried something in his yard one night. 

Episode 10: The Beast Within; Ben's brother, Artie, holds a store hostage for a watch. Ben 

accidentally shoots his brother when he and Lucas respond. 

Episode 11: Rebirth; Merlyn uses an unborn child's spirit to bring herself back to life. 

Episode 12: Ring of Fire; Lucas shows Gail her unfortunate past through dreams and visions. She is 

distraught when she learns her father abused her and her mother had an affair with Caleb's father. 

Episode 13: Resurrector; A radio talk-show hosts promises to ruin Lucas' life after he refuses to help 

her. Elsewhere, Caleb gives Merlyn a second funeral. 

Episode 14: Inhumanitas; Lucas and Merlyn battle after Merlyn announces to Lucas that she will 

destroy him. 

Episode 15: The Plague Sower; A mysterious illness is spreading throughout Trinity. Meanwhile, Matt 

suffers a breakdown, and a new doctor arrives in town. 

Episode 16: Dr. Death Takes a Holiday; An old woman attempts to kill Sheriff Buck. When she fails, 

she convinces Matt to take her place. Matt re-investigates Merlyn's murder. 



Episode 17: Learning to Crawl; Caleb develops an odd ability after he dies in an electrocution and is 

brought back to life by Lucas. 

Episode 18: Echo of Your Last Goodbye; Ben is led to the house Judith Temple used to help children 

that had been abandoned. Caleb seeks Buck's help regarding a bully. 

Episode 19: Triangle; Gail learns that she is pregnant, and that Lucas is the father after she collapses. 

Episode 20: Strangler; Seeking to destroy Merlyn, Lucas summons the ghost of the Boston Strangler. 

However, the Strangler would like to do more than kill Merlyn. 

Episode 21: The Buck Stops Here; Billy and Selena break into Lucas' house in search of files for Yancy. 

However, Billy and Selena become distracted and end up having sex in Lucas' bed. 

Episode 22: Requiem; Lucas and Caleb face-off after Caleb attempts to kill Gail, which would leave 

him as sole heir to Lucas' will. 
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American Graffiti (1973) 
 

A couple of high school grads spend one final night cruising the 

strip with their buddies before they go off to college. Two boys 

are scheduled to leave for college in the morning. Each has his 

own doubts. They spend a final evening cruising the strip and 

have every adventure possible before dawn when they will each 

have to decide what they will do. Seems almost an accidental 

classic. I don't know if George Lucas really knew what he had in 

this picture--surely the script seemed funny enough, and the 

thought of the cars and the period music was enticing--but did he 

really know these "unknown" actors who bring these characters 

to life? It seems almost a fluke, shot in 29 days and on a tight 

budget, but "American Graffiti" is a four-star classic. It is perhaps 

pure nostalgia, mixing pathos and humour, sadness and craziness, 

hope and reflection, in quiet little bursts of excitement. After 

cruising with Milner all night, teenage Carol hates to say goodbye but does, waving from her porch 

with the light on; Toad survives one bad accident after another, but his real moment is in hearing 

praise from his date (fantastic, husky-voiced Candy Clark, dolled up like a speeding Sandra Dee) just 

before she says good night; after chasing his dream date all night, Kurt (Richard Dreyfuss, green and 

anxious, and appealingly bemused) finally gets to talk to the stunning blonde wonder on the 

telephone, where she whispers a wrenching goodbye. The whole movie is steeped in reflection. It 

has great, great humour, yet it leaves one with a bittersweet melancholia. For yesterday is in the 

past, with our music, our memories, and our hesitant farewells. 
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American Heart (1992) 
 

Jack is now out of jail and he meets Nick (15-year-old Edward 

Furlong), his adolescent son. Their relationship will be 

complicated, because Jack has a problem with alcohol. But his 

love for Nick will help him to get over the past and reach his 

dreams. Father and son. "American Heart", which was released in 

1992 was an excellent dramatic account of the relationship 

between a father and his impressionable teen age son. Jeff 

Bridges helped to produce the film, that is directed with great 

sense of style by Martin Bell, a man that should be appreciated 

for his uncompromising way of looking at life. Mr. Bell 

collaborated on the screen play with Peter Silverman, a writer 

that has worked extensively on television. Jack Kelson is an ex-con 

who wants to go straight. In the process he inherits his own son, 

who has been living away. They both end in Seattle trying to make 

a new start. Unfortunately, Jack Kelson has left behind enemies that ultimately want him dead. Jack 

figured he wants to start a new life in Alaska, away from the evil environment of crime in Seattle. 

Jeff Bridges is the best thing in this movie. We had seen this movie when it first was released, and 

we are impressed how well it still plays. Mr. Bridges is an accomplished actor who is totally 

believable in whatever he decides to play. It's his honesty that pulls us to him, and even this tough 

man he is portraying, shows redeeming qualities. Edward Furlong is also equally good as the young 

Nick, who clearly adores his father. The last scene at the ferry, when it's not clear Jack will make it 

and Nick is looking for him all over the place, has to be one of the most heart wrenching moments in 

this film. The musical score is amazing. Tom Waits songs in the background contribute to the feeling 

of despair the director created for us. Also Fats Waller's song "I'm Crazy 'Bout My Baby" is heard in 

the film. This is a film that endures the passing of time thanks to the great contribution Martin Bell 

made to the film. 
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American History X (1998) 
 

A former neo-Nazi skinhead tries to prevent his younger brother 

(21-year-old Edward Furlong) from going down the same wrong 

path that he did. Derek Vineyard is paroled after serving 3 years in 

prison for killing two thugs who tried to break into/steal his truck. 

Through his brother, Danny Vineyard's narration, we learn that 

before going to prison, Derek was a skinhead and the leader of a 

violent white supremacist gang that committed acts of racial 

crime throughout L.A. and his actions greatly influenced Danny. 

Reformed and fresh out of prison, Derek severs contact with the 

gang and becomes determined to keep Danny from going down 

the same violent path as he did. Based on a true story. Not many 

people know this, but Ed Norton's character, Derek, is based on 

an actual person -- a guy that went to my high school a few years 

before I did. He comes to speak every year at an anti-hate 

assembly. They show us clips of the movie (in my case, my English teacher let us watch the whole 

thing) and then he comes out and speaks. It's bizarre, to see him because he sounds exactly like 

Derek does after he gets out of prison. He's genuinely remorseful and what most people don't 

realize, is what a life-change that really is. Most Neo-Nazis and extreme racists are practically 

brainwashed in their points of view. It can take years, even lifetimes before they can be broken out 

of these harmful, violent mindsets. The movie seems slightly unrealistic in that way, that someone as 

intelligent and seemingly brainwashed as Norton's character, could make such a change from a short 

stint in prison. Well as I can firsthand tell you, it is possible, and the transformation did really 

happen. I can't remember the guy's name to save my life, but having that knowledge of the film and 

the people it's based on has made me appreciate this movie even more. On a whole other side level, 

yet another amazing performance by Ed Norton. This man never ceases to shock and amaze me with 

his range and ability to adapt physically to any role thrown at him. I'm sure he wasn't the first choice 

for this role, I can think of plenty of other All-American looking actors that would seemingly fit 

better, even Furlong seems better fit to the Neo-Nazi role than the Norton we all know. However 

with a beefed-up physique and a well-written film to back him up, Norton shines in this role. 
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American Teen (2008) 
 

A documentary on seniors at a high school in a small Indiana town 

and their various cliques. They're not so bad after all. I always just 

assume, as I'm dragging my tired ass out of bed, into the shower, 

out the door, into the subway and up the 22 flights of stairs to my 

tiny box my boss calls a cubicle that any teenager I pass has no 

clue about anything at all. I know I'm selling them short but I 

always see them just standing there, talking about nothing at all 

and making sure everyone around them can hear what they have 

to say. They're texting each other and shoving each other and 

making out obnoxiously up against me on the bus. They annoy me 

but this is primarily because I wish I had it as easy as they do. The 

irony is that they do have it so easy but they think they're going 

through the hardest part of their lives, that once they get out of 

high school, everything will work out in their favour. There's a 

reason people are always urging young people not to grow up too soon, you know. I expected terror. 

I expected anxiety. I didn't expect these things from the kids in Nanette Burstein's documentary, 

American TEEN, but rather from myself while having to sit through an in-depth exploration of what it 

means to be a teenager in middle America these days. I got neither. Instead, I felt sympathy, 

connection and nostalgia. The promotional material for this Sundance winner for Best Direction in a 

Documentary suggests that the five teenagers who make up the main subjects follow in the 

stereotypical footsteps of THE BREAKFAST CLUB. There's Hannah, the rebel (who is really more of an 

artist than a rebel), Colin, the jock (who defies all preconceived notions of what it means to be a 

jock), Megan, the princess (who delights in drama and the suffering of others), Jake, the geek (who 

naturally plays video games and is in the school band) and Mitch, the heartthrob (who barely leaves 

an impression on the viewer like the others). The reality is that American TEEN is actually a much 

more tender and understanding exploration of the insecurities that lie behind the images. All five of 

these kids turned into characters grow more into themselves before our eyes. Burstein followed 

these five kids and a good number of their friends for the entire 2006 scholastic year at Warsaw 

Community High School. They had troubles with their parents, with their friends, with where they 

would go to college and with what the prom theme would be, to name but a few of the daily dramas 

in their lives. As one would expect from a teenager, they believe the world revolves around them 

and that their problems are monumental in comparison with anyone else's. What struck me most 

though is that their problems are not really that different than my problems or those of my friends. 

Now I haven't been a teenager for many a year but I still struggle with finding a partner, with finding 

myself. I still wonder where my life will lead, where I fit in. With responsibilities like bills, rent, a job, 

staying fit and keeping up with Jones', I don't have time to let the drama consume me. These five 

and the millions of others just like them define themselves by their dramas as they don't know the 

fragility of life yet. Still, their subtle self-questioning, their longing to belong and their hope for their 

futures gives me a whole other kind of hope for the future of humanity. American TEEN is an 

enjoyable, refreshing documentary that will inevitably play differently to all who see it, as everyone 

had a different adolescent experience. Some have moved on while others still hear the echoes of 

torment or thrill in their minds. I know I was just as lost as they were at their age but I'm pretty sure I 



wasn't as loud or vindictive - and, yes, I am aware of how simply making this statement ages me 

more than is necessary. Thanks to Burstein's finely balanced exposition though, when I see a bunch 

of kids loitering outside my local corner store, I won't focus solely on the loudness with which they 

ponder which Jonas brother is the hottest but rather remember the confusion that lives inside them 

and still lives somewhere within me. 
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Amic/Amat (Beloved/Friend) (Amigo/Amado) (1999) 
 

Dealing with searching for meaning in the present with events in 

the past this incredible film features Award winning performances 

from Rosa Maria Sarda and Josep Maria Pou...it traces the stories 

of David and his self-destructive sexual urges which in a matter of 

hours destroys the perfect lives of the people that surround him. 

In this film everything has a price and even David who is a male 

hustler...must pay. 
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Amici Per La Pelle (Friends For Life) (The Woman In The Painting) 

(1955) 
 

Largely told from a child's-eye point of view. The heroes of the 

piece are Mario (14-year-old Geronimo Meynier) and Franco (13-

year-old Andrea Sciré), young classmates and inseparable 

buddies. After several "Our Gang"-style adventures, the boys' 

friendship is threatened when Mario reveals a secret that Franco 

confided in him. The film originally ended on a somber note, 

though reportedly some prints contained a happier finale. The 

performances by the two young stars are appealingly natural; 

conversely, the adult players, especially Luigi Tosi, tend to go 

overboard. 
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Amor Estranho Amor (Love Strange Love) (1982) 
 

What could be more beautiful than a young boy's (12-year-old 

Marcelo Ribeiro) discovery of adult love from those who knew it 

best. Seeing it from an old man's eyes looking back on his 

childhood. Experiencing it from the childs awe and discovery of a 

world where beauty and sex were valued in a special way. Then, 

to have his mother, who loved him so very much, take him the 

final step into manhood. While some may cringe at the subject 

matter, I believe it was treated with sensitivity and respect. 

Would only that my initiation into adulthood was with such love. I 

am thankful I have been able to pass on the wonder and 

amazement of discovering Love, Strange Love to some. Being the 

first love of another is a special gift. 
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Amores Possíveis (Possible Loves) (2001) 
 

Fifteen year ago, Carlos went to the cinema to meet Júlia, his 

university colleague with whom he was in love. She never showed 

up. Carlos was left waiting in the lobby alone. While he waits, 

something happens which will change his life. A scene, an 

encounter, an unfinished sentence... Something insignificant, but 

which will determine the character's life. Fifteen years later, we 

follow three completely different versions of Carlos's life. In one, 

he is a man divided between the stability of a secure life in a 

lukewarm marriage, and the growing desire to live a great love 

affair. In the second, he is homosexual and places passion above 

all else. In the third possible life, Carlos is a man who hasn't yet 

discovered love, and lives through successive disastrous 

relationships in search of the perfect woman. One of them is his 

real life. Another is not his life. And a third is the life he'd like to 

lead. Which is his true life? Carlos, a lawyer, has three different lives but one thing is the same: A 

dream about ex girlfriend, Julia. Years earlier, Carlos and Julia were supposed to meet at the movies. 

She never showed up. The first Carlos is married to his wife, Maria, but is not very happy with his 

life. The second Carlos is divorced with a son and lives with his male lover. The third Carlos is single 

with a string of different girlfriends and lives at home with his mother. Each man is reunited with his 

love, Julia, but the ending for each man is not what you'd expect. Amores Possíveis (Possible Loves) 

is an interesting story of three different possible loves. It is acted out well by the main characters 

Murilo Benico and Carolina Ferraz who play multiple parts. I also liked the music soundtrack, which 

featured songs by musicians like Chico Buarque, Zizi Possi, Ana Carolina, João Gilberto, Paulinho 

Moska, Bonga, Afro Cuban All Stars and much more. 
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Amreeka (2009) 
 

A drama centred on an immigrant single mother and her teenage 

son (Melkar Muallem) in small town Illinois. Muna, a single 

mother in Ramallah, has applied for a visa to the U.S. When it 

comes, her son Fadi, an excellent student, convinces her they 

should go. After an incident at customs begins their exile badly, 

they join Muna's sister and family in Illinois. Muna needs a job: 

although she has two degrees and 15 years' experience in 

banking, she settles for work at White Castle, telling the family 

her job's at a nearby bank. It's spring, 2003, and the U.S. invades 

Iraq. While friends come from unlikely places, Fadi meets 

prejudice at school. How he'll respond to it and to American 

youth culture and how Muna will sort things out with her family 

are the rest of the story. Tragedy or hope? A beautiful, personal 

film; not what you might expect. I seldom comment on movies 

here but felt compelled to comment on this one. I say "not what you might expect" because I think a 

lot of people's reactions to this film are going to be heavily influenced by preconceptions about what 

this film is supposed to be "about." I can't blame them; if I heard that this was "a film about an Arab 

family's struggles after immigrating the U.S.A. after September 11th," I'd probably groan because I'd 

have certain expectations too. But this is not a "message" film, and if you go into it looking for 

messages, you're going to miss the point. Rather than political, this film is personal. You could call it 

simple, but it's not simplistic. Far from it; it refuses to reduce the subtlety and nuance of life to overt 

messages. I think that an honest, objective viewing of this movie will reveal that, the "stereotypes" 

and "simplifications" that some reviewers are seeing, were brought in by the reviewers themselves. 

This is not a perfect film, but it has a lot more depth, beauty and truth than most family dramas, and 

certainly more than the didactic work one might expect. 
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Amy (1981) 
 

A woman leaves her husband after the death of her child to teach 

deaf children how to speak. Her own child was deaf and although 

she has no formal training she successfully teaches one boy (Otto 

Rechenberg). "Amy" is the story of a woman's crusade to teach 

deaf children how to communicate at the turn of the century. It's 

not the film the original "Miracle Worker" is, but it's effective in 

its own way. Jenny Agutter is the star of the film, and she makes it 

work. The impact of her loss and how much it affected her is 

pivotal to the film, and she's wonderful in the role. I shed a few 

tears during my initial viewing of the movie, and while it's not a 

tearjerker it's subject matter is emotional. It's not available 

anywhere at the moment, but if you can find it, it's worth a look. 

With 12-year-old David Hollander, 9-year-old Cory 'Bumper' 

Yothers & 15-year-old Ronnie Scribner. 
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An American Christmas Carol (1979) 
 

In Depression-era New England, a miserly businessman named 

Benedict Slade receives a long-overdue attitude adjustment one 

Christmas eve when he is visited by three ghostly figures who 

resemble three of the people whose possessions Slade had seized 

to collect on unpaid loans. Assuming the roles of the Ghosts of 

Christmas Past, Present, and Future from Charles Dickens' classic 

story, the three apparitions force Slade to face the consequences 

of his skinflint ways, and he becomes a caring, generous, amiable 

man. A novel retelling of the Dickens tale. Give it a chance. Not 

enough people ever gave this one a chance, but it should be 

considered one of the better versions of "A Christmas Carol" out 

there. Why did it fail? Well, who wanted to see "Fonzie" play 

Scrooge back in 1979? I must admit that I did not like this movie 

the first time I saw it either, but it grew on me, as any good movie does. Henry Winkler plays 

Depression era "Bennidict Slade" (what an inventive American equivalent for "Ebenezer Scrooge"!), 

a rich businessman that started out as a delinquent orphan that was adopted by a kind man he 

unwittingly ends up putting out of business in his pursuit of greed. The "Depression Era" skin put on 

this movie makes it all the more gray, bleak and believable. One thing that hurt this movie was that 

it doesn't have as much of a "feel good" ending as the usual "Scrooge" versions, but I rank this one 

high because it has my absolute favourite ending of any version of the "Scrooge" genre. Naturally, I 

can't spoil the ending, only to say that Slade has more fun surprising people with his new found 

attitude, knowing just how shocked everyone will be, than any Scrooge movie I've seen. It makes a 

fun difference. And his surprise for "Tiny Tim", very well done. One annoying distraction, the "Ghost 

of Christmas Future" is portrayed by a black man wearing gold chains, dressed in 1979 fashions and 

listens to disco music. Their "Ghost of the Future" jumped a little too far ahead, and is comical by 

today's standards. But this is a great version, and if you are bored to death with endless variations of 

"A Christmas Carol" where you know the story blindfolded, then I highly recommend you give this 

one a chance. You'll like it as long as you don't try and compare it to A.C.C., looking for places where 

they changed the story. With 9-year-old William Bermender. 
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An Angel For May (2002) 
 

Tom (13-year-old Matthew Beard) travels fifty years to the past 

after discovering a time machine. He meets May, a little orphan 

who needs help. Now that he knows his friends' fate and his own, 

he will try to reorder the events and change their history. I usually 

am not a fan of what I would consider a "vanilla" movie, but I was 

taken with this one. Actually, I got it for the wife to watch. After 5 

minutes I was caught up in the plot and had no problem watching 

it to the end. Which I may add, the ending was a surprise for me. I 

would call it a fantasy film and highly entertaining. I thought the 

young lady that played the role of May was outstanding. Her 

portrayal of a somewhat unclean and uneducated young girl only 

enhances the ending. The photography was pleasing and does not 

overwhelm. All characters in the movie are well suited for their 

role and do not have a tendency to overact as many do in 

"vanilla" movies. Watch this one for a change of pace. 
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An Angel Named Billy (2007) 
 

Meet Mark Anderson, a recent stroke victim who is frail and 

weak. Also, his best friend Thomas, a classic over the hill drag 

queen desperate for love and happiness. Mark and Thomas have 

a master plan, to find Mark's son, James Anderson the love of his 

life once and for all. Meanwhile, Billy, a young gay teenager who 

has just turned 18 gets his first country kiss from his best friend 

Rick and is immediately caught and then thrown out of his house 

by his abusive father. With no place to turn, no cash and no 

contacts, Billy hitch hikes to the big city. Confused, lost and 

running scared, Billy soon finds a help wanted ad posted in a local 

city gay café by James. Billy interviews for the job and soon 

accepts the challenge as the role of caretaker on the spot. He 

quickly learns about full responsibility, independence, not to 

mention real life lessons about being gay. Billy unexpectedly finds 

himself in love with James and builds a bond with Mark that is unbreakable. "An Angel Named Billy" 

is a heartwarming, funny and unforgettable story of an abused boy who in leaving his life of hate and 

mistrust is able to come to terms in his own way of being gay in a modern world. Finding new 

friends, unexpected love and a whole new way of life will never be quite the same again. 
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An Awfully Big Adventure (1995) 
 

In Liverpool in 1947, a theatre company is planning to produce a 

series of plays. 16-year-old Stella, who lives with her aunt and 

uncle, and who has regular and mysterious phone-calls to her 

mother, joins the crew as an unpaid student. As the director 

assembles his cast and rehearses them through a series of plays, 

various sexual and emotional intrigues occurring backstage weave 

themselves into a finale of both triumph and tragedy. Shame on 

all of those who gave most of the plot away. This is a worthwhile 

film, one I have seen at least twice and will watch any time it is 

on. True, I am a fan of Alan Rickman, but it goes beyond that. As a 

slice of British theatre life it is up there with "The Dresser" and is 

about as depressing. A romp it is not, but so what? Was it 

marketed badly? Yes, perhaps. But it is well acted, tightly directed 

and even fun to watch at times. It doesn't end well, but as Brad 

Pitt said in character in "The Devil's Own"... "this isn't an American story." Hooray for that. As a 

character study of several people, it is about as good as it gets, although I might want a little more 

depth, especially on Rickman's character. He is gentlemen enough to be destroyed by what he does 

in the end and it enobles his character. I enjoyed watching Hugh Grant, who is a delightful man in 

person and not quite the twit he often plays, cast against type as a nasty, bitchy queen. Yeah, he can 

act. So what if they pay him a lot of money to be himself, more or less, most of the time? When 

pressed, he can deliver. If you like Grant and Rickman, you can't go wrong. If you like dark stories of 

behind-the-scenes theatre life, this is a good 'un for you. And young Ms. Cates, married to Skeet 

Ulrich gives a great performance, even if she had to lie her way into the part. 
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An Englishman In New York (2009) 
 

The later years of Quentin Crisp's life in New York. Following the 

success of his television biography 'The Naked Civil Servant' 

Quentin Crisp is invited to America to lecture on How To Be 

Happy, and falls in love with New York's more permissive 

ambiance. Agent Connie Clausen enables him to be a 'resident 

alien', writing film reviews and dispensing words of wisdom. 

Curious about but impervious to trends, he describes AIDS as a 

"fad, nothing more", actually to divert heterosexual anger but he 

is misinterpreted and reviled by many gays. A return to popularity 

occurs when he helps Patrick Angus, a young, AIDS-afflicted artist 

attain fame for his paintings and his healthy cynicism is marketed 

by performance artist Penny Arcade, putting him back in the 

limelight. Poor health causes him to refuse a lecture tour of 

England but he gives a triumphant final audience at a gay club in 

Tampa. A postscript informs that he died at the age of 91. Loved It. 10 out of 10 simply for appearing 

on prime time ITV. Frankly, I'm astonished. Gays shown in a positive light but yet in all their 

complexity and diversity? How shocking!! Quentin was a hero of sorts. The way this teleplay crafts a 

drama around his impressive one-liners is dazzling. Not your usual mainstream fare. No 

beginning/middle/end. Just a fabulous/ordinary life celebrated. John Hurt's performance is first rate. 

He must have thought long and hard about the script before doing this project ---following as it does 

a triumphant original. All credit to him then, I loved it. 
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An Evening With Les Ballets Trockadero (2002) 
 

Swan Lake – Act II, Choreography after Lev Ivanovich Ivanov, 

Music by Piotr Ilych Tchaikovsky. Le Corsaire (Pas de Deux), 

Choreography by Marius Petipa, Music by Riccardo Drigo. Go for 

Barocco, Choreography by Peter Anastos, Music by Johann 

Sebastian Bach. The Dying Swan, Choreography after Michel 

Fokine, Music by Camille Saint-Saens. Raymonda's Wedding, 

Choreography after Marius Petipa, Music by Alexander Glazunov. 

Les Sylphides, The Dying Swan and Paquita. The concept of Les 

Ballets Trockadero has not changed since its inception. Made up 

completely of professional male dancers with the full range of 

classical to modern ballet, the troupe incorporates comedy into 

the dance routines by adding accidents and exaggerating foibles. 

Even still, the parody doesn't shadow the skillfulness of Les Ballet 

Trockadero. 
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An Extremely Goofy Movie (2000) 
 

Max goes to college, but to his embarrassment his father loses his 

job and goes to his son's campus. It's a big time in Max's life. He's 

college bound with his friends and finally free of his embarrassing 

father as he strives to be a top contender for the X-Games. 

Unfortunately, Goofy loses his job and learns that he cannot get 

another job without a college degree. To his son's mortification, 

Goofy decides to join him in his campus to get that degree. 

Desperate to distract his father, Max talks him into joining the 

competing Gamma Fraternity team and introduces him to a 

wonderful librarian who shares his nostalgic love for 1970's 

pastimes. Unfortunately, things do not go according to plan as 

events put this father-son relationship to the test. I'll admit, there 

were a few good points in this film. Max goes to college, which 

shows us that he's moving into a new life. Goofy falls in love 

again, which I found to be most interesting. And new characters are introduced. But this film falls 

into the lower C to higher D category. For one thing, I was disappointed to see that all they focused 

on in college was skateboarding. I mean, Max should focus more on academics than on his sporting 

skills. Goofy's job is not very well introduced. I thought he worked as a photographer in a 

department store. Bebe Neuwirth and Vicki Lewis were interesting additions to the film. But the 

beret girl isn't given a name, so that was stupid. Also, WHAT IN THE WORLD OF Disney HAPPENED 

TO MAX'S CRUSH, ROXANNE? They never say what had happened to her. Lastly, I thought that the 

relationship between Goofy and Max had improved and brought them closer together, which was 

one of the main themes of the first film. In this film, they are right back to where they started. 

Terrible plot, terrible characters, and terrible animation. 
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An Ungentlemanly Act (1992) 
 

Royal Marines defend Government House from Argentine 

invaders during the events that triggered the Falklands War. 

Based on actual accounts, this film portrays the days and hours 

before and during the invasion of the Falkland Islands by 

Argentina, which eventually lead to the Falklands War. As the 

Argentine forces land on the main island and make their way 

towards Government House, the British Royal Marines batten 

down the hatches and prepare to defend Governor Rex Hunt, his 

family and their fellow islanders from the invaders. True to life, 

realistic and a great film all round. Even if you never heard of the 

Falklands War of 1982, you really need to watch this film. It was 

all filmed in and around Government House, Port Stanley in the 

Falkland Islands. The film is fantastic, very authentic even down to 

the weapons used at the time.. Some great one liners, great dialogue and good action. I highly 

recommend this movie! 
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Anastasia (1997) 
 

The daughter of last Russian czar, Anastasia, is found by two 

young Russian men, Dimitri and Vladimir, who seek reward that 

her grandmother Marie promised to the ones who'll find her. But 

evil genius of czar family Rasputin, who for some reason survived 

in this film, still wants Romanovs family to be destroyed forever. 

Anastasia, the daughter of the last Russian czar, is at a party, 

when Rasputin, an evil monk, declares a curse on the Romanov 

family. Anastasia and her grandmother escape with the help of a 

young kitchen boy Dimitri, but Anastasia falls, hits her head, and 

loses her memory. Ten years later, Anya (Anastasia) leaves the 

orphanage where she grew up, and goes to St. Petersburg with 

her puppy fried Pooka. There she meets a grown-up Dimitri, and 

his friend, Vladimir, who are holding auditions, for an "Anastasia" 

to fool the empress, and get a lot of money. They choose Anya, 

and take her to Paris. Rasputin, who has died, uses minions to try and kill Anya, failing twice. During 

the course of all these events, Dimitri and Anya fall in love. The lost Russian Princess Anastasia and 

her incredible quest to find her true identity. When the shadow of revolution falls across Russia, 

Anastasia, the royal family's youngest daughter, barely escapes with her life. Years later, joined by a 

band of heroic companions, Anastasia must battle the evil Rasputin, his sidekick Bartok the bat and a 

host of ghostly minions in a headlong race to reach Paris, reclaim her rightful destiny...and solve the 

greatest mystery of the 20th century! I absolutely LOVE this movie! I am a little amused by all the 

people having a problem with this movie not being historically accurate. Need I remind people that 

this is a cartoon, not a documentary? I was actually impressed with the attention to details: Nicholas 

looks very much like he did in life, Anastasia's little brother's sickness is not overlooked (he is walking 

with a limp), 'Once upon a December's words 'Someone holds me safe and warm...' sound so much 

like a Russian Gypsy song! That said, I do have to say that there are a few things that could have 

been prevented by hiring one Russian speaking person. Examples: When Dimitry and Anya first 

meet, he has a problem pronouncing her name. That would never happen. Anya is a very common 

name in Russia and would not be mistaken for anything else. Also, when Sophie opened the door she 

says something that IS NOT a Russian name, very silly. Another example would be Anastasia looking 

through her family album, when they make her memorize thing, remember the picture of uncle 

Vanya? ("Loved his vodka, got it Anya?") Well, he just looks like a common peasant, not a member of 

royal family. Bartok, I wonder who thought of the name, it is not a Russian name. My guess is that it 

was meant to be 'BRATOK' which means 'little brother', used to address a companion, a friend. So.. 

those are my thoughts. All in all, I highly recommend the movie. Not as an educational historical 

reference, but as a wonderful entertaining musical animated movie! The fact that is NOT Disney is 

actually a big plus for me! 
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Anatomie De L'Enfer (Anatomy Of Hell) (2004) 
 

A man rescues a woman from a suicide attempt in a gay 

nightclub. Walking the streets together, she propositions him: 

She'll pay him to visit her at her isolated house for four 

consecutive nights. There he will silently watch her. He's 

reluctant, but agrees. As the four nights progress, they become 

more intimate with each other, and a mutual 

fascination/revulsion develops. By the end of the four-day 

"contract", these two total strangers will have had a profound 

impact on each other. I am a great fan of Catherine Breillat. I have 

seen many of her films now and have enjoyed each and every 

one. She is an interesting film maker, always provocative, always 

prepared to push the boundaries of cinema. 'Anatomy of Hell' tho 

left me somewhat bored. It seems to me that with each new film, 

Breillat is becoming ever more compartmentalized. Here, her 

mission is to specifically explore the female sex organ and the affect this may (or may not have) on 

the male sexual and emotional psyche. The problem is, since she's chosen such a narrow subject (no 

pun intended) to examine, there really isn't enough material here to sustain an entire film...even one 

with a brief running time as this (approx 80 mins). Another downside also is that the film is totally 

reliant on the 2 leads, and frankly, Siffredi is just not up to the task. On the other hand, as always, 

Breillat casts an interesting female lead. Amira Casar, with her porcelain white skin, her voluptuous 

curves and her pitch black hair certainly holds ones interest. I get the feeling Breillat, when making 

the female casting choice, looks for younger and more glamorous versions of herself -- you'll rarely 

see a blonde. There are the trademark 'pluses' of Breillat in this film tho. Her thoughtfully conceived 

set design for example...her minimal editing...sparse use of lighting. These all add up to good story 

telling techniques in my book. But alas, there is just not enough substance to the narrative to make 

this a good film. I really do wonder where she is going to go from here? 
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Anatomy Of An Illness (1984) 
 

The true-life story of an American journalist, Norman Cousins, 

who is struck down by a degenerative spinal illness. Edward Asner 

stars as Saturday Review editor Norman Cousins in this made-for-

TV biopic, which first aired May 15, 1984. Stricken with a 

degenerative spinal illness in 1964, Cousins refuses to accept the 

prognosis that he must spend the rest of his life as a virtual 

vegetable. He battles his illness by using the most potent 

weapons at his disposal--a healthy sense of humor, the love and 

support of his wife, and confidence that he will endure. This sort 

of spiritual battle is not that easy to film, and some of the scenes--

Cousins laughing at the opening titles of a Marx Brothers film, for 

example--sorely test the acting skills of Ed Asner. But both 

Cousins and Asner emerge triumphant from Anatomy of an 

Illness, which was based on Norman Cousins' own book on the 

subject. 
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Anche Libero Va Bene (Along The Ridge) (2006) 
 

11-year-old Tommi (Alessandro Morace) and his slightly older 

sister Viola live in the city with their father. They cope with being 

a single parent family until their mother shows up, having 

disappeared without trace - not for the first time, we soon learn. 

These are the four protagonists in a bittersweet portrait of their 

ongoing struggle with love, friendship, puberty and life in general. 

Excellent directorial debut. Kim is relaxed, acting and directing 

beautifully, fantastic debut as a first time director. He has 

somehow managed to achieve with Alessandro Morace the kind 

of performance from a child that does not exist anymore. Children 

in current films have become insufferable, overacting, distracting 

hammy, annoying elements in film today. Though now that I have 

said it I realize they are not much different than the adults. All the 

actors in this film were excellent, the story compelling and it is the 

first time I have ever seen a character, like my own father, portrayed so perfectly on film and also 

the reactions of the child. I understood the characters in this film so well that it was unbearably 

painful for me to watch. 
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Ancient Rome: The Rise And Fall Of An Empire (2006) 
 

A doc-drama covering the rise and the fall of the Roman world 

including the founding by Julius Caesar and the building of Rome 

by Nero. Having by now seen all six episodes of the series on DVD 

I have formed an idea of this series which I saw simultaneously 

with HBO's Rome. The other production was more lavish, richer, 

more violent and much more sexually explicit. It also followed the 

fortunes of totally fictitious yet plausible characters along a much 

more restricted time-span, that is from the battle of Alesia till the 

assassination of Caesar (series 1). Sexually voracious and 

incredibly scheming women were interwoven with battle scenes, 

senatorial machinations, low-life thugs, powerful patrons and 

loyal soldiers. Nothing of this sort in the present series-a 

narrator's voice existed and the focus was on certain historical 

heavy-weights whose acts were interpreted in the light of modern 

real-politic, and the main events of their lives rendered as received by established historical sources 

or at least by established historical myths. This series focused on the life-stories of few characters 

whose final fate and posthumous reputation the narrator described at the end of each episode. The 

focus was on political and military events and not on personal motivation, feuds and loves except on 

the case that they had a net historical result-example: the marriage of Licinius and Constantia, 

Constantine's sister. The series Rome is much more glamorous and sex and violence than history on 

the grand scale as the present series. I suspect that Romans in their everyday lives experienced 

history in the former manner than in the latter one. Both series were a joy. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 1: Nero; In July AD 64 a fire, which lasts for six days, destroys almost all of Rome. Many of 

the senators think it would be impossible to rebuild the city, and suggest that the capital should be 

moved to Naples or Capua. Nero is irresolute and asks his mentor, the philosopher Seneca, about his 

advice. Seneca says that in a crisis great emperors rule as gods rule, and if Nero does that he can 

become a god himself. Nero decides to rebuild Rome and at the same time make the city more 

magnificent than ever before. He has a great vision of a city characterized by art and beauty, but the 

costs of such a project are enormous. Tigellinus, head of Rome's security force, advises Nero to robe 

the temples. For most Romans this is a shocking sacrilege, and when Nero starts it he gets into a 

collision course with the senate. In April AD 65 a group of senators plan to murder Nero, but a slave 

reveals the conspiracy, and all of them are killed. In one move all political opposition are wiped out, 

and Nero decides to celebrate this with the biggest arts' festival in Roman history, with himself 

topping the bill. When Nero performs in public as an actor he breaks another rule for how emperors 

should behave, but no one dares to criticize him. Afterwards Nero's wife Poppea happens to 

mention that he dropped the scepter during his performance. Nero gets furious and kills her. In AD 

66 he moves his court to Greece, where he orders a young male slave to be castrated and 



transformed into a woman, thus becoming Nero's new Poppea. To get more money for his building 

program Nero forces the richest men in the empire to commit suicide and leave their wealth to him. 

In December AD 67 the governors of Gaul and Spain rebel against Nero. He returns to Rome, where 

he states that he's going to meet the enemy with an army of prostitutes and himself singing in front 

of them. In spring AD 68 the senate declares Nero an official enemy of the state and condemns him 

to death. 9th June AD 68 Nero commits suicide. 

Episode 2: Caesar; Julius Caesar's rise to power, from his military success to his decision to return 

home and seize power from his old ally Pompey. 

Episode 3: Revolution; 132 BC tells the story of how a Roman politician nearly brought down the 

foundations of the Roman republic. 

Episode 4: Rebellion; AD 66, following the death of Nero, Josephus is leads a Jewish Revolt and only 

General Vespasian has the strength and will to sort out the empire. 

Episode 5: Constantine; How the persecution of the Christians ended and the world was changed 

forever by the hand of one man - Constantine the Great. 

Episode 6: The Fall of Rome; How the greatest empire gained a useless emperor, how the barbarians 

destroyed the foundations of city... How Rome fell, because of one fatal mistake. 

2 Double Layer DVDs...Copy of Original DVD...English Soundtrack  



And Then Came Summer (2000) 
 

A reunion of family and friends becomes an unforgettable 

vacation when two teenage boys discover their feelings for each 

other, only to be found out by their families. I cannot begin to 

explain so that others will realize how BAD this movie is. On a 

recommendation I rented this (unfortunately my list of movies to 

watch doesn't tell me who told me to see them, or I'd never speak 

to them again). It was AWFUL. The acting was very amateur 

(that's an insult to amateurs actually, I've seen some home 

movies that are better than this); The directing is almost 

nonexistent: two characters are often scrunched together (on a 

couch or standing) so closely so they fit in the frame-- looks very 

unnatural. The story...hah! I think most of it was adlibbed...and 

quite poorly. Most of the dialogue is so forced and fake that it's 

sickening...and to top it off, most of the dialogue doesn't relate to 

the story AT ALL. Definitely one of the worst I have ever seen. 
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And Then There Were None (Rene Clair's 'And Then There Were 

None') (Ten Little Niggers) (1945) 
 

Ten people are invited for a weekend on an island by a Mr. U. N. 

Own, but he isn't on the island. At dinner a record is played, by 

that all the people are accused of murder, suddenly the first of 

them is dead, then the next... It seems to be that one of them is 

the murderer Mr. U. N. Own, but the person in suspect is always 

the person who is murdered next. At last only two people seem to 

be left. On a remote and isolated island, ten people - 8 invited 

guests and two servants - find themselves facing their own 

deaths. Their unidentified host informs them, via a gramophone 

record, that as they have all been responsible for someone's 

death, they in turn will die before the weekend is out. There is no 

way for any of them to flee the island, so they set about trying to 

determine who their hidden host might be and where he might 

be hiding. One by one, the guests are killed and one of them 

suggests that the killer is likely among them. Here's another 

movie that I never felt was anything but fair, but I kept giving it more chances and every time I did, 

my rating went up. It seems to get better and better with multiple viewings. One of the reasons is 

that the more films I watch, the more I get familiar with all these actors. If you didn't know any of 

these actors, the movie would be "fair" at best. You can bet if the story were re-done today, it would 

be faster moving. As it stands, it's okay but a film in which 10 people are invited to an island and are 

systematically murdered one by one, should make for a tense thriller. Here, it's more of a study in 

paranoia, but that's interesting to view, too. I especially enjoy watching Walter Huston and Barry 

Fitzgerald banter back-and-forth. The ending to this mystery was well-done, too, and not something 

you're likely to solve. So, if you like the old classic mysteries, this should be appealing. It features an 

interesting cast of young and old actors, male and female. 
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Anders Als Die Andern (Different From The Others) (1919) 
 

A German film starring Conrad Veidt that was pieced together and 

shown at one point on public television. About a law on the books 

that makes homosexuality a crime, it had a very short run in 

Germany before being pulled, and people who attended the 

movie were harassed. The lead is played by a German actor 

familiar to American audiences, usually for portraying a bad guy, 

Conrad Veidt. Despite dying in 1943, Veidt had a nearly 30-year 

career in films. Here he plays possibly the first gay character in 

cinema who, with such a law in place, is a target for a blackmailer. 

A very interesting film with a wonderful performance by Veidt. 

Only part of the movie remains, but it has been put together as 

well as can be expected - it is, after all, a mere 87 years old. It's 

amazing how relevant some of the material in it remains today. 
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Andersens Julehemmelighed (Andersen's Christmas Secret) (1993) 
 

Since Kwanzaa 39 has not cared one's job satisfaction crawling, he 

and assistant set freely on a difficult task: they must be before the 

24th December find out why the little family Andersen no longer 

includes July. Although Kwanzaa 39 has solved many complex 

tasks through a great many years, this task seems almost 

impossible. Christmas is taboo in the family Andersen. Neither 

mother Åse, father or daughter Tage Putte, would have anything 

to do with Christmas. Throughout the month of December, the 

family is in a sort of Christmas martial. Frits has suffered from a 

Goofy, however, get the brilliant idea to disguise themselves as 

gas and water master, causing quite uncontrollable føgler for 

particular Put. As the great grim situation becomes increasingly 

intense, must be free, apart from being gas and water master also 

pretend to be natlæge and family long-lost uncle from Australia. 

And it's all about to explode when the battle finished aunt Karen 

also announced his arrival to meet in July. 
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Andersonville (1996) 
 

The story of the most notorious Confederate prisoner of war 

camp in the American Civil War. Sort of Civil War version of 

"Schindler's List" looks at the atrocities that occurred in the 1864 

prisoner-of-war camp run by the Confederacy in Georgia. The 

prison originally planned to house 8000, eventually swelled to 

33,000 which left little shelter, food or water for the prisoners 

and unclean conditions. My opinion is that Andersonville is the 

best Civil War movie ever made, period. As a former Civil War re-

enactor, I'm not going to sit here and nitpick at all the "mistakes." 

Were there mistakes? Sure. The timeline was a little fuzzy for one. 

But that does not detract from the power of this movie. The 

guards were not well fed regulars either, but so what? You don't 

have to take a test after watching this movie! I think the REAL 

factor in Andersonville being such a great production was the fact 

that you had no real "name" people involved. Fredric Forrest may have been the biggest name in the 

film and is a career role actor - but WHAT an actor! These guys busted their balls for this film and it 

really shows. I heard one re-enactor complain that the characters seemed "cartoonish," and I don't 

buy it. I bet he was referring to Jan Triska who played Wirz. Well, read up on Wirz. I think they got it 

pretty close. Forgive me, my reenacting brethren, but although Gettysburg was a tolerable film (I got 

to be an extra in that) and Gods and Generals was a disaster, the problem with these productions 

was the fact that they relied way too heavily on re-enactors. Re-enactors are NOT actors! They were 

used most effectively in Glory, not so well in Gettysburg, and Gods and Generals? Don't want to 

even go there. Andersonville followed Glory's success formula in using re-enactors as background 

with small parts filled in by them (my buddy Martin Leibschner playing the banjo in the Raider camp 

was a good use of the talent re-enactors can bring to film). Frankenheimer must be given a lot of 

credit, as should the writer. The script did get a little cheesy here and there, but not enough again to 

trash the overall production. Jarrod Emick (sp?) as Josiah Day did a nice job, but until that point he 

had been a stage actor mostly, and his voice inflections projected that. Still, he did a great job. Peter 

Murnik as Limber Jim added that "mystery character" to the film well (as the real Limber Jim who 

was at Andersonville is a mystery to history). Again, I can't think of one lame performance by any of 

the key actors here. They put 110% into the job and I commend them for it. And whoever was 

involved in the set design was on the ball too. To try and recreate that place was no small task. I 

remember a re-enactor bitching because for the "filling" of the stockade for the wide shots, they had 

to use women and even cardboard figures. Big deal! When they are dots on the screen, did it REALLY 

matter? I can't see this movie being topped in terms of a Civil War period piece. Hollywood is always 

bent on turning just about every period piece into some type of romance for the younger target 

audience. Andersonville is certainly a refreshing change of pace to that drill. 
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André Rieu - The Flying Dutchman (2005) 
 

Capping a year of touring which took Andre and his orchestra 

around the world The Flying Dutchman was filmed in the 

Kerkrade, Holland soccer stadium and celebrates his return home. 

This blockbuster program presents a dynamic concert featuring 

guest artists, equestrian riders, fireworks and a delightful 

collection of musical favorites performed by the incomparable 

Johann Strauss Orchestra. 
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Andriesh (1954) 
 

A major foreshadowing of Paradjanov's later work, the visually 

prodigious "Andriesh" is an entertaining tale about a young 

shepherd (Konstantin Russu) who is given a magic shawm (a flute-

like instrument) to help him conquer his foes. With its flying 

sheep, evil wizards, and storm demons – all captured in the 

gloriously artificial palette of fifties Soviet color stock – "Andriesh" 

has the kind of eye-popping, whirlwind weirdness of Paradjanov's 

last films. 
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Andy Colby's Incredible Adventure (Andy Colby's Incredible Video 

Adventure) (Andy Colby's Incredibly Awesome Adventure) (Andy And 

The Airwave Rangers) (1988) 
 

Andy Colby (14-year-old Randy Josselyn) is doomed to another 

typical day of babysitting. But this day is anything but typical 

when Andy's little sister is pulled through the TV and Andy is sent 

on an incredibly awesome adventure to save her! A great film for 

kids 4-8. My son LOVES this film. I've also given it to nephews and 

the children of friends. It's geared to kids in the age range of 4-8 

and not adults - although I thought it was cute the first time I 

watched. However, my son watches it over and over and knows 

all the words by heart so it's great for hours of video 

"babysitting." The idea of going inside his TV and having an 

adventure particularly seems to appeal to him. There's also a nice 

moral at the end about little brothers and sisters. One of the 

worst movies ever made. In movie history we have many different 

styles of movies. Action, adventure, mystery, suspense, and of 

course children's films. Sadly, Andy and the Airwave Rangers is 

neither of these. What genre is Andy and the Airwave Rangers? The genre is known simply as 

"horrible". This has to be the worst movie I've ever seen. First of all, the story is about a kid who 

watches a magic HVS tape and then sets off on an adventure to something called the "colordome" to 

save someone, or something. Then all hell breaks loose and he's forced to team up with people from 

different movies and ages, like warriors and princesses and whatnot. The funny thing about this 

movie, though, is the weird cinematography and sets. In one scene, we see a high quality set, Andy is 

hiding out on a starship. The film quality is good and we can see the characters, except for Andy's 

actual face. It's always darkened by shadows and whatnot. Then when we cut to close-ups of Andy's 

face, we are in a big, extremely fake looking set with a whole different video quality, with Andy 

sitting behind one metallic prop, with an orange light in the background to make it seem "starshipp-

y". It's almost as if the original Andy didn't want to be in the film, and many close-up scenes were re-

shot with another person playing Andy. Besides that, there's not much to this movie. Don't show it 

to your children, lest they kill themselves. AVOID AVOID AVOID AVOID. 
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Ang Pagdadalaga Ni Maximo Oliveros (The Blossoming Of Maximo 

Oliveros) (2005) 
 

A 12-year-old gay boy who comes from a criminal family falls in 

love with a handsome policeman. Absolutely delightful film, its 

story centering around Maxi (14-year-old Nathan Lopez), a 

beguiling 12-year-old boy who wants to be a girl, and his various 

flirtations, including an unlikely one with a rookie cop on the 

neighborhood beat. Maxi's Dad and two older brothers are 

criminal lowlifes capable of very bad deeds, including murder, but 

they are entirely devoted to Maxi, who cooks and keeps house for 

them (Mom died a few years before). The feeling is mutual: as 

Maxi says, there may be a lot of crooked people around, but he's 

only got one Dad. The film is chock full of arresting street scenes 

in metropolitan Manila, and intriguing tensions among the 

principals. It is most refreshing to see loving, tender feelings 

binding a marginal family together, rather than the usual melodramatic dysphoria that infects, but 

does not inform, many movies about the underclass. (This year's "Quinceañera" is another film that 

plays up the positive aspects of family life in L.A.'s Echo Park Mexican-American barrio.) An exotic, 

spellbinding, bounteous bouquet of a film. Won several awards at the Berlin and Cinemalaya Film 

Festivals, among others, and was nominated for the Grand Jury Award this year at Sundance. 

Converted from DivX...English/Filipino/Tagalog Soundtrack...English Subtitles 
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Ang Tatay Kong Nanay (1978) 
 

A film with the premise that homosexuality is not an issue when it 

comes to parental love. The 1978 film stars Comedy King Dolphy 

and Child Wonder 7-year-old Niño Muhlach, directed by critically 

acclaimed director Lino Brocka. Dioscoro "Coring" Derecho 

(Dolphy) owns a parlor and has been living with partner Dennis 

(Phillip Salvador) for a long time when the latter suddenly leaves 

him for another woman (Marissa Delgado). A few years after, 

Dennis returns with a child and leaves the baby in Coring's 

custody, while Dennis himself pursues his plan of entering the 

U.S. Navy. Nonoy grew up with Coring acting as both his father 

and mother. In order to spare Nonoy from a life of harsh criticism 

and terrible teasing, Coring hides his true identity from the child 

and treats Nonoy as his own child. Soon, however, Coring learns 

that Mariana (Marissa Delgado), Nonoy's biological mother, is 

planning to take the child away in order to give him a better future. Lino Brocka's Ang Tatay Kong 

Nanay (My Father, My Mother) is such a delightful film. Sure, it engrosses itself with several 

melodramatic turns and its representation of homosexuality is limited to the loud transvestite types. 

However, there's something about the film that strikes you as adamantly sincere (as compared to 

popcorn fare like Mrs. Doubtfire (Chris Columbus, 1993) or other gender-bender tearjerkers released 

lately). During its closing sequences wherein Coring (played with a pitch-perfect sense of both 

comedy and drama by Dolphy), dressed as Ms. Spain in a low-budget gay-version of an international 

beauty pageant (again, a testament to Philippine ingenuity), answers a question by the pageant host. 

Brocka's camera then lingers to Dolphy's exaggeratedly painted face; and Dolphy owns the close-up, 

delivering his lines with subtle emotionality and tender grace. His manner of answering felt like his 

character bore the aches of the entire Philippine gay community on his shoulders, and you can easily 

feel for him. Just when you are drawn to his character's poignant soliloquy, Dolphy snaps out of the 

mood with a joke, and you laugh, although still teary-eyed. The plot itself is nothing special. Coring, a 

gay beautician, is left with a baby by his former ward, Dennis (Philip Salvador). The baby grows up 

(the boy is played by a very young Niño Muhlach) thinking that Coring is his real father. Everything 

seems to be smooth until the kid's mother (Marissa Delgado) suddenly shows up to claim her son. 

What's special is how Brocka and writer Orlando Nadres pumped up the story with themes dealing 

with the difficulty and sensitivity in the rearing of a boy by a gay parent. There's a detailed attention 

on how Coring tries to shield the boy from his homosexuality. A touching sequence shows the boy 

using Coring's lipstick on himself so he looks like the Indian from a picture book. When Coring sees 

the boy using lipstick on himself, he scolds the boy out of fear of him turning into a homosexual. 

When the boy explains that he was only trying to emulate the Indian from the picture book, Coring's 

fears are waived and he lovingly hugs the boy. It is that underlying theme that ultimately unites the 

film, more than the tearjerking story. There are two scenes in the film that adequately resolves the 

issue of identity. The first one is when the boy catches his father donning a dress in a fashion show. 

He point-blank asks Coring whether or not he is ashamed of the way he looks. Coring, before 

answering, wipes the make-up from his face and removes the wig from his head, and gives a reliable 

excuse. The ending of the film offers a similar scenario. The boy again catches Coring, who just got 



home from a beauty contest. There were no more questions asked and Coring didn't even bother 

removing the make-up from his face or the wig from his head; they just hugged. The bonds of 

fatherhood withstood the demands of society or Coring's own shame of showing himself as a 

homosexual in front of his adopted son. This makes the film, with all its stereotypes and 

conventional narrative arcs, as timely now, as it was decades ago when it was released. It is a gay-

themed film that is ultimately rewarding beyond its genre. It preaches acceptance, not mere 

tolerance. It proposes homosexuality as a non-issue in parental love and affection. Straight or gay, 

there's something to be gained from watching the film --- a handful of chuckles, a cupful of tears, 

and most importantly, a whole lot of heart. 
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Angel And The Bad Man (1947) 
 

Quirt Evens (John Wayne) an all round bad guy is nursed back to 

health and sought after by Penelope Worth a quaker girl. He 

eventually finds himself having to choose from his world or the 

world from which Penelope lives by. The Angel and the Badman is 

a milestone film in the career of John Wayne. It was the first film 

in which he had a substantial role behind the camera. My guess is 

that he must have lobbied Herbert J. Yates at Republic films for 

some creative control and Yates gave in to his studio's biggest 

moneymaker. Though Wayne at times didn't have the best 

judgment in regard to his own personal projects, The Angel and 

the Badman is a winner in every way and doesn't get near enough 

credit for the work it is except from Wayne partisans. Wayne 

plays young gun hand Quirt Evans, a most feared man in the 

territory, who wounded falls in the hands of a Quaker family who 

nurses him back to health. Wayne starts eying pretty daughter Gail Russell. Pretty soon under her 

influence Wayne starts questioning the direction his life's been going in. Of course the Quakers do 

cheat a little on this question themselves. Though they don't believe in violence, the Duke's 

reputation as a gun hand comes in mighty handy in settling at least one neighborly dispute with Paul 

Hurst. My favorite scene in the film and one of Wayne's best in all his films also involves his 

reputation. When Bruce Cabot and two henchmen find him at the Quaker home, Wayne runs one 

terrific bluff holding them off with an empty gun. This was the first time Wayne and Cabot worked 

together. In the sixties Cabot became a regular in Wayne films. Angel and the Badman also has two 

other Wayne attempted reclamation projects. Gail Russell was one of the most beautiful women 

ever on the silver screen. She had a lot of tragedy in her life and died young. Wayne at one point 

gave her the lead in a film Seven Men from Now that he was producing, but not starring in, with 

Randolph Scott. She gave a good performance, but a lot of substance abuse had taken its toll. Paul 

Hurst later on got a pay day from Wayne in Big Jim McLain in a scene he portrayed from a 

wheelchair. He was terminally ill with cancer and in fact took his own life shortly afterwards. The 

money was no doubt needed for Hurst's medical expenses. Later on in McLintock Wayne said in one 

scene he doesn't give jobs, he hires men (and women). This was his idea of charity and something 

that never gets talked about enough by people, even some of Wayne's most devoted fans. As this 

was his first film as producer, I have no doubt that the Duke wanted Harry Carey, the man he 

patterned his cowboy image after in this film. One of Carey's best screen performances as the 

"patient" federal marshal who's waiting for Cabot and Wayne to shoot it out so he can hang the 

winner. Wayne's good friend James Edward Grant wrote and directed the film. Later on Frank Capra 

disparaged Grant as a bad influence on Wayne when they quarreled during the filming of Circus 

World. Grant did write some of the more conservative on Wayne's films. But I certainly can't fault 

anything he did in The Angel and the Badman. In fact it's a winner in just about every respect. Even 

some Wayne haters might like this one. 
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Angel In My Pocket (1969) 
 

A homespun minister (Andy Griffith) and his family move to a 

small town where he tries to win the support and trust of his new 

congregation. It's a shame this funny film isn't on video. Fans of 

the Andy Griffith show should enjoy this sweet little film; it's old-

fashioned and a little corny, but never condescending - we could 

use more films like this today. Andy is a new pastor in a town 

beset by feudin' factions, and the comic complications come 

swiftly. I'm not sure why it didn't do as well at the box-office as 

the previous Don Knotts films had; its failure took the momentum 

out of Griffith's career in 1969, but it is worth checking out - if you 

can find it. A good looking film in widescreen, but loses much 

cropped. The kind of sweet, good-natured family comedy that 

Hollywood turned out on a regular basis before the 1970's. 
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Angel On My Shoulder (1946) 
 

Gangster Eddie Kagel (Paul Muni) is killed by a trusted lieutenant 

and finds himself in Harry Redmond Jr's special-effects Hell, 

where Nick/The Devil (Claude Rains) sees that he is an-exact 

double for a judge who Nick doesn't approve of. Eddie is 

agreeable to having his soul transferred to the judge's body, as it 

will give him a chance to avenge himself on his killer. But every 

action taken by Eddie (as the judge) results in good rather than 

evil and, to Nick's dismay, the reputation and influence of the 

judge is enhanced, rather than impaired by Eddie. And Eddie also 

falls in love with the judge's fiancée, Barbara (Anne Baxter.) Even 

Eddie's planned revenge fails and Nick is forced to concede 

defeat. He returns to Hell, taking Eddie with him, after Eddie has 

extracted his promise that Nick will not molest the judge or 

Barbara in the future. It's the film everyone remembers from 

those Saturday afternoon TV film matinees. The producer, Charles 

R. Rogers, had a pretty bleak record when it came to producing films on his own (he was once a V.P. 

at Universal before going solo). But with "Angel" he knocked it out of the park. He inserted age-old 

movie favorties and combined them into one story. Gangsters, fights, comedy, drama, fantasy... 

what's not to love? "Angel on My Shoulder" (1946) offers up classic performances by such legendary 

stars as Paul Muni, Anne Baxter, and Claude Rains. All cast to type, they give performances that are 

timeless. When you think of any of these stars, think of them in this film and it will give you a pretty 

good idea as to what each was known for. Although this film was put together during the tail end of 

World War II and was designed as escapist fun, it holds up today. In fact, it begs for a good re-make. 

One was done for TV back in 1980, but fell flat. So bad was that version, that they should pay you to 

watch it. Yet if someone was to do it correctly today, they would have a real gem on their hands. If 

you haven't seen the original 1946 version, catch it on TV. It belongs in everybody's movie-watching 

repertoire. 
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Angel Voices: Libera In Concert (2007) 
 

This is a registration of a concert in the medieval Pieterskerk of 

Leiden (Netherlands) by U.K. Libera boy's choir (Jonathan 

Barrington, Tiarnan Branson, Oliver Cole, Tom Cole & Liam 

Connery), singing well-known hits like "Adoramus", "Going 

Home", "Far Away", "Do Not Stand", "Lachrymosa" and other 

(semi-)religious songs. The quality of the boy's voices is not in 

doubt; it is of the highest standard, albeit with a lot of New Age 

music. Less so, may be said about the actual registration of the 

concert which started to look like a new age disco party in a 

venerable church, complete with superfluous gestures and 

disneyed lighting. The sound quality is good, most of the songs 

and hymns are quite moving but the registration of the concert is 

a let-down; one gets the feeling that the choir is commercialized 

at whatever cost. 
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Angela's Ashes (1999) 
 

Based on the best selling autobiography by Irish expat Frank 

McCourt, Angela's Ashes follows the experiences of young Frankie 

(14-year-old Ciaran Owens) and his family as they try against all 

odds to escape the poverty endemic in the slums of pre-war 

Limerick. The film opens with the family in Brooklyn, but following 

the death of one of Frankie's siblings, they return home, only to 

find the situation there even worse. Prejudice against Frankie's 

Northern Irish father makes his search for employment in the 

Republic difficult despite his having fought for the IRA, and when 

he does find money, he spends the money on drink. In the very 

opening scene of Alan Parker's 'Angela's Ashes,' we are informed 

by the narrator and main character, Frankie McCourt, in a phrase 

that turns out to be a masterpiece of understatement, that he had a 'miserable childhood' - but just 

how miserable we may not be quite adequately prepared to see. Based on the author's Pulitzer Prize 

winning autobiographical memoir, this compelling film plunges us directly into the wretchedness 

and squalor of life in Depression-ridden Ireland, a setting overflowing with disease, starvation, 

joblessness and despair. Indeed, by the time the film has hit the 25-minute mark, we have already 

witnessed the deaths of no fewer than three of Frankie's little siblings. The film, like the novel on 

which it is based, never flinches from portraying the brutal reality of the life the people of this dreary 

town must endure. Yet, the film is also, at times, rich in humor and a sense of that unquenchable 

optimism that somehow exists in even the most hopeless of circumstances. Frankie, despite the 

harsh conditions of his life, remains a boy focused on the good things that come his way, enduring 

even a loving but utterly irresponsible ne'er-do-well father (beautifully played by 'The Full Monty's' 

Robert Carlyle) with an indulgence and tolerance borne of filial devotion. As Frankie grows from 

young boy, dutifully fulfilling the parental role for his younger brothers, to a man verging on the 

edge of adulthood, he feeds on his dreams of moving to America to start a new life full of hope and 

promise. The people and situations he encounters on this road create a stunning tapestry of life, 

teeming with bitterness and coldness it is true, but also with occasional, albeit momentary, displays 

of warmth, kindness and compassion - whether they be from a seemingly bitter aunt who, much to 

his astonishment, buys Frankie a brand new set of clothes in which to start his new job, a teacher 

who inspires him to see life beyond the circumscribed limits of this dreary Irish town or a 

compassionate priest who counsels Frankie in a moment of dark despair. These help to 

counterbalance the deadening effects of his father's thoughtlessness and drunkenness, the death of 

his first love by consumption, the often brutal treatment he receives at the hands of both his 

teachers and fellow classmates. And all the while there stands his mother, the anchor that holds him 

firmly in place, a woman beaten down by poverty, the untimely deaths of her children, the 

fecklessness of her otherwise loving husband - yet a woman so full of the quality of stoic self-

sacrifice that it is from she that Frankie draws the strength he needs to move on in his life. Emily 

Watson provides a luminous portrait of this woman, triumphantly conveying the longsuffering 

reserve that helps shield her from the ugliness and dreariness of her life and provides her with the 

strength to carry on and build into her children a sense of moral rectitude. And the three boys who 

portray Frankie at various stages of the drama are utterly perfect in their wide-eyed naturalism, as 



they look upon a world often incomprehensible in its drabness and cruelty. It seems to be becoming 

a truism lately that, if you want to see the bleakest portrayal of life imaginable, go to see a film set in 

Ireland. Nowhere does the sun shine less frequently, nowhere do the drab colors of gray and brown 

so heavily predominate, nowhere does poverty seem so all encompassing and inescapable. The 

Ireland of 'Angela's Ashes' is surely no exception. The filmmakers, moreover, cast a scathing eye on 

the mindless superstition, bigotry and hypocrisy to be found in much of the blindly pro-Southern 

Ireland, anti-Protestant, anti-British, anti-Northern Ireland attitude perpetuated by the Catholic 

Church there in the 1930's. Thus, in the depths of McCourt's autobiographical story, lies a diatribe 

with its roots planted deep in political and social protest. Yet, because of our fascination with the 

boy at the center of the narrative, these qualities filter through subtly, never dominating the 

proceedings. 'Angela's Ashes' is rather, from beginning to end, a moving story about goodhearted, 

ordinary people learning to cope with the immense hardships life throws their way. In the long run, 

it certainly makes one happier with one's own lot in life. 'Angela's Ashes,' for those who can take its 

uncompromising view of reality, is a richly rewarding experience. 
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Angelo My Love (1983) 
 

Angelo - an 8-year-old gypsy boy, as much a man as he is a child. 

Angelo My Love delves into the little understood and fascinating 

world of New York gypsies. Using real gypsies playing fictional 

versions of themselves. This critically acclaimed film explores the 

lifestyle, rites, myths and passions of the tight-knit urban 

subculture. 12-year-old Angelo Evans is the street-wise. 

Charmingly precocious son of a fortune teller. When the boy 

accuses a sleazy gypsy, Steve "Patalay" Tsigonoff, and his foul-

mouthed wife, Millie, of stealing an ancestral ring, he chases them 

to Canada. Angelo wants the ring for his future bride, Patricia, and 

nearly disgraces the family to get it back. Along the way, Duvall 

presents an extraordinary slice of gypsy life, highlighting there 

music and tribal customs, a wedding and a "kris" - the gypsies' 

court of justice. His film has a spontaneity and exuberance that 

make it a one-of-a-kind experience. 
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Angelos (Angel) (1982) 
 

A young gay man in Athens, Angelo, keeps his sexual identity a 

secret from his family. He falls hard for a rough sailor, Mikhalis, 

and moves in with him. Mikhalis convinces Angelo to dress in drag 

and work a corner with other transvestites. With the money, 

Mikhalis buys a fancy motorcycle and hangs out in bars. By day, 

Angelo is in the army; at night, he whores. At Christmas, he visits 

his grandmother, and we learn that she and his mother were also 

prostitutes. A crisis ensues when neighborhood men beat up 

Angelo: his family is informed, the army discharges him, and his 

father goes crazy. Then Mikhalis wants Angelo gone. What will 

the young man do? I watched the movie yesterday with my 

girlfriend and we both agree it was a total waste of time! It was 

garbage, to say the least! First of all, the script was SO badly 

written! The dialogues are pompous and totally unreal. The main character is one of the most 

passive characters I've ever seen portrayed in a film. Apart from the final solution, his actions are 

never explained on a serious basis. Then it's the pace of the movie. I mean it's the director's choice 

but I find that he sticks with certain scenes without reason and he fast forwards whenever he should 

be explaining the characters, their actions etc. But the most frustrating fact about the movie I find 

it's the main character's acting performed by Maniatis. It is a very demanding role and he is bad 

enough to make the movie even worse than the script has destined it to be. Other bummers are the 

sometimes unnecessary nudity scenes, the down-to-the-ground-LOW production "values" and the 

frequently asychronized dubbed dialogues. A VERY BAD MOVIE, IN TOTAL! (and this is a Greek 

viewer's piece of mind.). 
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Angels & Demons (2009) 
 

When a murder of a physicist, Leonardo Vetra, finds a symbolist, 

Robert Langdon, and Mr. Vetra's daughter, Vittoria, on an 

adventure for a secret brotherhood, The Illuminati. Clues lead 

them all around the Vatican, including the four alters of science, 

Earth, Air, Fire and Water. An Assassin, working for the Illuminati, 

has captured four cardinals, and murders each, painfully. Robert 

and Vittoria also are searching for a new very destructive weapon 

that could kill millions. Before seeing the sneak preview today of 

Angels & Demons, I cleared my mind of any uncertainties that 

might hold me back from enjoying it; the enormous amount of 

hatred towards Dan Brown, the fact that it was written by Dan 

Brown, and because Dan Brown's name is slapped on all of the 

posters. I went in with an open mind, and expected the worse, 

but instead what I got was a 2 and a half hour Roman cat and 

mouse game with Forrest Gump, and that is by all means good entertainment value. The movie 

hangs loosely on the actual novel itself. Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon (Hanks) jets off to 

Rome after the Pope's sudden death and the re-election through Papal Conclave. Arranging all of 

this is the carmelengo, Patrick McKenna (McGregor). However, he soon learns of a new threat, one 

that involves a secret brotherhood making its presence known, an anti-matter time bomb that 

Vatican City is now targeted with and the kidnapping of four cardinals. Langdon, using his intellects 

(and trust me, you'll be hearing a LOT from it) is given the task of finding and rescuing them using 

the mysterious Path of Illumination. Aiding him on the quest is CERN scientist Vittoria Vetra (Zurer), 

who is also the co-creator of the anti-matter. The movie itself runs at an uneven pace. One minute 

Langdon and the Swiss Guard are speeding to save a branded cardinal, the next minute he bores you 

with pointless information about every random object he passes, evidently slowing the book's much 

anticipated action/thriller sequences down. It makes for an interesting read on paper, but on screen 

it can go either way. The character's are decently written onto the big screen. Ewan McGregor does 

a convincing performance as the quiet but knowledgeable Patrick McKenna, famous accent included. 

Tom Hanks is slightly more agile, intellectually and physically, since his last performance in the 

mediocre Da Vinci Code. Stellen Skarsgard plays Commander Richter, the straight-faced leader of the 

Swiss Guard. Unfortunately, neither his nor Ayelet Zurer's performance are worthwhile ones, and 

instead of playing a part in the story, they are just kicked aside as assets. However, Angels & Demons 

accomplishes what DVC could never; a thrilling fast-paced movie filled with satisfying explosions, 

beautiful recreations of St. Peter's Square and Basilica (including many of the churches) and a pulsing 

bomb counting down the midnight hour. Ron Howard does a decent job at directing this second 

Langdon adventure, this time taking in much criticism and almost completely exchanging the boring 

dialogue for tense chases (almost). While newcomers might call it a "National Treasure 3" with a 

much larger threat, there is still enough contagious suspense/thriller eye-candy and brilliant still 

shots of Rome to breathe in. Fans of the book might feel differently towards the movies drastic 

changes, but considering the amount of blasphemy and inaccuracy it generates, A&D does 

exceedingly well at keeping the viewer locked on to the screen this time rather than on their sleepy 

shoulder. A good book-to-movie adaption that will both appeal and entertain. 
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Angels In The Dust (2007) 
 

The story of a courageous, self-sacrificing, fiercely loving woman 

who chooses a spiritual path over a material one; it tells of the 

life-changing power of one compassionate heart. For a nation 

overwhelmed by an epidemic of HIV/AIDS, orphans, rape, 

violence, and Apartheids legacy of social and political unrest, the 

film offers a clear pathway of hope and a replicable paradigm for 

the future. Louise Hogarth's documentary chronicles the 

extraordinary efforts of Marion Cloete, a university-trained 

therapist who left a privileged life in Johannesburg to establish a 

sanctuary for South African children orphaned by the AIDS virus. 

Hogarth's touch is nearly undetectable, but it's nothing short of 

wondrous to watch these scarred, abused children transform into 

sprightly, self-aware cherubs under Cloete's unwavering care. 

Angels in the Dust is a story of hope and healing in the face of a 

staggering crisis. AIDS is leaving entire South African villages decimated and thousands of children 

orphaned, with no adults to raise them. The inspiring story of Marion Cloete, a university-trained 

therapist who— with her husband and three daughters— fearlessly walked away from a privileged 

life in a wealthy Johannesburg suburb to build Botshabelo, an extraordinary village and school that 

provides shelter, food, and education to more than 550 South African children. 
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Angels In The Endzone (1997) 
 

The football team Jesse (17-year-old Matthew Lawrence) is on is 

terrible, after the death of his father Jesse quits the team. Then 

angels come to help the team get better and nobody can see 

them but Jesse's little brother (12-year-old David Gallagher). Jesse 

Harper is the only talented player on his high school football 

team, but he quits the team after his father dies in an accident. 

His younger brother Kevin, who realizes that football is the most 

important thing in Jesse's life, sends a nighttime prayer which is 

heard by some sports-loving angels who come to the rescue. 

Now, with the help of the angels, the team wins all the matches, 

but how can Kevin make people, and especially Jesse, believe in 

their existence? I actually saw this before its predecessor ("Angels 

in the Outfield"), so maybe that makes me biased, but I enjoyed it 

more. Like "Outfield", it's a really sensitive story about trying to overcome a loss in life. Matthew 

Lawrence and David Gallagher are great as the two brothers, as is Paul Dooley as the football coach. 

Another great Disney Channel movie that leaves you feeling good inside. 
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Angels In The Infield (2000) 
 

Third in a series of Disney movies based on the 1951 classic film 

"Angels in the Outfield." Perhaps the best of all, "Infield" is warm 

(thanks to Patrick Warburton as a fading baseball star trying to 

reconnect with his family), charming (thanks to Brittney Irvin as 

his lovely but lonely daughter), and funny (thanks to David Alan 

Grier as her Guardian Angel). Patrick Warburton looks like Jim 

Belushi with Steven Seagal's squint. A large man, he has the build 

of a professional athlete, but exhibits a sensitivity that is unusual 

for this type of film. He plays the part of a pitcher with the 

Anaheim Angels who because of an error in the final play of an 

important game ends up losing his confidence, his wife, and his 

daughter. Brittney Irvin is a delight to watch as his daughter who 

comes to lives with her estranged father. I last saw her in the TV 

film "Angel on Pennsylvania Avenue" (in which the "angel" was 

President Hoover) and she also played the part of Nan in the TV show "Little Men." Her delivery and 

reactions are so un-Hollywood (as most teen performers of the Aaron Spelling variety are today). 

She could be your sister, but she's really cute, and she's not your sister. More importantly she can 

act and we care about her. She believes in her failing father first, which is an important faith in 

family; then she believes in her guardian angel, a regaining of faith she had almost lost and is trying 

to regain. Her confidence in her faith infect those around her (especially her father's agent) until 

they can't help in believing in the guardian angel and themselves as well. David Alan Grier is always 

funny. A nice bit has David popping up all around Brittney (as a hot dog vendor, an older woman, a 

baby). David plays an angel on the second string of Heaven's Baseball League who was once an up-

and-coming pitcher himself. God sends him to Earth not only to help the girl and her father, but to 

answer his own prayer of getting one more chance to play real baseball. The entire cast is wonderful 

including the smaller roles such as the pitcher's wife who shines in each of her scenes (attractive 

Rebecca Jenkins has a talent for broad comedy and slapstick), the Devil (yes, he shows up too as 

guardian to the Crimson Devil's, the Angel's rival team), the pitcher's agent, and the girl's ballet 

instructor. Whereas the girl's father and guardian angel ("in-training" she says, he hasn't his wings 

yet and is a bit rusty in baseball) are failing at their sport, she is failing in ballet. Her guardian angel 

does double duty by trying to help her become the lead in the ballet recital (by channeling himself 

into the entire company in a Debbie Allen type of dance routine). Old-fashioned, syrupy, 

predictable? Yes, but it is done so well, with primarily new faces, giving very good performances, one 

has to concede that anything done well is well done. Originally broadcast on The Wonderful World 

of Disney, look for it soon on video or the Disney Channel. 
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Angels In The Outfield (1951) 
 

A young woman reporter blames the Pittsburgh Pirates' losing 

streak on the obscenely abusive manager. While she attempts to 

learn more about him for her column, he begins hearing the voice 

of an angel promising him help for the team if he will mend his 

ways. As he does so, an orphan girl who is a Pirates fan and has 

been praying for the team begins noticing angels on the ballfield. 

Sure enough, the Pirates start winning, and McGovern tries to 

turn his life around. But can he keep his temper long enough for 

the Pirates to win the NL pennant? Before the New York Mets 

came along, the Pittsburgh Pirates were the first name in baseball 

for flat footed futility. At the time that Angels in the Outfield was 

made the Pirates had a long term lease on the National League 

cellar. In fact the only reason the Pirates drew any crowds at all 

was the presence of the premier slugger in the National League, 

Ralph Kiner. One shudders to think where they might have 

finished without him. But that's reality. In this film some heavenly help is granted the Pirates, 

presumably by a long suffering Deity who's maybe a Pirate fan. That is on condition that manager 

Paul Douglas clean up his act. He's told that by unseen angel James Whitmore. As it turns out 

Douglas is not the only one getting celestial visitations. He only hears angels, but little Donna 

Corcoran sees them behind every Pirate player on the field. When reporter Janet Leigh writes the 

story all kinds of complications ensue. Even without the special effects of the 1994 remake, Angels in 

the Outfield still maintains an innocent charm that is irresistible to baseball fans of a perennial losing 

team. After all we found out in Damn Yankees the kind of outside help they've been getting to stay 

on top. Nine years later the Pirates were in fact World Series winners, humbling the mighty Yankees 

in seven games. And for thirty years after that the Pirates were a contending ball club. They're back 

in the doldrums that Angels in the Outfield portrays. Maybe time for another heavenly assist. 
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Angels In The Outfield (1994) 
 

Roger (13-year-old Joseph Gordon-Levitt) who has lost his mother 

is living separated from his father. As he and his friend J.P. (Milton 

Davis Jr.) are some of the biggest fans of the Los Angeles baseball 

team he has got only two dreams: Living together with a real 

family and let LA win the championship. As he is praying for these 

two things to happen some angels show up in order to help him - 

but he is the only one to see them and believe in them. 

Fortunately the coach of the baseball team sees his abilities and 

so LA has a run to the finals. Roger Bomman lives in a foster home 

along with his best friend J.P., but when Roger's dad comes to 

visit him, a little bit of hope grows back into Roger's heart about 

him going to live with his dad. But his hopes suddenly die down 

when his dad says that they can be a family again when Roger's 

favorite baseball team, the California Angels, win the pennant, 

but the team is in last place in their division. So Roger prays to heaven and ask if the angels up there 

can help the Angels (baseball team) win the pennant so Roger can have the family that he always 

wanted, and because of his prayer, he just might. The California Angels are currently the worst team 

in their division. It seems that the players have a little trouble with their teamwork. Manager George 

Knox would like nothing better than to dump all of them, which the owner says is impossible. Roger 

is a boy whose mother died and is currently living in a foster home. His father feels that it would 

probably be in Roger's best interest if he becomes a ward of the state. But Roger would rather that 

he and his father get back together, and when he asks his father if that is possible; his father's reply 

is "when the Angels win the pennant". Roger then prays and asks if they could help the team. When 

Roger goes to a game, he sees some Angels come down from the sky and they help the players make 

some astounding catches and hits. When Roger tells Mr. Knox about it, Mr. Knox decides to keep 

him at every game, and it seems that Mr. Knox's faith is put to the test cause it seems that the angel 

are going to help if uses his worst players, but it seems to be working. Sometimes you can forget 

how enjoyable a film is if you don't watch it enough. That was definitely the case with Angels in the 

Outfield. It was on TV last night and I believe I hadn't seen the film since my sophomore year in high 

school and I'm now in my 4th year of college. Although the film has many flaws, it is just so touching 

that you can't help but sit down, watch it, and enjoy yourself. It is also hilarious. Danny Glover's 

ranting is just so over the top that you can't help but laugh out loud at him at most time. It adds to 

the film and I'm sure it's exactly what the director wanted. You actually feel for the characters in the 

film even though the development isn't the best. A must see. I highly recommend. 
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Angels Sing: Christmas In Ireland (2013) 
 

South London-based choirboy sensation Libera perform live in 

concert at Saint Patrick's Cathedral in County Armagh, Northern 

Ireland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

01 - Joy to the World. 

02 - God Rest You Merry Gentlemen. 

03 - The Wexford Carol. 

04 - In Dulci Jubilo. 

05 - Angels We Have Heard on High. 

06 - Sanctus. 

07 - Danny Boy. 

08 - Carol of the Bells. 

09 - O Holy Night. 

10 - Still, Still, Still. 

11 - Gaudete. 

12 - Away in a Manger. 

13 - Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas. 

14 - Silent Night. 

15 - What Child is This. 
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Angels With Dirty Faces (1938) 
 

Rocky Sullivan and Jerry Connolly were tough kids who grew up 

together in the toughest part of New York --- Hell's Kitchen. Early 

on, Rocky gets sent to reform school, where he learns how to be a 

first class criminal. Jerry, who had escaped from the law, goes 

straight and becomes a priest. As adults, they reunite in the old 

neighborhood: Jerry works with the kids who, like he and Rocky, 

could end up on either side of the law. Rocky has returned looking 

for a safe place to stay till he can get back into his old 

racketeering organization -- something that his old partner isn't 

anxious to have happen. Lots of rapid fire wisecracks, 

roughhousing and gunfire ensues. In New York, the boys Rocky 

Sullivan and Jerry Connelly are best friends and small time 

thieves. After a robbery, Rocky is arrested and sent to a 

reformatory school, where he begins his criminal career. Jerry 

escapes and later becomes a priest. After three years in prison, Rocky is released and charges his 

former partner, the lawyer James Frazier, his US$100,000.00 and his share in the society, and is 

betrayed. Meanwhile, he becomes the idol of the street kids in the neighborhood. Although 

following opposite paths in life, Rocky and Jerry are still friends. When Jerry decides to fight against 

the corruption, Rocky is put against the wall between his friendship with the priest, and his society in 

dirty businesses with his criminal partners. This film certainly has an attractive cast with three Hall-

Of-Fame actors and the very pretty Ann Sheridan. James Cagney, my favorite actor of classic films, 

once again steals most of the scenes. He just dominates the screen and gets you very involved with 

his character, especially at the end. Pat O'Brien plays his normal somewhat-liberal and likable priest 

role and Humphrey Bogart is convincing as the crooked lawyer. Bogart was the bad guy in most films 

until he became a big star a couple years after this film. The "Dead End Kids" are a pretty tough 

bunch. Seeing them play basketball is quite a sight - more like rugby. It must be one of the highlights 

of this entertaining film because I remember it so well...it was so different from any other basketball 

game I've ever seen! The shootout-and-chase scene near the end was well-done with some great 

film-noir photography and the ending of the movie is quite memorable. Frankly, the first time I saw 

this I thought it was overrated but after the second viewing - and then seeing a nice transfer on DVD 

- I changed my mind. It is anything but overrated. As the boy who did not run fast enough from a 

crime, was caught by the police, sent to reform school, and learned to be a criminal, Cagney 

dominates the film. He is the corrupt reflection of the O'Brien character, who was Rocky's boyhood 

friend, outran the police, and eventually became a priest. The film pits the two friends against each 

other in adulthood for the minds and souls of a group of young boys, who are amusingly played by 

Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, and the rest of the Dead End kids. The film builds to a powerful climax that is 

a classic scene in cinema history. The final powerful images and dialog will haunt the viewer and 

leave him or her to ponder whether or not Rocky had honored his lifelong friend's final request or 

not. 
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Angora Ranch (2006) 
 

Just saw this film tonight in a one time benefit screening at the 

Arbor Theater in Austin, Texas. From there it goes to DVD. This is 

a cute film, really funny in places. It's really heavy on dialog, 

fortunately it's nicely written. Some of the acting scenes feel 

clumsy, a few emotional transitions don't feel right. But the actors 

are all appealing and the rabbits and other animals on the ranch 

where it takes place are a welcome addition. The film focuses on 

the two men and their love affair despite an age difference of 20 

years and on their relationships with their fathers. This is a 

pleasant film, often funny, never boring. I would recommend it to 

gay audiences or straight ones. It is not sexually explicit, pretty 

tame. 
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Angus (Stantsuem, Kroshka!) (Angus - Voll Cool) (1995) 
 

A miserable fat teenager (17-year-old Charlie Talbert, Aaron 

Siefers @ 11-years-old, Grant Hoover @ 8-years-old & Michael 

Wesley @ 5-years-old) secretly has a crush on the class beauty, 

ends up becoming the surprising participant to dance with her at 

a high school dance, meaning he's got to get his act together with 

the help of his best friend (15-year-old Chris Owen & Bryan 

Warloe @ 8-years-old). Angus is a large, pathetic 14-year-old 

whose thoughts are most often filled with the image of one 

Melissa Lefevre. Angus is shy and thinks that he has no chance of 

ever 'getting' her. Being especially uncool, he is incredibly 

surprised (along with the rest of the school) that he is chosen to 

dance with her at the Winter Ball. The only one not surprised is 

the cool-kid who set him up to fail, but Angus' best friend is going 

to help him win the heart of Melissa by developing a new look for 

him. What a surprise! My wife and I rented this movie just because we couldn't find anything else at 

the time, and did we get a surprise! Great, funny movie, anyone should enjoy this one. 
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Angyali Üdvözlet (The Annunciation) (1984) 
 

A downbeat, hypnotic retelling of Mankind's story from Adam and 

Eve to the present, played entirely by children. But don't expect a 

romp -- these kids are deadly serious as they tackle issues of 

mortality, religion, and the struggle of class against class. Brilliant 

photography enhances the deliberate pacing, yet the film is never 

boring. Literary sources include Emily Dickinson and William 

Blake, and every line is delivered with full conscious intention. 

Especially effective is the Byzantium sequence, where a single 

syllable (homousios, or homoiousios) means the difference 

between life and death. Seldom has the narcotic influence of 

religious power been so effectively portrayed. The use of a cast 

composed entirely of children is a conceit that lends itself to 

preciousness, but here it succeeds without the least trace of 

"cuteness". In sum, a daring, challenging, and ultimately 

worthwhile experiment. 
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Anibal (2000) 
 

12-year-old Edgar (11-year-old Enguerran Demeulenaere), 

nicknamed 'Sweetie' has one, all consuming passion: flowers and 

plants. His parents, both of them rich film producers, consider him 

neurotic. This irritates Sweetie intensely, and he rebels against all 

his parents' attempts to reeducate him. Hugues, the authoritarian 

father, with whom Sweetie has not been on speaking terms for 

some time now, has given up on his son. Sweetie's superficial 

mother Lolly still lets her son work in the garden of the family 

villa, however, under the supervision of their gardener Lucas. 

Everything changes when Sweetie's parents suddenly decide to 

adopt a 5-year-old Peruvian orphan named Anibal (Angelo Rosso-

Aguirre). Sweetie begins by ignoring the boy as best he can, but 

the boy has a problem that throws Sweetie off balance: he has 

severe asthma attacks, and the family physician thinks they may be psychosomatic. This arouses 

Sweetie's protective instincts. Anibal repays Sweetie's kindness to him with love and deep 

admiration, but this is totally lost on the parents. While Sweetie starts wondering whether or not to 

kill himself so that Anibal can have his lungs, the father resorts to his old plan of sending Sweetie 

away to a boarding school. Sweetie and Anibal promptly run away, get picked up by the police, and 

end up in front of a sympathetic woman magistrate - who goes against the wishes of Sweetie's 

father, and allows the two boys to attend the same school. Young Edgar, called Sweetie by his 

mother, lives on a beautiful French estate with extensive gardens. His father is a successful film 

producer, his mother is at a bit of a loose end. Edgar is not very interested in his parents, only in the 

garden. With Lucas, the estate's gardener, he tends the flowers that bloom abundantly, disguising 

the aridity of the family's relationships. Lili, Sweetie's mother, has decided to adopt a third-world 

child. She tells Edgar this the day before she and husband Hughes depart to Peru to pick up the 

infant. Hughes is hoping that a 5-year-old Incan will behave more like a son than the garden-

obsessed, hot-headed Edgar. Unable to understand his son, Hughes has fallen into the habit of 

baiting him mercilessly, leaving Sweetie with the garden, his doctor, Lucas, occasionally his mother, 

and Roger Hannin, the famous French actor and long-time ally. When Lili and Hughes arrive home 

with Anibal, Sweetie is less than impressed at 'the Incan' as he refers to him. But Anibal has hidden 

strengths and weaknesses, both of which will form bonds between the boys. Anibal is filled with the 

sort of moments that Oprah would approve of, from the growing relationship between the two boys 

to the positive (although not always ethical) older role models provided by Lucas, the doctor and 

Roger. Set mostly at the family's beautifully designed home, the brittle interaction between plant-

loving Sweetie and money-loving Hughes is played out in the set. Hughes and his film friends stay 

close to the house and pool, looking at the natural world's beauty, but distant from it. More 

interested in money and prestige than his children, Hughes cannot understand the need for 

nurturing that comes instinctively to Sweetie. His inability to relate to his children leads to rejection, 

and near-tragedy. The child actors are very well chosen, playing children as children, without the 

post-modern dialogue often put into the mouths of babes by American film makers. Edgar is as 

bratty as a 10-year-old should be. Little Anibal's asthma attacks are even more terrifying since he is 

portrayed by a child so small that he looks as though the ragged breaths might break him in two. The 



adults too fit their roles with grace and aplomb, Roger Hannin seems to be on the edge of fulfilling 

every Gallic stereotype out of a sense of fun before becoming a person as well as a famous actor. It's 

not the deepest of films, but there is a great charm that extends well beyond the scenery. I was 

about to go to bed when I happened to see the opening credits, by the end I was happy to have 

missed the sleep. 
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Aniki Bóbó (1942) 
 

People work on and around the Douro river, without paying 

much. How's about a nice glass of Port wine? Even today, when 

you visit the river margins of Porto and Gaia, looking at the rabelo 

boats (that used to carry the Port Wine from up-river), the iron 

bridges built by Eiffel and his pupils, and you sense Porto has 

been remade as a city for tourists, you can still sense Porto is, and 

was, the Portuguese "working capital", as represented in the 

magnificent movie Aniki Bobó, a sunny city of honest workers, 

kids playing happily and careless in the streets, old streets of 

stone and green... Aniki Bobó is a trip to a Porto that disappeared 

(most of the town depicted in the movie is now ruins), but still 

lives, through the lives and dreams of kids. Immortal. 
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Animal House (National Lampoon's Animal House) (1978) 
 

At a 1962 College, Dean Vernon Wormer is determined to expel 

the entire Delta Tau Chi Fraternity, but those troublemakers have 

other plans for him. Faber College has one frat house so 

disreputable it will take anyone. It has a second one full of white, 

Anglo-Saxon, rich young men who are so sanctimonious no one 

can stand them except Dean Wormer. The dean enlists the help of 

the second frat to get the boys of Delta House off campus. This 

film gives high-jinks and fooling around a bad name. P The dean's 

plan comes into play just before the homecoming parade to end 

all parades for all time. Laughs are on the "House". Every 

successful movie has its myriad clones and imitators, but none of 

them ever come close to what made the original so good. That's 

certainly true of "Animal House". The laughs are all solid, 

especially when the main focus is in toppling the stoic pillars of 

decency and normality with a battle cry of "food fight!". Pledges Pinto (Hulce) and Flounder (Furst) 

are good soldiers, making us laugh with their desire to fit in at first then, finally, to succumb to the 

madness and pillage and destroy with the other Deltas, led by Bluto (Belushi), who waylays all in his 

path. No subsequent attempt to cash in on the "Animal House" success has ever made good in 

toppling the once and future king of the mountain. Who has ever come close to creating a creature 

as lovably destructive as Bluto Blutarsky? What other college movie's dean ever made Dean Wormer 

seem like an easygoing, laid-back guy? What college movie scene comes close to the introduction of 

the Deltas? The toga party? The horse in the Dean's office? The road trip? The final parade? Well, 

space is limited but you get the idea. Ten stars, and a crushed-beer-can-on-the-forehead salute to all 

involved with the subversive garbage that is "Animal House". More power to you. And remember, 

knowledge is good. 
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Animal Kingdom (2010) 
 

Despite being no saint herself, Julia Cody has shielded her 17-

year-old son, Joshua "J" Cody (James Frecheville), from her 

Melbourne-based criminal relatives who they have not seen in 

years. After Julia dies in front of J's eyes from a self-inflicted 

heroin overdose, J, who is slightly detached from life, feels he has 

no choice but to contact his maternal grandmother, Janine 

"Smurf" Cody, the family matriarch, for a place to live. Smurf rules 

the family with a borderline incestuous love over her three sons, 

the quietly menacing Andrew "Pope" Cody, the hyperactive Craig 

Cody, and the barely of age Darren Cody. Pope and his best 

friend, Barry "Baz" Brown, are armed robbers, with Darren their 

up and coming apprentice, while Craig is a mid level drug dealer. 

Melbourne's Armed Robbery Squad is after specifically Pope, who 

is hiding out. But when the standoff between the Codys and the 

Armed Robbery Squad is brought up a notch. Greetings again from the darkness. An Australian 

movie that packs a wallop! Writer/Director David Michod delivers an unsettling look into one 

family's life of crime and corresponding order of things - the circle of life in the Animal Kingdom. 

Supposedly based on a true story, this is a tough family that you would not want as neighbors. These 

aren't Scorcese's smooth operators from "Casino" or "Goodfellas". No, these guys are worse. The 

matriarch is played chillingly by Jacki Weaver. She is mother or grandmother to the guys (except for 

one outsider) in the band of crooks. While she messes with your mind through the story, it's not 

until the final 15 minutes when she really kicks it up a notch and becomes flat out frightening in her 

power. There are only a couple of actors that most people would recognize. Joel Edgerton plays the 

outsider in the group, and the one trying to go straight by playing the stock market with his 

"earnings". The other is Guy Pearce, who plays the detective trying to both solve the cases and 

rescue young Josh, played by newcomer James Frecheville. Not only is this the type of story that 

sucks you in, it is a reminder of just how distracting movie stars can be a to film. The lack of stars 

allows us to really be absorbed into this family, or better, this world of crime, deceit, corruption and 

paranoia. There is not a single superstar who appears - one who can capitalize on his film history of 

characters and immediately generate recognition. Here, the viewer must get to know an entire 

family for who and what they are. This is powerful stuff for a film lover. The winner for best 

psychopath is Ben Mendelsohn as Pope. His dead eyes will scare you. His demeanor will scare you. 

His actions will disgust you. There are two lines in the film that help us make sense of what occurs. 

Early on, the narrator tells us that "all crooks come undone" at some point. Later, the detective 

(Pearce) tells us that in the Animal Kingdom, you are either weak or strong. The lines seems pretty 

clear. The focus of the film is on Josh (Frecheville) who gets plopped into this family of criminals after 

his mom dies of an overdose and he calls his grandmother (Weaver). Josh spends the rest of the film 

trying to blend in while staying clean. Of course, even his stoic mask doesn't save him from the path 

of destruction created by Pope. In the end, the film is about survival, adaptation and defining what 

really defines strong and weak, good and bad. If you enjoy powerful crime thrillers, this one is worth 

checking out... and be appreciative for the lack of Hollywood star power. That's part of why it works! 
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Anna And The King (1999) 
 

This is the story of Anna Leonowens, the English schoolteacher 

who came to Siam in the 1860s to teach the children of King 

Mongkut. She becomes involved in his affairs, from the tragic 

plight of a young concubine to trying to forge an alliance with 

Britain to a war with Burma that is orchestrated by Britain. In the 

meantime, a subtle romance develops between them. This is a 

masterful piece of filmmaking that over romanticizes a true story 

to improve its entertainment value. However, the generous use of 

artistic license can be almost completely forgiven because the 

final product is so pleasing. Director Andy Tennant weaves 

together resplendent visual images, wonderfully warm lighting, 

magnificent set design, breathtaking locations and beautiful 

costumes to produce a banquet of sensory delight. I'm surprised 

this film didn't get more technical awards, since it was one of the 

most exhilarating filmmaking experiences I had all year. The story was engaging, though admittedly 

the characters were overly idealized. This is especially true of King Mongkut, who was far more 

educated, dashing and genteel than it would have been reasonable to expect. Also, the romantic 

overtones between him and Anna were a bit much. But the way they were presented enhanced the 

overall effect so I have difficulty being too critical. The story also had some constructive subtleties. In 

addition to the obvious storylines about the education of the children, the effect Anna was having on 

the King and the impending war, there was a deeper message. It illustrated the truism that exposure 

to different peoples and cultures can help us to grow in understanding not only of them, but of 

ourselves as well. For it was clear that Anna was as much changed by Siam and the King as he and 

the children were by her. I was highly impressed with the performance turned in by Yun-Fat Chow. 

His English is much improved since my last viewing of him in 'Replacement Killers' and 'The 

Corruptor'. He imbued King Mongkut with dignity and strength without forsaking the human side. 

The camera just eats him up. It is easy to see why he has been the dominating force in eastern films 

for years. Jodie Foster, on the other hand, was off her game. She was good as Anna, but frankly, 

we've come to expect more from her. Foster is a powerful actor who didn't seem quite sure what to 

do with this character. In some scenes she rose to the occasion and gave us the Anna we hoped for; 

resolute, defiant, opinionated and principled. At other times she seemed tentative and totally 

intimidated by the role, just limping through her lines. I give her high marks for her English accent, 

but her total performance just wasn't up to her capabilities. This was one of the most entertaining 

and delightful films I've seen this year. Yes, liberties were taken but I am inclined to overlook them. 

It was beautifully filmed and directed; a feast for the senses. I rated it a 9/10. I highly recommend it. 
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Annie: A Royal Adventure! (1995) 
 

This sequel/spin-off to "Annie" shows the main character, orphan 

Annie, and friends (including little orphan Molly) go to London 

where of course they get caught up in an adventure. Die-hard 

Annie fans will probably either hate or love this. People will love 

the fact that all their favourite characters are back (even if they 

look slightly different) but might hate the fact that the characters 

are all changed and in a dodgy story. The storyline, although fairly 

engaging, is weak and many parts do not seem to follow on well 

from the original story. The acting is okay, especially from the 

children (they were more enthusiastic than the adults I guess!). 

Overall though, you will most likely not enjoy this movie unless 

you are a little girl and enjoyed the original. 
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Annyeong, Hyeonga (Hello, Goodbye Little Brother) (Little Brother) 

(Hello Brother) (Ahnnyeong Hyeong-An) (An-nyoung Hyoung-ah) 

(2005) 
 

In this extremely touching family drama, 9-year-old Han Yi (10-

year-old Jin-bin Park) takes sibling rivalry to a new extreme by 

picking on his timid older brother Han Byeol. But things change 

dramatically when the 12-year-old boy is diagnosed with a brain 

tumor, has to receive brain surgery, and finds himself stuck in a 

pediatric ward. Suddenly, the family is turned upside down, with 

Han Yi's parents worried about mounting doctor bills, their future, 

and the alarming fact that Han Byeol may not survive this ordeal. 

Soon Han Yi finds himself alternatively ignored or scolded by his 

parents, and begins to feel jealous that his brother is bonding 

with Wook Yi, a fellow patient at the hospital. Through these 

trying times, little Han Yi begins to learn the value of family and 

true brotherly love! This tearjerker gets a 5 star-HANKIE rating. 

We are giving free kleenex to anyone who rents this one - you will 

certainly need it. RECOMMENDED! 9-year-old Hani is a troublemaker. His schoolmates are all his 

pawns and even his family members are subject to his whims. When his older brother Han-byul 

hospitalized with cancer, Hani turns his attentions to another hospital patient, Wook, a cheerful boy 

from the country with a bald head just like his brother. Hani at first resents Wook's favored-patient 

status in the cancer ward but comes to enjoy his sense of adventure, and when Han-byul's condition 

worsens he realizes that Wook's "mystic water" from the mountains might just come in handy. 
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Anoche Soñé Contigo (Dreaming About You) (I Dreamt About You Last 

Night) (1992) 
 

It's summer break, so Toto (Martín Altomaro) and Quique (Moisés 

Iván Mora) can dream their life away by biking around their 

neighbourhood and spying on Quique's maid, Chabelita (Aguirre). 

When Toto's young and attractive cousin Azucena (Perdigon) 

arrives to spend some days in Toto's home the kid is attracted to 

her immediately. What Toto doesn't know is that her visit will 

bring him an experience he would never forget. This is one of 

those movies you watch by chance while you'll looking for 

something interesting on TV. That was how I found this some 

years ago, and to my surprise I enjoyed it. The plot is about 

changes in a boy's life (mainly sexual one) what makes this film 

something attractive to see. Beautiful Leticia Perdigon plays one 

of the leading roles. 
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Anonimo Veneziano (The Anonymous Venetian) (1970) 
 

A Venetian musician at La Fenice theatre is affected by an 

incurable disease. By chance he meets his ex-wife who is now 

living with another man. She finally realizes that she is still in love 

with him. Enrico is a Venetian musician and maestro with a 

terminal disease, who invites his wife, Valeria, to visit him in 

Venice without disclosing the reason for such invitation. Although 

still married, they have been living separated from each other for 

seven years. Valeria lives with their son and with her new partner, 

a wealthy industrial in Ferrara. When they meet each other, they 

walk along though Venice and recall their relationship since their 

first encounter, disclosing their intense love through flashbacks. Based on a thirty two year old 

memory. A beautiful film that made a great impression on me at a very early age. Although basically 

it is a love story, it has many other emotions which are wonderfully portrayed by Florinda Balkan and 

Tony Musante. Apart from the story, the theme music haunted me for months if not years. The 

photography of Venice is superb and will be appreciated by anyone who has ever visited there. 
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Anonymous (2004) 
 

A man's sexual addiction threatens to take over his life, costing 

him his lover, his apartment and possibly his job. After five years, 

Todd escapes from his stale relationship by secretly prowling 

public toilets and the Internet looking for anonymous sex. When 

his boyfriend John catches Todd in flagrante in the bathroom at 

his workplace, he beats Todd up and throws him out of their 

apartment. Homeless, Todd is forced to live at his office, but his 

compulsion for sex also throws his job into jeopardy. Lots of 

explicit sex in this flick, which is nice--makes it much more 

realistic when things are covered up. As the manager of a movie 

theater, Todd Verow (also the director) conveys the boredom of 

someone who only lives to fornicate, but finds that he has to do 

repulsive work in order to do what he really wants. Best part of it 

is that it was filmed on the sly while the director was actually 

working at a movie theater. The wonders of small digital cameras. Even the scene where his 

boyfriend beats him up in the theater men's room was filmed in the real theater men's room at the 

Loew's on Times Square. So everything seemed real. The protagonist gets kicked out of his home, 

loses his job, lives in a park. It's a morality tale, with a nicely ambiguous ending. Recommended if 

you like hot sex scenes. 
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Another Country (1984) 
 

Based on the award winning play by Julian Mitchell, the film 

explores the effect of Public School life in the 1930's on Guy 

Bennett (Rupert Everett) as his homosexuality and unwillingness 

to "play the game" turns him eastwards towards communist 

Russia. Forget the prologue which preludes the long flashback 

which is the core of the movie. First scene: in a room, two boys 

make love while, in the main courtyard of the posh school 

(Eton?), a ceremony commemorates the dead soldier of WW1, 

with pomp and circumstance: the two bedrocks of the family, 

Army and Religion taking in hand the third one: School. Behind 

these walls, inside these venerable buildings, mortal hatred, 

intolerance and repression are looming. Outside, the splendid 

landscapes are unchanging, particularly this quiet river which 

comes back as a leitmotiv. And most of the students wants to 

keep the world as it is, because they know they are part of the privileged few. Their studies are a 

mere rehearsal of their life-to-be. Becoming a prefect, what a feat! Being called "god" what a honor! 

Being able to push the others out of your way, that makes you a man! Two young men refuses the 

rules of the game: the first one, Tommy (a good Colin Firth), the most loyal character of a rather 

obnoxious gathering. He sticks to his ideals, and he will die for them. He believes in Marx and in 

Stalin (we're in the thirties); he would never betray anybody, and the audience sides with him most 

of the time. The second one, Guy, (Rupert Everett at his best) is a gay, in love with a younger pal. He, 

too, rebels against this rigid institution, but he's more complex: actually he tries to become a prefect 

and then a god, because he has kept his ambitions and he would easily opt for a compromise 

solution. He could but he will not. Homosexuality, when it's secret is no problem for the bourgeois 

society. Guy's character will mute and finally he realizes that he cannot live in the shadow. That's his 

downfall. No commies, no gays can be part of the crème de la crème. The posh school reputation, 

once the non-straight ones (in the general sense of the word) are eradicated, can sleep the sleep of 

the just. Sometimes compared with Lindsay Anderson's "If" (1970), its atmosphere is drastically 

different though: there's no dreamlike sequences here, no madness. It rather recalls "der junge 

Torless" (Schloendorff, 1966) and it might have influenced James Ivory's "Maurice" (1986). An 

overlooked important movie. 
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Another Day In Paradise (1998) 
 

In the hope of a big score, two junkie couples team up to commit 

various drug robberies which go disastrously wrong leading to 

dissent, violence and murder. Bobbie (18-year-old Vincent 

Kartheiser) is an addict and small-time thief. When one of his jobs 

goes bad, Mel is called in to patch him up. Mel offers him a 

chance at a bigger score. Over time, Mel and his girlfriend Sid 

become almost like parents to Bobbie and his girlfriend Rosie, but 

this can't last. Junkies on the Run - DRUGSTORE COWBOY Style. 

Another film of the drug/gangster sub-genre, ANOTHER DAY IN 

PARADISE is upper echelon material as far as these pictures go. It 

is also a sibling to DRUGSTORE COWBOY unintentionally. There 

are so many similarities because it is impossible to make this type 

of movie nowadays without being repetitive. No matter. Director 

Larry Clarke (KIDS, ew!) and main booster James Woods himself 

dive into that disgusting and sometimes frantically hilarious world of sex, drugs, and driving around. 

The film works because there are some good characterizations here and people who actually show 

some concern for each other throughout the haze of it all. Melanie Griffith plays "Sid", James 

Woods' girlfriend in the story and delivers some of the finest moments of her career. Not since 

WORKING GIRL have I seen such a likeable and ballsy portrayal from Griffith, who is a junkie with a 

knack for mothering the 2 teen runaways and a potent trigger finger when one is needed. The 

runaways are the children Woods and Griffith parent vicariously through in the most unusual of 

ways. The kids (Vincent Kartheiser, Natasha Wagner) are a version of Bonnie and Clyde, while the 

adults resemble a warped Ozzie and Harriett. It all adds up to a group of 4 remembering DRUGSTORE 

COWBOY. This crew needs drugs and they get them by stealing from pharmacists just as Matt 

Dillon's crew did. The setting is the early 1970's I guess, and the music reflects the period well. Funk 

and blues reign over the film's violent and illegal activities while adding a sense of romance to it. You 

get that feeling in your heart that it won't last (a la BONNIE AND CLYDE, DRUGSTORE COWBOY). 

Woods character starts out cynical and wise to the "life", but turns ugly as you figure him to do. The 

young kids who looked up to him throughout grow tired naturally, but his reluctance to grow old 

possesses him to keep them around. This is where Melanie Griffith is able to shine. She is a sweet, 

attractive woman who happens to stick needles in her neck. Nobody's perfect. James Woods was 

born to play the creep. He has some great lines in ANOTHER DAY IN PARADISE. His stories are funny, 

his trademarks are constant (booyah!), and his fits are worth the price of admission. He is so good at 

coming across initially confident, eventually desperate and evil. Woods must have had much faith in 

director Clarke's abilities and the casting of Natalie Wood's daughter, Natasha is a nice, offbeat 

touch. This is low-budget, nasty fare, a descendant of the countless druggie flicks of the 70's, 80's 

and PULP FICTION. It is sometimes amazing to see how low actors will go to capture this wild world 

of fun and drugs in the dark. 
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Another Gay Movie (2006) 
 

Four gay high school friends make a pact to lose their virginity 

before they go to college. This movie just played to sold out 

houses and rave reviews at the Provincetown International Film 

Festival. It is not for everyone, namely those that skate towards 

the politically correct and are in general overly sensitive. This is 

not a movie for the professionally outraged and offended. It is 

subversive and albeit filthy and raunchy, but at the same time, 

believe it or not, is intelligent and skewers the best and worst of 

modern day gay culture and gay life. It is so refreshing to see a 

gay movie that doesn't suck, as many, many do. It is fearless and 

makes no apologies and doesn't try to be anything that it isn't. No 

angst, no saccharine love story, no overt moral message. It's just 

good ole fashioned raunch homo humor! 
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Another Happy Day (2011) 
 

A wedding at her parents' Annapolis estate hurls high-strung Lynn 

into the center of touchy family dynamics. A family weekend is 

fraught with emotional landmines for mercurial and sensitive Lynn 

(Barkin) as she arrives at her parents' Annapolis estate for the 

marriage of her estranged eldest son Dylan (Michael Nardelli), 

accompanied by her three younger children (Ezra Miller, Kate 

Bosworth, 14-year-old Daniel Yelsky). Lynn's hopes for a joyful 

reunion are crushed as her wry but troubled middle son Elliot 

(Ezra Miller) lobs verbal grenades at his mother and her relatives 

while daughter Alice (Kate Bosworth), a fights valiantly to keep her 

longtime demons under control. The weekend quickly unravels as 

Lynn demands to be heard by her aloof, disdainful mother (Ellen 

Burstyn), ailing, distant father (George Kennedy) and ever-

judgmental sisters (Siobhan Fallon, Diana Scarwid), but most especially by her ex-husband Paul 

(Thomas Hayden Church) and his hot-tempered second wife Patty (Demi Moore). Confronted with 

the deeply painful. An Ensemble of Outstanding Performances. "Another Happy Day" does not 

operate in the way usual films do. It does not give you a certain point of climax or intensity and a so-

called satisfying, complete closure that many people may expect. Well, these are exactly the things 

not to be expected. Look forward to a distinctive drama about a family and the relationships in it. 

Look forward to a unusual film with both happy and sad moments yet not necessarily with even the 

slightest of predictability and cheerfulness. It is not necessarily sad, but for certain it does not try to 

cheer you up. You can call this film many things. Call it hilarious, call it depressing, call it reality, call it 

family. It has its share of heartbreaking and heartwarming moments, and it is certainly harsh when it 

comes to show that this may be exactly what reality may be like. Not all problems can be solved in 

real life like in the movies, and this is a piece that does not present itself as a typical film; it presents 

itself as a potential reality, and it goes from there. The emotions are so rich and deep in this film that 

it is almost impossible to capture them all so vividly and put them forth on the screen for the 

audience. But thanks to a group of brilliant performances, the impossible becomes possible, and the 

power of film definitely emanates more from the incredibly stunning and entirely realistic acting 

than from the plot. Despite the total ignorance of this film by the Academy, the performances here 

alone, not taking the storyline into account, form one of the greatest ensembles of the year. Ellen 

Barkin as Lynn and Ezra Miller as Elliot, Lynn's son, have delivered one of the most solid and 

promising performances of the year, and are undoubtedly, as most would say, Oscar-worthy. The 

emotional collapse of Ellen Burstyn as Doris, Lynn's mother, is another performance too powerful to 

not pay attention to. The only underachieving one here may be Academy Award nominee Thomas 

Haden Church, who plays Lynn's ex-husband, Paul, and now has a new spouse, Patty (Demi Moore). 

There is a lot of love and hate in this film, and however immorally wrong it may be, this reflects 

reality in many families, especially bigger ones. The countless issues are not going to just vanish, and 

it is usually easier said than done to overcome these troubles. In Lynn's case it is even more difficult, 

with everyone in the family seeming to disapprove of her actions and as Lynn refers to, not on her 

side. During such a visit with so much hospitality, Lynn must resolve into getting over these problems 

in the wedding of his son Dylan (Michael Nardelli), who has stayed with Paul and Patty since little 



age. Another problem arises as Lynn continues to think and have serious doubts whether she is a 

good mother. Elliot and Ben (Daniel Yelsky) are both raised by Lynn, and they also have "issues". The 

former has some kind of severe emotional disorder and can burst into an uncontrollable rampage all 

of a sudden while the latter is also said to have mildly autistic trouble. Alice (Kate Bosworth), 

another child raised by Lynn, also seems to have issues and has even hurt herself before. It is in this 

situation that brings Lynn to the edge. She is on the verge of breaking down, under an extremely 

uncomfortable environment with everyone pointing fingers at her from the outside and her inner 

sorrow of her failures on her children. We have Elliot and Ben. Ben appears as a figure lacking 

confidence and often feels and reacts badly when others discuss his "autistic nature". Elliot is not 

your ordinary teenager. He takes teenage drugs and smokes cigarettes, but he is more than that. At 

times, he seems normal and behaves normally, but at other times, he can act incoherently and 

totally irresponsibly because of his apparent inability to control himself in certain circumstances. 

While Lynn has her unbearable load of issues to tackle, the two teenagers also have to deal with 

their hardships during this somewhat unwanted visit to Lynn's mother. Alice is not presented to us 

as a main character though she has been the focus of conversations from time to time, and when 

she comes up, her problem is no longer her own. It is connected to other members in the family, like 

Lynn herself, and of course her father, Paul. The relationship between her and Paul is one kind of 

relationship, and the relationship between Lynn and Paul concerning her is another kind, and then it 

certainly also causes problems between Patty and Lynn. And between Patty and Lynn it does not end 

there. With Dylan being Lynn's son but being raised by Patty, his tendency towards Lynn for walking 

him down the aisle inevitably results in Patty's fury. The relationships in this family are too complex 

describe in plain words and you will have to see for yourself how complicated it can be. "Another 

Happy Day" has depth in its diversity of emotions portrayed by a group of talented actors and 

actresses, and it is an enjoyable experience. It is a drama about a family in general. It covers life and 

death, sicknesses, teenage problems, emotional disorders, marriages, love, and of course, family. All 

I have to remind you is that "Another Happy Day" may not really guarantee you a "happy" 

experience. For most of the audience, I would say "depression" should be the word. But I guess if 

you face it optimistically and bravely, it can still be a satisfying and happy journey somehow. Either 

way, it is a film where extraordinarily great performances meet affluently rich sentimental displays 

and a film that should be appreciated. 
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Another Thin Man (1939) 
 

An explosives manufacturer suspects a young man is out to kill 

him. He calls in Nick and Nora (with new baby (1-year-old William 

A. Poulsen)) to sort things out. In this adaptation of Dashiell 

Hammett's "The Farewell Murder", Nick and Nora (and their dog 

Asta) visit the estate of Col. MacFay, who is being threatened by a 

mysterious man wanting revenge for a past injustice. When 

MacFay is murdered, that man is the obvious suspect- maybe too 

obvious. Whether it's solving a murder or sipping a Bacardi, Nick 

and Nora Charles are excellent company. When a movie begins 

with C. Aubrey Smith, that craggy paragon of old-fashioned values, 

beaten, shot and stabbed to death and then finishes with Shemp 

Howard, one of the Stooges, dandling a baby, you might believe 

you're in some odd alternate universe. In a way, you are, but the 

universe is the world of Nick and Nora Charles and the movie is 

Another Thin Man. It's the third film William Powell and Myrna 

Loy made about the debonaire amateur sleuth and his wealthy wife. If it doesn't quite reach the 

heights of witty sophistication of the first two, it'll do. Nick and Nora, together with their new baby 

and Asta, are at the Long Island estate of the aging and imperious Burr MacFay (Smith), the partner 

of Nora's father before her father died. He's a financial wizard who still manages much of Nora's 

wealth...and he believes he's a man under a death threat. Within hours of their arrival, late at night, 

a fire starts in the ornate bath house, a fuse apparently blows taking out all the lights, the huge dog 

of the house is found killed...and MacFay is discovered shot, beaten and stabbed. Yet everyone 

seems to have an alibi. And what a bunch there is: MacFay's adopted daughter, Lois MacFay; Dudley 

Horn, the man she plans to marry who seems to love her money as much as he says he loves her; 

Freddie Coleman, MacFay's young, baby-faced secretary who is smitten with Lois; Mrs. Bellam, the 

curiously uncurious housekeeper; and Dorothy Waters, the nanny Nora engaged to help look after 

Nickie, Jr., who suddenly disappears. Those are the ones in the mansion. Lurking outside is a former 

employee of MacFay, Phil Church, who went to prison and now has schemes to cash in; his girl 

friend, his loyal goon and a slow-speaking piece of muscle who wears thick glasses. Nick and Nora 

head back to New York as soon as they can, but the mystery and the threats follow them. It takes a 

visit to the apartment of a woman no one seems to have met and some clever thinking before Nick 

brings everyone together in the Charles' hotel apartment where the ruthless murderer is exposed. 

Even that is complicated by Nickie, Jr.'s boithday party thrown by some of Nick's disreputable 

acquaintances and their kids. In the meantime, we get to enjoy the imperturbable, affectionate and 

wittily ironic relationship between Nick and Nora, and delight in the expert playing of William Powell 

and Myrna Loy. Nick and Nora, especially Nick, enjoys his martinis and scotch, but this time around 

it's a little less obvious and a little more fun. "A Bacardi," says Nick to the waiter in a Latin nightclub. 

He glances over at Nora and adds, "Two Bacardis." Says Nora with a straight face to the waiter, "I'll 

have the same." The waiter brings four Bacardis. The mystery is complicated and, in my view, a little 

too much time is spend on it at the expense of time with the two of them. Still, the movie's extended 

nightclub scene shows just how witty, light and affectionate Powell and Loy could be when they had 

enough time to work their characters together. They made 14 movies together over 20 years, 



including the six in the Thin Man series. Individually or together, Powell and Loy were class acts. And 

yes, Shemp Howard really is there. So's a chest-thumping Marjorie Main. 
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Ansiktet (The Magician) (1958) 
 

When 'Vogler's Magnetic Health Theater' comes to town, there's 

bound to be a spectacle. Reading reports of a variety of 

supernatural disturbances at Vogler's prior performances abroad, 

the leading townspeople (including the police chief and medical 

examiner) request that their troupe provide them a sample of 

their act, before allowing them public audiences. The scientific-

minded disbelievers try to expose them as charlatans, but Vogler 

and his crew prove too clever for them. A Bergman film that's not 

depressing or about death! I've seen a lot of Ingmar Bergman 

films and sometimes I don't want to see one of his films about 

death or mental illness. Well, starting in the 1960s to the 1980s, 

these were the main themes of his movies, but in some of his 

earlier films, these are not so pervasive--such as the movies The 

Devil's Eye (a comedy) and The Magician ("Ansiktet"). Because of 

this, they may be more approachable to the average viewer who would balk at the much more 

serious tone of such classics as Through a Glass Darkly (deep depression), Persona (mental illness), 

Autumn Sonata (repressed anger and abandonment), The Seventh Seal (death and the plague) or 

Fanny and Alexander (child abuse and emotional neglect). The story is about a traveling group of 

hoaxers who put on a show combining magic and "animal magnetism" (i.e., an early name given to 

hypnosis). When they arrive at a Swedish town, they are forced to come to an audience with the 

local official and his cronies who want to prove that the act is a fraud. Bergman really doesn't try to 

resolve this issue, but instead shows how the town officials are really rather petty and mean people. 

How this traveling group deftly survives this encounter is the main focus of the movie. I especially 

liked the portion of the movie about the autopsy. It sounds gross, but I thought it was actually kind 

of funny. One of the officials is a cold and rather nasty doctor who longs for a chance to do an 

autopsy on the hypnotist. He gets far more than he bargains for--that's all I really want to say--

otherwise it might ruin the suspense. So, overall I liked the movie. It was not great but well acted 

and not the least bit depressing. 
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Anthony Adverse (1936) 
 

In 18th-century Italy, an orphan's (15-year-old Billy Mauch as 

Anthony Adverse, at 10-years-old) debt to the man who raised 

him threatens to separate him forever from the woman he loves. 

In late 18th century Italy, a beautiful young woman finds herself 

married to a rich but cruel older man. However, she is in love with 

another, younger man. When the husband finds out, he kills the 

lover in a swordfight, and takes his wife on a long trip throughout 

Europe. Months later, she dies giving birth to a son. The husband 

leaves the child at a convent, where he is raised until the age of 

10; then he is apprenticed to a local merchant, who gives him the 

name "Anthony Adverse" because of the adversity in his life. But 

his adversity has only begun, as fate takes him to Cuba, Africa, 

and Paris. Flawed, but interesting adaptation of a flawed, but 

interesting book. Today both Hervey Allen and his novel, Anthony 

Adverse, are all but forgotten, as is the 1936 Mervyn Leroy 

adaptation. Allen has never been granted a biography or a critical study (one could also say the same 

thing about Mervyn Leroy) while both the novel and the film are dismissed as over blown, prolix 

"white elephants". This is not entirely fair. Allen's 1200 page colossus was the greatest best seller of 

its day, and was only surpassed when Margaret Mitchell wrote Gone With The Wind, while Leroy's 

film isn't bad. In fact it is pretty good, in its own way. First of all, Leroy managed to condense Allen's 

erudite, baroque epic into the space of a two -hour, black and white film. In doing so, he managed to 

retain most of the novels elaborate religious symbolism (Allen seems to have been either a Lapsed, 

but still affectionate Catholic or an Episcopalian of the "high church" variety with a fascination with 

Priests, The Virgin Mary, and Crucifixion symbols), all of the colorful characters (Allen seems to have 

ransacked Tolstoy, Dickens, Dumas, and Balzac for ideas.), and most of the action. (the carriage 

chase in the Alps is one of the great "scenes" of thirties cinema). The film has also retained the 

novels plot, or most of it. One would not know, for example, that the hero ends up dying rather un-

heroically in Texas sometime in the early eighteen twenties, or that the book has a truly bizarre, 

ambiguous epilogue in which "white trash" settlers of Texas from Missouri stumble across the 

statuette of the virgin and the ruins of Adverse's estate. The great problem with the book - and with 

the film - is that Anthony Adverse is NOT a heroic figure. He is played upon, not player, a passive, 

frequently humiliated victim of adversity. Clearly, Allen wanted to make him a philosophical hero, 

not a swashbuckler. He is a clerk, for heaven's sake. Most of the time, he is engaged in capitalist 

transactions of some sort, instead of sword-play. (indeed, the only sword- play in the movie is 

between the villainous Don Luis and Anthony's father.) The basic action is simple. One Priest gives 

Anthony a mind, by teaching him. Another gives him a soul, by reminding him that slavery is a sin 

(Incidentally, the film is a powerful indictment of slavery and racism). Finally, Olivia De Havilland's 

character gives him a heart, by introducing him to the son he never knew he had. March - a very fine 

actor at his best - seems curiously flat and passive in the role of Adverse. The truly great 

performances are by Claude Rains and Gale Sondergaard as the over the top super-villains. Rains 

exudes decadence, arrogance and sadism, while Sondergaard won the first best supporting actress 

Oscar, simply by grinning satanically for two hours. 
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Antitrust (2001) 
 

This movie is the fictional story of computer programming genius 

Milo Hoffman after graduating from Stanford and getting out into 

the competitive world of computer software. In his contemplation 

of where to begin his career, he is contacted by Gary Winston 

whose character is loosely based on Bill Gates. Winston is the CEO 

of a company called NURV, and they are on the brink of 

completing the global communication's system, Synapse. They 

need Hoffman to help them meet their launch date, so after much 

thought and with the full support of his girlfriend Alice, he accepts 

the job. Tragedy soon after strikes and Milo becomes suspicious 

of the company he has been wrapped up in. He learns that 

trusting anyone could be a mistake, and that nothing is as it 

seems. After graduating from Stanford, two idealistic computer 

whiz kids who are best friends are offered jobs at NURV, a giant 

Portland company with a driven boss, Gary Winston, on the verge of a world-linking satellite 

communication system. With support from his girlfriend Alice, Milo takes the job; Teddy says no and 

continues work on a media compression program he wants to make available free. Winston takes a 

personal interest in Milo, whose genius can help NURV meet its launch date, and Milo responds with 

brilliance and long hours. When Teddy meets with tragedy and Winston's offhand remark makes 

Milo suspicious, he decides to investigate Winston and NURV. But, whom can he trust? I praise 

Hollywood for creating a movie that does not have mass appeal. Too often movies of this type are 

designed to be for too wide an audience and all credibility is lost. This film avoids this, for the most 

part, by primarily appealing to a core target audience in the 15 to 35 age range. The credits 

sequence began and I immediately cringed and thought, "Hacker 2...ugh." but it didn't turn out that 

way, much to my pleasure. Horrible computer idiocy was kept to a minimum, and generally only 

used for dramatic effect rather than the "computerz r kewl" aspect. The dramatic performances 

were very good in my opinion and the film was superb in creating suspense. The soundtrack is rather 

excellent as well. By my guess, huge changes were made to this film (based on the trailer) and I look 

forward to seeing an alternate version or cut-scenes on the DVD. I definitely recommend this movie 

for anyone who likes technology and computers. For everyone else, I don't know if you would like it, 

honestly, but I can tell you it's not a whole movie about computers. 
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Anton (1996) 
 

Anton (Jacob Krarup) is 10-years-old. Anton's father was a jet 

fighter pilot who died in an accident. Anton's mother told Anton 

that his father is flying angels around in heaven. Anton is obsessed 

with aeroplanes (his bedroom is full of models and posters) and is 

(re-)building a full-size aeroplane in the Garage. He plans to use 

this aeroplane to fly up to his father. The film is about Anton 

coming to terms with his father's death and about friends, 

enemies and first love. Nothing spectacular. Yet another well-

meaning afternoon Tv-film about a little boy and his big airplane. 

Nothing spectacular about this film. It seems as if it wants to be 

Very Serious and say Important Things about life and death - but 

doesn't deliver anything new or interesting. You've seen this story 

before, and you'll see it again - so don't bother. 
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Anton (1996) 
 

Anton (Jacob Krarup) is 10-years-old. Anton's father was a jet 

fighter pilot who died in an accident. Anton's mother told Anton 

that his father is flying angels around in heaven. Anton is 

obsessed with airplanes (his bedroom is full of models and 

posters) and is (re-)building a full-size airplane in the Garage. He 

plans to use this airplane to fly up to his father. The film is about 

Anton coming to terms with his father's death and about friends, 

enemies and first love. Nothing spectacular. Yet another well-

meaning afternoon TV-film about a little boy and his big airplane. 

Nothing spectacular about this film. It seems as if it wants to be 

Very Serious and say Important Things about life and death - but 

doesn't deliver anything new or interesting. You've seen this story 

before, and you'll see it again - so don't bother. 
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Antz (1998) 
 

In an anthill with millions of inhabitants, Z 4195 is a worker ant. 

Feeling insignificant in a conformity system, he accidentally meets 

beautiful Princess Bala, who has a similar problem on the other 

end of the social scale. In order to meet her again, Z switches 

sides with his soldier friend Weaver - only to become a hero in the 

course of events. By this he unwillingly crosses the sinister plans 

of ambitious General Mandible (Bala's fiancé, by the way), who 

wants to divide the ant society into a superior, strong race 

(soldiers) and an inferior, to-be-eliminated race (the workers). But 

Z and Bala, both unaware of the dangerous situation, try to leave 

the oppressive system by heading for Insectopia, a place where 

food paves the streets. Z the worker-ant strives to reconcile his 

own individuality with the communal work-ethic of the ant 

colony. Falling in love with the ant-Princess Bala, Z strives to make 

social inroads, and then ultimately must save the ant colony from the treacherous schemings of the 

evil General Mandible that threaten to wipe out the entire worker population. Themes of 

individuality run rampant. Z-4195, a worker ant, tries to break from his totalitarian hive society and 

get the attention of Princess Bala. He trades positions with his friend Weaver, a soldier ant, to see 

the princess during a parade. Unfortunately war breaks out during the parade, Z becomes a hero 

during the battles, and begins to spread the idea of individualism throughout the hive. Z is a worker 

ant that doesn't fit in. He longs for a life that strays from his monotonous routine. One night in a bar 

he dances with a female that turns out to be the princess. In order to see her again, he switches 

places with one of his friends that is a soldier. Little does Z know that he will be sent into battle and 

start the adventure of his life. Z struggles to get the princess, defeat the evil general, and find his 

own identity. Z is just another ant in a colony of millions, striving for individuality. He falls in love 

with Princess Bala, and convinces his Warrior ant friend Weaver to switch places with him for a day, 

so that he can see Princess Bala once again. The outcome of this throws Z into a bigger adventure 

than he ever dreamed possible. 'Antz' is a great animation movie. Probably it is more for adults than 

for children, according to some of the jokes. The story is nice and simple but it also has a meaning. 

Of course we see ants in the movie, but in a way we can reflect some parts on our own lives. The 

movie has a lot of very funny moments. The opening words by the hero Z (voice by Woody Allen) are 

great. I also liked his little one-liners. After dancing in a bar with a female ant he discovers she is 

actually Princess Bala (Sharon Stone). He falls in love and the only way to see her again is to trade 

places with his friend Weaver (Sylvester Stallone). Z is a worker, Weaver a soldier. Workers are 

considered the weaker ants. Because of an evil plan by a general named Mandible (Gene Hackman), 

Z and the other soldiers are send into battle with termites. They win the battle but Z is the only ant 

that returns. He is war hero but soon it is known he is a worker. Kind of by accident he kidnaps 

Princess Bala. In the mean while Mandible needs Princess Bala for his evil plan to kill the Queen 

(voice by Anne Bancroft) and all the weaker ants to start a new colony. You probably can guess the 

story from here on so I will not say anymore. The movie has beautiful animations, so many funny 

moments and the perfect voices for the perfect characters. Especially Woody Allen, Sharon Stone 

and Sylvester Stallone do a great job. Other famous voices you will recognize are from Danny Glover, 



Dan Aykroyd, Jennifer Lopez and Christopher Walken. After (or before) 'A Bug's Life' another ant-

movie you will definitely enjoy. 
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Anya's Bell (1999) 
 

A blind woman (Della Reese) who collects bells and never leaves 

the house suddenly finds herself alone when her mother dies. 

Then a neighbor, 12-year-old boy (13-year-old Mason Gamble), 

who others term as slow, becomes her friend. Together they both 

make new discoveries, the main one being that the boy suffers 

from dyslexia - a condition that none of his teachers or parents 

have discovered. The boy aids the older woman in learning to use 

a walking cane, so she can become mobile and better take care of 

herself. Simple, yet touching and heartwarming. When you think 

of all the movies we have grown to like, they usually involve 

someone being blown to pieces, or spectacular special effects, or various "four-letter words" every 

second word. Of course TV Movies can't meet these guidelines since they work on a relatively 

limited budget and reduced time frame. As a result we end up getting movies with cheesy plots (and 

sometimes no plots at all!) with lame acting and all we think to ourselves after two hours is "Could 

have gone bowlin' or something!" Well after two hours of "Anya's Bell", I was not only impressed, 

but deeply moved. This is a heartwarming tale of a boy who befriends an old blind lady. Plot sound 

familiar? It probably does - young kid meets old man - they team up, start a wonderful friendship - 

man dies. Even though Anya's Bell follows this model plot, it still manages to keep the viewer 

interested. The deeply emotional performances of Mason Gamble (Dennis the Menace) and Della 

Reese (Touched By An Angel) in the roles of Scott and Anya can't help but affect the viewer on an 

emotional level. The subplots I didn't care much for. You may find it cheesy, unrealistic and way too 

familiar, but perhaps that's a good thing. Perhaps we need to get in touch more with our emotions. 

After all, this movie is a lot more realistic than "Terminator 2" or "Star Wars" (although Star Wars is 

one of my favourite movies of all time!). Bottom Line - "Anya's Bell" isn't the best TV movie ever 

made, but it sure is a great, touching, and heartwarming film, that had my attention every step of 

the way. Good family entertainment stressing good moral values. It's more worth your time 

watching this movie than watching some ridiculous, crude sitcom. I give it an 8 out of 10 - my highest 

rating EVER for a TV Movie! Also with Clayton Taylor. 
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Aozora-E-Shoot! (Go Rascals!) (2003) 
 

This film is a heart-warming comedy drama about a hopeless little 

league soccer team, Rascals. In short, this is soccer version of the 

movie "The Bad News Bears". Meet the Rascals. A hopeless little 

soccer team, full of talentless misfits and cowards. They've never 

won the game, let alone score a single point. The Rascals are full 

of heart, yet lack the skill and training to overcome their 

problems. On the other hand, there is Daisuke, the best player on 

the best team in the city. His future, in soccer, seems perfect and 

his team is destined to play in the championship game. Yet 

something is missing. Hope for the Rascals arrives in the form of 

Shinnosuke, a new teacher and coach at the Rascals school. He 

breathes new spirit into the hopeless Rascals with his enthusiasm 

by signing 2 new players including Daisuke. The Rascals may have a chance to get to the 

championship game. But their road to success is paved with problems including Shinnosuke's 

relationship with his wheelchair bound fiancé, juggling the many personalities of each team member 

and Shinnosuke's own personal demons. The Rascals and Shinnosuke must look deep within 

themselves if they are to be true champions on the field, and champions in life!!!! 
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Apa (Father: Diary Of One Week) (1966) 
 

Over the years, Hungarian director István Szabó has become 

famous for films like "Mephisto" (about a man who sells himself 

to the Nazis for status) and "Sunshine" (about three generations 

of a Jewish-Hungarian family). One of his early movies was "Apa" 

("Father" in English), about Tako (Dániel Erdély), a boy in post-war 

Hungary. Tako's father is dead, and Tako likes to think that his 

father died heroically fighting the Nazis. But as Tako ages, he 

starts to question whether or not that's the whole story, and is 

determined to find out. Along with this, "Father" looks at the 

changes that the Magyar Republic underwent after the war. An 

example is the school's renaming: previously St. Benedict's 

School, the pro-Soviet government renames it State School. In 

that sense, I would say that the movie plays a role similar to "I 

vitelloni" by Federico Fellini and "The Burmese Harp" by Kon Ichikawa, since they looked at the new 

directions that Italy and Japan were taking, respectively, and how they were having to deal with 

what happened during WWII. Hungary also had to do this, although it really had to follow the Soviet 

Union. Either way, "Apa" is certainly a formidable piece of cinema history. Definitely one of which 

the people of Magyarország can be proud. 
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Apache Blood (1975) 
 

This is truly one of the worst films I have had the misfortunate of 

seeing. It was my dad's turn to rent a film, and for some reason he 

came home 'Pursuit' a.k.a. 'Apache Blood.' The fact that it is a 

western, piqued his interest. As we began to watch it, we 

recognized that the acting (what little there was) was horrid, and 

the plot, insipid. Upon this discovery, we realized that our 

evenings entertainment was ruined. But maybe not. My dad 

ingeniously decided to run the tape on fast forward while in play 

function. With a few added silly sound effects, what was drivel, 

turned into a hilarious father/daughter evening. 
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Aparajito (The Unvanquished) (1956) 
 

A boy (Pinaki Sengupta & Smaran Ghosal) leaves home to study in 

Calcutta, while his mother must face a life alone. After living 

awhile in Benares, 10-year-old Apu and his mother move in with 

her uncle in a small Bengali village. Apu enters a local school, 

where he does well. By the time he graduates, he has a 

scholarship to study at a college in Calcutta. So off he goes. His 

mother is torn by his leaving, and by his growing independence. 

She loves her son very much and wants him to succeed, but she 

does not want to be left alone. My Introduction To Satyajit Ray. 

Even as the middle segment of a trilogy, this was my introduction 

to Satyajit Ray, turning me into an instant fan, and is one of the 

greatest films I've seen. The neo-realist leanness the film is 

completely absorbing & is perfectly matched to the characters. 

Not having been to India, I'll admit to being unsure of how true to 

reality the look of the film is, but Ray's gift for detail is in a league of its' own - I consider the opening 

scenes (establishing shots from Benares intercut with shots of young Apu running through narrow 

lanes) to be among cinema's most memorable moments, and a great example of allowing images 

and rhythm to tell a story. I don't want to overstate it, but this is a really beautiful, haunting film - 

from its warmest to its most tragic elements, I was thinking about it for quite a while afterwards. 

APARAJITO is obviously the work of a genuinely enthusiastic filmmaker, and also a great thinker as 

well - every cinephile should see it. Would love to see all of Ray's work available in the U.S., and on 

DVD. 
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Apart From Hugh (1994) 
 

This is an enjoyable film on its own terms. I found the production 

values and acting to be somewhat variable but I did feel 

transported to a small town in the Northwest. I was quite moved 

by the story of a young man who is not sure that he has seen 

enough of life in order to stay settled down with his more 

experienced, worldly partner. His sidekick from a previous life, 

Frieda, is a memorable character in her own right and brings real 

humor to the story. I would recommend this film. It is not top-

notch drama but it is an interesting film containing love and truth. 
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Apartment Zero (Conviviendo Con La Muerte) (1988) 
 

Set in modern day Buenos Aires, the film centers around a 

relationship between two emotionally crippled roommates. 

Adrian LeDuc (Colin Firth) is a lonely sociopath who is forced to 

rent his insane mothers room due to poor ticket sales at his 

revival movie theater. Jack Carney (Hart Bochner), the new 

roommate, appears normal enough at first but it soon becomes 

apparent that he is hiding something. As their friendship 

develops, Adrian suppresses his suspicions that Jack may be the 

government mercenary turned serial killer who has been 

terrorizing the city. The other eccentric residents of the building 

begin to worry as Adrian shows increasing signs that his mothers 

insanity may be hereditary. The shocking climax of this twisted 

tale of deceit, perversion and murder reveals the darker side of 

the human psyche. I was so shaken the first time I saw 

"Apartment Zero" that in my film going experiences, everything I see is somehow related to that 

initial overwhelming emotion. Many thought I was a suitable case for treatment, as the film, takes 

you where, a normal human being, wouldn't like to venture. Maybe that's it, maybe there is 

something of Adrian in all of us, Colin Firth's masterful performance, makes that uncomfortable 

assumption, pretty plausible. Someone who's not at ease around other human beings, suddenly, for 

practical reasons, allows one into his life and becomes an addict. He cannot do without that 

presence without that fear without that feeling. No film ever has been able to tell us that in such a 

gripping, entertaining, cinematic way. 
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Apo Tin Akri Tis Polis (From The Edge Of The City) (1998) 
 

The "Edge of the City" means Menidi, a poor suburb on the edge 

of pulsating Athens (the city). Menidi harbours many Cosssack 

Greeks. They are also called "pontios", ethnic Greeks from the 

Black Sea dispersed through the ex-Southern Soviet Union in the 

Stalin era. The "pontios" have returned to Greece en masse after 

the demise of the USSR. The parents speak mostly Greek, but the 

teenage children speak a hybrid Russian-Greek language which 

reflects their lack of identity and marginalization in Greece's 

highly xenophobic society (the only EU country where no 

minorities exist!...officially). The teenagers' marginalization leads 

them to the core of the film's theme: the lives of petty crime and 

prostitution which these second or third class Greeks lead. Their 

camaraderie, the way they mock each others' dealing in 

homosexuality, their sexual and criminal exploitation by rich 

Greeks, their own exploitation of prostitutes, sexual and moral ambiguity all lead to the film's 

defining! FROM THE EDGE OF THE CITY, Greece's official submission for the best Foreign Film Oscar, 

is a multi-layered film that can likewise appeal to many spheres of society. In (homophobic?) Greece, 

it has been viewed as a serious study of urban angst, involving immigrant Russian Greeks avoiding 

any mention of the film's overkill gay content. Nevertheless, it has been a box-office success, though 

mainstream Greece dares not mention one of the reasons for the success is the (paid) love that 

likewise dares not mention its name. In contrast, the film's international exposure up to now, prior 

to the Oscar nominations, has been almost exclusively at International Gay Film Festivals: San 

Francisco and, particularly Verzaubert, which tours Germany's largest cities, including Berlin where I 

saw it. The American-accented openly gay director of the film (one of the few Greek professionals 

who has dared come out of the closet) made a point of explaining this to the all-male sold-out crowd 

in Berlin in late November. He made the movie as a labor of love; out of his fixation on the leading 

character, which, like the rest of the cast, are not professional actors, just real Russian-Greek 

immigrant youth. These guys' desperate quest to get ahead in the European Union's consumer-

driven society leads them to crime, including male prostitution, though they themselves exploit 

female prostitutes. Add to those conflicts, the homoerotic overtones of these teenage guys' physical 

contacts, realization and open discussion of their lives as homosexual prostitutes, and the film 

exceeds any definition of a gay film. This is very clear. That notwithstanding, many will continue to 

be in denial of this, and look at the film as social commentary, as an immigration tragedy, as a 

generational-conflict movie. Indeed, this movie can be many things to many people. 
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Apocalypse Now Redux (1979) 
 

Based on Joseph Conrad's Heart Of Darkness, this is a 

controversial addition to the multitude of Vietnam war movies in 

existence. Set in 1969 Vietnam, we follow U.S. Special Forces 

Captain Willard on his mission up a river into Cambodia to 

assassinate a renegade Green Beret who has set himself up as a 

God among a local tribe. Vietnam, 1969. Burnt out Special Forces 

officer Captain Willard is sent into the jungle with top-secret 

orders to find and kill renegade Colonel Kurtz who has set up his 

own army within the jungle. As Willard descends into the jungle, 

he is slowly over taken by the jungle's mesmerizing powers and 

battles the insanity which surrounds him. His boat crew succumbs 

to drugs and is slowly killed off one by one. As Willard continues 

his journey he becomes more and more like the man he was sent 

to kill. Captain Willard, whose mission is "Terminate with extreme 

prejudice", receives orders to seek out a renegade military outpost led by a mysterious Colonel Kurtz 

during the Vietnam war. It is the height of the war in Vietnam, and U.S. Army Captain Willard is sent 

by Colonel Lucas and a General to carry out a mission that, officially, 'does not exist - nor will it ever 

exist'. The mission: To seek out a mysterious Green Beret Colonel, Walter Kurtz, whose army has 

crossed the border into Cambodia and is conducting hit-and-run missions against the Viet Cong and 

NVA. The army believes Kurtz has gone completely insane and Willard's job is to eliminate him! 

Willard, sent up the Nung River on a U.S. Navy patrol boat, discovers that his target is one of the 

most decorated officers in the U.S. Army. His crew meets up with surfer-type Lt-Colonel Kilgore, 

head of a U.S. Army helicopter cavalry group which eliminates a Viet Cong outpost to provide an 

entry point into the Nung River. After some hair-raising encounters, in which some of his crew are 

killed, Willard, Lance and Chef reach Colonel Kurtz's outpost, beyond the Do Lung Bridge. Now, after 

becoming prisoners of Kurtz, will Willard & the others be able to fulfill their mission? If there was 

one film that I could say I found really disturbing that would be Apocalypse Now. There really is 

nothing like it, you would not think a war movie was scary, but this is. It does not shy away from the 

truth. The thing that makes it so realistic is because it shows how a group of innocent young men 

can change during their time at war. War is killing these men slowly even when they are not fighting, 

it shows the psychological damage of war. This is not a film full of big battles, even though there are 

many, it is rather a character study of soldiers changing through time. Apocalypse Now is one of my 

all time favourite movies, though it may not suit everyone's tastes as it astonishingly honest. Which 

makes it very scary... The film has a kind of dizzying effect on you and by the end of the movie you 

may feel a little disorientated because of the way the camera moves and the sicko speeches by 

Marlon Brando. Nothing can prepare you for Apocalypse Now because of it's disturbing narration 

from Martin Sheen. The Redux version is perfect it makes the film even for frightening because there 

is more of the unknown sinking feeling ahead. Francis Ford Coppola spent ages making this 

masterpiece and nearly broke him down in the process. One of the most expensive films ever made, 

you can tell by seeing the scene where the U.S. army bomb a Vietnamese village with no mercy. 

These men who are scared of using there guns become more insane towards the end of the movie. 

The sound is terrific and it has that sensation of you being inside the film because of the feeling of 



the sound. Marlon Brando's performance only lasts about 25 minutes and he steals the show! 

Apocalypse Now probably also has my favourite opening scene, it is one of those ones that grips you 

straight away with force. It focuses on a bunch of trees with The Doors-The End playing and then the 

whole forest blows up as you hear the whirring of the helicopter go by. The lyrics to the song are 

very haunting and depressing. The story is based on Joseph Conrad's Heart Of Darkness. It tells the 

brutal story of how a man is sent to Vietnam to kill an insane army general. He has a group of men 

who he takes all the way up river to Colonel Walter E. Kurtz played by Marlon Brando. As Martin 

Sheen goes further and further up the river, he becomes more distant from the reality and learns the 

true reality of war. Just watch how him and his crew change as they go up the river. There are a 

great array of actors like Lawrence Fishbourne who has one of his first performances. A very sad and 

haunting film that will stick with you forever. Watch it in the dark and you will feel the true horror. 
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Appaloosa (2008) 
 

Two friends hired to police a small town that is suffering under 

the rule of a rancher find their job complicated by the arrival of a 

young widow. 1882, New Mexico Territory. Virgil Cole and Everett 

Hitch are itinerant lawmen, hired by desperate towns as marshal 

and deputy. The city fathers of Appaloosa hire them after Randall 

Bragg, a newly-arrived rancher with money and a gang of thugs, 

disrupts commerce and kills three local lawmen. Cole and Hitch 

contrive to arrest Bragg and bring him to trial, but hanging him 

proves difficult. Meanwhile, a widow has arrived in town, Allison 

French, pretty, refined, and good-natured. Virgil falls hard, and it 

seems mutual, but there may be more to Allie than meets the 

eye. Can friendship and skill with a gun overcome a pernicious 

villain and green-eyed jealousy? An old school western that more 

than gets the job done. It's a tour de "fource" for Ed Harris. Films 

are made for us to escape to a new reality, whether that reality be complete fantasy, present day, 

the future, or in this case, the good old West. What we have here is a great western that looks and 

feels like a classic in the making, an old school western with an old school touch of directing (and 

acting) from Ed Harris. Appaloosa is very accessible in a film genre that isn't so accessible. It's a 

straightforward film that, despite that, never becomes predictable and formulaic. Harris's wonderful 

job on all fronts make Appaloosa one of the most complete films of the year. It's got it all, great 

writing, killer acting, and a great atmosphere that allows the viewer to get trapped in this old 

western world. Set in 1882 New Mexico, Appaloosa follows the fate of the town of the same name, 

which has fallen into the control of a ruthless outlaw (Jeremy Irons), and the powers that be have 

hired new hands to take control of the situation (Harris and Viggo Mortensen). However, when a 

mysterious widow (Renee Zellweger) arrives in town, loyalties will be tested, friendships will be put 

on trial, and guns will be fired. The strong point, as I've said, is Ed Harris, who pulls the quadruple 

threat of acting, directing, writing, and producing. Despite all the work he did on this film, he still 

manages to turn in an Oscar worthy performance as the steadfast and unwavering commander of 

the town. Harris is subtle, nuanced, and never out of control. He commands the screen every time 

he's on it, without yelling or doing anything too crazy. Viggo Mortensen's near silent performance is 

not short on talent either, as one of silent acting's kings continues to show incredible versatility (the 

guy is a fantasy king, Russian mobster, and now an old west Deputy Marshall). To complete the 

trifecta of greatness, Jeremy Irons is the only guy I can imagine in the role of the film's villain. His 

freezing stare, mixed with the icy cold voice he is most known for, makes him one of the most 

memorable villains of the year. Renee Zellweger really didn't add anything to the movie, though her 

character wasn't too interesting, and just serves as a plot device. This is what keeps the film from 

getting that "10" from me. The rest of the supporting cast is really a non-issue, as the story really 

only revolves around a few characters. What I enjoyed most about the film is that it really made me 

feel like I was out west...right down to the little details, such as sandstorms, the presence of Native 

Americans, small drawls from the actors (thankfully none besides Zellweger had a bad one), and the 

different kinds of horses & guns in the film. Harris keeps the film moving nicely, and there's only a 

few moments where I felt it dragged a bit. Like I've said, it's hard to find a real fault here...the film is 



just well done all around, from a production standpoint. When all is said and done, I knew how I felt 

about this film the second the lights went on. I clapped and said, "that was great". Appaloosa is an 

old school western that has everything a fan of the genre could want...including a suspenseful and 

tense gunfight and crazy Native Americans on horses! It's definitely one of the most complete 

westerns and films I've seen this year, and should be in contention for a few awards come Oscar 

season. 
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Apple Jack (The Legend of Apple Jack) (2003) 
 

On the eve of Halloween, 1938, CBS radio reported UFO's in the 

skies over the United States. That same night, two notorious 

criminals escaped the maximum security prison at Macatawa. 

They were never seen again. Apple Jack is a high brow story about 

low brow people caught in a divine intervention and told in the 

grand and romantic traditions of hollywood. It's a film that makes 

you feel like you're on a Disney ride that makes a horribly wrong 

turn. Mark Whiting displays his genius in this beautiful snapshot 

of the seemingly random yet exquisitely balanced universe. He 

weaves a masterful tale of several characters whose lives become 

elaborately interwoven by happenstance and comical fate, and 

then provides a most pleasing resolution that resets our faith in 

the cosmos. Though only 16 minutes in length, you come away 

feeling as satiated as you would from a full-length movie. It is apparent that Mark is as comfortable 

behind the camera as he is at the animation desk. We even get hints of his animation background in 

the lovely segue with the firefly. With 11-year-old Cole and Dylan Sprouse. Apple Jack is most worthy 

of 10 stars out of 10! Excellent!!! 
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Appointment In Tokyo (1945) 
 

Produced by the Army Pictorial Service, Signal Corps, with the 

cooperation of the Army Air Forces and the United States Navy, 

and released by Warner Bros. for the War Activities Committee, 

Motion Picture Industry, "Appointment in Tokyo" is the film story 

of four years of Pacific war detailing the history of the defeat of 

Japan. The path traces across the Pacific from Corregidor in 1942, 

General Wainwright's surrender, the Death March, Australia in 

peril, the turning points of Naval victory in the Coral Sea, land 

victory at Guadalcana, and air victory over a giant Japanese 

convoy in the Bismark Sea. Vast armies are marshaled in the 

Philippines as the Marines take Iwo Jima, and combined Army, 

Navy and Marine forces take Okinawa. This was released in 1945 

and it shows because it is very dated. The Japanese are evil 

incarnated -- "bandy legged Nip infantrymen" the narrator calls 

them at one point -- and we see plenty of Japanese bodies, dead 

and dying. The Americans are fearless, defiant, homesick, and religious. In fact they're very religious. 

Some of the footage is news film, some is staged, and some captured from the Japanese. Here's an 

example of how the Americans are treated. Any recent history book will refer to the battle of Leyte 

Gulf as "controversial." The reason it's controversial is that Admiral Halsey took off with his entire 

fleet to engage a Japanese force that was designed to lure him into doing just that. It left the back 

door open to another Japanese force which could have sailed down to our ongoing landings at Leyte 

Gulf and demolished them. That they did not do that is due to confusion and lack of communications 

among the Japanese. As it was, the Japanese turned away only at the last minute. How does the film 

handle the battle of Leyte Gulf. It was very simple. The Japanese sent three naval forces against the 

landings. We also sent three forces against theirs, and we defeated them. No room for confusion 

here. Of course it's easy to criticize inaccuracies or editorial twists in a movie shot and put together 

in the final months of the war. As propaganda it stacks up fairly well, no worse than Frank Capra's 

"Why We Fight" series, but not nearly as good as Leni Riefenstahl's "Triumph of the Will" or John 

Huston's "The Battle of San Pietro." It lacks any artistry in the shooting (which is understandable) or 

in the narration (which is less excusable). On the whole it is a paean to General Douglas MacArthur. 

The flag is raised over a reconquered Leyte as "the general fulfills a soldier's promise." What's really 

exceptional about it is the combat footage of the U. S. Army in the Southwest Pacific. There are 

many familiar shots, but many more that don't show up very often in documentaries or feature 

films. Mostly we've seen on screen color film of combat involving the Marines and Naval air. Here 

we see ordinary army grunts slogging through the mud or fighting house to house to take Manila. 

Much of the attention in the Pacific has gone to the Marine Corps and Navy in the Central Pacific, 

island hopping from one famous name to another. The fighting under MacArthur was brutal too but 

perhaps we know less about it because it was a bit more difficult to figure out why it was taking 

place. What I mean, for instance, is that the islands of the Central Pacific had strategic importance. 

The Marines took Saipan because from its airfields our bombers could reach the Japanese mainland. 

Much of MacArthur's battles had no simple explanation. Anyway, yes, it twists history, as expected, 

but maybe its simplicity makes it that much more effective as a learning experience. Let's shave off 



the rough edges if it helps today's generation of students get at least some grasp of what World War 

II was about. A poll of high school seniors taken about 15 years ago showed that a substantial 

number didn't know which side Japan fought on. What was once propaganda may now serve 

another purpose -- straightforward education, with glosses by the teacher. 
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Appointment With Death (1988) 
 

Emily Boynton, step-mother to the three Boynton children and 

mother to Ginevra, blackmails the family lawyer, Jefferson Cope, 

into destroying a second will of her late husband which would 

have freed the childern from her dominating influence. She takes 

herself and the children on holiday to Europe and the Holy Land. 

In Jerusalem, Hercule Poirot meets up with a woman friend, Dr. 

King who falls in love with Raymond Boynton to Emily's 

disapproval. Lady Westholme, her secretary and Cope are 

following them too. The children discover about the second will 

and Emily succeeds in rubbing the rest up the wrong way causing 

much hatred towards her. At a dig, everybody wonders about the 

camp and Emily is found dead... poisoned. Poirot investigates. 

When Emily Boynton is found dead at an archaeological dig near 

the Dead Sea, there are a great many suspects. Boynton is a 

harridan, a former prison wardress who dominates the lives of 

her three adult stepchildren and her daughter. She is loud and rude, much to the dislike of Lady 

Westholme, a transplanted American Anglophile and member of the British government and Miss 

Quinton, the archaeologist in charge of the dig. Also present is Jefferson Cope, the family attorney 

whom she blackmailed into destroying her late husband's most recent will, thereby ensuring she 

would inherit everything. By the time of her death, Hercule Poirot has been traveling with this group 

for several days and already knows a good deal about them. He is more than happy to accept a 

request from his friend, Colonel Carbury, to assist the authorities in their investigation. Appointment 

with Death was the last theatrical release of that series of Hercule Poirot mysteries. I'm sure Peter 

Ustinov probably could have done others. I wouldn't be surprised if in fact the BBC Poirot series 

starring David Suchet which we in America saw for many years may have killed the more expensive 

budgeted big screen Poirot that Ustinov did so well. This particular mystery finds Hercule Poirot on 

holiday and in the company both on ship and later in British mandated Palestine in the mid Thirties 

of an American family headed by a tyrannical stepmother played by Piper Laurie. She has one grown 

daughter and three stepchildren one of whom is married. All live with her and the terms of her late 

husband's will give her complete control of the family fortune. The power of the purse keeps the 

whole family under her thumb. Laurie's come a long way since she was a matron in a women's 

prison. Another woman along on the trip who's come along way is a character based on Lady Nancy 

Astor, an American born woman who married a title and now has a seat in Parliament played by 

Lauren Bacall. She's traveling with a companion played by Hailey Mills. Also along on the trip is David 

Soul, Laurie's family attorney and Jenny Seagrove as a young doctor. On an excursion out in the 

desert Laurie turns up dead and the mystery is afoot. Of course Poirot through careful questioning 

and a gathering of the suspects eventually finds out who the real murderer is. The film has of course 

an impressive cast which also includes John Gielgud as the local police inspector in Jerusalem. A 

young Arab boy also dies during the film, killed because he witnessed the murder and can identify 

the culprit. That particular act robs us of any sympathy we might have had for the perpetrator. 

Appointment with Death also benefits from good photography, shot on location in both Israel and 



Italy with interiors done in London. All the Peter Ustinov Poirot films are of excellent quality and are 

a great introduction to the work Agatha Christie. 
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Apprentice To Murder (1988) 
 

Fire-and-brimstone preacher sees Satan everywhere, trains 

gullible young boy (20-year-old Chad Lowe) to "detect" evil, and 

the two of them commit several murders in the name of Jesus. 

Based on a true story. Pow-Wow...Not Too "Wow-Awesome". This 

is quite weird..."Apprentice to Murder" combines three major 

elements that I always deliberately seek for in horror/cult movies, 

but rarely ever find together. And yet, in spite of featuring this 

rather unique potpourri, the film sadly left me Siberian cold. For 

starters (1) the film is obscure and incredibly hard to find. Usually 

there's a good reason for this, but personally I still hope to 

stumble upon some genuine undiscovered gems from time to 

time. Then (2) the story is based, or at least loosely inspired, by 

true events. More than often, facts are far more astounding than 

fiction could ever be. And finally but foremost (3), "Apprentice to 

Murder" takes place in the 1920's and I personally think this is the most suitable time to narrate a 

tale of the macabre. The ambiance that comes with this decade is like automatically melancholic and 

downbeat. The people were poor, vulnerable to all sort of illnesses and petrified of God. Why there 

aren't any more horror movies timed in the 1920's is completely beyond me. "Apprentice to 

Murder" has all this, except that... well...the story, inspired by true events as they supposedly took 

place in Pennsylvania in 1927, honestly isn't worth telling. It's fairly dull and commonplace. Definitely 

not something to consider as thought-provoking or recognize as one of the darkest pages in recent 

history. Donald Sutherland, who couldn't look less interested in starring in this film, depicts a so- 

called Powwow Doctor practicing in a rural Pennsylvanian county, a few days of traveling away from 

Philadelphia. After his "cures" the father of a young illiterate adolescent with a drawing talent, he 

takes the boy under his wing as an apprentice. Dr. Reese teaches Billy to read and write and also 

gradually becomes convinced that he can also become a blessed healer, much against the will of 

Billy's girlfriend Alice. But Dr. Reese and especially his methods are unorthodox and often abased as 

witchery by the superstitious and deeply religious communion. When some of his cases don't end 

well, Billy is dragged along in a downwards spiral of accusations, curses and punishments. Director 

R.L. Thomas obviously treasured the best of intentions, but sadly doesn't manage to make full use of 

the contemporary folklore mysticism and small-town paranoia. For way too long, the screenplay 

exclusively focuses on the bonding sessions between the doctor and his young acolyte. I swear, the 

undertones even get homosexual at certain moments, whereas the really interesting aspects of the 

story remain untouched. The actually disturbing ordeal our Powwow has to face (a creepy local 

hermit who may or not be the Devil himself) is incomprehensibly pushed to the background, like it's 

some kind of insignificant sub plot. The filming locations and set pieces are terrific, but apparently 

R.L Thomas and his crew had to travel to the beautiful region of Hordaland in Norway in order to 

recreate the rural Pennsylvania of 1927. "Apprentice to Murder" definitely remains a curious 80's 

feature, well worth checking out if you cherish cheap but ambitious cult cinema, but overall it's a 

missed opportunity. 
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Après La Guerre (After The War) (The War Is Over) (1989) 
 

The conflict in question is World War II; even though hostilities 

have all but ceased, the Germans and the French are not precisely 

reconciled. German soldier Richard Bohlinger, absent without 

leave, is befriended by a couple of preteen boys (Antoine and 

Julien Hubert, sons of director Jean-Louis Hubert). Despite the 

fact that they seem to have found a lasting peace, the adult world 

doesn't see things the boys' way, and Bohlinger is put to death. 

Apres le Guerre is the second felicitous collaboration between 

director Hubert and veteran character-actor Richard Bohlinger; 

the first was the popular Le Grand Chemin. One hell of a ride! I 

suspect I have not even one reason to give this film a 10. It should 

be 11. I'd love to tell the world this film exists, even when it's 

been buried for this Century and part of the last one. There are 

many stories based on the Big Wars. Stories that look and feel pretty lousy, weak or simply a product 

of a feverish and not too well informed mind. Let alone "formed". I've seen hundreds of films dealing 

with both Wars and, in my (not so humble) opinion, French stories are still the best. Here, we have a 

simple story. A very simple plot. A very simple idea with only three actors on scene, maybe four. The 

rest is just the power with which each of them play their part. The intellectual feat of trying new and 

unforgettable hairpins in the road may make of this film one of the most remarkable, endurable and 

long-lasting views on the subject. "Un amour a taire" may be the other one. There may be a heap of 

them, but I'm not sure if anybody out there has reached this height of beauty and power. Americans 

mostly feel awkward when faced with French cinema. But this film is a must-see for Americans... and 

Germans, and for people who still believe in the goodness of human hearts. It's silly to recount the 

story here. But, just to be just, it IS remarkable. Unflinchingly remarkable. I will just put out a couple 

of hints: one of the purest smiles you've ever seen on film and, not far from the first one, a mise on 

scène that will get deep down your skin. A French-German effort that should have a special place in 

War films history. And for that matter, in period-film-making. 
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Apt Pupil (1998) 
 

Neighborhood boy Todd Bowden (16-year-old Brad Renfro) 

discovers that an old man living on his block named Arthur 

Denker (Mackellan) is nazi war criminal. Bowden confronts 

Denker and offers him a deal: Bowden will not go to the 

authorities if Denker tells him stories of the concentration camps 

in WWII. Denker agrees and Bowden starts visiting him regularly. 

The more stories Bowden hears, the more it affects his 

personality. A local high school boy, Todd Bowden, discovers Nazi 

war criminal Kurt Dussander living in his neighborhood under the 

assumed name Arthur Denker. Rather than turn Dussander over 

to the authorities, Todd makes a strange deal where Dussander 

will tell him "what it felt like" during the Jewish Holocaust of 

World War II in exchange for Todd's silence. Todd becomes an 

"apt pupil" of the horror stories Dussander tells and the two enter 

into a bizarre relationship of mixed hate and friendship 

culminating when Todd helps Dussander cover up a vicious murder. Todd, an up and coming top 

graduate, discovers an old Nazi War Criminal living in his town. His morbid curiosity entices him to 

blackmail the Nazi to tell him more about the war. A strange cat and mouse friendship develops, 

with disturbing results. The only thing more frightening that having the Holocaust as part of our 

world's long history is to know that are human minds capable of creating and sustaining such an 

oppression. The real horror of Bryan Singer's adaptation of Stephen King's novella "Apt Pupil" lies in 

that we have this knowledge. We know that Adolf Hitler possessed the powers of immense 

manipulation and charisma. This has been so ingrained into our heads that I remember as a child 

knowing that Hitler was charismatic before I really knew what the term meant. This film is an 

exploration into the mind of a person who conceivably has many of the same manipulative 

characteristics. In the progression of the film, we slowly learn why. Before any images actually come 

on screen, we hear the voice of someone asking if the Holocaust occurred as a result of economic or 

social cultural reasons. Or was it in fact, human nature? We then realize that the monologue is being 

given by a school teacher in a social studies class. The principle character, Todd Bowden (Brad 

Renfro), a member of this class and is fascinated with studying the Holocaust. He spends much time 

in the library reading books and newspaper articles on the subject. Just as the opening credits finish, 

the camera zooms in slowly to the eyes of a concentration camp leader. This is the first of many 

extreme close-up shots of eyes. This distance motif is incredibly effective. The eyes are the window 

to a man's soul and the psyche that "Apt Pupil" explores. One rainy night, while Todd is riding the 

bus, he sees a mysterious man, who he realizes is Kurt Dussander (Ian McKellan), a Nazi war criminal 

and concentration camp leader who managed to escape from Germany years before. This is when 

we really begin to see Todd's disturbed mind. He is the kind of person who is so meticulous that he 

finds fourteen finger print matches of Dussander and builds a file that will be sent to the Israeli 

government if he doesn't agree to tell stories about the Holocaust that "they are too afraid to tell in 

school". It is now clear that Todd is not so fascinated with the Holocaust because he's racist (the film 

makes no reference to him being racist). He admires the power, dedication and will behind the 

driving force of the Holocaust. He mimics this power in his blackmailing of Dussander. The scenes 



with Dussander explaining in explicit detail the acts that he performed in concentration camps are 

quite disturbing in themselves, but what is more disturbing is that Todd seems more detached than 

Kurt. Most of us would cringe in disgust if we were to sit and listen to the stories that Kurt tells. We 

get the impression that Todd is thrilled with the fact that he is able to control this man and make 

him relive his past. In the film's most harrowing scene, Todd brings Kurt an officer's uniform, similar 

to what he would have worn during the War years, and makes him march. Up until this point, we are 

led to believe that perhaps Kurt has had some time to develop remorse over the years for his 

haneous acts of brutality, but when Todd begins commanding him, Kurt fades to the same state of 

mind of his Nazi persona from the past and we see the man capable of ordering concentration camp 

personnel to gas hundreds of Jews. The scene is truly chilling and stands out as the most memorable 

in the film. "Apt Pupil" is occasionally slow, but never boring. I, for one could not take my eyes off 

the screen for a second. The power struggles between Todd and Kurt are always intense. The 

sequence of events leads up to a horrifying scene with Todd and his guidance counselor (David 

Schwimmer). Here, we learn of the lengths that Todd will take his manipulation. "You can't do that", 

the guidance counselor says. "You have no idea what I am capable of doing," replies Todd. This line 

of dialogue is very effective. We know from having seen the rest of the film that Todd is capable of 

quite a lot. While not as powerful or intense as Stephen King's novella, the film "Apt Pupil" gives us a 

creepy insight to the corruption of power and manipulation. 
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Aquesta Nit O Mai (Esta Noche O Jamás) (1992) 
 

The film takes on a trip through a lively metropolis on the eve of a 

major holiday, witnessing the love lives, family situations, gender 

confusion and even a diamond traffic ring uniting some 14 

different characters. They all have something in common - they're 

after love, money, live in or visit the same luxury apartment 

building, and speak Catalan, in the pulsating and hallucinating 

Barcelona of the 1990s. 
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Aquila (1997) 
 

Whilst on holiday, two boys (14-year-old Craig Vye & Ben Brooks) 

find the skeleton of a Roman centurion in a cave. Buried with him 

is an unusual 'pod' which turns out to be a flying machine with 

incredible abilities. Will they hand it over to the authorities to 

study, or keep it for themselves and find out what it can do by 

trial and error? Geoff and Tom are best friends but very different. 

Geoff is sporty and adventurous. Tom is cautious and a bit of a 

worrier. So when they make the most amazing discovery, they deal with it in very different ways. 

The boys are on holiday in Wales when they find - hidden beneath the body of a Roman centurion in 

a cave - a flying machine! The cave soon becomes a major archaeological site, but the boys tell no-

one about the machine. Back home, the boys keep the machine, Aquila, in the garage, telling their 

parents it is an old prop left over from a film set. Aquila has a marvellous invisibility switch. Not only 

can they have all kinds of bizarre and hilarious adventures in Aquila, they can have them unseen. 

When I first saw this program I was addicted. It is defiantly one of the best Kids programs going. It is 

funny and serious at the same time. My fave charactors are Mrs. Baxter and Tom. It would be so 

good if they made a new series. 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1997) 
 

Episode 1: The Eagle Has Landed; Tom and Geoff are on holiday with their parents. When they go 

out to dig a hole, one of the boys falls into a cave, making a discovery which will change their lives. 

Episode 2: Homeward Bound; Tom and Geoff's holiday is over, causing them to wonder how they 

will get Aquila home. 

Episode 3: Losing Sight. 

Episode 4: Manual Control; Tom gets his hand stuck in Aquila's dashboard and discovers he has 

acquired powers. 

Episode 5: Energy Levels; Aquila is in a state of disrepair, but Tom and Geoff don't know what to do 

with the 6,000 year old ship. 

Episode 6: Comprehension Exercise; Tom's patience reaches its limits due to his nosy neighbour. 

Meanwhile, Geoff discovers where Aquila is from. 

Episode 7: The Eagle's Eyrie; Tom and Geoff's secret is nearly discovered. Meanwhile, Aquila is taken 

away. 
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Series 2 (6 Episodes) (1998) 
 

Episode 1: The Birthday Surprise; Geoff surprises his father by visiting Paris... in Aquila. Tom decides 

he wants to search for his father, who is in Australia. 

Episode 2: Battling Bobby; There's a new boy at school who picks a fight with Tom and Geoff. 

Episode 3: An Elephant Surrounded by Blind Men; After discovering Aquila's black box, Tom and 

Geoff are able to discover the history of their ship. 

Episode 4: The Gooseberry; Geoff's pen-pal that he met through email arrives. Tom is displeased. 

Episode 5: End of an Eyrie; Eyrie is surrounded by a demolition team, but the situation is complicated 

due to the arrival of Alan's son. 

Episode 6: On Second Thoughts, Let's Panic; After visiting Mars in Aquila, Tom and Geoff arrive home 

-- but discover they're losing control of her. 
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Arabian Nights (1942) 
 

The caliph of Baghdad must go into hiding with a group of 

traveling performers when his brother usurps the throne. Both 

brothers desire a beautiful dancing girl, who is torn between 

power and true love. Dancer Sherazade was told by the stars that 

she will become wife of the caliph in Bagdad. She tells Kamar, 

brother of caliph Haroun. He planned a coup d'état, which failed 

at first, but supported by the wasir he finally succeeds. Haroun is 

injured and gets help from Ahmad's actor troupe, where he is 

nursed by Sherazade, who doesn't recognize him. When she hears 

that Kamar is looking for her she goes to him, but is sold with the 

complete troupe of actors to slavery. They're able to escape, but 

Haroun is still in danger. To save him, Sherazade agrees to poison 

Kamar, but Haroun tries to establish his rulership first. I do not 

understand why the video movie pack shows John Hall when 

really movie 80% begin to Maria Montez and 20% to 18-year-old Sabu. The story (Boardman and 

Hogan), an inoffensive comedy in the orientalism way from the 40', the same that decorates and 

costumes. Very characteristic in that Hollywood era. Splendid Technicolor and adequate music from 

Frank Skinner. 
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Arabian Nights (2000) 
 

To cure a prince's murderous madness, Scheherezade tells him a 

series of wondrous stories. Long ago, the Sultan Schariar has gone 

mad after his traumatizing near assassination in which his wife 

collaborated and died at his hands as a result. Now he has a 

paranoid suspicion of women which he plans to express in a 

diabolical plan, and that is to marry a woman from the harem and 

then have her executed the very next morning. To prevent this, 

the Grand Vizier's daughter and a childhood friend of the Sultan, 

Scheherezade, offers herself to be that bride. Now, she must 

gamble that her plan will work as she tries to cure his madness by 

telling him story after wondrous story which include the tales of 

Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves and Aladdin and his Wonderful 

Lamp. All the while, the Sultan's villainous brother is making plans 

of his own and Scheherezade's stories are more useful against 

him than anyone can anticipate. Romantic spectacle at its best. Wow. Somehow I had gone through 

the winter without seeing a trailer for "Arabian Nights," which was why I was all the more astounded 

when I caught it on TV that Sunday night. This is pure myth-and-magic candy, people, but unlike 

most effects-laden TV-series, it gets better. A lot better. Okay, so it gets a little anachronistic at 

parts, but what really blew me away was the frame tale that held it all together. Scheherazade was 

played to an intelligent, beguiling perfection by Avital, and Scott was simply spectacular as the half-

mad Schariar. These two had great chemistry, and their interactions made for some electric, yet 

subtle, scenes. Their characters -- and characterizations -- were great, better and more complex than 

what you normally get in this genre of telemovie-making. It's a beautiful escapist fantasy with lead 

characters to root for. Music was on point, direction was well-stylized (though gimmicky and will 

probably be dated in a little while), performances top-notch without the actors taking themselves 

too seriously. If you want some classy, sexy, mystical entertainment, give "Arabian Nights" a try. You 

won't regret it. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Arachnophobia (1990) 
 

South American killer spider hitches a lift to the U.S. in a coffin 

and starts to breed and kill. A large spider from the jungles of 

South America is accidently transported in a crate with a dead 

body to America where it mates with a local spider. Soon after, 

the residents of a small California town disappear as the result of 

spider bites from the deadly spider offspring. It's up to a couple of 

doctors with the help of an insect exterminator to annihilate 

these eight legged freaks before they take over the entire town. 

Freakish thriller. "Arachnophobia" is a very entertaining horror 

movie produced by Steven Spielberg. It's takes the fear of spiders 

to the next level. The film opens with an expedition in South 

America where a very deadly tarantula puts the bite on an 

American photographer, killing him in the process. Just before the body gets transferred back to the 

U.S., the spider sneaks into the coffin. Once in the states, the tarantula quickly mates with a 

domestic house spider and that creates the ultimate nightmare. Before you know it, a new strain of 

spiders have been born, that these little creepy crawlers are just as lethal! Jeff Daniels is excellent as 

the new doctor in town who hates spiders. He begins to realize something strange is happening. A 

couple of deaths occur, and the doc feels that these unexpected demises might be spider related. 

And man it's a scary ride to the finish. "Arachnophobia" literally gave me the creeps. And it's also 

funny. Many of the film's comedy is provided by John Goodman as the town exterminator. He's 

literally a hoot. The thing about this movie that surprised me is that I was pulled into the story right 

from the beginning and it kept my attention all the way to the end. "Arachnophobia" was directed 

by Frank Marshall, Spielberg's long time collaborator, in his directorial debut. Marshall did a very 

good job his first time out helming a film which looked like a promising career move at first. He 

made his second film, "Alive" a few years later (I've not seen this one yet). Then he made "Congo", 

which was one of the worst movies of 1995, and hasn't directed another movie since (at least not to 

my knowledge). But "Arachnophobia" was an above average debut for Marshall. He's got good 

potential as a director. This isn't a brilliant movie, but a good one. And it's lots of fun. One word of 

warning: if you have a fear of spiders, don't watch this. You'll probably hate it. Don't say I didn't warn 

you. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...English, Dubbed French & Dubbed Spanish Soundtracks...English, French, 
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Arcade (1993) 
 

A virtual reality game begins taking over the minds of teenagers. 

Alex Manning is a troubled suburban teenager. Her mother 

committed suicide and the school counselor feels that she has not 

dealt with her feelings properly. Manning and her friends decide 

to visit the local video arcade known as "Dante's Inferno" where a 

new virtual reality arcade game called "Arcade" is being test 

marketed by a computer company CEO who is more than willing 

to hand out free samples of the home console version and hype 

up the game as if his job is depending on it, and it is. However, it 

soon becomes clear that the teenagers who play the game and 

lose, are being imprisoned inside the virtual reality world by the 

central villain; "Arcade". And it gets worse when a virtual reality 

game begins to take over the minds of teenagers. The computer 

company felt it would be a good idea to use some of the boy's 

brain cells in order to make the game's villain more realistic. Instead, it made the game deadly. And 

so now Nick (22-year-old Peter Billingsley) and Alex must enlist the help of the game's programmer 

and head to the video arcade for a final showdown with "Arcade" and his deadly virtual world. But 

they dressed her funny. This is a harmless little sci-fi for pre-teens that mom and dad can scan at any 

time and see no sex and only a touch or two of violence grace the screen. The plot and pseudo- 

science are of the leave-your-brain-at-home variety while the graphics are nothing special. The 

direction is slow, clear and undistinguished. The photography is pedestrian, but not bad. The cast is 

cute, led by the beautiful Megan Ward. She is demure and fully clothed as a teenaged heroine who 

saves her boy friend and pals from an evil virtual-reality game gone amuck. The fact that she was 23-

years-old at the time and a little too old for the part did not bother me at all. Her fresh face and 

great beauty allowed me to watch the whole thing! The once vampish Sharon Farrell has a small part 

as the star's mom which she plays flawlessly with just a touch of irony. 

Double Layer DVD...Downloaded Pirate DVD...English & Dubbed Russian Soundtracks 
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Archer's Goon (1992) 
 

This was such a great children's programme, directed by Marilyn 

Fox the same lady who gave us the wonderful 'The Lion, The 

Witch and The Wardrobe', it's a shame it has been virtually 

forgotten now. 'Archer's Goon' is based on a equally good book by 

Diana Wynne Jones. It begins memorably enough with the arrival 

of a big thuggish person called the goon into the Sykes 

Household. He demands that the father Quentin Sykes (played by 

Only Fools and Horses's Trigger a.k.a. Roger Lloyd-Pack) hands 

over his two thousand words to Archer. It turns out that the town 

in which the Sykes live is run by seven megalomaniac wizard 

siblings, and Archer is the eldest. Quentin refuses to write 

another two thousand words which is sought after by all the 

wizards and the goon decides to stay in the Sykes home till 

Quentin delivers. The whole story is mainly seen through the eyes 

of Howard Sykes (Jamie de Courcey), the son, and the many plot 

twists and turns in the story are very imaginative and never predictable, we just don't get children's 

TV like this anymore! 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Episode 1: Each episode begins with a simple but interesting credit sequence showing the Goon 

looming menacingly at Howard's shoulder as a series of exaggerated masks stream off behind 

Howard into infinity. This may possible allude to the layers of deception and disguised identity, if 

even if it doesn't it's still an intriguing, slightly cartoonish image that lends itself well to the visual 

absurdity to follow. This is accompanied by an effective but economical, thumping brassy-noted title 

theme that suggests approaching menace and then trails off into an almost whimsical background 

tune. The plot closely mirrors that of the book with only slight deviations, usually for pacing the 

episodes or due to the limited budget for special effects, aided by the concise and intelligent script, 

and by the vast majority of the performances. One exception however is an - in my opinion - 

unforgivable and drastic addition to the dialogue in the final episode which I will cover later. The 

early scenes in the Sykes household are particularly well realised, capturing the slightly bohemian 

rules of the house and the eccentric characters that both inhabit and squat there. Of the characters 

introduced in Episode One, Morgan Jones' Goon, Susan Jameson's Catriona Sykes and Angela Forry's 

Awful are particularly effective, Jones quickly establishing himself as scene-stealer extraordinaire (as 

is right). With simple but effective help from the costume department, Jones is given with the 

addition of a suitably battered leather jacket, enormous boots and a comical cowlick a la Tin Tin, the 

embodiment of the 'tiny head on a huge body' so specific to the novel. He then adds his own loping 

lumbering walk and an amusing vocal delivery that helps to firmly establish his character in only a 

few sentences. Susan Jameson is one of Britain's most underrated character actresses in my opinion 

and brings her usual superb, professional and understated performance to this production. Her 



Catriona Sykes is absolutely perfect, from her 'agonised music teacher with headache' blindly 

stumbling around the kitchen before salvation-by-tea, practically lifted from the printed page, to her 

tolerant befuddlement when unexpectedly faced with catering for a Goon demanding an 

unprecedented 2000 words. Where on occasion some of the actors mistake shouting for emphasis, 

Jameson remains calmly understated and extremely effective. A special mention should be made of 

Angela Forry's able performance as Awful. She manages to navigate a role that potentially hovers 

bare inches from brattishness with surprising skill for her age and consequently much credit. She 

instils Awful with the right amount of slyness and manipulative guile and has a marvellous vocal 

stridency that oddly doesn't grate. The only immediately apparent casting misstep appears to be the 

role of Howard (Venturus), as portrayed by newcomer Jamie De Courcey (for British TV viewers of a 

certain age, the son of 'Nookie Bear' operator Roger!). Although the Howard of the novel is meant to 

be teetering on the brink of puberty, De Courcey's agonisingly wavering voice and subsequent lack 

of conviction means that he consistently fails to capture centre stage when it is vital he do so. 

Although able enough as an actor, his tendency to blush constantly is also highly distracting and 

leads to his character coming across either as ineffectual and weak or disturbingly hyper-hormonal, 

depending on whom he shares the scene with. In the scene where he and the Goon visit Mountjoy 

and the first mysteries of the plot unfold, De Courcey fails miserably to inject drama and is unable to 

dominate the scene. Consequently the revelation of the family farming the town is weakly handled 

and lacks impact. Overall, episode one is very pleasing, apart from the aforesaid tendency for 

characters to shout to one another as a substitute for characterisation and a lack of drama in the 

revelation at the end of the episode from Mountjoy that the town is under the control of others. 

There are occasional problems which momentarily jar - the knife that the Goon throws at Howard 

and Awful is quite obviously an old-style can-opener poorly covered with prism foil and the zooming 

knife effect is a staggeringly bad effect, but these are easily mitigated by the confident scene setting. 

Episode 2: The performances are again the driving force, as the complex plot is skilfully unravelled so 

as not to overtax the audience. The Goon is beginning to develop delightful nuances and Morgan 

Jones just keeps cementing his place as star of the piece, with his jaw-splitting grins and puppyish 

fluster in the face of Catriona's rod of iron. His confident and skilful delivery of eccentric-sounding 

but critical lines of dialogue helps adds weight to them and enables scene setting effects like the 

sounding drums that signify Torquil's observation and influence to appear dramatic rather than silly. 

He and Roger Lloyd Pack as Quentin are also obviously enjoying their double act as they verbally 

start to butt heads. Both have extremely mobile features and they use them to good effect. Fifi has 

thankfully regressed to become the ineffectual flutterer of the novel, having been far too together 

and forthright in episode one for my liking. When visiting Dillian to retrieve the original 2000 words 

there are pleasing visual cues, such as a passing police car as Dillian's name is mentioned that are 

again simple but very successful. The scenes at Dillian's mansion meet with varying degrees of 

success. Michelle Newell is well cast as Dillian, playing the role as an ageing, fading drama queen, 

with improbably bleached blonde hair and over the top gown, coupled with convincing brittle and 

aloof bearing and disdain. The mansion setting however is something of a letdown - the décor is 

simply not sumptuous enough (surely they could have filmed the interiors in a suitable stately 

home?) and it appears that they partake of their bewitched tea and cakes in the lobby. Dillian's dress 

is frightful and undermines the previous good work of the costume department; The fabric looks 

cheap and the addition of what appear to be poorly stuffed cherub Beanie-Babies on each shoulder 

makes the outfit look like the aftermath of a bloodbath at the TY Beanie factory. The visit to Archer 



works more consistently. There is good use of simple matt effects to create Archer's vast hi-tech 

domain and Thomas Lockyer is both handsome and cold-eyed enough to breathe despotic life into 

Archer, with constant, lightning fast mood shifts. Both Lockyer and Newell are also able to convey an 

otherworldly lack of concern for mere mortals in their scenes that is critical in avoiding the story 

descending into farce. Again, De Courcey radiates embarrassment, blushing furiously throughout his 

scenes for no readily apparent reason, although the effect is mitigated somewhat by the blinding 

pomposity of Quentin versus the smiling psychopath of Archer. Lloyd Pack is known primarily as a 

comedic actor but here he is an opinionated and bossy hothead and he more than sells the scene. 

Episode 3: Finally Howard appears to have been given a change of clothes. Normally I wouldn't 

concern myself with this, but it makes it appear as if all the preceding events happen in a single day 

and I was always of the opinion that there was a slower build up in the novel. The orchestra practice 

lacks the chaotic discordance of the book and there is no visual equivalent of Diana Wynne Jones' 

wonderfully evocative descriptions, although Susan Jameson again captures centre stage with a 

faultless performance seemingly lifted word for word from the book. She is the embodiment of 

every gamely coping teacher ever encountered and her scenes are never allowed to stray into the 

risible. Torquil's on-paper grand entrance is sadly curtailed by the limited budget - he has the 

necessary choirboys and dancers but the crowd is far too thin and there is consequently no real 

sense of the reality of Torquil's power. Andrew Normington's performance is simply delightful 

however, with clipped, precise diction and a convincing regal bearing he carries the scene practically 

single-handedly. Although (again) his costume is a poorly executed realisation of a good idea which 

could easily have undermined his performance, he pulls off his lines with aplomb and during the 

scene in the car is able to suggest his power through dialogue, something the budget failed at. The 

Syke's household with its constant noise requires no additional expenditure on visual effects so is 

therefore executed far more successfully. The disquiet of the neighbours as the family (plus Goon) 

'dig in for the duration' is amusing and the scenes where the forlorn and lovestruck Goon starts 

playing hard to get with Fifi amid the interring of ghetto blasters and midwinter barbecues are 

delightful. The sight of a single float with an on-board steel band is not reassuring. Someone perhaps 

needed to have indicated to the production staff that one float does not a parade make, and that 

therefore the idea fails. Thankfully the episode's entire budget seems to have gone instead on the 

hugely impressive road crew and diggers, and an amusingly persistent ice cream van that then 

materialises. Amidst the visual chaos there is a peculiar scene which involves Hathaway's (I assume) 

Elizabethan messenger. He is mystifyingly depicted as having an odd lisp, which the other characters 

find hysterically amusing and which I found to be extremely distasteful. Even if the intent was to 

evoke the Elizabethan writing style it is misguided, inaccurate and silly, and more importantly 

succeeds only in appearing insensitive and offensive to those with speech impediments, something 

that never would have arisen in Diana Wynne Jones' novels. A disappointing jarring scene. 

Episode 4: Again the budget lets them down and it is obvious that the money allocated is simply not 

sufficient for what is required. It isn't even a case of money being thrown at a production, merely 

that what they are given is inadequate to produce any relatively ambitious multi-part drama. 

Archer's car is simply not impressive enough - instead of a huge powerful car he has a frankly 

nondescript mid-range Mercedes saloon car that looks like it has been hired from a taxi company. 

Gripes aside, the characterisation and direction again triumph over budget limitations. Small things 

delight - the workmen cheerfully and gallantly lifting Fifi over the trenches for her date with destiny 

is a particular gem. Archer and Fifi are perfectly perfect, schmoopily oblivious and simultaneously 



callous of the other character's concerns which works well, and the Goon's despair is made tangible 

by Jones' mobile features and mournful howls. Lloyd Pack is a little too direct in his scenes with 

Archer, needing more pomposity and obstinacy rather than aggression as their scenes degenerate a 

little towards violent conflict but all the necessary information is imparted without mystifying the 

audience or bogging it down with exposition. The visit to Shine Town opens out the plot again, 

something that needed doing. Although the neon signs that signify their entry into Shine's seedier 

side of town look too recent, similar and tacked on, Shine's boudoir with its wall of viewscreens 

displaying the town's crimes enables a neat visual explanation of the control that the family 

members exert on the town. Shine herself is well depicted, the somewhat...rotund...Annette 

Badland gamely cramming herself into a stunning studded leather dress and toting a machine gun 

with genuine menace. It is a shame that the escape scene is so poorly realised as it slightly mars the 

heroics of the Goon coming to their rescue - and Jamie De Courcey is so wet and whiney during the 

'fight' that you could shoot snipe off his back. At the Sykes household the disruptions continue, 

although this has the effect of triggering even more shouting between characters which becomes 

rapidly tedious. The subsequent visit to Hathaway a blessed relief as it involves no shouting and 

allows the viewer time to once more process the preceding information. Jamie De Courcey lacks 

subtlety in this scene and is struggling against Clive Merrisson's gentle and sympathetic Hathaway 

but a real disaster is the dreadful 'cliff-hanger' break, so poorly placed and executed that it ruins any 

drama and indeed becomes risible when immediately followed by the next episode. 

Episode 5: Following the poorly handed adoption revelation, Angela Forry again excels, bringing 

genuine wistfulness to her scenes and managing to convey a real sense of a parent's exasperated 

outburst when faced with a wilful child. Quite simply she acts De Courcey off the screen and she also 

interacts well with Merrisson - another accomplished character actor of note - as De Courcey again 

fails to grasp his moment. The following scenes with a drunken Awful descend into cringingly bad 

with rapidity but are redeemed by Goon's mournful demolition of the TV as he loses Fifi to Archer. 

The trip to find the elusive Erskine is well handled, again demonstrating how a limited SFX budget 

needn't hamstring a production. Judicious use of matt effects creates a believable sewer and the 

action is then capably integrated with footage shot at a standard recycling plant. The dramatic peaks 

are maintained this time as the Goon is revealed to be Erskine, and all the cast members manage to 

hold their own. Jones again shines as he shifts from affable accomplice to shifty guide to out and out 

threat as he makes his play for control, becoming extremely menacing as he refuses to go through 

the same paces yet again. The escape and chase scene both work well, De Courcey seeming more 

comfortable when working alone, and his awesomely cracking vocalisation for once counting in his 

favour as it suggests real panic in the main chase sequence. The director is able to show how each 

family member sends aid when their name is invoked, although a minor gripe is that this is afforded 

very little dramatic impact and narrative clarity when it is central to the plot. The scenes where 

Howard finally enters Venturus' building and transforms are extremely good. De Courcey looks taller 

and his voice is stronger and deeper, suggesting that these scenes were deliberately scheduled after 

his voice had broken. His ponytail and futuristic costume also stand up to close scrutiny. 

Unfortunately the effect so carefully nurtured is once more - with feeling - destroyed by the dreadful 

delivery of 'This is the second time'. 

Episode 6: There is some pleasing model work at the start of the final episode - Venturus' spaceship 

is shown in some detail, although the director sensibly keeps the camera moving to avoid 

cheapening the effect. One sour note is the computer voice, which is just bizarre - although 



recognisably female it is neither sultry to suggest some kind of adolescent fantasy nor clinical, which 

left me puzzled as to the intent. Again it is obvious that De Courcey's delivery has improved and he 

has greater confidence. It may have been that an attempt to cast as Howard an actor genuinely 

going through puberty, although this was largely unsuccessful. The scene where Awful enters the 

building and is shown in all her future stages is particularly effective, the depiction of each growth 

and character stage remarkably faithful to those in Jones' original. The actress playing the adult 

Angela has barely a line to speak but her voice resonates with horror at her transformation and is 

consequently a delight to behold/hear. There is another sensible change of pace as Torquil comes 

onboard the conspiracy, which allows the audience to process the enormous amount of plot 

information and to piece together the ramifications of events on the respective families. Normington 

beautifully captures Torquil's air of contemplative whimsy then near-furious delight as he finally 

recognises 'Limpet boy'. His bullying of Howard in the following scene, as Torquil and Erskine force 

Howard into correctly utilising his powers is simultaneously deliciously and maliciously spiteful. As 

the story culminates with the spaceship being dragged into the present and the remaining members 

of Venturus' family are summoned and coerced into boarding, the action is gleeful without 

becoming malicious, capturing the tone of the book. There is sufficient time for each character to be 

briefly given centre-stage and the action is brought to a satisfying close. The only quibble is the line 

of dialogue unnecessarily given to Awful at the very end, where it is suggested that she will shortly 

come into her own powers. This makes no sense given her previous scene at Hathaway's house 

where it is clearly stated that she is Catriona and Quentin's natural child and should never have been 

included - boos to a unnecessary and transparent opening for sequalisation. Overall the production 

is a largely satisfying and brave stab at a complex and difficult to film novel. Jenny McDade's 

adaptation is insightful and knowledgeable and manages to retain much of the essential sly humour 

and visual absurdity so characteristic of Diana Wynne Jones' popular novel in the face of a limiting 

budget. There are very few unnecessary alterations to scenes, the direction is capable without being 

routine and the casting is intelligent. 
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Are We There Yet? (2005) 
 

The fledgling romance between Nick, a playboy bachelor, and 

Suzanne, a divorced mother of two (10-year-old Philip Bolden), is 

threatened by a particularly harrowing New Year's Eve. When 

Suzanne's work keeps her in Vancouver for the holiday, Nick 

offers to bring her kids to the city from Portland, Oregon. The 

kids, who have never liked any of the men their mom has dated, 

are determined to turn the trip into a nightmare for Nick. This 

may not be an Academy Award winning movie, but it was 

entertaining the whole way through. It was light hearted, funny 

(with some slap-stick and occasional rude humor) and moving at 

times. I thought it was cleaver how Nick's conscience was 

portrayed through a Satchel Paige bobble-head. This movie 

appealed to all ages. There were some surprise guest 

appearances, namely Nichelle Nichols (Lt. Uhura from Star Trek) 

and Tracy Morgan as the voice of Satchel Paige. This movie was 

similar in style to Christmas With The Kranks only this one was actually funny and you care about the 

characters. If you are looking to be entertained and fun for the whole family...then this movie is for 

you. 
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Are You Afraid Of The Dark? (1992-4) 
 

A group of kids (the Midnight Society) (17-year-old Ross Hull, 12-

year-old Daniel DeSanto, Jason Alisharan, 13-year-old Nathaniel 

Moreau, 12-year-old Jacob Tierney & 10-year-old Codie Lucas 

Wilbee) get together in the woods, and tell ghost stories. A group 

of kids calling themselves "The Midnight Society" spends each 

episode sitting around a campfire swapping scary stories. Creepy, 

but never gory or excessively frightening, common subjects 

included haunted houses, what goes on behind the neighbor's 

walls, and other things that go bump in the night. I will say, this 

show is pretty scary. Some episodes are stupid, but most of them 

are pretty creepy, and this show is sure to scare younger kids. I 

remember watching this show, and some of the episodes really 

freaked me out. "The Frozen Ghost" episode, with special guest star Melissa Joan Hart was pretty 

scary, and had some disturbing moments when it shows the child's ghost. This is a good show, but I'd 

recommend it for kids about 10 or older, unless your kid is pretty brave. 10/10. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Episode 01: The Tale of the Phantom Cab; Two brothers (Jason Tremblay & Sean Ryan), while lost in 

the woods, come across a mysterious cab driver and a very unusual man named Dr. Vink who won't 

let any of his victims go unless they solve a riddle. 

Episode 02: The Tale of Laughing in the Dark; A kid named Josh (14-year-old Christian Tessier) 

decides to prove that a fun house isn't haunted by stealing the nose of the clown who is supposed to 

haunt the place. He learns that the story isn't fiction when Zeebo pays him a little visit. 

Episode 03: The Tale of the Lonely Ghost; A girl who desperately wants to be friends with her snotty 

cousin and her group of friends agrees to spend the night in the haunted house next door to become 

part of the group. 

Episode 04: The Tale of the Twisted Claw; In a twist of "The Monkey's Paw," two boys (Noah Plener 

& Maxwell Medeiros) scare an old lady to death the night before Halloween just as the next night 

they receive a hand granting them wishes with consequences. 

Episode 05: The Tale of the Hungry Hounds; Two girls go to an attic where one of them tries on a 

uniform that belonged to a dead relative where her spirit lives on. 

Episode 06: The Tale of the Super Specs; Weeds (16-year-old Eugene Byrd), a prankster, buys his 

friend Marybeth a pair of super spec glasses as part of an April's Fool Day where once she places on 

the glasses, strange figures appear and can't be explained. 



Episode 07: The Tale of the Captured Souls; A family moves to a small house in the summer where 

they befriend a young man (14-year-old Ethan Tobman). The family starts feeling weaker every day. 

Episode 08: The Tale of the Nightly Neighbors; Some new neighbors move into a neighborhood. They 

are originally from Eastern Europe, wear black, collect blood, and only are active at night. 

Episode 09: The Tale of the Sorcerer's Apprentice; Dean (Mathew Mackay), a troubled student, 

awakens an ancient secret hidden in the school. 

Episode 10: The Tale of Jake and the Leprechaun; Jake (10-year-old Benjamin Plener), an inspiring 

young actor, is in a play where during rehearsals strange things start happening to him where it's 

only a matter of time before opening night. 

Episode 11: The Tale of the Dark Music; Andy Carr (Graham Selkirk) moves in the new neighborhood 

where things don't start out well until he figures out that there's something hidden inside his 

basement. 

Episode 12: The Tale of the Prom Queen; Two boys (Graeme Millington & André Todorovic) befriend 

a young woman where they encourage her to join them in search of a legend that comes every year. 

Episode 13: The Tale of the Pinball Wizard; Ross (Joe Posca), a mischievous kid, goes to the mall 

where his old habits sometimes get the best of him. 
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Series 2 (13 Episodes) (1993) 
 

Episode 01: The Tale of the Final Wish; An adolescent girl who loves fairy tales learns that they are 

not what they are cracked up to be. 

Episode 02: The Tale of the Midnight Madness; Dr. Vink, helps an old movie theater in danger of 

closing by showing a special version of the vampire classic Nosferatu (1922). 

Episode 03: The Tale of Locker 22; A young French immigrant having trouble at her new school, 

uncovers a mystery about a girl, the former occupant of her school locker, who died in 1968. 

Episode 04: The Tale of the Thirteenth Floor; Karin and her brother Billy (14-year-old Aaron 

Ashmore) spend most their time on the unused 13th floor of their apartment building, but one day, 

they visit the floor and find out it isn't the same. 

Episode 05: The Tale of the Dream Machine; An aspiring writer finds a typewriter that makes 

whatever is written about somebody come true. 

Episode 06: The Tale of the Dark Dragon; A teenager who was injured in a car crash, buys a potion 

from a magic shop to become more popular. 



Episode 07: The Tale of the Whispering Walls; After a day in the park, babysitter Louise and two 

preteenagers (12-year-old Ryan Gifford) get lost in the highway and stop at a mansion where things 

aren't what they seem. 

Episode 08: The Tale of the Frozen Ghost; A spoiled rich kid (Andrew Henry) and his babysitter head 

off to his aunt's house in the country where there's a ghost haunting the place during the cold 

weather. 

Episode 09: The Tale of the Full Moon; An aspiring pet detective (14-year-old Dominic Zamprogna) 

investigates his mother's new boyfriend, who he suspects is a werewolf. 

Episode 10: The Tale of the Shiny Red Bicycle; Mike Buckley (18-year-old Matthew Edison) is haunted 

by the ghost of Ricky Hagerty (Benjamin Shirinian), his friend who drowned, and his old bike. 

Episode 11: The Tale of the Magician's Assistant; A boy (Noah Plener) becomes the new assistant to 

an elderly stage magician, but soon gets into great trouble after he steals the magician's magic 

wand. 

Episode 12: The Tale of the Hatching; A brother (12-year-old Illya Woloshyn) and sister enroll at a 

boarding school, but soon find out their headmasters are aliens plotting to take over Earth. 

Episode 13: The Tale of Old Man Corcoran; Two boys (Adam Bonneau & Michael Alexander Jackson) 

from a tough city move into the neighborhood where a group of friends invite them to play a game 

of hide and seek along with seeking a ghost known as Old Man Corcoran. 
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Series 3 (13 Episodes) (1994) 
 

Episode 01: The Tale of the Midnight Ride; Ian Matthews (18-year-old Tighe Swanson) arrives in the 

legendary town of Sleepy Hollow where he meets a new girlfriend, the tough guy and the notorious 

Headless horseman. 

Episode 02: The Tale of Apartment 214; Stacey and her Mom move into a new apartment only to 

find that the apartment next door to theirs is occupied by a kindly old woman who's been dead for 

ten years. 

Episode 03: The Tale of Watcher's Woods; Sarah and Kelly learned they should never enter the 

Watcher's woods, the scary section occupied by the ghosts of three old hags and the evil Watcher. 

Episode 04: The Tale of the Phone Police; Jake O'Brien (Marcus Turner) loves to make prank phone 

calls. Unfortunately, people who mess with the telephone get taken away by the sinister phone 

police and once they catch you, you will never have existed. 

Episode 05: The Tale of the Dollmaker; A girl goes to visit her friend in the country, but learns she 

has mysteriously disappeared! 



Episode 06: The Tale of the Bookish Babysitter; A babysitter shows a boy (James Sherry), who loves 

TV, that books are just as exciting. 

Episode 07: The Tale of the Carved Stone; A new girl in town trying to makes friends buys a magic 

stone, which causes her to go back in time to the 1890s to meet another lonely child who lived in the 

house. 

Episode 08: The Tale of the Guardian's Curse; Josh (19-year-old Danny Cooksey) and Cleo's family 

vacation is canceled for the millionth time when their father stops on the way out of his museum 

and finds a mummy buried there. There's a legend of a curse for anyone who digs it up, but only Josh 

believes it. They help research the Ring of Eternity and the Elixer of Life that were supposed to be 

found with the remains of Mina the Egyptian queen. But when they go to pick up some pictures and 

find both, they then find that the mummy appears to have come to life. Also, things get even more 

complicated when their house is ransacked by someone else who wants the power for their own. 

Episode 09: The Tale of the Curious Camera; A camera brings misfortune to anything or anyone it 

takes a picture of. 

Episode 10: The Tale of the Dream Girl; A young man (21-year-old Fab Filippo) finds a ring in his 

locker only to discover he is ignored by those around him except his sister and an unknown girl. 

Episode 11: The Tale of the Quicksilver; Aaron (16-year-old Kyle Alisharan) and Doug (Stuart Stone) 

know something is strange about their new house when things start shaking and rearranging 

themselves for no reason. Aaron, whose belongings at school also move, dreams he sees someone 

who looks like his beautiful classmate Connie trying, but failing, to ward off a hideous-looking 

creature with magic. He learns that her twin sister, Laura, died the year before when the candles she 

was lighting for a spell set the room on fire. Doug is suffering the same kind of fever Laura did before 

she tried to rid the house of the resident corpse that nobody else believed existed. They have to 

figure out a way to stop it from claiming another life. 

Episode 12: The Tale of the Crimson Clown; A little boy (Michael Barry & 14-year-old Christopher 

Redman) who gets away with everything gets taught a lesson of right and wrong. 

Episode 13: The Tale of the Dangerous Soup; Dr. Vink's soup restaurant is the top of the town where 

a young man who applies at the job along with a waitress find out the secret recipe to the successful 

soup. 
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Are You Being Served? (1972-85) 
 

This quintessentially British sitcom is about Grace Brothers, a 

department store in London which is owned and kept traditional, 

almost pre-war (e.g. precise dress code for ladies frills and 

gentlemen's hats according to rank), by two brothers who look 

old enough to have fought in the Boer war but rarely appear, as 

most scenes play on one floor where Mr. Cuthbert Rumbold is the 

executive (meaning he enjoys an endless parade of foxy but 

stupid secretaries) in charge of management while his dignified 

floor walker, Captain Stephen Peacock, has daily charge over two 

small sales teams. The fat and bossy, implicitly man-hungry 

widow Mrs. Betty Slocombe supervises the attractive Miss Shirley 

Brahms (with a terribly common Cockney accent) -with first 

choice of customers, on commission- the sale of women's clothes 

and accessories; the sales star at the gentleman's side is Mr. Wilberforce Clayborne Humpries, an 

implied closet-gay true gentleman, whose successive superiors are first obviously nearly retired Mr. 

Ernest Grainger and later formerly independent Mr. Grosman while the successive cheeky juniors 

are Mr. Dick Lucas and Mr. Bert Spooner. A regular visitor, and the only manual laborer but 

apparently best paid, is union representative Mr. Mash. Their interaction with each-other and the 

customers is quite formal in principle, but turns out comical in practice. I love this show so very 

much! Ever since I first had the honour of viewing this show for the first time, I have loved it. I have 

seen each episode more times then I can remember, and yet still every night I watch them again. I 

have grown to know ALL the characters personally, and feel like I am a part of what feels very much 

like real life at Grace Brother's Department Store. What the characters said, and everything that 

happened, I know as a very pleasant dream. Dive into the joy of the working staff of this wonderful 

series, and you will not want to leave. Listen, and you can almost hear the wonderful Mr. Humpries's 

saying "I'm Free!". On another note, I must just give a huge thank you to everybody was ever 

involved in Are You Being Served?, and Are You Being Served, Again? Because of this show, I grew to 

love many other wonderful BritComs (British comedies). Thank you to all cast members, crew, the 

very men who brought the show to TV, extras, etc. To those who have passed on, rest in peace 

brothers and sisters. You may have departed this world, but I for one will never forget you, and the 

wonderful contributions you made. To the fictional staff of Grace Bros., thank you for allowing us a 

just a peek into you lives. I just wish I did not have to leave. Thanks all, your work is remembered 

certainly by me, and millions of fans past, present and definately future. Grace Bros. will continue to 

be open, as long as someone keeps watching and remembers. 

 

 

 

 



Series 01 (6 Episodes) (1972-3) 
 

Episode 0: Pilot; At the department store Grace Brothers, the 

ladies department is sharing the floor with the gentleman's's 

department. The men on the floor, the senior Mr. Granger, his 

assistant Mr. Humphries, and the new junior Mr. Lucas, are of 

course unhappy with this arrival. The ladies department consists 

of the senior Mrs. Slocomb and her junior Miss Brahms. The 

entire staff on the floor, including the floor walker Captain 

Peacock and the packing department member Mr. Mash, are 

having a few disagreements, and the store isn't even open yet! 

Episode 1: Dear Sexy Knickers; Mr. Lucas is keen on Miss Brahms 

and decides to write her a note to ask her out. But when Mrs. 

Slocomb gets the note instead, the situation gets very 

complicated. To top it off, she thinks Captain Peacock sent her the 

note! Oh what a day it's going to be. 

Episode 2: Our Figures Are Slipping; Sales figures for the department are lower than expected so Mr. 

Rumbold has instructed the staff on new sales techniques. Besides viewing the store as a ship or a 

battlefield, Mr. Rumbold feels that the staff, particularly Mr. Lucas, should smile more in an effort to 

charm the customers. 

Episode 3: Camping In; The recent travel strikes have left the staff stranded at the store. At first 

thought, the idea of camping out on the floor seems a horrible idea, but soon the staff start sharing 

many war memories and find out that staying the night might not be as bad as they thought. 

Episode 4: His and Hers; The center display stand is missing and Mr. Grainger is not pleased. Mr. 

Rumbold informs the staff that Grace Brothers has made an agreement to sell perfume from the His 

and Her company. The staff becomes even more infuriated when the perfume company starts 

handing out free ties and stockings with every purchase of perfume. 

Episode 5: Diamonds Are a Man's Best Friend; A reward is offered when a wealthy customer loses a 

diamond in the store. But which of the staff will be the one to find it? 
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Series 02 (5 Episodes) (1974) 
 

Episode 1: The Clock; A special dinner is organized to celebrate 

Mr. Grainger's 65th birthday. But will he be asked to remain with 

Grace Bros. or will he be given the Cuckoo clock? 

Episode 2: Cold Comfort; Due to the fuel economy crisis in the 

country, Grace Brothers has turned off the heating for the day. 

But as Mrs. Slocomb says "It's like an ice box in 'ere" Management 

has ordered no heating devices behind the counter, but the staff 

can't bear it and sneak in items to keep the circulation going. 

However if Captain Peacock finds out, it could lead to a chilly 

meeting in Mr. Rumbold's office. 

Episode 3: The Think Tank; Sales are down again and the staff has 

a meeting to find new ideas. They come up with a fashion show 

and run a demo show to try and impress Mr. Grace. 

Episode 4: Big Brother; Due to recent shoplifting at Grace Brothers, Mr. Rumbold announces that the 

first floor will be a guinea pig for the new security cameras. But when the staff find out that Rumbold 

is watching everything they do, they take action to get rid of the cameras. 

Episode 5: Hoorah for the Holidays; Due to the fact that Mr. Grace is having the entire department 

redecorated, management has offered 5 pounds inconvenience money if the staff take their holidays 

in August. Very unhappy about the situation, the staff refuse to comply, so Mr. Grace offers them 

various holiday packages for them to choose from. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

Series 03 (9 Episodes) (1975) 
 

Episode 1: The Hand of Fate; Mr. Humphries' palm reading skills 

are put to the test when Mr. Rumbold's position becomes 

available for Captain Peacock and Mrs. Slocomb and Mr. Grainger 

compete over his position. Believing he can foretell their futures 

in their hands, Mr. Humphries makes surprising predictions on 

behalf of each member of the staff. 

Episode 2: Coffee Morning; Captain Peacock complains when he 

notices the staff are taking leisurely coffee breaks. After his 

complaint is reported, management (Mr. Rumbold) orders for a 

time keeping book in which the staff will "clock in and clock out" 

whenever they go to coffee, lunch or the washroom. With heavy 

protest, the staff organize a union, and refuse to acquiesce to 

managements orders until their demands are met. 



Episode 3: Up Captain Peacock; After 20 years of service at Grace Brothers, Captain Peacock is 

congratulated with a honorary medal. As well he has been granted the key to the executive 

washroom and a seat in the executive dining room. The floor staff are quite displeased about this 

and feel that their segregated work places are entirely unfair. But what can they do about it? 

Episode 4: Cold Store; It's a hectic day at Grace Brothers during cold season. Mr. Lucas tries to get off 

sick with the help of Mr. Mash and an onion and a bar of soap. Miss Brahms claims she can't catch a 

cold for seven days due to several recent flu shots. Mrs. Slocomb is trying to ward off her incoming 

cold with a dash of rum and brandy. And finally Mr. Humphries and Mr. Grainger have back ache and 

a spot of trouble with the gastric (Mr. Grainger the latter of course.) In order to prohibit anyone 

from leaving the store, Captain Peacock decides to put Mr. Lucas in the ladies department to replace 

Miss Brahms in the gents. But how on earth is Miss Brahms supposed to measure an inside leg while 

Mr. Lucas struggles to alter a ladies suit? 

Episode 5: Wedding Bells; Dispute reins in the department as Mrs. Slocomb refuses to sell a new line 

of underwear. Her complaints are dismissed by both Captain Peacock and Mr. Rumbold. Mr. 

Grainger is still hostile towards Mrs. Slocomb for taking up half of the floor space for her ladies 

department. But then, Mr. Grace announces that he plans on marrying someone in the store. He 

then asks Mrs. Slocomb to tea with him in order to discuss the matter of a ring. Everyone 

automatically thinks Mr. Grace will propose and Mrs. Slocomb gets dressed up for the occasion while 

the rest of the staff wonder what their futures may hold with Mrs. Slocomb in charge. 

Episode 6: German Week; The ladies and gents are selling German goods for the next week. But 

neither the staff nor the customers are warming up to the lederhosens. In order to boost the 

German spirit, the floor gets out some German wine and dresses up for a folk dance. The question is, 

will Mr. Grace approve? 

Episode 7: Shoulder to Shoulder; The ladies and gentleman's floor is going to be redecorated but 

only one department can afford to be decorated. After it is decided that the ladies will be decorated, 

they are forced to share counter space with the gentleman, much to the dismay of both parties. 

Episode 8: New Look; When the suggestion box provides little in the way of suggestions, the staff 

decide to play background music and a recorded voice to boost sales. Then, when they learn that a 

cash prize will be awarded to whomever is the voice, the whole floor offer their voices for the 

department, but it's up to Mr. Grace to decide. 

Episode 9: Christmas Crackers; The staff arrive early in the morning to discuss various ideas on how 

to boost sales. However once Mr. Rumbold arrives, he informs them that Mr. Grace has already 

decided that the staff should dress up in novelty costumes in an attempt to attract customers. 
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Series 04 (7 Episodes) (1976) 
 

Episode 1: No Sale; In an effort to boost sales figures, the staff 

have been asked to come in at the 'crack of dawn' in the hope of 

catching more customers on their way to work. The sales 

skyrocket, and it looks as if the new early opening will become 

permanent. Throuhgly displeased with the thought, the staff steal 

the previous weeks figures from Mr. Rumbold's office and hatch a 

plan to not sell any more items, but as Mr. Grainger says, how can 

you not sell things if people want to buy them? 

Episode 2: Top Hat and Tails; Mr. Grace has informed the ladies 

and gentleman's department that he wishes for them to compete 

in the annual ballroom dancing competition. With the direction of 

Mr. Humphries the staff learn some of the basic moves on the 

dance floor. And then with their fancy top hats and tails, they 

have a final rehearsal in front of Mr. Grace while he decides 

whether or not to let them in the competition. 

Episode 3: Forward Mr. Grainger; Mr. Rumbold is going away for one month to a sales and 

managerial seminar and he has decided that Mr. Grainger will be his replacement while he's gone. 

But as the shock of Mr. Grainger's new position wears off the staff, they soon realize that Mr. 

Grainger has taken advantage of his new position and is no longer their friendly colleague. 

Episode 4: Fire Practice; After the disastrous surprise fire drill, a crash fire safety course has been 

ordered on the staff. The staff are taught everything from how to rescue a fainted victim as well as 

how to find a smoked out exit. Then in order to practice mouth to mouth resuscitation, a practice 

dummy is brought in for all the staff. 

Episode 5: Fifty Years On; It's Mrs. Slocomb's birthday and the staff decide to pull together and buy 

her a gift. But Miss Brahms remembers that last year Mrs. Slocomb said she was as old as her cat, 

then 49. So the staff assume that this year she will turn 50. Because of this, it is decided that the 

occasion calls for something extra special so a professional birthday cake, made by a friend of Mr. 

Humphries, and a proper chorus of "Happy Birthday to You" is prepared. But what will the staff do 

when they realize that they don't even know Mrs. Slocomb's first name? 

Episode 6: Oh What a Tangled Web; When both Captain Peacock and Mr. Rumbold's secretary are 

late rumors start to circulate that the two are together on the side. Then Mrs. Peacock becomes very 

suspicious concerning her husband's strange behavior. She confronts Captain Peacock about his 

actions in the store and brings tremendous confusion and an assault on Mrs. Slocomb and currents 

in Mr. Grainger's ears. 

Episode 7: The Father Christmas Affair; As the CDU (Christmas Display Unit) has proved both 

inappropriate and dysfunctional, Mr. Grace has offered 50 pounds to the member of staff who can 

portray a more friendly Father Christmas. All the men on the floor are eager to try out, and so are 

the women, feeling that they should be given an equal chance. Meanwhile Mr. Humphries and Mr. 



Lucas teach Mr. Grainger a dance number for him to preform while miming to a song for the old 

folks. 
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Series 05 (7 Episodes) (1977) 
 

Episode 1: Mrs. Slocombe Expects; Mr. Grace wants to try a new 

idea for boosting sales. Some of the staff are to pretend they are 

customers and when a real customer shows interest in any goods, 

they are to praise it, in order for the real customer to buy it. 

However, due to the staff's inexperience as "customers" in their 

own working place, things do not go exactly as planned. Secondly, 

Mrs. Slocombe is rather worried about her pussy, which is about 

to have kittens any day now. After a slight misunderstanding, 

where the gentlemen believe it is Mrs. Slocombe herself who is 

"expecting", Captain Peacock forbids her to bring her cat into the 

store. However, she decides to smuggle her in. 

Episode 2: A Change Is as Good as a Rest; After a brief 

misunderstanding causing the staff to believe they are being 

replaced and Mr. Grainger to lose his job, Mr. Rumbold tells the staff that they will be working in the 

toy department for a while. With Mr. Grainger back but in the junior's position, the staff have fun 

remembering what it was like to be a child as they sell toys to the customers. 

Episode 3: Founder's Day; Mr. Grace will soon be 80-years-old and Mr. Rumbold has designated the 

staff to come up with an idea for a special birthday celebration. They decide on spoofing "This is 

Your Life" by doing a presentation of "Here is Your Department," showing how Mr. Grace has 

affected all of their lives. 

Episode 4: The Old Order Changes; Captain Peacock doesn't have his usual carnation and is in a very 

bad mood, but now that Mr. Grace has returned from America, carnations will no longer be needed, 

along with a lot of other things. In fact the entire manner of the floor will be changing. Casual dress 

and first-name terms within the department are only the beginning! 

Episode 5: Take-Over; There's a big secret at Grace Brothers, apparently the store might be taken 

over by a competitor. To discuss the matter, a board room meeting has been organized. Convinced 

that the new company will give them all the boot, the staff are quick to search for new jobs. But then 

the staff are informed that there is a chance that Grace Brothers can be saved if enough 

shareholders go against the take-over. Unfortunately the four shareholders who's vote would save 

Grace Bros aren't able to attend the meeting, so in a effort to save the store, and their jobs, the staff 

volunteer to act as the shareholders and veto the take-over. 

Episode 6: Goodbye Mr. Grainger; The whole staff has noticed that Mr. Grainger is in a foul mood 

and has yet to make a sale. He has even gone against Captain Peacock's ruling and requested that 



the ladies center stand be removed. The floor staff have therefore decided that he should leave the 

store but how will they tell him? 

Episode 7: It Pays to Advertise; Dummy displays have been made of Mrs. Slocomb and Mr. 

Humphries, and Mr. Grace is keen on expanding the advertisement for Grace Brothers further. He 

thinks that the store should have ordinary people (the staff) in a commercial advertising the various 

types of clothes on sale. With Mr. Humphries and the rest of the staff as characters in the script, 

they set out to make the commercial. 
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Series 06 (6 Episodes) (1978) 
 

Episode 1: By Appointment; Back from their holidays, the staff 

return with many vacation antics. Mr. Tebbs takes over as head of 

the gentleman's department. The staff are informed that the 

Royal family will be paraded in the street right outside Grace 

Brothers and will pay a visit to their floor so they prepare their 

greeting for the Queen and Prince Philip. 

Episode 2: The Club; Mr. Grace has offered the staff a room in the 

basement where they may form their own social club. Due to the 

huge cost of having the room professionally decorated, the staff 

opt to decorate the room themselves. 

Episode 3: Do You Take This Man?; Mrs. Slocomb has exciting 

news when she announces that she has become engaged to a 

Greek man. But with looming wedding expenses she doesn't know 

how she'll be able to afford it, little does she know that wedding 

expenses are only the beginning of her problems. 

Episode 4: Shedding the Load; Sales are down, again, and the management conclude that they must 

let one of the staff members go. Also, they decide to leave it up to the staff to decide who should go. 

Facing the difficult decision, the staff convene at the store on the weekend and battle it out. 

Episode 5: A Bliss Girl; There's a new perfume display at Grace Brothers called 'Bliss' but there's no 

'Bliss Girl' to man the display. With no other alternative, Mr. Humphries is placed in charge of the 

display. And to top it off Captain Peacock has replaced Mr. Humphries. It's going to be a chaotic day 

on the Ladies and Gents floor. 

Episode 6: Happy Returns; It's Mr. Grace's birthday once again and the staff have been treated to a 

free lunch after they grant Mr. Grace a chorus of 'happy birthday to you.' To continue with the 

celebration, the floor staff have prepared a special ballet performance of the Dance of the Toys for 

Mr. Grace. 
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Series 07 (8 Episodes) (1979) 
 

Episode 1: The Junior; Mr. Tebbs has left Grace Brothers and 

there are rumors that the new position will be advertised. But it's 

not the seniors' position, it's the junior. Mr. Humphries has taken 

over as senior and Mr. Lucas as assistant. The floor is asked to 

stay behind and interview the candidates, but will they find a 

suitable replacement? 

Episode 2: Strong Stuff, This Insurance; Mr. Grace has offered the 

staff of Grace Brothers a pension plan in which they will all 

receive a sum of money upon retirement. The younger employees 

will receive the highest sum and those closest to the age of 

retirement will receive the lowest. However in order for Grace 

Brothers to pay for the insurance, the staff must past a physical 

examination. Eager to pass the test, the staff take dancing classes to shape up; But will they pass or 

fail? 

Episode 3: The Apartment; When Mrs. Slocomb's new flat is taken over by squatters, and none of 

the staff offer her accommodations, Mr. Grace allows Mrs. Slocomb to stay at the store. With her 

furniture set up, pussy by her side and a real front door (complete with door bell) Mrs. Slocomb is 

just as happy as can be. But when transportation strikes leave everyone without a ride home, the 

staff slowly turn up at Mrs. Slocomb front door asking for a place to stay. 

Episode 4: Mrs. Slocombe, Senior Person; Due to food poisoning, Mr. Rumbold has to leave Grace 

Brothers temporarily, leaving his position suddenly available. Mrs. Slocomb takes charge and it isn't 

long before she settles comfortably into her new position. But when sales for the ladies department 

begin to skyrocket in her absence, Mrs. Slocomb fears she will be fired by the time Mr. Rumbold gets 

back. 

Episode 5: The Hero; After Mr. Franco of the sports department reveals an embarrassing secret 

about Captain Peacock, the staff urge their floorwalker to defend his honor by challenging Franco to 

a boxing match. When Peacock finds himself face to face with a heavyweight champion however, 

the staff realize what he is truly made of. 

Episode 6: Anything You Can Do; The ladies and gents department are quite dissatisfied with the way 

the world is run these days especially in their canteen. In fact they've complained so much that the 

kitchen staff has left. In order to prove that it's much easier to produce decent meals on time, the 

group runs the kitchen themselves for a day, but their working conditions are not at all what they 

expected. 

Episode 7: The Agent; Because of the poor wages at Grace Brothers, Mr. Goldberg has started an 

employment agency and is helping practically the whole of Grace Brothers find better paying jobs. 

His special new clients are Mr. Humphries and Mrs. Slocomb. But when management gets wind of 

the latest news, the employees might just be forced to find new jobs. 



Episode 8: The Punch and Judy Affair; At Grace Brothers, most of the staff is on strike for better 

wages, but the ladies and gents department refuse to waste their time picketing and go to work. But 

because they crossed the picket line, the rest of the staff are not happy with them at all. To end the 

bad feelings, Mr. Grace decides that the ladies and gents department should hold a party for the 

children of Grace Bros. employees. To make the event better, the group decides to put on a life-sized 

Punch and Judy show. But with Mr. Lucas as Punch, Miss Brahms as Judy, Mrs. Slocombe as the 

policewoman, Captain Peacock as the devil, Mr. Goldberg as the butcher, Mr. Humpries as the 

director and worst of all, Mr. Rumbold on the piano, it's going to be a tough show to pull off. 
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Series 08 (8 Episodes) (1981) 
 

Episode 1: Is It Catching?; There're some new changes happening 

at Grace Brothers. The first floor has a new junior, Mr. Spooner, 

who's looking to be just as cheeky as Mr. Lucas was. A Mr. 

Grossman is taking Mr. Goldberg's place as senior in the men's 

department. A new shoe display comes in and Mrs. Slocomb and 

Miss Brahms fight back for their old center display. Young Mr. 

Grace is going on retirement, and his older brother, old Mr. 

Grace, is taking over as owner of the store. Aside from all these 

changes there is of course a problem on the floor, everyone has 

contracted the strange Marine's disease from Mr. Humphries and 

for safety, they are all quarantined at the store. 

Episode 2: A Personal Problem; All is not well in the Peacock 

household; jealousy is brewing around the activities of Captain 

Peacock at the Christmas party. To make matters worse Mrs. Peacock gets hired as Mr. Rumbolds' 

secretary and Captain Peacock is convinced they are having an affair! 

Episode 3: Front Page Story; The executive staff have noticed Mr. Humphries large social network; 

he knows all the latest gossip and trends and gets on well with everyone. Because of this, he is 

offered the position of editor in the new Grace Brothers magazine, "What's on in the store" Along 

with the latest tittle tattle about certain staff members, Mr. Humphries becomes the organizer of 

the swimsuit show. But when Miss Brahms refuses to participate, who will represent the ladies 

intimate apparel? 

Episode 4: Sit Out; When Captain Peacock has to report that sales on a rainy day in a gloomy 

conjuncture have reached rock bottom -naught- Mr. Rumbold comes over to examine their selling 

technique and then demonstrates, playing a customer with Mrs. Slocombe, how much better it 

would be if Mr. Humphries greets customers; Peaock, who fears for his position, then plays an 

utterly impossible customer, causing a shouting match just when Mr. Grace stops by, who then 

announces they'll either suffer a 10% pay cut or be moved to the bargains cellar, where no 



commissions will be earned. After a desperate brainstorming they decide to strike and demonstrate 

on the roof, but Peacocks plan with 'military precision' proves precisely disastrous. 

Episode 5: Heir Apparent; A shock revelation is had in Grace Brothers when it is believed that Mr. 

Humphries is the illegitimate son of Old Mr. Grace. 

Episode 6: Closed Circuit; Sales are the worst they've ever been at Grace Brothers and after some 

discussion they decide to film a short commercial to be shown on screens around the store. After a 

slow start, Miss Brahms ends up being the perfect candidate for the ladies and gents department 

except for her cockney accent. But with a simple voice stand in, the commercial turns out great. But 

what will Miss Brahms do when a rich bloke spots her on the TV and insists on taking her, and her 

sexy voice, out to dinner? 

Episode 7: The Erotic Dreams of Mrs. Slocombe; After years of reaction in her widow's love life, Mrs. 

Slocombe is getting extremely cranky with everybody, even with customers. The notable exception is 

Mrs. Humphries, whom she showers with embarrassingly obvious attention, including presents. 

When the obsession drives her to alcoholism and it starts raining complaints from verbally abused 

customers, Mr. Rumbold and Mr. Grace investigate, and end up with psychological advice that the 

only cure is for the object of her desire to appear to be responsive- poor Mr. Humphries has to sit 

next to her when the whole floor gets to attend a ballet show of Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker. 

Episode 8: Roots?; Every year the department store has an elaborate celebration for the birthday -

now the 90th- of Mr. Grace, the owner. After a brainstorming for a pleasing, original present without 

any cost the first floor decides on a Welsh song in miners costume, as the Grace family comes from 

Wales. After various hiccups who will sing what, with our without organ and in what key, they get it 

right; however then Mr. Rumbold's brother Mycroft, who works for the College of Arms and was 

asked to research the Grace genealogy to devise a coat of arms, reports the family actually migrated 

from Scotland, where they were called Grouse, so the program is changed to a highland fling and a 

sword dance by Mr. Humphries. Further research traces back to Somerset, as Grice, so that gets 

another song. Ultimately a rather surprising set of oldest roots is performed on the big day. 
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Series 09 (6 Episodes) (1983) 
 

Episode 1: The Sweet Smell of Success; Grace Brothers are trying 

to cut down on costs, which means nobody is allowed to use the 

lifts outside opening hours and the staff have to pay for any lunch 

except the sloppiest, most common one. Therefore, the clothes 

department staff decide to all share the proceeds from selling 

Mrs. Slocombe's home-made perfume. At first, they try to keep it 

a secret from Mr. Rumbold, but after he has found out, he 

actually approves of the selling of the perfume. As he catches a 

cold and goes home, Captain Peacock temporarily takes over his 

duties and his office, joining his young secretary in making labels 

for the perfume bottles. However, his wife shows up, convinced 

he is having an affair with the secretary. 

Episode 2: Conduct Unbecoming; Mr. Humphries' position is 

called into question when money goes missing from the till of the Gents' department. 

Episode 3: Memories Are Made of This; To promote sporting equipment on their floor, the ladies 

and gents department are temporarily sharing their floor with a golf expert from the sports 

department. While practicing their swings, Mrs. Slocomb gets hit on the head with a golf ball and 

loses her memory. While Mrs. Slocomb thinks she's still a little girl at school, the staff try desperately 

to hide her condition from Mr. Rumbold. 

Episode 4: Calling All Customers; With sales down, once again, the staff have a think tank and at the 

last minute think of advertising on CP radio. And of course it's free, so Mr. Grace loves the idea. 

Once the staff decide to submit their own ideas, it's up to management to decide which story will be 

acceptable. But then surprisingly Mr. Harman's story is chosen and the staff are playing all the 

characters. Oh my! 

Episode 5: Monkey Business; When the staff are denied their promised rise in wages they refuse to 

work and are rude to customers in order to get themselves fired. But then news gets around that the 

Japanease are going to buy the store so the staff decide to flee to Number 10 Downing Street and 

plea their case to the Prime Minister. 

Episode 6: Lost and Found; Mrs. Slocomb's cat Tiddles goes missing. Fearing the cat may never 

return and knowing how fond their colleague was of her pet, the staff come together and buy her a 

kitten. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 



Series 10 (7 Episodes) (1985) 
 

Episode 1: Goodbye, Mrs. Slocombe; Staff that have reached a 

certain age have been made redundant, including Mrs. Slocombe. 

Refusing to leave Grace Brothers, she becomes a cleaner and her 

position is filled by a younger woman. The staff decide to get her 

back, no matter what it takes, especially since Mrs. Slocombe's 

replacement has turned out to be a very annoying woman. 

Episode 2: Grounds for Divorce; There's trouble in the Peacock 

home. Captain Peacock has changed over the years and has fallen 

for another women, who's equally infatuated with him. He wants 

a divorce but his wife won't allow it, Mrs. Peacock feels that they 

should work at their marriage. But then Captain Peacock's 

mistress makes it clear she can't control her urges. At a loss of 

what to do, they decide to make her jealous by arranging Captain 

Peacock to be found with another woman. An idea that's bound to bring trouble. 

Episode 3: The Hold-Up; While the staff stay late at the store stocktaking, two burglars break into the 

store and capture Miss Brahms, Captain Peacock and Mr. Spooner. While impersonating the most 

dangerous gangster family of the underworld, Mrs. Slocombe, Mr. Harman and Mr. Humphries pull 

out all the stops to get the police to the store and capture the burglars. 

Episode 4: Gambling Fever; With their very overdue 100 pound bonuses, the staff are eager to gain 

some more and bet all their money on a horse that Mr. Harman assures them will win. Watching the 

race on the newly installed television they all hold their breath to either win their fortunes, or lose it 

all. 

Episode 5: The Night Club; Mr. Grace has allowed the ladies and gents to use their floor at night to 

raise extra money. They decide to hold a night club and will get the word out by advertising at the 

local cinema where Mr. Humphries has connections. With a borrowed camera they decide to shoot 

their own commercial. When it's finished they go to the cinema to view it but will it be as good as 

they hoped? 

Episode 6: Friends and Neighbours; With the high transport fees, the staff have taken drastic 

measures to get to and from work without going broke. To help with cutting the expense, Mr. Grace 

has offered small apartments for the staff. With only the basic residence fees, the staff are quite 

excited about living together. But they'll soon find out that being neighbors has its ups, and downs. 

Episode 7: The Pop Star; In this final episode of 'Are You Being Served?' it appears as though Mr. 

Spooner will be sacked. But after a raving review by a local newspaper for his singing performance at 

the recent concert, a record company offers him a contract. Meanwhile, the whole staff eagerly 

awaits to be cast as back-up singers. The stars of the show end it in style with a musical performance 

to remember. 
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Are You Being Served? (1977) 
 

When Grace Brothers closes for redecoration, Young Mr. Grace 

send the staff on holiday to Costa Plonka, where they find 

themselves in the middle of a revolution. This film is slightly 

disappointing as unlike the series, there's far more slapstick 

"Carry On" style hijinks and not as many jokes. Still I can't deny 

that it doesn't have it's moments especially after the notes get 

passed around. Still one really misses the series trademarks and 

the fact that the cast are only briefly at the store. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack  



Areumdawoon Sheejul (Spring In My Hometown) (1998) 
 

A story of two 13-year-old boys (In Lee & Jungwoo Kim) in a small 

country village during the last days of the Korean War. Sungmin's 

father gets a job at U.S. army camp through his daughter's 

American boyfriend, and the family gets richer. But Changhee's 

father has been long-lost and his mother can't even afford one 

meal a day for her children. One day, the boys peep into a 

deserted mill-house which is unofficially used for prostitution, and 

find out Changhee's mother with a GI soldier. Changhee sets fire 

to the place and runs away. Months later, Sungmin hears a rumor 

that his best friend has been killed by a group of angry American 

soldiers and makes an empty grave with other boys. A year later, 

Sungmin's father gets fired for stealing things from the camp. 

Sangmin goes to Changhee's grave to bid farewell and the family 

leaves the village. Set in Korea in the early 1950's, family 

members find tragedy when a small village boy witnesses his mother having sex with an American 

soldier. Korean movies are rarely seen in the U.S.A. I gave this film every chance, however with few 

exceptions most every shot is overly distant from the actors. The pacing becomes slower as the 

framing becomes wider. Kept away at a distance, it is nearly impossible for the viewer to care about 

the people in the movie. Spring in My Hometown is highly ranked. The shadowed subtitling was very 

easy to read. Check it out if you find it, but don't plan on being overly enthralled. 
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Arizona Days (1937) 
 

Tex and sidekick Grass join McGill's traveling show. When Price 

has McGill's wagons burned, Tex becomes the county tax 

collector to earn money. This leads to trouble as one of those 

owing money is Price who says he will not pay. A second 

disappointing follow up to Tex's first film, 'Song of the Gringo' 

(1936). Tex and his side kick, 'Hopper' (Syd Saylor, as a not so 

annoying comic relief) join a minstrel show in Arizona. This is the 

best part of the film, as it shows Tex on stage singing and then 

dealing with the villain Harry Price (the great badman Forrest 

Taylor) and his henchmen who enter the theater without paying. 

Unfortunately, the only prints I've seen then cut out about the 

next ten minutes of the film, and suddenly Tex is a tax collector in 

a showdown with Price to get him to pay his taxes! There isn't 

much on display here. The prairie flower love interest is a cypher; 

we are also subjected to a too long ambush shoot out behind rocks. The only other 'high point' is a 

tense little bit of editing as the evil looking Price waits in the cantina to shoot Tex. Tex does sing 

three co-written songs, one of which 'Tombstone, Arizona' has a four bar melody section taken 

directly from his version of 'The Big Rock Candy Mountain.' But that's okay! He also admitted in later 

years to how he 'stole' Leadbelly's melody for 'Goodnight Irene' and wrote new words recording it as 

'I've Done the Best I Could.' He also borrowed 'Ta Ra Ra Boom De Ay' for another of his hits. But all is 

forgiven Tex, because you did so many great songs, sang 'High Noon,' gave us John Ritter, and made 

some fairly decent westerns! But 'Arizona Days' is not one of them. 
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Arizona Stage Coach (1942) 
 

In the midst of some friendly horseplay on their "Flying R" ranch, 

the Range Busters, Crash Corrigan (Ray Corrigan), Dusty King 

(John King) and Alibi Terhune (Max Terhune), are sobered by the 

arrival of a buckboard bearing their old friend Larry Meadows 

(Forrest Taylor) and his niece Dorrie Willard (Nell O'Day). 

Meadows seeks their aid against a gang of outlaws terrorizing his 

town. Ernie Willard (Riley Hill as Roy Harris), Dorrie's brother, has 

been taken in by Tex Laughlin (Stanley Price) who is using the 

Willard ranch as an undercover for his real occupation as a 

member of a gang of outlaws led by Tim Douglas (Charles King), a 

supposed friend of the Willards. Crash Corrigan and his 

compadres help rid a town of a gang of cut-throats terrorizing the 

citizenry of the local community. This Range Busters film features 

a little bit of everything (action, comedy and suspense) in a 

standard western programmer. Corrigan had a long career in film, 

mostly in "B" films. His best work was in the 3 Mesquiteer series, but he does a good job in this 

routine oater. Terhune was decent comedian, but his ventriliquist dummy often seems out of place 

in his western films. This film was fine when viewed in context, but does not leave the viewer with 

any lasting film memories. An average time-passer. 
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Ark II (1976) 
 

After Earth has been devastated by years of pollution and nuclear 

war, a group of scientists send out a team of young people as well 

as an intelligent chimpanzee to seek out the surviving pockets of 

human beings in order to help rebuild civilization. Also, as they 

meet these people they take time to teach them valuable life 

lessons along the way. I loved this show when I was a kid. 

Basically the premise was a group of scientists were driving 

around in the land rover vehicle from "Damnation Alley" 

(repainted white). They fended off bad guys and post apocalyptic 

disasters while helping people rebuild after a nuclear holocaust 

(at least I think it was nuclear). This show had to have been the 

inspiration for the Role Playing Game "The Morrow Project", 

which basically used the same premise. Filmation Trivia: This was 

one of many live action Saturday Morning TV shows put out by 

Filmation in the late 70s. Filmation made a name for itself by making both filmed and animated kid 

shows. Some of their more famous filmed shows included: Captain Marvel, Isis, Run Joe Run, Space 

Academy (whose spiffy Star Trek the Motion Picture like costumes were recycled from Ark II) and its 

spinoff, Jason of Star Command. Filmation is probably most famous for their He-Man & the Masters 

of the Universe cartoon from the 80s. With 16-year-old Tierre Turner in 2 episodes. 

 

Series 1 (15 Episodes) (1976) 
 

Episode 01: The Flies; A band of orphans led by the thieving Fagon have found canisters of poison 

gas that they plan to use against the bullying War Lords. The Ark II crew must intervene to prevent 

mass murder. 

Episode 02: The Slaves; Jonah is captured by Baron Vargas, a tyrant who uses magic to enslave his 

superstitious subjects. Ruth, Samuel and Adam must conjure up some scientific magic of their own 

to free their friend and break the Baron's spell. 

Episode 03: The Wild Boy; The crew of the ARK steps in to protect a feral boy from angry villagers. 

Strange pulsating crystals unearthed by Jonah have a troubling side effect. 

Episode 04: The Robot; Samuel creates a robot that could prove useful when exploring a sector 

permeated by a strange gas, but Jonah is unwilling to allow Alpha-One to assist and orders him 

deactivated. Alphie has other ideas. 

Episode 05: Omega; The ARK encounters a community enslaved by a sentient super-computer 

housed in a black monolith. Samuel succumbs to the computer's control, jeopardizing Jonah's plan to 

deactivate it. 



Episode 06: The Tank; The Ark II comes upon a village that forbids machinery. Will they reconsider 

when a functional 20th-century battle tank could aid in the rescue of their leader's daughter, who 

was abducted by marauding scavengers? 

Episode 07: The Cryogenic Man; The ARK crew unwittingly opens a Pandora's Box of pollution when 

they revive a 20th Century business tycoon determined to kick-start production of his trademark 

toxic chemical fertilizer. 

Episode 08: The Rule; The Ark comes upon a community in bondage to The Rule, a merciless civil 

code that commands the elderly, disabled and sick be exiled from the village. 

Episode 09: Robin Hood; When a tyrant hoards grain to create fuel while his people starve, a post-

apocalyptic Robin Hood arises to right the wrong. The ARK arrives hoping to mitigate the mayhem 

and mediate a peaceful solution. 

Episode 10: The Drought; During a devastating drought Fagon and his Flies return and hijack the ARK 

in an attempt to secure a time capsule containing a cloud-seeding device. A primitive tribe that 

worships the time capsule has captured Ruth, Samuel and Adam. 

Episode 11: The Lottery; A tyrant employs a rigged lottery as a means of exiling those who threaten 

his power to an alternate dimension called the Forbidden Zone. 

Episode 12: The Mind Group; The Ark returns to War Lord Brack's territory in search of three 

abducted children. The youths possess paranormal powers of telepathy and telekinesis and distrust 

all "speakers" alike, including the crew of the Ark. 

Episode 13: The Balloon; Red balloons bring word of an epidemic sweeping an isolated community, 

but its xenophobic leader is resistant to allowing the Ark to enter with a vaccine. 

Episode 14: Don Quixote; The ARK crew's efforts to disarm ancient explosives are complicated by a 

latter-day Don Quixote who is convinced the ARK is a giant white dragon and Jonah his nemesis the 

Black Knight. 

Episode 15: Orkus; Ruth and Adam suffer rapid advanced aging after exposure to gas from a lake 

polluted by Orkus, despot of a domed community of immortal elites who is also scheming to steal 

the ARK to generate power for his dying city. 
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Arlington Road (1999) 
 

Widowed when his FBI agent wife is killed in an FBI anti-terrorist 

operation gone wrong, a college professor (Bridges) becomes 

increasingly obsessed with the culture and sub-society of these 

dangerous groups. The arrival of new neighbors (Robbins, 

Cusack), gives him new spirit, as they are gregarious and friendly, 

with two children (13-year-old Mason Gamble & 7-year-old Mary 

Ashleigh Green) that his son (12-year-old Spencer Treat Clark) can 

be friends with. He is even beginning to see another woman 

(Davis). However, he begins to suspect something is odd about 

the neighbors, something about the way they don't want him to 

see certain parts of the house, or a set of blueprints they have 

there. Are his neighbors terrorists... or is the stress of losing his 

wife merely driving him past the point of paranoia? Michael 

Faraday is a recently widowed college history professor living 

alone with his 10-year-old son Grant in the suburbs of Washington, DC. The death of Michael's wife 

Leah, an FBI agent killed in the line of duty, continues to haunt both father and son. Michael and 

Grant are soon befriended by the Langs, a vivacious, All-American family new to the neighborhood. 

The parents, Oliver and Cheryl Lang, go out of their way to draw Michael into their lives. Soon, Grant 

and young Brody Lang become inseparable friends. The Faradays' long period of mourning seems 

finally to be over. As the two families become closer, Michael begins to have misgivings about the 

gregarious Oliver. After catching Oliver in a few insignificant lies, the more Michael learns about 

Oliver, the more his uneasiness grows. With Grant spending more and more time at the Langs, 

Michael decides to check into the background of his neighbors. What he discovers deepens the 

mystery, arousing suspicions that shake Michael to the core of his existence. The Langs are definitely 

not who they claim to be; but who are they? Why have they come to Washington, DC? When 

Michael Faraday, single father, accidentally stumbles across a little lie from his new neigbour, he 

gets suspicious. As a university professor who gives classes on terrorism history and whose wife got 

killed in the line of FBI-duty, his fatherly protection instincts arise much faster than in normal people. 

Grant, his son, became the best friend of Brady Lang. Only that Brady's father did not always carry 

the name Lang. Digging deeper and deeper, Michael Faraday excavates a very interesting and 

frightening history. But what we didn't think of: From whose point of view is that history 

frightening? "Arlington Road" is this year's "Breakdown." It's filled to the rim with hard core, high 

octane tension and suspense-so much that it is almost hard to catch your breath throughout the 

movie's running period. Fueled with first rate performances and a script that is understandable and 

clear, this may be one of the best thrillers. The movie starts off with a boy, named Brady Lang, who 

stumbles down Arlington Road with blood dripping from his body. Jeff Bridges, who plays Michael 

Faraday, a single professor who teachers a course on terrorism at a local university, observes this 

terrified and injured child from inside his car as he drives by. After realizing the nature of his 

wounds, he dashes out of his car to help. Michael rushes Brady to the nearest hospital, in result he 

saves his life and meets some people whom he will soon wish he would have never laid eyes on. 

Wow. What an exhilarating opening scene. While it may be a little over the top, it does provide the 

setup needed for such the brutal, bloodthirsty film this really is. It is not a film for younger viewers, 



and I would check into it some more if you're faint of heart or squeamish in any way. This movie 

takes itself seriously for every second of the way, unlike many other "scary" movies out there today. 

Brady Lang belongs to a new family down the block from the Faraday's, consisting of Oliver, the 

friendly dad, Cheryl, almost eccentric wife, and their children, who are very bizarre acting. Quiet and 

suspicious, almost as if they are holding something back. When Michael and his girlfriend, Brooke, 

meet the Lang's, they introduce them to his son, ask them over for dinner sometime, and look 

around their new house. Oliver is an architect currently working on a shopping mall somewhere out 

of town. But wait! When Michael was over there last he saw the blueprint to his "so called" mall, 

and knows that this is no mall he his constructing. This makes Michael very wearily of his neighbors, 

especially when he beholds Oliver's mail and discovers that there may have been a name change 

sometime ago in Lang's past. He brings these things to the attention to Brooke, only to have her call 

him paranoid and that his occupation is getting to his head. That is also what his old buddy, FBI 

Agent Whit Carver, says to him when Michael asks him to do a background check on Oliver. Things 

really heat up when Michael discovers the truth behind his friendly neighbor's secret identity. Movie 

posters and newspaper ads suggest it. Previews and reviews reveal it, and by the time the film takes 

an unexpected turn in the third act, the only one suspecting Oliver Lang to be just an ordinary 

person is Michael. "Arlington Road" is smart enough to develop Jeff Bridge's character with feelings, 

flashbacks and an emotional past, rather than showing us the details of his past marriage. It is also 

smart enough not to develop a romantic subplot between Michael and Brooke, beyond the 

suggestions and interest in each other. It stays on track every inch of the way; all the scenes further 

the plot a little bit at a time. Leading us with a perfectly structured, flawlessly planned out thriller. 

The performance by Jeff Bridges is so great and certainly Oscar worthy we actually buy into the 

paranoia plot and end up caring about him so much this movie's ending actually hurts to watch. It 

ruins the entire production. The last twenty minutes of this movie arrant just unbelievable, but the 

closing scene features a sense of injustice, unfairness, and is unsettling beyond comprehension. All 

of this and I still have not revealed the actually end to you, and will not. But I hated it, and think the 

majority of an audience will join me in saying as the closing credits arouse on screen their jaw 

dropped off their face and hit the floor. However, I do think the film is unconventional because of 

the thematic structure it used for its closing and subject matter. If it would have concluded in a 

predictable, usual fashioned people would complain about that too. It proves how much we care 

about the characters. And at the same time allows us to realize that this film deserved better, 

somewhere down the road, it deserved to be much better. 
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Around The Bend (2004) 
 

In LA, Jason Lair is recently separated, living with his grandfather 

and his son (7-year-old Jonah Bobo); he's a banker, tense, with a 

limp. Grandfather Henry, an archaeologist, wants to take the 

family van on a trip to Albuquerque. His plans are interrupted 

when Turner, Jason's father and Henry's son, appears after years 

of absence. Henry wants to celebrate family, as does Zach, Jason's 

son; Jason is angry and distant, Turner seems detached and says 

he's got a bus to catch in the morning. This prompts Henry to put 

in place an elaborate plan that will send his "tribe" on that VW 

bus trip to New Mexico sorting out relationships and digging up a 

crippled family history. Dust and dogs figure prominently. Four 

generations of men who haven't seen each other in years are 

suddenly brought together by the chance to uncover the truth 

about their family's past. It's a journey that takes them out on the 

road to a world full of surprises - some comic, some dramatic, and all of them personal. A tale of four 

generations of men, all of whom have had their offspring at a young age: a great-grandfather, a 

grandfather, a father in his twenties and a son who is about 7-years-old. When the oldest member 

passes away, the trio heads out on the road together in the Southwest to search out an old family 

secret that connects to their past. If this is the last movie you ever see, than let it be this one. 

Wrong...Wrong...Wrong!!!! Anyone who is reading the less than perfect reviews and makes a 

decision to not see this film is making a very big mistake. We all know how political the economics of 

film reviews are and this movie proves it. I am a 40-year-old male who sees this as a "mans" movie. 

This is about the issues that all sons have with their fathers to one degree or another; and it has a 

great plot with as much humor in it as it does have the seriousness of male issues and bonding. 

Come on guys, you all know what I am talking about. So for all those who call this a chick flick, your 

wrong too! Both men and women will definitely leave this film with a big smile on their faces and 

will agree with me that the admittance ticket was worth every penny! 
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Around The World In 80 Days (2004) 
 

A bet pits a British inventor, a Chinese thief, and a French artist on 

a worldwide adventure that they can circle the globe in 80 days. 

Set in 1872, the story focuses on Passepartout, a Chinese thief 

who steals a valuable jade Buddha and then seeks refuge in the 

traveling companionship of an eccentric London inventor and 

adventurer, Phileas Fogg, who has taken on a bet with members 

of his gentlemen's club that he can make it around the world in a 

mere 80 days, using a variety of means of transportation, like 

boats, trains, balloons, elephants, etc. Along the way, 

Passepartout uses his amazing martial arts abilities to defend 

Fogg from the many dangers they face.. One major threat to their 

adventure is a detective that's following them. Why? Just as Fogg 

and Passeportout left London, a major bank was robbed, with 

Fogg suspected of using the "around the world" trip as an excuse 

to escape.. Their path from London and back includes stops in Paris, Turkey, India, China and the 

U.S.A. Three Screenwriters Named Dave. The credits roll, and I sarcastically turn to my friend, and 

whisper, "Dude, 3 screenwriters, and they're all named Dave." Oddly enough, that turned out to 

pretty much sum up the whole movie. It's not BAD. It leans toward good, except it's not so much a 

remake as it is a Disney-fication. Like 'Cinderella' and 'The Little Mermaid' before it, Disney takes the 

title of the story and a few major characters, and just turns it into a theme-park attraction with 

emotional and dramatic resonance to match. Frank Coraci is solely responsible for making Adam 

Sandler's star stick. "Happy Gilmore" was cute, but it didn't have the style of a REAL movie, like his 

two films with Coraci, "The Wedding Singer," and "The Waterboy." Those films work as FILMS, not 

just Adam Sandler vehicles. I had high hopes for this one, and for that reason, it splatted. Amusing 

lines here and there, and great kung-fu choreography ruined by the same poor photography that 

screwed up "Rush Hour." This is martial arts. DO NOT shoot your actors from the waist up. Things 

happen too fast, people are moving in too many directions. So in "80 Days," like in "Rush Hour," I 

had a sense that there was martial arts taking place, but could barely see it. Coraci does pull the 

camera back a few times, down to the ankles maybe, so a few scenes are reasonably well-shot. But 

not as well as they could have been. In fact, the entire movie feels rushed, like they're trying to cram 

the whole script into the allotted time frame. Some "Indiana Jones"-type pacing would have worked 

wonders, even if it made the movie 30 minutes longer. We're still talking about the book 100 years 

later for a reason, you know. What could have been fun for everyone turns into Disney-video 

wackiness that will barely appeal to anyone over 13, and not at all to any fan of Jules Verne. And 

thus the old rule applies once again... the more screenwriters, the worse the film. Even if they're all 

named Dave. 
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Arrested Development (2003-5) 
 

Level-headed son Michael Bluth takes over family affairs after his 

father is imprisoned. But the rest of his spoiled, dysfunctional 

family are making his job unbearable. Michael Bluth, a widower 

with a 13-year-old son, named George-Michael (15-year-old 

Michael Cera), is forced to keep his large and dysfunctional family 

together after his father is arrested for shifty accounting practices 

at the family-owned conglomerate and the Bluth family assets are 

frozen, making each member of the eccentric family panic. 

Michael's snobbish mother, Lucille, finds herself living alone in a 

penthouse without the financial means to maintain it, while 

Michael's two brothers, GOB and Buster, and his sister Lindsay 

with her husband Tobias and her daughter Maeby also find 

themselves having to recreate their lifestyles to fit their new 

financial status. In this age of lazily-conceived, hastily-produced, 

fill-in-the-blank reality shows that the FOX network seems to corner the market on, it's refreshing to 

see them invest in a show that doesn't fit a clichéd formula and challenges the audience's intellect 

with hilarious results. Previously, I had written off this show without giving it a chance, assuming 

that it's just another show about rich people with problems, a la "The OC". It's too bad I didn't give it 

a chance because I just happened to watch a random episode right while waiting for "Malcom in the 

Middle". Little did I expect to laugh so hard at George Michael continuously wearing a muscle suit 

just because his COUSIN. Maebe, gave him a passing compliment. And the absurdity of the situation 

was amplified by Ron Howard's deadpan narration of the episode, giving it the seriousness the 

situation doesn't deserve. The show was still confusing because I wasn't clear on all the relationships 

and the originating humor that the episodes look back to. Good think FOX did a marathon of the 

show in order to set me straight. Bottom line, this show did not win all those Emmys for nothing. It 

could give Frasier, Friends and Seinfeld a run for their money any day. Let's hope the Emmys 

shielded the show from the FOX cancellation bug that afflicted other good shows such as "Action", 

"Titus", "Greg The Bunny" and ESPECIALLY "Family Guy". 

 

Series 1 (22 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 01: Pilot; Widower Michael Bluth has been working for his father's development company 

since he was a teenager manning the family's frozen banana stand, and he and his son George 

Michael have gone so far as to move into one of the company's model homes. So when his father 

George Sr. throws his retirement party on the family yacht, Michael expects that he will be 

announced as his father's successor. Instead, Michael gets two surprises: His mother is the new 

President, and his father is under investigation by the SEC. So Michael has to hold his wildly 

dysfunctional family together. 



Episode 02: Top Banana; Michael suspects that George Sr. is running the business from inside prison. 

George Michael is made manager of the banana stand, and Michael gives GOB a letter to mail after 

Lucille suggests that he be included in the business. 

Episode 03: Bringing Up Buster; Lucille suggests that Buster be included in the family activities, but 

Buster is reluctant to leave his mother's apartment in hopes of avoiding Lucille 2. Meanwhile, Tobias 

takes over the directing duties for the high school play to rather disastrous results. 

Episode 04: Key Decisions; Determined to not be upstaged by his actress girlfriend, GOB decides to 

pull an elaborate escape at the Orange County Prison, where George Sr. is being held. Meanwhile, 

Michael falls for GOB's girlfriend Marta. 

Episode 05: Charity Drive; To help the company's image, Lindsay returns to her roots - charity fund 

raisers. While Lindsay is the most charitable member of the family, Michael tries to prove he's a 

more charitable person by helping a woman he thinks is his mother's housekeeper. Maebe, defying 

her parents, decide to break into the permit office, using George-Michael's help, and they learn a 

shocking secret about the Bluth Company. Meanwhile, Buster accidentally bids on his mother's 

social rival Lucille Austero at a charity bachelorette auction. 

Episode 06: Visiting Ours; Michael gets a tip about the company's international accounts, and has 

GOB question the office secretary Kitty about them. But that's not before Michael does the 

unthinkable - setting up a conjugal visit between George Sr. and Lucille. 

Episode 07: In God We Trust; It's time for the annual Living Classics Pageant, and Barry makes a deal 

with Michael to get George Sr. out in time to take part in the pageant's signature exhibit - 

Michaelangelo's The Creation Of Adam. But there is no god when George Sr. makes plans to escape. 

Episode 08: My Mother the Car; Michael cannot remember anything about the car accident he and 

Lucille were in. While he's trying to piece together the accident, GOB thinks Michael is planning to 

escape to South America with his father. Meanwhile, Lindsay makes repeated visits to the prison in 

hopes of scoring a date. 

Episode 09: Storming the Castle; Determined to get back in the Magician's Alliance, GOB puts on one 

last big show, thanks to his brother Michael. Michael, hoping to steal Marta away from GOB, tries to 

pull a scam almost as great as GOB's magic act. Meanwhile, Tobias, hoping to impress his daughter, 

becomes a "leather daddy". 

Episode 10: Pier Pressure; When Michael suspects that George Michael has been smoking marijuana, 

he enlists the help of a one-armed man his father used to scare them as children. GOB and Buster 

participate in the bust, which also enlists the help of a local stripper agency. 

Episode 11: Public Relations; The family's new public relations director gives them each a task while 

Michael tries to get his son in the prestigious Milford Academy. Buster, a graduate, is to be neither 

seen nor heard. Tobias heads to Boston to get his medical license back, only to meet Carl Weathers 

on the way there, and GOB makes the academy's founder disappear. 



Episode 12: Marta Complex; It's Valentine's Day and everyone but Michael has a reason to celebrate. 

Buster, tired of dealing with his mother, goes to live with the rest of the family in the model home. 

But soon Marta realizes that Michael is the one she has feelings for, not GOB. 

Episode 13: Beef Consomme; After Tobias moves into his room, George Michael gets a rather 

curious tip about his cousin's origins, so he decides to investigate. GOB, worried about his girlfriend 

Marta, heads down to the TV studio to visit the set of her show, to confront a man named 

"Hermano". 

Episode 14: Shock and Aww; George Sr. starts his own line of priced-to-own videotapes after he 

experiences a religious revelation during a stay in solitary confinement. A fan of his visits, but not 

after George Sr. learns that she's with the prosecution. Meanwhile, Michael falls for George-

Michael's ethics teacher. 

Episode 15: Staff Infection; Michael is tired of the family getting free handouts from the Bluth 

Company without doing anything, so he puts them to work. He puts Lindsay to work at the company 

answering phones, while GOB and Buster take construction jobs. Meanwhile, the sheep-like 

behavior of the Bluth Company employees gets them in trouble on a visit to the island of Catalina, 

and Tobias, researching his role as a frightened inmate, checks himself into the prison where George 

Sr. is being held. 

Episode 16: Altar Egos; Michael has a one-night stand with a woman named Maggie Lizer. He has a 

guilt-trip after learning she is blind, but not so much after he discovers that she's the prosecuting 

attorney against his family. Meanwhile, GOB gets married to a woman after a series of escalating 

dares, and tries to get a subsequent divorce. 

Episode 17: Justice Is Blind; Michael gets an evidence file about his family after sleeping with the 

Maggie Lizer, the prosecuting attorney. But he suspects that she's not exactly telling the truth, so he 

sends Tobias to her house to investigate, who finds out that she's not blind. Meanwhile, GOB's 

divorce does not go as smoothly as planned. 

Episode 18: Missing Kitty; Spring Break hits Orange County, and GOB plans to take his magic act to 

the popular video series "Girls With Low Self Esteem" by making the family yacht disappear. Michael 

becomes concerned that George-Michael is spending too much time with GOB, so he puts George 

Michael to work at the Bluth Company. Kitty threatens to go to court with evidence against the 

company. Meanwhile, Lindsay and Maeby investigate the whereabouts of their grandmother, and 

Lucille's newly adopted Korean son Annyong (Justin Lee) annoys the family. 

Episode 19: Best Man for the Gob; The family accountant, Ira Gilligan, is planning to snitch, and 

George Sr. will do everything possible to stop him. He enlists GOB to throw a party, where he will try 

to make Ira flee the country to avoid testifying. Michael and his son plan a fishing trip, while Tobias 

wants to reunite a folk band he formed with Lindsay and Maeby to promote pharmaceuticals. 

Episode 20: Whistler's Mother; Some company funds have been unfrozen, and everyone in the 

family wants a cut of it. Michael makes a bad investment on his uncle Oscar's land, and takes the 

blame for it. Meanwhile George Michael spots a mysterious man who looks a lot like his grandfather, 

and the Bluth Company institutes a new whistle-blowing policy. 



Episode 21: Not Without My Daughter; Michael decides that it's time to retire a long-running joke 

involving George-Michael and "Take Your Daughter To Work Day", so he brings Maeby along for the 

ride instead. The police get involved in the disappearance of Kitty Sanchez, the company's former 

secretary, and Michael discovers shocking video evidence of Kitty's last known whereabouts. 

Episode 22: Let 'Em Eat Cake; Michael learns the real secret behind the Bluth Company's 

international accounts - his dad may have been illegally building houses similar to the one he 

occupies in Iraq. George Sr. agrees to take a lie detector test to prove his innocence, but the family 

gets word that he has had a heart attack while in prison. The family goes to the hospital to visit, but 

learns that George Sr. has made an elaborate escape. Michael decides that he's had enough, and he 

and George-Michael decide to pack up and head to Phoenix. 
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Series 2 (18 Episodes) (2004) 
 

Episode 01: The One Where Michael Leaves; Michael Bluth denounces his family after George Sr. 

escapes to Mexico with his secretary Kitty. But when Michael announces plans to move to Phoenix, 

Barry informs him that he cannot leave California or he will face prosecution for his father's crimes. 

While Michael scrambles to find the company checkbook, Lucille signs Buster up for the Army, and 

Lindsay and Tobias institute an open marriage. 

Episode 02: The One Where They Build a House; Michael's new business model backfires when GOB 

suggests that they build a fake house in two weeks. Meanwhile, George Sr. turns up in Mexico, only 

to be captured by prison guards who have been injured by a shoddy device he tried to market in 

Mexico years earlier. 

Episode 03: Amigos; Michael gets a lead that his father has fled to Mexico and takes along a group to 

retrieve him. In the meantime, he tries to connect with George-Michael's girlfriend, Ann, and Buster 

tries to escape going off to the army by stowing away. 

Episode 04: Good Grief!; Georg is declared dead in Mexico, and the Bluth family holds a wake for 

their dead family member. Meanwhile, Georg isn't dead, and has returned to the U.S.A., only to be 

found by a newly dumped Georg Michael. 

Episode 05: Sad Sack; Some unfortunate pictures of Tobias wind up on the internet, which the 

military mistakes for pictures of Iraq and proof that the Bluth Company was building houses over 

there. Wayne Jarvis, the family's former attorney, makes Michael an offer he can't refuse. 

Meanwhile, Buster seeks GOB's help to provide motivation for his Army training. 

Episode 06: Afternoon Delight; While Buster looks for ways to get out of serving in Iraq, Lindsay's 

quest to score a date at the Bluth Company Christmas party backfires after GOB's sexual harassment 

speech. Michael and Maeby get in trouble singing Afternoon Delight, but are quickly overshadowed 

by Oscar and Lucille's afternoon delight. 



Episode 07: Switch Hitter; GOB suspects that rival housing contractor Stan Sitwell is up for a power 

grab at the Bluth Company when he wants to hire GOB. Michael plans the annual softball game 

between the rival companies, and Lindsay and Tobias move to separate bedrooms. 

Episode 08: Queen for a Day; Michael finds out that some company funds have been unfrozen, 

which the family quickly spends on some elaborate stuff. He then trades the family's portable 

stairway vehicle for a Corvette. Tobias and Buster enjoy a night out, where Buster runs into a 

recuperated Lucille 2. 

Episode 09: Burning Love; The family's careless selfish spending sprees cause them to lose control of 

the Bluth Company to Lucille 2. GOB tries to regain control of the company by courting Lucille 2. 

Michael continues to pursue his relationship with Sally Sitwell, only to wind up looking like he's 12-

years-old (16-year-old Michael Bartel). Buster scores a date with the company's new secretary after 

Michael sets them up. 

Episode 10: Ready, Aim, Marry Me; Desperate to find money, at George Sr.'s request, Michael 

contacts "Uncle Jack", a man who the family has had past business relations with. Meanwhile, the 

family members enjoy their weekend getaways at a local spa / resort, and Michael suggests to 

Tobias that he buy a tape recorder to listen to some of his questionable phrasing. 

Episode 11: Out on a Limb; Maggie Lizer returns after Michael bumps into her at the courtroom. But 

that's not before he realizes that she's 8 1/2 months pregnant. This comes after Michael tries to go 

after his long-time crush Sally Sitwell. Meanwhile, Michael decides to enlist Lindsay and Tobias to 

figure out if she's really pregnant. 

Episode 12: Hand to God; Lindsay and Tobias continue to investigate the mysterious pregnancy by 

Maggie Lizer, while Michael continues to see her. Buster prepares to go off to Iraq, but before doing 

so, decides to go on a long-delayed rite of passage - swimming in the ocean, and gets his hand bit off 

by a seal. 

Episode 13: Motherboy XXX; Lucille recruits George Michael to take Buster's place at the annual 

mother son dinner dance. While Michael and GOB are busy tracking down the seal that ate Buster's 

hand, Tobias signs away the family's life rights in order to get a part with his former acting coach Carl 

Weathers. 

Episode 14: The Immaculate Election; At his girlfriend's request, George-Michael decides to run for 

class president, but finds that it will not be easy competing with his rival, Steve Holt. Once again, 

Michael and GOB find themselves competing with each other as it's revealed that Steve Holt is GOB's 

son. 

Episode 15: Sword of Destiny; Determined to get back in the Magician's Alliance, GOB buys a sword 

from a Chinese shop and hires Buster to be the main magician while he's the assistant. Then he 

meets Tony Wonder who wants GOB and Buster to be on his next DVD. 

Episode 16: Meat the Veals; Michael thinks George-Michael has set the bar too low with his dating 

standards, so he sets up a meeting between Ann's ultra-conservative parents and his family, hoping 

that would break them up. But the plan backfires when Michael realizes Ann's family is just as 

screwed up as his. 



Episode 17: Spring Breakout; GOB is hoping to get even with the producers of "Girls With Low Self 

Esteem" after they botched his attempt to make the yacht disappear. Michael decides that it's finally 

time to get Lucille into rehab. Kitty returns with a cooler full of evidence against the Bluth Company, 

which Michael is determined to get. 

Episode 18: Righteous Brothers; Michael thinks it's time for George Sr. to leave the attic where he's 

been hiding as a fugitive. George-Michael helps his girlfriend Ann stage a protest against the 

American remake of the movie Dangerous Cousins, which turns out to be a big hit for Maeby. Tobias 

falls for Kitty, and learns that his "cease and desist" with the Blue Man Group has been lifted, and 

they ask Tobias to come to Las Vegas for an audition. 
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Series 3 (13 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 01: The Cabin Show; Michael learns that it's actually George Sr.'s twin brother Oscar serving 

time in prison, not George. After getting a tip from Barry, Michael heads to Reno to find George, but 

that costs him a camping trip he promised his son. 

Episode 02: For British Eyes Only; George Sr. drops a major bombshell that he was working with a 

British syndicate who conned him into building the house in Iraq. Michael decides to investigate the 

claim by heading to the British section of Orange County, where he meets a beautiful and mysterious 

woman named Rita. 

Episode 03: Forget Me Now; George Sr. is placed under house arrest by the family's new attorney 

Bob Loblaw, and finds that it's not exactly a walk in the park. Michael sets up his first date with Rita, 

but Rita has an unfortunate encounter with the family beforehand. 

Episode 04: Notapusy; To prove he's a man to Rita, Michael and his nephew Steve Holt compete in 

the Church And State Fair's annual triathlon. George Sr. tries to scare some at-risk youth, and Tobias 

tries to help George-Michael's girlfriend Ann to compete in the fairs' "inner beauty" pageant. 

Episode 05: Mr. F; The family's meeting with Japanese investors backfires big time when Tobias 

mistakes a real government agent for a talent agent. GOB tries to connect with his father, who is 

controlling a Surrogate. Meanwhile, Michael has another encounter with Rita's uncle, and Maeby's 

romantic comedy is a total flop. 

Episode 06: The Ocean Walker; Michael plans to marry Rita, but that's not before her uncle Trevor 

intervenes, and Michael discovers Rita's handicap. When the family learns that Rita has millions of 

dollars, they try to speed up the wedding process. 

Episode 07: Prison Break-In; The family plans their annual fund raiser, and they actually have a cause 

this time - Tobias is ailing due to his transplanted hair plugs, which appear to be rejecting him. 

Lindsay uses the illness as her ticket back into high society, and Michael learns of the prison 

warden's true intentions with his mother after reading the warden's screenplay. 



Episode 08: Making a Stand; Michael is tired of his father always having GOB compete with him, so 

Michael gets GOB his own banana stand franchise, only to find that GOB has set it up 20 feet from 

the old one. After the two compete, they decide to teach their father an elaborate lesson, and 

Buster refuses to use his handicap to scare kids. Meanwhile, Maeby uses Lucille's surgery in a horror 

film. 

Episode 09: S.O.B.s; George Sr. suggests a last-ditch effort to save the family by holding a fund raiser 

to raise money to pay their legal expenses. Michael suggests to Lindsay that she take over the house 

work, and he sends George-Michael to an expensive boarding school. Meanwhile, Maeby has 

trouble with a snowboarding film and Tobias tries to be a "discipline daddy". 

Episode 10: Fakin' It; As the family's upcoming deposition nears, they participate in a mock trial, 

hosted by Judge Reinhold. Michael searches for a mysterious witness on the list, while the 

prosecuting attorney makes Michael an offer he can't refuse. Meanwhile, GOB practices his 

ventriloquism act, and Buster fakes a coma to get out of testifying. 

Episode 11: Family Ties; Michael's quest to locate the mysterious "N. Bluth" leads him to Nellie, a 

prostitute who he believes is his long-lost sister, and the woman who just might be able to clear 

everything up. Meanwhile, Buster's fake coma incurs the wrath of real doctors. 

Episode 12: Exit Strategy; GOB heads to Iraq via his participation in the U.S.O., where he is quickly 

arrested and being held by the U.S. military. The prosecutors believe this is treasonous, so Michael 

and Buster head to Iraq to free GOB. There, they visit the house they built and discover what's really 

inside. 

Episode 13: Development Arrested; After returning home from Iraq, George Sr. is finally cleared of 

all charges, and Michael is relieved to be the head of a successful company for a change. The real 

brains behind the madness is revealed, and just as the family begins to celebrate their victory, a 

whole new set of problems emerge. 
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Artemis 81 (1981) 
 

The epic battle for the future of mankind is fought between an 

angel of light and an angel of death. Paranormal novelist Gideon 

Harlax is drawn into a battle between the forces of good, 

represented by alien angel Helith, and the forces of evil, 

represented by Helith's evil brother Asrael. Ranging from Oxford 

to Denmark, a North Sea ferry to an alien planet, Harlax 

unwittingly becomes part of an ancient plot that may result in the 

destruction of Earth. A forerunner to Twin Peaks? I'm not sure 

how to describe this bizarre, but beautiful movie. First, it's long. 

Just one minute under three hours. And it's not exactly fast-paced 

either. If sci-fi for you means action, spaceships and 

interplanetary intrigue, give this one a miss. In fact, although the 

cover describes it as "The cult BBC Science Fiction film", I'd 

hesitate to call it science fiction; indeed, I'd hesitate to label it 

anything at all. And it's definitely flawed. The dialogue is riddled with melodrama and pretentious 

poetry; the camera-work sophomoric, and the editing clumsy. And yet the effect shines through: the 

movie has an eerie, otherworldly quality, where trivial details (such as an old lady glaring at a noisy 

conversation in a library) seem to take on ominous significance. And so, if you have the patience, 

you'll get sucked in to this movie. It's mysterious, and beautiful. But don't expect to come out 

satisfied. Although there is a plot, it is far from clear. The story moves from one surreal incident to 

another, each connected but seldom shedding any light on its predecessor; even at the end, when it 

appears that our protagonists have triumphed, it's far from clear what exactly they've triumphed 

over, and most loose ends are left firmly untied. Hywel Bennett does a fine job as the somewhat 

petulant author caught up in a situation that might have been co-written by Kafka and Philip K Dick. 

Dinah Stabb perhaps succumbs a little to her melodramatic script; Dan O'Herlihy brings an artistic 

gravitas to his role. A cameo from a very young Daniel Day-Lewis, and a supporting role by Sting, add 

a bit of celebrity interest. Overall, Artemis '81 reminded me more than anything of Twin Peaks 

(which was made nearly a decade later, and, curiously, also featured Dan O'Herlihy) - the same sense 

of explanation hidden just around the corner, and another reality just half-glimpsed and poorly 

understood. I don't think everyone will enjoy this movie, but I certainly did. 
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Arthur (1981) 
 

Arthur is a happy drunk with no pretensions at any ambition. He is 

also the heir to a vast fortune which he is told will only be his if he 

marries Susan. He does not love Susan, but she will make 

something of him the family expects. Arthur proposes but then 

meets a girl with no money who he could easily fall in love with. 

Ok, even if you can't stand Liza- this movie is truly hilarious! The 

scenes with John Gielgud make up for Liza. One of the true 

romantic comedy classics from the 20th century. Dudley Moore 

makes being drunk and irresponsible look cute and amusing and it 

is damn fun to watch! The one-liners are the best. 
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Arthur 2: On The Rocks (1988) 
 

Arthur loses all his money, and his wife wants a baby. In this 

sequel to the 1981 hit movie, Arthur manages to lose his entire 

$750 million fortune. Will the former millionaire playboy be able 

to survive as a broke, unemployable alcoholic? To add to Arthur's 

problems, wife Linda's biological clock is ticking louder than ever, 

and she's pressuring him to start taking responsibility for himself. 

You know I like this better than the first one. To be honest, I sort 

of like this better then the first one! It's got some more humor to 

it and I think Liza Minnelli put some more effort in her role as the 

new Mrs. Linda Bach. At first, I think she was hesitant. She was 

probably thinking "This is going to be a stupid movie and the 

Academy is going to hate it. My fans will despise me! Why am I 

doing this?" And then, Liza thought, that there was this itty bitty 

chance that maybe her and Dudley could make the movie funny. 

Well, in the first one, they pulled it off. People wanted more of Arthur Bach and his hilarious antics 

as an alcoholic! Liza was mentally re-assured. "My fans need me for this," She must've thought. And 

she re appeared. In this movie, we see Arthur finally begin to GROW UP, something we never 

thought he could do. Linda wants a baby but Arthur's crazy fiancée and her father are at it again! It's 

then that Arthur realizes that he'd rather have Linda and the baby then the 75 million. Oh, and a 

very young Kathy Bates is in here too! This is definitely worthwhile. Better than the first. A 9! 
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Arthur And The Great Adventure (2009) 
 

Arthur (17-year-old Freddie Highmore) answers a distress call 

from Princess Selenia, who is menaced by the nefarious 

Maltazard. 
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Arthur Et La Guerre Des Deux Mondes (Arthur 3: The War Of The Two 

Worlds) (2010) 
 

With Maltazard now 7 feet tall and Arthur (17-year-old Freddie 

Highmore) still 2 inches small, our hero must find a way to grow 

back to his normal size and stop the Evil M once and for all, with 

the help of Selenia and Betameche. Maltazard, the Evil M, is now 

7 feet tall and evolving among the humans, causing terror 

wherever he goes. His goal is simple: forming an army of giant 

henchmen and ruling over the universe. Meanwhile, Arthur is still 

a Minimoy, and thus in a state where he's unable to fend him off. 

With the help of Selenia and Betameche, he hatches a plan to 

regain his usual size: all they must do is infiltrate Arthur's house 

through the pipe works, catch an electric train from his bedroom 

to his grandfather's study and find an elixir that will make him 

grow back to his human size. Sounds simple enough, if it weren't 

for Darkos, Maltazard's own son, hot on their tails. First two are good, this one went into the kiddy 

zone. Still good for kids under 10. Watched the movie today, and it's passable. The whole film has 

been toned down for younger audiences, and that ruined it. It's not a horrible movie, has a couple of 

chuckles (for older audiences), but unfortunately has a lot of kiddy moments. The 2nd one that 

basically didn't reveal the plot until the last 20 minutes is a really fun and funny movie. This one 

finishes that plot, and that's that. Watched the previous ones in French with English subtitles, but 

had to watch this one in English, like I knew, I didn't like it (read my review for the first one) mostly 

cause of the voice acting. Good for kids from 10 and under, older people probably won't like it. 

Going to watch the French version when it comes out, hope it has different (Better) dialogue like 

always cause it always has better voice acting... Good for kids, not for older audiences. Enjoy. P.S: 

Has a good Star Wars joke near the end. 
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Arthur Et La Vengeance De Maltazard (Arthur And The Revenge Of 

Maltazard) (Arthur En De Wraak Van Maltazard) (2009) 
 

Arthur (17-year-old Freddie Highmore) answers a distress call 

from Princess Selenia, who is menaced by the nefarious 

Maltazard. Excellent Entertainment and as Good as the First. This 

is a 2 part movie. The first part was released in Dec of 09 and the 

second part was released in Feb 2010. If you don't like the ending 

watch the second part which unlike Harry Potter took only 3 

months to be released. Also just so you know there are maybe 3 

scenes uptight parents will not like. There are hundreds of scenes 

in Shrek I would not let my child see. Movie was great and WOW 

entertaining if you watch both parts of the movie as a whole. 

Cannot believe this movie was made in France did you see the A 

star list of cast in the Original. Madonna, Robert Dinero, Mia 

Farrow, Snoop Dogg, Jimmy Fallon and Freddie Highmore is 

amazing. This film neither looks or feels the part of any B movie or 

any Indie Film. The effects for the budget were Awesome. I cannot believe it's getting such horrible 

reviews. Some of you need to re-watch the crap Disney and Pixar are putting out and the subliminal 

messages they pursue. Anyways I hope this review at least makes you look at it. Watch the first 

movie if you haven't seen it then watch the second and third sequentially or else you will be mad at 

the seconds ending. 
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Arthur Et Les Minimoys (Arthur And The Minimoys) (Arthur And The 

Invisibles) (2006) 
 

Arthur (14-year-old Freddie Highmore) is a spirited 10-year-old 

whose parents are away looking for work, whose eccentric 

grandfather has been missing for several years, and who lives 

with his grandmother in a country house that, in two days, will be 

repossessed, torn down, and turned into a block of flats unless 

Arthur's grandfather returns to sign some papers and pay off the 

family debt. Arthur discovers that the key to success lies in his 

own descent into the land of the Minimoys, creatures no larger 

than a tooth, whom his grandfather helped relocate to their 

garden. Somewhere among them is hidden a pile of rubies, too. 

Can Arthur be of stout heart and save the day? Romance beckons 

as well, and a villain lurks. 10-year-old boy named Arthur has a lot 

on his plate: a real estate developer is about to snap up his 

grandma's home--and there's no way Arthur's going to hang 

around for his parents or grandparents to sort out the problem. Maybe the solution lies in his 

grandpa's secret treasure, which is hidden somewhere on the "other side" in the land of the 

Minimoys. The creatures that inhabit this world are just a tenth of an inch tall and live in perfect 

harmony with their environment. Arthur ventures into the world of the Minimoys, where he meets 

Princess Selenia and her brother Betameche. Together they set off to look for the treasure that will 

save his grandma. I hesitated to watch this after hearing some negative revues, but when I finally 

saw it with my 6-year-old daughter, we were both pleasantly surprised. Just goes to show that you 

shouldn't take someone else's word for something like a movie in most cases. Anyway it was a great 

movie, fun for my little girl, she especially liked the fairy princess and all of the cute little creatures. I 

thought that it was beautifully done and I liked the whole Indiana Jones meets honey I shrunk the 

kids feel to it. I thought that Snoop was hilarious in the movie with his bug club or whatever you 

want to call it. Well worth watching especially if you have a little girl who loves fairies, and you don't 

want to get stuck watching something like Barbie and the 12 dancing princesses. (don't laugh it could 

happen to you). 
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Arthur's Quest (1999) 
 

To escape the clutches of the evil warrior and sorceress Morgana, 

Merlin transports young King Arthur (Robby Seager [Arthur at 5-

years-old]) into modern day America. When Merlin comes back 

ten years later to retrieve him, he finds a hip 15-year-old Arthur 

(22-year-old Eric Christian Olsen) who does not believe Merlin, 

nor does he want to return to the past. Merlin must convince 

Arthur of his true identity, before Morgana can retrieve Excalibur 

and allow the Dark Forces to take over the world. Awesome 

Arthur Dude. If I was still 8-years-old, I think I would have enjoyed 

this film immensely but since it's a long time since I was, it's 

difficult to try to view this from my present age. And be sure, this 

is a film for kids around that age, a throwback to the old live-

action family films that Disney was churning out in the late sixties 

and seventies. Still, there's enough to keep adults interested, for 

the dads there is the scantily clad Catherine Oxenberg, looking 

more like a supermodel Xena than a medieval sorceress and for the mums there is the young hero's 

working mother to empathize with. For the rest of us, it's spotting all the holes in the plot! For 

instance, how are all the ancients from another century so familiar with modern age slang? Not to 

mention the fundamental flaw when the evil Morgana is defeated, if it was that easy, why not just 

do it from the start? Then again, that's rather unfair as we adults are not the intended audience and 

the kids it was aimed at, should like this. 
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Artificial Intelligence: AI (2001) 
 

In the not-so-far future the polar ice caps have melted and the 

resulting raise of the ocean waters has drowned all the coastal 

cities of the world. Withdrawn to the interior of the continents, 

the human race keeps advancing, reaching to the point of creating 

realistic robots (called mechas) to serve him. One of the mecha-

producing companies builds David (13-year-old Haley Joel 

Osment), an artificial kid which is the first to have real feelings, 

especially a never-ending love for his "mother", Monica. Monica is 

the woman who adopted him as a substitute for her real son (11-

year-old Jake Thomas), who remains in cryo-stasis, stricken by an 

incurable disease. David is living happily with Monica and her 

husband, but when their real son returns home after a cure is 

discovered, his life changes dramatically. A futuristic adaptation of the tale of Pinocchio, with David 

being the "fake" boy who desperately wants to become "real". In this futuristic fairy tale, "David", a 

highly-advanced robotic boy, hopes to become a real boy so that he can win back the affection of 

the human mother who abandoned him. Like Pinocchio, he goes on a long journey hoping to find his 

"Blue Fairy," who can make his dreams come true. I saw A.I. on the first night it ran here and I must 

say I was disappointed in the size of the audience. How strange to see so few people show up for a 

Spielberg film. This film did not enjoy the normal hype that most of Spielberg's films enjoy, I think I 

know why. Lack of product placement. They're may have been some somewhere but I didn't see 

them. A.I.'s story line and flawless visual effects reflect what I can only describe as the meeting of 

two great film makers. Kubrick (who started work on the project after he read the Aldiss book in 

'83), and Steven Spielberg who's long list of intelligent blockbusters made him the perfect person to 

bring this story to the screen. I could, I believe see the story boards and concepts Kubrick developed 

and I could also see the sensitivity that Spielberg added to scenes and characters. These two things 

are not entirely separate in good Science Fiction. All good science fiction has some human sensitivity 

in it otherwise it would just be a horror film. The script reflects some of the darkness and coldness 

that sometimes underlies each character human and machine, there is no fear of this in the story. 

This darkness draws us on in the story. The visual effects are stunning and come darn close to 

genius. The story line takes us in and the visuals make it almost real. I wish I had Mr. Mannings grip 

of syntax, but all in all at the end of the day it's good science fiction and a good story too. I beleve 

that Stanley Kubrick's choice of asking Steven Spielberg to make this film was the kind of genius that 

Kubrick showed in all his work. It is a tribute to both men that they saw a vision of something and 

worked toward it's creation. I think they came to a great place in film making. 
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Aruitemo Aruitemo (Still Walking) (2008) 
 

Still Walking is a family drama about grown children visiting their 

elderly parents, which unfolds over one summer day. The aging 

parents have lived in the family home for decades. Their son and 

daughter return for a rare family reunion, bringing their own 

families with them. They have gathered to commemorate the 

tragic death of the eldest son, who drowned in an accident fifteen 

years ago. Although the roomy house is as comforting and 

unchanging as the mother's homemade feast, everyone in the 

family has subtly changed. Few other nations can capture the 

beauty of family drama with such subtlety and grace as the 

Japanese can. Perhaps it is a blessed legacy left behind by the 

master Yasujiro Ozu who in his lifetime made over 50 films, all of 

which are family dramas that often dealt with generational gaps. 

Japan, more than any other nation struggles with the problem of 

generational gap, being a nation that has continued to endure conflict between the young and the 

old, the traditional and the modern. Stepping into Ozu's shoes is the acclaimed director Koreeda 

Hirokazu, whose films "Nobody Knows" and "After Life" has already garnered universal praises. "Still 

Walking" begins as a family reunites to commemorate the death of one of its members. With new 

members joining the family and old wounds resurfacing, everyone tries their best to pass the two 

day gathering with as little problem as possible. Sounds simple doesn't it? Well, therein lies the plain 

and subtle beauty of the film. From a few words exchanged between the grandfather and his new 

grandson to the laughter of three children as they caress a blossoming flower, these simple 

moments will linger in your mind with tasteful resonance long after the film. While watching the 

movie, I found it hard not to be immersed by the beauty of Japanese suburbia. I could picture myself 

- like the characters, taking a stroll on a simmering summer day with the cool breeze in my hair as 

the gentle picking of guitar strings play in the background. Or perhaps eating lunch and drinking cold 

ice tea on tatami mats as the wind-charm tickles with the slightest vibration. "Still Walking" is a 

meditation on life and death that may just move you to tears...without even trying. 
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Árvácska (Nobody's Daughter) (1976) 
 

Csöre, the 7-year-old orphan, is maltreated by her foster-parents. 

They punish her severely for every tiny mistake she makes. Csöre 

runs away and an other family adopt her, nevertheless she is 

abused more than ever before. Anyone who is not familiar with 

the hungarian reality of 1920-40's, can not imagine what the 

essence of this movie is. So, even if you are not Hungarian, but 

want to see the movie, and additionally would like to understand 

it, you have to be open; you should know that different parts of 

the world have different histories, they have other spirits, and 

they could suffer and be glad in different ways than you. This film 

is an excellent adaptation of a masterpiece novel by Móricz 

Zsigmond. We can see the background of that age through Csöre's 

life, which only was a small part of the system, but her little 

impulsive existence carry the whole Hungarian reality in the 20-

30's. Anyone who doesn't know what it means to run among the 

sharp corn leaves naked as Csöre did on the very first moment of the film, can stop watching the 

movie, because it is pointless. Czinkóczi Zsuzsa, who played the part of Csöre, received the main 

award of a child film festival. The director, Ranódy László, won the Hungarian Film Critics' award. 
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As Is (1986) 
 

Story of a gay man who finds out he has aids and how people 

react. Although Larry Kramer's The Normal Heart is listed as the 

first Broadway production about AIDS, William M Hoffman's As Is 

was produced on Broadway the same year and won the 1995 

Desk Drama Award for best new play and an Obie for 

Distinguished Playwriting. But whilst The Normal Heart is, to date, 

yet to be filmed (a version to be directed by Barbra Streisand was 

aborted after a public falling out between Streisand and Kramer), 

As Is was made for TV. In his introduction to OutFront, a collection 

of contemporary gay and lesbian plays, Don Shewer claims that As 

Is is the best play written about AIDS yet, since it looks at the 

disease from a social and personal point of view (as opposed to 

Kramer's political part self-serving autobiography, part jeremiad), 

and unlike Kramer's unrelenting despondence, Hoffman insists 

that where there is life, there is hope. The theatrical origins of the 

play are still in evidence in this cable production, from Colleen 

Dewhurst's opening and closing one-take monologues to camera 

as a hospice worker, and the shorthand dialogue style that 

Hoffman often employs. Director Michael Lindsay-Hogg seems so terrified of the Masterpiece 

Theatre brand of filmed play that he misguidedly utilises staccato editing and pseudo-documentary 

confessions, which only make the dialogue seem more theatrical. And the level at which he pitches 

the score by Peter Matz doesn't help. The studio sets also reveal how underpopulated (and 

presumably underbudgeted) the project is, and when we get a street scene it's like a breath of air. 

However with all this said, it is the eloquence of Hoffman's text that rises above the director's 

misteps. The depth of the play comes from the observed detail of gay lifestyle. The premise is that 

Rich has returned to his ex-lover Saul after being diagnosed with AIDS, and this returning allows for 

both a re-examination of the relationship and also the climate that made gay men so susceptible to 

the virus (though we do see a woman in Rich's therapy group who has been infected by her IV drug-

user husband). Adapting his own play, Hoffman has made minor cuts and lost a hotline sequence 

that I didn't like anyway. In spite of the blackness of the subject matter, he easily interjects humour. 

The bar scenes are particularly funny in their self-consciousness, and we get the gallows humour of 

the gay men. Jonathan Hadary originated the role of Saul on stage and here he is magnificent. It's 

the kind of performance that an actor can easily be defined by, with subtleties and emotion 

concealed under the guise of a stereotype. Robert Carradine's Rich is less assured. Perhaps these 

kind of martyr roles are impossible to play, or perhaps it is that the carers of those facing death have 

the meatier parts since they get to stay. Plus Saul is the one to explain the title. Carradine's face is 

too much a reminder of his relatives, he isn't believable as a gay man, and his rage seems 

constricted. Saul's big reaction to Rich's "selfishness" in hospital seems therefore unprovoked. The 

staging of a fall in the hospital is also reminiscent of the final scene in Camille, which I would like to 

think is intentional, though I have my doubts. My favourite scene is the one where Rich's shamed 

brother visits him. The expectation of gay moral superiority is not met and we are touched by the 

brother's efforts to empathise with someone he realises he does not want to lose. Joanna Miles as 



Rich's actress friend is warm but has little to do except introduce him to her cousin Chet, (gorgeous 

Doug Annear) who will break up the relationship, though Hoffman gives short shift to explaining 

Chet's fate. Lindsay-Hogg lingers on Miles' farewell to Rich in hospital, in the same way he pauses 

after more than once we are told how gay men have abandoned their infected partners, making a 

cinematic judgment. Thankfully Dewhurst's appearances let us hear her throaty chuckle. 
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As Melhores Coisas Do Mundo (World's Greatest Things) (2010) 
 

In São Paulo, 15-year-old Hermano "Mano" (Francisco Miguez) 

and his 17-year-old sensitive brother Pedro (20-year-old Fiuk) are 

deeply affected by the destruction of their middle-class family 

when his father, Horácio, leaves their mother, Camila. Mano is 

still a virgin and has a crush on Valéria, an easy girl that studies in 

his class, while Pedro is in love with Bia for whom he has 

promised eternal love. When Mano and Pedro find that their 

father is gay and that he is the adviser of his new mate Gustavo, 

they feel their world torn apart. Mano's best friend is Carol, who 

has a crush on their Physics teacher, Artur, and they share their 

secrets. In their upper-class high-school, the schoolmates are 

afraid of the destructive "Blog of Dri Novaes" written by a snoopy 

mate. When Carol kisses Artur in a cafeteria things suddenly 

become more complicated. Great Brazilian movie about 

adolescence. It's so good to watch a Brazilian movie that's not about violence, misery or slums, nor is 

a mindless comedy. This one really deserves a look from everyone, principally teenagers. Things start 

superb while the characters are being introduced, and the (several) stories are being drawn. You can 

see the actors are doing a great job; they're really captivating and likable. The directing of Lais 

Bodanzki is superb from beginning to end. The only problem I have with this movie is the lack of a 

main story. The movie tries (and succeeds) at showing each and every aspect of teen years: 

relationship with parents, sexuality, friends, school, drugs. But in this desire to be so many things, 

the movie lacks in consistency, which is absolutely clear from the middle to the end. There are a lot 

of situations that are just disposable, what drags the movie a bit at some parts. Anyway, considering 

that it is a Brazilian movie, it goes from good to great, knowing we don't have such a film industry as 

United States. Definitely one of my favorites since City of God. 
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Asbe Du-pa (Two-Legged Horse) (El Caballo De Dos Piernas) (2008) 
 

A wealthy boy hires a poor child to carry him around like a horse. 

A father who has a young son with one leg and no other 

household members must go to India for some weeks. He hires 

another boy for a dollar a day to carry the son around on his back, 

to the school or to whatever whims may occur to the son. 

Actually the son is so skilled in jumping at really great speed, that 

he does not need any help or any "horse". The son's whims 

include not only verbal and physical abuse, but also repeated 

"horse fights" where "the horse" will continually be knocked 

down. Even "the horse's" tender feelings for a child girl beggar are 

exploited and mocked. Because of the brutal and degrading 

treatment "the horse" will become more and more similar to a 

real horse. Disturbing but Rewarding. Samira Makhmalbaf, the 

young Iranian film maker and daughter of renowned Iranian 

director Mohsen Makhmalbaf, said in an introduction to this movie that she wants to show some 

images that really do exist but which people would prefer to look away and pretend they don't exist. 

To this aim she has certainly succeeded. Two Legged Horse makes for very uncomfortable viewing. 

The "story" is very simple: an old Afghan man hires a young Afghan boy at $1 a day to transport 

(horseback style) his crippled son around. The crippled boy's sadistic treatment of his "human horse" 

and the latter's total submission and slow metamorphosis into a horse are the counter points 

holding the film together. As usual with all Makhmalbaf films there are some haunting visual images. 

Two Legged Horse conjures up Mohsen Makhmalbaf's Bicyclerun and Mehrjui's The Cow. One 

cannot use the term "entertaining" for this film but it is certainly challenging and ultimately 

rewarding, if you can stay the course. 
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Asfour Stah (Halfaouine - L'Enfant Des Terrasses) (Halfaouine: Child 

Of The Terraces) (Halfaouine: The Rooftop Hopper) (1990) 
 

A coming-of-age comedy/drama set in Tunisia. 12-year-old Noura 

(Selim Boughedir) is an impressionable boy who must learn to 

reconcile two conflicting worlds - the loving world of Moslem 

women and the vastly different, harsher world of men - while also 

dealing with his own budding sexuality. The first of a number of 

Tunisian films that gained the interest of the Western public. 

Nevertheless it is not a major work of art. The acting is sometimes 

poor, the streets of the Halfaouine neighborhood are depicted in 

a much too folkloristic way, the dream sequences are 

embarrassingly bad. However the last quarter of the film in which 

Noura actually becomes of age and discovers sexuality raise the 

film slightly above the average. But better watch "Un ete a la 

goulette" or especially "Samt al-qsour" the director of which, 

Moufida Tlatli, did the cutting of this movie. 
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Ashes And Snow (2005) 
 

Ashes and Snow, a film by Gregory Colbert, uses both still and 

movie cameras to explore extraordinary interactions between 

humans and animals. The 60-minute feature is a poetic narrative 

rather than a documentary. It aims to lift the natural and artificial 

barriers between humans and other species, dissolving the 

distance that exists between them. Photographic artworks by 

Gregory Colbert that explores the natural interaction between 

man and other animals. Since 1992, Colbert has undertaken more 

than 30 expeditions to such far-flung locales as India, Egypt, 

Burma and Kenya to photograph the interaction between humans 

and other animals. The culmination of those expeditions, Ashes 

and Snow, premiered in 2002 at the Arsenale in Venice, Italy, to a 

record 100,000 visitors, making it the largest solo exhibition ever 

mounted in that country. Since 1992 photographer and filmmaker 

Gregory Colbert has collaborated with more than 40 species around the world to create a 21st-

century bestiary. These images attempt to express the world not only through human eyes, but also 

through the eyes of a whale, an elephant, a manatee, a meerkat, a cheetah, or an orangutan. An 

impressive show of unique talent! A warm and poetic delight for the senses! Nothing but a simple 

taste of what luxury is on The Creator's eyes, captured by the genius of a higher human. An 

Astonishing audiovisual achievement, impeccable production, in less words a breathtaking piece of 

art. The faunistic travel through "beyond description" locations and the interaction between 

"talents" show the real beauty of nature and how art on every form is only, how the human race 

understands the world. Interesting to see how the most common state of every human on the film is 

"rest" for either the soul or the body. Watching it over and over just gives the spectator a better idea 

of the complexity linked to making film a real form of art. Ashes to Snow is an Exceptional work of 

Photography, Ligthning and Post Production. Feather to Fire, Fire to Blood, Blood to Bone, Bone to 

Marrow, Marrow to Ashes, Ashes to Snow. 
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Astérix Aux Jeux Olympiques (Asterix At The Olympic Games) (1987) 
 

The first live action Astérix film was terrible, an atrocity of 

mammoth proportions. The second one was a marked 

improvement with Jamel Debbouze's comic timing and the exotic 

locale. It still paled in comparison to Albert Goscinny & René 

Uderzo's classic comic books, but an improvement nonetheless. 

Hopefully the upward trend would have carried on, right? No, it 

doesn't because Astérix at the Oympic games which the third in 

the series doesn't even measure up to the crappy standards of the 

first one. The new Astérix actor is hopelessly out of touch with the 

comic book Astérix. Gérard Depardieu is on the button as usual, 

but it takes two hands to clap. The celebrity cameos are worthless 

and only make the whole thing more tedious. The humor is very 

childish and in-your-face rather than subtle. Even with the huge 

budget, the special effects don't live up to the hype. I just hope they stop making these substandard 

live-action films and stop ruining the legacy of Astérix. 
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Astérix Et Les Vikings (Asterix And The Vikings) (2006) 
 

After another raid in an empty village, the chief of the Vikings 

Timandahaf misunderstands the explanation of his druid 

Cryptograf that "fear gives wings to the dwellers" and believes 

that fear actually makes the villagers fly. They decide to chase the 

champion of fear in Gaul to learn how to fly and make them 

invincible warriors. Meanwhile, the nephew of Vitalstatistix, 

Justforkix, is sent from Parisium to the Gaulish village to become a 

man and Asterix and Obelix are assigned to train the youngster. 

The stupid son of Cryptograf, Olaf, listens to a conversation of the 

coward Justforkix with Asterix and Obelix and kidnaps him. While 

returning to the Viking village, Justforkix meets Abba, the 

daughter of Timandahaf, and they fall in love for each other. But 

the Machiavellian and ambitious Cryptograf plan to marry his son 

Olaf with Abba and become powerful. In the end, Asterix realizes 

that it is not fear that gives wings, it is love. Chief Vitalstatistix's brother leaves his son, Justforkix 

alias Hippix, in Asterix's village, but even the hero and Obelix can't turn the sensitive, artistic scared 

teenager into a Gallic warrior. Ironically that's what ambitious Viking chief Timandahaf wants after 

his druid Cryptograf accidentally made him believe fear 'sprouting wings' literally enables flying. The 

druid plans to make his ox-strong and dumb son Olof marry the sonless chief's daughter Abba, but 

she falls in love with Hippix. A strikingly excellent film. Attending this film was an excuse to escape 

the work I had to do for my classes but it turned out to be one of my best experiences here in 

France. The film makes quick work of building multidimensional characters and has an excellently 

smooth storyline. The characters really did have the voices you would expect reading the graphic 

novels and the artistic talent exceeded my expectations The music was catchy and the comedy 

toying and lighthearted, almost a flinstoneish inclusion of modern items in playful manners. The film 

was attention grabbing, cute and action packed at the same time. A wonderful tale spun expertly. I'll 

be showing it to my French students. 
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Asylum (1972) 
 

A young psychiatrist interviews four inmates in a mental asylum 

to satisfy a requirement for employment. He hears stories about 

1) the revenge of a murdered wife, 2) a tailor who makes a suit 

with some highly unusual qualities, 3) a woman who questions 

her sanity when it appears that her brother is conspiring against 

her, and 4) a man who builds tiny toy robots with lifelike human 

heads. A number of films were made by Amicus productions 

which essentially comprised separate short stories based around 

a central theme. Cheap budget notwithstanding, this film has a 

clever storyline. Basically, Robert Powel, a prospective 

replacement manager of an asylum has to guess the identity of 

his predecessor, (who has gone cuckoo), in order to get the job. 

He has to interview several patients who tell him why they are 

there. The stories they tell are nothing really to do with the 

central plot, however they are quite chilling. The one I always remember is the dismembered body in 

the deep-freeze segment. Peter Cushing also makes a welcome appearance in one of the stories. The 

ending is actually quite unexpected and provides a wonderful twist to the film. There are a good 

number of famous faces, including Britt Eckland and Geoffery Bayldon doing some manical laughter. 

Generally a clever film, although if you like modern special effects, you will be disappointed. 
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At Kende Sandheden (Facing The Truth) (2002) 
 

A masterpiece. I have just returned from the cinema. A marvelous 

movie. I have yet to convince myself that this is Nils Malmros' 

best movie (which I probably will soon), but it certainly is the best 

and most convincing cinematography ever to come off the hands 

of a Danish photographer (Jan Weincke). Truth as we know it - 

that is, for us who have to get it from the newspapers - is subtly 

questioned as are the motives that make men tick. Spiced with 

excruciatingly realistic brain surgery scenes, performed by Nils 

Malmros himself, by the way, this movie is thrilling as well as 

moving. Do not miss this masterpiece. 
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At Play In The Fields Of The Lord (1991) 
 

Martin and Hazel Quarrier are small-town fundamentalist 

missionaries sent to the jungles of South America to convert the 

Indians. Their remote mission was previously run by the Catholics, 

before the natives murdered them all. They are sent by the 

pompous Leslie Huben, who runs the missionary effort in the area 

but who seems more concerned about competing with his 

Catholic 'rivals' than in the Indians themselves. Hazel is terrified of 

the Indians while Martin is fascinated. Soon American pilot Lewis 

Moon joins the Indian tribe but is attracted by Leslie's young wife, 

Andy. Can the interaction of these characters and cultures, and 

the advancing bulldozers of civilization, avoid disaster? I fell into 

this movie, broadcast by Belgian 2, in the scene where the 

evangelists travel up the river. The cast immediately caught the 

attention: what are all these actors, who usually don't play 

adventure type characters, doing in the Amazon?! Then Berenger is shown in a kind of nudity I 

thought U.S./Hollywood culture forbade. This absence of hypocrisy combined with quality actors 

made me sit straight. I had already missed a lot, but there was plenty of great and convincing story 

telling left. People struggle, try over and over to keep on going when things go wrong. Cultures try to 

interact but fail in different ways. Several of the main characters die of unexpected but reasonable 

events. And everything is so well set, framed and timed that it keeps watchable. The scene where 

Bates, dressed as a native exorcist, dances on her grief over a horrible loss was beautiful. There's 

MAYBE one scene just a bit artificial, where Hannah has pulled up a leg to hide some of her nudity 

for The Camera: it contrasts with her subsequent confrontation with Moon where she doesn't show 

any embarrassment. The supporting acting by natives (mostly people who had only just adapted 

'civilization' and who could still remember village life) is surprisingly good. The native language that 

was created sounds really well, not like any language I've ever heard, and it is spoken consistently as 

far as I can hear. The final shot is impressive, and the accompanying music sublimely subtle. I really 

must see the first 30 minutes some time! 
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At The Midnight Hour (1995) 
 

Wealthy widower Richard Keaton engages young widow Elizabeth 

'Liz' Guinness as the 4th consecutive nanny for his preteen, 

equally science-devoted son Andrew (11-year-old Keegan 

MacIntosh), with instructions to disturb neither. She learns of 

mother Alycia's fatal fall, an official suicide but was probably 

murder. Dad keeps Andy at a distance, so he draws towards Liz. 

Real danger starts when Richard's brother, novelist Blain, arrives 

with his friend Jillian, to sell the ancestral estate against Richard's 

will. Predictable, bland but watchable. The movie follows your 

standard dime-a-dozen romance plot pitting an warm-hearted 

sensitive young nanny against her stone-faced distant employer, 

with a wife who died mysteriously years ago. Such a plot would be 

forgivable if the leads had chemistry, but Elizabeth (Patsy Kensit) 

and Richard (Simon MacCorkindale) fail to bring the romance to 

the table. Many of their scenes together seem awkward and forced, and the eventual first kiss 

between them seemed so out-of-the-blue. Aside from that, it very much feels like a cloyingly sweet 

made-for-TV movie that's watchable. That is, if there's nothing else on. I wouldn't recommend it 

unless you're a fan of Alicia Scott or enjoy sappy romances. 
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At War With The Army (1950) 
 

Alvin Corwin is low man on the totem pole, and goes from one 

mishap to another at an army training camp in World War II. This 

is a fun WWII-era B&W movie, full of Jerry Lewis and his ridiculous 

goofiness! Featuring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis in their first 

collaboration, this film gave our family some wonderful laugh 

relief from our January, cabin-fever suffering. Jerry is a hapless 

private and Dean is the bossy First Sergeant of a slipshod platoon 

at a stateside training base. Jerry and Dean were friends who 

grew up in the same neighborhood before Uncle Sam made GIs 

out of them. All of the stereotypical military comedy characters 

are present, including the loudmouth drill instructor, the 

conniving supply sergeant, the doting corporal and the bumbling, 

hen-pecked company commander. Most of the action takes place 

in the orderly room, but our favorite scene involved Jerry singing 

a love song...I don't want to reveal any more details, but I think Jim Carrey may have studied acting 

by watching Jerry Lewis movies. My kids liked this film more than (the original) "The Nutty 

Professor", because of its lighter tone. I rate this comedy "8" on a scale of 1 to 10, and highly 

recommend it! 
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At' Zije Republika (Long Live The Republic) (1965) 
 

A tale of a 12-year-old boy wandering a landscape torn by war, At' 

zije Republika (Long Live the Republic) is a heartrending film 

highlighted by its fantastic editing- we see the boy's life as a 

jumble of images past, present and imagined. As we see the 

timeline of scenes come into focus the film becomes one you'll 

never forget. Outstanding black-and-white cinematography by 

Jaromir Sofr (Larks on a String, Report on The Party and The 

Guests). I hope to see more films by this wonderful director Karel 

Kachyna! I caught this on WNYC the other night and boy is it 

good! It reminds me a lot of Ivan's Childhood. What a crime this 

isn't on video. What a crime this guy, who's obviously done a lot 

of work isn't known at all in this country! But film history is 

riddled with people like this. There's probably a bazillion obscure 

European directors who've done great works which eclipse nearly 

anything any snot-nosed young Indie type is doing now. Some enterprising DVD distributor could 

make a lot of cinephiles very happy. 
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At Zijí Duchové (Long Live Ghosts!) (1977) 
 

Another one of Lipsky's fantasies – this one is about a bunch of 

boys who are exploring an old castle and find the ghosts of a 

knight and his daughter. The daughter wants to meet the boys, 

but her father is not too happy about it. This movie is absolutely 

amazing. Its cinematography boggles the mind. Filmed long 

before the advent of computer special effects, it shows us tiny 

elves in the presence of full-size human children seamlessly 

working together. It has wonderful music that I just cannot get 

out of my mind. It has children, some of them well under 10, 

acting along experienced professional adult actors as if they were 

old pros, a great tribute to the art and craft, and probably 

psychology, of director Oldrich Lipsky. The story is both funny and 

endearing, both dark and innocent, even romantic. A great movie 

for the whole family, children and adults alike. 
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At Zijí Rytíri! (Little Knights Tale) (2009) 
 

The story of the Little Knights' Tale adventure comedy brings us to 

the dark recesses of a mighty castle and a nearby manor which 

loom defiantly in close neighbourhood, surrounded by a deep 

forest. The peaceful living is disturbed by an unexpected event. 

Martin from Vamberk, a virtuous knight and a caring father of five 

children, is denounced for witchcraft and plundering expeditions. 

And so he departs for the royal court to defend his honour, 

leaving the fortress in the hands of his eldest son Peter and his 

siblings. He does not have the faintest idea that the denunciation 

was the work of his envious, greedy and totally despicable 

neighbour Albrecht the Bloody Nose who wants nothing else but 

to take possession of the land. It seems the evil is close to victory. 

But Albrecht soon realizes that outwitting a bunch of little knights 

is sometimes harder than defeating an army of Saracens... Will 

the kids succeed in defeating a much stronger enemy? The viewers will untwine this secret along 

with the heroes in a story full of alchemy, knights and catapults. 
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Atlantis: Milo's Return (2003) 
 

Milo and Kida reunite with their friends to investigate strange 

occurrences around the world that seem to have links to the 

secrets of Atlantis. I haven't seen 'Atlantis' but when I got the DVD 

of this one, I didn't think it would be as bad, in spite of being 

skeptical. Thankfully, I didn't buy it. 'Atlantis: Milo's Return' 

hugely disappoints. It doesn't even look like a Disney film to begin 

with. The animation is very weak and looks to be done in a lame 

fashion. If it were playing on TV, I probably wouldn't have guessed 

it to be a Disney film. The film itself is extremely slow paced and 

the story is uninteresting. The voice actors do not impress much. 

There are but a few funny moments e.g. the humour with the 

glass and spear. Disney sequels have hardly been memorable and 

'Atlantis: Milo's Return' is certainly forgettable. 
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Atlantis: The Lost Empire (2001) 
 

1914: Milo Thatch, grandson of the great Thaddeus Thatch works 

in the boiler room of a museum. He knows that Atlantis was real, 

and he can get there if he has the mysterious Shephards journal, 

which can guide him to Atlantis. But he needs someone to fund a 

voyage. His employer thinks he's dotty, and refuses to fund any 

crazy idea. He returns home to his apartment and finds a woman 

there. She takes him to Preston B. Whitmore, an old friend of his 

Grandfathers. He gives him the shepherds journal, a submarine 

and a 5 star crew. They travel through the Atlantic ocean, face a 

large lobster called the Leviathan, and finally get to Atlantis. But 

does the Atlantis crew have a lust for discovery, or something 

else? Well, I liked it! Here's what I knew about "Atlantis" before 

watching it: * - It's officially Disney's first animated sci-fi 

adventure. I'm not sure how accurate that is (I like to nitpick) but it made me curious first time I 

heard it described. * - The preview looked, for the most part, damn cool. Evidently, it was also "too 

cryptic" according to some critics after the fact. * - It apparently did SO badly that Disney said, 

"Screw it, let's re-release 'Spy Kids'". So, with all that said, how is the movie? Hella-cool. I'm a sucker 

for animated fantasy that involves stirring music and rampant special effects anyway, but "Atlantis" 

goes all out. It's a throwback to all the CGI eye-candy shots in "Beauty and the Beast" and "Aladdin", 

so much so that it's almost an effects animator's Best-Of Show. The characters maybe aren't that 

memorable (except, perhaps, for the ship's medical officer), and the plot's a little dull, but this isn't a 

movie you watch for the plot. Here's a controversy that bothers me. The "failure" (as in, it "only" 

took in, like, five-hundred-million or something; I know animators who'd kill to see fifteen bucks of 

that) of this movie compared to the popularity of "Shrek" and "Monsters Inc." has been seen as 

evidence of the death of traditional animation. I don't think that's true. How do you account for the 

"South Park" movie? What about "Final Fantasy"? Really, the story and the artistry is everything, not 

the method. I don't know what Disney's comeback movie will be like, but I don't think they're out of 

the picture yet. 
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Atletico San Pancho (Never Too Young To Dream) (2001) 
 

A group of kids have a dream: to play a football championship and 

to win. Their dream is going to be fulfilled by Don Pepe, an old 

guy with lots of expectations for his kids. The little town of San 

Francisco del Monte, birthplace of football in Mexico, is now a 

quiet and forgotten place. But Don Pepe, an old janitor form the 

town's school, is trying to unite a group of kids into a football 

team, in order to give San Francisco del Monte the recognition it 

deserves. Their strength and love for the game will lead them to 

play a championship game, in the most important field of Mexico 

City: Estadio Azteca. Mimic. This film wants to be all and ends to 

be nothing but a tremendous coca cola publicity. Watching this 

film comes to mind a bunch of sports movies, of course the main 

reference is Michael Ritchie's 'THE BAD NEWS BEARS' mixed with 

some ROCKY's "times of truth". Nothing is original in this 

derivative piece of flick, everything is stolen from other movies, specially from the American sports 

films. In other hand, 'ATLETICO SAN PANCHO' carries the burden of a misconstructed screenplay 

filled with common places and not even one smart idea. Children are just fuzzy creatures in this one, 

they are just stereotypical and vacuum creatures. This mimic piece of film adds nothing to Mexican 

cinema. Hope the negatives burn in hell. 
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Attack From Space (1965) 
 

Benevolent aliens from the planet Emerald send superhero 

Starman to protect Earth from invasion by an evil alien race called 

the Spherions. When Starman arrives on Earth, he discovers a 

conspiracy involving Earth's top scientists, and he must root out 

the traitors and also stop the impending alien invasion. This movie 

is the combination of 2 Japanese movie serials from the Super 

Giant series of the late 1950s. When I first saw this movie when I 

was a child, it scared the hell out of me, as it contains the usual 

'violence against children' seen in movies like 'Invasion of the 

Neptune Men' and to a lesser extent, 'Prince of Space'. Even 

today, the scene where the Nazi-like soldiers kidnap the children 

is a little too edgy for anyone under 12-years-old. But the allure of 

this movie is the innocent and almost naive story line. Even 

though the movie has many ridiculous ideas, the actors remain 

deadly serious throughout. The film opens with a bunch of ridiculous looking aliens with costumes 

that are right out of a 3rd grade theatre production. The aliens send 'Star Man' to protect the Earth 

from a invasion from the 'Spherions'. Star Man is a slightly paunchy, overacting, average-looking, 

middle aged Japanese man. He flails his arms around, beating up Japanese extras in highly 

exaggerated and very poorly choreographed fight scenes. The fight scenes alone are worth the price 

of admission. Many times, actors aren't even close to being hit when they do flips and pretend to be 

knocked out. Also, watch for the scene where Star Man disables flying saucers by bending what can 

only be described as a metal rack from a refrigerator. As with most early Japanese Sci Flicks, there 

are numerous technical errors like people being able to breathe and fly through space. But I 

recommend this movie to any B Movie fan. It's very campy and the shoddy production values are 

more than made up for by the movies goofy charm. One of the reasons the TV show 'Batman' was so 

successful was because the actors took their roles so seriously. This is also what makes this movie 

work. All of the actors take their silly roles very seriously, as if they are acting in 'Hamlet. This only 

makes 'Attack from Space' even more enjoyable. 
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Attack In The Pacific (Armed Forces Information Film: A.F.I.F. Number 

3) (1944) 
 

There are over 10000 islands within the Pacific Ocean located 

between Asia and America, the vast majority of which possess 

little geopolitical importance in periods of peace but, during the 

Second World War, a good many of these outposts suffered 

through the dismal experience of armed conflict between two 

widely separated nations: Japan and the United States. This 

dramatic documentary, an Armed Forces Information Film, 

completed a year before the war's end, is dedicated to the men of 

the United States Navy, a fighting organization which fulfilled a 

most significant role in bringing about the defeat of Japan; the 

combat footage, although propagandistic, is startling. Following a 

valuable introduction describing the variegated Pacific islands and 

their denizens, effective use is made of film and graphics to 

describe the spread of Japanese military power from its base south to Australia, including the attack 

at Pearl Harbor, and provides excellent coverage of the methods used by members of the Allies, 

particularly the U.S., to prepare for counterattacks against Japan, bloodily advancing from island to 

island. Top-flight editing marks this work wherein all scenes are filmed by combat photographers, 

and although largely devoted to Naval/Marine achievements, the contributions of both the 

American Army and Army Air Force are highlighted as well, and scenes of the Jimmy Dolittle led 

bombing attack of Tokyo are particularly memorable. 
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Attack Of The Giant Leeches (Attack Of The Blood Leeches) (Demons 

Of The Swamp) (She Demons Of The Swamp) (The Giant Leeches) 

(1959) 
 

After local-moonshine swilling trapper Lem Sawyer sees a giant 

creature, people start disappearing. While searching for illegal 

traps Steve Benton and Nan Greyson, his girl-friend find Lem 

dying with giant sucker wounds on his body. One couple Liz 

Walker and Cal Moulton, forced into the water by her enraged 

husband Dave Walker, gets taken by the leeches. When police 

refuse to believe Dave's story, he hangs himself. Soon after this, 2 

more trappers disappear, the local Game Warden Steve Benton 

gets involved. He and Nan's father Dr. Greyson realize that the 

people were taken by the leeches and the leeches live in caves 

under the swamp. Using dynamite, the 4 missing bodies are 

discovered and the leeches are destroyed. In a community nearby 

a swamp, a local dweller sees a couple of giant monsters but 

nobody believes on his words. Later, the cuckold Dave Walker finds his slut wife Liz Walker cheating 

him with his friend Cal Moulton. He chases the couple through the swamp, and forces them to jump 

into the water. The leeches attack them, and the shocked Dave is arrested, accused of murder. Two 

other locals decide to look for the bodies of Liz and Cal to get the prize of US$50.00 per body, and 

also vanish in the swamp. Finally, game warden Steve Benton organizes a patrol to investigate the 

caves under the swamp, finding the lethal giant leeches. Them folks down on the swamp there darn 

gone and got themselves killed or worsen. Yes giant inflatable swamp critters attack and suck the 

blood out of their victims. Just joking around there folks. Honestly this was much better than I was 

expecting although it really doesn't hold any surprises (but may cause you to laugh a time or two). 

Still for a low budget film, I felt it was well-done and benefits from being only 62 minutes in length. I 

really enjoyed this one. 
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Attack The Block (2011) 
 

A teen gang in South London defend their block from an alien 

invasion. The most fun I've had this year. Old school dopiness. It's 

like Goonies meets Shaun of the Dead meets Independence Day. 

The whole alien invasion thing has been recycled as hell lately, but 

Joe Cornish found a way to make this thing feel so fresh and 

unique once again by containing it to such a unique setting and 

having this young group of hoodlums fighting back. None of it 

feels like it's been done before and as a result the film doesn't get 

dull for a second. The less-than-90 minute running time is perfect 

for something this small, never letting us stop having fun in order 

to make time for pointless romantic subplots or unnecessary 

characters. There is never a dull moment in this, a film that I have 

no problem saying is the most fun I've had so far this year. 

Whoever cast these kids deserves some sort of medal because 

they are all fantastic and for most of them it's their first job. John Boyega in particular, in the lead 

role as the head of the group, is fantastic. At first I was skeptical about the Jodie Whittaker character 

and her constant run-ins with the group but by the end I really embraced her dynamic with Moses 

and actually found myself getting surprisingly emotional at the end. The whole thing is just vibrant, 

exciting and so much intense entertainment. There are a solid amount of laughs throughout, but it's 

not even a film about trying to make you laugh or trying to scare you. It's just about having fun and it 

succeeds so admirably. It feels real old school and I loved every moment. Everyone should watch 

this. 
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Attack! Battle Of New Britain (Attack! The Battle For New Britain) 

(1944) 
 

Documentary film depicting the attack by Allied forces on the 

Japanese strong-holds of Arawe Beach and Cape Gloucester, New 

Britain, in the South Pacific theatre of the Second World War in 

1943. This is really an impressive war documentary made up of 

completely live action footage. These are real soldiers and this is a 

real invasion. Once you've seen this you can understand what all 

those war films have been trying to achieve. However, there are 

the unpleasant shots of dead Japanese soldiers and injured 

Americans and some blatant racism in the form of the 'nips' to the 

'fuzzy-wuzzy' natives of New Britain. But it is extremely 

educational and does what a narrative simulated war film can not 

do. In my opinion anyway. You do have to put up with the blatant 

propaganda too but this actually helps put the documentary in it's 

war era context, providing an insight into social and political opinion of the time. "Not ghosts from 

Pearl harbor but American boys - Tom, Dick and Johnny. The boys who used to play baseball in the 

vacant lot on Saturday afternoons, the youngsters who drove jalopies and sang the popular songs. 

You may have wondered sometimes if they'd amount to anything. Well, here they are giving all 

they've got." This piece of narration is typical of the documentary and can be annoying at times. The 

footage is amazing though and definitely worth a look. 
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Attention, Les Enfants Regardent (Attention, The Kids Are Watching) 

(1978) 
 

Serge Leroy made a very interesting movie in 1975: "La Traque". It 

was followed by a more conventional effort: "Les Passagers". 

"Attention, Les Enfants Regardent" is some kind of "Home Alone" 

for adults, based on an American best-seller which did not 

interest anybody on the other side of the pond. Delon made a lot 

of rubbish in the seventies (with notable exceptions of course: 

"Traitement De Choc", "Monsieur Klein" and "The Assassination 

of Trotsky") but he made this one a winner. He portrays a shady 

man, who knows what the children did (that summer?). And what 

they did is simply bring about their nanny's death. This is not a 

family movie, it's a cruel work which shows that children are not 

so naive that people generally think. And the stranglehold TV has 

on them, nobody can deny it: the heroes are simply living one of 

the stories they saw in their favorite program. But the famous five 

(Le Club des Cinq) it isn't! 
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Atunci I-am Condamnat Pe Toti La Moarte (Then I Sentenced Them All 

To Death) (1972) 
 

World - definition of a child. The world as construction of a child. A 

village. A war. A crime. And the best scapegoat. Some circles. like 

Visniec circles. And few walks in the search of essence of life. A 

movie who must be discover. Story about colors of ages, about a 

lost village and its leaders. The Nazi presence. And a boy with his 

fried, the fool of community. A film like a spring morning. Delicate 

and common. Sad and profound. Game of gestures and lace of 

words. After all, the death. As last sign of a long expectation. As 

key of soul's treasure. As definition of silence. A lesson for be 

yourself not a shadow of intentions. Old "El laberinto del fauno". 

Same taste. Different recipes. 
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Au Revoir Les Enfants (Goodbye Children) (1987) 
 

A French boarding school run by priests seems to be a haven from 

World War II until a new student arrives. He becomes the 

roommate of top student in his class. Rivals at first, the 

roommates form a bond and share a secret. During WWII, in a 

Catholic boarding school in the French countryside, two boys 

become friends. One is a French boy, Julien Quintin (12-year-old 

Gaspard Manesse), and the other is a Jewish boy, Jean Bonnet 

(13-year-old Raphael Fejtö), who is being hidden from the Nazis 

by the friars who run the school. Louis Malle directed this film 

based on what actually happened when he was at a boarding 

school himself during the war. This is a very moving film, most 

likely based on an actual event. The Carmelite priest, Lucien Bunel 

(1900-1945, "Pere Jacques") was founder and director of the Petit 

College d'Avon, near Fontainebleau. He was arrested on Jan. 15, 1994, accused of hiding 3 Jewish 

boys among his students, and was deported to the infamous Mauthausen concentration camp. He 

died in Linz, Austria on June 2, 1945. Malle's film depicts the intense trauma of Jewish children who 

were separated from their families and forced to take on a new identity in hiding, always afraid of 

being found out. They also faced the dilemma of how to maintain their Jewishness in the setting of a 

Catholic school. So, not just another war movie, this film depicts some of the real struggles facing 

hidden children, many of whom were saved by courageous Christians in Europe. 
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Audrey's Rain (2003) 
 

Jean Smart and Richard Gilliland star in "Audrey's Rain" for 

Hallmark. Jean is Aunt Audrey, who must take in her sister's kid's 

after her sister's suicide. There is material here for a good film, 

too much indeed for the 86 minutes of TV or cable time allotted. 

As it unfolds it mostly seems either silly or incomprehensible. 

Maybe about 3 hours with good editing could have told the tale of 

Audrey's problems. That an old boy friend from the past is the 

answer to solving those problems is just part of the general 

silliness, as the film exists. Jean Smart delivers her usual 

competent performance as Audrey, aided by the rest of the cast, 

but they can't overcome that deadly destructive editing. This is a 

common and frustrating continuing problem with movies made 

for TV or cable. It is a pleasure to see such fine performers as Jean 

Smart, but one could surely wish the conditions were better. 
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August Rush (2007) 
 

The story of a charismatic young Irish guitarist and a sheltered 

young cellist who have a chance encounter one magical night 

above New York's Washington Square, but are soon torn apart, 

leaving in their wake an infant, August Rush (15-year-old Freddie 

Highmore), orphaned by circumstance. Now performing on the 

streets of New York and cared for by a mysterious stranger, 

August uses his remarkable musical talent to seek the parents 

from whom he was separated at birth. This is a fantastic movie. 

Well done. During our screening at a particularly tough part for 

the title character, I heard people in the theater say "No, no..." 

The level of "buy in" and suspension of disbelief is high. Even the 

dissonance of Wizard and Lila's father was handled superbly. 

Robin Williams hit just the right note in his portrayal of Wizard. 

The actors playing Agust Rush/Evan Taylor and his mother and father were amazingly well cast. This 

is truly a symphony of a film. You'll enjoy it, your children will enjoy it, and you will walk out of the 

theater knowing that, for once, your ticket money was well spent. 
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August Underground (2001) 
 

Two serial killers go on a murdering rampage as one films the 

outcome from behind a video camera. One of the most 

realistically portrayed simulated snuff films. Boring and crap - a 

cut below other filth films. From the plot summary, you might 

think that August Underground might be like a heinously gory 

version of the Belgian semi-classic 'Man Bites Dog', but you'd be 

wrong as August Underground is nowhere near that good. The 

film apparently has the intention of being a phony snuff film, and 

indeed the violence looks graphic and realistic, but it's all really 

cold and pointless. There is a sex scene at the end of this film that 

really sums it all up; it's about as far from being erotic as it gets, 

so it's extremely difficult to get involved with it, and the same 

goes for the violence. Violence that is simply shown gives the 

audience no reason to care, and so overall; the film is really rather 

boring. There has been a slew of direct to video trash films like this one over the last few years, and 

despite the fact that August Underground seems to be reputed to be one of the better ones; it really 

isn't. The only good thing I can think to say about it is that director Fred Vogel succeeds in creating a 

home video style look to the film through the use of a hand-held camera; but like the worst film ever 

made, The Blair Witch Project, this really only makes it so that the audience can't always see what's 

going on; which only succeeds in being irritating. Overall, I can't really recommend this film. I'm a fan 

of sick filth, but it didn't do anything for me. I'd recommend seeing something else instead. 
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August Underground's Mordum (2003) 
 

Two friends bring along a newcomer to go on a killing spree. Two 

deranged friends bring along another guy to go on a random 

murder rampage. They kidnapped lesbian lovers, couples and 

they torture them in any way that the viewer can imagine. Your 

worst fears will come true in this shocking account of a killing 

spree. An antisocial adolescent's wet dream. A bunch of morons 

with a hand-held camera go around screaming ceaselessly and 

laughing idiotically in a never ending profanity-laden cacophony 

whilst performing "sick" acts which, as some unknown rule 

apparently dictates, can only be inflicted on disgusting fat chicks 

who forget to resist. This is not a movie, since it has no plot, and it 

is not disturbing, since you can find worse things on the internet 

in less than a fraction of the time it would require for you to 

waste your time with this childish foolishness called "August 

Underground's Mordum," which belongs in the same trash bin as "Scrapbook." Just because 

damaged American kiddies with fractured psyches, short attention spans, and a penchant for 

anything that can momentarily lift them out of their fuzzy world view-defined, over-indulgent, 

instant gratification-based existence manage to praise this film with the vocabulary of someone who 

- surprisingly - has at least managed to attain a high school senior's vocabulary, does not make it 

worth watching. Then again, I suspect anyone who falls for it will probably be the same category of 

human: a confused child in a man's body, his emotional development permanently arrested at point 

"Beavis and Butthead." This review is for the sane who like horror cinema, not boring pseudo-porno 

splatter fluff worshipers: stay away, folks. 
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August Underground's Penance (2007) 
 

Running on empty-the lackluster latest August Underground faux 

snuff video. August Underground: Penance both sequentially and 

quality wise comes in third within the faux snuff video series (and 

I say series not trilogy simply because I know it in my gut that 

another one will follow in the future most likely out of necessity.) 

The digital video is clear this go around as opposed to the 

previous entries which sought to recreate the degraded bootleg 

VHS aesthetic. In all reality, the budget wasn't there for even 

average quality digital video hence the artistic reasoning behind 

the video's look. Reading previous reviews inspired my need to 

clarify some points. First, TTP has a loyal following who attempt to 

spread the sickness as it were, but the rest of the civilized world 

isn't buying the mantra or the videos for that matter. These non-

conforming conformists worship at the altar of Vogel and his crew 

therefore the reviews are incredibly skewed as such. I bought the previous two videos and each one 

brought something new to the table. The first seven minutes of August Underground seemed 

interminable for all of the right reasons as any good horror video should feel. August Underground: 

Mordum brought the gory excess to a new level, but its major drawback was the excessive ranting 

and ravings of its participants. Participants rather than actors, because in the scenes that required 

emoting you can easily tell the limits of such were very small as opposed to the moral ones which 

were nonexistent, in all actuality. Penance suffers greatly from this huge shortcoming since it is 

essentially a two character study of derangement. Another glaring weakness of Penance is the 

insistence to continue the home video footage look rather than a cohesive narrative structure with 

steadicam shots. Penance gives the viewer headaches not only visually but also conceptually. You 

would think the depravities shown in the third and final video in a faux snuff series would be taken 

to Mephistophilian levels unseen before within the gorenography genre, but this is just not the case 

here. Real animal death and dismemberment? Done to incredibly superior effect in "Cannibal 

Holocuast." Child murder? This was done even better within its own series in Mordum. Fetal death? 

This centerpiece of shock was undermined by the utter lack imagination within the scene. There was 

no build up to the moment. The camera did not follow the mother around a store as she shopped for 

her baby. It didn't portray her absolute joy about this time in her life nor did it display her horror 

during her final moments as she realized the impending end to both her own and her unborn child's 

life. It seems Vogel and company simply ran out of ideas which is shocking considering the 

repugnant reputation we are dealing with. The whole supposed finale has the feel of a quick dash for 

cash rather than a true artistic conclusion about the faux snuff phenomena the series explored. 

Perhaps in this way it truly is a throwback to the exploitation films of yore. 
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Auntie Mame (1958) 
 

An orphan (13-year-old Jan Handzlik) goes to live with his free-

spirited aunt. Conflict ensues when the executor of his father's 

estate objects to the aunt's lifestyle. Mame is an unconventional 

individualist socialite from the roaring 20's. When her brother 

dies, she is forced to raise her nephew Patrick. However, Patrick's 

father has designated an executor to his will to protect the boy 

from absorbing too much of Mame's rather unconventional 

perspective. Patrick and Mame become devoted to each other in 

spite of this restriction, and together journey through Patrick's 

childhood and the great depression, amidst some rather zany 

adventures. Welcome to life's banquet! Rosalind Russel in the role 

of a lifetime. Auntie Mame leads her beloved nephew on a roller-

coaster ride from riches to rags back to riches, always teaching 

the boy to "live life to the fullest". The story begins just prior to 

the great stock market crash of 1929 and spins into present day (1958). There are delightful 

moments with colorful characters, most noteworthy "Miss Gooch", an unwed mother and thus an 

outcast of respectable society. There are several touching scenes when the family is suffering in the 

great depression, but just as many funny ones, i.e. where Auntie Mame puts some bigoted snobs in 

their place. I enjoyed this film slightly more than the later Lucille Ball musical version. Although 

Rosalind Russel is quite flamboyant, Lucille Ball is completely "over the top" and thus less credible. I 

recommend the 1958 original over the remake, although both are wonderful entertainment. 
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Auschwitz: The Nazis & The 'Final Solution' (2005) 
 

It is the site of the largest mass murder in the history of the world 

- Auschwitz. Yet few know the true and surprising history of this 

most infamous place, nor how it fitted into the Nazis' overall plan 

for the mass extermination of the Jews - what they called the 

'Final Solution'. For Auschwitz, via its destructive dynamism, 

became both a microcosm of the Nazi State and the logical 

consequence of Hitler's warped worldview. Combining rare 

archive footage, CGI illustrations of the camp never before seen 

on television and dramatic reconstructions of the key decision-

making moments, the story of Auschwitz and the horrific ideology 

behind it unfolds. 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 1: Surprising Beginnings. 

Episode 2: Orders & Initiatives. 

Episode 3: Factories of Death. 

Episode 4: Corruption. 

Episode 5: Frenzied Killing. 

Episode 6: Liberation & Revenge. 
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Ausentes (Absent) (2005) 
 

Your Worst Nightmare Hides In The Light. Unintentionally 

Hilarious. 'The Shining' has wit, visual flair and an iconic 

performance by Jack Nicholson. 'Ausentes,' however, has none of 

these things; although it does borrow from its classic forebear; to 

wit, a man hacking through a door and a woman running around 

shrieking while clutching a huge kitchen knife. Unlike Stanley 

Kubrick's great psychological horror film, 'Ausentes' is a work 

which resonates with a singular lack of genius. It is magnificently, 

comically awful; it makes the Spice Girls movie look like a work of 

vital art. 'Ausentes' is the tale of a family that moves to a gated 

community in the suburbs. All is to be well with the world. They 

will live in peace and tranquility; they will calmly go about their 

business away from those mean old city streets. But no. Ariadna 

Gill's character Julia starts getting spooked by those things that 

insist on going bump in the night, by empty supermarkets and doors that close themselves; and her 

husband Samuel, played by Jordi Molla, switches in an instant from laid-back family man to wild-

eyed permanently unshaven nutter, injecting Julia with a drug to keep her under his sudden cosh. 

Molla, much respected as an actor, is absolutely dreadful in this. Comic rather than menacing, he 

simply cannot pull off a threatening expression. He just come across as a barroom slime ball who's 

had one drink too many. So is there anything to redeem this film? No. The script is clunky, the plot 

non-existent and the cast without merit. Completely without tension and full of be scared now 

moments, 'Ausentes' is an exercise in how not to make a psychological thriller. It is ridiculous and 

overblown, but as one of the most unintentionally hilarious films of recent years it's well worth a 

watch. With 14-year-old Nacho Pérez as Félix & 10-year-old Omar Muñoz as Luís. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack...English Subtitles 
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Australia (2008) 
 

Set in northern Australia before World War II, an English 

aristocrat who inherits a sprawling ranch reluctantly pacts with a 

stock-man in order to protect her new property from a takeover 

plot. As the pair drive 2,000 head of cattle over unforgiving 

landscape, they experience the bombing of Darwin, Australia, by 

Japanese forces firsthand. In northern Australia at the beginning 

of World War II, an English aristocrat inherits a cattle station the 

size of Maryland. When English cattle barons plot to take her 

land, she reluctantly joins forces with a rough-hewn stock-man to 

drive 2,000 head of cattle across hundreds of miles of the 

country's most unforgiving land, only to still face the bombing of 

Darwin, Australia, by the Japanese forces that had attacked Pearl 

Harbor only months earlier. Big and grand, but not the hit they 

were aiming for. OK, I saw Australia back in December, so I'm a 

little rusty, forgive the late review. But looking back on this movie and just thinking about it really did 

help me in looking at the film and it's story. Australia was a movie that really tried to be the next 

Gone With The Wind for the millennium's audience. While it's a good movie, it definitely wasn't 

great and went way over the top. It's a little lengthy in the time and the writing was a little over 

done, BUT nevertheless it was still a good movie. It had terrific sets and was a beautiful setting, it felt 

like watching one of the old classic movies that made you feel good. Well, it was kind of like Titanic 

with the emotions, you were up, you were down, you were laughing, you were crying, well you get 

the idea. The story is a bit much, so I'm going to do the best I can to give you a decent summary. In 

1939, Lady Sarah Ashley travels from England to northern Australia to force her philandering 

husband to sell his faltering Australian cattle station, Faraway Downs. Her husband sends an 

independent cattle drover, called simply "Drover", to Darwin to transport her to Faraway Downs. 

Lady Sarah's husband, who has been working hard to sell 1500 head of cattle to the military, is 

murdered shortly before she arrives. Meanwhile, treacherous FD cattle station manager Neil 

Fletcher is trying to gain control of Faraway Downs, so that neighboring Lesley 'King' Carney can have 

a cattle monopoly in the Northern Territory, which will give him negotiating leverage with the 

Australian army. The childless Lady Sarah is captivated by the young boy Nullah, who was born to an 

Aboriginal mother and an unknown white father. When Nullah and his mother hide from the white 

authorities by entering a water tower, his mother drowns. Drover is friendly with the Aborigines, and 

therefore shunned by many of the other whites in the territory. Lady Sarah and Drover develop a 

romance, and she gains a new appreciation for the Australian territory. But Carney's men poison all 

the water sources along the cattle-drive route, so the group risks driving the cattle through the 

dangerous Never Never desert, which they accomplish with the help of "King George". Two years 

later, Drover and Lady Sarah have lived together with Nulla. But Drover, who has been quarreling 

with Lady Sarah and has gone droving apparently never to return, hears that she has been killed in 

the bombing of Darwin. Drover finds out about Nullah's abduction to Mission Island, and sets out 

with Magarri and Ivan to rescue Nullah and the other children from the island using a sailboat. 

Whew, OK, I hope that summary is a good description of the movie since I haven't watched in a 

while, but I did the best I could. So in a quick sum up, the movie is worth the watch, for the 



background, it was worth watching in the theater. But you get the same effect if you watched it at 

home if you have a big screen TV and surround sound. Nicole and Hugh were a beautiful couple 

together, they did the best they could for such a lengthy story. But the chemistry was on and the 

movie did work, I think they just went a little too over the top on trying to make this movie into a 

classic or some kind of love fest for the Oscars. It's worth the watch, but I'd recommend just 

watching it at home, I don't think I can sit through a 3 hour movie again in the theaters, I'm really 

losing my touch. 
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Author! Author! (1982) 
 

While facing the stress of his play being produced on Broadway, a 

playwright deals with having to raise his son, his stepdaughters, 

and his stepsons. Absolutely one of my all time favorites. I've just 

finished watching this delightful movie for - I don't know - the 

umpteenth time. - probably somewhere in the 20's. The kids are 

all adorable and just the best little actors. Coupled with the 

opportunity to see Al Pacino smile... who can resist that??? Good 

clean fun. Well known actors. This movie is bound to bring a smile 

to your face. I highly recommend this fun, fun movie. Great for all 

ages. Could surely become one of your favorites also. 
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Autism, Disco And Me (2010) 
 

Andy and Sheila Hobley have three children, 16-year-old Alex and 

10-year-old twins George and James. But they are not a typical 

family -- all three boys have autism. Alex is an Emo, George likes 

playing computer games, and James likes dancing - he is, in fact, a 

champion disco dancer. Two years ago, James couldn't read or 

write; he struggled at school and was happier playing with his cats 

than talking to his family. Then, a leaflet for disco dancing lessons 

dropped through his door -- and changed his life forever. Within six months, he'd won countless 

competitions and was crowned "best beginner" at the World Disco Championships. Now, James's 

goal is simple: he wants to win what's arguably the biggest disco competition out there --Disco Kid-- 

in Blackpool. James's family believes dancing has "unlocked" his mind. Since he started dancing, his 

reading and writing has improved drastically, his memory and coordination has gotten better and, 

for the first time in his life, he has friends. Andy and Sheila have invested thousands of pounds on 

dance lessons, travel and fancy costumes preparing James for competitions, but believe the 

remarkable transformation they have seen in their son has been worth it. "Autism, Disco and Me" 

reveals how dancing has transformed James's life and follows him on his incredible journey. James 

believes that dancing has fixed his brain, but will his progress be enough to see him through to the 

final of Disco Kid? 
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Autism: The Musical (2007) 
 

Follows five autistic children as they work together to create and 

perform a live musical production. Highly Recommend. Film is an 

endearing, yet very real glimpse into the daily difficulties of 

having, and coping with autism. Enjoyed watching the process of 

the children coming together to create something beyond 

themselves, and learning to relate to one another in the process. 

Was refreshing to see them being challenged to do the very 

opposite of what they are naturally inclined to do and be as 

autistic children. Or rather what we expect of them. Surprisingly, 

watching the parents was the most difficult for me. There are 

moments in the film when it seems the parents have swapped 

roles and have become more like children themselves. Which 

gives you the uneasy feeling you get the day you realize your 

parents are human. Overall film leaves you with a sense of hope. 

And to hearts that are open, more compassion and understanding. Highly recommend to anyone 

with an interest in the human condition. 
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Avalanche (1969) 
 

Some English speaking orphan children are on holiday in the 

Tyrolean alps and are having a great time when it becomes 

dangerous due to risk of avalanches. They and all the village folk 

are evacuated to safe ground. One village girls jumps the 

evacuation train and heads back to her village to get her dog and 

gets buried in an avalanche. Some of the other kids, missing her, 

return to the village to rescue her followed by some adults. 

Consider: this movie was produced in 1969, yet the editing and 

storytelling is more evocative of movies from 1914 or thereabouts 

- except the producers showed their sheer genius by adding the 

concept of 'color'. The depth of the story in uncanny. I will try to 

recapture the storyline here, but there is no way I can do it 

justice. 1) The Alps are pretty. 2) People ski in the Alps. 3) Little 

girl gets buried in the snow so the other kids are trying to shovel her out of the snow. 4) There is a 

guy flying a plane. 5) A stereotypical fat guy refuses to do something. 6) Old people worry. 7) EVIL 

AVALANCHE! 8) Nothing else happens. 9) The end. Best. Movie. Ever. Well, better than 'Pearl 

Harbor'. Sigh. With 12-year-old Tarek Sharif. 
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Avalanche (1978) 
 

The vacationers at a winter wonderland struggle to survive after 

an avalanche of snow crashes into their ski resort. Their holiday 

then turns into a game of survival. Why Mia? WHHYYYY! I love 

disaster films, even the bad ones, but this one is completely 

horrible. From the acting to the special effects this one is crap. 

The script is laughable and the whole affair is absolutely boring. 

The "Avalanche" doesn't happen till around the hour mark and all 

we get till then is totally blinding boredom. Mia and Rock barely 

have anything to do (god knows why they actually did the movie), 

Robert Forester is hot but the character is bland, and Jeanette 

Nolan is under used in the only entertaining role in the flick. The 

rest of the cast are forgettable and not all that all-star. The action 

is contrived and "special effects" are for the most part low-budget 

70's-ish. This movie would make a great sleep aid. It's bad, not 

enjoyably bad, just bad. It's bland and pointless. Skip if at all 

possible. 
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Avalon (1990) 
 

A Polish-Jewish family comes to the U.S.A. at the beginning of the 

Twentieth Century. There, the family and their children try to 

make themselves a better future in the so-called promised land. A 

Russian family comes to U.S.A. at the beginning of the century 

and they and their children try to make themselves a better 

future in the promised land. It is heart-warming to read 

comments from those of you who do not even live in Baltimore 

and enjoyed the movie as much as we Baltimoreans did. What a 

stirring tribute to the city and to our immigrant grandparents. My 

ancestors came from County Cork to Baltimore in the late 1800's. 

We too, grew up in rowhouses (renamed "townhomes" by 

realtors in the 1980's) nearby our cousins. Many scenes brought 

back wonderful memories: the kids playing in the "back alley," the 

marble steps of the rowhouses which my mother used to lovingly 

scrub, the "bee" incident, trips to the lake, Thanksgiving dinner with extended family members and 

tables to seat all the kids extending into the next room, etc., etc. This could have been just another 

sappy movie but the actors were so immersed in their characters, I was swept away. Apparently, so 

were you. With 9-year-old Elijah Wood. 
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Avatar (2009) 
 

When his brother is killed in a robbery, paraplegic Marine Jake 

Sully decides to take his place in a mission on the distant world of 

Pandora. There he learns of greedy corporate figurehead Parker 

Selfridge's intentions of driving off the native humanoid "Na'vi" in 

order to mine for the precious material scattered throughout 

their rich woodland. In exchange for the spinal surgery that will fix 

his legs, Jake gathers intel for the cooperating military unit 

spearheaded by gung-ho Colonel Quaritch, while simultaneously 

attempting to infiltrate the Na'vi people with the use of an 

"avatar" identity. While Jake begins to bond with the native tribe 

and quickly falls in love with the beautiful alien Neytiri, the 

restless Colonel moves forward with his ruthless extermination 

tactics, forcing the soldier to take a stand - and fight back in an 

epic battle for the fate of Pandora. It has been 12 years since 

Cameron unleashed the phenomenon that was Titanic and real fans would have to look as far back 

as 1991's Terminator 2 for their last proper dose of his incredibly epic action (True Lies, while fun, 

really doesn't count). So the anticipation for Avatar has long since reached fever pitch and beyond. 

Thankfully for the patient masses, Avatar has turned out to be the biggest and best event movie of 

the year, perhaps the decade. The story is pure Cameron simplicity – a paraplegic ex-marine is given 

a chance to walk again through the use of a unique alien body, called an Avatar. It is his job to gain 

the trust of the natives so that a greedy corporation can steal the precious metal from their lush 

moon. Jake's (Sam Worthington) crippled main character is the perfect point of contact for the 

audience – not only is he new to the visual delights of Pandora but his disability means that every 

moment in his Avatar body is one of glorious freedom from the confinement of his chair. When the 

Corporations intentions become more sinister, Jake must choose between his new found place with 

the natives and his own race and fight for what he believes in. Avatar combines parts of Pocahontas 

and Braveheart with a liberal dose of Space Marines into an epic whole that takes nearly three full 

hours to unfold. We could criticise that length, the weak story and the hammy dialogue. We could 

attack its thinly-veiled ecological message or the frankly bizarre spirituality in its second half but 

honestly nothing can spoil the experience while you are enveloped in it. And a large part of that is 

down to the brilliant use of 3D – which is both subtle and incredibly effective. Til now, we have been 

making movies with 3D elements, Avatar is the first truly 3D film and might well prove to be one of 

the most significant things to happen to blockbuster film-making since Star Wars. Cameron is also 

pushing the envelope with truly photo-real CG – something which has been promised for years but 

has finally been delivered with Avatar. The interactions of the characters with the environment is 

incredible and the detail on the faces of the motion-captured leads (Worthington and Star Trek's Zoe 

Saldana) bring them to life. You will believe totally in their performances, representing another 

quantum leap in tools which have rarely been used for anything other than spectacle. Make no 

mistake, Avatar is an important film from a technical standpoint but it is also great entertainment. 

The world of Pandora is a stunning spectacle from scene to scene and as Jake learns more about the 

Na'vi the film approaches the kind of light hearted adventure story which has been absent from 

movie theatres for years. Then the final act explodes into tragedy and desperate action, with the 



final half hour a blistering life or death struggle that has to be seen to be disbelieved. Over the 

coming days you will be hearing a lot about Avatar, and some of the critical reaction is bound to 

focus on its weaknesses in a bid to appear appropriately reserved and objective. But this is not a film 

to be dissected or examined, rather one to be experienced with a warm crowd, a great sound 

system, in 3D as you bask in the knowledge that the movie-making master is back! 
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Avatar: The Last Airbender (2005-7) 
 

In a war-torn world of elemental magic, a young boy reawakens 

to undertake a dangerous mystic quest to fulfill his destiny as the 

Avatar. When the hostile Fire Nation threatens to enslave the 

Water, Earth, and Air Nations, a reluctant and irresponsible boy 

must face his destiny as the Avatar, the Chosen One who can 

restore the world order. This new animated series centers on 12-

year-old Aang, who must forgo his selfish wandering to learn to 

master his latent powers over the four elements. Only then can 

he conquer the Firebenders, the evil nation that threatens the 

world. A great show for Nickelodeon, and it's about time! Wow. I 

am amazed at how good this show is. The anime-style look and 

feel of it make it a warm addition to nick's mostly dull lineup. 

Don't get me wrong, Nickelodeon has some good animated 

shows, like Spongebob, Fairly Oddparents, Danny Phantom is one of my favorites. I think that it is 

good that they have a program with this kind of look that isn't from an established Nickelodeon 

company (like frederator for fairly oddparents). Anyway, I think that Avatar: The Last Airbender is a 

good program, and is sure to be a hit as long as Nickelodeon doesn't screw it up. It seems to have 

the right amount of humor and action to keep it appealing to me (and I'm 19!). As long as the 

creators can keep the show original and stop Nickelodeon from bastardizing it by saying things like 

"it's too violent" or "You can't have Saaka be sexist." Stay the course and you'll be gold! 

 

Series 1 (20 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 01: The Boy in the Iceberg; Two teenage siblings (Sokka and Katara) living in the South Pole 

discover a very strange boy (Aang), along with his pet flying bison Appa, in an iceberg. But can they 

trust him when he accidentally draws the war to their village's doorstep? 

Episode 02: The Avatar Returns; Katara and Sokka discover that Aang is the long-lost Avatar and 

must rescue him when a Firebending prince named Zuko kidnaps him. 

Episode 03: The Southern Air Temple; Aang is excited about going home (the Southern Airtemple) 

for the first time in one hundred years, but he is shocked to find out that the temple is deserted. 

Aang tells Sokka and Katara about his childhood as they explore the temple, but they soon discover 

something that Aang never expected. Meanwhile, Prince Zuko must make repairs to his ship and the 

only way he can do it is to dock his ship at his rival's naval base. 

Episode 04: The Warriors of Kyoshi; The gang arrives at Kyoshi Island and are captured by some 

Kyoshi warriors. When Aang reveals that he is the avatar, news quickly spreads out and suddenly 

reaches to Prince Zuko who then goes to Kyoshi Island to capture him. 

Episode 05: The King of Omashu; Aang's abilities as an airbender are challenged by a king. 



Episode 06: Imprisoned; In a nearby Earth Village, the gang meets a teenage earthbender named 

Haru. This village lives in fear of the Fire Nation, for soldiers there capture any earthbenders they 

can find. 

Episode 07: The Spirit World: Winter Solstice, Part 1; Aang and friends visit a village being terrorized 

by an angry spirit. Iroh is captured by Earth Kingdom soldiers. 

Episode 08: Avatar Roku: Winter Solstice, Part 2; To contact the spirit of the previous Avatar, Aang 

must reach a temple in the Fire Nation before the sun sets on the following day. There he will learn 

what he must do to restore balance to the world. Zuko must defy his banishment to follow Aang. 

Episode 09: The Waterbending Scroll; Jealous of the ease with which Aang is learning waterbending, 

Katara goes to extreme lengths to get a scroll that teaches advanced techniques. Zuko is frustrated 

when Uncle Iroh insists they put to land to get a new White Lotus tile for his Pai Sho game. 

Episode 10: Jet; Aang, Katara, and Sokka have their friendship tested by a charismatic Rebel Leader 

who is fighting against the Fire Nation. 

Episode 11: The Great Divide; Aang is tested as the Avatar when he must help two feuding clans 

cross a dangerous canyon peacefully. 

Episode 12: The Storm; Aang relives the events after finding out that he is the Avatar 100 years ago 

and tells them to Katara, while Iroh tells the story of Zuko's scar and banishment to the crew. 

Episode 13: The Blue Spirit; When Aang is captured by the Fire Nation, his only hope is a mysterious 

masked figure. 

Episode 14: The Fortuneteller; The Gaang visits a village where a fortuneteller lives who is said to 

never be wrong. Aang tries to show Katara how he feels about her. 

Episode 15: Bato of the Water Tribe; Sokka and Katara meet a friend of their father who offers to 

take them to join the Water Tribe's navy. Aang fears his friends will choose seeing their father again 

over staying with him. 

Episode 16: The Deserter; When he meets an outcast from the Fire Nation, Aang is impatient to skip 

ahead in his training. 

Episode 17: The Northern Air Temple; Aang is upset when he finds an old Air Temple has been 

desecrated by an old inventor and his son. 

Episode 18: The Waterbending Master; The heroes finally arrive at the North Pole. But for Katara, 

the trip may have been in vain, as Master Pakku refuses to teach girls waterbending. 

Episode 19: The Siege of the North: Part 1; While Katara herself becomes a great waterbending 

master, Commander Zhao plans a siege on the Northern Water Tribe. Meanwhile, Sokka's on a 

mission to stop this siege while Aang tries to buy them some time. 

Episode 20: The Siege of the North: Part 2; The Fire Nation is attacking the North Pole and Sokka, 

Katara, and Yue are looking for Aang. Zuko has Aang, but Aang is in the spirit world, where he meets 

Avatar Roku. Zuko and Aang are trapped in a cave during a storm, where Zuko shares some inner 



turmoil with Aang, who is in the Spirit World. At the water tribe, the firebenders are winning. Iroh 

attacks Zhao when Zhao reveals that he wants to kill the spirits of the moon and the ocean. In the 

Spirit World, Aang meets Koh the Face Stealer, who tells him that someone is planning on killing the 

spirits and he needs to stop them. Katara, Sokka, and Yue find Aang and they rescue him, taking 

Zuko with them. Zhao kills the moon spirit and the waterbenders lose their power. Yue reveals that 

the spirit once saved her. Iroh and Aang team up against Zhao. Zhao and Zuko escape as Aang turns 

into a giant spirit and goes to fight the firebenders. Elsewhere, Zuko and Zhao fight desperately. Yue 

sacrifices her own life to save the moon spirit. The moon returns and Aang turns back to himself. But 

the spirit still has one more mission. It kills Zhao. In the end, everything is well. Aang and the gang 

are heading to Ba Sing Sei, Zuko and Iroh have escaped, and in the Fire Nation, Azula is given a 

mission. 
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Series 2 (20 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 01: The Avatar State; Aang and friends arrive in the Earth Kingdom to begin his earthbending 

training, but a local general convinces Aang that all he needs to do is learn to control his Avatar 

state. Azula, Zuko's sister, arrives to escort her brother and uncle back to the Fire Nation. 

Episode 02: The Cave of Two Lovers; 'The Cave of Two Lovers' is where we first see definite signs of 

the true nature of the growing love relationship between the main characters Avatar Aang and the 

water bending master Katara. Sokka is bombarded by a group of free-thinking hippie musical 

nomads during most of the episode as well making for many humorous moments of head-smacking 

good fun. Uncle Iroh and Prince Zuko learn about life on the run from the Fire Nation and how not to 

brew 'White Jade Lily' as a tea ever again. The history of how the Earth city of Omashu came into 

being is provided as well as a surprise ending about city's current state of being under the hand of 

the Fire Nation. 

Episode 03: Return to Omashu; Finding the city of Aang's old friend, King Bumi, captured by the Fire 

Nation, the heroes hatch a plan to rescue Aang's earthbending teacher. Azula gathers two old 

friends to help her hunt the Avatar. 

Episode 04: The Swamp; Aang hears a swamp calling to him. In the swamp, Aang and the gang find 

out that this is not any natural swamp. 

Episode 05: Avatar Day; Sokka and Katara have to solve a centuries-old crime when Aang is 

imprisoned for a murder allegedly committed by one of his past incarnations. 

Episode 06: The Blind Bandit; Still searching for an earthbending teacher, Aang and his friends 

stumble across a small earth village. When they hear about an underground earthbending 

tournament, they decide to go to it. Aang finds a teacher that fits the description of King Bumi. Her 

name is Toph Beifong, a blind, 12-year-old girl who is tougher than she looks. When they meet, Toph 

is at first reluctant, because her parents don't know how good of a bender she is. After her parents 



discover her secret life, she decides that she wants to join the Avatar gang to help him master 

earthbending. 

Episode 07: Zuko Alone; As Zuko tries to make it by in exile without his uncle, he remembers how his 

father became Firelord and what happened to his mother. 

Episode 08: The Chase; Everytime the land, Azula and her warriors find Aang, Katara, Sokka, and 

Toph. Toph refuses to help set up camp claiming she carries her own weight and no one else's. After 

a fight between Aang, Katara and Toph, Toph storms off angrily. Aang lays a decoy trail for Azula and 

Sokka, Katara, Appa, and MoMo, flee the other direction. Aang waits for Azula and is fighting her 

when Zuko and Iaro arrive. Soon, Katara, and Sokka come to the fight too. Just as all hope of winning 

is lost, Toph arrives and together, the six attack Azula. Knowing she is beat, Azula shots Iaro with 

lightning and disappears. Zuko leaves with Iaro and Aang, Katara, Sokk, and Toph leave as well. Toph 

and Katara apologize to each other and the journey continues. 

Episode 09: Bitter Work; Aang begins to learn earthbending from Toph; Uncle Iro resumes teaching 

Zuko firebending to better prepare him for facing Azula, and reveals a new technique he learned 

from watching waterbenders. 

Episode 10: The Library; When he learns that there is a lost Library with all the knowledge in the 

world, Sokka convinces the others to seek it out in hopes of finding a weakness of the Fire Nation. 

Iroh and Zuko make contact with a secret organization. 

Episode 11: The Desert; Aang, Katara, Sokka and Toph escape the library to face the desert without 

the benefit of Aang's flying bison, Appa. The group knows they must get the information they 

obtained from the library about the upcoming solar eclipse to earth kingdom capital of Bah Sing Se 

as it could very well make the difference in the ongoing war with the Fire Nation. Aang, who has 

always felt somewhat isolated by the realization that he is indeed the last air bender, considers Appa 

and Momo his only connections to his previous 100-year ago world. When Appa is stolen by sand 

benders Aang is visibly devastated and without direction or hope. Katara really shines in this episode 

as she must deal with Aang's despair, Sokka's cactus-induced hallucinations and Toph's lack of 

support or good ideas to solve their dilemma as she too feels they are just trapped in a 'giant bowl of 

sand pudding.' The highlight of this episode is when Aang finally confronts the sand benders who 

Toph recognizes as those who stole Appa. A showdown ensues and Sokka, Toph and the sand 

benders flee for their lives in fear of seeing Aang transform his rage and pain into the 'Avatar State.' 

Despite the apparent danger Katara remains in the whirlwind of sand unshaken. Again we see the 

growing 'understanding' between the Katara and Aang continue to develop. Katara trusts Aang 

enough to know he will not hurt her in the 'Avatar State' and Aang trusts Katara enough to let his 

defenses down to be vulnerable but only with her. Katara pulls Aang back and he returns sobbing 

quietly in her arms. Meanwhile Uncle Iroh and Prince Zuko successfully evade two groups seeking 

their capture as Fire Nation fugitives. Through Iroh's membership in the "Order of the White Lotus" 

they secure safe passage to Bah Sing Se to 'hide in plain sight' as refugees. 

Episode 12: The Serpent's Pass; After getting tickets for the ferry headed to Ba Sing Se, the gang 

meets an old friend. They skip the ferry ride to help some refugees, one of which is going to have a 

baby, get to Ba Sing Se. They must lead the refugees through the Serpent's Pass, a dangerous 

mountain-side path surrounded by water. 



Episode 13: The Drill; After arriving at the great wall of Ba sing say. Aang and the gang discover that 

the fire nation has constructed a great drilling machine to penetrate the wall. The drill is also 

followed by army of fire nation troops. Also Zuko and Iro are having trouble hiding the fact that they 

are both fire benders. 

Episode 14: City of Walls and Secrets; After getting a house to stay in, Aang and company are given a 

tour of Ba Sing Se. As they try to get into tell the Earth King the news, they find that nothing is quite 

what is seems. Jet is the city too, and he is positive that Iroh and Zuko are Firebenders. 

Episode 15: The Tales of Ba Sing Se; A series of short stories covering some of the time spent by 

Katara, Toph, Iroh, Sokka, Aang, Zuko and Momo as they live in Ba Sing Se. 

Episode 16: Appa's Lost Days; In this special episode, we go back in time to the moment Appa was 

stolen, will find out where he has gone and who he has met along the way and more importantly 

where he is now! 

Episode 17: Lake Laogai; The Avatar gang encounters Jet in Ba Sing Se and he helps them to discover 

the location of Appa. But they will end up discovering something else, a secret of the city. 

Episode 18: The Earth King; The kids battle Long Feng the Dai Li when they attempt to show the 

Earth King the vast conspiracy taking place in his city. Zuko becomes seriously ill and has feverish 

dreams as he faces a spiritual crisis. 

Episode 19: The Guru; Aang receives guidance from Guru Pathik at the Eastern Air Temple; Sokka is 

reunited with his long-lost father; Princess Azula has something diabolical in store for her enemies; 

Uncle and Zuko run their own tea shop. 

Episode 20: The Crossroads of Destiny; The heroes work together to stop Azula's destructive plans; 

Zuko finds companionship in an unlikely source and learns the time has come to make an imperative 

choice about his future. 
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Series 3 (21 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 01: The Awakening; Weeks after the fall of the Earth Kingdom, Aang and his friends must 

infiltrate the Fire Nation. Katara meets her father for the first time in years. Zuko returns home, but 

is uneasy with his newfound reputation. 

Episode 02: The Headband; Posing as a regular kid, Aang goes to a Fire Nation school and sees what's 

missing from their lives. Zuko visits his uncle in prison. 

Episode 03: The Painted Lady; When Aang and his friends come across a fishing village being 

poisoned by a nearby factory, a local legend comes to life to help the townspeople. 



Episode 04: Sokka's Master; After deciding he's the least valuable member of the team, Sokka seeks 

an apprenticeship with a sword-master. The rest of the gang tries to adjust to being without him. 

The imprisoned Iroh may not be as beaten as he seems. 

Episode 05: The Beach; On a forced vacation, Zuko, Azula, Ty Lee and Mai try to blend in with normal 

teenagers and learn about themselves and one another. Aang and company are attacked by an 

ominous assassin. 

Episode 06: The Avatar and the Firelord; Both Aang and Zuko must learn the history of how the war 

began. Zuko learns a secret about his great-grandfather's past. 

Episode 07: The Runaway; When Toph discovers a quick way to make cash, Katara disapproves, and 

the rift between them has disastrous consequences. 

Episode 08: The Puppetmaster; Creepy things are afoot when the gang meets a mysterious old 

innkeeper with a secret. 

Episode 09: Nightmares and Daydreams; As the invasion approaches, Aang has recurring nightmares 

about being unprepared to face the Firelord. Zuko feels the perks and pressures of being the prince 

again. 

Episode 10: The Day of Black Sun: Part 1 - The Invasion; Zuko makes a decision about his future. Aang 

reunites with many of his old friends in a full-scale invasion of the Fire Nation capitol to coincide 

with an eclipse which will remove the Fire Nation's powers. 

Episode 11: The Day of Black Sun: Part 2 - The Eclipse; The invasion seems to be succeeding until 

Aang learns that their arrival was anticipated. Zuko confronts his father. 

Episode 12: The Western Air Temple; The gang hides out in the Western Air Temple. Zuko tries to 

convince the gang of his change in heart, but they are very hesitant. Combustion Man/Sparky-Sparky 

Boom Man attacks again. 

Episode 13: The Firebending Masters; Zuko has joined up with Aang's group and is now ready to 

teach Aang fire bending. Unfortunately, Zuko has found out that he has lost his ability and must now 

relearn it. Zuko and Aang travel to find the original source of fire bending so that they both can learn 

from The Firebending Masters. 

Episode 14: The Boiling Rock: Part 1; Sokka and Zuko infiltrate the ultimate Fire Nation prison, the 

Boiling Rock. With hopes of freeing his father and his girlfriend, Sokka hatches an escape plan to get 

them all out. 

Episode 15: The Boiling Rock: Part 2; The escape is planned and the heroes attempt to break from 

the prison that very day. But problems come when Azula, Mai and Ty Lee arrive at the prison. 

Episode 16: The Southern Raiders; Trying to prove that she can trust him, Zuko helps Katara track 

down the man who killed her mother. 

Episode 17: The Ember Island Players; The gang, now hiding at Ember Island, watch a play about 

themselves and their adventures. 



Episode 18: Sozin's Comet: Part 1 - The Phoenix King; Sozin's Comet is only three days away. Zuko 

tells the others what the Fire Lord plans on the day of the comet and the gang realizes that they 

must stop him before then. But Aang doubts that he can do what is expected of him. 

Episode 19: Sozin's Comet: Part 2 - The Old Masters; Aang awakes on a mysterious island and 

confronts his past lives for advice on how to stop the Fire Lord without killing him. The rest of the 

group searches for Aang. 

Episode 20: Sozin's Comet: Part 3 - Into the Inferno; Zuko battles his sister with Katara's help for the 

right to be named Fire Lord. Elsewhere, Aang meets Ozai just as the comet arrives. 

Episode 21: Sozin's Comet: Part 4 - Avatar Aang; Aang's moment of truth arrives. Can he defeat Ozai, 

the Phoenix King? Will he be forced to take a human life? All the characters face their greatest 

challenges. 
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Avaze Gonjeshk-ha (The Song Of Sparrows) (2008) 
 

When an ostrich-rancher focuses on replacing his daughter's 

hearing aid, which breaks right before crucial exams, everything 

changes for a struggling rural family in Iran. Karim motorbikes into 

a world alien to him - incredibly hectic Tehran, where sudden 

opportunities for independence, thrill and challenge him. But his 

honor and honesty, plus traditional authority over his inventive 

clan, are tested, as he stumbles among vast cultural and economic 

gaps between his village nestled in the desert, and a throbbing 

international metropolis. Another movie that played at the Berlin 

Film Festival, this low-key drama has a very human side to it. The 

actors (some of which were also in Germany for the premiere and 

seem as down to earth, as the roles they played in this movie) are 

really good and have a simplicity to them that is very gorgeous. 

The characters are very down to earth and the story itself or let's 

say it's pace, might remind people of classic movies such as "Bicycle Thieves" (kind of neo-realism, if 

you want to call it that). If you don't have a problem with that, then you will enjoy this movie as 

much as the audience in Berlin did (including myself). 
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AVP: Alien vs. Predator (2004) 
 

During an archaeological expedition on Bouvetøya Island in the 

Antarctic ocean, a team of archaeologists and other scientists find 

themselves caught up in a battle between the two legends. Soon, 

the team realize that only one species can win. When a private 

satellite encounters an unidentified source of heat in Antarctica 

and it is found to be a pyramid buried deep underground, a 

search team comprising of top-of-the-line archaeologists and 

engineers is sent to Antarctica to find out more. Once there, the 

team comes across signs which indicate that the place is inhabited 

by an unknown alien species. It is not long before the aliens begin 

to hunt the team members. At the same time, a trio of coming-of-

age Predators have arrived to collect the skulls of the aliens as 

trophies, and the humans are caught between a deadly battle 

between the two warring species. Most people going into this film want to see one thing: Aliens and 

Predators rip into each other. I suspect a great many geeks and lame individuals inhabiting message 

boards of every corner of the internet will complain that this film spends too much time with the 

humans when the name of the film is 'Alien versus Predator' and they couldn't care about the 

humans, and another sect will whine about how shallow the film is to jump right to the big fight as 

soon as it can possibly set it up. The nice thing about the Freddy vs. Jason premise is the fact that 

most of the Elm Street films and none of the Friday the 13th films had any substance to them, so 

throwing the two juggernauts into a battle rumble with each other with a side of useless characters 

and uninspired plot shouldn't have phased anyone but the most deluded of fans. I really liked Freddy 

vs. Jason more so than all but the Craven-driven Elm Streets and the all the Friday the 13th films. 

Alien vs. Predator is quite a bit different since I love Ridley Scott's Alien and James Cameron's Aliens, 

and though I don't hold Predator 1 & 2 on the same level, I'm still pretty fond of the original Predator 

film (been too long since I've seen Predator 2). The Alien series (and to a much lesser extent, the 

Predator series too) has always been about depth... so to just throw the two monsters at each other 

and let them rip into each other really does not do them any justice and strips away what makes 

their films so good to begin with. So... AVP takes a middle path. It attempts to build up the 

characters to an extent, it attempts to give a valid reason for both the Aliens and Predators to be in 

the same location, and it attempts to do it as quickly as it can. How well does it succeed? I found 

myself wishing it would either slow down more or pick up the pace. I'm very pleased to see the 

stylish Paul Anderson lead this tangled and difficult project. His nods to the original films, in jokes, 

and slower paced setup were much appreciated from me. Ninety minutes of guys in rubber suits cut 

with CG monsters fighting constantly just will not cut it. I felt Anderson rushed the setup (or the 

studio rushed him); but part of me did grow bored of the characters rather quickly, and I did want to 

see the Alien and Predators get together sooner than they did. The lingering time between bouts did 

create more tension and anticipation for the coming fights, which I admired, and when the beasts 

finally sank claws and teeth into one another I found myself more or less satisfied. At first I felt 

somewhat let down by how seemingly easily a few Predators went down; however, then I 

remembered these things were fighting Aliens with bare fists and blades when Space Marines were 

getting slaughtered with state of the art artillery. A classless director would have started with a 



bang, ended with a bang, and had a boring parade of bangs. When I want meaningless, yet 

entertaining, bangs I buy firecrackers and save myself both time and money. Paul Anderson strived 

for something more, and pretty much came through. While I did like the film and the idea of Aliens 

and Predators fighting it out, I couldn't help but compare it to the superior films that inspired it. As 

fun as AVP is, and as much as I like Paul Anderson... he is not Ridley Scott and this is not Alien. 
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Awakenings (1990) 
 

The victims of an encephalitis epidemic many years ago have 

been catatonic ever since, but now a new drug offers the prospect 

of reviving them. A new doctor finds himself with a ward full of 

comatose patients. He is disturbed by them and the fact that they 

have been comatose for decades with no hope of any cure. When 

he finds a possible chemical cure he gets permission to try it on 

one of them. When the first patient awakes, he is now an adult 

having gone into a coma in his early teens. The film then delights 

in the new awareness of the patients and then on the reactions of 

their relatives to the changes in the newly awakened. This is one 

of the best movies I have ever seen. It tore my heart out more 

than once and I cried a bucket of tears. I watched it 3 times in a 

row the first time I rented it. I recommended to others and 

everyone loved it. I have never admired Robin Williams more in a 

role. He was fabulous. Robert DeNiro, absolutely blew me away. I love him in all of his roles, but this 

was superb acting at it's very best. Ruth Nelson as the mother played a heart-wrenching role. 

Penelope Ann Miller was so sweet. When Leonard's mother walked into his room and he first spoke 

to her, I actually sobbed. It was beautiful. The saddest part was that this movie was true and Leonard 

and all of the other patients are in the same condition now that they were then. I only wish that I 

knew whatever became of all of them. If this story would have been fiction, I would not have 

enjoyed it half as much. Only true life can be this sad. 
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Away (A)wake (2005) 
 

Larsen, runs away after the principle reveals a photo of him 

making out with another boy to the whole school. AWAY (A)WAKE 

is a very low budget little film directed by Morgan Jon Fox who 

also wrote the semblance of a script with Suzi Crashcourse, his 

cinematographer. As in his previous film BLUE CITRUS HEARTS 

Fox, a film school drop-out, seems to be developing a style and 

while that style worked fairly well with BLUE CITRUS HEARTS, here 

it seems to get in the way by making this seemingly self indulgent 

movie steer so far from a good idea that it is left floundering for 

an identity. Ostensibly the 'story' intersects the lives of four 

characters: a gay high school lad who is reprimanded by his 

principal for a photo he shot of a moment of kissing with his 

boyfriend - an incident made into a homophobic circus against 

which the boy reacts; a grandmother whose husband of thirty 

years walks out on her leaving her to wander around looking for reasons yet giving verbiage to the 

need to maintain 'wonder' in our lives; the grandson of the grandmother who also happens to be the 

first character's boyfriend but is left wandering the streets in his soccer clothes groping for meaning; 

a older male street person with some insights into madness - or more meaningful views of the need 

for relating. Good thoughts, these, but the problem with the film is finding focus and that starts with 

devising a script that goes beyond pedestrian philosophizing. The obvious untrained actors do their 

best to make this all work, but they are disrupted by schmaltzy camera work that just pushes drama 

aside for the sake of effect. The film gives the feeling of having been shot in a day and a night: more 

time given to concept and production may have saved this strange little interlude into something 

worth watching. In all it is an annoying hour and a half of loosely associated ideas that never quite 

gel. Back to BLUE CITRUS HEARTS...that was a better start for Fox. 
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Azuloscurocasinegro (Azul Oscuro Casi Negro) (Dark Blue Almost 

Black) (DarkBlueAlmostBlack) (2006) 
 

Jorge is a 25-year-old janitor who desperately tries to find himself 

a new, and especially, better, job. This undertaking is complicated 

by the fact he takes care of his handicapped father who had a hart 

infarct seven years earlier. His soon-to-be-released brother 

Antonio finds a girlfriend (Paula) in jail who wants to get 

pregnant. When Antonio finds out he's infertile, Jorge is asked to 

make Paula pregnant. To make the dilemma even heavier, Jorge's 

childhood sweetheart Natalia returns after many years. 

Meanwhile, Jorge's best friend Israel (nicknamed Sean) secretly 

photographs men visiting an erotic masseur to find out something 

he didn't bargain for. I was very impressed by the first feature by 

writer/director Daniel Sanchez Arevalo when I saw it at the 

Toronto Film Festival. A tender, intimate portrayal of characters 

trapped by circumstance or their own feelings of responsibility, 

unable to fulfill their goals or dreams. Jorge works as a janitor in his apartment building, caring for 

his stroke-impaired father. In addition to being frustrated by his dead end job (he is continually 

rejected for business-related careers, despite a degree he earned at night school) and his guilt-

induced caretaker role for his ailing father, he becomes trapped between two women: his 

unrequited love and his likable, but ne'er-do-well brother's girlfriend, a prisoner desperate to 

become pregnant. Meanwhile his best friend begins to question his sexuality after visiting a 'full-

service' male massage therapist patronized by his own father. I was reminded of Almodovar in 

Arevalo's ability to combine comedy and drama, to make unlikely situations seem totally real, and to 

create intimate, nuanced characters and compelling inter-relationships. Beautifully filmed, nice 

score, well-acted. A splendid debut. 
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B. Monkey (B. Monkey - Una Donna Da Salvare) (1998) 
 

Alan Furnace is a young man with the perfectly proper, quiet life 

of a London school teacher. But beneath all of that decency lies a 

burning desire for excitement and he just found it. She's a woman 

unlike any other: Unruly Irish eyes, Latin lips... her name is 

Beatrice, but on the streets they call her B. Monkey. She's about 

to take him on an outrageous, dangerous and sexy ride through 

the wild side of London. Beatrice is a smash-and-grab jewel thief, 

an Italian in London, robbing with her partner Bruno. She and 

Bruno live with Paul, who's Bruno's lover and a world-weary 

cokehead in debt to a local thug. Each of the three loves the 

others. Beatrice quits the game, Paul and Bruno split, and a 

primary-school teacher named Alan enters Beatrice's life. He 

romances her with dinners and a trip to Paris to dance at a jazz 

club. Paul faces pressure to pay, Bruno wants another score, and 

Beatrice may not be able to trade the rush of robbery for the quiet life of a teacher's wife. Her 

entanglements with Paul and Bruno may not be easily cut. And what of Alan: will he fight for love? 

"B. Monkey" is the perfect example of a romantic thriller! Asia Argento plays Beatrice/B. Monkey-

the thief who wants to quit with her profession. She loves Alan (Jared Harris), a teacher of small 

children. The film is really enjoyable and very well-acted-Asia Argento, a daughter of famous Italian 

horror maestro Dario Argento is really talented! She provides also some great nude scenes! The 

violence is kept to minimum, but there's a lot of cursing! 8 out of 10-worth checking out, especially if 

you're a fan of Asia Argento! 
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Ba Wang Bie Ji (Farewell My Concubine) (1993) 
 

"Farewell, My Concubine" is a movie with two parallel, 

intertwined stories. It is the story of two performers in the Beijing 

Opera, stage brothers, and the woman who comes between 

them. At the same time, it attempts to do no less than squeeze 

the entire political history of China in the twentieth century into a 

three-hour time-frame. A masterpiece in every sense of the word, 

Chen Kaige's breath-stealing parable of China's multi-layered 

political revolution, is centred on two men. Chen presents us with 

an absorbing story of a 52-year-old relationship between two 

opera actors mounted upon an impossibly large canvas. But 

without sacrificing any intricate plot development or smudging 

over any delicate complexity in the relationship. Considered by 

many to be one of the greatest epics of all time, this film rightly 

established Chen's reputation as one of the most brilliant 

narrative and artistic directors of our time, along with other such 

contemporary auteurs as Kieslowski, Bertolucci and Kurosawa. 

You can not call yourself a film-buff if you haven't seen this movie. And film-students: you can 

witness the true art of filmmaking and story telling through the skilled hands of Chen Kaige's 

Farewell My Concubine. 
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Baan Chan Talok Wai Gon (Por Son Wai) (The Little Comedian) (2010) 
 

Tock has a lot to live up to. Not only is he named after Thailand's 

legendary comedian 'Lor Tock', but he also is a descendant of a 

long lineage of comedians within his family. There's one problem 

though: Tock just isn't funny - and his father (Jaturong Pholaboon) 

is starting to realize this. With big shoes to fill/high expectations, 

Tock struggles to come up with new gags/jokes in attempt to earn 

his father's respect. With all this pressure/stress, Tock develops 

pimples. Afraid of acne, he consults dermatologist, Dr. Ice (Paula 

Taylor), whom he falls in love at first sight with. Interestingly, she 

is not only beautiful and smart, but could actually be the first 

person to think that Tock is funny. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...Thai Soundtrack...English, Malay, & 

Chinese Subtitles 
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Baarìa (2009) 
 

Baaria is Sicilian slang for Bagheria where Tornatore (Davide 

Viviani) was born and this is an autobiographic epic of three 

generations in the Sicilian village where he was born. The film 

begins in the 1920's, in the Sicilian town of Bagheria (a.k.a. Baaria) 

where Giuseppe "Peppino" Torrenuova works as a shepherd to 

financially help his poor family. Over the next 50 years Giuseppe's 

life, as well as the life of the village, is observed. Giuseppe grows 

up, joins the Communist Party, marries a local girl (Mannina), has 

children and forges a political career for himself. A Very Personal 

Epic. The film was received last night with an ovation. I was there 

in the audience, applauding. What a beautiful looking film! That 

was last night, today I found myself in difficulty trying to describe 

what I had seen. Where to start? With a kid running? Or, with 

Giuseppe Tornatore himself, a skillful craftsman with too much power? I suppose Tornatore is what 

I've carried with me from the experience. He tried to give us a "1900" but just hinting at the highs 

and lows with pretty pictures and Ennio Morricone. More Zeffirelli than Visconti. More Richard 

Attenborough than Bernardo Bertolucci. We in Italy need to see one of our most successful directors 

as an artist, as a man of culture. That's a trap an inhuman trap. The superficiality of "Baaria" is 

disguised by alluding to great themes with heavy "artistic" moments, dream like, magic realism, slow 

motion, but at the end of the day the superficiality shows up. Some of my favorite films appear 

superficial when in reality they are not. But I get terribly impatient when the opposite is true. I don't 

want to be negative towards this effort and I'm sure it will find a large audience all over the world I 

just don't want it to be presented to me like the serious work of a great artist because it's not. I 

loved Tornatore's "A Pure Formality" and the first part of "Cinema Paradiso" From "Baaria" I loved 

the beautiful faces of the two new comers in the leading roles and most of the score. I found the 

brief appearances by famous Italian actors entertaining but distracting. Perhaps that was the 

intention. Now, all said and done I will urge you to see it and make up your own mind. 
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Babam Ve Oglum (My Father And My Son) (My Father And Son) (2005) 
 

Sadik is one of the rebellious youth who has been politically active 

as a university student and became a left-wing journalist in the 

70's, despite his father's expectations of him becoming an 

agricultural engineer and taking control of their family farm in an 

Aegean village. On the dawn of September 12, 1980, when a 

merciless military coup hits the country, they cannot find access 

to any hospital or a doctor and his wife dies while giving birth to 

their only child, Deniz. After a long-lasting period of torture, trials, 

and jail time, Sadik returns to his village with 7-8-years-old Deniz, 

knowing that it will be hard to correct things with his father, 

Huseyin. A simple story becomes a sad and poignant movie about 

ordinary people.. Every person I know who had the chance to 

watch this wonderful movie have cried -especially during the 

second half.. I applause everyone involved in the production of 

this magnificent piece of work.. Really brilliant work, presenting some top-notch performances (esp 

by Humeyra and Cetin Tekindor) and a clever collection of spectacular moments. No special effects, 

no superhuman strengths no fantastic landscapes.. Just human and the ordinary feelings. I felt some 

rush to call my mom and dad just after the movie to be sure that they are OK and to make them 

know once again that I really care about them. This movie makes you think deeper on values that 

make us human and also etches itself irreversibly to your memory by touching the deepest possible 

regions of your soul.. Highly recommended; a must-see! Do not forget your tissue papers because 

you probably will not be able to keep your tears from flowing. Thanks Cagan Irmak, and continue to 

blow our minds away. 
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Babe (1995) 
 

Farmer Hoggett wins a runt piglet at a local fair and young Babe, 

as the piglet decides to call himself, befriends and learns about all 

the other creatures on the farm. He becomes special friends with 

one of the sheepdogs, Fly. With Fly's help, and Farmer Hoggett's 

intuition, Babe embarks on a career in sheepherding with some 

surprising and spectacular results. Babe is a little pig who doesn't 

quite know his place in the world. With a bunch of odd friends, 

like Ferdinand the duck who thinks he is a rooster and Fly the dog 

he calls mom, Babe realizes that he has the makings to become 

the greatest sheep pig of all time, and Farmer Hogget Knows it. 

With the help of the sheep dogs Babe learns that a pig can be 

anything that he wants to be. When this came out -- years ago, I 

thought, "Wow, this is pretty amazing" and since then movie 

audiences have been amazed at a number of camera tricks, computer-enhanced people, animals, 

monsters, and who knows what...so this kind of story with fun special effects is no longer is unique. 

However, it's so charming, so nice a story that it should hold up as solid entertainment for a long, 

long time. It has proved to be anything but a flash-in-the-pan. This movie will endure. It's also a 

beautiful film on DVD with brilliant colors and some very rich visuals. Filmed in rural Australia, the 

scenery is magnificent and so is the house that is featured in the film. It looks like some old-

fashioned gingerbread house. The animals are entertaining, talking to one another like humans but 

not looking hokey in the process. In other words, the dubbing is well done. The main character, 

"Babe," the little pig, is the nicest, most innocent "character" you could ever hope to find. Listening 

to him talk is heart-warming most of the time and sometimes it's heart-breaking. The best comic 

relief is provided by the goose who wants to be a rooster. That may sound like it's geared toward 

little kids, but it isn't. I haven't found an adult friend yet who didn't like this film. It also was good to 

see James Cromwell play a nice guy, too. Most other times he seems to play profane and corrupt 

cops or government officials. Here, he's just a nice old farmer who blends in perfectly with the 

surroundings. His wife is a bit annoying, but not too bad. This is a wonderful, sweet-hearted comedy-

drama with a nice ending, too, guaranteed to leave you with a smile or a tear, or both. This is one of 

the best "family" movies of all time. 
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Babel (2006) 
 

4 interlocking stories all connected by a single gun all converge at 

the end and reveal a complex and tragic story of the lives of 

humanity around the world and how we truly aren't all that 

different. In Morocco, a troubled married couple are on vacation 

trying to work out their differences. Meanwhile, a Moroccan 

herder buys a rifle for his sons so they can keep the jackals away 

from his herd. A girl in Japan dealing with rejection, the death of 

her mother, the emotional distance of her father, her own self-

consciousness, and a disability among many other issues, deals 

with modern life in the enormous metropolis of Tokyo, Japan. 

Then, on the opposite side of the world the married couple's 

Mexican nanny takes the couple's 2 children with her to her son's 

wedding in Mexico, only to come into trouble on the return trip. 

Combined, it provides a powerful story and an equally powerful 

looking glass into the lives of seemingly random people around the world and it shows just how 

connected we really are. In Morocco, a shepherd buys a powerful rifle for his sons to protect his 

herd of goats against jackals attack. The younger decides to test the weapon's range of 3 km and 

shots an American woman in bus. Her husband is trying the reconciliation of their lives through 

vacation in Morocco. Due to the incident, in San Diego their Mexican maid travels to Mexico with 

their children for the marriage of her son. Meanwhile in Tokyo, the police tries to contact the former 

owner of the rifle, and his daughter that is feeling rejected misunderstand the reason of the 

investigation. "In Gen. 11:9, the name of Babel is etymologized by association with the Hebrew verb 

balal, 'to confuse or confound'" (www.wikipedia.org/wiki/babel). "Babel", through a series of 

misunderstandings, interweaves the unfortunate circumstances of a Moroccan, an American, a 

Mexican and a Japanese family. A Moroccan family acquires a rifle to protect their goats. An 

American woman, on a bus tour with her husband, is accidentally shot, which is in turn grossly 

exaggerated by the press who are quick to label the incident as a "terrorist attack". The same 

couple's children accompany their long-time caretaker to Mexico to attend her son's wedding, 

where upon re-entering the United States face problems. A Japanese widower confronts difficulties 

in communicating with his deaf teenage daughter whom simply craves human contact. Richard and 

Susan are a couple from San Diego, California who are vacationing in Morocco while their two 

children are at home with their Mexican housekeeper, Amelia. A rifle finds its way into the hands of 

a local herdsman's young sons, who recklessly take a shot at a tour bus and hit Susan in the 

shoulder, causing her severe injury. The distraught Richard calls home to tell Amelia of the situation, 

who shortly departs for Mexico to attend her son's wedding, with Richard and Susan's children in 

tow. Disaster thus multiplies, with the situation in Morocco ascribed to terrorists in the media, while 

Amelia meets with trouble at the Mexican border when she attempts to return to San Diego with 

Richard and Susan's children. Meanwhile, in Tokyo, a widower tied to the rifle in question, a complex 

shift of ownership to which the audience is privy, attempts to deal with the memories of his recently 

deceased wife and his strained relationship with his deaf teenage daughter. Alejandro González 

Iñárritu's direction is brilliantly layered and intricately woven. He deftly uses different film stock, 

imagery, sound, and stories to weave a single tale out of four disparate ones, a talent he's shown in 

http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/babel


other films. The story by screenwriter Guillermo Arriaga and Iñárritu has one incident ricochet 

around the globe, and peeling back the layers of culture to show the frustrating inability to 

communicate, and the poignancy and universality of familial love. Each story is complete, but a 

series of snapshots that leave as many questions as answers. As the stories unfold, the backstories 

and the futures of the characters are chock full of possibility and pain. As one commenter during the 

Q&A said, it was frustratingly beautiful. Each storyline deals with family and conflict from the 

inability to communicate or to understand. All the performances are incredible, and very touching. 

Brad Pitt did an excellent job, and the always outstanding Cate Blanchett, a powerhouse actor if 

there ever was one, has the least screen time of any of the leads. Few can do so much with so little. 

But the really outstanding performance is Rinko Kikuchi as a deaf-mute Tokyo teen. To say any more 

would possibly lesson the experience, so let me just say this: it may seem confusing at times, but by 

the end, it will seem like poetry. 
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Babes In Toyland (1961) 
 

Tom the Piper's Son is about to marry Mary Quite Contrary. On 

the eve of their wedding, evil miser Barnaby hires two henchmen 

to drown Tom and steal Mary's sheep, cared for by Little Bo Peep, 

thus depriving Mary and the children she lives with of their 

livelihood, forcing her to marry Barnaby. The sheep are stolen, 

but Gonzorgo and Roderigo, Barnaby's henchmen, double-cross 

him by selling Tom to a band of gypsies instead, leaving Tom with 

the opportunity to escape and make his way with Mary, Bo-Peep, 

and other Mother Goose characters to Toyland. It's a 1960s 

Disney Musical, I should not have to say more than this about the 

movie. It's great for kids, unfortunately. I remember seeing it, and 

liking it as a kid - and got it for my 3 yr old daughter. My wife 

hates me for it. Not that the movie is that horrible - but my 

daughter is in love with Tommy Sands and wants to watch this 

movie every night. My wife even took my daughter to the library and checked out kids movies - she 

was excited until she got home, and just said she wanted to watch Tom and Mary (The names of the 

main actors in the movie) If you have little kids - they'll love it. You might even enjoy it some yourself 

- until it's overplayed. 
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Babes In Toyland (Laurel And Hardy In Toyland) (March Of The 

Wooden Soldiers) (Revenge Is Sweet) (Wooden Soldiers) (1934) 
 

Ollie Dee and Stanley Dum try to borrow money from their 

employer, the toymaker, to pay off the mortgage on Mother 

Peep's shoe and keep it and Little Bo Peep from the clutches of 

the evil Barnaby. When that fails, they trick Barnaby into marrying 

Stanley Dum instead of Bo Peep. Enraged, Barnaby unleashes the 

bogeymen from their caverns to destroy Toyland. This movie has 

always been known to me as "March of the Wooden Soldiers", 

and has always had a special place in my memories of my 

childhood. I remember it was always shown on Thanksgiving Day 

after the Macy's parade, but we children would never be able to 

see the whole thing because it came on right at dinner time (this 

was long before VCR's). This is a wonderful, endearing film... 

bringing out the essence of childhood and the simplistic joys of 

make believe. Laurel and Hardy are their usual wonderful selves 

in this film. All the lead actors were wonderful, especially Henry Brandon as Barnaby -- oh, how he 

scared me as a child! I especially enjoyed the singing of Charlotte Henry and Felix Knight. When my 

work took me overseas, I made sure I had a copy of this movie with me so that I could continue the 

tradition of watching it each year on or close to Thanksgiving. Like that other holiday favorite of 

mine, Miracle on 34th Street (original version), this is a true classic -- a staple for the holiday season. 
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Baby Face Morgan (1942) 
 

When gang chief Big Mike Morgan is killed, his lieutenant, "Doc" 

Rogers re-organizes the mob. Learning that Morgan has a son 

named Edward, living in the country with his mother, Rogers has 

him brought to the city, and installs him as the head of Acme 

Protective Agency, which is a blind for gang's shakedown activities 

with local merchants. Edward thinks his father left him a 

legitimate business, and that he is running an actual insurance 

company. Rogers tells the gang members that "Baby Face" 

Morgan is now in charge, is a cold-blooded killer and does not 

even want the gang members to know him. Joe Torelli, who thinks 

he should be the leader of the gang, is suspicious and grows more 

so after the protection collection money starts to roll in, and 

nobody sees the money after it is turned over to Rogers, who tells 

them that "Baby Face" is handling the dough. Complications arise 

when Edward/"Baby Face" meets Virginia Clark, head of a transportation company, who has had a 

truck wrecked when she wouldn't pay the protection money. Edward writes her an insurance policy 

and promptly pays off when a second truck is wrecked. This starts a rash of business to Acme, and as 

fast as the gang shakes down trucking companies and wrecks their trucks, Edward pays the 

merchants on their policies, and this puts a serious dent into the gang's cash flow. Torelli learns that 

Edward is "Baby Face". So Torelli kidnaps Edward's sweetheart Virginia. A young man's father, who 

lives in the big city, dies and his business associates bring his son to the city to take over his father's 

business. What the young man doesn't know is that his father was one of the city's biggest racket 

bosses and that he's being placed in charge of the gang's profitable shakedown operations, disguised 

as an insurance agency. This was almost what they call a "curiosity piece," something really odd. It's 

part of a "Mobsters Movies" 4-movie DVD disc of short, old crime films...but it was more of a 

slapstick, corny comedy than a "mobster" movie, although it did involve gangsters. Richard Cromwell 

plays "Baby Face," a supposedly-notorious gangster who really is a fake and doesn't know it himself 

until the end. He's really just a puppet figure invented by gangster Robert Armstrong who uses him 

as a never-seen mob boss as a scheme to skim money from the gang. Hijinks ensue late in the film 

when all parties discover what exactly is going on. The craziness also involves a romance between 

Cromwell and Mary Carlise ("Virginia"). I didn't take much time figuring a better way to explain this 

screwball story, and I apologize for that. Hey, the movie didn't take long, either: one hour. It's a silly 

"B' film but charming with some likable leads and cornball humor. It's not boring but it's not 

something you'd watch over and over, either. The picture quality is not good but that's what you 

often get with a DVD that gives you four films for a cheap price. 
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Baby For Sale (2004) 
 

A couple discover that the baby girl they're trying to adopt is 

being auctioned off to the highest bidder. The couple become 

part of a sting operation to bust the baby-selling ring. For the 

most part this movie is what you would expect for a lifetime 

movie. I thought Dana Delaney's acting was OK, but I did not care 

for the actor who played the husband. The story tugs at your 

heart. A couple desperately want to adopt a baby after failed 

attempts to have their own. They receive a lead through a lawyer 

to adopt a Hungarian baby. At first everything seems fine, but 

then the man ups their price to 100,000, then 150,000 and so on. 

There are also other couples involved. The movie at this point 

turns into a "let's get the bad guy" except there was no felony law 

at that time for baby selling. Alright movie about a very real crime 

happening everyday. 
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Baby Geniuses (1999) 
 

Scientist hold talking, super-intelligent babies captive, but things 

take a turn for the worse when a mix-up occurs between a baby 

genius and its twin. Dr. Elena Kinder and Dr. Heap work for 

BABYCO, the world's leading manufacturer in baby products. What 

the public doesn't know, however, is that Dr. Kinder and Dr. Heap 

are secretly working on cracking the code to "baby talk" which is 

actually a highly sophisticated language which allows babies to 

communicate the knowledge of the secrets of the universe with 

which they are born. Problems arise when Sly, the smartest of the 

babies, escapes from the lab and unites the babies of the outside 

world to help free the babies trapped in the lab. Kinder and Heap 

must find Sly before it is too late. It's all true. Everything you have 

ever heard about this movie is true. It deserves to be on the 

Bottom 100. The acting sucks, the plot sucks, EVERYTHING sucks! 

It's one of those things where it's unexplainable. When you watch a movie, you want to feel 

satisfied. You want to have a good time. There are a million movies that will give you this feeling. 

Baby Geniuses, however, is NOT one of these movies. It will make you feel ripped off and you will 

want an hour and a half back on your life. To keep it short: DON'T WATCH THIS MOVIE. You'll thank 

me. You will also thank the other one million people who told you not to watch it. 
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Babysitter Wanted (2008) 
 

In a small college town, a young girl working on a babysitting job 

in a rural farm is terrorized throughout the night. This Little Flick 

Surprised Me!!! This little flick surprised me. What I figured would 

be another run of the mill horror movie actually turned out to be 

whacked out and slightly humorous. I did not see where this was 

going at first and about halfway through when you find out what's 

going on it becomes a refreshing change from the typical. I really 

can't say what the little twist is as it would ruin the movie entirely 

but I found it quite entertaining. Easily my favorite character 

through the whole thing is Bruce Thomas as the father. He has a 

sort of Bruce Campbell-ness to him, minus a bit of sarcasm and I 

enjoyed every minute that he was on screen. It does have a few 

downfalls. The acting of Sarah Thompson and Matt Dallas was a 

little wooden and I would've liked to have seen more of Bill 

Moseley but it's still a really enjoyable movie. There's a few scenes of gore but it's not excessive 

which I have to admit was a nice change of pace from some of the stuff I've watched lately. It 

reminded me of the good old days when the gore happened off screen and let your imagination fill 

in the blanks which can end up being more scary. It's not an amazing movie by any means but there 

was something about it that I really liked. It seems kind of tongue in cheek while at the same time 

being very serious and manages to pull it off. The story is way out there and I chuckled and grimaced 

my way through the whole thing. All together it's a fun little horror flick that I had a blast watching. 

With Kai Caster. 
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Bacheha-Ye Aseman (Children Of Heaven) (1997) 
 

Zohre's shoes are gone; her older brother Ali (Amir Farrokh 

Hashemian) lost them. They are poor, there are no shoes for 

Zohre until they come up with an idea: they will share one pair of 

shoes, Ali's. School awaits. Will the plan succeed? I find it most 

difficult and awkward to make comment on films that I personally 

do not like. That is why I could talk for days about this wonderful 

Oscar Submission! Children Of Heaven is one of those rare films 

that not only I want to talk about, but everyone else who has seen 

it seems to be raving about. This tender and triumphant little 

jewel of a film had every head turning at the recent 1999 Nortel 

Palm Springs International Film Festival, January 7th-18th. After 

it's first showing at the festival, people were indeed talking! "Did 

you see that film from Iran?" "No, any good?" "Just wait, go see it, 

we'll talk later!" The Children Of Heaven follows the relationship 

between an impoverished brother and sister, Ali and Zahra, who are thrust into a difficult 

circumstance all revolving around a pair of sneakers. How they choose to solve their problem 

themselves, without telling their parents, is what makes the story so heart-warming and unique. 

What follows is a tender, moving tale of compassion, determination, and deep family love. Bravo 

writer/director Majid Majidi! 
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Bach's Fight For Freedom (1995) 
 

A young boy (12-year-old Kyle Labine) helps the rebellious Johann 

Sebastian Bach fight for his artistic freedom. Enjoyable. We used 

to watch these movies in music class when we had nothing to do. 

This one and the one for Handel, I think were my favorites. I have 

no idea how accurate this movie is but it was better watching this 

than singing "We Are the World" or playing ukulele. The Duke 

character was funny and I liked how they showed Bach as a family 

man too. The little kid was entertaining as were his mindless 

parents. I think this one had the best music out of all of them. I 

recommend also Handel's Last Chance, Rossini's Ghost, Beethoven 

Lives Upstairs and the movie about Liszt to all those that detest 

singing and playing instruments in music class. Overall, I give it a 

7/10. 
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Back To Hannibal: The Return Of Tom Sawyer And Huckleberry Finn 

(1990) 
 

This is yet another telling of the adventures of Tom Sawyer and 

Huckleberry Finn as the two try to clear their friend Jim of murder 

charges. This is the continuing story of Tom Sawyer and 

Huckleberry Finn. In this story their old friend Jim Watson, a 

former slave, came across what appears to be the lifeless body of 

Lyle Newman. When some of the townsfolk come across him, they 

assume that Jim killed Lyle, which he didn't. So Jim runs off and 

goes to Huckleberry Finn who is now a reporter and asks for his 

help, who in turn seeks out Tom Sawyer, who is now a lawyer to 

defend Jim. So, they return to their hometown of Hannibal for 

Jim's trial, and they are not warmly greeted, it seems that Lyle was 

well respected and their old friend Becky Thatcher's husband. A 

big fluffy wish-fulfillment cream puff. Even if one buys the idea 

that Huck Finn would grow up to become a reporter (a pretty neat 

trick considering his disdain for school), the idea of Tom Sawyer as 

an attorney is a big pill to swallow. That said, this is pretty fun to 

watch. Sbarge and Anderson make a really nice Tom and Huck, if a 

bit too cute and perfect, but that's part and parcel of this film. Mark Twain might gag if he saw this 

movie, but it does make (I hate to have these words come out of me, but here goes) nice family 

entertainment. It's sort of like those stories you read in high school creative writing class written by 

the girl who wore hair bows, wrote in lavender ink, used words like "enthused," and went around 

telling people to smile. The fact that the story involves a murder mystery only slightly reduces the 

sweetness quotient. 
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Back To School (1986) 
 

To help his discouraged son get through college, a funloving and 

obnoxious rich businessman decides to enter the school as a 

student himself. Millionaire businessman Thornton Melon is upset 

when his son Jason announces that he is not sure about going to 

college. Thornton insists that college is the best thing he never 

had for himself, and to prove his point, he agrees to enroll in 

school along with his son. Thornton is a big hit on campus: always 

throwing the biggest parties, knowing all the right people, but is 

this the way to pass college? Good natured with a lot of laughs. I 

love Rodney Dangerfield. Always have. His one-liners, and all-

around smartass attitude have made him a living legend and he 

never fails to crack me up. Back to School is a great example of 

what he can do and I never get tired of watching it. Keith Gordon 

is great as his son and Robert Downey Jr. is pretty hysterical as his best bud. The ever-reliable Burt 

Young is a lot of fun as Dangerfield's limo-driver/best friend and he does his duty at supplying the 

laughs. It's a shame that more people haven't seen this. I believe that it's one of Rodney's best. It's 

got a great premise, an outstanding cast, and the laughs are nonstop. 
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Back To The Future Part I (1985) 
 

A teenager is accidentally sent 30 years into the past in a time-

traveling DeLorean invented by his friend, Dr. Emmett Brown, and 

must make sure his high-school-age parents unite in order to save 

his own existence. Marty McFly, a typical American teenager of 

the Eighties, is accidentally sent back to 1955 in a plutonium-

powered DeLorean "time machine" invented by slightly mad 

scientist. During his often hysterical, always amazing trip back in 

time, Marty must make certain his teenage parents-to-be meet 

and fall in love - so he can get back to the future. Great movie. 

One of the last movies I went with sister to see back in 86. The 

film blew my mind. My friends never wanted to see this one. I was 

happy I went. Many year's latter, I bought "Back to the Future" at 

Mc Donalds for $2.99 or for some other low price with a meal. The 

film ages well, and I love it just the same. The director and screen 

writer mixes science fiction, humor, and action perfectly. A big 

component of the script is time line theory which drives the story. Marty has many problems to fix, 

and finds out more than anyone wants to know about their parents. Michael J Fox and Christopher 

Loyd were excellently casted. Marty and Doc what a chemistry. With the film series one see the 

many dualities with time travel, that become a constant with the movie. The town clock, being 

awoke in a strange place, and letters. Keep this in mind when watching the 2 other sequels. The 

theory that time repeats itself is evident. What a time machine, the Delorian adds to this movie. 

Worth watch over again. 10 out of 10! Thank you TBS for showing all 3 films. 
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Back To The Future Part II (1989) 
 

After visiting 2015, Marty McFly must repeat his visit to 1955 to 

prevent disastrous changes to 1985... without interfering with his 

first trip. Marty McFly has only just gotten back from the past, 

when he is once again picked up by Dr. Emmett Brown and sent 

through time to the future. Marty's job in the future is to pose as 

his own son to prevent him from being thrown in prison. 

Unfortunately, things get worse when the future changes the 

present. From the present, to the future, back to the present, then 

back to the past. One great ride! When Back to The Future was 

initially conceived, director and writer Robert Zemeckis and writer 

Bob Gale had no idea how much notoriety it would eventually 

achieve, nor of the big box office records it would break. They 

were happy just to see their project come to fruition. When they 

wrote the original film, the ending they had written was supposed 

to be the end of it. Because of it's success, however, and Hollywood being Hollywood, there had to 

be the inevitable sequels. The problem was that with the original ending, they had painted 

themselves into a corner as to where they could go with the sequel. What they finally came up with 

in Part II, is a film that is every bit as whimsical as the original, yet moves along at a pace that will 

leave you breathless. For part II the cast is pretty much intact from the original film. The exceptions 

are Crispin Glover as George McFly has been replaced by Jeffrey Weisman and Claudia Wells has 

been replaced by Elizabeth Shue as Marty's girlfriend Jennifer. George McFly's role in the sequel is 

more talked about by other characters than his actual on screen time, and Jennifer's time on screen 

is quick and brief also (although she has one great scene that takes place in the future) so neither 

casting change is of any consequence. The original film dealt with how Marty had threatened his 

own existence because of changes he had accidentally initiated in the year 1955. For Part II, we learn 

what happens when the interference is of a much larger scale and consequence. As you recall, the 

original film ended with Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd) whisking Marty (Michael J. Fox) and Jennifer 

away with him to the year 2015 to straighten out their kids. For all his harping about messing with 

historical events, Doc is not above initiating a bit of interference himself. In their attempt to rescue 

Marty's future offspring, an aged but still obnoxious Biff Tannen (Thomas F. Wilson), steals the 

Delorean to transport himself into the past and to bestow upon himself a Sports Almanac book that 

contains the results of sporting events for years to come. Shortly thereafter, Doc and Marty return to 

1985, only to find that not only is Hill Valley not what it used to be, their own lives are in pretty sad 

shape and far different than what they had been before. And the changes aren't good ones, or as 

Doc puts it "I can't imagine Hell being much worse." What makes the Back To The Future series so 

terrific, is that Zemeckis and Gale took the time travel concept, applied a little originality to it, then 

let their imaginations run wild. In BTTFII, we get a story that moves along like a runaway freight 

train. Not content to give us what the year 2015 may be truly like, since making such predictions are 

usually wrong anyway, they decide to let it all hang loose and just have fun with it. There are 

holographic theaters, Cafe 80's shops, antique stores that sell dustbusters and other things, 

skateboards that hover, paying for cab rides with thumbprints, etc. etc. Yet, for all the glossy, multi-

colored stores and goofy concepts, we still recognize it as the same old Hill Valley. Something else 



Zemeckis and Gale do is to take some events from the first film, and replay them in 2015 Hill Valley. 

Usually, things like this would be seen as the lack of an idea, but in this case it's simply Zemeckis 

having a little fun and letting us in on it. It works perfectly. Likewise, the alternative version of 1985 

Hill Valley is an exercise in how far one's imagination can go. Instead of a quaint peaceful town and 

suburbs, Zemeckis and Gale do everything in their power to give us the equivalent of an opposite. To 

go into too much detail here would undermine your own viewing experience and give away a bit too 

much of the plot. Then to add fuel to the fire, we once again revisit Hill Valley in 1955, where things 

really go berserk what with two Marty's and two Docs inhabiting the same year. Zemeckis does a 

great job of cutting new scenes into footage from the original film with different angles and different 

perspectives of previous seen activities. As for the cast, Fox and Lloyd keep their characters of Marty 

and Doc on the same entertaining level as before. Fox is also given the chore of playing his nerdy son 

of the future, Marty as a middle aged man and even his daughter of the future. He is pretty much 

successful except I do think playing his daughter was a bit much. Lea Thompson, again has the 

difficult chore of bringing Lorraine Mcfly to us in three different characterizations, and as before 

handles it admirably. Her 1955 Lorraine will always be her most memorable characterization in these 

films, but the others are equally well done. As for Thomas F. Wilson as Biff, Biff is biff, no matter how 

old, how young, or how powerful he may be, and his consistence of performance is also noteworthy. 

Some have complained about being able to follow Zemeckis and Gale's storyline. If you have seen 

the first film, you'll have no trouble in that regard. I sure didn't, and for me it was one heck of a 

comedic thrill ride from beginning to end. If you don't have fun watching Back To The Part II, then 

the only thing I can think of is that your as much of a curmudgeon as old Biff from 2015. It's not 

often that a sequel can live up to it's predecessor, but when it does, and introduces some originality 

along the way you get my grade, which for Back To The Future is an A. 
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Back To The Future Part III (1990) 
 

Enjoying a peaceable existence in 1885, Doctor Emmet Brown is 

about to be killed by Buford "Mad Dog" Tannen. Marty McFly 

travels back in time to save his friend. Stranded in 1955, Marty 

McFly receives written word from his friend, Doctor Emmett 

Brown, as to where can be found the DeLorean time machine. 

However, an unfortunate discovery prompts Marty to go to his 

friend's aid. Using the time machine, Marty travels to the old west 

where his friend has run afoul of a gang of thugs and has fallen in 

love with a local schoolteacher. Using the technology from the 

time, Marty and Emmett devise one last chance to send the two of 

them back to the future. "There's a man who can't hold his 

liquor." Picking up where #2 left off, Marty is stuck in 1955 again 

and has to explain to the 1955 Doc why he's back and uses a letter 

Doc sends him from 1885 to explain what happened. After fixing 

up the time machine (hidden in a from 1885 cave), they find out that Doc is murdered in the past by 

Buford "Mad Dog" Tannen (played by Thomas F. Wilson) "over a matter of $80 dollars." So Marty 

decides to go back and rescue Doc before the murder can occur, but he is bedeviled by a rip in the 

fuel line - meaning they have to find another way to get the time machine to hit 88 miles per hour - 

and Doc falling in love with school teacher Clara Clayton (Mary Steenburgen). Along the way, he gets 

advice both from Doc and his 1885 ancestor Seamus McFly (also played by Michael J. Fox) that he 

should really learn to control his temper. Fox and Lloyd are fun to watch as always, and I give my hat 

off to the studio for hiring Mary Steenburgen as Doc's love interest and not some super model type; 

it's more fitting of who Doc is. Wilson's Biff Tannen officially became a traditional "villain" in #2 with 

him murdering George McFly, and now Wilson plays an even bigger villain in Buford Tannen, whom 

he makes both funny and menacing. Ironically, Wilson is said to be a very nice man in real life. Leah 

Thompson makes the most of a thankless dual role as both Lorraine McFly and Marty's great, great 

grandmother Maggie McFly, and James Tolkan plays his Principal character's soft spoken law man 

ancestor (killed in a deleted scene by Buford Tannen; "Remember son... discipline.") It should be 

noted that originally there were no sequels planned with the first movie; that bit with Doc taking 

Marty and Jennifer to the future to help their kids was just another gag. But the film was such a hit 

that the studio couldn't NOT do sequels, so this one and part 2 were filmed back to back, which is 

becoming more of a craze these days. Although on the surface it's a lighthearted comedy about time 

travel, it's also about what it means to be a man. The first film defined being a man through violently 

standing up to your tormentors, while this film and #2 go with the theme that being a man also 

means you have to reign yourself in when people start annoying you. Marty' willingness to fight back 

was his strength in the first film but here it is his flaw, as people in both 2015, 1955 and 1885 

continually get his goat. The message of self-control is bluntly stated when Doc says to Marty "You 

can' t keep going off the handle every time someone calls you a name, that's why you get into that 

accident in the future!" (referring of course to the car accident mentioned in part 2). It is not until 

Marty realizes his error when he's about to meet Buford in the gun fight that he achieves this ideal 

and, much to Seamus's glee, says of Buford and the opinions surrounding him "He's an asshole! I 

don't care what Tannen says, and I don't care what anyone else says either!" Because of this, he is 



able to avoid said accident. Also loaded with gags, references to other great westerns ("My name is 

Clint Eastwood.") and Doc's response to being asked if his hijacking the train is a hold up: "It's a 

science experiment!". 
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Bad Boy (1939) 
 

Johnny Fraser leaves his mother in their small home town and 

sets out for the big city. He obtains a job with a large firm of 

architects. Steve Carson, a fellow employee, is constantly 

flaunting the money he has won at the race track. Johnny also 

bets the races, but loses heavily and takes some of the firm's 

money to cover his losses. Steve also introduces Johnny to 

Madelon Kirby, a gold-digging night club singer. When the firm's 

boss, McNeil, learns that Johnny has embezzled some money, he 

fires him and has him jailed. Johnny's mother comes to the aid of 

her son, but he can not find work when he is released. Through 

Steve Carson, Johnny becomes the head of a shady firm, Business 

Engineers, and is making a lot of money. Madelon enters the 

scene again and she and Johnny are married, and he is unaware 

that Steve is not only doublecrossing him in the business but with Madelon also. In a letter, dated 

May 18, 1939, from Joseph I. Breen (Production Code Administrator-Director of the 'Motion Picture 

Producers & Distributors of America, Inc.') to Producer/Writer Richard C. Kahn, Mr. Breen found a 

whole lot of things he didn't like (and wasn't going to allow) in the shooting script of THE 

UNCROWNED QUEEN. (The title was changed to BAD BOY when released later that year.) Joe Breen 

allowed that "while the story could be made in conformity with the Production Code, it will be 

necessary to follow carefully the suggestions set forth hereafter, in order to eliminate the numerous 

objectionable details which make this story, in its present form, unacceptable." Generally, censor 

Breen advised that the story should be dealing with racketeers rather than old-style gangsters; care 

should be used not to overemphasize the profits which arise from illegal activities such as 

racketeering; and there should be no suggestion that there is a sex affair between Madelon and 

Steve. And, then Joe proceeded to eliminate nearly every scene, beginning with scene 7 and advising 

that the world "CH..K (this one is on the site's can't use list, also) should be eliminated from this 

scene and any other scene in which it is used. Getting down to brass tacks, Breen states: "the sounds 

of Johnny being whipped should be held to a minimum - send us (Production Code office) the lyrics 

to any song Madelon sings - no scenes showing men giving girls money - there can be nothing 

objectionable in Madelon's costuming, singing or dancing - it is not satisfactory to show Madelon in 

panties and brasierre and the least she can wear is a slip, with her body covered adequately in all of 

her scenes - there should be nothing in the dialogue that suggests Madelon has undressed while 

Johnny is in the room - while Madelon is putting on her stockings there should be no undue 

exposure of her person nor should her legs be shown above the knees - don't use the "kicking legs" 

montage - don't imply that Steve and Madelon are engaged in a sex affair - change the shyster 

lawyer Avery, who cheats'Johnny and his mother out of two thousand dollars, to some other 

undefined profession - delete "God" from Avery's speech - delete "bumped off" from Steve's speech 

- please exercise restraint to the kissing in scene 184 - please exercise restraint to the drinking and 

drunkenness in scene 192 - the girl's speech in scene 197 should not be suggestive of a sex affair 

between Steve and Madelon - the man's speech about the honeymoon joke in scene 199 is definitely 

unacceptable and MUST be DELETED - restraint on the kissing between Steve and Madelon in scene 

202, and no physical contact between them beyond this scene - delete "damned" in Madelon's 



speech in scene 203 - delete George's use of the word "mob" in scene 248 - delete Steve and 

Madelon kissing in scenes 253, 255 and 259 - avoid undue brutality in the fight in scene 267 - avoid 

undue gruesomeness when Johnny is shot in scene 282." Breen then starts page 4 off with a lecture: 

"In scene 295, the whole business of the detective being shot and killed must be deleted in toto. The 

Production Code prohibits the showing of police dying at the hands of criminals. We recommend 

that you avoid this shooting entirely by having the detective slugged rather than shot." (A suspicion 

that the PCA censors wrote more scenes in this period of film-making than the credited writers 

would not be unfounded.) Joe winds up by "suggesting" that: "in scene 304 avoid gruesomeness in 

the shooting death of Terry - in scene 351 change the announcers dialogue to get away from any 

suggestion that the detective had been killed - change the word "gangster" in scene 311 to 

"racketeer", and in scene 323 please avoid gruesomeness in Johnny's death scene." And then Breen 

advises Kahn that...you will have in mind that our final decision on the acceptability of your story is 

based upon our review of the finished film." But he did write "Cordially Yours" above his signature. 
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Bad Boy Bubby (1993) 
 

If you watch this film I can guarantee you that it is gonna stick 

with you — Bad Boy Bubby. Bubby has been locked up for thirty 

years by his mother who has told him that some kind of disaster 

has occurred outside that means the air is unbreathable. Not to 

give too much away but his experiments with a cat and 

cellophane are something to behold. From Bubby and his mother 

getting jiggy with it, to Bubby the rock star, this strangely 

touching story will still disturb the shit out of you. I can't 

recommend it enough but don't blame me for any side-effects. 

35-year-old Bubby has been shut within his corpulent mother's 

airless apartment all his life, enduring sexual exploitation and 

mom's lies about the outside world being poisonous. When 

Bubby's estranged father turns up, the boy-man seizes an 

opportunity to flee and embarks on a dark journey. 35-year-old 

Bubby has been shut within his corpulent mother's airless apartment all his life, enduring sexual 

exploitation and mom's lies about the outside world being poisonous. When Bubby's estranged 

father turns up, the boy-man seizes an opportunity to flee and embarks on a dark journey to 

encounter the unknown. The innocent hero keeps moving from situation to situation, like a great 

blank slate, absorbing and repeating whatever he sees and hears. 
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Bad Boys (1983) 
 

Chicago crime kid Mick O'Brien is sent to reform school after 

accidentally killing Paco Moreno's kid brother. A delinquent held 

in juvenile detention for the murder of a noted youth gang 

member awaits a showdown with the dead man's vengeful 

brother in the deadly prison environment. Amazing prison movie! 

MPAA: Rated R for Strong Violence, Language and Some Sexuality. 

Quebec Rating: 13+ Canadian Home Video Rating: R (should be 

18A). The film Bad Boys not to be confused with the 1995 film of 

the same name) is a prison movie starring Sean Penn. It has played 

on TV a couple of times and I have seen it twice. This is an 

excellent film. It's up on my list of "favorite prison movies" along 

with "The Green Mile" and "Life". I have not seen Shawshank 

Redemption but I have read the novel and it is excellent as well. 

Unlike those movies, this is a very brutal and violent prison movie. 

Don't watch it if you don't like violence. The film is about a young criminal named Mick O Brian. One 

day he gets into a shoot-out with some latino's, when the cops come he drives away but loses 

control of the car and accidentally kills the brother of a latino gang member named Paco Moreno. 

He gets sentenced to prison. Paco now wants revenge on Mick so he rapes Mick's girlfriend and gets 

sent to the same prison as Mick. It's hard to choose who to root for in this film. Both men deserve 

revenge for what happened to them. While in prison they meet all sorts of prisoners such as 

Horrowitz, a geek who can make bombs out of normal objects and two strong prison rapists named 

Tweety and Viking. Bad Boys is a very interesting prison movie and I recommend it to fans of prison 

movies. 
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Bad Man Of Deadwood (1941) 
 

Roy and Gabby have to establish fair business practices in the 

town of Deadwood, currently dominated by entrepreneurs who 

scare off potential competitors. Songs include "Call Of The Dusty 

Trail," "Joe O'Brady," and "Home on the Rangeland." Deadwood is 

controlled by Ripper's gang that has rendered the Sheriff and the 

Judge powerless. When Gabby's medicine show featuring Roy 

arrives they are quickly run out. They join the Laramie Gap gang 

that is fighting Ripper and when Gabby's inheritance money is 

stolen they rob the stage to get it back, Getting the money and 

the names assigned to it, Roy hopes this evidence will enable the 

Judge to bring law and order to Deadwood. Any time you have 

Roy Rogers and George Gabby Hayes on the same screen it will be 

a winner. Although the story line was similar to some other 

westerns, it still held enough twists and differences to keep one 

interested to the end. Roy was great as always. He seems to have a natural born talent for acting and 

it was probably because he was just being himself - an easy going, decent person of character that 

good people would follow anywhere. In this picture he was a man who was trying to put his gun 

handy ways behind him. Of course, the bad guys wouldn't allow that when they pushed him too far. 

Also starring was the ever wonderful Gabby Hayes as the owner of a traveling medicine show, with 

Roy as a trick shooter and singer plus the energetic and cute, Sally Payne as a singer and assistant in 

the show. Gabby was supposed to be her father. You may remember her playing a flamboyant Belle 

Star in Roy's "Robin Hood of the Pecos". Something unusual crossed my mind as I watched this in 

that the good guys were Roy, Gabby and Sally. Yet they were working towns doing a medicine show, 

and medicine shows were known for the "snake oil" sales of liquids that did nothing for the person 

but make them drunk or dead. Sally even sold bottles from the wagon and Gabby made the 

comment he was going to make more if he could find some snake juice. But hey, that's the movies. 

Now over in town, things were controlled by a group of very bad men including a guy named Ripper 

played by Hal Taliaferro (a.k.a. Wally Wales), Jake Marvel played by Ralf Harolde and Monte Burns 

played by Jay Novello. Novello is that character actor you have seen so many times playing a little 

weasel (as in this movie), who also showed great comedy ability playing on I Love Lucy and McHale's 

Navy to name just a couple. Hal Taliaferro is a name you've seen in numerous movies in a supporting 

role. Another helper of the bad guys was the sheriff, interestingly played by Monte Blue himself. 

Most people will remember him as a leading man in the silent movies opposite famous females like 

the Gish sisters, Gloria Swanson, Clara Bow and Norma Shearer. Roy's love interest was played by 

Carol Adams whom I am not familiar with. But she reminded me of the girl that plays Elaine on 

Seinfeld, only Carol Adams had a sweeter, not so hard look about her. One of the stage coach drivers 

was the greatest stunt man and stunt director of all time, Yakima Canutt. For anyone who wanted 

western stunts done, including large scale stampedes and fights, they just didn't come any better 

than Canutt. I'm not going to spoil the movie for you, let's just say it was the battle between good 

and evil, Roy and certain townsfolk forced to live outside of town vs the bad guys who took away 

their businesses and murdered friends and family...and Roy was the one man people will always 

follow to fight the injustices perpetrated by bad guys. As an aside, the head of the bad men was 



played by Henry Brandon. You may recall him playing the part of the menacing Indian chief Scar, in 

"The Searchers" with John Wayne. Now here is something only a joker like me would notice. In "Bad 

Man of Deadwood", I was surprised by the difference in height when Brandon practically towered 

over Roy when they met in the newspaper office. Well no wonder, Brandon was 6'5" tall. Roy looked 

to be a more normal height of maybe 5'11" there abouts - don't know for sure. I thought it strange 

because I remembered in "The Searchers", when The Duke and Scar came face to face for the first 

time, they stared eye to eye level. Looking up The Duke explained it, as he was 6' 4-1/2" tall. I never 

realized John Wayne was that tall. As you can see, I don't analyze movies so much as I just enjoy 

them (or not) for what they are, and am more interested in the tidbits and history of the actors and 

the film. "Bad Man of Deadwood" is well worth watching. The acting was great and the inter-

relationships between the actors was well written and also well directed by Joseph Kane. If you like 

the old style westerns you will like this one. And yet, it went a step beyond the normal western to 

make for very entertaining viewing. 
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Bad Moon (1996) 
 

One man's struggle to contain the curse he hides within... and his 

last-ditch attempt to free himself with the love of family. But 

when it looks as if he is loosing his battle, and endangering all he 

holds most dear, the family dog, Thor, is the last hope for his 

family's survival... and the end to his Werewolf curse. Thor 

hammers it out with the big dog. Just as you shouldn't judge a 

book by it's cover, try not to judge a movie by it's pre-credits 

sequence. I was actually groaning aloud while witnessing the bad 

acting on display as soon as this movie opened. And things looked 

like they were about to get a hell of a lot worse with a sub-

Showgirls moment of unerotic, sexual writhing. Then a werewolf 

appeared and some blood was thrown around... and my interest 

was piqued once again. Moving on from that, Bad Moon 

introduces the viewer to Janet (Mariel Hemmingway), her son 

Brett (10-year-old Mason Gamble aka the boy who was Dennis on screen) and their loyal dog, Thor. 

Into this small unit comes Janet's brother Ted (Michael Pare), the man involved in the opening 

unerotic, sexual writhing and werewolf carnage. Thor doesn't really like Ted and it's not too long 

until everyone, apart from those on screen, knows exactly where the animosity springs from. 

Director Eric Red is not a bad guy. He's provided those who saw it with the brilliance of Cohen & Tate 

and he also wrote The Hitcher, a long-time favourite of mine. But here, perhaps because he's 

adapting from the source novel named "Thor" by Wayne Smith, he feels a little boxed in and 

restrained. Seeing the title of the source material on screen certainly prepares the viewer for the 

focus of the movie as the brave family dog goes about the business of trying to keep loved ones safe. 

The film plays out like some Joe Dante-infused blend of Cat's Eye, Fluke and Silver Bullet which 

hinders it initially but then makes for a snappy, and highly enjoyable, second half. Acting aside, as it's 

frankly not worth mentioning anyway, we can judge this first and foremost as a creature feature. In 

that respect, does it deliver something worth seeing? I'd have to say that it does. Mixing practical 

make-up, camera trickery and some nice little tricks and cheats here and there, the main beastie is 

both handsome (in a beastly way) and ferocious. It may not be up there with the best that this 

particular subgenre has to offer but it's no pathetic piñata either. So, in summation, the movie 

overcomes many faults to be something enjoyable and worthy of inclusion in anyone's nostalgic list 

of movies they inexplicably enjoy. Thanks to the creature design and one solid performance from the 

canine lead it's a surprisingly sweet-centred horror movie that, strangely enough, perhaps could 

have used a little less blood on screen to gain some broader appeal (and I never thought I would use 

THAT sentence in my reviews). 
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Bad News Bears (2005) 
 

Morris Buttermaker (Thornton), an alcoholic pest removal worker 

and former professional baseball player (for a very short time), is 

recruited to coach and train a failing baseball team of 12-year-

olds (11-year-old Ridge Canipe, 14-year-old Brandon Craggs, 16-

year-old Jeffrey Davies, 11-year-old Timmy Deters, Carlos Estrada, 

Emmanuel Estrada, 12-year-old Troy Gentile, Kenneth 'K.C.' 

Harris, Aman Johal, 11-year-old Tyler Patrick Jones, 12-year-old 

Jeffrey Tedmori, 14-year-old Carter Jenkins, 16-year-old Seth 

Adkins, Hunter Cole & 12-year-old Wil Myer) which is about to be 

thrown out of the league. Although the team does not win the 

first place in the next championship, it does achieve a great 

comeback. With some skepticism and fairly low expectations, I 

rented this film. Understand, I'm a big fan of Richard Linklater, 

and an admirer of Billy Bob Thornton's work, hence there were 

certain expectations coming into this viewing. For the most part, my expectations were met. This 

film is certainly worth a watch. There is no point in comparing this film to the original, so I won't 

bother to do so. The two were made during different eras by different actors and filmmakers, so why 

stack them up against each other. This film stands nicely on its own. Richard Linklater has simply 

become the master of the early teen film. He beautifully handled his mostly non-professional cast in 

'School of Rock' (though it must be said, he did have Jack Black to help him pull it off), and the same 

can be said for this cast of mostly neophyte actors. Linklater is somehow able to draw a certain 

feeling of realism from his youthful actors. I think this is because he's not afraid to go for naturalism, 

and he certainly doesn't pull any punches. Linklater allows his young cast members to be just as 

crass, cruel and feisty as you would expect from a group of 10 to 12-year-olds in this modern era. At 

the same time, however, he is able to instill in his characters a sense of youthful innocence and a 

continuing level of 'wide-eyedness' that make his characters lovable. In addition, Linklater is careful 

in his characterization, he makes sure to provide a distinct personality for each of the kids in this 

film, something that isn't easy to do with 12 kids in under two hours. The other big bonus of this film 

is the enjoyment of watching Billy Bob work. Billy Bob is great in these roles as the 'sexy sleazoid' 

who just manages to skim the surface of life. Beneath the somewhat reptilian outer skin of Billy 

Bob's Buttermaker is a human being who has compassion and understanding for others who are in 

his 'peer group', that is, the rejects and also-rans of life. He does a convincing job creating an 

empathy within his character for these kids who are all castoffs from the mainstream. In addition, 

Billy Bob delivers a lot of very funny lines that are steeped in naturalism, and thus guaranteed to 

create a great deal of offense to anyone concerned with propriety and/or political correctness. I'm 

not guaranteeing a cinematic masterpiece with this review, but I will suggest that if the film is given 

a chance by objective viewers, it will be guaranteed to provide nearly two hours of laughs and 

entertainment. Don't expect a 'Little Giants' here, with a lot of gross sentimentality...this children's 

sports film gives you something a bit different! 
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Bad Santa (2003) 
 

Story of two conmen who go on a road trip to malls dressed as 

Santa and his elf. Rather than spreading good cheer, the duo's 

motive is to rob each establishment, a strategy that becomes 

complicated when they encounter an 8-year-old (10-year-old 

Brett Kelly) who teaches them the true meaning of Christmas. The 

drunkard Willie (Billy Bob Thornton) and his partner, the midget 

Marcus (Tony Cox), work once a year, near Christmas, dressed like 

Santa Claus and his helper elf in department stores. However, 

their intent is to rob the place in the Christmas Eve. When Willie 

meets a lonely fat boy (Brett Kelly) and the hot bartender Sue 

(Lauren Graham), he learns the meaning of Christmas and gets in 

trouble. Santa and his little helper are confidence men casing a 

mall all holiday season and robbing it blind Christmas Eve. The elf 

"shops" the stores while Santa cracks the mall safe. Following 

them through one last season of perverse holiday cheer you hear the 'f' word more frequently than 

in Scarface. We meet a woman bartender who has always had a thing for Santas, and a little boy 

who evokes genuine emotional change in Santa. When Santa gets a conscience it ends up saving him 

in the end. It is the height of the festive holiday season and merry shoppers have begun their yearly 

pilgrimages to their local malls. Among the drove is a pair of con men, on a decadent road trip as 

Santa and his elf. Rather than spreading good cheer, the duo's motive is to rob each establishment, a 

strategy that becomes complicated when they encounter a precocious 8-year-old that teaches them 

the true meaning of Christmas. I think this movie was great. It has hilarious humour and its almost an 

unique growth story of a man that has grown tired of his miserable life and finds something worth 

fighting for. The thing that bothers me is that some people criticize the film cause it has too bad 

language. In my opinion the used language is important part of the film. I wouldn't find the 

characters very "authentic" if they wouldn't use the kind of language they do. Maybe it's part of 

modern trend. People are shocked if somebody swears or shows a breast in TV and after that they 

go see some idiotic TV series or action movie where they kill 1000 people and not even blink. Is the 

message "violence is OK, but sex/nudity and swearing is not" somehow logical? I think in the real life 

it's quite the opposite. 
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Bai Ga Jai (The Prodigal Son) (1981) 
 

A rich man's son (Yuen Biao) believes himself to be the best kung 

fu fighter in Canton. Unfortunately, his father, anxious for his son's 

safety, bribes all his opponents to lose. After a humiliating defeat 

at the hands of an actor in a traveling theatre company, the son 

resolves to find a better teacher. Furious kung fu battles and 

slapstick comedy. Kung fu Kung-fu movie about a spoiled 

youngster, Young Leong Tsan, who hates books and conventions 

but is obsessed by martial arts. His rich father dotes on him so 

much that handsome payments are awarded to people who 

manage to lose gracefully to his son, and Young Leong soon comes 

to think he is the best fighter in Canton. Masterful kung-fu, 

hilarious slapstick: a Jackie Chan beater. Prodigal Son takes the 

traditional historical setting and standard kung-fu revenge story 

and creates an amazing comic masterpiece. If you enjoy Jackie 

Chan, don't miss this. Even the dubbed version I saw (I usually hate dubbing) worked very well. The 

final fight is one of the greatest in celluloid history. 
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Bajarse Al Moro (Going Down In Morocco) (1989) 
 

A girl, who lives together with her cousin who earns some money 

by dealing and her boyfriend who is a policeman, is regularly 

transporting some drugs from Marocco for her cousin. As all of 

them smoke grass from time to time there is need for more. 

Deciding to take a friend of hers who has just left home down to 

Marocco for a transport she gets problems because it is the first 

time for her friend and this makes it difficult. But as all are very 

open minded there is no problem they would not try to solve. 

Great, funny, and a little nostalgic movie. This is one of the 

greatest movies of spanish cinema with plenty of humour and 

warm characters. "Bajarse al moro" is both a funny comedy with 

funny dialogues like "There's something about Mary" and also an 

intelligent and deep portrait of people who live together in a small 

flat. There's Chusa (Verónica Forqué), her cousin Jaime (Juan 

Echanove) and her boyfriend Alberto (Antonio Banderas) and other secondary characters like 

Alberto's mother (Chus Lampreave, who is kleptomaniac), a young girl who runaways from her 

mother (Aitana Sanchez Gijón) and a priest neighbour (Miguel Rellan). These people are simply 

unforgettable and the situations that they live are (as I say above) both funny and insightful. A scene: 

When Alberto shoots accidentally to Jaime, and the priest drives to the hospital. I give this movie a 9 

out of 10 and recommend it to everybody. 
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Baker's Hawk (1976) 
 

This poorly made production features Clint Walker as Dan Baker, 

a homesteader in 1876 Utah who refuses to join a local vigilante 

organization, led by the town dry goods grocer (Alan Young), and 

the resultant effects his independent actions have upon his son 

Billy (15-year-old Lee H. Montgomery). Ancillary plots involve 

Billy's nurturing of a wounded fledgling hawk, abandoned from 

the nest, and the boy's friendship with Mr. McGraw (Burl Ives), a 

recluse whose vocation is the preparation of damaged wildlife for 

their return to freedom. It is not possible to include a kind word 

about the direction, screenplay and editing, as all are at levels 

which might, at best, approach that of student-made cinema. The 

acting is wooden, due largely to the rambling script and weak 

direction, with Montgomery embarrassingly inept, and only Ives 

rises above his shrunken material, giving some meaning to his scenes. Although there is precious 

little to like about this film, the scenery is remarkably beautiful, as the production was located within 

two of Utah's National Forest regions. 
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Bakha Satang (Peppermint Candy) (1999) 
 

Consists of five phases of a man's life about why he committed 

suicide in the end. Yong Ho, a problematic guy, is walking alone at 

the riverside. He suddenly bumped with his friend's reunion. He 

join them and after that go to the railway to commit suicide. Then, 

the train reverse back to show why he become like that from the 

beginning. Covers five phase of his life. Devastating. This is film art 

that makes no concessions to 'entertainment'. A man commits 

suicide at the start of the film. Then the filmmaker brilliantly 

flashes his life before us in short scenes moving backwards in 

time. The emotional power of each scene is built on our 

knowledge of what is yet to come for this corrupted and 

despairing man. And that power keeps intensifying, reaching an 

almost unbearable level of sadness and empathy. Not since Sophie's Choice have I seen a film so 

unflinching in its despair. Everything about this film demonstrates greatness: the screenplay, the 

cinematography, the performances, the wisdom and humanity. It's not an easy film and there were 

many walk-outs the night I saw it at the New Directors Festival in New York, but it will stand the test 

of time. Should be required viewing for every 18-year-old. 
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Bal (Honey) (2010) 
 

The quiet life of a boy (Bora Altas) and his family is endangered 

when his father does not return home from his work collecting 

honey in the forest. The young boy Yusuf's best friend is his 

father, who supports his family's modest life with the honey he 

collects from tall trees in the forests of the remote Turkish 

countryside. Yusuf is a quiet boy, and his mother is concerned for 

his future. Perhaps he will follow in his father's footsteps, or 

perhaps school will offer him other opportunities. But the honey 

crop is failing, and Yusuf has trouble learning how to read. The 

greatest fear strikes when Yusuf's father doesn't return home 

from the forest. Bal (Honey) is the last film of Semih Kaplanoglu's 

Yusuf Trilogy. When I first read the script I was convinced that this 

one shall be the most powerful of the trilogy, and the result 

seems to confirm me. It is an exquisite film in all senses: the story, 

acting, visuals, and sound. The kid is superb. Well, it deserves a Golden Bear in Berlinale. I organized 

a special screening of the film for some European film professionals in Istanbul. Everybody was quite 

impressed by the masterful naivite and simplicity. The film skilfully manages to portray the kid's 

world and perspective. There are strong symbolic references waiting the viewers to decipher. The 

best thing to do is to watch the film. I'm sure you'll not regret it. Just some questions: lets all of us 

just think why the bees are dying. What kind of a relation do we have with the nature that we cause 

the bees to die? What is missing? Honey: a sweet thing which is a natural product of the bees. If the 

bees all die, where shall we find the honey? BAL poses a calm question to our modern civilization, to 

our modern selves. 
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Ballad: Na Mo Naki Koi No Uta (Ballad) (2009) 
 

A movie examining a young boy's (Akashi Takei) first encounter 

with true fear in his endless pursuit of courage. Shinichi runs away 

from his problems and the people he fears. When Shinichi prays to 

the great Kawakami oak tree for courage, he is plunged into 

ancient feudal Japan. He awakens in the province of Kasuga, in the 

midst of a battle. It is there he meets the great warrior samurai, 

called the Demon Ijiri. Ijiri is a worthy adversary in battle, but he 

proves to be a less successful lover. He has been in love with 

Princess Ren since his youth. She has fiercely loved him in return, 

rebuking offers of marriage in the hopes of marrying for love. 

When the powerful Lord Takatura asks for her hand in marriage, 

she dares not refuse him for the safety of her kingdom. When 

Shinichi's family emerges from the future to search for him, they bring stirring news to the town 

elders. The Kasuga province had never been recorded in history, and their enduring battles with 

other clans were seemingly fruitless. In light of this news, Princess Ren is relinquished of her duty to 

marry the formidable Lord Takatura. Ijiri is overjoyed, as is the Princess Ren. Yet Lord Takatura is 

unaccustomed to rejection, and his rage results in a fearsome battle. Crappy build up and almost no 

attachment but decent battle scenes. This is basically a fantasy style movie that the audience has to 

just go with it. There is some parts that doesn't make sense at all noticeably. The plot is about a 

modern time boy who goes back in time somehow to Sengoku-era japan and is in pursuit of courage 

while dealing with the dangers of his surrounding. In fact the movie switches from modern time to 

tenshou year 2 or something like that. The premise actually sort of reminded me of "The Forbidden 

Kingdom" except way more ridiculous because despite traveling back in time the story doesn't 

revolve around any mystical stuff. And this movie takes place in japan instead of china. But like I said 

it's a movie your just going to have to just go with or else your really going to dislike it, like the 

character Shinichi Kawakami's mother in the movie who just automatically accepts what is going on. 

When the movie takes place during Sengoku-era it just didn't seem all that realistic, it felt sort of like 

a live action Disney movie, even the interaction between characters seemed a bit childish at times. 

But than again this was probably aimed to be a family movie, and let's just say the acting was pretty 

terrible for this type of movie and even for a family movie. The problem about this movie is that it 

goes in a really cliché direction from the dialogue to the directions of the characters and everything 

else. And the movie just seemed to really drag with the characters just constantly infatuated with 

different time zones which is understandable but it's just really dragged on in this with nothing much 

going on. Even if it's a family movie little kids will probably get bored about 30 minutes into the 

movie, probably even less. There really isn't any good character development and the chemistry 

between the little boy and his surroundings wasn't developed very well either. The build up isn't 

good and there is little to almost not attachment. The plot is about a modern boy going back in time 

and building courage, but there is hardly a moment to build his courage and it's more leaning 

towards stupidity instead of bravery. Although it's a bummer the blend of the characters from 

modern time with the Sengoku-era time isn't done really well, I sort of enjoyed the last 50 or so 

minutes of the movie very slightly. Probably just because of the inspirational music and emotion 

even if the battle scenes got worse as it progressed. 
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Ballo A Tre Passi (Three Step Dancing) (Three-Step Dance) (2003) 
 

Four separate-but-interconnected stories - one for each season - 

about life in Sardinia. Weird! I'm a nut about Italian films, and Italy 

in general. I love Sardinia and Sardinians. It's a beautiful island 

with energetic and beautiful people that are anything but Italian. 

But... this film is nonsensical. Like a pure experiment on 

weirdness. Someone already pointed out a very distasteful scene 

that makes anyone cringe (the idea of man as a pure male beast 

that only knows sex from beasts). The four stories (should be 

three, but, oddly, there are four) are disconnected and they don't 

pull together in the final act (as the Director seems to think). I 

wouldn't say anything about the pace. It's just simply that there's 

no point in this film, no argument, except the possible reference 

to life, death and the after-world... And this is the first film I 

remember that four different photographers are involved in... 

something that shows pretty well... not favourably. 
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Balls Of Fury (2007) 
 

In the unsanctioned, underground, and unhinged world of 

extreme Ping-Pong, the competition is brutal and the stakes are 

deadly. Down-and-out former professional Ping-Pong phenom 

Randy Daytona is sucked into this maelstrom when FBI Agent 

Rodriguez recruits him for a secret mission. Randy is determined 

to bounce back and recapture his former glory, and to smoke out 

his father's killer - one of the FBI's Most Wanted, arch-fiend Feng. 

But, after two decades out of the game, Randy can't turn his life 

around and avenge his father's murder without a team of his own. 

He calls upon the spiritual guidance of blind Ping-Pong sage and 

restaurateur Wong, and the training expertise of Master Wong's 

wildly sexy niece Maggie, both of whom also have a dark history 

with Feng. All roads lead to Feng's mysterious jungle compound 

and the most unique Ping-Pong tournaments ever staged. There, 

Randy faces such formidable players as his long-ago Olympics opponent, the still-vicious Karl 

Wolfschtagg. Can Randy keep his eye on the ball? Will he achieve the redemption he craves while 

wielding a paddle? Is his backhand strong enough to triumph over rampant wickedness? With 15-

year-old Brett DelBuono as Young Randy at 12-years-old. I went into the theater expecting almost 

nothing good coming out of it. I read the reviews- Washington Post, USA Today, Rotten Tomatoes, 

etc. I knew they were horrible and quite honestly, I thought I would hate the movie. But my friend 

wanted to go, and me having no life whatsoever, I agreed to join her. I have to say, I should go into 

to more movies with such low expectations, because I really enjoyed it. Was the acting superior? No. 

Was the script well-written? No. But it was funny and Christopher Walken makes all things glorious, 

so all in all, it wasn't a bad way to spend a Thursday night after an especially terrible day of work. 

The actors all seemed to realize that they weren't participating in a project that would make movie 

history and they all seemed OK with that. It was very much a movie done to simply enjoy the play on 

the word "balls" and in this particular case, it was forgivable. Overall, don't go in expecting complete 

comedic genius and you just might find yourself laughing. 
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Ball-Trap On The Côte Sauvage (1989) 
 

Joe and Sarah Marriot is a pair of European campers, with two 

children (Jamie Groves), who have pitched their tent for a little R 

& R at a campsite in France. The other families that have come to 

the site on holiday provide great comedy and plenty of people 

watching for the "perfect" Marriots. Of course, you'd expect 

hilarity from characters dubbed the Fitness Family, Mr. and Mrs. 

Topless, Fatty Granada, and the In-the-Trades. But the Marriots' 

enjoyment of observing the outside world turns inward when the 

entrance of Early Bird, a free-spirited female, shakes up their little 

nest. 
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Balto (1995) 
 

An outcast half-wolf risks his life to prevent a deadly epidemic 

from ravaging Nome, Alaska. A half-wolf, half-husky named Balto 

gets a chance to become a hero when an outbreak of diphtheria 

threatens the children of Nome, Alaska in the winter of 1925. He 

leads a dog team on a 600-mile trip across the Alaskan wilderness 

to get medical supplies. The film is based on a true story which 

inspired the Iditarod dog sled race. A great movie! One that will 

live in your memory forever! This is a great children's movie. But, 

being a kid's movie doesn't mean that it isn't good for others. This 

film entertains audiences of all ages. I first saw this movie when I 

was seven. And to this day, I still love it. Kevin Bacon supplies the 

voice of Balto, a half-bred wolf who risks his life to travel in the 

cold of Alaska to retrieve a sled of dogs that were lost while 

bringing antibiodics back to the town of Nome to stop an 

epidemic. BALTO is a film to see on a cold, Sunday when you have 

nothing better to do. You will enjoy this film greatly. After viewing 

it once, you will want to see it again. I lost track of how many times I have seen this film. But it has 

been more than thirty times. See this movie. It's well worth seeing. This one is one that I am proud 

to have in my video collection. 
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Bambi (1942) 
 

The animated story of Bambi, a young deer hailed as the 'Prince 

of the Forest' at his birth. As Bambi grows, he makes friends with 

the other animals of the forest, learns the skills needed to survive, 

and even finds love. One day, however, the hunters come, and 

Bambi must learn to be as brave as his father if he is to lead the 

other deer to safety. The characters and story from Walt Disney's 

adaptation of "Bambi" still hold up as well as they ever did. The 

animation, likewise, still looks very attractive and detailed. It's 

understandable if the animation in itself doesn't strike everyone 

now as being particularly impressive, given the many recent 

achievements in animation, but in itself it is an excellent job with 

the resources of its time. It all makes for an appealing and 

thoughtful classic that is still well worth seeing. The main 

characters are well-chosen, especially Bambi himself and the 

always-engaging Thumper. Some of the best scenes are simply those of the various animal friends 

playing together - the scene of Thumper and Bambi on the ice being perhaps the most endearing of 

all. The change of seasons is used to great effect, both aesthetically and in advancing the story and 

its themes. It's pretty interesting to contrast "Bambi" with "The Lion King", by no means to decide 

which is 'better', but rather to take note of the slightly different ways in which they handle some 

very similar material. Both present the story of a young animal 'prince', the way he explores and 

learns about his world, and the ways that he must adjust to the tragedies and challenges of 

adulthood. There are also a number of other interesting similarities. Bambi is at once the more 

innocent, yet also the more somber of the two. One very interesting difference is that the greatest 

threats in "Bambi" come from humans, who are wholly external to the world of the characters, and 

over whose actions the animals have no control, whereas in "The Lion King" the threats and conflicts 

are all amongst the animal characters themselves. Both movies deserve to be ranked among the 

very best animated features of their eras, so there's no need to prefer one over the other - it can just 

make for even more interesting viewing to notice how these differences help to give each of the two 

movies its distinctive character. "Bambi" is the kind of movie that can stick in your mind for many 

years, especially if you first saw it when young. The characters and many of their adventures make it 

very appealing, often even adorable, and yet it also portrays some of the most serious (and 

frightening) things that can happen in the lives of the young. It's a fine movie that accomplishes a lot, 

and it has held up quite well over the years. 

Converted from DivX...Dubbed German Soundtrack 
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Bambi II (2006) 
 

The story of Bambi growing up in the care of his father, The Great 

Prince of the Forest. Not as bad as I expected but still not up to 

the original...is that any surprise?? Well, kiddies... those horrific 

visions I had of Bambi, Thumper and Flower line-dancing in their 

ghetto-rap outfits with some knuckle-headed "Poptart" 

caterwauling in the background were all for naught. I'm not gonna 

give away all the goodies-would'nt be fair to all my fellow 

"Mousies" to spew out any spoilers- but I can tell you this...aside 

from a few issues that sorta chapped my inner child, this is simply 

the best DTV that "The House of Mouse" has ever released. The 

animation is every bit as good as a lot of the recent theatrical 

films, with beautifully rendered background art and an overall 

"Technicolor" look that was for the most part quite dazzling...and how about them voices? I gotta 

admit the casting is excellent. Story-wise, well...that's one of the things that I still ain't all that 

thrilled about. Despite having been "kiddiefied" from a book that was essentially written for adults, 

the original "Bambi" was still a wonderful film that catered to both ends of the age spectrum, a 

talent that Uncle Walt had in spades. This midquel is squarely aimed at the lunchbox-tetherball set 

to the point that unless you're a complete animation nut like yours truly, you might find one or two 

scenes a bit too cloyingly ooky to your liking. Still, it's heads and tail above any of the previous DTV 

"Twosies" and even a few of the "Feature" flicks released over the past 15 years, and I honestly think 

it's gonna do quite well. One other bone of contention I have however, are the songs. Granted, they 

used a few snippets from the original's score, but all the stuff produced exclusively for the current 

film was your typically weak, formula-laden "contemporary" numbers that are so cookie-cutter 

bland that you can't even distinguish one from the other. That was one of the most wonderful things 

about the first movie...even more than sixty years after it's release, the songs were so well written 

that they sound just as good now as they did then. Sad to say, it's gonna "date" the film in a most 

unflattering way. Second b.o.c. I have is in regards to some of the character animation i.e. Ronno, 

the porcupine and the groundhog, especially Ronno. Pretty average design that clashes terribly with 

the rest of the animation and the exactly the sort of quality you come to expect from a DTV. As said, 

the rendering of "Bullyboy" Ronno was the worst...at times his looked like they'd been lifted straight 

from "Balto III"...not impressive in the least. On the other side of the coin, The Great Prince looked 

gorgeous as did the other deer...Friend Owl was drawn absolutely spot on, though Thumper and 

Flower did look nice they still did'nt look quite enough like their original incarnations to retain all 

their charms. As for Bambi himself, well...let's just say that 90% was beautifully done, but 

unfortunately the animators' attempts to "modernize" his facial expressions in a lot of his scenes 

failed quite miserably and were very disappointing. Despite it's flaws, it's still better than all the 

previous Disneytoon releases and well worth at least one watch. 
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Bámbola (1996) 
 

Her name is Mina, but she is called Bambola (doll). Upon the 

death of her mother, she and her homosexual brother, Flavio, 

open a pizzeria. A man named Ugo loans Bambola the money, but 

is then killed in a fight with another one of her boyfriends, 

Settimio. While visiting Settimio in jail, she meets a sadistic man 

named Furio, and they begin a relationship. Laughably 

melodramatic would-be erotica, a far cry even from the only 

other 2 Luna titles I've watched (which were themselves lower-

tier efforts)! To begin with, Anita Ekberg (who appears briefly as 

the title character's larger-than-life drunken termagant mother, 

named Greta Gustafsson!) delivers a scenery-chewing 

performance; likewise, Jorge Perrugoria as the loutish egomaniac 

who drools over the girl all through the film is surely one of the 

most obnoxious characters I've ever had to suffer! While Italian 

sex symbol Valeria Marini tries, she's hampered by her babyish voice - not to mention the 

exaggerated moans during the love-making and the fact that the couple's relationship never 

convinces for a second (if it's supposed to evoke "l'amour fou", it's a pathetic attempt)! The subplot 

involving Marini's gay brother's desperation over unrequited love for an imprisoned stud (which is all 

magically settled by the end) is merely boring. Really, the only attention-grabbing element - apart 

from Marini herself, that is - is the score; the pets goats are cute, too. Actually, the version I watched 

may have been cut as the "Stracult" book mentions an unforgettable sex scene involving eels - but, 

here, this is over before it has even begun as we're rushed to its messy aftermath!! 
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Bamses Julerejse (1996) 
 

This Christmas series for minor children is no less than brilliant! 

anarchist, non-conforming, the series containing 24 small films 

tells the story of three friends, Bamse (a giant Teddy bear), Kylling 

(a man-size chicken) and Ælling (a man-size duckling) heading off 

to find Father Christmas at the North Pole (where Danish children 

believe Santa lives). They do this because they find several of 

Santa's things he needs to prepare for Christmas. Being afraid that 

there might not be a proper Christmas--i.e. presents for them, 

they take off to find him. Unfortunately, the three characters 

mental development corresponds to children aged 5, 3, 2. As you 

might imagine, finding Santa is not as easy as it sounds. Especially 

as there is a Chrstimas elf who wants them to fail for his own 

private reasons. Bamses julerejse completely ignores everything 

about Christmas movies; there aren't any reindeer in the first 23 

films, there is no snow before well into the second half, the three animals walk through blooming 

fields (in Northern Europe in December quite an impossible thing to do). No well-behaving children, 

no morale about being a good child, just sheer fun. Still, Bamses Julerejse captures the smaller 

children who can identify with at least one of the characters. Disadvantages: it's in Danish, which 

hardly anyone can understand. Never mind, if you understand Danish, buy it! 

 

Series 1 (24 Episodes) (1996) 
 

Episode 01: Nu er det jul - Ih hvor det kilder. 

Episode 02: Den røde bold og Kyllings klokke. 

Episode 03: Kyllings indpakningsdille og den første sne. 

Episode 04: Det mystiske snevejr. 

Episode 05: Bamse får en rejseide og Nissen bliver forelsket. 

Episode 06: På med skiene - og afsted. 

Episode 07: Jagten på Ællings Røde Garnnøgle. 

Episode 08: De varme huer og honningkrukken. 

Episode 09: Den der graver en grav. 

Episode 10: Bål og brand. 

Episode 11: Den drukner ej... 



Episode 12: Luna får en frier og rejsen begynder. 

Episode 13: Skilteforvirring. 

Episode 14: Honningfest i det gule land. 

Episode 15: Sand og vand. 

Episode 16: Labyrinten i det grønne land. 

Episode 17: Pandekagefælden. 

Episode 18: Kælketur i snelandskab. 

Episode 19: Det falske skæg. 

Episode 20: Nissens storhed og fald. 

Episode 21: Hjemve. 

Episode 22: Fremme ved målet. 

Episode 23: Julemandens værksted. 

Episode 24: Juleaften i Bamses hule. 
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Bandidas (2006) 
 

In turn-of-the-century Mexico, two very different women become 

a bank-robbing duo in an effort to combat a ruthless enforcer 

terrorizing their town. In 1848, a New York bank wants to put a 

railroad across Mexico, so it buys up small banks around Santa 

Rita, Durango, and evicts farmers on the proposed rail line who 

owe money. The bank's henchman is the murderous Jackson. He 

runs afoul of two women, María, the tough but uneducated 

daughter of a farmer, and Sara, the European-educated daughter 

of the owner of one of these banks. To feed the now landless 

people and to seek revenge, María and Sara become bank 

robbers, veritable Robin Hoods. But Jackson and his hired guns are 

after them. What are the women's options? I had a lot of fun. 

Period. This is not about Salma being Mexican or not (altough is 

sad, that a Mexican said that in his comment). The movie is pure 

entertainment, some laughs, some action, a lot of gorgeous girls (two in fact) and what really 

matters is the fact that you leave the movie theater smiling. Salma is really funny in this comedy, she 

is relaxed and sexy, her look is very natural, you will be able to appreciate what a beauty she really 

is. Steve Zahn is hilarious, it's the kind of role he is perfect for. You know it's not the great script, but 

the movie is well directed, nice scenery, decent art direction and cinematography. Landscapes of 

ancient Mexico are great, Real de Catorce is an amazing place, the perfect "ghost town". Come on, 

just go and prepare to be a little relaxed, and enjoy. 
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Bangkok Dangerous (2008) 
 

Joe is a professional hit man who picks someone off the street to 

do his errands, and after he is finished kills that person. His next 

assignment takes him to Bangkok, and as usual, he finds a street-

wise guy named Kong (Shahkrit Yamnarm) to help him. After Kong 

has a close call and learns who Joe is, Kong asks him to train him 

and he does. Joe also meets a local girl who is deaf and spends 

time with her. However, Joe has a hard time keeping his other life 

from her. It also appears that the person who hired Joe, breaks 

his rule of complete anonymity and tries to find him. Is it my 

imagination or has Nicholas Cage been involved in a lot of B-type 

films the past decade? I pretty much enjoyed this movie, don't get 

me wrong - but it's still not what you'd call a classy movie, not the 

kind of film he'd be involved with years ago. Now, he seems to 

prefer playing total wackos in stories that don't have a lot of 

credibility. Here, he's a Joe The Hit-man in Thailand, who falls for Miss Wholesome, and then turns 

"Rambo" by killing 50 people while en route to saving his protégé. The only thing not a cliché was 

the ending; that was a bit of a shocker. Shahkrit Yamnarm costars as "Kong," a man who becomes 

"Joe's" student. He's the one Joe saves. Charlie Yeung, a winsome Hong Kong actress who is almost 

35 years of age but could pass for 21, plays Joe's love interest. Get this: she's a pharmacist, beautiful 

and wholesome as they come, and a deaf-mute! Yet, sleazy Joe sweeps her off her feet in no time! 

Man, you have to really enjoy the stylish visuals and sound (which ARE very good), the pretty 

good...and leave it at that, to enjoy this movie. It's better to just watch it with your brain on hold and 

enjoy it, because if you start thinking about it, the film gets dumb and dumber. 
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Bangkok Love Story (Pheuan... Guu Rak Meung Waa) (Puen) (2007) 
 

This is an excellently done film. The Acting is first rate. The 

direction, and editing were beautiful. Poj Amon's was not run of 

the mill. The delivery of the story had enough twist and turns to 

keep one interested, even though one had the feeling that the 

end had been pre-defined, it was not anticipated. The lead actors 

were out standing. Their portrayal of clan-destined lovers was 

well thought out and well acted. Even without an English 

translation, one developed an understanding of the story, it's 

characters, the inter-relationship between the main characters 

and the secondary characters. This is a must have movie for any 

serious collector or movie buff should have in their collection. 

Straight or Gay, it doesn't matter, because the story/movie is 

EXCELLENT. 
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Bangrajan (Bang Rajan) (2000) 
 

Set right before the fall of Thailand's old capital, Ayuttaya, Bang 

Rajan draws on the legend of a village of fighters who bravely 

fended off the Burmese armies. With no support from the Royal 

army, the villagers drives the invading Burmese away many times 

until their names have become legendary during the time. As each 

subsequent battles becomes fiercer, the villagers tries to forge a 

canon to battle the enemy in a final battle where everyone, 

women and children included, die in combat. "Bloody Awesome!" 

I had the privilege of watching this on its release in Pattaya, 

Thailand, What can I say? William Wallace, pack your bags and go 

home! This film makes Brave Heart look like Noddy in Toy Town. 

The choreography of the fight scenes was Fantastic-probably the 

best I've seen! And funnily enough I didn't understand a Bloody 

word! The buffalo in the fights is allegedly a genetic throw back to 

prehistoric times and died shortly after filming, its horns are supposedly over 12-feet long! It is now 

in the Thai National Museum. That's the History lesson over! Anyhow shortly after I was so 

bedazzled by this Film I received a VCD copy from a friend in Thailand, Since then I've been amazed 

by the fact it wasn't released in the UK with subtitles, lets face it we've got Bloody Bollywood and it's 

Crap, we've got some super Gangsta Brit Flicks, the Japs some Fantastic Action-Gangsta movies & 

the Germans some pretty cool Hardcore! So having seen a number of Thai films inc 1 serious funny 

comedy about the army--Why Why Why don't we have a movement for Thai movies! After all 

Hollywood seems to be churning out the same old drivel time after time and with the exception of a 

few directors, & would do well to watch some of these movies- Super films low budgets and good 

story lines! As opposed to the same old formulae time and again with Budgets that could wipe out 

3rd world debts! (Mr Spielburg). So if anybody knows where I can get an English subtitled version 

you'd make this 'Tingtong' a very happy man! Keep smiling guys. 
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Banjo Hackett: Roamin' Free (1976) 
 

A traveling horse trader and his young nephew (14-year-old Ike 

Eisenmann) travel the west in search of the boy's prize Arabian 

horse, who has been stolen by a bounty hunter. 
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Bank Alarm (1937) 
 

An investigator tries to find a gang responsible for a rash of bank 

robberies. What he doesn't know is that his sister is the girlfriend 

of the gang's ringleader. Bank Alarm is a pretty straightforward, 

pull no punches actioner that pits a married (nice!) couple of a G-

Man and (yes) G-Woman, against a counterfeit money ring. The 

bad guys you see, popped the counterfeiter of the money they 

are planning to distribute. (thanks to the descriptions of 5! Count 

em! 5! Newspaper headlines we get to see), The G-People, as I 

like to call them, methodically step by step, follow the pieces of 

the puzzle until the end until it's somewhat predictably 

conclusion. Actually, this is so straightforward, there's hardly any 

suspense happening, But still, it does have it's moments, but I 

could have done away with the lame comedy bits provided by 

Vince Barnett. 
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Bao Hu Lu De Mi Mi (The Secret Of The Magic Gourd) (2007) 
 

A boy learns the meaning of work after a magic gourd grants him 

anything he wants. A young boy who dreams too much is often 

the laughing stock of his class. One day while fishing he reels in a 

magic gourd that talks and is granted what ever he wants. A good 

Disney film from China, that I'm betting won't be seen in the U.S. 

which is a shame. Though the story is aimed for young kids, the 

film still scores high points because the acting of the kid and the 

character animation of the gourd and the frog are excellent. The 

animated characters are real characters and I for one completely 

bought that gourd was wandering around. It helps that the actor 

doing the voice seems to be playing it straight, which is great. To 

be honest the animation here is some of the best character 

animation that Disney has released. I'd love to see this in English 

since I think this could really work for English speaking audiences. 

I saw this in Chinese sans English subtitles and it worked for me. (Apparently there is a subtitled 

version out there but I haven't found it yet) Here's a film that with a good translation or rewriting 

could be nice hit on DVD (I'm trying to think what writer could do the film justice). There is a genuine 

sense of wonder and magic in many sequences in ways that Disney U.S. hasn't managed to 

manufacture in quite sometime. Sue me I loved the room full of toys, the gourd on a bird, and the 

out takes. To be certain the film is a bit too innocent for some audiences, and the denouncement 

could be seen at the start, but if you take this film for what it is I think you'll have a good time. I 

really liked this a great deal. 
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Bar Mitzvah Boy (1976) 
 

Stars Jeremy Steyn. I think this can easily be enjoyed by any 

viewer, Jewish or otherwise! I am not Jewish, and was fascinated 

by the detail and attention given to the Bar Mitzvah service, and 

the significance it plays in the life of an ordinary family. The 

stresses and strains of family life, and the role the wider 

community performs in the ordinary life of ordinary people, had 

me hooked. Loved it, laughed a lot, and thought Maria Charles as 

the harassed mother, was incredible. The sequence following her 

new hairdo is a beaut! Small details, such as the barbershop that 

is closed for the Sabbath, and the relationship between the Rabbi 

and his caretaker, give a real insight into the Jewish community. A 

pleasure to watch. 
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Baraka (1992) 
 

A collection of expertly photographed scenes of human life and 

religion. Without words, cameras show us the world, with an 

emphasis not on "where," but on "what's there." It begins with 

morning, natural landscapes and people at prayer: volcanoes, 

water falls, veldts, and forests; several hundred monks do a 

monkey chant. Indigenous peoples apply body paint; whole 

villages dance. The film moves to destruction of nature via logging, 

blasting, and strip mining. Images of poverty, rapid urban life, and 

factories give way to war, concentration camps, and mass graves. 

Ancient ruins come into view, and then a sacred river where 

pilgrims bathe and funeral pyres burn. Prayer and nature return. A 

monk rings a huge bell; stars wheel across the sky. A true GAIA 

experience. When I first experienced (that's the most striking 

word for it) this movie at the Gothenburg Film Festival 1994, I was 

truly amazed. Never before - or since - have I had such an over all explain-it-all feeling after a show. 

Ron Fricke has made a documentary about the World today for a day: starting at dawn with 

monkeys in hot springs in Japan, and the morning rituals of various religions. This is followed by the 

awakening of the human race, both in the big cities and on the country side. Brilliantly edited 

together follows every aspect of human daily life combined with the general changes of the planet 

itself and all the ecological systems upon it. The over all glue of the story are the various religious 

rituals. Maybe this is my personal interpretation, being a teacher of Religion, but the only time giver, 

except for the turning of the sun, are the praying times and times of worship peoples practice 

around the globe. My comparison of the film to the GAIA idea (that the Earth as a whole being a 

unit, a living organism) is detectable both in the way every different cultures shown are found to be 

very similar to one another, as well as the speeded up people at side walks and zebra crossings look 

very much like the stream of blood in the veins of an organism. All in all this is a marvellous movie 

pointing out both the uniqueness of the individual and the unity with all people. Go see it - now! 
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Baran (Hamsay-e Khoda) (2001) 
 

Young Lateef works on a construction site in Tehran with some 

Kurds and a few illegal Afghan workers. When Lateef is given 

heavier tasks to compensate for new Afghan worker Rahmat, he 

resents his displacement and treats Rahmat cruelly. After one of 

his pranks, however, Lateef discovers Rahmat's secret--he is a girl 

named Baran. Latif's heart softens towards Baran and he shows 

his new affection for her by doing what he can to ease the 

hardships she suffers at work. When government inspectors force 

all Afghans to be fired from the site, Lateef discovers he cannot 

bear to be without her. Jeopardizing social standing and 

endangering his own well being, Lateef stops at nothing to save 

his love. In Iran, when the illegal Afghan worker Najaf (Gholam Ali 

Bakhshi) breaks his foot in an accident in a construction of a 

building, his fragile son Rahmat becomes his replacement. The 

master Memar (Mohammad Amir Naji) makes Rahmat responsible for feeding the worker, and 

brings the young Lattef (Hossein Abedini), who was responsible for this task, to the heavy work. 

Latted becomes jealous of Rahmat, and spends a cruel treatment to him. However, when Lateef 

finds that Rahmar is indeed a girl called Baran (Zahra Bahrami), he falls in love for her and spends all 

his savings and gives his best efforts to protect her family and her. At a construction site in Tehran, 

Afghan refugees provide cheap labor. When Najaf, an Afgan widower, breaks his foot in a fall, he 

dresses his teen daughter Baran as a man and sends her in his place. Memar, the avuncular foreman, 

sees that this "lad" is too weak to carry bags of cement, so he gives Baran's job to his tea boy, Lateef, 

and gives her Lateef's easy assignment. Lateef is furious with Baran, but when he discovers her 

secrets--that she is a young woman and the sole bread-winner of a large family--he discovers within 

himself more noble and empathic impulses. His transformation and actions become the film's 

center. There are directors who give one or two classics and are considered immortal and than 

there's Majid who gives classic back to back. Well I don't have word for him. Baran is one such film 

from the director who has given us Children of Heaven. The simplicity of the film and the simplicity 

of cinematography are exemplary. Way the beauty of Iraq is captured is amazing. Each scene is 

aesthetic yet poignant. With minimal dialogues and no dialogues for the girl playing the title role it is 

quite an experimental film. If any one has noticed the film there are only on three instances that 

background score comes into play and during this time you will notice that we are watching a movie 

and not a documentary. They cast which was mostly non-professional actors looks authentic and 

spontaneous. The technical aspects are simple like an achievement. And last scene when rain 

(Baran) starts pouring down to fill the mark created by Baran's shoes is overwhelming. To write 

about the director will be like undermining his work. In one word he is brilliant. If you have not seen 

it you are completely missing one genre of films. 
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Barber Yoshino (Yoshino's Barber Shop) (2004) 
 

In a small town on the countryside, every young boy is forced to 

have the same bowl-head haircut known as the "Yoshino-gari" 

hairstyle. Then one day, a drastic change occurs when a transfer 

student with bleached hair comes from Tokyo. This film deserves 

distribution. I just saw this film at the Newport Beach Film Festival. 

Right from the opening scenes I was hooked. The acting was 

exceptional, which is necessary for a naturalistic comedy like this 

to work. Of course, the key element of all great comedy is truth. 

And the comedy lies in the subtlety of actions, personalities, and 

words and actions that are humorous because they are true. But 

what is the point in summarizing comedy? It never sounds funny 

that way. The story itself is an allegory; a stranger comes to town, 

an outcast in a place where every boy has the same haircut, 

trimmed by a woman, the title character, whose haircuts are 

tradition. The outsider refuses to conform, until finally a group of boys accepts him into their group. 

These are fifth graders, just beginning to realize their manhood, as well as the world around them. 

The whole thing probably runs deeper than I am aware of, being that the film is Japanese, and I have 

very little knowledge of Japanese culture. The Japan of the film is not the sleek metropolis of Tokyo. 

Rather, it is a small town where everyone knows everyone else. By the end of the film, we have 

come to know the characters so well that we find ourselves almost knowing what is going to happen 

next, which makes it all the more humorous, for these characters are, of course, human like us, and 

what is life but the reality of the absurd? 
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Bare Skyer Beveger Stjernene (Only Clouds Move The Stars) (1998) 
 

About 11-year-old Maria, who has lost her little brother. Her 

mother disappears into her own sorrow, then Maria meets Jacob 

(Jan Tore Kristoffersen). 11-year-old Maria loses her little brother 

to cancer. Her mother retreats into deep depression; her father 

attempts to keep the family emotionally afloat. Sent to her 

grandparents' home for the summer, Maria meets Jacob, also an 

11-year-old, but with a completely different attitude to life and 

loss - he is an outgoing, adventurous latch-key kid with wisdom 

way beyond his tender years. Their budding friendship helps Maria 

reach out to her mother so that they can mourn and heal 

together. First class Norwegian coming-of-age drama; highly 

psychological story about human search for love. As a Pole, I do 

not know many Norwegian films since they are very rare in my 

country. Nevertheless, the Polish TV broadcast this movie recently 

on Easter time as a sort of challenge. Although nothing special drew my attention in the title, I felt 

curious to see this film because of my interest in Norway, its culture and foremost its people and 

their lifestyles. Therefore, Torun Lian's movie highly surprised me as a real masterwork. The most 

significant aspect of the film is, I think, the sophisticated but profound content. An 11-year-old girl, 

Maria (Thea Sophie Rusten), copes with the recovery from the loss of her brother. Moreover, she 

does not feel loved because her family is divided. Her mother has huge difficulties with getting over 

her despair. Therefore, Maria is sent to her grandmother's where she stays for a longer time and 

where she primarily wants to be left alone. One day, however, she meets a boy at her age, Jacob 

(Jan Tore Kristoffersen), who also copes with the loss but in a totally different way. These two 

youngsters find their time enjoyable and Maria slowly feels more secure socially. In the end, Maria 

meets her mum and though still in a shock, a smile appears on Maria's face... Does it mean she finds 

love?...There is, of course, no action in the film. Instead, the director draws our attention to 

psychological aspects of the human being. Though children, Maria and Jacob are very mature, draw 

very profound conclusions, see the world differently than other 11-year-olds because they are more 

experienced. The indefatigable search for love is expressed throughout in Maria's behavior. 

Moreover, a starting erotic sympathy raises in the two youngsters. There are excellent moments 

when this is showed with some sensual references. Jacob starts to look at Maria in a different way 

but it is, of course, very pure and delicate. Less knowledgeable audiences may find nothing erotic in 

the film. And that is gentleness of the script! I loved the moment when they sit together on a 

staircase and look at each other without saying many words. It is important just to be... Their 

farewell is also very moving. The viewer gets an impression that these are no children but young 

adults. The performances are wonderful. Although most of the time on screen is given to Maria and 

Jacob, the young actors are real artists. Thea Sofie Rusten can wonderfully express different 

psychological states, from anger, rebel, sorrow to a raising happiness and more stable security. She 

is breathtaking in the role! Jan Tore Kristoffersen is also very appealing as Jacob. He feels 

comfortable in the role and does his job very naturally. The film has one of the very best youth 

performances I have ever seen. Finally, the brilliant sentimental moments that the film is filled with 

have left an unfading trace in my memory. The leaves being moved by the blowing wind, the rain 



drops falling onto the windows, the streets of Bergen in the storm. These are rare things seen in 

movies but they are a real feast for all fans of psychological films. Human is, as a matter of fact, a 

part of nature and his/her states are also inevitably attached to the natural world. "Bare Skyer 

Beveger Stjernene" is a wonderful film that I would never hesitate to see once again and I would 

recommend to everyone bored with brutality, murders, and the lack of profound level of thinking in 

many modern films. See this one if you find chance. Pity Torun Lian's film is not famous! This is a real 

treasure of the Norwegian cinema! The film that shows one thing: to live means primarily to love 

and find love. 
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Barefoot Boy (1938) 
 

Other than using the same title this film has no connection to nor 

is there any film credit linking it to the poem by John Greenleaf 

Whittier. In this film, Kenneth Hale, a pampered, snobbish young 

boy is sent by his father, John Hale, who has served time in prison 

for a crime he did not commit, down to the country farm of an old 

friend, Calvin Whittaker. The barefooted, honest and plucky Billy 

Whittaker (15-year-old Jackie Moran), his girlfriend, Pige Bennett, 

and punky Kenneth get involved with a "haunted" house and a 

gang of crooks, while Billy helps make a "better man" out of 

Kenneth. 
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Barnaby And Me (1977) 
 

Good fun, endless charm and a talking Koala. Growing up in the 

UK in the late 1970s meant many a summer holiday morning filled 

with classic children's' TV programmes. You could start with The 

Banana Splits then move onto The Flashing Blade, Why Don't You 

and finally a TV-movie like Barnaby & Me. Barnaby & Me is a 

cheaply made but utterly charming TV-movie. It concerns the 

adventures of a conman (Sid Caesar) just arrived in Australia who 

finds himself ejected the hard way from a merchant ship after 

cheating the crew at cards. He ends up destitute in the garden of 

Juliet Mills who takes him into her small family which includes a 

Koala Bear named Barnaby. They all then proceed to various 

adventures involving "Happy Bars" (would have a different 

connotation these days), dodgy businessmen and Russian 

defectors. A tennis match featuring an old Australian pro also 

makes it into the mix. The whole thing is handled with gentle care 

and affection with some good comic moments provided by the 

ever reliable Caesar (who afterwards confessed he had no 

recollection making the movie) and also Mills provides the emotional backbone necessary to give 

depth to the family aspect. Barnaby the Koala provides the narration and before you groan and think 

of Look Who's Talking and Babe, honestly, this is done in a witty and sarcastic delivery style (think 

Phil Silvers/Bilko). Look out for when Barnaby berates the Props Department and you'll know what I 

mean. You will not find Barnaby & Me on DVD, it is simply too dated and old fashioned for these 

Pixar times. But if you should come across it in your programme guide, do yourself a favour and hit 

the record button and then sit down and watch it as a family. You will all find Barnaby & Me as warm 

and as sunny as those endless summer days you remember from the long ago. 
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Barnens Ö (Children's Island) (1980) 
 

Reine Larsson (14-year-old Tomas Fryk) is supposed to go to a 

summercamp called 'Childrens Island' but decides to remain in 

Stockholm over the summer while his mother is working at a 

hotel. She thinks he is at the camp and he tells her he his. We 

then follow him around Stockholm that summer and see what he 

encounter on the path of life. 10-year-old Renee lives in a 

Stockholm suburb alone with his mother. She has only limited 

time and heart for her boy. Her lover Stig is a scary and frustrated 

loser. When Renee's mother leaves home for a summer job in 

another town, Renee is "deported" to a summer camp. But he 

chose to stay home alone, living one last summer of innocent 

childhood in the city. He soon meets and befriends some of the 

lower existences and gradually slides towards criminal activities. 

The boy has a very special live-philosophy: Lust is what makes 

grownups crazy - and only children are sane. And his experience 

of miserable and selfish adults only supports this view. But the 

boy knows, that he himself will come into puberty - where 

everything ends! Therefore he makes a daily inspection of his genitals in search of pubic hair. He 

thinks that hair is the sign of corruption, and he befriends an adult young woman with no hair at all. 

He thinks she is "pure", but the bald woman turns out to be just as lustfull and selfish as everyone 

else. There are a lot of dirty words, sexual references and nudity in this movie, which might offend 

some. It could even be considered (child)-pornographic. But it is a highly artistic and very conscious 

film, and it has been shown several times on Swedish and Danish TV, public channel prime time. The 

film gives a very remarkable and outstanding, but also depressing, view of childhood. 
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Barney's Version (2010) 
 

The picaresque and touching story of the politically incorrect, fully 

lived life of the impulsive, irascible and fearlessly blunt Barney 

Panofsky. Take a ride through the life and memories of Barney 

Panofsky, a hard-drinking, cigar-smoking, foulmouthed 65-year-

old hockey fanatic and television producer, as he reflects on his 

life's successes and (numerous) gaffes and failures as the final 

chapters of his own existence come sharply into focus. Bent Over 

Backwards. Greetings again from the darkness. Ordinarily, a film 

with Rosamund Pike and Bruce Greenwood in key roles would be 

sufficient for me to stay home and watch The Nature Channel. 

However, Paul Giamatti and Dustin Hoffman, as son and father, in 

a story based on Mordecai Richler's novel was motivation enough 

for me to buck up and give this one a shot. And what a pleasant 

surprise this film is. Giamatti has mastered the role of cynical, self-

absorbed, frumpy schlub and his Barney is every bit that. The story is told through extended 

flashbacks after we learn a detective has written a book accusing Barney of killing his best friend 

(Scott Speedman). No charges were brought and it's not until the end in an extremely creative reveal 

that we understand what really happened that day at the lake. Unfortunately, we aren't sure if 

Barney ever understands, but that's a whole different topic. Barney's first marriage comes about 

because his girlfriend gets pregnant. This one ends in tragedy and betrayal and allows Barney to 

spend much of his life on the path of cynicism, alcoholism and cigar-chain-smoking. He is no pretty 

sight - from inside or out. He stumbles into his second marriage, this one to Minnie Driver. Ms. 

Driver is wonderful as the Jewish princess with a Master's Degree. How do we know? She continually 

reminds us of both facts. Ever known anyone that just constantly reminds you of how smart they 

are? How this marriage ends leads to the whole suspicion of murder and loss of best friend for 

Barney. The real key to the story occurs at the wedding. Instead of worshiping his new bride, Barney 

watches hockey, does shots with his Dad (Dustin Hoffman) and experiences love at first sight, not 

with his bride, but with a guest played by Rosamund Pike. This encounter puts Barney on a singular 

mission of winning over Ms. Pike, despite his marriage to Driver. Can't really give anything away here 

other than the story is very clever in how it handles the pursuit, failed marriage and subsequent true 

love story. Only thing is, Barney never really "gets" what true love is. Pike has a wonderful scene 

where she explains that life and love are in "the seconds, the minutes, the routines". Barney nods 

but is clearly in over his head in so many ways. What I really appreciate about this story is how there 

are so many relationships that seem to spring from reality. People we know in situations we've been 

in. The title, of course, refers to Barney's version of reality. How he sees things. We could each 

replace his name with ours for a movie on our life. Do we see reality, or is reality how we interpret 

these seconds, minutes, routines? The answer seems pretty clear. The film is directed by Richard J. 

Lewis (not the comedian) but is really a product of the amazing story and talented cast led by the 

extraordinary performance of Giamatti. Dustin Hoffman's scenes are all excellent, and his real life 

son Jake, plays his grandson in the film. Don't miss the quick scenes featuring standout directors 

Atom Egoyan, David Cronenberg and Ted Kotcheff. It's also character actor extraordinare Maury 

Chaykin's final film. And I certainly can't omit mention of the fabulous soundtrack featuring T-Rex, JJ 



Cale, Donovan and others. Leonard Cohen's "I'm Your Man" plays over the closing credits so don't 

leave early! 
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Barnyard (2006) 
 

When the farmer's away, all the animals play...and sing, and 

dance. Eventually, though, someone has to step in and run things, 

a responsibility that ends up going to Otis, a carefree cow. 

Forgettable and not particularly that entertaining. I don't think 

this is the worst animated movie I have ever seen, Titanic: The 

Animated Movie, Doogal and Secret of NIMH 2 are worse I feel, 

but Barnyard in my opinion isn't particularly that good. It does 

have a decent vocal cast; Kevin James, Courtney Cox, Danny 

Glover, Sam Elliot and Rob Paulsen do a good job but deserve 

better than their material lets them onto. And I did like the saying 

"A strong man stands up for himself, a stronger man stands up for 

others". However, there were many things I did not like. The 

animation is not that great I feel, there is the occasional nice 

colourful background, but the character movements are cheap, 

forced and blocky. At best the music is forgettable, the story is unoriginal and uninspired, the 

dialogue is simplistic and often lowbrow, the gags are crude and totally not smart (well there was 

the occasional laugh but that isn't enough, but they went well overboard with the udders) and the 

characters (with the exception of Ben and Dag the Coyote) are obnoxious and unlikeable, with no 

really unique personalities. Overall, a big disappointment, could have been much better. 
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Bashu, Gharibeye Koochak (Bashu, The Little Stranger) (1989) 
 

During the Iran-Iraq War, Bashu (Adnan Afravian), a young boy 

loses his house and all his family. Scared, he sneaks into a truck 

that is leaving the area. He gets off the truck in the Northern part 

of the country, where everything from landscape to language is 

different. He meets Naii, who is trying to raise her two young 

children on a farm, while her husband is away. Despite cultural 

differences, and the fact that they do not speak the same 

language, Bashu and Naii slowly form a strong bond. I am in 

complete agreement with the other positive comments posted 

for this movie. The director certainly knows how to frame a 

striking visual image. One additional comment needs to be 

shared. The version of this movie currently on video (Year 2004) is 

very sparsely subtitled. The second hour has much more dialog 

than the first, but after the first hour, the subtitles grow fewer 

and farther between. Also, the subtitling does not indicate what 

languages or dialects are being spoken at any given time. Each line of dialog is (sometimes) 

translated into English for the viewer, but it is often not clear that the tongue being spoken is foreign 

to the other characters hearing it in the scene. 
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Bäst I Sverige! (We Can Be Heroes!) (2002) 
 

This is a family film about the problems of a 10-year-old. Marcello 

(Ariel Petsonk) has two loving, but odd, parents. Father Giuseppe 

(Michael Nyqvist) wants the boy to group and play soccer, while 

mother Gunilla (Anna Pettersson) wishes the young boy would 

join the church choir. A trio of bullies constantly picks on Marcello 

at school. After talking to a statue of Jesus at the church, Marcello 

is surprised when it (Pontus Stenshäll) talks back, providing advice 

on how Marcello can confront his problems. When a Lebanese 

family buys the house next door, Marcello befriends their child, 

Fatima (Zamand Hägg). Fatima improves Marcello's soccer skills, 

while Marcello provides Fatima with some protection when the 

bullies attack. Incredible combination of realistic and fantastic 

ingredients. One of the best movies for kids I've ever seen. 

Children - mine included - like it a lot, and that's most important 

for a kid's film. The Children's Jury at the Stuttgart Film Festival 2003 voted it "Best Children's Film" 

at the festival. Two kids - about 11-years-old - Marcello and Fatima, meet and like each other very 

much. Both have dreams and problems. Marcello wants to fly but feels like an absolutely useless 

human being, Fatima wants to play soccer - which is not acceptable for her muslim family. But then 

they start to support each other in a very delicate and subtle manner. The film combines realistic 

moments and problems with dreams and imagination, especially Marcello's. I.E. there is a statue of 

Jesus Christ waking up and talking to him in a humoristic way. Grown-ups will maybe have some 

problems with that, but children like the fact, that the world consists of both - reality and their 

imagination. Children and their way seeing the world are taken seriously in this film, which is very 

rare in feature films for children! 
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Bastard Boys (2007) 
 

The series tells the story of the waterfront dispute from four 

points of view: Greg's War from the point of view of union leader 

Greg Combet, Josh's War from the point of view of lawyer Josh 

Bornstein, Sean's War from the point of view of dock worker Sean 

McSwain and Chris' War from the point of view of Patrick 

Stevedores Managing Director Chris Corrigan. Greg's War: Part 1: 

In November 1997, the National Secretary of the Maritime Union 

of Australia (MUA), John Coombs, receives a mysterious phone call 

warning him of a top secret plan to remove union members from 

the waterfront. John calls upon Greg Combet, Assistant Secretary 

of the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) for support. 

Suspecting the government is somehow involved, they devise a 

three-pronged strategy to fight back. The union wins round one! 

Then, out of the blue, the wharfies are locked out of Patrick 

Stevedores' berths at Melbourne's Webb Dock. With John in Sydney, Greg must try to salvage the 

situation. It will be a long, hard fight ahead. Josh's War: Part 2: Young up-and-coming lawyer Josh 

Bornstein is outraged by the events taking place on the docks in Melbourne and offers his services 

pro-bono to Greg Combet and the union movement. Amazed to discover Greg hasn't finalised any 

sort of legal strategy yet, Josh urges a radical new approach - don't wait to be attacked. Attack first. 

Take the company and possibly even the government to court for conspiracy. It's visionary and 

scary! Josh and the team engage in a race against time to try to forestall what they know is now 

imminent - the mass sacking of Patrick's entire unionised workforce. But literally hours before 

they're due in court, the event they've all been dreading takes place. In the dead of night, three days 

before Easter, security guards with batons and dogs march MUA members off the Patrick docks 

around the country. Before it is over, the entire country will be divided. Sean's War: Part 3: Dock 

worker Sean McSwain is elected as the State Representative for the MUA, just as scab labour begins 

working on Berth 5 at Patrick's Webb Dock in Melbourne. It becomes his responsibility to run the 

protest at the Melbourne docks. It is a mission that will test everything he has as an organiser, a 

mate, and a man. This forces Sean directly up against Tony Tully, a second-generation wharfie, who 

is used to the Union's old ways of fighting. Angry at the no-violence rule, he and his son Brendan are 

not the only ones who believe the Union's gone soft. But secretly, Tony is scared of the changes 

looming. Fear makes him lash outŠ with dire consequences. Chris's War: Part 4: Chris Corrigan is the 

Managing Director of Patrick Stevedores. He pits his will, strength and determination against the full 

resources of the labour movement, the media, the banks and, increasingly, the public, as Australian 

sentiment swings in behind the Union. The Federal Court brings down its finding in favour of the 

Union: Patrick Stevedores must reinstate its sacked workers as soon as possible. Corrigan finds 

himself cornered - his wife Valerie and family are receiving obscene and threatening phone calls; he 

is forced to stay under constant security surveillance; to travel only in the security of a laundry van. 

He appeals against the decision. The full bench of the Federal Court hears the appeal. For the first 

time in history, the decision of the Court is televised live around the country, as Justice Wilcox 

announces in favour of the Union. Corrigan appeals, this time to the highest court in the land. With 

everything hanging on this outcome, the High Court of Australia rules for the Union. Corrigan has no 



choice but to attempt to reach a negotiated settlement with the Union. The MUA workers return 

triumphantly to work. In the eyes of the public, the story is all over. But out of the media glare, 

Corrigan, Coombs, Combet and their teams fight to the death over the terms of the settlement. Life 

on the docks will be forever changed. A credit to all involved in creating it. Given the subject matter - 

a long-term strike on the Australian waterfront in 1998 by union employees while the Australian 

government tried to break the back of the unions - I watched 'Rove' and only recorded the first 

episode to watch later, thinking that if I got bored, I could easily delete the rest. Wrong choice!! 

Firstly a big bouquet must go to Sue Smith for yet another exquisitely sharp and economical script. 

The direction by Raymond Quint, and the wonderful performances by an array of top Australian 

actors - Anthony Hayes, Geoff Morrell, Lucy Bell, Daniel Frederickson - more than adequately 

supported the script, and so many stood out I feel bad only naming those 4. Rhys Muldoon's quirky 

and distracted Julian Burnside was beautifully crafted, and courageous also, given Burnside's recent 

and regular appearances in the media as the barrister for the refugees. Whilst the point of view of 

the writer was chiefly that of the workers, we were also taken on a regular journey into the struggles 

facing Chris Corrigan, the boss who was prepared to sell out to the government of the day to get the 

unions off his back. I suspect that not many Australians would have seen this outstanding mini-

series, given the usual Sunday and Monday night competition from the commercial networks. This is 

saddening, as this story needs to be seen by us all. It amazes me how quickly we all forget what 

came before. 
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Batoru Rowaiaru (Battle Royale I) (2000) 
 

Forty-two delinquent students, three days, one deserted Island: 

welcome to Battle Royale. A group of delinquent students from a 

Japanese high school have been forced by legislation to compete 

in a new forum of reality television. The students are each given a 

bag with a randomly selected weapon and a few rations of food 

and water and sent off to kill each other in a no-holds-barred 

(with a few minor rules) game to the death, which means that the 

students have three days to kill each other until one survives--or 

they all die. The movie focus on a few of the students and how 

they cope. Some decide to play the game like the psychotic 

Kiriyama or the sexual Mistuko, while others like the heroes of the 

movie--Shuya, Noriko, and Kawada--are trying to find a way to get 

off the Island without violence. However, as the numbers dwell 

down lower and lower on an hourly basis, is there any way for 

Shuya and classmates to survive? In the beginning of the 21st Century, the economy of Japan is near 

a total collapse, with high rates of unemployment and students boycotting their classes. The 

government approves the Battle Royale Act, where one class is randomly selected and the students 

are sent to an island wearing necklaces with few supplies and one weapon. After three days, they 

have to kill each other and the survivor wins his or her own life as a prize. The 42 students of a ninth-

grade class are selected to participate in the survival game and abducted while traveling in their bus. 

Under the command of their former teacher Kitano, they have to eliminate each other following the 

rules of the sadistic game where only one wins. Ninth-grade students are taken to a small isolated 

island with a map, food, and various arms. They have to fight each other for three days until the last 

one remains, and they are forced to wear a special collar that will explode when they break a rule. A 

random class of Japanese ninth-grade students are--in this fictional universe--randomly selected by a 

fascist government lottery. They are kidnapped and forced onto an isolated island, where they are 

equipped with food, water, a map, and a random weapon. On the island, they have to compete in a 

violent death-match game till only one victor remains. Failure to follow the rules or participate in the 

death match results in death by an exploding collar that everyone has to wear. At the dawn of the 

new millennium, Japan is in a a state of near-collapse. Unemployment is at an all-time high, and 

violence among the nation's youth is spiraling out of control. With schoolchildren boycotting their 

classes and physically abusing their teachers, a beleaguered and near-defeated government decides 

to introduce a radical new measure: the Battle Royale Act Overseen by their former teacher Kitano 

and requiring that a randomly chosen school class is taken to a deserted island and forced to fight 

each other to the death, the Act dictates that only one pupil is allowed to survive the punishment. 

He or she will return, not as the victor, but as the ultimate proof of the lengths to which the 

government is prepared to go to curb the tide of juvenile disobedience. In the near future, when the 

society of Japan is crumbling, 42 students find that their field trip is actually a military-sponsored 

game known as Battle Royale. The kids' sadistic teacher, Kitano, sends them to an isolated island and 

gives them three days to kill each other until only one remains. Two of the kids, Shuya and Noriko, 

stay together and further develop their already-formed bond. A transfer student, Kawada, 

sympathizes with the two and chooses to help them. Others develop a plan to bring down the 



military game, try to find their crush before they die, or lose their minds and go on killing sprees. 

Battle Royale is based on the shockwave novel by Koushun Takami, which is a bestseller in Japan, 

and which has become very controversial in a very short time (and it is really easy to understand 

why). The plot is relatively simple (a class of junior high school students are forced to kill each other 

on a desert island, the last survivor wins and can go back home), but it is this simplicity that makes 

its strength. No need for a very long prologue before we enter the main act. Each of the 42 pupils 

involved in this "game" are not volunteers (no one would be..,), and of course they are forced to kill 

their best friends /girlfriends in order to survive this horror. The personalities and characteristics of 

each of the participants are of course very contrasted and even if there are some cliches, well, the 

worst has been avoided. There are even quite "realistic" (even if it is very difficult to judge what can 

be realistic with such a plot) moments. The transcription of the inner thoughts of the characters, 

which is one of the strengths of the book, is averagely well retranscripted. Takeshi Kitano plays a 

"teacher" (whose name is Kitano), leading the operation of surveilliance of this "game". It is very 

difficult to give an objective comment on this movie. Violent. Ultra-Violent. And bloody. This is for 

sure. The book has to be read for a more complete description of the hesitations and fears, but the 

movie restranscripts very well the book is the sense that it is all "absurd". There is no real meaning 

to this violence. The students know this, but it can not be avoided. It is quite sad that the movie 

dropped an essential background element of the book (the story in the book takes place in an 

imaginery Japan which would have not lost WWII, and the movie takes place in a slightly modified 

modern Japan), but I guess that making this happen in the "real-world" shows that there is no need 

to go to an imaginary world to see to what extreme behaviors humans are capable of. Highly 

disturbing. Rated R-15 (forbidden to under 15), very, very violent, but nonetheless interesting. 
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Batoru Rowaiaru II: Chinkonka (Batoru Rowaiaru II: Rekuiemu) 

(Battle Royale II: Requiem) (Battle Royale 2: Revenge) (2003) 
 

Three years after the events in "Battle Royale," Shuya Nanahara 

(Tatsuya Fujiwara) is a well-known terrorist bent on bringing 

down the government. In response, they order the creation of the 

"Battle Royale 2" program, and send a class of junior-high 

students to catch and kill him. It pains me to say that I "suffered" 

through BATTLE ROYALE 2, the sequel to one of my favorite films 

of all times. What's missing from BR2 is Kinji Fukusaku, the 

legendary action director who helmed the first film and died one 

day of shooting into this. His son Kenta replaced him. Everything 

that made BR1 so amazing is botched badly here. Kenta Fukusaku 

fails to keep forty-one characters spinning. He fails to bring power 

and aesthetic catharsis to the film's violence. He fails to marry 

social commentary to strong exploitation elements. The first film 

is referenced plot-wise and musically. The BR rules are altered 

slightly. Danger Zones still exist. The corpses are counted on screen. But it's boring. Yes, BR2 is a 

crashing bore. The SAVING PRIVATE RYAN sequence demonstrates its paucity of ideas. The special 

effects are cheesy and obvious and the film's efforts to wring emotions out of one-dimensional 

relationships are pathetic. I had high hopes. After one hour I just wanted it to end. Never 

underestimate the importance of a good director or the genius required to deliver a masterpiece. 
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Batterî (The Battery) (2007) 
 

Junior high student Harada Takumi (16-year-old Kento Hayashi) is 

a pitching prodigy, but his attitude and arrogance alienates him 

from schoolmates and even his own family. Takumi finally finds a 

friend in classmate Nagakura Go (17-year-old Kenta Yamada), a 

catcher who greatly admires Takumi's pitching. Together they 

form a "battery" and join the school baseball team, but they have 

a falling out after a loss, bringing the team to a standstill. At this 

time, Takumi's brother (12-year-old Akihiro Yarita) becomes ill, 

and his only hope is for Takumi to win the big game for him. Fails 

to even pitch it straight. I had high expectations when starting to 

watch this movie, since I really like Japanese drama series and 

movies not to mention sports theme is always cool. Sadly this movie wasn't even close fulfilling my 

expectations and really just left me annoyed. So what went wrong here then? Well, I think movie 

just lacks some important things to reach level of actually good sports movies. Main character is just 

one annoying brat who doesn't have enough respect for other people, when he is having hard time I 

really don't feel it for him at all. And it's not only that I can't feel for main character, movie actually 

doesn't stir up my emotions at all in a good way until in its very end. Plot is also just damn weak, 

simple, not original at all and not good enough to make it up, it's actually just plain boring and 

unbelievably unimaginative piece of crap. Plot still actually had some potential since it was a bit 

different for a sports movie, but somehow they were able to mess it up almost completely. It's just 

that things happening in movie and how those things are happening aren't really interesting enough, 

some parts are actually even pretty horrible. Obviously this movie was also made for whole family to 

watch (not that it would be kids movie) and that might actually be the reason why they ended up 

making such a horrible mistakes. Not that it would be sufficient reason for what they've ended up 

doing here. Despite it flaws movie still actually got some goods. The way movie ends actually has 

pretty nice feel in it, acting is mostly fine and production and direction aren't too shabby either. It is 

also nice that this was really baseball movie, story is actually about promising player, so movie is not 

just using baseball theme as and stepping stone to make a movie that's a bit different. And as 

already mentioned above basic idea isn't really that bad, just poorly executed. It was also at least a 

bit different from those normal sports movies where some team goes for success after first being 

just bunch of idiots who can't even play properly which ever sport movie happens to be about. I also 

kinda get it what they were going for here, but in the end movie just couldn't make it, often line 

between movie making it and not making is thin and that might have been case here too, if story just 

had been a bit nicer to watch, movie just might have been decent, but things being like this flaws are 

just too deep. 
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Battle Plan Under Fire (2004-6) 
 

Each episode looks at a particular military strategy (or 

"battleplan") used in warfare, through two well-known historical 

examples and compares them both with the military requirements 

needed in order to conduct that "Battleplan". All the episodes use 

examples from modern warfare, dating from the First World War 

(1914-18) up to the recent Iraq War (2003). 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (18 Episodes) (2004-6) 
 

Episode 01: Blitzkrieg. Examples used: Battle of France (World War II) and 2003 invasion of Iraq (Iraq 

War). 

Episode 02: Assault from the Air. Examples used: Battle of Crete, Operation Market Garden (World 

War II) and Operation Junction City (Vietnam War). 

Episode 03: Deception. Examples used: Battle of Normandy (World War II), Gulf War and 2003 

invasion of Iraq (Iraq War). 

Episode 04: Assault from the Sea. Examples used: Battle of Inchon (Korean War) and Battle of Iwo 

Jima (World War II). 

Episode 05: Counterstrike. Examples used: Yom Kippur War and Battle of Moscow (World War II). 

Episode 06: Blockade. Examples used: Battle of the Atlantic and U.S. Submarine Campaign 1943–45 

(World War II). 

Episode 07: Siege. Examples used: Battle of Dien Bien Phu (First Indochina War) and Battle of Khe 

Sanh (Vietnam War). 

Episode 08: Battlefleet. Examples used: Battle of Midway and Battle of Leyte Gulf (World War II). 

Episode 09: Pre-Emptive Strike. Examples used: Six Day War and Attack on Pearl Harbor (World War 

II). 

Episode 10: Control of the Air. Examples used: Battle of Britain (World War II) and Gulf War. 



Episode 11: Defensive Battle. Examples used: Hindenburg Line (World War I) and Battle of Kursk 

(World War II). 

Episode 12: Guerrilla Warfare. Examples used: Mujahideen, Soviet war in Afghanistan and National 

Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam, a.k.a. Vietcong, Vietnam War. 

Episode 13: Urban Warfare. Examples used: Tet Offensive (Vietnam War) and Battle of Stalingrad 

(World War II). 

Episode 14: Breaking a Fortified Line. Examples used: Hindenburg Line (World War I) and Second 

Battle of El Alamein (World War II). 

Episode 15: Raiding Operations. Examples used: Rescue of Benito Mussolini (World War II) and 

Operation Ivory Coast (Vietnam War). 

Episode 16: Strategic Bombing. Examples used: Campaign against Nazi Germany, 1941–45, Bombing 

of Dresden and Bombing of Japan, 1944–45 (World War II). 

Episode 17: Flank Attack. Examples used: Battle of Normandy (World War II) and Gulf War. 

Episode 18: Special Operations. Examples used: French Resistance (World War II) and 2003 invasion 

of Iraq (Iraq War). 
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Baxter! (1973) 
 

A small masterpiece on troubled adolescence. "Dear dad, I wish 

this journey would go on forever" writes young Roger Baxter to his 

ever-absent father, on the flight from America to England and 

right away tears up the letter and flushes it down the toilet. That's 

how this exquisite film about troubled adolescence, indifferent 

parents and the painful realization of commitment and loss 

begins. And it's no easy ride. Steering clear of the clichés that 

usually burden these movies, it offers us a clear and passionate 

view of the mind of this teenager in the way good British films do, 

in a simple no-nonsense way. (Kudos to actor-turned-director 

Lionel Jeffries for his efficient "invisible" direction). A little about 

the story: Roger Baxter (16-year-old Scott Jacobi) comes to 

London with his divorced mother. They are rich and he's enrolled 

in a very exclusive school, which he hates. His mother is a self-

absorbed artistic socialite who has little time for her son. His 

father is still in the States and he's as absent to his son as he is to us viewers (we hardly ever see 

him). Also Roger has a speaking disability (he cannot pronounce "r") which further separates him 

from the rest of the "normal" people. The sun shines for our hero through a handful of encounters: 

to a young couple (a French chef and a Swedish model) who become surrogate older siblings, a 

young girl who's as close to a romantic interest that Roger comes to but not quite and the Speech 

therapist who's a much stronger mother figure than his own mother. Through a series of events 

Roger has his psyche shattered, but the end of this film, a great scene between Scott Jacobi and 

Jean-Pierre Cassell, is both optimistic and touching. The acting is uniformly very good, but special 

mention must go to two actors who really carry the film. Scott Jacobi as Roger Baxter gives the 

performance of his career, while Patricia Neal as the speech therapist conveys both the quiet 

authority as well as the human warmth needed in the part (Favourite scene: Roger is on the verge of 

a nervous breakdown and his mother, not understanding what is happening with her son, slaps him. 

Patricia Neal grabs her wrist and in a very quiet voice says: "I am not a violent person and I will 

probably hate myself in the morning, but if you as so much as touch this boy I will break every bone 

in your body"). When the movie came out in the early seventies, a British film critic called it "a small 

masterpiece". Do find out for yourselves that indeed it is so. 
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Bayo (1985) 
 

This is an NFB film about a 10-year-old boy, named Bayo (Stephen 

McGrath), who lives with his mother in Tickle Cove, 

Newfoundland. Tired of the small fishing town, his mother 

decides to leave for Toronto, however Bayo does not want to go. 

At this time, Bayo's grandfather, who's been away for many years, 

arrives in the town, and the two become friends, despite his 

mother's wishes. This is a simple film based on the novel, "Lightly" 

by Chipman Hall, but it is thoroughly enjoyable. The music in the 

background, written by Loreena McKennit is great, and Cedric 

Smith, who plays the somewhat sly, Squid, is fun to watch. At the 

end, while the credits are rolling, a man and a lady are singing 

"Carrickfergus" and I believe it is Loreena McKennit and Cedric 

Smith who are doing the singing. This is one of the better NFB 

films, and if you are a fan of them, you should not miss this one. 
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BBC Sunday-Night Theatre (1950-9) (Series 9, Episode 6) 
 

Television World Theatre: The Government Inspector (1958) 
 

A very enjoyable BBC play, recorded live in 1958 and including such familiar faces as Wilfred 

Brambell as the twitchy postmaster who opens all the letters, Peter Copley as the nervous 

schoolmaster, and Tony Hancock in a rare 'straight' role as the inspector - but is he really what he 

seems? The Russian classic by Gogol might have lost a little of its bite in this version but the calibre 

of the cast leave it eminently watchable, and the quality of the translation is excellent, with several 

amusing lines amongst what is really a parable against greed, corruption, and false pride. A word 

also on the picture quality and sound quality which are both excellent, given the age of this TV play. 

It is sad that so few of these recordings now make it onto the small screen, but it was lovely to get 

the opportunity to see this in the cinema at the BFI and I will look out for future showings of classic 

but forgotten drama. Tony Hancock only ever played one role straight, and this is it. He plays 

'Hlestakov'. Wilfrid Brambell also features as the postmaster. Originally written by Nikolai Gogol, 

adapted by Barry Thomas for this TV version. "One very funny masterpiece packed with great 

characters, classic gags." Renowned writer Vladimir Nabokov called it the greatest Russian play ever 

written. A monumental farce about human greed and folly imbued with great humanity. Mistaken 

identity turns a squalid, provincial little town inside out and upside down. Talk about 

splitagutification. 
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Bean (Bean: The Movie) (Bean: The Ultimate Disaster Movie) (Dr. 

Bean) (1997) 
 

Bean works as a caretaker at Britain's formidable Royal National 

Gallery, and his bosses want to fire him because he sleeps at work 

all the time, but can't because the chairman of the gallery's board 

defends him. They send him to the U.S.A., to the small Los 

Angeles art gallery instead, where he'll have to officiate at the 

opening of the greatest U.S. picture ever (called "Whistler's 

Mother"). Bean - the movie features Mr. Bean in new adventures. 

The painting "Whistler's Mother" has been acquired from the 

Musee d'Orsay in Paris by the Grierson Gallery in California. As an 

attempt to get him out of the country, Mr. Bean is sent to Los 

Angeles to unveil the painting and present it to everyone, even 

though he knows nothing about the painting. Mr. Bean (Rowan 

Atkinson) works as a caretaker in a British gallery. He is a very bad 

worker (keep sleeping at work), but his bosses are prevented 

from firing him because the head of the gallery wants him as his worker. So his bosses send him to 

another gallery in Los Angeles, California. But things in LA goes wrong. An important painting arrives 

to his new gallery, and somehow Bean suppose to present it to a selected audience, and to protect it 

as well. The thing is that Bean does not know anything about paintings, and he is exactly the most 

unsuited man to protect the painting. Mr. Bean (Rowan Atkinson) is a London museum guard who is 

about to be fired by middle management. The big boss, however, won't hear of it; instead, he sends 

Mr. Bean to America. Once there, Mr. Bean is to pose as an art critic and give a rousing speech about 

Whistler's mother for a California art museum. Well, the museum director picks Mr. Bean up at the 

airport and pandemonium is the name of the game after that. Mr. Bean upsets the director's 

household, creates havoc at a local amusement park, blows up dinner and more. On top of that, he 

rarely speaks so everyone is certain he is an idiot. Can this man transform himself into an art critic 

and will he be able to present a speech on the museum's big day? This movie is just flat-out fun. 

Although he has very little dialogue, Mr. Bean's expressions and antics are priceless. The supporting 

cast (9-year-old Andrew Lawrence) does a reasonably good job but Mr. Bean towers over everybody. 

This movie should be required viewing for anyone in a depressed state of mind; it can lift the spirits 

of even the saddest beings on earth. Recommended for a fine family evening of giggles and leg-

slapping. 
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BearCity (2010) 
 

Set in New York's gay "bear" scene and taking a cue from the 

popular HBO franchise "Sex and the City," BearCity follows a tight-

knit pack of friends experiencing comical mishaps, emotionally 

sweet yet lusty romantic encounters and a cast of colorful, diverse 

characters as they gear up for a big party weekend. Lots fo Yawn, 

Little Whoof. Not totally awful since there are a few hot guys 

scattered throughout the film. But a weak script with even weaker 

acting and very sluggish direction do not make much of a film. Yes, 

In know it is an indie, but let us stop making excuses for indie 

films. The film revolves around the Tyler character and his coming 

out in the bear scene. Everyone in the film is so crazy over this 

Tyler guy but he just is not all that. Highpoint of he film, if that is 

what you want to call it, is a hilariously bad scene of Tyler learning 

how to bowl. The marketing department promotes this film as 

channeling the Sex in the City series. Not even close. Another subplot has to to with a character who 

wants to get his stomach stapled. And yet another subplot is about a bear couple trying to decide if 

they want to "open up their relationship." All in all, the is movie that goes nowhere and is deadly 

boring along the way. My advice: go rent anything but this film. 
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Beat Street (1984) 
 

An aspiring DJ, from the South Bronx, and his best friend, a 

promoter, try to get into show business by exposing people to hip-

hop music and culture. An upbeat, lets-put-on-a-show musical 

about the wonders of hip-hop music and culture that tells the 

story of Kenny, a young hip-hop artist living in the rough slums of 

the Bronx with his younger brother Lee (Robert Taylor) and their 

mother Cora. Kenny dreams of making it big as a disc jockey and 

playing in the most swank of Manhattan nightclubs, the Roxy. Into 

their lives comes Tracy, a composer and assistant choreographer 

from the City College of New York, who inspires him to try to 

continue his dream while romance begins to grow between them, 

despite coming from different neighborhoods and worlds. 

Meanwhile, Lee is part of a break-dancing crew set on dominating 

the scene of their street. The rest of their friends include Ramon, a 

graffiti artist determined to spread his painting to every subway car in the city while dealing with his 

girlfriend Carmen and Chollie, a fellow disc jockey who becomes Kenny's manager after he lands him 

a gig at a Bronx club. Many hip-hop groups, electro artists, break dancers, and Latin freestyle singers, 

who include Us Girls, the Treacherous Three, the System, the Rock Steady Crew, Afrika Bambaataa & 

Soul Sonic Force and Shango, the Magnificent Force, the New York City Breakers, Grand Master 

Melle Mel & the Furious Five, Tina B., Johnny B. Bad, and many more, make cameo appearances. The 

best of all the breakdancing films. Of all the breakdancing / hip-hop films released between 1983 

and 1986, the 1984 film Beat Street is unquestionably the best one. The story follows a DJ, his 

younger breakdancing brother, a graffiti artist and a wanna-be showbiz promoter through one 

winter in which they try to break out of the ghetto using their "street" talent. The acting isn't always 

up to par and the characters aren't fully drawn out, but they are more than compensated for by 

down-to-earth dialogue, a plausible story, fantastic dancing sequences and a timeless hip-hop sound 

track. It should be noted this film was shot in the birthplace of breakdancing ("This ain't New York, 

this is the Bronx!"), and features appearances by the fathers of breakdancing, dance troupe Rock 

Steady Crew and rapper Afrika Bambaata. Rock Steady Crew provide the best scene in the film when 

they dominate a dance battle at the premiere breakdancing club of the early 80's, the Roxy. A must 

see for hip-hop lovers. 
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Beat The Devil (1953) 
 

A quartet of international crooks -- Peterson, O'Hara, Ross and 

Ravello -- is stranded in Italy while their steamer is being repaired. 

With them are the Dannreuthers. The six are headed for Africa, 

presumably to sell vacuum cleaners but actually to buy land 

supposedly loaded with uranium. They are joined by others who 

apparently have similar designs. Hadn't seen this film in a long 

time and I'm glad to have caught it again. It's at the apex of black-

and-white barely tongue-in-cheek comedies with a stellar cast 

that had a blast making the film. Jennifer Jones, beautiful as 

always, seems barely able to stay inside her role, laughter 

threatening to break out at any moment. Humphrey Bogart has a 

recurrent quizzical "Am I really doing this?" expression. Tied in 

with a gang of bumbling crooks seeking a fortune in uranium in 

Africa, illicitly of course, Bogart, married to a cute Gina Lollabrigida, falls in love with a faux English 

gentleman's wife as fast as his spouse goes for the supposed representative of the landed gentry. Of 

course cuddling and sweet words substitute for sex. Robert Morley, always funny, is the putative 

leader of a gang that can't get their act together with Peter Lorre shedding his customary menacing 

stare for a busman's holiday as a gangster with a sense of humor. The action ranges from beautiful 

Italy to a placid sea voyage aboard a rickety tub commanded by a rum-soaked moron whose Italian 

expletives are not understandable but who cares? The main characters, shipwrecked, wind up on an 

African shore where they're greeted by what today are embarrassingly stereotyped Arabs (I cringed 

at one of the European's comic invocation of Islam but then the movie has to be taken on its own 

terms and time, right?). The resolution is lame - the characters all look ready to leave the set and get 

drunk before undertaking a new film. But this is one of the best spoofs of the noir genre and what 

makes it fly is the ensemble of first-rate actors in roles neatly the opposite of those they were 

usually seen performing. 
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Beat The Drum (2003) 
 

Young Musa (Junior Singo) is orphaned after a mysterious illness 

strikes his village in KwaZulu Natal. To help his grandmother, Musa 

sets out for Johannesburg with his father's last gift, a tribal drum, 

in search of work and his uncle. The journey confronts him with 

the stark realities of urban life, but his indomitable spirit never 

wavers; he returns with a truth and understanding his elders have 

failed to grasp. I love this move!!!!! I just watched this incredible 

movie on Showtime on HD and then again on Showtime 

OnDemand. At the end it made me cry and feel happy at the same 

time. It had such an impact on me I can't believe it. I don't usually 

get emotionally involved with a movie but boy this one got me 

hooked. I won't give the plot away but it took me on a journey 

with this boy Musa and it never let up. It was stunning on high def, 

and the music was so moving. The subtitles were a little small but they only last for a few minutes at 

the very beginning and then it's all in English. The ensemble cast was great, the guy who played the 

truck drive was wonderful and the boy was fantastic. The movie made me feel sad and happy at the 

same time and now I want to tell other people to watch this movie. Watch this movie!! Watch this 

movie!!! 
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Beau Travail (Good Work) (1999) 
 

This film focuses on ex-Foreign Legion officer, Galoup, as he 

recalls his once glorious life, leading troops in the Gulf of Djibouti. 

His existence there was happy, strict and regimented, but the 

arrival of a promising young recruit, Sentain, plants the seeds of 

jealousy in Galoup's mind. He feels compelled to stop him from 

coming to the attention of the commandant who he admires, but 

who ignores him. Ultimately, his jealousy leads to the destruction 

of both Sentain and himself. With Beau travail, Claire Denis freely 

retells Herman Melville's Billy Budd; the contemporised setting of 

a post-colonial Africa is parallel to the similarly epoch shattering 

context of post-French Revolution Europe; her sailors are 

correspondingly men in their prime, but here land-bound 

legionnaires. The dreaded cycle plays out as in the novel, with 

Denis Lavant playing the officer (Galoup) with an acute irrational dislike of Grégoire Colin's Billy Budd 

(Sentain). However, the narrative tone is shifted in solidarity with the former, who has a voice-over, 

and whose fragmented remembrances seem to dictate the film's considerable ellipses, including cuts 

from anxious drama on the base somewhere in Africa to Galoup hanging out his washing in the 

suburbs of Marseille. This action, common to military and civilian life, is important to Beau travail, 

and, in an instance of extraordinary cinematic originality, is shot particularly well. It also represents 

Denis's subversion of the character of Claggart, an external softening that makes his hatred all the 

more upsetting; likewise, he dances and dresses with an almost effeminate, consummate style-

notably in the hypnotic credit sequence, which has to be seen to be believed-yet he has the face and 

demeanour of a boxer. The clash of cultures is also significant, with the circumstances of the not 

unwelcome French occupation being distilled in the legionnaires' studied performance of Tai Chi 

(Denis opts for the poetic over the openly political); ironically, Michel Subor's Commandant 

expresses the greatest resentment of the French colonialist presence. Elsewhere, Denis's diversions 

from the source text can be attributed to the conditions of cinema. A striking example is the 

democracy imposed by the camera: in the novel, the peripheral sailors are always in Budd's shadow, 

whereas Denis exploits the other legionnaires almost as a beautiful backdrop, just as she uses the 

savage mountain scenery; it is no great leap to compare their muscles to the latter's crags and 

gullies. The men's bodies are exalted, filmed as objects of art. Questionably, the native people are 

shot in the style of a nature documentary, and remind one of meercats sitting in the sun. The score 

does not come in for the slightest criticism, mixing as it does Benjamin Britten's eponymous opera, 

Neil Young and African dance, thus very much bound up with the concerns of the film. Similarly, the 

director seems to be working with the Claggart character and vice versa. For example, in making the 

men dig roads Galoup has a chance to get at Sentain, and Denis the prospect of sequences of 

nothing but semi-nude men working their muscles. Almost everything in Beau travail comes back to 

the male body. 
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Beautiful Boxer (2004) 
 

Based on the real life story of Parinya Charoenphol, a Muaythai 

boxer who underwent a sex change operation to become a 

woman. The movie chronicles her life from a young boy who likes 

to wear lipstick and wear flowers to her sensational career as 

kickboxer whose specialty is ancient Muaythai boxing moves 

which she can execute expertly with grace and finally her 

confrontation with her own sexuality which led to her sex change 

op. Based on the true life story of a Thai who wishes to have a sex 

change operation to become a woman. to pay for this he enters 

the brutal world of Thai boxing, un-nerving his opponents by 

performing a makeup application ritual before each fight. I rarely 

see films twice, but Beautiful Boxer continues to be a remarkably 

evocative film even on a second viewing. I saw it last summer at 

Outfest, and took several friends to see it this weekend, because I 

knew that they wouldn't see it on their own. It was a third choice film when I first saw it at the 

festival. I'm not a fan of boxing, and have seen my share of documentaries on the transsexual 

experience, so I was not particularly interested. Since I hadn't seen a Thai film, I decided to go. What 

a gratifying surprise the film turned out to be! Beautiful Boxer transcends time, culture, ethnicity, 

and gender identity to illuminate the humanity of the characters. Asanee Suwan the lead actor who 

plays Nong Toom is amazing. At the first viewing I thought that there was a very similar looking stunt 

double who did the fight scenes. Yet in the post film discussion with the Director Ekachai 

Uekrongtham we learned that the Asanee is an actual Muay Thai professional boxer. This was his 

first acting role. That makes his performance even more remarkable. He communicates the full 

range of Toom's being, seamlessly integrating the feminine and masculine dimensions of his/her 

personality. In Iron Ladies and in other trans-gender themed films, the transvestites are usually in 

your face, over the top characters. The gender themes are either campy and/or played for laughs. 

Beautiful Boxer on the other hand conveys the inner life of the Toom's struggle to assert her 

identity. I was very moved by Toom's dignity, steadfast courage, and perseverance in coming to 

terms with who she is. The film is poignant and ultimately inspiring. Yet it is also very entertaining. 

The film provides a window into Muay Thai boxing, both its beauty and violence, the socio-economic 

conditions in Thailand, and aspects of Thai culture. It was a most rewarding experience. BTW my 

friends agreed. GO SEE IT! 
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Beautiful Boy (2010) 
 

A married couple on the verge of separation are leveled by the 

news their 18-year-old son (Logan South & 24-year-old Kyle 

Gallner) committed a mass shooting at his college, then took his 

own life. Bill and Kate are in an emotionless marriage with their 

only son away at college. They knew he didn't sound happy but 

then comes the news that he was the mass murderer at his school 

killing 17 professors, fellow students and himself. They try to 

move on with their lives but they are held back by their own grief 

and the fact that the media and everyone around them view them 

as monsters. The more they fight it, they realize they only have 

each other. Beautiful Boy is beautiful. Its beauty lies in the honest 

and real way it shows the effect on the parents, family and 

community. It is powerful, emotional and altogether well made. I 

like that I haven't seen a movie like this before. This is something 

happening in our country but we don't talk about it. We don't do anything before or after to help 

those affected; especially not the family of the culprit. The acting is spot on. Maria Bello and Martin 

Sheen were amazing. Alan Tudyk was just right. He played the supportive, shocked brother/uncle. 

But he was there for his sister in just the way a good brother would be. Alan was the reason I went 

to see this movie and he was in it for quite a while. Don't be put off by the subject matter. This 

movie is a great character study. It is well made and worth seeing. I'm glad I saw it. I'd go again. 
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Beautiful People (2008-9) 
 

Flamboyant and ambitious 14-year-old Simon Doonan (16-year-

old Luke Ward-Wilkinson) and his best friend Kyle (14-year-old 

Layton Williams), better known as Kylie dream of living in London 

with the "beautiful people". Here and now (the 90s), Simon lives 

with his wacky family: the gin drinking mother, blind ex-druggie 

hippie aunt, slutty sister, Irish wine-experimental father and 

briefly, his angel-turned-devil grandmother. The series includes 

musical sequences, football and a barrel of laughs. I thought the 

first episode was very engaging with some great characters and 

laugh out loud funny. It is so hard to create a whole universe in 

one episode, introduce the characters and have time for a story 

but it really worked. As one review put it, it is not just gay friendly 

it is gay delirious, it is the story of Simon growing up in the 80's, 

wearing dresses, battling his family and school friends with the 

help of his best friend Kylie (or Kyle as he is really called!). When 

was the last time a British comedy actually had great lines and 

delivery? Excellent fun. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 1: How I Got My Vase; Simon Doonan is the queen of window dressers but, when his 

assistant breaks a vase, it takes him back to being a 14-year-old - and openly gay - schoolboy in 

Reading, with his best friend, the flamboyant, and likewise gay, Kylie, who is a boy. That Summer he 

was very determined to buy a vase he saw in a shop window. It was also when his tarty sister 

Ashlene photographed him wearing a dress belonging to Kylie's mother, Reba, in order to blackmail 

him. The dress got thrown into a bin, where it was found by Simon's Mum, dizzy Debbie, who 

assumed that her husband Andy was having an affair with Reba as a result. 

Episode 2: How I Got My Nose; Simon tells assistant Sasha how he and Kylie once auditioned for the 

school production of 'Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat' but lost out on the part of 

Joseph to the drama teacher's god-daughter Imelda, as a result of which Debbie assaulted the 

teacher in the local shopping centre. A change of plan sees 'Joseph' replaced by a talent show, where 

Simon and Kylie sabotage Imelda by tipping a bucket of red dye on her, In the style of the horror film 

'Carrie' which they had been watching. Imelda transfers to a stage school but does not forget the 

incident as, years later, she breaks Simon's nose. 

Episode 3: How I Got My Beads; Simon tells boyfriend Sasha how he came to own a string of beads 

being used in a display. As a boy he plays a trick on Debbie by throwing his voice and convincing her 

he is her spirit guide and she has psychic powers. By coincidence, having heard of a recent death she 

predicts another. Andy's mother Narg comes to stay, having been released from hospital and her 

bizarre behaviour upsets everybody. She puts a tin of baked beans in the microwave and it explodes, 



killing her. At this point Simon decides that the spirit guide should tell Debbie that she has lost her 

powers but she should increase his allowance. The beads are, he claims, made from Narg's dentures. 

Episode 4: How I Got My Posh; The use of a 'Posh' Spice doll in a display sets off another memory for 

Simon. His birthday wish for a Posh Spice doll is accidentally broadcast to the whole school when, 

having returned the headmistress's bag to her study, he turns on the Tannoy system. Whilst Debbie 

buys a cheap doll for him from her hairdresser, which gets stolen, Andy decides to toughen Simon up 

by teaching him football. After a shaky start he warms to the game - largely because he finds out 

that 'Posh' is dating footballer Beckham. Amazingly he wins the match for the school, due to his 

dazzling choreography, and, instead of a trophy, receives a 'Posh' Spice doll. 

Episode 5: How I Got My Tongs; Simon relates the story of a pair of golden curling tongs in his 

possession that once belonged to Tameka, his mother's hairdresser, who won them in a styling 

contest and claims that only death will part her from them. After a row with Kylie following a hair 

dying job that went wrong, Simon spends time at the salon but when an annoyed Tameka tells him 

to go away he replies, "Drop dead." In fact she does and he feels guilty but, after he and Kylie are 

reunited in grief following Princess Diana's death, he returns to the salon where Tameka's body is 

lying in state, clutching the tongs. For years he believed he had got the tongs from her until Kylie 

admits he swapped them with a pair belonging to Reba. 

Episode 6: How I Got My Globe; Simon and Kylie are entranced by glamorous new teacher Miss 

Prentice who regales them with romantic tales of her passionate lover Francois. Debbie is less 

captivated when Miss Prentice takes the boys into the pub where she works and throws the 

'beautiful person' out. At odds with his mother Simon decides to follow Miss Prentice to London 

when she answers a call from Francois to re-kindle their affair. However, on arrival he finds that Miss 

Prentice leads a far from romantic existence and lives on a council estate. Disillusioned, he is 

surprised and heartened when Debbie tells him of a gay friend of hers, Jamie, whose motto was 

'Never Give Up on Your Dreams' and encourages Simon to do the same. Sadly Jamie died of AIDS but 

he gave Debbie a snow globe, which she passes on to her son. 
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Series 2 (6 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 1: How I Got My Groom; Returning to Reading after boyfriend Sasha has dumped him Simon 

recalls how, when he undertook to compile a family tree as a school project, he discovered that his 

parents never actually got married and the 'wedding photo' was a doctored version of Princess 

Diana's wedding shoot. The truth was that both parents inadvertently stood the other up but they 

decide they will finally make it legal and Simon has designed a bridal gown for his mother to put 

Princess Diana's to shame. After the wedding sister Ashlene announces that she too is an unmarried 

mother and Aunty Hayley accidentally gets into bed with the groom. 



Episode 2: How I Got My Plumes; In 1998 Simon and Kylie form a pop band called Email and hunky 

music teacher Mr. Carr offers to manage them. To Simon's surprise, when his Dad invites taciturn 

new neighbour Ross Kemp to dinner, he brings his significant other, who happens to be Mr. Carr. 

The two men have a big bust-up but Mr. Carr still takes Simon and Kylie to Birmingham for the 

Eurovision Song Contest. The boys get locked in a toilet and are rescued by contest winner Dana 

International, with whom they also appear, by accident, on stage. Simon grabs a plume from Dana's 

costume and years later it's still on his Mum's hat, though when he meets Dana again in the street 

she is not keen to reacquaint herself with him. 

Episode 3: How I Got My Water Feature; Simon recalls the gardening frenzy of 1998 when, inspired 

by television programme, 'Ground Force', everyone wanted a water feature, including him. To raise 

the money for one he and Kylie work as Saturday boys in Monsieur Antoine's boutique, where they 

excel, until Aunty Hayley comes in for a bra fitting, which ends up taking place in the shop window. 

Inspired by hunky Tiger, Reba's personal trainer, the boys make their own fitness video, which leads 

to friction between Reba and Ashlene and the creation, by default, of Simon's very own water 

feature. Still, he gets to duet with Elaine Paige. 

Episode 4: How I Got My Camp; Simon ponders on his campness. Even as a baby he was singing 

show tunes. In 1998 the family is all set for its first holiday abroad. However, thanks to a poster 

campaign by Reba, annoyed when she thought Andy was making a pass at her, his business is halved 

and they cannot afford to go. Instead they tell everyone they are going abroad whilst creating their 

own holiday atmosphere indoors, eventually including Kylie, who rumbles them. When Reba's 

violent ex-husband turns up Kylie and his dog Madonna face up to and see him off, leading Simon to 

realise that 'campness' is seizing the moment. 

Episode 5: How I Got My Turner; When Reading's own prize-winning conceptual artist Stacey Bile 

runs Andy over, Debbie socks her - before becoming her drinking buddy and her muse, going to 

London with her to set up her new installation. But when Stacey starts to exploit her Debbie takes 

revenge and steals her Turner Prize certificate. Meanwhile Aunty Hayley teaches the boys Indian 

dancing, dispenses phone advice to Dannii Minogue and demolishes the statue of Reading's other 

famous daughter, Kate Winslet. 

Episode 6: How I Got My Gash; Bullied for being gay Simon decides to run away from Reading on the 

same night that Debbie is holding a party to celebrate her television acting debut in a crime 

reconstruction where she plays a woman missing from home, who is her exact double. However, 

thanks to a bus strike and the influence of the gorgeous Mickey - whom he will one day marry - 

Simon returns home in time to see Debbie punch Jackson, his chief tormentor, for impregnating 

Ashlene and picking on her son. Simon is so happy he falls off a wall and gets his gash, while the 

missing woman comes back to complain about Debbie's feeble impersonation of her. 
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Beautiful Thing (1996) 
 

A tender love story set during a hot summer on a South-East 

London housing estate. Jamie (18-year-old Glen Berry), a 

relatively unpopular lad who bunks off school to avoid football, 

lives next door to Ste (18-year-old Scott Neal), a more popular 

athletic lad but who is frequently beaten up by his father and 

older brother. Such an episode of violence brings Jamie and Ste 

together: Sandra (Jamie's mum) offers refugee to Ste, who has to 

'top-and-tail' with Jamie. Hence, the story tells of their growing 

attraction for one another, from initial lingering glances to their 

irrefutable love, which so magnificently illustrated at the end of 

the film. In deals with the tribulations of coming to terms with 

their sexuality and of others finding out, in light of Sandra's 

unwavering loyalty and defence of Jamie and the fear of 

repercussion should Ste's family find out. The plot is set against 

sub-texts of Sandra's desire to manage her own pub, and thus escape the estate, and of her new 

relationship with her hippy boyfriend Tony; and of Leah, the brassy girl next door who has been 

expelled from school and spends her time listening to Mama Cass records and tripping on a variety 

of drugs. 
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Beauty And The Beast (1991) 
 

Belle, whose father is imprisoned by the Beast, offers herself 

instead and discovers her captor to be an enchanted prince. Belle 

is a girl who is dissatisfied with life in a small provincial French 

town, constantly trying to fend off the misplaced "affections" of 

conceited Gaston. The Beast is a prince who was placed under a 

spell because he could not love. A wrong turn taken by Maurice, 

Belle's father, causes the two to meet. A great movie story done 

with wondrous animation and lovely music. The pacing was 

perfect, the music blended extremely well with the action, and 

each character was developed charmingly. The contrast between 

the mean but insecure beast plays very well against the lovely but 

bright and secure belle. The animation was top notch: even now, 

after Disney has had time to develop better computer animation 

techniques, it still has beautiful color and flow. Except for 

Pinocchio, I don't know any Disney movie more lovely. It's a movie that appeals to children of all 

ages, especially adults. Enough of the "technical stuff" let's get on to my emotional attachment to 

the movie. I remember the first time I saw Beauty & the Beast so vividly; I was completely enthralled 

by the movie that all I could do on the way home was smile and cry. I've seen it many, many times, 

yet the ballroom scene still gives me goose bumps. Angela Landsbury as Mrs. Potts sings the title 

song with so much feeling that every time I hear the song, I'm swept away back to that ballroom. I 

was also moved by Belle's strength of self worth and generosity. She is a heroine I'd love girls to 

emulate. She knows what she wants, but yet is sensitive to others in trying to achieve that goal. She 

also learns to apologize and to forgive, no small task. I've loved this movie from the start, and it has 

grown into an obsession. I collect everything I can now, and watch it when I need a lift. So I know my 

opinion is strongly biased but I hope you get a chance to see this film and judge for yourself. I realize 

it is difficult to get access to the videos or laser discs (check out the Spanish version cover imdb is 

using in Beauty & the Beast's page) but it is well worth the search. The first time is most magical. I 

envy you. 
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Beauty And The Beast: The Enchanted Christmas (1997) 
 

Belle prepares the castle for Christmas against Beast's wishes, 

trying to bring him happiness for the season. Forte, a pipe organ, 

fears that Belle's plans may eventually bring about an end to the 

curse... the curse that brought him more importance in the 

Master's life. Forte uses Fife, a flute who desperately wants a solo, 

to destroy Belle's plans and get rid of her. A forgettable sequel to 

one of Disney's memorable films of the 1990s. 1991's "Beauty and 

the Beast" was one of a good bunch of Disney films that I was 

familiar with from an early age. I first heard of this straight-to-

video sequel not long after its release, when I was eleven years 

old. Would I have enjoyed "Beauty and the Beast: The Enchanted 

Christmas" at the time? Probably, but I never ended up seeing it at 

the time for some reason, even though I was interested for a 

while. It's been ten years, and I have finally seen it, but am not 

that satisfied. The story is set somewhere in the middle of the 

events we saw in the first movie, when the castle was still under 

the spell from the enchantress, meaning the prince was still a beast, and Belle was his prisoner. It's 

Christmas Eve, but Belle is the only one who is aware of this. She plans to decorate the castle for the 

forthcoming occasion, despite warnings from castle servants that the Beast hates Christmas, 

remembering that was the day the enchantress came! Belle believes that bringing Christmas back to 

the castle will save the Beast from his misery, but will it? Meanwhile, Forte, a former pipe organ 

player, now a self-playing pipe organ since the casting of the spell, does not wish to return to his 

original human form, and plans to have Belle permanently removed from the castle so the spell will 

never be broken! I guess this isn't really a sequel, as it does not take place after the events of the 

first movie. Instead, it adds more to the original story. Either way, it's rather disappointing. I did find 

a bit of excitement in "The Enchanted Christmas", but certainly not as much as in the original. Also, 

unlike the 1991 smash hit, I did not find so much humour in this film. I guess one reason for that is 

Gaston and Lefou are not in it, but I also didn't find Lumiere and Cogsworth's arguments in this film 

as funny as they were in the original, and I'm not sure why. The story is also a bit bland in 

comparison, as almost all of it is set in the castle, so there isn't as much of a variety in locations, and 

there aren't as many characters, even though there are two new ones, Forte and Fife. As I recall, 

there aren't too many memorable songs, either. Nothing lacking in the animation as far as I could 

see, though. As you can see, I've given "Beauty and the Beast: The Enchanted Christmas" a 5/10, 

despite the fact that I've given "The Return of Jafar" a 6/10, and have definitely noticed more 

problems with that Disney straight-to-video sequel than this one. It's a bit hard for me to describe 

my experience watching this film, as I wouldn't exactly say I was bored, but didn't really enjoy it, 

either. These straight-to-video sequels from Disney are never as popular as their theatrical 

predecessors, but it appears I'm only the 25th user to review this one, and the film has well under 

1000 votes, so I guess it's even less popular than I thought! For fans of the original 1991 film, "The 

Enchanted Christmas" MIGHT be worth a try, but it's definitely not a must-see, at least not for adult 

fans. 
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Because I Said So (2007) 
 

A meddling mother tries to set her daughter up with the right man 

so her kid won't follow in her footsteps. Daphne Wilder is a 

mother whose love knows no bounds or boundaries. She is the 

proud mom of three daughters: stable psychologist Maggie, sexy 

and irreverent Mae and insecure, adorable Milly - who, when it 

comes to men, is like psychotic flypaper. In order to prevent her 

youngest from making the same mistakes she did, Daphne decides 

to set Milly up with the perfect man. Little does Milly know, 

however, that her mom placed an ad in the on-line personals to 

find him. Comic mayhem unfolds as Daphne continues to do the 

wrong thing for the right reasons...all in the name of love. In a 

battle of strong wills, the mother-daughter dynamic is tested in all 

its fierce, wacky complexity. The girls help Daphne finally discover 

the truths and impossibilities of motherly love, all while trying to 

answer the questions: where does it begin and where should it end? With 8-year-old Ty Panitz. 
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Because Of Winn-Dixie (2005) 
 

A 10-year-old girl, abandoned by her mother when she was three, 

moves to a small town in Florida with her father, a preacher. 

While there, she adopts a stray dog whom she names after the 

local supermarket where he was found. With her goofy pooch by 

her side, she meets an eclectic group of townspeople and 

rekindles an almost lost relationship with her father. First, I want 

to dispel any rumors about this being a "sappy" movie. This movie 

is an adaptation of a well-known children's book, and should be 

judged as such. For those of us that want more from our 

entertainment than shoveling base garbage, it provides a nice 

change. This movie is in the same type of movie as an "Anne of 

Green Gables" or other juvenile movie. It has no nudity, profanity, 

nor did we see anybody sleeping with anybody. A nice change. 

What a wonderful movie. The story is very similar to Pollyanna (at 

least in the girls ability to involve herself in the community). It has a very positive message, and there 

is not one thing that I would feel bad taking any of my children to see. As a matter of fact, they will 

all see it by the week's end. I haven't read the book, but my 13-year-old daughter has and told me 

how good it is. I will have to read it now. It was an engaging tale, and technically was very well done. 

The acting was good (some very talented actors were involved) and there was some very good film 

work. The moving clouds with the scene changes were a nice touch and the music was very 

appropriate. I know there has been a lot of talk in the media about Dave Matthews in this film, and 

he was a nice addition. His acting was OK, but his music was definitely a welcome addition. His guitar 

playing in various spots was warm and fit like your favorite chair. There were a number of good 

messages throughout the movie. Some were very overt (the discussion between Gloria and Opal 

about judging someone on an event without knowing the whole story), and some were a little more 

below the surface (time moving on, bringing new challenges, and keep living). In case you don't get 

them, they usually give you a clue in the dialogue somewhere. It sure gave me lots of topics I could 

use to teach with my children. The most important theme is the primary theme for the movie. The 

truly important thing in life is the relationships we have with others. Opal demonstrated by 

becoming part of the lives of those Winn Dixie led her to. This is one movie that will go on my video 

shelf (when it's not in the DVD player). 
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Bedknobs And Broomsticks (1971) 
 

During WWII in England, Charlie (Ian Weighill), Carrie (15-year-old 

Cindy O'Callaghan), and Paul (9-year-old Roy Snart) Rawlins are 

sent to live with Eglantine Price, an apprentice witch. Charlie 

blackmails Miss Price that if he is to keep her practices a secret, 

she must give him something, so she takes a bedknob from her 

late father's bed and places the "famous magic traveling spell" on 

it, and only Paul can activate it. Their first journey is to a street in 

London where they meet Emelius Browne, headmaster of Miss 

Price's witchcraft training correspondence school. Miss Price tells 

him of a plan to find the magic words for a spell known as 

Substitutiary Locomotion, which brings inanimate objects to life. 

This spell will be her work for the war effort. In August of 1940 in 

the English village of Pepperinge Eye, three cockney orphans are 

sent to live with Eglantine Price (Angela Lansbury), who is 

studying to become an apprentice witch. When she receives a letter from the Correspondence 

College of Witchcraft in London, she and the children fly on a bed (by way of a magic bedknob) to 

London to meet the headmaster of the defunct school, Emelius Brown (David Tomlinson). At a 

townhouse where Mr. Brown is staying, Miss Price finds half of a book called THE SPELLS OF 

ASTOROTH. For the other half, they deal with a shady character known as the Bookman (Sam Jaffe). 

Bedknobs and Broomsticks is one of many movies that has always been with me, in my heart and 

memory from the time that I was old enough to focus my eyes on a television screen. Although it 

was already an "old" movie by the time I was able to watch it, Bedknobs and Broomsticks completely 

enchanted me. People here who say that the movie would not hold the attention of a young child 

are mistaken. I must have watched this movie dozens of times between the ages of 1 and 10 and 

every time I watched it all the way though, intensely engrossed through every scene. There are a 

handful of movies that hold very fond places in my childhood memories, this is one of them. It is a 

wonderful movie, and even now I still find the story charming. Angela Lansbury stars as Miss Price, a 

widow who is studying witchcraft through a correspondence course during World War II. She 

grumpily agrees to let three children board at her home in the country to keep them safe from the 

air raids going on in London. After the three children discover that Miss Price is an apprentice witch, 

they are swept up into a magical adventure on a traveling bed along with Miss Price and Professor 

Brown, the headmaster of the College of Witchcraft. The thing I like best about this movie, is that 

the magic never stops as the children along with the two adults journey to London, the Island of 

Naboomboo, Naboomboo Lagoon and Portabello Road. The children are treated to a marvelous 

adventure, flying through the skies on a bed, swimming underwater in a tropical lagoon, watching a 

football game played by animals and finally helping out in the war when Miss Price enchants a 

museum full of ancient suits of armor with the magic words, "Traguna, Macoities, Tracorum Satis 

De." The songs in the movie may be your typical musical-stock, but I challenge anyone to not tap 

their toes during "Portabello Road", or to not get "Englentine" stuck in their head. They just add 

another element of fun and enjoyment to an already delightful movie. The movie is well worth 

watching, and suitable for any child. Even today's children will find delight in the cartoon/human 



relations and the spectacular ending sequence were empty suits of armor are brought to life to fight 

for the good guys. I consider this movie a timeless classic that shouldn't be passed up. 
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Bedrooms And Hallways (1998) 
 

A man (Kevin McKidd) enters therapy after many failed 

relationships and is disconsolate about having any social life. In 

the group session, he comes clean about his feelings for another 

group member (James Purefoy) which leads to a homosexual 

affair. Then the situation is complicated by the re-union with his 

original high school sweetheart (Jennifer Ehle) and the whole 

thing transcends into sexual ambiguity. The biggest tragedy 

surrounding this thoroughly delightful movie is its lack of U.S. 

distribution. I was fortunate enough to see this film at the Boston 

International Festival of Women's Cinema, and highly recommend 

it to anyone who gets a chance to see it. Terrific performances, 

and thoughtful script and great direction from the talented and 

funny Rose Troche all combine to make this film a winner! 
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Bedtime Stories (2008) 
 

Marty Bronson (Jonathan Pryce) who raises his son and daughter 

on his own has to sell his homey motel to clever Barry 

Nottingham (Richard Griffiths) who promises to make Marty's son 

manager, when he's grown up and has proven himself. 

Nottingham pulls down the motel to raise a pricey hotel. Although 

grown up, Marty's son Skeeter Bronson (Adam Sandler) works as 

a janitor and general servant, but unlikely as it seems, he still 

dreams of becoming the manager. When Nottingham announces 

a brand-new gigantic hotel project, he makes his future son-in-

law, base Kendall (Guy Pierce), manager, shattering Skeeter's 

dream. At the same time Skeeter's sister Wendy (Courtney Cox) 

has to leave town for a job interview and asks him to alternate 

looking after her two children Patrick (8-year-old Jonathan 

Morgan Heit) and Bobbi (8-year-old Laura Ann Kesling) with 

Wendy's responsible-minded colleague Jill (Keri Russell). He doesn't get along with either Jill or the 

children, but his easy-goingness loosens them all up and once he starts telling his bedtime stories, 

the children grow fond of him and begin to bring in their ideas about how the stories should go. 

When the stories turn out to become true in real life, Skeeter tries to manoeuver the stories into a 

direction which will make his dream come true, too. We went to this movie with my two kids (ages 7 

and 10, both girls), my Brother-in-law and his wife and their two kids (ages six and nine, both boys.) 

We were a bit apprehensive about this due to the poor critics ratings on Rotten Tomatoes. (Frankly, 

the critics gave it abysmal ratings and I almost avoided this entirely because of those ratings.) And 

perhaps they were right. But I know that despite the critics we all enjoyed it greatly. Maybe it was 

just the mood we were all in or the good meal we just had before the movie but we laughed 

throughout. Obviously there is no high-brow humor here or social commentary to be made. It's just 

a movie who's sole purpose is simply to have fun. Cookie cutter? Perhaps. In fact, in retrospect I'm 

sure it was. But it was still enjoyable. So if your looking for something more than what you see in the 

previews, forget it. It isn't happening. This movie makes no pretenses about what it is exactly about: 

good fun. If your looking for anything other than that, you're going to be disappointed. On the down 

side, some of the best moments were captured in the previews. While this certainly isn't the first 

movie to this (not the last I'm sure), it always seems to take something away from the experience of 

watching the movie. But there were plenty of other twists and turns in this movie that helped 

minimize the effect this had on the overall viewing experience. Overall this movie was a delight for 

kids both big and small in our group. You'll enjoy it if you watch it with a child's eye...and not those 

big ones Bugsy has!!! 
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Bee Season (2005) 
 

11-year-old Eliza Naumann comes from an odd family; they all 

divert their emotional frustrations into secret channels. When 

Eliza unexpectedly begins winning spelling bees, what had been a 

stable dynamic within the family becomes disrupted; long held 

secrets emerge, and a latent spiritual yearning is awakened in her 

withdrawn father Saul and compulsive mother Miriam. As Eliza 

moves closer and closer to the national spelling bee, the 

Naumann family finds itself in a spiral of surprising discovery and 

jarring uncertainty. Rarely have I seen such a wonderful, touching 

and deep movie. I think it is a masterpiece about the human 

condition and the human relationships. It has some amazing 

imagery and I simply loved the idea of it all. The fact that people 

can be so close and yet so far apart, that one can try and mend 

one's life but capturing the light...or can hear the voice of God 

through words it is so ingenious and beautiful! I loved loved loved the movie and I sincerely 

recommend it to all those who believe in the light of the spirit and to those who love the mystery of 

life. The actors were convincing and the kids just beautiful. It is a story about the human quest of the 

holy grail; they search it in different ways but in fact it's the same thing. The one who makes it is the 

the purest at heart. A modern fairy tale about the search of the human soul...just beautiful! 
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Beefcake (1998) 
 

This film looks at the 1950's muscle men's magazines and the 

representative industry that were popular supposedly as health 

and fitness magazines, but were in reality primarily being 

purchased by the still underground homosexual community. Chief 

among the purveyors of this literature was Bob Mizer (Daniel 

MacIvor), who maintained a magazine and developed sexually 

inexplicit men's films for over 40 years. Aided by his mother 

(Carroll Godsman), the two maintained a stable of not so innocent 

studs. At the end, the film moves into a court room drama as 

Mizer is tried for running a male-prostitute ring in the early 60's. 

Clips of Mizer's actual films starring individuals, such as Jack 

LaLanne and Joe Dallesandro, are included. The makers of this 

film set a bit of a challenge for themselves. How to make an 

interesting movie about the world of magazine photography. The 

subject in this case is one that hasn't been comprehensively covered before: male physique 

photography. Generally speaking, in 30s the emphasis was on art, in the 40s on fitness, in the 50s on 

sensuality, and in the 60s on sexuality. The film explores all aspects of this industry by focusing on a 

few of the top photographers and their models. Surprisingly, not all participants had the same ideas 

or experiences about their work, nor the same recollections. In fact, these folk seemed to rather 

enjoy their work, which did emphasize a healthy, fit body. The relationships of the models emerges 

as congenial and brotherly, and the photographic activity as engaging. As in any "entertainment type 

industry" there were some over-the-top kibitzing, which in some cases digressed into rather kinky 

goings on. Still, the makers of this film manage to remain light hearted about most of it, while 

allowing some top models and fitness stars to share their memories in short commentary episodes. 

For those who were not into this area, they could simply not buy the magazines nor be concerned 

about the whole matter. For those who found this an area of interest, they were free to make their 

own choices. What caused problems were conflict with the law, which itself may be controversial. 

These clashes are also presented here in enactments. It was interesting to see Joe D'Allesandro, well 

remembered from some of Andy Warhol's films, being interviewed--and what a candid, down to 

earth personality he is. The fellows, though, come across as having a good time. While it may not be 

the most ambitious of professions, modeling at least keeps one off the streets -- that is, almost 

everyone. 
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Beer For My Horses (2008) 
 

Bill Racklin is a deputy sheriff in Greer County Oklahoma, the 

crystal meth capital of the region. His girlfriend leaves him 

because he's inattentive to her, but things look up when his high-

school sweetheart, Annie Streets, returns home to care for her 

ailing mother. Annie's step-father, Buck Baker, is the local 

heartless rich guy, buying up farmland. On a stakeout, Rack and 

two other deputies arrest four men stealing fertilizer to make 

crystal meth; one of the four is the brother of a notorious 

Mexican drug dealer. The drug lord arranges Annie's kidnapping 

and holds her to ransom his brother. Rack and the deputies, 

prisoner in tow, head for Mexico to rescue her. My wife and I are 

huge TK fans. When he was in the 'burgh last week telling the 

concert goes about the movie, we thought "what the heck, let's 

check it out." We should have been tipped off by the completely 

empty theater, but we figured, it's 7:00 on a Monday night so 

maybe they're just really slow. Wrong-o. Toby, you write great songs and your singing is fantastic, 

but you need to get as far away from Hollywood as you can. I'm not sure if the acting was so bad it 

destroyed the writing or if the writing was so bad it couldn't be acted, but whatever the reason, this 

movie was just plain bad. On the sneak preview show on CMT, the stars/writers Toby and Rodney 

kept referring to it being like Cannonball Run. Having seen the Cannonball movies, I should have 

seen it coming, but the Cannonball movies would be Oscar material compared to this. I would have 

given it a 1 but there was one funny scene. 
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Beerfest (2006) 
 

Two brothers travel to Germany for Oktoberfest, only to stumble 

upon secret, centuries-old competition described as a "Fight Club" 

with beer games. After the death of their grandfather Johann von 

Wolfhause, the brothers Jan and Todd Wolfhouse travel to 

Munich to fulfill a family tradition, spreading the ashes of Johann 

during the Oktoberfest. Their contact brings them to a secret beer 

competition, the Beerfest", where they are offended by Baron 

Wolfgang von Wolfhausen and the German branch of their family 

that accuse their great-grandmother of being a prostitute and 

their grandfather of stealing an old recipe of the best beer in 

Germany. Jan and Todd returns to USA humiliated and decide to 

organize a beer team to dispute the next Beerfest. They join 

Landfill, Barry and Fink and train long the year to participate in the 

competition. When they find the lost recipe hidden in a dummy, 

they feel that their German relatives told the truth. But the team is ready for the tough dispute. 

Downright Funny. Beerfest has got to be the funniest movie of year. It's one of those classic movies 

you just watch with your buddies and laugh your asses off over and over because some of the scenes 

just catch you off guard. And trust me if you love drinking and can relate in one way or another to 

some of these drinking scenes, you'll laugh hella hard. Beerfest isn't trying to beat out other comedic 

movies rather it brilliantly just let's the humor ride on its own level without force feeding comedy to 

the audience; naturally funny, laugh so hard you cry typa movie, Beerfest is simply downright 

hilarious. I totally recommend everyone to go and watch this movie because it's different and it's 

guaranteed to make you laugh. With 13-year-old Cameron Scher. 
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Beethoven (1992) 
 

The Newton family live in their comfortable home, but there 

seems to something missing. This "hole" is filled by a small puppy, 

who walks into their home and their lives. Beethoven, as he is 

named, grows into a giant of a dog... a St. Bernard. Doctor 

Varnick, the local vet has a secret and horrible sideline, which 

requires lots of dogs for experiments. Beethoven is on the bad 

doctor's list. Barely escaping from nefarious dognappers, an 

adorable puppy named Beethoven adopts the unsuspecting 

Newton family (12-year-old Christopher Castile) -- and promptly 

grows up into 185 pounds of romping, drolling, disaster-prone St. 

Bernard! Unfortunately, even after proving his canine credentials 

to mom and the kids, the heroic hound gets nowhere with uptight 

dad, George (Charles Grodin). But when a beastly veterinarian 

(Dean Jones) makes Beethoven the target of an unspeakable 

animal experiment, George becomes the only hope for saving the Newton's furriest family member. 

There are many family films I know where the most unlikely character is the main star, and this is a 

good example of one of them. In this case, a young puppy is orphaned and found by the little female 

member of the Newton family. She asks her father if the family can keep him, and obviously he is 

very annoyed, he hates dogs! As the dog, they name Beethoven, grows up he becomes even more 

hard for father George Newton (Charles Grodin) to handle. I think this might be one of the films 

made by the creators of Home Alone. There is a short appearance by The X Files David Duchovny. 

But it is the dog as the main star who steals the show. Good! 
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Beethoven Lives Upstairs (1992) 
 

A young boy (11-year-old Illya Woloshyn) learns to appreciate the 

music of his upstairs boarder, Ludwig Van Beethoven. Young 

Christoph is convinced his mother has rented out the upstairs 

room to a madman. That boarder is Ludwig Van Beethoven who is 

busy composing his Ninth Symphony, one of his greatest works. 

The boy and the cantankerously eccentric deaf composer 

eventually meet and Christoph begins to see the softer side of 

Beethoven as his music begins to win the boy over. I first saw this 

movie 12 years ago, as a first grade student. I didn't think much 

about it - it was a really neat movie, and I was jealous that 

Christoph got to meet someone who I'd always heard adults refer 

to with reverence and admiration. I don't think I really realized 

how much I'd enjoyed it until we were given the opportunity to 

buy the film. I didn't have enough saved to buy the VHS, but I could afford the cassette soundtrack. 

When it arrived I was so excited. I took it home and spent hours listening to the story over and over, 

until I could practically recite it word for word. As I grew up, I would occasionally stumble across it 

and listen to the story again with a smile. Now, as a freshman in college, I'm taking a course on 

Beethoven's Symphonies. I credit my interest to seeing this movie as a child. It's a fantastic film for 

children. Is it on the same level as Amadeus? No, but it's still very much worth watching, and is a 

great way to introduce the great classical composers to young minds. 
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Beethoven's 2nd (1993) 
 

Beethoven becomes a father. But the puppies owner wants to use 

them and the mother in her divorce bargaining. But the Newton 

kids (13-year-old Christopher Castile) steal the puppies. Will they 

be allowed to keep them? And will they be able to rescue the 

puppies mother and re-unite her with her family? Beethoven is 

back, and this time, he's bringing the kids! Charles Grodin and 

Bonnie Hunt star in this comedy about the further adventures of 

the Newton family and their lovable, lumbering pal, Beethoven. In 

this second "symphony" of the Beethoven saga, our hero meets 

Missy, the lady Saint Bernard of his dreams. Unfortunately, they 

are soon separated by regina (Debi Mazar), Missy's hateful owner 

who is using her as a bargaining chip in an ugly divorce. But love 

finds a way, and the result is four adorable, roly-poly puppies. The 

prospect of four valuable, purebred pups appeals to Regina's 

greed, but the Newton kids come to the rescue and bring home the cuddly canines. Now if they can 

just convince Dad to adopt the huge, messy bundles of joy...Mission accomplished! But Missy is still 

in Regina's evil clutches. Will Missy, Beethoven and their puppies ever be reunited? And will Regina 

finally get what she deserves? Beethoven's 2nd is as cute as its predecessor, with Beethoven 

returning with more dogs this time to try and make the movie even cuter. Usually, a sequel is worse 

than its predecessor, but this isn't worse. It's the same. Sadly, this is the last movie to contain the 

original Newton family, comprised of Charles Grodin, Bonnie Hunt, and those three kids whose 

names I can't remember. After this, I didn't watch the third or fourth movies, although I have seen 

the fifth Beethoven movie, which was alright, but was garbage compared to this. Beethoven is now a 

father, his puppies belonging to a dog named Missy, who is in the hands of evil owner Regina, who's 

taking the dog from her nice ex-husband just out of spite. When Regina and her boyfriend Floyd 

(Chris Penn) find the puppies, they get ready to destroy them as Missy they take Missy away, but 

luckily, the two youngest Newton kids step in and get the puppies. Now, they, along with their older 

sister, raise the puppies while they figure out how to get Missy out of Regina's hands. You can only 

expect so much out of family movies following around a dog. There are very few (Old Yeller, for 

example) that can be called great. And there are some, which are both good and cute. This is one of 

the good/cute ones. The movie is for kids and thus, they don't try to make all the dialogue adult-like. 

They try to make it easy for kids to understand and have mysteries easily solved (i.e. The two 

younger Newton kids immediately guess Beethoven is seeing Missy just by the way he's sneaking 

out). Although it flaws the movie, it is still a cute movie. Beethoven's 2nd is really the last really good 

Beethoven movie, since for one thing, Charles Grodin and Bonnie Hunt are still in it. After that, the 

ownership goes to Judge Reinhold in the third and fourth movies and finally to Dave Thomas in the 

fifth movie. Thomas (and probably Reinhold as well) can not live up to being as good and funny as an 

owner as Grodin was in this movie and its predecessor. I am planning on watching the third and 

fourth movies soon, but I don't expect much out of them. Kids will definitely love this movie as much 

as the first one. For one thing, there's more dogs here to go "Awwww" to. Also, there are the same 

amount of cute dog scenes in it as there were in the first one. (Plus, it's still as funny.) Parents, you 



should have your kids watch this. It's definitely something they should watch, instead of some of 

these "kids" movies today like The Pacifier. 
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Beethoven's 3rd (2000) 
 

The Newton family from the original Beethoven movies are on 

vacation in Europe but do plan to join a Newton family reunion 

and to make sure one of their family members definitely makes it, 

they ship him to travel to the reunion with George Newton's 

brother Richard. Guess which family member it was? That's right, 

Beethoven! The giant mutt follows Richard Newton and his family 

of a nagging wife and two bratty kids (13-year-old Joe Pichler) as 

they hit the road to California in a huge, shiny - and expensive RV, 

equipped with a DVD player. Following them are two bumbling 

crooks who have hidden some secret codes on a DVD that they 

figure no one in the world will buy, but someone does: Richard. 

So now they've got a DVD holding top secret information and the 

crooks must get it back. I really enjoyed the first film, and while 

the second had its faults that was pretty good as well. Along with 

the fourth film, which is little more than a mediocre canine rehash on the classic Prince and the 

Pauper tale, this is one of the weaker films of the franchise. The soundtrack is great and Beethoven 

himself is fun and huggable, but everything else doesn't work. Judge Reinhold takes over from 

Charles Grodin, and while I have nothing personal against Reinhold, he overcompensates by acting 

almost every scene like it is an amateur dramatics pantomime. Julia Sweeney looks really lovely as 

his wife but she is underused and looks embarrassed. I am not surprised that the acting was sub par 

for they are very ill used with a badly underwritten script, very amateurish camera work and a very 

formulaic plot. I know the plot wasn't necessarily a strong point in the first Beethoven film, but at 

least that film had charm and fun. The pacing is also uneven, and as the increasingly silly and 

unfunny antics wore on I found myself bored and caring less for the characters, especially those 

rather clownish villains. Not to mention a flat climax that felt rushed and abrupt. Overall, 

disappointing and mediocre. 
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Beethoven's 4th (2001) 
 

The Newton family (14-year-old Joe Pichler) is pleasantly 

surprised and puzzled when Beethoven suddenly becomes 

obedient. Turns out it's a prince and the pauper scenario, with the 

real Beethoven now living with a pompous rich family. All I can 

say is Beethoven must be spinning in his grave that his name is 

even used for this piece of crap. I know if it was my name I'd 

haunt the damn person whom created this turkey. How many 

more are they going to make before it dawns on them that too 

much is not always a good thing. Hello McFly! This film isn't even 

amusing to the little kiddies. My niece fell a sleep during it in the 

first half hour at that. The young young toddler kiddies might like 

it but anyone over the age of 4 watch out. Borefest! Let's put it 

this way Judge Reinhold couldn't suck more in a flick although 

give the D list actor some credit it was better than the 3rd which 

really doesn't say much since both are equally stupid. The acting by everyone was horrible except 

Mark Chapman...I have a small crush on him. I have to pity him though for appearing in this. God, 

what some people will do for money. Next it will be Beethoven the pimp! I better shut up knowing 

Hollywood and it's obsession with killing a franchise to death with crap infested sequels they just 

might. I haven't seen the 5th one yet but I can honestly tell you this. If they so much make one more 

I think I'm gonna puke. 
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Beethoven's 5th (Beethoven's 5th: Big Paw) (Big Paw: Beethoven 5) 

(2003) 
 

When I lose my faith in humanity or the arts, I need but to watch 

this Fifth and greatest installment to the "St. Bernard Saga." As 

clever as Chinatown, as dark as Citizen Kane, as imaginative and 

righteously foreseeing as Dune, this homage to cinematography 

will cause the most rooted theologian to question the existence of 

a God-creator. How can man bring forth such a work of utter 

perfection? In a word, this film is angelic. Again I stand amazed by 

the range of an actor as unequaled as John Larroquette. His 

immortal dialog, "Who pooped in my shoe!?!" should have 

earned him an Academy Award. And what could be said about 

Kathy Griffin's performance. My sole is reborn as I here here witty 

combacks and jingers dance from atop her rapier-like tongue. I 

have been petitioning to have it replace "Bridge over the River 

Kwai" in the AFA's list of the best 100 films of all time! I only hope 

that before my existence on this plane comes to pass, I can see but one more playful yarn with this 

the most beloved creature to grace the planet. With 12-year-old Sammy Kahn. 
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Beethoven's Big Break (2008) 
 

Eddie, a struggling animal trainer and single dad (to Billy [14-year-

old Moises Arias]) suddenly finds himself the personal wrangler 

for a large and lovable St. Bernard whose fabulous movie 

"audition" catapults the dog to stardom. However, a trio of 

unscrupulous ne'er-do-wells have plans to kidnap the famous dog 

and hold him for ransom. 
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Beethoven's Christmas Adventure (2011) 
 

A Christmas elf accidentally takes off in Santa's sleigh, crash lands 

in a small town, and loses the magic toy bag. Beethoven must 

rescue the elf, recover the bag from greedy crooks, and return the 

sleigh to Santa in time to save Christmas. Worth watching at least 

once! not missing much. Yes this series is still going, This is 

seventh movie in the series and the last in the series at the 

moment. I had no idea there was Seven, I knew there were Five 

movies in this series and sixth must of went pass me. I have only 

seen the First two movies in full, I seen bits of 3 and 4 but never 

full. There first few seconds of this movie, starts off like a Cartoon 

about Elf who makes mistake sets off Santa Slay also fall in it. 

There live action starts In this movie Beethoven's Is know as 

Famous dog tgat see the Slay in the Sky and tries to help elf who 

fallen of it. There two men workers, who steal toys and then come 

across the Santa Bag, which bring out anything. Elf asks Beethoven to help so he licks this Candy that 

makes Beethoven' talk to him, Yes they make Beethoven talking this sequel, the only sequel in talks 

in. This movie could have had been very funny, there some decent ideas but they could have made 

more appealing to adults, this movie was little too silly even for kids may find it bit silly. This movie 

gets way to silly near the end, where they make Beethoven fly the slay! Really! No were near as 

good as first two movies, I not seen any of the others sequels, so I don't if this is worst of series. I 

think it was least worth watching movie. 
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Before And After (1996) 
 

Two parents deal with the effects when their son (19-year-old 

Edward Furlong) is accused of murdering his girlfriend. When 

teenage son Jacob is being accused of murdering his girlfriend, the 

well-respected and close-knit Ryan family is in turmoil. Jacob flees, 

father Ben destroys possible evidence, the village community 

turns hostile and mother Carolyn is forced to temporarily close her 

doctor's practice. Then Jacob gets arrested and soon finds himself 

and his family entangled in a web of truth, trust and lies, all on his 

way to court. There but for the grace of God. Reading the majority 

of comments about "Before and After," I wanted to guess the 

commentators'ages (mostly in their twenties - thirties?) and to 

assume that they were either childless or had never raised 

teenagers. As announced by the young voice when the movie 

opens, this is a story of daily life that was changed in an instant, 

and that afterwards, the family was never the same again. It sounds like a tautology, but most of our 

lives are not interesting enough as material for the movies, and it is a rare script and director that 

can show "daily life" and have anyone praise its results. Ordinary dialogue, too, is a challenge, 

because people as a rule don't speak in great cadences. Moreover, if one is looking at the movies 

today, anything that is not "family drama" contains a volley of expletives that passes for dialogue. So 

it is understandable that this movie did not rate high in the minds of the x-generation. As a parent of 

teens, however, I found the film quite true to life. It's basically about how parents respond to a dire 

family crisis and how they must adjust to each other as a unit. We see how the son, as played by 

young Ed Furlong, is affected by the shock of this event. As an actor, his fine portrayal as the 

sensitive young writer in "Grass Harp" is a parallel role and should be mentioned. As for the parents, 

Streep was drawing on her experience as a mother of three and was not "acting" in the way one saw 

her in her obviously great roles, such as "Sophie's Choice" or "Out of Africa." This was a subtler 

challenge for her. With Neeson, also a father in real life, he chose to portray the father as impulsive, 

strong and the embodiment of unconditional parental love. I felt that the parents were meant to be 

somewhat opposites and complementary-- she contemplative, more intellectual and sympathetic, 

he aggressive, protective and reactive. Some viewers were disturbed by the unbalanced and 

unsympathetic portrayal of the dead girl's mother and the dead girl herself. How could it be 

otherwise and not be told from Jacob or Jude's point of view? This is not "Rashomon" -- we were not 

meant to have different points of view defended. However, the very casting of the mother and of 

the girl friend as being less well educated and of a different "class," was obvious, and another "true 

thing" that often happens in families. Here, however, it is not the parents' disapproval that is 

important, but how they respond to their son's guilt. Some viewers might say that my comments 

betray my being manipulated. Well, all viewers are being manipulated in any movie, and a measure 

of whether we like the movie or not, is whether we resent or do not mind being manipulated as the 

writer and director wished us to be. If someone watched this movie hoping for the suspense of a 

crime drama, they won't like it. If someone watched this hoping for dramatic acting as in the Oscar-

winning roles of Streep or Neeson (I would have cited "Lamb" as his earliest and strongest), then 

they also would be disappointed. And if someone were watching this expecting something other 



than a presentation of daily life, then they would also be disappointed, because they would have 

found it flat, bland, even trite- until something dramatic, like the accident on Jacob's fateful date-- 

happens to jolt its members out of their routine and their complacency. That is what this movie is 

about. I found myself agreeing with the entire gamut of the parents' reactions (which some viewers 

found "stupid"), but that is how parents (and even children) often behave in a crisis. I also found 

myself understanding both Jacob's and his sister's emotions. Jude didn't have many lines, but those 

she spoke were true and thought-provoking coming from a youngster of that age and maturity. One 

other crucial point is how the actors responded to each other as members of a family, and I found 

that they were not only well cast, but were all up to the challenge, delivering themselves quite 

honorably. This incident could have happened to any ordinary family, and there but for the grace of 

God, go I. 
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Before Night Falls (Antes Que Anochezca) (2000) 
 

Episodic look at the life of Cuban poet and novelist, Reinaldo 

Arenas (1943-1990), from his childhood in Oriente province to his 

death in New York City. He joins Castro's rebels. By 1964, he is in 

Havana. He meets the wealthy Pepe, an early lover; a love-hate 

relationship lasts for years. Openly gay behavior is a way to spite 

the government. His writing and homosexuality get him into 

trouble: he spends two years in prison, writing letters for other 

inmates and smuggling out a novel. He befriends Lázaro Gomes 

Garriles, with whom he lives stateless and in poverty in 

Manhattan after leaving Cuba in the Mariel boat-lift. When asked 

why he writes, he replies cheerfully, "Revenge." Gorgeous 

adaptation of Reinaldo Arenas' best-selling autobiography of the 

same name. Javier Bardem gives a towering performance as 

Arenas, the famous Cuban poet who found himself constantly in a 

state of being unwanted by the world around him, and yet still full of the ability to see the beauty in 

it. Using stock footage of Castro's military-ruled Cuba, a haunting score by Carter Burwell (with Lou 

Reed and Laurie Anderson), and many cameos by famous actors (Sean Penn being the only one that 

really misfires, Michael Wincott being an exceptionally good one), director Julian Schanbel has 

created one of the most touching, affecting and polished film works of the whole year. Johnny Depp 

stands out in a small role dressed completely in drag (and he's gorgeous!). 
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Before Stonewall (Before Stonewall: The Making Of A Gay And Lesbian 

Community) (1984) 
 

New York City's Stonewall Inn is regarded by many as the site of 

gay and lesbian liberation since it was at this bar that drag queens 

fought back against police June 27-28, 1969. This documentary 

uses extensive archival film, movie clips and personal 

recollections to construct an audiovisual history of the gay 

community before the Stonewall riots. I have lost count of the 

number of times I have seen this wonderful documentary. The 

archival material alone -- film clips and still photographs of gay life 

in America between 1900 and the '60s -- is enough to make this 

film a treasure; but it is the interviews with survivors of the pre-

Stonewall era that make Before Stonewall a priceless heirloom of 

gay studies and a must in the personal education of any socially 

conscious person interested in gay culture. 
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Befriend And Betray (2011) 
 

Criminal organizations succeed by enforcing a strict code of trust 

and loyalty. To penetrate these organizations and gain access to 

their inner circles the police need a magic bullet. Alex Caine is that 

magic bullet. Only thirty years old, Alex, who grew up hard on the 

mean streets of Montreal, already brings a lifetime's worth of 

experience (foster care, military service, prison time) to the 

world's most dangerous occupation: professional gang infiltrator. 

It is his job to befriend criminals, participate in their illegal 

activities, gather evidence - then live long enough to testify 

against them in court. Inspired by real-life events, Befriend and 

Betray tells the story of Alex's first infiltration assignment - the 

case that transformed him from a rootless young man into a 

highly effective, defiantly unconventional crime-fighting resource. 

Approached by P.C. Lau, a ruthlessly ambitious soldier for the Kam 

Tin Triad, Alex is asked to help his old prison acquaintance with a business proposition. Since Alex 

comes from Montreal and speaks French, P.C. figures he's just the man to be the face of the Kam Tin 

as they try to move their heroin into eastern Canada. What P.C. doesn't realize is that Alex has been 

approached by the police and Criminal Intelligence Services who've asked him to say "yes" to P.C.'s 

proposal - thus giving them a long sought-after way into the Kam Tin. Complicating matters for Alex 

is the fact that his girlfriend Melanie has no idea that he's agreed to work for the police. Alex figures 

that the less she knows, the safer she'll be. Trouble is, the more he lies to protect her, the more 

likely he is to lose the one person who sees him as more than just a valuable crime-fighting asset. 

Combining action, suspense, humour and actual details drawn from the case files of Alex Caine, 

Befriend and Betray tells the story of one man's re-birth as an infiltrator - and his struggle not to lose 

his identity or his life along the way. Based on a true story, Befriend and Betray tells the story of Alex 

Caine (Tim Rozon), a civilian infiltrator-for-hire who helps law enforcement agencies battle some of 

the world's most dangerous criminal organizations. His private life is no less complicated. Befriend 

and Betray is produced by DHX and executive produced by Charles Bishop, Floyd Kane and Michael 

Amo. The pilot is written by Michael Amo and is based on the book "Befriend and Betray" by Alex 

Caine. 
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Beggars In Ermine (1934) 
 

John Dawson loses control of his factory when he is crippled in an 

accident caused by a rival. Destitute, he travels the country 

organizing the homeless to help him regain control of his steel 

mill. Beggars in Ermine would seem to hold all the hallmarks of 

honest-to-goodness noir – Lionel Atwill in the lead, supported by 

vivacious Betty Furness and down-at-heels Henry B. Walthall, with 

darkly despicable Jameson Thomas as the well-spoken villain – 

but fails to come across, partly due to Phil Rosen's limp direction 

but mostly to an odd, yet dated script that is more concerned 

with making extremely naive social and money-market 

statements than advancing a potentially engaging plot (it does 

come to life once or twice). Even Atwill is defeated by all the soft-

soap dialogue the script hands him (and he seems ill-at-ease 

playing the hero, a casting switch that forces him to forsake all his 

usual vocal and facial effects. True, he does revert to a shadow of his menacing self at the climax – 

but only for a good cause. For the rest of the movie he exerts himself as a smiling social worker – 

yes, social worker! – and half-baked philosopher). By Monogram standards, the movie was obviously 

lensed on a sizable budget, but frankly, on this script, it was money wasted. 
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Behind Enemy Lines (2001) 
 

A Navy navigator is shot down over enemy territory and is 

ruthlessly pursued by a secret police enforcer and the opposing 

troops. Meanwhile his commanding officer goes against orders in 

an attempt to rescue him. Fighter navigator Chris Burnett wants 

out: he was looking for something more than the boring recon 

missions he's been flying. He finds himself flying the lone 

Christmas day mission over war-torn Bosnia. But when he talks 

pilot Stackhouse into flying slightly off-course to check out an 

interesting target, the two get shot down. Burnett is soon alone, 

trying to outrun a pursuing army, while commanding officer 

Reigert finds his rescue operation hamstrung by politics, forcing 

Burnett to run far out of his way. Tough To Beat A Good Man-On-

The-Run Action Movie. I don't think this is really considered a 

"war movie" in the normal sense but it might as well be since it 

involves all military people and the focus is an American Navy pilot who is shot down over Bosnia 

and runs for his life while waiting to be rescued. Outside of Owen Wilson ("Lt. Chris Burnett") 

blaspheming about a dozen times, I thought this was a very entertaining film with spectacular sound 

and a couple of very intense action scenes. I always find man-on-the-run stories good, anyway. The 

missile-jet scene has some of the best surround sound I have ever heard in an action scene, along 

with super visuals. Wilson's travails, as he tries to stay alive in hostile territory while red-tape holds 

up his rescue efforts, are fascinating. The action scenes are quite different, too. This is a film I 

guarantee will not put you to sleep and, at the same, doesn't overdo the action. The end has the 

usual credibility gap with what I call "Rambo mentality," but overall is a gripping story. 
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Behind Enemy Lines II: Axis Of Evil (2006) 
 

Navy SEALS, headed by Lt. Bobby James, are dispatched to North 

Korea on a covert mission, all in an effort to take out a missile site. 

The fate of the world hangs in the balance in this explosive action 

thriller. Brace yourself for nonstop action and chilling suspense, 

because there's no turning back in this pulse-pounding sequel that 

takes you Behind Enemy Lines for another adrenaline-fueled 

adventure! When a team of U.S. Navy SEALs is assigned to destroy 

a North Korean missile site and avert a possible nuclear strike, 

failure is not an option. But the mission is abruptly aborted, 

stranding four soldiers in enemy territory. Now, in order to 

survive, they must defeat the rebel forces that threaten their lives, 

their allies and the entire free world! Reviewer Ash from Victoria, 

Canada, said "I'm not normally one to gripe about movies, hell I 

even liked Waterworld, but this movie redefined the idea of 

rubbishy over exposed b-grade actors pretending at being SEALs." He took the words right out of my 

mouth. Because of BEL 1, I rented this movie expecting to see a quality film, but I was thoroughly 

disappointed - So much so, that it prompted me to write my first review. Poor - Script, Casting, 

Directing, Acting, Scene music selection, Camera shake (I hate that overused and inappropriate 

camera shake). Script: Weak at best and unrealistic far to often. Simplistic dialog for such a serious 

subject. Casting: Peter Coyote is totally unbelievable as President. No country would ever elect this 

man President. Some Koreans looked like Japanese, although I might be somewhat biased because I 

am surrounded by Koreans in K-town in Los Angeles. Directing: In one scene, the actor playing the 

main Seal, gets a nail or spike driven through his hand, yet hours later he is behaving like it was 

simply a paper cut or something. Bruce McGill, who is a good actor, is a shadow of his ability. I can 

only blame the generally poor acting on the director. The entire film is totally void of any emotion. 

Acting: Most of the actors in the administration and Whitehouse scenes sound like they are reading 

their lines. I got the feeling I was listening to the production meeting run through. Overall, they 

deliver their lines with no conviction. Music: They seem to have no clue about what music to use 

where. An example would be when the Seals are sneaking up to the enemy at the missile site, where 

one might expect some quiet low key music. Instead they use the dramatic music like one would 

expect at the end of a film. I'm probably being too hard on this movie, but I was expecting the 

production quality of the first Behind Enemy Lines. At best, this one is a bad made-for-TV movie. 
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Behind Enemy Lines: Colombia (2009) 
 

Navy SEALS mount an attack on Colombian special forces to clear 

their names and rescue a hostage. Very bad movie, but, who can 

blame them? Who can blame them?, is a failed attempt to make a 

mediocre action film, based on a successful franchise. Predictable, 

lousy visual effects and even worse performances by really 

mediocre actors. But that's not the worst. The worst thing is that 

I'm a member of the Colombian Armed Forces and that's an insult 

against every member of Colombian Army, Navy or Air Force; yet 

the introductory footage was pretty real years ago and the FARC is 

much worse in the real life, now Colombia is a safer place and very 

modern compared to the landscapes in this film.(same stupid 

Bogota footage in Mr. and Mrs. Smith) The military forces are 

strong and very successful in its war against a lot of enemies. 

Guerrila/jungle war is awfully worst than dessert or regular war. 

Isn't Vietnam enough to teach that to Hollywood? Colombia is a beautiful country entirely filled with 

good people.. we have our problems like every nation in the world, but is it responsible to make 

things appear worse than they really are? That's wrong even in a cheap mediocre film. But they 

don't make their homework, they don't have budget, they don't have good actors, they only had a 

camera and a Home-PC video editing software... Who can blame them? 
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Behind Green Lights (1946) 
 

Police lieutenant Sam Carson investigates a political murder after 

the victim is dumped at the door of police headquarters. A police-

procedural mystery that's about halfway to film noir but comes 

up short, Behind Green Lights takes place entirely during a single 

night in a midwestern city (stockyards are mentioned; Kansas 

City? Chicago?). A car rolls up to the green globes of a police 

station, holding the murdered body of a private investigator who 

dabbled in blackmail. Asked in for questioning is Carole Landis, 

daughter of a mayoral candidate, who had been in the 

extortionist's apartment earlier that evening. Though other 

suspects emerge, the ink-stained wretches on the police beat 

smell a scoop: If Landis is convicted in the press, it will swing the 

election that's just a few days off. Its view of the press as partisan, 

corrupt and unprincipled is the most unusual aspect of Behind 

Green Lights. It assumes (in this case rightly) that the newspapers 

have mercenary minions stowed throughout the city government. 

The medical officer (Don Beddoe) clearly takes his orders not 

from night-shift boss William Gargan but from a sleazy tabloid's 

editor-in-chief (Roy Roberts). On his instructions, he substitutes 

victim's body for a John Doe's after he discovers that the murder 

weapon was poisoned Bourbon, not the gunshot that would 

implicate Landis. (This switching around of corpses introduces an 

antic element of slapstick from which the movie never quite recovers.) But the pervasive corruption 

of big-town politics remains oddly matter-of-fact, never developed into an indictment or accepted as 

a grim given of mid-twentieth-century American life; it's just a plot point. (The movie also has to 

work around the central presence of the charisma-free Gargan, while John Ireland is wasted as his 

assistant.) It wraps up neatly, leaving little atmosphere behind (Mabel Paige as a flower vendor stays 

the most memorable character). Still, it has a brisk pace and professional look - both indoor and 

outdoor scenes have a dark, noirish shine, thanks to director of photography Joe MacDonald, who 

would go on to light many worthy noirs - and leaves one wishing that it had been just a little bit 

longer and a little bit better. 
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Being At Home With Claude (1992) 
 

It's hard to review this movie without giving anything away. 

Suffice it to say that it depicts the crime of one member of a gay 

male relationship and the desperate struggle for the lead 

character to make those around him understand the reason for 

his crime. I could not forget that scene where the hustler decides 

to free the soul of the one he loves. After seeing this film I now 

have a much better understanding of how the love and sexual 

desires of two men, for each other, can be as harsh and beautiful 

as that of a hetro relationship. It's a film not to be missed. 
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Bejewelled (1991) 
 

A Collection Of Priceless Jewels Is Missing. But With This Unlikely Team Of Detectives Hot On The 

Trail, The Trouble Has Just Begun! This movie is a great mystery for adults but not to scary for the 

kids. There is no sex, blood, or gore in this movie which is one of the reasons it is so great. I loved it 

and I watch it over and over again. It is a wonderful movie and I would recommend it to anybody. 
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Bekenntnisse Des Hochstaplers Felix Krull (The Confessions Of Felix 

Krull) (1982) 
 

This is a masterful Bavarian TV production of "The Confessions of 

Felix Krull" by Thomas Mann. Bernhard Sinkel directs the action 

with complete attention to detail and a visual feast illustrating the 

elegance of the Belle Époque. The lush settings of the 

countryside, together with the extravagance of high society living 

in the towns are beautifully conveyed in this story of 

opportunism. John Moulder-Brown as Felix Krull is perfect for the 

role and gives a tour-de-force performance. His looks, his 

deportment and his smart clothes all add to the appearance of an 

increasingly confident young man who engages fully in society, 

taking all the advantages offered to him. With his boyish good 

looks and slim figure, he makes full use of these attributes to 

achieve several amorous adventures. But his goal is as a gentleman with in high society and he is 

unwilling to have long-term attachments, nevertheless enjoying them while they last. While he tricks 

his way along, it is more the case of pandering to those who see him in their own particular way than 

any true deviousness on his part. Ultimately he meets a family where his sensibilities to the mother 

and daughter, change his nature to a more understanding and compassionate level. Although I have 

only seen this production in German and yet do not understand the language, the quality of 

everything throughout overrides any barriers that this may cause. There is humour, passion and 

elegance throughout and you are left with the satisfied feeling of having had the opportunity of 

watching drama at its best. 
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Believers (2007) 
 

While on duty, David Vaughn and Victor Hernandez, two 

emergency paramedics receive a call from a young girl whose 

mother has lost consciousness in a deserted area, but they soon 

discover that the life they have to save may be their own. 

Kidnapped and locked in an isolated building, David tries to 

discover the truth behind a secret cult and their beliefs. As 

Victor's beliefs are challenged and the fine-line between religion 

and science are crossed, David must find a way to escape and get 

out, before "they" get him. The paramedics David Vaughn and 

Victor receive an emergency call from the girl Libby in a remote 

gas station. While trying to save her mother Deborah, they are 

abducted by members of the sect Quanta Group, composed by 

scientists, philosophers and mathematicians that foresee the end 

of the world after a meteor shower. Their leader The Teacher converts Vic to his cult, but the 

reluctant David resists and faces a weird mystery. With two competent leads (Johnny Messner and 

Jon Huertas as paramedics abducted by a cult), one fairly entrancing nemesis (Daniel Benzali as the 

cult leader), seeds of a good story and decent direction, one immediately thinks this movie could 

have been much better. Writers Daniel Myrick, Julia Fair and Daniel Noah seem to have come up 

with a basic idea, without being able to elaborate the concept further. The result is a story with few 

interesting elements in-between its introduction and conclusion, and no rhythm whatsoever. Details 

of the cult are brushed over. Viewers are probably supposed to see this as shrouded in mystery but 

instead, the sentiment is that the writers failed to flesh out these things. And since none of the 

imagery, dialog or plot element is particularly engrossing, we can't take a "mind trip" as if this was a 

Lynch movie either, because use symbolism in this film is weak and immature. Director Daniel 

Myrick (Blair Witch Project, The Objective) has done much better in the past but here, there's simply 

not enough happening to sustain our attention for long. If the details were to remain that sketchy, I 

think this would have been better off as a sort of Twilight Zone TV episode. I appreciate the attempt 

but this is Myrick's weakest movie I have seen. 
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Belle Et Sébastien (1965-70) 
 

Mountain-based adventures of a young boy (9-year-old Mehdi El Glaoui) and his dog in a small 

village in the Pyrenees. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1965) 
 

Episode 01: La rencontre. 

Episode 02: Le refuge du Grand-Baou. 

Episode 03: La battue. 

Episode 04: L'étranger. 

Episode 05: La valise de Norbert. 

Episode 06: La patrouille de douane. 

Episode 07: La piste du grand défilé. 

Episode 08: La veillée de Noël. 

Episode 09: Le jour de Noël. 

Episode 10: L'incendie. 

Episode 11: L'avalanche. 

Episode 12: L'enquête. 

Episode 13: La preuve. 
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Series 2 - Sébastien Parmi Les Hommes (13 Episodes) (1968) 
 

Episode 01: Le destin de Sébastien. 

Episode 02: Les Jonquières. 

Episode 03: La rupture. 

Episode 04: Une lettre pour César. 

Episode 05: L'arrivée de Célestine. 

Episode 06: Le dernier cheval de l'écurie Maréchal. 

Episode 07: La révolte de Sébastien. 

Episode 08: La grande course. 

Episode 09: Pour toi Monseigneur. 

Episode 10: Le galop d'essai du 14 juillet. 

Episode 11: Le bal du 14 juillet. 

Episode 12: La nuit des fiançailles. 

Episode 13: Le retour de César. 
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Series 3 - Sébastien Et La Marie-Morgane (13 Episodes) (1970) 
 

Episode 01: Le Manoir de Morsan. 

Episode 02: Si Jonathan voulait parler. 

Episode 03: Mademoiselle Sophie-Virginie. 

Episode 04: La Cave de Morsan. 

Episode 05: SOS au large du Groenland. 

Episode 06: Une si longue attente. 

Episode 07: Pour ceux qui attendent le Narval. 

Episode 08: Le Retour du Narval. 

Episode 09: Morsan ne répond plus. 



Episode 10: La Vérité. 

Episode 11: La Fête chez Angèle. 

Episode 12: L'Appel de la mer. 

Episode 13: Les Dernières Volontés du capitaine Maréchal. 
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Belle's Magical World (1998) 
 

A Continuance to Beauty and the Beast, suitably teaches children 

to forgive, love, and be kind to one another. Belle's Magical World 

comes to life in three charming fantasy adventures presented like 

chapters in a storybook. In The Perfect Word, a silly 

misunderstanding between Belle and the Beast leads to a lesson in 

forgiveness. Then, in Fifi's Folly, a romantic evening for Lumiere 

and Fifi snowballs into a thrilling plunge down the mountain in a 

runaway sleigh. In Broken Wing, Belle urges the Beast to free a 

tiny songbird as an act of kindness. Enriched with gentle lessons 

and two original songs that seamlessly fold one tale into the next. 

Disneys' magical world. The first Beauty and the Beast film is for 

me one of the best Disney films ever and while the second (the 

enchanted Christmas) was perhaps not as strong it still maintained 

all the warmth and humour of the first instalment. This film again 

has all of these traits but while The enchanted Christmas would not have looked out of place as a 

cinema release Belles' magical world does looks and feels like the straight to video film that it is. The 

short stories feel like chapters from a fairy story and the links in between are sweet with some 

classic Disney songs included. Interestingly for a third sequel most of the original cast return and this 

I think is what raises this film above other straight to video films in terms of quality. Overall this is a 

worthy part of the classic Disney series. 
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Bells Of San Angelo (1947) 
 

Gridley is mining silver from an old Mexican mine and bringing it 

into the U.S.A. through a passage into his worthless mine. Border 

guard Rogers suspects Gridley and finally finds the secret 

entrance to the Mexican mine. He sends Lee Madison for help 

only to have her captured by Gridley. Trigger brings help that 

takes care of Gridley's men and now Roy has to rescue Madison. 

Along the Mexican border, Roy joins Western novelist Dale in a 

search for smugglers. They discover a silver mine. Songs include 

the title song, "Hot Lead," and "I Like to Get Up Early in the 

Morning." This is one of the last good Roy Rogers films, before 

they started recycling stories and churning them out a mile a 

minute. The plot is interesting and keeps you interested. The film 

isn't too long (about 1h20) and doesn't drag at all. The songs 

aren't too bad, and the absolutely 'adorable' Dale Evans has lots 

of screen time;) Andy Devine was amusing as the sheriff, much more amusing than many of the later 

comic relief sidekicks, and Roy Rogers was at his best, in voice and in character. Overall: One of the 

few colour Rogers films worth seeing; not the best of them, but most certainly nowhere near the 

worst (though I'm not much of a fan of the genre;). Entertaining, and worth seeing at least once. 

And, of course, Andy might be Devine, but Dale Evans is 'divine'!!;). 
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Below The Deadline (1936) 
 

Molly Fitzgerald, who works for Abrams and Co. Jewelers 

(although the company safe reads "Adams & Co. Jewelers"), is 

accosted on the street by a stranger who asks her for a date, but 

her fiancé, police officer Terry Mulvaney chases him away. Spike, 

the stranger, is interested in Molly other than for her pretty face; 

he is a member of a gang of jewel thieves who are planning to rob 

Abrams and want to use her to obtain information regarding the 

merchant's shipments of jewels. Through another ruse, gang 

member Flash Ackroyd gets the information and, through careful 

planning, frames Terry for the robbery. One of Abrams' assistants 

is killed and Terry is charged with robbery and murder. Terry 

escapes but Molly is fired as Abrams thinks she was in on the 

robbery. Molly gets a job in a nightclub ran by the gangsters. The 

train on which Terry is escaping is wrecked and he is transported 

to a hospital more dead than alive. 
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Ben (1972) 
 

A lonely boy (11-year-old Lee Montgomery) becomes good friends 

with Ben, a rat. This rat is also the leader of a pack of vicious killer 

rats, killing lots of people. A lonely boy named Danny Garrison 

befriends Ben, the rat leader of the swarm of trained/telepathic 

rats found in Willard. Ben becomes the boy's best friend, 

protecting him from bullying and keeping his spirits up in the face 

of a heart condition. However, things gradually take a downward 

turn as Ben's swarm becomes violent, resulting in several deaths. 

Eventually, the police destroy the rat colony with flame throwers, 

but Ben survives and makes his way back to Danny. The film closes 

with Danny, tending to the injured Ben, determined not to lose his 

friend. Great! Last time I saw this movie I was 10 years old, that is 

35 years ago. I loved this movie and that is why I am ordering it. It 

was made in the 70's, so of course it isn't up to todays movie 

standards. Even though, I'm sure that kids will still love it. I can't 

believe what that wet-paint watcher said about it. It is a cult classic and the song "Ben" sung by 

Wacky Jacko at the end is great. I cried and probably will again. His/her comment isn't worth diddly 

squat. I still reckon it to be a great movie. I think people should judge the movie for themselves, 

taking into consideration that it is a 70's movie. That way you won't be expecting to see the kind of 

movie you would see in the cinema today. Nevertheless, this is a great movie for its time. A beautiful 

touching movie! I have pet rats and they are the most sweet and loving creatures. This movie 

portrayed the love that people can share with rats and it was truly a beautiful movie. Ben was 

beautiful and Lee was a little cutey too. The lyrics to Ben ring out beautiful and true. This is really a 

must see for anybody who loves rats or even those who love animals in general. Some people may 

view this as a horror movie, but it is really soooo much more. A remake of Williard is apparently in 

the works, so fingers crossed that these wonderful movies will be released on DVD. 
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Ben 10: Alien Swarm (2009) 
 

Our world is threatened with an imminent invasion from a 

swarming alien menace. And there is only one hero brave enough, 

smart enough and tough enough to fight back - Ben Tennyson! 

(Ryan Kelley). Ben 10 vs Killer Mind-Controlling BioMechanical 

Bees from another galaxy. After the entertaining but horrendously 

executed "Ben 10: Race Against Time", Ben 10: Alien Swarm is a 

huge improvement. Not only does it boast higher production 

values and better directing, but it effectively captures both the 

look and the spirit of the original animated series in live action 

form. The movie also manages to up the ante on the action, 

making for a truly epic story but with a couple of flaws. Set after 

the events of the "Ben 10: Alien Force" animated series, the movie 

starts with the main characters Ben, Gwen and Kevin about to bust some illegal dealers who are 

trying to sell alien nanotechnology. One of those dealers is revealed to be Elena Validus, a childhood 

friend of Ben and daughter of a disgraced ex-"PLUMBER" Victor Validus. (For those who have not 

watched the animated series, "PLUMBERS" are an anti-alien defense agency). Now her father has 

mysteriously gone missing and Elena needs Ben's help. Suddenly the alien technology springs to life 

and takes the form of a vast mechanical swarm. Following a brief scuffle with the swarm and a short 

malfunction of Ben's omnitrix, our heroes must uncover a secret alien plot to turn human beings into 

mindless drones. One lead lies in an old secret involving Victor Validus and Ben's own Grandpa Max. 

The underlying mystery subplot blends nicely into the ongoing narrative as Ben, Gwen and Kevin 

race to stop this evil biomechanical swarm from turning the entire human population into mindless 

zombies. No doubt a little on the cheesy side, the story fits in well with the feel of the animated TV 

series while giving the illusion of a Hollywood summer blockbuster. Although the film sacrifices 

emotional depth in favor of explosive action, Director Alex Winters spares no expense in those 

action scenes. The car and motorcycle chase scenes deserve special mention as they look really 

good, even better than some big budget popcorn flicks. Ben's trademark alien transformations are 

kept to only 3 scenes thanks to a malfunctioning omnitrix but the fact that those scenes take place at 

night or under low lighting make the otherwise cheap looking CGI seem a lot better than it actually 

is. The character of Ben does undergo a good deal of development throughout the course of the 

movie while keeping the themes of responsibility and growing up established in the animated series. 

The cast play their parts very well with only the actress for Gwen looking a little uncomfortable with 

her role at times. "Ben 10: Alien Swarm" is not free of a few nitpicks however. The entire first half of 

the film plays out like a "Goosebumps" movie. Essentially it is "Ben 10 and gang VS mindless mind-

controlled zombies". Thankfully the second half picks up the pace. Also, new viewers looking to jump 

into the Ben 10 storyline and fandom would be left confused by the lack of character introductions 

and explanation of technical terms as the film zooms from one setting to the next that only a keen 

follower of the animated series canon would be able to recognize and appreciate fully. An inclusion 

of a booklet or featurette that introduces the characters and explains "the story so far" would have 

been a much appreciated addition to this DVD release. Though a little inaccessible to newcomers, 

Ben 10 Alien Swarm is an enjoyable action adventure and a faithful adaptation that is sure to satisfy 



existing fans who were disappointed by the previous live action movie. It is not the best among live 

action adaptations of animated series, but definitely far from being among the worst. 
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Ben 10: Race Against Time (2007) 
 

In Bellwood, a mysterious figure teleports into town, and 

immediately starts destroying things. Ben Tennyson (14-year-old 

Graham Phillips), in the form of Heatblast, confronts him. After a 

short battle, Ben seemingly obliterates the villain. Max Tennyson 

identifies him as Eon, an alien the Plumbers captured almost two 

centuries ago. When he arrived, he was half dead and brought a 

device with him called the Hands of Armageddon, which would 

open a time rift to the alien's home dimension and unleash his 

race upon Earth if activated. They travel to the containment 

facility where Eon is supposed to be kept, only to find it empty 

and his guardian aged to near-death. You've watched the show, 

it's Ben 10 in his first live action movie from cartoon network! In 

this movie I thought that the plot was pretty good, the acting was 

kinda cheesy in parts, the music rocked, and the aliens (some of 

them) were awesome! on the aliens part they weren't really all 

that bad. Heatblast was a little short looking and his moves were not really captured the greatest, 

but the flames on him were sweet. Greymatter was captured just like the show, except for his voice 

which sounded like some crazy malevolent villain. Why couldn't they have just used the voices in the 

show? Diamondhead was personally my favorite in the movie! He was shown perfectly from the 

show, and talked like him too. The radiant crystal glow thing on him was the coolest! Lastly, 

Wildmutt was really cool looking when he was fighting, but up next to another character looked like 

kinda bad graphics. Though overall I liked it! I just hope they will include the other 6 aliens out of the 

original ten if they make a sequel to it. 
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Ben Hur (2010) 
 

Judah Ben-Hur (Joseph Morgan) lives as a rich Jew and merchant 

in Jerusalem at the beginning of the 1st century. When he hears 

that his childhood friend Messala (Stephen Campbell Moore) has 

been named to command the Roman garrison of Jerusalem, he is 

thrilled. He soon finds, however, that his friend has changed and 

has become an arrogant conqueror, full of the grandeur of Rome. 

During a welcome parade for the governor, a brick falls down from 

Judah's house and barely misses the governor. When Judah 

refuses to divulge the names of Jews who oppose Roman rule, 

Messala decides to make an example of him and sends him off as 

a galley slave, while his mother Ruth (Alex Kingston) and sister 

Tirzah (Kristin Kreuk) are sent to prison. Through fate and good 

fortune, Judah survives the galleys and manages to return to 

Jerusalem in the hopes of seeking revenge against his one-time 

friend. Engaging retelling of the epic story. Say BEN HUR and people immediately think of the 

Charlton Heston Hollywood epic: a film full of elaborate sets, huge crowds and epic chariot races. 

The powers that be decided time was ripe for a new version of the story, albeit in miniseries form, 

and no doubt to take advantage of the new-found popularity of the historical miniseries after the 

success of HBO'S ROME. I for one am a huge fan of such stuff, so I was immediately predisposed to 

enjoy this outing. I was engaged from the outset: to my shame, I haven't yet seen the Heston film, so 

watching the story play out was a fresh and involving experience. The total running time is around 

three hours, and I didn't find that a single moment dragged. As with many of these productions, the 

cast is packed with familiar faces. Ben Cross, Alex Kingston, Marc Warren, Art Malik and in particular 

Ray Winstone all seem to be having a ball with the roles they're provided. Stephen Campbell Moore, 

as the youthful hero, is sufficiently just, upstanding and likable enough, and watch out for a trio of 

highly attractive female cast members who ease the viewing experience: Emily Van Camp, Kristin 

Kreuk and, particularly, Lucia Jimenez. The budget is high enough for them to film in authentic, sun-

drenched locales, with copious use of sets and extras to build a realistic portrait of the times. The 

use of CGI (such as in the naval battle sequence) is certainly adequate and the final chariot race 

doesn't disappoint. It's no ROME, but then, what is? 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (2010) 
 

Episode 1: About the struggle between the Roman Empire and its rebellious conquest Judaea, and 

two best friends caught in a terrible moment in history. 

Episode 2: Arrius presents Judah to the duplicitous emperor Tiberias who pits him against a Thracian 

wrestler, Judah winning. Arrius dies, leaving Judah his estates and Judah returns to Jerusalem, 

buying his old house, which has become derelict, from governor Pilate. He locates Simonides and 

Esther, whom David is trying to force to marry him and Judah kills David after he has attacked him 



from behind, Initiallly Esther does not believe how Judah attained his good fortune and assumes he 

was protected by Messala all along but Simonides realises the truth and convinces her. Esther takes 

food to lepers, outcasts from the city, and and finds they number Ruth and Tirzah, who swear her 

not to tell Judah of their plight. Marcellus, his mistress Athene and Messala return to Jerusalem of 

which Messala is tipped to be the next governor. Games are due to take place and Judah convinces 

stable owner Sheikh Ilderim to be his charioteer in a race whose contestants also include Messala. 

Messala disposes of the other charioteers but is ultimately mortally wounded. Judah is satisfied that 

he has his revenge but Esther, impressed by the teachings of Jesus, persuades Judah to visit the 

dying Messala and grant forgiveness. Judah helps Jesus on his way to Calvary and Jesus cures Ruth 

and Tirzah of their leprosy. Athene poisons Marcellus and Judah and Esther marry at last. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...English, Greek, Hindi, Arabic, Portuguese, Polish, Turkish 

& Ukrainian Subtitles  



Ben Loke'ah Bat (Boy Takes Girl) (1982) 
 

This movie is about children at a summer camp, however, its main 

focus is upon a young girl who is not used to the treatment of a 

child in her situation. For one, she must learn to shower with 

other girls AND BOYS. Her real problems begin when she is set up 

by a jealous girl, and she must prove her innocence. For the most 

part, I like sub-titled movies over dubbed, however this one was 

dubbed well enough that it does not take away from the plot. 

Also, I appreciate that a sing & dance was left in the original 

language! 

Converted from DivX...Dubbed English Soundtrack  



Bend It Like Beckham (2002) 
 

The daughter of orthodox Sikh rebels against her parents' 

traditionalism by running off to Germany with a football team 

(soccer in America). A comedy about bending the rules to reach 

your goal, Bend It Like Beckham explores the world of women's 

football, from kick-abouts in the park to freekicks in the Final. Set 

in Hounslow, West London and Hamburg, the film follows two 18-

year-olds with their hearts set on a future in professional soccer. 

Heart-stopping talent doesn't seem to be enough when your 

parents want you to hang up your football boots, find a nice 

boyfriend and learn to cook the perfect chapatti. Fun, Energetic, 

and Altogether Wonderful. Wow, I can't believe I waited so long to 

see this film. I just never got around to watching it. The plot has 

nothing that interests me. I know nothing about soccer (football.) I 

am one of those American fools that has no clue. I had never even 

seen David Beckham before this film. I chose to ignore the buzz surrounding this film at the time it 

was released in America. Enough about me. Truth be told, it was a mistake to ignore this little piece 

of movie-making heaven. What a fun film. It's full of color and exuberance. I had a goofy grin on my 

face through the whole movie. Parminder Nagra is so sweet and lovable, you can't help but root for 

her. No wonder why the American television show E.R. has snatched her up. I have a new 

appreciation for Indian culture. Those people know how to have a good time. The wedding scenes 

are dazzlingly beautiful. The only problem I had was deciphering some of the British slang and 

dialogue through the accents. I turned on the English subtitles to make sure I didn't miss anything. 

(This is not a criticism of the film!) I'm sure audiences worldwide have trouble understanding the 

constantly changing slang in American films as well. This is a perfect date film. It has a great sports 

plot like Rocky, and a strong sense of feminism that is empowering for women. I watched it with my 

wife, and sixteen year old niece, and we all loved it. I highly recommend it. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Beneath The 12-Mile Reef (1953) 
 

Mike and Tony Petrakis are a Greek father and son team who dive 

for sponges off the coast of Florida. After they are robbed by 

crooks, Arnold and the Rhys brothers, Mike decides to take his 

men to the dangerous 12-mile reef to dive for more sponges. 

Mike suffers a fatal accident when he falls from the reef leaving 

Tony to carry on the business. But now he has a companion, 

Gwyneth Rhys. Robert Wagner (as Tony Petrakis) and Terry 

Moore (as Gwyneth Rhys) are an attractive couple; and, the color 

cinematography is lovely in "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef". Gilbert 

Roland (as Mike Petrakis) heads up an entertaining supporting 

cast. Mr. Wagner's hair is darkened to appear more Greek (but his 

on-screen sister's locks are spared). Ms. Moore is fetching. Still, 

Edward Cronjager (photographer) and Bernard Herrmann 

(musician) are director Robert Webb's most valuable players. The 

film helped put Wagner on the map; he won a Photoplay Gold 

Medal as filmdom's best new actor; moreover, he and Moore easily made Martin Quigley's Annual 

Top 10 "Stars of Tomorrow" list, for 1953. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Benidorm (2007-10) 
 

An award-winning British television comedy-drama that exploits 

the working-class stereotype of this popular tourist destination. 

Prime-time ITV sitcom set in Spain, which features a strong 

ensemble cast composed of a number of well known faces. Set 

primarily in the Solana all-inclusive resort hotel, Benidorm follows 

regulars and first-time holiday makers on their holidays abroad. 

Despite their disparate backgrounds they all have one thing in 

common - a quest for getting value for money. With 9-year-old 

Oliver Stokes as Michael Garvey the young son of the Garvey 

family with a habit of asking the meaning of crude terms he 

overhears from his family, usually Madge who has said it 

unintentionally. It is what it is. I remember going to Spain with my 

family and living Benidorm, don't get me wrong this is not for 

everybody, but there are many people out there who can totally 

relate to this. And I don't believe things have changed that much, I think the values nailed in this 

series are relational to today's audience. Well represented and every stereo type covered and then 

some. Highly recommended to all who lived the Costa dell sol life or anybody who wants the real fly 

on the wall experience of Brits in Spain. This isn't about factual events; this is entertainment, with so 

many people with so many issues on so many things. I don't think there has been anything quite like 

Benidorm before and I don't know why? So if you're looking for some mindless entertainment that 

steps back in time to when Spain was Spain, then look no further. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 1: Ageing swingers Donald and Jacqueline Stewart return to the Hotel Solanas in Benidorm 

for another holiday. New guests this year are middle-aged virgin Geoffrey, who calls himself the 

Oracle because of his quiz general knowledge, with his mother - or P.A. as he terms her - gay couple 

Gavin and Troy, young marrieds Kate and Martin who have been going through a sticky patch, and 

the Garvey family. Lazy Mick and his long-suffering wife Janice have a lippy teenaged daughter 

Chantelle and inquisitive little son, Michael. Janice's sun-burnt, chain-smoking mother Madge, who 

rides around on a mobility scooter has paid for the holiday for them all. Janey York is the jolly if half-

hearted holiday rep and then there is Mateo, a sexy young waiter with an eye for the ladies... Kate in 

particular. 

Episode 2: It's karaoke night at the hotel bar and the Oracle and his mother perform a duet, but 

that's not the reason Chantelle Garvey faints. When her mother finally opens up the pink coat 

Cnantelle has refused to shed despite the Spanish heat, it is revealed that she is very pregnant. 

Episode 3: Kelly, an English girl who works at the hotel, tells her friends Donald and Jacqueline that 

she is engaged to Mateo. This, however, is not enough to stop Mateo from making a pass at Kate 



and having sex with her, though she later admits that she was too drunk to remember anything 

about it. Janice, meanwhile, reconciles herself to becoming a grandmother. 

Episode 4: Due to a misunderstanding Donald and Jacqueline assume that Madge is up for group sex 

with them and she gets a shock when answers an invitation to go to their room. They have a lot of 

apologizing to do. So does Troy, who gets drunk and ends up having sex with Mateo, which Gavin 

observes. Janice believes that her husband is planning to get off with Susie, a single woman who is 

following him around. 

Episode 5: The Oracle is outraged that a quiz veteran like himself is beaten, more by luck than 

judgment, by the Garveys in the pub quiz and demands a recount though he doesn't get one. Kate is 

annoyed that Madge, in whom she has confided about her difficulty in conceiving, has broken her 

trust whilst Donald reassures Gavin that Troy still loves him. 

Episode 6: Having stayed within the complex for all of the holiday because everything is inclusive, 

Mick is horrified when his family drag him off to the beach and he is forced to pay the extortionate 

prices. Worse is to befall him, however, when the girl Janice thought was after him turns out to be a 

D.S.S inspector who ends up prosecuting him for claiming he is unable to work but going on holiday. 

The Oracle also decides that he will never go on holiday with his mum again, but Martin is pleased at 

his wife's fling with Mateo, feeling that it has spiced up their lives. 
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Series 2 (8 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 1: Everyone is back at the Solanas, in Kate and Martin's case not exactly by choice. They had 

booked into a small hotel in the romantic Old Town but were double-booked and end up in the old 

complex. The Garveys are being paid for by Madge's boyfriend, Mel, who owns several tanning 

salons in Manchester. Mick does not really like him but tolerates him because of the free holiday. 

Episode 2: Kate starts to feel broody and she and Martin spend the evening baby-sitting Chantelle's 

child Coolio. Everyone else goes to the hotel bar's karaoke where, after a very high-pitched rendition 

of 'Lonely Girl', Mel proposes to Madge. 

Episode 3: Janice tries to dissuade Madge, unsuccessfully, from getting married. The Oracle 

organizes an arm-wrestling contest, where the last two sitting are Martin and Mateo. For Martin it's 

personal and, cheered on by the Brits, he humiliates Mateo and becomes Kate's hero again. 

Episode 4: Everybody heads off to a bullfight, except for Chantelle and the Oracle. Somewhat she 

asks him for a date and he accepts. The bullfight is meant to be free to enter but Mel has to buy a 

food mixer from Janey, the travel rep, before the party are allowed into the corrida. It is a farce; 

there is no bull, just a large dog with a hat with horns on chasing Mateo around the ring. 

Episode 5: Kelly, Mateo's ex-girlfriend comes to the Solanas with her mother, Sylvia, who like Madge, 

rides an electronic scooter. Madge is convinced that Sylvia is out to steal Mel from her and squirts 

her with sun tan lotion before pushing her and the scooter into the swimming-pool. Martin is 



suspicious that Kate is trying to get back with Mateo and breaks into the bedroom he believes they 

are using. Instead he finds swingers Donald and Jacqueline terrorizing Mateo by inserting a 

cucumber in one of his orifices. 

Episode 6: Angry and upset that Mick has forgotten their wedding anniversary, Janice goes off for a 

walk on her own and stops off at a bar. It is owned by Jack, an English lad in his early twenties, along 

with his sister, both orphans. Jack tells Janice that she is beautiful and that he is in love with her but 

she panics and hurries back to the complex. 

Episode 7: Kate disappears with her luggage, and Martin, after an initial assumption that maybe she 

had gone to the shops tracks her down. She has good news for them. Dorothy, the mother of Gavin, 

half of the gay couple, comes to visit. Gavin is annoyed by Donald and Jacqueline's constant 

comments that he and his mother look the same age. Jack also comes to the complex in search of 

Janice, declaring his love for her, though she gets rid of him. Chantelle and the Oracle's date is 

ruined when he drinks too much Dutch courage and passes out. 

Episode 8: On the eve of their wedding, Madge and Mel take a stroll along a romantic, moonlit 

beach, only to discover that it is a 'dogging' beach where people go for public, casual sex, and they 

are importuned by a man up for a threesome. (Needless to say Donald and Jacqueline are there as 

well.) The wedding day dawns and Janice has a pep-talk with Madge - she is the only one of Madge's 

five daughters still speaking to her. Assured that her mother is making the right decision, she takes 

her place at the beach ceremony, but the marriage is not finalized because the Oracle hang-glides 

out of the sky, falling onto Mel. Mick hits him and gets arrested whilst the groom is carted off to 

hospital. 
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Series 3 (7 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 0: Summer Special; With Martin and Kate - who is not pregnant after all -- pinching their 

taxi, Madge and Janice cadge a lift to the hospital - where Mel has been joined by the Oracle in the 

next bed - with a stranger, who turns out to be Enrique "The Rat" Lopez, a wanted criminal, who, 

having locked the pursuing Jack in his car boot, holds the women hostage in their hotel rooms, 

demanding they smuggle drugs for him. Released from custody, Mick leads Donald, Gavin, Troy and 

Mateo on a rescue mission but "The Rat" captures them too and it is down to Mel, helped by the 

Oracle, to save them all, which he does, earning all concerned a free holiday next season. 

Episode 1: For their part in capturing Enrique "The Rat" Lopez, the Brits return for their reward, a 

free holiday. Martin has separated from Kate and brings along the younger, vulgar Brandy, though 

both insist they are just friends. Mel is opening a shop renting mobility scooters ("You don't have to 

be a cripple to enjoy your holiday") employing lazy young Paco and his poolside reunion with Madge 

is passion personified. Mel gets Mick to publicise the opening by having him ride a twenty foot bike 

whilst wearing tinfoil, which cooks him in the heat. Everyone turns up for the grand opening - largely 

because of the free champagne. However, due to faulty lighting the shop catches fire. 



Episode 2: Noreen, the Oracle's mum, assumes he is gay when he tells her he is not interested in 

currently dating women and she seeks advice from Gavin and Troy. Whilst most of the other guests 

are on a day trip to a water park, the Oracle goes to an internet cafe and meets, online, a woman 

called Lesley, though, unbeknown to him, Lesley is actually a transvestite. At the water park Mick 

antagonizes everyone by arguing with Madge and Mel and Martin ends up in the nude when Brandy 

steals his clothes whilst he is swimming. Back at the bar Mick makes up with Janice when he says it 

with flowers but Martin sends Brandy packing for humiliating him and she ends up kissing Paco. The 

biggest humiliation is reserved for the Oracle, however, when his mother 'outs' him from the 

karaoke stage and performs 'Y.M.C.A.' with the Stewarts and Gavin and Troy dressed as the Village 

People, causing him to flee in horror. 

Episode 3: Having finally convinced his mother that he is not gay, Geoff the Oracle goes to meet 

Lesley, his internet chat date. However he is shocked to find that Lesley is a transvestite and makes 

his escape halfway through their dinner, leaving Lesley to cop off with the maitre d'. Mel takes the 

sea-sick Garveys on a trip to Peacock Island, where he hopes to buy land for development, only to be 

told that it is a protected nature reserve. Brandy beds Mateo, stealing his pass-key in the process, 

but returns to Martin, saying that she only has eyes for him. 

Episode 4: Gavin gets into an argument over a burger with a hefty woman with a young Indian 

husband in tow. Madge is shocked to see it is Valma, one of her estranged daughters, who has come 

to Benidorm by coincidence. Valma is a wealthy landlady but, despite Janice's best efforts to bring a 

reconciliation, Madge is convinced that she has followed them out to get Mel's money. Someone 

who is after Mel's money is Gary, a con man, who poses as a property developer. His accomplice is 

Brandy, who is also his girlfriend, and they fleece the tourists, using the pass-key Brandy stole from 

Mateo, to access their rooms. Whilst Madge, high on Ecstasy tablets which she mistook for pills, is 

performing 'Up, Up and Away' at the karaoke night, the two crooks make their getaway. 

Episode 5: The Brits count the cost of the burglary. Kate flies out to support Martin, sending Madge 

packing when she suggests that Martin was an accomplice, and giving him hope of a reconciliation. 

His mother Diana also arrives, and seems to know the area - and particularly Mateo - better than she 

should. The Oracle is almost arrested for wasting police time when he lies about trying to foil a 

whole gang of burglars but gets another date with Chantelle, and Troy confesses to Gavin that he 

has a son, aged twenty-one. Madge and Mel are entertaining everyone on the trampoline at the new 

cabaret club when news arrive that the burglars have been caught. 

Episode 6: Martin's hopes of marital reconciliation are ended when Kate tells him she has a new 

boyfriend and leaves without him. However, he does get to meet someone else and there are happy 

endings too for the Oracle and Chantelle who plan to move in together on return to Manchester, 

and the gays as Troy introduces Gavin to his son. Wink, an obnoxious friend of Donald, who annoys 

everybody with his practical jokes, has no such luck as, taking things a joke too far, he literally dies 

laughing at the karaoke. Madge and Mel have decided to relocate to Benidorm, where Mel is to buy 

the cabaret club and, as the others return to England, they serenade them all with an oddly affecting 

version of 'Spanish Eyes'. 
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Series 4 (7 Episodes) (2010) 
 

Episode 0: Christmas Special; The Garveys arrive in Benidorm to spend Christmas with Madge and 

Mel at their palatial villa but Mel is absent, apparently stuck in Morocco on business. Donald and 

Jacqueline book into the Solanas with ten like-minded 'swingers', annoying manageress Janey whilst 

the Oracle's mother Noreen, a recent lottery winner, turns up with her new beau Clive - whose bad 

back leads them to be charged for lewd behaviour on the beach. Su Pollard is due to headline at 

Mel's Benidorm Palace but, after accidentally ending up at a nudist hotel, she is not happy and when 

Madge mistakes her for Rod Hull, with whom she argued twenty-five years earlier and insults her, Su 

walks out. Fortunately Donald and Jacqueline save the day by getting their friend Roy Wood to fill 

the breach and the evening is a great success with Clive also proposing to Noreen for the right 

reasons. Then Madge takes a fateful call from Morocco. 

Episode 1: The surprise is on the Garveys when their surprise visit to Madge reveals that she has sold 

the Palace and her villa - to Cilla Black - and left no forwarding address. They book in to the Solana, 

where the Stewarts are also staying. With Troy at his dying father's bedside Gavin has returned with 

work-mate Kenneth, who never stops eating. Cross-dressing Les is the new poolside barman and his 

gormless young son Liam is smitten with pretty tourist Natalie, to the scorn of her sarcastic friend 

Sam. When Madge is finally located she reveals that Mel left her with huge debts, forcing her to sell 

up and move into a trailer park from she has just been evicted as she owes rent. Janice decides she 

should stay at the Solana with them and the family and staff close ranks to see off Scary Mary, the 

park owner, when she comes to collect Madge's arrears. 

Episode 2: Noreen arrives in Benidorm with her bossy daughter Pauline who alienates the Garveys 

with her manner but ends up inside a rubber ring with Mick at a water park, causing Janice to 

suspect the worst. Natalie agrees to a date with Liam to spite Sam who comes too and falls off a 

table while dancing. Janey is impressed by Lesley's initiative, which annoys Mateo, who falsely claims 

that children are scared by his transvestism. This backfires on him when Janey suggests that he 

should also drag up to make it seem more natural. Madge's uncharitable response to the Stewarts' 

whip-round to ease her financial woes also comes back to bite her. 

Episode 3: Gavin is puzzled as to how the supposedly penniless Kenneth is raking it in after taking 

strange men to his room until it turns out that he is giving them hair-cuts. Mateo reluctantly begins 

his water aerobics class, which ends with Donald being taken to hospital. Janey is all for sacking the 

Spaniard but Lesley comes to his defence, reminding him that he now owes him. The Garveys learn 

that a gangster calling himself Mr. Pink has bought Mel's debts and go to meet him at a deserted 

theme park. He challenges Madge to a Go-Kart race, which she wins, thereby cancelling the debts as 

well as gaining her an extra three thousand euros, thanks to a side bet. 

Episode 4: The resort is hit by a rain storm which floods the hotel. Whilst Les takes control Janice is 

thrown by the appearance of Johnny Neptune, whose marriage proposal she rejected years earlier. 

Reformed alcoholic Pauline is so bored she gets drunk and makes a show of herself when she wins 

the bingo and insults everybody before collapsing on Janey's dog. Donald drops a bombshell by 

announcing that he has only three months to live and tries out 'The Drugs Don't Work' at the 

karaoke as the song he would like played at his funeral. 



Episode 5: Gavin learns that Troy's father has died so, to cheer him up, Kenneth takes him out for 

the day but, by design, ends up at a gay nudist beach where he gets chatted up by a bare hunk. 

Gavin is not pleased and sacks him. Madge has the chance to take over a bar - the site of Mel's 

former disability shop. She prays for a sign and gets one in the form of one of Mel's old thongs and 

agrees to go into business. Mateo accompanies Les on a double date to repay him for getting him his 

job back. Unfortunately Mateo has to drag up and gets arrested for importuning. Bananarama arrive 

for the 1980s evening and get mistaken for a tribute band as there are only two of them. Jacqueline, 

however, successfully makes up the trio but Liam is less successful in his persistent pursuit of 

Natalie. 

Episode 6: After Donald's clothes and a suicide note are found on a beach Gavin and Kenneth help 

Jacqueline bid him farewell. The British consul however suspects an insurance fraud. Due to a 

misunderstanding at a gladiatorial theme park Janice finds herself in the arena where she defeats all-

comers. Troy arrives in Benidorm, a wealthy man after his father left him several houses and four 

hundred thousand pounds. Pauline celebrates a successful divorce, Liam declares his appreciation of 

his father and Madge opens her bar, publicly thanking the Garveys for their support whilst Mateo is 

exposed - literally - as a cheat with a wife and children. Most of the Brits head home, except 

Jacqueline, who has an appointment in Morocco. 
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Benjamin Ou Les Mémoires D'un Puceau (The Diary Of An Innocent 

Boy) (1968) 
 

Surprised by simplicity. There is a very French economy in the 

story-telling here: how a young man loses his virginity. An 

experience that we all recognise, simply told. The park at the 

château Hennessy in Cognac is evocatively photographed, giving 

that sense of the idealised, lost manor, that the French love so 

much. (Alain-Fournier wrote a very pretty novel about that). Pierre 

Clementi and Catherine Deneuve, two VERY decorative figures, 

are loved by the camera; their climactic, moon-lit encounter is 

wistfully nostalgic of the '60s, when taking off your clothes was An 

Event. Mme Morgan is the very embodiment of A Presence. Now 

that châteaux are invariably conference centers for greasy-haired 

accountants, now that all Presences have left us for ever, now that 

we have taken off our clothes just about a million times, this 

simple film is surprisingly moving. Magnificent cast buoys this rite-

of-passage tale. Not among French director Michel Deville's finest achievements BENJAMIN remains 

what Graham Greene used to call (not derisively) "an entertainment" -quality for the mainstream 

moviegoer. Through the vagaries of film distribution (and flighty popular tastes) it has fallen into 

obscurity. As indicated in its English title, film is bookended by passages read from the title hero's 

diary. As played by Pierre Clémenti (an icon of European decadent & avant garde cinema, here cast 

against type as an innocent), he's an orphan going with his loyal tutor Camille (Jacques Dufilho) to 

live with his aunt, the countess (radiant superstar of the '40s Michèle Morgan). His adventures with 

the aristocracy are limned in the familiar "naughty but nice" style that served French cinema so well, 

most emblematically in many Fernandel comedies. Deville and his frequent collaborator, 

screenwriter & future helmer Nina Companeez, maintain a light and breezy approach that, alas, lacks 

the substance most film buffs want today. It's all tease, as women of all ages, having in common 

uncommon beauty, can't keep their hands off Benjamin. The film was a major Paramount release, 

debuting in NYC at the prestigious Paris Theatre and rated X (a MIDNIGHT COWBOY-type X, not 

porn) for its sexual attitudes rather than any explicitness. The nudity common in Adult Cinema at the 

time is eschewed. Standout performances are by Michel Piccoli, perfectly cast as the countess's 

lover, who boasts about his other mistresses and is sympathetic due to the actor's skills more than 

the writing or context. With so many fancily costumed and straining-at-bodice femmes in the cast 

Catherine Deneuve has no trouble standing out as Benjamin's ultimate love interest. Especially fun is 

her character's flightiness, given always witty lines as an invariable liar who makes sport of her 

constantly contradictory statements. Clémenti is less successful in the central role, at times fading 

into the shrubbery with such striking and bombastic co-stars pleasantly chewing up the scenery. 

Having already co-starred opposite Deneuve in her triumphant BELLE DE JOUR, he was better suited 

to decadent or even malevolent roles with the good fortune to be cast over and over again by the 

leading directors of the time: Bertolucci, Pasolini, Bunuel, Jancso, Makavejev and Glauber Rocha 

{reads like a film festival program of the late '60s}. Other delights include an amusing wardrobe 

malfunction at a garden party scene, where the countess's sort-of-loyal servant Anna Gael 

accidentally has a nipple popping out of her dress, but calmly adjusts her bodice without missing a 



beat, the take playing out and left in the final print -very cute. Catherine Rouvel, a stalwart of French 

eroticism, is unfortunately lost in the shuffle as another servant girl. Piccoli sums up the tone with a 

great line (in the English-dubbed version at any rate) to Benjamin: "What you call debauchery I call 

education". Lacking the depth of his all-time best role in Rivette's LA BELLE NOISEUESE, BENJAMIN 

does stand as testament to Piccoli's place in history as one of cinema's essential thesps. I waited 

over 40 years to see BENJAMIN, so was of course slightly disappointed by its lack of substance -got 

my hopes up too much. The Hollywood majors relied heavily in the '60s on foreign imports, both co-

productions and pickups, to fill out their release schedules, but rights in these movies (as well as 

residual interest) have lapsed over the years. That's why a quality film like BENJAMIN has seen no 

American TV or video exposure since its initial release. 
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Benjamin Smoke (2000) 
 

I was lucky enough to see Benjamin sing in concert once (playing 

Caiaphas in a production of "Jesus Christ Superstar"), and was 

struck by his craggy, Tom Waits-like vocal delivery, as well as his 

cadaverous but flamboyant stage persona. Now, thanks to the 

documentary "Benjamin Smoke," I've got a more fully rounded 

picture of this enigmatic performer. Virtually unknown outside his 

hometown (although his music did inspire Patti Smith to write a 

song about him), Benjamin deserved to be a bigger star. 

Hopefully, this film will introduce more people across the country 

(and even around the world) to both the man and his music. The 

filmmakers spent several months (years?) just hanging out with 

Benjamin. They let him talk about whatever he wanted, and he 

held nothing back, freely discussing his numerous addictions, his 

HIV-positive status, his mother's reaction to his 

homosexuality...and he tells all these stories with an easy-going charm and wit. While I hope people 

from all over the world will seek out and watch this movie, I do feel a twinge of pity for viewers 

outside Atlanta. They'll never experience the heady feeling of connectedness that I got from 

attending the premiere at the Lefont Plaza theater...located directly across the street from the 

apartment building where Benjamin lived out his last months, next door to the diner where the 

filmmakers recorded a conversation with the band, and just down the street from the club where 

Benjamin played his final concert. After leaving the theater, I made a point of visiting all of these 

sites and soaking up the atmosphere of Benjamin history. 
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Benji (1974) 
 

The first movie about the famous golden mutt. Benji is a stray 

who has nonetheless worked his way into the hearts of a number 

of the townspeople, who give him food and attention whenever 

he stops by. His particular favorites are a pair of children (10-year-

old Allen Fiuzat and Cynthia Smith) who feed and play with him 

against the wishes of their parents. When the children are 

kidnapped, however, the parents and the police are at a loss to 

find them. Only Benji can track them down, but will he be in time? 

If he can save the day, he may just find the permanent home he's 

been longing for. Joe Camp probably had no idea this family film 

about an independent mutt turning neighborhood hero was going 

to touch off such a reaction at the box-office. "Benji" doesn't have 

the earmarks of an ambitious movie, nor did its initial publicity 

suggest it was going to be anything more than a matinée flash-in-

the-pan, but positive word-of-mouth amongst kids was incredibly high, and "Benji" became the fifth 

highest grossing film of 1974 (no small feat; it's just behind "The Godfather Part II"!). Although the 

slim plot pilfers heavily from Disney's "That Darn Cat!", the canine star Higgins (from TV's "Petticoat 

Junction") is an amazing find: his expressions and reactions are priceless, and the film's narrative--

Benji's escapades, his human friends, his romance with a little white pooch--proved to be immediate 

and bracing with the target audience. Charlie Rich's song "I Feel Love" (Oscar-nominated!) 

underlines the doggy romance with just enough sentiment to make the low-budget film a real 

crowd-pleaser. Followed in 1977 by "For the Love of Benji", but with a different, look-alike dog and a 

hoked-up story, the sequel didn't crossover to older children. I first saw "Benji" when I was 8-years-

old; during its original release, and after nearly 25 years it is still one of the finest, independently-

produced family films ever made. Told entirely from the eyes of a dog, it mixes humor, suspense, 

and heart-tugging emotion. The dog, Benji, is still one of the finest animal actors ever to appear on 

screen. He conveys emotion, like no other animal on film ever had before, or has since. Although this 

is mainly a film for families to enjoy, it would surprise me if any adult couldn't be moved by its 

sentiment. I saw this movie for the first time when I was about 6-years-old. I loved it the first time I 

saw it and I still love it today. My three kids received it for Christmas and they love it as well (they're 

7, 4 and 3). It's a movie about two kids, brother and sister, who feed and play with Benji. His origins 

are unknown and he has no permanent home. He has several friends whom he visits daily and as 

such has a routine with which he see's them. Bill, the man who owns the café, pays Benji with a dog 

bone everyday he comes by because when he comes by that let's Bill know that it's time to get the 

café ready for the lunch rush. The kids want to keep Benji (and his new found girlfriend, Tiffany) but 

their father won't hear of it. Then the kids get kidnapped and it's up to Benji to help save them. I 

won't say anymore as I don't want to ruin it for anyone who hasn't seen it. I give this movie a 10 out 

of 10. I could watch it over and over again and never get tired of it. 
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Benji The Hunted (1987) 
 

In this children film Benji the Hunted, the show dog Benji is lost at 

sea and winds up in the wilderness of Oregon to fend for himself. 

Benji's one and only plan is to get back into his master's arms as 

soon as possible, until he finds four orphaned cougar kittens 

whose mother was shot by a hunter. Now his ultimate task is to 

get the four orphaned kittens into the care of another mother 

cougar with her single child while avoiding the threatening 

animals of the wild. Benji the Hunted is a movie that will surely 

bring a warm joy to animal lovers. The biggest strength of the 

movie is the detailed portrayal of emotions by the animal star-

cast. It is nearly impossible to miss the perfection with which 

director Joe Camp captures even tiny details like the trembling 

legs of cougar kittens that followed Benji, the innocence of their 

faces, or even their spontaneous playful nature. The movie is not about Benji performing breath-

taking complicated maneuvers to save the day, rather how Benji faces the day-to-day challenges of 

living in the wild with the added responsibility of four orphaned cougar kittens. The challenges of the 

wild are plentiful, enough to keep your eyes hooked to the screen. Yet it's not a fast-paced thriller 

which would have cost the movie its credibility as a realistic one. The human actors in the movie 

have very limited role, and the director wastes no time in bundling them out of limelight. Benji again 

emerges as a hero, showing a big "human" heart, and the message of peace and non-violence is very 

effectively communicated in the movie. The background score is average, yet does its job efficiently 

by not distracting the audience from the movie. It is a family movie suitable for all age groups, and a 

recommended watch for all animal lovers. 
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Benji, Zax & The Alien Prince (1983) 
 

Far distant from Earth on a red planet of Antars, a tyrant Zanu has 

killed their king and imprisoned the queen. The crown prince, 

their son, named Yubi (10-year-old Christopher Burton) has 

escaped to Earth in a company of the droid Zax (voiced by Ric 

Spiegel), where they have become friends with a stray dog named 

Benji. My favourite TV show as a kid for sure. "At last your 

highness, planet Earth" says Zax to prince Yubi. The cute little 

prince (Christopher Burton) descends his spaceship and sees Benji. 

Then in a flashback we see what has happened on Anthar, Yubi's 

home planet where a tyrant has overthrown his family: "This 

world is mine now. All my enemies are in prison, except for young 

prince Yubi who has escaped to a primitive planet called Earth. Go 

there and get him!" "Dog - a four-legged mammal indigenous only 

to this planet. Used for chasing balls, fetching newspapers and...that" explains the droid Zax as Benji 

barks and licks Yubi's face. And so starts every episode of this super cult series from the mid-eighties. 

I was so delighted to see it is out on DVD. The story seems a bit flat now in twenty years and the 

costumes are so camp, but this series still has a special place in my heart. The special effects that 

once got me excited are a bit out-of-date now, but the moral lessons in the episodes are still valid 

and besides it is pure fun. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1983) 
 

Episode 01: The Prince and the Bag Lady; Zax is damaged and then captured by the hunters after a 

chase through an auto junkyard. 

Episode 02: U.F.O.; Benji and his pals investigate a newspaper report of a spacecraft apparently from 

Prince Yubi's planet. 

Episode 03: The Day of the Hunter; The hunters draw Prince Yubi out of hiding by leaking the 

location of his spacecraft to the authorities. 

Episode 04: Gold Mine; Prince Yubi learns the startling secret of his new friend Montana, an old 

cattleman with a closely guarded mine. 

Episode 05: Goodbye Earth; A poignant birthday hologram from his mother inspires Prince Yubi's 

desperate search for a job. 

Episode 06: Ghost Town; The trio winds up in a deserted ghost town, where two outlaw cowboys are 

hiding out from the sheriff. 

Episode 07: The Locals; A young gang of boys called "The Vikings" endangers Prince Yubi's life by 

stealing his vital cipher bracelet. 



Episode 08: Puppy Love; Prince Yubi meets his first sweetheart skating at a roller rink, but Zax is 

concerned for his safety. 

Episode 09: Double Trouble; It's a case of mistaken identity when the hunters get hold of Prince 

Yubi's double, an Earth boy. 

Episode 10: Don't Fence Me In; Benji helps Zax with a "little malfunction" while Prince Yubi becomes 

an unwitting pool shark. 

Episode 11: The Flying Lesson; Prince Yubi wants to surprise his friend, a kindly veterinarian, by 

restoring an old World War II plane. 

Episode 12: Benji Call Home; A miserly old man turns Benji over to a crooked couple claiming to be 

the pup's real owners. 

Episode 13: Decoy Droid; Zax is captured and replaced by an evil duplicate, who tries to lure Prince 

Yubi into a trap. 
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Bennie Stout (2011) 
 

Holland, early 1930's, a small fishing village. It's winter, just before 

Saint Nicolas (the Saint who's known as the friend of children) will 

arrive from Spain, like he does every year to stay in Holland for 3 

weeks to celebrate his birthday with all the children. 7-year-old 

Bennie (Koen Dobbelaer) misses his father that works overseas, in 

Spain. Bennie feels that his poor mother and older brother are 

better off without him and he decides to look for his father in 

Spain. He tries to achieve this by writing his name in Saint Nicolas' 

"Big Book" in the "Naughty Boy" section, because Saint Nicolas is 

known for taking naughty children with him back to Spain to teach 

them a lesson and to bring them back next year. But Saint Nicolas 

knows children, so will he fall for Bennie's trickery? A timeless 

feel-good story for the whole family! Family fun in a child's dream. 

When I was a kid, I was told that the legend of Saint Nicolas was 

over a hundred years old. I started to fantasize what it must have been like, when the Saint Nicolas 

took the naughty children on his ship to Spain. Seeing this film was like watching my own dream. The 

story of Bennie Stout who wants to be a naughty kid on purpose so he can visit his dad in Spain 

touched me. The last 20 minutes of the film are emotional (yes, I did cry) and the first half hour is 

plain fun. The mid part connected me to Bennie's hopes and dreams. It is a fun film for adults and 

kids alike. Art direction is lush, child performers are excellent and the comedy duo "Plien & Bianca" 

can be seen in two fun parts. 
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Benny Hill's Greatest Hits (2001) 
 

This video shows Benny Hill at his best. Filmed in the days when 

humour was valued above being politically correct, it is true 

comedy. If you're looking for a video full of belly laughs, head 

slapping and silly characters, look no further. 
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Benny's Video (1992) 
 

In Benny's Video the 14-year-old student Benny (17-year-old Arno 

Frisch) spends his days at school palling around with his school 

mates, visiting the video arcade, and watching scenes recorded by 

his video camera on the television monitor in his room. Benny's 

mother (Angela Winkler) seems to only available to fill the 

refrigerator with microwaveable treats, and his father (Ulrich 

Mühe) only seems to hand down cool fatherly advice. Benny's 

parents spend much time away leaving Benny on his own which 

the young boy fills with watching a documentary film he made of 

a pig being slaughtered beginning with being shot in the head 

with a tube-shaped butchers gun. One afternoon Benny meets a 

young girl (Ingrid Stassner) in front of a video store and invites her 

home where they have pizza, and milk and watch videos. Benny 

shows the young girl the butchers gun that he stole when he 

made the video of the pig slaughter and the two youngsters dare each other to shoot. With the 

video camera recording everything, Benny shoots the young girl dead and hides her body in his 

closet as he makes a date with his buddy from school to go to a disco and sleep over. On his way 

home the next day Benny goes to a barber and has his hair shorn off and after getting a lecture from 

his father about it, shows his parents the video of his killing the young girl. After discussing what has 

happened, his parents plan to take Benny away for a vacation and dispose of the dead body. If it is 

supposed to be a Haneke film, it does have a couple of pitfalls. It is not Haneke's best, perhaps 

because maybe he felt the pressure to top Der Siebente Kontinent. As someone said previously, it is 

rather heavyweight towards the end. As a film without regarding who directed it, it is very good. It 

provides you with a raw documentary vision of a boy and his voyeuristic trend towards violence. It is 

rather simple yet, an amazing idea. Benny could be the boy living next door and, in fact, he is. He is 

not frightning on a "I know what you did last Summer" fashion. He is "truly" frightning because he is 

a normal kid. And I do know a few like him. The ones I know never actually murdered anyone but, 

perhaps they simply didn't do it because they are afraid. Benny hasn't come to terms with that moral 

feeling yet and perhaps he never will. On a metaphorical sense, it is the best portrait (along with Der 

Siebente Kontinent) of present day Austria, at least the Austria I see at some September rainy 

Vienna weekends. 
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Bent (1997) 
 

Max is gay and as such is sent to Dachau concentration camp 

under the Nazi regime. He tries to deny he is gay and gets a 

yellow label (the one for Jews) instead of pink (the one for gays). 

In camp he falls in love with his fellow prisoner Horst, who wears 

his pink label with pride. I sat down to watch this movie, and I was 

completely drawn into it. By the end, I thought that only 15 

minutes had passed instead of an hour and a half. The subject 

matter (homosexual persecution during the Holocaust) was 

approached with the right amount of dignity and respect. Bent, 

furthermore, has the most powerful and original love scene that I 

have ever seen. I do feel that it needed more character 

development, but regardless it is an intensely psychological and 

powerful movie. 
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Bergerac (1981-3) 
 

Bergerac is one of the few shows which, on many occasions, had 

unique plots or plots that had unique twists. It resisted the 

temptation to jump on any particular bandwagon. The 'hero', 

Bergerac, was neither hero nor the still-popular anti-hero. The 

writers often back-referenced with regard to the ongoing arc 

which took Bergerac from recovering alcoholic to lucky in love, 

unlucky in love, lucky in his job, unlucky in his job, and eventually 

back to the bottle again, without twisting him out of character to 

do it. In my opinion, this show still stands the test of time and is 

more watchable than too many of the newer shows on TV today. 

 

 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (1981) 
 

Episode 01: Picking It Up; Reformed alcoholic Jim Bergerac, a sergeant in the Jersey police force, 

returns to the island after a period of absence during which he has recovered from injuries sustained 

on the job. Nonetheless he is not considered fit enough to join the newly-formed Bureau Des 

Etrangers, headed by Inspector Crozier. Thus Jim does some unofficial sleuthing into the death of 

colleague Tom Draycott, and, helped by Draycott's girlfriend, artist Francine, uncovers a plot to sell 

arms to South Africa. His success in catching the culprit leads to his being accepted into the bureau 

though he still has to contend with the reluctance of his ex-wife Deborah, daughter of shady 

millionaire Charlie Hungerford, to see their daughter Kim. 

Episode 02: Nice People Die in Bed; Now renting a cottage from Francine Jim is called in when 

charity director Sir Edward Lister dies in a Jersey hotel and the pathologist claims the body was 

moved onto the bed after death. After the room is ransacked Jim apprehends two journalists who 

were trying to find a document which Lister had prepared to expose a charity fraud. However, 

thanks to a fellow attendee at Alcoholics Anonymous, Jim learns that both Sir Edward and his 

assistant, a young vicar, had secrets they did not want to be exposed. 

Episode 03: Unlucky Dip; Jim shadows drug courier Raymond Dumoitier from Paris to Jersey but on 

arrest he is clean, having lost the drugs - to the annoyance of his boss, ex-racing driver Bobby 

Carnegie, who beats him up. Dumoitier, however, claims Jim assaulted him, leading to his 

suspension. Jim learns from a friend of Charlie's that her son Simon picked the drug mule's pocket 

and is now selling his wares around the island. When Carnegie's men grab Simon Jim gets the chance 

to clear his name. 

Episode 04: Campaign for Silence; Hard-up former military man Furneaux is working on a book about 

his experiences as a prisoner in the Korean war when his young ghost writer is killed and the 



manuscript stolen, after which Furneaux gets a threatening call not to publish the book. After he has 

been framed for a hit-and-run it becomes clear that his book exposes a recently-deceased supposed 

war hero who was, in fact, a murderer, and that the man's son and his regiment will stop at nothing 

to prevent publication, including drafting in an assassin. 

Episode 05: See You in Moscow; Civil servant Margaret Semple, in fact a Soviet spy, gets a call telling 

her that MI6 are onto her and she must leave London for Jersey, where a boat will take her to France 

on her way to Russia. Arriving on the island she attracts attention when she goes on the run after 

accidentally killing her boat-man as she refuses to go on without her lover Grigori. By the time 

Grigori arrives he has orders to dispose of Margaret, who has become a liability and Jim must get to 

her first. 

Episode 06: Portrait of Yesterday; On the eve of Sarah and Laurence Mitchell's daughter Felicity's 

wedding the church is broken into and a register stolen by the driver of a white Mercedes. He is in 

fact the man whom Sarah, years earlier as a Czech refugee, married to obtain a British passport and 

from whom she was never divorced. When he sets out to blackmail her she tells Laurence, who takes 

the law into his own hands. 

Episode 07: Last Chance for a Loser; Several wealthy residents including Charlie are the victims of 

some extremely well-informed burglars. All are members of the golf club and the burglars' informant 

is Eddie St. Pierre, a former golf professional, now reduced to giving lessons. When Eddie meets up 

with an old flame whose millionaire husband is away on business Jim sets a trap for the burglars, but 

nobody shows up. Has Eddie outwitted him? 

Episode 08: Late for a Funeral; Diver Terry Castleford is murdered after finding the skeleton of 

Luftwaffe pilot Karl Scheringer in his aircraft, which crashed into the sea in World War Two. Karl's 

parents arrive to collect his remains, followed by two German men whom the mother recognizes 

and who are extremely keen for Charlie's salvage firm to raise the plane. Club owner Ronnie Bishop 

and ex-Battle of Britain pilot Tuchel are also interested in it, leading Jim to believe that there was 

something of great value in the crashed aircraft along with the pilot's corpse. 

Episode 09: Relative Values; When wealthy recluse Henry Bernard is taken ill with food poisoning his 

estranged son Philip flies in from London, voicing concern that Lisa, the faithful housekeeper, tried 

to kill him though Jim is not convinced. Henry later dies, due to a supposedly accidental gas leak, 

leaving everything to Lisa, strengthening Philip's accusations. Lisa is duly arrested but she has been 

keeping a secret for many years, which changes everything and leads to the apprehension of the real 

killer. 

Episode 10: The Hood and the Harlequin; When Annie Escale, fiancee of notorious French gangster 

Jacques Tabouis, turns up on Jersey, Jim determines to follow her in the hopes that she will lead him 

to Tabouis but the man whom she meets in the night club and is found dead after giving Jim the slip 

is somebody completely different. At the same time Jim is not happy that Francine, for some time his 

live-in girlfriend, is spending so much time with a charming Canadian photographer whom she met 

on the ferry - and he has every right, for this man is not who he claims to be. 
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Series 2 (9 Episodes) (1983) 
 

Episode 1: A Message for the Rich; Mrs. Honeyman and her unstable son Eric, disgruntled ex-

employees of Charlie, are caught stealing a necklace from his safe by Jim's young daughter Kim, 

whom they take with them onto their boat, hoping to escape to France. When the boat breaks down 

they ring Charlie to demand a ransom. Charlie disagrees with Jim about police involvement and 

drives off with the ransom money. Fortunately Jim has him followed. 

Episode 2: Always Leave Them Laughing; Comedian Andy Galbraith and Charlie are on the judging 

panel of a local beauty contest, after which beaten finalist Christine Bolton accuses Andy of 

attempted rape. everything points to the charge being trumped up by a sore loser, whose ex-

boyfriend also arrives to put the financial screws on Andy. The appearance of Andy's neglected wife 

finally helps Jim to get at the truth. 

Episode 3: Clap Hands, Here Comes Charlie; Charlie's attempt to enter local politics is blighted when 

Donald Early, an old flame of hotelier Diamante Lil who Charlie crossed some years previously, 

threatens to expose a secret from his past. Charlie is in the frame when Early is murdered though 

the killer is part of the entourage of shady American businessman Eugene Field who is on Jersey to 

do dubious business. Marianne Bellshade, the businesswoman leasing Field his villa, is in danger 

when she helps Bergerac but ends up as the sergeant's girlfriend. 

Episode 4: Prime Target; Jim is sent to France to help solve the murder of an unidentified Jersey 

resident. He turns out to have been Jack Moberley, a private eye, who was trailing eccentric lawyer 

Lionel Carteret on behalf of his family. Lionel has plans to marry a countess, whose house has been 

repossessed by the local casino, due to her late husband's gambling debts. When a gun is found in 

her bedroom it would seem that she killed Moberley, but there are other suspects, including Lionel 

and his family and the casino owner. 

Episode 5: Almost Like a Holiday; Whilst staying at Diamante Lil's hotel with his wife Eva, inveterate 

liar Vincent Parkin is mugged by a young crook called Mitch but refuses to finger him at the identity 

parade. Mitch is involved with ex-con Frank and his glamorous barrister lady-friend Felicityin a plan 

to rob a safe of a cache of diamonds. After Vincent's lies are exposed at a party thrown to give him a 

free holiday after his ordeal Jim suspects that this seemingly harmless old man is also part of the 

gang. 

Episode 6: Fall of a Birdman; Portuguese stuntman Anonio is killed in an apparent hang-gliding 

accident though the pathologist claims he was strangled. A dental appointment card is found by the 

body and, though dentist Paul Verrier denies all knowledge, his patient, rock climber Jean-Pierre, 

comes to tell him he killed Antonio in self-defence. The dentist and the climber are engaged in 

stealing rare falcons nesting on the cliff and Antonio surprised Jean-Pierre as he was about to take 

one. After Jean-Pierre has killed again Jim finds himself halfway down a cliff with him. 

Episode 7: Miracle Every Week; Guileless young Indian faith healer Ravi Chavar, a money-spinner for 

the New Dawn Foundation, run by greedy Barry Hardaker, comes to Jersey to ask the foundation's 

accountant Ivor Wyatt to see that the money he has earned for the foundation goes to Indian 

charities. Ravi is unaware that Wyatt and Hardaker and his wife have embezzled funds and, rather 



than have Ravi find out, they have brought over a hit-man from France to silence him. Jim has to 

stop them. 

Episode 8: A Perfect Recapture; Inspector West arrives in Jersey in pursuit of escaped prisoner Keith 

Prescott, who, a decade earlier, hacked into police computers and stole two million pounds. The 

presence of Keith's ex-wife Catherine and the landing of a mysterious plane suggest he is on the 

island and seeking plastic surgery from a doctor Lister. West arrests a man who answers Prescott's 

description but Bergerac comes to work out that more than one person could be on the island 

requesting Dr. Lister's services. 

Episode 9: The Moonlight Girls; The morning after Simone, a Belgian stable girl, is found dead on a 

beach, Marianne identifies her as an escort girl whom she saw at a bankers' convention. Bryony 

Green, the stable owner, is initially unhelpful but later admits that she is one of several people who 

agreed for money to nominally employ the girls, who are in fact part of a call-girl ring. Simone's 

friend Nikki, who saw her die unintentionally at the hands of a man who liked rough stuff, has gone 

into hiding but Jim persuades her to help him set a trap for Simone's killer. 
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Bermuda Triangle (1996) 
 

After a strange storm in the Carribean causes a boat to sink, a 

family (including 11-year-old David Gallagher) finds itself stranded 

on an island in the "27th dimension". I honestly cannot 

understand the poor rating this movie has obtained by the users 

of www.imdb.com. This is one of my favorite movies, simply 

beautiful and full of hope. I give the maximum of points and invite 

all of you to watch it whenever you have the opportunity. There 

are many Bermuda Triangle movies but, undoubtedly, this is the 

best! 
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Bert (1994) 
 

The first appearance on screen for Bert Ljung (Martin Andersson), 

a normal teenager who's diary Swedes have been able to follow in 

well over ten books now. As in the books, he fights spots, looks for 

girls, runs his moped, plays with his weird friends Åke (15-year-old 

Oliver Loftéen) and Lill-Erik (15-year-old David Boati), and a lot of 

other stuff teenagers are supposed to do. Strangely surreal 

teenagers' show with some great actors. In a world where 

seemingly everyone is a caricature - Åke the insane super nerd; 

Lill-Erik, the ultimate punch-bag; Klimpen, the epitome of a bully; 

Torleif, the recorder-playing, cultured snob; and of course the hot 

girls, Paulina, Nadja, etc. - Bert himself is just your average 

teenager, with his fantasies and life experiences. He plays in a 

garage rock band, the Heman Hunters, plays soccer, longs for 

company from the opposite sex and secretly writes his diary. It is a 

strangely surreal show that expands beyond being an average young-teen angst series like "Eva och 

Adam" and becomes an oddity that is worth seeing by anyone. The show's intro is classic, where Bert 

(played brilliantly, I should add, by Martin Andersson) dances around in front of the mirror in his 

underpants to Lill-Babs' "Älskade Ängel". Also appearing are Johan Ulvesson (hilarious) as Bert's 

boring dad, an optician, and Henrik Schyffert as the sort of subtly hilarious game show host that only 

he could play. Well worth seeing but not a complete hit for Swedish television. 

 

Series 1 (8 of 12 Episodes) (1994) 
 

Episode 1: Närkontakt i sjätte klassen. 

Episode 2: Den ohyggligt fule. 

Episode 3: Erik the Great. 

Episode 4: Det viktiga är inte att kämpa väl utan att vinna. 

Episode 5: Min älskling du är som en tulipan. 

Episode 6: Fega pojkar får ibland kyssa vackra flickor. 

Episode 7: Sjön suger. 

Episode 8: Hjärnsläpp. 
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Bes Vakit (Times And Winds) (2006) 
 

A small, poor village leaning over high rocky mountains, facing the 

immense sea, flanked by olive yards. Villagers are simple and 

diligent people who struggle to cope with a harsh nature. They 

earn their living, on a daily survival basis, out of the earth and of a 

few animals they feed. Just like the animals and trees around 

them, they have the knowledge of their temporary existence, 

hence a sober resignation prevails. They live according to the 

rhythm of the earth, air and water, day and night and seasons. The daily time is divided into five 

parts by the sound of the call to prayer. Every day, all human events are lived through within these 

five time slices. In child raising, grownups go on with the practice they have experienced by their 

parents. They expose their love awkwardly and consider beating a favorable method. Fathers always 

prefer one of their sons. Mothers command their daughters ruthlessly. Ömer, Yakup and Yildiz, three 

children of about 12, 13-years-old, just between childhood and youth, are the prominent characters 

in this movie of five times. Ömer, the son of the imam, wishes hopelessly for the death of his father. 

When he understands that wishful thinking does not have any concrete results, he begins to search 

for childish ways to kill his father. He shares his guilty thoughts with his friend Yakup. Children study 

in the village school consisting of only one classroom. Families show their gratitude to the young 

woman teacher by giving her presents -the bread they cook themselves, the milk of their own sheep. 

Yakup is in love with his teacher. He hides his guilty feelings even from his best friend Ömer. When 

some day he sees his father spying the teacher, he dreams, like Yakup, of killing his father. Yildiz both 

studies and tries to manage the household works imposed by her own mother. She tries to be a 

mother for her baby brother. On the other hand, she learns with irritation about the secrets of the 

relationship between men and women. Five times elapse. Children, oscillating between rage and 

guilt, grow up slowly. Ömer gives up killing his father. Stuck between love and hate, he cries 

desperately. Relentlessly engaging; a beautifully filmed study of a divided society. Times and Winds 

is a portrait of family life in rural Turkey centred on the lives of three young children: Omer, Yakup 

and Yildiz. The village that they live in is a slightly ramshackle affair; many houses are showing their 

age and the cobble roads are worn and wonky. The surroundings, on the other hand, are 

sumptuously beautiful, ranging from lush green woodland to spectacular rocky cliffs and the 

gloriously shining sea. Director Reha Erdem uses Steadycam to track the characters as they travel 

through the village and the countryside, creating a sense that the little settlement and its grand 

surroundings are a seamless, congruous whole. The village, however, is not a harmonious place: 

there is great distrust between different generations, from the oldest to the youngest, and Omer, 

Yakup and Yildiz are caught up in this. The three young children all earn the displeasure and 

disappointment of their elders, and in turn become disillusioned and resentful. Omer's father, a local 

imam, is ever disappointed with his eldest son, and does little to hide his preference for Ali, Omer's 

bright younger brother. Omer begins to devise ways of killing his father, who is already suffering 

under the effects of a disease. Meanwhile, Yakup, Omer's close friend, is upbraided by his father, the 

muezzin, for trying to steal cigarettes, but finds – to his dismay – that he is being lectured by a moral 

hypocrite. The women in the village are not free from this futile cycle where the old alienate the 

young and the young resent the old: Yildiz, an intelligent young girl, has to look after her baby sibling 

on behalf of her mother, and suffers increasingly under the stress of this responsibility. It is no 



wonder that in their complicated, unrewarding family lives these children yearn for an escape, and 

so they gather together in the wilderness around their village to plot and play and dream. Recurring 

images show the young children lying prone – dead or asleep – out in the wilderness, a sad reflection 

of a world where they already feel like a disappointment. That is not to say that this is a wholly bleak 

portrait of life in rural Turkey. It is cheering to see the work done by the village committee members, 

who gather together to discuss pressing local issues. They condemn the beating of a local shepherd 

boy by his acting father and they organise the building of a new roof for an elderly lady as the winter 

sets in. There are also some very funny moments in Times and Winds, including the scenes where 

the children giggle over procreating animals. Even these scenes, however, are ultimately permeated 

with the same sadness found throughout the film: the boys catch the girls watching a pair of 

copulating horses and chase them away, in the belief that girls should not be allowed to see such 

things. In a place where religious figures such as the imam and the muezzin fall far short of the lofty 

ideals to which they aspire it is sad to see the wrong-headed behaviour inspired in these children. 

The film finds the perfect accompaniment in the music of Finnish composer Arvo Part. The sombre, 

haunting strings that swell periodically throughout Times and Winds mingle with the sounds of 

nature and of everyday life, and fittingly reflect the torment of human relationships against the most 

serene and beautiful of backdrops. Though nearly two hours long and driven by only the loosest of 

plots, Times and Winds does not feel like a slow film. There are so many characters and incidents 

that the film can be a little confusing in places, but it is relentlessly engaging. Times and Winds is all 

the more remarkable film for having come seemingly out of nowhere and it will hopefully win some 

much-deserved attention for new Turkish cinema. 
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Best Player (2011) 
 

Gamer Quincy (Trainer) is the master of games until he meets his 

match. A kid named "Prodigy" keeps beating him. Quincy falls in 

love with a woman but is frightened when he finds out her 

daughter is Prodigy. A.K.A Chris who just so happens to not 

approve of him. Who is the Best? Hard to say! I go way back 

watching these two actors, it's really hard to say who is funnier, 

Trainer comes off as more energetic, as McCurdy stands to be a 

more psychically, and more wittier! The story is actually pretty 

relatable, a guy in his 20's on a video gaming universe is beat by a 

kid half his age, admit it, we've all been there! As a huge 

tournament begins to emerge for the game, they both plan to sabotage each other's status, at any 

means necessary. I enjoyed the flick, I'm a big video game nerd, and I feel them! It's a fun time! Even 

if you're not even really a huge game nerd, you can laugh at it! 
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Bestevenner (Rafiki) (2009) 
 

Three friends Julie, Mette and Naisha are enjoying the first snow 

in the village. They have snowball fights with the boys and look 

forward to Christmas. One day Naisha suddenly disappears. With a 

secret address written in invisible ink as their only clue, they sneak 

onto the night train to the city. They need to find Naisha before 

the police do. 
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Betaville (2001) 
 

Sometimes you come across a movie that is so bad one wonders 

why on earth it was made? The plot is incoherent and ridiculous 

it's hardly worth mentioning. Apparently the kids of famous 

leaders end up on an island, mix this up with some people from 

another planet and good luck trying to really care. As I watched I 

thought maybe it will pick up. It doesn't. There are so many low 

budget movies that succeeed due to fine acting. Its wonderful to 

come across some unexpected little gem. You can even over look 

the cheap production values but there is no talent in this bomb. 

The direction is terrible. It looked like it was edited with garden 

shears. This movie looks cheap. Why didn't the actors stop during 

the filming of this and say enough is enough? Some movies should 

never have been made. The acting is atrocious. Don't expect any 

little gems in this. The movie I presume is directed at children but kids would switch off after a few 

minutes. It actually insults children. The kids have no charm and the entire cast are wooden and 

pathetic. An absolute bomb. I gave it one point and that's being generous. 
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Better Off Dead... (1985) 
 

A teenager has to deal with his girlfriend dumping him among 

family crises, homicidal paper boys, and a rival skier. Lane Meyer is 

a depressed teen who loses his girlfriend Beth. Her given reason 

for breaking up is: "Lane, I think it'd be in my best interest if I 

dated somebody more popular. Better looking. Drives a nicer car." 

Anyway, poor Lane is left alone and thinks up treacherous ways of 

killing himself. He finally meets a French beauty called Monique 

and falls for her. Simultaneously, he must endure his mother's 

terrible cooking which literally slides off the table and his 

disgusting next door neighbour Ricky (and his mum) while he 

prepares for the skiing race of his life - to get his old girlfriend 

back! Truly, a sight to behold! Better Off Dead is the zaniest movie that I think I have ever seen. Let's 

just recap what this movie has in it. We have a guy that attempts suicide but he can't even succeed 

at that. There is his best friend that declares that a mountain they are on in the dead of winter is 

pure snow, saying "Do you know what the street value of this is?" We have a father that is trying to 

speak the lingo of his kids and fails miserably and a mom that cooks food that literally slides off it's 

plate. We have a math class full of genius' that get upset when they don't have homework to do. 

Lane has a younger brother who orders books on how to pick up trashy women and learns how to 

build rockets. We have the entire male population (and Barney Rubble) that wants to go out with 

Lane's ex-girlfriend now that they are broken up. There is two Oriental guys that want to constantly 

race Lane and then broadcast it over the loud speaker on their car. There is Porky from the Porky's 

movies basically playing the same role here, dancing hamburgers, a basketball team that grunts and 

of course the most relentless paper boy in the history of paper delivery. Whoooooooo! I'm out of 

breath. So why do I mention all of these things about the movie? Because all of these little issues 

combine to somehow make one of the funniest and zaniest movies you will ever see. Better Off 

Dead is so full of energy that there is enough material in here for ten movies. But Savage Steve 

Holland makes it work. Don't ask me how, but he does. I think I'm going to stop here because if you 

haven't seen this movie you have to see it now. This is a completely original film and it also one that 

no one will ever have the guts to make again. This is one hell of a film. 
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Beverly Hills Brats (1989) 
 

A rich young boy (18-year-old Peter Billingsley) arranges to be 

kidnapped so he'll get more attention from his parents. Very 

funny. Scooter's father, Dr. Jeffrey Miller, is a successful plastic 

surgeon. Sterling is his son from his first marriage. Dr. Miller 

married Veronica, who had a daughter Tiffany, and they moved 

into the Beverly Hills mansion of Veronica's mother Lillian. Dr. 

Miller and Veronica had Scooter, who is treated like a second-class 

citizen by his brother and sister (both spoiled brats), and pretty 

much ignored by his parents. Dr. Miller is cheating with one of his 

patients, and Veronica is fooling around with Roberto, who is in 

charge of the family's cars. Clive and Elmo like to bet on the 

horses, but they aren't having much luck. Clive decides to turn to 

crime, and that's where Scooter gets the idea that Clive should 

kidnap him and demand a ransom. THEN maybe his parents will 

care. Scooter could have gotten his wish earlier if a couple of 

other bad guys hadn't missed a golden opportunity at the beginning of the movie. These guys 

continue to make trouble, and even though they tend to be comical, they are quite scary in a couple 

of scenes. There are plenty of laughs here, many of them physical. That's not to say this is great. But 

Peter Billingsley and Burt Young are both quite good. Clive really isn't a bad guy, and he has a tender 

side. One standout moment is a church service. It's never made clear if Elmo regularly attends, but 

everyone there is black except a couple of the movie's characters. The pastor of the church gives a 

fiery performance. And a gospel singer does quite well too. As they often say with secular music: The 

joint is jumping! Natalie Schaefer was just about as good as when she was Mrs. Howell on "Gilligan's 

Island". I liked the big, likable and dumb Asian butler, played by Richard Lee Sung with the 

stereotypical accent. He made numerous appearances in "M*A*S*H", and one I remember in 

particular was the episode where he was asked for identification and all he could do was smile and 

say, "This is me!" Same type of guy. Now on to the negatives. Considering the fact that the day after 

I saw this, Martin Sheen appeared on NBC in the "West Wing" finale, I have to say this was not one 

of Sheen's better moments. And Sheen's son wasn't even as good as his father. One joke fell flat 

here, though it might have worked if this were a movie in the style of "Airplane!" When the search 

for Scooter begins, someone points to a large painting of him and asks if that is Scooter. The answer 

is: no, that's a picture of him. It's not great, but it's good for laughs if you like formula. 
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Beverly Hills Chihuahua (2008) 
 

While on vacation in Mexico, Chloe, a ritzy Beverly Hills chihuahua, 

finds herself lost and in need of assistance in order to get back 

home. This is a fun movie nothing more nothing less! This movie 

has a lower rating than "Superhero movie". And that was 

absolutely crap. I am not a child and not a dog lover. Still I found 

myself liking this movie. And no I am not suffering from any 

mental illness or something like that. Honestly the nerve of people 

to say something like that. I wonder if most of the reviewers 

actually have seen the movie. If so what did these people expect 

from a movie like this. A talking Chihuahua reciting a poem from 

Shakespeare or just a cute dog mixed up in some little adventure. 

Compared to previous Disney movies about animals it is on the 

same level. So what if it isn't original. What movie is these days. 

This movie hasn't got one dull moment. I sat through the movie 

without ever looking at the clock. And I can tell you that a lot of the big titles that came out this year 

wished they had the same effect on me. Most of the box office titles made this year have 

disappointed me much more because I had high expectations. For "Beverly Hills Chihuahua" I had no 

expectations whatsoever and got rewarded with fun. 
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Beware Of The Dog (Achtung: Bissiger Hund) (1964) 
 

The adventures of a Great Dane dog called Junia and her adoption 

by a family (10-year-old Sean Bury) who come to live in her old 

home. With 11-year-old John Moulder-Brown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1964) 
 

Episode 1: Danger, Keep Out. 

Episode 2: The Dog Catchers. 

Episode 3: The Rescue. 

Episode 4: The Fugitives. 

Episode 5: The Dog Prison. 

Episode 6: The Battle 
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Beware, My Lovely (1952) 
 

A psychopath takes a job as a handyman at the house of a lonely 

widow. Helen Gordon hires Howard Wilton as a handyman to do 

chores around her house. She doesn't know what she's let herself 

in for. Insecure and paranoid, Wilton thinks everyone, including 

Helen, is against him. He suffers from memory lapses and extreme 

mood swings. She's soon a prisoner in her own house after Wilton 

locks the doors and tears out the telephone. His mood swings 

from violence to complacency but after Helen gets a message to 

the police via a telephone repairman, she finds he is still in the 

house. Wow--is Ryan a nut-case in this film! I can see that the 

ratings for this film aren't all that high for this film, so I must be in 

the minority for liking this film so much. Well, I am right and 

everyone else is wrong (just kidding). I guess I like it because I am 

a psychology teacher and I really liked the brooding character 

played by Ryan. While he truly is dangerous as well as VERY 

menacing, you can't exactly hate him because he is clearly mentally ill and probably suffering from 

some sort of brain trauma. And wow did Ryan do a really good job portraying this man! You really 

find yourself feeling for Ida Lupino as he destroys her life. So with such intense acting and menace, 

why is the movie rated relatively low? Well, probably because it isn't exactly believable,...but boy is 

it entertaining and creative. 
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Beware: Children At Play (1989) 
 

After several children have gone missing, a writer and a cop 

decide to get to the bottom of the problem once and for all. As 

they find more and more leads they discover that their children 

are being brainwashed into zombified cannibal killers by a 

disturbed teen. Mike Cribben's cult favourite Beware: Children at 

Play is one of the most demented films ever to be picked up by 

Troma. The film deserves praise for fearlessly breaking one of the 

last taboos in horror and most impressively, doing so in an 

entertaining manner. Beware: Children at Play really is a taste 

free zone. For that achievement alone, the film is an absolute 

must see. Lloyd Kaufman's introduction to the film begins with an 

anecdote recounting how a preview for Beware: Children at Play 

successfully emptied a theatre at the Cannes film festival. I'm sure 

the reaction would have been one of rapturous applause if the 

audience had seen the film in its entirety, because within the context of the "plot", the slaughtering 

of the demon children really does provide great entertainment. I know that sounds abominable but 

when a film's plot revolves around wild cannibalistic children who believe they are characters from 

Beowulf, I would say that just about anything goes. The film begins slowly and somewhat painfully 

due to the extended dialogues about "cleavages" (I didn't even know there was a plural form of the 

word) and supernatural phenomenon. Before too long, John has joined Ross in his search for a group 

of missing children. These children really need a visit from Super Nanny because they spend their 

time cutting people in half with sickles and impaling trespassers on wooden stakes. The fact that 

children are depicted eating body organs would be tasteless enough for most directors, but to 

Cribben's credit he raises the bar by throwing a rape scene and a handful of religious fanatics into 

the mix. The film momentarily goes astray while our incredibly stupid heroes go to the library and 

read Beowulf, in order to get into the mind of the ringleader, who believes he is the cannibalistic 

monster, Grendel. Thankfully, Beware: Children at Play gets back on track for the infamous child 

killing marathon. This sequence is remarkable in its complete and utter shamelessness. Kiddies get 

decapitated, stabbed, shot and killed with pitchforks. It is all so very wrong but when presented in 

this context, with the campy production values and incredibly unrealistic effects, the scene comes 

across as a stroke of genius. However, I think the picture gallery of slaughtered children on the 

Troma DVD is a bit foul even by my degenerate standards. That said, I'm glad that Troma once again 

has the balls to put this kind of material out on the market. Beware: Children at Play is definitely not 

for everyone. However, fans of Troma and tastelessness in general will have a grand old time 

watching this shocker. I give this film full marks for having the backbone to completely smash one of 

cinema's biggest taboos and for being entertaining while doing so. 
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Beyond The Heavens (2013) 
 

Was originally going to be called "Barlowe Mann" but then was 

later changed to "Beyond the Heavens". Writer/Director Corbin 

Bernsen (25 Hill, Rust) and 14-year-old Nathan Gamble (25 Hill, 

Dolphin Tale, The Dark Knight) star in the powerful story about a 

boy whose search for answers leads him to faith. A Boy's Journey 

from Doubt to Discovering Faith. Oliver is a bright 12-year-old who 

lives in the shadow of his parents' loss of their first son. His family 

appears fine on the outside, but is broken behind closed doors. As 

they work out their faith, Oliver is left to grapple with his own 

belief in God and the answers to life's biggest questions: Why am I 

here? What happens after death? Who made us? An angel 

disguised as a quirky traveler is sent to help him bring the pieces 

of the puzzle together. As Oliver's struggles cause him to 

mistakenly look to science for answers, he discovers God is found 

by faith not by sight. 
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Beyond Tomorrow (Beyond Christmas) (1940) 
 

Melton, Chadwick and O'Brien, rich but lonely heads of an 

engineering firm, invite two young strangers to dinner on 

Christmas Eve. The two, James and Jean, fall in love and become 

friends with their three benefactors...until the latter are killed in a 

plane crash and come back to their old home as ghosts. In the 

coming months, true love encounters some rough spots; can 

ghostly O'Brien help the young folks? Fox Home Entertainment 

has once again attempted to improve upon a classic. Last year it 

was THE GREAT RUPERT, which the studio decided to colorize and 

release under the title THE Christmas WISH. (Fortunately, the 

B&W original--with the new title, alas--was included as a bonus.) 

Now, BEYOND TOMORROW gets similar treatment. However, in 

addition to colorizing and retitling the film (BEYOND Christmas), 

the company has also chopped out about 5 minutes of material 

from the movie. (Made even more obvious by the fact that the footage shows up on TV and on all 

previous VHS & DVD versions, including the bargain bin copies.) Granted, they include the material in 

the Extras as "deleted footage," but that only begs the question, "What was the point of deleting it 

at this time, to begin with?" Some of the deletions, such as the sequence where Arlene Terry's ex-

boyfriend clashes with her new leading man, destroy the emotional impact of the showdown 

between the two men and Arlene during the film's finale. To first-time viewers unfamiliar with the 

film, the jilted lover's appearance at the end comes almost out of the blue, causing confusion as to 

who he is. In spite of these alterations/deletions, the box proudly announces the film is fully 

restored. Sorry, Fox, but the term "restoration" does NOT mean alteration or condensation. (For 

those wanting to see the complete film as it was meant to be seen, check out the VCI DVD.) And with 

the various advances in such technology, it is amazing to see how artificial the colorization still looks, 

at least on this film. (To this day, perhaps the most realistic colorization remains the process used on 

select episodes of Walt Disney's ZORRO TV series from the 1950s. If colorization is a process that has 

to still be practiced, then it needs to be perfected. There is no excuse for the color quality on this, 

especially considering how long ago it was that Disney colorized ZORRO and some of the early 

Mickey Mouse shorts, to convincing effect.) On a more positive note, however, the Fox release does 

include some vintage theatrical Christmas shorts, such as Bob Hope and Bette Davis pitching 

Christmas Seals. 
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Beyond Witch Mountain (1982) 
 

Made for TV movie and third Witch Mountain installment of the 

continuing exploits of the alien kids Tony (12-year-old Andy 

Freeman) and Tia (13-year-old Tracey Gold). After news of the 

boy's amazing abilities surfaces Tony and Tia are sent to go find 

him knowing that the boy must be from their world. They are 

joined by an old friend Jason O'Day and a black cat named Winky. 

Together they race to find the boy before their old nemesis 

Aristotle Bolt does. Tracy Gold & Kirk Cameron were great in the 

third installment of Witch Mountain. If I remember reading 

correctly, Disney was trying to get Beyond Witch Mountain to 

land as a weekly show. I believe I also remember reading that the 

networks didn't think viewers would take it to seriously & that 

was why it wasn't picked up (pre-Sabrina The Teenage Witch of 

course.) I thought it was good concept though. Just Tia & tony 

using their powers to keep the bad guys away... how Wonder-

Twins of them. This little-known follow-up to ESCAPE TO and RETURN FROM WITCH MOUNTAIN first 

aired on "The Wonderful World of Disney" in 1982. Tony and Tia return to Earth to find their uncle's 

lost grandson, but it isn't long before Aristotle Bolt (Efrem Zimbalist Jr.) discovers that they've 

returned. This film served as the pilot for a TV series that was never made. Eddie Albert reprised his 

role from ESCAPE, but none of the other cast members returned. Also notable for the pairing of 

Tracey Gold and Kirk Cameron (who had a bit part) before they appeared as siblings on "Growing 

Pains." 
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Bez Konca (No End) (Without End) (1985) 
 

It's 1982: Poland is under martial law, and Solidarity is banned. 

Ulla, a translator working on Orwell, suddenly loses her husband, 

Antek, an attorney. She is possessed by her grief, and Antek 

continues to appear to her. She seeks to free herself in her work, 

in her relationship with her son, in sex, and in hypnosis. In a 

subplot, Ulla refers the wife of one of her husband's clients Darek, 

a jailed Solidarity strike organizer to Labrador, a world-weary, 

aging attorney, who works to free Darek by various political 

manipulations and psychological ploys. Poles Apart. This is an 

excellent film and a great discovery. It's from about ten years 

before The Double Life Of Veronica and the Three Colours trilogy 

and is, it its way, equally good. It almost certainly inspired Truly, 

Madly, Deeply because the main story is about a young lawyer, 

Antek Zyro (Jerzy Radziwilowicz) who tells us at the outset that he 

is dead and spends the remainder of the film watching over his widow and young son. Grazyna 

Szpapolowska is outstanding, not to say beautiful, as the widow who 'feels' her husband everywhere 

and tries a variety of remedies - hypnosis, casual sex - to dispel his presence all to no avail. It's a 

stunning film shot in muted blue tones throughout and well worth a visit. 
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Bianchi Cavalli D'Agosto (White Horses Of Summer) (1975) 
 

The marital problems of an American couple come to a head while 

visiting southern Italy with their impressionable 12-year-old son 

(12-year-old Renato Cestiè). An American couple and their son 

vacation in Italy. "Bianchi cavalli d'Agosto" or "White Horses of 

Summer" is one of Jean Seberg's last films and, like most of her 

films from the '70s, is notable only because her presence is so 

unexpected. Seberg and Frederick Stafford play an American 

couple on vacation in southern Italy at the resort of Pugnochiuso 

with their son. Their marriage is in a crisis with constant bickering 

that usually ends with Stafford getting drunk. Eventually he leaves 

the resort to visit the ruins of Pompeii. While he is gone, Seberg 

has an affair with a frustrated writer played by Roberto Terracina. 

Cestie is disturbed by his parent's fighting and daydreams of being 

rescued from his unhappy life by Arab sheiks on white horses. 

When Seberg receives an apologetic love-letter from Stafford she 

decides to rejoin him. Cestie, realizing that this will only end in 

more fighting, runs from her and accidentally falls from a seaside 

cliff. He is rushed to a hospital where Seberg and Stafford re-unite, grateful that their son will 

recover from his injuries. This film may have originally had some potential to be an affecting drama 

but it is completely sabotaged by a very weak script, at least as heard in the english-language 

version. The film's saving grace is some beautiful photography of the villages and coastal areas of 

southern Italy. There are several visually striking moments that linger in the mind after the film is 

over. There is also a typically Italian musical score, lush and somewhat overwrought, that 

nevertheless heightens what drama there is. It is particularly effective at the film's conclusion just 

before the final credits begin. The opening sequence is also very well done. Seberg and Stafford are 

off-camera arguing about where they will spend their vacation, while Cestie listens in. As the credits 

begin there is a cut to a 747 lifting off a runway during the twilight of early evening. When the film's 

title appears on screen there is then a cut to the sun-drenched seaside cliffs of the Italian coast. The 

set-up for the entire film is beautifully established in the course of a few minutes. The performances 

are acceptable except for Seberg. It is easy and very sad to see why her acting career ended only a 

year later. She seems barely able to move or deliver her lines, let alone create a convincing 

character. It is nearly impossible to believe that this is the same actress who only ten years earlier 

gave such a powerful performance in the film "Lilith". Both Seberg and Stafford died in 1979. 
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Big (1988) 
 

A young boy (14-year-old David Moscow) makes a wish at a 

fairground machine to be big. He wakes up the following morning 

to find that his wish has been granted and his body has grown 

older over night. But he is still the same 12-year-old kid on the 

inside. Now he must learn how to cope with the unfamiliar world 

of grown ups including getting a job, and having his first romantic 

encounter with a woman. What will he find out about this strange 

world? A young boy named Josh Baskin, wish one day from an old 

machine to be big, despite the fact that he does not believe it is 

going to work. He is very surprised, therefore, to find himself in 

the next day- big. Now he looks like a 30-year-old guy, but he still 

behave like a 12-year-old boy. He decide to go with his best friend 

to New York, to find the machine that can fix his wish. In New 

York he gets a job in a toy company, and develop a relationship. 

Currently, he must learn to get used to the adults world he always wanted to be part of. Would he 

still like to remain an adult? I don't even dare to guess how many times I've seen "Big" but if you ask 

me to watch it with you I'll be glad to join you anytime. Still, after hugely successful smash hits like 

"Forrest Gump", "Saving Private Ryan" and "The Green mile" this remains to be one of Tom Hanks' 

greatest movies ever. Not only that but it's definitely one of the funniest films of the 80's. It's 

timeless, entertaining, moving, splendidly written and stylishly directed classic. If you haven't seen 

this marvelous 14-year-old first rate comedy try to find it out as fast as you can. Tom Hanks is 

spectacular! 
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Big And Hairy (1998) 
 

A boy (14-year-old Robert Burke) moves into a new town and has 

difficulty making friends, so he joins the basketball team. Initially 

experiencing little success, his popularity increases when he 

convinces a Sasquatch to join the team. Picasso, a middle school 

child of two artists, has just moved to an island in the northwest 

with his folks. He's unhappy that he can not seem to make 

friends, even when he joins the basketball team. His parents are 

sympathetic but try to reassure him that he will learn to fit in. Dad 

(Richard Thomas) is an artist working for the island's big company, 

a lawn ornament manufacturing plant. The plant's owner, a big 

basketball nut, comes to all of the middle school games. If the 

team loses, he goes ballistic. Picasso misses some free throws in 

an early season game that sends the team to the showers and 

diminishes his chances of making friends even more. However, 

Picasso meets "Ed", a Sasquatch youngster in the woods and arranges for him to play basketball with 

the team. With a great height and natural skill, Ed wins many games for the team. But, does Ed miss 

his folks and natural habitat? And, is it ethical for a different species to play with middle school 

boys? This is a fun, fantasy movie for children. Ed is a delight and charms in a big way. Thomas is just 

flat-out hilarious as the wild-haired, unconventional dad. All of the supporting cast, including 

Donnelly Rhodes as the plant owner, are inspired. Let's make it dittos for the storyline and sets. Do 

you wish to show your kids a good, clean time on a night with the family? Big and Hairy is a bigtime 

bonanza. 
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Big Brother Trouble (2000) 
 

There's always a first time for everyone. Mitch (13-year-old Michal 

Suchánek - "EDISON: The Wizard Of Light") is always competing 

with his older brother Sean (Shad Hart - "Promised Land"). A star 

soccer player and the center of attention, he's a hard act for Mitch 

to follow. When Police Captain Stacy (Dick Van Patten - "Eight Is 

Enough") moves in next door with his beautiful daughter Gwen 

(Lindsey Brooke - "The Last Great Ride"), BIG BROTHER TROUBLE 

begins. Now with the help of his friends (12-year-old Eric Ian 

Goldberg & 13-year-old Kenneth Schmidt) he tries everything to 

win her. Nothing works until the day of the city championship 

game when Sean and Gwen are kidnapped by Oddo (Bo Hopkins) 

to ensure that the cats lose. Their coach (Mario Lopez - "Saved By 

The Bell") depends on Sean to win. As the clock winds down, it's 

up to Mitch and his buddies to become the heroes in the final 

chase. Great Family Movie. I just saw a screening of this movie and 

loved it. It was nice to finally see a REAL family movie. Funny and 

cute. The boys in the movie seemed real and the object of their 

affection had a beautiful voice. 
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Big City (2007) 
 

French kids play Cowboys and Indians, and they mean it! This is an 

odd one. All throughout France, Europe and the world this little 

film has been misunderstood. Kids play like adults in America's 

19th century wild west, and they play it with a twist. There's 

romance, war, racism, corruption, torture and death, which, 

although mildly depicted in (in most cases) a humorous way, is 

not quite standard family flick material. Not even in France. But 

there are more layers. You know, this is also a satire on how 

idiotic grown-ups are, a satire of Hollywood westerns, and it's 

even a musical! The director and producers took great risks, and 

from this point of view, this is certainly interesting cinema. The 

children play their roles quite sincerely, there's little cheesiness, 

and the humor is subtle enough for adults to be appreciated. It 

has been shot in Bulgaria (!?). Go see it if you get the chance, 

you're in for a surprise. With 13-year-old Vincent Valladon. 
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Big Daddy (1999) 
 

Sonny Koufax is 32-years-old. He's a law school graduate. He's got 

a nice apartment in Manhattan. There's just one problem. He 

does nothing, except sit on his butt and live off an investment 

that was the result of a meager lawsuit he won a year ago. But 

after his fed up girlfriend leaves him, he comes up with the 

ingenious idea to adopt a 5-year-old boy (7-year-old Cole and 

Dylan Sprouse) to showcase his newfound maturity. But things 

don't go as planned, and Sonny finds himself the unlikely foster 

father that will change his perspective on just looking out for 

himself. Adam Sandler stars in this comedy about the importance 

of fathers. When his friend Kevin is on a business trip in China, 

Sonny discovers that Kevin has a son. In an attempt to help, Sonny 

offers to take care of the child, while thinking it will help his 

relationship. In the process, he grows to love the child and tries to get custody. Sonny Koufax 

graduated from law school years ago but chose not to take the bar exam. Instead he works as a toll 

booth collector, and spends his day loafing around. One day his grilfriend decides that she has had 

enough, and tells Sonny that things have to change or else it's over. When Sonny's roommate Kevin 

leaves for China, a boy is dropped at their place and is told that he is Kevin's son but Kevin doesn't 

know his mother. Sonny takes care of him, and after spending sometime with him decides to adopt 

hoping that maybe his girlfriend will be impressed. But when he learns that she has a new boyfriend, 

Sonny tries to have the boy sent back to his mother but when he learns that she died and that he 

would be sent to an orphanage, Sonny decides to take care of him. After failing at a last minute ploy 

to save his relationship with his fed up girlfriend, a man ends up taking care of a 5-year-old boy who 

is his best friend's son. His best friend is out on a business trip and the man ends up developing a 

relationship with the boy. Soon after, he learns what responsibility is about. Big Daddy- Sonny 

Koufax (Adam Sandler) is the paragon of irresponsibility - he has no job, no manners, and no clue. 

Although Sonny has somehow managed to get a girlfriend, she is tired of his aimless ways, and gives 

him an ultimatum - do something with your life or I leave. Fate steps in with a ready-made 'solution': 

Sonny will raise the little boy who was dropped off at the apartment with a note proclaiming his 

roommate (Jon Stewart) the father, his girlfriend will realize his newfound responsibility, and all will 

be well. Plausibility this movie doesn't have. But we are talking about Adam Sandler, the man who 

has given us such brainteasers as Happy Gilmore, and Billy Madison. Sandler's frat-boy humor - 

childish and, scatalogical - has however, drawn a huge following as evidenced by The Waterboy's 

huge box office, (a movie that I myself enjoyed and will surely be pilloried for). I expected one thing 

from this movie - a good laugh. And it delivered. The obligatory tearjerker scenes were painful, but 

thankfully few and far between. If you are in the mood for some humor-light on cheap Tuesday, give 

this movie a chance. 
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Big Fat Liar (2002) 
 

A take on the classic tale 'The Boy Who Cried Wolf', 'Big Fat Liar' is 

about a 14-year-old boy named Jason Shephard (17-year-old 

Frankie Muniz) who lies for the fun of it. Jason loses an important 

story assignment entitled 'Big Fat Liar' in movie producer Marty 

Wolf's (Paul Giamatti) limo, which Wolf then turns into a film. 

When Jason sees a movie preview of his story, he and best friend 

Kaylee (Amanda Bynes) go to Los Angeles to make Wolf confess to 

using Jason's story as well as to clear Jason's name and to get him 

out of having to attend summer school. The teen liar then has to 

match wits with Wolf, who also turns out to be a big liar. Broad 

comedy, minimized violence, recognizable stars - drop the kids off 

at the matinee and you're in good shape. If you go along with 

them, you can play spot the movie connection. Half the movie is 

set at Universal Studios Los Angeles. Aside from the obvious 

(character walking past the Norman Bates House, etc.), the producers left dozens of props from 

other movies lying around. (I already submitted the cars from "Back to the Future" and "How the 

Grinch Stole Christmas".) It's almost like the movie is one big plug for the Universal Studios tour. 

Speaking of plugs: Note the obvious ones for Coca-Cola and the E.T. re-release. Parental Guidance 

note: Please be sure to explain to your kids that a) Hollywood is not a nice place to run away to, and 

b) they shouldn't expect to get hugs and encouragement after they run away. 
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Big Jake (1971) 
 

The McCandles ranch is run over by a gang of cutthroats led by 

the evil John Fain. They kidnap little Jake McCandles (9-year-old 

Ethan Wayne) and hold him for a million dollar ransom. There is 

only one man who is brave enough and smart enough to bring 

him back and that man is Big Jake. Big Jake McCandles is on the 

trail on bandits in this action drama that stretches from Texas to 

Mexico. It's 1909, and the Old West is giving way to modern 

times. When the outlaw gang led by vicious John Fain raids Jake's 

ranch and kidnaps his 8-year-old grandson, Jake's wife, whom he 

hasn't seen in 18 years, sends for her husband to rescue the boy. 

While the law gives chase in rickety automobiles, Jake saddles up 

with an Indian scout, a faithful dog, and a box of money. But 

paying ransom isn't Jake's idea of good old frontier justice. "Your 

fault. My fault. I'm gonna blow your head off!" That's one of my 

favorite lines from this picture and the way it's delivered, both 

times, is thrilling. Violent and bloody (and Bernstein's music makes one of the machete attacks even 

worse, his sense of drama is so good!) so don't let preteens or the impressionable see it! Boone is an 

awesome villain and Wayne and his "dog" make an odd hero combo. Big Jake is a big film, depicting 

the end of the cowboy era, without bemoaning the passing, and deftly incorporating new technology 

with the old. The tension between Wayne and his three boys is fine and there's some funny scenes, 

too. Highly recommended. PS: a Big Jake fan wrote into Entertainment Magazine in the 80s that this 

was one of his favorite Wayne films; the EM staff had never heard of it. I canceled my subscription. 
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Big Mommas: Like Father, Like Son (2011) 
 

FBI agent Malcolm Turner and his stepson Trent go undercover at 

an all-girls performing arts school after Trent witnesses a murder. 

FBI agent Malcolm Turner and his 17-year-old son, Trent (27-year-

old Brandon T. Jackson), go undercover at an all-girls performing 

arts school after Trent witnesses a murder. Posing as Big Momma 

and Charmaine, they must find the murderer before he finds 

them. Is there anymore soup to be made from this...? "Big 

Mommas: Like Father, Like Son" is the third movie in the series, 

and honestly, they might have considered stopping after the 

second movie. The first one was hilarious, the second one not so 

much. And now the third one has been unleashed upon us movie-

lovers. For a comedy, then "Big Mommas: Like Father, Like Son" is 

rather weak, because there is only a handful of situations that 

proved to be funny. And even less so actually managed to make 

me laugh. I think I laughed once or twice throughout the entire movie. So it was a disappointing 

experience to watch this movie. The storyline is somewhat simple, so even your family's dog can 

keep up with it. Some incriminating evidence is stored on a USB key, evidence that can bring down 

some big criminals. Yeah, very original there already. And the USB key is hidden in an all-girls school, 

and it is up to detective Malcolm to find it and bring the criminals to justice. Only this time he brings 

his son into it! Yeah, his son. Now, what father in his right mind would bring his own flesh and blood 

into a situation where his life is in danger, and much more so bring his son into cross-dressing? Back 

it up right there! The storyline was weak and very hard to believe and get into, because it was so 

over the top. Now, Martin Lawrence does a good job as Malcolm and Big Momma, as he did in the 

previous two movies. So if you are familiar with those two, you know what you will be getting. This is 

good, but at the same time it is also bad. Why keep squeezing the lemon when there is no more 

juice to come out? Brandon T. Jackson (playing Trent/Charmaine) did a good job as well, except for 

when he portrayed Charmaine; I found that strenuous to watch. Ken Jeong (playing the mailman) 

was a hilarious spot to the movie, despite he was there for only a few minutes. And for a noticeable 

performance of the younger talents, then Michelle Ang (playing Mia) brought a good deal of spark 

and comedy to the movie. In overall, the acting was good and the performances were well enough. 

The movie was just suffering from being a movie that had a weak story. I suppose for hardcore fans 

of Martin Lawrence, then "Big Mommas: Like Father, Like Son" will be a blast. But for the ones that 

watched part 1 and 2, then part 3 is a very dull and humorless movie. 
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Big Red (1962) 
 

Cute Disney fare. Wealthy sportsman James Haggin (Walter 

Pidgeon) lives on a Quebec estate called Wintapi. Émile Fornet 

(Émile Genest), handler of Haggin's hunting dogs, and Émile's wife 

Therese (Janette Bertrand), Haggin's cook and housekeeper, live in 

a separate house on the estate. To start a line of top show dogs, 

Haggin purchases the winner of the Montreal Kennel Club show, 

an Irish setter named Red. French-Canadian boy René Dumont 

(15-year-old Gilles Payant) arrives at Wintapi on foot looking for 

work. He lived with his uncle in a cabin in the wild country and had 

no formal schooling. The uncle has died. Haggin hires René to help 

care for the dogs, especially Red, whom he expects to win the 

Westminster show in New York the next month. René is quartered 

inside the kennel. René and Red develop a special bond. The dog 

is too distracted by the boy to perform correctly for his owner, so 

Haggin moves Red to the main house until the show, and René is 

not to see the dog. Mollie, the mate selected for Red, arrives and is placed in Red's kennel. On the 

eve of the departure for New York, René sneaks to the main house to say goodbye to Red. 

Determined to follow the boy, Red crashes through a window and is gravely injured. Haggin orders 

the dog euthanized, but René sneaks Red away to his dead uncle's cabin and nurses him back to 

health. He returns the dog to Haggin. Red is scarred but still valuable for stud. Haggin wants to hire 

the boy back, but René finds work at the neighboring dairy farm. Haggin ships Red and the pregnant 

Mollie by train to Montreal to be sold. On the way, they escape from the baggage car into the wild. 

When René learns of this, he takes the train to where they were last seen and tracks them down on 

foot, reuniting with them just as Mollie gives birth to four pups. When Haggin learns that René has 

not shown up for work at the dairy farm for two weeks, he sets out on horseback to find the boy's 

cabin and learn what has happened. Man, boy and dogs are reunited in the woods, but not before 

Haggin encounters a cougar, loses his horse and gets trapped by a boulder. Red and René rescue him 

from cougar and boulder. Haggin proposes that René live with him at Wintapi and go to school. René 

accepts the offer, and they all walk back to Wintapi. 
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Big Shots (1987) 
 

Following the death of his father, suburbanite Obie (13-year-old 

Ricky Busker) runs away from home and winds up on Chicago's 

South Side. After being mugged, he befriends con artist Scam (11-

year-old Darius McCrary). The two then embark on a Down South 

adventure involving gangsters, the police, and a search for Scam's 

father. Great childhood memories of this fun movie. I saw this 

movie when I was around 10 or 11 years old, and I loved it. I 

mean, come on, the story revolves around two 11-year-olds 

stealing a Mercedes! I rented it for a flashback thrill in 1999 to 

refresh my memory of it. It is still a wonderful movie, so I bought 

it. It's a great movie to show to your little brothers and sisters or, 

if you have some, your own kids. There is a little violence, some 

swearing- but this is what kids love to see! I will treasure this 

movie forever, and never forget villains, the actor who play the 

German guy "Doc" is great! I always loved the main theme song to it, "Freedom Overspill," however I 

thought it was done by Peter Gabriel. I was wrong, it's Steve Winwood. But it's an easy mistake; 

Gabriel, Winwood, and Phil Collins can sound alike. See the movie! The kid in you will love it! 
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Big Stan (2007) 
 

A weak con man panics when he learns he's going to prison for 

fraud. He hires a mysterious martial arts guru who helps transform 

him into a martial arts expert who can fight off inmates who want 

to hurt or love him. The fraudulent real state agent Stan is married 

with his beloved Mindy and has a seven million dollar fortune. 

When he is arrested for fraud, he is sentenced to three years in 

prison and his assets are frozen by the justice. However, his 

crooked lawyer Lew Popper negotiates a six month freedom, and 

the weak Stan, who is afraid of being raped in prison, hires the 

specialist in martial arts The Master to teach him self-defense. Six 

months later, Big Stan is sent to the Oaksburgh State Penitentiary 

totally confident in his expertise in martial arts. He challenges the 

violent leaders of the gangs and defeats them, being respected by 

the inmates and bringing peace in the patio. However, the dirty 

Warden Gasque has the intention of transforming the penitentiary in a luxury resort, and uses Big 

Stan knowledge to improve his project, promising to release him sooner using the corrupt penal 

system. Better than usual for Schneider. Considering he's done The Animal and Deuce Bigalow 1 and 

2, I wasn't expecting much from Schneider's Big Stan, especially since this is his directorial debut. I 

did not know much going into the theatre, except what I saw in the trailer. Much to my surprise this 

turned out to be an OK waste of time, but nothing more. It's just another prison comedy, with a 

small twist. The incarcerated main character has 6 months to prepare for "doin' time". It's nice to 

see Carradine pop up here and there parodying his other kung fu related works, and this time 

sending an anti-smoking message while consuming a life time supply of cigarettes. All through the 

movie I kept trying to remember where do I know the actress that plays Rob's wife from. Then it hit 

me. None other than Jennifer Morrison of House M.D.. She looked hot in this movie, but I feel she 

should make better choices in the future. All in all a decent comedy, a better than expected, but 

shaky, direction from Schneider. This should be perfect for a weekend afternoon once it comes out 

on DVD. 
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Big Top Pee-Wee (1988) 
 

In the sequel to "Pee Wee's Big Adventure", Pee-Wee Herman is a 

simple farmer in a small town. But after a big storm blows their 

way, a circus ends up at Pee Wee's farm. So he lets the circus stay 

at his farm for a while. The circus decides to put on a show with 

one lovable star, Pee-Wee! Painful PeeWee. I've tried watching 

this movie three times, and can never get all the way through it. 

Big Top Pee Wee is as bad as Pee Wee's Big Adventure was good. 

Other than some imaginative effects, Pee Wee looks like he fell 

out of the sky and landed in this movie. I think Bill Murray would 

have been better cast in a movie with this plotline, especially in 

the scenes where Pee Wee is acting like a dog in heat. Murray 

would make a convicing "hayseed" and slob on a farm. Reubens 

seems to strain in his attempt to make something of the unfunny 

material he's given...the characters around him are generally 

unfunny as well. How anyone came up with this farm, then circus 

plotline is beyond me. The film is generally devoid of laughs. An overall waste of the Pee Wee 

Herman character and one of the worst "comedies" I've ever seen. 
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Big Trouble In Little China (1986) 
 

An All-American trucker gets dragged into a centuries-old mystical 

battle in Chinatown. When trucker Jack Burton agreed to take his 

friend Wang Chi to pick up his fiancee at the airport, he never 

expected to get involved in a supernatural battle between good 

and evil. Wang's fiancee has emerald green eyes, which make her 

a perfect target for an immortal sorcerer named Lo Pan and his 

three invincible cronies. Lo Pan must marry a girl with green eyes 

so he can regain his physical form. Now, Jack must save Wang's 

fiancee from Lo Pan and his henchmen, and win back his stolen 

truck. But how can he defeat an enemy who has no body? John 

Caprenter's opus magnum. John Carpenter really steps away from 

his usual fare in this easy going 'fortune-cookie theater' parody 

that was originally the manuscript for the second Buckaroo Banzai 

movie. It features a cast of pithy characters, bizarre and 

memorable dialogue, entertaining special effects and fight scenes that are well choreographed by 

western standards. For those of you who already love John Carpenter, prepare for one of his finest 

moments. In 1987 Carpenter's sentimental sci-fi-side made 'Starman' an instant classic and in 1984 

his tense, brooding gothism made 'Prince of Darkness' truly frightening. Sandwiched in-between 

these movie greats is the 1986 production of 'Big Trouble on Little China', where eastern martial arts 

mysticism meets John Wayne bravado with zany and often absurdly hilarious results. How can you 

not love a movie unwilling to take itself too seriously while at the same time still managing to keep a 

straight face? Carpenter's skills as a director, producer and songwriter come together in this film to 

produce what many consider to be his finest work. Big Trouble' s theme and content naturally 

compliments Carpenter's style of cynical humor, flashy cinematic expression and loose, caricature-

esque development of memorable story line figures. If this isn't his opus magnum then it is at least 

one of his greatest moments as a director. 
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Big Trouble In Tourist Thailand (2009) 
 

.Documentary following the work of tourist police in South-East 

Asia as they deal with British travellers who are experiencing 

trouble with Thai authorities. Hard-hitting new series following 

the drama of British tourists who fall foul of Thai law and customs 

and the people who police them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 1: Sailors on shore leave in Phuket fall victim to scams and a young British woman is 

arrested for cannabis possession. 

Episode 2: Micha goes on trial for cannabis possession, and a pair of mercenaries cause havoc in a 

girlie bar. 

Episode 3. Tourist police join in the rescue when a plane crashes in Koh Samui. Drug smuggler 

Marcus Hilton, awaiting sentencing in Pattaya Prison, faces the death penalty or life imprisonment. 

Episode 4: Cameras capture the aftermath of the Koh Samui air crash, armed police units hunt drugs 

traffickers in the golden triangle, and Brit tourist cop Howard investigates the exploitation of rare 

animals by photographers. 

Episode 5: Cameras capture the reality of life within the walls of the notorious Bang Kwang jail. 

Episode 6: A British couple are suspected of insurance fraud, and ladyboys cause trouble for tourists 

in Chiang Mai. Mike's plans to fund his stay in Thailand by dealing drugs go badly awry when he is 

arrested. 

Episode 7: Tourist cop Howard helps a tourist who was drugged and robbed by a prostitute and 

chases another who runs out on a bar bill. In Bangkok, a British visitor dies after a street robbery. 

Episode 8: Cameras gain unprecedented access to the brutal Thai prison system and capture the 

grim lives led by nine British prisoners. Inmates compete in the annual systemwide kick boxing 

competition with the winner receiving a pardon. 
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Biggles (Biggles: Adventures In Time) (1986) 
 

One minute the New Yorker advertising expert Jim Ferguson is at 

a business party -- the next he finds himself way back in 1917 in a 

plane fight during World War I. Mr. Raymond explains to him that 

he has a time-twin, to whom he's relocated in space and time 

whenever one of them is in trouble. So he has to help his twin, 

biplane pilot Biggles, in his attempt to destroy a German super 

weapon, that could win their war. Of course it's hard for Jim to 

explain his sudden disappearances to his fiance, Debbie. This film 

is not meant to be taken seriously, but is a thoroughly enjoyable 

romp, with a lot of humour. I watch my recording from time to 

time, and still laugh at it. I particularly liked the way that Col. 

Raymond explained to Ferguson that the Germans are developing 

a secret weapon that could change the outcome of WWI, as 

though the war is still taking place, rather than being long over. 

This film gave the feeling that the past is still just as real as the present, and is somehow happening 

at the same time - spooky! The background music was excellent: the "So you want to be a hero?!" 

piece as the biplanes streaked along just over the ground, woods on both sides, was marvelous. The 

supporting characters of Algy, Bertie and Ginger seemed to fit so well with the old Capt. W.E. Johns 

stories - the actors really looked the part. Neil Dickson was excellent as the brave but human British 

hero who, when Von Stalheim proposes a toast "To War", replies "To Peace". The film definitely 

captured some of the "Boy's Own" era of British story-telling, when the heroes were bold, 

resourceful and always ready to have a go at the enemy, regardless of the odds or the danger - but 

always remained polite and courteous. I really don't understand why this film bombed out at the 

box-office; after all, we have all seen far worse films which did much better. Perhaps the name 

"Biggles" is too British to attract an American audience, who don't have the nostalgic fondness for 

the character that we who read the books in our youth have? 
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Bijitâ Q (Visitor Q) (2001) 
 

A troubled and perverted family find their lives intruded by a 

mysterious stranger who seems to help find a balance in their 

disturbing natures. A father, who is a failed former television 

reporter tries to mount a documentary about violence and sex 

among youths. He proceeds to have sex with his daughter who is 

now a prostitute and films his son being humiliated and hit by 

classmates. "Q", a perfect stranger somehow gets involved and 

enter the bizzare family who's son beats his mom, who in turn is 

also a prostitute and a heroin addict. Disturbing, powerful, but so 

hilarious. What is amazing with Miike Takashi's cinema is its ability 

to surprise you. This film is no exception. Wery aware of its 

medium (a DV camera) Miike uses this cheap look to touch the 

viewer more deeply. The credibility comes from this disturbing 

proximity of the image (It looks like your holiday film). Recurrent use of subjective perspective, 

emphasis this. But, instead of falling into a dogma-like movie, Miike pushes the plot to its most 

unacceptable extremities, sometimes flirting with the fantastic genre. Miike plays with multi point of 

views, particularly during the opening scene, in which the girl takes photographs of her father before 

they sleep together. Desorienting the spectator. What astonished me when I saw that movie, is the 

amount of humor (noir) that grows up during the film. Here, shocking situations (necrophilia, 

humiliations...) become really funny. And from an awful family relationship, the plot evolves to an 

objectively even worst situation, but subjectively a much better situation for the characters. Miike 

plays here with conventional Hollywood vision about family and gives a much cynical and humorist 

meaning to unity! A really enjoyable film I would advise to open minded mature people. 
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Bilitis (1977) 
 

A coming of age story centering on the exploits of a young girl 

during summer vacation. One must understand this film in the 

light of its background. In the 1970s the success of the sexual 

revolution in Europe had made things possible in mainstream film 

that perhaps would be frowned at today. David Hamilton was a 

photographer that made a name for himself with hyper-romantic 

images of mostly young teens. He developed a technique that 

involved copious amounts of vaseline on the lens to create a 

unique blurred effect. Out of this success the desire was born to 

translate his trademark style to film. As basis for the film an older 

story about an innocent young girl discovering and exploring her 

sexuality was used, but the storyline is largely inconsequential 

since it merely serves as a framework for Hamilton's soft focus 

tableaux. The result is that the film feels a bit like pink cotton 

candy: overly sweet and insubstantial. That it still remains palatable is due to just the pretty images 

and the excellent musical score by Francis Lai. 
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Billu (Billu Barber) (2009) 
 

Based in Budbuda, Uttar Pradesh, Billu Vilas Pardesi barely makes 

a living as a barber. His wife, Bindiya, looks after the household, 

and his children, Gunja and Ronak, are on the verge of being 

expelled from Gyaan Bharti Vidyalay Higher Secondary School due 

to non-payment of fees. Then everything changes when 

Bollywood actor Sahir Khan makes an appearance to film a movie 

in the town. Rumors spread that Billu is Sahir's close friends, and 

he becomes a celebrity virtually overnight. His shop gets 

donations and clientèle, and the school decides to educate his 

children for free. The trouble begins when townsfolk want to 

meet with Sahir but Billu is unable to contact him. When it was 

first announced that Shahrukh Khan's next film would be this one, 

many were under the impression that this would be a historical 

film but it isn't at all. Sometimes we remember our childhood and 

in particular our friends and the times and various moments at the time. The problem is that we can 

only remember them once they have gone and they cannot be recreated. This is a simple story 

which has been portrayed in a most simplistic manner by the makers and the actors. A simple man, 

who owes a lot of money to many and yet people in the village don't want to know him or want to 

go to his shop has his life turned upside down, when a film company comes to make a film. Starring 

Irrfan Khan, Lara Dutta, Shahrukh Khan, Asrani, Om Puri, Rajpal Yadav and Manoj Joshi, this is 

directed by Priyadarshan while Preetam provides the music score. Priyanka Chopra, Kareena Kapoor 

and Deepika Padukone make special appearances. Even though it stars Shahrukh Khan and has been 

produced by him and his wife, this is not a typical Shahrukh Khan film but Irrfan Khan instead, as he 

has done a very good job in his role and it suits him. Lara Dutta has also done a good job in this film 

as has "King Khan" himself. The special appearances by Priyanka Chopra, Kareena Kapoor and 

Deepika Padukone add glamour to the story and it's worth while watching and listening to the songs 

that they perform to – the music and the songs are worth listening to. Being a person who has had 

some experience in photography, the cinematography is worth a mention and must say that this is 

good and more so where the interior is concerned and also the hills. Regarding certain aspects of 

movie making, there is also some good comedy and comic situations. The choreography direction 

includes Shahrukh Khan's friend and director of movies such as "Mein Hoo Na" and "Om Shanti Om," 

Farah Khan. This has to be one of the better movies this year and is worth watching. 
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Billy Bathgate (1991) 
 

In the year 1935, a teen named Billy Bathgate finds first love while 

becoming the protégé of fledgling gangster Dutch Schultz. Based 

loosely on the organized crime syndicates of the 20's and 30's, 

Billy Bathgate is the story of a young man's rise from gopher to 

right hand man in Dutch Schultz' gang. Having been impressed by 

the youth, Schultz takes him under his wing so to speak. Billy soon 

finds himself in a world where wealth and fortune live next door 

to danger and death. Well made gangster movie that never comes 

to the boil. Through a chance meeting in the street, our hero Billy 

Bathgate (Loren Dean) encounters and impresses the notorious 

1930's gangster and bootlegger Dutch Schultz and even becomes 

his protégé. Gangster films, like westerns, have so many cinematic 

plus points built in that making a totally duff one is pretty hard. 

This is a very professional piece of work, but hardly takes the 

genre to another level. One of the games you can play while watching is ticking of the clichés one-

by-one. (For the record the lead's poor mother - she works in a laundry - doesn't reject his "dirty" 

money, which I thought was compulsory in this type of movie, but most other must-haves are 

observed: The "surprise" summary execution and the chase through the period streets - to name but 

two - are both here!) Dustin Hoffman is surpassingly good as a gangster who treats other people as 

collectable/disposable items. While he has a cold streak, you feel that only people that cross him are 

going to get the chop (one of whom is Bruce Willis - who looks like he took a small part to wear the 

clothes). More ambiguous is his love (or is she?) interest Nicole Kidman who he seems to enjoy 

mentally torturing. I couldn't get a clear grip on her mentality or why she goes along with it all - not 

even for her own security reasons. Dean is a good looking young actor who looks about ripe for 

corruption, but the role doesn't require him to be cool or knowledgeable merely look on as a 

witness, so that we can too. His attraction for Kidman, who seems to like casually undressing in 

public, is natural given that he is supposed to be a wide-eyed virgin. Naturally hanging around with 

gangsters isn't a safe sport and soon Billy is in hot water that he has to think himself out of, but I 

think you can safely guess that what the final outcome will be. Billy Bathgate is the work of solid pros 

from the script to the scenery (very believable 1930's NY), but the piece never reaches the heights 

and for long periods jogs along like a marathon runner conserving energy. While delivering no 

fireworks or giving you anything new it gets you through to the end without being bored. 

Nevertheless it is hardly the type of film you would want to own or even sit through twice. 
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Billy Elliot (2000) 
 

Set against the background of the 1984 Miner's Strike, Billy Elliot 

(14-year-old Jamie Bell) is an 11-year-old boy who stumbles out of 

the boxing ring and onto the ballet floor. He faces many trials and 

triumphs as he strives to conquer his family's set ways, inner 

conflict, and standing on his toes! 1984: In a northern England 

mining town, miners are on strike and the atmosphere is tense. 

11-year-old Billy Elliot, whose father and brother are participating 

in the strike, whose mother has died quite some time ago and 

whose grandmother is not completely aware of what's going on, 

doesn't like the brutal boxing lessons at school. Instead, he falls 

for the girls' ballet lessons. When his folks find out about this 

unusual love of his, Billy is in trouble. Being supported by the 

ballet teacher, Mrs. Wilkinson, he keeps on training secretly while 

the work situation as well as the problems at home get worse. 

Finally, Mrs. Wilkinson manages to get Billy an audition for the Royal Ballet School, but now he also 

has to open his heart to his family. Against the background of an increasingly bitter miners' strike 

that his elder brother and father are involved in, young Billy Elliot finds he prefers joining in the girls' 

ballet class at the local hall to the boxing he's there for. The ballet mistress soon realises he has real 

potential, but no-one, least of all his family, is likely to go along with a lad doing dancing. I had seen 

the commercials and they emphasize the dancing aspect of the story which is great but there is so 

much more to this movie. It deals with death and it touches on Mens feelings of loss and what a Man 

is and even deals a bit with homosexuality. There's not many times where I sit though the end 

credits anymore but I was mesmorized. I laughed in this movie and I cried too. The dance scenes 

were terrific too. The boy who played Billy should get an award hands down for this movie. I 

watched the emotion on his face and it was amazing. This is the best breakout performance by a 

young boy since Haley Joel Osment in Sixth Sense. I have to say I just loved Julie Walters too. Where 

has she been since Educating Rita. Inspite of the swear words this is a movie that families should see. 

It's hard to believe this gets an R rating and movies like Scary Movie get...only R ratings. I don't get it. 

Strange that two of my favorite recent movies are from the Britain...This and Croupier. Word to 

Hollywood, make more movies like this or at least import more like this. Don't miss this one! 
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Billy Frankenstein (1998) 
 

Billy Frank (11-year-old Jordan Lamoureux) is an ordinary kid, until 

his family inherits an old castle and Billy learns he's a distant 

relative of the infamous Dr. Frankenstein. Billy's folks decide to 

visit their family estate, and Billy soon discovers they're not alone. 

I recommend this film for families who would enjoy a monster 

movie but don't want their kids to see violence and gore. Adults, 

as well as kids, will be entertained by this light-hearted comedy. 

My own children thoroughly enjoyed it. It was fun to see Tommy 

Kirk of "Old Yeller" and "Swiss Family Robinson" fame. The boy 

who plays Billy was very cute and turned in a fine performance. 

We recognized Vernon Wells from the "Mad Max" movies. And 

the Frankenstein monster was a delight: funny, sweet and 

sensitive rather than scary and threatening. 
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Billy Liar (1963) 
 

A young British clerk (Tom Courtenay) in a gloomy North Country 

undertaker's office, Billy is bombarded daily by the propaganda of 

the media that all things are for the asking. This transparently 

false doctrine, coupled with the humdrum job and his wild 

imagination, leads him on frequent flights to "Ambrosia," a 

mythical kingdom where he is crowned king, general, lover or any 

idealized hero the real situation of the moment makes him desire. 

His vacillating commitment and post-adolescent immaturity have 

created situations which make Ambrosia all the more attractive. 

He's succeeded in becoming engaged to two different girls, 

simultaneously, while in love with a third, Liz. He's in hot water 

with his employer, having spent a rather large sum of postage 

money on his personal frivolities. And last, but not least, his 

dream of becoming a highly-paid, famous scriptwriter in London 

seems doomed to failure. The only person in his life capable of bringing him down to earth is Liz, and 

she's having a difficult time of it. Finally, he gets his life sufficiently in order to leave for London with 

his true love. Billy still hasn't come to grips with the real world by the end of the film. He leaves the 

train to buy milk from a vending machine and watches the train slowly pull out for London with Liz 

aboard. He returns to the more comfortable shelter of his parents home, Ambrosia and his 

imagination. "Billy Liar!" impressed me more than many other admirable British pictures of this era, 

like "Room at the Top", "The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner" and "This Sporting Life". It 

managed to generate a more tangible blend of poignancy and amusement. It's not often humour of 

the "laugh-out-loud" nature, more of the subtle, grim kind. The reality of Britain at that time is I 

suspect, very well conveyed here, with the old working-class, represented by Councillor Duxbury 

(astutely played by the fine Finlay Currie) and Billy's family, very much at odds with what they see as 

an ungrateful, decadent youth. All the performances hit the intended mark, with Leonard Rossiter 

typically Rossiter, almost as a younger Rigsby, without so much noticeable seediness. Julie Christie is 

as good as the role allows, an odd role, very much the "dream girl" of Billy and I dare say a good few 

others. The film expertly avoids sentimentalizing matters by its cunning, apposite last section. The 

Danny Boon character is, one suspects, all too typical of the TV light entertainer mould in reality. His 

reliance on cheap non-gags, smug guffaws and "audience banter" is well conveyed in just a few short 

scenes. It's interesting that Billy seems to aspire so much to write for him in particular... Helen 

Fraser's character Barbara is wonderfully quaint; a type long gone it seems. One can understand 

Billy's frustrations with his respectively prudish and plain (Barbara) and ignorant (Rita) girlfriends, 

and his anger at his family, although some sympathy is correctly reserved for them. The direction is 

very good by Schlesinger, emphasizing all the right things. The fine context-setting opening montage 

expertly draws in the viewer, and never at any stage henceforth is anyone's attention likely to wane. 

The film is most of all Tom Courtenay's; he gives a truly resonant performance, bringing to vivid life a 

character far removed from the norms of film making at the time. The fantasy sequences are finely 

done, and all add more deep impression of this character. His digressive tendencies, self-destructive 

habits, economy with the truth are well balanced by a sense of yearning and imagination. One 

cannot help but like and relate to the character, a creation that resoundingly rings true. His 



ambivalence to the class system comes across concisely, in particular. A fine film indeed, with so 

many of the smaller touches that many films miss. Witty, sad and a seminal film of the era, very 

much a crossroads in British history. 
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Billy Liar (1973) 
 

Waterhouse's watershed. Following the huge success of Keith 

Waterhouse's 'Billy Liar' as a novel, stage play and film, it was 

inevitable that this 'oop North' Walter Mitty character would star 

in a television series. I saw 'Billy Liar' when it was originally 

transmitted. While never quite attaining 'Fawlty Towers' heights 

of hilarity, this programme was consistently funny, with at least 

two or three solid belly-laughs per episode. To the best of my 

knowledge, 'Billy Liar' has never been repeated in Britain, nor 

shown in America. If the original tapes still exist, I can't imagine 

why they're being suppressed...unless perhaps Keith Waterhouse 

has some legal reason for suppressing them. However, as he was 

head writer for this sitcom, I can't guess what his objections might 

be. Newcomer Jeff Rawle was perfectly cast as callow Billy Fisher, 

whose imagination far outstrips his achievements. Much of the 

substantial humour in this sitcom sprung from the interaction between Billy and his sarcastic father 

Geoffrey, or between Billy and his long-suffering employer, Mr. Shadrack the undertaker. Perhaps 

what's discouraged programmers from repeating this sitcom is the extreme 1970s look of the series. 

Waterhouse created Billy Liar in the 1950s and saw him through the swinging Sixties, yet Jeff Rawle's 

interpretation of Billy Liar is firmly trapped in the 1970s, and that naff decade's definition of 

manliness. Rawle is emaciated, clean-shaven, wistful, with flares and longish hair...looking almost 

like a girl, in other words. Not effeminate, yet somehow almost feminine. By way of contrast, Billy's 

father Geoffrey is played by George Cooper with absolutely no hair at all. It may well be that slap-

headed Geoffrey Fisher's resentment of his son is down to his own baldness versus his son's excess 

of hair. On the vocal front, Rawle's accent was just a shade too Brum for this North Country 

character, but Cooper's broad Northern vowels were spot-on. I never identified with Billy Liar, me -- 

my own lies were of a different sort, told for a different reason -- but this series aired during a 

troublesome time in my own life...and I'd be delighted to see these episodes again, partly on their 

own merit but largely because of the memories they would summon regarding my own troubles at 

this time. I'll rate 'Billy Liar' 7 out of 10. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1973) 
 

Episode 00: Billy and the Party Spirit. A constant source of annoyance to his father, Billy's 

imagination works overtime to transport him away from the mundanities of modern life at the 

funeral parlour. 

Episode 01: Billy and the French Connection. Billy's girlfriend Sandra is a student at Stradhoughton 

Art School. To Billy, painting means Paris and Paris means France, so his fantasies take on a distinctly 

Gallic flavour. 



Episode 02: Billy and the Lost Weekend. Billy's idea of a cultural weekend in Stratford-Upon-Avon 

doesn't necessarily involve any Shakespeare. Having persuaded his parents to let his fiancee 

accompany them he is foiled when Barbara insists on separate rooms. 

Episode 03: Billy and the Monster. Billy's father despairs of Billy's obsession with making model 

prehistoric monsters. In Billy's imagination, however, the models take on truly monstrous 

proportions! 

Episode 04: Billy and the Cornish Split. Billy acquires a model of a Concorde and dreams of being a 

wartime bomber pilot. His flight of fancy crashlands when he meets a freaked out hippy friend on his 

way to joining a commune in Cornwall. 

Episode 05: Billy and the Freudian Slip. Billy's parents - in cahoots with Mr. Shadrack - send him to a 

psychiatrist, but it would appear that Dr. Smiley is not the best choice as medical adviser. 

Episode 06: Billy's Night In. Billy and Barbara offer to babysit Grandma so his parents can go to the 

pub for a few hours. Billy has other plans, however, and they don't involve keeping Grandma 

company. 

Episode 07: Billy and the Long Lunch. Billy has a plan and that plan is simple - take Barbara for a 

mostly liquid lunch, escort her home and invite her to lie down on the sofa. Fate, however, has other 

ideas. 

Episode 08: Billy and the Gift of the Magi. Billy has his heart set on a pair of bright yellow trousers for 

Christmas, but there are two problems. One - they're expensive, and two - his dad is determined 

that he should never wear such horrible things. 

Episode 09: Billy and the Au Pair. Barbara is planning the colour of their new bathroom and scans 

through House and Home. Billy is more concerned with the contents of his own glossy magazine, 

however. 

Episode 10: Billy and the Key of the Door. Billy's parents go away overnight to attend his uncle's 

funeral. His dad is decidedly apprehensive about leaving Billy alone with Gran, a situation which is 

escalated when Billy is left in sole charge of the shop by Mr. Shadrack. 

Episode 11: Billy and Pandora's Box. Billy's magpie tendencies are well-known but happily concealed 

until his family find the key to his secret store cupboard. Its peculiar contents start a chain of events 

that no-one could have foreseen. 

Episode 12: Billy and the Alter Ego. Billy's twin brother Boris is endowed with every virtue that Billy 

does not possess. He is shrewd, mature, ruthless, successful, wealthy and compassionate. Naturally, 

Billy's girlfriends are anxious to meet this paragon of virtues. 

Special: All Star Comedy Carnival. 
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Billy Madison (1995) 
 

In order to inherit his fed up father's hotel empire, an immature 

and lazy man must repeat grades 1-12 all over again. Billy Madison 

is the 27 year-old son of Bryan Madison, a very rich man who has 

made his living in the hotel industry. Billy stands to inherit his 

father's empire but only if he can make it through all 12 grades, 2 

weeks per grade, to prove that he has what it takes to run the 

family business. I Laughed my balls off!! Billy Madison in a 

landslide is Adam Sandler's best film. I never laughed so hard. 

Maybe the humor is a little stupid, but that is because before 

seeing this movie, you have to make sure your brain is not in 

Fellini mode and in Sandler mode. Story revolves around Billy 

Madison, who must go back to school (he is 27) and graduate High 

School so he can take over his father's hotel ring. His whole 

odyssey is utterly hilarious from start to finish. Especially because 

he has cameos and stars like Norm MacDonald, Steve Buscemi, and Chris Farley as a Penguin lover 

(that penguin hadn't made me laugh that hard since the pee scene in Naked Gun). Great fun (one of 

the best of 1995). A++ 
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Billy Owens And The Secret Of The Runes (2009) 
 

Three students (Dalton Mugridge) have to find a way to free their 

teacher's soul from an enchanted amulet. I can't say much about 

this movie. It's pretty simple and small-budgeted. The special 

effects are amateur and the children actors are, well, children 

actors. They're not at all bad, but it does sound like just repeating 

lines at times. If you don't like that type of performance and 

prefer the trained technique, you might not like this. But the 

movie is charming and the story line is even more interesting, 

especially if you like Harry Potter and all that wizard magic stuff. I 

personally found this better than Harry Potter. Just ignore the 

newbie acting, and enjoy it as an indie wizard movie. I'm sure the 

actors and director had a lot of fun making it. I have to say one 

actor was particularly good in his role, and that was the teacher. 

Also the gypsy woman at the carnival was not bad. She gave me 

the creeps I needed. I recommend this movie to anyone who likes magic and adventure, and does 

not feel awkward watching a children movie. Kids will love it, but adults may enjoy it as well. 
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Billy The Kid Returns (1938) 
 

After Pat Garrett kills Billy the Kid, Billy's look-alike Roy Rogers 

arrives and is mistaken for him. Although a murderer, Billy was on 

the side of the homesteaders against the large ranchers. As Billy's 

death is unknown, Roy gets Garrett to let him pose as Billy to 

continue the fight, but without the killing. Roy plays himself and 

the famous "kid" with whom he is confused. Lots of songs in this 

one: "Born to the Saddle," "Trail Blazin'," "When the Sun is Setting 

on the Prairie," "When I Camped under the Stars," "Dixie 

Instrument Song," "Sing a Little Song about Anything," and "Give 

Me the Range." Western film fans will recognize the characters 

and locale of "Billy The Kid Returns", though not the spin off tale 

that forms the basis of this story. Roy Rogers performs double 

duty as both the legendary badman and his good guy counterpart, 

a character sharing Rogers' own name. When Billy is gunned 

down by Sheriff Pat Garrett, ensuing scenes depict Roy Rogers 

and pal Trigger riding into Lincoln County, New Mexico. Those who know Billy give a wide berth to 

Rogers, respecting the reputation of a gunman who had twenty one kills to his credit by the young 

age of twenty. I'd never seen it before, but here it was more than obvious. In the shootout scene at 

the opening, whenever Roy as Billy fired his guns he would close his eyes. This happened four times 

during the confrontation, and once more when a man challenged Billy for stealing his horse. Perhaps 

it was a convention used for this particular movie, and wasn't noticed when Rogers became the 

character Rogers in the rest of the film. The movie offers more than the usual share of musical 

numbers for a Roy Rogers effort. Roy himself performs four songs, and with the first, it looks like 

Trigger is keeping time with 'Born in the Saddle'. Beyond that, Smiley Burnette and his boys turn in 

three additional tunes to keep things merry. In the story, Burnette's character is Frog Millhouse, 

utilizing that throaty voice every once in a while during his songs. I find it interesting that the 

fictional character Frog Millhouse played by Smiley was also used in movies starring other cowboy 

performers, primarily Gene Autry, but at least once with Sunset Carson in "Call of the Rockies". Roy 

Rogers' late 1930's movies usually found Lynne Roberts as the female lead, her character here is 

Ellen Moore, daughter of a general store owner. You'll see her listed in the film credits as Mary Hart, 

and she worked with Roy in eight films. The story itself has a plot used time and again throughout 

Western movie history, the conflict between homesteaders and range land cattle men. Rogers teams 

with Pat Garrett (Wade Boteler) to thwart a band of villain ranchers who intimidate homesteaders 

by stealing their horses and provoking general mayhem. The good guys prevail of course, as Roy and 

Miss Ellen close the film in a smooch with Smiley literally falling off the wagon. Roy Rogers wound up 

portraying a number of historical men of the West in his movies. If you liked this film, you might 

want to catch him as "Young Bill Hickok", "Jesse James at Bay", and "Young Buffalo Bill", all from 

1940/41. 
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Billy The Kid Trapped (1942) 
 

Stanton breaks Billy and his two friends Fuzzy and Jeff out of jail. 

He wants them free so three of his men can impersonate them for 

the robberies and murders he has planned. After Billy, Fuzzy and 

Jeff are rescued from a hanging by mysterious strangers, the 

countryside if terrorized by three men, posing as Billy, Fuzzy and 

Jeff. Sheriff Masters puts Billy and his pals on the trail of the 

impostors. The trail leads to Mesa City, an outlaw town run by Jim 

Stanton, under whose orders, three killers, Montana, Pete and 

Curly, have been robbing and murdering, disguised as Billy and his 

two sidekicks. Billy brings in the impostors but they are released 

by crooked-judge Clarke. Stanton makes henchman Red Barton 

the new sheriff, with orders to get Billy. Again assuming their 

disguises, Montana, Pete and Curly rob the stagecoach. And Billy, 

Fuzzy and Jeff have to begin again in the process of clearing their 

own names. Billy The Kid Trapped is one of those western team 

movies. In this case it is a trio rather than just a hero and a sidekick. Buster Crabbe plays Billy The 

Kid, as in William Bonney, rather than Billy Carson. He also gets to be a hero in this one instead of 

letting Fuzzy St. John hog all the scenes. Fuzzy's beard is a little short in this film instead of the full 

forward thrusting beard he had at other times. The character Jeff Walker (Bud McTaggart) really 

doesn't do much more than support Billy and Fuzzy, but he adds to the fun. There are no 

automobiles or radios in this one, either. It's a real western. The movie starts off with the trio in jail, 

accused of murder, when someone mysteriously breaks them out. We find out later that there are 

three imposters posing as Billy The Kid and his gang. They dress just like Billy, Fuzzy, and Jeff. When 

Fuzzy gets shot at by his "pals" and then "himself" the three so-called outlaws figure out why they 

have been accused of so many crimes. Sheriff Masters (Ted Adams) recognizes this after Billy saves 

his life and tells them the bad guys are in Mesa City. As they investigate Mesa City they run into 

Stanton, the local crime boss running the town. Stanton is played by Glenn Strange. I've seen Strange 

play a sheriff in one movie, but he was almost always a henchman. In Billy The Kid Trapped he is the 

bad guy in the suit. Glenn Strange was good at being the boss in this movie. The sets are absolutely 

perfect with the exception of flimsy railing in the bar fight scene. The details and the props in every 

scene are full of western imagery. The bouncing railing ruins the effect of the stage dressing, but 

then it wouldn't be a B western without it. Billy The Kid Trapped is what a B western should be. The 

action never slows down and the movie has a great western feel to it. 
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Billy Webb's Amazing Story (1991) 
 

Drama series following up the series ALFONSO BONZO, with 

several of the same characters, based on the characters in Andrew 

Davies' original Alfonso Bonzo book. Billy Webb (Scott Riley) 

seems to have seen the last of Alfonso Bonzo, but mysterious 

characters keep turning up in his life, who appear normal enough, 

but embarrasing and disquieting things follow swiftly in their 

wake. During the series Rob Curling from BBC's South-East News 

and Tomorrow's World presenter Howard Stableford make guest 

appearances as themselves. In this series, every episode starts 

with him and a friend in a cafe and Billy would tell him about the 

strange happenings. Billy's been having trouble with certain items 

he acquires from strange people including, pancake mixture that 

gives his whole class hiccups, a bike which flies and a strange 

watch. Billy and his friend soon discover the man is the same 

person, who appears every time he reads a certain book. They 

eventually find out how to stop him and, inevitably, get rid of him. 

The villain is played by a different actor each week in a minor role, until the last episode where he 

wears a thick striped blazer like a boating one. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1991) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 

Episode 5. 

Episode 6. 

Episode 7. 

Episode 8. 
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Billy's Hollywood Screen Kiss (1998) 
 

Billy, a struggling young gay photographer (who likes Polaroids), 

tired of being the "other man", falls in love with Gabriel, a waiter 

and aspiring musician who is probably straight but possibly gay or 

at least curious. Billy tries to get Gabriel to model for his latest 

project, a series of remakes of famous Hollywood screen kisses, 

featuring male couples, while also trying to win his affections. This 

film was a rare treat in that it presents its subject matter with 

dignity and fun. The comedy, directed by Tommy O'Haver never 

goes for cheap shots. The story of this somewhat naive 

photographer trying to make it in Los Angeles, under another 

writer/director would have gone for the 'on your face' attitude, 

rather than give it the romantic tone Tommy O'Haver imparted on 

the movie. The performances are good. Sean Hayes, who has 

gone to bigger and better things, is fine as Billy, the photographer. Brad Rowe, as Gabriel, the object 

of Billy's love, is fine also. Best of all is Meredith Scott Lynn, a fine actress, who is the best asset of 

this movie. Her Georgina serves to tie all the different plots, and in doing so, she contributes to make 

the film better. Paul Bartel, Holly Woodlawn and the rest, do a fine job. Tommy O'Haver made a 

charming movie about people that are so normal they could be straight for all we know. 
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Bingo (1991) 
 

A runaway circus dog befriends a young boy (13-year-old Robert J. 

Steinmiller Jr.) who has trouble fitting in with his friends. When 

Bingo, a runaway circus dog who leaves the big top, saves the life 

of Chuckie, a young boy who is having trouble fitting in with his 

pals. The two quickly become best friends-skateboarding, playing 

pinball, and doing math homework together. But Chuckie's 

parents discover the stowaway pooch, and make no bones about 

the fact that Bingo will not accompany them on their cross-

country move. What follows next is a heart warming 1000 mile 

adventure of puppy love and loyalty as Bingo and Chuckie 

encounter nutty charcters and hilarious situations in their quest to 

be reunited. Dog catchers, kidnappers, hospitalsmand even prison 

cant keep the two misfits apart! Two thumbs up, and a wagging 

tail. I know a lot of people on here gave this movie a bad review, 

but when I read those the only words going through my head are "What the f**k???" Geez, people. 

Don't you get it? The point of this movie is to be a spoof of all the other lame ones, but to be 

enjoyable because it's not really one of those at all. I mean, it is (but only because it's 

spoofing...SPOOF-ING!), but it has a good sense of humor and tone to it. I couldn't get enough of the 

dog. I taped it back in...probably 6th grade, and I'm planning on watching it tonight!!! I really enjoy 

this movie because, who can't love a dog with such a human-like character to him? Hmm??? And the 

people he meets along the way too, haha. It's great. It's a great comedy, I love the part where the 

crooks are trapped by the police and they realize all the hostages are gone, so they look at Bingo and 

in the next scene they grab the dog and say "one move and the dog gets it!"...well, it's funnier in the 

movie. But it's definitely worth the watch. I mean, if you keep an open mind and don't act like the 

rest of these dufuses who probably started the movie with a negative response and kept with it not 

even WANTING to enjoy it. Geez, give it a chance. And even if you don't like it, I think it was worth 

the experience. Either way there are funny parts in the movie. Has Lassie ever gone to jail? Has Willy 

ever been to a place where they serve killer whale meat on the menu?????? Well, have they?! No. 

So watch it because it's a SPOOF, not just "another" one of those movies. It's great for 

everyone...except for angry men, and bitchy women. 
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Bionic Boy (1977) 
 

The maimed son of a murdered Interpol agent finds his missing 

body parts replaced with super-powered bionic limbs and uses his 

new strength and abilities to get revenge in this sci-fi actioner. 
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Bird Of Paradise (1932) 
 

A young man (Joel McCrea) falls overboard and is saved by a 

beautiful Polynesian girl (Dolores Del Rio). They fall in love, but 

their idyll is smashed when the local volcano begins to erupt. The 

man discovers that the local custom is to sacrifice a young woman 

to the volcanic gods. They try to escape but realize that "east is 

east and west is west, and never the twain shall meet." This 

feature is interesting in a number of respects, both in its 

techniques and in its subject matter. And if neither of those is 

enough, Dolores Del Rio has a role that allows her to dazzle the 

viewer with her beauty and her screen presence. A young-looking 

Joel McCrea, as her co-star, is himself earnest and likable, though 

he is overshadowed by Del Rio in their scenes together. The story 

starts off with McCrea, as a sailor on a yacht, being rescued from 

a shark by Del Rio, as the daughter of the king of a native tribe. 

Romance develops from there, with McCrea's character dreaming of taking her back home with him 

when his trip is done, but having his plans hindered by the responsibilities she faces as a king's 

daughter. (Why any man, given the opportunity to live alone with a woman like Del Rio on a tropical 

island, would yearn for 'civilization', is also a pretty good question.) The story features some rather 

sensitive themes in the running contact between the two cultures. If it does not always face them 

comfortably, at least it is relatively even-handed much of the time. Although some 'primitive' beliefs 

are ascribed to the natives' culture, they are portrayed as sincere beliefs. There are also a number of 

points of interest on the technical side. Most obviously, there are the wealth of atmospheric shots of 

the tropical setting. But beyond that, there are a few interesting attempts to offer some interesting 

views with the camera, such as the water-level shots in the opening sailing sequence. One 

particularly interesting idea is that, for a long time, the language barrier is allowed to stand 

realistically between the characters, especially in McCrea's efforts to communicate, instead of using 

a stock device to get around it. Only much later is it assumed that Del Rio's character has learned 

enough English to be able to communicate. Certainly, there are times when this feature shows a 

little of its age, and in some respects it's not completely successful. But it would probably be worth 

watching to see Del Rio alone, and the rest of it contains several interesting aspects. 
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Birdman Of Alcatraz (1962) 
 

As an inmate at Leavenworth prison, Robert Stroud has a series of 

confrontations with the guards and with the other convicts. When 

Stroud kills a guard, he is sentenced to be executed, and only his 

mother's impassioned intervention gets his sentence commuted 

to life imprisonment, which he must serve in solitary 

confinement. As he serves out his sentence in boredom and 

despair, one day he finds a helpless baby sparrow in the exercise 

yard. Stroud soon takes a deep interest in caring for birds, which 

gives him a new purpose in life, but which also brings new 

conflicts with prison authorities. "Birdman of Alcatraz" depicts a 

fictionalized version of the life of Robert Stroud, a real prisoner 

who served a life sentence in various American prisons, including 

Alcatraz. As other viewers have commented, the film fictionalizes 

the life of the real Robert Stroud, who was a murderer and who 

has been accused of being a pedophile, as well. This fictionalization should not interfere with an 

intelligent viewer's enjoyment of a fine film. Too, this fictionalization doesn't change the key 

features of Stroud's case -- a bad man, a man who is shown on screen to be a real murderer, was 

condemned to death by the state. That much is true from Stroud's real life story, and that much is 

shown in the film. Stroud was a difficult person who did not treat other people decently. That much 

was true of the real Stroud and that is shown in the film. Stroud's mother pled for his life and 

President Woodrow Wilson commuted his sentence to life. A warden, aware of how difficult Stroud 

was to control, declared that Stroud be kept in segregation. That much is true in Stroud's real life 

story, and that is depicted in the film. Finally, Stroud became noteworthy for his research and 

writing on canaries, after he found an injured bird in the recreation yard. That much was true in 

Stroud's life, and that is shown in the film. Those who argue that the film is not as accurate as it 

could be have a point, but the film does follow the facts outlined above. The film is quiet, and black 

and white, and yet riveting. It is an example of a kind of film-making that is sadly lost today. The film 

attempts a serious discussion of serious issues: the value of a man, the death penalty, the role of 

prisons, their wardens and guards, the possibility of human connection, even under conditions of 

relative isolation. Stroud makes some human contact with his guard, and with a fellow inmate he 

communicates with via tapping. The film is riveting because its entire cast has a kind of star power 

that is hard to find today. Even given his quiet, surly performance in this black and white film, you 

can't take your eyes off of Burt Lancaster. The supporting cast is equally excellent. This film is a must 

for anyone interested in cinematic treatments of prisons, of the death penalty, of questions of 

human worth, even the worth of persons who display their lack of worth in, almost, their every act, 

and, the kind of films of the late fifties and early sixties that provided intelligent discussions of social 

issues. It's also a great movie if you just want to be entertained. 
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Birth (2004) 
 

Anna is a young widow who is finally getting on with her life after 

the death of her husband, Sean. Now engaged to be married, 

Anna meets a 10-year-old boy (11-year-old Cameron Bright) who 

tells her he is Sean reincarnated. Though his story is both 

unsettling and absurd, Anna can't get the boy out of her mind. 

And much to the concern of her fiancée, her increased contact 

with him leads her to question the choices she has made in her 

life. In New York, the widow Anna (Nicole Kidman) decides to get 

married to her fiancé Joseph (Danny Huston) after having grieved the death of her beloved husband 

Sean for ten years. A 10-year-old boy comes to Anna's mother (Lauren Bacall) birthday celebration 

and claims to be the reincarnation of Sean, and Anna believes in him. I can understand why people 

react so aversely to this film, but, in Birth's defence, it's quite a demanding a piece for it to suit 

everyone's tastes. Granted, the plot is slightly unpalatable, and yes, there are instances when the 

film appears to veer into senslessness, but, unless you want a clear-cut resolution, this cannot quite 

be written off as shoddy work on the part of anyone involved. Most of the complaints made about 

Birth have come from people who cannot get past the plot elements of the film, namely, the 

flirtation with pedophilia. It is uncomfortable, quite so, but that precisely is the point... Moreover, 

it's worth noting that the characters themselves find it repelling, and that there is nary a sexual 

undercurrent between Sean and Anna. I believe one could argue, very strongly, that this plot device 

is merely a catalyst to throw Anna's psyche into relief. In the end, whether the boy is Sean or not 

proves irrelevant; the film is less about a bizarre happening than about the extreme psychological 

test it brings about. It's intense analysis of love, grief, need and the leaps of faith. Given this set-up, 

the execution is flawless. What the screenplay does, quite beautifully, is convey silent emotions; it 

understands, better than most films, that communication is often non-verbal, and in this situation, 

when the very thing at stake is reason, it is logical that the characters would be at a loss for words. If 

any given person were to be in Anna's situation...what would they do? How would you react if 

someone close to you were living through this? Jonathan Glazer's direction is splendid, building up a 

somber, airless mood and coaxing superlative performances out of the entire cast. Kidman's 

performance is somewhat mannered, yet she completely, effortlessly inhabits a difficult role; it is a 

brave, piercing, bravura performance. She captures Anna's desperation and fragility, but also her 

privileged lifestyle and upbringing, and the mad undercurrents grief has brought about. The so-

called opera scene will be, years from now, considered a seminal moment in her career. Bright is 

chillingly effective, registering an intensity that is somewhat unsettling, and the supporting turns--

which, with limited material flesh out characters, build histories and express emotions that the 

screenplay only implies--are sterling, especially in the case of Bacall and Howard. Technically, the 

film is a marvel. Two things are worth noting: Harris Savides' wonderful cinematography (there are 

at least three iconic sequences in the film), which creates a look and a mood that is at once 

foreboding and exquisitely beautiful, and Alexandre Desplat's splendid score, which underscores the 

drama without becoming obtrusive and blends symphonic melodies with a hi-lo undercurrent that 

creates an odd womb-like effect. Lovely, heartbreaking, unforgettable. 
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Birthday Time (2000) 
 

Tom, a married closet case and parent who trolls gay bars for sex 

on the sly is placed in charge of his friend's teenage son. And the 

boy wants a kiss. Or more. What to do? Topher decides that he 

WILL get his first kiss before his 18th birthday. When older and 

cooler heads interfere he decides some additional effort may be 

required. Overall an honest and interesting short. Bravo! 
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Black Beauty (1971) 
 

When farm Evan's mare has a fine foal, he promises the black 

stallion to his son Joe (13-year-old Mark Lester). The youngster 

enjoy growing up as playmates. Alas, once the good squire is 

buried, his mean heir, who abuses animals, turns the screws on 

till pa Evans is forced to leave and abandon even Black Beauty. He 

soon looses everything in a cards game, so the stallion ends up in 

the Hackenschmidt circus. Joe is desperate to get him back. Back 

when there were no computers, long hours when there was often 

"nothing on" television worth watching (still true, by the way) 

made you search the library to look for some interesting books to 

read. My mother had Anna Sewell's "Black Beauty" on the shelf, 

but it didn't appeal to someone more interested in Tolkien and 

Twain. Horses were fun to ride, but could you do that in a book? 

Teenage boredom finally forced open the pages of "Black 

Beauty", and the horse was out of the barn. The story was 

immediately captivating because Ms. Sewell creates a wonderful animal character, and tells the 

story from the horse's point-of-view. And, you believed it. Now, you don't. In this adaptation, the all-

important personality of the horse "Black Beauty" is almost non-existent, and the story is altered 

extensively - it really only vaguely resembles the original novel. Paramount filmmakers might have 

tried a "narration" to evoke some of the original's "first person" narrative, but they didn't. The 

animal's personality could still come through (as it does with "Lassie" and other animals), but it 

doesn't. So, we are left with a human protagonist, cute Mark Lester (as Joe Evans), who doesn't 

seem all that engaged in the role, and doesn't horse around for long. Chris Menges' photography is 

quite nice, though. 
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Black Beauty (1994) 
 

The fates of horses, and the people who own and command 

them, are revealed as Black Beauty narrates the circle of his life. 

Black Beauty is true to Anna Sewell's wonderful book, and the 

beautiful scenery and music enhance the story of Black Beauty's 

adventures with his friends. We laughed and cried in the same 

places during the movie as we did when reading the book. Thank 

you to all responsible for creating this movie and making one of 

our favorite stories come to life before our eyes! With 15-year-old 

Andrew Knott & Anthony Walters. 
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Black Beauty (1995) 
 

The version children love! 
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Black Cloud (2004) 
 

Black Cloud, is an inspirational story about a young Navajo, Native 

American boxer, who overcomes personal challenges as he comes 

to terms with his heritage, while fighting his way for a spot on the 

U.S. Olympic boxing team. My family and I loved this movie. 34-

year-old Rick Schroder is a frickin' genius! My boys love boxing, so 

Black Cloud was a real treat. This Jimmy Gambina guy that 

choreographed the boxing scenes knows his stuff. My wife loved 

the movie for other reasons: the hunky dudes, Tim McGraw, the 

native Americans, the cinema photography and the story line. It 

was a tear jerker in a few scenes, then knock-down funny in 

others. I can't believe this is Rick Schroder's first directing gig - he 

came across as a seasoned director in Black Cloud. The acting was 

great. This Julie Jones girl - WOW - where did she come from?!!! 

We will see it again this week! Once it comes out on DVD, we will 

definitely own it. 
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Black Dragons (1942) 
 

A cabal of American industrialists, all fifth-columnists intent on 

sabotaging the war effort, are methodically murdered by the 

malevolent Monsieur Colomb. It is only until detective Dick 

Martin is assigned to the case that everyone's true motives and 

identities are revealed. Prior to the beginning of World War II, the 

Nazis, at the request of Japan's Black Dragon Society, sends 

Doctor Melcher (Bela Lugosi) to Japan to transform six Japanese 

into identical likenesses of six prominent Americans. The 

Americans are done away with and Melcher, on the orders of 

High Dragon Yakhamea (I. Stanford Jolley), is imprisoned so his 

secret will die with him. In his cell, Melcher switches places with 

the soon-to-be-released Colomb and, when he is freed, follows 

the six Japanese to America, where they have assumed the 

positions of the industrialists and are causing sabotage in the 

Monogram defense plants that didn't exist yet as the war hadn't 

started. One by one Melcher kills the imposters, despite the fact they are performing for-free work 

for his employer Adolph, and dumps their bodies on the steps of the Japanese Embassy, which still 

existed as the war hadn't started. FBI Chief Colton (Kenneth Harlan) and agent Dick Martin (Clayton 

Moore) finally piece together what the five murdered men had in common---aha, a visit to Japan---

and stake out the sixth man as bait for Melcher. When I first heard about the movie, I figured Bela 

Lugosi, must be another horror, monster movie. I was greatly surprised about what I saw and I 

enjoyed the film very much. It supplied great drama and suspense and it kept me watching although 

the movie hardly lasted more than an hour. I think the story line was a good idea considering the 

time period and I think it also emphasized the ideas and feelings that Americans were having during 

that time. And of course Bela Lugosi is a great actor who keeps his audience watching and waiting 

for his next "strike". I didn't recognize the other actors that were in the movie, but they did very 

good and believable acting. This movie is a must see and should stand the test of time, although the 

movies I say that about don't. 
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Black Island (1979) 
 

Martin Murphy and Michael Salomon head the cast as a couple of 

British kids named Michael and Joe. Stranded on a remote island, 

the boys rather enjoy the adventure -- until they discover that 

two escaped convicts have also landed on the tiny isle. Shot on 

and around Osea Island (an inhabited island in the estuary of the 

River Blackwater, Essex, East England). 
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Black Jack (1979) 
 

A period children's adventure film, directed by Ken Loach and 

based on the Leon Garfield novel. It is set in Yorkshire in 1750 and 

follows a young boy, Tolly (Stephen Hirst) and his adventures with 

a large French man (Jean Franval), the Black Jack of the title, and 

Belle a young English girl (Louise Cooper). It was awarded the 

Critics' Award at the Cannes Film Festival (1979) 
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Black Moon (1975) 
 

There is a war in the world between the men and the women. A 

young girl tries to escape this reality and comes to a hidden place 

where a strange unicorn lives with a family: Sister, Brother, many 

children and an old woman that never leaves her bed but stays in 

contact with the world through her radio. Since the content of 

this picture is not as important as the pictures and allegories, the 

simple plot can not be described further. Working late hours 

sometimes can provide a movie buff with unexpected rewards: 

for example, getting off at 11:00 PM means getting home in time 

to fix a cup of hot chocolate in hopes of an early visit to 

Dreamland. Or it can mean being comfortably wide-awake, and 

stumbling across a rarely-seen film gem by Louis Malle. Or getting 

to view a rarely-seen cinematic conundrum also created by Louis 

Malle. That would be "Black Moon," made in 1975 and featuring 

Joe Dallesandro and Cathryn Harrison, grand-daughter of Rex 

Harrison, and a gaggle of naked children running wild with a large white pig. And a talking unicorn. 

And a manor house where something is always cooking. Without a doubt, Malle's "Black Moon" is 

one strange and beautiful movie concoction. Labelling it as futuristic is entirely inappropriate, as it is 

set in modern (but pre-Internet) times. Released in September of 1975, the film takes place in the 

French countryside, and begins with a young woman racing along a deserted highway while trying to 

find something on the car radio. Within minutes, she encounters a military roadblock where she sees 

soldiers (some wearing gas masks), executing their prisoners, who are all female. Although she's 

dressed like a man, it only takes a flip of her hat to reveal her long blonde hair and so she bolts the 

scene in her little red car. She races through a field with bullets flying past her. Eventually this young 

woman, Lilly, comes to a dead end on a dirt road, very near to a manor house. It is there she first 

sees the unicorn and then a flock of sheep. What little dialog there is in this movie, is in English, with 

a few lines spoken in German or Italian by Therese Giehse, the veteran character actress from 

Germany. She plays an elderly invalid who talks to animals, or to people unseen, on her two-way 

radio. It is up to a very young Cathryn -- then only fifteen during production -- to carry this 

hallucinatory tale. Along with Giehse, who stars as the crazy old lady of the manor house 

(surrounded by sheep, goats, pigs and the naked feral children), Dallesandro and Alexandra Stewart 

as Brother and Sister Lilly round out the credited cast. The photography for "Black Moon" is 

sumptuous. The plot, if there is one, is so close to being a cinematic hallucination as to make the 

viewer positively giddy. Harrison is so very luminous and beautiful that it brings up the guiltiest 

feelings, upon discovering she was only sixteen, when it was released in September of '75. Near the 

end of this puzzle on film, there's a long section of Wagner's "Tristan and Isolde", which is sung in 

the middle of the night, by two children, as Lilly plays the piano. When it ends, the new day is 

breaking and shortly after that, the "reality" of the war comes crashing down with shell bursts and 

the rat-a-tat of submachine guns in the fields around the house. At this point, the cranky old lady has 

disappeared, the unicorn has reappeared for about the fourth time, and Lilly closes the window and 

retreats into the on-going hallucination of this manor house. And then, the film freeze-frames on an 

image of her beautiful face and penetrating eyes, and then simply fades away. The viewer never gets 



to know what happens with Brother and Sister, nor what becomes of the rampaging feral children 

and their huge white pig. In that regard, "Black Moon" ends and ends up being almost wholly 

unsatisfactory!! However, the rest of the 100 minutes of this film are so well-crafted, and Cathryn 

Harrison is so appealing, that the final state of confusion seems to be less like a cop-out than an 

appropriate way to end a film which, after all, has no plot at all. And it must be said that despite the 

hallucinatory quality of "Black Moon," it is not a movie about taking drugs, or tripping, or going cold 

turkey from drugs, and there isn't so much as one cigarette in the whole film. And, also, no, there's 

no clue as to what "Black Moon" really means, and the context of the film never discloses the 

purpose of the allegories contained within it. It's not a parable. There's no real story and therefore it 

has no "moral to the story." It is only certain that there's absolutely no connection whatsoever to 

the Fay Wray horror-flick of the same name, from 1934. 
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Black Sheep (2006) 
 

An experiment in genetic engineering turns harmless sheep into 

blood-thirsty killers that terrorize a sprawling New Zealand farm. 

Black Sheep, a black comedy from Jonathan King, was anything 

but sheepish when it came to blood and gore. Reminiscent of 

early Peter Jackson films, the graphic detail is bound to make you 

squirm, and at times chuckle. Incidentally, the film borrowed one 

of Jackson's Oscar winning tools, Weta Workshops. Needless to 

say the effects are bound to impress. With a number of 

international movies shot in New Zealand with plots that could 

easily take place anywhere, Black Sheep offers a refreshingly 

unique New Zealand twist to the well-used zombie theme. The 

characters and issues related so well that even the Aussies 

couldn't claim it as their own- well, except maybe the sheep 

shagging jokes. It certainly doesn't take long to adjust to hearing 

Kiwi accents on the big screen and start relishing in the subtle humour, grotesque effects and 

brilliant performances by some underrated New Zealand talent. King's first feature film has taken 

the zombie flick back to grass roots level. Not baaad. 
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Blackbeard's Ghost (1968) 
 

In this comedy, Peter Ustinov is the famous pirate's ghost that 

returns to our time. Blackbeard has been cursed by his last wife 

who was a notorious witch, so that he will never die. The only way 

to "break" the curse is to do (for once in his life) a good act. Is the 

famous pirate able to do something good? From the Newton 

School. Watching Blackbeard's Ghost yesterday put me in mind of 

the late Robert Newton and his portrayal of Blackbeard in a classic 

film from the Fifties. Had Mr. Newton not died of chronic 

alcoholism in 1957, I'm sure he would have been the Disney 

studio's choice to play Blackbeard. With Robert Newton not being 

available, the studio got another actor famous for a bravura 

performance, that of Nero and Quo Vadis. Who'd have thought 

that Peter Ustinov would have gotten another role that called for 

flamboyant overacting. Ustinov's Blackbeard is a combination of 

Newton's Blackbeard and his own Nero. And he dominates the film completely. Dean Jones who was 

Disney's major leading man at the time who played the roles Kurt Russell was too young for, borrows 

a great deal from that other actor, who's career Disney rejuvenated, Fred MacMurray. In fact the 

similarities between this and Absent Minded Professor and Son of Flubber are too obvious to be 

missed. Still those were two pretty funny films and Blackbeard's Ghost is in a great tradition. Dean 

Jones is the new track coach at Godolphin College and he stays at the inn that's run by the 

descendents of the crew of none other than Edward Teach better known as Blackbeard. But they are 

a harmless bunch of senior citizens led by Elsa Lanchester. Yet that inn is coveted by gangster Joby 

Baker who's bought the mortgage. Jones finds a faded piece of paper in an old bedwarmer and it's a 

spell that makes the ghost of old Blackbeard visible to him only. After that Jones plays straight man 

to a hilarious Ustinov. Blackbeard and is doings cause some romantic problems for Jones with 

Suzanne Pleshette, but in Disney tradition in the end the old buccaneer sets everything to right and 

escapes the limbo he's consigned to. For Peter Ustinov fans, this is a must. You can see it in his face 

and his performance how much of a good time Ustinov was having with this part. It will translate 

into your enjoyment as well. 
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Blackboard Jungle (1955) 
 

A new English teacher at a violent, unruly inner-city school is 

determined to do his job, despite resistance from both students 

and faculty. War veteran Rick Dadier is one of three new teachers 

hired at North Manual High School, an inner city boys school. This 

is his first teaching assignment, which he needs to support himself 

and his insecure pregnant wife, Anne. Despite Principle 

Warnecke's assertions to the contrary, Dadier quickly learns that 

the rumors of student discipline problems at the school are indeed 

true. The established teachers at the school try to counsel the 

newcomers, all inexperienced in such situations, as how best to 

handle the rowdy students. Regardless, Dadier tries to exert 

discipline in his class, which provokes a violent response. Dadier 

believes the student leaders against him are Artie West, but more 

specifically Gregory Miller, who he thinks uses the fact of being 

black as a means of racial provocation. Dadier has to decide either to leave and teach at a "real" 

school, or stay and figure out how to get through to his students. Blackboard Jungle is a 

breakthrough film that brings up important issues about urban schools. I chose to watch Blackboard 

Jungle after I saw Rebel Without a Cause in Film class. I enjoyed the first movie and after I learned 

what Jungle was about, I assumed that I would enjoy it as much as Rebel. I was wrong; I enjoyed 

Blackboard Jungle twice as much. Blackboard Jungle premiered in 1955, the same year as Rebel 

Without a Cause and historical milestones such as Rosa Parks' monumental protest of bus 

segregation. In fact, race relations pay an important part in this film, which I will discuss later. The 

movie is about a teacher, Richard Dadier, who accepts a job at North Manual High School. At this 

school, he encounters a school-wide discipline problem. The two main perpetrators in Dadier's class 

are Gregory Miller, a black student whom Dadier comes to see much promise in, and Vic Morrow, 

the true instigator of violence, whose gang attacks Dadier. Over the course of the film, Dadier also 

encounters apathetic teachers, a principal in denial, and a wife who gives birth prematurely. 

Eventually, Dadier must decide if his pursuit to teach is important enough to endure the hardship. 

This movie brings up some very important issues that were just important in 1955 as they are in 

2001. Violence in schools is still a major topic, culminating in the Columbine shooting which 

everyone should remember. Also important is how teachers are to deal with this threat. Dadier dealt 

with it by reaching out to Miller and by confronting Morrow. But is this a realistic scenario? 

Sometimes students just cannot be reached, and it is irresponsible to ask teachers to directly 

confront weapon-totin students who have a propensity for violence. This just goes to show that 

solving violence in schools is difficult. It has taken at least 46 years; it will probably take many more. 

No female students are portrayed in Blackboard Jungle. This contributes to the stereotype that 

usually teenage boys are the ones who instigate violence. Of course, the statistics show that male 

students are mostly responsible for school violence, and many stereotypes exist for a reason. Rebel 

Without a Cause demonstrates the female role in school insubordination well, by including a woman 

in the main gang. Still, I would have liked to see a female student element in Jungle, to show that 

girls are often involved, and that they also influence male student's behavior. For the era, the racial 

attitude of Blackboard Jungle is very progressive. Dadier confronts racial slurs in the classroom. The 



principal, who was tipped off by a student that Dadier was using racial epithets (when all he was 

demonstrating was the dangerous consequences of such racism), is not happy with this report and 

chastises Dadier. Both situations show that two important protagonists object to racism, signifying 

the film's aversion to this social aspect. This comes just after Brown v Board, simultaneous to Rosa 

Parks' significance, and long before the high point of the Civil Rights Movement. Blackboard Jungle 

should undoubtedly be recognized for its attitude on race relations and other controversial 

elements, such as rock and roll. At a time when rock music was still controversial and outside the 

mainstream, Blackboard Jungle opened and closed with Bill Haley and the Comet's "Rock Around the 

Clock." This was a bold step to take and was one of the reasons that the film was banned from many 

theatres. The relatively violent content also contributed to the barring of the movie and probably 

contributed to many riots that occurred in theatres while the movie was shown. Overall, I enjoyed 

this movie, both for the issues it addressed, its support for educators and their responsibilities, and 

for its entertainment value alone. I highly recommend this film to anyone who is interested in 

educational dilemma, or someone who simply would enjoy a classic film with a progressive, realistic 

attitude. However, for anyone looking for a clone of Rebel Without a Cause, they won't find what 

they're looking for, but I guarantee they will enjoy it just the same. 
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Blackpool (2004) 
 

Soon after local entrepreneur Ripley Holden (Morrissey) opens his 

arcade in his beloved home town of Blackpool, a murder 

investigation makes tears at the fabric of his personal and 

professional lives. I was pleasantly surprised by this TV show, after 

purchasing the DVD we could not stop watching the complete 

series. From the first minute with the family singing viva las 

Vegas, we were in there and away. Brilliant acting from all 

especially the great David Morrissey, David Tennant and Sarah 

Parish. What a wonderful near on 6 hours of laughter and 

suspense we had. 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2004) 
 

Episode 1: It's a big day for Ripley Holden as he opens his new amusement center in Blackpool. 

Holden is a drinker and a philanderer who sold his other businesses to open on the promenade. He 

has grand plans as well, hoping to eventually open a full-fledged hotel-casino. On re-opening the 

next day, he finds a body lying on the floor in the middle of the place. The dead man also happens to 

be someone Holden had an altercation with in a club the night before; he denies to the police 

however that he knew or had even seen the man. DI Peter Carlisle is assigned to the case and 

Holden's attempts at bullying him - including a complaint to Holden's pal the DCI - have little impact. 

The autopsy reveals that the man had been dead for some hours and his body moved to the arcade 

after his death but Carlisle insists that the just opened arcade remain closed. 

Episode 2: DI Carlisle continues his investigation and learns from the dead man's friends that he had 

left them after their bout of drinking to find a prostitute. He interviews several of the local working 

girls and although they deny ever having seen him, the police get an anonymous tip that he was seen 

heading toward the flats where they work. Carlisle and Ripley's wife Natalie meet for an evening out 

and she selects an interesting venue, one where her husband isn't likely to set foot. Ripley's son 

Danny is called in for a police interview about the murder. Daughter Shyanne meanwhile visits her 

ex-boyfriend and learns that it was her father who scared him off. 

Episode 3: The forensic evidence indicates that Mike Hooley was killed with a blow to the head but 

also places him in Ripley Holden's flats before he was moved to the arcade. DI Carlisle tells him that 

he knows they had an argument in the club but Holden blows him off. He also has other problems on 

his mind, specifically that he owes 80 grand to the Inland Revenue and has no choice but to 

mortgage the arcade to raise the funds. Natalie and Carlisle continue their affair but he still hasn't 

told her he's a copper. Shyanne visits Steve who tells her that he was terrified of her father when 

they were at school together. They spend the day in bed but after he says goodbye to her at a bus 



stop, he is badly beaten. Shyanne is convinced it's her father's doing. Danny gets nabbed by the 

police selling drugs but eventually has another story to tell them. 

Episode 4: Carlisle dismisses Danny's confession to the murder as just a youthful attempt to protect 

his father. He also tries to repair his relationship with Natalie, now that she knows he's been lying to 

her about his background. She still has feelings for him but trust isn't something he has inspired in 

her. Ripley Holden welcomes the planning commission to the arcade as he tries to sell them on the 

idea of building his dream hotel-casino on the site. He also visits Steve, who he denies having beaten 

up, in the hospital and buys him off, or so he thinks. Daughter Shyanne has some big news for him 

later. Danny, fed up at being a failure at everything he touches, decides to do something about it. 

Episode 5: Having confessed to DI Carlisle that he moved Poole's body to the arcade, Natalie 

spontaneously provides him with an alibi telling the police that she had picked him up soon after he 

was dropped off at the flats. Natalie believes Ripley is hiding something from her however. It's 

obvious Carlisle is determined to get Ripley at any cost and his partner suggests to him that he may 

not be acting ethically. Carlisle decides he's right and takes himself off the case. He pursues Natalie 

and asks her to leave Blackpool with him. Ripley's financial situation continues to deteriorate and he 

has few options so he decides to make one big bet. He soon realizes however that Natalie may be 

hiding something from him. 

Episode 6: Ripley Holden's dreams are crashing all around him. It's apparent that he is going to lose 

the arcade when he learns that Natalie put the flats in a trust for the children and no one now has 

access to them. He takes drastic action. He agrees to give Shyanne away at her wedding but realizes 

that Natalie has been having an affair with DI Carlisle and she admits to being in love with him. That 

information comes in handy when Carlisle come to the wedding reception to arrest him for Poole's 

murder. Danny reveals a few secrets of his own, one to his father and the other to Shyanne. One of 

the working girls who use to work in Ripley's flats reveals the truth about what happened the night 

Poole was killed. 
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Blade Runner (Remastered Director's Cut) (1982) 
 

Deckard, a blade runner, has to track down and terminate 4 

replicants who hijacked a ship in space and have returned to Earth 

seeking their maker. In a cyberpunk vision of the future, man has 

developed the technology to create replicants, human clones used 

to serve in the colonies outside Earth but with fixed lifespans. In 

Los Angeles, 2019, Deckard is a Blade Runner, a cop who 

specializes in terminating replicants. Originally in retirement, he is 

forced to re-enter the force when four replicants escape from an 

off-world colony to Earth. Timeless. What can be said about this 

film that hasn't already been covered in preceding decennia? 

Blade Runner (either version) stands the test of time as an epic 

story which transcends a disparity of genres, as well as the 

seminal "dark" sci-fi film which has been mimicked so frequently 

(to varying degrees of success) since its original release. The 

interplay of film noir, sci-fi, and what is one of the most 

philosophically symbolic and academically analyzed narratives of the modern era holds its ground on 

both visual and cerebral levels even in the face of today's CGI laden blockbusters. The new director's 

cut, contrary to many cinematic re-hashings, actually serves to clarify many of the more nebulous 

aspects of the plot and makes a great film even better, arguably allowing it to be modernized and 

polished for a new generation of viewers who are more picky and yet simultaneously less idealistic. 

All while sustaining the feeling and flavor of the original. Call it restorative work if you will. The tinny 

and meandering score by Vangelis is pure 1980s at its most brooding and fits the texture and mood 

of the film beautifully. Indeed, for many reasons, finding this film in someone's DVD collection makes 

a true statement about their discriminating and refined taste in movies, and equally their 

appreciation of film as an artistic medium. I would suggest picking up a reader by someone like 

Nietzsche, Foucualt, Descartes, Kierkegaard, or any of the great existentialist philosophers after 

viewing this film in order to appreciate the story & its concepts at a whole new level, regardless if 

you're watching it for either the 1st, or the 100th time. An enduring classic and an intrepid piece of 

film-making with rich & often haunting visuals designed to entertain and promote introspection 

amongst its viewers. 9/10. 
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Blades Of Glory (2007) 
 

In 2002, two rival Olympic ice skaters were stripped of their gold 

medals and permanently banned from men's single competition. 

Presently, however, they've found a loophole that will allow them 

to qualify as a pairs team. When rivalry between the world's best 

men's figure skaters - sex addicted, improvisational Chazz Michael 

Michaels and germophobic, precise Jimmy MacElroy - breaks into 

a fight on the awards platform, they're banned from the event for 

life. Three years later, desire for a gold medal and a careful 

reading of the rules lead them to compete as skating's first male-

male pair. Can they overcome mutual dislike, limited time to 

prepare, their coach's secret past, and the dirty tricks of their main 

opponents, the Van Waldenberg siblings? The key to victory or 

defeat may lie in the attraction of the virginal Jimmy toward Katie, 

the Van Waldenbergs' little sister. Fantastically Overblown. Blades 

of Glory is the story of Chazz Michael Michaels (Ferrel) and Jimmy MacElroy (Heder), two rival ice 

skaters banned from competition after a podium brawl at an "Olympic" event. After Jimmy's stalker 

finds a loophole in the rulebook (yes, you read that right), the pair join forces to reclaim their rightful 

position at the top of the skating rankings. While it follows the predictable rise, fall, and rise again 

pattern of most comedies, Blades of Glory is different enough to be memorable. The costumes are 

ridiculous, the set-pieces are brilliant (including a very awkward chase sequence involving a 

crossbow and an unfortunate mascot), and the performances, what these films hinge on, are 

excellent. The Ferrel-Heder exchanges are drenched with homoeroticism, and their struggles to 

come to terms with each other's lifestyles (Ferrel: "I'm a sex addict. It's my cross to bear" and Heder: 

"If you can dream it, you can do it!") are funny enough to carry the film for large sections. The 

supporting performances of the Waldenbergs (Will Arnett, Amy Poelher, and Jenna Fischer) fill in the 

gaps successfully, their conversations charged with an unusual mix of villainy and incestuous desire. 

Then of course there are the skating scenes, which are quite a sight to behold, in all their spandex-

and-diamonds splendour. Overall, Blades of Glory is hilarious. Pretty much every aspect of it is 

fantastically overblown, and it keeps you laughing quite steadily for its 90-minute running time. 

Boom! 
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Blank Check (1994) 
 

By accident, the 12-year-old Preston (13-year-old Brian Bonsall) is 

given a blank check and when he fills in $1,000,000 - he is able to 

get it! He is having fun spending the money, but the gangsters 

who owned it want it back. 12-year-old Preston Waters is tired of 

his pain-in-the-butt brothers and stingy parents. One day, a rich 

but convicted money launderer by the name of Quigley nearly 

kills him in a parking lot and gives him (by mistake) a blank check. 

So Preston boots up his computer, makes out the check for one 

million dollars cash money, comes up with the pseudonym of 

"Macintosh" and starts to spendin'. But Quigley wants his money 

back -- it was supposed to be cashed by another man with a blank 

check and handed back to Quigley. Can Preston keep up the 

facade? Will Quigley and his goons get their money back? And will 

Preston learn how valuable money really is? Preston Waters is a 

12-year-old boy who is sick of his parents always teaching him the value of money. Little does he 

know, he is about to learn it. When a smart crook, Carl Quigley, nearly kills Preston by running over 

his bike, he mistakenly fills out a blank cheque, which Preston prints out for $1 Million. Preston 

convinces the bank manager to cash the cheque, and when Quigley's employee returns to collect the 

money for Quigley and finds that the bank manager has given it to a kid, Quigley sets out to track the 

kid down and get his money. Preston creates the pseudonym of 'Macintosh' to handle his finance, 

and the police get suspicious. Preston begins his spending, but later becomes aware that he must 

avoid Quigley who is on his back, and the police separately attempt to work out the mystery behind 

'Macintosh'. Will Preston be convinced that money isn't everything. This is a good movie. Something 

fun about watching money be blown at a super rate, especially from a kid's point of view. Take it for 

what it is, a fun little movie about a kid's dream coming true, and what a kid might do with $1 million 

dollars. Don't like it, don't watch it. They make movies for the watchers, not the people that have 

nothing better to do then complain in their lives. 
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Blauvogel (Blue Bird) (1979) 
 

George (Robin Jaeger & Gabriel Marian Oseciuc), the 10-year-old 

son of English settlers in midwestern America apparently about 

the time of the French and Indian Wars, is kidnapped by a native 

tribe and taken to their village. At first, you don't know what their 

intentions are toward the boy who is played by Robin Jaeger. 

When he is stripped, painted black and held under water, you 

think it may be some kind of ritual murder. However, it's only part 

of his initiation into the tribe. Renamed "Blauvogel" (Blue Hawk), 

he spends the next several years being raised by the Indians, who 

prove to be kind and probably more virtuous than the Europeans 

from which he came. Eventually, he is returned to his English 

family, but finds the readjustment difficult, particularly as they do 

not have the same respect for nature as the American natives. 
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Blauvogel (Blue Hawk) (1994) 
 

During the Franco-English war in Northern America, an English boy is captured by the French and 

sold to Indians where he grows up in a new family. When he is forced to return to his former home 

by English soldiers some years later, he finds he is a stranger there. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1994) 
 

Episode 01: Der Überfall. 

Episode 02: Der Weg in die Wildnis. 

Episode 03: Allein unter Indianern. 

Episode 04: Die Flucht. 

Episode 05: Die Sprache des Waldes. 

Episode 06: Begegnung mit der Vergangenheit. 

Episode 07: Gefangene der Mohawks. 

Episode 08: Tod am Bibersee. 

Episode 09: Der Große Bär. 

Episode 10: Die Entführung. 

Episode 11: Der lange Abschied. 

Episode 12: Eine fremde Welt. 

Episode 13: Der Ruf der Freiheit. 
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Blazing Saddles (Black Bart) (Mel Brooks' Blazing Saddles Or Never 

Give A Saga An Even Break) (Tex X) (The Purple Sage) (1974) 
 

The Ultimate Western Spoof. A town where everyone seems to be 

named Johnson is in the way of the railroad. In order to grab their 

land, Hedley Lemar, a politically connected nasty person, sends in 

his henchmen to make the town unlivable. After the sheriff is 

killed, the town demands a new sheriff from the Governor. 

Hedley convinces him to send the town the first Black sheriff in 

the west. Bart is a sophisticated urbanite who will have some 

difficulty winning over the townspeople. Mel Brooks found a way 

in 1974 to direct two of the greatest comedies of all time. And in 

that one year, he found a way to cram as many movie parodies, 

and not have any overlap, as any director can in Young 

Frankenstein and Blazing Saddles. What Young Frankenstein was 

to the 1930s horror movies Blazing Saddles was to the Westerns of the 1960s. And add in there the 

oppression of blacks during the same time, and you have a biting satire on the role of blacks in 

society, if not in 1974, at least the way it was in 1874. Cleavon Little (by the way, he's black) plays 

Bart, a slave laborer for Hedley Lamarr's (Harvey Korman in a GREAT performance as a scheming 

government employee) railroad who needs to cut through the town of Rock Ridge for completion. 

The townspeople won't sell their land, so Lamarr has the sheriff killed and replaced with Bart. He's 

not really welcomed into the town, but with help from Jim, the Waco Kid (Gene Wilder) he is able to 

earn's the town's trust. Standard plot, and a plot that does not really matter. The humor is so 

scatological, from so many periods of time, that we know it's a movie, and the characters in the 

movie know they are in a movie. Take Slim Pickens when he cries out "What in the wide world of 

sports is going on here?" And the final 10 minutes of the movie is just odd in any other movie, but 

somehow works in Blazing Saddles. So much humor is cut out of the TV versions, so don't waste your 

time with it. It has to be seen with the language and "sexually suggestive" scenes to be fully 

appreciated. 
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Bleak House (2005) 
 

With 15-year-old Harry Eden. A suspenseful tale about the 

injustices of the 19th-century English legal system. I've just 

watched the first episode, and I thought it was the best classic 

adaptation on British television for years. (I have been tiring of 

costume-drama-by-numbers, and of Andrew Davies's superficial 

adaptations in particular, but they've got this one right, in my 

opinion). The directing is excellent, producing uniformly good 

performances from the actors - even from the likes of Johnny 

Vegas - and particularly from Charles Dance as Tulkinghorn and 

from the actress playing Esther Summerson (a tiresomely one-

dimensional character in the book). The camera moves around in 

response to characters' actions in an interesting way, and scenes 

open and close with swooshing sounds of the sort used these days 

in sci-fi feature films, keeping things vibrant. Since the early parts 

of the book are the least successful, I'm sure this serial can't help but go from strength to strength. 

My favourite scene was Guppy's hilarious proposal of marriage to Esther. 

 

Series 1 (15 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 01: Half of London takes in interest in the long-running, complicated case of the inheritance 

of John Jarndyce Sr., a fortune disputed for generations in the Court of Chancery. The interests of 

orphaned juvenile relatives Richard Carstone and Ada Clare, wards of the court, are handled by 

attorney Kenge, hired by wealthy philanthropist John Jarndyce Jr., who even hired companion Esther 

Summerson and welcomes them in his fine home. Meanwhile sinister Mr. Tulkinghorn defends the 

interests of old Sir Leicester Dedlock and his younger wife, who has a secret past with destitute 

copyist and decorated veteran 'Nemo'. 

Episode 02: Tulkinghorn (Charles Dance) and Krook (Johnny Vegas) call out the doctor, Allan 

Woodcourt (Richard Harrington). He suspects that Nemo's (John Lynch) death was caused by an 

accidental overdose of opium. The Coroner (Peter Guinness) confirms as much. Nemo is given a 

pauper's funeral. At the gloomy burial ground Tulkinghorn interrogates a young crossing-sweeper, 

named only Jo (Harry Eden), whom Nemo had befriended. He's convinced Jo knows something. 

Meanwhile, Ada (Carey Mulligan) and Richard (Patrick Kennedy) are beginning to fall in love. 

Jarndyce instructs Richard that it's time to choose an occupation. Very quickly, he decides upon a 

career in medicine. As a result, arrangements are made for Richard to study with Mr. Bayham 

Badger (Richard Griffiths) in Chelsea. The four have dinner with him and the irrepressible Mrs. 

Badger (Joanna David) who continually talks about her former husbands. There they encounter Allan 

Woodcourt. He and Esther are attracted to one another. At Chesney Wold, Lady Dedlock (Gillian 

Anderson) has taken a shine to the young maid Rosa (Emma Williams) – to the absolute horror of her 

existing French maid, Hortense (Lilo Baur). However, Lady Dedlock has more serious troubles when 



Tulkinghorn gleefully informs her that Nemo is dead. Later, as Lady Dedlock sits alone in the 

darkness, she sheds a tear. Meanwhile, Krook (Johnny Vegas) is gloating over a bundle of letters he 

filched from Nemo's trunk under Tulkinghorn's nose. Although he can't read, he thinks they smell 

like love letters. 

Episode 03: Ada (Carey Mulligan) confides in Esther (Anna Maxwell Martin) that she and Richard 

(Patrick Kennedy) are in love. They wish to get engaged, but their guardian Jarndyce (Denis Lawson) 

disapproves and tells them it's far too soon to take this step. Reluctantly the pair agree to wait. 

Meanwhile, Richard's struggling with his medical studies, and decides to quit in favour of the law. 

But with his increasing obsession in matters at Chancery, will he come to regret the decision? In 

court with Ada, he meets Mr. Gridley (Tony Haygarth) – an irascible and frustrated suitor who has 

wasted his life in pursuit of reward. Gridley flies off the handle at Tulkinghorn, who, enraged, orders 

a warrant for his arrest. Caddy Jellyby (Natalie Press) tells Esther she's entered into a secret 

engagement with Prince Turveydrop (Bryan Dick), the son of a dancing master. His father, Old Mr. 

Turveydrop (Matthew Kelly), is a lazy, self-centred old man who preens around, showing off his 

deportment, whilst his son does all the work. Esther is also falling in love - she and Allan Woodcourt 

(Richard Harrington) have become close. But she's deeply disappointed to hear the news that he's 

taken a job as a ship's surgeon on a long voyage. A little hope remains, however, when she receives 

some flowers from him as a keepsake. Skimpole (Nathaniel Parker) joyfully announces that his old 

adversary, Mr. Neckett the bailiff, has died. But when Jarndyce and Esther hear that he had a young 

family, they decide to visit his lodgings. There, they find that his daughter, Charley (Katie Angelou), is 

working as a washerwoman to provide for her siblings. Jarndyce resolves that they should take 

action. Elsewhere, Lady Dedlock (Gillian Anderson) instructs Tulkinghorn (Charles Dance) to cease his 

enquiries about Nemo (John Lynch). Nonetheless, she decides to conduct her own secret 

investigation tracking Jo (Harry Eden), the crossing sweeper, down at night and paying him to guide 

her around Nemo's old haunts. Finally, she visits his burial ground, where she's overcome with grief. 

Episode 04: Richard begins his law studies at Mr. Tulkinghorn's firm, tutored by unimpressed Guppy 

and Kenge, and immediately shows specific interest in the Jarndyce inheritance case. While Sir 

Leicester Dedlock's neighbor feud rages on, his wife searches in the past of people relevant in the 

inheritance. Esther learns how she got her guardian, but also more about her background. 

Episode 05: Richard (Patrick Kennedy) puts further strain on his relationship with Jarndyce (Denis 

Lawson) by announcing his intention to quit the law and join the army. Jarndyce warns him that this 

must be his final choice of career, and that he needs to take his employment seriously, since no good 

will ever come of his Chancery hopes. Charley Neckett (Katie Angelou) turns up as a not wholly 

welcome gift for Esther. Jarndyce has employed her as Esther's (Anna Maxwell Martin) maid without 

consulting her first. Elsewhere, Caddy (Natalie Press) and Prince (Bryan Dick) announce their 

engagement to Old Mr. Turveydrop (Matthew Kelly). He is most displeased, until they pledge to 

work together to make his life more agreeable. Gridley's (Tony Haygarth) on the run from the law, 

following Tulkinghorn's arrest warrant. He asks his old friend, Miss Flite (Pauline Collins), if she can 

take him in. But she points him in the direction of Sergeant George (Hugo Speer), a noble ex-soldier 

who now owns a gym. Among his fencing pupils is Richard, who's learning the arts of war in 

preparation for joining his regiment. Unfortunately for George, he has become embroiled in 

Tulkinghorn's (Charles Dance) investigation. Clamb (Tom Georgeson) has managed to identify Nemo 

(John Lynch) as a Captain Hawdon, in debt to the moneylender Smallweed (Phil Davis). George was a 



close friend of Hawdon's during their army days, and he now also owes Smallweed money. 

Tulkinghorn desperately wants to get hold of a sample of Hawdon's hand-writing for comparison. He 

sends Smallweed to blackmail George into providing a letter from Hawdon. But George isn't 

interested in helping. Meanwhile, Inspector Bucket (Alun Armstrong) follows Miss Flite to the gym 

where a dying Gridley is discovered. Before an arrest can be made, Gridley passes away. 

Episode 06: Mr. Tulkinghorn is nearing the truth about Nemo alias captain Hawdon, but shooting 

stand-running veterans Smallweed and sergeant George refuse to sell their pieces of the puzzle. 

Searching for beloved Esther's background with Krook, Guppy stumbles unto her links to the present 

lady Dedlock, whom he visits and inform, to Nemo -Esther's real father- and probably the Jarndyce 

claims. A London epidemic is spreading, and through Nemo's urchin protégé Jo reaches John 

Jarndyce's home. 

Episode 07: Guppy finds alcohol addict Krook, burned to death in gin, which the coroner's court rules 

'spontaneous combustion'. Guppy thus fails to get hold of Nemo's love letters, nor to ascertain if 

they were burned or are part of the estate, which is claimed by Smallweed, engaging Tulkinhorn, 

who now manages to make sergeant George show him Hawdon's letters. Richard decides to engage 

his own lawyer in the Jardnyce inheritance case. Esther Summerson's reckless amateur nursing of 

urchin Joe and others ends in her own contagion with often fatal pox. 

Episode 08: Sergeant George's letters prove to Tulkington Nemo was captain Hawdon, yet tells 

Smallweed to grant only a month debt reprieve. Guppy fails to buy the love letters in Krook's estate 

from Smallweed. Neighbor Lawrence Boythorn tells the Jarndyce party the Darnley ghost path curse 

story, leading to the lady meeting Esther and telling she's her mother but only found her trace 

recently and captain James Hawdon was her dad. 

Episode 09: Richard, now an officer, visits Ada on military leave and tells her that he hired his own 

lawyer, Vhole, who was recommended by (bribed) Harold Skimpole. Hawdon's letters are found, but 

Tulkinghorn blackmails Guppy to let him have them and discretely warns lady Dedlock he has them 

as insurance for her spousal loyalty. 

Episode 10: Richard falls into dubious debt, desperate to win big in the endlessly protracted trial, 

manipulated by lawyer Vholes and parasite 'adviser' Skimpole. Mr. Tulkinghorn further domineers 

lady Dedlock. John Jarndyce, desiring Esther as bride, tells her about her assumed mother, Dedlock's 

sister. 

Episode 11: Richard is deep in debt and trough with the Army. Ada offers him her inheritance to 

cover his debts, but he decides to leave service and devote himself to the trial full-time. Doctor Allan 

Woodcourt is back, still penniless having suffered shipwreck. He arrives too late to save gentle 

urchin Jo, who dies from pneumonia but first denounces Tlkinghorn as the monster who had the 

knave persecuted. This time bloody vengeance is exacted. 

Episode 12: Lawyer Tulkinghorne is found murdered, shot trough the heart. Police detective Bucket 

has no other choice but arrest sergeant George, the obvious suspect. Richard, now full-time 

obsessed with the inheritance lawsuit, interrupts it only to attend Ada's birthday party at Jarndyce's. 

Episode 13: Hortense Jabouliet, jailed sergeant George's mother and lady Deadlock maneuver about 

the truth concerning Tulkinghorn's murder. Detective Bucket is most interested to find the traces 



lead to the lady, but switches his accusation from George to Hortense. Meanwhile Richard and the 

doctor try to settle in their misfortune. 

Episode 14: Sergeant George is released by detective Bucket, who is on lady Dedlock's trail. Guppy 

fails to acquire her compromising letters as Smallwood expects to get more money from sir Leicester 

and is just too late to warn her. She flees in utter despair, to be found broken down in closed-up 

Bleak house, while the baronet is near a fatal cardiac crisis. Parasite Skimpole is now full-time 

besides Richard and his lawyer, Jardnyce refuses to intervene or let Esther. 

Episode 15: Richard Carstone finally tires of the exhausting court case, which undermines his health 

as well as his finances. Ultimately, a most recent Jarndyce last will is found at Smallweed's by 

detective Bucket, which decides the Chancery case in Richard's favor, with a bitter aftertaste: 

expenses have eaten up the entire estate. John Jarndyce welcomes Rick home, but it's only to die. 

Guppy's renewed proposal to Esther, now he has his own legal practice, is equally politely rejected. 

Even DR. Allan Woodcourt's declaration of love, now he can get a lucrative position in the north, is 

tearfully turned down as Esther feels obliged to honor her promise to wed her guardian, but he 

relieves her of that. 
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Bless The Beasts & Children (1971) 
 

A group of social misfits band together and run away from 

summer camp. Along the way, they take up a crusade to save 

penned in buffaloes from a rifle club's slaughter. A group of 

adolescent boys (17-year-old Bill Mumy, 17-year-old Miles 

Chapin, 14-year-old Darel Glaser, 15-year-old Marc Vahanian and 

Bob Kramer), placed in a summer camp by their otherwise too 

busy parents, find themselves unable to fit in and are soon 

branded as bedwetters by their fellow campers and 

unsympathetic counselor. After their counselor exposes them to 

what they perceive as a cruel slaughter of corralled bison, these 

misfits are soon drawn to a common purpose to break free of 

their camp and free the bison. On their way to free the bison, 

individual flashbacks reveal the relationships each has with his 

own family and give insight to their reasons behind wanting to set 

the bison free. Karen and Richard Carpenter's singing of the title song occurs now and again 

throughout the movie to underscore the the drama. A film with some flaws but one that nonetheless 

strikes me as being ahead of its time in that it depicts a decidedly non-Disney side of man's 

interaction with wildlife. Some tonal struggles due to the juxtaposition of the kid's stories with the 

brutal hunting that they attempt to intercede with. Based on a great book. A powerful message film, 

and for me, the down ending struck a note that allows me to recall this film in great detail 30 years 

later. It stuck. Had the animal violence been less prominent, or the ending been a Disney 'happily-

ever-after' I doubt it would have had this impact. The quality of this acting by these teenagers is 

award caliber. The story, direction, imagery, cinematography...etc...all wonderful. I especially 

enjoyed the fact that we were really made to understand the lives of these young men. Be warned 

that we see a great number of scenes with guys outdoors in their underwear. So many (scenes and 

boys) in fact...and some almost suggestive...that it's clear (to me) that it was spurned at the time for 

this risky cinematic approach to telling the story. However, while this 'can' be used to serve more 

prurient interests, this partial nudity comprehensively conveys the vulnerability of our characters. 

The contrasting symbolism between their world and the real world is very effectively conveyed. This 

movie follows these guys throughout their adventure and, by the end, you completely understand 

every aspect of each person's motivation. Then, the story itself, is poignantly told in a no-holds-

barred manner and ending with gritty irony. As you watch the credits, the point will be clear that the 

movie echoes the true reality of life. 
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Blind Faith (1998) 
 

In 1957, black lawyer John Williams has to defend his nephew 

Charlie, who is accused of strangling a white boy to death. John 

doesn't believe Charlie did it, and although Charlie confesses, 

John wants to find out the real truth. It's difficult to understand 

the mentality of the film industry when it comes to content that 

deals with bigotry and race. While trash like like "The Hurricane" 

get wide distribution, quality films like "Blind Faith" are ignored. I 

caught this movie early in the morning on a Sunday on a cable 

movie station, it was really the only thing on. Lucky me. The 

movie was so powerful I was amazed I'd never heard of it, not an 

advertisement, review, nothing. The basic plot consists of a black 

accused of murdering a white and caught up in the legal system of 

the pre-Civil Rights era. Now that plot line is about as old as they 

come--well trod territory done with excellence in "To Kill A Mockingbird" and with ugly stupidity in 

"The Hurricane". But this movie gives us more and better than most legal oriented films of any kind. 

The film centers on an African-American lawyer, solidly acted by Courtney Vance, defending his 

nephew who steadfastly refuses to explain the circumstances behind the charge. This serves to 

explain the lawyer's relationship with his two brothers, one a policeman and father of the accused, 

and the other, a ne'er-do-well jazz musician. Charles S. Dutton is outstanding as the police officer, 

tormented and conflicted when his son is accused of murder. He's worked hard and long to achieve 

his success and status, and it's compelling to watch his rage at seeing all he's built teetering on the 

edge of a precipice. Courtney B. Vance puts in a fine performance as the lawyer, who is barely able 

to control his emotions through much of the film. His despair, confusion and anger cause him to 

periodically lash out, often to the detriment of his own cause. Kadeem Hardison, not a great actor to 

begin with, muddles through as the jazz musician other brother, a really unnecessary addition, but it 

serves as an excuse to listen to some really fine music, so perhaps that's reason enough for his 

inclusion. But for the most part, these are actual characters with nuance and depth, real people 

caught in a complex situation, not cardboard heroes with cardboard virtues who mouth inane 

slogans. In one scene the black lawyer coaches a witness to lie on the stand, to commit perjury, out 

of desperation. In another, the judge upbraids him after he yells at a witness, concluding with 

"remember your place." The judge could easily be referring to the courtroom and his role as lawyer, 

or is it a racist comment, as the character takes it to be? The ambiguity enriches the movie, allowing 

the viewer to think, to ponder the circumstances. The white characters are not evil, they come off 

mostly as people just trying to do their jobs the best they can. The legal aspect of the movie is very 

well done too--no torturing the legal system with ridiculous departures from real process, or inane 

speeches that would be instantly ruled out of order in a real courtroom. The resolution, and a very 

compelling one it is, doesn't give anybody an easy out--it doesn't allow the viewer to just sit back 

and feel self satisfied, or blather on about a racist leviathan. It forces one to think about the nature 

of bigotry and prejudice. I won't say more, since to do so would give away the stellar climax. Perhaps 

the only flaw is the voice over at the end that explains what happens after the story essentially ends. 

It's needless and kind of silly, and really only detracts from what is a great film. It's as if the film 



makers don't trust themselves enough to totally follow through with the ambiguity with which 

they've left the viewers. It's unfortunate, but a common sin in Hollywood. 
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Blind Fury (1989) 
 

A Vietnam vet blinded in the war uses his samurai fighting skills 

and a concealed sword stick to help protect the son (13-year-old 

Brandon Call) of a dead comrade from a crime organisation. Nick 

Parker was a Vietnam vet who got blinded during the war. He 

would be found by one of the local tribes. They would teach how 

to handle a sword. He would eventually become quite good with 

it. He would then return to the States and would visit an old Army 

buddy. When he gets there, he discovers that he and his wife are 

divorced. What they don't know is that he (his friend) was playing 

in a crooked casino in Vegas, and accumulated a large debt. The 

owner's willing to forget his debt, if he does something for him. 

His friend is a chemist and they want him to make some designer 

drugs, and in order to make sure he does it they try and kidnap 

his son. But lucky Nick is there, Nick saves his son but not his wife. 

He and the boy begin a road trip for Vegas to save his father, with the owner's people in pursuit. I 

love this movie. It's another example of brilliant, under-rated acting by the one and only Rutger 

Hauer. In a way I feel sorry for Hauer, Like Christopher Lambert, he is a top quality actor but very 

under-rated. Anyway, Rutger Hauer stars as a Vietnam War veteran. During battle, he was blinded 

by a mortar attack. He was then captured by a tribe in Vietnam and trained to master the sword. 20 

years later, Hauer is back in the U.S.A. and sets out to find his fellow soldier friend, Frank. The sword 

which Hauer uses in this movie is so cool. I love the sword fights in this movie. 
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Blinker En De Blixvaten (2008) 
 

Blinker (Kasper Vanbeginne) and the Blix barrels is based on a 

book by the very successful Belgian author Marc De Bel. The story 

is about a dynamic boy and his family who are trying to prevent a 

multinational company and its cynic CEO to dump radioactive 

garbage into the open sea. Blinker is relieved his pa has got a cool 

summer job: life guard. That also allows his sister Ellen, who 

initially resented coming to the coast, to date there handsome 

Greenpeace activist Tino. Alas, dad's lookalike Blix Junior, the CEO 

of a ruthless company which needs to dump its toxic waste 

barrels, gets them dumped at sea. Dumb police commissioner 

Vangestel arrests dad and Tino dumps Ellen. Then Blinker 

discovers the trace of the real culprits. 
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Bliss Opera (2010) 
 

Bliss is an opera in three acts by Brett Dean to a libretto by 

Amanda Holden. The libretto is based on Peter Carey's novel Bliss 

which had been made into the 1985 film Bliss. The opera 

premiered at the Sydney Opera House on 12 March 2010. 
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Bliss The Director's Cut (1985) 
 

An advertising executive dies and goes to hell... except nothing 

changes. Well, his daughter is buying drugs with sexual favours 

from her brother, and the number of cancer-causing products is 

on the increase. But the notes he writes to himself to prove he 

hasn't gone insane are getting more disjointed, and he runs off 

with an ex-prostitute called Honey Barbera. Not just a film, but 

also an experience. A man dies from a heart attack and is bought 

back to life. He is however convinced he is in hell. Feeling 

confused and scared by the strangeness of his family and the 

world around him, he starts to have a breakdown. It seems his 

only salvation lies in the arms of a prostitute, but can you find 

love in hell? This is a truly beautiful movie, at times scary, at times 

befuddling. Like the world Harry Bliss lives in, like the world we 

live in. 
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Blöde Mütze! (Silly's Sweet Summer) (2007) 
 

Schoolboy Martin (13-year-old Johann Hillmann), bright but small 

for his age, has to move and change school because of his 

mother's new jobs, while only his father really tries to understand 

him. Even before reaches class he bumps into cocky, athletic 

rascal Oliver (16-year-old Konrad Baumann). It seems like Oliver's 

best friend Silke (a girl) taking to Martin will aggravate their 

tension, but she actually gets them to spend time together and 

grow closer. Martin even takes the blame, which neither parent 

understands, for Oliver smoking in class, a third strike meaning 

expulsion. Oliver's knavish mischief actually stems from his dad's 

drinking problem and its root, his ma's infidelity. When he runs 

away, Martin takes him in. Everything is excellent, the directing, 

story-telling, acting, music, cinematography and so on. What 

makes this movie so successful is that it avoids a lot of cliché that 

were seen in similar movies. The opening scene just grabbed your attention and you know this is 

going to be a very unique family drama. The three young actors in the movie have great chemistry 

and that makes their characters believable. Johann Hillmann, who played the leading role is 

becoming a rising star. We will see him in a number of movies in the years to come. Finally, highly 

recommend this movie to everyone. 
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Blodsbånd (Mirush) (2007) 
 

Tells the story of an Albanian boy, Mirush (Nazif Muarremi), who 

travels to Norway in search of his father. Strong story of difficult 

immigration. Blodsbånd is another great movie from the hands of 

director and producer Marius Holst. As in "Cross my heart and 

hope to die" the main character is once again a youngster starting 

to understand the world around him. Mirush decides to travel 

from a poor situation in Kosovo to follow the dream of his recently 

dead older brother, to find his father in Oslo. He's smuggled into 

Norway, and find the father's restaurant and the father who 

doesn't recognize him, since Mirush was a small kid when the 

father left. He finds that the father is troubled by Albanian mafia, 

and has started a new life with a Norwegian girlfriend. Mirush is 

played perfectly by a Macedonian boy, and all the rest of the 

international crew is also perfect in their roles. With everything 

impressive both with directing and acting, this should be a perfect film, though it's not. The story is 

both tender, scary, shocking, tragic and beautiful during the more than 100 minutes. If there's 

anything to say negatively about this film, it'll have to be the slow pace. You could say that this is to 

give depth to the story, and so is plausible, but still the pace might ruin this film for many. You'll 

have to be totally in to the story to get all the emotions. The film has a lot of male anger, and maybe 

that's why the film have several possible endings. Towards the end you speculate how this will end, 

and you might as well be right as wrong. Maybe this also comes down to cultural differences. I don't 

know. I enjoyed the movie, but find it hard to give it more than 7 out of 10 stars. I think I would have 

felt stronger about it if the film showed stronger emotions. But then again, that's not the male way 

of doing it, either in Kosovo or Oslo. 
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Blood Brothers (2011) 
 

Jeffrey Gilham had a perfect life. He lived on a river in the heart of 

Sydney's affluent Shire district. He was handsome, educated, a 

champion athlete, and a model son from a perfect family. So why, 

on a freezing morning in 1993 did this model son butcher his 

parents and brother? Or did he? 
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Blood Diamond (2006) 
 

A story following Archer, a man tortured by his roots. With a 

strong survival instinct, he has made himself a key player in the 

business of conflict diamonds. Political unrest is rampant in Sierra 

Leone as people fight tooth for tooth. Upon meeting Solomon, 

and the beautiful Maddy, Archer's life changes forever as he is 

given a chance to make peace with the war around him. I rate this 

a ten because I had the privilege of going to Sierra Leone after the 

war and participate in one of the war crimes trials there at the 

Special Court for Sierra Leone, created by the Sierra Leone 

government with the United Nations. In a bit more than two and 

a half hours, the writers and directors have to tell the story of the 

civil war, keep it concise yet true, and tell it through the eyes of a 

few participants. Because the story line is so true, and the acting, 

writing, directing, locations, people, and photography are all 

superior, I must admit prejudice toward such a high rating. My local reviewer gave it a B+. My 

exposure to the civil war and only some of the events of this movie were based on reading books, 

hundreds of witness statements, online material about the war, including the Sierra Leone Truth and 

Reconciliation Report, and listening to over 100 witnesses testify, and my trial was not even those of 

the RUF and AFRC, the really bad actors of the war, as the movie shows, pulling no punches. The 

accounts of atrocities are shockingly real. Tens of thousands had hands amputated, people were 

indiscriminately murdered, women raped or forced to marry, villages were burned, and children 

were kidnapped and forced to fight the war for both of the rebel factions (RUF and AFRC). Making a 

child a soldier is a war crime, and this movie artfully shows you why, without saying a word about it. 

Sherman said, about our own Civil War, that "War is hell." But, African civil war is far different and 

atrocious because it inevitably leads to atrocities. This fine work, with Hotel Rwanda, stands out as a 

film seriously attempting to explain the atrocities that Africans somehow can do to themselves. 
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Blood Money (1981) 
 

Four terrorists kidnap Viscount Rupert Fitzcharles (10-year-old 

Grant Warnock), the young son of the Administrator General of 

the United Nations from his boarding school. It is a very well 

executed snatch because the leader of the terrorists, Irene Kohl, 

had worked in the school sanatorium and knew the movements 

of the boys. The terrorists make their demands which are actually 

quite moderate in monetary terms. The interaction of the 

terrorists and Rupert is well worth watching particularly the way 

Danny tries to teach him about the oppression of the Irish by the 

British in years gone by. A slightly predictable ending but well 

worth seeing. The 4 kidnappers were played by Juliet Hammond-

Hill, whose character was of German origin, the calm one of the 

four and the leader, Stephen Yardley, whose character was a bully 

and a braggart, Gary Whelan whose character was Irish and called 

Danny Connors, and had connections with the IRA, and Cavan 

Kendall, whose character was called Charles Vivian, and seemed like an ex-public school type of an 

aristocratic family. I have always wondered if this story was partly inspired by a then recent event 

involving the SAS, with their name simply being changed to SIS for legal reasons in the fiction. The 

most interesting aspect is what develops amongst the 4 kidnappers and the young hostage in the 

house where they are keeping him, in an almost routine daily life sense. The most memorable 

interrelationships are the fondness Danny forms for the hostage, and the dislike and contempt 

Stephen Yardley feels for Charles Vivian, the intellectual of the group, who doesn't use a gun or do 

manual tasks, but is necessary to them presumably for his knowledge of such things as the media (he 

delivers their letters to the press) and of people in high places. Stephen Yardley calls him a ponce, 

brags to him about when he was fighting in various places abroad, and seems to need to assert his 

superiority of physical strength over him as his contempt boils over several times. Juliet Hammond-

Hill's character, although the leader of the group, actually made the least memorable impression on 

me. The almost soap opera atmosphere of these characters and especially the fondness formed 

between Danny and the hostage, Rupert Fitzcharles, who he calls 'Rup', make the ending seem 

abrupt, tragic and unjust. Maybe that's what the makers intended us to feel. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1981) 
 

Episode 1: 

Episode 2: 

Episode 3: 

Episode 4: 



Episode 5: 

Episode 6: 
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Blood Tide (Det Blodiga Tidvattnet) (Bloodtide) (Das Monster Aus Der 

Tiefe) (Demon Island) (Die Gezeiten Des Blutes) (The Red Tide) 

(Verinen Vuorovesi) (1982) 
 

An adventurer hunting for treasure in Greece accidentally frees a 

monster that forces local villagers to sacrifice virgins. Newlyweds 

find the shirtless husband's sister on the Greek island which she 

went to two years ago. Also on the island are some inhospitable 

natives; a Shakespeare-quoting, sunken-treasure hunter and his 

voluptuous female companion; and a murderous, amphibious 

creature, which we don't see very much of. There you have the 

basics...and, there isn't a great deal more to spice things up. 

Oh...your enjoyment MIGHT be a LITTLE greater if you have a wet-

shirt fetish. But other effects are virtually non-existent. With 

nothing, really, to bring it down, however, I sum it up as a 

passable yarn (or yawn, if you're a thrill-seeker). 
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Bloodlust! (1961) 
 

A group of teenagers vacationing in the tropics take a boat out to 

a seemingly deserted island. They soon find, however, that the 

island is inhabited by a wealthy recluse and his staff. While their 

host is initially hospitable, he quickly reveals his true purpose: to 

hunt down and kill each of his visitors, as he has done with 

everyone unlucky enough to set foot on his island. I love this 

movie...a teenage MOST DANGEROUS GAME! It is really a fun 

movie if you don't take it too seriously...a good combination of 

the 50s teen flick and horror film! And it is fun to see Robert Reed 

in an early role, years before he played the dad in BRADY BUNCH! 

Reed, June Kenney, Gene Persson, and Joan Lora are all quite 

good as the all-American teens who stumble onto BLOODLUST 

island! The film was actually made in the late 50s but not released 

to theaters until 1961. The budget is low, and there are some silly 

lines (June: "Well, we made it this far", Joan: "Ya, but where is this 

far", June: "Well, I don't know, but it's closer to far away then back in that room!" But, despite it's 

flaws, you'll get a kick out it! 
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Bloodsuckers (2005) 
 

Intergalactic vampire hunters. "Buffy" meets "Star Trek" in a "Mad 

Max" world. In 2210, mankind has explored the space and found a 

vampiric menace, declaring war against different breeds of 

vampires some of them inclusive human flesh cannibals. The V-

SAN (aka Vampire Sanitation) spaceship leaded by Captain 

Churchill receives a distress call from an Earth base and his team 

formed by the vampire Quintana, the rookie officer Damian and 

the rebels Rosa and Roman seek survivors and vampires and they 

rescue the scientist Fiona, but Capt. Churchill is captured by the 

vampires. After their next assignment, the provisional captain 

Damian and his group disclose that a traitor has disengaged the 

defense system of the bases and they chase their prime suspect. 

Entertaining! First off, the movie I watched was "Vampire Wars: 

Battle for the Universe", which apparently is an alternate title for 

"Bloodsuckers" (and a much better one IMO). Second, anyone who chooses to watch this movie and 

expects anything better than B-movie special effects and acting is a fool. Third, you must turn off 

your brain to truly enjoy these kinds of movies. Now that I have that out of the way, I really enjoyed 

this movie. Spaceships, alien vampires, and half-human/half-vampire psychics are what great B-

movies are made of. The gore is relatively high, but even though that got it its 'R' rating, there was 

no language or nudity. I have to admit, after watching Quintana in all of her minimal leather outfits, 

the "tantric vampire sex" scene was disappointing. I can't help but feel that the director was playing 

with us. Regardless, the story holds together, the special effects were above average, and there 

were even some good actors (specifically the guy who played the captain and the environmentalist 

girl). This movie is perfect for the "let's all watch a bad movie" night. 
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Bloody Birthday (1981) 
 

Lacking consciences because they were born during a solar 

eclipse, a trio of 10-year-olds embark on an indiscriminate killing 

spree. In 1970, three children are born at the height of a total 

eclipse. Due to the sun and moon blocking Saturn, which controls 

emotions, they have become heartless killers ten years later, and 

are able to escape detection because of their youthful and 

innocent facades. A boy and his teenage sister become 

endangered when they stumble onto the bloody truth. Kids do the 

darndest things! I can't believe I rarely ever see this title 

mentioned by all you eighties horror freaks and I definitely won't 

be joining all my fellow reviewers here in saying that 'Bloody 

Birthday' is awful viewing. On the contrary, I enjoyed it very much 

and I was pleasantly surprised by the ingeniousness and surprise 

twists it offers. Don't just refer to this film as being 'another 80's 

slasher' because the victims here are rather unlikely and so are the killers. We're introduced to three 

cherubic-looking youngsters who were all born during a solar eclipse. At the moment they were 

delivered, planet Saturn was blocked by both the sun and the moon and, due to this, the kids are 

emotionless and seemly without conscience. This really starts to show around their tenth birthday as 

they go on a merciless killing spree. Granted, this stuff is incredibility far-fetched and even slightly 

offensive but, seriously, who cares? Unlike many other horror films from this period, it at least 

attempts to bring something original and imaginative. For once, the kids' acting is good and the 

entire film has a creepy atmosphere and grizzly music. The murders sequences are grim and tense, 

and it's always eerie to see them getting committed by angel-faced kids. I don't know who hired the 

3 kids but they did a good job. Especially the girl and the kid with glasses are highly memorable. The 

bleak images of the heartless trio remind you of classic highlights, such as 'Village of the Damned', 

'The Bad Seed' and 'Children of the Damned'. This film is nowhere near as memorable as these 

milestones but great fun and not one horror lover will regret watching this. Bloody Birthday was 

written and directed by Ed Hunt. Not particularly the greatest genius in cinema, but a pleasantly 

deranged fella who also brought us immensely entertaining cheesefests like 'The Brain' and 'Starship 

Invasions'. If all this isn't enough to convince you yet, Bloody Birthday has a lot of nudity. And not 

just any nudity, but a topless dance-act by MTV-VJ Julie Brown. Oh, and keep your eyes open for a 

completely redundant cameo by Joe Penny, later the star of TV-series 'Jake and the Fatman'. Check it 

out!! 
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Bloody Sunday (2002) 
 

A dramatization of the Irish civil rights protest march and 

subsequent massacre by British troops on January 30, 1972. 

Documentary-style drama showing the events that lead up to the 

tragic incident on January 30, 1972 in the Northern Ireland town 

of Derry when a protest march led by civil rights activist Ivan 

Cooper was fired upon by British troops, killing 13 protesters and 

wounding 14 more. A very realistic portrayal of the events in 

Londonderry 1972. I saw this film about 2 years ago, and was 

extremely impressed with the realism of the film. Having served 

with the British Army in Northern Ireland many years later I found 

the atmosphere and the general appearance and manner of the 

Paras extremely accurate, as I have seen many films about Ireland 

when trying to portray British soldiers they unfortunately could of 

done a little better. I consider myself to be open minded and 

understood and sympathized with the local catholic population during these events as this is or was 

pretty much how things are with regards to the catholic population in Northern Ireland. For me, the 

main good points were that the film was made in a documentary style in which the facts were shown 

in a straight to the point manner without any fancy computer effects or handsome faces portraying 

the main players. Well done to the production team!!!! 
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Bloody Wednesday (1987) 
 

You'll pray for Thursday! Bizarre film from the same guy that 

brought us Night Train to Terror, this movie is about a guy who is 

friends with a talking bear. He sees a bunch of weird stuff in a 

hotel (kind of like The Shining... VERY MUCH like The Shining, in 

fact) and then he sort of goes insane for no apparent reason. The 

climax of the film is the tagline to the movie, so it's no surprise 

that he kills almost 40 people, also for no apparent reason. Odd 

film that goes nowhere and is pretty much unmemorable after 

you get done watching it. However, I really enjoyed myself as I 

watched it, and it definitely held my interest. It's not really a 

confusing film, and it's loaded with tons of good scenes: The main 

character shows up naked to church in the beginning of the 

movie. That scene alone is priceless. Though I liked this film, it'd 

be difficult to recommend it; I have no idea who else would like a 

film like this. You might as well check it out, but the ending has 

already been ruined for you. 
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Blue City (1986) 
 

Returning to the small Florida town where he grew up, Billy Turner 

(Judd Nelson) learns that his father has been killed. With little help 

from the police, Billy will take matters into his own hands and go 

up against a ruthless local mob boss in a desperate search to find 

the killer. Good B movie. The film got quite bad reviews mainly 

because it hasn't got a lot to do with Ross McDonald's brilliant 

novel about a veteran returning to his home town and finding it 

completely corrupted. This adaptation is more aimed at a teen 

audience, so the veteran becomes an young man who left as a 

teenager and the prostitute he befriends becomes a childhood 

sweetheart. The story is extremely simplified. However, the film is 

actually quite well made. The storyline and the way it's told 

resembles more a Budd Boetticher western about the cowboy 

who cleans up town. The acting/casting is pretty good, the film is 

fast paced and well told and Ry Cooder's soundtrack is absolutely amazing. There is of course a lot of 

violence, some of it rather mindless but in the end the cocky avenger gets his come-uppance. I found 

it a very entertaining and really well put together film and also pretty stylish in a Miami Vice kind of 

way. 
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Blue Denim (1959) 
 

Arthur Bartley and Janet Willard are fairly typical 1950s teenagers. 

Their lives are turned upside down however when Janet becomes 

pregnant. Desperate to tell his parents of the predicament they 

find themselves in, Arthur finds that he cannot do so. He arranges 

for Janet to have an abortion, but the internal turmoil this causes 

him finally forces him to tell his father, who races to save the girl 

from the back room abortionist. What a Trip back in Time! I must 

admit I TiVOed this movie because of the description of it. I was 

intrigued on how a movie made back then could tackle the subject 

of abortion. If you couldn't even say a word about it, how could 

you base a whole movie on it? First and foremost, MacDonald 

Carey did a fantastic job as your typical dad from that era (imagine 

Fred MacMurray dealing with Robbie knocking a girl up on My 

Three Sons). Seeing as how he was just about the only one in the 

movie who could act, I realize how underrated he was at the time 

(and I guess altogether). The women in the movie (mother and sister of the boy in "trouble") are you 

typical dingbat "ask the husband what YOUR opinion is" people from that era, which makes it all the 

more entertaining. The highlights for me are the girl in trouble, the boy's best friend, and of course 

Mac C. The story is great for the time in which it was acted. Definitely entertaining and worth 

checking out. Not as dark as "Love with the Proper Stranger" if even that could be considered dark. 

But good luck finding it. I watched the premiere of it of the FMC. Who knows if it'll be on again. 
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Blue Fin (1978) 
 

Based on the children's novel by celebrated South Australian 

author 'Colin Thiele', this is an emotional father and son (14-year-

old Greg Rowe) story about tuna fishing of Southern Blue Fin tuna 

in South Australia's Port Lincoln fishing district. Accident prone 

son Snook is forever making mistakes much to the chagrin of his 

father Pascoe. But when tragedy strikes the fishing boat during a 

deep sea fishing trek in the Southern Ocean, the boy is called on 

to become a man in a rites of sea passage to reconcile is past 

mishaps and save both his father and the ship from certain 

disaster. Moving story of family bonds versus nature. A fishing 

vessel sets out from a small town in South Australia. A storm 

comes, and the boat is wrecked. The filming of the storm and its 

aftermath, out at sea on the boat, are remarkable. In parallel, the 

film tells the story of a young boy wanting to grow up, wanting to 

fit into the world of his father and brothers out at sea. The fishing vessel and the storm might remind 

you of The Perfect Storm. However, unlike that film, Blue Fin also tells a more subtle tale (of growing 

up and family bonds), has thoroughly believable fishermen, and describes well their relationship 

with the sea and with their boat. Blue Fin was written by the author of "Storm Boy"; if you liked one 

of the two films, you'll probably like the other. 
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Blue Jeans (Blue Jeans - Du Beurre Aux Allemands) (1977) 
 

First love and the fickleness of adolescence is the theme in this 

charming drama. The story follows a pretty blonde French youth 

(Gilles Budin) who is sent with his classmates to an English seaside 

resort for the summer to study English. It is there that he first 

meets and "falls in love" with a girl, but when the girl spurns him 

for an older teenager, his attentions and affections are soon 

shifted to him. A touching and sensitive tale. 
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Blue Murder At St. Trinian's (1957) 
 

To further the aims of the St. Trinian's Marriage Bureau run by 

Flash Harry, the school contrives to win a competition with a 

European "Goodwill" trip as prize, to the horror of the Ministry of 

Education. Joe Mangan, father of a sixth former and hiding out at 

the school after a Hatton Garden diamond robbery, is persuaded 

to travel with the girls as their new headmistress, leaving the real 

one trussed up in the belfry. At least her arrival had allowed the 

remains of the Army unit sent in to keep order to evacuate. The 

headmistress of St. Trinian's is jailed, and to try and keep order, 

the army and the police are called in, they don't stand a chance. 

This time the hellcats of St. Trinian's want to get to Italy where a 

rich playboy wants to select one of them as his wife (little does he 

know what he's letting himself in for). To get to Italy in term time 

they have to win an essay writing competition, it's easy when you 

know how. In Europe they run amok and become involved in jewel theft and their normal brand of 

chaos. With Miss Fritton locked away in the school basement, and the army laying siege to the 

school grounds (with a great deal of resistance), Flash Harry is abroad promoting the 'St. Trinians 

Marriage Bureau' to a wealthy Italian Prince. However he has to visit the Prince with the girls. He 

manages to cheat in a competition that allows the school to tour to Rome and they're on their way. 

However one of the girl's Dads is a diamond thief who tries to escape capture by dressing as their 

headmistress and smuggling himself out of the country, bringing the attention of the law to bear on 

the already suspect group. Not one of the best of the series of movies, but still this stands up as a 

good British caper movie, with a strong cast of British comedians on board. The plot is thin at best 

and relies on the fact that no-one can tell the difference between sexes after a little bit of cross 

dressing...well, I suppose Shakespeare did it all the time and it worked for him! Much of the comedy 

draws from slapstick or seeing girls fight, but there are some good lines and characters - Michael 

Ripper's working class liftman is my favourite. George Cole plays Harry well - in fact he was born 

playing cockney rogues (e.g. Cottage to Let), kept playing them (St. Trinians) and got old playing 

them (Minder on TV). The wonderfully British Joyce Grenfell is good again as Gates, while the 

support cast is rich in talent - Terry Thomas, Lionel Jefferies, Terry Scott and Alistair Sim. The girls are 

a little iffy, the young ones are clearly children and play rough little warriors, however the older girls 

(i.e. 16-18) are played by women of early/mid twenties. They're all dressed up in uniforms with 

stockings and suspenders showing and using their sexuality for all they can get - not more so than 

the great Sabrina. However in today's climate where any hint of teenage sexuality or pedophilia 

sparks a media frenzy, this sits a little uncomfortably - there's certainly no way this could get made 

today! Overall it's enjoyable if basic - there are better movies, but it's worth watching once. 
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Blue Steel (1934) 
 

When Sheriff Jake sees a man at the safe and then finds the 

payroll gone, he trails him. Just as he is about to arrest him, the 

man saves his life. Still suspicious, he joins up with the man and 

later they learn that Melgrove, the towns leading citizen, is trying 

to take over the area's ranches by having his gang stop all 

incoming supply wagons. With the ranchers about to sell to 

Melgrove, the two newcomers say they will bring in provisions. 

U.S. marshal John Carruthers observes a robbery and Sheriff Jake 

thinks he may be the culprit. Meanwhile the town's leading citizen 

is planning to rob everybody blind. Marshal John Carruthers goes 

undercover to unmask crooked speculators who intend to buy up 

a supposedly worthless town that actually stands on top of a huge 

load of gold. Blue Steel finds sheriff Gabby Hayes on the trail of a 

bandit known as the Polka Dot Bandit by his distinctive polka dot 

neckerchief. After a robbery at a local hotel, Hayes has reason to 

suspect a tall stranger played by John Wayne as the bandit. But before he can act on his suspicions 

both of them get themselves involved in foiling a scheme by a group of outlaws who are starving out 

a town and they're an especially murderous bunch, attacking supply trains and killing everyone on 

the trains. It's not too hard to figure out who's behind all this dirty work, especially when you hear 

one of the town's leading citizens make a 'sacrificial' offer for everyone's land. Wayne and Hayes 

come to the same conclusion as the audience does and spend the rest of the film foiling the 

dastardly scheme. Blue Steel has lots of action in it, the action covers up some of the holes in the 

storyline. The villain also has designs on the daughter of another town leading citizen and Eleanor 

Hunt plays the daughter in the best Little Nell manner of all those Victorian morality plays. Still John 

Wayne and Gabby Hayes work well together and it's not the best or the worst of Wayne's Lone Star 

films. 
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Blue Streak (1999) 
 

A thief turned ex-con poses as a cop to retrieve a diamond he 

stole years ago. Miles Logan is a jewel thief. Things go awry while 

he's stealing a huge diamond in downtown L.A.: a thief, Deacon, 

tries a double-cross, the police arrive, and Miles is arrested, but 

not before he hides the jewel in an air duct of a building under 

construction. Two years' later, he's out of prison and he heads for 

the site: it's L.A.'s new police headquarters! Posing as a reassigned 

cop, Miles gets into the building, but before he can recover the 

swag, he's partnered with a naive detective and sent out to 

investigate burglaries. With Deacon on his trail, he must recover 

the diamond, keep the cops fooled, and do a few good deeds as a 

detective who can think like a criminal. SO FUNNY. HILARIOUS! 

HILARIOUS! HILARIOUS! That is all I can say about Blue Streak. 

Martin Lawrence and David Schapell did an excellent job acting 

together! Martin did an excellent job playing his part. When he lied (throughout the entire movie) it 

looked as if it was coming right off of the top of his head in a real life type situation. If you want a 

good laugh or two for an hour and a half, you HAVE to see this movie. 
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Blue Water High (2005-8) 
 

Seven top Australian teenager surfers are selected to live in a 

training facility attached to a high school. At the end of the year 

only two will get sponsorship and a wild card onto the 

Professional Circuit. The series is a race into the finals for the wild 

card, a race to get through the year, and a race to grow up. The 

seven teens, forced to live, study and train together-at the same 

time become best friends and greatest competitors. Great show 

Blue Water High. I think it is great that young Aussie kids are 

getting exposure to developing their acting skills. What better way 

to exploit the talent in a positive way and have young children get 

the feel of how good they are and how they can get better at what 

they do and so boost Australian drama. An injection of the ability 

of young up and coming actors is what we need right now. Any aid 

or enthusiasm directed at young actors should be embraced. 

Thumbs up to the carers of Blue Water High. I look forward to the next series. I hope there is one. 

The success of the past series should be a clear indication that it should continue. It is also exciting to 

see that it is shown overseas. Great stuff. 

 

Series 1 (26 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 01: The Contenders; The selected surfers settle into their new lives & deal with an additional 

girl (Anna) who won a place without having to trying out, forcing Bec's brother out of the selection. 

Making her even more of an outsider, she's from Germany, is already sponsored by Solar Blue as a 

Kite-rider, and doesn't even surf. 

Episode 02: Winners and Losers; Anna proves herself by offering to take on Bec's bro surfing a break 

she doesn't know is dangerous. Who will Bec side with? 

Episode 03: Trouble in Paradise; It's the first day of school & to fit in the Solar Blue students join the 

high-school surf team. But Solar Blue's contract party is the same day. Can they do both? 

Episode 04: Fly Takes a Dive; Fly gets homesick & worried about her place as the 'kid' of the crew. 

They also all have to find work in the community. 

Episode 05: Anna Loses Her Way; Discovering Simmo's coaching files lets the gang discover each 

others' weaknesses. If they want to. Anna is feeling the pressure of the training. 

Episode 06: Edge Wipes Out; Clashes, rebellion & crushes within the team are worked on when 

they're given a team-building exercise, while Edge & Bec are lost at sea when Edge takes his desire 

to win too far. 



Episode 07: Friends in Need; Heath is struggling at school and borrows Matt's notes, but they gets 

handed in as his project, and they are accused of cheating. The group adopts a Parrakett and tries to 

keep it secret. 

Episode 08: Brothers and Sisters; Bec's brother falls in with a rough crowd of surfers, while Matt 

discovers a classic board that helps his technique until it's stolen - By Bec's brother's gang. Will she 

report him? 

Episode 09: Sharks in the Mind; Matt applies for a Marine Biology scholarship in case he doesn't win 

the contract, while the others are left shaken when a shark circles them during a practice. Matt is 

more scared of telling his dad about the scholarship and not joining the family business than he is 

the shark. 

Episode 10: Timing Is Everything; Perri is tempted to leave surfing for modeling, while to everyone's 

surprise, Edge takes a job as a waiter and excels at it. 

Episode 11: Out of Control; A Hottie at school puts Matt & Edge at odds as they each try to impress 

her, egged on by Heath until a serious accident. Ana helps novice girls to surf the pro beaches. 

Episode 12: Dreams and Dramas; Fly is still upset she's seen as the child of the group, and hopes her 

15th birthday will make people see her as an adult. But when she's left behind at a remote beach, 

she has to get back alone. 

Episode 13: A Life on the Line; Perri loses her nerve after she nearly drowns saving a first-time surfer. 

She bonds with him, trying to understand her fear, but he starts to play on it for her attention. The 

gang design surfboards & Bec subconsciously paints Edge on hers, revealing a crush even she didn't 

know she had. 

Episode 14: Bad Boy Heath; Heath falls for a new girl, upsetting Fly which has a quiet crush on him. 

The others are asked to grade each other, and they try to match up the points so they all win, but 

the plan comes apart when Fly is asked to grade Heath. 

Episode 15: Joker's Wild; At an all-girls surf comp, Fly finally overcomes her confidence in the water, 

causing friction with Bec when she starts to take over the waves. Bored, the boys play practical jokes 

and end up getting Perri disqualified. 

Episode 16: It's Hard to Be Normal; Anna decides to let her punishing surf & training regime side in 

favor of having fun, but her new attitude could cost her and the team. 

Episode 17: Perri Lies Low; Matt's cousin visits & disrupts life for the gang with his slacker attitude. 

Perri collapses & it's revealed she's been hiding diabetes, which could get her thrown out of the 

competition. 

Episode 18: Winning Isn't Everything; Edge runs alone in an endurance race against the others, 

reminding them they're rivals not friends, but he gets lost & realizes what's important. The others 

accept that they're all there to win - against each other. 

Episode 19: Right Dance, Wrong Partner; It's the school dance but the gang's feelings for each other 

almost ruin the night as none of them own up to their feelings about each other. 



Episode 20: Big Wave Fears; Bec's invited to a big wave comp in Tahiti which the others think her 

family rigged for her, & the invite also furthers the rift between her and Edge. 

Episode 21: The Kiss; A moment of tenderness from Edge leads Perri to kiss him. When Bec & Matt 

find out, the kiss exposes the pressure they're all under. 

Episode 22: Behind the Scenes; Simmo tries to put a dampener on the team's relationships by 

keeping them busy, but they find ways to stay together. Heath considers a photography job. 

Episode 23: Tough Choices; Heath helps Anna sneak to a kite-surf comp & one by one the others also 

join in, but she wins and is offered a pro kite-surf contract. Will she stay or go? 

Episode 24: The Band Plays On; Bec tries to organize the team into a band to perform at an 

important surf comp & party, but their egos put a strain on their friendships. 

Episode 25: Suspicious Minds; The gang wonders what the future holds for them after the comp. 

Heath suspects the coaches already know who's going to win. 

Episode 26: And the Winner Is...; The team's time together is over, the final is here. They all consider 

the past year, the friends they've made, and say their goodbyes. 
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Series 2 (26 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 01: In the new series, everyone is experiencing the excitement of being at Solar Blue, but 

like all teenagers, even though surfing is their consuming passion, these kids still have to face the 

reality checks and challenges confronting them. Episode One reveals the new recruits including 

adventurous Rachel (Taryn Marler), determined Brooke (Lesley Anne Mitchell), bubbly Amy 

(Gabrielle Scollay), confident Mike (James Sorenson), farm boy Corey (Trent Dalzell) and comedian 

Eric (Ryan Corr). We will be kept guessing until the final episode about just who will be successful. 

Episode 02: Amy decides a boat trip to an island is just the thing for the new contenders to get to 

know each other. The day turns on its head though when Mike's attempt to create a surprise for 

Brooke almost leads to disaster. 

Episode 03: The Solar Blue girls are flattered by the instant attention they receive from the boys at 

Blue Water High. But the accidental discovery of a blog site reveals there's more to it than they could 

ever have anticipated. 

Episode 04: Rachel and Corey's different approaches to life clash head on. Neither is prepared to 

budge, but in attempting to prove he's right, Corey makes a near fatal error of judgment. 

Episode 05: Brooke helps her cousin by taking her place in a body-board competition, the only 

problem is she has to go behind Simmo's back. Meanwhile, Amy comes to Eric's rescue when he is 

finding it hard to talk to girls and Heath is worried he may have put himself out of a job by teaching 

his students too well. 



Episode 06: Fly learns the hard way about the true meaning of leadership, while Heath almost blows 

his chances of getting the dream job he's been hoping for. Jilly returns to Solar Blue. 

Episode 07: There's no surf so Rachel decides to take the Solar Blue kids to go abseiling. Preoccupied 

with her feelings for Mike, Rachel's emotions get the better of her and she learns some painful 

lessons. Fly competes in her first ever competition on the pro tour. 

Episode 08: Eric is on a high when a surfing magazine pays him big bucks to publish his photo. But 

disaster strikes when he loses his expensive new board and can't seem to make headway with his 

feelings for Amy. 

Episode 09: At school an announcement is made that year 10 will hold a beauty contest to raise 

money for new gym equipment. The Solar Blue girls are shocked, they think a beauty contest is old 

fashioned and sexist. To keep Solar Blue from becoming social outcasts, Corey comes up with an idea 

to keep everyone happy. He decides to enter the beauty contest... 

Episode 10: While at a surf club dance Mike reveals he can't dance. The next day in class the team 

are given an assignment on "the psychology of learning", where they must observe the process of 

someone learning a new skill. Much to Mike's dismay the team decides that they will teach him to 

dance for their assignment. It's a gradual process of improvement as Brooke and Mike practise the 

hardest dance of all; the tango. Simmo decides to challenge the kids' complacency by entering them 

in to a surf ski competition. 

Episode 11: After a plumbing disaster, Simmo decides to get the kids out of the house and take them 

down the South Coast for a surfing safari. Amy suggests they visit Eric's mum while they are away 

but Eric thinks it's a bad idea. Unbeknown to Eric, Amy takes a bus to Eric's home town Lindara, and 

discovers Eric's secret. 

Episode 12: Brooke and Mike have been an item for exactly two weeks and three days. 

Unfortunately, thoughts of Mike become a huge distraction and Brooke's surfing is suffering. 

Something's got to give. Will Brooke lose the boy she loves in order to follow her dream? Meanwhile 

a young grommet from school, Nell, becomes obsessed with Amy. 

Episode 13: There is trouble on Blue Water Beach when a group of local boys continually taunt the 

Solar Blue team whilst training. The leader of the group, Troy, wants Solar Blue off the beach. 

Meanwhile, Eric and Amy strike up a friendship with young surfer Nat and help her improve her 

surfing skills. 

Episode 14: Eric and Amy's relationship is on the rocks. Amy feels Eric is taking her for granted and 

suggests their relationship should be more casual. There is a special ball coming up on the weekend 

and Simmo reveals a magazine will be sending a photographer to do a fashion shoot with the Solar 

Blue team before the event. 

Episode 15: It's well into the year at Solar Blue and Eric has mastered the art of slacking off. After a 

stupid stunt with a training helmet Simmo decides it's high time that he and Eric have a chat. When 

Amy overhears a conversation between Simmo and Eric she believes Eric is on the way out of Solar 

Blue. 



Episode 16: Amy gets a big surprise when her wealthy parents, Ray and Linda, arrive from the Gold 

Coast for a surprise visit. Eric lets it slip to Amy that his birthday is coming up on Saturday. Amy, 

being a party girl, does not intend to let this go by and organises a surprise birthday lunch. On the 

morning of the surprise party Ray and Linda have a surprise for Eric and whisk him and Amy away on 

a seaplane flight. Unfortunately the plane has mechanical problems and the group are delayed in 

their return. 

Episode 17: Fly and Simmo are surprised when Edge returns to Solar Blue. They discover things 

haven't been going too well on the circuit for Edge and he's developing a bad name. Eric, Corey and 

Mike are eager to surf against Edge in a local comp, but he does a disappearing act when it comes to 

the final. When Edge is finally tracked down he makes the shocking announcement that he's quitting 

the circuit. 

Episode 18: Brooke should be feeling like she is on top of the world - school is going well and she's 

surfing better than ever. However, a recurring thought has been niggling at the back of her mind. 

Brooke realises she is constantly thinking about Mike. When everyone pairs up for a mixed doubles 

surfing event and Mike chooses Rachel as his partner, Brooke's thoughts run away from her and she 

begins to believe that Mike and Rachel have feelings for each other. 

Episode 19: Living with the Solar Blue team members is beginning to grate on Mike - he's used to 

being an only child and is craving his own space. All hell breaks loose when Mike deliberately knocks 

down a house of cards that has been painstakingly erected by Corey. In an attempt to bring the 

group back together Simmo organises a bonding weekend at an outdoor adventure park. While 

competing in a triathlon in pairs Corey and Mike are forced to work together - it's a disaster. 

Episode 20: It's only eight weeks until the final surf-off and Rachel's peaking. She's totally focused 

and surfing up a storm. Just when everything seems perfect, Rachel's brother Jay arrives with some 

bad news. The family business is struggling and they need her help. In a shocking decision, Rachel 

decides to quit Solar Blue. A reporter arrives to follow two of the Solar Blue surfers for the day. 

Episode 21: For the first time in the year Eric takes a long hard look at Corey and Mike - his 

competition - and realises that he may not be able to beat them and suffers a major crisis in 

confidence. Will he be able to get his attitude back on track? 

Episode 22: While the rest of the team trains down the South Coast, Eric and Brooke remain at home 

to complete assignments for school. Eric convinces Brooke to take a short break and go for a surf 

with him. Unfortunately, she wipes out badly and ends up with a sore back. Attempting to keep the 

injury a secret from Simmo she struggles through training. It's only six weeks out from the final surf-

off and she doesn't want to throw away her big chance. Will her injury take her out of the 

competition for good? 

Episode 23: Corey is on a high when he passes school with flying colours and there's nothing 

standing between him and the Solar Blue final. Later that day at school he is caught in the middle of 

a flour bomb fight and in a moment of recklessness he throws a flour bomb that hits the wrong 

person. Corey is immediately suspended from school which immediately disqualifies him from the 

surf-off. With a little help from his friends and some fast-talking from Amy he's given one last chance 

to have the suspension lifted. 



Episode 24: Amy and Eric's relationship is in a rut. When hot young surfer Connor Davies drops by to 

give the team a few tips, Amy soon realises she has feelings for him. Is this the end for Eric and Amy? 

Episode 25: The end is now in sight for the Solar Blue students and Brooke in particular, is starting to 

worry about what will happen after the final surf off... Will the six of them remain best buddies? Or 

does the end of the competition mean the end of their friendships? Fly reassures the Solar Blue gang 

that this is only the beginning of their friendships and their surfing careers - but Brooke reminds Fly 

that she won last year, so how does she know what it's like to be unsuccessful and left behind. 

Meanwhile Simmo has a surprise visitor planned. He's hoping her arrival will prove there is life after 

leaving the academy. Fly is really excited when Perri turns up, but is shocked to learn that she and 

Matt are no longer seeing each other - they were so close when they were at Solar Blue! Fly does a 

little research and finds out Matt will be in the area - one phone call and she's got him stopping by to 

visit everyone at Solar Blue. Fly's sure that as soon as Matt and Perri lay eyes on each other, their 

relationship will be rekindled, but when Perri sees Matt, she's upset and makes a point of avoiding 

him. 

Episode 26: It's the day they've been working towards all year; the final, Solar Blue surf-off. Which 

boy and which girl will win the ultimate prize - a place on the pro circuit? 
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Series 3 (26 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 01: Cassie is the first to arrive at Blue Water Beach. With high hopes for the year ahead, the 

day doesn't exactly pan out the way she had imagined. Overloaded with bags, Cassie attempts to 

contact the Solar Blue Academy but keeps getting the answering machine. To make matters worse, 

Adam, a teenage boy with a surfboard, asks if she needs some help. She's been warned about 

strangers like him. Meanwhile, Angus Li the new head of Solar Blue, meets up with former student 

Bec Sanderson to discuss the re-vamped running of the company. After some clever thinking Cassie 

finally makes it to the Solar Blue house. The situation doesn't improve on arrival, though. There's 

'keep out' signs surrounding the house — not exactly the welcome Cassie had in mind. Then, Adam 

shows up again! Cassie accuses him of being some crazy stalker. He finally convinces her that he too 

is part of the academy's intake for the year. They decide to take their luggage off the street and 

check out the waves. Witnessed by a nosy neighbour, Adam and Cassie emerge from their surf to be 

confronted by a policeman who accuses them of breaking in. Meanwhile, it's decision-time for Bec. 

After a reassuring chat with her old coach, Simmo, she takes up Angus's job offer. Her first day back 

at the academy begins promisingly. She meets the other kids — Charley, Guy, Bridget and Loren — 

and gets into the swing of things. But then she starts to wonder about the whereabouts of Cassie 

and Adam... 

Episode 02: As the kids settle into the Solar Blue house, decisions have to be made. They start out 

simply — like choosing which bed to sleep in — but soon become a little more complex. Bec assigns 

the group the task of picking their own surf coach but faced with two completely opposite 



candidates, Charlie will have to convince the rest that the best candidate is not the obvious choice at 

first glance. 

Episode 03: As the excitement of moving into Solar Blue slowly fades, reality sets in for Loren. She 

can't stop comparing herself unfavourably to her team-mates. Firstly it's Bridget, who is super-

organised and with the perfect wardrobe to match. Then there's Cassie — nothing intimidates her — 

not even a blue tongue lizard under the bed. Adam's sense of calm, Charley's belief in himself and 

Guy's totally unflustered approach to everything. And her real insecurities begin to come out when 

she starts to compare her surfing skills. Garry arrives for his first week of training. In order to get to 

know the kids he pushes them to the limits in his preliminary sessions. Loren immediately begins to 

freak out. Garry not only forgets her name — but singles her out at the end of the session to discuss 

her posture. Loren's confidence collapses; she feels that he doesn't think that she will ever make it 

to the pro-circuit. When Loren skips a group trip to the movies, Bec, after some delicate questioning, 

discovers that Loren doesn't think she'll last long at the Academy. Bec issues Loren with a challenge 

— one that Loren reluctantly agrees to. There's an afternoon surfing comp coming up with some of 

the Blue Water locals. As there will be three independent judges doing the scoring, Bec thinks it will 

be a great way for Loren to get an objective comparison of herself with the other girls. Loren 

remains convinced she has no way of winning. When her heat begins, her fear is forgotten. Loren 

surfs well, milking the waves and having fun. After the first two heats, the Solar Blue kids are way 

ahead. Garry is a bit disappointed at the lack of competition and decides that the final round points 

will count to the end-of-year scores: three points for first place, two for second and one for third. 

Loren's convinced she'll be going home so she tries for one last big ride at Blue Water Beach. She 

heads out the back looking for the biggest and best wave, but in doing so she loses precious minutes 

of competition time. She finally gets one and it's a beauty. But then disaster strikes... 

Episode 04: Training has well and truly kicked off for the Solar Blue kids and the team is finding it 

gruelling. For Adam, surfing has always been something he's done for fun, but Garry's extreme 

training regime begins to make it way too serious. Garry's 'drill sergeant' character and 'boot camp' 

style training sessions drive him up the wall. The more Adam thinks about his current day-to-day 

existence, the more he wonders if it's what he really wants. It's the hottest day ever and Garry has 

planned a gruelling bush walk. Adam is furious. After a long drive, the team are handed maps, 

compasses and told that if they don't finish under four hours they'll miss out on points for their final 

point score. At breaking point, Adam snaps when handed a bag weighed down with an extra 15 kilos. 

He refuses to complete the exercise until it becomes evident that Cassie, his partner, will also miss 

out on the points if he pulls out. Feeling like he's been blackmailed, he agrees to participate, and the 

three teams set off on their individual tracks. Adam and Cassie are only two hundred metres from 

the end when suddenly Cassie slips and drops her bag over the escarpment. Knowing that if they 

don't complete the task with the weighted bag they won't get the points, Adam decides to climb 

back down the cliff. The kids are all being tracked on computer by Bec useing a GPS and tracking 

devices placed in the backpacks. Seeing the bag's quick descent, Bec assumes that someone has 

fallen and makes a panicked call to Garry. He races to the escarpment and finds Cassie anxiously 

peering over the edge. Fearing the worst, he is extremely relieved to see Adam climbing up with the 

fallen bag. Realising that they have put in 100%, Garry sneakily allows extra time for Cassie and 

Adam to complete the course and earn their points. Back at the house, Adam finally confronts Garry, 

who reveals that he and Bec were 'testing' them all to see if they really have the mental toughness 

needed to survive on the pro-circuit. 



Episode 05: For Bridget, winning is everything and 110% is the least you can give. The Solar Blue 

team begins their first week of school at Blue Water High and for Bridget everything must be just 

right. Even after Bec's warning that the other students may give them a hard time, the kids all feel 

positive — but not for long. As Charley, Adam and Guy find their nominated lockers, they meet Mick 

and Jimmy, the class 'heavies'. A turf war starts over locker positions but the Solar Blue boys refuse 

to be intimidated. Charley manages to infuriate the thugs even more when he has the nerve to 

correct their poor grammar. It looks like a tense year ahead for all of them. Meanwhile, Bridget is 

more than happy to have been allocated a group assignment with and two other classmates. By 

lunchtime, she has already organised a group meeting and is enthusiastically allocating tasks to the 

other girls. Back at Solar Blue, the other kids begin to wonder if Bridget is deliberately trying to 'out 

do' them. Garry also starts to worry, after telling her that her board turns are fine, Bridget 

automatically thinks that they can be better and goes out for more practice. She's also getting up 

earlier than everyone to do extra laps in the pool. Back at the school lockers, Charley, Adam and Guy 

are still having problems with Mick and Jimmy. Their lockers have now been bashed in with a 

hammer — and it's pretty obvious who's to blame. Mick and Jimmy see this as the perfect way to get 

rid of the Solar Blue kids, but when the boys embrace their newly-sculpted lockers and refuse to 

move, the bullies are left defeated. While the boys have resolved their problems, Bridget's continue 

to get worse. Her assignment-group fail to show up at their next meeting and she overhears Gina 

saying that she is "up herself" and that she "has no life". Bridget is devastated. 

Episode 06: Guy loves life and life loves Guy. He hasn't got a worry in the world, can always see an 

upside to everything and luck is usually on his side. However, Guy's luck is about to change — in a 

big way. In return for some maths coaching, Guy invites Bridget out to pizza and a movie on the 

weekend. When Bridget sees what he's intending to wear, she's appalled and offers to take him 

shopping. After choosing a shirt together, Bridget heads off to another store, leaving Guy behind to 

pay the bill. Guy asks another customer if she knows where the cashier is. To his surprise — she's 

rude and dismissive and doesn't help him at all. Stunned by the girl's attitude, Guy pays for his shirt 

and leaves. Just as he's out the door, he remembers his bag and runs back in to get it. Leaving the 

store a second time is not nearly as easy. The shop owner stops him and demands to search his bag. 

Baffled, he opens it only to be shocked by its contents — it's filled with the shop's jewellery! Guy's 

suddenly in serious trouble for shoplifting. News gets back to Solar Blue that Guy has been arrested. 

They can't believe that Guy would steal anything from anyone — let alone jewellery from a surf 

shop. To cheer him up, Bridget prints out a photo of their celebrations at the café from the day 

before. As Guy looks closely at the picture, he recognises the rude girl from the store in the 

background and is convinced he was set up. 

Episode 07: For Cassie, school is fine, training's good and her surfing is always getting better. 

Everything is travelling along smoothly — at least, it was. Suddenly Cassie's balance goes all out of 

whack. Concentrating at school becomes impossible, she starts to fall behind in training and the 

wipeouts come to visit as a regular occurrence. This lapse in concentration can only be blamed on 

one person — Adam. Cassie's infatuation with him hits new heights. When 'Birdwatchers Quarterly' 

arrives for him in the post, Cassie assumes this strange hobby is all part of Adam's personality. In the 

hope that sharing this interest will bring them closer together, Cassie hits the internet in search of 

information about the elusive 'Lewin's Rail'. Not picking up that Adam hasn't the slightest interest in 

bird-watching, Cassie continues to read and research about the birds, dropping hints to Adam along 

the way. He clearly doesn't catch on, as Cassie's hobby turns into an obsession. Cassie, with all good 



intentions, plans a surprise bird-watching picnic for Adam. Loren is horrified and tries to talk her out 

of it but Cassie can't be swayed. Thinking that Cassie is missing her family, Adam accepts her 

invitation but is disappointed to be skipping the spectacular waves on offer at Blue Water Beach. 

Adam is bored stiff at the bird-watching picnic but is doing his best to be polite. While Cassie 

assumes his quiet behaviour is because he thinks she doesn't know what she's talking about, her 

obsession to find the Lewin's Rail becomes a little manic. She finally spots what could be the bird, 

orders Adam to get the camera, and then clambers over the rocks for a better sighting. Suddenly 

Cassie slips and falls into the water, hitting her head. 

Episode 08: Charley has never been one to back down from a challenge and thrives on pushing 

himself. Everything he does he wants to do to the best of his ability. For Charley, life is a series of 

hurdles and the fun lies in jumping over them as high as possible. At a third of the way through the 

year, it looks like Charley's approach is paying off. On the points board — he's sitting pretty on equal 

top with Bridget. To add to the high, a regional surf comp is on and Charley is pumped. With the first 

round completed, the Solar Blue boys blitz their opponents. Having performed particularly well, 

Charley is surprised and somewhat flattered to see that three enthusiastic, teenage girls have 

formed his very own, personal cheer squad! Slightly embarrassed, but secretly enjoying the 

attention, Charlie poses with the girls while they embrace him and take pictures. After round two, 

Charley's new fan club goes ballistic when he is announced the overall winner. Just when life is full of 

accolades and success, Charley starts to tumble downwards. His fall starts slowly. A few days later 

when the alarm goes off for morning training, Charley can only drag himself out of bed with severe 

difficulty. No matter how hard he pushes himself, his body just won't do what he's asking of it. 

Everything suddenly becomes a major effort — and even his little mind games don't work to 

motivate him anymore. Bec finally takes him to the doctor for a blood test. Charley assumes he has 

tonsillitis but the diagnosis is much worse... 

Episode 09: Loren's family has always been very closely knit so when her dad makes an unexpected 

visit to Solar Blue, she's naturally delighted to see him. But the situation quickly deteriorates when it 

becomes clear that her father is extremely unhappy with the inadequate and inappropriate training 

he feels Loren is getting. After watching Loren surf, Brian is furious that Garry has changed her style 

and accuses both Bec and Garry of ruining her chances of succeeding on the pro-circuit. He demands 

that Loren return home so he can get her a more experienced coach who can give her personalised 

attention. Suddenly Loren is in the awful dilemma of having to choose between Solar Blue and her 

family. Feeling under intense pressure, Loren considers the options and comes to her decision. But 

deciding on something and then communicating it to the people involved are two different 

challenges. One thing's for sure though, after she does announce her decision, the relationships 

between all concerned will never be quite the same again. 

Episode 10: As the Solar Blue team heads to a new surf spot, Adam's secret fear of sharks resurfaces. 

Since he started the year he's managed to keep a lid on his anxiety but suddenly and unexpectedly 

it's back. And the more he thinks about it, the worse his fear becomes. Adding salt to the wound, 

Adam can't help but observe how well his house mates are able to openly declare and cope with 

their fears while he has difficulty even admitting his to himself. Even more troubling though is the 

realisation that — unless he can overcome this fear — Adam knows that he has no future as a surfer. 

While Adam struggles with his internal demons, Cassie shrewdly guesses his problem and confronts 

him about it. Reluctant at first, Adam finally admits the truth and so Cassie sets out to help him. 



Adam is a difficult 'patient' but Cassie is a determined friend who won't take 'no' for an answer. 

Cassie suggests they enlist the assistance of Bec and Garry and together they embark on a course of 

action that is simple, direct and hopefully effective. It will require Adam to go on a scuba dive in a 

local aquarium and swim amongst several sharks. The prospect horrifies him but so too does the 

idea of leaving Solar Blue and giving up his ambitions to become a pro-surfer. In order to meet the 

challenge Adam will have to dig down deep into his inner resources. Luckily for him though, he has a 

great friend in Cassie to help him find the way. 

Episode 11: Fly pays a visit to the Solar Blue Academy. Charley is depressed and broods over his 'bad 

luck'. Before catching glandular fever he had everything to look forward to. Now one, simple, little 

kiss later he's unable to train and unable to remain at Solar Blue. Disheartened, he figures that even 

if he is able to return in a month or so, he'll never catch up with the fitness levels of the others. So he 

decides to resign from the academy for good. Loren is devastated by Charley's news and urges him 

to reconsider. But it's to no avail, Charley has made up his mind and that's it. As luck would have it 

though, Fly drops in to Solar Blue on her way to Perth. Loren seizes the opportunity and asks her to 

visit Charley to see if she can convince him to return. Fly can't promise she'll succeed but she does 

agree to talk to him. Soon after, Charley and Fly meet and he quite bluntly tells her that nothing she 

can say will convince him to return to Solar Blue. To Charley's great surprise, Fly announces that she 

has no intention of saying anything. On the contrary, she's going to take him for a picnic. Charley 

reluctantly allows himself to be dragged along — only to discover (like many others have before him) 

that it's very easy to underestimate the diminutive Fly. As it happens, the picnic presents him with 

an experience that will turn his life around completely. 

Episode 12: Ever since Bridget was a kid, her dreams and fantasies have always included a 'Prince 

Charming'. When comparing herself to the other kids in the house however, she begins to wonder if 

Guy is that special person. From what she can see, Loren and Charley are definitely together, and 

Adam and Cassie too, but it doesn't quite feel right with Guy. Her uncertainty escalates when her 

classmate, Patrick, asks her to the movies on the same night as the Solar Blue team are going 

bowling. Her confusion is further heightened when she becomes jealous of Guy talking to another 

girl. Losing her focus completely, she badly wipes out in the surf and decides that she has to confront 

him about her confused feelings. 

Episode 13: It's the halfway point at Solar Blue and all the kids are on track for qualifying for the end 

of year surf-off. Angus arrives with the prototype of a new surfboard. Solar Blue needs to make a 

commercial contribution to the parent company, Matsusito, and Angus wants the kids to promote 

the new board. They're told that they must use it in the next comp, but their first practice session is 

a disaster. Not only is the board too light, it's seriously unstable and they all have trouble just staying 

upright. But with the CEO of Matsusito coming to watch the competition, Angus is adamant that 

they must persist with the new boards — and win! With the future of the Academy at stake, the kids 

feel that they have no choice but to try and make the best of it. After a disastrous first round, Cassie 

decides that promoting a product that is no good, just isn't worth it. She convinces the rest of the 

kids to use their own boards; if this is their last surf for Solar Blue, then they may as well look good! 

With a renewed sense of conviction, the team blow the competition out of the water. But will 

Matsusito allow the Academy to remain open? 



Episode 14: Guy loves training, loves the whole routine of sameness and certainty. But with the 

group under-performing in all of the drills, a change is needed. Guy can't understand how modifying 

the basic training program will make them any fitter and is strongly against breaking their routine. 

When the girls suggest dance classes as an alternative, Guy is horrified. Being forced to make a 

change is one thing, but dancing is a whole new problem. Lacking rhythm and with two left feet, Guy 

struggles to follow the steps. He throws in the towel, ostracises his house mates and refuses to 

attend any more classes. Bec and Garry read him the riot act and Guy is forced to try again. After 

taking some private classes with the dance teacher, he realises the training can actually help his 

surfing. Not only does he readjust his balance, he makes up with his house mates. The surf comp 

reveals the improvement in all of them. Re-focused and re-motivated, the kids all surf better than 

they have for months. 

Episode 15: Loren and Charley's relationship hits new heights when a picnic at the beach sees their 

friendship blossom into romance. The problem, however, is that they become so infatuated with 

each other that they begin to neglect their house mates. Although the other kids aren't upset about 

Charley and Loren's relationship, they soon become used to them not being around. Loren senses a 

change in their attitude and wonders why they're not being included in group activities. When Adam 

calls a house meeting to discuss concerns about Bec and Garry's growing absences, Charley and 

Loren appear to be excluded. To top it off, when Loren finds Cassie asleep in her bed — she takes it 

as a sure sign that Cassie and Bridget's friendship has grown closer at the expense of their 

relationships with her. Suddenly, Loren's new, perfect life is found wanting. Aware that they have 

drifted away from their friends, Loren and Charley apologise to their house mates for cutting 

themselves off. Asking if they can rejoin the group, they're welcomed back with open arms. Having 

isolated herself from the people she cares for the most, Loren realises that having a boyfriend is 

great but you need to hold onto your friends as well. 

Episode 16: According to Charley, everyone has their weird side, even though they might seem 

'normal' on the outside. As the kids enjoy a day of surfing, Bernie, an elderly man, watches them 

from the beach. Back at the house, Charley reads about an old woman, Rosemary Wilson, who's 

gone missing. According to the pamphlet, she was one of the first women surfers in the area and 

won the inaugural Blue Water Beach Women's comp back in 1955. During their various training 

sessions, Charley notices that Bernie is taking an unnatural interest in their activities. Realising this is 

not 'normal', he confronts the man, only to be asked to spread the ashes of his dearest friend — the 

recently deceased, 'Rosie' — in the ocean. Perturbed and assuming that 'Rosie' is the missing elderly 

woman, Charley and Bec take the ashes to the police, but are told that the old lady has actually been 

found. So whose ashes has Charley been given? 

Episode 17: Bridget's delighted by the unexpected arrival of her older brother, James. He's on a 

mercy mission: their younger brother Ben has broken his ankle, and he needs Bridget to replace him 

in a skateboarding event being held just near Blue Water Beach. Eager to help her brothers win the 

race, Bridget tries to convince Bec and Garry that skateboarding is perfectly safe and that there's 

little risk of injury. James can see this strategy isn't working and secretly tells Bec and Garry that he's 

hatched a fake plot to get his whole family together for their mother's birthday. Meanwhile, Charley 

and Guy come home to find two of James's spare skateboards against the wall of the house. 

Assuming they've been left there for some 'dry land' practice, they take them out for a spin, with 



disastrous results. Out of control, they skate down the street and crash into a garage sale, creating 

havoc. 

Episode 18: When Adam and Cassie embark on a relaxing day-trip to the nature park, they spot 

Charley with a mystery girl. Back at Solar Blue, he's evasive about his movements, and for the next 

week or so, he continually makes up excuses about his whereabouts. Cassie immediately jumps to 

the conclusion that Charley is cheating on Loren. Her suspicions are confirmed when Adam and Guy 

spot him with the same mystery girl at a café. Cassie finally snaps and accuses Charley of lying to 

them all and cheating on Loren. Shocked and upset, Charley storms off. After meeting Loren on the 

beach, explanations are in order. Back at the house, Charley confesses what has really been 

happening. Ellie, the mystery girl, is actually his sister. She's run away from school and Charley's 

been trying to help her. The kids are embarrassed at the lack of trust and respect they've shown 

Charley. They realise that even when all the evidence suggests otherwise — a friend is a friend — 

and that's pretty much all that matters. 

Episode 19: Everyone's on a high when the Solar Blue team decides to surf a new break at Swordfish 

Bay. With perfect waves, Cassie, whose confidence is at an all-time high, forgets all the rules. She's 

sucked in by a rip and lands on a rock ledge. Wiping out spectacularly, she injures her foot and is 

rescued by Adam. Garry is furious at the kids' lack of surf safety and Cassie feels like a complete 

idiot. To make matters worse, her foot won't be healed in time for the next competition, so she'll 

miss out on valuable points. Watching her team-mates training hard and getting ahead, Cassie's 

confidence goes into free fall as she realises her whole year at Solar Blue is in jeopardy. Adam can't 

bear to watch her self-destruct and makes her enter an ocean swim race. Reluctant at first, Cassie 

soon discovers that the swimming training makes her feel great. Finally, it's competition day and she 

ends up placing in the first ten — good enough to score the points needed to keep up with her team-

mates. 

Episode 20: Guy completely loses his focus when he meets Natalie, the girl of his dreams. Having 

done his best to avoid any distractions during the year, Guy's best intentions are suddenly 

overturned when he is instantly smitten with her. Within days he's learning French and feigning a 

deep interest in wetland conservation in order to do whatever it takes to impress Natalie. But these 

distractions soon take his attention away from his obligations to Solar Blue and he fails to put in the 

required training for an approaching comp. As a result, Guy's poor performance leads Solar Blue to 

place second and causes a sponsorship deal with their parent company to be cancelled. Knowing he 

has let everyone down, Guy feels embarrassed and humiliated. But his luck turns — the local 

newspaper features a photo of Guy, dressed in his Solar Blue t-shirt and taken while he was helping 

Natalie in her conservation campaign. The parent company is delighted with the positive publicity 

and comes through with the sponsorship after all. Back on a high, Guy builds up the courage to ask 

Natalie to the school dance only to find that she already has a boyfriend. The news devastates Guy 

at first but then he realises he has no alternative but to accept his fate. He determines to put love to 

one side and go back to focus on his surfing. 

Episode 21: With summer approaching, the Solar Blue kids find out what it's really like to share the 

waves. When Cassie gets hit on the arm by a young local's wayward surfboard, it seems a surf war is 

about to break out. Adam tries to reason with the offending surfers, but his overtures are quickly 

rejected and he suddenly finds himself the victim of some blatant racism. Things get even worse the 



next day at school when he finds an unflattering drawing with an offensive caption stuck on his 

locker. Down at the beach, the mayhem on the waves is compounded by another group of locals — 

this time it's the older Malibu riders, and one surfs straight over Adam's board, breaking it in two. It 

seems the Solar Blue team is being attacked from all sides and Bec has to step in to try and bring 

some sense to the situation before it really gets out of control. Meanwhile at school, racist abuse 

continues to be directed at Adam. Realising he needs to take action, Adam surreptitiously gathers 

some incriminating evidence and confronts the perpetrators. He gives them an ultimatum: they can 

either formally apologise and go surf another beach or the evidence will be presented to the 

principal and the police. Will the boys back off? 

Episode 22: When Garry organises an adventure training camp for the kids, Cassie sees a whole new 

side to Adam. As they pile out of the Kombi, they're introduced to Dan, their instructor for the 

weekend. Tanned, fit and according to the girls, a "whole lot cuter" than expected, his idea of 

training is to shake people out of their comfort zones. Adam, however, immediately dislikes him. 

Feeling that Dan is showing unnecessarily close attention to Cassie he becomes jealous and 

disagreeable. He's especially infuriated when it seems that Dan assumes the mantle of 'hero' after 

rescuing Cassie when one of their training exercises goes wrong. This adventure will really test 

whether his and Cassie's relationship has a future. 

Episode 23: When Charley states that his whole year at Solar Blue will be a waste unless he wins, 

Loren is crestfallen. She feels that getting into Solar Blue is a major success in itself. Even more than 

that, she believes that the relationship she's formed with Charley is also an important achievement 

and it hurts her to see that Charley doesn't seem to attach the same significance to it as she does. 

The revelation causes Loren to re-evaluate her priorities. She recognises that to 'own' herself again, 

she's got to focus on winning the finals - and that means looking again at her relationship with 

Charley. Meanwhile Bridget is encountering the issue of success on different terms. She's been 

invited to accompany top surfer, Grant Fabier, to some promotional events. Everyone urges her to 

accept this golden opportunity. It's not just a leg up the ladder to success, it's a chance to achieve 

overnight fame. However, Bridget quickly discovers that fame is not all that it's cut out to be. Indeed, 

if fame means having to hide who you really are and pretend to be someone you're not, then is it 

really worth it? 

Episode 24: Guy decides that in order to stand a chance of winning the finals he needs to become 

much more competitive in his outlook and approach. As a result he turns everything he does into a 

form of competition. Whether it's bed-making, sandwich-making or getting to school first - nothing is 

too trivial to be excluded from Guy's competitive embrace. Charley and Adam soon catch on and 

instinctively rise to the challenge that Guy's thrown down. The effect means that daily life becomes a 

non-stop race - and the girls are singularly unimpressed. Things come to a head when the boys are 

asked to sell cookies for charity. It's the perfect opportunity for them to compete and they jump at 

the chance to outdo each other. But the results are a disaster and the local main street degenerates 

into a melee of competing boys and arguing customers that quickly leads to trouble. Deciding that 

things have gone too far, Garry puts his foot down. He signs them all up for a team event at a 

weekend surf carnival where the boys will have to work together instead of in competition with each 

other. 



Episode 25: When Cassie feels that Garry is singling out Loren for special attention, she suspects an 

ulterior motive. Unnoticed by the other housemates, the extra pointers and private sessions with 

Garry start to grate with Cassie. She feels that favoritism is playing a big part in the week leading up 

to competition day. Her suspicions are confirmed when she overhears Loren talking to Bec and Garry 

in the office and it seems unmistakeable that Loren has been pre-determined to win. Cassie is 

shocked. At Loren's birthday dinner she explodes, accusing Bec, Garry and Loren of cheating. The 

other housemates are startled by her outburst and Cassie concludes that if the competition is 

already decided, then she might as well leave the academy before the final surf-off. Eventually the 

truth of the situation emerges, but not without some negative effects - the major one being whether 

Cassie's friendship with Loren has been irretrievably damaged by the experience. 

Episode 26: It's finals day, and after a whole year of training at Solar Blue, the kids are pumped. It's 

now time to show everyone what they're made of. But when Angus makes a surprise visit to the 

Academy, his news throws the whole event into turmoil. Solar Blue is to be closed with immediate 

effect and there's no money for a wild card or a year's worth of sponsorship. Bec, Garry and the kids 

are devastated. Everything that they have been working towards has been taken away and there is 

nothing they can do. Simmo returns as a surprise judge and refuses to accept the news. After 

convincing a local surf company to supply the team with both the wild cards and the sponsorship 

money needed for a year on the circuit, the event is saved and the surf off begins. The competition is 

tight. Simmo congratulates the kids, telling them that it's the best Solar Blue finals he has ever seen. 

Now, there's only one remaining issue to finalise - which girl and which boy will win the wild cards? 
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Bluebeard (1944) 
 

A killer of young women, dubbed Bluebeard, is loose in Paris. 

Lucille and her friends meet Gaston Morrell, a puppeteer. He 

invites them to a show the next night; they go. Afterwards, he 

walks with Lucille; she offers to make costumes for his next show, 

he accepts, and feelings develop that may lead to love. She 

suspects he has a tragic past. Meanwhile, his leaving the show 

with Lucille prompts the jealousy of Renee, Gaston's sometime 

lover. Lucille's younger sister, Francine, comes back to Paris - her 

boyfriend is Inspector Lefebre, who's hunting for Bluebeard. Some 

clues point toward Lamart, a greedy art dealer. Who is in danger, 

and can Gaston be trusted? Bluebeard is probably most notable 

for the fact that its lead star, John Carradine, famously named his 

role here as his favourite across his lengthy list of film credits. It's 

easy to see why the man himself enjoyed playing this part so 

much too - Carradine's role in Bluebeard allows him to act at his most sinister, and the film really 

depends on him as this is very much a one-man story. Carradine has just the right look for this sort of 

role also, and all these elements combine nicely to ensure that Carradine's part in this film is a 

success. The base for the plot is one of cinema's most common and most prolific, but this film is 

notable for being one of the earlier films to use it. We follow a deranged madman who likes to paint 

girl's pictures before he strangles them to death. The man himself is famous for two completely 

different lives; in one, he is the notorious serial killer 'Bluebeard', who prays on beautiful young 

women - and in the other he's Gaston Morrell, a dapper up and coming young painter. This film's 

major problem is certainly not with the plot, stars, or style; it's with the plotting. Bluebeard falls 

down primarily because it moves at snail pace. The plot is intriguing, but the way it presents itself is 

the opposite, and it's a shame because, if handled with care, this film could have been really good 

instead of just being good. Director Edgar G. Ulmer is most famous for his directing credit on classic 

film 'The Black Cat', and is lesser known for his set design on films such as Fritz Lang's Die 

Nibelungen, M and Metropolis; as well as silent classics; Sunrise and Der Golem. Ulmer's previous 

experience helps him with Bluebeard, as the film is constantly atmospheric, and the director makes 

best use of his simple sets by way of his use of the camera and the murky black and white 

cinematography. The film is very bleak throughout, and this massively helps the plot as it gives the 

film just the right amount of foreboding. Plots like this have been turned into better films since the 

release of this film over sixty years ago; but Bluebeard is still well worth seeing. The film starts out 

slow, but it does pick up and not even an extremely overlong puppet sequence can fully degenerate 

the film into the realms of absolute boredom. It's not must see; but worth seeing if the chance 

presents itself. 
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Blues Brothers 2000 (1998) 
 

Elwood must reunite the old band, with a few new members, and 

go on another "Mission from God." Elwood, the now lone "Blues 

Brother" finally released from prison, is once again enlisted by 

Sister Mary Stigmata in her latest crusade to raise funds for a 

children's hospital. Once again hitting the road to re-unite the 

band and win the big prize at the New Orleans Battle of the Bands, 

Elwood is pursued cross-country by the cops, led by Cabel the 

Curtis' son (and Elwood's step-brother), the Russian Mafia, and a 

militia group. On his new "mission from God" Elwood enlists the 

help of a young orphan (13-year-old J. Evan Bonifant), and a strip 

club bartender. NOT a sequel, but a TRIBUTE!! Contrary to popular 

opinion, this is not a sequel. It is supposed to be a tribute to the 

original. People who bash this movie without reading Aykroyd's 

interviews are ignorant to the intent here. This movie was 

originally to be a sequel back in 1981 just before Belushi died. When that happened, the idea for 

another adventure fell away. But after almost two decades, Aykroyd wanted to do something to 

revisit the classic film and pay homage to his friend and co-star Belushi, so he assembled this 

"Concert Movie", which is supposed to be all about THE MUSIC, not the story. The only reason a 

story was put in was to keep it moving from musical number to musical number, because everyone 

knows that straight concert films are pretty boring, even if you really like the performer(s). So here it 

is, for the true Blues Brothers fans to enjoy. P.S.-And if your problem with the plot was some of the 

cartoony style actions that occur (Cabel being pulled heavenward and his clothes magically 

"changing", et cetera), remember that the original had the same things. In the first one the entire 

band's clothing "magically" changes for a concert, but if you know that this is merely a 

representation of the character's psychological state and not a literal change, then the film works 

much better. The same idea works for the much-maligned "zombie" sequence near the end at 

Queen Mousette's mansion. Also, people complain about the Bluesmobile in this film being able to 

drive underwater. Well, in the first film the car flew, performed flips, and was nearly indestructible. 

In fact, if you watch the DVD of the first film, you find in the deleted scenes and "Making-of" section 

that the Bluesmobile is supposed to be "magic", because it was parked each night inside a power 

transformer. How is that for cheesiness on the first film? So that also explains Elwood's ability to 

smuggle himself in the dash of the car in this one, and the car being able to crash land from a fiery 

loop-de-loop at the fairgrounds. Even though I wish this film could have been a little edgier and 

darker in tone like the original, I do find its bold and effective use of color to be magnificent and 

fascinating. Perhaps this film has a little more depth than people expect, so they incorrectly perceive 

it to be a lackluster and shallow mindnumbing entertainment. 
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Blues Harp (1998) 
 

Ambitious yakuza Kenji befriends harmonica-playing bartender 

Chuji, who moonlights as a part-time drug-dealer for the opposing 

gang. Their friendship is threatened by Kenji's plans for 

advancement, as well as by his bodyguard's growing jealousy of 

Chuji. This film had a powerful impact on me. I'm still somewhat 

new to the yakuza film genre, but it immediately became one of 

my favorite films, perhaps my favorite Takashi Miike film I have 

seen so far. It doesn't really compare to Miike's more famous 

films because it fits more neatly in to the yakuza and crime genres 

than Miike's better known stylized shocker exploitation 

yakuza/psycho films; however, it does have a good deal of the 

visual style, much of the blood and carnage and some of the 

blistering action we are accustomed to in Miike's films. And, like 

most Miike films, it has a cool intro. Also, like most of Miike's best films, it has the coolest and best 

acting (and actors) you are likely to see in any crime film. Like we have come to expect from Miike 

films, it has some great mafia boss characters and one or two characters that seem like they are 

from outer space (though here these eccentrics are more subtle and have less screen time here than 

in his more famous films). I more or less liked Miike's well-known stuff like Ichi the Killer and Dead or 

Alive (especially DOA's first 10 minutes or so) and I especially liked Fudoh and Audition, but I have to 

say I prefer this kind of film more because it has so much soul and grit and it feels real. The story has 

a classic feel to it like something out of the more edgy film noirs or some of the best gritty 1970s 

crime/druggie movies. Unlike in most any other Takashi Miike film I have seen so far, you actually 

care about the lead characters in this film. Of course I won't divulge the whole story, but I set it up 

below. The plot is a little bit complicated, though it is one one of the best stories I have ever come 

across in a crime movie (my set-up below doesn't do it justice). Don't read the two paragraphs below 

if you prefer to know as little about the story as possible. Story is about a young Okinawa drug dealer 

named Chuji who also works at a bar that features local Japanese rock and roll bands. But Chuji is 

also a gifted harmonica player, which he learned to play as a young boy out of loneliness and 

boredom while his prostitute mother turned tricks. While helping a young and ambitious yakuza 

named Kenji elude the capture of the gang headed by Chuji's boss, Chuji also incidentally meets a 

pretty girl who later becomes his girlfriend. She, as well as one of the leaders of one of the bands 

performing at the bar, encourages Chuji to play harmonica with his band. After only one 

performance, Chuji is instantly popular at the bar for his blues harp skills. His talent later attracts the 

attention of a record producer. It looks like Chuji might no longer have to deal drugs, but...Kenji, the 

yakuza formerly on the run, rewards Chuji for his help at eluding capture and certain execution 

earlier. The two become friends -- though, unbeknownst to Chuji, Kenji's affection for him is more 

than just friendly. But because they each work for rival gangs, and because Kenji's yakuza ambitions 

exceed his status and his closeted homosexuality offends certain people close to him, Kenji's life is 

on the line, and Chuji obliviously and unwittingly gets tangled up in a yakuza battle way over his 

head. Like I started to mention earlier, the story and characters have such a classic feel to them that 

I wonder if there are any classic noirs or 70s crime films with similar plots. If so, I'm curious to find 

out what they are. But I suspect the story probably feels so classic just because it is so good. Some 



Miike films are confusing, often deliberately so, and I usually appreciate his narrative haphazardness. 

But here, unexpectedly, we're treated to something of a classic crime tale. I know I am overusing the 

word "classic," but by the end of the film I felt like Charles Dickens could have written the same basic 

plot though in a very different style and different characters of course. I want to call it a crime 

masterpiece; but I feel like it's a bit premature for me to make such a declaration since I need to see 

some more films first -- even more Takashi Miike films since he must be one of the most prolific 

directors in the history of feature filmmaking. But unlike most crime movies which often tend to be 

flashy and filled with a lot of attitude and crammed with forgettable action, this film has an 

emotional depth to it that most anyone can relate to (in addition to all the cool shoot outs, etc.). 

Many women would like this film too because there is a really good, and very simple, love story at 

the center of the film that is quite sweet; and the lead female character genuinely loves and devotes 

herself to Chuji as he does to her as well. This is how young love should be. This film busts the gut 

and excites the senses; but it also rattles the soul and pierces the heart. Many of the best Japanese 

filmmakers frequently seem to have a talent for combining on screen action and physicality with a 

depth of emotion and feeling that seems rare in filmmakers (and screenwriters) in other nations. 

Takashi Miike struts his stuff here in this regard. A film like this reminds me of why I love Japanese 

movies so much and why I think Japanese film in general is a treasure chest still waiting to be 

discovered -- maybe even by many Japanese people themselves as well. I am not quite yet ready to 

call it a crime masterpiece. I at least need to see some more Takashi Miike films first. But damn if I 

really want to call it a crime masterpiece. Incidentally, it might even be a great story about love too. 

Nah - Takashi Miike couldn't be capable of a great love story even if it does have gangsters, guns and 

bullets. Could he? 
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Blur (2007) 
 

Artist Adrian Jonas toils in preparation for the biggest gallery 

opening of his career. The creative process takes Adrian deep into 

the depths of his mind, where he begins to experience 

premonitions of a terrible fate that awaits his beloved Iliana. 

Adrian grows to suspect that a mysterious neighbor is the 

phantom who means to harm his wife. Compounding the danger, 

a masquerade party planned for that evening allows unwanted 

guests to mingle unnoticed. As his premonitions begin to come 

true, Adrian races to interpret his visions while there is still time to 

cheat fate. Starts great, ends in disaster. It could have been great. 

It starts with the distorted reality of a painter, described in slow 

(sometimes too slow) detail, and it evokes that "old school" feel of 

knowing the characters and getting into their world with them. 

And then the movie goes sideways, loses control, hits a tree and 

dies. I tell you, rather than release this film they should have thrown away the last quarter and 

remake it into something that made sense. It is difficult for me to explain what is wrong with the film 

without giving away the ending, so you have two choices: watch it and be lenient or don't bother. 
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Blutiger Freitag (Bloody Friday) (1972) 
 

When terrorists rob a Bank... all hell is let loose! "Whatever they 

can do in Italy, we can do better" they must have thought in 

Germany. Extremely violent crime thrillers were very popular in 

Italy during the early 70's and at least a dozen of awesome ones 

got released every year. "Bloody Friday" is more or less 

Germany's response to this successful trend and a damn 

perplexing one, I may add! When the heavy criminal Heinz Klett 

escapes police custody during his transport to court, he promptly 

executes his plans to commit the biggest bank robbery ever in the 

history of the country. He, his regular partner and his girlfriend's 

brother storm into the bank heavily armed and take 10 people 

hostage. While the police attempts to gather the $1.000.000 

ransom, and entire media circus unfolds outside on the streets. 

You usually know pretty much exactly how this kind of movie 

develops. Things don't go according to plan, there's the 

Stockholm Syndrome and a couple of unplanned deaths along the way. Apparently the film is 

inspired by similar real-life events as they occurred in Germany. I don't know which parts of the film 

were fictionalized, but I seriously wonder if the real events ended in such a nauseating and shocking 

bloodbath as well. I hope not. Probably the greatest accomplishment here is the biting social satire. 

While the hostage is going on inside, the public outside shouts for the re-implementation of the 

death penalty and there are even are some sly businessmen that unscrupulously want to make 

money out of the gathered crowd. It's certainly also not a film for people with an easily upset 

stomach or tangled nerves. Heinz' escape is bloody already and there's massively shocking sequence 

involving a hand grenade at the beginning of the hold-up. "Bloody Friday" is well-directed (by the 

guy who did "Shocking Asia"), the acting performances are pretty great and everything else (music, 

editing, photography, atmosphere) is simply in-your-face brutal and confronting. 
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BMX Bandits (1983) 
 

Two BMX expert bikers and a friend of theirs (Kidman) become 

entangled with a group of bank robbers after discovering a carton 

of walkie-talkies. As kids, my friends and I used to rent it at all 

opportunities. I can still remember fighting in the car over who 

got to look at the cover! I watched it again a few years back. The 

plot seemed silly. The acting was no longer brilliant. Overall it 

dropped about 2 stars! But I still enjoyed seeing it again. It was 

good memories. Of course having Nicole Kidman in one of her 

first movies ever is also great fun to watch. Who'd have known 

she'd go on to become such hot property. 
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Bobbie's Girl (2002) 
 

Two middle-aged Lesbians (Peters and Ward) find their lives 

complicated when one of them (Ward) takes in her 10-year-old 

nephew (12-year-old Thomas Sangster). After the death of his 

parents a 10-year-old orphan is sent to live with an aunt he's 

never seen, a brusque woman in a lesbian relationship who lives 

in a gay bar she owns. Not everybody is thrilled with the 

assignment, especially the boy's grandfather, but surprisingly little 

is made of community disapproval. Instead, the focus is on the 

relationships among the various characters. Luckily, the writing 

and acting are outstanding, especially Rachel Ward and 

Bernadette Peters as the lesbian partners and, in the best role I've 

seen him in, Jonathan Silverman as the gay "uncle", who works in 

the bar. The fact that the boy is also working in a gay bar, and 

apparently will be growing up there, doesn't seem to bother 

anybody, least of all the boy. Thomas Sangster, the 11-year-old 

actor who plays the part, gives a highly intelligent and affecting 

performance. Perhaps it's in his genes: he's the cousin of Hugh 

Grant. 
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Bobbikins (1959) 
 

Parents Shirley Jones and Max Bygraves portray parents of the 

title character, an infant who talks like an adult. An over-the-top, if 

slight, hoot. I thought the movie, starring Shirley Jones as the 

American mother in London of a toddler who talks like an adult to 

be harmlessly charming. Having a brother named Bobby, and 

another brother, reminded me of how grown adults still need to 

be coddled like Shirley Jones, conversely, coddled this toddler who 

talked like an adult! When I think of my middle brother, I can't 

help think of him at Joeykins (since his name is Joe), or my brother 

as, naturally, Bobbykins. Just a laugh I get. You also have to check 

out Gregory Peck's over-the-top performance in The Boys From 

Brazil, with his turn chasing after 12-year-olds (I won't give out the 

over-the-top plot) crying out, "Bobbbbby!"...Reminds me of 

Shirley constantly referring to her precocious toddler as 

Bobbykins! Bobbykins is just a trifle, but in my opinion, a hoot. 
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Bobby (2006) 
 

The story of the assassination of U.S. Senator Robert F. Kennedy 

who was shot in the early morning hours of June 5, 1968 in the 

Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles, and 22 people in the hotel 

whose lives were never the same. Tuesday, June 4, 1968: the 

California presidential primary. As day breaks Robert F. Kennedy 

arrives at the Ambassador Hotel; he'll campaign, then speak to 

supporters at midnight. To capture the texture of the late 1960s, 

we see vignettes at the hotel: a couple marries so he can avoid 

Vietnam, kitchen staff discuss race and baseball, a man cheats on 

his wife, another is fired for racism, a retired hotel doorman plays 

chess in the lobby with an old friend, a campaign strategist's wife 

needs a pair of black shoes, two campaign staff trip on LSD, a 

lounge singer is on the downhill slide. Through it all, we see and 

hear RFK calling for a better society and a better nation. Captures the Era and the Man. I saw the 

movie "Bobby" as part of the Vienna International Film Festival last week and thought it was an 

incredibly powerful film. The movie focuses on around 20 people in and around the Ambassador 

Hotel the day that Robert Kennedy was shot there. The large cast never seems overwhelming. The 

characters are clear enough that we remember what they were doing the last time we saw them, 

but we never feel like they are merely one-dimensional. Emilio Estevez really hit the jackpot with his 

cast - they all are 100% committed to their roles and the audience simply gets lost in the era. The 

cast is phenomenal - the standouts include Sharon Stone (who has a a chance at a Supporting 

Actress Oscar nomination if the Academy can overlook Basic Instinct 2), Nick Cannon as a young 

Black-American working on the campaign, and Freddy Rodriguez as a young Latino working in the 

kitchen. The later two, combined with Lindsey Lohan as a woman marrying to save a man's life, serve 

as the heart of the movie and bring a well-balanced view of many of the hot issues of the day. The 

movie has an incredible, emotional climax that is enhanced by an actual speech of Bobby Kennedy. 

The audio and visual clips of Kennedy serve as snapshots into his life and the work he did during his 

short time in the public eye. You can read whatever you want to into the political agenda of the 

movie, but in the end this movie is a tribute to Robert F. Kennedy and his time. 
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Bobby En De Geestenjagers (2013) 
 

Sanne goes to the ship Rotterdam, to hunt ghosts. 13-year-old 

Sanne (Hanna Obbeek) loves stories about ghosts and other 

mysterious things. Her father Lucas, is a famous ghost hunter. 

During a holiday Lucas is asked to chase ghosts of the former 

cruise ship 'Rotterdam'. Sanne is very happy to hear she and her 

little brother Thomas (Jelle Stout) can come along. On the ship she 

meets ghost Bobby (Nils Verkooijen), a boy of her age, who has 

been wandering the ship since the sixties. Sanne decides to help 

Bobby... Delightful family movie. This is a delightful family movie. 

The subject is quite surprising for a children's movie: it is about 

ghosts who are haunting a ship and a ghostbuster who does not 

actually chase ghosts, but tries to accompany them into the 

afterlife where they belong. The acting is brilliant. All characters - 

certainly all the ghost - slightly overact but remain convincing 

enough. In the beginning they look like Addams family copies, but in the course of the movie they all 

become actual persons with feelings of their own. The movie is sometimes a bit scary and is not 

suitable for children under six (it actually has a "6" rating in Holland) but since the ghosts belong to 

the 'good guys' (the antagonist a second ghostbuster who uses less friendly methods) the movie 

never gets really scary. During part of the movie the audience can see the ghosts, but the other 

characters in the movie cannot. This was done most convincingly. The special effects are also 

surprisingly good, because there is some walking-through-walls of course. The movie is mainly a 

comedy with some suspense, but it also touches ons some more serious subjects such as life and 

death, accepting your situation and interpersonal relationships. All in all a great movie to bring your 

kids to, because it is very enjoyable for a mature audience as well. 
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Bobby Jones: Stroke Of Genius (2004) 
 

Robert Tyre Jones, Jr., a.k.a. "Bobby Jones" (Caviezel) rises from 

complete obscurity to become a golfing legend. Jones overcomes 

his own fierce temper, intense passion, and perfectionist 

tendencies to master the game and win the Grand Slam, the U.S., 

British, and Amateur Opens in golf, a feat unequaled even today. 

But it is Jones's style, personality, and character that separate him 

from the other professionals in his field. When Jones realizes that 

his unparalleled success may be destroying those he loves he's 

presented with an astounding proposition, one that shocks the 

world. As a five (5) handicap I am a big fan of golf movies. I also 

sport Bobby Jones clothing, so Mr. Jones's history is no mystery to 

me. You can also catch his cinematic lessons from time-to-time on 

the Golf Channel. He was indeed an amazing man and golfer. In 

most golf-based movies we usually see actors badly attempting to 

mimic the actual subject/player swing. In this movie we get the same treatment, but only worse. 

That is my only complaint, as I never really thought that Caviezel could pull off the sweetest swing in 

golf. Hence, I did not venture to see this film in the theaters and simply waited for its release on the 

movie channels. That said, Stroke of a Genius is a fairly entertaining movie with an interesting 

supporting cast and a "period" approach that allows us a glimpse of what life was like for Mr. Jones 

in his early days. Frankly, his latter years were not all that interesting, so it was a good idea to skip 

them in this depiction. As far as factual, if you know the Bobby Jones apparel site you can read a 

biography that is almost identical to this movie's storyline. The final clincher is the obvious 

production presence from Bobby Jones Films LLC. All in all Stroke of a Genius is a straight and true 

representation of Bobby Jones and his legendary accomplishments and goes into my book as a highly 

recommended movie for all golfers and non-golfers to see. Devon Gearhart and Bubba Lewis play 

Bobby at 6/8-year-old and 14-year-old respectively. 
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Boccaccio '70 (1962) 
 

Words are not enough for this wonderful quadruple satire. Yes, in 

the beginning there were FOUR, but the Mario Monicelli story got 

cut to economize on time. It is the least funny but very compelling 

tale of two newlyweds finding no space or time to be alone 

together. A beautiful story. On the DVD distributed by the Dutch 

label Homescreen all 4 stories are included. Very odd though, it is 

a widescreen version, but from the top & bottom there are layers 

missing. So all the players standing up, get there heads chopped 

of. Astonishing, and very irritating. The sound every now and then 

echos, which is bad too. And the only subtitles available are in 

Dutch. But to see these wonderful tales again, of Fellini, Visconti, 

De Sica & Monicelli, and to see Romy Schneider, Sophia Loren & 

Anita Ekberg play so majestically, might be well worth it to forget 

about the technical problems of this DVD. And let's simply hope 

CRITERION can obtain the rights shortly, for they will surely do this fourfold little miracle justice. 
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Bodo - Eine Ganz Normale Familie (The Wiz Kid) (1989) 
 

Bodo (Martin & Gary Forbes) is a kid with abnormally high 

intelligence, a samurai sword toting father and a robotic 

orangutan. Unfortunately, all this leaves him with a minimum of 

social skills, so what's a boy genius to do? Clone a hipper suaver 

Bodo of course! Soon afterwards though, trouble arises with an ill 

fated dance with his mother and a wannabe American detective 

named Nikki Maus. Will Bodo get the girl of his dreams? Time will 

tell in this tale of life and love on the open range. Great Kids film. 

This is a very good film for kids and teenagers. I was about 13 

years old, when I watched it the first time. I especially liked the 

music scenes. The actress has a very good voice, and she is really 

cute. It's all about a shy guy, who uses it's genius to create a 

better image of himself. But things going out of control, when the 

copy starts his own life and get's the girl, the genius is secretly in 

love with. But Bodo not only has to fight with his own copy, but 

also with a school bully and some gangsters, who try to steal his 

invention. 
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Body Parts (1991) 
 

When Bill Chrashank loses his arm in a car accident, the arm of an 

executed death row inmate is grafted on in its place. The only 

problem, as Bill soon discovers, is that the arm is possessed by a 

force he cannot control. Man (Jeff Fahey) involved in a freak car 

accident loses an arm. A doctor (Lindsay Duncan) has figured out 

a way to transplant whole body parts and the surgery is almost a 

total success. Only problem, the arm is that of a convicted serial 

killer and it seems it is controlling his behavior. To add problem 

onto problem, the convict is out on the streets taking all the body 

parts people received from him and Fahey looks like he is next 

victim. Fast paced, exciting, scary, and handsome looking horror 

flick is entertaining as long as you don't pay close scrutiny to the 

premise and script. Good gore effects and a great demented 

performance by Lindsay Duncan are additional bonuses. 
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Bogard (Black Fist) (1974) 
 

To make money, a Los Angeles street-fighter goes to work for 

gangsters. I bought this as a clearance video for $3. This movie 

certainly has a certain charm about it. Richard Lawson's portrayal 

of Fisk reminds me a lot of Samuel L. Jackson's character Jules in 

Pulp Fiction. Dabney Coleman is also excellent as the scummy, 

corrupt cop. Some of the violent scenes are rather realistic and 

unsettling without resorting to gore. Production values are a little 

weak in spots but if you're a fan of 'blaxploitation' films or the 

'70's you'll enjoy this flick. 
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Bogus (1996) 
 

Recently orphaned, a young boy (8-year-old Haley Joel Osment) is 

taken in by his godmother who is shocked to realize that she can 

see the boy's imaginary friend: a flamboyant, French magician 

named Bogus. 7-year-old Albert is the son of a Las Vegas circus 

performer. When she is killed in a car wreck, Albert is sent to live 

with his mother's foster sister, Harriet Franklin, a no-nonsense 

businesswoman struggling in New Jersey. Albert hates it with the 

dour Harriet, but takes refuge in the company of Bogus, a 

flamboyant, gentle, loving, and altogether imaginary Frenchman. 

With Bogus's help, Albert can perhaps come to terms with his 

mother's death, and Harriet with her own loss of childhood 

innocence. Understanding. After reading the many comments and 

watching the movie several times, I think I realize why Albert's 

friend was French. The people he was closest to in his former life were the French magician and his 

wife/partner. Therefore it made sense that his imaginary friend was like them. I loved the movie and 

though Harriet seemed to change suddenly in some people's opinion, I think she was changing 

throughout the movie. The looks she gave and the thoughts that seemed to be going through her 

mind, were very evident of that fact. Gérard Depardieu was excellent in the part of Bogus, the 

evidence between him being so big and the boy so small. How many times have we as adults wished 

for someone big and strong to take us up and give us comfort? I loved the ending where he 

wandered away to help another child. Sometimes in my life, I wish for someone like him. He also has 

a lovely smile. Good movie for that time when you are wanting something different. 
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Bolt (2008) 
 

The canine star of a fictional sci-fi/action show that believes his 

powers are real embarks on a cross country trek to save his co-star 

from a threat he believes is just as real. Bolt, an American white 

shepherd, has lived his whole life on the set of his action TV show, 

where he believes he has superpowers. When separated from the 

studio by accident, he meets a female alley cat named Mittens 

and a hamster named Rhino. He's trying to find the way home, to 

the studio. Along the way, he learns that he doesn't have 

superpowers and that the show is not real. Easily my favorite 

Disney film, and perhaps my absolute favorite movie of all time. 

The 2000s have not been very kind to Walt Disney Animation. 

While there has been the occasional Emperor's New Groove or 

Lilo and Stitch, the majority of their films from this decade have 

been rather mediocre (most notably 2005's Chicken Little, which - 

ironically - remains the studio's highest-grossing film of the 2000s). With that said, I initially had 

some doubts about Bolt, despite hearing that it would be Disney Animation's first film supervised by 

Pixar founder John Lasseter. The surprisingly positive reviews posted shortly before the film's release 

convinced me to buy a ticket. Thankfully, I was forced to eat my words; welcome back, Disney. The 

film revolves around Bolt, a white German Shephered who has spent his entire life on the set of a TV 

show in which he portrays a "superdog". As a result, he believes that the events on film (and his 

super powers) are real. When he is accidentally shipped from his Hollywood soundstage to New York 

City, he embarks on a cross-country journey to reunite with his owner and co-star, Penny. Along the 

way, Bolt teams up with a jaded alley cat named Mittens and a TV-obsessed hamster named Rhino 

who also happens to be an extreme Bolt fanboy. First of all, the effects in this movie are 

unbelievable. Everything in the movie looks so realistic and yet doesn't contradict with the animated 

cartoon-esquire characters. Also, while Bolt is obviously the star of the movie, the real comedy 

comes from his unlikely companions. In fact, my favorite character of the bunch is Mittens the cat, 

voiced excellently by Susie Essman. Very seldom do I hear/see a character and say "I can't imagine 

anybody doing a better job playing him/her", but Essman really brings a lot to this already 

memorable character. And though I found him to be pretty irritating at first, some of the best lines in 

the movie come from Rhino the hamster. Lastly, in one of the opening scenes we see Bolt as he is in 

the TV Show to set the understanding of Bolt's world. Seriously, that was made of awesome. The 

scene was action packed and full of excitement. I would watch the show that Bolt is in. If I had to 

have a complaint, it would be that it takes some ideas from several other films (such as Homeward 

Bound, Toy Story, and The Truman Show). That said, it still manages to feel like its own film, and with 

grace. With terrific animation, an incredibly heartwarming story, and some of the most endearing 

characters I've ever seen on film (animated or otherwise), Bolt has not only become my favorite 

Disney film (Pixar included), but perhaps my absolute favorite movie of all time. It feels strange 

saying that, especially considering that I didn't even expect to like the film, but I simply can't think of 

a movie that I've loved more. It's also one of the very few films that manages to bring me to tears 

every time that I watch it, and when a movie is able to affect me on that kind of level, it 

automatically becomes a winner. 
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Bomba On Panther Island (1949) 
 

Bomba (18-year-old Johnny Sheffield) the Jungle Boy must stop a 

man-eating black panther while helping Ludy Maitland and her 

brother Robert build an experimental farm. 
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Bomba, The Jungle Boy (1949) 
 

George Harland and his daughter Pat are photographers who 

discover a wild boy (18-year-old Johnny Sheffield) in the jungle. 

When Pat become lost, Bomba brings her back, overcoming 

plagues of locusts, forest fires and fierce wild animals. George 

Harland and his daughter Patricia are in the African jungle to 

photograph animals. They discover something altogether different 

when they find a young white boy living there. When Patricia is 

separated from her father, she is rescued by Bomba who it turns 

out, has been living there since the age of 2. They have a number 

of adventures together with Patricia trying to explain to Bomba 

about the outside world, something he has difficulty imagining. 

They come to the rescue of her father and the rest when they are 

attacked by unfriendly tribesmen. Viewed this Bomba Movie as a 

11 year old boy. If I am not mistaken I watched this movie in 1951 

and I was just an 11 year old, and my memory fades somewhat on 

detail of the Film. Keep in mind, my memories of this film was 

from a childs viewpoint, but the best that I remember, I really 

enjoyed it, in particular the animals, and lot & lots of action. 

Bomba was just a few years older than myself and I really related 

to him and his escapades. I would like to see it once more as an adult, but I really don't know if any 

videos/dvds' are available. 
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Bombay Boys (1998) 
 

Krishna alias Kris Sahani lives in New York, U.S., but decides to 

travel to his homeland in order to act in a movie. While Ricardo 

Fernandes leaves Sydney, Australia to travel to Bombay in search 

of his missing brother, Roger. And finally, Zeres Mistry, from 

London, England, also travels to Bombay to find his true love. The 

paths of all three Non-resident Indians cross in the taxi ride to 

Colaba, and they decide to stick together in their search for an 

apartment. They do succeed in finding one, owned by a seemingly 

gay landlord, Pesi Shroff, who openly and lovingly eyes a visibly 

uncomfortable Zeres. Things do not go well for Kris as well as he is 

asked by Filmmaker, Don Mastana, to act in a movie that is slated 

to be the worst movie in Bollywood history. Ricardo finds himself 

at the mercy of the local police, who make it clear to him that 

they have better things to do than look for his missing brother. It 

is only a matter of time before the hapless trio to realize that their respective hopes, dreams and 

aspirations are soon to turn to hopelessness and nightmares - from which there is no escape. This 

movie is based on the experience of three NRI's on their first visit to Bombay. Krishna (Naveen 

Andrews seen in "The Buddha of Suburbia"; "Wild West"; "The English Patient") from New York 

drama school is looking for a subtantial role in Hollywood but is forced to act in Mastana's 

(Naseeruddin Shah) "bummer" film, Mumbai Banditos. Xerxes, a violinist from London, is in Bombay 

to "find himself" while Ricardo (Rahul Bose) is searching for his lost brother. Bombay Boys is a film 

with a mature message. For once it's not on how western culture/NRI's are ruining India's traditions 

& values (a la "Pardes"; "Aa Ab Laut Chale"; "Hum Aapke Dil Mein Rahte Hai" et al) but for moving 

with times & simultaneously salvaging India's culture. Gifford & Bose perform well. Naveen Andrews 

-"Kama Sutra"; "My Own Country" & Tara Deshpande- "Bada Din" & "Is Raat Ki Subha Nahin" are 

spectacular. However the most outrageous yet credible performance is from Naseeruddin Shah. 

Khaizad Gustad's direction is great. The soundtrack is worth listening too. Bombay Boys - a must 

see!!! 
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Bomber Harris (1989) 
 

Biography of Arthur Harris (aka "Bomber Harris") of RAF Bomber 

Command, during WW2 - in particular his strategy of heavy 

bomber "Millenium Raids" on German cities. "Every German city is 

not worth the bones of one British Grenadier". John Thaw is 

excellent in this 1989 TV drama about Sir Arthur 'Bomber' Harris 

which was nominated for three BAFTA awards. The film begins in 

early 1942 when Harris takes over RAF bomber command. 

Convinced that the only way to win the war is by saturation 

bombing of German cities, this movie raises ethical issues about 

the tactics of bombing civilians. After the retaliatory strikes on 

German cities as reprisals for the Blitz by the Luftwaffe there was 

a directional shift from 'area bombing' as the strategic bombing of 

major cities was called, towards 'precision' bombing of military 

and strategic targets. Harris is convinced that only by engaging 

major German cities will the war be ended swiftly but is hampered by insufficient aircraft poorly 

equipped for endurance bombing raids, the lack of coordinated efforts by American bomber 

command (who were focused upon strategic targets - despite their heavy losses) and moral 

opposition from higher authorities. Harris wins enough approval to begin conducting 1000 bomber 

raids on Germany and pushes for a raid on Berlin. Area bombing remains an unpopular strategy and 

the successful raid on the Ruhr dams by 617 squadron begins to win opinion that favours the 

continuing strategy of precision bombing raids. As the general direction of bombing raids swings 

towards supporting Operation Overlord and the D Day landings Harris is convinced that this will 

prolong the war and lead to greater loss of life on both sides of the conflict. In particular Harris 

believes that D Day is unnecessary and will simply involve needless loss of life, an opinion forged by 

his own action in the trenches of WWI, and enlists the support from Churchill to continue with his 

area bombing campaign. The bombing of Dresden produces negative publicity when dubbed 'terror 

bombing' by the news media and support for Harris severely wanes. "Every German city is not worth 

the bones of one British Grenadier" states Harris. Both the allies and Germany believed that air 

superiority and the strategic bombing of aircraft factories, crude oil manufacture, synthetic oil 

manufacture, rubber production, ball bearing factories and railways etc. is what significantly 

contributed to win the war in Europe. The war in the far east still raged on however and only ended 

by the dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Was Harris correct then? Is area 

bombing the only effective way to end armed conflict during war? 'Bomber Harris' cleverly raises 

these questions in this superb film. Despite their importance and contribution towards winning the 

war no campaign medal was ever issued for members of bomber command. Edited with actual 

footage of bombing raids and music from the era adds to the nostalgic atmosphere of this film and 

helps preserve the era. Superb use is made throughout of Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata no doubt 

meant to emphasis the RAF's strategy of bombing by moonlight. A truly excellent film with superb 

acting from Thaw and definitely one to watch. 
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Bonnie And Clyde (1967) 
 

A bored small-town girl and a small-time bank robber leave in 

their wake a string of violent robberies and newspaper headlines 

that catch the imagination of the Depression-struck Mid-West in 

this take on the legendary crime spree of these archetypal lovers 

on the run. Bonnie Parker is bored with life and wants a change. 

She gets her chance when she meets a charming young drifter by 

the name of Clyde Barrow. Clyde has dreams of a life of crime that 

will free him from the hardships of the Depression. The two fall in 

love and begin a crime spree that extends from Oklahoma to 

Texas. They rob small banks with skill and panache, soon 

becoming minor celebrities known across the country. People are 

proud to have been held up by Bonnie and Clyde; to their victims, 

the duo is doing what nobody else has the guts to do. To the law, 

the two are evil bank robbers who deserve to be gunned down 

where they stand. Clyde Barrow, recently out of prison, has turned to bank robbery. He meets 

Bonnie Parker and together the two form the nucleus of a gang of bank robbers who terrorize the 

southwest in the 1920s. Based on the true story of a pair of notorious bank robbers, the film 

personalizes them while still showing the violence that went along with them. Adrift in the 

Depression-era Southwest, Clyde Barrow and Bonnie Parker embark on a life of crime. They mean no 

harm. They crave adventure -- and each other. Soon we start to love them too. But nothing in film 

history has prepared us for the cascading violence to follow. Bonnie and Clyde turns brutal. We learn 

they can be hurt -- and dread they can be killed. First of all, let me say that I'm appalled by the real 

life Bonnie and Clyde. They were two psychopathic thrill killers from Dallas who had a special hatred 

for law enforcement officers. I must admit that I do feel sorry for the way they were killed, but like 

the old axiom goes, "If you live by the sword, you die by the sword." That said, the movie "Bonnie 

and Clyde" was a groundbreaking film. It was the first time that we the audience were allowed inside 

the killers minds, and could see what made them tick. This is perhaps the first film that takes a 

somewhat objective look at crime; we the audience don't have "FBI Seal of Approval" morality 

shoved down our throats, but we still can tell by the actions of the characters that they are evil, 

whether they know it or not. The story is of two Texas young adults who, bored with their lives and 

the prospects of going nowhere in the world, decide to live out their dreams of stardom by going on 

a crime spree. They fancy themselves a sort of "Romeo and Juliet" couple, and think of their 

robberies as harmless fun. They start out small by knocking over grocery stores and gas stations, but 

soon graduate to banks when they need more money to accommodate their lifestyle. Soon they 

have a simple minded gas clerk named C.W. and Clyde's brother and wife in the gang, and the duo 

goes down into history. Then the fun and games are over. With law enforcement officials now 

looking for Bonnie and Clyde, they become targets of bounty hunters, unethical cops and other 

greedy persons who wish to make a name for themselves, and they lose a part of their childish 

innocence as the escalation of their crimes makes them become more and more violent. When 

death finally comes for Bonnie and Clyde, it comes with a vengeance. Warren Beatty and Faye 

Dunaway have never been better. Beatty, who plays Clyde Barrow as an impotent, ne'er do well 

country boy who seems to be sowing his wild oats, is in top form. He makes Clyde likable, with a 



goofy smile perpetually pasted on his face, even when sticking up a bank with two guns in his hands. 

Dunaway is the ultimate femme fatale as Bonnie Parker, a sweet natured Southern belle who likes 

the feel of a .38 in her hands as she politely asks for all the money. It's absurd, it's unrealistic, but 

hey, it's Hollywood. And the film works. But most importantly, Bonnie and Clyde are in love. It's a 

kind of love that only few films afterward have been able to equal. There is a genuine feeling of 

giddy romance between the two no matter what the scene, be it a bank robbery or family get-

together away from the reaches of society. Arthur Penn was obviously a man on a mission when he 

directed this film. You could sense with every frame that he knew of the importance of this movie; a 

cinematic masterpiece that dares to make its audience evoke pathos for what would have been 

banned just a few years earlier. The finale is still to this day a triumph of audience manipulation. The 

two bandits, finally captured and unable to escape, are dealt with in a fashion that will haunt you 

days after viewing. It's sad, it's disgusting, but it brings closure to the lives of two individuals whose 

works and existence could not be tolerated by the powers that be. The movie "Bonnie and Clyde" 

inspired a generation of film makers to look at cinema in a different light. Actions movies were 

allowed to be funny from this point; funny movies could get away with violence. On the negative 

side, however, the film changed the morals of Hollywood by allowing murder to be dealt with in 

such a nonchalant fashion. Sure, Claude is obviously shaken up after his first kill, as are Bonnie and 

C.W., but from that point on violence against law officials is no longer a problem. The police in this 

film are rather like the way gangsters used to be portrayed; a collection of stupid, soulless 

individuals who only want to ruin Bonnie and Clyde's fun. In the end, this in an excellent film about 

Depression era gangsters. Most ironically, however, is that it seems dedicated to the two real life 

robbers who don't deserve such an honor of having a film legacy created in their names. 10 stars. 

Innovative, fresh, and hey, it helped pave the way for "Dillinger", my favorite movie in the robber-

gangster genre. 
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Boogie Boy (1998) 
 

A man who has just been released from prison vows to start a 

new life, but is put to the test when an old cellmate appears. This 

is a very underrated low budget movie. It has excellent writing, 

photography and direction. This might be the best work Mark 

Dacascos has ever done as an actor. He shows a lot of range here 

and gives a performance that shows he's far more than just an 

"action" star. The supporting performances are all well done, too. 
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Boogie Nights (1997) 
 

Everyone's born with one special thing, and Eddie Adams uses his 

humongous "asset" to take the world of film pornography by 

storm. Things get ugly though when success leads to drugs and 

ruin. Will Dirk clean up and get back on top? Will Amber see her 

son? Will Rollergirl ever take off her skates?! Eddie Adams would 

have been just another high-school drop-out had he not met the 

likes of adult film director Rick Horner. Horner transforms Eddie 

into Dirk Diggler, a rising-star actor with a special gift. Set in the 

late 1970s and early 1980s, the film is a tribute to the decor, style, 

culture, and social attitudes of the era. Eddie Adams, a young man 

working in a nightclub, is discovered by porn director Jack Horner, 

who soon puts Eddie, renamed Dirk Diggler, and his "talent" on 

the top of the pornography industry. But when the 1980s arrive, 

Dirk and his colleagues in the porn industry have to cope with a 

new era as well as the baggage they bring with them from the 1970s. Eddie is an aspiring actor who 

gets discovered by Jack Horner, a porn director who considers his job an art form. Eddie then 

changes his name to Dirk Diggler and gets sucked in the lifestyle and relationships of the 

pornography industry of the late-1970s. This is an excellent movie that is vibrant, colourful and 

powerful. The performances are all very good, but the big surprise is the return of Burt Reynolds. His 

performance is the most notable, and he duly rewarded with a Golden Globe and an Academy 

Award nomination. Boogie Nights is about the pornography industry in the 70's, and how it all fell 

apart in the 80's. The first half, revolving around the 70's, is plausible and believable; entertaining 

and informative. Although the film falls apart in the second half, and descends into a lot of 

unnecessary, graphic violence. Eddie Adams (Mark Wahlberg) is the protagonist of the movie. He is 

spotted one night at a club by porn king Jack Warner (Reynolds), and is offered a deal to star in a 

movie. Warner remarks that, "I just know there's somethin' wonderful under those jeans just waitin' 

to get out." And that marks the entrance for Eddie into the sleazy, slutty, though human world of 

porn and sex. Boogie Nights follows his first appearance as a naive young actor to a drug hampered, 

egomaniacal lunatic who spirals down into the world of crime and Cocaine. Along the way, it deals 

with sub plots dealing with pornography and the surrogate families that establish themselves amidst 

the echelons; the prejudice that society carries to porn stars and the dirty, utterly disgraceful life 

they lead. Although the film deals with sex and porn, there is not an obscene amount of it, and the 

director censors these scenes so it is not explicit. The viewers gather that Eddie Adams (or Dirk 

Diggler, the pseudonym he assumes for acting) has a prodigious member lurking under his jeans. 

But, until the final scene, all we see to indicate that is the stunned reactions by peers and onlookers. 

The script is very good, but the film is overly long. It could be called an epic at a length of 155 

minutes, but the time passes quickly. Despite Boogie Nights' flaws and shortfalls, it is a very good 

movie worthy of the acclaim it received. 
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Book Of Blood (2009) 
 

A paranormal expert discovers a house that is at the intersection 

of so-called "highways" transporting souls in the afterlife. A tale 

worth hearing. The imagination of Clive Barker has always 

fascinated me. His greatest work is, indeed, the 6 Books of Blood. 

An unnerving and fascinating anthology. So going into this, I was 

confused as how they would adapt it. I expected it to be an 

anthology comprising of some of the more memorable stories, but 

what I got was quite different - and ultimately I was quite 

pleasantly surprised. The movie itself is not based on The Books of 

Blood, but rather the eponymous "Book" itself - a man named 

Simon. It must have been a tricky process as this portion of the 

actual Books was short and only served as the introduction; never 

truly mentioned again. However there is enough creativity here to 

make the story interesting. One of the strengths of this picture is 

that while it embraces cliché at time, it knows how to use classic spooks and suspenseful tones 

rather than blood and gore. There is some gruesome imagery - especially with a murder taking place 

at the beginning, but this is not a film where guts are spilled regularly. This is a clever and inventive 

ghost story, and like the ghosts in this film; it is a story that is begging to be heard. The film follows 

Simon McNeal, a humble but troubled man with an interest in the supernatural. He agrees to take 

up an offer granted by his tutor, Mary Florescu, to investigate a home in which two very unnerving 

deaths have occurred that is flocking with supernatural activity. The film explores an interesting take 

on the afterlife. There are "Intersections" that cross their world with ours, and the dead are trapped 

in these intersections... begging for their tales to be told. However - no one will Listen, and the story 

mostly follows Simon, Mary and her partner Reg as the dead begin to take interest in Simon and the 

revelations of their intents. It is well thought out, clever, and the ending is quite smart. There are 

flaws. The acting is a mixed bag, and while the film can use cliché to its advantage (Actually making 

classical ghost effects somewhat creepy again) the use of it in some of the scare scenes don't work. 

It's also strange and even uncomfortable when sex scenes come in to play, as they always seem to 

play out at an inappropriate time; usually directly after the more disturbing events. All in all... you 

should give Book of Blood a chance. It is one of the better films based on a Clive Barker piece, and it 

has the imagination of all the other stories that were told. It makes a great companion to the books 

themselves - and it saddens me that this is relatively obscure. 
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Booky & The Secret Santa (2007) 
 

Booky does everything she can to make an enjoyable Christmas, 

for her family, during the depression as her father is out of work. 

The Thomsons - parents Thomas and Francie, and children Willa, 

Arthur (12-year-old Dylan Everett), Beatrice (nicknamed Booky) 

and Jakey (7-year-old Noah Ryan Scott) - are a loving working class 

family living in Depression era Toronto. In the lead up to 

Christmas, Thomas loses his job as a harness maker for the Eaton's 

company as the company is moving into the motorized age in an 

effort to keep up with the times; Eaton's is facing as challenging a 

time as any business during the Depression. Thomas' job 

prospects in this changing time are not good. Ironically, Eaton's 

has a Christmas Fund where each child in the city whose father is 

not working is eligible for a Christmas gift from the company. 

Because of the Thomson's new situation, Booky risks losing her best friend Laura Westover, whose 

snobbish and social climbing mother wants her daughter to associate with a higher class of friend. By 

happenstance, Booky befriends Mr. Eaton, the owner of the Eaton company. Because of 

circumstances, Booky, who knows Mr. Eaton was the Eaton's Christmas parade Santa Claus, believes 

he really is her Secret Santa. Booky is granted a wish by her Secret Santa, Booky whose selfless 

request is rewarded several times over. Booky & The Secret Santa full of memories for Torontonians. 

This was a very special program for me as my mother was Booky's age during the time period in 

which the story is set. I saw my mother and her family in Booky's. She was born and raised in 

Toronto during the depression years and her family was not well off. I was actually brought to tears. 

Eaton's was very important to Toronto then and for many years to come. It was a sad day for 

Torontonians when Sears took over Eatons. Nevertheless, this production is very meaningful for 

families who've had generation after generation living in Toronto. I can remember attending the 

Eaton's Christmas Parties when I was a child. Not at the family's home, but in an auditorium in the 

Eaton Store. All the children got a gift and some candies. These are lovely memories for my Mother 

and her children. 
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Booky Makes Her Mark (2006) 
 

Set in Depression-era Canada, young Booky (Maslany) navigates 

her way through poor health and her first crush while she pursues 

her first love, writing. The Thomsons - parents Thomas and 

Francie, and children Willa, Arthur and Beatrice (nicknamed 

Booky) - are a loving working class family living in Depression era 

Toronto. The Thomsons, like many families, have hit hard times as 

Thomas can't find steady work. 15-year-old Booky takes the family 

situation in stride, being matter-of-fact about being poor. Beyond 

her loving family, there are some things about her life she likes, 

such as being the president of her local Deanna Durbin fan club, 

and going out with a boy named Lorne. But there are also some 

things she doesn't like, such as the food served in the free lunch 

program, and the potentially serious medical issue which sends 

her away to her Aunt Aggie's farm for a short while. Based on some encouraging words by her new 

English teacher, Mr. Jackson, Booky wants to become a writer. She gets a chance to meet famed 

Canadian author, Lucy Maud Montgomery, who offers her own advice to the young aspiring writer. 

However, Francie teaches Booky that although advice is good, passion and belief in oneself is more 

important. Booky also learns on her own that humility is a trait worth aspiring to. 
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Boot Polish (1954) 
 

Preteen brother (Kumari Naaz) and sister, abandoned by their 

father to care of an abusive prostitute aunt, survive life in an 

Indian squatters' camp, aided by a friendly cripple, by learning to 

shine shoes instead of begging. Toddlers Belu and Bhola share an 

uncertain future when their mom dies in the plague, and their dad 

is imprisoned. They are then left in the uncaring care of Kamla, 

their aunt, who moonlights as a prostitute. She is cruel, abusive 

and forces them to take to a life of begging on the local trains, on 

beaches and crowded areas in Bombay. This is how the toddlers 

grow up, they want to lead a respectable life, and with the help of 

bootlegger John, they get a shoe-shine kit and start shining shoes 

on busy sidewalks and railway platforms. Their circumstances face 

more uncertainty when Kamla finds out about their new-found 

profession, beats them up and throws them out of the house. 

They temporarily seek shelter with John, but when he is arrested, they have to fend for themselves. 

Things become bad to worse when Bombay enters the monsoon season, when people do not get 

their shoes shined; then the duo are separated - with Belu ending up with a rich family, and when 

she asks about Bhola, she is told that he is dead. The question remains is Bhola really dead, if not, 

what has been his fate? 
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Bootleg (2002) 
 

When the "Good For You" party bans chocolate, two boys (17-

year-old Steven Geller & 15-year-old Anthony Hammer) resolve to 

bring down the government. Having only seen a small amount of 

this when it was first shown I decided to give the repeat a go and 

sat and watched it in one solid session. I have to say that it was a 

really nice family movie. Despite having a serious message it 

works as simply a wholesome story of two boys attempt to fight 

the system. There may be a few plot holes as to why exactly 

chocolate was banned, and the rather annoying question of 

where it is supposed to be set (I'm guessing England, based on the 

fact it was English money although why they didn't just set it in 

Australia I'm not sure), but these are overcome by the acting and 

the warm feeling the film creates. Special note I think has to go to 

Anthony Hammer, (the only one of the Hancock family in 

Neighbours who could actually act) who should have been given a much better role in Neighbours, 

this at least demonstrates how underused he was. I challenge anyone to watch this film (especially 

the credits) without wanting to eat chocolate. Overall well worth a look especially on a cold winter 

afternoon. 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (2002) 
 

Episode 1: School children Huntley and Smudger love chocolate and are stunned with everything 

that is happening around them. They simply cannot believe that anyone caught breaking the law will 

be fined £6,000 and face up to five years imprisonment. Something is seriously wrong. Reeling from 

events, they run to the sweet shop owned by Mrs. Bubby — a veritable Aladdin's cave of sweets. 

Every treat imaginable and a lot more can be found on her shelves. When they tell her of the ban, 

she declares her determination to fight. But what can one shopkeeper do against the powers of the 

special police? It seems however that nowhere is safe from the new chocolate edict. Nearby, Mr. 

Blades runs the local bookshop — a bibliophile's paradise. When visited by the secret police, the 

mild-mannered bookshop owner claims to be allergic to chocolate and convinces the errant law 

enforcers that he would not dream of breaking the prohibition order by keeping books on chocolate. 

But is there more to Mr. Blades than meets the eye? And Smudger's own family feel the full force of 

the new law when his parents' café is raided and his magnificent cakes are taken away. Even 

Huntley's family are nonplused by the sudden developments. Huntley's mother — a doctor — knows 

that chocolate in moderation will not do any harm. Oblivious to his own family's fate and returning 

home from Mrs. Buddy's shop, Smudger and his best friend have a lucky escape when troopers catch 

them eating chocolates in the street. They make good their getaway, but only just. Smudger returns 

home to find his family distraught and frantically removing any trace of chocolate from their own 

home before the special police raid. But what can anyone do? The GoodforYou Party is setting the 

rules and the rules say no chocolate. At school they preach against confectionery abuse and young 



GoodforYou party pioneers sing the benefits of broccoli. Special police with chocolate detection dogs 

hunts down any law breakers who are then taken away for re-education. Suddenly, doctors' 

surgeries are filled with people claiming ailments that can only be cured with a chocolate bar and 

suddenly there is a flourishing black market for chocolates at exorbitant prices. Despite warnings, 

their love for chocolate is too much for Huntley and Smudger, who have a near miss when a black 

marketeer is arrested. Material promoting the benefits of chocolate is mysteriously disappearing. A 

sense of paranoia and fear is beginning to grip everyone — no one knows who they can trust. The 

boys can't abide the ban and when Mrs. Bubby shows them what is stored in her cellar they have an 

idea. The boys will make chocolate — and not just for themselves. They will make chocolate for 

justice and freedom! 

Episode 2: Huntley and Smudger are keen to move into the chocolate making business, but have no 

idea where to begin. The ingredients are secreted in Mrs. Bubby's cellar, but what they need is a 

recipe. Their search takes them first to the school library, but not only have all books on chocolate 

been removed, but even all traces on the Internet. In desparation, the boys go to Mr. Blades' 

bookshop. A chocolate wrapper sticking out of his cardigan pocket reveals Mr. Blades' true passion 

for anything sweet and he reveals his own resistance to the new laws — a hidden room revealing a 

cache of books on chocolate. Armed with a recipe the boys are now ready to make chocolate. 

Cooking up a storm in the cellar, the boys and Mrs. Bubby conceal the smell of their delicious 

concoction by burning toast. However, while Huntley and Smudger make their plans, the 

government is plotting as well. The boys haven't been as careful as they thought and have been 

identified from a botched attempt to buy black market chocolates. They are under surveillance and 

the chocolate detection vans are roaming the streets to uncover what they are doing. Huntley and 

Smudger's chocolate is heavenly — and everyone — children and adults alike — are keen to sink 

their teeth into some. Indeed, their biggest fan is Mr. Blades who cannot believe the taste sensation 

when he samples the first batch. Meanwhle, at school Dave Hoosan returns from his 're-education'. 

When Huntley and Smudger show him their chocolate he cowers in terror and the frightening reality 

of the new world dawns on the two boys. As the secret police continue to recruit young helpers for 

the GoodforYou pioneers, it becomes clear that they are keeping tabs on Huntley and Smudger, 

trying to find out what they are up to. Suddenly their work makes life dangerous, but it steels the 

boys in their determination to continue their work. Now they have the chocolate, Huntley and 

Smudger know there is more to be done. Their aim is simple — to rid the country of the GoodforYou 

Party and they are joined by others prepared to take the risk of capture and 're-education'. The 

revolution has begun. Getting away from their parents, Smudger and Huntley attend a meeting of 

the underground movement with Mrs. Bubby. All three are surprised when no less than Mr. Blades is 

revealed as the leader of the resistance, leading the aptly named Chocolate and Freedom Party. The 

underground chocolate factory is proving a huge success, but the boys are only selling the chocolate 

bars for £1 each. When they are encouraged to put their prices up ten fold their actions do not 

endear them to their friends. To make amends, they decide to throw a chocolate party. But plans go 

awry and things go terribly wrong with the special police catching Mrs. Bubby and Smudger. 

Episode 3: For Smudger and Mrs. Bubby the good times are over. In the hands of the special police, 

their 're-education' is about to begin. But before they are brainwashed the police want answers — 

they want to know about the Chocolate and Freedom Party. Mrs. Bubby and Smudger will not be 

threatened and refuse to reveal the secrets of the freedom movement. Smudger's parents are 

distraught when Huntley breaks the bad news. They knew their son was up to something but they 



had no idea he was part of a revolution and making contraband chocolate. In shock, they believe 

their son was set up and their suspicions point to Huntley. Huntley's mum thinks the family should 

go away for a while by Huntley refuses to desert his friend. Someone must have known about the 

party at Mrs. Bubby's and told the police, but Huntley doesn't know who but in his quest to find the 

culprit, he finds help from the most unexpected quarter. The GoodforYou Party continues to use 

every means to strengthen its position. Friends spy on friends and families spy on families. When 

Myrtle realises she has been used by her father to get information on the underground chocolate 

industry, she joins the resistance movement to help Huntley and the Chocolate and Freedom Party. 

While the special police try to break Smudger and Mrs. Bubby, the Prime Minister is caught out 

showing his true colours — breaking all his own rules. The Prime Minister and his cabinet are caught 

on video enjoying chocolate! When Myrtle gives the videotape of the Prime Minister to Huntley, it is 

the beginning of the end for the GoodforYou Party. Mr. Blades and his revolutionaries know the tape 

is dynamite and could bring down the government but the question is, 'how do they screen it in 

every living room? While the planning begins Smudger is released from 're-education' seeminlgy a 

changed boy. He no longer loves chocolate. He recoils in horror when he sees a chocolate bar. He 

doesn't event want to see his old friend Huntley — but it is all an act. Smudger is smarter than the 

special police and now he's free he can join the revolution. The revolutionary Huntley, Smudger and 

Mr. Blades go undercover with the GoodforYou Pioneers to bring the government down. Using the 

pioneers as a cover, they get inside the television station and show the videotape of the chocolate 

eating Prime Minister on the news. The nation is stunned and the Prime Minister's days of power are 

over. The special police and troopers refuse arrest Blades and the boys feeling betrayed by their own 

leader's exploits. The resistance movement has won. The Prime Minister has resigned and new 

elections are announced. Mr. Blades is standing for parliament and Mrs. Bubby is back in business 

selling every chocolate and sweet imaginable. All is right with the world — at last! 
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Borat: Cultural Learnings Of America For Make Benefit Glorious 

Nation Of Kazakhstan (2006) 
 

Borat Sagdiyev is a TV reporter of a popular show in Kazakhstan as 

Kazakhstan's sixth most famous man and a leading journalist. He 

is sent from his home to America by his government to make a 

documentary about American society and culture. Borat takes a 

course in New York City to understand American humor. While 

watching Baywatch on TV, Borat discovers how beautiful their 

women are in the form of C. J. Parker who was played by actress 

Pamela Anderson who hails from California, Malibu. He decides to 

go on a cross-country road trip to California in a quest to make 

her his wife and take her back to his country. Borat begins his 

journey and encounters a country full of strange and wonderful 

Americans. While on his cross-country road-trip, Borat meets real 

people in real chaotic situations with hysterical consequences. 

Kazakhstani TV personality Borat is dispatched to the United 

States to report on the "greatest country in the world." With a documentary crew in tow, Borat 

becomes more interested in locating and marrying Pamela Anderson than on his assignment. Borat 

proves to be the Python of our generation. I say this as a die-hard Monty Python fan – not because 

the humour is on the same level or follows the same guidelines (in fact, the common ground is here 

is that it follows no guidelines) – but because both comedy teams mask their sketches in a feature 

film, passing them off as a story when it becomes glaringly clear that the latter is an elaborate 

pretext under which to have outrageous, absurdist and side-splittingly fun in a series of genius gags. 

Yet for all of Borat's subsequent disorganisation and warped narrative, we are first served a 

gorgeously condensed introduction to our character in his village in Kazakhstan. This segment was 

possibly the biggest crowd-pleaser in my theatre and perhaps rightly so, for I would call it the film's 

goldmine in terms of sheer laugh-out-loud humour. Here we are introduced to Borat's sister ("She is 

number-four prostitute in whole of Kazakhstan."), whom he kisses on the mouth, his main interests 

(ping-pong, sunbathing and "watch ladies make toilet") as well as a wide variety of hilarious native 

Kazakhs. Undoubtedly the success of the introduction stems from a combination of novelty and a 

culture shock. Once the sprawling surge of Kazakhstani culture subsides, Borat flies to New York City 

to make a movie-film about the glorious U.S.A. The booming Russian ethnic score melts into Harry 

Nilsson's "Everybody's Talking' At Me" and the film gets ambitious: it spoofs Jon Voight's 

incongruous cowboy character walking down Manhattan in Midnight Cowboy (1969). This I found a 

pleasant surprise, but the referential spoofs end here and the rest is all Sascha Baron Cohen – and 

we couldn't be happier. The second half of Borat is arguably less compelling. It is hard to tell why, for 

the humour remains consistently good and there is an almost exponential stupidity with our Borat 

character as the sets out to go to California to marry Pamela Anderson. I would not go as far as to 

say the novelty "wears off", but we are a little more settled now and Borat has found his safe 

footing. Next, however, the film totally floors whatever safeness you may have with one of the most 

unspeakably graphic hotel room scenes I have ever seen. I won't give anything away, but rest 

assured that some viewers ('males') will watch in horrified silence while others will literally cramp up 

from laughing so violently. I belong more to the latter category. As Borat travels through America, 



there is a wealth of juxtapositions to be found when he interacts with the people – members of the 

white house, television broadcasters, etiquette teachers, Christian fundamentalists and Jews – all 

offers layered hilarity and a consistent cloud of laughter kept hovering in the air. Sadly, it was not 

always directed toward Borat (but most of the time) but toward some truly idiotic hick Americans. 

When I was informed the film used many candid takes, I can only hope the unreasonably creepy 

Jesus convention was 'not' one of them. In conclusion, "Borat: Cultural Learnings of America for 

Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan (2006)" is a towering comedy achievement. It is 

apparent that Sascha Baron Cohen has done something truly cool here and has created an anti-

semitic, misogynist and bigoted character that aptly embodies all racy taboos. As an actor he is 

unmistakably brave and uninhibited, which makes it easy for the film to lose itself in a tornado of 

gags, spoofs, bizarre one-liners and graphic jokes. The most fun I've had in a theatre 

since...forever!!! 
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Born Free: A New Adventure (1996) 
 

Another thrilling adventure for Elsa the lioness as she works her 

magic on two teenagers struggling with changes in their life. 

Eleanor Porter (Linda Purl) is a nurse/practitioner in a South 

African clinic, who is given David Thompson (Chris Noth), a 

Chicago biological researcher with a 2-year grant and 2 children, 

Rand (20-year-old Jonathan Brandis) and Jena (Lea Moreno). 

Eleanor has her own daughter Val (Arianna Richards), who cares 

for a domesticated lion cub Elsa, before she is due to be shipped 

to a zoo. Rand and Val want Elsa to be integrated back into the 

wild instead, and train her to this end. Will it work? Purl's role 

doesn't give her much to play, an initial resentment of David 

because he got the grant her friend wanted, an equally worried 

parent when Rand and Val run away, and finally a supporter of 

the cause, however there is an amusing edit from a closeup of her 

to a wilderbeast. And despite Eleanor's seemingly stronger 

position, her sparring with David works against her because Noth is the funnier performer. The 

teleplay by John McGreevey, based on characters from the book Born Free by Joy Adamson, has the 

audacity to actually have Rand and Val told to read Adamson's book for tips! Talk about self-

reverential. Although presumably pitched as a children's film, director Tommy Lee Wallace allows 

Brandis to deliver a mannered James Dean-inspired polymorphously perverse performance, supplies 

an artificial looking crocodile to interrupt the Blue Lagoon teen romance, and uses stock footage for 

Elsa's in the wild tests. 
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Born Into Brothels: Calcutta's Red Light Kids (2004) 
 

Amidst the apparent growing prosperity of India, there is a dark 

underbelly of poverty of another side of the nation that is little 

known. This film is a chronicle of filmmakers Zana Briski and Ross 

Kauffman's efforts to show that world of Calcutta's red light 

district. To do that, they inspired a special group of children of the 

prostitutes of the area to photograph the most reluctant subjects 

of it. As the kids excel in their new found art, the filmmakers 

struggle to help them have a chance for a better life away from 

the miserable poverty that threatens to crush their dreams. 
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Born To Be Different (2009) 
 

A unique decade-long television project, Born to Be Different 

provides a frank and intimate portrait of what it's like to be a child 

growing up with a disability. Since they were born nine years ago, 

Channel 4 has been following the lives of six children. 
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Borstal Boy (2000) 
 

Brendan Behan (25-year-old Shawn Hatosy), a 16-year-old 

republican, is going on a bombing mission from Ireland to 

Liverpool during the second world war. His mission is thwarted 

when he is apprehended, charged and imprisoned in Borstal, a 

reform institution for young offenders in East Anglia, England. At 

Borstal, Brendan is forced to live face-to-face with those he 

perceived as "the enemy," a confrontation that reveals a deep 

inner conflict in the young Brendan and forces a self-examination 

that is both traumatic and revealing. Events take an unexpected 

turn and Brendan is thrown into a complete spin. In the emotional 

vortex, he finally faces up to the truth. What a surprise of a little 

movie. Young American actor Shawn Hatosy (he's from Frederick, 

Maryland) gives an astonishing performance as IRA teen gone 

wrong, Irish writer Brendan Behan. Hatosy's "angry young man" is 

sincerely angry, but there are cracks in that tough veneer that 

show a sensitive, thoughtful kid wanting to break out. (Measure Hatosy's performance from 

"Outside Providence" to "Borstal Boy" and we're looking at a young actor of exceptional depth and 

promise.) At the reformatory Borstal, Brendan discovers new hardships: living, eating and sleeping 

with his enemies. He learns however, that deep down, our enemies have the same needs, wants, 

fears and desires as we do ourselves. His budding friendship with the openly gay sailor, Charlie 

Milwal (23-year-old Danny Dyer) - despite its rocky beginning, captures the joy and frustration of 

having a best friend and through this friendship each learns how to understand, forgive and love. As 

Charlie, Danny Dyer gives a performance which is in every regard as equally deep as Hatosy's. 

Brendan's taking to fellow Irishman Oscar Wilde and his eventual barnhouse production of "The 

Importance of Being Earnest" mounted by the young convicts for their fellow inmates. This is an 

absolute joy and becomes almost the fulcrum from which the story veers into its final direction. 

Michael York, Eva Birthistle and the rest of the ensemble all contribute fine performances 

(particularly Ms. Birthistle who, as a secondary love interest doesn't arrive until a good half way 

through the story and is both beautiful and touching). Director Peter Sheridan crams an almost 

unbelievable amount of story into into a mere 90 minutes so the film flies by. The ending may be a 

bit abrupt tying things up too tidily, but this is a minor quibble in a stunning, touching gem of a 

movie. 
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Boston Strangler: The Untold Story (2008) 
 

Intense true-crime thriller about Albert De Salvo, a wise cracking, 

small time criminal with an unrelenting sex drive, who ultimately 

falsely confesses to being the strangler that wreaked havoc in 

Boston during the early sixties. Guided by his manipulative cell 

mate, who knows more about the murders than he reveals, they 

devise a plan to gain all of the notoriety from the killings and the 

money from the reward. Meanwhile, Detective John Marsden, 

searches out the truth certain that they were not committed by 

one man. Fighting the bureaucracy of the day, Marsden lets his 

emotions get the best of him as he follows the trail of the 

murders. Depalma should study this for his upcoming film on the 

same subject. Brutal Kills, Tension, Scares, Beautiful Women, and 

a well thought out story make this a 10 in my book. For any of 

those of you who aren't familiar with Mike Feifer's past true 

crime/serial killer productions (Ed Gein: The Butcher of Plainfield, Chicago Massacre Richard Speck, 

and upcoming Ted Bundy) he's fast making a name for himself as one of the best horror directors in 

the business. In "The Boston Strangler: The untold story" Feifer explores the dark psychology 

consuming Albert Desalvo and brings a completely fresh take to the story by expanding on the 

possibility that Albert Desalvo wasn't really the Boston Strangler. The film suggests that Desalvo was 

seeking notoriety as his motive to confess to the crimes committed by the Strangler and brings in 

another possible suspect (played to a tee by Kostas Summer) as the true strangler. This theory was 

discussed for years in newspapers following the Strangler Murders but has since faded from the 

public's memory until now. A MUST SEE FOR THE HARDCORE HORROR AND TRUE CRIME CROWD!!! 
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Bota Jménem Melichar (Shoes Named Melihar) (1983) 
 

On September school year begins, not only, but also a mosaic of 

more or less funny episodes experienced by pupils and teachers a 

Prague school. Whether it is a small first grader Johnny, who has a 

plan to fives with the certificate flop back to school, his older 

sister Jolanka that appeal to bursting with wit classmate Radim 

and inadvertently becomes a suspect in the theft of luxury shoes 

or young teacher Adamová not able to force the removal of the 

janitor collected chestnuts and bad continues to cling to her heels. 

She is constantly falling workbooks, Pola new shoe, sits on a 

accidentally and constantly director Karan for that when moving 

classes from one school building to another forgets to lock the 

door. Situation solved impractically campus, forcing students and 

teachers several times a day to move from one building to 

another, becomes even more serious when they start to lose 

deferred jackets. Fortunately, there's Johnny, which the school sees an unknown woman. When he 

fails to inform Radim, broaches persecution itself. Three people "come of age" in this interesting 

children's story centered on students in an elementary school in Prague. Little Honzik (Martin Sotola) 

is having a hard time adjusting to life in the bigtime, with the big kids, and he would like to stay in 

nursery school for another few years, if he could. An older boy decides to take Honzik under his wing 

-- not because he is overly compassionate, but because Honzik has a really cute sister. Finally, the 

new teacher herself is having a hard time adjusting to her first job - and the mystery of a thief in the 

classroom is not making it easier. 
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Bottoms Up (1960) 
 

'Jimmy Edwards' reprises his radio role as the Professor trying to 

control a school full of naughty boys (14-year-old John Mitchell). 

What a great old classic this is! Today's filmmakers and actors 

could learn so much from viewing such a masterpiece. Not a 

special effect in site and yet great family fun. Political correctness 

wasn't invented in 1959 and so Professor Jim drinks and smokes 

his cigars throughout the film. Bottoms are presented for caning 

(although Jim never actually canes anything other than a cushion 

and the deputy headmaster). This film seems to be making a 

comeback as it appears frequently on ebay. A great pity that the 

episodes of Whacko! have been lost. If anyone fancies an hour 

and a half of good, honest fun - they could do worse than obtain 

this wonderful classic. 
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Bottoms Up (2006) 
 

Owen Peadman is a Minnesota bartender who arrives in Los 

Angeles to try to help his father raise money to save his small 

restaurant. Owen shacks up with his very gay uncle Earl and tries 

to integrate himself into the high society of Hollywood where a 

chance run-in with a wealth socialite named Lisa Mancini and her 

uptight actor boyfriend Hayden Field where Owen, using a little 

influence and blackmail, gets a taste of the fast and sordid and 

scandalous lifestyles of the Hollywood upper crust while dealing 

with his growing romantic feelings he has for Lisa. Bottoms up it's 

a very poor movie, not very funny, not creative, and poorly acted 

mainly by Paris Hilton, this girl should stay as far away from acting 

as possible, the references to her life throughout the movie are 

way too obvious to be funny. All of the characters are 

undeveloped and the edition is very poor as some of the cuts last 

way longer than they should, however Jason Mewes and Brian Hallisay are pretty good. Mewes has a 

not "jaja funny" character and he he does it fine, Hallisay it's OK as a pretty boy/stoner actor. 

Hopefully we'll be seeing them in other flicks, this one won't kill their careers cuz nobody saw it. I'll 

recommend it only if you're a huge fan of the actors or if you're at your house all alone, with nothing 

to do but stare at the your wall wondering why no one likes you. 
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Bowery Blitzkrieg (1941) 
 

East Side Kids get into boxing. When Danny shows signs of 

heading down a criminal path with small time hood Monk Martin 

and get disqualified from a boxing tournament, Muggs takes 

Danny's place in the Golden Gloves. Things go from bad to worse, 

when Monk and his "colleagues" make the public believe that 

Muggs is going to take a dive in tournament, when it becomes 

clear that Muggs has the chops to win. Danny must decide where 

is loyalty lies and team up with Muggs to vindicate both of them. 

This East Side Kids melodrama introduces Huntz Hall, one of the 

original Dead End boys, to this series, and quaintly casts Keye 

Luke, Charlie Chan's "Number One Son" as a pool hall manager 

(named Clancy!), but each performer plays only a small role in this 

story of Muggs McGinnis (Leo Gorcey) and his gang. Released 

before the U.S. entry into WWII (ergo the Teutonic title), the film 

is devoid of the customary wartime propaganda that the series featured, but it is also shorn of the 

snappy ad libbing that caught the Gotham flavour of most of these affairs, and we must settle for a 

rapidly moving but largely uninvolving account of Muggs' decision to go straight amidst the usual 

background of the fight game and gangsters. 
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Bowling For Columbine (2002) 
 

The United States of America is notorious for its astronomical 

number of people killed by firearms for a developed nation 

without a civil war. With his signature sense of angry humour, 

activist filmmaker Michael Moore sets out to explore the roots of 

this bloodshed. In doing so, he learns that the conventional 

answers of easy availability of guns, violent national history, 

violent entertainment and even poverty are inadequate to explain 

this violence when other cultures share those same factors 

without the equivalent carnage. In order to arrive at a possible 

explanation, Michael Moore takes on a deeper examination of 

America's culture of fear, bigotry and violence in a nation with 

widespread gun ownership. Furthermore, he seeks to investigate 

and confront the powerful elite political and corporate interests 

fanning this culture for their own unscrupulous gain. Yes Mr. 

Moore may lean left, and yes he may not be the most objective documentarian. However the facts 

stand: America has many, many more deaths attributed to guns than any other nation. It's a sad 

truth. Unfortunately Mr. Moore has been vilified for asking why. And typical of the "head-stuck-in- 

the-sand" mentality of the far right, they are angry for his work, not at the facts. This movie is well 

done and if you're left, right, in-between, gun nut, or responsible gun owner it is definitely worth 

viewing. I suspect most of the negative comments posted about this movie at IMDB and similar sites 

are by people who haven't seen the movie. They're just angry at what they perceive the movie to be. 

It isn't a movie about gun control. It's a movie that merely ask why so many deaths. Enjoy. 
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Boy (2010) 
 

It's 1984, and Michael Jackson is king-even in Waihau Bay, New 

Zealand. Here we meet Boy (James Rolleston), an 11-year-old who 

lives on a farm with his gran, a goat, and his younger brother, 

Rocky (Te Aho Aho Eketone-Whitu) (who thinks he has magic 

powers). Shortly after Gran leaves for a week, Boy's father, 

Alamein, appears out of the blue. Having imagined a heroic 

version of his father during his absence, Boy comes face to face 

with the real version-an incompetent hoodlum who has returned 

to find a bag of money he buried years before. This is where the 

goat enters. I'll start, unfairly perhaps for any new movie, by 

comparing it with thoughts that other NZ movies have left me 

with - only to explain how it left me feeling. I am smiling as I recall 

the movie and type this. A good sign! So, Eagle v Shark's 

quirkiness. Whale Rider's pathos & culture. Bro Town's language 

skills (who'd have thought "Egg" would be so eloquent a derogatory remark!) Second Hand 

Wedding's humanity, commentary on relationships & our overall resilience. Good things will happen. 

Every Boy's natural instinct to worship their father - irrespective of whether he's earned it or not - is 

shown against the halcyon backdrop of an east coast life in Godzone. I laughed out loud at Rockys 

apology for abuse of his special powers to knock an old fella over. I ached when Boy's Dad returned 

and the interactions between them - the hero worship meeting with reality; a coming of age. Taika's 

now customary expansion of characters was excellent - flawed, bravado filled fragile wee worlds we 

all build up. I have not served Boy adequately in this random review - it's an amazing film. 9/10. 

Made me feel happy & glad to be alive and living in NZ. 
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Boy A (2007) 
 

Having been institutionalized for most of his life, Jack (Andrew 

Garfield) is finally released from prison at the age of 24. He and 

another boy murdered a child when they themselves were 

children. The film follows Jack's attempts to readjust to the world 

outside of confinement and restart a life which never really got 

going. Under the fatherly mentoring of Terry (Peter Mullan), his 

parole contact and social worker, he experiences a coming of age, 

which would normally have happened years ago. Forces from the 

past are constantly upon him. As we learn more about the events 

leading up to the crime which has ruined so many lives, there is 

an increasing sense of suspense, intrigue and ultimately doom: 

the tabloid press and Terry's real son are not going to let things 

lie. This movie hearkens back to the great working class British 

film dramas of the 1960s. Inspired, I believe, by an actual crime of 

about a decade ago, in which one child killed another child, the movie provocatively imagines the life 

of the killer many years afterward. At one point the protagonist is called a monster by a character 

who has never met him. I was reminded of the cover of a major news magazine at the time of the 

Columbine massacre, which featured a picture of the adolescent killers with the caption "monsters." 

I thought to myself that, however disturbed, these are still human beings more like than unlike the 

rest of us, and what does it say about the rest of us if we deny their humanity and refuse to look at 

the source of their disturbance? This is the very starting point of "Boy A" and the conclusions it 

reaches about "the rest of us" are bleak. This is a deeply, disturbingly sad movie. I found it intensely 

involving, and intensely moving. However, if you watch it, be prepared for a vision of humanity so 

dark that the most humane character in the story is a murderer. 
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Boy Called Twist (2004) 
 

Harrowing tale of a South African street-kid's (Jarrid Geduld) 

search for love, based on Charles Dickens' classic Oliver Twist. 

Growing up neglected in a rural orphanage, Twist escapes to the 

unpredictable freedom of Cape Town, where he falls in with 

Fagin's gang of street urchins. With a gritty honesty steeped in its 

vibrant characters, Boy called Twist superbly captures the 

contemporary equivalents of Dickens' seedy individuals as it 

shadows the timeless tale in its own inimitable style. An engaging 

look at another side of life in Cape Town. Being a Capetonian 

(resident of Cape Town, South Africa), this movie was particularly 

interesting. One knows about hoe bipolar the city can be 

(squatters a few blocks from million dollar mansions), but this 

really shows just how close to the surface the poverty really is 

(and makes me feel a little less safe!). So many street children are 

really faced with such an existence. What is good about the movie is that despite the poverty and 

bleakness, there is sense of hope. One gets the sense that one day, something might go right for 

them and they might be rescued from the plight. It's not difficult to make a dreary depressing film, 

but an achievement to infuse it with a sense of hope and possibility. A truly excellent film. This 

movie is being played here in the United States in heavy rotation. I thought that Jarrid Geduld really 

made the movie what it was. I don't think I would have paid much attention to it had he not been in 

the title role. I would like to commend the other actors for displaying a more realistic portrayal of life 

in South Africa. I would like to also say that Jarrid will someday become a very major star in showbiz. 

I truly hope to see him in more movies being played in the US. Although this movie was done in 2004 

it should be released again to a much broader audience. I am sure that it will reach a lot more 

people and make more of an impact for those of us who do not know what life is like in Capetown. 
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Boy Crush (2007) 
 

Seven short films in which gay youths and young men negotiate 

society, sometimes successfully, sometimes not. In several, teen 

boys come out, perhaps first to a close friend - how will the 

friends react? For some youths, coming out risks violence. In two 

films, love is thwarted - by mother, in one, and by immigration, in 

another. 
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Boy Culture (2006) 
 

A successful male escort describes in a series of confessions his 

tangled romantic relationships with his two roommates and an 

older, enigmatic male client. As the author of the original novel, I 

think Q. Allan Brocka did a good job with the film. I have blogged 

about it extensively at boyculture.typepad.com and I think that 

my comments there capture my feelings on the subject. The 

director and writers kept the essence of my novel even while 

making some intelligent and creative changes. I can't imagine this 

film not being picked up by a distributor. All that said, it's very 

hard judging a film adapted from your own work. But I hope 

people like it and I'm confident that many will. There are a lot of 

gay movies out there that are not among my favorite films, that's 

for sure. But while I had feared something ridiculous might come 

of this adaptation, I can't stress enough that I feel the filmmakers 

did an excellent job. 
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Boy Interrupted (2009) 
 

Dana Heinz Perry's 'Boy Interrupted' is a moving and engrossing 

documentary about the mental illness that took the life of her 15-

year-old son, Evan. Suffering from bi-polar disorder, Evan Scott 

Perry committed suicide in Oct., 2005 while in the depths of a 

black depression. Bi-polar disorder runs in the family. Evan's 

uncle, Scott, who suffered from the same mental illness, took his 

own life in 1971 at the age of 22. Well made, compassionate, 

insightful, and unbearably sad, 'Boy Interrupted' is an important 

film. Yet, yet... There's a troubling subtext here that is largely 

taken for granted by the Perry family. Simply put, the Perrys are 

rich folks, very rich folks. They have an apartment on Manhattan's 

Upper West Side, a house in the country, etc., etc., and are able 

to afford the best schools and--once Evan exhibits signs of 

madness--the very best psychiatric care and facilities that money 

can buy. When Scott died the family commissioned a renowned sculptor to create a special 

monument and Scott's brother, Hart Perry (Dana's husband and Evan's father) made a 

commemorative film at that time. When Evan died, the Perrys commemorated him with 'Boy 

Interrupted' and helped to fund a new building at one of the facilities that had treated him. These 

are warm, human gestures which assure that Scott and Evan will not simply vanish from the earth 

without a trace. But what if the afflicted Scott and Evan Perry had come from impoverished 

circumstances? No top shelf care. No fancy monuments. No documentary films. No kid glove 

treatment. Just unadulterated suffering, death, and subsequent, eternal anonymity. That's what 

happens to the thousands of Scotts and Evans who don't come from money. Think about that reality 

also. Palebluedusk wrote "just months before Evan's suicide he was weaned from the prescription 

he had been on since childhood. The doctor agrees to a trial of 4-6 weeks to wean the boy from 1200 

mg of Lithium. This is an exceptionally short time period for tapering off a strong mood stabilizer." 

This is absolutely right. The fact that such a fast withdrawal of these medications can CAUSE suicide 

is well-documented. Suicide is even listed as a side affect of some of these medications. But some 

psychiatrists stubbornly refute this. My VA psychiatrist refused to provide me my medication to 

where I could wean milligram by milligram as is suggested (by people who have been through it). He 

didn't believe that I was being affected so drastically, and he couldn't be bothered. He said that I 

"shouldn't" be having any trouble getting off the medication over 3 weeks even though I had twice 

committed myself to a mental institution as a result of SUPERVISED med withdrawal. Because for 

some people, getting off these medications is like getting off of heroin. You crash into an extreme 

state of depression. There are online support groups solely dedicated to helping people through the 

weaning of these medications. The doctor in this documentary needs a kick in the head. 
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Boy Meets Boy (2008) 
 

A short film with no spoken dialect, Min-soo and Seok-i come 

face-to-face after Min-soo drops a roll of film at Seok-is foot. 

There is an instant spark through the silent gazes. Min-soo gets off 

the bus, but Seok-i follows him. All in this time, a fairy gives them 

advice through a song. It turns out Seok-i had been following Min-

soo with the intention of giving him back a camera, which was 

stolen when Seok-i and his friends mugged him. 
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Boy Meets World (1993-2000) 
 

Adolescent Cory Matthews (13-year-old Ben Savage) grows up, 

and faces problems with friends, family, and school. Adolescent 

Cory Matthews and his best friend Shawn (14-year-old Rider 

Strong), and Cory's girlfriend Topanga attempt to survive the trials 

of high school, along with the help of the George Feeny, the high-

school principal and Cory's next-door neighbor. It's a show about 

Growing Up (and the stupid and surreal things in between). Boy 

Meets World is one of those shows that you remember 20 years 

after it's cancellation. The great thing about this show was that it 

got funnier as it grew. The cast actually grew up nicely and 

matured (well Eric de-evolved into a brainless twit) but for the 

most part, THe Matthews and all of their friends had a nice run. 

One of my favorite things about the show is Mr. Feeny, yes Feh, 

eh, eh, enny! The voice of KITT from Knightrider reveals himself to be a sarcastic and funny actor 

who can get a moral past any situation. On a negitive note, the show got way too many characters, 

Jack (Shawns brother) is an exception, but Angella was brought in to get a cheap hold of the tokken 

black girl. So I say a fond farewell to Cory Matthews and all of his dilemmas into the abyss that is TV 

syndication. 

 

Series 1 (22 Episodes) (1993-4) 
 

Episode 01: Pilot; Cory is caught listening to the Phillies game in class while Feeny is trying to teach 

the class about love. Eric decides to take his girlfriend on their first date to the Phillies game instead 

of Cory, so Cory decides to live in his tree house. 

Episode 02: On the Fence; When Cory's parents don't give him the money to buy a water gun for the 

classes water fight. He strikes a deal with Mr. Feeny to paint his shutters and Feeny will give him the 

money for the gun. Corey rushes through the job and an accident occurs. 

Episode 03: Father Knows Less; Alan wakes Cory up late at night to watch the end of a baseball 

game. Cory fails a test the next day and Mr. Feeny won't let him re-take it. 

Episode 04: Cory's Alternative Friends; Shawn and Cory get split up from doing a project together, 

making Shawn work with Minkus and Cory with Topanga. Cory overhears girls making fun of his hair 

and decides to change it. 

Episode 05: Killer Bees; Cory enters a geography bee for a chance to be a bat boy at the World 

Series. Eric is going to an Aerosmith concert with a date and is embarrassed his mom is going to the 

same concert. 

Episode 06: Boys II Mensa; Cory cheats on an IQ test and decides to run with it. A Mensa 

representative comes to test him at home, so he finally comes clean to his parents and Feeny. 



Episode 07: Grandma Was a Rolling Stone; Feeny's niece comes for a visit and Eric gets Morgan to 

help in asking her out. Cory and the kids grandma comes for the weekend and she makes a promise 

to Cory but he is disappointed when she leaves early, and he misses out on the fishing trip with 

Shawn and his dad. 

Episode 08: Teacher's Bet; Feeny makes a bet with Cory to teach his class for a week, if more 

students pass Cory wins, and if more students fail, Feeny wins. 

Episode 09: Class Pre-Union; Mr. Feeny gives an assignment to the class to predict where their life 

will be by their 20th class reunion. 

Episode 10: Santa's Little Helper; Shawn's dad gets laid off right around Christmas, so Cory vows to 

get Shawn a present for Christmas this year. Santa Claus has a heart attack when Morgan sits on his 

lap, traumatizing her. 

Episode 11: The Father/Son Game; Cory and Eric don't want to play in the annual father/son baseball 

game and they both make excuses not to play in the game. Alan lies to them and says the game is 

canceled when it never was. Cory and Eric feel bad so they set up make-up game. 

Episode 12: Once in Love with Amy; Cory and Eric find out Amy has been lying about going to 

bowling and think she is having an affair. Mr. Feeny gives a math riddle to the class and Minkus gets 

it wrong while Topanga gets it right. Cory spends time trying to figure out the answer. 

Episode 13: She Loves Me, She Loves Me Not; Eric is brought in as a guest lecturer for high school to 

Cory's school. Topanga develops a crush on Eric, while Cory thinks she has a crush on him. 

Episode 14: The B-Team of Life; Cory is put on the second string in basketball and starts to think 

everyone around isn't paying attention to him. 

Episode 15: Model Family; Mr. Feeny gives the class a project, to play an ideal family. He sets Minkus 

and Shawn up as brothers, with Cory and Topanga being the parents. Mr. Feeny wants them to 

become a model family. Eric quits his job working with his dad when he gets a job modeling at the 

mall. Amy and Alan decide to let him learn his own lesson. 

Episode 16: Risky Business; Mr. Feeny has the class make a mock business, while Cory/Shawn face 

off with Minkus/Topanga to bet on who can make the most money, with real money. Cory and 

Shawn bet on horses and win a lot of money. Amy let's Cory babysit Morgan for Valentine's Day so 

she can go out with Alan. 

Episode 17: The Fugitive; Shawn throws a cherry bomb into a mailbox and doesn't want to go home 

because he thinks the cops are after him. He asks to stay over Cory's house without Cory telling his 

parents. 

Episode 18: It's a Wonderful Night; Amy and Alan go out and hire a babysitter, who cancels on them, 

so Feeny subs in. Eric takes his driving test and fails but still decides to take his dad's car for his date. 

Cory tries to sneak an R-rated movie into the house. 



Episode 19: Kid Gloves; Alan gives Cory a gift for his birthday, a necklace with silver boxing gloves on 

them. Without explaining the meaning of them to Cory, he is careless with them and loses them. 

Cory feels terrible after hearing what they meant to Alan. 

Episode 20: The Play's the Thing; Cory gets cast as Hamlet in the school play, but when he thinks the 

material is too soft, he quits. 

Episode 21: Boy Meets Girl; After watching a movie about puberty and hormones in Feeny's class, 

Shawn gets his first date. Cory gets jealous and thinks he has to best Shawn so he asks Topanga on a 

date. When Cory's parents find out the date is made through jealousy they tell him it is wrong and 

he should cancel it. 

Episode 22: I Dream of Feeny; Cory and Shawn wish that Feeny would get sick so they don't have to 

take their Geography exams. Feeny winds up in the hospital and Cory feels guilty. 
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Series 2 (23 Episodes) (1994-5) 
 

Episode 01: Back 2 School; Cory and Shawn don't exactly enjoy their first day of high school. 

Episode 02: Pairing Off; Eric gives Cory advice on girls. 

Episode 03: Notorious; Shawn tries to make a name for himself by pulling a prank in the school news 

paper, Cory is forced to cover for him. Eric dates a new senior. 

Episode 04: Me and Mr. Joad; Mr. Turner promises not to test the class if they read The Grapes of 

Wrath. Mr. Feeny insists on more traditional testing methods. When the kids feel they've been 

duped, Cory and Shawn lead the class in a strike, causing Management (Feeny) to take a hard line. 

Episode 05: The Uninvited; The first party of the school year is getting nearer and nearer; Cory's 

reputation hangs in the balance over whether or not he'll be invited. Cory is relieved when he finally 

does score an invite but is shocked when Shawn does not. 

Episode 06: Who's Afraid of Cory Wolf?; Cory is terrified he may be turning into a werewolf after he's 

bitten by a strange animal. He visits a fortune teller and, instead of offering advice, she confirms 

Cory's suspicion and warns him about three prophecies. Including one in which he kills a girl who 

deeply loves him. 

Episode 07: Wake Up, Little Cory; Cory and Topanga stay late after school to work on a video project 

about sex and love. They accidentally fall asleep the classroom and wake up to a furious Mr. Feeny 

looming over them. The entire school thinks Cory and Topanga slept together, when in reality it was 

entirely innocent. Cory likes his new found popularity and does nothing to dispel the rumors. 

Topanga is hurt because of Cory's indifference to her ruined reputation. 



Episode 08: Band on the Run; Cory and Shawn create a fake band for themselves to impress the girls 

in school. Their plan works perfectly but the guys end up having to back up all their talk when Mr. 

Feeny books their band for the upcoming school dance. 

Episode 09: Fear Strikes Out; Due to a fear instilled in him by Eric as a joke, Cory crashes and burns at 

a makeout party where he was forced to "7 Minutes of Heaven" with Topanga. Believing his high-

school career is ruined, he tells his parents of the tragedy, who then inform Eric that if he doesn't fix 

this, he won't go on a date until Cory does. 

Episode 10: Sister Theresa; Cory's new polite demeanor earns him a cute new girlfriend named TK. 

But when TK starts coming on too strong, Cory tries to put the breaks on their relationship. TK isn't 

pleased and Cory is horrified to find that TK stands for Teresa Keiner. She's Harley Keiner's little 

sister and he is mighty angry about her broken heart! 

Episode 11: The Beard; Shawn is interested in two girls but can't decide which one to date 

exclusively. Since Cory isn't a threat, Shawn has Cory "babysit" Linda while he goes out with Stacy. 

The plan starts to unravel when Cory starts falling for Shawn's back-up girl. 

Episode 12: Turnaround; When Cory mistakenly agrees to take an nerdy girl to the dance, he and 

Shawn decide to give her a makeover in hopes that she'll become more popular. 

Episode 13: Cyrano; Shawn and Cory are strong-armed into helping Frankie charm Gloria, the girl of 

his dreams. Their tips help Frankie score a date with Gloria. The problem is Gloria just happens to be 

Harley Keiner's current girlfriend. 

Episode 14: I Am Not a Crook; Cory is struggling to fit in at school so he decides to run for class 

president. The campaign goes well until Cory makes some promises he can't keep to gain popularity. 

Episode 15: Breaking Up Is Really, Really Hard to Do; After some encouragement from Shawn, Cory 

asks Wendy Jansen out to a couples only party. The two get along very well until Wendy starts 

seriously discussing a long-term relationship. Cory is uncomfortable with Wendy's desire for 

commitment and tries to break up with her. But when Cory thinks about how kind and considerate 

Wendy is, he starts to reconsider. 

Episode 16: Danger Boy; Cory and Mr. Feeny are fed up with being considered safe and boring, so 

they decide to ride a dangerous roller coaster as a way to prove themselves. 

Episode 17: On the Air; Cory and Shawn are a hit on the school's radio show with their new 

matchmaking show "Lunchtime Lust". Mr. Feeny thinks the show is in bad taste; he cancels the show 

and fires the boys. Cory and Shawn aren't happy with being silenced and fight the system any way 

they can to get back on the air. 

Episode 18: By Hook or by Crook; Eric and Jason's plans to tour Europe may be ruined if Eric can't get 

his grades up in time. He enlists the help of a tutor who, instead of offering study tips, offers Eric the 

answers to an important test. Eric must decide whether to cheat and ensure his trip to Europe or to 

use his own intellect and risk failure. 

Episode 19: Wrong Side of the Tracks; Shawn starts hanging out with a dangerous crowd after being 

dumped because of his social standing. Shawn decides his place in life is on the streets with bullies 



and criminals instead of in school with his friends. Cory sets out to prove to his best friend that a 

person's honorability is not determined by his birthplace. 

Episode 20: Pop Quiz; Cory and Shawn come across Mr. Turner's lesson plans when they deliver 

some homework to his apartment. The two hurry home to study furiously for an upcoming pop quiz 

but soon feel guilty for cheating. 

Episode 21: The Thrilla' in Phila; Cory joins the wrestling team to make a name for himself, but 

eventually realizes that he doesn't have to prove anything. Cory and Topanga's mutual interest in 

each other is revealed for the first time. 

Episode 22: Career Day; It's career day at the high school! Everyone has a parent visit the class to 

explain their occupation. Cory's dad Alan is embarrassed to give a speech about being a grocer and 

he succeeds in boring the class. Shawn's father Chet makes a surprise appearance and steals the 

show. Later, Chet tells Shawn some bad news: his mother Verna has run away with their trailer 

again. Chet is preparing to go after her, leaving Shawn behind to fend for himself. 

Episode 23: Home; Shawn is invited to stay with the Matthews after Chet takes off. He starts to feel 

like a burden and sneaks out. Shawn ends up on Mr. Turner's doorstep yet again, where Turner gives 

him a lecture about finding direction in life. 
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Series 3 (22 Episodes) (1995-6) 
 

Episode 01: My Best Friend's Girl; Topanga leaves for a summers 

and comes back a woman. Cory finally gets the courage to ask her 

out. When he does he finds out that Shawn is dating Topanga. 

Cory is in a jealous rage and he asks Topanga's best friend, Trini, to 

be his date. In the end Cory finds out Shawn and Topanga set him 

up. So Cory asks Topanga out and she says yes. 

Episode 02: The Double Lie; Shawn scores a date with *the* 

Veronica Watson, one of the most sought after girls in school. 

Shawn's plans are on the verge of being spoiled when he 

remembers Mr. Turner is going out of town and Shawn is 

supposed to stay at the Matthews. Shawn's date starts out as a 

disaster, considering the Matthews early curfew and crowded 

house. Hormones take over and Shawn decides to take Veronica 

to Turner's empty apartment. One problem: Jonathan just happens to be home on the couch with 

his girlfriend! 

Episode 03: What I Meant to Say; When Cory's emotions get the best of him, he catches Topanga off 

guard and tells her that he loves her. The next day, Shawn accosts Cory for saying "the L word" 



because all the girls in school will want to hear it. Topanga's evasive attitude confuses Cory and he is 

left completely bewildered when Topanga breaks up with him. 

Episode 04: He Said, She Said; Shawn is forced to visit with a guidance counselor after continually 

skipping class. He misinterprets her advice and decides to drop out, catch a bus, and set out to find 

himself. 

Episode 05: Hometown Hero; Cory and Shawn break into school to turn a late chemistry paper. 

When Cory accidentally causes a fire, he pulls the alarm and runs away. The next day at school, Cory 

is called a hero because Janitor Bud was asleep in the school when the alarm went off. Bud saw Cory 

running away from the fire and told everyone Cory saved his life. Cory savors the perks of his 

popularity while still feeling guilty for causing the dangerous fire. 

Episode 06: This Little Piggy; Shawn decides to keep a pig he found in the trailer park and argues 

with Topanga on keeping a wild animal in the city. Cory is caught in the middle when the two force 

him to take sides. Meanwhile, Eric tries to schmooze Mr. Feeny by going to the opera with him. 

Episode 07: Truth and Consequences; Shaw and Cory are on the hunt for a juicy topic for their video 

journalism project. When their exclusive scoop ends up getting Janitor Bud fired, the boys must face 

the harsh realities of the media. 

Episode 08: Rave On; Eric and Cory invite the entire school to a huge rave party at Chubbie's but 

scramble to make other plans when the rave is the same night as their parents anniversary. 

Episode 09: The Last Temptation of Cory; Cory starts to enjoy all the attention he gets from other 

girls now that he and Topanga are an item. However, things get a little out of hand when Missy 

Robinson kisses him at a party. 

Episode 10: Train of Fools; It's New Year's Eve and everyone has plans for midnight festivities. 

Unfortunately, so does the rest of Philadelphia; nearly all forms of transportation are booked solid. 

The group has to take the subway but the night takes on a new turn when the train breaks down. 

Episode 11: City Slackers; Cory and Shawn sneak out to Mr. Feeny's cabin in the mountains for a 

weekend of unsupervised mischief. The get more than they bargained for when Mr. Feeny catches 

them and end up learning a few things about their old teacher. 

Episode 12: The Grass Is Always Greener; Cory is getting bored in his relationship with Topanga and 

goes to a party at another school with Shawn. Cory is having the time of his life until he finds out the 

hot French girl all the guys are salivating over is actually Topanga! 

Episode 13: New Friends and Old; Frankie becomes friends with Cory and Shawn in an attempt to 

turn over a new leaf but ends up hurt when he discovers the guys were only hanging out with him 

for their own benefit. 

Episode 14: A Kiss Is More Than a Kiss; Cory can't seem to move on after his latest breakup with 

Topanga. His emotions are sent to the breaking point when he sees Topanga kissing another guy. 

Episode 15: The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter; Shawn starts to have serious feelings for nice-girl Dana 

Pruitt but she has doubts that Shawn is boyfriend material. 



Episode 16: Stormy Weather; Eric lands an internship at a TV station and decides to quit school to to 

purse his dream job of becoming a weatherman. However, as Eric spends more time at the station, 

he realizes the importance of a good education. 

Episode 17: The Pink Flamingo Kid; Cory accidentally catches a thief on tape at Shawn's trailer park. 

He plans to enter the footage in a news contest but hesitates after Shawn admits the thief is one of 

his relatives. 

Episode 18: Life Lessons; Tensions run high as exam week looms near. When Mr. Feeny refuses to 

alter the exam schedule, a group of thugs trash his house. 

Episode 19: I Was a Teenage Spy; A freak microwave accident sends Cory back in time to 1957. As if 

that weren't enough, Cory ends up mistaken for a Russian spy because of the information he has 

about future technology. 

Episode 20: I Never Sang for My Legal Guardian; Shawn is tired of not having a home of his own and 

wants his father back in his life. Chet admits he misses Shawn but thinks he's better off staying at 

Mr. Turner's. Will a heart-to-heart discussion with Shawn really convince Chet to stay put this time? 

Episode 21: The Happiest Show on Earth; While Cory and Topanga have been apart for three 

months, Cory has been dating as many girls as he can. When he calls one of them "Topanga" he 

realizes how much he really cares. However, his plans to woo Topanga are interrupted when she 

wins an essay contest in class which sends her to Disney World for a week. Cory, with the help of 

Shawn and Eric, flies to Florida in an attempt to win Topanga back. 

Episode 22: Brother Brother; Eric's dreams are crushed after he receives rejection letter after 

rejection letter from every college he applied to. His last hope is a wait list at a school in San Diego, a 

college that is counting on to accept him. But what happens if they turn Eric down? Meanwhile, Cory 

starts to feel alienated when all his friends leave town for the summer. 
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Series 4 (22 Episodes) (1996-7) 
 

Episode 01: You Can Go Home Again; As summer winds to a close, Cory and Eric are on the last legs 

of their road trip. Cory is excited to get home to see family and friends but Eric doubts that there's 

anything waiting for him back in Philadelphia. After prolonging the trip for as long as possible, Eric 

admits he isn't going back home because he couldn't get into college. 

Episode 02: Hair Today, Goon Tomorrow; Topanga takes drastic measures to prove to Cory that 

looks aren't important. But when Topanga gets a stunning makeover, Cory starts to feel even more 

self-conscious. 

Episode 03: I Ain't Gonna Spray Lettuce No More; Alan quits his job at the grocery store without 

discussing it with Amy. In retaliation, Amy promises to make a drastic decision without consulting 



the rest of the family either. Nervous about the turn of events, Cory has Shawn give him tips on 

being poor. 

Episode 04: Fishing for Virna; At long last, Shawn's mother Virna has returned to town. She refuses 

to go home for good until Chet proves that he wants to be a real family again. Cory learns to 

appreciate loved ones when a beloved lunch lady unexpectedly passes away. 

Episode 05: Shallow Boy; Eric starts dating a highly optimistic musician but her constant perkiness 

starts to annoy him. After Eric dumps her, he finds himself the topic of a scathing hit song on the 

radio. 

Episode 06: Janitor Dad; Shawn's father is the new janitor of the school. 

Episode 07: Singled Out; Eric lands a spot on MTV's dating show Singled Out. Meanwhile, Cory has 

his tonsils taken out. 

Episode 08: Dangerous Secret; Cory walks in on Shawn to find that he has a girl staying at his trailer. 

When Shawn needs Cory to allow Claire to stay at his house, he is forced to tell Cory that Claire's 

father beats her. 

Episode 09: Sixteen Candles and Four-Hundred-Pound Men; Cory must help Frankie with his father's 

wrestling match while attending Topanga's 16th Birthday Party. 

Episode 10: Turkey Day; After learning about prejudice among the tribes of Africa, Cory & Shawn 

want to have their families celebrate Thanksgiving together. 

Episode 11: An Affair to Forget; When Shawn is dumped by Jennifer, Cory begins bad mouthing her. 

When Jennifer finds out about what Cory has been saying, she takes Shawn back on the condition 

that he end his relationship with Cory. 

Episode 12: Easy Street; Cory gets a job at a restaurant controlled by the Mafia; when Shawn tells 

him who owns the restaurant Cory quits. Shawn takes Cory's job to earn money for Christmas. 

Episode 13: B & B's B'n B; With Mr. Feeny going out of town, Shawn has a brilliant idea to finish his 

economics project: a Bed & Breakfast at Feeny's House. 

Episode 14: Wheels; Cory can't wait to break in his new driver's license by going on a road trip with 

his friends. Cory's plans hit a speed bump when Alan has a tough time letting his son grow up. 

Episode 15: Chick Like Me; In order to get a better understanding of how girls think, Cory and 

Topanga disguise Shawn as a girl and arrange a date for him. 

Episode 16: A Long Walk to Pittsburgh: Part 1; Eric sees Shawn kiss Topanga on the cheek at 

Chubbie's. He relates the upsetting news to Cory and Shawn swears the kiss was innocent. Cory is 

still angry but when he finds out that Topanga is moving to Pittsburgh, he realizes he had bigger 

problems than he thought. 

Episode 17: A Long Walk to Pittsburgh: Part 2; Cory is despondent without Topanga. One rainy 

evening, Topanga shows up on Cory's doorstep. She ran away from home and wants to convince her 



parents to let her live with an aunt in town. Cory and Topanga must convince Cory's parents and 

Topanga's aunt that they are truly in love. 

Episode 18: Uncle Daddy; When Eric discovers his girlfriend Kelly has a son, he decides he is ready to 

have an adult relationship. However, he is not as prepared for adult responsibility as he thought. 

Meanwhile, Cory, Topanga, and Shawn study for the SATs. 

Episode 19: Quiz Show; The educational game show High School Quiz is suddenly popular once again 

when Cory, Shawn, and Topanga get involved with the show. The questions are intentionally 

dumbed down to accommodate the three guests and Mr. Feeny is dismayed at the sacrificing of 

education for entertainment. 

Episode 20: Security Guy; After getting fired from Alan's store, Eric gets a job as a security guard. Mr. 

Feeny becomes concerned that Eric is wasting his potential and encourages Eric to buckle down and 

re-take the SATs. Cory and Topanga try to convince Shawn to take an SAT prep course. 

Episode 21: Cult Fiction; Shawn joins a cult. Corey and the others try to snap him out of it. But it's 

not until Jonathan's in the hospital that Shawn sees clearly. 

Episode 22: Learning to Fly; Eric passes up an interview at Pennbrook in favor of visiting Beach State. 

Cory and Topanga want to go with him but Topanga's aunt refuses to let her be alone with Cory for a 

weekend. Cory and Eric go to the college visit alone and Eric realizes he has a difficult decision to 

make about the future. When Cory discovers that Topanga had a different reason for not 

accompanying him on the visit, Cory has a tough decision to make as well. 
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Series 5 (24 Episodes) (1997-8) 
 

Episode 01: Brothers; Eric moves back home and Cory promises to find him a place to stay. Things 

take a strange turn when Eric's new roommate turns out to be Shawn's half brother Jack. 

Episode 02: Boy Meets Real World; Cory decides to make a documentary similar to The Real World 

for Mr. Feeny's film class. He starts filming Shawn, Jack, and Eric as they adjust to their new living 

situation. When Jack and Shawn get off on the wrong foot, Cory learns the boundaries between 

filmmaker and friend. Meanwhile, Morgan hires an actor to play Eric at home because she misses 

him. 

Episode 03: It's Not You... It's Me; Shawn has a hard time with the news that Cory applied to 

Stanford, a school Shawn could never get into. Shawn starts to suspect he and Cory are going to 

grow apart and decides to end their friendship sooner rather than later. 

Episode 04: Fraternity Row; Trying to get acquainted and accustomed to college life, Eric and Jack 

decide that instead of joining a fraternity, they should throw their own fraternity party. Meanwhile, 

Shawn sneaks into a college Philosophy course which puts him at odds with Mr. Feeny. 



Episode 05: The Witches of Pennbrook; Jack puts girls in front of friendship when he falls for a 

relatively unknown girl (played by Candance Cameron). Eric, on the other hand, soon discovers that 

the girl is a witch but Jack is in too deep to see the truth. This puts the two at odds. Meanwhile, 

Topanga overcomes her fear of flying when she and Corey travel to Pittsburgh. 

Episode 06: No Guts, No Cory; Salem the Cat uses a time ball to transport Cory back to the 1940s. 

Cory is shipped off to fight in World War II and must leave Topanga behind. 

Episode 07: I Love You, Donna Karan: Part 1; Shawn strictly follows a "two-week" dating rule. But 

Shawn begins to rethink his dating philosophy when the contents of a lost purse seem to fit his 

definition of the perfect girl. Eric desperately needs help studying for a test but Mr. Feeny wants Eric 

to go it alone. Eric hallucinates his own version of Mr. Feeny to help him. 

Episode 08: Chasing Angela: Part 2; Cory tells Shawn about the lost purse mix-up and Shawn realizes 

he might be in love with Angela. However, Angela might not feel the same way. Across town, Jack 

and Eric are nervous about hosting Thanksgiving dinner for the Matthews family in their new 

apartment. 

Episode 09: How to Succeed in Business; Cory becomes jealous when Shawn outperforms him in a 

work-study job. Eric feels self-conscious when Amy enrolls in his creative writing class. 

Episode 10: Last Tango in Philly; The girls want to go dancing but Shawn and Cory aren't in the mood. 

The ladies go out on the town with two handsome co-workers. Shawn and Cory fight their jealousies 

and try to figure out how to make their girlfriends happy. 

Episode 11: A Very Topanga Christmas; Topanga spends her first Christmas at the Matthews home. 

Cory is happy at first but when traditions clash, he starts to have misgivings about their future 

together. 

Episode 12: Raging Cory; Alan is forced to re-evaluate himself as a father when he notices that his 

relationship with both his sons is lacking. 

Episode 13: The Eskimo; Shawn tries to win tickets to the super bowl. 

Episode 14: Heartbreak Cory; Cory's senior ski trip starts off the wrong way when he sprains his 

ankle getting off the bus. While his friends enjoy the rest of the trip, Cory is left in the care of Lauren, 

an attractive lodge employee. The two hit it off and stay up all night getting to know each other. 

Episode 15: First Girlfriends' Club; On Valentine's Day, Shawn's ex-girlfriends are so certain he is 

going to ruin his relationship with Angela that they kidnap him in order to keep him for hurting her. 

Meanwhile, Cory must face the music when Topanga reads Lauren's letter. 

Episode 16: Torn between Two Lovers (Feeling Like a Fool); Lauren travels to Philedelphia to see 

Cory and Topanga tells Cory to go out with her to test his feelings. Despite Shawn's warnings that it's 

a trap, Cory agrees to go out with Lauren. Eric proctors for citizenship class. 

Episode 17: And Then There Was Shawn; Cory, Shawn, Topanga, Angela, and Kenny all get detention 

together. Things get scary when they discover someone dead and a bloody warning on the black 

board "NO ONE GETS OUT ALIVE". When Jack and Eric arrive, they all work together to try to find out 



who the killer is. At first they think its the creepy janitor, then Feeny, then the new girl - Jennifer 

Love Feffermen. But, when they all get killed, too, the remaining realize it must be one of them! 

Episode 18: If You Can't Be with the One You Love...; In an effort to numb his heartache, Cory steals 

a bottle of whiskey from Alan. He offers to share the bottle with Shawn and the two drown their 

sorrows. Trouble arises when Shawn discovers he likes the alcohol a little too much. 

Episode 19: Eric Hollywood; A Hollywood director spots Eric in a school play and asks him to be in his 

show. Shawn and Jack get the chickenpox and Topanga takes care of them. 

Episode 20: Starry Night; When Topanga goes to an art exhibit with Angela, she meets a charming 

guy and threatens to break-up Cory and Topanga forever. 

Episode 21: Honesty Night; Cory and Topanga are back together but decide to keep it a secret from 

Shawn. They pretend to still be arguing to make Shawn think he is the one who reunited them. 

Episode 22: Prom-ises, Prom-ises; It's prom night, and Cory & Topanga have to decide whether or 

not to take their relationship to the next level, as they are now "adults." Cory wants to go through 

with it, and Topanga says she will do whatever Cory thinks is right, but he reconsiders his judgment 

when he discovers that his mother is pregnant. 

Episode 23: Things Change; Shawn is given the chance to get into Pen-brook College and is also given 

the chance to take the full time photo position of developing photos at his job and tells Cory, Angela 

& Topanga that he'll be taking the job instead. Cory keeps trying to change Shawn's mind through 

out the episode, While Cory, also tries to stop Mr. Feeny from retiring to Jackson Whole, Wyoming. 

Alan & Amy try picking out wallpaper for the baby room which is Cory & Eric's old room. While 

further more Topanga gets accepted into Yale & Pen-Brook and has to make a decision of what is 

more important Cory, Angela, Shawn or Yale one of the highest ranked Ivy League Schools in the 

nation. Cory ends up having a Nervous Breakdown because he has problems accepting change 

through out the entire episode. But in the end Cory ends up finally accepting all of the changes that 

are going through his life. 

Episode 24: Graduation; The group is getting ready to graduate and Mr. Feeny assigns them one last 

assignment about what they are feeling the last few weeks of school before graduation. 
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Series 6 (22 Episodes) (1998-9) 
 

Episode 01: His Answer: Part 1; When Topanga proposes for him to marry her at graduation, Cory is 

absolutely stunned. However, when everyone else has conflicting views on the subject, Cory and 

Topanga quietly slip away to elope. 

Episode 02: Her Answer: Part 2; When Topanga finds that she can't say "I do" at the altar, things get 

worse as Amy gets angry and Eric tries to stop Mr. Feeny's retirement party. 



Episode 03: Ain't College Great?; On the first day of college, an ambitious Cory fills his schedule with 

tough courses but quickly cracks under the pressure and flees to Mr. Feeny's side in Wyoming. 

Meanwhile, Eric tries to be more sensitive so Rachel will be attracted to him. 

Episode 04: Friendly Persuasion; Although Angela's upset after she and Shawn call it quits, she shuns 

Cory's offer of support, claiming they were never friends. 

Episode 05: Better Than Average Cory; After Cory is introduced to art prodigy Alexandra Nechita, he 

develops an inferiority complex and blames his lack of skills on his "average" father. Meanwhile, 

Alexandra, lonely touring without anyone her own age, befriends Morgan. 

Episode 06: Hogs and Kisses; After a director has Shawn and Topanga kiss while making a 

promotional film, Cory-certain the duo are harboring romantic feelings for one another-directs them 

to go on a date and explore their emotions. Meanwhile, Eric and Jack pretend to be mannerly in 

front of Rachel. 

Episode 07: Everybody Loves Stuart; Cory may be possibly expelled from college, when he knocks a 

teacher out the screen-window of the commons room. However, that same teacher hit on Topanga 

in her dorm last night, and he's lying about it. 

Episode 08: You're Married, You're Dead; Cory loses his engagement ring when he goes to a bikini 

club with scantily-clad waitresses to prove that he still fits in with the rest of the guys, despite being 

engaged. 

Episode 09: Poetic License: An Ode to Holden Caulfield; When Cory degrades a student's poem that 

Mr. Feeny reads in class, he is dismayed when he finds out that Shawn wrote it. 

Episode 10: And in Case I Don't See Ya; In an effort to become more popular, Eric creates a TV show 

similar to The Truman Show featuring his roommates, but it's Rachel who becomes the campus 

darling. Meanwhile, Cory and Shawn expect special treatment from Mr. Feeny. 

Episode 11: Santa's Little Helpers; Now that Cory and Topanga both know that Shawn and Angela 

still love each other, they have conflicting views on what to do about it -- especially when, 

unbeknownst to each other, Cory invites Shawn to join their family Christmas while Topanga invites 

Angela. Topanga wants to let well enough alone, but Cory misses no opportunity to throw his friends 

together, but the consequences are not exactly what he wants: after they finally kiss, Angela 

expresses her love for Shawn, but he protests that he is "not ready" to make the same commitment 

and she storms off for good. Meanwhile, Eric takes his store Santa job a little too seriously when he 

convinces Rachel and Jack to help him steal his family's gifts in order to make underprivileged 

children happy. 

Episode 12: Cutting the Cord; Shawn and Angela draw up a restraining order forbidding Cory and 

Topanga from any further interference in their romantic lives, but Shawn still has a difficult time 

seeing Angela date someone else -- especially when they all wind up in the same restaurant 

together. Meanwhile, Alan tries to overcome his feeling too old for another baby by shopping for a 

motorcycle, and Eric becomes an over-enthusiastic birthing coach. 



Episode 13: We'll Have a Good Time Then; Shawn and Jack's ne'er-do-well father Chet reappears on 

campus suddenly and, confronted by an angry Shawn, promises that he has come to stay and make 

amends to his sons for never being there for them. But after treating them to a steak dinner and 

consuming a piece of Rachel's "killer" chocolate cake, Chet suffers a heart attack. Shawn reveals that 

his anger at his father is partly fear that his own apparent inability to connect emotionally is 

inherited, and it appears a reconciliation might taken place -- then Chet has a second attack and 

dies. 

Episode 14: Getting Hitched; Cory and Topanga play "The Fiancée Game" to prove how compatible 

they are, and are crushed when Eric and Rachel prove to know far more about each other than they 

do. Topanga suggests a quick solution: they should live together on campus and really get to know 

each other. (Cory mistakenly thinks this means sex and buys satin pajamas and sheets.) Living 

together shows them sides of each other they're not too crazy about: for example, his big toe 

clipping flies across the room and lodges in her already-applied facial cream. Meanwhile, Shawn has 

ignored Jack's repeated call about clearing out Chet's trailer, and, once persuaded, is freshly 

outraged to discover evidence that Chet went to Jack's stepfather for help in financing Shawn's 

college education. He decides to take the trailer out on the highway and convinces Cory to 

accompany him "for the weekend," but oddly insists on saying goodbye to Topanga. Then Jack, who 

has been struggling to contain his own grief in deference to Shawn's feelings, falls apart and cries 

helplessly in Rachel's arms; and Eric walks in to find them kissing passionately. 

Episode 15: Road Trip; To take his mind off his dad's death, Shawn takes Cory along on a soul-

searching road trip in Chet's trailer, where they end up at a truck stop where the young waitresses 

(portrayed by band Nobody's Angel) are searching for something more, just like Shawn -- and Cory 

discovers that Shawn has no intention of returning home. Shawn must persuade Cory to let him go, 

just as the girls' father/boss must let them find their own way. Meanwhile, Eric tries to understand 

the kiss he witnessed between Jack and Rachel -- as do they; and Shawn discovers that his father, a 

truck stop regular, was secretly very proud of him. In a surprise code, Chet's ghost appears to Shawn 

as father and son finally reconcile their differences and Shawn drives off into his uncertain future. 

Episode 16: My Baby Valentine; Cory becomes upset when Topanga seems less interested in 

spending Valentine's Day with him than with consoling Amy about the last stages of her pregnancy, 

so when Topanga decides to cheer Amy up with a baby shower, Cory takes charge. Unfortunately his 

concept of a baby shower turns out to be a female version of a bachelor party, complete with a 

pizza-guy stripper, but the disgusted guests are distracted when Amy's waters break and she is 

rushed to hospital for a premature delivery -- one which the new Matthews baby may not survive. 

Meanwhile, Shawn is still on the road to nowhere; Morgan is less than happy about the arrival of a 

new sibling; and Jack and Rachel worry about the effect of revealing their new relationship to Eric -- 

who announces he already knows, and is moving out. 

Episode 17: Resurrection; While everyone anxiously awaits news about newly born Joshua 

Matthews, Cory's continued self-absorption alienates Topanga, who now considers herself a 

member of the Matthews family. Even Eric's little friend Tommy views Joshua as his new "brother." 

It's only when Shawn returns and is accepted by the elder Matthews as "family" does Cory realize 

where his true values lie. 



Episode 18: Can I Help to Cheer You?; Topanga is in wedding plan mode, and persuades (strongarms) 

Cory into accompanying her, Shawn and Angela to a posh ceremony in the hall of her dreams -- 

where an unhappy father of the bride offers Cory a million dollars to marry his daughter. Meanwhile, 

Tommy pleads with a heartbroken Eric to adopt him so he won't have to move to California, and Eric 

pretends to no longer want Tommy so he can be happy with his new family. 

Episode 19: Bee True; The series returns to form as Cory and Shawn unite for the last time as a "bad 

boy" team to help Mr. Feeny, whose hesitation in declaring his feelings for Dean Bolander looks like 

a fatal mistake when her ex-husband Curits returns from an expedition bent on winning her back. 

Shawn and Cory trash the interloper's lab and blame in on a jealous rage by Feeny -- who then saves 

Dean Bolander's life for real by swatting the rare bee brought back by Curits just before it stings his 

highly allergic love. She explains that she was not taken in for a moment by the boys' ruse -- just 

impressed that Feeny's students care about him so much. Meanwhile, Rachel challenges Jack to take 

her out on a real date. 

Episode 20: The Truth About Honesty; When Cory and Topanga make an agreement to tell the truth 

about everything and everyone, their totally honest pact creates tension at Rachel and Jack's first 

dinner party. When the party guests play a game that forces them to also tell the truth, personal 

feelings are revealed that they would rather keep to themselves. 

Episode 21: The Psychotic Episode; When Cory has nightmares where the recurring theme finds him 

trying to kill Shawn in imaginative ways, he goes to Feeny for an interpretation. Meanwhile, Eric 

finds a new, but odd, roommate -- one who seems to have seen Hitchcock's "Psycho" once too 

often. 

Episode 22: State of the Unions; While Cory deals with his anxieties about his impending marriage, 

Topanga's parents (real-life couple Annette O'Toole and Michael McKean) come for a visit and reveal 

some unexpected news: they are on the brink of separating. Meanwhile, Feeny pops the question to 

Dean Bolander (real-life husband and wife William Daniels and Bonnie Bartlett), and they agree to 

get married in the Matthews living-room; and a self-pitying Eric asks Shawn for advice on how to 

cope with losing Rachel to Jack. 

3 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 7 (23 Episodes) (1999-2000) 
 

Episode 01: Show Me the Love; After learning her parents are getting a divorce, Topanga calls off the 

wedding, so Cory and Shawn go to Pittsburgh and try to persuade her parents to get back together. 

While in Pittsburgh, they learn that Jedadiah left Rhiannon for another women. Eric Gets a New 

Haircut. 

Episode 02: For Love and Apartments; Both couples Cory-Topanga and Angela-Shawn split up 

Topanga and Angela Move in with Rachael without telling Eric and Jack. So the boys go against the 

girls to see who gets the apartment and the girls win, and Eric vows to seek revenge on Topanga for 

beating him up so easily. 



Episode 03: Angela's Men; Angela's father comes to visit her, helping her reconcile with Shawn. Eric 

plans his revenge on Topanga. 

Episode 04: No Such Thing as a Sure Thing; Topanga decides to put her money on Cory, While Eric 

gets Jack in over his head with a bookie. 

Episode 05: You Light Up My Union; Rachael gets mad when Cory and Shawn read her diary. While 

Jack and Eric take over as managers of the student union. 

Episode 06: They're Killing Us; Cory and Topanga dish out the ups and downs of planning their 

wedding. Including his selection for best man and her dress-hating bridesmaids. 

Episode 07: It's About Time; Corey and Topanga finally tie the knot but not without dealing with 

Shawn's concerns for his future friendship with Corey and Eric arranging for his brother to have a 

nicer wedding at an upscale hotel. 

Episode 08: The Honeymooners; While on their honeymoon Cory and Topanga consider staying 

there permanently, but change their mind when they start missing their family and friends. Eric 

follows Cory and Topanga on their honeymoon on a quest to make up for the things that went 

wrong in the wedding. 

Episode 09: The Honeymoon Is Over; Cory and Topanga realize they are on their own when Shawn 

moves into the girls' apartment and Cory's parents refuse to take them in. 

Episode 10: Pickett Fences; Cory and Topanga decide that a house is not right for them when Shawn 

convinces them to fix up their apartment. Meanwhile Jack and Eric get a new boss at the student 

union. 

Episode 11: What a Drag!; Cory redecorates the apartment. Meanwhile Eric and Jack pose as girls to 

hide from a goon on campus. 

Episode 12: Family Trees; Shawn has trouble dealing with the fact he doesn't know who his parents 

are. Meanwhile Eric throws a surprise party for Alan but, Shawn gets a even bigger surprise when 

the Matthews offer to adopt him. 

Episode 13: The Provider; Cory gets upset because he thinks Topanga is better then him. Meanwhile 

Eric finds a lucky Penny. 

Episode 14: I'm Gonna Be Like You, Dad; Cory overreacts to a low score on a health test that says he 

should be dead already. Meanwhile Eric joins the family buisness but, Amy and Mr. Feeny don't think 

it's a good idea. 

Episode 15: The War; A prank war among the seven friends gets out of hand. 

Episode 16: Seven the Hard Way; After the prank war got out of hand the gang comes close to 

breaking up even Mr. Feeny's intervention could not help. We even get a glimpse into the future 

how everyones life turned out if they lost all contact with each other. 

Episode 17: She's Having My Baby Back Ribs; Eric and Topanga go on a diet because they have 

noticed they have gained weight and Cory thinks that Topanga is Pregnant. 



Episode 18: How Cory and Topanga Got Their Groove Back; After their friends don't invite them to 

go to this cool night club with them Topanga feels like married life has mellowed them out so they 

throw a party in their apartment on the same night as a popular guy on campus party. Meanwhile 

after Eric hits his head he gets psychic powers of which Jack takes advantage of. 

Episode 19: Brotherly Shove; Eric feels hurt when Cory invites Shawn and Topanga to clean out the 

garage instead of him and it make him feel like Cory doesn't wanna hang out with him any more. 

Meanwhile Jack and Shawn spend some brotherly time together but, can't seem to find anything in 

common. 

Episode 20: As Time Goes By; When Topanga is stressed out she is transported to a 1980s black-and-

white setting where she doesn't remember anything about her past and it teaches her no to so 

uptight. 

Episode 21: Angela's Ashes; When Angela's father wants to take her to Europe for a year Shawn has 

to make a decision whether to let her go or ask her to stay. Meanwhile Jack, Eric, and Rachel think 

about their future. 

Episode 22: Brave New World: Part 1; Topanga gets a job in New York and Cory fears having to leave 

Philadelphia. 

Episode 23: Brave New World: Part 2; As all the friends say goodbye to each other they all make one 

last stop to Mr. Feeny's Classroom for their last goodbye to Mr. Feeny where he gives them his very 

last piece of advice. 
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Boy Of Baghdad (2004) 
 

12-year-old Kheer Allah shows you his world in post-war Iraq: The 

problems of a quite normal family after the official end of fighting. 

It is a sad world in which this precocious boy must assert himself, 

together with his parents and siblings. A daily struggle for survival 

in which precisely the youngest must suffer from the 

consequences of war. There are hardly any possibilities to earn 

money for the family and in order to work for at least the most 

basic needs attending school is out of the question. 

Converted from DivX...Arabic Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Boy On A Dolphin (1957) 
 

Sophia Loren stars as Phaedra, a poor sponge diver on the lovely 

Greek isle of Hydra. While diving, she discovers an ancient brass 

and gold stature of a boy riding a dolphin, which is said to have 

the magical power to grant wishes. Her shiftless boyfriend wants 

to sell it to an unscrupulous art collector (Clifton Webb), but 

Phaedra wants to give it to anthropologist Jim Calder (Alan Ladd), 

who would return it to the Greek government. Miscast, misfired 

adventure has Sophia Loren playing a Greek skin-diver! who 

comes across title-named sunken treasure off the Greek Islands. 

Pretty soon, two rich Americans are vying for the prize, and Loren 

finds herself playing both sides (one for money, the other for 

love). Rarely have I seen a picture so full of pretty ambiance and 

yet so dead at its core. The music and locations (and Sophia's 

figure) are real beauties, but this story is lost at sea. Alan Ladd 

looks bloated, with gimlet eyes, and he never connects with 

mercurial Sophia, who initially is in a constant rage (she snaps everyone, even the doctor taking a 

nail out of her leg). Too bad, because the beauty of the Greek locales is worth beholding, but the 

script needed more wit, more spark and the lazy direction needed more zest. Perhaps Sophia 

should've directed? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Boy Slaves (1939) 
 

This is a horrific expose of child-labor conditions that existed early 

in the 20th Century. The film illustrates the harsh "youth-

offender" penalties and unchecked institutions that sought to 

remediate/exploit these wayward youths up to that time. Also 

evident are the practices of "Company Stores" in "Company 

Towns" with use of fear and coercion. The performances are 

somewhat dated but somehow communicate the sincerity of the 

intended message. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Boy Who Caught A Crook (1961) 
 

Young newsboy (12-year-old Roger Mobley) is hunted by a bank 

robber who thinks the boy has his lost loot. The flat yarn about a 

young kid who found a suitcase filled with stolen money. And of 

course, there is the villain to look after it. I nearly fell to sleep 

while I watched it. I almost succeeded if there was not the 

gorgeous Wanda Hendrix, lost in this little programmer. Perhaps 

she had to pay her electricity bill. I prefer - from the great Edward 

L Cahn - "Guns, Girls and Gangsters", Cage of Evil, Experiment 

Alcatraz or Destination Murder. Those are masterpieces, 

compared to this one. Meanwhile, let's be fair, this is not the 

worst of all; but not the best either. It was written by Nathan 

Juran. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Boy! What A Girl (1947) 
 

Two small-time (aspiring to be big-time) producers are trying to 

convince a Chicago businessman to finance half of their show, 

while the other half is to be financed by a mysterious Mme. 

Deborah. But when Madame Deborah is not on hand to meet the 

money-man from Chicago, an ex-prizefighter is dressed to pose as 

her. Music and dancing provided by Deek Watson and His Brown 

Dots, 'Big' Sid Catlett and his band, and Ann Cornell and the 

International Jitterbugs. Drummer Gene Krupa has a drumming 

cameo. This is the story of a would be theatrical producer who 

somehow manages to arrange financing for a show despite barely 

having enough money for the rent. When one of the backers fails 

to show up one of the producer's friends is forced to pretend to 

be the missing backer so that the show can go on. Low Key and 

Funny, with some great music, this is a wonderful movie just to 

plop down in front of when you don't want to think. While the plot has been done to death by 

Hollywood there is something about this pass through the well worn territory that keeps it 

interesting. Perhaps it's the fact that other than the actor who played the Kingfish on TV's Amos and 

Andy we probably haven't seen most of these actors before so we have no notion as to what anyone 

might do. Definitely worth a bag of popcorn and a cup of soda for a slow night before the tube. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Boyfriends (1996) 
 

Paul, Matt, and Will (in their 30s) have been friends for years. 

They converge at the seaside for the weekend, each with a 

boyfriend in tow. Paul is with Ben, his companion of five years: 

their relationship is on the rocks after months of Paul's moodiness 

since his brother Mark died. Matt brings Owen, whom he's dated 

for three months and wants to live with; to everyone else, they 

seem singularly incompatible. Will brings Adam, a 20-year-old 

one-night stand, to meet "happy, well-adjusted homosexuals." As 

the six men, joined by Mark's lover, James, sort through their own 

relationships as well as new ones begun during the weekend, 

happiness and being well adjusted prove elusive. After 10 years, 

Boyfriends still stands out as one of the finest movies yet about 

gay relationships. I've seen it maybe half a dozen times, and never 

find it anything but fascinating and compelling and often very 

funny. The characters and story lines are complex and the performances believable. I recall reading 

that this film was based on conversations with the actors, all of who whom were openly gay 

(another reason this film remains accurate and unique among gay cinema). I would guess that 

almost every gay viewer will find himself or his relationship represented in this film. Unfortunately, 

most of the cast (with the exception of James Dreyfus and Andrew Ableson) have pretty much 

disappeared since Boyfriends. The filmmakers returned quite a few years later with the very 

different, higher budgeted, and equally fascinating The Lawless Heart. I hope we'll see more from 

their work in the future. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Boys And Girls Alone (2009) 
 

Ten boys and ten girls, aged between 8 and 11, are given the 

chance to experience life without adults for two weeks. An 

ambitious four-part documentary series sees ten boys and ten 

girls aged between eight and eleven being given the chance to 

experience life without mum and dad for two weeks. Living in two 

'villages' and separated on gender lines, they decide everything 

about how they live - what they do, what they eat, when they get up, whether they clean and wash 

and how they organise and entertain themselves. Who will cope best without mum and dad? And 

who will build the better world - boys or girls? 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 1: In the first programme, the children arrive in their exciting new surroundings and get to 

know each other. With comfy beds, and stocks of food, necessities and toys, there's everything they 

could need to have a fantastic adventure. Conforming to stereotype, while the girls bake cakes, the 

boys have a gigantic water fight and eat sweets, crisps and chips with cheese. But some of the boys 

soon start to miss their mums, and they reconsider the benefits of having rules and parents to wash 

and cook for them. Meanwhile, the girls squabble over sleeping and cooking arrangements and, as 

they split into factions, some of them feel picked on. Looking on, the parents have to make the 

difficult decision whether to sit by or step in to put their kids back on track. 

Episode 2: After only three days of adventure, the boys - most of who can't cook - are wet, hungry 

and missing their mums. Meanwhile, the girls have gone from baking cakes to splitting into warring 

gangs. Looking on, their parents decided to step in to put their kids back on track. The children are 

given money to feed and entertain themselves for three days. While the boys invest in essentials like 

wrestling belts and Dr. Who action figures, surviving on meagre rations, the girls blow their money, 

filling three trolleys with huge quantities of food. Meanwhile, Ade and Charley, who elected 

themselves leaders of the two villages, soon learn that power comes with its downsides as 

revolution brews amongst their subjects. And the parents find it hard to watch as their children 

continue to struggle to get along. 

Episode 3: Last week the children struggled with money, and their self-appointed leaders faced 

revolution. Now they have a new challenge: a two-day camping trip in the great outdoors. Even 

getting to their camping sites proves a struggle: while the girls over-pack, the boys decide they need 

a new leader to guide them. Unfortunately he doesn't have a particularly strong sense of direction. 

And while the girls work together to put up their tents in no time, cooking in the boys' camp proves a 

disappointment, and some of the boys decide it's time to stick up for their rights. The children face 

where their food comes from as they prepare something from the wild for dinner: the girls must skin 

rabbits and pluck a chicken, while the boys fish for their supper. The experience seems to bring the 

boys' and girls' groups together, but when they return to their villages they face an even bigger test: 

meeting the opposite sex. 



Episode 4: The boys and girls face their biggest test: living with the opposite sex. It's not a prospect 

that thrills everyone - and as the girls make a grab for space they test their limits of the boys' 

hospitality. For Lorna, who felt like an outsider in the girls' village at times, the move is the best thing 

to have happened. And a budding romance between Maddie and William has village tongues 

wagging, so Maddie decides on a solution to throw everyone off the scent. There's one final treat for 

the children: a dance with a rock 'n' roll band. They'll need to get dressed up to the nines and learn 

to dance together. But the idea appeals to some more than others. And as the fortnight-long 

adventure draws to an end, it's time for the children, and their parents, to reflect upon what they've 

learnt about themselves. 
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Boys Briefs 2 (2002) 
 

The long-awaited sequel to Boys Briefs, the successful compilation 

of six outstanding short films about gay first love. Hosted by 

DANNY ROBERTS, star of MTV's THE REAL WORLD NEW ORLEANS. 

Despite one or two weak segments, the powerful ones are quite 

compelling and erotic, particularly "Touch" and "Doors Cut 

Down." I wish "Touch" had been a bit less grainy and arty but the 

style does serve the story, which is brutal yet perversely erotic 

and very psychologically astute. One could quibble that in real life, 

the adult characters would probably have taken more logical 

action, but it isn't impossible that people might fail to do so. One 

must also accept that the lead character speaks with eloquence 

that would have been extremely unlikely given his circumstance. 

Nevertheless, I was knocked out. "Doors Cut Down" was funny 

and sensual and had a solid O'Henry-like ending where the title 

becomes clear. I also liked "Back Room" because I felt I was being let in on the intimate details of an 

unfamiliar world. I was also surprised by the high quality of the performances from so many 

unknowns. "Boys Briefs 2" is a collection of six non-U.S.A. gay-oriented short films from 1999-2002. 

The movies and their framing introductions are much better than in the first "Boys Briefs." If one 

plays all the movies through, they are each given a hotter and less wordy introduction (this time by 

Danny Roberts of MTV fame) than happened in the first "Boys Briefs." One can play each movie 

separately without any introduction. There are substantial skin scenes in all but "Chicken". There are 

English subtitles for the films from Spain and Germany; the rest are in English already. 

 

En Malas Compañias (Doors Cut Down) (2000) 
 

(Antonio Hens; Spain; 17 minutes) shows 18-ish Guillermo as a 

skilled predator in a the bathroom of a Madrid-area mall. 

Guillermo casts his net a bit wider and attracts the attention from 

the police and his parents. Still, things have a way of changing and 

working out too. This was the most fun feature and had a catchy 

thematic beat. 

 

 

 



Chicken (2001) 

 
(Barry Dignam; Ireland; 3 minutes) shows two guys between the train tracks and the beach trying 

out each other's courage and affection. Effective for the time spent. 

 

Back Room (2000) 

 
(Guillem Morales; Spain; 13 minutes) is a dark, anonymous place upstairs from a Spanish gay dance 

club that five major (and several background minor) characters go for quick sex. There's a first-timer, 

a punk, a hottie, a hunk, and an older man. They go through their motions, but the audience gets to 

hear their much less mechanical thoughts along the way. I liked the movie maybe too much; I found 

myself redoing parts and thinking about how to embed it in a longer movie that would show the 

characters before and after. 

 

Frühstück? (Breakfast) (2002) 
 

(Alexander Pfeuffer; Germany; 14 minutes) has romantic, Berlin 

newcomer Boris (Nico Link) trying to keep a hold on impulsive, 

promiscuous Till (Tobias Schenke). Till's friend, Giselle (Anna 

Thalbach), offers breakfasts. Can they help? This is a nice, 

romantic comedy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Touch (2002) 
 

(Jeremy Podeswa; Canada; 27 minutes) is the most serious and, for me, the most memorable of the 

six films. A boy is locked in a basement and abused from the time he is 8-years-old until he is sixteen. 

When the doors open, the boy is free to leave. Upon leaving a hospital, he is given a name and lives 

with foster parents. Not given any further treatment, his past continues to drive his future. Brendan 

Fletcher gives an amazing performance as the 16-year-old "Richard". The grainy photography fits 

well with the deadened sensibility and the shadowy faces used. Daniel Janke's dissonant music for 



violin and prepared piano fits perfectly and is performed well by pianist Janke and by violinist Mark 

Fewer. Five stars out of five. 

 

Take-Out (2001) 
 

(Jean-Francois Monette; Canada; 37 minutes) was sponsored by 

Quebec and features road signs in French, although the 

characters all speak English. High school student Rory (Gianpaolo 

Venuta) delivers chicken dinners for Chalet Bar-B-Q. One day he 

delivers to Pete (Daniel MacIvor), a lawyer in a big house and with 

time on his hands. Rory keeps being asked back, and the tips keep getting bigger. Fellow worker 

Enzo (Benjamin Plener) and Pete's wife? Virginia (Kaya McGregor) are starting to ask questions. Rory 

has wandering eyes in the school shower and is looking at some interesting magazines in the rack. 

What happens next? This was the most finished looking movie of the lot and had fine acting 

throughout. There were parts worth reconsidering on repeat viewings. 

Converted from DivX...English, Dubbed German & Dubbed Spanish Soundtracks...English Subtitles  



Boys Briefs 3: Between The Boys - Hooking Up (2006) 
 

Picture This Entertainment has released another volume of short 

gay films in its "Boys Briefs" collection. This one contains eight 

shorts all under the theme of "Hooking Up". Here is a new look at 

the gay dating experience and it is fun and refreshing. In fact, I 

would say it is the best of the collection thus far aside from the 

first two shorts; "Cabalerno" and "Shakespeare's Sonnets" both of 

which left me cold. The other six, however, well make up for their 

deficiencies. The "Boys Briefs" compilations began in 1999 and 

what makes Picture This unique is that before every film there is 

original footage giving us an idea of which each short film is 

about. They are also linked by a common theme; this one being 

dating and the also newly released "Boys Briefs 4" which I have 

yet to see is about guys who hustle. Included on the DVD are 

interviews with the eight filmmakers who created the movies and this alone makes the entire 

compilation worthwhile. I really enjoyed the movies and am looking forward to the fourth DVD of 

the compilation. All in all, this compilation is an extremely satisfying experience and a welcome 

addition to the already existing collections of gay shorts. Get a copy and enjoy. 

 

Cabalerno (2006) 
 

Is a coming of age short, so to speak. A clumsy young guy films a 

good looking young skater as he performs his skating maneuvers. 

As the "cameraman" comes to terns with his newly found 

sexuality, we are given a short view of his sexual awakening. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Shakespeare's Sonnets (2005) 
 

Features a young fop at Harvard who entices his young 

schoolmate to leave the bonds of conformity. I think what 

bothered me about there two films was that they had the 

opportunity to be brilliant--the seeds were there, but somehow 

the ideas were not fully realized making both films feel 

unfinished. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

David (2005) 
 

Amazing. A young good looking mute lusts after an unemployed 

businessman and the awakening they experience s exhilarating. It 

was amazing t se how much can be accomplished when no words 

are spoken and age difference is overlooked. It is just a beautiful 

and loving short film. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Boys Grammar (2005) 
 

To me was the highlight of the compilation. Through the use of 

violence in an exclusive prep school, two boys find each other and 

love. As short as it is, this movie packs a wallop as the young guys 

suddenly accept themselves for who they really are. It is graphic 

and a disturbing look at the ritual of hazing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Latch Key (2005) 
 

Another winner. Two brothers come to terms with their 

adolescent sexuality. While the older brother is upstairs with his 

girlfriend having his first sexual experience, younger brother is 

downstairs with a classmate watching straight porn and mutually 

masturbating each other. As they are both about to experience 

their first reciprocal sexual climax, Mom returns from work and 

both stop their activity. The ending is a super surprise that you do 

not want to miss. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Little Boy Blues (2005) 
 

Stars Malcolm Gets of "Caroline in the City" and "Adam and 

Steve" and is a study of what loneliness can drive a person to do. 

While mourning the death of his lover, Gets has unprotected sex 

with a stranger who is obviously only using him. Almost scary in 

what it has to say, this short is extremely well done. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Between The Boys (2004) 
 

Remember when you could not keep your hands off of your first 

boyfriend (or your brother)? This is about just that. It is very 

clever and hits close to home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Postmortem (2005) 
 

In which two ex-lovers meet years later to have a look at what 

went wrong between them and to decide how to move on. I 

found this to be very sweet and tender but painful. It is 

bittersweet and hopeful and allows the viewer to decide how t 

ends. 

Converted from DivX...English & Dubbed Spanish 
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Boys Don't Cry (Take It Like A Man) (1999) 
 

Based on actual events. Brandon Teena is the popular new guy in 

a tiny Nebraska town. He hangs out with the guys, drinking, 

cussing, and bumper surfing, and he charms the young women, 

who've never met a more sensitive and considerate young man. 

Life is good for Brandon, now that he's one of the guys and dating 

hometown beauty Lana. However, he's forgotten to mention one 

important detail. It's not that he's wanted in another town for GTA 

and other assorted crimes, but that Brandon Teena was actually 

born a woman named Teena Brandon. When his best friends 

make this discovery, Brandon's life is ripped apart by betrayal, 

humiliation, rape, and murder. The most impressive aspect of 

'Boys Don't Cry' is that it refuses to shy away from the sordid 

details of much of its protagonist's life, yet manages to convert 

her (or him if you prefer) into a sympathetic and comprehensible 

figure. In our most honest moments, we can all acknowledge aspects of our own lives and 

personalities that we don't understand, that we would love to change and that often make us feel 

alienated from the 'norm' of society at large. In the case of Teena Brandon - a young man 'trapped' 

in a woman's body - the anomaly happens to be a more pronounced and certainly less socially 

acceptable one than most of us are forced to endure in our lives. And she paid the ultimate price 

society demands from those it fears and does not understand: she was murdered in Nebraska in 

1993, simply for being 'different.' The film builds a convincing case for compassionate understanding 

without converting Brandon into a saint-like figure. Not only do we witness the petty criminality of 

her life, but we see her propensity for duplicity and deception, a personality trait that actually leads 

in part to many of the troubles she encounters, playing a crucial role to a large extent even in her 

death itself. Yet, given society's out-of-hand rejection of transgendered people, what real options 

but a life of dishonesty is Brandon really given? Similarly, Lana, the young woman with whom 

Brandon falls in love and the one person who has ever accepted Brandon unconditionally for what 

she is, suffers from a number of her own demons. Credit writer/director Kimberly Pierce and co-

writer Andy Bienen for not taking the easy commercial path of reducing the moral complexities of 

the personalities involved to a black-and-white world where good and evil are displayed in neatly 

arranged patterns for our easy consumption. There are many times in this film when literally none of 

the people we are involved with are the slightest bit appealing. The filmmakers, in their faith in our 

maturity, ask us to go along on a pretty harrowing journey at times, but it is one that leads us to a 

very rewarding destination. The scenes in which Brandon's companions expose her secret is riveting 

and terrifying in its dramatic intensity and human sadness. The utter humiliation Brandon is forced 

to endure at the hands of the hooligans who are tormenting her broadens to become a symbolic 

representation of every person who has suffered such an injustice at the hands of unreasoning 

ignorance for whatever reason. It is a chilling reminder of the danger of the mob mentality 

unrestrained by empathy and enlightenment. Like so many of the best off-Hollywood independent 

productions, 'Boys Don't Cry' finds its truth in two crucial elements: the canny depiction of the bleak 

sterility and stifling provincialism of its Midwest setting and the uniformly first-rate performances by 

a largely unknown set of actors. Hilary Swank, in her Oscar-winning turn as Brandon, and Chloe 



Sevigny as Lana achieve a naturalism in their portrayals that neutralizes any theatricality that might 

have robbed the film of its indispensable quality of immediacy and believability. They convert what 

might, in less capable hands, have become little more than a sensationalized freak show into a 

powerful and understandable drama about real, thoroughly recognizable human beings. For that 

alone, 'Boys Don't Cry' becomes a cinematic experience impossible to forget. 
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Boys From The Blackstuff (1982) 
 

This series is a wonderfully realistic portrayal of life for the 

unemployed in the 1980s. It also manages to focus on characters, 

with all the cast giving magnificent performances, especially 

Bernard Hill as the deeply troubled Yosser Hughes. A masterpiece 

from start to end, this is one series that definitely should be 

repeated on TV. Another great thing is that you can watch and 

fully understand each episode without having to have seen any of 

the others. 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (5 Episodes) (1982) 
 

Episode 1: Jobs for the Boys. 

Episode 2: Moonlighter. 

Episode 3: Shop Thy Neighbour. 

Episode 4: Yosser's Story. 

Episode 5: George's Last Ride. 

Double Layer DVD...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Boys In Brown (1949) 
 

A slice of life in a British Borstal reform institution for young 

criminals. A precursor of American Juvenile Delinquent stories. 

The story is pretty basic and not very believable but you do learn 

quite a bit about the time in which it happens. Unlike the US 

where kids were already defining their own style of dress, their 

own music and gathering places devoid of adults, the British kids 

dress like miniature adults with clean white shirt, tie and dark 

sport coat...even when robbing stores! You get the feeling that 

success for them means getting what the adults already have 

rather than renouncing the world of their elders. And they are 

comfortable hitting a pub for a drink. It's no big deal. I guess the 

British drinking age is a bit lower than that in the US. But while the 

British world might have welcomed the youngsters into the fold, 

the British film industry took things to a ridiculous extreme; all the 

borstal "kids" are old enough to be guards themselves. Check the biogs of the actors. Several of 

them are in their 30's, playing teens. Hanley, playing the part of Bill Foster, is 32 and sports an 

enormous belly. He is almost old enough to have a son of his own in a borstal. Attenborough and 

Bogard are a little less obvious, but not much. Apparently Rank, like American International and 

Roger Corman, had difficulty finding suitable juvenile actors and simply used adults dressed as kids. 

After a while you get used to it since the teens act like little adults anyway. Actually a rather 

interesting picture from a historical aspect. 
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Boys Life 1 (Boys Life: Three Stories Of Love, Lust, And Liberation) 

(1995) 
 

Each of the three short films in this collection presents a young 

gay man at the threshold of adulthood. 

The trio are a pleasant, nostalgic journey to that first hint of 

desire--when it was still about simple exploration of the 

unknown--before we "grew up" and added those complexities of 

HIV status, emotional baggage and gotta-run-my-pager-just-went-

off into the emotional mix. The angst portrayed is pure adolescent 

angst, but it rings true in all three stories. Their sweetness and 

positivity make you feel good that you are gay. And those kinds of 

films are few and far between. 

 

 

 

Pool Days (1993) 
 

Justin is a 17-year-old Bethesda lad, hired as the evening life 

guard at a fitness center. In the course of the summer, he realizes 

and embraces that he's gay. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A Friend Of Dorothy (1994) 
 

Winston arrives from upstate for his freshman year at NYU. He 

has to figure out, with some help from Anne, a hometown friend, 

how to build a social life as a young gay man in the city. 

 

 

The Disco Years (1994) 
 

Tom looks back on 1978, the year in high school that he came out 

of the closet after one joyful and several painful encounters. 
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Boys Life 2 (1997) 
 

Compilation of four short films about homoerotic situations 

involving young men. 

Four excellent short movies, with real-life situations in such 

diverse places as L.A., rural Iowa, Philadelphia, and Chicago. 

These films show the absurdities which gay people are confronted 

with by clueless straight people, and one film shows a glimpse of 

something most gay men never get to experience: the 

opportunity to actually date guys as a teenager. These films are 

up-lifting and should make all audiences smile and rejoice, 

whether gay or straight. 

 

 

 

Trevor (Ellen DeGeneres Presents 'Trevor') (1994) 
 

By Peggy Rajski, a teenager faces homophobia and falls in love for 

the first time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Nunzio's Second Cousin (1994) 
 

Tom DeCerchio directs and tells the story of a gay cop who forces 

a gay-basher to come to his house and have dinner with his 

family. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alkali, Iowa (1996) 
 

By Mark Christopher, a young gay man finds out some of his 

father's past secrets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Must Be The Music (1996) 
 

By Nickolas Perry, follows four teenagers looking for love in 

nightclubs. 
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Boys Life 3 (2000) 
 

This isn't as good as the first two, but occasionally works. It 

contains 5 shorts. 

Predictable, but sweet and entertaining. Worth seeing for the first 

and last episodes. Hopefully, there will be a "Boys Life 4" with a 

better selection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Des Majorettes Dans L'Espace (Majorettes In Space) (1997) 
 

It's a French film that juxtaposes gays, straights and the Pope in a 

very interesting way. Short and very well-done. Dimitri, a Soviet 

cosmonaut of Soyouz 27 likes majorettes. Catherine and Laurent 

like making love. Jean-Paul II loves airports. Vincent loves boys. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hitch (2000) 
 

A very boring story about a young gay man and straight man on a 

road trip. Annoying direction and a pointless story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inside Out (1997) 
 

It's about a young man (Jason Gould--son of Elliot and Barbra) 

dealing with being a celebrity's son and gay. Well-done with a few 

good lines and a nice cameo by Christina Crawford, but it lacks a 

specific point of view and is kind of dull. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Just One Time (1998) 
 

Is basically a promo for the feature film of the same name. Cute 

and quick. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

$30 (1999) 
 

An excellent short about a prostitute (Sara Gilbert) and a closeted 

young man trying to lose his virginity. 
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Boys Life 4: Four Play (2003) 
 

The latest installment in the successful series of gay short films. 

Featuring films directed by past Strand Releasing directors Brian 

Sloan, Eric Mueller and filmmakers Alan Brown and Phillip Bartel, 

this follow-up showcases gay filmmaking at its best. The films in 

this package include Sloan's BUMPING HEADS, Bartel's LTR, 

Brown's O' BEAUTIFUL, and Mueller's THIS CAR UP. "Boys Life 4" 

continues the successful series of short films about gay men. 

All in all, I was very pleased with Boys Life 4. The series is certainly 

not tired and with the continuing addition of fresh and innovative 

story-tellers and directors, I predict Boys Life to continue on for 

quite some time. 

 

 

L.T.R. (2002) 
 

Focuses on the lives of two young men aged 20 and 21 (i.e. 

'twinks') who fall in love and believe that it will last forever. An 

amateur film-maker documents their entire relationship from 

week one... right through to week four. One of the boys is very 

much a responsible home-maker while the other is a pot-head. 

The dynamics of their relationship recall the days of young love 

and how immature and inexperienced two young men can be. 

Some of the funnier high-lights include interviews with their 

friends and their take on the relationship, along with some 

personal 'interaction' with the film-maker himself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



O Beautiful (2002) 
 

Tells the story of a young gay man who is attacked and sexually 

molested by a group of homophobic men in a New Jersey 

cornfield, and is then rescued by one of his attackers who returns 

after everyone else leaves. This would probably be the most 

drawn-out story of the four. It is hard to say whether these two 

men build a friendship, or more of an understanding when they 

spend the entire trying 20 minutes of the story talking about 

being gay, dealing with it and where to go from there. I actually 

felt that this was the most boring out of the four stories and 

probably the most cliched, especially the scene where the 

attacker breaks out into a rendition of "O Beautiful" for no other 

real reason than to cause the viewer irritation and drum in the 

fact that 'THIS IS AN INDEPENDENT FILM! YOU MUST LOVE ME!'. 

For those who are interested, there is only one shot of male 

'nudity' in Boys Life 4 and you will find it in "O Beautiful". 

 

Bumping Heads (2002) 
 

Is a bittersweet story of an older man in his 40's who falls in love 

with a young drug-abusing man in his 20's who designs hats. The 

two meet at a party where they, 'bump heads' while reaching for 

a can of beer. Their friendship builds when they go out to a 

nightclub and again, 'bump heads' while looking around the club 

at the people dancing. The story is partly told in flashbacks from a 

hospital room where the older man has a bloody patch on his 

head and the younger man is angry at him for starting a fight. We 

discover what happened through the telling of the incidents 

leading up to this to what actually happened at the nightclub. 

There are some funny lines from the female Doctor at the 

hospital, but other than that, the ending leaves your mouth 

feeling a little sour. 

 

 

 

 

 



This Car Up (2003) 
 

Refers to an elevator in an office building and the budding 

relationship that is about to be explored by a bored office worker 

and a bicycle courier. This would have to be my favorite story of 

the four. The two men appear to be very superstitious about love, 

the office worker always referring to his 8-ball for answers, while 

the bicycle courier counts his odds by flipping quarters. The story 

is told in split-screen style with a set of spinning poker slots above 

their heads that tell you what they're currently thinking. I thought 

the format was clever and extremely funny and the outcome is 

very comforting. Definitely one of the cutest stories in the Boys 

Life series. 
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Boys Life 5 (2006) 
 

First, an overview of this release, obviously the 5th in line of the 

"Boys Life"-series. To me it's probably the most successful, due to 

its more romantic vein. While several episodes in the earlier discs 

have been romantically catching, the bulk of their stories seem to 

share a theme wherein the director wants to philosophize about 

some point or another. That's just not my cup of tea; give me the 

good, ole romantic scenario anytime. 

 

 

 

 

 

Dare (2005) 
 

Quite nice little "romantical" piece. Adam Fleming's portrayal of 

Ben (Light Boy) is notable, with his end-of-film small smile and 

quiet laugh being particularly telling (you'll catch the point upon 

watching). High school senior Ben secretly lusts after bad boy 

classmate Johnny. After Ben gives Johnny a ride home one night, 

the boys end up in Johnny's swimming pool and have an 

encounter that breaks the rules and blows Ben's mind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fishbelly White (1998) 
 

Beneath a railroad bridge a young rural gay man begins to his 

explore his gay feelings with the aid of an understanding friend. 

The basis for the later film "The Mudge Boy" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Late Summer (2001) 
 

A photographer remembers that special summer that he spent 

with his somewhat older cousin, the feelings that were awakened, 

and the unexpected turn of events behind his "best" photo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



After (Time Off) (1994) 
 

But it's a thanks to the heavens which must be given the 

producers of this disc for having wisely included an old-by-

today's-standards (1994) release, from Israel of all places. 

Foremost in this review, then, has to be my following comment 

about a likely near unheard of little film. One of the earliest works 

of Eytan Fox (later came "Yossi & Jagger" and "Walk on Water"). 

For many gays, or those so interested, "TO" may be one of the 

most satisfying short films on the disc. It's the story of an Israeli 

Army unit in training and on short leave, of it's lieutenant leader 

and, particularly, one of its young soldiers. Yonatan (Jonathan?), 

impressively played by actor, Hanoch Reim, is in the final stages of 

realizing who he is, sexually, and it is absolutely amazing to watch 

his reactions and growing response to the handsome young unit 

commander, a part also well-played by Gil Frank. While many 

sections of this short, 45 minute film are slow going (unit training interactions and the fun 

"behavings" of young soldiers on a short leave in Jerusalem), it is when the film concentrates on 

Yonatan, especially during time spent in a city park, that we get most drawn in. A scene in the park 

men's restroom is almost palpable and one of the most arousing I've witnessed. Hanoch Reim gives 

us a "study in pure longing." The response he creates leaves no doubt in our minds as to just where 

he wants to be, what he wants to be doing...and with whom. (How CAN one do that, with just eyes, 

facial expression and the very slightest of head movements?) It is rather surprising that, with one 

exception, young Reim doesn't seem to have gone on to later film performances in the succeeding 

15 years. Frank, on the other hand, has kept somewhat busy, particularly in Israeli TV. But in this 

film, precursor to "Yossi & Jagger," at least Reim has left us with a most indelible performance. 
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Boys Life 6 (2007) 
 

Four films about lust, desire, and crushes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BugCrush (2006) 
 

Ben, a small-town high school loner and introverted gay teen, is 

fascinated by the mysterious and dangerously seductive new kid 

in town, Grant. One night, Grant and his friends take Ben to a 

remote house in the country to introduce him to their bizarre 

erotic rituals. Directed by Carter Smith - 37 minutes - Color - 

Widescreen. A small-town loner's fascination with the new kid in 

town leads him into something much more sinister than he could 

ever have imagined. What an impressive film debut for Carter 

Smith. Based on a short story by Steven Treleaven about a high 

school loner who is attracted to a mysterious new comer. He 

follows him to a remote farm with chilling results. This is a scary 

movie and ominous metaphor for the dangers of sexual 

experimentation. Smith works wonders in creating foreboding 

and eroticism in the possibilities of the dark of night. The 

production values and acting are all uniformly excellent. Carter Smith has a real talent and is to be 

looked forward to in his upcoming projects. It makes perfect sense that he is developing a 

screenplay with cult writer, Dennis Cooper. This is no J.T. Leroy, Carter Smith is the genuine thing 

and in the best of horror, He reminds me too of H.P. Lovecraft, and the best short fiction of Stephen 

King and the noir-ish writings of Black Cat magazine. I can't wait to see what he does next. 

 

 



Doorman (2006) 
 

The Latino doorman of a New York apartment building begins to 

unravel when he is seduced and then dumped by a privileged 

college kid who lives in the building. Directed by Etienne Kallos - 

17 minutes - Color - Full Frame. DAVY AND STU: As the sun sets 

over a swampy Scotland bog, two boys meet in the darkness as 

part of a nightly ritual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Davy And Stu (2006) 
 

A heartwrenching look at the intensity of adolescent romance and 

forbidden love. A festival favorite and multi-award winner, DAVY 

AND STU is based on Anton Dudley s acclaimed and award-

winning play. Directed by Soman Chainani - 13 minutes - Color - 

Widescreen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Heartland (2007) 
 

HG, 21, lives a happy and openly gay life in New York. He must 

return to Iowa to help his alcoholic father save the family farm. 

He no longer feels he is a member of his family tribe but digs into 

the work along side his father and a hired man, Ryan, who has his 

own set of problems. After HG's father becomes ill, the two young 

men are forced to work together, and find that they have more in 

common than they would have thought. Directed by Mark 

Christopher - 13 minutes - Color - Full Frame. 
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Boys Love (Gay Love) (2006) 
 

Just doing his job, magazine editor Taishin Mamiya (Yoshikazu 

Kotani) interviews high school model Noeru Kisaragi (Takumi 

Saito). Despite Noeru's bad attitude, an enchanting picture of the 

ocean he draws leads Mamiya to invite him out for dinner after 

wards. They connect at the restaurant, but while in the bathroom 

there Noeru solicits Mamiya sexually. The next morning, Noeru's 

office calls the magazine office where Mamiya works. "Your editor 

was rude. Have him come and apologize." When Mamiya goes to 

Noeru's house to deliver the apology, he sees Noeru with a dirty-

looking man. Mamiya is shocked to discover at that moment that 

his interest in Noeru goes beyond article research--he truly wants 

to know more about him. The movie is very sweet, it shows that 

Love is more than just physicality, and that there is a huge gap 

between obsession and true love. Noeru is someone who is 

tormented by his loneliness, he sleeps with men randomly to fill his loneliness without success. 

Along comes Mamiya, and refuses him, this I believe at first makes him more interesting for Noeru, 

but slowly the the two bound as Mamiya's interest in knowing who Noeru is..which slowly 

transcends to affection. 
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Boys Of The City (1940) 
 

Street kids get sent to the country, where they get mixed up in 

murder and a haunted house. It's been two weeks of unrelenting 

New York City summer heat. Sooner or later the boys are apt to 

get into mischief, so Knuckles takes the load of 'em to Algy's 

father's camp in the mountains. The trip gets sidetracked when 

they cross paths with Judge Parker' party on the road. The Judge, 

hiding from the mob, is desperately heading to his mountain 

manor when he runs the boys' vehicle off the road, nearly 

disabling it right before his own car conks out. With only the boys' 

car barely able to travel, they all wind up at the judge's manor 

where ghostly sightings, spooky organ music, death threats and a 

creepy housekeeper await them. Judge Parker is the very judge 

who once nearly put Knuckles on death row for murder. When the 

judge turns up dead, Knuckles is in trouble again, with little 

brother Danny and the gang ready to help him out. An excellent, 

seldom-seen film. The beginning of this film is VERY similar to "Spooks Run Wild" (another Bowery 

Boys film); the boys keep getting into trouble in the city and are sent "into the country". They wind 

up in a "haunted house", containing secret panels, ghosts & a MURDERER! This film is unique in that 

it was probably Minerva Urecal's biggest role...she's wonderfully "creepy" in many of the scenes 

(and, in the very end of the film, she actually SMILES for the only time on camera!). A seldom-seen 

film that is unknown, even by many Bowery Boys fans...see it if you have the chance! 
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Boys On The Run (2003) 
 

When Jessy (17-year-old Jesse Littlejohn) burns down his adoptive 

parents garage he is put into a youth prison. There he meets Roark 

another troublemake with whom he escapes and ends up in 

deserted woodlands. On their way they meet Rain, a girl that flees 

from her militia-captain Father. Together and with the Militia on 

their trail they try to escape in the hope of finding somewhere to 

make a new start of their lives. 
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Boys' Ranch (1946) 
 

Based on the actual "Boy's Ranch" located in Oldham County, 

Texas northwest of Amarillo, Texas. The ranch was started in 1939 

by ex-wrestler Cal Farley of Amarillo as a home for underprivileged 

boys when rancher Julian Bivins donated the old Tascosa 

courthouse and 120 acres of land for Farley's project. It started 

with Farley and his wife and six boys, and currently has over 400 

boys and fifty buildings on 4000 acres of farm/ranch land and its 

own post office and school. Now known as Cal Farley's Boy's 

Ranch. This film is a semi-western version of MGM's earlier "Boy's 

Town" plot-wise in which a snarling little petty thief and liar 

(played by, who else, Skip Homeier in a repeat of his Nazi brat in 

"Tomorrow the World") who comes to the ranch and immediately 

makes problems. His comeuppance and redemption is a foregone 

conclusion, although many viewing the film were rooting for him 

to end up in Tascosa's old Boot Hill. James Craig and Dorothy 

Patrick play the characters of Cal Farley and his wife under 

fictional names. Boystown, Texas Style. MGM, the same studio 

that bought you the more critically acclaimed Boystown, produced 

this film about a ballplayer, James Craig, who takes a job as superintendent of a ranch where boys in 

legal trouble go to get straightened out before reaching the age of majority. Of course James Craig is 

hardly Spencer Tracy, but he shouldn't be blamed for that. He turns in a nice easy to take 

performance as the secular Father Flanagan of the film. Of course the irredeemable bad kid, the role 

Mickey Rooney had, is played with a little more menace by Skip Homeier. Homeier had made a great 

screen debut as the little boy Nazi in Tomorrow the World. In fact, he's quite an operator here, so 

much so that the situation that does redeem him in the end does not quite ring true. Still it's a nice 

family picture and with Boys Ranch still operating, surprising it's not shown more often. 
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Boys Town (1938) 
 

Against all odds Father Flanagan starts "Boys' Town" after hearing 

a convict's story. Whitey Marsh comes there. He runs away but, 

hungry, returns. He runs away again but, when friend Pee Wee is 

hit by a car, returns. He runs away and joins his brother's gang. 

Flanagan and the boys capture the crooks and the reward saves 

the town. A fine story of one man's love for the forlorn and 

another's discovery of humility. A classic tale of one man's belief in 

the inherent goodness in every human being. Spencer Tracey, in 

one of his finest performances, essays the role of Father Flanagan 

who, in spite of mounting pressure from society, champions the 

cause of juvenile delinquents and gives them a shelter and some 

much-needed care. But the order in Boys Town is marred by the 

reluctant entry of Whitey Marsh (played effortlessly by Mickey 

Rooney), a cocky street-smart urchin who loathes having to adjust his ways to suit the others. 

However, as the events unwind, Whitey slowly starts loving Boys Town so much so that he stakes his 

life for it. What impressed me about the movie most was the brilliant performance from Spencer 

Tracey - a delicate balance of charm, wit, care and enormous willpower. 
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Boys Will Be Boys (1935) 
 

Will Hay is a teacher in a prison, who applies for the Headship of 

Narkover, a public school. This is the first screen appearance of 

Hay in his (to be) famous schoolmaster role, in a story based on 

Dr. Smart-Alec, the character created by John Cameron Andrieu 

Bingham Michael Morton (J.B. Morton, "Beachcomber"). Narkover 

School Of Crime. Will Hay is Alexander Smart, who whilst teaching 

in prison, asks the Governor to write him a recommendation to 

aid his application for the position of Headmaster at Narkover 

School. Thinking the Governor has done him a favour, Smart is 

most perturbed to find that the Governor has written a less than 

flattering reference. Hope comes in illegal form when prisoner 

Faker Brown sends off a forged signature glowing reference, one 

that gets Smart the position. However, Smart's problems are just 

about to begin because Narkover is a hotbed of crime, and that's 

just the pupils! Based on J.B. Morton's {AKA Beachcomber} humorous Dr. Alec Smart character than 

ran in column form in Britain's Daily Express Newspaper from the mid 1920s, this was to be Will 

Hay's first film for Gainsborough Pictures. It was also to be his big break in cinema. Hay had made his 

name in British music hall productions in the 1920s, where as a bumbling buffoon schoolmaster, he 

served notice of a character that would make up a number of his big screen persona's. Boys Will Be 

Boys, directed by William Beaudine and co-written by Hay and Robert Edmunds, finds Hay honing 

the inept teacher role for better and far funnier productions that were still to come. But that in no 

way means this film isn't funny, because it certainly is. A number of well executed comedy 

sequences light up the already jolly script. See an interesting line in carpet surfing, a how high is a 

Chinaman skit and a fabulous finale involving the school annual rugby match. Where missing 

diamonds and a whistle provide first class excuse for fun and frolics. There's also a fun thread 

involving Davy Burnaby's constantly exasperated Col. Crableigh, who had wanted his hapless 

nephew Theo P. Finch {Claude Dampier} in the headmasters position. If you can't find joy in a magic 

trick scene involving Crableigh's watch then there be no hope for you! Filling out the cast is Norma 

Varden as Lady Dorking and Gordon Harker as the crooked Faker Brown who has come to the school 

to get rewarded for his forging favour to Alec. Oh and a whole ream of unruly pupils getting up to no 

end of mischief and crooked shenanigans. 
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Boys Will Be Boys (1999) 
 

Two young brothers (James Williams & Drew Winget) talk their 

strict father Lloyd Clauswell into allowing them to babysit 

themselves for the first time while their parents attend a 

corporate barbecue. As Lloyd vies for a promotion from the 

eccentric company president Mr. Wellington, Lloyd's nemesis Skip 

Larue hatches a scheme with his sultry fiancé Patsy to frame Lloyd 

for embezzlement by hiding stolen cash in the Clauswell home. 

Beginning with an argument over who is really in charge, Matt and 

Robbie enlist their friends and nearly destroy the house as they 

battle for control. But they learn the real meaning of "blood is 

thicker than water" when they must join forces to stop the evil 

plans of Skip Larue. Police detective Palladino is left to sort out 

this mess of who did what to whom and why, as he finds out once 

and for all that when two brothers are left alone, Boys Will Be 

Boys. This is FUNNY! The plot of this movie is not very rigid, but that leaves lots of room for more 

hilarious antics than the first two Home Alone movies put together. (I'm not going to talk about 3 

because I haven't seen it yet.) Except poor Skip (who looks a lot like Matthew Perry) suffered a lot 

more torture than Harry and Marv because it's two on one other than one on two. Julie Hagerty 

wasn't really allowed to have as funny of a part as she did in Airplane!, and I was disappointed when 

the fight between Patsy, the Wellingtons, and the Clauswells ended so early. But oh well. This movie 

isn't called "Adults will be Adults." And I watched this movie at 3 in the morning, so it was constantly 

interrupted by infomercials. But what the heck. It's not the movie's fault, it's those ad companies. 

Since this movie is mainly all antics, it didn't get much attention because most moviegoers don't like 

movies with all antics. Oh well. 
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BoyTown (2006) 
 

Concerns a successful 80s boy band of the same name reforming 

their band in contemporary times in the hope that they can 

capture some of their former glory and that the fans will still be 

interested. Tommy, Corey, Benny and two others try to reform 

Boytown in 2005, but now they are all in the late 30s and are not 

sure whether people will still be interested in them. What follows 

is their tale as they try to recapture some of their former magic. 

Boytown is great - best Aussie comedy in ages. I got along to a 

sneak "mystery" preview screening at Village in Sth Yarra, and 

almost contemplated leaving when I found out it was a Mick 

Molloy Australian comedy movie. Boy, was I pleasantly surprised 

though! If you like The Castle, The Dish or any American MTV 

rockumentary/music based movies, I'd think you'll enjoy this. 

Glenn Robbins was great in the lead I thought, in fact all 5 of the 

boy band were very good. Three bad bits- I thought the closing 3 minutes were among the worst 

ever seen in Cinema, and really destroyed the enjoyment of the rest of the flick. It was Aussie 

commercial-TV sketch show bad. (and THAT'S BAD!). The same goes for the ridiculous scene of one 

of the guys dancing in his underwear... BAD! And one of the songs they sing will probably be 

offensive to some people. So, those 3 cringe-worthy moments aside, I think these guys have done a 

fantastic job. I left the cinema laughing and enjoyed telling others about the movie, something I 

haven't done for an Aussie movie in many years (since The Castle, probably!). When it comes out, 

check it out and hopefully these flicks will keep improving. 
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Braddock: Missing In Action III (1988) 
 

When Colonel James Braddock is told that his Asian wife and 12-

year-old son (15-year-old Roland Harrah III) are still alive in 

Communist Vietnam, he mounts a one-man assault to free them. 

Armed with the latest high-tech firepower, Braddock fights his 

way into the heart of the country and ends up battling his way out 

with several dozen abused Amerasian children in tow! Struggling 

to keep them alive while outmaneuvering a sadistic Vietnamese 

officer, Braddock ignites the jungle in a blazing cross-country race 

for freedom. James Braddock once again returns to Vietnam, 12 

years after the end of the war, to rescue his thought-dead 

Vietnamese wife and son, and a group of Amerasian orphans held 

in another prison camp presided over by a sadistic Vietnamese 

general whom was one of those that tortured Braddock during his 

stay in a similar prison camp just a few years earlier. Chuck Norris 

replaces Vietnam with burning crater, rescues some children. 

Rounding out my Chuck Norris Triple Feature DVD, we have "Braddock: Missing in Action III," 

undoubtedly the best in the series and probably the only 80s action movie to come anywhere near 

"Commando" in terms of awesomeness. Here Chuck discovers that his wife and son are still alive 

under Communist rule in Vietnam, but the CIA is wary of letting him go there, most likely because 

the last time they asked him to accompany them there, he almost restarted the war. Chuck of course 

scoffs at this and leaves anyway ("Don't step on any toes, Braddock." "I don't step on toes, Little 

John--I STEP ON NECKS.") For some reason, upon his return to Saigon, it turns out the entire 

Vietnamese military still wants him dead. This does make a certain degree of sense, since he caused 

the downfall of their government on his previous trip, but we are given the explanation that they still 

want him to pay for his war crimes. The same war crimes that had him imprisoned in a POW camp 

for 10 years! They just cannot let this go! By the series timeline, this means that the Vietnamese 

government has been holding a grudge against this one particular guy for almost 20 years. Either 

Chuck committed genocide during the war or this is the most obsessive military in all of history, but 

no matter, the point is that he is in danger. Once a Colonel Quoc gets wind of Chuck's presence, he 

ambushes Chuck, shoots his wife, and attempts to torture him and his son. Chuck of course gets 

away. This pisses off Quoc so much that he decides to kidnap about 40 random children out of spite. 

He takes the kids to a base and locks them up for God knows what purpose, and one of his soldiers 

attempts to rape an 8-year-old girl. Fortunately, Chuck ambushes him and implants a bomb in his 

stomach and his entire body explodes right in front of the girl, perhaps a bit of a hasty move on 

Chuck's part, but certainly way less traumatizing to her than being raped. Then he completely wipes 

out the base in about 5 minutes, and packs all the kids into a truck for a quick getaway while being 

pursued by a helicopter. Here is the movie's only true dip in logic, as the helicopter fires rockets at 

them and Chuck drives the truck through enormous flames multiple times and the kids inside are 

somehow not roasted alive. But that is a small price to pay for the levels of excitement throughout 

the movie. It has three times as much action as the previous installments and some convincing 

scenes of total chaos, as well as Chuck doing somersaults through windows even though there are 

doors available, all combining for a hearty 10/10. See it. 
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Brahmachari (1968) 
 

Of unknown parentage, as he was abandoned as a child, calling 

himself Brahmachari (Shammi Kapoor) lives in a heavily 

mortgaged house, with twelve other young orphans, and a 

servant/former thief (Mohan Choti). He struggles everyday to 

make ends meet. He cons the neighbouring landlord (Asit Sen) 

into forcibly giving him money so that they do not make any noise 

when he is showing the house to prospective tenants. One day he 

rescues Sheetal Choudhary (Rajshree) from killing herself. She was 

killing herself as her childhood betrothed, Ravi Khanna (Pran), is 

refusing to marry now that she is poor and the Khannas are 

wealthy. Brahmachari commits himself to helping groom and 

educate Sheetal so that she can meet with the high standards of 

Ravi and thus win his heart. In turn she must pay him enough 

money to clear the mortgage loan from his house. In this process 

he falls in love with her, but is committed to the children more than ever before, and Sheetal is 

determined to win back Ravi at any cost. Brahmachari has no idea his real name. His parents told 

him on their deathbeds that they had found him at the side of the road, which is where he returned 

upon their deaths. When he grew to manhood, he never refused any orphans, and they keep getting 

left for him, and the mutual attachment grows and he does not consider adopting them to other 

homes. When the film begins in 1965, he is a bachelor who has never loved a woman, with a charge 

of 12 children and a dog. Working days as a magazine photographer and evenings as a musician, he 

still needs to find a way to pay his 200,000 rupee mortgage. His editor is angry because he took his 

kids on so many shoots that readership has dropped off, thinking it a children's magazine, and offers 

him 300 rupees for a picture of a pretty girl. When he finds one, she is about to drown herself in the 

ocean. He asks her if she will let him take her picture before she jumps. After that, he takes her in. 

Her name is Sheetal Chadhabari, but the children nickname her "Didi." She tells them that she was 

engaged since age 10 to Ravi Khanna, but their fathers died and he broke the agreement, yet she 

was still attached to him. Raavi Khanna is now a wealthy, womanizing playboy in Bombay, and he 

finds her rural ways disgusting, so Brahmachari visits one of Ravi's parties, where he keeps a 

blackface waiter who tries to speak French. There we learn about all the women he his interested in, 

and one, Roop, whom he has gotten pregnant. Brahmachari decides that he will help Didi become a 

mix of the women Ravi likes, so that she can marry him and get him to pay his 200,000 rupee 

mortgage. Synopsis: Brahmachari was a poor young orphan who grew up to start a home for other 

orphan children. A struggling photographer trying to support the children. Once in awhile, with the 

help of the kids, manages to extract money from the landlord next door who keeps trying to sell his 

plot. But the prospective buyers always run away when they hear the noise made by the children. 

This makes for some hilarious scenes. Life goes on this way for Brahmachari and his kids until one 

day he meets Rajshree who is about to commit suicide because the rich playboy she was betrothed 

to and is in love with will not marry her. So our Brahmachari brings her back promising to transform 

her into the kind of beauty rich playboy (Pran) would fall in love with. What happens when 

brahmachari realizes he has fallen in love for the first time? Will he let her go to rich playboy? What 

happens when he realizes that he has to choose between his love and his children? Watch to see 



what happens. Review: Brahmachari is thoroughly entertaining movie with all the necessary 

ingredients: laughs, drama, romance and fighting. The kids are a riot to watch. The best scene in the 

movie is when one of the kids does an impression of mehmood in the classic song by mukesh, Hum 

kale hai to kya hua, dilwale hai. The music is also wonderful. The most notable being the immensly 

popular Aaj Kal Tere Mere Pyar ke Charche as well as the touching Main gaaon tum so jaao. Rajshree 

doesn't have too much to do in the film, but is decent. Pran is well Pran, reliably evil as always. 

Mumtaz is good. The movie is Shammir Kapoor all the way. Giving the best performances of his 

career, he got the best actor award for this film. In conclusion, Brahmachari is wonderful movie for 

the whole family. Definately recommended especially for the Aaj kal tere mere pyar song and 

Shammi Kapoor's performance. 
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Brainiac: Science Abuse (2003) 
 

Without a doubt, this show is a work of utmost genius. The 

writers and creative team behind Braniac have gone to great 

lengths to make sure that the show is of a level of perfection 

rarely seen in television productions. Every aspect of the show is 

brilliant, from the explosive of the week, to the black box 

segment, to Professor Miyang-Lee and her big...well, you'll see. I 

just don't know what to say about this production...it is superb 

start through to finish. Who would have thought that a show 

about the exploding of numerous highly-dangerous substances 

could be so rewarding? Each and every member of the Braniac 

team should be presented with a medal for their services to 

humanity. If you're a pyromaniac, you simply cannot miss this 

show, and if you aren't, then Braniac will convert you and you'll 

see the light...so much...light...Braniac is a masterpiece of pyromania. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 1: Jon Tickle and Richard Hammond wreak havoc as they tackle a series of outrageous 

scientific experiments guaranteed to raise a few eyebrows. 

Episode 2: Jon Tickle and Richard Hammond wreak havoc in the laboratory as they set out to 

discover which foods produce the smelliest gas, and an experiment gets under way to walk on 

custard. 

Episode 3: Jon Tickle and Richard Hammond set out to discover whether trips to the toilet can help 

people lose weight, and if it is better to be fat or thin in the full fury of a heatwave. Plus, the facts 

behind children's roundabouts. 

Episode 4: Jon Tickle and Richard Hammond wreak havoc as they tackle a series of outrageous 

scientific experiments guaranteed to raise a few eyebrows. 

Episode 5: Jon Tickle and Richard Hammond wreak havoc as they tackle a series of outrageous 

scientific experiments guaranteed to raise a few eyebrows. 

Episode 6: The team mixes high explosives and gardening, and discovers which bomb produces the 

biggest splash. Plus, Jon Tickle finds out how much weight he can shed in four hours. 
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Series 2 (13 Episodes) (2004) 
 

Episode 01: Jon Tickle, Richard Hammond and Charlotte Hudson join forces to wreak havoc by 

testing the wackiest theories around. Tackling everything from gravity to natural gas, they carry out 

outrageous scientific experiments guaranteed to raise a few eyebrows. 

Episode 02: Jon Tickle, Richard Hammond and Charlotte Hudson join forces to discover the effects of 

certain noise frequencies, the devastating power of a napalm attack, and whether it is possible to 

serve wine while being electrocuted. 

Episode 03: Richard Hammond and Jon Tickle are joined by rockers Status Quo, who try to smash 

glasses with their music. Quinten Hann makes a caravan explode by potting snooker balls, and the 

team finds out whether higher testosterone levels can increase a man's strength. 

Episode 04: The team find out how to destroy a black box flight recorder, and discover more things 

not recommended for microwaving. 

Episode 05: The team test more wacky theories, including hangover cures and x-ray specs, and 

attempt to find out which is fastest - a golf ball, a motorbike or a firework. 

Episode 06: The team attempt to find out how to drive running on an empty tank, experiment with 

microwaves and investigate the fastest way to get ketchup out of a bottle. Plus, Jon Tickle uses 

science to secure a date for the evening. 

Episode 07: Jon Tickle and Richard Hammond join forces to wreak havoc in the laboratory, tackling 

humorous and heated experiments guaranteed to raise a few eyebrows. 

Episode 08: Jon Tickle and Richard Hammond join forces to wreak havoc in the laboratory, tackling 

humorous and heated experiments guaranteed to raise a few eyebrows. 

Episode 09: Jon Tickle and Richard Hammond join forces to wreak havoc in the laboratory, tackling 

humorous and heated experiments guaranteed to raise a few eyebrows. Including tests on 

homemade spud guns, and an attempt to juggle while receiving electric shocks. 

Episode 10: Jon Tickle, Richard Hammond and Charlotte Hudson join forces to wreak havoc in the 

laboratory, tackling humorous and heated experiments guaranteed to raise a few eyebrows. 

Episode 11: Jon Tickle, Richard Hammond and Charlotte Hudson join forces to wreak havoc in the 

laboratory, tackling humorous and heated experiments guaranteed to raise a few eyebrows. 

Episode 12: Jon Tickle and Richard Hammond join forces to wreak havoc in the laboratory, tackling 

humorous and heated experiments guaranteed to raise a few eyebrows. 

Episode 13: Jon Tickle, Richard Hammond and Charlotte Hudson join forces to wreak havoc in the 

laboratory, tackling humorous and heated experiments guaranteed to raise a few eyebrows. 
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Brainscan (1994) 
 

A teenager (17-year-old Edward Furlong) is part of an interactive 

video game where he kills innocent victims. Later, the murders 

become real. A lonely teenage horror-movie fan discovers a 

mysterious computer game that uses hypnosis to custom-tailor 

the game into the most terrifying experience imaginable. When he 

emerges from the hypnotic trance he is horrified to find evidence 

that the brutal murder depicted in the game actually happened -- 

and he's the killer. Now lets see, Boy likes video games, boy 

becomes a murderer because of video games, sounds stupid? 

Well, to my surprise, BRAINSCAN was a wonderful trip through the 

warped imagination of the films devious writers. The film does 

copy many modern day classics, but, with a unique flair. Freddy 

Kruger look out! The lead ghoul in this flick can appear any time. 

You need not be asleep when he comes to call. The plot, oh yes, it 

has one, although it is not that unusual, does hold your interest The characters are quite vivid and 

work well in telling this dream like tale. Basically, the film is more of a comedy. One liners flow like 

the blood of many of the films hapless victoms. I would have probably enjoyed this horror venture a 

lot more have I been a much younger man. It has been many years since I saw my teens or in fact my 

20's, but Brainscan is one of those rare movies that can appeal to anyone who enjoys a good horror 

spoof. 
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Bran Nue Dae (2009) 
 

In the Summer of 1969 a young man is filled with the life of the 

idyllic old pearling port Broome - fishing, hanging out with his 

mates and his girl. However his mother returns him to the 

religious mission for further schooling. After being punished for 

an act of youthful rebellion, he runs away from the mission on a 

journey that ultimately leads him back home. A quirky and 

surprisingly enjoyable flick. I watched this film with little 

knowledge of its content apart from a vague recollection that 

there was a play by the same name from many years ago. I was 

pleasantly surprised by the movie and thoroughly enjoyed its 

humour and wackiness. I am northern European heritage but 

even I wanted to be an Aborigine for a day (watch the movie and 

you will know what I am talking about). Given the Indigenous 

population in Darwin where I live and the proximity of us to 

Broome there was always going to be some forgiveness for the inherent weaknesses in the movie. 

Hell, even though I haven't met Jess Mauboy personally, I know some people who were/are 

important in her life. I also have met and enjoyed a bit of time many years ago with Uncle Tadpole, 

Ernie Dingo. So I suppose you could say that I am more inclined to be supportive of this movie than 

not. That being said, I was in a cinema 80 per cent full and there was standing applause at the end by 

some. My 17 year old daughter who I thought would seriously savage the movie came out saying she 

really enjoyed it. Clearly, Geoffrey Rush is a standout, as with anything he delivers on screen. But this 

is not a movie about standouts. It delivers in the true Indigenous philosophy of a collaborative effort. 

The sum of the collaborative efforts is far greater than the individual parts. Go see it with no 

preconceptions and enjoy. I reckon the reason this quirky movie is so interesting is that it defies 

genre, unlike another poster that didn't seem to enjoy it because it didn't seem to fit a pre-defined 

mould. 
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Brand Upon The Brain! A Rememberance In 12 Chapters (2006) 
 

Guy Maddin reluctantly returns to his childhood home, an 

abandoned Canadian island, where his parents ran an orphanage. 

As Guy fulfills his dying mother's request to paint the lighthouse 

which served as the orphanage, memories of strange events there 

overpower him. An undercover investigation by child 

author/detective Wendy & a revolt by the repressed children, 

blew open a cover-up by Guy's parents. Wendy disguised herself 

as her brother Chance and discovered that Maddin's inventor 

father performed outré scientific experiments on the orphans. I 

caught this yesterday at the NYFF and have to say that I think its 

Maddin's best since The Heart of the World. According to the 

Q&A he did after the screening and other info I read about the 

film in other places, he was given about five weeks to write the 

film (along with George Toles) and shot it in a little over a week. 

The breakneck speed of production time really shows in the imaginative and exuberant pace of the 

film. I won't mention too much of the plot -- any fan of other Guy Maddin films will know this would 

be futile to attempt -- but the character Guy revisits his island home, with its looming lighthouse, 

which was the site of a twisted orphanage run by his parents. Add a little remembrance of things 

past and Guy is overcome by an onslaught of memories of the crime, terror, lost loves, strange 

secrets, and cultish perversions of his youth involving his pan-optic raging mother and mad scientist 

father, as well as the strange and calamitous history of his childhood friend Neddie and his 

mysterious tics and spasms! And this is just the beginning. As with most of his work since Careful and 

Archangel (probably Maddin's twin masterpieces), Maddin employs a fast micro-edit style that 

dissolves any stable notion of continuity or classical narrative perspective. The result is a continually 

refreshing mix of a montage kino aesthetic (without the high theory) and an avant-gardist imagistic 

abstraction. This exhilarating style coupled with ever shifting melodramatic gusts gives an excellent 

picture of Maddin's recent work. And while the film admittedly cannot quite sustain the impact of its 

first twenty or twenty-five minutes, you cannot exactly find fault with a film as adventurous as this, 

which is attempting more (and doing it with less resources) almost any other film you will ever see. I 

can't imagine that anything could top the format it was presented in last night (live orchestra, foley 

artists, and Isabella Rosellini as the narrator) but I would urge anyone to go see it, in any 

circumstance, as soon as they can. 
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Brandy For The Parson (1952) 
 

A young couple get involved with a smuggler. Bill Harper and 

Petronilla Brand are a young couple that, through a series of 

mishaps and accidents, get unintentionally involved in a brandy-

smuggling (from France) racket. Because of an accidental sinking 

of Tony Rackham's boat, Bill and Patricia take him across the 

Channel on their boat which, to their dismay, is soon filled with 

several kegs of brandy. It then evolves into a series of intentional 

and unintentional dodges trying to evade the Customs officials. 

"Brandy for the Parson" was the first film for Britains' Group 3, 

Ltd., set up to "encourage young film makers of talent and 

promise," and this lightweight comedy comes through via cast and 

crew on the "talent and promise" attributes, especially with the 

musical background written by John Addison. Bill Harper (James 

Donald) and Petronilla Brand (Jean Lodge) are a young couple that, through a series of mishaps and 

accidents, get unintentionally involved in a brandy-smuggling (from France) racket. Because of an 

accidental sinking of Tony Rackham's (Kenneth More) boat, Bill and Patricia take him across the 

Channel on their boat which, to their dismay, is soon filled with several kegs of brandy. It then 

evolves into a series of intentional and unintentional dodges trying to evade the Customs officials. 
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Braveheart (1995) 
 

When his secret bride is executed for assaulting an English soldier 

whom tried to rape her, a commoner begins a revolt and leads 

Scottish warriors against the cruel English tyrant who rules 

Scotland with an iron-fist. William Wallace is a Scottish rebel who 

leads an uprising against the cruel English ruler Edward the 

Longshanks, who wishes to inherit the crown of Scotland for 

himself. When he was a young boy, William Wallace's father and 

brother, along with many others, lost their lives trying to free 

Scotland. Once he loses another of his loved ones, William 

Wallace begins his long quest to make Scotland free once and for 

all, along with the assistance of Robert the Bruce. Best movie ever. 

Most on this site pick the Godfather, or the Shawshank 

Redemption, but this is it, this is the best film ever made. People 

will complain, will argue that I am wrong, but I will say it 

again...Braveheart is as close to perfection as a movie can be. The 

acting is superb, the man who played Lonshanks, the actor who portrayed Robert the Bruce, both 

should have been nominated for Oscars due to their powerful rendering of evil and a man who is 

saved from losing his humanity (from becoming evil) by meeting William Wallace. And let us not 

forget the direction, the cinematography. Braveheart is glorious, beautiful to look at. The slow 

motion pictures of horses preparing to charge armed combatants, the entire landscape of Scotland 

that Mel Gibson captures with the camera. Braveheart is artwork, it is as good as any picture. That 

the film is number 93 on the list of the top 250 movies ever is a shame. Yes there is violence in this 

film but that violence does serve a point...that freedom isn't free and sometimes it takes death, 

gruesome and horrible, to let ones people taste what it is like to be free. Braveheart is a great movie 

and it deserves to at least be in the top ten of IMDb's list of greatest films. 
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Bravo Two Zero (1999) 
 

This is the true story of the most highly decorated British patrol 

since the Boer war: an eight man SAS team inserted behind Iraqi 

lines during the Gulf War in January 1991. Their mission was to 

take out the scud missiles which Saddam Hussein was using to 

terrorize his enemies, as well as to sever strategic communication 

lines between Baghdad and North West Iraq. This top secret 

mission was called "Bravo Two Zero" and it was commanded by 

Sergeant Andy McNab. Of the eight who went out, only five 

returned. Dropped into "scud alley" carrying 210-pound packs, 

McNab and his men soon found themselves surrounded by 

Saddam's army. Their radios didn't work; the weather was brutally 

cold. And they had been spotted. For the SAS, the Bravo Two Zero 

patrol has always been seen with mixed feelings. On one hand, its 

most famous ever action is a tale of remarkable endurance and 

heroism; on the other hand, only one of the eight-man patrol managed to escape death or capture 

(as told in The One That Got Away by Chris Ryan.) Realistic. This movie is one of the most realistic 

Military movies that I have ever seen. Of course there are the overly powerful grenades and M-72 

Rocket Launchers, but other than small Hollywood type explosions this movie shows great detail 

about a military patrol from the weight of a Rucksack, to the drills used to break contact with the 

enemy, Section attacks, how to re-organize going into a defensive position. But what the movie 

captures the best is the interaction between the soldiers. For those of us who have been, or 

currently are, this movie captures the comradery, the sense of humour that is quite unique to the 

military, and most importantly the bond between each of us that drives us to not quit on each other. 
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Breach (2007) 
 

Based on the true story, FBI upstart Eric O'Neill enters into a 

power game with his boss, Robert Hanssen, an agent who was put 

on trial for selling secrets to the Soviet Union. In February, 2001, 

Robert Hanssen, a senior agent with 25 years in the FBI, is 

arrested for spying. Jump back two months: Eric O'Neill, a 

computer specialist who wants to be made an agent is assigned to 

clerk for Hanssen and to write down everything Hanssen does. 

O'Neill's told it's an investigation of Hanssen's sexual habits. 

Within weeks, the crusty Hanssen, a devout Catholic, has warmed 

to O'Neill, who grows to respect Hanssen. O'Neill's wife resents 

Hanssen's intrusiveness; the personal and professional stakes get 

higher. How they catch Hanssen and why he spies become the 

film's story. Can O'Neill help catch red-handed "the worst spy in 

history" and hold onto his personal life? I Matter Plenty. Greetings 

again from the darkness. Writer/Director Billy Ray was the creative force behind "Shattered Glass" a 

few years ago and obviously is drawn to true stories of human deception. Here he takes on one of 

our biggest fears...a federal agent who sells out his own country. Normally we only get these type of 

scenarios in LeCarre novels, but the story of FBI agent Robert Hanssen is a real life nightmare. 

Perfect casting has Chris Cooper as the very odd Hanssen who has nearly 25 years with the bureau, 

many of which have been spent selling off national secrets to the Soviet Union. In an almost 

unbelievable stroke of luck, Hanssen was put in charge of finding the mole...yes, his job was to find 

himself!! Cooper is very strong here as the ego-maniacal tortured soul who pulls off his deceit with a 

disarming devotion to religion, the bureau and blending. He appears to be just another working stiff 

pulling in a paycheck. Most of the supporting staff is solid. Laura Linney is slightly miscast as the 

agent in charge of bringing Hanssen down. Dennis Haysbert is her boss. Gary Cole plays it straight 

here, and Kathleen Quinlan (as Hanssen's wife) and Bruce Davison (as Eric O'Neill's dad) have brief 

but effective turns. Caroline Dhavernas is an actress I am not familiar with, but her performance 

here has me intrigued. The weak link in the film is Ryan Phillipe, who just doesn't possess the acting 

chops to pull off the pivotal role of Eric O'Neill - the agent wannabe who gets thrust into the crucial 

position of bringing Hanssen down. It is just implausible to believe Phillipe could ever pass the FBI 

entrance exam, much less outsmart the guy who outsmarted the entire bureau for two decades. 

Despite the weakness, the story is strong enough to overcome this and maintain the quasi-thriller 

feel. This is quite an accomplishment for a film when all the viewers know how it will end!! The real 

life Hanssen is spending life in prison and O'Neill immediately resigned from the bureau for the 

"normal" life of a Washington attorney. Part spy thriller, part history lesson, part psychoanalysis, 

"Breach" is very enjoyable despite the fact that we are provided no real answers as to WHY this man 

acted as he did. We are only led to believe that it wasn't the money, but instead the ego that drove 

his madness. 
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BreadCrumbs (2011) 
 

A group of Porn Filmmakers are systematically attacked by 2 

children on the set of a remote shoot. Bread Crumbs – If Sex 

Equals Death in Horror, What Happens to a Porno Crew? Gore is 

only half the reason you buy a ticket to a horror movie, and I think 

you know where I'm going with this. Sex and nudity is the other 

half, and just as the rules of cinema dictate, the price you pay for 

good sex is death. In "Bread Crumbs", directed by Mike Nichols 

(not the one you're thinking of) sex is on everyone's mind, as the 

cast of characters is working on a quasi-professional porn shoot. 

It's "Boogie Nights" meets "Texas Chainsaw Massacre", and the 

greatest risk of the film might very well be that the sex storyline 

eclipses the horror. Depending on how much you buy the 

performances, you may start rooting for fewer scares and more 

sex (though, sorry to let you down, there's not much of the latter after all). Horror and Gore. Bread 

Crumbs' violent peaks are fairly graphic and the suffering of maimed characters is painful enough to 

watch, so you at least have to give kudos to the creative team's use of the camera and editing. What 

truly redeems Bread Crumbs is the fact that the film's logic is completely believable, since there is no 

need for "suspension of disbelief" when you're dealing with a bunch of porn stars, who would 

probably not make the most educated guesses when it comes to eluding knife-wielding maniacs. 

How to Watch It. Bread Crumbs' villains, an homage to Hansel and Gretel, are in the hillbilly horror 

vein, and thus may need a few drinks to impress. Dan Shaked is a bit green, and not quite up to 

Deliverance quality, but keep in mind his range may have been purposely limited since he's 

essentially playing a mentally handicapped maniac with a drawl. If you're a fan of old school horror 

you may catch some very subtle similarities to a 1970's film called "Girly". Whenever someone says 

you're playing Cowboys and Indians, it's usually time to take cover! 
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'Breaker' Morant (1980) 
 

During the Boer War, three Australian lieutenants are on trial for 

shooting Boer prisoners. Though they acted under orders, they 

are being used as scapegoats by the General Staff, who hopes to 

distance themselves from the irregular practices of the war. The 

trial does not progress as smoothly as expected by the General 

Staff, as the defence puts up a strong fight in the courtroom. This 

movie shows what a truly hellish thing war can be. Where no rule 

but rule '3-0-3' exists. A lot of films show war in one slant or 

another, glorious or horrific. This one just shows it for what it is. A 

damned horrible mess. Many of the actors are some of Australia's 

finest and this movie is a credit to their skill and talent. It has 

simple production values but it is elevated by their acting abilities 

and the great script. A definite must for those who favor the war 

genre in films, and a measuring point for those who seek to make a film about war and the people 

caught up in it. 
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Breakfast In Hollywood (1946) 
 

Having listened to the radio program every single morning in the 

40s, it was a trip back in time for me! As soon as I heard Tom's 

voice I knew who it was. My mother took all three of us children 

to the live broadcast on several occasions. And Mother wore her 

hats, always wore a hat and gloves back then. I think you'd need 

to be of the proper era to appreciate it, and a lot of the other old 

time movies, as well. The war years were a time unto themselves, 

and I don't know how this generation could relate well enough to 

appreciate the nation's, and the world's, philosophies and 

attitudes of that time. This movie is a warm fuzzy for us older 

folks. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Breakfast On Pluto (2005) 
 

As foster kid Patrick "Kitten" Braden (Conor McEvoy & 29-year-old 

Cillian Murphy) grows up, he leaves behind his small-town life in 

Ireland for London, where he's reborn as a transvestite cabaret 

singer in the 1960s and 70s. There's never been a character like 

"Kitten" on the screen before or an actor like Cillian Murphy for 

that matter. What a feast of a film! What a joyful race through a 

desolate existence dressed in smiles and hope and gratefulness. 

Neil Jordan's introduce us to this extraordinary real life character 

with the magical slant of a fairy tale. A lesson for all seasons. A 

unique portrait of a victim that behaves like a hero. The idea of 

victim doesn't even enter the orbit of his reality. How beautiful! I 

hope this marvellous film find its way to a large audience. I want 

everyone to feel what I felt. I was enthralled by the positiveness 

at the heart of its message. And if all this wasn't enough. Liam 

Neeson! Giving the best performance of his career as the most human of the imperfect humans that 

populate the planet. Do yourself a favour, put aside preconceptions and run to have breakfast on 

Pluto. With Sid Young as English Patrick. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Breakfast With Scot (2007) 
 

Eric and Sam have been in a committed relationship for four 

years. Eric's a former hockey player turned sportscaster and Sam's 

a sport's lawyer. But when Sam's adventure seeking brother Billy, 

takes a job in South America, his ex-girlfriend, Julie, is discovered 

dead from a drug overdose leaving her son Scot (not Billy's son) to 

Billy. But Billy is missing in action so Sam is left to pick up the 

pieces. But the problem is Eric never wanted kids. When 11-year-

old Scot (12-year-old Noah Bernett) arrives and they open his 

duffel bag, inside they find... one pink musical hairbrush, two 

plastic containers of beads and faux-gold chains, a pink poodle 

belt, and four pairs of white sock-ettes with lacy fringe at the 

top... they realize Scot is more out of the closet then they are 

even though he does not know it yet. A unique boy in an even 

more unusual situation, Scot throws Eric and Sam's life into 

complete disarray. When Billy finally show's up to take Scot back to South America - Eric and Sam 

can't bear the thought of losing Scot. This being a movie made in my hometown (the dundas square 

certainly looks at its best now) I was very skeptical of a movie that will once again promote gay rights 

simply because it's "cool"(!?) to do so. Frankly I was afraid for some hidden agendas of extreme 

nature + mature matter. Besides any Canadian movie, especially action or comedies tend to be lame 

quickly forgettable. Our home grown directors tend to pay more attention to artistic merits than to 

the actual subject/matter/plot. Well I was wrong; turns out that this comedy has quiet a lot of witty 

punch lines for ALL audiences. The situation is about family and not so much about the gay couple. 

The "contradicted" kid is at the center of the with the 2 main male leads as support. The production 

is quiet great, the pace is quiet fast as well (almost no slow moments or fill-ins at all). The acting is 

superb especially from the kids and Thomas Cavanagh. Ben Shenkman is more just of a stereotype 

character. While I would still not recommend this movie to preteen kids, adolescents and teens 

would have nothing to "worry" about. As for any sexuality issues, there is only a quick, minimal (lips 

only) male kiss. Other than that no intimacy at all that might offend some viewers. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Breakin' (1984) 
 

A struggling young jazz dancer (Lucinda Dickey) meets up with two 

break-dancers. Together they become the sensation of the street 

crowds. Features ICE-T in his film debut as a club MC. A gulity 

pleasure. Breakin' may have been made for one sole purpose to 

cash in on the break dancing phase but it's still a great film. Yeah 

the plot 's a bit contrived but who cares the soundtrack and 

dancing are great and that's all that matters. 
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Breaking Away (1979) 
 

Dave (23-year-old Dennis Christopher), 19-years-old, has just 

graduated high school, with his 3 friends, The comical Cyril (22-

year-old Daniel Stern), the warm hearted but short-tempered 

Moocher (18-year-old Jackie Earle Haley), and the athletic, 

spiteful but good-hearted Mike (25-year-old Dennis Quaid). Now, 

Dave enjoys racing bikes and hopes to race the Italians one day, 

and even takes up the Italian culture, much to his friends and 

parents annoyance. While meanwhile, the 4 friends try to break 

away from their townie, Indiana reputation while fighting with 

nearby college snobs. This film was a pleasant surprise. No sex, no 

violence, no special effects. Just an incredibly literate and 

humorous script (which won an Oscar for Steve Tesich) and 

fantastic performances by the four leads. This is a film for those 

who still believe that good cinema requires meaningful dialogue 

and acting that is achingly real in its sincerity. Don't get me wrong: sex and violence have a very real 

and justifiable place in film; but this movie would have suffered from such a gratuitous inclusion. 

Peter Yates, the director, has done a fantastic job of pacing the film, and the score, consisting mostly 

of Rossini overtures, and excerpts from Mendelssohn's "Italian" Symphony (#4 in A Major, Op. 90), is 

an inspired touch, adding precisely the right atmosphere. This is the kind of low-budget triumph that 

the film community constantly extols for P.R. purposes, yet never supports with actual awards. 
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Breaking The Codes: The Rise Of Enigma/The Triumph Of The 

Codebreakers (2001) 
 

The Rise of the Enigma The Triumph of the Codebreakers Using 

rare archive footage and exclusive interviews, this series takes 

you to the heart of a war that was fought out far from the bombs 

and shells of any battlefront. A war that involved the brilliant skills 

of mathematicians and chess players. The war of the 

codebreakers. 
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Breaking The Cycle (2002) 
 

Jason is addicted to Internet chat rooms and is looking for his 

dream guy there. Chad is looking a little closer to home. This 

movie is a truly interesting mess. It's little more than a soft-core 

gay film, but aspires and wants to be a romantic comedy. The 

acting is quite good for a film that looks like it was made on a 

shoestring college class budget, but any interesting thought the 

script has about modern gay romance is quickly buried by 

excessive nudity and simulated (or is it?) sex. The script is cringe-

worthy and taken from your average porno at times, and this is 

part of what makes it so muddled. A character actually happily 

yells "I AM YOUNG, DUMB AND FULL OF???" at one point before 

jumping on top of his scene partner. It could have been more, and 

seems like it really wants to be. 
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Breaking The Surface: The Greg Louganis Story (1997) 
 

Breaking the Surface is about the tough times Greg Louganis had 

on his way to becoming one of the world's top Olympic divers. 

Some topics discussed were Greg's childhood problems, his 

homosexuality, and him contracting the HIV virus. Despite the 

stigma the film attracts by being a "TV movie", Breaking The 

Surface is well worth a look. I read Greg Louganis' autobiography 

before I saw the movie, and I must admit that there were distinct 

advantages and disadvantages with both. The poetry of Louganis' 

sport was much more evident in the film - but there was a much 

more personal account of the man in the book. Mario Lopez 

acquits himself well here, and I hope he will begin to move onto 

better things. The rest of the performances are adequate, nothing 

more. The film has a distinct "not-for-the-cinema" feel about it, 

which is why it will never reach a greater audience than those 

who come across it in their movie store, or are channel-hopping and realise that the biopic of "that 

guy who hit his head in the Seoul Olympics Diving Board" is on. All of this is a pity - because the 

movie has a lot to offer, inspiration, a lovely sense of tension, and real believability in one of this 

decade's true inspirations. 
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Breakout (Breakout: Batteries Included) (3 Ninjas Et L'invention Du 

Siècle) (3 Ninjas And The Invention Of The Century) (1998) 
 

Director John Bradshaw's acclaimed masterpiece, Breakout, 

reveals to us once again why he continues to remain among the 

giants of his genre. This poignant story of a father lost within the 

maelstrom of global technocracy explores the mythos of the 

family and its precarious contemporary existence. Bradshaw 

chooses his metaphors carefully in the film: the super-charged toy 

jeep reminds us of the churning pace of a society driven more by 

outmoded notions of progress and tired meta narratives than by 

simple human compassion. I am reminded of De Sica's The Bicycle 

Thief. Also note the presence of the marginalised Luis, whose 

visceral refrain "ay, caramba" hearkens back to Estragon's 

anguished cries in Beckett's Waiting for Godot. Pick up a copy of 

this gem if you can-it's not for the faint of heart, but it will provide 

a challenging cerebral excursion for those willing to take the 

journey. 

Converted from VCD...English Soundtrack...Thai Subtitles 
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Brendon Chase (1980) 
 

It's about a bunch of kids (14-year-old Paul Erangey, Craig 

McFarlane and Howard Taylor) who run away into the forest and 

live inside a hollow tree. Adventures and excitement await. I'm 

afraid I can't remember much more but it was a long time ago. I 

still remember how good it made me feel though and how I built 

a small hut in the forest that summer. Marvellous piece of 

boyhood fantasy. After seeing a couple of episodes of this I tried 

to scuff out the back door, having nicked my fathers soft air rifle, 

and a packed a bag with necessities; all in haste. It was 

summertime, and he caught me... I dropped the rifle in the deep 

grass or something, in order to hide it...can't remember. What I 

do remember is that I really broke some sweat trying to cover up 

my wild fantasies; to not have them destroyed by some grown 

ups devastating, overseeing smile or explanation. I must have 

been around 10. That is what this series did to me and not just me 

but a lot of same aged boys that I hang around with at the time. I 

really can say that it asserted the beginning of some kind of wild independence and dream, that I 

think that I've since then have nurtured inside. And I learned...we all did, my friends and I, about 

nature, about emancipation and empathy and stuff that we really couldn't spell or even pronounce 

then. It completely fit our lives as a childhood version of a voluntary Robinson Crusoe or even Robin 

Hood, if you take away the robbery from the last. About the only other tale that have given rise to 

those excited youngster feelings in me, although in later years and then in retrospect, is John 

Boormans "Hope and Glory". The story starts like this: three brothers are sent away to a dull 

existence on a summer vacation, during the 1920s. Being fed up they take their voluntary refuge to a 

large wooded area, where they manage to start a new life; atoned to nature. The vote is for my 

memories of the series. Pictures still linger in my brain. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1980) 
 

Episode 01: The Getaway; Whilst their father is away on business in India, Robin, John and Harold 

Henchman are spending the summer holidays with their rich Aunt Ellen. On a hot sunny day, Aunt 

Ellen holds a tea party for her friends and they play croquette in the garden. Meanwhile, Robin and 

John are cycling along a lane, towing a kite and Harold is ill in bed. Harold gets up, looks out of the 

window to see his aunt has invited a boy he doesn't like. As a result, Harold sneaks outside, armed 

with his catapult. Meanwhile Robin and John are so busy concentrating on the kite, they do not 

realise which way they are going... and crash straight in the middle of the tea party! At the same 

time, Harold fires his catapult causing even more damage - cups, plates, chairs, tables and servants 

are sent flying! Afterwards, Aunt Ellen talks to Robin and John inside. She says that they both require 

some discipline and decides to hire a tutor to teach them over the summer holidays. Harold will be 

joining them when he is better. Robin is very unhappy about this and decides to run away to live in 



the local woodland, Brendon Chase. John was looking forward to going back to school, however he 

isn't happy about some tutor coming to teach them so he agrees to go with Robin. During the rest of 

the day, the two go around the house collecting what they need to survive. The following morning, 

before anyone else is awake, Robin and John leave the house and break into shed to steal their 

Uncle's old rifle – as Robin says their survival depends on it. Afterwards they wander out into the 

woodlands to a new life outdoors. 

Episode 02: Gone to Ground; Aunt Ellen realises the boys are missing. She talks to Harold to see if he 

has any idea where they went but unfortunately he has none. Meanwhile, after wandering through 

the dense woodlands, John discovers a hollow tree, with a hole in the side just big enough to get 

through. They decide to make this their home, and shape a piece of bark to fit the hole. They also dig 

a hole in the ground, placing some large stones around it to form a camp fire. With the piece of bark 

plugging the hole in the tree and the rocks pushed into the hole covered with soil no one would 

know that this was their home. They also decide that an owl hoot will be their distress call, however 

due to them having a real owl living in the top of their tree, they later replace their distress call with 

a bird whistle that is not heard in this country. 

Episode 03: The Planet; Aunt Ellen informs the police about the missing boys and the local "bobby" 

heads out into the woodland to search with no success – and has some trouble with his bike! As 

Robin and John's clothes have become torn to bits in the dense woodland they start making new 

clothes out of rabbit skins. 

Episode 04: The Hunt; Robin and John return to Aunt Ellen's mansion during the night for some 

supplies. While they are there, Robin wakes up a fully recovered Harold and tells him to come with 

them. As they take Harold to the tree, he notices a familiar looking bird in a nest high up in a tree 

and wants to steal an egg to add to his collection. John decides to climb the tree but nearly falls. 

Later Robin scolds Harold, telling him that under their present circumstances it was wrong to ask 

John to go after birds eggs - John could have broken his glasses and without them, he would be 

unable to evade capture. During the evening, the boys have a visitor – a small terrier, which they 

decide to keep. 

Episode 05: The Nest; Aunt Ellen puts out a reward for anyone finding the boys. This attracts the 

attention of all the locals who decide to comb all the local woodlands, along with a news reporter 

and her photographer, who wish to write an article on the search for the missing brothers. After 

being chased for miles around the woodland, John is eventually caught, but he escapes. The locals 

eventually give up, and as Robin and Harold were seen over ten miles away from where John was 

caught, they are still no closer to finding out where they are living. Later John returns to the tree to 

find Robin and Harold sitting around the camp fire – they believed John had been caught. Afterwards 

they check their supplies to find them very low. One of them will have to venture into the nearby 

town of Brendon, and Harold is the only one still wearing normal clothes. Harold reluctantly agrees 

to go. 

Episode 06: Bang; Harold wanders into nearby Brendon, going under a new identity. After 

purchasing a number of items with the money Robin gave him, he goes to the local gun shop for 

some ammo. In the gun shop, the owner is reluctant to give Harold any ammunition due to his age, 

but when the local bobby walks in, Harold scarpers with the ammo and runs right into the reporter, 

who instantly recognizes him and raises the alarm. With the police on his tail, Harold runs into the 



local primary school, where a girl who lives with Aunt Ellen hides him in the school toilets. After the 

police have left the school, Harold tells all the schoolchildren how they have been living in the chase. 

Later Harold returns to the chase hitching a lift with a local baker, who recognizes him and tries to 

turn him in. Harold pushes the baker off and steals his horses and cart. Later the police and the 

baker find the cart abandoned up further up the track. Meanwhile, Harold approaches the chase, 

finding their pet dog waiting for him, with John and Robin not far behind. 

Episode 07: Brendon; Now that Harold's clothes have deteriorated, all three are now wearing rabbit 

skins. A pig wanders into the area and dies. The brothers decide to cook and eat it, however the first 

job is to skin and gut it, which isn't a very pleasant job! They also discover someone is stealing the 

"rationed" chocolate. John gets the blame, but they eventually discover the culprit is a field mouse, 

whom they name Roundtree. Harold discovers John has a photo of the girl who lives with Aunt Ellen 

and realises he fancies her, and he uses this to blackmail John into keeping quiet to Robin about the 

fact that he has been playing with the rifle and wasting ammo. 

Episode 08: The Blind Pool; After telling Harold not to pollute the woodland stream that passes the 

hollow tree, Robin says that at the top of every stream, there is usually a lake, possibly full of fish. As 

this could be a new source of food, Robin wanders upstream with the dog to search for it. Instead, 

he discovers a dark area of woodland, where no birds whistle, and there is not a single breeze. He 

hears a clanging noise in the distance and goes to investigate. As he approaches, he finds the trees 

are covered with rabbit skulls, and at the centre is an old hut with two lanterns clanging together 

just as if someone had walked past and knocked them. He goes to look closer at the two lanterns 

and a piece of wood slides down from the roof nearly hitting him. Robin and the dog run off in 

terror! Later Robin tells John about the haunted hut and mentions that it could belong to a strange 

old hermit the vicar once told them about, called Smokoe Joe. The episode ends with dusk falling on 

the old hut, with the lanterns continuing to clang together. 

Episode 09: The Picnic; Whilst out hunting butterflies, the vicar runs into Robin Henchman, who tries 

to persuade him to turn himself in. During their conversation, the vicar spots a rare butterfly and 

goes after it, allowing Robin to make a discreet exit. Later, Aunt Ellen arranges a birthday party for 

the girl lives with her, and the vicar suggests having a picnic in the chase – in fact in the same place 

where he saw Robin. The idea is that the boys may decide to turn themselves in to them, rather than 

the police. Instead the boys steal the hamper, only to discover a birthday cake for the girl. John picks 

up the cake and runs to take it back, but Robin trips him up, telling him that he will be caught if he 

does – the cake ends up all over the soil. Back at the picnic, they discover the hamper is missing and 

the girl says "I'll never forgive those Henchman boys!" 

Episode 10: The Mighty Caliban; Robin spots a deer in the chase and decides to shoot it. Just as he is 

lining up to shoot, John sounds the distress call and the deer runs off. Later, Robin decides to search 

the woodland for the deer, and comes across another hut, this one has smoke coming out of the 

chimney. He turns round to see a shotgun pointing at him. 

Episode 11: Retreat; Robin finds the man with the shotgun is Smokoe Joe! He is an old man with a 

large nose. Smokoe intends to turn him in to his Aunt Ellen and claim the reward, and he also 

mentions about the fact that his dog went missing some time ago. Robin tells him he found a dog 

that could be his. Just then the local bobby knocks at the door and Smokoe hides Robin under his 

bed. The bobby is trying to find his missing bike and searches the hut for it (he doesn't look under 



the bed as Smokoe tells him "It's awfully smelly under there!". Robin takes Smokoe to the tree, and 

it appears their pet dog does belong to him. After seeing his pet, Smokoe has a change of heart and 

tells the boys to come and live with him (winter is setting in and they will not survive in the tree 

during the cold months). He also makes them some boots out of rabbit skins. The boys tell him all 

that has happened – it appears the pig belonged him and the haunted hut used to be his home! The 

reporters and the vicar visit Aunt Ellen with distressing news – something very dangerous has 

escaped from the zoo and could be in the area. They ask the girl if she knows the boys whereabouts 

– she tells them what she knows and the vicar decides to ask old Smokoe if he knows of the hollow 

tree. 

Episode 12: The Storm; Once again, the villagers comb the chase. One of the villagers finds the 

hollow tree, now empty apart from the piece of wood shaped to fit the hole. They also come across 

the "thing" that escaped from the zoo – it appears to be a large grizzly bear. The two reporters arrive 

at the tree, take photos of the camp, and when the photographer says how did they cook anything, 

he falls over the buried camp fire! The episode ends with the vicar saying he is going to visit "Old 

Smokoe"! 

Episode 13: Run to Earth; At the local railway station, Mr. Henchman arrives back from India to sort 

out the trouble his sons have caused. Meanwhile the villagers continue to search for the bear, which 

finds it's way to Smokoe's hut. Smokoe fires his gun at it, but ends up injured as a result. John 

decides to turn himself in to get help. Meanwhile Robin has found another deer, he lines the sights 

up on it, however cannot bring himself to kill it. Arriving at his sister's mansion, Mr. Henchman 

notices someone wearing rabbit skins running down the road towards him in the pouring rain. He is 

quite surprised to find it is John. John collapses at the gate from exhaustion. Later a group of locals 

journey up to Smokoe's house with a stretcher and take Smoko down to the hospital. Back at Aunt 

Ellen's mansion, after a hot bath and a change of clothes, the Henchman boys walk into their Aunt's 

study, where their father has a serious talk to them and orders them to apologise to their Aunt. 

Robin apologises and explains that the reason why they ran away was due to the trouble they had 

caused - they thought it was better if they were out of the way. Aunt Ellen accepts their apology. 

Harold reaches into his pocket and takes out their pet mouse Roundtree, and gives it to the girl – he 

tells her it is a present from John! They are told that Smokoe is alive and well and they are looking to 

fix his swollen nose! That night, Robin, John and Harold lie in their beds, talking about their 

adventure. Harold is curious as to what happened to the bear, and Robin tells him that it must have 

gone into hibernation for the winter. Robin says it's a shame it's all over, but John suggests that 

maybe next summer Aunt Ellen would let them camp in the chase. Robin replies "It'll never be the 

same again though". Meanwhile, out in the chase, the bear wanders through the darkness, climbs 

through the hole in the hollow tree and goes to sleep. 
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Brestskaya Krepost (The Brest Fortress) (2010) 
 

A war drama set during the Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union in 

June 1941, in which Russian troops held on to a border stronghold 

for nine days. The film shows the heroic defense of the Brest 

Fortress, which had taken upon the first strike of German fascist 

invaders on June 22 1941. Story describes the events of the first 

days of the defense. The film tells about three main resistance 

zones, headed by the regiment commander, Pyotr Mikhailovich 

Gavrilov, the commissar Efim Moiseevich Fomin and the head of 

the 9th frontier outpost, Andrey Mitrofanovich Kizhevatov. Many 

years later veteran Alexander Akimov again and again recalls the 

memories of the time, when he, then a 15-year-old Sasha Akimov 

was deeply in love with the beautiful Anya and suddenly found 

himself in the middle of the bloody events of war. How the Great 

Patriotic War began: Bloody morning of 06.22.1941 This is 

definitely the best war movie shot in the ex-USSR in post-Soviet time. This is what that war was for 

our country and our people. The level of fiction and fantasy is minimal; the movie is shot as close to 

historical truth as possible. The Brest Fortress Museum supervised the plot thoroughly. The Brest 

Fortress became the place where the German invaders lost 5% of their East Front deadcount within 

the first week of war. Come have a look on how our granddads fought against the Nazis. There are 

no starship troopers in the movie; just real Red Army soldiers and a deadly mouse gray mass of 

German invaders that killed 20+ millions of our compatriots and brought to our country countless 

loss. 
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Brewster McCloud (1970) 
 

Brewster (22-year-old Bud Cort) is an owlish, intellectual boy who 

lives in a fallout shelter of the Houston Astrodome. He has a 

dream: to take flight within the confines of the stadium. Brewster 

tells those he trusts of his dream, but displays a unique way of 

treating others who do not fit within his plans. When the fateful 

day arrives, and he enters the dome with his fanciful construction 

of bird wings, Brewster is surrounded by the police. Will he be 

caught before he attempts to fly? This oddball Altman film came 

out in the same year as M*A*S*H, but the two movies are 

stylistically very different. Brewster McCloud employs a 

conventional plot structure, whereas M*A*S*H featured an 

episodic style. Also, the latter film is best defined by its irreverent 

humor and hedonistic characters. Brewster McCloud, on the 

other hand, is more of a zany fantasy inhabited by bizarre 

characters who are not as sympathetic as the M*A*S*H 

characters. Differences aside, the two films do have some traits in common. Many of the same 

players are in both films (Bud Cort, Sally Kellerman, G. Wood, Michael Murphy, John Schuck, Rene 

Auberjonois, and Corey Fischer). Also of note, Brewster McCloud is the debut of Shelley Duvall and 

marks the first of her many projects with Robert Altman. Moreover, both films have a detached 

narrator-type device which creates a middle ground in between the viewer and the main characters. 

In M*A*S*H, it was the camp PA system; in Brewster McCloud, it's the eccentric 

ornithologist/lecturer character. Lastly, both films make subtle statements about certain flaws in 

modern America. In M*A*S*H, this can be seen in the incessant ridiculing of the U.S. military and 

U.S. foreign policy. In Brewster McCloud, use of civil rights era gospel music and pithy references to 

Spiro Agnew and Nixon poke fun at American hypocrisy and ignorant conservatism. The Houston 

Astrodome is without question a major character in Brewster McCloud. The protagonist (played by 

Cort) has one ambition in life: to take flight with a pair of wings he himself constructs. He lives in the 

bowels of the dome and spends his time there designing and building the instrument of his dream. 

He's always in danger whenever he leaves his "home" and the protection of his guardian 

(Kellerman). Whether he goes to the zoo or to a dome tourguide's apartment, he is in danger of 

being harmed by bigoted, violent people. In a sense, Brewster is not a member of the human race, 

but rather a bird trapped in human form. He finds haven in the Astrodome, but this is temporary and 

confining. He ultimately wants the freedom that "real" flight will provide him. The themes of 

freedom and temptation are important in this film. Brewster longs for freedom, but is hindered in 

his realization of his dream by various characters and personal mistakes. Brewster can potentially 

"fly away", but there is one important condition. He can never have sex with a woman. If he does, he 

won't be able to achieve flight because his female guardian (Kellerman) will no longer protect him. 

But in typical human fashion, he falls for a girl. This character (Duvall) is his eventual downfall - 

literally! In the end, the film conveys the message that humans are never truly free. We are always 

controlled or confined by something, be it other people or our own desires or even the roof of the 

Astrodome. The dream of achieving flight is a metaphor in this film for man's incessant but futile 

wish to be free. If you have no interest in these plot or thematic elements, Brewster McCloud is still 



worth watching just because of its bizarre humor, recurring jokes, and odd characters. Listen 

carefully, for there are many subtle jokes and satirical remarks. The trademark Altman audio style is 

used consistently throughout and if you listen carefully, you're bound to hear something funny or 

witty. When watching this one on video, be sure to crank the volume up high so that you clearly hear 

all the layers of Altman's "thick" sound mix. The ending - the final ten minutes of the film - is very 

memorable and provides a great finish to all the previous events. Unlike so many films, this movie's 

ending is neither anticlimactic nor corny, but rather profound and dramatic. You won't forget it! 

Robert Altman created an absorbing, humorous, zany, and profound film in Brewster McCloud. To 

succeed in all these areas is no small feat. This film is a breath of fresh air when compared to the 

tripe Hollywood churns out on a weekly basis in 1999. I praise the work of Robert Altman. He's one 

of the few American directors in the past thirty years who's made interesting, unconventional, 

challenging, and highly entertaining films on a consistent basis and with his own unique style. It's a 

shame that only a few of his films (invariably M*A*S*H, Nashville, The Player, and Short Cuts; very 

rarely McCabe and Mrs. Miller) can be found in video stores. The obscure gems like Brewster 

McCloud (Thieves Like Us and Three Women also fall into this category) are nearly impossible to see, 

unless you buy the videos off the internet. Considering all the garbage produced by Hollywood 

nowadays, I advocate a revival of all the Robert Altman films made between 1969 and 1977 ("A 

Wedding" (1978) marks the beginning of the decline of his work, some might say). Oh, well. It never 

hurts to dream. Every once in awhile, a great Altman flick is shown on premium cable. I guess that is 

as good as it will get. 
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Brick (2005) 
 

The lonely teenager Brendan (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) finds his 

former girlfriend Emily dead in the entrance of a tunnel of sewage 

and recalls her phone call two days ago, when she said to him that 

she was in trouble. Brendan, who still loved Emily, met bad 

elements of his high-school trying to contact her, and when he 

succeeded, she told him that she was OK. He hides her body in 

the tunnel and decides to investigate the meaning and connection 

of four words, including "brick" and "pin", that Emily told him to 

find who killed her. Using the support of his nerd friend Brain 

(Matt O'Leary), he successively meets the small time drug dealers 

Kara, Dode, Brad Bramish, Laura and Tugger (Noah Fleiss), to 

reach the teenager powerful drug dealer The Pin (Lukas Haas). 

Slowly, Brendan unravels the motives why Emily was killed and 

plots a revenge. The geography of film noir is usually a 

neighborhood, a city, a region... BRICK transposes this geography onto a high school with surprisingly 

successful results. Watching it brought to mind not only the black & white films of the 40s and 50s, 

but glimmers of Gus van Sant, David Lynch and River's Edge. What gives BRICK its filmic authenticity 

(much different from realism) is its language -- the language of Chandler and Hammett, but re-

imagined from the lips of contemporary teens. The effect is staggering. BRICK essentially re-creates a 

world we thought we knew. Suddenly there are forces at work that we recognize because we knew 

they were there. But to see them in this noir glow is to give them an exciting new life... "to see them 

again for the first time." There are plot twists and surprises aplenty here, although familiar once you 

realize the inspirations for the film. But familiarity is more than compensated by a superb cast and 

(not generally noted in these comments) excellent music. Contemporizing the soundtrack keeps us 

on our toes and makes a significant contribution to the tension of BRICK. 
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Bride Of Boogedy (1987) 
 

A family with a great love for practical jokes is haunted by the 

family ghost Mr. Boogedy. I enjoyed this. Although I don't 

remember much of this film to write a really good and helpful 

review of it, I do remember that I particularly enjoyed this film 

when I was younger. I probably caught it in my early teens or just 

before, and I watched it several times with my brothers (who are 

around my age). We couldn't get enough of this film. It was not a 

scary film, but it was particularly comical and downright silly. It 

had something to do about a house that the family moved into 

which was haunted by 'Mr. Boogedy'. The first film was about Mr. 

Boogedy, and in the film, he went to get a wife. I think he choose 

one of the girls in the family. The catchphrase of Mr. Boogedy was 

'Boogedy Boogedy Boo!' It was a very silly film, but we really 

enjoyed it as children. It is just right because it was not particularly 

frightening, and it is a good film for older children to watch around 

Halloween. 
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Bride Of The Gorilla (1951) 
 

Deep in the South American jungle plantation manager Barney 

Chavez (Raymond Burr) kills his elderly employer in order to get 

to his beautiful wife (Barbara Payton). However, an old native 

witch witnesses the crime and puts a curse on Barney, who soon 

after finds himself turning nightly into a rampaging gorilla. But is 

his transformation real or is it all in his head? In the Amazonian 

jungle, Barney Chavez manages a plantation for Klaas Van Gelder. 

He's also in love with the man's beautiful wife, Dina. Soon after 

killing Van Gelder so he and Dina an marry, he also spurns the 

native girl with whom he had been having an affair. To exact 

revenge, the Van Gelder's old housekeeper drugs Chavez to 

ensure that the new marriage will be a short one. Interesting little 

movie about crime and justice, despite it's misleading title, that 

plays like a morality play about how one can't escape his crimes 

even in the dark and uncivilized jungle. The jungle where justice 

seems at first non-existent is in reality more prevalent there then in a big modern city courthouse 

where it can be twisted and manipulated by both the power and money of the person who stands 

accused. Van Gelder Manor deep in the Amazon jungle is a rubber plantation run by the ruthless and 

scheming Barney Chavez, Raymond Burr. Barney feels that he can get away with anything because 

he's above the laws of man that he has nothing but contempt for. Smart and conniving Barney gets 

the owners Klass Van Gelder's, Paul Cavanagh, beautiful wife Dina, Barbara Payton, to fall in love 

with him thus breaking the heart of his native girlfriend Larina, Carol Varga, who Barney was 

stringing along until he found someone better, Dina. Knowing that Klass had a weak heart Barney 

provoked him into a fight one evening in the garden outside the plantation. Barney belted Klass 

knocking him to the ground as he let him get bitten by a poisonous snake which killed him. Breaking 

Larina's heart and taking Klass Van Gelder's life, as well as his wife Dina, Barney seems to have 

gotten away with his crimes. Feeling he can now sell the plantation and move with Diana back to 

civilization and live the good and rich life which he worked so hard to get, or so Barney thought. 

Unknown to Barney's his crimes did not go unnoticed. The old woman who lived at the plantation Al-

Long, Gisela Werbisek, saw what Barney did to both Klass and Larina and invoked, through her 

knowledge of the Black Arts, the jungle to bring him to justice. Obscure little movie that has a lot 

more to it then you would think at first about crime justice and revenge and makes you think about 

it too. More penetrating and thought-provoking then many of the big budgeted films about courts 

and law that in many cases the criminal gets away with his or her crimes due to a technicality or a 

smart and skillful lawyer. There are no technicalities or lawyers in the jungle. Good script and acting 

especially by Lon Cheney Jr. in a supporting role as the native police commissioner Taro. Taro's 

education in schooling and law books in the outside world was nothing compared to his education in 

what he learned from living in the jungle during the first 20 or so years of his life; the jungle that in 

the end did his work for him. 
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Bridge Of Time (1997) 
 

The Shangri-La tale with a new age/millenial twist. International 

aid worker, her photographer ex, and greedy villain survive plane 

crash in Africa and are taken to a utopian city where she learns 

that she is destined to replace it's dying spiritual leader. Believing 

that she is needed more in the outside world, she leaves, but 

finally returns to accept her fate, a new love and fulfillment in the 

hidden city. What can I say this is a "Lost Horizon" wantabe. The 

characters are all unknown hallmark level actors. The background 

music is that of a cheap romantic novel strain. The dialog is stilted 

and the story flow is jerky. Many things are missing or poorly 

expressed. If you have not seen "Lost Horizon" you will actually be 

lost in this slow pace and not well thought-out politically correct 

filler. A woman of great passion and negotiating skill is kidnapped 

along with her ex and a man with a dubious background. She 

must eventually find the secret of this mysterious valley and here purpose. One day couch potatoes 

with live peacefully with killer tomatoes. But my responsibility lies with the outside world. There is a 

theory that those that live in Dublin Texas and drink Dr. Pepper with Pure Cain Sugar can never 

leave. 
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Bridge To Terabithia (1985) 
 

Jess Aarons (14-year-old Julian Coutts) and new girl Leslie Burke 

create a world of their own and call it Terabithia and pretend to 

be the king and queen. They return to their magical kingdom 

every day after school. Great movie from my childhood. I 

remember watching it as a child of 8 years old and it brought a 

tear to my eye. What a great movie. The acting was wonderful for 

that time, and I consider it to still be good. The movie was short, 

but to an 8 year old, it was just about right. See it if you have the 

chance. Let your kids watch it if you will. 
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Bridge To Terabithia (2007) 
 

Jesse Aarons (14-year-old Josh Hutcherson) trained all summer to 

become the fastest runner in school, so he's very upset when 

newcomer Leslie Burke outruns him and everyone else. Despite 

this and other differences, including that she's rich, he's poor, and 

she's a city girl, he's a country boy, the two become fast friends. 

Together, they create Terabithia, a land of monsters, trolls, ogres, 

and giants and rule as king and queen. This friendship helps Jess 

cope with the tragedy that makes him realize what Leslie taught 

him. A 5th grade boy named Jesse Aaron trains to beat all the 

boys at his school at the relay races. He is beat only by the spirited 

new girl, Leslie Burke who joined into the race. After a while, they 

develop a friendship, and they invent a magical place called 

Terabithia and they dub themselves the King and Queen. Jesse 

Aaron's biggest dream is to be the fastest runner in 5th grade. But 

on the first day of school, a new girl in Jesse's class called Leslie Burke overruns every boy, including 

Jesse. Then, surprisingly, Jesse and Leslie become best friends. And together, they create a secret 

kingdom, called Terabithia, on a dry creek bed with an old crab apple tree. But one day, tragedy 

strikes. A touching story of friendship. Is the winner of the 1978 Newbery Medal (an award for 

books). Fifth grader Jesse Aaron's hopes of becoming the fastest runner in his class are dashed when 

new girl Leslie Burke outruns everybody, including him. However, Jess and Leslie soon begin a 

friendship, and create a magical kingdom in the forest, where the two of them reign together as king 

and queen. Great movie for all ages I took my 5-year-old and fiancé they loved it...Josh Hutcherson 

was great in this and so was Anna Sophia Robb. People actually cried and clapped after the show it 

touches your inner child...It will take you through a life experience that not all kids go through in life 

but you will be absorbed in the film as I was...If you are looking for a great film instead of all the kids 

movies that rely on jokes that are used over and over...go to this film and you will be satisfied with 

drama, light comedy and maybe slight depression of the reality it faces, but your spirit will be lifted 

as will your child's. 
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Bridget Jones: The Edge Of Reason (2004) 
 

The story picks up four weeks after the first film, and already 

Bridget Jones is becoming uncomfortable in her relationship with 

Mark Darcy. Apart from discovering that he's a conservative 

voter, she has to deal with a new boss, strange contractor, and 

the worst vacation of her life. In London, the clumsy, fat and 

insecure Bridget Jones is in love with the human rights lawyer 

Mark Darcy, but they break their commitment due to her 

jealousy. Bridget travels to Thailand with Daniel Cleaver to shoot a 

show, and she gets involved in a serious international incident, 

and is saved by Mark. Bridget Jones realizes that Mark really loves 

her, and she had no reason to be jealous. Though Bridget is 

happily ensconced in the arms of the lovely Mark Darcy her petty 

jealousies are starting to get the best of her, and their 

relationship. Chief among these is her suspicions about Mark's 

long-legged intern, who, on top of being gorgeous, has a knack for doing everything right. To make 

matters worse Bridget's old fling, and former boss, Daniel Cleaver, arrives on the scene. You thought 

the last movie was happily ever after? You thought wrong! Bridget and Mark are now together but 

for how long? A jellyfish by the name of Rebecca, Bridget's relationship paranoia, unusual 

horsemanship, magic mushrooms and a stint in prison are just some of the things Bridget has to face 

in The Edge of Reason. Add to that the return of Daniel Cleaver and you have the makings of one of 

the funniest films this year. Will they live happily ever after? Watch and find out. In defense of The 

Edge of Reason (because I really liked it). Having now seen The Edge of Reason (for the first time), I 

am prepared to spend a moment responding to the inevitable criticism (inevitable because I've 

already read hints of them on the boards and in some reviews). WARNING, MINOR SPOILERS AHEAD. 

1) They didn't stick close enough to the book. *** Ah, isn't this the mother of all complaints? In fact, 

many other complaints are just a variation on it. But here goes. First, there is no way they could have 

put in everything from the book (and most complaints are about parts that were omitted), because 

the movie would be way too long. Second, most things in the movie actually were from the book, or 

a variation on a scene from the book (e.g. Bridget's parents' wedding, in lieu of Jude and Vile 

Richard's wedding). And what's so bad about some new stories for Bridget? It's just more Bridget to 

love (not unlike her wobbly bits). 2) Yes, but what about the interview with Colin Firth? *** Haven't 

we heard this before? Obviously they left it out because Colin Firth was already in the movie as Mark 

Darcy. Also the book The Edge of Reason was written when Pride and Prejudice was slightly newer 

on video in the U.K. and was part of the contemporary pop culture of the day. (Although, I admit it 

still has a very strong fan base!) There are other cultural reference in the book, Edge of Reason, that 

just couldn't be put into the film without dating it (e.g., the death of Princess Diana). (P.S., Pride and 

Prejudice fans should listen very carefully to Bridget's comments to Shazzer when returning from 

Thailand.) 3) Why'd they bring back Daniel Cleaver? He wasn't even in the book! *** Aha, but you're 

wrong there! First, there's Bridget and Daniel's phone conversation about where Germany is located. 

Then some time later, Bridget accepts a dinner date with Daniel, and even buys condoms "just in 

case." He comes to Bridget's flat and makes a pass at her before Bridget comes to her senses and 

throws him out. Granted, they expanded Daniel's role quite a bit for the film, but I happen to love his 



sleazy charm. He is funny, funny, funny, and Hugh Grant is perfect in the role. (Look for a little jab at 

Hugh Grant in the Thailand scenes.) 4) So many scenes seem to be a rehash (or should I say retread) 

of similar scenes in the first movie. *** There are indeed events which are similar to things that 

happened in Bridget Jones's Diary. But they are not presented as something new and unique - 

instead they are an opportunity to look back nostalgically and compare how Bridget's life has 

changed. (If you haven't seen first movie - heaven forbid - they can be new and unique.) For 

example, the silly Christmas jumper that Mark Darcy wore at the first turkey curry buffet has a whole 

new significance this year. 5) What, another Darcy/Cleaver fight? *** Oh come on, you love it! (I did 

expect Pat Benatar's "Hit Me with Your Best Shot" to break out at any time, and was quite 

disappointed that they didn't choose it as background!) The fight is fantastic, and totally in context 

with this movie - there is a good reason for it. 6) Bridget already had her happy ending in the first 

film, why do we need another? *** Aside from the fact that Helen Fielding wrote a second book? 

The end of Bridget Jones's Diary said "the beginning..."; not a promise of a sequel, but a reminder 

that life doesn't end with a kiss in the snow. This is the story of how a long-time singleton copes with 

being part of a couple (not very well). 7) They messed up the time sequence, and Bridget's age. *** 

Yes they did! My biggest pet peeve, in fact. Six weeks after the kiss in the snow should have been 

Valentine's Day, not a turkey curry buffet. And how can Bridget still be 33 at the end of another 

year? Not to mention that her "tombstone" says she was born in 1972...Come on, I'm three years 

older than when Bridget Jones's Diary came out, it's not fair that Bridget is a year younger! (Okay, I 

am not going to defend this flaw in the movie. But I suspect that most viewers will not be as troubled 

by it as I.) So yes, the movie's not perfect, and it's not everything that a die-hard Bridget Jones fan 

would want. (I don't know that any movie could live up to those celestial expectations.) But it is very 

good and those who are Bridget fans will probably want to watch it many times. Those who just 

want to see a funny movie will like it too. Those who prefer explosions and gun shootouts should 

probably go elsewhere. Since this is a review, I should also mention that Renee Zellweger was better 

than ever as Bridget (when I read the books, I now picture her as Bridget); Colin Firth was absolutely 

gorgeous, of course, and managed to crack his haughty Darcy-esquire facade with melting smiles on 

a number of occasions; and Hugh Grant was the very portrait of a posh cad. 
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Bridget Jones's Diary (2001) 
 

A British woman is determined to improve herself while she looks 

for love in a year in which she keeps a personal diary. Bridget 

Jones is an average woman struggling against her age, her weight, 

her job, her lack of a man, and her many imperfections. As a New 

Year's Resolution, Bridget decides to take control of her life, 

starting by keeping a diary in which she will always tell the 

complete truth. The fireworks begin when her charming though 

disreputable boss takes an interest in the quirky Miss Jones. 

Thrown into the mix are Bridget's band of slightly eccentric friends 

and a rather disagreeable acquaintance who Bridget cannot seem 

to stop running into or help finding quietly attractive. Corny but 

cute. What really makes this movie stand out from a venerable list 

of other working girl fantasies is the familiar but one-of-a-kind 

personality of the irrepressible Bridget Jones. Created by novelist 

Helen Fielding, who also wrote the script, and brought to life by the talented and zany Renée 

Zellweger, Bridget Jones is a 32-year-old pleasingly plump London working girl, a "...verbally 

incontinent spinster who...dresses like her mother" (to quote Colin Firth's character, Mark Darcy). 

She is also clumsy, the kind of girl who might spill sauce on her blouse, a little overweight, smokes, 

drinks too much and sometimes says what she thinks without consulting her brain. She is also very 

good at improvising on the spot, a talent that charms not only the two leading men, Hugh Grant and 

Colin Firth, who vie for her affection, but also the five o'clock news audience who like her bum and 

knickers just fine. Director Sharon Maguire, in her first outing, combines Brit witticisms, slapstick 

pratfalls, raunchy, sharp and realistic dialogue, and a blatant but inoffensive sentimentality into a 

romantic comedy that surely has Nora Ephron and Julia Roberts paying close attention. She keeps us 

guessing about who will get the girl (and who really deserves the girl) with the usual misdirections 

and misunderstandings characteristic of the genre. There's a little dead time about half way in, and 

the uncertainty about whether Bridget wants Hugh Grant or Colin Firth is milked a bit overmuch, 

otherwise this is nicely paced entertainment sure to chase away a blue afternoon. Hugh Grant and 

Colin Firth are both very good, and Gemma Jones as Bridget's mother is a charming, dotty sight to 

see. Bridget's friends are funny as a kind of foil to the tired glamor of Yank TV's "Friends." And 

there's a darling "home movie" sequence during the closing credits purporting to recall Bridget at 

four and Mark Darcy at eight, that retrospectively and adorably frames the movie. Should a CHICK 

FLICK ALERT be declared here? No doubt, but thanks to a warm, bubbly, funny and decidedly 

unprudish and unaffected (and I must say, somewhat daring) performance by Zellweger, we'll ignore 

it because we "like her just the way she is." 
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Brighton Rock (1947) 
 

Pinkie Brown is a small-town hoodlum whose gang runs a 

protection racket based at Brighton race course. When Pinkie 

orders the murder of a rival, Fred, the police believe it to be 

suicide. This doesn't convince Ida Arnold, who was with Fred just 

before he died, and she sets out to find the truth. She comes 

across naive waitress Rose, who can prove that Fred was 

murdered. In an attempt to keep Rose quiet Pinkie marries her. 

But with his gang beginning to doubt his ability, and his rivals 

taking over his business, Pinkie starts to become more desperate 

and violent. Tense; sordid and disturbing, but ultimately a 

nourishing slice of British gangster fare as a wrongful action 

merges a number of involving characters and intriguing stories. 

Cold, cutthroat and bleak is the tone of Brighton Rock; one of the 

best lines of the film arriving in the form of an individual whom 

states that it'd be a "good idea to throw his case down there with 

him", so as to doubly make it look like he fell when trying to paint a murder involving a worn out 

banister as an accident on the victim's behalf. On another occasion, two of the members visit a 

hapless man at an ungodly hour demanding money; his wife is very ill and he can't pay, but that 

doesn't stop them cutting up his face and spitting on his floor on the way out. Brighton Rock is cold 

like that, chilling in its portrayal of how these people operate. The film carries that sort of air, the 

sort that sees mostly everyone who comes into contact with these people and their fearsome leader 

are individuals whose lives and well-being gradually decline, in what is a fearsome and greatly 

involving 1947 British piece set in between the two World Wars. The film will open warmly and 

welcomely, like a tourist film shot to bring in those from outside of Brighton as typical iconography 

in the form of a beach, on a hot day, with children happily playing on them complete with everyone 

else enjoying the warm weather is given to us. But, as the opening title card informs us, Brighton is 

apparently not all what it seems; and the consequent diving into the brooding, ugly side of the town 

as all the typical surface content is observed is knowingly delivered. The opening sequence even 

goes so far as to detail the place was only once rife with wrong-doing and corruption, "now, no 

more" suggesting a past tense to proceedings and that now everything is fine again; a strange 

would-be promise to the audience not to worry at any point during the film, as everything will end 

up rosy by the end. From here, the film's credits are eerily inter-cut with the lapping waves; again, an 

odd precursor to the film's ultimate conclusion in what happens to whom and where. The film 

revolves around the aftermath of a murder perpetrated by a small crew of thugs, a crew consisting 

mostly of men but with a final member of much younger ilk; a self proclaimed leader named Pinkie. 

The young thug is put across by way of a fantastic performance from Richard Attenborough, one that 

oozes evil; menace and a fair degree of sadism, but above all else, Attenborough convinces us this 

young man, the youngest of the gang, really has the drive and mind of someone capable of taking 

relentless command of such a crew and dominating. Our first altercations with him sees the film 

place Pinkie on the first floor of the terrace house they operate out of, as his minions chatter below 

and must venture up to inform him of some bad news, a sense of hierarchy established by way of a 

wildly angled shot looking directly below at the minions as one of them braves the stairs to go and 



see him. His first words, indeed, are a spitting insult later on in a public house directed at an 

employee about a middle aged woman across the room whom, ironically, becomes more involved 

later on. The murder in question is that of a man named Fred (Wheatley), who returns to Brighton 

for just the one day as a part of a newspaper game-come-promotion, but bumps into this vicious 

circle of thugs with whom he shares a history, and is promptly offed after some pleading and 

conversation. One would most certainly have wanted to see Fred's face the previous day when told 

by his newspaper employers he was to return to Brighton. Director John Boulting, adapting from a 

Graham Greene novel, nicely has the ensuing chase and murder spill out into what has been 

established as your more typical Brighton. The promenades, piers and fairgrounds appear harmless 

enough in the opening, but the cutting to the crew's dingy hideaway does not mean they're limited 

to such undergrowth, suggesting hatred and crime rife amidst the locals. When Fred runs, towards 

the bus station; the piers; the bars, anywhere, Boulting brilliantly applies a distorted hand-held 

aesthetic suggesting chaos and panic, a sense that he isn't in control which stands in perfect balance 

with that of his pursuers, whose accompanying compositions are steady and far calmer as they give 

chase: they're in total control of the situation, and the menace builds and builds to a harrowing 

conclusion. As the aftermath worsens, and middle aged woman Ida (Baddeley) grows increasingly 

suspicious - herself defying dominant uniformed male police officers that implore with her the case 

is closed, Pinkie instigates one of the more unbearable on screen flings in cinematic memory; the 

charging of himself with the seducing of a young waitress named Rose (Marsh), whom could place 

blame on Pinkie and his crew for Fred's murder, with what unfolds on that strand one gross love 

affair complete with its own sordid twists, turns and revelations. The gang must struggle with the 

occupying of the territory with another local gangster named Colleoni (Goldner), a man whom 

occupies a more exquisite place of dwelling when we see him in a hotel suite and speaks with a more 

sophisticated tone, further suggesting hierarchy. He runs a larger group of thugs Pinkie actually uses 

to help kill off one of his own; of whom the night before the execution Pinkie looms over as the 

victim lies on a bed, the difference in age resulting in nothing here as expressionistic lighting 

dominates the locale suggesting brooding menace and evil. The film is a masterclass in gangster 

detailing and crime fiction story telling, effortlessly branching out an array of characters; plots and 

subplots as a hostile, dramatic and intimate atmosphere is put across as these people merge 

resulting in it easily being one of the great British films. 
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Brighton Rock (2010) 
 

Charts the headlong fall of Pinkie (30-year-old Sam Riley), a razor-

wielding disadvantaged teenager with a religious death wish. An 

adaptation of Graham Greene's classic novel about a small-town 

hood who marries a waitress who witnessed him murdering a rival 

thug in order to keep her quiet. As his gang begins to doubt his 

abilities, the man becomes more desperate and violent. Gripping, 

drama, very well acted. I am not good at long reviews but I didn't 

see the original or read the book. Therefore I am judging this as a 

movie in itself rather than comparing it to the original. I thought it 

was excellent, the drab interiors, the plain simplicity of Rose, so 

well acted and the sadness in her innocence, all made this quite 

emotional for me. Helen Mirren was a delight to the eye, so 

beautiful, wrinkles and all. No cosmetic surgery there. I think they 

did a good job of making Brighton 1960s and sensibly only showed 

one CGI shot of the West pier, rather than trying to re-create what it looked like. It held my attention 

throughout and I very nearly cried at the end. Sad it's getting bad reviews. Perhaps it was too British 

for some people. 
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Brighty Of The Grand Canyon (1967) 
 

The adventures and misadventures of a shaggy little burro and a 

boy (Dandy Curran). Brighty Of The Grand Canyon has one of the 

best sets for a film ever, the fabulous Grand Canyon. Shot entirely 

on location in Arizona, Brighty Of The Grand Canyon would have 

been impossible to mess up scenically even if it had been shot 

with a brownie camera. Brighty is a little scrub burro the kind that 

inhabits the canyon and knows some of the many trails in and out 

of it. As such he's a valuable animal. Valuable to old timer 

prospector Dick Foran and valuable to fugitive Pat Conway who 

fled into the canyon and who murders Foran to get the gold he's 

scratched out of the place. But Conway reckons without young 

Dandy Curran whose parents have a trading post and with Joseph 

Cotten who is a licensed hunter by the government to kill 

mountain lions who prey on some of the other endangered 

species. This is definitely in keeping with who was president at the time. In fact there's a portion of 

the film that has Cotten and Curran accompanying President Theodore Roosevelt on a hunting trip 

for mountain lion in the Grand Canyon. Karl Swenson plays our 26th president in appropriate bully 

style, but for the life of me I can't figure where all the Secret Service was at the time. It was after 

William McKinley was assassinated and Roosevelt became president that the Secret Service was 

assigned presidential protection. Here we see Swenson just with Cotten and Curran and with Cotten 

carrying a weapon at that. Brighty is a tough critter, he survives quite a bit in this film, including a 

cougar attack and a fall in the Colorado River. This is the only animal film I know with a burro as the 

lead. It's a pleasant 90 minutes for the whole family. 
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Bring Back... Star Trek (2009) 
 

Justin Lee Collins returns for the latest of his nostalgia specials as 

he attempts to boldly go where no super fan has gone before: to 

attempt a reunion of the cast of one of the most influential 

programmes in TV history: Star Trek. Travelling to Los Angeles to 

set up his mission control, JLC uses every trick in the stalker's 

handbook to track the likes of Kirk, Spock, Sulu, Uhuru and 

Chekov. 
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Bringing Down The House (2003) 
 

Peter Sanderson is a divorced, straight-laced, uptight attorney 

who still loves his ex-wife and can't figure out what he did wrong 

to make her leave him. However, Peter's trying to move on, and 

he's smitten with a brainy, bombshell barrister he's been chatting 

with online. However, when she comes to his house for their first 

face-to-face, she isn't refined, isn't Ivy League, and isn't even a 

lawyer. Instead, it's Charlene, a prison escapee who's proclaiming 

her innocence and wants Peter to help her clear her name. But 

Peter wants nothing to do with her, prompting the loud and 

shocking Charlene to turn Peter's perfectly ordered life upside 

down, jeopardizing his effort to get back with his wife and woo a 

billion dollar client. A lawyer (Steve Martin), who is too wrapped 

up in his work for his family and thus is estranged from his wife, 

takes up with a woman on a computer chat line that he thinks is a 

blonde attorney. Instead she turns out to be an escaped con (Queen Latifah), who claims to be 

innocent. Through a chain of threats, she coerces the lawyer into helping prove her innocence. In 

doing so, she also helps him rediscover his own life. While racial overtones play a considerable part 

of the film's humor, Martin and Latifah's warmth and humor still win out and offer some laugh out 

loud comedy. Eugene Levy appears as Martin's lawyer friend who becomes infatuated with Latifah. 

Joan Plowright is an uptight heiress with a bulldog named William Shakespeare, who is being 

pursued as a client by Martin's law office. Peter Sanderson (Steve Martin) is an ordinary lawyer who 

has an on-line buddy named Lawyer-Girl. But when Peter finally meets Lawyer-Girl, she turns out to 

be Charlene Morton (Queen Latifah), a convict who was arrested for armed robbery, and she needs 

his help because she claims she didn't do it. In the meantime, Peter is meeting his new rich client 

(Joan Plowright) whom he tries hard not to make a bad impression on, deal with his neighbor/boss's 

sister (Betty White), go through a divorce, and handle two kids (10-year-old Angus T. Jones), along 

with the fact that Peter's best friend (Eugene Levy) has fallen in love with Charlene. Tax attorney 

Peter Sanderson meets a woman online by the name of Charlene. He expects to meet a blonde 

haired, blue eyed attorney. What he gets is an African-American woman on the lam from prison. 

Charlene comes to Peter to ask his help in trying to find out who was responsible for framing her for 

armed robbery. In the meantime she turns his life upside down by introducing him to a side of 

himself that is much different from the uptight WASP he is. This was definitely not Steve Martin's 

best movie, but it probably wasn't his worst either. He definitely was not the highlight of the film, 

something which makes me think that his talents could have and should have been put to better 

use. The best part of the movie was Eugene Levy hitting on Queen Latifah and his unbridled 

lust/enthusiasm for her. Other than that, it was okay but not great. There was a good fight scene and 

a number of truly funny moments, but most of the humor in the film comes from "Silly White People 

Acting Black" which usually just doesn't do it for me... And it didn't really do it for me in this case 

either (except for Eugene Levy, who was awesome). I give it a 5 out of 10 (on my scale of 10 being 

near-perfection, and 1 being Ang Lee's Hulk). 
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Brink! (1998) 
 

Andy "Brink" Brinker and his in-line skating crew--Peter, Jordy, and 

Gabriella--who call themselves "Soul-Skaters" (which means they 

skate for the fun of it, and not for the money), clash with a group 

of sponsored skaters, Team X-Bladz--led by Val--with whom they 

attend high school in southern California. When Brink discovers 

his family is in financial trouble, he goes against the wishes of his 

parents and his friends and joins Team X-Bladz. Brink tries to lead 

a double life but will be able to pull it off? Greatest Disney Movie 

Ever. Brink is easily the greatest Disney Channel Original movie. I 

haven't seen it in years and I still think about it's greatness. It also 

has some pretty sweet tunes in from some kinda known bands. 

Overall this movie is sick and I would recommend that anybody 

who has any opportunity to watch it definitely should. This is the 

greatest skating movie ever made and was made in Disney prime. 

This Disney movie made Disney what it is today. Yet they still 

hardly ever play it. I love this movie! And now I have to keep on writing to take up ten lines. But it's 

not because I don't have anything good to say about the movie it's just because I'm very board right 

now but what ever I've reached ten so bye. 
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Britain's 50 Greatest Comedy Sketches (2005) 
 

This was quite an important list to me, it wasn't like 100 Greatest because obviously it was shorter. 

Tom Baker who narrates Little Britain narrated this programme to discover who the public had voted 

the number one sketch show sketch. With contributions by David Baddiel, Sanjeev Bhaskar, Tony 

Blackburn, John Cleese, Barry Cryer, Simon Day, Sir David Frost, Terry Gilliam, Charlie Higson, Ian 

Hislop, Noddy Holder, Graham Linehan, David Walliams and Matt Lucas, Rory McGrath, David 

Mitchell and Robert Webb, Bob Mortimer, Mike Myers, Denis Norden, Tracy-Ann Oberman, Bill 

Oddie, Michael Palin, Nicholas Parsons, Geoffrey Perkins, Steve Punt, Vic Reeves, Griff Rhys Jones, 

Joan Rivers, Tony Robinson, Cleo Rocos, Arthur Smith, Meera Syal, John Thomson, Arabella Weir and 

Paul Whitehouse. There were sketches from The League of Gentlemen, Monty Python's Flying 

Circus, Harry Enfield & Chums, The Fast Show, Little Britain and many other shows. The sketches that 

stood out were Daffyd Thomas, Ministry of Silly Walks, Circus Comes To Town, Ted & Ralph - The 

Drinking Game, Vicky Pollard - Swimming Pool, Masterchef and the winner, Lou & Andy - Swimming 

Pool. Very good! 
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Britain's Boy Soldiers (2004) 
 

The secret history of under-age boy soldiers in World War I. 

Ninety years ago, Britain's teenage boys volunteered en masse to 

fight for their King and country. Such was their will to fight that a 

number of enthusiastic boys joined-up below the legal age to 

enlist. Now, new research reveals that these boy soldiers were 

not just a passionate handful but a significant proportion of 

Britain's army. Additionally, the government has been found to have deliberately turned a blind eye 

to their enlistment. At the outbreak of war, the minimum age for volunteers was 18, and soldiers 

had to be 19 before they could serve overseas. However, new research in the War Graves 

Commission records has shown that among the ranks of the British army were as many as 250,000 

underage boys, some as young as 14, who had lied about their age in order to enlist. Desperate for 

manpower, the government ignored such irregularities, tacitly colluding in the decision to allow 

children to go to war. Using interviews recorded with a number of the longest-surviving boy soldiers, 

this moving documentary examines why so many were allowed to join up and fight, and what 

happened to just a handful of them. It also charts the struggle of one man, Liberal MP Arthur 

Markham, to persuade the war office to tackle this issue, and to secure thereturn of tens of 

thousands of boys from the savage battlefields of Europe. The nature and scale of 20th-Century 

warfare took Britain by surprise. Casualties were quick to mount up, and by late 1914, Lord 

Kitchener was spearheading his famous recruitment campaign, as a result of which 750,000 men 

joined up in just two months. However, in their haste to strengthen the army, the authorities turned 

a blind eye to underage recruits who claimed to be 18. Dick Trafford, a miner from Lancashire, was 

just 15 when he joined up. "I got home and I told my parents - my mother played hell", he 

remembers. Tommy Gay, then 16, was among the first to answer the call. "When I got home, I got 

the biggest pasting and good hiding that I've ever had in my life." In their naivety, many of the boys 

envisaged a few months away fighting, followed by victory and a hero's welcome back home. The 

reality proved quite different. Smiler Marshall recounts how he was only 17 when he saw his friend, 

also under age, killed in action in France. The reality of war was also unexpectedly harsh for 

Abraham Bevistein, who lied about his name, age and nationality in order to fight for Britain. After 

being injured, treated and then returned to the front, his resolve cracked under bombardment, and 

he fled to a farmhouse ten miles from the front line. He was found and court martialled for desertion 

by the British army, and subsequently executed. He was 17-years-old. Horace Iles was another boy 

soldier not to make it home. As his sister wrote to him begging him to admit he was only 16 and 

return home, he was preparing for the Somme offensive. Historian Richard van Emden takes up the 

story: "You can only imagine the horror and the terror that would've gripped Horace Iles. What he 

would've seen was carnage, there's no doubt about that." He never made it back from the assault, 

and the letter was returned home to his sister, stamped 'Killed in Action'. Back home, authorities 

continued to ignore the issue of underage soldiers. There was only one significant voice of dissent. 

Arthur Markham, the Liberal MP for Mansfield, campaigned vocally and energetically against the 

fraudulent enlistment, fighting to abolish the practice and constantly quizzing the authorities in 

parliament. At each turn, he was stonewalled by the War Office. Finally, in 1916, conscription was 

introduced, and with it tighter controls on the age of conscripts. But in spite of the efforts of 

Markham to secure the return of those underage soldiers already fighting in Europe, tens of 



thousands of boy soldiers already serving remained in action on the continent. In August 1916, 

Markham died of a heart attack aged just 50, and those boys serving in the army lost their one 

significant voice. Some, such as Tommy Gay, Smiler Marshall and Dick Trafford, made it home safely. 

Others, like Horace Iles and Abraham Bevistein, died at the front, despite being technically too young 

to fight for their country. Of the 250,000 under age boys thought to have enlisted in the war, 

120,000 were killed or wounded. But it is possible that many more died unrecognised. Tragically, the 

true number of boy soldiers who gave their lives may never be known. 
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British Intelligence (1940) 
 

During WWI pretty German master spy Helene von Lorbeer is sent 

undercover to London to live with the family of a high-placed 

British official where she is to rendezvous with the butler Valdar, 

also a spy, and help him transmit secret war plans back to 

Germany. This is very good for its genre, with an interesting story, 

solid atmosphere, and two good leading performances from Boris 

Karloff and Margaret Lindsay. Made during the early part of the 

Second World War (when England was enduring constant air 

assaults and other threats), and set during the First World War, 

there is an obvious patriotic slant to it. But aside from a short 

speech by one of the characters at the end of the movie, it mostly 

allows the story and characters to stand on their own. Karloff and 

Lindsay star as two very resourceful spies who are planted in the 

home of a prominent English family, with most of the story 

revolving around whether they are spies on behalf of England or on behalf of Germany. Karloff is, of 

course, especially good in a part like this, giving his character a believably ingratiating manner in his 

cover role as a butler, and a steely eye in his unguarded moments. He makes it easy to believe that 

his character can keep everyone else in the dark. Lindsay gets one of her best roles, and she makes 

full use of it. Her character obviously has weapons much different from those of Karloff's character, 

and she too is believable in keeping the others, even Karloff, guessing. The story moves at a good 

pace, and it features several good turns as it builds up the tension. Like many movies of this kind, 

there are places here and there where it could have been improved. In particular, its portrayal of 

Britain as a traitor-riddled society threatened with imminent collapse shows the strong influence of 

the frightening times in which it was filmed. But in its time it probably provided some genuine 

encouragement, and today it still remains an enjoyable movie that is well worth the time to see. 
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Broadway Limited (1941) 
 

As a ploy to gain publicity, a motion picture director wants his star 

actress to take a baby with her on a train trip. The director's 

secretary asks the train's engineer, an old boyfriend, for help. As 

the engineer ponders what to do, a stranger in the train station 

tells him that he has a baby that could be used. On board the 

train, the actress meets a young doctor whom she knew in school, 

and whom she is still in love with. The presence of the baby 

causes a series of misunderstandings between them, but the real 

problems begin when the engineer begins to suspect that the 

baby may have been kidnapped. A typical period piece, that is 

both surprisingly enjoyable as well as accurate in it's portrayal of 

Pennsylvania Railroad locomotives and equipment and the track-

side shots of the train taking nearly the same Route that Amtrak's 

Broadway limited still takes to this day. If you are a rail-fan, you're 

bound to enjoy it. Otherwise it's enjoyable, just pretty bland by 

todays standards. I loved this movie, unfortunately it is extremely difficult to find. It can be 

purchased however through the Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania's gift shop, and several smaller 

online railroad merchandise retailers, you just have to have the patience to look around. One more 

little side note: One of the Pennsylvania Railroad Locomotives #1223, a small 4-4-0 steam engine 

featured in "Broadway Limited", was re-dressed as a NYC locomotive and featured in the Beginning 

of Hello Dolly in 1969. That same locomotive was featured in a number of other TV shows and 

movies, and operated on the Pennsylvania Railroad until 1950. She then went on to operate on the 

Strasburg Railroad from the mid 60's until 1990 when she was retired and put on display at the 

Railroad museum of Pennsylvania where she still stands to this day. 
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Broadway To Cheyenne (1932) 
 

When Owens' gang shoots it out in a New York nightclub, 

detective Breezy Kildare is wounded. After he recovers he takes a 

vacation at his father's ranch in Wyoming. Here he meets Owens 

again and finds him running a protection racket. When Breezy 

tries to stop him, Owens makes plans to eliminate Breezy. 

Broadway To Cheyenne starts off with a bunch of big city 

gangsters fighting and killing each other with Detective Breezy 

Kildare caught in the middle. When Breezy goes out west to the 

ranch where he grew up he runs into the same bunch of crooks. 

The gangsters are offering "protection" to the local ranchers. For 

the rest of the movie it's cowboys and gangsters. Even though 

there is a story in Broadway To Cheyenne it just looks odd to see a 

bunch of New York City gangsters riding around the desert in a car 

fighting cowboys on horses. A gangster shooting a Tommy gun 

versus a cowboy with a revolver does not look right either. As 

Breezy, Rex Bell seems out of place as a cowboy. It is easier to think of him as the big city cop 

because of the build-up in the beginning of the movie. He fights the same people he was fighting in 

New York. The characters are the same, but the setting has changed. George Hayes does not play a 

sidekick, just an old cowhand. You can see the seeds of the Windy/Gabby character that he would 

develop later. He is not cantankerous, just rough and western. During the early 1930's Hayes played 

a variety of characters, so he could not be expected to be the old codger all the time. His role is 

minor, but he still has a great presence in Broadway To Cheyenne. Broadway To Cheyenne definitely 

has the feel of a 1932 movie. If it were strictly a gangster movie or a western it would be perfect for 

that time. Instead it was a fun idea that someone decided to work with, but it was not a great 

western. 
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Bröderna Lejonhjärta (The Brothers Lionheart) (1977) 
 

9-year-old Karl Lejon, 'Skorpan' (13-year-old Lars Söderdahl) is 

suffering from tuberculosis and knows that he will die soon. But 

his older brother Jonathan (25-year-old Staffan Götestam) tries to 

comfort him by promising that they one day will meet in 

Nangijala, a magic country beyond the stars. Jonathan dies in a 

house fire and Skorpan also dies not long after. They meet in 

Nangijala, a country divided into the Cherry Blossom Valley and 

the Briar-Bush Valley. The people in the later are oppressed by 

the black knight Tengil and his dragon Katla. The two brothers, 

who now call themselves Jonathan and Karl Lion Heart, decide to 

help the freedom fighters against the oppression. I had the 

privilege of owning this movie when I was a child. I think that my 

parents bought it from some video store that was going out of 

business. It was on a BetaMax tape, and was dubbed in English. I 

had to of watched this movie at least once week. The story is great, and the relationship between 

the two brothers is rather touching. Despite the fact that even as a child the dragon (who used to 

remind me of "the secret weapon" from An American Tale) looked terrible, it was one of my favorite 

movies for years. If anyone can find a copy of this movie, I suggest you watch it. Also, the 

synthesized soundtrack is quite good (arpeggios reminiscent of Philip Glass or something). 
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Brødrene Mortensens Jul (1998) 
 

Wilhelm Mortensen (Lasse Baunkilde) can not get into the 

Christmas spirit because he is too young for Hanne Jørgensen (19-

year-old Sofie Lassen-Kahlke). Hugo (9-year-old Rasmus Albeck), 

Wilhelm's brother, doing everything to get his older brother in the 

Christmas spirit. It seems that a lot of fun out of episodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (12 Episodes) (1998) 
 

Episode 01: Dengang jeg var lille. 

Episode 02: Krudt og gamle nisser. 

Episode 03: Lakrids og havresuppe. 

Episode 04: Julekuller. 

Episode 05: J.N. 

Episode 06: Luciafiduserne. 

Episode 07: Abejul. 

Episode 08: Jul og knogler. 

Episode 09: Rock og jul. 

Episode 10: Snotungen. 

Episode 11: Rundtur i kanen. 

Episode 12: Nissebøger og negerboller. 
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Brokeback Mountain (2005) 
 

The story of a forbidden and secretive relationship between two 

cowboys and their lives over the years. A raw, powerful story of 

two young men, a Wyoming ranch hand and a rodeo cowboy, who 

meet in the summer of 1963 sheepherding in the harsh, high 

grasslands of contemporary Wyoming and form an unorthodox 

yet life-long bond--by turns ecstatic, bitter and conflicted. Ang 

Lee's Cowboys. What an extraordinary accomplishment! Ang Lee 

presents us with something we've known about but we've never 

seen. Profoundly honest, stunning to look at, superbly acted. I 

could go on with the superlatives because I feel lifted by the 

experience. You've all heard the ins and outs of the subject 

treated here. Well, forget it, the words used are used words and 

do not apply here. "Brokeback Mountain" introduce us to 

something utterly new, daring you and me to be indifferent. The 

film is about us, really. Love as an unexpected blow that makes you find and confront yourself. Jake 

Gylenhaal gives a performance that you'll never forget. Michelle Williams and Ann Hathaway are 

incredibly good but the film belongs to Heath Ledger. I'm not going to talk about revelations or Oscar 

buzz, I'm just going to let you know that what he does in this film is so courageously beautiful, so 

truthful and so transcendental that his Ennis del Mar is bound to become a point of reference not 

just for us but for generations to come. 
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Broken Bonds: The Jon-Michael Story (2001) 
 

An insightful, compelling and sad look at a difficult child (9-year-

old Jon Michael) and imperfect system... Paints an all-too-true 

picture of exactly what's wrong with a system dealing with special 

needs children. 
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Broken Noses (1987) 
 

A documentary, photographed in black-and-white, with a hip jazz 

soundtrack, looks at the boys and coach of a small but 

accomplished boxing club near Portland, Oregon. The film focuses 

on the coach, former Olympic contender and pro athlete Andy 

Minsker, and tells not only the story of his devotion to his young 

athletes, but hints at childhood obsticles which may have 

prompted Minsker, as an adult, to give his students guidance, 

support and love with such enthuasism and dedication. Bruce 

Weber, the photographer who's recently created an uproar with 

his hot, hot, hot, A&F catalogues tries his hand at movie making 

with a documentary portrait of Andy Minsker. Minsker is an 

amateur boxer, turned pro, who runs a boxing club for young men 

and boys in Oregon. Minsker is really not much more than a kid himself. Minsker is a likeable guy 

and he and his family are presented in the honest, 'I call them as I see them' style that is 

characteristic of rural lower middle class families in America. As with any Weber product there is a 

generous helping of toothsome male skin in evidence. From the opening credits that include close-

ups of each of the kids in his boxing club (the youngest is 8) to his horsing around with them in the 

water on a trip to a local beach we see a lot of Minsker and the kids in his club. It's all wholesome 

clean fun and we see Minsker being the best kind of role model he knows how to be. 
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Bronco Bullfrog (1971) 
 

Fortunes of a 17-year-old, Del (Del Walker) and his group of 

friends. As the film opens four youths (Del, Roy, Chris and Geoff) 

are seen breaking into a cafe in Stratford, East London, but they 

only get away with about ninepence and some cake, and it is clear 

that they are hardly master criminals. Back at their hut on waste 

ground they mention Jo (Sam Shepherd), known as 'Bronco 

Bullfrog' (for reasons which are never explained), who has just got 

out of Borstal. Once Del and Roy (Chris and Geoff are hardly seen 

again in the film) meet Jo in a caff, they link up with him to carry 

out a bigger robbery. Meanwhile Del meets Irene (Anne Gooding), 

a friend of a cousin of Chris', and they start a relationship, despite 

the disapproval of Irene's mother and Del's father. The remainder 

of the film follows Del and Irene as they attempt to escape their dead-end lives. You can see 

Skinheads portrayed without prejudice. It's a social realistic film. We follow some kids in the late 

teens, some in school and some at work. There is not really a story or the story isn't that important. 

Boy meets girl meets no acceptance from home so they run away. They team up with Bronco 

Bullfrog who has escaped from borstal. The best thing about the film is that we can follow normal 

working class kids in East End in London during the era of the Skinheads. So we get a non political 

view from skinheads, even if you may call them Suedeheads or whatever subcategory you like. There 

is no actors in the film, everybody is handpicked from the streets. The "bad" acting helps the real 

feeling. But you could always asked more from the director regarding the tightness of the film. 
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Brother Bear (2003) 
 

When a young Inuit hunter needlessly kills a bear, he is magically 

changed into a bear himself as punishment with a talkative cub 

being his only guide to changing back. Long ago, as the Earth was 

emerging from the Ice Age, there were three brothers. After a 

bear takes the life of the oldest brother, impulsive youngest 

brother Kenai kills the bear in revenge, only to be transformed 

into a bear himself. Denahi, the middle brother, comes upon this 

bear and, thinking it killed Kenai, vows revenge. Now brother 

hunts brother and Kenai's only hope for survival is to befriend his 

own worst enemy, a grizzly cub named Koda. Koda's main goal is 

to show Kenai the real meaning of brotherhood. One of Disney's 

last gasps retains most of what made the studio great. Sadly, 

Disney Feature Animation closes down after "Home on the 

Range." I'm waiting for Disney's last cartoon on DVD, but the 

subject of this review is "Brother Bear." This is the second last traditional Disney animated feature. 

"Brother Bear" is a good story of love, sin, understanding, forgiveness and brotherhood, as the title 

suggests. It's set in Alaska in the time of the Inuit and the mammoth. Sitka, Denahi and Kenai are 

brothers (eldest first). After Sitka is killed by a bear, Kenai sets out to kill the bear, whilst Denahi 

doesn't blame the bear. Kenai kills the "monster," but Sitka, now a powerful spirit, turns Kenai into a 

bear to take the other's place and atone for his wrongdoing. Denahi thinks the bear has killed his 

other brother as well, and vows to track down Kenai and kill him. It is different from most other 

stories. The message is clear, the story straightforward, not muddled by subplots and separate story 

lines. The film tells a story that is just a fable. Fortunately, that's all it needs to be. The animation 

isn't all that gorgeous, yet remains high quality. The bears are realistically depicted, all the animals 

are their true forms but for the caricature of their funniest features and habits. The forest, which is 

CG, is beautiful. The color and the realism of it is magnificent. But again, some of the computer 

effects don't work. The film was clearly trying to aim for something like the DreamWorks half-and-

half pictures, with hand-drawn characters acting in photo-realistic environments and effects (i.e. 

"Spirit: Stallion of the Cimarron" and "Sinbad: Legend of the Seven Seas"). The water in "Brother 

Bear," in its early stages, looks nearly as bad as that in "The Jungle Book 2." It's flat, with a bit of 

shine, unlike the fast-flowing, moving torrents of other films. It just looks lame. Don't get me wrong, 

this is a minor mishap. The Cg layout looks fantastic. Phil Collins did the score for this! What a 

surprise! NOT! The soundtrack for "Tarzan" was inspirational: the soundtrack for "Brother Bear" is 

varying and lackluster. The opening Tina Turner number is decent at best. Collins' songs, which form 

the bulk of the music in the film, have stupid lyrics, although his great voice saves it from being 

totally painful. The best song by far was sung by a Bolivian women's chorus, written by Colins. The 

lyrics for this song were better than the other songs', not bothering to include idiotic rhymes since 

the English words are never heard. The words were translated into Inuit. When at last the grand 

performance is over, you whisper: "Wow." The characters are funny and not at all one-dimensional. 

Of the brotherhood, Sitka, who plays such a pivotal role, is the weakest. His character is no deeper 

than enough to make it clear he is brave, wise and self-sacrificing. Everyone's dream big brother to 

beat up the bad guys. Denahi and Kenai are have much more to them. They, of course, are the 



typical siblings that incessantly antagonize each other, their battles being a good source of comic 

relief. "Brother Bear" may have fallen flat on its face without the two distinctly Canadian moose 

brothers (notice the number of brothers in the film) that are by far the funniest of Disney's recent 

creations. They get cramps from eating grass and need to do yoga before starting, and spar to 

practice for the rutting season. Kenai reluctantly allows a young bear cub separated from his mother. 

This cub is Koda. Correction: The moose are the funniest SIDEKICKS from Disney in recent times. 

Koda is a lead player. He's funny, exceedingly better equipped to survive than his older chum, and 

most importantly: extremely cute. So, does "Brother Bear" live up to the classics of old? Honestly, 

no, it doesn't. On the other hand, it doesn't exactly make it impossible for them to show their faces 

in public again. All in all, Disney hasn't ended a creative vacuum. But if you think about it, would 

Walt have approved? No. He wouldn't have. But what matters isn't how "Brother Bear" compares to 

other Disney films, but how much you enjoy it in a single viewing. Admittedly, it's funnier than any of 

than many older films. 
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Brother Bear 2 (2006) 
 

An old female friend of Kenai needs his help on a quest, much to 

Koda's growing consternation. A mostly mediocre direct-to-video 

sequel, though it gets better towards the end. "Brother Bear", 

released in 2003, is not one of the most popular Disney animated 

features, but like a number of the more popular ones, it did get 

the direct-to-video sequel treatment. "Brother Bear 2" was 

released in 2006. I saw the original for the first time just last 

month, nearly seven years after its release, and certainly didn't 

like it as much as some clearly do, but thought it was pretty good 

nonetheless. These Disney direct-to-video sequels aren't usually 

that good, and I figured this one would be no exception. Even 

though this one is more popular than some of the others, it didn't 

quite surpass my expectations. For the most part, I thought it was 

simply mediocre, with occasional funny moments, but also found that it got slightly better towards 

the end, so I thought it was still better than "Home on the Range". Kenai now lives happily as a bear 

with his orphaned foster brother cub, Koda. Winter is almost over, and the bears have just awoken 

from hibernation. On their way to Crowberry Ridge to get berries, Kenai and Koda stop to sleep, and 

Kenai has a dream about Nita, a childhood friend of his, and it is then obvious that he is haunted by 

his memories of her. Meanwhile, Nita is about to get married, but the wedding is interrupted by the 

Spirits, who make it clear that they do not approve! When they were children, Kenai gave Nita an 

amulet, and she will not be able to marry somebody else unless she makes it to Hokani Falls in time 

for the vernal equinox and burns the amulet, and Kenai has to go with her. Innoko, the "sha-

woman," puts Nita under a spell so she can communicate with bears, and Nita goes out to find Kenai 

and begin the trek to Hokani Falls. Along the way, the three of them (Kenai, Nita, and Koda) face 

more than one problem. When I started watching this sequel, I already didn't find it very interesting, 

but knew this could change as the film went along. I didn't care much for the Nita character and the 

voice acting provided for her by Mandy Moore. The humour in "Brother Bear 2" usually doesn't work 

so well. Innoko, voiced by Wanda Sykes, is clearly supposed to be funny, but isn't, and basically, the 

same goes for Aunt Siqiniq and Aunt Taqqiq. Also Koda is once again pretty lame as a comic relief, 

and there are some poor lines in the film, such as Nita's comment when she sees Kenai as a bear for 

the first time. Rick Moranis and Dave Thomas returned to play Rutt and Tuke, the moose brothers 

based on the two actors' iconic "SCTV" alter egos, Bob and Doug McKenzie. If it weren't for them, 

the humour in this movie would generally miss the mark. The animation in this sequel is like that in 

the original "Brother Bear", pretty good, but not great. I also didn't find the adventure very 

entertaining for the most part. Towards the end, I found that there are some exciting and touching 

moments, which is what makes it slightly better at this point, and this is why I'm giving the film a 

6/10 instead of a 5. So, "Brother Bear 2" may be entertaining for many kids and some adults as well, 

but unsurprisingly, like probably most of these direct-to-video sequels, I wouldn't call it a must-see. 
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Brother Outsider: The Life Of Bayard Rustin (2003) 
 

Documentary on Bayard Rustin, best-remembered as the 

organizer of the 1963 March on Washington. Required viewing for 

people of color in the life. Rustin and Baldwin are role models that 

need to be understood by generations to come. This movie helps 

to show the paradign that Rustin had to work in to do the great 

things he did. Also the movie prepares the mind of people of color 

who are in the life as to the challenges they must face. 
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Brother To Brother (2004) 
 

A drama that looks back on the Harlem Renaissance from the 

perspective of an elderly, black writer who meets a gay teenager 

in a New York homeless shelter. We just had an amazing 

screening of BROTHER TO BROTHER in Minneapolis last night. The 

response to the film and filmmaker was overwhelmingly positive. 

Not only did the audience love the film, but the press was also 

wild about it. Some of the conservative African American 

newspapers wrote some of the most positive pieces about the 

film surprisingly. Having such great press created an audience that 

was extremely mixed in terms of race and gender. During the Q & 

A with the filmmaker, it became obvious that his film touched on 

subject matter that had deep meaning for audience members no 

matter their background. I'm so happy that this film has been 

picked up for distribution because it is essential that it's seen by a 

wider audience. If you have the opportunity to see the film, don't pass it up! 
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Brothers By Choice (1986) 
 

In this youthful adventure a guilt-ridden adoloescent hits the road 

in search of the adopted brother he thinks he chased away. En 

route he encounters many dangerous adventures. A brilliant slice 

of Canadiana. A cinema-graphic masterpiece like this doesn't 

come along everyday. I can't say that I've ever seen a film to 

match this one in both plot originality and brilliant acting. In his 

parents' eyes, Scott can't quite live up to his older brother. When 

Scott's dad gets drunk and embarrasses him in front of an entire 

party (and let me tell you, it's brutal), Scott runs away from home 

and begins an epic journey of biblical proportions to find a place 

where he's accepted. Proving to be somewhat of a no-talent in the 

cocaine trafficking field, Scott becomes a lumberjack in the 

mountainous back woods of British Columbia. Scott's brother 

travels across the entire province on his own adventure to find Scott. Some disgruntled cocaine 

traffickers get thrown into the mix and the whole climax melts into masquerade of thrills, chills and 

spills. I'm still waiting for the sequel. 
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Brothers Of The Head (2005) 
 

In the 1970s a music promoter plucks Siamese twins (21-year-olds 

Harry & Luke Treadaway) from obscurity and grooms them into a 

freakish rock'n'roll act. A dark tale of sex, strangeness and rock 

music. This film lingered in the memory for days after I saw it. It 

was a portrait, not only of the scabbier side of the music business, 

but of the intimacy, love and hate that exists between siblings of 

all descriptions. A lot of it rang true; the cinematic values were 

lovingly collaged within an overall 'feel' that was at times 

stunningly beautiful. The performances, particularly of the real-

life identical twin brothers, Luke and Harry Treadaway, were 

lyrical, loving and intense. There was a sense that these two 

talented actors-who are also rock musicians in their own right, no 

musical stand-ins or overdubbing here-were giving the 

performances of a lifetime. After all, how many conjoined-twin-

rock-star movies are there likely to be? Having said that, the 

fictional Howe brothers made a stunning metaphor for the freakishness that is almost a natural part 

of getting on a stage and screaming into a microphone; it really looked as though it could work, 

especially in this post-Slipknot world. The plot was, at times, obscure; there was perhaps a bit too 

much cleverness in the multiple, and terribly post-modern, overlapping of supposedly-documentary 

narratives. I found that there was so much going on within the structure that I hardly noticed the 

climax of the story. In all, to my surprise, I would describe this as a beautiful film, but with enough 

rock'n'roll grit to keep me riveted. We need more films like this. 
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Brüno (2009) 
 

Flamboyant Austrian fashionista Brüno takes his show to America. 

Brüno is a gay Austrian fashion guru. He has his own fashion based 

television show, Funkyzeit, the most popular German-language 

show of its kind outside of Germany. After he disgraces himself in 

front of his Funkyzeit fan base, he is ruined in German speaking 

Europe. He decides that in his quest for worldwide fame, he will 

move to Los Angeles and reinvent himself. Accompanying him to 

the US is Lutz, his former assistant's assistant. Lutz is the only 

person left in his circle that still believes in Brüno's greatness. 

Brüno goes through one reinvention of himself after another, 

ultimately straying to areas far removed from his own self. 

Perhaps when Brüno finds an activity that he truly does love, he 

will also find that über-fame he so desperately desires. 

Underwhelming. I just saw it and I was a bit let down. I am gay, I 

love Cohen, and was ready to laugh. But the problem was he didn't expose any under-the-surface 

bigotry like he did in Borat. He overdid his "gayness" to such a violent extreme that he forced 

reactions out of people, some of whom are probably plenty openminded. You ended feeling sorry 

for these people. Especially Ron Paul, who out of all the politicians Cohen could have chosen, 

deserved it the least. He's no champion of gay rights, but he is certainly not an enemy either and he 

reacted like any normal person would in that nightmarish situation. There were also some genuine 

bigots in the film, but Cohen goes to such an extreme to provoke them, by the time it gets to that 

point, who cares? There were funny moments, of course, Cohen is a funny man, but this movie lacks 

the bite Borat had. This was just an exercise in bad taste (which is fine, if that's what you're looking 

for). 
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Bruno (The Dress Code) (2000) 
 

Bruno is the story of a unique young boy genius, Bruno (11-year-

old Alex D. Linz), whose expression of his own individuality leads 

his family and community along an emotional journey. By the 

time he reaches his final destination, Bruno's story becomes a 

fable of the importance of each person's uniqueness and 

originality. I had my doubts at first, but as the movie progressed I 

was in awe of the story being told. The box-art says it all, totally 

original. Believe me, there are times in your life when you just 

want to do something different, or a time when you just don't 

care what people think. I would recommend this movie to 

everyone. Alex D. Linz is great in this movie. Showing unsurpassed 

talent for a boy his age. 
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Bu San (Good Bye, Dragon Inn) (Goodbye, Dragon Inn) (2003) 
 

A Japanese tourist takes refuge from a rainstorm inside a once-

popular movie theater, a decrepit old barn of a cinema that is 

screening a martial arts classic, King Hu's 1966 "Dragon Inn." Even 

with the rain bucketing down outside, it doesn't pull much of an 

audience -- and some of those who have turned up are less 

interested in the movie than in the possibility of meeting a 

stranger in the dark. "Good Bye, Dragon Inn (Bu san)" is 

something of a Taiwanese "Cinema Paradiso" and "Last Picture 

Show" in its love of old movie theaters and evoking the unfulfilled 

longings we project onto movies and their showcases. We take 

refuge (and I have no idea how we were supposed to know that 

one of the characters we are following in is a Japanese tourist, per 

the IMDb plot description) during a rain storm on the last night at 

a huge theater, and the camera slowly leads us through every 

inch of the place. The vast scale of the place is brought home to us (and it will have less impact when 

not seen on a big screen) as virtually every inch is navigated painfully by a lame employee, clumping 

(as we only hear ambient sounds) up and down all those stairs, from the red velveteen seats around 

every nook and cranny and down long hallways and seedy passageways. I don't know if only a 

Western viewer thinks at first one character is a pedophile or another a transvestite, as the theater 

certainly looks like the old ones that were in Times Square, or if writer/director Ming-liang Tsai is 

toying with all of us, as he brings other assignation attempts closer (in what must be the longest 

time any men have ever spent leaning against a urinal), but they are as unreal as the movie-within-a-

movie, the swordplay flick "Dragon Inn" which is just a bit more stilted and corny than the current 

"Warriors of Heaven and Earth (Tian di ying xiong)." There is one especially lovely moment, within 

beautiful cinematography throughout, of reaction to the flickering screen when the employee 

pauses in her rounds to look up at the huge image of the warrior princess and shares our view of the 

screen with her. Amusingly, the only fulfilled feelings are hunger, as various characters noisily eat a 

wide variety of refreshments. The projectionist is as much an unseen power as Herr Drosselmeier in 

"The Nutcracker," as we don't even see him until the theater is almost ready to close. He is as 

oblivious to interacting with real people as every other member of the sparse audience. The major 

events in the film are when two characters even acknowledge each other's existence, let alone speak 

the only three lines or so of spoken dialogue in the entire film, reiterating what we've seen visually -- 

"No one goes to the movies anymore." The closing nostalgic pop song is jarringly intrusive at first to 

this quiet film, but the lyrics are very appropriate. 
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Buddy (1986) 
 

This series was good as I have read the book I thought Wayne 

Goddard played a good Buddy Clark and Roger Daltrey was also 

very good in the same role which he reprised for the film version 

of the second book Buddy's Song where Wayne Goddard was 

sadly replaced with Chesney Hawkes who sadly failed to play the 

character as good as Goddard the series was in my opinion better 

than the film and it was actually this series which inspired the 

Buddy's Song book (notice the guitar in Buddys bedroom it gave author Nigel Hinton the idea for the 

sequel) overall although there are certainly better series out there this one does have some charms 

of its own some good writing on top of decent storytelling and acting make this mini series 

interesting and never dull for a second it was also refreshing because it was so close to the book 

recommended viewing. 

 

Series 1 (5 Episodes) (1986) 
 

Episode 1: Raining in My Heart. 

Episode 2: Crying, Waiting, Hoping. 

Episode 3: Blue Suede Shoes. 

Episode 4: That'll Be the Day. 

Episode 5: Everyday It's-A Getting Closer. 
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Buenos Aires 100 Kilometrós (Buenos Aires 100 km) (2004) 
 

I wouldn't disagree with the previous comment by a fellow 

Argentinian, but I think that beyond the scarcity of the script I'd 

rescue from it the director's attempt to show how life can be so 

different 100 Km away from the big city. The entire plot is quite 

predictable and extremely simple, and it almost end up in being a 

movie for nostalgic. However, I'm still thinking it is a good go to 

portray Argentine life outside the Argentina's "common subjects 

for foreigners" (Buenos Aires, Desaparecidos, Tango, Football and 

Patagonia) and to make good cinema without falling in the easy 

trading side of it. This and other recent somewhat independent 

films make some resemblance with the Italian Neo-realism of 

1955-1965, possibly not that shinny or innovative from the 

direction's point of view but yet remarkably good scripts, and 

performances: Pure form of art achievable with limited budget. 
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Buffalo Dreams (2005) 
 

This Disney Channel Original Movie (D.C.O.M.) was awesome! 

Even though they got some info about the buffaloes wrong in this 

movie, I liked it more than I thought I would have. In this movie, 

Josh (15-year-old Reiley McClendon) and his family move to New 

Mexico. Josh meets a native kid there named Thomas (19-year-

old Simon Baker), who doesn't want to be native, but on the other 

hand, Thomas's friend Moon (18-year-old Max Van Ville) who 

wishes he could be. In the beginning, Thomas and Josh don't get 

along, but they begin to see that they have a lot in common and 

in the end, their friendship saved the whole town. I really liked 

this movie and hopefully, when you watch it you'd like it too. This 

movie might not be the best movie ever, but it is certainly one of 

the best D.C.O.M. 
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Bugsy Malone (1976) 
 

A gangster movie where all the gangsters are children. Instead of 

real bullets they use "splurge guns" that cover the victim in 

cream. The story tells of the rise of "Bugsy Malone" (15-year-old 

Scott Baio) and the battle for power between "Fat Sam" and 

"Dandy Dan". A pint-sized cast illuminates this musical that is 

unlike any other ever made. Set in 1929 New York City, Bugsy 

Malone captures a flashy world of would-be hoodlums, showgirls, 

and dreamers - all played by child actors! As Tallulah, the sassy 

girlfriend of the owner of Fat Sam's Grand Slam Speakeasy, future 

superstar Jodie Foster dances and sings her way into our hearts. 

Award-winning pop composer Paul Williams wrote the words and 

music for this thoroughly delightful movie. For anyone who sees 

this film as sinister or as a paedophiles dream GET A LIFE!!!! It was made in the 70's when we 

weren't politically correct and living was fun! What has happened to us that we can't see a film with 

children in it without thinking that it was made for an ulterior motive? Enjoy the film for what it is. I 

saw this film for the first time when I was about 9, loved it then and still do (I'm now 34!) It's 

harmless fun, something you would have loved to have been involved in had you been given the 

chance. All those splurge guns and pedal cars, think about it, it would have been great fun! And 

that's what you should remember when you watch it, it's great FUN! I have 2 children who 

ABSOLUTELY love this film as much as I do and I have no qualms whatsoever about letting them 

watch this. Just remember you were young once, watch this film, forget about everything, and 

recapture your youth! 
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Buitenspel (Gilles) (2005) 
 

Gilles (13-year-old Ilya Van Malderghem), a 12-year-old boy from 

the Brussels region, is a football (soccer) player. His dream is to 

become a member of the Belgian National Squad, the so called 

"Red Devils". Flemish greater Brussels grocer Bert transferred his 

true passion, aiming for the national football (soccer) team, 

missed due to a knee injury, to his eager son Gilles (12-years-old), 

whom he coaches tirelessly. Excessive anger at the referee during 

the match when a scout may select Gilles for the provincial team, 

a crucial step, proves fatal for Bert's heart. Gilles is frustrated that 

both the grocery shop and his mother gradually are taken over by 

football-ignorant accountant Joris and imagines still being coached 

by father. His own foot injury will either delay his ambition at a 

crucial or may end it altogether if not treated properly. "Off-side". 

Buitenspel is a movie about a 12-year-old boy who is ambitious to 

become a Red Devil for the national soccer team of Belgium. After his father, played by Filip Peeters, 

dies of a heart attack Gilles gets to deal with a lot of emotions in his "new" life: mourning the loss of 

his father who happened to be his biggest fan and best friend, having to deal with his mother's new 

partner,... Also Gilles' soccer future gets threatened by a serious foot injury which causes him to 

having to make a very important decision. Being a soccer fanatic in school at the same age as the 

main character I found this picture touching. The acting was great, especially from Joke Devynck and 

Filip Peeters, and I thought the camera work was pretty good too considering we're talking Belgian 

film making here. On the overall I think Jan Verheyen did a pretty good job with this movie. Still 

Team Spirit en Alles moet weg had that special ingredient this one was missing. In my opinion the 

story could have been worked out a lot better by using other characters in an understory and I also 

felt the acting by Ilya Van Malderghem wasn't too satisfying. Sometimes I could just see where a 

scene was going from the beginning on. I'm not saying I could forecast the ending of the movie 

because I was expecting to see Gilles turning out to be a "Rode Duivel -15", but there were lots of 

times where I could have just get a drink without having to pause the film. It was often predictable is 

what I'm saying... The main character Gilles was played by someone who had no experience at all in 

movie acting. Maybe Jan Verheyen should have picked a kid that had already been there and wasn't 

so good at soccer instead. There were a couple of scenes where you could really see that Ilya isn't 

much of a performer in regard to expressing emotions, f.e. the scene where his mother (Devynck) 

reminds him his father is dead because of all the psychotic experiences he's having. Also his mother 

calls him "venteke" which is an Antwerp dialect for "my little guy" for about 563 times in the movie 

which got a little on my nerves. Nevertheless there were a lot of aspects I loved about this movie: 

the story is very likable, the music is fulfilling and I also enjoyed watching Filip Peeters on the screen. 

Any movie with him would have to be ridiculously catastrophic to be rated under 5 by me. This is a 

movie worth watching whether you live in Belgium or anywhere else. Emotion is guaranteed! 
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Bulldog Courage (1935) 
 

A miner who was swindled out of his mine by a banker turns to 

robbing stagecoaches. Several years after he is tracked down and 

killed, his son comes to town to tangle with the banker. Williams 

is after Brennan's mine. As Brennan owes him money, Williams 

has his men rob the stage containing the money Brennan needs 

to pay him back. Tim takes the money from the robbers and pays 

off Brennan's note. Williams was responsible for the death of 

Tim's father and Tim vows to continue the fight. When Williams 

sends a man to blow up Brennan's mine, Tim is ready. This is a 

solid B-Western that's mostly carried by the plot, with some 

interest added by the dual role of Tim McCoy, as a father and son. 

The story has mostly familiar elements, but it moves at a steady 

pace, and the production gets decent usage out of generally 

inexpensive settings and other resources. McCoy's first character 

is one of many men who have been swindled by the villain, a 

dishonest banker who is not above using illegal means, including violence, to seize valuable 

properties. The fraud victim is succeeded by his son, who carries on the battle against the banker 

and his cronies. Much of it is predictable, but there are some interesting developments and a couple 

of good sequences. The best scenes are toward the beginning. The first holdup sequence features 

some entertaining touches, and the subsequent chase also adds a couple of interesting details. The 

father character, who is only in the first few scenes, is actually the more interesting of the two. 

McCoy also gives him quite a bit more personality and depth than he gives the son, who is the main 

character the rest of the way. Joan Woodbury is nice to look at as the daughter of his father's old 

associate, but her limited role doesn't give her very much to work with. The supporting cast features 

a few good moments from Paul Fix, as one of the banker's shady contacts. There are some obvious 

ways that it could have been better. The son character is one-dimensional and is not really that 

interesting, at least when compared with his father. The editing is also rather ragged throughout the 

movie, which occasionally becomes a distraction. But the pluses are easily enough to make it 

entertaining and to be worth watching for the hour or so that it runs. 
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Bullet Boy (2004) 
 

Set in East London, the film stars Ashley Walters as Ricky, a young 

black man fresh out of a young offenders institute. Though 

determined to go straight, Ricky doesn't even make it home 

before he's in trouble again, thanks to his best friend Wisdom 

(Leon Black) and a confrontation with a local rude boy that leads 

to a series of escalating incidents. Meanwhile, Ricky's 12-year-old 

brother Curtis (Luke Fraser) hero-worships his older brother, while 

determined not to follow in his footsteps. However, after a 

particularly unwise trawl through his brother's possessions, he 

soon finds himself in trouble of his own. There's also strong 

support the kid playing Curtis's smartarse best friend, a child in 

dire need of a slap. Ricky (Ashley Walters), just out of a young 

offenders' institute and heading home to Hackney, is determined 

to go straight. Instead, he heads into trouble when he becomes 

involved in a street clash and sides with his best friend Wisdom against a local gang member. The 

trouble escalates into a series of incidents that threaten to spiral out of control. Ricky's 12-year-old 

brother Curtis, adores Ricky but seems smart enough to know he doesn't want to follow his 

example. However, despite the warnings from his mother, Ricky's bad boy appeal might prove to be 

too attractive for Curtis to resist. Going straight, innit? 'Bullet Boy' is an understated drama about an 

ex-convict trying to go straight in London's black community. The piece is nicely assembled and 

acted, and makes good visual use of its Hackney setting, but there's nothing in the story which is 

ultimately surprising. I also have one quibble: the film features a fair amount of gun usage, but we 

don't see any underlying criminal activity, which is (I think) usually the root cause of shootings. On 

the other hand, one strength is that the world of the characters is not depicted as a squalid ghetto, 

but rather as a place in which one can imagine real people living in. Overall, this is not a bad film; but 

it is a little bland. 
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Bulletproof Monk (2003) 
 

For 60 years a mysterious monk with no name has zigzagged the 

globe to protect an ancient scroll - a scroll that holds the key to 

unlimited power. Now the Monk must look for a new 

scrollkeeper. Kar (27-year-old Seann William Scott) is an unlikely 

candidate, a streetwise young man whose only interest is himself. 

But when he inadvertently saves the Bulletproof Monk from 

capture, the two become partners in a scheme to save the world 

from the scroll's most avid pursuer. Packed with spectacular 

special effects and martial arts action, the Monk, Kar, and a sexy 

Russian mob princess called Bad Girl must struggle to find, face, 

and fight the ultimate enemy. Based on the very underground 

comic book, an immortal Tibetan monk finds a mentor in a young 

street kid whom he can teach to protect the ancient scroll he's 

been guarding for the last sixty years. With the help of a sexy and 

elusive young woman named Bad Girl, they come together to do battle with the kung fu master 

who'll stop at nothing to get the scroll. An ancient scroll that, when recited out loud, grants whoever 

reads it to turn the world into whatever he/she wants it to be. A person deemed worthy to protect 

the scroll is chosen and that person is granted invincibility which only lasts for 60 years, so another 

guardian is chosen. During World War 2, in a monastery, the new guardian is chosen. Just as he is 

given the scroll by the previous protector the monastery is suddenly under attack by some Nazis, the 

leader wants the scroll for obvious reasons. So the guardian escapes by jumping off a cliff. For 60 

years, the Nazi chase him all over the world. And just as his time is ending he searches for his 

successor and the one he thinks it is, is a tough street kid named Gar. But Gar is not exactly a 

righteous person. I have just gotten back from seeing Bulletproof Monk (literally) which is essentially 

a very cheesy movie, but dammit if it isn't fun! I knew the movie was going to be silly, but I just 

wanted to see some wire-fu and be entertained. The story is silly, it's about a monk who has to 

protect a scroll that when read will give the reader ultimate power (of course the protector of the 

scroll gets the magical power of wife-fu abilities). This monk (who has no name) has to find a new 

protector because it's been 60 years. So he chooses a pickpocket named Kar to become the 

nameless monk. And then they cavort around and run into a group of neo-nazis after the scroll 

(those wacky neo-nazis!) a Russian mafia princess named Jade (played by the smoking hot Jaime 

King) and a British guy with a mohawk named Mr. Funktastic, who lives in the underground of the 

New York subway, and keeps making verbal threats to cut men's genitalia off. This movie takes itself 

lightheartedly, so the main duo of Seann William Scott and Chow Yun-Fat act like they are cast in a 

buddy cop film. Both Scott and Chow are funny (especially Chow), the wire-fu is entertaining, Jaime 

King is hot, and the whole movie works. It's not the best film ever, and I couldn't tell you if it's the 

best Chow Yun-Fat film ever, since my local Hollywood video lacks his Hong Kong imports. But 

Bulletproof Monk may entertain those who like cheesy martial art flicks, or appese the action junkie 

while he has to wait to see the next summer blockbuster. I don't like rating systems, but if I did I 

would give it a 6 out of 10. It's not great but good. Have fun with it. 
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Bully (2001) 
 

After finding himself at the constant abuse of his best friend 

Bobby, Marty has become fed up with his friend's twisted ways. 

His girlfriend, a victim of Bobby's often cruel ways, couldn't agree 

more and they strategize murdering Bobby, with a group of 

willing and unwilling participants in a small Florida town. In the 

midst of their plotting, they find themselves contemplating with 

the possible aftermath of what could happen. It seems that the 

reviews of this movie are rather bleak because people say that 

the director focused too much on sex and that this was not a 

realistic picture for teens. I watched the movie, and read the 

book, and I have another reference source- my mother was a 

juror for the court case State of Florida Vs. Ali Willis and Donny 

Semenec. She was sequestered for over a month and was told 

every piece of information about these two teenagers and their 

friends. This sex/drug filled movie is a spot-on represenation of these kid's sad life. They had no 

future, no regrets, didn't go to school and yes, they had sex with each other a lot. From what my 

mother says, if you were to make a movie about them accurately, it would have to be close to 75% 

sex. The bully was bi-sexual and would force his best friend to have sex with him after he had raped 

his girlfriend. These kids were also not poor white trash, as their parents were very wealthy, and 

they drove nice cars. I think the fact is some people cannot stomach the idea of these kids being real, 

so they blame the director for not interpreting the story correctly. This is a story of middle- upper 

class kids, kids like your sons and daughters. I thought this movie was very good. 

Converted from VCD...English Soundtrack 
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Bulutlari Beklerken (Waiting For The Clouds) (2003) 
 

This is a great film in which the depicted events need a lot of 

patience to be followed, understood and put in mind. Although 

the film has some historical background, a person with true 

human heart can easily follow this film contrary to the belief that 

some elements about history must be read before watching a film 

with historical context. Yesim Ustaoglu has shot her film through 

the eyes of a small boy who is growing in a Turkey under conflict. 

There are some wise old women too around him who also have a 

great screen presence. The humor of the film is very limited and 

comes in the form of the observations made by the young boy. 

The photography by the renowned Polish cinematographer Jacek 

Petrycki is stupendous and every effort has been made by him to 

capture the beauty of the rural landscape. Waiting for the clouds 

is also a film about the search for identity as history forces people 

to question what they have been, why they are, what are going to be? All in all, a very good slow 

moving film worthy of being appreciated with family members. 

Copy Of Original DVD...Turkish & Dubbed Thai Soundtracks...English & Thai Subtitles 
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Bumm Bumm Bole (2010) 
 

Pinaki (13-year-old Darsheel Safary) loses his sister Rimzim's shoes 

so they both decide to share a pair of shoes until their father has 

saved enough money to buy a new pair. When Meghalaya-based 

Gogai attempts to molest his subordinate, Kalyani, her husband, 

Khogiram Maheshwar Gwala, also an employee, intervenes, a 

scuffle ensues, people gather and separate the duo, and an 

enraged Gogai fires them. Khogiram is unable to find a job; Kalyani 

does not make enough money weaving baskets; while their two 

children, Pinaki and Rimzim, have not only to deal with their 

respective Catholic schools, but also assist their parents, and share 

a pair of shoes. Things get even worse after Gogai gets killed, and 

Inspector Vishwajeet Khatonyar detains and interrogates 

Khogiram - suspecting him of not only killing Gogai but also having 

connections with terrorists. A soft murder of Majid Majidi's World Cinema Classic. For friends, who 

may not be familiar with the original source of the movie "Bumm Bumm Bole", it's an Official remake 

of Majid Majidi's world famous Iranian masterpiece "Children of Heaven" or"Bacheha-Ye Aseman" 

released in 1997, which was also nominated in the Best Foreign Film Category at the Oscars. Majid is 

one of the most renowned new age directors of World Cinema with a simple but unique vision of 

film- making. Influenced by his magical art, Priyadarshan, the man behind many recent hit comedies, 

returns with his own version of the classic featuring the incomparable Darsheel Safary in the lead 

role. Keeping its remake status in mind, I would like to review the movie in two different sections 

here. One, as an individual piece of art attempted by the Indian team of film-makers and Two, as the 

Official Remake of Majid Majidi's emotional gem. As a children movie alone, "Bumm Bumm Bole" is 

not at all impressive as it should have been, considering its unusual emotional storyline about a 

brother and sister. It somehow comes out with the same results as previously seen in "Sikander" 

released in 2009. In fact it even starts exactly in the same manner as "Sikander" where a child gets 

killed in a bomb blast planned in the busy market. And after this clichéd opening, the movie keeps 

moving at a slow pace till its climax, without any crescendo kind of impact created by the director. 

Besides this, the concluding moments showcasing a children marathon race, simply fall flat in 

absence of any emotions, thrill or excitement factor put in by the writers. Moreover the over 

exposure of the brand "Adidas" in several scenes, looks quite over the top, irresponsible and 

unexpected from the well known director, Priyadarshan. However, the major flaw of the movie 

remains that instead of sticking to its original plot of the shoe exchange between the two kids, the 

screenplay tries to incorporate many other unwanted sub-plots into the narration which look forced 

and completely misfit. For instance, What is the use of showing a rape attempt, bomb blasts, 

terrorist link ups, encounters and cold-blooded murders in a movie which is supposed to be a 

Children's FLICK. Does the director thinks that these all elements are necessary to fit-in, even when 

you are making a film around two innocent and poor kids. And does he consider it to be fine enough 

to be watched by the kids in the age-group of 5 to 15. I sincerely doubt it and would strongly like to 

vote against any such venture which plays around with the psyche of all those "Still not stuffed 

young minds". Hence for that matter, "Bumm Bumm Bole" was a big unpleasant surprise for me as it 

was not at all interested in talking about its main storyline revolving around the two kids. On the 



contrary, the brilliant performances of both Darsheel Safary and Ziyah Vastani do not turn out to be 

that powerful, mainly due to the other sub plots interfering in their scenes together at regular 

intervals. Both Atul Kulkarni and Rituparna Sengupta also try their best to contribute in this 

prestigious project, but their underwritten characters don't allow them to do anything exceptional 

on the screen. As a result, the final outcome is not able to touch the viewer emotionally and he just 

moves out of the theater unmoved and unimpressed. Interestingly, as I see it, the movie can be 

easily edited out again to get a completely different version, which only depicts the relationship 

between the two children and their parents. And that I think would be more precise, complete and 

to the point version, as demanded by its innocent theme written by Majid Majidi himself. Also this 

new edit would in turn reduce the over-length of the movie which happens to be another drawback 

of this dismal attempt by the Indian team. Now comparing "Bumm Bumm Bole" with its Original 

Source "Children of Heaven"..... it sadly stands nowhere around the excellence achieved by the 

simplistic vision of Majid Majidi. In other words it's extremely difficult to be as simple yet impressive 

as Majid and his movies. In this context, I also remember the quote of a well known film-maker 

which says that, "Cinematic masterpieces get made accidentally and they cannot be ever remade as 

a version with the same genius." That's exactly the case with "Bumm Bumm Bole" where it seems 

nothing close to its Original Iranian classic and just remains another version attempted by a 

successful director of Hindi Cinema. Priyadarshan very carelessly wastes the innocent plot of two 

kids using the same pair of shoes for their school among the other rotten sub-plots in the script. 

Strangely, he never cares to elaborate on the time structure of the two school shifts and neither he 

focuses on the relationship between the four family members in specific. Also the premises of the 

story remains confused between Assam and Kashmir with people wearing misleading outfits in the 

backdrop. Still, the cinematography is excellent and the two kids are a pleasure to watch. Summing 

up, I would like to inform that few years back there was another Hindi Version of this Classic made in 

the year 2006 with the title "Salaam Bachhe". It was a kind of B-C grade movie which completely 

followed Majid's masterpiece scene by scene. Strictly speaking where this 2006 version was A Brutal 

Murder of the Original, the present 2010 version is a Soft Murder of the same. So watch "Bumm 

Bumm Bole"....only if you want to ruin the immense pleasure, satisfaction and joy of watching Majid 

Majidi's "Children of Heaven". 
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Bump In The Night (1991) 
 

An ex-New York reporter fights alcoholism as she and her ex-

husband search for their kidnapped son (11-year-old Corey 

Carrier). Martha "Red" Tierney used to be a hot-shot reporter, but 

that was before alcohol took over her life. One morning Martha's 

son Jonathan leaves for school, stopping first to meet his father 

for breakfast. But Jonathan never meets his dad. Instead he is 

picked up by Lawrence a pedophile who has been watching him. 

Now Martha must overcome her alcoholism and her bitterness 

towards her ex-husband and use her old investigative skills to find 

her son before it's too late. Christopher Reeve is Terrifying! This 

film is about pedophilia and well-done for the time. The first rate 

cast includes Meredith Baxter Birney as a single mother and 

alcoholic whose young son is kidnapped by a pedophile played 

eerily well by Christopher Reeve in one of his dramatic 

performances. We know him better from his Superman films and 

"Remains of the Day." Sadly before his accident, he was truly a gifted actor and is missed today. In 

this film, we have appearances by Shirley Knight as the friend who tries to help the mother out and 

the boy's time is running out before he's abused by the pedophile. The story is set in New York City 

but is filmed in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Burke And Hare (2010) 
 

A black comedy about two 19th century grave robbers who find a 

lucrative business providing cadavers for an Edinburgh medical 

school. Based on the true story about the famous murderers, 

'Burke And Hare' follows the hapless exploits of these two men as 

they fall into the highly profitable business of providing cadavers 

for the medical fraternity in Nineteenth Century Edinburgh, then 

the centre of medical learning. The one thing they were short of 

was bodies. Like a Hammer film played for laughs. It is good to see 

a John Landis film back on the big screen but I feel he missed a 

trick or two with this average effort. Firstly, for a film set in 

Scotland I found it odd that the cast was almost entirely English, 

betraying the roots of the story (and of the English cast only Tom 

Wilkinson, a splendid actor, managed to give a good 

approximation of a Scots accent). This film felt a bit of a homage 

to the Hammer films, a point made when a certain Hammer Icon makes a cameo appearance (I 

won't name the individual as I don't want to add a spoiler). I am guessing Landis is a Hammer fan and 

to be fair to him the sets and locations work quite well, giving Edinburgh a spooky feel to it. Both 

Pegg and Serkis are OK in the lead roles and do their best to sound Irish. It was also good to see 

Jenny Agutter make a brief appearance too, especially as she is invariably remembered for appearing 

in Landis's American Werewolf in London nearly 30 years ago...a nice touch by the director. In fact 

there seems to be quite a lot of casting British film and TV icons in this film (Ronnie Corbett being 

another) so I'm guessing that maybe Simon Pegg or Andy Serkis only agreed to do it if certain British 

childhood icons of theirs were also given parts. To be honest the Burke and Hare story has been 

better done before but this film puts a comedic twist on it that doesn't always work. The bad 

language feels unnecessary for a start and the gore isn't as bad as I thought (certainly not on the 

levels of the Hostel or Saw films...and not even as graphic as the Final Destination franchise). There 

are some genuine laughs to be had but usually when Pegg and Serkis are on the screen. The story 

itself also swings back and forth between gruesome and the unexpected romantic angles that may 

have been intended to show Burke and Hare as committing their crimes for something other than 

just greed. Basically this is a reasonably graphic horror story with heart and morality that has some 

good laughs but falls flat in a few areas. The cast give it their best shot and whilst it has an old 

fashioned feel to it in many ways, it is the unnecessary post-modern touches, the inconsistent rate at 

which the comedy comes and the rather odd casting that jarred me. However do keep an eye out for 

the odd cameo appearance from some famous actors and comedians. 
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Burlesk King (1999) 
 

The son of an abusive American father and a Filipina mother, 

Harry escapes to Manila with vengeance on his mind. After 

finding work as a Macho Dancer in the city's gay clubs, Harry 

creates a nurturing circle of friends and finds the strength to 

confront the family he left behind. A movie in which both the boy 

and his girlfriend sell their bodies for money? Then we find out his 

mother does too? Wow! I'd love to see Americans try to fit these 

characters in a movie this side of the ocean. Truth be told, they 

couldn't, but Filipino director Mel Chionglo finds a lot of heart at 

the centre of this seemingly lurid story, his follow-up to the last 

"Macho dancer" film Midnight Dancer (it's funny, when I saw this 

film at the Toronto International Film Festival last year, the 

speakers kept referring to "Macho Dancer Film" as if it was an 

established genre). While this, the third installment in the series 

probes deeper depths of characters and the effects that dancing for money has on its main 

character, Midnight Dancer had a much better storyline and invigorating pace. The story follows 

teenager Harry who comes to Manila from Olongapo to find his American father who he'd escaped 

as a child when he was beating Harry and his mother senseless and pimping them off to friends for 

money. To survive in the big city, Harry dances at a gay club, temporarily losing sight of his goal in his 

devotion to his work, but accomplishing it nonetheless. It drags on a bit, but it's not a bad film at all. 
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Burma: Railway Of Death 
 

Film about Japanese building of railway between Thailand and 

Burma during WW2. 

VHS to DVD Conversion...English Soundtrack  



Burn Notice (2007-10) 
 

A spy recently disavowed by the U.S. government uses his Special 

Ops training to help others in trouble. Michael Westen, a 

seasoned US spy, is suddenly 'burned', i.e. discredited, without 

any form of procedure. He survives by doing impossible jobs for 

desperate people in Miami, where his mother lives. Michael is 

usually aided by trusted former FBI informer Sam and his ex 

girlfriend Fiona. The best show I've seen in years. Without 

question, "Burn Notice" is the coolest show on TV since the first 

episodes of Alias. I was totally engaged the moment Michael got 

his burn notice when he called to make the wire transfer--seeing 

the wheels turn for that beat before smiling and turning to the 

Russian mobster was sublime. This show has edge and attitude to 

burn, no pun intended, and I hope it keeps it--the only thing that 

could dull it would be any hint of silliness (Bruce Campbell's 

character needs to demonstrate some ass-kicking spy mojo somewhere along the line). Matt Nix: 

You've done a fantastic job on the writing, great casting (Jeff Donovan is a "Where'd he come from?" 

find), locations, etc. Keep the edge. The first two shows were great, can't wait to see what's next. 

 

Series 1 (12 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 01: Pilot; Michael Weston, a contract agent for various agencies including the CIA, finds that 

a burn notice has been issued for him. Stranded in Miami, he takes the case of a caretaker accused 

of stealing millions from his boss. 

Episode 02: Identity; Weston is roped into helping his mother's friend get back money she lost in a 

scam, but Fi and Sam may ruin everything with their bumbling and bickering. 

Episode 03: Fight or Flight; Michael's landlord, Oleg, is having a problem with one of his waitresses. 

She hasn't come into work because she witnessed a crime committed by a man who just happens to 

be a member of a local drug cartel. Michael is (mostly) happy to look into it, as he also continues his 

investigation into who stuck him with his burn notice. 

Episode 04: Old Friends; Michael's brother is back in town, and he involves him in the search for a 

friend's daughter for less than pure motives. Elsewhere, an agent with a grudge comes after 

Michael. 

Episode 05: Family Business; Michael takes on arms dealers for an airport worker, while Nate 

obsesses about the car and their dad's will. 

Episode 06: Unpaid Debts; Michael helps out an old SEAL buddy of Sam's who has gotten himself on 

the wrong side of a smuggler while trying to repossess his boat, and a new agent hits town set on 

making Michael's life miserable since he won't give up on finding his burn notice. 



Episode 07: Broken Rules; Michael works to rid a community in little Havana of a crime boss, all the 

while baiting Jason Bly at the risk of his family and friends. 

Episode 08: Wanted Man; Fiona decides to try bounty-hunting, but then convinces Michael to help 

prove the man innocent. 

Episode 09: Hard Bargain; A slightly dim house sitter's fiancée has been kidnapped, and Sam guilts 

Michael into a rescue while he's negotiating with a D.C. bureaucrat to stop the burn notice. 

Episode 10: False Flag; Michael makes plans to leave Miami, but has to do one last job - locate a 

woman's missing son - so he can get a new identity. 

Episode 11: Loose Ends, Part 1; Phillip Cowan has arrived in Miami, but Michael has to put him off 

when a job involving heroin and blackmail goes south. 

Episode 12: Loose Ends, Part 2; With Cowan's bosses now tracking him, Michael must protect his 

family and rescue Sam all before his own capture if he doesn't move fast enough. 
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Series 2 (16 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 01: Breaking and Entering; Stepping out of the back of the eighteen-wheeler he was riding 

in, Michael Westen is greeted with an exploding plane, dead bodies, and one hog-tied, live "client", 

Jimmy. The phone rings, and a female voice, calling herself "Carla", lets Michael know that if he gets 

this man back to Miami, and help him play ball, she will finally let him know who burned him. After 

agreeing to help his new client, Jimmy, steal data from the fortress at Security Associates, and get 

the man's family back, who are now being held hostage, Michael enlists the help of his friends Fiona 

and... 

Episode 02: Turn and Burn; While Michael's new handler asks him to locate a Tunisian counterfeiter, 

Sam asks him to help a woman who says she is being stalked by a drug dealer, and his mother asks 

him to join her in seeing a therapist. 

Episode 03: Trust Me; Michael tries to help a man who lost the money he owes to loan sharks to a 

conman, and blackmails a Pakistani spy in order to get information about his new operative. 

Meanwhile, Michael's mother asks Fi about their breakup. 

Episode 04: Comrades; Michael's brother shows up to ask him to help a Russian woman whose sister 

is being held by Russian mobsters, and Sam tries to work a local agriculture source to find out more 

information about Michael's handler. 

Episode 05: Scatter Point; Michael poses as a safe cracker to help out a reformed ex-con who is 

unwittingly part of a heist, and tries to sneak into the heavily-guarded office of his handler. 

Meanwhile, Sam gets an unexpected proposition from his girlfriend. 



Episode 06: Bad Blood; Michael meets his new "wrangler"/"rodeo clown". Also Michael's childhood 

friend Ricky needs help proving his innocence to his boss, Valantine. 

Episode 07: Rough Seas; An early client of Michael's returns with a new job for him which will disrupt 

Fi's social life, and spark Madeline's, and the search for the buyer of the sniper rifle turns dangerous. 

Episode 08: Double Booked; Michael tries to foil a hit that he was hired for by an old spy colleague 

he thought was dead, which becomes more complicated when he discovers that there is more than 

on contract out on the target. 

Episode 09: Good Soldier; Michael and Sam are busy running counter-surveillance on Carla and the 

sniper. However, the job is interrupted when Fiona's new boyfriend asks Michael to help a friend 

involved in a kidnapping conspiracy plot. 

Episode 10: Do No Harm; Michael has questions for Carla, and he wants to know who tried to blow 

him up. But first he goes after a group of medical scam artists who stole the life savings from a man 

trying to take care of his sick child. 

Episode 11: Hot Spot; While Fi tries to help Michael by getting the identity of the man who may have 

tried to blow him up, Michael tries to help a football player who is in trouble with a gang of car 

thieves. 

Episode 12: Seek and Destroy; Michael turns to a familiar arms dealer for help in tracking down the 

bomber, and decides to help out a woman track down her dead artist father's stolen painting. 

Episode 13: Bad Breaks; Michael and former handler Jason Bly are trapped together in a bank 

robbery. The pair must work together in order to get out alive. 

Episode 14: Truth and Reconciliation; Michael helps a Haitian man who is trying to prove that a man 

currently living in Miami is actually a fugitive who killed his daughter in a Haitian prison. 

Episode 15: Sins of Omission; Michael's ex-fiancée asks for help after a black market dealer kidnaps 

her son to force her to steal a tracking chip for him. 

Episode 16: Lesser Evil; Michael captures the rogue agent responsible for trying to bomb him, but he 

decides to form an alliance with him and together go after Carla and her boss. But that decision also 

puts Michael's mother in jeopardy. 
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Series 3 (16 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 01: Friends and Family; An old colleague frees Michael from prison and asks for his help in 

capturing a man who is stealing land from Venezuelan farmers, but is that his real mission? 

Episode 02: Question and Answer; It's Michael's birthday, but he and Sam are busy performing a 

dangerous "reverse interrogation" to find the location of a kidnapped boy. 



Episode 03: End Run; Arms dealer Brennen returns and threatens to kill Michael's brother Nate if he 

does not cooperate and perform a mission for him. 

Episode 04: Fearless Leader; Michael, Fi and Sam pose as an underboss' crew to bring down a 

criminal and hopefully get Detective Paxson off Michael's case. Meanwhile, Sam is audited by a 

humorless, no-nonsense IRS agent. 

Episode 05: Signals and Codes; Michael's quest to get a new CIA connection is interrupted when a 

mentally disturbed man comes to him with credible evidence that someone is sending encrypted 

messages that reveal the names of operatives. 

Episode 06: The Hunter; Michael is outnumbered and on the run in The Everglades from an old 

Ukrainian nemesis, and his only ally is an angry gunrunner whom Michael inadvertently got roped 

into the situation. 

Episode 07: Shot in the Dark; As Michael tries to gather intelligence on the "agent to the spies" who 

is offering him work, he comes to the aid of a teenage boy with a violent and abusive stepfather who 

is trying to take custody away from his mother. 

Episode 08: Friends Like These; While Michael takes a job from Strickler despite Fi's reservations, 

Barry the money launderer cashes in his favors and asks Michael to help retrieve the ledger with his 

clients' information which was stolen from him. 

Episode 09: Long Way Back; Michael is about to get his name cleared at the agency, but Fi is leaving 

him to return to Ireland. However, their plans are interrupted Fi's brother arrives with news that an 

enemy is in Miami with plans to kill Fi. 

Episode 10: A Dark Road; Michael's quest to find out who killed Diego is interrupted as he helps a 

widow take on a network of insurance scammers. However, the job could be jeopardized when 

Madeline befriends an "asset" during the mission. 

Episode 11: Friendly Fire; Michael helps track down a child predator for one of Sam's old friends, and 

winds up igniting a war between two rival gang leaders. Meanwhile, Michael also makes contact 

with Diego's killer, who has in interest in his services. 

Episode 12: Noble Causes; An old drug-dealing acquaintance asks Michael to help his mentally-

challenged cousin, who is unknowingly involved in a heist. Meanwhile, Gilroy gives Michael a 

mission, but he is forced to work with a dangerous partner. 

Episode 13: Enemies Closer; Michael's old spy partner Larry is back, and gets Michael in trouble with 

a cartel. Meanwhile, Michael needs Sam's help for Gilroy's latest black op assignment, and Nate is 

back in town with a wife and a proposition for Madeline. 

Episode 14: Partners in Crime; A socialite fashion designer who hired Sam and Michael to find out 

who's stealing from her turns up dead during the operation. Meanwhile, Michael needs Fi's help to 

find out more information about the flight that Gilroy's interested in. 



Episode 15: Good Intentions; Michael's job for Gilroy approaches its conclusion, but he is 

temporarily sidetracked as he is forced to come to the rescue of Fi, who may be in over her head 

after she takes a job for a violent kidnapper. 

Episode 16: Devil You Know; After Gilroy's plan goes horribly wrong, the FBI is on the lookout for 

Michael, and they try to use Madeline to get to him. Meanwhile, the man Michael and Gilroy helped 

to escape turns to Michael to arrange a "meeting" with management. 
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Series 4 (18 Episodes) (2010) 
 

Episode 01: Friends and Enemies; While Michael contemplates working with a man who is trying to 

uncover the identity of the arms dealers who were responsible for Simon's escape, the old gang 

helps a lawyer who has been green-lighted for death by a biker gang. 

Episode 02: Fast Friends; A burned spy turns to Michael to help protect him from an enemy who has 

found him and wants him dead, not knowing that Michael is the person who burned him. 

Episode 03: Made Man; Jesse convinces Michael, Sam and Fi to help a warehouse security guard 

being harassed by mobsters. But when Michael's cover is compromised, Sam is forced to take over 

and run point in the operation. 

Episode 04: Breach of Faith; While Jesse and Fi try to gather information on a dead gunrunner, 

Michael and Sam are caught in the middle of a hostage situation while trying to help a man who lost 

his charity's money to a con artist. 

Episode 05: Neighborhood Watch; While Kendra the assassin tries to set up a meeting with Michael 

to get a stolen computer disk, the gang tries to help a clinic doctor who is being harassed by 

neighborhood drug dealers. 

Episode 06: Entry Point; While Michael and Fi try to foil the heist of a priceless antique sword, Sam 

and Jesse try an interrogation trick to get information out of Kendra. 

Episode 07: Past & Future Tense; Michael helps a former Cold War spy who has been targeted by 

Russian operatives, while Fi helps Jesse get a chance to speak with his old boss about who burned 

him. 

Episode 08: Where There's Smoke; Michael and Jesse's plans to steal a safe deposit box are 

interrupted when Fi and a businessman's wife are kidnapped while Fi and Sam prepare to work 

security for a party. 

Episode 09: Center of the Storm; In the aftermath of a hurricane, Michael poses as a hitman as part 

of his plan to protect a federal witness, and is forced to turn to Vaughn so that he can speak to 

Simon about his coded Bible. 



Episode 10: Hard Time; After Vaughn sets up a meeting with Simon for Michael about his Bible, 

Michael gets himself placed in a prison to help one of Sam's friends who has been targeted for death 

by a gang leader. 

Episode 11: Blind Spot; As Sam and Jesse reach out to the CEO who wants Simon's encoded Bible, 

Sam continues to mislead Jesse about who burned him. Meanwhile, Sam and Fi try to out-con a 

conman who is stealing money from unsuspecting widows. 

Episode 12: Guilty as Charged; As Michael prepares for his meeting with John Barrett, he also agrees 

to help a sleazy defense attorney whose daughter has been kidnapped, while Fi and Madelyn try to 

convince Jesse not to kill Michael for burning him. 

Episode 13: Eyes Open; As Michael tries to catch a mad bomber who was hired by one of Michael's 

former clients to kill a kidnapper, Jesse reluctantly helps Fi find the man who possesses the Bible 

that has information on who burned Michael. 

Episode 14: Hot Property; A thief blackmails the gang into helping her get a chemical weapon back 

from the Venezuelans who stole it, and Jesse turns to Marv, his former handler, to help Michael get 

his hands on the Bible. 

Episode 15: Brotherly Love; While Sam and Jesse travel to the Dominican Republic to get their hands 

on the list of people who burned Michael, Michael helps his brother Nate, who is back in Miami to 

find a stolen car. 

Episode 16: Dead or Alive; While Michael recruits Marv to help turn the list in to the authorities, Sam 

plots revenge when he finds out that an old police buddy of his was killed under the orders of his 

dirty partner. 

Episode 17: Out of the Fire; Brennen teams Michael up with Larry to track down and kill the people 

on the list. 

Episode 18: Last Stand; Michael, Fi and Jesse are trapped in an abandoned hotel, held under siege by 

Vaughn's team of killers. Meanwhile, Sam and Madeline are forced to turn to congressman Cowley 

as their only hope to save them. 
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Burn Notice: The Fall Of Sam Axe (2011) 
 

Follows Sam Axe on a mission in Latin America and gives us a 

glimpse into his military past. As informal punishment for an 

unwitting affair with admiral Gregory Maitland's adulterous wife, 

Sam Axe, the a USNavy Commander, was sent to Colombia to 

observe the suspected rebel movement Espada Ardiente ('Burning 

Sword'). Now he's under investigation for allegedly consorting 

with those alleged terrorists. He explains how he discovered that 

his Colombian army liaison comandante Veracruz was the real 

drug dealers cahoot, who palled on framing Axe and presumably 

innocent farmers for the bombing of an American-run Andes 

clinic. Sam escaped and tried to help the civilians, even forces CIA 

observers to demand urgent help. He even found a trump card to 

avoid conviction for his illegal methods and a favorable discharge. 

Vintage Bruce, not much else. As a long-time Bruce fan (I first saw 

Evil Dead in the early 90's, not realizing the man already had a cult fan base), I enjoyed every scene 

Bruce was in, and since he was in virtually every scene in the film, obviously I enjoyed most of the 

film. The doctor guy was annoying, the love interest was whiny but an OK foil, the teen girl was hot 

but evidently found the scenery too tempting to resist gobbling up in big bites. The villains were 

competently played but telegraphed oily evil immediately, losing all sense of suspense there. It was 

predictable and a bit preachy, and the mention of the SOA was bordering on heavy-handed, but 

Bruce charms and smirks his way through it and makes an otherwise forgettable bit of tripe an actual 

pleasure to watch. It is significant, however, that no one but him could have. Of course, one doesn't 

watch Bruce Campbell for the outstanding special effects (Alien Apocalypse, anyone?), the great 

supporting cast (The Man with the Screaming Brain?), or the realistic, down-to-earth plots (any Evil 

Dead you care to name), one watches for Bruce. By that standard, this movie does fine. 
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Burning Secret (1988) 
 

This symbol-filled story, filmed with sensuous detail and nuance, 

is set in Austria in the 1920s. While being treated for asthma at a 

country spa, an American diplomat's lonely 12-year-old son (David 

Eberts) is befriended and infatuated by a suave, mysterious 

baron. During a story of his war experiences, the baron reveals 

the scar of a wound from an American soldier and thrusts a pin 

through it, saying "see-- no feeling." Little does the boy realize 

that it is his turn to be wounded. But soon his adored friend 

heartlessly brushes him aside and turns his seductive attentions 

to his mother. The boy's jealousy and feelings of betrayal become 

uncontrollable. A superb script is perhaps the best reason to see 

this movie, but it's a splendid film on all counts. I saw it during its 

original theatrical release and once since then, but it's the kind of 

movie that sticks in the memory. Brandauer gives his usual 

splendid performance. The man has never given a bad one as far as I know, and this is one of his 

best. The camera loves him and you can read this character's thoughts from his eyes alone. The 

sometimes uneven Dunaway is just wonderful here, and still very beautiful when this was made. 

David Eberts, as her son, is also very fine and believable. The atmosphere created by this movie will 

haunt you. Yes, I suppose it is an "art film," whatever that means. There are no car chases and the 

themes are very adult and provocative in the best sense. Photography and settings are beautiful. 

Give this a look, it will stick with you. 
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Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee (2007) 

 

Beginning just after the bloody Sioux victory over General Custer 

at Little Big Horn, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee intertwines 

the perspectives of three characters: Charles Eastman, né 

Ohiyesa, a young, Dartmouth-educated, Sioux doctor held up as 

living proof of the alleged success of assimilation; Sitting Bull, the 

proud Lakota chief who refuses to submit to U.S. government 

policies designed to strip his people of their identity, their dignity 

and their sacred land - the gold-laden Black Hills of the Dakotas; 

and Senator Henry Dawes, who was one of the architects of the 

government policy on Indian affairs. While Eastman and patrician 

schoolteacher Elaine Goodale work to improve life for the Indians 

on the reservation, Senator Dawes lobbies President Grant for 

more humane treatment, opposing the bellicose stance of 

General William Tecumseh Sherman. Hope rises for the Indians in the form of the prophet Wovoka 

and the Ghost Dance. I have never read the entire book. But the movie, as far as I'm concerned is 

outstanding. I actually thought it was going to be nothing but gun touting action and a lot of fluff, 

but the movie does well in showing the accuracies in most of the accounts that happened or would 

have happened. The movie does a good job showing a more sympathetic side to some of the 

Americans who actually cared for the Indian's and their interests. But it was also true in showing the 

ignorance on both sides and lack of understanding what truly needs to be done to attain peace. 

Another good thing that I loved about this movie was that is showed a more internal/personal 

conflict with the characters, something rarely see in Indian based movies or historically ones at that. 

Overall it is an awesome movie that I think, if shown in some of my history classes, would make that 

subject a lot more interesting. Anyone waiting to see the John Adams movie? 
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Bush Christmas (1947) 
 

In Australia, five children pursue horse thieves through the 

mountains. In a small town in Australia, five children riding their 

horses from school take a forbidden path and meet two strangers, 

who give them money and make them promise not to tell anyone 

about them. The two men learn about Lucy. She's a mare 

belonging to Mr. Thompson, a sheep farmer and the father of 

three of the children: Helen (the oldest), John (Morris Unicomb), 

and 6-year-old Snow (7-year-old Nicky Yardley) (so named for the 

color of his hair). The other two are Michael (Michael Yardley), an 

English boy staying with the Thompsons, and Neza (Neza 

Saunders), an Australian black who is the son of one of Mr. 

Thompson's stock men. The two men (a third one joins them later) 

prove to be horse thieves, and when Lucy and her foal turn up 

missing the next morning, the children know it must have been 

them. Later, the children tell Mrs. Thompson they're going 

camping. But their real plan is to find the thieves and get Lucy and 

the foal back. Unique Australian kids adventure. Interesting mainly 

(for adults point of view) for it's glimpse into a by-gone era of 

outback life in post-war Australia. We see the children on 

horseback being allowed to camp in the Australian bush by 

themselves with a high level of self-sufficiency. The Australian 

bush adds a splendid back-drop (almost a "lost world" feel) to the 

story. Well acted by the young cast and supported by able adult actors as well. This original version 

shot in black and white has a unique quirky feel to it. For the kids it's a fun kids vs bad guys story too. 
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Bushwhacked (1995) 
 

On the run from authorities, a sleazy courier poses as a scout 

leader on a camping trip. But he has no idea what he's in for when 

he has to lead a group of kids (14-year-old Blake Bashoff, 15-year-

old Corey Carrier and more). Max is a delivery guy. As he makes a 

delivery, he finds out that guy who hired him was using him to 

move around money and that he is dead. He is afraid the police 

will think he is the killer and runs for his life. He his forced to pose 

as a scout leader for a bunch of kids hiking through the mountains 

as he is chased by the police. Mmmm...I love it. This movie is 

absolutely amazing. Ever since I saw it in the theater in 1995, I was 

in love with it. I missed my opportunity to buy the video when it 

first came out, and made up for it when it was re-released, 

recently. This funny movie about a group of scouts, who kinda-

get-kidnapped-but-not-really is sure to keep the whole fam 

laughing. Gotta love Daniel Stern, aka SPIDER! Simply, go RENT IT! 
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Buster (1988) 
 

Based on the story of Buster Edwards, one of the thieves involved 

in "The Great Train Robbery" of 1963. Buster is a small time crook 

who pulls a big time job. When he finds that the police will not let 

the case drop, he goes into hiding and can't contact his wife and 

child. He arranges to meet them in Mexico where he thinks they 

can begin again, but finds that he must choose between his family 

and freedom. Singer Collins stars in this simple film about a thief 

who successfully pulls off the biggest train robbery in history, who 

then decides to start a new life in Acapulco with his wife June 

(Walters). Well matched stars in lovely paced yarn with Oscar 

nominated tunes from Collins ("Two Hearts"). Extremely likable 

film about actual people and events. Buster (Phil Collins) is a petty 

thief with some skill. If he wants a new suit, he just breaks a store 

window and makes off with a mannequin. If the baby needs 

supplies, Buster sneaks into the chemist's at night and picks out what is needed. His wife June is 

getting a bit tired of this and would love to have a place of their own, not a rental. Therefore, Buster 

arranges a major train robbery (THE Great Train Robbery in the early sixties). The plot is almost 

successful but Buster does not remain anonymous and is a hunted man, post robbery. Will he ever 

see his family again? This is a very likable movie about an unlikely charmer. Buster does not want an 

honest job to support his family but one just can not help liking the guy. Collins is quite good as this 

amusing thief. Julie Walters, as his wife, is also sweet and attractive. The plot is amazing when one 

realizes these events actually took place. Part love story, part cat and mouse game, this film is a fun 

view. Anyone who sits down to Buster will be laughing in short order, leaving the sometimes somber 

world behind. 
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Busters Verden (Buster's World) (1984) 
 

Buster (13-year-old Mads Bugge Andersen) is an aspiring magician 

battling his status as a geek. Making things more difficult is his 

small size. This movie chronicles Buster's unique way of dealing 

with bullies, school, his first job and girls. In a beloved Danish 

tradition in children's films, "Busters verden" is a highpoint. 

Directed by Oscar-winning director Bille August and written by 

popular Danish writer Bjarne Reuter, the film has become an 

absolute classic and a fine example of the magical realism that is 

perhaps the perfect style of film-making for young audiences. The 

story about a boy who uses magic tricks to help him deal with a 

young life's ordeals can be enjoyed by children as well as their 

parents. The film is marked by wonderful craftsmanship in most 

aspects. The child actors in the film are so natural and well-

directed that it is practically unequaled. The film's storytelling 

ability has a remarkable lightness to it so that it is able to tell a convincingly realistic story of a young 

boy without ever boring its viewers. And there is fine humour throughout the film which can be 

appreciated by young and old alike. In general, the story focuses wonderfully on subjects like 

curiosity, freedom and magic: Values of childhood, and of the child within. 
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Buta Ga Ita Kyôshitsu (School Days With A Pig) (2008) 
 

A teacher and his sixth grade class raise a piglet together. Move 

Thee Reviews: The Class (Entre les murs) with a Pig. Based on a 

true story, "School Days with a Pig" is a moving, realistic and 

educational Japanese movie requiring the audience to ponder on 

the cycle of life and reflect on whether humans have the right to 

end other animals' lives. The most special scenes are the 5-minute 

and 15-minute real-time, documentary-like and thought-

provoking classroom debates in which students spontaneously 

discuss if they should eat the pig. While shooting the two scenes, 

seven cameras operated at the same time. Besides, the debating 

scenes were not rehearsed. Only given partial scripts without lines 

assigned to them, students had to discuss the issue with their own 

arguments, which makes the movie authentic and distinguishable 

from other typical animal movies. The debating scenes shot in a 

documentary-like style also remind me of The Class, a French movie with non-scripted classroom 

discussions. Apart from eleven lovely pigs, the movie stars twenty-six pleasing children whose 

natural acting deeply moves me to tears. Tsumabuki Satoshi, who plays an inexperienced new 

teacher, gives a convincing performance. He really resembles a new teacher intending to establish 

close relationships with his students. As an authoritative figure, he also refrains from crying in the 

ending. The first thing slightly puzzling me is that, in the movie, nearly all students actively 

participate in the discussions. I wonder if Japanese primary school students are generally passive and 

unwilling to voice their thoughts. Secondly, some people may complain that the reason for the 

teacher's decision in the ending is unclear and he should explain the reasons to his students. In my 

opinion, the director intends to highlight the teachers' words. In reality, model answers to moral 

questions are not always available and it is hard to view an issue in black and white. Indeed, both 

option A and B have their own pros and cons and therefore he probably plays safe and opts for a less 

risky solution. On the whole, the movie reminds teachers that students should be encouraged to 

acquire and apply knowledge through real life experiences. They should also be exposed to different 

controversial issues and learn to express their own thoughts and feelings. I highly recommend this 

authentic and touching movie to teachers, parents and students. 
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Butch Camp (1996) 
 

Closeted young gay man gets fed up with being pushed around 

and signs up for "Butch Camp", a macho-training boot camp run 

by a very butch lesbian. I don't know what other people were 

expecting, a gay revolution maybe, but I don't think movies must 

have that role, they must just entertain and be simple, as Butch 

Camp is. A light romantic comedy, and the actors they were not 

bad. I really liked Judy Tenuta, after seeing the film I became a fan 

of her style and Jason Teresi had that "thing" you know? Even if 

he wasn't so beautiful I think he would still be standing tall in his 

acting. And of course Paul Denniston was very funny as the fragile 

and always temerous Matt. Those ppl bashing this movie are used 

to gay porn, so I guess they were frustrated not to see any - and 

terrified to find out gay people can actually love and desire a 

steady relationship, with love and everything. That's it! 
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Butch Cassidy And The Sundance Kid (1969) 
 

Butch and Sundance are the two leaders of the Hole-in-the-Wall 

Gang. Butch is all ideas, Sundance is all action and skill. The west 

is becoming civilized and when Butch and Sundance rob a train 

once too often, a special posse begins trailing them no matter 

where they run. Over rock, through towns, across rivers, the 

group is always just behind them. When they finally escape 

through sheer luck, Butch has another idea, "Let's go to Bolivia". 

Based on the exploits of the historical characters. "Butch Cassidy 

and the Sundance Kid" is rightfully hailed as one of the greatest 

westerns ever made, although much of the movie takes place in 

South America. It is a great look at two likeable outlaws, full of 

witty dialogue and exciting action sequences. Butch Cassidy (Paul 

Newman) and The Sundance Kid (Robert Redford) are two bank 

robbers, chased by the law. The plot follows them as they travel 

to Bolivia after a railroad president hires a posse to hunt them do. 

The story is mostly composed of short pieces telling a little story about them. There is really no 

connection all the way through, for the most part. The story isn't about the plot, however. It is about 

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid. It is a close look at two criminals, the talented Sundance Kid, 

and Butch Cassidy, the one who does all the thinking. The charisma and screen presence of the two 

actors and the way they work together is what drives the film. Watching the two interact, with a 

superb script full of great dialogue, is what makes this movie so exciting. See this movie if you are a 

fan of westerns, or just a fan of good movies. It is exciting, superbly made (with lots of interesting 

silent scenes to music and montages of photographs), but it also has a lot of depth. 
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Butley (1974) 
 

An English professor finds his life crumbling around him. The late 

Alan Bates had many "bests" (if one may be permitted to say so) 

because of the constant intensity he brought to every role. He 

made acting something of a physical sport. In this case, his 

neurotic Butley uses language as a fencer's epee, yielding nothing 

to putative antagonists in the tight confines of an English 

department office in a major university as the camera follows him 

doggedly thrusting and parrying without pause. I especially liked 

the puns and double entendres (obviously). This sort of thing is 

not for everyone, of course, and I do not blame the viewer who is 

easily bored by such verbal jousting. Did I mention the superb 

camera work? It is a tour de force to take a stage play like this one 

and make it come alive on film. Great acting and great direction 

would be lost without due attention to the medium, and this one 

has it par excellence. As depressing as the theme may be, and as unlikeable the fictional characters, 

this production succeeds in demonstrating just how powerful a film can be in spite of itself. It 

reminded me instantly of "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf" in that regard. And it is uncanny in its 

recognition of all the unhappy details found in any college English department office. The nicest 

touch, of course, was in making Butley a T. S. Eliot specialist, with a photo of the lugubrious poet 

pinned to the wall. Much comic relief if one knows how to spot it. 
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Butterfly On A Wheel (2007) 
 

A perfect family's dynamic is ruined by a kidnapper's brutally 

efficient plot. In Chicago, the family man and executive of an 

advertisement agency Neil Randall has a perfect life: he expects to 

be promoted in his job soon, he has a beautiful and sexy wife, 

Abby, a lovely daughter, Sophie, and he lives in a wonderful 

house. When Neil's boss Karl Granger invites him to spend the 

weekend in his cottage in the country, Abby hires a nanny for 

Sophie to spend the day with her sister Diane. While driving Abby 

in his truck to meet Diane, a stranger hidden on the backseat 

appears with a gun, and informs them that he has kidnapped 

Sophie. He introduces himself as Ryan and demands that for 

twenty-four hours, the couple shall obey his orders, otherwise he 

will kill Sophie. While keeping the couple under his total control, 

he makes it clear that he is a calculating sociopath with nothing to 

lose, with the intention of destroying Neil's perfect life. Not quite Ransom. A normal married 

couple's life (Gerard Butler and Maria Bello) is thrown into turmoil when their daughter is kidnapped 

and the kidnapper (Pierce Brosnan) put's them through a series of brutal challenges and horrible 

experience, threatening to kill their daughter if they don't pass every challenge. This is a gripping 

thrill ride that constantly makes you think what YOU would do in this situation and question why it's 

happening. There are very few clues throughout the movie as to why they have been specifically 

targeted by the kidnapper and there are a few roller-coaster twists at the end that are jaw-dropping. 

It's a psychological thriller of note, with never-ending suspense. This is the problem. It's a constant 

torrent of "what are they going to do". It never relents nor gives a moment to breath. Consequently 

you become frustrated and irritated that the movie doesn't give you any answers. Eventually you're 

just waiting to find out what happens, rather than holding onto the edge of your seat. Ultimately it 

lacks the balance of suspense versus relief of similar kidnap thrillers like Mel Gibson's Ransom. The 

suspense just turns to irritation However this film is well worth watching if you want a no-nonce 

thriller that requires little thinking on your part and don't mind that half the movie takes place in a 

car due to the small budget. 
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Buzz Lightyear Of Star Command: The Adventure Begins (2000) 
 

Buzz Lightyear must battle Emperor Zurg with the help of three 

hopefuls who insist on being his partners. After a successful 

mission in which his partner, Warp Darkmatter, fell in battle, Buzz 

Lightyear vows never to put another partner at risk and works 

solo. This vow, however is challenged by Star Command who 

assigns young Mira Nova to be Warp's replacement over Buzz's 

objections. In addition, the LGMs suggest he tries a new robot for 

an assistant while a lowly janitor, Booster, has his dreams of 

joining the Space Rangers. Together, this group of disparate 

heroes find they must work together to save the galaxy when 

Emporer Zurg hatches his grandest scheme for conquest yet. As 

far as hilarious, action-packed space adventures go, this isn't a 

patch on "Galaxy Quest." In "Toy Story 2," Woody finds out that 

he came from the TV show "Woody's Roundup"; Buzz Lightyear 

did it the other way around and for real. The trouble is that "Buzz Lightyear of Star Command" never 

really worked as a series, and this video feature doesn't really cut it - and that's without taking either 

of its truly great predecessors into consideration. Essentially a feature-length pilot for the TV series*, 

"Buzz Lightyear of Star Command: The Adventure Begins" opens with a Pixar-animated prologue 

wherein Andy's toys get ready to watch the very movie we're about to (the subsequent series also 

begins with Buzz, Woody, Slinky etc congregating in front of the TV); the point of this is never clear, 

especially since Woody's reference to how Buzz is drawn underlines how different the two ventures 

are. The story has Buzz and his partner Warp Darkmatter rescuing three Little Green Men from 

Emperor Zurg, but when Warp is killed in the fighting our hero swears he won't have any partners 

anymore; as fans of the show know he wound up with three of them anyway, and this relates how 

he got together with Mira, Booster and XR. The movie's got its moments (like the throwaway gag 

where XR reads a Victoria's Circuit catalogue) and it's hardly boring, but I can't imagine many viewers 

who've seen more than, oh, five movies being surprised at the movie's biggest plot twist; and the wit 

and depth of the previous movies is sucked out, leaving little more than a standard comedy-action 

cartoon. True, it makes sense that a toy like Buzz would inspire a cash-in TV series in the world 

according to "Toy Story," but do we actually have to see it? Watchable but bland; however, you can't 

deny that "He-Man" et al never had end credit songs from William Shatner (!). *Like several other 

Disney TV cartoons ("TaleSpin," "Chip'N'Dale Rescue Rangers"), the pilot was later edited down and 

shown on the series in several parts, in this case three. In that version (those versions?), Shatner's 

song and the prologue with the video are absent, and Tim Allen's voice is replaced by Patrick 

Warburton, who provided Buzz's voice on the series. 
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By Way Of The Stars (1992) 
 

Spring, 1865. The last spring in the childhood of Lukas Bienmann 

(12-year-old Zachary Bennett). Nothing forebodes the calamities 

about to befall the 13-year-old boy and his family in the peaceful 

town of Liebenberg, Prussia. Nature awakens to new life, and 

Lukas is happy, for his mother is about to give birth to her second 

child, and Lukas' grandfather, Brunneck, is coming from Canada 

for the event. Brunneck, however, brings only discord to the 

family. Though Lukas is excited by his grandfather's plans to take 

the family back with him to Canada, his father Karl will hear none 

of this. Tempers flare and Lukas' mother, deeply troubled and 

frightened, goes into early labor - and dies. Brunneck blames Karl, 

and demands to take Lukas with him. Bewildered, Lukas flees into 

the night. Lukas accidentally witnesses an altercation between a 

local nobleman, Count Otto von Lebrecht, and a gambling partner 

to whom he owes money. When Otto kills the man in a rage, Lukas tries to flee, but is caught by the 

murderer. Otto threatens to kill him and his father should he ever talk... Otto, who has stolen some 

valuable jewels, lays the blame on Lukas' father Karl. Fearful of Otto's threats, Lukas is unable to 

defend his father, even though he knows that Otto committed the theft. After Karl is sent to jail, 

Lukas is taken into the home of the benevolent Baron von Knabig. The Baron places the boy in the 

custody of his wife's brother - who turns out to be none other than Otto von Lebrecht! Though 

Lukas' future looks bleak, he soon wins the confidence of the Baron and his wife: one day, Al-Jamil, 

the magnificent stallion the Baron has bought for his daughter Ursula, is whipped into a panic by 

Count Otto. Lukas leaps into the paddock to calm the animal and prevent it from injuring anyone. 

Impressed, the Baron entrusts Al-Jamil to the boy's care. Though Ursula, fifteen, is not allowed to 

ride Al-Jamil yet, she disobeys her father and is nearly trampled by the frisky stallion. Lukas rescues 

her, and is rewarded by being allowed to visit his father in prison. Otto, however, foils the meeting, 

just as he has been preventing the Baroness' letters from reaching Brunneck in Canada, ensuring 

that the boy's grandfather cannot come to his aid. Unable to pawn the stolen jewels, Otto plots to 

kidnap and sell Al-Jamil, and to dispose of Lukas in the process. Otto puts a wrench in his own plans, 

however, for he causes an accident in which the horse is seriously injured. The Baron wants to have 

the horse killed, but Lukas begs him to let him nurse Al-Jamil to health. Ursula, won over by Lukas' 

energetic nature, finally brings her father to yield. Al-Jamil's recovery helps seal Lukas' friendship 

with Ursula. As Otto's threats become more menacing, Lukas plans a daring escape for himself and 

his father. To this effect, he enlists the help of an old peddlar and trusted friend, Nathan. Though 

they succeed in freeing Karl from prison, the operation runs into a snag when Otto's henchmen 

capture Lukas. While Karl heads off to America alone, Lukas frees himself and gallops to Danzig on 

Al-Jamil. He sneaks onto a ship headed for America, hoping to find his father there. Little does he 

know who else is on board: Ursula, the Baroness - and Count Otto. Lukas is discovered and faces 

punishment as a stowaway. Sensing that the boy is troubled, the Baroness takes him aside. Lukas 

pours out his heart and reveals the truth about Otto... Determined to clear Karl's name and save 

Lukas from punishment, the Baroness confronts Otto, who confesses. Before she can bring the truth 

to light, however, tragedy strikes: smallpox breaks out among the passengers, and she succumbs to 



the disease while caring for the sick. Meanwhile, Karl arrives in the American South, where he is 

hired by a northern lumber company to take a shipment of wood north. He and his companions 

Virgil and 6-year-old Tomorrow, ex-slaves, are being followed by Tully, a Southerner bent on 

destroying the lumber dealer. One night, Tully sets fire to the depot where Karl and the others are 

sleeping. A fight ensues, and Tully is engulfed by the flames. Karl tries to save Tomorrow, but is too 

late: the boy dies in his arms. Shattered by her mother's death, Ursula resolves to help Lukas now 

that she knows about her uncle's murderous past. As the ship anchors in New York, the children 

violate the quarantine and jump ship, with Otto fast behind them. They elude Otto, but fall into the 

hands of two con men, who take them to Lower Canada, where they plan to ransom Ursula and kill 

Lukas. But Lukas discovers their plan, frees Ursula, and they escape down river in a canoe. Their 

troubles are far from over, however, for the quiet, tranquil river soon gives way to churning, foaming 

rapids. The children lose control of the canoe, which overturns, submerging them. Lukas dives after 

Ursula, pulls her to the surface, and drags her to the shore. Exhausted after their ordeal, the 

youngsters now find themselves alone on land best avoided by white people: Indian territory. Lost in 

the wilderness, Lukas and Ursula decide to head for Brunneck's house in Niagara. But disaster strikes 

again when a bear attacks and mauls Lukas. Ursula's screams alert some nearby Indians, who shoot 

the bear as it is about to kill Lukas. The children are taken to the Indians' camp, where Lukas comes 

under the care of a medicine man. Karl makes it to Niagara, where he begs his father-in-law to send 

for Lukas. Brunneck agrees, however, only on the condition that he be given responsibility for Lukas' 

upbringing. With his son's well-being at heart, Karl accepts Brunneck's terms and leaves. But when 

Brunneck learns the children's whereabouts and Lukas arrives in Niagara, Brunneck tells him that his 

father has left him in his care, implying that Karl no longer wants him... Thunderstruck, Lukas turns 

his back on Brunneck. He and Ursula set out by rail for the West. The train nearly turns into a death 

trap, however, when they run into Otto. With their lives at stake, they jump from the train and 

continue their journey on foot. The weary pair is picked up by a wagon train, and befriended by 

Renauld and Françoise Broissard. Ursula, meanwhile, catches the eye of a good-looking railroad 

surveyor named Ben. Lukas and Ursula soon realize how dangerous pioneer life can be when a 

messenger warns them of approaching hostile Sioux warriors. Fearing the worst, Françoise sends a 

message to Brunneck. Lukas believes that he can talk sense into the Indians and, disobeying Ben's 

orders, impulsively sets off on horseback to find them. Ben catches Lukas and berates him, but their 

argument comes to a sudden end when the Sioux appear on a nearby ridge... Blood-curdling cries 

announce the Sioux' charge. When Ben is injured, Lukas grabs his fallen comrade's weapon and joins 

actively in the skirmish. His enthusiasm for the battle vanishes, however, when he suddenly faces a 

knife-wielding Sioux youth and kills the boy in self-defense. The settlers manage to drive away the 

Indians, but Lukas cannot overcome the shock of having taken a person's life. Brunneck, who has 

gotten Françoise's message, swallows his pride and asks Karl to go look for the children with him. A 

short time later, Baron von Knabig also arrives in Niagara and sets out for Fort Garry as well. At Fort 

Garry, Lukas is moved by the plight of a pregnant young Cree woman, White Feather, who is being 

mistreated by her white husband Sam. Unable to take the life-threatening abuse of the young 

woman any longer, Lukas decides to smuggle her out of the fort and back to her tribe. Though Ursula 

tries to talk him out of it, nothing can deter him. The escape goes like clockwork. But just before the 

pair can reach the Cree camp, the girl goes into labor, giving birth to a baby boy. Suddenly, Sam 

appears, filled with a murderous desire for revenge. Fortunately, a Cree hunting party disarms him. 

Though White Feather is saved, Lukas makes an unpleasant discovery: the Cree are accompanied by 

two Sioux warriors who attacked the wagon train - and who also recognize Lukas... Lukas is brought 



to the Cree camp, where the Sioux demand his life. But the Cree Chief, grateful to the boy for having 

saved White Feather, gives Lukas a pony and orders Black Hawk to escort him to Fort Garry. On the 

way, Black Hawk forces Lukas into a perilous race. But when the boy holds his own, a bond begins to 

develop between the two - a bond which is cemented when Lukas saves his companion's life in an 

Indian attack. Brunneck and Karl have been robbed by a trapper and abandoned in the wilderness. 

When a wildfire breaks out, the two men finally reconcile their differences and fight to save their 

lives. Close to exhaustion, they are saved by none other than Baron von Knabig and a wagon train 

headed for Fort Garry. The Baron is reunited with Ursula, but his companions set off with Black 

Hawk, who was forced to leave his friend Lukas behind in the Indian attack. Count Otto is also out 

West. He has taken on the identity of Clayton Pyle, who was on his way to claim half a gold mine he 

inherited with an aunt he never met. The injured Lukas comes across the prospector Annie Pyle, who 

takes him to her gold mine. Lukas' blood freezes when he meets "Clayton". Otto shoots, causing a 

cave-in, from which they barely manage to escape. Undaunted, Otto again goes after Lukas and tries 

to drown him, but just before he can do so, Black Hawk comes galloping to the rescue and kills him. 

Ursula, who is in love with Ben, is afraid that her father will take her back to Prussia. But the Baron, 

much to her surprise, agrees to cancel the marriage he had planned for her and gives the couple his 

blessing. Karl and Brunneck are overwhelmed with joy when they spot Lukas approaching with Black 

Hawk. After so many trials and tribulations, the family is finally reunited once again. DVD is lacking; 

original story a good one. I bought this movie because I love Road to Avonlea and many of the actors 

from this series are in this movie. After watching the movie however, I was left scratching my head 

at a few of the plot twists and turns. Turns out after reading the summary (which is a FULL summary 

with spoilers FYI) that there are indeed scenes missing on the DVD that were part of the original 

movie that were most likely cut to fit on the DVD. Plot twists that weren't intended aside, this is a 

good movie that spans a few continents and has something for the whole family to enjoy. Although 

there are death scenes in this movie, they are done delicately enough for the younger audience to 

still be able to watch. From Prussia, to the sea, to the wilderness to the prarie: this movie has every 

landscape one could want and a nice story to intermix all of them. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 

Episode 5. 

Episode 6. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Bye Bye Chaperon Rouge (Bye Bye Red Riding Hood) (1989) 
 

This is a weird and sometimes disturbing take-off on the beloved 

fairy tale. In this one, the main girl is far more whiny and petulant. 

She has a boyfriend (who is somehow able to come and go into 

the forest from the city with no visible means of transport) and 

she is able to communicate telepathically with the wolf. There is a 

sub-plot about the girl's divorced parents which doesn't really 

make sense and the film features a very odd development 

towards the end. The forest scenery is gorgeous and the film is 

professionally made but it's hard to tell if this was made for kids 

or not as it contains so many odd and questionable elements. It's 

definitely not the story that most people grew up with. 

Converted from DivX...Dubbed English Soundtrack  



Byker Grove (1989-92) 
 

Byker Grove follows the lives and relationships of a group of 

young people who are members of a youth club. Though in recent 

years Byker has gone off the boil a bit, in its first 9/10 years on air 

it was one of the best "Kids" dramas on the box. From the 

begining we saw real life. Teens fell in love and messed up their 

lives. They had pregnancy (twice), drugs, drink and in a ground 

breaking move, the first homosexual character on a kids show. 

Grange who?? 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1989) 
 

Episode 1: Byker grove is an alternative place to be. When Julie's family moved from London to 

Newcastle she called the city a horrible dump, but then she met the crowd at Byker Grove. 

Episode 2: Donna is furious when her dad accuses kids from Byker Grove of stealing motorbikes, but 

he's right...and Gill's joy ride leads to a bloody nose. 

Episode 3: "I'm going back to Byker Grove - whatever you say!" Gill's upset because Julie's been 

banned: Donna's delighted because she'll be the star of the show. 

Episode 4: The kids from the Grove set off for a day's skateboarding, while Donna is becoming 

insufferable about her forthcoming appearance as a model in a charity fashion show, but all does 

not go according to plan. 

Episode 5: Love is in the air in "Byker Grove" when the kids set off on their long-awaited camping 

trip. The delights of the open air & life under canvas seem to make the older kids distinctly frisky. 

Episode 6: Today, a hard choice faces Julie who has to come to terms with the fact that her parents 

are breaking up; Winston is faced with the imminent arrival in Newcastle of Kelly, the girl he met at 

camp. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 



Series 2 (20 Episodes) (1990) 
 

Episode 01: 6 months have passed & things are changing fast at Byker Grove. Today is Donna's 

birthday but before the party she has to find out why her mam broke her promise. 

Episode 02: Byker Grove's honour is at stake in the football match with Denton Burn but no one is 

betting on the outcome. Donna (Sally MCQUILLAN) risks her friendship with Nicola (Jill HALFPENNY). 

Episode 03: Donna's (Sally MCQUILLAN) dad blows his top when she rolls back home with a 

hangover. 

Episode 04: Can Gill believe his eyes when Julie pres him with her new image? On a boat trip to the 

Farne Islands, Nicola runs into a couple of thugs. 

Episode 05: Spuggie's spying career comes down to earth with a bang. 

Episode 06: Who is the thief at Byker Grove? Geoff sets a trap. It's Gill's big day but will he get the 

prized job? Debbie is terrified in the video room. 

Episode 07: Features the goings on of the Grove gang. Starring: John JEFFERSON, Lyndyann BARRASS, 

Steven BRADLEY et al. 

Episode 08: Why does Carl always trail the Byker Grove girls? Winston gives Debbie nightmares; 

more money goes missing from Geoff's box; & Spuggie returns to the shed & is sent on a mysterious 

errand. 

Episode 09: Where is Spuggie taking Beckett & what does he want with her? The radio lads recognise 

an unusual talent in Kelly. Gill's unexpected visitor asks something outrageous. 

Episode 10: Dexter is accused of leading Charley astray. Beckett teaches Spuggie to play chess. Radio 

Rocket is launched but can it stay on the air? 

Episode 11: This week Donna is back, and hates what she hears about Charley. 

Episode 12: Will Gill & Julie break up after their first row? Julie's lie is uncovered. Kelly's first agony 

aunt call is not what she expects, & Charley & Robert get carried away - in different directions. 

Episode 13: Charley loses her heart & her voice; Julie's father pays a visit & leaves quicker than he 

arrives; & a black knight arrives for Spuggie but has she learned her lesson? 

Episode 14: Charley's big chance of fame; will she break the record? Gill is put through the mangle by 

Julie & her mother! The Grove gang reveal all - not exactly what Geoff expected. 

Episode 15: Gill's split with Julie makes him wild. Spuggie & Fraser settle in at Speedy's & meet a new 

face. Jan is back. 

Episode 16: Will Charley's record get released? And there's double trouble for Gill. 



Episode 17: The Dobson's go to a leek show where Nicola meets someone green. The Bells plan a 

surprise. A hit & run accident is reported in the paper. Winston is worried. Geoff tries to help Duncan 

with his addiction. 

Episode 18: Gill is asked about the car respray, Charley returns to the Riverfront Club to find out 

about her record. 

Episode 19: Kelly confronts Carl. Donna deceives Kirsten. The return match looms wth Denton Burn. 

Gill gets a threat & makes a confession. 

Episode 20: Kirsten goes missing but Nicola lends a hand. Gwen gets a fright, the Grovers confront 

Denton Burn, Winston makes some discoveries, & Gill gets going - but how far? 

3 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 3 (18 Episodes) (1991) 
 

Episode 01: Gill's death brings Julie back to Newcastle; Nichola is involved in a Green Brigade 

meeting; Robert concentrates on walking again & Joanne wants her brother to join her from Hong 

Kong. 

Episode 02: Carl confesses to blackmailing Gill, & Julie returns to London. Joanne's 'brother' is an 

imposter. Winston visits Tabitha at the gipsy camp to talk about Gill's death. 

Episode 03: Debbie has a fright & Geoff makes a discovery. 

Episode 04: Brad leaves Alison; the police are questioning Paul about the car stickers; Winston's 

photo of Gill goes missing; Nicola phones Paul to warn him about the police; & Tessa arrives at the 

Grove looking for Paul. 

Episode 05. 

Episode 06: Nicola is horrified by the consequences of her actions. 

Episode 07: Bill has a surprise for Joanne. 

Episode 08: Nicola discovers the truth about Paul. Joanne nervously awaits the arrival of visitors 

from America. 

Episode 09: Speedy tries to catch his dream girl. Fraser gets a shock. 

Episode 10: Tension mounts between Lisa & Donna. 

Episode 11: Jemma's & Angel's critics cause mayhem while Donna makes a plea for help. Goeff finds 

his life in Fraser's hands. 

Episode 12: 



Episode 13: Geoff receives shock news & catches Lee begging, Winston's car-wash scheme hits 

trouble, Nicola & Charley visit some old folk, & Speedy trains for the cycle race. 

Episode 14: Jemma is upset by a family announcement, & Danny's help isn't appreciated. 

Episode 15: A new arrival at the Grange causes surprise. 

Episode 16: The Grovers Town Hall protest against the closure of the club is unsuccessful. Lee is 

causing trouble with Debbie & Jemma. 

Episode 17: 

Episode 18: Kelly rescued by emergency services from mine shaft. PJ emerges from old tunnel in 

grounds. Nicola & Charley left money by Doyle. PJ & Debbie tell Jemma that Lee has been lying. 

Grove saved by mine works. 

3 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 4 (20 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Episode 01: Joanne has decisions to make about her future in America. Spuggie goes to California & 

meets Matt Bendigo & thoughts of Marcus fade. Joanne arrives back at the Grove but finds things 

have changed. 

Episode 02: Duncan is bewitched at a strange house by Leah. Speedy embarrasses Charley who 

returns to the recording studio. Nicola faces a mystery caller. 

Episode 03: The Dobson's are shocked by a disappearance. Fraser's 18th birthday prompts an 

important decision. Lee leads Jemma towards temptation. 

Episode 04: Jemma & Lee escape from the dog & manage to talk their way out of trouble; the girls 

attend auditions for the film to be made at the Grove & Amanda, Jemma, Tessa, Charlie & Angel get 

through to next round. 

Episode 05: Spuggie's father arrives back in Newcastle, Kath loses her baby, Jemma gets grounded, 

Angel & Noddy get confronted by cultisits Lee sneaks into the Dobsons bathroom to see Jema. 

Episode 06: The secret of Spuggies past drives her away. Marcus disappears as something odd lands 

in the Bewicks garden. 

Episode 07: Amanda makes a play for PJ. Jemma falls out with Lee and in with the wrong crowd. 

Episode 08: Lee asks for help when Jemma gets involved with Kevin's gang. Noddy takes Angel & 

brothers & sisters fishing, Marcus P.J & Winston make another attempt at underage drinking. 

Spuggie confronts Campbell about the past. 

Episode 09: Fraser takes Frew & Patsy to the Grove. Jemma is still after the star part in the film. 

Duncan gets drawn ever deeper into Psychandrics. 



Episode 10: Nicola & Paul have been away together, Duncan tries to get Lee to join the Cult. Marcus 

& Amanda have their things repossessed. 

Episode 11: Duncan's loyalty to Leah is tested. Nicola is forced to confront the truth about Paul. 

Episode 12: A ceremony at Winter House horrifies Duncan as the Grove discover the truth about 

Psychandrics. Matt + Marcus provide Spuggie with a dilemma. Mega star Creek Benton arrives at the 

Grove. 

Episode 13: Alison banishes Lloyd from the Grove, but is it too late? 

Episode 14: 

Episode 15: Debbie is shocked to find that she no longer has PJ to herself. 

Episode 16: Noddy provides a solution to the rivalry between the Grovers and Burners, and Leah 

regrets confiding in Charlie. 

Episode 17: A Sleazy reporter tries to get info from Duncan on cult disciple Leah, The Grovers & 

Denton Burn play war games, Speedy invites the Grovers to his army passing out parade & Amanda 

has a secret meeting with P J. 

Episode 18: Paul & Nicola provide safe haven for Debbie as she confronts the truth about PJ. 

Determined to play the hero, PJ gets more than he bargained for. 

Episode 19: Debbie gets the cold shoulder on the return to the Grove. Amanda becomes a surprise 

ally. 

Episode 20: Sheila Berwick visits the Gallaghers, Marcus steals Patsy's silver fish & later feels guilty, 

Amanda & Debbie plan to get back at P.J. & he is shot in the face during paintballing. 

3 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 5 (20 Episodes) (1993) 
 

Episode 01: Debbie is unable to face PJ as he returns for the first time since his accident. His friends 

Amanda and Duncan try to keep his spirits high but they know that the person PJ really needs to be 

with is Debbie. Byker Grove also gets a debut from the new band in the house Grove Matrix. 

Episode 02: Dale arrives at the Grove only to be made to feel less than welcomed. Charlie continues 

to get on everyone's nerves at the Grove with her film making. Noddy and Angel decide on some 

time away from the Grove by planning a fishing trip. Grove Matrix make their first performance at 

PJ's birthday only for Fran to accidently ruin the night. 

Episode 03: PJ continues to fundraise causing Duncan and Debbie to see each other in a new light. 

And PJ has an accident. Charlie's grand masterpiece is nearly completed. Meanwhile, Noddy and 

Angel go to the riverbank only to receive a nasty shock. 



Episode 04: Duncan and Debbie's growing feelings for each other are noticed by Amanda. Charlie 

cops a lot of flack because of including footage of PJ's accident in her film. And PJ has to put up with 

Patsy as she tells him to seek religion as a comfort for what happened. Meanwhile in the Gallagher 

household tensions are rising between Leah and Patsy. Grove Matrix receives an image crisis before 

their gig at the Kolton's Club. 

Episode 05: A potential royal visit to the Grove causes Angel to be overly excited, however Frew and 

Dale get hold of the letter only to prove that the visit won't happen, which gives them the bright 

idea of creating another letter to say tha tthe visit will go ahead. At Kolton's Club Marcus uncovers 

trouble and Duncan and Debbie finally make the grade in the first step of their new relationship. 

Episode 06: Angel and Geoff find out about Frew and Dale's letter only after the Grovers get 'Royal 

Fever'. Duncan and Debbie chat over where their relationship is headed especially since it will effect 

PJ. Leah is still not talking to Charlie after the less than successful Film Society Awards and wants a 

new image. And Geoff has a stand in for a while and the Grovers are not impressed. 

Episode 07: Fran gives Marcus an Ecstasy tablet and he begins to reget going clubbing with Morph. 

Amanda's parents are getting divorced and Charlie is being given the cold shoulder by Leah and 

Patsy who have now become friends with Dale. Debbie has a heart-to-heart with PJ about her 

relationship with Duncan. And Tim begin to rehearsh at the Grove for Julius Caesar. 

Episode 08: Tim bans Noddy from the Grove causing the boys to all go on strike. PJ makes the 

decision to leave for a specalist school in the countryside. And Amanda is still feeling depressed 

about her parents divorcing so Marcus tries to cheer her up by introducing her to his circle. 

Episode 09: Tim is caught out by the boys in a compromising situation with the Dobson's mother, 

and Jemma finds out. Gary arrives at Byker Grove and immediately takes to Angel, Gary is Alison's 

newphew. Meanwhile Marcus is made an offer he can't refuse by the Kolton Club. 

Episode 10: Alfie and Ed decide to enter a go-karting competition and Dale isn't interested in joining 

them. More troubles for Marcus after he gets into debt after he loses the drugs that Kolton gave 

him. Alison gets set up on a blind date by Barney and Frew who are onlt trying to help. And Jemma 

gets a confession out of Kath. 

Episode 11: Fights break out everywhere after Duncan who is angry at Debbie finding out the truth 

about her mother who then challenges Gary and he lets Jemma see the tape...you get the picture. 

The go-kart competition arrives for Ed, Dale and Alfie. And Marcus gets in deeper. 

Episode 12: Angel gets a kiss, her first, from Gary. While she liked it, she wished it was with Noddy 

instead. Marcus gets rescued by Fran only to find out that she is in more trouble than she is. Duncan 

thinks that he may be losing Debbie which he really doesn't want to happen. Gary causes a water 

fight at the Grove. 

Episode 13: In order to draw new members to the Grove, Leah decides to set up a 'murder evening'. 

Angel and Gary grow closer leaving Noddy out in the cold. Amanda is still having troubles and 

Marcus tries to help. And Jemma sets about planning in order to keep her parents together. 



Episode 14: In order to get back with his friends, in particular Gary, Noddy begins meddling and 

causes a rift between him and Angel. Angel decides to get revenge on Noddy though at the 'murder 

evening'. Debbie is having second thoughts about Duncan and he gets it confirmed after he 

overhears Debbie talking to Alison. Marcus is still searching the streets for Amanda after he decides 

to help her. He finds her upset but now with another problem: drug addiction. And Pasty's big day 

also arrives and she finds that she just can't go through with it. 

Episode 15: Marcus is still worried about Amanda and annoyed with himself about not looking for 

her sooner. A runaway lorry proves to be an exciting date, but not when the hired motorbike is run 

off the road, bringing an end to Angel and Noddy's date. And the Grove's grounds are overtaken by a 

group of travellers. 

Episode 16: Noddy, in hospital from the motorbike accident, is visited by Angel who in turn has 

asked Lee to help repair the damage bike. Debbie decides that Duncan and her can't last forever and 

goes to visit PJ, who doesn't help and tells her that it is her decision. Marcus goes to talk with 

Amanda and makes a big decision. 

Episode 17: Angel arranges for Brigid to look after the kids as she wants to go out with Noddy. 

Marcus leaves to join his mother and sister in London. More developments on the motorbike 

accident when Angel and Lee find out that Angel's dad owned the lorry. Patsy introduces a new face 

to the Grove, Aaron. 

Episode 18: Angel and Teraise are taken hostage after Angel finds out that her "uncle" was driving 

the runawau lorry. Aaron and Patsy go on a little journey planned by Aaron. Duncan, still upset 

about Debbie, decides that it is time for him to move on after talking with Geoff. Meanwhile, Debbie 

goes for her first job interview and wrestle-mania hits the Grovers. 

Episode 19: After being separated Patsy starts a search for Aaron. Leah and Gary go on a date which 

doesn't go to plan. And the police are bought into rescue Angel and Teraise from Angel's "uncle". 

Not to forget the junior members are mad on wrestling! 

Episode 20: The Dobson family gets ready to take in Anna and Alfie, meanwhile we get to meet 

Flora, the step-sister to be. Jemma finally makes peace with her mother over the 'incident' and 

decides to stay with her in Newcastle. And Patsy and Aaron set out to rescue his gran. 

4 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Bylo Nás Pet (We Were Five) (1994) 
 

Czech television series about a group of boys from a small town 

who experience various boyish adventure and mischief. Set during 

the First Republic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1994) 
 

Episode 1: Pekne vysvedceni (Nice report). 

Episode 2: Andelicek policajt (Angel cop). 

Episode 3: Vypousteni draka (Drain the Dragon). 

Episode 4: Pokoj lidem dobre vule (Peace to men of good will). 

Episode 5: Cirkus svet (Circus World). 

Episode 6: Cesta do Indie a zpet (Journey to India and back). 

2 DVDs...Converted from DivX...Czech Soundtrack  



C.H.O.M.P.S. (1979) 
 

C.H.O.M.P.S. is short for 'Canine Home Protection System'. A 

young man invents a robot dog that has super strength, x-ray 

vision and can detect crimes being committed. A greedy 

businessman tries to steal the boy's invention from him. In this 

spoof of crime fighting gadgetry and corrupt business executives 

Wesley Euire (Best remembered as "Will Marshall" on the 1970's 

version of The Kroft Bros. and NBC TV's "Land Of The Lost Show!") 

creates a bionic dog, which he programs to protect property and 

people from intruders. A large crime wave hits the city and Euire 

tries to impress his not too understanding boss "Mr. Norton" 

(played by former "Maude" and "Different Strokes" actor Conrad 

Bain) with his new invention. His efforts are not too well received 

by Mr. Norton. But it takes some crooked doings by Bain's 

competitor (played delightfully by the late Mr. Jim Backus) and his 

two bumbling henchmen (played by the equally delightful Chuck McCann and Red Buttons) and a lot 

of persuasion from Bain's daughter "Casey" (Valerie Bertinelli) to get Bain to ultilize Mr. Euire's crime 

fighting dog device. Bertinelli's performances are sadly limited to a few scenes where she fights with 

her onscreen father to get him to use "Chomps" and she bills and coos with Mr. Euire. Other than 

these minor sequences, the rest of the film centers on Euire's attemps to get his device to work 

right, and the bumbling capers of McCann, Backus and Buttons who are the real stars of this minor 

film comedy from cartoon producers the late Mr. William Hanna and Mr. Joesph Barbera. I saw this 

movie in a theater with my dad, in an important year of my life. I hope that you like it. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



C.R.A.Z.Y. (2005) 
 

It's a story of two love affairs. A father's love for his five sons. And 

one son's love for his father, a love so strong it compels him to 

live a lie. That son is Zac Beaulieu, born on the 25th of December 

1960, different from all his brothers, but desperate to fit in. 

During the next 20 years, life takes Zac on a surprising and 

unexpected journey that ultimately leads him to accept his true 

nature and, even more importantly, leads his father to love him 

for who he really is. A mystical fable about a modern-day Christ-

like figure, "C.R.A.Z.Y" exudes the beauty, the poetry and the 

madness of the human spirit in all its contradictions. Phenomenal! 

Amazing movie, superbly acted. (Michel Cote is nothing less than 

perfect in the role of Gervais Beaulieu.) Nothing amiss. Great 

music, drama, emotions. I was in Montreal briefly in July and saw 

the movie twice. Came out as awed by it the second time as I did 

the first around. Although it could have been filmed in the States (the story is not particular to 

Quebec), it belongs to Quebec and to the people who lived similar experiences growing up in the 

70s. My only hope is that it will get the recognition it deserves on the international scene. I heard 

American producers are thinking of buying the rights to film it in the States... I say they should put 

subtitles and let it ride the wave to success. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Cabeza De Vaca (1991) 
 

An international award winning saga of old Mexico. In 1528, a 

Spanish expedition founders off the coast of Florida with 600 lives 

lost. One survivor, Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, roams across the 

American continent searching for his Spanish comrades. Instead, 

he discovers the Iguase, an ancient Indian tribe. Over the next 

eight years, Cabeza de Vaca learns their mystical and mysterious 

culture, becoming a healer and a leader. But soon this New World 

collides with the Old World as Spanish conquistadors seek to 

enslave the Indians, and Cabeza de Vaca must confront his own 

people and his past. In a strange and fantastic film, the Spanish 

explorer Cabeza de Vaca interacts with American Indians before 

any other Europeans and becomes integrated into their world 

before he his torn out of it by the arrival of more Spanish. To 

answer a common question... Why does Florida look like Arizona 

in this film? Because it's not Florida. It's not even supposed to be Florida. The makers of this film 

(and the makers of this film's packaging) have their facts wrong but their scenery right. Cabeza de 

Vaca landed in Texas, probably at the site of today's Galveston. That explains the slow-moving, 

brown water streams and the thick vegetation and mosquitoes. He then walked west or southwest. 

West Texas and northern Mexico do have semi-desert conditions and modest sized mountains and 

mesas and some canyons. The real Cabeza de Vaca left Florida on a flimsy raft -- depicted in the film 

-- hoping to make it to Cuba. Instead, he landed on the Texas gulf coast. I don't know why the 

filmmakers labeled the landscape as Florida. This film is odd. It is exceptionally slow paced. There is 

little intelligible dialogue: lots of grunts or dialogue in indigenous languages (but no subtitles). We 

are as lost as Cabeza de Vaca. This film is from his point of view, and no explanation for his healing 

powers is offered. Nor do we receive an explanation of the tribal dynamics (some accept him, some 

enslave him, another seems to wish to execute him). 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...Spanish Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Cabin Boy (1994) 
 

Snobby school boy goes left, and mistakes the "Filthy Whore" for 

his millionaire dad's yacht. He joins four filthy fishermen for hijinx 

on the high seas. I have been a loyal fan of Chris Elliott since his 

early appearances on Letterman. This movie is typical of what 

happens when Elliott is given creative control -- wry, warped 

humour delivered in such a deadpan manner that you don't know 

whether he is laughing at himself or if he really is a simp. This 

movie has given me countless hours of debate with fans and non-

fans, as I have only encountered one other person who enjoyed 

Cabin Boy. We often lament Chris Elliott's underrated genius and 

dream of the day when Cabin Boy takes its rightful place in film 

history as a classic. Hard to believe it has already been ten years 

since its release and I still crack up every time I watch it. Only 

thing that could top it would be a sequel -- Passion of the Cabin 

Boy, perhaps? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Cache Cash (Lisa And Antoine) (1994) 
 

Cache Cash is a pleasant, well made film about two French 

Children (14-year-old Aurélien Wiik and 12-year-old Joséphine 

Serre) who find the loot from a bank heist. Feeling that they have 

been unfairly disciplined by their respective guardians, they take 

the money and run off to the sea shore to spend it on a good time 

and to release some captive lobsters from an expensive 

restaurant. However, they are unaware that one of the robbers, a 

vicious, razor wielding career criminal, is hot on their trail. The 

film is charming and easy to follow despite the lack of English 

dubbing or subtitles. There is one positively adorable scene 

showing the boy, Wiit, who has angelic good looks, playing with a 

fawn. The viewer should be warned, however, that this is 

probably not for small children. There is violence, although much 

of it of the slapstick variety, quick flashes of nudity (including Wiit) and one graphic if very brief sex 

scene. 
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Cachorro (Bear Cub) (2004) 
 

Pedro, a gay man with an active social life and big circle of friends, 

takes in his nephew Bernardo (10-year-old David Castillo) for a 

couple weeks. When it appears as though it might become a 

permanent arrangement, however, Pedro turns to his friends for 

guidance as he and 9-year-old Bernardo begin to forge a 

household together. As a young, gay, cub myself. I could relate to 

this movie. A lot. Though I have never been in a father figure 

situation, I do consider myself part of the community in a big way. 

The bear life is not all about sex, drugs, and alcohol, but mostly 

about friendship. Most guys who are bears, or enjoy being around 

bears, is because of the fact that bears are not phony or stuck up, 

like the stereotypical gay male. But this movie, besides the fact 

that the lead actor and the boy did an amazing job, I feel that it 

should show more of how bear friends really are. The part where they had a surprise party, made 

me realize what it's like when I go to bear parties like that. Everyone is friendly and we all take care 

of each other. I think there should be more movies like this that shows gay men in this aspect. We're 

not all like the guys on Queer as Folk or Will and Grace. But in my opinion I think the director did a 

great job in focusing on the main aspect: The Boy. And he did it well. But this is only the beginning of 

something great for us bears out there. And hopefully America will make a movie similar to this or a 

movie that somewhat shows gay life as not so campy and dramatic. Thank you for this movie, it 

needed to be made. 
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Cahill U.S. Marshal (1973) 
 

J.D. Cahill is the toughest U.S. Marshal they've got, just the sound 

of his name makes bad guys stop in their tracks, so when his two 

young boy's (18-year-old Gary Grimes & 12-year-old Clay O'Brien) 

want to get his attention they decide to rob a bank. They end up 

getting more than they bargained for. As portrayed by John 

Wayne, United States Marshal J.D. Cahill is a man obsessed with 

his work as a lawman. I guess you needed super dedication in 

doing that job right. Trouble is, he's neglected his two sons, Gary 

Grimes and Clay O'Brien who've fallen in with bad company. In 

fact that bad company has thought of a pretty good scheme in 

how to rob the town bank with the help from the Cahill boys. One 

unforeseen consequence of the scheme is the sheriff and deputy 

from the town are both killed. Wayne catches up with some 

nefarious characters who fit a general description and have a 

chunk of cash on them. They're not the right guys and he suspects as much. The rest of the story 

concerns what happens as Grimes and O'Brien are conscience stricken and how that brings about a 

general righting of wrongs. My problem with the story is that marshal's kids or not, they've 

committed a major league felony. In another film Grimes would have hung for it. Two law 

enforcement officials were killed in the performance of their duty. You do recall in Hang 'Em High 

those two kids who did not help Bruce Dern overpower Clint Eastwood still hung in the end. Or in 

True Grit, John Wayne shoots without hesitation some young criminals there. But this is a John 

Wayne film involving his family so the Duke is trapped by certain parameters that his fans expect. It 

makes for some weakly resolved issues in the plot. But if you're a fan of the Duke, Cahill U.S. Marshal 

will fill your bill. 
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Caligola (Caligula) (1979) 
 

The rise and fall of the notorious Roman Emperor Caligula, 

showing the violent methods that he employs to gain the throne, 

and the subsequent insanity of his reign - he gives his horse 

political office and humiliates and executes anyone who even 

slightly displeases him. He also sleeps with his sister, organises 

elaborate orgies and embarks on a fruitless invasion of England 

before meeting an appropriate end. There are various versions of 

the film, ranging from the heavily- truncated 90-minute version to 

the legendary 160-minute hardcore version which leaves nothing 

to the imagination (though the hardcore scenes were inserted 

later and do not involve the main cast members). The perversion 

behind imperial Rome, the epic story of Rome's mad Emporer. All the details of his cruel, bizarre 

reign are revealed right here: His unholy sexual passion for his sister, his marriage to Rome's most 

infamous prostitute, his fiendishly inventive means of disposing those who would oppose him, and 

more. What started out as a massive, haunting and disturbing look at the corruption of bureaucracy 

ended up as a mere flesh flick, consisting mainly of outtakes and only two types of opinions from the 

viewers; "this movie is crap" and the infamous "I love the sex in that movie! It gives an erection 

every time I see it." All of these travesties, and more, are a major insult to the many talents involved 

in this production of "Caligula." From what one can tell, it would have been an excellent film. 

Malcolm McDowell gives a performance of a lifetime, portraying an Emperor whose dedication to 

exposing the senate for what they are, a corrupt bunch of spineless bastards, ultimately leads to his 

descend into madness. Helen Mirren gives an interesting performance as Caligula's seductive wife, 

Caesonia and Teresa Ann Savoy is great as the cute and sweet Drusilla, the only voice of reason in 

the time of madness. The supporting cast is also top notch. Sire John Gielgud gives an awesome 

portrayal a stoic Roman aristocrat Nerva and Peter O'Toole is a true jaw dropper as Tiberius, the old 

emperor, a completely mad sex addict, plagued with syphilitic lesions. The rest of the supporting 

cast are unknown Italian actors, except for the B-movie god John Steiner, who plays the two faced 

Longinus, Caligula's treasurer. The much talked about sex in the film was never meant to be in any 

way arousing. If one looks closely, he can see that most of the nudity and sex is handled in a very 

clinical, unappealing fashion. Tinto Brass did an awesome job showing how the Ancient Rome was so 

used to perversity, that a few people romping in a corner was just not a big deal in those days. Same 

can be said about the gore and violence in the film. From the small hints remaining in the film, 

"Caligula" was well on its way to become a moody piece of paranoia, corruption and deep character 

study. There are some truly chilling and atmospheric moments. For example, when Caligula puts on 

the royal ring, you can actually see him losing soul, thanks to Malcolm McDowell's awesome facial 

expressions. Also, there is a haunting scene of Caligula asking the dying Nerva, who lies in a bath tub 

filled with blood, about the afterlife. And the humorous scenes of Caligula "judging" a land dispute 

between two whiny senators and one where a Senator says he would give up his life to cure 

Caligula's to fever, only to realize that Caligula has excepted his proposition. But sadly, none of the 

points I made can be seen to a naked eye. When Tinto Brass got fired, the film's producer, Bob 

Guccione (yes, *that* Bob Guccione), tried to splice the film together himself, although he had no 

idea what he was doing. What ended up was a pathetic mishmash of truncated and misplaced 



scenes, out takes, rehearsal footage and some dull extra sex inserts with the Penthouse Pets, shot by 

Bob himself after the filming has wrapped, designed simply to promote the magazine. All the 

important subplots and story lines were deleted, making the film lose most of its plot and meaning, 

the pace is ruined due to endless pauses and there are maddening zooms that are obviously just raw 

footage of camera operators adjusting the lens. The movie is simply unwatchable because it is 

mostly cut together from the blurry, shaky outtakes. In other words, Bob Guccione stole a 

masterpiece and turned it into his own little wet dream. Everyone who dealt with this film disowned 

it after seeing the finished result and rightfully so. So, next time you watch the film and notice how 

bad it is, don't blame the actors, Tinto Brass or Gore Vidal. Blame Bob Guccione and the botched 

editing. 
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Call Me Claus (2001) 
 

When Lucy Cullins, a successful but cranky producer at a home 

shopping network, hires an actor named Nick to play Santa Claus 

on the network she gets more than she bargained for. Nick really 

is Santa Claus, and he faces mandatory retirement after 200 years 

on the job. Nick must find his replacement by Christmas Eve or 

the world will face dire consequences and he has his sights set on 

Lucy. I acquired this one on a DVD from the U.S.A., the only place 

it's available. I found the film most entertaining, thanks to the 

performances of Whoopi Goldberg and Nigel Hawthorn whom I 

had known from the BBC series Yes Minister. Indeed I was 

distressed to learn that he had died whilst I was in the course of 

reading other comments about this film. Whoopi Goldberg, I 

knew and loved in Ghost, Jumpin' Jack Flash and the Sister Act 

movies. The storyline here is quite original, a little slow to get off 

the ground but that Christmas magic is there and I think we all, old and young, like films where 

Father Xmases, sleighs and reindeers are involved, especially if the reindeers have shiny/luminous 

noses. I was most touched by the flashback to Whoopi's childhood where she had asked the same 

Father Xmas to bring her Daddy back, this was probably the most emotional part of the film. The rest 

was more lighthearted and the only aspect I did not like was the over commercialisation of Xmas 

where you have to sell sell and sell more! However the magic of the film makes up for the rest of 

this. It's a nice DVD to have at home and to put on a couple of times a year! 
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Call Me Mrs. Miracle (2010) 
 

No one celebrates the holidays like Emily Merkle (Doris Roberts) – 

or Mrs. Miracle as she is known by some – who is back to ensure 

that this Christmas is the most magical and meaningful of all. 

When Mrs. Miracle appears as a seasonal employee in the toy 

department at the financially troubled Finley's Department Store, 

neither the store's owners, nor the customers, have any idea of 

the events that are about to unfold. Just when it seemed 

Christmas might not come at all this year, Finley's favorite 

employee proves they don't call her Mrs. Miracle for nothing! 

Romantic and family film. Beautiful film very romantic and brings 

up feeling of a happy time. Perfect for watching at Christmas 

when we all need a little magic, real life is so miserable and dull its 

lovely to escape to a film when good things do actually happen. I 

loved the character of Mrs. Merkle she was the sort of nosy old 

dear that we all love and listen to, without realising that she is helping us. Very well acted and 

lovable role. The relationship between aunt and nephew was great so true to life, aunt trying to care 

and do all the "right" things with healthy food etc then realising that the child is grown up and needs 

a friend. This film has true Christmas and family values and bring hope some lovely messages at a 

special time of year, including the fact that service men often miss these special times with their 

children. Well done after seeing this had to see the original film, wish they were on DVD. With 11-

year-old Quinn Lord. 
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Call Of The Wild (2009) 
 

In Montana, a young girl attracts the attention of an evil stranger 

after she rescues a hurt wolf. Small dose of Jack London. If you 

want to watch the best adaption of the classic novel, Call of the 

Wild, then this shouldn't be your choice. On the other hand, if you 

like outdoor adventures featuring animals, this is a good pick. The 

Jack London story is interwoven throughout with images while the 

story is read out loud by Grandpa each night. This is only a small 

percentage of the whole story. The rest is about a 10-year-old girl 

visiting her grandfather, they find a physically ill dog-wolf, bring it 

back to good health & with tough opposition, try to keep it. The 

acting is good. The outdoor location filming was a very big plus. 

Pretty good cast including famous siblings. Timothy Bottoms (The 

Last Picture Show, The Paper Chase) brother of Joseph, and 

Veronica Cartwright (Alien, Invasion of the Bodysnatchers) sister 

of Angela. Then there's Christopher Lloyd (Star Trek III, Back to the Future, Taxi TV series) and in a 

small but good part, Wes Studi (Geronimo, Last of the Mohicans, Dances with Wolves, Avatar). And 

yes, there is a dog sled race. 
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Callas Forever (2002) 
 

The year is 1977, and we find opera legend Maria Callas (Fanny 

Ardant) in virtual reclusion, haunted by the ghosts of her career. 

Longtime friend and music promoter Larry Kelly (Jeremy Irons) is 

in town -Paris- promoting a punk rock band, and decides to call on 

Callas. She, however, will not see him due to a disastrous 

Japanese tour set up for her by Kelly, and on which Callas was 

very disappointed with her performances. But after some rather 

aggressive persuasion, he gets in to see her. After chatting a bit, 

Kelly reveals his primary purpose for the visit: a new project for 

the aging diva. He proposes that she appear in a series of film 

versions of her greatest opera roles, but her voice would be 

dubbed from her best previous recordings. Initially resistant, 

citing her inability to bring anything new and fresh to roles she 

has played hundreds of times, she finally consents to doing a film version of Bizet's Carmen, as she 

has never performed that role live on stage, only in recordings. Carmen goes into production, and 

with the help of Kelly, another longtime friend and journalist Sarah Keller (Joan Plowright), her 

director and costars, Callas rediscovers the thrill of artistic creation that she thought she had lost, 

and the love and adoration that millions of fans still have for the diva and her iconic voice. CALLAS 

FOREVER is a beautifully written, tenderly directed and acted tribute to the immortal Maria Callas by 

a man who knew her as well as anyone - Franco Zeffirelli. The fantasy of placing Callas on film for 

posterity in the last year of her life, the year she died of heart failure, when her voice was gone but 

her artistry remained is the means by which Zeffirelli memorializes the Diva and in every way he 

succeeds. The year is 1977 and Maria Callas (Fanny Ardant) is in seclusion in her Paris apartment, 

grieving over 1) her beloved Aristotle Onassis who left her for Jacqueline Kennedy and then died and 

2) her disastrous farewell concert in Japan which ended her magnificent career with a flop. No 

longer able to sing she lives in the past, listing to her old recordings and taking pills. Only her 

constant maid Bruna (Anna Lelio) is allowed to comfort her with occasional visits from her warm-

hearted publicist Sarah Keller (Joan Plowright). In Paris for the promotion of a punk group Bad 

Dreams is Larry Kelley (Jeremy Irons) who has just met and bedded a young artist Michael (Jay 

Rodan): Kelley had been Callas' agent in her heyday and Michael has been creating paintings inspired 

by her recordings. Seeing Michael's obsession over Callas whom he has never seen perform forces 

Kelley to visit Callas, their devotion to each other is 'rekindled' and Kelley proposes a film version of 

Callas not only to bring her out of her depression but to capitalize on the fact that present and future 

generations should have a filmed account of the penultimate opera singer of the 20th century. Callas 

is recalcitrant at first, not wanting to produce a fraudulent film made using her old recordings 

dubbed onto the sound track of a current staging, but she finally resolves her hesitancy by granting 

the filming of 'Carmen', a role she recorded but never played on the stage. Thus the project is 

launched and Callas is revitalized and happy again, being satisfied with the miracle of technology 

that allows her to invest her energies in the acting of Carmen while consenting to lip-synch to her 

old recordings. She even has a say in the casting of the other roles, especially Don Jose - Marco (a 

very hunky Gabriel Garko, a former model and Mr. Italy!). She retains her temper tantrums and 

demands for perfection that hallmarked her real career, doing her own dancing, having a say about 



costumes, etc. The film is eventually finished and the result is magnificent. There is even some 

intrigue when Marco shows more than a little interest in her (a hint of the Strauss 

Marshallin/Octavian encounter). But alas at the end of the film Callas is forced to admit that her 

youth cannot be regained and decides the film is a 'fraudulent work' is not compatible with her life's 

devotion to truth in music. She asks Kelley to destroy it. How these two come to grips with their 

individual lives (Kelley's Michael has left him and he is once again as alone as Callas) is finessed by 

one of the most tender endings on film. Fanny Ardant is a miracle as Callas: she inhabits her 

physically, understands Callas' facial features as she lip-synchs her operas, and seems to be a 

reincarnation of the Diva. Jeremy Irons gives one of the finest performances of his rich career as the 

aging gay agent and Joan Plowright adds just the right amount of lightness and grace as Sarah Keller 

- wise, acerbic, yet supportive of both Callas and Kelley. The scenes of Paris are correctly nostalgic: 

the sets for 'Carmen' by Carlo Centolavigna create a gold standard for all future true productions of 

'Carmen'. The supporting cast is uniformly excellent. Zeffirelli has succeeded in giving us a memorial 

to Maria Callas and for that the opera world will be forever grateful. The passages of the many arias 

used in this film are among the finest versions Callas recorded. Everything about this work is brilliant 

and it deserves the widest audience possible. 
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Calvaire (The Ordeal) (2004) 
 

A singer's car breaks down deep in the woods. I wish to start 

saying, that this movie is definitely not enjoyable at all. By the 

means of having a great fun time at the movie-theatre. So if you 

are mostly to Hollywood-Popcorn-Horror-Flics and that's exactly 

what you expect of a good movie, do yourself a favor and don't 

watch CALVAIRE. If you like European Art-house Cinema and are 

also devoted to real rough and downbeating horror movies, you 

should have a closer look at this interestingly done work of 

Fabrice Du Welz. The young director puts the viewer always in the 

middle of what is shown on the screen. The beautiful 

photographed frames are supported through the high grained 

film material. It nearly looks like a documentary, but without the 

handhold camera style. No bright colours have been used, the 

colours even look washed out, slightly fading into grey. So the 

look is very authentic. The Settings are all natural. There is no artificial studio-stage touch in this 

movie. No additional lightning seems to be added. This style helps the movie to draw the audience 

perfect into it. Shot on an aspect ratio of 2.35:1, this movie is a real cineatic feast when taking part in 

a movie theatre presentation. Its frames stand for themselves. The power of the pictures (like 

paintings) speak a more clearly language than every average dialogue in a Hollywood production 

does. This is cineastic story telling at its best. I also liked the extremely slow pasted development of 

the story. The movie's start-off could be made by FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT. Even the protagonist, Marc 

Stevens (played by LAURENT LUCAS) reminded me a bit of JEAN PIERRE LEAUD (he portraited the 

character of Antoine Doinel in 4 of Truffaut's films). He performs a chansons singer, who is about to 

travel through the country for his next concert to give. Unfortunately his traveling van stops in the 

middle of nowhere. Not enough to be stucked deep in an unknown forest it is - of course - raining 

cats and dogs. Guided by a young man, who is searching the forest for his missing dog, Stevens 

reaches an auberge (motel) by foot. The owner, Mr. Bartel lives all alone in there. The auberge has 

been closed a long time ago for the public. But the kindly behaving old man has preserved the rooms 

as they where when guests used to be around. Bartel is a man who seems to earn his living with 

farming. No other houses are build near his estate. Stevens is offered to stay for the night and Bartel 

promises to get and repair his broken van the next morning. During the dinner Bartel tells Stevens 

that he was left by his wife and we feel, that he's still suffering from that loss. He seems to be most 

happy about that his guest is an artist, acclaiming he was an artist too. Not a singer but a comedian, 

who even won a price for his humor. By the way, his gone wife had been a passionded artist too, so 

he tells. After a short performance of Stevens, Bartel begins crying. Bartel is fascinated by the singers 

passion to his art and becomes very sad due to his lost past in which he obviously still lives 

(imaginary). Stevens goes to bed after this conversation, Thinking, he will be able to continue his 

journey the next day. But his unexpected rest at the auberge will be unwillingly prolonged for a 

much longer time than he could imagine at that moment. What happens next is a slow pasted tour 

de force of pain, agony, fear and hatred in the strangest way ever filmed for the big screen. Including 

the disturbing sickness of Bartel's mind. But he is not the only weird guy around this area. The most 

over-the-top portraited hillbillies ever shown up in a movie will appear in the near future to enlight 



the audience with laughs and - followed up - with the helpless fear of "what will there be next?". 

Have a seat, take a roller-coaster ride with a movie which leaves the shocks of THE Texas CHAINSAW 

MASSACRE and STRAW DOGS easily behind. I understand this one as a very, very black comedy 

which is "enjoyable" for open minded people with a cineastic interest. There are some things in this 

movie which may let one think, this is an analogy to the passion of Jesus Christ. Some symbols 

cannot be overseen. The conversation about passion for the things you do by heart are significant. 

At the end, all things become clear (I don't want to spoil it here) and the audience is left alone with 

it. A very long end-credit sequence follows. Like in the movie SEUL CONTRE TOUS (I STAND ALONE/ 

MENSCHENFEIND) from director GASPAR NOÉ, an open end is presented. In Noé's movie a road is 

shown, leading to nowhere (or to an unknown future), while in Du Welz' movie we are left alone in a 

wide opened cold and foggy snow frozen forest area. We listen to the sounding wind. It blows and 

blows - not willing to end its cruel howling. No music, just the never ending isolation. If you see this 

"wonderful" movie you'll remember this howling a long time. 
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Cameron's Closet (1988) 
 

A father who experiments with his son's (12-year-old Scott Curtis) 

psychokinetic powers, is unaware that these experiments release 

a demon from hell, which lives in his son's closet, preparing to 

take over the young boys soul. Okay horror film. Armand 

Mastroianni ("Blood Wedding", "Distortions") directs this slightly 

gruesome horror film about young boy named Cameron who has 

telekinetic powers. When his father and a psychiatrist run 

experiments on him, they unknowingly release an Aztec demon 

from hell who makes his home in Cameron's bedroom closet. As 

the demon eliminates all the adults one by one, Cameron realizes 

that he alone possesses the ability to defeat him. "Cameron's 

Closet" is a pretty mediocre and bland horror flick. Still there are 

at least four very violent and gory scenes, in which certain 

characters die for no real reason. The monster from Carlo 

Rambaldi, who helped build the monster for "Alien", is basically a 

head which isn't the least bit menacing. The acting is decent, but 

the storyline is completely predictable. Overall, if you are a rabid horror fan like I am give it a look. 6 

out of 10. 
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Camp (2013) 
 

12-year-old Eli (Miles Elliot) finds himself at summer CAMP. Eli's 

life is a nightmare. His mother is a drug addict who neglects his 

care, and his transient father floats in and out of his life. Eli is filled 

with rage from the physical abuse he has received from his father 

but he longs for his love and approval. On his 10th birthday Eli is 

taken to the hospital by police who respond to a domestic 

disturbance call. Eli is removed from his home and is placed in 

Locustwood, a facility little better than a youth prison. In this 

environment Eli spirals downward, becoming an angry and scared 

creature. Meanwhile, to impress a potential new client, 

investment advisor Ken Matthews signs up to be a camp counselor 

and gets paired with Eli. When the kids arrive at camp, the chaos 

begins. Ken and Eli bunk in a cabin with counselor Samuel, back 

from his second tour of duty in the army, and Redford, a kid who 

thinks he is an alien. Determined to hate camp, Eli is way more than Ken can handle. Over the course 

of camp, Ken's heart is broken as he learns about Eli's dark past. Eli slowly opens up to Ken as he 

starts to love Eli unconditionally. Eli begins to have hope. An unauthorized visit from Eli's father to 

camp sends everything spiraling out of control. Now Ken must decide what he is willing to sacrifice 

so Eli will understand the meaning of unconditional love. Moving, Powerful, Excellent! Moving... 

Powerful... Real... Three words I would use to describe the movie Camp! I had the opportunity to 

screen the movie Camp and was asked to review it. I promise you if you watch Camp a few things 

will happen. You will laugh. You will cry. You will be moved. You will be motivated. You will want to 

help a child in need. It is very possible you will never be the same! Camp is inspired by real stories 

and events. Camp shares the story of Eli a child who has been badly abused and is in foster care. His 

father is incarcerated and his mother is dead. Eli attends a camp for foster kids for one week. He is 

matched with Ken, a camp counselor, who is more focused on his fancy car and career than he is on 

helping kids. As the movie unfolds we get to see how a week at camp can change both of their lives 

forever. What I appreciated most about this movie was how real it is. Often children in foster care 

are portrayed very inaccurately. I felt like the writers did a fabulous job showing the uniqueness of 

each of the children in the movie. I also was impressed with how the writers showed the causes 

behind the behaviors of the kids. Kids aren't usually "bad" for no reason. It was nice to finally see a 

film that showed that often those behaviors are a way for a child to remain safe, survive, and cope 

under very difficult circumstances. I felt like the writing really allowed the unique personalities of the 

kids to shine. I particularly adored a little girl in the film who couldn't ride a bike, someone had told 

her she was too fat to ride. We all know I can't ride a bike to save my soul. I told Ray after that part 

that we needed to find her and adopt her! If we weren't already completing our foster care licensing 

I would be making the call today to get started! My hope is that Camp will touch the hearts of 

people watching and motivate more people to foster. There is a line in the movie that I will end with. 

"He is testing you. To see if you give a damn, because no one else does." I promise I do! 
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Camp Nowhere (1994) 
 

Morris "Mud" Himmel (12-year-old Jonathan Jackson) has a 

problem. His parents desperately want to send him away to 

summer camp. He hates going to summer camp, and would do 

anything to get out of it. Talking to his friends, he realises that 

they are all facing the same sentence: a boring summer camp. 

Together with his friends, he hatches a plan to trick all the parents 

into sending them to a camp of his own design, which would 

actually be a parent-free paradise. Blackmailing former drama 

teacher Dennis Van Welker into helping, they must convince the 

parents that the camp is genuine, and that they aren't allowed to 

visit. I saw this movie the day it came out on video 5 years ago, I 

was 10 or 11. Of course, being a kid, I loved it. Any kid could love 

this movie. I then rented again 5 years later, 15-year-old. I love it 

still!! How can you NOT love this movie?? It's full of light-hearted 

comedy and a fantasy every kid has but never enough nerve to 

fufill. "Camp Nowhere" is about 4 kids being forced to go to camp, Zach (15-year-old Andrew 

Keegan), the troublemaker, has gone to military camp since birth probably. Trish is forced to go to 

acting camp, Gabby is forced to go to fat camp (even though she is not fat at all), and finally Mud has 

to go to computer camp. They seek help from the eccentric former drama teacher Dennis 

(Christopher Lloyd) and they pull off an alternative camp where they can be free all summer. The 

word gets out and they have no choice but to bring along 30 other kids. But after weeks of a funfilled 

summer, it backfires and the parents are persistent about visiting. So they have 2 days to pull of the 

greatest scam of all time. Fun for the whole family. Starring: Christopher Lloyd of the Back to the 

Future movies, Jonathan Jackson of "General Hospital", Andrew Keegan of "10 Things I hate About 

you" and Wendy Makkena of "sister act". I give Camp Nowhere 10 stars!! 
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Camp Rock (2008) 
 

"Camp Rock," centers on a teen girl who desperately wants to 

spend her summer at a prestigious rock camp, but can only attend 

if she works in the kitchen as one of the cooks. When she's 

overheard singing - but not seen -- by a teen pop star at the camp, 

he is completely taken and sets out to find the girl behind the 

beautiful voice. But first she must confront her fears, step out of 

the kitchen and into the spotlight. Camp Rock is a musical that 

mostly focuses on a teen girl Mitchie who desperately wants to 

spend her summer at a rock camp, but can only attend if she 

works in the kitchen as one of the cooks. When she's overheard 

singing by teen pop star Shane Gray at the camp, he has fallen 

head over heals and sets out to find the girl with the beautiful 

voice. "Camp Rock," centers on a teen girl who desperately wants 

to spend her summer at a prestigious rock camp, but can only 

attend if she works in the kitchen as one of the cooks. When she's overheard singing - but not seen -- 

by a teen pop star at the camp, he is completely taken and sets out to find the girl behind the 

beautiful voice. But first she must confront her fears, step out of the kitchen and into the spotlight to 

show how she really is. Camp Rock tells the rock n' roll Cinderella story of Mitchie Torres, a teen with 

an amazing voice and a driving ambition to be a pop singer who wants to spend her summer at a 

prestigious rock camp. Unfortunately, an expensive music camp is a bit out of reach for her family, 

but her mother gets a job as Camp Rock's cook so that Mitchie can attend as long as she helps out in 

the kitchen between classes. Befriended by fellow camp member Caitlyn but intimidated by the 

immensely talented Tess Tyler and her friends Peggy and Ella, Mitchie lives a double life hiding that 

she is the cook's daughter and posing as a well-to-do camper in order to become part of the hottest 

clique at camp. When she's overheard singing, but not seen, by teen pop star and celebrity camp 

instructor, plus lead singer of Connect Three, Shane Gray, he is completely taken and sets out to find 

the girl behind the beautiful voice. Meanwhile, Mitchie will have to learn how to confront her fears, 

step out of the kitchen and into the spotlight as herself. I was overloaded with promos for this 

movie, so I was apprehensive about watching it. I should have followed my gut. I would have given 

this movie a "1" but I changed it to a two because I liked one scene near the end. I am a big Disney 

fan but I thought the characters in this were way too over the top - especially Tess. I was very 

disappointed with the dancing, most of the singing and a lot of the acting. I never really Liked Demi 

on "As the Bell Rings", Mitchie was just as one dimensional. Alyson Stoner - absolutely loved her. I 

haven't seen anything of hers that I haven't liked. The really big thing is - why does Disney always 

have to have a "idiot" character? How many people do you know in real life who are actually 

extremely dingy? Overall, a waste of two hours of my time. 
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Camp Rock 2: The Final Jam (2010) 
 

I'm completely disappointed. It was generous enough for me to 

give 4 out of 10. 1st of all, I like the 1st Camp Rock way better. 

This one doesn't work for me at all. I keep forwarding the movie. 

Most of the parts are just lame. Especially the songs. Hate all the 

songs (maybe just one that I like) but that doesn't change the fact 

that this movie sucks. Let me get this clear, I don't like Demo 

Lovato. I just hate her acting skill. She really should be focusing 

ONLY on her singing career!! She sucks at acting. I bet many will 

agree with me on this. As a suggestion, maybe the next camp 

rock's director should find another girl for Mitchie's role. 
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Candles On Bay Street (2006) 
 

DeeDee returns to her hometown with her 11-year-old son, 

Trooper (12-year-old Matthew Knight), 13 years after she ran off 

with her boyfriend. Her childhood best friend, Sam, is now 

married and he and his wife, Lydia, are the town's veterinarians. 

Lydia is a little wary about DeeDee after Sam tells her that they 

were best friends growing up and DeeDee was his first crush. But 

DeeDee and Trooper find their way into many hearts of the 

townspeople with their sweet helpfulness and friendships. 

DeeDee sets up a candle making business in town square and 

invites many of the ladies of the town to weekly candle making 

parties, and through these parties she and Lydia become good 

friends. One evening after dinner with Lydia and Sam, DeeDee 

tells Sam she's very sick and she doesn't have much longer to live 

and she needs his help to find a good family in town to adopt 

Trooper. Sam later tells Lydia everything and they decide to adopt Trooper themselves if/when 

something happens to DeeDee. Dee Dee (Alicia Silverstone) has returned to her hometown in 

Maine. Her mother is deceased and Dee Dee moves into the family home with her young son, 

Trooper. A candlemaker, Dee Dee is longing to rekindle a friendship with her longtime buddy, Sam. 

Sam has stayed in the area and is the town's veterinarian, along with his wife, Lydia, also an animal 

doctor. Lydia is properly skeptical, at first, fearing Dee Dee as a rival for Sam's affections. Yet, it is 

soon clear that Dee Dee only needs a friendly relationship with the two of them. Lydia even takes a 

candle making class from Dee Dee, where a group of local women develop a camaraderie and 

connection that was missing before Dee Dee's arrival. And, Trooper begins to work at the vets' clinic, 

where the two doctors learn to love him, too. Dee Dee, however, has a big secret. When it is 

revealed, what will the consequences be? This is a sweet story that has small town values and a big 

heart. Silverstone is fine as the warm, free-spirited Dee Dee and the rest of the cast is quite nice, 

too. There are many who will appreciate the lovely setting in Maine. It is quite possible, however, 

that some viewers may find it predictable and the ensuing pathos, a trifle forced. Okay. But, for 

those who love tales that will result in more than a few sighs and tears, here is a movie made to 

order. When it comes to a sweet story with good values, no one probably does it better than 

Hallmark. Given the present penchant for violence and bed hopping in movie making, this one is a 

refreshing change. 
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Candleshoe (1977) 
 

Small time crook Harry Bundage discovers that the old manor 

house where Lady St. Edmund resides, with three orphans (15-

year-old Jodie Foster, 18-year-old Ian Sharrock & Sarah Tamakuni) 

and her butler Priory is the resting place for a hoard of treasure. 

Unfortunately, he doesn't know where it is. Bundage recruits 

urchin Casey Brown to dupe Lady St. Edmund into thinking that 

she is her long-lost granddaughter, so she can search for clues to 

the location of the treasure. Unbeknownst to Bundage AND her 

ladyship, Lady St. Edmund is flat broke, and Priory and the 

children help her ladyship try to keep her home and pride. Joined 

by Casey, they do all the chores and Priory acts as the butler, 

gardener, chauffeur and an old major all at the same time! I 

worked at the Disney Studios when this film was made. It was 

given a wide showing to Studio employees prior to release. At 

that time there were no "main titles." We were also given a list of potential release titles, the simple 

"Candleshoe" winning out. The employee comments were overwhelmingly positive and the movie 

went on to do good business. One reviewer commented that the movie contained a high level of 

violence for a live action Disney film. It is no more violent than many such Disney movies (just see 

the final fight in "Blackbeard's Ghost" for example). There are several general brawls in Candleshoe, 

(including the climatic battle between the good guys and the bad guys), but it all done tongue-in-

cheek; it is totally unobjectionable, and meant purely for fun. This last "battle" is played so broadly 

in fact that one might even say it nearly goes "over the top." David Niven is wonderful in a variety of 

roles, from the butler, to a gardener to a retired army colonel. (The role was originally set for 

Laurence Oliver.) This was the first of two Niven films for Disney, the other being "No Deposit, No 

Return." The nice thing about "Candleshoe" is that it continues to entertain more than 25 years after 

its release. 
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Cannibal Holocaust (1980) 
 

A New York anthropologist named Professor Harold Monroe 

travels to the wild, inhospitable jungles of South America to find 

out what happened to a documentary film crew that disappeared 

two months before while filming a documentary about primitive 

cannibal tribes deep in the rain forest. With the help of two local 

guides, Professor Monroe encounters two tribes, the Yacumo and 

the Yanomamo. While under the hospitality of the latter tribe, he 

finds the remains of the crew and several reels of their 

undeveloped film. Upon returning to New York City, Professor 

Monroe views the film in detail, featuring the director Alan Yates, 

his girlfriend Faye Daniels, and cameramen Jack Anders and Mark 

Tomaso. After a few days of traveling, the film details how the 

crew staged all the footage for their documentary by terrorizing 

and torturing the natives. Despite Monroe's objections, the 

television studio Pan American still wishes to air the footage as a legitimate documentary. In order 

to change their minds, Monroe shows the station's executives the film's final reels, so they could see 

first hand how the crew's fate came to be. In the beginning of this film we meet a documentary team 

of three young men and a young woman. They are heading for the south-American jungle to search 

for real cannibals. After a while the crew is reported missing and a rescue team is send from the U.S. 

This team gets in touch with an amazon tribe called the Tree-people. The tree-people gives them the 

only remains of the first crew - the film rolls containing the material this crew shot during their 

search for real cannibals. Back in the U.S. we get to see these films. We now get to see exactly what 

happened to the first crew. The director Alan Yates and his crew, formed by Faye Daniels, Jack 

Anders and Mark Tomaso, head to a rain forest in Amazonas called Green Inferno to shoot a 

documentary about the primitive tribes of cannibals that live in the area. They vanish and the 

American anthropologist Professor Harold Monroe travels to the area with the experienced guide 

Chaco Losojos and his assistant Miguel to seek the team out. The trio is received first by the Yacumo 

tribe of warriors and then they approach to the wild Yamamomo that is in a permanent war against 

the Shamatari. They find the remains of the documentary team and their reels, and they successfully 

negotiate with the savages. Back in New York, Professor Monroe watches the disturbing footage and 

discovers the fate of the team. I can't believe some people have scathed this great film. It deserves a 

lot higher rating. I got this movie out thinking it was going to be a brainless splatter fest. But after 

watching it in completion I was bowled over. I wasn't expecting to be challenged by its visuals as well 

as with the sociological lessons and questions it raised. The film is real, genuine and honest to the 

subject topic: 'Barbarity' can be innate in all humans. It can be argued that humans coming into the 

homo-sapiens stage of evolution survived and expanded because of what is now considered 

barbarous savage ways. Savagery was a survival tool. We came from barbarity...and to an extent we 

still are savages. Though the acting is poor in most places...the film director portrays cannabilism and 

barbarism...and portrays it rather intelligently. Obvious connotations can be made to Blair Witch 

Project. I'm sure the crew that made BWP was inspired by this movie. The film follows a Professor 

investigating the disappearance of an American film team (3 guys and girl) that went into the jungle 

of South America to film a documentary about the native cannibals. The Professor with a couple of 



jungle assistants venture into the jungle to trace the lost Americans footsteps. He manages to get on 

the trail and slowly uncovers the grizzly ways of the jungle tribes! By carefully befriending these 

natives he captures the lost film reels and returns back to his skyscraper clad conurbation. In 

amongst the film there is the media business cogs turning. The dilemma of TV executives battling 

with the Professor to air the once lost footage on TV for the viewing public. The professor is 

reluctant. The professor seems the only person possessed with moral understanding and 

compassion throughout the film...everyone else it seems is after ratings, fame, money or blood. The 

film commences its ending by playing back the raw footage of what the expedition team filmed...and 

it is shocking. Questions arise: Who is committing the real 'evil' savagery here? As for the animal 

cruelty scenes: Yes they are real and shocking. But should it be anymore shocking than the beef 

burger that is served up in McDonalds. Cows are slaughtered everyday. Perhaps one needs to watch 

a bovine neck getting slit before they take it for granted they are eating a nice juicy steak on their 

plate. The film portrays the reality of human meat consumption...and yes all kinds of animals are 

killed for the human appetite, especially in the wild - someone will do it! For those who dispute this 

film on these grounds 'Can you handle life?' This stuff still goes on regardless of whether you see it 

happen or not. This film is absolutely brilliant. A cult classic. I can see it making a revival...but don't 

know when...perhaps in some years time. 
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Caperucita Y Pulgarcito Contra Los Monstruos (Little Red Riding Hood 

And Tom Thumb Vs. The Monsters) (1962) 
 

It stands as proof that, in the Mexican popular cinema of the 60s, 

any series that ran long enough would eventually see its 

protagonists face off against shoddy versions of classic movie 

monsters. The extent to which Peliculas Rodriguez's Little Red 

Riding Hood films are known at all north of the border is largely 

due to huckster/entrepreneur K. Gordon Murray's imported 

versions of them, which were made to seem even more alien by 

dint of their eccentric dubbing and tuneless approximations of the 

originals' songs. Not surprisingly, watching the original Spanish 

versions shows them to be much more accomplished then those 

bastardized US cuts might lead you believe, without absolving 

them in the least of being bafflingly strange. The first Little Red 

Riding Hood film, 1960's La Caperucita Roja, was written in part by 

Rafael Garcia Travesi, who at the time you would have been more likely to find scripting things along 

the lines of Santo vs las Mujeres Vampiro or Benito Alazraki's adaptation of The Monkey's Paw, 

Espiritismo. Tasked with penning a fairy tale adaptation aimed at children, Travesi appears to have 

fallen back upon what he knew best. Thus the picturesque alpine village that Little Red Riding Hood 

calls home is depicted as being one that is just barely keeping the forces of darkness at bay. Early in 

the film, one of the town's elders intones ominously about a "prophecy" that dooms the town to 

being visited upon by "fear, destruction, and death", with the only hope of breaking the curse being 

a "good, innocent soul" who is capable of "facing the horrors" of the "Devil's Cave". Said innocent is, 

of course, Little Red Riding Hood (Maria Gracia), who will indeed –- and quite literally -- confront 

Satan himself before the picture runs its course. And said fear, destruction, and death comes in the 

form of the Wolf, played by Mexican comic Manuel "Loco" Valdez, wearing an odd costume that 

includes a mask which leaves half of his face exposed and a furry body suit that looks like it's made 

of soiled carpet remnants. At his side is dwarf actor Santanon as an equally anthropomorphized -- 

not to mention nauseatingly obsequious -- skunk whom the wolf constantly abuses both physically 

and verbally. The filmmakers take great pains to "open up" their source material, going so far as to 

show us the creation of the garment that will give our heroine her name. In addition, the wolf is 

shown to be obsessively stalking Red long before she takes her fateful hike to Grandma's house, and 

it is well over an hour before we finally make our way to that whole familiar "what big eyes you 

have" business. Throughout it all, child actress Gracia exhibits a sublime blankness that only serves 

to highlight all of the inappropriateness that's going on around her. (See, for instance, the scene in 

which the wolf fantasizes about her being quite graphically laid out on a platter in front of him like a 

roast pig.) Of course, the most invincible weapon that Little Red Riding Hood has at her disposable is 

her oppressively sunny disposition and sheer adorability, both of which serve to make her irresistible 

to all who fall within her path, including, it ultimately turns out, the Wolf. Once the child has 

convinced the bloodthirsty villagers to refrain from burning him at the stake, the Wolf promises to 

mend his ways and, in return, is made an official "Keeper of the Forest" by the insanely fickle 

citizenry. The second Little Red Riding Hood film, 1961's Caperucita y Sus Tres Amigos, is a tiresome 

exercise in water treading that, with the whole Red Riding Hood mythos having been more than 



covered by the first film, never really manages to justify its existence. This time around, the Wolf is 

shown having a hard time gaining the respect of the villagers in his new role as forest cop. 

Eventually, their taunts drive him to violently return to his old ways, after which he is only able to 

redeem himself by rescuing Little Red Riding Hood from a band of unscrupulous gypsies. Once again, 

Red must plead for his life before the vengeance crazed townspeople, who are as prone to forming 

themselves into an angry mob as rainwater is to forming puddles. Eventually, all is set right again, 

but not without some blood being spilled, as poor Skunk almost succumbs to his near fatal dynamite 

and gunshot inflicted wounds. (I'm telling you, these villagers don't fuck around.) With Caperucita y 

Pulgarcito contra los Monstruos, we see something that is already weird going completely off the 

rails. I'm not sure whether its creators felt contempt for the series by this point, but had they been 

motivated by a desire to destroy it in the most spectacular manner possible, I don't think they could 

have come up with a better way. This time around, much of the action centers around the "Kingdom 

of Evil", a dark realm overseen by the Queen Witch (Ofelia Guilmain), who is an undisguised 

appropriation of the witch from Disney's Snow White. As we join the film, the Queen is putting on 

trial both the Wolf and the Ogre from Tom Thumb, both for the crime of going against their evil 

natures and falling in league with the annoying juvenile do-gooders whom they were meant to kill. 

The queen, who is on a first name basis with Satan, hates these holier-than-thou little urchins, Little 

Red Riding Hood especially, and doesn't beat around the bush in saying that she wants to see them 

killed. The jury hearing the case is a nightmarish assortment of geeks, freaks and creatures, all the 

more disturbing for both the slapdash, putty-faced manner in which they are realized and the 

searing Eastmancolor in which they are captured. Among them are a pinhead called Boogie Man 

(who seriously looks to have been the model for Bill Griffith's Zippy), a fearsome brute with an 

oversized butterfly net called Child Snatcher, a pair of Siamese twins, and a hirsute, wind belching 

giant called Hurricane Dwarf (which sounds like something a character in an old Taiwanese fantasy 

martial arts movie would be called). Also prominent among this group are "The Vampire" and 

"Frankenstino", who need no introduction -- oh, and there's a robot, probably just because there 

was a robot costume that no one was using lying around in the prop room. As you might expect, this 

group isn't particularly sympathetic to the Wolf and Ogre's cause, and so the two are sentenced to 

die by being sawed in half, after which they are noisily carted off to the witch's dungeon. Little Red 

Riding Hood and Tom Thumb (Cesareo Quezadas) –- who is now part of the mix for I know not what 

reason –- are alerted to the Wolf and Ogre's predicament by the frantic Skunk, and set off with him 

to effect a rescue. As in the previous two films, a fairy princess character is introduced to magically 

gloss over whatever narrative kinks the writers didn't feel like resolving logically, and so the tiny Tom 

Thumb is granted his wish to become normally sized, thus relieving the special effects department of 

having to render any further crude optical effects to show him otherwise. Meanwhile, the witch, out 

of her hatred for Red, has poisoned the village's water supply, turning all of its inhabitants into white 

rats and monkeys. Back at the Queen Witch's castle, the Wolf and Ogre pass the time until their 

execution by being horribly tortured by the manically cackling and chattering monsters, first by being 

strapped to a table and having their feet mercilessly tickled. Then, in Dick Cheney's favorite 

sequence from Caperucita y Pulgarcito contra los Monstruos, they have water poured into their 

mouths through funnels until their stomachs are distended to the point of near bursting. (Oh, kids, 

don't be upset. Like that could ever happen!) This in turn leads to them –- and I honestly have no 

other way to accurately describe this – uncontrollably pissing out of their mouths. The film then 

proceeds in much the same shrill and off-balance manner, as Red and her companions make their 

way across the hellish nightmare landscape that is the Kingdom of Evil, encountering various beasts 



and a fire-breathing suitmation dragon along the way. Ultimately, the captives are rescued just as 

they are about to be cleaved in two by a buzz saw, only for Red herself to be captured, leading to a 

particularly harrowing scene in which the Queen threatens to gouge the child's eyeballs out with her 

long, talon-like fingernails. Finally she gets pushed into a furnace. It's not unusual to see filmmakers 

mining the story of Little Red Riding Hood for darker adult themes, the best example, I think, being 

Matthew Bright's Freeway (and the worst likely being that Twilight tinged dross that's hitting 

theaters this week). But, despite all of its perversity and mean spiritedness, Caperucita y Pulgarcito 

contra los Monstruos at the same time refuses to let go of it's crass kiddie film pandering -- syrupy 

sentiment, endless under-cranked capering and all, all of which serves to make it that much creepier. 

In this age of helicopter parenting, it's difficult to imagine any mom or dad subjecting their children 

to such fare, but, then again, this isn't now, but the early 60s we're talking about. It is, by contrast, 

quite easy to imagine Don and Betty Draper distractedly dropping off their kids for a matinee of Tom 

Thumb and Little Red Riding Hood vs. The Monsters before heading off to their respective, 

adulterous assignations. Quelling the resultant night terrors would simply be a matter of putting a 

few drops of Scotch in little Sally and Bobby's before-bedtime cup of Bosco. Being myself the issue of 

that generation of parents, I in part hope to, by reviewing this film -- and in effect advertising the 

fact that I have a copy of it in my home -- give notice to all of my friends with small children that I am 

an unsuitable babysitting candidate. Because, people, I will make your child watch Caperucita y 

Pulgarcito contra los Monstruos. You'll be amazed at just how quickly a young lifetime's worth of 

obsessive sheltering and positive reinforcement can be undone. The Greatest Scary Fairy Tale of All 

Time! For me, this is the holy grail of weirdo kiddie movies, the ultimate wicked fairy tale, a morbid, 

bizarre case of Grand Guignol for kiddies in the most odd permutation of genres ever concocted. 

This rarely-seen feature lies truly beyond description. Those zany folks at Churubusco-Azteca took 

two of their favorite cinema categories, the wacky fairy tale and the gothic horror movie, and spliced 

them together willy-nilly to make a ludicrous, entirely diabolical thrill-ride for youngsters. The film 

starts off menacingly, as a clearly nervous narrator speaks of the evil forces that rule the world. In 

case that doesn't sufficiently spook the wee ones, we are then subjected to a compendium of 

monsters (my favorite is Carrot-Head, the monster carrot) including ogres, vampires, robots, 

witches, skeletons, dragons and Siamese beasts, as well as a catalog of atrocities too numerous and 

unbelievable too mention, until Little Red Riding Hood and her soul-mate, Tom Thumb, with the aid 

of fairy tale perennials Stinky the Skunk and the Ferocious Wolf, conquer the evil witch and her band 

of grotesque ghouls. After this traumatizing descent into hell, the film ends on a high note as our 

heroes waltz through the wicked forest warbling the excruciating tune, "Just Give a Little Whistle." 

Imagine seeing this as a kid in 1965 shopping mall America; expecting an innocuous fairy tale, you 

witnessed instead a disabling nightmare fable! As if the original Mexican film wasn't dark and wacky 

enough, K Gordon Murray's consciously creepy dubbing must have made the US version downright 

hair-raising to the malleable young mind. To me, this film is as excessive and unique an experience 

as BEYOND THE VALLEY OF THE DOLLS or the SOUTH PARK movie. And here's the beauty part; you 

can still get the original Spanish-language video of this rare gem, under the title CAPERUCITA Y 

PULGARCITO, from Amazon.com! Now that's a happy ending! 
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Capitães Da Areia (Captains Of The Sands) (2011) 
 

About the life and adventures of a gang of abandoned street kids 

known as "Capitães da Areia" (Captains of the Sands), in Salvador, 

Bahia, during the 1950s. Salvador, Bahia - Brazil, alive with the 

charm of the 1950s, A gang of street kids known as "Capitães da 

Areia" (Captains of the Sands) are hunted like common criminals. 

As we draw closer, we see that they are just children, almost a 

hundred of them, completely abandoned. But they won't be 

children for long: by the end of this odyssey, many will have 

become men. A year in the lives of these boys, in which they have 

incredible adventures, the most wonderful dreams, visit hell, 

discover sex, death, freedom! It's an effort, but it lacks magic. I'm 

not going to say it's an awful terrible film, because it isn't. It lacks 

the magic of the book, the spirit, the joy and innocence of what 

being a child is, the beautifully sad way in which the children of 

the book lived, that Amado described so very skilfully. The film is terribly fragmented, doesn't show 

us the soul of most characters, their backgrounds, their stories. It doesn't convey the feeling that the 

capitães de areia are a very tight family. It decides to focus on some parts of the book, and leave 

others aside completely, and in my opinion, some of the choices are trivial at best. The actors are 

amateurish, and the dialogue is always done in a very theatrical fake way. Some of the shots, plans 

and camera tricks are unnecessary and don't add anything to the film. It gives too much importance 

to Brazilian folklore (candomblé, capoeira and such) while it should focus on much more important 

aspects. I understand it is hard to convey the power and feeling of such an intense book, but I 

believe it is possible. That being said, I did enjoy the photography, the beautiful shots of the scenery, 

and the way that some scenes were explored. It was an effort, but it falls much much much short of 

the book. 
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Capote (2005) 
 

In 1959, Truman Capote, a popular writer for The New Yorker, 

learns about the horrific and senseless murder of a family of four 

in Holcomb, Kansas. Inspired by the story material, Capote and his 

partner, Harper Lee, travel to the town to research for an article. 

However, as Capote digs deeper into the story, he is inspired to 

expand the project into what would be his greatest work, In Cold 

Blood. To that end, he arranges extensive interviews with the 

prisoners, especially with Perry Smith, a quiet and articulate man 

with a troubled history. As he works on his book, Capote feels 

some compassion for Perry which in part prompts him to help the 

prisoners to some degree. However, that feeling deeply conflicts 

with his need for closure for his book which only an execution can 

provide. That conflict and the mixed motives for both interviewer 

and subject make for a troubling experience that would produce an literary account that would 

redefine modern non-fiction. On the night of 14 November 1959, in Holcomb, Kansas, a farmhouse is 

broken into by the criminals Perry Smith and Dick Hickock that expect to get US$10,000.00. With the 

policy of "no witness", the murderers kill the entire family. The homosexual writer Truman Capote 

travels to the small town with his friend Nelle Harper Lee and decide to use the topic to write a 

book. When the killers are arrested, he becomes friend of Perry for his own interest and then he falls 

in love for him, and gets a new lawyer for them, postponing their execution until 14 April 1965. 

Beautifully told, masterfully performed, harrowing, amusing, cruel, moving. A sensational 

achievement. I sat there disturbed and transfixed. Witnessing the impossible. Truman Capote with 

the mask, without the mask. The same man, different men, all men, no man. The creature at work, 

thinking of work, planning his work, working his work, wheeling an dealing. Living his life, life as 

work, work as life. An ego bigger than his talent and all talent and no ego. Feeling without feeling. 

Cunning, innocent, blasphemous, a child, a monumental son of a bitch. Philip Seymour Hoffman 

surprising us again. Charles Laughton I thought. What a thought! Charles Laughton 2005. That kind 

of talent that kind of boldness and brains. Everything and everyone in "Capote" seem to be. To be 

totally. I've never seen a photograph of Harper Lee but I imagine her just like Catherine Keener. The 

film is a miracle of sorts. I can't wait to see it again. 
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Captain Johnno (1988) 
 

A young deaf boy (Damien Walters) who calls himself "Captain 

Johnno" befriends Tony, an Italian fisherman in the small 

Australian fishing town they live in. Both feel outcast by the town 

and both share a great love of the sea. When Johnno's beloved 

sister leaves to go to boarding school, he is so upset he runs away 

to an island hiding place, causing much distress in the town. His 

friend Tony helps him understand how much he is loved and 

missed by the townsfolk and his family. Originally aired in 1988 on 

PBS, "Captain Johnno" is set in during the 1950's in a small fishing 

town in Australia. The film is about Johnno, a 10-year-old boy who 

is almost completely deaf and his struggle for acceptance. 

Johnno's older sister Julie is his only support structure and when 

she leaves town to attend secondary school in the city, he feels 

lost. Adding to his troubles are a group of boys that taunt him and 

an unsympathetic new teacher. Johnno quickly finds himself in trouble at school and at odds with his 

father. Johnno befriends Tony, an Italian fisherman and they form a likely and unspoken friendship 

seeing as they both have a deep love for the sea and both are treated like outcasts by the 

townspeople. When Johnno finds out that his family intends to send him to a special school he runs 

away to an island hiding place, causing much distress in the town. His friend Tony helps him 

understand how much he is loved and missed by the townsfolk and especially by his family. This little 

known Australian film has some very poignant moments and good performances especially by 

Damien Walters (who is deaf in real life) as Johnno. Joe Petruzzi also turns out a strong and 

compelling performance as Tony. This is a very hard title to track down but is worth it since this is a 

very good film especially for children, hearing impaired persons and/or anybody that has ever felt 

like an outsider. 
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Captain Kidd (1945) 
 

In this unhistorical account, Capt. William Kidd is already a clever, 

ruthless pirate when, in 1699, he tricks the king into 

commissioning him as escort for a treasure ship from India. He 

enlists a crew of pardoned cutthroats...and Orange Povey, whom 

Kidd once abandoned on a reef and hoped never to see again. Of 

course, Kidd's intentions are treacherous. But there's more to 

gunner Adam Mercy than meets the eye. Anyone who's thinking 

that they will get the story of Captain William Kidd is in for one 

disappointing viewing. This is not the story of the real William 

Kidd who in fact some say, may not even have been a pirate, 

merely a British privateer. There's some controversy raging to this 

day about whether he left some buried treasure in and around 

the New York City area. In fact colonial New York is where the 

captain's base of operations was, though New York gets the 

barest mention in the beginning of the film. This version of Kidd has him as a cockney with a burning 

ambition to rise in class. Actually Kidd was born in Scotland in either Aberdeen or Dundee depending 

on what source you use. He's a clever rogue, after sinking a king's ship and then accusing that noble 

captain of piracy. Giving that story to King William III of Orange, Kidd gets a ship and he picks a crew 

of cutthroats and sets sail to do more plunder. Captain Kidd suffers from two faults mainly. It's badly 

edited, the film clearly begins at a point where some previous action took place explaining some of 

what we see. Probably something of New York where Kidd began his career. A whole lot of things 

are left up in the air because of this. Secondly, Randolph Scott is horribly miscast in a part that Errol 

Flynn or Tyrone Power or Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. should have played. My guess is that none of these 

gentlemen could be secured for a loan out from their studios. Even Cornel Wilde or Louis Hayward 

would have been better. But what enjoyment you get in the film comes from Charles Laughton's 

florid performance as Captain Kidd. Basically what he's done is taken his Horace Prin character from 

White Woman and set him to sea. Laughton's overacting is nicely counterbalanced by Reginald 

Owen as a valet he's hired and takes to sea to teach him the fine art of being a gentleman. Laughton 

overacts outrageously, but I'm sure he realized that without it, the film would have been dull as 

dishwater. Gilbert Roland, John Carradine, and Sheldon Leonard are all part of Laughton's gang of 

thieves. Barbara Britton looks properly demure as a heroine caught up among them. And Henry 

Daniell, the man with the built in sneer in his voice, for once plays a good guy as King William. 

Charles Laughton fans will love Captain Kidd. And Laughton was even more outrageous when he 

reprised Captain Kidd when he met up with Abbott and Costello. But that's a whole other movie. 
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Captains Courageous (1937) 
 

Harvey Cheyne (13-year-old Freddie Bartholomew) is a spoiled 

brat used to having his own way. When a prank goes wrong 

onboard an ocean liner Harvey ends up overboard and nearly 

drowns. Fortunately he's picked up by a fishing boat just heading 

out for the season. He tries to bribe the crew into returning early 

to collect a reward but none of them believe him. Stranded on the 

boat he must adapt to the ways of the fishermen and learn more 

about the real world. That was quite a catch that Spencer Tracy 

made that day in the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. Young 

Freddie Bartholomew the spoiled son of tycoon Melvyn Douglas 

falls overboard off an ocean liner. By the merest chance, Spencer 

Tracy is in his dory fishing and reels in young Bartholomew. After 

his catch is made, Tracy returns to the boat that captain Lionel 

Barrymore is commanding. It's quite a culture shock to the lad. 

He's fallen in literally with a bunch of people who work for a living 

and have no real interest in him because his Daddy's the richest guy around. Truth is Melvyn Douglas 

has been neglecting the kid for business and young Bartholomew is not really as bad a kid as 

originally thought. He joins the crew and becomes close to Tracy. Of Tracy's two Oscar winning 

performances, the part of Manuel the Portuguese fisherman, transplanted to New England is a bit 

more showy than Father Flanagan. It's a good blend of the roughneck characters Tracy was used to 

playing and the new father figure persona he adopted in San Francisco. By necessity Tracy had to 

adopt an accent if for no other reasons than to distinguish him from the other members of Lionel 

Barrymore's crew and their clipped New England speech. The Portuguese are a hearty, seafaring 

group though and I certainly never heard any complaint that his performance was in any way 

demeaning. Manuel's a simple guy, but with a good way of life and an appreciation for the important 

things life has to offer. That is what he imparts to Freddie Bartholomew. Melvyn Douglas does not 

get enough recognition for this film. Just as Freddie Bartholomew is not a bad kid at heart, Douglas is 

not a bad man either. His performance as a man who lost his only child and then had him 

miraculously returned from the dead is touching. And the scenes where he tries to repair his 

relationship with young Bartholomew are poignant. Lionel Barrymore is the perfect conception of a 

hearty New England fishing boat captain. As Freddie Bartholomew watches the interaction between 

Barrymore and Mickey Rooney, father and son, sharing not just playtime, but the father's profession, 

he realizes what he and Melvyn Douglas have missed out on. Of the crew also pay close attention to 

John Carradine who resents and then accepts Bartholomew with the crew. The fishing scenes are 

well done and Director Victor Fleming gives you a good picture of life on a commercial fishing vessel. 

Captains Courageous is a fine family film in every sense of the word. 
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Capturing The Friedmans (2003) 
 

Documentary on the Friedmans, a seemingly typical, upper-

middleclass Jewish family whose world is instantly transformed 

when the father and his youngest son are arrested and charged 

with shocking and horrible crimes. Outstanding documentary, 

which demonstrates how quickly life can fall apart for anyone. 

The center of attention, of course, is Arnold Friedman, a 

pedophile whose personal issues create a firestorm that destroys 

his own life, but more tragically, the lives of his children. There 

are so many facets to this documentary that it amazes me that 

they could all be captured in the film's running time. Several 

important issues are highlighted; front and center is the hysteria 

surrounding pedophilia that emerged in the late eighties. Amidst 

the background of the McMartin and "Little Rascals" trials and the 

culture of quack psychology (repressed memories, hypnotic suggestion) emerged the case of Arnold 

Friedman. The most interesting aspect of this case was that Friedman was a pedophile - there is no 

doubt about that. The question is whether he was guilty of the crimes charged, more than 300 

charges of child abuse. Furthermore, could his son and assistant, Jesse, also be guilty? The filmmaker 

does not force out any answers to that question, but the testimonies of his accusers and the 

incompetent buffoonery of the police involved in the case lead one to conclude that the answer is a 

resounding "No." The crimes are only part of the story. The true story lies in the destruction of the 

Friedman family. Arnold, the eccentric intellectual and apparently loving father turns out to be 

feeble and a pedohpile, a man crippled by guilt. Elaine, the "loving wife and mother" who is frozen 

out by her family turns out to be a weaker human being than her husband, bowing under pressure 

to administer horrifying "advice" to her youngest son. The brothers, lead by the eldest, fight a losing 

battle to save their family. One of the most tragic and moving pictures I have seen in ages. 
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Carandiru (2003) 
 

Film based on real life experiences of doctor Drauzio Varella 

inside dreadful State penitentiary Carandiru, in São Paulo, Brazil, 

while he was doing a social work of Aids prevention. There he 

found hundreds of convicts living under degrading conditions. The 

situation came to a climax in 1992, when in order to smother a 

rebellion, police force killed 111 men. One could easily get the 

wrong impression of the storyline here. Yes, it is based on the 

true-life massacre at the Brazilian prison in 1992 BUT that story is 

only shown in the last 30 minutes of this 145-miniute film. The 

movie is really about the people who inhabited that prison back in 

that time. There are short profiles of numerous criminals, told 

through the eyes mainly of a doctor who is sent there. AIDs was a 

major problem in the jail. The doctor treats a lot of people who 

then tell him stories how they got to be inmates at Carandiru. In 

addition, there are bunch of scenes in which the inmates interact among themselves, shown as 

everything from antagonists to lovers. Make no mistake: some of the stories are sordid, but it's not 

as unpleasant to watch as one might think because the characters and the film-making are very 

interesting. The storyline moves fast, which is important considering the length of this film. A viewer 

could even stop the movie at several points, pick up later without losing much since the story 

unfolds in segments. The ending (the massacre) really comes on suddenly. Unlike most movies, the 

story doesn't build up to the climax, here it just appears out of nowhere. The same director who did 

the more-famous "City of God" filmed this and many critics here say it's not in the same league, but I 

thought it was at least in the same ballpark Both are entertaining, and most of us watch films to be 

entertained. So, if you liked "City Of God," give this one a look as well. 
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Carícies (Carícias) (Caresses) (1998) 
 

Eleven episodes portray different encounters in a large city during 

the course of a single night towards the end of the millennium. A 

young man wants to stop living together with a young woman 

because he believes that they no longer have anything to say to 

each other. The young woman goes to visit her mother, an elderly 

woman. She lives with an old lesbian who meets her homeless 

brother. She asks him to forgive her for having seduced his wife 

all those years ago, but the brother pretends not to know who 

she is. A young boy attacks the homeless man. At first he tells him 

about his wild nights, then he knocks him to the ground and steals 

the old man's ring. At home the young boy has a bath and asks his 

father to join him in the tub. The boy's father has a girlfriend, a 

young woman. He intends to end their relationship... Eleven 

interlocking scenes that involve two characters, one of whom 

carries forward into the next scene, until the chain comes full circle. A Dadaist masterpiece, savagely 

attacking traditional moral values. Despite the title, there are no caresses, only plenty of violence 

(both physical and verbal) in this unbelievably shocking work, which gives a new meaning to the 

word misanthroPic. There is no plot; the whole film consists of loosely connected comic scenes 

showing people hurting each other emotionally. In the most hilarious scene, a man tells his former 

mistress that she smells bad - and then goes on describing in detail the nature of her smell, while 

she's listening attentively, as if it was just a mild criticism. The film, very reminiscent of Bunuel's 

"Phantom Of The Liberty" (1974), plays havoc with notions of good taste and politeness, ridiculing 

them mercilessly. 
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Carlito's Way (1993) 
 

A Puerto Rican ex-con pledges to stay away from his former drug 

dealing ways but finds himself being dragged back by his past 

connections and the naive machinations of his lawyer and best 

friend. Hoping to raise enough money to get away from New 

York, Carlito Brigante takes on the job of running a nightclub, 

renews an affair with a dancer but old associates and old instincts 

suck him back into a world of violence and mistrust. Carlito has 

just gotten out of prison due to technicalities with the help of his 

sleazy lawyer. After a life spent trafficking heroin he decides not 

to pursue the life of the streets. He buys into a night club and 

begins saving money to move to the Bahamas, but his presence as 

a known player makes it inevitable that he get sucked back into 

his violent former life. Carlito Brigante is released from jail after 

serving five years of a much longer stretch. He vows to go straight 

and to live life as a fine, upstanding citizen. He even rekindles a romance with his ex-lover. However, 

Carlito's associates cannot seem to leave him in peace...his nephew involves him a pool-room 

gunfight, his lawyer asks him for "favours" which spiral out of control, and even an old friend (now a 

wheelchair bound paraplegic) tries to get him into trouble with the law. Carlito decides to make a 

run for Florida and the promise of a new life, but has one final dramatic escape to make from some 

hoods who believe (wrongly) that he was behind the murder of their boss. Carlito's Way (1993), is a 

brilliant cinematic work. Pacino's performance as Carlito Berganzi displays the duplicity and 

subsequent torment between his reformed spirit, and the endless seduction of the street, embodied 

more specifically as his reputation, legacy, those who know him, of him, and those whom he allows 

in his innermost circle. Sean Penn is phenomenal as the lawyer representing Carlito, his 

metamorphosis into character is testament to his depth of talent. Penelope Ann Miller, as the long-

suffering love of Carlito's life is dramatically and visually enchanting. The casting is perfect. The 

supporting cast superb, perfectly augmenting the film. The script is alive with literary devices, the 

story lines, characters, dialogue, themes, sub-texts, etc., make this an almost endlessly watchable 

film. Of this genre, it's all there, action, suspense, violence, confrontations, chases, prerequisite 

street and wise guy character profiling with the right dialogue to make it work. Directed, executed 

and rendered a cinema great. Carlito's Way is atypical of the gangster genre, although it adheres to 

certain basics. It is also a love story, not boy meets girl, ad nauseum, but real, destined soul mates, 

wrenched apart and thrown back together five years later by some abberation of fate. As one 

experiences spiritual, moral disintegration, the other the anti-thesis. Carlito's Way is a mix of genre's 

veiled with diligent artistic discretion. I even see certain thematic similarities to Casablanca. 

Watching Carlito's Way I had the feeling that De Palma wanted to resurrect and redeem poor old 

Tony Montana, Scarface (1983). Perhaps it was self-redemption, or a means to a great film with a 

second view or maybe the fun of bringing back that great ensemble of talent, based on a similar 

theme. A sequel of sorts, not to diminish either film in anyway. Released exactly ten years after 

Scarface, the comparisons are more than obvious. Ten years later, De Palma and Pacino. Oliver 

Stone missing, but another great script. In Carlito's Way, Pacino again plays a Hispanic drug lord. 

Now Puerto Rican in New York City, before Cuban in Miami. Now drug lord repentant, whereas in 



Scarface, drug lord vehemently unrepentant and devoid of remorse, from beginning to surrealistic 

end. Instead of classic gangster genre prerequisites employed in Scarface, such as, coming from the 

bottom, rising in status, trust and favour in the eyes of the mob boss, eventually killing him, and 

gaining his empire his woman (Michelle Pfeiffer). Love? It's not in the equation- Carlito only wants to 

unite with his TRUE LOVE. To redeem himself in her eyes, after causing her the heartbreak of losing 

him forever. (Which it would have been, if not for the quirk of intervention by Carlito's coke 

addicted, sociopathic lawyer). Carlito seeks solely to prove to his love that he is truly changed, 

honest, sincere, and even has a plan whereupon they can live happily ever after. Carlito and his girl 

are likeable. Upon viewing this film one is compelled to empathy, wanting them to escape 

insurmountable odds (the almost onmniprescent serpent-like "street"), finding and deserving of 

happiness as long as they may live. However, it is though The Angel of Death has been hidden 

somewhere in every frame of De Palma's film, casting a shadow, waiting patiently to put his hand 

upon. Even the ancillary characters from Scarface are brought back in legions for Carlito's Way. 

Carlito's Way is Scarface with "feelings". Which is another similarity in the two films, "feelings" is the 

Achille's Heel of both Carlito Berganzi and Tony Montana. I also believe both films were vastly 

underrated and overlooked by the mainstream media, but upon populist vote, they are both widely 

esteemed as "classic". I'd give Carlito's Way (1993) nine out of ten. If I saw a ten, it would be a life 

changing event. 
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Carlitos Y El Campo De Los Sueños (Carlitos And The Chance Of A 

Lifetime) (2008) 
 

A heartfelt story about one young boy's (11-year-old Guillermo 

Campra) fight for his right to play soccer, while keeping his very 

essence intact. Carlitos Bermudez has two desires in life: first, to 

find a kind couple who will adopt him from the Spanish orphanage 

where he lives, and second, to become a soccer player for Spain's 

youth national team. With the help of his fellow orphans and his 

best friend Chunks, he sets out on a mission to prove his soccer 

playing abilities to the world and to himself. His biggest obstacle is 

Holipito, the bitter caretaker of his orphanage, who takes it upon 

himself to keep Carlitos from his dreams. With the help of Diego, a 

former orphan and now the orphanage's maintenance worker, 

Carlitos manages to evade the probing eyes of Holipito and to be 

accepted on the youth national team. Yet trouble pursues Carlitos 

even on his soccer team, the selfish player Ricki harasses him for 

having too close a relationship with his coach. After Holipito strikes a secretive bargain with a couple 

who plan to put Carlitos to work rather than care for him as parents. 
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Carrott's Lib (1982-3) 
 

Hardly anyone remembers 'Carrott's Lib' now, yet in its day this 

topical sketch show was every bit as funny as 'Not The Nine 

O'Clock News' and the much-later 'Spitting Image'. It went out 

late on Saturdays, and became a kind of 'alternative comedy' 

successor to the ground-breaking 'T.W.3'. There was plenty going 

on in the world then to get the comedic juices flowing; Reagan, 

Thatcher, Brezhnev, The Falklands War, three million 

unemployed, Arthur Scargill etc. 'Red Dwarf' creators Doug Naylor 

and Rob Grant were among the many writers. Linking the 

sketches was Jasper himself, guitar at the ready as though waiting 

for a song cue that never came, gleefully putting the boot into all and sundry. He got himself in hot 

water early on with a joke about deaf people. Responding to the criticism, Jasper said: "What I want 

to know is 'who told them'?". Rik Mayall and Lise Mayer's surreal 'Dave: The Cardboard Box' was a 

regular item in Series 1. One very funny sketch was 'Perversion Street' which linked a number of 

well-publicised scandals involving the 'Coronation Street' cast. Chris Barrie was hysterical as 'Vera 

Duckworth'! But the show's biggest target were 'Sun' readers, depicted as stupid and breast-fixated. 

In the final show of Series 1, a gang of 'Sun' readers in balaclavas took over B.B.C. TV Centre, 

demanding more bare bosoms on the box! Judging from some of the shows on now, I think they 

must have succeeded! 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1982) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 

Episode 5. 

Episode 6. 

Episode 7. 
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Series 2 (9 Episodes) (1983) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 

Episode 5. 

Episode 6. 

Episode 7. 

Episode 8. 

Episode 9. 
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Carter's Army (Black Brigade) (1970) 
 

A redneck officer is put in charge of a squad of black troops 

charged with taking an important bridge from the Nazis. OK, first 

off I should say that I found this DVD for only $1.00 at Wal-Mart. 

That alone is scary-- I knew it might stink, but with the cast list, I 

thought it might actually be OK, and it is. It's a crappy DVD 

transfer though, but for 1 dollar I can't complain too much! It's 

what I thought it was, a TV movie originally aired on ABC from 

1969 written by TV mogul Aaron Spelling and Produced by the 

great Danny Thomas Productions, who produced in such classic 

TV shows as The Dick Van Dyke Show, That Girl, The Andy Griffith 

Show, etc. This film stars Stephen Boyd, a great character 

actor/leading man known for his roles in such movies as 'Ben Hur' 

and 'Fantatstic Voyage'. It features young newcomers such as 

Richard Pryor and Billy Dee Williams & football star Rosie Grier in 

great supporting roles as members of an all-black WW II U.S. Army company ('B' Company) in France 

who are doing the 'grunt' work of the Army. Digging latrines, digging graves, dealing with garbage, 

etc. Basically getting No Respect. Blacks were considered second class citizens during WW II. The 

story shows how Racist Redneck Major Carter (Boyd) is asked to go on a dangerous mission to blow 

up a Dam held by the Nazis and the only company of men to help accomplish the task are 'B' 

Company, (the all black company). They appear lazy and shiftless to Lieutenant Carter, who doesn't 

believe they can help him blow up the dam. Little does he know, they are more than up for the job. 

Carter asks their lieutenant in charge for 'volunteers', and he picks 6 men, including Pryor, Williams 

& Grier. It's fairly standard TV movie fare, and it's kind of neat to see Pryor and Williams in early 

roles, as well as great black character actors Moses Gunn & Glynn Thurman (Cooley High)--as well as 

Susan Oliver, a great blonde character actress who appeared in lots of TV drama in the 60's on shows 

like 'Star Trek', 'Mannix', 'The Wild Wild West', etc. I think it's a nice forgotten addition to black 

cinema, and shows that black men in WWII could be just as heroic as their white brothers. It's an 

interesting look at race relations in the late 60's context too, what with the Black Panther movement 

and all. It's kind of funny how all the black actors have big afros and a few have mustaches/goatees--

not typical of WWII U.S. Army standards, but more like 1969 fashion. Pryor sports a natty red beret 

throughout the whole story, too. I guess I recommend it as a piece of nostalgia. Again, The DVD 

transfer is Horrid, but viewable. 
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Cartouches Gauloises (Summer Of '62) (2007) 
 

A pair of childhood friends spend a spring together before the 

summer Algeria's war of Independence. Beautiful 

Cinematography. Historic events seen through the eyes of 

children. A relatively unknown ending of French colonial times in 

Algeria. Sometimes shocking images become bearable, because 

they are seen by innocent children's eyes. John Lennon would 

have been proud. Overall, I liked the movie because of these 

above-mentioned aspects. I have never been in Algeria itself, but 

the movie gives a great view of everyday life during the time 

period it concerns. Also I really liked the scenery and music that 

relates to Algeria. Interesting story, and definitely worth watching. 

(Even for people who are neither French nor Algerian). 
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Casablanca (1942) 
 

In World War II Casablanca, Rick Blaine, exiled American and 

former freedom fighter, runs the most popular nightspot in town. 

The cynical lone wolf Blaine comes into the possession of two 

valuable letters of transit. When Nazi Major Strasser arrives in 

Casablanca, the sycophantic police Captain Renault does what he 

can to please him, including detaining Czech underground leader 

Victor Laszlo. Much to Rick's surprise, Lazslo arrives with Ilsa, 

Rick's one time love. Rick is very bitter towards Ilsa, who ran out 

on him in Paris, but when he learns she had good reason to, they 

plan to run off together again using the letters of transit. Well, 

that was their original plan. During World War II, Europeans who 

were fleeing from the Germans, sought refuge in America. But to 

get there they would first have to go Casablanca and once they 

get there, they have to obtain exit visas which are not very easy to come by. Now the hottest spot in 

all of Casablanca is Rick's Cafe which is operated by Rick Blaine, an American expatriate, who for 

some reason can't return there, and he is also extremely cynical. Now it seems that two German 

couriers were killed and the documents they were carrying were taken. Now one of Rick's regulars, 

Ugarte entrusts to him some letters of transit, which he intends to sell but before he does he is 

arrested for killing the couriers. Captain Renault, the Chief of Police, who is neutral in his political 

views, informs Rick that Victor Laszlo, the European Resistance leader, is in Casablanca and will do 

anything to get an exit visa but Renault has been "told" by Major Strasser of the Gestapo, to keep 

Laszlo in Casablanca. Laszlo goes to Rick's to meet Ugarte, because he was the one Ugarte was going 

to sell the letters to. But since Ugarte was arrested he has to find another way. Accompanying him is 

Ilsa Lund, who knew Rick when he was in Paris, and when they meet some of Rick's old wounds 

reopen. It is obvious that Rick's stone heart was because of her leaving him. And when they learn 

that Rick has the letters, he refuses to give them to him, because "he doesn't stick his neck out for 

anyone". Rick Blaine, who owns a nightclub in Casablanca, discovers his old flame Ilsa is in town with 

her husband, Victor Laszlo. Laszlo is a résistance leader, and with Germans on his tail, Ilsa knows Rick 

can help them get out of the country - but will he? "Casablanca" remains Hollywood's finest 

moment, a film that succeeds on such a vast scale not because of anything experimental or 

deliberately earthshaking in its design, but for the way it cohered to and reaffirmed the movie-

making conventions of its day. This is the film that played by the rules while elevating the form, and 

remains the touchstone for those who talk about Hollywood's greatness. It's the first week in 

December, 1941, and in the Vichy-controlled African port city of Casablanca, American ex-pat Rick 

Blaine runs a gin joint he calls "Rick's Cafe Americaine." Everybody comes to Rick's, including thieves, 

spies, Nazis, partisans, and refugees trying to make their way to Lisbon and, eventually, America. 

Rick is a tough, sour kind of guy, but he's still taken for a loop when fate hands him two sudden 

twists: A pair of unchallengeable exit visas, and a woman named Ilsa who left him broken-hearted in 

Paris and now needs him to help her and her resistance-leader husband escape. Humphrey Bogart is 

Rick and Ingrid Bergman is Ilsa, in roles that are archetypes in film lore. They are great parts besides, 

very multilayered and resistant to stereotype, and both actors give career performances in what 

were great careers. He's mad at her for walking out on him, while she wants him to understand her 



cause, but there's a lot going on underneath with both, and it all spills out in a scene in Rick's 

apartment that is one of many legendary moments. "Casablanca" is a great romance, not only for 

being so supremely entertaining with its humor and realistic-though-exotic wartime excitement, but 

because it's not the least bit mushy. Take the way Rick's face literally breaks when he first sees Ilsa in 

his bar, or how he recalls the last time he saw her in Paris: "The Germans wore gray, you wore blue." 

There's a real human dimension to these people that makes us care for them and relate to them in a 

way that belies the passage of years. For me, and many, the most interesting relationship in the 

movie is Rick and Capt. Renault, the police prefect in Casablanca who is played by Claude Rains with 

a wonderful subtlety that builds as the film progresses. Theirs is a relationship of almost perfect 

cynicism, one-liners and professions of neutrality that provide much humor, as well as give a 

necessary display of Rick's darker side before and after Ilsa's arrival. But there's so much to grab 

onto with a film like this. You can talk about the music, or the way the setting becomes a living 

character with its floodlights and Moorish traceries. Paul Henreid is often looked at as a bit of a third 

wheel playing the role of Ilsa's husband, but he manages to create a moral center around which the 

rest of the film operates, and his enigmatic relationship with Rick and especially Ilsa, a woman who 

obviously admires her husband but can't somehow ever bring herself to say she loves him, is 

something to wonder at. My favorite bit is when Rick finds himself the target of an entreaty by a 

Bulgarian refugee who just wants Rick's assurance that Capt. Renault is "trustworthy," and that, if 

she does "a bad thing" to secure her husband's happiness, it would be forgivable. Rick flashes on Ilsa, 

suppresses a grimace, tries to buy the woman off with a one-liner ("Go back to Bulgaria"), then 

finally does a marvelous thing that sets the whole second half of the film in motion without much 

calling attention to itself. It's not fashionable to discuss movie directors after Chaplin and before 

Welles, but surely something should be said about Michael Curtiz, who not only directed this film 

but other great features like "Captain Blood" and "Angels With Dirty Faces." For my money, his 

"Adventures Of Robin Hood" was every bit "Casablanca's" equal, and he even found time the same 

year he made "Casablanca" to make "Yankee Doodle Dandy." When you watch a film like this, you 

aren't so much aware of the director, but that's really a testament to Curtiz's artistry. "Casablanca" is 

not only exceptionally well-paced but incredibly well-shot, every frame feeling well-thought-out and 

legendary without distracting from the overall story. Curtiz was a product of the studio system, not a 

maverick like Welles or Chaplin, but he found greatness just as often, and "Casablanca," also a 

product of the studio system, is the best example. It's a film that reminds us why we go back to 

Hollywood again and again when we want to refresh our imaginations, and why we call it "the 

dream factory." As the hawker of linens tells Ilsa at the bazaar, "You won't a treasure like this in all 

Morocco." Nor, for that matter, in all the world. 
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Casey's Shadow (1978) 
 

Casey (11-year-old Michael Hershewe) is a young boy in a family 

that trains racehorses. His best friend, a foal they call "Casey's 

Shadow", looks to be a loser, but comes out a champion. Good 

family movie and Walter is a riot. One of my favorite movies. I like 

horses, I like happy endings, and I like Walter Matthau. I miss him 

and am glad to have a great film like this to remind me why he 

was so wonderful. Watch it with your kids (or your horse). The 

story of an old hard boot horse trainer with kids, and down on his 

luck. If you have ever had or appreciated horse racing you will 

appreciate the rags to riches storyline. It may be a little below 

"Seabiscuit", but not a lot. The story is the same one, except it is 

the quarter horse version. Well acted, correct racing terms and 

equipment, and nice racing scenes. Don't take my word for it, get 

it and make up your own mind. 
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Cash And Curry (2008) 
 

Cash and Curry is a fast-paced, comedy-drama, set in multi-

cultural London. Raj and his friends are tired of being "errand 

boys" at the bottom of the food chain. Ambition, leads Raj and his 

friends into the middle of a gang war between two of the biggest 

drug lords in London: Gabbar and Isaac. Realizing the 

consequences of his actions, Raj seeks refuge in the countryside 

with an old friend, Tony. Based in an old abandoned farm, Tony 

runs the largest pirate DVD manufacturing operation in London. 

To elude capture, Raj and his friends are forced to submerge 

themselves in farm life. Meanwhile, Gabbar and Isaac are hunting 

down Raj and his friends - but who will find them first? I want 90 

minutes of my life back after watching this pure and utter 

rubbish. Whilst Asian and Jamaicans between the ages of 9 and 40 

might be horrified to learn that people outside of London really 

don't give a sun dried dingleberry about how 'cool' it is to be a 'gangsta', deal in drugs and sleep with 

free prostitutes, quite by accident this film shows all that is wrong with Britain today. Whilst these 

gangs do exist in some form or another, clearly this film is the director living out a fantasy that he 

cannot or doesn't have the guts to peruse. Herein lies the charm of this film, however..the director 

clearly meant this to be a 'look at how cool it is to be black/Asian gangsta from London', but what it 

does articulate very clearly is that only an imbecile would agree with the director. The acting is plain 

rubbish, the story line cringe worthy and the moralistic bromance (no doubt drive by one of those 

ethical 'gangsta codes') is incredibly toe curling. If you want violence for the sake of violence, then 

you might get a kick out of this. If, however, you want a good old giggle about how 'cool' Jamaican 

and Asian gangs perceive THEMSELVES to be...then you might wet your pants laughing. This film is 

utterly hideous. I still want my 90 minutes of my life back...yeah, bruv? 
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Casino (1995) 
 

This Martin Scorsese film depicts the Janus-like quality of Las 

Vegas--it has a glittering, glamorous face, as well as a brutal, cruel 

one. Ace Rothstein and Nicky Santoro, mobsters who move to Las 

Vegas to make their mark, live and work in this paradoxical world. 

Seen through their eyes, each as a foil to the other, the details of 

mob involvement in the casinos of the 1970's and '80's are 

revealed. Ace is the smooth operator of the Tangiers casino, while 

Nicky is his boyhood friend and tough strongman, robbing and 

shaking down the locals. However, they each have a tragic flaw--

Ace falls in love with a hustler, Ginger, and Nicky falls into an 

ever-deepening spiral of drugs and violence. Sam 'Ace' Rothstein, 

a mob-connected casino operator in Las Vegas, attempts a 

civilized lifestyle with his money-conditional wife, Ginger. Nicky 

Santoro, a boyhood friend of Ace and now a Made-Man of the 

Mafia, arrives in town with an ambitious agenda of his own that soon disrupts Ace's life. Before long, 

Ginger and her long-time leeching lover Lester, along with Nicky's mistakes, causing problems. This is 

one of the best films of the 90's hands down. Without a doubt this has become one of my favorite 

movies. I'm not sure why really, I just love it. I think because I read the book and a lot of what 

happened in real life happened in my little town in Chicago. No names, and my old boss who runs 

our town grocery store actually knew "Ace". Again, no names. That was always pretty cool to me, 

since my town really didn't have much excitement. I guess also because I'm a huge fan of Martin, 

Robert, and Joe's. When they work together, they create masterpieces. I've read a lot of comments 

on IMDb, and more than 50% of the comments are calling this "Goodfells Part 2". Is it "Goodfellas 

Part 2", in my opinion, no. Yes, it's very similar situations, but it's not the same plot. It's a little more 

gory and more bright. "Casino" is mainly about the rise and fall of Las Vegas. When Robert DeNiro's 

character says "It's more like Disney Land now". Actually that's true, it's not like it used to be. I'm 

only 20, but my mom and dad told me how different the times were in the 60's and 70's. Everyone 

was more close and wanted to know who you were and how everything was going. Everything is 

more corporate greed now-a-days. But back onto the movie, it does have gangsta's in it, and with 

that comes some pretty gruesome violence. Robert DeNiro. No words can describe how wonderful 

of an actor he is. If you read in most of my comments, you can tell I'm a fan. This movie is actually 

what made me into a huge fan of his. He's dialog and image is very powerful and you understand his 

position. You want to love him, even though technically he's a bad guy too, you still think he is so 

cool. A lot of people I talked too: the guys wanted to be him and the girls wanted to be with him. 

What a performance, it deserved more praise. Joe does it again being the A$$hole who thinks with 

his gun and not with his head. Joe as an actor is very remarkable. He's only 5' 6", but he is so 

intimidating. His speech in the desert with Ace and the big confrontation. "You want me to get out of 

my own town?! Don't 'bleep' with me, Ace!" Does he swear in this movie? Oh, yeah. A lot, we're 

talking 400+ f-words, guys. But you get past the vulgar language and just enjoy what Joe says and 

does. The head vice scene and the metal bat scene with Joe is two of the most disturbing scenes in 

cinematic history. Sharon Stone, what can I say? What a remarkable performance! She was very 

much robbed of her deserved Oscar. I was reading in my "Rober DeNiro: A history of his films" that 



Sharon over shined both Joe's and Robert's performance. In some ways that is very true. She plays a 

gold-digging, druggie, drunk, hustling, whore. She is very glamorous in the film though, she is 

covered in beautiful gowns and jewelery that no guy could ever resist. Her first scene where Robert 

first sees her and she is stealing chips from a guy who has "hired" her for a night was extremely 

effective. You can see why Ace fell so hard for her. What a terrific performance in the end. When she 

screams at Ace "I will go to the FBI! I will go to the police! I'm not protecting you anymore!", you get 

scarred and can't help but watch more even though you are sitting on your butt for more than 2 1/2 

hours. You hate her character so much, you want her to get what's coming to her, that's what makes 

a terrific performance. When you actually want to make sure that this character gets the justice he 

or she deserves. Sharon, I apologize, you deserved more praise as well. Martin Scorcesse. One of the 

greatest living directors of our time. This film was very wonderfully made with great visuals. The 

soundtrack really adds a lot, I'm telling you, and the theatrical trailer with the song "Gimme Shelter" 

by the Rolling Stones, what a great feel. Martin has been nominated several times for an Oscar, but 

they snub him. I think because his films are so violent and typical. But they remain classics. I'm 

disappointed with the Oscars, this man deserves more. Whew. "Casino" is an excellent movie that I 

highly recommend for mob movie lovers. Don't compare this to "Goodfellas", let it stand on it's own. 

But please, this is not a movie for children in any manor. For the parents, this is a movie that should 

be on the wait until the later teens. It's very violent, we're talking a head in a vice, a beating with a 

metal bat (just to name a few violent scenes, there's more) drugs, sex, and very vulgar language. This 

is for adults only! It's a great movie that deserves very much to be on the top 250. I'd like to see it in 

the top 100, but we'll see. 
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Casino Royale (2006) 
 

James Bond goes on his first ever mission as a 00. Le Chiffre is a 

banker to the world's terrorists. He is participating in a poker 

game at Montenegro, where he must win back his money, in 

order to stay safe among the terrorist market. The boss of MI6, 

known simply as M sends Bond, along with Vesper Lynd to attend 

this game and prevent Le Chiffre from winning. Bond, using help 

from Felix Leiter, Mathis and having Vesper pose as his wife, 

enters the most important poker game in his already dangerous 

career. But if Bond defeats Le Chiffre, will he and Vesper Lynd 

remain safe? Well certain people thought Daniel Craig could not 

pull it off, but he has and with style and a cold steel edge, not 

seen since Sean Connery. This is proper action hero stuff, but he 

actually looks like if he wanted to he could kill you. With an 

opening sequence that will stop you from blinking for 20 minutes. 

The film is class, from the cinematography, to the three dimensional villains, and Bond's rapid 

learning curve. Like Dr. No, you see a killer, just he is on our side. Don't read reviews, just go and see 

it, and tell your friends what you thought, you won't be disappointed. 
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Casper (1995) 
 

Furious that her late father only willed her his gloomy-looking 

mansion rather than his millions, Carrigan Crittenden (Moriarty) is 

ready to burn the place to the ground when she discovers a map 

to a treasure hidden in the house. But when she enters the rickety 

mansion to seek her claim, she is frightened away by a wicked 

wave of ghosts. Determined to get her hands on this hidden 

fortune, she hires afterlife therapist Dr. James Harvey (Pullman) 

to exorcise the ghosts from the mansion. Harvey and his daughter 

Kat (Ricci) move in, and soon Kat meets Casper, the ghost of a 

young boy who's "the friendliest ghost you know." But not so 

friendly are Casper's uncles--Stretch, Fatso and Stinkie--who are 

determined to drive all "fleshies" away. Ultimately, it is up to 

Harvey and Kat to help the ghosts cross over to the other side. 

Who says there are no such things as ghosts? Not if there is the ghostly inhabitants of Whipstaff 

Manor in Friendship, Maine! This desolate mansion is then, in the words of one of the members of 

the Ghostly Trio of Whipstaff, 'intruded' by Kat Harvey (Christina Ricci) and her eccentric father Dr. 

James Harvey (Bill Pullman), a ghost therapist. Carrigan Crittenden (Cathy Moriarty) had hired Dr. 

Harvey to exorcise the ghosts, including Casper the friendly ghost and his three obnoxious uncles, 

Stretch, Fatso and Stinkie, aspiring to gain Whipstaff's 'buried gold'. Intertwining humour, all-time 

fun and a modern Cinderella story, 'Casper' promises to please as a movie which is compelling, 

hilarious, captivating, heart-warming, witty and above all, truly 'fleshtastic'. 'Casper' is 

recommended for any audience, regardless of age. At the time I am submitting this review I am 

currently 17, turning 18, but 'Casper' still manages to appear endearing and ultimately special. The 

magic of Bill Pullman, Christina Ricci as well as that of director Brad Silberling, executive producer 

Steven Spielberg, and other producers weaves between each and every scene to eventually lift us off 

our feet. Above all, I LOVE THIS MOVIE! Casper is my all time favourite character. Truly fantastic. You 

won't BOOlieve it until you see it. 
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Casper Meets Wendy (1998) 
 

Casper, a ghost, teams up with Wendy, a witch, against an evil 

warlock. I rented this for my 4-year-old son from our local public 

library. As the third Casper film, and a direct-to-video release (the 

only advertising I remember was on cereal boxes), I wasn't 

expecting much from this little venture, but I was delightfully 

surprised. I actually sat and watched the whole thing, and the 

climax is quite suspenseful. A great cast, some witty writing, and 

fine performances by George Hamilton as the villainous arch-

warlock Desmond Spellman (am I the only one who thinks this is a 

dig at Aaron Spelling?), Richard Moll, Vincent Schiavelli—and the 

three adult witches, Shelly Duval, Teri Garr and Cathy Moriarty. 

The CGI ghosts are well done. But the biggest surprise of all is 

Hilary Duff's sparkling performance as Wendy. Based on all the 

ditzy teen idol crap she did later-- rolling her eyes and huffing 

every thirty seconds as "Lizzy McGuire" and singing those plastic pop tunes--I expected her to just 

float around on her broom and look cute. But this is the best acting I've ever seen her do. I can 

hardly believe it's the same person. She's a delightful little bundle of energy, delivers her lines 

intelligently, and really works her little duff off (sorry, couldn't resist that). It's a shame her career 

took such an airhead direction. This video shows she was capable of better things, but she's already 

being forgotten. One caution: The ending, with the swirling "Mystic Abyss", when it seems like 

Wendy might actually be a gonner, as well as the "possession" scenes might be a little too much for 

some preschoolers. With 13-year-old Blake Foster. 
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Casper: A Spirited Beginning (1997) 
 

Casper tells the story of how he became such a good-natured 

ghost. A waste of time. I saw CASPER: A SPIRITED BEGINNING on 

the Fox Family channel almost a year and a half ago. I saw it a 

couple more times on the Fox Family channel during the past year, 

but not because I liked it. I watched it because there was nothing 

else to watch. Although I should have turned off the television and 

done something active, I didn't because I'm a lazy boy. Anyway, 

CASPER: A SPIRITED BEGINNING is truly a bad movie. It is one of 

those corny direct-to-video family movies about growing up. It's 

about a science-fiction nerd named Chris who is always getting 

into fights with his father. One day, Chris meets Casper and they 

form a friendship. If that sounds entertaining to you then you will 

probably love CASPER: A SPIRITED BEGINNING. For me, this was a 

waste of time. The dialogue was cheap, the acting was awful, and 

it is absolutely nowhere near as good as the 1995 CASPER movie 

starring Bill Pullman. Instead of watching the sequel, watch the original. With 11-year-old Brendon 

Ryan Barrett. 
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Catch Me If You Can (2002) 
 

An FBI agent tracks down and catches a young con artist who 

successfully impersonated an airline pilot, doctor, assistant 

attorney general and history professor, cashing more than $2.5 

million in fraudulent checks in 26 countries. New Rochelle, the 

1960s. High schooler Frank Abagnale Jr. idolizes his father, who's 

in trouble with the IRS. When his parents separate, Frank runs 

away to Manhattan with $25 in his checking account, vowing to 

regain dad's losses and get his parents back together. Just a few 

years later, the FBI tracks him down in France; he's extradited, 

tried, and jailed for passing more than $4,000,000 in bad checks. 

Along the way, he's posed as a Pan Am pilot, a pediatrician, and 

an attorney. And, from nearly the beginning of this life of crime, 

he's been pursued by a dour FBI agent, Carl Hanratty. What starts 

as cat and mouse becomes something akin to father and son. This 

was an entertaining and fun piece of film making from the ever-reliable Steven Spielberg. It is a bit of 

a depart from his usual full-blown and hugely epic pictures, yet this does not detract at all from the 

fascinating story of Frank Abagnale Jr. I was interested in this man before I'd seen the movie, and it 

only served to increase my interest. Although it is important to remember (as with any such film) 

that this is only 'inspired' by a true story and not told word for word from one, the plot is fascinating 

and keeps you laughing, crying and wondering until the end. Frank Abagnale Jr. is an astounding and 

interesting character. The real life Abagnale originally said that he did not believe Dicaprio to be 

'suave' enough to play the role, but he certainly does pull it off. Dicaprio's acting is superb, and 

totally believable as a man who could lie to, deceive, and con everyone he met without once losing 

any of his charisma or charm. Hanks is also excellent, he plays the role of the obsessed FBI agent 

well, and also with a likable quality. The interaction between these two characters was great, it was 

interesting to see a budding relationship slowly build between two characters who were actually 

positioned against one another. I loved the look of the film. It was a refreshing blast to see the 60s 

portrayed in such a vivid and colorful way. The whole setting and atmosphere of the film gave it a 

wonderful and almost (I hesitate to use the word) 'magical' sense. This tone appealed to me much 

more than a darker tone might have. However, the film is rife with moral ambiguity. As much fun as 

it is to watch Dicaprio jumping from one place (and identity) to the next, forging checks and 

spending inordinate amounts of money at a whim, the film never really focuses on the morally 

bankrupt side of the story. The portion of the film devoted to this at the end still seems to skim over 

the fact that this man has stolen millions of dollars. It ends on a high note for Frank Abagnale Jr., 

never fully spelling out the wrongs he committed. Still, this would probably bring the whole film 

down, and sometimes it's fun just to enjoy a bit of escapism without being told off for desiring such 

things. I mean, it's hard to be totally strict and upright - you have to love it when Dicaprio's character 

swindles Jennifer Garner's prostitute for $400! Overall, this is a fun film and really enjoyable. Not as 

much of an epic masterpiece as some of Spielberg's other movies, but still a great film! 
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Catch Me If You Can (Deadly Game) (1998) 
 

When a 12-year-old boy (12-year-old Ryan DeBoer) with an 

attitude witnesses a mob killing, the job of protecting him falls to 

a down-on-his luck cop (Tim Matheson). Good, Fun Movie. A bit of 

action, a bit of danger, a bit of comedy and even a little light 

romance (toasted oat cereal by candlelight - perfect!). I really 

enjoyed this movie, Ryan DeBoer was terrific as the obnoxious kid 

you start out hating and end up appreciating for his wit and guts. 

William Katt was positively evil, Tim Matheson did a great job of 

someone struggling against his own guilt and sense of duty. 

Luther, completely menacing in his silence was portrayed perfectly 

by C. Ernst Harth. Sit back and enjoy the scenic ride this movie 

takes you on, all sorts of little twists and turns to keep you 

guessing. 
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Catch That Kid (2004) 
 

A remake of the Danish blockbuster "Klatretosen," CATCH THAT 

GIRL is described as "Ocean's 11" or "Mission: Impossible" for 

kids. The action-packed caper revolves around a 12-year-old girl 

who, with the help of two friends (15-year-old Corbin Bleu and 

16-year-old Max Thieriot), robs the state-of-the-art bank where 

her mother works to acquire the cash needed for a costly 

operation to save her dying father. During the heist, the kids 

overcome high-tech security systems, guard dogs, and a nasty 

head of security to get to a bank vault suspended 100-feet above 

ground. 
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Catchfire (Backtrack) (1990) 
 

An artist (Foster) witnesses a Mafia hit and calls the police. At the 

police station she realizes that the Mafia has a man in the force, 

so she runs. Trailed by the police, who need her testimony, and a 

hitman (Hopper) hired by the Mafia, she goes to Mexico, where 

eventually she meets the hitman, who has become infatuated 

after studying her art and life to prepare for the hit. As I said, 

Hopper plus Foster = great chemistry. These two make a great 

movie out of a plot that is absolutelu unbelievable. What hit man 

falls in love with his hit sight unseen? What hit falls in love with 

her hit man after a one night stand? What hit man has a 

helicopter set aside for just the right escape? What mafia boss has 

ten or more hit men who can't hit a one man target? You see, this 

is a plot that no one could believe in. But, no one cares, because 

you are so involved in the evolution of the relationship between 

the Hopper & Foster characters that you overlook or forgive everything else. These two are so 

powerful that they make Fred Ward look like a character actor. This is a violent movie where the 

violence never seems to override the comedy/relationship/slice of life issues that the film portrays. 

Plus, you get to see Jodie Foster naked!?! Who would have thunk it? By the way, she has a very nice 

body. I don't know how this movie has not become a cult favorite, but give it time. It is a gem! PS 

Don't overlook a dynamite performance by Joe Pesci, who is not listed in the cast. Go figure. 
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Category 7: The End Of The World (2005) 
 

All across the globe, an unprecedented Category 6 storm 

descends with greater force than could have ever been imagined. 

The Eiffel Tower is shredded by violent winds-the Great Pyramids 

reduced to piles of rubble as twisting, black funnels snake across 

the desert. For years scientists have been expounding theories-

and warnings-of global warming trends. Now these warnings are 

coming true with a frightening ferocity. But though it may have 

created regions of volatile and extreme weather, global warming 

isn't what triggered the terrible tempest. The cause is unknown. 

As various regions of the Earth succumb to the increasingly 

powerful super storm, beautiful but discredited scientist Faith 

Clavell teams up with storm chaser Tommy Tornado and head of 

FEMA Judith Carr to determine the trigger and eliminate it-and 

that means infiltrating the storm itself. Compounding the chaos, a 

terrorist organization is threatening to make the situation worse. Now, it's not only man against 

nature, but man against man as the newly-intensified Category 7 approaches-and possibly, the end 

of the world. OK sorry wrong movie...that was "Twister"...and this movie had more than its 

share...Global warming has sprouted global storms of gigantic proportions and its FEMA to the 

rescue with the help of a few other folks as the storms head for Washington. Gina Gershon leads the 

cast that includes Shannon Doherty and Randy Quaid reprising his role from "Category 6" in which 

his "Tommy Tornado" character was swept away in a twister...and yes he lived to tell the tale...I 

gotta say the first half of this movie was a loud, shaky fast cut editing mish mash that left me with a 

headache. Filmmakers can you please leave the "NYPD Blue" shaky camera style alone already!!!! 

That is the most annoying style of film making and I guess they felt it was just right for this disaster 

flick but it just became a distraction for me. Now what surprised me, aside from the fact that I 

actually watched the second half, is that the second half actually entertained me with its storms of 

doom in almost every frame and our heroes running about in the mix of it all. Another pleasing 

factor was Andrea Lui who I suspect could be Lucy Lui's little sister who gives us a little bit of her take 

on "Charlies Angels" as she rescues her boy toy from the perils of the storm. That had to be a wink 

from the makers. All in all the 2nd half was better for me than the first and that's not saying too 

much. Geez if you ain't gotta nothing better to do then just sit back and watch the world end...well 

kinda, sorta, and don't expect too much. 
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Cats & Dogs (2001) 
 

There's a secret war being waged in the homes and 

neighborhoods of Earth that the humans don't even know about; 

an eternal struggle between two great armies: the Cats and the 

Dogs. The film follows a Cat's plan to destroy a new vaccine, that 

if developed, would destroy all human allergies to Dogs, and the 

Dogs' efforts to stop the Cats. Specifically, it's the story of a young 

pup (Tobey Maguire) whose job it is to guard the vaccine. Other 

dogs include a wise older dog who watches out for him (Susan 

Sarandon), a large friendly dog (Michael Clarke Duncan), and a 

small dog who serves as an electronics expert (Joe Pantoliano). 

Jeff Goldblum is the human scientist that invented the vaccine. 

Cats and dogs, known to mankind only as cuddly pets and man's 

best friend, have engaged in a fierce and merciless battle: Mr. 

Tinkles, a ruthless cat, is plotting intensively to achieve nothing 

less than world domination. His main target is Professor Brody, who is working on a medicine to rid 

people from dog hair allergies. Yet Mr. Tinkles strives to get to the substance, analyze it and then 

have it turned into a means of rendering all humans of the world aggressively allergic to any kind of 

dog. Cats would rule, as dogs would then be exterminated. But Mr. Tinkles did not bother to waste 

any thoughts on little Lou, the Brody family's new puppy, who never before has heard of dog agents 

and the major protective mission they fulfill towards the unsuspecting Brody family. Together with 

Butch and a few other dog agents from the neighbourhood, Lou desperately tries to hinder Mr. 

Tinkles in his sinister plans to take over the world. When I went to the sneak preview of this, I was 

hoping for the kind of humor Shrek had, hilarious for people of all ages. I found Shrek to be one of 

the funniest movies I have seen all year, this wasn't. It was full of childish humor, and really had 

nothing at all to give to people who are over the age of 10, except celebrity voices and a few funny 

covert spy lines. If you are 10 and under, go see it, if not I don't think you would find that much to it. 

With Alexander Pollock. 
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Cats (Andrew Lloyd Webber's 'Cats') (Great Performances: Cats) 

(1998) 
 

"Jellicle" cats join for a Jellicle ball where they rejoice with their 

leader, Old Deuteronomy. One cat will be chosen to go to the 

"Heavyside Layer" and be reborn. The cats introduce themselves. 

Fantastic! The best musical and the best show of all times makes a 

magnificent film. It has advantage of showing everything in details 

and details are grand. Scenery, costumes and make-up are 

perfect. Music is superb (especially Jellicle Ball and Macavity). The 

best thing about the movie is certainly the cast. Actors not only 

sing and dance splendidly but also imitate feline movements and 

manners amazingly well. And how do they act! I absolutely adore 

Michael Gruber as manly and handsome Munkustrap. Elaine Paige 

as Grizabella would leave nobody indifferent. Veerle Casteleyn 

with her wonderful eyes is the most touching Jemima, John 

Partridge is irresistibly attractive and funny Rum Tum Tagger, Phyllida Crawley-Smith is very graceful 

Victoria, Jacob Brent is charming Mistoffelees, Aeva May and Rosmary Ford make a beautiful pair of 

adult cats: reserved Demeter and sensuous Bombalurina. Sir John Mills is a little unexpected guest 

star, but he is perfect Gus the Theatre Cat ("the star of the highest degree"). Eliote's text is witty, 

and there are a lot of amusing scenes in the show. My favourite ones are The Gumbie Cat, 

Mangojerry and Rumpleteaser, Pekes and the Pollicles, Scimbleshanks the Railway Cat. Watching 

this film is an endless joy for my family and me. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Catweazle (1970-1) 
 

Catweazle is a magician from the time of the Normans who is cast 

into the future by magic. With the help of a boy (16-year-old 

Robin Davies & 16-year-old Gary F. Warren) he uses magic in an 

attempt to return to his own time. While the Americans were 

making preachy family-values nonsense masquerading as 

children's TV, the British were focussing on just telling their 

younger viewers good stories - and Catweazle was a ripping yarn, 

beautifully brought to life on the screen. No wonder it appealled 

to kids, particularly boys: it was imaginative, it was clever, and it 

was aimed at kids and not over their heads or condescendingly 

down at them. Catweazle was a magician from the 11th century 

who is transported unknowingly forward to the 20th. His magic 

has seldom worked before, so his temporal switch surprises him 

most of all; he believes much of what he sees in his new world to 

be "a Norman trick". He finds company in the form of young Carrot (in series one) who helps him 

find his feet in the modern world: he sets up shop in an abandoned water-tower, and starts seeking 

how to perform the ultimate magic: learning how to fly. Along the way he encounters the wonders 

of the 20th century and gives them his own quaint terminology: electricity ("elec-trickery") and the 

humble telephone ("the telling bone"). The formula remained the same or similar for series two, 

although the supporting cast switched. Geoffrey Bayldon was outstanding as Catweazle. His wide-

eyed innocence and astonishment at discovery no doubt mirrored that of his young viewers, while 

the show also had that air of secrecy that often appealled to kids (Catweazle was never formally 

'discovered' by the adults in the series - his existence was shielded by the young cast members.) 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1970) 
 

Episode 01: The Sun in a Bottle; Catweazle is casting spells in his secretive cave in "the great forest" 

and his chantings are overheard by the Normans, who enter his cave and attempt to capture him for 

practising witchcraft. Biting one of the soldiers he is able to escape into the forest complete with his 

"familiar" "Touchwood". He is chased by some other Norman soldiers and is trapped by them leaving 

him no option but to dive into the lake. He reappears in a small pond located at Hexworth farm in 

20th century England having flown through time 900 years into the future. Here the magic of his 

journey begins. Hiding himself in a barn at Hexworth farm he soon meets up with Edward (aka 

Carrot) when he returns to the barn with farmhand Sam riding on the farm's tractor whose noise 

scares Catweazle. Carrot manages to hide Catweazle from his father despite the strong smell on 

Catweazle's clothes. Carrot promises to bring Catweazle food later in the evening and this is where 

the fun begins. Upon first taking the food to the barn Carrot is interrupted by Sam who needs help 

with the picture clarity on the TV in the house. Meanwhile Catweazle thinks he has been bewitched 

when Carrot turns on the light in the barn. Returning to the house to help with the TV, Catweazle 

soon follows in search of the food and casts a spell on Carrot using "adamcos", his witchknife, so that 



he can't tell anyone of his existence. Carrot's father comes home from the pub whilst Catweazle is 

still in the house and in a mad rush to get him out of the house Carrot breaks a window. Upon asking 

for an explanation Carrot realises that he can't say anything due to Catweazle's spell. Meanwhile 

outside, Catweazle discovers another light ("tiny sun in a bottle") but it's just an old lamp that 

doesn't work. So he promises to return the next day to ask "the young sorcerer" to show him the 

"magic of electrickery". 

Episode 02: Castle Saburac; Returning to the house to learn about the "Electrickery" Catweazle hears 

the kettle whistling in the kitchen and thinks it's a demon. He hides under the dining room table and 

draws a circle in chalk around him to protect himself whilst blowing on his magic thumb ring and 

chanting "sator arepo tenet opera rotas". Meanwhile Carrott's father comes into the house and can 

smell the same smell he first noticed in the barn the night before. Wondering how he can get 

Catweazle out of the room he deliberately knocks something over on the table and his father leaves 

to get something from the kitchen to clean it with. Trying to leave the house Catweazle is almost 

spotted by farmhand Sam and takes himself up to Carott's bedroom. After trying to clean the chalk 

stain off the carpet that Catweazle had made, Carrott follows his nose up to his bedroom where he 

finds Catweazle hiding in his wardrobe. Catweazle is in awe of how Carrott discovers him and then 

begs to be shown the "magic of electrickery" again. Carrott oblidges by switching on and off his 

bedside lamp. Catweazle moves over to the lamp and removes the bulb to examine it. He then tries 

to flick the light on and off and is most annoyed with himself when it doesn't work because the bulb 

isn't in the lamp. Carrott tells him he can't stay there and has to leave asking him to go back to 

where he stayed the night before (which was an old chicken house), but before going says he needs 

a bath. Taking him to the bathroom he runs the bath and tells him to get into it."not the waater, I 

shall drown" insists Catweazle. Carrott tells him to remove his robe (to which Catweazle looks 

indignent and disgusted).Timidly he gets into the bath and screams "it burns it burns" and starts to 

abuse Carrott calling him a maggott etc. Carrott adds more cold water and meanwhile downstairs 

the local housekeeper hears the bath water running thinking it a strange time to take a bath goes 

upstairs to investigate and runs into Carrott on the landing who is on his way to get clean towels. His 

feeble attempts to explain why he's having a bath at that time of the day rouses the housekeeper's 

suspicion who goes into the bathroom and sees a bony looking Catweazle sitting in the bath. Upon 

seeing her he screams and "bid thee hence".Stepping out of the bath and wrapping himself in a bath 

mat he places a spell on the housekeeper to make her think he is invisible using "adamcos". The 

housekeeper leaves taking the dirty laundry including Catweazle's robe with her. Upon realising this 

he and Carrott make attempts to retrieve it. When they see it being put out on the washing line 

Catweazle charges over to get it knowing he's safe as the housekeeper is still under his "invisible 

spell".However Sam the farmhand appears, so Catweazle charges off into the bushes. Neither the 

housekeeper or Mr. Bennett (Carrott's father) believe him when he describes "the old tramp" and 

they both think Sam is dillusional and is told to sit and rest a while. Once recovered (though still not 

convinced he's crazy) Sam agrees to go chop down the old chicken house for Mr. Bennett. The same 

Chicken house that Catweazle had been staying in. Once there with his axe Sam once again sees 

Catweazle and other some verbal exchanges Sam realises Catweazle is real (and in turn that he 

himself isn't crazy) tries to attack Catweazle who runs back into the chicken house before it falls to 

the ground after being hit with Sam's Axe. Catweazle runs off into the woods and is followed by 

Carrott at an old water tank. Climbing up into it Carrott tells him it's dangerous because of the water 

inside. However the tank is empty and Catweazle decides this will be his new home as he was sent to 



it by a great spirit and names the tank in his honour "Castle Saburac". Looking at "Touchwood" he 

tells it that this will be their new home where they will together "make great magic" followed by his 

customary "Tcha". 

Episode 03: The Curse of Rapkyn; Sees Hexworth farm in financial troubles with Mr. Bennett played 

by Aussie actor Charles Tingwell overdrawn at the bank by 800 pounds. Believing there is a curse on 

the farm, Carott seeks the help of Catweazle. Deciding the owner of a local history museum may 

help via some books which immediately sparks Catweazle's interest, Carrott and Catweazle head off 

to the museum. During which Catweazle after causing havoc by letting "touchwood get loose "and 

scaring a bunch of schoolgirls visiting the museum, discovers the book of Rapkyn. Via the book it's 

discovered that 2 stones hidden somewhere on the farm must be found to remove the curse. One 

"in the tower and one in the water". The tower being the living room chimmney and the the water 

being an old well. Both leading to hillarious situations. The two stones are found in perfect condition 

and also fit the missing pieces of a rare artifact at the museum who pay Mr. Bennett 800 pounds 

thus lifting the financial burden. 

Episode 04: The Witching Hour; Mrs. Boddington a local council member is a frequent visitor to 

Hexworth farm much to Carott's dislike. He decides magic is needed to get rid of her and seeks out 

Catweazle's help. By using a spell from Rapkyn's book it's decided to make a doll to represent Mrs. 

Boddington and on the 7th chime of the church bell the spell will take effect. However they need a 

personal item from Mrs. Boddington to make the spell complete. Looking in her car for a personal 

item they find nothing and Catweazle is forced to hide in the back of her car when she leaves the 

farm for a hairdresser's appointment. Carrott follows on his bike and they arrive in the local village 

and concoct a plan to obtain a personal item. Catweazle describing the hairdresser's as a torture 

chamber and saying that removing hair is a loss of strength as per Samson in the bible and realises 

this is the answer to their problem. Carrott enters the hairdresser and asks to speak to Mrs. 

Boddington while Catweazle causes a distraction by calling the fellow customers "foolish whenches" 

and does a song and dance routine causing confusion and hysteria while Carrott pinches some of the 

removed hair of Mrs. Boddington that had been cut and was on the floor. Using this to add to the 

voodoo doll and Catweazle adding a spell to make her become covered in spots is hoped will rid her 

from the farm. However it is later revealed that Mr. Bennet was only being friendly towards Mrs. 

Boddington so as to get council permission to add some building to his property. Realising his error 

Carrott worries about the outcome but it turns out that Catweazle's spell backfires somewhat and 

it's Mrs. Boddington's main council rival that ends up with the spots and so approval is granted by 

the council as Mrs. Boddington receives no opposition as her rival is unable to attend the meeting 

because she suddenly comes down with a bout of measles. 

Episode 05: The Eye of Time; Catweazle gets involved with the TAB and also confronts a fake fortune 

teller played brilliantly by veteran U.K. character actress/comedian Hattie Jacques. Unable to reach 

the betting office ("bettering" as Catweazle refers to it) farmhand Sam asks Carrott to place the bets 

for him. However as he is underage he seeks help from an uncooperative Catweazle. Forcing him to 

dress in old scarecrow clothes to go into the village via a bus (referred to as "thou roaring chariot" by 

Catweazle) it is here that Catweazle sees a sign that points to the fortune teller's rooms. He then 

goes to see her and tells her that she doesn't have "the eye of time" that it is "shut" to her and that 

she tells customers to bet on the wrong horses and then rings the local bookie that another false 

customer is on his way. Meanwhile Mr. Bennet discovers that Sam has been using Carrot to place his 



bets and suggests that first he phones them through and next Sam will have him hanging around 

betting offices which is where he ends up finding Carrott. 

Episode 06: The Magic Face; Whilst hunting around the farm for old items Catweazle is accidentally 

photographed by a couple of yank photographers/tourists one of whom becomes obsessed with the 

uniqueness of his face. When the photos are developed she returns to the farm and shows Carrott 

the photos who then shows Catweazle who believes he is now doomed and owned by the 

photographer and believes he must go to her and become his slave. The photographer gets 

Catweazle to clean her flashy sports car while she and her female partner (who is very masculine - 

suggesting lesbian overtones albeit very subtly after all this was a children's TV series) go off to take 

photos. Meanwhile Carrott arrives at their residence and goes to steal the photos taken of 

Catweazle from inside the house so as to remove the spell Catweazle believes is now on him. Carrott 

tells Catweazle to keep watch and to honk the car horn if the photographers return. Ever inquisitive 

he messes with the horn which gets stuck, Carrott comes running with the photos and Catweazle 

flees off back to castle saburac while Carrott tries to unjam the car horn. The photographers return 

and realising what has happened chase off after Catweazle in their car despite the fact that 

Catweazle had emptied the bucket of water into the car as he fled. 

Episode 07: The Telling Bone; Due to yet another spell backfiring, Catweazle finds himself clinging to 

the local church spire. In an attempt to go "back" to his own time he ends up going sideways instead. 

The local vicar by speaking a few words of latin which Catweazle could relate to convinces him to 

come down from the spire and see his latin books. While in his home surrounded by cats named 

after famous hollywood celebritities of the 40s/50s Catweazle discovers the telephone "the telling 

bone", fascinated by it and demanding to "speak to the spirits" he causes more chaos. Meanwhile 

farmhand Sam has a new car which is having problems but finally gets going. The vicar phones 

Hexwood farm (having discovered that's where Catweazle had come from) and listening into the 

phonecall Carrott realises that's where Catweazle is and asks Sam to take him to the vicarage. His 

mother sees them on the way and decides she wants to go too despite being somewhat dottery. 

Falling asleep in the car as they arrive at the vicarage, Carrott sees this as an opportunity for Sam to 

dissapear to the local pub while he tries to help rescue Catweazle. Meanwhile his mother wakes up 

so Carrott tells her Sam is at the vicarage to talk about an arrangement, thinking he meant a 

marriage without her knowing Sam's mother goes to the vicarage and knocks on the door. While this 

is happening Carrot goes round the side of the house and sees Catweazle inside and helps him 

outside of a side window - a scene particuarly funny when he tries to explain to Catweazle how to 

open the window from the inside. Having been left in the room alone while the vicar was at the front 

door talking to Sam's mother he realises his opportunity to steal the "telling bone" which he does so 

by cutting the chord with his witch knife - "adamcos". 

Episode 08: The Power of Adamcos; Catweazle loses his sacred witchknife "adamcos" which is 

accidentally found by Mr. Bennet while walking in the woods. Scared to go back into the woods 

initially because of "the normans"(a group of locals dressed as norman soldiers as part of a local 

pageant), it's decided that Mr. Bennet (Carrot's father) has taken it to town to sell at the local 

antique shop. The shop is run by a very camp owner who is making costumes for the local pageant. 

Mr. Bennet gives the owner the adamcos as a gift. Being very busy he puts the shop closed sign up 

on the door to deter customers. Carrott and Catweazle arrive at the shop but thinking it is closed 

Catweazle places a magic spell on the door to open it. There is nobody in the shop as the owner had 



popped out to buy some items for the costumes he was finishing. Looking around for adamcos they 

find nothing but Catweazle fears as a result he is dieing especially when he sees his reflection in a 

mirror which he believes to be his own spirit. Suddenly Mr. Bennet arrives back at the shop so 

Catweazle is hidden inside a tomb of Cleopatra while Mr. Bennet and Sam the farmhand take some 

of the boxes of costumes out to the car to be delivered to the pageant. Next the owner returns and 

Catweazle in the Cleopatra tomb falls over and the door of the tomb opens. This causes the shop 

owner to faint and they realise that he is wearing adamcos and are able to retrieve it. 

Episode 09: The Demi Devil; Catweazle annoyed at Carrot puts a spell on him and at the same time a 

local colonel who keeps a pet monkey comes to visit the farm. The monkey escapes and finds his 

way to castle saburac. Seeing this Catweazle thinks his spell on Carrott has really worked, especially 

as both he and the colonel refer to it as "boy". The colonel is expecting an old chum to visit that he 

hasn't seen for many years and mistakes Catweazle for him. Catweazle gets covered in water and 

changes into other clothes provided by the colonel. He and the colonel then drink and Catweazle 

liking the taste gets drunk and passes out. Meanwhile Mr. Bennet and Carrott arrive at the colonel's 

for dinner and the pet monkey is found. 

Episode 10: The House of the Sorcerer; A really funny episode and fast paced as well. Catweazle out 

in the woods sees an ornathologist recording insect sounds etc. Ever curious he follows him back to 

his caravan then gets scared by the sounds that come out of the caravan which are revealed to be 

recordings of various animal species. Meanwhile farmhand Sam wants to work for him and quite his 

job at the farm. Catweazle sees Sam go to the caravan and automatically thinks the worse. When 

Carrot arrives at castle saburac Catweazle is frantic and chanting his gab gabba a gabba a everything 

and nothing in particular. He is forced to show Carrott what is happening and so they head off to the 

caravan. Inside Carrott sees Sam's shoes lying on the chair and believing that Catweazle is finally 

right for once calls Catweazle into the caravan. (Sam had in the meantime gone off to do some 

digging for the ornathologist). Looking around to see what else is happening Catweazle becomes 

excited by all the sound recording equipment. Meanwhile the ornathologist starts to return and 

Carrott rushes off to tell his father that Sam's been killed and in his own haste to get away Catweazle 

gets tangled up and has to hide in a small broom cupboard in the caravan. A broom falls out and 

prevents the door from being closed properly and then "touchwood' starts to croak. This sparks the 

ornathologist's curiosity and finds Catweazle in the cupboard. Mistaking him for Wally a friend of 

Sam's who he thinks might also be interested in working for him gets him to record his voice and 

details on his tape recorder. Explaining how it works Catweazle hears Sam's voice on the tape and is 

spooked. The ornathologist winds the tape back and explains he is doing so to Catweazle. This really 

gets Catweazle excited at the prospect of being 'wound back" (thinking it would be to his own time). 

However the ornthologist presses some wrong buttons and the screeching animal sounds are heard 

again. Catweazle freaks out and rips the tape from the recorder and flees the caravan ruining the 

ornathologist's work. 

Episode 11: The Flying Broomsticks; Broomsticks have been disappearing from the area with 

alarming regularity. The local police investigate and Sam thinks they are after him for not paying his 

car registration. But of course it's Catweazle whose been stealing them and using them to try and fly 

back to his own time. Whilst being investigated by the police for suspected witchcraft activity and 

not his car registration, Sam remains confused and Carrott enlists Catweazle's help. Catweazle 

initially refuses so Carott threatens him with no more free food. Catweazle says he will not starve as 



his "aim is true" and points to dead animal pelts he's shot on the wall of castle saburac. Bribing him 

with his harmonica as a reward Carrott convinces Catweazle to help out. They go to the police 

station and Catweazle using a bow and arrow fire a message supposedly through an open window, 

only to smash a non-opened one instead. The message attached to the arrow tells the police to meet 

them in the graveyard to find the real culprit of the stolen broomsticks. Upon where Catweazle 

places a spell on the policeman and Sam is released from questioning. 

Episode 12: The Wisdom of Solomon; Mr. Bennet grows tired of trying to keep the house clean, so 

he hires a new housekeeper, Mrs. Skinner. She brings her obnoxious son, Arthur, along with her to 

Hexwood Farm. They both cause upset, and Catweazle is called upon to cast a spell to get rid of 

them both. 

Episode 13: The Trickery Lantern; Catweazle starts preparing for his long journey home. He steals a 

spotlight, and startles Mr. Bennet's sister that he is the ghost of Hexwood Farm. 

3 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 2 (13 Episodes) (1971) 
 

Episode 01: The Magic Riddle; Catweazle, who is locked in a Norman dungeon ordered to turn lead 

into gold, escapes and jumps off the castle wall, believing he can fly, only to end up in a pond in the 

1970s. He sneaks into nearby King's Farthing, the home of Lord and Lady Collingford. There he meets 

their son, Cedric, whose great-great-grandfather, Lord Alfred, practised magic in a secret dungeon. 

Lord Alfred also wanted to learn how to fly and wrote a flying spell on the wall of this secret 

dungeon. The spell mentions the thirteenth sign, the quest begins. 

Episode 02: Duck Halt; While looking for a place to live, Catweazle manages to find another sign as 

well as a bicycle. 

Episode 03: The Heavenly Twins; It's Cedric's birthday and his mum has hired a magician, Vadanti, to 

entertain the guests. Catweazle, who had met Vadanti while fishing earlier, shows up at the party 

and somehow ends up as Vadanti's assistant. 

Episode 04: The Sign of the Crab; Cedric accuses Catweazle of stealing and the following night King's 

Farthing is robbed. The real thief returns the next night and almost falls into a trap. 

Episode 05: The Black Wheels; When Groome loses his voice, Catweazle tries to give it back to him, 

first by trying to catch an echo from a well, then by feeding him a potion mixed up of old 33-inch 

records. 

Episode 06: The Wogle Stone; A housing developer, Jack Victor, is trying to buy land from Lord 

Collingford. He also wants to buy Duck Halt, the abandoned railway station where Catweazle is 

living. In this episode Catweazle is searching for the Sign of the Maiden, i.e. Virgo. 

Episode 07: The Enchanted King; Catweazle is looking for the Sign of the Balances. For this he needs 

help from Cedric; in the house he discovers the television, where a storyteller is telling a fairy tale 



about an enchanted king who was turned into stone. Catweazle thinks the storyteller is a demon. At 

the same time, a sculptor, Mr. Gobbling, offers to turn the Collingfords into stone and this, of course, 

is misunderstoord by Catweazle who overhears the offer while looking for Cedric. He follows the 

scultor to his house and tries to liberate the people from the statues. A little later, Lady Collingford is 

to unveil Gobbling's latest sculpture of Themis, better known as Justice. In her hand, the statue is 

holding the scales of justice. 

Episode 08: The Familiar Spirit; Catweazle is looking for the sign of the scorpion. Touchwood is ill and 

Cedric takes Catweazle and Touchwood to see a zoologist who happens to be a toad specialist and 

recognises Touchwood as a species that has long been extinct. The zoologist's twin brother is also a 

toad specialist and together they have written books about toads, published by Scorpion Books. 

Episode 09: The Ghost Hunters; Catweazle is looking for the sign of Sagittarius. Lady Collingord has 

invited a ghost hunter to stay over at King's Farthing. He is going to search for ghosts as Lady 

Collingford thinks the house is haunted by Lord Alfred, looking for his treasure. Cedric tells 

Catweazle that his spells don't work and he never even helped him look for the treasure. As a result 

Catweazle decides to go look for the treasure, at night, while the ghost hunters are out looking for 

ghosts. 

Episode 10: The Walking Trees; Catweazle is looking for the sign of Capricorn, or the goat, as he calls 

it. King's Farthing has been turned into a military headquarters as soldiers use the area for a military 

exercise, including some soldiers camouflaged as trees. 

Episode 11: The Battle of the Giants; Catweazle is looking for the sign of Aquarius while he's 

suffering from a cold. Lord Collingford and Groome both want to win the competition for biggest 

marrow. Unfortunately, Catweazle's anti-flu potion gets mixed up with Groome's marrow fertilizer. 

Episode 12: The Magic Circle; After having found the twelve signs of the zodiac, Catweazle is now 

looking for the thirteenth sign. Groome sees Catweazle bounce out of the moat and Lady Collingford 

calls in a specialist to treat Groome's shock. 

Episode 13: The Thirteenth Sign; Catweazle is still looking for the thirteenth sign and Cedric is still 

looking for the lost treasure of the Collingfords in order to save King's Farthing, his ancestral home, 

from being sold off. 
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Caved In (2006) 
 

An extreme adventure tour group descends into an abandoned 

mine. They prepare for rock slides, black outs, cave-ins -- 

whatever might threaten their journey. What they're not 

prepared for is the gravest danger of all -- a silent, swift killer long 

hidden in the cavernous earth. This movie is so awful people 

should watch it to see how awful one can get. If you put aside the 

terrible acting, stupid dialog, really really bad effects, if you put 

aside that people who wrote the story didn't give any thought 

about how mines look, how caving is done, what bugs look like 

and how they act, if you put aside that characters in the movie 

always do the opposite what you would do you are left with a 

story that has more holes then all the swiss cheese in this 

universe. The outline of the story is not that terrible really, but 

what they have done with it is something completely else. In the 

beginning I said people should watch it to see how awful a sci-fi movie could get. But keep in mind 

this is more like a parody than a real sci-fi. 
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Celebrate 'Oliver!' (2005) 
 

Shane Richie hosts Celebrate Oliver, a spectacular show celebrating one of the most popular and 

best-loved musicals of all time. A selection of the nation's favourite actors and musical stars take to 

the stage to perform their own interpretations of some of most recognisable songs in musical 

history. Matthew Kelly, Suranne Jones, Amy Nuttall, Hayley Westenra and Aled Jones are just a few 

of the performers who will pay homage to the musical, singing classics such as Consider Yourself, As 

Long As He Needs Me and Who Will Buy? The original Fagin, the legendary Ron Moody, dons his 

fingerless gloves once more to give his definitive rendition of Reviewing The Situation, and host 

Shane Richie performs his own special version of Fagin's signature tune, You've Got To Pick A Pocket 

Or Two. Telling the story of how a Charles Dickens tale became a timeless musical masterpiece, 

actors from the original film version of Oliver, including Mark Lester (Oliver), Jack Wild (Artful 

Dodger), Shani Wallace (Nancy) and Barry Humphries talk about their roles in the show's history and 

what Oliver means to them. Bringing Oliver up to date, rising young stars Joseph McManners and 

Perry Millward become Oliver and the Artful Dodger for the evening. 
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Central Do Brasil (Central Station) (1998) 
 

Dora, a dour old woman, works at a Rio de Janeiro central station, 

writing letters for customers and mailing them. She hates 

customers and calls them 'trash'. Josue (13-year-old Vinícius de 

Oliveira) is a 9-year-old boy who never met his father. His mother 

is sending letters to his father through Dora. When she dies in a 

car accident, Dora takes Josue and takes a trip with him to find his 

father. An emotive journey of a former school teacher, who write 

letters for illiterate people at Rio de Janeiro's central station, 

Central do Brasil; and a young boy, whose mother has just died in 

a car accident, to Brazil's remote Northeast, in search for the 

father he never knew. This movie is special. It shows the real 

Brasil with a simple but beautiful and touching story about a little 

boy looking for the father he never knew and a woman looking for 

a second chance. The performers are brilliant! Fernanda 

Montenegro is extraordinary in the role of Dora. The chemistry between the main characters (Dora 

and Josué) is splendid. The film photography is wonderful, so as the instrumental soundtrack. 

Central do Brasil (Central Station) is one of the best movies I have ever seen. Be ready to weep and 

be happy! 
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Černý Petr (Black Peter) (1964) 
 

Reality movie of a few days in the life of a Czechoslovak teenager 

(19-year-old Ladislav Jakim) when he starts work. Petr is 17-years-

old and starts work. Incredibly (for Czechoslovakia in 1963) this is 

as a security worker against shoplifting in a busy self-service shop. 

His boss gives him pretty basic instructions, and Petr is pretty 

unsuccessful at work. He doesn't do much better at the dancehall 

either, and at home his bombastic father lectures him about how 

useless he is. Peter's nick already incarnates the spirit of Prague's 

unique Black Theatre. This movie evokes to perfection a time, a 

spirit, even a country (Czechoslovakia) that no longer exist. It's 

perhaps the most Godardian film among those not directed by the 

then innovative French movie maker Jean-Luc Godard. It is full of 

abrupt cuts, hand-held shots, dialog obviously improvised, and so 

forth. But Forman's humorous tone is quite far away from Une Femme est Une Femme, or Bande À 

Part. His background is the neo-realist heritage of everyday topics, non-professional actors, and 

social concern. (Godard, let me remind you, went from rightist anarchist to Maoist wannabe 

sharkopath, from pioneering cinematic language to self- indulgent mimic.) Forman's subsequent 

comedies - namely Loves of a Blonde and Taking Off, were better structured - but Peter & Pavla, 

almost half a century later, turned into a cute retrospective cameo. 
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C'est Pas Moi, Je Le Jure! (It's Not Me, I Swear!) (2008) 
 

Léon (Antoine L'Écuyer) is 10-years-old, has lots of problems and 

an overly fertile imagination. Of course, there is mom and dad 

who are always fighting, and those annoying neighbors who get to 

spend the summer at the beach. And then, there's Léa, the 

exasperating girl who's always right about everything. In the 

summer of '68, when mom decides to leave everything behind to 

start a new life in Greece, Léon is prepared to do anything to kill 

the pain. Destroy the neighbors' house, become a professional liar 

and even, why not, fall in love with Léa. Together, they will 

overcome the pain of growing up when you feel abandoned. A 

Nutshell Review: It's Not Me, I Swear! Unless you're a saint, I'm 

sure you would have lied at one point in time when you're a kid, 

gotten away with it, and just became reaffirmed that hey, it's not 

so bad that you're not going to Hell immediately, and one could 

just come up with stories to spice things up, get others into trouble, or just get things done your way 

without paying heed to consequences that can be explained away. I never had such luck. Honest. It's 

Not Me, I Swear! conjures up plenty in its tale of the neighbourhood rascal who terrorizes the 

residents in a quaint little town in 60s Montreal, and with his striped jersey that we see early on in 

the film, one cannot help but to associate him with another boy rascal in Dennis the Menace. But 

this is Leon (Antoine L'Ecuyer), a boy with a vivid imagination and a fearless heart, that when we first 

see him, he had unwittingly hung himself on a tree swing, needing his brother Jerome (Gabriel 

Maille) and mom Madeleine (Suzanne Clement) to bail him out of serious trouble. And when all 

seemed under control, we slowly learn that this boy isn't quite always the helpless chap he is, but a 

real troublemaker who doesn't hesitate to show others his middle finger, whose impish grin betrays 

the scheming thoughts he has, to do things he wants to do his way, nevermind if it means stepping 

onto others complete with unbelievable anti-social behaviour (which adds to the fun of course), and 

you'd wonder how he manages to get away with it all. Then you realize that it's because of 

upbringing. Teach a child that lying is bad, but lying badly is worse. Tell a child that when one has to 

lie, one has to keep the story consistent. Leon's mom coaches him on such mantra, shows the same 

degree of disdain and disgust for her neighbours, and it's little wonder who his chief influence is. 

Parents out there, you have been warned. It's the story of this street smart boy whose brain is fast to 

cook up stories, and whose misplaced courage allows him to fearlessly inflict bodily pain or 

inconvenience onto himself if the situation or his lies call for it. It's both comical and wince-inducing 

with situations you can both laugh and cry at the same time, and you'll feel for Leon even more 

when his family starts to crack and deepens in their dysfunctional behaviour, with the last straw 

being their mom walking out on the family. Chief influence and protector gone, Leon retreats further 

into himself (in some ways pining in a manner similarly seen in Danny Boyle's Millions), and his 

stunts become a lot more daring, until the narrative shifts gear to the other woman in his life, that of 

his neighbour Lea (Catherine Faucher), a peer whom we are not given much background on, other 

than a slew of suggestions and clues that she may be an abused kid. Based upon the novel by Bruno 

Hebert, the film works because Antoine L'Ecuyer successfully carries the entire film on his shoulders, 

and makes it believable that he's such the rascal that he is, where on one hand he can look angelic to 



both his mom and his first love Lea, while on the other the devil as he leaves a trail of destruction as 

he goes about prodding into other's homes armed with a screwdriver, amongst other shenanigans. 

Curiously though, director Philippe Falardeau allowed Leon to break the fourth wall at least twice to 

engage the audience directly, and while you may have missed the first instance should you not pay 

attention, the second one felt like a bit of a cop out to achieve what we see in the finale, in what I 

felt had taken away the shine from an excellent build up of suspense and danger, which will 

guarantee that you grip your seat. Winner at last year's Berlin International Film Festival, walking 

away with the Crystal Bear for Beat Feature Film (General Kplus category) and the Deutsches 

Kinderhilfswerk Grand Prix, this is one film you should not miss during its limited run at Cinema 

Europa. Catch it before it goes away, and it waltzes early into my shortlist for one of the better films 

to be released this year so far. A definite recommendation! 
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Cesta Z Mesta ([Way] Out Of The City [Town]) (2000) 
 

If you want to put the scope on the Czech countryside life, and 

witness the lives of some weird people, this movie would be 

classified as a perfect documentary for you. What I like about it is 

that it feels very Czech as it's supposed to, as someone has 

mentioned earlier on a comment here. But then again, you can 

see that it's the first professional work of a good amount of the 

cast, and unfortunately it's not hard to spot when you watch it. A 

young beautiful woman, and standing out against city life are 

good points to make a movie, but not enough to make it good. It 

has some artificial scenes that come out of the blue, and the poor 

acting of some characters hits the eye. Compared to the other 

Czech movies I've seen, this one's amateur and disappointing. The 

director has tried to put emphasis on the beauty of country life, 

but the beauty of Markéta catches the eye much more as the film goes on. All this reminded me of 

the Hungarian movies I used to watch on Istanbul film festival. You go, watch, and get something 

different but not wonderful, and say "Well at least we acquired some culture". That's it! You can put 

yourself as a character into the village life, but you don't say "Boy, now that's what I call a film!" 

after the last scene fades away. If you're looking for something VERY different, don't await the next 

second to see this one; but if you're looking for a masterpiece, stick to Pelisky or Dark Blue World. 
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Ceux Qui M'Aiment Prendront Le Train (Those Who Love Me Can Take 

The Train) (1998) 
 

Friends of a recently deceased minor painter Jean-Baptiste take a 

train in Paris for Limoges, where he wished to be buried, and all 

the people on the train have their problems. Charismatic artist 

and teacher Jean-Baptiste has died. He has asked to be buried in 

the provincial city of Limoges, where his family runs a shoe-

making company. He had said, "those who love me can take the 

train." And here they are, in a Paris train station platform: lovers, 

old friends, casual acquaintances, and relatives. The long day in 

the lives of all these people is a journey toward illumination. At 

first the idea of spending a day in Limoges leaves them irritated 

and impatient. But as the train gets going, time begins to stand 

still and people start to talk, and laugh, and forget to behave 

themselves. Hard to avoid the Wellesian overtones here which 

begins with a death and goes on to explore the impact of the dead man not so much on the upper-

case World as in Kane but on his own lower-case world as a fairly respectable number of those 

whose lives he touched travel to and assemble at his childhood home in Limoges. Amazingly one of 

the comments I've just read suggested that next time around the director employ a scriptwriter. This 

comment displays an ignorance verging on the colossal given that Daniele Thompson, who co-wrote 

the script from her own Original idea, is one of the outstanding screenwriters in French cinema 

having started with a classic 'Le Grand Vadrouille' at the age of 24 and progressing through such 

well-received titles as Le Follies de Grandeur, La Reine Margot until she began - with La Buche - to 

direct her own screenplays. Be that as it may the script is right up there with the best as are the 

performances not least the ever luminescent Valeria Bruni-Tedeschi whose performance alone is 

reason enough to see this. Okay, there are strong elements of homosexuality because it's inevitable 

that homosexuals are very much a presence in the modern world. As a heterosexual I wouldn't have 

a great deal if any at all interest in out-and-out homosexual films, literature or plays but neither did 

the homosexual content here bother/disturb me because it was shown in context within a highly 

complex, swiss-movement be-jewelled story. One that bears repeated viewings. 
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Chabelo Y Pepito Contra Los Monstruos (Chabelo And Pepito Vs The 

Monsters) (1973) 
 

Let me tell you a great story about 2 kids that ditch a boyscout 

camping to look for the devils treasure on a cave and find 

themselves surrounded by all the classic horror movie monsters 

like Dracula, Frankenstein, Werewolf, Creature of the Black 

Lagoon and the Mummy, plus robots, evil men that try to do brain 

trasnplants to all the people that get in their way and no food! 

Well, that's basically the story to this comedy that I have loved for 

a long time now, I'm Mexican and there is no way this movie is 

EVER going to come out with English subtitles, but there's always 

hope (here it is), Mister Xavier Lopez "Chabelo" resembles a 

young Tony Curtis and the boy who plays Pepito (Martín Ramos 

Arévalo) a young Haley Joel Osment, both oscar worthy on their 

performances but never got the attention, marketing or a good 

agent, the thing is that this movie has "Oscar for the movie of the 

year" written all over it, it's funny, it's great. It's a great film. I love it. Pepitos sister is Silvia 

Pasquel..a hottie of the 70's. 
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Chairman Of The Board (1998) 
 

A surfer and inventor Edison is chosen by his roommates to raise 

rent with his outrageous (and absurd) inventions. There's no luck 

in job interviews until he meets billionaire Armand McMillan, who 

likes him, and leaves his company after his death to Edison. 

Edison has a lot of success with his inventions while the 

company's competitors do all they can to destroy him. A few 

weeks ago I watched Carrot Top's Chairman of the Board on HBO. 

This is not just the worst movie I've ever seen, it's the worst 

movie that's ever been or ever could be. There's a notorious 

scene in John Waters' Pink Flamingos where the drag queen 

Divine picks up an actual piece of dog feces and eats it. That is a 

Capraesque delight compared to the moment in COTB when 

Carrot Top leans in to kiss actress Courtney Thorne-Smith. Indeed, 

Thorne-Smith deserves an honorary Oscar for not vomiting her 

small intestines the second Top's fish-underbelly skin came within Taser range of her lips. I have 

spent the better part of my life a happy-go-lucky atheist, endlessly circling an epistemological cul-de-

sac, foolishly content in the delusion that naught but unremarkable randomness and the caprice of 

evolution govern our planet and our lives. I write this now as a careworn and grudging theist, cursed 

with the metaphysical certainty that God exists and that there must indeed be a reckoning. Only a 

literal hell can restore to the universe a sense of order and return to our souls - souls thirsting for 

justice for humanity, for cable subscribers everywhere, and not least of all for Courtney Thorne-

Smith - a small measure of peace. Indeed, Mr. Top's crushingly unfunny "film" is a long, jagged scar 

across our collective unconscious. It is your hopes and dreams replaced by a dying, weeping child 

crushed and all at once bereft of breath in your unconsoling - and inconsolable - embrace. It is blood 

in your stool on the eve of your wedding day. It is an unaccounted-for prosthetic eyeball swimming 

languidly in your vegetable pad thai. It is happiness itself blotted forever from the cosmos. Carrot 

Top is the worst human being who has ever lived or ever will live. Stalin? What's a pogrom here or 

there? Pol Pot? The killing fields are the sweet songs of seraphim heard within the fragrant bosom of 

your lover compared to this dread offering. Hitler? Europe, she recovered by and by. There is no 

Marshall Plan for the pain and ruin we Chairman of the Board survivors must endure the sad 

remainder of our now-squalid lives. Not only are there no - no - laughs in this movie, this film will 

steal laughs from the rest of your life. It represents a debt that can't be repaid - not now, not here, 

not in Superman's Bizarro World, not in a far, future galaxy run by countless trillions of nanorobots 

singularly programmed to wipe away forever the stain of this film, a film that is now irretrievably 

etched in thousands of banshee-screaming layers of space-time. What's done is done. Though every 

cell of your body may cry out in anguish and every ribbon of DNA struggle mightily against an 

unslakeable urge to rip itself asunder, there can be no peace - not for you, not for your children, not 

for your children's children. Satan, to put it all too bluntly, has won. The collective efforts of millions 

of preachers, doctors, philanthropists, inventors, kings, queens, philosophers and humble servants 

of God throughout history are but piffle and dreck. At Carrot Top's official Web site, www.oh-my-

god-why-am-I-typing-this/someone-please-take-my-eyes-out-with-a-melon-baller/and-fill-the-raw-

moist-sockets-with-molten-pig-iron/lest-the-next-thing-I-see-be-carrot-tops-shiny-disgusting-



head.org/index.html, Carrot Top offers 8-by-10 glossies of himself for 10 bucks apiece. If deep within 

the 342 pages of legislation comprising the USA PATRIOT Act there had been a provision for 

abolishing the civil liberties and reproductive rights of all purchasers of the graven image of this 

execrable amalgam of Ed Gein-lampshade skin and circus peanut-colored horror, I for one would 

have been happy to donate every last dollop of fat and tallow in my belly, buttocks, thighs and 

shanks to grease the skids for fascism once and for all. But alas, the right to be screamingly unfunny 

and to slobber to horrifying effect on attractive blond actresses is a long-recognized pillar of our 

democracy. The right to enjoy watching this sort of thing is similarly entrenched, as is the right to 

watch dwarf-tossing, to view pornography in which midgets peeing is the central theme, and to stare 

at the noonday sun. Still, though I've never met a Carrot Top fan, they are presumably out there. 

According to his Web site, he performs in Las Vegas a lot. Believe me, I would prefer to see a 

Siegfried and Roy show in which their tigers break loose and devour half the audience and the better 

part of my lower torso. In fact, Carrot Top came to my home town earlier this year. Some poor 

reporter at our local paper had to write a feature story on him. Knowing that writing anything about 

Carrot Top that doesn't completely savage him is akin to being one of the PR flacks assigned to spin 

the Bhopal thing for Union Carbide, I can sympathize with this poor fellow. But not that much. For 

when it comes to Carrot Top, his stupid AT&T commercials, or that steaming pile of offal Chairman of 

the Board, you are either with us or you are with the terrorist. Suffice to say, you're better dead than 

red. 
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Chang Puen Kaew (2003) 
 

Documents the relationship between Sang (Songsang 

Songsawang), a human boy, and an elephant. Sang and his 

beloved elephant grew up together, raised by Sang's father La, an 

elephant driver in Northern Thailand, whose pachyderms drag 

logs for capitalists. One day, he unwittingly stumbled into a war-

torn area of Burma - an ethnic minority battlefield. But when 

things seemingly couldn't get much worse, his capitalist employer 

then ordered the capture of every elephant driver, and the 

burning of their village. La asked Sang to stay with his cousin in 

Bangkok, but he got lost in an unabandoned building. Finally he 

happened upon a drug ring. 
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Chang Puen Kaew 2 (2004) 
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Changeling (2008) 
 

Los Angeles, 1928. A single mother returns from work to find her 

9-year-old son (Gattlin Griffith) gone. She calls the LAPD to initiate 

a search. Five months later, a boy is found in Illinois who fits the 

description; he says he's her son. To fanfare and photos, the LAPD 

reunite mother and son, but she insists he's not her boy. The cops 

dismiss her as either a liar or hysterical. When she joins a minister 

in his public criticism of the police, they in turn use government 

power to silence and intimidate her. Meanwhile, a cop goes to a 

dilapidated ranch to find a Canadian lad who's without legal 

status; the youth tells a grisly tale. There's redress for murder; is 

there redress for abuse of power? Single parent Christine Collins 

is a supervisor at the local telephone exchange who, having 

returned home late from having to work overtime on a Saturday, 

finds her 9-year-old son Walter is missing from their home. As the 

days and weeks go by, the Collins case becomes the object of a campaign by Pastor Gustav Briegleb 

who rails against the incompetence and corruption of the Los Angeles police Department. Soon, the 

police arrive with the news that they have found her boy but when the lad is turned over to her, she 

realizes that the police have returned a stranger to her in an attempt to bring an end to the public 

complaints about their handling of her case. Her attempts to get justice bring her into conflict with 

the LAPD who will go to any length to protect their reputation. When she continues to complain she 

finds herself arrested and confined to the mental ward. Through her perseverance, she eventually 

learns of her son's fate and exposes the corruption and incompetence of the LAPD. Summary says it 

all, this is the most challenging film so far of 2008. Deep and daring, Clint exposes corruption within 

LAPD in this period piece. Brilliantly executed and finally a performance I appreciate from Angelina. 

Also stellar performances by John Malkovich, as well as Amy Ryan, Jeffrey Donovan, Michael Kelly, 

and others. This film drives it home which any parent can appreciate and will remember for some 

time. This is not your typical drama, but also a suspense filled thriller that had people in the theater 

crying, clapping, and closing their eyes. Still need to see The Wrestler, and The road, but as of 

October 2008, CHANGELING best picture, and very possible, Best Actress Angelina Jolie. 
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Charley And The Angel (1973) 
 

Charley is a workaholic family man that finds out from an angel 

that his "number's up" and he will be dying soon so he tries to 

change his ways and be a better husband and father with the time 

he has left. With 16-year-old Vincent Van Patten & 11-year-old 

Scott C. Kolden. Quick Quiz folks: How old was Fred MacMurray 

when he made this film? He was born in 1908-this film was made 

in 1973. He was around 65-years-old-too old to be a father of 2 

young boys! He's old enough to be their grandfather. So, would 

someone please tell me why Disney Cast MacMurray as a father? 

He has since worn out his role as a father since "My three sons." I 

like Fred MacMurray, I consider him to be one of the best actors 

in Hollywood but he's all wrong here as a father. Cloris Leachman 

is OK as the mother, certainly better than she was in "Scavenger 

Hunt." Perhaps the best performances comes from the two boys, I 

like the scene where they drive a car!(and they seem to be the 

only ones who are enjoying themselves.) Harry Morgan is fine as the angel. So, overall this film was a 

half baked attempt at a feel good story of a family in the Depression. It was made at a time when 

Watergate broke lose and the Vietnam war-so perhaps they made this movie as an escape from that. 

I enjoy this film, but Disney should have done better with the story and the casting. 
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Charlie & Me (2008) 
 

When her beloved grandfather Charlie suddenly falls ill, 12-year-

old Casey finds herself making some life or death decisions - and 

learning to live with the consequences. My family thought Charlie 

& Me was excellent. It is a family movie and is very touching to 

the heart. We can't wait till it comes out on DVD so it can be 

added to our collection. It is very loving when a grandpa steps in 

and helps be there for grandchild when parent can't. It also is a 

very bonding movie. I wouldn't change anything. We enjoyed the 

all of the movie but when she put up the lines from her home to 

gr-amps home so they could communicate back and forth that 

was very touching the whole movie was very touching. It is a real 

tear jerker my child and can relate since his father was never 

there for him. Grandpa was Casey's her whole world. But 

however, she needed her father also. 
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Charlie And The Chocolate Factory (2005) 
 

Charlie Bucket comes from a poor family, and spends most of his 

time dreaming about the chocolate that he loves but usually can't 

afford. Things change when Willy Wonka, head of the very 

popular Wonka Chocolate empire, announces a contest in which 

five gold tickets have been hidden in chocolate bars and sent 

throughout the country. The kids who find the tickets will be 

taken on a tour of Wonka's chocolate factory and get a special 

glimpse of the wonders within. Charlie miraculously finds a ticket, 

along with four other children much naughtier than him. The tour 

of the factory will hold more than a few surprises for this bunch. 

Charlie Bucket is a young boy who comes from a poor but loving 

family and would love nothing more than to find a golden ticket 

to enter the amazing chocolate factory run by inventor and owner 

Willy Wonka. As luck would have it, Charlie finds the last golden 

ticket and goes on this once-in-a-lifetime adventure with his grandpa Joe. Among the other four 

winners are Veruca Salt, a spoiled rich girl; Augustus Gloop, a gluttonous kid who stuffs his face with 

sweets; Violet Beuragarde, a champion trophy gum chewer; and Mike Teavee, a kid who spends 

more time watching TV and playing video games than anything else. Most fascinating is the 

mysterious Willy Wonka who in turn had a troubled childhood and has a special grand prize at the 

end for one of the kids. Also along the tour are Wonka's staff the singing, working Oommpa 

Loompas. Charlie Bucket, a boy from an impoverished family under the shadow of a giant chocolate 

factory, wins a candy bar contest and is given a tour, along with four other children, of the amazing 

factory run by the eccentric Willy Wonka and his staff of Oompa-Loompas. The eccentric 

manufacturer of chocolates and candies Willy Wonka (Johnny Depp) promotes a tour through his 

chocolate factory, the greatest in the world, through five golden tickets hidden in the bars of 

chocolate. The poor and sweet boy Charlie Bucket (13-year-old Freddie Highmore) finds one, for the 

pride and joy of his very supportive family, and he spends the day in a mysterious competition for an 

unknown award with other four nasty boys and girls. I was pleased to have this "Willy Wonka" re-

make meet my expectations. Those expectations were high, at least in the visuals department. I 

expected a wild, colorful ride with brilliant hues and good special effects...and I was not 

disappointed. It was inventively fun with those great visuals and another wonderful kid playing 

"Charlie." I doubted they could ever come up with another child as appealing and nice/wholesome 

as one in "Willy Wonka" but they found one in Freddie Highmore. He filled the bill magnificently, as 

did the "brat" kids (12-year-old Jordan Fry). A different feature of this version, as opposed to the 

1970 original, was that here the Oompa-Loompas were all played by just one person, a very small 

Indian man named Deep Roy. One of the interesting "features" on the DVD details how difficult that 

was to do and how much time Roy had to put in to do all the things he did. Johnny Depp, meanwhile, 

"did" what he always does - do a good job of playing a weird person. I get the feeling he relates 

easily to strange characters. He seems to play enough of them. This was the only part of the movie, 

frankly, where I preferred the 1970 version: the role of Willy Wonka. Yes, Depp was interesting as 

always but a little too weird, too Michael Jackson-like, for my tastes. I'll take Gene Wilder's take on 

the character. Otherwise, this re-make has it all over the original, simply because it has 35 years of 



technology and computer work that the original wasn't able to have. It made this re-make a real 

"hoot" to watch. Since entertainment is what the business is called, and this movie is extremely 

entertaining, then I have no complaints. A fun two hours! 
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Charlie Brown (1966-88) 
 

4 great episodes of this classic animation. 

 

It's The Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown (1996) 
 

The Peanuts gang celebrates Halloween while Linus waits for the 

Great Pumpkin. I always loved watching this on CBS when I was a 

kid. I even loved the commercials. They were always either Dolly 

Madison or McDonald's commercials. That seems like a strange 

thing to mention but I felt it added something extra to this special. 

I loved the look of the show. All the oranges and reds and other 

fall colors. From the pumpkin carving opener, the pumpkin patch, 

Snoopy's fantasy World War I adventures as he makes his way 

across the French countryside, to the beautiful musical score, it all 

adds up to one great Halloween experience. Taking you back to a 

simpler time when the world seemed more innocent. We'll miss 

you Charlie Schultz. 

 

You're Not Elected, Charlie Brown (1972) 
 

Linus runs for school president with Lucy and Charlie Brown being 

his campaign managers. With the school election looming, Linus is 

talked into running for school president. With Lucy and Charlie 

Brown as his campaign manager and Snoopy and Woodstock 

assisting, he stands a decent chance of victory. Soon however, he 

makes unrealistic promises and learns the hard way that 

preaching about the Great Pumpkin can not be considered a 

sound campaign strategy. There's a reason the theme music 

mentions the wrong title. "The song at the title screen, it sang: 

'You're elected Charlie Brown!', but they should of sang: 'You're 

NOT elected Charlie Brown.'" There's a reason for this; the first 

time it aired, it was called, "You're Elected, Charlie Brown," and 

used the theme music with that title. However, sometime after 

that, presumably somebody noticed that, as Charlie Brown wasn't actually elected, the title made no 

sense, so the title was changed, and the theme music changed to a different song without lyrics. (It is 

possible that the on-screen title was changed at the last second, but note that CBS commercials for 

the show's first airing used the original title.) 

 



A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving (1973) 
 

Peppermint Patty invites herself and her friends over to Charlie 

Brown's for Thanksgiving, and with Linus, Snoopy, and Woodstock, 

he attempts to throw together a Thanksgiving dinner. Charlie 

Brown almost gets depressed again. Another holiday is coming. 

That means more school-work. It appears as if this time, most 

everyone shares his idea of not making Thanksgiving about food, 

like Christmas was about commercialism. This time, old block-

head doesn't have the time to be depressed. Because Peppermint 

Patty has invited herself and two friends along for Chuck's big 

turkey dinner. The problem is... there isn't going to be any dinner. 

He's going to his Grandmother's house for Thanksgiving. So, to fix 

things - instead of telling them the truth, he has Snoopy and 

Woodstock fix up a small supper of junk food. Priscilla (Patty) is 

not pleased and blows her top. Probably my favorite of the Peanuts holiday specials, spare one with 

Charlie Brown falling in love - I'm not sure which. Why should this be my favored over the brilliant 

Great Pumpkin Halloween film or the nostalgic and brightly chilling A Charlie Brown Christmas? This 

time, it's because of the music. Not to mention Peppermint Patty is my favorite character. I named a 

cat after Lucy in real life, but Priscilla is definitely my favorite. The stand-out song "Little Birdy" really 

glows and the idea of Grandmother living in a condo is funny. 

 

This Is America, Charlie Brown (1988) 
 

The Mayflower Voyagers (1988) 

 

The Peanuts characters take the voyage to the new world. When 

they get there, they learn about disease, planting, building, and 

Squanto shows them how to get corn (or maize, as he calls it) to 

grow. They eventually have the first Thanksgiving. Though 

Thanksgiving was three days ago, I had to at least watch this first 

episode of "This Is America, Charlie Brown" miniseries-which was 

a bonus feature on the "A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving" DVD-

before November turned into December. As Charlie Brown 

narrates about the Pilgrims' voyage from England, we see him and 

the rest of the Peanuts gang suffer with the adults during the 

weeks-long sea trip. I'll stop there and just say what an 

entertaining and educational animated show this is with much of 

Charles Schulz' humor intact involving his kid characters along 

with dog Snoopy and bird Woodstock. Lucy, of course, is her 

normal bossy self who's not above occasionally touting her 



feminine wiles while Peppermint Patty and Marcie provide their own humorous give-and-take 

concerning a snake in the forest. Then there's the round headed kid's worrying contrasted with 

Linus' belief in faith that gives the viewers the various feelings about the passengers' wonderment of 

whether the trip to leave their home country was worth it. This is highly recommended to Peanuts 

fans, especially those kids who would otherwise probably avoid learning history which they'd 

possibly dismiss as something from a boring textbook. 
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Charlie St. Cloud (2010) 
 

Charlie St. Cloud (23-year-old Zac Efron) is a young man overcome 

by grief at the death of his younger brother (Charlie Tahan). So 

much so that he takes a job as caretaker of the cemetery in which 

his brother is buried. Charlie has a special lasting bond with his 

brother though, as he can see him. Charlie meets up with his 

brother (Sam) each night to play catch and talk. Then, a girl comes 

into Charlie's life and he must choose between keeping a promise 

he made to Sam, or going after the girl he loves. After watching 

this I didn't come away thinking much of it. The acting was good 

and everything but for me the story line fell apart towards the 

end. There was some beautiful scenes that were well filmed so it's 

without a doubt watch-able. I would also say it wasn't predictable 

which is good but sometimes I couldn't keep up and didn't 

understand a few conclusions to different parts of the story line. 

However Efron played the lead well and it was believable...I think I'll have to watch it again to get a 

good feel for it. But as it stands I feel it could have been a lot better. 
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Charlie, The Lonesome Cougar (1967) 
 

When a cougar raised by a group of loggers in the Pacific 

Northwest reverts to its natural instincts, the consequence could 

threaten its life. It isn't billed as one of Disney's true-life series, 

but it could be. It ranks with Bear Country and Living Desert, two 

of his True Life Adventure episodes. Charlie is the name loggers of 

the Northwest give to a cougar who has the habit of visiting their 

camp at mealtime. Soon, he's as tame as Disney's imagination can 

make all wild animals. He does revert a couple of times to the wild 

instinct in him, but nothing too violent for children of all ages. It 

could be used in the schoolroom, if there weren't so many other 

good media choices already. 
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Charlie's Ghost Story (Charlie's Ghost: The Story Of Coronado) (1994) 
 

A workoholic archeologist finds the place where the famous 

explorer Coronado was trapped. His son (12-year-old Trenton 

Knight) is then asked by Coranado's ghost to help bury his bones. 

My wife and I found this movie in the bargain bin. The first thing 

we noticed was that there aren't any likable characters. The maid 

is the only person with a personality who could act. The father 

was neutral, but not likable. The security guard was the worst. I 

was hoping for more historical details too, but it focuses on a boy 

who is having trouble with bullies. It's the end of the movie and 

we're saying to ourselves, "Why did we watch this?" Yes, it's kid 

friendly. The Coronado character (played by Cheech) is OK. If you 

like him, at least that part will be enjoyable. His ghost scenes are 

fairly well done. As for the movie's lesson...Dad's...pay attention 

to your kid. I'd give the scenes with Cheech a 7, but the movie 

itself needed better actors and more humor. 
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Charlotte's Web (2006) 
 

Wilbur the pig is scared of the end of the season, because he 

knows that come that time, he will end up on the dinner table. He 

hatches a plan with Charlotte, a spider that lives in his pen, to 

ensure that this will never happen. I attended an advanced 

screening recently in Nashville, TN. I loved John Cleese as the 

sheep. Steve Buscemi was perfect as Templeton. Thomas Haden 

Church is so funny. He played his crow like Lowell Mather from 

"Wings". This guy can play the perfect moron. Dakota Fanning just 

gets better with each role. She will be a hot property for some 

time to come. She may not ever achieve "Tom Cruise level" 

stardom, but she is extremely talented. I could not believe how 

many people cried. The cast really did a great job of making the 

audience CARE about the characters. Children and adults will 

enjoy this film. There is plenty of humor to offset the tragic 

elements of the story. 
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Cheaper By The Dozen (1950) 
 

Based on the real-life story of the Gilbreth family, follows them 

from Providence, Rhode Island, to Montclair, New Jersey, and 

details the amusing anecdotes found in large families. Frank 

Gilbreth, Sr., was a pioneer in the field of motion study, and often 

used his family as guinea pigs (with amusing and sometimes 

embarrassing results). He resisted popular culture, railing against 

his daughters' desires for bobbed hair and cosmetics. One of my 

favorite characters is Mr. Belvedere as played by Clifton Webb. A 

man that is a genius and knows everything about anything 

including raising children but very little patience for kids. So the 

idea of Webb raising a dozen little ones was interesting. The film 

about the Gilbreth family, in the early 20th century turns into a 

wonderful family picture as Webb is Mr. Frank Gilbreth, a man 

concerned with efficiency. A role perfect for Webb. Gilbreth is a 

very strict and opinionated man about how to do things quicker and faster. Gilbreth even has 

opinions about the quickest way to operate on tonsils, even though he is not a doctor. The best way 

to prove his theory is to film the mass operation of eleven children and himself. The whole film truly 

centers on the love of a man for his family and Webb is the perfect person for this picture. The 

ending is a sad event because the film takes the time to develop lovable characters that you care 

about. A film well worth the time to sit and have a bag of popcorn and "soda pop" and don't forget 

your dog. Enjoy! 
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Cheaper By The Dozen (2003) 
 

With his wife doing a book tour, a father of twelve must handle a 

new job and his unstable brood. The Bakers, a family of 12, move 

from small-town Illinois to the big city after Tom Baker gets his 

dream job to coach his alma mater's football team. Meanwhile, 

his wife also gets her dream of getting her book published. While 

she's away promoting the book, Tom has a hard time keeping the 

house in order while at the same time coaching his football team, 

as the once happy family starts falling apart. Tom (Steve Martin) 

and Kate Baker (Bonnie Hunt) have a Baker's dozen--children, that 

is. When Tom, a football coach, gets a job offer to coach a college 

football team just outside of Chicago, and Kate's book about 

raising 12 children finally gets a publishing offer, they see bright 

things for their future. The only problem is that their 12 children 

do not want to move from their rural Illinois home, and things 

become nearly disastrous when Kate has to leave for a couple weeks to promote her book. While I 

didn't enjoy Cheaper By The Dozen as much as the original version of the film from 1950, the 2003 

"re-imagining" is still a 9 out of 10 for me (the original was a 10 out of 10 for me). It's a re-imagining 

rather than a remake because although the overall plot arc has some similarities, these are two very 

different films, with very different messages, and very different kinds of families. Both are rather 

cartoonish, which works for me--I don't require much realism in my films. For anyone who is looking 

for something primarily believable, Cheaper By The Dozen may not fit the bill. The major change 

from the original to the new film is a change from control to near-chaos. In the Baker's case, it 

doesn't take long to realize that the chaos arises from their lack of disciplining their children. While 

this may not be realistic (surely anyone planning to have a family this large would realize that 

discipline and control would be necessary to not have one's home destroyed), it does lead to a lot of 

comic situations, and that's really the point here. Yes, there is a message in the end about putting 

family first, but what director Shawn Levy really wants you to do is laugh. My wife and I laughed 

quite a bit while watching the film, so Levy accomplished his goal with us. My only slight complaint 

on this end was that some of the funniest material involved the eldest Baker daughter's boyfriend, 

Hank (Ashton Kutcher), and he just wasn't in the film enough. The material about the Shenk's, 

neighbors of the Baker's, was also funny and a bit underused. This was the reason for lowering my 

score 1 point. The rest of the cast is good, although like the original Cheaper By The Dozen, we 

barely get to know some of the children, but that's understandable when we have to deal with 14 

characters as well as ancillary characters. Steve Martin was excellent, as always (I enjoy his work in 

even his less popularly appreciated films), and although Hilary Duff (as daughter Lorraine Baker) 

seemed a bit odd in the context of the family, I enjoyed her performance a lot, also. There's 

something about her that I like, and it's not just her looks. 
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Cheaper By The Dozen 2 (2005) 
 

Steve Martin and Bonnie Hunt return as heads of the Baker family 

who, while on vacation, find themselves in competition with a 

rival family of eight children, headed by Eugene Levy. Cheaper by 

the Dozen II, like most sequels, wasn't as good as its predecessor 

but was a safe movie bet, allowing you to fall back into a 

familiarity of the first and have some more fun with it. It picks up 

a couple years after the first installment with changes abound as 

the oldest daughter is now married and pregnant and with 

everyone growing up, the Bakers plan to vacation one last time at 

their old summer nesting grounds before sending off newly 

graduated Lurraine (Hillary Duff) to New York. Ashton Kutcher's 

out of the picture, while Eugene Levy enters the scene as Steve 

Martin's rival, providing some decent comic relief. Knowing full-

well, they can't focus on all twelve kids, Tom Welling's newfound 

romance and rebelliousness are underdeveloped, while the unfortunate mistake is made of shifting 

the focus to Hillary Duff's character. Duff basically plays a caricature of herself (or at least her public 

image) as a teenage diva, who only worked in the first movie because she was distilled in small 

doses. There's also a side story with one of the younger siblings having her first crush. Like the first 

film, this installment relies on Martin's physical comedy for laughs with some very relatable 

moments along the way and in the end, the family wins out over all other forces. 
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Cheerleader Queens (I'm Lady) (2003) 
 

Four young men with a flair for drag leave their village to attend a 

catholic school in Bangkok. When the boys want to join the 

cheerleaders rather than any of the competitive teams they are 

rebuffed and end up joining the rugby team. Will they find 

acceptance on the team or will they find a way to achieve their 

real goal? The female members of a cheerleading squad abandon 

their team, upset about having to perform alongside 

transvestites. The remaining gender-bending members are 

determined to form a new squad to enter the upcoming 

cheerleading competition. With help from the school's soccer 

players, they begin a recruitment drive. Along the way they 

encounter many problems socializing with the straight soccer 

guys, but strive to join hands in a united effort to lead the team to 

victory. Cheerleader Queens is a Thai drag sex comedy with the 

subtlety of the Eurovision Song Contest and the profundity of Porkys. Four ladyboys, Mod, Som, 

Kam-pan and Wa-wa, move to Bangkok to attend a Catholic high school – in full drag some of the 

time! Sport is compulsory, but the boys are kicked off the cheerleading squad by some homophobe 

bitches. After they save the rugby team from being dispanded by miraculously scoring some tries, 

they form their own cheerleading squad, and train for the State finals. The film gets bogged down at 

this point, and could do with more training montages. Cheerleader Queens also suffers from an 

overuse of crying, cliché, fainting (whenever Mod sees his cute crush, the aptly-named Pang, for 

example), accidents (including temporary blindness) and limp-wristed 'running like a girl'. In 

addition, any potentially serious moments are badly handled – when Som has a drug problem, for 

example, his friends find an entire bottle of ecstasy tablets in his pocket. And in the cheerleading 

finals, their arch-rivals outperform our heroes so significantly that the closeness of the competition 

seems ludicrous. Don't fret, though, there is some fun to be had. It's great to see so many out, camp 

queens, who also get to be friends with the rugby team and vanquish potential muggers by satisfying 

them sexually. These cute boys are great pals and most of the film is high-energy and colourful, with 

liberal doses of feather boa and eyeshadow. 
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Chekist (1992) 
 

Srubov is a part of CHEKA, the secret police Lenin established after 

the Bolshevik Revolution. They arrest, interview for a minute, try 

in ten seconds, and execute intellectuals, aristocrats, Jews, clergy, 

and their families. In the building basement, five people at a time 

are shot as they stand naked facing wooden doors. No one to 

remember their last words; no martyrs, just anonymous bodies. 

Daily, the kangaroo court, the executions, the loading of bodies 

onto wagons. Srubov is cold, distant, sexually dysfunctional, and a 

deep thinker, hated by former friends and his family. As he tries to 

reason the nature of revolution and the purpose of CHEKA, he 

slowly goes mad. A great film, but hard to watch for the "average" 

movie-goer. The above reviews have captured "The Chekist" 

pretty well. It's all that! But above all, extremely sad. Absolutely 

pitiful that men like this actually existed and committed the same 

atrocities as depicted here. Some of the scenes are hair-raising, as these poor people meekly and 

silently accept their fate and are slaughtered without trial or mercy. I have not seen the movie in a 

few years, but it one of the ONES that will always stick with me. I can still hear the echoes of the 

pistol shots that resound with a horrific "BANG". And of course, the bodies. The treatment these 

people received is beyond what I can say. This film is almost must see, but I can understand why 

someone would prefer not to watch it. To watch this classic is to understand that it probably will 

stay with you for a very long time. And it should. 
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Chesuto! (2008) 
 

The Japanese title roughly translates to the English phrase, "To Do 

One's Best." Idomatically, the English title might be "Good Job!" 

or "Well Done!". Hayato, a boy in the sixth grade, hides the secret 

that he can't swim. Every summer, he pretends to be sick, so he 

could avoid school swimming tournaments. But, as it is the last 

year in the elementary school, he can't escape from swimming 

practice and is forced to participate. 
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Chiisaki Yusha-Tachi - Gamera (Gamera The Brave) (2006) 
 

A Smart and Family Friendly Kaiju Adventure! When I recently saw 

Ultraman Mebius and the Ultraman Brothers on the internet I was 

slightly disappointed. The effects were too over-the-top, the 

acting was kind of cheesy, and the ending was unsatisfying. But 

Gamera: the Brave was another story. I recently bought this DVD 

off of Yesasia.com and I was thrilled, the action was superb, the 

story was touching and the characters made you care. This new 

film was nothing like the 90s predecessors that had a much 

darker, serious approach. This is not to say this movie was cheesy 

or corny, in fact the opening scene was awe inspiring and intense. 

I still felt it was a great way to introduce this to children. This 

Gamera isn't your typical monster, he has heart. The special 

effects of this film were also more believable than Ultraman 

Mebius, certain scenes, like a battle that takes place on a bridge 

between the main bad guy (Zedus) and Toto (Gamera) ensues that really makes you go "WOW! That 

was cool!" All things considered I went away from this movie with practically tears in my eyes, the 

resolution is wonderful. Even though this film wasn't the most successful movie (it's equivalent to 

the small popularity "Eragon" enjoyed) there are rumors of sequels in the works, AND I WELCOME 

THEM! TWO THUMBS WAY UP! 
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Child Of Glass (1978) 
 

Alexander Armsworth (13-year-old Steve Shaw) and his family 

move to an authentic antibellum mansion, which once was owned 

by a river pirate. Alexander is drawn into a century-old mystery 

when he sees the ghost of a little girl, and she asks for his help in 

finding the "child of glass" by reciting a riddle. He has only a day 

or two to solve the riddle, or be haunted for the rest of his life! I 

remember renting this movie at the local video store as a child, 

and I remember that it scared the crap out of me, but I've 

watched it again and I loved it. This movie was so good, I wish 

they would put it out on DVD. I got hold of the movie on video 

and it was hard to find. This movie was great, and the scene 

where Inez dances with Alexander was really sad. This was a great 

movie, that is spooky and happy. I recommend this to children 

ages ten to thirteen, it might scare younger kids. I also 

recommend The Watcher In The Woods if you like this movie. I 

give it 10/10. 
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Children Of A Lesser God (1986) 
 

James (William Hurt) is a new speech teacher at a school for the 

deaf. He falls for Sarah, a pupil who decided to stay on at the 

school rather than venture into the big bad world. She shuns him 

at first, refusing to read his lips and only using signs. Will her 

feelings change over time? Hurt is excellent, Laurie and Bosco are 

outstanding, but Matlin gives one of the most amazing cinematic 

performances of all time. She is scintillating. The play is even 

more forceful with her gritty performance that it was with Phyllis 

Frielich on broadway. The direction makes up what it lacks in 

imagination with conviction and sincerity. I recommend it highly. 
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Children Of Invention (2009) 
 

Two young children living illegally in a model apartment outside 

Boston are left to fend for themselves when their hardworking 

mother disappears. Good debut; an authentic story of children 

dealing with burden and family. Children of Invention, the debut 

film by writer-director Tze Chun, has racked up a number of prizes 

on the festival circuit since its release last year. While I missed my 

opportunity to catch it at the Los Angeles Asian Pacific Film 

Festival last year, I saw that it was getting booked for another 

small release in New York and Los Angeles and thought I'd get my 

chance to see it on the big screen. And, I can report that the film 

is certainly worthy of a festival award or fifteen. The film begins 

with Elaine Cheng (Cindy Cheung), single mother of two arguing 

with some folks that are running a "network marketing" (pyramid 

scheme) company about returning the defective products they 

peddled to her. We then quickly see Elaine and her two children, 

Raymond (12-year-old Michael Chen) and Tina (Crystal Chiu) being evicted from their home and, 

with a friend's help, move into a model condo. While Elaine tries to make ends meet by working real 

estate during the day, the promises of easy money lure her back into the world of pyramid schemes. 

This doesn't go well for her when the authorities show up and leaves the children in a bit of trouble, 

which they determine to sort out on their own. I think what works so well about this story is that it 

stays small and stays focused on the kids and Elaine. Raymond is a prototypical first child, 

responsible and more aware of their situation, but is still clearly a child who wants to do the things 

that children do. Tina lacks Raymond's relative worldliness, but has buckets of energy to make up for 

it. The story moves along in segments, with each act break changing things up drastically, but 

fortunately, the picture mostly stays on the kids and how they deal with the family's problems. I 

admit that based on the brief premise, I was braced for something harrowing like????? (Grave of 

Fireflies), so I was more than relieved that the story doesn't do into such despondency. However, I 

give the tale a lot of credit for carrying a high degree of authenticity, which makes sense because it 

contains autobiographical elements from Chun. This is all aided by surprisingly strong performances 

from the two child leads. Michael carries a lot of gravitas for a child his age which lends to his 

character well, while Crystal's exuberance in her expressions, whether angry or happy appears 

genuine. And Cindy is convincing as an immigrant women who carries a great amount of burden. The 

picture is obviously shot in high definition digital video, carrying that cold tone, but instead of 

fighting to make it look more like film, Children of Invention works with the look of the format while 

not letting the images get drab. Finally, the musical score and songs in the film are good, never 

overbearing, but supporting the moments. You might accuse the indie film of having the expected 

indie soundtrack, but the work is good, so there's little to complain about. Children of Invention is a 

memorable film and while the literal inventions might be few, it is inventive how much story and 

emotion can be packed into this tight running independent feature. It's a strong film that plays to 

the strengths of its limited budget and format, but more notably, it's an authentic film that is timely, 

considering the economic downturn, and also has a heart beating within it. 8/10. 
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Children Of Men (2006) 
 

In 2027, as humankind faces the likelihood of its own extinction, a 

disillusioned government agent agrees to help transport and 

protect a miraculously pregnant woman to a sanctuary at sea 

where her child's birth may help scientists to save the future of 

mankind. The world's youngest citizen has just died at 18, and 

humankind is facing the likelihood of its own extinction. Set in and 

around a dystopian London fractious with violence and warring 

nationalistic sects, Children of Men follows the unexpected 

discovery of a lone pregnant woman and the desperate journey to 

deliver her to safety and restore faith for a future beyond those 

presently on Earth. Set in 2027, when no child has been born for 

18 years and science is at loss to explain the reason, African and 

East European societies collapse and their dwindling populations 

migrate to England and other wealthy nations. In a climate of nationalistic violence, a London peace 

activist turned bureaucrat Theo Faron, joins forces with his revolutionary ex-wife Julian in order to 

save mankind by protecting a woman who has mysteriously became pregnant. "Children of Men" 

envisages a world one generation from now that has fallen into chaos on the heels of an infertility 

defect in the population. The world's youngest citizen has just died at 18, and humankind is facing 

the likelihood of its own extinction. Set against a backdrop of London torn apart by violence and 

warring nationalistic sects, "Children of Men" follows an unlikely champion of Earth's survival: Theo 

(Owen), a disillusioned ex-activist turned bureaucrat, who is forced to face his own demons and 

protect the planet's last remaining hope. World divisions, chaos and anarchy, these are the ways the 

world and the last remaining inhabitants are checking out. This P.D. James adaptation of the novel 

The Children of Men is as unforgiving as it is relentless, with no child being born for eighteen years, 

Human life and its moral self is eroding into extinction. Set in Britain in the year 2027, this is 

Theodore Faron (Clive Owen) finding his ghosts coming back to haunt his fruitless life, in the form of 

an underground band of rebels The Fishes. Unwittingly drawn into their plight, learning who can be 

trusted, who can be dependable, and how he must hold the most precious secret the Human race 

has been so longing to hear, the miracle that can change the course of Humanity; the first pregnant 

woman in eighteen years. On the run, he, Kee (Claire-Hope Ashitey) and Miriam (Pam Ferris) must 

travel cross-country, on the run, terrified and helpless to the safe haven of the Human Project. With 

the help of aging hippie Jasper Palmer (Michael Caine) this horrific, dark, unconventional and 

uncompromising road movie is all that is left between the demise of the Human race and the birth of 

a new drawn. With this dystopian world ravished by war, paranoia and the frustrations of Man the 

Orwellian vision of Nineteen Eighty-Four, the totalitarian future is now complete and amongst us. 

With female fertility becoming obsolete, Man cannot reproduce, and no child has been born on the 

face of the planet for eighteen years. Man, and his future, is dying. Soon he shall be extinct. Theo, 

the beaten, downtrodden and middle-aged ex-political activist will, unwittingly, become involved in 

a war of an underground revolt. Here he is active once more, in the perilous journey across England's 

Home Counties, with a young girl, Kee, who, to Theo's bewilderment is pregnant. The first pregnant 

woman for more than eighteen years. This secret must be protected, at all cost, and mother and 

child must flee to the mysterious and enigmatic Human Project, across the seas. Their flight is a 



constant fight for survival. Who can be trusted? Who can keep a secret? I went to see this movie 

without catching any reviews, expecting something rather depressing and underfunded. Let me stop 

there and start again. This movie is a revelation from start to finish. A convincing future world, deftly 

conveyed with so many subtle signals that I'm sure it will benefit from further viewings. A completely 

"other" England which I was amazed to see realised in such detail. Clive Owen FINALLY has the 

heroic role we have been waiting for and is brilliant in it. Julianne Moore simply glows and I've never 

enjoyed Sir Michael Caine so much before. The soundtrack is beautifully eclectic. Aside from some 

excellent classical choices, there's an evocative and alternative Spanish take on "Ruby Tuesday" 

which is a signature on the film. Wait during the end titles to enjoy an excremental song from Jarvis 

Cocker. The movie grabbed my attention right from the start, and never let go. Initially, it's the 

differences of this future world that intrigue. Then, when the action starts, what I found really 

surprising was the freshness of direction that made me react to bullets and violence as if I'd never 

seen them in a movie before. If the script wasn't so wonderfully leavened with wit, it would be a 

grim and scary movie at times. Finally, the whole thing is lit brilliantly, from the authentic dim 

English days to the atmospheric ending. One to watch alongside "The Handmaid's Tale" some time. 
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Children Of The Corn (2009) 
 

First off, I'd like to start by saying this. I never did really like the 

Children of the Corn movies. I always felt the original was 

mediocre but watchable (roughly a 4 out of 10) but it wasn't scary 

or well acted. The sequels to the original were worse, some of the 

worst direct-to-video sequels since The Howling's sequels, the 

sole exceptions being Children of the Corn 2 and Children of the 

Corn 666: Issac's Return. With that being said, the remake isn't 

much of an improvement, but it is a hell of a lot better than the 

original's sequels. The effects, how little there were, were alright I 

suppose. KNB Effects provided them. However, like the original, 

it's mediocre and not at all scary. At least the original film had 

some creepiness to it regarding some of the children and they had 

some form of personality. In this one, the children are rather dull 

and emotionless-and not scary or creepy. The two leads also 

suffer the same fate. They're not really that likable, though you find yourself hoping the female lead 

will get killed off. She's that bad. As a Syfy original, I suppose it could have been worst. It was at least 

marginally watchable, but still poor. It is however better than Halloween 2. The sad part is that 

Stephen King co-wrote the teleplay for this movie. However, you cannot really tell that he did or not. 

It's that bad. As a closing note, Dimension is currently preparing their own remake of Children of the 

Corn. 
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Children Of The Corn 666: Isaac's Return (1999) 
 

A girl called Hannah goes back to her hometown (Gatlin) to find 

out who her mother but on the way she picks up a strange man 

who fore-shadows her life with a passage from the bible. When 

she gets there she wakes up Isaac from a coma he has been in for 

19 years. Isaac is awake and wants to fulfill the final prophecy! 

This return-to-the-roots, sixth effort in the apparently 

neverending CHILDREN saga is so bad, I defy you to remember 

that you even saw it approximately one half hour after viewing. 

Sort of like Chinese food. The villainous character Isaac from the 

first movie is back, and is in fact embodied by the same actor, 

John Franklin, but it is anyone's guess how he can be back since 

he was killed and incinerated in the first flick. This actually bears 

only the slightest resemblance to the first movie, which itself was 

no great shakes. If you must see one of the CHILDREN sequels, go 

with the third (or is it fourth?) one, which relocated the action to an urban setting, a la POLTERGEIST 

3. At least that one had a decent monster and a bang-up special effects finish. This increasingly 

puerile series is right up there with LEPRECHAUN and HELLRAISER for churning out endless, mind-

numbing sequels that no one asked for and no one wants to see. 
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Children Of The Corn I (1984) 
 

A boy preacher named Isaac goes to a town in Nebraska called 

Gatlin and gets all the children to murder every adult in town. A 

young couple have a murder to report and they go to the nearest 

town (Gatlin) to seek help but the town seems deserted. They are 

soon trapped in Gatlin with little chance of getting out alive. A 

young couple wander into a mid-western town where all the 

adults are apparently dead and the children participate in a cult 

that worships a malevolent force in the corn fields. Based on a 

Stephen King novella. Stephen King is often cited to be the father 

of modern horror, and this view isn't wholly unfounded. King's 

stories have had a large impact upon the horror genre, and many 

of them are very good stories in their own right also. However, 

when it comes to translating King's words onto the screen; many 

filmmakers have proved that they are not up to the task. I haven't 

read the book, 'Children of the Corn', but I'm sure it's better than 

this movie. While the film isn't especially bad; it's hardly a tour de-force of horror cinema either, and 

like many Stephen King films; this one could have been a hell of a lot better. Actually, this story isn't 

one of King's better efforts; it follows a small town whose children murder their parents on the 

instructions of a mysterious preacher; a little kid calling himself Isaac. The story picks up three years 

after this terrible event when a young couple drive into town for some reason. They find the village 

completely devoid of adults and it isn't long until they discover what's happened and seek to put an 

end to it! This film has missed several opportunities, the most glaring of which is the subterranean 

manifestation that dwells beneath the soil in the cornfields. We get several glimpses of this creature, 

but we never get to see it properly; and because of this, the monster is about as threatening as a 

bunch of little kids. Oh wait. Anyway, the film draws parallels with other evil kids films such as Village 

of the Damned in the way it plays out, but it never really gets out of first gear. While the atmosphere 

of the town is foreboding and well done on the whole, the plotting isn't very exciting and there's 

very few moments of real tension or suspense, which ensures the film isn't as engaging as it could 

have been. The cornfields and the corn that inhabits said field's makes for an unlikely horror prop, 

and some scenes within the fields are genuinely creepy. The kids themselves are rather well done 

also, with both of the main ones having good screen presence. If you were to pigeonhole King's films 

into 'good' and 'bad', this one would firmly be in the latter side. On it's own, however, it's not all that 

bad, and if you're a fan of King's work, you'll no doubt find something to like here. Or you might hate 

it for not living up to the book, one of the two. 
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Children Of The Corn II: The Final Sacrifice (1992) 
 

Belated sequel to the '84 film. 8 years after the first, authorities 

discover the mutilated bodies of adults in the secluded town of 

Gatlin, Nebraska and children hiding in the corn. Enter John 

Garrett (Terence Knox) and son Danny (Paul Scherrer) who head 

for Gatlin on a story and get caught up in this mess when an 

orphan named Micah (Ryan Bollman) is possessed by He Who 

Walks Behind The Rows. Straight after the events of the first film, 

the children are moved to Gatlins neighbouring town 

Hemmingford. A failed journalist called John comes to 

Hemmingford to find out what happened in Gatlin. His son Danny 

is with him, John and Danny don't get on well together. They are 

staying in the same house as Micah a boy possesed by He who 

walks behind the rows. Danny becomes Micah's friend and comes 

under his influence. Danny then falls in love with Lacy but in the 

end Danny has to make a choice which could mean life or death! Although I am a horror fan I didn't 

enjoy the first Children of the Corn film much, so my view might be a little biased. Although having 

said that the movie did have its good points, the children were good actors/actresses, the violence 

was realistic and in moments semi chilling. Unfortunately this sequel shares none of these traits. 
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Children Of The Corn III: Urban Harvest (1995) 
 

Two young Gatlin residents are orphaned after the younger 

brother kills their father. So, the terror of Gatlin goes urban when 

the two boys are placed in the custody of two foster parents. The 

younger brother (who by this point is established as the "evil 

one") bought some corn seeds along for the road and plants them 

in the courtyard of an abandoned warehouse, bring He Who 

Walks Behind the Rows to the city. He winds up possessing his 

high school peers, and soon his older brother feels called to stop 

him. After a farmer is killed in Gatlin, 2 boys are left orphaned. In 

Chicago they are welcomed by foster parents. The younger 

brother (Eli) becomes the fathers favourite and the older brother 

(Joshua) becomes the mothers favourite. Eli plants a cornfield and 

the mother wants to get rid of it. Eli gets everyone in school to 

follow He who walks behind the rows and Joshua tries to stop 

him! COTC3 is not that bad. Seriously. It is a gory, silly, watchable horror flick that, despite being a 

third in a series (that never should've started anyway), is a notch above your average B-horror film. I 

recommend it because it's got a lot of clever gore and some freaky scare scenes. Infinitely better 

than the last two, this one's a lowest common denominator entertainer. GRADE: B-. 
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Children Of The Corn IV: The Gathering (1996) 
 

All the kids in a town over night become feverish and have 

convulsions. The next day they start to become evil, change their 

names for those of kids killed long ago, and then start killing any 

adult in their path, in vicious and mysterious forms. A young 

woman who has just returned to town tries to find out what is 

happening, while trying to protect her transformed young sister. 

However, the kids are starting to revive their leader. Deciding that 

there should be a comment here that explains slightly more if a 

movie "sucks" or not, which is not much of an opinion. While 

none of these films with the exception of the first film are 

masterful, this is the best of the sequels. It has more of a 

supernatural element than some of the others but still manages 

to keep things moving and even a little suspenseful. This fourth 

installment also has a very high rating on the gore scale as well 

with some rather gruesome killings. If you have not yet seen this 

one but have others in the series it is worth the time. However, all said, it is for hard core genre fans 

only. 
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Children Of The Corn V: Fields Of Terror (1998) 
 

Six college students take a wrong turn and find themselves lost in 

a strangely deserted rural town... only to discover that this 

deceptively quiet place hides a murderous cult of children 

controlled by evil forces! Yet even as bodies begin cropping up all 

around them, the young friends decide to stay and rescue the 

children... or die trying! This series has become a genre in itself, 

and therefore, people will like it or hate it. Personally, seeing the 

original COTC when I was growing up, it was not a great movie, 

but it had originality back in the era of Jason, Michael and Freddy. 

It also tapped into childhood car trips into the country, with all 

the country sounds and smells, and of course, the claustrophobia 

of endless open spaces (which this movie breaks with to it's 

detriment, with it's mountain background), with rows and rows of 

corn, just too high to see over. This what the concept _does_ have 

going for it. Now, it's just another vehicle for unknown actors to 

cut their teeth on, instead of daytime soap. Eva Mendez stands out, though, and her portrayal of Kir 

is both sensitive and fragile, while she is gorgeous to look at. She is being set up, though, and her 

killing herself over a boyfriend makes no sense whatsoever. Because of the stale concept, there is 

very little suspense just there, and the director doesn't add any, either. You _know_ there is a 

cornfield possessed by a demon and a horde of "telepathic" children doing most of the killing for 

him. This being based on the 80's slasher concept, you also know that most of the protagonists are 

going to die. And they do. There's no suspense in that. Also, little Adam Wylie needs a lot more 

acting lessons. What this series needs is more titanic battles, more ambivalent leads, more esoteric 

lore and simply more imagination on the part of the writers (plural). And a bigger budget too (which 

the original didn't have either). With the X-Files series running for 5 years now, I think there has 

been an over-exposure of horror, and what could shock in a movie a decade ago, now is something 

you're likely to see for free on week night television. 
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Children Of The Corn VII: Revelation (2001) 
 

When a girl named Jamie repeatedly tries to contact her 

grandmother to no avail, she investigates by going to her 

apartment in Omaha Nebraska...only to find that it's been 

condemned and overtaken by possesed children! As she digs 

deeper, she discovers a dark secret about her grandmother and 

awakens a dark, demonic force that wants Jamie dead and will 

stop at nothing. Ok, a priest, a stripper, a pot-head & a granny 

walk into a row of corn... No it's not the start of a bad joke, just a 

insipidly bad movie. In this seemily up-teenth corny sequal, a 

woman goes to an evicted building looking for her granny where 

she meets the children of the... oh forget this, just know that I 

watch crap like this so you don't have to. 
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Children Of The New Forest (1998) 
 

The 1640s, the time of the English Civil War. Colonel Beverley, a 

Royalist, squire of Arnley and High Keeper of the New Forest, 

leaves to join the King's army. He dies at the Battle of Edgehill, 

leaving his two sons (25-year-olds Tom Wisdom & Danny 

Worters) and two daughters (Joanna Kirkland & 11-year-old Emily 

Ruck-Keene) in the care of their Aunt Judith. A troop of 

Parliamentary soldiers and their Leveller preacher, Abel Corbould, 

come to Arnley. The four Beverley children are smuggled out of 

Arnley, taken to his forest home and hidden there by Jacob 

Armitage, a royalist forester. The children encounter various 

adventures, become involved with the family of Heatherstone, 

Parliament's new Intendant of the New Forest and eventually join 

a conspiracy to help King Charles, who has escaped from captivity. 

This is a miserable distortion of Captain Marryat's fine novel for 

young people; importing modern motivations and behaviour into this thoughtful and humane story, 

abandoning the theme of life in the forest for a wholly invented adventure yarn. This series is awful, 

bearing no comparison with the fine BBC series of the early 1970s. Avoid it - read the book. 
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Children Of The Stones (1977) 
 

Scientist Adam Brake and his son Matthew (Peter Demin) arrive in 

the sleepy English village of Milbury to find it under the grip of 

weird psychic powers unleashed by the sinister village squire, 

Hendrick, and whose power they struggle to break. The music for 

this, which mainly consists of a choir of people singing wordless 

dischords, is certainly disquieting - especially as the music 

supervisor seemed to have the mic levels too high! The acting is 

really quite bad, especially by the child actors, but I thought this 

added to the charm of this eerie series, which I bought on DVD. 

Both my girlfriend and my former house-mate thought the series 

was scary and the music horrible. In fact, my girlfriend told me it 

gave her nightmares, and she is 20, and this was a children's 

show! Overall, a great slice of old British TV at its best - quirkily 

unusual and essentially 'English'. 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1977) 
 

Episode 1: Into the Circle; Adam Brake, an astrophysicist, and his son Matt arrive at the village of 

Milbury, where they plan to do research on the giant stones that encircle the village. They possess a 

painting depicting an ancient ritual in which a circle of people are turned to stone by a light beam 

shooting into the sky. They meet some of the villagers: Mrs. Crabtree, the housekeeper for the 

cottage where they are staying; Raphael Hendrick, the Lord of the Manor and their landlord; 

Margaret Smythe, the curator of the village museum; and Dai, an old poacher. At school, Matt 

notices that some of the students, "The Happy Ones," are very good at mathematics and cannot be 

hurt physically; aside from Matt, there are three other students who are not "happy"--Kevin Lyle, the 

son of the village doctor; Sandra Smythe, Margaret's daughter; and Jimmo Browning. In the 

meantime, Adam touches one of the stones and experiences psychic phenomena. 

Episode 2: Circle of Fear; Dai tells Matt to come to his home, "The Sanctuary," if he ever needs help. 

Adam discovers that there is an underground rock dish beneath the village with the stones at its 

perimeter. Matt suggests that psychic lines emanating from the stones delineate an inner circle 

surrounding Hendrick's manor house. Later that night, he finds the villagers forming a ring around 

the manor house and chanting. When he tries to get closer, Dai grabs him and throws him against a 

stone. 

Episode 3: Serpent in the Circle; Matt awakens back at the cottage and tries to tell his father what 

happened to him, but Adam thinks his son was just sleepwalking. At school, Jimmo has become very 

good at mathematics and has obviously joined "The Happy Ones." Dai explains to Matt that he was 

protecting him from the stones the night before. He suggests that the circle within the stones is a 

maze with the treasure of knowledge at its center. Dai is protected from the stones' power by an 



amulet with a serpent on it. In the meantime, Adam is told by Hendrick that the stones align in space 

with a black hole, which he discovered--Hendrick's Supernova. 

Episode 4: Narrowing Circle; Kevin and his father Dr. Lyle are planning to leave the village to visit an 

old patient. Matt touches a pair of gloves inadvertently left behind by Dr. Lyle and sees a vision of 

the Lyles being stopped at the edge of the village by the stones. When questioned later, however, 

the Lyles deny that anything happened to them, but it is obvious that they have become "happy." 

Matt and Sandra find Dai's dead body, his hand clutching the fragments of his broken amulet. 

Episode 5: Charmed Circle; When Adam and Hendrick go to investigate Dai's death, the body is gone. 

Matt uses Sandra's scarf to watch psychically what happens to Margaret and Sandra when they go to 

Hendrick's place for dinner. Matt "sees" Hendrick perform a ceremony where the Smythes are 

transformed into "Happy Ones." 

Episode 6: Squaring the Circle; The transformed Smythes join the other villagers who have encircled 

the manor house, but later back at the cottage they deny that anything has happened to them. The 

next day, Adam decides that he and Matt are leaving the village. However, as they drive out of the 

village, they are stopped by the stones, just as the Lyles had been. They wake up in Hendrick's house 

and are prevented from leaving by the villagers who are ringing the house again for the next 

transformation ceremony. 

Episode 7: Full Circle; Speculating that the black hole is involved in the transformation process, Matt 

and Adam sabotage Hendrick's clocks so that he will misjudge the position of the black hole during 

the transformation ceremony. However, believing that the transformation has been successful, he 

sends Matt and Adam to join the other villagers. Adam touches Margaret's hand, breaking the spell 

over the villagers. A beam of light changes Hendrick into an ancient priest and some of the villagers 

into stone. Matt and Adam escape to The Sanctuary, where they spend the night. The next morning, 

they find Dai and the other villagers alive and well, and leave the village. 
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Children On Their Birthdays (2002) 
 

12-year-old Lily Bobbit moves to Medda, Ala, and immediately 

makes an impression on the residents when she and her friends 

team up to outsmart a con man, the town is changed forever. In 

the summer of 1947, a mysterious 13-year-old girl, accompanied 

by her mute mother, seemingly appears from nowhere. When 

two 13-year-old boys (15-year-old Joe Pichler & 14-year-old Jesse 

Plemons) fall deeply in love with her, they find themselves on a 

collision course with one another that could not only destroy their 

friendship, but take the tiny town of Medda, Alabama with them. 

Somewhere, in an alternate reality, it could be possible for a 13-

year-old girl to have the wisdom of a Socrates, the social 

awareness of a Martin Luther King, the vocabulary and diction of 

a college professor, and the grace and beauty of an Audrey 

Hepburn. On the other hand, putting adult lines in the mouth of a 

child is usually done for satire. Situation comedies often depend 

for their gags on having kids speak smart-alecky lines. Hearing wisecracks from a kid that no kid 

would ever think of makes us laugh, and that's why the formula works. In this case, however, it isn't 

a comedy, and the lines written for the child are not intended to be amusing. Of course, no such 

alternate world exists, but what if it did? And what if such a girl turned up in the reality of a small 

southern town circa 1947? She would be as foreign and alien to that locality as if she had come from 

another universe, and in that sense becomes a kind of allegorical figure of redemption. It is 

presented as a "coming of age" film, but this is not just a story about the normal agonies of growing 

up. There is a "Twilight Zone" quality to the character of the girl. There are two boys who are 

"supposed" to be her age, and hence there is a sub-plot concerned with their feelings for her. But 

psycho-emotionally she is light-years more mature than they, and that is a point most reviewers 

seem to miss. It isn't so much about youth growing up over a case of first love, but a myth about a 

daughter of the gods sojourning among the mortals for a season. Truman Capote, who wrote the 

original short-story from which this film was adapted, was something of a heretic, and it is tempting 

to speculate on what the screenwriter might have been thinking in regard to this character. For 

example: What if Jesus came back in 1947 in the form of a little girl? Wouldn't "that" be a surprise? 

Not that there is anything about the story to suggest such a "religious" quality, but the character of 

the girl is clearly mythical in comparison to her alleged contemporaries. She comes into town 

mysteriously, there are miraculous events associated with her actions, she is wise beyond her years 

and even the elders are astonished by her words. It is a different story, and a pretty good one as 

well. 
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Children Shouldn't Play With Dead Things (1973) 
 

Six friends dig up a corpse named Orville. They use it in a satanic 

ritual to make the dead rise from their graves. Look out!!! Actors 

led by Alan Ormsby go to graveyard on remote island to act out 

necromantic ritual. The ritual works, and soon the dead are 

walking about and chowing down on human flesh. I love this 

movie because it has a sense of humor, but more importantly a 

sense of style and play that is missing from current American 

cinema. My guess is that this movie turned out exactly how Bob 

Clark wanted it. The colors, costumes and performances are great 

symbols of an early seventies that I remember as a kid. This is the 

way I remember things looking, only slightly aggrandized. Alan 

Ormsby is funny, clever and effective as the theatre troupe/cult 

leader. I'm not sure if the cemetery in Miami is real or not, 

guessing it is to save money, but it is a perfect setting. Love this 

movie. 
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Children Underground (2001) 
 

This is a very powerful documentary of the lives of children in 

Romania in the late 1990's living in a subway station. By careful 

filming and concentrating on five children ranging in age from 8 to 

15, and by using mostly their own words and interactions, the 

stark realities of their survival are allowed to show themselves 

rather than being extracted by force. The follow-up material at 

the end of the film as well as in the supplements on the DVD are 

as significant for the effect on the viewer as the body of the 

documentary. Although the home conditions from which these 

young people fled are repugnant to our sensibilities, it's clear 

there is more to their endurance of street life than that. When 

one boy is asked what he likes best about living in the streets, he 

thinks a moment and then shouts, "I get to live FREE!" and does a 

little dance to illustrate. How sad that children should have to 

sacrifice such basic amenities as health care and education to get a little control over their own lives. 

In an interview, the film-maker confesses that the most difficult task of all was not intervening as 

these small people were beaten and insulted, and as they remained perpetually intoxicated on 

volatile solvents. I agree with the choice. Intervention in the immediate term would not have altered 

the course of any of their lives, and the impact of the film would have been destroyed. I hope that 

BOTH lessons here are not lost on the audience -- not only what privations follow a society's 

collapse, but also what children and ALL humans are willing to suffer in order to gain some personal 

autonomy. Easily one of the most astonishing and engaging cinematic works of the past decade, 

CHILDREN UNDERGROUND is a profoundly intimate and heart-wrenching drama- an Academy Award 

Nominee for Best Documentary Feature in 2001, and winner at nearly every major documentary film 

festival across the country. In a style that is altogether shocking, brutal, and deeply humanistic, 

filmmaker Edet Belzberg transports us to the streets of Bucharest, Romania, where we are 

introduced to a "family" of five homeless children, begging on the streets and living in subway 

tunnels, drug addicted, and painfully unaware of the horrors of their soul-crushing existence. As the 

children's story unfolds, the windows to their individual lives open up, revealing a harrowing day-to-

day struggle for survival - from 10-year-old Ana, unfailingly maternal towards her younger brother 

Marian, to Mihai an unusually intelligent and motivated 12-year-old who dreams of a better life. In 

CHILDREN UNDERGROUND, the images captured by Belzberg's unflinching lens are so powerful and 

captivating that the camera quickly vanishes from the viewer's mind. What is left behind is a 

devastating portrait of human anguish and suffering more riveting and absorbing than anything ever 

before captured on screen. 
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Children's Island (1984) 
 

This was one of my favorite movies as a kid. It was a two parter 

and it came on Nickelodeon. 16-year-old JD Roth was the 

presidents son and he invited a boatload of British kids (Roger 

Charteris, Paul Lockwood, Jason Norman, Martin Bernstein, Kevin 

Greetham, Nicholas Lorentz, Jonathan Taylor, Pat Sanders, Peter 

Tunstall, David Abbott, Ronald France and Dermod Judge) to the 

U.S. to visit but the boat got caught in a storm. I have been 

desperately (and secretly) trying to find this movie. Please let me 

know. I am most interested in it. Why do we have to have 10 

blocks of lines? So anyway, I think the fact that Lost is out (and 

also excellent) has been working my mind of remembering this 

movie. It's one of the only things that really sticks out in my mind 

from childhood. I don't remember how they survived on the 

island but I consider myself a girl (boy) scout who is always 

prepared and wondered how I could survive a plane crash. 
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Child's Play (1988) 
 

A single mother gives her son (7-year-old Alex Vincent) a beloved 

doll for his birthday, later they find out that the doll is possessed 

with the soul of a serial killer, who try to put his soul into the boy's 

body in order to become human. When Charles Lee Ray needs to 

get quick escape from cop Mike Norris, he takes his soul and 

buries it into playful, seemingly good guy doll Chucky. Little does 

he know a little boy by the name of Andy Barclay will be the new 

owner of him soon-to-come. Charles confides in Andy while he 

commits numerous murders. Once the adults accept Andy's story 

as truth, it's too late. No Baby Doll Eyes Here. Director Tom 

Holland does quite a good job scaring us with this cliche-ridden, 

unoriginal story of a serial killer transferring his soul to a toy store 

doll. The doll is incredibly eerie with its red hair and deep eyes, 

and goes by the name of Chucky saying things like, "My name's 

Chucky...wanna play?" Although much of the plot is very predictable (especially the ending), the 

execution of the plot is first-rate. Add to this some earnest acting from CatherineHicks, Chris 

Sarandon, and especially Alex Vincent playing a 6-year-old, and you have a pretty entertaining 

feature. The special effects are also first-rate, and the doll seems to actually be alive. Brad Douriff 

adds his voice to the demented Chucky, and his voice is evil personified. Dinah Manoff has a small 

role, but it is an important role which she plays very well. The atmosphere is definitely set on 

suspense and it is a rollercoaster of a ride as we see the doll slowly become human and seek out his 

only murderous hope for salvation. Good scares! 
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Child's Play 2 (Child's Play 2: Chucky's Back) (1990) 
 

Andy Barclay (9-year-old Alex Vincent) has been placed in a foster 

home after the tragic events of the first film, since his mother was 

committed. In an attempt to save their reputation, the 

manufacturers of Chucky reconstruct the killer doll, to prove to 

the public that nothing was wrong with it in the first place. In 

doing so, they also bring the soul of serial killer Charles Lee Ray 

back to life. As Chucky tries to locate Andy, the body count rises. 

Will Andy be able to escape, or will Chucky succeed in possessing 

his body? Chucky's back! The notorious killer doll with the satanic 

smile comes back to life in this new chapter depicting the 

terrifying struggle between young Andy Barclay (Alex Vincent) and 

the demonic doll attempting to possess his soul. Despite being 

roasted to a crisp in his last escapade, Chucky rises from the ashes 

after being reconstructed by a toy factory to dispel the negative publicity surrounding the doll. Back 

in one piece, Chucky tracks his prey to a foster home where the chase begins again in this sequel to 

the enormously popular original. Andy Barclay (Alex Vincent) the young would-be victim of the first 

"Child's Play", is now boarding with foster parents. Unfortunately, the Chucky doll from the first 

movie is resurrected (because the company that makes the Good Guys dolls wants to dispel the 

negative publicity) but we all already know what a stupid decision that will be. Chucky tracks poor 

Andy down and proceeds to slaughter everybody in his way as he attempts once again to transfer his 

soul to the boy's body. Chucky is truly one of the nastiest, most foul and evil, snarling little 

psychopathic villains of slasher cinema. While it is unpleasant in one sense to spend (movie) time 

with such a demonic little creep, I can't help but be amused. The movie itself is mean-spirited, and 

the script is often improbable and full of holes, but overall it is also slick, reasonably well acted, and 

entertaining in the usual visceral manner. Once again, kudos to the creators / designers of all Chucky 

effects, and to Brad Dourif for giving such a fine vocal performance. Few actors are as good as he is 

at playing such rabid, foaming-at-the-mouth psychopaths (of course, this has also hurt his career, 

since he has often been the victim of typecasting). Definitely far more amusing than scary - like I 

said, it's not really that GOOD, but it IS entertaining. 
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Childstar (2004) 
 

Taylor Brandon Burns (16-year-old Mark Rendall), a conflicted 12-

year-old TV star from the U.S., runs away from the set - and his 

problems - while shooting a big-budget film in Canada. His 

reluctant limo-driver, Rick Schiller, a down-on-his-luck indie 

filmmaker, is enlisted to find Taylor before the childstar destroys 

himself. I loved McKeller's other film "Last Night". Unfortunately, 

this lame effort is uninspired. We've seen it all before and better. 

The film doesn't know what it wants to be - is it a comedy, a 

morality play about fame and the young, is it about parents living 

through their children, is it about manipulation? The result is a 

film that doesn't know what it wants to be and in turn, cannot 

find an audience. Like so many Canadian films, it's just not 

audience friendly and there is nothing in this film to get anyone 

but McKeller fans out to watch it. The film just unraveled (badly) 

and never went anywhere and then needed a long speech at the end to explain a plot we all stop 

caring about a long way back. The cinematography was excellent but it was wasted in this effort. 

McKeller can do better and has. Hopefully he can put this failure behind him. 
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Chill Out (1999) 
 

I saw this film at Image & Nation, the Montreal Gay Film festival. I 

really liked it. I thought there was some clumsiness with the style 

at the beginning and the rhythm was a bit off. But the more the 

film goes, the more it becomes confident. It doesn't 

underestimate the intelligence of the spectator and has really 

nice ellipses. Some shots of the city becomes nice metaphor, 

especially the shot of the empty pool and the shot of the sky, 

after a sex scene. I really liked it and it deserves way more than 

the grade it received in this site. 
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Chillar Party (2011) 
 

A gang of innocent but feisty kids (Chinmai Chandranshuh, Vedant 

Desai, Rohan Grover, Divji Handa, Naman Jain, Irfan Khan & 

Sanath Menon) who lead carefree lives in Chandan Nagar colony 

take own the big bad world of politics when one of their friend's 

life is endangered. When an employee of Mumbai's Chandan 

Nagar leaves, he is replaced by a youth, Fatka, who has a stray 

dog, Bhidu. There is no accommodation provided for this 

homeless orphan, and he and his pet decide to make an 

abandoned antique car their new home. There is some 

resentment from the children of the building, but Fatka gets 

accepted in the cricket team after he demonstrates his bowling 

capabilities. A chance visit by a politician, Shashikant Bhide, results in enforcement of new municipal 

legislation to capture all stray dogs, and the children decide to oppose it. Their attempt to secure 31 

signatures from residents turns out to be in vain, and they decide to launch a unique protest. 

Shashikant puts pressure on Chandan Nagar's Secretary, Tandon, as well as launches his own 

campaign to enforce the legislation and ensure Bhidu's capture. Special! CHILLAR PARTY is not just 

for kids, but for grownups as well. A story of grit and determination, it works not just as an 

entertainer, but also advocates a message rather strongly. A film that deserves to be tax-exempted 

so that it reaches out to a wider audience. A small film with a gigantic spirit... Encourage this one! 

Every kid in the film pitches in a winning performance - Jhangiya enacted by Naman, Shaolin Divij, 

Enclyclopedia Sanath, Silencer Vedant, Aflatoon Aarav, Panauti Chinmay, Toothpaste Sherya, Akram 

Rohan, Second Hand Visshesh and Fatka Irfan Khan. It would be unfair and unjust to single out just 

one of them. As a matter of fact, you just can't help but fall in love with each of them. Ditto for the 

supporting actors, who enact the role of the parents and also the conniving politician. 
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Chilly Christmas (2012) 
 

Family Movie. I totally enjoyed this movie. I recommend that dog 

lovers of any age watch this movie. They will really get pleasure 

from and fall in love with Chilly (the dog). Children from age 5 will 

enjoy the clowning around of the young boy and his friends trying 

to teach the dog tricks. It is hilarious. This movie would be a good 

break for parents to keep young children entertained. Chill 

Christmas is the type of movie that you could play again and again 

and young children would never get bored. With Karan Brar, 

Bryson Sams & Kyle Matthew. 
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Chitty Chitty Bang Bang (1968) 
 

An eccentric professor invents wacky machinery, but can't seem 

to make ends meet. When he invents a revolutionary car, a 

foreign government becomes interested in it, and resorts to 

skullduggery to get their hands on it. A wierd inventor (Caractacus 

Potts) invents an amazing flying car, which drives by itself. It takes 

him and his family (9-year-old Adrian Hall) to Vulgaria, where the 

sinister buffoon Baron Bomburst kidnaps the car. The baron has 

made children illegal, and Caractacus and Co. have to try and 

rescue the children of Vulgaria. Chitty Chitty Bang Bang is an all 

time great film, one of my favourite films of all time. The film is 

for any age and has laughs and serious elements. The songs are 

fantastic and you will just find yourself singing along to them 

without realising. The dances are excellent and all of the 

characters bring so much to the movie. would recommend this film to anybody. Grandpa Potts 

brings lots of laughter and many of the characters in the film you could relate to. The London theatre 

production of chitty chitty bang bang is also brilliant and makes you want to just sing along, there is 

extra songs in the theatre production and all of these fit in and are also brilliant as are the songs in 

the film. 
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Chizkeik (Cheesecake) (2008) 
 

Three people from totally different backgrounds are cast in a 

commercial promoting a wholesome dessert: Mikhail the 

physician (Sergei Chonishvili), Natasha the professional actress 

(Olga Lomonosova), and 13-year-old Alyosha (14-year-old Pavel 

Melenchuk), cast "right off the street". They portray such an 

idealized family for the ad that Alyosha decides that he will stop 

at nothing to make his life as perfect as the one he 'played on TV'. 

Director Eugene Zvezdakov's deft hand guides the subtle script by 

Elena Dolgopyat to slowly and carefully bring the viewer to the 

surprising ending, aided by a fine score by Daniel Kalashnik. A 

great example of the new direction in Russian 'Indie' film making; 

an outstanding performance from Pavel Melenchuk, virtually 

unknown outside of Russia, as Alyosha, anchors this beautifully 

made psychological thriller, a sleeper even in Russia. 
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Chocky (1) (1984) 
 

The strange friendship among a young boy (12-year-old Andrew 

Ellams) of the Earth and an extra-terrestrial from the outer space. 

Another amazing 80's kids show. The last time I saw this I was 8 

years old, now at thirty I've just seen the first series in it's entirety 

for the first time in 22 years and was blown way. I remember very 

little from childhood only a floaty alien thing that talked to a kid. I 

remember it was eerie o, well I'm not sure what I remember, on a 

rare occasion I still have in-jokes with my sister to this day. What 

struck me was how innovative it was for it's time, an alien entity 

from another galaxy comes to Earth to find a soul about a better 

alternative fuel source. Although it finds many things about Earth 

primitive, it finds humans highly intelligent and uses young 

Matthew, who is 12, to steer into the direction of science and 

influence him into discovering this new fuel source through Chocky. Unfortunately I never read the 

books but the complexity of the show as someone else said it unique. And for me the boy playing 

Matthew (Andrew Ellams), stole the show. These days kids shows are full of wannabes who have 

drama lessons, whereas in the old days they plucked kids off the street who were right for the part 

and Andrew has it in Bunches. Especially in Ep.2 when Chocky offends him when making fun of him 

about how primitive cars are, Matthew has a full on tantrum, a complete explosive rage and this kids 

taking the lead really pulls it off! The show also stars James Hazeldine (of TV's London's Burning) as 

the father. If you're a kid of the 80's you'll love it too, seeing Atari's, old school life, and the 80's life, 

they heyday of our childhood! This series excels and is worth buying on DVD if it's out (I think I did 

see it once in the UK). I can't say enough good things about it. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1984) 
 

Episode 1: It's Matthew's birthday and the family have gone to London. They go on an open-top bus 

and visit the planetarium. Matthew explains that he wants to be an astronaut when he grows up. It 

is discovered that Matthew has been adopted. In Maths the following morning, a blue-white light 

appears and enters the classroom. It seems to be searching for someone. It lands on Matthew and 

Matthew immediately finds that he can solve the problems straight away, when he couldn't before. 

Matthew's parents notice his unusual behaviour as he starts to ask some unusual questions. 

Matthew has a fever and starts talking aloud. His parents discover Chocky, who seems to be an 

imaginary friend. 

Episode 2: The next morning, Matthew's temperature has lowered and he returns to school. His 

mum is still concerned about him. At school, Matthew has a biology lesson and he asks his teacher, 

Miss Blayde, about reproduction in a single sex species. Later, his dad gets a new Citroen car. 

Everyone is excited, but Matthew stands next to the car in a terrible, distressed state. Chocky finds 

the car stupid and old-fashioned and hates it. At the next Maths lesson, Matthew starts using the 



binary code to count as that is what Chocky uses. He uses Y and N, for Yes and No, instead of 0 and 

1. Matthew plays an electronic game with his friend Colin. When it is Matthew's go, Chocky is 

curious and she makes the screen explode. 

Episode 3: The family go for a picnic beside a river. Chocky is interested about how boats float and 

Matthew finds a boat and investigates without the owners permission and without telling his 

parents. The boat owner thinks he has caught a thief and hands Matthew over to a policeman. His 

dad goes looking for Matthew and finds him with the policeman. Dad's old friend, Dr. Roy Landis 

comes to see Matthew to speak about Chocky. Landis discovers that Chocky is real and not 

imaginary. In bed, Matthew finally sees Chocky as a form of a swirly misty hologram. 

Episode 4: It is the summer holiday for Matthew and Polly. Matthew's mum is tidying up Matthew's 

bedroom when she finds some strange art work. Matthew admits painting these but in the eyes of 

Chocky. Matthew is miserable as Chocky has deserted him for his holiday. They meet up with Colin 

and his family. The children are playing near the river when a boat breaks free and starts to drift 

downstream. Emma screams which alerts Polly and Matthew. The jetty is destroyed by the impact 

and Polly and Matthew fall into the water. 

Episode 5: Matthew saves Polly's life and Dad is shocked, because Matthew could not swim. 

Matthew explains that it was Chocky that made him swim. Colonel Summers who helped rescue him 

has put him forward for a medal. Matthew is asked about his experience by a stranger. He turns out 

to be a reporter and Matthew is in the newspaper and on the radio. When Matthew gave away the 

information, he spoke of a 'guardian angel'. Mum is not happy when she discovers that one of 

Matthew's strange paintings has been but forward for an art competition. It wins first prize. On 

Landis' request, Matthew is taken to see Sir William Thorbe. He examines Matthew, but afterwards 

Chocky suspects danger and leaves immediately. 

Episode 6: The school day has ended and Matthew is kidnapped. There are appeals on television and 

everyone is searching for him. In Birmingham, Matthew is found with evidence of being injected and 

he believes that he has been involved in a car crash. Matthew is unaffected and at home, Chocky 

appears. She says that she would like to speak to his dad. She explains everything and proves that 

she is real. Chocky then disappears forever. Dad engraves the swimming medal with 'Chocky' for 

Matthew. 
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Chocky's Challenge (3) (1986) 
 

The final moment has arrived. Chocky, Matthew and Albertine 

return to work together for to defeat to them enemy and to 

discover the Chocky's secrets to the humanity. Matthew and 

Albertine have separated. While she study in Cambridge 

University, Matthew still working in his project, but when 

Albertine exposes accidentally to Chocky to an evil man called 

Doctor Liddle who discovers the Chocky's existence, the danger 

begin because Liddle believes what Chocky is an intruder, a threat 

for the humanity and the first step for a great invasion. Chocky 

returns to help Matthew and Albertine, fight against Dr. Liddle and 

reveal finally the secret of the cosmic energy. 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1986) 
 

Episode 1: Albertine is studying at Cambridge University where she is excelling herself. She wishes to 

research about cosmic energy, but she meets resistance from Professor Ferris who is fascinated 

about her theories. Albertine uses an illegal radio telescope to carry out research, but she is 

discovered by Dr Liddle, who doesn't enjoy her presence. Chocky returns to reveal that her people 

are prepared to reveal the secret of cosmic energy to the human race. 

Episode 2: Matthew receives an art scholarship. Meanwhile, Chocky contacts other children from 

around the world who she wants to build some equipment that can harness cosmic energy. 

Albertine is joined by Mike and Su Lin who help her with her research, but she is later joined by the 

mysterious Paul. 

Episode 3: The children start building the equipment based on Chocky's instructions, though 

Professor Draycott is strongly protesting. He is worried about funding and thinks that it is a waste of 

money. Draycott is not convinced that they are doing something worthwhile so he sets them a 

deadline. 

Episode 4: It is the demonstration of the new equipment, but some of it has mysteriously 

disappeared and the research grant has ran out. But Meyer receives a visit from Mrs Gibson who 

claims to represent the Ministry of Science and she makes an offer to fund further research. 

Albertine and her father discover a sleepwalking Paul in the middle of the night and he is found to be 

tampering with the rebuilt equipment. It is revealed that Mrs Gibson's real name is Major Gibson. 

Major Gibson is working on behalf of an army general who has his own designs for the project. 

Episode 5: Major Gibson watches closely as work continues on the next stage of the project. Paul 

runs away and Albertine tries to pursue him. He leads her to his mother's house where Albertine 

discovers that his mother is in fact Dr Liddle. Paul has been giving her the details of the project and 



she believes their proof. Gibson reveals to Meyer and the children that he wants to take over from 

them and use what they have so far. 

Episode 6: Gibson steals a vital part of equipment which he puts into a crate in which Chocky and 

Paul are also trapped. The crate is moved to a military base. The children discover that Chocky has 

vanished and so they make contact telepathically with Matthew who returns to help them. Together 

they project their collective mind to Chocky's home planet across the universe. Another of Chocky's 

kind helps the children in their search for Paul and he visits Earth. Together they find Chocky and 

Paul trapped inside the crate at the military base. Gibson is arrested and Chocky returns to her home 

world. The team are left to continue their work to help the rest of the telepathically sensitive 

children around the world. 
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Chocky's Children (2) (1985) 
 

Chocky, the mental extra-terrestrial, returns to help to his friend 

Matthew (13-year-old Andrew Ellams). Cult classic sequel. Very 

worthwhile sequel to the exceptionally good original series, 

Chocky. The events here take place a year after the initial story. 

Matthew hasn't seen or heard from Chocky in a year, but the after 

effects from her visit are still present. He finds himself drawing 

incredibly detailed and accurate representations of buildings in 

cities that he has never visited. Due to the fact that his parents 

have to go away on a business trip, Matthew ends up staying with 

his Aunt in an idyllic village in the English countryside, where he 

meets a young girl, Albertine, with whom he can communicate 

telepathically. Unbeknownst to both of them, they are under 

surveillance from authorities who are interested in learning all 

about Chocky and the powers the kids have. Exciting and 

intriguing, this is a kids TV show that big kids can enjoy as well. Check it out. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1985) 
 

Episode 1: While his parents are abroad, Matthew travels to the country to stay with his aunt. There 

he meets a girl called Albertine who is a maths genius who has a very strict father. The pair soon 

discover that they can communicate telepathically, but they are unaware that sinister forces are 

observing them closely. 

Episode 2: Matthew and Albertine become friends and Albertine begins to hear sounds in her mind. 

Arnold Meyer, her father, tries to keep her and Matthew apart, but without success. He fears that 

she will be distracted from her studies. They make models out of clay together and Albertine creates 

a model of Chocky without knowing it. It mirrors a painting done by Matthew a year earlier. 

Episode 3: Luke, Aunt Cissie's 'gardener' spies for the mysterious Dr Deacon. He discovers the 

connection between Matthew's painting and Albertine's model. Matthew is warned by Chocky that 

by staying at his Aunt's house he is bringing danger to himself and to Albertine. 

Episode 4: Matthew tells his Aunt that he has to leave and smashes the clay model. Albertine is due 

to be taken to London by her father for intelligence tests. These tests are to be carried out by 

Deacon, but Matthew warns her not to go and explains to her about Chocky. But soon, Albertine 

disappears in suspicious circumstances. 

Episode 5: Albertine has been discovered in hiding and she is taken to the London clinic for her tests. 

She is assessed hypnotically by a doctor employed by Deacon. Deacon is interested in cosmic energy 

that Albertine knows about through her dealings with Chocky. He wishes to get this power and use it 

for his own ends. Matthew is guided by Chocky and he tries to get to the clinic and rescue Albertine. 



Episode 6: Matthew finds Albertine, but Deacon discovers them both together. Matthew's father 

returns and goes to see Dr Landis with Meyer to seek help. Using telepathy, Matthew and Albertine 

make their escape from the clinic and are found by their parents. Chocky tells them both that right 

across the globe, there are others just like them. 
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Chocolat (2000) 
 

When a single mother (Juliette Binoche) and her 6-year-old 

daughter move to rural France and open a chocolate shop - with 

Sunday hours - across the street from the local church, they are 

met with some skepticism. But as soon as they coax the 

townspeople into enjoying their delicious products, they are 

warmly welcomed. Vianne Rocher and her young daughter are 

drifters who are met with skepticism and resistance when they 

move to a conservative town in rural France and open a chocolate 

shop during Lent. As Vianne begins to work her magic and help 

those around her, the townspeople are soon won-over by her 

exuberance and her delicious chocolates - except for the mayor, 

who is determined to shut her down. When a group of river 

drifters visit the town, Vianne teaches the townspeople 

something about acceptance, and finds love for herself along the 

way. 1960, small town France. Vianne Rocher and her preteen daughter move into town and open a 

chocolate shop just as lent is beginning. The town's small-minded mayor can't accept this and does 

his best to shut her down, but her warm personality and incredible chocolates manage to win over 

many townsfolk. Things get shaken up even more when a group of river drifters, led by Roux, stop 

into town (to the even greater distress of the mayor) and Vianne takes up with him. Meanwhile, 

she's been helping Josephine out of her abusive marriage and her equally freethinking landlord, 

Amande Voisin, get together with her grandson, Luc, whose mother doesn't approve of Amande's 

ways. This movie starts being a comedy, and finishes with drama and romance genre. And it's one of 

the greatest movies I already saw, with such a good atmosphere and also one of the most appetizing 

scenes ever. (It's really hard watching this movie while you are on a diet!) (Juliette Binoche is terrific 

as Vianne Rocher and Johnny Depp as Roux is so sexy!) Viane Rocher is the owner of a chocolaterie 

in a small Town of France; She and her daughter Anouk are always traveling to different places to 

live, following the Maya's tradition, since Viane herself is daughter of a Mayan woman. In the small 

town, Viane makes new friends, and tries to help the people there with her cacao recipes and her 

talent to guess the deep desires and the favorite chocolates of everybody who talks to her. Her 

problems start to complicate when the Comte De Reynaud tries to boycott her store, and a sexy 

foreigner named Roux come to the small town with his group, making Vianne attracted to him and 

for the first time not guessing what is his favorite chocolate and what is behind the mysterious guy. 
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Chocolate Babies (1997) 
 

I'm quite fortunate to have my own copy of this great film. The characters are all unique and though 

despondent at times, the each exhibit a unique personae that makes them all lovable. The 

characterization is great. The plot is great. It is exciting, very dramatic (and emotional), and well 

worth seeing. I cannot rave enough about this film. It is one that will stick in your mind forever. 
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Chop Shop (2007) 
 

Alejandro Polanco, a tough and ambitious Latino street orphan on 

the verge of adolescence, lives and works in an auto-body repair 

shop in a sprawling junkyard on the outskirts of Queens, New 

York. In this chaotic world of adults, young Alejandro struggles to 

make a better life for himself and his 16-year-old sister, Isamar. 

This almost documentary look at an enterprising boy who lives in 

the body shop area outside of New York is real all the way. Real 

lighting. Real sound. Less editing in the whole movie than in 1 

minute of most movies. And while there is very little script, there 

is a story. Shot in primary colors, almost all red, white, blue and 

yellow, we get a real sense of the life of a boy who is making 

something from nothing. He has a place to live that he makes his 

own, has a good job, and is trying to bring his sister into his little 

universe. The people in the chop shop area also give us a look at 

this culture which I didn't know about. They mostly seem decent and pay Ale what seems like daily, 

seeming truly concerned about his well being. The actor (I think) playing Ale says more with one 

facial expression than one can imagine. This reminded me what a true small movie can accomplish. It 

shows what kids are capable of, even without much support and love. Definitely recommend. 
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Christiane F. - Wir Kinder Vom Bahnhof Zoo (We Children From 

Bahnhof Zoo) (1981) 
 

This movie portrays the drug scene in Berlin in the 70s, following 

tape recordings of Christiane F. 14-years-old Christiane lives with 

her mother and little sister in a typical multi-storey apartment 

building in Berlin. She's fascinated by the 'Sound', a new disco 

with most modern equipment. Although she's legally too young, 

she asks a friend to take her. There she meets Detlef, who's in a 

clique where everybody's on drugs. Step by step she gets drawn 

deeper into the scene. I really wasn't prepared for this film, or 

was I? I had been recommended it, and told it was disturbing, but 

it certainly had a massive effect on me. Christiane F is the true 

story of a girl who gets seduced by the German nightlife and 

David Bowie, and slowly drifts onto heroin. There are several 

disturbing parts of this movie. The heroin/prostitution scenes are 

disturbing, but I didn't get disturbed by these as much as I did the 

story. The media would have us believe that heroin users and dealers are monsters and don't have a 

right to live. The people in this movie are real, and easy to identify with. I definitely recommend this 

movie, and compared to Trainspotting (a film I also enjoyed) is much more realistic. 
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Christmas Caper (2007) 
 

A Grinch-like thief retreats to her hometown in Connecticut after 

a con goes bad and gets stuck baby-sitting her niece and nephew 

(15-year-old Josh Hayden) until their parents can make it home 

for Christmas. She spends most of her time devising ways to even 

the score with Clive, her partner in crime, until the spirit of the 

holidays can help put her priorities back on track. After her latest 

job goes awry, a thief (Doherty) heads to her hometown in 

Connecticut to lay low over the Christmas holiday. Can the spirit 

of the holiday, combined with a stint babysitting her niece and 

nephew, rid her of her wicked ways? This movie is yet another in 

the ever proliferating series of Christmas stories where a jaded 

cynic (a la Scrooge or the Grinch) is dumping on other people in 

some way, and with the predictable change near the end. 

Shannon Doherty is as obnoxious as ever, but actually plays pretty 

well in this film, as a professional larcenist who recently committed a major jewel theft with a 

cohort. She hides out in her home town, and gets involved with everyone she used to know, yet, in 

the midst of her reunions (including a rekindled romance), she plots to steal stuff from folks in the 

town on Christmas Eve. Contrived? Of course it is, and it's certainly not funny as it aspires to be. The 

other thief shows up, her boyfriend is a cop, and you can see where all this is going. Although it's 

predictable, the cast seem to be putting their hearts into the effort. The obvious ending rolls by after 

a series of implausible events, and irrationally weird outcomes. Some sentiment, and some humor, 

but many other Christmas movies have already done all this, and much better. 
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Christmas Child (2008) 
 

A life-sized nativity leads a man to learn about his past and lost 

family. William R. Moses really out-did himself this time. He brings 

life and depth to all his parts. He's a truly believable artist. Great 

Smile and wonderful personality. I was pleased that he chose to 

do a Max Lucado story, One of my favorite stars in a movie by one 

of my favorite authors. What a great pair. I hope they do more 

stories together in the future. William brings quality to any movie 

or show he plays in. He has a great attitude and gives powerful 

performances. He is so versatile in his acting. I have seen him play 

heroes and villains, all done with great talent and charm. I adore 

William R. Moses and hope one day I would be so fortunate to 

meet him. 
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Christmas Comes To Willow Creek (1987) 
 

With 15-year-old Zachary Ansley. Willow Creek, Alaska, is going 

through a depression because the local cannery has shut down 

putting many of the residents out of work. Ray and Pete are truck-

driving brothers, different as day and night, who are hired by an 

old friend to bring Christmas presents and one huge surprise from 

sunny California up to his home town. Along the way, the 

brothers and Pete's son Michael argue and get stuck in a blizzard, 

but finally reconcile with each other. Tom Wopat and John 

Schneider team up again -- post-Dukes of Hazzard -- for this 

made-for-TV movie. This time they play feuding brothers who 

both work for the same trucking company. The owner of the 

company is a native of the small Alaska town of Willow Creek and 

each year he sends a truck of presents back to the folks at home. 

This year he plans on making the trip himself, but his health keeps 

him bedridden in sunny California. Ray (Schneider) is already 

scheduled to make the run with him, but the owner insists that Pete (Wopat) go along too. Along the 

way the two face many obstacles that force them to think over their differences. Pete is the older, 

dependable, sensible one (think Luke Duke), while Ray is the younger, undependable, irresponsible 

one (think Bo Duke). Finally they work their differences out in time to bring the Christmas spirit to 

Willow Creek. Wopat and Schneider fall easily into their roles and turn out admirable performances. 

Schneider is at his best as his character grapples with giving up the carefree, reckless life for doting 

fatherhood. Notice the dramatic turnaround his character has made by the end of the movie. Sadly, 

the same cannot be said for the rest of the cast, especially the Willow Creek townspeople. Their 

characters are underdeveloped and overacted, bringing the movie down with them. The story is a 

good one, but the miserable performances of the supporting cast destroy the impact the movie 

could have achieved. Still this movie is a must for any die-hard Dukes of Hazzard fan. It is the only 

project Wopat and Schneider have done together that isn't related to The Dukes. And it is a good 

family film. It has the nice happy ending, with the re-affirmation of the importance of family that 

makes everyone feel warm and fuzzy. 
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Christmas Do-Over (2006) 
 

A man (Jay Mohr) has to repeat Christmas Day over and over until 

he realizes how selfish he has become and changes his ways. I was 

not about to say "Groundhog Day for Christmas," as one poster 

has noted that the "do-over" concept has been done before. I 

recall a short dramatic piece called 12:01 PM that was later 

turned into a film that was quite good. However, when you take a 

concept from another comedy film and almost plagiarize the 

thing, we need to talk. This brings us to the abysmal "Christmas 

Do-Over." I don't normally review TV movies, but the whole thing 

was appalling. Jay Mohr plays a divorced father spending 

Christmas with his former in laws. Jay Mohr has a cynical view 

towards Christmas, contempt for his ex-wife's new boyfriend, and 

is not the most successful father. He starts to repeat Christmas 

over and over and comedy supposedly ensues. This is where the 

film gets very uncreative, delivering events that are like Groundhog Day hand me downs. Like 

Groundhog Day, Mohr starts by making a sham of the holiday, tries to kill himself, starts to do things 

right, then has a day where he helps people, impresses, and puts on a break dance show at a fair 

following repeated days of practice. It's kinda like playing the piano, if you get my drift. Characters 

even spout out lines that sound like they were lifted from Groundhog Day. Trust me, it's bad. Then 

there's the casting. This is an impressive set here. Given, the actors aren't A-list, but are talented. All 

do a fine job. Jay Mohr seems as though he was either horribly miscast or badly directed. Given this 

script, he may have just not cared. The problem is that he is not able to ever be likable, even when 

he's doing things right. Groundhog Day was successful because even though Bill Murray's character 

was slime at the beginning, we still had a desire to follow him and watch him grow. The writing on 

that film had a lot of heart. This film does not. Jay Mohr never achieves a believable likability to 

make the premise of the film connect with its viewers. The only good point I'll say about this film is 

that there are occasional bits of humor that are good. Most notably, a comment made by Jay Mohr's 

team of dancers as they win a competition against some people acting out the Nativity. There's a 

great one liner. But a one liner does not make a good movie. Originality does. Not recommended. 
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Christmas In Connecticut (1945) 
 

Journalist Elizabeth Lane is one of the country's most famous food 

writer. In her columns, she describes herself as a hard working 

farm woman, taking care of her children and being an excellent 

cook. But this is all lies. In reality she is an umarried New Yorker 

who can't even boil an egg. The recipes come from her good 

friend Felix. The owner of the magazine she works for has decided 

that a heroic sailor will spend his Christmas on 'her' farm. Miss 

Lane knows that her career is over if the truth comes out, but 

what can she do? In her Smart Housekeeping column, Elizabeth 

Lane provides amazing recipes and homemaking hints. However, 

Elizabeth's got a little secret: SHE needs a recipe to boil water! 

Elizabeth has no cooking skills, no Connecticut farm, no adoring 

hubby and no baby-makes-three as suggested in her column. 

Something her boss, the magazine publisher, doesn't know when 

he decides to invite himself and a recently returned war hero to her home for a traditional family 

Christmas. Watch as Elizabeth tries to be a good wife and doting mother, with absolutely NO 

experience. This lightweight but pleasant holiday feature makes the most out of a pretty slim 

premise, thanks to a solid cast and some resourceful writing. Not meant to be taken very seriously, it 

provides easygoing entertainment with some simple but upbeat themes. Barbara Stanwyck was an 

interesting choice as the lead, and she makes it work well enough. The premise of Stanwyck's writer 

character trying to fool everyone and maintain her image is more suited to screwball comedy than to 

a holiday feature, but the tone is kept light and funny while having just enough of the holiday 

atmosphere to be believable. The supporting cast helps out, with the likes of "Cuddles" Sakall and 

Sydney Greenstreet getting some good moments. This kind of light but worthwhile feature is not as 

easy as it looks - as witness the string of crass, barely watchable holiday features of recent years. 

While hardly anything deep or brilliant, "Christmas in Connecticut" holds up well enough to be 

among the more enjoyable movies of its kind. 
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Christmas In Connecticut (1992) 
 

Elizabeth is the star of a successful cooking show and author of 

several cookbooks. But when her manager, Alexander sees forest 

ranger Jefferson, who lost his cabin in a fire, comment on TV 

about wishing he could get a home-cooked Christmas dinner, he 

arranges for a special live show on Christmas, for Elizabeth to 

cook him Christmas Dinner. Only Elizabeth can't cook, and trying 

to keep Jefferson and the viewing public from finding out on a live 

show may be a little difficult. I've got this movie for my birthday, 

but I certainly wouldn't have bought it. It's unbelievable how a 

remake can be this awful. I'm not saying that Arnold 

Schwarzenegger is a bad director, but I think somebody else 

would have made a better movie out of it. The jokes are stupid, 

the acting is extremely bad, the story seems to go nowhere. It's a 

shame to waste the talent of these actors. I've only seen it once, 

and after that one time, I had enough of it. So, I'll give it a 1/5. 
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Christmas In July (1940) 
 

An office clerk loves entering contests in the hopes of someday 

winning a fortune and marrying the girl he loves. His latest 

attempt is the Maxford House Coffee Slogan Contest. As a joke, 

some of his co-workers put together a fake telegram which says 

that he won the $25,000 grand prize. As a result, he gets a 

promotion, buys presents for all of his family and friends, and 

proposes to his girl. When the truth comes out, he's not prepared 

for the consequences. This may be my favorite Preston Sturges 

film. It's as well written and well crafted as anything he made 

after it. Sturges had a knack for creating unique characters and 

throwing them into even more unique situations. Jimmy 

MacDonald is absolutely determined to make money the easy 

way; by winning a contest. A few of his coworkers, aware of his 

desperation to win an upcoming contest, decide to send him a 

telegram in order to make him believe he's won the recent 

contest, along with the enormous cash reward. What begins as a cruel little joke (to find out how 

Jimmy would react to winning) becomes something much bigger. It wouldn't make sense for me to 

explain the plot any further; much of the enjoyment in watching the film comes from how it 

unpredictably unfolds. "Christmas in July" is rather unusual in comparison to some of Sturges other 

movies, namely his two most famous films, "The Lady Eve" and "The Palm Beach Story". It contains 

more pathos and less sexual innuendos, but it never becomes cheap, manipulative melodrama. It's 

also quite short in comparison to his other movies, but it's all the better for it. 
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Christmas In My Hometown (A Holiday For Love) (1996) 
 

In this movie Melissa Gilbert and Tim Matheson have great 

chemistry onscreen which brings the movie to life. All the cast 

bring humour to the movie. I am a fan of both Melissa and Tim so 

when I saw it was going to be on I knew it was going to be good 

but it turned out to be great. This movie had everything you could 

expect from a Melissa movie. I taped it and have now watched it 

many times, I am hoping to find it on VDO/DVD somewhere as I 

feel I am wearing the video I have it on out!! Any who hasn't seen 

it should, it is great. 
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Christmas In Wonderland (2007) 
 

It's turning out to be a pretty rotten Christmas for the Saunders 

family. Having just moved to a new city from Los Angeles, they 

have no friends, no money and, with the exception of the bright-

eyed Mary, no Christmas spirit. To make matters worse, their 

mother is stuck in L.A., stranded by airline overbookings. So, the 

Christmas shopping duties fall on Dad and the gloomy kids. Things 

start looking a bit more like Christmas when 12-year-old Brian 

(13-year-old Matthew Knight) and 6-year-old Mary (Amy & Zoe 

Schlagel) find a satchel of money at the local mall and they launch 

a Yuletide shopping spree...that is, until the crooks who 

counterfeited the money chase them through the mall packed 

with holiday shoppers. I was warned by the reviewers on IMDb 

not to see this film, but I did decide to give it a chance for two 

reasons; Patrick Swayze and Tim Curry. My thoughts on watching 

Christmas in Wonderland were that while there were some good moments, the film could've been 

much better. It is a long way from being the best movie ever and from being a Christmas classic like 

Scrooge (1951), Miracle on 34th Street, Home Alones 1 and 2 and It's a Wonderful Life, but 

personally I do not think it's the worst ever either, Disaster Movie, Home Alone 4, NeverEnding Story 

3, Cat in the Hat and Superbabies: Baby Geniuses 2 were much worse. So what were the good 

things? Well the soundtrack was one. The incidental music was not bad, but I liked very much the 

song choices. Christmas in Wonderland is certainly memorable, same with Not So Zen. But my 

favourite is Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas, the timeless tear jerker, immortalised by Judy 

Garland in the musical Meet Me in St. Louis. It was nice to see the West Edmonton Mall too. Also 

Mary's conversation with Santa twenty minutes into the movie was the closest to heartwarming 

Christmas in Wonderland got, likewise with the moralising between Wayne and the imaginary Santa 

in the bar. While I do agree that the writing was not very good at all on the most part, there are one 

or moments of inspired physical comedy. No I am not talking about the crooks chasing the kids on 

the escalator, I am chiefly talking about Carmen Electra's character Ginger after falling into the water 

having a hard time with the seal. That was funny, shame the whole film, while starting off ever so 

promisingly, didn't have the same kind of momentum. Before mentioning the cons, I am going to 

talk about the performances and start with the good ones first. Most of the acting was terrible, and 

while the more decent performances were anything but outstanding, there were one or two bright 

spots in the cast, particularly the two lead kids. Matthew Knight is quite appealing as Brian, and his 

sister Mary is played by the adorable Schlagel twins Amy and Zoe. And Tim Curry, the wonderful and 

underrated actor he is, is actually quite entertaining as the memory-challenged McLoosh. Critics 

were divided on Curry's performance, others praised him as one of the few bright spots of the 

movie, others complained of his performance being full of sheer pantomimic excess. I would be 

inclined to agree with the former, while he does overact a bit, and his Scottish accent leaves much to 

be desired (though the accent is infinitely better than Jon Voight's German accent in Superbabies: 

Baby Geniuses 2), he at least makes some effort to make the most of the questionably meagre 

material he was given, and his facial expressions were priceless. However, the other performers 

weren't that much better. Whereas in general I enjoyed Tim Curry's performance, I was disappointed 



with Swayze. Perhaps this movie would have been forgotten, if it weren't for the fact that it was one 

of Swayze's last performances before he sadly died. He wasn't terrible, but the script gave him very 

little to do so no matter how hard he tried it was a bit of a wasted effort. Cameron Bright as Danny 

gives a very lifeless and monotonic performance; there were times when I wanted to give him a kick 

up the backside. Chris Kattan and Preston Lacy step into their roles with enthusiasm but like Swayze 

they weren't given that much to do. That leaves Carmen Electra. While I wanted to see this movie 

for Swayze and Curry, I was hesitant as well because of Electra. Sorry, I can't stand her, I just don't 

think she can act, and a lot of the characters she plays are more of the same. She was marginally 

better than she was in Disaster Movie and Meet the Spartans, both movies in which she was truly 

terrible, but that is not saying much. Other problems I had with Christmas in Wonderland was that 

the script, no matter how physical-comedy engineered it was, was clunky and devoid of humour, and 

gave the actors little to work with- a lot of the "funny" lines just weren't funny. The repeated gag 

about McLoosh forgetting everyone's names was funny the first couple of times, but it got tiresome, 

an oft-danger with repeated gags. Then there's the formulaic and utterly predictable plot and the 

fact, it looks like in terms of camera work etc. direct to video quality. The direction from James Orr 

ranged from sloppy to non-existent, the love story between Danny and Shane was underdeveloped 

and out-of-the blue and the CGI I agree was rather fake and amateurish. All in all, has some good 

moments, heavy emphasis on the some, but it is mediocre. Showed good promise, but didn't deliver 

in most aspects. 
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Christmas Is Here Again (2007) 
 

Christmas Is Here Again is a musical animated tale that follows 

the exciting journey of a young orphan girl, Sophianna, and her 

unlikely band of adventurers as they help recover Santa's magical 

toy sack. Throughout her pursuit for the elusive sack, Sophianna 

teams up with a feisty elf, an ambitious young reindeer, and a fox 

and polar bear duo. In the tradition of The Wizard of Oz, our 

young heroine and her allies each discover their potential for 

compassion, loyalty and the importance of never losing hope. To 

start off with, I wasn't thinking too much about this movie going 

in. I had never heard of this film and the only reason I knew of its 

existence was because of my local Redbox. However, the 

Christmas season came upon me and I decided to give it a shot. 

To be honest, I was completely shocked. not only did I like this 

movie, but I loved it so much I went out and bought it the next 

day. This movie is really adorable. Now normally I can find little girl characters in Christmas movies 

to be annoying brats. (A good example of this is that irritating little girl from The Santa Clause 3) 

However, not only was I not repulsed by Sophianna in this film, I thought she was completely 

adorable and wanted to give her a big "it'll all be OK" hug. Pretty much to the point that, if she were 

real, "I" would have adopted her myself. haha. This movie's vocal cast was great as well. I loved 

Norm as the fox, it just fit perfectly. the lesson was cute and the story was very original. I actually 

thought the twist with Santa's magic sack was really cool and original. The only reason why this 

movie doesn't get higher than an 8 is for one simple reason. The songs...weren't that great to be 

honest. While the plot, characters, and voices were all great, a lot of the songs left much to be 

desired. Other than that though, this was a great Christmas movie which I have already added to my 

collection and I really wish it DID had a theatrical release. Oh well, I guess I'll have to be satisfied 

with it on DVD. However, Christmas is here again really brings out the joy of Christmas, with 8 

magical bags, out of 10. 
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Christmas With The Kranks (2004) 
 

Allen portrays Luther Krank who, fed up with the commerciality of 

Christmas, decides to skip the holiday and go on a vacation with 

his wife instead. But when his daughter decides at the last minute 

to come home, he must put together a holiday celebration. When 

their daughter goes away during Christmas, the Krank family has 

decided to not celebrate the holidays this year. But when she 

decides to come home at the last minute, the family scrambles to 

create Christmas from scratch where hilarity ensues. What a 

terrible movie this is! 'Christmas with the Kranks' is a Christmas-

comedy that is neither funny or about the spirit of Christmas. It is 

about a terrible neighborhood where Luther and Nora Krank (Tim Allen and Jamie Lee Curtis) want 

to skip Christmas for a change to go on a cruise. Christmas has cost them six thousand dollars last 

year, mainly on decoration, so this year they don't do Christmas-stuff and go on the cruise, still 

saving three thousand dollars. Unfortunately their neighbors disagree. It is a tradition that the whole 

neighborhood takes part in this holiday; skipping is not an option. The ending of the film basically 

says that the neighbors are right and that their cruel methods to stop the Kranks from going on the 

cruise is justified. How stupid can it get? Well, even more than it already is. Of course the Kranks fail 

to skip Christmas because their daughter, only away for some weeks to join the Peace Corps in Peru, 

returns for the holidays together with her new fiancé. Right. So suddenly the Kranks have to do their 

usual Christmas-things that includes giving a Christmas Eve party. There is quite some hurry needed 

since the two lovebirds are already on their way. What do you know? All the cruel neighbors are 

willing to help! In a series of unfortunate events we see how things almost go wrong the entire time 

and turn out the way they should after all. How surprising. The movie rolls from one stupid event 

into another, never funny, most of the time even annoying. It is hard to believe this story seemed 

funny on paper and that gives us the obvious question of why this movie was even made. Probably 

because it is about Christmas and could make some money, which it did. If there is one Christmas-

movie to avoid in whatever year it definitely is 'Christmas with the Kranks'. 
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Christopher And His Kind (2011) 
 

In 1931 budding author Christopher Isherwood goes to Berlin at 

the invitation of his friend W. H. Auden for the gay sex that 

abounds in the city. Whilst working as an English teacher his 

housemates include bewigged old queen Gerald Hamilton and 

would-be actress Jean Ross, who sings tunelessly in a seedy 

cabaret club. They and others he meets get put into his stories. 

After a fling with sexy rent boy Caspar he falls for street sweeper 

Heinz, paying medical bills for the boy's sickly mother, to the 

disapproval of her other son, Nazi Gerhardt. With Fascism rapidly 

rising Christopher returns to London with Heinz but is unable to 

prevent his return to Germany when his visa expires. Years later 

Christopher, now a successful writer, returns to Berlin for a final 

meeting with Heinz, now married with children. If it was Smith's 

hope that this performance would inspire audiences to 

temporarily forget about his other BBC work then he has surely succeeded. Inspired by Christopher 

Isherwood's 1976 autobiography of the same name Christopher and his Kind accomplishes it's 

greatest challenge in depicting the events and sights that would eventually inspire 1972's Cabaret, 

without actually imitating or reiterating the iconic Oscar-winner. BBC2's first-class feature-length 

dramatisation of Isherwood's formative years brilliantly presents the characters, proceedings, and 

atmosphere of 'thirties Berlin in embryonic form. The wonderfully witty screenplay smartly focuses 

on the Isherwoods' first travels to Berlin in 1931 and 1933, where both the romanticised sexual 

freedoms and the threat of fascism are seamlessly integrated into this snapshot of the inter-war 

years. Told retrospectively from an aging Isherwood, the film begins with the barely-published 

author taking the train to Berlin, at the urging of friend, WH Auden. Wisely, Isherwood is never 

portrayed as just a writer or observer, only briefly seen at the typewriter, and the film overcomes 

many of the obstacles in creating dramas based on writers to the extent that the publication of 

Isherwood's book 'Sally Bowles' remains just a passing reference, and receives little fanfare. Matt 

Smith is effortlessly perfect in the role of Isherwood displaying the ease with which Isherwood 

integrates himself into the sexual underground and 'divine decadence' of the club scene. If it was 

Smith's hope that this performance would inspire audiences to temporarily forget about his other 

BBC work then he has surely succeeded. Smith is perfectly accompanied by Toby Jones, as his rough-

trade-loving neighbour and an impeccable Lindsey Duncan as his thoroughly British mother. Imogen 

Poots occupies the most difficult role as the proto-Sally Bowles, Jean Ross, all green fingernails and 

lousy torch-songs, a gift for any actress. Isherwood leaves Germany when it becomes clear that to 

stay would be fatal and unsuccessfully attempts to bring his German boyfriend back to Britain. The 

film closes with a brief post-war reunion between the two former lovers, and the difference 

between the two is made clear. Heinz, his German lover, is now married with a child and 

Christopher, as we know, is on the verge of being embraced by a burgeoning gay movement and 

meeting the man with whom he'll spend the rest of his life. 
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Cidade De Deus (City Of God) (2003) 
 

Cidade de Deus (City of God) is a housing project built in the 

1960's that--in the early 80's--became one of the most dangerous 

places in Rio de Janeiro. The tale tells the stories of many 

characters whose lives sometimes intersect. However, all is seen 

through the eyes of a singular narrator: Busca-Pé, a poor black 

youth too frail and scared to become an outlaw but also to smart 

to be content with underpaid, menial jobs. He grows up in a very 

violent environment. The odds are all against him. But Busca-Pé 

soon discovers that he can see reality differently than others. His 

redemption is that he's been given an artist's point of view as a 

keen-eyed photographer. As Busca-Pé is not the real protagonist 

of the film--only the narrator--he is not the one who makes the 

decisions that will determine the sequence of events. 

Nevertheless, not only his life is attached to what happens in the 

story, but it is also through Busca-Pé's perspective of life that one can understand the complicated 

layers and humanity of a world, apparently condemned to endless violence. Brazil, 1960's, City of 

God. The Tender Trio robs motels and gas trucks. Younger kids watch and learn well...too well. 

1970's: Li'l Ze has prospered very well and owns the city. He causes violence and fear as he wipes out 

rival gangs without mercy. His best friend Bene is the only one to keep him on the good side of 

sanity. Rocket has watched these two gain power for years, and he wants no part of it. Yet he keeps 

getting swept up in the madness. All he wants to do is take pictures. 1980's: Things are out of control 

between the last two remaining gangs...will it ever end? Welcome to the City of God. I have seen this 

movie only recently (2005) and it's easily one of the best foreign films I have ever seen. Actually, it's 

probably just about one of the best films I've seen. The cast really makes this movie come alive with 

each of their interesting personalities shining though in the backdrop of oppressive conditions and 

constant violence (Lil' Dice's smile is so vivid and yet ironic). The City of God is a world you don't 

want to visit, it won't be featured on a post card, and it's said to be the city ignored by god himself. 

This movie makes you feel uncomfortable, puts you on the edge of your seat -- you are right into the 

middle of the City and you too are caught up in it's temptation. You see the flaws of these men 

played out in an almost fatalistic nature -- hated, greed, futility; and in it all we see ourselves, our 

own flaws, and our own condition. This movie is fast paced and hard to follow, (unless you are up on 

your Portuguese) which really adds to the impetuous and impulsive undertones of the movie. This is 

a flawless piece of artwork (just as the lively music in the film) and a real 10 star winner. I suggest 

this movie to anyone who would have thought movies like the Pulp Fiction and Donnie Brossco were 

very good. 
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Cider With Rosie (1971) 
 

Author Laurie Lee's best-selling recollection of boyhood (6-year-

old Stephen Grendon, Philip Hawkes and Peter Chandler play 

Laurie at various ages) in a Cotswold village during the early 

1920s. 
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Cinderella (2000) 
 

Simon Nye's comic version of the traditional fairy tale. 
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Circus Boy (1957) 
 

12-year-old Corky (11-year-old Micky Dolenz) has been adopted 

by a traveling circus owned by Big Tim Champion. He is water boy 

to baby elephant Bimbo and otherwise participates in the behind-

the-scenes life of the circus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (36 Episodes) (1956) 
 

Episode 01: Meet Circus Boy; An orphan is taken in by members of a traveling circus troupe. 

Episode 02: The Fabulous Colonel Jack; The Circus is in trouble and may be sold. Colonel Jack tells 

Tim he can get the money to save the show. But Jack is considered a jinx who tells tall tales and can't 

be trusted. 

Episode 03: The Great Gambino; Cleo the lion has died. Her replacement, Nuba, is anything but 

gentle and during a show, turns on the circus lion tamer, The Great Gambino. 

Episode 04: The Amazing Mr. Sinbad; The star attraction of the circus is horseback rider Ben Ali. But 

Ali is temperamental, and he threatens to quit if Corky stays with the circus. 

Episode 05: Corky and the Circus Doctor; A mysterious disease is making many of the circus animals 

sick. When this proves to be too much for circus doctor Pop Warren, Tim makes the tough decision 

to hire a new vet. 

Episode 06: Casey Rides Again; A flood threatens the circus. 

Episode 07: The Little Fugitive; Joey tries to help shy Arthur win the hand of a widow. 

Episode 08: The Proud Pagliacci; A circus stable hand, who at one time was a renown show 

headliner, tells his fellow circus members that he is the owner of a fine farm, only to be found out 

when Corky and Joey make an unscheduled visit. 

Episode 09: White Eagle; Chief Spotted Horse and his tribe are accused of stealing horses and Corky 

sets out to prove their innocence. 



Episode 10: The Little Gypsy; When the son of a gypsy king attends the circus, his escort spots a 

circus member who has run away from their tribe. 

Episode 11: The Masked Marvel; The circus marksman, who always wears a mask, is drawn into a 

robbery plot by his outlaw brother. His circus friends Corky and Big Tim are horrified when they learn 

the circus was robbed by a masked man. 

Episode 12: The Good Samaritans; A rich citizen prevents the circus from opening. 

Episode 13: Daring Young Men; The circus high-diver has left. Corky talks his young friend Cal into 

taking over the empty position, only Cal is afraid of heights. 

Episode 14: Farewell to the Circus; Corky's aunt is determined to take him away from the circus life. 

Episode 15: Elmer the Aeronaut; After being warned by Tim to stop the construction of a hot air 

balloon, Corky and Elmer keep at it, resulting in trouble for both. 

Episode 16: The Remarkable Ricardo; Ricardo, an escape artist, is suspected of being a thief. Corky 

follows the performer one night to see if the story is true. 

Episode 17: Big Top Angel; The wardrobe mistress wants her grandson to go to college---but he 

wants to marry a trapeze artist. 

Episode 18: The Return of Colonel Jack; Tim must leave the circus to take care of some business and 

while he is gone, Colonel Jack returns and attempts to take contol of the troup. 

Episode 19: The Knife Thrower; The knife thrower injures his eye while rescuing Corky. 

Episode 20: Joey's Wedding Day; Joey decides that he's not doing enough to provide a normal 

upbringing for Corky and begins the search for a wife. 

Episode 21: Man from Cimarron; Corky loves to hear the tales of the old west as told by the cowboy 

who repairs the tack for the circus. But after the old man sees a bank robbery and refuses to help 

identify the crooks, Corky loses respect for his hero. 

Episode 22: The Great Gambini's Son; The Great Gambino is the lion tamer for the circus, but his son 

Tony has been raised away from the big top. Tony despises the circus but Gambino hopes to get him 

involved in the act somehow. 

Episode 23: Corky's Big Parade; A racketeer attempts to bribe the circus. 

Episode 24: The Lady and the Circus; Rosemary Anderson was Tim's childhood sweetheart and he 

thinks it's about time he married her. But suddenly Tim sees that the circus lifestyle is not what he 

wants for the woman he loves. 

Episode 25: Counterfeit Clown; There's romance under the big top---but no one's too happy about it. 

Episode 26: The Pawnee Strip; Big Tim arrives at the big top, right in the midst of a brawl. 

Episode 27: The Cub Reporter; It's the winter season with the circus and Corky has become a cub 

reporter for the local newpaper's editor Frank Dillard. Frank's daughter Jill and Corky find out that 



Jill's dad is in the dishonest mayor's pocket and push Frank to report the truth in the upcoming 

election. 

Episode 28: General Pete; Corky wants to join the Rough Riders. 

Episode 29: The Tumbling Clown; Corky and Joey's old friend Ned wants to return to the circus. But 

his plans are thwarted when the police show up looking for a bank robbery suspect. 

Episode 30: Death Defying Dozetti; A conceited acrobat learns he's not the only star in the circus. 

Episode 31: Colonel Jack's Brother; Jonathan starts trouble in the circus. 

Episode 32: The Swamp Man; Corky helps his friend Jean solve a family mystery. 

Episode 33: Hortense the Hippo; Circus rivalry---all because of Hortense the hippo. 

Episode 34: The Fortuneteller; The circus folk believe the readings of a fortuneteller. 

Episode 35: The Gentle Giant; Abdullah challenges a newcomer to a wrestling match. 

Episode 36: Little Vagabond; A homeless kid with an attitude finds a temporary home with the circus 

until his parent's are found. But after he begins to interact with the horses used in the equestrian 

act, young Gene's manner begins to soften. 
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Series 2 (13 Episodes) (1957) 
 

Episode 01: Elmer, Rainmaker; In an attempt to end a serious drought, inventor Elmer Purdy, with 

help from Corky, spreads chemicals throughout the clouds, only instead of causing rain, the 

concoction pollutes the area's reservoir. 

Episode 02: Royal Roustabout; A new circus member is heir to the Corvanian throne. 

Episode 03: Bimbo Jr.; Trouble starts when Corky introduces a new elephant to the ring. 

Episode 04: Alex the Great; Corky's parents the Flying Falcons were killed in a flying accident years 

ago. Aerialist Alex Conrad has felt at least partially responsible for that accident all this time. While 

attending one of the circus performances, Alex is seen by Joey, who tries to get him to come back to 

the circus. 

Episode 05: Return of Casey Perkins; Casey Perkins is in competition with another company for the 

bid to bring rail service to a cattle community. Because the rival company has hired up all the local 

labor, the circus comes to the aid of their old friend to help lay tracks. 

Episode 06: Major Buffington; Before they can be run out of town, con man Major Buffington and his 

partner Spike take refuge in a circus boxcar, only to discover they are sharing it with a tiger. They 

agree to join the circus, plotting to steal the receipts. 



Episode 07: The Clemens Boys; Lem Clemens now knows what he wants to do with his life. After 

experiencing a circus performance, he is ready to join. Only problem is that his young brother Jody 

wants to do everything Lem does. 

Episode 08: The Magic Lantern; Joey and Corky are sent into town by Tim with money to buy 

supplies. Instead, the two bail old friend Elmer Purdy out of jail. Purdy, an inventor who is 

considered by many to be a con man, wound up in jail after claiming he built a machine which 

displays moving pictures. 

Episode 09: The Dancing Bear; Bear trainer Karl Hofer, has an act with his dancing bear, Mitzi, and 

attempts to get a job with the circus. 

Episode 10: The Marvelous Manellis; The Marvelous Manellis are a new high wire act that Big Tim 

has just hired. But when the act is scheduled to show up for work, one of their members is missing. 

Episode 11: Uncle Cyrus; Pete is a roustabout. It's about the lowest job you can have in the circus. He 

panics when he suddenly gets word that his uncle Cyrus is about to pay him a surprise visit, because 

Pete has bragged to his uncle that he "owns" the circus. 

Episode 12: The Judge's Boy; Carlton, the son of Judge Sheldon, decides he wants to leave home and 

be part of the circus so he runs away. 

Episode 13: The Return of Buffalo Bill; Corky tries to persuade Buffalo Bill Cody to come out of 

retirement to help the show, unaware that the famous man holds the circus responsible for the 

death of his son. 

3 DVDs...TV to DVD...English Soundtrack  



Cirque Du Soleil: Alegría (2001) 
 

Alegría is a mood, a state of mind. The themes of the show, 

whose name means "jubilation" in Spanish, are many. Power and 

the handing down of power over time, the evolution from ancient 

monarchies to modern democracies, old age, youth-it is against 

this backdrop that the characters of Alegría play out their lives. 

Kings' fools, minstrels, beggars, old aristocrats and children make 

up its universe, along with the clowns, who alone are able to 

resist the passing of time and the social transformations that 

accompany it. 

Converted from DivX...Original Soundtrack  



Cirque Du Soleil: Dralion (2000) 
 

Dralion is the fusion of ancient Chinese circus tradition and the 

avant-garde approach of Cirque du Soleil. The show's name is 

drawn from its two main symbols: the dragon, representing the 

East, and the lion, representing the West. Dralion derives much of 

its inspiration from Eastern philosophy with its perpetual quest 

for harmony between humankind and nature. Suspended in time 

between the past and the future, Dralion is a celebration of life 

and the four elements that maintain the natural order: air, water, 

fire and earth. Innovation soars to new heights as it defies the 

laws of nature. Dralion is a dynamic performance that transcends 

the boundaries of the imagination and leads us into a dreamscape 

with a new and sparkling perspective. 

Converted from DivX...Original Soundtrack  



Cirque Du Soleil: La Nouba (2003) 
 

The show name La Nouba originates from the French phrase 

"faire la nouba," which means to party, to live it up. This creation 

is an unforgettable journey through our universe-at once 

threatening and exhilarating, frightening and familiar. La Nouba is 

the story of all stories, the site of all mysteries, where dreams and 

nightmares sleep side by side. La Nouba is memory, individual and 

universal. It beckons to us, challenges us to uncover passions we 

thought we'd lost long ago. Here, anything is possible. La Nouba 

features two groups of characters. Throughout the show, the 

magic and fantasy of the colourful Cirques (circus people) clash 

with the monochromatic world of the Urbains (urbanites). But as 

in fables, it is not so much this contrast as the interplay between 

the two groups which sparks our curiosity and feeds our 

imagination. From this encounter is born fear and ecstasy. From this encounter is born La Nouba. 

Converted from DivX...Original Soundtrack  



Cirque Du Soleil: Midnight Sun (Soleil De Minuit) (2004) 
 

On July 11 2004, over 200,000 spectators filled the downtown 

streets of Montreal to take part in a unique celebration, an 

incredible one-night-only special event! With over 250 artists, 

Midnight Sun is a brilliant combination of music and circus - the 

perfect chemistry of sight and sound. An unforgettable viewing 

experience filmed live in high definition! 
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Cirque Du Soleil: Quidam (1999) 
 

Quidam: a nameless passer-by, a solitary figure lingering on a 

street corner, a person rushing past. It could be anyone, anybody. 

Someone coming, going, living in our anonymous society. A 

member of the crowd, one of the silent majority. The one who 

cries out, sings and dreams within us all. This is the "quidam" that 

Cirque du Soleil is celebrating. A young girl fumes; she has already 

seen everything there is to see, and her world has lost all 

meaning. Her anger shatters her little world, and she finds herself 

in the universe of Quidam. She is joined by a joyful companion as 

well as another character, more mysterious, who will attempt to 

seduce her with the marvelous, the unsettling, and the terrifying. 

Converted from DivX...Original Soundtrack  



Cirque Du Soleil: Solstrom (2003) 
 

My name is Fogus Punch. For the past five years, I have directed 

the Epsilon astronomy observation laboratory, whose telescope is 

hooked up to five satellites, allowing us to observe both outer 

space and our planet 24 hours a day. On March 24, I made a 

discovery so extraordinary that the authorities and the world at 

large refuse to believe it, despite my irrefutable proof. 

Nevertheless, I tell you: THERE IS LIFE ON THE SUN! This may 

seem unbelievable, but on the morning of March 24 at 6:00 GMT, 

I observed a ship taking off from the sun and landing on our 

planet. It released creatures here-creatures of many different 

appearances. Some look vaguely animal-like, others are tribal-

looking, and still others look like something out of a carnival. 

These creatures have spread to the four corners of the Earth in an 

apparently random fashion. I've tracked them down in Austria, in a small village in Italy, in the 

American desert, in a stadium and even in a prison! These creatures have a playful temperament, 

and like to hide in order to send out a sort of solar wind. When this wind touches human beings, it 

transforms them, giving them some extraordinary abilities. Since I myself have been exposed to this 

radiation for a few seconds, I've been able to study its effects on me. The effects of the solar wind 

are not the same in all the humans it has affected; some start doing acrobatics, others voltige. 

Others show incredible juggling abilities. I have also seen that the solar wind can affect objects and 

costumes, animating them as though they were alive. Since the morning of March 24, I have had a 

single mission: to track down and find these solar creatures from my observatory. Everything has 

been filmed, recorded and written down in my reports, and I am working day and night to 

accomplish my new task. It is time for the entire world to know! Fogus Punch. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (2003) 
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Cirque Du Soleil: Varekai (2003) 
 

Deep within a forest, at the summit of a volcano, exists an 

extraordinary world-a world where something else is possible. A 

world called Varekai. From the sky falls a solitary young man, and 

the story of Varekai begins. Parachuted into the shadows of a 

magical forest, a kaleidoscopic world populated by fantastical 

creatures, this young man sets off on an adventure both absurd 

and extraordinary. On this day at the edge of time, in this place of 

all possibilities, begins an inspired incantation to life rediscovered. 

The word varekai means "wherever" in the Romany language of 

the gypsies the universal wanderers. This production pays tribute 

to the nomadic soul, to the spirit and art of the circus tradition, 

and to the infinite passion of those whose quest takes them along 

the path that leads to Varekai. 
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Ciske De Rat (A Child Needs Love) (1955) 
 

A hard life for a little boy. The movie is about a boy (13-year-old 

Dick Van Der Velde) who lives a difficult life during the crisis years 

in the early '30. His father who he loves most is a sailor and his 

stepmother is a dreadful woman. They call hem 'the Rat' and he 

has only one real friend, his teacher. After killing his stepmother 

he is send to jail but there things turn around. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...Dutch Soundtrack  



Ciske De Rat (Ciske The Rat) (1984) 
 

Lovable Amsterdam street urchin, 11-year-old Ciske (14-year-old 

Danny de Munk) is nevertheless much in need of love as the 

German 1955 title suggests. He is a scamp with a heart of gold. He 

causes havoc in the classroom pouring ink over his teacher yet 

when a polio-crippled boy joins the class Ciske is one of the only 

children to befriend him and is bullied as a result. His mother 

works in a bar and Ciske helps out often late into the night - his 

father is at sea and his mother supplements her income with 

prostitution. Ciske is also a very angry young man and he 

smoulders with rage at life's injustices. 

Converted from DivX...Dutch Soundtrack...English Subtitles 
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Citizen Cohn (1992) 
 

A harsh look at the life and times of Roy Marcus Cohn, Esquire, 

thorough flashbacks as he's dying of AIDS in a New York hospital. 

Cohn was the chief counsel to Wisconsin Senator Joseph 

McCarthy during the "Red Scare" of the late fifties. This movie has 

the failing of many 'made for HBO' films, a tendency to distort the 

truth to hammer home its point. Its portrayal of Cohn's 

personality is accurate enough, and chilling to watch, and in 

general, it follows Cohn's life fairly closely. However, it gives Cohn 

a bit more credit (or blame) than he deserves. It would have you 

believe that Cohn drove Joe McCarthy to his anti-Communist 

pogroms, when in fact McCarthy was a very determined and 

headstrong man, who needed no unknown NY lawyer to make 

him into a demagogue. It also vastly overstates Cohn's role in the 

persecution of Congressman Cornelius Gallagher, persecution 

that was actually driven by J. Edgar Hoover. It also omits the 

bizarre role of right-wing nut Lyndon LaRouche in destroying Cohn's credibility in the last years of his 

life. It does stand as a good overview of the general events of Cohn's fascinating, if venal, life. But it 

also makes him seem far more influential than he really was. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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City Beneath The Sea (1962) 
 

Premiered: November 17, 1962 - December 29, 1962 (ABC 

Weekend Television- ITV). In this sequel to Plateau Of Fear, 

science journalist Mark Bannerman and his young assistant Peter 

Blake visit an atomic powered submarine and are kidnapped by 

Ziebrecken, a mad scientist with plans for global domination. A 

sequel, Secret Beneath the Sea, followed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1962) 
 

Episode 1: The Pirates; Science journalist Mark Bannerman and his youthful assistant Peter Blake are 

covering a story on board a submarine when the vehicle is stolen by a former U-boat commander. 

Episode 2: Escape to Aegira; Swendler evades capture by the Royal Navy and pilots the stolen 

submarine to a mysterious underwater city. 

Episode 3: Tide of Evil; Bannerman and Peter are set to work in a laboratory in the undersea city, 

alongside several kidnapped scientists. 

Episode 4: Cellar of Fear; Peter is rescued and brought back to the city, and the air circulation system 

is repaired. Professor Ziebrecken explains his plans for the conquest of the sea, and Bannerman 

makes a shocking discovery. 

Episode 5: Power to Destroy; Ziebrecken plans to use the threat of a nuclear strike to secure his 

installation as world leader. Peter tries to get a signal to the surface. 

Episode 6: Operation Grand Design; Swendler arranges a fatal "accident" for Bannerman and Peter. 

Episode 7: Three Hours to Doomsday; With his nuclear missiles in place, Ziebrecken makes his 

demands to the world's governments: surrender or be destroyed. 
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City Lights (1931) 
 

The Tramp struggles to help a blind flower girl he has fallen in love 

with. A tramp falls in love with a beautiful blind girl. Her family is 

in financial trouble. The tramp's on-and-off friendship with a 

wealthy man allows him to be the girl's benefactor and suitor. You 

can't go wrong with Charlie Chaplin, but City Lights is even better 

than Chaplin's films usually are. Chaplin takes himself a little more 

seriously in City Lights, and the results are spectacular. The 

musical score which Chaplin composed for the film was one of the 

many highlights, and even though Charlie's performance is much 

more dramatic than usual in some scenes, the hilarious comedy 

for which he is known and loved is still abundant. City Lights is so 

well made that it is one of the very few movies in which the 

obvious flaws can be gladly overlooked. Yes, you can clearly see 

the string holding Chaplin up in the sidesplittingly funny boxing 

scene, but who cares? That is such classic slapstick that little things like that really don't matter. 

Besides, let's keep in mind that this movie was made seventy years ago. Chaplin does a phenomenal 

job in his traditional role of the tramp, and develops a perfectly convincing romantic relationship 

with the blind flower girl on the sidewalk. His friendship with the drunken rich guy is hilarious, but it 

also makes a significant comment about the problems of alcohol. This is truly a great film, which 

should not be forgotten. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack...French, Italian, German, Spanish, Arabic, Russian, 
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City Of Ember (2008) 
 

When mankind is about to come to an end, a group of scientists 

decide to create and populate a city deep underground. The city 

of Ember is to last for 200 years after which its inhabitants are to 

retrieve from a strong box instructions to return to the surface. 

Over time however, the message is lost and life in Ember is rapidly 

deteriorating. Their power supply is failing and food is being 

rationed. It's left to two young adults to unearth the secret of 

Ember and to lead the way out. For generations, the people of the 

City of Ember have languished in a world of artificial lights. But 

Ember's once powerful generator is failing... and the great lamps 

that illuminate the city are starting to flicker. Now, two teenagers 

in a race against time, must search Ember for clues that will 

unlock the ancient mystery of the city's existence, and help the 

citizens escape before the lights go out forever. I've read quite a 

few negative reviews but I think some of the people who have read the book need to realise this was 

a children's film that would no doubt have to be simplified and draw people in from the start. It 

hasn't had an easy launch either because it's been competing with High School Musical 3, when I 

went to see it the cinema was empty apart from me because everyone else had gone to see a certain 

other film. It wasn't great and I am certain that if I had read the book I would have hated it because 

the characters were not brilliantly written and it was a messy mix of excellent fantasy sci-fi with the 

appropriate special effects and corny American generic children's movie. But it was good fun. The 

girl in it displayed a superb acting performance the general set and costumes and well mise-en-scene 

in general was excellent and well worth watching just for that. It was good to watch in the cinema 

and throughly enjoyable if a bit predictable. As I say, generally I liked it. 
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City Of Joy (1992) 
 

Calcutta slum story...An American surgeon (Patrick Swayze) loses 

a young patient, quits the medical profession and goes to India to 

find himself. There he runs into a nun who is trying to establish a 

free clinic in a neighborhood of untouchables. He resists the call 

back to medicine, but eventually begins helping them build the 

clinic, which angers the local "Godfather" who tries to stop the 

project by intimidation. Western society has been fed ideas about 

India being a poor country. Movies like these only make those 

beliefs stronger. Such illustrations make it all the more difficult for 

Indians to be accepted abroad. Agreed there are poor and 

homeless in India, but why is there no representation of educated 

people if not the successful ones. I totally hated the idea of the 

movie portraying Patrick Swayze as another Mother Teressa. In 

my opinion this movie has shown India in a very bad light giving 

wrong notions. It is unjust to discuss only one aspect of the 

society. Exactly the reason why people ask me, "When we go to 

India, can we hire an elephant right outside the airport so we do 

not have to walk on the roads so full of filth and snakes?" Those 

who want a second opinion on contemporary Indian society should watch "Monsoon Wedding". 

converted from VHS tape...Thai Subtitles...English Soundtrack 
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CJ7 (Cheung Gong 7 Hou) (2008) 
 

A poor Chinese laborer learns important lessons after his son (11-

year-old Jiao Xu) gets a strange new toy. It's been a long and 

almost 3 year wait for the coming of Stephen Chow's new movie 

CJ7, on the heels of his international success with Shaolin Soccer 

and Kung Fu Hustle, both of which were 

adapted/parodied/copied in the other two competitive movies 

this holiday season in Kung Fu Dunk and Ah Long Pte Ltd. If 

imitation is the best form of flattery, that goes to show who's the 

boss and who calls the shots in the innovation and creativity 

departments, that there's only one force to be reckoned with in 

drafting comedy that appeals to the world. You might think that 

I'm singing praises of Chow and his works, but yes, that's the 

skyrocket high expectations that he had built for himself over the 

years with his rapid fire mo-lei-tau (nonsensical) comedic movies 

entertaining the masses pre and post 1997 Hong Kong, and now he can afford to take his time in 

releasing his movies once they pass through his perfectionist quality control. Sitting through CJ7, I 

had initially thought that it was amongst his weaker works, but then came the final act, which while 

it was emotionally manipulative, I cannot deny that I both laughed and cried at the same time, which 

is extremely rare, and only pulled off by Chow's knack of structuring his scenes. Chow has shown his 

pedigree in becoming a good storyteller. If he is not already being considered one, then CJ7 is a sign 

of better things to come, as slowly, it can be seen that he's giving up his presence on screen, and 

turning his attention to behind the camera instead. Even with movies like Shaolin Soccer and Kung 

Fu Hustle, while he was the lead actor, he still made room for his supporting casts to shine through. 

This time though, he had totally taken the backseat and gave the spotlight to the child actress Xu 

Jiao who plays Dicky, the son (yes you read that right) of Chow's construction worker character Ti. 

Being poor, Ti works extremely hard to send his son to a premier school to receive a good education, 

in the hopes that he will be able to break out of the poverty circle in time to come. But in being in an 

elite school, Dicky becomes automatic fodder for rich school bullies, who look down on him because 

of his social status. Much of the movie dwells on this schoolyard politicking, and with Ti trying hard 

to impart good principles to his son that it becomes somewhat repetitive. In trying to pacify his son 

who yearns for the latest toy in town, a high-tech robotic dog called CJ1, Ti goes back to his favourite 

haunt, the junkyard, and picks up a green ball outfitted with an antenna, as a replacement toy. 

Without his knowing of course, this ball turns out to be an alien lifeform, and Dicky soon uncovers 

that it has magical abilities. Christened CJ7, much of the laughs come from CJ7 and Dicky, in the form 

of spoofs ranging from Mission: Impossible 2 to Asian fare like Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, and 

also takes a spin from Chow's previous 2 movies. But don't expect the jokes to be of the mo-lei-tau 

type, as there aren't that many jokes to begin with. Gone are the days of laugh-a-minute type 

comedy from Stephen Chow. While toilet humour is still quite staple, Chow seemed to have 

embraced special effects even more this time, starting with a totally animated CJ7, which has "cute" 

plastered all over it, making it a delight amongst the young and the female audience. I tell you, if it's 

not already available, someone should make the plush toy right now and milk it for all it's worth. 

Most of the jokes and fun sequences were spruced up by special effects, but there were a moment 



or two which I felt was quite unnecessary. In most ways, CJ7 isn't really your typical outright 

comedy. By the end of it, I thought its dramatic moments were tugging at the heartstrings, as I 

mentioned earlier, and indeed this somehow represents a shift by Chow to a somewhat different 

territory, building up his movie with comedy being peripheral or secondary to the main plot. There 

are moments of fun balanced by moments which are touching, episodes of the ridiculous balanced 

by episodes which made you reflect. And any more which features great songs, get my vote of 

approval too, with Boney M's Sonny getting plenty of airplay, and I Love Chopin coming on at just 

the very appropriate moment. However, what is still suspect though, is Chow's ability to weave more 

flesh into what are essentially flower vase roles in the female characters who play opposite him as 

love interests. With Shaolin Soccer, Vicky Zhao was unfortunately quite pedestrian, and with Kung Fu 

Hustle, the scope given to Huang Shengyi was worse. Kitty Zhang continues the trend as good 

looking teacher Mrs. Yuen, who takes pity on Dicky, but nothing more. Having seen all the Lunar 

New Year movie premieres for this week, I can safely say CJ7 came out tops, because it had a lot 

more moments in the movie that makes it family friendly entertainment, and yet imparting and 

giving out reminders of good values that will almost certainly rub off on the young, and the young at 

heart. Not at his best, but Chow delivers yet another crowd pleaser, for sure. Recommended! 
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Clancy Street Boys (1943) 
 

Muggs' rich Uncle Pete is coming to visit. Unfortunately, Muggs' 

late father had bragged that he had seven kids, so Muggs recruits 

the members of the gang to pose as his family--including Glimpy 

as his sister, "Annabelle." Things turn sour, however, when a local 

mobster finds out about Muggs' deception and threatens to 

expose it. During the course of the second manifestation for Leo 

Gorcey's mini-mob players, the East Side Kids, who followed the 

Dead End Kids, while preceding the Bowery Boys, producer Sam 

Katzman hired veteran director William Beaudine for the East Side 

series due to his established success at leading movie youngsters 

and this quite effective Monogram release is the initial effort with 

Beaudine at the helm. The mother of young Muggs McGinnis 

(Gorcey) shares with him a letter received from his late father's 

close friend, "Uncle" Pete, a wealthy Texan, in which Pete tells of 

an impending visit by him and his daughter Judy to the McGinnis 

home in New York where the rancher expects to meet for the first time the five brothers and the 

sister Annabelle of Muggs, non-existent siblings invented by the widow McGinnis in order to receive 

Pete's financial support over many years. Muggs conscripts his East Side roustabout cohorts as his 

family, with Glimpy (Huntz Hall) dressed as Annabelle, and when Uncle Pete and Judy arrive in New 

York, confused jollity ensues, until a local thug plots to expose the impersonation as a means of 

obtaining some of Pete's wealth for himself. The film, produced with a virtually non-existent budget, 

has a virtually non-existent script, as well, with ad libbing contributed by most of the cast, notably 

Gorcey with his rather fascinating employment of malapropisms, all very compatible to Beaudine's 

loose-reined directorial mode. His relaxed methods must also take responsibility for some ragged 

performing, and there is need for more efficient editing, but this comedic affair eschews the wonted 

wartime jingoism that marks the series, and Hall is enormously and unexpectedly hilarious in his 

gender bending role, joining the other members of the cast in patent enjoyment of playing in this 

entry. 
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Clapham Junction (2007) 
 

36 hours in the lives of a number of gay men in Clapham, South 

London. I didn't mind the negative portrayals so much 

(unsympathetic people exist, after all, among straights and gays 

alike, as does hatred and hypocrisy, and the performances were 

mostly really good), but I didn't like that that's all we get in this 

film. I've read that the writer didn't intend to portray the full 

range of gay life, but I guess that was what I expected from an 

anniversary-type movie. All the depression, the violence, the 

negativity left me feeling rather bleak and unsatisfied, thinking 

"But that's not all there is!" And, on a rather superficial note, as a 

big fan of 'Maurice' I did wish for more interaction between Wilby 

and Graves. 
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Clara's Heart (1988) 
 

David (15-year-old Neil Patrick Harris) is a teenager whose parents 

are in a deteriorating marriage after their infant daughter dies. 

Clara is a chambermaid at a Jamaican resort who's hired to be a 

housekeeper. She and David develop a close bond, opening his 

eyes and heart to new experiences, and eventually leading to a 

disturbing secret in Clara's past. I recently saw this movie for the 

second time. The first time I was 13-years-old, and while I really 

enjoyed it then, it was certainly worth a second viewing as an 

adult. This movie has so many layers... Whoopi Goldberg is 

brilliant in her role as a Jamaican housekeeper, and both she and 

Neil Patrick Harris are quite witty... at times I found myself 

laughing out loud at their sarcastic banter. Besides making me 

laugh and cry, this movie also makes me angry... David's parents 

seem so self-absorbed and unconcerned about their son's 

welfare. I really felt sorry for him, and glad he had Clara. The ending is refreshing in that it is not a 

sappy "happily ever after", but also not horrible... it's nice to see something realistic for a change. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Clément (Clement) (2001) 
 

Clément is one of those movies you have to think for hours or 

days after you've watched it. It's the story of the impossible 

relationship between a 13-year-old boy (Olivier Guéritée), 

Clément, and the 30-year-old Marion. They meet first time at a 

birthday party of one of Clément's friends, Marion's godchild. 

Marion feel flattered about Clément's first overturnes. At first she 

think it's fun and only a game. But for every step she takes to 

make this relationship more serious, to be closer to Clément, she 

gets more addicted to this boy. She spend days with him, goes on 

holidays with him (alone), and finally has sex with the boy. You 

believe Marion that she really is in love with this boy, but you 

don't know if Clément is too. And at the end of the film you know 

that for him it was only a game (not neccessary to notice; he is 

13!) This is no paedophile movie, but it touchs everyones understanding of moral. The way the story 

is composed (You really think this could happen in this way, and maybe you can understand both), 

the work with the camera (this restles home-movie-style-camera) and especially the work of Bercot 

and Gueritée (You can believe every step they take) supports the reality in this movie. Sometimes 

you can't believe it that some scenes are allowed to be shown on TV. Nevertheless or because of 

this, it's a good movie. And it's important that the questions of moral are asked: "What you want to 

do with this boy?" She don't know the answer. And that's the cause why this relationship breaks; 

because such relationship have to break in the real life and these relationship have to break to make 

this movie serious. For such a relationship has no real basis and no tolerance. This disturbing but 

good movie not damn this love totally but it shows that it wouldn't work. 
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Cleopatra's Second Husband (1998) 
 

Robert is an art photographer who is totally controlled by his wife 

Hallie. When they go on vacation in New York, they leave their 

house to their friends, Zack and Sophie. When they return, they 

find their house a total mess, but Zack and Sophie ask to stay a 

little longer, and they agree. A darkly perverse psychological 

drama about a man who sublimates his life to those around him 

and the drastic measures he takes in order to regain the illusion of 

control. A taut character study set in contemporary Los Angeles. 

There are a lot of reasons I like this film. Here are some of them... 

a) it's beautifully shot. Maybe this just appeals to me because I'm 

a filmmaker but the composition of every shot is near perfect. It's 

sexy. b) it makes fun of yuppies. Hallie freaks out when Sophie 

uses her bath salt. Not just any bath salt but her GARDENIA bath 

salt. c) the music is great. The opening shot with the fish and that 

French song...hot. d) do you like sex? Of course you do. Do you like voyeurism and S&M? Even 

better! Cleopatra's caters to all your subversive erotic needs. e) in the end you're basically going 

"what the fuck." Not because you don't get it, just because its an uncomfortable resolution. Maybe 

you like to feel good at the end of movies. Too bad. This isn't a "feel good" movie. Films are 

supposed to seduce you and this film does. It's not for everyone. If you think Legally Blonde is the 

pinnacle of film-making, you probably won't like it. But if you can appreciate a movie like Mulholland 

Drive, then I'd say go for it. 
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Clifford (1994) 
 

Clifford (44-year-old Martin Short) is a 10-year-old troublemaker, 

who puts not only his parents through hell, but also his uncle with 

whom his parents have discarded him to. In this dark comedy, a 

mischievous 10-year-old boy named Clifford is sent to his Uncle 

Martin's for the weekend to get out of his father's hair. It turns 

out he has a dying obsession to go to Dinosaur World, a theme 

park near Martin's house and nothing will get in his way to get 

there. I can understand why people may dislike it, but I can't 

understand why people literally hate it - it's not all THAT strange. 

The thin line between insanity and brilliance often amazes me. On 

one hand we have films like "Clifford," the 1994 box office disaster 

starring Charles Grodin and Martin Short, that everyone claimed 

was one of the worst films of all time. Then we have the "Being 

John Malkovich"es, that are so strange and weird, yet everyone 

calls them masterpieces. What's the difference? One is a comedy people went into expecting 

something straight-forward, and the other is a piece of art? Puh-lease. The tagline for "Clifford" 

reads, "What's the difference between Clifford and a pit bull? One will tear your heart out, scare 

your friends and wreck your house. The other one is a dog." If you found that tagline funny, 

"Clifford" is for you. If not, then it is not for you. Personal taste comes into play here very much. I 

personally enjoy "Clifford." Call me a horrible filmgoer, I don't care. It's just with all the crap I've seen 

in my days, "Clifford" is not only a pretty good movie when compared to others, but also a 

refreshingly naughty comedy. It unfortunately falls apart in the last ten minutes, really getting crazy. 

But then again, so did "Malkovich." The film opens up in the year 2050. A young troublemaker is 

trying to escape from a futuristic private school. He is stopped, however, by Father Clifford (Martin), 

who looks like Dick Clark's lovechild with...well...Martin Short. Anyway, Clifford sits the boy down 

and teaches him a lesson. He tells him a story from when he was younger, and when he was a 

practical joker. More like a homicidal maniac. Clifford's story begins in present day. Clifford is now a 

small boy, but he is still played by Martin Short, oddly enough. At first he appears a normal enough 

child, happy and bright and just a bit overly creepy. Clifford and his parents are on a flight to Hawaii 

for business purposes. Clifford wants to land in LA to visit "Dinosaur World," a theme park that I 

would have loved to visit when I was a dinosaur-crazy kid myself. Through Clifford's evil, creepy and 

manipulative ways, he gets into the cockpit and almost crashlands the plane. The pilot decides to 

land in LA to make sure the aircraft is unharmed. In LA, Clifford's parents drop him off with his Uncle 

Martin (Charles Grodin), an aspiring architect, busy with his fiancee (Mary Steenburgen) and plans 

for a new Los Angeles subway route. His pesky boss (Dabney Coleman) is always on Uncle Martin's 

case, so he has barely enough time to devote to Clifford. Clifford's parents leave, they fly back to 

Hawaii, and Clifford gets anxious. He wants - or needs - to visit Dinosaur World as soon as possible, 

and Uncle Martin just keeps blowing him off. This makes Clifford mad. You may be wondering what 

happens when Clifford gets mad. In all truth, it's best not to spoil it. He doesn't turn green, he 

doesn't grow extremely large and bear muscles - he just unleashes ultimate havoc upon those 

opposing him. Take, for example, the scene where Clifford, mad at his Uncle Martin for going back 

on his word (he said he'd take Clifford to Dino World and didn't), puts hot sauce in Uncle Martin's 



bloody mary, so that when Uncle Martin goes to propose a toast his throat gets a bit hoarse. Or 

when Clifford pieces together recordings of his uncle to make it sound as if he has a bomb planted 

under City Hall. Clifford is the ultimate pest, a spawn of Satan. Everyone knows someone like 

Clifford, but Martin Short stretches his character a bit more. Clifford is an odd child. He responds 

with gleeful joy and says things like, "Oh, yes, my dear Uncle Martin!" We are supposed to 

sympathize with Clifford by the end of the film, but the problem is that we don't know how or what 

to sympathize with. Short makes Clifford more of a devil than a rascal, and we never truly get the 

sense that he is a human. By the end of the film, we're not all that sure if Clifford is human or not, or 

whether that evil streak is gone, and that is one of the film's flaws. Other than that, it's a general OK 

comedy. People don't seem to like it very much - at all - but I have seen much, much worse, and in 

all truth I actually laughed at this movie. More than once. Which is more than I can say for films like 

"Daddy Day Care." Yep, "Clifford" is OK by me. 
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Clipping Adam (2004) 
 

Despite what he says, Adam (17-year-old Evan Peters) is not 

"fine". The summer before freshman year should be a time full of 

possibilities, but Adam struggles with family tragedy, everyday 

teenage growing pains, and the very real threat of high school 

hazing. Fortunately, Adam finds allies (some likely, some unlikely) 

who help him repair his heartache as well as his ailing relationship 

with his father. Set in a small, Southern California beach town, 

Adam discovers the inner strength one can find with the support 

of a community. His story is proof of the notion that with the help 

of family and friends, you can always find your way back home. 

Just saw this at the Phoenix Film Festival where it won the prize 

for Best Breakthrough Performance. It was by the 14-year-old star 

of this film who plays Adam. He is an amazing talent and everyone 

should expect to see great things from him in the future. The plot 

was a little predictable and the ending was a dissapointment. Another one of those the kid ain't all 

right kind of sagas film fests love. Good direction, decent editing. Cinematography was only so-so. All 

the acting is great, though. Esp by Lousie "Nurse Ratched" Flecher. Kevin Sorbo also did a decent job 

with his small role. Made me forget all about "Hercules," barely. If this hits a festival near you, see it! 

And that's all there is to it. 
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Cloak & Dagger (1984) 
 

11-year-old Davey (13-year-old Henry Thomas), whose mother is 

dead and whose father doesn't spend nearly enough time with 

him. So the boy loses himself in video games--and even has an 

imaginary friend, a super-resourceful secret agent. When he 

accidentally comes into possession of a spy group's secret plans, 

and winds up on the run from them, he must learn to rely on 

himself and his imaginary pal to save his skin. But, in the end, Dad 

proves to be his real hero. 11-year-old Davey, whose mother is 

dead and whose father is preoccupied with his own problems, has 

retreated into a world of video games and an imaginary hero-pal, 

the swashbuckling superspy Jack Flack. When an FBI agent about 

to be murdered slips him a video cartridge containing top-secret 

data, Davey is suddenly plunged into the intrigue and danger of 

real-life espionage. No adult believes his story, so he must run a 

gauntlet of violence and villainy aided only by a younger girl and 

the encouragement of "Jack Flack" at his side. How long can a comic-book role model guide him 

through this encounter with reality? A young boy, with a penchant for spy thrillers and video games, 

finds himself in the middle of real espionage when he's relentlessly pursued by spies after he comes 

into possession of a video game cartridge containing top-secret government info. Short and sweet: I 

loved this movie as a kid--now I'm an adult and I still love it. Yes, the computers and games are 

horribly dated. Heck, my computer from two years ago is horribly dated. That doesn't change the 

fact that this is a solid, exciting movie which is appropriate for most school-age children without 

being dumb or talking down to them. I know there's nostalgia involved in this, but kids movies have 

gone downhill since the '80's. We had The NeverEnding Story, Labyrinth, The Dark Crystal, The 

Secret of Nimh, The Goonies, Cloak & Dagger...what do kids today have? See Spot Run. ANYWAY, 

this is a good movie, your kids will probably like it (if only to see what video games were like in the 

dark ages) and you'll like it, too. 
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Clockstoppers (2002) 
 

A teenager (Jesse Bradford) accidentally activates a machine that 

enables him to speed up his body so that other people seem to be 

standing still. Until now, Zak Gibbs' greatest challenge has been 

finding a way to buy a car. But when he discovers an odd 

wristwatch amidst his father's various inventions and slips it on, 

something very strange happens. The world around him seemingly 

comes to a stop; giving the effect that everyone has come to a 

stop. Zak quickly learns how to manipulate the device, and he and 

his quick-witted, beautiful new friend, Francesca, have some real 

fun. What they soon realize, though, is they are not alone in 

hypertime. Although Being a Screenplay Full of Flaws, It 

Entertains. Zak Gibbs (Jesse Bradford) is a teenager, son of Dr. 

Gibbs (Robin Thomas), a brilliant scientist. He wants to buy a car, 

but the attention of his father is to his own research work. Zak 

likes Francesca (Paula Graces), a new student from Venezuela. One day, Zak finds by accident a 

watch developed by Earl Dopler (French Stewart), a former student of Dr. Gibbs, with capability of 

accelerating time. Henry Gates (Michael Biehn), the villain of the story, stole this research and wants 

to make lots of money with this device. Zak and Francesca will face lots of adventures due to this 

finding. The screenplay of this film has lots of flaw, but anyway it entertains. There are lots of 

inconsistency in the story, but if the viewer do not pay attention to these details, may have some 

fun. The special effects are very reasonable. Teenagers are certainly the public-target of this movie. 
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Cloned (1997) 
 

In the year 2008, a married couple is distraught over losing their 

8-year-old son (Alexander Pollock) in a boating accident. 

However, when the mother suddenly sees another child 

(Alexander Pollock) who looks identical to her dead child, the 

Mother investigates the fertility clinic who aided her with her 

pregnancy and discovers that they cloned her child in an 

experiment dubbed "Baby 2000". She also discovers that they still 

have the genes to develop another child for them and faces the 

question of whether the couple wants another identical child. 

Cloned is clearly inspired by Ken Follets excellent book The Third 

Twin, which also has been published as a mini-series. The mini-

series The Third Twin was quite a disappointment to me, so when 

I read the tagline for Cloned I didn't expect much. But even 

though the movie has some technical failures (the year is 2008 

and they still driving the cars from 1997) it is a very good movie. Cloned has quite good acting and an 

excellent story. I voted it 7/10. 
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Close Encounters Of The Third Kind (1977) 
 

Roy Neary sets out to investigate a power outage when his truck 

stalls and he is bathed in light from above. After this, strange 

visions and five musical notes keep running through his mind. Will 

he find the meaning of the visions, and who - or what - placed 

them in his mind? Planes reported missing in 1945 suddenly 

appear in the Mojave desert. A commercial flight is buzzed by a 

'bright' object that the pilot 'wouldn't know how to describe'. Roy 

Neary, while working one night, has a Close Encounter... The U.S. 

Government determine where the visitors plan to land and create 

an elaborate cover-up to keep people away. However, a group of 

people, including Neary, share a vision which draws them to the 

place and a meeting with new, and old, friends. Cableman Roy 

Neary is one of several people who experience a close encounter 

of the first kind, witnessing UFOs flying through the night sky. He 

is subsequently haunted by a mountainlike image in his head and becomes obsessed with 

discovering what it represents, putting severe strain on his marriage. Meanwhile, government 

agents around the world have a close encounter of the second kind, discovering physical evidence of 

otherworldly visitors in the form of military vehicles that went missing decades ago suddenly 

appearing in the middle of nowhere. Roy and the agents both follow the clues they have been given 

to reach a site where they will have a close encounter of the third kind: contact. Strange things are 

happening around the world; things that challenge the imagination and open the mind to 

possibilities almost beyond imagining. Things that only director Steven Spielberg can explain, which 

he does in his monumental epic of man's encounter with alien life, 'Close Encounters of the Third 

Kind.' Planes lost in WWII suddenly appear in a Mexican desert; a long lost ship turns up in the 

middle of the Gobi Desert; and in Dharmsala, Northern India, hundreds of people are gathered 

together, singing--a short 'tune' that consists of a mere five notes, over and over, repeatedly. When 

they are asked where they heard this tune, the throng, as one, dramatically thrust their hands into 

the air and point to the sky. And, indeed, in the skies all around the world, strange things are 

happening. And even as these events are transpiring, one evening in Muncie, Indiana, the city is 

suddenly blacked out by an inexplicable power outage. Roy Neary (Richard Dreyfuss) is at home 

when it hits, and he is called in by the power company for which he works, then sent out in the 

darkness to an unfamiliar location. Lost, he sits in his pick-up truck at a railroad crossing, studying a 

map, when all at once he notices a 'disturbance' around him. Mailboxes along the side of the road 

are clanging open and shut by themselves; then things inside his truck begin to move, subtly at first, 

then erupting and flying about as if caught up in a tornado--and then just as suddenly his truck is 

engulfed in a blinding light. He leans out the window for a look, but it's too bright and he has to pull 

back. Then just as abruptly, it all stops-- the disturbance, the light-- everything. And he looks out the 

window again; but this time he sees something. And though he doesn't realize it at the time, at that 

moment, his life changed forever. In this wonderfully realized, highly imaginative film that is 

extremely well crafted and presented by Spielberg, he takes you along with Roy in the days that 

follow that strange occurrence in Muncie. Roy becomes lost in thought, drifting, unable to focus on 

anything, much to the consternation of his wife, Ronnie (Teri Garr). But he can't help himself; 



something-- an image-- has begun to form in his mind. He has no idea what it is or what it means, 

but it becomes an obsession, and slowly it begins to take shape: First in a handful of shaving cream, 

then in a plate of mashed potatoes, which he piles up and begins to sculpt with his fork, while 

Ronnie and his kids look on in bewilderment. But he can see it in his mind, and it's like a mountain-- 

a mountain shaped like a 'tower.' And Roy isn't the only one. Around the world, others are being 

drawn to the same image in their minds, and it's a force that compels them, pushing them on to find 

whatever it is, a power so strong in cannot be denied or refused. They know only one thing: 

Whatever it is, it's important, and they have no choice but to follow where it may lead. And it 

becomes a great adventure, one in which they discover what Man has long suspected: We are not 

alone. Richard Dreyfuss is perfectly cast as Neary, a regular guy-- he could be your neighbor or the 

man who comes to install your phone-- and gives a thoroughly convincing, introspective 

performance while creating a character with whom it is easy to relate and through whom you are 

able to share this unique adventure. Garr does a good job, as well, as Ronnie, the wife concerned 

with her husband's sudden and seemingly bizarre behavior, someone with whom you can certainly 

sympathize. Dillon delivers, too, as the single mother who suddenly finds herself caught up in these 

inexplicable and extraordinary events, and also turning in a memorable performance is the young 

Cary Guffey, as Barry, Jillian's son, who makes his own connection with the other-worldly visitors. 

The supporting cast includes Francois Truffaut (Lacombe), Bob Balaban (Laughlin) and Lance 

Henriksen (Robert). An uplifting, positive motion picture, 'Close Encounters of the Third Kind' is 

thoroughly entertaining, as well as thought provoking. Spielberg draws you in as few filmmakers can, 

with a great story and with characters who are readily accessible and with whom it is easy to 

identify-- all of which adds up to an absorbing, memorable and enjoyable experience, and a perfect 

example of the real magic of the movies. 
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Clownhouse (1989) 
 

Just before Halloween, three kid brothers (14-year-old Nathan 

Forrest Winters, Brian McHugh & 21-year-old Sam Rockwell) who 

are alone in a big house are menaced by three escaped mental 

patients who have murdered some traveling circus clowns and 

taken their identities. Those of us who suffer from fear of clowns 

will be absolutely and totally frightened by this movie!!! I suffered 

through IT and thought to myself that this is the reason I am so 

disturbed by clowns but after seeing this movie I realize now that 

clowns really are evil. The movie starts out with just three 

brothers fighting and the youngest is terrified of clowns but as the 

movie builds the horror grows... After the lunatics escape from 

the mental institution and don the clown makeup and clothing... I 

knew that I would not sleep a wink after witnessing the macabre 

events that follow! Although the acting is somewhat weak I would 

still classify this movie up with some of my personal scariest. The constant cat and mouse suspense 

really keeps the viewer alert and the clowns flickering around in the background all the time... 

watching the boys... will keep even those few who do not see clowns as a threat really disturbed and 

creeped out! 
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Clubhouse Detectives (1996) 
 

Late one night, Billy (12-year-old Michael Galeota) and Kade (10-

year-old Jimmy Galeota) Ruckman see their neighbor, Michael 

Chambers, murder a woman, but Chambers has a story all set to 

convince their mother Vicky, that it was just a rehearsal scene 

from an opera. The only ones who can help them find the body in 

Chambers' house before he moves and gets rid of all evidence, 

are their friends, Jimmy (Thomas Hobson), Eddie (Christopher 

Ball), and J.J. (Alex Miranda), who are determined to find the body 

before Chambers finds them. This is a great movie for kids 

probably ages 7 and up. The plot makes it scary for many children 

younger than that. 
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Cobardes (Cowards) (2008) 
 

A young victim (Eduardo Garé) of bullying (16-year-old Eduardo 

Espinilla) at school realizes that even the adult world is dominated 

by fear similar to his own. He pays a high price when he decides to 

fight back. Gaby is a seemingly ordinary teenager attending high 

school, and like most kids in school he has to put up with bullies. 

Gaby has become a target for abuse from Guille, a big and 

arrogant guy who has a handful of friends that help him play cruel 

but imaginative pranks on his classmates. Gaby's mother Merche, 

the host of a local news show, and father Joaquín, who sells and 

installs security systems, are worried about their son's safety, 

though they're not sure what to do about Guille. As it happens, 

Guille's family isn't sure what to do either, and his father 

Guillermo, a loud-mouthed local politician, and mother Magda are 

as frustrated as anyone else. One day, after an especially 

humiliating ribbing from Guille, Gaby finally loses control and punches him out, but clever Guille is 

able to persuade the school authorities that Gaby struck him without provocation, and suddenly 

Gaby finds himself singled out as the bad guy. Trivia: Initially, red-haired Eduardo Garé was supposed 

to play the role of the bully, and brown-haired Eduardo Espinilla was supposed to play the role of the 

poor victim. Then, at the last moment, the filmmakers decided to swap their roles. So Garé ended up 

playing the lead role of "Gaby", the victim, and Espinilla became "Guille", the bully. Daily fears and 

loneliness. Only last week a friend said that school-time bullying in preadolescence or adolescence 

leaves a scar for a life-time. To be bullied in a phase in life when you are full of insecurities and your 

self-esteem and self-image are just shaping themselves, to be bullied by your peers is a terrible 

burden. It's a cowardly act by cowards who make their best to make you a coward. Cobardes is not a 

happy movie. It is not an easy movie. It has quite a pessimistic under-tone that reflects our time of 

disconnected families and media violence. It has no winners and a plenty of losers. There is no black 

and white here but a general sense of shades of depressive grey. It manages to avoid cheap 

moralism and unnecessary preaching and instead delivers a conclusion that we all fear for 

something/someone and we are all ready to misuse power over those that are vulnerable to us. 

Cobardes might not be as fresh, small and beautiful as the previous movie by the directors. It's much 

more a product, professionally made and very well acted that might lack in passion but gives food 

for though. The (inner) world of adolescents is always a mystery not only to themselves but to the 

people around them. The script has its flaws and imperfections but that is overruled by the 

impressive work by the actors, especially the young ones. They manage to give a face and presence 

to some uneasy feelings and play well with our sympathies. The movie has rhythm and a polemic, 

but excellent ending. It is not a masterpiece and doesn't pretend to be that but it is one of the very 

few, if any, well done movies on a difficult and merging theme that hopefully connects with the 

young audience and makes them reflect on this issue. 
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Cocoon (1985) 
 

A group of aliens return to earth to take back some cocoons of 

their people they left behind from an earlier trip. The cocoons are 

resting at the bottom of the ocean. They kept the recovered 

cocoons in the swimming pool of a house they rented in a small 

Florida town. Their mission is hampered by a number of old 

people from an elderly home nearby, who have been secretly 

using the pool and discovering the unusual power of these 

cocoons. Meet Art, Ben and Joe. Three simple, aging senior 

citizens who like to swim in an unguarded swimming pool next 

door from the old folks home they live in. So one day when they 

go swimming, they feel energized and "ready to take on the 

world!" What they don't know is that the pool was recently 

bought by four alien Antereans incognito as humans. Art, Ben, Joe 

and their friends soon discover this and offer to help the 

Antereans return the cocoons back to Antarea and as a reward, 

they offer something magnificent. This film completely surprised me first time. I thought it was your 

usual silly alien film - but it is so much more then that - and if it is possible the brilliant Ron Howard 

makes it all believable. Two things stand out among all else - the fantastic score (one of the best I 

have ever heard) The superb ending - which was one of the most original endings - possibly ever. I 

just can't say enough about just how good this film is. As far as performances go I was particularly 

surprised by the acting of the senior citizens especially Jack Gilford as the miserable old codger 

Bernie - I love it when he completely breaks down and softens after spending an hour and 20 

minutes as the most awful old man you could ever have the misfortune to bump into - the 

transformation was immediate but so believable - and I personally think that performance was 

worthy of a supporting actor oscar. Also Brian Dennehy, Wilford Brimley, Don Ameche and Steve 

Guttenburg were also excellent. 12-year-old Barret Oliver appears. An all round fantastic film which 

everyone can enjoy - all ages. 
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Cocoon: The Return (1988) 
 

The old age pensioners that left at the end of the first film come 

back to earth to visit their relatives. Will they all decide to go back 

to the planet where no-one grows old, or will they be tempted to 

stay back on earth? Art, Ben and Joe are back! So are their wives 

and good friend Bernie in their first adventure since their last! 

Five years since the senior citizens blasted off into space with the 

Antareans return to earth because their alien friends have to 

collect the rest of the cocoons in the ocean, believed to be in 

danger from an earthquake. Ben and Mary visit their family, while 

Art and Joe visit Bernie, who's still hangin' on. Art, Ben and Joe 

had forgotten what it was like on earth and immediately begin to 

feel their weaknesses, except for Art's wife who's pregnant! 

Meanwhile in the ocean, a biologist company snatched a cocoon 

out of the ocean and are doing research on it. Okay, I didn't listen 

to my better judgment and returned to this COCOON sequel. Ouch! To give you an idea of how 

wrongheaded this follow-up is, the opening ten minutes features a scene where an old man tries to 

commit suicide and it is played for laughs. So the old folks and the Anterians are back on earth. 

While the aliens try to save the cocoons with returning Steve Guttenberg, the old folks run around 

for a few days and find out they are old again on earth (but not before schooling some young punks 

on the basketball court). Everyone one from the original is back (lead alien Brian Dennehy only for a 

cameo though) with Courtney Cox the only major new addition as a young scientist who is studying 

one of the captured cocoons. The biggest problem with the film is it really has no reason to exist. 

Well, outside of making money of course. It is shot so blandly that it looks almost like a TV movie and 

the human drama, a major strength of the first film, is so un-subtle this time around. The film even 

ends with highlights from the first film over the end credits as if to say, "Hey, you remember the 

good time you had back then. Let's try and transfer some of that feeling over to this one." Yuck. Stick 

with the original film. With 15-year-old Barret Oliver. 
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Code Name: Wolverine (1996) 
 

Harry Gordini is on his way to Italy for a holiday with his family. 

On his way he accidentally picks up the wrong suitcase which 

holds in it hundreds of millions worth of new superdrug. Now the 

drugdealers want the drugs back and kidnap Harry's wife and son 

(Matthew Cox). But unfortunately Harry isn't just anyone, he's an 

ex-Navy SEAL and veteran of the Gulf war, code named 

"Wolverine". He successfully rescues his wife and kid from the 

drugdealers, but unfortunately their problems aren't yet over. 

Adolfo Jones, the head of the crime organisation, is still at large, 

and he's being helped by couple of dirty DEA-agents. Once again 

the drugdealer Jones is able to kidnap his son. So everything must 

come down to a final showdown between the "Wolverine" and 

Jones. For a made for TV movie, which by the way, is why the 

"fade to black" business the previous viewer commented on. 

That's what happens when HBO uses a TV movie and there are no commercials shown!! Actually, for 

being born Italian, Sabato, Jr. (his family moved to the U.S. when he was very young) is a convincing 

American and incredibly easy on the eyes which is worth an extra star alone! 
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Colegas (Pals) (1982) 
 

Antonio and Rosario are brother and sister. Jose is Antonio's best 

friend and Rosario's boyfriend. The three are inseparable. When 

Rosario becomes pregnant the boys embark on a series of 

adventures to raise the money that they will need to take care of 

the situation. As problem follows upon problem it seems that it 

will cost them much more than just money. "Colegas" is the 

second of four movies which Eloy De La Iglesia dedicated to the 

underworld of drugs (specially heroin) and juvenile delinquency in 

Spain, in the early 80's (along with "Navajeros", "El Pico", and "El 

Pico 2"). His style is pretty much urban and realistic (in the looks 

and in the dialogs), he chose young and natural actors (Manzano, 

Pirri, or San Francisco were the usual ones) and let the stories 

flowed. In "Colegas" we watch the day-by-day of three friends: 

José, his girlfriend, and his girlfriend's older brother (which is 

Jose's best friend as well). We see their troubles growing in such a low-class "barrio" from Madrid. 

One day José's girlfriend announces him she's pregnant, and they decide that she aborts. So, they'll 

have to gather some money and in order to do that José and his girlfriend's brother will do anything 

that's necessary. De la Iglesia shows the ugliness of those "barrios": three brothers sleeping together 

in one room (you can almost smell their sweat), how hard it was for the young ones to get a job... 

The plot is such rude, the script is second rate, and the passage of time hasn't had no mercy with 

most of Eloy's movies, but there they are: they represent a time and a way of life in the history of 

Spain; and now they may seem a little bit naive, but in 1982, 7 years after dictator Franco died it 

wasn't naive at all. 
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Combat! (1962–67) 
 

Combat!, a one-hour WWII drama series on television, followed a 

frontline American infantry squad as they battled their way across 

Europe. With mud-splattered realism, the show offered character 

studies of men striving to maintain their own humanity in the 

midst of a world torn by war. A Strong Show, Especially for the 

Early 60's! Recently I began viewing the episodes of "Combat!" in 

sequence. I had loved this series as a kid, but was concerned that 

my return would result in serious disappointment. However, I've 

been really surprised at how strong the show really is, even after 

all these years! The early episodes are a bit shaky because the 

show is still trying to find its feet. The use of Shecky Greene for 

comedy relief was an interesting idea, but those situations don't 

really seem to fit the rest of the show. But as I progress, the shows keep getting stronger, more 

confident. Yes, more happens to this platoon than would happen to any other unit that size. But, it's 

TV after all and they keep trying to mix up the scenario to add different plot lines. Some of the 

themes considered in what I've seen so far: -The struggle of a new man replacing an old vet. -

Challenging a collaborationist to help the resistance (with a good ending!) -How the constant stress 

of war can break men (a popular theme). -A child trying to join the war, then finding out what that 

really means. I also beg to differ with one of the comments made by another reviewer. The platoon 

doesn't always have what they need. On the contrary, many of the episodes have, at the their heart, 

the platoon struggling with what they don't have or can't do. I applaud the folks who put this show 

together. I especially applaud the fact that Germans regularly speak German and French characters 

regularly speak French and there are no subtitles. Yes, these characters speak English when needed. 

However, the show often has the men struggling with basic communication and "Caje" is always 

being asked to translate. A nice touch. So, if you rent this show, you'll get a pretty decent 

experience. These episodes will not have the graphic violence of today's military pictures. But the 

show was perfectly ready to grapple with some pretty complex and tough questions. An admirable 

effort for its time! 

 

Series 3 (4 Selected Episodes) (1964) 
 

Episode 11; A Gift of Hope: Kirby claims a civilian he assaulted is a deserter, but Saunders maintains 

the MIA Sergeant was killed. With his dying words, Kirby's pal gasped that his Sgt. dropped his 

carbine and abandoned his men, but Saunders can't imagine the RA tough infantry vet would panic. 

Then Sgt. Avery shows up in civilian clothes, with a strange tale, but instead of Saunders reporting 

Avery to the CO, he accompanies him to find a corroborating witness. 

Episode 15; Birthday Cake: The squad is anxious to open Littlejohn's birthday cake he received from 

home, but Littlejohn refuses since his mother has a note attached telling him not to open the 

package until his birthday which is a day away. They are sent on a mission to tap into a German 



phone line to gather information, and Pvt. Cantrell is sent along because he speaks German. Cantrell, 

due to be rotated out of action and placed on leave, is sore and does nothing but constantly 

complain on the patrol. While Cantrell worries about surviving the mission to go on leave, 

Littlejohn's attention is focused on keeping his birthday cake safe for one day until his birthday. He 

leaves his cake back at a bridge, and while sneaking away to get it, he encounters a German patrol. 

Chasing after Littlejohn, the squad gets into a firefight with the Germans. They kill all the Germans, 

but Cantrell is wounded and has to be carried back to their lines on a makeshift litter. On the way 

back, they encounter another, much larger... 

Episode 24; A Walk with an Eagle: Lt. Hanley, Doc and two privates named Harmon and Palmer are 

ordered to rescue a downed USAAF fighter pilot who bailed out over enemy territory. The hotshot 

pilot is a headstrong ace who exposes them to many risks. 

Episode 17; The Cassock: King company is quickly overrunning a French Village, and the German 

withdrawal is in complete chaos. Most of the German troops are killed, wounded, or captured in the 

action, but one German officer, Hertzbrun, tries to blow a bridge before he leaves the village. Unable 

to blow the bridge during the attack, he takes refuge in a Catholic church where he exchanges his 

uniform for the vestments a priest and becomes "Father Hertzbrun." His intention is to impersonate 

a priest long enough for him to finish setting his charges, blow the bridge, and make his escape. 

Much to his dismay, as soon as the fighting is finished, he is asked by a GI to hear his confession. 

Unfortunately for Hertzbrun, he really has no experience in priestly matters, and his ineptitude leads 

to the failure of his ruse. A 44 year old James Whitmore is a pleasure to watch as he plays the 

German officer masquerading as a priest. 
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Come Back To The Five And Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean (1982) 
 

The Disciples of James Dean meet up on the anniversary of his 

death and mull over their lives in the present and in flashback, 

revealing the truth behind their complicated lives. Who is the 

mysterious Joanne and what's the real story behind Mona's son, 

James Dean Junior? I love Robert Altman films. Why? Because 

they always tell real human stories. This is no exception. The cast 

is excellent. Especially Sandy Dennis and Cher. The story of three 

girls and a friend who reunite in their small town. With Sandy 

Dennis recollection of how things were being quite different from 

the other girls. It is excellent. It is soft and sad in a way. The 

ending, with the same location 10 years after looking old and 

forgotten. Which holds true for any place at a given time. I wish I 

could find it on video or D.V.D. One of Robert Altman's best. 
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Come Te Nessuno Mai (But Forever In My Mind) (1999) 
 

This movie is full of energy. Is very quick. The plot itself it is about 

students who want to make love for the first time and to iniciate 

in politics by taking school by force (that's obviously an excuse to 

find girls to do what they want to do). The actions happen fast. It 

is like this. Silvio (GREAT GOD SILVIO MUCCINO brother of 

director who also wrote the story and screenplay) and Ponzi are 

great friends. Who will start making love and how many minutes 

will last? In between there is the take of school against 

privatization. But that is an excuse of course. They want to meet 

girls and make love and whatever. There are funny things like 

characters looking at the camera, and the speed is so fast that 

when you look at your watch the movie is gone and you feel full 

of energy. To me all the actors are great but SILVIO MUCCINO is 

awesome. He is looking what can't happen at home. If I forgot something I'll write again. Give it a 

try. You'll be having a good time remember those teen ages (16 or 17). Don't miss a detail, watch 

what they do, the position of the cameras, etc. To me this movie is AWESOME. 
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Coming Out (1989) 
 

Reportedly the first film to come out of East Germany to deal 

openly with gay issues. Philipp, a closeted teacher is dating a 

female collegue to keep up appearances. One night, by 'accident' 

he stumbles into a gay bar, meets and promptly falls in love with a 

young man. Transformed by this love he is no longer afraid to face 

up to who he is. Ultimately this is a difficult movie to judge in 

relation to content, because it is the only movie from East 

Germany (and perhaps central Europe) dealing with coming out 

and homosexuality in a somewhat objective manner. East 

Germany was, for a communist country, rather liberal 

(homosexuality wasn't illegal, just ignored; women were an 

integral part of the work force and society...), yet still communist. 

I am a bit confused by one writer's comment regarding Bush's 

oppressive America...I think it rather resembles this movie. But I 

digress. Overall, the movie is a success given its origin. No tragedies, but rather a man who struggles 

with his identity and ultimately accepts himself emotionally as a gay man. I guess it is a period piece 

as much as 'In and Out' may be considered a period piece. Maybe historical representation would be 

a better term, in particular with this movie, given the timing of its release. The ending is left rather 

open, leaving the viewer wondering where Philipp might next end up. Maybe there was supposed to 

be a sequel? We'll never know, I guess. And yes, he does look good in a pair of jeans. 
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Coming Unglued (Let's Ruin Dad's Day) (1999) 
 

When a man (Judge Reinhold) goes for an interview for a major 

new job, his kids mistake the move as a decision that their parents 

are splitting up. The two kids then set out to make sure that Dad 

doesn't get the job. 12-year-old Jason (14-year-old Cody Jones) 

mistakenly suspects his parents are splitting up when his Dad 

announces he's leaving for a job interview in Chicago. In a very 

funny misguided attempt to save his family, Jason and his 14-year-

old sister follow him to Chicago to ruin dad's day. Slight, but good 

for a family fun night! Paul (Judge Reinhold) is a school 

administrator who has been offered a job in Chicago. His wife 

Laura (Joely Fisher) is a physician, so moving to another city would 

be more difficult for her. When their son accidentally overhears an 

argumentative conversation between his parents, he convinces his 

older sister that their parents are about to go through the Big D 

(divorce). So, a road trip to Chicago begins for all four family members, under various circumstances. 

Dad is interviewing for the job, Mother is planning a secret celebration, and the children are out to 

keep their parents together. In Chicago, a comedy of errors is about to begin. What will the final 

result be? This film, slight as it is, is still fun for families on a Saturday night together. There is a lot of 

physical humor, Chicago scenery, and nice performances by the child actors. Reinhold is deft at 

comedic expressions while Fisher adds a nice touch, although there is not enough screen time for 

her. Good clean fun is so rare these days. Grab this one soon...it has some good moments. 
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Comme Un Frere (Like A Brother) (2005) 
 

Sebastien (Benoît Delière) is a small town boy who moves to Paris 

and begins to explore the gay night life there. When a friend from 

back home calls to announce he's coming to Paris, Sebastien 

confronts some unrequited feelings. The directors and star of 

Comme un frere were in town for a screening at the London 

Lesbian & Gay Film Festival yesterday. The screening I attended 

looked to be a sell-out, but I can only think that the audience was 

primarily attracted by the cunning use of a "boys on the beach" 

promotional photograph rather than any Fesitival buzz 

surrounding the film itself. One of the directors spoke rather 

charmingly (in French) about how he was inspired by British 

cinema, particularly by the gritty realism of Mike Leigh and 

Stephen Frears. He found their films, however, too "noir" and 

hoped to make something more optimistic in Comme un frere. 

Well, all I can say is that the French idea of optimism is like the Luftwaffe's idea of town planning, so 

hopes were not particularly high. Comme un frere (Like a Brother) is the tale of Zack (Benoit Deliere), 

a pretty blond lad who has come to Paris to explore his sexuality. He clubs, he hooks up on chat 

lines, he has a beauty routine that would put Elizabeth Arden to shame. But, as seems to be 

obligatory in all French cinema, he is pining for something. That something is Romain (the 

extraordinarily beautiful Thibault Boucaux), his best friend, left behind in the Styx when Zack moved 

to the big city. Scenes of Zack and Romain on the beach, hanging about in cafés and even 

(platonically) sharing a bed have a tendresse that is deeply touching - but their scenes are filmed in a 

washed out grey that removes any sense of what made this time special for young Zack. By contrast, 

the Paris scenes have a colourful vibrancy that makes one wonder why on earth Zack would be 

pining for his dreary seaside town, with or without the lovely Romain. If you're thinking "It seems to 

me I've heard that song before" then you've nailed the problem with Comme un frere. Young men 

with unrequited crushes on their best friends have been a staple of gay cinema since the year dot, 

and Comme un frere has nothing new or fresh to add. The performances are generally good, with 

some real star potential from Boucaux, and the sex scenes are filmed with urgency and passion, but 

the inconclusive ending (which really does seem as if the producers just ran out of money and had to 

stop filming) and the absence of anything to make this stand out from the crowd make it a fairly 

lacklustre affair. 
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Commercial Breakdown (Carrott's Commercial Breakdown) (1989) 
 

A tear-jerker of the highest order, Commercial Breakdown combines a true love story with a 

haunting soundtrack to create an illusion of a disparaging world devoid of light and soul. Arguably 

McGrath's finest work - a masterpiece of presentation. The lighting and sound contribute to an 

enchanting ensemble of elements which rouse the spirit and simultaneously devours the 

nonchalance of humanity. It is said in hushed voices behind closed doors that the tagline to 

Commercial Breakdown is "ex rory, scienta" (from Rory, science). It doesn't surprise me. A 

programme of the highest reverence, Commercial Breakdown will have you crying out of all three of 

your eyes. A cracking watch. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1989) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 
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Common Threads: Stories From The Quilt (1989) 
 

This film recounts the lives and deaths of various victims of AIDS 

who are commemorated in the AIDS quilt. It is a massive cloth 

collecting each piece as a memorial for each victim of the disease 

to both show the death toll and to show the humanity of the 

victims to those who would rather demonize them. I was on staff 

at the Names Project during the making of this film and am 

honored to have been so. This film won the 1989 Academy Award 

for Feature Documentary. As has been stated by others, this is not 

an easy film to see, but I would encourage anyone who wants a 

greater understanding of the devastating impact of AIDS to view 

it. To have worked in the Names Project workshop and seen 

firsthand the care and love poured into each panel of the quilt 

was both a privilege and, ultimately, a devastating experience. 

Some of the people I worked with there are now gone - died of 

AIDS themselves - and I still think of them and miss them. See this film. As for the comment about a 

world view, the film does mention some worldwide statistics. However, one of the main points of 

the film is that the United States government was abysmally slow in its response to the AIDS 

epidemic - so there is a reason for the focus on the U.S. 
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Compulsion (1959) 
 

Based very closely on the Loeb-Leopold murder case, the second 

half of the movie is primarily taken from defense attorney 

Clarence Darrow's actual courtroom presentation. In 1924 

Chicago Jonathan Wilk (Darrow) is asked to defend two wealthy 

young men who have murdered a boy. Chicago, 1924. Two 

brilliant, wealthy, but psycho young men set out for thrills and go 

much too far. Meanwhile, their fellow law student Sid Brooks 

helps identify the murdered body of a kidnap victim and finds a 

clue to the killers...who firmly believe they can outsmart all 

opponents with ease. Result - a sensational case with defense 

attorney Jonathan Wilk putting capital punishment itself on trial. 

We can add Welles to Wilde, Monroe and others who we never 

respected until they were gone. His pleading for the lives of those 

crazy boys (as Clarence Darrow did) is an eloquent plea for the 

ending of the death penalty. Funny, how a barometer like the death penalty tells us so much about a 

society's relative civility. The U.S. had backed away from it, but is now swinging back toward even 

public executions (which I would much prefer, as they show all of us how barbaric we have become). 

Note that the movie dwells on their 'craziness' and 'richness', not the Jewishness or the homosexual 

relationships that evoked the wrath of the public in the real case. Both Dillman and Dean Stockwell 

do an excellent job of drawing out your anger until you find yourself one of the mob yelling for 

blood. To stem the tide, in comes Orson Welles. Welles' phrasing and meaningful looks struck me 

again with what a magnificent actor he was, as well as director. Now I have to go read 'Compulsion', 

the novel around which this movie was made, to determine what was left out and if it would have 

contributed to some of the obviously omitted details that make this movie a little choppy. This 

movie performs the task that great art must take on itself: to provide us insights into life and how it 

should be lived. That can be done either negatively or positively, by point or counter-point. Of 

course, unless you had some excellent writers and actors of the stature of Welles, you wouldn't 

come up to the quality of this movie. Definitely, black and white contributed to the brooding quality 

of the film. Color would have detracted, and you'll seldom 'hear' me say this. 
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Coneheads (1993) 
 

An alien couple known as Beldar and Prymatt with cone-shaped 

heads from the planet called Remulak is mistakingly ditched on 

earth, during a scouting mission for planet conquest. While here, 

they dodge the INS, have a child and discover that life on Earth is 

quite good. But unfortunately they are being chased by the 

government who knows something is not quite right with the 

Conehead family. After they are rescued and taken back to their 

planet, Belder is told to come back and destroy planet Earth! An 

alien couple with cone-shaped heads (Dan Aykroyd and Jane 

Curtin) from the planet "Remulak" is mistakingly ditched on earth. 

While waiting to be recalled to their mother planet, they start a 

family and have a little daughter. They try to adapt to earth 

customs by living in middle-class suburbia. Meanwhile, their 

daughter grows up to be a teenager (Michelle Burke) who has 

difficulties fitting in with her peers or accepting the fact that at some point, she has to return to 

"Remulak" with the rest of the family. Dan Aykroyd and Jane Curtin reprise their roles from Saturday 

Night Live on to the big screen. The film is filled with countless classic cameos that really make this 

film. Jason Alexander as the follically challenged neighbor and Chris Farley as Connie Conehead's 

boyfriend are especially hilarious. I really wondered if you could pull off a feature film from basically 

a 5 minute TV skit...but the script is so well written with so many funny jokes...David Spade is 

another who delivers line after line as the smarmy kiss butt assistant to Michael McKean's character. 

But it's the talent of Aykroyd and Curtin, two comedy veterans who really drive this one home. 

Laughs all around, I loved it! 
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Connie And Carla (2004) 
 

After accidentally witnessing a mafia hit in the Windy City, gal pals 

Connie and Carla skip town for L.A., where they go way 

undercover as singers working the city's dinner theater circuit...as 

drag queens. Now, it's not enough that they become big hits on 

the scene; things get extra-weird when Connie meets Jeff -- a guy 

she'd like to be a woman with. If you go looking for an Academy 

favorite, you'll not enjoy this film. If you want to laugh yourself 

silly and just have a romp with fun, this will be a blast. Toni 

Collette is perfect as a woman pretending to be a man pretending 

to be a woman. From the moment she catches herself NOT 

lowering her voice followed by an attempt at a drag queen's 

overdone smile, she wins you over. Her silly and girlish character 

is a winner...especially after opening an unknown package in the 

car. Nia Vardalos will never win an acting award, but still has fun developing her own roles that she 

clearly writes for herself. She exudes self confidence, taking on the leadership role of the friendship. 

She allows us to see the weaknesses of her character here, however, making it a happy departure 

from My Big Fat Greek Wedding where she was so full of self doubt. You'll be hardpressed to find 

better on screen chemistry between any two people that will be beat Collette and Vardalos in 

Connie and Carla. David Duchovney and Stephan Spinella are also highly effective in the role as 

anguished brothers, ultimately proving the well known theory about blood and water. Duchoveny, 

within moments can make you hate his character and then go doe eyed for him again. Spinella came 

close to making me cry. These four are surrounded by a wonderful ensemble cast, who were 

gratefully not over stereotyped. They were not portrayed as bitchy, fingernail weilding mockerys of 

the drag queen stereotype, but rather as caring individuals who feel they have a common bond and 

love enough to go around, regardless of your orientation, job description, or gender. Go see this one. 

Even is it's just for the music, which by the way, is awesome! 
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Consenting Adult (1985) 
 

Young and shy Jeff discovers his attraction to men. After 

struggling with himself he comes out to his parents. Mum 

eventually listens to his son and tries to understand his feelings, 

but his Dad would rather die - which, in the end, he really does, 

leaving behind a mother, her son and his friend to work those 

things out Jeff and his Dad had never the courage to talk about. I 

recently saw a late night presentation of it...and it 'is' a very good 

movie. The main character, Jeff, is a young popular college 

student who is struggling to deal with what's he's known all his 

life...that he's gay. He musters up the courage to come out to his 

mother (Marlo Thomas) and asks her for help. His mom is 

unnerved by the news...but tries her best to remain supportive in 

front of Jeff (in spite of insisting that he seek therapy to "fix" the 

situation). Jeff's father (Martin Sheen) though is another story. 

The idea of his son being gay is more than unnerving to him...it's devastating. So devastating that he 

can barely face his son, and intentionally avoids him. As a result, this seemingly tight family unit 

begins to unravel, and it becomes obvious that they may have some other unresolved issues that 

they never dealt with. As Jeff continues to seek counseling and even goes out on a date with a 

woman, to hopefully "cure" himself...he realizes that it is something that he can't change, and begins 

to accept his homosexuality...and even goes as far to defend another student who gets harassed for 

being gay. Perhaps the most provocative moment in the film is when he and another young man 

(who goes to the same school) both find themselves in a local diner in the midnight hour. After they 

make nervous eye contact and small talk...Jeff and he wind up being intimate (though it's only 

implied, not seen). Now Jeff KNOWS that he's gay, and that there is no turning back. When Jeff then 

tells his parents that he is no longer going to therapy, and confesses to having had sex with another 

man all hell breaks loose and an ugly shouting match between father and son ensues with mom 

caught in the middle. Though the over the top melodrama and angst, as well as the quest to cure 

this kids gayness via a psychiatrist may seem a bit dated by 2004 standards...luckily it ends on a 

redeeming and positive note as Jeff fully accepts his homosexuality and even finds a boyfriend. 

Overall, the movie is very compelling and will tug at the heart. 
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Consenting Adults (2007) 
 

This is a film based on the life of the Wolfenden family and some characters in the city of Reading, 

England. Wolfenden whose son, Jeremy, professess to being Queer, is asked to chair a Home Office 

committee to look at the laws on Prostitution and Homosexuality. The story follows at least three 

story arcs. ONE. Wolfenden starting up the committee and dealing with the people who are 

interviewed, then coming to a decision about the laws surrounding prostitution and homosexuality. 

TWO. Jeremy Wolfenden's life as a young homosexual man in 1950s Britain. His arrival and sucess at 

Oxford, his stresses as a 'queer' man and the debates between him and his Father. THREELabourer, 

Charlie Bollard's relationship with '23 men' and particularly with Parker the baker with whom he 

becomes obsessed. Bollard is arrested and charged with 'offences' and sees his former partners 

sentenced to 'an average of 3 and a half years in goal'. The intertwining stories tell the story of the 

what it was like to be homosexual in 1950s England. This is the biography of John Wolfenden's 

personal and professional struggle to reform the British law concerning homosexuality. As the film is 

set in the 50's, the views on homosexuality are very conservative. Much of the time is spent on 

attacking homosexuality as repugnant and revolting. If it was not made by the BBC, one would be 

inclined to think this film serves as a homophobic attack against homosexuals. The simple plot is told 

so plainly, and the characters are not engaging enough. The result is that the film is at times too flat, 

because it lacks the drama to captivate the viewers. I find the personal struggle of John Wolfenden is 

not so well portrayed. I would have liked more time dedicated to the relationship between him and 

his gay son. This film recounts the historic moment of the law change, but the film is rather 

forgettable. It could certainly be improved. 
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Conundrum (1996) 
 

A cop and her partner are trying to break a gambling racket in the 

Vietnamese community. But when her partner's wife is murdered 

in a gruesome manner, the case takes on a personal cast, and 

they are up against the cops on their own precinct, as well as the 

villains on the street...and even each other. 
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Convicts (1991) 
 

In 1902 Texas, 13-year-old Horace (15-year-old Lukas Haas) goes 

to work on old Soll's farm to earn enough money to buy a 

headstone for his father's grave. Unfortunately for Horace, Soll's 

senility, ill health, and obsession with the convict labor he uses to 

work the farm, make it unlikely that Horace will ever be paid the 

$12.50 Soll owes him for 6 months work. A slice of reality about a 

Texas convict farm. Robert Duvall gives a creditable performance 

as the supervisor of a convict farm in 1902 Texas who befriends a 

young boy (Lukas Haas). The screenplay, written by Horton Foote, 

contrasts the difficulties of growing up and growing old. Duvall's 

character is senile and suffering ill health. He alienates himself 

from family and associates - except for a former convict assigned 

to his charge, the young boy who reminds him of his youth, and a 

couple who live in the village store. It's a nice set piece, and the 

warm colors create a real feeling of turn-of-the-century South. While Duvall's character could have 

been fleshed out more, he does an excellent job as a man intent on dying on his own terms with 

help from his young charge. 
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Cool Dog (2010) 
 

A new Lassie to hit the shelves? This movie is definitely intended 

for the children and young audience. I am sure that children of all 

ages will love the dog in the movie. To me, it seemed like a 2010 

version to reinvent "Lassie", just with a new name and a new 

breed of dog. The story is fairly easy to follow, though I found it to 

be over the top in the level of sassy and stupidity. But of course, I 

looked at it with adult eyes, not the eyes of a child. For children, I 

am sure that the things that happen in the movie will be fun, and 

that the children will totally buy into all the things that this dog 

apparently is capable of doing. Everything in this movie was so 

stereotypical. You have a small town family moving to the big city 

(New York, in this case), and of course life in small towns is 

apparently all idyllic and cozy, while life in the big city is stressful, 

lacking color and luster, and just a constant buzz of activity. Then 

you have the wicked stepmother. And Christa Campbell was doing such a horrible work portraying 

that role. Normally she is alright in movies, but this? Wow... Anyway, moving on, the small town boy 

(11-year-old Jackson Pace) is being bullied by the kids in the new school, again something 

stereotypical. And the landlords of their building, wow, that was an insult to landlords, New Yorkers 

and people everywhere. The stereotypical lists doesn't end here, but I will cut it short. The dog was 

actually lovable and it had been trained well, because it performed well in the movie and the many 

various scenes it was doing. For families with children and for kids of all ages, the movie "Cool Dog" 

would be worth sitting down together and watch, because it is a heartwarming story and a likable 

one at that. But as an adult, this movie was just too far out there. I remember watching "Lassie" 

when I was a kid, so I think "Cool Dog" is a good attempt at bringing the spirit of "Lassie" back in the 

way of an up-to-date story and have a new dog star as the 'hero'. 
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Cool Hand Luke (1967) 
 

Luke Jackson is a cool, gutsy prisoner in a Southern chain gang, 

who, while refusing to buckle under to authority, keeps escaping 

and being recaptured. The prisoners admire Luke because, as 

Dragline explains it, "You're an original, that's what you are!" 

Nevertheless, the camp staff actively works to crush Luke until he 

finally breaks. Lucas Jackson, natural born world shaker, someone 

with more guts than brains, a man who refuses to conform to the 

rules he has been given. Sent to a prison camp for a misdemeanor 

Luke soon gains respect and becomes an idol. He has some fun in 

jail doing things for the hell of it, after his mother dies the Bosses 

put him in the box afraid he might want to attend the funeral. 

When he gets out he runs and gets caught and runs and gets 

caught, the bosses try to break him but he just won't break. Luke 

is sent to a prison camp, where he gets a reputation as a hard 

man. The head of the gang hates him, and tries to break him by beating him up. It doesn't work, and 

he gains respect. His mother dies, and he escapes, but is caught, escapes again, and is caught again. 

Will the camp bosses ever break him? One of the reasons that the late 60s/early 70s was such a 

powerful era in filmmaking is the emergence of the anti-hero (defined as an individual with heroic 

qualities, but not in a position we would usually find a hero). This is symbolized greatly in 'Cool Hand 

Luke'. We can identify with Luke because his crime is venial and his concerns over the great 

questions of life are ours. It is because of this and his persuasive charm that the other prisoners 

(played remarkably well by Kennedy and a host of others to include Wayne Rogers, Ralph Waite, 

Dennis Hopper and one of the actors who played a crewmember on 'Alien') live vicariously through 

him. Filled with memorable scenes (the boxing match, 50 eggs, the fealty of his fellow prisoners who 

help him finish his food after his stomach is shrunk in solitary confinement, 'shakin' it here boss', the 

sneezing dogs, and of course the carwash part) and outstanding character development (created by 

what is said and what is not said, i.e. the visiting brother), one of screen history's most repeated 

lines and the great acting of Newman, this movie deserves to be called a classic. Released the same 

year as 'Bonnie and Clyde', it makes one long for the days when you needed a real script to make a 

movie. 
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Cop And ½ (Cop & 1/2) (Cop And A Half) (1993) 

 

Devon Butler (9-year-old Norman D. Golden II) is an 8-year-old 

who dreams of being a cop. He watches police TV shows, knows 

police procedures, and plays cops and robbers with his friend Ray. 

One day, while snooping around in a warehouse, he witnesses a 

murder. He goes to the police, who want the information, but 

won't get it until they make Devon a cop. The police then team 

him with veteran cop (and child hater) Nick McKenna, and the 

two team up in comic series of events to find the killer. Nick 

McKeena is a tough, fearless, solitary and resentful Florida's cop. 

After an operation to apprehend drugs, his partner dies during a 

shooting, and McKeena takes the responsibility of the tragedy. 

Devon Butler is a little kid who is obsessed for cop-movies, and 

dreams of becoming a policeman, living the most dangerous 

adventures. After testifying on a murder practiced by an Italian 

crime boss, Devon decides to help the police arrest the criminal, 

with one condition - he is to be a cop for a few days, and solitary Nick ends up being chosen as 

Devon's partner. Together, the two will have great adventures and they will be hunted by the 

mafioso, at the same time in that a paternal relationship will be born between both. When a pint-

sized 8-year-old kid witnesses a murder he offers to help the police, if they make him a cop, too. 

Saddled with this streetwise sidekick, a hardboiled cop is forced to take his new partner seriously as 

they race the clock to bring the bad guys to justice. Is there no end to the indignities Burt Reynolds 

has to suffer as his career rattles down an apparently bottomless bin chute? Still a few years away 

from the ignominy of the 'Universal Soldier' sequels, in this movie the poor bastard looks so beaten 

down by his spiral into will-work-for-food status that it's almost poignant. 'Cop and a Half' is a 

pathetically unfunny, obvious and predictable so-called comedy that has Reynolds's hard-hearted 

plod lumbered with Norman D. Golden II, a kid suffering from Eddie Murphy syndrome who 

witnesses a murder and won't give up the information unless he can be a cop for a day. The premise 

is, of course, dumb, unbelievable and tiresome, but it could have been carried off with slightly less 

embarrassing banter and stupid guff like the scenes where the kid is actually allowed to answer 

phones in the police station and stop people for speeding. Is this the nadir of the buddy cop genre? 

It surely is. The movie, directed for some unknown reason by Henry 'Fonzie' Winkler, is a charmless, 

witless caper. It makes unreasonable demands on its audience by asking us to sit through scene after 

painful scene in which Reynolds and the kid – get this – don't get on, and then abruptly changing 

gear so they can bond for no discernible reason. It doesn't help that Golden gives Michael Oliver a 

run for his money in the charmless kid actor stakes, but even if he was Mara Wilson gene spliced 

with Jonathan Lipnicki it wouldn't make his wisecracks any funnier. His revenge on his principal and 

school bullies are outstandingly predictable, while Reynolds learning to be a better person is obvious 

three seconds into the movie. Easily one of the worst films ever made, this is thick-headed, ill-

conceived and puerile. 
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Cornbread, Earl And Me (1975) 
 

A 12-year-old (14-year-old Laurence Fishburne) is traumatised by 

the murder of his friend, a star basketball player. Nathaniel 

"Cornbread" Hamilton was the black urban dream and a hero to 

youngsters Wilford Robinson and Earl Carter (15-year-old Tierre 

Turner). Shortly before he would have become the first man from 

his community to go to college, he demonstrates his scholarship-

winning running ability to his friends and admirers in the 

neighborhood. At the same time, the police are on a manhunt for 

an armed rapist. They mistake Cornbread for the rapist and shoot 

him dead in the street. In the aftermath of the community's 

shattered dream, and in the face of an intimidating police cover-

up, Wilford is determined not to betray the memory of his hero. 

Promising film hampered it's by music. This is a rather well done 

film with great performances. Where it drops the ball is on the 

overdramatic music that sledgehammers the emotional tone of the more dramatic scenes. It resists 

the temptation of villianizing all of the antagonists, especially the judge (which no doubt would've 

been portrayed as racist and corrupt in a similar film made today). Bernie Casey (who I'll always 

think of as U.N Jefferson in Revenge Of The Nerds) is terrific and it's too bad I don't see him in too 

many films today. Great 70's feel and the first appearance of Larry Fishburn makes this a film to 

check out. 
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Corpse Bride (2005) 
 

Set back in the late 1800s in a Victorian village, a man and woman 

by the names of Victor Van Dort and Victoria Everglot are 

betrothed because the Everglots need the money or else they'll 

be living on the streets and the Van Dorts want to be hight in 

society. But when things go wrong at the wedding rehearsal, 

Victor goes into the woods to practice his vows. Just as soon as he 

gets them right, he finds himself married to Emily, the corpse 

bride. While Victoria waits on the other side, there's a rich 

newcomer that may take Victor's place. So two brides, one 

groom, who will Victor pick? When an arranged marriage 

between Victor Van Dort and Victoria Everglot reaches the 

rehearsals, Victor starts to worry. Spending time alone in the 

forest, Victor decides to practice on his own. Everything seems to 

go well, until he accidentally puts the ring upon the hand of a 

corpse. Before he knows it, Victor is in the land of dead and now has a corpse bride. Whilst 

everyones worries about who Victoria will marry in the land of the living, Victor desperately finds a 

way to get back. A man, after butchering his lines at his wedding rehearsal, is sent into the woods to 

practice his vows. He preforms his vows perfectly and places the ring on a twig on the ground. It 

turns out the twig was really the hand of the Corpse Bride, who now claims she is his legal wife. A 

man named Victor is to marry a woman named Victoria. But he jumbles his vows and goes into the 

woods to practice. But when he finally gets it right, he says his vows correctly and places the ring on 

a weird looking twig in the ground. Then he is whisked to the Land of the Dead by a Corpse Bride 

claiming to be his rightful wife. Blue-tinted, eye-ball-popping, maggot-infested beauty Emily has 

become known as the Corpse Bride after waiting for her fiancé where the couple planned to 

rendezvous before getting hitched. When her groom arrives, he kills her, and she rests in the ground 

to wait for her soul mate, whether he knows he is the Corpse Bride's groom or not. It's a cold dark 

night, the moon is full, the stars are bright and the forest is a little bit creepy. Wandering through the 

black mangled trees, Victor just can't memorize his wedding vows. Victor's hesitance towards 

marriage causes him to jumble the words. Two prominent families have arranged their children to 

be married in order to overcome financial difficulties. As the objects of betrothal, Victor and Victoria 

met for the first time the night before their wedding. It only makes sense that Victor, a groom with 

cold feet, would have trouble remembering tedious wedding vows. Thus Victor ends up in the dark 

forest ringing his hands and muttering his vows, the vows that the Corpse Bride hears, bringing her 

out of the grave. Victor suddenly finds himself married to another woman, a voluptuous bombshell 

bride who also happens to be dead. Whisked away to the Land of the Dead, Victor finds out that 

living amongst corpses is not as easy as it seems. Heads easily loose their owners and eyes never 

seem to stay in their sockets, an adjustment that Victor seems reluctant to accept. Once taken into 

the Land of the Dead, it is nearly impossible to return, causing Victor to choose between risking 

Victoria's life or giving up his own. Victor messed up his vows during a wedding rehearsal, and is 

traveling through the woods, reciting his vows. He stops to rest in the woods, and while practicing, 

he gets them right and puts his wedding ring on a finger-shaped stick in the ground and says his 

wedding vows. The stick turns out to be a rotted finger belonging to a murdered girl, who returns as 



a zombie and insists that she is now Victor's lawfully wedded wife. Set in a small English town in the 

Victorian days, Victor Van Dort and Victoria Everglot are betrothed to be married. Victor's parents 

are doing it to be up high in society. Victoria's parents are doing it for the money because they're 

penniless. At the rehearsal, Victor goofs up his vows. He sets off into the woods to practice and 

when he finally gets them right he puts the ring on Emily's finger, thinking it's a stick, and finds 

himself married to Emily, the corpse bride, and she claims they are husband and wife. She takes 

Victor down to the Land of the Dead with her and leaves Victoria anxiously waiting for him. Don't let 

the creepy title of this animated, musical tale throw you off. In the tradition of other excellent, 

animated features of recent years, The Corpse Bride will surely rank as one of the best. Granted, this 

kind of film may not be for all tastes, but if you can get past the title and are game for a wondrous, 

haunting world of fantasy and love, then this is your meal ticket. Victor and his parents meet Victoria 

and her family to attend a wedding rehearsal. Unbeknownst to Victor's family, it seems Victoria's 

parents are broke and desperately need the marriage to secure their future. Yet, marriage is new to 

the nervous Victor, and when he gets jittery at the church, he runs off and into the woods to collect 

his thoughts. There, he jokingly recites his wedding vows and slips his wedding band on a finger 

shaped piece of what appears to be wood. The next thing he knows, the wooden finger is a real 

finger belonging to a former bride, and she has sprung 'alive' to his offer of marriage. As Victor reels 

in horror and confusion at his 'corpse bride', he is whisked away to another world of people who 

have died. While the corpse bride is partly decomposed, she retains much of her former beauty. Yet 

others in this strange land are mere skeletons and rotted flesh. It turns out that the corpse bride was 

to be married, but her groom had evil plans for her. She has been waiting for her true love ever since 

her demise. Meanwhile, Victoria's parents are approached by a mysterious, handsome suitor who 

wants to marry Victoria. Victor must make a fateful decision and choose between the two brides 

even as the dead descend on the land of the living for a wedding ceremony like none other. One 

groom and two brides-what to do? This is Tim Burton's latest foray into stop motion animation, and 

he and Mike Johnson direct with economy from a relatively simple screenplay by John August, 

Pamela Pettler, and Caroline Thompson. The characters, especially Victor and the corpse bride, are 

well etched and create an emotional bond with the audience. Although we want Victor to marry his 

love Victoria, we grow to feel sympathy and attachment to the corpse bride as well. As for the 

images of the dead, Burton and company do a delightful job of making what, on the outset, could be 

grotesque and turning them into energized, playful souls. There is a terrific Peter Lorre homage with 

a worm who keeps popping in and out of the bride's eye socket. After a short time, the skeletal limbs 

and discolored dead no longer seem frightening or gross. Ironically the most colorful sequences 

involve the world of the dead while the living are painted in austere, lifeless mutes of gray. Much of 

the production team are veterans of other Burton films. Longtime collaborator Danny Elfman again 

provides an atmospheric score and a handful of nifty, little songs to move things along. Even the 

voices of the principals are Burton alumni, Johnny Depp and Helena Bonham Carter (Burton's 

significant other). Give Depp credit for voicing a British sounding character convincingly while others 

like Emily Watson, Albert Finney, Christopher Lee and Tracey Ullman, to name a few, are quite 

effective at bringing their figures to life. It's a testament to Burton's imaginative appeal that twice 

the usual number of major acting talents contributed to this work. For all those who loved Burton's 

earlier produced efforts, The Nightmare Before Christmas (whose ghoulish nature is quite similar) 

and James and the Giant Peach, this is a worthy followup. The animation itself is virtually seamless, 

and the characters and figures move as in real life. It is a far cry from the Rankin-Bass Christmas 

specials of the 1960's. The set designs and costumes are very much Gothic in style. It seems that 



Burton is drawing from his own films or is perpetuating his influences as evidenced in his previous 

films like Beetlejuice, Batman, and Edward Scissorhands particularly in his obsession with the good 

and evil in man. It also delves into the perception of life versus death. Who is really alive and who 

acts like the nonliving? It is evident that the true antecedent of The Corpse Bride is Burton's own 

version of Washington Irving's Sleepy Hollow with a nod toward Dickens (with its contrast in class 

distinction and its unsavory characters), especially the Miss Havisham character in Great 

Expectations. The Corpse Bride marks a continuing peak in the current revival of animated feature 

films which was signaled by Toy Story a decade earlier and has been raised to new heights with such 

recent triumphs as Shrek and Finding Nemo. The final shot is a wondrous, memorable end that 

recalls the transformation scene in Disney's classic, Beauty and the Beast. In fact, so good is its 

animation and technique that it is easy to forgive any shortcomings in what is basically a one act, 

one note story albeit told with sincerity. With just a bit more pathos and storyline, Burton's team 

would have had an instant classic. It's a near miss, but its status as the best animated film of the year 

is secure. 
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Country Town (1971) 
 

In this movie version of Bellbird a reporter, Philip Henderson stirs up the town further when they are 

already suffering with a drought. 
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Cowboy Angels (2006) 
 

Paris, La Chapelle neighborhood in the 18th arrondissement. 11-

year-old Pablo (Diego Mestanza) coldly puts up with his mother's 

messy life. Abandoned for the umpteenth time, he decides to set 

out to find his Spanish father. He hires Louis, a poker player who 

has met with hard times and to whom he has become 

mysteriously attached. But his father turns out to be just an 

illusion. 
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Cowboy Holiday (1934) 
 

Buck's friend Sheriff Simpson is after the Juarez Kid. Buck knows 

the Kid and the Sheriff's description does not fit. Buck then meets 

a one time outlaw who is now the Sheriff's deputy and thinks he is 

posing as the Kid. When a rancher is killed by the supposed Kid, 

Buck has a plan utilizing the real Juarez's Kid's ranch that will trap 

him. This is a bit of a curio western for 2 reasons. A) the hero 

looks a lot like, yes, George W. Bush, and B) The stunt / fight 

coordinators must watch wrestling a lot because whenever 

people get into a fight, they always wind up throwing their 

opponents around (and uh, what WAS the deputy trying to do.. 

mount him?) and always escaping with a high fly through a 

window. This story is about how one cowboy, who just wants a 

vacation from all the cowboying that he does, but gets sucked in 

by a case of identity theft, when a short Mexican 's identity is 

taken by, yes, a tall fat man. No one notices the identity switch, but the guy who is doing the theft 

commits a lot of crimes in town, and everyone blames the Mexican, of course. Only our hero cowboy 

can solve this case! Pretty silly, but not really boring. 
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Cowboy Junction (2006) 
 

The hottest cowboys find themselves falling to the vast desert 

wasteland that is Cowboy Junction: a desolate place with a myriad 

of sex, deception and guns. In this part of the west, the only thing 

a lonesome heart can count on is a bullet in his pistol and his 

undeniable fate. And for one man and one woman, nothing will 

ever be the same. I also saw this movie at a film festival in 

Philadelphia. I knew it was going to be bad when the presenter of 

the film described it as a "guilty pleasure." To me, a guilty 

pleasure is some awful movie you sit through just because one of 

the performers is hot. And I guess that's what happened here, 

except I didn't even really find the cowboy to be that hot with his 

fake southern accent. I think both he and the actress who played 

the wife are decent actors, but any actor, good or bad, would 

choke on the lines these poor actors were given... I wanted to 

walk out but had made the mistake of sitting in the middle of the row, and so to be polite to my 

neighbors, I sat through it all. As if the directing, writing, acting, music, sets, lighting, and 

cinematography all were not bad enough, this film actually adds insult to injury by introducing an 

unnecessary plot detail in the final moments that makes the already flimsy plot absolutely 

incomprehensible. Best I can say about this is that if you're in the mood for a stunningly amateur 

movie, this could be fun to mock, if you're not trapped in a darkened theater where you're expected 

to be respectful. 
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Crab Orchard (Sheeba) (So Others May Live) (2005) 
 

Excellent Film. I really like this movie! Judge Reinhold and Ed 

Asner were terrific as always. The kid (13-year-old Dylan Patton) 

who played Clay was great, especially for such a young actor. The 

flashbacks to the 9-11 stairwell scenes were very realistic, and I 

think the film is a moving story about growing up and separation. 

I could really relate to the family issues. The film also did a 

fantastic job of portraying social issues affecting our country after 

the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. I felt that this historic 

period of American history was used as the setting of this movie 

in a meaningful way instead of just as a backdrop. It was an 

essential part to the story lines of all the main characters and the 

plot of the film. I believe that the movie is sure to move you 

emotionally, but also has some very funny moments. Would 

highly recommend it. 
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Crayola Kids Adventures - 20,000 Leagues Under The Sea (1997) 
 

Writing on behalf of my 5-year-old which has watched this movie 

at least 4 times now. He liked every bit of it... and recreates it in 

the swimming pool. The first time he watched it there was some 

suspenseful parts like when the Nautilus first appeared. The 

actors seemed to really get into their roles (though there are a 

few jokes thrown in that remind you these are kids), which makes 

the movie more fun to watch. The music is catchy and my 5-year-

old is now singing the main song quite regularly. He preferred this 

one to Moby Dick, because Moby Dick had more fighting. So, if 

you like Sea Faring adventures... and you do not have the time to 

watch the lengthier version, this might be a movie you can take a 

bite out of. Now go find the book in the library! With 13-year-old 

Adam Wylie & 13-year-old Phillip Van Dyke. 
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Crayola Kids Adventures - Tales Of Gulliver's Travels (1997) 
 

A condensed family version of Jonathan Swift's classic story of the 

weary traveler Gulliver, who visits magical lands populated by 

giants, cloud dwellers, and the tiny Lilliputians. From the "Crayola 

Kids Adventures" series, which includes background information 

about the author and the context of the story. With 13-year-old 

Adam Wylie, Georgie Cranford, 12-year-old Gary LeRoi Gray & 11-

year-old Joey Sinko. 
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Crazy (2000) 
 

Benjamin (18-year-old Robert Stadlober) is a 16-year-old half-side 

spastic with lousy grades in math, who switches to a boarding 

school to reach grammar school. Acclimatization to the new 

environment is difficult in the first place and he has to struggle 

with the various problems of coming of age, when he falls in love 

to the school's dream girl Malen. This coming-of-age movie is an 

adaptation of the autobiographical bestseller by Benjamin Lebert 

which caused a sensation on the German bookmarket in 1999 

because the author was only 17-years-old when he wrote it. It tells 

the story of a "half-side spastic" boy who keeps changing schools 

in order to pass the math exams at last. His latest school is a 

boarding-school in Southern Bavaria (filmed at the same one that 

the real Benjamin attended), where he finds friends for the first 

time. Each of these misfits has problems of his own but they all 

share the confusion of puberty. This period of life is shown so authentically that everyone in the 

audience will be able to identify with the characters (or remember his/her own youth). The actors 

are excellent (especially Tom Schilling and Julia Hummer) and very well guided by Hans-Christian 

Schmid, who seems to have a knack of discovering young talents. The music is great as well and 

excellently enhances the often melancholy mood of the film. If you liked "Fucking Amal" you'll love 

"Crazy". I hope it will be a success. One of the best teenage movies!!! I think "Crazy" is one of the 

best teenage movies. It's reality! You see all these, sometimes ugly, teenagers and you know that 

this is life. Hollywood films are so unrealistic. For example "American Pie". I love that movie but all 

teenagers look like grown-ups and they are so beautiful. And if you see Nadia and Jim you know that 

in real life such a beautiful girl would never never never even speak with such a loser. I'm sorry, but 

that's reality and that shows "Crazy". The boys aren't cool and don't look like models. Also the girls. 

The film is melancholic just as life is and that's the good thing on that film. (I hope my English isn't so 

bad.) It shows real problems of a teenager not only the adventures or funny sides. But I think that 

because of this reality teenagers don't like that film because the movie reflects their own problems 

and if you see a film you won't be remembered on your problems. That's it! A very realistic and 

catching teenage movie. It seems like Europe has finally developed its own style of teenage movies, 

which is far more appealing to me than the American one. There are indeed a few similarities to 

"Fucking Åmål", and at first I thought "Crazy" to be just some kind of a German copy of it. But then I 

found, it is mainly the realism and the straightness that is similar to FA; and I consider this as a new 

European style. Most of the feelings and emotions of this film have also appeared in my youth, and 

they most probably will in all upcoming generations, too. So, the film is very catching for everybody, 

especially males, who have been a teenager. Some of the people in the audience even shed a tear at 

certain moments. The only thing I thought to be a little unrealistic and even annoying is the way the 

16-year-old boys seemed to think about god. I would think that most boys of that age, unless being 

raised in a strict religious environment, talk about god in a less reflected way. But maybe this is a 

typical Bavarian phenomena, or the producers wanted to push chances of receiving an US-American 

academy award. 
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Crazy Love (1987) 
 

Three 'Bukowskian' torrid nights in the life of a man in search of 

love. Harry Voss (14-year-old Geert Hunaerts), 12-years-old, is 

young and naive. Love, for him, is romantic love between princes 

and princesses demurely kissing each other on the mouth. His 

father is a hero who kidnapped his mother and married her on a 

lonely mountain peak... Later on, he'll do the same. But Harry has 

a lot to learn. He also learns that there are handsome men and 

ugly ones, that love can be unfair. That one can find comfort in 

drinking... but above all he learns that man is capable of anything - 

absolutely anything! - to get his fair share of love. Effectively 

translates Bukowski's stories to Europe. People familiar with 

Charles Bukowski know that much of his work deals with the area 

he lives in, LA. Therefor it is surprising that the makers of this film 

managed go effectively translate his stories to an European setting 

and still maintaining a lot of his philosophy on life. The film 

consists on three stories about various days in the life of Harry Voss, who is in actuality Henry 

Chinaski (Bukowski's alter ego). The first two segments take elements from various Bukowski novels, 

poems, and stories and makes them blend together. The third segment is based on the short story 

"The Copulating Mermaid of Venice, CA". The film travels Voss from being an innocent and 

optimistic boy to an acne-scarred outcast teenage to finally a pathetic and perverted drunk. While 

not a flawless film by any means, its probably the best adaptation of Bukowski, beating out both 

"Barfly" and the recent "Factotum". The screenplay makes Voss a sympathetic and human character, 

even when he engages in necrophilia at the end. Apparently Bukowski himself felt that they had 

improved upon his source material with the new ending to the final segment. Overall, this is 

probably the best film I've seen from Belgium (out of the roughly five I've seen). Recommended for 

fans of Bukowski or international cinema. (8/10). 
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Crazy Richard (2002) 
 

At 8-years-old, Richard Veed (Dylan Ettridge) was the highest paid 

and most popular star on television. Five years later, he suffered a 

near-fatal drug overdose and was instantly forgotten. Now, aged 

21, Richard attempts to recapture the spotlight as a promiscuous 

gay teenager in a late-night sitcom. A young filmmaker, Katrina 

Matters, is hired to shoot behind the scenes of Richard's new 

show and becomes entwined in the drama of his real life. It is her 

work that will truly expose Richard to the public, in graphic and 

shocking detail. As the cameras roll, the pressure builds and 

Katrina's voyeurism pushes the fallen angel too far... Crazy 

Richard is the tragic real-life story of the supernova of a star. The 

mock documentary starts out well enough. A preteen child star 

overdoses on drugs and ruins his acting career. Flash forward to 

the present, he is now seeking a comeback by starring in a late 

night gay comedy series. He claims to the media he is straight when he's obviously a flamboyant gay 

young man. He allows a camera crew to follow him around in hopes of creating a buzz that will make 

his series a hit and himself a star again. Problem is, he is still on drugs, caught making out with guys 

at gay clubs, and acting desperate for attention. The idea sounds hilarious. And the lead actor is cute 

in a very odd sort of way, and he delivers his lines very convincingly. But after a very funny start, the 

film starts to fall apart. Things that probably looked funny on a script didn't translate well onto film. 

The main problem here is the dark humor ends up not being funny. It just ends up being dark and 

tragic. It also pokes fun at drug abuse, desperation and death in a way that simply is not funny. It 

also seemed rushed and didn't allow enough time to tell the story or focus enough on the main star, 

who is the most talented actor in this film. That is a big mistake. I really was looking forward to this 

film and rented it on netflix the first day it was released. The description said the film was over 80 

minutes, but the DVD ran just under one hour. No extras/bonus features are included either. I feel if 

you are going to make a comic take on such a dark subject, the story needs to be fleshed out and 

treated as a dark comedy without exploiting things that simply are not funny. In the recent past, way 

too many real life tragic events have happened to famous people and it's simply not funny to me. 

Think Dana Plato for example: nothing was funny about her fall from grace into drugs and death. It's 

tragic. It's almost like making a comedy about a murder or a horrible car crash and poking fun at it. I 

do hope the lead actor gets more parts in films. He's an interesting actor that I'd like to see more of. 

It's not his fault the writers and the director didn't know how to properly flesh out the story, instead 

of rushing it to a finish the last 15 minutes of the film without leaving the viewer satisfied. What a 

shame. Also, the actress playing the director of the documentary was so annoying, I wanted her to 

just shut up. She has a complete lack of any talent and whines and screams 4 letter words the entire 

time. I hope to never see her in a movie again. 
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Creation (2009) 
 

What happens when a world-renowned scientist, crushed by the 

loss of his eldest daughter, formulates a theory in conflict with 

religious dogma? This is the story of Charles Darwin and his 

master-work "The Origin of Species". It tells of a global revolution 

played out the confines of a small English village; a passionate 

marriage torn apart by the most dangerous idea in history; and a 

theory saved from extinction by the logic of a child. Wow! 

Fantastic film in my opinion, I wasn't expecting it to be this good! I 

was captivated from start to finish. It's a very well made and 

educational film that really gives us a fascinating insight into the 

trials Darwin had to go through in order to convey his ideas to the 

world, chronicling his life as he writes "Origin of the Species"; 

fighting both personal demons as well as the ignorant society of 

the time in order to do so. He struggles hard with his mind, body 

and soul as personal matters get to breaking point and even his family seems to slip away...whilst 

the rest of the world stand against him as he knows that his findings literally shake the very 

foundations of their lives, culture and meaning of existence. It's a subtle movie (not over-

exaggerated in any way in that typical Hollywood way, this is a BBC produced British film) yet 

thankfully very powerful in meaning and this is thanks to the amazing well directed scenes as well as 

the superb acting by Bettany. Connelly acts as more of a light supporting role but I did enjoy her in 

this and she's as good as to be expected as always, her chemistry alongside her husband was 

definitely strong and endearing, you could feel the connection, and their real-life husband/wife bond 

definitely shines through their performances. But the star of the show is definitely Bettany and he 

does a brilliant job, a very touching performance, I both understood and sympathised with him as he 

battled his own degrading health and impending "insanity" to try to understand what he has 

uncovered and come to terms with what it all really is and means as he found his thinking contradict 

his feelings, and found himself losing it all including his wife who of course was a firm believer in 

religion and a strict Christian whilst he was in the realm of science, two worlds which could not see 

eye to eye, so their relationship was at stake too. Anyway, a really very good, well acted emotional 

drama and dare I say I did shed a tear during the tragic climax which was truly heartbreaking as well 

as beautifully poignant and moving. The film is symbolic and very intellectually artistic as well, in fact 

I can't wait to watch it again as there was a lot to take in first time round which I missed. Easily one 

of the best films I've seen this year. 
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Cries From The Heart (Touch Of Truth) (1994) 
 

Michael (11-year-old Bradley Pierce) is an autistic 7-year-old child. 

He cannot speak or write. His mother, Karen, sends him to a 

special school to help him learn. Michael is taught to use a 

computer in order to express his feelings. Upon this, Michael 

reveals his fear of one of the ordelies at his school. He reveals he 

was sexualy abused by his guardian there, Jeff. Then ensues a 

courtroom battle, is Michaels evidence reliable? Silent Scream. 

Strightfoward and at the same time painful made for TV movie 

involving a severely autistic 7-year-old boy Michael, Bradley 

Pierce. Michael was well on his way to be cured of his autism 

when he's molested, by one of the persons who's supposed to 

look after him, and not able to tell his parents and therapist what 

happen. Karen, Mellisa Gilbert, has her hands full with her young 

son Michael. We see early in the movie "A Cry from the Heart" 

Michael wondering away from her as she's on the phone with her husband Roger, Marcus Flanagan, 

and almost getting himself run over by a car in the street. Trying to get Michael help for his autism 

Karen gets him enrolled in this special school and dormitory outside town that specialized in 

troubled children like himself. Working with Michael is Terry, Patty Duke, who the boy takes an 

immediate liking too and within days responds to her therapy. This at first impresses his mom, 

Karen, but later makes her feel as if she let him down all these years growing up autistic, by not 

being able to do for him then what Terry is now doing now. The movie has Karen develop a very 

strange hostility toward Terry even though she's doing everything that Karen would have hoped for 

her son, cure him of his autism. There's also the fact that both Karen and her husband Roger are 

separated and she feels that may be a factor it young Michael's autism, and his not being able to 

overcome it. There's also Karen's suspicions of Michael's autism being genetic on her part. In fact 

Michael strangely tells his mom, by typing it out on a computer, that he feels that his father left him 

and Karen because he once broke his car window. With Michael getting better every day in his ability 

to communicate and respond to both Terry and his mom all of a sudden he falls back into the world 

of non-communication that he was in before he entered the school. It's that what brings both Terry 

and Karen together and takes away their differences, or at least Karen's, with each other. In finding 

out what was it that destroyed all the progress that was achieved in by them in getting Michael out 

of the helpless autistic state that he was in. It later turns out that Michael was molested by someone 

near and dear to him and that person may well have molested many other boys like himself who 

he's in charge of. The last half of "Cries from the Heart" is very gripping by changing course with 

Michael together with Terry having to go on trial to testify against his counselor Jeff, Peter Spears, 

for sexually abusing him. It would be really hard for young Michael to testify, this by tapping out his 

answers on a computer keyboard, with Jeff and his parents, in the courtroom. State D.A Ms. Tolbert, 

Lisa Banes, has doubts if Michael could go through with being able to not only testify against Jeff but 

have a jury believe him. With the entire state case against Jeff dependent on Michael's testimony it 

forces D.A Tolbert to put him on the stand and have him relive all the horrors that he went through 

again. Michael goes on to prove that he can handle that, as well as his autism, much better then 

even those who have faith in him ever thought possible. 
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Crime And Punishment (1998) 
 

This TV movie is an excellent adaptation of the classic novel by 

Dostoyevsky. This is the story of Rodya Raskalnikov (Patrick 

Dempsey), an intellectual who is suspended from University and is 

living in poverty in 19th century Russia. Raskalnikov believes that 

in order for great men like Napoleon to accomplish great things, 

they must be above the law. With this as a psychological 

backdrop, he gets the news that his sister has been discharged 

from her governess position and she is considering marrying a rich 

man she doesn't love to keep the family from starving. He reasons 

that he, being a great man, must take action to prevent this 

travesty. So he decides he should kill his pawnbroker, a despicable 

woman who preys on the misfortune of others, and take her 

money to save his sister from prostituting herself in this terrible 

marriage. He reasons that the pawn broker deserves to die 

anyway, and that his sister's future is far more important. The remainder of the story is a study in 

the torment and guilt he feels, and from which he cannot escape intellectually. The film remains true 

to the novel, which is one of the classics of Russian literature. It is well directed, filmed in Poland to 

give it an authentic eastern European look. Joseph Sargent does an excellent job of capturing the 

rank poverty of the time in contrast to the opulence of the privileged. This is Patrick Dempsey's 

shining moment, by far the best I've ever seen him. He does a terrific job of capturing the 

overwrought Rodya's agony and emotional distraction. Although Dempsey was sometimes overly 

manic in his portrayal, this is one of the most complex characters in literature and it is impossible to 

imagine anyone getting him just the way Dostoyevsky wrote him. Dempsey has come a long way 

since the Woo Woo Kid ('In The Mood', 1987). Ben Kingsley was also terrific as the wily police chief 

who suspects Rodya of the crime, but with no evidence, cleverly manipulates his psyche to make the 

guilt unbearable. I rated this film a 9/10. It is no substitute for reading the novel, but in comparison 

to most of what is on the market, this is a gem. Most refined viewers will not regret renting this film. 
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Crin Blanc: Le Cheval Sauvage (Crin Blanc) (White Mane) (White 

Mane: The Wild Horse) (Wild Stallion) (1953) 
 

A boy (13-year-old Alain Emery) comes across a white-haired wild 

horse in the Camargue. Ranchers seek to capture the horse, but it 

escapes. What will happen as the boy sets out to find the horse 

again? The film is set in the gorgeous landscape of the Camargue, 

a marsh area in the south of France where the river Rhone meets 

the Mediterranean Sea. In the Camargue, France, ranchers go 

after wild horses led by a leader, "White Mane," which escapes 

capture time after time. A small boy who witnesses the horse's 

furious fight for its freedom makes friends with the horse after the 

trackers supposedly give him up to whomever can capture him. 

They change their minds when they see the boy has tamed him 

and take off after the horse again, with the boy on his back. Both 

boy and horse, fed up with the continual fight for freedom and 

peace, and the duplicity of men, head out to sea as the men plead 

with the boy to turn back. (Winner of the Cannes Grand Prize in category in 1953.) Interesting B&W 

images from the man who did "The Red Balloon". Although this was an award-winning French film 

that won honors as Best Short Film at the Cannes Film Festival, there's really nothing that 

memorable about this B&W odyssey about a wild stallion and a small boy who tames it. The 

background music is pleasant, the photography is pleasing enough and the boy is a natural actor, but 

the story seems to be lacking something in spirit and seems rather bland by the time it winds up its 

tale in 43 minutes with a rather ambiguous ending. ALAIN EMERY is the boy, Falco, who befriends a 

white stallion in Camarque, arid lands in the south of France, much to the displeasure of a group of 

men who were trying to capture the animal themselves. Once the horse accepts him as a rider, he 

spends the rest of the film trying to avoid capture by the men on horseback who chase the boy and 

the horse all over the dunes and finally the beach, where boy and horse ride off into the waves. 

That's the story. Whether it captures your attention completely or not is debatable, but it is 

definitely well made and worth seeing at least once. 
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CrissCross (1992) 
 

Set in 1969, a 12-year-old (16-year-old David Arnot) grows up in 

Key West with his mother (Goldie Hawn), who is paying the bills 

by stripping at the local topless bar. The boy finds out about her 

activities and tries to convince her to stop, to no avail. A local 

restaurant owner hires him to collect fish from a boat out in the 

bay, and the boy discovers that the restaurant owner is using the 

fish to bring drugs in to shore. He steals one load and goes about 

selling it so his mother can afford to quit her job. 
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Critters (1986) 
 

A massive ball of furry creatures from another world eat their way 

through a small mid-western town followed by intergalactic 

bounty hunters opposed only by militant townspeople. This movie 

is one of the rare low-budget horror flicks that are actually good. 

The basic plot is that little furry monsters (kind of like hairy kirbys 

with teeth) land from outer space and begin to eat the town they 

land by. Pretty basic storyline, but this is a monster movie you 

know. The Critters (or Krites, to be precise), are, while obviously 

puppets, very cool and well done. The human actors on the other 

hand...well, they are terrible. The dad, his shoulder and leg 

practically gnawed of by critters, remains alert and vigilant, even 

though he's covered in blood. The boy (15-year-old Scott Grimes) 

is average, at best. The bounty hunters are alright. The best actor 

is Charlie, the drunk. He pulls off a very good performance. Ok, so 

this movie won't make any headlines, or be famous. But if you are looking for a late night horror 

movie, with a dash or two of humor, Critters is a good choice! 
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'Crocodile' Dundee (1986) 
 

New York reporter Sue travels to Australia to meet and interview 

Michael J Crocodile Dundee, a man who runs a safari business and 

has just survived an attacked by a crocodile. After spending a few 

days touring the safari park, Sue invites Mick to come back with 

her to visit New York. How would the clash of cultures and 

different life style affect the Aussie bushman? How do things turn 

out when Sue falls for his charms? Michael J."Crocodile" Dundee 

is an Australian crocodile hunter who lives in the Australian 

outback and runs a safari business with his trusted friend and 

mentor Walter Reilly. After surviving a crocodile attack, a New 

York journalist named Sue arrives to interview Mick about how he 

survived and learns more about the crocodile hunter. After saving 

Sue from a crocodile, Sue invites Mick to visit New York City, since 

Mick has never been to a city. Mick finds the culture and life in New York City a lot different than his 

home and he finds himself falling in love with Sue. Crocodile Dundee is a great comedy from 1986 

which can be enjoyed after repeat viewings. Over the years I've heard a lot of criticism of this film 

and I cannot understand it. If you don't like this film, then something must be wrong. It's great to see 

the tough but naive Crocodile Dundee-played excellently by Paul Hogan-come to New York and after 

a sequence of events meet up with journalist Sue Charlton played by Linda Koslowski. Koslowski and 

Hogan made a great team in this film. Like all comedies I won't spoil the scenes for anyone who 

hasn't seen the film but there are some great scenes particularly one where two youngsters try to 

mug Dundee with a knife. You'll laugh at what happens next. All in all, a great comedy. Ignore any 

criticism you've heard of this film and enjoy a great film. 
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Crocodile Tears (1998) 
 

A bitter stand-up comic who discovers that he's HIV positive 

makes a deal with the devil to perform three deeds in exchange 

for becoming HIV negative again. I had seen this DVD on the shelf 

of my local video store for a few weeks now and since the 

premise seemed kind of interesting I decided to give it a chance 

on two for one Tuesday rental. I was released by Q Connection (or 

something like that); one of those independent companies that 

put out primarily gay themed films (I've rented a fair amount of 

them in the past and usually wind up wishing I 

hadn't...unfortunately this time was no exception). It tells the 

story of a gay man who writes the devil asking for some career 

help. Satan shows up, grants he requests (while exacting some 

sort of return favor to be discussed at another time) but with a 

twist. He's now telling homophobic jokes and the (straight of 

course) audience is laughing and lapping it up. Some other stuff happens but overall none of it was 

very interesting and the best thing I can say about it is that it finished in under 90 minutes. The 

acting, sets and production values were all OK so I guess it was the execution I had a problem with 

(and I usually like movies where Satan has a starring role). I'd have given it one star but as bad as it 

was it still didn't deserve to be on the same level with "Gerry". View at your own peril. 
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Cromwell (1970) 
 

Disgusted with the policies of King Charles I, Oliver Cromwell plans 

to take his family to the New World. But on the eve of their 

departure, Cromwell is drawn into the tangled web of religion and 

politics that will result in the English Civil War. Cromwell was an 

ambitious undertaking for Director Ken Hughes and his two stars 

Richard Harris and Alec Guinness. He managed to capture the 

spirit of that part of the 17th century even if he didn't get all his 

facts right. Like the many tellings of the story of Mary Tudor and 

Mary Stuart which have them in climatic meeting, we have Oliver 

Cromwell and Mary Stuart's grandson, Charles I meeting not once, 

but several times. They too never met, but the story demands it. 

In point of fact Oliver Cromwell was a minor figure in the war 

between the Crown and Parliament until the Parliamentary Army 

lost a series of battles and looked like they were going down for 

the count. It was at that point that Cromwell emerged as a military 

leader. It turned out that this previously obscure member of Parliament who had no previous 

military training had a natural genius for warmaking. He turned that army around and eventually 

Parliament won. Cromwell could have been George Washington at this point and retired to the farm, 

but he used his prestige and not as reluctantly as this film shows to make himself the military 

dictator of Great Britain with the title of Lord Protector. The experience of Cromwell's reign scarred 

the English body politic for generations and to a large degree the American one as well. The whole 

struggle over which interpretation of Christianity would hold sway was something all of the 

ancestors of the American founding fathers had to deal with. That's when the idea came to them to 

have no established religion in America. Cromwell's large standing Ironsides Army enforcing his 

dictatorship led to a positive mania about no standing armies, no quartering of troops and even the 

right to bear arms. All this because of a collective memory of the Lord Protector. Richard Harris is a 

lean and mean Cromwell who keeps saying he just wants to go back to the farm, but somehow 

winds up grabbing for more power. Alec Guinness is the perfect conception of that luckless monarch 

Charles I. Please note the relationship between Guinness and Queen Henrietta Marie played by 

Dorothy Tutin. Two things should be remembered there. First Henrietta Marie is the sister of Louis 

XIV of France, a monarch with considerable more power than Charles has. Note how Tutin is 

constantly berating Guinness for not standing up to the Parliament. He does and see where it gets 

him. Secondly Charles I is one of the very few English monarchs with no royal paramours. He and the 

Queen were actually in love and he knew her advice was from the heart if it proved disastrous. 

Please note a couple of other good performances, Timothy Dalton as Prince Ruppert of the Rhine, 

Charles's nephew from Germany who actually was a whole lot smarter than he's shown here. And 

Robert Morley as the Earl of Manchester, one of Cromwell's rivals in the Parliamentary camp. Oliver 

Cromwell died in 1558 quite suddenly and within two years the Stuart Monarchy was restored under 

Charles II, oldest son of Charles I and Henrietta Marie. The collapse of the Protectorate is a subject 

that English historians have some raging debates over. It was very much like the collapse of the 

Soviet Union in our time. The collapse of the Protectorate and the Restoration of the Stuarts was 

filmed in Douglas Fairbanks Jr.'s The Exile and really needs an up to date treatment. Cromwell as a 



film is magnificently photographed and directed and actually won an Oscar for costume design. But 

the flaws in the story line are too many and don't use this film as Cliff's notes kids. 16-year-old 

Anthony Kemp as Henry Cromwell and Paul Tropea as Boy Outside Parliament (uncredited). 
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Crónica De Un Niño Solo (Chronicle Of A Boy Alone) (1965) 
 

Banned by the Argentinean government for nearly thirty years, 

Chronicle of a Boy Alone is a searing indictment of a fascist regime 

running roughshod over its most vulnerable citizens - its children. 

Focusing on the bleak life of 11-year-old bad boy Polin (Diego 

Puente), a boy abandoned by his family and sent to live in a state 

run orphanage, it is also a moving portrait of the humans spirit 

imprisoned by the chains of well intentioned fools. For inside the 

harsh confines of the supposedly beneficial institution, Polin and 

his friends must deal with constant abuse as well as the emotional 

tensions brought on by their own burgeoning adolescence...some 

nudity. 
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Cronicamente Inviável (Chronically Unfeasible) (2000) 
 

Dissection of Brazilian problems, using six people who meet in a 

restaurant in São Paulo as models to illustrate political and 

sociological theses. It's been only eight days since I finally had the 

chance to go to the cinema and watch this movie, about which I'd 

already read A LOT. 'Cronicamente Inviável' ('Chronically 

Unfeasible' in English) is a harsh punch on the face of Brazilian 

middle-class. The way reality is displayed in the film suggests that 

the role of cynicism in our society is more important that one 

would think. The great achievement of 'Chronically...' is showing 

to the world the amount of corruption, violence, racism and 

hatred every Brazilian citizen carries within WITHOUT trying to 

formulate a 'feasible' way to reconstruct the country. The film is 

not suitable for everyone, but if you've been through pictures like, 

for instance, the 'Dogma 95' series, you'll find no problem. 

Foreign audiences would never be able to grasp the real meaning of it, though, without the aid of 

some basic notions of Brazilian geography and sociology. The way Sérgio Bianchi (the director) 

relates cities from the Northeast (Salvador), Southeast (Rio and São Paulo, where the story takes 

place) and South (Curitiba), is vital for a thorough comprehension of the plot. In the same way, the 

knowledge of Brazilian history proves to be useful when the picture deals with the Indian and Negro 

issues. The ending of the film, open and symbolic, stuffs the viewer's brain with intriguing questions 

worth being thought about. 
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Crossed Swords (The Prince And The Pauper) (1977) 
 

Tom Canty (19-year-old Mark Lester) is a poor English boy who 

bears a remarkable resemblance to Edward (19-year-old Mark 

Lester), Prince of Wales and son of King Henry VIII. The two boys 

meet and decide to play a joke on the court by dressing in each 

other's clothes, but the plan goes awry when they are separated 

and each must live the other's life. This was always one of my 

favorite adventure films as a boy. A fine cast of legendary actors 

complimented the story wonderfully. Mark Lester was a bit old to 

play the title roles but, still a good young actor. George C Scott 

and Oliver Reed are standouts as is Sir Rex Harrison as the 

curmudeonly Duke of Norfolk. Harrison has the best line in the 

film when the King's Guards come to escort him to prison. "Oh, 

you are arresting me? I always thought that was an honor 

reserved for His Majestey's unfortunate wives." On the down 

side, Charleton Heston was ridiculous as an overly made up (and stuffed) King Henry. Heston never 

seems to learn how limited an actor he is. Overall a very fun film that never bores and never makes 

you stop enjoying yourself. 
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Crossing The Floor (1996) 
 

Political satire closely mirroring real-life British politics of the time - a self-serving Conservative 

minister "crosses the floor" to join the opposition Labour Party, at a time when the Conservative 

Party has a majority in Pariliament of just one seat. 
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Crossroads (1986) 
 

Eugene (Ralph Macchio) is an extraordinary talent in classic guitar, 

but he dreams of being a famous Blues guitarist. So he 

investigates to find a storied lost song. He asks the legendary 

Blues musician Willie Brown to help him, but Willie demands to 

free him from the old-people's prison first and to really learn the 

blues on the way to it's origin: Mississippi Delta. Eugene doesn't 

know yet about Willie's deal with the devil, that he now wants to 

revoke. Here in Australia at the moment we have a series on the 

Blues and last week they were talking about going down to the 

Crossroads and making a pact with the devil. All of a sudden I 

needed to find my old video tape of the movie 'Crossroads', taped 

from television when I first saw it in 1986. The movie is one of my 

all time favourites and I can watch it time and time again. Ralph 

Macchio plays the role of a young teenager, finding the blues and 

wanting to be a blues player instead of classical guitarist that he is training for. Joe Seneca plays the 

role of Willie Brown and he lives that role as though he really is Willie Brown. The music played in 

the scene at the end where Eugene gets Scratch to tear up the contract for Willie's soul is magic and 

brings tears to my eyes every time I see it. Maybe there is a place for both blues and classical. 
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Cruel Intentions (Cruel Inventions) (1999) 
 

Kathryn makes a bet that her step-brother, Sebastian, won't be 

able to bed Annette (a virgin, who wants to wait until marriage) 

before the start of the school year. If he loses, Kathryn gets his 

Roadster, if he wins, he gets Kathryn. Kathryn (Sarah Michelle 

Gellar) and Sebastian (Ryan Phillippe), two wealthy, manipulative 

teenage step-siblings from Manhattan's upper-crust, conspire in 

Cruel Intentions, a wickedly entertaining tale of seduction and 

betrayal. The stakes are high when the duo agrees upon a 

deliciously diabolical wager of sexual conquest without 

consequences. The pawns? The naive Celcile Caldwell (Selma 

Blair) and the virginal Annette Hargrove (Reese Witherspoon). It's 

summer break, and Kathryn has been dumped by her beau, Court 

Reynolds, for the innocent Cecile. Desperate to get even, Kathryn 

challenges Sebastian to ruin Celcile by deflowering her and turning her into a tramp-thus humiliating 

Court by delivering Cecile to him as damaged goods. Sebastian has pretty much 'had' all of the girls 

in New York City up to this point, and he's gotten a bit bored of it all. Though this is too easy a 

conquest for him, he obliges. He sets his sights on a greater challenge-the new headmaster's 

daughter, Annette, who recently wrote an article in Seventeen Magazine about how she intends to 

stay pure until she marries her boyfriend. Sebastian bets Kathryn that he can seduce the chaste and 

pristine Annette before school begins in the fall. Kathryn thinks this feat impossible and quickly 

agrees to the wager. The stakes: if Sebastian succeeds, Kathryn must give him a night of unbridled 

pleasure, something's he's wanted since their parents got married. If he fails, he must forfeit his 

priceless 1956 Jaguar to Kathryn and suffer the shame of defeat. Ryan Phillippe and Sarah Michelle 

Gellar play bickering step-siblings who, together, quietly control much of the social lives of the 

students in an affluent NY prep school. Phillippe's Sebastian sees himself as a kind of Don Juan, who 

always gets his woman, while Gellar's Katherine would rather enact revenge on ex-flames and 

corrupt incoming freshmen. One day, Kathryn and Sebastian, driven by a mutual lust for each other 

and a love of messing with innocent young people's lives, hatch a nefarious plan, and place a kind of 

bet. Sebastian is to woo and bed the daughter of the new headmaster (Reese Witherspoon, playing 

a very adamant virgin with plans to only "wait until marriage"), and if he is able to accomplish this 

seemingly impossible task, he can have his way with Gellar - the one woman whom he KNOWS he 

can not have. If he is unable to seduce the ice queen, however, Katherine gets his classic car. Sarah 

Michelle Gellar and Ryan Phillippe star as a pair of unscrupulous siblings in a sexy tale of seduction, 

revenge and conquest. After cleverly seducing and ruining the reputation of an unsuspecting 

classmate (Selma Blair), the sparks fly when Kathryn (Gellar) poses the ultimate challenge to her 

insatiable stepbrother Sebastian (Phillippe): deflower the Headmaster's beautiful, virgin daughter 

Annette (Reese Witherspoon). If he fails, Kathryn gets his 1956 jaguar convertible, but if he 

succeeds, Sebastain gets to possess and bed Kathryn. The stakes are high, but for Sebastian, the 

payoff is feverishly irresistible and before the summer's over, no one will escape their relentless 

game of cat and mouse...until one of them is bitten by the most unlikely sensation of all...love. This 

film (based on the 1988 hit 'Dangerous Liasons' starring Glenn Close, Michelle Pfieffer and John 

Malkovich) is a great movie intended for the older teenagers, and stars fine young acting talent. Rich 



kid Kathryn ('Buffy The Vampire Slayer's Sarah Michelle Gellar) bets her equally jaded step-brother 

Sebastian (Ryan Phillippe; 'I Know What You Did Last Summer', which co-starred Sarah) that he can't 

seduce good girl, and virgin, Annette (played by Ryan's real-life wife Reese Witherspoon). Along the 

way, Kathryn tries to help sexually-inexperienced Cecile (Selma Blair) get some action in her life, 

while she starts screwing Cecile's ex-music instructor! Sound weird? It is. It's basically about 2 rich 

snobs who mess with the lives of those around them, just because their lives get boring. This film 

also stars Joshua Jackson ('The Skulls', 'Urban Legend', TV's 'Dawson's Creek) as Sebastian's gay best 

friend, who also gets involved in the use or be used storyline. Fellow teen-movie star Tara Reid 

('Urban Legend', 'American Pie') also has a small role, as Sebastian's psychiatrists's daughter. This 

film is pretty intense and deals with sex, drugs, seduction and alienation in a brave, way that makes 

it appealing to all teenagers. Not for the light hearted, more daring than anything like 'She's All That' 

and 'Never Been Kissed', but it's still good fun! 
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Cruising (William Friedkin's Cruising) (1980) 
 

A serial killer brutally slays and dismembers several gay men in 

New York's S&M and leather districts. The young police officer 

Steve Burns is sent undercover onto the streets as decoy for the 

murderer. Working almost completely isolated from his 

department, he has to learn and practice the complex rules and 

signals of this little society. While barely seeing his girlfriend 

Nancy anymore, the work starts changing him. Cruising is the 

fictional account of a series of gruesome killings in modern day 

New York City. Steve Burns, a "beat" officer still wet behind the 

ears, is recruited by Captain Edelson of the NYPD Homicide Unit 

to go undercover in search of the perpetrator. The victims in 

these killings are all homosexual men known to frequent 

"Leather," S&M (Sadism and Masochism), and B&D (Bondage and 

Dominance) clubs so Burns, in "deep cover," must mascarade as 

gay in order to attract the killer. He fits the victims' profiles: dark 

hair, dark complexion, dark eyes. Cruising tells the story of his 

adventures and misadventures in this small subculture of gay society as he searches for the killer. I 

LOVED THIS FILM. Come along with me as I explain why Cruising has been unjustifiably hated for silly 

reasons. If you've learned all you think you know about the behavior of gay men and lesbians by 

watching Howard Stern, Jerry Springer and The Man Show, then obviously you'd freak by the 

revelations in this film. Two things why: 1) Cruising's murder story was not the real reason people 

got all in a tizzy over this film, it's because they saw all these MASCULINE gay men dancing and 

kissing and enjoying s&m activities. Let's face it, masculine gay men are considered a threat to 

heterosexual men. They want non-threatening, weak, effeminite gay characters to keep them in 

"their" place. Cruising had to have a disclaimer in front of the credits explaining that this film did not 

represent the gay community as a whole. DUH. That was to calm down all the gays who were 

protesting saying "we are not all leather s&m freaks!!" okay, then I say films like The Birdcage and 

TV's Will & Grace must have a disclaimer that says that the gay community are NOT all drag queens 

and weak and effeminite (besides, it's a fact that the largest percentage of cross dressers are 

heterosexual!) Cruising dared to break ground by showing that gay men, especially the leather 

subculture, are real and an ever-growing influence. All these kids running around now with piercings 

and tattoos should realize who was doing that first --the gay leather community in the '70s and '80s. 

2) The locations, the activity in the bars, it was as it acutally was (and still is) in many cities (New 

York, for the film). The characters and extras were "real" for this story--bearded leathermen enjoying 

what they do, instead of buffed party circiut boys dancing to the latest Cher tune. This film also 

dared to show that gay men could listen to music other than Cher and Donna Summer --the bar 

scenes were blasting with serious hard-driven songs by Willy DeVille, John Hiatt, Rough Trade, The 

Germs, and The Cripples. THESE are rough, cool, rock songs that put today's pathetic "bands" like 

Limp Biskit, Korn, Kid Rock, and Saliva to shame! Find a copy of the soundtrack and look at the 

photos on the back cover, and you'll see this was some serious, "we're gonna open your eyes" kind 

of film! Yes, this film was brutal. It will leave an impression on you. THAT'S A GOOD THING! It's what 

film is supposed to do! Amidst all this the journey of Al Pacino's "out of his element" slip into a 



different mindset was a great touch. It affected his whole being, his treatment of his girlfriend, his 

whole outlook. And it wasn't just because he got to dance with some leathermen, it was because the 

murder investigation he was dong was so horrifying. What, you were expecting a sweet ending? 

Think of it like this: if this were a film about a lesbian leather culture, it would be hailed as an erotic 

masterpiece and after a night out at Hooter's, guys would gather 'round the TV to watch it on a 

nightly basis. Hmmm...but when it's about MASCULINE gay leathermen, they can't handle it. People, 

wake up and realize that these gay men are not a threat and jeez, you straight guys need to realize 

you're not all they want to chase after. So, Cruising is a successful combination of murder mystery, 

sex, alternative lifestyles and subcultures within that, and how getting into something too out of 

your element could affect you. After all these years, it still packs a punch and does what it sets out to 

do: unnerve you. It's a taught thriller and a mindblower in it's complexities. It brought such 

controversy that even SCTV did a spoof with a sketch called "The Cruising Gourmet" in which a 

leather-clad chef had a turkey on a table with legs held up to posts by chains! Now, according to a 

mention in Video Watchdog magazine, back in the '80s an unrated version of Cruising was available 

on VHS (possibly Magnetic Video label?)...does anyone know of where any of these copies are? I'd 

allow myself to go through some of those scenes in the bars just to have a copy of this. Folks, stop 

giving this film such a rough time! It's an important film and deserves to be recognized since it still 

can have an effect after all these years. That's pretty darn good. 
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Crustacés & Coquillages (Cockles And Muscles) (Cote D'Azur) (2005) 

A family comprising of a father, mother, daughter and son head to 

the south of France for summer vacation. Charly's friend, Martin 

(18-year-old Edouard Collin) joins them. He is gay and has a crush 

on Charly (Romain Torres). Charly's mother, Beatrix, thinks Charly 

is gay and having an affair with Martin. Charly's father is 

somewhat bothered by this and by the open sexuality in the 

family. COTE D'AZUR is a simply charming romantic comedy. A 

family of four escapes for a summer vacation at a seaside villa and 

find that romantic adventures are the main excursion. The film's 

director provides a light, magical tone that allows enchantment 

and reality to mix effortlessly. The performances are all first rate 

as well, giving us a realistic family unit without sacrificing 

individuality. The plot is both original and surprising, taking both 

the viewer and the characters in unexpected directions. The 

balance here is superb. Even a detour into musical comedy fits neatly into the fabric of this likable 

film. Credits roll over a surreal song and dance that will have the viewer wishing they, too, were 

visiting the COTE D'AZUR. 
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Crystalstone (1988) 
 

Deserted by their father and left orphaned by their mother's 

death, 9-year-old Pablo (Kamlesh Gupta) and his little sister Maria 

refuse to be separated from each other by their caretaker aunt. 

With a cross as their guide, they embark on a perilous, but 

ultimately rewarding adventure in search of a mystical gem that 

holds the key to happiness. They escape the fearsome metal hook 

of a pirate and are helped by a delightfully drunken Captain in 

their quest for the magic stone. I remember catching this film on 

the Disney Channel years ago (before they showed commercials!) 

with my mother. We instantly fell in love with it. While certainly 

not an Oscar winner, this a sweet, heartfelt family film that brings 

back the fun and adventure that films no long posess. Strangely 

enough, from what I've read, this film is completely Spanish, yet is 

spoken in English. The story is set in (of course) Spain. Pablo and 

his sister, Maria, who seem rather out of place as Spaniards with British accents (which includes a 

touch of Cockney here and there!) are being brought up by a Mrs. Danvers-like woman who cares for 

them and their mother, Isabela, who is terminally bedridden. She gives her son Pablo a silver 

necklace of the Virgin Mary. (Yes, another movie with Catholicism.. Remember, this is a SPANISH 

film, and religion is a major part of their culture.) Isabela tells Pablo that her husband gave it to him 

before leaving her. She relates other details that come out later. After a brief conversation, Pablo 

emotes (he's not Haley Joel Osment, ok?) that he will take care of both of them. The mother dies. 

Whether it's from her unknown illness or from bad acting, we shall never know. Of course, there is 

the funeral (done in Spanish, appropriately). The children spy a strange old man with a white beard 

below them on a knoll smiling at them. Think a slender Santa Claus. Pablo and Maria are next seen in 

bed together, crying. The Mrs. Danver look-alike (and she does look eerily like Judith Anderson from 

some angles!) comes in and tells the brats to shut up. She's you're favorite evil aunt. Pablo steals 

downstairs later to fetch a glass of water for Maria and overhears her saying that she plans to send 

the boy to the country to do work and become "a man," while keeping Maria with her. She does this 

while plucking a chicken, which I found amusing. Pablo races upstairs and commands Maria to 

prepare to leave. They escape and a faint effortless, "Children!" is heard. They escape onto a train 

and see the mysterious old man. He talks to them and tells them the story of the Crystalstone, a 

diamond (which looks more like a giant salt crystal) that a naughty Spaniard stole from the Mexican-

Indians in the 1500s. This is a child's fantasy, so we don't question the ineffectual guards whom the 

Spaniard kills in the "flashback" sequence. Why Mexican-Indians would WANT this stone is not worth 

questioning either. It's a fun movie, not a thinking movie. Anyway, they hear this story, and see a 

wooden cross hanging from the boxcar's ceiling when they wake up the next day. They get off the 

train and head into town. Of course, they immediately view a murder by, of course, a man with a 

hooked hand. He is listed in the credits as "Hook." Eat your heart out, Dustin Hoffman! For the 

worried parents - no need to be. You see no violence. Just the shadows. So starts a series of 

adventures. The movie has shortcomings, yes. But it's a child's fantasy and should be viewed as such. 

Overall, I give it 3-1/2 out of five stars. Not the worst, but not the best. Some characters are very 

hard to believe. As far as "naughty" content, one character, El Capitan, is a drunk. But he "learns the 



error of his ways" in the end and changes his behavior. As mentioned above, Hook kills a character in 

the beginning and... The camera sees a touch of blood on Hook's victim. You also see quite a few 

skeletons in a few scenes, but they aren't displayed in a horrifying way. They're just bones in a crypt. 

Also, the kids dig up Hook's victim, and they leave his body sitting upright after being scared away by 

it. He has some nasty little bugs buzzing around his eyes. He plops rather humorously (and 

noiselessly, mind you) against the back of his coffin. All in all, this is a rather tame film that can be 

viewed by the entire family. As I said, I give it 3.5/5 stars. Give it a try. It will be almost nostalgic for 

some of you. 
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Cujo (1983) 
 

Donna Trenton is a frustrated suburban housewife whose life is a 

turmoil after her husband learns about her having an affair. Brett 

Camber (14-year-old Billy Jayne) is a young boy whose only 

companion is a Saint-Bernard named "Cujo", who in turn is bitten 

by a rabid bat. Whilst Vic, Donna's husband is away on business, 

and thinking over his marital troubles, Donna and her 5-year-old 

son Tad (7-year-old Danny Pintauro) take her Pinto to Brett 

Cambers' dad's car shop... the car fails, and "Cujo" is very, very 

sick. Stephen King-based thriller is a sweat-inducing shocker that 

ranks among the most intense King adaptations. Woman and 

child are trapped inside their stalled car by a huge, rabid dog. Cujo 

remains one of the more memorable Stephen King novels 

because it's a tale of such merciless suspense and in the hands of 

director Lewis Teague much of that same horror transcends well 

into this film. This film benefits greatly from a powerful story with 

some well fleshed-out characters, it's much more than just another 'animal attacks' movie. Teague's 

direction is also very tight and helps to build an unnerving tension through out this film. The 

atmosphere is very heated, the look of the movie very gritty, and the danger feels all the more real! 

The camera work is also excellent and makes this film feel truly claustrophobic! It builds to a finale 

that is heart-stopping. The music score is harrowing and the filming locations are good. Cast-wise the 

film is quite strong too. The great Dee Wallace delivers an emotionally powerful performance as a 

mother desperate to protect her child and survive herself. Young Danny Pintauro is great as 

Wallace's horrified child. The supporting cast is good too, as are the numerous St. Bernard's that play 

our vicious title character. Cujo is a top-notch suspense film that never loses its edge. A must-see, 

and not just for King fans. 
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Curb Your Enthusiasm (2000) 
 

He's got it all: a loving wife, good friends, a successful career, a 

great home..what could possibly go wrong for Larry David? 

Seinfeld co-creator Larry David stars as himself in this hilarious, 

off-kilter comedy series that presents an unflinching, self-

depreciating depiction of his life. Larry David, king of awkward 

moments and co-creator of the hit television series Seinfeld, has 

come back to television at full force. His hit series, Curb Your 

Enthusiasm, is a further extension of his life. Seinfeld has ended, 

his co-creator name has earned him about $200 million and 

growing, and his life is just getting excited. On these thirty minute 

trips, we follow Larry through moments with his wife Cheryl and 

manager Jeff. Circumstance continues to happen and Larry 

somehow always happens to be in the middle. To say this is 

exactly like Seinfeld would be like saying chocolate tastes exactly 

like vanilla. These two shows are night and day, while others will compare the actions of Larry to 

that of Jerry, there one crucial element that divides them. Larry's show, Curb Your Enthusiasm, 

seems a bit more realistic. Seinfeld was a great show, don't get me wrong...possibly one of the best 

live-action series ever, but there was always that question of reality with Seinfeld. Where did Kramer 

get his money? How was George never put in jail? And so forth. With Larry's new show, he explores 

those possibilities. We know he is wealthy, he is playing himself and that is why he is able to not 

work. I would go so far as to say this first season is a dark representation of Seinfeld. Imagine if 

Seinfeld was released on HBO, how different of a show it would have been. Well, now Larry has that 

platform to really explore all opportunities...and he does with his hilarious show. If you are a fan of 

awkward silences and coincidences with surprising results you will love this show. I am not sure if 

die-hard Seinfeld fans will love this program, but I sure did and I have seen every episode of Seinfeld 

at least twenty times. I will have to warn you, this is yet another show about nothing that just works. 

I just finished watching my favorite episode with the 'elevator courtesy' and his infamous fight with 

Richard Lewis (who plays his best friend). Overall, this is a very funny show that I hope remains true 

to itself and consistent throughout the seasons. I love Larry David's humor, and while it may not be 

for everyone, I do find that it is very realistic. It will open your eyes to the strange, odd world in 

which we live. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Series 1 (11 Episodes) (2000) 
 

Episode 00: Pilot; This was a "mockumentary" about Larry David 

considering a return to stand-up comedy. The situations were 

acted (most not scripted), just like the series is. This was a great 

set up for the forthcoming sitcom. It starts with people talking 

about his standup career, then goes to a meeting about making 

his return to comedy with a special. On his way out of the 

meeting Larry runs into a writer's assistant from Seinfeld who asks 

Larry to call warner brothers as a reference. Larry messes this up 

and gets in a fight with the guy from WB who says he didn't watch 

Seinfeld and isn't a fan. Larry gets into a fight with Caroline Rhea 

about how her name is pronounced, does it really matter. Larry 

starts doing his standup and his special starts to materialize. Larry 

dodges going to the funeral of one of his friend's stepfathers and 

runs into his friend at the airport, and they get into it. Larry gets 

to New York where his HBO handler tells him about Molly Shannon having sex with two people and 

giving them heart attacks in the act. Larry's manager is cheating on his wife and when Larry runs into 

an old friend of his it looks like Larry is the one cheating. He preemptively calls his wife to say he isn't 

cheating but does more damage than good. Larry racked up a huge hotel bill with porn, and he and 

his manager get into a debate about whether HBO should pay for the porn. Larry and his wife get 

into it about his possible cheating. Larry tells HBO he can't do the show because his stepfather got 

killed in a car crash, and continues to elaborate the story to the point of impossibility. 

Episode 01: The Pants Tent; In the premier episode, Larry jokingly refers to his wife Cheryl as 

"Hitler", offending his manager Jeff's conservative Jewish parents. Since Jeff can't go to the movies 

with Larry, Cheryl sets Larry up with a friend of hers. But a bunch-up in Larry's trousers results in 

many misunderstandings. 

Episode 02: Ted and Mary; Larry and Cheryl enjoy their bowling double-date with Ted Danson and 

Mary Steenburgen, but it ends badly when Larry accuses the bowling alley of misplacing his 

sneakers. Later, Ted gets the wrong idea about Larry when he goes shopping with Mary at a 

downtown department store. 

Episode 03: Porno Gil; A bizarre chain of events finds Larry having dinner with a porno star (Bob 

Odenkirk). The party turns out to be one disaster after another when Larry breaks a lamp, is forced 

to take off his shoes, loses his watch, gets lost along the way, and has to do the dreaded "double 

goodbye". Meanwhile, Jeff undergoes emergency surgery and asks Larry to go to his house and 

retrieve his porno collection so Suzie doesn't see it. 

Episode 04: The Bracelet; Larry gets in a tense, heated fight with Cheryl, So to make up for it, Larry's 

secretary suggests that he buy Cheryl a present to make up for it. After having lunch with Richard 

Lewis and helping out a blind man, Larry spots the perfect present for Cheryl - a bracelet. 

Unfortunately, Richard Lewis is also coveting said bracelet. 



Episode 05: Interior Decorator; Larry holds an elevator, and is denied his doctor's appointment. Of 

course, this causes him to miss an appointment with Diane Keaton. Cheryl hires an interior decorator 

who also happens to be Diane Keaton's, but the decorator won't give Larry Keaton's phone number. 

Episode 06: The Wire; Cheryl gives Larry an ultimatum - bury the wire in the backyard - or else! But 

the permit the city gives Larry requires six signatures from his neighbors, and that means having to 

be nice to them at all costs - or else. 

Episode 07: AAMCO; Larry befriends a mechanic at Cheryl's dinner party. But then the next day, 

while taking Jeff's newly purchased '65 Bel Air out for a drive, he gets in an accident while shouting 

at an Aamco commercial. Thankfully, the mechanic, who owns an Aamco, will fix Jeff's car for a price. 

Episode 08: Beloved Aunt; When Cheryl's aunt dies, the family asks Larry to write the obituary. But 

when it gets printed in the newspaper, an unfortunate typo lands Larry in the hot seat. 

Episode 09: Affirmative Action; Cheryl needs a prescription picked up for a terrible rash, which is 

repeatedly complicated by Larry, including a bad joke that he tells in front of Richard Lewis' doctor. 

Episode 10: The Group; Thanks to Larry's manager, Jeff, Cheryl is up for a part in "The Vagina 

Monologues." Meanwhile, Larry runs into an ex, who asks him to attend a survivors-of-incest 

support group with her to lend moral support while she deals with her past. 
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Series 2 (10 Episodes) (2001) 
 

Episode 01: The Car Salesman; Larry joins a new job of car 

salesman- a job for which he is ready to give up a lot of things. He 

also buys a house and so everything seems to be going fine. Only 

that people keep asking stupid questions to Larry when they 

come to look for a car and the house makes weird sound at night. 

So Larry puts his genius into action- GTS means guaranteed 

tremendous safety. He was this close to fulfilling his lifelong 

dream of selling a car before Richard Lewis shows up with 

grievances and ruins everything. 

Episode 02: Thor; While going to meet Jason Alexander to discuss 

an idea for a new TV project, Larry has a run-in with professional 

wrestler Thor Olsen. Thor accuses Larry of "shooting at his kids", 

and Larry thinks Thor slashed his tires. Meanwhile, Jeff separates from Suzie, and asks Larry to go 

pick up his clothes. Doing so incurs the wrath of Suzie, and he asks Jeff to repay the favor by letting 

the air out of Thor's tires. 

Episode 03: Trick or Treat; Larry offends some uncostumed trick or treaters when he doesn't give 

them candy. By doing so, he sees the "trick" side of Halloween. Larry also alienates Cheryl's 



screenwriter friend Cliff, and a Jewish neighbor. Larry also spoils his romantic anniversary present 

when Jeff shows up to play a round of golf. 

Episode 04: The Shrimp Incident; Larry gets take out food and has a run-in with a TV executive, the 

same one he is about to meet with to discuss his TV pilot idea. But after getting home, he accuses 

the network exec of taking some shrimp from his dinner. 

Episode 05: The Thong; Larry no longer feels comfortable going to his psychiatrist after he sees him 

wearing a thong at the beach. 

Episode 06: The Acupuncturist; Larry promises to pay an acupuncturist $5,000 if he can cure his 

neck. Meanwhile, a struggling writer asks Larry for a $5,000 loan which he promises to pay back 

after his father dies. 

Episode 07: The Doll; As part of a deal with ABC, Larry agrees to attend a screening of a new mini 

series. While at the after-party, Larry finds that the bathroom doors have no locks, so he goes to use 

the upstairs bathroom, and the network exec's daughter asks him to cut the hair off her doll's head. 

He does so, but it incurs the wrath of Suzie, a theater-goer, and the network exec's wife. 

Episode 08: Shaq; After Larry accidentally trips and injures Shaq during a Lakers game, everything 

seems to start going his way. 

Episode 09: The Baptism; Cheryl and Larry head to Monterrey to attend her sister's wedding. Larry is 

peeved that the man her sister is marrying is a Jewish man converting to Christianity. But Larry has 

even bigger fish to fry when he misplaces his plane tickets, and accuses the other passengers of 

stealing them. 

Episode 10: The Massage; In the second season finale, Larry is busted by a restaurant owner for 

stealing forks. Julia Louis-Dreyfus becomes so frustrated by the incident that she drops out of the 

pilot, and that ends Larry's quest to get it on TV. Meanwhile, Cheryl learns that Larry got a naughty 

massage, and he's busted for that. Larry later faces an ironic punishment for his restaurant crimes. 
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Series 3 (10 Episodes) (2002) 
 

Episode 01: Chet's Shirt; While comforting a friend whose 

husband passed away, Larry and Cheryl comment on the 

husband's shirt. Larry then goes to the department store the next 

day to buy it. Meanwhile, Jeff talks Larry into investing in a trendy 

new celebrity restaurant. Larry also gets into trouble when he 

throws away some trash in a random garbage can. 

Episode 02: The Benadryl Brownie; Thanks to Larry's 

miscommunication on his new cell phone, Richard Lewis' 

girlfriend succumbs to peanut allergies a week before they're 

supposed to go to the Emmy Awards. A practicing Christian 

Scientist, she doesn't take any medicine, so Richard and Larry 

devise a scheme to cook up some brownies laced with medicine. 

Like all things Larry does, the plan backfires. 

Episode 03: Club Soda and Salt; Larry, Jeff, and Ted scramble to find a chef for the new restaurant, 

but Larry doesn't like Ted's recommendation. While trying to find a replacement, Larry learns a few 

things - Cheryl has a new, male, tennis playing friend, people won't take a wedding gift after a year, 

and that club soda and salt will get stains out of anything. 

Episode 04: The Nanny from Hell; The restaurant investors plan a pool party, but only Larry and Jeff 

show up. Larry goes to use the bathroom in the main house, and winds up getting the nanny fired. 

Larry recommends the nanny to Jeff and Suzie. After the nanny snaps, Suzie's life is threatened. 

Meanwhile, Richard Lewis tries to get into Bartlett's Book Of Quotations for claiming to have 

invented the phrase "the ______ from hell". 

Episode 05: The Terrorist Attack; Wanda Sykes unknowingly starts a rumor about a terrorist attack 

when she tells Larry about it. Meanwhile, Cheryl's friend is planning a benefit concert with Alanis 

Morisette performing. When people skip town because of the rumors, the benefit is canceled, and 

the blame is placed squarely on Larry. 

Episode 06: The Special Section; Larry is distraught when he learns that his mother died while he was 

off shooting a movie in New York, and he doesn't learn about the news until two days after the 

funeral. Larry uses the loss to get out of a number of unappealing invitations, while plotting to move 

his mother to the "special section" of the cemetery. 

Episode 07: The Corpse-Sniffing Dog; Suzie buys a guard dog, and Jeff has to leave the house because 

of allergies. Larry has to persuade Jeff's daughter Sammy to give up the dog, but Sammy won't. 

Larry, concerned, tries to find a way to please both Jeff and some friends who are also vying for the 

dog. 

Episode 08: Krazee-Eyez Killa; Larry befriends Wanda Sykes' new boyfriend, a gangsta rapper. While 

helping Krazee-Eyez Killa with his lyrics, Larry shoots a scene for a new Martin Scorsese film. When 

Cheryl tosses the jacket Larry needs for the shoot, he learns Krazee Eyez has one, but after 



accidentally telling Wanda about his plans, no dice. Meanwhile, Larry offends Suzie by not taking the 

tour of her new house. 

Episode 09: Mary, Joseph and Larry; It's December 23rd, and Larry gets up to get a midnight snack. 

He eats some cookies in the refrigerator. Unfortunately, those cookies were a nativity scene that 

Cheryl's devoutly religious sister was preparing, and being Christmas Eve, it's too late to get a 

replacement. Larry scrambles to find a replacement, which he does in the form of a live nativity 

scene at a local church. But a hair stuck in Larry's throat means no nativity scene. 

Episode 10: The Grand Opening; In the third season finale, Bobo's Restaurant is two days away from 

being scheduled to open. Larry discovers that the head chef was hired under false pretenses for 

pretending to be bald. After firing the chef, Larry and Jeff scramble to find a replacement. During the 

process, Larry accidentally injures the most influential food critic in Los Angeles, who is coming to 

the opening. The food critic recommends a chef from New York, who turns out to have a rather 

interesting quirk. Meanwhile, Cheryl has a tense confrontation with Suzie after she bails on lunch 

after getting stuck in a car wash. 
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Series 4 (10 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 01: Mel's Offer; Mel Brooks sees Larry performing some 

karaoke at a bar one night and is quickly impressed with his 

singing abilities. He then invites Larry to audition to star in a 

Broadway production of "The Producers". But the deal quickly 

goes south once Mel hits Larry in the head and Larry's doctor 

drools on him. 

Episode 02: Ben's Birthday Party; Mel Brooks taps Ben Stiller to be 

Larry's co-star in The Producers. But when Larry accidentally 

punctures Ben Stiller in the eye during a birthday party game 

gone wrong, Ben drops out of the production. 

Episode 03: The Blind Date; Larry makes a last-ditch effort to keep 

Ben Stiller in The Producers, and tries to keep a friend happy by 

setting him up with a blind date. Meanwhile, Jeff's bizarre sexual fantasy gets out in the open. 

Episode 04: The Weatherman; Larry questions a weatherman's ability to manipulate the media so he 

can have the country club to himself. 

Episode 05: The 5 Wood; Still thinking he flirted with her, Dalilah the Hygienist officially asks Larry 

out, but Oscar the dog causes a problem. Leo Funkhauser succumbs to the "good" Hodgkin's. During 

the viewing, Larry is disgusted to see what appears to be his five wood in the casket with Leo, and 

asks Jeff to switch clubs with Leo. The result of the incident finds Larry being kicked out of the 

country club and having to cheat his way into a republican club. 



Episode 06: The Car Pool Lane; Larry scrambles to find tickets to a very promising Dodger game. But 

before he can go, he has to take care of a few things first. The duties include getting out of jury duty, 

driving a friend to the airport, and scoring some medical marijuana for his dad's glaucoma. 

Thankfully a run-in with a rather large hooker helps make all the chores easier. 

Episode 07: The Surrogate; Larry needs a clean bill of health for the Producers, but a little heart 

trouble means no dice. The doctor gives Larry a device called a "heart holter" that is used to monitor 

his heart. Larry uses the device to get out of some unappealing situations including a baby shower, 

accusations of blatant racism, and a car accident, which lands him in trouble with his Producers co-

star David Schwimmer. 

Episode 08: Wandering Bear; Larry and Jeff decide to buy a "Girls Gone Wild" video tape, and that 

lands them both in the hot seat with Larry's secretary and Jeff's wife after the dog leaves the house 

during the viewing of the tape. Meanwhile, Larry seeks the help of his native American gardener to 

cure Cheryl of a feminine problem after Larry mistakenly wears a condom inside out. 

Episode 09: The Survivor; At a dinner party, generations collide when a contestant from the 

television show "Survivor" and a holocaust survivor butt heads, and Larry is caught in the middle. 

Larry and Cheryl renew their vows, but Larry has a hard time remembering his vows - or his lines for 

The Producers. 

Episode 10: Opening Night; In the 4th season finale, Larry David flies to New York with fellow 

performers David Schwimmer and Cady Huffman to star on Broadway in "The Producers". Along the 

way, he argues with Schwimmer, develops a strange relationship with Huffman, finds he's tipping 

way too often and attempts to use his 10th anniversary gift from Cheryl. On stage, Larry and David 

put aside their differences and blow the audience away - Unexpectedly, Mel Brookes isn't 

impressed. 
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Curse Of The Queerwolf (1988) 
 

After being bitten by what he thinks is a transvestite, Larry starts 

having nightmares about hillbillies, ominous visits from an old 

gypsy woman, and having the strangest reactions to the full 

moon. I found my copy of CURSE... in a Suncoast Video in Indiana. 

I have shown it to many people who just stare at the screen in 

disbelief. I think it is one of the best "worst" movies out there. I've 

never found it again, and will cry the day my tape finally gives out. 

I just dug it out the other day and am gearing up for another 

viewing. So cracked in its layers. The Hillbilly nightmares...the 

running gag with the doctor...the poor puppies...the men with the 

torches...the gypsy...It's all flooding my memory, and I'm giggling 

all over again. If you ever have a chance to get your hands on this 

rare movie, DO IT! You won't regret a single penny of it. 
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Cutting Edge: Boys Alone (2002) 
 

In this documentary a group of boys is "isolated" for five days in a fully equipped house, with food, 

games, beds, toys etc. They are closely followed by a camera crew. We can observe how the boys 

react without any supervision and behave towards each other. The result is mind boggling. After five 

days all the food is spilled mostly on the floor, most games and toys are broken, and the house is 

wrecked. The parents, who have been watching their sons for the past five days, are stunned when 

the boys leave the house. A group of ten 11 and 12-year-old boys are placed in a beautiful brick 

home in Hartfordshire, England for one week, virtually unsupervised. The goal is to explore exactly 

what the just-prepubescent natural instincts for boys will do when left alone, devoid completely of 

24/7 parental control and other adult guidance. I must say that when my two children were growing 

up I was a very harried single parent (a dad) who more enjoyed my daughter's Girl Scout meetings 

than my son's Boy Scout meetings, as the former was always pleasant, self-controlled, neat and 

relatively quiet...but the latter was always...ALWAYS cacophonous, boisterous, with things being 

broken, chairs put upon tables to then stand on, everything made to be messy and basically nutty. 

Well, Boys Alone takes my experiences with groups of growing boys to another level. Besides 

virtually destroying the inner sides of that handsome home, kitchen, family, dining, bed and 

bathrooms, they run amok and damage the outside and the yard as well. With all the sublime 

maliciousness seemingly exuding from within their very genetic structure, these preteen human-

terminators (ala Arnold Schwarzenneger) tend to firmly establish what nature has been trying to tell 

humanity all along...males are designed to be hunter-gatherers and just because he is confined 

within the artificial turf of 'civilization' doesn't belie his true underpinnings. So if you are into horror 

movies, sci-fi with lots of destruction, gory phantasms, creatures from the black lagoon or Night of 

the Living Dead type situations...then by all means, you'll thoroughly enjoy this psychological thriller. 

It was made for you. But if you are the type to avoid human interaction where thievery, personal 

property annihilation and violence is the norm...may I suggest a good Shirley Temple movie, like 

'Heidi'. My overall feelings were best exhibited to my children as I first viewed this docudrama...I 

laughed until I had tears in my eyes and found it hard to take in the next breath of air. And I prayed 

to God my thanks that beautiful brick two-story wasn't my home. 
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Cyber Seduction: His Secret Life (2005) 
 

When popular high school sophomore swimming champion Justin 

Peterson (16-year-old Jeremy Sumpter) becomes addicted to on-

line pornography, the erotic images infest his mind and poison his 

life, destroying his relationship with his parents, his friends, and 

his girlfriend. Justin Peterson is an All State swimming champion 

with a religious girlfriend, slightly overzealous parents, and a 

younger brother who whines and eats a lot. Everything good in his 

life comes to a screeching halt when he receives a link to a 

website owned by high school senior Monica, who does things for 

her boyfriend via web-cam. Soon Justin develops an intense 

addiction to Internet porn that causes his mother to go into 

hysterics (and his father shortly thereafter) and alienates his 

girlfriend. In the meantime, he develops an affinity for energy 

drinks and lying about homework assignments. It's a fact of life 

that we guys are hard-wired to be stimulated by visual images. Women apparently find that 

objectionable, but I'm tired of apologizing for being male. This movie depicts a teenage guy with 

raging hormones and no other outlet for his sexual energy who turns to Internet porn. He's naturally 

curious about the female body, and the Internet helps him explore that interest. Like all hobbies, this 

one can be over-indulged, and when he starts losing sleep and doing badly in school, then it's a sign 

that he needs to dial it back a little. How dumb is it that he leaves his door open while he surfs the 

Net? Especially after being caught the first time? His father should have bought him, for his twelfth 

birthday, a lock for the inside of his bedroom door, and talked to him (and the rest of the family) 

about his right to privacy. 
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Cycles Of Porn: Sex/Life in L.A., Part 2 (2005) 
 

Los Angeles in the year 2005: 19-year-old lads move through an 

apartment that has been equipped with webcams and looks like 

some sort of futuristic internet doll's house. Not-quite-so-young 

men fulfil their sexual dreams as protagonists in bareback 

productions. And, at private sex parties, almost every second guy 

has either taken part in a porn film or wants to. In 1997, I 

followed on camera the fortunes of a group of men who had 

chosen to wok - either artistically or commercially - with their 

bodies. This footage later become part of my 1998 documentary, 

SEX/LIFE IN L.A.. I'm still in touch with some of the men in that 

film, these include: lone battler Kevin Kramer, mature shooting 

star Cole Tucker, American boy-next-door Matt Bradshaw and 

friends of the occasional model John Garwood, who died of an 

overdose in 1998. Some of these men have successful careers 

behind them, others have left the sex industry altogether. Driven by a sense of adventure or by their 

narcissism, young men today are still keen to put their own stamp on porn cinema. But the days of a 

purely non-commercial fulfilment of one's sexual desires has long gone, and the interests of 

consumers, models and producers no longer coincide. Gay life - like the entire industry - has become 

something of a profession and is now thoroughly commercialized. Young models begin their sexual 

careers in internet containers; they enter the business fully aware of their self-exploitation and yet, 

at the same time, they are somehow unconscious of how they are being exploited. Meanwhile, 

bareback video producers scout the country in their motorhome on the lookout for new 

protagonists. But can there be winners in this game? Is there anything left of sex itself? And is there 

a life after porn? 
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Czarne Stopy (Black Feet) (1987) 
 

We follow the adventures of a group of young Polish boy scouts 

going to a summer camp. They give their group the name "Black 

Feet", create a group song, are given a baptism ceremony and are 

sworn-in in the end. 
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D.A.R.Y.L. (Data Analysing Robot Youth Lifeform) (1985) 
 

A young boy (12-year-old Barret Oliver) is found wandering 

without any memory of who he is. A family takes him in and begin 

to look for clues to help him find his way home. In the meantime, 

they notice that the boy seems to have certain special abilities, 

not usually found in kids his age, or even fully-grown adults. This 

is one of my favorites film ever. It's a very nostalgic film for me 

because I saw it a lot when I was small, even now that I'm 19, I 

have the video and I never get bored of it. Barret Oliver is just 

fantastic as Daryl, it's very sad that he stop acting because he was 

truly talented. Now that films are just about sex, blood, and more 

sex it's good to turn to a feel good film like Daryl. I would also like 

to say that the title song of the film (Somewhere I Belong) is very 

nice and the lyrics go very well with the film. My personal ratings 

would be 10/10. 
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D2: The Mighty Ducks (The Mighty Ducks 2) (1994) 
 

Gordon Bombay is forced to withdraw from the minor hockey 

league with a knee injury. Much to his surprise, he is given the job 

of coach of Team USA Hockey for the Junior Goodwill Games in 

California. With most of the Ducks and a few new players in tow, 

he sets forth for LA. All appears to be going well for a while, but 

the hype of Hollywood starts to get to Gordon, and he is 

distracted when Iceland, the favourites to win the title, appear on 

the scene. After hurting his knee in an accident in the minor 

leagues, Gordon Bombay returns home. Jan has been promoting 

him as a good coach, and now, he has become the coach of Team 

USA. The Ducks (16-year-old Joshua Jackson) are gathered again 

and joined by five new players- Dean Portman (18-year-old Aaron 

Lohr) (a big enforcer), Ken Wu (13-year-old Justin Wong) (an ex-

figure skater), Julie Gaffney (a REALLY good goalie), Luis Mendoza 

(16-year-old Mike Vitar) (a "speedster"), and Dwyane Robertson (16-year-old Ty O'Neal) (a cowboy, 

good puck handler). They are up against the world- including the big boys from Iceland. Can they win 

against the world? For some odd reason, I liked D2: The Mighty Ducks. Now, obviously, I haven't had 

the opportunity to see The Might Ducks, you know, the first one? But my friend only had the second 

and the third, so I'm watching those first and hopefully I didn't have to see the first one to 

understand the second. But I got the story just fine, not to mention, after reading the summary of 

The Mighty Ducks, I get the point of the movie. Basically, Gordon now has the chance to coach his 

Mighty Ducks again, only this time, they are Team U.S.A. They are fighting against the best Pee-Wee 

hockey teams in the world, including the very nasty, plays against the rules, Iceland Team. Now, if 

you've seen The Karate Kid, you get where this is going. Of course, Gordon changes and wants to win 

instead of have fun, leading the team into stress, and again, if you've seen Rocky, you get the point. 

See what I mean by how predictable it was? Not to mention how many inspirational speeches there 

were, I was getting a toothache from how many there were, they were so sweet, it was unbearable. 

But I thought that it was a fun family film that the kids would definitely get a kick out of. As silly as it 

was, it is a good film for the kids, for morals, you know? But, just sit back and enjoy, you never know, 

you might like it as well. 
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D3: The Mighty Ducks (1996) 
 

In the third episode of this series, the Ducks get scholarships to 

Eden Hall Academy, a high ranking prep school. But as freshmen, 

they will have to face the snob varsity team. This story focuses 

mainly on Charley as he veers down the same self-loathing path 

Gordon took when he was a youth. The Ducks return to their 

roots in the third installment of this seires. Back home in 

Minnesota. Tieing in with the first episode. After reaching the Top 

in D2 this story deals with the aftermath and a new phase in their 

all the team members lives. The Ducks get scholorships to the 

Prestigous Eden Hall academy. And the beloved Varsity team 

draws paraells to the hawks in the 1st installment. As the 

dominant agressor. As they are favored by the powerful members 

of society. And the Ducks are once again seen as the Rag-Tag 

untradtional team. Shunned upon by the conservative norm. 

Faced with a new uptight coach and the mounted pressure from the alumus board, whose chair is 

the Varsity team captains father, the obstacles are huge for the Ducks. Can Gordon mentor Charley 

and veer him away from his current path of self-destructivness and teach him he is the only one 

capable of leading the Ducks, their one and only captain. Can the Ducks once again stand up to the 

conformity and be victourious? I'm not sure exactly why so many people think of the Mighty Ducks 

movies as silly and pointless. I was never good at sports, but I have always believed that, with proper 

coaching, any sport could teach children and teenagers about life. The third installment of this 

series, directed more toward teenagers than anyone else, really shows how teamwork and positive 

thinking can overcome obstacles and help them grow. I have seen D3 many times and yet as I 

recently bought the DVD and watched it again, I couldn't help but cheer for the Ducks. With 18-year-

old Joshua Jackson, 20-year-old Aaron Lohr, 15-year-old Justin Wong, 18-year-old Mike Vitar and 18-

year-old Ty O'Neal. 
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Da Lao Ai Mei Li (Daai Liu Oi Mei Lai) (Enter The Phoenix) (2004) 
 

The plot was nothing special, a boss (Yuen Biao) whose dying wish 

was that his son (Daniel Wu) he never loved to take over for him. 

In this case, the son is gay and he brought along with his friend 

(play by Eason Chan) who purposely act has Hung's son. What 

make this movie great is the pace of the film, the subplot and the 

movie is just hilarious. The Almost 3 way triangle between Karen 

Mok, Eason Chan and Dainel Wu was excellent. Seeing Law Kar-

Ying was hilarious, and Chapman To was funny most of the time. 

The cameo from Nic Tse, Sammi Cheng and Jackie Chan was 

beautiful put, Sammi Cheng was super funny for her role. This 

movie is still not perfect, like the ending (a fight scene) was 

cheesily, has in look fake, done. Also the gay aspect can be 

annoying at time. Nevertheless the flow of the movie work 

perfectly and the acting was above par. Also I like to give my head 

up on the triad angle was shot very well. Stephen Fung show high potential to be a great director, 

with the help from Jackie Chan I can see he can make a lot more great film. 
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Da Lotte Blev Usynlig (1988) 
 

A girl (Mathilde Gersby Rasmussen) of about 10-years-old learns 

that she can make herself invisible by manipulating her 

bellybutton. Soon thereafter, she is having tons of fun with her 

new power and roughly 12-year-old older brother (Casper 

Hjulmand). Originally made for Danish television, this DVD 

includes all six episodes which find our heroine and her sibling 

sidekick (1) putting on a magic show, (2) getting even with their 

parents for sending them to bed too earlier, (3) playing soccer and 

(4) helping mom teach her nasty boss a lesson. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1988) 
 

Episode 1: 

Episode 2: 

Episode 3: 

Episode 4: 

Episode 5: 

Episode 6: 
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Daddy Day Care (2003) 
 

In this hilarious comedy, two fathers (Eddie Murphy, Jeff Garlin) 

lose their jobs in product development at a large food company 

and are forced to take their sons out of the exclusive Chapman 

Academy and become stay-at-home fathers. With no job 

possibilities on the horizon, the two dads open their own day care 

facility, "Daddy Day Care", and employ some fairly unconventional 

and sidesplitting methods of caring for children. As "Daddy Day 

Care" starts to catch on, it launches them into a highly comedic 

rivalry with Chapman Academy's tough-as-nails director (Anjelica 

Huston), who has driven all previous competitors out of business. 

Two men (Eddie Murphy and Jeff Garlin) get laid off in product 

development at a large food company and are forced to become 

stay-at-home fathers and take their sons out of the exclusive 

Chapman Academy. They create a new day care facility called 

"Daddy Day Care" and have kids like: the smart-mouthed-but-became-polite Crispin (6-year-old 

Shane Baumel), the really-smart Becca (Hailey Noelle Johnson), and The Flash/Tony (7-year-old 

Jimmy Bennett). As "Daddy Day Care" starts to catch on, it launches them into a comedic rivalry with 

the Chapman Academy tough-as-nails director, Ms. Harridan (Anjelica Huston). Daddy Day Care is 

nothing more than a feel good funny film that you can enjoy with your family. Eddie Murphy who 

hasn't made a movie I've liked since Dr. Dolittle 2 redeems himself in my book with this movie. Steve 

Carr who directed the former might be Murphy's answer to a career come back. The kids in the 

movie make this work with their performances and one-liners. Ignore the critics and just go see this 

one and have fun with it. 
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Daemon (1985) 
 

The present day. Nick Foster (Arnaud Morell) moves with his two 

older sisters into a new home. Nick soon notices mysterious 

noises in the house and finds himself suffering from mysterious 

injuries. At school, the other boys pick on Nick until a teacher 

appears to come to his aid, but is the teacher there to help or 

not? This is a cracking ghost story set in suburbia mixed in with 

some modern psycho drama courtesy of Sunsannah York as your ever friendly shrink! Starring 

Susannah York and Bert Parnaby. 
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Dakan (Destiny) (1997) 
 

Two young high school boys, Manga and Sory, are gay and in love 

in Guinea. This is their story. I really enjoyed watching this movie, 

after a while the subtitles seem to fad away and your left with a 

movie that I feel really relates to everyone, not just same-gender 

loving men. I thought the realistic view of love used by the 

director was great. He showed that love, real love, can be a 

physically painful experience. Love hurts, but it's worth it when 

you find the one that you are willing to defy all odds with. I fell in 

love with love again, just by watching this movie and 

understanding that with love all things are possible. It was truly a 

great movie watching experience. I would recommend this movie 

to anyone that is open minded and wants to see a well made 

movie featuring two beautiful people. 
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Dama S Sobachkoy (The Lady With The [Little] Dog) (1960) 
 

In the Nineteenth Century, at the seaside resort of Yalta, the 

upper class Dimitri Gurov from Moscow meets Anna Sergeyovna 

walking with her little dog. Both have unhappy marriages: Dimitri 

has a marriage of convenience arranged by the family when he 

was a college boy and Anna married a lackey for love that has 

gone, and they have a love affair. When Anna returns to Saratov 

and Dimitri to Moscow, he has a boring life at home, spending his 

time working and going to the club after hours alone to drink and 

play cards with his friends. On Christmas, Dimitri misses Anna and 

lies to his wife, telling that he has a business trip to Saint 

Petersburg. However, he heads to Saratov and he meets Anna in 

the Opera House with her husband. Their love kindles and Anna 

promises to meet him in Moscow. In a period when divorce would 

be unthinkable, Anna and Dimitri are doomed to meet each other 

in hotel rooms. Somehow very human - outstanding! In my opinion, there are at least two kinds of 

melancholia. One has to do with a low level of passion and few, muddled emotions. Melancholia 

could, however, also be about truly passionate emotions of sadness and longing. There is a huge 

difference between the two, and they often seem to be confused. This movie is definitely about the 

passionate sadness and longing - at least it communicates some of the most outrageously passionate 

longing I've ever witnessed on film. Whoever thought "fast" automatically means "more passionate" 

was apparently dead wrong. There's also something realistic and very human about the characters. If 

you've lived for a while you've met people like these, and you may yourself have experienced (or 

even dreamt) similar situations. I felt immense pity for the characters, in my opinion a great 

achievement for any movie. Even if it's a film with "love" playing an important part, I felt it was 

innovative - this is simply unique stuff. I'll not give away too much of the story - go see this 

outstanding movie for yourself! 
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Dambusters: The True Story (1993) 
 

On the night of May 16-17 1943 Lancasters of 617 Squadron using 

bouncing bombs devised by Barnes Wallis destroyed the Mohne 

and Eder dams in the Ruhr valley. The raid was one of the most 

dangerous missions of WWII. 19 aircraft flew out, 8 never 

returned and 2 were seriously damaged. Mission leader, Wing 

Commander Guy Gibson was subsequently awarded the Victoria 

Cross for his part in the operation. 
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Dances With Wolves (1990) 
 

Sent to protect a U.S. outpost on the desolate frontier, Lt. John 

Dunbar (Kevin Costner) finds himself alone in the vast wilderness. 

Befriending the very people he's sent to protect the outpost from, 

the Sioux Indians, Dunbar slowly comes to revere those he once 

feared. But when the encroaching U.S. Army threatens to overrun 

the Sioux, he is forced to make a choice - one that will forever 

change his destiny and that of a proud and defiant nation. 
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Dang Wo Men Tong Zai Yi Qi (Go Go G-Boys) (2006) 
 

It is basically the story of Hong and Shin, friends since childhood 

and how as young adults they find themselves different 

sexualities. Hong works a menial job and likes girls while Shin, a 

rock star, prefers boys. Hong's girlfriend is high maintenance for 

him and manages to run up a great deal of debt on his credit card. 

Hong's job does not pay him nearly enough so that he can pay 

these bills and Hong's creditors are dunning him for payment. 

Hong manages to find what he thinks may be a solution to his 

problems. Soon to be is a beauty contest for guys, the G-Boy 

Pageant and Hong thinks that if he wins the grand prize, he will be 

able to pay his bills and get his life in order. There is only one 

problem and that is the contestants in the contest must be gay. 

Shin, wishing to help his friend, also enters the contest and the 

two guys find themselves surrounded by very good looking and 

hot Asian men, each of them wanting the title and the million dollars that go with winning. Hong's 

having to pretend to be gay is not the only problem. Little does anyone know, there is a mad 

bomber, who tries to completely disrupt the "beauty" contest as well as a spy who manages to 

infiltrate the contest and destroy it from within. With these things going on, we end up with a very 

cute and funny film and it seems that the pageant may end with a big bang and there are other 

questions that need to be answered. Adroitly directed by Jong-Jong Yu (you have to love that name), 

the film shows just how far the Taiwanese have gone in dealing with gay issues. 
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Danger Island (1968) 
 

A live action serial about a group of people trapped on an island 

plagued by modern day pirates. A young Jan Michael Vincent was 

part of the cast, and Richard Donner ("Lethal Weapon") directed 

the episodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1968) 
 

Episode 1: 

Episode 2: 
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Dangerous Adventures For Boys (2009) 
 

Based on the bestseller 'The Dangerous Book for Boys' by Con and 

Hal Iggulden, this six-part documentary series sends celebrity 

dads and their sons on thrilling escapades inspired by British 

heroes from the past. The famous faces taking part in the series 

are Martin Kemp, Jim Moir (a.k.a. Vic Reeves), Todd Carty, Bradley 

Walsh, Lord Brocket and Darren Campbell. Series in which famous 

dads and their sons embark on exhilarating adventures. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 1: Martin Kemp: Battle Of Britain; Actor Martin Kemp and his 15-year-old son, Roman, learn 

to dogfight in World War II-era planes. With barely two weeks' training, father and son take to the 

skies to find out what it was really like for the pilots who risked their lives in the Battle of Britain. 

Episode 2: Vic Reeves: Tall Ship; In this edition, comedian Jim Moir - better known as Vic Reeves - 

teams up with his 10-year-old son to take charge of a 145ft tall ship. Using only technology available 

in the 18th century, the pair will sail the vessel into treacherous waters, facing harsh weather, 100ft 

masts and hard, physical labour along the way. 

Episode 3: Bradley Walsh: SAS; Bradley Walsh and his 10-year-old son, Barney, learn what it was like 

to serve in the SAS during World War Two. The pair undergo intensive training in survival 

techniques, vehicles and firearms before being pitched into the middle of a war-games exercise on a 

mission to capture an enemy base. 

Episode 4: Todd Carty: Steam Train; Todd Carty and his 11-year-old son James take control of a 109-

ton passenger steam train. The duo face fierce heat, back-breaking labour and intense pressure as 

they drive the old locomotive along one of the country's most challenging routes - an 18-mile line 

from Grosmont to Pickering, built in the 1830s by George Stevenson. 

Episode 5: Lord Charlie Brockett: WWII Spies; Lord Brockett and his son William learn the skills of a 

World War II spy and carry out a mission to steal sensitive documents from behind enemy lines. 

Episode 6: Darren Campbell: Motor Racing; Olympic gold medallist Darren Campbell and his 9-year-

old son, Aaryn, attempt to become a crack motor racing team. Aaryn learns to drive a kart at speeds 



of up to 60mph while Darren trains to be a pit mechanic. To prepare them for a pro-kart race, the 

boys turn to racing legend Sir Stirling Moss for advice and inspiration. 
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Daniel And The Superdogs (Daniel Et Les Superdogs) (2004) 
 

Tweenager Daniel (14-year-old Matthew Harbour) has just lost his 

mother. His father is so distraught that he is throwing himself into 

his work, mostly. Worst of all, the family's Borzoi dog is so 

despondent for the lady of the house that he escapes to the 

cemetery and lays on her grave, time and again. Thinking it will be 

for the best, Daniel's father gives the dog to a trainer in order to 

find a suitable new home. Daniel begins to stir up trouble, too, at 

school and in the neighborhood, with the help of his two best 

friends. This disappoints his dad greatly. To help keep him 

focused, everyone agrees to let Daniel help out at the trainer's 

kennel. Once there, he helps dogs that are part of a circus-type 

dog show that circulates in the area. One dog, a temperamental 

Jack Russell Terrier named Gypsy, relates to Daniel very well. Can 

this dog help Daniel make it back to a normal kid's life? This movie 

is a good film for families, especially those who love animals. The actors are quite good and the dogs 

very, very lovable. Nevertheless, the slow pace of the film and its meandering story lines may require 

patience. Perhaps a showing of the film in two parts would be best. However, do seek out the movie 

if you are always on the prowl for sweet, non-objectionable family flicks. While not super, this film is 

still a nice choice for most audiences. 
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Dante's Peak (1997) 
 

Volcanologist Harry Dalton and mayor Rachel Wando of Dante's 

Peak try to convince the city council and the other volcanologists 

that the volcano right above Dante's peak is indeed dangerous. 

People's safety is being set against economical interests. Without 

warning, day becomes night; air turns to fire, and solid ground 

melts beneath white-hot lava. Welcome to the town of Dante's 

Peak, where a long-dormant volcano is about to erupt with 

devastating force. Who will survive when the inferno unleashes its 

fury? USGS scientists Harry Dalton is sent to the small town of 

Dante's Peak to check on unusual activity. Spurred by the volcano 

related death of a previous lover, Dalton urges Mayor Rachel 

Wando to put the city on alert. Dalton's boss, Paul Dreyfus arrives 

and countermands Dalton demanding scientific proof. When the 

proof finally arrives, Harry and Rachel must go to the volcano to 

rescue her two children (14-year-old Jeremy Foley) and ex-

mother-in-law. Tension builds as they try to reach safety while the town below is destroyed. This 

"disaster film" had some of the best special effects of its day (almost 10 years ago). I have to say "of 

its day" because technology has made CGI become dated quickly these days. This film is all about a 

volcano, a la Mt. St. Helen's, erupting and killing people and destroying a small town below it. Some 

of the scenes were just jaw- dropping and, at least for the first-time viewer, a lot of suspense over 

whether the main characters of the story will survive it. Of course, there are some credibility gaps in 

here, things that just could not happen such as little boy (Jeremy Foley) drive van up a mountain 

(when his feet wouldn't reach the foot pedals!) but you just go along for the ride and enjoy the 

tension and special effects even if the story gets a little hokey. It might not be the most intelligent 

film, but it's very entertaining 109 minutes, and that's the name of the business. It's good escapist 

fare, and that's all. It's worth two looks. 
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Darby O'Gill And The Little People (1959) 
 

In the enchanted Emerald Isle, Darby O'Gill spins tall tales of 

leprechauns and banshees. Unfortunately, when he actually 

captures the leprechaun king and discovers their hidden gold, no 

one will believe him! A frisky old storyteller named Darby O'Gill is 

desperately seeking the proverbial pot of gold. There's just one 

tiny thing standing in his way: a 21-inch leprechaun named King 

Brian. In order to get the gold, Darby must match his wits against 

the shrewd little trickster- which proves no small task indeed! I do 

not know how much I would like this movie if I saw it today for 

the first time. But, since I grew up on this movie, I have no choice 

but to absolutely love it. We had this videocassette in our closet 

for years, it didn't have a cover on it, but it didn't need one. Wow, 

how I grew up on those colorful special effects. Those 

leprechauns riding small white horses around an old Irish man 

playing the fiddle. The horse turning silvery when enchanted by 

the leprechauns. The Banshee. Oh, that Banshee. You've never seen a scarier Banshee on film and 

you never will. A fantastic movie. A young Sean Connery is in it, and that old woman with that scary 

voice is fantastic. And Darby O'Gill...ahh.. one of the best family films and fantasy movies out there. 

And don't forget the scary, black creativity of the Death Cab. 
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Dare Mo Shiranai (Nobody Knows) (2004) 
 

Four siblings (14-year-old Yûya Yagira, 12-year-old Ayu Kitaura, 9-

year-old Hiei Kimura and 7-year-old Momoko Shimizu) live happily 

with their mother in a small apartment in Tokyo. The children all 

have different fathers and have never been to school. The very 

existence of three of them has been hidden from the landlord. 

One day, the mother leaves behind a little money and a note, 

charging her oldest boy to look after the others. And so begins the 

children's odyssey, a journey nobody knows. Though engulfed by 

the cruel fate of abandonment, the four children do their best to 

survive in their own little world, devising and following their own 

set of rules. When they are forced to engage with the world 

outside their cocooned universe, the fragile balance that has 

sustained them collapses. Their innocent longing for their mother, 

their wary fascination toward the outside world, their anxiety 

over their increasingly desperate situation, their inarticulate cries, their kindness to each other, their 

determination to survive on wits and courage. 
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Dark City (1998) 
 

John Murdoch awakens alone in a strange hotel to find that he 

has lost his memory and is wanted for a series of brutal and 

bizarre murders. While trying to piece together his past, he 

stumbles upon a fiendish underworld controlled by a group of 

beings known as The Strangers who possess the ability to put 

people to sleep and alter the city and its inhabitants. Now 

Murdoch must find a way to stop them before they take control 

of his mind and destroy him. John's life has become a nightmare. 

He is hunted by the police for a series of murders he knows 

nothing about, a woman who claims to be his wife is after him, 

and so is a mysterious "doctor". But his worst trouble is the 

strangers, a series of vastly powerful beings who seem to 

manipulate just about everything in the city, and want him 

because of the extraordinary powers he manifested. John decides 

to find out what is happening in his city; why is it always night? 

And why can nobody tell him a way to leave the city? I will be part of the rabid throngs of people 

lining up to catch a spectacle as huge as Reloaded and Revolution. Despite (and maybe because of) 

Matrix sky high hype right now, my thoughts drift back to this overlooked classic...but a little on Neo 

and gang first below. The Matrix just happened. With an uncanny midas touch, The Warchowski bros 

launched this (then unknown film) at the the right place, in the right time. With an execution 

commercial enough to bring in the box office moola and a philosophical subtext accessible enough 

for the general public to latch on to, the rest, as they say...is history. The philosophical under 

pinnings though, (of blue pills, red pills, the subreality of consciousness and all that mambo jambo 

etc), so successfully popularised by The Matrix, was infact neither originated by The Matrix nor as 

fully realised than in other more accomplished works. Which leads me to...drumroll...As such, IMHO, 

the best execution on the concept of reality and perception was already explored in a much more 

unbelievably visual opus, one year earlier, the grossly overlooked, criminally under-rated. "Dark 

City". (One of My Top 10 All time Favourite Films). This scifi/ film noir hybrid was impactful both 

cinematically and ideologically. Most importantly, it rewarded my wildly abandoned reach for 

human imagination and thirst for ideas, by fulfilling as much promise a motion picture can ever hope 

to give. On top of that, my background as a "trekkie" scifi nerd meant I instinctively respond to films 

which challenge me both intellectually and spiritually. Dark City was thus a near religious, life 

cleansing experience for me. And any which way I look at it, this film soars to heights unseen since 

2001: A Space Odyssey. But due to its messed up (or near-absent) marketing campaign (positioning 

the film to resemble a horror film for the teenage crowd), the film did not find its intended audience 

and flopped unceremoniously. Of course it found its audience but by then it was too late. That said, 

the thirst for something better than our run of the mill pop corn fare is still there, waiting to be 

quenched. And The Matrix filled that void. Too bad it wasn't this film. But in a ideal world, it would. 

Sad. 
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Dark Enemy (1984) 
 

After a nuclear war, a group of children (13-year-old Rory 

Macfarquhar, 13-year-old Oliver Hicks) at an isolated farmhouse 

debate what the outside world might be like. Soon one of them 

leaves the house to investigate, and finds out that things aren't 

the way they thought. 
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Dark Harbor (1998) 
 

A bickering couple (Alan Rickman and Polly Walker) drive fast 

through a downpour to catch the last ferry to their island retreat. 

In a flash, they recognize a crumpled body laying at the side of the 

road after much argument they stop, only to find a young boy 

(Norman Reedus) battered and bruised. An offer of summoning 

the police firmly rejected, the two help the boy as best they can 

although it certainly means missing the ferry...and so starts this 

thriller: a tale of twisted sexual attraction and ulterior motives. 

Nothing really new here involving a couple who run into this 

injured stranger as their driving through a heavy rainstorm in rural 

Maine. David & Alexis Weinberg, Alan Rickman & Polly Walker, 

were on their way to catch a ferry home but are delayed until the 

next day when they miss the boat. Picking up this young stranger 

(Norman Needus), who was thought at first to be dead, he ends 

up also getting on the ferry the next morning and sailing for the Weinbergs' island home. Hanging 

out in the woods and the nearby beach the stranger come in contact with the Weinberg's again in a 

most unusual way. The Weinbergs planing to sail back to the mainland get trapped in a fog bank and 

go off course and runs aground on nearby Seal Rock only to run into the stranger, as if he knew that 

they would be there, who get knocked out by David with a log thinking he's trying to rob both him 

and Alexis. With the stranger, after recovering from his head wound, helping David & Alexis get their 

boat fixed so they can sail back home and later cooking up a large and magnificent meal for the 

couple he's allowed to stay over until the next morning when David is to take him, by boat, back to 

the mainland. Up until the time when David leaves both the stranger and Alexis alone, and goes to 

see some friends on the mainland, you have no idea where the movie "Dark Harbor" is taking you. 

There's something going on between the three, David Alexis & the stranger, but it's so weird that 

you feel that at any moment you would find out that it's a dream, or hallucination, of one of the 

parties involved like the dream that Alexis had, about David attacking her with an ax, earlier in the 

movie. "Dark Harbor" goes in and out of sequence as if it were badly edited with a number of scenes 

that are never explained like what exactly happened to David when he wakes up with a bloody 

mouth and who gave it to him? Alexis? the stranger? There's also David, bloody mouth and all, going 

off the handle and what seems to be accusing Alexis of driving her father to suicide where she 

completely loses it and almost runs him through with a set of kitchen knives, all this while the 

stranger calmly sit at the table watching the entire scene. The stranger himself is attacked by, what 

by now seems to be, an insane David only to lose him in the woods with Alexis, who it turned out 

David was leaching off during their seven year marriage, throwing him out of her house and island. 

Finding the stranger in the woods, cold and with nowhere to go, Alexis seems to accept him back as 

David's replacement as "the man" in the house as both she and the stranger munch down some wild 

mushrooms, that grow on the island, during a pouring rain. Just when you think the film "Dark 

Harbor" is over your hit with theses two scenes, catching you off guard as your trying to figure just 

what happened in the film, that explains the reason for the strangers present on the island and in 

both David's & Alxis' lives. Very confusing story but the breathtaking and gorgeous photography of 

the state of Maine make the movie worth sitting through. The surprise ending isn't really that hard 



to figure out since the stranger showed his true feeling, and colors, to Alexis earlier in the film when 

he did a skit of a 1962 birthday party for JFK at Madison Square Garden. It became obvious at the 

end of the movie that all that happened between David & Alxis involving the stranger was no 

accident at all but planned well in advance and it was only in the films final moment that you 

realized who did all the planning. 
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Dark Shadows (2012) 
 

An imprisoned vampire, Barnabas Collins, is set free and returns to 

his ancestral home, where his dysfunctional descendants are in 

need of his protection. In the year 1752, Joshua and Naomi Collins, 

with young son Barnabas, set sail from Liverpool, England to start 

a new life in America. But even an ocean was not enough to 

escape the mysterious curse that has plagued their family. Two 

decades pass and Barnabas (Johnny Depp) has the world at his 

feet-or at least the town of Collinsport, Maine. The master of 

Collinwood Manor, Barnabas is rich, powerful and an inveterate 

playboy...until he makes the grave mistake of breaking the heart 

of Angelique Bouchard (Eva Green). A witch, in every sense of the 

word, Angelique dooms him to a fate worse than death: turning 

him into a vampire, and then burying him alive. Two centuries 

later, Barnabas is inadvertently freed from his tomb and emerges 

into the very changed world of 1972. He returns to Collinwood Manor to find that his once-grand 

estate has fallen into ruin. The dysfunctional remnants of the Collins family have fared little better. 

Keep these two away from each other. The film can't decide whether it's a fish-out-of-water comedy 

or a Gothic thriller/romance. Instead, we get treated to a bipolar movie that is, at times, really funny, 

but mostly full of unnecessary exposition. I think Burton wanted to honor the TV show by adding in 

so many details, but frankly, it was boring at times as they moved from one plot point to another. 

Some of the "wrap up" surprises at the end came off as forced. Though I'm glad they didn't rely on as 

much CGI to create the set pieces, one major scene involving a concert looked like it was stolen from 

the Austin Powers films. Johnny Depp did some great physical comedy as well as Helena Bonham 

Carter and Jackie Earle Haley, but Dark Shadows should go back to the grave. With Gulliver McGrath. 
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Darkness Falls (2003) 
 

In the 1800's there was a woman that little children would take 

their old teeth (ones they had recently lost) to in exchange for a 

gold coin. A few years later, tragedy struck her, first a fire in her 

house which caused her to not be able to go into any type of light, 

and then she was hanged. There's a story that goes around the 

town of Darkness Falls about her, and she's called the Tooth Fairy. 

The story goes that she can't go in the light, and if you wake up 

and see her, she'll kill you. The usual saying is "Don't Peek." Well, 

there is a boy named Kyle who gets a warning from his friend 

Caitlin to not peek. Well, he wakes up on the night when the 

Tooth Fairy is supposed to come and get his last tooth and sees 

her. It all leads to more tragedy and the movie jumps to 12 years 

later. Now grown up, Caitlin calls Kyle because her little brother 

Michael (11-year-old Lee Cormie) is going through the same things he did as a boy, and wants his 

help. Kyle goes back to Darkness Falls to face his past, and the woman in the porcelain mask (a.k.a. 

the Tooth Fairy). When he was a young boy, Kyle claimed that while he was sleeping, he accidentally 

woke up and saw the Tooth Fairy, who tried to kill him. Since then, he was considered crazy by 

everyone in town, except for his childhood girlfriend, Caitlin, and her younger brother. But now, Hell 

is coming back as that black haired, winged creature of doom that Kyle described is coming back to 

town. And she's not leaving without Caitlin's brother. Kyle Walsh (Chaney Kley) returns to the small 

town of Darkness Falls to help his childhood girlfriend, Caitlin Greene (Emma Caulfield), whose 

brother is hospitalized with severe night terrors. It seems that a town legend of the "Tooth Fairy" is 

haunting his imagination, and Walsh had similar experiences. Is the "Tooth Fairy" more than just a 

childhood myth? It's so much fun watching films multiple times. It's very rare that my opinion 

remains the same on a film from one viewing to the next. Sometimes my rating goes down, 

sometimes it goes up, and sometimes it stays the same, but I like or dislike the film for different 

reasons than I did on my first viewing. Darkness Falls (2003) is a case where my rating has gone up 

quite a bit since my last encounter with it. I think the difference this time was for two primary 

reasons--one, when I first saw this in the theater it was in the midst of a slew of horror films that had 

similar themes, and maybe I was getting tired of it by the time I watched this one, and two, I think 

the positive aspects worked well enough for me this time that I was more forgiving of the few flaws 

the film has. And it does have flaws. Let's get those out of the way first. The main flaw for me was 

some of the super-fast editing during the horror "action" scenes. Occasionally it was so fast that I 

couldn't very well tell what was going on. However, I also realized this time that at least occasionally, 

the editing is perfect for the scene. For example, there is a scene set the small town police station 

that is inherently chaotic. Chaotic editing is the only thing that would fit. The other flaw is that there 

are occasional lapses in plot logic. The most crucial for me occurred during the climax, where there 

were a couple actions taken that I was a bit confused about. It didn't help that the climax is also 

slightly marred with hyperactive editing. However, in both of those cases, the good stuff far 

outweighed the bad for me. The villain in Darkness Falls is excellent in conception and design. The 

backstory is captivating. When it's initially told through a "slideshow" during the opening credits, I 

was thinking that I would have preferred them to give me a 10-minute historical prologue, but in 



retrospect, I'd prefer to see an entire film that's a prequel telling the villain's story. I loved the small 

town setting of the film, and the interactions of the characters in the script. They seemed like real 

people to me, with entwined pasts. I loved the three main characters, and thought their 

performances were very good. Since I'm a big Buffy The Vampire Slayer fan, that might have 

supplied Emma Caulfield with some unconscious bonus points, but I loved her acting here. What 

really matters in a film like this is the horror material, and director Jonathan Liebesman handles it 

skillfully. Although I'm not usually a fan of modern films having shorter running times (it was more 

understandable back in the days of literal A and B films on the same bill at a theater), Darkness Falls 

is compact because there is little "dead time" between the suspenseful material. Liebesman only 

spends as much time as necessary with "serious drama" to amplify the horror. These types of scenes 

were handled well enough to make me either forget or not care if there were any rules broken when 

it comes to keeping the villain at bay. Although I'm not someone who finds films scary, I can see 

Darkness Falls working for many viewers in terms of frights. Many primal fears are touched upon. 

There is an excellent extended bit in complete darkness (you only hear the soundtrack), and of 

course darkness and things coming out of the darkness is a major theme throughout. You also get 

scenes of claustrophobia, loss of control, elevators, hospitals, and many other situations that should 

work on more receptive viewers' sensibilities. This one is worth seeing, but approach it more in the 

frame of mind of a fun roller-coaster ride than a literary masterpiece. 
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Das Ende Des Regenbogens (The End Of The Rainbow) (1979) 
 

A 17-year-old Berlin boy (17-year-old Thomas Kufahl) turns 

prostitute and petty thief. Despite the attempts of a social worker 

to help, the boy runs into real trouble when a burglary goes awry. 
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Das Flüstern Des Mondes (Whispering Moon) (2006) 
 

From Austria comes "Whispering Moon" (WaterBearer Films), the 

story of Jannis a young gay guy and Patrick, his mute boyfriend. 

The two are making a documentary about a government 

conspiracy which has brought about several attempts at politial 

assassinations. The film starts with an interrogation that looks to 

be not only intense but somewhat dangerous. At first we are no 

quite sure of the direction of the film but we soon see that it 

moves back and forth in time. Jannis tells us how he and Patrick 

joined a circus in order to shoot their film which exposes the 

conspiracy which uses poisoned frogs. What seems as if it will be 

a dark film actually is a playful, witty and quite inventive film. 

Combining a variety of media and narrative approaches, the 

filmmaker, Michael Satzinger weaves his story that grabs the 

viewer by the collar. We are, thereby, asked to think about what 

storytelling is and why we tell stories. Deception emerges as a major aspect of daily life and 

Satzinger shows how easily we can fall victim to deception. He shows us that it is relatively easy to 

alter images and make things appear to be quite different from what they are in actuality. The film is 

set sometime in the not so distant future and it is a movie unlike any movie I have ever seen. Using a 

plethora of different techniques to move the plot along the movie is quite cutting edge. It sizzles, 

dazzles and stuns. "Whispering Moon" bombards us visually and challenges us while, at the same 

time, it amuses and entertains. This is definitely not your usual kind of motion picture. As it mixes 

hoaxes, young love, exposes and poisonous frogs, it shows us the wild and creative mind of its 

director. The actors charm us with their acting ability and boyish good looks (and one particularly 

graphic nude scene and several others that are beautiful to watch in their sublimity). I love this 

movie but I must admit it took a little while to get into it and then to realize what it is really all 

about. When it was over, I realized that I had not just seen a film, but not actually been a part of a 

unique experience. This is definitely not your usual cinematic fare. 
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Das Goldene Ding (The Golden Thing) (1972) 
 

The award-winning director of this film, Edgar Reitz, was a leader 

in the movement of young German filmmakers to revitalize the 

German film industry, an industry relying on stale conventions 

and "safe" movies. Das Goldene Ding is his first venture into full-

length storytelling. It retells the legend of the Golden Fleece in a 

new way. First, the story is told from the perspective of the Argo's 

ship's carpenter. Secondly, all the Argonauts, Jason (12-year-old 

Christian Reitz), Herakles (Michael Jeron), Orpheus (Oliver Jovine), 

etc., are young teenagers, battling against ogre-ish adults. Finally, 

the ardent young Argonauts solve their apparently supernatural 

challenges using a little science and common sense. Made for 

German TV, this film was very well-received when it was released. 
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Das Jahr Der Ersten Küsse (The Year Of The First Kiss) (2002) 
 

31-year-old Tristan remembers the time when he was 15 (15-

year-old Max Mauff) and had just hit puberty. But he is not alone 

in this, he is with a large group of friends: Specki (15-year-old 

Thomas Drechsel), a fat kid who is always stuffing himself, 

Streusel (16-year-old Michael Godde), a cheeky boy covered with 

spots, Tümai, a pretty Turkish girl, Kerstin, best friend of Tümai 

and very sporty, Elrond (Michel Besl), with a heavy stutter, but 

regardless extremely popular and good looking, Lars (17-year-old 

Marvin Gronen) and Simone, so far the only couple in the class 

who spend most of their time smooching and Long Jana, a girl 

who is at least 6 foot tall and extremely skinny. Tristan has just 

developed a huge crush on Kerstin, but is too shy to do anything 

about it. As if that weren't enough, his parents, both 

psychoanalysts, separate - which puts an abrupt end to childhood 

naivety. Tristan is supposed to move town at the end of the school year. But time is too short to 

grow grey hair. The friends experience awkwardness at dance school, masturbation and first 

fantasies of the opposite sex, amateur school theatre, the first? real? party with lots of alcohol, strip 

poker etc. The biggest interest is of course to get ahead with the girls which often ends up in very 

funny situations. Their mutual enemy is Simone's father who beats her until Tristan finally takes up 

the courage to stop him. On Tristan's last day, when all his friends come to say goodbye, Kerstin is 

missing. To his surprise she waits on the swing in front of Tristan's new home. This is the beginning 

of a long, deep love, which leaves Tristan with the knowledge that he experienced something 

extraordinary, which most people never will. What do you get when you mix a coming of age drama, 

a teen comedy and a nostalgic flashback to 1985? Well, in this case you get a wonderful movie 

(especially appealing to those people who were teenagers in the 80ies), which is neither too 

broad/gross nor overly sentimental (except for the present-day frame story). Apparently you also 

have a marketing problem: sadly this seems to become another undeserved flop at the German box 

office. The main forte of "Das Jahr der ersten Küsse" are the actors: I've rarely seen such a good 

ensemble of young actors (most of them giving their debut), who really are the age of the characters 

they're playing for a change instead of 22-year-olds playing 15-year-olds as in most Hollywood 

movies. Every one of them (especially Rebecca Hessing, but also Max Mauff, Nina Asseng and Luana 

Bellinghausen) is perfectly cast and acts very natural. The main weakness of the film is the tempo: 

the unnecessary frame story and voice-over narration (first person to boot, which is usually a bad 

idea), the frequent "fade-to-blacks" (a stylistic device which was also overused in another recent 

German film, "Wie Feuer und Flamme") and the relatively long takes, all make this movie slower 

than it needs to be. If a bit more were happening plot-wise (like a disco visit of the clique, for 

example) this could have been balanced, but unfortunately the actual story is a little thin. Two minor 

quibbles that I have with the film are the freedom which the turkish girl Tümai enjoys (in 1985 she 

probably would've had a father like Simone's, who wouldn't allow her anything) and the fact that 15-

year-olds still play bottle tricks. Today's teenagers may indeed have their first sex earlier, but 17 

years ago teenagers were not 'that' naive either. As an overall rating I'd still give this movie 8/10 



(despite the mentioned flaws), because it gives such a likeable and realistic portrait of German teens 

in the 80ies. 
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Das Schulgespenst (1986) 
 

In this German ghost story, a mischievous little girl swaps places 

with a ghost, and enjoys stirring up trouble in ghostly form. But 

when she wants to switch back, the snotty and ungrateful ghost 

won't cooperate. Mayhem ensues, but the cheesy animated 

effects are so primitive that it's hard to get caught up in the action 

sequences. There's not really much of a story outside of the 

effects gimmick, and there's certainly no clever dialogue or gags. 

The little girl who plays the lead is fairly adorable, but the ghost is 

more irritating than scary or funny. Only a European audience 

could get any pleasure out of the outlandishly goofy theme song. 
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Das Weisse Band - Eine Deutsche Kindergeschichte (The White 

Ribbon) (2009) 
 

With 14-year-old Leonard Proxauf. The action takes place in a 

German village in the fifteen months that precede World War I. 

Among the people who live there are a baron, who is a large 

landowner and a local moral authority, his estate manager, a 

pastor with his many children, a widowed doctor and a 

schoolteacher who is thinking of getting married. It is he who, 

many years later, tells this story. Though everything seems to be 

quiet and orderly, as it always has been, with the seasons 

following each other, and good harvests following bad ones, 

suddenly some strange events start to occur. If some appear to be 

quite ordinary, even accidental -- a farmer's wife dies falling 

through rotten floorboards -- others are inexplicable and may well 

be malevolent. Thus, a wire placed at knee-height has brought 

down the horse being ridden by the doctor, who is severely 

wounded. There's more of the same: an unknown hand opens a window to expose a newborn baby 

to the intense cold of the winter. A whole field of cabbages, on the baron's land, are beheaded with 

a scythe. One of the Baron's sons disappears: he is found his feet and hands bound, his buttocks 

lashed by a whip. A barn belonging to the manor is set on fire. A farmer hangs himself. A midwife's 

handicapped child is found tied to a tree, in a forest, seriously beaten, with a threatening message 

on his chest speaking of divine punishment. The village is worried, and at a loss as to what to do. The 

baron whose wife will soon leave the village to go to live in Italy makes a speech in the church, but it 

has no effect. The pastor, a particularly strict character, had since the beginning of the events, tied a 

white ribbon to the arm of his two eldest children, a boy and a girl: it is to remind them permanently 

of their duties to purity. In spite of these ribbons, his own family is not spared. His eldest son admits 

that he masturbates. The pastor's parrot is stabbed with a scissor by the pastor's daughter. The 

schoolteacher, whose pupils are growing more and more unruly, and who is considering getting 

married (it is the only love-story in the film), starts little by little to unravel the mystery. What he 

discovers seems incredible to him: those guilty of most of these misdeeds are the village children. 

They have formed a secret society and their leader seems to be Klara, the pastor's daughter. Why 

did the children behave this way? The schoolteacher can't say. They are haunted by dark feelings, 

fears, a desire to revolt, to dominate, to conceal, to be violent. All this is heralding something that 

will explode fifteen or twenty years later, when this generation has grown up. The schoolteacher 

tries to reveal what he thinks he has found out to the pastor. He is rebuffed. There's no question of 

bringing that out into the open. The pastor insults him, and even threatens to report him. Our 

children guilty? It's inconceivable. We learn that the Archduke of Austria has been murdered by a 

Serbian in Sarajevo. An international crisis is brewing. The worries and the dramas of the village are 

soon lost in the strange excitement of the coming war. Later, the schoolteacher ponders over it 

again: didn't those events contain the germs of the tragedies that followed? Weren't the barbaric 

acts of the children, deep down, the natural consequences of what they had been taught? Fans of 

Michael Haneke's more morally shocking films such as 'Funny Games', 'Benny's Video' or the 

draining 'Time of the Wolf' might find themselves surprised by the quieter and slower analysis of evil 



in his latest work 'Das Weisse Band'. The action takes place in a North German village shortly before 

the outbreak of the First World War and in structure presents a number of subtly drawn individual 

characters as they are caught up in a mysterious series of violent events. In the hands of a mere 

moralist this could be an unbearable few hours. But it's credit to Haneke's skill as a film-maker that 

we are utterly caught up and absorbed by a large cast of children and adults. One of the on-going 

arguments in Haneke's films appears to be the origins of human evil, or perhaps more precisely put, 

individual acts of evil behaviour. Are such acts an individual's responsibility or do they spring from a 

climate in which particular energies are at work? This is the question Haneke appears to be exploring 

here (just as was a central question relating to French society in 'Cache'). One of the most disturbing 

things at the heart of the film is the fact that we do not know why particular acts of evil take place 

(including the maiming of a disabled child and the beating of a nobleman's son), or even who 

commits them. However, this is no 'whodunnit', although with its retrospective voice-over from the 

School Teacher's p.o.v. we are let to believe for a long time that were in a crime/thriller genre. 

Throughout his body of work so far, Haneke has suggested that looking for the sort of easy answers 

films and TV all too readily supply is partly responsible for our misunderstanding how violence in 

society occurs. (Funny Games). 'The White Ribbon' bypasses the usual dramatical devices of 

motivation and blame and instead softly focuses on an environment (in this case Germany in the 

first quarter of the Twentieth Century) in which certain unhealthy energies are at work. These 

energies include an emotionally repressed and joyless Protestantism, the mistreatment and 

oppression of women, the familial abuse of children, the fetishism of strong masculine and 

patriarchal values, and the un-breachable divide between the rich and the poor. Set over all this, like 

an umbrella, is the fact that the small provincial society depicted in the film is all but completely 

isolated from wider society. Another poster here has pointed out that Haneke is using his village as a 

microcosm to reflect Germany as a whole, and I would agree with that. Haneke's Dorf, whilst having 

an individual character, is a relative of Von Trier's Dogville in the sense that it stands for a larger set 

of national values. In this respect Haneke seems to be diagnosing German society in the run up to 

the 'Great' War as one of authoritarianism, religious doubt, intolerance, and fear. What is 

remarkable in such a film is how little human joy or love is to be found in such a seemingly idyllic 

rural landscape. The love strand (between the narrator Teacher and the dismissed 17 yr old 

children's nurse) has a rather strained aspect. It is as though the film maker is suggesting that 

affection might also be down to available opportunity. One of the most moving scenes in The White 

Ribbon is when a young child brings his father, a Priest, a caged bird he has nursed back to health. 

The father's beloved pet canary was killed (by his daughter as a protest against the bleak, loveless 

household she's been reared in - a home in which a father shows more affection to a small bird than 

his own children. Thus the scene symbolically depicts a child demonstrating the love that the parent 

himself is unable of showing. Tears fill the priest's eyes. It is a tiny moment of love and hope in an 

otherwise emotionally barren wasteland. It is also a symbol of how a new generations of Germans 

have dealt with, and healed, previous decades of pain. 
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Das Wunder Von Bern (The Miracle Of Bern) (2003) 
 

The movie deals with the championship-winning German soccer 

team of 1954. Its story is linked with two others: The family of a 

young boy (14-year-old Louis Klamroth) is split due to the events 

in World War II, and the father returns from Russia after eleven 

years. His problems in getting back to normal life are shown, with 

references to his children and wife. The second story is about a 

reporter and his wife reporting from the tournament. Even 

though or rather because it has more of a family drama than of a 

thrilling sports movie, it achieves to entertain as well as touch the 

spectators for two solid hours. Actually, the family story is 

perfectly integrated in the circumstances of 1954's football world-

cup and shows in a very sensitive way the changes that this game, 

especially the finals with their victory over Hungary, have on the 

focused family in special and on whole Germany - which is still 

depressed by the misery caused by the second world war - in general. Becoming - for the very first 

time - football's world champion gives the country back its hopes for the future and people's joy in 

life. Matthis' father, and with him the whole family finally finds back to themselves. This movie 

perfectly holds the balance between sad and joyful scenes which, together with a decent sense of 

humor, never lets the story drift to one side. The spectators can truly feel with the well played 

characters of the family members and their progress throughout the events. Finally, the movie leads 

into a satisfying end without getting trashy. 
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Das Wunder Von Loch Ness (The Secret Of Loch Ness) (2008) 
 

One day, 11-year-old Tim's (11-year-old Lukas Schust) life changes 

completely, as he discovers a photo of a researcher living in 

Scotland, who looks exactly like his dead father! Overcome with 

excitement, Tim is immediately compelled to find out the truth. 

He sneaks off and makes his way to Inverness, the renowned 

Scottish village on the banks of the legendary Loch Ness. What 

awaits Tim surpasses even his boldest expectations as he 

unlocked the greatest secret of all. 
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Dating The Enemy (1996) 
 

One messy science journalist (Tash) and a neat television host 

(Brett). Two very different people whose relationship is nose 

diving to get the opportunity to experience life in their partners 

shoes when they wake up one morning in each others bodies. 

Valuable lessons are learned by each as they both have to adjust 

to very different lives. It is a rare slice of genius when a 

production sails by on bubbly Bringing Up Baby style wit and 

humour, then three days later awakens you to a beautifully 

simple solution to the oldest struggle of mankind, male vs female. 

More than just an evening's entertainment, this film could save 

troubled marriages by more than just its romantic tones and 

ending. It can achieve it's goal by setting the realistic co-operation 

example that it does. Little wonder the screenplay works as well 

as it does with Linda Seger as consultant. At the core of its charm 

is the fact that the two leads had to work and watch each other throughout the rehearsal process, 

then successfully emulate each other during filming stimulating recognition in the audience, 

something strongly identified in all successful Australian films. That's why in the public screenings I 

saw, the pencil in the hair always drew powerful laughter. 
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Davandeh (The Runner) (1985) 
 

Amiro (Majid Niroumand) is a young boy who has lost his home 

during the war. He spends his days by working odd jobs, until he 

realizes that the only way that he can realize his dreams is by 

enrolling in school. In school, he has conflict with other students. 

Finally there is a competition to see who can say the whole 

alphabet in one breath. Without family or a home to shelter him, 

9-year-old Amiro (played by Majid Niroomand) is an iconic 

character against the changing landscape of the Southern Iran, 

which has become new ground for military and foreign interest. 

Through Amiro's eyes, Naderi depicts scenes of the poverty in the 

junk yards as the poor fight over trash, the abuse of women being 

led like animals behind their husbands, or the demoralization of a 

man who steals from Amiro by not paying for a glass of ice water. 

The old Iran is crumbling, while Amiro, the child hero, rejects all of 

it as he "runs" metaphorically to survive. Naderi photographs 

Amiro like Tom Sawyer on his journey down The Mississippi, a 

child joining the changing society of the Persian Gulf. Amiro intuitively knows the oil ships, the 

planes and the trains are the new Iran and he shouts emphatically "take me along!". Naderi seemly 

stacks scenes of the boy feeding himself, washing his own clothes, and building a business as a 

shoeshine boy for the foreigners and navel officers. He gives the boy very little but his own guts, self-

reliance and determination, which help him find a way to fit in among the foreigners. He wants to be 

included, he wants to go where the planes go, the boats go, the trains go. He cries into the waves his 

own language. He wants to prove that he is worthy of this new world. The final scene is a slow 

motion tribute to Amiro's determination and survival. He races in a competition against the other 

boys for the block of ice near the oil fields. The telephoto lens captures Amiro's joy against the 

violent flames of the fires burning off the gases of the oil wells. Through this lens, Amiro survives and 

shares his joy of winning the race with the other boys like him. The Runner is a symbolic and hopeful 

look at what Iran has become, a place where orphans like Amiro are able to make their own way to 

prove their worthiness, loyalty, intelligence, and strength. 
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David Copperfield (2000) 
 

Well, no matter what anyone else thought, I thought that this 

adaption was great!!! The costumes were incredible and the 

acting was brilliant. So who cares what the other people thought 

of the movie. The love that David Copperfield (10-year-old Max 

Dolbey & 25-year-old Hugh Dancy) spoke of for Dora was really 

believable. Also...Sally Field is in it. What else can I say. She's 

brilliant. Mrs. Murdsen was, in all honesty, a jerk. I wanted to 

strangle her. That is good acting!!!!! Hugh Dancy...come to the 

Americas and stay!! You are fantastic!!!!! 
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David Searching (1997) 
 

Movie about a young homosexual man's search to find himself by 

surviving heartbreak and relationship fears. He explores what it 

means to live for himself and others. His video camera and his 

roommate and best friend, a heterosexual female. David searches 

for love, creativity, and meaning with his video camera, though 

living life is much harder when not hiding behind the lens. David 

(Anthony Rapp), a young, gay, aspiring filmmaker moves to NYC, 

advertises for a roommate and meets Gwen (Camryn Manheim) 

who has just left her husband. Together they face the trials of 

being single in the city. When Walter (Joseph Fuqua), a former 

tenant of David and Gwen's apartment, leaves his girlfriend and 

has a bit too much scotch he uses his old key to let himself in, falls 

asleep on their sofa and soon Gwen has a lover. David is not so 

lucky. He continues his search through a series of cameo 

appearances, that includes Stephen Spinella, a man too fond of hummus, John Cameron Mitchell, a 

literature quoting man too fond of fruit, and David Drake, a man of too few words. When David 

meets Michael (David Courier), he realizes this may be the one, but his love interest seems a bit too 

interested in sex clubs. While David is searching for the man of his dreams, he's also trying to break 

into filmmaking. One night on the subway he meets Julie Halston (as herself) a successful stand-up 

comedienne. Curious, he attends one of her shows and then gets to know her better after she 

targets him during the show. What David learns from Julie is not only about success in show business 

but about sucess in life as well. Overall, the movie is quirky and interesting throughout. The story is 

generally well told and you do care what happens to these characters. I did have some problems 

understanding Gwen's actions toward the end of the film. This may have been the fault of the film or 

just the faulty understanding that a gay man has for a woman in her position. 
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Davy Crockett, King Of The Wild Frontier (1954) 
 

The life of Davy Crockett is told in this wildly popular Disney 

television series that introduces Fess Parker as the resourceful 

backwoodsman from Tennessee. Crockett's exploits as Indian 

fighter are detailed in the first part of the series as he and partner 

Georgie Russel save the soldiers from being wiped out by the 

Creeks in that Indian war. Crockett as a Congressman from 

Tennessee comprises the middle part which sets up the third and 

exciting finale as Crockett and friends battle the Mexican army in 

the famous battle at the Alamo. The Appalachians of North 

Carolina where the Creek War skirmishes were filmed show 

beautiful mountain vistas and add realism to this fine film story of 

an American legend. 

 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (1954) 
 

Episode 1: Davy Crockett - Indian Fighter; Crockett's exploits as 

Indian fighter are detailed in the first part of the series as he and 

partner Georgie Russel save the soldiers from being wiped out by 

the Creeks in that Indian war. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Episode 2: Davy Crockett Goes To Congress; Crockett as a Congressman from Tennessee comprises 

the middle part. 

Episode 3: Davy Crockett At The Alamo; Exciting finale as Crockett and friends battle the Mexican 

army in the famous battle at the Alamo. 
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Davy Crockett, King Of The Wild Frontier (1954) 
 

The life of Davy Crockett is told in this wildly popular Disney 

television series that introduces Fess Parker as the resourceful 

backwoodsman from Tennessee. Crockett's exploits as Indian 

fighter are detailed in the first part of the series as he and partner 

Georgie Russel save the soldiers from being wiped out by the 

Creeks in that Indian war. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (1954) 
 

Episode 1: Davy Crockett - Indian Fighter; Crockett's exploits as 

Indian fighter are detailed in the first part of the series as he and 

partner Georgie Russel save the soldiers from being wiped out by 

the Creeks in that Indian war. 
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Days Of Wine And Roses (Dias De Vino Y Rosas) (1962) 
 

Joe Clay is a top-notch public relations man. Anything a client 

wants Joe can arrange for them, whether it be dancing girls or an 

article in a prominent magazine. Part of the job however is 

drinking and Joe's ability to consume alcohol seems boundless. 

When he meets the very pretty Kirsten Arnasen, she prefers 

chocolate to alcohol but Joe has a solution to that in the form of a 

Brandy Alexander (made up of brandy and creme de cocoa). They 

eventually marry but their love is insufficient to prevent them 

from the downward spiral that alcohol brings to them. They try 

desperately to break the habit but continually relapse until only 

one of them manages to break free. I always saw this movie more 

as a love story than one of a couple trapped in alcoholism. Joe 

and Kirsten had that chemistry that drew them to each other 

through good times and bad, and I have never seen another film that depicted enduring love like this 

one. I can still recall the characters' honest, plaintive statements to each other and how they 

reminded me of how it feels when you're with someone who truly fulfills you. Joe to Kirsten on their 

first date: "Short story? Boy meets girl...beautiful girl, nice, the only kind of girl a guy should bother 

about..." Kirsten to Joe, desperately trying to hold on to what they have after her infidelities: "I 

never gave anything out of myself to them...love is the only thing that stops you from being lonely, 

and I didn't have that..." Joe to the AA counselor, who warns him about what alcohol can do to a 

marital relationship: "You don't understand, there's no trouble between us...we're in love..." Joe, in 

the depths of alcoholism, tremors, shaking..."I have to find my wife...I love her...I love her..." This 

movie is sad and somewhat draining to watch, but also does provide useful insight into the insidious 

disease of alcohol addiction, along with being a very moving, romantic drama of two people haunted 

by troubled childhoods, struggling to keep the sincere commitment they have to each other alive. 
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De Groeten Van Mike! (2012) 
 

Mike (Maas Bronkhuyzen) is in the hospital for months and would 

love to go home. But when he finally better, his mother did not 

pick up. A nurse then switches from anxiety Youth in so Mike is 

placed in a foster home. Ridiculous, is Mike. He knows that his 

mother sometimes drink too much, but he can still also take care 

of herself? Together with his roommate Vincent who is in a 

wheelchair, he invents all sorts of ways to thwart plans of Youth. 

But the day before Christmas to Mike anyway to a juvenile 

institution. He succeeds Christmas at home with his mother to 

celebrate? 
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De Kleine Blonde Dood (The Little Blonde Dead) (1993) 
 

The poet Valentijn Boecke meets his former teacher Mieke. They 

have a short relation. After a while Mieke appears to be pregnant. 

Valentijn is through with Mieke and leaves her. De kleine blonde 

dood (small blonde death) is about a young aspiring poet 

(Valentijn) who lives the true life of a real 18th century poet 

(alcohol drugs and lots of sex) he doesn't really care about his 

future and he basically lives by day. One evening when hes 

hitchhiking hes picked up by coincidence by his former assistant 

teacher (Mieke) who he has a one night stand with and by 

accident gets her pregnant. They don't see each other after until a 

few months later when she suddenly appears on his doorstep 

saying shes pregnant and is going to have a son. At first he wants 

her to have an abortion but she wants to keep the baby (primarily 

because she still has strong feelings towards Valentijn and not 

necessarily because she wants the baby.) About six years go by 

and Valentijn basically only sees Mickie during holidays and such until he finds out Mieke isn't taking 

good care of her child and takes him to go and live with him. Valentijn has to make drastic changes in 

his rather reckless lifestyle if he wants custody over his son. With some struggle he achieves this and 

things are suddenly turned around (Valentijn is the dominant parent and Mieke gets to see Mickie 

during weekends and holidays). While spending a weekend at his mothers house Mickie 

mysteriously falls down the stairs and suddenly falls into a coma. The plot in this movie is pretty 

good but what mostly makes this movie work is the acting, the chemistry between Valentijn 

(Antonie Kamerling and his son (11-year-old Olivier Tuinier) really feels natural and isn't at any point 

over blown. This movie really worked for me an a emotional level because I really could identify with 

Valentijn and it doesn't happen quite often that movies such as this have believable characters but 

in this case even saying that is probably a under statement This movie is hard to find but if you can 

and are looking for something different other then the average Hollywood no brainer then you 

should give this a try. Not a movie you'll forget very soon. 
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De Vierde Man (The 4th Man) (The Fourth Man) (1983) 
 

In a man's bedroom, a large spider catches flies from her web 

affixed to a crucifix. The man is Reve, a novelist, Catholic, often 

soused, gay. That day, he travels from Amsterdam to Vlissingen to 

speak; his stories, he says, "lie the truth." A listener, Christine, a 

seductive beautician, invites him to stay the night. Next day, he 

sees a photo of her boyfriend, a buff plumber from Köln. He 

convinces her to bring Herman to town and sets out to seduce 

him. Gradually, aided by visions and nightmares, he's sure 

Christine's a murderous witch who's killed three husbands; he or 

Herman will be the fourth man. Is he mad or prescient? Is she like 

a spider? Only the hairdresser knows for sure. An alcoholic writer 

begins having visions apparently warning him of impending 

danger. After he delivers a lecture, he begins an affair with a 

woman from the audience. The visions intensify, however, and 

begin to threaten his relationship with the woman, since it may be her the visions are warning 

against. Paul Verhoeven's De Vierde Man (The Fourth Man) is one of the most compelling thrillers I 

have ever seen. It really was a pleasant surprise. The story concerns bi-sexual writer Gerard (Jeroen 

Krabbe), as he is lured into a relationship with beautiful hairdresser Christine (Renée Soutendijk), but 

in the twisted mind of Gerard there could be more to the story. Verhoeven and cinematographer Jan 

De Bont create a beautiful and thick atmosphere full of surreal and sickening sexual imagery, this 

really pulls you into the story, you don't want to watch, but you can't turn yourself away. This is by 

far Verhoeven's best film (maybe second only to Robocop). True The Fourth Man isn't for everyone, 

some of the sex scenes are quite gratuitous (just ignore them, but trust me, if you watch for at least 

ten minutes you'll be hooked. This is one of those films that you need to know how it ends, a true 

whodunit it in the Hitchcock tradition, compelling, controversial and thrilling. I even like the spider 

metaphor. 
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De Witte (Filasse) (Whitey) (De Witte Van Sichem) (1980) 
 

For me personally this movie is already interesting to watch just 

because it is situated and filmed in my own region. I liked the fact 

that for once I didn't watch a Belgian movie situated in some 

major city like Brussels or Antwerp, but one that was shot here, 

on the countryside, in some small towns and villages only a 

couple of kilometers from my own door. I easily recognized many 

'points-of-interest' like the Basilica in Scherpenheuvel-Zichem, the 

old beguinage in Diest, the abbey in Averbode... and that certainly 

gave this movie an extra touch for me. In 1903, Louis or 'De Witte' 

as he is called by everyone, is a 12-year-old kid (16-year-old Eric 

Clerckx) who is always up to mischief and who always finds 

himself into trouble at home, in church, at school... because of 

that behavior. He's the son of poor parents and will have to leave 

school in a couple of weeks time, so he can help them with work 

on the farm of a rich farmer who almost uses them as his personal slaves. Their lives consist of 

nothing more but hard labor and going to church, where they get to hear that once they are dead 

God will make no difference in rank or gender, but that until then they will have to accept everything 

the Church and their boss tells them. But socialism is getting more and more popular and several of 

the laborers start to have doubts about the way their lives are controlled by others. But De Witte 

doesn't care about all that. All he wants is reading about our ancient history and re-enacting it with 

his friends. "De Witte" is one of those movies that every Dutch speaking person over here has 

probably seen at least once. I saw the original version in black and white from 1934 once and this 

version a couple of times. Even though I like this version, I must say that I liked that original version 

better (although it is already too long ago to remember it very well). The reason for that is that this 

movie had a couple of things that really bothered me a lot. Take for instance the language. They all 

speak Dutch in this movie, but all with dialects. That wouldn't have been a problem if all the actors 

spoke the same dialect, the one from this region, and if they had used subtitles for the people that 

wouldn't understand it. But no, they used dialects from all over the country, making it an unrealistic 

and unbelievable mix of languages. Those who aren't from the Dutch speaking part of Belgium will 

not even notice it, but I really didn't like it all that much. What I also didn't like was the ending of the 

movie. During the entire movie you get the idea that you are watching an historical drama and then 

it suddenly ends at the present time. I really wonder why that was necessary. But not everything 

about this movie was bad of course. The acting for instance was OK. Eric Clerckx was interesting as 

De Witte, Luc Philips was nice in what might well have been his most famous role as Pastoor Munte 

and the other actors did a nice job too, including the many 'famous' people who got some small 

roles in this movie. I'm sure that every person who isn't from the North of Belgium, doesn't 

recognize them, but they were added to this movie to draw a larger crowd and they didn't do too 

bad. Also good was the biggest part of the story (except for the ending of course). It all felt realistic 

and gives a good idea of how life at the beginning of the twentieth century was like over here. 

Overall this isn't a bad movie and it still is one of our classics. I liked it and I had a good time 

watching it, although it was far from perfect. That's why I give it a rating in between 7/10 and 

7.5/10. 
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Dead Guys (2003) 
 

Strangled, stabbed and naked, bodies are turning up all over the 

gay neighborhood. Slake (Silvers), a hunky, shaved-head and 

controlling film producer convinces his adorable lover Caleb 

(Masters) to join him in his twisted plans to meet, seduce, and 

strangle innocent guys who cross their path. They pick up guys, 

start to have sex with them and then get off by strangling the not-

so-innocent boys. These crazy guys work their way through erotic 

dancers, college students, a pizza boy, and a corporate lawyer and 

then they meet Cody (Asbill) a young cutie who works in the local 

gay coffee shop. It's not long before Cody has sacrificed his own 

boyfriend and joined in the murderous game himself. Using his 

innocent eyes and southern charm he quickly worms his way into 

Slake and Caleb's nest of evil. And of course, there's a cop -- Jared 

Stone (Angelo) a handsome young detective prepared to do whatever it takes to stop the murders. 

His mock pursuit of Cody at the coffee shop leads him right to the heart of the madness -- the 

lover/killers apartment. 
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Dead Man (1995) 
 

The story of a young man's journey, both physically and 

spiritually, into very unfamiliar terrain. William Blake travels to 

the extreme western frontiers of America sometime in the 2nd 

half of the 19th century. Lost and badly wounded, he encounters 

a very odd, outcast Native American, named "Nobody," who 

believes Blake is actually the dead English poet of the same name. 

The story, with Nobody's help, leads William Blake through 

situations that are in turn comical and violent. Contrary to his 

nature, circumstances transform Blake into a hunted outlaw, a 

killer, and a man whose physical existence is slowly slipping away. 

Thrown into a world that is cruel and chaotic, his eyes are opened 

to the fragility that defines the realm of the living. It is as though 

he passes through the surface of a mirror, and emerges into a 

previously-unknown world that exists on the other side. William 

Blake has just lost his parents. Nothing left to lose he makes his way from Cleveland to Machin, a 

small town far in the west where the railroad ends. In his pockets are just some dollars and a letter 

promising a job as an accountant. When William arrives in Machin he must realize that he is one 

month too late. Dickinsons steel-works already have a new accountant. There really could be no 

other man more wrong in place in the wild west than William. What to do? Surprisingly William 

seems to make his career as a real westerner. As he shoots a man in self-defense, he needs to flee 

into the wilderness: westward. Heading towards a metalworks factory at the edge of the known 

universe, a pristine, young accountant named William Blake steps into the ungodly, mechanical hell 

that is the town of Machine. And so begins this man's descent into purgatory...in the wrong place, at 

a point where time itself is nonexistent. Blake arrives in Machine after a demented, tireless train ride 

through what may be his own self. Spanning the beauty of epic horizons and dense forests, yet 

ending in the bleak misery of the barren desert, we meet this out-of-place traveler in a tiring, 

strange situation. His frailty is evident: alone, without a living heir, struggling to make his way amidst 

the freaks and grim destination that awaits. As expected, the town itself begs no welcome, as the 

malevolent rumors prove true, and leave Blake face to face with the dusty spines of inexorable 

destiny. In more ways than one, the Wild West awaits... From this point on, Blake embarks on his 

surrealistic journey into nothingness, as he becomes a marked man running from nearly everyone 

and everything. Trusting in a Native friend (appropriately named 'Nobody'), the descent into Blake's 

rejection is juxtaposed with the realities of a truly inescapable destiny. As such, the notions of ill fate 

and bad luck are separately defined alongside each other. Soon enough, however, Blake learns to 

cope with the road to ruin, and from his relationship with Nobody, he begins to transform into the 

gunslinging poet he never was. This is Jim Jarmusch at his best. I re-watched this movie a week ago 

and I'm still amazed by how Jarmusch gets under my skin and makes me think. Jarmusch plays with 

one of his favorite themes here: death. But of course, he's not limiting himself to that. He's 

questioning the western as a genre, he puts music in this movie in a way that makes it necessary for 

the viewer. Without Neil Young's guitar, this movie just isn't the same. Johnny Depp plays William 

Blake an accountant from Cleveland lost in the west after some strange quiproquo. Blake is shot and 

dying throughout the movie. Helped with an Indian named nobody, he finds himself on his way to 



the other world. Lots of resilience shown by Blake, getting stronger and stronger as the difficult 

times are approaching. As much as the accountant never seemed to have evolved, he's taking bigger 

and bigger leaps as death is overshadowing him. Touching tale of friendship, resilience, death and 

guns! This movie is an all time great. 
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Dead Of Night (1945) 
 

Architect Walter Craig, seeking the possibility of some work at a 

country farmhouse, soon finds himself once again stuck in his 

recurring nightmare. Dreading the end of the dream that he 

knows is coming, he must first listen to all the assembled guests' 

own bizarre tales. This is one of my favorite horror film along with 

Masaki Kobayashi's Kwaidan. Like Kwaidan, this is also a horror 

anthology. But this directed by four directors and are not 

separate like Kwaidan's are. This film begins with an architect 

arriving at a remote farm house for a party. When he's there he 

feels like he's been here before. Then everyone starts telling scary 

stories. Each of these stories are shot by different directors. The 

first story "Christmas Party" is about a girl at a Christmas Party 

who finds a hidden flight of stairs. She goes up them and finds a 

boy who's crying. The second story "The Haunted Mirror" is about 

an engaged couple who marry and the wife buys him a mirror. 

Needless to say, it is not a normal mirror with a horrifying past. The third story is called "The Hearse 

Driver". It is about a man who dreams he sees a hearse go by and a creepy man iside tells him 

"There's room for one more". This becomes a premonition of things to come. I heard a story like this 

one in a scary story book. The fourth story, "Golfing Story" is about two golfers who love a girl so 

much they hold a special golfing tournament. The winner gets to marry the girl the loser dies. One of 

the men wins and the other is forced to drown himself. The fifth and final story "The Ventriloquist" is 

about a ventriloquist who thinks his dummy is out to get him. As I said this could be one of the best 

horror films ever. Forget Jason or Freddy or Chuckie, this is the real thing. It certainly is the best 

B&W horror film. It is very creepy and it really works well in imparting the feeling of the 

supernatural. ESPECIALLY the "Ventrioloquist" tale. That is chilling enough to scare the bejebers out 

of you. If you are a fan of new high tech garbage slasher flicks, then I DO NOT recommend this to 

you. But if you really love all horror films, classic or new, then you will treasure this creepy classic. 
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Dead Poets Society (1989) 
 

English professor John Keating inspires his students to a love of 

poetry and to seize the day. Painfully shy Todd Anderson has been 

sent to the school where his popular older brother was 

valedictorian. His room-mate, Neil, although exceedingly bright 

and popular, is very much under the thumb of his overbearing 

father. The two, along with their other friends, meet Professor 

Keating, their new English teacher, who tells them of the Dead 

Poets Society, and encourages them to go against the status quo. 

Each, in their own way, does this, and are changed for life. Poetry 

on the screen. Not only will this movie touch your heart and bring 

tears, it will inspire you to be a better teacher to others and to 

follow your dreams no matter what the boundaries may be. It is 

truly poetry on the screen... a great story and a touching social 

commentary on humanity and life's greatest challenges. If you 

haven't seen it yet, rent it now. It has taken my love of poetry to an entirely new level! 
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Deadly Skies (Force Of Impact) (Ultimate Limit) (2005) 
 

The sky is literally falling in this thriller as one of the nation's 

leading astronomers, Madison Kelsey (Rae Dawn Chong) believes 

she is tracking a huge rogue asteroid rocketing toward earth. 

However, she can't get anyone in authority to take her seriously 

because the mysterious asteroid exists only in the mathematical 

calculations of her computer program and it's not yet visible. With 

only hours remaining until probable impact, Madison enlists the 

aid of discredited former Air-Force Colonel, Richard Donovan 

(Antonio Sabato Jr.) Together they hatch a plan to resurrect a 

mothballed military laser in order to blast the asteroid out of the 

sky before it destroys the planet. The only problem with their 

plan, the laser is under guard in the middle of an Air Force base 

and the guards have orders to shoot to kill. Who can tell why this 

film was made? FORCE OF IMPACT (a.k.a. DEADLY SKIES) was 

apparently made for TV though it seems highly unlikely that it was 

ever screened. Not that the story itself is a problem: giant asteroid is sailing toward the earth with 

the potential of destroying the planet unless someone is smart enough to out guess the logistics. In 

this film the smart one is Rae Dawn Chong in a role she can sleep walk through. The government is 

not eager for her company to employ its 'better than government issue' strategies: Rob LaBelle and 

Michael Moriarty have a great time being mean. But it is Rea dawn Chong who remembers a terrific 

mind in the form of Antonio Sabato, Jr. who can save the planet. And that is where the difference 

lies - Chong encounters Sabato and his lover Michael Boisvert en flagrante in a completely nude sex 

scene that is as sensual as any found in the movies. Nothing much is made of the reason for Sabato 

to be gay and that is good: he just happens to be a gay man in a healthy relationship, and the 

chemistry with Boisvert is definitely there. But that is about all we get, other than an opening scene 

when two beautiful young au naturel women make it in a swimming pool while a mini-asteroid 

collides in the water. So it is another routine space age flick, but add to the salad the eye candy 

offered, and it is almost worth sitting through the movie! Pretty people help keep this one afloat. 
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Dear Frankie (2004) 
 

9-year-old Frankie (10-year-old Jack McElhone) and his single 

mum Lizzie have been on the move ever since Frankie can 

remember, most recently arriving in a seaside Scottish town. 

Wanting to protect her deaf son from the truth that they've run 

away from his father, Lizzie has invented a story that he is away at 

sea on the HMS Accra. Every few weeks, Lizzie writes Frankie a 

make-believe letter from his father, telling of his adventures in 

exotic lands. As Frankie tracks the ship's progress around the 

globe, he discovers that it is due to dock in his hometown. With 

the real HMS Accra arriving in only a fortnight, Lizzie must choose 

between telling Frankie the truth or finding the perfect stranger 

to play Frankie's father for just one day. In Scotland, Lizzie (Emily 

Mortimer) is constantly moving from town to town with her 9-

year-old son Frankie (Jack McElhone) and her mother Nell (Mary 

Riggans) escaping from her husband. Frankie is a very intelligent deaf boy, and the protective Lizzie 

invented that his father is a sailor of the vessel "ACCRA", traveling though the most different 

countries and permanently writing to Frankie, telling his adventures. Frankie tracks the route of the 

vessel in a map, and when the vessel is scheduled to arrive in their coastal town, Lizzie decides to 

hire a stranger (Gerard Butler) to act as if he were Frankie's father for one day. The movie Dear 

Frankie is a wonderful story about a boy with a hearing impairment who does not speak. The actor 

who portrays him does an amazing job communicating without words, his need and longing for his 

father. Emily Mortimer, who plays his mother in a passionate performance, attempts to protect her 

son from the truth about his absent father. Her struggle with the truth is a difficult road that is 

lightened slightly by the woman who plays her mother. I enjoyed Gerard Butler's performance as the 

Stranger. This part for him was a nice transition from the action movie characters he played 

previously and as the Phantom of the Opera. He brings a broody, stand-offish quality to the Stranger 

that draws you in and makes you want to see what will happen with the three characters. He may 

have the ability to become one of those actors that truly can steal your heart with an Oscar winning 

performance. The movie has twists and turns to completely exhaust those that may have an 

emotional nature. The movie starts out a little slow but turns into a fantastic, heart warming 

experience. The setting, in my opinion, does great credit to the movie since the beauty of Scotland 

can be viewed in its landscape shots of Glascow. In my opinion, Dear Frankie is an emotional roller-

coaster that I would ride again and again. If only it would be out in more theaters nationwide. 
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Dear Jesse (1998) 
 

Can you go home again? What if you're a gay man and home is a 

state where voters keep electing a homophobe to the U.S. 

Senate? In 1996, at age 30, native son Tim Kirkman returns to 

North Carolina to explore the parallels and differences between 

himself and Jesse Helms: they're from the same town and college, 

with media interests, from families blessed by adoptions, Baptists 

by upbringing. Tim puts his camera in front of his family, a 

boyhood pal, college friends, his pastor, Helms fans, community 

activists, novelists Lee Smith and Allan Gurganus, a mayor who's 

gay, and people in the street, including a brief interview with 

Matthew Shepard. What is it to judge, and what is it to love? This 

is a touching documentary about a young man who lives in New 

York City but grew up in North Carolina. He addresses his 

narrative in the film to Jesse Helms, the overtly and unabasedly 

homophobic Senator from North Carolina. The narrator revisits many places where he grew up and 

interviews friends and family asking about the bigotry that Helms openly displays. The narrator 

discovers that many people in his home state share his views of Helms. Realizing this, the narrator 

feels that he is no longer alienated from his birth state. He makes an interesting point about the 

North Carolina motto which states that what is true is more important than what merely seems true. 

He then applies this motto to the condition of bigotry masquerading as civility. One of the most 

touching aspects of the film is the "PS" at the end. This film is a must for anyone trying to teach real 

family values and tolerance in America. I was touched and moved by the experience. 
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Dear Santa (My Santa, My Dad) (Secret Santa) (1998) 
 

Mr. Covington has a tough job and a mean boss, but some things 

in life are more important tan work. When he breaks a promise to 

spend Christmas with his family, Randy, a six foot elf, appearz and 

turns him into Santa Claus. Now Mr. Covington has to learn the 

true meaning of Christmas as he gets to work putting some crooks 

in jail, making up with his family and, oh yes, delivering presents 

to children all over the world. Nice heartfelt family film. It's a story 

about a father named Gordon Covington, who is having financial 

problems. Christmas is approaching and Gordon is really down 

because he can't provide for his family. There is the side story that 

the owner of the used car lot where Gordon works wants him to 

sell some questionable cars. Not to give away the story, but 

basically Gordon begins turning into Santa (i.e. "The Santa 

Clause"), he learns a lesson and his family is reunited. 
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Dear Wendy (2004) 
 

A young boy (18-year-old Jamie Bell) in a nameless, timeless 

American town establishes a gang of youthful misfits united in 

their love of guns and their code of honor. Story about the young 

loner Dick who lives in the poor mining town of Estherslope. When 

he happens upon a small handgun one day, he finds himself 

strangely drawn to it, despite his fervent pacifist views. Together 

with his newfound partner he soon convinces the other young 

outcasts in the town to join him in a secret club he calls The 

Dandies. A club based on the principals of pacifism and guns. 

Despite their firm belief in the most important Dandy rule of all - 

never draw your weapons - they soon find themselves in a 

predicament where they realise that rules are made to be broken. 

Von Trier is at it again: he's on America's case about hypocrisy, 

violence and injustice. All of this recent fuss about David 

Cronenberg's film, "A History of Violence." What rot. You want a 

good film about violence and the gun culture in America? Check out this little gem from the co-

founders of Denmark's Dogme 95 movement: Thomas Vinterberg ("The Celebration"), who directed 

this film, and Lars von Trier, who wrote the screenplay. Von Trier drives many American film critics 

absolutely bonkers because he has the temerity to make films about the "American Character," even 

though he apparently has never set either of his personal feet on U.S. soil. First came "Dancer in the 

Dark," set in central Washington State, then "Dogville," set somewhere in the Colorado Rockies. (The 

actual locations were European, as is the case in Dear Wendy.) These earlier films may have had 

their problems, but they nonetheless stung with their unflattering depictions of American hypocrisy, 

greed, violence and injustice. The worst thing you can say about von Trier's depictions is that they 

are derivative, hardly novel or unique. Think of Nathaniel Hawthorne, or Theodore Dreiser, or Ralph 

Ellison, or Don DeLillo, or David Foster Wallace, or any number of other authors. Pick from almost 

any generation of American writers and you'll find these same themes sounded. Because – like it or 

not - they are valid. And it should come as no surprise that some intelligent foreigner who reads 

deeply about America might be capable of writing a credible screenplay about our national foibles. 

"Dear Wendy" is set in an unnamed mining town sometime before the present day, probably the 

1960s, judging from the musical soundtrack. The town is obviously a false set, not a natural location 

(odd since this violates of one of Dogme 95's central tenets, to always use natural locations). A 

miner's son, Dick Dandelion (Jamie Bell, who has carved out a niche, it seems, playing miner's sons, 

beginning with his splendid performance in Billy Elliot) is a misfit, too fragile and disinterested to 

spend his life down the mines. Out of sorts, aimless, Dick one day buys a toy gun as a gift for a 

buddy. But he learns from his fellow misfit friend Stevie (Mark Webber) that this gun is actually a 

small but real bullet shooting weapon. Stevie, as it happens, has an obsessive passion for guns, gun 

history and the workings of guns. These two hit upon a plan: why not start a little club, a cult of 

losers and outcast young people, the town's stray kids, and bring a little honor, pride and some 

decent principles of conduct into their lives. No one else is going to give them a break, so it's self-

help time. The club will have a secret headquarters for meetings, indoctrination and just hanging 

out. The unifying themes will be the possession and adulation of firearms juxtaposed with pacifism 



(is this an amusingly ironic riff on our culture or what?!) Members will learn to love their guns, to 

name them, to vivify imagined relationships to their guns. But they will also be honor bound never to 

use them to commit violent acts against others, not to mention each other. The group is named The 

Dandies, presumably after Dick's surname, and grows to include Susan (Alison Pill), Huey (Chris 

Owen), Freddie (Michael Angarano), and Sebastian (Danso Gordon). An aging black woman, 

Clarabelle (Novella Nelson), eventually becomes a sort of honorary member, or, more precisely, 

someone whom The Dandies find need to protect from harm, once the going gets rough. And the 

going does get rough. We know that it will only be a matter of time before the idyllic fantasy life 

shared by this noble little band is somehow shattered by violence. This force arrives in the form of 

Sheriff Krugsby (Bill Pullman) and a legion of police sharpshooters. It's the gunfight at the Not Very 

OK Corral. Without getting into further particulars, I will say that the final shootout between The 

Dandies and Pullman's legion is conducted with an awesome display of police firepower that 

absolutely resembles the massive use of high tech weaponry that we are accustomed to witnessing 

when America goes to war, whether abroad or in quelling domestic uprisings (think of Fallujah and 

Waco). All the actors I have named deliver good turns. I was especially impressed by Bill Pullman, 

Jamie Bell and Mark Webber. The sound track features several songs by the 60s British pop/rock 

band, The Zombies, including their great hits, "She's Not There" and "Time of the Season." More 

than anything, to me this film feels a lot like a couple of Gus Van Sant's movies. The Dandies adopt 

period costumes as well as arcane, stylized manners like the street people in "My Own Private 

Idaho," and the notion of outcast young people bearing weapons, of course, permeates "Elephant," 

in a similarly lyrical manner. I think "Dear Wendy" is a powerful film, brimming with poetic truth 

about us. Yes, it is polemical, one sided, provocative. It may be only half the truth, ignoring our 

national virtues. And the slant may be familiar. But Vinterberg and von Trier have teamed up to 

make a decent movie about our seemier side. (In English). My rating: 8/10 (B+). 
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Death At A Funeral (2007) 
 

Daniel is a decent young man, married to Jane, still living at his 

father's home. When his father dies, it his up to him to organize 

his funeral. On this painful morning, the suitable grave expression 

on his face, Daniel is ready to welcome his father's friends and 

relatives. But preserving the dignity inherent in such a 

circumstance will be a hard task. Particularly with an undertaker 

who botches his work, the return from the U.S.A. from his famous 

but selfish brother, his cousin's fiancé who has accidentally 

ingested drugs, the presence a moron who takes advantage of the 

sad event to win back the heart (or rather the body) of a woman 

who is about to marry another, of a handicapped old uncle who is 

also the most unbearable pain in the neck. To cap it all, Daniel 

notices the presence among the mourners of a mysterious dwarf 

nobody else seems to know. I found this to be the funniest movie 

that I've seen in ages. We saw it today (July 12th) in Herzliya, Israel at the local movie theater at the 

mall. There were only 8 people in the whole audience, and my husband and I filled the room with 

howls of laughter. The actors are fabulous, especially Alan Tudyk, Khris Marshall, Andy Nyman, Peter 

Dinklage, and Daisy Donovan. Actually, the whole ensemble was great. Especially Alan Tudyk keeps 

his frenetic performance absolutely hysterically funny, throughout most of the film! Free of 

Hollywood hype, this film was a pleasure. The wackiest funeral you'll ever witness. 
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Death In Brunswick (1991) 
 

Carl Fitzgerald is down-on-his-luck until he meets Sophie, a 

beautiful Greek girl. He gets a job as a cook, but accidentally kills 

fellow worker Mustafa. He turns to his unscrupulous best friend 

for help and together they attempt to dispose of the body. A Gem 

of Early 90's Australian Cinema. From the moment the film opens, 

depicting aluminium cans rolling ceaselessly (and noisily) in the 

wind, along with the elderly Greek ladies putting this year's 

Christmas trees into the wrecked Austin 1800 (stuffed next to 

previous year's Christmas trees), you know that this film is going 

to be a little different. Melbourne, one of the most multi-cultural 

metropolis's in the world (should that be metropoli?) is the 

setting for this rather dark comedy drama. Carl, an unemployed 

and very much down on his luck chef, gets a job at a less than 

reputable nightclub in the Melbourne suburb of Brunswick. He 

falls in love with one of the Greek barmaids, much to the consternation of the owner of the bar who 

has been betrothed to the barmaid. Not helping matters much is a Turkish kitchen hand, who 

appears to want to spend more time trading in stolen goods and drugs than actually working as a 

kitchen hand. When matters escalate out of hand, Carl needs the specialist help that only his friend, 

Dave can provide. If it can be said that a good friend will help you move (house), it's fair to say that 

only a true friend will help you move - a body, and as a gravedigger at the local cemetery Dave is in 

the ideal position to help "dispose" of one of Carl's kitchen disasters. Along the way, Dave is 

pestered by his Feminist-rights movement wife who spends most of her on-screen time berating 

Dave for his pathetic life, while Carl spends his time being roughed up by the nightclub bouncer, 

roughed up by a Turkish crime syndicate, or, more worryingly, being berated and belittled by his 

mother. A truly enjoyable Australian film from the early 1990's, though apparently not available in 

Australia - I had to get my copy from the U.K., though fortunately the U.K. release is region free. 
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Death In Venice (Morte A Venezia) (1971) 
 

In this adaptation of the Thomas Mann novel, avant-garde 

composer Gustave Aschenbach (loosely based on Gustav Mahler) 

travels to a Venetian seaside resort in search of repose after a 

period of artistic and personal stress. But he finds no peace there, 

for he soon develops a troubling attraction to an adolescent boy, 

Tadzio (16-year-old Björn Andrésen), on vacation with his family. 

The boy embodies an ideal of beauty that Aschenbach has long 

sought and he becomes infatuated. However, the onset of a deadly pestilence threatens them both 

physically and represents the corruption that compromises and threatens all ideals. Luchino 

Visconti's 'Death in Venice' is one of the most misunderstood masterpieces of cinema. Based on 

Thomas Mann's 1913 classic novella of the same name, the film not only capture the quintessential 

of the novel but also reinforce a powerful questioning through superb visuals. Adapted by Mr. 

Visconti himself who decided to focus on the Venice chapter only as well as to modify the 

occupation of the main protagonist, Gustav von Aschenbach who becomes a music composer (highly 

inspired by the composer Mahler), the film was also inspired by other Thomas Mann's novel like 

'Doctor Faustus' or by Marcel Proust's writing. Often reduced and presented as a decadent film in 

which homosexuality and pedophilia are the main themes, the novel like the movie deals in fact with 

a much more complex and powerful dynamic. Indeed the film is based on an equation between 

Death and Beauty as an aphorism for Perfection and in which the results is Time (or the lack of it). 

Perfection, Beauty is a chimer, pursuing it is pursuing Death as Time is passing by. At first von 

Aschenbach does not understand why the perfection of the form in his musical composition does 

not lead to the perfection of his symphony and therefore lose himself in a quest for Beauty following 

the young Tadzio as not only a symbol for this ultimate Beauty / Perfection but also as the Mask of 

Death. In this Venice, marked by Death and cursed by the plague, the Time is running out and the 

fascinating quest for Perfection finally appears to be a dangerous game to play. All the notions that 

build up to the main questioning are revealed during this quest for Perfection and this race against 

Death. The notion of Urgency reinforced by an avoidable sorrow as Von Aschenbach realizes he is 

getting old in the hair dresser scene. The notion of isolation right from the beginning emphases by 

the personality of Aschenbach himself and showed by Visconti as someone cold and rigid and 

therefore alone. The notion of Desire which leads to the understanding of the main questioning: for 

Aschenbach, Perfection is reached through hard work it is a consequence not a fact. The Young 

Tadzio blows away this certitude. Does von Aschenbach desire Tadzio or is he fascinated by what he 

represents: Perfect Beauty? The challenge of Luchino Visconti was to apply a superb cinematography 

and a precise narrative method to a film that in nature deals with complex concepts. By succeeding 

in this task Mr. Visconti delivers a haunting piece of cinema, a true emotional experience, a 

masterpiece. 
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Death On The Nile (1978) 
 

Agatha Christie's Hercule Poirot has a set of murder suspects on a 

boat in the Nile after a rich heiress is killed. Can he find the culprit 

before they reach port? Almost everyone on the S.S. Karnak, 

cruising the Nile, has a reason to want heiress Linnet Ridgeway 

dead. Her jewels are coveted by elderly Mrs. van Schuyler, her 

maid is upset because Linnet won't give her a promised dowry, 

writer Salome Otterbourne is facing a libel suit brought by Linnet, 

Salome's daughter Rosalie wants to protect her mother, American 

Andrew Pennington has been embezzling from the Ridgeway 

family, and former friend Jacqueline de Bellefort is upset that 

Linnet stole her fiance, Simon, away from her. Belgian sleuth 

Hercule Poirot must unravel the mystery when Linnet (and some 

of the others) turn up dead. I have always loved Agatha Christie 

novels because she never cheats in her mysteries. We're given all 

of the information and if we're clever enough, we can unravel the mystery and all will be revealed. 

This is true with the film adaptation of Death on the Nile. I adore Mr. Ustinov's Poirot and Maggie 

Smith, Betty Davis, Angela Landsbury, Mia Farrow and David Niven are just fabulous. Just so that no 

one is surprised the murders are very grisly even by todays standard, but the scenery is breathtaking 

and the sets and costumes transported me to Egypt and I loved every minute of it. Watch and enjoy! 
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Deathtrap (Ira Levin's Deathtrap) (1982) 
 

To make Sidney's slump all the more painful, Clifford Anderson, a 

student of one of Sidney's writing seminars, has recently sent his 

mentor a copy of his first attempt at playwrighting for Sidney's 

review and advice. The play, "Deathtrap," is a five character, two 

act thriller so perfect in its construction that, as Sidney says, "A 

gifted director couldn't even hurt it." Using his penchant for plot, 

and out of his desperate desire to once again be the toast of 

Broadway, Sidney, along with Myra, cook up an almost 

unthinkable scheme: They'll lure the would-be playwright to the 

Bruhl home, kill him, and market the sure-fire script as Sidney's 

own. But shortly after Clifford arrives, it's clear that things are not 

what they seem! Indeed, even Helga Ten Dorp, a nosey psychic 

from next door, and Porter Milgram, Sidney's observant attorney, 

can only speculate where the line between truth and deception 

lies. Definitely one of the most witty and twisted who-dunnit I 

ever seen. Christopher Reeve and Micheal Caine were brilliant and kept me going through the whole 

affair. Very classy set pieces and the props really lend a sense of atmosphere to the proceedings. The 

minimalist feel works for the whole picture. My only complain isn't with the film itself but the lack of 

a decent widescreen edition of the movie on DVD. I own the fullscreen version (which proves I love 

the film enough to endure fullscreen presentation) but a awesome Deluxe or 'special' edition would 

most surely get my cash. 
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December Boys (2007) 
 

The film is based on Michael Noonan's novel and focuses on four 

orphans (18-year-old Daniel Radcliffe, 14-year-old Christian Byers, 

15-year-old Lee Cormie & 14-year-old James Fraser) who leave 

their orphanage for a holiday by the sea. A rumor about two of 

the seaside residents possibly adopting one of the orphans causes 

tension to rise among the orphans. In the late 1960s four 

orphans, the December Boys, leave their orphanage for a holiday 

by the sea on the South Australian coast. When rumor gets out 

that two of the seaside residents are looking to adopt one of the 

orphans, friendships are tested and new alliances are made. In 

the end each boy learns something about himself and his place in 

the world. In the late 1960's, four close-knit orphans in Australia, 

called the December Boys because they were all born in the same 

month, leave their orphanage for a holiday by the sea. Having all 

but given up hope of ever being adopted, the friends are on a seaside holiday one summer when 

they hear a rumor that a seaside couple are looking to adopt one of the orphans, friendships are 

tested and new alliances made as the four boys compete for the chance to gain a real family. It's the 

1960s, Australia. 4 orphaned boys, who are best friends, are sent from their orphanage and go to a 

beach resort. At the resort is a couple that's keen on adopting a boy, which causes tension & 

competition between the boys. One of the boys also has his first romance with a girl that's there. I 

loved this movie from beginning to end. It was a wonderful story of growing up and as the memories 

are long distant everything seems so much more magical and larger than life. As it really does when 

we are adults looking back at our childhood. I thought the acting was excellent and it was very well 

cast. Daniel Radcliffe plays a very subdued character far removed from HARRY POTTER and shows 

that he has the talent to continue in the business as an adult. The other 3 boys are good finds and I 

am sure we will see more of them in the future. While there is only a small cast, each one has a 

strong role and Mr. & Mrs. McAnsh are truly memorable. Kangaroo Island is absolutely stunning and 

from the dusty outback to the crystal clear coast, the visual splendour is a feast for the eyes. Don't 

expect a special effects blockbuster, just enjoy the journey of a lovely story! 
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Deception (2008) 
 

Cat and mouse. Jonathan McQuarry is an auditor in Manhattan, 

moving from office to office checking their books. While working 

late, a smooth and well-dressed man named Wyatt Bose chats 

Jonathan up, offers him a joint, and soon they're pals. When their 

cell phones are accidentally swapped, Jonathan answers Wyatt's 

phone to a series of women asking if he's free tonight. Jonathan 

discovers it's a sex club: busy powerful people meet each other 

anonymously in hotels. Jonathan falls for one of the club 

members, whom he knows only as "S," whom he's also seen on a 

subway. When she goes missing, patterns emerge and Jonathan 

faces demands involving violence and lots of money. When I first 

saw the trailer to Deception, I was intrigued, but a little put off, 

we haven't had a thriller release in theaters that was actually 

good in a while, let alone a sexy thriller. But I saw Deception on 

Sunday and I think the rating on IMDb is a little harsh to be honest, this was such a cool, sexy, and 

sleek thriller, true, it was a little predictable if you've seen every thriller possible, but Deception kept 

me interested and had a good story with an equally strong cast. I was a little disappointed in the 

ending, it seemed like they could've had something a little stronger with Hugh and Ewan, like they 

would've been a great pair of trouble makers for the world to watch out for. But it was also cool to 

see the female fetal back, which we rarely see, and Michelle Williams was a great choice, she had 

the looks and the talent to pull this movie together with the two strong male leads. Jonathan is an 

accountant, one of the best, but his life is just what you expect of an accountant: boring, typical, and 

no ladies, but he meets Wyatt, a handsome, strong, successful lady's man, they become best friends 

immediately. When Jonathan accidentally grabs Wyatt's cell phone, Wyatt is in a different country, 

so Jonathan uses the cell and gets involved with a sex club. He meets S, a mysterious girl he just falls 

for, but when she is "kidnapped", he gets in a lot deeper than he expects and doesn't realize the set 

up he fell for. Deception is predictable in some ways, the ending, if you are used to these thrillers, 

yes, you're going to be able to see what's coming, sad, I know, but I'm so used to it that I'm just 

accepting it. I thought this was still a clever thriller, I just loved Hugh's performance, he was so into 

his character, he made it sexy and creepy. Ewan pulls in a decent performance and stands strong, 

the ending is his peek in the film and Michelle was just great as S. Deception is a cool thriller I highly 

recommend, it's a sexy movie that won't leave you disappointed. 
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Deck The Halls (2005) 
 

In the tradition of such classic films as "Miracle On 34th Street", a 

hip, eccentric marketing genius teaches a widow and her son, Ben 

(13-year-old Josh Hayden), the miracle of Christmas. If you want 

to spend a couple of hours with a wonderful, family film that 

warms the heart and makes you laugh at the same time DECK THE 

HALLS is it. Great acting by all. Pretty cool to see Steven Culp in 

this (being a fan since 13 days). The story is basically of a woman 

(played convincingly well by Gabrielle Carteris) lost her husband 

to a car accident that is spending the first Xmas without him. Her 

son is doing his best to brighten up the holidays. They have 

relocated to her parents home town getting a job at her fathers 

toy factory. She is hardened by the reality of losing the love of her 

life and confronting her first holiday season without him. She is 

slowly warmed over by Nick, played brilliantly by Steven Bacic, a 

consultant helping the company increase sales who also happens to be her neighbor. Being tired of 

the lame blockbuster scripts, this one is very well written and the delivery of the lines comes off in a 

genuine, often touching way. Well done. 
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Deep Impact (1998) 
 

As a comet is on a collision course with earth, humans have to 

prepare for their survival. They randomly select eight hundred 

thousand people to be saved in order to keep the human race 

alive. A teenage astronomer (17-year-old Elijah Wood) and his 

teacher discover an object amongst the stars at night. Little do 

they know that it's a comet on a direct collision course for earth. 

After the teacher dies in a car crash trying to report his findings 

the President announces the comet's existence. He also states 

that there is no need to panic, because NASA is going to send 

astronauts on the space mission, Messiah. Their mission is to 

destroy the comet before it gets too close to the earth. When 

Messiah backfires, the President announces that special caves will 

have to be built, and the government will have to have a lottery-

of-fate to randomly select 800,000 ordinary American citizens to 

go along with 200,000 scientists, soldiers, and other officials. These 1,000,000 people will be set 

aside to save the population from extinction when the comet hits. A comet is on a course to collide 

with Earth, and people must cope with the fact that they will die. The President (Morgan Freeman) 

has devised a plan to keep as many humans alive as possible. Scientists have built giant caves big 

enough to hold a million people, and the government is going to have a lottery to pick 800,000 

people to live in the caves along with 200,000 scientists, artists and doctors. A mile-wide asteroid is 

on the verge of colliding with Earth in a matter of days. But we are prepared. Think again. Scientists 

have begun to build several caves beneath the earth in order to prevent the extinction of the human 

race. At random, 800,000 people as well as 200,000 scientists and doctors are selected to stay in the 

caves in order to survive the "Deep Impact." What would you do if the end of the world was near? 

How would you react if you knew that there was no way you were going to survive what was about 

to happen? Would you want to survive what was about to happen? Deep Impact is an excellent film 

that tells the story of a giant comet that is heading towards earth and unless it is stopped it will 

destroy everything. It contains many inter-personal relationships, and it examines how people would 

react if the end was near. It doesn't get as deep as "Last Night" at examining those issues, but what it 

does better than Last Night and even Armageddon (another film that I loved) is it shows a little more 

about relationships. It has a father and daughter trying to patch things up before the end is upon 

them. It shows young love, parental love and the love for a country and the world we live in. Deep 

Impact had a deeper impact on me and I really admire both Hollywood summer films that came out 

and dealt with this issue. But Deep Impact has more to say than Armageddon does. One of the 

things that I admired so much about this film was how Tea Leoni was so hell bent on uncovering a 

story so that she could move up in the ranks of reporting, and in the process she uncovers 

something bigger than any political scandal could ever be. At first she is following a tip about some 

senator that has retired from office rather urgently. She has transcripts with him talking about a girl 

named Ellie. And she is determined to uncover who Ellie is so she can embarrass the senator and 

quicken her pursuit to greatness. She finally confronts the senator on the dock where he is laoding a 

boat with what looks to be enough supplies to last for a year. She tries to bully the senator into 

telling her the story but he refuses. She then does some research on the Internet and finds out that 



Ellie wasn't the name of a woman, but an acronym for the comet. E.L.E. Extinction Level Event. She is 

horrified. The beginning takes up a good half an hour of the movie and it is during that thirty 

mintues that I became hooked. My emotions were manipulated to the point where I felt like I should 

be at home with my family. The direness of the situation was very well executed. And the rest of the 

film is on the same level. It does a great job at making us ask questions about ourselves. And we 

examine our own lives and wonder if we would be prepared if something like this ever happened. I 

realize this may be getting a little sentimental and perhaps sappy, but this film really tapped into my 

emotions and I think it did that to a lot of people. I highly recommend htis film for all that it is. The 

acting is top notch, especially from Morgan Freeman. He conveys the hurt, confusion and utter 

regret as the president of the United States. He knows that it is impossible to save everyone but he 

has to do what he can to save as many as possible. He truly is a great and gifted actor. The score is 

also a moving orchestra and the direction by Mimi Leder is swift and appropriatly crisp and dizzying 

in some ways. I have never heard of her before this, but I heard that Spielberg picked her himself for 

this project. And he was smart to pick her. She really does a wonderful job here. Deep Impact is 

more than just a movie, it is an experience, and one that should be had by all. A wonderful, 

wonderful film. 
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Defying Gravity (1997) 
 

I went with low expectations, and came out really having enjoyed 

this movie. Griff and Pete, members of a fraternity at USC, are 

having an affair. Griff is closeted, and still lives at the frathouse. 

Pete has left the frathouse, and is on the verge of coming out. He 

want more from Griff than just sex. Griff is unwilling to have a real 

relationship (complete with dating, dining, acknowledging a 

partner), but does not give up on pursuing Pete. Pete even gets 

Griff to meet him at a gay coffeehouse. Then comes the 

gaybashing incident that changes everything. The guys in this 

movie are handsome and believable. The frathouse scenes seem 

real--they let you understand the camaraderie that make people 

want to be part of frats, but at the same time deprive them of the 

room to be themselves. The gaybashing is an overused plot 

device, but it works to make this into a poignant movie about the 

dilemmas faced by gays who want to fit in, don't want to risk 

being open, yet need affection along with sex from another man. 
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Dek Hor (Dorm) (2006) 
 

In Thailand, the young Ton Chatree (13-year-old Charlie Trairat) is 

sent to a boarding school by his father to study harder and have 

less entertainment with television. Once in the school, Ton feels 

outcast and misses his family and friends. He becomes scared 

with the ghost stories his new schoolmates tell about a boy that 

died in the swimming pool and a young pregnant woman that 

committed suicide. He becomes a close friend of the also lonely 

boy Vichien (Sirachuch Chienthaworn), and later Ton realizes that 

Vichien is the boy that drowned in the swimming pool, and his 

death repeats every night. Ton tries to find a way to help his 

friend to rest in piece. I still remember very well, the first time I 

left home. I was 12 and studying in 7th grade. In the middle of the 

semester, I was un-riotously transferred to a new boarding 

school, the reason...to be away from home, to get away from my 

father. You might be curious about this, but I am not surprised because it is only me who knows his 

secret. Being transferred in the middle of a semester is really cruel. I have to get used to new classes 

and a new dorm that does not feel like home, and the worse part is, the new bed that I'm sleeping 

on, who knows how many people slept on it before me. I feel really lonely here. I don't really have 

any friends except one. We like to sneak out and play at the playground behind the school. For years 

there has been this rumor floating around that there used to be a pool here, where children used to 

swim during the weekends, but was closed. The rumor is it's because a kid drowned! Do you believe 

in this old school's tale? I know a secret and if you promise not to tell anyone, I will tell you. 
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Delicatessen (1991) 
 

The story is centered on a microcosm of a post-apocalyptic 

society where food is so rare it's invaluable and is used as 

currency. The story centers on an apartment building with a 

delicatessen on the ground floor. The owner of the eatery also 

owns the apartment building and he is in need of a new 

maintenance man since the original "mysteriously" disappeared. 

A former clown applies for the job and the butcher's intent is to 

have him work for a little while and then serve him to quirky 

tenants who pay the butcher in, of course, grain. The clown and 

butcher's daughter fall in love and she tries to foil her father's 

plans by contacting the "troglodytes", a grain eating sub-group of 

society who live entirely underground. The "trogs" are possibly 

the most sensible of the lot, as they see food as food and not 

money. In a post-apocalyptic world, the residents of an apartment 

above the butcher shop receive an occasional delicacy of meat, something that is in low supply. A 

young man new in town falls in love with the butcher's daughter, which causes conflicts in her 

family, who need the young man for other business-related purposes. An ex-clown turns up seeking 

work at an ancient tenament in the middle of nowhere. Little does he know that the landlord, a 

butcher, feeds his tenants, in these days of extreme food shortages, on fattened up handymen. 

'Delicatessen' is a very original comedy from Jean-Pierre Jeunet, who also directed the great 

'Amélie'. It tells the story of Louison (Dominique Pinon) who is the new helper of a landlord named 

Clapet (Jean-Claude Dreyfus). Clapet is a butcher and in a world where food is rare he prepares 

cannibalistic meals for the people in his building. Louison is the new meal and the people in the 

building wait for Clapet to kill him so they can eat. Clapet's daughter Julie (Marie-Laure Dougnac) 

falls in love with Louison and to save him she seeks help from an underground group. You have read 

the above and you must understand 'Delicatessen' is not a normal movie. Although its subject is 

close to very scary the movie is a comedy and to be honest it is very funny at times. Listen to the way 

people talk here. Especially the conversation between the butcher and a mailman is very funny. The 

underground group gets a lot of laughs as well. The movie hints at real horror images but never gives 

us that. Most of the time the tension is broken with something funny. 'Delicatessen' is not only 

pretty funny, it looks terrific as well. From the great opening sequence to the last shot it is visually 

perfect. The production design and especially the cinematography add a lot to the movie's whole 

atmosphere. May be it is not for everyone, some will find it ridiculous or the idea too lugubrious, 

may be it is, but the way the subject is handled is the right way. At least it is interesting and 

therefore already worth seeing. 
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Deliverance (1972) 
 

Canoeing down a river, four city men run into some unfriendly 

locals. Unable to escape from the gorge in which the river runs, 

the locals become more and more of a threat. They left their 

troubles at the office. Left the wives and kids behind. Four men 

bound for the wilderness. It was the weekend they hoped for, a 

great adventure - without their golf clubs. Soon enough, the trip 

becomes a nightmare when they run into creepy rednecks, Gods 

forgotten creatures. Based on the novel by James Dicky, it's a 

thriller with drama, a story of survival, a hellish nightmare. The 

weekend they should have brought their golf clubs. On a weekend 

canoeing trip down a river in the Georgia back country, four urban 

businessmen enter a nightmare in which both nature and 

mankind conspire to send them through a crucible of danger and 

degradation in which their lives and perhaps even their souls are 

put at horrendous risk. Based on James Dickey's novel, this film tells the story of an ill-fated canoe 

trip in deep backwoods America, where the people are as scary as the country is beautiful. The 

Cahulawassee River is soon to be destroyed, along with the beautiful country that surrounds it. 

Eager to see it before it's gone, adventurer and outdoor fanatic Lewis (Burt Reynolds) organizes a 

trip for him and his friends Ed (Jon Voight), Drew (Ronny Cox) and Bobby (Ned Beatty) to river-raft 

their way from top to bottom in search of great adventure. Little do they know, they're in for much 

more than they originally bargained for when two mountain men take Ed and Bobby hostage. In a 

brave attempt to save his friends, Lewis kills one of the mountain men. Now they've got a dead 

person on their hands and there's no going back... especially deep in the American back-country 

where nobody's on your side. This is without a doubt one of the best movies I have ever seen; a 

chilling account of a doomed canoe trip that will haunt your memory for years to come. It is 

disheartening to read the number of negative reviews for this excellent film, which I can only 

attribute to the one-dimensional nature of today's uber-blockbusters. It seems that the finer 

subtleties of good filmmaking present in Deliverance are lost on today's generation of moviegoers 

whose cinematic palates have been cloyed with multi-million-dollar special effects, unimaginative 

dialogue, mindless violence and saccharine plots. Every aspect of this movie has been wonderfully 

choreographed and combine to create a film that goes well beyond mere entertainment, 

simultaneously shocking and challenging the audience. Everything that occurs in this movie serves a 

poignant purpose; the creators focus on quality rather than quantity. The plot, which seems simple 

enough, gradually takes on an eerily disturbing nature. The dialogue is sparse, but screenwriters and 

director use it as a strength, allowing events and cinematography to speak volumes about the 

characters. The violence, though disturbing, also acts as an integral piece of the film. The scenery is 

spectacular and Deliverance makes some of the best use of foreshadowing and silence I've ever seen 

in a movie. Few movies leave such an impression on the viewer. To this day, I can't hear "Dueling 

Banjos"--or just about any banjo music for that matter--without thinking of this movie. Nor can I help 

but feel this movie doomed Ned Beatty's acting career (after seeing this film, every time you see Ned 

Beatty in any other role, you can't help but remember the infamous riverbank scene). Even people 

who have never seen the movie know the ghastly meaning of the words "squeal like a pig". It is truly 



worth taking the time to see this film. It is an excellent treatise of the human reaction when 

challenged with fear, danger and adventure. 
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Dellamorte Dellamore (Cemetery Man) (Demons '95) (Of Death And 

Love) (Of Death, Of Love) (1994) 
 

This movie is based on a novel of Tiziano Sclavi, and it always 

reflects the "sclavian philosophy" diffused by the most succesful 

comics in Italy: Dylan Dog, the detective of the nightmare. There 

is the duality between love and dead (in Italian "dellamore" 

means "of love" and "dellamorte" means "of death"), a duality 

that Dellamorte feels in a really hard way. He is the guardian of 

the cemetery of Buffalora, a little town in the north of Italy, in 

which, we don't know why, corpses rise from tombs and 

Dellamorte has to destroy them. Dellamorte seems not to ask to 

himself why this happen, he shoots and loves. But at the end he 

wants to leave Buffalora. Rupert Everett plays a cemetery 

caretaker named Francesco Dellamorte. He and his mute sidekick 

Gnaghi spend most of their evenings shooting zombies in the 

head, or splitting their skulls in half with the shovel, having to dispatch them again when they tend 

to rise from the grave after seven days. Rupert falls for a mysterious beautiful young widow (the 

breathtaking beauty Anna Falchi). After the two of them have sex on her husband's grave, her 

husband wakes up and takes a bite out of her, sending her to the grave. "Cemetery Man" is one of 

the best Italian horror movies ever made. It's so wonderfully stylish that it truly blew me away. There 

is plenty of gore to satisfy fans of Italian horror. Highly recommended. Michele Soavi is a genius! 
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Den Bästa Sommaren (A Summer Tale) (2000) 
 

Two kids (13-year-old Anastasios Soulis) move in with a lonely 

undertaker who is secretly in love with the town's school teacher. 

The summer of '58, the year Sweden almost won the world 

championship in soccer over Brazil, Yngve Johansson accepts two 

children to live with him during the summer, as told through the 

eyes of a young boy. His name is Mårten, and the other child's 

name is Annika. She is a rough girl, with many problems. The three 

of them do not get along, and Yngve is a true dictator to the 

children's eyes. However, when the children discover that their 

new guardian has a crush on their teacher (Cecilia Nilsson), they 

do what they can to bring the two together. Soon enough, the 

three will discover that they have a lot more in common than they 

previously imagined, and together they can make their lives worth 

living again. This is a sweet story about life in Sweden in the mid 

1900's. It is about family, love, hate, innocent friendship that we all can relate to, and much, much 

more. Excellent comedy. This excellent comedy is about a undertaker who takes care of two orphans 

during the summer. They have to overcome his ways of living and they try to help in the way they 

can. Maybe, just maybe, this will end happy. 
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Dennis The Menace (1993) 
 

Dennis, everyone's favorite kid from the comics is back. When his 

parents have to go out of town, he stays with Mr. and Mrs. 

Wilson. The little menace is driving Mr. Wilson crazy. But Dennis is 

just trying to be helpful. Even to the thief he bumps into. Matthau 

has all of the best screen time in this film version of the classic 

young boy who always happens to get himself and the people 

around him into trouble. 7-year-old Mason Gamble is adorable as 

Dennis and holds up to the traditions of the television series and 

the numerous cartoons of the character. Joan Plowright co-stars 

as Mrs. Wilson. 
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Dennis The Menace (Dennis The Menace: Dinosaur Hunter) (1987) 
 

This movie puts Henk Ketcham's comic figure 'Dennis' into real 

life: While digging in his front garden, Dennis (7-year-old Victor 

DiMattia) finds a big bone. To prove it's from a dinosaur, he 

persudades his father to invite an old buddy of him, Bowen Skyler 

III, who's a famous 'dinosaur hunter'. Being desperate for 

publicity, Skyler informs press and television... and starts a 

paleontologic dig in their front garden! Okay, whenever the 

children are on screen, the watching children are totally 

absorbed. But when it's adults mostly, well, the children start to 

drift, doze off, play with laid out toys, etc. This movie needed lots 

more of the children ONLY, and the scenes with the adults had to 

be much, much shorter. But the kids were very good, and I 

particularly enjoyed the goodbye scene between Dennis (Victor 

DiMattia) and Joey (5-year-old Jarrett Lennon) -- it was REAL!!! 
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Dennis The Menace Strikes Again (1998) 
 

Hey, Mr. Wilson! It's another Dennis (10-year-old Justin Cooper) 

the Menace movie! The day starts out fine, it's Mr. Wilson's 

birthday and guess who shows up uninvited? Dennis and a few of 

his bug friends. After getting a cake in the face and falling down 

the stairs in a wagon, Mr. Wilson wishes Dennis had another old 

man to bother. His prayers are answered when Dennis' 

grandfather comes over announcing he's gonna move in! So one 

again all is fine until Mr. Wilson finds out he's getting old and 

Grandpa can do everything better than Mr. Wilson. One day at an 

amusement park, Mr. Wilson meets The Professor and his 

assistant Sylvester who claim to be specialists in making people 

younger--for a price. It's a scam but Mr. Wilson is to naive to 

know. Well the first few attempts at decreasing Mr. Wilson's age 

fail, thanks to Dennis. Mr. Wilson tries to do things better than Grandpa when he follows them to 

the swimming pool but he fails. But it's young Dennis who catches the swindlers at their own game 

when Wilson wants to sell his house and Professor and Sylvester show up disguised as plumbers, 

electricians, realty men, exterminators, and what-have-you and make large holes in Mr. Wilson's 

house--not to mention his check book, but it's Dennis to the rescue and everyone is happy. 

Sometime later, Grandpa takes Dennis to the Grand Canyon in Grandpa's motor home. The mistake: 

The motorhome is parked awful close to the canyon and it's wheels are stopped with a rock, which 

Dennis collects while rock hunting. Back at home, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson watch Grandpa getting 

rescued from the Grand Canyon and Mr. Wilson proclaims, "He's a menace!" Dennis the Menace 

strikes again I think is a good fantastic movie but I still prefer the orignal Dennis movie, Dennis the 

Menace was made in 1993 then 5 years later Dennis the Menace strikes again was made in 1998. 

Starring Don Rickles, and George Kennedy. I give this movie 10 out of 10. 
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Dependencia Sexual (Sexual Dependency) (2003) 
 

A poor girl, a rich stud, a university student and a model -- nothing 

in common, except the desire to experience true intimacy. Their 

stories unfold and overlap as each becomes victim to their own 

sexual dependencies, self-perceptions and illusions. Thematically 

structured around issues of femininity, masculinity, virginity, rape 

and sexuality, each teen struggles to make sense of their own 

identity, reaching for ideals that represent everything they feel 

they are supposed to be, but are not. While a lot of the time, I am 

a mainstream guy - who likes to watch known films with a lot of 

buzz and famous celebs, one in a while I take myself more 

seriously, and venture out to explore on foreign terrain. This time, 

I decided to listen to my gut feeling, and rent Sexual Dependency. 

While usually, Spanish-language films annoy me - the premise 

behind Sexual Dependency sounded interesting, especially to me - 

a guy who enjoys movies with sexual themes. I was pleasantly surprised by this movie: when I 

started watching it, and the split screen appeared, with dramatic music in the background - I was a 

bit hesitant. I though "Well, there starts another tears-filled international drama". In edition, the 

split screen really confused me in the beginning, and I thought to myself "Where the hell should I 

look?". But after you get the deal with the filming, you learn to appreciate this work of art: the idea 

of different perspective to each scene is amazing! Whoever though of showing us this split world is a 

genius! Another thing to like about this movie is the collection of people, whose stories interweave 

amongst each other. Even though some stories are more interesting and unique, and other are a bit 

more commercial and clichéd - the general picture is quite nice. The end of the movie is highly 

surprising, though weak, and a lot of ends don't create a tie - yet still, you feel fulfilled after you 

watch this film. While it is not perfect, it falls quite closely - thanks to an interesting plot 

construction, amazing filming, and even a little bit of South American music can't hurt. If you're into 

unique work of cinematic art - especially international film fans - you cannot afford to miss this 

creation. 
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Der Bewegte Mann (Maybe, Maybe Not) (Most Desired Man) (The 

Turbulent Man) (1994) 
 

Axel, a handsome young guy is always on the hunt for women 

although he already has a girlfriend, Doro. One day he is caught in 

the act with another woman by Doro and she quits the 

relationship and throws him out of her apartment. Seeking for a 

new home, Axel is introduced wo Walter, a homosexual, who 

finds Axel quite attractive. Walter takes Axel to a gay party where 

they meet Norbert, who has a big apartment and is more than 

willing to let Axel stay for a while because he thinks he can seduce 

him. Meanwhile, Doro finds out that she is pregnant from Axel 

and now she tries to get him back, not knowing that he lives 

among homosexuals now. This gives room for a lot of funny 

incidents between the gay world and the so called "normal" 

world. But will Doro get Axel back or will he stay with Norbert 

instead? 'Maybe, Maybe Not' is one of the most odd movies I've 

ever seen. I liked it. I think I liked it because it is so completely different than all the American movies 

I'm used to seeing. In the beginning, the main character, Axel, decides to randomly have sex with 

some girl in the bathroom of his workplace. A woman in the next stall recognizes the key chain that 

dropped from one of the fornicating couple's clothes. She peeks over the stall to find her boyfriend 

of three years mindlessly humping another woman. She kicks him out of their apartment and 

throughout the rest of the movie he struggles with where to live. Initially he calls old girlfriends who 

all readily turn him away. Then he ends up at a 'men's group' with a lot of gay guys. After that, he 

gets drunk at a party and goes home to sleep at one of their houses. This is when the gender 

preference battle begins. A lot of stereotypes were defied in this movie and I found that extremely 

refreshing. For example, it is commonly thought in American society that gay men are promiscuous, 

however in this movie, no homosexual sex is shown. There is one man-to-man kiss in the club and in 

another scene homosexual activity is inferred while watching slides but not directly shown on the 

screen. There are, however, two comparatively graphic heterosexual scenes. Another stereotype 

defied was the 'effeminate gay men' stereotype. The main gay character, Norbert, didn't act 

effeminate at all, not even in drag. My favorite part of the movie however perpetuated and made 

fun of an existing stereotype - the stupid Stallone-loving straight guy. The guys in the movie theater 

were very intriguing. I thought they added welcome comic relief to an otherwise tense and dark 

movie. 
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Der Einstein Des Sex (Der Einstein Des Sex - Leben Und Werk Des Dr. 

Hirschfeld) (The Einstein Of Sex: Life And Work Of Dr. M. Hirschfeld) 

(1999) 
 

The life story of Dr. Magnus Hirschfeld, a German Jew, who as a 

physician established the field of sexology, and fought militantly 

against German anti-sodomy laws in the late 19th century. The 

script reveals main characters in Hirschfeld's life including 

impossible love interest Baron von Teschenberg, and Hirschfeld's 

aids- young Karl Giese and guardian angel, the transvestite 

Dorchen, as they establish the First Institute of Sexual Sciences in 

Berlin in 1920, and follows their struggles to keep it open, up to 

the rise of the Third Reich in the mid 1930s. This is a film that 

should be seen. It may shock, certainly, but it will enlighten and 

educate. It is also a part of German history. Dr. Magnus 

Hirschfeld, a Jewish homosexual, set up an Institute in 1921 to 

research problems concerned with sexuality. This was an 

unexplored field. People from all over Europe consulted him 

about their own sexual problems, including the young Austrian Baron Hermann von Teschenberg 

who became his lover. In 1933 the Nazis destroyed the Institute of Sexual Science. Research papers 

and museum pieces were lost for ever. Male nudity in this film is acceptable because it is relevant to 

the subject. The museum is filled with phallic objects carved from ivory, penis protectors from Papua 

New Guinea, an intriguing masturbation contraption (which perhaps is the fore-runner of the 

modern vibrator), tattooed testicles belonging to the Chinese emperor's brother and other so-called 

"sinful objects". All this is portrayed in a clinical and straight forward manner. The good doctor is 

called upon to do surgery and one can get a bit squeamish when he goes to work on the transvestite 

Dorchen or the removal of a penis from a pleading hermaphrodite. It seemed to me it was executed 

with a very quick snip done under the most unhygienic conditions. Some of the other characters 

worthy of mention are the young Karl Giese (Hirschfeld's lover) who fights a losing battle to protect 

the Institute from the Nazi madness, and Adolph Brand an important gay right-wing writer who 

writes extravagant poetry about the physical beauty of German youth. Direrctor Rosa von 

Praunheim has done a magnificent job in bringing the life and work of Dr. Hirschfeld to the screen. It 

is a frank and honest approach and it is not without its little touches of humour. This film is worthy 

of attention. It's one of the most entertaining I've seen for a long time. How nice it is to see 

something very different. I rank it high on my list of favourites. 
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Der Fangschuß (Coup De Grâce) (1976) 
 

A countess' unrequited love for an army officer leads to disaster. 

My reservations are only technical and then only in regard to the 

atrocious VHS presentation of this film. It's a good thing I 

understand a fair amount of German and of French, for fully 2/3 

of the subtitles are illegible, and the dialog is presented about 50-

50 in those two languages. Why on earth did they use white 

lettering for subtitles--when this film takes place in winter, with 

snow all about? For that matter, why do they ever use white 

subtitles at all? It has always been possible to use either white 

characters bordered by black, or vice-versa, rendering subtitles 

legible against any background. This technical incompetence is 

inexcusable and an insult to a very fine film. I was completely 

caught off guard, not having read Ms. Yourcenar's novel, by the 

plot twist near the end. Let me warn you: there is not one bright 

spot in this whole movie, nor should there be, set as it is in the most horrific, chaotic days of World 

War I. It is gripping, the character development is splendid, the characters are three-dimensional 

and complex, and the plot presents enough moral and ethical dilemmas to occupy a thinking 

person's idle moments for months. Acting is uniformly excellent to superb--and the character of the 

aunt is one that may haunt your dreams, or nightmares, forever after. 
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Der Junge Törless (Les Désarrois De L'Élève Törless) (Young Torless) 

(1966) 
 

At a boarding school in the pre-war Austro-Hungarian Empire, a 

pair of students torture one of their fellow classmates, Basini, 

who has been caught stealing money from one of the two. The 

two decide that rather than turn Basini in to the school 

authorities, they will punish him themselves and proceed to 

torture, degrade, and humiliate the boy, with ever-increasing 

sadistic delight. As each day passes, the two boys are able to 

justify harsher treatment than previously given. Torless is a 

passive member of the group but observes rather than 

participates and frustrates the tormentors by dryly analyzing their 

behavior. Considered a classic film as it was the first film to put 

the then New German Film firmly on the (international) map. Also 

a classic because it was Schlöndorf's first feature and it is still 

thought highly of. To be sure, this is a beautiful film to watch with 

its superb black-and-white cinematography; Schlondörf's direction makes it into a well paced and 

staged, stylish film. But I never liked the film; recent re-viewing confirmed my feelings. Schlöndorf 

wants to do more than simply bring the viewer the subject and with that the whole thing goes 

wrong. In trying to convey the deeper meaning of the story as clear as possible the script is written 

in such way that even the most simple minded can not miss it. The film is lecturing without any 

subtleties; Schlöndorf never provokes the viewer to think for himself: he has already done it for him. 

Nor is there any nuance in the psychology of the different characters. And what about the cast? In 

1966 (and still) praised for their effort as inexperienced actors. Well, I think that most of the acting is 

downright poor, or never goes further than reciting lines. In the meantime we have come to know 

Mathieu Carriere better during his career; Carriere is in this his first film as boring as he still is. Of 

course the actors were not helped much by the literary dialogue, another feature that was (and is) 

praised so much; most of it I find simply laughable. Classic miscast is Barbara Steele, who seems to 

have walked in from the set of a typical sexploitation film, including acting style. 
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Der Name Der Rose (The Name Of The Rose) (1986) 
 

An intellectually nonconformist monk investigates a series of 

mysterious deaths in an isolated abbey. With 17-year-old Christian 

Slater. 1327: after a mysterious death in a Benedictine Abbey, the 

monks are convinced that the apocalypse is coming. With the 

Abbey to play host to a council on the Franciscan's Order's belief 

that the Church should rid itself of wealth, William of Baskerville, a 

respected Franciscan monk, is asked to assist in determining the 

cause of the untimely death. Alas, more deaths occur as the 

investigation draws closer to uncovering the secret the Abbey 

wants hidden, and there is finally no stopping the Holy Inquisition 

from taking an active hand in the process. William and his young 

novice must race against time to prove the innocence of the 

unjustly accused and avoid the wrath of Holy Inquisitor Bernardo 

Gui. Flawless book, almost flawless film. I've been enjoying films 

for 20 years now, and this is the first comment I've put on any film website. I've always had the 

mickey taken out of me for loving this film, and it's right up there amongst my favourites of a very 

eclectic bunch. Why? Well, firstly and I have to say, very importantly, it's taken from the finest piece 

of modern literature I've read. Umberto Eco's novel has such mammoth scope of subject matter and 

detail, it is was always going to be extremely hard to put into film (Dune anyone??), and Annaud 

certainly doesn't succeed in every way, but my lord he gives it a damn good go. The film quite rightly 

focusses on the human story within the book of a group of murders committed at an Italian abbey in 

the 14th Century, and the ongoing search for the purpetrator, by a Franciscan monk and his 

apprentice. The book encompasses many other issues and plotlines, which could not be fitted into 

the film. The three screenwriters do an excellent job, of filming the almost impossible to within 2 

hours or so. Most importantly to me, the cinematography and set are sublime, almost unsurpassed 

in modern film to my mind, and still to this day amazing. I've always found that many non movie-

lovers remember this film, for good or bad. The main reason for me is that it recreates so 

impressively the period it represents. Tonino Delli Colli, I salute you. The production team deserves a 

similar merit for bringing together what was in essence an European co-production, whilst not 

forgetting the biggest exterior set built in Europe since "Cleopatra". Step forward Dante Ferreti. I 

salute you too. 0.1 of a mark off for the editing, but let's not dwell on that. The acting is, bar none, 

marvellous, with even Christian Slater in his first main role putting up an extremely decent stab of 

being an apprentice monk. I like a good whodunnit, but I adore a whodunnit which throws in the 

visual magnificence of a different age, top notch performances, a script taken from a extraordinary 

source, and assured directing. 10 out of 10, and my mates can carry on taking the mickey out of me. 

So in summary, I'll leave it to the director himself.. 'When I see a film, I love it when I'm entertained, 

when I care for the actors, when I share their emotions, when I'm scared, when I'm in love, but also 

if I learn a little something, if I have the feeling that I haven't seen something before, and that's what 

'The Name of the Rose' has.' 
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Der Rattenkönig (2002) 
 

Three boys (13-year-old Laszlo Horwitz, Clemens Brandt & 14-year-old Ivo Möller) at the beginning 

of their adolesence. 
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Der Schuh Des Manitu (Manitou's Shoe) (Der Schuh Des Manitu - Extra 

Large) (2001) 
 

Abahachi, Chief of the Apache Indians, and his blood brother 

Ranger maintain peace and justice in the Wild West. One day, 

Abahachi needs to take up a credit from the Shoshone Indians to 

finance his tribe's new saloon. Unfortunately Santa Maria, who 

sold the saloon, betrays Abahachi, takes the money and leaves. 

Soon, the Shoshones are on the warpath to get their money back, 

and Abahachi is forced to organize it quickly. Luckily, he, his twin 

brother Winnetouch, beautiful dancer Uschi and the Greek Dimitri 

each own a quarter of a treasure map that leads them to 'the 

shoe of Manitu'. There, Santa Maria already awaits them to take 

their new treasure away as well. But he did not think about the 

determination of Abahachi's team. Like wines, some comedies 

just don't travel: most German comedies shouldn't even make the 

effort. Having sat through (or tried to) a few German comedies in 

the past that were so parochial as to be completely mystifying to anyone outside that country's 

borders (not to mention painfully unfunny in the loudest possible way), the last thing I ever expected 

to ever be able to recommend was a German comedy, but MANITOU'S SHOE (in it's 'Extra Large' 

version at least) is hysterically funny for at least 75 of its 102 minutes. You don't have to have seen 

the WINNETOU films to get most of the jokes - pitched somewhere between vintage Zucker and 

Abrahams with a pinch of classic Mel Brooks. Indeed, it may even help that audiences outside 

Germany are not familiar with Bully Herbig's TV work: the repetition of TV sketches that so many 

German viewers have complained about really isn't an issue for us foreigners. Like most comedies, it 

runs out of steam towards the end when the need to wrap up the plot (such as it is) takes over, but 

for much of its running time it throws in some breathtakingly absurd and unexpected jokes, all the 

funnier for being delivered straight (special kudos here to Sky Dumont as Santa Maria, who subverts 

audience expectations to brilliant effect). There are a few jokes and characters that fall flat, most 

notably a Greek Apache who has nothing funny to say or do, but there are so many laugh-out-loud-

even-when-you're-on-your-own moments here that you can forgive them. Also worth noting is the 

fact that, unlike most comedies (especially ones with their origins in television), MANITOU looks like 

a real film: well directed with a good use of the Scope frame and a genuine sense of scale. One word 

of warning for non-German speakers - avoid the dubbed version of the original cut, which appears to 

have been dubbed by many of the original cast who think their English/America accents are a lot 

better than they actually are (a major factor in the film not being released in English-speaking 

territories despite its massive local success). The 'Extra Large' version has a different American voice 

cast, and a very good one too - the voices sound right for the characters for a change. Bottom line, 

it's not big, it's not clever, but it is funny. 
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Der Teufel Vom Mühlenberg (1955) 
 

This film shows in the tradition of DEFA-Fairytale-films how 

greedy people become the more they have. It discribes the life of 

the people in a very pure and simple way, which makes the film 

very lovely and credible. This is not a film for very young children, 

but it is good for older ones to get a discussion with their parents 

after the film. And the effects are for this time really nice. 
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Der Totmacher (Deathmaker) (1995) 
 

Fritz Haarmann, who has killed at least 17 boys, is questioned by a 

psychology professor in order to find out whether he is sane and 

can be held responsible for his crimes. During this interrogation 

Haarmann reveals his motives and his killing methods. Basically 

that film is just about one long dialogue between the killer and his 

psychiatrist in a german prison (or psychiatric clinic?) in the 1920s 

or 1930s that spans over some days before the killer's death 

penalty. The other actors barely speak a word in this movie. That 

sounds rather dull but the compelling performance of the two 

main actors made me sit through the whole film. On the other 

hand, if you don't like dialogue movies the avoid. There's no 

action at all, only language and expressions... I'd give it a 7 out of 

10. 
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Der Unhold (Le Roi Des Aulnes) (The Ogre) (1996) 
 

Frenchman Abel Tiffauges likes children, and wants to protect 

them against the grown-ups. Falsely suspected as child molester, 

he's recruited as a soldier in the 2nd World War, but very soon he 

is taken prisoner of war. After shortly serving in Goerings hunting 

lodge, he becomes the dogsbody in Kaltenborn Castle, an elite 

training camp for German boys. Completely happy to take care of 

these children, he becomes a servant of Nazism, catching boys 

from the area as supplies for the camp. Known in English as "The 

Ogre" this has got to be John Malkovich's finest film to date. He 

plays an ignorant man, Abel, living in a small town at the dawn of 

the Nazi movement. He seems to be mentally slow, but 

emotionally heightened as has a great passion for the vitality of 

the children in the town. He is fond of photographing, especially 

children. However, due to a mis-understanding, because the 

people of the small town are so ignorant and afraid of the quiet 

lumbering Abel, he is sentenced to jail (undeservedly) for the crime of molesting a child. He is 

transferred to help with the war effort in France, and eventually comes to work for the Nazi party, 

"recruiting" children for the cause. He, however, does not seem to know what the Nazis stand for, or 

why he shouldn't be taking in children. He cares for the children as if they were his own, and is 

eventually persecuted for harbouring a young Jewish boy, which is when he begins to realise the 

ramifications of his plight. A brilliantly scripted film (filmed in English despite the foreign origin). A 

must see. It saddens me, though that it is so difficult to find, and that it was never released in the 

U.S. (as far as I know). 
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Der Var Engang En Dreng - Som Fik En Lillesøster Med Vinger 

(Skymaster: A Flying Family Fairytale) (Skymaster) (2006) 
 

Life becomes troublesome when 13-year-old Kalle's (13-year-old 

Janus Dissing Rathke) newborn sister has a birth defect on her 

back resembling wings. Only he sees the true miracle of his sister's 

odd appendages. When she is sent to the renowned Plastic Palace 

Clinic of cosmetic surgery for an amputation, Kalle sets out on a 

rescue mission. On the road, he meets Alf, a reclusive mechanic, 

who agrees to help. Together, they take off in Alf's vintage Cadillac 

in a race against time through an autumn-colored world of song 

and dance. Following Kalle through this movie is a fantastic voyage 

of kitch music and cinematography! As a close resemblance to a 

previous movie by the same producers (hannibal og jerry), this 

story is great for adults and kids alike -though not a date movie. 

stylized and filmed in a very bright and Barbie-ken universe, and 

with a fun and quirky soundtrack, it carries with it a very special 

style not found anywhere else. The only thing that prevents this moving from reaching a ten, are the 

very things that make it so good: 1: you probably have to be a Dane to really enjoy the songs and 

dialogue fully! 1b: the Dane aspect counts greatly, as this movie is packed with cameo appearances 

by the best singers, comedians and actors in Denmark. 2: it conveys a very special feel and "folksy" 

perfect world... it is definitely a movie you would have to give a chance and try to move into the 

mindset and feel of it! 
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Der Zehnte Sommer (The Tenth Summer) (2003) 
 

Summer holidays have always been magical. Perhaps because 

they idealize the memory of adults at the time of the greatest 

possible freedom: no school, no work, but room for a lot of new 

experiences, adventure, and first romances. Whether in the world 

of Astrid Lindgren, which seems to be always set in summer 

vacation, or in somewhat rougher renditions such as "Stand by 

Me," a single summer can define one's whole life. The tenth 

summer of Kalli (13-year-old Martin Stührk) is certainly one of 

these magical experiences. Along with his friends, he initially 

planned great things, including opening a zoo - however, one that 

not only offers the ordinary creeping or fluttering items in a 

preserving jar, but a true sensation. And suddenly there appears a 

little monkey, from dubious origins. But where to keep it? Kalli has 

an idea and his thoughts turn to his mysterious neighbors. The 

strange neighbor Mrs. Hilfers and her daughters, who have earned both an extremely wicked 

reputation and also a surprisingly warm reaction. This is the story of one hot summer at the 

beginning of the sixties. In a worker's housing estate in Germany's Lower Rhine district, Kalli is 

celebrating his tenth birthday. His best present is a bright red scooter. Another big event during 

Kalli's summer holidays is a secret plan he's hatching with blood brothers Polli and Walter to start 

their own zoo. But there are many obstacles to overcome before they accomplish their dream. To be 

10. Fatal age when you have to stop believing in fairy tales and other cock-and-bull stories, because 

now "you're not a baby anymore!" But isn't it more pleasant to remain a young boy with your 

dreams and your desires? The Tenth Summer brings you back in a childlike world where dreams and 

reality are mixed up. Jörg Grünler remembers childhood and its numerous disappointments. You 

easily immerse into this film, peppered with nostalgia and think it is nice to be 10. 
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Des Parents Pas Comme Les Autres (Same-Sex Parents) (Carnets 

D'Ado - Des Parents Pas Comme Les Autres) (2001) 
 

This movie is intriguing at first glance, but upon an intent viewing, 

one realizes that this movie has some glaring shortcomings. First 

and foremost, the relationship between Olympia and her lesbian 

mother and gay father. She cares deeply for her father, who she 

knows to be gay and is supportive of his relationship with his 

boyfriend, Christophe. However, she is terribly unsupported of 

her mother's relationship with Do, her lesbian lover. Olympia has 

her own lover trouble with Leo and the mechanic as she 

meanders her way through high school. Once the whole school 

finds out that her mother is a lesbian, Olympia freaks about and 

pushes away everyone who cares about her, especially her 

mother, who she charges as being a sexual deviant and a dyke. As 

the movie goes on, one questions why she accepts her father and 

not her mother. More glaring, though, is why she and her female 

best friend kiss after Olympia fears so much of how the homosexuality in her life is treated by her 

peers. Overall, this is a good movie and is worth a rental, but do not expect an incredible movie, but 

rather, a good movie that needs a little more work. 
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Desperate Living (1977) 
 

A rich housewife murders her husband with the help of her 

overweight maid, and the two go on the run, ending up in 

Mortville, a town providing refuge for criminals. They shack up 

with a lesbian ex-wrestler and her murderess lover, before 

running into the tyrannical Queen Carlotta, ruler of Mortville. 

DESPERATE LIVING is something of a transitional film for director 

Waters. It is a departure from his earlier works because it was the 

first of his films not to be produced by his Dreamland company, 

but by a limited partnership called Charm City Productions. It was 

also the first feature he made without his usual star, Divine, and 

therefore represents a departure from his usual story lines (which 

had previously served as vehicles for Divine). In this sense, it is a 

film that is more Waters' vision. The story and the execution of 

the film is far too grim, however. Waters' films work because the 

characters seem to enjoy themselves very much. But DESPERATE LIVING presents us with characters 

that simply seem miserable, and nothing else. The opening scenes are quite funny, though. Jean 

Hill's performance is particularly funny. From a moviegoers' standpoint, I prefer FEMALE TROUBLE 

highly over this film. I am somewhat baffled at the statement that DESPERATE LIVING is Waters' best 

film. I can see that it is his most technically advanced up to the time it was made, but surely FEMALE 

TROUBLE contains the funniest dialogue and performances. All in all, DESPERATE LIVING represents 

a pre-mainstream John Waters which is always an interesting experience. However, I would not 

reccomend it as highly as I would some of his other works. 
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Destricted (2006) 
 

A compilation of erotic films intended to illuminate the points 

where art meets sexuality. Certainly politically correct, that is a 

danger sign in any film. Politically correct by focusing mostly on 

men and porn. This film was almost just like any other porn film. 

The tiny difference being the "art". Strobe light was the "art" in 

We f...ck alone (it was way too long. I got the "message" after 5 

minutes). The "art" in Death Valley was none what so ever. Just a 

guy masturbating outdoors. I read on IMDb that the "art" was the 

fact it was shot in that particular valley. If you use your 

imagination, you can see art in everything. That is wonderful. 

Hoist was least like a porn, but 15 minutes of a man rubbing his 

penis to a machine shaft was OK ("art" and everything) for 5 

minutes. In the film Impaled we saw the audition room instead of 

the "bed". It was amusing to see the young guys expressing their sexual desires. The "art" in Impaled 

was the bad lighting. I would have chosen the virgin. I went to the film expecting nothing, and I got 

nothing. A man cannot ask for more on a night at the movies...Balkan Erotic Epic, Hoist, Sync, 

Impaled, We Fuck Alone, House Call, Death Valley. 
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Det Skaldede Spøgelse (Jasper's Ghost) (1993) 
 

This is a very unusual movie regarding the theme it deals with and 

age it is made for. This is a children movie, but a family movie as 

well. Considering its theme, maybe it would be the best for 

grown-ups in the family to watch it first if their children are 

young, to be prepared for some explanations. The reason: though 

there are many equally important moments in the movie 

including common as school relations, first love, relations child - 

pet animal etc., there are two almost taboo themes for children 

movies strongly emphasized here. The first is bullying, but this 

one seems less interesting and quite understandable. The other is 

a death of a family member. There are many children movies 

where somebody dies. Many orphans were main characters 

(Annie, Oliver Twist etc), but watching those movies kids only get 

information that somebody has died before. It is sad, but it 

doesn't open any questions. Unfortunately, it happens that some children have to cope with death 

in real life, and it is hard for adults, harder even more because they have to cope with that loss 

themselves too. And this movie is something to help them (so they can help their kids; it certainly 

won't be a great comfort for adults). The death - the fact of dying, of mortality itself, consequences 

the death brings to the living - is uniquely presented without pathetic, horrific or disturbing scenes. 

Death is natural and transcendent in the same time, and believe or not, it is made understandable 

for any age old enough to sit 90 minutes and watch a movie. I don't say it's not for other children, on 

the contrary, death can happen at any time, and having this film seen before can be helpful later 

("Do you remember that movie you've seen before about a boy, his cat and his grandfather?"...). But 

if a tragedy happens, I can't remember a better way to diminish pain to a little older kids, and 

curiosity in smaller ones (when they start asking questions that hurt as much as the fact what has 

happened). Just some notes more: I can't get it why people send comments about movies they 

possibly couldn't understand not knowing the language. All they can comment are photography or 

music (and even that not related to the plot). In a movie like this it is necessary to understand every 

word (it reminds me, if your copy is subtitled be sure you children are old enough to read!). Second, 

both comments I saw here mention underage nudity. If you don't believe and don't teach your 

children that nudity is a bigger sin than murder (shown in countless movies and cartoons your 

children probably watch), don't be afraid to watch it together. The movie is made in a culture 

different than U.S. (or Islamic countries) and such a nudity is absolutely natural there, you can see it 

on any beach in Europe. The only one who makes this skinny-dipping (only topless) look dirty is the 

only evil character, a priest's son (12-year-old Patrick Ytting), while bullying Jasper (12-year-old 

Benjamin Rothenborg Vibe) in a cruel and graphic-shown way (that nobody seems to find disturbing 

and comment it). So better be prepared to educate your children about cruelty that might lead to 

tragedy (as almost happened in that scene), and that is one more good possible use of this movie. 

The fact that the priest's son is so evil doesn't mean this movie is anti-religious, the priest is O.K. 

character. But don't expect death to be described in Christian, Moslem, Judaic or any other religion 

stereotyped way! But if you're lucky enough not to have problems with bullying or death, watching 



this movie still won't be a wasted time. I recorded it from TV; my kids are big but I think of keeping it 

for my grandchildren. I hope, just for pleasure. 
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Detention (Learning Curve) (1998) 
 

A substitute teacher who is taking over a semester for a regular 

teacher, gets disgruntled with his snotty class. So in a 

determination to teach them something by any means possible, 

he abducts the class, strips them of all clothes and dignity, and 

proceeds to make them learn things one way or the other. In the 

opening scene of this dark satire, a panning camera finds a man 

sitting alone in a room of fading photographs and antiques. A 

telephone rings. He picks it up just as men sent to take him to a 

mental institution are knocking at his door. His choice, to take a 

job as a substitute teacher, sets off an intriguing and provocative 

tale that takes us through deft riffs on Clockwork Orange, 

Blackboard Jungle, Heart of Darkness, Kafka, and Jonathan Swift, 

and I am not just dropping names; a meaningful discussion of this 

complex film would include all of these influences. What appears 

to be a conventional, yet both disturbing and comic, story about an idealistic instructor's attempts to 

reform wayward youth takes a startling turn and confronts the viewer with questions of the basic 

worth of human selfhood and dignity. Anyone concluding that the film espouses a certain "solution" 

should look for the irony and keep in mind that the director himself referenced Swift's "Modest 

Proposal" at a recent post-screening discussion. 
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Detskiy Sad (Kindergarten) (1983) 
 

I had a unique opportunity to attend a semester in a film class 

where Yevgeni Yevtushenko was the instructor. He showed this 

film in class. Without giving away too many details, this is the 

story of a boy who grows up in a time of war and rebellion. He is 

taken in by a group of gypsies who teach him how to survive. 

Yevgeni is seen in the movie as a man playing chess in a park. He 

was delighted to sign Klaus Maria Brandauer to the pic. Klaus is 

the James Bond nemesis in Never Say Never Again. One of my 

favorite scenes is the wedding. The kid treats the group to a 

Moiseyev dance in the Gypsy style. 
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Deux Frères (Two Brothers) (2004) 
 

Set not so long ago in a distant land, the film follows the 

adventures of twin tiger cubs--one shy and gentle, the other bold 

and fierce--who are born among the temple ruins of an exotic 

jungle. However, on a fateful day, the brothers are separated by 

fate. The bold brother is sold off to a circus, where homesickness 

and living in a cage rob him of his spirit. Meanwhile, the shy cub 

becomes the beloved companion of the governor's lonely young 

son (12-year-old Freddie Highmore), until an accident forces the 

family to give him away to a man who resolves to break his gentle 

nature and turn him into a fighter for sport. When they are fully 

grown the brothers find themselves reunited--but as forced 

enemies, pitted against each other. I just finished viewing "Two 

Brothers". Honestly, I've never expected anymore to see a movie 

of that class. What do I mean? These days there are so much new 

movies, which is so wonderful, because so many people now have the chance to express themselves 

and do a movie, but not many of them know how to do it. There are people, who do know and there 

are people, which do have talent. I still remember, when I saw "The Bear". Not much, but I do 

remember it really got me with it. Years ago, there were really movies, that had what to offer to the 

spectator. I still prefer more, the commercial movies, but do miss the real good cinema. And so, few 

days back I was just watching around the rent-a-video club, when I saw the title. At first, though it is 

yet another action movie, until I saw the front cover. These days, adventure movies are rare. The 

director's name immediately grabbed my attention and really threw me thinking. Jean-Jacques 

Annaud did another adventure? I did not read the text on the cover, just was thinking to myself... 

These tigers really reminded me of "The Bear"... Was it a little nostalgia? Whatever it was, it is 

wonderful. I do not remember myself enjoying so much, for a long time. The movie is appropriate 

for most ages, with good plot. Very slight mixture of this specific old-school fragrance and modern 

computer graphic effects. It is so precisely mixed, that at the beginning You will never realize is it 

real, You are watching or computer-made. In fact, the movie, I think I may say so, is sort of a 

masterpiece, but since I am not very competent of the technical details, will not discuss them, 

except mentioning just in brief. Wonderful graphics, exotic views, well mixed sound, good music, 

great story, interesting point of views... remarkable. A thing to notice here, is that it did not made 

me remember just of "The Bear". Actually in the beginning I was thinking of "Greystoke: The Legend 

of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes". Annaud spend big amount of time, exploring the relationships of the 

tigers, the tigers and the people, the people, the people and tigers. There are some very precisely 

dosed moments, showing the two tigers in perspectives, You would really love to explore. I just love 

the way he did it! You will never realize how these 109 minutes will pass around You, so better stop 

reading this and go see it! 
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Deux Imbéciles Heureux (Two Happy Fools) (1976) 
 

A boy roughly 12-years of age grows tired of his bickering parents, 

so he races off into the countryside and there befriends a recluse. 

When the cops come looking for him, our young hero and his 

older pal attempt to evade the authorities and, in turn, maintain 

the friendship they have developed. Flaunting a 60's philosophy, 

this film developed quite a cult following in France. 
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Diabólica Malicia (What The Peeper Saw) (Child Of The Night) 

(Diabolisch) (Night Child) (Night Hair Child) (La Tua Presenza Nuda) 

(Der Zeuge Hinter Der Wand) (1972) 
 

In this stylish and atmospheric psychological thriller reminiscent 

of Henry James's "Turn of the Screw", a widowed English writer 

brings a young, glamorous new bride to his bleak, isolated home 

in rural spain. She soon becomes obsessed with her 12-year-old 

stepson (14-year-old Mark Lester), who she learns has just been 

expelled from school for mysterious offenses; while the boy 

enjoys, exploits, and feeds her increasing paranoia about him. 

That he is a brilliant and lonely child is obvious. But is he the 

victim of a neurotic woman's overwrought imagination-- in 

Shakespeare's words, the innocent flower, or the serpent under 

it? This is just what the world needed--the star of "Oliver" as a 

pubescent sex pervert and psychopath. A young woman (Swedish 

sex symbol Britt Ekland) marries an older man soon after his first 

wife dies in a mysterious bathtub accident. All is fine until his 

creepy 12-year-old son (played by Mark "Oliver" Lester) returns home early from school. The cold, 

precocious youngster tortures and kills animals, tells malicious lies to turn her husband against her, 

spies on them in bed (this was alternately marketed under the more lurid title "What the Peeper 

Saw"), and for the piece de resistance forces her to strip while he reveals the truth about what 

happened to his mother. This movie is not entirely uninteresting, but it is let down by the acting. 

Britt Ekland was great dancing naked in "The Wicker Man" and tolerable as a bikini-clad Bond girl in 

"The Man with the Golden Gun", but she is simply not a good enough actress to play a dramatic lead. 

As for Lester there is probably a reason he never made the leap from child to adult star--he was 

pretty much a British MacCauley Culkin (who years later would star in a very similar "Bad Seed"-type 

movie called "The Good Son"). Lester is not very scary and he's certainly not very convincing as an 

erudite child genius (who names his dogs "Trotsky" and "Hanibal"). Modern audiences will probably 

be surprised by the sexual intrigue between Ekland and Lester. I don't know if that scene where she 

strips for him was controversial at the time, but I know a similar scene in Lucio Fulci's "Don't Torture 

a Duckling" where Barbara Bouchet displays herself to a young boy certainly was. The ending is 

surreal, bizarre, and really doesn't make a lick of sense, but it's vastly preferable to the very 

predictable ending of the "The Good Son" or the ridiculous deus ex machina ending of the original 

"The Bad Seed". This film may not be as creepy and well-acted as the "The Bad Seed", but it's not as 

stagey and it was filmed in one of the most beautiful places in the world, the north of Spain. 

However, if you want good acting, a truly creepy storyline, AND beautiful cinematography, the best 

of these bad seed/child psycho movies is "The Sailor Who Fell from Grace with the Sea" with Kris 

Kristoferson. 
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Diamante Lobo (God's Gun) (1975) 
 

Priest turned vigilante Father John (Van Cleef) hunts down a gang 

of criminals, led by Sam Clayton (Palance), who killed a man in a 

local bar. On the gang's return to the town, they kill the priest, 

leaving a young parishioner Johnny (14-year-old Leif Garrett) 

behind. He now seeks revenge for the death of the holy man. 

Production Values Lacking. This could have been a REALLY good 

and memorable western. What killed this movie, IMHO, were the 

production values. The Cameraman(men) weren't qualified to take 

souvenir pictures at Disneyland, the cinematography was BAD, 

really BAD, jerky shots, too wide an angle, sudden (just got my 

camcorder) zooms in and out. I wouldn't let the sound-men and 

Foley "artists" adjust the volume on my AM radio! The sound was 

HORRIBLE, terribly done. The dubbing even sounded awful, like it 

was done in public toilet somewhere instead of a sound studio. 

The sound effects were even worse, watch the scene where the 

boy is walking out of the church, near the end, when he's walking 

it sounds just like a horse clopping along, not a human walking. This was a Golan-Globis production, 

they were known at the time for cutting corners to save money, and it shows in this one. This is 

really a shame though, because this film has VERY good actors in it (OK some VERY bad ones too.) 

This movie proves that no matter how good, or how professional the actors are, they alone cannot 

carry an entire movie. This movie also shows that a good story can be ruined by bad execution. 

While I am FAR from a movie scholar, I think this movie should be shown to all students interested in 

film; there is a lot more to be learned from a movie like this than from movies where everything 

comes together. All in all the movie was watchable, and the most compelling reason I could give 

anyone for watching it is, that you'll appreciate movies with higher production standards much more 

than you do now. 
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Diary Of A Wimpy Kid (1) (2010) 
 

To Greg Heffley (12-year-old Zachary Gordon), middle school is 

the dumbest idea ever invented. It's a place rigged with hundreds 

of social landmines, not the least of which are morons, wedgies, 

swirlies, bullies, lunchtime banishment to the cafeteria floor - and 

a festering piece of cheese with nuclear cooties. To survive the 

never-ending ordeal and attain the recognition and status he feels 

he so richly deserves, Greg devises an endless series of can't-miss 

schemes, all of which, of course, go awry. And he's getting it all 

down on paper, via a diary - "it's NOT a diary, it's a journal!" Greg 

insists, preferring the less-sissyfied designation - filled with his 

opinions, thoughts, tales of family trials and tribulations, and 

(would-be) schoolyard triumphs. "One day when I'm famous," 

writes Greg, "I'll have better things to do than answer peoples' 

stupid questions all day." So was born the Wimpy Kid's diary. An 

Entertaining and Fun Movie for Anyone of Any Age! We went to see the Diary of a Wimpy Kid Movie 

this past week with a number of adults and kids and I have to say that everyone absolutely loved this 

movie. There is something for everyone to relate to in this movie, young or old. It stays true to the 

book which was a concern all of us had before seeing the movie. However, you don't have to read 

the book to enjoy this movie. In addition, the adaptation from the book to "silver screen" was one of 

the better ones I have seen and the transformation captured the essence of the story intact. There 

were a few additional scenes added to the movie that weren't in the book, but they kept in step with 

the story and didn't detract at all from the enjoyment of the film. The cast was all well picked. The 

main character of the movie, Greg Heffley (played wonderfully by Zachary Gordon) stayed true to 

the book and he was totally believable. Everyone felt that this kid actor, Zachary Gordon, did a great 

job of bringing life to this complex character and transforming Greg Heffley from a cartoon stick 

figure in the books to a real live person, while maintaining all his idiosyncrasies. It was also fun to 

watch him as, at times, he has these great facial expressions. The beauty of the movie was the added 

sensitivity and emotionality that presented itself in the film that wasn't available to us in the novel. 

In the movie, Greg led us on an emotional roller-coaster ride throughout the film: first we liked him, 

then we hated him, then we felt sorry for him, then we loved him. His relationship with his best 

friend Rowley along with its ups and downs (hey, just like real life) was great for kids to see. For 

adults, it would remind us of the "real" friendships we had (from simpler times) in those early Jr. 

High School years. Before computers we had real "live" friendships and we really did go over to our 

friends' houses to "play". I did not find the movie "trite" "predictable", or "slow". The comedy was 

evenly paced and kept the attention of the audience throughout, including my kids. This is a very 

entertaining movie that can be enjoyed by adults as well as kids. If you want a fun, witty, 

wholesome, and relatable story that will both touch and entertain you at the same time, go see this 

movie, it won't disappoint. 
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Diary Of A Wimpy Kid (2): Rodrick Rules (2011) 
 

Back in middle school after summer vacation, Greg Heffley (13-

year-old Zachary Gordon) and his older brother Rodrick must deal 

with their parents' misguided attempts to have them bond. The 

first Diary of a Wimpy Kid was charming, witty, and kind of funny. 

This movie is the same, but has more to offer. We see Rodrick a 

lot more, and he's a very interesting character. The whole movie 

kind of studies the relationship between Greg and Rodrick. 

Rodrick teaches Greg how to be lazy, get other people to do stuff 

for him. You know, teen stuff. The movie is funnier than the first 

one, the characters are movie more dimensional then the first. 

The parents aren't as annoying. It's good. I mean, I had a feeling I 

was gonna like this one better, mostly because I liked the second 

book better than the first one. I don't know why, not that much 

difference. If you liked the first one, you will most likely love this 

one. I mean, even people that hated the first one said this one was 

better. 
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Diary Of A Wimpy Kid (3): Dog Days (2012) 
 

School is out and Greg (14-year-old Zachary Gordon) is ready for 

the days of summer, when all his plans go wrong. What on earth is 

he going to do all summer? A Nutshell Review. This is one 

franchise that continues to tickle my funny bone, without trying 

too hard. The third in the film series, I hope that it continues to 

tap onto the series of books by Jeff Kinney - seven in total as of 

now - before the principal cast members get fully grown up and 

aren't kids any more. For those who have yet to experience this 

simple, yet effective kids comedy, perhaps it is time to jump right 

in, and experience just what the appeal is. The story leaves school 

for a bit, and is set during summer vacation, where every kid has 

plans of their own which may, and most likely, differ from their 

parents' expectations on how best to spend time. For Greg 

(Zachary Gordon) the main protagonist, it means a summer that's 

filled with endless computer gaming, which dad Frank (Steve Zahn) completely disapproves of, 

preferring that he hit the big outdoors in wilderness camp, or to take up a job somewhere to build 

some sense of responsibility. Then there is his crush Holly (Peyton List), who spends her time 

coaching junior tennis at a country club, with the only way in is as a guest of his best friend Rowley 

Jefferson (Robert Capron), although Rowley's family, especially his dad (Alf Humphreys), isn't really 

too fond of the friend of their son. And to add to that, Greg's brother Rodrick (Devon Bostick) 

threatens to expose Greg's cover for visiting the country club unless he gets invited himself to enjoy 

the facilities and to gawk at Holly's sister Heather (Melissa Roxburgh), and a new canine addition to 

the family. Dog Days is pretty loaded, but these little episodes all shine in their own right, and made 

the entire film work. Directed by David Bowyers, who was also at the helm of the previous film, Dog 

Days the film taps from scenes in both The Last Straw and Dog Days books and is set primarily during 

vacation, which means a little bit of a pity when we don't get to see the other zany supporting 

characters that much, especially Greg's other schoolmates who are off to do their own thing, 

sporadically appearing only if they happen to be attending the same event from wilderness camp, to 

a book reading club started by Greg's mom. The focus gets centered mostly on family, be it Greg's or 

Rowley's, and takes a closer look at the father-son relationship in Greg and Frank, with the spectre of 

boarding school looming on the horizon should Frank decide to let someone else play the 

responsible role of bringing up useful folks to society. While some may opine that Dog Days doesn't 

offer too much as compared to the previous Wimpy Kid films, I thought that formed part of its 

strength in having the cast being already so comfortable and familiar in their role, there's really no 

need to have them doing something too spectacular for the sake of. I mean, it's like friends hanging 

out, where one can have a good time all due to the presence of the other, and that's sufficient. But 

there's danger at being just sufficient, because familiarity may breed complacency, although the 

source material should be rich enough, or perhaps like this one having two books fuel a single film, 

for another film outing. At least it's not artificially expanded with the filmmaker's own imagination to 

stuff another film for additional box office revenue. With nary a swear word nor embarrassing 

scenes which you have to explain to your kids thereafter, Diary of the Wimpy Kid continues to be a 

family and kid friendly outing that grows on you. It's funny without the reliance of the more adult 



comedy route of having to continuously swear or rely on nudity or slapstick to draw out laughter. 

Bring a kid to the screening, and I'm pretty sure they'll be entertained and tickled pink. 
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Dick Tracy (1990) 
 

All Tess Trueheart wants is to settle down to a quiet life with her 

boyfriend, detective Dick Tracy. But there's something pretty 

rotten going on in town, with someone pretty rotten behind it, 

and Tracy has his hands full with the likes of villain Big Boy Caprice 

and with the almost irresistable Breathless Mahoney. Based off of 

a comic book created by Chester Ghould. Dick Tracy is one of the 

toughest and the best police officer for the city. He is currently on 

the hunt for the biggest crime boss named Big Boy Caprice who 

recently killed off the former crime boss Lips Manless. Now Big 

Boy is rallying up all of the criminals in the city who are not only 

trying to make the city bow to Big Boy's wishes but to eliminate 

Tracy their only huge competition. However Tracy is facing with a 

whole lot of issues, as he is trying to not only track down Big Boy, 

but to keep his girlfriend Tess Trueheart, take care of a nameless 

orphan and dodge a seductive club dancer Breathless Mahoney and a mysterious gangster named 

"The Blank". Can Tracy overcome these obstacles and save the city? Legendary police detective Dick 

Tracy is the only man tough enough to take on gangster boss Big Boy Caprice and his band of 

menacing mobsters. Dedicated to his work but at the same time devoted to his loyal girlfriend, Tess 

Trueheart, Tracy find himself torn between love and duty. His relentless crusade against crime 

becomes even more difficult when he gets saddled with an engaging orphan and meets seductive 

and sultry Breathless Mahoney, a torch singer determined to get the best of Tracy. A faceless 

character, known as the Blank, threatens both Tracy and Big Boy, and it takes all of Tracy's skills to 

save the city. If Dick Tracy was in black and white, the pope wouldn't be religious. Giving a new sense 

to the concept of color in a movie, we are offered an unique experience throughout a comic-strip 

world, and it's one of the few movies which succeeded in doing so, thanks to a serious script, good 

direction, great performances (Al Pacino is astonishing) and most importantly a powerful mix of 

cinematography, art direction and costume design. Using only primary colors, the experience is quite 

different from anything we have seen before. And there is also a quite successful hommage to all the 

gangster-movie genre, pratically extinct from modern cinema. Overall, I see this movie as a fresh 

attempt and a touch of originality to a cinema which relies more and more on the old and already-

seen formulas. With 12-year-old Charlie Korsmo. 
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Dick Whittington (2002) 
 

Simon Nye's version of the traditional panto, with an all-star cast. Plus a heroic cat, a villainous rat, a 

Good Fairy, singing, dancing, a shipwreck and a huge plate of buns. An adaptation of the folktale 

about a lonely boy, his beloved cat, and the hard decisions that come with their adventures. An 

absolutely brilliant pantomime for the whole family I loved it as did my nephew although he didn't 

always understand why I was laughing (But we can't explain all of the jokes to a 5-year-old) Great 

stuff and a great performance from Hear'Say, Chris the cat was so funny as well and as was Dick and 

his singing (when he couldn't). I would definitely recommend this pantomine for people of all ages as 

it has humor there for the kids as well as the adults and is a guaranteed laugh for all. It will make you 

laugh so hard that you want to cry and you will find yourself joining the kids and shouting boo at the 

television, even though you know that you sound silly. Can't wait to see if any more pantomimes are 

shown by the same person. 
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Dickie Roberts: Former Child Star (2003) 
 

TV child star of the '70s, Dickie Roberts is now 35 and parking 

cars. Craving to regain the spotlight, he auditions for a role of a 

normal guy, but the director quickly sees he is anything but 

normal. Desperate to win the part, Dickie hires a family to help 

him replay his childhood and assume the identity of an average, 

everyday kid. Several folk who are also involved in Dickie's special 

world include: Sidney, Dickie's longtime friend and agent; Cyndi, 

his on-again, off-again girlfriend; Peggy, Dickie's real mother; 

George, Dickie's adopted father figure; and Grace, his adopted 

mother figure. I was actually surprised at how well my family and I 

liked this movie. It was a really nice movie, It started out like the 

other Spade movies where the character he plays kind of annoys 

you but in the end you really like him and want everything to 

work out for him. 
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Die Another Day (2002) 
 

Pierce Brosnan gives one last mission as James Bond. Starting off 

in North Korea, Bond is betrayed and captured. 14 months later, 

Bond is set free, but traded for Zao who was captured by MI6. 

When back in his world, Bond sets off to track down Zao. Bond 

gets caught up in yet another scheme which sends him to 

millionaire Gustav Graves. Another MI6 agent known as Miranda 

Frost is also posing as a friend of Graves. Bond is invited to a 

presentation held by Graves about a satellite found in space 

which can project a huge laser beam. Bond must stop this 

madman with a fellow American agent, known as Jinx. Whilst 

Bond tries to stop Graves and Zao, will he finally reveal who 

betrayed him? On a mission in Korea, James Bond is captured and 

tortured for 18 months. He is swapped with Korean agent Zao for 

his freedom. However M has swapped him not to save him, but 

because she believes Bond has cracked and is giving away information. However Bond knows there 

is another mole in the area and escapes to uncover what Zao is up to and to uncover his Western 

ally. I looked forward to this film because I like Bond and easily get caught up in the hype. I think it is 

just down to the success of the formula and the fact that it feels comfortable to know you're getting 

a slightly different version of reliable product. For me, familiarity has yet to breed contempt in this 

series. I wanted to like this film more, although I did enjoy the vast majority of it. It's biggest problem 

is simply that it tries too hard and wants to do too much. The plot is OK and is a brave start showing 

our hero broken and in prison, but from there it does try and do way too much. It was good to relate 

the pre-credits scene to the rest of the film but the film seems restless unless it is having a major bit 

of plot happening - too many little twists or new bits of plot that stopped the film flowing. The plot is 

OK at heart but the little additions of diamonds, ice palace, weapons in space, DNA alteration, 

electrical suits all gets a bit much. The film's direction is also a bit frantic. A little bit of Matrix 

creeping in and sudden rushing cameras etc. It isn't needed, indeed they make the cake feel over 

egged, like the director didn't trust himself enough to a good job and needed gimmicks etc. On top 

of this there are three or so CGI shots that are really poor (and I mean Mummy Returns poor). It 

doesn't help that the theme song is one of the worst ever but I could get past that as the action 

under the credits helped distract from it. The action is all good on the whole but there didn't seem 

enough room for them and all that plot - also everything was overdone. We don't need matrix type 

effects in Bond - all we need is a certain amount of flair and well designed shots etc. I sound negative 

but I still enjoyed this despite the weaknesses cause at the end of the day the formula still works 

even with the monkeying around. One of the main reasons is Brosnan himself. he is getting better 

every film. He does some bad puns but never to the mocking extent of Moore and he also does the 

dangerous element of Connery. Even when the film starts to get silly he remains strong in the lead. 

Berry is wasted and is a distraction more than a good addition. From the cringe worthy first scene 

with Bond (trading smutty one liners) onwards she has no character worth speaking of. Her dialogue 

is innuendo and not lines, her acting is all in the twitch of her lips as she flirts and that's it. To look at, 

she does the job, but I thought we'd gotten past Bond girls that are eye-candy and nothing more. 

Pike is given a more frosty role and does pretty well despite being very cold when viewed beside the 



flirtatious Berry. Stephens hams it up as Graves. He starts well but the plot spin on his character 

(esp. the electric suit stuff) takes away from his credibility as a bad guy and he ends up as a cartoon 

type rather than a real threat. Yune on the other hand is a real good villain - a gimmick (his face) but 

also presence and real menace without hamming it up. I had hoped he would be the focus but alas 

no. Dench is good and Madsen is an interesting addition - but perhaps he wasn't the best choice for 

the head of NSA given the type of roles he is best known for - how many other people could only see 

Mr. Blonde? Cleese does well as the new Q and brings his comedy into the role well, making it 

similar to the spirit of Q without being a copy. Madonna's cameo is as bad and as pointless as her 

theme song. Overall let me stress I enjoyed this film but couldn't help but see the many flaws. It 

simply tries too hard in almost every area - plot, writing, action, direction. The formula is all there 

but it feels like they want to up the ante in every way, only at the basic level does the film feel 

comfortable in its own skin and relaxes, for most of the time you'd think this was a new film 

desperately trying to start a franchise as opposed to a long running series. 
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Die Blechtrommel (The Tin Drum) (1979) 
 

Bizarre, Funny and Eccentric...Danzig in the 1920s/1930s. Oskar 

Matzerath (13-year-old David Bennent), son of a local dealer, is a 

most unusual boy. Equipped with full intellect right from his birth 

he decides at his third birthday not to grow up as he sees the 

crazy world around him at the eve of World War II. So he refuses 

the society and his tin drum symbolizes his protest against the 

middle-class mentality of his family and neighborhood, which 

stand for all passive people in Nazi Germany at that time. 

However, (almost) nobody listens to him, so the catastrophe goes 

on. 
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Die Konsequenz (The Consequence) (1977) 
 

Thomas is the son of a prison warden. He falls for and seduces 

Martin, who is older and one of the prison inmates. After Martin 

is released, They try to build a relationship and a life together but, 

no one will let them alone. Beautiful black and white 

cinematography is the main pillar this modest and distressing 

coming-out drama rests. The script is intelligent without being 

intellectual, and has some amazing and surprising scenes. Main 

cast members Prochnow and Hannawald are excellent; Wolfgang 

Petersen handles the laymen cast very well. I do not think that (20 

years after date) this film has lost any actuality. Besides, this film 

is honest, unsentimental and without sensationalism, something 

that can not be said of the average mainstream coming-out film 

of the 80' and 90's. 
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Die Pirateninsel - Familie Über Bord (Pirate Vacation) (A Kalózsziget 

Titka) (Herr Der Sieben Meere) (L'Ile Des Pirates) (2006) 
 

The Vessens are a pretty normal family: Christian, the workaholic 

father, his wife Billie and their two kids Lenja and Timo. After 4 

years, the Vessens are finally on holiday, sailing the Caribbean on 

a yacht. Although Captain Flynn and his run-down ship Ocean 

Queen are not quite what they were hoping for, they settle in for 

a relaxing cruise. Instead of calm waters, however, they find 

themselves on a life raft. Pirates have captured the ship, and the 

Vessens, set adrift, are forced to leave Captain Flynn to his fate. 

The desperate family eventually run aground on a deserted, palm 

covered island. Thankful to be alive, they are forced into survival 

mode and must adjust to fending completely for themselves in 

the island's harsh and unforgiving environment. Christian dutifully 

resumes his habitual provider role, managing to crack coconuts 

open and barbecue lizards on a fire, but he fails miserably to 

corral any fish. Their comparative serenity suddenly evaporates when Flynn, who had managed to 

escape the pirates, happens to chance upon the same island. It is a clash of lifestyle and 

temperaments: a hard working family father and a free-living, reckless outsider. The contrast creates 

tension in the family, affecting Billie, who begins to question her boring materialistic lifestyle. She 

secretly admires Flynn's brash and independent way of life. Christian at first tries to keep Flynn away 

from his family, but he soon realizes that only by working together can they hope to escape the 

island. This change of heart toward teamwork is put to the test when the pirates recapture the 

captain. Now, only by rescuing Flynn can they assure their escape...and their survival. With 13-year-

old Sebastian Husak. 
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Die Rote Zora (Red Zora) (2008) 
 

With 15-year-old Pascal Andres. 
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Die Salzmänner Von Tibet (The Saltmen Of Tibet) (1997) 
 

Four men from a nomadic Tibetan tribe undertake their annual, 

ritualistic pilgrimage to a sacred salt lake. Salt gathered in this 

traditional fashion will be sold to provide the economic livelihood 

of the tribe for the coming year. The journey, necessary for the 

group's survival, also incorporates a number of rituals necessary 

for their culture to survive in the modern world. In Tibet's 

Changtang region, nomads harvest salt to buy barley. A clan 

prepares four of its men for an annual trek to Lake Tsento, where 

they rake salt from shoals into piles, then into bags, and onto 

their yaks to return, 90-days in all. After picking an auspicious day 

to depart, they feast, sing, tell stories, and race horses. Women 

are forbidden on this sacred trip. All is ritualized: Margen cooks, 

Pargen prepares burnt offerings and distributes meat, Zopon 

cares for the caravan of 160 yaks, Bopsa bends his strong back to arduous work. To each other they 

speak the secret language of saltmen; they pray and observe exemplary behavior. The goddess of 

the lake smiles upon them. "Saltmen" is a long film for its genre, and quite often the pace is much 

slower than that expected by Western audiences. That being said, I enjoyed it thoroughly both in 

terms of interesting subject matter and the magnificent images this film contains. Some of the 

scenery is truly breathtaking, and there is enough of interest that most should be able survive 

"Saltmen" with minimal use of the fast-forward. 
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Die Wilden Kerle 1 - Alles Ist Gut, Solange Du Wild Bist! (2003) 
 

A fun soccer sports film! A down and out soccer star tolerates the 

local soccer kids and their crazy antics when trying to learn the 

game. It all comes down to the final game and only during the last 

quarter does he volunteer to coach the team to a winning victory. 

A charming German hit movie, based on the Joachim Masannek 

and Jan Birck novel. A lot of fun. Think of "The Sandlot" done in a 

crazy cool European style. 
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Die Wilden Kerle 2 (2005) 
 

Proving you can't put a good franchise down, The Wild Soccer 

Bunch return for more soccer-related shenanigans! In their last 

outing, they defended their hold on the Teufelstopf trophy and 

saw off the skater gang, the Flammenmuetzen. But this time 

they're up against their greatest challenge so far, an opponent 

more devious, more dangerous, more diabolical than even they 

had ever imagined - girls!!! 
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Die Wilden Kerle 3 (2006) 
 

After the 1:25 defeat against the national team from Germany 

Leon left his team. This was the end of the group. Nerv, who isn't a 

"Wild Boy" yet, couldn't accept it and goes to the Teufelstopf the 

stadium of "Die wilden Kerle". The "Biestigen Biester" call for the 

title of the wildest team of the world. 
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Die Wilden Kerle 4 (2007) 
 

After the victory over the "Biestigen Biester", The "Wilden Kerle" 

won almost every title except for one - the trophy of the Freestyle 

Soccer Contest. To win this they have to beat the tripple chapion 

team "Wölfe von Ragnarök". 
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Die Wilden Kerle 5 (The Wild Soccer Bunch 5) (2008) 
 

A team (17-year-old Jimi Blue Ochsenknecht, 17-year-old Marlon 

Wessel, 16-year-old Leon Wessel-Masannek, 15-year-old Raban 

Bieling, 15-year-old Kevin Iannotta & 10-year-old Nick Romeo 

Reimann) of heroes faces their most dangerous opponents in the 

Shadow Realm, soccer playing vampires. 
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Die Zärtlichkeit Der Wölfe (The Tenderness Of Wolves) (1973) 
 

Story of a gay serial killer who murders young boys so he can 

serve them as dinner to his circle of fellow cannibals. Fritz 

Haarman-the infamous "Butcher of Hanover" was one of the 

worst serial killers in the recent history. During five years (1919-

1924) with the help of his homosexual partner Hans Grans he 

butchered nearly fifty youths. Their method was always the same: 

they enticed a youth from railway station back to Haarman's 

room, Haarman killed him (according to his account by biting his 

throat) and the boy's body was dismembered and sold as meat. 

His clothes were sold, and the useless (i.e. uneatable) body parts 

were thrown into the river Leine. Haarman was sentenced to 

death, Grans to twelve years in jail. Ulli Lommel's "The 

Tenderness of Wolves" is a realistic portrayal of this notorious 

killer. It's brilliantly acted, psychologically disturbing and almost 

completely non-violent. Definitely a must-see! 
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Different For Girls (Crossing The Border) (1996) 
 

Karl Foyle (Steven Mackintosh) and Paul Prentice (Ropert Graves) 

were best mates at school in the Seventies. But when they meet 

again in present-day London things are definitely not the same. 

Karl is now Kim, a transexual, and she has no desire to stir up the 

past while she's busy forging a neat and orderly new life. Prentice, 

on the other hand, has charm but is a social disaster stuck in a 

dead-end job. His main talent is for getting them both into 

trouble. Amid the squabbles, they start to fall in love. One night, 

Kim invites Prentice to a romantic dinner at her flat. Prentice, 

finding the seduction unexpectedly effective, freaks out. He 

proceeds to make a public display of both of them and winds up 

in court. Humiliated and angry, Kim runs away. Only she can save 

Prentice now, but will true love triumph for a new made woman 

and an aging punk? Aside from any psycho-analytical considerations (in which I have no 

competence), this film really worked for me. I typically give a wide berth to pictures of this ilk, but I 

was really captivated by the sense that these characters were really living the circumstances in 

which they found themselves. I'm not going to blather on about how relevant blah blah, but the fact 

is that Nobody is immune from the possibility that an experience like this might present itself in real 

life, and it is thought-provoking to reflect on how it might affect ME. This is a complex subject, 

uncomfortable to many, but explored here in a way that was good sociology, good psychology, and 

damned fine cinema. Whatever your hang-ups are (or aren't), enjoy this film. 
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Digby, The Biggest Dog In The World (1973) 
 

Digby consumes a bowl of Project X, a liquid growth formula. 

Soon, he becomes a sheepdog of gigantic size! Quite simply the 

finest comedy from either side of the Atlantic I have ever seen 

with a dog as a central character. it seems fashionable at the 

moment what with all the 'air bud' movies coming out year after 

year, but this is where it all started. Jim dale is simply comic 

genius as his usual hapless self, far better than his Dr. Tinkle in the 

carry on movies, he's given loads more to do and shows off his 

talents in many memorable scenes, including the legendary one 

where he faints at the size of Digby's doggie bowl!!!! 

unbelievable. Not having seen this movie for some years, I 

recently got hold of a copy out of a supermarket bargain basket 

for an incredible price and it is the best money I've ever spent. 

I've loaned it out to all my friends and family and we all agree that 

it is a truly magical film for all ages and most definitely a must see for everyone who loves laughing 

at dogs. With 12-year-old Richard Beaumont. 
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Diggity: A Home At Last (Diggity's Treasure) (Diggity: A Home For 

Christmas) (Heaven Must Wait) (2001) 
 

Raymond is the family black sheep, relying on handouts from his 

half-brother, Otis. He's lost his job, his apartment, and all his 

confidence until word comes that he has inherited an English 

countryside property. Otis gladly purchases a one-way ticket for 

the new "Lord of the Manor". Except Raymond discovers his 

inheritance is no manor house, but a small, crumbling stone 

church that's the center of a scheme by the village scrooge, 

Malcolm Slee, in his frantic search for a valuable chest of gold 

hidden in the village by King Charles at the end of the English Civil 

War. Raymond initially accepts Slee's offer to purchase the church, 

but has second thoughts when he learns from the local Bed & 

Breakfast owner Rachel that a family with children lives on the 

property. As Raymond and Rachel begin to bond, Raymond is 

singled out by a mysterious young orphan named Diggity (11-year-

old Max Dolbey), who believes that if he helps Raymond find his way in life, he will earn his wings as 

an angel. Cute family movie. If you watch this movie to hear accents you should be watching 

something else. I never noticed Raymonds accent not being from Georgia (unless you are from there 

who cares). Raymond's a loser from Georgia who inherits land in England. Raymond meets a town 

full of strangers and Diggity a boy who wants to earn his wings by helping Raymond and Rachel find 

their way in life. In the town is a crazy old man (Mr Slee) who is more interested in trying to find lost 

gold than to spend time with his orphaned grandson. Will Raymond sell his land with a broken down 

church and land which a family lives on? If you want to know watch the movie. This is a movie the 

whole family can sit and watch together with laughter. 
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Dik Trom (2010) 
 

Dik Trom (Michael Nierse) is a cheerful, honest, regular little boy. 

Together with his parents, he lives in the cozy Dikkedam, where 

everyone is as thick and exuberant as he. Then moved with his 

parents to Dunhoven Thick, where nobody is as thick as thick. The 

prettiest girl Dunhoven, Lieve, is so thick, but Fat is not the only 

one who has his eye on dropping Dear beautiful. Viktor Also, the 

brutal son of Dolf gym owner, competing for her hand. The battle 

between the two adversaries will be resolved during the local 

summer event. 
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Dinocroc (2004) 
 

Something is growing in the murky waters of Grants Lake. A 

genetic engineer at the neighboring Gereco Corporation has 

conducted a series of experiments on growing giant pre-historic 

crocodiles. But one of the experiments has gotten out of control. 

The only survivor from the age of dinosaurs erupts from the 

depths of Grants Lake ravenous for prey. The nightmare comes to 

life as "Dinocroc" terrorizes the residents of the once peaceful 

community. Not even the best of the best can stop this feeding 

frenzy! There are some things I can never understand. Such as this 

movie. What if I were to create a really really cheap and crappy 

looking Dino and crocodile polygon model in Maya and then 

proceed to cut and paste that into an amateur video clip having 

people scream and getting eaten by the same thing? How can 

anyone even believe that an utterly fake CGI dinocroc that looks 

completely out of place, would influence the events in this movie? I know that it's B-grade, low 

budget and all but the producers could do better than making a piece of crap that no one will ever 

seen see or sit through. It just does'nt make sense. Are people really so stupid that they would sit 

through this? Apparently so. For laughs? No, this thing isn't even worth laughing at. Cute 14-year-old 

Jake Thomas has a small but significant part. 
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Dinosaur (2000) 
 

Long before humans appeared on the planet, dinosaurs ruled the 

earth. On a little off-coast island, a clan of lemurs finds a dinosaur 

egg, hatching. Since there are no parents, the lemurs take care of 

the newborn, Aladar. Years later, a medium meteor goes down 

close to the island and the shockwave forces its inhabitants to flee 

to the continent. There, Aladar and his family meet other 

dinosaurs for the first time as well as real dangers. The 

destruction caused by the meteor here has also forced a herd of 

different herbivores to move to a remote valley that can provide 

food and protection against the carnivorous predators following 

after. Since Aladar grew up with a different understanding of the 

ways of the world, his way of helping others first isn't accepted 

within the herd, but soon it is proven that reason may be better 

than panic. Dinosaur is set in the twilight of the dinosaurs, when 

the killer comet arrives, and deals with the legacy they leave for the emerging mammals. One 

dinosaur who had been raised by Lemurs becomes a sort of saurian Moses and leads the Lemurs to 

safety after the comet ends the age when his own kind ruled the earth. Well, if you take the Land 

Before Time, make it into a completely CGI film, you get this. Throw in some big name voicers (Della 

Reese, Ossie Davis, etc.), the standard Lion King type plotlines and sidekicks...you get the idea. It was 

fun to watch, it's a little short, hmmmm, the theatre was packed with 3 to 8-year-olds who were 

entralled...I think that Disney could try to shake up the story telling just a little more, but over all, 

this isn't bad. I'm 34, I had fun watching it, and I think most of you out there will too. Just don't go 

expecting anything greatly orig. storywise. 
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Dirkie (Lost In The Desert) (Den Tod Vor Augen) (Perdido En El 

Desierto) (1969) 
 

The story of a small boy's (Wynand Uys) fight for survival and a 

father's desperate efforts to save his son! The most amazing 

adventure a boy ever lived through! I remember seeing this movie 

as a young boy more than 30 years ago, it was part of a double 

bill, I don't recall what the main feature was and I think that is 

testament to just how memorable this movie is. The images of the 

young boy believing he has eaten his dog, and his father dropping 

thousands of leaflets to try and help him, have stayed in my mind 

for all this time. There was also a scene where he crossed from 

one desert to another, made visible by the different coloured 

sand, also the ostrich egg scene which I vividly remember. I really 

can't believe that so many people were moved by this film in the 

same way that I was. It amazes me that this film has never shown 

up on British television, or been released on video/DVD (until 

now). 
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Dispatches: China's Stolen Children (2007) 
 

Ten years after the policy-changing and award-winning film, The 

Dying Rooms, the same team returns to a very different China 

where the infamous One Child Policy has had the horrific side 

effect of a boom in stolen children. With extraordinary access to 

devastated parents desperately searching for their stolen son; a 

man who brokers the deals and has sold his own offspring; and 

prospective parents grappling with giving up their soon-to-be-born daughter through lack of options, 

we are brought face to face with the crisis that such a stringent government policy has created 

among China's poorest people. Beautiful, haunting, deeply tragic, but impossible to ignore, this film 

takes us into the heart of modern China. A place where girl babies are being sold for 3,000-4,000 

RMB (£200-270); detectives specialise in finding kidnapped children; and child traffickers are so 

relaxed about the trade they ply, that they allow the film-makers to covertly record them buying and 

selling tiny human lives. Tens of thousands of children are now kidnapped and traded on the black 

market whilst the State is more concerned with keeping the story quiet than tracing Chinas stolen 

children. $1,000 for a boy, $450 for a girl...and price goes up $300 if the kid is cute and down if the 

child is a newborn (newborns takes more work to raise). If the child is an unattractive girl, in the 

words of one child trafficker... "you can't even give them away". If the child goes to a wealthy family, 

the price is lower (parents feel better about selling their kids into a better life). It's been almost 30 

years since China instituted its One Child Policy and this documentary focuses on one of the 

unfortunate side-effects: the black market for children. Child traders (or "traffickers") really believe 

they're performing a needed service for people so they are very comfortable talking about it. The 

candid commentary from these traffickers are heartbreaking to hear. You hear about how they buy 

kids, sell kids, and even kidnap kids to meet growing demand. They even talk about how they stop 

them from crying all the time. In short, they describe the whole process from start to finish. A 

trafficker even allows the filmmakers to record a deal he makes between a buyer and seller. But 

that's nowhere as intense as the video of a 16-year-old girl who is "snatched" away from sex-traders 

by a PI and her parents who have tracked her down. The mother just breaks down and cries. 

Although the first 35 minutes are pretty slow, by 40 minutes in, you won't be able to stop watching. 

It's both tragic and captivating to watch - just realize that before you start. Chen Jie was a sweet, 

hard-working boy whose teachers praised his diligence. His slightly worried, solemn little face stares 

out from a much handled family photograph, which is just about all his parents have left of him. 

Aged five-and-a-half, Chen Jie was snatched from the street, more than likely to become one of 

70,000 children annually who are stolen and sold for the best price. Child abduction is a raging 

epidemic in China, an unlooked-for, unconsidered result of the country's one-child policy. In this 

astonishing, harrowing, gripping film, the team behind 1995's award winning The Dying Rooms 

return to China (necessarily under cover) to follow Chen Jie's bereft parents as they try to find their 

son. Often, it's almost impossible to watch as Chen Jie's mother crumbles into tears, tormenting 

herself: "Is he calling someone else Mummy and Daddy?" China's Stolen Children also follows one of 

the loathsome profiteers of this dreadful trade, a man who sold his own son and his girlfriend. But, 

he tells us, reassuringly: "I'm not selling women so much now. Mainly just children." This is the kind 

of unforgettable documentary that sears itself into your brain. And your heart. 
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Distant Cousins (Desperate Motive) (1993) 
 

After not seeing him since he was a child, a successful advertising 

executive with the ideal family is visited by his cousin. He soon 

finds that his cousin and his cousin's fiance are taking over his and 

his wife's life and winning the affection of his son (12-year-old 

Brian Bonsall). Pretty nice trash! "Distant Cousins" is a bad movie. 

But everybody knows that. It's a cheap B-movie. I'm sure no one 

expects it to be Oscar material. So the real question is: is it fun? 

Surprisingly, it is. The plot is simple. The Sullivan's get a visit from 

their distant cousin Harry and his girlfriend. The pair plan on 

stealing their identity's and that's about it for the story. The best 

thing about the movie is its cast. David Keith is really having fun as 

cousin Harry. The guy is funny. He holds the movie together. Marg 

Helgenberger is the hottest psycho ever. Lots of cleavage, short 

skirts, tight skirts and guess what? She can even act. Mel Harris 

does an alright job as the heroine too. The script moves along nicely, even with all its holes. When it 

comes to bad movies, "Distant Cousins" is actually pretty good. It kept my interest, made me laugh 

at how camp it is and the fact is I really enjoyed it. And man, Marg is so hot! My God! 
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Do You Know The Muffin Man? (1989) 
 

Roger Dollison, a police officer, and his wife Kendra are living the 

american dream. They have two children, Teddy (8-year-old Brian 

Bonsall) and Sandy (16-year-old Stephen Dorff), and a lovely 

home and a dog named Rex. What they know and how they live 

as a family is irreparably changed one day when it is discovered 

that a classmate of Teddys is the apparent victim of sexual abuse 

and molestation at the respected neigbourhood daycare centre. 

Like all other parents, the Dollisons are tormented - "we should 

have known, we should have seen" - but there devastation is 

complete when Teddy tells his own story, one he promised his 

abusers he would never tell. I have to confess that this film scared 

the pants off of me. This was mostly from the stand point that 

things can go on in our world like this, and we don't even see 

them. Whether or not this is based on the McMartin trial is 

immaterial. The point is that abuse occurs in this world, and the sad reality is that it can be 

performed by the kindly grandmother who lives next door as well as anyone. To shrug that off by 

saying it was produced to assure that a famous court case was not judged fairly is to deny the horror 

that some people go though on a daily basis. Whether that be by systematic or organized abuse in 

our preschools or the drunken father or mother in the child's home, it happens. While the adult 

performances in and the direction of this film are not exactly top-notch, I had to hand it to the kids 

(Brian Bonsall and Stephen Dorff). They did a fantastic job. 
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Doc Martin: On The Edge (Christmas Day Special) (2006) 
 

Series 2 (1 Selected Episode) (2006) 
 

Episode 9: The tranquility of Portwenn is disturbed when a group 

of birdwatchers descends on the village in search of a rare bird. 

Pauline announces that she wants to go to university, so Martin 

has to start looking for another receptionist. Louisa's father Terry 

arrives unannounced in Portwenn - could this have an effect on 

the relationship between Martin and Louisa? 
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Doctor Dolittle (1967) 
 

Doctor Dolittle is a world-renowned veterinarian who speaks a 

wide array of animal languages. He sets off from his home in 

Puddleby-on-the-Marsh, England, in search of the Great Pink Sea 

Snail. In so doing, he and his friends meet such exotic creatures as 

the Pushme-Pullyu and the Giant Moon Moth. This musical is the 

source of the hit song, "If I Could Talk To The Animals." If the only 

"Dr. Dolittle" you've ever known is Eddie Murphy's rendition, you 

need to see Rex Harrison's original performance! The first 

"Dolittle" has the remake and its sequel beat by a mile! Sure, it 

has the look and feel of those campy 1960's movies, like "Mary 

Poppins" and "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang." But it also has the same 

comfy and family-friendly appeal. The original movie best 

captures the image of Hugh Lofting's famous veterinarian, in 

19th-century England, just as he should be! So never mind Eddie 

Murphy, and enjoy the real Dr. Dolittle! With 12-year-old William Dix. 
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Doctor Dolittle (1998) 
 

Dr. John Dolittle has the world in his hands: A beautiful wife at his 

side, two adorable daughters and a career that could not go 

better. One night, he nearly runs over a dog with his car. The dog 

yells "bonehead" and disappears. From then on, his childhood 

ability is back: To communicate with animals. Unfortunately, the 

word of Dolittle's ability is spreading quickly. Soon, many animals 

from rat to horse flock to his place to get medical advice. But his 

colleagues suspect he's going mad, and as the clinic Dolittle used 

to work for is about to being taken over for a huge amount of 

money, many decisions have to be made. Believe him? Put him 

into a mental institution? Sell the clinic? But also his family is 

close to breaking apart. Until a circus tiger falls seriously ill. In my 

opinion, DOCTOR DOLITTLE is an excellent movie that's sure to 

tickle your funnybone. When John (Eddie Murphy) rediscovered his ability to talk to animals, I was 

really impressed. A lot of the time, when they talked, I laughed really hard. One of the parts was 

when Lucky (voice of Norm Macdonald) used the toilet and flushed it. There were lots of other parts 

that made me laugh, too. Before I wrap this up, I'd like to say that the performances were hilarious, 

the production design was outstanding, and the costume design was perfect. Now, in conclusion, if 

you are a fan of Eddie Murphy, I highly recommend this film! You're in for a lot of laughs, or your 

money back. 
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Doctor Who (1964) 

 

Series 2 (1 Episode) (1964) 
 

Planet Of The Giants: When the TARDIS malfunctions and the 

doors open in the time vortex, the travelers and their Ship shrink 

to the size of insects. When they arrive on Earth, they uncover a 

murderous plot involving a new insecticide - but how can they 

stop the crime in their miniaturized condition? (Originally 

broadcast in three parts.) Louis Marks is definitely among my all-

time favorite Doctor Who writers. I count "Day of the Daleks", 

"Planet of Evil" and "The Masque of Mandragora" as three 

absolute classics and upon watching "Planet of Giants" once again 

I found that while it doesn't quite reach the sheer excellence of 

his other stories, it is a wonderfully fun, massively entertaining 

story with spectacular design and convincing effects (the fly that 

Barbara suddenly finds in front of her, for instance). It is short, 

effective, and again, just plain fun. This story marks the 

composing debut for Dudley Simpson on Doctor Who and the beginning of what all fans know is a 

very, very long tenure as composer for him. "Planet of Giants" features many of Simpson's fine 

points as composer, his ability to enhance drama by tastefully allowing the visuals to tell the story, 

his ability to add a light touch to scenes of adventure and action, and his wonderful ability to 

enhance scenes that may otherwise drag. The direction, which is mostly by Mervyn Pinfield is 

confident and quite good throughout, helping the episode move at a fast pace. Back to Louis Marks. 

In short, "Planet of Giants" is as good as it ever wanted to be. Marks clearly had no aspirations of 

making this a comedy classic, a sweeping epic adventure, an intensely dramatic tale, a scary horror 

effort, or an action-packed story. "Planet of Giants" in concept and in execution is a cheeky, fun little 

diversion and nothing more. While some fans may hold this as a criticism I refuse to do so simply 

because the script is technically very competent- it has an assured sense of pacing, the dialogue and 

attempts at humor work, and the story almost bizarrely achieves a sense of wonder despite being a 

contemporary Earth story with a plot device that is not all too original. If I had the opportunity to see 

this story as a child I am certain it would have been one of, if not my absolute favorite Doctor Who 

story. It's fun, whimsical, and thoroughly entertaining. 
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Doctor Who (2005-) 
 

Rose Tyler, a young shop assistant in a London department store, 

lives a humdrum and profoundly average life - until the night the 

shop dummies where she works wake up and try to kill her. Her 

life is saved by a strange man who only calls himself The Doctor, 

and intrigued by him, she finds herself thrown headlong into a 

hectic battle to stop an alien presence from invading Earth and 

annihilating the human race. She comes to learn that her new 

friend is even stranger than she thought - in fact, the Doctor's an 

alien adventurer called a 'Time Lord', seemingly the last of his 

race, who travels through time and space in his TARDIS battling 

evil where he finds it. And if she travels with him, she'll find 

herself witnessing the heat-death of the Earth five billion years in 

the future, meeting Charles Dickens in the past, and encountering 

lifeforms and invaders stranger than she'd ever thought possible. Only one thing is certain - it'll be 

the ride of a lifetime. 19-year-old cockney girl Rose Tyler, working as a shopping assistant at a 

superstore in London, England is about to find her life is about to change. One night when she meets 

The Doctor, who saves her from plastic aliens creatures known as "The Autons". Curious about the 

man who saved her, Rose discovers The Doctor is not human, he is a Time Lord from the planet 

Gallifrey. The Doctor's race The Time Lords have been wiped out by the Daleks in a war and the 

Doctor is the last Time Lord alive. Rose decides to join The Doctor on-board his space/time machine 

"The Tardis" and the Doctor and Rose travel through the time/space continuum where they travel to 

distant planets, through Earth's history (Past and Future) and travel back in time to historic events. 

Where the Doctor and Rose do battle with the galaxy's most evil beings and menacing aliens and 

encountering all sorts of people of lifeforms on their adventures. It is the ride of a lifetime Rose will 

never forget. It seems that there is a huge diversity in the reaction to this show. Fortunately for the 

IL' Doc, I think this means he will be around for awhile again. I have seen "Rose," The first episode in 

the revamped BBC series, and I have to say I am thrilled. The majority of the negative reviews seem 

to be coming from ultra-die hard Whovians. I myself was a giant Dr. Who nerd in my younger years. I 

had a subscription to Dr. Who magazine, I sent Tom Baker a letter when I was 10-years-old, (I still 

have the autograph he sent me back, thank you Tom!) My grandmother knitted me an eight foot 

long scarf etc..etc. I could tell you who Roger Delgado is and why when he looked like Geoffery 

Beevers he really wanted to go on Holiday to Traken. In early 1984 when I was 8-years-old, I met the 

Doctor and his friends Sarah and Harry. It was at midnight in Arizona on a black in white television 

that was barely 10 inches wide. I was transported to somewhere I had never been and have never 

been since. It was like Peter Pan taking you to Neverland. Anyone who met Doctor Who at such an 

early age will agree with me that the magic was that vivid and so real that you felt you were right 

there side by side with those characters. As I grew up, I grew out of it. Real life takes a hold, and 

while Perpugilliam Brown was amazing to stare at, it became a lot more important to go talk to a girl 

in person on a Saturday night than stay home by the time 16-years-old came around. A passing 

interest in Sylv and Sophie was there, but ultimately, Puff the magic dragon let out a mighty roar 

because this Jackie Paper had grown up. Having said that, I watched "Rose" with two hats. The 

former obsessive fan with the critical eye, and the adult who wanted to be whisked away by Pan 



again. I feel the show succeeds in the latter department. I had a huge smile on my face the entire 45 

minutes, and if I had to guess, this show is going to capture the fancy of a lot of young ones, and 

even though Doctor Who was always my best friend, I'm ready to share him with the people who he 

was made for in the first place. Thank you Russell and welcome back Doc! 

 

Series 3 (14 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 00: The Runaway Bride; A young bride in the midst of her wedding finds herself mysteriously 

transported to the TARDIS. The Doctor must discover what her connection is with the Empress of 

Racnoss's plan to destroy the world. 

Episode 01: Smith and Jones; When the hospital where medical student Martha Jones works at is 

transported to the moon, only the Doctor can come to the rescue and face the might of the Judoon. 

Episode 02: The Shakespeare Code; The Doctor takes Martha to 1599, to meet none other than 

William Shakespeare in the Globe Theatre...but can he stop the curse of the three witches? 

Episode 03: Gridlock; The Doctor and Martha go back to New Earth were The Doctor will encounter 

the Face of Boe who will tell The Doctor "The Great Secret". 

Episode 04: Daleks in Manhattan; The Doctor and Martha confront a host of surviving Daleks from 

the Canary Wharf battle. What are those creatures in the sewers? Who is Solomon? And why are the 

Cult Of Skaro attempting to create a Dalek/Human hybrid? 

Episode 05: Evolution of the Daleks; Concluding part to Daleks in Manhattan. In 1930s New York, the 

Daleks' plan is in full force. Faced with the cyborgs' most evil and dangerous scheme yet, will the 

Doctor and Martha be able to defeat their greatest opponents? 

Episode 06: The Lazarus Experiment; The famous Dr. Lazarus has appeared to discover the secret of 

eternal youth - but do his experiments hide a sinister secret? 

Episode 07: 42; On a spaceship headed straight for the center of the sun, The Doctor only has 42 

minutes to save Martha and the rest of the ship's crew from an inevitable doom. 

Episode 08: Human Nature; In 1913, Martha watches in jealousy from afar as The Doctor learns what 

it is to be human and to fall in love with the local school nurse, Joan Redfern. With 17-year-old 

Thomas Sangster. 

Episode 09: The Family of Blood; The Doctor must deal with the repercussions of his decision to 

become human, as The Family Of Blood unveil themselves. With 17-year-old Thomas Sangster. 

Episode 10: Blink; "Don't Blink. Blink and you're dead. Don't turn your back. Don't look away. And 

don't Blink. Good Luck." These cryptic messages left on 17 DVD's leave Sally Sparrow on a journey to 

assist the Doctor and Martha Jones, who are trapped in 1969. But Sally is in 2007, and they won't 

meet until 2008. Strange? Unusual? Not if you are the Doctor. 



Episode 11: Utopia; Soon after bumping into old friend Jack Harkness, Martha and The Doctor head 

off to Malcassairo, a distant planet where an old professor will do anything he can to keep his people 

alive. 

Episode 12: The Sound of Drums; The Doctor, Martha and Jack return to the 21st Century eighteen 

months after the Doctor and Martha left. They find they've missed the election, and the new Prime 

Minister, Harold Saxon, is someone they've met before by another name. 

Episode 13: Last of the Time Lords; It's been a year since The Master unleashed the mysterious 

Toclafane onto Earth. With the human race and The Doctor enslaved under The Master's control, 

Martha Jones is the only person that can help stop the evil Time Lord. 
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Dog Day Afternoon (1975) 
 

Based upon a real-life story that happened in the early seventies 

in which the Chase Manhattan Bank in Flatbush, Brooklyn, was 

held siege by a gay bank robber determined to steal enough 

money for his male lover to undergo a sex change operation. On a 

hot summer afternoon, the First Savings Bank of Brooklyn is held 

up by Sonny and Sal, two down-and-out characters. Although the 

bank manager and female tellers agree not to interfere with the 

robbery, Sonny finds that there's actually nothing much to steal, 

as most of the cash has been picked up for the day. Sonny then 

gets an unexpected phone call from Police Captain Moretti, who 

tells him the place is surrounded by the city's entire police force. 

Having few options under the circumstances, Sonny nervously 

bargains with Moretti, demanding safe escort to the airport and a 

plane out of the country in return for the bank employees' safety. 

This high-tension thriller captures the true events of one summer afternoon when accomplices 

Sonny (Pacino) and Sal (Calzale) walk into a Brooklyn bank, and rob it. Of course not all goes to plan. 

An hour later they're still inside and the bank is surrounded. Cops, media, crowds of fans and the FBI 

are each hanging to Sonny's every word – and why? Because he has 9 hostages as pawns, a bank as 

his board and all the time in the world to think up a strategy. Inside the bank however is a different 

story. You can't help but sympathise with Sonny (due to Pacino's terrific performance) as the first-

time bank robber who's unprepared, out of his depth, and just trying to think up a way out. Even the 

audience begin to feel the effects of Stockholm Syndrome as Pacino's character gains our affections. 

The 'villain who's a nice guy at heart' could have been disastrously cliché but Pacino's portrayal is 

nothing short of brilliance. Even Sal with his morbid disposition is magnetising as his childlike 

innocence shines through. Calzale was wonderfully cast as this awkward accomplice, wordlessly 

following Sonny. A huge success combining the skills of Lumet with the talent of Pacino for the 

second time in Pacino's best role yet. A true story that's compelling and tragic but most of all 

tangible – and that's what makes it so powerful. 
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Dog Days Of Summer (2007) 
 

A mysterious drifter lures two boys (12-year-old Devon Gearhart & 

11-year-old Colin Ford) into uncovering the secrets of a sleepy 

southern town. As Phil Walden wanders the streets of his 

deserted hometown, the memories of a fateful childhood summer 

return. The summer he grew up. The summer that turned this 

once idyllic paradise upside down. The summer the stranger came 

to town. This stranger doesn't beg for change, peddle ointments 

or speak soothe, Eli Cottonmouth builds models - enchanting 

models, and this sleepy southern town will be the perfect subject. 

His charm bewitches the townsfolk. His intentions concern the 

town fathers. And his secrecy captivates two curious boys. As Eli 

works to re-create the true essence of the community, the boys 

act as his eyes and ears. Armed with his ancient camera, they snap 

vignettes of small town life. But, shot-by-shot, Eli changes the way 

they look at the town. Childish wonderment turns to despair as the boys' eyes open to the true 

nature of the world around them. That understanding, and Eli's hidden purpose, threaten the 

existence of the entire town. What a special film. We live in eastern NC and saw this movie at the 

theater. What a special film! I heard the director say that this was his first film but it sure did not 

seem like that. He pulled a great performance out of the child actors and you could tell that Will 

Patton (one of our favorites) really brought his 'A' game. This movie is a really special coming of age 

film that really had us thinking. A great message... and interesting story. It kind of reminded us of 

Ray Bradbury story... almost like Dandelion Wine. More than anything, it captured the laid back pace 

of a small southern town. This is a great 1st film. 
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Dog Gone (Diamond Dog Caper) (2008) 
 

A notorious diamond thief and two dim-witted accomplices stop 

along the highway where 12-year-old Owen (13-year-old Luke 

Benward) sees them mistreating their dog. The boy intervenes to 

give the thirsty dog a drink, but it escapes into the woods. He 

helps the angry thugs search for the animal deep into the forest, 

then ditches them. Owen finds the dog and they hide out in his 

secret fort, ingeniously fortified with booby traps and defense 

mechanisms to repel intruders. Bravely, his fort is built atop the 

ridge where the feared "Madman of the Mountain" is said to live. 

Desperate to retrieve their $5 million in stolen jewels stashed on 

the dog, the thugs catch up with Owen, and a terrific battle 

ensues. Can one kid with a tricked-out fort protect an animal from 

three determined thieves? And is the legendary Madman of the 

Mountain real? Kids of all ages will delight in the fast-paced action 

and comedy this heart-warming tale delivers. I saw this when it screened at the Santa Barbara Film 

Festival. A fun, good-natured family movie that reminds me of those memorable Disney comedies I 

saw when I was a kid - The Apple Dumpling Gang, No Deposit, No Return, Pete's Dragon. I really 

loved those! My kids love them too on DVD, and Diamond Dog is definitely something I would take 

them to when it opens in theaters. I haven't seen a release date yet - maybe this Summer. Plenty of 

gags, slapstick and even some cartoon squirrels that should please Alvin and the Chipmunks fans. 

Disney Channel favorite Luke Benward (who sings a great song over the end credits) and the 

adorable pooch keep things moving along at a steady pace, while Kevin Farley upholds the family 

tradition and provides plenty of laughs (he's Chris Farley's brother). But this movie belongs to French 

Stewart, who is hilarious as the villain! The kids won't be disappointed with this one. 
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Dog Pound (2010) 
 

Three juvenile delinquents arrive at a correctional center and are 

put under the care of an experienced guard. Cinematic experience 

in adrenaline. Straight to the point: one of these movies where 

the plot is very basic, the characters easily identifiable; 

interestingly, two strong points; yet despite all the 

conventionality, this style of realistic movies never suffers from a 

lack of imagination. It is rather the crude, raw scenes that are 

sought out, actors with faces that tell a story, a fluid motion from scene to scene without all the 

pretentious cinematic effects (symbols, metaphors, angles, music etc...). Like I said, straight to the 

point. And where this movie might lack in depth, it solidifies the viewers' expectations all through 

the one channel of ADRENALINE. It's violent, raw, vivid...such a sober experience through the scope 

of tale-telling art. Some flaws will appear clearly by the end of the movie. Perhaps a rushed scene or 

two - a little more footage or info in the end, that culminating to the point of the viewer looking back 

and asking himself how this movie stormed past our eyes and minds so fast, in the method of a one-

dimensional scene-after-scene procedure. This film is genuinely "lived". The power-trip it represents 

and authenticity factors give this a 7 at lowest, & 8/10 seems fair though. 
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Dogfight (1991) 
 

1963, the night before the 18-year-old "Birdlace" Eddie (21-year-

old River Phoenix) and his friends are shipped to Vietnam. They 

play a dirty game called 'Dogfight': all of them seek a woman for a 

party, and who finds the most ugly one, wins a prize. Eddie finds 

the lonesome pacifist Rose working in a coffee shop. She's happy 

to accompany him - but then she sees through the game. 

However by this time he already learned to like her, so he follows 

her home. Will he manage to win her heart despite their 

differences? I went to see this film because I am a River Phoenix 

fan, but when Ms. Taylor appeared on the screen my breath was 

taken away. Never before have I witnessed a more likable 

charater as well as an incredibly sincere performance by such a 

young actress. I also was curious as to how anyone could tell a 

story about the Vietnam war in a new way. Bob Comfort, the 

screenwriter is a genius as is Nancy Savoca, the director. The closing scene is brilliant in its use of 

silence and facial expressions. The war footage is minimal but poignant. This is a perfect film and one 

of the best films ever. 
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Dogmatic (1999) 
 

In a freak accident, a man and his dog switch bodies. I enjoyed the 

movie much more than I expected, and some of the acting is 

above average. Take the main character Dennis, for example: if 

you own or ever owned a dog, you can see that Michael Riley 

probably observed his canine co-star for a while before filming. 

He picked up on dog behaviors that I'm sure many other actors 

wouldn't have. And there are many funny moments that "dog 

people" will probably find more amusing, but it's a fun movie for 

everyone. Although there have been many movies about a man 

switching bodies with a dog, this one has many different 

elements, including the ending which is quite unexpected. 
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Doing Time On Maple Drive (Faces In The Mirror) (1992) 
 

A young college student returns from Yale to introduce his fiancée 

to his family. While there, the relationships between the various 

family members are tested, and the secrets hidden behind the 

seemingly "perfect family" front are brought to light. It's a story 

about a dysfunctional family centering on the up-coming marriage 

of one the sons, and how years of trying to keep everything up for 

appearances finally unravels and nearly destroys everyone with it. 

Oddly, the most functional member of the family is an alcoholic 

(played by Jim Carey), the only one with the ability to state what's 

true and to speak his mind. The story and plot are well developed, 

as are the characters. The only thing I would've like to have seen 

more of was the sister and her husband. The movie hints at some 

serious issues (beside the one immediate one at hand) between 

them--which seemed oddly down-played. 
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Dokuritsu Shonen Gasshôdan (Boy's Choir) (2000) 
 

I hope that an expert in Japanese literature can inform us here, 

but isn't this the classic Yukio Mishima formula? I expected to find 

that it was based on one of his novels, but it does not say this in 

the IMDB. (Male) Plodder meets (male) Shining Star. Shining Star 

is physically beautiful male with Dream. Plodder befriends Shining 

Star and helps him with his Dream. Shining Star becomes more 

fanatical with Dream. Shining Star frustrated in Dream but won't 

compromise. Shining Star self-destructs. Plodder left with painful 

but inspiring memories of Shining Star. If you like this kind of 

thing, then do see it. Ultimately not very human, but fanaticism 

never is. On a musical note: If Japanese choirs really rehearse like 

this, with such discipline and dediction, then we need to take 

some lessons from them! 
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Dolphin Tale (2011) 
 

A story centered on the friendship between a boy (12-year-old 

Nathan Gamble) and a dolphin whose tail was lost in a crab trap. A 

lonely and friendless boy finds and untangles a hurt dolphin that is 

caught in a crab trap. He becomes very attached to the dolphin 

when the tail must be taken off to save the dolphin's life. The boy 

believes the dolphin would be able to swim normally if it was 

given a prosthetic tail. What a great film! Congrat's Charlie Smith, 

you've done it again. Congrat's Andrew Kosove and Broderick 

Johnson...and Bob Engelman. I've been a part of a lot of films in 

our industry, as an actress, a choreographer, a director...and there 

are only a handful of great films you can point too, that you can 

watch over and over and over, and it never gets old. Dolphin Tale 

will be added to that list. From Morgan Freeman to Ashley Judd, 

all of the actors were phenomenal. The child actor Nathan Gamble 

pours his little heart into this one, and will become the new it young actor. Harry Connick Jr. is the 

dad of all dads, and the young actress Cozi Zuehlsdorff will will eventually become a wonderful little 

actress if she stays away from troublemakers in the industry. There were also a lot of successful 

actors in the supporting cast that helped make this film one for the ages. like, Frances Sternhagen, 

Kris Kristofferson, Ray McKinnon, Jim Fitzpatrick, Marc Macauly and Richard Libertini. And last but 

not least Winter. If you love animals and/or Dolphins...you too will love Dolphin Tale! 
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Dom Joly's Happy Hour (2007) 
 

Dom Joly and his companion Pete travel the globe and explore the 

habits, rituals and attitudes associated with drinking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 1: America; Bored with sporting squirrel outfits and toting oversized phones, Dom Joly 

applies his skewed sense of humour to a more grown-up pursuit - a round-the-world drinking tour 

with a side of investigative journalism. It's a tad Louis Theroux, but there's enough original Dom left 

in to make it feel fresh and frolicsome. First Joly and his oldest friend, Pete, head to the U.S. to 

undertake some manly boozing. They drink cocktails Miami style and even sample moonshine - an 

illegal home-brewed spirit still popular in pockets of the Deep South. Pete and Dom's hillbilly hosts 

are as pleased as super-strength punch to accommodate their curiosity and even let them judge a 

moonshine brewing competing. The last judge died, they're told. 

Episode 2: Russia; Their journey takes them to Russia, a country that is responsible for 80% of the 

world's vodka consumption and where 30% of all male deaths are alcohol-related. The boys learn 

the Russian art of toasting and look into the dangerous world of vodka production. 

Episode 3: Mexico; Tequila and sombreros are the order of the day as Dom heads to Mexico. 

Episode 4: Australia; Dom gets to grips with drinking culture down under, starting with the 

sophistication of wines at the races in Melbourne, before heading into the Outback to sample Aussie 

beer round the campfire. 

Episode 5: Europe; Dom crosses the Channel to find out what makes Europeans such sophisticated 

drinkers. There he indulges in some 'erotic' beer and takes a swim in a lager-filled spa. 

Episode 6: India; Dom and Pete's journey comes to an end in India, where they embrace the 

country's original value of alcohol - to bring you closer to the gods. 
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Doña Herlinda Y Su Hijo (Dona Herlinda And Her Son) (1985) 
 

Rodolfo (Trevino) is a young bachelor doctor who has a love affair 

with a younger music student, Ramon (Meza). When Rodolfo's 

mother begins to urge his son to get married, he quickly asks 

modern and open-mind Olga (Lupercio) to become his wife. 

Ramon is heart-broken, but Dona Herlinda (del Toro) has the final 

solution to make everybody happy: She asks Ramon to live with 

her, near by Rodolfo and Olga. Everybody together forever. The 

movie is very funny and involving, but more than that. Showing 

how prehistorical and hypocrite may be the latin countries' 

attitude towards an effective, and paradoxical, way to cope with 

it. All winners and no loser. And -as in the real wold- the most 

"macho" of the characters appears to be the most passive one. 
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Dong Gong Xi Gong (Behind The Forbidden City) (East Palace West 

Palace) (1996) 
 

In China, homosexuality isn't illegal, but homosexuals are 

routinely persecuted by police and arrested for "hooliganism". 

The film focuses on a young gay writer A-Lan who, being attracted 

to a young policeman, manages to have himself interrogated for a 

whole night. His life-story which he tells during the interrogation 

reflects the general repression of the Chinese society. The 

policeman's attitude shifts from the initial revulsion to fascination 

and, finally, to attraction. For anyone who views understatement 

in cinema as dull, this is not the film to see. Every line, every 

angle, every event are introduced almost as if the viewer were in 

the same room with the actors, or at least on the edges looking in 

closely. Even its more melodramatic moments seem controlled, 

almost introspective. The classical unities of stage drama hold 

sway here. Like the latter scenes in the film "Bent," there is a 

sexual tension that merges with a political theme. Ultimately that demonstrates freedom exercised 

in the face of tyranny. While I think it would be too limiting to emphasize either one or the other of 

these two elements, as some of the few comments here have stated or implied, any perceptive 

viewer is likely to come away with a feeling of frustration. And that is as it should be. It is a hallmark 

of any good story, cinematic or otherwise, to engage the imagination of a viewer or reader so as to 

elicit more questions than answers. This is a movie that could just as well be a play acted in a small 

theater, a short story from the pages of a literary magazine, or a reality show played out before a 

psychology class. A small gem. 
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Dong Pek Ham Yu Sheung O Wan (When Beckham Met Owen) (2004) 
 

If you see this as a sort of Chinese "coming of age" film, with a 

twist you can spot after only a few minutes, you won't be too far 

wrong. Set in contemporary urban Hong Kong, it's roughly the 

story of two young schoolmates, soccer fanatics, dealing with 

typical issues: school, friends, skills, poverty, growing up, and of 

course that twist. The acting is pretty good since it doesn't look 

like the principals were seasoned professionals, but the story did 

meander around and, because I'm not fluent in Cantonese, I know 

some key points didn't get translated well or at least sufficiently in 

the subtitles. I give this "6" for likability and its honest attempt to 

portray current issues, though the film might have done with 

fewer dead ends in the story line along the way. The ending--

which of course I can't give away--was nicely done. 
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Donner Pass: The Road To Survival (1978) 
 

A grim incident from American pioneer history is recreated as a 

determined group of settlers, facing almost insurmountable odds, 

struggles to reach California in 1846. Already divided by internal 

dissension over the choice of a leader and the selection of a route, 

the wagon train is soon decimated by Indian raids, a scarcity of 

food and water, and the unrelenting forces of nature. Finally after 

months of hardship, the party reaches the High Sierras, only to be 

stranded in the middle of the pass by an early snowstorm. And as 

fear of an agonizing death from starvation forces the 

abandonment of conventional rules of human behavior, the 

pioneers face a new enemy - each other. Funny as hell, but 

inadvertently so. This movie is just plain bad. The special effects 

are miserable, the writing is horrid, the cinematography isn't 

much better, and the acting is straight out of a soap opera. A great 

movie to watch over and over, but only to make fun of. If your looking for good cinema, you can do 

much better, like "Ernest Goes to Jail". 
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Donnie Brasco (1997) 
 

This true story follows FBI agent Joe Pistone as he infiltrates the 

mafia of New York. Befriending Lefty Ruggiero, Pistone (under the 

name Donnie Brasco) is able to embed himself in a mafia faction 

lead by Sonny Black. Ruggiero and Pistone become tight as the 

group goes about collecting money for 'the bosses'. Eventually, 

the group become big time when Black himself becomes a boss, 

all the while Pistone collects evidence. However, the trials and 

tribulations of the undercover work become more than Pistone 

can bear. His marriage falls apart and to top it off, the mafia 

suspect a mole in the organization. The real dilemma is afforded 

to Pistone, who knows if he walks away from the mafia, Ruggiero 

will be the one punished. For a movie that's only three years old 

Donnie Brasco isn't something people talk about all that much. 

Not exactly setting the box office alight, it's further proof that 

great pictures don't always translate into great financial concerns. Maybe it's the nondescript title - 

"Donnie Brasco" is hardly awe-inspiring and gives little indication of what the film is about. It turns 

out Donnie is the undercover name for Joe Pistone (Depp), a FBI agent investigating the Mafia. He 

makes a connection with "Lefty" (Pacino), which, while his initial integration into the group seems to 

lack conviction, soon builds up a watchable father-son relationship. Criticisms of the film - such as 

the forced nature of Pistone's behaviour becoming absorbed into the Mafia mindset - are largely 

irrelevant as this is a "based on a true story" outing. Engrossing and eminently watchable, with first-

rate lead performances and able back-up from Michael Madsen, this is an overlooked and extremely 

worthwhile film. The only complaint? Depp's first scenes, wearing the most fake-looking moustache 

in the history of the movies. But it detracts little from what is a highly skilled picture. So 

Fergeddaboudid! 
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Don't Look Under The Bed (1999) 
 

A girl calls on her brother's (Nathan Stevens) imaginary friend (18-

year-old Ty Hodges) to banish a mischievous boogeyman who has 

framed her for his pranks. This is the BEST Disney channel movie 

you will ever see. In fact, this is the only Disney channel movie 

you should watch. Screw High School Musical. This movie has 

fantastic graphics, acting, it is just wonderful. Seriously, Disney 

channel should air this every Friday or Saturday night, because it 

is just an amazing movie. If you are ever lucky enough to catch 

this movie on TV do NOT just flip past it and go to something you 

think is better because there is a 94 percent chance it isn't. This 

movie is the PERFECT Halloween film. It has ever vital ingredient 

to entertain you for more than the hour and a half it is. Anyway, 

watch Don't Look Under the Bed, It's super! 
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Don't Talk To Strangers (1994) 
 

Unhappy marriage causes divorce. Brosnan (new husband) and 

wife attempt to build a new life, and move to a new state. 

However, the ex-husband follows and the story unfolds from 

there. Nice to watch at 2 in the morning. I enjoyed watching this 

film because it had a good twist to it, just when you tought you 

had every thing worked out something new came along. I like 10-

year-old Keegan MacIntosh, as I have seen quite a few films and 

shows with him in. Most of the other actors are well known and 

provide good roles in the film too. 
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Don't Tell Mom The Babysitter's Dead (The Real World) (1991) 
 

Five kids are left home when their mother leaves town on a three-

month vacation, only to have their geriatric babysitter die of a 

heart attack, leading to the eldest teen, Sue Ellen, to scam her 

way into taking a job at a hip Los Angeles fashion company to 

feed and support her needy siblings. Single Mother goes away for 

the summer. The kids are first delighted but then find that Mom 

has hired the sitter from hell to stay with them. When the sitter 

dies of a sudden coronary they deposit the body at a mortuary 

only to discover all their Summer expense money was in her 

purse. The kids must find a way to survive the summer without 

mom or her money. This means actual work! OK the premise is 

dumb--A mom is going on vacation to Australia for two months. 

She has five children and leaves them with a tyrannical babysitter. 

The babysitter dies (of natural causes) within the first 15 minutes 

and the kids basically have to live alone all summer...but need money for food. The oldest one is 17-

year-old Sue Ellen (Christina Applegate) and she easily gets an executive position (just like real life, 

right?) at a fashion agency and, naturally, is incredible at her job. And her brothers and sisters learn 

values from her example. Sounds horrible, but it's well-acted (especially Applegate and a drop dead 

gorgeous Joanna Cassidy), it moves quickly, is very funny, has a great soundtrack of new AND old 

songs and I enjoyed every minute of it! Not a great movie by any means, but if you can turn off your 

brain for 2 hours, you'll really enjoy it! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Don't Tell Papa (Rising My Dad [sic]) (Appahago Nahago) (2004) 
 

This movie is about a guy who slept with a girl, she gets pregnant 

delivers the kid to him and leaves for America. 8-10 years later 

she reappears, curious about her son (Seung-ho Yu). The father is 

not happy to see her. The father son relationship was a little to 

close, but even with that I didn't get a feel that they are related, 

there was no chemistry. I was able to over look this and enjoyed 

the movie. I am not sure I would recommend this film over 

others, but it's worth a watch. Min-seo Chae does a good job 

playing the mother. As a high schooler she plays a tough girl. As 

an adult she very prim and proper but can still get mean. 

Converted from DivX...Korean Soundtrack...English Subtitles 
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Doogie Howser, M.D. (1989-93) 
 

A teenaged genius (16-year-old Neil Patrick Harris) deals with the 

usual problems of growing up: having a girlfriend, going to parties, 

hanging out with his best friend (22-year-old Max Casella), all this 

on top of being a licensed physician in a difficult residency 

program. A Good Show, but the novelty of the Child M.D. wore off 

quick. Sprung from the typewriter of Emmy award winning Steven 

Bocho, (Hill Street Blues, L.A. Law, NYPD Blue) "Doogie Howser, 

M.D." is a good show from the very late 80s and early 1990s. As 

you probably know the series is about 16-year-old Douglas 

"Doogie" Howser, the boy genius who is a medical doctor. I just 

bought the DVD and this is the first time I've watched the series 

since it went off the air in 1993. I'm watching the 1989 episodes 

now, and surprisingly it doesn't seem all that dated. I mean sure 

it's dated in that you can tell it's from 1989, but it's not dated in 

that cheesy way. It's dated the same way Miami Vice is dated. When viewed through the lens of this 

show, the fashions and styles of that era seem simply more like something that's time has passed, 

rather then a horrible campy memory. Make no mistake though, this is no half hour sitcom with a 

laugh track. Steven Bocho went through great pains to make this an accurate, mature show with 

humorous elements in it rather then a screwball comedy. In the 1989 episodes Neil Patrick Harris is 

16-years-old, but he looks and acts like a 12 or 13-year-old, 14 tops. Neil wasn't very emotionally 

mature for 16, and he had his this odd nerdy quality to him----which actually helped the series 

because it made Doogie seem even younger then he really was. But this was basically only the case 

for the 1st season. The series wasn't without it's faults though, the show started going down the 

toilet when the child physician started sporting a 5 o'clock shadow. If I remember correctly, a big 

problem with the show was that "the joke" of the series, the child prodigy kid doctor who walked 

around in acid washed blue jeans, Nike high top sneakers and an over-sized lab coat wore off pretty 

quickly. After the 1st season Doogie was already a typical adult height of 5'6 to 5'8 inches tall. Sure 

he looked really young because he was a 17-year-old teenager, but it wasn't too outrageous to see 

him in a hospital setting. But Doogie kept on growing unlike his best friend Vinnie Delpino. By 1992 

and 1993 Neil Patrick Harris was a 19 and 20-year-old grown man who was now standing around an 

amazing 6'4 inches tall. Doogie was no longer a cute kid trying to be a doctor, he now looked like any 

medical school student and there was nothing at all weird about him being a physician. By 1991, 

Doogie had turned into a legal 18-year-old adult. He moved out of his parents house and into an 

apartment with Vinnie. They both started having regular sex. OK, so there goes the concept of the 

"child prodigy". After 2 years we were treated to watching an over 6ft guy and his friend living an 

apartment and dealing with older teenager/young adult problems. The premise behind Doogie was 

gone after 2 seasons, and truth be known it was on shaky ground by the 2nd season anyways. 

Perhaps if they had started the series in 1987 when Neil was 14 it would have given the series more 

longevity. Or cast someone who was a little younger, like 14 or better yet 12 or 13 back in 1989. It 

really was a shame they didn't start Doogie off in the age range of 12-14 instead of 16. But 

otherwise, this is another well written series from the acclaimed TV writer Steven Bocho. The 1st 

and 2nd season are well worth checking out. 



Series 1 (26 Episodes) (1989-90) 
 

Episode 01; Pilot: Doogie passes one test to get his driver's license, 

but he must pass another when he treats a critically ill boy. 

Episode 02; The Ice Queen Cometh: Victoria Burke, the hospital's 

attractive new chief of radiology, wants some of Doogie's genius 

genes. 

Episode 03; A Stitch Called Wanda: When Wanda's appendix 

ruptures with her parents out of town, Doogie ignores hospital 

policy to operate on her. This creates tension with Dr. Canfield as 

well as Wanda. 

Episode 04; Frisky Business: Fed up with being regarded as a 'nerd' 

by his peers and as a 'little kid' by his co-workers, Doogie decides 

to throw a party when his parents go away for the weekend. 

Episode 05; The Short Goodbye: After arguing with his dad about his finances, Doogie decides to go 

out on his own and rent an apartment. After hearing that a celebrity is staying at the hospital, Vinnie 

impersonates Doogie to meet her. 

Episode 06; Simply Irresistible: Frustrated with the strict policies, long shifts and stressful 

atmosphere of Eastman, Doogie gets a lucrative offer from a group of doctors from an upscale 

Brentwood hospital and seriously considers taking it. 

Episode 07; Vinnie Video Vici: The hospital agrees to let Vinnie film a documentary about Doogie. 

However, his annoying techniques and intrusive behavior annoy Doogie who must tell a family that 

their daughter might have cancer. 

Episode 08; Blood and Remembrance: Doogie's busy schedule causes tension in his relationship with 

Wanda. He then sees an example of love-gone-wrong at the hospital when one of his patients needs 

a blood transfusion from his estranged wife who is unwilling to oblige unless he signs the divorce 

papers. 

Episode 09; She Ain't Heavy, She's My Cousin: Doogie fixes Vinnie up with Wanda's cousin who is 

much larger than everyone expected. At the hospital, Doogie comes across a patient who is 

obsessed with her appearance. 

Episode 10; My Old Man and the Sea: Doogie's plans to go on a weekend getaway with Wanda are 

spoiled when he realizes that it's the same weekend as his dad's annual fishing trip. Not wanting to 

hurt his dad's feelings, he agrees to go. 

Episode 11; Tonight's the Night: Doogie and Wanda, feeling pressured to have sex, make plans to 

sleep together when Doogie's parents go away for the weekend. At the hospital, Doogie treats a 17-

year-old girl who gives birth and then abandons the baby on his doorstep. 



Episode 12; Every Dog Has His Doogie: Doogie, upset at the hospital's lack of compassion and 

adherence to a strict budget, decides to sneak in a dog with a broken leg and operate on it. When he 

gets caught, his job becomes at risk. 

Episode 13; Doogie the Red-Nosed Reindeer: After being forced to work a shift on Christmas Eve, 

Doogie fakes sickness to get out of it and go to a party with his friends. 

Episode 14; Greed Is Good: Doogie goes on a game-show for geniuses only to have everyone 

wanting a piece of the prizes. At the hospital, he treats an ex-boxer with symptoms of glaucoma. 

Episode 15; Attack of the Green-Eyed Monster: Wanda gets upset after Doogie runs into an 

attractive former patient at the movie theater and he does nothing to resist her flirting. Doogie's 

parents stop talking to each other over the same issue. 

Episode 16; It Ain't Over Till Mrs. Howser Sings: When Doogie's mom mammogram reveals a lump 

on her breast that turns out to be benign, she decides that she is going to start living her life to the 

fullest, which includes singing at a nightclub. 

Episode 17; Tough Guys Don't Teach: As part of a community relations effort by the hospital, Doogie 

is asked to go to the high school and teach sexual education. On his first day, he is challenged to an 

after school fight by the captain of the football team. 

Episode 18; I Never Sold Shower Heads for My Father: Vinnie's reluctance to go into the family 

business creates tension with his father who may need heart surgery. 

Episode 19; Doogie's Awesome, Excellent Adventure: In return for saving the life of the coolest guy 

in school, Doogie is rewarded by being allowed to hang around with him and his cool friends. With 

his new found coolness, Doogie neglects Vinnie and disobeys his father. 

Episode 20; Use a Slurpy, Go to Jail: Doogie and Vinnie are held hostage in a convenience store by a 

gang member. 

Episode 21; Whose Mid-Life Crisis Is It Anyway?: When Doogie's dad begins to feel old and 

unimportant, he decides to quit his medical practice. Doogie and his mom then decide to gather 

many of the patients he has helped over the years in hopes of changing his mind. 

Episode 22; Vinnie's Blind Date: Vinnie romances a blind girl that Doogie introduced him to at the 

hospital. When she gets an operation that will restore her sight, he worries that she will not find him 

physically attractive. 

Episode 23; And the Winner Is...: When Doogie and Jack hear a rumor that they are neck and neck 

for Resident of the Year, they both try to gain an advantage by trying to influence the judges which 

ultimately puts them in awkward positions. 

Episode 24; Breaking Up Is Hard to Doogie: Realizing that his relationship with Wanda has stalled, 

Doogie ponders whether to break it off or keep it going and risk being unhappy. Jack gets jealous 

when Curly begins dating a hotshot doctor. 



Episode 25; The Grass Ain't Always Greener: Fresh off his breakup with Wanda, Doogie scores a date 

with a Lakers cheerleader. He soon realizes that she is too grown up for him. 

Episode 26; Frankly, My Dear, I Don't Give a Grand: Vinnie comes down with tonsillitis right before 

he is about to lose his virginity. Doogie is upset with Wanda when she tells him that she will be going 

away to France for the summer. 
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Series 2 (25 Episodes) (1990-91) 
 

Episode 01; Doogenstein: After having an eerie dream where he is 

attacked by Frankenstein, Doogie goes to a psychiatrist and 

realizes that he is missing out on his life because of his job. 

Episode 02; Guess Who's Coming to Doogie's: Doogie is surprised 

when Raymond, the former gang member who once held him 

hostage, shows up at the hospital. Impressed by Raymond's 

transformation into a responsible person, Doogie invites him to 

dinner and gets him a job at the hospital. 

Episode 03; Ask Dr. Doogie: "Dr. Doogie" becomes an overnight 

sensation after he appears in public service announcements on a 

popular music channel. However, when his fame gets in the way 

of his job and normal life, he must choose whether he wants to 

keep up the hectic schedule. 

Episode 04; C'est la Vinnie: While trying to talk his pregnant French teacher into helping him improve 

his failing grade, Vinnie ends up stuck in an elevator with her. She starts to go into labor and he is 

forced to call Doogie for help. 

Episode 05; Car Wars: Doogie argues with his dad over whether he can buy a 1957 Chevy 

convertible. At the hospital, Doogie tries to get through to a mentally retarded patient who refuses 

treatment for a potentially fatal illness. 

Episode 06; Doogie Sings the Blues: Doogie admits a homeless man to the hospital who turns out to 

be Blind Otis Lemon, a legendary blues player long thought to be dead. When Otis is scheduled for 

surgery to remove a tumor that could possibly leave him deaf, Vinnie and Raymond sneak him out of 

the hospital for one last gig. 

Episode 07; Academia Nuts: Doogie is asked to make up an illness for a rich hypochondriac who gives 

large donations to the hospital. Struggling with his grades, Vinnie decides to drop out of high school. 

Episode 08; Revenge of the Teenage Dead: Vinnie has problems finding someone to play a chainsaw 

killer in his slasher film. Doogie must spend time with an uptight 13-year-old prodigy to determine if 

he is a good candidate for medical school. 



Episode 09; Nautilus for Naught: Doogie is jealous when Wanda becomes friends with a male nude 

model in her art class. At the hospital, Doogie suspects that a pretty young model is bulimic. The 

hospital holds its annual bachelor auction with Doogie participating for the first time. 

Episode 10; Don't Let the Turkeys Get You Down: Vinnie is depressed when he learns that Janine's 

parents offered her a car if she would break up with him. Katherine's parents come to visit for 

Thanksgiving which causes tension with David who never felt they accepted him as their son-in-law. 

Episode 11; Oh Very Young: After being dumped by McGuire, Curly starts dating the newly divorced 

Dr. Canfield. Doogie is chosen as one of five doctors to work with a highly-respected reconstructive 

surgeon. 

Episode 12; TV or Not TV: Needing a recommendation to get into NYU film school, Vinnie poses as an 

orderly to try and meet the head of ABC television who is staying at the hospital. Meanwhile, 

Doogie's first poker night with the guys at the hospital is memorable for all the wrong reasons. 

Episode 13; A Woman Too Far: Doogie is attracted to a nursing student who he asks out behind 

Wanda's back. A man who is staying at the hospital is married to two different women without each 

one knowing about the other. He asks Doogie to try and prevent each one from seeing the other. 

Episode 14; Presumed Guilty: When Vinnie takes Doogie's car out for a spin, it gets smashed by a 

falling piano. Doogie, Vinnie, and Mrs. Howser agree not tell Dr. Howser who secretly finds out via a 

phone call from the auto mechanic. At the hospital, Doogie tries to order tests for a star college 

basketball player who refuses to seek treatment for fear that will damage his chances to play 

professionally. 

Episode 15; To Live and Die in Brentwood: When her mother dies unexpectedly in a car accident, 

Wanda keeps her distance from Doogie. 

Episode 16; Air Doogie: Doogie, realizing that he has no athletic skills, fakes an injury so he doesn't 

have to play in an exhibition basketball game against a rival hospital. Raymond tries overly hard to 

impress a woman staying at the hospital, even though she has no interest in him. 

Episode 17; A Life in Progress: The hospital hires an artist to decorate a mural inside the children's 

center. When it is found that the artist has AIDS, he is dismissed amid public concerns. 

Episode 18; My Two Dads: Upset that his father won't spend any time with him, Vinnie convinces 

Doogie and his dad to take them on their annual fishing trip. 

Episode 19; Nobody Expects the Spanish Inquisition: Katherine's parent make a surprise visit to the 

house while it is being remodeled. Her father quickly makes his presence known by offending the 

contractor who promptly quits on the spot. At the hospital, Doogie tells a couple with a family 

history of miscarriages that they're having a baby. 

Episode 20; Fatal Distraction: Still grieving over the death of her mother, Wanda has no time to go 

out with Doogie. She allows him to go to the hospital's annual Monte Carlo night with someone else. 

So Doogie asks a student nurse to go as his "date". 



Episode 21; The Doctor, the Wife, her Son and the Job: Doogie's mom takes a job as a patient 

advocate at the hospital. Doogie, upset because she is causing him embarrassment, and his dad, 

upset about not having dinner cooked, both think she should quit. 

Episode 22; Planet of the Dateless: Jack comes back from a two-week trip in the Mexican rain forest 

as a changed man with the hospital no longer part of his plans. Doogie desperately scrambles to get 

a date for the Eastman dance. 

Episode 23; Doogie's Wager: Vinnie is nervous about possibly not getting accepted into film school. 

Doogie gets worried when the baby of a couple that has been trying to conceive for 12 years is born 

premature. 

Episode 24; A Kiss Ain't Just a Kiss: A scorned Janine turns to Doogie. Raymond's estranged father is 

admitted to the hospital. 

Episode 25; Dances with Wanda: Vinnie and Janine convince Doogie to ask Wanda to the prom. At 

the hospital, Doogie is amazed by the positive attitude of a girl awaiting a heart transplant. 
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Series 3 (24 Episodes) (1991-92) 
 

Episode 01; The Summer of '91. 

Episode 02; Doogie Has Left the Building: Part 1. 

Episode 03; Doogie Has Left the Building: Part 2. 

Episode 04; It's a Damm Shaman. 

Episode 05; The Cheese Stands Alone. 

Episode 06; Lonesome Doog. 

Episode 07; When Doogie Comes Marching Home. 

Episode 08; Doogstruck: Doogie decides to drive to Chicago to see 

Wanda; Vinnie tags along. But when they reach the desert, the car 

breaks down. While waiting for it to be fixed, he literally bumps into a woman who gives him a pause 

to think about what he is doing. And the mechanic shows Vinnie his artistic side. 

Episode 09; Room and Broad. 

Episode 10; Doogiesomething. 

Episode 11; Truth and Consequences. 

Episode 12; It's a Wonderful Laugh. 



Episode 13; Dangerous Reunions. 

Episode 14; Mummy Dearest. 

Episode 15; Double Doogie with Cheese. 

Episode 16; The Show Mustn't Go On. 

Episode 17; If This Is Adulthood, I'd Rather Be in Philadelphia. 

Episode 18; What You See Ain't Necessarily What You Get: Doogie has an intimate moment with 

Nurse Spaulding. A arrogant medical student gets under Doogie's skin. 

Episode 19; My Father, My Self. 

Episode 20; Educating Janine. 

Episode 21; Sons of the Desert. 

Episode 22; That's What Friends Are For. 

Episode 23; Thanks for the Memories. 

Episode 24; Club Medicine. 
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Series 4 (22 Episodes) (1992-93) 
 

Episode 01; There's a Riot Going On: April 29, 1992. Doogie, Vinnie 

and the hospital staff deal with the aftermath of the L.A. Riots. 

Episode 02; Look Ma, No Pants. 

Episode 03; Doogie Got a Gun. 

Episode 04; Doogie Doesn't Live Here Anymore: When Doogie 

decides to get his own place, he and his parents go look at some 

apartments but none of them is to his liking. But when he finds a 

loft, he feels this is it but his father refuses to support him if he 

decides to take it. 

Episode 05; The Patient in Spite of Himself: Doogie has to learn 

how it feels to be a patient. So he checks in and subjected to all 

the tests that his patients are subjected to. 

Episode 06; To Err Is Human, to Give Up Isn't a Bad Idea. 

Episode 07; Doogie, Can You Hear Me? 



Episode 08; Nothing Compares 2 U. 

Episode 09; Do the Right Thing... If You Can Figure Out What It Is. 

Episode 10; The Big Sleep... Not! 

Episode 11; Will the Real Dr. Howser Please Stand Up: Doogie and his father disagree on whether a 

child is a victim of child abuse. Doogie and Vinnie try video dating. 

Episode 12; The Mother of All Fishing Trips. 

Episode 13; Roommate with a View: Doogie is planning his New Year's celebration. He comes home 

and finds a girl there. He learns that the man who rented him his place also rented it out to her. They 

try to live together but the girl is very fancy free which drives the uptight Doogie crazy. 

Episode 14; Spell It 'M-A-N'. 

Episode 15; It's a Tough Job... But Why Does My Father Have to Do It?: Vinnie is upset when his not 

yet divorced father starts dating another woman. David is offered the position of Head of Family 

Medicine at the hospital. 

Episode 16; The Adventures of Sherlock Howser. 

Episode 17; Love Means Constantly Having to Say You're Sorry: After Vinnie loses his virginity to 

Laura, he feels not good enough for her and begins to behave erratically. Doogie treats a famous 

actress for a mysterious illness. 

Episode 18; You've Come a Long Way, Babysitter. 

Episode 19; Love Makes the World Go 'Round... or Is It Money?: A young patient at the hospital 

develops a crush on Doogie. A computer glitch in Vinnie's bank account gives him $16,000. 

Episode 20; Dorky Housecall, M.D.: Doogie becomes enraged when a newspaper cartoonist, also a 

patient at the hospital, uses him as a caricature in his comic strip. 

Episode 21; Eleven Angry People... and Vinnie: Vinnie serves on a jury and angers the other jurors by 

casting the only dissenting vote. Doogie finds out that a well-respected doctor has never gotten his 

medical license. 

Episode 22; What Makes Doogie Run: Feeling unsatisfied with his position in life, Doogie decides to 

take acting lessons. 
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Dorian Blues (2004) 
 

A refreshing and witty reinvention of the coming-of-age comedy, 

Dorian Blues is a bright, cheerful story about a small-town young 

man who realizes why he's such a misfit - he's gay! Adolescence is 

proving a pain for the always-thinking Dorian. He's an outcast and 

the butt of classmates' fag jokes at high school. He's different and 

understands why when he reaches the conclusion that he's a 

"stereotypical gay." He soon announces this discovery to his 

homophobic, Nixon-loving dad. Before dad can throw him out of 

the house, he's off to NYU where our hero encounters a new 

world of coffee houses, sophisticates and handsome men. I just 

saw this film at a gay lesbian film festival with some friends and 

we all enjoyed it. We liked the jokes and we could all relate to the 

pain of coming out. We were all hoping that we might see more 

revealing shots of the straight brother who is just adorable, but 

que sera sera. One of my favorite scenes was at the end when the star of the film is compared to his 

father. At first I could not see it, but then I saw the connection between the warped anger in each 

character. The angry father did a great job in making everyone fear him and truly believe that he was 

inflexible. The film took place in the early 90's. If I had one wish it would be for an epilogue. 
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Dorian Gray (2009) 
 

A corrupt young man somehow keeps his youthful beauty 

eternally, but a special painting gradually reveals his inner 

ugliness to all. Fresh-faced and innocent, Dorian Gray arrives in 

London to move into the house he has inherited. Almost 

immediately he falls under the influence of amoral and calculating 

Lord Henry Wotton, leading to a life of increasing debauchery and 

even violence. Through many years Gray stays as young-looking as 

ever, while a portrait painted when he arrived grows old, 

reflecting his increasing excesses. Eventually the picture, now 

secreted in his attic, becomes almost hideous to behold. When 

true love finally enters his life he realizes he must guard his secret 

at all costs. What a disappointment! When I first heard about the 

Picture of Dorian Gray becoming a movie I was excited and 

overjoyed. I thought with this new technology the 21st century 

has, The Picture of Dorian Gray will receive the justice it deserves. However, I was very wrong. I just 

finished watching the movie and I felt compelled to write a review about it. The movie was horrible. 

A grand disappointment which had such potential to be great. Firstly, the movie should have claimed 

to be inspired by the novel not based on it. I say this because the movie was very different from the 

novel. All of Oscar Wilde's wit and beauty which truly made the novel classic was ruined and 

overshadowed by the changes the movie made. I understand that there can be biased when reading 

a novel before seeing the movie adaption, but this movie adaption was appalling. I won't give 

anything away but the movie seriously ruined Oscar Wilde's vision and above all his memorable 

characters. Once the movie changed aspects in the novel the whole thing became horrible. Trust me, 

you'll agree if you've read the novel first. Ben Barnes is simply gorgeous but he hardly brought any 

character development. I never felt pity for him throughout the movie compared to the novel. The 

novel brought the characters to life and described the reality of London life. The movie made the 

classic novel very shallow. I must add that as much as I love Colin Firth he was not convincing as Lord 

Henry. The character was someone who was vindictive and unchanging. He drained Dorian and was 

never affected by the consequences of his own evil; Colin Firth failed at reincarnating the abhorred 

character. What's worse is that the whole ending is changed, which ruins the whole message of the 

novel. In the end, Oscar Wilde's masterpiece remains legendary in its pages as opposed to its film 

adaption. 
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Douches Froides (Cold Showers) (2005) 
 

The story of three teenagers: a beautiful girl, Vanessa, and two 

boys, Mickael and Clement, one rich, one poor. The story of 

Mickael - judo fanatic and doomed lover - and his parents, both 

convinced that the sky will one day come crashing down on their 

heads, and both more than able to cope when it does. Blackly 

comic, brutally funny, heartbreaking, truthful. A tragi-comedy. 

About happiness and hardship, sex, luck and catastrophe. This 

film deserves a chance to be seen. This teenage coming-of-age 

story from France tells nicely against a backdrop of martial arts 

(judo), competition, and sex. But it goes beyond to show some 

nice subtleties where class, success, and desire play out against 

one another to really give you a sense of what the main character 

is going through. I was pulled in. And the story just seemed to 

work and be very real and personal for me. The director, who was 

present at this Toronto International Film Festival screening, mentioned the story started out as a 

school project -- something that garnered accolades beyond his expectations. It then grew into a 

judo documentary, before morphing again into a personal coming-of-age story with the director's 

personal story touches. The result was excellent and succeeds on many accounts. I'd say it's worth 

checking out. 
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Down And Derby (Racing Ace) (2005) 
 

A family comedy about a small town Pinewood Derby competition 

that transforms an average group of dads into an awkward bunch 

of competitors. On the outside, Phil Davis is the typical dad and 

friendly neighbor. On the inside, he is unresolved and at a 

breaking point with his childhood rival, Ace Montana. Desperate 

for the elusive first place, Phil sees his son's (13-year-old Adam 

Hicks) Pinewood Derby race as a breakthrough opportunity to 

beat Ace, who also has a Cub Scout son (14-year-old Eric Jacobs). 

Surrounded by more overzealous dads in the same cul-de-sac, 

they all disregard the event's ideals and completely take over the 

design, planning and construction of the cars. In the crazed world 

of derby fever, the kids are lucky if they get to pick the paint color 

or attach a decal. Hilarity builds as the dads teeter on the edge of 

insanity and resort to backstabbing, cover-ups and sabotage. Wives, families and jobs are ignored 

with extreme consequences. The farce reaches comical and outrageous levels when in the end, the 

young scouts prevail in a surprise twist, reminding us to never take ourselves too seriously or 

underestimate what kids can do. This comedy satirizes the desperate behavior of parents who 

compete with one another through their children, a social dynamic seen in everyday activities 

ranging from little league to science fairs. I had read nothing but negative reviews of this movie. I 

went with a friend out of sheer boredom, and we were both laughing our heads off the whole time. 

He and I had both been boy scouts and had both had our share of pinewood derby experiences... 

perhaps that added to our glee. I think the critics missed the mark because they are adults looking 

from an adult perspective, but this movie is from kid perspective; nothing adult about it. The movie 

is a caricature about family relationships, midlife crises, childhood rivalry carried into adulthood, 

unexpected triumphs, and unexpected defeats. It is truly good clean fun - no cusswords, no sex, 

nothing but silly antics. The kids acted like kids and the adults acted like kids, just as one would 

expect from a kid's perspective. This is no epic - it is completely silly. But it is fun, funny, 

entertaining, and family friendly. THANKS, Hollywood, for the rare non-offensive to anyone (that I 

can imagine) movie. 
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Down In The Delta (1998) 
 

Rosa Lynn sends her druggie daughter Loretta and her children 

Thomas (Mpho Koaho) and Tracy away from the big city to live 

with their uncle Earl in the ancestral home in rural Mississippi. 

Earl puts Loretta to work in his restaurant, Just Chicken, while also 

telling them about the generations of their family, the Sinclairs, 

dating back to their time in slavery before the the Civil War. 

"Down in the Delta" is one of the better movies I have viewed. I 

find it difficult to believe it has not received more notice and 

distribution among the general population, but most certainly 

among African American audiences. This movie brought home to 

me, as a white person, the destructiveness and family division 

inherent in slavery better than anything I have ever seen or read 

before. It showed a terrible dark part of slavery and the awful 

effect it had on families. The simple, yet very powerful, story of 

Nathan poignantly illustrated the loss of family and loved ones that was so much a part of slavery. 

This is a movie about family that transcends race or color. All people can relate to the idea of how 

important family is from this movie. I was able to view this movie with my wife and children and 

enjoy it without having to "cringe" because of sex, violence, or language. This shows that movies can 

be made that entertain and educate without being filled with gratuitous titillations. Thank you for 

producing a wonderful movie that I will always remember. A movie about family and for family. 
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Down In The Valley (2005) 
 

Tobe is about 16, living with her dad and younger brother (16-

year-old Rory Culkin) in LA's San Fernando Valley. She invites a gas 

station attendant named Harlan to come to the beach with her 

and her friends. He's from South Dakota, wears a cowboy hat, 

talks country, and has been a ranch hand. They have a great time, 

his simple expressions seem like wisdom, he's attentive and 

polite, and even though he's more than twice her age, she wants 

to spend time with him. When her father objects, she rebels. 

Harlan, meanwhile, thinks she's his soul mate, and he starts 

making plans to get her away from her father. Worlds are set to 

collide, but which ones? Down in the Valley Wow Edward Norton 

rocks the screen again playing a cowboy with a very layered and 

subtle performance. It is beautifully shot and the four main 

characters are original and yet painfully familiar in their alienation, anger, and despair. The character 

played by Rory Culkin, "Twig", says very little throughout the film and yet he conveys a sense of 

yearning and loneliness almost too painful to bare. But even he undergoes an unexpected 

transformation by the end of the film. The lead is a beautiful creature on the screen. Her relationship 

with the Cowboy seemed unlikely at first and then became completely believable, especially in the 

bathtub scene. If you love independent you really will enjoy the artistic quality of this film. There are 

also several scenes that border on surrealism. This film will leave you thinking and wondering about 

your life, isn't that what we always would hope for after leaving the movies. 
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Down To The Sea In Ships (1949) 
 

Poignant Sea Adventure with Great Cast of Characters. Down to 

the Sea in Ships is a grand sea adventure in the tradition of 

Captains Courageous, Moby Dick, and Treasure Island, full of great 

actors playing interesting characters, with decent special effects 

for it's time, and an intelligent, sometimes profound, script. Lionel 

Barrymore plays Captain Joy, the Master of a whaling ship about 

to be retired. He wants his young grandson (13-year-old Dean 

Stockwell) to carry on the family tradition and eventually become 

master of the ship. But the boy lacks the appropriate education 

and seems unable to learn. On his last voyage, Joy appoints the 

new first mate, Lunceford (Richard Widmark) - also his tentative 

replacement - to the job of educating his grandson. It takes 

Lunceford a while to win the boy's confidence, and when he finally 

does, the old Captain seems to become jealous. Then when a boat 

is lost in the fog with the boy aboard, Lunceford launches a second rescue boat against regulations, 

and the Captain must discipline him. This dilemma between duty and personal devotion develops a 

tense situation between the three of them, with dramatic impact that makes Down to the Sea In 

Ships one of the most poignant films of it's kind, fully in league with those mentioned above. I don't 

want to giving away any more of the plot, but rest assured that the tension carries through 

suspense-fully to a perilous climax. The great supporting cast includes Gene Lockhart, Cecil Kelloway, 

Harry Morgan, Harry Davenport, and Jay C. Flippen. 
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Dr. Dolittle 2 (2001) 
 

Dr. John Dolittle the beloved doctor is back, but this time around 

he plays cupid to bumbling circus bear Archie as he's so smitten 

by a Pacific Western bear female, Ava. Dr. Dolittle must help a 

group of forest creatures to save their forest. But with the aid of 

his mangy, madcap animal friends, Dr. Dolittle must teach Archie 

the ways of true romance in time to save his species and his home 

before their habit is gone. So John held a meeting for every 

animal in the forest to not give up without a fight no matter what 

kind of animal expression they have and everyone agrees to do it 

and save their home. Since we last saw him Dr. Dolittle has 

earned fame and recognition both among two- and four-legged 

creatures for his ability to talk to animals. But his hectic workdays 

causes him to put family life on the back burner. When he is faced 

with the challenge of reintroducing a circus bear into the wild in 

order to save a forest, he also gets the opportunity to better his relationship with his wife and eldest 

daughter. If you like these kind of movies, then it's funny. My wife loves these kinds of movie, and 

enjoyed this. It's amazing how well they can train bears, some of the stunts are incredible. The voice 

overs couldn't be done better. My opinion of the film is it's cute, but not many surprises in this one. I 

laughed at this film, and comedy is the hardest thing to do, but I did not find this better the average 

comedy. It's funny, but not p**s your pants funny. 
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Dr. Dolittle 3 (2006) 
 

Lisa Dolittle sends her daughter to 'Durango', a Dude Ranch, to 

find herself. While there, she uses her talent to talk to the animals 

in order to save Durango from being taken over by a neighboring 

Ranch. I wanted to finish the Dr. Dolittle sequels and in some way 

I was interested to see how they would continue the story with 

Mya Dolittle. Well, this movie turned into a totally unrealistic 

typical preteen comedy that had no originality or interest, even if 

it was meant for a specific crowd. It was insulting to any human's 

intelligence, I mean, are we supposed to believe everyone 

naturally knows how to dance at a party? Or that Mya could sing 

beautifully, dance wonderfully, and be perfect and not be 

popular? Mya is now considered a freak at her school since she 

can talk to the animals. But when her mom realizes she still needs 

to find herself, she sends Mya to a ranch where Mya changes her 

name to get a new look and personality. But she ends up falling for the ranch owner's son and they 

face another ranch of snobs, the ranch owner is about to loose his farm and Mya decides to pull the 

team together to win the money to keep the ranch. Well, you see where this story is going, and it's a 

typical one. I was really disappointed with the movie and I wouldn't really recommend it, even for 

preteens, for me, I think it has insults their intelligence, it's just one of those movies, believe me. 

Stick with Eddie Murphy, he's a professional. With 15-year-old Calum Worthy. 
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Dr. Dolittle: Million Dollar Mutts (2009) 
 

This film is about an adolescent girl who has the ability to talk to 

animals, and how she fulfills her dream to help animals in the 

world. "Dr. Dolittle: Million Dollar Mutts" is not bad at all! I find 

the plot engaging and positive. Though the film is delivered in a 

light hearted way, it can still be taken seriously as it brings out the 

message that people need to treat animals according to the 

animal's wish, not the people's. Understanding them is very 

important! Hence, there is nothing to stop my approval for 

Maya's empathic understanding of the animals. There is only one 

problem, I thought the socialite looked too different from the 

prototype of socialites. If the actress looked more like the 

socialite, then the film would be even better! 
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Dr. Dolittle: Tail To The Chief (2008) 
 

Maya Dolittle, who can talk to animals like her father, is placed on 

special assignment by the President of the United States of 

America. To call this movie lackluster gives the word a bad name. 

To call it good is an insult to movie goers everywhere. But to call 

this movie a waste of time is a good starting point. Somehow, a 

Dr. Dolittle 4 has been made and this time no Eddie Murphy. You 

probably couldn't pay him to even watch this movie. He probably 

would rather pick up a transvestite along the side of the road 

again instead of watch it. Yes it was that bad. The movie is 

basically the young Dolittle entering college and only gaining 

'temporary admission' and having to show some activity to gain 

full admission. While that is hogwash, it gets better. PUSA (the 

President) is inviting over a fake leader of a fake African nation to 

sign a fake treaty. Yes, some evil logging company wants to 

destroy the rain forest because that's all they want to do. Dolittle saves the day with her animal pals. 

And evil logging is stopped. Everybody get real excited! I really thought this movie should have been 

cut in funding to see how ingenious they would have to get with real animals. Instead, it's not even 

entertaining. 
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Dr. No (1962) 
 

James Bond (007) is Britain's top agent and is on an exciting 

mission, to solve the mysterious murder of a fellow agent. The 

task sends him to Jamaica, where he joins forces with Quarrel and 

a loyal CIA agent, Felix Leiter. While dodging tarantulas, "fire 

breathing dragons" and a trio of assassins, known as the three 

blind mice. Bond meets up with the beautiful Honey Ryder and 

goes face to face with the evil Dr. No. Simple but one of the best 

Bond movies ever! The James Bond franchise has so many films in 

its library, so many that one can get confused as to which film to 

watch, which story to pay attention to and which star to be seen. 

And with the current trend of making action films (big budget 

special effects and tons of action) today, mystery, suspense and 

character-driven plots have all suffered badly in the 007 franchise. 

As for the original Bond movie Dr. No, I can start by saying that its simplicity as well as Sean Connery 

make it one of the BEST BOND FLICKS ever! Why do I like Dr. No better than most other Bond flicks?: 

1) There is no overload of explosions or special effects or action scenes. These elements never 

overwhelm the story telling. 2) The story is simple yet more detailed and more enjoyable to watch 

than that of other flicks like Man With The Golden Gun, Tomorrow Never Dies and Licence to Kill. In 

addition, Dr. No's story can be taken seriously. 3) Story is character-driven and the use of mystery 

and suspense is VERY refreshing after watching too many explosions and special effects happen on 

screen (Die Another Day anyone?). 4) Sean Connery's performance is no less amazing and his use of 

charm, coolness and cruelty truly defined James Bond. No matter how hard others tried, Connery 

will always be the king of Bonds. 5) Ursulla Andress, similar to Connery, is STILL the queen of all Bond 

Girls not only because of her hot look but also of her excellent portrayal of Honey Rider. On screen, 

Ursulla has both the appeal of a fighting lady, the helplessness of damsels and the beauty that 

satisfies viewers. If Bond were to marry again, Honey is number 1 for him. 6) Director Terence Young 

succeeded in keeping the pace right (mostly moving in medium-pace) which effectively balanced the 

presentation and prevented it from boring or exciting the viewer too much.. There are lots of details 

to pay attention to plus the characters are very well told. 7) Dr. No is definitely one of the best Bond 

villains, probably the best. Joseph Wiseman's performance as the half-German/half-Chinese villain is 

great to watch and like Connery he had coolness and cruelty on screen...note how cool Dr. No was 

when he resisted Bond's attempt to provoke him. To check things carefully, Bond and Dr. No are 

essentially as bad as each other. One works to kill and destroy like the other. The makeup work on 

Wiseman is excellently convincing. Performance-wise, Wiseman's Dr. No is better and more 

appealing than that of villains Gustav Graves, Stromberg, Largo and others. 8) Dr. No's production 

values, despite the movie's age, still stands up well until now. The interior sets are very well 

designed (Dr. No's chamber where Bond and Honey had dinner with him plus Bond's Jamaica hotel 

room) and has mostly good props (some props look dated though). Dr. No is worth viewing not only 

as a classic spy movie but also as a historical art piece of motion pictures! No matter what nay-sayers 

say, Dr. No will always be the model Bond flick for all sequels to be compared with. And let us not 

forget that 007 creator Ian Fleming himself was greatly involved with this movie's production. Dr. No 

has a plot that can be told clearly, be taken seriously and enjoyed from start to finish. And it has a 



cast of characters greatly delivered by the actors. Many other Bond films failed when compared to 

Dr. No on these categories. Highly recommended viewing! 
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Dr. Strangelove Or: How I Learned To Stop Worrying And Love The 

Bomb (1964) 
 

U.S. Air Force General Jack Ripper goes completely and utterly 

mad, and sends his bomber wing to destroy the U.S.S.R. He 

suspects that the communists are conspiring to pollute the 

"precious bodily fluids" of the American people. The U.S. 

president meets with his advisors, where the Soviet ambassador 

tells him that if the U.S.S.R. is hit by nuclear weapons, it will 

trigger a "Doomsday Machine" which will destroy all plant and 

animal life on Earth. Peter Sellers portrays the three men who 

might avert this tragedy: British Group Captain Lionel Mandrake, 

the only person with access to the demented Gen. Ripper; U.S. 

President Merkin Muffley, whose best attempts to divert disaster 

depend on placating a drunken Soviet Premier and the former 

Nazi genius Dr. Strangelove, who concludes that "such a device 

would not be a practical deterrent for reasons which at this 

moment must be all too obvious". Will the bombers be stopped in 

time, or will General Jack Ripper succeed in destroying the world? U.S. President Merkin Muffley 

(Peter Sellers) is on the hot line to Moscow with some rather embarrassing news for the Soviet 

premier: "Hello, Dimitri...I'm fine...Now then, you know how we've always talked about the 

possibility of something going wrong with the bomb...The bomb, Dimitri. The hydrogen bomb...Well, 

now, what happened is that, uh, one of our base commanders...he went a little funny in the 

head...and he went and did a silly thing...He ordered his planes to attack your country." A comedy 

about an accidental nuclear attack? One that ends with total annihilation, thermonuclear 

apocalypse? Preposterous! Stanley Kubrick thought otherwise. In the end his thinking prevailed. The 

mad saga revolves around a psychotic Strategic Air Command officer, Gen. Jack D. Ripper (Sterling 

Hayden), who lets loose his B-52 bomber squadron on the Soviet Union. Ripper takes this unilateral 

action because of his paranoid belief that Communists are sapping and contaminating "all our 

precious bodily fluids" as part of their plan to take over the world." Unbeknownst to Ripper, his 

attack will trigger the Russian's ultimate weapon, the Doomsday Machine, a diabolical retaliatory 

device set to blow up the planet. Who'd have thought that Kubrick had such a great sense of humor? 

I mean, in most of his films, there are snippets of humor, and Barry Lyndon has a definite irony, but I 

hadn't expected him to be able to direct such a hilarious and thoroughly entertaining comedy. I had 

known for a while that this was the highest rated Kubrick film here on IMDb, so naturally, I was 

excited to find out if it was really his best film. Even though I haven't seen Lolita, Spartacus, Eyes 

Wide Shut or his first few films (the shorts he made before his feature), and even though I 

thoroughly enjoyed his other films, this very well may be his best film. Made in a period of time 

where the thought of nuclear war was a terrifying idea, that was believed to be a reasonable fear, 

the film takes this idea and turns it around, makes us laugh at it. The film was made during the Cold 

War, which must have taken quite a lot of guts on Kubrick's side... then again, he did start out, 

intending to make a thriller/suspense film about the subject, but ultimately realized that a comedy 

with a lighthearted look on the situation would be a better idea. So, he turned the idea of impending 

doom from nuclear holocaust into a black comedy. Personally, I think he did a damn good job of it. I 



haven't laughed that hard and for so long at any one time for quite a while... in fact, I might never 

have. The comedy isn't overplayed, in fact most of it is presented in a dead-pan, matter-of-fact-like 

type of way... what's even more hilarious is that the better part of it is completely accurate. No 

dumb stereotypes, no old clichés... just logic and simple, good old-fashioned observation. The plot is 

excellent, and very well-paced. In my opinion, Kubrick's most well-paced film. The plot takes off 

almost immediately and moves at a great pace throughout the film. The acting is flawless. Absolutely 

flawless. Not something completely unusual for a Kubrick film, but still. George C. Scott and Peter 

Sellers are amazing. Normally, I'm not too fond of Sellers, but here he was brilliant. The characters 

are well-written, diverse and interesting. The cinematography is great. Just like Kubrick's other films, 

this one has some very memorable scenes, one of which (the bomb-riding sequence) has been 

referenced and spoofed a huge number of times... possibly more times than any other sequence in 

Kubrick's films, which is quite impressive. The dialog is well-written, well-delivered and memorable. 

Plenty of quotable lines. I can't really say much more about the movie without ruining one or more 

of the innumerable great jokes... so I'll just suggest you see it. Seriously, if you enjoy Kubrick's sense 

of humor as seen limited in his other movies, you're going to enjoy this film. Maybe not as much as I 

did, but you'll most likely laugh. A lot. I recommend this to any fan of Kubrick, black comedies, Peter 

Sellers or just comedies with a dark basic theme to watch this. I can't praise it enough. See it, unless 

you are offended by the themes the film presents. You won't regret it. I know I didn't. Not by a long 

shot. Hilarious film with a provocative plot and basic idea. 
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Dr. Syn, Alias The Scarecrow (1963) 
 

16-year-old Sean Scully as John Banks/The Curlew. A poor 18th 

century English coastal farming community survives the King's 

ruinous taxes thanks to a smuggling ring created by its masked 

leader called the Scarecrow. The ring's success leads King George 

to order the Royal Army's General Pugh to capture and execute 

the ringleaders. It is a battle both of wits and action that the 

Scarecrow must win to save not only his own life but those of the 

men he leads while keeping the vital smuggling operation 

running. 
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Dr. Who And The Daleks (1965) 
 

Based on a story from the BBC TV serial "Doctor Who". Scientist 

Dr. Who accidentally activates his new invention, the Tardis, a 

time machine disguised as a police telephone box. Dr. Who, his 

two grand-daughters, and Barbara's boyfriend Ian are transported 

through time and space to the planet Skaro, where a peaceful 

race of Thals are under threat of nuclear attack from the planet's 

other inhabitants: the robotic mutant Daleks. A fun adventure 

film that, while it may be too dated for today's youngsters, still 

has a certain sparkle that is perfect fare for a rainy Saturday. 

While fans of the BBC series "Doctor Who" (1963), upon which 

the film is based, may be distracted by the film's use of creative 

licence (the characterizations are very different from those of 

their television counterparts,) if not taken too seriously, this is a 

quite enjoyable trek across an alien landscape and a classic battle 

of good vs. evil. The character of Ian is played comically by Roy Castle though he is heroic where the 

situation demands. Jennie Linden's Barbara is a bit different from other females of the genre as she 

holds her own when things get tough, rarely dissolving into screams. Roberta Tovey is delightful as 

Susan, and kids will love her. Peter Cushing really shines, wisely not trying too hard to emulate his 

television counterpart William Hartnell, and makes the character his own. All-in-all, an exciting 

romp. 
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DragonHeart (1996) 
 

Set in the 10th Century, a man (Bowen) teams up with the last 

dragon to remind the people of a long lost code of honor, and 

inspire them to fight for their freedom from a tyrannical king. The 

young, sickly King Einon was wounded in a battle. In order for him 

to survive, he is healed by Draco, a dragon. Some years later, 

Bowen, a dragon slayer, encounters Draco. The two team up to 

form a traveling duo that perform an act, but the act is only 

known by themselves. Bowen supposedly "slays" Draco and then 

collects a reward from the town or village that he protects by 

killing the dragon who had been "terrorizing" them. From there, 

Bowen and Draco must save the entire kingdom from the rule of 

the now evil King Einon, who is part of Draco and Draco a part of 

him. Dragonheart is, in my humble opinion, one of the best-ever 

dragon movies I have seen. And believe me, I have seen a lot of 

them. Most are poorly made with lagging stories and characters you cannot get into. I found that 

was not the case for Dragonheart. Draco, the dragon, was in my opinion a gorgeous creature and it 

didn't make it worse that he sounded like Sean Connery. Dennis Quaid is always enjoyable, a 

gorgeous man with an infectious smile. Dina Meyer is lovely as Kara. So what if some of the plot is 

not 'believable'. It's a fairytale. Anything goes in fairy tales. Heck, that's what fairy tales are all about. 

Fantasy, imagination. So, when and if you watch/re-watch this movie, do so with an open heart and 

suspend your disbelief and analytical minds. This is fantasy in the truest sense. 
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Dramarama (1981-89) 
 

A series of plays for children which featured the supernatural 

frequently and science fiction occasionally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 2 (4 Selected Episodes) (1982) 
 

Episode 03: Dodger, Bonzo and the Rest; When they overhear that their children's home may be 

closed, the youngsters hatch a series of plans, not all totally above board, to raise money to keep it 

open. 

Episode 06: Snoop! 

Episode 07: Mr. Stabs. 

Episode 10: On Your Tod. 

 

Series 4 (3 Selected Episodes) (1984) 
 

Episode 12: Pig Ignorance. 

Episode 13: Jessie's Place; A girl from a snobbish middle class family is desperate to break free, and 

ends up forging an unlikely friendship with a younger working class boy. 

Episode 14: Frankie's Hat; Sonia travels from London to Oxford to make a Birthday visit her sister 

Frankie who has moved away and started a family. But Frankie takes the opportunity to make up for 

her lost youth, much to the younger girl's distaste. 

 



Series 5 (2 Selected Episodes) (1985) 
 

Episode 03: The Horrible Story. 

Episode 04: My Friend Julie. 

 

Series 7 (1 Selected Episode) (1987) 
 

Episode 07: Rosie the Great. 
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Dream Boy (2008) 
 

Chronicles the relationship between two gay teenagers (19-year-

old Stephan Bender & 23-year-old Maximillian Roeg) in the rural 

south in the late 70's. Reality and Dreams and Where They 

Intersect. Back in 1995 Jim Grimsley published DREAM BOY, the 

second novel of his continuing examination of the coming of age 

in the South and followed by the equally popular COMFORT AND 

JOY, BOULEVARD, FORGIVENESS, MY DROWNING etc. It took 

many years of for James Bolton ('Eban & Charley', 'The Graffiti 

Artist') to decide to adapt this story to the screen, and while 

Bolton elected to replace much of the lyricism of Grimsley's prose 

with extended periods of non-verbal communication in the 

screenplay, the story of two high school kids coming to grips with 

a mutual attraction in the dank repressive aura of the South 

manages to still come through intact. Nathan (Stephen Bender) is 

a quiet, reclusive sophomore in high school who is settling in to yet another move by his alcoholic, 

Bible-pounding, abusive father (Thomas Jay Ryan) and his sympathetic mother (Diana Scarwid). Next 

door lives handsome jock Roy (Maximillian Roeg) who befriends Nathan, shares homework, and 

when he is not with his girlfriend, offers Nathan rides in the school bus he drives. Exchanges of 

glances and the growth of mutual attraction between the boys lead to a very private but sincere 

physical relationship: Nathan does not share with Roy that he has suffered sexual abuse from his 

father. Roy and his buddies - Burke (a very promising Randy Wayne) and Randy (Owen Beckman) - 

begin to join the boys on swimming gigs and finally a camping trip that includes visitation of an old 

deserted and possibly haunted plantation house. What happens in this mysterious place provides 

the climax of the story - a brutal surprise ending that then transports the film into another 

dimension - a region the viewer must decide is satisfying or not. There are some fine moments in 

this little low budget movie and the presence of Maximillian Roeg, Diana Scarwid, and Randy Wayne 

lifts the cast to a higher level of competence. Whether or not the viewer is willing to go along with 

the ending will make the vote for or against the film. Bolton does have a fine touch with stories 

about the coming out of young men in his films and his ability to capture the Gothic atmosphere of 

the South is solid. 
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Dream Boy (2008) 
 

Chronicles the relationship between two gay teenagers (19-year-

old Stephan Bender & 23-year-old Maximillian Roeg) in the rural 

south in the late 70's. Reality and Dreams and Where They 

Intersect. Back in 1995 Jim Grimsley published DREAM BOY, the 

second novel of his continuing examination of the coming of age 

in the South and followed by the equally popular COMFORT AND 

JOY, BOULEVARD, FORGIVENESS, MY DROWNING etc. It took 

many years of for James Bolton ('Eban & Charley', 'The Graffiti 

Artist') to decide to adapt this story to the screen, and while 

Bolton elected to replace much of the lyricism of Grimsley's prose 

with extended periods of non-verbal communication in the 

screenplay, the story of two high school kids coming to grips with 

a mutual attraction in the dank repressive aura of the South 

manages to still come through intact. Nathan (Stephen Bender) is 

a quiet, reclusive sophomore in high school who is settling in to yet another move by his alcoholic, 

Bible-pounding, abusive father (Thomas Jay Ryan) and his sympathetic mother (Diana Scarwid). Next 

door lives handsome jock Roy (Maximillian Roeg) who befriends Nathan, shares homework, and 

when he is not with his girlfriend, offers Nathan rides in the school bus he drives. Exchanges of 

glances and the growth of mutual attraction between the boys lead to a very private but sincere 

physical relationship: Nathan does not share with Roy that he has suffered sexual abuse from his 

father. Roy and his buddies - Burke (a very promising Randy Wayne) and Randy (Owen Beckman) - 

begin to join the boys on swimming gigs and finally a camping trip that includes visitation of an old 

deserted and possibly haunted plantation house. What happens in this mysterious place provides 

the climax of the story - a brutal surprise ending that then transports the film into another 

dimension - a region the viewer must decide is satisfying or not. There are some fine moments in 

this little low budget movie and the presence of Maximillian Roeg, Diana Scarwid, and Randy Wayne 

lifts the cast to a higher level of competence. Whether or not the viewer is willing to go along with 

the ending will make the vote for or against the film. Bolton does have a fine touch with stories 

about the coming out of young men in his films and his ability to capture the Gothic atmosphere of 

the South is solid. 
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Dream Team (2008) 
 

Football coach turns to coaching tug-of-war to primary school 

kids. 
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Dreamcatcher (2003) 
 

Four childhood friends, Jonesy (Giacomo Baessato), Beaver (15-

year-old Reece Thompson), Pete (17-year-old Joel Palmer) and 

Henry (Mikey Holekamp) all share a special secret. Each year, they 

take a trip into Maine woods. This year is different. A blizzard 

occurs, and they recover a man found wondering around. 

Unbeknownst to them, this wandering individual isn't the only 

being to be found. Now they must act fast to stop the outbreak 

developing and to prevent the world from its doom. Four friends 

sruggling with life meet in the Maine woods for their annual 

hunting trip. When a stranger stumbles in to their camp 

disoriented mumbling things about lights in the sky the four 

friends put in a struggle with a psychotic army colonel and a being 

that has taken control of one of their minds. Jonesy, Pete, Beaver 

and Henry are all childhood friends, kept together by a special 

secret they share. Once every year, they go on a hunting trip to the Jefferson Tract. This year is 

different. They shelter a man who has been lost for days in the woods in the middle of a still-

continuing blizzard. The man has odd marks on his face. As they discover the awful truth of what he 

is infected with, the military attempts to quarantine an alien virus as a result of an alien crash 

landing. The four friends must survive the alien infection and overpower a crazed military admiral 

who prepares to wipe out the whole Jefferson Tract in order to contain the alien infection. 

"Dreamcatcher" tells the story of four young friends who perform a heroic act - and are changed 

forever by the uncanny powers they gain in return. Years later, on a hunting trip in the Maine woods, 

they are overtaken by a blizzard, a vicious storm in which something much more ominous moves. 

Challenged to stop an alien force, the friends must first prevent the slaughter of innocent civilians by 

a military vigilante, then overcome a threat to the bond between them. In the end, they confront an 

unparalleled horror, with the fate of the world in the balance. Four boyhood pals in Derry, Maine, 

get together for a pilgrimage to their favorite deep-woods cabin, Hole in the Wall. They've all got 

midlife crises: clownish Beav has love problems; the intellectual shrink, Henry, is slowly succumbing 

to the siren song of suicide; Pete is losing a war with beer; Jonesy has had weird premonitions ever 

since he got hit by a car. Having arrived at Hole in the Wall they meet a mysterious stranger and all 

hell breaks loose. Plot heavy--TOO heavy--horror sci-fi film about 4 friends (Thomas Jane, Jason Lee, 

Timothy Olyphant, Damian Lewis) in the Maine woods squaring off against disgusting killer aliens 

and the Army led by Morgan Freeman and Tom Sizemore. The film is well-directed by Lawrence 

Kasdan and well-acted (especially by Jane, Lewis and Olyphant) but there's too many plots going on 

and the movie rambles on for 135 minutes. I did sit through the whole thing, but I was never really 

involved or interested. On the plus side, the special effects are great; the aliens are slimy and 

disgusting; the attack scenes are brutal (and bloody) and I LOVED the way Kasdan visualized Lewis' 

mind. Still, the film has too many plots to handle and it's constantly loosing its focus. Not terrible or 

unwatchable, just disappointing. 
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Dreszcze (Shivers) (1981) 
 

Set in the early 1950's, during the Stalin's Personality Cult. The 

story opens in a provincial town. Tomek's father, a former 

member of the Home Army is arrested so the mother is left with 

the task of raising two kids alone. The neighbor upstairs commits 

suicide when her husband is also arrested and transported to the 

prison camp. It's winter so the kids keep their hands warm at 

school by hand-beating themselves. The teachers at school are 

mean, narrow minded idealists, When they ask the kids who goes 

to church on Sundays, the whole class stands up to defeat the 

purpose of the propaganda lesson. Tomek is sent to the training 

school in the summer. There he absorbs most of the ideology 

pumped into his head, and when his father is released from prison 

he finds another boy he has left. Hard to follow Polish message 

piece is a marker on the decline of Communism. The muddled 

message drama apparently offended Polish authorities upon it's first appearance and was banned. 

It's a companion piece to the better THE BIG RACE or the Hungarian films ANGI VERA and THE 

WHISTLING COBLESTONE. I'd totally forgotten it till SHIVERS surfaced again in a sharp though yellow 

copy that looks like the improved, post-Glasnost Orwo color. The plot has a boy whose father has 

been arrested for unspecified political offenses, allowed to attend a youth camp because a young 

woman Party Official believes in his character. There he finds himself acceptable to the dissident 

element who listen to Radio Free Europe but is able to distance himself from them, justifying the 

officer's faith in him. This doesn't work out as intended. The one successful plot element in all this 

confusion is the depiction of the woman who is shown as understanding, serious and totally 

misguided. This is the kind of shading rare in argument pieces from any source. 
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Drôle De Félix (Funny Felix) (The Adventures Of Felix) (2000) 
 

A tale revolving around the carefree and bon-vivant, Felix, who is 

content living with his boyfriend, Daniel in the town of Dieppe in 

Northern France. When Felix is laid off from his job, he decides to 

take a road trip to Marseilles to track down the father he's never 

met. Backpack in tow, Felix sets out walking, hitching and 

borrowing cars to get to the south of France. Springtime is 

budding, nature is at its best, and some unique characters await 

Felix along the dirtroads and byways of the French countryside. 

The jazzy opening-credits number (a beautiful Blossom Dearie 

tune) we hear as Felix glides across the screen on a bicycle 

perfectly sets the tone for this wonderfully clever and creative 

gay-themed film from France. In so many gay films, the 

acceptance of homosexuality is the central struggle in the film - or 

the horrors of the dating scene, the devestation of being HIV 

positive etc. etc. etc. I really enjoyed the way these issues were handled in this film. Felix is gay and 

HIV-positive - that is established from the beginning - and the rest of the film is spent getting to 

know this man as he gets to know the people on his path to visit his estranged father. Issues of race, 

age, monogamy, relationships, family, marriage, sexuality, homosexuality and HIV are presented in 

such a natural way that they do not become "issues" as in most other gay films, but only various 

parts of Felix's experiences that make life interesting. The characters in the film are refreshingly 

realistic; some have tempers, some are sometimes rude and they don't always say or do the right 

thing. Overall, this is a beautiful, breezy film that has freed itself from the constricting influence of 

"gay culture" - a film that helps you realize that life really has very few limitations. 
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Drømmen (We Shall Overcome) (2006) 
 

A drama about a boy (15-year-old Janus Dissing Rathke plays 13-

year-old Frits) who's inspired by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and 

challenges repressive school authority in 1969 Denmark. I saw this 

movie today and I have to say, it was much much better than I 

expected it to be about couple of hours before going to see it. 

Personally I had some prejudice due to the language of it, but it 

did totally change my idea. The movie was in most cases 

surprisingly good with the great actor and actress performances. 

It was a story about a boy who had a dream and who did 

everything to reach it. This really touched me and as a film, which 

is based on a true story, it convinced me. A new school, psycho 

headmaster and a young boy who get known with a new teacher, 

a bit different one than the others and about fighting for the 

things even if they doesn't seem to work out. It showed how little 

things can make huge changes in many things, and how difference can sometimes cause difficult 

situations. Also I think the actor selections has succeeded perfectly. It really felt like you had been 

some person watching the episodes as an outsider when they happened. Before I spoil this movie 

with praises, I have to admit that there were some things and situations that didn't look and feel 

realistic..like the one where the headmaster of the school beat Frits a.k.a. Martin in front of the 

class, at the end of the movie. He really got beaten badly, but the only thing that it caused to him, 

was some blood coming from the nose when comparing that to the first beating in the beginning, 

when Frits got some stitches..well I guess every movie has it own faults..have to say, that if I 

someday somewhere find this DVD from the store, it's sure thing, that I take it with me. 
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Drowning By Numbers (1988) 
 

Tired of her husband's philanderous ways, the mother of two 

daughters drowns her husband. With the reluctant help of the 

local coroner, the murder is obscured. Her daughters are having 

similar problems with relationships, and tend to follow their 

mother's example, and the coroner becomes reluctantly 

duplicitous. As the plot progresses, visual and spoken numbers 

appear in the scenes, counting from one to 100. Three generations 

of women, a mother, her daughter and her niece - all called Cissie 

Colpitts - experience dissatisfaction with their husbands and cause 

them to drown. The local coroner, an inveterate game player 

called Madgett, is drawn into a plot to disguise the murders. The 

story is paced by the numbers one to one-hundred, which appear 

sequentially through the film. I was ready to shut this movie off 

during the opening credits. A young girl skips rope as she names 

the stars in the cadence of her count 13-Rigel, 14- get it? Now 

you'd think most filmmakers would pick up this little symbol at a 

point near its end, but not Peter Greenaway. We see the whole 

count. I nearly fell asleep before the movie title appeared. I'm glad 

I didn't. This is one weird movie, but a charming entertainment. The counting to 100 in the rope-

jump prefigures the appearance of the numbers one through a hundred in sequence throughout the 

movie. It's fun after a while to see if you can spot them or to predict their appearance. The plot, such 

as it is, centers around three women with the same name who all drown their husbands, with the 

assistance of the coroner, an inveterate gamesman. The other main character is the coroner's 

bizarre number-obsessed son, who narrates, and actually does most of the numbering that marks 

the progress of the film. The main characters are all utterly amoral. Does the plot really matter? It's a 

black comedy, and a puzzle. The people are real, but they aren't. "The play's the thing". The film is 

odd and personal. I loved it. You may not. It reminded me of TV's famous "The Prisoner". Peter 

Greenaway wrote and directed. The script is dryly amusing. The visual presentation is poetic and rich 

with symbols. The camera angles are unusual, befitting the material photographed. The landscape is 

ethereal, not unlike Prospero's Island in Greenaway's The Tempest. Except maybe for Zefferelli, 

nobody creates a richer texture of visual imagery. For me, the only disappointment was an 

unsatisfying ending. I guess this was how it had to end. I couldn't come up with a better solution to 

the puzzle, but I wanted the characters to fare better than they did, and the fate of the boy-narrator 

seemed unduly harsh. Still and all, it was Greenaway's game, and that's how he played it. I'm not 

sure why anyone financed this film, because the potential audience is small. But I sure liked it. With 

Jason Edwards as Smut. 
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Du Är Inte Klok, Madicken (Madita) (Madicken) (You're Out Of Your 

Mind, Maggie) (1979) 
 

Here's more of the slice-of-life-in-a-small-Swedish-village genre 

from Astrid Lindgren. This time, a girl (Jonna Liljendahl) of about 

9-year-old is the focus. Watch her as she hangs out with her 

friends, tries to understand boys, gets in trouble with her parents, 

and a lot more. Thoroughly charming as well as entertaining. 
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Du Er Ikke Alene (You Are Not Alone) (Tu N'es Pas Seul) (1978) 
 

A tender movie about a 12-year-old boy, Kim (Peter Bjerg), 

coming of age. Set in a Danish boys' boarding school where Kim's 

father is the headmaster, the boy lives in a separate house with 

his parents on school grounds. Friendships are soon forged with a 

number of the boaders, one in particular is 15-year-old Bo 

(Anders Agensø) who recognises Kim as special. The friendship 

causes Kim to sneak out into Bo's bed late at night where a tender 

and mutual relationship emerges. In an unrelated incident, a 

student is expelled for displaying pornographic posters and the 

other students decide to protest and hold a strike. Kim and Bo 

decide to "come out" to the school and in front of parents and 

classmates, show a video they made about their relationship that 

concludes with a long and passionate kissing scene. 
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Du Poil Sous Les Roses (Hair Under The Roses) (2000) 
 

The discovery of sexuality through the eyes of a group of 

teenagers. Ah the troubling years of adolescence! This very 

interesting movie shows us how Raudoudou deals with her 

teenage years. She's looking towards THE first time, with anxiety. 

Parallel to her story, two teenage boys own adventures on the 

trail of sexual experiments. Some parts are very funny, some are 

touching. Julie Durand is very good as Raudoudou. 
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DuckTales: The Movie - Treasure Of The Lost Lamp (La Bande À 

Picsou: Le Trésor De La Lampe Perdue) (Ole, Dole Og Doffen På 

Eventyr - Jakten På Den Forsvunne Lampe) (1990) 
 

Scrooge McDuck, his dimwitted pilot Launch Pad, and his 

newphews Huey, Dewey and Louie, with Webby, arrive in Egypt 

where Scrooge finds the lost treasure of Collie Baba, 

unbeknownst to Scrooge, a magic lamp was included inside the 

treasure, so while the nephews have fun with the genie, they all 

have no idea that they're being stalked by a power hungry 

sorceror named Murlock and his dimwitted thief counterpart, 

Dijon. "Duck Tales" was probably the best TV show of the 1980s 

(not just animated, but best TV show, period.) Unfortunately, it 

only made an OK movie. The problem was that they tried to force 

a cliched genie plot line instead of playing to the character's 

strengths and letting the story grow from them, like in the TV 

series. Still, for anyone who remembers the TV show worth a 

look. 
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Duma (2005) 
 

An orphaned cheeta becomes the best friend and pet of a young 

boy (Alex Michaeletos) living in South Africa. This movie is so 

good, I wonder why it is in such limited release? At least in Wales, 

it only plays for two showings each weekend. Anyway--- I like 

animal movies, generally. Even those that stray into a bit of the 

fantasy, such as 'Bingo', and 'Two Brothers', can be enjoyable and 

charming. 'Duma' was delightful. I have not read about the 

making of the movie, but they did use real cheetahs. Some 

kittens, adolescents, and maybe adults, too. I found the 

representations of the human-cheetah relationship entirely 

believable. And even though this is a 'family' movie, and suitable 

for 12-year-olds, it was also solid enough to get an adult through 

it as well. The peril is plausible, the characters' motivations and 

behaviors seem reasonable. Overall, the movie worked well 

enough as a movie--- entertaining, dramatic, etc. But more, and the reason I gave it a 10 out of 10, is 

the movie also seemed to portray the charm, grace, and dignity of a truly great relationship a human 

can have with an animal. That, placed in the movie-world context of family drama and human 

enterprise, is a wonderful and magical thing. 
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Dunston Checks In (1996) 
 

Young boy (10-year-old Eric Lloyd) befriends larcenous orangutan 

in luxury hotel. Robert's a beleaguered concierge of the luxury 

hotel owned by Mrs. Dubrow. She tells Robert an undercover 

reviewer is coming and to look sharp. If he does well he might get 

a promotion and some time off to take his sons, Brian and Kyle, on 

vacation. But then the villainous jewel-thief Rutledge checks in 

with his specially trained orangutan, Dunston. And when Dunston 

gets loose and tries to escape a life of crime with the help of Brian 

and Kyle, things go just a little lunatic. A triumph. 1995 and 1996 

were clearly the years for movies dealing with primates. "Ed "in 

1996 taught us that heroes come in all shapes, and all sizes. Congo 

(1995) taught us that apes could be both intelligent and evil. Let's 

not forget 1995's "Born to be Wild", where a teenage boy and 

female gorilla's near bestiality captured all our hearts. However, 

not since the original "Planet of Apes" has a movie captivated our attention, and made us feel what 

it's like to be a monkey. "Dunston Checks In" set the bar for years to come. Sam the orangutan's 

performance as Dunston is both hilarious and heartbreaking. Blockbuster actors such as Ben Affleck 

and James Franco could learn a lesson or two from Sam. You think Ben Affleck was emotional when 

he said "I love you" to Bruce Willis in Armageddon? Think again. When Sam looks at the picture of 

him and his now dead brother, his expression alone brings a tear to ones eye. You think James 

Franco was in pain in Spider-Man 2 when he realized his best friend was the man who killed his 

father? Try watching Sam when he is getting a piece of glass torn from his flesh. Sam's connection 

with the audience is so great you almost feel the glass being ripped from your own hand. This is not 

to mention the other wonderful qualities this movie has. Amazing slapstick comedy, alcoholic older 

women, Jason Alexander cursing, Faye Dunaway's fall from grace, an orangutan spanking a 

prominent socialite, and a cameo from Paul Reubens that can only be explained with two words: 

Oscar worthy. The fact that this film did not win any Academy Awards is shocking. Five for sure: Paul 

Reubens beating out Cuba Gooding Jr. and James Woods for Best Supporting Actor, "Dunston Checks 

In" narrowly defeating "The English Patient" for Best Picture, Ken Kwapis for Best Director, Best 

Music Robert Blackwell, and lastly, a landslide victory for Sam, the orangutan for Best Actor. It is 

criminal that the Academy shafted this great film in 1996 with no Oscars and zero nominations. 

Although it was given no Oscars this much can be certain: it set the standard and paved the way for 

future primate movies. Where would MVP: Most Vaulable Primate and MXP: Most Xtreme Primate 

be without Dunston Checks In? In some Hollywood executive's trash, that's where. Because of 

pioneer movies like "Dunston Checks In" movies like MVP and MXP enjoy much commercial success. 

So grab your kids, round up the neighbor, pop some popcorn, and get ready to laugh, and cry at one 

of the best movies in the last twenty years: "Dunston Checks In". 
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Durango Kids (Viaje Al Pasado) (1999) 
 

Four kids journey back in time in search of lost gold. This movie is 

a wonderful fun film that showcases the talents of the young 

actors in the film. It has a wonderful script and the action 

sequences are chilling. Durango Kids reminds me of all my 

adventures as a child. 
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Dutch (1991) 
 

Volunteering to drive his girl friend's son (13-year-old Ethan 

Embry [Ethan Randall]) home for Thanksgiving to Chicago from his 

boarding school in Georgia, little does Dutch expect the 

picaresque adventures in store for him. When a blunt, down-to-

earth construction worker takes to the road with an insufferable 

12-year-old snob (desperately insecure under the surface) who 

doesn't approve of him in the least, quite a bit must happen 

before they can reach their destination as friends-- or, for that 

matter, get home at all. In my opinion, an excellent comedy about 

an unlikely friendship between a teenage boy and his mother's 

boyfriend. If you ask me, Doyle (Ethan Randall) was an absolute 

snob! That kid really need to learn respect! However, in my 

opinion, every mishap that occurred on his journey home with 

Dutch (Ed O'Neill) was absolutely hilarious. Before I wrap this up, 

I'd like to say that everyone was ideally cast, the direction was flawless, and production design was 

spectacular, and the performances were top-grade. Now, in conclusion, I highly recommend this 

comedy about an unlikely friendship between a teenage boy and his mother's boyfriend. 
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Dykkerne (Beyond) (2000) 
 

One day while scuba diving off their grandfather's boat, teenage 

brothers Christian (21-year-old Robert Hansen) and Ask (15-year-

old Ralf J. Hollander) discover the infamous German submarine U-

461, which sank off the Danish coast at the end of the Second 

World War. A summer's tale of mystery and adventure. This 

movie, "The Divers", is really interesting. All I roughly knew about 

it was that it would involve nazi history, underwater scenes and 

everybody would be speaking Danish. But I decided to check it out 

for one reason, the fact that the story evolves around a sunken 

WWII German submarine. I've got a fetish for German subs, 

especially wrecks that can be dived upon. So I was a bit sceptical 

about the Danish part, but reasoned that the sub could weigh up 

that part. Knowing that Nordic films aren't always that good and 

not sure of the budget size I was, to say the least, very sceptical. 

Upon viewing I was surprised. I had some thoughts on the actors being inadequate, seeing how 

some are very young, the two main actors in particular. This was not an issue, they both perform 

very well. As do the other actors, who mostly consist of people in their 50's and beyond. This makes 

for some interesting interaction between young and old, not often seen on the screen. Not unique in 

anyway, but somewhat rare. And it's all good. As for the Danish language, it is nearly impossible to 

understand. But this was no problem, it had subtitles. Another issue was the submarine itself, I 

suspected there would be interior shots as well as underwater exterior shots of the submarine. 

Having decided their budget was slim, I thought this could turn out adequate at the best and down 

right awful at it's worst. Again I was surprised, the exterior scenes of the wreck are beautiful and the 

interior scenes are very realistic. Having a fetish for German subs, I knew what the sub should look 

like, especially inside, and was not let down. The team has done some serious research. It's all good. 

I suspect more people than myself will watch this movie just to see some sub wreck scenes so I feel I 

must issue a "warning". The submarine in the movie is not an actual model that existed during the 

war. It's a special purpose sub. But to give you a hint of what to expect, it's a crossing between a 

Type VII, Type IX and a Japanese transport sub similar to I-52. It's god a good design and makes a 

nice wreck. The setting is on a Danish island or peninsula, I can't remember. It's summertime and 

two brothers travel to their grandfather to celebrate the coming of summer as they do every year. 

Their grandfather is a mariner of sorts. The cinematography is quite nice, a lot of pretty summer 

scenes at the island docks, some newfound teenage love, nice diving weather and a general feeling 

of "perfect". Once again, it's all good. Plot-wise the island gets some visitors of the suspect kind, a 

gathering of men hire one of the boats, an old minesweeper and it's crew. One of the visitors, a man 

in his 50's, has the german eagle and swastika tattooed on his back. The island's senior citizens all 

remember when a german u-boat was sunk towards the end of world war II and ever since then 

there have been rumors of nazi gold in the depths. The grandfather was one of the young men who 

searched for the sunken u-boat shortly after german bodies started floating ashore back in 1945. No 

submarine was ever found. I had not expected some elements of the supernatural to appear in this 

movie and it caught me off guard. Not being a big fan of supernatural events, it nevertheless fitted 

well into the story and poses no problem. It's not like "From dusk til dawn" where everybody turns 



into vampires towards the end. This is a bit more subtle. Really good movie, I gave it an 8. Some due 

to the fact that it isn't a Hollywood movie with unlimited resources. I later learned that it had a fair 

budget and that some of the actors were seasoned Danish veterans. But even if this had been a 

Hollywood production, I would give it a 7 or 8. Definately worth your while. Yes, a child's story in a 

way, but then again a mature tale. It has a lot of suspense and a grand aura of adventure, which I 

found very appealing. And, again, the cinematography is really nice. 
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E! True Hollywood Story - Home Improvement (2005) 
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E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial (1982) 
 

While visiting the Earth at Night, a group of alien botanists is 

discovered and disturbed by an approaching human task force. 

Because of the more than hasty take-off, one of the visitors is left 

behind. The little alien finds himself all alone on a very strange 

planet. Fortunately, the extra-terrestrial soon finds a friend and 

emotional companion in 10-year-old Elliot (11-year-old Henry 

Thomas), who discovered him looking for food in his family's 

garden shed. While E.T. slowly gets acquainted with Elliot's 

brother Michael, his sister Gertie as well as with Earth customs, 

members of the task force work day and night to track down the 

whereabouts of Earth's first visitor from Outer Space. The wish to 

go home again is strong in E.T., and after being able to 

communicate with Elliot and the others, E.T. starts building an 

improvised device to send a message home for his folks to come 

and pick him up. But before long, E.T. gets seriously sick, and because of his special connection to 

Elliot, the young boy suffers, too. The situation gets critical when the task force finally intervenes. By 

then, all help may already be too late, and there's no alien spaceship in sight. A group of aliens visit 

earth and one of them is lost and left behind stranded on this planet. The alien is found by a 10-year-

old boy, Elliot. Soon the two begin to communicate, and start a different kind of friendship in which 

E.T learns about life on earth and Elliot learns about some new values for the true meaning of 

friendship. E.T. wants to go home, but if Elliot helps him, he'll lose a friend. Back in 1982 when ET 

first came out a patron of the library I work at told me that I HAD TO SEE THIS MOVIE, and to take a 

box of tissues with me. Bear in mind that this gentleman was a very urbane, if somewhat cynical 

college professor. Not the type I would have expected to recommend a film so highly. I took his 

advise. THANK YOU HOWARD. Next to "The day the earth stood still" ET ranks as my favorite sci-fi 

film of all time. The newly inhanced version is excellent too. Henry Thomas is delightful and the 

middle child, Elliott who find and befriends ET. He is not "too cute", but gives a terrific performance, 

especially when ET telepathically makes him drunk. The end of the movie still makes me cry, maybe 

not a whole box of tissues worth by now, but there is just something about ET and Elliott's good bye 

that tears me up. The two principle adults, Dee Wallace (Stone) and Peter Coyote are good too. 

Coyote, who is only known as "Keys" is in some respects almost as innocent as Elliott, and you wish 

that he had been able to have more contact with ET. Although the scenes where the house is being 

sealed off is frightening, it still works. The scene where Elliot and his brother steal the van is priceless 

when older brother comes out with the memorable line "I've never driven forward before!" I am 

planning to buy this on DVD as soon as possible. ET, you can phone my home or visit any time. 
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Earth Star Voyager (1988) 
 

The Earth Star Voyager is a spaceship sent to another solar system 

to prepare it for colonization. Earth itself is horribly polluted, so 

the mission is vitally important. But as the departing starship gets 

under way, signs begin to emerge that their mission may 

unwittingly be part of a larger conspiracy. A Great Space Frolic! I 

remember watching this years ago on the Disney Sunday Night 

Movie. Not only did it never re-run on network television, but 

Disney has for some unknown reason, never thought to release 

this on video or DVD. That is unfortunate, because it's a fun space 

frolic that has something for just about everyone: fairly good special effects, the ubiquitous "boy 

genius", Duncan Regehr in all his masculine glory, a rather thoughtful plot line, suspense, Duncan 

Regehr, cheesy fight scenes, a wonderful space ship, "lovable" bad guys and, of course, Duncan 

Regehr. This premiered at the same time as "Star Trek: The Next Generation", which has gone into 

the annals of TV history as an SF classic, however, at that point most fans were already appalled and 

disgusted at the Wesley Crusher character being given so much screen time. (It seemed ridiculous 

that a ship manned by hundreds of intelligent, capable adults constantly needed the help of a 

preteen to save them from their weekly dilemmas.) On the other hand, "Earthstar Voyager" deals 

with the subject of precocious scientific youngsters in a believable, understandable way, therefore 

winning the interest of young and mature viewers alike. The fact that the ship is on a 40 year mission 

is a great plot device to introduce young crew members, who are being groomed to take over the 

helm of leadership half way through the voyage. Over the years, I've thought often about this movie, 

especially after watching a disappointing major release like "Phantom Menace". It makes me 

appreciate the fact that Disney made such a worthwhile, fun movie with good characters and plot 

line on a well defined, yet modest (by Lucas standards) budget. 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1988) 
 

Episode 1: 

Episode 2: 
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East Is East (1999) 
 

In 1971 Salford fish-and-chip shop owner George Khan expects his 

family to follow his strict Pakistani Muslim ways. But his children, 

with an English mother and having been born and brought up in 

Britain, increasingly see themselves as British and start to reject 

their father's rules on dress, food, religion, and living in general. 

Zahir Khan was born in Pakistan and had got married for the first 

time there. Seeking better prospects, he immigrated to Britain, fell 

in love with Ella, a Caucasian, married her, and eventually became 

the father of six sons and one daughter. He wanted all of children 

to follow the Islamic tradition, and would parcel them in the 

"masjid van" every Friday for prayers and religious incantations. 

Arguements with Ella are one-sided, and end when he threatens 

to bring "Mrs. Khan" from Pakistan. His eldest son, Nadir, came to 

know that his dad was going to arrange his marriage, and ran 

away from home. Zahir, who now calls himself George, disowned 

him - all the more when he found out that Nadir is gay and is living with a male. While the children 

have all to settled down in the community, and have their respective romantic flings, they do not 

know that their father has plans to marry off two of his sons to two Pakistani sisters. Ella does her 

best in bringing up the children, and is not a party to the selection of two prospective Pakistani 

brides for two of her sons. Nevertheless, the family prepare themselves, and her sons are introduced 

to these women. After recovering from the initial shock of seeing the women face to face, the family 

settles down, leaving Khan to negotiate the details. Noticing that the apartment was very small, the 

brides' mother proposed that both boys should settle in their house after marriage. Watch how 

chaos takes over and how the overbearing Khan attempts to bring his family in line - or at least tries 

to, all this in the midst of Enoch Powell's announcement that his political party will expel all 

immigrants and send them back to their respective motherlands. In early 1970's England, a 

traditional Pakistani father (Om Puri) finds his family spinning in decidedly non-traditional directions. 

His brood consisting of six sons and one daughter all move in independent-minded directions set off 

when the eldest son runs away from home rather than keeping to his fate of an arranged marriage. 

When the next two sons also find out that their father has secretly been arranging marriages for 

them, they rebel and set off repercussions that forces the family to totally reconsider their family 

structure. 'East is East,' something of a modern day version of 'Fiddler on the Roof,' explores the 

culture clash that occurs in the context of a half Pakistani/half British family living in early 1970's 

England. George Khan is a Muslim who, upon immigrating to Great Britain in 1937, married a British 

woman despite the fact that his first wife still lives in Pakistan. Now, twenty five years later, the still 

happily married couple lives in a small apartment with their daughter and six sons all of whom have 

been raised to honor their father's religion and traditions. Yet, like Tevye, George is suddenly 

confronted with the fact that, as times change and the world moves on, the younger generation will 

no longer abide by the archaic rituals of an ancient age. In many ways, this is the flip side of 'Fiddler' 

in that here the reluctant marriage partners are sons and not daughters. For indeed, George's 

ultimate goal in life is to arrange marriages for his teenage sons within the accepted tradition of the 

Muslim faith. But culture is often a force that parents try in vain to withstand and these children, 



raised in the far more open and liberated society of 'mod' England, are not about to take such 

dictatorial parental control lying down. In the script based on his play, Ayub Khan-Din provides an 

evenhanded and comprehensive view of the situation. George is not presented to us as an inflexible 

or unreasonable ogre, yet at the same time, he will, in his frustration, strike out even physically at 

the children and the wife who seem to oppose him. We sense the fear that runs through him that, if 

his sons are allowed to exercise their freedom in this one crucial area, the family will sever that 

connection with the past which brings stability to their lives. Thus, without any traditions to anchor 

them, George dreads that he and the family will be cut adrift in a seemingly rudderless world that 

suddenly seems in the 1970's to be in such great and terrifying moral flux. Moreover, we are left to 

ponder the strange contradiction between George's own words and the choices he himself has 

made. After all, his opting to marry a British woman who does not share the tenets of his faith 

obviously went beyond the bounds of the very traditions he is now so dogmatically insisting his sons 

uphold. This type of ambiguity within the characters enhances their credibility, for indeed life and 

the people we meet therein come replete with such maddening inconsistencies. Khan-Din and 

director Damien O'Donnell establish an effective balance between low-key humor and occasionally 

searing drama. The relationship between the husband and wife who comprise this interracial 

marriage is complexly realized and fully drawn; the obvious difficulties the two have experienced as 

a result of the nonconformity of their union has obviously strengthened their devotion to one 

another and they appear to greatly enjoy each other's company. She has undoubtedly made any 

number of concessions and compromises to her husband's belief system, yet she has retained her 

British feistiness and knows how far to let George go before she draws the line, especially when it 

comes to protecting the rights and happiness of her own progeny. In a similar way, we see, in 

thorough detail, the complexities that make up the two very different sets of relationships between 

the respective parents and their children. Din and O'Donnell have, wisely, chosen to limit the scope 

of their film by downplaying the broader theme of how a suspicious and prejudiced society deals 

with so unconventional a marriage and family. We see only bits and pieces of this in the form of 

bigoted comments uttered by a disapproving neighbor and a mere mention of a political rally 

intended to rouse the populace on the issue of 'repatriation.' Instead, the authors concentrate 

almost exclusively on the internecine struggles taking place within this one family. This helps to keep 

the scale of the film life-sized, thus enhancing our identification with the characters and their 

universal parent/child conflicts. For, in a way, the Khan family is really not undergoing any crisis not 

already familiar to countless families the world over, as parents cope with children eager to cut the 

filial chords and establish life on their own terms and as children, likewise, deal with parents who 

want to determine the course those lives will take. The Khans just happen to provide a more 

heightened and intensified view of this subject. 'East is East' is a small movie but an absorbing one. 

Thanks to uniformly excellent performances from a gifted cast and a careful modulation between 

humor and drama, the film emerges as a compelling and insightful glimpse into a life that is, as for all 

of us, so full of both terrifying and wonderful complexity. 
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East Side Kids (1940) 
 

A young street kid grows up and becomes a cop when he realizes 

that crime doesn't pay. One of his childhood friends is in prison for 

a murder he didn't commit, and the cop looks for evidence to free 

him. Meanwhile, the prisoner's brother gets mixed up with a gang 

of counterfeiters, and inadvertently discovers the evidence that 

can set his brother free, if he can only get someone to believe 

him. Officer Pat "Leon Ames" starts a junior police club to get the 

youth off the streets. Pat believes from experience that "idle 

hands leads to trouble" so he finds donors that give equipment for 

the youth to "hang out." Knuckles is now on death row for killing a 

cop but Pat believes he is innocent. So Pat recruits knuckle's 

brother Danny who is the leader of the east side kids to find the 

real killer. Counterfeiters somehow fit into the killing of the cop. 

An engrossing tale of this officer and the gang battling for the 

truth. Film is highlighted at the end by a chase to the death, but for whom? When you hear East Side 

Kids you think of Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall but this was made before their appearances and 

definitely is a better film. Kids that look the right age, good acting and a good plot make this film a 

worthwhile film to watch. An exceptional performance by Leon Ames. 
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East Side Skin (2003) 
 

The action takes place in Berlin 2003, where a towering new city 

is growing out of a country still divided by past history and 

present economics. Against this backdrop of contradiction and 

uncertainly, Horst and David meet. The two men are opposites. 

Horst is a German new fascist, ill at ease with his homosexuality. 

David is young, gay and Dutch, repelled yet at the same time 

attracted to Horst's neo-Nazi view of the world. Through mutually 

inflicted rituals of argument, sex and pain they reach a conclusion 

that surprises both of them. East Side Skin is written and directed 

by John Roman Baker. The characters of Horst and David are 

portrayed by Malte Hutthoff and Marcel Romeijn. 
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Eating Out 2: Sloppy Seconds (Eating Out 2: Different Rocks) (2006) 
 

After getting dumped by Marc, Kyle unites with Gwen and Tiffani 

to land Troy, a sexually confused art model, by pretending to be 

straight. However, Marc wants Troy, too, and members from a 

notorious "ex-gay" group are slipping for the both of them. How 

far would you go to get the person of your dreams? In EATING 

OUT, Kyle (Jim Verraros) convinced his straight roommate to 

pretend to be gay to get the girl. Now, with the help of Gwen 

(Emily Brooke Hands) and Tiffani (Rebekah Kochan), Kyle pretends 

to be heterosexual to land Troy (Marco Dapper), the new guy -- 

and nude model -- in town, only to find himself joining the campus 

ex-gay support group and nabbing a girlfriend! Kyle's ex boyfriend, 

Marc (Brett Chukerman), is horrified at the plan and decides to 

pursue the confused Troy with his own tactic -- being his out gay 

self. Who will win him first? In the boy eat boy, boy eat girl world of EATING OUT 2 SLOPPY SECONDS 

(the first American gay sequel ever), stakes get raised, sexual boundaries are obliterated, and the 

answer is never what you might expect! One of the other posters here refers to "harsh and 

unsubstantiated" reviews - how right you are. I'm not sure what people were expecting from a film 

called Eating Out 2: Sloppy Seconds, but I found the whole thing delightful from start to finish. There 

is ample eye candy in the shape of Marco Dapper and Brett Chukerman. (Although Ryan Carnes is 

sorely missed. The boy is a subtle and sensitive actor trapped in the body of an Abercrombie & Fitch 

model.) Yes, there is a totally unbelievable plot, but this is a farce, after all. Rebekah Kochan seems 

to be channeling Jennifer Coolidge, and I mean that as a huge compliment, and kept me laughing all 

the way through the film's brisk and breezy ninety minutes. 
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Eban And Charley (2000) 
 

Charley (Gio Black Peter) is turning 15-years-old. For the past 

year, since his mother's death, he has lived in Seaside, Oregon, 

with his stern and unloving father. It's Christmas week when 

Charley meets Eban, a young-looking 29-year-old teacher from 

Seattle, home for the holidays to see his parents. They have 

things in common: both sign (Charley's mother was deaf), both 

play the guitar, both are gay. As their relationship deepens during 

walks on the beach, singing, and talk of poetry, we see it from 

their point of view and also from the points of view of both of 

their fathers. Charley's loneliness gives way to happiness when 

he's with Eban. But what of this grown man? The filmmaker's 

indication that Eban's behavior is part of a pattern are proposing 

that it is compulsive and unhealthy. Charley is portrayed as 

emotionally needy because of the tragic circumstances in his life. 

Society's strong condemnation of their relationship is presented by the boy's fathers. However, one 

cannot walk away from this sensitive film without compassion for Eban and Charley, perhaps even a 

wish that society would leave them alone if their relationship satisfies their needs. A sub-plot 

involving straight teenagers suggests that the film is meant to consider the feelings of human beings 

rather than to react automatically. The film promotes thought. 
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Echte Kerle (Regular Guys) (1996) 
 

Christoph, cop and self-confident macho, has trouble with his 

fiance. After a long night he wakes up in the arms of Edgar, a 

good-looking, gay auto-mechanic. His live gets more and more 

troublesome after his girl friend throws him out of their 

apartment and as last resort he moves to Edgars place. Working 

together with a new, good-looking, very self-confident, female 

collegue, but living with a good-looking gay guy makes him pretty 

uncertain about his sexuality and his role as a cop. I have already 

seen a plenty of comedies about police men, macho men being 

dumped by girlfriend and then becoming sensible, men 

questionning their sexuality or a movie covering all those 

categories. But I have never seen such a pleasant comedy offering 

very clever funny situations and jokes as well as moving moments. 

There is one scene in this movie which, during the shot, made the 

crew on the set cry. I won't tell which scene it is, maybe you'll discover it by yourself, only so much: 

It's a dialogue which marks the end of something. I don't know how well the translation of the movie 

into English is, but everybody who understands German and gets the opportunity to see it in 

German - do it. It's very entertaining and definitely worth watching it! 
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Eclipse (1994) 
 

An episodic look at ten characters in Toronto, during the week 

leading up to a solar eclipse. The pending eclipse brings something 

to the air: perhaps fear of abandonment, perhaps ambiguity. Each 

of the ten has two sexual encounters, usually one with someone 

familiar (a mistress, an ex-lover, a husband) and one with a 

stranger. Sometimes these encounters bring tears or other strong 

emotions. For a few, the sex precedes the telling of their life story 

or an examination of who they are. From time to time, a 

professor, a person in the street, or a Japanese tourist comments 

on the meaning of a total eclipse. Eclipse is a dramatic film 

structured around a series of intimate liaisons. Set in Toronto in 

the two - week period preceding a total eclipse of the sun, Eclipse 

presents the very private lives of ten characters who come 

together in love, desire and need. As anticipation in the city builds 

towards the day of eclipse, a carnival - like atmosphere pervades. 

Tourists, eclipse- chasers and scientists converge to experiment 

the event, while retailers and the popular media exploit the 

celestial drama for economic profit. The general hoopla is 

documented for a school video project by Angelo, a precocious teenage boy. Meanwhile, each of the 

film's ten principal characters (including Angelo) becomes intimately involved with two different 

partners. "Eclipse" is an intriguing movie which left an unusual imprint in my mind. It's the kind of 

movie that you find yourself talking about long after the movie has ended. It's a very circular movie, 

showing the interconnectedness of a group of people with no apparent connections. The movie 

follows from one person to the next as they stumble through life and a series of sexual encounters. If 

there's a main character, it's Angelo (Matthew Ferguson) who is shown, intermittently throughout 

the film, making a documentary about an upcoming eclipse. It has no real plot, per se, leaving any 

conclusions about the characters or the movie's meaning completely up to the viewer. Because of 

this, the film forces the viewer to think about what it presented, which ultimately makes it's impact 

to be far more personal than most movies. Personally, I found parts of the movie to be somewhat 

disturbing, but it was partially because of this that it became memorable to me. Visually, it's a 

beautiful film. The use of black and white footage (tinted in various colours) interspersed with colour 

footage is a particularly effective device, making it seem incredibly surreal. It's definitely a must see 

movie for anyone who likes films that make you think. 
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Ed Wood (1994) 
 

The life of Edward D. Wood, Jr., hailed as the worst director (of 

'Plan 9 From Outer Space', 'Glen or Glenda?' and 'Bride of the 

Monster') of all time. You are interested in the unknown. The 

mysterious. The unexplainable. That is why you are here. And 

now, for the first time, we are bringing to you the full story of 

what happened, on that fateful day. We are giving you all the 

evidence, based only on a secret testimony, of the miserable 

souls, who survived this terrifying ordeal. The incidents, the 

places. My friend, we cannot keep this a secret any longer. Can 

your heart stand the shocking facts about Edward D. Wood, Jr? A 

biopic of the life and work of the legendary 'worst director of all 

time', Edward D. Wood, Jr., concentrating on the best-known 

period of his life in the 1950s, when he made 'Glen or Glenda', 

'Bride of the Monster' and 'Plan 9 From Outer Space', and focusing 

on both his transvestism and his touching friendship with the once 

great but now ageing and unemployed horror star Bela Lugosi. As one of the most overlooked films 

ever made, "Ed Wood" does for Tim Burton what "Malcolm X" did for Spike Lee and "JFK" did for 

Oliver Stone, it ruins any expectations one can have of Tim Burton, because he has set a standard 

here that he will never achieve again. An interest in the period in which it is set is essential, given the 

set decoration is the film's greatest triumph. It's not surprising that Burton's first "biopic" is about 

someone revered in the b-movie heyday of the 1950s - that spawned Burton himself. Burton must 

have felt he had to make this picture because without filmmakers like Ed Wood, Burton himself 

would have never existed. Set in seedy B-movie Hollywood in the mid 1950s - and wisely and 

beautifully shot in black-and-white, Johnny Depp plays the titular character; a young, talentless, but 

optimistic auteur who dreams of being a film director; going so far as to model himself after his idol, 

Orson Welles. Despite an over-reliance on stock footage, a tin ear for dialogue, and a fondness for 

wacky, exploitative horror and sci-fi fare, Wood wiggles his way into B-moviedom. Casting anyone 

willing to step before his camera, Wood cranks out a series of cheesy movies. When he has a chance 

encounter with horror film legend Bela Lugosi, now a 74-year-old, foul-mouthed morphine addict 

wrecked by his lost fame, Ed sees his meal-ticket. Quick for his next fix, Lugosi doesn't seem to mind 

that Wood is also an out-and-proud transvestite with a particular fondness for Angora sweaters, and 

soon begins starring in Wood's features. Lugosi, played by Martin Landau, gives the story its biggest 

jolts of energy. Landau is hysterical in scene after scene utilizing the "dirty old man" routine. 

Remember, there is nothing funnier on earth than an old man who likes profanity. A gentle - albeit 

somewhat fictionalized - bond forms between Wood and Lugosi. Depp does a spectacular job of 

fleshing out Wood's quirky innocence and unbridled passion for moviemaking. This may also be the 

only Johnny Depp film where you actually see him smile! What ultimately makes this film so stellar is 

the impeccable production and costume design and the crisp B&W cinematography; it literally 

transports you back to the clean-cut, wide-eyed days of the 1950s. I cannot recommend this film 

enough if you have an interest in the world of 1950s B-movies that produced titles like "Teenagers 

From Outer Space" and "Project Moonbase". This film functions quite well as a time warp. I liken "Ed 

Wood" to epics like "JFK" because like those films, this movie doesn't seem to be about what 



happens as much as how it FEELS to be there; and that's what draws me to the film every time I see 

it. With "Ed Wood", I'm not always interested in following the story, but I'm totally fascinated with 

being inside that world. Tim Burton did the best job that anyone could in taking you there. 
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Edelweisspiraten (Edelweißpiraten) (The Edelweiss Pirates) (Piratas 

De Edelweiss) (2004) 
 

In the end of World War II, in the bombed Köln, the teenager Karl 

Ripke (Iwan Stebunov) lost his old brother in the war while his 

father is fighting in the front. His younger brother Peter (Simon 

Taal) belongs to the Hitlerian Youth while Karl belongs to the gang 

Edelweiss Pirates that fight against the Nazis and steals food 

supplies for their families. Karl has a crush on his sister-in-law Cilly 

Serve (Anna Thalbach), who raises her daughter and her son with 

his brother alone. When Karl finds the German prisoner Hans 

Steinbrück (Bela B. Felsenheimer) wounded in the middle of 

wrecks, he hides the man; later, Hans saves Cilly's little son and 

she lodges him at her home in return. Meanwhile, Peter discovers 

that his father was not pro-Hitler, leaves the Hitlerian Youth and 

joins the Edelweiss Pirates. Hans becomes a leader of the group 

and teaches the youths to use weapons and organize an armed 

resistance. When Hans is betrayed by a former pal, the Gestapo chases the Edelweiss Pirates, forcing 

Karl to take a difficult decision to save his brother. "Edelweißpiraten" shows a sad historic event 

about a group of youngsters in Köln that were against the regime of Hitler. The story is simple and 

very dramatic, with great direction, performances and locations. The importance of this production 

is not the story itself, but to disclose to the world that there were many people in Germany that 

opposed to the cruelty of the Nazis and that were tortured and destroyed like enemies. The 

characters are not Jews or allies, but Germans that did not agree with the Nazi Party. 
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Edge Of Seventeen (1998) 
 

A gay teen finds out who he is and what he wants, who his friends 

are, and who loves him, in this autobiographical tale set in middle 

America in the 1980s. Growing up, learning about life, love, sex, 

friends, and lovers. EDGE OF SEVENTEEN is by far the more 

realistic and enjoyable "coming of age/coming out" films to hit 

cinemas in a while. On a thematic par with the Brit import GET 

REAL, this film touches on the reality of coming of age in 1984 

mid-America, though I suspect it is pretty much the same in any 

American suburb. The competition must discount Britain's 

BEAUTIFUL THING which is really an out and out romance. But it 

beats the cardboard contrivances of DEFYING GRAVITY, a 

collegiate scenario of similar ilk. The awkward flirty moments 

building up to the first boy/boy coupling have an air of sexy 

familiarity. Film's presumption that "all some guys want is sex" is (unfortunately) dead on real. Chris 

Stafford plays the leading teen with immense charm. We'll see more from Stafford, surely. His studly 

co-star is suitably entrancing and is fine to look from the back during their love scenes. We certainly 

understand why our hero falls for this college-age cad. Naturally there's a gal pal, too, who here is 

underplayed nicely but a little too Winona-like for comfort. Broadway uber-dyke Lea DeLaria is 

onboard for yuks but is just a little too odd and urban to blend in a Sandusky supermarket. Gay men 

will get teary as Stafford fesses up to Mom that he's queer. Film's only flaw is some obviously clipped 

editing. At least two scenes are confusing in continuity leading us to wonder what happened??? But 

EDGE OF SEVENTEEN is a winner. Gay or straight, first love and coming of age are themes that hit 

home. 
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Edges Of The Lord (2001) 
 

A 12-year-old Jewish boy (13-year-old Haley Joel Osment) hides 

with a family of Catholic peasant farmers to escape the Nazis. 

"Edges of the lord" is a low-budget World War II drama about an 

intelligent young Jewish boy, geniusly portrayed by Haley Joel 

Osment, who is separated from his parents in the very beginning 

of the film by the Nazis, invading Poland. The boy is sent, kicking 

and screaming, to relatives living in a captured village far from the 

larger communities. There he integrates with the family under 

hard prohibition from revealing that he is a Jew. He bonds 

especially with the youngest son of his host family, the 

imaginative and charismatic Tolo, who is played to excellence by 

newcomer Liam Hess, and his older brother Vladek (Richard 

Banel). As the plot moves forward we see the Nazi oppression of 

the Polish farmers and one of many faces of war: betrail and 

looting of prisoners of war, even by the Polish locals. Osment's character is, for the first time, 

demanded to go to church, read Christian psalms and hide his Jewish origin. The local priest, played 

by Willem Dafoe, offers him an alternative by schooling him separately and letting him perform the 

Christian traditions as a sole appearance. The story is full of moral choices and dilemmas that gets 

you thinking about, although not very sympathetic, for the characters' situations in life. 
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Eduart (2006) 
 

Based upon true events Eduart, a young man raised in a cruel and 

oppressive family environment, leaves Albania with the dream of 

becoming a rock star and living a better life. His reckless character 

and the passions of his youth lead him to commit a murder in 

Athens. Chased by everyone, even by his own self, he is 

imprisoned under the harshest conditions. Eduart, with the help of 

a German doctor, learns to feel sympathy for others and guilt for 

his crime. His deep remorse will lead him from darkness to light. 

Like the Dostoevskian hero Raskolnikov, Eduart passes from crime 

to punishment, by daring to admit his guilt. In international 

criminal history, the "Eduart case" occurs once in a hundred years. 
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Edward II (1991) 
 

14th Century Gay-Bashing á la Derek Jarmam. Definitely Derek 

Jarman's most refined film. That said, refined for Jarman is bizarre 

for most. Based VERY loosely on Christopher Marlowe's play from 

1592, however, should be view in its own light / right. Whereas it 

does tend to capture the wonderful Marlow language, this is no 

"Shakespeare" here! It's a brilliantly acted ensemble piece, set in 

Jarman's abstract vision of the world, with a core message that is 

as valid today as it must have been shocking then. Jarman "paints" 

his film - as he always did - not in any logical manner or order, but 

like a mosaic of images, creating a whole and a statement - a 

strong statement about intolerance in this case. This one might 

even be palatable for non-Jarman fans. 
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Edward Scissorhands (1990) 
 

In a castle high on top of a hill lives an inventor's greatest creation 

- Edward, a near-complete person. The creator died before he 

could finish Edward's hands; instead, Edward is left with metal 

scissors for hands. Edward has always lived alone, until a kind lady 

called Peg discovers Edward and welcomes him into her home. At 

first, everyone welcomes Edward into the community, but soon 

things begin to take a change for the worse. Many people say 

they cried at the end of this movie... Huh! Knowing the plot 

already, I (a grown up man) can barely hold my tears from the 

very beginning whenever I watch it. Much more than just a "cute 

and sad fairy tale", this movie is a true piece of art. This is one of 

those rarest cases when a bunch of talented and truly, but truly 

dedicated people set out to create something beautiful, some 

chemistry occurs and...a miracle happens. Fortunately for all of 

us, this miracle immortalized on film. Throughout the human history, the wisdom of generation was 

conveyed through fairy tales. This tale is no exception. This story, told in magic simplicity, actually 

has some deep philosophical meanings. While mercilessly debunking the true nature of human 

beings, this tragic story really tears your heart, and yet it fills it with hope. That is the true and, 

perhaps, the only purpose of art, if you ask me. Why do we need music, painting, theatre, poetry? Is 

there a real excuse for their existence? To me, the only purpose, the only excuse is to help people go 

on, to give them hope. And it's well worth it! To sum up, easily Tim Burton's best, this film is a 

masterpiece, my favorite American movie, and probably one of the best movies of all times. 
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Eerie, Indiana (1991) 
 

Marshall Teller's (15-year-old Omri Katz) family moves to the 

small country town of Eerie, Indiana (Pop. 16,661). There, 

Marshall discovers that Eerie, as he puts it, "is the center of 

weirdness for the universe". Elvis lives there, so do a pair of twins 

who stay young by sleeping in Tupperware, and many other 

strange things. Each episode, Marshall and his friend Simon (11-

year-old Justin Shenkarow) collect evidence about the creepy 

things that happen there. I fondly remember watching reruns of 

this show on MoviePlex two or three years ago, when I was 

twelve or thirteen. Even back then, I knew how much better this 

was than the more popular shows of the time--"Are You Afraid of 

the Dark" and "Goosebumps." There are so many reasons, I don't 

even know where to begin. I'd say the principal reasons this show 

was so good was mostly because A) it didn't take itself too 

seriously and B) it didn't talk down to kids. Too many shows underestimate a child's resilience, and 

so they throw tired plots and cheesy "scares" at them, thinking (and unfortunately, they are usually 

correct) that these children will be satisfied. I only believe this works because most kids don't know 

until later what they are missing. But the thing that irks me most about Goosebumps (and, 

sometimes, Are You Afraid of the Dark) is that they take these cheesy scares so seriously that it 

quickly becomes not just silly, but in fact plain ridiculous. Not so with Eerie. Here, the plots are 

outlandish, unbelievable, and perhaps outright absurd, but the makers realize this, and so they are 

never _silly_. For example, one episode I remember concerned a group of ladies who are obsessed 

with a brand of Tupperware called "Foreverware," or some such thing, which keeps all food products 

fresh forever (one lady comments that she packaged some peas "when Jimmy Carter was president, 

and they're still as fresh as the day I opened them"). But, Marshall and Simon discover the ladies use 

Foreverware for more than just food storage--like remaining eternally young! Sounds about as 

frightening as a killer sponge under the sink (cough R.L. Stine cough), but not only do they make it 

work, they make it fun! I don't believe the intention of the show was ever to frighten (although it 

does get suspenseful at times). I think it was made to cause wonder, explore some of life's little 

mysteries, and perhaps even spoof the world we live in. I wouldn't go so far as to call it a satire, of 

life or of other horror shows, but it definitely has a tongue-in-cheek approach to things, and a dry 

sense of humor is usually present. To conclude, I can only say I really hope this is out on video 

somewhere. It's better than Goosebumps in every way imaginable, and more consistent than Are 

You Afraid of the Dark. And best of all, it won't induce an urge to puke, groan, or even roll your eyes. 

 

Series 1 (19 Episodes) (1991) 
 

Episode 01: Foreverware; Marshall and his family are welcomed to their new home town by Betty 

Wilson who encourages Marshall's mom to buy ForeverWare - a special type of plastic container 

guaranteed to keep anything fresh forever. 



Episode 02: The Retainer; When Steve gets a new retainer it somehow allows him to hear the 

thoughts of dogs. But it turns out that man's best friend isn't so friendly after all. 

Episode 03: ATM with a Heart of Gold; Marshall's Dad invents Mr. Wilson, a friendly ATM - so 

friendly that when Simon stops to chat, the machine starts giving him money (despite him not even 

having a bank account), which throws the whole of Eerie into bankruptcy. 

Episode 04: The Losers; When Marshall's dad loses his briefcase containing his latest invention, it 

could cost him more than just his job, since the briefcase was a gift from his wife. 

Episode 05: Scariest Home Videos; It's Halloween and Marshall and Simon are stuck at home 

babysitting Simon's younger brother Harley. But the night isn't as boring as they expected, when 

Harley switches places with the mummy from the monster movie he's watching. 

Episode 06: Just Say No Fun; Marshall and Simon are surprised to find that instead of detention they 

get sent to have an eye test. But with his new glasses, Simon seems to have lost his sense of fun, and 

all he wants to do is study. 

Episode 07: Heart on a Chain; Melanie arrives in Eerie and both Marshall and his friend Devon fall for 

her. But when Devon is killed in an accident and his heart is transplanted into Melanie's body, she 

starts to act a lot like him. 

Episode 08: The Dead Letter; Marshall discovers an old undelivered letter along with the ghost of its 

author, Tripp McConnell, who wants Marshall's help to finally deliver the letter to his childhood 

sweetheart. 

Episode 09: Who's Who; When Marshall's stolen bicycle mysteriously reappears after Sara Bob signs 

her drawing of it, she realizes that she can change reality with her pictures, and sets about creating 

the perfect family. 

Episode 10: The Lost Hour; Eerie doesn't have daylight savings time, but Marshall's determined not 

to miss out on the extra hour and sets his watch back anyway. Then everyone in Eerie disappears, 

except for some creepy garbage collectors and a strange milkman. 

Episode 11: Marshall's Theory of Believability; Professor Zirchon, renowned authority on the para-

believable, announces that an extraterrestrial object he is tracking will land in Eerie. Marshall and 

Simon hope that they've finally found someone who might believe them. 

Episode 12: Tornado Days; Marshall decides to stay home while the rest of the town is out to 

celebrate the annual Tornado Day celebrations. But Old Bob is a tornado with a big ego and doesn't 

take kindly to Marshall's boycott. 

Episode 13: The Hole in the Head Gang; When Marshall and Simon investigate an old haunted mill 

they discover that it's just a hoax, set up by a mysterious boy with gray hair. But then they uncover 

an old rusted gun and the ghost of Grungy Bill, Eerie's worst bank robber. 

Episode 14: Mr. Chaney; Marshall wins a lottery to select the next Harvest King, and must go into the 

woods to face the Eerie wolf. The only problem is that none of the previous 'winners' have ever 

returned. 



Episode 15: No Brain, No Pain; Marshall and Simon witness a homeless man being attacked by a 

woman with a ray gun and decide to help him out. But things get really weird when they turn on the 

strange contraption the man was making. 

Episode 16: The Loyal Order of Corn; Mr. Teller joins the Loyal Order of Corn, and Marshall and 

Simon discover that the Order is building what appears to be a giant TV screen. But when Simon 

steps into the screen he gets transported to another planet. 

Episode 17: Zombies in P.J.s; As the World o' Stuff's new marketing campaign takes subliminal 

advertising to a new level, sleepwalking customers start buying everything in sight on credit. But 

they should have read the small print. 

Episode 18: Reality Takes a Holiday; Marshall finds a script in his mailbox for a TV show called Eerie, 

Indiana. As he starts reading, he suddenly finds himself on a TV set where his family are just actors 

and everyone calls him Omri. 

Episode 19: The Broken Record; When Marshall suggests some heavy metal to cheer up his friend, 

Tod finds that he can relate to the lyrics - perhaps a little too much, as he changes dramatically into a 

rebellious head-banger. 
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Egghead's Robot (1970) 
 

Robot (13-year-old Jeffrey Chegwin) is used by children (13-year-

old Keith Chegwin) to carry out their chores. 
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Eight Below (2006) 
 

In the Antarctic, after an expedition with Dr. Davis McClaren 

(Bruce Greenwood), the sled dog trainer Jerry Shepherd (Paul 

Walker) has to leave the polar base with his colleagues due to the 

proximity of a heavy snow storm. He ties his dogs to be rescued 

after, but the mission is called-off and the dogs are left alone at 

their own fortune. For six months, Jerry tries to find a sponsor for 

a rescue mission while his dogs fight for survival. Where do I start? 

Throughout the movie I couldn't help think about the great dog 

training. The Huskies were all wonderful and the stars of the 

movie. I realize that Eight Below is inspired by a true story, but the 

movie is well written and the story hands together from beginning 

to end. By the way, my wife and I have two Huskies. We were both 

teary eyed through much of the movie as were other movie goers. 

But you don't have to have Huskies or dogs as pets to enjoy this 

movie. No gratuitous sex or violence, no profanity, but a heart tugging story of survival against all 

odds. The scenery was beautiful to experience on the big screen, the acting is good and this is a 

great movie for the entire family. I can't wait to see the movie again. It's a wonderful, clean, 

wholesome family movie. 
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Eight Legged Freaks (Arac Attack) (2002) 
 

The residents of a rural mining town discover that an unfortunate 

chemical spill has caused hundreds of little spiders to mutate 

overnight to the size of SUVs. It's then up to mining engineer Chris 

McCormack and Sheriff Sam Parker to mobilize an eclectic group 

of townspeople, including the Sheriff's young son, Mike (Scott 

Terra), her daughter, Ashley, and paranoid radio announcer 

Harlan, into battle against the bloodthirsty eight-legged beasts. 

The dialogue was great. Rick Overton as the deputy is truly a 

modern day Barney Fife. The spiders steal the show. Though the 

plot does drag a bit in a few places the film generally moves 

quickly and has you jumping in your seats as spiders big and small 

pop out of everywhere. The film appears to be done in the same 

style as "Tremors" and definitely captures the light heartedness of 

that film. Good Entertainment. Enjoy the popcorn. 
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Ein Leben Lang Kurze Hosen Tragen (The Child I Never Was) (2002) 
 

Fictionalized account of Jürgen Bartsch, a German boy who 

became notorious in the 1960's after his conviction for the serial 

killings and sexual molestation of a number of young German 

boys. Told partly as recreation and partly as taped confession. 

There is no question that this film is very disturbing and is not for 

many people. The director avoids the graphic, shock techniques of 

many other films. He doesn't rub our noses in the horror. This 

makes the actual dramatic effect of the tale he retells all the 

stronger. It is a horror that hits the mind rather than the stomach 

(at least for me). A lot of horror films have a near comedic 

element to them. This drama has none of that. It was quite stark. 

The facts are apparently true. The horrifying realization I came 

away with is that I could find no explanation for why he did what 

he did. But he did it. An original researcher into the confessions on which this is based suggested 

that the boy / young man may have been effectively messing with the heads of his captures and, 

eventually, us. It is clear that no answers, simple or complex, are provided. We are left to wonder 

where it all came from and whether it could have been avoided. As I said very disturbing. The 

directing and editing were quite excellent. While the movie had some color it was mostly black and 

white. This suited the mood of what was being presented. The acting of the younger character was 

quite good. Someone commented on having a problem with the 'confessions' of the older character. 

I thought they were well done and gave a flavor of what those who heard the confession probably 

heard. The confessions were not smoothed out for movie purposes. The cutting back and forth 

between the older and the younger character was very effective. A well done disturbing film. 
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Eine Aussergewöhnliche Affäre (An Unusual Affair) (2002) 
 

Jochen Wenzel, a young teacher, married with two kids, one day 

surprisingly falls in love with a young male colleague, Tom 

Leuthner and they begin an unusual affair. While Ina, Jochen's 

wife, worries about Jochen's distanced behaviour without having a 

clue of her husband's affair, Jochen and Tom seriously fall for each 

other. Torn between his family and his new love, Jochen has to 

make a decision. A great movie with some really gifted German 

leading actors. The love between the two men is portrayed 

sensitively without becoming too sentimental and at the same 

time without being criticized. A great compliment to director 

Maris Pfeiffer, who made the movie a celebration of beautiful 

pictures. I saw this movie three years ago when it came out on 

German TV and saw it again just a few days ago when it got re-

aired and the feeling was just the same. I was blown away by 

Hans-Werner Meyer's honest and pitch perfect performance. The movie as a whole is an excellent 

production, rare for German TV movies these days, but you can see it everywhere while watching 

the movie. The script is quite believable and the actors, everyone of them, is great. These are indeed 

outstanding performances by Hans Werner-Meyer as Jochen, Tatjana Blacher as his wife and 

Matthias Walter as Tom Leuthner. The story is simple it seems, the path for every of the persons 

involved is not. Jochen Wenzel is a thirty-something teacher in a small bavarian town, happily 

married with his wife Ina who wants to become headmistress at the local school, and two children. 

Jochen's life gets turned upside down when Tom Leuthner, a young gay teacher, becomes the new 

biology teacher at his and Ina's school. Tom is attractive, young and open about his sexuality and 

Jochen finds himself first confused by and later attracted to Tom. On a school trip both men start an 

affair. Ina is unaware of her husband's past (in which Jochen had had homosexual experiences) but 

notices the changes in Jochen's behavior. Soon Jochen finds himself torn between his family life and 

his love for Tom and when one of Jochen's pupils witnesses the two men kissing each other, Jochen 

is forced to decide between a life with Ina and their kids or acknowledge his love for Tom. 
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Einfache Leute (2007) 
 

40-year-old Henrik lives in an apparently happy relationship with his wife Britta. Being a talented 

swimmer in his youth, he now works as a swimming-pool assistant. One day, he is confronted to 

another part of his past, when his former lover Lutz, whom Henrik had left due to the swimming 

federation's pressure, returns. Although he started visiting gay clubs shortly after his wedding, 

Henrik fears being in contact with Lutz, who gets to know Britta. Incidentally, they catch Henrik at 

having sex with another man. 
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El Cielo Dividido (Broken Sky) (2006) 
 

An art film with great performances, visually entertaining 

(stills/photography shots during credits are superbly done!), and 

plot treatment not usually seen in any gay films. Some people may 

find scenes excruciatingly long, but I've enjoyed every moment of 

it and the journey the director wants to convey in this movie. You 

must know that you need this arduous shots to feel the emotions 

of the characters in the movie. The sex scenes are tastefully done, 

not vulgar, and the gratuitous frontal nudity is significant (in one 

scene, main actor examines his body/self on the mirror). I've 

always admired Latin cinema movie-making as mostly they always 

get the right texture and lighting for their 35 mm. movie. In 

totality, it's one of the best films I've seen during L.A. OUTFEST 

2006 (next to movies: "A Love to Hide," "Boy Culture" and "The 

Blossoming of Maximo Oliveros"). 
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El Diputado (Confessions Of A Congressman) (The Deputy) (The 

Deputy And The Congressman) (1978) 
 

A rising politician risks his career and his marriage when his 

homosexual desires are reawakened following a hospital visit. At 

first he's safe enough with one night stands with young rent boys 

chosen by a discreet hustler that he met in the hospital. But, when 

he falls for one of the boys he meets and starts bringing the young 

man into his family, the risks escalate. What he does not know is 

that the political opposition knows of his vice and have planted 

the boy. Well-written and very well-acted, "El Diputado" is a very 

human take on a story of political and sexual intrigue in recently-

post-Franco Madrid. The politician Roberto Orbea (José Sacristán) 

is set up by political opponents, aware of his secret proclivities, for 

sexual entanglement with the street hustler Juanito (José Luis 

Alonso). But the unexpected happens and Juanito begins to 

experience real feelings of love for Orbea (and the political 

opponents, when the suspect they are being played, are none too happy about this). Mariá Luisa San 

José is Orbea's almost unbelievably understanding wife. The three principal actors do some really 

wonderful work, aided by some very good writing, as members of the love triangle--sterling 

examples of the "less is more" approach to acting. The viewer feels real compassion for these all-

too-human characters (in stark contrast to a movie like "Making Love"--the love-triangle plot 

reminded me of it, albeit very superficially--which opted for caricatures over actual people). The look 

of the movie is real '70's, which only adds to it's immediacy and charm. A very entertaining movie 

that seems to me to be ripe for re-release on DVD. 
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El Espinazo Del Diablo (The Devil's Backbone) (2001) 
 

It is 1939, the end of three years of bloody civil war in Spain, and 

General Franco's right-wing Nationalists are poised to defeat the 

left-wing Republican forces. A 10-year-old boy named Carlos (15-

year-old Fernando Tielve), the son of a fallen Republican war 

hero, is left by his tutor in an orphanage in the middle of 

nowhere. The orphanage is run by a curt but considerate 

headmistress named Carmen and a kindly Professor Casares, both 

of whom are sympathetic to the doomed Republican cause. 

Despite their concern for him, and his gradual triumph over the 

usual schoolhouse bully, Carlos never feels completely 

comfortable in his new environment. First of all, there was that 

initial encounter with the orphanage's nasty caretaker, Jacinto, 

who reacts even more violently when anyone is caught looking 

around a particular storage room the one with the deep well. 

Second, and more inexplicable, is the presence of a ghost, one of the former occupants of the 

orphanage named Santi. Not long after Carlos' arrival, Santi latches onto Carlos, badgering him 

incessantly at night and gloomily intoning, "Many of you will die." As if that wasn't enough to keep 

the orphanage's occupants in an unrelenting state of terror, there's the un-exploded bomb that 

dominates the orphanage's courtyard, still ticking away; With the orphanage left defenseless by its 

isolation, and the swift progression of Franco's troops, the ghost's prediction seems depressingly 

accurate. Nevertheless, with every step of the plot, it becomes apparent that the ghost's predictions 

as to who (or what) will die, the real source of danger and even the definition of death itself may be 

more ambiguous than first thought. THE DEVIL'S BACKBONE is a Spanish language supernatural 

thriller. It consists of a haunted school for orphaned boys. Now, in an American film that would be all 

you get, a ghost running around scaring the young inhabitants of the gloomy building. That's it, and 

it would not be scary at all. It is to the credit that the makers of THE DEVIL'S BACKBONE present the 

actual ghost as the least frightening aspect of the film; he becomes, in fact, the moral center of a 

deeply complex story. In Spain, the year is 1939 and Franco's army is advancing towards the small 

village where the most notable landmark is an impotent bomb jutting out of the ground in the 

center of the town. A child, Carlos (Fernando Tielve), his father's life taken in the bloody civil war, 

finds refuge with the Leftist caretakers of the school. Not a good place to be around at that time. He 

finds himself under the wing of Prof. Casares (Fererico Luppi), a strange intellectual who fears the 

oncoming dirge of Franco's forces. There is also some intrigue involving the caretaker Jacinto 

(Edvardo Noriega) and the revolution's small supply of gold. Oh, right and there is a troubled spirit of 

one of the dead children creeping through the bowls of the school, uttering ominous warnings to 

young Carlos ("Many of you will die."). It is one of the strongest elements of THE DEVIL'S BACKBONE 

that it does not become distracted by the ghost story, I mean what is one ghost compared to the 

very real fears of war, death, greed, abandonment, political persecution, abuse at the hands of 

adults, lust, and acceptance. A spirit cannot hurt us, it does not exist on the same plain of the living. 

His life has ended and he can no longer be troubled by the reality the characters face. A bullet or 

explosion wil not penetrate his flesh, he no longer feels pain. The boys who survive him are those 

who have to struggle for their small place on this earth. The film paints in detailed strokes and does 



not cut corners when it comes to the emotions involved in the plot. The characters are not pawns to 

be startled periodically by cats or loud noises, they just happen to occupy the same space with a sad 

and restless dead boy. The director, Guillermo Del Toro (CRONOS, MIMIC, the better-than-the-

original-but-that-ain't-saying-much BLADE 2), handles the material very well, never losing sight of 

the story he has set out to tell. The metaphors he uses (the bomb, the pool, the contents of the jars) 

are rich and creative. Del Toro, along with his crew and actors, create moments of intense fear and 

unsettling action; the musical score, by Javier Navarette, is particularly effective. The film is dark and 

gloomy (perhaps overly so at times), but never succumbs to the easy answers in the shadows. As for 

the American films it will be compared to: THE OTHERS-not scary, THE RING-not scary, DARKNESS 

FALLS-not scary...THE DEVIL'S BACKBONE is scary, complex and ultimately memorable. 
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El Lugar Sin Límites (Hell Without Limits) (The Place Without Limits) 

(1978) 
 

Family honor, greed, machismo, homophobia, and the dreams of 

whores collide in a Mexican town. Rich, elderly Don Alejo is poised 

to sell the town for a profit, needing only to buy a whorehouse to 

own all the buildings and close the deal. It's owned by a man and 

his daughter: Manuelita is gay, aging, afraid; he cross-dresses and 

entertains as a flamenco dancer; he wants to sell and leave. His 

daughter wants to stay. The return of Pancho complicates things: 

he's a hothead Alejo tries to control and he scared Manuelita the 

year before. Things come to a head as Pancho breaks Alejo's hold 

on him, then flirts and dances with Manuelita and finds himself at 

risk of being called a "maricón." Considering that this film was 

made in 1978 when no one - especially no one in Mexico - was 

making films about gay men, this film is remarkable for the way it 

presents a critique of macho culture. La Manuela, played 

brilliantly by Roberto Cobo, doesn't want to be a man because she 

doesn't want to be a "bruto," an animal. Pancho and his brother in 

law, Octavio, represent everything that's wrong with Mexican 

men. They are obsessed with appearing "manly" in the eyes of the world. They treat women like 

objects, they are violent, and they like to control other people. Pancho is especially pathetic because 

he is obviously attracted to la Manuela but can't admit it. On the other hand, la Manuela is very 

honest and open about who she is and what she wants. She doesn't care if people make fun of her 

and call her names. She is kind, supportive, and in decisive moments, brave. In case you're thinking 

this is a male-bashing film, it's not. Don Alejo, the aging cacique (boss) of the town is an old 

fashioned patriarch who has his flaws, but he is not threatened by men like la Manuela. He doesn't 

pass judgment on people and he recognizes wrongdoing when he sees it. He suggests that there are 

other ways to be a man in Mexico, and that people like Pancho and Octavio are threats to society. 

The relationship between la Manuela and her daughter, Japonesita, is sweet and touching, like the 

mother and daughter roles in a 1940s melodrama, but with a modern twist! Although la Manuela 

sometimes acts campy and parodies female behavior, it is clearly just part of the spectacle or show. 

When she's not on stage, she's down to earth and practical, like any of the other "girls" who work in 

the brothel. This film shows the seamy side of life in a small town, but ultimately suggests that the 

people who live and work in the brothel are more honest and sincere than those who belong to the 

so-called "respectable" outside world. Roberto Cobo is perfect in the role because he's not beautiful 

or feminine looking, but he knows how to seduce with words and gestures. The final "dance of the 

kiss" is hypnotic, and it's easy to forget that he's not a "real" woman as he dances for Pancho. 

Running like a thread through the whole film is a commentary about how life in Mexico is changing 

and how small town life is disappearing. It's a great film, well worth seeing, the best film coming out 

of Mexico in the 1970s, without a doubt. 
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El Niño De La Luna (Moon Child) (1989) 
 

Adopted by a treacherous semi-scientific cult where extraordinary 

mental powers are common, extraordinary 12-year-old David 

(Enrique Saldana) begins an archetypal journey across two 

continents to find his destiny as Child of the Moon. Since ancient 

times, a tribe on the African continent has been prophesying that 

a white boy will arrive to be their god: the Son of the Moon. David, 

a 12-year-old orphan who lives in Europe, learns about the 

prophecy and believes that he is the chosen child and that destiny 

must be fulfilled at any cost. Before David can fulfill his prophecy 

he must escape the heavily guarded scientific organization that 

has adopted him. David's strange behavior and the fact that he 

possesses extrasensory perception, has attracted the attention of 

an organization researching so-called "prodigious beings" in the 

occult tradition. David soon discovers that their goal is to channel 

the moon's energy into a child yet to be born, robbing him of his rightful place as the Son of the 

Moon. Two women, Victoria, a member of the center, and Georgina, the future mother of the 

supposed moonchild, will help David fulfill his destiny. After several attempts David manages to 

escape the center and undergoes a series of new experiences: love, adventure, supernatural events 

and even death. David is relentlessly pursued, pushing him further towards his goal, towards Africa 

where his fate awaits him. 
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El Orfanato (The Orphanage) (2007) 
 

It stars Belén Rueda as Laura, a woman who returns to the 

orphanage where she stayed for a period as a child. She purchases 

the house, with plans to turn it into a home for disabled children. 

Everything seems to be going well for Laura, her husband Carlos 

(Cayo) and their son Simón (9-year-old Roger Príncep). However, 

the parents soon realize their son has an imaginary friend and 

horror begins to unfold. I have never jumped out of my seat like I 

did last night, nor my partner, nor most of the audience it seemed. 

Apart from the terrific scares, there are solid performances from 

the whole cast, stunning cinematography, and the editing is 

flawless. If I had to criticise one element, it is that the music swells 

just a little too much a couple of times, but it is a good score 

nonetheless. 
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El Polaquito (2003) 
 

At age 13, a street kid known as "El Polaquito" (15-year-old Abel 

Ayala) makes his living mostly by singing tangos (originally sung by 

his namesake, the singer "El Polaco") on Buenos Aires commuter 

trains. He falls in love with a 16-year-old prostitute, also working 

for the Mafia controlling child exploitation in one of Argentina's 

busiest train stations. He tries to rescue her from this cruel life 

with no future. But to do so, he must confront the ruthless adult 

gang leaders, as well as the young kids who protect them, 

believing that this Mafia is truly their only option. The story is 

supposedly based on a true story, which happened, and was 

discovered in Argentina in the late 90s, early 2000s. Based on a 

true story. A teenager about age 13 falls in love with a hooker 

(age 16) in a train station. Both are severely treated by a man who 

used them. The boy sings in train imitating a famous tango singer 

"El Polaco". The performance of the boy (who is not an actor) is great. You have to see his face, his 

eyes, his expressions to confirm this. It is a boy from the streets. The other non professional actor, 

that was also a homeless, is good too. And the actress is in the line of the story. This is a very cruel 

movie, hard to see. But it must be seen. To tell you the truth, I was shocked after watching it. Must 

be seen, honestly. 
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El Sueño De Ibiza (Ibiza Dream) (2002) 
 

This is a somewhat strange movie about 3 friends, 2 guys and 1 

girl, who live at the island Ibiza. Each of them choose a different 

way in life: 1 as free person who lives life by the day, 1 as a more 

planned spiritual one and the last one doesn't know what to do, 

until finding a new life in Africa and helping the poor people 

there. As the seasons turn and Ibiza changes we see how the 3 

main characters keep coming back to each other, until the 

moment that some things happens and only one of them survives. 

The setting at the famous holiday island is not a main part in the 

story, but more at the side: could be at any other location. 

Overall: Expect nothing big, but just a movie about the little things 

in daily life. 
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El Sueño De Iván (Ivan's Dream) (2011) 
 

My Girl meets Youth Soccer David and Goliath. Great slang from 

different countries. The subtitles are spot on. The cast reflects the 

international story and production. The kids (13-year-old Óscar 

Casas) look and act like kids. Even the irresponsible adults still 

show a care and regard for the children. Interesting political 

undertones of international soccer as a business. while fund 

raising for UNICEF. The Movie shows some of the nicer parts of 

Mexico city we do not usually see in the US. The Argentine Soccer 

reporters have a dynamic that mirrors some of our nutty football 

commentary in the US. Overall a refreshing Non Disney film 

devoid of pink, plastic surgery and lip gloss. 
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El Topo (The Gopher) (The Mole) (1970) 
 

The gunfighter El Topo ("The Mole") and his young son (8-year-old 

Brontis Jodorowsky) ride through a desert to a village, whose 

inhabitants have been massacred. Bandits are nearby, torturing 

and killing the survivors. El Topo rescues a woman (Mara), who 

leads him on a mission to find and defeat the four master gunmen 

of the desert. Leaving his son with a group of monks, El Topo and 

Mara complete the mission, accompanied by a mysterious woman 

in black. The women leave El Topo wounded in the desert, where 

he is found by a clan of deformed people who take him to the 

remote cavern where they live. Awakening years later, he goes 

with a dwarf woman to a nearby town, promising to dig a tunnel 

through which the cave-dwellers can escape. They find the town 

run by a vicious sheriff and home to a bizarre religious cult. El 

Topo's son, now a man, is a monk in the town. The completion of 

the tunnel leads El Topo, the townspeople, and the cave-dwellers 

to a bloody and tragic end. This is my first venture into 

Jodorowsky's territory and I can safely say that I'm highly impressed. "El Topo" is one of the most 

bizarre and impressive movies you'll ever see. It features plenty of interesting, weird characters, lots 

of religious symbolism and extremely violent gun-fight scenes. One of the producers is Mexican 

horror veteran Juan Lopez Moctezuma ("Alucarda", "Mary, Mary, Bloody Mary"). I urge you to see 

this masterpiece right now. Simply breathtaking! See the naked young Franciscans whipped with 

cactus. See the bandit leader disemboweled. See the priest ride into the sunset with a midget and 

her newborn baby. What it all means isn't exactly clear, but you won't forget it. The Definitive Cult 

Spaghetti Western. 
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Elephant (2003) 
 

The movie starts as a car has a hard time driving straight down the 

road in a residential area. We think some kid has stolen this car. 

Nah. It's the dad driving his son to school, and he's drunk. The 

teenage son must take over. So, adults give up all responsibility 

towards their children and mayhem can take place. The film 

shows one day in the life of several teenage students as they go in 

and out of classes. They live their student lives and we follow their 

steps through the corridors and doors, taking them as guides one 

by one, like avatars in a giant video game. Many people hated it, 

now I know why. This is not for everyone. Strangely shot and 

strangely structured, it's a novelty item all the way. Gus Van Sant 

has freed himself from every bit of possible mainstream blood 

that he still carried inside him, and made this slap in the cheek to 

everybody who thought they could preview what kind of movie 

this would be. Not a morality tale, not an easy readable message, not at all. This movie is as curious 

and strange a movie can be. And it's one of the most original and exquisite pieces of movie language 

I have seen this year. Many will hate it, I just gaped in awe to the burst of such silence. 
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Elephant Boy (1937) 
 

This black and white movie is based on Rudyard Kipling's "Toomai, 

of the Elephants", in which a small native lad (13-year-old Sabu) 

claims he knows the congregating place of the elephant hordes. 

Excellent adventure: Sabu's first film role. Wonderful little film 

adapted from Rudyard Kipling's story Toomai of the Elephants. 

Kipling's work always makes fine films, even if his British 

colonialism makes it somewhat dated. This particular film features 

an unpleasant master-servant relationship between the white 

man, Petersen (Walter Hudd), and the Indians. But, if you can get 

past that, and I think most mature people should be able to see 

the class system in its proper historical light, the movie is very 

enjoyable. Robert Flaherty discovered Sabu, later to star in such 

great films as The Thief of Bagdad, The Jungle Book, and Black 

Narcissus. Sabu is very good, though his English is sometimes 

difficult to understand. This was Flaherty's only narrative film - I expect that he directed the nature 

parts of the film and Zoltan Korda directed the actors. The best moments feel just like Flaherty's 

masterpieces, including a wonderful opening bit (discounting the unnecessary prologue) where 

Sabu, his elephant, and a monkey echo each other's movements as they all wake up in the morning. 

The cinematography is quite beautiful, as is the musical score. 
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Eli & Ben (2008) 
 

The life of the Yassif family becomes almost impossible when the 

father who is the city architect, is charged with taking bribes. Ben 

(Lior Ashkenazi, "Walk on Water") has always affectionately 

entertained his son Eli's (Yuval Shevakh) mischievous behavior. 

Their profound connection seems secure as Eli approaches his 

tumultuous teenager years. But when the police arrest Ben under 

suspicion of bribery, Eli has to face the possibility that his father is 

morally fallible. Ravid's film about the conflict between 

disillusionment and faith delivers a touching story without any 

simple answers. Undeservedly obscure - a very rich script. The 

script is rich in human relationships, including an unusual number 

of suspenseful ones where we don't know which direction the 

character's decision-- even if it's a minor character-- will take the 

movie in. Much revolves around the hero's best buddy, who is a 

schoolyard bully and perhaps doesn't deserve his friendship. Who ever heard of a movie hero whose 

best friend is a bully? Or a movie where ditching your best buddy is an option? But the little hero, Eli, 

finds that in his upscale neighborhood corruption and intimidation are far from unknown. In fact, 

maybe his father doesn't exactly deserve to be his father. Maybe Eli doesn't deserve his girlfriend. 

Things, as Eli says near the start of the movie, are beginning to fall apart, and he's a little young for 

saving the day; he doesn't even drink coffee yet. I'm surprised that the film wasn't more successful 

commercially. Maybe the problem is that the worst thing about it is the title. The fact that the 

father's name is Ben-- which means "son" in Hebrew and evidently is a comment on how he is 

cornered by his own father, his own son, and his own immaturity-- makes for a spot of confusion, as 

does the other half of the title, the son's unusual name, which needs extra punctuation to even be 

pronounced correctly in Hebrew. 
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Elidor (1995) 
 

Children's fantasy adventure serial. Four children discover a ruined 

church is the gateway to the fantastic and dangerous world of 

Elidor. Based on a novel by Alan Garner. The TV series inspired by 

Elidor by Alan Garner's book of the same name. This is a 6 part 

series broadcast in 1995. Manchester in 1965 is a place of 

bombsites and slum clearance programmes. Mooching around 

with a football one cold afternoon, the four Watson children roam 

inside a Victorian red-brick church which is about to be 

demolished. They can't find their ball, which was carelessly kicked 

over the wall, and one by one the children disappear as they go to 

look for it. When only Roland (14-year-old Damian Zuk) is left, he 

finds that the heavy iron-handled door which the mysterious lame 

fiddler urges him to open, is a portal into the troubled land of 

Elidor. Elidor is a wild and empty kingdom on the point of being 

devoured by the forces of evil. Of four castles in the landscape, 

three have been lost to evil and the fourth is failing. The lame fiddler of Manchester is the lame King 

Malebron of Elidor and he charges Roland to help him to regain the three treasures which are held in 

the Mound of Vandwy. Roland is able to do this by visualizing a door in the mound and walking in. 

Inside he is reunited with his brothers (Alexander Trippier & Gavin J. Morris) and sister who had, 

each in turn, tried to help Malebron but failed. They locate the three treasures: a cauldron, a sword 

and a stone and bear them outside to the waiting Malebron. Malebron is in desperate straits and 

asks the children to take all four treasures of Elidor, including his own spear, back to their world to 

hide them from the powers of evil. In this way Elidor cannot totally succumb. Back in Manchester, 

the exquisite treasures of Elidor take the form of nothing more valuable than a broken teacup, a 

stone and a piece of iron railing but the children dutifully bury them in their back garden and try to 

think no more about them. Unfortunately, Roland's big mistake was in visualizing his own front door 

when he sought an opening into the Mound of Vandwy. The treasures act as a beacon for the forces 

of evil from Elidor and they soon come come round peeping through the letter box. One of the most 

memorable and powerful pieces of writing I have ever come across occurs in this book. The buried 

treasures of Elidor generate some kind of powerful energy which is capable of being picked up in 

Elidor, but it also interferes with all the electrical goods in the house and surrounding area, and even 

the car. In the silence of the winter evening, after the television and radio pack up, the family listen 

with growing disquiet as first the electric razor upstairs starts itself, then the electric mixer and the 

washing machine in the kitchen. Nothing can be done to stop them since they are not plugged in. 

The children must return the treasures to Elidor where they belong, but they must also help 

Malebron defeat the forces of evil by fulfilling a prophecy. If you read this book you will see how 

they manage to achieve all this from the backstreets of Manchester. 

 

 



Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1995) 
 

Episode 1: In a war ravaged country, the forces of good are close to failure and something called the 

'Treasures' must be safely hidden away by giving them to four children in another dimension, 

accessible only by passing through a gateway in a ruined church awaiting demolition. The Watson 

children, on a trip into town whilst their parents measure up their new house, are lured to the 

church and the youngest, Roland, passes through the gateway and finds himself alone in a hostile 

world. Alan Garner's much-loved children's fantasy tale is getting a quality adaptation if this first 

episode is anything to go by. There is a pervasive atmosphere of fear and danger underpinning the 

half hour, whether it is the figure that most certainly is not a scarecrow, the creepy shop in the 

middle of nowhere, the crumbling backstreets of the city, the ruin of the church or the two hideous 

creatures roaming the waterside in the alternative world, searching. Absolutely nothing is explained 

here. The set up is given at the beginning ('take the treasures to the children to keep them safe'), but 

the rest is left uncertain. Who is the figure and the witch he speaks to? Who are these horrible 

searchers and who is Malebron that they speak of? What are the towers of fire? What are the 

treasures? By not making everything (or anything) plain, the mystery is deepened. The young 

performers aren't quite up to the task of carrying the show, but the target audience won't mind that. 

The dialogue they are given is fairly natural and the updating of the tale is nicely and unobtrusively 

done. ELIDOR is off to a creepy, satisfying start and it remains to see if that can be maintained. 

Episode 2: Roland, alone in the land of Elidor, chases a figure and is almost imprisoned in a ring of 

stones. Escaping this trap, he meets Malebron, the figure who brought him to the land and who 

proves to be its crippled king. He explains that Rolands brothers and sister are trapped in the Mound 

and only Roland can bring them, and the Treasures back out again. The back-story to ELIDOR is 

explained at the tail end of this second episode, but before that there are some mild thrills to 

contend with. The perils that Roland is faced with are far too easily dealt with (the stones he just 

walks out of and the creature in the cave he stabs once, rather feebly), but the sense of oppression 

and doom lie heavily over the scene and the explosion of hate across the skies as the heroes dash for 

the gateway back to their homes is well-rendered. The two hunters who were so creepy in the first 

episode lose some of their threat this time around since their magic proves so ineffective and they 

don't actually ever get anywhere near any of the heroes. 

Episode 3: The Watson children manage to make it back through the portal into our own world only 

to find the ruined church coming down around their ears. The Treasures have changed into ordinary 

objects - a brick, a wooden sword, a piece of metal and a broken cup - but they still play havoc with 

anything electrical nearby. The hunters in Elidor, however, are stalking them on the other side of the 

veil and looking for a way through. There's plenty of activity here as the kids first try to get home and 

then have to escape the church and have to figure out what to do with the Treasures which is 

enough to keep the audience occupied, but it doesn't add up to much or move the plot forward very 

much either. The hunters continue to prove to be completely ineffective, though their presence is 

always there as a threat in the background. 

Episode 4: The Treasures have been safely buried and their influence over the electricity in the area 

has diminished. The hunters in Elidor have located the point that corresponds to the front door of 

the Watson house and since he used it as the way into the mound to save his brothers and sisters, 



Roland has the power to make it the weak link between the two worlds. The front door of the house 

is the focus of this episode and rarely has a door been so creepy, but there are only so many times 

that you can open a door in fear of what's on the other side before it gets repetitive. The way in 

which the parents are kept in the dark as to what is going on around them, though, is entertaining. 

Episode 5: Malebron summons the unicorn Findhorn and uses her to free the slaves taken by the 

hunters before opening the veil so that she can pass through into our world. Roland, determined to 

make the reluctant Nick admit what happened in Elidor forces him to see the hunters, which allows 

them through. The hunters finally make it through to our side of the portal thanks to a particularly 

stupid move by Roland. This penultimate episode is somewhat garbled with Findhorn summoned 

and sent into our world for no readily apparent reason. If Malebron could have done this at any time 

then surely it would have been safer to do it much earlier. And then there's the hunters who finally 

make it through to our side and see their prey up close, but are turned away by a couple of stones 

thrown by a boy? Doesn't seem likely somehow. Still, they have arrived and the players are in place 

for the final showdown. 

Episode 6: The Watson children try to take the Treasures back to the ruined church where they first 

encountered Elidor, but are waylaid and the Treasures taken. Malebron is set upon by the gang of 

hunters and is unable to fight them all off. Is this the end for Elidor? The big finale comes and there 

is too much of it to fit into the running time, making the ending totally rushed and unsatisfactory. 

There is a big face off in which Malebron and Roland face down the bad guys, but there is no 

explanation as to why Malebron didn't drown, nor how he could finally pass through into our world 

without the fiddle playing the magic note. There's also no explanation as to why the unicorn must 

die and not even enough time for Malebron to say a quick thanks. It's a shame that an adaptation 

that started off so well ended so poorly. 
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Elizabeth (1998) 
 

The story of Elizabeth's ascendency to the throne, the plot of the 

movie is full of palace intrigues, attempted assassinations and 

executions. The movie starts with England divided by faith, 

Protestant vs. Catholic. The queen, Mary Tudor has no heir and 

her Catholic supporters fear the succession of her half-sister 

Elizabeth, a Protestant. They convince the queen to have Elizabeth 

arrested and put in the Tower of London but the queen hesitates 

and eventually refuses to sign her death warrant. It is announced 

that the queen is pregnant but it turns out to be a tumor and she 

dies of it a while later. Her Catholic supporters are forced to give 

the throne to Elizabeth. Elizabeth's first few years are shaky as she 

is not versed with the art of realpolitik and "rules from the heart 

instead of the mind". There is also the question of her succession 

as she is yet unmarried and her death without heir would mean 

the throne falling back into Catholic hands. She has many suitors but she eventually rejects them all. 

And aided by Sir Francis Walsingham she manages to kill all her enemies and ascends the throne as 

the "Virgin Queen". When catholic Queen Mary dies the succession goes to Elizabeth, the protestant 

half-sister Mary was not prepared to execute. The new queen finds herself surrounded by advisors, 

some supportive but some plotting to restore the catholic line by almost any means. She is also 

under pressure to marry and produce an heir, but her lover Lord Robert Dudley is not considered 

suitable. Elizabeth realises she has some decisions to make, the most important being who rules 

England. England. 1555. Henry VIII has snuffed it from gout or syphilis, it depends on who you read, 

Bloody Mary's got a tumour and the Catholics' greatest fear is Anne Boleyn's daughter Elizabeth. 

Director Kapur has brought to the screen some of the most intriguing moments in English history 

and the result is dazzling. Following recent grandiose French historical epics, such as the glorious 

Ridicule, Elizabeth more than holds its own as a no-holds barred, gripping English extravaganza. 

Historians across the land will no doubt pick holes in the accuracy, but it hardly matters. The opening 

scene signals the film's intent. Protestant heretics are burnt mercilessly at the grisly stake, 

accompanied by proclamations that they should burn in Hell. It's clear that England is in a pretty 

gloomy state and ruled by a humourless zealot, Mary (the ubiquitous Kathy Burke), who is hell-bent 

on converting or murdering Elizabeth: "My sister was born a whore of that Ann Boleyn." Cheery 

Mary rules a poor, remote island that is very likely to become the next possession of the growing 

empire of Spain. She is surrounded by rebels who want to place the Protestant Elizabeth on the 

throne. So, Mary gets her trusted Lord Norfolk (Eccleston cuts an impressive presence; you can 

imagine this man swishing on the battlefield) to arrest Lizzy and dispatch her to the Tower of 

London. The camerawork and the pace of this film are breathtaking. Kapur directs with ambitious 

panache, whilst supplying more than a wink to Coppola's The Godfather in the process. Two scenes 

in particular reek of the Mafia masterpiece: one in the Vatican, the other a succession of 

assassinations sparked by the majesty's demand, "let it all be done". Pure Pacino. If you shimmy past 

the slightly silly inclusions of the likes of Eric Cantona (the IKEA School of Acting) and Angus Deayton, 

and the fact that Dickie Attenborough (plays a fussy sidekick who sniffs the Queen's bedsheets and 

claims, "her body belongs to the State") is starting to resemble an Ewok, the acting is otherwise 



splendid. Cate Blanchett not only resembles the great lady, but imparts her with enormous affection 

(her love of Lord Dudley, played by Fiennes, is tenderly dealt with) and delivers her lines with a 

steely intelligence, "I do not see why a woman must marry at all" and "I'm no man's Elizabeth". Her 

performance is a revelation and if it weren't for Geoffrey Rush she would have stolen every scene. 

However, the Shine star, playing her demonic sidekick Walsingham, delights in creeping in the 

shadows and pulling the devilish strings. A positively Machiavellian turn and worthy of another 

Oscar. This is a history film made at its very finest and the equal of A Man For All Seasons. Elizabeth 

could have unfolded in front of me all day and I would have remained enraptured. Intoxicating 

imagery ("English blood on French colours" the wicked Mary of Guise, Ardant, proclaims), naughty 

shenanigans, dastardly deeds, an epic tale and a superb cast. Stunning cinema. 
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Elmo's World: Reach For The Sky (2006) 
 

Join Elmo as he discovers how much fun it can be to go to school, 

to jump really high and to reach for the sky. Elmo finds out how 

important the sun is to everyone, how jumping is a great form of 

exercise and the importance of going to school. With Elmo's World 

your preschooler will reach for the sky and have fun while 

learning! 
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Elvis! Elvis! (1976) 
 

The adventures of a small boy (Elvis [Lele Dorazio]), his mother 

and a male friend. Tale of a boy, roughly 8-years-old, who 

experiences a number of problems due to his estranged 

relationship with his mother. Mom wants her little boy to be 

someone other than who he is; junior is stubborn, fights back. Can 

these two find a common ground before the ending credits roll? 
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Embarrassing Teenage Bodies (2008) 
 

The Embarrassing Bodies doctors are back and for four nights only they're taking their clinic to 

teenagers. It's essential viewing not just for teens and their parents but for everyone who's ever 

been a teenager and suffered all the physical humiliations puberty brings. "Am I normal?" is the big 

question all teenagers ask as puberty strikes. Too many retreat behind their bedroom door, worrying 

unnecessarily about their health and leaving treatable conditions to fester and become long-term 

health problems. The Embarrassing Bodies doctors are determined to change this by giving teens the 

ultimate guide to what's normal, as their mobile clinic hits a music festival with 45,000 teens. The 

Embarrassing Bodies doctors are tracking down the people least likely to consult a doctor: teenage 

boys. They take their clinic to surfer's paradise Newquay, a magnet for testosterone-fuelled lads 

whose usual response to a health problem is to ignore it and hope it goes away. The final show in 

the series highlights Britain's teenage sexual health time-bomb, toilet phobias and everything else 

that's festering below. With many teens leaving home at 18-year-old, the Embarrassing Bodies 

doctors decide to take their clinic to Fresher's Week to start higher education with a course in safe 

sex. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 1: Bodies Behaving Badly; First up the docs will be hitting the beaches of that Mecca of 

teenage excess, Magaluf. With binge drinking, unprotected sex and roasted skin all coming under 

the spotlight, the docs have got their work cut out. Ed braves the clinic to have a tricky case of 

thrush diagnosed by Dr. Christian, but 18-year-old Maria's problem is much more severe. Now 

morbidly obese, Maria has been battling her weight, and the bullies, all her life. With her weight out 

of control, and her long-term health at risk, Maria is referred to a leading bariatic consultant for a 

risky gastric by-pass. Back in Magaluf, Dr. Christian sees 14-year-old Marissa, who's worried about 

acne flare-ups on her skin. Fortunately some advice from Dr. Christian puts Marissa at ease, but not 

before she's warned of the danger of soaking up the sun as a cure for skin-problems...any short-term 

gain will be offset by long-term problems and the increased risk of skin cancer. For 16-year-old Adel, 

it's excess hair that is causing her embarrassment. When she hit puberty she developed incurable 

polycystic ovary syndrome, which affects up to 10% of the Britain's women. A consultation with Dr. 

Dawn finishes with Adel sent for laser treatment to try and remove her excess body hair, and darken 

what remains. There's a visit to trichotillomania sufferer Lois, whose conditions leaves her, quite 

literally, tearing her hair out, before the docs return to Magaluf to deliver a stark warning to sun 

worshippers on the dangers of sunburn to the skin, and to moles in particular. With Dr. Christian 

shepherding groups of frazzled teens upto his Lobster Lounge, we go back to Harlow to meet tan-a-

holic Sammi Jo, who comes face to face with her future if she doesn't cut back on the tubes. There's 

time for a consultation with 19-year-old Indre whose bladder problems have totally taken over her 

life before Dr. Pixie meets 17-year-old Megan, whose pregnancy weight has left her with folds of 

saggy stretched skin that is affecting her confidence and preventing her enjoying her teenage years. 



Episode 2: Am I Normal?; This weeks episode seeks to answer the burning question on the lips of 

teenagers and their parents when dealing with puberty – 'Am I Normal?'. The docs are hitting the 

beach at Weston-Super-Mare, where a host of hormone-fuelled teenagers are having puberty wreak 

havoc with their bodies. The docs are setting up their clinic in the heart of the festival, leaving our 

teens with no place to hide! But first on Dr. Christian's rounds is a family of four bed-wetting boys, 

who have put-up with their embarrassing problem for long enough. Now aged between 16 and 22-

year-old, the brothers are entering adulthood and seeking to put their shame to bed. Dr. Pixie meets 

19-year-old mum Carly, whose teenage pregnancy has left her with a bouncing baby boy, but also a 

badly stretched and saggy stomach. Unable to cope with her extra weight any longer, Dr. Pixie refers 

Carly for a tummy tuck, but the operation is not without risks. Meanwhile Dr. Dawn is far from red 

faced when discussing periods with Milton Keynes' Iced Gem cheerleaders, though she has some 

surprises in store when she asks them to guess the average amount of blood they lose during their 

monthly menstrual cycle... The onset of this cycle came as a big shock to 13 year-old Hayley, who 

began puberty at only 3-years-old – a condition called precocious puberty...Also through the clinic 

doors is eczema sufferer Claudia, who's hoping that Dr. Dawn can help her get control of the 

condition that is controlling her life. And she's not the only one with a troublesome condition. Dr. 

Pixie meets 19-year-old Charlotte, whose dream job as an airline stewardess has been grounded by a 

bad case of hyperhidrosis that leaves her clothes soaking. In a packed episode there is still plenty of 

time for the docs to hand out some advice on infected piercings, as well as to launch their teenage 

hearing campaign – encouraging teens to wear ear-plugs to avoid damage that could leave them 

with severe tinnitus in later life. 

Episode 3: Boys Boys Boys; With this week's episode focusing on boys, the doctors are itching to find 

out whether Nathan's Acne has cleared up, and whether Martin's man-boobs have been given the 

heave-ho. The docs have headed down to Newquay to find out what boys on a jolly by the seaside 

like to get up to. First through the tent doors is 17-year-old Tom, who's found a worrying lump on his 

testicle and wants Dr. Dawn to check it out. The diagnosis is varicocele, an enlarged vein that is 

normally benign, but can impact on future fertility. Dawn packs Tom off to the fertility clinic to get 

things checked out. Back on the beach Dr. Christian is delivering some eye-watering advice to a 

group of unruly teenagers on the dangers posed by STIs, whilst 18-year-old Martin comes into the 

clinic with a condition that means he's the only one not sunning himself on the beach that day. Dr. 

Dawn's diagnosis is gynaecomastia, or man-boobs, but whilst surgery can be an option, in Martin's 

case the advice is just to wait and see if they disappear once puberty has finished. Dr. Christian next 

goes above and beyond the call of duty by entering a teenage campsite. With everything from 

festering athlete's foot to revolting skidmarks on display, these band of boys come with a health 

warning! Dr. Christian packs their underpants off to the lab and there are some shocking results later 

on. In the beach clinic, 17-year-old lifeguard Jack has rolled in with a bizarre condition called surfer's 

ear. This occurs when someone is continually exposed to cold water, and leads to bony growths in 

the ear hole. It can be operated on, but earplugs are a much better solution to preventing the 

problem. With Christian still traumatised from his trip to the Newquay encampment, it's left to Dr. 

Pixie to make a house call to a group of teenagers whose alcohol consumption the night before was 

truly staggering. With the teens feeling pretty good about their overnight endeavours, they get a 

sobering wake-up call from Pixie about the dangers of liver disease, and are shocked to learn that 

most of them are still over the drink driving limit from the night before... Totting up units of alcohol 

might seem taxing, but it's nothing compared to 16-year-old Jonathan's daily routine when dealing 



with diabetes. With his confidence low, Dr. Christian sends him to meet Trinity Wildcats Rugby star 

Danny Sculthorpe, who has conquered his Type 1 diabetes and no longer lets it rule his life. And 

finally there's 16-year-old Nathan, whose acne has seen him withdraw within himself. A consultation 

with Dr. Dawn sees Nathan prescribed a course of antibiotics and several weeks later his skin is 

showing signs of improvement, though the treatment is long term. 

Episode 4: Teens Below The Belt; In the final episode of this series, the doctors were on a mission to 

tackle a national crisis. With British teenagers having the worst sexual health in Western Europe, STIs 

are an increasing problem. The doctors hit the streets of Manchester during freshers week to find 

out what a first taste of freedom is doing to a generation of young adults. The doctors also brought 

back a number of patients to catch up on how their treatments were progressing, whilst Dr. Christian 

reported back on the amazing response to our Am I Normal? guides. Through the clinic doors first is 

18-year-old Rhiona, who has a bladder problem that has left her baffled. Dr. Dawn conducts a urine 

test and discovers traces of blood and protein in her wee, but not at levels that should cause the 

level of discomfort she's experiencing. Dawn thinks the real problem might lie elsewhere...a 

condition called paruresis, or shy-bladder. Back on campus, Dr. Pixie launches her Britain's Got STIs 

campaign, raising awareness about the looming teenage sexual health crisis. Young people account 

for over half of all new sexually transmitted infections in the U.K. and Dr. Dawn is hitting the streets 

to target the No. 1 STI today – chlamydia. Untreated it can lead to permanent damage to the body 

including infertility in men and women. Dr. Dawn also demonstrates the new approaches being 

taken to tackle sexual and personal health, including a vending machine that provides free condoms 

and chlamydia test kits to those who can't face entering the clinic. 18-year-old Onitha's story 

demonstrates that being young doesn't guarantee anyone an easy pregnancy. After a long and 

painful labour, followed by an emergency delivery, Onitha suffered a horrific tear down below. Dr. 

Christian inspects the damage and recommends some reconstructive surgery to repair the wound. 

The final case of the day involves 19-year-old Lindsay, whose enlarged labia has knocked her 

confidence and caused pain and discomfort during sex. Following a consultation, Lindsay is referred 

for a labiaplasty to reduce the pain. With another week of body battling drawing to a close, there is 

just time enough for Dr. Christian to make a final effort to get British teens more aware of their 

sexual health risks. With some of Britain's brightest minds on campus, will they be able to pass 

Christian's condom challenge? 
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Emerald Falls (2008) 
 

After a brutal divorce, a mother and her son (Tom Green) relocate 

to the Blue Mountains to run a Bed and Breakfast. When the 

lonely and wealthy Dr. Forbes (McFarlane) is found dead in his 

Blue Mountains house, Jodie Ferguson's (Parker) 15-year-old son 

Zac (Green) beats the detectives to the mystery's resolution. At 

the time of its broadcast (on a non-rating Easter weekend), no 

decision had been made by Channel 10 as to whether EMERALD 

FALLS would become a 13-episode series. Such a move seems 

unlikely. Not only is this 'backdoor pilot' uninspiring, the thought 

of a murder-mystery series set in a tiny mountain community has 

even less credibility than a 13-series police drama set in Mt. 

Thomas. Good performances, great location shots and a welcome 

return to drama by associate producer Parker can't paper over a 

bewildering soundtrack and the sheer overall pointlessness of it 

all. No doubt, executives at Ten will conclude that, because nobody watched this, audiences aren't 

interested in Australian drama. To do so would be to accept a fallacy: what audiences are not 

interested in is bad drama. At least Nine's UNDERBELLY (its first decent effort since MURDER CALL 

and GOOD GUYS BAD GUYS, the fluffy McLEOD'S DAUGHTERS and WATER RATS notwithstanding) is 

somewhat edgy, and Seven's CITY HOMICIDE (its best idea since the respective first seasons of the 

albeit-unoriginal BLUE HEELERS and ALL SAINTS) is somewhat fun. The question that should be asked 

is why the commercial networks seem stuck in the 1970s, casting white actors in middle-class roles 

while the ABC and SBS create the real successes. 
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Emerson, Lake And Palmer - Works Orchestral Tour, Olympic 

Stadium, Montreal (1977) 
 

Arguably the best video of ELP, from the climatic moments of the 

band's history. "Works Orchestral Tour" might be the very peak of 

ELP on stage, as on that historical night of August 26th, 1977, the 

band played (and had the show filmed) to a sold out audience of 

70,000 fans, sharing the Montreal Olympic Stadium stage with the 

ELP 65 piece orchestra and Conductor Godfrey Salmon (who 

would work again with Keith Emerson in "Inferno" and 

"Nighthawks"). 

 

 

 

Tracklist: 

01. Abbadon's Bolero [chapter 1]. 

02. The Enemy God. 

03. Karn Evil 9 1st impression part 2. 

04. Pictures at an Exhibition. 

05. C'est la Vie. 

06. Lucky Man [chapter 2]. 

07. Piano Concerto no. 1 3rd movement. 

08. Tank. 

09. Nutrocker [chapter 3]. 

10. Pirates. 

11. Fanfare for the Common Man/Rondâ/Fanfare for the Common Man [chapter 4]. 
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Emil And The Detectives (1964) 
 

When Emil (12-year-old Bryan Russell) travels by bus to Berlin to 

visit his grandmother and his cousin, his money is stolen by a 

crook who specializes in digging tunnels. Emil must get the money 

back as it is for his grandmother. While following the thief, Emil 

runs into Gustav (15-year-old Roger Mobley), an enterprising 

young boy who gathers up all his friends to help Emil find the 

money. Emil's cousin also gets involved and they get into more 

trouble than they bargained for when Emil's pickpocket turns out 

to be mixed up with a couple of notorious bank robbers. Back 

when I was in school taking high school Spanish, this book in a 

Spanish translation was a text used in my course. We read it for 

about a third of the semester. Of course it was called Emilio Y Los 

Detectivos. So of course I had to go see Emil and the Detectives 

when it was out in the theater and I found it to be a very good 

Disney production of the story. To make it cinematically viable 

parts of the story were emphasized and others were not. Walter Slezak looked like he was having a 

great old time playing the master criminal who just can't get good help. Young Bryan Russell is on a 

train to Berlin to visit his grandmother and he had a sum of money which unfortunately attracts the 

attention of Heinz Schubert one of two lugnuts who are Slezak's henchmen. Slezak, Schubert, and 

Peter Ehrlich are planning a bank robbery, a tunnel job. Slezak is understandably upset that Schubert 

would risk arrest for a petty theft and thereby put the bank job in jeopardy. But it's no petty theft to 

Russell who falls in with a gang of Berlin street urchins headed by Roger Mobley. Since this is a 

Disney film, I think you can guess the rest of it. The kids deal with the crooks in their own unique 

way. I remember it was a fun movie and I did so enjoy Walter Slezak in the role of the master 

criminal done in by kids. I do so hope TCM runs this at some point. 
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Emil I Lönneberga (1971) 
 

Emil Svensson (9-year-old Jan Ohlsson) lives with his mother and 

father, little sister Ida, farmhand Alfred, and maid Lina on a 

picturesque farm in Småland. He is an unusually lively little boy, 

who just can't resist trying out every whim that enters into his 

white-haired head. Always with the best intentions in mind, 

because he is a good-hearted child, but often with catastrophic 

results, especially for his short-tempered fater. As a result, Emil 

spends a lot of quality time in the wood shed carving wood 

figurines and waiting for Anton's temper to cool down. And the 

father's patience is certainly tried, as Emil gets his head stuck in 

the family's only soup bowl, hoists little Ida up the flag pole, and 

arranges a lavish Christmas party for the poor. Emil I Lönneberga 

is a series of children's novels by Astrid Lindgren, covering 12 

books written from 1963 to 1997. Emil, the title character, is a 

prankster who lives on a farm in the district of Lönneberga (Swedish lönnar: maple; berg: hill, 

mountain), in Småland, Sweden. 5-year-old Emil Svensson lives with his family on a farm called 

Katthult. He has got fair hair and blue eyes and looks like an angel, but is not, as he also has a 

prodigious knack for getting into trouble. Emil is not malicious, but does not think about the 

consequences of his actions. For example, he gives away food - which is meant to be dinner for 

relatives who will soon come to visit the family - to the poor because in his view they need it more. 

Every time Emil plays a "prank", he escapes his father by locking himself in a tool shed. This is not a 

severe punishment for Emil, who likes sitting in the shed and takes to carving a wooden figure during 

each of his stays. He eventually accumulates 369 of them, save for the one his mother buries 

because she claims it looks too much like the rural dean. His parents are Anton and Alma Svensson, 

Ida is Emil's little sister - a very well-behaved child, unlike him. She has tried to pull pranks like her 

brother since she wanted to go to the shed, which she thinks is cozy, but she failed. His father, in 

particular, is often angry with his son, though it has been seen many times he still likes him a lot 

when he does not make pranks. His mother, however, adores her boy and tends to say, "Emil is a 

nice little boy, and we love him just the way he is." She also writes down every bad thing Emil does, 

in a blue book, although, that blue book expands to several blue books. Alfred is the family's 

farmhand, and Lina is their maid. Alfred, who is very fond of children, is Emil's best friend, whereas 

Lina dislikes the boy. She is in love with Alfred and pesters him with her wish to marry him, a subject 

which Alfred tends to avoid. Emil's father is portrayed as a very typical inhabitant of Småland - for 

example, he does not like spending money. In Sweden, this is regarded to be characteristic of people 

from Småland. Church is very important, and the priest is a regular visitor. Alcohol and swearing are 

strictly forbidden in the Svenssons' house. The books give a vivid impression of Swedish farmers' 

daily life in the beginning of the 20th century. 
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Emil Und Die Detektive (1954) 
 

Erich Kastner wrote the story about a young boy (12-year-old 

Peter Finkbeiner) who is drugged and robbed of some money 

which was pinned into his clothing by his mother. He is, of course, 

horrified, and rather than tell her the truth, he enlists the help of 

an army of young detectives. It reminds me of the pursuit of the 

psychotic child killer Peter Lorre in M, 1931. Later remakes are 

universally boring and tepid. 
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Emil Und Die Detektive (Emil And The Detectives) (1931) 
 

As usual, the original is the best, which isn't a wonder since this 

movie was directed by Billy Wilder. Compared with the newest 

clone of this from 2001, it is quite simple to see, that one very 

important point for understanding the story is that it takes place 

in the 1920s/1930s when the story was written. The 2001 version 

takes place now, which makes it boring; it just looks like a copy. 

So go and get a hand at this masterpiece. With 11-year-old Rolf 

Wenkhaus. 
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Emil Und Die Detektive (Emil And The Detectives) (2001) 
 

This movie is based on the popular children's book, Emil and the 

Detectives. Emil (14-year-old Tobias Retzlaff) lives with his long-

term unemployed father in a small town in eastern Germany. His 

father finally finds work as a vacuum-cleaner salesman. Emil's 

mother has left to start a new life in Canada, so when his father 

has a car accident, has his license revoked and is in hospital, Emil 

is sent to stay with his teacher's sister in Berlin. However, on the 

train to Berlin he befriends a stranger, who drugs and robs him. 

From there, it's an old-fashioned adventure as Emil meets some 

street smart local kids who help him track down the thief. Stars 

Tobias Retzlaff, Anja Sommavilla and Jürgen Vogel. Directed by 

Franziska Buch. 
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Emily's Ghost (1992) 
 

England, 1906. When their mother inherits a huge country house 

and her whole family moves there, Emily feels isolated from her 

scientific experiments and the women's suffrage movement which 

she has heard of. She is hopeless of ever realizing her dream of 

following in her father's footsteps and becoming a doctor. 

However, the new house contains a ghost from the future and 

they devise a way of helping each other out. Set in 1906. When her mother inherits a large country 

house, Emily feels isolated from her scientific experiments and the talk of the Women's Movement 

in London. There seems to be no chance of her realising the dream of following in her late 

grandfather's footsteps and becoming a doctor. Her despair turns to hope when she discovers that 

the house is not all it seems and that she and a ghost can help each other. With Toby Gregory, Tom 

Beeby & James Hobbs. 
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Emlyn's Moon (1990) 
 

The British miniseries Emlyn's Moon was based on one of the 

many sci-fi/fantasy novels written by Jenny Nimmo and featuring 

the character of Welsh youngster Gwyn Griffith (Osian Roberts). It 

all began when London-born Nia (Lucy Donovan) moved into 

Gwyn's hometown of Pendewi, along with her family. Forbidden 

by her elders to enter the ruins of a chapel, Nia did so anyway, 

entering a mystical portal that led her to a series of fantastic 

adventures. Meanwhile, Gwyn used the magical powers which he 

had accrued in Nimmo's earlier novel The Snow Spider to solve a 

number of problems within his own family. Also in the cast as the 

titular Emlyn was Stefan Morris. Drawing heavily upon old Welsh 

folk legends, the five-episode Emlyn's Moon was broadcast by 

HTV in 1990. 

 

 

 

Series 1 (5 Episodes) (1990) 
 

Episode 1: The Move; Gwyn Griffiths and Nia Lloyd are very sad. Nia has been living on the mountain 

side at Ty Llyr which was a cottage close to Gwyn Griffiths farm. It was now time for her family (the 

Lloyds) to move back to the town as her family now owned a butcher's shop. Nia was extremely 

unhappy about this. Whilst descending the mountain, Gwyn shows Nia Arianwen (his Snow Spider). 

Gwyn even allows Nia to hold the little silvery spider. She now realises that Gwyn is indeed a true 

magician when he recounted the tale of how he came to possess the little Arachnid. Nia promises 

not to tell anyone the event but was still very sad to go. She had been tending a small garden with 

bright flowers. She felt at last she had found something she was good at. Everyone else always 

teases her about being the middle child in a group of seven and that she didn't know anything. Nia 

and Gwyn go to see Gwyn's grandmother, Nain. She instantly recognises the little girl as a 

descendant of some famous Welsh family. Gwyn does not know what Nain was talking about and so 

the pair head off to the Landrover waiting to transport them into town. Nia reluctantly climbs inside 

and waves good bye to Gwyn and his mother. Gwyn's father also waves them off but still has time to 

say "to leave all this for a butchers shop in the town." He obviously disapproves of the buying and 

the move. Gwyn goes back to see his grandmother who was outside gardening. Nain tries to comfort 

him and says that she (Nia) could not really stay. Gwyn replies that it was wrong to take her away as 

she belongs here. Suddenly a strange cold wind blows down from the mountain and Gwyn looks at 

his Grandmother and asks what was that all about. In Pendew town the Landrover is stuck in a huge 

traffic jam probably being caused by tourists. Nia opens the back door of the Landrover and leans 

out to watch a young boy Emlyn who is working in the Chapel (not a place or worship now but an art 

studio). Emlyn smiles but Nia is thrown back in the Landrover as it accelerates forward. Inside the 



vehicle, her father is not very pleased with Nia for opening the door. She is asked why she did it and 

she tells them about the Chapel. Alun explains that it is a bad place, Gwyn had told him so. 

Something bad had happened there but did not know what. Emlyn now lives with his Dad. At the 

new Butcher's shop, Nia is teased by her brothers who repeatedly state she cannot do anything right 

(Nia can't do nothing they say). Nia goes up to her new bedroom, she is still missing the farm and the 

little garden. She finds an old chest belonging to her mother and decides to dress up in some of the 

clothes. One dress is very long and flowery and so she puts it on along with mum's special shoes and 

hat. She then takes the family dog, Fly, for a walk in the town. In town Fly is a strong dog and Nia 

bumps into several people as Fly drags her through the shop. She sees Emlyn going into a 

newsagents and so follows him inside. Inside she trips up and knocks over some cans. Emlyn pays for 

them and walks her outside. They go back to the Chapel (Aluns words keep repeating in her head). 

The pair go inside and Nia thinks it is beautiful. Emlyn takes the dog out back for a drink while his 

father decides to sketch Nia in her colourful dress and hat. She stays for tea and we learn that Emlyn 

is Gwyn's (Griffiths) cousin. As soon as Emlyn's father states this, a cold wind rushes in again and Nia 

suggests that someone has cast a spell. Emlyn's father does not look bothered by this strange 

comment. Back on the mountain Gwyn is with his grandmother. She asks him what is going on. He 

replies how should he know but she reminds him that he is the magician and asks if he has been 

casting spells. He says he has not but that his hands keep on tingling as if something was about to 

happen. Back at the chapel, Nia and Emlyn leave as Nia has to return home and it is very, very late. 

Emlyns dad smiles and waves them off but after they have gone his smile melts away and he returns 

inside to continue with his work. Emlyn asks Nia if he can buy Fly off Nia's dad. Nia asks Emlyn where 

his mother is. Emlyn looks up at the sky and says that she is in the moon. Nia returns with Fly to the 

new home. She hears voices inside and carefully moves through the hall but she is heard by her 

mum. They had all been very worried, so worried that they had asked Gwyn and his father to come 

and help look for Nia She was very silly to have been out all day without telling anyone where she 

was going. Nia tries to explain where she had been but her father and Gwyn's father do not look 

happy about it especially when she mentions the Chapel. Gwyn is surprised to hear that Emlyn is his 

cousin as he has not seen or spoken to him for years ever since a family problem erupted. Nia then 

sees her father give Fly to Gwyn's father and tries to stop it. Tool late she is told, the dog is a working 

dog and so is to be brought to the Griffiths farm. Nia reflects on the terrible day she has had. The 

next day at school, Emlyn asks Nia about the dog. Gwyn tries to explain but is told by Emlyn to shut 

up and keep out of his affairs. Gwyn asks what he has done but Emlyn says ask your father and then 

runs off upset. He is then seen upset outside the school gates. 

Episode 2: A Fight; Nia is having some work marked at school and the teacher (Mr. James) is very 

annoyed. He threatens her with being sent back to the nursery class if it does not improve. The other 

children in the class laugh at this. He tells her she needs to work hard. He wonders what she will be 

doing her project on. Nia is all over the place and gets into even more bother when she is asked 

about the dog by Emlyn. She still has not told him about the Griffiths taking the dog. Emlyn also 

wants her to go back home with after school as his Dad wants to finish the portrait. Nia tells him that 

she cannot wear the clothes again as her parents have taken them. Emlyn says it does not matter 

but she must bring the dog. Nia tries to tell Emlyn but he runs off to the other side of the 

playground. Later at tea Nia finishes early and asks to go outside. Her mum does not want her to go 

near the chapel but Nia disobeys. Nia also finds the old dress and takes it with her. On arriving Emlyn 

is disappointed not see the dog. Nia lied about the dog and tells him that her father is still thinking 



about it. Emlyn tells Nia that his father is in a bad mood as he has a commission to do worth £1000 

from someone in London. Nia has some soup and tells them about her school project (or lack of it). 

Mr. Llewelyn suggests she makes a picture out of stitching etc. Emlyn gives her more ideas for rivers 

and clouds. Nia is overjoyed as she is good at that sort of thing. Mr. Llewelyn goes to get a canvas for 

her and whilst he is moving pictures out of the way, Nia catches sight of one which Emlyn did. It 

shows a woman in the middle of a crescent Moon and it looks beautiful. He tells Nia that it is a 

painting of his Mum. Nia then sees another one done by Emlyn, two years after she went away. Nia 

does not like it at all and turns away. The picture is very morbid with dull colours. At Gwyn's home 

Gwyn is watching the sky. His grandmother approaches and he tells her that something is very 

wrong, something is about to happen. His grandmother says it will be hard but Gwyn will find a way 

to put things right. A wrong has been done but she does not know what it is all about. Niaasks Emlyn 

about his mum and how could she be in the Moon. Emlyn tells her that is what his mum said to him. 

He tells her that times were harder in the past and that his mum wanted a proper home safe for 

children to play. She did not want to live like a gypsy. His mum hated the work of his father and left 

in the night after a huge row. His mother had tried to take Emlyn with her but Emlyn would not leave 

his father alone and as a result his mother said one last sentence to him: "Yr Hanner Lleuad - the half 

moon." That was all Emlyn had heard because the wind was blowing a gale outside. He and his 

father did not see her (Eleanor) or the baby boy again. Emlyn only saw her being taken away by 

Gwyn's father in his Landrover. That is the reason he blames Gwyn and will have nothing to do with 

him. Emlyn walks Nia all the way home this time as he says there are spooks in the air. Nia goes to 

bed but cannot sleep. She gets up and takes out her blank canvass sheet and puts it on the ground. 

She then tries to think about what to do for her project but cannot come up with any ideas. She 

looks out at the Moon and When she glances back at the floor, shadows are dancing on her canvas. 

Butterflies and flowers are moving like dark shadows back and forth. She runs to get some cloth 

material and a needle to start her work. With all the noise she makes, Catrin comes and quietly tells 

her to go back to bed. Nia is up bright and early and looks through her mothers clothes to get more 

material for her project. Her mum then ushers them all off to school. Later in the playground Nia is 

looking at colours for trees when Emlyn approaches her and calls her a cheat. He has found out that 

Fly has been given to the Griffiths. He is not happy as she has made a fool out of him. He has even 

bought a lead and goes to throw it at Nia but Gwyn intervenes. It strikes him in the face. Emlyn runs 

off and Gwyn calls after him. Gwyn chases him into an old graveyard. There the two fight, Gwyn falls 

and transforms himself into a large adult with a shiny cloak. Electricity and energy fly from his hands. 

Nia watches all of this. Emlyn is terrified but then runs off after knocking Gwyn down when he 

returns to normal. Nia and Gwyn walk back to the school and talk about Emlyn and the Moon. Nia 

tells him that Emlyn thinks Gwyn's father stole his mother. Gwyn now realises what some of the 

problems are being caused by. Back at the school Emlyn has not turn up and to make matters worse, 

Gareth (Nia's brother) has fallen and broken his leg. Nia is very upset about it. Back at Gwyn's 

grandmothers house, Nain is furious with Gwyn for using his powers (even though he did not 

actually harm Emlyn). Nain is also on the side of Emlyn whom she believes has had a wrong done 

unto him. She tells Gwyn to get all the facts in front of him before making judgments. Gwyn storms 

off but not before Nain warns him about his anger. 

Episode 3: Cold Flowers; Nia is on the bathroom floor trying to put together her project. She is not 

really doing very well. Later after school Emlyn walks right by Nia totally ignoring her. Nia makes her 

way to where Catrin is having a music lesson, She asks to go in with her. Nia is not interested in the 



music though. She has seen some lace curtain and cuts off a section of it. Later at tea she announces 

she is to become a vegetarian. Her father is not happy and has a real go at her. How can he a butcher 

have a daughter who does not eat meat. He thinks if will be bad for business. Whilst arguing over the 

meat on her plate, Nia wants some cheese, a Mrs. Oliver arrives at the house. She is furious having 

discovered her lace curtains missing certain bits. Nia brings the missing pieces down it and gets a 

telling off from everyone. Nia goes upstairs very unhappy. Later her mum comes to see her and tells 

here that even though she is to be punished with no pocket money for a month (to pay for the 

damage), Nia has been invited back to Gwyn's house for the entire school holidays. After school 

breaks up Nia, Alun and Iolo have arrived at the Griffith's farm. Gwyn's mum shows Nia into Bethan's 

old bedroom (Gwyn's sister who vanished in the Snow Spider). Mum is very happy to have a young 

girl in the house again as she still misses terribly Bethan. As Nia puts her clothes away she smell 

roses and in the mirror she sees Bethan looking back at her. Startled, she turns round to see if 

anyone is behind her but sees nothing. Later Nia visits her little garden at "Ty Llyr" that she had 

started before she had to move. She finds that someone has built a small wall and been taking care 

of the plants and weeding. Nia asks who could have done this. Nain tells her that she has not and 

neither has Gwyn nor Gwyn's Mum and Dad. Mrs. Griffiths does though recall that Bethan loved 

flower gardens. Later on the children all head up the mountain but the two boys Gwyn and Alun do 

not notice when Nia heads off in another direction. From the other side of the mountain Nia spies a 

lovely little house with what looks like shiny blossom in the garden. She could really do with some of 

that for her school project. Nia heads down to investigate. There she picks up a small flower (it feels 

like ice) but shines like a star, she puts it in her hair and calls out to the home owner. No one replies 

(even though smoke is coming out of the chimney). Nia then starts to feel uneasy. She makes her 

way back through the woods but is still very concerned but not sure about what. While talking to 

herself she hears a voice (the same voice of Mr. Llewelyn. Before she can further investigate she 

hears the boys calling her name. The trio meet up and Nia shows them the flower and they notice 

how it is similar to the Arianwen (Alun had seen Arianwen many times before in the Snow Spider 

story). Gwyn's father warns Nia not to go back to that house in the valley. Nia asks Gwyn why there 

are so many places they cannot go to e.g. the Chapel, the flower cottage. Gwyn shrugs his shoulders. 

Later Emlyn calls round for Nia at her home in town and is annoyed to find she has gone to stay with 

Gwyn. Nerrys (one of Nia's elder sisters) is not the friendliest individual and Emlyn does not like her 

one bit. Nia meantime is working on her school project again. She hears a gently singing outside and 

goes to look out the window. At Nain's house, she also hears it and says "no, no, not.. not again." At 

the Chapel, Emlyn can also hear it but his father cannot. The next morning, Nia decides she needs a 

red fabric for some Poppies but Gwyn's mum does not have any. Instead she gives Nia an old shirt of 

Gwyns and suggests going to see Nain as she can dye it for her. Nia and Gwyn arrive at Nain's house. 

Nain takes Nia and Gwyn inside and gives them a drink. Nia shows her the flower she took from the 

little cottage garden on the other side of the mountain. Nain states that it is not of this earth and 

looks very unsettled about it. Gwyn takes out Arianwen and the little silver spider uses the mirror to 

show images of Bethan in the past. Gwyn tells Nia that Bethan wanted to go back to the Planet of Ice 

to another world and there she remains. Nain tells Nia that she has some power in her if only she 

would look hard to find it. 

Episode 4: The Wrong Reflection; Nain and Nia are in the kitchen preparing to dye the white fabric 

red. Arianwen appears on Nain's hair. Nia is told that she must use her power to reunite two boys 

fighting over something that is not their argument. Nia spends the rest of the holiday on her project 



and thoroughly has a good time. However eventually it is time for the holiday to end and Nia is 

driven back to town. When she goes into her bedroom she unpacks her school project and find 

Arianwen on it. She puts the spider in black jewel box and goes off to see Emlyn. At first he is a bit 

cold towards her but his father talks to Nia. She tells him the trouble she caused, first the dog, then 

the vegetarian and then the lace. Mr. Llewelyn finds this very amusing and offers Nia some fabrics, 

one of which looks likes his wife's dress. Emlyn looks unhappy about Nia taking it but does not object 

verbally. Emlyn, however, refuses to walk Nia home though. She takes it home and finds Arianwen is 

out of her box. Nia tries on the dress and looks in the mirror. It is not her reflection looking back. She 

screams and then the image vanishes. Later that night whilst in bed, Nia smells roses again. She calls 

out to Bethan but nothing happens. The next day after school Nia tells Emlyn that she thinks she saw 

his mother in the mirror. Emlyn tells her that the dress caught fire and burnt his mum while she 

rescued the baby. Later on his mum set fire to all his fathers pictures blaming them for the fire. Nia 

gives Arianwen to Emlyn. He puts it in his bag and goes home. In the evening after bedtime, Nia 

continues to work on her picture. It is really coming along now. She again hears singing as does Nain. 

Nain had thought it was Gwyn using magic but he tells her that Arianwen has gone off again on 

another journey. He does not know that Arianwen is really with Emlyn having been given via Nia. At 

the chapel, Emlyn sees a web form and then his mum appears within it. She calls to him beckoning 

him to come to her. He opens a window outside and sees several white forms beckoning him to 

come to them. They look like very pale children. Before Emlyn can do anything, the pale children 

vanish into the night air. Emlyn cries out to them to come back but they fade away. After school the 

next day, Emlyn talks to Nia on the bridge. He looks up at the mountain. It all has to do with that 

mountain. Later he decides to go for a walk up in the hills. He again sees the forms of pale children 

beckoning him to follow them. He hears them calling him. As he follows he hears a voice shouting 

him back but Emlyn ignores it and follows the pale children. As quickly as they had appeared though 

they have gone again and so Emlyn runs up the mountain. Meanwhile Nia turns up at the chapel and 

tells his father that he should be worried about Emlyn. She also says a few things she should not 

including the fact that he cares more for his work than family and no wonder his wife left him. At 

first Mr. Llewelyn looks angry but he is only annoyed that he will not finish the work he has been 

commissioned to do. Nia leaves in search of Emlyn. At school Nia lies to Gwyn about Arianwen. 

Gwyn is relieved Arianwen has been found but Nia does not really tell him that she gave the spider 

to Emlyn. Emlyn sees Nia talking to Gwyn and storms off. Back at the bedroom Nia tells Gwyn about 

the spider and that she gave it to Emlyn. Gwyn realises something is not right especially when Nia 

tells him about the reflection in the mirror. Gwyn, Alun and Nia take the dress and go off in search of 

Emlyn. 

Episode 5: The Orchard of the Moon; Nia does not immediately follow Gwyn and Alun. She remians 

in her bedroom and attempts to cut up her project up until Gwyn storms back in and stops her. 

Emlyn needs us he tells her. Gwyn has cleared it with her parents for Nia to go to the Chapel. "Sell 

sand to an arab that Gwyn Griffiths" says Nia's father. What a way with words he has (obviously 

Gwyn has used some of his magic powers on them). The two children enter the Chapel to find it 

empty. Gwyn remembers the last time he was there when he and Emlyn were friends. Gwyn finds 

Arianwen. He tells Nia that the pale children they saw in the web were the same children who had 

been sent by Bethan to take him away some time ago. Part of Gwyn wanted to go with her but the 

other part wanted to stay where he belonged. Gwyn and Nia now know the pale children are here to 

collect someone. They think that as Emlyn has nothing to stay for, the pale children will attempt 



totake him away like his sister Bethan. The only thing that Emlyn would stay for would be his mother 

and younger brother. Nia tells Gwyn that Emlyn thinks his mother is in the Moon but Gwyn states 

that she is not (nor is she currently with Bethan). Gwyn knows his father knows the location of 

Emlyn's mother. Gwyn instructs Nia to put on the dress and uses the power of Arianwen to reveal an 

image from the past. Gwyn tells Nia to move towards the web and remain still. Nia sees images of 

life before the fire and then after it. Nia knows where Emlyn's mother has gone, to stay at the 

"Orchard of the Moon." Emlyn only heard half of the story his mother tried to tell him. She is living in 

the valley where the cold star flowers grow. Gwyn instructs Nia to step back towards his voice and as 

she does the spider web falls apart. Gwyn decides they must go to the valley and bring back his Aunt 

before it is too late for Emlyn. On their way out they bump into Emlyn's father who is not best 

pleased. He is even less pleased when Gwyn states he is going to find his wife (Aunt Eleanor) 

something he (Mr. Llewelyn) should have done a long time ago. Gwyn leaves with Nia and is 

intercepted by Gwyn's father who gives them a lift back to the farm. Gwyn and Nia head over the 

mountain towards the little cottage with the orchard of cold shiny flowers. The pair arrive and knock 

at the door. Gwyn's aunt instantly recognises him. The pair tell her of the problem with Emlyn. The 

Aunt does not want to leave. She only recives visitors from Gwyn's Mum and Dad. They are doing 

fine. Nia asks if it was her who tended the garden and the Aunt says that it was sad to see Ty Llyr go 

to ruin so she and her youngest son tended the garden each day. Gwyn asks where the flowers came 

from as they had never seen them before and the Aunt tells him that young girl appeared in the 

winter, a bit like Bethan but fairer. She planted the flowers and said that when they grow after the 

snow had gone. She also said that they will always know where we are because of the flowers. Gwyn 

asks for the girls name and it turns out to be Edlis. Gwyn looks alarmed. They leave Aunt Eleanor and 

Gwyn tells Nia that Edlis was really Bethan. They go to see Nain. She asks Gwyn if the pale children 

will use the youngest of Aunt Elinor to entice Emlyn to the planet. Gwyn is afraid they will lose two 

boys. Later Gwyn and Nai go back up the mountain. Nain intercepts them and tells them the pale 

children are already on the mountain. They need to hurry. When Nia and Gwyn arrive back at the 

cottage a mist appears to try to stop them. Then the ground shakes as the pair see the pale children 

near Emlyn. He is walking towards the little cottage unware of what is really going on. Nia looks for 

Gwyn but he has vanished. Suddenly Gwyn appears larger and in a cloak speaking ancient words. 

Two of the flowers enlarge and from them spring two warriors with swords and shields. The warriors 

create a flaming wall in between the pale children and Emlyn. Gwyn then returns and tells Nia he 

needs her help. At first Nia says she is nothing but Gwyn tells her she is the only one who can help 

him. As the pair attempt to pull Emlyn away from the fire (which is an illusion), the pale children turn 

to light and vanish in to the air. Gwyn and Nia pull Emlyn to a safe distance. The ground around them 

shakes and then the roof slates are ripped off the little cottage but the pale children have now gone 

back to their own world. The huge starship galleon is seen flying off back to the Ice planet, this time 

with no extra passengers. Nain gets Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Griffiths to look for Nai and Gwyn just as 

some huge bolts of ligthning come down off the mountain. All the three children are knocked to the 

ground but Gwyn has been hurt the most. Eventually all come off the mountain with help. Nia sees 

Gwyn who tells her that the could not have saved Emlyn without her. Gwyn is off from school for 

sevral days while he recovers from the ordeal. Emlyn remembers everything and knows that his 

mother is still alive and staying with the Griffiths. Nia has finished her project but is not sure that is it 

ready. She feels as though something is still missing from it. She talks to Emlyn in the playground 

about it. A few days later, Nain invites all the families around for tea. Nain reminds Mr. Lloyd about 

something he has been thinking about. He suddenly has a bright idea. He does not really need the 



cottage Ty Llyr that Nia had been growing flowers next to. He offers it to Aunt Eleanor and Mr. 

Llewelyn. Mr. Llewelyn can afford it as London really liked his picture and have commissioned more. 

Mr. Lewelyn thinks it is a great idea as he can use the Chapel for work and then come home 

afterwards. Mr. Griffiths says that it will be good to have neighbours again and shakes Mr. Llewelyn's 

hand. Nia goes back to work on her project as it has to be handed in the next day. She finishes it off 

with two very special gold flowers and a little girl in the middle of it all. The next day the whole 

school gathers to see what won first prize. Nia's is a master piece states the teacher and will hang in 

the main hall for all time to come. The teacher is extremely pleased with her work and asks her to 

come up front for her certificate and prize. All of the children are astonished to see Nia do 

something right and wonderful. 
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Emmett (2004) 
 

This is a story about a 12-year-old boy (Emmett [Matthew 

Rappolt]) who, one summer day, while biking with this friends 

(Cameron Menzies & Evan Green) on their way to go swimming, 

happens upon a car accident; and how his determination and 

skills not only save the driver's life but also change his 

consideration among his pals. 
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Empire Of The Sun (1987) 
 

Based on J. G. Ballard's autobiographical novel, tells the story of a 

boy, James Graham (13-year-old Christian Bale), whose privileged 

life is upturned by the Japanese invasion of Shanghai, December 

8, 1941. Separated from his parents, he is eventually captured, 

and taken to Soo Chow confinement camp, next to a captured 

Chinese airfield. Amidst the sickness and food shortages in the 

camp, Jim attempts to reconstruct his former life, all the while 

bringing spirit and dignity to those around him. 
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En El Paraíso No Existe El Dolor (There's No Pain In Paradise) (1995) 
 

Manuel's best friend dies of AIDS, then he begins a trip for the 

night in the city, finding a parade of wild characters. This is an 

example of how a director's work can be seriously affected by the 

lack of practice. The main character's search for his own identity 

results into a confused and boring display of situations that, never 

the less, contribute to create an atmosphere of desperation. Not a 

circular history indeed, but either the scenes are told in an 

attractive way, so the end becomes as unexpected as the 

beginning of the movie. 
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En Kärlekshistoria (A Swedish Love Story) (1970) 
 

This is a portrayal of the trembling, slightly insecure first love so 

many recognize from their teenage years. But apart from the 

main plot, it's also about the young couple's parents, adults who 

are dealing with accepting that dreams don't come true. The 

story's set in the summer of 1970 in Stockholm, Sweden. I've read 

the other comments and I must say I'm surprised. I don't know if 

the fact that I as a Swede can recognize and relate to some key 

ingredients in the setting, imagery and socializing, the movie's 

won my heart (and so many other). But the story about Annika 

and Per's strong affection for each other can't be witnessed 

without touching the viewers. It feels so genuine, maybe 

considering there's not many movies that focus on young love in 

this pure way. The young couple engage you so much that you 

feel like the side-line plots aren't necessary to make this film 

whole. Though it gives a feeling of reality, of a view into these people's lives as both families and as 

individuals. But I must say, the admirable interpretation of this rare angle of a love story is enough 

reason to make this movie a must-see. 
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En La Ciudad Sin Límites (The City Of No Limits) (2002) 
 

Victor is a man who gets to Paris to join his family around their 

seriously ill father, Max. As the chance of selling the family 

business begins to disrupt the family relationships, Victor is 

desperately asked for help by Max. What seems in the beginning 

mere delusions of an old man losing his mind, begin to show 

traces of some sort of real 'secret' that is troubling Max's last days. 

Victor decide to help his father to find that something (maybe just 

peace) he is searching for. This is a movie with strong acting and a 

suspenseful intrigue that successfully peels open layer by layer to 

leave a sentiment of understanding and satisfaction to the 

attentive audience. "En la ciudad sin limites" is the story of a 

Spanish family (Madrid) who is gathered in Paris to support the 

'pater familia' in his fight against a terminal illness. Family secrets 

and tense relations will surface and the dying old man, secretive 

as can be, will nonetheless give clues to what is really going on in the city without limits. This Spanish 

and Argentinian co-production is a testament to the collaboration of nations to produce top-notch 

film-making with an excellent cast, great directing, deep and compelling storytelling, and the power 

of a incredible cinematic experience. There are so many interesting stories intertwined that some 

will be left without clear answers, and this is particularly effective because of the care taken to flesh 

out believable flawed characters that make us attached and concerned about their lives. Lives that 

are no less complicated and problematic than our own. You will experience unexpected turns hand 

and hand with the characters and be able to not only relish the story and the denouement of the 

complex plot, but to appreciate this portray of the drives and constraints of men. 
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En Som Hodder (Someone Like Hodder) (2003) 
 

It wasn't easy to watch this one in german cinemas, only showing 

on early afternoon for about two weeks. That is definitely too 

short, because this flick would have earned a larger audience. It's 

about good and bad times of schoolboy Hodder (11-year-old 

Frederik Christian Johansen), and how he is treating with those 

times. Actually it's about not giving up what you believe in, but 

stick to it and do what you feel is right. I liked all of the cast, and 

each of the characters is believable and very well-written. A film 

to watch with your kids or your partner or whoever. Absolutely 

recommended. 
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En Tu Ausencia (In Your Absence) (2008) 
 

13-year-old Pablo (12-year-old Gonzalo Sánchez Salas) is a quiet, 

lonely boy with a troubled past. His only friend is Julia, a 

shameless 15-year-old girl who is more than willing to help Pablo 

with his transition from childhood to adolescence, and give him 

some advice on sex, love and life in general. On a quiet country 

road just outside of the village, Pablo meets Paco, an oddly calm, 

well dressed stranger whose car just broke down. Nevertheless, 

he seems more interested in the boy than fixing his problem. At 

first Pablo maintains a cautious distance from the stranger, 

vaguely heeding his fellow villagers' advice to keep his distance. 

However, the boy's subconscious quest to find understanding of 

his dark past and guilt makes him lose all of his protective layers. 

He sees a new friend in Paco; someone he can open up to and feel 

valued by almost like a replacement father. As Pablo's affection 

grows for the man, he is unknowingly and blindly being lead toward a tragedy that will scar him for 

life. As a lover of the Andalusian countryside and people 'En Tu Ausenia' was an essential movie to 

see and I was not disappointed. The photography and rawness of the actors (all novices, I believe) 

added to a delicate coming of age storyline of family and human awareness, sensitively directed by 

Ivan Noel. The cast of locals brought such a natural realism to the story that at times I felt I was 

actually there! The music interpreted and complimented each scene so perfectly.. (I hope the music 

is one day released on CD) The visual beauty of the movie, along with the engaging storyline and 

creative directing (is Sr. Noel a cinematic disciple of Monet?) makes 'En Tu Ausenia' a must 

see...especially for the followers of independent Spanish movies. 
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Enchanted (2007) 
 

A classic Disney fairytale collides with modern-day New York City 

in a story about a fairytale princess who is sent to our world by an 

evil queen. Soon after her arrival, Princess Giselle begins to 

change her views on life and love after meeting a handsome 

lawyer. Can a storybook view of romance survive in the real 

world? The beautiful princess Giselle is banished by an evil queen 

from her magical, musical animated land and finds herself in the 

gritty reality of the streets of modern-day Manhattan. Shocked by 

this strange new environment that doesn't operate on a "happily 

ever after" basis, Giselle is now adrift in a chaotic world badly in 

need of enchantment. But when Giselle begins to fall in love with 

a charmingly flawed divorce lawyer who has come to her aid - 

even though she is already promised to a perfect fairy tale prince 

back home - she has to wonder: Can a storybook view of romance 

survive in the real world? First off, I want to say that, there is a comment on this thread where 

someone calls Enchanted disturbing, should be rated R, etc. It is obvious she did not see the film. 

This reviewer is high, and, this review should be removed. Enchanted was a surprisingly great, fun 

modernized Cinderella tale, including 3 show- stopping musical numbers where the test audience 

applauded after each song. Amy Adams is perfect, James Marsden, once again, as he was in 

Hairspray, was very appealing. I felt Patrick Dempsey was good, if not a tad old for the part, and, his 

fiancé was OK, nothing spectacular. (in fact, I feel this movie would have worked a bit better if 

Dempsey had a good girl "friend" vs a fiancé). That being said, I loved the message this movie 

teaches to children, that is, get to know someone before saying "I do" (as is the message with way 

too many princess movies, and is the reason why too many suffer youthful failed marriages. 

Enchanted was great fun, and very funny! A must see! 
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End Of The Spear (2006) 
 

The story of Mincayani (Louie Leonardo), a Waodani tribesman 

from the jungles of Ecuador. When five young missionaries, 

among them Jim Elliot (Sean McGowan) and Nate Saint, are 

speared to death by the Waodani in 1956, a series of events 

unfold to change the lives of not only the slain missionaries' 

families, but also Mincayani and his people. The true story of a 

group of Christian missionaries in Ecuador who set out to reach 

the Wadani tribe (a violent Ecuadorian tribe defined by revenge 

killing). When the 5 men from this group are speared to death by 

Mincayani and others in the tribe (who believe all foreigners are 

cannibals), the wives and children of those men move into the 

Wadani tribe to teach them about God. End of the Spear is an 

amazing story of Truth, Love, and Forgiveness. End of the Spear is 

a beautifully crafted movie about one of the great missionary 

stories of the 20th century, but it is not a preachy kind of movie. The story is simply told and allowed 

to stand on its own. The story is one of those that would not be believable on the big screen if it 

were not true in all of its essential points. The beautiful jungle scenery (the movie was shot in 

Panama) is well worth the price of the ticket. But the story will make you think about how self-giving 

love is more powerful than violence. The story also shows that extraordinary risks taken for peace 

can pay dividends beyond imagination. This will be a movie that people will be talking about, and 

watching again and again, far into the future. You'll be sorry if you don't take the opportunity to see 

it on the big screen. You'll also wonder why an independent film company can make such a 

wonderful movie when Hollywood is making bad movies based on old TV shows. With 13-year-old 

Chase Ellison. 
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Enemy At The Gates (2001) 
 

With 15-year-old Gabriel Thomson. During the WWII battle of 

Stalingrad, two snipers, a Russian (Law), and a German (Harris), 

are locked in a battle of wills and marksmenship, while the Russian 

is boosted to the status of hero by a political official (Fiennes). In 

World War II, the fall of Stalingrad will mean the collapse of the 

whole country. The Germans and Russians are fighting over every 

block, leaving only ruins behind. The Russian sniper Vassili Zaitsev 

stalks the Germans, taking them out one by one, thus hurting the 

morale of the German troops. The political officer Danilov leads 

him on, publishing his efforts to give his countrymen some hope. 

But Vassili eventually start to feel that he can not live up to the 

expectations on him. He and Danilov fall in love with the same girl, 

Tanya, a female soldier. From Germany comes the master sniper 

König to put an end to the extraordinary skilled Russian sniper. In 

the winter of 1942, the German and Russian Armies meet in the great Battle of the Stalingrad, one of 

the most vicious engagements of the Second World War. Enter into this horror a young Russian 

soldier, formerly a peasant boy with an extraordinary ability to sharpshoot a rifle from far distances. 

The Russian sniper soon gains fame after killing a record number of German officers causing the 

Germans to bring in their own sniper expert: a war weathered Major who always accomplishes his 

mission no matter what the cost. With the Battle of Stalingrad raging around them, these two men 

must now fight each other. In "Enemy at the Gates," the future of the greatest battle of World War 

II, would be decided between a young Russian sniper and an aristocratic sharpshooter from 

Germany sent to kill him. Jude Law and Ed Harris sit for hours waiting for the right moment. It was a 

duel set in the siege of Stalingrad. Stalingrad was one of the biggest and bloodiest battles of World 

War II, and in the midst of this huge battle, these two soldiers were hunting each other down. The 

film opens with the harrowing transport of thousand of Russian soldiers across the Volga River to 

Stalingrad. The recruits were packed onto steamers, barges, whatever they could find to ferry them 

across the river. All that under a deluge of shells, bombs and explosions. By the time Vassili arrives to 

Stalingrad, the Nazis have a distinct edge, and Soviet morale is at an all-time low. Leading the 

Russians in their seemingly futile defense is Nikita Kruschev, played by Bob Hoskins. The Germans, at 

that time, were overrunning the place and the Russians were in an appalling state. It was the most 

awful battle of the war. Joseph Fiennes plays Danilov, an idealistic Russian officer who passionately 

speaks about his belief in getting the troops to turn the grave situation in Stalingrad around. He finds 

the perfect inspiration in Vassili. Rachel Weisz plays a young woman who volunteers to help in the 

war effort. She's literally protecting the people she grew up with. When she meets Vassili, he just 

has a natural intelligence, a natural instinct. Jude Law is remarkable as the young sharpshooter 

Vassili Zaitsev who conveyed both humanity and intensity. There's such a fierce intelligence and 

liveliness in his eyes. He can also be very quiet and internal. Vassili found the complexity within the 

silence and stillness. In fact to be a sniper is very much about a man of action through stillness. 

Vassili represented the ultimate hero, the symbol of someone who could instill hope and belief in 

victory amongst the troops, because his skills as a sniper were unparalleled. Ed Harris played Major 

Konig, the German sharpshooter sent to hunt down Vassili. He knows that Vassili was picking off 



German officers with some regularity, and was becoming a folk hero for the Russian soldiers as well 

as the Russian populace... He decided to eliminate him. The casting of Ed Harris opposite Jude Law 

resulted in a striking visual link between their characters. They both have these unbelievably 

penetrating blue eyes. And director Jean-Jacques Annaud began to see the duel through their eyes. 

And one of the first shots of Ed Harris was a close-up of his blue eyes. Annaud painted the tensions 

very clearly and concentrated purely on the eyes of the Jude Law and Harris and, of course, on their 

rifles and how they were hidden and what they were doing. Basically, the core of his camera is the 

duel of their eyes, duel of men, duel of snipers, therefore a confrontation of people that scan the 

surrounding buildings, and try to decipher what they see. 
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Enemy Of The State (1998) 
 

A successful lawyer finds himself the target of a treacherous NSA 

official and his goons after receiving evidence to a politically 

motivated murder, the only man that can help him is a former 

government operative turned surveillance expert. Robert Clayton 

Dean is a successful labor lawyer based in Washington DC. He has 

a beautiful wife and adorable son with a nice house located in 

Georgetown. But things take a turn for the surreal, when a chance 

encounter with an old friend leaves him evidence of a politically-

motivated murder. On the run from a treacherous NSA official 

and his men, he comes into contact with a former government 

operative and surveillance expert, who is his only way out. When 

lawyer Robert Clayton Dean meets an old pal accidentally, he 

does not know the trouble that is going to hit him. His pal, being pursued badly, slips him a disc 

without Robert reckoning - before being killed. Soon, Robert is believed to have something that 

others want - but what? Later, he stumbles across a setup that would render him the main suspect 

of a gruesome murder, hadn't he dropped by. Being shown several bugs by Brill, a trustable contact 

of the victim, Robert learns quickly about the fire he's playing with - and decides to win instead of 

giving up. The murder case of a staged suicide by a U.S. congressman may cause some heads to roll, 

if the disc containing the proof can be found in time and delivered to its destination - by the right 

party, that is. Robert Dean is just a successful and gutsy labor lawyer when he runs into an old 

college friend who was a big hurry. Unknown to him, that friend secretly drops a disc and viewer 

containing footage of a political assassination overseen by the senior advisor to the National Security 

Agency. Unfortunately, that politician soon learns what Dean has in his possession and secretly uses 

the vast resources of the NSA to find, investigate and stop him before he goes public. Soon, Dean 

finds himself on the run, with his assests frozen, his loved ones watched and actively hunted by NSA 

agents using all the survellience technology they have available. Not knowing what is going, Dean 

must stay one step ahead while trying to figure out the cause of this mess. Will Smith plays Robert 

Dean, a successful Washington, D.C. attorney who is passed a tape by an old friend (Jason Lee) on 

the run; it turns out that the tape secretly recorded a politically motivated murder and now the 

psychos who committed the crime start methodically ruining Dean's life in an effort to discredit him 

should he come forward with the evidence. Dean is ultimately forced to team up with Brill (Gene 

Hackman), a lone-wolf operative who's helped him with some of his cases in the past. I love this 

movie, for one main reason: Once it gets going, it moves a mile a minute, with truly breathtaking 

chase scenes. It's reasonably intelligent, well-cast (and well-acted, needless to say), and the central 

dilemma of the film - the complete invasion of our privacy by the government jerks who are 

supposed to be protecting us - is too scary to ignore. Try it and see if you like it! It's a long movie, but 

it was made by skilled veterans who know how to create big-budget thrills and therefore doesn't 

seem as long as it is. 
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Enigma (2001) 
 

During the heart of World War II, in March of 1943, cryptoanalysts 

at Britain's code-breaking center have discovered to their horror 

that Nazi U-boats have changed their Enigma Code. Authorities 

enlist the help of a brilliant young man named Tom Jericho to help 

them break the code again. The possibility of a spy within the 

British code-breakers' ranks looms and Tom's love, Claire, has 

disappeared. To solve the mysteries, Tom recruits Claire's best 

friend, Hester Wallace. In investigating Claire's personal life, the 

pair discovers personal and international betrayals. During the 

Second World War, a team of genius is put together near to 

London to study means of breaking the German code used in the 

communication. Tom Jericho broke this code in the past and had a 

break-down. Now his passion Claire Romilly is missing and the 

British counter-espionage system believes she is a German spy. 

Tom becomes closer the Claire's best girl-friend Hester Wallace and together they try to resolve the 

mystery of the disappearance of Claire in an war environment surrounded by suspicion and stress. 

Robert Harris' 1995 bestseller "Enigma" was an engaging romantic thriller that shed light on the 

unsung heroism of the World War II cryptanalysts of the British codebreaking headquarters at 

Bletchley Park. Harris managed the trick of creating characters of more than one dimension who you 

actually cared about and who seemingly had a reality beyond their function in the plot line of his 

well-researched novel. Unfortunately, "Enigma" the movie, as scripted by Tom Stoppard and 

directed by the workmanlike Michael Apted, falls well short of a similar achievement. Primarily, a 

film like this stands or falls on the charisma of its leading man, but Dougray Scott's take on Harris' 

vulnerable but brilliant hero Tom Jericho is a curious one. His dour, drowsy performance is no doubt 

an attempt to capture the emotionally broken down state that Jericho finds himself in following the 

collapse of a doomed romance with Bletchley co-worker Claire (Saffron Burrows), but his doleful, 

heavy-lidded expression quickly becomes irritating. As the movie attempts to ratchet up the 

suspense, Scott remains withdrawn and spaced-out so that sequences that should be nail-biting - as 

in the novel - almost pass by unnoticed. What's desperately needed, breakdown notwithstanding, is 

a Jericho with a little intensity. Kate Winslet, always a watchable actress, fares rather better in the 

smaller role of the plain but spirited Hester, who attempts to help Tom solve the riddle of Claire's 

disappearance and of the stolen cryptograms found in her room. Jeremy Northam meanwhile offers 

an agreeably oily, snake-like turn as the Secret Service investigator who suspects that Claire or even 

Jericho may be a spy. No one else makes much of an impact. Supporting parts are low-powered and 

under-developed, particularly the pivotal character of Puck. There's such a dearth of thought-

provoking cerebral movie thrillers that it is almost tempting to applaud "Enigma" simply for 

attempting to engage the brain rather than deliver the usual crowd-pleasing but mind-numbing 

thrills and spills. But that can hardly be an excuse for delivering a thriller entirely devoid of 

excitement, bogged down as it is with often clunky dialogue in which characters don't so much relate 

to each other like normal people, as spend most of the time spelling out the story so far or 

explaining the finer points of cryptanalysis for the evident benefit of the audience. Several key plot 

twists seem to occur in expository dialogue rather than being actually depicted, and this tendency 



increases as the film draws to its rushed, some would say botched, climax. Sadly, the only real 

enigma here is how such a strong and involving novel managed to translate so tediously from page 

to screen. 
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Eno Nakano Bokuno Mura (Village Of Dreams) (1996) 
 

Tells of the childhood of two 9-year-old boy twins in a rural village 

in Japan after World War 2. Includes the boys relationships with 

their schoolteacher mother, civil servant father, elderly landlord, 

a rough new boy at the school, and three mysterious spirits in the 

form of old women. This is a truly marvelous little film. The world 

as seen through the eyes of young Japanese twin boys in a post-

war rural village. Full of drama and humor, as well as magical 

criticism from a trio of old women. Not only an intimate look at 

childhood but at Japanese life as well. An excellent film. 
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Entrelobos (Among Wolves) (2010) 
 

Marcos (Manuel Camacho at 7-years-old, 23-year-old Juan José 

Ballesta at 20-years-old) is sold by his father to work with a 

goatherd in the Valle del Silencio, a lost place of Sierra Morena, 

Spain. The boy learns the secrets of nature and survives the death 

of old goatherd. He spends twelve years with wolves, becoming 

their leader. Based on a real story. 
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Entrusted (2003) 
 

Hoping to entrap Maria von Gall, who runs a courageous 

underground railroad for Jews in France, the Nazis kidnap her son 

Thomas (13-year-old Thomas Sangster), a brilliant 11-year-old 

chess master. An exchange arrangement goes awry and he sees 

her die in a hail of bullets; but he is rescued by his American 

father, whom he has never met before, and who plans to flee 

with him to Spain. However, Queen Maria had solemnly entrusted 

her little pawn Thomas with a precious secret and a terrifying 

mission, and it was time for him to move. A pawn may become an 

important piece by slowly, quietly advancing all the way through 

the enemy's ranks. Or a pawn may die trying. Retreat is what a 

pawn can never do. 
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Eorin Wangja (Little Prince) (2007) 
 

Polyartist Jong-cheol is a workaholic who never seems to care 

about his family. But when he loses them in a car accident, 

everything tumbles. One day he meets a young boy named Yeong-

ung (Soo-han Kang). This little boy is suffering from an incurable 

disease and curiously enough, Jong-cheol feels that he has met 

this boy somewhere in his past. 
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Equus (1977) 
 

A psychiatrist, Martin Dysart, investigates the savage blinding of 

six horses with a metal spike in a stable in Hampshire, England. 

The atrocity was committed by an unassuming 17-year-old stable 

boy named Alan Strang (24-year-old Peter Firth), the only son of 

an opinionated but inwardly-timid father and a genteel, religious 

mother. As Dysart exposes the truths behind the boy's demons, he 

finds himself face-to-face with his own. I loved this movie so 

much, I found a copy of the play online, bought it, and read it with 

glee. It's a beautiful, complicated film -- definitely a must see. 

What I especially liked was the way the movie handled religion 

and insanity. Is curing someone of their mental illness taking away 

their religion? Is psychiatry a "cult of the normal"? Richard Burton 

delivers hypnotic sermons, staring straight into the camera, as we 

slowly zoom in on his face. He confesses that he's jealous of his 

patient. The boy is in pain, but passion is pain. The boy is worshiping a pagan god -- something 

Burton wishes he could do as well. Instead, he settles for flipping through books, looking at 

photographs of old artifacts. The therapist wonders if he's taking the boy's god away by curing him. 

If you like Carl Jung, you'll love this film! Equus, archetypal God, we love you! Some complain that 

the psychology in this film is "campy" at best. Others say the film can't possibly compare to the stage 

play. Well, fine. Maybe it shouldn't be used as a model for treating patients, and maybe plays are 

different than movies. But the film as a piece of art, on its own, is powerful, moving, and fascinating. 
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Eres Mi Héroe (My Hero) (You're My Hero) (2003) 
 

The odds were stacked against Ramón (13-year-old Manuel 

Lozano) from the start. He was always an outsider, and to keep 

himself sane, he lived by a strict mantra: Don't Fight, Don't Snitch 

and Don't Cry. When his family settles in Seville, Ramón becomes 

victim to the attention of the school's most notorious crowd. As 

the death of dictator Franco sends shockwaves throughout Spain, 

the hairline cracks of rebellion and independence begin to appear. 

A budding romance, a covert Religion teacher and a mythical 

Native Indian all collide in Ramón's world as he ultimately learns 

that one of the most important and enduring things in life is true 

friendship. 
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Erik Of Het Klein Insectenboek (Erik In The Land Of Insects) (2004) 
 

In this movie -after the classical Godfried Bomans novel of the 

same Dutch title- with musical elements, Erik (13-year-old Jasper 

Oldenhof) is a Dutch 10-year-old schoolboy who is studying insects 

at school, and gets shown and explained a bit about them by his 

kind and knowledgeable nature-loving grandfather, whose 

country estate is a good place to do so and turns out to have a 

book on insects, which allows Erik to pass for one night, rather like 

Alice in Wonderland, as a miniature man among thus giant-

looking, talking insects, who discuss their and other species and 

their lives with him, mainly winged ones, such as bee, fly and 

wasp. Low Budget, High End. For the amount of money (E 5 

million, with only +- 10% for effects) its fantastic. Some bad acting 

on the butterflies, but a visual masterpiece for that amount of 

money. Script could have been better, but I can understand some 

of the changes in the story. Editing is kind of crap, it looks like somebody needed to get rid of 60 

minutes but didn't know how. Most of the acting is good, and a fantastic voice for the snail "Wij izss 

hier ze baazs!" van Johnny Kraaykamp Jr. The kid plays OK too. I wonder what the Dutchees will 

create when they get the chance to make a E 50 million movie. (And don't go Ocean Warrior on me. 

Too bad the rainworm doesn't die in the end. 
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Ernest In The Army (1998) 
 

Ernest joins the Army reserves so he can drive the bigrigs, but 

ends up being sent into combat! Ernest P. Worrell is now in the 

military as a soldier. Once he begins, him and his team 

investigates a dictator who was responsible for the wars in the 

nearly village. Suddenly, Ernest finds a lost boy (15-year-old 

Christo Davids) and has to keep him safe until his father recovers. 

Ten hut! Jim Varney is one of the finest comedic actors of this (or 

any other) generation. And not since 'Ernest Rides Again' have his 

gifts been as prevalent as they are in 'Ernest in the Army.' In it, 

Ernest plays a bumbling recruit who ends up on the front lines. 

The movie's biting social criticisms and dead-on satire of the 

'military code' makes one laugh and think at the same time. EITA is 

another coup for Varney and director John Cherry, who need not 

be ashamed for never directing anything but Ernest movies. Don't 

miss this gem. 
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Ernest Saves Christmas (1988) 
 

An obnoxious and bumbling but well-meaning man attempts to 

help Santa Claus find a successor. Failure wouild mean that there 

would be no Christmas. Ernest P. Worell, a sweet but silly taxi 

driver who at times suffers delusions of grandeur, has just 

chauffeured a rather extraordinary fare: "His Great Red Oneness, 

the Claus" himself. It seems Santa hasn't got the magic for 

another Christmas season, and has come to Orlando, Florida for 

Joe Carruthers, the man he has chosen as his successor. But things 

quickly begin to unravel, thanks to Joe's meddling agent and 

Santa's increasingly unreliable memory. Incredibly, dimwitted 

Ernest soon becomes Santa's only hope! Joining forces with a 

young runaway named "Harmony Star", Ernest rushes to save the 

holidays as we know them. This, my personal favorite Ernest film, 

is arguably one of the funniest. And its holiday theme adds that 

extra something for a comedy franchise (like Christmas Vacation did for the National Lampoon 

films). Basic story has Ernest literally save Christmas, with predictable but sometimes hilarious 

results. If you ever thought Ernest's schtick was funny, you gotta see this. And if you wanna laugh for 

the holidays, you can do a lot worse than this. 
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Ernesto (1979) 
 

Triest in the year 1911. Ernesto is the priviliged, 17-year-old son of 

a jewish mother and a non-jewish father, who has deserted his 

family. He is raised by his uncle Giovanni and his moaning aunt 

Regina, who send him to work at the office of a trading company. 

Ernesto doesn't take his new job very serious, he wants to become 

a violin player. One day when he is alone in the storage, he is 

approached by a young stablehand, to whom he has given 

working orders before. They agree to meet. Ernesto is very aware 

of the sexual intentions of the man. He is curious and starts having 

sex with the man frequently. But after an overwhelming 

heterosexual experience with a prostitute, he decides to avoid any 

further contact with the man. He quits his job and concentrates on 

studying the violin. During a concert, Ernesto meets a 15-year-old 

violin player of classic beauty called Emilio. The two boys start an 

intense friendship that is troubled by jealousy and possessiveness. 

Until Emilio introduces Ernesto to his twin sister Rachele. Then 

Ernesto becomes insecure and confused. Does he want the brother or the sister? Set in 1911 Trieste, 

this is the story of a homosexual relationship between a 16-year-old middle-class office clerk (Martin 

Halm) and an older common laborer (Michele Placido). Although the film has erotic sequences, some 

of them of great tenderness, its real intent is in the portrayal of a young, social-climbing 

manipulator. Ernesto eventually ditches the laborer and becomes enamored of young twins (one a 

boy, the other a girl!) from a wealthy family. The scenes in which the twins, both played by lovely 

Lara Wendel, flirt amorously with Ernesto are equal to anything from the films of Francois Truffaut. 

His possible marriage to the girl hints to him that he can have it both ways, the boy and the girl! This 

is really a film that appeals to all audiences and won numerous accolades at film festivals and during 

its limited release. It is based on a controversial novel in Triestino dialect by poet Umberto Saba, 

controversial because of its frank and unapologetic narration of love between an adult man and an 

adolescent boy. The movie also boasts Virna Lisi as Ernesto's worried mom, has marvelous period 

backgrounds and a very captivating musical score. It is an ironic, witty delight. 
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Escapade In Japan (1957) 
 

A plane on its way to Japan is forced to land at sea just off the 

Japanese coast. A small American boy (7-year-old Jon Provost) 

survives the ditching but is separated from the rest of the 

passengers and crew and is picked up by a Japanese fisherman, 

who takes the boy back to his village. The boy is befriended by the 

fisherman's son (Roger Nakagawa), but when they see Japanese 

police swarming over the village, they are afraid that they've done 

something wrong and run away, although the police are only 

searching for the missing boy. Together the two boys travel 

through the Japanese countryside, trying to avoid the police who 

are searching for them and meeting up with many different kinds 

of people along the way. 
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Escape From Scorpion Island (2007) 
 

Adrenaline-fuelled game show where contestants try to escape 

from a tropical island. Escape from Scorpion Island is a BAFTA-

nominated BBC children's TV adventure game show in which 

contestants try to 'escape from an exotic island with a mind of its 

own' by doing various challenges to improve their chances of 

escaping. Series 1 was made by RDF Television for CBBC. 

 

Series 1 (29 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 01. 

Episode 02. 

Episode 03. 

Episode 04. 

Episode 05. 

Episode 06. 

Episode 07. 

Episode 08. 

Episode 09. 

Episode 10. 

Episode 11. 

Episode 12. 

Episode 13. 

Episode 14. 

Episode 15. 

Episode 16. 

Episode 17. 

Episode 18. 

Episode 19. 



Episode 20. 

Episode 21. 

Episode 22. 

Episode 23. 

Episode 24. 

Episode 25. 

Episode 26. 

Episode 27. 

Episode 28. 

Episode 29. 
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Escape From Sobibor (1987) 
 

During WWII, the death camp at Treblinka had an escape, causing 

the Commandant at a similar camp in Sobibor to vow (actually 

threaten) that his camp would never experience the same thing. 

But those who were its captives, the Jewish laborers that had 

been spared from the ovens, knew that they were on borrowed 

time and that their only hope was to escape... the only question 

was how to do it. However, because the Germans would kill an 

equal number of others whenever a group attempted to escape, 

the captives knew that if ever an escape was tried, all 600 

prisoners in the camp would have to be included... logistically 

precluding any ideas about tunnels or sneak breakouts. Indeed, to 

have such a mass escape could only mean that the Ukrainian 

guards and Germain officers would have to be killed, which many 

of the Jews felt simply reduced themselves to no better than their 

captors... thus making it a struggle of conscience. And therein lies the story, with the film being 

based on a factual account of what then happened at that Sobibor prison. Following the Wannsee 

Conference on January 20, 1942, the Nazi regime created six "Death Camps" (extermination centers) 

in Eastern Poland. Three of these were set up under "Operation Reinhard," named for Reinhard 

Heydrich, who had chaired the Wannsee Conference, where the "Final Solution" was decreed. One 

of the "Reinhard" camps was Sobibor (the other Reinhard camps were Belzec and Treblinka; 

Auschwitz-Birkenau, Chelmno, and Majdanek were also extermination centers). Other concentration 

camps were mainly labor or punishment camps, but the extermination centers had only one purpose 

- to kill as many Jews as possible as quickly as possible. A small group of prisoners were kept back 

from the gas chambers to work the camp under control of the Nazi guards. This is the story of what 

life was like for those people who had to watch their countrymen and families die. Pushed to the 

limit of human endurance, they finally found a way to fight back. The spirit of humanity at its most 

desperate and most magnificent. The historical recreation of the escape from the Nazi Death Camp 

Sobibor, where approximately one-quarter million Jews were executed. Of approximately 600 

prisoners who attempted escaped in October 1943, around 300 succeeded. However, nearly all were 

ultimately recaptured; only about 60 people survived Sobibor. I first got this out on video many 

years back. Being interested in the holocaust from a young age, and having traveled through Poland 

in the early eighties I got this out of interest. Amazing to think it was done for television and not 

cinema. I was on the edge of my seat all the way through, could hardly breath all through the film, 

did not take my eyes off the screen. The ending is both shattering and uplifting. Even more so 

knowing the outcome of some of the lives. And how simply fitting a denouement on the end credits 

the result of the police investigation, give that policeman a medal. On the whole the acting is 

exceptional, and by that I mean one forgets the actor and sees only the person as real. In fact it has 

that real life documentary feel to the story. Most satisfying to have seen it before Rutger got semi-

famous. 
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Escape From The Dark (The Littlest Horse Thieves) (1976) 
 

When the owner of a Yorkshire coal-mine decides to mechanize 

to increase profits, the mine's pit ponies are scheduled to be 

destroyed. So, three children plan to steal them to keep them 

safe. But when they're caught, it's up to the mine owners and the 

miners themselves to decide what's right. This movie has a special 

place for me. As well as being a real tearjerker (if you love horses) 

all of the pit scenes were filmed at the end of my garden! My 

mum was an extra as was my grandfather and his brother in law 

and even his goat! Even 30 years on the "pit tip" were it was 

filmed is still there, although a little over grown. When I watch 

this film I can clearly remember the scenes where the children 

plot to free the ponies. The top of the hill were they lay spying 

was a grass covered ramp at the end of my paddock. Other films 

were also made in and on the same road.. "The Price of Coal" and 

"The Gamekeeper" by Barry Heines. Yes the village I lived in and 

where my parent still live was in much demand in the 1970's. 
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Escape From Wildcat Canyon (1998) 
 

Dennis Weaver gives a terrific performance as an aging Marine 

vet who bonds with his grandson (13-year-old Michael Caloz) 

after a small plane crash abandons them in a winter wilderness. 

Dangers such as a wolf pack, wildcat, rock cliff, rapids, and a 

waterfall don't seem very menacing (for example, the wolf pack is 

chased away by the grandson with his bicycle horn), and the 

indoor sets of their camps don't mesh well with the actual 

scenery but this film is not so much an action-adventure film as a 

family drama and in those terms this film excels. 
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Escape To Witch Mountain (1975) 
 

11-year-old Tia (Kim Richards) and 13-year-old Tony (Ike 

Eisenmann) are two orphaned youngsters with extraordinary 

powers. Lucas Deranian (Donald Pleasence) poses as their uncle in 

order to get the kids into the clutches of Deranian's 

megalomaniacal boss, evil millionaire Aristotle Bolt (Ray Milland), 

who wants to exploit them. Jason (Eddie Albert), a cynical 

widower, helps Tia and Tony "escape to witch mountain," while at 

the same time Tia and Tony help Jason escape the pain of the loss 

of his wife. I was thrilled to see one of my favourite films, as a 

child, released on to DVD. I can now share some of my childhood 

with my own kids. No big surprise, but my older daughter (7) 

loves it. My younger daughter (2) thought some parts were "scary 

daddy"; the broom/jail scene was well done! Highly recommend it 

as a family film for folks that want a nice movie to watch with 

their kids. 
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Eu Me Lembro (I Remember Me) (2005) 
 

The memories of Guiga (Victor Porfírio at 11-years-old & Dantlen 

Melo as teenager), from early childhood to young adulthood: his 

family, relatives, friends, fears, dreams and reality in a still 

provincial city of Salvador, Bahia, from the 50s to the 70s. Navarro 

remembers... himself. Brazilian director Edgar Navarro remembers 

his life as a boy, a youth and a somewhat man in rural Bahia. 

While this film is lovingly shot--as only such autobiographical films 

such as this tend to be written--the themes and memories 

depicted in this film meander to the point of misdirection. The 

man's early life stands out in the film clearly for its use of 

archetypes, as in the mother and, particularly, depiction of the 

father. Guiga's father is as many Brazilian fathers were, as my own 

familial history illustrates. It's just that the filmic representation of 

this personal history seems mired in cliché, and even what 

seemed a sort of confused plagiarism. The depictions of Guiga's sexual development were equally 

cute and bizarre, and there were a few moments of genuine hilarity--as in a menopausal tribute to 

Brasil itself--but the familial imagery wears thin and Guiga's personal development isn't at all 

inspiring or passionate; this seems a man's nostalgic vision of himself having a perfectly normal and 

uneventful life. The visual and thematic ties to the factual history of Brasil also confuse, for as soon 

as their reality grip the viewer, so do the questions one asks regarding their inclusion in the film. 

Navarro 'remembers' the military takeover of the Brazilian government and subsequent revolution 

attempts, but only for a brief moment. These events are not portrayed in any certain depth, and 

their inclusion without adequate thematic or historical explanation will most probably confuse or in 

their brutality irritate most non-Brazilian audiences. And concerning Guiga's personal response to 

the events that occur around his life--and I must emphasize the use of 'around' here, as Guiga 

himself takes not a step toward actually involving himself in historic circumstance--I must say that 

I've seen it all before, and once again I'm speaking from personal experience. I mean: I've seen drugs 

done on cinema. I've seen them done on cinema much better--Hell, I've DONE better drugs than this 

film. And as the final bizarre hallucination unreeled--in all its Fellini Glory--I couldn't help but 

wonder, "why?". I hoped that I would enjoy this film, but the ending really changed what had come 

before. Navarro's inclusion of the ending from 8 1/2--sem musica theatrica--seems really tacked-on, 

as if Navarro himself was confused to the true purpose of the memoir. 
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Eulogy (2004) 
 

When three generations of a dysfunctional family gather in Rhode 

Island to bury the family patriarch, members of the Collins clan 

are at each other's throats in no time. Son Daniel is a secret porn 

actor, and daughter Lucy is a lesbian. Lucy totes along her lover 

Judy to the outrage of Lucy's aggressively neurotic sister Alice, 

whose hysterical overreaction to the pair's marriage plans ought 

to tell everyone something. Rounding out the delightful crowd are 

dim brother Skip, whose unfailingly rude twin sons (Curtis & Keith 

Garcia) offer caustic commentary on their elders' infantile 

predilections; matriarchal widow Charlotte, who becomes so 

justifiably distraught at the insanity of her children she tries to 

commit suicide; and Kate, a confused but comely college 

freshman who juggles preparation of the eulogy with internal debate over what to do with her 

childhood friend-turned-suitor, Ryan. If Hollywood stopped making films about dysfunctional 

families there'd be a real drought in the theaters and on DVD shelves. "Eulogy" is a pretty 

conventional tale but it's well-acted. The paterfamilias, grandfather, is dead, apparently by his own 

hand, and the family - immediate and extended - arrives at the grieving widow's home to prepare for 

the funeral immediately resuming hostilities over well-aged feuds and hurts. Nothing surprising 

here. Zooey Deschanel as Kate is a college student who seems to be the most normal member of an 

eclectic and eccentric crew. Her grandmother is Piper Laurie and, have no fear, those who remember 

the beautiful young actress of an earlier Silver Screen age won't recognize her here. How the mighty 

have...aged. Hank Azaria has a funny role as a loser with a heart. Deborah Winger turns in a first-rate 

performance as Kate's shrewish Aunt Alice who exudes homophobia at a sister who arrives with her 

fiancé (or fiancée), a sharp, observant woman. Alice, is married to a drone who without barely a 

word smiles ceaselessly and seems on the verge of drooling. Their three kids are also silent, probably 

disturbed big time. And two nasty preteen twins of Alice's brother make Dennis the Menace a choir 

boy by comparison. No character here that hasn't been seen in many movies and TV sitcoms. But 

there's a thread of drama with the zany comedy that makes "Eulogy" a mite different if whacked out 

family stories intrigue you. 
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EuroJunior 2003 
 

Junior Eurovision Song Contest 2003. 

Converted from DivX...Hosted in English...Singers in many 

languages...Original Soundtrack  



EuroJunior 2004 
 

Junior Eurovision Song Contest 2004. 

Converted from DivX...Hosted in English & French...Singers in 

many languages...Original Soundtrack  



EuroJunior 2005 
 

Junior Eurovision Song Contest 2005. 
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EuroJunior Gala Finalistas 2003 
 

This is the Spanish national final for the Junior Eurovision Song Contest. 
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Europa Europa (Europa Europe) (Hitlerjunge Salomon) (1990) 
 

A Jewish boy separated from his family in the early days of WWII 

poses as a German orphan and is taken into the heart of the Nazi 

world as a 'war hero' and eventually becomes a Hitler Youth. 

Although improbabilities and happenstance are cornerstones of 

the film, it is based upon a true story. "Europa Europa" tells the 

story of Solomon Perel, a Jewish boy who attempts to survive 

World War II by posing as a Aryan German. Perel joins the 

German Army and is eventually accepted into the Hitler Youth. At 

the end of World War II, he is reunited with his family. When, this 

summer, I saw "Saving Private Ryan", I was immediately reminded 

of this film. Using the same kind of camera angles that got 

Spielberg praise in "Ryan", we see the hollowness of the war-torn 

psyche and the brutality that emerges in people during warfare. 

We see hideous indoctrination that the German youth were 

subjected to, giving them depth beyond a few simple lines. Most of all, however, we see the 

absurdity inherent in such a large scale, world-shattering conflict. The film communicates its 

message with a clarity that makes one almost uneasy. As good as "Ryan" was, this is better. 
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Evan Almighty (2007) 
 

Buffalo newsman Evan Baxter is elected to Congress with the 

slogan, "Change the world." He lucks into a huge house in a new 

Virginia suburb. His Capitol office is also fantastic, but there's a 

catch: he's tapped by the powerful Congressman Long to co-

sponsor a bill to allow development in national parks. In steps 

God, who appears to a disbelieving Evan and gently commands 

him to build an ark. Tools and wood arrive in Evan's yard, animal 

pairs follow, his beard and hair grow wildly, nomad's clothes and 

a staff appear. Long grows impatient, Evan starts building, his 

family leaves him, reporters gather, and drought grips D.C. Still, 

Evan believes. But will he change the world? The last time we saw 

Evan Baxter, he was being tormented by rival Bruce Nolan on 

screen, live from their Buffalo TV station. But as time passed and 

Evan has made up with Bruce, he's gone onto bigger and better 

things. Newly elected to Washington D.C. as a congressman, Evan has left Buffalo, New York in 

pursuit of a greater calling. But that calling isn't serving in the illustrious ranks of America's politics, 

but being summoned by the Almighty himself, who has handed Evan the task of building a new ark, 

much as Noah did before. With time passing by and his family belittled by Evan's newfound 

realization, Evan will have to do the work that God has given him in what promises to be an unusual 

adventure for a man who just wanted to serve his country, might actually be serving humanity. First 

the good...I really loved the special effects, the premise of the story, the beautiful scenery and the 

excellent performances! Prior to watching Evan Almighty, I rented Bruce Almighty again...just to 

refresh my memory (I couldn't remember if it was left open for a sequel). Then I watched the 

"making of" special of EA on HBO. It was very interesting, Tom Shadyac said he had to direct Jim and 

Steve very differently. He said "Steve is funnier when things are being done to him and Jim is just the 

opposite". Because of that I understood why the two movies seemed completely different, however 

I was disappointed that this one was more "family friendly" (my fault I didn't check the rating first). 

My tastes lean more towards the adult humor (I don't have children, so it's not a factor). Which 

brings me to my next point, a lot of families were at my particular screening. So this is what didn't 

make sense...it was rated PG for that reason, however...a LOT of the jokes went over children's 

heads. So the ONLY thing the children will appreciate are the animals. IN my theater I was one of the 

only ones laughing at Steve's situations and Wanda's excellent zingers! So in closing I give the movie 

a 7/10 it is a very good movie with excellent special effects and a fun premise...however don't go 

expecting a zany, quick-paced comedy like Bruce Almighty and you won't be disappointed. 
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Everybody Loves Lil' Chris (2008) 
 

Chat show presented by singer and Rock School star Lil Chris (18-

year-old Chris Hardman), with exclusive interviews, videos and 

unique music from Chris's high-tech customised Winnebago. The 

Hoosiers, Robyn, Shane Ward, Plain White T's and Leigh Francis' 

alter-ego Keith Lemon all guest in the first episode. Guests include 

Katy Perry and Jack Osbourne, plus music from The Feeling. 

Guests include Basshunter and Sugababes, plus music from The 

Saturdays. Keith Lemon and George Sampson join the host, with 

music provided by the Script. Guests include New Kids on the 

Block and Pink, plus music from Cage the Elephant. Comedian 

Kevin Bishop and R'n'B singer-songwriter Ne-Yo join Chris for a 

chat, while music is provided by Scouting for Girls. Guests include the Jonas Brothers, Alex James, 

and Alphabeat. Guests include Will Young and McFly. 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 

Episode 5. 

Episode 6. 

Episode 7. 

Episode 8. 
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Everyone's Hero (2006) 
 

A heartwarming comedy-adventure, telling the story of a young 

boy's thousand-mile journey to help Babe Ruth and the New York 

Yankees win the World Series. The project's theme of 

perseverance against all odds was inspired by the film's originating 

director and executive producer, Christopher Reeve. Great story. 

Makes you laugh often and makes you cry sometimes (well, 

maybe the most sentimental of us). Brings the warm feeling of 

old-days-baseball. I am not big fan of the game but still loved the 

mood of the picture. Nicely drawn characters. Was pleasantly 

surprised to see good computer-animation that is actually Not 

coming from Pixar. You recognize the actual actors behind the 

characters not only by voice but their look as well, which is always 

fun. Richard Kind is carbon copy of himself. I would change the 

title as it doesn't reflect main idea of the animation, but other 

than that excellent movie all around. Both of my children (5 and 8-year-old), my wife and me loved 

it. 
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Everything Must Go (2010) 
 

When an alcoholic relapses, causing him to lose his wife and his 

job, he holds a yard sale on his front lawn in an attempt to start 

over. A new neighbor (14-year-old Christopher Jordan Wallace) 

might be the key to his return to form. After Nick is fired from his 

sales job, mostly because of his penchant for alcohol, he comes 

home and finds that his wife has kicked him and all of his stuff out 

of the house and onto the front lawn. He is pretty intent on just 

sitting in his chair, drinking beer, on the lawn. His cop friend, Frank 

Garcia, thinks he should at least pretend to have a yard sale to 

make it legal. He slowly starts making friends with a neighborhood 

kid who needs something to do, and a pregnant wife who has just 

moved in across the street, and Nick finds himself moving on and 

selling all his stuff. Best one I've seen all year. I caught this at the 

London Film Festival and thought it was the best film I'd seen all 

year, or in quite a few years, for that matter, though I've yet to see Social Network. I'm partial to 

small, low-key movies where you have to kind of fill in the blanks for yourself. This is one of those 

movies, and I like its honest approach, refusing to ingratiate itself with potential audiences that like 

their dramas "gut-wrenching" and "captivating" (translation: over-acted and on the nose). The cast is 

great, Will Ferrell is just spot-on, as good as I've ever seen him, including Stranger Than Fiction (well, 

maybe he'll never top Ron Burgundy, which is pure genius, but this is a whole different thing, 

obviously): funny, moving, serious... And yet he does very little, and the rest of the cast follow his 

lead: they just inhabit these characters and let the writing do its job. There are no big, Oscar-bait 

turns in this film, despite its boasting an "award-friendly" theme, so to speak. There are just these 

small, honest gestures that speak volumes for themselves. There's no need to amp them up over the 

top with a sappy score, huge fights, people falling apart, crying and screaming... The film successfully 

takes it down a notch, and I for one appreciate that. To sum up, it was fresh, honest, funny, moving. I 

think its humanity will connect with people who are willing to seek this out, and I think they'll be 

pleasantly surprised if they do. Trivia side note: In the print that was screened at the London Film 

Festival, Will Ferrell's character was called Nick Porter in the end credits. That was the character's 

original name, but apparently they couldn't clear it because there was a Nick Porter living in the 

area, where they were literally about to start shooting that day, or the next. So they had to consider 

a long list of names before Halsey was finally approved, but they didn't have time to change it in the 

credits in time for the festival release. This according to writer/director Dan Rush, who was there for 

a Q&A. 
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Evil Angels (A Cry In The Dark) (1988) 
 

Based on the true story of Lindy Chamberlain: during a camping 

trip to Ayer's Rock in outback Australia, she claims she witnessed a 

dingo stealing her baby daughter Azaria from the family tent. 

Azaria's body is never found. Police note some apparent 

inconsistencies in her story, and she is charged with murder. The 

case attracts a lot of attention, turning a simple investigation into 

a media circus, with the public divided in their opinion. Based on 

the true story of Lindy Chamberlain who was convicted and then 

completely exonerated in the death of her infant daughter. While 

holidaying at Ayer's Rock with her husband Michael and their 

three children, Lindy said she saw a dingo enter their tent and 

carry away their weeks-old infant daughter, Azaria. The initial 

coroner's inquest supported her version of events but the police 

continued their investigation eventually leading her to be charged 

with murder and her husband with being an accessory after the 

fact. The case created a media frenzy in Australia and was the subject of much public debate. This is 

an extremely-powerful based-on-a-true story film that can be infuriating to watch. I say that because 

how brutal a hounding press can be to people, in this case an innocent Australian couple charged 

with killing their baby. Meryl Streep received a lot of recognition for her performance when this film 

came out but I thought Sam Neill was just as good. Let's just say they both were excellent but the 

role was little harder for Streep because she had to learn an Australian accent. (She learned it so well 

I had trouble understanding her in parts.) Without giving anything away, all I can say is this movie 

will wear you out emotionally. 
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Evil Under The Sun (1982) 
 

Hercule Poirot is called in to investigate a case for an insurance 

company regarding firstly a dead woman's body found on a moor 

and then a important diamond sent to the company to be insured 

turns out to be a fake. Poirot discovers that the diamond was 

bought for Arlena Marshall by Sir Horace Platt and Arlena is on her 

honeymoon with her husband and step-daughter on a tropical 

island hotel. He joins them on the island and finds that everybody 

else starts to hate Arlena for different reasons - refusing to do a 

stage show, stopping a book, and for having an open affair with 

Patrick Redfern, another guest, in full view of his shy wife. So it's 

only a matter of time before Arlena turns up dead, strangled and 

Poirot must find out who it is. With its humor, great scenery, 

stylized period clothes, wonderful music, complex whodunit 

puzzle, and deliciously hammy acting from Peter Ustinov, James 

Mason, Sylvia Miles, Diana Rigg, and Maggie Smith, "Evil Under The Sun" is an absolute delight. 

There are a couple of different ways to watch this film. You can focus on the murder mystery story. 

It's not one of Agatha Christie's best, but it's good enough to invest a couple of hours to try and 

solve. As with other whodunits, the plot here is wildly improbable, with some rather unlikely 

coincidences in timing. Alternately, you can focus on the cinematic goodies that make this film such 

a pleasant diversion. The Mediterranean scenery is gorgeous, with towering cliffs that rise from a 

sparkling blue sea. The 1930's clothes and production design are opulent and lavish. Men's formal 

attire, women's colorful dresses and flamboyant hats, and the showy jewelry that only the idle rich 

could afford, are all quaint by today's fashion standards. The island resort is cozy and expensive 

looking, with elegant furniture, and balconies and windows that overlook the sea. Throw in lots of 

1930's music by Cole Porter, especially "You're The Top", and you've got a relaxing, enjoyable 

cinematic experience that's pleasing both to the eyes and the ears. Arguably, the best elements of 

this film are the acting and the amusingly flowery dialogue. All the actors ham it up, in grand camp 

style. Performances may not be realistic. But they sure are lots of fun. I liked Ustinov's word 

pronunciations: "You remember 'zee' false diamond...on 'zee' beach"; "Incidentally, I accept your 

'hallie-by'"; "If you would care to confide in me, I should be most 'honn-erd'". The bitching between 

vain Arlena Marshall (Diana Rigg), a prima donna actress, and the resort's hostess, Daphne Castle 

(Maggie Smith) is also amusing and fun. At an opulent cocktail party, guests mingle. Then, in 

dramatic style, Arlena, elegantly dressed, makes a glamorously staged entrance, and vainly 

confesses: "Oh my, I'm the 'laust' to arrive". To which hostess Daphne, with hors d'oeuvre tray in 

hand, walks over and greets Arlena with a sly smile: "Have a sausage, dear." "Evil Under The Sun" is 

pure diversionary entertainment. There's no profound message. Nor are there any deep, subtle 

themes on the human condition that viewers can later ponder. The film is shallow, effervescent, 

animated...fluff. But it is very high quality fluff. 
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Excalibur (1981) 
 

The myth of King Arthur brought once again to the screen. Uthur 

Pendragon is given the mystical sword Excalibur by the wizard 

Merlyn. At his death Uthur buries the sword into a stone, and the 

next man that can pull it out will be King of England. Years later 

Arthur, Uthur's bastard son draws Excalibur and becomes king. 

Guided by Merlyn, Arthur marries Guenivere and gathers the 

Knights of the Round Table. Arthur's evil half-sister Morgana sires 

a son with him, who may prove his downfall. As the title would 

suggest, it follows the travels of the legendary sword Excalibur 

through Arthurian myth, from the violent, powerful hands of 

Uther Pendragon, to a long-years' rest in the stone to being 

redrawn by Uther's son Arthur, who uses it to defeat the evil 

invaders and establish the great court of Camelot and the great 

Knights of the Round Table. It is there in Arthur's glory years and 

in his decline, brought on by the love affair between his wife Guenevere and best friend and best 

knight Sir Lancelot, the Holy Grail Quest which produces many casualties among the knights, and the 

arrival of Mordred, the son Arthur had by his evil half-sister, the sorceress Morgana. Through it all, 

the magician Merlin watches over everything, always ready to throw in a Charm of Making when it's 

called for. I have seen the movie Excalibur many times, and I believe it is an excellant movie. Many 

people say that it was cheezy looking (Yes, Excalibur the sword does get a tad flexible at points.) 

However, was not The Day the Earth Stood Still cheezy too, yet it is one of the greatest movies of all 

times, most people agree. And if anyone tries to down the movie by claiming it was not true to the 

legends, I have read many Arthurian texts, and the legend is not true to the legends. John Boorman 

picked through the haystack, and found his needle. Another excellant thing about this movie is for 

the most part, the acting is underscored. Not like in many modern movies, I believe Nicol 

Williamson, Helen Mirren, all the actors from the round table, and Mrs. Boorman did excellant jobs. 

The only complaints I had were so minor they practically do not exist. So go, see the movie, and be 

swept away. 
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Execution Of Justice (1999) 
 

The true story of the assassination of San Francisco Mayor George 

Moscone and City Supervisor Harvey Milk on November 27, 1978. 

The case of assassin Dan White has become known as the 

"Twinkie defense" after his sentence was reduced from first-

degree murder to voluntary manslaughter. White served five 

years in prison and committed suicide in 1985. This film is based 

on Emily Mann's play. Generally well done as this is, the TV 

production of "Execution of Justice" is a far departure from Emily 

Mann's play on which it is supposedly based. Ms. Mann's script is 

actually a collage of quotes from news reports, speeches, and trial 

transcripts following White's assassination of Milk and Moscone. 

The TV production takes place largely around the lives of both 

Harvey Milk and Dan White. It takes the usual liberties with actual 

details (whereas the original play was extremely factual), but 

essentially gives a good overview of the events and pressures 

leading to the double murder. 
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Exotica (1994) 
 

The 'Exotica' is a nightclub on the outskirts of Toronto, where Eric, 

DJ and MC, watches nightly as his ex-girlfriend Christina performs. 

Watches jealously, especially as far as the extra attentions regular 

customer Francis garners are concerned. Thomas, meanwhile and 

erstwhile, goes through a series of, um, interesting situations 

involving his pet shop, a gruff taxi-sharing stranger, unexpected 

tickets to the opera and smuggled eggs of a rare bird. Multiple 

story lines unfold in a splendid tangle of cutbacks, forward and 

backward references and recurring themes, all woven around the 

Exotica, its customers and employees. A calm roller-coaster ride of 

a movie, visually and intriguingly and emotionally moving. O, and 

the sound track is notable, too. I can't remember seeing a film as 

intriguing, complex, and beautifully photographed as "Exotica." I 

nearly didn't watch it because the video cover advertized it as an 

"erotic thriller" and the image on the front is of Mia Kirchner doing her strip-tease bit. Granted, 

"Exotica" centers around a "gentleman's club" of the same name, but to call this film a simple erotic 

thriller is to miss out on a lot, on too much. "Exotica" follows four seemingly unrelated storylines: a 

man sitting alone at a table in a strip club, another man smuggling exotic parrot eggs into the 

country ("Exotica" takes place in and around Toronto), two apparent strangers walking in a field of 

green, and a young girl who plays a flute in an empty house. Egoyan begins with these vastly 

different puzzle pieces then slowly, inexorably brings them together. Atom Egoyan is one heck of a 

masterful director. He is the epicenter of this cinematic symphony that leads carefully from 

movement to movement until the finale bursts forth in equal measure of catharsis, discovery, and 

tragedy. Plot to him is like tapestry weaving. He threads narrative, characters, time, and setting in 

such complicated iterations that one is at once nearly overwhelmed by the intricacy and awed at his 

skill, a testament to his brilliance as well as his belief that a film-going audience is actually intelligent. 

At it's heart, "Exotica" is a tragedy of circumstances. Or better yet, a collision of tragedies of 

circumstances. Indeed, the film isn't so much about tragedy as it is about those who survive tragedy 

and the toll a single event can exact for the rest of the lives of those who survive. Exotica, the 

gentleman's club, serves merely as a focal point where all these individual tragedies radiate to. 

Equally haunting in all this is the music. Mychael Danna's score sets the film's tone: dark, "exotic," 

deceptively simple but savvier than it lets on. Also worthy of note is the music in the club itself, a 

blend of American house funk and Middle Eastern tones, warbled in Arabic. I highly recommend this 

film. Ignore the naked women who sashay from time to time in front of the screen (difficult as that 

may be at times) in the scenes shot in the club. The really interesting stuff occurs at the margins of 

the film, as the gulf separating the storylines begin to vanish, and the final scene gives you the 

keystone to a horrifying clear vision of a sadness so overwhelming that no one in the film escapes 

unscathed. 
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Explorers (1985) 
 

Ben Crandall (15-year-old Ethan Hawke), an alien-obsessed kid, 

dreams one night of a circuit board. Drawing out the circuit, he 

and his friends Wolfgang (15-year-old River Phoenix) and Darren 

(14-year-old Jason Presson) set it up, and discover they have been 

given the basis for a starship. Setting off in the ThunderRoad, as 

they name their ship, they find the aliens Ben hopes they would 

find...but are they what they seem? I watched this movie 

yesterday because I'm a good fan of Joe Dante and I had not seen 

this flick yet, and I loved it. It projects the same feelings that E.T. 

and The Goonies gave me, that's one thing I love about 80's 

movies they use to have new and exciting stories of materials 

used or nor used before with a unique style, the kids were 

wonderful in the movie and special effects very good for the time 

it was made, I love how River Phoenix refers to Poltergeist when 

he imitates the little girl by saying..."They're Here"...just rent it and you'll see for yourself what I 

mean when I say 80's hollywood fantasy at best! 
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eXposed: The Making Of A Legend (2005) 
 

This 1 hour and 35 minute feature takes you on a day by day 

journey through the lives of the biggest names in the all-male 

adult industry from multi-award winning directors, video stars and 

tireless crew members. Get to know the 39 real men (and 1 

woman) who build the world's all-male fantasies. Wow - eXposed 

is an amazing documentary! I have always been curious what it is 

like to be on a gay porn set... this movie definitely satisfied my 

curiosity and more. I wasn't expecting to laugh so much. The cast 

and crew are hilarious and Mr. Pam is not afraid to ask the tough 

questions to all the porn stars receiving responses ranging from 

deep and insightful to off the wall humor. What is a woman doing 

on a gay porn set - that right there is a documentary in itself! The 

videography and editing are spectacular - many documentaries 

are so slow moving, but this doc is more like a reality show/music-

video. The cast of BuckleRoos are hot and location is beautiful. Definite must-see. Thanks for a fun 

time. 
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Extreme Male Beauty (2009) 
 

From Beckham to Bond, there's never been more finely honed and perfectly groomed male flesh on 

public display. The beauty industry, first fuelled by selling products and insecurities to women, has 

now turned its attention to the men's market; and it is booming. Turning his attention to penis 

enlargement, he investigates the latest procedures and tries out a variety of gadgets that claim to 

increase size. He also meets 33-year-old Edward Evans, who needs radical surgery to remove excess 

skin after losing 17 stone, and more contenders battle it out to become the new cover star for Men's 

Health magazine. Tim Shaw continues his battle with the bulge as he attempts to transform himself 

from Mr. Blobby to Mr. Buff in just eight weeks. Having spent two weeks attempting to increase the 

size of his pecs, and another two his penis, in tonight's show he tries to get tighter abs. Journalist 

and skinny fat bloke Tim Shaw has reached the final stages of his attempt to transform from 

superslob to Superman. And he's now spending two weeks perfecting his pores and preening his 

peepers as he works on his face. Tim tries out anything that will help tone it up, including the ancient 

and revolting art of drinking your own pee! He puts the finishing touches to his new look with a 

spray tan, and back, sack and crack wax before revealing his new "Beckham-inspired" look to his 

shocked wife Hayley. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 
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Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close (2011) 
 

A 9-year-old amateur inventor, Francophile, and pacifist (13-year-

old Thomas Horn) searches New York City for the lock that 

matches a mysterious key left behind by his father, who died in 

the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. A troubled young 

boy, Oskar, is trying to cope with the loss of his father. Oskar 

starts lashing out at his mother and the world. Until a year later, 

he discovers a mysterious key in his father's belongings and 

embarks on a scavenger hunt to find the matching lock, just as he 

used to when his father was alive. On this journey he is bound to 

meet a lot of people and learn a lot about himself and his family, 

but will he ever find the lock? Perfect Portrayal of an Autistic 

Spectrum Disorder Child. I have read a LOT of reviews from people 

who seem to know absolutely nothing about children with Autistic 

Spectrum Disorders. Thomas Horn did an excellent job portraying 

one. He was very moving in everything he did! I know he did a great job because I have two children 

with the disorder and he fit perfectly between their two levels of autism. Does he have big beautiful 

eyes... sure. Don't knock the kid because he looks good. He was spot on with his acting! This story 

has you feeling all sorts of emotions and by the end of the movie we had all shed a lot of tears. And 

the tears were caused by what the child was doing to handle his grief and understand why his dad 

was taken away from him and NOT because it had anything to do with 9/11. My son had lost his 

mom and the movie brought back all sorts of emotions because he could relate to the child 

perfectly. This movie has replaced Billy Elliot on my list of most moving story. Not everyone can 

enjoy this kind of loving and sophisticated story so it might not be for everyone but if you have a 

heart and have ever lost a parent, I am sure that you will love this movie! Another moving story 

brought to us by Stephen Daldry! 
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Eyewitness (Sudden Terror) (1970) 
 

Witnessing an assassination, a boy claims the assassins are 

hunting him. With his older sister, the pair escape numerous 

attacks and are aided by their grandfather and a resourceful 

young bystander even under the spectre of martial law. Hey now, 

despite the cover art, this isn't a horror movie, it's a thriller, and 

it's a thriller from another time and another place, so therefore it 

won't be of interest to everyone. Takes place in Malta, where a 

young boy accidentally witnesses an assasination and because 

he's always making things up, no one will believe him. His story is 

made even less believeable by the fact that the assassins just 

happen to be authority figures too, so he's really fighting a losing 

battle. Made in 1970, the opening credits caught my attention 

because it says that "additional" music is provided by Van Der 

Graaf Generator? But even though I'm a big fan of theirs I was 

unable to pick out their music from the rest. This is good escapist stuff, made even more so by the 

fact that it's a bit dated, but that did not stop me from enjoying it. 12-year-old Mark Lester plays the 

lead role as Ziggy, he also played the creepy little kid in What the Peeper Saw. His big sister is Susan 

George, who also played the lead in Die Screaming Marianne and was also in Straw Dogs, all made 

right around that time period. Anyway, I enjoyed this but it's not spectacular or terribly intense. Just 

a decent thriller and worth a watch, anyway. 
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F. Est Un Salaud (De Fögi Isch En Souhund) (Ter Fögi Ische Souhung) 

(Fögi Is A Bastard) (1998) 
 

A 15-year-old boy (Beni) falls in love with Fögi, a singer in a Rock 

band. As Fögi seduces him, he is only willing to follow him where 

ever Fögi wants to. But Fögi is a drug addict and pulls Beni deeper 

and deeper into the hell of drug addiction. The road to perdition 

is well-travelled and well-documented in movie history. This 

particular 'Road Movie' is set mostly in Switzerland in the mid-

1970's, a conceit I see as the one lie in a very truthful film. This 

could be set anywhere at anytime but if a director is going to film 

a period piece, then he'd better watch for the anachronisms; they 

can be his undoing! Watching one more character destroy himself 

on drugs and booze might have been cliche, however, the two 

young actors, Frédéric Andrau (Fögi) and Vincent Branchet (Beni), 

save us from this fate. Both are utterly convincing; I believed 

everything about them and I believed Beni's love for Fögi in all it's 

misguided, self-destructive force. The ending, inevitable and tragic, is saved from banality by Beni's 

'lesson learned', which is as original as it is poignant. 
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Fairytale: A True Story (1997) 
 

Based on factual accounts, this is the story of two young girls that, 

somehow, have the ability to take pictures of winged beings... 

which certainly causes quite a stir throughout England during the 

time of the first World War. Everyone, except the girls who think 

it's quite normal, are excited about this "photographic proof" that 

fairies exist... even the great Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Harry 

Houdini pay the girls a visit. Maybe on account of the fact that 

being 2/3 through my alotted span and with a terrible awareness 

of what this world is really like and having also managed to really 

never grow up, I found this film to be the most touching and 

magical experience of my life. I am more than happy to tell you 

that the last ten minutes of the film brought tears to my eyes as I 

witnessed what every young child wants to see...and CAN if only 

they can put aside life's pitiful and distracting reality. Released the 

same time as the excellent PHOTOGRAPHING FAIRIES, both films dwell on the factual events of 1917 

when childhood friends Elsie Wright and Florence Griffiths took what they professed to be real 

photographs of fairies in their immediate neighborhood. The incredible photographs were declared 

non-hoaxes and even incurred the attention of such as Arthur Conan Doyle and Harry Houdini who 

visited the girls and examined the phenomenon. Peter O'Toole especially, as Conan Doyle is just 

superb in his characterisation (why am I NOT surprised?). Absolutely sumptuous cinematography, a 

most literate of scripts and some grade A acting, especially from the two girls. The film had a larger 

budget than PHOTOGRAPHING FAIRIES and it shows. The highlight of course and that which the 

younger viewers must wait patiently for, is the quite staggering appearance of the fairies at the end. 

As brilliant a series of special effects as I have ever seen. Several people don't appear to have seen 

Mel Gibson - you weren't looking to closely!! The truth or otherwise about the photographs has 

since been made public although few appear to know. 
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Fais-Moi Des Vacances (We Need A Vacation) (2002) 
 

It is the end of the school year for the children of a dormitory 

town. Most of them leave the place for a vacation with their 

parents but not Lucien (Aymen Saïdi) and Adama (15-year-old 

Ibrahim Koma) whose parents can't afford the expense. While the 

big brothers of the housing estate are busy breaking the law Lulu 

and Adama manage to sneak into their neighbors' trailer. The two 

stowaways are elated until they reach their destination: a nudist 

camp...! 'Fais-moi des vacances' (WE NEED A VACATION) is a finely 

wrought little film that studies the disparities between the classes 

in France while introducing us to a warmly tender and humorous 

friendship between two young lads. Directed and written by 

Didier Bivel (with writing assistance from Djamila Djabri) it offers a 

slice of life we rarely see - that underbelly of France's projects 

where mixed races strive to exist without the amenities of those with means who surround their 

neighborhoods. Lucien (Aymen Saïdi) lives with his father (Bernard Blancan), mother (Hiam Abbass), 

young sister Pamela (Laura Mas Navarro), and his tough streetwise older brother José (Nabil El 

Bouhairi) in a small flat. Close by is his African friend Adama (Ibrahim Koma) and his equally poor 

family of father (Makan Fofana), mother (Marie-Philomène Nga) and sister Fanta (Hawa Yakaré 

Sissoko). As school ends the kids whose families have money take them on a vacation, a state 

neither Lucien nor Adama can afford despite their obsession with that luxury. The two boys 

manipulate funds and ideas and ultimately come up with the idea of secretly jumping aboard a RUV 

of a family headed for the beach. BUT despite the success of their plan and the encouragement of 

the daughter of the van's owners, the boys end up not at the beach but at a nudist camp, a fact that 

makes them flee! Upon returning home both boys' families punish their activities and when Lucien 

seeks comfort from his older brother, José beats him and tells him to grow up. In the end the boys 

finagle their way to the beach, but of course by this time vacation time is over and they are on an 

empty beach re-evaluating their lives. The cast is uniformly strong, the writing is excellent, and the 

camera work not only captures the claustrophobia of the projects but also opens up the vistas of the 

boys' imaginations. It is a fine little film, one deserving of a wide audience. 
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Faites Comme Si Je N'étais Pas Là (Pretend I'm Not Here) (2000) 
 

Eric (19-year-old Jérémie Renier) is a lonely voyeur who is thrilled 

when a strange couple, Fabienne and Tom, move in next door. 

Will Eric stop being a mere spectator at last? I like delicate 

European movies as this one. From the beginning, the polts caught 

my eyes, and the atmosphere was so calm just like I am walking in 

a central park alone. It is not hard for anyone to find Eric's 

eccentricity comes from his poor childhood which lacks of love 

from family members. His father died early, his elder sister left 

home, his mother was always in anxiety. Eric are bisexual as I see, 

at least, he does not refuse homo-sex. At the end, you will find 

this magic triangle: Eric likes the girl and the boy, the boy likes Eric 

and the girl, and the girl (although she is tierd of homo) likes these 

two men too. What will happen when three burning hearts come 

together? Check it out. It will refresh your mind! 
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Faith Of My Fathers: The John McCain Story (2005) 
 

The story of John McCain's experience as a Vietnam War POW. 

Base on the memoir of the same title. Basically a 2-hour film 

showing McCain getting abused as a POW. I learned nothing about 

McCain from this except that he was horribly abused. Even how or 

whether he stood up to it was deliberately left unclear. Or maybe I 

dozed off in the middle and missed it. What's left out was his 

reaction, his growth, what he thought about during his time, and 

what he did when he got out that made him enter politics. In 

other words, the movie was totally lacking in merit. I gotta figure 

that McCain's book (on which the movie is based) had to provide 

all this detail but the producers had no interest in that aspect. As 

for Scott Glenn, I cannot understand how he agreed to this role. 

There was no meat here for him to sink his teeth into. Anyone can 

play the role of a father that never shows his emotion. But the 

opportunity to go into his inner conflict between being a major leader of the Vietnam conflict and 

his son's confinement was dealt with in less than 1 minute of the film. Acting from other players was 

similarly disappointing. For example, there was no in-depth struggle by the actors playing the 

soldiers who confessed for fear of more torture. What a disappointment. 
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Fakiren Fra Bilbao (The Fakir) (2004) 
 

When two children move into an old house with their mother 

they find magical mystery involving a lively spirit and a precious 

diamond. I was lucky enough to see the World Premiere of this 

brilliant movie about the 13-year-old twins, Emma and Tom (Aksel 

Leth), who with their mother moves into a spooky-like castle. The 

movie was not only spooky, it also had a perfect blend of humor 

and was exciting and funny all the way to the end. I saw it with my 

6-year-old daughter who also had a good time, but I will not 

recommend it for smaller children as it does have many "dark 

moments" and I even saw adults jump from their chairs! Emma is 

played by Julie Zangenberg, who is known from the movie 

Klatretøsen, which has been a big hit in Denmark as well as in our 

neighboring countries. Fakiren fra Bilbao is really well made and 

should be able to do well internationally also. The premiere in 

Denmark is set to Christmas 2004. I am sure it will be a Merry Christmas. 
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Fall Time (1995) 
 

Three young men live in the 50's somewhere in America. They've 

grown up and and now they plan to do a mock robbery of a bank. 

But in an other place, Florence plans a real bank robbery. The 

destination is the same. Surrealistic tale of three teen boys 

practical joke gone astray as it becomes interwoven into a ex-

con's and his friend's real crime. There is an undercurrent of 

repressed gay attraction between and from the ex-con's. 

Throughout the movie there are several small character parts that 

are slightly out of kilter giving it additional surrealistic leanings. 

Fall Time was such an underrated film. I cannot believe that this 

film got the critical mauling that it did. Everything about it (save, 

maybe, for Sheryl Lee, who comes across as a bit hammy) is near 

perfect. The director, Paul Warner should be commended for 

pulling off a film with a decent Mickey Rourke performance, and, 

as an actor myself. If I ever get the chance to work with this director, it would be a dream come true. 

I'm so glad to see that he's got another film in the pipeline. Roll on it's release. 
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Fallen Angel (1945) 
 

Eric Stanton (Dana Andrews), thrown off a bus for not having the 

fare, begins to frequent a diner called "Pop's Eats", whose main 

attraction is a beautiful waitress by the name of Stella seems 

disinterested in Eric, he decides if he had money she would pay 

attention to his advances. He marries June Mills (Alice Faye) for 

her money, and stella is mysteriously murdered. Even though June 

Learns of Eric's dishonest plans, she still loves him. It is with her 

support that he investigates the killing on his own, eventually 

discovering the shocking identity of the real killer. Eric Stanton, a 

penniless drifter, falls in love with Stella, who works in a small-

town coffee shop. She refuses to marry him because of his poor 

financial condition. Desperate for money, Eric marries a wealthy 

local spinster, who he plans to divorce. His plans go awry when 

someone ends up dead and he's the prime suspect. While 

traveling to San Francisco, the drifter Eric Stanton is thrown off a bus late night in Walton for not 

having enough money for the ticket. He wanders to the "Pop's Eats" diner, where he meets the sexy 

waitress Stella, an easy woman who usually dates clients after-hours. Eric has a crush on her but 

Stella tells him that he doesn't have enough money to make her happy. Eric decides to seduce the 

lonely June Mills, a wealthy woman living with her controlling sister, Clara, in order to get more 

money and so end up with Stella. Eric goes to San Francisco with June and Clara, and marries June. 

They return to Walton and on their wedding night, Eric sneaks out in the hopes of meeting up with 

Stella but she already has a date for the night. The next morning, Stella is found murdered and the 

brutal investigator Mark Judd is assigned to the case. When Eric becomes the prime-suspect, he 

investigates the murder seeking the identity of the real killer. This is pretty much a lost noir of the 

40s, not on video and rarely shown on TV. Too bad, because it was Otto Preminger's follow up to 

"Laura," and it's pretty damn good. All the traditional noir elements are in place: a drifter, Dana 

Andrews, who sails into town on a bus, hooks up with a sultry waitress, Linda Darnell, and romances 

an old maid, Alice Faye, with plans to swindle her and run off with the waitress. And then, of course, 

there's a murder. The film is brim full of atmosphere -- shadowy scenes in the hash house where 

Darnell works, a song that keeps playing on a jukebox, a la the "Laura" theme (and by the same 

composer, David Raskin), lots of sharp, smarmy character actors on the edge of things. The mystery 

is fairly compelling and the film stands up very well for something made more than half a century 

ago. Dana Andrews is rock solid as the shifty drifter, who might, just might, be a little better than he 

thinks he is. Linda Darnell is senstational as the waitress, hard, calculating and incredibly voluptuous. 

Her close-ups are the equal of Rita Hayworth and Gene Tierney in the forties. Reportedly, Alice Faye 

left Fox after she lost several scenes in the editing room, where Zanuck decreed that the film should 

play up Darnell and her carnal allure. But Zanuck was right. Darnell is sensational and Alice Faye is 

not touching as the old maid. She's about ten years too old for the role and looks matronly. She 

probably shouldn't be blamed for her misconcieved performance since she was miscast in the first 

place. Had Zanuck cast Dorothy McGuire, or some other, younger woman who had a modest, 

touching quality, the contrast to Darnell's sluttishness would have been far greater and audiences 

would have cared more about what happens to the old maid. Even with this flaw, however, the film 



is a little gem, well worth trying to catch. With a more appropriate actress in Faye's role, this might 

have been a major noir. Great scene: Andrews walk into the diner where Darnell works and hears 

the film's theme, a low, sultry love ballad, playing on the jukebox for the umpteenth time. "Does 

that song play all day long?" he grouse to Darnell. Bored as hell, she rings up a sale on the cash 

register and, without even looking at him, snaps back, "I like it." Great stuff! 
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Fallen Angel (1981) 
 

12-year-old Jennifer is unhappy with her widowed mom's 

relationship with a family friend. Feeling lonely, she readily 

accepts the friendship of an adult man named Howie and joins the 

softball team he coaches. Soon, Howie is convincing Jennifer to 

pose for photographs which become more and more revealing. 

Howie turns out to be a pedophile who works in child 

pornography and he plans to make Jennifer a "star". Will Jennifer's 

mother be able to help her daughter before it's too late? I first 

saw this movie when I was a child and had to sneak around my 

mother to watch it. The movie disturbed me enough that I 

searched for the title for 15 years, still remembering the movie, 

until I found it. This is probably not a good movie for children, 

since the parts I remember are not very good for small eyes to 

view. 
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Fallen Angel (2003) 
 

When his father dies, Terry (Garry Sinise) returns to the house 

where he grew up, planning to stay only long enough to clean and 

settle the estate. Yet something indescribable keeps him there 

longer than expected. Soon, he is reunited with memories and 

people from his past and his life is changed forever. I saw this 

movie and enjoyed it very much. The way it was made was unique 

in how that young Terry and Katherine were in a car accident and 

then after when as as adults the way Terry recognized Katherine. I 

liked the way Terry explained to Katherine how he knew her and 

told her about her dad and how her and her dad met each other. 

It really meant very much to me. With Jake Brockman and 19-

year-old Shawn Roberts. 
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Falling Fire (1998) 
 

In the not so distant future mankind has squandered their 

resources. A team of specialists is sent to the nearby asteroid field 

to retrieve an asteroid that will serve to replenish some of our 

natural resources. However, unbeknownst to the team, there is a 

killer on board determined to take control of the asteroid and 

destroy all mankind. C'mon! It's not that bad. Oscar material, no, 

but as a human interest story it's actually pretty good. Different 

kind of twist with the male lead (Pare) involved shipboard with a 

girl who turns out to be a "baddie," while his soon-to-be-ex-wife 

back on earth helps save the day. If you take the story on its own 

and don't try to compare it to the blockbusters like "Armageddon" 

or "Deep Impact," it's really quite enjoyable. The effects are pretty 

good too. And the added dimension of environmental terrorism is 

quite nineties and, if you live in a "green-aware" place like I do, 

really quite unnerving and all too believable. Pare is a terrific actor 

and, though all too often unfortunately paired with lesser talents, nevertheless manages to give 

quite a good performance. Give it a try. 
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Falscher Bekenner (Hamilo Profil) (I Am Guilty) (L'Imposteur) (Low 

Profile) (Sahte Itiraflar) (2005) 
 

Armin Steeb is adrift: just finished with school, living with his 

middle-class parents, clueless about finding work. He tries 

connecting with a girl, he engages in risky sex with strangers in 

public toilets, he goes to job interviews. He also sends an 

anonymous letter to a local Munich newspaper, claiming 

responsibility for a fatal road accident. He fitfully pursues 

notoriety as he goes through life nearly without affect. What will it 

take to get Armin to smile? I watched this last night at the 

Houston International Film Festival, also know as World Fest. I 

thought it was a bit strange, though I liked it. The German title, 

literally translated into English means False Confessor, and I find it 

upsetting that the title was changed for American audiences. The 

story line seemed flat and I had trouble distinguishing reality from 

dreams. I speak a tiny bit of German, not very much, but I could 

tell that the subtitles were a bit off. For example, in English we say things a certain way, and people 

know what we mean. In German, they say things and everyone knows what they mean, but when 

translated into English, it confuses us, because their common phrases differ from ours in their word 

choice. I think that it might have been better if the subtitles were translated literally, with the verbs 

put in the order of an English sentence, of course. Sometimes they would say one word, and the 

subtitles read the societal equivalent instead of the actually literal definition, which might have 

helped improve the story a little. I have to admit though, I found myself very confused during parts. I 

expected this to be an average foreign film, but it turned out to be an artsy, abstract foreign film. It 

was a good movie though. I have no problem with abstract movies, except for the fact that I have 

trouble telling what they really mean. I did actually get something out of this movie though and I 

could tell what, at least part of it's, underlying meaning was. It's about how dull things are, we leave 

school, we apply for jobs, they're all the same, everyone does the same thing, and we live out our 

existence in a dull, tired world of repetition. I could also interpret it as a young person, dulled with 

life, not wanting to conform to the dull existence that society forces us to fit. It is as if Armin is 

bored, he's tired of his dull life in the suburbs and is forced to pretend he committed crimes, and 

eventually more, to fill the void he has, the need for excitement and thrills. Interesting movie. I will 

say this though, I did see some symbolism in the mask scene. 
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Family Fundamentals (2002) 
 

What happens when three Christian families have children who 

"become homosexual?" The description was pretty honest in that 

the documentary covered both sides of the debate. My confusion 

is what purpose was accomplished with this? One side makes a 

statement, but doesn't back it up with facts and vice versa. I am 

pretty sure I have seen documentaries that have included 

"editorial comments" from a reputable source. For example if 

someone says "these are three reasons for X" no matter how 

stupid, the "stupid" VIEWER is going to say in their mind "I agree 

with this, what is the problem?" To the person who knows it is 

factually wrong says in their mind "I already knew this and we are 

not going to change this (possibly ignorant) person's mind. Why 

am I watching this?" Just listening to people's pain and 

disagreement doesn't help me much. 
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Family In Hiding (2006) 
 

The story premise is nothing new. An innocent bystander sees a 

murder or other crime being committed. They are also seen by the 

"bad guys," but they escape and go to the cops. Then to protect 

themselves before they testify for the Feds, to protect themselves 

and their family, they go into the Witness Protection Program. The 

acting of the leading adults in the film was fairly good, especially 

the family's mother. The rest of the family (16-year-old Brett Dier) 

also did credible jobs. The acting and casting of the "bad guys" 

was pretty typical, but nothing to write home about. Overall 

however, the film rolled along for two hours fairly quickly, and did 

not have many real slow spots, which helped me with its rating. 

It's not an "edge of your seat movie," by any means, but for a TV 

movie using fairly unknown actors, it wasn't bad. I have seen 

much worse movies that were made for the big screen and had 

"big name" casts and much higher budgets. 
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Fanny Och Alexander (Fanny And Alexander) (Fanny Et Alexandre) 

(Fanny Und Alexander) (1982) 
 

The title characters are children (12-year-olds Pernilla Allwin & 

Bertil Guve) in the exuberant and colorful Ekdahl household in a 

Swedish town early in the twentieth century. Their parents, Oscar 

and Emilie, are the director and the leading lady of the local 

theatre company. Oscar's mother and brother are its chief 

patrons. After Oscar's early death, his widow marries the bishop 

and moves with her children to his austere and forbidding 

chancery. The children are immediately miserable. The film 

dramatizes and resolves those conflicts. A sub-plot features Isak, a 

local Jewish merchant who is the grandmother's lover and whose 

odd household becomes the children's refuge. I am not one for 

putting up idols on pedestals; mostly Bergman's films leave me 

tepid or even cold. But Fanny och Alexander is a splendid 

production, beautifully made, so superb it even evokes feelings of 

having come from a novel. Excellent characterization throughout, all the way down the cast, lending 

that magic touch to the costuming of the early 1900s. Mesmerising throughout, the film is not a 

single minute too long. The development of the story-line is superbly handled in an absorbing and 

coherent manner, manifesting the great empathy between director and actors. If the 

cinematography is visual poetry, the script is philosophical and full of awareness or consciousness of 

things in life, but not at a pretentious, abstract and theoretical level, but at a real human dimension. 

If you only have 10 videos in your collection, Fanny och Alexander should be one of them. 
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Fantasia (1940) 
 

Disney animators set pictures to Western classical music as 

Leopold Stokowski conducts the Philadelphia Orchestra. "The 

Sorcerer's Apprentice" features Mickey Mouse as an aspiring 

magician who oversteps his limits. "The Rite of Spring" tells the 

story of evolution, from single-celled animals to the death of the 

dinosaurs. "Dance of the Hours" is a comic ballet performed by 

ostriches, hippos, elephants, and alligators. "Night on Bald 

Mountain" and "Ave Maria" set the forces of darkness and light 

against each other as a devilish revel is interrupted by the coming 

of a new day. This without a doubt the greatest animated film in 

history. While highly acclaimed and well-known today, it was not 

terribly popular when it was first released. The idea of "Fantasia" 

is to take great pieces of music and draw animated sequences 

that match them. In doing so, it reverses the purpose of a movie's 

score; the movie serves and matches the music, not the other way around. This set up also means 

that there is no typical formula plot that is present in the vast majority of movies. In the first piece, 

the animation is vague and abstract, but in later ones it is of definite actions, objects, and stories. 

The two most famous (and my favorite) parts are probably "The Sorcerer's Apprentice" and "Rite of 

Spring". "Fantasia" is not only the best animated film ever made, but one of the greatest films 

period. 
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Far From Home: The Adventures Of Yellow Dog (1995) 
 

Teenager Angus (16-year-old Jesse Bradford) adopts a stray dog 

and names him Yellow. Several days later, while travelling along 

the coast of British Columbia with Angus's father, John, the boy 

and dog become stranded when turbulent waters capsize their 

boat. Angus's parents relentlessly badger rescue teams. Angus, 

schooled by his father in wilderness survival skills, and assisted by 

the intelligent Yellow Dog, tries to attract rescuers. We stumbled 

into "Far from Home" by chance. It proved to be a solid 

entertaining way to spend almost an hour and a half in good 

company. Phillip Borsos, the director, has to be congratulated for 

capturing this adventure that shows a boy surviving some of the 

worst conditions when he is shipwrecked. We would recommend 

this film to families with children because it shows how a boy 

forms a bond with his beloved dog under the worst possible 

circumstances. The beauty of British Columbia and its rugged 

scenery serve as the background to this story. A close knit family living in a rural area and loving the 

outdoors are at the center. When Yellow, the dog that appears at the McCormicks, Katherine and 

John, the parents, appear reluctant in keeping it. Angus, the teen ager son, sees more than his 

parents and accepts the challenge, and responsibility in keeping Yellow in check. When Angus and 

his father take to the water in John's medium sized vessel, they bring Yellow as well. They encounter 

rough seas and the ship capsizes. John hangs to the boat, but Angus is separated from his dad. What 

follows is a parents' worst nightmare. Every effort is made to look for the boy. It takes many days to 

locate Angus and when he is going to be rescued by a helicopter from the top of a tree that serves as 

a bridge, Yellow, his beloved dog, loses his balance and falls into a river below. Angus is saddened by 

the lost of Yellow, but deep inside, he never loses faith. We watch him whistling for the dog, who 

has responded to the signal before. When all seems to be over, almost by magic, Yellow comes 

home after what must have been an arduous journey. Jesse Bradford, makes a great impression as 

the resourceful Angus. Bruce Davison and Mimi Rogers are seen as the parents. Ultimately, the 

trainers of Dakotah, the Yellow dog in the picture, must be congratulated for their skill in making this 

amazing dog perform some excellent work and its inter action with Jesse Bradford. A film for all 

ages, but mostly for young children thanks to Phillip Borsos. 
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Far Til Fire - Tilbage Til Naturen (Father Of Four - Back To Nature) 

(2011) 
 

One can get many things out of the theater. In the case of 'Father 

of four - back to nature', it is a recognition of the fact that an hour 

and twenty minutes may well feel like a really long time. With 

'Father to four - back to nature', we reached the fifth film in the 

revived series on Father to four. A sixth is already busy, and lie in 

wait for next year's autumn where we can look forward to some 

fun at sea. And the series has long since found a completely 

unwavering formula that play on Father's persistent lack of self-

knowledge, Uncle Donald's worldliness, Mies resourcefulness, 

Small Pers ingenuity and Seas' status über blonde. Per? He's been 

mostly just to get child figure up of four. This time, Father took the 

four eventually not particularly young ones, and of course Uncle 

Fred, with to Sweden, where his cousin Annika has a natural park. 

On the way they stopped at a recycling center, to leave their old refrigerator. It's so nice politically 

correct it all. In sharp contrast to the sight that greets them when they arrive at the Swedish forests. 

The once idyllic forest lake is in fact filled with waste - ironically mainly refrigerators. It turns out that 

not only bears and mosquitoes in the woods, there is indeed also smells something fishy in the form 

of a bunch of ferocious villains, which has a clip on sweet cousin Annika. What clip is essentially 

aimed at, we will never know. And it is symptomatic of the movie that is not spent time together 

loose ends and come up with explanations. It is as if the attitude is that it can then be irrelevant as 

long as there are plenty of lårklaskende performances to distract - at least for those who currently 

do not have already developed scratchy allergy to Uncle Donald's and Father's' predictable antics. 

The entire økoplottet is actually quite refreshing and very educational (remember now to get your 

kids to toss candy paper in the trash when you leave the cinema!), But it is served with so 

unbearably loud lifted pegefigre that it gets the thumbs to move the other way. Not least because all 

pointer is beaten emphatically down on our heads, that even the most opmærksomhedsudfordrede 

4-year-olds is assumed to be fully involved. Like when we succeed Mie taking pictures of bad guys 

while they pour refrigerators in forest lake. Unfortunately, they see her, and the family must take to 

his heels. Since shortly after hear the sound of an SUV reverberate through the forest, exclaims same 

Mie - completely unnecessary, "That's them. They are looking for the camera '. And so it is 

throughout. "Father to four - back to nature 'is good-natured and harmless family entertainment and 

there's as such nothing wrong with, if only it did not attempt to hit the broadest possible common 

denominator came to talk unnecessarily down to the audience - small as well as large. Where it 

would be nice if the ambitions was just a tiny bit higher! Probably the worst danish movie in recent 

time. After watching "far til fire til søs", I was "lucky" to get this one to know also. I thought that it 

couldn't be any worse with the other, but this one proved that it was not the case. the story starts 

out with the family making ready for a vacation in Sweden. it soon gets ruined by some unfunny 

slapstick and the uncles awful catchphrase "ulovligheder" (illegality). for some reason they decide to 

take their old fridge with them to dump it on a Swedish junkyard, despite that Denmark has 

junkyards. what I can see, is that it is a cheap way to bring on the main focus on the movie: 

pollution. and not any pollution, but the kind of pollution that comes from people dumping fridges in 



the woods. thats one of the main issues with this movie if you ask me. its more environmental then a 

captain planet episode. it has green toxic coming from the fridges when they are dumped in the 

nature, and probably the most ridiculous kind of villains ever. a bunch of cliché American 

rednecks/hillbillies, get payed by some unknown people, for dumping fridges in the woods. it is 

never explained why they get payed, but it makes no sense, because they could either deliver the 

fridges on the junkyard for free or get money for them. the other problems I have with this movie 

are as mentioned the uncles catchphrase and the father, that always gets involved in slapstick. I do 

also have a problem with the fact that it is a child's movie, but despite that they speak Swedish half 

of the time. danish and Swedish are so different that a danish child cant understand Swedish. I also 

don't like the other morals of this movie. for example there is at one point a police officer, that 

threatens to arrest the rednecks, but he don't have any proof of them making illegality. 30sek later, 

the one redneck drives drunk, another one jumps back on the truck, and don't wear any seat belt, 

and they disturb the public peace. plenty of excuses for an arrest? the movie also shows the family 

getting lost in the nature, where they behave really dumb. one of the children for example eats a 

poisonous mushroom, without getting sick (a good signal to children eating unknown mushrooms), 

and they sleep at a place, clearly inhabited by a predator, without explaining the danger of doing so. 

so all in all, I wouldn't let my children watch this movie. despite being harsh on it, I can see that its 

clearly a child's movie, but the morals are just so stupid that the movie does more damage then 

good. its also a hard one to watch as an adult, and I think that movies, even if they are made for 

children, should have something adults can enjoy too. in that way, the whole family can sit down 

together and enjoy a good story, and probably watch it again without the parents arguing, which of 

them has to be tortured with a crappy movie. 
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Farinelli (Farinelli The Castrato) (Farinelli Voce Regina) (Farinelli: Il 

Castrato) (1994) 
 

Farinelli, is the artistic name of Carlo Broschi, a young singer in 

Handel's time. He was castrated in his childhood in order to 

preserve his voice. During his life he becomes to be a very famous 

opera singer, managed by his mediocre brother (Riccardo). I think 

some long periods of Farinelli's life are left out. The film is too 

focused on his love life, making it definitely a female movie. There 

were a lot of other aspects to explore. We also get to see the 

obligatory scenes of audiences being mesmerized by opera, as if 

they were some island natives and not opera house regulars. 

Nevertheless, being a high budget movie, it has great costumes 

and beautiful scenery. Most of all you get the chance to explore 

the divine music of Haendel. 
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Farm Family: In Search Of Gay Life In Rural America (2004) 
 

A look at rural gay men in America today. These men are far from 

the common stereotypes. They include men raising children, dairy 

farmers, and hermits, even a radical fairy or two. I just saw this at 

the NC Gay/Lesbian Film Festival and it is one of my favorites of 

the Festival. A gentle, non-assumptive piece about gay men in 

rural settings throughout the U.S. (although none were from down 

South!). We see that even among this thin slice of demography, 

there is a tremendous diversity of men all living a simpler life than 

the media tells us is what defines "gay men". Each story pulls you 

in and the filmmaker has really allowed us to get to know these 

fellows in a very nonjudgmental way. From the dairy farmers in 

Wisconsin, to the Gay Rodeo participants, to a Pride Festival in 

desolate Wyoming, to more "hermited" types and Fairies, each 

story is fascinating. 
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Fast Getaway (1991) 
 

A lighthearted tail about a gang of bank robbers who fall out and 

split up. The brains of the gang is a boy (20-year-old Corey Haim) 

who, with his father, successfully continue their crime spree. 

Annoyed at this, Lilly and her loyal, and stupid companion, decide 

to kidnap the boy, Nelson, and force him to work for them. It's a 

shame this movie came out in 1991. I think it probably could've 

done much MUCH better, if it were an 80's flick. The movie had 

that classic 80's soundtrack, and fashion nailed. And I'm an 80's 

kid... So I guess I just kind of clicked with this movie. I has seen 

segments from it once before many years ago on television, and I 

decided one day to pick it up for kicks at the video store, and I 

liked it. Corey Haim did a good job playing an overly energetic 

criminal mastermind. I don't know exactly why I liked this movie. 

But it's fun, although it did leave a lot of questions left 

unanswered (which is why a sequel was necessary, but some of 

those questions still weren't answered)... What happened to Honey? The girl who laid him? Did he 

not EVER think of her again? Did Nelson's parents get back together? What about Sam being broken 

out of prison? Did the police just NOT care, and never looked for him again? Anyways... I'm going to 

stop critiquing a movie that I like. And just tell you, if you haven't seen this movie... Rent it, or see if 

you catch it on USA or something. 
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Father Dear Father (1973) 
 

Spin-off movie version of the British sitcom of the same name. 

Father, Oh Dear Father! I happened to stumble on this feature film 

version of the TV sitcom on my day off and was not impressed in 

the slightest! The British film industry seemed to churn out these 

spin-offs in abundance in the early Seventies and few were really 

any good! This is a perfect example of why they should of stayed 

on the small screen. I know it was intended as good old harmless 

fun but the problem is the humour is strained and it is just not 

funny!!!! Patrick Cargill stars as the long struggling dad trying to 

prevent his two teenage daughters from either getting married or 

moving house, whilst trying to get married himself to his agent (he 

is an author), so he can provide a mother figure for his kids. And 

there you have it!!! There's the plot in a nutshell plus throw in 

your usual clichés like the idiotic, clumsy son-in-law, the accidental 

milkman, and your token black man which provides plenty of ammo for these tedious stereotyped, 

racist jokes!!! It is worth pointing out that the director, William G. Stewart went on to later present 

the quiz show "Fifteen to One". Appropriate, as the odds are much higher against him with this 

project!! At the end of the movie Cargill looks at the camera and asks "Do You Mind?". Well, yes I do 

actually because it is 98 minutes of my life that I will not get back! 
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Father Hood (1993) 
 

A deadbeat dad kidnaps his kids (12-year-old Brian Bonsall) from 

the bus. Based on the true life stories and experiences of Michael 

J. Hardy. Loved it. This movie was great. I was 9 years old when 

this movie first came out. I can't tell you how many times I 

watched it. I have always loved it (and not just because Patrick 

Swayze is in it). I love the plot and it is typical 90's style. To judge 

this movie by modern standards would be horrible. It's sweet. It 

really makes you think too (I can say that having worked for under 

aged victims of the state before). In all, the movie is great, and I 

mean for all ages. Take it for what it is and not what you want it to 

be. I think it would be a great idea for a remake, but keeping to 

the original theme and plot as close as possible. 
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Father Ted (1995) 
 

Have mercy on poor Father Ted Crilly. He has so much to contend 

with when it comes to dealing with the folks of Craggy Island, 

Ireland. There's Father Dougal McGuire, who is as dimwitted as 

they come; and then there is Father Jack Hackett who lives for the 

simple pleasures of life (sleeping, drinking, and swearing). Ted 

tries to bring stability to his congregation as well as the surreal 

townspeople of Craggy Island. Never has there been a comedy 

series like this and never will there be one like this again. I've 

never been an avid fan of Father Ted (don't know why) but as a 

person who doesn't watch that much television anymore this 

certainly gives me an excuse to turn the TV on and be entertained. 

Has done for years. Extremely unique and funny I would gladly sit 

down and watch a Father Ted marathon and watch every episode 

back to back. What is rare for a TV programme/movie is that I 

actually have not met a single person who dislikes Father Ted! My favourite episode is the one 

where the whistle gets stolen. Fantastic. Shame there will be no more series but thank ourselves 

lucky they made three fantastic series. An all time great. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1995) 
 

Episode 1: Good Luck, Father Ted; Father Dougal and Jack visit a Craggy Island fair filled with odd 

attractions, while Father Ted secretly tries to have a TV interview with "Faith Of Our Fathers". 

Episode 2: Entertaining Father Stone; The always at a loss for words, Father Stone, visits Craggy 

Island and over stays his welcome. 

Episode 3: The Passion of St. Tibulus; Father Ted and Dougal protest a blasphemous new film on the 

orders of a visiting Bishop with a terrible secret. 

Episode 4: Competition Time; Father Ted, Dougal and Jack enter a talent competition visited by a 

BBC presenter with an odd drinking problem. 

Episode 5: And God Created Woman; Father Ted struggles with a crush he has for a lady visitor, and 

the arrival of a group of nuns. 

Episode 6: Grant Unto Him Eternal Rest; Father Jack dies after drinking floor polish, leaving Ted and 

Dougal an inheritance. 
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Fathers And Sons (2005) 
 

Revolves around the intertwined tales of three families who grow 

up on the same street, focusing on the relationship of fathers and 

sons. The first section, directed by Spera, features Anthony 

(Whitford) and Jenny (Mathis) and traces the father-son bond that 

develops between Anthony and his newborn son over 30 years. 

The second story, helmed by Garcia, centers on the affairs of an 

airline pilot (Mahoney) who shares a house but not a life with his 

wife (Baker). He crosses paths with an unusual woman (DuVall) 

and spends an extraordinary night with his son (Eldard). The final 

chapter, with Rappaport at the helm, follows the homecoming of 

Elliot (Harold) to his estranged family (Barbara Barrie, Joe Bologna 

and Lisa Edelstein). As his father dies, Elliot meets and falls in love 

with a woman (Shaw) who sees past his tough-guy exterior. I went 

to see this film because of Gale Harold, I think this is his best film 

to date, the stories were wonderful, funny, complex and meaningful, and there was a nice flow to 

the movie. Even though this was made by Showtime, it didn't have that made-for-TV feel at all. I 

hope this film will get a wider distribution, Sarasota seemed like a weird place for it to have its World 

premier and I hope that they will be traveling with the film. It really it very well done and I cannot 

recommend it enough. This film deserves to be seen, oh yeah and it has a great cast too! I 

recognized probably about 90% of the cast. If you're a Gale fan you really need to make an effort to 

see this film, and even if your not, you should go and see this film anyway! 
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Fatty Finn (1980) 
 

Fatty Finn (11-year-old Ben Oxenbould) raises dough for a new 

radio. Along the way, he encounters mishaps with a gang of 

bullies. Hugely popular Australian children's comic strip dating 

from the 1920s was shrewdly made into a BUGSY MALONE style 

feature set in 20's style Sydney and filmed in the early 80s. Well 

directed and with a great cast of well known Oz TV favourites 

FATTY FINN became a big hit on cinema screens across Australia. 

Colourful and rude and silly and with all the classic Our Gang style 

antics that speak to kids of any language, it deserves a DVD 

release worldwide..perhaps together on one disc or release along 

with its almost-sequel the movie version of GINGER MEGGS who 

was the mirror image comic strip in a rival newspaper for 

decades. GINGER MEGGS was a good idea, filmed to follow up 

FATTY FINN and equally as successful. Not seen on moviescreens 

since the 80s and not on TV for 15 years, they would be big hit films all over again today if the effort 

was put in to them. Internationally on DVD too. Fatty Finn lead actor the cute blond Ben Oxenbould 

has grown into a skinhead monster with tattoos and can be seen in the recent criminal caper 

comedy GET RICH QUICK, which just won an award at an indie fest in in Oklahoma of all places! 
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Faubourg 36 (Paris 36) (2008) 
 

A man is charged with murder. He is Pigoil, the aging stage 

manager at Chansonia, a music hall in a Paris faubourg. His 

confession is a long flashback to New Year's Eve, 1935, when he 

discovers his wife is unfaithful and Galapiat, the local mobster, 

closes the music hall. Over the next few months, Pigoil loses 

custody of his beloved son, Jo-Jo (12-year-old Maxence Perrin), 

and must find work. Pigoil and his pals take over the Chansonia as 

a co-op; Galapiat is momentarily benign. Their star is the young 

Douce, a girl from near Lille for whom Galapiat lusts. She in turn 

falls in love with Milou, a local Red. There are ups and downs, but 

mostly ups - but what about Jo-Jo and what about the murder? 

Glittering period crowd-pleaser. Christophe Barratier found box 

office success in France in 2004 with his cute feel-good story The 

Chorus/Les choristes, which was about how a new music teacher 

brought humanity to a rural French reform school just after WWII by starting a boys' chorus. This 

also made newcomer Jean-Baptiste Maunier into a French teen icon. Faaubourg 36 is a glitzier, more 

musical (as in song-and-dance), more nostalgic period drama meant to evoke French films of the 

Thirties through its focus on a little working class Paris music hall called Chansonia. As the film 

opens, financial problems lead a mean magnate called Galapiat (Bernard-Pierre Donnadieu) to shut 

Chansonia down. But it's 1936, and in the spirit of socialist fervor (and universal labor-management 

strife) signaled by the rise of Leon Blum's Popular Front, the employees decide to take over 

Chansonia and run it themselves, on no money. This effort is spearheaded by the stage manager 

Germain Pigoil (Gerard Jugnot). Pigoil's life has filled with heartbreak. His dancer wife Viviane 

(Elisabeth Vitali) has left him and the state has chosen to take away his beloved accordionist son Jojo 

(Maxence Perrin) and send him to live with Viviane. Trying to create triumph out of adversity, Pigoil 

designates an awkward song-and-dance guy called Jacky Jacquet (Kad Merad) and a militant (and 

Jewish) leftist called Emile "Milou" Leibovich (Clovis Cornillac) to reopen the shuttered musical 

theater in uneasy cooperation with Galapiat. The show must go on! This seems a feeble prospect 

without financial backing, till the three men get lucky when a young newcomer nicknamed Douce 

(Nora Arnezedzer) turns up at tryouts. She's talented, pretty, and clearly a crowd-pleaser capable of 

selling tickets and keeping the place going. Her presence provides further insurance when the local 

boss turns out to like her. The ups and downs of the plot include depiction of the pervasive anti-

Semitism of the extreme Right and the exacerbated hostilities between labor and ownership. There 

are little tragedies, but everything is softened and ends happily. Seekers of cinematic edge should 

look elsewhere. I found it hard to engage with the story, because it's too derivative, stereotypical, 

and diffuse. Production values are excellent and the music hall performances, if sometimes 

borderline cringe-worthy, carry through the period flavor. And there are some catchy tunes and 

sprightly stage turns as well. I saw this film when it was screened last summer at Saul Zaentz Studios 

in Berkeley by Tom Luddy, Co-Director of the Telluride Film Festival and the consensus of those then 

present seemed to be that 'Paris 36' (which has been picked up by Sony Pictures Classics) wasn't 

interesting or unusual enough to show at Telluride. But 'Paris 36' seems likely to do well with the 

more general US subtitles-film audience, and makes perfect sense as the "gala opening film" for the 



FSLC-UniFrance co-sponsored Rendez-Vous with French Cinema--though in my opinion last year's 

first night presentation, Claude Lelouch's 'Roman de Gare,' made a much more interesting opener. 
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Faustrecht Der Freiheit (Fist-Fight Of Freedom) (Fist-Right Of 

Freedom) (Fox) (Fox And His Friend) (1975) 
 

Franz "Fox" Biberkopf is a working-class guy, at loose ends when 

his lover is arrested and the police shutter their carnival booth. In 

need of cash for his weekly lottery purchase, Fox lets himself be 

picked up by an elegant older man named Max. At Max's, he 

meets two younger gay men who have expensive tastes and 

images to uphold. The next day, Fox wins 500,000 marks in the 

lottery, and Max's friends suddenly become Fox's friends, 

especially Eugen, the heir to a bookbinding firm that's short of 

cash. Eugen's polish beguiles Fox, and the fleecing begins. One of 

Fassbinder's most sad, dramatic films. Very 70's and interesting. 

The gay theme must have been very provocative in these times. 

But if you want to watch another, even more gay film by him, 

watch his final movie "Querelle" (after the novel "Querelle de 

Brest" by Jean Genet). 
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Fear Of The Dark (2003) 
 

12-year-old Ryan Billings (13-year-old Jesse James) has been 

diagnosed with an acute fear of the dark. He spends each night 

lying awake in torment, waiting and watching as the evil in the 

darkness grows stronger, feeding off his fear. His older brother 

Dale (18-year-old Kevin Zegers), suspects that there is nothing 

wrong with Ryan and that this is just a ploy for more attention. 

Regardless, he promises to watch over his little brother as their 

parents head off to a party for the night. Outside a storm rages 

and when the power goes out, darkness envelops the house. Ryan 

knows that tonight the evil has finally come to claim him. Dale 

desperately tries everything to try and calm him down, until the 

horrors in the dark make him realize Ryan had good reason to be 

so afraid! Major Childhood Drama Brought to Life! The gist is, 

there's this kid who is afraid of the dark. He sees things in the dark 

that others do not. What culminates from his fear is one of those 'dark and stormy night' scenarios 

with some very intense moments loaded with suspense. It's an excellent play on everyone's favorite 

childhood drama (including the Closet Monster) and the devisive measures kids take to ensure late-

night safety (stay completely tucked in). I dare say the evils that await him in the pitch of night are 

genuinely creative and pretty darn threatening. There are some jumpy moments that renewed my 

faith in screenwriters and directors of the modern horror genre. I strongly urge all horror geeks to 

check into this one, even if you don't think it's your cup of tea. It will literally take you back to that 

time in place in your life when a pile of clothes in the corner of your bedroom was as threatening as 

the schoolyard bully--only worse! Sure, this is not a perfect movie but it beats the heck out of the 

boring horror drivel that's being released these days in theaters. Why this 2002 film was so 

overlooked is a mystery to me. It was 1,000 times better than 'Darkness Falls' or 'They' and doesn't 

even compare to crappy films like 'Cabin Fever' or 'House of the Dead'. I checked this one out at a 

local Blockbuster and if you like things that go bump in the night, you should too! 
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Fearless (1993) 
 

After a terrible air disaster, survivor Max Klein emerges a changed 

person. Unable to connect to his former life or to wife Laura, he 

feels godlike and invulnerable. When psychologist Bill Perlman is 

unable to help Max, he has Max meet another survivor, Carla 

Rodrigo, who is racked with grief and guilt since her baby died in 

the crash which she and Max survived. When I first saw "Fearless" 

in a movie theater, I believe there were about 20 to 30 other 

moviegoers in the theater on a weekday afternoon. It was in it's 

second week in theaters. After the credits rolled, I heard a lot of 

weeping from the small but vocal audience. Maybe the film 

flopped because some people expected a 70s, type disaster flick 

with cardboard characters, laughable dialogue and unknown 

extras & doubles performing dangerous stunts. It's been almost 

eight years since watching "Fearless" for the first time. This is one of only 5 movies I actually own in 

my very small tape library. Director Peter Weir amazes me. With a few exceptions (I didn't like "Dead 

Poets Society" and I haven't seen "Green Card"), he has always walked on a tightrope when it comes 

to telling a story. It might not result in a "satisfying" ending but when you think about what was 

presented two hours earlier, it makes a lot of sense. It's a logical and very fascinating progression. I 

believe that Jeff Bridges can (almost) do no wrong. His character may not be very likeable but put 

yourself in his character's shoes and you may understand the reasons why he believes that he is 

"fearless". I haven't seen Isabella Rossellini's performance in "Blue Velvet" but it makes me wonder if 

her performance in that film beats her role as the caring but very confused wife of Jeff Bridges' 

character. She's definitely the heart of "Fearless". I cared for her. I felt empathy; her confusion of 

what her husband was doing to himself, her family and herself. She's on the outside trying her best 

to understand what it was like to survive a plane crash. But at the same time, not totally 

understanding what it was like to be on the ill-fated flight. Rossellini gave a glowing performance. 

Rosie Perez's performance as the distraught woman who lost her young boy in the crash was 

incredible. Unlike some people in this world, I do like Perez (thick spanish accent and all). What 

really impressed me was how she captured the depth of losing her child. There have been some 

films & TV movies that have captured the effects of a family losing a spouse or adult child. There 

haven't been as many to deal with the loss of a child as well as "Fearless" did. Perez hasn't had a role 

with this much depth in a long time. I was pleasantly surprised when she received an Oscar 

nomination for Supporting Actress, the movie's only nomination. The unrequited bond between 

Bridges' and Perez's characters was fascinating to watch. They survived something that their love 

ones will never understand. In the end, the two need to understand that despite their losses, they 

are still alive in this world and somehow they need to find a way to get back to reality. Screenwriter 

Rafael Yglesias, who wrote the novel, captured the complexity of crash survivors almost flawlessly. 

One weak link: John Turturro had the thankless job of playing the underwritten role of the 

psychiatrist. When a film like "Fearless" even inspires a music video (Brian McKnight's "Back At 

One"), then you know that this movie will have a lasting effect and with cable, VHS & DVD, it'll never 

be forgotten. I certainly haven't forgotten it. With Spencer Vrooman as Jonah Klein. 
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Feather Boy (2004) 
 

With a troubled homelife and problems fitting in at school, Robert 

Nobel (14-year-old Thomas Sangster) dreams at night of flying 

away. He is bullied by rougher boys, among them the threatening 

Niker (14-year-old Aaron Johnson), while his parents appear to be 

splitting up. In his dreams, he soars in the sky, leaving his troubles 

behind him. When he reluctantly joins a project to work with the 

elderly residents in his local community, he meets crotchety Edith 

Sorrel. Edith, a strangely compelling old lady, insists he visits 

Chance House. Robert explores the mysterious, derelict building, 

and discovers that it has a tragic past: apparently, a boy once died 

there because he thought he could fly. The boy was Edith's son. As 

Robert confronts his school enemies and his fears, he fulfils 

another request from Edith, to make her a coat of feathers. Will 

his gift to her unlock the secret of the boy who died? Robert Nobel 

is a 12-year-old schoolboy - polite, well-spoken and friendly. However, he is bullied by schoolmates 

and called 'Norbert No-Bottle'. When his parent's split up he is further damaged made worse by his 

father planning to remarry. Robert mistakenly volunteers to take part in a story telling campaign in a 

local old people's home, where he meets an old lady that will change his life forever. This adaptation 

of the award winning children's book was shown in one feature-length version on BBC1 rather than 

the version in parts described on this site. I sat to watch this despite not really knowing what it was 

about and I was surprised to see how solid a story it was considering it was aimed at kids. The drama 

is based around Robert overcoming himself and also doing the bidding of Edith (who may be forcing 

Robert to become her dead son), it is sinister at times without being frightening, slightly 

supernatural without being too dark or brooding. Of course the downside of the film is that it is too 

slow at times - the first hour especially seemed to drag and lacking a strong enough script to base 

this amount of time on characters over actions. That said, once the plot starts proper it is interesting 

and involving. What helps it even more is a great cast of child actors - several of whole will be 

instantly recognisable on either side of the Atlantic for their appearance in a couple of big films. 

Sangster is better known for playing Hitler in a miniseries and for playing 'cute kid' in Love Actually (a 

role I'm sure he won on his own merits and without the help of Uncle Grant). Here he is the key role 

for the film and he plays it really well - not being overly cute and actually developing as a character 

across the film. Johnson plays his character with the same cockney cheek that he did in Shanghai 

Knights - although happily he is a little less annoying here as he actually has a character to speak of. 

His performance is much better and he shows it in several key moments. Hancock is also good and 

generally the support cast of adults and children all do well. Overall this special will not make me 

read the book as I felt this told a good enough story without me digging further. The fact that it is 

very professionally done and supported by many really good child performances really helps to work 

with an interesting story even if it is a little predictable and slow at times. 

 

 



Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2004) 
 

Episode 1: Norbert No-Bottle; Robert Nobel, otherwise known as Norbert No-Bottle, is being bullied 

by Jonathan Niker. The butt of Niker's jokes in class, he despairs of his newly divorced parents at 

home, and he is hopelessly in love with Kate Barber. Robert is also haunted by dreams that seem to 

tell the future as well as the past, as he discovers when a storyteller called Catherine invites some of 

his class to Wayfield House, the local old people's home. Robert has never been there before, except 

in his dreams. Once there in person, he meets Edith Sorrel, a spiky old lady who chooses him as her 

partner in the Elders' Project. 

Episode 2: Chance House; Robert has been given a strange task by Edith Sorrel, the old lady he's met 

as part of his class Elders' Project. She tells him to find a place called Chance House. While running 

away from Niker, he finds it by chance, a derelict and boarded up house at 26 St. Aubyns. Robert 

finds a way into the house and discovers that, although derelict, it is not empty. Having propped a 

door open as a safe retreat, he hears footsteps and the slamming of the door. Someone or 

something is with him in Chance House. 

Episode 3: Strawberry Jam; Robert Nobel feels bullied by everyone – his parents, the kids at school, 

and especially Edith Sorrel, his partner on the Wayfield project. She's bullied him into visiting the top 

floor flat at Chance House, a half-derelict Victorian mansion. He bunks off school to go there and 

climbs to the top of the house. As he climbs he hears the sound of wings beating and a voice calling 

to him, urging him on. He reaches the door on the very last flight. As it swings open, he sees a blast 

of light and three feathers falling from the ceiling. 

Episode 4: Sleep Over; Robert has done as Edith Sorrel asked and visited the top-floor flat at Chance 

House. Before he can report back to her on what he has found, Jonathan Niker challenges him to 

spend the night there – just the two of them. So, while Edith's condition worsens, the two boys 

settle down for the night. But the creaks and noises of the old house test the strongest of nerves. 

Episode 5: The Coat Of Feathers; When Edith is well enough to see Robert again, he shows her the 

three feathers he found in Chance House. She asks him to make her a Coat of Feathers, like the one 

in the Firebird story. Though he has no idea where to begin, Robert agrees to try, hoping the coat 

might save the old lady's life. But with the coat only half-finished, he takes it into school. Inevitably, 

Niker gets hold of it and threatens to destroy it. In an uncharacteristic rage, Robert attacks him, 

knocks him unconscious and has to be dragged off by a horrified Miss Raynham. 

Episode 6: The Firebird; Suspended from school for beating up Niker, Robert has lost the coat of 

feathers and maybe his chance to save Edith Sorrel's life. Fortunately, Kate comes to the rescue. She 

brings back the coat and even helps him get more feathers. But there are still not enough, and 

Robert knows the only place to find enough good feathers is at the old warehouse where he was 

locked in and abandoned by Niker and his gang. Can Robert overcome his fear and collect enough 

feathers to finish the coat? And even if he does, will he be in time to save his Firebird? In a thrilling 

and emotional climax to the story, Robert's quest will push him to the very limits of his experience 

and teach him what it really means to fly. 

Original 6x30 minute episodes: Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Fei Zhou He Shang (The Gods Must Be Crazy III) (1991) 
 

Two guys, one of them a magician, are transporting an ancient 

chinese vampire who can only be controlled by a series of yellow 

tapes, and is the ancestor of the other guy. On the way, while 

flying over Africa, their plane stalls. And of all places, where do 

they land? That's right, in the village of the tribe of "The Gods 

Must Be Crazy". This is a movie that'll have you in splits, and 

thoroughly enjoying yourself. A sequel to the "Gods must be 

crazy" (even though not from the same director etc), this movie is 

probably the best of the lot. A parody of a hit Chinese comedy 

movie called Mr. Vampire, the story begins when a Chinese guy 

and his vampire grandfather end up in the Kalahari desert. This is where the real fun starts. They 

meet various people, Nixau, a bushman (the only character who's made it to all the "Gods must be 

crazy" films). While telling you more would be possible, it'd spoil the pure unadulterated fun! This is 

a must-watch, as are all the other prequels. 
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Fellini - Satyricon (Fellini Satyricon) (Satyricon) (The Degenerates) 

(1969) 
 

In first century Rome, two student friends, Encolpio and Ascilto, 

argue about ownership of the 17-year-old boy Gitone (18-year-old 

Max Born), divide their belongings and split up. The boy, allowed 

to choose who he goes with, chooses Ascilto. Only a sudden 

earthquake saves Encolpio from suicide. We follow Encolpio 

through a series of adventures, where he is eventually reunited 

with Ascilto, and which culminates in them helping a man kidnap a 

hermaphrodite demi-god from a temple. The god dies, and as 

punishment Encolpio becomes impotent. We then follow them in 

search of a cure. The film is loosely based on the book Satyricon 

by Gaius Petronius Arbiter, the "Arbiter of Elegance" in the court 

of Nero. The book has only survived in fragments, and the film 

reflects this by being very fragmentary itself, even stopping in 

mid-sentence. Satyricon is a screen adaptation of Petronius's novella about life in the time of Nero. 

We are introduced into a bizarre and highly bisexual world of parvenus, war mongers, hedonists, 

pimps and catamites. Fellini offers a narrative of 25 distinct episodes, only loosely connected by the 

presence of the young and adventurous student Encolpio, who desperately longs for love and 

happiness, but who is constantly startled by the occurrence of events. The storyline is a bit too 

erratic for my taste but Fellini manages to capture the spirit of a disintegrating society in its 

relentless pursuit of pleasure. Shocking scenes of debauchery and black comedy were frowned upon 

by the audience in the late sixties and in my view this film tapped the sexual revolution of the 1960s. 

Encolpio's love-hate-relationship with Ascilto, and their joint attraction to the angelic slave boy 

Gitone, is placed at the center of the film. One may marvel at the young age of Trimalchio's rent 

boys who appear to us as innocent 12-year-olds but Gitone is barely three-years-older! His 

vacillating heart makes him an elusive lover and his sexual relationship with both males seems to be 

sanctioned by Fellini. The true moment of détente is when Encolpio reclines with his beloved, which 

seems to suggest that pederasty is not necessarily dirty or wrong. If sex defiles, it also sanctifies. We 

are constantly reminded of the fact that humans are basically flesh and blood, containers of 

emotions and compulsions. The world we witness is a whorehouse without shame or disgust. In this 

respect, "Satyricon" tells us that boy love is deeply and irrevocably embedded in the human 

condition, and that it will always reveal itself, whatever the repressions it attracts, however bizarre 

its forms. The film warns us that we, over-civilized spectators of the 21st century, have wasted our 

lives, that we have not acted on our desires, that we have lost our most precious capital: youth. 
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Ferris Bueller's Day Off (1986) 
 

Ferris (24-year-old Matthew Broderick) is a street-wise kid who 

knows all the tricks. Today he decides to take the day off school. 

When Ferris takes the day off, so must his best friends, Cameron 

and Sloane. Cameron is reluctantly persuaded to borrow his 

father's Ferrari, and together they hatch a plan to get Sloane out 

of class. Suspicious dean of students Ed Rooney knows all about 

Ferris, but can never catch him. Ferris' sister Jeanie is also 

frustrated that Ferris always gets away with his tricks and she 

doesn't. Furthermore, Ferris is an 'angel' in his parents eyes. It's 

Ferris' day off, he's out to enjoy himself, and he does! I think it is 

only fitting that I dedicate my first movie review to my favorite 

movie, Ferris Beuler's Day Off. This movie got me through High 

School.. and much of my adult life as well. That is, until Office 

Space came along, but that is another review. Ferris Beuller 

(Matthew Broderick) was the kid in High School who never got caught, had fun doing whatever it 

was and was popular with everybody. On this particular day in the movie, Ferris decides he is taking 

the day off. After all, "How can anyone be expected to handle school on a day like this?" Ferris calls 

his best friend, Cameron Frye (a young Alan Ruck), who is always sick, and tells him to pick him up. 

After all, Ferris does not have a car. He wants to show Cameron a good time before High School is all 

over and wants him to have something good to remember about it. Also, Cameron is Ferris's phony 

caller voice. Whenever Ferris needs a call made, such as from a police officer or another parent, 

Cameron is the man. Eventually, Ferris and Cameron gets Sloane Peterson (Mia Sara) excused, by 

using the dead grandmother excuse. Ferris is always one step ahead of his adversary, Principal Ed 

Rooney (Jeffrey Jones). Rooney is portrayed as a hard ass principal who does not let anything get by 

him. He sets off to catch Beuller in the act and put a permanent mark in his record and hold him 

back another year, so as not to have other Ferris Beuller wannabes for years after Ferris's departure. 

Jones was perfect for his role as Rooney and I do not think that role will ever be surpassed for him. 

Most of the movie is spent with Rooney looking for Ferris and, as mentioned earlier, is about one or 

two steps behind him. He comes very close to catching him but never gets the job done. Rooney is 

the stooge in the movie that every teen and even the adults enjoy seeing him beaten and 

outsmarted by his young student. I don't think anyone has expected otherwise. All throughout the 

movie, it pokes fun at the boring and tedious high school classroom. Ferris will say something like, "If 

we played by the rules right now, we'd be in gym class" and then it cuts to an exaggerated look at a 

gym class, which more resembles a boot camp. Ben Stein will forever be remembered here as the 

extremely boring economics teacher. There are many more characters to this movie that make it 

great. There is Grace (Rooney's secretary), Jeanie and the rest of Ferris's family, the parking garage 

guys, the snooty waiter, Charlie Sheen and others. My friends and I still quote randomly from the 

movie in our everyday situations. That is how much of an impact this movie has made on many lives. 

There are so many great parts and quotes from this movie, they are too numerous to list in a review, 

nor would I want to ruin it for anybody who has not seen it, although I cannot fathom why you 

haven't. If not, it is a must see. 
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Fiddler On The Roof (1971) 
 

Film version of the stage musical, based on the stories of Sholom 

Aleichem. Tevye the Milkman is a Jewish peasant in pre-

Revolutionary Russia, coping with the day-to-day problems of 

'shtetl' life, his Jewish traditions, his family (wife and daughters), 

and state-sanctioned pogroms. I love "Fiddler on the Roof" so 

much it's difficult for me to comment on it in a detached way. I 

just think about it and I'm filled with emotion. (And I'm not the 

sentimental type!) It honestly depicts what it means to be human. 

It contains love, faith, family, friendship, humour, violence, hate, 

prejudice, change, vulnerability, joy, community, 

anger...everything. This film is a tribute to the Jewish people, but 

you don't have to be Jewish to enjoy it. It's so rich that everyone 

can identify with it, and learn from it. As for the music, all the 

songs fit in naturally and stand on their own as classics. 

"Matchmaker, Matchmaker," "Sunrise, Sunset," "If I Were A Rich Man" - need I say more? When 

Hodel sings "Far From the Home I Love" it's tissue time. They're all so beautiful! If you usually find it 

hard to take when characters in musicals suddenly burst into song, don't worry, in this film it's so 

seamless you can't imagine them communicating any other way. The music makes it easier for them 

to say things they normally wouldn't in conversation. The characters are so real and down-to-earth. 

They're strong, hard-working people, who have their priorities straight. I can't write about FOTR 

without mentioning Tevye - the centre of this whirling story, and a man who, like all of us, struggles 

with the pace with which his world is changing. He clings to the past, yet accepts what the future 

may bring. I don't think there is another film out there that addresses how insecure we feel with 

change. But hey, that's life. "To life, to life, la chayim!!". 
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Fido (2006) 
 

Timmy Robinson's (13-year-old K'Sun Ray) best friend in the 

whole wide world is a six-foot tall rotting zombie named Fido. But 

when FIDO eats the next-door neighbor, Mom and Dad hit the 

roof, and Timmy has to go to the ends of the earth to keep Fido a 

part of the family. A boy-and-his-dog movie for grown ups, "FIDO" 

will rip your heart out. At a risk of sounding slightly sacrilegious, 

on first viewing I'm kind of inclined to put this right up on a par 

with 'Shaun of the Dead'. Now, given I view Simon Pegg as an 

unquestionable comedy genius, I realise this is a rather big claim. 

And to what extent you agree with that last statement may be a 

good preliminary gauge of whether 'Fido' will appeal to you. In a 

way the comedy picks up where 'Shaun' left off, except we're 

back in the original 1950s Living Dead-era stereotypical middle-

American small town. The Zombie Wars are over and zombies 

themselves are becoming more well-adjusted, useful members of the community. This, so we're 

informed at the outset, is largely thanks to the scientific advances made by the good people at 

Zomcom - a nice play on romantic comedy perhaps? The beauty of the film lies in its dead-pan 

depiction of a respectable neighbourhood maintaining core values while making a place for zombies 

and the special hazards they pose. The charm and balance with which it does this is near enough 

perfect. Themes you might expect from a more mainstream kitsch comedy come through - the 

veneer of good clean living, keeping up appearances, repressed emotion, muddled parental values, 

social decorum and the plight of the alienated individual. It's a story told with happy heart and wide 

appeal that is brought to life vividly by the film's all-round strong cast. It's one of those works where 

it really shows through that everyone involved got a kick out of taking part. It's also fun imagining 

what Billy Connelly learning his script must have been like. So in conclusion, it is probable you will 

appreciate the humour of this film unless your father tried to eat you. 
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Fielder's Choice (2005) 
 

8-year-old Zack (11-year-old K'Sun Ray) goes to live with uncle 

(Chad Lowe) after mother dies. Well, K'Sun Ray (what a name!) is 

so beautifully beguiling that he makes up for a lot of other 

deficiencies in this film. The plot is formulaic by now -- a work-

obsessed relative "inherits" a kid and has to learn to overcome his 

(or her) own feelings of inadequacy, territoriality and basic 

hostility, with the outcome being obvious and predictable (and if 

that's a "spoiler," you spoiled it yourself). Nevertheless, Chad 

Lowe does a passable job at making us dislike this narcissistic 

uncle in particular. Unfortunately, K'Sun Ray's character is a RE-

actor rather than an actor, except for one instance of his taking 

initiative and that's quickly thwarted. Moreover, his being 11-

years-old playing 8 really shows (there must have been a zillion 8- 

or 9-year-old actors around who would have died for this part, or 

at least their mothers would have). I hope he does better in his upcoming movie lead: FIDO. As for 

this one, the dog gets my award for Best in Show. 
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Final Fantasy VII: Advent Children (2005) 
 

Two years after the events in "Final Fantasy VII", a disease called 

'Seikon-Shoukougun', or 'Geostigma', is spreading through the 

planet. This disease is believed to have been caused by the body 

fighting off foreign material that invaded the body two years 

earlier, at the end of "Final Fantasy VII". Guilt-ridden and haunted 

by his past, ex-SOLDIER Cloud Strife has decided to live a secluded, 

solitary life away from his friends while maintaining "Strife's 

Delivery Service", whose headquarters is located in Tifa 

Lockheart's bar, the Seventh Heaven. Tifa's bar serves as an 

orphanage for children stricken with Geostigma. Here, Tifa keeps 

an eye on Barret's 6-year-old daughter, Marlene, while Barret 

searches the planet for an alternative energy source to the 

Planet's energy, Mako. One day, Cloud receives a phone call from 

the former Shinra, Inc. president, Rufus, asking him for protection 

from a mysterious man named Kadaj. Kadaj, in the meantime, along with his brothers Loz and Yazoo, 

are searching for their "mother", and seem to believe that Cloud knows where to find her. 

Meanwhile, Vincent Valentine has been wandering the planet gathering information on Kadaj's 

scheme, and Cloud and his friends must come together again to fight these new enemies. Two years 

after "Final Fantasy 7", life seems to have returned to a state of normality after Sephiroth's attempts 

at mass genocide and the danger of Meteor. On the edge of the ruins of the metropolis Midgar, a 

new city has thrived, called the Edge and at it's center lies a monument that entails no one will 

forget Meteor and the ones who died. Cloud Strife, the hero who defeated Sephiroth, is a delivery 

boy now, no longer interested in fighting wars or leading rebellions. The world is at peace, and 

AVALANCHE is gone it's separate ways. Tifa Lockheart has reopened the new 7th Heaven, in the 

Edge, looking after Marlene and other orphans, including Denzel. Barret Wallace is working with the 

WRO in finding new energy sources to supply the world now that Mako is no longer used. Cid 

Highwind is also working with the WRO, as an airship pilot and leader of their air fleet. Reeve (and 

Cait Sith) is now heading the WRO and working, striving, to create a better world for all. Vincent 

Valentine has returned to solace, switching his places between his mansion home in Nibleheim and 

the Sleeping Forest, and the Forgotten City. Yuffie Kirisagi is back in Wutai, though what the Ninja is 

doing is unknown to all. But despite this lull in adventure, there is something that is striving the 

world. Geostigma, the Sephiroth, JENOVA's memetic legacy. A disease that counters the body's own 

defence system in on itself and causes it to destroy itself. Rufus ShinRa, ex-President of Midgar, is a 

sufferer of the disease, along with the ex-SOLDIER Cloud, and lives now in his hide-away home the 

Healin Lodge with his faithful bodyguards, the Turks. But who are the mysterious silver haired band, 

known as Kadaj's Gang? Kadaj, Loz and Yazoo, all of silver hair and teal eyes. Who are these strange 

people, who appear so much like Sephiroth? I do not have much to say than this is a great finish to 

the story. Most people have said that there is not enough plot and it's just eye candy. But think 

about it, everything was explained in FFVII you cannot add more plot to such a grand story it would 

ruin it. They did the best that they could do and I think that this should be taken more as A Final 

FMV.. the last fight. Graphics - 10/10, Absolutely amazing. Story 8.5/10 - don't think they could of 

expanded it that much more. And the stuff they could put in there was clever enough I thought. 



Characters 9/10 - Well most of them have already been explained during the game but still could not 

fit it all into 90 mins. Sound - 10/10, since I am a metal fan I loved the fight music.. and piano just 

reaches right in there..It is a great soundtrack and I was not disappointed. Tilt/Replay 10/10 - 

Enjoyable every time. Overall- 9/10 (FF Fan View 10/10). I personally think this is what was needed, a 

fight to end it all.. the plot was already in place. The action was necessary as much as people 

complained. I loved every second of this movie. It was a pleasure to visit the world of FFVII just one 

last time. Just remember this.. most movies that have been made from a game have been directed 

by movie directors I think this is pretty great for a team of game directors.. Don't think I've seen a 

better game to movie. 
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Final Run (1999) 
 

With 13-year-old Joel Palmer. The Grand Royale is a new high-tech 

passenger train with a computerized engine. On its maiden 

voyage, it suffers a severe technical failure, killing the controller 

and gradually increasing its already high speed, at the rate of 2 

more miles per minute. With heavily populated areas ahead and 

the risk of a deadly derailment, every minute counts and once 

again, it's up to Lucky singer to save the 200 passengers on board. 

Every trite cliche, every sub-plot imaginable, combine to make this 

the most awful piece of trash I have ever seen. From 

stepmother/step son conflict to failed athlete to obnoxious 

Washington politico (is there any other) a hodge-podge of 

garbage. 
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Find Me A Family (2009) 
 

Adoption campaigner David Akinsanya follows three would-be adopters as they take part in a 

pioneering project to consider adopting the children who, too often, get overlooked. 
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Finding Buck McHenry (2000) 
 

When an 11-year-old boy (Michael Schiffman) gets cut from his 

Little League baseball team, he sets out to form his own team. He 

persuades a school custodian (Ossie Davis) to be the coach. As the 

new coach starts working with the team, his knowledge leads the 

boy to suspect that the man is really an ex-Negro League legend 

who disappeared from sight years ago. The kid sets out to find out 

the truth about the man's background. Ossie Davis' real-life wife 

also appears in the film as his wife. Former Chicago Cubs' star, 

Ernie Banks, also appears as a Negro league star. This was a nice 

movie. I love baseball movies, and have enjoyed Ossie Davis' work 

since Joe Vs. The Volcano. The basic plot is a bit thin, but it gives a 

nice history lesson on the Negro Baseball leagues, and a nice 

touch that a young white boy would find interest in them. This is a 

good movie for young baseball fans. 
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Finding Kelly (Mystery Kids) (2000) 
 

Enjoyable; believable; great acting; good mystery story line. I still 

read old Nancy Drew and Hardy Boys books to relax and enter into 

a nice fantasy space. This movie will take you there and is 

refreshing. The entire production team got it right this time! 

(Don't watch this movie if you want to see wise-cracking sleazy 

kids with idiot adults appearing just to ridicule and humiliate!) 
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Finding Neverland (2004) 
 

The movie details the experiences of "Peter Pan" author J.M. 

Barrie, which lead him to write the children's classic. He got to 

know four children (12-year-old Freddie Highmore, 16-year-old 

Joe Prospero, 15-year-old Nick Roud & 8-year-old Luke Spill) who 

have no fathers. Drawing from his time with the kids, he writes a 

story about children who don't want to grow up. London, 1903: 

four lads, three women, and J.M. Barrie in the year he writes 

"Peter Pan." After one of his plays flops, Barrie meets four boys 

and their widowed mother in the park. During the next months, 

the child-like Barrie plays with the boys daily, and their 

imaginative games give him ideas for a play. Simultaneously, a 

friendship deepens with Sylvia, the lads' mother, to the chagrin of 

his wife Mary, with whom he spends little time (separate 

bedrooms), the widow's mother, and high society, which gossips 

about his attraction to the widow and to her sons. As Sylvia's health worsens, Barrie's ties to the 

boys strengthen and he must find a way to take his muse to Neverland. In this drama, we are told 

the story of how J.M. Barrie (Depp) came up with the play Peter Pan. After some failed attempts at 

creating a well written play, Barrie finds himself in a park playing with his dog. Several moments 

later he will come to meet the inspiration for his next play, four small boys and a widowed mother, 

who seems to be growing weaker by the day. Soon, the whole town is talking about Barrie and the 

Davies family, which causes some rough waters in his marriage. But what comes from his 

experiences is the play that comes to be known as Peter Pan. In 1903, in England, the play writer 

James Matthew Barrie (Johnny Depp) has a complete lack of inspiration, and his last work was a 

deceptive play. When he meets the children of the widow Sylvia Llewelyn Davies (Kate Winslet), he 

becomes friend of the family and Sylvia becomes his muse and her children the source of inspiration. 

James writes the successful play about "Peter Pan and Neverland". I always tell my students that 

they can't claim a movie they just saw as their favorite movie ever because it has yet to stand the 

test of time. Every now and then a movie comes along that defies that rule for me -- a movie that as 

soon as I finish seeing it I know that it is an instant classic, if not "my favorite movie ever." American 

Beauty was such a movie. Finding Neverland is such a movie. Every minute of this movie was simply 

incredible -- I felt like the kids in the theater on the opening night of Peter Pan. Johnny Depp is 

absolutely astounding, as he usually is, as JM Barrie. The rest of the adult cast doesn't quite come up 

to his level, but are uniformly strong. The kids, especially Peter and Michael, are wonderful. Maybe I 

just love the British accent, but one of my favorite scenes comes very early when Barrie meets 

Michael in the park -- Michael's accent reminded me so much of the kid in The Little Prince! What 

raises this movie above standard fare, though, are the clever entries into Barrie's imagination. The 

magical moments in this movie seem to literally jump off the screen. Without a doubt, a film worthy 

of Oscar nominations for Depp, screenplay adaptation, cinematography (the pirate ship scene is 

gorgeous), and best movie of the year. Treat yourself - despite the PG rating, this is NOT a movie just 

for kids -- believe. 
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Finding Rin Tin Tin (2007) 
 

The true story of the legendary German Shepherd who was found 

by American pilot Lee Duncun in France during World War I, and 

later became the most famous animal star in Hollywood history. 
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Fire On The Mountain (1981) 
 

The story of one man's defiance of the United States government. 

The hero, John Vogelin, is an old rancher whose property adjoins 

the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico. When the U.S. Air 

Force tries to take the possession of the ranch in order to extend 

the missile range, the old man refuses to give up his property. 

Aided only by his 12-year-old grandson (12-year-old Rossie 

Harris), Vogelin shows what one determined individual can do in 

the face of overwhelming legal and military power. Young Billy 

Starr spends the summer with elderly John Vogelin (Buddy Ebsen) 

on a ranch in southern New Mexico. John has a '48-'50 Ford 

pickup. Cruza Peralta is John's young woman housekeeper. Lee 

Mackie (Ron Howard) is a land speculator who anticipates selling 

land to the United States government for military use. Lee has a 

Ford Bronco. Lee and Cruza attempt to form a relationship. John's ranch becomes commandeered by 

the government. John doesn't want to sell. The government rounds up John's cattle and sells them in 

El Paso. John isn't necessarily unpatriotic; he just wants things to stay as they are. John can't fight 

the government and win, and he doesn't want to adapt to a different way of life. What will become 

of him? 
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Firehouse Dog (2007) 
 

Rexxx, Hollywood's top canine star, gets lost and is adopted into a 

shabby firehouse. He teams up with a young kid (15-year-old Josh 

Hutcherson) to get the station back on its feet. I used this 

comment on a thread somewhere in here, and just thought I'd 

add my two cents on a quick review: I went to the theater with 

the intention of seeing "Meet the Robinsons" but it was sold out, 

so with a choice of "Blades of Glory" and "Firehouse Dog", I opted 

for the dog flick. I wasn't disappointed. It is a cute film, sure there 

are the boring and not-so-brilliant crude fart jokes, but the film is 

not so much about the dog, but about the relationship between a 

father and son, as they both work through a serious life altering 

event that they both experienced in the recent past. In the story 

there is a bit a mystery and sleuthing involved, drama, humor and 

some silliness with the dog that I didn't find it too over-the-top. 

The relationships of those who live and work at the firehouse are also part of the story and the fires 

add some excitement and adventure. I enjoyed the film, but wouldn't call it a blockbuster or 

anything. The kids in the theater were attentive throughout and everyone there seemed to enjoy it 

also. 
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First Kid (1996) 
 

Luke Davenport (15-year-old Brock Pierce) is the 13-year-old son 

of Paul Davenport, the President of the United States, and first 

lady Linda Davenport. Ill tempered Agent Woods is the secret 

service agent in charge of Luke. Woods is fired after mistreating 

Luke in front of media cameras. Woods is then replaced by former 

boxer Sam Simms, who won a boxing title in 1977. Sam is eager to 

take the job-even though no one else wants it. Everyone thinks 

that Luke is just a brat when the only thing Luke wants is to just fit 

in and be like every other kid at his school, the Georgetown 

Academy. Sam almost gets fired when Luke gets decked at school 

by school bully Rob MacArthur. This is when Sam decides to use 

his boxing expertise to teach Luke how to fight. Luke has his eyes 

on classmate Katie Warren, but so does Rob. Katie agrees to go 

with Luke to an upcoming school dance, so Sam teaches Luke how 

to dance. Rob is also at the dance, but this time when Rob tries to deck Luke, Luke turns the tables 

and decks Rob. Sam is then fired for taking Luke to the dance without permission, although Luke had 

the permission of his parents, but secret service chief Morton didn't want Luke leaving the White 

House grounds while Luke's parents were on the campaign trail. Luke runs away anyway to meet a 

friend that he has been chatting on the internet with. The meeting is set to take place at a local mall, 

where Luke discovers that his secret friend is a now psychotic Woods, who blames Luke for his firing 

and wants revenge on Luke, but not if Sam can help it. I watched this on ABC last night, and I 

laughed. Sinbad and Timothy Busfield are both people who protests the first kid Luke Davenport 

(Brock Pierce) but not at the same time. And if you don't have time to go and visit the White House 

in person, the next best thing is to rent or buy this movie. Plus if you watch this movie you will see a 

lot of rooms in the White House than you would if you took a tour of the White House. As the movie 

opens, Luke Davenport is being rushed though breakfast by his Secret Service Guard Woods 

(Timothy Busfield). Luke has to do back to school shopping. But when Woods rudly takes Luke into 

the dressing room, Luke's mom (Lisa Eichhorn) decides that she no longer wants Woods procting her 

son, and Woods ends up fired. Right way Sam Simmons (Sinbad) gets the call in the mall. Where at 

the White House he learns that is has been picked to protect Luke Davenport rather than the 

president (James Naughton). Right away there are some problems, but Sam Simmons takes care of 

it. Zachery Ty Bryan appears as Luke's classmate and bully. And you know who has to go to school 

with him. That would be Sam Simmons (if you didn't know). 
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First Of The Summer Wine (1988-9) 
 

First of the Summer Wine was a sitcom written by Roy Clarke that 

aired on BBC One. The pilot originally aired on 3 January 1988, and 

the first series of episodes followed on 4 September 1988. The 

show ran for two series of six episodes each, with the final episode 

airing on 8 October 1989. The pilot episode was produced and 

directed by Gareth Gwenlan. Both series of episodes were 

produced and directed by Mike Stephens. The BBC has never 

shown repeats of the show, although repeats do occasionally 

appear in the U.K. on satellite station UKTV Gold. The show was 

broadcast in Australia on the Australian Broadcasting Corporation 

network in the early 1990s. First of the Summer Wine was a 

prequel to Clarke's long running show, Last of the Summer Wine, 

portraying the youth of the principal characters from the mother 

show in the months leading up to World War II. With the possibility of war hanging over them, the 

young men and women enjoy their youth while trying to find a place for themselves in the world. 

The show used young, mostly unknown actors to play the characters, with only two actors from the 

original series making an appearance in the prequel. First of the Summer Wine takes place between 

May and September 1939, in the months leading up to World War II. The series revolves around the 

diary entries of the young Norman Clegg. Each episode begins with him resting on his bedroom 

windowsill and greeting the day; the words "the diary of Norman Clegg, aged 18-years" introduce 

the theme of each episode. Episodes revolve around the antics of the young men of a small 

Yorkshire village and their usually level-headed female counterparts, all of whom are grappling with 

the world around them, their youth, and their experiences with the opposite sex. With rumblings of 

war on the European continent as Hitler's Nazi Germany and Great Britain become increasingly 

poised for war, the lives of the young men and women will be changed forever. 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1988) 
 

Episode 0: Pilot; Clegg has to be helped home after a game of football with his cousin Brad. Seymour 

calls on Miss Deborah Norbury to take her for a 'spin' in his car. Unfortunately, she gets oil on her 

dress and storms back into her house after a few minutes. On Sunday, after church and tea, the lads 

go for a walk in the hills and encounter Foggy on guard duty. After work the next day, the gang visit 

the local cinema before congregating at the Hygenic Fisheries. 

Episode 1: Taller Exercises; Trying to impress Nora, Wally Batty goes to extremes to make himself 

grow taller - with Clegg and the others help of course. Clegg meets Wally, who has started doing 

special exercises in a bid to become taller. He's hanging from the parapet of a bridge until he loses 

his grip and falls into the river. Back at work, Wally and Compo join the lads In the Coop cellar for a 

'fag break'. That evening, the gang go to the cinema. In an effort to impress Nora, they hold Wally by 

the legs and dangle him over the balcony. All of them are thrown out. 



Episode 2: The Just Doesn't Suit; After Clegg delivers what Mrs, Norbury claims is the wrong 

linoleum, Norm is left at the co-op while Sherbert delivers the correct order in hopes of getting 

permission to date Aubrey Norbury. Meanwhile Norm has to take measurements for a suit, but has 

no idea what he is doing. Clegg and Sherbet have to deliver a roll of lino to the home of Miss 

Deborah Norbury. Seymour asks them to deliver a letter to the young lady. When they try to make 

the delivery, Mrs. Norbury insists that they have brought the wrong lino, so they have to return to 

the shop. Mr. Scrimshaw has to go out to a meeting, so he leaves Seymour in charge. He persuades 

Clegg to take his place so that he can help Sherbet to deliver the replacement lino to the Norbury's 

house. While Seymour is away, Clegg has to measure a man for a new suit. He makes a complete 

mess of things. When the customer returns for a final fitting, the suit is two sizes too small. 

Episode 3: The Way of the Warrior; Clegg's dad is in a panic because his wife is dragging him off to 

the Co-op to buy a new suit. Compo has annoyed Chunky Livesey and now lives in fear of retribution. 

Mr. Clegg goes to be measured for his new suit. He's surprised to learn that one of his shoulders is 

lower than the other. Chunky Livesey catches up with Compo and arranges to meet him in the park 

after dark for a fight. Compo 'persuades' Foggy to take his place. When Chunky turns up with a gang 

of his mates, the lads decide to beat a hasty retreat. 

Episode 4: Snuff and Stuff; Clegg, Seymour and Sherbet suspect that Mr. Scrimshaw is sneaking off to 

the gents' fitting room to take snuff. They wonder where he hides his snuff box. The lads persuade 

Wally Batty to pretend to be a customer trying on some trousers. He bursts into the fitting room just 

in time to see Mr. Scrimshaw hiding his snuff under the seat of a chair. The boys put strong pepper 

in Mr. Scrimshaw's snuff but it doesn't seem to have any effect on him. Next, they add mouse 

doppings. This doesn't seem to work either, though when Mr. Scrimshaw gets home he can't 

understand why his cat is so interested in his moustache. 

Episode 5: The Great Indoors; The lads decide to spend the weekend camping in the hills. Foggy finds 

a place to pitch their tent - in a dilapidated barn. They try to light a fire but only succeed in filling the 

barn with smoke. They take a trip to the nearest pub. When they get back to the barn, they find it 

full of cows, so they decide to pack up and go home. On the way home, they get Seymour to tow 

their handcart behind his car. His brakes fail and the car ends up in a ditch. 

Episode 6: Youth Wanted; Mr. Scrimshaw is advertising for a youth for light duties. Compo decides 

to apply for the job but Scrimshaw turns him down. Clegg's mother helps Compo to smarten himself 

up and gives him one of her husband's old suits. Scrimshaw still doesn't think he's 'suitable' for a job 

at the Co-op. Clegg, Sherbet and Seymour are having a 'fag break' in the cellar at the Co-op store. 

Compo joins them. Two men from head office make a surprise visit to check on air-raid precautions. 

Mr. Scrimshaw takes them down to the cellar where they find the lads in the middle of their break. 

The men from head office want to know what Compo is doing there. Clegg tells them that he's a new 

member of staff. Mr. Scrimshaw is in no position to contradict him. 
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Series 2 (6 Episodes) (1989) 
 

Episode 1: Not Thee Missus...; Compo is washing the windows at the Co-op store. Clegg, Seymour 

and Sherbet swap his bucket of clean water for one containg dirty water. Foggy's mother takes him 

to the Co-op to buy new pajamas. Mr. Scrimshaw suggests a pair 'with a stronger gusset'. Seymour is 

still pining for Deborah Norbury. Compo suggests a plan to help Seymour out. He'll jump out of 

hiding in front of the young lady, allowing Seymour to come to her rescue. The plan goes wrong 

when Compo jumps out in front of Mrs. Norbury by mistake. 

Episode 2: Compo Drops In; With war expected to be declared any day, Clegg is pursued by one of 

the girls from work, others contemplate what they will do during the war. Characters important to 

Last of the Summer Wine are introduced. The gang discuss the Co-op dance which took place the 

night before. Clegg is rather embarrassed because Anita Pilsworth from Accounts walked him home. 

Compo bemoans the fact that he can't foxtrot. He practices with a shop dummy, thus annoying Mr. 

Scrimshaw. Wally is still failing to impress Nora with his new motorbike, mainly because it falls over 

whenever he gets off. Seymour declares his intention to become a fighter pilot once the war starts. 

He asks Foggy what qualifications he would need. Foggy says that he would have to be able to spin 

around at high speed. The lads spin him round in Mr. Scrimshaw's office chair. He ends up dizzy and 

very unsteady on his feet. Mr. Scrimshaw thinks he's been drinking. The gang go to the cinema. 

Compo has no money, so he tries to sneak in through a rooftop window. He ends up dangling in 

front of the screen and is caught by the commissionaire. 

Episode 3: The Gypsy Fiddler; The lads are all feeling stiff after pushing a gypsy caravan belonging to 

Compo's mother. Anita Pilsworth is still chasing Clegg. Foggy is paracticing camouflage techniques. 

He's talked into pretending to be a shop-window dummy and he subsequently manages to startle 

Wally. Compo devises a plan to help Wally by dressing up as a gypsy fortune-teller and convincing 

Nora that she'll marry a "short miserable little nit wearing an LNER cap". All goes well until the 

caravan rolls away, dragging Compo past the girls and revealing the identity of the forturne-teller. 

Episode 4: Ain't Love Dangerous; Deborah Norbury is unwell, so Seymour decides to take her a box 

of chocolates. He just needs to find a way of getting past her mother. Clegg's mother is upset 

because Mr. Clegg's new Air-Raid Warden's uniform has arrived. It consists of an armband, a tin 

helmet and a whistle. With the help of the lads, Seymour tries climbing a ladder to Deborah 

Norbury's bedroom window so that he can deliver the chocolates. He only succeeds in scaring the 

young lady. Compo has been seeing Chunky Livesey's girl friend. At the cinema, Compo learns that 

Chunky is waiting for him outside. He manages to sneak out with Wally sitting on his shoulders, 

wearing a long trench coat. 

Episode 5: The Body Snatchers; The lads convince Foggy that they have 'borrowed' a dead body from 

the Co-op funeral service. It's actually Wally wrapped in a sheet. Mr. Scrimshaw spends most of the 

day setting up a display of tins, only to see it collapse at closing time. At the cinema, Seymour learns 

that Deborah Norbury is upstairs in the circle. He goes up to see her but is tripped by Lena. He falls 

into Debrorah's lap and she walks out on him. Compo is thrown out of the cinema. He tries to sneak 

back in through the window in the gents' lavatory. He manages to pull a cistern off the wall and gets 

soaked. 



Episode 6: Quiet Wedding; Dilys and Brad are getting married. The lads travel to the registry office 

on Compo's old motorbike and sidecar, which keeps tipping up. At the reception, Compo has to sit 

with his trousers around his ankles because he's got oil all over them. Mr. Clegg reads out the 

telegrams, one of which is from Brad's airbase, recalling him to duty. Later, the lads go for a walk and 

find Foggy guarding a bridge. He shows them his new bayonet, but manages to drop it into the river. 

Compo is lowered over the bridge using Seymour's long scarf. He falls in but manages to retrieve the 

missing bayonet. Next morning, war is declared on Germany. 
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Fish Tank (2009) 
 

Everything changes for 15-year-old Mia when her mum brings 

home a new boyfriend. Mia, a foul-mouthed, stroppy 15-year-old, 

lives on an Essex estate with her tarty mother, Joanne, and 

precocious little sister Tyler. She has been excluded from school 

and is awaiting admission to a referrals unit and spends her days 

aimlessly. She begins an uneasy friendship with Joanne's 

handsome, extrovert Irish boyfriend, Connor, who encourages her 

one interest, dancing. What could go wrong? An exhilarating 

dance of liberation. The poet Rumi said, "A rose's rarest essence 

lives in the thorn." The thorn is in full evidence in Andrea Arnold's 

compellingly honest second feature Fish Tank, the story of a 

fifteen year-old girl's struggle for self respect after having "grown 

up absurd" in the London projects. Fish Tank, a film that is 

overflowing with life, works on many levels – as a look into 

squalid economic and social conditions in small town Britain, as a warning to those who act 

impulsively and without self-control, and as a coming-of-age story that allows us to experience a 

genuine sense of character growth. Winner of the Jury Prize at the 2009 Cannes Film Festival, the 

film features an astounding performance from first-time actress Katie Jarvis, a 17-year-old who was 

discovered by the director while having an argument with her boyfriend on an Essex train station 

platform. Set in a bleak housing project in a working class London suburb, 15-year-old Mia is an 

angry, isolated but vulnerable teen who lives with her boozy mom (Koerston Wareing) and little 

sister Tyler (an adorable Rebecca Griffiths). Mia has no friends and is dogged by a mean-spirited 

mother who makes Mo'Nique in Precious look like Mother Teresa. Filled with barely controlled rage, 

Mia seems uncertain as to whether she is looking for a fight or for sex. She goes from head-butting a 

rival on the playground to struggling to free a half-starved horse tied up in a junkyard while cozying 

up to the horse's owner Billy (Harry Treadway), a gentle 19-year-old who seems genuinely 

interested. Dreaming of becoming a dancer, Mia breaks into an abandoned apartment and practices 

her hip-hop dance routines alone to borrowed CDs of pop music including California Dreaming, the 

only time when she can feel good about herself. Mia's first taste of something resembling kindness 

happens when her mother brings home a sexy, shirtless Irish lover named Connor (Michael 

Fassbender) who works as a security guard Fassbender's performance oscillates between the 

charming and the shady and we do not know who is real and who is pretend and where it will lead. 

Mia has more than a passing interest in him, revealed by her deep glances and facial expressions. 

When Connor lends Mia his camera to film her dancing in preparation for an audition, she uses it to 

spy on Connor and her mom making love. One of the loveliest scenes is when Connor carries a 

drunken Mia from the living room and puts her to bed, gently taking off her clothes while Mia, 

pretending to be asleep, sneaks an occasional peak and is obviously enjoying the moment. Although 

Connor's interest in Mia appears innocent, from the time Mia cuts her foot on a family fishing trip 

and Connor gives her a piggy back ride to the car, tension gradually builds until it explodes in a 

seduction that is not only inappropriate but has serious consequences. Fish Tank is a strong and 

unpredictable film because Mia is a strong (though flawed) character who refuses to allow her 

miserable circumstances to control her life. Arnold uses the fierce slang of the streets, overt sexual 



encounters, and gritty hand-held camera-work to tell an authentic story of adolescence that in lesser 

hands might have recycled genre clichés, provided a falsely uplifting message, or offered a 

sentimentalized view of poverty. That the film opens the door long enough to provide a breath of 

fresh air once again tells us that life can be governed by what is possible rather than what is 

reasonable and Fish Tank, instead of becoming another sordid study of pathology, becomes an 

exhilarating dance of liberation. 
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Fisherman's Wharf (1939) 
 

Carlo Roma and his foster-son, Toma (12-year-old Bobby Breen), 

and their friend Beppo, are living a happy fisherman's life in San 

Francisco until Carlo's widowed sister-in-law, Stella, shows up 

with her brat-son, Rudolph, and takes over. Poor Toma gets his 

feelings hurt and the idea he "isn't wanted" and runs away. It is 

indicative of the lack of interest in Bobby Breen that despite the 

fact that this film was shown last July on TCM it has not yet 

received 5 votes and this is its first review. It has to be said that by 

the time this film was made Breen was about to enter those 

troublesome times for any child star, namely the teens. This film 

actually has a very good supporting cast not least of whom are 

Leo Carillio and Lee Patrick. Funny to think that after making such 

a minor film as this she went on to co star in The Maltese falcon 

for which she is rightly remembered. There is little to say about this film save that Breen sings a lot, 

Patrick comes in with her snotty brat of a son and causes strife were there was none but after a few 

tears being shed all ends up happily. To be honest this is only worth watching if you are a fan of 

Breen or any of the stars. 
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Five Children And It (2004) 
 

'It' is a Psammead (voiced by Eddie Izzard), an ancient, ugly and 

irritable sand fairy the children find one day on a secret beach at 

their uncle's mansion. It grants them one wish per day, lasting 

until sunset. But they soon learn it is very hard to think of really 

sensible wishes, and each one gets them into unexpected 

difficulties. Magic, the children find, can be as awkward as it is 

enticing. I am a judge for the Indianapolis-based Heartland Film 

Festival. This feature film is a Crystal Heart Award Winner and is 

eligible to be the Grand Prize Winner in October of 2005. The 

Heartland Film Festival is a non-profit that honors Truly Moving 

Pictures. A Truly Moving Picture "...explores the human journey 

by artistically expressing hope and respect for the positive values 

of life." This is a movie in the tradition of "Harry Potter" movies 

and "Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate Events." It is a 

fantasy set in 1917 in wartime England. Five children are sent from London to the countryside for 

safety and security reasons. They are staying in a large, spooky, Gothic-like house with a math-

crazed Uncle played brilliantly by Kenneth Branagh. His acting and make-up are so unique that there 

is no way you could possibly tell it was Branagh. The Uncle has many rules for the children including 

stay out of the greenhouse. Of course they disobey the rules and the greenhouse leads them to a 

secret beach where they find a sand fairy. The sand fairy is cute and small and insolent and 

irreverent and funny. The children are off on adventures because the sand fairy grants them one 

wish a day. They soon find that getting what you wish for can be overwhelming and not welcomed. 

The leader among the five children is not the oldest. The leader is a classic all-boy instigator, Robert, 

that pushes the story forward constantly by being curious and never reigning himself in. He is played 

by 12-year-old Freddie Highmore of "Finding Neverland" fame and he steals the movie with his 

character and his screen presence. The children as a group are interesting. They are loyal to each 

other, they care deeply for their parents, and they develop a love for the sand fairy. And they learn 

from their mistakes. This film has beautiful art direction and wonderful casting and acting. 
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Five Children And It (The Sand Fairy) (1991) 
 

Five children (Simon Godwin & Charles Richards) discover a 

Psammead in the local sand pit, they find out the Psammead will 

grant them three wishes. This was made as a six part serial for the 

BBC in 1991. It was very successful and much of this is due to the 

quirky charm of the Psammead, a sand fairy. The story is a faithful 

adaptation of E. Nesbit's classic novel and possesses all of the 

enchantment and magic of the original. The children happen on an 

ancient and temperamental sand fairy, the Psammead, as they 

play in a gravel pit. It finds itself compelled to grant three wishes a 

day which it does somewhat resentfully by inflating its wrinkly 

stomach, these moments alone are well worth the price of the 

video (the DVD fully remastered with extras is due for release in 

October 2004). This is well worth a look. 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1991) 
 

Episode 1: The fairy bungles some wishes. 

Episode 2: The children wish for wings. 

Episode 3: The children awake in a church tower, their wings gone. 

Episode 4: Robert turns into a giant. 

Episode 5: Robert joins the fair and meets Baby Lamb. 

Episode 6: Mother finds stolen jewels and ends the children's adventures. 
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Flight Of The Doves (1971) 
 

This British-made film cast from the Disney mold has a brother 

(19-year-old Jack Wild) and younger sister fleeing their loutish 

stepfather in England to find their grandmother in Ireland. Along 

the journey they are assisted by a motley assortment of colorful 

characters, and are pursued by a menacing relative (an uncle, if I 

remember) who believes their appearance will deprive him of an 

inheiritance. The uncle, played by Ron Moody, affects a series of 

disguises to trick the kids, but always gets the shaft. A beautiful 

soundtrack score enhances the film. Not readily available, so 

catch it if you can on television. 
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Flight Of The Navigator (1986) 
 

A 12-year-old boy (13-year-old Joey Cramer) goes missing in 1978, 

only to reappear once more in 1986. In the eight years that have 

passed, David hasn't aged. It is no coincidence that at the time 

David 'comes back', a flying saucer is found, entangled in 

electricity cables. After a mystifying disappearance aboard a 

spectacular, futuristic spacecraft, David Freeman returns to earth 

possessing vast, undiscovered knowledge about the farthest 

reaches of the universe. With these sudden navigational powers, 

David is able to take the fantastic flying machine anywhere he 

desires. Flight of the Navigator is one of those terrific adventure 

films for kids, even after all these years. It also falls into a long line 

of fun 80s sci-fi/adventure family movies. Davey (Joey Cramer) 

goes into the woods looking for his little brother one evening in 

1978. When he wakes up after a brief period of unconsciousness, 

he turns into a scientific marvel. Nothing is as Davey remembers it, but he can't figure out why 

because he only fell asleep for a brief period. Davey is told that his parents reported the young boy 

missing in 1978, the evening that he went searching in the woods for his younger brother, referring 

to the incident in the past tense because it is 1985. Only Davey is still exactly the same age and 

everything he was from 1978, while time has passed for everyone else. His little (8-year-old) brother 

(Albie Whitaker) is now his big (16-year-old) brother (20-year-old Matt Adler). His parents are old. 

Everyone is confused and the scientific world find the situation fascinating. The scientists turn Davey 

into their personal guinea pig, running tests and probing him and all that junk. And soon they 

discover, that Davey was abducted. Davey, understandably a confused little kid, can't figure out 

what's going on and he sure doesn't want to be locked up in some lab where people prod at him all 

day long and tell him very little. So, he breaks lose, and hops aboard the spaceship that took him 

through time before. While it is an escape from the scientists and their security (briefly), it also holds 

the answers to what happened to him. It is also an opportunity for Davey to learn everything from 

this spaceship. And a kid's movie isn't complete without personifying inanimate objects. The 

spaceship is essentially controlled by Max, which is like it's CPU, a CPU with a cool sense of humor 

who likewise tries to learn about human emotions and condition from his passenger, Davey. Filmed 

around Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, it is still a cool movie for kids...teenagers...whatever, having a little bit 

of something for everyone. Great humor, cool special effects, and the like. 
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Flipped (2010) 
 

Juli Baker devoutly believes in three things: the sanctity of trees 

(especially her beloved sycamore), the wholesomeness of the 

eggs she collects from her backyard flock of chickens, and that 

someday she will kiss Bryce Loski (15-year-old Callan McAuliffe). 

Ever since she saw Bryce's baby blues back in second grade, Juli 

has been smitten. Unfortunately, Bryce has never felt the same. 

Frankly, he thinks Juli Baker is a little weird--after all, what kind of 

freak raises chickens and sits in trees for fun? Then, in eighth 

grade, everything changes. Bryce begins to see that Juli's unusual 

interests and pride in her family are, well, kind of cool. And Juli 

starts to think that maybe Bryce's brilliant blue eyes are as empty 

as the rest of Bryce seems to be. After all, what kind of jerk 

doesn't care about other people's feelings about chickens and 

trees? With Flipped, mystery author Wendelin Van Draanen has 

taken a break from her Sammy Keyes series. This is a coming of age film set initially and briefly in the 

late 1950s and mostly in the early 1960s. The boy, Bryce, is chased by his neighbor girl, Juli. And is he 

chased! Juli is immediately smitten or "flipped" by Bryce's eyes and the story unfolds. What is 

unusual about the story telling is that each major event is played back twice - once through the eyes 

and voice of Bryce and once through the eyes and voice of Juli. It's the same scene, but you wouldn't 

know that from their differing viewpoints. Juli is the adventurous and interesting one. Bryce just 

wants to fit in at their Junior High School. Juli slowly begins to unlike Bryce and Bryce slowly begins 

to appreciate Juli. Will they ever meet at the same emotional place at the same time? That is the 

drama and story. The art direction and era are right on. It is the Eisenhower and Kennedy years in 

look, and even in feel. The wives are subordinate to the husbands. The children are mostly respectful 

to their parents. And the teachers teach and the students learn. But, you can see the seeds being 

laid for the rebellious war babies of the late 1960s. Rob Reiner is a talented director for romances - 

"When Harry Met Sally." And he is a talented director for handling young actors - "Stand By Me." He 

combines these talents to help us understand the better part of the human condition; that is, love, 

respect, sacrifice, forgiveness, and honor. And we have fun and laugh along the way. This is like the 

TV program, "Wonder Years" - but heightened and deepened. 
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Flipper (1963) 
 

Sandy (16-year-old Luke Halpin) is distraught when, having saved 

Flipper by pulling out a spear, his father insists the dolphin be 

released. A grateful Flipper, however, returns the favor when 

Sandy is threatened by Sharks. A "red plague" has hit the Florida 

Keys and fisherman Porter Ricks (Chuck Connors) and son Sandy 

(Luke Halpin) can't find fish to make a living. But Sandy saves a 

dolphin from dying and they became buddies. (I know I know--but 

this IS a kids film). Flipper (as the kid names him) leads them to a 

place with plenty of fish and saves Sandy from a killer shark (stop 

smirking!). OK--the plot is ridiculous and the same shots are used 

a LOT but it's really hard to hate this film. The underwater 

photography is impressive and Flipper himself is so cute he's hard 

to resist. Despite the totally stupid plot I found myself grinning 

whenever Flipper did cute things like jump out of the water or 

"talk" to the kid. Also Connors is surprisingly good as a tough (but nice) father and Halpin is easily 

one of the most likable child actors I've ever seen. He's nice and friendly--he acts just like a kid 

would. I admit the title song (first played about an hour in) is hysterically bad but I sort of enjoyed it. 

This is a perfect kids movie--especially if they love animals. I know not everyone loves dolphins but I 

do and I found this silly movie quite enjoyable. 
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Flipper (1964) 
 

Ranger Porter Ricks is responsible for the animal and human life 

in Coral Key Park, Florida. Stories center on his 15-year-old son 

Sandy (17-year-old Luke Halpin) and 10-year-old Bud (12-year-old 

Tommy Norden) and, especially, on their pet dolphin Flipper 

(played by Suzy). Was there anything that good old Flipper 

couldn't do? That is in the water and salt water at that. Dolphins 

have to be in the ocean or they drown. I do remember an episode 

where Flipper put himself in harm's way by swimming upstream 

in a channel where the water gradually turned fresh. But when 

you're man's best sea friend, that's what you do. Luke Halpin who 

played the older Ricks son Sandy was with Flipper from the gitgo. 

He co-starred with Chuck Connors in the movie Flipper when it 

started. Luke also had a mother in Kathleen Maguire. He did two 

subsequent movies however Connors and Maguire were dropped. 

Connors was a commercial fisherman and I guess producer Ivan Tors thought there were more story 

possibilities with him being the son of a park ranger. Brian Kelly starred with Halpin in two 

subsequent Flipper films and was a widower. But for the television series Kelly stayed a widower and 

a younger son was added, little redheaded freckle-faced Tommy Norden, a poor man's version of 

Ronny Howard. When I watched reruns of the show, I never realized how annoying Norden was. 

Kelly was a good father figure though and Halpin was a model kid, he might have been the role 

model for Wil Wheaton as Wesley Crusher. He also was enormously popular among the teenage 

adolescent girl bubble gum set. He definitely had appeal there and I can personally add also among 

young gay males. I guess for the show to work though someone usually had to get in harm's way and 

by seniority and naiveté, Norden was usually the one. But somehow Flipper affected the rescue. The 

series ran its course after about four seasons. Andy Devine was on for comic relief for a while and 

Swedish actress Ulla Stromstedt was brought on as an oceanographer to give a little romantic 

interest for Kelly. Sadly Brian Kelly suffered some career ending injuries in a motorcycle accident in 

1971. I guess Tommy Norden couldn't compete with Ronny Howard for the same parts and he left 

acting. And Luke Halpin went into the service after Flipper was canceled and when he came back he 

couldn't really get his career back on track. Flipper was a nice show however, a nice likable family 

and episodes with a strong moral content. It would be nice to see them again. 

 

Series 1 (30 Episodes) (1964) 
 

Episode 01: 300 FEET BELOW; Porter and the boys receive an urgent distress call from a shark attack 

victim in dire need of a blood transfusion. 

Episode 02: RED HOT CAR; Bud and Sandy get cought in an explosive situation when diving to 

investigate a sunken car. 



Episode 03: S.O.S. DOLPHIN; The presence of deadly scorpion fish forces the closure of the park and 

threatens the life of a scientist attempting to capture them. 

Episode 04: THE GULF BETWEEN; When a beautiful woman arrives in Coral Key to visit Porter, Bud 

fears that she's trying to replace his mother. 

Episode 05: CITY BOY; Sandy and a careless friend find themselves trapped under water in a sunken 

ship and only Flipper can save them. 

Episode 06: DOLPHIN FOR SALE; A dishonest fisherman lures Flipper into a trap and plans on selling 

him to the circus. 

Episode 07: NOT NECESSARILY GOSPEL; Bud delights in the tall tales of Hap Gorman, but he sees the 

old man in a whole new light after a run-in with some poachers. 

Episode 08: COUNTDOWN FOR FLIPPER; When Flipper is accused of eating a valuable reasearch 

specimen, it's up to Bud and Sandy to find the tue culprit before it's too late. 

Episode 09: MR. MARVELLO; A ventrilloquist with a nefarious plan tries to convince the boys that 

Flipper can actually speak, but Bud and Sandy are no dummies. 

Episode 10: MY BROTHER FLIPPER; After Flipper comes to his aid, and elderly diver hiding a secret 

claims that Flipper is the reincarnation of his brother. 

Episode 11: SECOND TIME AROUND; Flipper helps to restore the hope of a former water-sking 

champion who has been paralyzed in an accident. 

Episode 12: THE LADY AND THE DOLPHIN (PART I); Fearful that the park may be slated for closure, 

Porter and the boys try to impress a visiting congresswoman. 

Episode 13: THE LADY AND THE DOLPHIN (PART II); The boys get into some deep water when they 

take Congresswoman Browning skin diving. 

Episode 14: DANGER; While on a fishing trip with Hap, Bud and Sandy board and abondoned ship, 

not knowing that it's about to be blown sky high. 

Episode 15: MISANTHROPE; Someone's been looting boats, and Bud, Sandy and Flipper take it upon 

themselves to catch the thief. 

Episode 16: FLIPPER'S BANK ACCOUNT; Flipper's discovery of a Spanish doubloon sparks an undersea 

gold ruch at Coral Key. 

Episode 17: LIFEGUARD; Flipper's ability as a lifeguard is tested when he saves a woman from 

drowning. 

Episode 18: THE DAY OF THE SHARK; A marine researcher is called in to investigate when a school of 

sharks invades the park. 

Episode 19: LOVE AND SANDY; Sandy is smitten by a pretty girl and agrees to help find her lost seal. 



Episode 20: MONEY TO BLOW; Flipper finds money in a shipwreck and gives it to Bud, who promptly 

goes on a spending spree. 

Episode 21: FLIPPER'S TREASURE; Flipper and Bud find treasure and trouble aboard the wreck of a 

sunken Spanish ship. 

Episode 22: THE WHITE DOLPHIN; Flipper's new friend, a rare albino dolphin, attracts the attention 

of some unscrupulous locals hoping to exploit the exotic creature. 

Episode 23: TEAMWORK; Bud and Sandy prepare for the annual Coral Key Park swim race, unaware 

that the water has been polluted by toxic chemicals. 

Episode 24: FLIPPER AND THE ELEPHANT (PART I); Flipper helps to rescue the sinking survivors of a 

floating zoo, including an elephant and a chimpanzee. 

Episode 25: FLIPPER AND THE ELEPHANT (PART II); The boys join Bonnie McCoy in her desperate 

scheme to save the floating zoo. 

Episode 26: FLIPPER AND THE ELEPHANT (PART III); Sandy, Bud and Flipper put on an aquatic show 

to raise bail money for Bonnie's wrongly accused father. 

Episode 27: BUD MINDS BABY; Bud foolishly mimics a TV hero by trying to rescue a very special 

damsel in distress. 

Episode 28: SAILOR BUD; Bud tries to help a couple marooned on a sailboat, but it's up to a certain 

dolphin to truly save the day. 

Episode 29: CALL OF THE DOLPHIN; Flipper heeds the call of the wild and heads out to sea. 

Episode 30: FLIPPER'S MONSTER; Flipper is starstruck when a film company arrives at the park to 

shoot a monster movie. 
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Flipper (1996) 
 

Sandy Ricks (15-year-old Elijah Wood) is sent by his mom to Coral 

Key, a rustic island in the Florida keys, to spend the summer with 

his uncle Porter Ricks (Paul Hogan). Sandy dislikes everything 

about his new environment until a new friend comes into his life, 

a dolphin named Flipper, that brings uncle and nephew together 

and leads Sandy on the summer adventure of a lifetime. Flipper is 

a good movie that you can just sit down and watch with the little 

ones without having to worry about shielding their eyes at any 

point during it. Sure it's a bit cheesey at times and the writing is 

not on scale with an actor of Elijah Wood's caliber, but it is an 

entertaining film to watch and it's nice to see him playing a 

somewhat normal teenager. His character Sandy does lean 

towards the overly obnoxious side of things in the beginning 

though. So much so that you know if you were in the uncle's 

place, you'd take him out for a midnight ocean ride and not return 

with him. 
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Flipper's New Adventure (1964) 
 

Boy Sandy (17-year-old Luke Halpin) and Dolphin Flipper are in the 

Bahamas where they pester a bunch of outlaws holding an English 

family captive. Luke Halpin (as Sandy Ricks) is home alone when 

he's informed said home is going to be taken away by the state of 

Florida; apparently, the state has let the land to the Ricks family, 

and they need it back. Mr. Halpin's father Brian Kelly (as Porter 

Ricks) is away, and mother Martha has passed away since the 

original "Flipper" (1963). Halpin is majorly concerned, because 

losing the home means losing the shore where he lives with pet 

dolphin Flipper. Halpin and Flipper run away from home; 

incredibly, they find an isolated island nearby, and take up 

residence. AND, wouldn't you know it? - kidnappers are also 

nearby; they snag a British father, and let his wife Helen Perry (as 

Julia) and daughters Pamela Franklin (as Penny) & Francesca Annis 

(as Gwen) drift to Halpin's island paradise. Ms. Franklin performs 

well as Halpin's emerging co-star. Halpin's performance is touching; he and Flipper carry the film. 

With all of the newness and nuances gone, this sequel is certainly not up to the original. The story is 

so wildly implausible, Flipper should have shouted, "RE-WRITE!" Just for starters, Ms. Perry and 

"Gwen" must have very poor vision, hearing, and critical thinking skills not to figure out about 

Halpin. And, the songs are awfully lush. The ending holds some excitement, if you last. Halpin is still 

cute - older by a few years, due to the first "Flipper" being on the shelf for a few years. Flipper is still 

cute, too; and, TV father Brian Kelly is on board, replacing Chuck Connors as father Ricks. 
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Flirt (1995) 
 

The same situation is played out in different cities (New York, 

Berlin and Japan). A lover has to choose whether to commit to a 

partner who is returning home. In each case there are other 

people involved, an ex-partner and someone else in a 

"permanent" relationship, what do they choose to do? The idea of 

transporting a story and telling it in three continents is an 

intriguing one. What we have in Flirt is a weak New York story 

which verges on the ridiculous when transported to Berlin and 

Tokyo, particularly when it comes to handgun ownership. The 

similarities are unsubtle and contrived, and you feel the actors, 

who do well in this, are fighting a very stilted script. Maybe if Hal 

Hartley had spent more time exploring the differences in how the story would play in different 

cultures and less time making 'high quality titillation' (his own description) then it might have made 

it a better viewing experience. 
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Floating (1997) 
 

Floating is the story of a young man's struggle to come of age 

during a violent period of emotional and financial bankruptcy. The 

film stars Norman Reedus as Van, a son shouldering the 

responsibility of his embittered father, with no one to nurture him 

through his own pain. Van's father is so engrossed in his own 

troubles that he fails to emotionally support his son. As Doug, 

Chad Lowe provides Van with friendship, but more importantly, 

with the knowledge that a "perfect life" isn't always what it 

seems. After Van and Doug engage in a crime spree that ends in 

tragedy, father and son finally come together for the first time to 

transcend mourning. "Floating" tells of a slice in the life of a 

college age guy (Lowe) who lives with his paraplegic father by a 

lake and hangs out with two buddies. A good film in most 

respects, "Floating" has one glaring flaw. It is too uneventful and 

plays something like: See the boys smoke a "J", see the boys go swimming, see the boys burg a 

house, see the boys swim some more, see the boys ride motorcycles, see the boys...etc. 
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Flowers In The Attic (1987) 
 

They have come to a house where secrets are kept...where the 

future is haunted by the past...where the innocent live in the 

shadow of sin...where a dark legacy awaits to destroy all who defy 

it. The one truth they have yet to face is the terror no one could 

imagine. Home Sweet Home Is Murder. One of the decade's most 

widely read best sellers is now this year's incredible shocker. 

"Flowers In The Attic", based on the controversial Gothic novel 

from V.C. Andrews, centers around a widowed mother (Victoria 

Tennant) who decides to whisk her four children off to live with 

their grandparents in their isolated mansion. The children consist 

of Chris (26-year-old Jeb Stuart Adams), Cathy (18-year-old Kristy 

Swanson), and the two younger children, Cory (8-year-old Ben 

Ryan Ganger) and Carrie (7-year-old Lindsay Parker). Little do the 

children know, their mother has essentially given them over to 

their abusive, religiously-fanatical grandmother (played by Oscar winner Louise Fletcher), and they 

are locked away in the attic and kept there, while their health deteriorates and they are abused 

constantly. All the while, their evil mother conspires to receive the inheritance from her own dying 

father, and plans on starting a completely new life with another man - even if it means murder. A 

decent but semi-disturbing film, "Flowers In The Attic" is a strange movie. Keep in mind I haven't 

read the novel that the film was based upon, so I have no reference between the two (although I've 

heard numerous times that the film did the book not an ounce of justice). So, without comparing the 

film and the novel, I thought this movie was pretty effective. The storyline is nicely written here, it's 

an obscure plot for sure. The script was decent as well, and again I'm not sure how it correlates with 

the original book. Atmosphere and claustrophobia is consistent in the film as well, it isn't your typical 

bloody horror flick. Everything has a very Gothic, depressing tone, and the mood here fits everything 

very well. It's an eerie film, mainly because of the disturbing subject matter and the gloomy 

atmosphere that is present throughout. The film deals with some heavy issues as well (including 

incest, among other things), so you may want to be aware of that. As far as the acting goes here, I 

thought it was very good. Louise Fletcher (who garnered an Oscar for her stunning performance in 

the film classic "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest") is terrifying in her performance as the abusive, 

psychotic grandmother of the children. As if her character isn't scary enough, Fletcher is a very tall 

woman as well, and her stature and attitude adds to the menacing nature of her character. I thought 

she carried the film in way of the performances and more notable than the others, but everyone else 

was good here too. A young Kristy Swanson plays the eldest daughter Cathy, and Victoria Tennant 

plays the manipulative and evil mother of the four kids. The ending of the film consisted of some 

good old bittersweet revenge, it's definitely one of those endings that you're likely to remember. 

Overall, "Flowers In The Attic" is a good movie. I haven't read the novel, so I don't personally know 

how it compares to the book. Based on other reviews here, the book apparently blows the film 

away, but since I've yet to read it, I'm just judging my review on the film alone. It's a decent 

psychological Gothic horror story about abuse, abandonment, human relationships, and revenge. 

Personally I thought it was an alright film, and worth watching if it sounds like your cup of tea 

(although, judging from what I've heard, if you've read the novel, you may be disappointed with it). 
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Flubber (1997) 
 

Professor Phillip Brainard, an absent minded professor, works 

with his assistant Weebo, trying to create a substance that's a 

new source of energy and that will save Medfield College where 

his sweetheart Sara is the president. He has missed his wedding 

twice, and on the afternoon of his third wedding, Professor 

Brainard creates flubber, which allows objects to fly through the 

air. I looks like rubber, so he calls it flubber. This film is based on 

the 1961 Disney classic, "The Absent-Minded Professor". Based 

upon that old comedy cliché, the absent-minded scientific genius. 

The central character, Professor Philip Brainard, is a brilliant 

inventor who has not only invented a robot that will do the 

housework for him but has also cracked the artificial intelligence 

problem by producing Weebo, a computer with its own 

personality that can not only talk to him but also fly. At present he 

is working on "flubber", a rubbery substance that will allow cars and other objects to fly through the 

air. For all his intellectual brilliance, however, his private life is so disorganised that he has forgotten 

to turn up to his own wedding to his attractive sweetheart Sara, not once but three times. The plot 

turns upon Brainard's attempts to produce his flubber, which he sees as a solution to the financial 

problems confronting the college at which he teaches and of which Sara is the principal. (Like 

another reviewer, I found myself wondering why he didn't just try marketing his domestic robot or 

his talking computer, inventions which I thought would have had just as much commercial 

potential). Along the way, he has to fight off Wilson, the handsome but too smooth principal of 

another college who is his rival for Sara's affections, and a corrupt businessman who wants to use 

the flubber for his own selfish ends. The film was clearly designed as a comedy for children, and 

works quite well as such, aided by a good deal of slapstick humour, mostly involving Robin Williams 

as Brainard. Unlike some children's films, however, such as the "Harry Potter" series, this one does 

not have much in it to keep adults entertained. Williams is clearly a talented comedian, but strangely 

enough, with a few exceptions such as "Mrs. Doubtfire", he has been most successful in films with a 

serious purpose like "Dead Poets Society" or "Good Morning Vietnam", although even in these he 

often manages to find a use for his comic talents. In many of his comedies his talents just seem 

wasted. "Club Paradise" is an example, and "Flubber" is another. All the other characters, with one 

exception, just seem like stock figures with little individuality about them. The one exception is 

Weebo the computer. The British computer pioneer Alan Turing devised what has since become 

known as the "Turing Test" for deciding whether a machine can be said to be intelligent. A human 

judge engages in a conversation with two other parties, one a human and the other a machine; if the 

judge cannot tell which is which, the machine is said to pass the test. Unfortunately, if the human 

involved were one of those in this film, Weebo would fail the test. She (Weebo has a female voice 

and personality) is smart, funny, sensitive and lovable, much more so than anyone else in the film, so 

it would be easy to tell them apart. And when your most interesting character is an electronic rather 

than a flesh-and-blood one, your film has got problems. 5/10. 
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Fluke (1995) 
 

Workaholic Thomas Johnson dies in an auto accident and comes 

back to life as a dog. Remembering some of who he was, he 

returns to his wife and son (11-year-old Max Pomeranc) to 

protect them from the man who caused his accident. But, as time 

goes by, he remembers more of his life, and realizes he wasn't 

such a good husband and father. 'Fluke' isn't my favourite film, 

but it comes close. (Powder is my favourite movie) Usually a lot of 

animal movies come out with crazy and over the top antics, but 

this one, this is different, it has quite a unique and interesting 

plot, not just the average animal movie plot about a 'kid and his 

dog'. Oh No, 'Fluke' is different, it's a lot more special than that. I 

cannot say that there aren't mistakes, but still when you watch 

you can feel the magic of the movie and you don't really notice 

anything wrong with it. Anyway, this is a very weepy film; it is 

bound to make you cry, if you are either a sensitive adult or a child. This film made me cry about 

three times, but then again I am a very soppy person when is comes to weepy movies of any kind. If 

your wandering if it's worthy of your viewing then I'll tell you now, it is completely and utterly 

worthy of anyone's viewing. If you see it in a video store and you haven't rented it out before, then 

rent it out, watch it, it's a brilliant film. The animal actors are superb, and I just loved this film, real 

tearjerker. Well I'm going to stop repeating myself and let you decide on your opinion on it. See it's a 

top movie! Oh and one more thing, the message in this film is quite a common message that is 

portrayed in a lot of films but the way this film does it, is very unique and powerful. Thanks for 

reading this! 
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Flushed Away (2006) 
 

Roddy is a decidedly upper-crust "society mouse" who lives the 

life of a beloved pet in a posh Kensington flat. When a sewer rat 

named Sid comes spewing out of the sink and decides he's hit the 

jackpot, Roddy schemes to rid himself of the pest by luring him 

into the "whirlpool." Sid may be an ignorant slob, but he's no fool, 

so it is Roddy who winds up being flushed away into the bustling 

sewer world of Ratropolis. There Roddy meets Rita, an 

enterprising scavenger who works the sewers in her faithful boat, 

the Jammy Dodger. Roddy immediately wants out, or rather, up; 

Rita wants to be paid for her trouble; and, speaking of trouble, 

the villainous Toad--who royally despises all rodents equally, 

making no distinction between mice and rats--wants them 

iced...literally. The Toad dispatches his two hapless hench-rats, 

Spike and Whitey, to get the job done. When they fail, the Toad 

has no choice but to send to France for his cousin--that dreaded mercenary, Le Frog. Flushed Away 

carries a weight of intellect with it not often found these days in American cinema and television. It's 

sharp-witted yet poignant and fresh at the same time. I went in with the expectations of it being 

another animated film in an ocean of animated films, but I was pleasantly surprised and thoroughly 

entertained. The message of the film is an ever-fading idea that isolation from each other is how we 

will become destroyed. The idea that one must go far, far beyond their comfort zone and any form 

of complacency to find what truly matters in life. The films treatment of this ideology, again, is 

brilliant in my opinion. It has excellent writing, the animation is absolutely top notch, and the voice 

talent live up to their high dollar reputations. Everyone is outstanding in this film and it is a must see 

during the holidays. Go see Flushed Away!!! Go now!! 
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Fly Away Home (1996) 
 

A father and daughter decide to attempt to lead a flock of 

orphaned Canada Geese south by air. Amy is only 13-years-old 

when her mother is killed in an auto wreck in New Zealand. She 

goes to Canada to live with her father, an eccentric inventor 

whom she barely knows. Amy is miserable in her new life...that is 

until she discovers a nest of goose eggs that were abandoned 

when developers began tearing up a local forest. The eggs hatch 

and Amy becomes "Mama Goose". The young birds must fly south 

for the winter, but who will lead them there? With a pair of 

ultralight airplanes, Amy, her dad and their friends must find a 

way to do it. I got sucked into a movie on the satellite dish the 

other day, 'Fly Away Home.' It's a story about a young motherless 

girl (Amy) who rescues some wild goose eggs and basically 

becomes their mother. The story evolves as the goslings grow into 

young adult birds ready to fly south. Since they never had parents the geese haven't learned to fly. 

The girl's dad thinks he can get them to fly by following him in his ultra-light. But they will only follow 

Amy. So dad teaches her to fly. Soon the geese are flying. Next, dad and Amy hatch a plot to fly 

south and have the geese follow them. We know this actually happened when 2 scientists did 

something similar. One of the reasons I was sucked into this wonderful family movie was the 

photography. It is National Geographic quality. In fact I was so impressed with the cinematography 

that I had to look up who did it: Caleb Deschanel. The setting, a farm in Southern Ontario, allowed 

him to become intimate with the geese and the natural setting. Another reason I couldn't stop 

watching the movie was the stunning performance by Anna Paquin, the 16-year-old girl who played 

Amy. I remembered her from the movie, 'Piano.' She played Flora, the daughter of Holly Hunter. I'm 

sure they picked Paquin to do that part because of her speaking ability. Holly Hunter played the part 

of Ada, a woman who couldn't talk. She communicated with sign language through her daughter. 

Paquin was so good in her part that she won the Oscar, quite a feat for an 11-year-old. The story, 'Fly 

Away Home' is touching because she's not the kind of Hollywood-trained child actor you find in most 

movies. A surprising thing happened as I watched Amy and her geese. I could sense a startling 

serenity from her as the bond had developed between them. I wondered how she could manage 

that. She was only a 16-year-old actress then but she conveyed a mothering instinct that goes back 

to the ageless beginnings of life on this planet. When the goslings were following her around, much 

of the photography was from ground level. Later when they were all flying, the photography was 

right there in the flying formation. You were seeing the birds, in flight, right next to you. The beauty 

of motion was unbelievable. I thought, 'How could anyone shoot these creatures?' There is beauty in 

seeing them fly. There is beauty in seeing them in their habitat. But the overwhelming beauty is in 

their living. They deserved that life. It made me think of this sad planet and the billions of creatures 

that have died because of the human race. Here was a story that went against the slaughter. When 

Amy and her birds arrived at their destination in Chesapeake Bay I had misty eyes. So I'm a soft 

touch. 
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Fly Boy (One Last Flight) (1999) 
 

What an adventure! "One Last Flight" is the story of a boy (13-

year-old Miko Hughes) and his grandpa ("Gramps") who both love 

flying model airplanes and a big bully named "Eddie The 

Sandwich"... What more do you need? The movie stars Miko 

Hughes who played little Gage Creed in Stephen King's Pet 

Sematary. 
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Flyboys (2006) 
 

The adventures of the Lafayette Escadrille, young Americans who 

volunteered for the French military before the U.S. entered World 

War I, and became the country's first fighter pilots. I just attended 

the premier of Flyboys at the Oshkosh Airshow. Enjoyed it 

thoroughly. The flight scene special effects were difficult to 

impossible to distinguish from the actual flying. Director Tony Bill 

discussed the background and making of the film to an audience 

composed largely of aviators including some of the best such as 

Bob Hoover, Sean Tucker and others. A difficult audience to 

impress and impressed they were. The film does not shy away 

from the ugly aspects of combat nor does it ignore the seamier 

aspects of the non-flying life although that is nowhere near 

becoming graphic. The history has been treated accurately - and 

yes there was really a black pilot as portrayed in the film. I have 

read a number of histories and autobiographical accounts of the American volunteers - they were 

idealistic and naive. That's just the age they lived in - don't judge the characterizations by todays 

standards. Anyway, a wonderful film. 
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Flyin' Ryan (2003) 
 

12-year-old Ryan's (Andy Weiss) luck is about to change, when he 

discovers a strange pair of magical sneakers. When he puts on 

these shoes, Ryan becomes FLYIN' RYAN.. and the sky's the limit! 

With his newfound pal Nicki, along with Theo the dog, Ryan is 

ready to take on Dirk the bully and his skateboarding crew. Fun 

Kids' Film for Young Kids. Flyin' Ryan is for young kids. It's about a 

boy who moves to a small town and then gets magical shoes that 

allow him to fly. The lead actor, Andy Weiss, looks like a young 

Ron Howard and he is terrific as "Ryan". Damon Schoeffler, who 

portrays the bully, is great as bully. Actor Bruce Tenenbaum, who 

portrays the bully's father, is hysterically funny, yet ominous 

enough. The movie is low budget and shot on video, but it is 

meant for young kids, like my younger sister and brother (ages 5 

and 7), they think it is great. The magic shoes are Heeley's and any 

young kid who has those wheeled tennis shoes will really enjoy this flick. The soundtrack is strong. 

Composer Mel Lewis has scored dozens of movies including many for Roger Corman. 
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Follow Me, Boys! (1966) 
 

Lem Siddons is part of a traveling band who has a dream of 

becoming a lawyer. Deciding to settle down, he finds a job as a 

stockboy in the general store of a small town. Trying to fit in, he 

volunteers to become scoutmaster of the newly formed Troop 1. 

Becoming more and more involved with the scout troop, he finds 

his plans to become a lawyer being put on the back burner, until 

he realizes that his life has been fulfilled helping the youth of the 

small town. With 15-year-old Kurt Russell. Follow me boys is an 

excellent movie that attracts you for a long time. I watched that 

movie when I was 8 (1989) but still I remember it (2001, age 21). 

The story was powerful and so on the cast (children players). I 

think it is not only a children classic but also a movie that every 

individual must see. 
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Food Of Love (2002) 
 

Paul, a handsome and talented music student is employed as the 

page-turner at one of the world famous pianist Kennington's 

concerts in San Francisco. Not only is Paul diligent but also 

extremely attractive, a fact noticed by Kennington and his agent 

Mansourian, two men at the top of their chosen careers. 

Kennington and Paul meet again in Barcelona, where the boy is on 

holiday with his mother, Pamela, who is trying to get over her 

husband leaving her. Paul and Kennington fall in love but this has 

very different implications for both men. Kennington rushes back 

home escaping from commitment. Pamela, meanwhile, begins to 

recover her self-confidence but Paul is no longer a child. Back in 

the United States Paul learns that his musical career is not going 

to progress as desired; he simply is not talented enough. Paul and 

Pamela will learn through their living experience how to build a deeper relationship. Here is a story 

with obvious first and second acts, but no conclusion. Act I: the development of the relationship 

between Paul and Richard. Act II: Paul's move to NYC and his disillusionment (he also becomes a 

jerk). Act III: oh, wait it's not there. Right when the story begins to reach a climax, it ends. No 

resolution of any plot threads. A disappointment in an otherwise adequate feature. Unlike the 

previous reviewer, I thought Juliet Stevenson and Paul Bishop did a great job with their American 

accents. I was surprised, since I knew Ms. Stevenson was British -- I thought for a while that I was 

mistaken in that. The sad thing is that none of the characters really learned anything about 

themselves. They simply learned that people lie and life sucks. I guess that's how life really goes, but 

I don't watch movies to see real life. Movies should transcend real life. There's not much to take 

away from the story without the glaringly missing third act. 
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For The Love Of A Child (2006) 

 

I have a 10-month-old daughter and while I was watching this 

movie, I kept thinking to myself, "I am never gonna let my baby's 

father or anybody abuse my little girl sexually or beat up on her 

like that one mother let her husband do to her baby boy Jacob... 

there was no need to beat on him like that...and the little boy 

Mikey who had the words BAD BOY all on his back...and the little 

girl Lauren who's stepfather would molest her and then cut her 

face with a razor...and then the mother is all like, "after johnny 

finishes his sentence, he's gonna come home and live with us it's 

his home too..." that's crazy...it was a sad movie and then after 

Nixzmary Brown, the 7-year-old who was beaten to death in Bed-

Stuy and found in the closet of her apartment...what is wrong with 

this world??????? The best thing about this movie is that all the 

kids were all excellent actors and actresses and the other best part 

of it is that it's the true story and the people who fight for the kids do the right things...it's the 

parents that are clueless. 
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For The Love Of A Dog (2008) 
 

A true story of a family and town's effort to save a beloved and 

heroic dog named Semper Fi. The father, a Captain in the U.S. 

Marines and his homemaker wife, contend with the "not so earth 

shattering" problems of their twin, 15-year-old daughter and son 

(18-year-old John Lowell) as well as the antics of their precocious 

6-year-old daughter. Their lives tumble along, as most families do, 

until they must face the grave diagnosis of their faithfully and very 

loved Golden Retriever, Semper Fi. The family cannot afford the 

expensive surgery the dog needs. The children jump into action 

with a plan, spear headed by the 15-year-old daughter. They plan 

a community yard sale, donating all of their most prized 

possessions. The family's grumpy neighbor plays an unlikely and 

unexpected part in the ultimate success of the fund raising. 

Before Semper goes in for his surgery, he displays a heroic act 

that almost ends his life. The story unfolds during the holiday season. Good story. But the horrible 

acting kind of ruined it. Sherman Hemsley was the only believable person in the movie. The rest of 

the people just weren't good. You could tell they were all inexperienced. None of the conversations 

in the movie were convincing. It was almost like watching a school play. I found myself getting 

annoyed with the actors. However, the if the acting had been better, this would have been a cute 

movie. The storyline was very sweet. And anyone who has a dog that's like part of their family would 

probably have enjoyed the story. If you're like me and think the acting in the movie is a VERY 

important part of the movie, then this film isn't for you, at all. 
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For The Love Of Aaron (1994) 
 

Family Ties' Meredith Baxter Birney stars in this made-for-

television movie about a woman threatened with losing her son 

(10-year-old Keegan MacIntosh) to her ex-husband. Following her 

divorce, Margaret's son Aaron is the only person who matters to 

her. But when Margaret unexpectedly begins showing symptoms 

of mental-illness, the boy's father decides she is incapable of 

safely caring for their child. Determined to retain custody, 

Margaret embarks on a courtroom fight as well as a fight to 

maintain her own sanity. Nick Mancuso also stars. The fight of a 

mother perturbed psychologically, to convince the courts that she 

is capable of keeping her child with her. The extraordinary 

composition of Meredith Baxter and that of the small Keegan 

McIntosh confer a lot of emotion on this story. 
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For Your Eyes Only (1981) 
 

After disposing of a familiar looking face, Bond is sent to recover a 

communication device, known as an ATAC, which went down with 

a British Spy ship as it sunk. Bond must hurry though, as the 

Russians are also out for this device. On his travels, he also meets 

Melina Havelock, whose parents were brutally murdered. Bond 

also encounters both Aristotle Kristatos and Milos Colombo. Each 

of them are accusing the other of having links with the Russian's. 

Bond must team up with Melina, solve who the true ally is and 

find the ATAC before it's too late. 'For Your Eyes Only' starts the 

tenure of John Glen at the helm of the Bond series. He had 

worked previously on many of the Bond movies but during the 

eighties he directed all 5 Bond movies, and with the exception of 

'A View To A Kill', they are up there with the best of the whole 

series. Certainly 'For Your Eyes Only' and the follow up, 

'Octopussy' are the best of the Moore years, and I don't think it would be overstating it to say that 

Glen may have single handedly saved the franchise. By the end of the 1970s Bond had turned from 

Ian Fleming's master spy into an entirely comic book creation, culminating in the preposterous 

shenanigans of 'Moonraker' in 1979. At the start of a new decade a new style is clearly apparent, 

with a back to basics story that actually involves some spying, and a genuine threat to world peace. 

It's pushing it to say that the story is believable, but it is realistically told and is certainly a more adult 

affair than the previous efforts. The film starts with the final nail in the coffin for Blofeld. After years 

of legal wrangling over who had the rights to the character the filmmakers decided to show that 

they didn't need him anyway and unceremoniously dumped him once and for all. We are also 

immediately put in the mood for a far more serious Bond when he visits his late wife's grave, an 

unusual moment, not least because the movies rarely referenced previous actors in the role. Here 

we are reminded that Moore wasn't playing Bond at the time of his marriage. That serious tone 

pervades throughout the movie, with less wisecracking than usual, and a subdued villain, at odds 

with the expected megalomaniac we are used to. But the film is all the better for it. There are some 

fantastic action set-pieces including a chase in a Citroen 2CV, and a ski chase that tops even that of 

'On Her Majesty's Secret Service', along with a tense finale that is literally a cliffhanger. Bond is 

actually forced to use his wits, and much of the action and escapes are less contrived than one 

would expect. It's also good to see (after 'The Spy Who Loved Me' and 'Moonraker') that the 

filmmakers have tried to get back to Fleming's Bond, with many ideas lifted from the original stories. 

The scene with Bond and Melina dragged behind the speedboat, for example, is taken directly from 

the novel of 'Live And Let Die', and many characters appear in Fleming's short story of the same 

name. Add to the mix a fine cast, notably Carole Bouquet as another strong character in the list of 

'Bond women', and you have a satisfying and thrilling entry in the series. 
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Forced Entry (1975) 
 

While working as a gas station attendant, a troubled Vietnam Vet 

stalks, rapes, verbally abuses, and finally kills his female victims. 

Our shell shocked Romeo starts off by following a female 

customer home and watches, while drooling on his huge shiny 

knife, as she makes love with her husband/boyfriend. After the 

man leaves, the Vet breaks into the apartment and forces the 

woman at knifepoint to give him oral sex. As she does, he assaults 

her with a verbal barrage of racist comments and threats. After 

she completes the job, the Vet nonchalantly kills her. The Vet 

returns to work and proceeds to do the same thing with another 

woman. This time, he analy rapes her and kills her for "Getting his 

prick all full of shit." Later, two hippy chicks hook up, get stoned, 

and indulge in a little lesbian action. Of course, the charming, 

angry rapist interrupts them. This time however, his verbal assault 

and threats are useless as the two hippies only laugh and try to love the now confused Vet. Not 

knowing how to handle the women's reaction towards him, the Vet completely cracks. In Askew 

Reviews #5, I reviewed a video called Sex Wish and I found it to be perhaps the most disturbing 

movie I've ever seen. Well, leave it to Wilson of Video Dungeon to introduce me to this even more 

disturbing, rancid beauty of a flic. The constant verbal abuse, along with the raping and killing was 

almost too much. Although all of the Vet's victims are white, he uses racial slurs to insult them. The 

threats are no picnic either. Example, while the first woman is giving the Vet oral sex, he says "I'm 

gonna cut your eyes out and push this knife through the back of your skull!" Yikes. Throughout the 

entire movie, the director inserts grainy black and white footage of Vietnam War atrocities to 

illustrate the conflict inside the Vet's wasted brain. It was pretty ballsy of writer/director Helmut 

Richler to use such a touchy subject as The Vietnam War when it was still such a sensitive subject in 

the early 70s. Although the killing will never win any effects awards, they are still very unsettling due 

to the nature of the murders. On a lighter note, the dialog between the two hippy chicks is 

downright hilarious. Every other word out of their mouths are "Like wow" and "you know." Their 

four-minute conversation seems like 4 hours. The name of the gas station where the Vet works is 

called "Joe's Friendly Service." However, there are two scenes where you can plainly see a Mobil sign 

in the background. Can you imagine the lawsuits? Pre Deep Throat star, Harry Reemes, billed as Tim 

Long, stars as the Vietnam Vet. On a trivial note, Laura Cannon (female lead) was the first hardcore 

porn star to ever appear in Playboy. There is an R-rated version of this movie, under the same title, 

starring Tanya Roberts. Excuse me while I go to church and pray for my soul. - Denis Sheehan. 
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Före Stormen (Before The Storm) (2000) 
 

Leo (14-year-old Emil Odepark), a guy in the seventh grade gets 

harassed by a 16-years-old boy in school and seeks revenge. At 

the same time, Ali, the father of a girl in Leo's class (who Leo has a 

crush on) is contacted by a opposition group from his home 

country that wants Ali to assassinate an important man for them. 

Otherwise, they'll kill the family that Ali left when moving to 

Sweden. 
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Forgive And Forget (2000) 
 

David O'Neil (Steve John Shepherd), a plasterer and mature 

student Theo (John Simm) have been best mates for fourteen 

years and are practically inseparable. However, their friendship 

has become strained as Theo is about to move in with his long-

term girlfriend, photographer Hannah (Laura Fraser). A raging 

jealousy awakes in David and he starts scheming to break up the 

loving couple using Hannah's insecurities against them. When the 

couple eventually separate David is in a quandary about his next 

move and is forced to confront his long-hidden homosexuality and 

feelings towards Theo. Eventually, David decides to reveal his 

sexual orientation and deep love for Theo very publicly by 

arranging for them both to appear as guests on Judith Adams' 

(Meera Syal) talk-show, "forgive and forget", with tragic 

consequences for their friendship and David's family. With the 

amount of gay writers, directors and actors (openly out or not), it's remarkable that there exists 

something of a dearth of really high quality gay themed movies. While it may be too much to expect 

Hollywood to come to the fore, the independents too have been surprisingly poor in this area. 

European cinema has dealt with gay issues in a far more successful manner. Faced with this 

situation, gay movies are often over praised simply because they've been made rather than for their 

intrinsic qualities. "Sunday Bloody Sunday" made over 30 years still overshadows just about any 

other gay themed movie made since then. While "Forgive and Forget" certainly does have much 

going for it, it remains not entirely successful. What it suffers from is a certain pandering simplicity 

that has been so rampant in British movies for too long; the worst of these (despite their commercial 

success being "Billy Elliot" and "Full Monty"). "Forgive and Forget" has scenes which teeter on the 

brink of this ultimately insulting approach of the depiction of complex emotional states. (In all 

fairness I should mention the winning coming out drama "Get Real" as an outstanding exception.) 

What saves the film and really what makes it a worthwhile experience are the two central 

performances by Steve John Sheppard and John Simm. Both give fully convincing, committed 

portrayals, despite dialog which is at times less than credible. The force of their acting compels one 

empathize with predicament of these characters. Despite the flaws, "Forgive and Forget" is a 

memorable movie, well worth making the effort to seek out. 
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Fortress (1985) 
 

An Australian school teacher and her students are kidnapped. She 

and the children fight for their lives and try to escape from their 

captors. "Fortress" explores a shocking concept which shows how 

easily a borderline between a victim and an attacker can be 

crossed. The children and the teacher, calm and peaceful by 

nature, when driven beyond their limits by the kidnappers, 

eventually respond with a cruelty and fury extending that of their 

oppressors. I started out watching this because I thought it was a 

repeat of Fortress 1993 (have digital cable here & couldn't sleep 

last night). I had already looked up Fortress (1993) up on IMDB 

before watching it earlier this morning, so I knew the basic plot of 

this movie. So naturally, I figured this would be another corny 80's 

after school special type movie. Boy was a I wrong!! This movie 

was better & shocked me more then Fortress (1993) did. I 

recommend this movie to everyone & give it a 10!, cuz it fooled me, it wasn't predictable or 80's 

campy. 
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Fortune And Men's Eyes (Aux Yeux Du Sort Et Des Humains) (1971) 
 

The young, naive Smitty is sent to prison for six months; Cathy, his 

girlfriend, watches as he disappears behind the bars and barbed 

wire. He's assigned a cell with Queenie, a balls-out drag queen, 

Rocky, a quiet but cocky con, and Mona, a young gay man who 

ministers to Rocky. Smitty watches in horror as gangs of inmates 

brutalize prisoners who lack protection. Those who complain risk 

beatings or murder at the hands of unsympathetic guards: all cries 

are bootless. Mona offers poetry - Shakespeare's sonnet XXIX; 

Queenie and Rocky offer Smitty advice, and Rocky offers 

protection for a price. Smitty's choices and their consequences are 

the film's main subjects. Cold, grainy picture made in Canada 

follows naive drug-user (Wendell Burton, excellent here as he was 

in "The Sterile Cuckoo") through rigors of prison life. Adapted 

from the off-Broadway play, with some homosexual content 

handled in somewhat sensational manner. Occasionally gripping 

and intense, but impossibly downbeat. 
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Foster Child (2007) 
 

A drama centered on the state of foster care in the Philippines. If 

you like or did not like the film "Kubrador", you will like or not like 

the early going of "Foster Child". If you are on the negative side, 

don't give up. The issue I have with both films is what I call 

"detailism", a fascination with the minutiae of daily life. Examples 

from "Foster Child": A woman enters a slum with the camera 

following her every move, every narrow alleyway, every 

encounter she makes with the local residents, every bit of small 

talk, every word she utters, all the way to her final destination 

deep in the bowels of the slum. A mother prepares to give a tub 

bath to her child, dumps water on him, soaps, rubs, rinses, dries 

and applies talc with the kid peeing outside the tub somewhere 

along the whole proceeding. A teenager starts to prepare a meal, 

picks up a sauté pan, places it on the stove, cleverly pierces a small bag containing cooking oil, 

squeezes the bag to the last drop, picks up a can, grabs a large knife, proceeds to cut open the can 

top (a risky proposition but the boy is adept), pours the contents onto the pan, picks up a utensil, 

stirs the food, and so on. This style of cinematography gets old fairly quickly. At one point a family 

prepares to have dinner. I could not believe we would be forced to watch the entire dinner. To my 

great relief, it did not happen. It was about the dinner scene that the director changed tack and 

tightened the narrative. Slowly but surely the emotional core of the story takes shape. The climatic 

ending forces one to reevaluate the early "detailism" and accept that some of it was painfully 

pertinent. The actors are good. The woman who plays an adoption agent is the perfect Janus. Her 

cheery and chatty demeanor does not quite hide a crude business mindset. Central to the story is 

the notion that fostering is not forever; a foster mother now, a former mother next. Overall an 

allegory on capitalism: the well oiled for-profit machinery of goods allocation and the disregard for 

the social consequences. 
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Four Days (4 Days) (1999) 
 

A teenager (15-year-old Kevin Zegers) gets caught in the middle of 

a bank heist gone awry. An unseen man recalls four days of his 

youth when he came of age. He is Simon, in mid teens, in awe of 

his father who's planned a robbery with the down-and-out Fury. 

Dad double-crosses Fury, using Simon in a switch of the bag of 

cash. Unknown to Simon, however, a bank guard later shoots dad 

dead and wounds Fury. Simon leaves Ontario, as planned, heading 

for a remote Québec town. When Fury discovers the money gone, 

he follow Simon with the aid of Simon's neighbor, Feather, who's 

been dad's lover. En route to Quebec, Simon is picked up by 

Chrystal, a wild woman who's just left her husband. They all meet 

beside a lake for a final sorting out of money and relationships. 

Zegers is excellent. I was really looking forward to watching this 

movie but was a bit disappointed. Zegers was great but the movie 

was pretty boring. I wouldn't exactly say the movie isn't worth 

watching but I wouldn't recommend it to anyone. 
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Four Eyed Monsters (2005) 
 

Apathy, technology, paranoia, disease and medication. Meet Arin. 

Arin is a shy videographer who finds it too much to handle to go 

out and meet girls, so he sets up an account on meester.net. The 

flood of responses never comes, save for one email from Susan, a 

struggling artist who finds her job as a waitress stifling her 

creativity. Susan is also on the shy side and is seeking an 

alternative to the classic dating situation. When Arin and Susan 

finally meet, that alternative dating situation comes to life as the 

two refuse to communicate verbally with each other, wanting to 

avoid bullshit small talk. Instead, when they do need to 

communicate to each other, they pass a pen and pad back and 

forth. All Hype! What better way to describe a movie about 

people who are upset because they can't release their film 

through a mainstream distributor? Consequently, they do it themselves. Otherwise, the hype of the 

film doesn't justify the content in the film. The story is absent and could easily be a short. The acting 

is poor, but the animation and music is pretty good. Otherwise don't waste your time - don't believe 

the hype! However, if you have the chance to see the film for free, do so. Then you won't have to 

waste money. Still, the filmmakers do a good job of pressing their story and creating cliffhangers 

with their self-indulgent mini-series. Otherwise, they're one hit wonders who never had a hit. 
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Four Feather Falls (1960) 
 

Sheriff Tex Tucker maintained the peace in Four Feather Falls, 

Kansas, with the aid of four magic feathers which enabled his dog, 

Dusty, and horse, Rocky, to talk, and his guns to swivel and fire 

automatically when he was in danger. Tex was given the magic 

feathers as a reward when he saved the life of Makooya, the son 

of Indian chief Kalamakooya. The villains in this early Gerry 

Anderson series were Mexican bandits Pedro and Fernando, Red 

Scalp the renegade Indian Chief, and Big Bad Ben the bandit. 

Other characters included Ma Jones (the proprietor of the general 

store), Marvin Jackson, the town bank manager, Dan Morse (who 

as his name suggested was the telegraph operator), Doc Haggerty, 

Slim Jim (owner and bartender of Denison Saloon), Grandpa Twink 

and Little Jake. A forgotten kiddie classic. "Four Feather Falls" has 

slipped into relative obscurity over the years for a number of 

reasons - its age (42 as of this minute), its length (only 15 minutes per episode), it's in black and 

white, and the fact that it pales in comparison with its successor, "Supercar". However, "Four 

Feather Falls", or for the sake of abbreviation FFF, was a wonderful little program. It may seem a 

little dated now, but then, so do other Gerry Anderson classics such as "Thunderbirds" or "Stingray". 

The program is not something that perhaps a whole bunch of teens or adults will enjoy, but if you 

have kids (or are kids at heart, as I am), they/you will love this show. It presents a lot of great 

qualities that would continue to show up and are the reason for "Thunderbirds"'s unimaginable 

success. Now for a quick synopsis: the show takes place "way back when" (i.e. the 1870's or 

thereabouts) in a town in Kansas called Four Feather Falls. The town is named after the four magical 

feathers owned by the sheriff, Tex Tucker, who embodies everything a hero should be. Gerry 

Anderson heros became progressively more realistic but as he was the first, his qualities were the 

most stereotypically heroic. However, that does not detract from the show overall - it fits the format 

admirably. Two of the feathers allowed his dog and horse to speak and the other two allowed his 

guns to fire without him even touching them. Then there were the usual band of townsfolk, Indians, 

and Mexican bandits. Maybe a little stereotypical, but good-natured and hardly racist. Enjoy this 

show for the classic that it is, if you can find it. It's difficult to find but if you are prepared to really 

search you may find it somewhere. I found it and believe me, I'm over the moon that I did. 

 

Series 1 (39 Episodes) (1960) 
 

Episode 01: How It All Began; Little Jake goes into Sarah Jones' shop and learns that Pedro the Bandit 

is in town. Pedro's attempted bank robbery is foiled by the Sheriff, Tex Tucker. Grandpa Twink tells 

Little Jake all about Tex... Once upon a time, Tex, together with his horse, Rocky, and his dog, Dusty, 

were crossing a desolate trail when they came across a child, a little Indian boy named Makooya. The 

boy was very hungry and so were Tex and his friends. But this was a barren place and there was no 

food to be found. Tex built a fire and little Makooya fell asleep. In the middle of the night he woke 



up screaming the word 'Kalamakooya' and an Indian Chief materialised. He caused the trees to 

bloom and the water falls to flow, and as a reward for finding his son, he gave Tex four magic 

feathers. One gave Dusty the power of speech, anothor did the same for Rocky, and the two 

remaining feathers made Tex' s guns swivel and fire automatically whenever he was in danger. Little 

Jake is delighted with this story and even more delighted when Pedro returns to town and is foiled 

again by Tex Tucker. 

Episode 02: Kidnapped; Pedro and Fernando, the Bandits, plan to kidnap Doc Haggerty and hold him 

to ransom. Fernando rides into town and tells Doc that Pedro is wounded and needs Doc's help, 

When Doc arrives at the Bandits' shack he is tied to a chair and Pedro writes a note to Tex Tucker, 

asking for 5,000 dollars if the citizens of Four Feather Falls want to see Doc alive again. Meanwhile, 

little Makooya has fallen sick and Chief Kalamakooya wants Doc to tend the little Indian boy. Tex, 

Dusty and Rocky set out to find Pedro and Fernando. When the Bandits see that Tex has no money 

with him they decide to shoot him. But Tex's magic guns fire first and the bandits are quickly routed. 

Doc is rescued and taken to Makooya, and soon the little Indian boy is well again. 

Episode 03: Pedro Has a Plan; Pedro and Fernando have a planPedro, desperate in his efforts to 

outwit Tex, realises that his only hope is to deprive him of the magic four feathers, which Tex always 

keeps in his hat. Pedro's accomplice Fernando, acting as decoy, starts shooting within earshot of the 

Sheriff's office. Tex hearing the shots, goes out to investigate and is confronted by Fernando. 

Meanwhile, Pedro sneaks into the office where Tex's hat is hanging, and exchanges the magic 

feathers for ordinary ones. Dusty, who sees this, follows Pedro and takes the magic feathers from his 

hip pocket. He then goes off to find Rocky, jumps on his back and together they gallop off to find Tex 

who, without the aid of the magic feathers is at the mercy of the two bandits. They arrive in time to 

place the magic feathers in Tex's hand and to enable him once again to outwit the bandits. 

Episode 04: Pedro's Pardon; Pedro rides into Four Feather Falls and announces that he is a reformed 

character. Tex isn't convinced and arrests the Bandit. After a few days in jail, Tex decides to give 

Pedro a chance and releases him. Pedro goes shopping for a new sombrero and cheats Ma Jones out 

of four dollars. As he comes out of the shop an arrow whizzes past him and he's confronted by Red 

Scalp who accuses the Bandit of horse stealing. Ma Jones also comes after Pedro and accuses him of 

deceiving her. Tex forces Pedro to pay his debts, and the Bandit leaves the town in disgrace. 

Episode 05: Sheriff for a Day; Tex Tucker is lured out of Four Feather Falls by a phoney telegraph 

message sent by Big Ben the Bandit. The message says that the town's stage-coach will be attacked 

at Redstone Pass. Tex leaves his magic guns with Little Jake and rides off. At the Pass, Tex is 

ambushed by Big Ben who ties him up and puts a noose around his neck. He leaves Tex sitting on 

Rocky, underneath a tree. If Rocky moves Tex will be left hanging. Big Ben's plan is to take over Four 

Feather Falls, but he hasn't reckoned on Tex's magic guns which are held by Little Jake. Little Jake 

soon disarms Big Ben and claps him in jail, Then he sets off to find Tex and Rocky. Little Jake arrives 

at Redstone Pass just as a rattlesnake is slithering towards Rocky. Tex is urging his horse to save 

himself, but Rocky refuses to move, knowing that if he does Tex will die by the hangman's noose. 

The magic guns quickly take care of the rattlesnake and Tex and Rocky are saved, thanks to Little 

Jake. At the end of the story we discover that Little Jake has only been dreaming, and the events in 

the episode never really happened. 



Episode 06: Indian Attack; Grandpa Twink is held up by Fernado the Bandit who demands Grandpa's 

little gold watch. Just in time Tex Tucker intervenes. But before the issue is resolved Fernando draws 

Tex's attention to smoke signals in the hills. He convinces the Sheriff that they are about to be 

attacked by Indians. Tex orders every man in the town to start building barricades and reluctantly 

agrees with Fernando's crafty suggestion that he, too, should join in the fray. While awaiting the 

Indian attack, Tex has "some shut eye"... and Fernando, escaping the attentions of Doc Haggerty and 

Dan Morse, steals the Sheriff's magic hat and substitutes his own. Unknown to Fernando, however, 

Dusty exchanges the hats once again. A tom-tom beats in the distance and it seems that the Indians 

are about to move in. When the shooting begins it's discovered that the "Indians" are Fernando and 

his side-kick, Pedro. Fernando, of course, believes that the "magic guns" are out of commission. Poor 

Fernando! Poor Pedro! 

Episode 07: A Close Shave; While Tex Tucker is out of town riding with Little Jake, Pedro the Bandit 

holds up Ma Jones' store. He shoots bottles off the counter... then makes off with provisions and 

some money. On his return to Four Feather Falls, Tex is met by Grandpa Twink who tells him what 

has happened. Meanwhile, Pedro has been trailed by Dusty to Rock Canyon. Here Pedro is met by 

Red Scalp with whom he cooks up another scheme to "make ourselves a little money". Red Scalp is 

to tell Tex Tucker that his people have been attacked by white banditos in Yellow Gulch Hills... Tex 

will ride out of town to find the culprits... leaving the way clear for Pedro to rob the bank. Red Scalp 

is worried by the threat of the "magic guns" but Pedro tells him that they do not work on Indians. 

The faithful Dusty has overheard their plans, and he scampers off to warn Tex. So when Red Scalp 

comes along with his "attack story" the next morning, the Sheriff is prepared for him. He absolutely 

refuses to leave town. When he turns his back on Red Scalp the Indian raises his tomahawk to strike 

a death blow. It doesn't fall however for, like lightning, the "magic guns" swivel backwards and shoot 

the tomahawk out of Red Scalp's grasp. Later, when Red Scalp is about to give Pedro the closest 

haircut of his life for lying about the guns not working on Indians, Tex Tucker appears on the scene. 

Tex decides not to intervene. He allows Red Scalp to carry on the good work, tells Pedro to cover his 

bald head with his hat, then proceeds to shoot the hat away up Main Street. 

Episode 08: Dusty Becomes Deputy; Pedro and Fernando, the Bandits, start a prairie fire and lure Tex 

Tucker out of Four Feather Falls. As Tex rides out, Pedro and Fernando ride in, intent on robbing the 

bank of its latest gold consignment. Tex has deputised Dusty to stay in town to keep an eye on things 

– in particular, the bank. When Dusty sees Pedro and Fernando ride in he sets off to warn Tex. While 

Tex is fighting the prairie fire he loses one of his magic feathers and Dusty is unable to speak. 

Precious time is lost while Tex, Dusty and Rocky look for the missing feather. Eventually, they find it 

and Dusty gasps out his message. They arrive back in Four Feather Falls just in time to stop Pedro 

and Fernando from robbing the bank. Thanks to Dusty, the gold is saved. 

Episode 09: Gun Runners; Chief Kalamakooya tells Tex that Red Scalp is buying guns from a white 

man. Tex suspects Big Ben the Bandit and visits him with Dusty and Rocky. He warns Big Ben to stop 

gun-trading with Red Scalp. When Tex returns to Four Feather Falls, Dusty stays behind to keep an 

eye on Big Ben's cabin. He overhears Big Ben tell Red Scalp to meet him at Dead Man's Hill the 

following day. The next day Tex is waiting at the Hill. Big Ben and Red Scalp arrive separately, but 

they both see Tex's hat move behind a boulder. The Bandit and the Indian both think that the other 

has brought an accomplice to double-cross them, and start a shooting match. Tex intervenes and 



arrests them both. Chief Kalamakooya punishes Red Scalp according to Indian law and Big Ben is 

taken to jail. 

Episode 10: Trouble in Yellow Gulch; Ma Jones and Grandpa Twink in Grandpa's buggyAs Grandpa 

Twink and Ma Jones drive their buggy through Yellow Gulch Pass they're held up by Pedro and 

Fernando, the Bandits. Pedro has set up a toll-gate and says that the citizens of Four Feather Falls 

must now pay to go through the Pass. Ma Jones refuses and she and Grandpa Twink take an 

alternative route into town through Black Boulder Canyon – a grim and forbidding place. Outwitted, 

Pedro and Fernando decide to steal some dynamite and blast down a huge black boulder which 

perilously hangs over the Canyon. If their plan succeeds, the Canyon will be completely blocked, and 

travellers to Four Feather Falls will have to pay Pedro and Fernando to go through Yellow Gulch Pass. 

Meanwhile, Tex Tucker has heard about the toll-gate and suspects the bandits' next move. He 

arrives at the Black Boulder in time to place the dynamite in a different position. With one shot from 

his magic guns he explodes the dynamite and the boulder crashes down into Yellow Gulch Pass 

foiling the bandits' plan to block up Black Boulder Canyon. The boulder smashes the bandits' toll-

gate and also makes Black Boulder Canyon a safe route into Four Feather Falls. 

Episode 11: Frame-up; Grandpa Twink tells how Sheriff Tex Tucker got himself arrested. Tex, Dusty 

and Rocky are on their way to Silver City in response to a call for help from Sheriff Jameson. Along 

the trail they camp down for the night. Suddenly a dark-clad man springs from the undergrowth, 

throws a blanket over Rocky, and rides him off into the darkness. The following day Tex and Dusty 

are trudging wearily along the trail when they encounter a bearded rider, Ruff Snyder, who is leading 

an extra horse. Snyder sells Tex the spare horse for fifty dollars. Tex and Dusty next run up against 

the very man they were looking for – Sheriff Jameson. But he does not believe that Tex is a Sheriff 

and in the saddle bag of the newly bought horse he discovers a stolen hag of money. Despite his 

protests, Tex is arrested and slung into jail... he refuses to use the magic guns on the law man. Ruff 

Snyder turns up at the jail and denies that he sold Tex a horse. Some nights later Tex and Dusty, 

looking out of their cell window, see Big Ben, obviously the 'Phantom Rider' — tether Rocky in the 

yard behind the jail. Ben calls on Tex and tells him that Jameson is on his way to Four Feather Falls to 

take over there. And Tex realises that the whole thing has been a frame-up. The magic guns, which 

until now have been kept in reserve, swivel into action and, first, Big Ben and, later, the crooked 

Sheriff Jameson are made to realise that only one man can be Sheriff of Four Feather Falls – Tex 

Tucker. 

Episode 12: Gold Diggers; Pedro and Fernando, the Bandits, find a map which leads to buried gold 

underneath the jail in Four Feather Falls. Tex overhears Pedro arranging for Fernando to be arrested 

so that he can dig for the gold in the jail. As the jail needs a new floor digging out and as the burried 

treasure doesn't exist, Tex happily arrests Pedro, instead of Fernando, and leaves the lazy Bandit 

alone in jail so that he can get along with the hard task of digging. Meanwhile, Mr. Jackson, the Bank 

Manager has broken the key to his strongroom, and the local cowboys can't be paid. Back in the 

jailhouse, Pedro is digging so weIl that he has made a passage beneath the street and right into the 

bank's strongroom. He thinks he has found buried treasure and starts handing out bags of gold 

through the jailhouse window where Fernando should be waiting to collect. But Fernando is asleep, 

and instead Pedro unknowingly hands out the bags of gold to Tex Tucker. Everyone is happy, the 

Bank can pay the cowboys and the jailhouse is ready for a new floor. Everyone, except Pedro and 

Fernado! 



Episode 13: Gold is Where You Find It; Pedro and Fernando plan to make a fortune out of Yellow 

Gulch – their own property – by pretending to have found gold there. They fire some gold dust into a 

piece of rock so that it glitters in the sunshine, take the rock into the saloon; and spread the word 

that they've struck it rich. Everyone wants to buy a piece of Yellow Gulch, and, after consultation, 

the two bandits decide to sell equal shares to all. Later, Tex Tucker notices the townspeople making 

off with picks and shovels. In Ma Jones' store he learns of the 'gold' in Yellow Gulch. Tex is suspicious 

and he asks Ma Jones and Dan Morse to help him carry out an idea. When silence has descended on 

Four Feather Falls, Ma Jones is confronted by Pedro and Fernando. Their intention is to commandeer 

some supplies, but Ma drops a hint about a telegram that has arrived, stating that the gold strike in 

Yellow Gulch is the biggest ever. Pedro and Fernando make a speedy exit, rather puzzled, but 

determined to buy back all the land that they have sold. That evening all the 'prospectors' are 

gathered in the Saloon... Pedro is sobbing. Tex announces that Pedro's grandmother has died... by 

family tradition, she has to be buried at Yellow Gulch... but now the Gulch no longer belongs to 

Pedro... and the bandit is very upset. 'I guess the only fair thing to do,' he says, 'is to put the land up 

for auction. That way Pedro will have the chance to buy it back at a fair price'. All are agreed on the 

auction, and, naturally, do very well out of it. As they leave the Saloon Pedro and Fernando are 

happy, too. But they wonder why Tex and his friends are laughing heartily. 

Episode 14: Trapped; Jake and Makooya wander off together for an afternoon's fishing. While they 

are exploring some caves down by the creek they surprise Red Scalp at work while he's 

manufacturing counterfeit money. Red Scalp pushes a boulder across the entrance of one of the 

caves, trapping Jake and Makooya inside. Red Scalp pays Ma Jones for some goods with dud money. 

Grampa Twink is beginning to worry about Jake, so he goes to see Tex. While Jake and Makooya are 

trying to escape from the cave, they overhear Big Ben talking to Red Scalp. Big Ben says that they've 

found out about the dud money Red Scalp spent in Four Feather Falls and that they're on his trail. 

Ben tells Red Scalp he's bound to be caught and that he's through with him. Tex arrives at the creek 

looking for Jake, He arrests Red Scalp and takes him back to Four Feather Falls. Red Scalp says he'll 

tell Tex where Jake and Makooya are if he'll drop the charge about the counterfeit money. Dan 

Morse, Jackson and Tex arrive at the cave just in time to rescue Jake and Makooya from Big Ben. 

Episode 15: The Best Laid Schemes; Hank Frisbee has arrived in town. Smart feller, Hank. He tells 

Pedro and Fernando about his plan to rob the bank. Nobody knows him in Four Feather Falls, so he 

reckons on taking a room over the bank, then they'll be able to cut a way in. Frisbee takes the room, 

then goes off to the saloon where he buys drinks all round and gets music and singing going; the 

noise is supposed to cover up the row that Pedro and Fernando make as they cut their way into the 

bank. The plan works fine until Pedro gets stuck as he tries to clamber through the hole into the 

bank and makes an almighty row. Tex hears the noise and guesses that it's coming from the bank. 

Frisbee tries to stop Tex from going to investigate. He draws his firearms, but Tex and the magic guns 

win the fight. Pedro and Fernando hear the shooting, they grab hold of an iron box, and make a run 

for it. But there's nothing in the box except a collection of old iron. They decide to go back to Four 

Feather Falls and join Hank in jail – at least they'll be able to get something to eat there, even if they 

haven't got the gold. 

Episode 16: Escort; Tex Tucker releases Pedro and Fernando from custody, but neither is keen to 

leave the comfort of the jail. On their way out they overhear a message from a Mister Huckenbacker 

requesting a Sheriff's escort into Four Feather Falls. Huckenbacker is on his way to town with a load 



of gold. Pedro and Fernando decide that they will provide the escort; they alter the Four Feather 

Falls signpost so that it's pointing straight to their shack and they set off to meet up with 

Huckenbacker. Big Ben, too, hits the trail to meet the man with the gold... and yet another party — 

Tex, Dusty and Rocky, singing as they go. Pedro and Fernanddo lead Huckenbacker to their shack; all 

three are held up by Big Ben, who has his own ideas about what should become of the gold; and 

then Tex intervenes to make Huckenbacker happy once again. Pedro and Fernando are happy, too — 

they're back in jail. 

Episode 17: The Toughest Guy in the West; Grampa Twink boasts of the times when he had a 

wonderful singing voice and when he wiped out a whole tribe of Comanches single handed. His 

audience – Tex, Rocky, Doc and Slim Jim – laughingly disbelieve him, much to Twink's annoyance. 

Slim Jim puts up a poster reading: 'Five Hundred Dollars Reward. Wanted, Indian Jack — For Gun 

Running and Horse Stealing.' Twink, who is about to set off for Silver City, promises to look out for 

Indian Jack. Twink and his lady friend, Ma Jones, are bowling along in a buggy when they catch sight 

of an Indian head-dress... and then some more. Twink is certain they belong to Kalamakooya's men... 

until a Comanche arrow buries itself in the upholstery between them. The frightened old love-birds 

seek refuge in a tumble-down shack. But from out of the shadows steps Indian Jack. He says the 

Comanches are after him. Meanwhile Twink's buggy, full of arrows, finds its way back to town. As it 

came from the direction of Buffalo Pass, Tex and a posse make this their objective. Within sight of 

the shack they meet Kalamkooya, who assures them that his braves will slay the Comanche dogs. 

Inside the shack Grampa Twink and Ma Jones have run out of ammunition, and Indian Jack is on the 

point of killing them when an arrow pins his gun arm to the wall. Twink grabs the gun — Indian Jack 

is his prisoner and Kalamakooya's braves have scared off the Comanches. Later Twink – in an 'I told 

you so' attitude – relates his story to an admiring audience outside Ma Jones' store. As he turns to 

go, the gathering fire their guns into the air in a real western salute. And Grampa Twink rushes off, 

panic-stricken shouting: 'Help. Help. Injuns...' 

Episode 18: Chance of a Ghost; Marvin Jackson is handling the sale of a gold mine. A character called 

Zeke Harman puts in an offer of five thousand dollars, but Marvin tells him the owners want twenty. 

Zeke doesn't give up that easy, though. He hires Pedro and Fernando at a fee of a thousand dollars 

to become 'ghosts' and haunt the gold mine so that Jackson will be forced to accept his offer. The 

plan is a successs. The miners refuse to work because of the ghosts. Zeke pays off Pedro and 

Fernando. As a last resort Jackson puts up a notice: 'Two Thousand dollars reward to anyone able to 

free the Eureka mine of ghosts'. Pedro and Fernando see the notice and, as Pedro remarks, 'Is 

nobody can get rid of the ghosts better than us!' But Rocky and Dusty overhear the two bandits 

discussing their plan to get the reward, and they tell Tex about it. Tex sets out to speak to Jackson 

and Harman. Meanwhile, Jackson has tumbled to Harman's plot, He confronts him and calls his bluff. 

Harman draws his gun, but Tex arrives on the spot in time to save Jackson, and run Harman out of 

town. Pedro discovers that the 'thousand dollars' Harman had paid him was only a bagful of buttons. 

Episode 19: Gunplay; Tex Tucker and his trusted horse, RockyJohnny Pasto and The Nevada Kid want 

to take ten thousand head of stolen cattle through Four Feather Falls to the railhead. Big Ben warns 

them about Tex Tucker and his magic guns. Pasto goes to see Tex who tells him that he doesn't allow 

stolen cattle to be driven through the town. So the two rustlers and Big Ben decide to ambush Tex 

under cover of darkness. But the ambush fails due to the extraordinary power of the magic guns. 

Pasto then pins up a notice, outside the telegraph office, to the effect that Tex Tucker is a 'low-down 



yeller coward that ain't got the guts to fight without his magic guns.' Tex replies by announcing that 

he will meet Pasto the next day at sun-up armed with a standard 'forty-four'. Unknown to Tex he is 

walking into another ambush, for, at the appointed time, The Nevada Kid and Big Ben are close at 

hand, ready to come to Pasto's aid. This they have to do when Tex out-draws Pasto and takes him 

prisoner, But Dusty places Tex's four-feathered hat at his feet; the sheriff deliberately steps back 

onto its brim; and the magic guns blaze into action from their position on the ground. Once again 

Tex Tucker's very special guns have come to his rescue... At the same time he has proved that even 

without them he is surely the 'fastest gun alive...' 

Episode 20: A Lawman Rides Alone; Dan Morse shows Tex Tucker a poster offering five-hundred 

dollars reward for the capture of Blackie and Whitey Strutt who have robbed the West Fargo Office 

in Laredo. Later, Blackie Strutt turns up in town and Tex puts him in jail, Whitey Strutt, too, is soon 

on the scene. He meets Big Ben who tells him that Blackie is under lock and key, Ben, who was in on 

the Laredo job with the Strutt brothers agrees to help Whitey 'spring' Blackie from jail, Tex and 

Blackie are en route for the courtroom at James City when they are confronted by Whitey and Ben. 

But, suddenly, Ben turns his gun on Whitey. It seems that the Strutts double-crossed him on the 

Laredo job. Then Blackie takes everyone by surprise and orderes Tex to throw his guns on the 

ground. But, of course, the 'magic guns' are as effective there as anywhere else. The episode ends 

with Tex leading the Strutt brothers off to jail... and, also, the 'third man' in the Laredo robbery — 

Big Ben. 

Episode 21: Jail Break; There's a notice outside the Sheriff's office offering a reward for the capture 

of a badman by the name of Zack Morrill. Now Pedro – the resident bandit down in Four Feather 

Falls – is pretty cut up when he sees this notice. Not only does he regard it as his right to have his 

notice outside the sheriff's office, this guy Morrill also double crossed him back in Tucson. So Pedro 

decides to go out single-handed and bring in Zack Morrill. But Fernando reckons that Pedro can't do 

this thing alone, so he follows him. On the way Fernando bumps into Zack Morrill himself and, not 

realising who he is, takes him along with him. When they meet up with Pedro, Morrill draws his guns 

on them both, but Fernando tricks him and ties him up. This character Morrill has a slick line of talk 

though, He reminds Pedro of the ten thousand dollars he stole in Tucson, and offers to split it with 

him. Pedro wants the five hundred dollar reward as well — so they evolve a cunning plan to take 

Morrill back to Four Feather Falls, collect the reward, bust him out of Jail, then collect the ten 

thousand dollars. Pedro and Fernando bring back Morrill and collect the reward. Tex is astounded. 

Pedro demands that he takes Morrill's wanted notice down and puts his up instead. The plot 

thickens. Pedro and Fernando tie ropes to the bars of the jail and fasten the other ends to their 

horses. But Dusty sees them at work, and runs to fetch Tex who arrives just in time to catch all of 

them. Tex takes down both the wanted posters, much to Pedro's chagrin. 

Episode 22: A Little Bit of Luck; Tex Tucker is out of town for a month. A character by the name of Ike 

Burns has taken over as Marshal. But he's a crook — secretly in league with Big Ben and Johnny. 

Four Feather Falls has become lawless and Mr. Jackson has been robbed three times in one week. 

The townspeople decide to form a Vigilantes Committee – particularly to guard the load of gold dust 

which is just about to come down from the mines. Jackson, Doc and Grampa Twink are going to ride 

the rig with the gold. But they make a big mistake: they ask Marshal Burns to ride with them. Johnny 

and Big Ben ambush them on the way back. Grampa Twink tries to speed up the rig to get them to 

Redstone Pass where the Vigilante Committee are waiting with their guns, but Ike Burns draws his 



gun and forces them to reign to a stop. Johnny makes Doc, Jackson and Grampa Twink get off the rig 

and he's about to shoot them down in cold blood when... Tex Tucker arrives just in time to save the 

day and take the lawbreakers back to Four Feather Falls... and justice. 

Episode 23: Landgrabbers; Morg Fenton has teamed up with Ben and Red Scalp so that he can 

terrorise Abe Weeks and force him to sell his ranch. But Abe manages to escape and ride to Four 

Feather Falls to ask Tex Tucker to help him. Tex says he's not sure if he can do anything, since Abe's 

ranch isn't on his territory. Abe is riding out of town when the three land grabbers catch up with 

him. Morg Fenton is determined to force Abe to sell the ranch to him. But Abe tells him that he's 

already sold out... to Tex Tucker. So now the ranch is in Tex's territory. Tex arrives on the scene, and 

Morg holds a gun against Abe's back using him as a shield and threatening to kill kim unless Tex 

drops his magic guns. Tex is forced to do what Morg says. Rocky and Dusty come to the rescue, They 

cause a diversion and manage to get the guns near enough to Tex for the magic feathers to use their 

power. Tex wins through again and the three land grabbers are taken off to jail and justice. 

Episode 24: Once a Lawman; Tex has met his match. The Voise Gang are regularly carrying out 

robberies in Four Feather Falls — and getting away with it. Marvin Jackson speaks for nearly 

everyone in town when he tells Tex it's about time they had a new Sheriff. Tex rides out of town. Red 

Scalp is around when this happens. He goes to the Voise Gang – Joe and Reub Voise who are working 

with Big Ben – and tells them all about it. Joe and Reub decide to get Tex to join their gang because 

the Sheriff is about the only man who can tell them when the next delivery of gold is due. Tex is 

captured by the Voise Gang, and he agrees to join them. As Tex says – 'I'm plumb tired o' bein' a 

lawman – tired o' bein' thrown out as soon as things go wrong', Big Ben tries to shoot Tex to prevent 

the Voise brothers from taking him into the gang, but Joe Voise stops him. Tex becomes a member 

of the gang, and he tells them when to expect the gold. Grampa Twink and Marvin Jackson are 

bringing the gold into town. They are held up by the Voise mob — including Tex Tucker, but at the 

last minute Tex uses his magic guns to round up the lawbreakers and put them under arrest. Is this a 

sudden change of heart on the part of a lawman who turned crook? No, Tex didn't turn crook at all. 

It was all part of his clever scheme to round up the Voise Gang. 

Episode 25: Election Day; It's election day in Four Feather Falls. Usually Tex Tucker is automatically 

re-elected to the post of Sheriff, But this year there's another candidate. Pedro the Bandit. Pedro 

reckons he wouldn't have much chance of winning the election in the normal run of events, so he 

devises a cunning scheme to change the ballot box for one completely full of forged votes for Pedro. 

Jake and Dusty catch sight of Pedro while he's switching the ballot boxes. They tell Tex about it, but 

meanwhile Big Ben has started to ride out of town with the real ballot box. Tex sets out to catch Big 

Ben. In town, the votes are counted and every one is for Pedro. Nobody can understand this as they 

all know they voted for Tex. As Grampa Twink says: 'Why if everyone voted for Tex as they say they 

did — how come Pedro got the votes?' At that moment Tex arrives back in town with Big Ben, the 

ballot box and the answer to Grampa Twink's question. Pedro and Fernando end up in the Sheriff's 

office alright... in jail. 

Episode 26: Gunfight on Main Street; Cass Morgan arrives in Four Feather Falls. He's an old buddy of 

Tex Tucker. But he's more concerned at the moment to get hold of two old buddies of Big Ben — a 

couple of lawbreakers called Ike Tobin and Billy Pinto who have killed Morgan's kid brother in a hold-

up. Tex tells Morgan he can't take the law into his own hands and warns him that it would be suicide 



to take on Tobin and Pinto single-handed. But Morgan replies: 'I'm tellin' you, Tex, stay outa this. It 

ain't your business'. Big Ben meets Cass Morgan and gives him a message from Tobin and Pinto: 

they're coming into town to shoot it out. Jake and Twink look for Tex to tell him there's going to be a 

gunfight on Main Street, but Tex is with Dan Morse waiting for a message to come through. 

Suddenly the line starts buzzing. 'Here it is, Tex!' shouts Dan. 'Hold Cass Morgan — wanted for 

murder — stage coach driver — Kell's Creek'. Tex arrives on Main Street in time to prevent the 

gunfight — and Morgan ends up in jail to await a trial for the murder of his own kid brother. 

Episode 27: A Bad Name; Rancher Lucky Chance and his foreman, Matt Ames, are gunning for Big 

Ben the Bandit. They say that he and Red Scalp have been rustling cattle, Ben protests his innocence 

to Tex, who locks the Bandit up until the law has had time to investigate. Tex hunts down Red Scalp 

who confesses that it was he and the foreman, Matt Ames, not Big Ben, who rustled the cattle. Tex 

brings Red Scalp back to town and arrests Ames. 

Episode 28: The Ma Jones Story; Two strangers in Four Feather Falls trick Ma Jones into signing a 

paper which gives them the right to take her store — lock, stock and barrel. Heartbroken, Ma Jones 

gets into her buggy and leaves Four Feather Falls for good. When Tex Tucker hears about the trick he 

forces the crooks to hand over the paper Ma Jones signed. Then he sets out to bring Ma Jones back. 

He finds her in the desert just as a mountain cat is about to make a meal out of her. There's a joyful 

re-union and Tex takes Ma Jones back to her little store and all her friends in Four Feather Falls. 

Episode 29: Horse Thieves; Pedro and Fernando need ready cash and with a prompt from Big Ben 

the Bandit decide that horse-rustling is the quickest way of raising it. Big Ben will buy all the horses 

they rustle. Pedro and Fernando take every horse in Four Feather Falls, including Rocky. Secure in 

their knowledge that Tex can't catch them without his horse or raise a posse the bandits settle down 

in their cabin to wait for Big Ben and the cash... the stolen horses tethered outside. But with Dusty's 

help, Rocky breaks away from the other horses and returns to town. Tex saddles him up and gallops 

off to the bandit's cabin. The Sheriff, and the magic guns, outwit Pedro and Fernando yet again. 

Episode 30: Bandits Abroad; A reward of 200 dollars is out for Pancho Gomea the Bandit. Pancho 

closely resembles Fernando — a fact which doesn't go unnoticed by Pedro. After thoroughly 

disguising Fernando, Pedro duly delivers him to Tex Tucker and collects the 200 dollars reward for 

Pancho. Later Pedro helps Fernando to bust out of jail. With a posse on their tail, the two bandits 

decide to split up, Pedro takes the Dead Plan's Gulch trail and... surprise, surprise... meets the real 

Pancho coming the other way, Pedro thinks that Pancho is the disguised Fernando, and Pancho, 

quickly realising what has happened decides to play along with Pedro and pretend he really is 

Fernando... especially when he learns that Pedro has collected the 200 dollar reward. Tex arrives at 

the bandit's shack as Pedro, Fernando and Pancho are having an argument trying to discover just 

who is who. The magic guns round up the three bandits and Fernando gives himself away. 

Episode 31: A Cure for Everything; Two phoney medicine peddlers have discovered a secret water 

spring which has invigorating qualities. They're selling the water, with colour added, as medicine to 

cure everything and the townsfolk in Four Feather Falls are so impressed that Doc is forced out of 

business. Chief Kalamakooya tells Tex where the water spring lies. When the two medicine peddlers 

come for a fresh supply of water, Tex is hiding behind a rock. He hears one of the men joke to the 

other that the folks in the town are drinking nothing more than coloured water, Tex now has enough 

evidence to run the two phonies out of town. 



Episode 32: Teething Trouble; Rocky has toothache, but nothing anyone says can persuade him to 

have his tooth out. Ma Jones says she'll give him some candy if he's a brave horse and has it out. 

Rocky says he doesn't like candy. Mr. Jackson tries to tempt him with the promise of a bright new 

shiny five cent piece. But Rocky is as immovable as his name. He just says 'I'd rather have tooth!' 

Rocky goes off to see an Indian medicine man, but Tex brings him back again. Tex has brought a 

dentist to see Rocky. Rocky says he'll have his tooth out as long as Tex has one out first, Tex agrees 

and has a tooth extracted. Rocky's toothache suddenly vanishes. He says it must have been the 

magic water the Indian medicine man gave him to drink. It's no longer necessary for Rocky to have a 

tooth out, but as he says to Tex: 'If you ever have a tooth out again, I'll have mine out too.' 

Episode 33: First Train Through; The Canyon Railroad are laying a line into Four Feather Falls, but the 

foreman and a hired hand by the name of Hank are in the pay of a rival company — Overland 

Railroad. They keep on sabotaging the railroad by engineering avalanches and floods so that Canyon 

will eventually go bust and be forced to sell out to Overland. Tex Tucker reckons there's something 

crooked going one. He doesn't accept the foreman's explanation that the catastrophes are caused by 

'the forces of nature' so he calls the bluff of the foreman and Hank and at last the railroad into Four 

Feather Falls is opened, constructed by the Canyon Railroad Company. 

Episode 34: Buffalo Rocky; A clever horse thief is covering his tracks by wearing false buffalo hooves. 

Tex suspects the buffalo marks aren't genuine and arranges for Rocky to take a close look at the 

'buffalo'. The plan doesn't work out quite the way Tex had thought and Rocky is stolen by the horse 

thief. Tex follows Rocky's tracks, but loses them at the edge of a stream. Rocky manages to escape 

from the thief and gets back across the stream and when he leads Tex Tucker to the thief, the magic 

guns do the rest. 

Episode 35: Safe as Houses; Missouri Mike is a sharp-talking salesman with a yen to get-rich-quick. 

First of all he persuades the folks in Four Feather Falls that their money may not be safe in the local 

bank. He follows it up by selling safes for five dollars and a free bottle of brandy thrown in with each 

sale. The folk buy eagerly and draw their money out of the Bank to put in their newly-bought safes. 

The free bottles of brandy are doped and soon everyone with a safe, including Tex Tucker, falls 

asleep. Missouri Mike quickly empties all the safes. Tex has suspected a trick like this and he is only 

feigning sleep when Mike opens the safe in his office. Tex quickly arrests the crook and puts him 

safely behind bars. 

Episode 36: Happy Birthday; Little Jake wants to buy Tex a pair of fine gauntlets for his birthday. The 

only place he might be able to get them is Silver City and he's left it rather late to get there and back 

in time for Tex's birthday. He and Grampa Twink set off for Silver City even though time is against 

them. Luckily, Ma Jones tells little Makooya about Twink's and Jake's dash across the Prairie to Silver 

City. Makooya tells Chief Kalamakooya who decides to help. He uses magic to produce a pair of 

wonderful gauntlets, and then he tells Makooya to head-off Twink and Jake at the water-hole and to 

give Jake the gauntlets. The day is saved. The whole town turns out for Tex's party and he has a very 

happy birthday. 

Episode 37: Fancy Shooting; Having a drink in the Four Feather Falls saloonThe fastest gun in the 

West, Buck Reevers, arrives in Four Feather Falls to give a shooting demonstration. Tex Tucker 

knows that men like Buck Reevers attract professional gun-fighters who want to improve their 

reputations. When Lightnin' Lew drops by to challenge Buck Reevers, Tex hopes that Buck isn't just a 



big talker and can really handle Lew. But the fact is, that Buck, though a brilliant shot, is a coward 

when he's face to face with a real gun-man. As he's giving a demonstration in the saloon Lew bursts 

in and challenges Buck to draw. Tex's magic guns fire so quickly, disarming Lightnin' Lew, that the 

folks stood around think that Buck has outshot Lew. There's a round of applause, Tex keeps quiet, 

Buck's reputation is saved and Four Feather Falls is minus one dangerous gunman — Lightin' Lew. 

Episode 38: Ride 'em Cowboy; It's rodeo day in Silver City and the championships are narrowed 

down to Tex Tucker and Grampa Twink for Four Feather Falls, and Bart Stevens for Silver City. Bart is 

determined to win and he's bribed Pedro and Fernando to steal Tex's riding-boots and to fix Twink's 

gun. Chief Kalamakooya uses magic to find the boots. Tex arrives at the rodeo in time to lend one of 

his guns to Grampa Twink who then beats Bart Stevens in the shooting match. Foiled, Bart tries one 

more trick. He dopes Dusty so that Tex can't ride him in the championship. But Dusty manages to tell 

Tex what has happened and Bart is at last put where he belongs, behind bars. 

Episode 39: Ambush; Red Scalp and a war-party ambush the train from Dallas to Four Feather Falls, 

and steal a bank roll worth 10,000 dollars. They also kidnap the bank messenger on the train, 

William J. Haddon. Red Scalp and Haddon are in cahoots with one another and the kidnapping was 

just to make the robbery look more authentic. But as Tex Tucker, Rocky and Dusty pick up the 

bandits, Red Scalp decides to double-cross Haddon and keep all the 10,000 dollars for himself. At 

nightfall, he takes Haddon's boots off and leaves him with the money, in the centre of a circle of red-

hot fire embers. Red Scalp and his braves sleep soundly in the knowledge that Haddon can't escape. 

When Tex arrives at the camp, he ties strips of blanket around his boots and rescues Haddon. The 

money is saved and Haddon confesses his part in the robbery. 
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Four Lions (2010) 
 

Four Lions tells the story of a group of British jihadists who push 

their abstract dreams of glory to the breaking point. As the 

wheels fly off, and their competing ideologies clash, what 

emerges is an emotionally engaging (and entirely plausible) farce. 

In a storm of razor-sharp verbal jousting and large-scale set 

pieces, Four Lions is a comic tour de force; it shows that-while 

terrorism is about ideology-it can also be about idiots. In a British 

city, four men have a secret plan. Omar is disillusioned about the 

treatment of Muslims around the world and is determined to 

become a soldier. This is the most exciting idea Waj has ever 

heard. Better still it's a no brainer because Omar does his thinking 

for him. Opposed to Omar and everyone else on earth is the 

white Islamic convert Barry. He'd realize he joined the cell to 

channel his nihilism - If he had half the self knowledge of a duck. 

Faisal is the odd man out. He can make a bomb - but he can't blow himself up just now coz his sick 

dad has "started eating newspaper". Instead he's training crows to fly bombs through windows. This 

is what Omar has to deal with. They must strike a decisive blow on their own turf but can any of 

them strike a match without punching himself in the face? Powerful and very, very funny. Chris 

Morris has never been one to shy away from subjects that others would call taboo or simply just 

wrong and that isn't going to change with his latest film 'Four Lions' the story of a group of wannabe 

suicide bombers. Not the most jovial of subjects I hear you cry, but how wrong could you be? For 

here we have not only a truly funny film but also a poignant one and one of the best British films of 

the last decade. Meticulous to detail Morris spent over five years researching the films central 

themes of terrorism and religion and a lifetime of studying human behaviour and it's only with this 

foundation that he, along with co writers Sam Bain and Jesse Armstrong (Peep Show), could have 

made such a brilliant film. You will laugh and hard, then you will realize what it is you are laughing at 

take a breath and then laugh some more. In the same way that the recent American remake of 

Battlestar Galactica dealt in allegories of the war on terror, politics and human nature but just 

happened to be set in space 'Four Lions' just happens to be set in a terrorist cell and in his own 

admission Morris admitted that he wanted to explore group dynamics that could be found either in 

a football team, a club of sorts or the guys in this movie. It is so cleverly done that at no point is the 

film patronising or preachy it just makes you think about the absurd nature of how people think and 

what lengths they will go to for something they believe in. The film also contains some scenes of the 

gang spending normal time with their families, even discussing their plans with the children and it's 

in these scenes that we given over to the idea that they are ordinary people about to do something 

extraordinary. The cast play their roles, not only with great comic timing, but with an understanding 

of the subject matter that reflects in their performances. The script is so sharp that not only will you 

miss stuff on first viewing you will be quoting it for months to come. It is well shot and perfectly 

paced but let's not forget that this is satire of the highest order and in that there will be elements 

that might not appeal to all. But if you think you can stomach it then let me assure you that you will 

see one of the funniest films from one of Britain's most underrated and genuinely talented 

comedians. Rubber dingy rapids. 
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Four Rooms (1995) 
 

This movie features the collaborative directorial efforts of four 

new filmmakers, each of whom directs a segment of this comedy. 

It's New Year's Eve at the Mon Signor Hotel, a former grand old 

Hollywood hotel, now fallen upon hard times. Often using physical 

comedy and sight gags, this movie chronicles the slapstick 

misadventures of Ted, the Bellhop. He's on his first night on the 

job, when he's asked to help out a coven of witches in the 

Honeymoon Suite. Things only get worse when he delivers ice to 

the wrong room and ends up in a domestic argument at a really 

bad time. Next, he foolishly agrees to watch a gangster's kids for 

him while he's away. Finally, he finishes off the night refereeing a 

ghastly wager. Four Rooms, the 4 part directed, 4 part written 

mix-matched movie turns out to be an awesome combination. 

With Robert Rodriguez and Quentin Tarantino working on this 

film, you seem to expect a trigger-happy film festival with plenty of bombs and explosives to spare. 

But what the final product turns out to be is a laugh-out-loud comedy which follows a bellhop's 

mishaps one night as he scrambles to keep his hotel in order. Tim Roth is always a great performer 

and in this movie there is no difference. Kudos indeed. 
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Foxes (1980) 
 

A group of four teenage girls in the San Fernando Valley, and the 

usual problems teenagers has to cope with. Deidre is fascinated 

by sex, Madge is unhappily overweight, Annie is into drugs and 

Jeanie has to take care of all of them. They think that the school is 

crap, their boyfriends (20-year-old Scott Baio) immature and the 

grown-ups come from another planet. Four teenage girls in a 

suburb of Los Angeles get into all kinds of trouble: parties, drugs, 

cops, mixed-up parents, older boyfriends. Jodie Foster, sort of the 

mother hen of the pack, tries keeping everyone together like "a 

family" (like the family unit she's never had), and the 

heartbreaking thing about the movie is that she can't. Slowly, 

everyone grows up and goes away. THAT precise plot point, 

though underscored throughout, is unfortunately tampered with. 

Did we really need a long sequence with Scott Baio outracing a 

car full of thugs on his skateboard? Or an even longer sequence--

also with Baio--where Foster has a strange soliloquy about the "pain of illusion". Some of the 

dialogue in fact is downright loopy, and I didn't much care for an edit late in the film that segues 

clumsily from a death to a wedding. But these are nitpicks in what is basically a very sensitive story 

about the loss of a tight bond. And Jodie's face at the ending speaks volumes. If viewers do get 

choked up at the end, the movie has earned this. It doesn't pander for tears or ask for sympathy. It 

shows us an example of friendship and hopes we understand. 
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Frankenstein And Me (1996) 
 

Earl Williams (15-year-old Jamieson Boulanger) is a dreamer 

teenager obsessed with monsters, who fantasizes his life as if he 

were living in the world of the monsters of the Universal Studios. 

Although being an excellent student, his intolerant and nasty 

school teacher Mrs. Perdue does not like him and punishes him 

for any minor fault. His supportive father Les Williams is also a 

dreamer, who has never been successful in life. When his father 

dies, his mother becomes lost with two boys (13-year-old Ricky 

Mabe), and tries to change the behavior of Earl. One day, the boy 

finds the "true Frankenstein" lost by a Carnival, and decides to 

bring the monster back to life. Fun and surprisingly touching 

account of a troubled by imaginative young boy who plots a 

fanciful feat straight out of James Whale. Director Bob Tinnell is a 

student of horror cinema, and a handful of dream sequences 

invoke the spirit of classic Universal and Hammer monster classics. 

Set during the early 1970s, Tinnell and his crew evoke the period with the precision of bigger budget 

films like THE ICE STORM and DAZED AND CONFUSED. One of those rare and wonderful films which, 

although aimed at younger audiences, which can be enjoyed by all members of the family. A must-

see for monster lovers with kids. 
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Frankie & Hazel (Frankie & Hazel - Zwei Mädchen Starten Durch) 

(Roots And Wings) (2000) 
 

This film struck me as a project that had a lot of the right 

ingredients, but somewhere along the way they didn't quite come 

together. I don't know who made it, but it has a slightly Disney-

esque feel. While parts of it are improbable (like when a preteen 

runs for a public office) and tend to prevent the story from being 

taken seriously, there is a healthy dose of normalcy (whatever 

that is) to keep things balanced and in perspective. The acting is 

alright. Strangely, the relationship between Frankie and her 

grandmother is convincing, but the relationship between Hazel 

and Frankie is a bit...off. It's interesting to see how she has to work 

hard to keep a balance between her best friend, her grandmother, 

and her two passions: ballet and baseball. Being a baseball player 

myself, it was quite painful to watch Frankie try to hold her own 

on a team of boys, but it does a good job of showing the struggle 

she faces. I read somewhere that she isn't really ballerina, but the editing in this film did a very good 

job of making her dancing look not only natural but beautiful. Overall, it was a good film about 

honesty and ambition, but its star Mischa Barton didn't quite achieve the level of realism we saw 

during her performances in "Lawn Dogs", "Lost and Delirious", and her small but shocking 

performance opposite Haley Joel Osment in "The 6th Sense". 
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Frankie Howerd At His Tittermost (1991) 
 

Recorded live at the Birmingham Hippodrome. 
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Frankie Starlight (1995) 
 

This is a story of a man (Walker), suffering from dwarfism, who 

writes an autobiographical account of his life. In flashbacks, we 

see how he was conceived to a woman (Parillaud) at the end of 

WWII as she attempts to smuggle herself to America on a troop 

ship. Caught, she is put ashore back in her homeland of Ireland 

where she struggles to bring up her dwarfed child. Then comes an 

ongoing affair with a man (Byrne) who becomes a surrogate father 

to the boy, teaching him about the stars and planets... and calling 

him "Frankie Starlight." After that affair she meets with a man 

(Dillon) who takes her and the boy to America, but they are misfits 

in the prairie lands of the West and soon return home to Ireland 

where the boy grows to manhood as a writer. This is a beautiful 

movie that captured my heart. Anne Parillaud (the most adorable, 

most beautiful woman in the world) character in this film is an innocent young girl who seems lost 

throughout the film searching for something, maybe love. This movie was supposed to be about a 

dwarf named Frankie when in fact it is really about a lost beautiful young woman named Bernadette 

searching for happiness. A beautiful but sad movie. 
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Freaks And Geeks (1999) 
 

It's the 1980s and at McKinley High, there's two different groups 

of teenagers, the Freaks with cool and charismatic Daniel Desario 

(21-year-old James Franco) and tomboy Lindsay Weir (24-year-old 

Linda Cardellini) and the Geeks with Lindsay's shy younger brother 

Sam (14-year-old John Francis Daley), gentle Bill Haverchuck (17-

year-old Martin Starr), and self-proclaimed ladies' man Neal 

Schweiber (17-year-old Samm Levine). The show chronicles the 

normal teen/adolescence problems any teenager goes through 

including acceptance, drugs, drinking, and bullying. I just started 

watching this show lately now that it's on Fox Family Channel. I 

saw one episode before, where the kid is the mascot for the 

basketball games and all. I love this show! I think it's one of the 

funniest shows I have ever seen in my life. The characters are the 

best of almost any series I have ever seen as well. I especially love Haverchuck...he cracks me up. The 

show deals with kids who are sort of outcasts in high school in 1980, and what outcasts they are. You 

have the rebel sister and the dorky brother in the main family in the show, and they both will make 

you laugh. I think the biggest laughs come from Sam and his friends. They are sort of geeky, but they 

try their hardest to be cool, and they talk constantly about getting chicks and how hard it will be. In 

one of the episodes, they think Neal's father is having an affair, and Haverchuck says," I don't even 

know how you get one chick, let alone two." or something to that effect. This is a great show, and it 

saddens me to see that NBC screwed it up with it's horrible scheduling and promotion. The show 

deserved much more of a chance than it had, because it's one of the best shows to come along in 

years, but leave it to the networks to screw up a great thing. 

 

Series 1 (18 Episodes) (1999) 
 

Episode 01: Pilot; Lindsay's family and friends fear the worst when she quits the academic decathlon 

team (a.k.a. the "mathletes") and begins hanging around with a new crowd. Her depression grows 

after her attempt to stop the teasing of a special education student goes terribly wrong. She turns to 

the guidance counselor for advice, but he only cares about getting her back in the academic 

decathlon. A new friend tries to help her find her way. Sam ponders asking cheerleader Cindy 

Sanders to the homecoming dance, while trying to cope with persistent teasing and torture at the 

hands of a savage bully. 

Episode 02: Beers and Weirs; Lindsay's friends learn that her parents are going away for the 

weekend and suggest having a kegger. She hesitantly agrees in the hopes of impressing Daniel, who 

has broken up with Kim. Sam and Neal become worried after a school assembly focusing on alcohol-

related deaths. Neal is especially concerned because he has a crush on Lindsay. He convinces the 

guys to get a keg of non-alcoholic beer and switch it with the other keg. Despite the lack of alcohol, 

the party quickly gets out of hand (even Millie's pious rendition of "Jesus Is Just Alright With Me" 



fails to kill the mood). Lindsay catches a reunited Daniel and Kim making out in her bedroom. When 

she turns to Nick for comfort, he tries to feel her up. Neal comes up with a way to break up the party 

before it turns into a riot. While watching his beloved Dallas in Sam's bedroom, Bill samples the real 

keg and gets a little carried away. 

Episode 03: Tricks and Treats; Lindsay agrees to uphold a family tradition by staying home to hand 

out candy with her mom on Halloween night. She later changes her mind and decides to go out with 

her friends, leaving Jean disappointed and hurt. Sam decides that he is too old to go trick-or-treating. 

Angered when his stuffy English teacher hands out a major reading assignment for Halloween 

weekend, he reverses his decision because he wants to stay a kid for a little while. Sam, Bill (dressed 

as Jaime Sommers of The Bionic Woman), Neal and Harris run into Alan and his buddies, who steal 

all of their candy. Lindsay and friends go on a vandalism spree that ends abruptly when she 

accidentally pelts Sam with eggs. Jean also has a miserable evening; the parents throw all of her 

homemade cookies onto the lawn because they fear she is trying to poison the neighborhood 

children. A guilt-ridden Lindsay tries to make things up to her mom by donning a costume and 

handing out candy for the remainder of the evening. 

Episode 04: Kim Kelly is My Friend; Sam inadvertently runs afoul of Kim's bitchy friend Karen, who 

writes "geek" on his locker with lipstick. After he removes the message, she writes "pygmy geek" in 

permanent marker. Mr. Kowchevski sees Sam trying to cover the graffiti and orders him to complete 

an anti-vandalism essay. Neal finds Sam's plight very amusing. They argue over which of them is the 

bigger geek, and Sam ends up pounding Neal. Nick tries to convince Kim to be nicer to Lindsay. Kim 

suddenly acts very friendly toward Lindsay, reasoning that they should make an effort to get along if 

they are going to hang out with the same group. Sam is disgusted by Lindsay's friendship with Kim, 

whom he considers a "psycho." Kim invites Lindsay to dinner, explaining that she needs to introduce 

a nice friend to her parents so they will stop hassling her to sell her car. She reveals that she has 

been using sleepovers at Lindsay's house and weekend trips to the Weirs' fictional cabin as her alibi 

when she stays out with Daniel. Kim's mother quickly exposes her lies and starts screaming at her. 

She concludes that Kim should not have a car because she uses it to "whore around town." Kim's 

mother and stepfather physically attack her and try to take her car keys. Lindsay and Kim flee for the 

car, which Kim's parents attempt to flip over while the girls are inside of it. They escape, only to find 

Daniel fooling around with Karen in the park. Kim tries to run them over, and then breaks down in 

tears. She explains that she acts tough to keep other girls away from Daniel because she fears losing 

him. Although her demeanor frightens them, the Weirs allow Kim to stay over for dinner. Daniel 

shows up and insists that he did not sleep with Karen, as he only cares about Kim. Lindsay's parents 

are pleased to see the couple make up, until they start a make-out session in the middle of the 

kitchen. The next day, Karen arrives at school to find that Kim has painted "slut" on her locker in 

giant letters. Kim threatens to beat up Karen, thereby becoming Sam's new hero. 

Episode 05: Tests and Breasts; Lindsay tries to tutor Daniel in algebra, but the situation seems 

hopeless. He steals a test from the teacher's office and asks Lindsay to help him fill in the answers. 

Mr. Kowchevski, suspicious of Daniel's surprisingly high grade, accuses the duo of cheating. Lindsay 

comes to realize how manipulative Daniel can be. Sam, Neal and Bill begin sex education class. They 

feel overwhelmed by the subject, so Daniel loans Sam a porno flick in a misguided attempt to help 

them. The film leaves the boys nauseated and even more confused. 



Episode 06: I'm With the Band; Nick's father threatens to force him to join the Army unless he can 

maintain a C+ grade average. Lindsay encourages him to pursue a music career, then discovers that 

the band he has organized with the other freaks is really, really horrible. She suggests that they 

spend more time rehearsing; Nick agrees, but Daniel feels that rock and roll should be spontaneous 

(probably because he is too lazy to make an effort at anything). The other band members accuse 

Nick of being a tyrant and decide to quit, and everyone blames Lindsay. Lindsay urges Nick to try out 

for drummer of a local band; but, as the audition proves, his enthusiasm for drumming does not 

necessarily mean he has any talent. As he laments his seemingly dreary future, Lindsay consoles him 

with a kiss. Nick is excited, while Lindsay seems ambivalent the next day. Bill, Neal and Sam are 

mortified when a new district policy requires them to shower after gym class. Bill and Neal decide to 

endure the taunts of the bullies and go through with it, while Sam goes to great lengths to avoid his 

fate. When he finally decides to shower, a confrontation with Alan leaves him in the hallway without 

clothes or a towel...as the end-of-class bell rings. 

Episode 07: Carded and Discarded; Sam, Neal and Bill befriend a pretty new transfer student, but she 

quickly becomes friendly with cheerleaders. Terrified by the possibility of losing her, the guys 

undertake a series of measures to steer her away from the popular crowd (including having Eli 

interrupt a conversation in order to defend the artistic merits of Three's Company). Kim reveals that 

she has a fake ID. Lindsay, Nick, Daniel and Ken decide to get fake IDs of their own so that they can 

see a hot local band perform at a bar. After one source falls through, Lindsay must turn to Millie's 

psycho ex-convict cousin for help. The group gains entry to the bar, only to discover a horrifying 

secret about the headlining act. 

Episode 08: Girlfriends and Boyfriends; Lindsay feels confused about her relationship with Nick, but 

reluctantly agrees to come over to his house while his parents are away for the weekend. Her friends 

and family only add to her apprehension. Millie warns Lindsay that freaks only date girls who will go 

all the way, while Mr. Rosso gives her a pamphlet and tells her about his bout with herpes. After Nick 

sends a rose to the house, Lindsay's parents force her to endure a lecture and hear about her 

father's first sexual experience during the Korean War. ("I wish I could get that five dollars back," he 

declares.) Lindsay discovers that she had little reason to worry, as Nick isn't even interested in 

making out. He serenades her and assures her that he doesn't want to rush things. Sam becomes 

jealous when Bill is named Cindy's lab partner and works with her after school. Sam is paired with 

Gordon, an overweight boy with a chronic body odor problem. The two become friends, and Gordon 

gives Sam advice on getting closer to Cindy. Sam joins the yearbook and gets to spend time with 

Cindy, only to find that she thinks of him as a "sister." However, he still accepts the role of her 

confidante. 

Episode 09: We've Got Spirit; Lindsay wants to break up with Nick because she considers him too 

needy and is tired of his constant pot smoking. Her friends beg her not to do this, and Kim warns 

that Nick becomes a different person after a break-up. Nick's ex-girlfriend Heidi tells Lindsay that 

Nick stalked her and broke into her house after she dumped him. Jean is thrilled when Lindsay 

confides in her about her love life. Nick explains what happened with Heidi; she humiliated him by 

showing his love poems to the entire school, and her father caught him trying to retrieve them. Jean 

tries to console Nick, unaware that Lindsay had not broken up with him after all. A shaken Nick 

decides to save face by telling Lindsay that he doesn't want to see her anymore. Lindsay forgives her 

mother for her gaffe and cries on her shoulder. After the school mascot (the Norseman) is injured, 



Sam tries out for the position in order to impress Cindy. He wins the right to serve as mascot at the 

basketball team's big playoff game. Disheartened after Cindy begins dating star player Todd 

Schellinger, Sam lashes out at her and lets Neal be the mascot. Sam talks with a nervous Todd before 

the game and realizes that he might be a decent guy, even though he is popular. Neal alienates 

everyone in his quest for big laughs; he causes a human pyramid to collapse and must run from a 

throng of furious cheerleaders. Daniel, Ken and Kim suddenly become the basketball team's most 

rabid fans following a series of run-ins with jocks from rival Lincoln High. 

Episode 10: The Diary; While hitchhiking, Lindsay and Kim get picked up by one of Mr. Weir's regular 

customers, who insists that he must tell Harold about the incident. Harold and Jean invite Kim's 

mother over for dinner to discuss the situation. The trio gets along well, but Lindsay's parents forbid 

her from hanging out with Kim because they consider her a bad influence. Kim is angry and hurt, 

although she doesn't want to admit it. Harold and Jean, following the advice of Kim's mother, snoop 

in Lindsay's room and read her diary. They discover that she considers them to be incredibly boring, 

so Jean searches for a way to shake things up. Daniel tries to arrange a reconciliation between Kim 

and Lindsay, and explains the Weirs' point of view to Kim. Lindsay stands up for Kim in English class, 

and decides to ignore her parents' objections and bring her to the house. Harold and Jean are too 

busy having sex all afternoon to worry about Kim. Meanwhile, Nick ignores Lindsay in the aftermath 

of their break-up. Bill grows tired of being picked last for teams in P.E. class and not being allowed to 

really participate. He gets revenge by making prank phone calls to Coach Fredricks' house. After the 

coach exposes him as the culprit, Bill airs his gripes and convinces Coach Fredricks to let him be a 

team captain. Bill and his friends go crazy when he actually catches a fly ball, even though it is only 

the first out of the game. 

Episode 11: Looks and Books; Lindsay's friends convince her to take her parents' car without 

permission so that they can run an errand. She is distracted by the group's antics and slams into a 

car backing out of a driveway, resulting in damage to both vehicles. Harold grounds her and orders 

her to stop hanging around with the freaks. She is more than happy to oblige this request, as she is 

tired of getting into trouble. When her friends insult her, Lindsay tells them that they are hopeless 

losers with no future. Her remark prompts Kim and Daniel to give some serious thought to their 

future plans. After reminiscing about old times with Millie, Lindsay decides to rejoin the math team. 

She develops a rivalry with the team's cocky new star, and trains aggressively. She convinces the 

coach to immediately put her into the starting lineup, unwittingly displacing Millie in the process. 

Lindsay delivers a perfect performance and leaves Shelly befuddled. The freaks surprise her by 

showing up to cheer her on. Lindsay promises to remain friends with Millie, but decides that she 

doesn't belong with the mathletes. She sneaks out of a slumber party at Millie's and patches things 

up with the freaks. Sam adopts a new hair style in the hopes of impressing Cindy. When this fails, he 

seeks out a new wardrobe. He shows up at school in a powder blue jumpsuit, and endures taunts 

and harassment from everyone. Jeff has a talk with Sam and tells him that attitude and self-esteem 

are the keys to being cool. 

Episode 12: The Garage Door; Sam sees Neal's father embracing a woman in a department store. Dr. 

Schweiber claims that the woman is just a friend, but asks Sam to keep it a secret. He also buys Neal 

an Atari game system, apparently as a means of assuaging his guilt. Bill insists that they have to tell 

Neal the truth. Neal blows up at Sam and Bill and accuses them of jealousy. Dr. Schweiber tries to 

convince Sam that nothing is going on. Neal snoops in his dad's car and finds a mysterious garage 



door opener. He gets the guys to ride their bikes around town and help him search for his father's 

love nest. After several hours, Sam and Bill give up and head home. Harold and Jean surprise Sam 

with an Atari as a reward "for being a good kid." The realization of what Neal is going through 

suddenly hits Sam, as he bursts into tears and hugs his dad. Neal gets a garage to open and finds his 

father's car parked inside. Ken develops a crush on the tuba player in the school's marching band. 

Lindsay talks to her on his behalf and is surprised to learn that she likes Ken. Daniel frustrates Kim by 

refusing to argue with her. Kim encourages Lindsay to act bitchy around Nick to avoid leading him 

on. At the same time, Daniel suggests that Nick hide his true feelings by giving Lindsay the cold 

shoulder. Everyone goes to the planetarium to see a Laser Floyd show (or so they think). Nick and 

Lindsay apologize for their behavior, but become very uncomfortable as the other couples make out. 

Episode 13: Chokin' and Tokin'; Bill embarrasses Sam and Neal by disclosing their various physical 

ailments in history class (in an effort to bond with the pretty young teacher). They criticize him for 

making them look bad in front of Maureen and Vicki. Sam and Neal announce plans to spend 

Saturday with the girls instead of joining Bill at a sci-fi convention. Bill fears that they are leaving him 

behind. Alan insists that Bill is lying about his severe allergy to peanuts. He tries to prove that Bill is 

faking by slipping some peanuts into his sandwich. Bill is hospitalized in critical condition. Jean 

consoles his mother, while Sam and Neal try to deal with the idea that they may lose their friend. 

Alan's father drags him to the hospital and orders him to apologize. While Bill is unconscious, Alan 

slips into his room and pleads with him to recover. Alan says that he has the same interests as Bill 

and his friends, and harasses them because they have always ignored him. After Bill awakens that 

night, Alan tries to mock him; but Bill had heard his earlier apology. He asks Alan to join them at the 

sci-fi convention. Alan cannot bring himself to go through with it. Lindsay worries that Nick is 

addicted to marijuana. They get along well when he is forced to stay clean for a few days, but he 

immediately drops everything when a new supply comes in. Nick snaps that Lindsay has no right to 

judge him, as she has never smoked pot. Lindsay tries smoking a joint and gets completely wasted. 

She calls on Millie to help her through a babysitting assignment, and Millie immediately realizes 

what is going on. ("I know what high people look like. I went to a Seals and Crofts concert last 

summer.") Lindsay is grateful when Millie takes care of her throughout the ordeal. However, Millie 

suspects that their renewed friendship will be forgotten once Lindsay has recovered. 

Episode 14: Dead Dogs and Gym Teachers; Lindsay tries to convince Harold to let her join her friends 

at a Who concert. Kim insists that Lindsay cannot miss the show because she "heard this will be their 

last tour." As she drives down Lindsay's street at night, Kim accidentally hits something. Kim refuses 

to stop, as she believes that it was just a squirrel. The next day, she and Lindsay encounter a sobbing 

Millie and learn that her beloved dog was run over. A guilt-ridden Kim bonds with Millie over her 

own experience with a dead pet (her parents put her epileptic dog to sleep without telling her), and 

begins hanging out with her. When Millie neglects her studies, Lindsay worries that Kim and the 

freaks will lead Millie astray and ruin her life. Kim angrily retorts that Lindsay is afraid that she will no 

longer have Millie as a backup when she gets angry with her "bad friends." She threatens to kick her 

ass if she tells Millie the truth about her dog's death. The Weirs give Lindsay permission to attend 

the concert and keep an eye on Millie. Millie's mother shows up at Daniel's house, where the freaks 

are hanging out before leaving for the show, and gets into a screaming match with her daughter. 

Kim confesses the truth to keep Millie from drinking a beer. Millie storms off, but Lindsay follows 

and elects to skip the concert to spend the afternoon with her. Meanwhile, Nick teaches himself to 

play guitar and writes a love ballad for Lindsay. Ken, who has heard the song in question, stops Nick 



by smashing his guitar in the street. He assures Nick that he was doing him a huge favor. Mrs. 

Haverchuck stuns Bill with the news that she has been dating Coach Fredricks. Bill mouths off to him 

and walks out on gym class. Coach Fredricks tries to bond with Bill by taking the geeks to a go-cart 

track, but angers Bill after he challenges the guys to a race and causes Bill to spin out. Coach 

Fredricks insists that he really loves Mrs. Haverchuck, and wants to get to know Bill better. Bill later 

lets the coach join him for Dallas and explains the show's plot to him. 

Episode 15: Noshing and Moshing; Neal wrestles with the dilemma of whether to tell his mother 

about his father's affair. His grades slip, and he gets into trouble with his teachers. He devotes all of 

his time to a ventriloquism act. Sam is embarrassed to be seen with Neal, while Bill freaks out 

because he once saw a movie about a dummy that came to life. Neal's brother Barry comes home 

from college for the weekend. He is aware of his father's philandering, but warns Neal to keep quiet 

for the good of the family. During the Schweibers' annual dinner party, Dr. Schweiber goads Neal 

into performing his act. He makes many cutting remarks about his father, and then runs out. When 

his mother comes to see him, Neal tearfully tells her about the affair. She says that she already 

knew, and assures Neal that he doesn't have to bear the burden of his parents' marital woes. Lindsay 

is given detention after coming to the aid of a girl being attacked by a large, stupid boy. She receives 

further punishment for complaining about a school policy that forbids students from doing 

homework during detention. She is cheered by Barry's arrival, and goes to the Schweibers' party to 

see him. Barry raves about college, and assures her that she will be able to forget high school and 

reinvent herself. Neal is distraught when Lindsay and Barry share a kiss. Daniel deals with pressures 

at home, where he is expected to help care for his disabled father. Kim breaks up with Daniel 

because she considers him unreliable. He escapes from his problems through punk music. A girl who 

dropped out of McKinley invites him to a club, so he tries to impress her by adopting a punk persona 

(even using raw eggs on his hair). After being physically abused in the mosh pit and discovering that 

Jenna has a boyfriend, a defeated Daniel seeks comfort in Kim's arms. 

Episode 16: Smooching and Mooching; Nick is outraged to discover that his father has sold his 

drums, which Mr. Andopolis considered an unnecessary distraction. When his father refuses to 

apologize (or give him the money from the sale), Nick leaves home. After getting kicked out of 

Daniel's house for a bathroom violation, Nick turns to Lindsay for help. Lindsay claims that she would 

be happy to have Nick stay over, but believes her parents would disapprove. She is shocked when 

Harold agrees to let Nick sleep on the couch. Harold provides Nick with encouragement and gives 

him a part-time job to fund drum lessons. Lindsay becomes jealous, and wonders why her father 

cannot be more supportive of her. After a few days, Mr. Andopolis comes by the Weir house and 

asks Nick to return home. However, he rebuffs Harold's parenting advice. Cindy, who has recently 

broken up with Todd, reveals to Bill that she has a crush on Sam. She asks Bill to convince Sam to 

invite her to a party. Sam is freaked out to learn that the event is a make-out party. Neal insists that 

he and Bill be allowed to tag along, as he believes he has a way to rig Spin the Bottle. Neal is furious 

when his "surefire" technique fails (the bottle repeatedly points at Bill), while Bill gets some action 

with an initially disgusted Vicki in a closet. Sam finally gets the chance to kiss Cindy, although he is a 

little bewildered when she then turns the lights off and jumps him. 

Episode 17: The Little Things; Sam discovers that life as Cindy's boyfriend is not nearly as exciting as 

he had imagined. They do not have any common interests, and Cindy seems incredibly bossy and 

shallow. After she expresses disgust for the movie "The Jerk" and refuses to wear the heirloom 



necklace he had given her, Sam decides to break up with Cindy. Neal and Bill believe that he is crazy 

to throw away a chance at popularity, but eventually realize that he made the right decision. Ken's 

girlfriend Amy confesses a shocking secret: at the time of her birth, she had both male and female 

genitalia. Ken has a difficult time coming to grips with this news. He considers breaking up with her, 

even though he might be in love with her. Ken misinterprets Daniel's innocent greeting "Hey guys" as 

a joke about Amy, and punches him out. Amy is horrified that Ken has revealed her secret to Daniel 

and Nick, and refuses to speak to him. A talk with Sam about his problems with Cindy forces Ken to 

realize how lucky he is to have a good relationship. He tracks down Amy to apologize. Vice President 

George Bush plans a public appearance at McKinley. Jeff convinces an unenthusiastic Lindsay to ask 

the Vice President a question, but advisors reject her topics and give her a pre-written question 

about restaurant preferences. After the Secret Service bars Jeff from the event because of his history 

of political activism, Lindsay decides to fight back. She asks Vice President Bush why he rejected her 

issue-oriented questions. 

Episode 18: Discos and Dragons; The freaks are baffled when Nick takes up disco dancing at the 

behest of his perky new girlfriend, Sara. Ken is certain that Nick is only dating Sara in an attempt to 

make Lindsay jealous. Nick continually dismisses this theory, and insists that he has never been 

happier. Lindsay seems heartbroken by this news, particularly when Nick declares that he has given 

up pot smoking for Sara. Nick tries to hide the fact that he is still obviously hung up on Lindsay. 

Daniel is sentenced to audio/visual squad duty as punishment for pulling a fire alarm in an attempt 

to postpone his math final. The other geeks are terrified by the prospect of having Daniel invade 

their territory, while Sam insists that he isn't a bad guy. Daniel agrees to join the guys for an evening 

game of Dungeons and Dragons. He really enjoys it, and asks to play again the next night. Sam, Neal 

and Bill decide that this doesn't make Daniel a geek, but rather signifies their evolution into "cool 

guys." Lindsay is accepted to a two-week academic summit at the University of Michigan as one of 

the top one percent of students in the state. She is not sure that she wants to spend her summer 

this way, while Kim expresses envy at the fact that Lindsay gets to leave town. Jeff loans Lindsay a 

copy of the Grateful Dead's American Beauty album to help ease her stress. Neal, Bill and the Weirs 

see Lindsay off as she leaves for the summit. She gets off the bus in Ann Arbor to find Kim waiting for 

her. They board a van with two Deadhead classmates and depart to follow the group on its tour. 
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Freaky Friday (1976) 
 

Schoolgirl Annabel (14-year-old Jodie Foster) is hassled by her 

mother, and Mrs. Andrews is annoyed with her daughter, 

Annabel. They both think that the other has an easy life. On a 

normal Friday morning, both complain about each other and wish 

they could have the easy life of their daughter/mother for just 

one day and their wishes come true as a bit of magic puts Annabel 

in Mrs. Andrews' body and vice versa. They both have a Freaky 

Friday. FREAKY FRIDAY was one of several vehicles Disney crafted 

for future star Jodie Foster, when the precocious teen actress was 

under that company's tutelage. Her adult demeanor serves her 

well, playing a 13-year-old inhabited by her mother's personality. 

The real joy in this slapsticky farce is Barbara Harris, whose brand 

of humor is gainfully employed as the irrepressible Annabelle, 

stuck in her mother's body. This and FAMILY PLOT are probably 

Harris' most readily available films. Too bad Harris didn't make more. 
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Freaky Friday (2003) 
 

Dr. Tess Coleman (Jamie Lee Curtis) and her 15-year-old daughter, 

Anna (Lindsay Lohan), are not getting along. They don't see eye-

to-eye on clothes, hair, music, and certainly not in each other's 

taste in men. One Thursday evening, their disagreements reach a 

fever pitch - Anna is incensed that her mother doesn't support her 

musical aspirations and Tess, a widow about to remarry, can't see 

why Anna won't give her fiance (Mark Harmon) a break. 

Everything soon changes when two identical Chinese fortune 

cookies cause a little mystic mayhem. The next morning, their 

Friday gets freaky when Tess and Anna find themselves inside the 

wrong bodies. As they literally walk a mile in each other's shoes, 

they gain a little newfound respect for the other's point of view. 

But with Tess's wedding coming on Saturday, the two have to find 

a way to switch back - and fast. Annabel and her mother Tess are 

constant quibblers. Tess's fiance is an unacceptable replacement for Anna's dad, and Anna's music, 

friends, grades and taste in boys (ad nausem) are all unacceptable in her mother's eyes. Then dawns 

that fateful freaky Friday-- when Anna and Tess switch bodies, and must learn to live in each other's 

place. It is only then that "selfless love" will change them back. A fresh and delightful, if somewhat 

cheesy, family comedy. Jamie Lee Curtis (True Lies) and Lindsay Lohan (The Parent Trap) star in the 

remake of the 1976 Disney classic Freaky Friday. Tess and her daughter Anna are always fighting and 

they think each other don't see how hard their life is. Little do they know but help is on the way and 

this friday will get Freaky! Dr. Tess Coleman (Jamie Lee Curtis) and her 15-year-old daughter Anna 

(Lindsay Lohan) are not getting along. One Thursday evening, at a chinese restuarant, they read a 

fortune that switches their bodies and minds. The next morning, their Friday gets really freaky when 

Tess and Anna find that they have switched bodies. Will they switch back or will they stay in each 

other's bodies forever? I've been wanting to see this film since the trailers started playing many 

moons ago. I saw the Jody Foster version when it first came out in 1976 and like that one, the 2003 

version is an excellent all ages movie. It reminds me of the great flicks Disney use to release all the 

time during the 60's and 70's so it was no surprise they reached to the vault to redo "Freaky Friday". 

Jamie Lee Curtis has her best comedy role since "A Fish Called Wanda". She was having fun with the 

part and many of the teen mannerisms she did as Annabell were dead on. Curtis is one of the most 

underrated actors in the world. Just based on her performance "Freaky Friday" was a great ride. 

Lindsay Lohan made the movie better with her take on Annabell. I have liked Lohan since "The 

Parent Trap" and if she decides to stay with acting she might go on as long as Jody Foster has in the 

business. Lohan has one thing that actors like Tom Hanks and Julia Roberts have and that is an 

expressive face. Acting is so much better when the actor can add to their part through the 

expressions in their face and Lindsay can do that. Watching the movie was a delight for me. I never 

got the feeling that 35-year-old men wrote the script (they didn't) like I do with some of the "teen" 

movies out today. The music used by the movie band "Pink Slip" was above average and the other 

soundtrack music fit the film as well. Now if they would just do a big budget "Herbie the Love Bug" 

feature, I would be even more happy. 
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Fred: The Movie (2010) 
 

This is the story of Fred as he goes through a weekend trying to 

find how to get Judy to fall in love with him. He has to deal with 

Kevin bulling him and various problems trying to get Judy to come 

over to his house. Just a waste of time. There are several reasons 

why I hated, hated, hated this "film", and I would be here all night 

listing them. I'll give some very, very faint credit where it is due, it 

is not quite the worst movie I have ever seen. However it is down 

there; Fred: The Movie is just a waste of time, full of everything 

that makes a bad movie bad. To me, Fred: The Movie has very 

sloppy production values and is of poor sitcom television quality. 

It looks even worse than Nick shows like iCarly. The soundtrack is 

awful, while the script is abysmal and devoid of any laughs, the 

characters are stereotyped and even clichéd (Fred especially is 

incredibly obnoxious and just one of the film's many irritations) 

and the story (if you call it a story as such) is predictable and juvenile. The pacing is uneven, the 

direction is dreadful and the acting I don't know where to begin criticising. Even the poster on IMDb 

had me cringing. 
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Free Willy (1993) 
 

Fishermen separate a young orca whale (Willy) from his parents 

and he ends up in a fish bowl at a marina. Meanwhile, a street kid 

(13-year-old Jason James Richter) runs afoul of the law and gets 

caught vandalising the marina, but his social worker gets him off 

the hook (so to speak) provided he cleans up his mess at the 

marina. While there, he befriends the whale and teaches him 

tricks, something the trainer hasn't been able to do. But when 

Willy is a dud in front of the audience, the marina owner plans 

some bad things, and the boy and his friends must try to free 

Willy. It's a real family movie with lots of love. This film is a great 

way for kids to learn about Whales, family and friendship. It's one 

not to be missed, it makes you feel all warm inside. It made me cry 

back when I was 5 and it still does today. This film will always be in 

our hearts. If you have kids this is the one to show them, they will 

laugh, cry and learn to love the adorable killer Whale Willy which a lot of us have done. This film has 

taught us a lot about captivity and the need of freedom. There should be more films like this. If you 

are in need of a friend there will always be on in animals and this film has shown us so with Jesse 

and Willy. This film will continue to touch many hearts of the world. 
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Free Willy 2: The Adventure Home (1995) 
 

Two years ago the boy Jesse helped the whale Willy to jump into 

freedom. Now Jesse (15-year-old Jason James Richter) enjoys the 

life with his adoptive parents, when his half-brother Elvis (12-year-

old Francis Capra) arrives because of the death of their mother. 

During a camping trip Jesse meets Willy again, as well as his Indian 

friend Randolph. A tender love develops between Jesse and 

Rudolph's goddaughter Nadine. Suddenly a crashed oil tanker 

endangers the whales, and several animal and human lives have 

to be saved as well when the oil catches fire. A lesser film than the 

first and third in the series, 'Free Willy 2' is decent enough but 

ruthlessly mechanical. Almost all the cast from the first film are 

back, including Willy, who pops up with his family and has to be 

saved once again when an oil tanker runs aground. The script lacks 

sparkle but the film is given a huge boost by Francis Capra as 

Jessie's previously unheard-of brother; he's natural and funny, and well worth watching. 

Unfortunately the focus of the film becomes unclear with both this plot line and Willy's plight both 

vying for attention, and so the movie tends to be somewhat disconnected. Some of the charm from 

the original has seeped through, but this remains a disappointing follow-up. 
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Free Willy 3: The Rescue (1997) 
 

Willy the whale is back, this time threatened by illegal whalers 

making money off sushi. Jesse (17-year-old Jason James Richter), 

now 16, has taken a job on an orca-researching ship, along with 

old friend Randolph and a sarcastic scientist, Drew. On the 

whaler's ship is captain John Wesley and his son, Max (10-year-old 

Vincent Berry), who isn't really pleased about his father's job, but 

doesn't have the gut to say so. Along the way, Willy reunites with 

Jesse, who helps Max realize that whales are a little more than 

just cheese burgers. Free Willy 3 is primarily about Max, an 

intelligent, inquisitive 10-year-old who accompanies his father on 

a whaling expedition. His conscience bothers him about his 

father's career, but instead of taking the usual route of performing 

a string of silly pranks (like you would see in a lot of children's 

shows), he tries reasoning with his dad. He also asks question 

after question -- not just about the technical aspects of whaling, but he also delves deeper into the 

more important questions of life ("Do you always have to do the right thing, even if it hurts?"). 
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Free Willy: Escape From Pirate's Cove (2010) 
 

Kirra discovers a baby Orca stranded in the lagoon near her 

grandfather's rundown seaside amusement park. She embarks on 

a quest to lead Willy back to his pod. I bought this DVD for two 

reasons. First, I'm a long-time fan of the Bridges acting family. 

Second, I was a huge fan of Steve Irwin and I thought that the 

combination of Bindi Irwin and Beau Bridges would be marvelous. 

For me, it was. I have read the negative reviews of this movie here 

and, while the plot is pretty predictable (what family-oriented film 

plot isn't?), I thought that the chemistry between the actors was 

wonderful and I disagree with the cynics, especially about Bindi's 

performance. I found Bindi Irwin's performance to be charming 

and Beau Bridges didn't disappoint either. Together, they are 

irresistible even in an obvious plot like this one, and the music is 

lovely as well. I have no small children at this time and as yet I 

have no grandchildren. I bought this DVD for myself, and I would do it again. This film is fun and 

joyous and brought tears to my eyes at the same time. It is engaging and appealing on its own, even 

with the reference to the "Free Willy" franchise. This film could stand on its own without that title. 

Australia should consider Bindi Irwin to be a national treasure, and I found this movie to be 

absolutely charming. 
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French And Saunders (1987) 
 

This BBC comedy skit show is the brainchild of longtime comedy 

duo Dawn French and Jennifer Saunders. Each episode would 

feature satire on British life, television, and parodies on big box 

office films such as Batman Forever and Pulp Fiction. The duo also 

invited notable Brits such as Patsy Kensit, Lulu, and Kate Moss. 

There is no doubt that French and Saunders is by far one of the 

best sketch comedy shows in the history of television. Dawn 

French and Jennifer Saunders- formerly the Tampon Sisters- are 

considered comedy royalty in Britian and recently received a well 

deserved Lifetime Achievement Award at the British Comedy 

Awards. Although not what it used to be in the 80s and 

(especially) the 90s, French and Saunders are still near the top of 

the food-chain of comedy. The magic of earlier episodes is you 

didn't need to know what they were spoofing to bust a gut. In 

later episodes, you almost need to know what they're spoofing and watch it forwards and back. For 

example, a Kill Bill sketch featuring decapitation made five viewers send off letters of complaint. Had 

they seen the Kill Bill movies, it is more than likely they would have understood the joke. French and 

Saunders will probably be around until the end of time and even then, there will still be new 

episodes. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1987) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 

Episode 5. 

Episode 6. 
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Fresa Y Chocolate (Strawberry And Chocolate) (Erdbeer Und 

Schokolade) (1994) 
 

Diego, a cultivated, homosexual and skeptical young man, falls in 

love with a young heterosexual communist full of prejudices and 

doctrinary ideas. First come rejection and suspicion, but also 

fascination. Fresa y chocolate is the story of a great friendship, 

that is, a great love between two men, which overcomes 

incomprehension and intolerance. A beautiful movie for the heart. 

One of the most wonderful stories of friendship ever told. Jorge 

Perugorría as Diego is amazing. (I'd well like to see some of his 

other work.) It is most astonishing to see how his character 

develops from the limp-wristed cliché gay at the beginning to a 

fascinating man who gets in conflict with the regime because he is 

different on every level from what the system requires him to be: 

he is an independent spirit, a person with a genuine love for the 

arts, for literature, for music, he is disappointed by communist 

ideals - and he is also gay, by the way. Vladimir Cruz is also very fine as the young and naive David 

who discovers things through his friendship with Diego he'd never ever thought of: like discovering 

the beauty of things, of life, of poetry and music... And also being committed to another person, 

even though this person may seem very 'different' from oneself at first glance. The development of 

David's and Diego's friendship is fascinating (I wouldn't interpret anything more into it, not even in 

the final scene). This is also a "coming of age" tale, in a way: by his friendship with Diego, David 

begins to think, develops a maturity of spirit - and is also, at last, able to develop a loving and mature 

relationship with a woman. It is very sweet when he tells Diego: "No-one will hurt her. She is with 

me." A true gem of a film. I recommend it to everyone. 
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Fried Green Tomatoes (Fried Green Tomatoes At The Whistle Stop 

Cafe) (1991) 
 

Evelyn Couch is having trouble in her marriage, and no one seems 

to take her seriously. While in a nursing home visiting relatives, 

she meets Ninny Threadgoode, an outgoing old woman, who tells 

her the story of Idgie Threadgoode, a young woman in 1920's 

Alabama. Through Idgie's inspiring life, Evelyn learns to be more 

assertive and builds a lasting friendship of her own with Ninny. 

Fannie Flagg's novel of immense complexity (huge cast and 

innumerable separate stories) could have been impossible to film. 

However, it is made possible, in large part, by the performances of 

Mary Stuart Masterson and Mary Louise Parker in what should 

have been billed as the lead roles. They play the two southern 

women who's joint story this movie revolves around. Jessica 

Tandy's role is to relate the story to a lost and longing Kathy Bates 

(in modern times). Director Jon Avnet ties the two together nicely 

at times, awkwardly at times, but always (except the end) without doing damage to either. He (and 

the production crew) bring to life a 'peaceful' southern town very nicely. The two Marys manage to 

convey the fullness of a complex relationship with apparent ease. There on-screen chemistry is 

nothing short of dazzling, and one is left wondering when and how these two actresses carved out 

such detailed characters without giving voice to their motivations and feelings. While it is rare that 

dialogue directly addresses the heart and nature of their relationship, what that is becomes clear 

quickly and transcends the plot of the story to become the real unifying element in this movie. That 

neither was recognized (in the conventional way) for their performances is unfortunate (which is an 

understatement). 
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Friendly Persuasion (1956) 
 

The story of a family of Quakers in Indiana in 1862. Their religous 

sect is strongly opposed to violence and war. It's not easy for them 

to meet the rules of their religion in everyday life but when 

Southern troops pass the area they are in real trouble. Should 

they fight, despite their peaceful attitide? Thee Pleasures Me In A 

Hundred Ways. When Monogram Pictures decided to change its 

name to Allied Artists to give it a more prestigious look, the studio 

didn't last too long after that. Still had the Monogram/Bowery 

Boys look to it. But the biggest and best film that little studio ever 

put out was this wonderful film by William Wyler. Gary Cooper by 

now had a whole lot of career roles, but this one as Jess Birdwell, 

Quaker farmer in Southern Indiana during the Civil War was 

probably his last really great performance. But for Dorothy 

McGuire this was her career role. She and Cooper work so well 

together that you think you are prying in on the family of Eliza and 

Jess Birdwell. The film is based on a novel by Jessamyn West and it's about the effects of the Civil 

War on the Birdwell family, the parents and the children, Anthony Perkins, Phyllis Love, and Richard 

Eyer. The tenets of pacifism are not easy to follow, especially during time of war. And we're not 

talking about war overseas. But war just the other side of the Ohio River where Confederates do 

cross occasionally for raiding. Each of the Birdwells feel differently about the war, including hired 

hand Joel Fluellen who's a runaway slave. He's got real reason to fear raiding Confederates. Phyllis 

Love is in love with Peter Mark Richman who's a non-Quaker friend of the family and he's gone off to 

war. And Anthony Perkins feels it his duty to defend what they've earned and sweat for. Perkins got 

an Oscar nomination for his role. It's a telling portrayal of the angst of youth brought up in a pacifist 

house. Perkins is a truly torn individual. Years ago I met Anthony Perkins at a science fiction 

convention in NYC. The poor man looked nervous and ill at ease in those surroundings. He was there 

because of the Psycho films and the role of Norman Bates with which he had become so identified 

with. I have to say he looked grateful that someone asked him about Friendly Persuasion. He said he 

admired both Gary Cooper and Dorothy McGuire as thorough going professionals and it was a 

pleasure to be working with them and William Wyler and associated with Friendly Persuasion. In 

some of the lighter moments of Friendly Persuasion before the war hits home, Cooper and Perkins 

go on a trip to sell some of their farm produce. They stop at widow Marjorie Main's house with her 

three eligible daughters who haven't seen a male face in ages. In a more liberal age it would have 

been quite explicit what daughter Edna Skinner does to Perkins. Cooper knows though, you can see 

it in his face as to what's coming. Friendly Persuasion's popularity was helped a great deal by Pat 

Boone's record of the title song which was a Gold record for him. But a really great version was done 

by Bing Crosby for the Longines Symphony in the Sixties. It was nominated for Best Song, but lost to 

Doris Day's Que Sera Sera. One of Gary Cooper's best screen moments ever is the death scene with 

his friend Robert Middleton. Middleton who is also Peter Mark Richman's father is Cooper's best 

friend and friendly rival every Sunday before church for him and Quaker Meeting for Gary. They 

have a friendly horse race on the way. Cooper finds Middleton shot and dying from a Confederate 

soldier. Middleton and Cooper both are superb and I guarantee not a dry eye was in any movie 



house when this was first released. It's followed by a scene where Cooper disarms the Confederate 

who killed Middleton and let him go. His Quaker faith kicked right in. Dorothy McGuire in the 

meantime forcibly hosts a rebel patrol who confiscate the Bidwell stores. They're about to confiscate 

the pet goose Samantha for dinner when she whacks the offender with a broom. The goose gets a 

pardon. She stood up and fought for what she loved even if it was a family pet. It's one of her best 

screen moments. William Wyler took some southern California landscape and did a marvelous job in 

recreating Indiana of 1862. He brought home a winner in every way for Allied Artists. And Friendly 

Persuasion will pleasure thee in a hundred ways. With 11-year-old Richard Eyer. 
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Friends & Lovers (1999) 
 

Friends for ten years, a group of twenty-somethings head for the 

ski slopes as guests of Ian's father. (Ian and dad are estranged 

because dad worked too many hours when Ian was a lad.) Dad has 

something to say, but Ian won't listen. Meanwhile, David is gay 

and virginal; Ian's business partner, Keaton, is unhappy that his 

sister Jane is pregnant with no plans to tell the father; Lisa is 

everybody's pal and no one's lover; John, stuck in adolescence, is 

always on the make. He brings German-born stunner, Carla, and 

promptly loses her affection to Hans, a fast-talking ski instructor. 

David meets Manny: they have chess in common. Soon, surprises 

abound as relationships take new turns. With a cast like this, you 

figure the film shouldn't be that bad, but believe me it is. The cast 

are fighting a losing battle from the start, Robert Downey Jr., 

should kick himself for getting wrapped up in this film, and as for 

his accent, the Bavarians have probably put a Fatwa out on him. Claudia Schiffer, shows some 

potential, but the gag that she falls for a guy with the line "Have you ever considered being a 

model?" is so thin, it makes Twiggy look over weight. Alison Eastwood also shows potential, but 

again drowns in the watery story. If this was a kids report card, the phrase 'Can do much better' 

would be the the one that stands out. 
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Friends (1971) 
 

This is a love story of chance and simple purity. There is nothing 

shocking about this film for love can blossom completely between 

two teenagers (17-year-old Sean Bury) of 14 and 15, and while 

the law might state otherwise, emotions develop naturally. Two 

listless teenagers unhappy with their home lives, meet by chance 

in Paris and develop a casual friendship. One is an English boy 

(Sean Bury) studying in France and from a rich family. The other is 

a young girl (Anicée Alvina) whose parents are both dead and has 

been taken in by her cousin. On a sudden impulse the boy and girl 

run off to Arles where the girl's father owned a small house 

nearby. With just each other, the beautiful scenery of the 

Carmargue, and a growing love between them, they make a new 

life for themselves. Their simulated marriage ceremony, achieved 

by following an actual wedding in the local church, shows their 

acceptance of some of the rules of society. It is just the 

unencumbered innocence of youth that puts them apart from the 

adults. Soon a baby is born to them, with the boy acting as 

midwife without any outside help. Everything is idyllic until the 

police finally locate the boy's whereabouts. 
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Friends And Family (2001) 
 

A gay couple are hit men for the mafia. Despite what rrfrank 

writes in his comment, "Only totally undemanding homosexuals 

desperate for validation will bother with this dog" I am not 

undemanding, not desperate for validation and I am not a dog. I 

am very demanding and I am a bear. (For those that don't know, 

big hairy gay man.) Yes, the movie drug at several points. Yes, 

there are far too many stereotypical gay type characters...overly 

stereotypical...looks like a homophobes attempt at creating gay 

characters. Fabulous! Having grown up during the time when a lot 

of these stereotypes were the only "role models" gay people had 

it is really amusing to see someone finally making fun of them. I 

do have to say that you must sit through the entire movie. The 

first time I saw it, I was not enthused by the title, the cover and 

the fist fifteen minutes...truth be known, I went to cook dinner. 

My other half was watching and would break out laughing...it became more frequent. I guess it was 

a good 30 minutes into the movie when I had to come in and watch. Well, I had to finish diner but 

after fixing out plates I made him start it over from the beginning. I love watching the butch 

gangsters trying to "act gay" - picture big butch guys with guns trying to queen it up. And during the 

big party, the god father is terrific trying to make sure that one lady has everything she wants to see 

at the party. 
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Frisson Des Collines (2011) 
 

In order to to see his idol, Jimi Hendrix, a 12-year-old boy (Antoine 

Pilon) attempts a journey from his Quebec village to Woodstock. 

Even in rural Quebec in 1969 things were changing. A 12-year-old 

boy, in love with his attractive teacher decides to fulfill his dream 

of seeing Jimi Hendrix in Woodstock with his father. But life 

decides otherwise. His father dies, causing his mother to lose grip 

with reality. His sister reciprocally falls in love with the village's 

priest, his best friend is repeatedly beaten by his father and the 

new teacher appeals more to his tastes than a young girl about his 

age. Will he succeed? Funny, warm and touching. This is another 

coming-of-age comedy with elements of drama from Quebec. The 

movie takes place in 1969, in a small town, where a 12-year-old 

boy dreams of making it to the Woodstock Festival to see his hero, 

a guitar rock musician James Hendrix. There are a lot of funny 

scenes and touching episodes. A fair amount of drama and a bit of tragedy. Overall, it is a great 

movie, which keeps you feel good, long after you walk out of the theater. I think the movie will also 

appeal to those who want to see an interesting movie about the life in Quebec at that time. I liked 

the very nicely developed characters and the great actors' play as well. 
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Frode Og Alle De Andre Rødder (2008) 
 

A small boy (Arto Louis Eriksen) with a big dream of riding an 

elephant finds his hopes suddenly dashed when the curmudgeonly 

superintendent who presides over the apartment building informs 

the tenants that in order to rent the grounds for their extravagant 

summer party they will have to pay an exorbitant fee. All signs 

indicated that this would be the best party ever; not only was 

there going to be plenty of great food, but the organizers 

promised to bring in a live elephant in order to entertain the 

children! Frode couldn't have been looking forward to the party 

more. But then the superintendent proved to be a stickler for 

details, insisting that the tenants cough up a tidy sum for use of 

the apartment grounds. His dreams now fading before his very 

eyes, Frode discovers that downstairs neighbor Mr. Storm has 

been the victim of mysterious burglaries, and that he's offered a substantial reward for the capture 

of the culprit responsible for the crimes. Now, if Frode and his friends can beat their bitter rivals the 

basement gang to nabbing the burglar, perhaps they can use the reward money to finance the party 

and make this the most memorable summer ever. 
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Frog Dreaming (The Quest) (The Go-Kids) (1986) 
 

American boy, Cody (15-year-old Henry Thomas), whose parents 

have died, lives in Australia with his guardian, Gaza. Cody is very 

imaginative, inventive, and inquisitive. He comes across some 

strange events happening in Devil's Knob national park associated 

with an aboriginal myth about "frog dreamings". Cody 

investigates. Cody Walpole (Henry Thomas) is a scientific, 

mechanically-minded, and ruggedly individualistic 14-year-old 

loner. He is also brave to the point of foolhardy, quite the 

daredevil-- except that he doesn't let anyone tell him what to do. 

Extremely inner-directed, what he dares and endures are come 

out of a quiet but fierce determination of his own prompting. He 

stumbles upon a seemingly haunted, God-forsaken spot in the 

Australian wilderness, a long-abandoned mine or quarry flooded 

with filthy brown water. He knows of an old hermit who spends 

his vacations living alone in the area. After seeing none-too-

recent evidence of this man's presence, he calls out and searches 

for him and eventually finds his skeleton. It looks as though the 

man was literally scared to death. This place is not on any map and, after some further investigation, 

he hears that the local aborigines shun the spot as the legendary lair of a monster living in the murky 

pool, a being so horrible that the mere sight of it kills. The place seems to exude bad luck and gives 

everyone the creeps who goes near it. Cody believes that there must be a rational explanation for 

this phenomenon and becomes obsessed with the site and discovering the true nature of the 

creature in the water. This mission requires him to defy and disobey everyone in the local village, 

even his guardian, another individual so laconic and independent as to be a soul mate, who usually 

lets this resourceful boy do whatever he wants. Cody's steps in solving the mystery are 

breathtakingly lonely and dangerous. As much as I admire individualism and independence, it is 

difficult for me to sympathize with courage carried to such an extreme for no compelling reason. 

Although others have recommended this film for children, I can't agree. It is the stuff of which 

nightmares are made-- I think it could even give me some. And Cody's reckless behavior, despite his 

admirable traits, makes him something of an anti-hero. There is no denying, however, that the 

filmmakers have done a superb job with atmosphere and have captured some gorgeous wilderness 

scenery. I can understand this being among someone's favorite films. It is certainly different. 
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From Russia With Love (1963) 
 

James Bond 007 is on the search for a Russian decoding machine, 

known as Lektor. Bond needs to find this machine, before the evil 

SPECTRE organization discovers it first. Whilst being romantically 

linked with Russian girl, Tatiana Romanova, Bond sneaks his way 

around Istanbul, whilst each SPECTRE agent tries to pick him off, 

including the over powering Donald 'Red' Grant and ex-KGB agent 

Rosa Klebb who knows all the tricks in the books and even 

possesses an incredible poison tipped shoe! Following the 

surprising success of Dr. No, it became obvious that Broccoli and 

Saltzman's next step as producers would be other cinematic 

adaptation of Ian Fleming's work. Their choice this time was From 

Russia With Love, a novel once pointed out by U.S. president 

Kennedy as one of his favorite books. Trying to capture the 

unique mood and look of Dr. No, the producers brought back almost everyone involved in the first 

Bond outing (excepting mediocre composer Monty Norman, whose clumsy tunes were replaced by a 

magnificent John Barry's score, in his first "official" collaboration in the Bond series). This includes 

Broccoli's long-standing collaborator Terence Young, screenwriter Richard Maibaum, and, of course, 

Connery, that rough Scottsman, initially despised by everybody as a "lorry driver", who nevertheless 

delivered an unforgettable performance as James Bond. All these talents combined to produce what 

no doubt is one the best Bond films of all time. Contrasting with the over the top story lines which 

would very soon become synonymous with Bond, From Russia With Love is a gritty and realistic Cold 

War thriller, filled up with sex violence and pure excitement. Terence Young considers this to be his 

best Bond film, and the movie proves him right. It is full of stylish shots (the famous close-up of 

Romanova's lips while Bond says "your mouth is just the right size") and really hot (by the 60's 

standards) seduction sequences. Even the back projection, a technical device often unfairly 

criticized, works wonderfully. Although many have criticized the action sequences following Bond's 

escape from the train, I think they're excellent, adding to the film's sense of danger and excitement. 

The helicopter chase, in particular, is a moment of brilliant film-making. (And it's even better than 

the sequence From North By Northwest that inspired it.) The shot of Bond and Romanova embracing 

in the foreground with the helicopter exploding in the background perfectly encapsulates what the 

entire movie is about: danger, romance, violence. As for the cast, Connery seems more confident 

and relaxed this time, but when it comes to his job, he is as ruthless and cold as Fleming originally 

envisioned the character. Lotte Lenya wonderfully portrays SPECTRE mastermind Rosa Klebb ("..such 

a disgusting woman..." as Romanova states at one point). But it is legendary supporting actor Robert 

Shaw who nearly steals the show as a cold-blooded hit-man with a psychotic strain to him. All in all, 

From Russia With Love is definitely a must-see not only for Bond fans, but for every discerning film 

lover. A true classic. 
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From The Mixed-Up Files Of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler (1995) 
 

Two runaway kids (11-year-old Jesse Lee Soffer) hide in a 

museum. Once they are locked inside overnight, they try to solve 

a mystery about a statue supposedly carved by Michaelangelo, 

known as "The Angel". Will they solve the mystery in time? I 

heartily recommend E.L. Konigsberg's book. I also liked the 1973 

movie version (also known as "The Hideaways") with Ingrid 

Bergman. The '73 actors looked and acted much more like the 

book's characters. This version kept the interesting concept of 

kids hiding out in the Metropolitan Museum, but lost most of the 

wonder and sweetness that made the book the sort of children's 

classic that adults can enjoy. The characters became annoying, 

and a lot of interesting subplots were cast aside. Also, for some 

reason, Claudia wears glasses in this version, and bathes in them, 

keeps them on in bed, and generally acts like someone who's 

never truly worn glasses in her life. Just one more roadblock on the trip to suspension of disbelief. 

This version completely lost the character of Saxonburg, Mrs. Frankweiler's accountant and the 

children's grandfather. Instead, they added a lot of cutesy dialog about "Poppa Kincaid" saying that 

Jamie is older sister Claudia's "good luck charm". It just doesn't capture the complex relationship 

between the children, and Mrs. Frankweiler becomes more a fairy godmother than an interesting 3-

D character. 
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From The Mixed-Up Files Of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler (The 

Hideaways) (1973) 
 

Precocious Claudia and her brother (11-year-old Johnny Doran) 

run away from home and hide in the Metropolitan Museum in 

New York. This short film was alright, I guess. There was not nearly 

enough Ingrid Bergman, however -- and there was WAY too much 

Sally Prager, the very annoying, very grating lead. That girl got on 

my nerves, big time! I was desperately hoping against hope that 

Ingrid wouldn't tell the little brat the secret of the angel in the 

end, but unfortunately the script forced her to. 
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Frontline (1983-) 
 

Series 3 (1 Episode) (7 May 1985) 
 

Episode 18 - Memories of the Camps: In 1945, camera crews went 

with the American and British armies in the nazis death camps and 

filmed the horror they found there. A group of directors among 

whom was Alfred Hichcock developed a script to present these 

horrors and be sure that people remember. Forty-eight years later 

it came out from the cave of the Imperial War Museum and was 

edited as forecast. A masterpiece of visual imagery and narration. 

Although there have been many films documenting the Nazi 

atrocities and the horrors of the extermination camps, Memory of 

the Camps must rank at the top of this genre in effectively 

conveying the sense of unreality experienced by the Nazi's victims. 

While the visual record is preserved for posterity and has been 

incorporated in many tellings of these events, Trevor Howard's 

narration must be singled out as, perhaps, the major contributor 

in making this particular telling of the story the true masterpiece that it is. As has been noted, 

Howard's straightforward narration, devoid of emotional embellishment, conveys, almost matter-of-

factly, the events that unfold, and it is through this underplay in tone in the telling of the story, that 

the true depths of the surreal horror seen on the screen, impinges upon the viewer. Although I saw 

this documentary several years ago, it is Howard's narration that sets this telling apart, and recalling 

it continues to send chills up my spine. 
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Frühreifen-Report (14 And Under) (Mischievous Nymphs) (Precocity 

Report) (1972) 
 

In this documentary style comedy/drama by Ernst Hofbauer, 

several vignettes explore the sexuality of youth, and recommend 

how parents should react to it. In the first, a man seduces a young 

girl; what is mom to do once she catches on? Next, a couple of 

older teens desiring to get hot-and-heavy try to rid themselves of 

a younger sibling who is quite comfortable where he is. Then, a lad 

of fifteen or so is blackmailed into being a sex-slave for the 

woman who caught him shoplifting. The next episode has a lass 

getting even with a boy who has simply used her for sexual 

gratification. And, finally, a small town girl of thirteen tries to 

make it big by attending an orgy for well-to-do men. Funny, silly, 

serious and sometimes intelligent. An interesting little film that is 

more like a "how not to" video. These are slightly older characters 

playing younger kids, which is how they get away with the 

extensive nudity. Grab your favorite "refreshment", drink a lot of it, then watch this film for a good 

chuckle. 
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Fucking Åmål (Show Me Love) (1998) 
 

Åmål is a small insignificant town where nothing ever happens, 

where the latest trends are out of date when they get there. 

Young Elin has a bit of a bad reputation when it comes to guys, 

but the fact is that she has never done 'it'. Another girl in her 

school, Agnes, is in love with her but is too shy to do anything 

about it. For different reasons, Elin ends up at Agnes' birthday 

party as the only guest. They have a girl's night out together but 

after that Elin desperately avoids Agnes, refusing to even consider 

her own homosexuality. Hollywood always portrays teenagers 

through clichés and prejudices. No wonder that this fresh look 

upon teenagers comes from Sweden, a country the movies of which only seldom make it to our 

screens. Fucking Åmål makes me wish we saw more Swedish movies, since there is definitely 

something special about them. The director has chosen a very difficult subject for his first movie: the 

(love) story of two young girls. Agnes, 16-years-old (very cute Rebecka Liljeberg), is in love with Elin, 

14-years-old (enthralling Alexandra Dahlström). Agnes is very closed in upon herself, and doesn't 

seem to have a single friend. Elin is probably the first person she has ever loved. Elin, on the 

contrary, is a most lively girl who can't stand the boredom of her own life. Getting drunk allows her 

to forget about the meaninglessness of life in the small town of Åmål. Boredom and idleness are 

indeed an underlying theme of the movie (especially in its portrayal of youth). Elin dreams about 

attacking old ladies, setting houses on fire, fleeing to Stockholm, whatever will put some excitement 

in her life. All the boys are attracted to her, but though she has dated many, she is still a virgin. 

Through Agnes, she will discover that she is a lesbian herself, and the deep torments that she feels 

are extremely well shown by Lukas Moodysson, the director, in the most sensitive way possible. It is 

very hard to express through images the mental tortures of a teenager who can't accept herself, but 

Fucking Åmål does it perfectly. I don't think it is possible to walk out of this movie and not be in love 

with Elin and Agnes (no matter if one is a man or a woman). Everyone has suffered from the kind of 

torment these two girls live through, and Fucking Åmål will make those who often consider 

adolescence with condescension or even scorn have a whole new look on it. Rarely have I seen 

actresses that young that talented. Wait, let me rephrase that: rarely have I seen actresses that 

talented, period. It is hard to get out of this movie, and get back to everyday life, because it feeds on 

one's own capacity for emotion continuously, even once the lights have been switched on again and 

the screen has turned white. And the only way to feed that need for sheer emotion is to go see 

Fucking Åmål again, again, and again. 
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Fuga De Cerebros (Brain Drain) (1998) 
 

A brilliant piece of work from a 28-year-old Argentine director 

who knows his subject, BRAIN DRAIN, a.k.a. "Fuga de Cerebros" is 

a comprehensive, thought provoking film which not only 

addresses American cultural supremacy in today's & yesterday's 

Argentina (a reality long ignored by a country so boastful of its 

"European-ness", a myth this country loves selling to the world) 

but also explores alienation, poverty, love and racism among 

other topics. Technically sound, and featuring powerful 

performances from teenage actors, the picture excels in its 

realistic, crude view of the lot of Buenos Aires' disadvantaged 

youth, not unlike what exists in the Western world's other great 

metropolises, European and American alike. 
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Fuglejagten (The Twitchers) (The Great Bird Race) (2012) 
 

12-year-old Victor (Oliver Metling Søndergaard) and his father 

attend the Annual Ornithology Competition, where Victor wants 

to prove his worth by spotting the rarest bird and win 1st prize for 

his father's sake. Victor's plan seems realistic, since last year's 

winner, Daniel (Georg Hvidtfeldt Treschow), has a broken leg and 

is unable to attend. But when Daniel shows up unexpectedly, the 

match intensifies. 
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Full Of It (Big Liar On Campus) (2007) 
 

A young kid (19-year-old Ryan Pinkston) is forced to live out the 

lies he told to become popular. Complete crap from start to finish. 

There is not a single funny joke, the kid is ugly and unpleasant to 

watch- and he's the main character- and there's really nothing 

going on this movie to possibly make you watch it other than 

being trapped in a cabin tied to a chair being tortured by being 

forced to watch this. Many directors go for the teen high school 

life lesson comedy crapola but as a plot vehicle- it's time to retire 

this idea - the bluebook value is less than the price of gas. As teen 

movies go- this is at the bottom of the heap. An exaggerating boy 

has several of his exaggerations come true with a lesson that it's 

not what he really wanted to have happen- sort of like how I felt 

when I watched this movie- I realized it was not what I wanted to 

have happen after all. 
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Fun Down There (1988) 
 

Sweet, appealing, low-key coming-of-age movie. An old story: boy 

leaves stifling place he grew up and goes to the big city. In "Fun 

Down There" the boy is gay, but more curious than tortured, and 

his innate gentleness (and exoticism: he appears to be the only 

person in New York City who knows anything about dairy farming) 

quickly attracts new friends and lovers. Although self-conscious in 

its fixed-camera style and long shots of urban landscape, the 

movie succeeds in entertaining primarily through its nuanced 

portrait of Buddy, the playful post-adolescent country mouse from 

upstate New York. Some of the acting here is not good enough to 

sustain the very long takes, but co-writer Michael Waite as Buddy 

manages to develop the viewer's sympathy for a character who is, 

in the end, fairly ordinary. That very ordinariness was quite a 

statement about a young gay person in 1988, and it is still too 

unusual in American films. How refreshing to see a character who in the context of his world is more 

unusual for knowing about milking cows than for being attracted to people of the same sex. The 

movie is also notable for the portrayal of Buddy's parents (played by Waite's parents) who are not 

ignorant bigots, but lovin g if confused and provincial. Stick with the final credits for the father's 

comment on his son's new life in New York. Despite some amateurish aspects, the humor and 

sweetness of script and characterizations more than sustain this film for its brief running time. 
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Fun With Dick And Jane (2005) 
 

The day before Globodyne's stock tanks, a la Enron, and its 

pension fund evaporates, the corporation's CEO and CFO set up 

middle manager Dick Harper to be the public face of the disaster. 

Jobless, and with no savings, pension, or home equity, Dick and his 

wife Jane sink slowly into poverty. He looks for work (as do all 

former Globodyne executives); he even tries day labor with the 

relatives of their Mexican nanny. A foreclosure notice sends Dick 

and Jane over the edge into a life of blue-collar crime. Then, as 

things finally look up, the report of an looming indictment pushes 

Dick and Jane toward a denouement with the real criminals, the 

white-collar guys. Jim Carrey does it again. Slapstick comedy but 

not the pie throwing variety. it's a lot more subtle than the Ace 

Ventura movies but it's no dark comedy either. The movie is an 

extremely exaggerated view of Dick, Jane and kid coping with loss 

of job, income, car, nanny, TV, grass (the lawn type not the other grass), electricity, and even 

citizenship. Suspend your logic and have fun. There are escapes, car crashes, robberies, illegal 

immigrants, job hunts, Bill and Hillary Clinton, Bush...if this doesn't perk your interest nothing will. 

The best gag in the film is at the end just before the titles start... don't miss the "Our Special Thanks 

To" part! 
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Funeral Kings (2012) 
 

Two altar boys (Dylan Hartigan & Alex Maizus) decide to play 

hooky after serving at a series of funerals. It's always a good day 

for a funeral at St. Mark's Middle School in Rhode Island. Andy & 

Charlie, two altar servers, don't just get to miss class anytime a 

parishioner kicks the bucket, they cut out early and play hooky as 

soon as the service is over. Eventually their irreverent 

personalities will put them in situations that are too big for them 

to handle. Fresh and well written, in a word: excellent. I rarely 

write film reviews but this one really deserved a positive review. I 

love originality and this film is truly original. It has a fresh feel and 

it is well written. I had no idea that some of the actors weren't 

professional. Perhaps that is what gives this film its edge. I don't 

think I can do it much more justice than reviewer "larry-411" did. 

He really nailed it. All I can say is watch it, you won't regret it. I 

must add more lines according to IMDb requirements, so let me say this: Always look at the last 

reviews of a film. IMDb often hides bad reviews at the end. I think they are getting kickbacks to put 

good studio written reviews up front to get people to watch their films. I have seen this more times 

than not. So don't be fooled. 
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Funky Monkey (A Hairy Tale) (2004) 
 

Boy genius Michael Dean (14-year-old Seth Adkins) teams up with 

a super-talented chimpanzee and his caretaker (Modine) to take 

down an animal testing lab. In exchange the scientist gives the 

boy some pointers on the girl of his dreams. This is the story of 

two guys who found a copy of 'Funky Monkey.' Finding this 

seemed odd at the time figuring that there are still posters for the 

movie at the local Cineplex Odeon. After seeing such classics as 

'Every Which Way But Loose' and 'Project X,' these two guys 

figured movies with monkeys are awesome. These guys were in 

for a long ride as they watched this movie. There was some 

monkey that was replaced by a Stunt MAN when action 

sequences were required. It was apparent that the monkey 

wasn't trained in the school of Shakespearean acting. Perhaps 

replacing the monkey with Ben Affleck might have helped the 

guys thought. Maybe a strong sidekick would help like a Jackie Chan or heck maybe even Hulk 

Hogan. Luckily this movie had amazing martial artist and Jet Li look-a-like Matthew Modine. While 

some might argue that Matthew Modine doesn't come close to Jet Li, camera tricks prove that he is 

every bit as good. When it becomes obvious that an untrained chimp can't handle the movie, the 

movie leans on Matthew Modine to be the real star. Did I mention that there is some dorky kid that 

develops a bond with Modine and the monkey? Is there a possibility that the kid learns confidence 

and even picks up a girl in this movie? Even Matthew Modine should get jealous with this one 

(because using the pick-up line 'I'm second fiddle to a monkey' doesn't seem to work with the 

ladies.) Shortly after watching this movie the two guys got a phone call from Matthew Modine telling 

them 'Seven days.' 
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Furry Vengeance (2010) 
 

In the Oregon wilderness, a real estate developer's new housing 

subdivision faces a unique group of protesters, local woodland 

creatures who don't want their homes disturbed. This is one of 

those movies where you just know that the acting by both 

humans and cgi modified critters will be over the top. Once you 

accept this fact and look at it as just a lighthearted piece of family 

friendly fluff that doesn't take itself too seriously, it's kind of 

amusing. There's no obvious profanity nor is there any nudity and 

when characters get into some wildly unbelievable scrapes that, 

realistically, would cause a lot of bodily damage, pain, or worse, 

death, it's glossed over because, THIS IS A KID-FRIENDLY MOVIE. 

It's made that way (in the old Disney-style tradition) to entertain 

with lots of cartoonish antics (particularly by Brendan Fraser's 

goofy real estate developer). It's nice to see Brooke Shields acting 

in something again but the real stars of this silly but often funny film are the animals, especially the 

ring-leader raccoon and his platoon of able and willing skunks. Don't expect the depth of Shutter 

Island or the amazing special effects of Avatar here; this is just a cute little film for parents with kids 

who are not interested in seeing giant robots blow the snot out of a city yet...they're still young and 

naive enough to find the cutesy antics of comical animals amusing enough. Check it out if you've got 

little ones or you just need a break from the rest of the stuff that's been churned out by ton from the 

studios out there. 
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Gabriel & Me (2001) 
 

A young boy (15-year-old Sean Landless) believes he can save his 

dying father if he can become an angel. Jimmy lives in a Newcastle 

council flat with his parents and his grandfather. He dreams of one 

day being able to become an angel and believes his application is 

being assessed by the angel Gabriel himself. His attempts at 

making the grade don't seem to be going that well and Gabriel 

seems to have reservations about his qualifications. However, 

when his father is diagnosed with cancer, Jimmy realises he must 

speed up his training so that he can reach the level where he is 

not only an angel but can also perform a miracle to cure his father 

before it is too late. Where this film could have been an 

interesting character piece that is emotional and engaging, this 

film instead was mis-sold as a Billy Connelly comedy that covers 

up for the fact that it is a fairly mediocre British film that has ideas running loose around it but never 

really hangs together in a convincing fashion. It is a bit of a shame but essentially that is what this 

film is – a near miss at best. The story starts out uncertainly, with a mix of fantasy and reality (?) that 

didn't work well together before coming down to ground with cancer diagnosed in Jimmy's father. 

At this point it became more interesting because it became more about Jimmy than Jimmy's fantasy. 

However even at this stage it didn't seem to know what to do with itself and it turned a story that 

should have been emotionally devastating into one that was surprisingly cold and distant. The 

"angel" stuff wasn't as interesting a look into Jimmy's head as it should have been, while the real 

world aspect wasn't handled that well and only churned out the sort of material I expected rather 

than anything worth stopping with it for. It is a shame because it does have its moments but 

generally it doesn't gel as well as it should and certainly didn't touch me like I knew it should have 

done. The cast aren't much help. Landless is natural and convincing despite having an annoying 

accent (personal issue, I accept) but the material lets him down and he is pretty much alone in 

carrying the film. Glen is good as a "pissed off dad" but this lack of range doesn't help the film at all 

and prevented me caring about him and his family. Rowell was similarly too simplistic, while Bradley 

came straight out of the cliché handbook as the kindly, wise grandfather. Connelly adds his name but 

not much else – if anything he distracts from the main story with what should have been a character 

that was much more in the background. Overall an average film that has its moments but generally 

fails to come together to fulfil the potential that the story had. Landless is quite good but he is let 

down l=by the material – just like the rest of the cast, who seem unable to do anything more than 

the basics with their parts. Worth missing just because it doesn't really do anything that well. 
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Gala Drag Queen Del Carnaval De Las Palmas (2006) 
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Gamera Tai Daiakuju Giron (Attack Of The Monsters) (1969) 
 

Three children, two boys and a girl, stumble upon a flying saucer. 

The boys both step in without hesitating, and are whisked away to 

a planet in Earth's orbit but on the exact opposite side of the Sun. 

Inhabiting this planet are two women with Midwestern accents, 

who hypnotize the children to find they fantasize about milk, 

donuts, and Gamera, our favorite hero turtle. The women simply 

want to eat their brains. Back home, no one will believe the little 

girl's story of alien abduction, not even Officer Concha 

(pronounced "Cornjob"). Finally, Gamera rescues the children 

while fighting Guiron, a monster with a giant knife for a nose. 

Gamera kills Guiron while doing gymnastics on a parallel bar and 

takes the kids home, where the kids hope for peace, 

understanding, and the end of traffic accidents. I think I first saw 

this film when I was about 10 or so - and I took it quite seriously 

the first time I saw it. That was the dubbed version I saw then. I remember being quite worried 

about poor Gamera being chopped to pieces by Guiron - boy, Guiron was a nasty piece of work!!! I 

just recently saw it again - this time subtitled (subtitles provided by the Australian multicultural 

channel, SBS TV) - and I think the subtitled version probably is better. It was so much fun to see it 

again after so long! And only now do I realise just how cute all the beasties in the flick are! Especially 

the Children's Friend himself! 
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Gandhi (1982) 
 

The biography of Mahatma Gandhi, who rose from a small-time 

lawyer to India's spiritual leader through his philosophy of non-

violent but direct-action protest. Biography of Mahatma Gandhi, 

the lawyer who became the famed leader of the Indian revolts 

against the British through his philosophy of non-violent protest. 

This film describes the life and times of Mahatma Gandhi, Indian 

political leader who managed to free his country from the British 

rule using peaceful means and thus giving hope and inspiration for 

generations to come. When Mahatma Gandhi first set foot in 

British India, he had already been to Britain and South Africa, and 

had created quite a stir for the betterment of the people. But in 

India, he realized that he had first to live the life of a peasant to 

understand what it is to be an Indian. This resolve will lead him to 

shed his westerners clothing, and don a simple loincloth, be 

subjected to racial slurs from none other than Winston Churchill 

(Half naked Indian Fakir); Mobilize awareness of local industry and less dependence on imported 

clothing and material; the historic dandee march for withdrawal of the salt tax; a fast unto death to 

stop the virtual slaughter of British troops by irate Indian mobs; and be imprisoned several times. His 

resolve was to work with stalwarts such as Mohammed Ali Jinnah, Sardar Valabhbhai Patel, 

Professor Gokhale, J.B. Kripalani, Maulana Azad, and Pandit Jawarharlal Nehru to ensure first of all to 

get the British to quit India, and then run an Indian Government under the Congress party. Gandhi 

will soon realize that it is not enough to be just an Indian, for India has many facets - Muslim, Hindu, 

Sikh, Jewish, and Christian. The British relied on these many facets as an excuse for their 

continuance as they wanted to ensure that the minorities are not oppressed by the Hindu majority. 

Concerned over the inroads made by Gandhi to unite the Hindus, Muslims, and all others under a 

common umbrella, the British invited Jinnah for talks, and it is here that a seed was laid for a 

separate country called Pakistan. When Gandhi came to know about this, he pleaded with Jinnah to 

unite the Muslims, even take over as the first Prime Minister with his choice of Muslim candidates 

for Parliament, but separatist Jinnah had already made his mind. The World Wars of 1914 and 1944 

having taken it's toll on Europe and Britain in particular, the weary British finally decided to leave 

India in 1947 - not the India they had conquered - but an India that was ready to be divided in East 

Pakistan and West Pakistan. Now after the much awaited independence was the real test for Gandhi 

- a test that will make him or break him - as he started a fast unto death to try and stop the violence 

that was threatening to break out into a civil war, not realizing that he had indirectly fanned Hindu 

extremism, which would later be called the Shiv Sena, into taking the matter directly in their hands 

to ensure that Muslims are kept out of their Hindustan forever. Picture this. Gandhiji walks in a 

court, accused of influencing the people and starting a movement, the Non Cooperation movement, 

immediately after Gandhiji broke the fast he started to curb the movement which had assumed 

violence after Chauri Chora. We walks in alone, unescorted and as soon as he walks in there is an 

unexplainable silence in the court, and to everyone's surprise the Judge, stands up in respect of the 

accused! Seeing him do this the barristers and rest also stand up. This scene though may seem 

insignificant on paper is one without which this entire movie would have been incomplete. To know 



why, read on! On day of 2nd October they play this movie every year on DD National, Richard 

Attenborough's Gandhi. I never watched it whenever it was shown since 20 years of 2nd Octobers I 

had seen. The first few years because I couldn't understand and the next few because I felt that 

though it's a multiple Oscar winner, how could at the end of the day, a British person understand 

and do justice to an Indian icon? After so many years I finally broke the ice and saw the movie in 

totality right from the first scene of Nathuram Godse, to Hey Ram, and I understood that Gandhi was 

as British, as much a part of Britain's history as he was of India's, in fact an outsider judged the 

person better than we ourselves could, hence without doubt this is a masterpiece, because it was 

always meant to be. Richard Attenborough like all directors worth their salt uses visual aid as a 

medium to replace conventional dialogue delivery at times. A picture is worth a thousand words and 

a scene without words is worth a million. Like the first scene I described and others. In one scene 

towards the end of the movie, Gandhiji starts a fast until death to stop the communal riots post 

independence and Nehru goes to meet him. A crowd had gathered near his residence and one of the 

person in the crowd shouted a suggestion, 'Why don't they kill Gandhi?', Nehru furiously jumps into 

the crowd to search for this person and the camera moves in the crowd and for a briefest time and 

quite unmistakably you spot Nathuram Godse in the crowd. This made me think, 'hey this is what I 

call good cinema!'. So what about the outsider theory? Well you see if Rajkumar Santoshi, Yash 

Chopra, Raj Kapoor or Mani Ratnam had made this movie they would have fallen under the pressure 

and the unbearably weight of historical facts, Richard had that advantage. Someone quite ignorant 

about Indian culture was telling a story of an Indian to an audience even more ignorant. What I 

mean is that there are things which are skewed up, characters gone wrong and famous words 

mouthed by someone else. For example the writer has messed the character of the Patel Siblings. 

Vallabhbhai Patel was never an extrovert and never as polished as shown in the movie, but someone 

else was and it was his more Birtish, yet less famous elder brother Vithalbhai who in fact introduced 

Vallabh to Indian movement. Again it is a known fact that Vallabhai continued the Dandi march after 

Gandhi's arrest, the fact which is ignored. Once again the characters of Kriplani, Maulana Azad etc. 

are all skewed. But at the end of it works, why, because Richard's view is focused. I would notice 

these mistakes because I am an Indian aware of this, a person in England may never find out and 

even if he does he would consider it as trivial because this is a story of Gandhi and not the Indian 

freedom struggle. People say that unnecessary importance is given to foreign characters in Gandhi's 

life like Margret, Rev. Charlie, Walker, Miraben, but I would say it is necessary because these people 

did influence Gandhi and made him an international personality which he is. But before I end my 

take on this movie I must comment on the characterization. Starting with Ben Kinsley as Gandhi. To 

tell you the truth when I first saw him as Mohandas KG in the train I was shocked, he didn't look like 

Gandhi which I imagined, but as the movie goes ahead I changed my opinion. Ben worked because 

of multiple reasons. The first he is a British Gujarati, Gandhi was gujarati who did his law in England 

so both speak the same language, Partly British English with unmistakable Gujarati overtones. 

Second all other characterization of Gandhis in the history are shown as fragile creatures without 

clothes. Ben did carry some more body than others and which made Gandhi look more real, more 

alive. Also he had an infectious little smile which works because Gandhi in many was a jovial happy 

person who smiled a lot, a kind smile of calm which no one but Ben Kinsley brought out! Of the 

other characters, Martin Sheen as Walker was impressive, so were Lord Erwin, Gen Dyer, Margrets, 

Nehru and Miraben's characters. Rohini Hattangidi as Kasturba does a remarkable job too, though 

she was shown a little more extroverted than Kasturba was, maybe. 
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Gangster's Boy (1938) 
 

Senior Larry Kelly has been chosen valedictorian and is looking 

forward with best friend Bill Davis to a West Point appointment. In 

addition, he is romantically involved with Molly Davis, Bill's sister. 

Larry's father, Tim 'Knuckles' Kelly, becomes reunited with his wife 

and son after a long absence. They buy a house in a well-to-do 

neighborhood next door to the Davis family, but when the local 

newspaper reveals that Tim is an ex-bootlegger, Judge Davis, a 

harsh disciplinarian, forbids his children to see Larry. Although 

many consider Larry a pariah, his closest friends and the principal 

remain loyal. When Bill accidentally runs over a bicyclist while 

driving Larry's car and a whiskey bottle is discovered in the back 

seat, Larry takes the blame for his friend. When the truth comes 

to light, everyone involved realizes Larry's character and integrity, 

and the two families become reconciled. Monogram Pictures took 

a stab at the old 'like father, like son' theme in this 1938 picture with somewhat mixed results. Jackie 

Cooper is credible as the high school senior reacquainting with his father who's been gone for five 

years, yet that's the main plot point that strains credibility in the ensuing story. Not only was 

'Knuckles' Kelly (Robert Warwick) away from his family for that long, but when he returns, his 

reception is no more anticipated than if he was returning from a day's work. On top of that, the 

elder Kelly was a racketeering bootlegger, a fact unknown by his son, and appearing to be no more 

than an inconvenience for his wife Molly (Louise Lorimer). When Larry (Cooper) and the town of 

Millford learn of his father's former occupation, he begins to withdraw from his circle of friends and 

second guesses his acceptance to West Point, figuring that his father's political connections might 

have gotten him his appointment. The film at least gets a few points for having Larry's high school 

principal and his core group of close friends remain loyal. They realize that his hard work at 

becoming class valedictorian and the school's top athlete were his own doing. His toughest sell 

though is with the father of his two closest chums, Bill Davis (Tommy Wonder), and sister Julie (Lucy 

Gilman), who Larry is going out with. Their father offers the 'like father, like son' argument to forbid 

his kids to remain friends. However circumstances conspire to vindicate Larry when the three 

companions get involved in a car accident, and Bill comes clean for being responsible. Again 

however, credibility is stretched just a bit when Judge Davis (Selmer Jackson) does a complete 

hundred eighty degree turn in glad handing Knuckles Kelly in the finale. It's one thing to admit a 

mistake, but quite another to completely forget that the man was a criminal at least the past five 

years. Simpler times called for simpler movies. Say, I wonder if Jackie Cooper actually played the 

drums in the couple of scenes where he's shown doing so; he sounded pretty good if that's the case. 

I was impressed too with the Kelly purchase of the rather good sized mansion for a mere seventy 

eighty thousand, five hundred dollars. Today, you'd have to add another zero to the end of that 

number to make it work. Considering the movie was made in 1938, it's not a bad little story, with 

Cooper portraying a character close to his own age at the time, unlike a lot of modern films where 

teenagers are often played by actors in their twenties. The same went for his girlfriend in the 

picture, although Tommy Wonder as brother Bill was actually twenty four. Oh well, I guess it 

happened in the 1930's too! 
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Ganh Xiec Rong (Travelling Circus) (1988) 
 

One of the most acclaimed Vietnamese films of the 1980s, The 

Traveling Circus won numerous international awards, including 

Grand Prix at Fribourg Third world Film Festival, Audience Award 

at Uppsala (Sweden) International Film Festival and First Prize at 

Madrid Women's Film Festival. With obvious influences from 

Bergman, DeSica and Fellini, director Viet Linh tells the 

bittersweet story of a small traveling circus from Hanoi stopping in 

an impoverished ethnic minority village in Vietnam's central 

highlands. Through the eyes of a village youngster, we witness the 

magic of the circus, and the naïve hope that illusion can be 

transformed into reality. The Traveling Circus is an extremely realistic, sensitive and moving film, 

that is rarely shown either in Vietnam or abroad. 
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Garçon Stupide (Stupid Boy) (2004) 
 

Sex, love and obsession are thrown sharply into focus in this 

darkly sinister film. The so-called stupid boy of the title, Loic is a 

confused yet sexually liberated young man who divides his time 

between working in a factory and engaging in random, often paid, 

sexual encounters with an assortment of men he meets on the 

internet. However, a developing obsession with his best friend 

Marie, a non-sexual relationship with the enigmatic Lionel and a 

lust for a famous footballer whose star is falling, all conspire to 

drive Loic to the very edge of sanity. Director Lionel Baier has 

created a work of freshness and imagination and truth. The few 

melodramatic clichés he employs stand out only for their rarity. In 

choosing Pierre Chatagny to focus his camera upon, Baier has 

chosen brilliantly. (Baier who plays an older friend, Lionel, to 

Chatagny's Loic, is glimpsed just once. In truth the director is a 

young man of 28 with much great work ahead of him on the evidence of this production). Though 

the character and, I would say, Mr. Chatagny at 20, is self-absorbed and vain as 20-year-old boys 

tend to be, his natural beauty reveals itself in every movement of his eyes and his isolation in the 

stark awkwardness of his stance. He is not hard to watch or gawk at for 90 minutes. Loic, a horny 

Swiss youngster who has notched a lot of casual nocturnal sex, envies his sisterly girlfriend's 

enjoyable personal relations with her boyfriend, distrusts Lionel's apparent disinterest in immediate 

sexual gratification and feels hopeless in the presence of an adored soccer player's fatherly love for 

his 3-year-old son. Luoc is by turns angry and despairing and anxious. He has begun to suspect it 

doesn't always boil down to just sex but he doesn't know if he has anything more than sex to give or 

take and if there is a place in him where there is more he has no idea how to reach it. But after much 

pain and damage the first unexpected crack of sunlight in the wall of Luoc's frustration comes 

through beautiful and true. 
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Garfield (Garfield: The Movie) (2004) 
 

Garfield (voiced by Bill Murray), who competes with a dog named 

Odie for the affection and attention of their human master, Jon 

Arbuckle (Meyer), when Odie is introduced into their home much 

to Garfield's disgust. When Odie is kidnapped by a mean dog 

trainer, however, Garfield feels responsible, so he gets off his 

favorite spot and gets into action to rescue his fellow pet... 

(Jennifer Love Hewitt plays Liz, Garfield's veterinarian and 

romantic interest; Cannon plays a "city mouse" who helps 

Garfield in his search; Messing voices Arlene, Garfield's girlfriend). 
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Garfield: A Tale Of Two Kitties (Garfield 2) (2006) 
 

Jon Arbuckle (Meyer) travels to the United Kingdom, and he brings 

his cat, Garfield (voiced by Murray), along for the trip. A case of 

mistaken cat identity finds Garfield ruling over a castle, but his 

reign is soon jeopardized by the nefarious Lord Dargis (Connolly), 

who has designs on the estate. Here is a kid's film that's truly a 

kid's film. I went because I am fan of Bill Murray's (voice or 

otherwise) but I was pleasantly surprised. While this movie isn't in 

the same class as Ice Age 1 or 2, it's still rolls right along with it's 

kid-centric silliness. Between Murray's sarcastic Garfield and 

Meyer's long-suffering Jon, the movie works. It's nice to be able to 

take a kid to a movie like this now-a-days knowing that no one will 

get shot and that the language will stay reasonably clean. There 

will be some folks out there who will bored by this sort of thing 

but then again, they should remember that this is a KID'S MOVIE. 

Enjoy it for what it is. 
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Garuda Di Dadaku (Garuda On My Chest) (2009) 
 

A nice holiday movie for the family. In Garuda di Dadaku, Bayu 

(Emir Mahira) was a boy living with his widowed-mother and 

grandfather. Although talented in football, Bayu was under the 

strict regime of his granddad, who was deeply traumatized by the 

death of his footballer son in poverty. The tragedy left him an old 

grumpy who readily shouted a straight big No to football. Instead, 

granddad sent Bayu to different courses, from painting to maths, 

so that he could find and develop his potentials in fields other 

than just kicking the ball around. Secretly, Bayu still played 

football – and he got a massive support from his friend Heri, 

confined to a wheelchair ever since he's born. Being unable to live 

his own football dreams, Heri put all his efforts and sources to 

ensure that Bayu could enter the U-13 Indonesian football team, 

including smoothing his way to be accepted in Arsenal's Sekolah Sepakbola Indonesia (Indonesian 

Football Academy). (It's a real, flesh-and-bone academy, situated in Ciputat, my homebase.) The 

premise is quite simple, granted, but I was entertained throughout the film by the astonishing 

performance of the actors and actresses, especially that of Ramzi, the comedian who played Bang 

Dulloh, Heri's chauffeur. Some pointed out the weak point of this film: the reason why granddad 

hated football so much. His views seemed to be too outdated and peculiar, she said. I cannot fully 

agree; anyway, granddad was ancient and I've met people who earnestly hated things for reasons 

simpler than granddad's (and I won't go into details here). As much as I respect these people's views, 

I beg to differ. A hint of Nationalism in A Sport Movie. The theme of this movie is very common in 

Hollywood pictures, a boy's dream to become a sport star, but this theme is rarely explored in 

Indonesian movies. This makes it very special in the history of Indonesian cinema, especially since it 

depicts the most popular sport in Indonesia, which is football (or in American English: soccer), while 

being the most popular sport, Indonesian national football team never again reach its peak in 1950-s 

era, when the team successfully held Russian team 0-0 in the Olympic Games. The movie is lightly 

written, and lightly delivered, but the directors succeed in delivering all the potential of the movie. 

Yes, the story line look a bit too good to be true, but come on, it is a children movie, all of them are 

too good to be true. The other compliment for the movie makers are their success in depicting 

children world as it is. You have friendship, puppy love, and sneaking out, and so on. A character in 

the movie which is a driver plays as the comic to add up to the cheer of the movie. All the children 

actors acted naturally and beautifully. It is the performance of the adult actor that is not at the 

highest point, especially for the coach character. But it still lack of some magical ingredients to make 

it an extraordinary movie. It is a common movie about a common dream of a common kid, in a 

common country. It's the story itself that limits the movie, to be compared with Slumdog Millionaire 

or Spiderwick Chronicles for example. But nevertheless, the team has work very hard and 

successfully to deliver it to the max. This movie really lights the day in Indonesia cinema, which too 

full of low quality horror movies, or low sexual comedies, and it brings the dream that one day, our 

football team can be a great team, and can compete in World Cup. It is a dream of all Indonesian, 

children and adults. 
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Gattaca (1997) 
 

Gattaca Corp. is an aerospace firm in the future. During this time 

society analyzes your DNA and determines where you belong in 

life. Ethan Hawke's character was born with a congenital heart 

condition which would cast him out of getting a chance to travel in 

space. So in turn he assumes the identity of an athlete who has 

genes that would allow him to achieve his dream of space travel. 

Vincent is one of the last "natural" babies born into a sterile, 

genetically-enhanced world, where life expectancy and disease 

likelihood are ascertained at birth. Myopic and due to die at 30, he 

has no chance of a career in a society that now discriminates 

against your genes, instead of your gender, race or religion. Going 

underground, he assumes the identity of Jerome, crippled in an 

accident, and achieves prominence in the Gattaca Corporation, 

where he is selected for his lifelong desire: a manned mission to 

Saturn. Constantly passing gene tests by diligently using samples of Jerome's hair, skin, blood and 

urine, his now-perfect world is thrown into increasing desperation, his dream within reach, when the 

mission director is killed - and he carelessly loses an eyelash at the scene! Certain that they know the 

murderer's ID, but unable to track down the former Vincent, the police start to close in, with extra 

searches, and new gene tests. With the once-in-a-lifetime launch only days away, Vincent must 

avoid arousing suspicion, while passing the tests, evading the police, and not knowing whom he can 

trust. Director Andrew Niccol's Gattaca, in my humble opinion, is at the pinnacle of the motion 

picture art form. All aspects of the production serve the story spectacularly. The retro-style art 

direction, script, acting, music, and lighting all brought to life, much too chillingly, a cold and soulless 

world where the content of your genes counted for everything while the content of your character 

counted for nothing. Watching Ethan Hawke's (Great Expectations, Hamlet) Vincent evade the 

relentless pursuit of the authorities while pining to be on the Titan mission, romancing Irene (Uma 

Thurman), and micro-managing his samples from Jerome (Jude Law in a very impressive supporting 

turn) made for some the most riveting viewing ever. This story highlights the negative side of 

pursuing the eugenic ideal, an ideal that is not an unworthy pursuit, but one that must be 

approached with the utmost caution since its seekers hope to master a realm once the sole domain 

of the Divine. 
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Gay (2004) 
 

Absolutely bad but funny enough watchable. And again the clichés 

are going on and on and on. In a way the characters played as they 

were meant to be (absolutely sissy (nichterig -Dutch-)) in this 

context were not that bad. The shots were perfect the light was 

good (seen on a TFT Flatscreen) and also the music as background 

was tolerable. So in general you can say a good movie with good 

(looking as well) actors but a bad script. It's a movie to sit back and 

think of all the other good movies you've seen. To much gay... is 

this possible? yes it can, this film is. I'm looking forward to see 

another film of this director Mr. Tom Six maybe he must see the 

British movies "AKA" or - it's an old one but superb - "Another 

Country" first. 
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Gay Republicans (2004) 
 

In 2004, Log Cabin -- the Gay Republican Club -- was put to the 

test. President Bush's unequivocal opposition to gay marriage 

presented them with a stark choice, whether to be good 

Republicans and support the President, or stand up for their civil 

rights as gay Americans. This decision afforded them a historic 

opportunity to affect the election but it also opened schisms that 

threatened the unity of the Log Cabin itself. In GAY REPUBLICANS 

politics get personal as the Log Cabin wrestle with an issue that 

goes to the core of their identity. Gay Republicans does not quite 

succeed in unearthing substantial, palpable understanding of Log 

Cabin Republicans. But in simply chronicling their support of 

Bush's second presidential term, which the Texas Governor 

subsequently betrayed, we follow a handful of homosexual 

Republicans and their reactions to their Party's exploitation of 

their sexuality for the sake of evangelical voters who amass far more votes than them. That in itself 

was an eye-opener for me. What we see is how the LCRs have been led with their noses by the Bush 

administration, who rubbed shoulders with them whenever they needed their votes and support 

and announced the prospects of marriage amendments to rob them of their rights as people when 

they found that the evangelicals were much more advantageous for them to maintain on their side. I 

suppose I am disappointed that I still don't feel I understand why a gay man who grew up repressed 

by the Mormonism of his background would maintain a significant penchant for the Republican 

Party, all throughout the Reagan years and Bush 41, in the face of how the military recruited him 

only to discharge him for his sexuality in order to make an example of him, or how Reagan showed 

remarkable disdain for the AIDS epidemic and perpetuated the myth that it was a seclusively gay 

disease. A down-to-earth lesbian speaks of feeling all alone at Republican Conventions, and is in a 

swamp of confusion and indecision between whether or not to continue supporting Bush after his 

betrayal of thousands of voters. These two particular subjects are the smarter ones. There is an 

unbearably stupid and repugnant LCR who rails against any doubt voiced by the rest of his 

constituency members, constantly talking over them and making fun of them, seeming intent on not 

hearing what they are saying as it would diminish his tightly wound delusions which he uses to 

justify his propaganda. Aside from the instances in which he infuriates the viewer as much as nearly 

every fellow homosexual, there is a moment in which I laughed out loud at his complete ignorance: 

He presents to the camera his collection of Bush dolls, which to him are a symbol of his idolization of 

the man, unaware of the fact they are products designed to mock the president's poor English and 

goofy facial expressions. I do feel that I understand why a Palm Beach LCR chronicled in the film is an 

adamant Republican. There is not one moment in which he fails to be an unabashed snob, saying 

that Gay Pride Parades are so beneath him, that other LCRs who are upset by Bush's proposal to ban 

gay marriage should get over themselves, that you're a Republican if you're smart. He constantly 

praises Palm Beach for being extremely moneyed, and even tries to coerce his Moderate mother to 

move there for that very reason. My feeling was that perhaps his mother's Moderate position is 

because of him in that she may agree with some Republican views but does not want to support 

anti-gay legislation. If so, what irony. Clearly though, this Palm Beach walking tan is a fiscal 



conservative whose core concern is tax breaks for his upper-class status. He is distinct from the 

previously mentioned ignoramus in that he is difficult to read. There is an ulterior motive to his 

political views, but does he honestly believe his own crap which he lathers on top of his mission to 

sustain the vain privileges of his financial position? Gay Republicans gives us the pain of being a fish 

out of water, reinforced hatred and inarguable deceit of the Bush administration, and frankly the 

strange duality of gullibility and stubbornness in these folks. And it makes you very angry. If this 62-

minute doc can make me as angry as it did, I cannot imagine being a gay person watching these 

misinformed, perplexing and disaffecting people. The film obviously shows us that they are not all 

stupid, but it also seems to show us that none of them really seem that smart. Many gay Liberals, 

which I would imagine to be a natural redundancy, are interviewed and claim that a gay Republican 

is like a Jewish Nazi or a black Klansman. Well, whether a gay Republican sees it that way or 

not...aren't they? 
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Gay Sex In The 70s (2005) 
 

Thirteen men and one woman look back at gay life and sex in 

Manhattan and Fire Island - from Stonewall (June, 1969) to the 

first reporting on AIDS (June, 1981). They describe the rapid move 

from repression to celebration, from the removal of shame to joy, 

the on-going search for "someone," the freedom before AIDS, the 

friendships, and brotherhood. They take us through cruising and 

sex in public places, the drug scene, the bars and the baths, the 

birth of entertainment and dance clubs, and starry nights on Fire 

Island. Photographs, home movies, newsreels, and film clips 

illustrate the story. A few contemporary "what did the 70's 

mean?" man-in-the-street takes end the documentary. A no holds 

barred look back at a hedonistic time of freedom for sexual 

awareness and discovery... it can almost make this thirty 

something long for a time pre AIDs. It posed a lot of questions for 

me like, which came first, the gay sexual carnivore, or the backlash against sexual persecution. At a 

screening, an audience member wished they had been old enough to have enjoyed in the decadent 

madness that seemed pervasive by the movie's content... and I was left to wonder, how different it 

was then (men having sex with strangers in bathhouses and the back of trucks and piers) to how it is 

now (men arranging sex dates with others online). What a wake up call to reality. 
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Gefangen (Locked Up) (2004) 
 

Dennis is a new inmate. Mike is an older black inmate. Together 

the two face hostile prison officals and inmates in their attempts 

to become a loving couple. This 2004 film, made in Germany, was 

directed by Jorg Andreas and stars two relatively newcomers as 

lovers in a prison. When you get passed the improbability of the 

situation, allowing two gay men to share a cell together, it's really 

not a bad movie. The two leads, Marcel Schlutt, an absolutely 

gorgeous gay man playing a gay man, imagine that, and Mike Seal 

as his black lover, bring a fresh almost natural performance. They 

work well together and the sexual scenes are quite provocative. 

The scene in the shower, won't tell you what, was quite realistic 

and brutal. This is a small film and shouldn't be overlooked. 

Schlutt should get more work from this. He's that good. His 

interview is a riot. 
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Gekijôban Furandaasu No Inu (The Dog Of Flanders) (Flanders No 

Inu) (1997) 
 

I first heard of the story of 'the Dog of Flanders' years ago, through 

a Belgian comic strip called 'Suske & Wiske' (known in other parts 

of the world as 'Bob & Bobette' or 'Willy and Wanda'). Just some 

weeks ago I discovered the original children's book that this film is 

based on. The film itself is supposed to more or less rephrase the 

original anime series that was shown all over the world in the 

1970's. The relatively simple animation of that time is emulated 

very well. Although the character designs look a bit basic 

compared to more recent Miyazaki and Takahata works, there's 

something about them that is undeniably pretty and sincere. The 

dog of the title, Patrashe, is animated wonderfully and very life-

like, something Western animation (well, at least Disney) will 

never manage to achieve. The backgrounds are detailed (the 

scenes inside and outside the Antwerp cathedral are nothing short 

of stunning, no matter how much CGI animation you've seen) and colourful, but in a modest way. 

Plot-wise, this is a faithful adaption of the 1872 book by Flemish/English writer Ouida, with the same 

sort of bleak, but sincere feel. For a children's cartoon this is a very, very sad film, but certainly 

recommended (although it would probably be best if an adult would accompany them). Maybe this 

is not as ultimately depressing as 'Grave of the Fireflies', but it certainly comes close. The movie 

became almost unbearable for me to watch towards the end, not because it was bad, but because of 

the depiction of cruelty that humanity is capable of. Don't be surprised if you feel the will to scream 

out of pure anger and frustration, while at other times you just want to cry like a child. The strange 

thing is, I've never experienced these feelings on such a deep level with films like 'Schindler's List', 

for example, which, like this film, also deals with cruelty, albeit on a much grander scale. I have to 

add here that Spielberg almost always ruins the sincerity in his films by adding either an incredibly 

sappy and fake prologue/epilogue (Schindler's List, Saving Private Ryan), or the inevitable happy end. 

Although I must admit that the bittersweet ending of 'Artificial Intelligence' worked really well for 

me, but that's another story altogether. Also worthy of praise is the fact that the film gets a lot of 

factual details right, and I find that important in any production, because if anything, it shows effort 

and the will to dig deeper. The film is primarily a Japanese production, not necessarily meant for the 

foreign market. The Flemish landscape looks accurate enough, but what really surprised me was that 

on various occasions, the film incorporates Dutch writings where appropriate, and without a single 

grammatical or spelling mistake. This is, I think, a testament to the animators, and the level of 

accuracy they were willing to put in this production. To conclude, this is an incredible film for 

children an adults alike, but also for the serious anime fan. Be warned though-- the U.S. DVD version 

which floats around is heavily edited and only features an English vocal track, so you might want to 

try and get hold of an Asian import, which isn't that hard to come by these days, thanks to that 

wonderful thing called online shopping. 
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Gendernauts - Eine Reise Durch Die Geschlechter (Gendernauts: A 

Journey Through Shifting) (1999) 
 

Monika Treut explores the worlds and thoughts of several female 

to male transgendered individuals. As with Treuts first film, 

Jungfrauenmaschine, Gendernauts, enters a minority sector of San 

Fransisco culture. The characters in this film have a lot to complain 

about, and they do. They are people whose physical appearance 

(female) does not match their inner sexual identity (male). The 

subject is pinpointed in the film independant of sexual orientation. 

Leave your conservative hats at the door, this is going to need 

your special attention. An illuminating, direct, and honest look at 

San Francisco's transgender, cross-gender, non-gender 

community. A number of people in varying states of gender 

introduce their lives, their choices, and their perspectives on 

gender -- its creation, reconstruction, definition, redefinition, and 

"natural" state. There are "women" becoming "men", "men" 

becoming "women", and "remaining". An Army veteran, a video artist, a Penthouse model and 

nightclub performer, a porn star, musicians, and writers are portrayed sympathetically (indeed, 

many scenes play almost as home movies among friends) and without sensationalism. The ins and 

outs of hormone treatments and surgical modification are discussed. Although some will be repulsed 

and uncomprehending, the very human tone should, hopefully, negate condescension and 

encourage understanding. A good documentary that should be seen. 
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Gentle Ben (Terror On The Mountain) (2002) 
 

When Mark (12-year-old Reiley McClendon) goes for a visit with 

his uncle he's thrown into a world he knows not much about. 

Little does he know it'll be a world he's going to have to become 

very familiar with. One character Mark becomes very familiar and 

friendly with is a very tame black bear who he later names Ben. 

What an amazing treat it must have been for the kids in this 

movie to work with a black bear so up close and personal. That 

wonderful creature gave a standout performance. So did the 

scenery - absolutely gorgeous. Unfortunately, the director didn't 

do so well all the way around. This movie was plagued with plot 

holes, characters who didn't need to be there, and acting 

performances that just didn't come close enough to being 100% 

on. This could have been a better movie but that's not to say it 

wasn't enjoyable. It was... it's one of those for me that I liked but 

it's not that great which is too bad. Dean Cain was good, Corbin Bernsen was his usual self, his 

character could have shown better redemption in the end (something that was rather predictable) 

and as I said, the scenery was just splendid!! A kids movie? No. An adults movie? No. Animal Planet 

seemed to miss the mark on that... it's really a movie stuck inbetween. This is definitely not an A+ 

movie... for the life of me I cannot understand how this has gotten so many '10' votes. This isn't 

terrible, though. My grade for Gentle Ben: C+. 
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Gentle Ben 2: Danger On The Mountain (Black Gold) (2003) 
 

With tensions running high between Jack & Fog over plans to drill 

on his land that abuts the wilderness preserve, Fog announces to 

the whole town that he isn't drilling for oil - but is opening a 

natural spring water business. Jack doesn't believe him & the 

night of the big annoucement he is jailed, suspected of sabotaging 

Fog's well. But Ben & Mark (13-year-old Reiley McClendon) soon 

uncover a secret that Fog's business partners aren't telling him 

about. In fact this new venture turns out to be more than Fog 

could have bargined for. It is a race to prove Jack's innocence & 

uncover the truth before Mark is taken back to the city to live in a 

foster home. Gentle Ben, his new best friend Mark, his friend 

Ashley, Mark's uncle Jack the Forest Ranger, Ranger Pete, Ashley's 

dad, Dakota at the store, and the friendly mountain man... they're 

all back. This movie seems to pick up not very long after the last 

one left off. Same cast of characters essentially plus one new one and a whole new sticky situation 

Ashley's dad is getting into. That poor man, he musta come from the city years ago and all he has on 

his mind is somehow makin' a buck... not that there's anything wrong with that except he's a little 

too overambitious. Low and behold Mark and Ashley stumble upon what Fog Benson's up to and try 

to fix the situation. Do they? Oh boy, if you can't figure that one out... of course they do! This movie 

is quite predictable but focuses more on one main plot than the last movie did which is certainly a 

good thing. Still a movie that's not really for adults nor really for kids, again stuck inbetween. Overall 

I thought it was better than the first one. Again a standout performance by the bear and also by the 

guy who played the Indian forest ranger, Pete - unknown actor Gil Birmingham was absolutely 

excellent for the second time in a row! If Animal Planet made a third Gentle Ben on this level or 

better I wouldn't complain. My grade for Gentle Ben 2 is a firm B, an enjoyable little Made-for-TV 

movie set in an area of America so beautiful you just might wanna pack up, move there and find 

yourself a bear to pal around with just like Mark and Ben. 
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George And The Dragon (2004) 
 

The first crusade to free the Holy Land has ended. A mass of weary 

knights, squires, soldiers of fortune and priests are making their 

way home across a Europe that has changed forever. George, a 

handsome English knight, unsettled by the horrendous 

bloodletting he witnessed in Palestine, desires to hang up his 

sword and settle down to a quiet, peaceful life. On returning to 

England, George heads north where he's heard the land is good 

and the population sparse and of a kindly King named Edgaar. He 

finds King Edgaar in a terrible state. His beautiful daughter, Lunna 

has recently disappeared. In return for a small plot of land, George 

agrees to search for Princess Lunna. With Edgaar's faithful servant, 

Elmendorf, George sets out. George discovers both the princess 

and the truth behind her strange disappearance. The quest now 

set before them ends in a love, a lie and a legend that has lasted a 

thousand years. I saw the world premiere of George and the Dragon at Cinenygma, Luxembourg 

International Film Festival. Despite problems encountered during the production and even more so 

during post-production, the film will now be released. After the opening minutes of "George", it 

should be clear to anybody that it is time to cast aside expectations of seeing Lord of the Rings's little 

brother, the skateboarding monk reveals that this film does not take itself seriously at all or does it 

just emulate a certain elf surfing shields? The film thrives on the performances of its main cast and 

possesses a simply but entertaining plotline. The quirky humour that springs up every now and then 

reminds one of "Willow" and "Army of Darkness" but does not harm as much as entertain. 
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George Michael: A Different Story (2005) 
 

I'm from France. This documentary was released only yesterday in 

Paris in a couple of theaters! I've always been a fan since the 

Wham period so being able to see and hear Pepsi, Shirley and 

Andy Ridgeley comments brought me 20 years back when I used 

to sing and dance along with them. This documentary is like a long 

interview, a confession. George explains who he is, what he did 

and why he did it. Comments from other artists who like him or 

dislike him make the film even more exciting. Once you leave the 

theater you understand clearly that George is not only a great 

singer but also a sensitive and honest one! This film was more 

than necessary as we heard about him only from journalists in 

people magazines. We never knew who he really was. Thank you 

George for clarifying! Now, I hope you're ready to tour coz you 

have not been in France for almost 15 years now! Just one thing though, the film would have been a 

great TV film too! No need to be released on the big screen! 
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George Of The Jungle (1997) 
 

Baby George got into a plane crash in a jungle, stayed alive and 

was adopted by a wise ape. Ursula Stanhope, U.S. noble woman is 

saved from death on safari by grown-up George, and he takes her 

to jungle to live with him. He slowly learns a rules of human 

relationships, while Ursula's lover Lyle is looking for her and the 

one who took her. After they are found, Ursula takes George to 

the U.S.A. This is the story of a baby named George, who got into 

a plane crash in a jungle, stayed alive and was adopted by a wise 

ape. Life in the jungle is pretty sweet for George, until a beautiful, 

blonde American heiress, named Ursula Stanhope has traveled to 

Bukuvu from San Francisco is search of adventure. Her intended, 

Lyle Van de Groot, pursues her in hopes of capturing the 

legendary White Ape who is supposed to exist in the mountains. 

Ultimately, a romance blooms between Ursula and George, an 

extremely clumsy gorilla boy raised by an erudite ape. After they are found, Ursula takes George to 

the U.S.A. in San Fransisco. Meanwhile, Lyle and his devious trackers pursue schemes of their own to 

kidnap George's elephant "doggie." A fun look at life for the "King Of The Jungle". In the opening 

animation, we learn that George is displaced from his family during a horrible plane crash that has 

only little boy George being lost from the rest of the passengers. Life in the jungle is pretty sweet for 

George, until our hero meets the lovely Ursula. Our adventure travels from the jungles of Africa to 

the jungles of San Fransisco. Heiress Ursula Stanhope treks off to Africa for adventure, and to get 

away from fiance Lyle Vandergroot. He follows her anyway. Ursula is rescued from a lion attack by 

George, who whisks her to his jungle tree house. There they are smitten by each other. Returning 

with her to San Francisco, it is George's turn to be bewildered by the urban jungle. Meanwhile, Lyle 

and his devious trackers pursue schemes of their own to kidnap George's elephant "doggie." A lot of 

movies have been fashioned after cartoons, but not all of them are successful. "George of the 

Jungle" is one of the few that score a hit in that department. The movie captures the slapstick feel of 

the original cartoon. Brendan Fraser plays his part well, as the dimwitted but lucky George. And I 

can't really imagine a different voice for the ape named Ape than that of John Cleese! 
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George Of The Jungle 2 (2003) 
 

It's been 5 years since socialite Ursula Stanhope left civilization to 

marry George, lovable and clumsy King of the Jungle. Now father 

to George Junior, George finds himself stressed at having to juggle 

his cherished roles of jungle king, Junior's dad, and Ursula's loving 

husband. George's stress level goes way up when Really Mean 

Lion challenges him for leadership of the jungle, and Ursula's 

mother Beatrice teams up with Ursula's ex-fiance Lyle in a plot to 

forcibly take away all that George holds most dear. George is now 

a father to Junior. He is also Ursula's husband and the king of the 

jungle. Because of this, George finds it hard to balance his time 

between his different roles. Even worse, Ursula's mother Beatrice 

comes back to try and bring Junior and Ursula back to civilization 

along with Lyle van de Groot, who also plans to steal the deed to 

Ape Mountain. After hearing Ape is in trouble, George takes 

Ursula and Junior to Vegas. Lyle steals the deed to Ape Mountain and sends bulldozers there. He 

also hires a hypnotist that makes Ursula forget George. George is suddenly torn between saving the 

jungle, or getting back the family he loves. I'm not one to go into a movie that's meant to be silly, 

expecting shakespere. But like a lot of comedy sequels, the jokes were too set up and too planned 

instead of coming from the situatution. 10-year-old Angus T. Jones was sweet as Junior and didn't 

get enough screentime, Julie Benz is a wonderful actress but suffers in this role, Chris Showerman 

would have made a fine 'new' George with a better script, as would Thomas Haden Church returning 

as Lyle. But everyone suffers do to a bad and very unfunny story that attempts to manipulate you 

into laughing. But beyond the line about the reason for a new 'George', I barely laughed at all. And I 

certainly didn't believe in George and Ursula's love despite the extremely idiot situations (though I 

did in the first film). There's silly so funny you watch it over and over again (first George of the Jungle 

film) and silly so stupid you never want to see it again (the sequel). Even the kids, who loved the first 

film, didn't laugh much watching this one. And they kept wondering why the all important Junior 

was conviently dropped from the middle of the story only to magically jump in again at the end. This 

movie was one of the worse Disney sequels ever made. 
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Germania Anno Zero (Germany Year Zero) (1948) 
 

Edmund (Edmund Moeschke), a young boy who lives in the 

destructed Germany after the 2nd World War has to do all kinds 

of work and tricks to help his family in getting food and barely 

survive. One day he meets a man who used to be one of his 

teacher in school and hopes to get support from him, but the 

ideas of this man does not lead Edmund in a clearer or safer way 

of living. I must confess to a lingering fascination of the condition 

of Germany, and the German peoples, immediately following 

WWII. The country, of course, was broken - destroyed - in ruins. 

More importantly, so were the people. The real life stories I have 

read speak to so many aspects of their condition: shame, 

starvation, disbelief, shock of the revelations of the evil of their 

own doing, and despair. Always despair. They are stories of how 

the human spirit can overcome the most horrific nightmares and 

conditions. This movie drills to the heart of many of those issues, sometimes subtly, sometimes 

brazenly. Rossellini was never better. I consider this movie to be a must view on two levels: First, it is 

quite frankly one of the best moves ever made. Easy words to throw around, and said too often 

about too many films. Those words apply here. Second, it is a must view for the understanding it can 

provide of what the world - particularly Germany and Europe - were like after WWII. It belongs to a 

small suite of movies (such as Schindler's List) that show real insight, a true view into the world 

during this bleak time in history. 
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Get A Clue (2002) 
 

Follows the exploits of a young girl, Lexy, who is a privileged 12-

year-old who has spent her entire life amongst the wealthy and 

elite of Manhattan. Clad in Prada, she prides herself on her ability 

to get the scoop and serve it up in her school's gossip column. 

When a photo she has taken of her teachers is published in the 

city's daily paper, things start getting weird. A teacher goes 

missing and she along with her working class family friend, Jack, 

set out to solve the mystery. What follows is an action-packed 

adventure laced with mystery and drama. I'm not really big on the 

Disney TV movies, especially when they stoop down to those who 

are preteens (as a 23-year-old, it kinda insults my intelligence). 

Maybe it had to do with Lindsay Lohan, who did a really great job 

in the Parent Trap. Anyway, as I sat there and watched it, I 

became hooked on it. It probably had something to do with the 

plot dealing with investigative journalism, and me being a Journalism/Mass Comm major here at 

Iowa State. Anyway, I think one of the best things they did in Get a Clue was they kept the plot 

simple. Sure, they didn't let on what has actually happened, but revealing everything was timely. 

While it was a little cheezy and corny (to be expected from Disney), it was not all that predictable. It 

had a little of everything: action; suspense; mystery; comedy; and just a touch of kiddy-romance. 

The actors all did an incredible job in this movie. It's just too bad Lindsay isn't 5 years older - that 

would put her age in my ballpark and then she could be thought of as all of the other actresses of 

our generation are thought of! 9 out of 10. 
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Ghetto-Kids (Ghettokids) (2002) 
 

This movie focuses on the sad story of two Greek brothers living in 

the poorest neighborhood of Munich. As they were part of the 

small Turkish minority in Greece, the family of Maikis (17-year-old 

Toni Osmani), and Christos (13-year-old Ioannis Tsialas), 

emigrated to Germany to start a new and better life. The boys 

soon realize that their dreams will not come true. As they live in a 

small apartment together with their mother under poor 

conditions, they start stealing, dealing with drugs and even going 

on the game at the central station. The only cheering prospects in 

their disappointing situation are social worker Xaver and the new 

teacher Hanna, but even they cannot prevent a tragedy. 
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Ghost Busters (Ghostbusters) (1984) 
 

Three unemployed parapsychology professors set up shop as a 

unique ghost removal service. Three odd-ball scientists get kicked 

out of their cushy positions at a university in New York City where 

they studied the occult. They decide to set up shop in an old 

firehouse and become Ghostbusters, trapping pesky ghosts, 

spirits, haunts, and poltergeists for money. They wise-crack their 

way through the city, and stumble upon a gateway to another 

dimension, one which will release untold evil upon the city. The 

Ghostbusters are called on to save the Big Apple. Bill Murray is 

one of the best wise guys in the business. I was amazed to find 

out on the GHOSTBUSTERS 15th Anniversary DVD that Murray 

had little to do with the dialogue his classically blasé, fiercely 

cynical 'Dr. Venkman' cuts loose throughout this good comedy. 

Credit Dan Aykroyd and Harold Ramis with "getting into Bill's 

mind" as Ramis puts it and presenting Murray with a gag-a-second character. Murray also lends his 

own comic genius through his delivery and facial gestures (especially with his classic cross-eyed, 

curled-lip look). Together with a fun premise and above average special effects, GHOSTBUSTERS will 

never be a relic of the 80's and should always be a refreshingly humorous spook show. Murray rules 

the screen, mauling his geeky para-psychologist partners and hitting on a young blonde while 

conducting shock therapy experiments on her. Aykroyd uses his standard machine gun delivery of 

obscure (or should I say made up) facts and anecdotes and Ramis is just enough for the ultra-dork 

'Egon'. The funniest element in GHOSTBUSTERS happens to be Rick Moranis in a splendid role as a 

small-time accountant who has parties for clients only and becomes mixed up in some extremely 

supernatural events. Along with Sigourney Weaver, Moranis has the most difficult physical tasks to 

topple. This was a picture I loved when I was a kid. I must have went some 12 to 15 years before I 

saw it again and I was alarmingly impressed. It has endured. The special effects are not only good, 

but they are comedic and add even more laughs throughout the 'Busters turbulent jobs. The DVD 

version has tons of goodies included and is an essential addition to any Saturday Night Live fan's 

movie library. SNL is the very essence and reason for GHOSTBUSTERS, where Murray and Aykroyd 

starred. Director Ivan Reitman created his meal ticket here and can pretty much do any comedy he 

wants now. It is a shame John Belushi was not around to play one of the 'Busters, for he was 

originally cast. The movie is already well-paced and engaging so just imagine how frenzied the pace 

would have been with Belushi. Regardless, GHOSTBUSTERS is one for the kids, teens, and adults 

alike. It has spanned these phases for me and still works wonderfully. 
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Ghost Dad (1990) 
 

Elliot Hopper is a widower with three children (13-year-old Salim 

Grant), he is currently working on a deal. It seems like his wife 

illness was very costly and this deal could put them out of the red. 

However he gets into a cab that is driven by a maniac, and Elliot 

crashes and the next thing he knows he is floating around and 

finds himself in the lab of a scientist who studies paranormal. 

Elliot asks the scientist to send him back so that he could finish the 

deal and make sure that his children are taken cared of. Bill Cosby 

gets lots of flack. His one of a kind humor and his unique 

personality are lightning rods for people to make fun of him. I've 

personally always dug his style and decided to re-watch Ghost 

Dad, one of the most commonly used titles for talking about silly 

stupid flicks. And I'll tell you what, I'll take ghost flicks like Ghost 

Dad any day over any of these crappy, cheap-scare infested, long-

haired, pale-faced, school-girl Asian ghost flicks. I know Ghost Dad ain't horror, but still, those 

movies tend to suck. Ghost Dad revolves around Bill being accidentally killed, but still being able to 

use his new-found ghost body/abilities to continue to help, more or less, his family and himself with 

their daily struggles. Through trying to save his job, help his son with magic tricks and even taking 

out the garbage, there are plenty of fun lil gags that will entertain the movie-goer who still possesses 

that lil kid inside of them. With classic Cosby facial expressions, sound effects and jokes, it's really 

just a hoot for any fan of the Pudding Man. But if you're not a fan of Cosby, you may not find it as 

entertaining as someone like myself. Though it's undeniably charming and has a lot more heart and 

originality than most films out there. Ghost Dad was a cool lil flick that was consistently entertaining 

and had a surprisingly high amount of heart, though with Sidney Poitier directing that's not truly that 

surprising. Viva la Ghost Dad! 
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Ghost Dog: The Way Of The Samurai (1999) 
 

In Jersey City, an African American hit man follows "Hagakure: 

The Way of the Samurai." He lives alone, in simplicity with homing 

pigeons for company, calling himself Ghost Dog. His master, who 

saved his life eight years ago, is part of the local mob. When the 

boss' daughter witnesses one of Ghost Dog's hits, he becomes 

expendable. The first victims are his birds, and in response, Ghost 

Dog goes right at his attackers but does not want to harm his 

master or the young woman. On occasion, he talks with his best 

friend, a French-speaking Haitian who sells ice cream in the park, 

and with a child with whom he discusses books. Can he stay true 

to his code? And if he does, what is his fate? This is one of the 

strangest, and most likable movies I have ever seen...and I have 

seen a lot, believe me. Scene after scene was bizarre. I watched 

an amazement on the first viewing, chuckling here and there. By 

the third viewing, I just laughing out loud throughout much of it. The dark, subtle humor in here is as 

good as I've ever seen on film...even though it may be classified more of a gangster film than a 

comedy. The humor mainly involved the gangsters, who were a bunch of old Mafia men. A mob 

never looked this pathetic but they were characters. It was especially fun to see Henry Silva again, a 

man who used to be an effective villain back on a lot of TV shows in the 1960s. He didn't say much in 

this movie but the looks on his face were priceless. The funniest guy, at least to me, was the mobster 

who sang and danced to rap music! The byplay between "Ghost Dog," the hero of the movie played 

wonderfully by Forest Whitaker, and the ice cream man, who only spoke French, also was fun and 

entertaining. Almost every character in here was a strange, led by Whitaker who plays a modern-day 

hit-man who lives by the code of the ancient Samurai warriors. He also trains and communicates 

through carrier pigeons. Hey, I said this was a bizarre movie! The violence was no-nonsense, 

however, nothing played for laughs and unlike Rambo-mentality, people who were shot at were hit 

and usually killed right away. Along the way on this strange tale was a lesson or two on loyalty, 

racism, philosophies, kindness, communication, etc. How much of this you take seriously, and how 

much as a gag, is up to you, I guess. The more I watch this, the more I see it as clever put-on 

comedy...yet sad. It's not to easy to describe but you wind up getting involved with these odd 

people. The movie changes rapidly as Whitaker does in this story. One minute he is a brutally bear-

like hit-man and the next minute, the gentlest of souls. A very unique film. The title looks a bit stupid 

and one you would easily dismiss as moronic, but it is far from it. Great entertainment. 
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Ghost Son (2007) 
 

Stacey and Mark have recently married and are deeply in love for 

each other, living in Mark's farm in South Africa. When Mark dies 

in a fatal car accident, the widow Stacey misses him and decides 

to stay with their orphan teenage maid, Thandi, in the farm. Later, 

her friend and doctor Doc finds that Stacey is pregnant. After a 

complicated delivery, Stacey notes that her baby in some 

moments seems to be possessed by the spirit of Mark, trying to 

kill her to bring her to spend the eternity with him. Now this, I 

really consider to be Lamberto Bava's international comeback-

movie (instead of his previous lower budget effort, THE 

TORTURER, in 2005). You gotta hand it to the man: Coming back to 

the theatrical world of horror with an Italian/South 

African/Spanish/British co-production. And you know what? To 

my utmost surprise, it's even pretty decent (I saw this one before I 

saw THE TORTURER later this week, so you can imagine how unpleasant a surprise the latter was...). 

It's even hard to believe that GHOST SON and THE TORTURER were both directed by the very same 

director. GHOST SON looks great! The cinematography looks astonishing. And Bava really took the 

time to direct this one. And he clearly had a very comfortable budget to work with (it always helps to 

have the money to afford a capable and talented crew). Almost every shot in this movie has 

movement (travel-shots, letting the camera slowly and stylishly turn around the actors, crane 

shots.). It was a lust for the eye to see Bava finally being able to show his more technical directing 

skills again. The story, on the other hand is a hit and miss deal again. I liked the fact that Bava is 

giving us a different take on your average ghost story. But while the movie manages to be effectively 

scary at some points, it also had quite some ridiculous, but highly entertaining events in it (a baby 

with a boner biting his mother's boobie????). Nevertheless, these events, to me, were extremely fun 

to watch (still too bad they damaged the over-all 'seriousness' of this movie a bit, though). All-in-all, 

Ghost Son is a slow mover, but story-wise it did managed to keep my interest because I wanted to 

know to where it would all lead to, eventually (just don't expect any exciting twists or surprising 

conclusion to it because the denouement isn't exactly a spectacular climax). In a world filled with 

horror-movies containing derivative surprise-twists at the end, Ghost Son manages to simply avoid 

that trap. Rather rare these days, I'd say. But it was really the more than decent cinematography and 

Bava's skill-full directing that kept my going through this movie. Well, it even has more merits, of 

course. Like the good acting by Laura Harring and the adequate musical score. Not to forget Pete 

Postlethwaite's noticeable presence in this one. I'm fully aware of the fact that a lot of people might 

not like this one as much as I did. Some people even might say THE TORTURER is a better movie. I 

say: Don't believe them, because it's not... but that's totally up to you, of course. 
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Ghosts... Of The Civil Dead (1988) 
 

The inmates and guards of a modern, clean and efficient 

maximum security wing are slowly and increasingly brutalised 

until they erupt in violence. Dark and macabre, and based in truth, 

the story is told in a traditional dramatic style combined with 

telephone interviews and narration. This film is definitely not for 

the faint hearted. Its subject matter is violent and brutal; the 

characters are bizarre; the film is graphic in its images, and pacing. 

At first sight this may appear just another film about violence in a 

prison. This, I suggest, is an illusion. Rather, the film helps us 

better understand the role that prisons serve in society. "Ghosts... 

of the Civil Dead" does not seem to be well known. I recommend it to those seeking thought-

provoking movies: but be prepared for a real walk on the wild side! 
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Gilligan's Island (1964-5) 
 

This popular television comedy begins with the shipwreck of the 

S.S. Minnow in a terrible storm. Gilligan, the Skipper too, a 

millionaire and his wife, a movie-star, the Professor and Mary Ann 

are all stranded on the island. Hey, didja see the one where they 

almost got off the island...? During what was supposed to be a 

three-hour tour, the S.S. Minnow is shipwrecked on an uncharted 

tropical island following a typhoon. The seven castaways include 

the Minnow's blustery captain, his bumbling first mate Gilligan, a 

millionaire couple named the Howells, curvaceous movie star 

Ginger Grant, sexy farm girl Mary Ann Summers, and a science 

professor known as the Professor. Despite their dire situation, the 

castaways managed to survive on a diet made up of fish and 

coconut cream pie, and were aided by their trusty transistor radio 

and a seemingly never-ending parade of guest stars who managed to drop by their "deserted" island 

(including a big game hunter, a movie producer, a mad scientist, a rock band, Russian cosmonauts, 

foreign spies and a jungle boy), yet never managed to bring the castaways to safety. In Hawaii, 

Gilligan (Bob Denver) and The Skipper (Alan Hale Jr.) are giving out tours. Five passenger: A movie 

star from Hollywood (Tina Louise), a General Store Sale's clerk in Kansas (Dawn Wells), a professor 

(Russell Johnson), and the millionaries (Natalie Schafer and Jim Backus) aboard the SS Minnow for 

three hour tour. A storm comes in and the crew are unable to handle the boat. The castaways wake 

up on a desserted Island. They live in huts made from sticks and leaves. They eat plants and fruits 

found in the island. They will encounter many advantures while trying to make it back to civiliation. I 

grew up on the reruns of this series, and I must say I love it. It was a very unique idea for a series, 

and the idea was carried out very well. What I especially enjoy about it is the Laurel and Hardy like 

relationship between Gilligan and the Skipper. Everyone associated with the series should be proud 

of it, and I do believe they were done wrong by the CBS network when they were canceled before a 

final "rescue" episode. All we ended up with was a cheesy "rescue" movie that wasn't done very 

well, and that we had to wait twelve years for on top of that. Thank goodness we still have the old 

reruns, where we can look in on our stranded friends, and the same old episodes never seem to get 

old. A classic. 

 

Series 1 (37 Episodes) (1964-5) 
 

Episode 00. Pilot: Castaways are stranded on a deserted island. 

Episode 01: Two on a Raft; Gilligan and the Skipper build a bamboo raft and set out to sea. After a 

shark attack, theythink they're beached on an island inhabited by Marubi headhunters, but we know 

better! 



Episode 02: Home Sweet Hut; With a tropical storm heading their way, the castaways decide to build 

a community hut, but when they start getting on each other's nerves, they decide to build individual 

huts. 

Episode 03: Voodoo Something to Me; The Skipper admits his belief in native superstitions and 

thinks Gilligan has been transformed into a monkey via voodoo witchcraft. 

Episode 04: Goodnight Sweet Skipper; Believe it or not, the Professor can't fix the radio in this 

episode, but he can hypnotize the Skipper so he'll recall how to transform the radio into a 

transmitter in order to contact a female pilot, The Vagabond Lady, who is flying over the island. 

Episode 05: Wrongway Feldman; The castaways aren't alone on the island after all. Forgotten aviator 

Wrongway Feldman disappeared 33 years earlier and is living on the island as well. With the 

Professor's help, Wrongway finally makes it off the ground, but can't remember the island's 

coordinates when he meets up with authorities. 

Episode 06: President Gilligan; Since nobody will dig a well for fresh water, an island election for 

president is set. One Castaway bribes another and finally Gilligan is elected by a write-in vote. 

Episode 07: The Sound of Quacking (dream sequence); The Castaways are running out of food when 

a wild duck lands on the island and they have to decide whether to eat it or use it like a carrier 

pigeon to carry a message back to the mainland. Of course, Gilligan befriends the bird, and in the 

series' first dream sequence plays the Marshal who tries to protect the duck from outlaws in this 

"Gunsmoke" take-off. 

Episode 08: Goodbye Island; The Professor tries to make nails from an outcropping of ferrous oxide 

he finds on the island. His nails are too limp, but Mary Ann and Gilligan discover tree sap that bonds 

like glue, albeit only temporarily. 

Episode 09: The Big Gold Strike; While the Castawys prepare to leave the island on the Minnow's 

inflatable life raft, Gilligan discovers a gold mine when he falls into a pit. Mr. Howell stakes a claim 

and has Gilligan mine it for him. Everyone becomes greedy, stowing away bags of gold on the raft 

until it eventually sinks. No rescue this time. 

Episode 10: Waiting for Watubi; Skipper unearths an ancient tiki god he recognizes as Kona and feels 

sure he has been cursed for the discovery. Only the witch doctor, Watubi can remove the curse, so 

Gilligan dresses up as Watubi and performs the ritual to break the spell. 

Episode 11: Angel on the Island; Ginger is distraught when she misses her Broadway debut because 

of the shipwreck. To cheer her up, the Castaways put on a production of Cleopatra with Mr. Howell 

as the angel (backer) of the production. 

Episode 12: Birds Gotta Fly, Fish Gotta Talk; The only Christmas-themed episode ever filmed. 

Through flashbacks (including much of the original pilot film), the audience finds out exactly what 

happened when the S.S. Minnow was wrecked. 

Episode 13: Three Million Dollars More or Less; Mr. Howell bets Gilligan, beginning with a 25 cent 

wager. Within 48 hours, it has swelled to 3 million dollars, which Mr. Howell owes Gilligan. Mr. 

Howell tries to unload a supposedly worthless oil company, but then the radio reports it's a gusher. 



Episode 14: Water, Water Everywhere; While the island is going through a drought, Gilligan manages 

to waste every bit of water that has been saved. Finally, a frog leads Gilligan to a fresh-water 

underground spring. 

Episode 15: So Sorry, My Island Now; A Japanese soldier who thinks WWII never ended arrives on 

the island in a one-man submarine and captures the castaways. Note: This was one of those 

epsidoes filmed in the lagoon while the water was ice-cold. If you look closely at Bob's red shirt, 

you'll see that his collar is buttoned all the way to the top to conceal the wet suit he had to wear 

underneath. 

Episode 16: Plant You Now, Dig You Later; While working for Mr. Howell, Gilligan finds a treasure 

chest that Mr. Howell claims as Howell property. The Professor settles the matter by becoming judge 

and ruling that they 'share and share alike' - it's community property. Mr. Howell offers each 

Castaway $100,000 for his/her portion and finds out the chest is filled with old cannonballs. 

Episode 17: Little Island, Big Gun; Gangster Jackson Farrell arrives on the island with his accomplices, 

planning to hide the sack of money from a bank they robbed, but the sack of dough ends up getting 

chewed up by the propeller of their boat. 

Episode 18: X Marks the Spot; The Air Force drops an experimental missile on the island in a strategic 

test called "Operation Powder Keg". 

Episode 19: Gilligan Meets Jungle Boy; Yet another inhabitant of the island shows up when Gilligan 

finds Jungle Boy (14-year-old Kurt Russell), who doesn't know how to speak the language. Jungle Boy 

shows the Professor a natural gas opening in the earth, and they make a hot-air balloon from sealed 

raincoats. Jungle Boy gets off the island, but can't tell anyone about the castaways stranded there. 

Episode 20: St. Gilligan and the Dragon; The women protest, then vacate the community hut when 

the men don't keep their promise to build private residences. The men decide to drive the woman 

back by dressing up as a dragon and scaring them away from their primitive camp. 

Episode 21: Big Man on Little Stick; Duke Williams rides a giant tsunami to the island, recovers there 

and works out before he rides the tsunami back to Hawaii. But wouldn't you know he wipes out and 

hits his head, causing amnesia and never tells the tale of the Castaways? 

Episode 22: Diamonds Are an Ape's Best Friend; A gorilla on the island becomes enchanted by Mrs. 

Howell's jewels and perfume, steals them, then kidnaps Lovey. 

Episode 23: How To Be a Hero; When Gilligan is unable to save Mary Ann from drowning in the 

lagoon, Skipper jumps in and saves them both, becoming the resident hero. Gilligan becomes 

insatiably jealous, so the Castaways set out to make him a hero. When he actually saves them from a 

headhunter, they believe he really IS a hero. 

Episode 24: The Return of Wrongway Feldman; Wrongway wants nothing more to do with 

civilization and comes back to the island. The Castaways are distraught and try to force him to fly 

back to the mainland and form a rescue mission for them, but Wrongway takes off and leaves them 

high and dry. 



Episode 25: The Matchmaker; Since she's missed the year's social events and weddings, Mrs. Howell 

decides to engineer a romance between Gilligan and Mary Ann. The plan backfires and almost ruins 

the Howells' marriage, but they are reunited as the Castaways provide a romantic dinner and 

entertainment courtesy of Ginger. 

Episode 26: Music Hath Charm; The Castaways form an orchestra for fun, but Gilligan's drums attract 

angry native tribes from other islands, who think his drumbeats mean war. 

Episode 27: New Neighbor Sam; The Castaways are petrified when they overhear voices of gangsters 

who are threatening to kill them. Turns out the 'voices' belong to a parrot speaking in two different 

voices. 

Episode 28: They're Off and Running; After turtle racing, Mr. Howell wins everything Skipper owns, 

including Gilligan. Howell wants Gilligan to be his permanent houseboy. 

Episode 29: Three To Get Ready; Gilligan finds a rare gemstone and according to its legend, is 

granted three wishes. The first two he wastes on ice cream that mysteriously floats ashore. Finally 

for his last wish, Gilligan wishes the Castaways off the island. The patch of land they're standing on 

separates into the lagoon. 

Episode 30: Forget Me Not; Skipper is struck on the head and suffers paranoid delusions, thinking 

the Castaways are Japanese soldiers out to get him. 

Episode 31: Diogenes, Won't You Please Go Home?; Gilligan is keeping a diary, recording the events 

of the Castaways day-to-day life stuck together on the island. Flashbacks reveal everyone's own 

version of how they escaped the Japanese soldier a while back. 

Episode 32: Physical Fatness; Skipper goes on a diet to lose weight while Gilligan tries to gain weight 

by eating everything in sight, including a phosphorescent dye the Professor has concocted. 

Episode 33: It's Magic; The Castaways test every magic prop contained in a huge crate that's washed 

ashore. Of course, Gilligan screws up every attempt at prestidigation. 

Episode 34: Goodbye, Old Paint; Yet another person is found on the island - abstract artist Alexandri 

Gregor Dubov, who has a short-wave radio, but won't let anyone use it to call for help. The 

Castaways scheme to make Dubov jealous of Gilligan's artistic talent. It works! He becomes so 

jealous that he flees the island on a raft he has made from his paintings. 

Episode 35: My Fair Gilligan; Gilligan saves Lovey's life and the Howells are so grateful they decide to 

adopt him as a Howell. Gilligan dreams he has become a prince, the son of King Thurston and Queen 

Lovery, but wakes up and realizes he hates being a Howell and just wants to go back to being plain 

ol' first mate. 

Episode 36: A Nose By Any Other Name; Gilligan nearly breaks his nose when he falls out of a tree, 

so the Professor pretends to operate on Gilligan and give him a nose job at the same time. 
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Ginostra (2002) 
 

An FBI Agent from America and his bride and young child travel to 

the Sicilian island of Ginostra to solve the murder of a key witness. 

Matt Benson, an FBI investigator, has been posted to the island of 

Panarea in the Lipari archipelago within the framework of an 

agreement between the USA and Italy. He has been allocated a 

comfortable, well-protected house with vast grounds and a 

private cove facing the Ginostra volcano. This delights his wife 

Jessie and their 5-year-old daughter Tina. A few days after they 

arrive, a 11-year-old boy, Ettore Greco (13-year-old Mattia De 

Martino), a Mafia victim, is questioned by Matt about the death of 

his whole family in a car bombing. For security reasons, Matt 

decides to bring Ettore to the house where he is living. This 

artificial adoption gradually reveals the tragic secret binding Matt 

to the child, a secret Jessie knows nothing about. From secrets to lies, the atmosphere in the villa 

slowly leads the Benson family to the gates of hell. Outside is the danger, inside is the fear. In 

between is an orphan child. Have Vacation With Your Family In Mafia Territory While Performing an 

Investigation of a Crime Committed by a Mobster Boss - Long, Boring, Confused Screenplay Without 

Credibility and Beautiful Landscapes. In Italy, in the Sicilian island of Ginostra, Matt Benson (Harvey 

Keitel) is a FBI agent assigned for the protection and investigation of Ettore Greco (Mattia de 

Martino), the son of Stefano Greco, a cooker of the Mafia executed with his family by one of the 

local boss. The boy witnessed the crime and Matt wants also to find out who has double-crossed him 

in the protection of the boy's father. This long story is very boring, having a confused screenplay 

without credibility. Who could imagine an experienced American agent, who does not speak Italian, 

bringing his family for a period of vacation in Mafia territory while performing an important 

investigation of a crime committed by one of the mobster boss? The great cast and the beautiful 

'sightseeing' of wonderful landscapes in the Italian islands and the gorgeous eyes and lips of 

Francesca Neri exhaustively showed by the director Manuel Pradal is not enough to make this movie 

attractive. My vote is five. 
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Gladiator (2000) 
 

Maximus is a powerful Roman general, loved by the people and 

the aging Emperor, Marcus Aurelius. Before his death, the 

Emperor chooses Maximus to be his heir over his own son, 

Commodus, and a power struggle leaves Maximus and his family 

condemned to death. The powerful general is unable to save his 

family, and his loss of will allows him to get captured and put into 

the Gladiator games until he dies. The only desire that fuels him 

now is the chance to rise to the top so that he will be able to look 

into the eyes of the man who will feel his revenge. In Gladiator, 

victorious general Maximus Decimus Meridias has been named 

keeper of Rome and its empire by dying emperor Marcus 

Aurelius, so that rule might pass from the Caesars back to the 

people and Senate. Marcus' neglected and power-hungry son, 

Commodus, has other ideas, however. Escaping an ordered execution, Maximus hurries back to his 

home in Spain, too late to save his wife and son from the same order. Taken into slavery and trained 

as a gladiator by Proximo, Maximus lives only that he might someday take his revenge and fulfill the 

dying wish of his emperor. The time soon comes when Proximo's troupe is called to Rome to 

participate in a marathon of gladiator games held at the behest of the new emperor, Commodus. 

Once in Rome, Maximus wastes no time in making his presence known, and is soon involved in a plot 

to overthrow the emperor with his former-love Lucilla, Commodus' sister, after whom he lusts, and 

also the widowed mother of Lucius, heir to the empire after his uncle, and democratic-minded 

senator, Gracchus. Upon the sudden death of Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius, his trusted and 

successful general Maximus Meridas is unlawfully imprisoned and condemned to the gladiator 

games by Marcus' twisted son Commodus. As the new emperor, Commodus fears Maximus could 

use his heroic stature to depose him and become leader himself. But Maximus gains fame as a 

gladiator and uses his celebrity to cause further damage to Commodus' tenuous hold on the 

susceptible Roman people, hoping to inspire them to rediscover their lost values and overcome the 

corruption that is eating away at them. These actions prompt Commodus to square off mano a mano 

with Maximus in the Colisseum with the fate of Rome at stake. A dying Marcus Aurelius plans to 

name his loyal and brave General Maximus as his successor in order to restore the power of the 

Roman Senate. However, his power-hungry, jealous son Commodus learns of the plan, murders 

Marcus Aurelius, and plans to execute Maximus in order to secure his claim to the throne. Maximus 

escapes execution, but is sold into slavery and is forced to become a gladiator. Eventually, Maximus 

and his fellow gladiators are sent to Rome to perform for Commodus. Through his bravery he wins 

over the masses and reveals his true identity, much to the chagrin of Commodus. Can Maximus use 

his newfound popularity to avenge Marcus Aurelius' death, or will Commodus be able to keep the 

throne? Once again, Director Ridley Scott proves to be as professional as one can be. The recreation 

of ancient Rome is splendid, with all its magnificent buildings and atmosphere and he is able to show 

with all brightness the greatness of the Roman Empire, with its political problems and military 

discipline, and love and treason, of hate and jealousy, that still have a place in our world today. But 

the story has a glow of its own, to which all the beautiful scenery (believe me, it's awesome!!!) and 

great cinematography are just balancing factors. The plot is a rich one, that is as dynamic as it is 



present. He once again, after Blade Runner, 1492, and others helps us visit the depths of the human 

soul, which remains the same over all our historical and social experience. Even the fights, are 

displayed in such a way that all the blood is quite discrete, but still, making us feel like screaming and 

jumping out of our seats. I would also like to point out the performances of the cast, that is 

surprisingly good. We have some actors and actresses, who are not Hollywood icons, but are are 

greatly able to move the audience among screams and tears. All in all, we have guys like Russel 

Crowe, who are coming out to be part of a new and extremely promising harvest of people who are 

making each time more fans around the world. Well, you should see for yourself! 
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Glen Or Glenda (Glen Or Glenda: Confessions Of Ed Wood) (Glen Or 

Glenda?) (He Or She) (I Changed My Sex) (I Led 2 Lives) (The 

Transvestite) (1953) 
 

Upon discovering the suicide of a known transvestite, the police 

inspector seeks enlightenment from a psychiatrist familiar with 

the phenomenom. The psychiatrist tells him two tales. Glen is to 

be married to Barbara, but must find a way to tell her of his desire 

to wear her angora sweater, and of his cross-dressing needs in 

general. Another is the story of Alan, who decides to physically 

become a female via surgery (based on the contemporary story of 

Christine Jorgensen). Throughout the film a scientist inanely 

babbles about life and death in order to somehow elucidate the 

story. Cross-dressing B-movie auteur Edward D. Wood Jr. was 

unleashed upon an unsuspecting world with this purportedly 

sincere attempt at understanding tranvestism rendered 

unintelligible by Ed Wood's unfathomable script, bizarre 

pantomime-esq vignettes and a visibly morphine-addled Bela 

Lugosi shouting about big green dragons. Say what you will about 

Ed Wood, he was definitely an auteur. His films, bad as they are, have a definite style all their own. 

While I was watching "Glen Or Glenda", I was consumed with how jaw-droppingly bad the movie 

was. The funny thing is, I was also entertained by it, and so was everyone else in the theater when I 

saw it (yes, I caught this movie on the big screen at a revival). I started thinking about how Ed Wood 

so desperately wanted to make a movie that he fashioned this film out of anything he could, 

stretching the script far beyond its own capacity and inserting bizarre fantasy sequences to pad out 

the running time, which would have been about 20 minutes tops had he cut the crap. And Bela 

Lugosi...camping it up on that haunted house set. Wow. There are no words for what a mess the 

movie turned out to be...so much so that it becomes fascinating. In my opinion, the worst crime a 

movie can commit is being completely boring, and in that regard "Glen or Glenda" is not guilty. 

Incompetent on every other level imaginable, the film truly must be seen to be believed. 
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Glitterbug (1994) 
 

Whilst this film will not appeal to everybody, it is however, an 

illuminating and moving evocation of a generation, through the 

camera of artist and filmmaker Derek Jarman. I am a fan of 

Jarman, and so found Glitterbug - 20 years of edited together 

super-8mm footage - a fascinating watch. Brian Eno's music 

accompaniment is sympathetic to the tones and ideas being 

provoked by the images. The footage continues Jarman's tradition 

of film-making found in his features - fascination with the male 

body, nature, landscapes, cityscapes, close up of detail, personal 

expression and camera experimentation. A fascinating film for 

anyone interested in the life of this great filmmaker. 
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Go Kart Go (1964) 
 

Strictly for the kiddies is the British Go Kart Go. The film is built 

around an annual go-cart race and the youthful participants. 

Jimpy (16-year-old Dennis Waterman), Squarehead (Jimmy 

Capehorn), Harry (20-year-old Frazer Hines), Stiggy (Robert 

Ferguson), Spuggy (11-year-old John Moulder-Brown), Slab 

(Edward Martin), Basher (19-year-old Hugh Halliday), Cheesy 

(Gareth Robinson), Woodlouse (14-year-old Christopher Witty) 

and Patchy (Pauline Chancellor) are among the aspiring go-

carters. They pool their resources to build and enter one single 

"super" vehicle, with amusing results. Will they win the race? 

Need one ask? At 55 minutes, Go Kart Go was ideally suited for 

both Saturday-matinee showings and weekend TV showings. 

Michael Barnes adapted the script from a story by Frank Wells. 
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Go Toward The Light (1988) 
 

A young couple faces the realities of life with their child (10-year-

old Joshua Harris) who is diagnosed with AIDS. The saddest movie 

of my life. Go Toward the Light is one of the most powerful movies 

I know. It circles around one major theme, and it gains all its 

strength and emotional power from the tragedy it elaborates on. 

Go Toward the Light is the true story of Claire and Greg Madison 

(Linda Hamilton and Richard Thomas) and their struggle with the 

knowledge that their oldest son, Ben, has contracted AIDS. This 

hits the family with almost destructive brutality. According to the 

doctors, Ben has less than a year to live. As painful as it is, Claire 

and Greg have to accept Ben's unalterable fate. They have to put 

aside their own overwhelming grief and fears and prepare Ben to 

face his approaching death with the same love and courage with 

which they had been preparing him for life. It is pretty obvious 

from the premise itself that this movie is emotionally very affecting. The entire movie deals with 

nothing but Ben's approaching death. At the very beginning the audience is introduced to the family. 

All three boys of the Madisons are hemophiliacs. This alone is a challenge, but Claire and Greg have 

always tried very hard to raise their boys as normally as possible. When Ben is diagnosed with AIDS, 

the emotional impact on the parents is vast, almost destructive. The main part of the movie deals 

with Ben himself, how his physical condition increasingly deteriorates, how he gradually loses all his 

vitality and strength, and how he emotionally deals with the knowledge of being destined to die in a 

few months. There is nothing more painful than witnessing a child's death. This alone is 

tremendously depressing. Just because it is not right. It is simply not right. It must have been a very 

challenging task for Joshua Harris to play Ben. A kid his age does not reflect a lot about death and 

pain. A kid his age is supposed to live a happy, adventurous and vivid life. When you stop and think 

about what Ben will never experience, how much he will never do and see, you feel so sorry for him 

and his family. The movie drags you into the inner circle of the family and makes the emotional 

suffering and the pervading grief so authentic and painful that I had the feeling of icy fingers 

embracing my heart. Linda Hamilton and Richard Thomas do justice to the movie's theme and the 

emotional challenge for them as Ben's parents. We occasionally get to hear Claire's thoughts, which 

belong to the saddest but also the wisest inner monologues I have ever heard. This inside look into 

her mind adds substantial depth to the movie and makes it even more convincing. Greg, Ben's 

father, deals with the whole tragedy on a different level; he denies it much longer than Claire. In the 

end he feels like dying himself and gets panic attacks, as the emotional pressure intensifies. The 

movie's heart and soul though is Joshua Harris' portrayal of Ben. As I have already indicated, this role 

is very demanding for such a young actor. It is awful to watch him physically deteriorate. Every shot, 

every camera glimpse, every minute he gets more fragile and pale. He is handling his character with 

so much genuine commitment that his struggle becomes even more painful and so authentic that 

you feel for him every single time you see his handsome face, his weary eyes and his emaciated 

body. When he asks his mom if he would die, his facial expressions are subtle but outstandingly 

genuine, as is his entire performance. This movie is the saddest I have ever seen in my life so far. It 

centers around this single tragedy. Its transformation is thoroughly convincing. The effects on the 



family, on Claire and Greg, on Ben's brothers and on his grandparents are implemented with 

masterly sensitivity and smashing subtlety. It focuses around death and how a young couple has to 

face the ultimate test of their love and strength. Seeing your boy die and holding him in your hands 

when he goes towards the light – being with him when he leaves this world as you were with him 

when he made his first breath – this is the most painful experience for any parent. Because it is not 

right. This landmark drama, like none before, based on a real family's experience, brings this 

emotionally challenging issue to the fore – with dear compassion and remarkable wisdom that will 

leave you emotionally scarred. 
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Go West (2005) 
 

In the nineties the Yugoslavia Federation falls apart in bloody 

wars. Perpetual student Milan, a Serb from a patriarchal 

community and Kenan, a Muslim cellist, are a homosexual couple 

living in Sarajevo. Their lives, intimate and public, are shaken up 

by the aggression in Bosnia and Herzegovina, whose devastating 

consequences unfold in inter-ethnic hatred. Trapped in Sarajevo 

during the siege of the Serb forces, the lovers manage to flee to 

Milan's home village and there they take shelter, waiting for 

Milan's father, Ljubo, to find a way to the Netherlands. Witnessing 

the brutality of Serb forces and their hatred towards Muslims, 

Milan desperately improvises: he disguises Kenan as a woman and 

begins to present him as his wife, Milena, a secret discovered by 

Milan's best friend, Lunja. Milan is drafted into the army and the 

situation becomes almost unbearable for Kenan. His one 

companion, is Ranka, a waitress in a local café, a woman whose dark secrets terrify most of the 

villagers around her. Sad to say, the film's prediction that "they will continue to hate homosexuals" is 

coming true. I have just come from seeing this film at the San Francisco International Lesbian and 

Gay Film Festival. Religious leaders in the former Yugoslavia have been condemning this film, 

because of the same-sex love story. It's hard for me to square some of the comments of critics with 

the film I just saw. This film speaks to the future of humanity itself. It is not just the love story 

between the two men in this film that matters--and it does matter, mightily--it is also the conflict 

between savagery and mercy in the Serbian townspeople and the Muslim protagonist. In the midst 

of horrific brutality, we are reminded of the immense power of compassion, love, and even 

sometimes, humor. This film isn't just about war, it's also about peace. It needs to be seen around 

the world. I hope it will be. 
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Goda Människor (Good People) (1990) 
 

Good people is about a small village on Osterlen in Skåne where a 

father and his son (10-year-old Viggo Lundberg) recently moved. 

One day the boy will find an injured bird of prey that he takes care 

of and through this event changed his life. Viggo starts truant from 

school, withdraw from friends and spend more time in the woods 

at the bird. But it is also a story of human connection with nature, 

the reluctance to submit to civilization sweater, to become great 

and grown up. 
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Godsend (2004) 
 

After their young son, Adam (11-year-old Cameron Bright), is 

killed in an accident, a couple (Kinnear, Romijn-Stamos) approach 

an expert (De Niro) in stem cell research about bringing him back 

to life through an experimental and illegal cloning and 

regeneration process. When Adam comes back to them, however, 

he's.. different... Following the death of their 8-year-old son on 

his birthday, Jessie (Romijn-Stamos) and Paul (Kinnear) are 

befriended by a doctor on the forefront of genetic research 

(DeNiro) at the height of their mourning. He leads the couple in a 

desperate attempt to reverse the rules of nature and clone their 

son. The experiment is successful and under Richard's watchful 

eye, Adam grows into a healthy and happy young boy, until his 

8th birthday. As time goes by, the Duncan's gradually start to see 

small, subtle differences between the new Adam and the Adam 

they lost. At the time of the new Adam's eighth birthday, the changes in character are more 

pronounced. Adam grows distant and fearful as a palpable sense of menace settles within the young 

boy. This Adam begins to suffer from night terrors and frightening flashbacks as a sinister personality 

begins to emerge. Paul and Jessie cannot escape the fact that this Adam is different. Terror settles 

on the couple as they try to come to terms with just what they have done, or what has been done to 

them. While not the worst movie I've seen, it ranks up there. The plot was very thin and it was not 

very scary (although there was one surprising twist). The horror elements were very predictable. I 

suppose I may have been disappointed because I was expecting something more intellectual and 

instead I watched something akin to "Child's Play". (A trailer was shown for "Seed of Chucky".) Often 

during the course of the movie, the music would creshendo as if something very scary was about to 

happen, then the visual would disappoint (especially in the "flashback" scenes). Although the movie 

was only 1 hour and 40 minutes long, it seemed to drag on at the end. The ending was bland and 

uninteresting. 
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Going Ape! (1981) 
 

When his father - who owned a circus - dies, Oscar inherits 5 

million dollars - and 3 orang outangs. However there's a condition 

connected to the money: if he gives away the apes or just one gets 

sick or dies during the next 3 years, the zoologic society will get all 

the money. So he not only has to deal with 3 apes and an annoyed 

girlfriend, but also with a greedy zoologic society's president. Bad 

film! Bad, bad film! Not a so-bad-it's-funny movie, just a lousy 

excuse to put something on celluloid. I'm not sure why this was 

made; maybe it was a contractual obligation. Inept in every way. 

How absolutely embarrassing for Devito and Danza. I'm sorry I am 

forced to type "ten lines" in order to have my comments posted, 

as this film doesn't warrant such attention. Ho, ho - nuns and 

monkeys, what could be funnier? Think of what Paramount could 

have used this money for, instead of putting out something my 4-

year-old nephew described as "stupid." 
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Going Bananas (1987) 
 

Are you people stupid? Bananas is a classic! No laughs? What 

about the part where Bonzo (the monkey) is under the table and 

keeps snatching the pieces of cake from the patrons at the 

restaurant? Before the waiter can set down another plate, Bonzo 

has devoured it! Cut to a facial shot of Bonzo under the table cloth 

covered in cake!! Tell me, who could resist wetting their pants at 

such a thing? And the ensuing restaurant fight, where we have the 

joy of seeing Ben (16-year-old David Mendenhall) and Bonzo 

smash people at random with bottles! Whoever thought this 

movie was not funny must have been watching with their eyes 

closed and cotton in their ears. Just the scenes of intimacy 

between Ben and Bonzo that bordered on homosexual (bestial?) 

were enough to make the film hilarious, especially when Bonzo is 

trying to sing Ben back to health in the hospital. Not to mention 

the cruel and sadistic humor of the monkey, who is seen repeatedly hitting his "friends" Ben, the 

boy, and the others, and breaking out into insane laughter. One must see the strange and twisted 

side of Going Bananas to see the humor. So I suggest, watch the movie again. It is a classic. If you 

think of the sheer cruelty of Dom Deluise taunting a monkey with a banana, only to let him have it if 

he says "banana!" It is hysterical! Of course poor Dom had no idea the monkey would do it, so 

imagine what kind of pathetic mindstate he was in! Locked in a jail in Africa, and rather than prayer, 

diplomacy, critical thinking, whatever...instead of trying to get himself out of this dillema...he 

resolves to sit back on his haunches and amuse himself by taunting a monkey with a banana. 

Excellent! I give Bonzo and Going Bananas 14 MILLION stars and 763,000 THUMBS WAY UP!!! 

BONZO FOR PRESIDENT!!! BONZO LOVES BEN!!! 
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Goldfinger (1964) 
 

Bond is back and his next mission takes him to Fort Knox, where 

Auric Goldfinger and his henchman are planning to raid Fort Knox 

and obliterate the world economy. To save the world once again, 

Bond will need to become friends with Goldfinger, dodge killer 

hats and avoid Goldfinger's personal pilot, the sexy Pussy Galore. 

She might not have feelings for Bond, but will 007 help her 

change her mind? Whether it's my nostalgia talking or a plain fact, 

I've always looked at this as the best James Bond film ever 

produced. It had the most memorable characters and scenes I can 

remember over these four decades of Bond films. Yes, it's dated 

by now and not as exciting as when it came out, but it's a treasure 

among the films of the 1960s. It has a winning combination of 

good action, drama, romance and comedy. Best of all, it has great 

characters that all of us who first saw it years ago still remember: 

"Auric Goldfinger," Oddjob,." and - of course - "Pussy Galore," one of the all-time great names in the 

history of film! The story moves fast without overdoing the action. Sure some of it - especially today 

- looks contrived and corny, but that's part of the fun and charm of the film. Meanwhile, Bond's 

Aston-Martin DB5 sports car will never go out of style. It's still very cool...like the film. 
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Golemata Voda (The Great Water) (Velká Voda) (2004) 
 

An ailing communist reflects on his childhood in Stalinist 

Yugoslavia. Zhivko Chingo wrote a children's book in the 1970s, a 

Yugoslavian best seller, 'Golemata voda' ('The Great Water') 

about the way the children of Macedonia responded to the 

critical changes Communism created in the country in 1945. It is 

stunningly brought to the screen by Ivo Trajkov as a labor of love 

and dedication and as an attempt to pay homage to the 

philosophical sensibilities of the Macedonian people in a difficult 

time of transition. The film begins in the present as old Lem (Meto 

Jovanovski) is experiencing a heart attack and while he is being 

wheeled into a hospital and examined and wired, he has memory 

flashbacks to his childhood in 1945 when the WW II was over, 

Stalin was in power, and orphans were placed in 'orphanages' (re-

education facilities) to learn the Communist life. Young Lem (Saso 

Kekenovski) was brought to the 'orphanage' when his parents were imprisoned for their anti-Stalin 

stance, and since he is new to the system, he must quickly adjust to the Dickens-like poor house 

conditions. He is befriended by his 'instructors' Ariton (Mitko Aposolovski) and Olivera (Verica 

Nedeska), learning how to adjust to the role of obedient brainwashing. The most influential person 

in Lem's life arrives in the form of young Isak (Maja Stankovska) whose girlfriend has been in the 

camp prior to Isak's arrival. The manner in which Lem struggles to repay Isak's kindnesses is by acting 

as a liaison with camp commander to find Isak's love. It is this friendship's course that serves as the 

tender core of this film. The struggles quietly underplaying all of the camp surface activity are many: 

the dichotomy of a Communist ideology removing the Church from existence with a people 

dependent upon the spiritual values of religion, the Stalin/Tito issue, the adjustments to the policies 

of Communist regime in a country where fierce national pride had ruled, and the depersonalization 

of children into political pawns despite the need for role models and the luxury of growing up with 

friends and confidants. But it is the powerful effect of retrospect as the old Lem relives this tragic 

time that fills this film with luminous meaning. This is one of the few films that has been made in 

Macedonia (a former portion of Yugoslavia now the Republic of Macedonia) and it is a genuinely 

touching, finely tuned work of art, one that depends on a large cast of non-professional child actors 

gathered from the Macedonian schools by Ivo Trajkov. The DVD is accompanied by a statement by 

Trajkov not only about the film but also about the pride of Macedonians that is enlightening and 

tender. Highly Recommended. 
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Gooby (2009) 
 

Imagine if you'd had a six-foot tall monster to help you through 

the rough times when you were 11! Willy (15-year-old Matthew 

Knight) is terrified about moving into the family's new house. He's 

convinced it's filled with evil space aliens out to get him. In 

response to his wish for someone to save him, Gooby comes to 

life as a loveable, full-size, scraggly, orange, furry creature who in 

fact seems more frightened of the world than Willy. The two have 

hair-raising adventures and learn something about the power of 

friendship. In the end, Gooby fulfills Willy's initial wish by bringing 

Willy and his dad together in a touching and exciting climax. For 

kids, there are few things scarier than moving into a new house 

and knowing that monsters are under the bed. Poor Willy 

(Matthew Knight, THE GRUDGE 2) has both of these things to fear 

when his family finds a new place. But luckily, Willy has Gooby 

(voiced by Robbie Coltrane), a loveable live teddy bear whose size and fears dwarf Willys own. With 

Goobys help, the boy may be able to survive and thrive in his new environment. GOOBY also stars 

David James Elliott and Eugene Levy. My 5-year-old (and let's face it, this film is for kids!) loved 

Gooby. For all you critics out there, remember that children love imaginative creatures and don't 

need all of the CGI that us adults have become used to. This film reminded me of Harry and the 

Hendersons with it's goofy big creature and heartwarming story line. The supporting cast is terrific 

and I am happy that Robbie Coltrane decided to do this project. My son has watched it four times 

and I know he will wear out his copy. It has the highest rating Dove can give and for good reason. It's 

just good clean fun. I would like to commend smaller studios for making family films that are not 

violent and don't use crude humor for cheap laughs. 
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Good Boy! (2003) 
 

Owen Baker (13-year-old Liam Aiken) is a 12-year-old loner who 

has been working as the neighborhood dog-walker so he can earn 

the privilege of getting a dog of his own. His hard work pays off 

when his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Baker, let Owen adopt a scruffy 

mutt he names Hubble. Both boy and dog get more than they 

bargained for when Owen wakes up one morning to discover he 

can understand every word Hubble says-- including the ominous 

phrase: "Take me to your leaders." Owen learns that dogs came 

to Earth thousands of years ago to colonize and dominate the 

planet. Hubble (who is really named Canid 3942) has been sent by 

the powerful Greater Dane on a mission from the Dog Star Sirius 

to make sure dogs have fulfilled this destiny. Despite the best 

efforts of Owen's rag-tag group of neighborhood dogs to convince 

him otherwise, Hubble soon discovers the awful truth about Earth 

dogs: "You're all pets!" Now Owen (a boy who never had a friend) and Hubble (a dog who never 

needed one) must work together to prepare the neighborhood dogs for a visit from The Greater 

Dane--or all dogs will be removed from the planet! The fate of Earth dogs hangs in the balance, and 

it's up to Owen, Hubble, and their canine companions to save man's best friend. 
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Good Old Boy: A Delta Boyhood (The River Pirates) (1988) 
 

Willie (11-year-old Ryan Francis) and his friends found the 

adventure of a lifetime searching for... I think the first time I saw 

this movie, I was close to 8-years-old. It was on the disney channel 

and I didn't see it again until I was nineteen. This one was really 

well made for a kids' movie. The acting, directing, story, and script 

were all excellent. Having grown up in the delta myself, I really 

appreciate the authenticity that went into the whole thing. I really 

liked Ann Ramsey (the Goonies) as "the hag" and Richard 

Farnsworth ("the Grey Fox", "the Straight Story") was also great 

as Willie's grandfather. Personally, I think that anyone who sees 

this movie will like it. It's a great coming of age story and it has 

really stuck in my memory. 
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Good Sam (1948) 
 

Sam Clayton has a good heart and likes to help out people in need. 

In fact, he likes to help them out so much that he often finds 

himself broke and unable to help his own family buy the things 

they need--like a house. A Lost Classic! I recently had the 

opportunity to see this film after about 30 years and I think I 

enjoyed it more this time! What a wonderful film! This should be 

on the list of 'must sees' for any Gary Copper fan. The talented 

Cooper was able to play anything from a western to the 

wonderful, good hearted Sam. This is a light hearted look at the 

consequences that can occur when you extend yourself once too 

often. I never laughed so much at the comical situations that good 

ol' Sam gets himself into. The dead pan Ann Sheridan was the 

perfect choice for Sam's wife. She was really an untapped source 

as an actress, very underrated! If you have the chance to see this delightful film, please do, you 

won't be sorry! A sweet, underrated Christmas yarn from a legendary comedy director. In this 

comedy-drama from Leo McCarey, Gary Cooper plays Sam, seemingly the one guy in the world who 

takes the Christian tenet of doing unto others as you would have them do unto you seriously. And 

for his efforts, he is constantly being taken advantage of to the point that his wife, the sassy Ann 

Sheridan, is ready to take the kids and leave him. Sly writing relieves some of the sappiness, and 

Cooper has such a solid male presence that he doesn't seem terminally wimpy despite the fact that 

others use him like a doormat. Finally, after Sam threatens to abandon his Good Samaritan 

philosophy, all his selfless deeds pay off, and his family comes together in a warm, homespun 

conclusion. To those who say this isn't worthy of Capra, well, I love Capra, but McCarey has a body of 

work that any director would be proud of. Wonderful Holiday Movie! I love this movie, it has such a 

wonderful message! I first saw it while I was living in Kansas City; one of the local television stations 

broadcast it during the holidays. I taped it because I loved it so much. Unfortunately that tape didn't 

survive multiple moves, so I was glad to see that it was available on VHS. However, I think this 

version on VHS tape has a scene missing; I remember that in the version on television there was a 

scene half way through the movie where Chloe, Lu's maid plays football in the front yard with the 

rest of the family. It was hilarious and a lot of fun! The VHS version I bought didn't have that. I 

wonder if anyone knows what may have happened there. All in all, it is one of my favorite movies of 

all time, and I always have to see it around the holidays. I hope you all enjoy it. With Bobby Dolan Jr. 
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Goodbye, Mr. Chips (1969) 
 

Arthur Chipping is an academic teaching at Brookfield Boys School 

outside of London in the 1920's. Although he does what he 

considers best for his students, they don't much like him, 

nicknaming him "Ditchy", short for "dull as ditch water". His life 

changes when he meets Katherine Bridges, a music hall actress 

and a woman with a questionable past. She affectionately calls 

him Mr. Chips. Despite their differences, they fall in love. He in 

particular realizes that in striking a relationship, they will have 

many obstacles to overcome. He doesn't particularly like the 

world in which she is involved, including her friends and her 

profession, and she doesn't exactly fit the mold of a teacher's 

wife. Still, they decide to get married. She forgoes her career to 

be Mrs. Chips, living on campus as the housewife of a teacher at a 

proper boy's school. It is a world in which she will have to learn 

the rules, or at least bend them to her sensibilities, although she vows never to embarrass him. 

Katherine's arrival at Brookfield may change Chips' standing at the school. Further changes ensue for 

the Chips' and Brookfield with the onset of World War II. I enjoyed the movie and the story 

immensely! I have seen the original (1939 I believe) and enjoyed them both. To really appreciate the 

story one must be familiar with English culture and customs. The Professor (Peter O'Toole) was 

dedicated to his school and "the boys" in that school. It was an English "public" school, which we in 

the U.S. refer to as a private school (E.G. Andover). He is a very ascetic person and, on the surface, 

gives the appearance of being stiff, stuffy, uncaring, and weak to the point of being effeminate. He is 

strict in his educational standards because he DOES care for "his lads", i.e., he doesn't want them to 

get a cheap or weak education. He meets (through introduction) a "dance hall girl" (Petula Clark) and 

is totally smitten. In England at the time, the reference to "dance hall" carried the connotation of 

extreme sexual promiscuity and was definitely "lower class". We find that the Prof. is in fact a very 

tough and courageous person as well as loyal to people and institutions that he loves and/or 

respects. Clark becomes more than a lover and wife...she "leavens" his personality and allows him to 

grow as a man and a person, much to the benefit of his beloved school and his own happiness. The 

first movie was set BEFORE WW II, this one goes through WW II, also, it is 1969 (we've had the 

"British Invasion"...Beetles, etc. Clark had hits and was very popular then...still is to me), the music is 

great, color and photography excellent. I think O'Toole played the character perfectly! There ARE 

dedicated people like "Chips"...all around us but many do not receive the recognition. Very 

enjoyable movie and story! 
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Goodbye, Mr. Chips (2002) 
 

In the later years of the nineteenth century Latin master Mr. 

Chipping is the mainstay of Brookfields boys boarding school, a 

good teacher and a kindly person but he is considered to be 

married to the job so that it is a surprise when, on a walking 

holiday, he meets and marries the vivacious Kathie, who becomes 

his helpmate at the school but sadly pre-deceases him. Just 

before World War One insensitive new headmaster Ralston tries 

to edge Chipping out but the boys rally and Sir John Rivers, an old 

pupil of Chipping's and now head of the board of governors, 

invites him to stay and, when the war breaks out and Ralston joins 

up, Chipping becomes the new head. He is saddened by the waste 

of young lives in the pointless war and also by the death of his old 

friend and former German teacher Max, who had returned to his 

homeland to fight for Germany and he reminds the assembled 

boys that an individual's goodness is more important than their nationality. It is a sad day for all 

concerned when Chipping himself passes away. I would love to give this film 10/10, it was so totally 

amazing! The best version I've ever seen, let down only by the fact that it made me cry! Martin 

Clunes gives a fabulous performance, one of his best ever. From start to finish I couldn't tear my 

eyes from the screen. I can't wait to watch it again, can't recommend it highly enough! As I said, the 

only thing that lets the film down in my opinion is that it's a tear-jerker. It's never a bad thing that a 

film can rise such strong emotions of joy, sadness or relief in you, but I hate it when I cry in films 

because I just feel so uncontrolled! If you don't love this film, I have to say I am utterly baffled. No 

scene is not compelling, no plot-line is not fascinating. All in all, if you don't like the film I really have 

to ask why! 
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Goodfellas (1990) 
 

Henry Hill is a small time gangster, who takes part in a robbery 

with Jimmy Conway and Tommy De Vito, two other gangsters who 

have set their sights a bit higher. His two partners kill off everyone 

else involved in the robbery, and slowly start to climb up through 

the hierarchy of the Mob. Henry, however, is badly affected by his 

partners success, but will he stoop low enough to bring about the 

downfall of Jimmy and Tommy? This film views the mob lives of 

three pivotal figures in the 1960's and 70's New York. Henry Hill is 

a local boy turned gangster in a neighborhood full of the roughest 

and toughest. Tommy Devito is a pure bred gangster, who turns 

out to be Henry's best friend. Jimmy Conway puts the two of them 

together, and runs some of the biggest hijacks and burglaries the 

town has ever seen. After an extended jail sentence, Henry must 

sneak around the back of the local mob boss, Paulie Cicero, to live 

the life of luxury he has always dreamed of. In the end, the friends end up in a hell of a jam, and 

must do anything they can to save each other, and stay alive. The story of Irish-Italian American, 

Henry Hill, and how he lives day-to-day life as a member of the Mafia. Based on a true story, the plot 

revolves around Henry and his two unstable friends Jimmy and Tommy as they gradually climb the 

ladder from petty crime to violent murders. The lowly, blue-collar side of New York's Italian mafia is 

explored in this crime biopic of wiseguy Henry Hill. As he makes his way from strapping young petty 

criminal, to big-time thief, to middle-aged cocaine addict and dealer, the film explores in detail the 

rules and traditions of organized crime. Watching the rise and fall of Hill and his two counterparts, 

the slick jack-of-all-trades criminal Jimmy Conway and the brutish, intimidating Tommy DeVito, this 

true story realistically explores the core, blue-collar part of the mob. 'Goodfellas' is a masterpiece, 

pure and simple. While not my favourite Martin Scorsese movie it is a stunning achievement, and 

one of his very best movies. The film is stunning technically. The consistently fine acting by the large 

ensemble cast (both known and unknown), the cinematography, editing, dialogue, brilliant use of 

music, it's all breathtaking. But Scorsese and co-writer Mitch Pileggi never lose lose sight of their 

main goal - to tell a story. And in that it's really hard to beat this movie. As to the actors De Niro is on 

top form, Ray Liotta is the best he's ever been, and this is Joe Pesci's definitive performance. Plus 

you have Lorraine Bracco, Paul Sorvino, Michael Imperioli, and lots of well known faces in small but 

important roles (Debi Mazar, Samuel L. Jackson, Illeana Douglas, Kevin Corrigan), plus dozens of 

unfamiliar actors (and non-actors) who are all so good it seems unfair just to single out the "stars". 

(Also keep an eye out for Vincent Gallo in a few scenes. He has no lines, but looks cool!). 'Goodfellas' 

is (to date) Scorsese's last Great Movie, and one of the very best films of the 1990s. Absolutely 

essential viewing for any movie fan, this tremendous film is not to be missed! Highly recommended! 
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Goodnight, Mister Tom (1998) 
 

We're in an English village shortly before Dunkirk. "Mr. Tom" 

Oakley still broods over the death of his wife and small son while 

he was away in the navy during WWI, and grief has made him a 

surly hermit. Now children evacuated from London are 

overwhelming volunteers to house them. Practically under 

protest, Mr. Tom takes in a painfully quiet 10-year-old (12-year-

old Nick Robinson), who gradually reveals big problems. William 

nightly wets the bed. He can't read or write, although he is 

intelligent and shows artistic talent. He constantly dreads going to 

hell. Scars cover his back. Mr. Tom soon realizes that his little 

boarder comes from a horribly abusive home, and determines to 

provide him a better one. All goes well until William's mother 

persuades him to return to London for a few days' visit. When Mr. 

Tom hears nothing from the boy after two weeks, he can endure 

the loneliness and worry no longer. I saw the movie before I read the Michelle Magorian book and I 

enjoyed both. The movie, more than the book, made me come close to tears on several occasions. 

This film touches the deepest points of the human soul and never lets go. I encourage as many 

people to watch this masterpiece as much and as soon as possible. I give it ten stars. With 13-year-

old Thomas Orange as Zacharias Wrench. 
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Gorillas In The Mist: The Story Of Dian Fossey (1988) 
 

Sigourney Weaver stars as Dian Fossey, in this true story about 

Fossey's study of gorillas, and her efforts to stop the decimation of 

the endangered apes. On New Year's Day 1978, a researcher on 

patrol in Rwanda's Park of the Volcanoes found the mutilated 

body of a male gorilla in the forest undergrowth. It was a 

gruesome sight. The body had multiple stab wounds from spear 

thrusts, and had been grossly mutilated. Like the victim of some 

bizarre torso murderer, the young silverback gorilla's head and 

both its hands had been savagely hacked off and carried away. 

That event made headlines all over the world, because the gorilla 

was called Digit, a name given by the dedicated American 

scientist, Dian Fossey. She had known Digit since birth, 10 years 

before. 
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Gossenkind (Street Kid) (Streetchild) (1992) 
 

Being a virtually unknown German film, I wasn't exactly sure what 

to expect with this one. I figured it would probably have to take 

either the gritty, realistic, downbeat route or one that was more 

cynical and filled with dark humor. Unfortunately, Peter Kern tried 

to combine the two and it didn't work out well at all. Our 

protagonist, Alex Glitter (17-year-old Max Kellermann), is a 

teenage prostitute who comes from the usual broken home with a 

substance-abusing mom and an abusive stepfather. Rather than 

go to school, Alex hangs out with his friends in the center of town 

and cruises a gay bar to try and find johns. His personality varies 

wildly from friendly and playful to spiteful and violent so it's 

difficult to know whether to hope he finds some joy in his life or 

hope he gets arrested and sent to juvenile hall. The plot is 

precarious but I'll try and describe it. Alex becomes involved with 

a man who is unhappily married and has a son of his own. The guy's kid is off in the countryside 

doing who knows what and it's one of several subplots mostly hinted at but never fully fleshed out. 

Another thin subplot concerns Alex and his buddy who is sleeping with Alex's girlfriend. There is also 

a completely half-baked subplot involving the unhappily married man. He supposedly has been 

molesting the young boy of a friend of his. This final revelation is what drives the film to its 

conclusion so I won't go into further detail. Let me just say that unlike the masterful film 

"Happiness", this specific plot device seems completely manufactured and provides no actual drama 

to the story. I suppose this might be classified as one of those "slice of life" films. There is no 

concrete plot and the quality of acting is negligible. The film jumped around too much in tone and 

couldn't stay focused on any single plot line. Ultimately I found it quite dull and unsatisfying. 
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Gotcha! (1985) 
 

Jonathan (Anthony Edwards) plays a game called Gotcha in which 

he hunts and is hunted by other students with paint guns. After a 

big win, he goes off for a vacation in Germany where he meets the 

sexy Sasha who says she is only interested in him because he is a 

virgin. She takes him with her to East Germany where they are 

separated and he has to escape back to the west on his own, all 

the while being trailed by East German spies. He arrives home 

only to find the game is still going on, and a canister of film is in his 

backpack. Then Sasha re-appears. In college Jonathan plays 

Gotcha with a paintball gun, but when his trip to Europe takes a 

turn with the KGB, he swaps he toy gun for the real thing. This is 

my No.1 favourite film of all time. I acknowledge that the film has 

its problems in the script department and also the many 

plausablities that make you go "Dah?". BUUUUT this film has such 

a rapid line of gags and dialogue that it can take you back to films such as "The big sleep". The one 

liners come thick and fast, as does the action in which our Yankee hero Anthony Edwards teams up 

with Russian spy Linda Fiorento to run away from (the then popular enemy) the KGB. Anthony 

Edwards: "Wirgins? you mean virgins! No I'm not a virgin!" Linda Fiorento: "I like wirgins" Anthony: 

"Yes I'm a Wirgin". 
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Gouttes D'eau Sur Pierres Brûlantes (Water Drops On Burning Rocks) 

(2000) 
 

Germany in the 70s. Léopold, a 50-year-old businessman, meets 

Franz, who is 20. He invites him back to his place. A love affair 

begins. One day, something of little importance leads to a 

difference of opinion. And from this moment on, there's no such 

thing as "we" anymore. After watching Water Drops on Burning 

Rocks, it is hard to tell exactly what flamboyant French filmmaker 

Francois Ozon wanted to achieve with it. On the one hand, the 

film is a commentary on relationships and sexuality, but on the 

other hand, much like Ozon's earlier Sitcom, it's easy to think that 

the talented young director made the film simply to shock. While I 

don't doubt that shocking his audience was partly his motivation 

for making this film, Ozon has still created a film that is more than 

credible on the substance front as the movie professes that, just 

like the water drops that land on burning rocks of it's title; 

relationships and love fizzle out over time. The four parties in the play also represent four different 

points on the sexuality spectrum; we have an old bi-sexual male, a young confused male, a straight 

female and a male to female transsexual, so the sexuality commentary is on track as well as the 

comment on relationships in general. Just like Sitcom, also, Ozon always seems keen to push the 

taboos of the story into the audience's face; and does a good job, as at times it's easy to feel dirty 

just watching this movie. The play that the film works from is from the pen of tortured artist Rainer 

Werner Fassbinder, and Francois Ozon seems keen to respect this fact throughout as he makes 

various tributes to Fassbinder's distinct style. Ozon is also keen to work in tributes to the French new 

wave cinema; most notably with a very strange dance scene, that, in spite of being off-cue with the 

rest of the movie, works very well thanks to the energy that Ozon gives the scene. It also serves as 

something of a relief to the disturbing and downbeat themes of the rest of the movie, and it's the 

only time that the underlying layer of black humour, which lies dormant for the majority of the piece 

(although it's definitely there), truly comes to the surface. In today's day and age, there are few 

filmmakers that are still capable of making a film that will leave the audience with something at the 

end of it; but it's safe to say that Ozon has managed it with this film. When the final credits rolled, I 

was unsure as to exactly what I had seen, but as time elapsed and I reflected on the movie; it's 

brilliance comes to light. While the movie isn't quite worthy of the term 'masterpiece'; it is certainly 

very good, and it represents another huge feather in the already feather-filled cap of Francois Ozon. 
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Grandmother's House (Grandma's House) (1989) 
 

When their father dies, Lynn and her younger brother David (Eric 

Foster) have to move in with their grandparents. Their mother 

died already when they were young, so they were told. One 

morning a dead man is found near their new home. A friend tells 

David, that it's not the first. Shortly after he sees his grandparents 

carry a body into the garage - are they the murderers? David calls 

the sheriff. Something is creeping in the dark of grandma's house. 

An overlooked suspenser from late 80's. After the death of their 

father Lynn and her younger brother David go to stay with their 

grandparents. But there David has dreams of his grandparents 

hiding bodies in the cellar in the middle of the night and the next 

day this turns out to be true. They meet the woman that their 

grandparents keep handcuffed in the barn. But she tricks them 

into freeing her and then relentlessly pursues the two of them. 

Unpretetntious little shocker with plenty of dreamlike mood. The hallucinatory atmosphere of the 

film is so thick that you could cut it with a chainsaw. A horror icon Brinke Stevens plays the kids' 

insane mother and the performance of Len Lesser is surprisingly creepy. 
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Grasshopper Island (1971) 
 

Everyone dreams of running away at least once in their lifetime. 

Three brothers, 12-year-old Smarty (who has answers for all sorts 

of questions), 10-year-old Toughy (who says he wants to be a 

soldier but turns pale at the mention of blood and bones), and 7-

year-old Mouse (who collects hats and likes cheese), sail away to 

find Grasshopper Island which is perfect: sun, sand, fruit in the 

trees and fish in the sea. No winter woolies, no haircuts, no school 

dinners, no goodnight kisses, and best of all, no grown ups. Or so 

they think. Then they discover Cornelius Button, the grasshopper expert, who lives with his 

housekeeper, Lupus, on the other side of the island. There are other discoveries, too. Adventures, 

dangers and even a villain to threaten their happiness. But in the end, Grasshopper Island remains a 

place where they can all enjoy life in their own special way. Famous Five meets Arthur Ransome - 

that sort of thing. Not zany like the "Double Deckers"; in fact, probably the sort of thing that the 

Comic Strip sent up in the 80's. But I was obviously the target demographic for this; I remember 

looking forward to it. Gentle, dreamy, and mysterious somehow. If I saw a copy, I'd buy it. I confess I 

can't remember much about it, except Julian Orchard and Patricia Hayes - which should be enough 

of a recommendation. Also very early work from Tim Brooke-Taylor. 

Extended Edition Only...The original, uncut version! This is the elusive 168-minute (well, 165:07) 

original edition of the delightful 1971 children's series. It comes in the form of a German PAL DVD9 

with both German and original English audio tracks (German by default). 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1971) 
 

Episode 01: Escape. 

Episode 02: The Elderly Boy. 

Episode 03: The Rusty Key. 

Episode 04: The Egg Tree. 

Episode 05: The Chick 

Episode 06: Grasshopper Trap. 

Episode 07: The Garden On The Hill. 

Episode 08: The Buried Treasure. 

Episode 09: The Big House. 

Episode 10: Discovery! 



Episode 11: Grasshopper Wine. 

Episode 12: The Rescue. 

Episode 13: Button's Blue 
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Great Expectations (1999) 
 

Young Pip (26-year-old Ioan Gruffudd & 13-year-old Gabriel 

Thomson) is expected to become a blacksmith, but, hating the 

soot and smoke, he secretly dreams of becoming a gentleman. 

When he meets the mysterious Miss Havisham and her haughty 

niece Estella, Pip is confident that his dream is to come true. This 

capable and intelligent Masterpiece Theatre adaptation of Charles 

Dickens's classic novel is one in a long line of Great Expectations 

put to film. But this two-part drama distinguishes itself with its 

faithfulness to the book and outstanding performances by the 

principal cast. Ioan Gruffudd plays the adult Pip, an orphan who 

lives with his sister and her kindly blacksmith husband. Pip's life 

changes when he is sent for by Miss Haversham (Charlotte 

Rampling), an eccentric and wealthy spinster who wears only her 

bridal gown, which she was wearing when she was left at the altar 

years before. Introduced to Estella (played later as a woman by Justine Waddell), Miss Haversham's 

contemptuous ward, Pip falls in love with the girl and spends the remainder of his youth attempting 

to be good enough for her--a state of affairs that suddenly seems possible when a mysterious 

benefactor makes Pip's education as a London gentleman possible. Gruffudd is a fine choice for the 

central character, and his naturally intense expression underscores Pip's problems with insecurity 

and sense of deservedness. Waddell is an appropriately solipsistic Estella, slightly reminiscent of 

Vivien Leigh, and Rampling's casting is an unexpected but terrific move on the filmmaker's part. The 

veteran actress's career-long air of mystery, vague suffering, and intense sexuality bring a potent 

power to Miss Haversham's baleful looks. Dickens would be proud of this one. This absorbing 

adaptation is a pleasure to watch. Inevitably some of the nuances of the novel, such as the turning of 

Pip from his roots, are made abrupt in this three hour adaptation. The acting is superb and not 

overly mannered. Ian McDiarmid makes a complex Jaggers, and Charlotte Rampling is ravishing and 

vulnerable as Miss Havisham. There are fine performances from familiar actors as Joe and as Abel as 

well. Ioan Gruffudd is a stunning Pip. An ideal romantic hero, as we have already seen in the 

Hornblower series, he is physically stunning and manages to act as well. (For my liking a bit more 

smoldering wouldn't go amiss.) I enjoyed his reading of Latin to Abel with a Welsh accent! 
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Great Performances: Macbeth (2010) 
 

Sir Patrick Stewart's performance is riveting. This is the best thing 

I've seen on television since the Sopranos. Sharp, compelling 

performances by every actor surely must mark this version of 

Macbeth as the must see drama of the year, if not the decade. It 

is an extraordinarily delicious feast for the eyes and ears. Sir 

Patrick Stewart gives us a shining, mad, diabolical egomaniac. He 

delivers every one of Shakespeare's words with exquisite timing 

and vibrant life. Kate Fleetwood's gripping portrayal of Lady 

Macbeth left me breathless. The modern setting in that creepy, 

suffocating old building that breathes a sinister life of its own, just 

turns the trick to make this a true masterpiece at PBS. 
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Great Performances: Swan Lake (1998) 
 

The unhappy and unloved Prince is mocked, betrayed and rejected 

by everyone around him. When he decides to commit suicide by 

throwing himself in a lake at a city park, a beautiful Swan emerges 

from the water. The Prince and The Swan become close friends, 

but their friendship is destined to end in tragedy. This is a 

beautiful variation on Tchaikovsky's ballet with all male swans. 

The play has a wicked sense of humor about ballet and theater in 

general, but the homoerotic element is what really sets this 

version off from all others. These swans are not males doing 

traditional female ballet movements. The dances are 

choreographed for males and are powerfully appropriate for the 

masculine, barechested young men. Adam Cooper is stunning as 

both the white and black swans. The final scene is so touching as 

to bring tears. This is a movie for people who don't like ballet as 

well as for those who do. The mystery and mystique of SWAN 

LAKE will never be the same again. 
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Great Performances: The Little Prince (2004) 
 

In an opera version of the famous literature classic, during World 

War I, an airplane pilot crashes his plane in the Sahara Desert, 

where he has a very unusual near-death experience. With 12-year-

old Joseph McManners. 
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Gremlins (1984) 
 

Minature green monsters tear through the small town of Kingston 

Falls. Hijinks ensue as a mild-mannered bank teller releases these 

hideous loonies after gaining a new pet and violating two of three 

simple rules: No water (violated), no food after midnight 

(violated), and no bright light. Hilarious mayhem and destruction 

in a town straight out of Norman Rockwell. So, when your 

washing machine blows up or your TV goes on the fritz, before 

you call the repair man, turn on all the lights and look under all 

the beds. 'Cause you never can tell, there just might be a gremlin 

in your house. When Billy Peltzer (20-year-old Zach Galligan) is 

given a small creature called a Mogwai by his father, he is 

unaware of the carnage he is about to encounter. There is a huge 

responsibility in looking after Gizmo as there are certain rules 

which must be followed. The Mogwai must be kept away from 

bright light, never made wet and never, ever be fed after midnight. When an accident occurs 

involving Gizmo and water, the next evolution stage of the Mogwai appears, and it isn't nice at all. A 

loveable but mysterious exotic pet brought home from Chinatown becomes the source of a slew of 

miseries for an American suburb when the "Mogwai's" owners disobey a few basic precautions and 

help spawn a host of evil creatures. Sure, he's cute. Of course you can keep him. But heed these 

three warnings: Don't ever get him wet. Keep him away from bright light. And the most important 

thing, the one thing you must never forget: no matter how much he cries, no matter how much he 

begs, never, never feed him after midnight. With these mysterious instructions, young Billy Peltzer 

takes possession of his cuddly new pet. He gets a whole lot more than he bargained for. Gremlins 

begins with inventor Rand Peltzer trying to find a quick gift for his son Billy before returning home 

from a New York trip. He settles on a unique pet in a Chinatown curio shop--a cute, furry creature 

known as a Mogwai. Before he leaves, he is warned by the shop's owner that three rules must be 

obeyed by a Mogwai owner: 1) Keep it away from bright light, 2) Don't get any water on it, and 3) 

Never, never ever feed it after midnight. Rand takes note of these rules and returns home with the 

Mogwai to his idyllic small-town home of Kingston Falls. Rand's gift is an instant hit: Billy loves his 

adorable new pet, naming it Gizmo and taking it everywhere he goes. Unfortunately, he and his 

friends also begin breaking the rules of Mogwai care. When water is accidentally spilled on Gizmo, it 

causes him to multiply and produce a number of mischievous little brothers. Among these is the 

mean-tempered Stripe. Soon enough, the new Mogwai get hold of some food after midnight and 

this causes them to change from cute fur-balls into nasty, scaly monsters dubbed 'Gremlins.' Some 

films are not what they seem. Take "Gremlins" (1984) for example. It is the story of a small-town kid 

who acquires a strange creature that spawns a pack of menacing green beings that terrorize the 

inhabitants of the cheery little area. A silly idea, yes, but surely a fun one, and surely one to be 

cherished. It isn't technically a great movie, or even a very good one, but it doesn't mean to be. The 

genius lies in the modest scale of the film -- it isn't just a crude horror film with evil alien species (see 

"Critters"), but a tongue-in-cheek parody of the rest, that still manages to fit in a few thrills along the 

way as if by accident. Thank Joe Dante for this movie. And thank him for providing us with 

magnificent and imaginative films over the years. He is one of cinema's great underrated directors, 



the man responsible for bringing other creatures to life very often, whether it is werewolves or small 

toys or Looney Toons. The movie is centered around Billy Peltzer (Zach Galligan), the small-town kid 

mentioned above who is handed a Mogwai by his father (Hoyt Axton), who picked the puffy furball 

up in Chinatown during one of his routine salesman trips. Billy's father is a sort of failed inventor, 

reminding us of the frizzle-haired Doc Emmett Brown played by Christopher Lloyd in "Back to the 

Future," only not quite as eccentric. "Back to the Future" came out a year after "Gremlins," and the 

two are similar in the way they entertain -- silly little ideas that nevertheless become almost genius. 

Time travel was a myth before "Back to the Future," which turned it into an adventurous notion, a 

way of being able to transport people back in time to see their own parents. (H.G. Wells himself 

hadn't even approached these topics, and I can guarantee he would have never sparked a 

relationship between the sibling and his mother.) "Gremlins" is milestone movie-making magic, a 

simple idea like "Back to the Future," stretched out into a bigger picture. I won't kid you -- it's not as 

complex as "Future" is, but it doesn't need to be, and certainly doesn't want to be. It relies on humor 

and charm, and it has plenty of it. Billy works at the town bank, hounded by the city grouch (Frances 

Lee McCain) and threatened by the vice president (Judge Reinhold). His long-time sweetheart 

(Phoebe Cates) works there, too, and at the local bar, occupied by drunks at night (and on occasion 

some nasty gremlins). The town loon (Dick Miller) is convinced there are gremlins about, and soon 

he is right. "Don't ever get them wet," Billy is more or less told by his father. "And don't feed them 

after midnight." (See if you can spot the huge flaw in that rule.) Well, the small little Mogwai, Gizmo 

(voiced in burps and small cutesy sentences by Howie Mandel), does get wet, and spawns a set of 

fellow furballs -- all apparently mean-spirited and vile. And after tricking Billy by cutting the power 

on his clock, they get fed after midnight -- and basically evolve overnight into a bunch of green, nasty 

little gremlins, all of which continue to spawn throughout the town and cause absolute chaos. Will 

Billy defeat the gremlins, get the girl, and save the town? Take a wild guess. Everything Joe Dante 

touches is usually magic. Even his live-action/animation film "Toy Soldiers" was a load of fun because 

of its charming disposition. Dante doesn't try to make his films anything other than what they are -- 

charming and wildly, wickedly funny -- and that is undoubtedly the key to the outrageous success of 

"Gremlins," one of the biggest box office moneymakers ever released. I wasn't a huge fan of the 

sequel, even though I have it in my DVD collection right next to the original. It lost the darkness of 

campiness of the original and went for all-out laughs (many of which failed) instead of the laugh-out-

loud laughs of the original, which were concealed within a film that actually made sense (in some 

ways) and still managed to be dark and fun. The sequel also introduced the mandatory Goofy Idiot 

Character. In fact, it had two -- a Donald Trump-like manager and a gremlin that more or less 

belonged in The Three Stooges, and definitely not in a movie about menacing creatures. In fact, 

another of the first film's highlights was the way it made its creatures dark, hurtful, and just plain 

funny. (People complained that the launching of Frances Lee McCain out a window was too much, 

but come on.) As a whole, I didn't think that the sequel worked especially well. But it has as big a fan 

following as the original in some respects, for those who favor goofy, pointless cash-ins over original, 

hysterical movies. I wouldn't expect many people to love "Gremlins" as much as I do, but its charm is 

certainly worth commenting on -- and so is its wicked humor. Dark, chaotic and pretty darn 

infectious, the film's sense of humor quickly kicks into boot even during the campy voice-over 

narrative. The whole film is campy. And unlike something like "Critters" (which I loathe), this film is 

endearing and fresh and funny and has a bunch of likable characters -- especially Gizmo, the favorite 

and most infamous little critter ever seen on screen, and Stripe, the lead gremlin whose unfortunate 



frying incident at the end of the film actually makes you sad. No sequel for that little creep. With 14-

year-old John Louie. 
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Gremlins 2: The New Batch (1990) 
 

An army of malevolent little monsters take over a high-tech 

corporate skyscraper when a cute and intelligent exotic pet is 

exposed to water. The "Mogwai's" owner joins forces with the 

Trump-like head of the corporation to regain control. A few years 

after the incident in Gremlins, Billy and Kate have movied to New 

York where they work for media mogul Daniel Clamp. Meanwhile, 

Gizmo's former owner has just died and he's been captured for 

the genetics part of the Clamp building. A little while later, a 

certain someone gets wet, creates a new Gremlin species, and 

learns to finally fight back after years of abuse. And while Gizmo 

and the surviving humans fight back, the Gremlins and their evil 

leader, the Brain Gremlin, are planning to escape when it gets 

dark. And if they do, New York will experience a new Hell. 

Yesterday it was rural Kingston Falls. Today it's the Big Apple -- and lots of wild, anarchic comedy -- 

because a new batch of mischievous green meanies is on the loose. We told you. Remember the 

rules. You didn't listen. Now you'll have to face up to the hilarious consequences. To this day my 

friend and I still refer to the gremiln like he is real. When something goes wrong with my computer, 

it is the gremlin, when my keys are misplaced and then show up in a spot that you swear you 

checked before, it was the gremlin, when something, anything goes wrong, it has to be the gremlin. I 

am actually convinced that Spike has taken on a life of his own (kinda the way Freddy did in Wes 

Craven's New Nightmare) and lives to make my life difficult. Joe Dante's Gremlin's has had that much 

of an impact on my life. Gremlins was a wonderful film and it was a little more creepy than it was 

funny. But make no mistake about this one, it is one of the funnier movies that I've seen. It abandons 

all that was scary and atmospheric in the first and just adds comedy a-plenty. And I would seriously 

put this humour up against some of the funnier comdies of the 90's. This time the adventures of 

Magwai and Spike reach a skyskraper like building owned by a guy that has to be a distant cousin of 

Donald Trump. And if you think back to Gremlins, remember how much trouble the little guys could 

get into using simple household products (microwave, chimney etc.) well that is nothing compared 

to what they can do at an office filled with the latest technology. There are also many many inside 

jokes about Hollywood and such that you have to watch it several times to pick up on all of them. 

What is also great about the film is the two versions (one for the theater and one for the VCR) I 

remember when I saw this in the theater I really thought something was wrong with the projector 

when it first went all strange. And I like the fact that the makers of this had the guts and the gaul to 

try something new like that. It kind of reminds me of Something About Mary when at the end the 

entire cast is singing that song. The movie never stops trying to entertain, and that is what I got from 

this film too. It will do anything to make you laugh, even throw in a little Hulkamania when he was 

cool. Gremlins 2 is one of the funniest films that you will see. And I'm just a little surprised that Joe 

Dante isn't still active so much in the business anymore. He made some great films and I would 

gladly see anything that he puts his name on. If you haven't seen this film for quite some time, then I 

highly suggest that you do see it soon. I was browsing through Rick Baker's filmography on the IMDb 

and I came across Gremlins 2. I rented it the same night and I was very glad I did. Not only did it 

make me laugh, it brought me back to a time when films like this and The Goonies and even E.T. 



were made. Movies aren't the same anymore and that is not neccessarily a criticism, it is just a 

comment pointing out that in the early 90's and the 80's movies were just different sometimes. This 

is one of the funnier ones, and one of the more entertaining. Do you remember a film by Amblin 

that wasn't? 
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Greyfriars Bobby (2005) 
 

Just saw the film tonight in a preview and it's a film for kids only. It 

does not improve or add to the original Disney film in any way. 

There is a corny Scottish pastiche style throughout, not helped by 

weak writing (where motives are lumped in by the spadeful) and 

acting that is uneven and often unengaging (despite what reads 

like a decent cast). I have no problem with the wee dog - although 

there is a certain "Skippy the Bush Kangaroo" (see below) quality 

about his shots. For those that don't know, "Skippy" was an 

Australian kids' TV series from the 1960s where the kangaroo 

would be an essential part of all the stories. It is said that to get 

poor old Skippy to "act" they stuck an elastic band round his 

muzzle that he then tried to get off with his paws - sort of 

appearing to be communicating with the human actors!!! Bobby 

has a similar range and you just don't buy his series of heroic 

rescues at all. Advice would be to take kids aged 8-12. Below that, they might be scared. Above that, 

if they or you love it, good luck to you, but this is strictly cardboard cut-out film-making for the 

undemanding. It's a missed opportunity since there is real pathos and cuteness in the story of Bobby 

and this film fails to deliver it. 
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Greyfriars Bobby: The True Story Of A Dog (1961) 
 

Scotland 1865. An old shepherd and his little Skye terrier go to 

Edinburgh. But when the shepherd dies of pneumonia, the dog 

remains faithful to his master, refuses to be adopted by anyone, 

and takes to sleeping on his master's grave in the Greyfriars 

kirkyard, despite a caretaker with a "no dogs" rule. And when 

Bobby is taken up for being unlicensed, it's up to the children of 

Edinburgh and the Lord Provost to decide what's to be done. I was 

probably 14 when I saw this film, back in the early 60's and I know 

I cried. I hadn't seen it since, although it was never far out of my 

memory, 'til I got the DVD recently and took the time to watch it 

again. It still brought a tear to my eye. Time can play tricks on your 

memory, but this case it was as good a film as I recalled. It doesn't 

have any jump cuts, the camera work is simple and steady. The 

acting however is superb, bringing a genuine life to this mostly 

true story of a dog's faithfulness to it's departed master. My family always had dogs, and I watched 

plenty of Lassie on TV and read the novels of Albert Payson Terhune, so I have always had a close 

relationship with dogs, my most recent being a 16-year-old miniature dachshund. If you can get your 

family to sit through it, I suggest it as a great alternative to what's on TV today. 
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Greystoke: The Legend Of Tarzan, Lord Of The Apes (1984) 
 

A shipping disaster in the 19th Century has stranded a man and 

woman in the wilds of Africa. The lady is pregnant, and gives birth 

to a son in their tree house. Soon after, a family of apes stumble 

across the house and in the ensuing panic, both parents are killed. 

A female ape takes the tiny boy as a replacement for her own 

dead infant, and raises him as her son. Twenty years later, 

Captaine Phillippe D'Arnot discovers the man who thinks he is an 

ape. Evidence in the tree house leads him to believe that he is the 

direct descendant of the Earl of Greystoke, and thus takes it upon 

himself to return the man to civilization. Edgar Rice Burroughs's 

famous character was adapted thousand of times for the screen til 

one's thirst is quenched, notably during the thirties and the forties 

by Hollywood. Its productors made Tarzan one of the most 

successful cinema characters. Several years later, Hugh Hudson 

decided to make a more ambitious version of the monkey-man and it's a more natural, more wild 

and more down-to-earth Tarzan that he gives away here. Hudson skilfully avoids the clichés that you 

usually grant to Tarzan such as his famous scream or his friendly pet, Cheetah. Not only, are we far 

from the designed and invented character made by Hollwood but we are also far from the film set 

used to make his stories. The movie was partly made in Africa (more precisely in Cameroon). The 

movie introduces two obvious parts: the first one which takes place in the jungle where Tarzan lives 

among his adoptive friends, the apes and considers himself as their lord. But he ignores his real 

origins. The second one in England where Tarzan discovers the English society. Ian Holm epitomizes 

the link between the two parts and Hudson avoids all that could make the movie falls into the 

ridiculous thanks to a clever screenplay. Indeed, Holm teaches Lambert basic rules of manners so as 

to behave correctly in the English society and the result works. Moreover, in the second part, no-one 

ever laughs at Tarzan and he's even really appreciated. As far as the end is concerned well it's a both 

bitter and happy end. Happy because Tarzan comes back to the jungle and meets again his adoptive 

close relatives. But bitter too, because this homecoming means that the Greystoke line won't be 

ensured and is condemned to disappear... Christophe Lambert finds here, his first (and last?) great 

role. Sadly, he'll never equal the achievement of his performance in this movie and he'll play in poor 

and insipide action movies. Nevertheless, as I said previously, a clever screenplay, a performance of 

a rare quality, some impressive natural sceneries (both the jungle and the English countryside) and 

we get a gorgeous movie. It's also an excellent rereading from a popular novel. 
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Grief (1993) 
 

We spend a week in the L.A. offices where the daytime TV show 

"The Love Judge" is written and produced. Jo, the show's large and 

loud producer, announces she is leaving the show in two weeks. 

Paula (driven and on Prozac) and Mark (gay and moody) compete 

for Jo's job. Mark, coming onto the first anniversary of the death 

from AIDS of the love of his life, is attracted to Bill, who claims to 

be straight. Meanwhile, Jeremy, a close friend of Mark's, is putting 

the moves on Bill. Leslie, Jo's overworked assistant, tells Mark she 

wants to be a writer (she even has a script written). How these 

relationships that combine work and friendship play out is the 

movie's subject. Richard Glatzer's comedy-drama is an interesting, 

though somewhat pointless, glimpse into the lives of several 

people involved in an el cheapo TV soap opera. There's much to 

enjoy: The brilliant ensemble cast rise above the impoverished 

production values; Alexis Arquette kisses men with extraordinary relish; and the fabulously sexy 

Carlton Wilborn strips down to the bare essentials (only briefly, but what an eyeful!). But the script 

doesn't seem to go anywhere and fails to offer any startling revelations or insights into the lives of 

these characters. There's a few scattered laughs along the way and the acting is fine, but the film 

adds very little to the burgeoning subgenre of Queer Cinema. 
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Gringuito (1998) 
 

We, the chileans, are always looking to another countries and 

forget our essence; we are ashamed to be chileans. There are a 

lot of chilean movies pretending to be french, german or 

american ones. So, the good idea of Gringuito is to look at Chile 

from inside and outside at same time. Another good thing in this 

movie is the fact that is not an "adult" movie. Until Gringuito, all 

the chilean movies were with scenes of violence, nudity and/or 

raw language. Sergio Castilla maybe thought in family and, very 

important, in kids. A nice movie, showing us the possibility of 

reconciliation in our divided country. The performing of Mateo 

Iribarren (El Flaco) is the better of this movie. With 8-year-old 

Sebastián Pérez. 
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Gritta Von Rattenzuhausbeiuns (Gritta Vom Rattenschloß) (Princezna 

Z Myšího Zámku) (1985) 
 

The tale of young Gritta who lives with her father, an unsuccessful 

inventor. When her new stepmother tries to put her away in a 

convent she discovers some dark secrets there. Amusing and 

visually spectacular. Gritta vom Rattenschloß (also known as Gritta 

vom Rattenzuhausbeiuns) is the amusing tale of a young girl 

whose father, an inventor of bizarre and spectacular machinery, 

remarries. Gritta doesn't get on with her new stepmother and so 

runs away from the home she shares with father's inventions and 

some friendly rats - taking refuge in a convent. There she makes 

friends with a bunch of other waifs. They all break out of the 

convent and learn a few survival skills, including evading capture 

and cow-milking, before Gritta eventually finds her way home and 

back to her young love. Sumptuously filmed, much higher quality 

than your usual East German children's story. A classic which is 

regularly repeated on German children's television. 
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Groove (2000) 
 

On Friday, a single e-mail blips through the Internet. The word 

spreads quickly through the city: the party is on. Saturday evening, 

two hundred people secretly converge at an abandoned San 

Francisco warehouse. As the sun sets the records start spinning, 

setting into motion a night that no one will forget. Meet David 

Turner, a Midwest transplant. He moved to the city with 

aspirations of starting his career as a writer but his hopes have 

stalled. After four years he finds himself writing instruction 

manuals for a computer company. Overworked and with little 

social life, David spends his time alone, his dream of being a 

novelist a distant memory. That night, his brother Colin Turner 

invites him to GROOVE. Colin has a surprise for his new girlfriend, 

young raver sprite Harmony Stitts, and he wants David there. 

David reluctantly agrees and is shocked when Colin proposes to 

Harmony at the party. In the ensuing celebration, they take Ecstasy and suddenly, David is thrust 

into the world of the San Francisco underground. In a chance encounter, David meets longtime New 

York raver Leyla Heydel and makes an unlikely connection. Through their budding relationship, 

they're reminded of a sense of possibility and freedom in their lives they had all but forgotten. But as 

the party rages on, Colin reveals a deep secret, one that threatens to destroy his relationship with 

Harmony. When the sun rises the party disappears, and the chaos of the last twelve hours changes 

the two brothers forever. This movie was entirely too much fun. In many ways, it reminded me of 

"Dazed & Confused," or "Go," but it was done so much better, both in characters, character 

development, and the best ending of all three films. The movie is about a Rave, pure and simple, in 

modern day San Francisco. The characters are real, the acting is really surprisingly good, and the 

cultural statements are just beautiful. I do believe this marks the first film appearance of Red Bull 

energy drink. The movie itself is like a rave. Loud, by in a flash, and you find yourself wishing you 

could just say good-night to all the characters one more time before the evening is over. But then it 

is, and you're left with just a really good vibe. This movie was just a really good vibe. See it with a 

bunch of friends, and get your groove on. 
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Grounding - Die Letzten Tage Der Swissair (Grounding - The Last Days 

Of Swissair) (2006) 
 

The demise of airline Swissair in 2001 was a huge blow to 

Switzerland's economy and to the country's morale. It was a sad 

day for Swiss history when the airline's fleet was grounded on 2 

October 2001. "Grounding" is set during the last days of the 

doomed airline, and tells the story of manager Mario A. Corti's 

unhappy fate, the last, unlucky CEO at the traditional airline 

company, as well as of all those nameless people who lost almost 

everything in the maelstrom of Swissair's downfall: their job, 

home and their belief in Switzerland. Excellent movie with 

valuable corporate lesson. As stated in the Financial Times, this 

fast paced movie is an excellent lesson for companies. A MUST SEE 

for all Swiss and Germans and all former frequent flyers of 

Swissair. Great casting (for those who know the real-life 

protagonists), convincing acting and script (although schmaltzy at 

times) and thrilling from start to end with a mix of news coverage documentation and movie. The 

simplification of the characters is permissible as are some of the lapses, like showing car models that 

didn't exist at the time. I hope the movie gets some international attention and will be synchronized 

in English (swissgerman in the original) or at least get subtitles. 
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Growing Pains (Bad Manners) (1984) 
 

Four teens on the run from an orphanage spring a fellow orphan 

recently adopted by a rich family, then trash the whole house. 

Greatest Eighties Movie ever. If you can find this movie, it is your 

destiny to see it. My dad rented it when I was eight. I made him 

copy it so I could watch it every day. Bad Manners (aka Growing 

Pains, Goonies and Ferris Beuler were the only three movies that I 

would watch when I was a kid. That may give you some idea of the 

prestige of this movie. The guy who wrote this movie is a God. The 

scene in the bus stop is one of the most memorable scenes in any 

movie ever. Why does everyone start kissing when the fire alarm 

goes off? I have no idea, but I love it. My best friend Chris saw this 

movie too. We always talk about it. No one else I've ever met has 

ever heard of it. I used to think the orphan girl with the black hair 

in it was hot. I am about to see what other movies she was in. 

maybe she ended up doing a porn after this. I will have to check. 
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Growing Pains: Return Of The Seavers (2004) 
 

The Seaver parents try to sell their house to retire but Mike and 

his sister Carol try to block the sale but Ben needs the sale with his 

job now as a real estate agent. Chrissy just wants her parents to 

move so she cane become a singer. Now that the kids are out of 

the house, Jason and Maggie Seaver are looking forward to selling 

the family home and retiring. Each has their own idea about what 

they want to do after the sale; Jason wants to buy an RV and 

travel the country, but Maggie wants to purchase an Italian villa. 

Son Ben is the real estate agent who is closing the sale, much to 

the delight of his new boss, but to the extreme chagrin of his older 

siblings Mike and Carol, who have both returned to the Seaver 

house, each with issues in their own lives that they are trying to 

work through. On top of all this, youngest child Chrissy has also 

returned to the Seaver house, looking for a place to crash after 

having been evicted from her apartment. No way! Another Growing Pains reunion movie!? I wasn't 

sure what to think but all I knew was I just had to see it. Now that I have I can VERY safely say this 

movie does not deserve a single "10" rating. No way, no how. It is beyond me how anyone can think 

this is worth an A+. It's very difficult for any Made-for-TV movie to achieve anything beyond B+ and 

most are worth C or less. Growing Pains: Return of the Seavers had nothing to bring this to a level of 

artistic excellence, nothing to make a sane person believe this is an awesome movie, one of the best 

ever made. Ummm... no. Just no. What this movie did contain was a little bit on enjoyment, though, 

I will admit. I used to watch the old TV series up until the final couple seasons and I did recently 

watch the first Growing Pains reunion movie from four years ago. Interestingly, in this movie there 

was absolutely no mention of mom Maggie Seaver's (director Joanna Kerns) position in the U.S. 

Congress. She was elected in the last movie, wasn't she, or was that just a primary? One other thing 

of particular interest was the fact that daughter Carol (Tracy Gold) was married to and pregnant by a 

man who she did not marry in the first movie... but both this dude and the last dude were campaign 

managers. Hmm. So, we're led to believe Carol got divorced and remarried to another campaign 

manager in four short years? Youngest son Ben (Jeremy Miller) and youngest daughter Chrissy 

(Ashley Johnson) were both back again and finding their way in the world. Kirk Cameron was well 

featured as oldest child Mike finding his way also but as the parent of a young teen dealing with 

leaving his family for a year to work in Japan. One thing I found unfortunate was Kirk Cameron didn't 

really get to showcase his devotion to God and God's importance in life. ABC and Disney don't really 

go there but this movie did have some good family values never-the-less and adopting another child 

was mentioned which is so wonderful considering how many starving, dying orphans there are in the 

world. Joanna Kerns did a decent job directing, this being her sophomore effort. Last but not least I'll 

mention father of the clan Jason Seaver (Alan Thicke) was probably the best, as he was in the last 

movie. I'm not sure what it is about him... very laid back a lot of the time, letting the jokes fly with 

ease, like the "166 episodes" remark. Other mentionables about the movie - the Growing Pains 

souvenir sweatshirt, Mike Seaver souvenir t-shirt, Mike's old leather jacket that got a Leonardo 

DiCaprio comment from his daughter. Got a great laugh outta that! The cell phone addiction was 

disgusting to watch, truly a sign of the negative impact of cell phones on American society. Kind of 



funny was that Mike's cell phone ringtone was the TV show's old theme song and Carol's remark 

about it was so right on. So, overall this wasn't too bad but like I said absolutely nothing to put on an 

A+ pedestal. This gets a grade of C+... maybe one day years from now I'd watch it again. Maybe 

they'll make another in four more years?! I wouldn't mind. 
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Grown Ups 2 (2013) 
 

After moving his family back to his hometown to be with his 

friends and their kids, Lenny finds out that between old bullies, 

new bullies, schizo bus drivers, drunk cops on skis, and 400 

costumed party crashers sometimes crazy follows you. After 

having the greatest time of his life three summers ago, Lenny 

(Adam Sandler), decides he wants to move his family back to his 

hometown and have them grow up with his gang of childhood 

friends and their kids. But between old bullies, new bullies, 

schizophrenic bus drivers, drunk cops on skis, psycho grade school 

girlfriends and 400 costumed party crashes he finds out that 

sometimes crazy follows you. Funny from start to feel good finish. 

The so called top critics would have hated the 3 stooges because 

of slap stick comedy and it was though out this film. See it and 

laugh and actually feel good about the world at least for a little 

while. The original cast with a few new comers carries on where the last film left off, but with 

Sandler moving to his old home town. It's there were the fun starts and does not quit. This movie 

should not be missed and will be a classic just like the stooges are today. This movie has everything 

and touches all backgrounds with the only group taking a hit is upper class snobbish kids. Maybe that 

is why the critics hate it. With 13-year-old Cameron Boyce, twins Frank & Morgan Gingerich & Kaleo 

Elam. 
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Gruppo Di Famiglia In Un Interno (Conversation Piece) (Violence Et 

Passion) (Gewalt Und Leidenschaft) (1974) 
 

Retired professor of American origin lives solitary life in luxurious 

palazzo in Rome He is confronted by vulgar Italian marchesa and 

her companions: her lover, her daughter and daughter's boyfriend 

and forced to rent to them an apartment on upper floor of his 

palazzo. From this point his quiet routine is turned into chaos by 

his tenants' machinations, and everybody's life is taking 

unexpected but inevitable turn. Professor Lancaster leads a 

reclusive life in his art deco apartment, surrounded by classical 

paintings, books and memories. Along come new loud tenants 

who rent his upstairs apartment and force themselves onto the 

Professor who then questions his existence as a mixture of the old 

and new culture clash in intellectual wars and morals. Another 

interesting piece from Visconti's preoccupied topics of fallen 

aristocrats and the morality of life. 
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Gu Ling Jie Shao Nian Sha Ren Shih Jian (A Brighter Summer Day) 

(1991) 
 

I just finished watching this four hour epic and something tells me 

that this is going to remain with me for a long, long time. I was 

glad I entered the cinema hall with no foreknowledge of what the 

film was about or anything about the story, except that it was 

directed by Edward Yang, whose Yi Yi I liked. Am I not glad I did 

that? The entire film, especially the second half, is an emotional 

powerhouse. It's funny, sociological and emotionally brutal. The 

four hour run time was quite a deterrent however I planned it well 

and took one bathroom break but it was all worth it in the end. I 

would not recommend that you read anything of the story before 

you watch the film because several of the reviews above have 

spoilers in them. All I'll say is that it is about street gangs, but like 

nothing you've ever seen. It's about lost childhood and children 

growing up so fast that it's scary. The fact that all of this really happened makes it chilling. I'm 

surprised that not many people have seen this film yet because it certainly deserves a classic status. 

The direction is probably one of the best I've ever experienced and I will definitely seek out other 

Edward Yang movies to watch. The acting by all the teenage actors and children is nothing short of 

brilliant and I can see that some of the key actors never acted in another movie again which I believe 

is a waste. I don't think it's out on video as yet, however I would highly recommend that you seek it 

out. In my opinion the film demands total attention and is best watched on the big screen rather 

than on video. 
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Gulliver's Travels (1977) 
 

Part live-action and part-animated version of Gulliver's travels, 

especially his meeting with the tiny Lilliputians. I had watched this 

on Italian TV as a kid and recall being fond of it – in view of its 

mixing live-action with animation; however, it was universally 

panned at the time...and, catching up with it again after all these 

years, I have to admit that the critics were right! What must have 

seemed wondrous to a child's eyes is actually very poorly done, 

not to mention boring for a fantasy-adventure; fatally, both star 

(ex-'Angry Young Man' Richard Harris) and director (action expert 

Hunt) are ill-suited to the material! At least, Michel Legrand's 

score (with lyrics provided by scriptwriter Don Black) is serviceable 

– if not exactly inspired. By the way, a number of well-known 

personalities are featured among the voice artists on this British-

Belgian co-production (Julian Glover, Bessie Love, Murray Melvin, 

Robert Rietty, Vladek Sheybal, Graham Stark and, this being his 

last film work, Michael Bates). While the essential plot points of Jonathan Swift's classic novel ('giant' 

Gulliver becomes the pawn in a war between the little people of two neighboring countries and, on 

escaping, ends up in a land of real giants) do emerge here, it's done on a strictly kiddie level (with 

stereotyped characters though, thankfully, little intrusion of the comic/romantic variety) – which 

renders the whole venture somewhat pointless, outside of its intrinsically experimental nature, since 

Max and Dave Fleischer had already done a splendid feature-length cartoon version of the book way 

back in 1939! 
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Gulliver's Travels (1996) 
 

All star adaptation of Jonathan Swift's satirical tale about a normal 

man who, after returning home following eight years of absence, 

relates fantastical tales about how he was thought to be giant in 

the Land of Lilliput, but was only six inches high in the Land of 

Brobdingnag. He also tells of his visit to the floating island of 

Laputa populated by scientists who are so obsessed with reason 

that they act with no common sense. Finally, he tells of his journey 

to the land where his disturbing likeness to the bestial Yahoos and 

his inferiority to the intelligent horses there makes him question 

the very worth of his humanity. This has got to be without a 

doubt, the best adaption of Gullivers Travels that I have ever seen. 

It is visually stunning, with wonderful special effects (you really 

can't tell what's real and what's not now!) and a stunning cast. Ted 

Danson is perfect in his role of Lemual Gulliver, and he plays it 

with the right amount of emotion and anger. It enthralled me from the very beginning, from his first 

day back home, to the land of the Whinnims and Yahoos. And who can forget the frighting scene as 

the ill and blind but immortal women cry out 'You'll never die!' Although I have many favourite 

scenes I think my favourite is the court scene where Gulliver gets the upper hand. That scene is very 

exciting and tense and your rooting for him all the way. All in all wonderful stuff. Something that 

should be shown in school across the world, for there is a powerful message is it: Are we humans not 

simply just a race of Yahoos? 
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Gummi-Tarzan (Rubber Tarzan) (1981) 
 

Ivan (Alex Svanbjerg) is a very lonely 8-year-old boy who is bullied 

almost every day in school. Even his father taunts him because 

Ivan litteraly is a weakling (That should explain the title Rubber 

Tarzan). As a result of this Ivan spends a lot of his time on 

daydreaming until he meets a kind of kindred spirit - the friendly 

and lonely crane driver Ole. Possibly one of the best Danish films 

ever! This masterpiece is originally a childrens film but it can be 

seen (and should be seen) by anyone and everyone! Funny and 

sad at the same time it reminds us once more why we should be 

ourselves. The 8-year-old Ivan will never be the strongest boy in 

the schoolyard nor the top student in his class - because he isn´t 

meant to be these things. He is meant to be Ivan - and in the end 

it´s not that bad after all. 
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Gummo (1997) 
 

Xenia, Ohio, is a small poor and boring city that never fully 

recovered after a tornado in the 1970s. Teenager Solomon (14-

year-old Jacob Reynolds) and his slightly older friend Tummler 

(Nick Sutton), have nothing to do but kill time, buying glue to sniff 

and get high. Constructing this film through random scenes, 

director Harmony Korine abruptly jettisoned any sort of narrative 

plot, so here we go: Solomon and Tummler are two bored teenage 

boys who live in Xenia, Ohio. A few years ago, a tornado swept 

through it, destroying more than half the town and killing the 

same amount, including Solomon's father. The film, from there, 

chronicles the anti-social adventures these two boys have. These 

include sniffing glue, killing cats, having sex, riding dirtbikes, 

listening to black metal, and meeting a cavalcade of quirky, 

bizarre, and scary people. These include a man who pimps his 

mentally ill wife to our anti-heroes, three sisters who play with their cat and practice becoming 

strippers, a black midget fending off the sexual advances of a troubled man (played by the director 

Harmony Korine), a 12-year-old gay transvestite who is also a cat killer, Solomon's mother who 

seems to be the only glimpse of sanity, two foul-mouthed 6-year-olds, and most importantly, a 

nymphlike skateboarder who walks around town wearing pink rabbit ears. Solomon and Tummler 

are two teenagers killing time in Xenia, Ohio, a small town that has never recovered from the 

tornado that ravaged the community in the 1970s. I will admit that the reason I rented this movie 

was because of the numerous reviews that I read about how unbelievably bad and pointless this film 

was. It only took me a few minutes to realize why so many critics hated it, which was the very reason 

I liked this film. Gummo is a classic case of style over substance. If you're looking for plot 

development, you'd better go rent Good Will Hunting or something like that. But if you want to see a 

movie that is cutting-edge and well ahead of its time, then rent this one. I praise the director for 

simply doing something different. What impressed me the most about this film was the framing of 

one memorable image after another. I think Director Korine was trying to leave people with 

impressions and feelings. Whether you like this film or not, it's impossible to forget. Plus, this film 

has what I think is one of the greatest lines in recent movie history. A little girl, holding a picture of 

Burt Reynolds with the mouth ripped out, chants incessantly, "I want a moustache, dammit!" This 

movie is worth the three bucks to rent it if nothing more than to see the scene where a fat redneck 

takes out his aggression on a kitchen chair while his friends cheer him on. It's more frightening than 

anything in the Scream series. 
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Gunga Din (1939) 
 

In 19th century India, three British soldiers and a native 

waterbearer must stop a secret mass revival of the murderous 

Thuggee cult before it can rampage across the land. Based loosely 

on the poem by Rudyard Kipling, this takes place in British India 

during the Thuggee uprising. Three fun loving sergeants are doing 

fine until one of them wants to get married and leave the service. 

The other two trick him into a final mission where they end up 

confronting the entire cult by themselves as the British Army is 

entering a trap. This is of the "War is fun" school of movie making. 

It has the flavour of watching Notre Dame play an inferior high 

school team. Obviously a film that has had great influence not only 

on the buddy genre but action genre as well. George Lucas had to 

be a fan of this flick as so much of his Star Wars series seems to a 

homage to Gunga Din. The characters that Grant, McLaglen, and 

Fairbanks play are just precursors of Han Solo, Luke Skywalker, and Chewbacca. Even Sam Jaffe's 

Gunga Din morphed into C-3PO and R2-D2 and like him or not: Jar Jar Binks. Today this film is viewed 

as non PC but there is a speech by Eduardo Ciannelli as Guru the leader of the Indian opposition to 

the British raj that could can be echoed in the sentiments of many today. To a young boy this was a 

great film. Three strong male leads and only a hint of romance. There was a time when young boys 

deemed kissing the girl in Saturday matinee film was just mush. Not like today when the more skin is 

greeted with delight. Too late to lament lost innocence. Hopefully this film will not be forgotten and 

a few who are channel surfing will stop at TCM and catch a film with action, adventure, and a cast of 

thousands instead of CGI actors. 
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Guns In The Heather (The Secret Of Boyne Castle) (1969) 
 

The Secret of Boyne Castle (television title) or Guns in the Heather 

(theatrical title) is a wild romp through late 1960's Ireland with 

two school chums being pursued by spies from an unknown state. 

The story opens with an automobile chase scene of a mortally 

wounded Irish underworld figure being chased by the spies. The 

chase ends at an upper class school where the spies will not of 

course follow the man they wounded onto the school grounds. 

The wounded man is looking for an American student at the 

school by the name of Rich Evans (18-year-old Kurt Russell). With 

his dying breath, he tells Evans to look in, "...my room at Boyne 

Castle." Rich with his friend Sean O'Connor set off for Boyne Castle 

but on the way are kidnapped by the spies. They seem to feel that 

Evans knows something that his older brother Tom - who 

unbeknownst to Rich Evans is a secret agent - knows. The 

indignant younger Evans replies, "...Tom's a sales representative 

for steel company." Evans and O'Connor manage to escape from the "bad guys." Here is where the 

real fun begins. With the Irish countryside and highway system as a backdrop, a cross-country chase 

ensues of Evans and O'Connor being pursued by the spies. While continually getting into and then 

out of scrapes with them, Evans and O'Connor use considerable ingenuity to evade their pursuers. In 

one instance they attack their pursuers by dropping cannon balls from a glider. All the while Rich is 

wondering what his brother Tom's involvement in all this is. The "secret" of course lies at Boyne 

Castle. 
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Guns Of Diablo (1965) 
 

This is actually a couple of episodes of the short-lived TV series 

"The Travels Of Jaimie McPheeters" edited together. Though the 

production values are decent, it never quite shakes the TV feel it 

has. It's not terrible at all - just rather ordinary, with not much 

excitement and a lot of chat. However, there is definite interest in 

seeing a young (13-year-old) Kurt Russell as Jamie McPheeters, 

especially seeing him with Bronson. Bronson fans might get more 

enjoyment out of this, because he plays a different character than 

the usual hard-ass he played. He even has a love scene, which is 

surprisingly revealing for the period - hard to believe they got 

away with it on American TV in the early '60s! 
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Gypsy Boys (1999) 
 

A look at the intertwined lives of a group of young gay men in San 

Francisco and their search for love. It focuses on two couples: 

Steven and Blair, and Manny and Aaron. Steven and Blair are a 

couple, but can't agree on how much of a relationship they want. 

Manny and Aaron are just good friends. Manny wants more, but 

Aaron is staying true to a long-distance relationship. This film tries 

to be a fun, funny look at a the intertwined lives of a group of 

young gay men in San Francisco and their search for love. (It bills 

itself as the "Gay Date" film of the year.) While the writing has its 

moments, the movie suffers from incoherent editing, bad 

directing, deficient acting and a poorly-mixed soundtrack. In many 

scenes it appears that the actors are reading (badly) from cards. 

Delivery of most lines is of soap-opera quality. The casting makes 

one wonder if any thought at all went into choices for some 

important roles. The dialog is inaudible whenever the boys are in a bar or are otherwise playing 

music. In short, a clever idea that went horribly wrong in its execution (which is what should happen 

to this unfortunate picture). 
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H2O: Just Add Water: The Movie (2007) 
 

When three normal teenage girls stumble upon a ancient cave 

they undergo a transformation that will change their lives forever. 

H20 - Just Add Water, sees three very different girls facing 

everyday teen problems with an added twist - they're mermaids 

with incredible powers over water. This TV movie summarised the 

events of the beginning of series one, using clips from the 

episodes "Metamorphosis", "Pool Party", "Catch of the Day", 

"Party Girls", "Lovesick", "The Denman Affair" and "The Siren 

Effect". 
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Haakon Haakonsen (Håkon Håkonsen) (Shipwrecked) (1990) 
 

Haakon Haakonsen (14-year-old Stian Smestad) didn't want to go 

to sea so young, but when his father, a Norwegian sailor, comes 

home with a badly wounded foot in the 1850s, the Haakonsen 

family finances require him to enlist as ship boy aboard a British 

ship under Royal Navy authority. After some hazing he buckles up 

to learn the hard work and gets accepted by the rough crew. Then 

Royal Navy lieutenant John Merrick is welcomed to take charge of 

security on a long voyage to Sidney and Calcutta, trough pirates-

infested waters, but Haakon mistrusts him after finding he packed 

concealed weapons; indeed Merrick secretly poisons the captain. 

Haakon and his guardian angel, dad's best mate Jens, were about 

to feel the claw of the cat for helping a stowaway when a rock 

wrecks the ship. Haakon washes up an island where he finds a 

pirates treasure and weapons. STORY: Haakon Haakonsen is a 

young boy which joins his older brother, Jens, on a ship with a mostly foreign crew. As the youngest 

and most inexperienced member of the crew, Haakon gets a really hard time from the others. But he 

learns fast, and builds up respect from some of the crew over time. Then one day the ship gets hit by 

a huge storm, and gets wrecked. Haakon Haakonsen wakes up at an island alone. He now stands in 

front of many challenges, and gets to use the moral, and the skills he have built up inside of him. He 

also meets some of the crew-members again, and gets to learn that they don't earn all the respect 

they had on the ship at all. Haakon now stands in front of the challenge of survival, and then to get 

off the island. INFORMATION/RATING: The story's time-line I believe is somewhere in the late 1800's 

or early 1900, as the ship they work on is a Caravel type of ship, along with other time-like 

indicators. This is a movie is a good and typical adventure-movie, which contains moral-like 

characters, and cynic pirate-like characters. Of course, there is a treasure too:) The story in 

"Shipwrecked" is a lot like "Mutiny on the Bounty", "Robinson Crusoe", so if you like movies/stories 

like these, you will very probably enjoy this too! "Shipwrecked" is from 1990, and it's a Norwegian-

produced movie, so you cannot expect the hugest Hollywood-effects in it, but I think this could be a 

positive factor too. Still I believe that this is a indicator to the "User Rating" of the movie. Many 

watchers forget this when they watch movies. My point is; If "Shipwrecked" was made today, with 

the same story, I believe the user-rating would be up at 7.0 - 7.5 and maybe even higher. As I use to 

tell my friends: You need to know what you are watching, if not the watch is being watched:) If you 

are critically focused when you watch this movie, I'm sure you will find a lot of errors and goofs, but 

if you watch it with clean sheets I'm sure you'll love it. When I take the production year- and 

production country in mind, I give this movie: 8 of 10. 
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Ha-Buah (The Bubble) (2006) 
 

The movie follows a group of young friends in the city of Tel Aviv 

and is as much a love song to the city as it is an exploration of the 

claim that people in Tel Aviv are isolated from the rest of the 

country and the turmoil it's going through. The movie looks at 

young people's lives in Tel Aviv through the POVs of gays and 

straights, Jews and Arabs, men and women. It all begins when 

Noam, a young Israeli soldier, serves in the reserve forces and 

meets at a check point a Palestinian young man called Ashraf. 

Following an incident during which Noam misplaces his ID card at 

the check point, Ashraf shows up on the doorstep of the 

apartment that Noam shares with a gay man and a straight 

woman. How will the meeting affect all of their lives? "The 

Bubble" is the story of a group of young people who live in Tel-

Aviv, Israel. The movie follows the group's difficulties of living in 

Israel's reality. Their routine breaks when a young Palestinian man enters their lives. The reviewer 

who called this movie a bust has clearly missed the point. It's obvious he hasn't been young or 

innocent in a very long time, or he might have understood that the tragedy of it was that the well-

meaning young characters actually thought they COULD make a difference by putting up posters and 

holding a rave for peace. If only it was that easy. But the cynics sit and sneer at people who earnestly 

try their best to make things better, as the situation gets worse and worse every single day. Well, if 

you're not part of the solution, you're part of the problem. The central theme is that revenge begets 

more revenge, which begets even more, in an ever-expanding bloodbath. Both sides will tell you 

tales of atrocities committed by the other side, which they think justify their committing even MORE 

in retaliation. Where does it end? And apparently he missed the significance of "the bubble" 

referred to in the name, which was that people living in Tel Aviv are strangely cut off from the ugly 

realities of what is going on all around them, which is partly why they seemed so naive. (He also 

seemed to think that Ashraf could slip through the checkpoints without a problem, which tells me he 

wasn't paying attention when Ashraf related the delays and problems he had encountered.) I found 

it very brave of the director, the screenplay writer, and both star-crossed lovers, to update the 

Romeo & Juliet story to a modern troubled land, and to make both lovers male. Let's be honest here: 

Very few people would have a problem if one of them had been a female (young love wins all hearts) 

-- but when people's uneasiness with their sexuality is added to the fact that, incredibly, these same 

people would rather have them HATE each other, then the conclusion is inevitable. 
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Hachiko: A Dog's Story (Hachi: A Dog's Tale) (2009) 
 

In Bedridge, Professor Parker Wilson finds an abandoned dog at 

the train station and takes it home with the intention of returning 

the animal to its owner. He finds that the dog is an Akita and 

names it Hachiko. However, nobody claims the dog so his family 

decides to keep Hachi. I'm not at all an emotional person, but this 

movie really touched me, I couldn't even stop crying after 15 

minutes from the final. I just sat on my armchair and started to 

cry. This movie teaches us first of all about love, there is no power 

bigger than love, nothing compares to this strong feeling. I'm 

really objective when it comes about movies, and honestly no one 

till now, have cut me as deep. It's surprising...but true, that 

everything in this world, is ruled by love, and if you thought that 

only humans are aware of this, you did wrong. I liked the 

performance, I loved the music (it was so so calm). So glad to see 

this film and I truly recommend it for everyone. I'm really sure you will enjoy it. With 13-year-old 

Kevin DeCoste. 
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Hackers (1995) 
 

A young boy (16-year-old Jesse Bradford) is arrested by the U.S. 

Secret Service for writing a computer virus and is banned from 

using a computer until his 18th birthday. Years later, he and his 

new-found friends discover a plot to unleash a dangerous 

computer virus, but they must use their computer skills to find the 

evidence while being pursued by the Secret Service and the evil 

computer genius behind the virus. Hackers is a non-stop cheeze-

fest. It's also one of my favourite films of all time. Which is not to 

say it's a perfect ten, it isn't. But it's a great combination of good 

cheeze and pure fun. Suspend all disbelief, it's not about realism. 

And try not to nitpick (we all know graphics would not have been 

possible using Unix, we all know that those archaic modems 

couldn't run that fast, etc. etc. etc.) That aside, this film is really 

funny. It also laughs at itself on a regular basis...I mean just look at 

dade's wardrobe, and then remind yourself that you know half a dozen people who dressed like that 

in 94. I know a people who mirror just about every character in this film, which makes it even more 

enjoyable. The dialogue is often over the top, and some of the acting is overdone, but tis the nature 

of the beast. Jonny Lee Miller (who never ceases to amaze me) pulls off the American accent quite 

well (though he tends to slip on occasion) and Dade is certainly no Sickboy. But that's just an 

example of range (he did it again in Dracula 2000...and almost saved it). Matthew Lillard, though 

occasionally OVERLY annoying, is perfect as Cereal Killer; his best role ever, though Scream comes 

close. Renoly Santiago is a funny and loud Phantom Phreak, a role only second to his role in Con Air, 

and his lines are always great; and Laurence Mason as the ultra-cool Lord Nikon a very close tie with 

Tin-Tin in The Crow for coolness (and he's done some 'cool' spots...Floyd D in True Romance (not to 

be confused with Brad Pitt's character 'Floyd';) and Roach in an awesome episode of Law & Order...) 

his character is by far the coolest of the Elite. Lorraine Bracco in a 'very' early role...and speaking of 

'early' - Early Edition's Fishe Stevens is amusing as the arrogant swine Eugene 'The Plague' Belford. 

And how can one not like a film with Penn Jillette in it??? But all that aside, Angelina Jolie stole the 

show (as she often does). Looking like a cyber-elf straight out of ShadowRun, she's sultry and sexy in 

a way most actresses these days can't manage. I can't think of any films I haven't liked her in...even if 

I didn't like the films themselves. She's simply awesome here, she even takes bad dialogue and turns 

it into fun, good lines. And 'her' outfits are really nice, save for that horrid dress she was stuck in at 

the end. And she has a Massive Attack startup on her puter!! (with a 28.8 bps modem!!; p~~~) 

Overall: sure it's unrealistic. Sure half of it's impossible. Sure it's overacted and the dialogue needs 

work. But the cast are all under-rated, and most of them went on to better roles, some to much 

fame. And the soundtracks are absolutely AMAZING!! I own them and listen regularly... This should 

probably rate a four or five, but I can't help but ignore all critics and pronounce myself as one of the 

large cult following of adorers of this film. For fun value, let alone the fact that it's entertaining as 

hell 8/10. 
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Hadaka No Shima (The Naked Island) (1960) 
 

Deals with the intolerably hard life of a family of four Shinji Tanaka 

(Tarô - the elder son) & Masanori Horimoto (Jirô - the younger 

son), the only inhabitants of a very small Japanese island in the 

Setonaikai archipelago. Several times a day they row over to the 

neighboring island to fetch water for their miserable fields. A Film 

Nonpareil. I was living next to the Seto Naikai (Inland Sea) at the 

time this movie was made, and marvel at its matchless, eclectic 

choice of images and atmosphere to convey the ambiance of the 

time and place. The photography, music, and restrained acting are 

perfection itself. The lack of dialogue helps, rather than hinders, 

its beautiful, simple story. It has captured a Japanese way of life 

and culture (actually lived by the director---the movie was made 

as a tribute to his parents) forever and in the very highest artistic 

sense. The movie is so genuine, so sympathetic to its participants and subject matter, that the 

viewer is softly, irresistibly, drawn in to share their travails. For years it has been a wonder to me 

why this classic film has been forgotten. Of the thousands of movies I have seen in my lifetime, this 

is the finest. I saw this 30 years ago -- I walked out then in awe, and it's been on the top of my list 

ever since. I came to the internet searching for information on this movie. Not only did I find it, but I 

found a comment that mirrored my own experience with the movie. I too saw it in my student days, 

nearly 30 years ago, in a Friday-night "cinema" series in the student union theater. I see it's listed as 

B&W; I remember it in color -- maybe colorized it in my head? No dialog, just music and 

environmental sound; gorgeous photography of the island, the sea, the brutally hard work ferrying 

water for the crops on the terraces. And we follow that work for a long long time; we go through 

impressed, to irritated (why don't they move to town for chrissake), to rage at being made to sit 

through this for so long, to numb resignation. So we're right where the characters are. Writhing in 

my seat, hoping it will come to an end. And then the brief scene that left me stunned, that made 

sense of all that lead up to it, two seconds of film that explain us in the universe. Like William, I've 

never met anyone else who's seen this movie. And I don't know if I could sit through it again. But I'm 

sure glad I did back then. 
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Hævnen (In A Better World) (2010) 
 

The lives of two Danish families cross each other, and an 

extraordinary but risky friendship (William Jøhnk Nielsen & 

Markus Rygaard) comes into bud. But loneliness, frailty and 

sorrow lie in wait. Anton is a doctor who commutes between his 

home in an idyllic town in Denmark, and his work at an African 

refugee camp. In these two very different worlds, he and his 

family are faced with conflicts that lead them to difficult choices 

between revenge and forgiveness. Anton and his wife Marianne, 

who have two young sons, are separated and struggling with the 

possibility of divorce. Their older, 10-year-old son Elias is being 

bullied at school, until he is defended by Christian, a new boy who 

has just moved from London with his father, Claus. Christian's 

mother recently lost her battle with cancer, and Christian is 

greatly troubled by her death. Elias and Christian quickly form a 

strong bond, but when Christian involves Elias in a dangerous act of revenge with potentially tragic 

consequences, their friendship is tested and lives are put in danger. Ultimately, it is their parents 

who are left to help them come to terms with the complexity of human emotions, pain and 

empathy. Where does it end? After his mother's death, Christian moves once again, and starts in a 

new school. He meets Elias, and defends him against bullies. The latter's father works as a doctor in 

Africa, with a sadistic crime lord nearby. And so we have the setting for a drama exploring revenge, 

as well as power struggles, loss and fear. The overall moral isn't going to surprise anyone (and it isn't 

entirely consistent), and this does occasionally stoop to a cliché. However, it remains a gripping and 

effective film, and it manages to interject a lot of insight and truth, seeing situations from multiple 

different perspectives. This is the second movie by Bier that I watch, and I am confirmed in my 

assertion that Things We Lost in The Fire was a fluke, and not representative of her level of talent (it 

should be noted that the main problem with that one was the script, and she had nothing to do with 

that). She abandons the eyeball shots, and there is much rejoicing. The camera is close at times, 

though no longer oppressively so. This has a cinematography similar to the show NCIS, with hand-

held cameras. I didn't feel like the nature footage added anything, at least not that of Denmark. The 

editing puts you right there, without being annoying or particularly drawing attention to itself. This is 

written by the man behind Den Du Frygter, Mørke and Blinkende Lygter (and other famous ones, but 

those are the ones I've seen and liked), and his skill and credible, human characters (that are the 

focus) shines through. Everything is set up, and most of it pays off. The acting is excellent, without 

exception, the kids especially. Our half-way orphaned lead captures every look and movement to 

perfection, and they really did find someone who could be Thomsen's son. Bodnia returns to a 

typecast role for him, and delivers. The vast majority of the humor works, and nearly none of it 

detracts from the serious and important subject. Everyone can recognize the little brother in 

someone they do or have known. The music is appropriate and not distracting. Dialog is great. No 

soap opera moments, it all comes across as entirely genuine, and nothing comes out of the blue. The 

tone is mature and honest; we don't feel preached to, or lectured, this respects its audience and 

honestly understands what it has to say, it isn't merely repeating a mantra. There is gore (think ER) 

and disturbing content in this. I recommend it to anyone that this at all appeals to. 8/10. 
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Hainan Ji Fan (Hainan Chicken Rice) (Rice Rhapsody) (2004) 
 

Fearing her son could be gay, a conservative mother takes in a 

French foreign exchange student, who ends up teaching the family 

a lot about life, acceptance, and love. Translated literally to 

English as Hainan Chicken Rice, or South Sea Chicken Rice, 

Kenneth Bi's 2004 polish galore rides the food angle in a manner a 

bit too reminiscent of Ang Lee's Eat Drink Man Woman, with the 

two having more than culinary delights in common. The newer 

release likewise wants to hop on the bandwagon by way of 

presenting international spectators with a pleasant premise where 

everyone's friendly and cheerful, and everything looks brightly 

colorful as if fresh out of an Ikea catalog. Not necessarily major 

faults, but if in the market for hard-hitting content, look 

elsewhere, let alone since Rice Rhapsody does attempt a dabble in 

the more controversial, namely homosexuality, but stops short of 

genuinely addressing issues of any meaningful disposition. At least it does reasonably well in the 

political correctness department, touching on the topic matter-of-factly and without prejudice or 

sensationalism. It also features auteur Sylvia Chang, director of notable flicks Princess D and 20-30-

40, in one of her better performances. In addition, through the introduction of a Western exchange 

student into proceedings, the film engages viewers in multicultural interaction of a variety less 

stereotypical than usual, a substantial plus right there. However, despite these pros Rice Rhapsody in 

the end culminates in a flat, unremarkable experience that won't stay with you very long, unlike 

other products in its range, like excellently emotional Yi Yi (2000). Furthermore, the decision to make 

this into a Singapore-based item seems random and bizarre, especially since the main character and 

star obviously insist on reverting to what sounds suspiciously akin to Taiwanese (Chang's from 

Taiwan in case you were wondering). For her part, she does pretty well as restaurant owner Jen, 

straddled with three successful sons whose sexual orientation and lifestyle she reluctantly accepts. 

Her greatest hope lies with youngest offspring Leo (Lepham Tan), a student on his way to finding a 

path through life. Things go more or less as per normal for the family and Jen's rival-would-be-lover 

Kim Chui (Martin Yan), a fellow eatery proprietor competing with her titular signature dish, Hainan 

Chicken Rice (his version has duck instead). Normal, that is, until Jen's worries over the kids all 

playing for the same team begin to encroach, and she enlists Kim Chui's help in saving the day. This 

he attains, or deigns to, by shacking up French intellectual traveler Sabine (Melanie Laurent) with Jen 

and last bird in the nest Leo, hoping the two will strike up a relationship that'll bring the lad back 

from the brink. The ensuing plot involves a little bit of several themes, most memorable of these the 

existential discourse between Sabine and Leo, parts of which take place in a cemetery for sheer 

effect. Naturally, the plan goes slightly awry, with Sabine not always playing along the script and 

generally showing more overt interest in simply making the most of her Singapore jaunt instead of 

catering to Jen and her matchmaking schemes. She also never really signs up for classes, official 

reason for being in the city state to begin with. While on the Singapore front, save for a few glimpses 

of Tiger Beer you'd be hard pressed to even notice the seldom-used locale, opposite of what we've 

come to expect from Hong Kong, for example. There's one ambient highlight, though, with hottie 

Maggie Q stepping in as starlet Gigi, an underutilized extra idling screen time chomping on entrees 



instead of enlightening Leo with her obvious allure. And although Sabine's incapable of using 

chopsticks (laugh at the "foreigners" again, why not), overall one must assert Rice Rhapsody really 

doesn't try to cash in on any Asian vs. Western tripe, nor does it make a big deal of cross-cultural 

love affairs. In fact, it makes a big deal of nothing at all, opting for a smiles-all-around, friendly 

approach that borders on a somewhat unwanted, and largely ineffective, comedic angle. Suffice to 

say the greatest moment of tension throughout comes at a cooking contest towards the end, and let 

us tell you it ain't no Iron Chef at that. But at least you have Sylvia Chang pulling off a manifold, 

believable depiction of basically her own self, and a film devoid of absolutely any disturbing or 

otherwise risky aspects. For those on a mission to watch as many movies from the greater China 

region as possible (sounds familiar), Rice Rhapsody probably makes for a decent companion to stuff 

like Pushing Hands et al. It's also the first of JCE Productions' international iterations, marking the 

beginnings of Jackie Chan's endeavors as world-hugging producer on the global stage through is own 

outfit. Probably more than the above, though, Rice Rhapsody comes in handy for watching with your 

mom or sisters during one of those family afternoons we get once in a while. Have fun and try to 

take it seriously: this one won't do that for you. 
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Half Moon Investigations (2008) 
 

Comedy drama series featuring schoolboy detective Fletcher 'Half' 

Moon (13-year-old Rory Elrick). Half Moon Investigations is a 

children's crime/comedy drama television series created by the 

BBC and based upon the novel of the same name by the author 

Eoin Colfer. It concerns a schoolboy, Fletcher Moon, who spends 

much of his spare time solving petty crimes around his school, St. 

Jeromes. The series began airing in January 2009 and will consist of 13 thirty minute long episodes. 

The series was filmed in and around a disused secondary school, located in Bellshill, North 

Lanarkshire. Fletcher Moon (often referred to as Half Moon because of his height) is a schoolboy 

attending St. Jeromes school. Although it is not stated in the series where the school is situated, the 

novel upon which the TV series is based has St. Jeromes located in Ireland. Every week a crime is 

committed and it is up to Half Moon and his private detective business to find the culprit by 

analysing a series of clues and witnesses. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 01: Red Moon Rising; Newly qualified from Bob Bernstein's online school of detecting, "Half" 

Moon is eager for his first case. When the winner of the art club competition has one of his paintings 

stolen, it transpires that this is not the only recent theft at the St. Jerome's school and the new 

headmistress, Principal Quinn is already on the case. According to school reporter, Mia, the prime 

suspect is Red Sharkey, whose family members are no strangers to being top of a suspect list. 

Episode 02: Text Bully; Mobile phones are going missing at St. Jerome's. Hungry for their first proper 

case, Moon and Red are on to it. They soon realise that their thief is also sending abusive texts, but 

not before friends fall out and alliances are destroyed by the text bully. But will Moon and Red be 

able to find the thief's identity before complete anarchy sets in? Meanwhile, Moon's sister Hazel 

longs for Goth Dogboy to notice her, but he only has eyes for Red's sister, Genie. When he offers the 

perennially skint Genie a ticket for a gig, she vows to somehow get the money. Hazel is on her tail. 

But will Hazel's quest to also attract Dogboy's attention be a lost cause? 

Episode 03: The Case of the Purple Pool; When someone tries to sabotage St. Jerome's star 

swimmer, Harriet 'The Fish' Thompson's, training programme by putting purple dye in the school 

swimming pool, Private Detective Fletcher Moon is determined to find the culprit. His fear of water, 

however, threatens to jeopardise this aqua-based investigation. Much to ace reporter Mia's 

amusement and Moon's embarrassment, it looks like he may fail to conquer his fear. Meanwhile, 

Headmistress Quinn accuses Harriet's fellow swimmer, Shell, of the crime, and Moon's partner Red 

is also implicated. Can Moon correct this injustice? And why are The Pinks so keen that the 

swimming trial be cancelled? 

Episode 04: Prefect Imperfect; It is a proud day for Moon's sister Hazel as she is sworn in as a junior 

prefect, but more importantly, she now has open access to head boy and school heart throb, Nigel 



Godfrey. For Moon, a new investigation beckons as a mysterious note appears on his locker. On it is 

written 'Stop Them', and a prefect's badge is attached. Closer examination reveals clues which 

suggest some illicit activity linked to Pupil Enterprise Week, but what could it be? Moon is on the 

case, and squeaky clean Nigel soon has the finger of suspicion pointed at him over unwelcome 

secrets from his past. 

Episode 05: Ghost Fever; The sighting by Ralph Devlin of what appears to be a ghost in the disused 

science block forces private detective Fletcher Moon to question his own scepticism about all things 

paranormal. April then challenges Moon to uncover the truth behind this mystery, and so Moon 

temporarily becomes a paranormal investigator. He and Red are spooked when further 'evidence' of 

the supernatural seems to present itself. Armed with various gizmos designed to record evidence of 

paranormal activity, Moon and Red to set up a stakeout in the old lab. The evidence continues to 

build up, with green smoke, creepy red eyes spotted in the window of the science block, and what 

appears to be some kind of gruesome monster skulking around. But are these phenomena perhaps 

more 'normal' than paranormal? 

Episode 06: The Curse of the Emerald Phoenix; The disappearance of a valuable artefact during a 

performance of the St. Jerome's school play causes panic among the actors, as it belongs to 

headmistress Quinn, who will go nuts if she learns that it is missing. Moon's sister Hazel, meanwhile, 

is worried for a different reason; she fears her chances of kissing the leading man in the final scene 

could be scuppered if this crucial prop is not found. With the clock ticking, Moon, Red and Mia head 

backstage to investigate. On discovering that an Inspector Moon has mysteriously been written into 

one of the play's scenes, Moon decides to take up the gauntlet, making an impromptu appearance 

on stage in an attempt to ascertain who the thief is. But can he recover the Phoenix before it is too 

late? 

Episode 07: Les Jeunes Etudiantes; Half Moon faces an impossible dilemma when he is called upon 

to investigate Red's brother, Herod. Solving the case could not only result in Herod being put into 

'care', but could also put a final nail in the coffin of Moon's friendship with Red. A zero tolerance 

approach to misbehaviour at St. Jerome's School takes a sinister new turn when headmistress Quinn 

sets up the Pupil Reform Initiative for the Socially Offensive Non-Compliant (PRISON). And Quinn has 

Red's brother Herod in her sights. Moon soon notices that Quinn only appears to be sending the 

boys in Moon's year to Prison, after they have been accused of all manner of crimes by April and The 

Pinks. Something is clearly afoot, and Moon, reunited with Red, decides to dig for more evidence. A 

stakeout of April's house by the detecting duo reveals a gruesome truth. 

Episode 08: Sick Note; When Fletcher is confined to bed after injuring his ankle during a case, Red is 

left to solve the latest crime at St. Jerome's School on his own. It is the eve of auditions for the 

prestigious Riverhall Music School and Mercedes, one of the Pinks and a budding pianist, is 

distraught to discover that her lucky charm, Apollo the unicorn, has been stolen. Foul play by one of 

her rivals is suspected, but where is the evidence? Mia attempts to build Mercedes' confidence, but 

the arrival of a ransom note knocks Mercedes for six. Moon, meanwhile, is keen that she does not 

give in to the hostage taker's demands. But will Moon be able to identify the culprit before the 

audition deadline passes? 

Episode 09: President Herod; Half Moon and his partner in crime-busting, former bad boy Red 

Sharkey, try to discover who is behind a particularly nasty smear campaign in the school. When Red's 



brother, Herod, is elected as Year Rep, he instigates some wacky but popular measures in the school 

and his stock seems to be on the rise. But when pictures of Herod smashing the headlights of 

Headmistress Quinn's car appear all over the school, it becomes clear that a smear campaign has 

been launched by a mysterious foe. Quinn is on the warpath, and clearing Herod's mud-splattered 

name becomes a top priority for private investigator Moon and his partner Red. The main suspects 

are Herod's rivals in the presidential race. Meanwhile, Hazel and Genie are forced to collaborate 

over a writing exercise which soon puts them on an explosive collision course with each other. 

Episode 10: The Beiderbeck Tapes; Ace school reporter Mia proves her journalistic credentials by 

scooping a much sought-after interview with 'It' girl and chart-topping star, Shona Beiderbeck. And if 

that is not enough good news, Ben, an exchange pupil placed in her care, puts an extra spring in her 

step. Could Mia be in love? When the interview tape is stolen, Mia is reluctant to let Moon and Red 

investigate the case and tells them just to forget it. Could the object of her affections have his own 

reason for hoping Moon and Red drop the case? Meanwhile Papa Sharkey is investigating a mystery 

of his own. Two of his kids have come home with black eyes, and he is determined to find out why 

before the family's reputation is once more crushed. 

Episode 11: Moonstruck; When a netball trophy is stolen at Half Moon's school, the finger of 

suspicion points at the kids in the metal work club and a race against time to uncover evidence 

which will tie them to the crime begins. Meanwhile, Moon's sister Hazel is in charge of sponsorship 

money for the school Fun Run, and she has the key to the school safe to prove it. Moon seems to be 

allowing his crush on a girl at school, Chelsea, to cloud his judgement in his investigation into the 

theft of the cup, and Red tells him as much. Is 'faultless' Chelsea somehow involved in the crime? Or 

has she actually been framed by April? As the Fun Run gets underway, an even bigger threat 

emerges. 

Episode 12: A Kind of Magic; Charismatic, self-important hypnotist Ruby is convinced that she will 

win the school talent contest, while her fellow contender Nikky has to pull out when her costume is 

sabotaged. Could there be a connection? And what is the true relevance of the fact that Nikky is now 

seeing Ruby's ex, Keith, himself an aspiring magician? Moon is on the case, but he has other things 

to worry about, as his private investigator's badge has gone missing, and his confidence evaporates 

with it. How much will this very personal loss cloud his professional judgement? 

Episode 13: School Dance; If ever there was a target for April and her cronies, it would be the school 

dance, and Moon and Red vow to stay on her tail. They are proved right when they discover April 

plans to sabotage the dance. But what underhand lengths will she go to when her Pink posse start 

questioning her judgement? Meanwhile, Moon's sister, Hazel, is upset that her boyfriend, Stevie, is 

planning on spending the summer in Ibiza as a DJ. Stevie's rosy future is then threatened, however, 

when the school record decks disappear and he is accused of taking them. But is he actually covering 

for someone else? And where will the battle of wills between Moon and April end in this final 

episode of the current series of Half Moon Investigations? 
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Hamam (Il Bagno Turco) (Hamam: The Turkish Bath) (Hamam: El 

Baño Turco) (Steam: The Turkish Bath) (The Turkish Bath: Hamam) 

(The Turkish Baths) (1997) 
 

Francesco and Marta are husband and wife running a small design 

company in Rome. When Francesco's long forgotten Aunt Anita 

dies in Istanbul, he travels there to look after the sale of the 

hamam (one of a few traditional Turkish baths left) he inherited. 

There he meets the family running the hamam, gets attracted to a 

member of it and the whole Turkish atmosphere and decides not 

to sell the hamam. "Steam", also known as "Hamam" or "Il Bagno 

Turco" is one of the best movies I have ever seen! After repeat 

viewing you will notice the beauty of the story, characters and the 

city of Istanbul! Francesco is the sole heir of his aunt, the sister of 

his mother, whom he has never known! Being single, after a life of 

love and tragedy, she was living the last years of her life with a 

Turkish family in an old original part of Istanbul. Due to the 

downfall of tradition, the Hamam lost its appeal and had to be 

closed. Francesco, an architect/interior designer, living in Italy, in a wealthy part of Rome with his 

girlfriend goes to Istanbul to take care of the estate of his aunt. From his arrival he is drawn into the 

mysterious world of Hamam! Great is his surprise that his inheritance is a Hamam! After getting to 

know the family, Francesco is engulfed in this new old world of Turkey and Istanbul. Going from very 

wealthy in Rome to being a guest of a very poor Turkish family, Francesco's life and the Hamam 

become "one". Francesco has decided to rebuild his life without his girlfriend and Rome and starts 

rebuilding the Haman in Istanbul to its former glory with the help of Mehmet, son of the Turkish 

family, who, during the course of the restauration, becomes his lover. From then on things start to 

develop very quickly in a storm of old against new, east against west, money against poverty, greed 

against tradition, love against hate and finally gay against straight until the very end! The conclusion 

is as shocking as unexpected! A movie to be viewed and reviewed again and again! Highly 

recommended! 
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Hamlet (2009) 
 

The RSC puts a modern-spin on Shakespeare's Hamlet, in this 

filmed for television version of their stage production. The Prince 

of Denmark seeks vengeance after his father is murdered and his 

mother marries the murderer. One of the better Hamlets. No 

matter how many times I see Hamlet (and I've seen it a LOT), I 

always seem to be in directorial mode, mostly to the detriment of 

what I'm watching. This is one of only two Hamlets where I was 

capable of actually watching the PLAY, rather than the director's 

mistakes. Tennant's very tense and tightly-wound Prince exhibits a 

pain and obtusion almost excruciating to watch. The 

contemporary gloss (LOVED those black interiors, shiny floors, 

endless reaches of doors and columns and the infinite dark 

starkness) doesn't feel superficial and does not distract at all from 

the text, unless you're one of those Renaissance Purists. Patrick 

Stewart's Claudius was slick, smooth, menacing, and (oddly enough), almost touchingly revealing. 

This production's Queen Gertrude had that haggard, 'wanna be young' angst seen in so many truly 

beautiful women once they hit fifty -- and I liked that she seemed to age as the battalions of 

misfortune kept coming in waves. Most importantly, I liked that the director allowed the TEXT to 

take center stage, rather than some radical new interpretational agenda. For once, a director that 

allows the audience to draw their own conclusions. 
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Hand In Hand (1961) 
 

A little Roman Catholic boy (11-year-old Philip Needs) and a little 

Jewish girl become fast friends despite the prejudice that 

surrounds them. I am so thrilled to read the lovely comments on 

this little film. the reason being, I was the little girl who played 

Rachel all those years ago. I am now a middle aged lady with three 

grown children of my own. I live quietly, but busily. My children 

may be grown, but they always seem to need me. I am very lucky. 

What a privilege to have read such heartwarming comments, I 

didn't think anyone remembered. My family have seen stills of 

various films I was in, but have never been able to show them 

Hand in Hand, which I have to admit, was my favourite. I would 

love them to see it, it could still be relevant today. THANK YOU SO 

MUCH. Your kind words really mean a lot to me. With 12-year-old 

Denis Gilmore. 
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Hannah Montana: The Movie (2009) 
 

As Hannah Montana's popularity begins to take over her life, 

Miley Stewart, on the urging from her father takes a trip to her 

hometown of Crowley Corners, Tennessee to get some 

perspective on what matters in life the most. I hope anyone who 

is the parent or is a relative of young girls will overlook the 

negative review comments from what appear to be adult men. I 

saw the movie today with my sister and her 8-year-old 

granddaughter. We all loved it and we laughed a lot. Anyone who 

has a young girl, fathers too, I think will enjoy this film. It's not 

going to win an Oscar for acting but it sure gets my vote for light 

entertainment. I liked the music from both Miley Cyrus and Taylor 

Swift; they have different styles. I'm am puzzled at the number of 

men who are reviewing a movie that is designed for little girls. I 

selected a couple of the reviewers who gave the movie one star and looked up some of their other 

reviews. I one case, his favorite movie contained a lot of violence and bloodshed. At any rate, I give it 

an eight because it successfully did what it set out to do. That is to let a lot of little girls and their 

loved ones have a good time. 
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Hans Brinker (1969) 
 

Richard Basehart is wonderful as the crusty doctor who helps 

Hans' father recover. Cyril Ritchard has a wonderful role as an inn-

keeper, and performs a wonderful song with the boys. Family 

viewing at its best. With 19-year-old Robin Askwith. 
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Hansel And Gretel (1987) 
 

Based on the fairy tale by The Brothers Grimm. Hansel (11-year-

old Hugh Pollard) and Gretel (13-year-old Nicola Stapleton) are 

trapped in the deceptively decorated house of the witch Griselda 

who wishes to fatten Hansel so that he may be baked into a 

delicious gingerbread treat. "Hansel And Gretel" is the best 'movie 

tale' Cannon Films produced. This version of the story is taken 

from the Hunperdinck opera, but it's still a recognizable rendition. 

The cast is fine, Hugh Pollard as Hansel, Nicola Stapleton as 

Gretel, David Warner and Emily Richard as the parents. But the 

REAL treat here is Cloris Leachman, as Grizelda, the Witch. This 

veteran actress is simply terrific, whether coaxing the children 

inside her gingerbread house, or threatening them with death. 

She also sings well, something she has rarely done in films. The 

production is tasteful, as are the new songs, adapted from the 

opera. A bit tense at times for young kids, "Hansel And Gretel" is nevertheless, a classic! 
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Hanson: Underneath Acoustic Live (2004) 
 

In this limited ONE NIGHT ONLY theater release, also on DVD, 

Hanson performs on their sold out critically aclaimed "Underneath 

Acoustic Tour". The band performs such hits as "MMMBop", 

"Where's The Love", and "This Time Around" and new songs from 

their album Underneath, including "Penny & Me", "Underneath", 

"Deeper" PLUS Zac Hanson performs the unreleased song "The 

Walk". Impressive. If there was ever a doubt in your mind that 

Hanson didn't have talent, this DVD will make you see. 

Underneath Acoustic Live is a MUST HAVE for any Hanson fan, and 

no doubt worth owning for non-fans too. Hanson takes it down to 

the basics on their 3rd concert DVD. Nothing but acoustic guitars, 

a piano, percussion, and a small drum set for this one. Filmed at 

Chicago's House Of Blues, Hanson brings down the house, acoustic 

style. Songs like "You Never Know" and "Rock'n'Roll Razorblade" 

will have you rockin hard. Who knew a band could rock playing acoustic, Hanson knows how. Hits 

like "Where's The Love", "MMMBop", "Runaway Run", and "This Time Around" have never sounded 

better than on this acoustic dvd. Their latest smash hit, "Penny & Me", is no doubt a crowd fav 

already. Each brother takes the stage alone for one song on this set. Isaac's "Hand In Hand" shows 

he would have no problem with a solo carrer. Taylor's "Crazy Beautiful" is a nice addition, and Zac 

Hanson's "The Walk" is no doubt a highlight of the concert. If you are looking for new music, 

something good, something maybe you wouldn't have ever thought to check out; check out 

Underneath Acoustic Live, you will be pleasently surprised. 
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Happiness (1998) 
 

When a young woman rejects her current overweight suitor in a 

restaurant, he unexpectedly places a curse on her. The film then 

moves on to her sisters. One is a happily married woman with a 

psychiatrist husband and three kids. Unfortunately the husband 

develops an unnatural fascination for his 11-year-old son's (Rufus 

Read) 11-year-old male classmate (13-year-old Evan Silverberg), 

fantasizes about mass killing in a park, and masturbates to teen 

magazines. One of his patients has an unrequited fascination for 

the third sister. Meanwhile the apparently stable 40 year 

marriage of the sister's parents suddenly unravels when he 

decides he has had enough and wants to live a hermit's life in 

Florida. Obviously, the whole movie is slightly warped in its 

viewpoint and certainly presents abnormal relationships among 

all of its parties. Happiness - which centres around the lives of 

three sisters - Joy who's permanently unlucky in love, Helen a successful poet whose next door 

neighbour is obsessed with her and phones to explain this in graphic detail and finally there's Trish 

who has it all, a big house, a couple of kids and a successful psychiatrist husband who himself 

harbours uncontrollable urges. The sisters are all somewhat fractured of mind - for example Lara 

Flyn Boyle's character plays an author suffering writers block bemoaning the fact that she wasn't 

abused as a child that could lend her work some authenticity - so she's delighted when she gets an 

obscene phone from a one of the many fat ugly sex obsessed dysfunctional American neurotics that 

seem to be this seasons slim sexy movie star successes. Happiness manages to be truly provocative 

and also madly comical at one and the same time... for instance I never thought I could feel 

sympathy for a paedophile or a bloke making obscene phone calls but with tact and courage 

Happiness confronts these modern folk devils. Happiness is anything but; as the characters lives 

intertwine in the search for happiness they find only loneliness, obsession and some serious 

psychological problems. In particular the psychiatrists story is remarkable with performances second 

to none as he tries to explain to his son about his paedophile tendencies. Happiness explodes some 

of the fear related misconceptions showing that repression is the oppression of our generation... as 

if an open mind is just that. Open and willing for some perverted notion to crawl right in. Directed by 

Todd Solondz Happiness is a slice of American life that isn't normally dealt with this honesty, making 

it a compelling watch, which will both amuse and seriously disturb for its two hours and fifteen 

minutes running time. Happiness is a must see. 
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Happy Accidents (2000) 
 

Ruby Weaver has man trouble: she tries to fix them, so she's stuck 

herself with a string of losers. Her current lover, Sam Deed, seems 

different: he's sweet, tender, just in from Dubuque. But, as Ruby 

tells her therapist about Sam, in flashbacks we see someone not 

quite of this world. In fact, Sam informs Ruby that he's from the 

future, 2470 to be exact, traveling back in time to avoid 

prosecution for his sister's death, and to find Ruby, whose photo 

he saw back home. Ruby's sure he's delusional, but most of the 

time she wants to keep him - and maybe fix him. Although he 

seems sane, maybe Sam hasn't told her the real story: what's he 

up to, and who is Chrystie Delancey? WOW!! I had heard good 

things about this film, had liked Session 9 a lot, and will watch 

anything with d'Onofrio. Even so, this film completely blew me 

away. It's science-fiction for adults, who prefer ideas and 

emotions to explosions and goofy makeup. It's romantic dramedy at its best, with two memorable 

characters portrayed by highly skilled and REAL actors. In fact both Tomei and d'Onofrio are close to 

perfect in these roles. It's a premise that continues to develop over the entire span of the film, never 

becoming predictable or plot-driven. It offers striking supporting performances from Holland Taylor 

and Jose Zuniga, and a flat-out GREAT scene with Tovah Feldshuh that's driven by subtle and moving 

screenwriting. It offers memorable and witty cameos from Mike McGlone and Anthony ("just call me 

Michael") Hall. And you got to love the conceit of a guy who fantasizes about being A.M. Hall during 

sex! From the opening shot to the end, it offers countless felicities of mise-en-scene, camera 

movement, framing, and editing, courtesy of Brad Anderson. And there's a final shot that manages 

to be both very subtle and emotionally complex, while still seeming completely inevitable. I even 

liked the loose ends that were never wrapped up! SEE THIS FILM! 
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Happy Campers (2001) 
 

When a summer camp director gets injured, the diverse group of 

college freshmen counselors take charge and spice up the 

everyday routine of the camp. I love the bitter un-Hollywood 

ending...life sucks and this movie tells it like it is...but secretly I 

weep because I myself am a hopeless romantic 'sniffle, sniffle' sigh 

this movie really touches on that great feeling you have as a 

child...and the torturous existence of growing up. I haven't seen 

heathers as of now...but this movie makes me want to see it. 

These actors do a very superb acting job (even if the dialouge is 

somewhat typical at times). All in all it can be said that this movie 

will make you feel and probably make you remember that first 

real love...and if it slipped through your hands I highly recommend 

this movie to anyone who has ever felt frustrated by life. 
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Happy Feet (2006) 
 

This is the story of a little penguin named Mumble who has a 

terrible singing voice and later discovers he has no Heartsong. 

However, Mumble has an astute talent for something that none of 

the penguins had ever seen before: tap dancing. Though 

Mumble's mom, Norma Jean, thinks this little habit is cute, his 

dad, Memphis, says it "just ain't penguin." Besides, they both 

know that, without a Heartsong, Mumble may never find true 

love. As fate would have it, his one friend, Gloria, happens to be 

the best singer around. Mumble and Gloria have a connection 

from the moment they hatch, but she struggles with his strange 

"hippity- hoppity" ways. Mumble is just too different--especially 

for Noah the Elder, the stern leader of Emperor Land, who 

ultimately casts him out of the community. Away from home for 

the first time, Mumble meets a posse of decidedly un-Emperor-

like penguins--the Adelie Amigos. Led by Ramon, the Adelies instantly embrace Mumble's cool dance 

moves and invite him to party with them. In Adelie Land, Mumble seeks the counsel of Lovelace the 

Guru, a crazy-feathered Rockhopper penguin who will answer any of life's questions for the price of 

a pebble. Together with Lovelace and the Amigos, Mumble sets out across vast landscapes and, after 

some epic encounters, proves that by being true to yourself, you can make all the difference in the 

world. In the cold land of Antarctica, the Emperor Penguins each express their true love with a 

special heartsong of their own that expresses their very being. However, the misfit Mumble cannot 

sing, but instead has an extraordinary talent to tap dance with almost magical energy and 

expression. Nevertheless, the deeply conformist leadership of the colony fearfully blames the young 

penguin's unorthodox ways for the lean fishing that threatens them all. Defiant in the face of unjust 

rejection, Mumble and his true friends set out to find the true cause of the famine. Through the 

motley crew's trials and perils, Mumble learns many things about his frozen world, not the least of 

which being that his toe tapping talent may be what he needs to save his people. Set deep inside the 

icy land of Antarctica, two emperor penguins have a baby named Mumble. Hatched upon his feet, he 

has an amazing skill for tap-dancing. However, penguins are not supposed to tap dance. Even worse, 

he cannot sing. All emperor penguins are supposed to have a heart song, and he has a try at it - with 

awful results. Torn apart from his mom, dad, and best friend, Gloria, as a teenager who still has his 

adolescent feathers, his ventures off into the icy landscape. He is rescued from a leopard seal from a 

group of Adelie penguins, whom which the leader is Ramon. They take Mumble to their home and 

discover that all of their fish is being taken from an unknown 'alien' source. They ask Lovelace, an 

unwise and cocky leader of the Adelies, to help them. Unfortunately, he proves no help. Leading on 

an incredible adventure, they try to discover the threat of their food source and survival. Using 

courage and bravery, Mumble begins to teach everyone begins to learn that uniqueness isn't a 

burden, but is a gift to be treasured. Finally saw this on Sunday when it previewed in the U.K. (out on 

full release Friday). The cinema was packed with kids ranging from babies to teenagers. Our group 

had kids from 3-15 in it as well as the parents. We all absolutely loved it; what I thought was so good 

was that the kids in the party all reacted according to their ages. The little ones just thought the 

penguins were cute and the chase scenes etc. were thrilling. But the older ones thought the film had 



a deeper message and really enjoyed it. I would normally be fairly bored at a kids' film and have just 

gone to take the kids - but all the adults were fascinated the whole time. We all agreed that it was 

easily the best animated movie of the year. I would recommend it for any age of kid. The audience in 

general obviously loved it judging by the laughter but by the enthralled silence at the dramatic parts. 

Most families obviously consist of children of different ages - so it is not easy to find a film that 

appeals to teenagers as well as 3-year-olds. This one did - an had the adults enthralled as well. I am 

not surprised that it beat Casino Royale at the Box Office in the U.S. 2 week ends running. The green 

message was great - I think it is really important that children should be aware of not littering etc, 

respecting the planet, from a young age. Having said that, I'm not sure the kids really got that 

message but it might have had some effect on the older ones. Have read some stuff on here saying 

kids should not be taught liberal values or not be made aware of them. Liberal values like tolerance 

and fairness etc. The film didn't promote those values more than a lot of kids' movies but even if it 

had I can't imagine why anyone would be worried about that so I'm not going to give it serious 

consideration. The film I went to see was basically a really exciting adventure story with excellent 

acting - you really felt for Mumble - he wasn't just a stock character. I thought Elijah Wood did an 

excellent job in that role. Quite a few people on the internet are asking - why use such famous actors 

for Happy Feet - why not have an unknown voice cast? Obviously having a very big name cast of A 

listers costs far more and so reduces the profits - at least that might appear to be the case. Here is 

one reply I found - "some of the famous actors out there are famous (and expensive) for a reason- 

they're good at what they do. Elijah Wood really is pretty amazing at playing a sympathetic lead; 

Nicole Kidman has a fantastic singing voice to go along with a sweet stage presence..." The visual 

effects were really breath-taking, probably the best animation I've ever seen. But the film also had 

an intriguing story with some depth - it wasn't just a bland cutesy film. I strongly recommend it for 

children, especially when you think of all the predictable rubbish that Hollywood often serves up for 

family films. Up-date - I am very pleased that it won the Oscar for Best Animated; I thought that it 

was clearly the best animated film of the year - and also I was pleased to see the Academy award 

originality and depth as opposed to a pleasant but rather bland, mix-as-before Pixar product. 
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Happythankyoumoreplease (2010) 
 

Captures a generational moment - young people on the cusp of 

truly growing up, tiring of their reflexive cynicism, each in their 

own ways struggling to connect and define what it means to love 

and be loved. Six New Yorkers juggle love, friendship, and the 

keenly challenging specter of adulthood. Sam Wexler is a 

struggling writer who's having a particularly bad day. When a 

young boy (9-year-old Michael Algieri) gets separated from his 

family on the subway, Sam makes the questionable decision to 

bring the child back to his apartment and thus begins a rewarding, 

yet complicated, friendship. Sam's life revolves around his friends-

Annie, whose self-image keeps her from commitment; Charlie and 

Mary Catherine, a couple whose possible move to Los Angeles 

tests their relationship; and Mississippi, a cabaret singer who 

catches Sam's eye. Charming debut for Josh Radnor. I adored this film, it was one of my favorites at 

Sundance, and the cast & crew were amazingly sweet people. The film is a trio of intertwined stories 

involving six New Yorkers dealing with the complexities of love, friendship and identity. While this 

premise may sound familiar, its charm is refreshing and its character keeps the film from becoming 

just another romantic comedy. The main story focuses on Sam Wexler, a struggling writer (Radnor), 

who, during a particularly bad day when he encounters a young boy (played by the adorable Michael 

Algieri) who's been separated from his family. When the boy reveals that he is unhappy in foster 

care, Sam decides to bring the boy back to his apartment, and a unique friendship begins to develop 

between the two. This friendship both initiates and complicates Sam's romance with a beautiful 

cabaret singer named Mississippi (Kate Mara). I really recommend this film. I can't wait for it to be 

released in theaters so my friends and family can see it. 
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Här Kommer Pippi Långstrump (Pippi Goes On Board) (1969) 
 

Pippi Longstocking's third great adventure! Although this is one of 

the least ambitious of the Pippi movies, it happens to be my 

favorite. It doesn't have the pirates or exotic locations of the 

South Seas adventure, or the flying cars of the one where they run 

away from home. It's basically just a continuation of the first film, 

with Pippi and her friends tramping around town irritating people 

and showing complete disregard for property laws. Since the back 

story and exposition are already in place, no time is wasted and 

the children set to work immediately. And, unlike the other films, 

the children are a bit more malevolent in this one. There's a 

strong, negative undercurrent to the proceedings this time 

around. Tommy (12-year-old Pär Sundberg) and Annika are 

noticeably more fault-finding of Pippi, critisizing her singing voice 

and expressing displeasure on several occasions. Tommy insults 

her shoes. Annika says her games are dull and uninspired. Pippi, in turn, plays cruel jokes on them 

involving guns, drugs, and sinking boats. She makes Annika cry and forces Tommy to compromise his 

manhood by spraying ladies perfume in his face. The animals aren't spared from Pippi's abuse, 

either. She throws a pair of panties on her horse's head, admonishes him harshly for eating sugar 

(which she encourages him to do), and brutally traps Mr. Nilsson under an overturned laundry 

basket, furiously telling him "If you're going to act like an ape, you belong on a cage!" In "Pippi Goes 

on Board" there's actually three different children doing voices for Pippi, Tommy, and Annika - as 

opposed to that one old lady who did everything in the first movie. However, most of the characters 

are dubbed with unvarnished, lower-class New York accents - which makes their kvetching all the 

more hilarious. 
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Hard Time: The Premonition (1999) 
 

Burt Reynolds plays Logan McQueen, the hardest and most 

fearless cop in Florida. A series of attacks begins to happen in 

Miami, everyone of them meticulously carried out by a person 

who seems to be an extremely lethal terrorist. Buildings, schools, 

public places, everything is destroyed by the bombs. When trying 

hopelessly to find and to destroy the terrorist, Logan McQueen 

ends up getting closer to a convict who says that he is capable to 

foresee the explosions. Now, Logan will have to team up with the 

man and find the terrorist. This is the sequel to the movie, HARD 

TIME. At the conclusion of which, police Detective Logan 

McQueen offers to take the fall for his partner, Charles Duffy. He 

is sent to prison. While there he is constantly being hounded by 

people he placed in prison, so they place insolitary confinement. 

The man in the cell next to him, Ray Earl Winston is murderer who 

is awaiting to be executed. They form some kind of rapport. Now someone is killing women by 

blowing them up. Winston for some strange reason knows about them. He offers to help the police 

but will only deal with Logan, who has been released. Logan agrees to talk to Winston, but before he 

tells Logan anything, Winston first wants Logan to do something for him first; convince his estranged 

daughter to see him. However, his daughter believes that her father's only conning them, and has 

vowed to never see him. Sloppy Burt Reynolds thriller about a man who receives a premonition of a 

terrorist attack and tries to stop the killer before it happens. At least that's what I heard before 

watching the movie. All I got was loads of cheap made-for-TV-style dialog, sex scenes and violence. 

Dumb, dumb, dumb. 
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Harem Suaré (Le Dernier Harem) (El Último Harén) (Last Harem) 

(Nacht Im Harem) (1999) 
 

As the Ottoman Empire comes to an end, an old servant spins a 

tale to keep the women in the Sultan's harem distracted. The 

story is about Safiye, who first becomes the Sultan's favorite 

concubine, and later the official wife. As she gains power and 

influence, she engages in a tryst with Nadir, the black eunuch. 

When the Empire falls, the Sultan escapes to Europe, leaving all 

the concubines behind. Safiye fights for their rights under the new 

order. Harem Suare, tells the tale of the impossible love between 

the Sultan's prefered girl and one of the eunuch's (castrated 

harem servant) from the Harem of the previous Ottoman Empire. 

With his Occidental eye, Ferzan Ozpetek once again describes a 

mysterious place (as in "Hamam"), offering a "documentary of the 

soul" through a game of mirros, two-faced personalities, creating 

a cross-cultural confrontation on myth, sexuality, and language. 

Set in Istanbul in 1904, just before the fall of the Ottoman Empire and with revolution already at the 

door of the Yildiz Palace, it's the story of Safiye played by Marie Gillain (Mon Pere Ces Hero), an 

Italian girl who was bought by a pasha in the slave market at Cairo and given to Sultan Abdulhamit as 

a present. There, with the help of the black eunuch Nadir (Alex Descas), she rises quickly in the 

harem to become Abdulhamit's favourite. The Sultan likes to listen to Verdi's La Traviata, but can't 

stand the unhappy ending - so he asks Safiye to rewrite the libretto for him... Regarding The Last 

Harem the director offers these comments: "With a Westerner's eye I'm trying to unravel one of the 

most crucial knots of my original culture: the end of the Ottoman Empire, portrayed in one of the 

places dearest to the imagination - the harem: Ferzan Özpetek became a film-maker after working as 

an assistant to Ricky Tognazzi and other Italian directors. His two features (Hamam, Harem Suare) to 

date seek to bridge the Western and Oriental cultures. 
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Harnessing Peacocks (1993) 
 

The beautiful Hebe has been cast out by her family after a teenage 

pregnancy to a masked stranger during a fiesta in Italy. She makes 

ends meet and pays for her 12-year-old son's (Tom Beasley) 

school fees by cooking for old ladies and sleeping with a small 

syndicate of adoring men (the "peacocks" of the title - from Greek 

mythology). The story revolves around Hebe, her "clients" and 

their families, and set against a backdrop of village life in South-

West England. There is a sub-theme of the antiques trade which 

draws some of the characters together, and ultimately resolves 

the mystery of Hebe's masked lover. The first time I saw this film it 

was shown on a late night film show introduced by John Hinds. I 

found it to be one of those films which just "grabs you". The story 

line concerns a young girl who is cast out by her upper class family 

when she becomes pregnant. She makes her way in the world by 

becoming the mistress of a select group of men, all of who love her and whom she loves. This is 

interwoven with the mystery of who the father of her son is. The by-play between John Mills and his 

stable of elderly lovers is funny and extremely diverting. Peter Davison is good as his business 

partner. I thoroughly enjoyed it and return to it at least once a year, as ones does with favourite 

films and books. Serena Scott-Thomas is gorgeous as Hebe. With 13-year-old Ben Keyworth as 

Michael Reeves, Jamie Groves as Giles Krull, Jackson Kyle as Alistair Duff & Jamie McClelland as Ian 

Duff. 
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Harriet The Spy (1996) 
 

Harriet M. Welsch is a spy. But when Harriet's friends find her 

secret notebook the tables are turned on her. Can she win her 

friends, (one of whom is named Sport [12-year-old Gregory 

Smith]), back and still keep on going with the spy buisness? This 

little film has been roundly criticized for being disjointed and 

amateurish. Well, it 'is' disjointed: part of it is surreal allegory, 

part realistic morality play. Part of it moves with a natural rhythm 

while other parts seem to have been transplanted from afternoon 

TeeVee. Some is done with a cartoon cosmology, and the rest is 

straight from Marlo Thomas' heart. Distributed throughout are 

mottles of bad acting and unconsidered dialog. And I loved it all. 

Why? Because this is in the tradition of movies and books that 

generate themselves. Rather, the characters in the stories play 

double duty as the authors of the story and the creators of the 

world that surrounds it. So it makes sense as precisely what a preteen would imagine her older self 

writing about her. Indeed, the whole thing is a meditation on how someone might abstract the 

world (for writing) without a mature faculty for abstraction - which is to say how a kid would imagine 

an adult's mind imagining a kid's mind. It's all about the deep problems of writing. I imagine the 

author of the original book sitting down and having trouble writing, them ruminating about why on 

the page. Therefore, we have a youthful experimenter, a blocked writer, a "gardener" who makes 

environments from trash, another maker of environments (cages) who craves companionship, a 

woman who lives in a cage (Kitt), the Dad who is a movie comedian, together with lesser characters. 

And the spy who spies so she can write what we see. It is all about sight and callow abstraction, just 

what movies were made for. Sure, it differs from the book because film can amplify what the book 

cannot. The adapter (the guy that did the game as life as game "Jumanji" project) understood this. 
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Harry + Max (2004) 
 

Harry (Mark L. Young at 15-years-old) is a 23-year-old former boy 

band idol who is watching his younger brother, 16-year-old Max 

(Cole Williams & Max Piscioneri at 9-years-old), follow in his 

footsteps. Harry has detoured on his way to a Japanese concert 

tour to escort Max on a long-promised camping adventure. Their 

trip begins on a note of camaraderie but quickly turns serious as 

old wounds resurface, forcing them to come to terms with their 

dysfunctional past--Harry's drinking problems, his disconnection 

from the family, and, most of all, his relationship with Max and the 

emotional dependency that keeps them from moving into 

adulthood. I never had a brother, but I always wondered, if I had a 

brother and my brother was hot, or cute, or handsome, what 

would stop me from having sex with him? There's no chance of 

having a child. What is wrong? Where is the danger? This movie 

takes that notion pretty far. Two brother, both in the music business. At first, the younger brother 

lusts after the older one, but the older one doesn't allow it to go too far. Then the older brother, 

after being revealed as an alcoholic, and after masturbating to his younger brother's picture in a 

magazine, changes his mind, and pursues the younger bro. But now the young one resists, rebels, 

says no. The young one is remeniscent of Zak Hanson; the older is like one of those Backstreet Boys. 

Both are desirable, and the movie his hot. And it's in the hands of a really good, refined director, 

Christopher Munch, who knows how to photograph a movie in scenic locales, and can handle the 

mood music. The topic may be a bit shocking, but the movie works really well. 
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Harry And The Hendersons (Bigfoot) (Bigfoot And The Hendersons) 

(1987) 
 

Returning from a hunting trip in the forest, the Henderson 

family's (12-year-old Joshua Rudoy) car hits an animal in the road. 

At first they fear it was a man, but when they examine the "body" 

they find it's a "bigfoot". They think it's dead so they decide to 

take it home (there could be some money in this..). As you 

guessed, "it" isn't dead. Far from being the ferocious monster 

they fear "Harry" to be, he's a friendly giant. In their attempts to 

keep Harry a secret, the Henderson's have to hide him from the 

authorities and a man, who has made it his goal in life, to catch a 

"bigfoot". It's hard to find a good "all around" family movie. If it's 

something the kid will like, best bet, the parents will hate it. And if 

it's something mom and dad like, the kids will hate it. Harry and 

the Hendersons is one of the few family movies that the entire 

family enjoys! With a PG rating, the movie has just enough action, 

drama, suspense, and comedy to keep each member of the family interested. An interesting fact: 

The only character who curses in the entire film is the little boy? Except for hearing the word sh*t 

two or three times, the rest of the movie is clean for the whole family to enjoy. 
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Harry Potter (I) And The Sorcerer's Stone (2001) 
 

Young Harry Potter has to lead a hard life: His parents have died in 

a car crash when he was still a baby, and he is being brought up by 

his Uncle Vernon and Aunt Petunia. For some reason 

unbeknownst to the bespectacled 10-year-old, the Dursleys let 

him live in the small chamber under the stairs, and treat him more 

like vermin than like a family member. His fat cousin Dudley, the 

Dursley's real son, keeps bothering Harry all the time. On his 

eleventh birthday, Harry Potter finally receives a mysterious letter 

from a certain Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, telling 

him that he is chosen as one of the future students of that 

supposedly renowned school. Hagrid, the gigantic man who 

brought the letter, finally introduces Harry into the real 

circumstances of his life: His parents were a wizard and a witch, 

they were killed by the evil wizard Voldemort protecting him. 

Harry still has a lightning-shaped scar on his forehead from that event. Since he survived the attack 

as a baby, and also somehow deprived Voldemort from his powers, he has been famous in the 

wizarding world ever since. The Dursleys, strong disbelievers in that magical crap, never told Harry 

anything about his true self. So, Harry is strongly surprised, yet absolutely happy to start his training. 

At Hogwarts, Harry meets his teachers, and becomes friends with Ron Weasley (13-year-old Rupert 

Grint) and Hermione Granger. The three of them accidentally find out that the potions master, 

Severus Snape, seems to plot on stealing something that is guarded by a three-headed dog. Since 

nobody would believe some first years to have found out such important things that even would 

incriminate a Hogwarts teacher, they take it on themselves to find out what Snape is up to. Their 

quest for the truth leads across many obstacles, from keeping up the everyday school life, a 

bewitched Quidditch match (Quidditch is a popular wizard sport), Fluffy, the three-headed monster 

dog and quite some tasks one has to overcome to get to the guarded object. 11-year-old Harry, 

mistreated by his heartless relatives, realizes that he is, in fact, a wizard. Led by the friendly giant 

Hagrid, he goes to the famous Howarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry to start his 7 year long 

wizard education. But someone is up to something bad in the Dark forest outside the school. Harry 

Potter (12-year-old Daniel Radcliffe) has spent the first ten years of his life living under the stairs in 

the house of his Aunt Petunia and Uncle Vernon, who generally dislike him. Then, one day, a giant, 

named Hagrid, comes to him with an invitation to study at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and 

Wizardry. Harry soon discovers that there are two worlds: one is the dreary world of the Muggles 

where he's grown up, and the other is one of magic and fantasy, and it's the latter in which he's 

destined to live. On his 11th birthday, young Harry Potter discovers the life he never knew he had, 

the life of a wizard. In his first year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, he meets his two 

best friends Ron Weasley (13-year-old Rupert Grint), an expert at Wizard Chess, and Hermione 

Granger, a girl with non-magic parents. Harry learns the game of Quiditch and Wizard Chess on his 

way to facing a Dark Arts teacher who is bent on destroying him. To millions of children of all ages, 

November 16 has been more eagerly anticipated than Christmas, as the long-awaited film version of 

J. K. Rowling's beloved novel "Harry Potter and the Sorceror's Stone" hits the screen. Each of 

Rowling's four Harry Potter books have been critically acclaimed worldwide best-sellers, turning a 



generation of video-game playing children into avid readers. In translating Rowling's world of 

wizards and magic to the screen, the film makers claimed to be intensely aware of the fans' high 

expectations and had sworn to be faithful to the book. "Harry Potter and the Sorceror's Stone" is 

indeed the most loyal film adaptation of a book that this fan has ever seen. It's the story of an 

orphaned boy who discovers on his eleventh birthday that his parents were wizards and that he is in 

fact a famous and powerful wizard himself. Released from the clutches of his desperately ordinary 

(and non-magical) Uncle Vernon and Aunt Petunia - and their deliciously obnoxious son Dudley - 

Harry takes his place in the wizarding world as a first year student at the venerated Hogwarts School 

of Witchcraft and Wizardry. A great deal of "Harry Potter and the Sorceror's Stone" is an 

introduction to this fantastic and dangerous world and its richly drawn characters. There's not only a 

lot of plot to cover in this film, but an entire world to create. At two and a half hours long (hit the 

restroom before it starts), the film includes the book's most memorable scenes, bringing many of 

them to life with pure cinematic wizardry. The Quidditch match (a soccer/hockey/rugby thing played 

on broomsticks) is much more exciting on the screen than on the page, as is the bathroom battle 

with an enormous mountain troll and the larger-than-life game of wizard's chess. The frightening 

aspects of the book are in full force in the film, and its PG rating (for some scary moments) should be 

taken seriously. Screenwriter Steven Kloves ("Wonder Boys") has done a fine job of streamlining 

Rowling's tale while maintaining its spirit. Director Chris Columbus ("Home Alone") makes good on 

his promise to be faithful to the book. But at times the film is a bit too reverent; you want the actors 

to cut loose and have a bit more fun. Columbus clearly understands that fantasy works best when 

it's played most real. Across the board, his fine ensemble of actors are so perfectly cast that they 

appear to have literally stepped out of Rowling's book. In the title role, Daniel Radcliffe pulls off the 

very difficult task of playing an introverted hero who spends most of the movie reacting to the 

amazing sights and events around him. He beautifully captures the deep soul and untapped 

potential of Harry Potter. And when this kid smiles the screen lights up. Rupert Grint is delightful as 

Harry's sardonic buddy Ron Weasley (13-year-old Rupert Grint) and Emma Watson nearly steals the 

film as their overachieving friend Hermione Granger. Three cheers to the film makers for giving three 

unknown child actors the top billing they deserve. The strong cast of veteran actors includes Richard 

Harris as the wise Headmaster Dumbledore and Robbie Coltrane as the lovable giant Hagrid. Alan 

Rickman is wonderfully villainous as Professor Snape and Zoe Wanamaker has just the right touch of 

girls gym teacher as flying instructor Madame Hooch. As the strict but just Professor McGonagall, 

Oscar winner Maggie Smith seems born to play the role - and is ready for another Oscar. John Cleese 

(as Nearly Headless Nick) and Julie Walters (as Mrs. Weasley) have all-too-brief cameo roles, but if 

the next film "Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets" remains true to the book, we'll be seeing 

more of them. In addition to being highly engaging, the film is a marvelous thing to look at. From the 

bustling wizard street Diagon Alley to the magnificently gothic Hogwarts School to the dark and 

misty Forbidden Forest, the film breaks new ground in imaginative production design. To paraphrase 

the film's tagline, let the magic (and box office records) begin. 
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Harry Potter (II) And The Chamber Of Secrets (2002) 
 

Harry Potter (13-year-old Daniel Radcliffe) is in his second year of 

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. He is visited by a 

house-elf named Dobby and warned not to go back to Hogwarts. 

Harry ignores his warning, and returns. He is still famous, 

although still disliked by Snape, Malfoy, and the rest of the 

Slytherins. But then, strange things start to happen. People are 

becoming petrified, and no-one knows what is doing it. Harry 

keeps hearing a voice.. a voice which seems to be coming from 

within the walls. They are told the story of the Chamber of 

Secrets. It is said that only Salazar Slytherin's true descendent will 

be able to open it. Harry, it turns out, is a Parsel-tongue. This 

means that he is able to speak/understand snakes. Everyone 

thinks that it's him that has opened the Chamber of Secrets 

because that is what Slytherin was famous for. Harry Potter's 

adventures continue...Harry Potter begins his second year at Hogwarts School of Wizardry, but is 

warned by a mysterious creature that danger awaits him at the school. Malevolent voices whisper 

from the walls. Soon it's not just Harry who is worried about survival, as dreadful things begin to 

happen at Hogwarts. Harry Potter (Daniel Radcliffe) returns to Hogwarts School of Wizardry for his 

second year. After a confrontation with a house elf named Dobby, Harry escapes to the Weasley 

house with Ron Weasley (14-year-old Rupert Grint) in a flying car. They are then late for the train 

and have to ride it to school. When they get there, strange happenings invade the school. 

"Mudbloods" (people of Muggle families) are "petrified" by an evil monster lurking in the grounds. 

When every one suspects that it is him, the trio then set out to find the culprit and find out more 

than they bargained for: the diary of Tom Riddle, why Hagrid was expelled and what the Chamber of 

Secrets is and why is it so feared in Hogwarts. Lessons learned since the 1st film! Clearly this film was 

edited at script stage rather than the cutting room floor stage!! This story reads as film narrative, 

rather than a book illustration, which was the big mistake of the 1st film. Anyone can watch this film 

and follow it without knowing the book. The 1st hour is pure laugh out loud fun (the adults in my 

Cinema audience were shouting with laughter!). The last hour is scary, wand dropping tension. The 

problem is: how do we convince muggles put-off by the 1st film to go see this one? Why should they 

give this one a chance? Answer: If you know someone who likes Fun, make them see this film! This 

film is not about 'Oscars' & Acting, despite the fabulous performances by all the adults, it is about 

enjoying the overall effect of the film, this being to give the viewer a long lasting buzz. Brilliant! The 

staging is very theatrical in it's minimalism, yet extravagantly arty in visual specifics. In the not to 

distant future I see fans going to a regular weekend slot at their local cinema for Audience 

Participation fun. Wands, swords, sorting hat, spiders, mandrakes & crucial ear muffs as standard 

props! Lots of gaps for us to shout out funny quips. A Rocky Horror Show Audience Participation 

Show for kids! Long overdue. My Rating: 8/10. Not a masterpiece of cinematic potential, but such 

jolly good fun that no one should be denied the joy of a "Bloody Marvelous" frolic. A film for the 

child within us adults. Go see it with a predominantly adult audience if you want to experience the 

real buzz of unfettered emotion. Only three children were present at the Preview I witnessed and 

they were silently spellbound whereas the adults evoked emotion noisily throughout and then stood 



up, cheered and applauded at the end! I shall never forget this truly magical experience. Richard 

Harris you can not be replaced, you will always be Dumbledore, and hence Omnipresent. Thank you 

for the fantastic finale to a wonderful life that you gave us. Thank you. And Thank you JK & Chris. 

You did it, the Chamber is well & truly open now! 
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Harry Potter (III) And The Prisoner Of Azkaban (2004) 
 

It's Harry's (15-year-old Daniel Radcliffe) 3rd Year at Hogwarts, 

not only does he have a new "Defense against the Dark-Arts" 

teacher, but there is also trouble brewing. Convicted murderer 

Sirius Black has escaped the Wizards Prison, is coming after Harry. 

With 16-year-old Rupert Grint. 
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Harry Potter (IV) And The Goblet Of Fire (2005) 
 

Harry's (16-year-old Daniel Radcliffe) fourth summer and the 

following year at Hogwarts are marked by the Quidditch World 

Cup and the Triwizard Tournament, in which student 

representatives from three different wizarding schools compete in 

a series of increasingly challenging contests. However, 

Voldemort's Death Eaters are gaining strength and even creating 

the Dark Mark giving evidence that the Dark Lord is ready to rise 

again. In the unsuspecting lives of the young wizard and witches at 

Hogwarts the competitors are selected by the goblet of fire, which 

this year makes a very surprising announcement: Hogwarts will 

have two representatives in the tournament, including Harry 

Potter! Will Harry be able to rise to the challenge for the Tri 

Wizard Tournament while keeping up with school or will the 

challenges along with Voldemort's rebirth be too much for the 

young hero? Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire takes us deeper into the characters' minds and the 

darkness of the Wizarding World. At the Quidditch World Cup, Voldemort's followers gather and 

wreak havoc. Then, at Hogwarts, a legendary event takes place. The Triwizard Tournament! The 

Goblet of Fire judges who gets in and who doesn't. On the fateful night, three champions are 

selected. But then the Goblet spits out one other. Harry's. These two major events point to the 

return of Lord Voldemort. Dumbledore and the other teachers sense it, but it is inevitable. And Harry 

is no longer safe at Hogwarts. This fourth installment is the most dramatic, and also the scariest. Let 

me just say that all does not necessarily end well. This is a awesome Harry Potter Movie It is really 

pretty well done with a dark and spooky feel It almost made me wet my pants and I'm 28-years-old. 

Yeah there is some stuff left out that was in the book but there is plenty of action and effects. It's a 

must see for all fans of the books and movies. This movie is the best of the series to date. I can't wait 

for the DVD to find out if there's anything added that was left out of the film. This movie is best on 

the big screen. The young actors are growing up well. I'm afraid that pretty soon they will be too old 

for there roles in the film. I know some people probably won't like this film too much and it's not for 

the really young kids but it's a great film and I would not miss it for the world. With 17-year-old 

Rupert Grint. 
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Harry Potter (V) And The Order Of The Phoenix (2007) 
 

After a lonely summer on Privet Drive, Harry (18-year-old Daniel 

Radcliffe) returns to a Hogwarts full of ill-fortune. Few of students 

and parents believe him or Dumbledore that Voldemort is really 

back. The ministry had decided to step in by appointing a new 

Defence Against the Dark Arts teacher that proves to be the 

nastiest person Harry has ever encountered. Harry also can't help 

stealing glances with the beautiful Cho Chang. To top it off are 

dreams that Harry can't explain, and a mystery behind something 

Voldemort is searching for. With these many things Harry begins 

one of his toughest years at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and 

Wizardry. Once again, I believe that the series is only getting 

better with each progressive movie. I attended a preview 

screening tonight and was completely blown away by the movie. While quite a bit of detail was lost 

in the movie, how can you really expect a three hour movie to capture what takes Rowling hundreds 

of pages to explain? This said, Yates did a great job capturing the spirit of the book, and he had me 

on my seat from the first scene all the way through the end of the movie. I cried, I laughed, and I am 

pretty sure there were a few times where I couldn't breathe from the tension. What really made the 

movie for me was the talent of the actors. As expected, the older cast members deliver some of the 

best acting England has to offer. Sidenote: there is something about Emma Thompson where every 

time she cries in a movie, I start tearing up myself. I was especially impressed with how much Daniel, 

Emma (Watson), and Rupert have improved their acting since the last movie. Having come from 

seeing Daniel in Equus two weeks ago, I was expecting a lot from him. Even after seeing him display 

more intensity than I thought possible on stage, he surprised me in Phoenix. His emotions were so 

raw and genuine that I literally got goosebumps. Well done to the cast and crew! I can't wait for the 

next one!! With 19-year-old Rupert Grint. 
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Harry Potter (VI) And The Half-Blood Prince (2009) 
 

In the sixth year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft, and in both 

wizard and muggle worlds Lord Voldemort and his henchmen are 

increasingly active. With vacancies to fill at Hogwarts, Professor 

Dumbledore persuades Horace Slughorn, back from retirement to 

become the potions teacher, while Professor Snape receives long 

awaited news. Harry Potter (20-year-old Daniel Radcliffe), 

together with Dumbledore, must face treacherous tasks to defeat 

his evil nemesis. In Harry Potter's sixth year at Hogwarts School of 

Witchcraft, Harry finds a book marked mysteriously, "This book is 

the property of the Half Blood Prince," which helps him excel at 

Potions class and teaches him a few dark and dangerous ones 

along the way. Meanwhile, Harry is taking private lessons with 

Dumbledore in order to find out about Voldemort's past so they 

can find out what might his only weakness. Only the most 

unyielding literalist Potter fans will not enjoy this film as it has it all: exquisite cinematography, a 

brilliant soundtrack, imaginative direction, and the best acting from both veterans and young guns 

we've seen so far in the series. All are put to brilliant use as Dumbledore and Harry conspire to 

discover Lord Voldermort's secrets whilst simultaneously straining every sinew to contain outbreaks 

of rampant hormones and potion-taking at Hogwarts. Some of the sets are breathtaking, in 

particular Weasley Wizard Wheezes. The film is hilarious throughout, Rupert Grint excelling with 

superb support from Jessie Cave, Freddie Stroma (as Cormac McClaggen) and Evanna Lynch. Bonnie 

Wright and Tom Felton are allowed to step out of their two-dimensional characters, Wright 

delivering sensuousness and strength and Felton giving an outstanding all-round performance. 

Daniel Radcliffe continues to carry the weight of both the part and the franchise with effortless ease, 

and Emma Watson is once again a delight as the emotionally embattled focus of the superb trio, 

who have now added a facility for comedy to their formidable acting skills. The veterans pull out all 

the stops, Michael Gambon is exceptional, becoming a truly charismatic and compelling presence by 

the end of the film, and of course, perfectly pitched performances from the likes of Bonham Carter 

(terrifyingly seductive), Jim Broadbent (funny and pathos-filled), and Alan Rickman (unreadably 

malevolent). And, despite being on the screen for what seemed an instant, both David Thewlis and 

Helen McCrory successfully convey their respective characters' desperation and edginess. The film 

never lags because when you are not being gripped by visceral Quidditch or battle scenes you are 

laughing your head off at the comedy which ranges from broad and physical to witty and acute. The 

film is all the more satisfying because there is a very strong sense of place, and the characters are 

three-dimensional, and utterly recognisable. And, it is truly multi-dimensional, part romcom, 

detective story, rites-of-passage teen adventure, magical, scary-horror, political, and, above all, 

about love and friendship. All Rowling's stories are multi-layered but this is the first film to really 

capture the complexity and fun of the series. You cannot wish for more from a film than it both stays 

in the mind, and, the first urge you have is to want to see it all over again. Half Blood Prince delivers 

on both counts, and more. With 21-year-old Rupert Grint. 
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Harry Potter (VII) And The Deathly Hallows: Part 1 (2010) 
 

As Harry races against time and evil to destroy the Horcruxes, he 

uncovers the existence of three most powerful objects in the 

wizarding world: the Deathly Hallows. Voldemort's power is 

growing stronger. He now has control over the Ministry of Magic 

and Hogwarts. Harry, Ron, and Hermione decide to finish 

Dumbledore's work and find the rest of the Horcruxes to defeat 

the Dark Lord. But little hope remains for the Trio, and the rest of 

the Wizarding World, so everything they do must go as planned. 

Harry Potter and the Random Series of Forests. Completely lacking 

in imagination, storytelling, and cinematography, this is the worst I 

have seen in the series. Aside from the first 15 and last 15 

minutes, The Hallows is the most boring and badly presented to 

date. I understand character development and a sub story was 

going on during this portion, but it is so blatantly spoon fed and 

boring it was borderline offensive. Characters should be developed by following them through a 

story, not by stopping (or slowing) the story to develop the character! As for audience appeal I can 

say only this: being a PG-13 movie with such dark and sexual overtones the dialog and presentation 

feels aimed at the intellect of a 6-year-old audience. Further, the way that characters just hop in and 

out of scenes, unannounced, and unexplained ruined most every major action sequence for me. The 

three main characters can't ever figure anything out on their own or spot obvious traps. They just 

dumbly wander from dangerous situation to the next while trying not to unravel simple clues. They 

are constantly bailed out by random characters showing up at just the right random time and place. I 

didn't read this book, but I have read a few, and the author seems to describe the situations and 

traps as subtle and tricky. The director failed at this concept completely. They should not have split 

this into two movies, and I honestly hope, when I watch part 2 at home, the director pulls his 

production team, editing, and writing together for something that makes sense and serves to fill 

more then just time. With Bonus DVD 
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Harry Potter (VII) And The Deathly Hallows: Part 2 (2011) 
 

Harry, Ron and Hermione search for Voldemort's remaining 

Horcruxes in their effort to destroy the Dark Lord once and for all. 

The final chapter begins as Harry, Ron, and Hermione continue 

their quest of finding and destroying the Dark Lord's three 

remaining Horcruxes, the magical items responsible for his 

immortality. But as the mystical Deathly Hallows are uncovered, 

and Voldemort finds out about their mission, the biggest battle 

begins and life as they know it will never be the same again. Better 

Ending. Endings are usually the problems of most movie series. 

They usually end up being mediocre & unsatisfying or they are 

made to cash in people. The great thing about Harry Potter 

movies, the filmmakers are taking their job seriously. Harry Potter 

and the Deathly Hallows Part 2 is a great ending of the series. It's 

more than throwing a lot of action and exposition. Harry Potter 

and the Deathly Hallows Part 2 is one of those conclusion that actually care about the series. Deathly 

Hallows part 1 is just the first and the half of the second act of the story. Deathly Hallows part 2 

begins straight forward to its continuation of the last Harry Potter film. And of course, if you haven't 

seen Deathly Hallows Part 1 or any of the Harry Potter movies, you'll be confused to death. Obvious 

isn't it? It's pretty clever to make the whole Deathly Hallows story like a slow burn. It started from 

silent thrills, plans, and escapes to big and loud battles. The series doesn't only end with big and loud 

action. It also gives us some nostalgia from the old Harry Potter films. And we still get to see more of 

the characters. The movie itself is pretty exciting. It's a good choice to let David Yates direct the rest 

of the Potter films because he made this series darker and bolder. Aside from that the film still has 

its compelling moments like the Prince's Tale scene. No need to tell about the performances of 

Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint, Emma Watson and the rest of the cast because they are obviously 

good to their characters but there is one actor here is worth mention and that is Alan Rickman. We 

already knew him as Snape but there is one scene where we see more of his character and his 

performance was excellent. The filmmaking, the special effects is obviously good. The music score 

really made the battle scenes epic and perfect for a final film. For me it's really hard to write a 

review about Harry Potter. Is it because I never read the books or I'm not really a huge fan but in my 

opinion Harry Potter is a successful series. If I rank all the movie conclusions, this could be number 

three because nothing beats Lord of the Rings and Star Wars. Either you're a fan or not, you'll love 

this series. And yes, this is another remarkable movie series. 
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Hatachi No Binetsu (A Touch Of Fever) (The Slight Fever Of A 20-Year-

Old) (1993) 
 

The story of two young hustlers, Tatsuro and Shin, and her two 

female friends. Everything seems to work, until the day Shin 

declares he's in love with Tatsuro. I saw this movie in DVD release 

that came out 10 years after its initial theatrical release, so there 

is a lot of making-of stuff on the DVD that reveals some surprising 

things about the move, e.g. almost all the actors were first-timers; 

it was a huge box office hit in Japan; the director put down his 

own work as substandard (much too hard on himself, in my 

opinion). The story itself turns and twists on the fact that 

characters who seem strong--Tatsuro and Yoriko--are actually 

weaker than their younger friends--Shin-chan and Asami-- who 

turn out to be strongest when they are the most vulnerable. The 

name of the escort service the boys work for is Pinocchio, a sort of 

puppet palace/donkey island where it takes something special to 

become a real, live boy. Overcoming self deception is the biggest hurdle. I suppose it is meant to be 

Tatsuro's movie, but Shin-chan stole it from him, not with any sort of mugging, but largely because 

of the charm of the character. All of the performances were pitch perfect. I didn't come away feeling 

quite as gloomy as our other commentator did, maybe because I recognize low-key Japanese 

upbeat-ness when I see it. I was charmed by all four of these kids, but definitely not in a manipulated 

Hollywood sort of way. They all seemed like the kids I teach: very real, very embattled, and very 

resilient. I have a quibble with the subtitles. They were mostly pretty good, but since it's an older 

movie, we're stuck with them... no way of turning them off. However, there was an occasional 

omission of some dialog from the translation that I could see no reason for, and--if left in--would 

have actually enhanced the understanding. I think perhaps this was critical in the last scene, and 

could be the thing that led the other commentator to find it depressing, because he didn't catch this 

one little bit of dialog that was actually quite sardonically funny. 
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Hatching Pete (2009) 
 

The movie is about a boy named Poole (18-year-old Mitchel 

Musso), who becomes his school's mascot. He comes from a long 

line of mascots in his family, but it turns out that he can't do it 

because he's allergic to the costume. So his shy best friend, Pete 

(18-year-old Jason Dolley), does it for him. But when Poole starts 

becoming popular for being the mascot, and people don't know 

that it's really Pete, trouble starts between the friends. Disney 

Studios new teen comedy Hatching Pete is about two high school 

kids who both are their team's Chicken Mascot. Only one claims 

credit for it while the other does the work. I suppose that Cyrano 

De Bergerac is well in the public domain so no one will be suing 

the Magic Kingdom any time soon. But I suspect that Rostand 

would not be too unhappy with this updating of his classic set in 

21st Century America. In fact things work out a whole lot better 

for these kids than for Cyrano and Christian. Teen Disney 

Television stars Jason Dolley, Mitchell Musso, and Tiffany Thornton star in Hatching Pete. Musso is 

the school's chicken mascot, a family tradition as his father was one also. The problem is that 

Musso's developed an allergy to the costume and just can't go on. So he has good friend and 

wallflower transfer student Jason Dolley put on the suit for a game. But Dolley discovers he's got a 

real flair for those outfits and soon he becomes the reason the crowds come out. It certainly isn't for 

the team and its coach Brian Stepanek. In fact there's a lot of jealousy developing between Stepanek 

and his players with the chicken no matter who it is. In fact both Dolley and Musso would like to win 

Homecoming Queen Tiffany Thornton even though cheerleader Josie Lopez is a whole lot nicer. Trust 

me, it all works out in the end. Hatching Pete is a nice product from the Magic Kingdom and who 

knows in some English Literature class in some high school in the U.S.A. someone may realize where 

this plot comes from and develop an appreciation for the classics. 
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Hatifa (1960) 
 

The girl Hatifa sold as a slave flees from the shank into the desert. 

From the Verdursten it saves the writer Simsal, which followed a 

caravan. It protects it. It thanks it with industrious work and wins 

thereby friends, among other things also the boy Hodja. In order 

to endanger Simsal not further, because death for the rescue of 

the slave girl threatens it, decides Hatifa and Hodja to flee with 

discovery. The Krieger Ganem catches it however, discovered 

thereby also Hatifas secret. She must promise it hush money. 

Meanwhile the Sklavenbefreier Zadok with its men prepares for 

the fight against the slave traders. It looks for his missing person 

daughter Indira. Hatifa cannot procure the entire hush money. 

Thereupon Ganem drags it back into the quarry, around the 

Judaslohn is bounced however there. Hatifa however is again sold 

and brought on a ship. At the same time also Simsal and Hodja 

reach the port. While first as a writer on the ship hires herself, in order to protect the girl, Hodja 

creeps secretly on board. The attendant is an allying of Zadok. Also Simsal knows. The ship falls - 

intentionally guided by the attendant so - into a trap. Zadok and its men free all slaves. Also Hodja, 

which is pushed to Simsal in the meantime, renders valuable help. All are freely, the slave trader and 

its Hä imprisoned. By the beach Hatifa in Zadok recognizes its father and it in Hatifa its daughter 

looked for for a long time. 
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Hatuna Meuheret (Late Marriage) (2001) 
 

Zaza is a 31-year-old Israeli bachelor, handsome and intelligent, 

and his family wants to see him married. But tradition dictates 

that Zaza has to choose a young virgin. She must be beautiful and 

from a good family, preferably rich. Zaza's parents, Yasha and Lily 

drag Zaza to meet potential brides and their families. Zaza has no 

choice. He plays along with his family, advocates of the suffocating 

traditions of their Georgian Jewish heritage. But Zaza always 

manages to somehow get out of being engaged. What his parents 

don't know is that Zaza is already in love. Judith is sensuous, 

strong and intriguing. She's also a divorcée with a 6-year-old 

daughter. So Zaza has kept Judith a secret from his family. He will 

have to choose between respect of the strict confines of family 

and tradition, or the love of his life. Zaza is 31, a graduate student 

in philosophy; Judith is 34, a divorcée with a young child. They're 

in love. The obstacle is his family, Georgian Jews who will not allow divorce under their roof even 

though the men all seem to have mistresses and affairs in their past. The women are indomitable. 

Zaza's parents arrange for him to meet eligible young women; we watch them pay a formal call on 

one. Meanwhile, they know about Judith and her daughter. When the confrontation does come, will 

Zaza have the force of will to stand up to his family? And, what will Judith do? This film opened last 

night in Los Angeles, and seemed to draw a pretty good crowd -- I assume they'd all heard the same 

positive buzz I'd heard. Interesting look at a very old fashioned culture (Georgians who emigrated to 

Israel), and the demands they make on a grown son. From an American perspective, the parents' 

objections to the son's choice in girlfriend (or potential wife) seem trivial: she's slightly older, and 

divorced. But here are my issues with the film: The character Zaza is a very weak-willed man who 

bends too easily to his parents' demands. Now, it's interesting to see someone who's not a 

traditional Hollywood "strong" hero -- but it was hard to be sympathetic with this guy, since he 

didn't really seem to disagree with his parents. There's a pretty long sex scene (which has been 

justifiably lauded as much more realistic than anything you'll see in a Hollywood film), but later in 

the film, he treats his girlfriend pretty badly. There's a pivotal scene in which he sides with his 

parents vs. the girlfriend, and I just lost all respect for the character at that point. Also, the movie 

drags on a bit...Could have benefited from quite a bit of editing. Couple other criticisms: Characters 

are introduced, but it's not clear who they are, or how they are related (maybe it loses something in 

the subtitles). More importantly, I read a review in a newspaper here that said a key plot point was 

the different ethnic backgrounds of Zaza and his girlfriend: But that did not come across at all! 

Maybe in Israel that is a big deal, and if so, that should have been made clear to American 

audiences, as well. Again, I suspect something got left out in the subtitle translations. Still, it's 

interesting to see an Israeli film, and maybe this director will have something better up his sleeve 

next time. 
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Haunters Of The Deep (1984) 
 

Takes us to Cornwall with a tale of a haunted mine. The American 

CEO of Aminco Mining Corp. wants to re-open the tin-rich 

Strangles Head Mine, despite the dire warnings of old local miner 

Captain Tregellis (Andrew Keir, who himself started his working 

life in a mine at the age of 14) whose childhood friend had lost his 

life there many years before. Warnings are ignored (there's local 

employment to think of too) and its is up to Josh, whose older 

brother has taken a job in the mine, and Becky, the CEO's 

daughter, to set aside their initial animosity and bring about a 

rescue when the mine walls begin to let in the sea. With its 

Cornish coastal setting and elements of the supernatural - 

Spriggans and Jack o'Lanterns and the ghost of young miner lost 

decades before - Haunters of the Deep makes effective use of its 

distinct local setting. A childhood scare - glad to have finally 

tracked it down. So after years and years I finally track this film down! I was dying to see how it lived 

up to my memories. I distinctly remembered the shots of the ghost boy running down the mine, 

then waiting behind two planks of wood crossed in the mineshaft, just staring out with a pale white 

face. This single shot was probably the most chilling shot of my childhood, I remember chills running 

down my spine. Watching it now, its obviously nowhere near as scary, but quite subconsciously 

strange to see the same images again. If anyone wants a copy, private message me. The story itself is 

fairly standard BCFF stuff. Its strange though that the message is pretty unclear this time around - 

there is no real moral as such (except that 'ghosts are here to help us?' or 'don't be prejudiced 

against ghosts!') There wasn't even a greed/capitalist angle in terms of wanting to profit from the 

mine. However, a massive act of irresponsibility from the captain, encouraging the two kids to 

actually follow the vague implications of a ghost not only into a mine, but into a new mine hole, 

which is totally dangerous. The captain then encourages the children to climb down a huge ladder, 

deep into the mines, simply because he thinks the ghost wants them too. Its also a bit odd that the 

ghost chooses the boy to help the trapped adults, and not just help the trapped adults direct. Oh 

well. Near a village in Cornwall there has been a tin mine for nearly a century, though it has been 

closed for some time. However, with the American boss of Aminico visiting the area, the signs are 

that the place could be reopened for business sometime soon. He has brought his daughter Becky 

(Amy Taylor) with him since he and his wife are divorced, and this represents a holiday for them 

both, though she is wondering what she can do to fill the hours when her father is exploring. That's 

when she notices young Josh (Gary Simmons) nearby, and tries to strike up a conversation. Well, 

that doesn't sound very scary does it? Ah, but bide your time and there's a ghost or three who show 

up in this, one of the latterday Children's Film Foundation works which were by this stage, the mid-

eighties, being credited to the CFTF, the "T" standing for "television", indicating the foundation was 

about to throw up its hands and give in, admitting the small screen had finally done for them once 

and for all. In truth, though it continued its business was already dwindling alarmingly, and soon the 

Conservative government would stop the Eady Levy which funded such British film projects. Another 

way you can discern the influence of the box was that not only were the kids of the eighties more 

likely to catch these on TV - Friday afternoons on Children's BBC was often where they could be 



found, actually providing a cheap filler item for cost-conscious execs - but the productions were 

looking undeniably televisual as well. Indeed, with Haunters of the Deep's concentration on 

educating the viewer about the Cornish mining industry it could easily have been mistaken for one of 

those serials made for schools programming that would not appear out of place on something like 

Look and Read. All it needed were various interruptions to teach you how to spell selected words 

with the help of a song and this would have slotted very neatly into the school day, as it probably did 

anyway as the kids were invited to gather around the television trolley with its newfangled video 

recorder and watch a proper movie, then try to mask their disappointment that it wasn't Return of 

the Jedi or something with a decent effects budget. What this had in that vein were some 

superimpositions, model work for the mines when the ocean threatens to intrude, and a mist 

machine for the appearance of the ghostly boy who shows the two kids the way to save the day. 

Why do they need to save the day? It's all to do with what the crusty old gent Captain Tregellis 

(Andrew Keir) warns the mining company about, that basically the pit is the entrance to Hell itself 

and all Satan's fearful minions will spew forth should it be reopened. OK, he doesn't quite put it in so 

many words, but he does catch the interest of the two kids (was one an American in a desperate bid 

to appeal to overseas audiences, or was it down to Hollywood product being so prevalent and 

therefore desirable to the young audience so they could be attracted by association?) and they 

follow and ask him what he means. The Captain can recall when the Strangles Head (that's what it's 

called!) was closed down last time, and just knows in his bones to start up production again is bad 

news, which is entirely correct as Amy's dad and Josh's brother get trapped in a cave-in from which 

the ghost acts as a guide to rescue them. If you saw this as a child, you will have fond memories, but 

the C.F.F. was noticeably running out of steam by now. Music by Ed Welch. [This is available on DVD 

under the title Scary Stories as part of the BFI's series of Children's Film Foundation releases, along 

with The Man from Nowhere and Out of the Darkness on the same disc.]. 
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Having It Off (2002) 
 

This is a comedy about a hairdressers salon in Eccles starring Antony Cotton (Coronation Street, 

Queer As Folk) and Frances Barber (Real Women, Funland). Guy (Antony Cotton) believes he runs 

the shop, and is as vile a queen as you're going to meet, he just wants a man, but never seems to get 

much luck. His arch nemesis is Avril (Frances Barber) whose husband owns the place, but she's more 

interested in pleasing her men friends, and there are plenty of them, much to Guy's dislike. Fellow 

worker Phillipa (Caroline Pegg) is just looking for the right man, but just can't seem to find one. 

Jolene (Sarah Moffett) who runs the beauty parlour upstairs is quite oblivious to the action 

downstairs. David (William Ash) just has eyes for Kylie (Angel Coulby) but it's Avril's eyes he needs to 

avoid. Then there's Kylie, a little rough around the edges and not entirely with it. Written by and 

starring Antony Cotton and Sarah Moffett, it was made shortly after Queer As Folk, and by the same 

production team (and a few of the original cast pop up), this was shown on BBC Choice and was 

panned by the critics and never repeated. If you like Two Pints and Grownups then this is for you. It's 

rude, crude and absolutely hilarious, especially the putdowns between Guy and Avril. I have given 

this to friends and they love it. EP01 - Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Hairdryers: Jolene conjoles the 

team to come to her Line Dancing class. Guy's ready to meet those rough cowboys, Phillipa hopes to 

meet the man of her dreams, David hopes Kylie will be his, but she's got other ideas, and Avril...well 

she's found her man, and someone's not going to like it!!!! EP02 - The Perminator: Guy needs a man, 

so why not hold a singles night in the salon! All the team get involved (whether they like it or not), 

but Avril has other ideas...! EP03 - Perms of Endearment: Phillipa has slept with a man and may be 

pregnant and Guy just has to get in on the drama, but there's a shock in store when someone 

unexpected pays him a visit! EP04 - Basin Instinct: Avril decides it time to turn the salon's fortunes 

around, so holds a health farm day, but Guy's not going to stand for that...although who is that 

gorgeous man helping out? Something's not right there and Avril knows exactly what it is, but will 

she tell Guy? EP05 - Dye Hard: Uh-Oh, the Salon's under siege, and Guy and Avril aren't coping very 

well. Jolene on the other hand is just fine, she believes the washing machine is being fixed! EP06 - 

Reservoir Bobs: It's Guy's big chance, he's going to be famous, but not if Avril has anything to do with 

it! This sit com must rank as one of the worst I've ever seen. While I'm not a prude - and enjoy adult 

humour as much as the next person - this is smutty, cheap and so stereotypical as to be insulting. I 

would have thought Frances Barber would have had more class than to lend her name to this 

abomination. If you want good comedy centred around adult relationships - watch Coupling to see 

how it's done perfectly, funny, witty, down to earth. This sordid little show should have died at the 

pilot stage. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2002) 
 

Episode 1: Lock, Stock, and Two Smoking Hairdryers. 

Episode 2: The Perminator. 

Episode 3: Perms of Endearment. 



Episode 4: Basin Instinct. 

Episode 5: Dye Hard. 

Episode 6: Reservoir Bobs. 
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Havoc (2005) 
 

The lives of wealthy teenagers living in Los Angeles whose 

exposure to "hip hop culture" inspires them to imitate the 

"gangsta lifestyle." Although, they soon run into trouble when 

they come face-to-face with a real gang of Latino drug dealers. A 

pair of naive young girls learn that even the most insignificant 

actions can have lasting consequences. Influenced by the hip-hop 

thug lifestyle and seeking to explore life outside of their insulated, 

culturally homogenized suburb, pretty young teenagers Allison 

and Emily set their sights on East L.A. to experience the "gangsta" 

lifestyle firsthand. By the time the pair meet a ruthless Mexican 

drug dealer named Hector, some true-life Latino gang-bangers, 

and realize just how far out of their element they really are, it may 

already be too late to turn back. The sad thing about this film is 

that there are a number of young fools in this country whose lives 

mirror the sorry characters in this movie. Wannabe "wiggas" who play act the lives of derelicts in an 

attempt to escape the vanity of their own existence. They're just as dead above ground as this 

story's unfortunate author. Yet they dive deeper and deeper into the underworld in search of any 

experience to convince themselves they are alive. Their only security is that the bungee cord of their 

social privilege will snatch them back out of the scuzz pits after they've taken the plunge. Why do 

some people flirt with death in order to feel like they are alive? However if you weren't blind to the 

truth you would have seen the answer to all of their problems in this shallow film. As for the actors 

they were convincing fakers in their roles. The 16th Street gang members weren't convincing 

though. They just weren't as ruthless as I'd expect drug dealers to be. Now we know that Anne 

Hathaway isn't the nice girl she's portrayed in her previous roles. I guess many Hollywood actresses 

feel the path to success is through the sewer. 
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Hawaii Calls (1938) 
 

After being nabbed while trying to stow away on board an ocean 

liner en route to Hawaii, 11-year-old Bobby Breen sings for his 

travel fare and, along with sidekick Pua, turns detective to recover 

stolen naval documents from crooks. A younger, cuter Bobby than 

seen in the already available 'ESCAPE TO PARADISE', so all due 

thanks to the Perlinger Archive. Caught up, as usual, in a paper-

thin storyline, Master Breen continues to cope well enough to 

emerge as that rare commodity, a likable moppet who fills his role 

in a delightfully natural way. A pre-Pearl Harbor Japanese bad guy 

is as tense as the drama ever gets but there are a couple of decent 

songs which almost survive the IL' missing frame caper. One thing 

about the Breen movies, money and time WERE spent on the 

musical side of things - and it shows. Despite this, the Archive is 

doing more to keep the 30's and alive than any other single source 

so, as an important part of that decade, this earns its place on any 

30's listing. 
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Hawke (2010) 
 

The story of the Life of Former Australian Prime minister Bob 

Hawke. This TV movie is a biopic of the longest serving Labor 

Party Prime Minister of Australia, Bob Hawke. With an engaging 

personality as its focus, and set in a period of great change in the 

country it promised to be compelling viewing yet comes off 

slightly flat. The strongest points are Richard Roxburgh's 

beautifully nuanced performance of Hawke. Roxburgh captures 

the voice and mannerisms of Hawke to a tee, and clearly feels 

everything the character experiences in the course of the film. 

The deathbed scene with his mother is particularly memorable. 

The dialogue in the film was its other strongest point - really 

grounding the characters in their immediate time and place. 

Although offering a warts and all view of Hawke's character flaws 

(in particular his serial adultery) the film still feels to skip through 

all the major points in his life in no real depth. Rather than carry us through these issues in a 

connected journey that allows us to feel what he felt as it unfolds - and then building to the 

inevitable and tragic ending for Hawke. The film instead just seems to lay them out. Perhaps this is 

just a bi-product of the TV movie form and the need for adverts and a short running length. A 2 to 3 

hour feature would have done the story much better service. The film is also reasonably biased in its 

assessment of his political legacy. His numerous achievements are listed in the credits - but no 

mention of the failures and the $95 billion in debt the Hawke/Keating government left the country 

in. By the end of the film one is left with the conclusion that his pursuit of power had tragic effects 

on his wife and children, and that although his achievements were great the cost to himself, his 

family and the nation he led were just as great. 
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He Liu (The River) (1997) 
 

In Taiwan, Xiao-kang, a young man in his early 20s, lives with his 

parents in near silence. He is plagued by severe neck pain. His 

father is bedeviled by water first leaking into his bedroom and 

then flooding the apartment; rain is incessant. Xiao-kang's mother 

is overcome by sexual longing for her son, sometimes making 

seemingly incestuous overtures. They try virtually every 

intervention for Xiao-kang's neck: Western medicine, a 

chiropractor, acupuncture, an herbal doctor, and a faith healer, 

Master Liu. Are the family's silent dynamics and Xiao-kang's neck 

pain connected? And what about the body floating in the Tamsui 

River: is everything dead? I have to say I was so overwhelmed with 

Tsai's earlier work, including "What Time is it There?"- Probably 

one of my top favorite movies of all time! I was entranced and 

completely moved by his work. I was expecting this newer Tsai 

movie to be a bit different, but when I saw it, it pleasantly surprised me... It was that good ol' Tsai 

quality that all of his films have. "The River" tells a disturbing and heartbreaking story about a young 

man that swims in a polluted river and comes home with horrible neck pains and a rash forming on 

his arm. His horrible agony is difficult to watch, especially when we see him endure it through the 

entire film. I have to say that I honestly was totally take aback by the acting in this film; the main 

character's "pain" actually seemed real. I was never once doubting that this man wasn't in pain. I 

actually started to feel some of his pain... It's one of those films that really is easy to get into and feel 

like you're right there with all of the characters, just observing this horror. There's something 

strange and powerful about the relationship between the main character and his father; we see that 

at first the father really tries to create a relationship with his son until he confuses his attempts at 

affection with sex. I almost cried when I realized who was giving the main character pleasure in that 

sauna-room. It was one of the most painful scenes I have ever seen in a Tsai's movies. The father's 

hidden sexuality was really quite well developed, but equally painful to watch. The mother's 

character was quite powerful, especially when she tried to relieve her sexual frustration with a porn 

video dealer, she will realize that the affection she gives to him is something she needs to grow off 

of, especially the feelings of the video seller are not mutual. She soon develops a guilt and worry 

about her son's pain and will eventually follow her maternal instincts and attempt to help him. The 

way the family came together was quite beautiful, but a bit awkward to watch. I have to say that this 

was one of the most beautiful pieces that Tsai has ever made. It was truly a divine experience to see 

this film. I recommend this film to some of you; this one was a bit disturbing to watch and the incest 

part was almost nauseating to witness. I thought the film was breath-taking and deserves to be 

recognized for its true beauty! 
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He Ni Zai Yi Qi (Together) (Together With You) (2002) 
 

Young (13-year-old boy) violinist Xiaochun (Yun Tang) and his 

father move from their small, provincial town to Beijing so 

Xiaochun can audition for a prestiguous music academy. Their 

new life is unfamiliar but full of promise, allowing the young man 

to truly figure out which direction he wants to take in life. Human 

feelings are universal whether you are a Chinese living in a 

crowded and vulgar country village or an American living in a 

comfortable and affluent suburban neighborhood. However, the 

experiences are different enough that there are subtleties in this 

Chinese film that only Chinese can truly appreciate. I never wrote 

an online comment of a film before even though I have read a 

great deal. Unlike most of other films, comments on Chen Kaige's 

"together" is surprisingly divided into two extremes: love it or 

hate it. Maybe this observation prompted me to write something 

to express my feelings during and after watching this film. I grew up in a small town in rural China, 

very much like the one shown in the film. My father isn't a "vulgar" peasant as the father in the film, 

and I wasn't a "prodigy" of anything by any measures either. The kind of strong character and 

sensitivity the kid showed is something I wish I had when I was a teenager. The incredible sacrifice 

and love the father showed in the film is also a bit surreal to me. In other words, my experience is 

much more real with little melodrama involved. However, the film actually made me cry when sitting 

in the cinema, not just because of the melodrama and the music, more so because it made me miss 

my own father and remember many small moments between us that are not so much drama but 

only our daily experiences. When I left cinema, I overheard a middle-aged American white couple in 

front of me making comments: "a cute little film, isn't it?" I can tell from the dialogue that they 

experienced different things when watching the film because they appreciate the details of ordinary 

Chinese life such as how the coal is used for heating tea. To me, those details are not novelties to 

appreciate, they WERE my existence and everyday experiences. I will stop here not to violate the 

IMDB guideline. After all, everyone's experience is unique. Everyone has their ethos deep from their 

upbringing and culture. I am just glad that this film brings me a Chinese experience of love between 

a father and a son that I can relate to. 
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Heartbreak Ridge (1986) 
 

Sergeant Tom Highway, a hardened, tough veteran of Korea and 

Vietnam returns to the United States for his last tour of duty with 

the U.S. Marine Corps. He is assigned to training a recon unit. 

Their cool, trendy and 'hippy' approach to military life is a 

reminder to him that he is, in the words of his commanding 

officer, a major, "an anachronism" - useful only "in case of war". 

Conveniently, a war does arise (the invasion of Grenada in 

October, 1983) and successfully tests both his usefulness and the 

effectiveness of the new recruits. Marine Gunnery Sergeant Tom 

Highway has been in the Corps since the Korean War and would 

like to see some action and a victory before he retires. He 

requests to be transfered to the unit that he was once busted out 

of. Upon arriving the commanding officer knows of Highway's 

reputation, especially of his lack of respect for his superiors, 

warns him that he is going to keep an eye on him. Highway's assigned to train a recon unit which 

consists mostly of deadbeats. But Highway's determined to turn them into true marines and they are 

not exactly pleased with him, at first. And he is also trying to reconnect with his ex-wife. Among my 

husband and his buddies, this movie is like Shakespeare -- they quote from it often and well, so often 

and well, in fact, that the quotes are just part of their vocabulary and the source is forgotten. It does 

have more than its share of witty quips, even for me, a lowly female. I really do like this movie. It 

makes me miss the 80's, when it was still considered acceptable to be a patriotic American, and 

movies that glorified America and the military could be made without the felt need to apologize left 

and right. And of course Clint Eastwood is clever and attractive as always, as the hardcore Marine 

lifer who's trying to discover his tender side in time to reunite with his ex when he retires. 
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Hearts In Atlantis (2001) 
 

A widowed mother and her son (12-year-old Anton Yelchin) 

change when a mysterious stranger enters their lives. This is a 

gentle, innocent film about the reflections of an aging man, who 

returns to his home town after the death of his best friend. 

Memories of life at age 11 floods back as it was a magical time 

that changed his life. Three 11-year-old children (Bobby, Carol, 

and Sully [14-year-old Will Rothhaar]) share their lives. Carol and 

Bobby have a special affection for one another including sharing a 

kiss "by which all others will be measured". Bobby lives with his 

mother, a bitter, vain woman who looks for pleasures for herself 

without sharing much with her son. Into their lives comes a 

mysterious new boarder, who befriends the boy but generates 

distrust from the mother. As time passes, the man and boy share 

confidences and special powers are revealed. The man warns the 

boy to be on the lookout for the "lowmen", who were seeking him. The two share a summer's 

adventures and come to love one another before the inevitable happens. A confrontation with a 

school bully also changes everyone. Wouldn't've missed a minute of it. To many, Stephan King is a 

well of horror, Lovecraftian chill that creeps upon us in the dead of night. So when his fantasy of 

insight comes along, they are struck blind, disappointed, let down by the mildness of the tale. 

Director Hicks, screenplay writer Goldman, and the superlative team of Mr. Hopkins and young 

Yelchin have brought alive this artist's touch of Mr. King, in a finely crafted, sensitive film that just 

departs from the four walls of our mundane reality. In many subtle touches throughout the film, we 

-- even those of us Constant Readers who would read Mr. King's laundry list if he published it -- are 

guided through Goldman's skillful adaptation of the original novel. Better than the book? Worse? 

No, this humble viewer will just say that the film can stand on its own, if we are just willing to let our 

eyes be opened to what can be. 
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Hearty Paws (Heart Is) (2006) 
 

11-year-old Chan-yi (Seung-ho Yu) is looking after his lovely 

younger sister So-yi, by himself ever since their mother left them 

to find her own future. Despite their desperate situation of being 

abandoned by family and neighbors, these kids try their best to 

carry on life. One day, a little puppy joins this small family as 

Chan-yi steals it from an old couple's kennel as a gift his sister's 

birthday. Especially clever, this dog, whose name is "Ma-eum", 

returns the love received from his new family with great loyalty 

and it seems as though their happiness would continue 

forever...only until a sudden accident brings them into collapse. 
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Heavy Weights (1995) 
 

Jerry (14-year-old Aaron Schwartz), an overweight preteen, is sent 

to a "fat farm" for the summer, lured by the promise of go-karts 

and swimming fun. When he arrives, however, he finds that the 

camp has been bought out by an exercise/fitness guru whose 

mental stability quickly deteriorates. Jerry and his friends--

including a counselor whose been there 18 years--finally make a 

stand. School's out for the summer, and Gerry Garner (Aaron 

Schwartz) eagerly forecasts weeks of lazing around the house. 

That is, until his parents (Jeffrey Tambor and Nancy Ringham) 

inform him that they have signed him up for a holiday at Camp 

Hope, a "fat camp" that, unbeknownst to Gerry, is about to be 

bought out by mentally unhinged exercise guru Tony Perkis (Ben 

Stiller), and turned into a rigorous fitness facility for youths. Tony 

pumps the fun out of the whole summer, and, with his assistant 

Lars (Tom Hodges), punishes anybody who tries to break his totalitarian grip on the camp. Together 

with his new friends (including 17-year-old Kenan Thompson and 17-year-old Shaun Weiss) and the 

camp's original staff (including Tom McGowan and Leah Lail), Gerry must stop Tony's brutal regime, 

and take back the camp at all costs. Camp Hope is a summer camp for fat kids, all of the kids at 

Camp Hope have a weight problem. It is the one place they can go without feeling different. But 

when the previous owners declare bankruptcy, the camp is purchased by an obnoxious fitness freak 

Tony Perkis (Ben Stiller) who becomes obsessed with changing his chubby charges into budding body 

builders. He immediately begins serving them low calorie foods and subjecting them to rigorous 

exercises (ex. 20 mile hike). Part of his motivation is greed and he is in the process of writing a book, 

and filming an infomercial on weight loss. The boys at camp rebel the "Perkis System" and mayhem 

ensues. I liked Heavyweights it was pretty funny for a Disney film. Ben Stiller is hilarious as the freak 

Tony Perkis one of his better roles in my opinion. 
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Helen House Revisited (2009) 
 

In 2005 BBC cameras spent a year filming at Helen House in Oxford, a hospice providing respite and 

support for children with life-limiting illnesses, and their families. The result was a moving series 

that, though full of pain, showed that even the shortest of lives could be happy and comparatively 

carefree. For this update, the team returned last summer to Helen House and its companion, 

Douglas House (for teenagers and young adults), to see how the work of these remarkable places 

has continued. As always, at its heart is its founder Sister Frances Dominica, whose philosophy (that 

a short life does not have to be an unhappy one) and ethos drives Helen House and everyone who 

works there. We meet Cat Lovell, a young woman who was left needing constant care after a 

devastating brain tumour at the age of just 11 and for whom Douglas House is a place of fun and 

laughter. And Ingrid Warren, who was ill for most of her life until a successful kidney transplant. Now 

in her 30s, Ingrid faces the challenges of forging a new, healthy life. If you would like to find out 

more about their work, or discover ways in which you may be able to help Helen House and Douglas 

House, you can find details at their website: http://www.helenanddouglas.org.uk. 
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Hellboy (Super Sapiens) (2004) 
 

In the final days of World War II, the Nazis attempt to use black 

magic to aid their dying cause. The Allies raid the camp where the 

ceremony is taking place, but not before a demon - Hellboy - has 

already been conjured. Joining the Allied forces, Hellboy 

eventually grows to adulthood, serving the cause of good rather 

than evil. Hellboy (Ron Perlman) isn't your average hero. Hell; he 

isn't even your average superhero. Brought forth by the Nazi's 

during a sacred ritual towards the end of World War II. Our hero 

was summoned by accident when the evil monk of Russian 

history/folklore, Grigori Rasputin was meddling with forces that 

lead to his undoing. With the twisted and evil monster trapped for 

another sixty years when things don't go as planned (U.S. soldiers 

heroically intervened). Hellboy is raised by Prof. Trevor "Broom" 

Bruttenholm (John Hurt), an expert in the occult. Our demonic 

hero is initiated in to the Bureau of paranomal research were he joins the amphibious, kind hearted, 

and clever fellow "Freak", Abe Sapien (voiced by David Hyde Pierce). When Rasputin returns once 

again with the aid of his minions the maniacal, undead asassin Kroenen (Ladislav Beran) and the 

monks faithful lover Ilsa (Biddy Hodson). Hellboy must unwillingly pair up with John Myers (Rupert 

Evans), an idealistic, naive new agent of the Bureau. Not only that but the big hunk of an evil basher 

becomes entangled in a love triangle with the pyro-telekinetic love of his life Liz (Selma Blair) and his 

new comrade. Fighting evil couldn't prove more difficult or outthere. Hellboy is a near classic of 

great proportion as played by the underrated Ron Perlman (Beauty and the Beast) Perlman is an 

actor you probably wouldn't recognize as he has had to wear so much facial make up in his career 

but he imbues 'HellBoy' with a real humanity and a scathing wit. "How am I ever gonna get a girl 

when I drive around in a garbage truck?" John Hurt as his father has little to do but that he loves 

HellBoy there is no doubt having rescued him on the night he came from hell. Dr. Broom adopts the 

boy and they live at the Center For Paranormal Studies in New Jersey with a fish like creature and a 

fire starter girl who HellBoy loves to pieces. I hope that this becomes a tent pole series for the studio 

as I would like to see HellBoy in other situations. Five of 5 stars for 'HellBoy'. 
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Helmiä Ja Sikoja (Pearls And Pigs) (2003) 
 

Once again director Perttu Leppä has made small budget movie 

about Finnish youth. This time it's all about 4 brothers, who are 

indebted to 2 gangsters and their old man is in jail. Lots of 

hilarious moments especially for you, who liked the previous 

Perttu Leppä movie "Pitkä Kuuma Kesä". 
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Henry & Verlin (1997) 
 

Verlin (10-year-old Keegan MacIntosh) is 9-years-old and does not 

talk, nor does he even seem to hear. Henry, a child-like adult, 

befriends Verlin and pulls him from his shell. Verlin's mother 

mistrusts Henry, who she feels is dangerous. Eventually, Henry's 

family is convinced that he should be placed in an institution. 

Henry's sudden disappearance from Verlin's world drives him 

deeper into himself. I thought it was disturbing...and not in a good 

way. Henry is a grown man who is mentally retarded. Verlin is a 

little boy who never speaks. Together, they are supposed to warm 

your hearts as you watch them frolic about as loving soulmates. 

Henry has a nasty habit of kidnapping Verlin and carrying him 

around on his shoulders. He's not very responsible and also has 

the habit of inadvertently injuring Verlin. He knocks the kid to the 

ground and slams his head against things. It's all quite adorable. 

Henry is kind enough to show Verlin the joys of smoking (and strangely smoking is heavily promoted 

in this film). The boy doesn't enjoy his first cigarette very much and throws it into a pile of hay. This 

starts a fire and Henry tries to put it out by urinating on it. The fire continues to rage so he has an 

ingenious idea...he unzips Verlin's pants so he can urinate on the fire too. Ah yes, that's doubly 

adorable. Henry introduces Verlin to his friend, the prostitute with the heart of gold. She would be a 

total movie cliché except that she is given a wooden leg. Of course, it breaks off to provide the 

viewer with a supposedly side-splitting moment of laughter. Soon enough, Henry and Verlin are 

sharing a bed together in their undies. A couple of women burst in on them and have the nerve to 

get upset! Ultimately, the adorable tyke and his dim-witted "special friend" fight the system in the 

hopes of running off together happily ever after. I'm not sure who is supposed to be the target 

audience of this film. The pace of the movie is very slow and the subject matter has limited appeal. I 

truly thought when I purchased the DVD that it would be a touching story about people who are 

considered different from others and how they are often ignored or ridiculed by supposedly 

"normal" people. Instead, I got an uneasy story about a man and a boy's obsession with each other. 
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Herbie Fully Loaded (2005) 
 

Maggie Peyton (Lindsay Lohan), the first Peyton to graduate from 

college receives a graduation present from her dad (Michael 

Keaton) and as she's about to get a 250Z, she instead receives a 

Volkswagon Bug (Herbie) and Herbie takes her for a ride. Herbie 

takes her to "Kevins Custom Car Shop" run by her best friend 

Kevin (Justin Long) where they take Herbie for a test drive and end 

up at a car show where Herbie beats all-time racer Trip Murphy 

(Matt Dillon) in an impromptu street race. Trip demands a 

rematch and attempts to discover the secret behind Herbie. But 

Magwheels's biggest challenge isn't the up and coming Daytona 

500, It's proving to her dad that she's good enough to be the next 

great Peyton. Repeat the following prior to viewing this movie: "I 

will suspend my disbelief and dutifully accept all plot devices in 

order to maintain the sanity that would otherwise escape me 

were I to process events in the movie from a logical perspective." Because yes, Herbie, an old VW 

Bug, will compete in a NASCAR race and drive sideways on the fence--as seen in the previews. 

Having said that, this movie is quite enjoyable when watched from such a standpoint. It's fun and 

innocent, but it carries the typical Disney fantastical vibe as well. I sometimes get annoyed with the 

cheesy ridiculousness of those types of movies, but then again, when I was a kid I thought they were 

wonderful. So, take that as you will. Maggie Peyton (Lindsay Lohan) has just graduated from college 

and is about to happily embark on her new life as an ESPN writer. Her father (Michael Keaton a.k.a. 

The Dark Knight) and late grandfather own Peyton Racing, a NASCAR team in which her brother, Ray 

Jr., competes. Unfortunately for the family, Ray Jr. (Breckin Meyer) lacks the racing talent that his 

father, grandfather and sister possess, and the team is now struggling to keep sponsors from backing 

out after numerous crashes and defeats on the track. Maggie dreams of racing for the team, but her 

father desperately wants her to use her college degree and leave the horrible world of racing 

behind. We're never really told why her father considers professional racing to be so lowly a 

profession, given that it produces dozens of respectable sports stars and, oh yeah, lots and lots of 

money; but, again let's stick to the original "suspension of disbelief" mantra, and we'll have no 

trouble with his opinion of the sport. Maggie comes across Herbie and quickly learns that the car has 

a mind of its own and can magically propel her and her family into fame and fortune on the 

racetrack. The movie is complete with a standard garden-variety villain, Trip Murphy (Matt Dillon), a 

four-time NASCAR champion, who, despite being competent enough to win the Nextel Cup series 

four times, cannot keep his mind off an impromptu street race that he lost to Herbie. He acts like a 

jerk, flings insults at Maggie, and generally struts around like he's better than everyone, thus 

enabling the audience to despise him. Plus, he was like, totally mean to Herbie and called him a 

piece of junk! You just don't talk about Herbie like that, and I so kept hoping he'd get his 

comeuppance in the end. I did like the movie, however, because from a certain standpoint it is 

enjoyable to watch. Herbie himself has several humorous moments, and I couldn't help but like him. 

Given that this wasn't a documentary it's forgivable in its transgressions on reality, which in the end 

make the movie more entertaining. It's lighthearted and doesn't attempt to beat the audience down 

with a message (ahem, Sharkboy & LavaGirl). I highly recommend Herbie: Fully Loaded for kids and 



for those who like cute and wholesome movies-if you're simply looking for a good pick-me up and a 

fun movie, then this is definitely one that you shouldn't miss. Just don't get caught up in the details. 
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Herbie Rides Again (1974) 
 

The living Volkswagen Beetle helps an old lady protect her home 

from a corrupt developer. Alonzo Hawk is a mean-spirited 

property developer who has bought several blocks of land in the 

downtown district in order to build a gigantic shopping mall. There 

is one problem however; an elderly widow named Steinmetz 

won't sell the one remaining lot that Hawk needs to proceed with 

his scheme. So he resorts to all manner of chicanery, legal or 

otherwise, to get it. Fortunately, the widow Steinmetz has an ace 

up her sleeve in the form of Herbie, the miraculous Volkswagen. 

Herbie Rides Again is a great family comedy. The funniest part in 

the movie was when Herbie and all of his volkswagen friends 

chased Alonso Hawke down the streets of San Francisco. That part 

is hilarious and priceless. Children and adults will love this movie 

and the other Herbie movies too. Go out and buy all of the Herbie 

movies. You won't regret it. 
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Here Come The Double Deckers! (1970) 
 

The adventures of a gang of seven kids (Scooper [17-year-old 

Peter Firth], Spring [18-year-old Brinsley Forde], Billie [15-year-old 

Gillian Bailey], Brains [14-year-old Michael Audreson], Doughnut 

[12-year-old Douglas Simmonds], Sticks [12-year-old Bruce Clark], 

Tiger [10-year-old Debbie Russ]) whose clubhouse is an 

abandoned double decker bus in a London junkyard. Usually 

involves a bit of singing, a bit of dancing and general fun times. I 

too have fond memories of this marvelously-slapstick children's 

show that debuted in the dawning 70's - a joint amalgamation of a 

venture between U.S. television and the BBC. It dealt with the 

madcap exploits of a group of London children with a great den (a 

large red London double-decker bus in a disused works yard). Each 

week saw the gang in hilarious and ludicrous adventures - a 

runaway home-made hovercraft, invading "Martians", a haunted 

house and so on. Film-goers who recall the Children's Film Foundation productions may well recall 

also the adventures of 'The Magnificent Six-And-A-Half' - which was the mold for the TV series to 

come. Made by the CFF, with I believe Roy Simpson & Harry Booth at the helm it had seven children 

(the half was the youngest girl - as with "Tiger" being the youngest when it transferred to the small 

screen). Various insanely silly adventures made enjoyable children's stories - and included Michael 

Audreson and Brinsley Forde among the cinema cast - later to be members of the TV series gang. 

Mervyn Hayes who also became a stalwart member of the TV series also appeared in the cinema 

originals. The stories in fact were also re-worked for the TV series: "Ghosts & Ghoulies" transferred 

to become "Happy Haunting", "Bob A Job" became the TV episode "A Helping Hand" and so on. I 

believe the CFF story "Kon-Tiki Kids" may also have been the base for the TV story "Tiger Takes Off" 

(hovercraft adventure). Other TV episodes were derived from other productions by the CFF - such as 

'Go-Kart-Go!' - a go-kart racing adventure - which transferred to the small screen with the episode 

"Go-Karters". Three of the TV cast (Michael Audreson ("Brains"), Gillian Bailey ("Billie") & Brinsley 

Forde ("Spring") made an appearance on French television in 2000 for a small re-union. Peter Firth - 

who became an established TV and film actor was unable to attend - nor was Debbie Russ ("Tiger") - 

she now works for a radio station in Hong Kong. There was no mention of Bruce Clarke ("Sticks") or 

Douglas Symmonds ("Doughnut") - or indeed Mervyn Hayes - now better known for his role in 'It 

Ain't 'Alf Hot Mum'. A full re-union would be good to see - though it's unlikely. I don't know for 

example whether all members are now still alive. Douglas Symmonds is the one who first springs to 

mind because of his massive appetite for food - but if he is - and if ever the series gets a DVD release 

(long-overdue!) - it would be immensely satisfying to hear the old gang (and "old" perhaps being the 

more operative word - they are all well-past their childhood days!) - seeing the old gang make a 

narrative track for the old TV episodes - to enlighten us with comical anecdotes and past memories 

of their time on the marvelous old show that was uniquely a British institution - British to the core - 

'Here Come The Double Deckers!'. This series was a rare BBC/American co-production that was a hit 

on both sides of the Atlantic. Filmed and set in England, the series followed the adventures of a gang 

of city kids, ages 9 to 16, whose clubhouse was a London double-decker bus residing in a junkyard. 

Helped out by their friend Melvin, a grown-up, the kids found themselves involved in a different 



adventure each week. Thanks to the era in which it was made, the series retains a rather mod and 

groovy feel to it. 

 

Series 1 (17 Episodes) (1970) 
 

Episode 01: Tiger Takes Off; Tiger accidentally goes for a trip on a hovercraft Brains created. 

Episode 02: The Case of the Missing Doughnut; Doughnut eats an invisibility formula Brains invented. 

Episode 03: Get a Movie On; The gang make a film to enter a contest. 

Episode 04: Starstruck; The gang are chased by security around Elstree Studios, as they look for a 

movie star's runaway dog. 

Episode 05: Happy Haunting; Albert takes the gang to a stately home for a day out. 

Episode 06: Summer Camp; The gang camp in a field with a middle aged couple who get the worst of 

it. 

Episode 07: The Pop Singer; The group try to launch The Cool Cavalier's pop career with a disco. 

Episode 08: Scooper Strikes Out; Scooper is knocked out by a baseball and dreams he is with Alice in 

Wonderland. 

Episode 09: Robbie the Robot; Brains invents a robot which is sent to rescue Tiger's tiger from a 

neighbour's garden, and later becomes the hit of the television show Inventors' Club. 

Episode 10: The Go-Karters; A biker sabotages the gang's go-kart, as a result of which Spring ends up 

in court after a high speed police chase. 

Episode 11: A Helping Hound; The gang unsuccessfully try to help a woman threatened with eviction 

to decorate her house, but help comes when Tiger receives a large cash reward for finding a lost 

dog. 

Episode 12: Invaders from Space; Men in spacesuits are advertising a new sweet called Planet 7, but 

the gang think it is an alien invasion. 

Episode 13: Barney; The gang befriend Barney, a one-man band who keeps getting moved on by the 

police. 

Episode 14: Man's Best Friend; The gang put on a show with aluminium foil as an entry fee to buy a 

guide dog for the blind. 

Episode 15: United We Stand; The owner of the yard that the gang use wants to turn it into a car 

park, but the kids sabotage his meeting with the Mayor. 

Episode 16: Up to Scratch; Billie has to look after a dog named Scratch which runs off after a man 

with a flea circus turns up. 



Episode 17: A Hit for a Miss; The boys fall for substitute teacher Miss Petit, which makes Billie 

jealous, and help her put on a show for an old folks home. 
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Herois (Héroes) (2010) 
 

A young publicist, with a successful professional life but with an 

empty personal life, finds himself on a trip against time to get to 

an important business meeting. During the trip, he meets a girl 

and, although they are very different and have opposite ways of 

life, they click when recalling the most mythical and emotional 

time of their childhood: the last summer they spent with their 

gang. We will find out what they were like as kids, how they lived 

their first love, their first adventures, and how they felt like 

"heroes" when fighting to win that magical cabin on the tree 

where all their wishes would be fulfilled. This journey to the past, 

to his old desires and motivations, will make the journalist have 

doubts about his present life, and and it will make him decide 

between his career and the feeling of happiness reborn inside 

him, thanks to that special and crazy girl who has turned his world 

upside down. 
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Hessed Mufla (Amazing Grace) (1992) 
 

Against the backdrop of AIDS, the film explores two families, each 

with a gay son. Jonathan is splitting from Miki because the more 

experienced Miki is playing around. Then Jonathan sees Thomas, 

the son and grandson of his neighbors, who is back in Israel after 

failing to make it as a musician in New York: Thomas is ill, 

detached, in search of hard drugs. Jonathan tries to connect with 

him. Meanwhile, Thomas's grandmother, facing old age, has 

become bitter, particularly toward her hard-working daughter. 

They worry about Thomas. A few blocks away, Jonathan's mother, 

brother and sister maintain their sometimes bickering 

relationships, watching Jonathan brave adulthood. This is the 

touching story of two families in Israel and the relationships within 

each family. Each family has a gay son. The stories are interrelated 

at that point but this film is about all of the family members, not 

just the two sons. The portraits of each of the family members in both families are well drawn and 

the story is consistently interesting if a bit bleak. 
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Het Geheim (2010) 
 

The 8-year-old boy Ben Stikker (Thor Braun) learns magic and is 

fascinated by the great disappearing act. When his girlfriend Sylvie 

disappears, he drags himself and his family in a great adventure. 

Ben must try to distinguish between illusion and reality. Family 

film with a nice touch. Nice Dutch Family film with a nice story, 

good acting and a hilarious comedian Theo Maassen. My only 

point of discussion is Chantal Janssen in a role of mother of 4 

children and married with Theo Maassen. I just can't believe it. 

Theo Maassen plays a very likable Father who is not the most 

handy guy, Chantal Janssen plays a teacher. The children act very 

nice, and the inside joke over the pancakes every day on table, 

give the youngest children in the cast an extra dimension. Except 

the Leiden theater I had no idea where the film was shot, 

Wassenaar? Naarden? The sets are fantastic and the 

cinematography is beautiful Probably one of the best Dutch Youth films for the last 5 years Just go to 

the cinema now it's still there and if not buy the DVD and sit down with the hole family and enjoy. 
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Het Zakmes (The Pocket-Knife) (1992) 
 

Mees (10-year-old Olivier Tuinier) has a problem. By accident he 

took his best friend's pocket knife home with him. Unfortunately 

he is too late to return it as the next day Tim (Verno Romney) 

moves house. All that Mees knows is that Tim has gone to 

Flevoland. His parents are tied up in their own lives and have no 

room for little Mees' problems. His mother is a world-famous 

singer and it seems Mees sees her more on TV than in real life. His 

father is under a lot of pressure acting as a housekeeper and as 

secretary for his popular wife. So little Mees must search alone for 

his friend. Wonderful. This is a great movie for children. It has no 

violence in it at all and they can actually learn something from it. I 

would also recommend it to parents, because this is really the 

kind of movie you can watch with your children together. It shows 

not only the situation, but also how certain situations can be a problem to a (young) child. Olivier 

Tuinier is Holland's pride and probably our only worldwide known childactor, but he can easily 

compete with the American ones. Highly recommended movie! 
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Hexe Lilli: Die Reise Nach Mandolan (Lilly The Witch: The Journey To 

Mandolan) (2011) 
 

Lilli is traveling to India, to solve a mystery. In the Far Eastern 

Kingdom Mandolan things are just topsy-turvy. On the royal 

throne there is a curse, and Grand Vizier Guliman calls Hexe Lilli 

for help, to ensure that Guliman can finally ascend the throne and 

take control of Mandolan. But just as Lilli arrives with her faithful 

companion, the little dragon Hector, they also find out that the 

power-hungry Grand Vizier is playing with marked cards. He has 

had king Nandi captured by the shady magician Abrash. Lilly, with 

aided by a clever young Bedouin and her own magic arts, sets off 

with Hector on a perilous journey that takes them into rickety tuk 

and on the back of powerful elephants to the gates of the 

Forbidden City in order to liberate King Nandi and prevent 

Guliman from taking the throne. 
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Hey Hey It's Esther Blueburger (2008) 
 

A coming-of-age story about a 13-year-old girl trying to fit into 

both a posh private school and an ordinary public school. This film 

is a smart, rueful and dead-on portrait of life's unending quest to 

fit in; and the girl who solves it by completely breaking out - 

introduces a feisty outsider hero unlike any other seen on screen. 

Esther Blueburger's quest begins when she escapes from her Bat 

Mitzvah party and is befriended by Sunni.., the effortlessly cool 

girl who is everything Esther thinks she wants to be. With the help 

of Sunni, Esther goes away from her ordinary life and leaves 

behind her malfunctioning Jewish family to hang out with Sunni's 

far breezier and super-hip single mom Mary and attend Sunni's 

forbidden public school as a Swedish exchange student. Esther 

Blueburger (Danielle Catanzariti) is thirteen. She's from a Jewish 

family and attends a private school where she's an outsider. Her 

classmates cartwheel, dance and eat with geometric precision, while the victimised Esther spends 

her lunchtimes watching them from the confines of an upper-storey classroom. Esther crosses paths 

with Sonni (Keisha Castle-Hughes), an offbeat teen who attends a neighbouring State school. A 

friendship develops and it's not long before Esther decides to enrol at Sonni's school, without her 

parents knowing. There she enjoys a newfound popularity and very quickly uses it to victimise other 

outsiders. This doesn't impress Sonni one bit. The awkwardly-titled HEY HEY IT'S ESTHER 

BLUEBURGER sits uncomfortably between a Saturday morning children's television show and a more 

intense, coming-of-age drama. The supporting characters, like Esther's gullible parents, teachers and 

peers are caricatures, which is quite alright as they represent real people with which we're familiar. 

Esther's change of schools is far too easy for her. While many obvious questions about this are left 

unaddressed, we're willing to accept it because we understand this approach to story telling. But 

when Esther tries to prove her worth by fellating a boy in a dark alley one night, it just doesn't gel 

with what's gone before. It feels as though the screenplay needed some toughening up and the 

writer responded by throwing in this seriously out-of-place scene. And surely someone must have 

pointed out at the script stage that this would severely restrict the film's target audience, the 

tweens. (Footnote: Does anyone remember an equally unnecessary fellatio scene in Michael 

Thornhill's BETWEEN WARS (1974)?) Esther loses her appeal as the film progresses and we really 

don't care for her at all by the end. Yes, teenage years are confusing times but her use of her new 

popularity to belittle others makes her unlikeable. The rift between Esther and Sonni is of Esther's 

making. And the friendship between the two isn't explored anywhere near as well as it could have 

been. Neither is the difference between private and State schools. Neither is Esther's religion. The 

sad tale of Esther's duck, however, is most effective. Toni Collette appears briefly as Sonni's "cool" 

biker Mum. But the situation involving her character at the film's end is also gravely misplaced. So 

too is the final school assembly scene but by this stage, anything goes. HEY HEY IT'S ESTHER 

BLUEBURGER is the work of first-time writer/director Cathy Randall and first-time producer Miriam 

Stein. It shows. Comparisons to THE BLACK BALLOON, another recently released, coming-of-age 

Australian film are to be expected. THE BLACK BALLOON is vastly superior because its screenwriters 

have a much keener sense of character construction and plot development. HEY HEY IT'S ESTHER 



BLUEBURGER has some interesting things to say but it's unsure just how to say them. And I'm tired 

of films where the story continues as the credits roll. It's a sign of indecisiveness. Do we really need 

to hear about Esther's braces being removed? Maybe it makes a difference to the next boy she 

blows in a back alley. 
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Hey! Say! JUMP - Arigatou 'Sekai No Doko Ni Itemo' (2010) 
 

Ten-member Japanese boy band. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tracklist: 

1. Arigato- (Sekai no Doko ni Ite mo) 

2. Fly 

3. Snow Song 

4. Futarikake no Basho (The Two Seater) 

5. Arigato- (Sekai no Doko ni Ite mo) (Instrumental) 

6. Fly (Instrumental) 

7. Snow Song (Instrumental) 

8. Futarikake no Basho/The Two Seater (Instrumental) 
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Hey! Say! JUMP - SUMMARY (2010) 
 

Ten-member Japanese boy band. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tracklist: 

01. OVERTURE. 

02. SUMMARY. 

03. Time. 

04. DREAMER. 

05. Your Seed. 

06. Asia no Yoru. 

07. LOVE PARADE. 

08. Miagete Goran Yoru no Hoshi o. 

09. WITH LOVE. 

10. Lucky Man. 

11. WA ni Natte Odorou. 

12. Yuuki 100%. 

13. Kagayaki no Hibi. 

14. Shinku. 

15. NYC. 

16. On The Town. 

17. To Heart. 

18. FIGHT ALL NIGHT. 

19. SHE SAID... 

20. Get!! 

21. Thank You ~Bokutachi Kara Kimi e~. 

22. INFINITY. 

23. Yuuki 100%. 
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Hierro (2009) 
 

After her son goes missing, a broken mother returns months later 

to the island of El Hierro to identify a body. She finds out her son 

is not the only one missing. Underrated by the Hollywood 

followers. A very underrated movie. This movie is good, the acting 

is terrific as well as the photography. The script is a descent one 

with a twist that works perfectly well, I don't see the so called 

evident predictability at all. And most of the complaints here are 

based also in that same old mantra: it's a slow paced movie. It 

seems that the Hollywood followers need one more century to 

realize the difference between art and fast food, not to mention 

the "lack of gore" and all the horror paraphernalia that they want 

to see all the time. Very good movie, intriguing, touching, visually 

beautiful. I hope the director doesn't pay too much attention to 

the unfair reviews here this time and move forward with 

contentment. Very well done. 
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High School Musical (Grease 3) (2006) 
 

Gabriella Montez is a shy, studious new student at East High 

School; but that all changes when she is forced to sing at a 

karaoke contest with Troy Bolton, the captain of the school's 

basketball team. After spending time with each other, both realize 

they share a passionate love for music and singing. But will they 

retain this love when their school is telling them they cannot be 

together? On New Year's Eve, Troy Bolton (Zac Efron) and 

Gabriella Montez (Vanessa Anne Hudgens) meet and discover 

their mutual love for music. Later, they discover they attend the 

same high school and Troy is the star of the basketball team while 

Gabriella is in with the academic team. When Troy and Gabriella 

win a callback for the school musical, teen drama queen Sharpay 

Evans (Ashley Tisdale) is pissed. She and her brother Ryan (Lucas Grabeel) have been the lead in 17 

school plays. But when the basketball team and the academic group hear of Troy and Gabriella's 

callback, they join forces to split them up. When they discover it's caused far too much upset, they 

admit their jerkiness to Troy and Gabriella. Then the day of the callbacks, the championship 

basketball game, and the scholastic decathalon comes (all thanks to Sharpay for demanding a 

reschedule for the callbacks), Gabriella forgives Troy and they sing "Breaking Free" and win the lead, 

also to East High winning the championship basketball game. Two high school students who are 

worlds apart -- the school's hoops star (Zac Efron) and the president of the science club (Vanessa 

Anne Hudgens) -- secretly decide to audition for their school's musical, a decision that turns both 

their world and their school upside down. Troy Bolton and Gabriella Montez are two totally different 

teenagers who meet at a party while singing karaoke on New Years Eve. One week later Troy goes 

back to his high school, East High, in New Mexico to find that Gabriella is a new student there. They 

quickly become close, really good friends and accidentally audition for the school musical. After 

getting a callback, drama queen, Sharpay Evans and her sidekick brother, Ryan are furious. Then 

Chad, Troy's best friend and basketball teammate, and Taylor, Gabriella's new friend on the 

decathlon team must find out a way to make Gabriella hate Troy. After seeing that Troy and 

Gabriella sad about not talking, they soon support their choices and let them "break free". "High 

School Musical" was a movie that can pick you up and make you "dance". The songs were great 

especially "Get your head in the game". With some dance moves, the movie also added great 

humor, "love", and for those jocks out there BASKETBALL! The actors rocked the stage and just made 

the movie a teen can watch and who knows maybe one or two can relate to "Troy" (Zac Efron), 

"Gabriella" (Vannesa Anne Hudgens), or even "Sharpay" (Ashley Tisdale). Disney has proved itself 

once again as the movie magnet! Like other movies "Right on Track", "Go Figure", "High School 

Musical" is a great movie which you can sit with family or with friends and enjoy and you never know 

when you might be singing along! DVD includes 'The Making Of High School Musical'. 
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High School Musical 2 (2007) 
 

The Wildcats are back. They start off getting out of school, where 

Shar Pay makes sure Troy has job at her country club. Troy then in 

returns gets everyone else a job at the country club too. Gabrielle 

is the new lifeguard, while Troy, Chad, and the others work in the 

kitchen. At the country club there is a talent show, which Sharpay 

and Ryan win every year. Kelsie had written a song for Troy and 

Gabrielle to sing at the talent show, which later on Sharpay takes 

(at a faster tempo) for her and Troy to sing at the talent show. 

Sharpay plots to take Troy away from Gabrielle, by getting him a 

better job than the rest of the Wildcats. Troy starts changing, all 

for a "scholarship", starting to act like a jerk, which results in 

Gabrielle breaking up with Troy, saying she doesn't belong there. 

After Troy loses all his friends, because he began acting like a jerk and had found out that Sharpay 

had made it where no Junior Staffers can perform in the talent show, he decides to do something 

about it, and asks for his old job back with the rest of his friends and quits the talent show leaving 

Sharpay with nothing, since she had ditched her brother to perform with Troy. She then goes back to 

Ryan, who had been working with the Junior Staffers on an act, who then leaves her saying she 

always wanted the spotlight, now she has it. Troy ends up doing the talent show, thinking that he 

would be performing with Sharpay. He learns a new song within a matter of minutes. Troy is offered 

a job at Ryan & Sharpay's country club and ends up landing jobs for Gabriella, Chad, Taylor, Kelsi, 

Jason, Martha and Zeke. He is then introduced to Sharpay's parents and realizes that Sharpay can 

land him many opportunities and even a basketball scholarship. Meanwhile, while Zac starts hanging 

out with the rich folk, Chad is worried that Zac will forget his friends. Gabriella feels as though she is 

losing Troy to Sharpay. In the end, Troy will have to learn how to think about his scholarship without 

losing his friends. Good-bye, classroom! Hello, summer! But for Troy, Gabriella, Chad, and Taylor, 

this vacation is no day at the beach. That's because they're all working at a country club founded by 

Ryan and Sharpay's family! And with the club's annual talent show right around the corner, 

Sharpay's competitive instincts are sizzling. She dumps Ryan as her singing partner and starts wooing 

Troy to join her onstage instead. Gabriella is less than thrilled that Troy has agreed to sing with 

Sharpay. How could he do that to her? Things are heating up on the lawns of high society. Will Troy 

and Gabriella realize that they're meant to be? Or is it already too late for them to sing one last song 

together? I saw the first High School Musical just after it came out hearing rave reviews and I 

thought it might be at least interesting. I was wrong, after about 40 mins of watching I would have 

rather ripped off my own ears and set them on fire than watch for another minute. I had absolutely 

no intention of watching this sequel but I was asked to by my sister on her birthday so I did. If I had 

poison handy I would have taken it without a second's hesitation. It was literally the worst "movie" I 

have ever seen. Don't get me wrong I enjoy musicals very much, this had the worst songs and most 

obvious lip-syncing I have ever seen. The dance moves were similar to what you might expect from 

some backup dancer for Jessica Simpson. What I hate more than this movie (if that's even possible) 

is the fans. The true fans are the most moronic people I have ever met. Using no logic to backup 

their arguments of why this movie was so amazing other than 'OMG How can you say High School 

Musical sucked?? Zac Efron is lyke so kute! I just wanna hug him forever!' I could care less how cute 



an actor is that does not excuse the horrible monstrous atrocity that is High School Musical! Please 

for your sake DO NOT SEE THIS MOVIE! 
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Hildes Reise (Hilde's Journey) (2004) 
 

Steff, a solitary gay man nearing middle age in Zurich, seeks capital 

to buy a furniture restoration business. A newspaper's funeral 

notice for Martin Hilder, dead from cancer, jolts him: he and 

Martin had been lovers for three years, and Steff didn't know 

Martin was ill. At the funeral, Martin's gaunt lover, Rex, angrily 

denounces the family's denial: Martin, whom he calls "Hilde" and 

refers to as "she," died of AIDS. Martin's will leaves everything to 

Steff, plus the wish that his ashes be released into the sea off the 

coast of France. Martin's mother wants the estate and the ashes: 

she makes Steff an offer. Rex wants Martin's wishes honored. Will 

the ashes reach the sea? When a struggling and solitary cabinet 

maker learns of the death of his former lover, he is forced to 

reconsider his feelings and all he considers important. Is the dead 

man still manipulating all around him from beyond the grave? 

Bitter-sweet exploration of the stages of grief, as two men, one willing, the other begrudging, 

accompany the deceased's ashes to scatter them on the French coast. Although the premise is 

simple, it is expertly handled by all concerned, led by two beautifully placed performances from and 

Finger and particularly Stokowski, who expertly crafts a man with such repressed and buried 

emotions that when the barriers are broken, the consequence is very real and very moving. Perhaps 

the conclusion is a little too neat, but it's worth the ride. 
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Hilfe, Ich Bin Ein Junge (Help! I'm A Boy) (2002) 
 

In Hamburg, an aged sorcerer is searching for a replacement. 

Freddie, who's about 12-years-old, finds the wizard's book of 

spells and knows enough to read a few lines to his friend Emma. 

She repeats the lines adding exasperation about Mickey In 

Hamburg, an aged sorcerer is searching for a replacement. 

Freddie, who's about 12, finds the wizard's book of spells and 

knows enough to read a few lines to his friend Emma. She repeats 

the lines adding exasperation about Mickey, a boy who's often 

mean to her. The next morning, Mickey finds himself in Emma's 

body, and Emma finds herself in Mickey's body. The wizard tracks 

down the book, takes it back, and disappears, leaving Freddy with 

no way to reverse the spell, which becomes permanent in 54 

hours. Freddy, Emma, and Mickey must work together to search 

out a solution, while making discoveries about sex roles, courage, 

friendship, and each other.), a boy who's often mean to her. The next morning, Mickey finds himself 

in Emma's body, and Emma finds herself in Mickey's body. The wizard tracks down the book, takes it 

back, and disappears, leaving Freddy with no way to reverse the spell, which becomes permanent in 

54 hours. Freddy, Emma, and Mickey must work together to search out a solution, while making 

discoveries about sex roles, courage, friendship, and each other. Yet another entertaining body swap 

film. This film is obviously aimed at a very young age group of, I would estimate, 9 to 12-year-olds. 

Nevertheless, it contains enough charm to fascinate, though not enthral, older viewers too. By no 

means for the first time in the history of cinema, two people swap their bodies by magic. As usual, 

they are very different personalities, and in this case they have the advantage of being in their 

formative years. Emma, who is good at school and such a good swimmer that she is being 

considered for training for the Olympic Games, and Mickey, both played by Sarah Hannemann and 

Nick Seidensticker, are helped in their plight by their classmate Four Eyes, played by Philipp Blank, 

who has a very different, more practical character from the leading pair. Before he loses the book of 

magic which enabled Emma and Mickey to swap bodies, Four Eyes deciphers the fact that they only 

have fifty-four hours to reverse the magic. Then the magician disappears, making the race against 

time even more difficult. The three children playing the leading roles are sufficiently good to give 

credibility to the three characters, and how they cope with the situations they land up in. The film is 

set in Hamburg, and does not fail to show a backdrop of various typical buildings in fairly ordinary 

parts of the city, the highlight of which is a short visit to Hamburg Dungeon. Albert Tartov, the 

magician played by Pinkas Braun, displays even more than the magicians in other films that his magic 

cannot do everything imaginable. For instance, instead of the usual animals, he has a tortoise, which, 

of course, does not have quite the mobility of many other creatures. The other characters do not get 

much time to develop within the plot, and tend too much towards displaying stereotypes. 

Conforming to the main purpose of the body swap genre, Emma and Mickey are helped by the 

insights their consciousness in someone else's body presents them with, as the plot unfolds. The 

ending is not entirely predictable, although the direction of the film is relatively obvious. 
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Himalaya - L'enfance D'un Chef (1999) 
 

An aging chief's last stand, lessons for the new, and the education 

of a young chief-to-be played against harsh Nature in Nepal's 

Dolpo. When his son dies returning from Tibet's salt lakes, Tinle 

blames Karma, his son's friend, refuses to give Karma his blessing 

as the new chief, and organizes a rival caravan to take the salt to 

lower Nepal to trade for grain. He, a few old men, his son's widow, 

his grandson, and his second son, a monk, set out on the arduous 

journey. Fearing storms, Karma has led his caravan out of the 

village before the auspicious day ordained by the lamas. Tinle's 

group catches Karma's before the final pass; the two stubborn 

men lock wills with Tinle's grandson watching. Stunning 

cinematography. This film is simply beautiful to watch. The 

cinematography is absolutely stunning, the music and directorial 

mood is captivating. The film is light on plot and the little bit of intrigue sort of fades away, but that 

really doesn't matter. I have been to the Himalayas (Tibet, Nepal and Bhutan) and it is really hard to 

capture the exquisite beauty of the place and the grace of the Buddhist people who dwell there. This 

film captures that beauty and grace. If you have any interest in that part of the world and its people, 

this film will hold your attention and inspire your imagination. How? I don't know, perhaps some of 

that Himalayan magic rubbed off on the film crew. 
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Hin Helgu Vé (The Sacred Mound) (1993) 
 

On a small island in the west of Iceland, Gestur (11-year-old 

Steinþór Rafn Matthíasson), only 7-years-old, falls in love with 20-

years-old Helga. When she introduces him her fiancée one day, he 

decides to fight the competitor with traditional Wicking weapons. 
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Hinokio (Hinokio: Inter Galactic Love) (2005) 
 

To be completely honest, this is a film that I had little to no 

interest in watching. However, because a couple of my Internet 

friends seemed quite interested in it, I decided to give it a shot. 

Now I am glad I did. I was concerned at first that the film was 

going to be nothing more than a kid makes friends with a robot 

film, but Hinokio does not fall into this overdone plot device. 

Instead this film delves into a number of the ills of modern society 

in a fresh and entertaining manner. The film opens with Hinokio 

making its entrance into an otherwise mundane homeroom class 

consisting of such students as the nerdy Joichi, the hyperactive 

Kenta, and the teacher's pet Sumire. Also in the classroom is the 

moody Jun who, although a bit intrigued with the new "student", 

is not overly impressed by the new arrival. We soon learn that 

Iwamoto Satoru (15-year-old Kanata Hongô) a young boy who is 

rehabilitating from a car accident controls Hinokio. The robot allows him to attend school and 

interact with other students while he recuperates at home. However, instead of being warmly 

embraced by his new classmates, Satoru, or Hinokio, is the victim of pranks. However, after he 

refuses to tattle on Jun, Kenta, and Joichi, the four soon become friends. While Satoru's relationship 

with his friends, especially with Jun, is the primary story, Satoru's relationship with his father, who 

the boy blames for the death of his mother, is also central to the film. Because of his reluctance to 

interact with the outside world and muteness with his father, Satoru resembles a Hikikomori, or 

shut-in, a social ill that has spread in modern Japanese society. At times humorous and at times 

quite moving, Hinokio is a good film to watch for those immersed in the violent films of Miike 

Takashi or the nostalgic oeuvre of Ozu Yasujiro. It reminds us that there are other films that while 

not overly artistic can really move an audience or just make one smile. 
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History Of The World: Part I (1981) 
 

From the dawn of man to the distant future, mankind's evolution 

(or lack thereof) is traced. Often ridiculous but never serious, we 

learn the truth behind the Roman Emperor, we learn what REALLY 

happened at the Last Supper, the circumstances that surrounded 

the French Revolution, how to test eunuchs, and what kind of 

shoes the Spanish Inquisitor wore. Classical comedy satire..Mel 

Brook's best film. Once you've seen this film, you will not forgot it. 

The punchlines keep rolling from the beginning of the film, and 

even past "the big ending". There is not much of a plot, but that is 

to be expected in a movie that contains a bunch of skits. If you like 

Monty Python, then you should love this movie. This movie is not 

for everyone, especially if you are easily offended. However the 

opening scene should tell you if you would have a problem 

watching the rest of the movie. This movie does currently rank in 

my top 10 comedies of all time. 
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Hitler In Colour (2005) 
 

Documentary using only original colour footage charts the 12 

years from Adolf Hitler's rise to power to the fall of Berlin in 1945. 

Complemented by eyewitness material, tracks the dramatic 

transformation of Germany into a Nazi state, looks into Hitler's 

relationship with his lover Eva Braun and replicates pivotal events, 

including Nazi rallies, the invasion of Poland, Hitler's meeting with 

Lloyd George, the horrors of Buchenwald concentration camp, 

Warsaw's Jewish Ghetto, the Battle of Britain and the fall of Berlin. 

Part of the series that also contained Japan's War in Color. This is a 

series of home movies and other color film showing the period of 

1933 to the end of the war in color. The narration is mostly made 

up of quotes from diaries and speeches from the time. Another 

very good documentary on WW2 that shows snapshots of the war 

in ways that have rarely been seen before. As with the Japan film 

this is not a detailed account of Hitler or a war but a rather its a peak inside of the private life of the 

head of the Nazis. For lack of a better term and no pun intended the film nicely adds color to what 

you know about Hitler and Germany. Definitely worth a look. Vintage film footage, diary entries and 

eyewitness accounts chronicle the turbulent 12-year history of Hitler's Third Reich, telling the story 

of his rise and fall. Brian Cox narrates. 
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Ho Ho Ho (2009) 
 

Horace (Bogdan Iancu), an 8-years-old boy, who still believes in 

Santa Clause, received as a Christmas gift a day at the mall. What 

ought to be a normal Christmas day turns into an adventure when 

Horace loses his mother. He mets John, a pickpocket disguised as 

Santa Clause, who was in the middle of an illegal operation. Unlike 

the Santas on TV, John doesn't seem to like children. Althought, 

the boy is convinced that this is the real Santa Clause and tail of it, 

causing all sorts of trouble as dangerous, as funny. Finally John 

finds the magic of Christmas and Horace discovers that miracles 

indeed, occur. A typical Christmas movie. The action takes place in 

Bucharest, a day before Christmas. Unable to pick her son, 

Horatiu, a Christmas present, Carmen promises to offer him a day 

at the mall. Unfortunately, Horatiu gets lost in the shopping center 

and meets a thief, John, disguised in Santa Clause who doesn't 

seem to behave like the traditional Christmas character. The adventure begins as Horatiu is 

desperately trying to find his mother, while John's team is planning to steal a priceless diamond. It is 

a typical Christmas movie, inspired by the concept of 'Home Alone'. The fact that the distribution is 

Romanian may be a deterrent for foreign audience. Added to this, the actors' performance as a 

whole is mediocre and the screenplay reflects a dearth of originality. I recommend you watch this 

movie if you are a fan of Stefan Banica Jr. or you haven't got any Christmas-related films on 25th of 

December. 
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Hobson's Choice (1954) 
 

Henry Hobson runs a successful bootmaker's shop in nineteenth-

century Salford. A widower with a weakness for the pub opposite, 

he tries forcefully to rule the lives of his three unruly daughters. 

When he decrees 'no marriages' to avoid the expensive matter of 

settlements, eldest daughter Maggie rebels and sets her sights on 

Will Mossop, Hobson's star bootmaker. Maggie and Will leave to 

start up in competition, and she then turns her mind to helping 

her sisters marry their chosen partners. In Salford it's the time of 

revolution. The revolution is not industrial but feminine. The film 

shows how the strong females come to the fore in shaping their 

own world at a time when it was frowned on. Behind the boots 

and clogs are individuals who must also be determined and strong 

in a society that gives them little credence. Keeping the humour it 

also shows without fantasy the life of the Salford folk and the 

social connections and customs that gave their life order, until they were challenged and eventually 

changed. Who isn't good in this film? Brenda de Banzie (sp) was perfectly cast in this film and really 

worthy of mention! I love it when a woman knows what she wants and goes and sorts it out herself! 

Inspirational, especially for the 50s, and the victorian era it's set in! John Mills, is always good, so 

that's no surprise, and you can't imagine anyone but Charles Laughton as Hobson. The lack of an 

Oscar nomination, let alone award, just goes to show what a political and flavour-of-the-month farce 

it is. Is there really acting talent like this in 'Lord of the Rings'? 
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Hocus Pocus (1993) 
 

Hocus Pocus begins in a small town in 1693, were a teenager 

named Thackery Binx (16-year-old Sean Murray) realises his little 

sister has fled into the woods, under the control of a witch. 

Thackery rushes after his sister, Emily, and eventually finds a 

pilgrim-style mill house where Emily has been captured. Inside the 

house, 3 ageing evil witches (Midler, Najimy and Parker) known as 

the Sanderson sisters are brewing a potion in a cauldron. Winnie, 

the eldest sister, highlights that the potion, when drank by a child, 

has the ability to rejuvenate them and restore their youth. Before 

the witches can force the potion into Emily, Thackery stops them 

and engages in a brawl with Winnie, and is soon stripped of his 

energy. The sisters then suck the life-force from little Emily and 

their youth is restored, then cast a spell on helpless Thackery that 

he take the form of a black cat for eternity. Immediately, a mob of 

angry villagers wielding torches capture the sisters and prepare to hang the trio from a branch of a 

tree. Winnie's spellbook reveals a prophecy that on All Hallows eve a virgin shall light the black flame 

candle and ressurect them. The sisters are then hanged and Thackery remains a feline, unable to 

reassure his parents that he has taken the form of a cat. 300 years later, in Salem, a teacher tutors 

her class about the Sanderson sisters, since Halloween is approaching. Max Dennison (17-year-old 

Omri Katz), a new student after arriving from Los Angeles, isn't gullible towards the tale and 

befriends fellow classmate Alison as the school closes for Halloween break. While cycling home, Max 

cuts through a cemetery and runs into two rebellious teens named Ice and Jay who tease him, later 

stealing his trainers. When an irritated Max returns home, unhappy about his new location, he finds 

solace in his room and daydreams about Alison. Dani then frightens him and demands that he take 

her trick or treating later into the night, at first he refuses, but is later forced to take his little sister 

into the neighbourhood to collect candy. After an embarrassing confrontation with Ice and Jay, Dani 

storms off on Max and he goes to reconcile with her. The two then find a mansion run by Alison's 

family and they engage in a conversation about the Sanderson sisters, planning to break into the 

abandoned museum dedicated to them. Dani is anxious about their Halloween prank, and when 

they break into the mill house, now a museum, Max foolishly lights the black flame candle after Dani 

tries to dissuade him from doing so. Odd occurances begin to haunt the sanderson house and the 

floorboards rattle, presenting the Sanderson sisters returning back home. The three kids hide while 

the sisters comicly settle back into domesticity after a centuries-long stay in hell. Dani soon shows 

her face, claiming that she was the one who lit the candle. To protect his sister, Max and Alison 

distract them and engage in a brawl. Max plays a practical joke to distract the witches from following 

him, he then steals the spellbook and is introduced to Thackery, a now 300-year-old feline with the 

ability to speak. After escaping the Sanderson sisters, Max, Alison and Dani follow Thackery 'Binx' 

into a cemetery where he shows them Billy Butcherson's grave and his sister's headstone, they soon 

realise he is Thackery Binx, and that the legends are true. The sisters discover they have been tricked 

and devise a plan, since the candle only brings them back for one Halloween night, they plot to suck 

the lives out of children before sunrise, so that they can stay alive and youthful forever, but need to 

find Max since they have stolen the book. The witches set out into a more modern world, and are 



constantly confused as to the ways of the world in the early 90's. They track down Max and the gang 

to the cemetery, unable to set foot on hallowed ground, and taking flight on their broomsticks. 

Winnie resurrects Billy Butcherson, now a decaying zombie, to find the trio after losing them. The 

kids take rescue in a sewer and make their way through the underground while the witches board a 

bus and seduce the driver. Binx finds a sewer hole that they can escape from Billy and makes his way 

out into the streets, and is then driven over by the bus the sisters have boarded. Binx returns to 

normal health, since he is immortal and the witches depart the bus in Halloween-themed suburbia. 

Max, Alison, Dani and Binx soon enter city hall, crowded with people attending the Halloween party 

so that they can find their parents. The witches are tricked into believing an elderly man in a devil-

costume is really satan himself, and soon learn what All Hallows eve has become in modern times. 

When the witches enter city hall to find the children, Max's parents do not believe them and he is 

forced to tell the party-attendants on stage that the witches have come back to life. The spotlight 

soon switches to Winnie and the sisters, who secretly cast a spell on the party-goers by singing a 

spell on stage. The attendants are then unable to control the urge to dance into the night. Max and 

the gang flee the city hall party, and hide from the sisters behind a restaurant alley. Alison soon has 

an idea and they go to their high school. The witches enter the school, since Mary has caught the 

scent of children. Thinking it is a prison for children, the witches search the halls and follow a voice, 

actually played by tape recorder and step into a furnace, Alison and Dani then close the hatch and 

turn the heat full blast, defeating the witches forever. In celebration, Max and Dani head home with 

Alison and raise Binx as their own cat. They fall asleep, definite that the witches are gone forever. 

Winnie, Mary and Sarah soon take their normal form after being burnt alive, but are desperate since 

the children have the book and they can't remember the spell for eternal youth. Along the way, 

returning home, the witches run into Ice and Jay and hold them hostage in cages at their home. 

Winnie breaks down, certain that they are doomed. At the Dennison household, Alison and Max 

wake up, both feeling sympathy for Binx in his feline-form. They open the spellbook to see if they 

can reverse his spell, and the sisters see the signal from across town. Winnie soon takes flight along 

with Mary and Sarah and they head into the suburbs on broomsticks to retrieve the book. Alison has 

an eerie feeling that something isn't right. Acting on her uncertainty, she and Max fetch some salt 

from the kitchen, as a defence mechanism if the witches do return. Max and Alison's moment of 

romance is interrupted by odd noises from upstairs, and they go to see what happened. Alison 

learns the book is gone, and pulls back the covers of Dani's bed to reveal Sarah. Mary and Winifred 

enter from the closet holding Dani hostage and after retrieving the book. To defend herself, Alison 

pours salt round the room and the trio of witches take to the skies with Dani. As Max and Alison are 

in need of a miracle to get Dani back, Sarah sings a gentle spell to summon all the children of Salem 

to the Sanderson house. Sarah returns home, and Winnie is fixing up the potion in their cauldron 

while Dani is strung up to a chair. Max enters the Sanderson house in time to save Dani from 

consuming the potion, and the sun begins to rise. The sisters fall to floor, but are tricked for a third 

time as the ray of light turns out to be the frontal beam of Max's car. The sisters have the 

opportunity to suck the lives of the children that are approaching their house, but Winnie is 

determined to have Dani's soul since she called her 'ugly'. However, there is just enough of the 

potion left for one child, so they take flight on their broomsticks. After losing the witches, Max, 

Alison, Dani and Binx return to the cemetery since the witches can't set foot on hallowed ground. 

Dani protected by a ring of salt as Billy, the zombie, joins them since he also has a hatred for Winnie. 

The sisters find them in the cemetery and capture Dani from the ring of salt, Winnie is about to force 

Dani to drink the potion when Binx forces the potion from her hand, Max grasps the potion and 



threatens to drink it, just to save the life of his sister. Max drinks the potion, and Winnie frees Dani, 

claiming that he is a fool to give up his life for Dani. Winnie then attempts to suck the life out of Max, 

as Alison and Billy prevent Mary from helping Winnie. Alison catches hold of the extension cord from 

the vacuum cleaner Mary is using as a broomstick, Sarah tries to help Mary, and the two lunge into 

the sky. Winnie eventually falls from her broom along with Max, and lands on hallowed ground, 

taking hold of him and sucking his life-force. The sun begins to rise from the horizon of the cemetery, 

Winnie is then fixated between the sun and the hallowed ground, slowly turning to stone. The 

Sanderson sisters then disintigrate from the sunrise and Binx takes his final breath. Dani and Max are 

reunited, and she is touched that he would give up his own life for her. Dani then realises that Binx is 

dead and begins to weep, suddenly Binx's spirit appears and his curse has been lifted, he thanks 

them for their heroic fight against the Sanderson sisters, reuniting with his sister at the gates of 

heaven. The film ends with Max and Alison victorious after the defeat of the Sanderson sisters and 

Dani smiling as Thackery and Emily finally cross over. Premise: After the end credits, Max and Dani's 

parents exit city hall exhausted from hours of dancing, then cuts to Ice and Jay still hanging from the 

cages at the Sanderson home, singing 'Row row row your boat'. As the credits approach, the 

spellbook opens its eye. I prepared my self when I sat down to watch this movie, expecting a boring 

Disney film not for my generation. But this movie was hilarious! Bette Midler, Kathy Najimy and 

Sarah Jessica Parker were fantastic in their roles as the witches, especially Midler in her role as 

Winifred. Unfortunately there is no soundtrack to this film, which is a shame but not a tragedy. 

Overall a fantastic film that the whole family should enjoy. 
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Hogfather (Terry Pratchett's Hogfather) (2006) 
 

It's Hogswatch (equivalent to Christmas) on the Discworld and the 

Hogfather has gone missing, requiring Death to take his place 

while his granddaughter Susan endeavors to find out what has 

happened. In the city of Ankh Morpork, most important city on 

the Discworld (in the opinion of the Morporkians, and what other 

opinion is worth considering?) it is Hogswatch - a midwinter 

festival of celebration and gift-giving which might remind you of 

quite another holiday on another world entirely. The Hogfather - 

a jolly fat man, dressed in red - is distributing presents from his 

flying sleigh and all the children wait to hear trotter-beats on the 

roof. But this Hogswatch, they may have to wait quite a while... 

Someone, or something, wants the Hogfather out of the way. And 

if you're an anthropomorphic personification, you can't be helped 

by humans - but perhaps a, shall we say 'colleague', could assist. And so Death (voiced by Ian 

Richardson), his manservant Albert (Sir David Jason) and his granddaughter (don't ask) Susan 

(Michelle Dockery) set out to save the day, er, night. But while they're doing that, the redoubtable 

Mr. Teatime (Mark Warren) of the Guild of Assassins and his team which includes the inept student 

wizard Mr. Sideney (Nigel Planer) and the man-mountain Banjo (Stephen Marcus) set in motion a 

devious plan which means much, much more than just the end of Hogswatch. Oh, and a well-known 

author makes a cameo appearance. I've grown up on Discworld. Where do I start with this absolutely 

perfect adaptation? The spot-on casting - Susan, Death, Albert, Nobby Nobbs, Ponder Stibbons, all 

brought to life wonderfully. The faithfulness to the story - keeping it at nearly 4 hours to ensure the 

minimum amount of cutting. The perfect locations - Death's Domain, Unseen University, the Tooth 

Fairy's castle, all brilliant! I'm so glad Pratchett let them do this, and I can only hope and pray that 

they continue - let's see The Last Continent, Jingo, Maskerade, Reaper Man, Small Gods! If I have 

one tiny, insignificant complaint, it's that we didn't see Ankh-Morpork in all its bustling, grimy glory - 

no shots of the River Ankh, marketplaces awash with grubby punters and, of course, Cut Me Own 

Throat Dibbler! But I will say this - Sky One, Vladim Jean and the rest involved did a wonderful job on 

such a small budget, and gave us a far better and more faithful adaptation than Hollywood could 

ever have mustered. Full marks, it really gave me a buzz in the Christmas season. 10/10 for making a 

Pterry geek very happy indeed! Together With The Whole Hog: Making Terry Pratchett's 'Hogfather' 

(2006)...A documentary about the making of Hogfather. 
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Holes (2003) 
 

A wrongfully convicted boy (17-year-old Shia LaBeouf) is sent to a 

brutal desert detention camp where he joins the job of digging 

holes for some mysterious reason. Typically, "kids" films have 

some annoying quality to it that makes it way too sappy and 

unbearable for someone over 13. But then again, that's before 

Holes hit the scene. Sure, it has the very same moments that 

often times give a kids movie its aforementioned quality, but this 

film does a good job of staying away from such conventions. The 

acting was decent, and the uneasy dynamics that Stanley had with 

some of the other campers was more realistic than what most 

movies seek to portray. What I especially liked about this movie 

was the fact that this film didn't try to break your heart or make 

you cry. The emotional power was a little more natural than most 

would imagine, kind of like The Shawshank Redemption in many 

ways (which Holes also has a similar, redemptive ending to it). The only down side? The hokey 

looking lizards. Overall, however, an 8/10. With 14-year-old Khleo Thomas & 15-year-old Noah 

Poletiek. 
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Holiday Affair (1996) 
 

Christmas cheer. As a holiday film, this movie was worthwhile. It's 

not huge on plot and the character development needed some 

work. The one dimensional lawyer friend Paul was particularly 

cliched and inexpressive. The high point was the Christmas spirit. 

What's better than a 6-year-old (8-year-old Curtis Blanck) with an 

electric train or two for Christmas, and grandparents for Christmas 

dinner? While the love story isn't the greatest, it does have some 

moments of tension and a sweet premise. Good for viewing during 

the holiday season. 
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Holiday Heart (2000) 
 

A drag queen takes in a drug addict and her daughter and helps 

raise the daughter. Upon seeing "Holiday Heart" last night, I was 

left with a heartwarming feeling. A slightly unusual Christmas tale, 

but very well done. As in any movie, there were certain parts that 

were less than realistic (Social Services would've been all over this 

situation) and I would've liked to have seen a little more 

development of the relationship between all the characters, but 

as I usually say, I don't watch movies for reality, I watch them for 

entertainment or escape. I'll watch A&E, Discovery, and The 

Learning Channel for reality television. The always-enjoyable Ving 

Rhames looked a little uncomfortable portraying a drag queen at 

first, but was impressively camping it up by the end of the film. 

There was a fine supporting cast as well, especially the exceptional 

Alfre Woodard as the mother who struggles with her drug addiction. Jesika Reynolds did a fine job in 

this role as the heartbroken daughter, and Mykelti Williamson was excellent as usual as Silas. Kudos 

to Robert Townsend for a lovely and slightly surprising story. All in all, if you have a chance to watch 

this movie, I highly recommend it! You've got to give Ving Rhames credit for being in full drag on 

stage lip-synching "Baby love, my baby love..." Showtime delivers another "No Limits" performance. 
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Holiday On The Buses (1973) 
 

Sacked by the bus company Stan and Jack get jobs as drivers 

ferrying punters to and from a holiday camp and arrange for the 

rest of the family to come and stay. Blakey is there as the chief 

security guard and manages to get caught in accidental 

compromising situations with the camp's nurse. The Butlers head 

for one disaster after another as Jack and Stan, still chasing 

women half their age, take two girls for a bus trip on the sands 

only for the bus to sink in as the tide approaches. Olive gets into 

bed with someone else's husband when she makes it back to the 

wrong chalet in the dark and 'little' Arthur (Adam Rhodes) sprays 

the chalet with ink, requiring a re-painting job. The holiday over 

Arthur's sidecar combination manages to come apart on the way 

out as it did on the way in. 'Holiday On the Buses' has got to be 

the epitome of British comedy of the '70s. It has all the 

ingredients: sexual innuendo, outrageous mis-understandings and a little slapstick thrown in for 

good measure. The film itself is the third 'Buses' film, and generally is no better or worse than its 

predecessors. People tend to either love it or hate it. It is worth noting that most sitcoms don't 

usually translate to the big screen, this is one of the few exceptions. The premise of the film is 

simple: A bus driver and conductor (Stan and Jack) are sacked, but find employment at a holiday 

camp as the crew of the camp bus. The film has no plot as such, but generally consists of Stan And 

Jack getting into a series of scrapes with the help of Stan's family who are holidaying at the camp. 

Add their old adversary, in the shape of Blakey (their ex-inspector, and now in charge of camp 

security) and the picture is complete. There are many funny moments in the film, including the 

'detour', as well as the paint and the excellent exploding toilet!! The film never really manages to get 

out of third gear, but is an interesting look at holiday camp life as it never really was!!! Overall 6 /10. 
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Holland Boys Choir - O Come All Ye Faithful (2006) 
 

A beautiful evening of Christmas hymns and traditional holiday 

music, interspersed with Scripture readings. Join the Holland Boys 

Choir, being conducted by Pieter Jan Leusink as they perform 

along with The Dutch Trumpets, accompanied on the majestic 

pipe organ by Martin Mans. 

Program I: 

Oh Come 

All Ye 

Faithful. 

I Saw Three 

Ships. 

Personent Hodie. 

Silent Night. 

Unto Us is Born a Son. 

Sussex Carol. 

The Three Kings. 

Hark! The Herald Angels Sing. 

Ding-Dong! Merrily on High. 

Gabriel's Message. 

Once in Royal David's City. 

The Holly and the Ivy. 

Angel Tidings. 

Good King Wenceslas. 

Hush! My Dear, Lie Still. 

Past Three O'Clock. 

The First Nowell. 

Program II: 

Once in Royal David's City. 

FIRST LESSON: 

Sussex Carol. 

SECOND LESSON: 

Hush! My Dear, Lie Still. 

Good King Wenceslas. 

THIRD LESSON: 

Personent Hodie. 

FOURTH LESSON: 

Ding-Dong! Merrily on High. 

FIFTH LESSON: 

Gabriel's Message. 

Unto Us is Born a Son. 
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Hollow Reed (1996) 
 

Following the break-up of his marriage after revealing his 

homosexuality, GP Martin Wyatt (Donovan) loses custody of his 

son Oliver (11-year-old Sam Bould) to his now ex-wife Hannah 

(Richardson) and her new partner Frank (Flemyng). It is not long, 

however, until Oliver appears at the house of Martin and his new 

lover Tom (Hart) claiming to have been beaten up by boys in the 

park. After another incident, Martin puts two and two together 

and comes to the conclusion that Frank has been beating Oliver 

without Hannah's knowledge. Martin then begins a long courtroom custody battle to win back his 

son. Oliver Wyatt [Sam Bould], who's at the centre of this drama, felt he would bring on more drama 

and feel blamed, coupled with the abuse he put up with if he expressed his feelings about it. Martyn 

Wyatt [Martin Donovan], who's the ex-husband and father to Oliver, battled discrimination from his 

wife and the court system to save his son. Tom Dixon [Ian Hart], Martyn's boyfriend, who stood by 

helplessly yet made the occassional attempt, ended up even more frustrated. Hannah Wyatt [Joely 

Richardson], who was torn between a possible failed relationship with her current boyfriend and the 

welfare of her son. Frank Donally [Jason Flemyng], the one who's oblivious to his treatment of the 

boy and trapped wrestling his own demons. All well-played roles by fine actors. 
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Hollywoodland (2006) 
 

An exploration of fame and identity, inspired by one of 

Hollywood's most infamous real-life mysteries. June 16, 1959. The 

glamour of Tinsel town permanently fades for actor George 

Reeves, the heroic Man of Steel on TV's Adventures of Superman, 

as the actor dies in his Hollywood Hills home. Felled by a single 

gunshot wound, Reeves leaves behind a fiancée - aspiring starlet 

Leonore Lemmon - and millions of fans who are shocked by his 

death. But it is his grieving mother, Helen Bessolo, who will not let 

the questionable circumstances surrounding his demise go 

unaddressed. Helen seeks justice, or at least answers. The Los 

Angeles Police Department closes the case, but Helen hires - for 

$50 a day - private detective Louis Simo. Simo soon ascertains 

that the torrid affair Reeves had with Toni Mannix, the wife of 

MGM studio executive Eddie Mannix, might hold the key to the 

truth. But truth and justice are not so easily found in Hollywood. Simo pursues dangerous and 

elusive leads in both high and low places and, in trying to turn up the heat, risks getting burned. The 

detective also uncovers unexpected connections to his own life as the case turns more personal and 

he learns more about Reeves himself. Behind the icon was a complex man who gave his life to 

Hollywood in more ways than one. Moody Hollywoodland Reveals Seamy Side of the Permissive Film 

Colony. I was ten years old when I learned the shocking news of the death of George Reeves, the 

television actor whom I idolized as Superman. I appreciated how "Hollywoodland" made this 

moment impressionable on the youngster Evan "Scout" Simo (11-year-old Zach Mills), the son of the 

investigator Louis Simo pursuing leads in the Reeves case. For both me and little Scout, the death of 

Reeves was an early realization that appearances are not always the same as reality in the world of 

illusion and Hollywood celebrity. Under the skillful direction of Allen Coulter, "Hollywoodland" 

captures that moment in film history when the studio system was in decline and about to give way 

to a new and more independent period of film-making. Perhaps from his previous credits in directing 

episodes for HBO's "Six Feet Under" series, Coulter was able to draw upon great location 

environments for a quintessential sense of Los Angeles. Much credit should go as well to designer 

Julie Weiss for her colorful costumes (especially men's short-sleeved shirts) that evoked the era of 

the 1950s in L.A. The performances were uniformly outstanding. Ben Affleck brings out both the 

charm and the raw vulnerability of George Reeves, an actor of limited ability, struggling and 

eventually succumbing to the pressures of fame. Affleck was the spitting image of Reeves, especially 

in the Clark Kent-style, black-framed "owl" glasses. But the real strength of his performance was in 

his sensitivity as his character made choices that took him into deeper and deeper emotional waters, 

culminating in tragedy. In the film's parallel story, Adrien Body was a standout as Louis Simo, the 

private eye seeking his own fame in trying to uncover the mysterious circumstances and motivation 

of Reeves' tragic death. The luminous Diane Lane was superb in the role of Toni Mannix, the wife of 

a powerful studio boss and the lover of Reeves. I found Lane's performance in "Hollywoodland" even 

better than her Academy-award nominated role in "Unfaithful." The film conveyed a moody 

atmosphere that begs comparison with "Chinatown," another film that recreates the essence of old 

Los Angeles. While not as brilliant stylistically as Roman Polanski's masterpiece, "Hollywoodland" 



nonetheless was a compelling and indeed riveting drama. Although the mystery of the tragic death 

of George Reeves was not resolved in this film, it nonetheless provided depth and complexity to the 

characters, as well as a lurid illustration of the pressures and the accompanying risks involved in 

struggling to succeed in the film industry. 
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Holubice (The White Dove) (Bílá Holubice) (1960) 
 

The White Dove, by Frantisek Vlacil is a film that deserves to be 

remembered in spite of its occasional sloppiness. It is about a 

young boy (Karel Smyczek) and his quest for his freedom and his 

identity. Here we have a triumph of images rather than of acting 

or story. The visual metaphors are blunt, but they are beautiful, so 

who cares? We have a head made of clay that has its face ripped 

off (the loss of one's identity), we have fingerprints that grow into 

flowers (the delicacy of identity), we have our main character 

climbing to the top of the fence surrounding his school, escaping 

his vicious classmates (the struggle for freedom). The Four 

Hundred Blows may be wonderful, but its many plot device 

characters take away the film's riveting effect after many 

viewings; The White Dove's purely emotional rapture takes the 

long road around conventional plot clichés and finds a place in a 

quiet little corner of our hearts. 
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Home (2008) 

 

Life for an isolated rural family is upended when a major highway 

next to their property, constructed 10 years before but 

apparently abandoned, is finally opened. Have you ever found 

yourself wondering about those people who live right alongside 

the freeway - the anonymous folk whose lives we peer into briefly 

as we hurtle our way past their apartments and houses en route 

to our destinations? Well, the artists who made "Home" certainly 

have, and the answer they've come up with makes for a 

fascinating, one-of-a-kind cinematic experience that, even more 

than most movies, has to be seen to be appreciated. The family in 

"Home" leads a relatively carefree and decidedly unconventional 

lifestyle. Their house stands adjacent to an abandoned freeway, 

which they use as their own private recreation area. They also 

view bath time as a communal experience (this being Switzerland 

and all). All is going reasonably well (despite some mild familial tension here and there), until one 

day and without any warning, the roadway is reopened to traffic, shattering the family's once-

peaceful existence with the sounds of whooshing cars and honking horns, the penetrating odor of 

exhaust fumes and fossil fuels, a diminution of privacy (especially during traffic jams), and a nonstop 

assault on the senses. Even getting to the other side of the road – to school or to work – becomes a 

daily, death-defying game of chicken with speeding vehicles whose drivers have no intention of 

slowing down for bothersome and unwelcome pedestrians. This tremendously odd little film is 

obviously intended as a parable about the oppressiveness and chaos of modern life as it encroaches 

ever more forcefully onto the peace and tranquility of a rural existence. The family members 

become increasingly ill-tempered, paranoid, neurotic, even violent as the outside world inexorably 

presses its way into their once-placid lives. But far more than the characters and themes, it is the 

astonishing mise-en-scene that ultimately works its way into the viewer's psyche and that makes it 

hard not only to avert one's eyes during the course of the movie but to get back to one's own 

"reality" once it's over. Director Ursula Meier's work here is reminiscent of Luis Bunuel in one of his 

less playful moods, as she focuses on a group of everyday people trapped in a surrealistic nightmare 

from which they are unable to awaken. It is definitely a case in which the scene becomes an integral 

reflection of the psychological states of the characters. Isabelle Hupert and Olivier Gourmet play the 

parents; Madeleine Budd and 10-year-old Kacey Mottet Klein their two children; and Adelaide 

Leroux, Gourmet's nubile daughter from a previous marriage who spends most of her time 

sunbathing for the highly appreciative motorists and truckers who keep whizzing on by. Unique and 

unforgettable. 
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Home Alone (1990) 
 

8-year-old Kevin McAllister is accidentally left behind when his 

family takes off for a vacation in France over the holiday season. 

Once he realizes they've left him home by himself, Kevin learns to 

fend for himself, and eventually has to protect his house against 

bumbling burglars Harry and Marv, who are planning to rob every 

house in Kevin's suburban Chicago neighborhood. Kevin's mother 

Kate is frantic when she realizes that she and the family have 

unintentionally left Kevin behind in Chicago, and she tries to make 

it back to Chicago as fast as she can, getting help from a polka 

band leader named Gus Polinski. In this film, 10-year-old 

Macaulay Culkin is an 8-year-old boy that is left at home by his 

parents, when they leave with the rest of the family for Christmas 

holidays to Paris. At first he seems to enjoy living alone, but after 

a while he understands that things aren't so easy. Especially when 

two robbers deside to break in a particular house. HIS house! Is he able to defend his home? A large 

upper-middle class family goes on a Christmas vacation to France, but accidentally leaves their 8-

year-old son behind in Chicago. This is the film which made Macaulay Culkin famous. When Kevin 

McCallister is accidently left 'home alone' by his family, vacationing in France, he takes his house into 

his own hands and haves himself his own vacation. But his delight ends up crashing and burning 

when he comes into contact with to criminals, Harry and Marv, that are after his house. 'Home 

Alone' has succeeded in establishing itself as a Christmas tradition, spawning off three sequels 

(including a made-for-television flop), and a whole franchise in and of it. Macaulay Culkin plays Kevin 

McCallister, the average American child. He has an attitude almost expected of a Chris Columbus 

film from the eighties. He lives with a large family, which, right now, being around Christmas time, is 

about quadrupled, flooded by relatives' children, all of whom pick on poor, poor Kevin (sympathy 

long lost later into the film). One day Kevin wakes up from his sleep to find his wish has come true: 

his parents (John Heard and Catherine O'Hara) have disappeared. Enthralled by this, he proceeds to 

do everything and anything he was not allowed to do before, including eating ice cream in the 

morning, watching violent gangster films, jumping on the bed, wrecking his brother's room, and 

having some fun with a BB gun. Unfortunately for Kevin, his parents have not just disappeared - they 

have accidentally left him at home before going to Paris! Trouble really starts when two pesky 

burglars, Harry Lime (Joe Pesci) and Marv Merchants (Daniel Stern), decide that their next burglary 

will be at the McCallister residence. Little do they know Kevin is more than prepared, arming the 

house with an array of booby-traps that would impress top spies in the American government. John 

Hughes, writer/director/producer of my favorite comedy, 'Planes, Trains and Automobiles,' wrote 

this film, and it is no wonder. It is just like Hughes' humor. It mixes emotion, belly laughs and a 

warm-hearted ending all into one little bundle called a movie. John Hughes' films, in my experience, 

are usually very good, mainly because he approaches films at a very classic level. He doesn't resort to 

crude, kid jokes, like 'The Master of Disguise' or 'The Tuxedo,' to name a few recent flops. He almost 

always levels everything out perfectly in his scripts, and nothing is different here. Also, he places 

Kevin and co. in a large brick home in a large neighborhood in Chicago; a home that very much 

resembles those in 'Planes.' and 'Uncle Buck' (I would not be surprised if it is the same home). As for 



the acting: Macaulay Culkin is not at his best here. His best performance would have to be in an 

earlier John Hughes film named 'Uncle Buck,' where he had more of a cute charm than an acting 

charm. Here, he could barely act his way out of a plastic bag. Fortunately, with great performances 

by John Heard, Catherine O'Hara, Pesci and Stern, his bad acting is long forgotten by the time we 

become absorbed into the film. John Heard and Catherine O'Hara bring Kevin's parents to life. They 

seem almost complete opposites. Kevin's father, Peter (Heard), is very calm and laidback. His 

mother, Kate (O'Hara) is extremely nervous almost all the time, fretting throughout the film. She is 

aggravated very easily and, like all mothers, her instinctive nature to care for her child is what drives 

her to the point she goes to in the film. And then there's Pesci and Stern. My favorite lot of the film. 

They perfectly blend humor, pain and aggravation to the film. Pesci's character Harry is very strict, 

easily agitated and picks on Marv for a great many things. Marv, the stereotypical 'tall, stupid one,' is 

completely stupid. He does things that would make a hamster blush. Yet he is the character I have 

found many like the most, mainly because he is so stupid you have to feel sorry for him. Stern brings 

a great trait to the character of Marv, and I am very pleased he got the part. It's a hard choice to 

decide which baddie is better, so I just say I like them both the same. All in all, 'Home Alone' is 

probably the best Christmas movie to rise out of the film industry in the last twenty years. It 

seamlessly blends humor, pain, emotion, human instinct and some great booby-traps all into one 

little bundle. This film has stood the test of time greatly. 
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Home Alone 2: Lost In New York (1992) 
 

Kevin McAllister (12-year-old Macaulay Culkin) and his family are 

planning to go to Miami, Florida during the holiday season this 

time around. At the airport, Kevin becomes separated from his 

family and ends up on an airplane to New York City. Kevin 

manages to stop a taxi cab and has the driver take him to the 

Plaza Hotel, and using his father Peter's credit card, Kevin rents 

out a suite. While in New York, Kevin befriends E. F. Duncan, a 

friendly toy store owner, and Kevin also befriends a homeless 

Pigeon Woman then Kevin runs into his old enemies Harry and 

Marv, who have escaped from prison. When Kevin discovers that 

Harry and Marv plan to rob Mr. Duncan's toy store on Christmas 

Eve, Kevin makes plans to stop them. Kevin's mother Kate, upon 

realizing that she and the family have become separated from 

Kevin, frantically tries to find Kevin. If I was a young child and 

wanted to get lost somewhere, then the Big Apple would be my first choice. Yes, Macauley Culkin is 

back as Kevin McCallister who ends up getting split up from his parents and finds himself lost in New 

York. Just like in the first film, Kevin has fun at first booking himself into a hotel (you'll find out how a 

young kid cons a room in the hotel) and has some fun. There's just one snag-Joe Pesci and Daniel 

Sterns are back as Harry and Marv and once again, young Kevin must outwit them. The plot is pretty 

similar to Home Alone but don't let that put you off-it just means you've got more of the same thrills 

and fun to enjoy. Despite being lost in the city that never sleeps, Kevin again manages to find ways 

to outwit the relentless burglars who take countless bumps and bruises, many of which would have 

killed them but that's the fun of movies. Yes, Home Alone 2 was a fantastic follow up to Home Alone 

and it was followed by the equally excellent Home Alone 3. 
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Home Alone 3 (1997) 
 

Four high-tech industrial spies, Beaupre, Alice, Jernigan and 

Unger, steal a top-secret microchip, and, to fool customs, hide it 

in a remote-control toy car. Through a baggage mix-up at the 

airport, grumpy old Mrs. Hess gets the toy and gives it to her 

neighbor, 8-year-old Alex (8-year-old Alex D. Linz). Spies want to 

get the toy back before their clients get angry and decide to 

burglarize every house at Alex's street to find the chip. But Alex is 

prepared for their visit. Peter Beaupre, Alice Ribbons, Burton 

Jernigan, and Earl Unger, after stealing a top secret computer chip 

hide the chip in a remote control car. After going through security 

at San Francisco International Airport, they grab Mrs. Hess's bag 

off the X-ray belt while Mrs. Hess grabs the bag containing the toy 

car. They then see that a flight to Chicago is showing "now 

boarding" on the monitors showing all the flights, so they decide 

to board that flight. When in Chicago the crooks ask the cab driver who drove Mrs. Hess home 

where her house is, and for a description, and the cab driver says that her house is the only house 

whose driveway was not shoveled. At Mrs. Hess's house that night, Alex Pruitt shovels snow on Mrs. 

Hess's driveway, and he gets the toy car as a thank-you gift. The crooks get there to see that every 

driveway has been shoveled. The next day, Alex, who is home sick from school, spots the crooks in 

one of the neighbors' houses, so he calls the police to report the burglary. By the time the police get 

there, the crooks are gone, and no tracks that anyone broke into the house are left. Therefore, Alex 

is accused of turning in a false police report. The next day the crooks are spotted in Mrs. Hess's 

house, so Alex calls the police again. Once again, the police find no evidence that the house was 

broken into, so the chief comes to speak to Alex about how serious it is to call the police. The next 

day, the burglars are spotted again, but this time Alex decides to attach the camcorder to the top of 

the toy car, and attempt to get footage of the burglars in action. After a fight with the burglars to 

gain the toy car, Alex sees that they took the tape, and he finds the chip hidden inside the car. He 

then reports the chip to the local Air Force recruiting office, who informs the FBI. The burglars, 

figuring that Alex has the car, approach the Pruitts' house, only to find booby traps. In the end, an 

FBI agent comes to the house, and Alex hands the chip to the FBI agent, and the crooks are all 

caught. Peter Beaupre is the leader of a group of thieves who have stolen a valuable Air Force 

computer chip. When a bag mixup at the O'Hare Airport in Chicago causes Mrs. Hess, a grouchy old 

lady, to unknowingly take home the chip hidden inside of a toy remote control car, Beaupre and his 

followers Alice Ribbons, Earl Unger, and Burton Jernigan begin searching Mrs. Hess's neighborhood 

and breaking into houses searching for the chip. 8-year-old Alex Pruitt reports seeing Beaupre and 

his followers, but Alex's sister Molly, his brother Stan, and his parents Jack and Karen refuse to 

believe him. Beaupre and his followers figure out that the chip is in the Pruitt home, because Mrs. 

Hess has given the remote control car to Alex. Alex is left home alone with the chicken pox when 

Karen goes to work, Jack goes out of town on a business trip, and Molly and Stan go to school. When 

Beaupre and his followers break into the Pruitt house, Alex is ready with some of the most painful 

booby traps Beaupre and his gang will ever face. Alex D. Linz replaces Macaulay Culkin as the central 

figure in the third movie in the Home Alone empire. Four industrial spies acquire a missile guidance 



system computer chip and smuggle it through an airport inside a remote controlled toy car. Because 

of baggage confusion, grouchy Mrs. Hess (Marian Seldes) gets the car. She gives it to her neighbor, 

Alex (Linz), just before the spies turn up. The spies rent a house in order to burglarize each house in 

the neighborhood until they locate the car. Home alone with the chicken pox, Alex calls 911 each 

time he spots a theft in progress, but the spies always manage to elude the police while Alex is 

accused of making prank calls. The spies finally turn their attentions toward Alex, unaware that he 

has rigged devices to cleverly booby-trap his entire house. Home Alone 3 wasn't horrible, but 

probably shouldn't have been made, you can't just replace Macauley Culkin, Joe Pesci, or Daniel 

Stern. Home Alone 3 had some funny parts, but I don't like when characters are changed in a movie 

series, view at own risk. 
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Home Alone 4 (Home Alone: Taking Back The House) (2002) 
 

Not as good as 1, 2 and 3...Christmas this year looks bad to Kevin 

McCallister (9-year-old Mike Weinberg). His parents Peter and 

Kate have been separated for the past 8 months, and things at 

home with Kate are difficult enough without the bullying dealt to 

Kevin by his older brother Buzz and older sister Megan. Peter 

invites Kevin and his siblings to stay with him and his rich new 

girlfriend Natalie for Christmas. Kate simply offers the kids love 

and affection. The kids side with Kate, but Kevin is thinking hard 

about the invitation. On Christmas Eve, Kevin sneaks to Natalie's 

place to spend the holidays with Peter. Natalie lives in a mansion 

where almost everything responds to remote commands. Butler 

Prescott and kindly housekeeper Molly are at Kevin's beck and 

call. Peter and Natalie leave for a while. At Christmas, they will be 

picking up some house guests at the airport, including an 11-year-old crown prince (Craig 

Geldenhuys). Kevin witnesses his old enemy Marv Merchants and Marv's wife Vera breaking in to 

case the mansion with the help of an insider who gave Marv a remote control to it. Natalie and Peter 

don't believe Kevin, and Prescott says he saw nothing, which makes Kevin think maybe Prescott is 

the insider. Peter decides they should all trim the Christmas tree, and they do. Kate comes over to 

bring Kevin some things, and it becomes obvious to Kevin that Kate and Peter still love each other 

deep down inside. Marv and Vera plan to kidnap the prince and decide to make their move on 

Christmas morning. Upon learning about this, Kevin rigs the house with booby traps. Come 

Christmas morning, Kevin is left at the mansion while Natalie and Peter go out to pick up the guests. 

In their absence, Marv and Vera break in again, looking for the prince. But they didn't know that 

they'd find Kevin in there, with a bunch of painful booby traps for them. 
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Home For The Holidays (1995) 
 

After losing her job, making out with her soon to be ex-boss, and 

finding out that her daughter plans to spend Thanksgiving with her 

boyfriend, Claudia Larson has to face spending the holiday with 

her family. She wonders if she can survive their crazy antics. Jodie 

Foster managed to give us (with an outstanding ensemble of 

actors) a deliciously written and directed film about the 

tribulations of belonging to a family and the consequential 

heartache brought by growing apart from them as one becomes 

an individual. The sincerity of the script turns out to be one hell of 

a smash in the head to anyone that can empathize with the basic 

situations confronted in a typical holiday gathering. Probably the 

saddest part (and one that most of us who have brothers/sisters 

will understand) is the sudden knowledge that blood sometimes 

isn't enough to love somebody. The crackings in fraternal relationships are deeply touching and hard 

in this one, and while it is not my case, I think a mother and father will break a few tears too as the 

going away of children and subsequent cutting of the umbilical chord is depicted as an evident 

transformation that is usually more painful to the elder than to the young. The cast is magnificent, 

and while the film is very simple in its construction, I would avidly recommend it. 
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Home Improvement (1991-9) 
 

Light television comedy about family man Tim Taylor. The show's 

humor often revolves around cars, toys, tools, hardware shops, 

garages, fix-it-up projects, and similar themes. This TV show ranks 

among my all-time favorites. After watching a couple Tim Allen 

comedy sketches, I saw where they got the basis of the show's 

humor and plot, and it was good. Allen shines as the accident-

prone Tim the tool man Taylor, who wanted more power and 

offered advice on his cable TV show, but was a total klutz at 

home. His wife Jill, three kids (7-year-old Taran Noah Smith, 10-

year-old Zachery Ty Bryan & 10-year-old Jonathan Taylor 

Thomas), friend and co-host Al, and neighbor Wilson (whose face 

you never saw, and they came up with pretty creative ways to 

hide it) were around to put up with him. Great TV entertainment! 

 

Series 1 (24 Episodes) (1991-2) 
 

Episode 01: Pilot; Tim makes the dishwasher more powerful. Jill has a job interview. 

Episode 02: Mow Better Blues; At home: Tim is tuning up his ride-on lawnmower, Jill is making the 

boys donate unnecessary stuff for a rummage sale and Mark (7-year-old Taran Noah Smith) breaks 

his dad's precious 20-year-old torque wrench. On Tool Time: Tim hides a blowtorch from Al "to make 

an important point". 

Episode 03: Off Sides; Tim and the boys are watching football on TV when Jill reminds him that they 

have a dinner reservation at Chez Pierre because it was supposed to be their romantic night out. Tim 

has to give up the football - but sneaks a portable radio with an earpiece underneath his clothes into 

the restaurant in order to listen to the match. The boys get a peculiar new babysitter, Sir Larry 

Houdini! 

Episode 04: Satellite on a Hot Tim's Roof; On Tool Time: Tim is working on a wood table with a power 

saw, with predictable results. Al is going to help out Lisa with her bookshelf. At home: Tim decides to 

install a huge new satellite dish all by himself. He is also jealous about a guy who's willing to help Jill 

prepare for a job interview on a Saturday. 

Episode 05: Wild Kingdom; Mark (7-year-old Taran Noah Smith) is bringing his Cub Scout pals for a 

visit. Tim has to re-light the pilot light of the furnace and he decides to show Randy (10-year-old 

Jonathan Taylor Thomas) and Brad (10-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) how to do it. While in the 

basement, they discover something moving down there. 

Episode 06: Adventures in Fine Dining; At home: When the boys manage to get the whole family 

kicked out of a pizza place because of their misbehavior, Jill points out that since Tim has 

encouraged the boys' bad behavior, he should be the one to teach them how to behave. On Tool 



Time: Besides showing how to lay floor boards, Tim takes the time to give a speech about manners. 

He also demonstrates the new Binford nail gun, with predictable results. 

Episode 07: Nothing More Than Feelings; Jill has ignored the car's oil warning light for two days, and 

the car becomes inoperative. Tim then gives a speech on Tool Time about respect for the machines. 

He tells the audience about the oil light incident that happened to "a friend". Tim gets support from 

two audience members with similar experiences. When they start sharing experiences about each 

other's wives, Tim lets it slip out that Jill drools A LOT in her sleep - with a predictable reaction from 

Jill when the show airs... 

Episode 08: Flying Sauces; On "Tool Time": Tim has a tip on how to avoid hitting oneself on a finger 

while holding a nail. Tim also has received a fan letter which he decides to read out aloud to the 

audience. The writer of the letter and his friends are construction workers who have invented a way 

of "cooking with power and steel". Tim invites them to demonstrate this on the show. At home: Brad 

(10-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) and Randy (10-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) are ashamed of 

being seen in public with their "geek brother". Jill thinks she and Tim should tell Brad and Randy not 

to torment their little brother (7-year-old Taran Noah Smith), but Tim has another idea: they have to 

"out-torment" Brad and Randy. They try Jill's idea, but when that seems to have no effect, Tim gets a 

chance to try his idea... Tim then finds some old 8-track tapes in the basement, and he and Jill start 

quizzing each other about the music of the 1960s and 1970s. 

Episode 09: Bubble, Bubble, Toil and Trouble; Jill mentions the need for another sink in the 

bathroom, and Tim promises to add one plus a whirlpool, and anything else Jill wants. Tim decides to 

make a "Tool Time" special about a bathroom re-do at his home because that way the show will 

cover much of the cost. Of course, things don't go as smoothly as planned... 

Episode 10: Reach Out and Teach Someone; Tim starts his dream hot rod project; he has only a 

frame to a 1934 Ford Roadster to begin with, but it's a start. Jill is more interested in the clogged 

sink, which to Tim is not an urgent matter. Because of that, Jill has already tried to unclog it herself 

and managed to drop Tim's precious screwdriver in. Suddenly Tim gets very upset and decides to 

teach the basics of plumbing to Jill. Soon they have a fight. Afterwards, Tim apologizes, but Jill 

doesn't feel she owes him an apology in return. On "Tool Time": Tim decides to teach basic home 

repair to women "in a simple language even a woman can understand". 

Episode 11: Look Who's Not Talking; At home: Jill starts experiencing stage fright when the time to 

give a speech at a fundraiser approaches. Tim promises to clean the house while Jill concentrates on 

the speech. True to his manners, Tim decides to rewire the vacuum cleaner with, you guessed it, 

more power! On Tool Time: Tim gives a house cleaning tip for men. 

Episode 12: Yule Better Watch Out; On "Tool Time": Tim gives a Yuletime tip - never plug in a frayed 

wire - and grunts "Jingle Bells". He also demonstrates his great invention, a rotating Christmas tree, 

with the usual results. At home: Tim has decided to beat Doc Johnson in the neighborhood 

Christmas decoration contest. The competition soon gets out of control. Jill is upset that Randy (10-

year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) did not get the part of Joseph but rather the inn-keeper in the 

school Christmas pageant, and decides to make Randy (10-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) stand 

out by making him an outstanding costume. Mark (7-year-old Taran Noah Smith) learns a shocking 

secret from his brothers: There is no Santa Claus... Or is there? 



Episode 13: Up Your Alley; In Tool Time: Tim demonstrates how to hang a drywall. At home: At Tim's 

suggestion, the family goes bowling. Tim's obsession for winning soon turns a time of family fun into 

bloody competition. Randy (10-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) and Brad (10-year-old Zachery Ty 

Bryan) run into the bowling alley arcade bully. 

Episode 14: For Whom the Belch Tolls; It's family night at the Taylors. Randy (10-year-old Jonathan 

Taylor Thomas) would like to re-watch 'Bury Me Again' and Tim suggests 'Bayonet Hell', but it's Jill's 

time to choose and she wants to see 'The Sound of Music'. Then Tim's college roommate Stu calls to 

say that he's in town. Tim agrees to meet him over a beer, because Jill finds him obnoxious and 

doesn't want him in their home. However, Tim can't tell Stu he is not welcome... On "Tool Time": 

Tim demonstrates how to heat insulate a window. 

Episode 15: Forever Jung; At home: Brad (10-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) is going on his first date, but 

is uncomfortable about having to learn how to dance. Jill's friend Karen is coming for a visit; she and 

Tim don't like each other. Karen mocks Tim about his power tools, saying that men buy them 

because they are insecure about their manhood, then claims men are aggressive and destructive and 

that society is male-dominated. Tim claims his relationship with Jill is an equal one, but Karen comes 

up with tricky questions to test that. On "Tool Time": Tim demonstrates how to apply laminate. The 

process involves a new instant glue, the use of which requires great care - which Tim does not quite 

manage. 

Episode 16: Jill's Birthday; At home: Jill's birthday is coming up and Tim has forgotten it. Luckily for 

him, the boys remind him. Jill says she doesn't need any presents - especially because the previous 

year, he got her a pressurized window washer. This year, she tells, Tim has to get her something 

thoughtful. In Tool Time: The show is shooting a makeover of a house - live. Tim has a truck on site. 

All that is needed for a catastrophe... Elsewhere: Tim learns a secret of Al's when they visit a 

women's clothes store to find a gift for Jill. 

Episode 17: What About Bob?; In Tool Time: Al is excited because Bob Vila is in town signing his new 

book. When Al utters "I can't believe I actually got to talk to the pioneer of home repairs", Tim's ego 

can't take the blow. Then, Tool Time sponsor Mr. Binford announces that Bob Vila will be the guest 

in the following day's episode. What's even worse, Mr. Binford wants Tim to face Bob Vila in a 

challenge... At home: Tim makes Jill prep him for trivia questions. Randy (10-year-old Jonathan 

Taylor Thomas) has been bad at school - he got caught for bullying. Jill announces that she will invite 

the boy, Curtis, to come to their house so that Randy (10-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) can 

apologize in person. However, when Curtis asks Jill how old she is and compares her to his grandma, 

then tells on the phone to his mom that their house is cooler and that Jill is much heavier than her, 

Jill's goodwill starts to evaporate. 

Episode 18: Baby, It's Cold Outside; Valentine's Day is coming up. Brad (10-year-old Zachery Ty 

Bryan) is trying to figure out a card for Jennifer. Tim has made a weekend reservation for him and Jill 

at Stone Creek Lodge. The boys will go to Aunt Helen so that Tim and Jill have privacy; at least that's 

the plan. On Tool Time: The sponsor, John Binford, announces that Tim's family is to go camping for 

the weekend - and the whole experience will be filmed for Tool Time. Tim comes up with a solution: 

They will film it to look like the family camped the whole weekend, when they really only make a 

quick side trip on their way to Aunt Helen. 



Episode 19: Unchained Malady; At home: Tim receives a chain letter with the instructions that it be 

sent forward to 10 people within 24 hours or else something bad will happen. Tim doesn't buy into 

that and disregards the letter, despite Jill's warnings. Randy (10-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) 

breaks his new bike and has to figure out how to explain that to his parents. In Tool Time: Tim is late 

because his car battery had been dry and someone had parked in his space on the parking lot. He 

tells Al about the letter and he also warns Tim of the consequences. Turns out he sent Tim the letter 

and then later found a $20 bill on the street and won a shovel in a radio contest... and Lisa asks if she 

can stay the night at Al's place because the heating at her place does not work. Even after he 

accidentally dyes his hands green, Tim refuses to believe in the chain letter's curse because George 

Foreman himself is coming to make an appearance in Tool Time. 

Episode 20: Birds of a Feather Flock to Taylor; Tim and Jill get into an argument after she insists that 

she told him repeatedly about an upcoming reception, but he is sure she never mentioned it. 

Episode 21: A Battle of Wheels; Jill has taken up pottery and has placed her pottery wheel in the 

garage along with Tim's hot rod. Tim doesn't like the idea of she moving in on his domain. Therefore, 

he accidentally breaks her first pottery project and they end up in a big fight over who the garage 

belongs to and the result is that Jill makes a schedule to control who is in the garage at what time. Al 

is upset because Tim embarrasses him on Tool Time saying that Al screwed up something he 

screwed up himself. Therefore he announces that Al can be host of Tool Time for a day but Al finds 

out that it definitely is harder than it looks. 

Episode 22: Luck Be a Taylor Tonight; In Tool Time: It has been Tim and Al's week of salute to 

painting. Tim brings up the subject of women thinking that men are insensitive and don't listen. He 

claims that men are sensitive to other things like details. Tim's guys poker night is in jeopardy 

because one of the regulars won't be able to make it. They invite Al as a substitute. At home: Tim 

wants the women and kids out of the house for the duration of the men's poker night, but that is not 

going to happen. One of the men is Jill's sister's husband Charlie and they are having marriage 

problems. Charlie is about to leave but Tim talks him out of it and the poker night is a go. He also 

gives Charlie advice on how to apologize to his wife. Meanwhile, Jill gives her sister advice on 

Charlie. 

Episode 23: Al's Fair in Love and War; Al wants to ask Greta Post out but he doesn't have the guts to 

ask her. Therefore he turns to Jill and Tim who suggest that Al and Greta come to their barbecue. 

After that, Tim talks to Al about not being too sensitive. Just show her that he has got hair on his 

chest. Unfortunately he actually does so and an upset Greta ends up at the Taylor house while Al is 

in the TV studio where he and Greta have to make up. Jill is doing spring cleaning and finds her old 

diary which Tim would like to read. Jill also wonders why Brad (10-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) is a 

totally different person when Jennifer is around. 

Episode 24: Stereo-typical; In Tool Time: It's the "Salute to Saws" week. Tim's special guest is Janeen 

Ray Heller, who can play the saw. At Home: The speakers of Tim's stereo system blow up (sadly, not 

literally) and he goes to buy new ones. The thing is, he can't restrain himself and ends up buying a 

whole home entertainment system... 
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Series 2 (25 Episodes) (1992-3) 
 

Episode 01: Read My Hips; In Tool Time: It's "Salute to Safety" week. The Guys from K & B 

Construction are back for a safety demonstration. Tim reads a letter from a viewer who thinks Tim 

has taken the show too far with all the macho grunting stuff. Tim burns the letter with a 

construction-use flame thrower. At home: Randy (11-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) teases Brad 

(11-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) about Jennifer wanting a kiss. Jill has prepared a surprise romantic 

evening for two, but Tim goes from Tool Time to a bar with the construction workers. And Tim is so 

thick he can't take a hint when he calls home and Jill says that she is "really looking forward to" 

seeing him and listening to Billie Holliday while waiting. He promises to be at home in 15 minutes 

but actually arrives after two hours. Jill isn't pleased... 

Episode 02: Rites and Wrongs of Passage; In Tool Time: Tim's guest, Angus McLain, has come to tell 

about The Highland Games in Detroit. Tim and Al will be participating in the games. At home: Tim 

has bought tickets to the biggest monster truck rally in the history of Detroit, which means that Jill 

will get the house all for herself on Sunday. Brad's principal calls the Taylors and tells that Brad (11-

year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) hid a dissected frog in her food. Turns out that Brad's schoolmate had 

dared him to do it. Brad gets grounded and Jill says that means no truck rally for him, but Tim wants 

to allow Brad to go. They have an argument about it but eventually come to a compromise. Then 

comes the evening when the police bring Brad home. 

Episode 03: Overactive Glance; Tim and Jill are going out for a dinner. Tim glues his hands together. 

Jill has asked Karen to babysit for the boys. Jill watches a Tool Time on tape and sees Tim checking 

out a woman's behind. Tim is then accused of having the wandering male eye with no control. Tim 

guarantees he's not going to "check out babes" while on dinner with Jill. Then he is approached in 

the restaurant by an ardent fan, Kiki Van Fursterwallenscheinlaw... 

Episode 04: Groin Pains; A pulled groin muscle hampers Tim's love life. 

Episode 05: Heavy Meddle; It's weekend. Tim reveals to Al that he is going to put the 350 Chevy 

engine in his hot rod. Tim has invited "some friends" to help him. Al wants to come too. Tim thought 

Al would be spending the weekend with Greta (last seen in season 1 episode 21, "Al's Fair in Love 

and War"). But Greta broke up with him. So Tim invites Al. Karen has broken up with Greg and is 

visiting Jill. When Tim tells that Dave Gibbons is coming, Jill wants to introduce him to Karen. Tim can 

see what Jill has in mind and protests - he needs Dave in the garage. Another friend of Tim's, Bob, 

brings his pregnant wife with him. The next to arrive are Hank and Wanda. And Tim's original plan 

was that no one bring along their wife. Then Jill gets the idea that they should barbecue... 

Episode 06: Haunting of Taylor House; On Tool Time: Tim is demonstrating how to make a brick wall. 

Since it's Halloween, he also dresses up as a monster in an attempt to scare Al. Together, they carve 

jack-o-lanterns. Except that Tim has invented a new method for achieving the same result - with, you 

guessed it, more power! With predictable results. At home: Tim has turned the basement into a 

"haunted house" for Brad's Halloween party. Brad (11-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) has agreed to 

dress up as "Raggedy Andy" because Jennifer is coming as Raggedy Ann. But Brad is stunned when 



she comes as a biker chick with another boy, having changed her mind because she claims Brad had 

been insensitive to her. Also, the impolite Curtis is back! 

Episode 07: Roomie for Improvement; In Tool time: It's Tool Time's salute to lubricants. Michael and 

Mario Andretti are going to make an appearance in the show. At home: Mark (8-year-old Taran Noah 

Smith) has chicken pox and Tim's never had it, which means that Tim has to move to Al's place for a 

while. Which means Tim finds out the answers to questions he never wanted to ask... 

Episode 08: May the Best Man Win; In Tool Time: Tim has a huge project: renovating a house from 

top to bottom. Mr. Binford's daughter arrives to announce that she is now the show's producer, 

which means Tim is no longer in charge. At home: Jill gets a week's job at Inside Detroit magazine. 

She has to be at work 8 o'clock the next morning and Tim has to be at the project house at the same 

time. Who's going to get the boys off to school? 

Episode 09: Where There's a Will, There's a Way; At home: Jill has been trying to get Tim to go to see 

a lawyer with her in order to update their will. Tim finally agrees to do it. In Tool Time: Al has been 

building a cabin for 4½ months without any power-tools. Naturally, it is Tim's opinion, that Al 

needs... yep, more power. He then demonstrates log-cutting with a dangerously powerful Binford 

chainsaw nicknamed "widowmaker"... 

Episode 10: Let's Did Lunch; On Tool Time: Al claims he can distinguish types of wood by their smell, 

even blindfolded. Tim agrees to set up a test for Al. At home: Brad (11-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) 

and Randy (11-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) decide to build a catapult. Tim has tuned up his 

weed whacker - with predictable results. Karen and Dave stop by on their way to the opera. Dave 

asks a favor from Tim; should Karen ask, Tim is to say that Dave was at lunch with him the previous 

day. He's actually seeing another woman, but doesn't want to hurt Karen. 

Episode 11: Abandoned Family; Jill is going to work and hasn't got time to look after the house. Jill 

was supposed to make a gingerbread house for the school PTA meeting but as she doesn't have 

time, Tim says he'll do it. 

Episode 12: I'm Scheming of a White Christmas; Randy (11-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) and 

Brad (11-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) are collecting money for the Oak Lane Children's Center and 

after they are finished they get the idea of taking half of the money for themselves. After all, charity 

begins at home. When Jill discover the comic books, video game, locket and clock that Brad (11-year-

old Zachery Ty Bryan) and Randy (11-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) have bought, they really get 

in trouble. They have to go down to the Children's Center and apologize and give the money back. 

On Tool Time, Maureen has gotten The Manhattan Transfer Quartet to sing instead of the barking 

dogs which Tim wanted. Al dresses up in a Santa suit and gets stuck in a chimney. 

Episode 13: Bell Bottom Blues; Tim wants Jill to throw out some of her clothes or he will remodel the 

closet. Brad (11-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) has punched a boy in school who called him names after 

hugging his Dad. 

Episode 14: Howard's End; At home: Jennifer is going away for a while and leaves his goldfish 

Howard in Brad's (11-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) care (the episode title might be a clue as to how 

that ends up). Jill complain's about Tim's reckless driving on her car. Tim decides to tune up the car. 

Next, Tim learns Jill has opened her own bank account and Jill overhears Tim say to Mark (8-year-old 



Taran Noah Smith) that Jill's car is really his car because he paid for it. They then get into a huge 

argument about whether possessions belong to one of them or whether they are mutually owned. 

Once again, Tim has to consult Wilson on how to make up with Jill. In Tool Time: Tim demonstrates a 

heavy duty drum sander in use. Lisa FINALLY gets more lines to say to the Tool Time audience! Tim 

has rewired the sander to be more powerful. Which has the usual results. 

Episode 15: Love Is a Many Splintered Thing; Jill takes a compatibility test that shows that she and 

Tim are not compatible. Randy (11-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) gets a chance to do a 

ventriloquist act, but his lips keep moving while he's practicing. 

Episode 16: Dances with Tools; At home: The boys pull a prank on a sleeping Tim. Tim and Jill's 

wedding anniversary is coming up. Tim bribes the boys to reveal Jill's surprise gift for him. When he 

finds out how cool it is, he realizes he has to give Jill something she really wants - ballroom dancing 

lessons with him! The problem is, Tim can't dance at all. The boys try to pull a prank on a sleeping-

as-far-as-they-know Al. In Tool Time: Tim demonstrates a nail gun. With disastrous effects. 

Episode 17: You're Driving Me Crazy, You're Driving Me Nuts; In Tool Time: Tim and Al have built a 

wooden home entertainment center rack. To which Tim has made "a little adjustment" that was not 

in the original plan. At home: Tim and Jill are going to Sheila's wedding. Karen is babysitting the boys. 

Tim has tossed the driving instructions away since he is confident that he knows the area and how to 

find the church. However, it is not so easy when it is dark and snowing... 

Episode 18: Bye Bye Birdie; A woodpecker keeps Tim awake at night. He's trying hard to get rid of it, 

but Mark (8-year-old Taran Noah Smith) has been feeding it and named it Pete. Brad (11-year-old 

Zachery Ty Bryan) tries to fake being sick in order to be able to stay home because his math 

homework is not done since Jennifer used to do it until she refused and Brad broke up with her. 

When Brad flunks in math Randy (11-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) suggests that he tell Jill that 

Jennifer left him and he's depressed because of it. This works, until Jennifer turns up and Jill learns 

the truth. Tim and Jill have to teach Brad and they find out that multiplying compound fractions is 

not as easy as they thought it would be... In Tool Time: Tim demonstrates how to lay a new floor. 

Tim has one of his genius ideas regarding how to scrape off the old floor. With the usual results. 

Episode 19: Karate or Not, Here I Come; On Tool Time: Tim has invited an expert to demonstrate 

how to cut wood using karate. Al believes he can do it too - and he does! Tim's ego can't take this 

and he tries it too - with predictable results. At home: Brad (11-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) and 

Randy (11-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) won't let Mark (8-year-old Taran Noah Smith) play 

football with them. They say Mark (8-year-old Taran Noah Smith) is a geek and a chicken. Tim and Jill 

agree that Mark (8-year-old Taran Noah Smith) should find a way to improve his confidence. Tim 

suggests karate, Jill gymnastics. Naturally, Mark (8-year-old Taran Noah Smith) chooses karate. In 

karate class, Mark's partner is a bully, and the boy's mother gets into a fight with Jill and Tim. 

Episode 20: Shooting Three to Make Tutu; Tim gets Pistons tickets, but Jill says he has to take Mark 

(8-year-old Taran Noah Smith) to the ballet. Making everything worse, Brad (11-year-old Zachery Ty 

Bryan) and Randy (11-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) test out a cigar. 

Episode 21: Much Ado About Nana; On Tool Time: Tim and Al are building a deck. Surprisingly, there 

is NO catastrophe! At home: Tim's mother-in-law comes for a visit from Texas. To everyone's 



surprise, she is no longer super-fat; in fact, she is slim. Since Jill's parents are moving to a new condo, 

her mother has decided to give some items to her daughters. Jill wishes for their antique wooden 

clock, but her mother has chosen a tea set for her. Jill is unable to tell her mother about how she 

feels about the clock, and Tim fails to understand what's the problem. 

Episode 22: Ex Marks the Spot; Tim runs into his high school girlfriend, Stacey Lewis. When she 

meets Jill, Jill is upset when she finds out Tim never told Stacey that they were through. 

Episode 23: To Build or Not to Build; At home: Mother's day is approaching and Tim wants to prove 

to Jill that he and the boys can actually buy something from the heart. In Tool Time: Tim presents 

Binford products that clear drain and toilet clogs. Surprisingly, there is no catastrophe. Tim 

demonstrates how to pour a concrete foundation. Sadly, again no catastrophe. 

Episode 24: Birth of a Hot Rod; At home: Tim's project hot rod is finally in the stage where he can see 

if it starts up. It doesn't. Tim takes a break. Jill wants him to fix a doorknob, the burner on the stove, 

the gas line and the ice dispenser. Tim keeps postponing them all because of the hot rod. Jill declares 

that she will fix the stove and the ice dispenser. Tim forbids that and promises he will fix everything, 

"soon". Jill becomes tired of waiting and calls a repairman to fix the stove. Tim does not approve. 

Then the repairman sees the hot rod and in an instant forgets all about the stove... In Tool Time: It's 

Lawn Care Week. Tim gives a speech about mowing the lawn and presents several types of grass. 

Later during the week, they will salute clippers and sprinklers, but first they salute fertilizers. 

Episode 25: The Great Race; In Tool Time: Tim announces the poll winner of The Most Popular Guest 

on Tool Time. The winner will be returning for another episode - despite Tim's attempt to rig the 

vote. Tim ends up in a lawnmower racing contest against the guest in question. Lisa finally gets more 

than one scene! At home: Karen has won a day at a spa for two and plans to take Jill with her. Brad 

(11-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) and Randy (11-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) say they won't 

exclude Mark (8-year-old Taran Noah Smith) from their activities if he passes a non-squealer test: he 

has to hold a tadpole inside his mouth for three seconds. unfortunately, Mark (8-year-old Taran 

Noah Smith) swallows it when Randy (11-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) gives him a pat on the 

back. Jill decides to teach the two a lesson... 
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Series 3 (25 Episodes) (1993-4) 
 

Episode 01: Maybe, Baby; Jill wants a baby, but Tim is through with kids. 

Episode 02: Aisle See You in My Dreams; It is Al's birthday. He is now 35 and realizes that he should 

get a wife soon. When he blows out the candles on the birthday cake, he wishes for a wife and when 

Jill hears about it, she wants to fix him up with the sister of a woman she is working with. Her name 

is Ilene and works as a orthodontist. Al has arranged a dinner at his apartment along with Tim and Jill 

and when Ilene appears, Al finds out that she is also desperate for a husband and kids. Therefore he 

proposes to her on Tool Time but he soon regrets it. Randy (12-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) 

and Brad (12-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) write a letter to Mark (9-year-old Taran Noah Smith), 



pretending to be Isiah Thomas, the basketball player Mark (9-year-old Taran Noah Smith) has been 

writing letters to, asking to come for dinner. When Jill finds out, she and Tim tell Mark (9-year-old 

Taran Noah Smith) to get revenge. 

Episode 03: This Joke's for You; Tim has installed an intercom in the house and given it more power. 

Of course, it doesn't work so he has to work on it. When Randy (12-year-old Jonathan Taylor 

Thomas) and his friend Jeremy are up in Randy's room, Tim gets the intercom to work and hears how 

Randy cracks jokes about him and calls him a goof-ball. Tim gets hurt and grounds Randy for a week. 

When he talks to Wilson about the problem, he realizes that Randy is entering puberty and 

grounding him is not the solution. So for the first time on Tool Time, Tim doesn't tell jokes or screw 

up anything and Al thinks that Tim is playing a trick on him. Brad (12-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) has 

borrowed the Dickens book "David Copperfield" and wants to read it so he can talk to Jennifer about 

it. When he finds out that it isn't David Copperfield the magician, he suddenly doesn't feel like 

reading it and when Jennifer breaks up with him, it hurts Jill as much as Brad. 

Episode 04: A Sew, Sew Evening; Joe and Marie Morton have just moved in across the alley and Joe 

is trying to get to know Tim, but Tim finds him really annoying. Accidentally, Joe gets the grill on the 

hot rod dented, but Tim tries not to get too upset. Instead, he tries to get rid of Joe by telling him 

that he has to take care of Jill, and Joe gets the idea that Jill is drinking. Unfortunately, Jill has 

become good friends with Joe's wife Marie and when they are all going out for dinner, Jill finds out 

what Tim said. Later, Tim makes up with Joe after Joe buys him an original '33 grill for his hot rod. 

Brad (12-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) has signed up for elective in school and he picks home 

economics to get to meet girls, but when all the other boys in his class do the same, he regrets it. 

Episode 05: Arrivederci, Binford; On Tool Time, Tim gets the horrible news that his boss, Mr. Binford, 

has died of a heart attack. Al knows that Tim felt Mr. Binford was like a father to him and therefore 

Al thinks that Tim should mourn over Mr. Binford. Tim doesn't feel like it, probably because he has 

taught the boys that guys don't cry. But Jill assures him that there is nothing wrong with crying. 

Wilson thinks that crying is just one way of mourning so Tim has to find his own way to say good-bye 

to John Binford. Therefore, Tim gives Mr. Binford a twenty-four gun salute on Tool Time. 

Episode 06: Crazy for You; It is Halloween and Jill plans to get even with Tim "The King of Halloween" 

Taylor, who always plays tricks on her and everybody else on Halloween. Marie pretends to be 

"Rose," a fan of Tim on Tool Time. She sends him cookies but Wilson thinks they might be poisoned. 

When "Rose" calls Tim at home, she says that she loves and wants him. In no time, Tim is a total 

wreck, picking up a bat before he opens the door and so on. Just before shooting a Tool Time show, 

he realizes that the audience is full of women from a "Sharpshooter's Club" and he gets a letter from 

"Rose" telling him that she is sitting in the front row and that she will be at the party tonight. 

Episode 07: Blow Up; Jill has prepared for a long time long for a fund-raiser for the library and a lot 

of people give her a dinner in her honor. Marie has arranged a surprise for Jill-Tim is going to deliver 

a picture of her so the photo lab can blow it up so everybody can sign it. Unfortunately, when Marie 

reminds Tim that there is only half an hour to deliver it in, Tim picks Jill's driver's license photo and 

gets it blown up. It is a really bad picture of Jill and she is of course upset. When Tim tells Jill that it 

was Marie's fault and she finds out it wasn't, she accuses Tim for not understanding how important 

this night was for her. Al and the boys go to a miniature golf course and when Brad (12-year-old 

Zachery Ty Bryan) gets a hole-in-one, Al gets upset and then gets suspended from the golf course. 



Episode 08: Be True to Your Tool; Wes Davidson, the new president of Binford Tools, meets Tim after 

the show and shows him a new prototype of a reciprocating saw that he wants Tim to promote on 

Tool Time. When Tim brings it home and takes it apart, he finds out that the saw is an inferior and 

bad tool. Therefore he doesn't want to promote it on the show but when he and Al visit Wes, he tells 

Tim that he is able to cancel the show unless Tim promotes the saw. Jill says she will be behind Tim 

whatever solution he chooses, but he comes out with an idea that both saves his job and stops 

production of the saw. The boys get to buy groceries for the first time and they have found a good 

way to save money to buy delicacies. 

Episode 09: Dollars and Sense; Nana bought some bonds for the kids a long time ago and now the 

boys can get the money. They agree on going to a sporting memorabilia store and investing the 

money in baseball cards. When Tim sees a $140 autographed Indy car with remote control, he would 

really like to have it but he knows that the boys can't handle sharing one thing. They buy the car 

anyway but when they are eager to see it drive, they take it out in the garden and damage it. They 

try to repair it but Jill notices it and gets revenge big time. Tim and Al are doing salute to high steel 

and when visiting the building the K & B Construction guys are working on, Tim falls through the roof 

of a port-a-potty. 

Episode 10: A Frozen Moment; It is Thanksgiving Day and Al and Ilene are coming over for 

Thanksgiving dinner. Tim has had a vision: He doesn't want the same old boring Christmas card 

photo. This time he wants to show the spirit of the Taylor family as they are. They will have to wear 

costumes at the North Pole in the "Christmas village" he is going to build. That means the boys have 

to wear elves costumes, which they don't want to and the snow machine doesn't work properly and 

smashes the garden door. On Tool Time, Tim and Al present the "man's bathroom" which has 

everything a man could need when sitting in it. 

Episode 11: Feud for Thought; Jill finds out that there is a school reunion and she wants to go, 

although she will undoubtedly meet her old friend Joanie Graham who stole her boyfriend, Jack, 20 

years ago; therefore, Jill didn't go to her high school prom. When they all get together, Joanie wants 

to talk about "it" and Jill finds out the truth why she hasn't heard from Joanie since the incident. 

While they are talking, Tim and Jack are trying to fix the amplifier at the reunion. At home, Al is 

staying with the boys and Brad's (12-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) new girlfriend Ashley. He tries very 

hard to control both Brad, Ashley and Randy's (12-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) bronchitis but 

Randy locks him out of the house when it is getting too much. Fortunately, Wilson has some extra 

keys. 

Episode 12: 'Twas the Blight Before Christmas; It is Christmas time and Tim wants to win the 

Christmas lighting contest which Doc Johnson has won the last nine years. He doesn't understand 

why every time he puts something up on the roof, Doc has already done it right before him. He finds 

out that Randy (12-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) has been talking to Doc's granddaughter and 

she pumped him for information. Brad (12-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) wants to spend Christmas 

skiing with Tom Wheeler's family because they invited him but since it is on Christmas Day, Tim and 

Jill won't let him go. When the family except Brad (12-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) are in the church, 

Tim walks home to talk to Brad, but he finds out that Brad is on his way to go skiing. 

Episode 13: Slip Sleddin' Away; When Randy (12-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) comes home 

from sledding, he is upset because he lost a race to Vinnie McGurn who challenged him. He wants to 



get even by beating him up but Tim suggests that he can improve the sled and that Randy should 

challenge Vinnie to another race. When he does, Randy sprains his arm and needs to go to the 

emergency room. Everybody there knows Tim and he is glad to be there without being a patient but 

that soon changes. Jill is upset because she doesn't like the idea that Randy could get hurt in the race 

but when she finds out that Randy wants to race because he has to fight back because he is the 

shortest boy in his class, she realizes that she was wrong after all. 

Episode 14: Dream On; Ilene is furious with Al after he tells Tim about an embarrassing dream Ilene 

had about Tim, which Tim then tells to Jill. 

Episode 15: Reel Men; Al invites Tim to go ice fishing with him, but Tim is only interested in bringing 

his TV and tools along rather than passing the time in conversation. 

Episode 16: The Colonel; When Jill's father comes to visit, their relationship is strained by their 

longtime inability to have an honest talk, but this causes problems when he asks her opinion on the 

book he's written about his military career. 

Episode 17: Room for Change; Brad (12-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) asks for his own room after 

getting tired of sharing with Randy (12-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) and Mark (9-year-old 

Taran Noah Smith). 

Episode 18: The Eve of Construction; Tim agrees to build a house for Habitat for Humanity on his 

show, with famous athletes helping out, but Al and Jill challenge him by agreeing to lead a separate 

team (made up of women) to see who can build a house faster. Meanwhile, Brad (12-year-old 

Zachery Ty Bryan) doesn't know what to do after giving Ashley a locket he found, not telling her that 

it was lost by one of Jill's friends. 

Episode 19: Too Many Cooks; Al and Tim are asked to guest host "Cooking with Irma" while Irma is 

out of town for a week, but Tim chafes at suddenly being Al's assistant. Meanwhile, Randy (12-year-

old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) needs advice about a girl he likes. 

Episode 20: It Was the Best of Tims, It Was the Worst of Tims; When Jill throws a baby shower for a 

friend at work, Tim charms all the women there. Jill wants him to stay home afterwards for some 

romance but Tim has promised to go to the demolition derby with the boys. When he returns home 

and Jill is all excited, Tim spoils it all. After a talk to Wilson, Tim finds out what he has done wrong 

and makes up for it. 

Episode 21: Fifth Anniversary; Tim and Al present the "man's kitchen" on Tool Time, but it costs so 

much that the head of Binford insists they cut back on expenses for the rest of the year - ruining 

Tim's big plans for the show's fifth anniversary program. 

Episode 22: Swing Time; Tool Time features changes at the K & B Construction site-and those 

changes include a woman foreman, Les. Tim challenges her to a battle of tools. For Mother's Day, 

Tim and the boys want to get rid of the swing set on their patio and surprise Jill with a hot tub in its 

place. The surprise is on them; however, she'd rather have an herb garden and Tim finds out that the 

swing set means more to them than he first thought. 



Episode 23: What You See Is What You Get; After an acquaintance of hers gets cosmetic surgery to 

please her husband, Jill gets mad at Tim for suggesting that she could benefit from some 

improvements. On Tool Time, Tim and Al attempt to refurbish a table. Meanwhile, Brad (12-year-old 

Zachery Ty Bryan) and Randy (12-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) challenge Mark (9-year-old 

Taran Noah Smith) to a series of games, with the loser having to do cleanup chores around the 

house. 

Episode 24: Reality Bytes; Randy (12-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) starts a romantic 

correspondence with a woman in St. Louis on a computer bulletin board, presenting himself as a 32-

year-old dermatologist rather than a 12-year-old, but his bluff is endangered when she decides to 

come meet him. Meanwhile, Tim helps Mark (9-year-old Taran Noah Smith) with his science project, 

but has to fight the urge to do it all himself. Also, Tool Time gets a visit from the crew of the Space 

Shuttle Endeavor (STS-61). 

Episode 25: The Great Race II; Tim suggests an auction of the "Tool Man" to help Jill raise money for 

the library. Jill appears on Tool Time as the auctioneer, and Al has a surprise entry-Bob Vila, who 

brings in more money in the auction than Tim. Tim challenges Bob to a hot rod race, but that 

presents a problem because Tim's car isn't even finished yet. 
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Series 4 (26 Episodes) (1994-5) 
 

Episode 01: Back in the Saddle Shoes Again; Tim is less than sensitive when Jill is laid off and decides 

that she wants to go back to college. Initially Tim has reservations as he is afraid that he will lose her 

to smarter guys. On Tool Time, Al and Tim have a dry-walling competition which Al easily wins. 

Episode 02: Don't Tell Momma; Tim accidentally crushes Jill's car while operating a crane in a Tool 

Time segment, and has to figure out how to keep her from finding out. 

Episode 03: Death Begins at Forty; Harry, the hardware store owner, has a heart attack, and Tim 

begins to worry about his health, as he is approaching his 40th birthday. Wilson tells Tim that 

everything will be okay, as he said that he had a heart attack, and he's fine now. The boys give Tim a 

'Tool Man', and Jill arranges for Tim to fly in a jet. On Tool Time, Tim and Al are shrunk to go inside a 

small block 350 engine. 

Episode 04: The Eyes Don't Have It; Mark (10-year-old Taran Noah Smith) is afraid that getting 

eyeglasses will cause everyone to make fun of him. 

Episode 05: He Ain't Heavy, He's Just Irresponsible; Tim's brother, Marty, comes by and tells Tim he 

leaving his wife and newborn twins. Tim tells Marty that things will get better, but that turns Marty 

against Tim. Also Tim puts a hole in the floor while trying to install a central vacuum. Jill needs to 

finish her psychology paper, but there are too many distractions. 



Episode 06: Borland Ambition; When Al buys 20% of Harry's hardware store, he irritates everyone by 

becoming obsessed with the business, trying to change store policies, promoting the store on Tool 

Time and spending less time with Ilene. 

Episode 07: Let's Go to the Videotape; After Tim attends an address Jill gives at a seminar, he 

accidentally videotapes himself at the hardware store making fun of her speech. 

Episode 08: Quibbling Siblings; When Al has to miss a taping of Tool Time, Brad (13-year-old Zachery 

Ty Bryan) fills in for him; but Randy (13-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) can't stop making fun of 

Brad's appearance on the show, and Tim realizes it's because Randy feels that Tim prefers Brad over 

him. 

Episode 09: My Dinner with Wilson; Tim and Jill are upset to find out that Wilson is planning on 

moving to the forests of Ecuador. 

Episode 10: Ye Olde Shoppe Teacher; Mr. Art Leonard, Tim's favorite old metal shop teacher, is 

invited for an appearance on Tool Time, along with some of his old classmates. Unfortunately, during 

a taping of the show it becomes clear that the man who inspired a young Tim Taylor to seek more 

power is losing much of his own when his crippling arthritis is revealed, as well with his bitterness 

about his condition. 

Episode 11: Some Like It Hot Rod; While using the garage to make scenery for Mark's (10-year-old 

Taran Noah Smith) school Christmas pageant, Jill accidentally leaves Tim's hot rod outside during a 

snowstorm, just a day before he's been asked to display it. 

Episode 12: 'Twas the Night Before Chaos; When Jill's parents come to visit for Christmas, her 

mother complains that Jill's father just wants to spend his retirement sitting around the house. 

Episode 13: The Route of All Evil; Brad (13-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) finds himself overwhelmed by 

his new paper route, and pays Randy (13-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) and Mark (10-year-old 

Taran Noah Smith) to do his homework and chores. 

Episode 14: Brother, Can You Spare a Hot Rod?; Everyone is stunned when Tim impulsively sells his 

hot rod to a pizza magnate - especially Brad (13-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan), who helped him build it, 

so Tim and Brad try and talk the millionaire into selling it back. Meanwhile, Randy (13-year-old 

Jonathan Taylor Thomas) is embarrassed that Jill still goes along with him when shopping for clothes. 

Episode 15: Super Bowl Fever; Tim invites his friends over to watch the Super Bowl, but his plans are 

thrown off when Jill comes down with the flu. 

Episode 16: Bachelor of the Year; After a Detroit magazine selects Al as the city's most eligible 

bachelor, women begin constantly flirting with him, causing him to lose sight of his priorities and 

making Ilene jealous. But the reasons for the flirting may not be what they seem. 

Episode 17: It's My Party; Tim puts a dance floor in the basement for Randy's (13-year-old Jonathan 

Taylor Thomas) birthday party, but he overwaxes it, causing Randy's friend Beth to sprain her ankle; 

Randy is embarrassed that Tim is now sending his friends to the hospital. 



Episode 18: A House Divided; For a segment on Tool Time, Tim agrees to fix the furnace is Benny's 

aunt's basement, but disaster strikes when Benny fails to tell him that there are TWO gas leaks in the 

house. Benny soon wears out his welcome as Tim's house guest, as everyone struggles to repair the 

aunt's home while she is out of town. 

Episode 19: The Naked Truth; When Tim accidentally exposes himself to his equally naked sister-in-

law Nancy, who's using his and Jill's shower, he suggests they keep quiet about the incident. 

However, Nancy breaks the silence and a more uncomfortable one descends. 

Episode 20: Talk to Me; Tim accidentally throws dinner into the trash compactor and then drops Jill's 

ring down the furnace. Tim speaks to two guys on how to talk to women on Tool Time, and he calls 

Jill an old hen. 

Episode 21: No, No, Godot; Tim and Al dodge a night at the theater to scalp hockey tickets, then get 

arrested and spend 45 minutes in jail. Brad (13-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) and Randy (13-year-old 

Jonathan Taylor Thomas) want to go to a party while Wilson is baby-sitting so Mark (10-year-old 

Taran Noah Smith) paper-maches Wilson. 

Episode 22: Tool Time After Dark: Part 1; After eating polish food, Tim's stomach is bothering him so 

he stays up all night watching old Tool Time episodes. 

Episode 23: Tool Time After Dark: Part 2; After eating polish food, Tim's stomach is bothering him so 

he stays up all night watching old Tool Time episodes. 

Episode 24: Sisters and Brothers; Jill's sister Carrie, a globetrotting photographer, comes to visit, and 

their different paths in life create conflict. Meanwhile, Tim can't seem to stop arguing with his 

brother Marty, and the strife even spills over to create friction between Al and his brother Cal. 

Episode 25: A Marked Man; Deb Selby, a husband calling contest champion demonstrates her calls 

so loudly that Tim loses his hearing for a few days. Al hesitantly approaches Tim about the possibility 

that one of the boys have stolen an expensive Swiss Army pocketknife from the hardware store. 

When Tim and Jill question the boys, no one confesses and Jill doubts her sons would steal and lie. 

However, when putting laundry away, Tim searches their room while Jill convinces him not too 

because she trusts her kids. The missing knife turns up in Mark's (10-year-old Taran Noah Smith) 

dirty laundry and Tim loses his temper and overreacts, leaving Jill to calm him down. Mark (10-year-

old Taran Noah Smith) does not come home from school and the parents frantically call around and 

find him at the hardware store. Mark (10-year-old Taran Noah Smith) admits he stole the knife to 

impress his brothers. 

Episode 26: Wilson's Girlfriend; Jill decides to set up her professor, Judith, with Wilson. Initially, 

Wilson and Judith hit it off, but she confides to Jill that Wilson won't open up to her. Jill tells Tim, 

who offers a little love advice to his fence buddy. Wilson heeds the advice and saves the 

relationship. Meanwhile, Brad (13-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) tries everything, including makeup, to 

cover a pimple before his big date with a girl named Jessica. 
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Series 5 (26 Episodes + Bloopers) (1995-6) 
 

Episode 01: A Taylor Runs Through It; When the family travels to the wedding of Jill's favorite cousin, 

Tim and the boys are determined to use all their free time in outdoor activities. 

Episode 02: The First Temptation of Tim; Tim's new boss wants to replace Al because he isn't liked by 

the younger viewers. Brad (14-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) is in trouble because he got both 

detention on the first day of school and detention during detention. On Tool Time, Tim and Al do a 

salute to port-a-potties. 

Episode 03: Her Cheatin' Mind; Tim decides to join Jill's book club because he feels threatened by 

one of Jill's male classmates. Even though Wilson says Tim shouldn't feel that way because Tim and 

Jill are soul mates, Tim decides to make a fool of himself by discussing "Madama Bovary" with Jill's 

friends. He didn't even read the book but bought it on audiotape. 

Episode 04: Jill's Surprise Party; Tim tries to throw a surprise 39th birthday party for Jill, but she 

suddenly decides to go to Ohio to reacquire her childhood piano. When she finds that it's been 

converted into a fish tank, Tim decides to get it back and restore it as a gift. 

Episode 05: Advise and Repent; Because Jill has gotten a grade of A on her psychology paper, she 

dispenses some amateur psychiatric advice. In the process she manages to cause marital problems 

between Randy's (14-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) girlfriend's parents. On Tool Time, Al is 

turtle-sitting for his mother's turtle, Scooter. 

Episode 06: Let Them Eat Cake; Tim, Jill, Al and Ilene are at a cable awards banquet and hope to win 

an award for Tool Time. Every single award usually goes to Cooking with Irma. At home, Brad (14-

year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) throws a Halloween party for some of the "new crowd" from school. 

Episode 07: The Look; Bud (Charles Robinson) talks Tim into buying his Piston's season tickets, which 

cost $4,000.00. When he gets home and talks with his sons about his purchase they're excited at 

first; until they find out he didn't discuss it with Jill (Patricia Richardson), his wife. Even his kids know 

that isn't going to work. When Jill gets home and finds out about what Tim spent on the tickets 

things get a little warm around the Taylor house hold. While the Taylor's try to work out an 

agreement on the tickets; the guys down at the hardware store discuss how women get the upper 

hand in arguments with what's called "The Look". 

Episode 08: Room Without a View; Tim builds Randy (14-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) a new 

room in the basement. 

Episode 09: Chicago Hope; When Tim has to go to Chicago for a business meeting Jill plans a 

romantic evening for the two of them while they're there. 

Episode 10: Doctor in the House; Tim is awarded an honorary doctorate by his old college, 

bewildering Jill as she works for her own master's degree. However, Tim begins to wonder whether 

his school's reasons have little to do with respect for his show. 



Episode 11: That's My Momma; Tim's visiting mother doesn't want to spend time with him but goes 

out with Tim's old shop teacher, Mr. Leonard. Friends and family suggest that Tim might try talking 

about more personal matters with her. He thinks he isn't able to do that. 

Episode 12: 'Twas the Flight Before Christmas; Tim and Al get stranded in the airport on Christmas 

Eve on the way to a winter festival which Binford sponsors. Ilene thinks Al is too attached to his 

mother and makes him choose between them. The boys beat Doc Johnson in the lighting contest 

without Tim's help. On Tool Time, Tim and Al do a salute to electricity. 

Episode 13: Oh, Brother; Tim hires his younger brother Marty to work for him. This proves to be the 

usual disaster, making both men miserable. Just when Tim appears to be ready to work things out, 

Marty quits. After a brief awkwardness, they make up and Tim sends him to a friend at a 

construction outfit to work. 

Episode 14: High School Confidential; Randy (14-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) has science and 

math abilities that land him in high school classes, which irritates Brad (14-year-old Zachery Ty 

Bryan). Tim and Al introduce "The Man's Bedroom" on Tool Time. 

Episode 15: Tanks for the Memories; Tim is invited to a Marine base for a special Tool Time episode, 

but is embarrassed when Jill proves more capable at driving a tank. 

Episode 16: The Vasectomy One; Jill wants Tim to undergo a vasectomy when they decide their 

family is complete. He agrees that they should talk to a doctor but when it is a woman, Tim wants to 

forget about it. Randy (14-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) has been voted "best butt" by the girls 

in his school. On Tool Time, an air-driven furniture mover is introduced. 

Episode 17: Fear of Flying; Jill struggles in her piano lessons. Mark (11-year-old Taran Noah Smith) 

finds a new hobby in aviation, but Jill is hesitant to let him take to the sky. 

Episode 18: When Harry Kept Dolores; Harry and Dolores separate after a heated argument, and Tim 

tries to figure out a way to get them back together again. 

Episode 19: Eye on Tim; Tim is featured on a different show, but the show's host prefers Tim's 

features. 

Episode 20: The Bud Bowl; While bowling with Bud and his wife, Tim wants Jill to throw the game to 

spare Bud's feelings and keep his future out of the gutter. But that creates a split between the 

Taylors. Brad's (14-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) girlfriend, Angela, sets her sister and Randy (14-year-

old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) up. 

Episode 21: Engine and a Haircut, Two Fights; Brad (14-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) and Tim get into a 

fight over Brad's new haircut and what type of engine to put into the hotrod. Randy (14-year-old 

Jonathan Taylor Thomas) gets a part in his school's production of "Romeo and Juliet" and is less than 

enthusiastic over Jill's offer to help him rehearse. 

Episode 22: The Longest Day; The family finds out that Randy (14-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) 

may have cancer. 

Episode 23: Mr. Wilson's Opus; Wilson directs the school production of Romeo and Juliet. 



Episode 24: Shopping Around; Tim is upset to find that his former shop teacher may be cheating on 

Tim's mother. 

Episode 25: Alarmed by Burglars; When Wilson is the victim of a break-in, Jill becomes safety-

obsessed and gets Tim to install a high-tech security system. 

Episode 26: Games, Flames & Automobiles; Al invests his life savings to market a "Tool Time" board 

game and hinges his decision to propose to Ilene on the game's success. 
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Series 6 (25 Episodes) (1996-7) 
 

Episode 01: At Sea; "Tool Time" visits the USS Constellation for a "Salute to Engines"; Jill catches 

Brad (15-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) making out with his girlfriend. 

Episode 02: Future Shock; Jill's distress over catering to Tim's daily routine leads both to dream of 

their senior years, and each has a different view of how Tim's "self-discipline" has affected their 

lives. 

Episode 03: Workshop 'Til You Drop; Bud's divorce announcement makes Jill drag Tim to a couple's 

therapy workshop hoping to improve their communication. Good idea, bad result: Tim finally opens 

up-about Jill's faults. 

Episode 04: Burnin' Love; Tim encourages Randy (15-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) to express 

his true feelings for Lauren, who, like Tim, is a real car enthusiast. But Randy (15-year-old Jonathan 

Taylor Thomas) is crushed when he finds out that she's going out with Brad's (15-year-old Zachery Ty 

Bryan) friend, Jason. And on Tool Time well-known auto care expert Lucille Treganowan makes a 

special guest appearance. 

Episode 05: Al's Video; When Al is asked to host an instructional video, he enlists Tim to direct it, but 

Tim becomes so obsessed with stylistic concerns that he runs wildly over schedule, and Al has to fire 

him. 

Episode 06: Whose Car Is It Anyway?; Jill uses an inheritance to buy herself a foreign sports car, 

which she prohibits Tim from driving. But how often does Tim listen to Jill. 

Episode 07: I Was a Teenage Taylor; In a battle of Halloween pranks, Brad (15-year-old Zachery Ty 

Bryan) and Randy (15-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) score first fright, then turn Tim and Jill's 

retaliatory effort around on them. But who will laugh last? 

Episode 08: Jill and Her Sisters; Jill and her sisters get together to plan on their parents' 50th 

wedding anniversary, but there's one problem; they can't stop bickering. After an unproductive first 

day, Jill talks to Tim and is telling him that her sisters' bickering is driving her nuts and she's tired of 

always having to be the sensible one. Tim tells her that she needs to lay down the law to put a stop 

to it. The next morning, Jill tries to have a truce declared between her and her sisters, but when they 



try to work on the party, they cannot agree on anything and the bickering continues. Jill says she had 

enough of this and storms out of the house. Her sisters shocked that she is acting this way, then Tim 

says the same thing to them but in a more abrasive way. After being away from the house Jill learns 

that she needs to say how she feels and in the end, her parents' anniversary party plans fall into 

place. 

Episode 09: The Tool Man Delivers; While Tim drives Jill and a very pregnant Heidi to his Classic Car 

Man of the Year awards banquet, Heidi goes into labor. Jill and Tim act as coach and receiver, 

respectively, while Wilson instructs them over the phone. 

Episode 10: The Wood, the Bad and the Hungry; Benny's past boorish behavior puts him off the 

Taylors' holiday guest list until Tim sees him in line at a soup kitchen. Tim's change of heart is 

followed by a dream. In the dream, Tim gathers a myriad of items for those less fortunate and comes 

to realize that "real charity is about giving of yourself." Race-car drivers Michael and Mario Andretti 

appear on Tool Time in "The Butterball 500," a turkey-carving race, which is called by famous Indy 

500 announcer Jack Arute. 

Episode 11: Workin' Man Blues; When Brad (15-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) gets a new job at a 

sporting goods store, he gets so excited over a perceived career possibility that he neglects his 

academic work. 

Episode 12: No Place Like Home; Tim's brothers join to help their mother move out of the family 

home, but Tim objects to the new owners' plans for the place. 

Episode 13: The Flirting Game; A door-to-door saleslady flirts with Tim, after which he buys a case of 

her household cleaner. Jill then avoids a speeding ticket by flirting with the policeman. This brings on 

humorous discussions on the issue of flirting - is it right or wrong? Jill struggles with flirting in order 

to get job but eventually she does the right thing. 

Episode 14: The Karate Kid Returns; Karate-student Mark (12-year-old Taran Noah Smith) 

successfully intervenes when a bully accosts Randy (15-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas), who takes 

a different sort of beating when the story hits the school paper. Also, the Beach Boys visit their 

cousin Wilson. 

Episode 15: Totally Tool Time; A tense Tim troubles the Tool Time team when the audience includes 

two Swedish buyers who are considering the show for the European market. Will Tool Time's salute 

to men have the desired result. 

Episode 16: A Funny Valentine; Tim is mum about his late father's so-called relationship with an old 

flame when she contacts him out of the blue. Meanwhile, Randy (15-year-old Jonathan Taylor 

Thomas) and Brad (15-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) try to figure out what to give their girlfriends for 

Valentine's Day and Tim can't recall where he hid Jill's gift. 

Episode 17: Wilson's World; After a critic declares performance artist Wilson out of touch with 

reality, the Taylors' neighbor decides to be more like others, especially Tim. Tim gets into a weird 

food cooking contest with renowned food connoisseur Ray Pleva. 

Episode 18: Something Old, Something Blue; Al gets cold feet before his wedding to Ilene. 



Episode 19: Communication Breakdown; The kids are using the phone way too much so Tim 

convinces Jill to let Harry's son Dennis install a second line. Unfortunately when Dennis takes a 

break, Tim takes over with the help of Brad (15-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) and Randy (15-year-old 

Jonathan Taylor Thomas). A blowup between Harry and Dennis keys Jill and Tim into a bigger 

question of sensitivity and discipline with their boys. 

Episode 20: My Son, the Driver; Jill's instincts are correct when she predicts something bad will 

happen on Brad's (15-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) first night out with his driver's license-but it's more 

serious than Brad (15-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) admits. Three generations of racing's Unser family 

appear on Tool Time. 

Episode 21: Insult to Injury; Plans call for Tim to drive a steamroller on the next Tool Time, which will 

break a Bob Vila record. And he refuses to let his separated shoulder interfere. 

Episode 22: Family Un-Ties; The boys don't share Jill's desire for quality time together during the 

family's annual weekend at a hardware expo, which is also enhanced by Tim's Tool Time remotes. 

Episode 23: The Feminine Mistake; Tool Time gets the go-ahead to create a special 3-D effects show, 

featuring in-your-face antics from Tim, Al and Heidi Meanwhile, when Jill discovers that Brad's (15-

year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) girlfriend caters to his every need, she insists that Tim set an example for 

the boys by acting more like an equal partner. 

Episode 24: Taps; After completing a hectic quarter in college and is on break, Jill gets a call from her 

Father, The Colonel that he will be paying a visit. Jill, feeling tired, tells a lie to him saying that it 

wouldn't be a good time to visit because she's feeling sick, but a few days later, he dies. Grief 

stricken and feeling very guilty for lying, she flies to Texas to help in the funeral arrangements and 

Tim and the boys will join her in a couple of days. While there, Jill tries to tell her Mom and her 

sisters that she's okay, but they think she's sick and is putting a brave front. During the funeral, the 

Minister presiding talks about how her Father valued honesty, which makes her feel worse. Jill 

decides to tell her Mom the truth about when he wanted to visit. 

Episode 25: The Kiss & the Kiss-Off; Former Tool Time girl Lisa returns to Tool Time. Tim, who is as 

excited as everyone else to see her again, invites Lisa to temporarily resume her part on the show 

without consulting the current Tool Time girl, Heidi. Meanwhile, Randy (15-year-old Jonathan Taylor 

Thomas) finally gets up the nerve to ask Lauren out on their first official date. 
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Series 7 (25 Episodes) (1997-8) 
 

Episode 01: Quest for Fire; The Taylors are looking forward to their annual summer getaway, but all 

for different reasons. Oldest son Brad (16-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) hopes the vacation will help 

him forget about the girlfriend who just dumped him; Randy (16-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) 

can't wait to see his girlfriend, whose family will be at the lake; and Mark (13-year-old Taran Noah 

Smith) gets the chance to sport his new but odd all-black clothing look. Meanwhile, Tim, who doesn't 



realize he might be experiencing a mid-life crisis, reveals a surprise-actually a secret plan that would 

dramatically change all of their lives. 

Episode 02: Clash of the Taylors; Tim is upset when Randy (16-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) 

becomes critical of Binford's environmental record. 

Episode 03: Room at the Top; Tim, who thinks he's helping an overwhelmed Jill by offering to build 

her a quiet, at-home workspace, is offended when she reconsiders his idea upon returning from a 

required therapy class. 

Episode 04: Pump You Up; After a college expresses interest in giving Brad (16-year-old Zachery Ty 

Bryan) a sports scholarship, a proud but over-zealous Tim becomes Brad's personal trainer, causing 

Jill to wonder if he is pushing Brad too hard to succeed. Meanwhile, on Tool Time, a salute to fitness 

segment finds Tim and a female bodybuilder in a weightlifting contest. 

Episode 05: A Night to Dismember; When Mark (13-year-old Taran Noah Smith) features the family 

in his Halloween horror movie, Tim and Jill wonder if the weird and ghoulish subject matter are a 

reflection of Mark's true feelings toward them. Meanwhile, it's Halloween Week on Tool Time and 

Tim has built a hot-rod jack o'lantern for a pumpkinmobile race. 

Episode 06: The Niece; Wilson's niece surprises him with a visit, with the possibility that she might 

stay with him for an extended period. 

Episode 07: Jill's Passion; After a man asks her out at the gym, thinking Tim is Jill's brother, she 

fantasizes about the man and worries whether the spark has gone out of her marriage. 

Episode 08: Losing My Religion; Upset after difficult experiences while working at a hospice, Randy 

(16-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) tells his parents that he's not going to go to church anymore. 

Episode 09: Thanksgiving; Tim is invited to bring his family and spend Thanksgiving in a luxury suite 

at the Lions' traditional holiday football game. 

Episode 10: The Dating Game; After Al learns that Ilene is engaged to be married again, he becomes 

depressed. Hoping to rebuild Al's confidence in dating and to keep the Tool Time sidekick from 

hanging around the Taylor household, Jill allows Tim to pretend he's single so he can accompany Al 

on a double date. 

Episode 11: Bright Christmas; Jill is upset when she learns that her mother is dating so soon after her 

father's death. Tim sets out to make his Christmas lighting display bigger and brighter than ever after 

the rules for the contest he annually enters change to reflect a "Tim Taylor clause." 

Episode 12: The Old College Try; Tim gets a youthful energy from his new job teaching auto shop at 

the local college and starts to think that his regular friends are too tiresome for him, so he starts 

hanging out with students half his age. 

Episode 13: An Older Woman; Brad (16-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) announces his plans to wed. 

Episode 14: Tim 'The Landlord' Taylor; After Tim and Jill decide to buy a house as a rental property 

and fix it up, they rent it to Al, who wants to give up his bachelor pad, and in turn becomes a 



somewhat difficult tenant. Meanwhile, Randy (16-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) and Brad (16-

year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) buy the same gaudy shirt and argue over who gets to keep it. 

Episode 15: Say Goodnight, Gracie; After spending a fun-filled afternoon with his 4-year-old niece, 

Tim's mid-life crisis gets somewhat critical when he suggests to Jill that they become parents again. 

Episode 16: What a Drag; After falling through the porch swing, Tim discovers a hidden bag of 

marijuana. Tim ad Jill suspect it belongs to one of the boys. And they are shocked when they 

discover the chronic belongs to Brad (16-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan). 

Episode 17: Taking Jill for Granite; Tim has hired the "perfect" man to install the new granite kitchen 

counter. However, trouble ensues when he discovers that he is the man Jill had a sexy dream about 

several months ago. 

Episode 18: Futile Attraction; When Heidi separates from her husband, Al is there to mend her heart. 

However, Tim gets the wrong impression when Heidi answers Al's phone at 7:30 in the morning. 

Episode 19: Desperately Seeking Willow; Willow stays with the Taylors while Wilson is away for St. 

Patrick's Day. When she doesn't come home one night, it sends Jill into a frenzy while Tim and the 

boys search for her. Meanwhile, Tool Time celebrates St. Patrick's Day with the K & B Construction 

guys. 

Episode 20: The Write Stuff; Brad (16-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) begins a sports gossip column for 

the school paper. But when it turns out to be more popular than Randy's (16-year-old Jonathan 

Taylor Thomas) expose about pollution, Randy becomes jealous. Meanwhile, Tim and Jill are audited. 

Episode 21: The Son Also Mooches; Tim is concerned about his mother's investment in his brother's 

new business venture. Meanwhile, Jill refuses to admit that she needs glasses. 

Episode 22: Believe It or Not; It's "Men's Convenience" week on Tool Time and Al plays "virtual 

reality" basketball with Grant Hill. Wilson tells Tim about an alien encounter that he had many years 

ago. Tim spreads the secret around and Wilson becomes mad. Tim and Randy (16-year-old Jonathan 

Taylor Thomas) surf the net looking for information on UFOs. Tim has a weird dream and reconsiders 

his beliefs. 

Episode 23: Rebel Without Night Driving Privileges; Randy (16-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) 

prepares for his driving test. Tim and Jill don't want him driving at night immediately. Randy passes 

his test but is mad when he can't drive at night. He goes out driving at night by himself and gets 

caught while Brad (16-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) covers for him. 

Episode 24: Tool-Thousand-One: A Space Odyssey; Jill tries to make a family photo album. Tim and Al 

compete to use Binford's new tool in outer space. And Mark (13-year-old Taran Noah Smith) 

drastically changes his appearance to impress a girl. 

Episode 25: From Top to Bottom; Jill accidentally makes embarassing comments about Tim on a TV 

talk show. 
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Series 8 (27 Episodes) (1998-9) 
 

Episode 01: Whitewater; Tim's plans to watch a NASCAR race on television in his new chair for his 

birthday are thwarted by Jill's surprise present: A whitewater rafting trip for him and his friends. 

Episode 02: Adios; Tool Time holds auditions, looking for a group to write lyrics to the Tool Time 

theme song. Meanwhile, Randy (17-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) bids goodbye to Lauren for a 

year as she goes to Costa Rica to help save the rainforest. But after some guy drops out of the 

program, Randy (17-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) is accepted and decides to join her. Tim and 

Jill try to be happy about it, but while they can't hide the fact that they're heartbroken, decide to let 

him go anyway. Tim's parting advice to Randy: "Never look a monkey in the eye." 

Episode 03: All in the Family; Tim is thrilled when the usually busy Jill schedules some romantic time 

for them to spend together. But their plans are interrupted when Jill's sister comes to visit and, 

much to Jill's surprise, starts fooling around with Tim's brother. 

Episode 04: Taylor Got Game; The family gets a new couch. During college week on Tool Time, the 

Man's Dorm Room is introduced. Wilson introduces Tim and Brad (17-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) to 

a friend of his, Simon Chubb, an Englishman who owns a soccer team overseas. After watching Brad 

play, Simon extends Brad an offer to play for his team professionally and Brad must choose between 

college or fulfilling his dreams. 

Episode 05: Al's Fair Lady; Tool Time takes their new tool van on the road to fix people's problems. 

Meanwhile, Al's new girlfriend is extremely wealthy and keeps giving him extremely expensive gifts. 

Al has a problem with this. 

Episode 06: Bewitched; Wilson disappears after hosting a Halloween party with his new romantic 

interest, a woman who claims to be a witch. 

Episode 07: Not-So-Great Scott; While Jill is training as a psychologist, one of her patients discloses 

an affair with Heidi's husband, and Jill inadvertently tells Tim. 

Episode 08: Tim's First Car; Tim has a chance to buy back the convertible he owned when he was a 

teenager. 

Episode 09: Mr. Likeable; Tim has trouble convincing everyone that he's happy for Al who has gotten 

a role in a new TV movie with Morgan Fairchild. 

Episode 10: Thanks, But No Thanks; Marty (Tim's brother) is visiting for Thanksgiving with his young 

twin daughters. When he announces that he and his wife are separated, Tim and Jill offer to let the 

trio stay with them. 

Episode 11: Home for the Holidays; Tool Time demonstrates Christmas lighting on Al's roof, where Al 

announces that he will be competing against Tim in the annual decorating contest but, 

unfortunately, Tim is being sabotaged by Brad (17-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) and Mark (14-year-old 

Taran Noah Smith). Randy (17-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) returns home for Christmas and 



discovers all the changes, including his cousins and uncle living in the house, his brothers' new bond 

and Al's rich girlfriend. Of course, he gets confused and jealous that no one's paying attention to 

him. 

Episode 12: Ploys for Tots; While Marty and his daughters are staying with Tim and Jill, everyone 

becomes exasperated with Claire's selfishness and tantrums. 

Episode 13: Chop Shop 'til You Drop; Brad (17-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) is excited to finally get his 

first car, but when it's stolen and stripped, Tim is determined to track down the culprits. 

Episode 14: Home Alone; With the family out of town for the weekend, Tim plans to write a book for 

Binford. However, he keeps getting distracted. 

Episode 15: Knee Deep; Penn & Teller appear on Tool Time. Meanwhile, Brad (17-year-old Zachery 

Ty Bryan) blames Tim after he injures his knee during a Tool Time shoot in the house. 

Episode 16: Mark's (14-year-old Taran Noah Smith) Big Break; Suspicious that Tim didn't like his 

video salute to the now-completed hot rod, Mark sets out to create a new one--complete with a 

dance number set to "Greased Lightning." 

Episode 17: Young at Heart; Tim and Jill prepare for their anniversary. However, thanks to a new 

program installing cameras in traffic lights, Tim is caught in a revealing position with his new female 

mechanic. 

Episode 18: Love's Labor Lost: Part 1; The men of the family prepare for a ski trip, while Jill prepares 

to spend the weekend writing her thesis. However, Jill is not feeling well and is having physical 

problems. It turns out to be a tumor on her uterus, causing the need for a emergency hysterectomy. 

Jill naturally experiences fears about the operation and predictably, problems arise during the 

surgery... 

Episode 19: Love's Labor Lost: Part 2; Tim is tired of waiting for news on Jill. It turns out that Jill will 

be fine but her ovaries had to be completely removed, not partially as first planned. Nana visits to 

help with Jill's care. Jill's mood swings upset everybody. 

Episode 20: Neighbors; Tim and Brad (17-year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) take Wilson to the Red Wing's 

hockey game for his birthday. Wilson wins the seat prize at halftime--$10,000. He decides to spend it 

on a greenhouse. Wilson's idea is too big and would obstruct the Taylors' view. Tim learns that the 

greenhouse was Wilson's late wife's design and Wilson agrees to build it on his side yard instead. 

Episode 21: A Hardware Habit to Break; Harry announces that he is playing to move to Tucson with 

Dolores and sell the hardware store. Tim organizes a party to serve as a fundraiser for it but is talked 

into buying it himself. And he does, putting Marty in charge. But, when people stop coming to the 

store, Tim needs to find a way to get his customers back. 

Episode 22: Loose Lips and Freudian Slips; Jill is anxious about her thesis. Mark (14-year-old Taran 

Noah Smith) is preparing a short film for his film class. In the film, Jill is shown criticizing her 

professor, who happens to be in the room, having just watched his son's room. 



Episode 23: Trouble-a-Bruin; Trouble starts when the Binford CEO (Bud) confiscates all "non-Binford" 

tools from the set of "Tool Time" in an effort to make Tim into more of a company man. He also 

dictates that the cast of the show wear Binford uniforms. This leads to the usual mess. Brad (17-

year-old Zachery Ty Bryan) finds out that he is still up for soccer scholarship to college, despite a 

prior injury. Conflicts arise between Tim and Jill over whether or not Brad (17-year-old Zachery Ty 

Bryan) is ready to play in the upcoming game before the UCLA scout. 

Episode 24: Dead Weight; Problems at Tool Time continue as Bud brings in a new Hollywood 

producer who wants more explosions. Meanwhile, Al plans to propose to Trudy but wants to tell his 

mother first. However, when he tells her, she keels over and dies. Al is scared of Trudy now because 

he associates her with his mother's death. At the funeral, Tim eulogizes Alma and proposes to Trudy. 

Episode 25: The Long and Winding Road: Part 1; After Morgan stages a Jerry Springer style fight on 

Tool Time and refuses to stop creating trash TV, Tim quits the show. Meanwhile, Jill's professor 

offers her a great job--in Indiana. 

Episode 26: The Long and Winding Road: Part 2; As Tim drives the boys to school, they reminisce 

about some of the good times they've experienced in their house. 

Episode 27: The Long and Winding Road: Part 3; Tim arrives at work and prepares for the final show. 

Heidi reveals that she's pregnant again. Jill makes the call to Indiana. The all-tool band returns for 

the final Tool Time along with Sparky, Eddie, Felix and Mario Andretti. Wilson and Tim decide to take 

their fence down to make more room for the wedding. Morgan offers Tim more money and an 

executive producer credit to stay but he turns it down and doesn't want Jill to know. Harry and 

Dolores return for the wedding. Benny, Marty and Jeff bet on the outcome. Brad (17-year-old 

Zachery Ty Bryan) hits on Heidi with her husband on a business trip. Al and Trudy are married. Jill 

reconsiders Indiana after Morgan arrives and tells her of his rejected offer. Tim toasts the happy 

couple. Whether it's real or a figment of Tim's imagination is unknown, but the Taylors decide to go, 

uprooting the house in the ultimate home project. 
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Home Movie (2008) 
 

Documents one family's descent into darkness, using a 

compilation of found home-made footage. In the remote woods 

of upstate New York, the Poe Family lives a Norman Rockwell life. 

Perfect house. Perfect marriage. If only the children stopped 

stapling frogs to trees. Something is very wrong with 10-year-old 

twins, Jack (12-year-old Austin Williams) and Emily (10-year-old 

Amber Joy Williams) Poe. And, to stop them, their parents must 

enter the nightmare of their minds. The only question is: who will 

survive the night? Just got back from seeing the world premiere of 

this brilliant pic at Fantasia festival. I wasn't expecting to see 

something of this caliber! It took all of three minutes for me to 

buy this film's central conceit hook line and sinker. The premise is 

relatively straightforward. The Poe's are young parents who like 

to film everything. Their children are strangely cold and possibly 

psychotic. Shot entirely from a home video camera (albeit they 

must own a very nice professional HD cam) the Poe's document their daily lives as their children 

begin to exhibit increasingly odd and cruel behavior. While this film is technically low budget, the 

acting and production values are top notch. The children in particular (the actors themselves are 

brother and sister) are chilling from start to finish. And what a finish! Brilliant stuff! I hope this pic 

takes the festival. Best film I've seen so far this year! Excellent use of the hand-held camera trope to 

pull the audience into the daily lives of the Poe's and to ramp up the tension to an almost 

unbearable level. People will be putting their kids up for adoption in droves after this. After the film, 

the producer was on hand to answer questions. They're still looking for a distributor and while I'm 

sure they'll have no problem once the early reviews get out, if you have a chance to see this at a 

festival don't pass it up! It might be awhile before it hits wide release, to say nothing of DVD. 
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Home Run (2013) 
 

A pro ball player with a substance abuse problem is forced into 

rehab in his hometown, finding new hope when he gets honest 

about his checkered past, and takes on coaching duties for a misfit 

Little League team. Forced back to his small home town, an 

alcoholic baseball hotshot fakes recovery to regain his position on 

the roster, coaches a little league team to regain his popularity, 

pursues his old flame to regain a romance, all while finding 

redemption among a group of addicts. Strong Characters. In this 

movie the main character, Cory Brand, played by Scott Elrod, who 

is an all-star baseball hero, is suspended from his major league 

position when he has an accident involving alcohol. He is forced to 

undergo a 12 step program and convinced into coaching his 

hometown baseball team by his agent played by Vivica A. Fox. The 

interplay of their robust and tension-filled relationship offers 

many opportunities for humor. In this unheard of town out in the middle of the western plains, 

where he grew up, Cory revisits his youth and the past he left behind on the rise to stardom. This 

humbling experience brings out new facets to his character as he struggles with the reality of the 

consequences of the decisions of his past that he cannot escape. The heart of grace-filled 

Christianity is revealed as he works through the steps and principles of the program called 

"Celebrate Recovery". We discover, in this program, a wide gamut of character studies that uncover 

many of the frailties of the human condition. Unexpectedly, in the midst of the pain and turmoil of 

his new life, a former love interest offers the possibility of rekindling his passion for romance. There 

are unanticipated plot twists that keep things interesting. The relationships are real life, 

heartwarming, and unpredictably humorous. The villains are people that we can recognize in our 

own life... and want to see them fail. There are strongly developed characters to root for and the 

plot reveals truths about the human condition and the falsehoods we often settle for. It gives hope 

to anyone to whom the painful circumstances in their own childhood have kept them in fear, unable 

to live their life to the fullest. Baseball fans can relate to the mechanics of building team morale and 

spirit in little league baseball and, perhaps, be caught up in the suspense as the game play takes on 

ingenuous and humorous turns. We can see young lives being renewed through love and kindness. 

WARNING: "Home Run" is a sentimental movie and it can very difficult not to laugh or cry when 

watching this film. For an uplifting experience I highly recommend this story. It is rated PG 13 for 

some mature themes involved in the story. With Charles Henry Wyson. 
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Homecoming (1996) 
 

Tells of a band of children (12-year-old Trever O'Brien [James 

Tillerman] 9-years-old William Greenblatt [Sammy Tillerman]) who 

are forced to fend for themselves when their mother apparently 

abandons them. They eventually meet their grandmother, a loner 

who is reluctant to take them in. I was flipping channels when I 

came across this one...I took one look at the four kids and the 

mom, and the first thing I said was "Oh my gosh! It's Dicey!" The 

movie was so well cast that just by looking at the actors I knew 

exactly who they were supposed to be...they looked just like I had 

pictured them! (Especially Maybeth and Liza). The movie was a 

really decent adaptation of a great book. There are so many 

episodes in the book that to depict them all would take a 6 hour 

mini series and not a 2 hour TV movie, but when the final cuts 

were made, the result was cohesive and complete. Oh yeah, and 

Anne Bancroft is terrific as always. 
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Homeward Bound II: Lost In San Francisco (1996) 
 

Shadow, Sassy and Chance are back! It's been three years since 

their trek through the woods and over the mountains. Now the 

family (10-year-old Kevin Chevalia & 18-year-old Benj Thall) lives 

in San Fransisco and they're taking a vacation in Canada. Only 

problem, the pets escape from the airport while being put in the 

cargo area of the plane. Now their family is in Canada and the 

pets are all alone in San Fransisco. They meet scruffy bully dogs 

and a gang of rebel dogs all abandoned and have started their 

own group. Also looking for them is a "Blood Red Van" driven by 

bumbling dog catchers. Also Chance meets a girl dog and it's love 

at first bite. If you thought the first movie was great, that's 

awesome!!!!! But the second movie????? Come along and find 

out!!!!! Disney made a sequel to the 1993 film in 1996. It was 

called "Homeward Bound II: Lost in San Francisco," and this is a 

very exciting Disney live action film. In it, we have the same family as before, and they were packing 

up on a vacation for Vancouver, Canada. However, the animals escaped at the airport, and now the 

family left without Chance, Sassy, and Shadow!!!!! Now, like in the last film, they had to find their 

way home (and it put a huge dent in the family vacation, too). Most people might not like this film, 

but seeing as how the first film was great, this movie is the same, too. I like how exciting the 

adventure was, and I thought the pets' encounter with the Blood Red Van was funny, too!!!!! "HB II: 

LISF" is twice as fun as the first one is!!!!! 
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Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey (1993) 
 

Remake of the popular Disney classic, this time featuring some 

well known voices as two dogs and a cat trek across America 

encountering all sorts of adventures in the quest to be reunited 

with their owners (7-year-old Kevin Chevalia & 15-year-old Benj 

Thall). Three pets (Chance, a young dog unfamiliar with the world; 

Shadow, an aging, wise dog; and Sassy, a snobby cat) are left 

behind when their family goes on vacation. Unsure of what 

happened, the animals set out on a quest to find their family. This 

journey across America is very dangerous and the animals risk 

never seeing their masters again. The group of pets travel across 

forested mountains and areas of wide-open countryside, while 

their family searches for them in the same areas. The adventure 

begins when the loving owners of three irresistible pets (Chance, 

a fun-loving American bulldog pup; Sassy, a hilarious Himalayan 

cat who lives up to her name; and Shadow, a wise old golden retriever) are forced to leave them in 

the temporary care of a friend who lives hundreds of miles away. But after several days, the worried 

animals begin to their family must be in trouble, so they decide to head for home. On their 

incredible journey across the ruggedly beautiful Sierras, they encounter unexpected surprises from 

man, beast, and nature alike. Maybe I'm a sap but this is the sweetest movies ever! I saw it for the 

first time when I was around 4 or 5, and I cried my eyes out. Between then and now (embarrassed at 

age 15) I have seen it over 25 times and have sobbed each and every one of them. Don't worry 

they're tears of happiness! And it's not all sap! There's a lot of humor and comedy in it too. Usually 

the whole talking animal thing can be a huge drag but in this movie it's not the case. My only word of 

advice: Even if you love this-Don't see the sequal...cornyness! I suggest everyone checks this 

out...you won't be sorry, no matter how old or young you are! 
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Homosexual Blackmail In U.S. Government & The Top Ranks - Kay 

Griggs Interview (2005) 
 

Kay Griggs, wife of General George Griggs, USMC (retired USMC Commandant): 29th Commandant 

of the Marine Corps, found her husband's diary, which contains details of homosexual blackmail in 

the top ranks of the U.S. Marine Corps and names leading politicians and military leaders. Kay 

Griggs's information about the U.S. government also comes from observations and people she met. 

She exposes initiation rituals, the raping of young men and blackmail and murders to keep people 

quiet. Much of this, according to Griggs, is related to secret society activity and she names figures 

like Henry Kissinger and a string of other top government individuals. 
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Hondo (1953) 
 

Hondo Lane, a despatch rider for the cavalry, encounters Angie 

Lowe, a woman living alone with her young son (10-year-old Lee 

Aaker) in the midst of hostile Apache territory. She presumes she 

is safe because the Apaches, under their chief Vittorio, have 

always left them alone. Later Lane has a run-in with Angie's 

reprobate husband and is forced to kill him, not knowing who he 

is. Vittorio captures Lane and to save his life, Angie tells the 

Apache chief that Lane is her husband, unaware that Lane has 

killed her real husband. In order to protect her from a forced 

marriage with one of the Apache, Lane reluctantly goes along with 

the lie, though he knows the truth must eventually come out, to 

Vittorio and to Angie, both. Someone in an earlier comment said 

that John Wayne is, "always bad." I take great umbrage in that 

statement. He was always good and often marvelous and 

sometimes Magnificent. His Hondo is a very different character from Ethan Edwards or Thomas 

Dunson. Here, he is a younger Wil Anderson or a more somber Quirt Evans. I like Hondo. It's not a 

great film like Red River or The Searchers, but it does explore the lonely existence of a woman living 

in the back of beyond. It also explores the way in which a semi-tamed man becomes a father 

substitute and good husband, something Ethan Edwards would never become. Geraldine Page 

shines like a new penny in this, her first film. She won an Academy Award nomination for her role in 

Hondo, and she deserved it. Hondo is a man who is hardened by experience but still capable of 

understanding, compassion and love. He also works HARD. It's fun to see John Wayne with nails in 

his mouth, shoeing a horse! 
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Honest (2008) 
 

Amanda Redman stars in a new six-part series for ITV1 about a 

mother trying to keep her family on the straight and narrow. 

Called Honest, the comedy drama will see Redman play Lindsay 

Carter, a woman whose husband has spent four years in prison for 

robbery. On top of this, she has a bunch of wayward children, 

including a daughter obsessed with becoming the new Naomi 

Campbell and another who is blackmailing her deputy 

headmistress so she can bunk off school. The series follows 

Redman's character as she attempts to keep her family in order. 

The New Zealand show Outrageous Fortune has had 3 good 

seasons. The first being the best and funniest. However, watching 

10 minutes of honest I can't understand why they had to remake 

this show. They weren't anywhere near the acting of the original, 

using the same story and plot. English people speak English, New 

Zealand speaks English.. so why didn't they just buy the show and put it on TV in England. Usually we 

get Korean, French, and Italian movies remade into English because, well I will quote someone who 

moaned to me, "I do not want to read subtitles". So, where is the excuse for a show from New 

Zealand. Even worse...America. They remake everything out of the U.K. Why can't they show English 

shows in America??? It would make sense if any of these remakes were any good. But they never 

are! 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 1: What a day for Lindsay. It should be one of the proudest of her life as Taylor graduates 

from law school. But at the same time Mack is being sentenced on robbery charges. And in court 

things don't pan out quite as the family lawyer said they would... Matters go from bad to worse 

when the police want to talk to Vin about a burglary that's left a Chinese woman in hospital. But of 

course he's nowhere to be found. As if that wasn't bad enough, Kacie's been posing for some 

decidedly adult photos in her quest to become "the next Naomi Campbell" and Grandpa's burnt his 

house down. Surely nothing else can go wrong? 

Episode 2: Lindsay's dead set on the family going straight, and leading by example she takes a job at 

the local garden centre. But when a lorry-load of goods goes missing, Lindsay's lecherous boss 

suspends her. Bills need paying, but rather than take handouts from Mack's shady business partner 

Donnie she sets out to clear her name, using all her underground contacts to find the real culprits. 

But the mastermind is closer to home than she realises. Meanwhile, the rest of the family is finding it 

just as difficult to stay on the straight and narrow. Vin's planning to bust dad out of prison, Kacie 

wants to steal some spot remedies and Lianna's wreaking havoc at school again. It's business as 

usual for the Carters. 



Episode 3: The new-found poverty is really starting to bite in the Carter family but that's not what's 

getting Lindsay down. Nor is it the relentless boredom of working in the garden centre - Lindsay's 

lonely. The reality of spending the next four years without her husband has really hit home. An old 

friend of the family, Owen turns up. He and his wife have just split up and he needs Lindsay to help 

him out with his car sales business. She'd be doing him a favour and it's got to be better to be 

working in an office and being paid properly, than a life with Clive and garden centre wages. 

Lindsay's more than happy to jack in her job and go and work for Owen, who happens to be 

extremely good-looking too. When Mack learns about this from Vin, he is furious. As for Taylor, life 

as the perfect Carter child is getting him down. He's feeling guilty at work for snagging the job under 

false pretences and he's permanently worried that he might get found out. He's also feeling trapped 

by his relationship with Catherine. So when Vin comes to him with a crazy suggestion, Taylor actually 

listens. 

Episode 4: In an ironic twist, Lindsay is working at an insurance company – the sort of place that pays 

out when someone like the Carters rob your house. Soon she discovers that her colleagues are 

working a scam of their own, approving each other's fraudulent claims. Lindsay, determined not to 

return to her previous life, doesn't want any part of it, but will her refusal put the new job in 

jeopardy? Meanwhile, Lianna is growing increasingly concerned that Grandpa might be getting it on 

with Margaret (who, before the op, used to be his cell-mate Mark). Taylor, haunted by his 

unforgettable night with Vicky Hong, dumps Catherine and pursues Vicky – made more difficult by 

the fact that she thinks she slept with his twin brother Vin and not him. Elsewhere, hapless twin 

brother Vin gets tangled up with Mrs. Hong and finds himself in hospital. 

Episode 5: Lindsay sets herself up in business with some friends. It's not an entirely unpleasant 

surprise for Vin and Reza when they come home one evening to find the house full of scantily-clad 

babes modelling Lindsay's new business – lingerie. It's all going well – orders are coming in, happy 

punters depart with their purchases, life is sweet. That is until one of Lindsay's business partners, 

Chrissie, gives a large chunk of order money to her boyfriend who says he'll pay it back the next day 

after he's done a deal on something. Suffice to say the money doesn't come back and the deal isn't 

just a deal – it's the biggest drugs deal the area's seen in a long time. Naturally, it doesn't take long 

for Sergeant Bain to start sniffing around. Meanwhile, Kacie finds herself splashed all over the press 

– she's been having an affair with a Z-list celebrity. A married one at that. Will Kacie be able to turn 

the situation to her advantage? 

Episode 6: When Lindsay is cast as the neighbourhood grass who tipped off the police about the 

drugs deal, she's vilified by local criminal families. Even Mack starts to doubt her – she chose the 

straight life and if she's not with them she is against them. Lindsay sets about trying to clear her 

name. Everywhere she goes it seems Bain is there, and there's something a little too disconcerting 

about how he features in her thoughts so much. Vin has realised if he's to be a proper father to his 

child, he needs to get some money together, so he nicks a car to sell on for some fast cash but as 

luck would have it he finds £200k in the boot. However, the car he stole was part of a major job 

being pulled by some serious crooks so when Vin gets nicked for the car it is assumed that he played 

a role in the job – he could be facing eight years in the slammer. 
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Honey (2003) 
 

Honey Danels (Jessica Alba) is a 22-year-old, sexy, tough-minded, 

part-black, part-Latina hip-hop dancer in New York's East Harlem 

who dreams of making it big as a music video choreographer. She 

teaches hip-hop dancing at a local youth center and encourages 

the local kids to attend to keep them off the streets and out of 

trouble. When luck shines on Honey in the form of a famous music 

video director, named Michael, who casts her in one music video, 

she's encouraged to make the transition from dancer to 

choreographer. But Honey's sudden success comes with a price 

when Michael refuses to take "no" for an answer to his sexual 

advances and then tries to sabotage her career by blackballing her 

out of the business. In a poor neighborhood, the choreographer 

Honey Daniels (Jessica Alba) works in a record store during the day 

and as a bartender in a night-club in the night-shift, and teaches 

dance to teenagers of her community. She dreams to be successful as a video-clip dancer. When she 

meets the video director Michael Ellis (David Moscow), she believes that her dreams have come 

true. When Michael discloses his real intentions with her, she decides to struggle for making her 

dream come true. Honey (Jessica Alba) is a 22-year-old hip hop dancer and teacher living in New 

York, trying to make her way to the top. While dancing at the club where she works, a famous video 

director's (David Moscow) assistant catches her on tape. She is cast in her first music video, and from 

there starts to choreograph. However, when she says no to her boss's advances, he fires her and 

ruins any possible future in dancing for her. Honey no longer has the money to buy a studio for the 

kids she teaches dance for so she and her students form a dance benefit. Any comparisons between 

"Honey" and "Glitter" are probably due to both movies having script-work by Kate Lanier (who, 

funnily enough, isn't listed on the completed movie)... and, of course, to their having slightly similar 

plots. Except that "Glitter" is likely to be more of a black mark on Mariah Carey's book than "Honey" 

is on Jessica Alba's. This movie about a kind-hearted young woman in New York who uses dancing to 

help the people in her neighbourhood (the people that she meets when she's walking down the 

street... sorry, couldn't resist) and who's plucked from a nightclub to become the Paula Abdul of the 

21st century - she even has a little mole on her face - is aptly named; it's as sweet-natured as its title 

character and has little if any benefit on your system, except to slip down nice and easy and leave 

not very much behind. It's filled with all the realism you'd expect from the producer of "Legally 

Blonde" and "Josie and the Pussycats," but it's not quite as much fun as either. Part of it is a personal 

thing (the Rodney Jerkins-executive produced music that permeates the movie isn't my thing, 

rhythmic though it is), but the thin, originality-challenged scripting and silly dialogue are more of a 

problem; when our bartender-by-night/dance-teacher-by-day heroine tells a kid "Your flava's hot" 

it's a little embarrassing, although in fairness "Honey"'s street talk doesn't make you wince as much 

as some other examples of this kind of thing. To be honest, the movie pretty much goes in one ear 

and out the other; there's not a single truly dramatic moment, with the setbacks coming on cue 

(when Li'l Romeo's character gets arrested it, and many other moments in the movie, plays like a 

less-than-brilliant After School Special) and the characters are right out of Cliches Central, from the 

almost saintly title character to the sexually predatory rival dancer. (And note to the filmmakers: as 



anyone who's ever watched MTV, VH-1 et al will confirm, music videos don't credit the 

choreographer on screen... regardless of what the one that plays next to the movie's end credits 

might say.) But it's impossible to really hate "Honey"; the movie's too harmless and good-tempered 

for anyone to get into a hissyfit over its drawbacks, and though the R&B-flavoured cameos mean a 

lot of people who see this movie will probably be going "Who's this Tweet person?" Missy Elliott is 

genuinely funny in her very brief scenes. The dancing's also good, which is one of the main reasons 

to go and see movies like this; and though it doesn't actually seem to have anything like a narrative 

drive (it just seems to end instead of climax), there have been worse movies from music video 

directors, e.g. almost anything directed by Russell Mulcahy. Oh yes, Jessica. She doesn't quite seem 

like the streetwise type, but she isn't supposed to be; she looks the part and comes off reasonably 

well, as well as having the edge over Jennifer Beals in "Flashdance" in that she actually does most of 

her own dancing. This isn't really the best vehicle for her, to be honest, but Jessica's an undeniable 

charmer on screen, and far too sexy for this or anything she's been in (with the arguable exception 

of "Paranoid") to be an unbearable experience. All she has to do is improve her choice of scripts. 
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Honey I Blew Up The Kid (1992) 
 

Wayne Szalinski is at it again. But instead of shrinking things, he 

tries to make a machine that can make things grow. As in the first 

one, his machine isn't quite accurate. But when he brings Nick & 

his toddler son Adam to see his invention, the machine 

unexpectedly starts working. And when Adam comes right up to 

the machine, he gets zapped along with his stuffed bunny. Now, 

whenever Adam comes near anything electrical, the electricity 

causes him to grow. Adam soon starts to grow to the height of 150 

feet. And he is now walking through Las Vegas which he thinks is 

one big play land. Wayne Szalinski is experimenting with his 

equipment again, but this time for a large company. When an 

accident in the lab fries some circuits, he is barred from the lab. 

But 2-year-old Adam, was unknowingly zapped during the 

accident. But Wayne and the family soon discover that something 

is definitely wrong with Adam. He starts growing, and growing, and growing, and growing. This time, 

wacky inventor Wayne Szalinski accidentally zaps his 2 1/2-year-old son with a particle beam, 

causing the child to grow whenever coming in contact with electricity. Soon topping 112 feet, the 

overgrown baby is attracted to the bright, shiny lights of Las Vegas, and nothing stands in his way! 

Now the chase is on. I saw this film as well as the prequel in the theater, and they don't work nearly 

as well on the small screen. Matt Frewer and the rest of the "Thompson family" are sorely missed. 

Rick Moranis, Marcia Strassman, and Robert Oliveri try valiantly, but cannot save this movie. It 

doesn't have the spirit of adventure that the first one does. But this is also a great place to earmark 

the early career of Keri Russell, in her first major screen role. 
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Honey, I Shrunk The Kids (1989) 
 

Wayne Szalinski is your average "nutty scientist", working on a top 

secret machine which miniaturizes objects. When it unexpectedly 

starts working, he's so amazed he forgets to tell his family to be 

careful. And when they wander into his lab. Wayne Szalinski is a 

crazy scientist who invents a miniaturizing machine that is so 

powerful it only blows things up. When the kid next door hits a 

baseball through the window and it lands in the path of the 

machine's laser, it begins working. Wayne's two kids plus the two 

kids next door end up becoming tiny. Wayne accidentally sweeps 

them up and puts them out with the garbage, so the kids then 

have to travel through the thick grass back to the house, while 

braving giant bugs, sprinklers and a lawn mower. A preoccupied 

inventor just can't seem to get his electro-magnetic shrinking 

machine to work. Then, when he accidentally shrinks his kids 

down to 1/4-inch tall and tosses them out in the trash, the real 

adventure begins! Now the kids face incredible dangers as they try to make their way home through 

the jungle of their own backyard! Hurricane sprinklers! Dive-bombing bees! A runaway lawn mower 

and much, much more! In the 'grammar' of western cinema, a continuum situation is established in 

the first reel, and an event intrudes upon that situation, thus launching the story. In this film the 

intervening event is a baseball crashing through a neighbourhood window. This being Disney, the 

context is an idealised suburban America, a world of neat lawns and plaid shirts, baseball mits and 

tall refrigerators, skateboards and electric toasters. The Disney Corporation is revisiting the territory 

of "The Absent-Minded Professor" (1961). An eccentric scientist, working on experiments in his own 

home, is on the verge of a major research breakthrough. His discovery surprises him when it 

happens, and it disrupts the laws of the physical universe, causing havoc in the micro-universe of 

New England clapboard houses where he lives. In an overt reference to the earlier movie, there is 

even a character called Brainard in this one. Wayne Szalinski (Rick Moranis) is a misunderstood 

genius. Scoffed at by academics and despised by his next-door neighbour Russ Thompson, Wayne 

perseveres with his research into a raygun which can shrink physical objects in size. After a 

disheartening morning's work, Wayne leaves the house and forgets to switch off his shrinking-

machine, which continues idling in the attic. The Szalinski kids, Amy (18-year-old Amy O'Neill) and 

Nick (11-year-old Robert Oliveri), are helping with the household chores. Amy is an attractive 

teenage girl and Nick is a chip off the old block - a geeky egghead with thick glasses, just like his dad. 

Next door, the Thompsons are the archetype of American domesticity. Russ Senior is a baseball-

capped lover of fishing trips and his wife Mae is a pleasant if unremarkable mom. Russ Junior has 

just been cut from the school football team, much to dad's chagrin, and is an uneasy teenager trying 

to work out what he wants. His kid brother Ronnie is an unself-conscious all-American rascal. In 

contrast to the Szalinskis, the Thompsons are resoundingly non-intellectual. It is Ronnie's baseball 

which smashes through the Szalinskis' attic window and activates the shrinking-ray. The rest of the 

film is the tale of the four shrunken kids' odyssey from the garbage bag to safety, across the wild 

continental heartland of the Szalinskis' back yard. There are plenty of good visual jokes in the film, as 

when Amy realises that she has 'spun' herself into a knot with the phone flex, or the giant-size dead 



fly that the kids pass as they cross the attic floor, or Wayne's colossal face looming over the kids in 

the garden. Moranis, expert farceur that he is, plays Wayne with consummate skill, enlivening a 

routine movie with nice acrobatic clownage. The one central gag of the film, the oversize world in 

which the kids find themselves, is pulled off with aplomb. Giant insects, cigarette butts, screws and 

wormholes create the film's own internal logic which actually works, in spite of the ludicrous premiss 

of the story. The animation (as one would expect of Disney) is superb. The bee flight sequence is 

masterly, and the fight between the ant and the scorpion very effective. Because this is a children's 

film, the animals have to be given endearing anthropomorphic traits. Quark, the Szalinskis' dog, is as 

much a character in the story as the humans are. "Anty", the baby ant who befriends the shrunken 

kids, behaves far more like a pet mammal than an insect, capable of exhibiting emotions such as 

sadness and loyalty. And the human interactions are certainly not neglected. While the younger 

brothers Nick and Ronnie are out-and-out children, the teenagers have a different vantage point, 

and this is handled sensitively. The Szalinskis and the Thompsons each grow stronger as a family as a 

result of this ordeal, and the awkwardness between the two households is replaced by closeness and 

affection. Everyone is a better person by the end. Shrinking has helped them to grow. Some 

interesting dualities are woven into the texture of the story. The Szalinski lawn, that ultimate symbol 

of suburban tameness, becomes a frightening jungle to the children. The scorpion is Creation's 

aggressive, predatory pole, the ant is the co-operative, altruistic side of our nature. Nobody makes 

comedy-adventure nonsense better than Disney, and this is one of the corporation's triumphs. 
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Honey, We Shrunk Ourselves (1997) 
 

A tiny glitch causes Wayne, his brother, and their wives to shrink 

big time! Soon they must brave household insects the size of 

dinosaurs, a treacherous loop the loop track in a toy car, dizzying 

"balloon" rides inside soap bubbles, and more! Wayne Szalinzki a 

wacky, absent-minded inventor, is back again but only this time he 

decides to use his infamous shrink machine just one more time. 

After when his wife Diane asks him to get rid of the "Tiki Man" a 

large tiki sculpture. Wayne refuses to get rid of it so he decides to 

restart the shrink ray and reduces the Tiki Man to pocket-size. 

However, after Wayne shrinks the Tiki Man the machine is 

accidentally activated and Wayne ends up shrinking himself and 

his brother Gordon! Meanwhile, when Gordon's wife Patty and 

Diane were going on a vacation they went back to the house when 

Patty suddenly realizes she forgot Mitch's medicine for his 

potassium deficiency. When they were about to leave, they decide to sneak into the attic and 

surprise the men, but the shrink ray is activated once again, and the ladies are shrunk as well! So the 

team must be very brave of disgusting household insects the size of dinosaurs and more in their 

biggest adventure to get their children's attention! The premise of shrinking Moranis himself 

seemed natural after the first two films, however their execution was way off. I never had any 

intention of watching this but I had on the TV Guide channel and saw the name Eve Gordon and it 

was driving me nuts trying to figure out why I knew her name... So I watched it. At first I didn't 

realize why I knew the name and then it hit me -- both Eve Gordon (who doesn't even look like the 

same person in this film) and Robin Bartlett starred together in the shortlived sitcom "The Powers 

That Be." They had good chemistry as enemies on that series (an all-time favorite show), but their 

chemistry together in this film really sucks. And then came all the other TV actors (Mila Kunis, Stuart 

Pankin, Allison Mack)... Talented Moranis and his cohorts are completely wasted in this film. What 

were these people thinking? The effects are atrocious -- there's perhaps only two shots of the 

shrunken parents that look like they might actually be in the house rather than standing in front of a 

bluescreen. The plot's a rehash (drolly executed). The script is laughable, and not in a good way. 

Most of the "jokes" are painfully unfunny and/or in poor taste, even for a child demographic 

audience. It seemed like each commercial break lasted 10 minutes and I found out why when I came 

here and discovered the film is only 74 minutes. Can't really say much that hasn't already been said, 

so I'll leave it at this with apologies to the cast: avoid this turkey! With 12-year-old Jake Richardson 

as Mitch Szalinski. 
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Hong Gao Liang (Red Sorghum) (1987) 
 

In 1930s China a young woman is sent by her father to marry the 

leprous owner of a winery. In the nearby red sorghum fields she 

falls for one of his servants. When the master dies she finds 

herself inheriting the isolated business. An old leper who owned a 

remote sorghum winery dies. Jiu'er, the wife bought by the leper, 

and her lover, identified only as "my Grandpa" by the narrator, 

take over the winery and set up an idealized quasi-matriarchal 

community headed by Jiu'er. When the Japanese invaders subject 

the area to their rule and cut down the sorghum to make way for 

a road, the community rises up and resists as the sorghum grows 

anew. Barbaric and beautiful. Although I don't think this is quite as 

good as some of the other films that master Chinese film maker 

Zhang Yimou has made--e.g., Raise the Red Lantern (1991); The 

Story of Qiu Ju (1991); Ju Duo (1990)--Red Sorghum is nonetheless 

an outstanding film strikingly presented visually and thematically. Gong Li stars as the betrothed of 

an old leprous wine maker. The film opens with her being carried in a covered sedan chair to the 

consummation of her wedding by a rowdy crew from the sorghum winery. It is the 1930s or a little 

before. They joust her about according to tradition and sing a most scary song about how horrible 

her life is going to be married to the leprous old man. Through a break in the sedan's enclosure as 

she sits alone in fear and dread she catches sight of Jiang Wen, a burly, naturalistic man with a 

piercing countenance. A little later after a bit of unsuccessful highway robbery during which she is 

released from her confinement, they exchange meaningful glances. The young man doing the voice-

over identifies them as his Grandmother and Grandfather. (Obviously the leprous old man is going to 

miss out!). Zhang Yimou's technique here, as in all of his films that I have seen, is to tell a story as 

simply as possible from a strong moral viewpoint with as little dialogue as possible and to rely on 

sumptuous sets, intense, highly focused camera work, veracious acting by a carefully directed cast, 

and of course to feature the great beauty of his star, the incomparable and mesmerizing Gong Li. If 

you haven't seen her, Red Sorghum is a good place to start. Jiang Wen is also very good and brings 

both a comedic quality to the screen as well as an invigorating vitality. His courageous and 

sometimes boorish behavior seems exactly right. I should warn the viewer that this film contains 

striking violence and would be rated R in the United States for that and for showing a little boy 

always naked and for the "watering" of the wine by Jiang Wen and the boy. Indeed the film is a little 

crude at times and represents a view of pre-communist China and its culture that the present rulers 

find agreeable. The depiction of the barbarity and cruelty of the Japanese soldiers is accurate from 

what I know, but I must say that this film would never have seen the light of day had communist 

soldiers been depicted in such a manner. Nonetheless the treatment is appropriate since Red 

Sorghum is a masculine, lusty film suggesting the influence of Akira Kurosawa with perhaps a bit of 

Clint Eastwood blended in. There are bandits and tests of manhood. The men get drunk and behave 

badly. Masculine sexual energy is glorified, especially in the scene where Jiang Wen carries Gong Li 

off to bed, holding her like a barrel under his arm, feet forward, after having "watered" her wine as 

though to mark his territory. The camera trailing them shows her reach up and put her arms around 

his neck and shoulder as much in sexual embrace as in balance. Obviously this is Zhang Yimou before 



he became completely enamored of the feminist viewpoint; yet somehow, although Gong Li is 

allowed to fall in love with her rapist (something not possible in contemporary American cinema), 

Zhang Yimou manages to depict her in a light that celebrates her strength as a woman. One can see 

here the germination of the full blown feminism that Zhang Yimou would later develop in the 

aforementioned Raise the Red Lantern, Ju Dou and Qiu Ju. As usual in Zhang Yimou's films not only 

are the sets gorgeous but the accompanying accouterments--the pottery, the costumes, the lush 

verdure of the sorghum fields, even the walls and interiors of the meat house restaurant/bar and 

Gong Li's bedroom--are feasts for the eyes, somehow looming before cinematographer Gu 

Changwei's camera more vividly than reality. There are some indications here however that Zhang 

Yimou had not yet completely mastered his art, and indeed was working under the constraint of a 

limited budget. For example there was no opening in the sedan through which Gong Li could see 

Jiang Wen, and there shouldn't have been one (a peephole maybe). The pouring of the wine (into 

presumably empty bowls that obviously already contained wine) by Jiang Wen needed more 

practice. In his later films Zhang Yimou would reshoot such scenes to make them consistent with the 

audience's perception. Additionally, Gong Li's character was not sufficiently developed early on for 

us to appreciate her confident governance of the winery she had inherited. "Uncle" Luohan's 

apparently jealous departure from the winery and his implied relationship with and loyalty to Gong 

Li were also underdeveloped. However these are minor points: in what really matters in film making-

-telling a story and engaging the audience in the significance and the experience of the tale--in these 

things Zhang Yimou not only excelled, but gave promise of his extraordinary talent that would be 

realized in the films to come. See this by all means, but don't miss his Raise the Red Lantern, in my 

opinion one of the greatest films ever made. 
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Hong Ying Tao (Red Cherry) (1995) 
 

It is 1940. Chuchu (Ke-Yu Guo) and Luo Xiaoman (Xiaoling Xu) are 

Chinese students who have been sent to study in Moscow, at the 

International School. She is 13-years-old; he is 12-years-old. 

Xiaoman is from Yanan, Mao's base after the Long March; Chuchu 

had seen her father executed by Chiang Kai-shek's Kuomintang. 

The youngsters fit in well and learn to speak Russian... A large 

group of students, including Chuchu, leave for summer camp in 

Byelorussia accompanied by their teacher, Miss Vera. Xiaoman 

remains behind... The Nazis invade the Soviet Union. Moscow 

remains unoccupied. Xiaoman takes a job delivering condolence 

letters to soldiers' families. At one apartment, he finds a mother 

has died. Her very young daughter, Nadia, has not realized it... 

The summer camp is occupied by Germans. Miss Vera is 

murdered. One of the Russian boys, Carl, is half-German, and 

helps the others to escape. They are quickly recaptured. Chuchu and several other students are sent 

by Gen. von Dietrich to work as servants at Nazi headquarters in the Yakovliv Monastery. The 

general is also a medical doctor with a peculiar hobby, tattooing. I would have given this film a 10, 

but what is disturbing is that the claims that it was based on a true story are only partly true. The 

film was based on the true story of Zhu De's??? daughter Zhu Min????, who went to the Soviet 

International Children's School at the age of 14. The film crew had contacted her and obtained her 

consent when making the film, although the most horrific and most unforgettable part was fictional 

(and there's the rub). Moreover, her father, Zhu De was not executed in China as a communist 

before the war. He became an important military figure and later leader in the government. (1954-

59) as deputy chairman of the People's Republic of China. He was chairman of the National People's 

Congress (1959 -67), Communist China's major legislative body, until denounced during the Cultural 

Revolution. He was restored to his posts in 1971 and died in 1976. From what I understand, it is not 

unusual in China to call a story "true," despite the facts. 
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Honkytonk Man (1982) 
 

As the film opens on an Oklahoma farm during the depression, 

two simultaneous visitors literally hit the Wagoneer home: a 

ruinous dust storm and a convertible crazily driven by Red, the 

missus' brother. A roguish country-western musician, he has just 

been invited to audition for the Grand Ole Opry, his chance of a 

lifetime to become a success. However, this is way back in 

Nashville, Red clearly drives terribly, and he's broke and sick with 

tuberculosis to boot. Whit (14-year-old Kyle Eastwood), 14, seeing 

his own chance of a lifetime to avoid "growing up to be a cotton 

picker all my life," begs Ma to let him go with Uncle Red as driver 

and protege. Thus begins a picaresque journey both hilarious and 

poignant. Despite almost every critic I've read, I think this is a real 

gem by Clint Eastwood. A honest, sensitive effort in the road 

movie tradition. The minor tone, the naive sequences soothe Red 

Stovall's journey to his fate. The movie also displays a touching view of the depression era in the 

U.S.A. Like animated Roy Emerson Stryker's pictures the photography is remarkable as well as the 

sound track. I've learned about lots of singers and musicians that recorded only to give a final 

testimony of their art. I guess stories like these deserved a movie like Honkytonk Man. Long life to 

Clint, one of the most underrated talents not only in Hollywood but in the rest of the world. 
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Honzíkova Cesta (Johnny's Journey) (1957) 
 

Czech artistic colour film according to homonymic childish book of 

Bohumil Ríha. His heroes are children from numery and 

elementary school. Main hero is 5-years-old boy (Miroslav 

Cervenka) from Prague on his first big journey without mummy. 
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Hook (1991) 
 

Peter Pan (Robin Williams) has grown up to be a cut-throat 

merger and acquisitions lawyer, and is married to Wendy's 

granddaughter. Captain Hook (Dustin Hoffman) kidnaps his 

children, and Peter returns to Never Land with Tinkerbell 

(Roberts). With the help of her and the Lost Boys (11-year-old 

Jasen Fisher, 16-year-old Dante Basco, 9-year-old Raushan 

Hammond, 8-year-old Isaiah Robinson, 16-year-old James Madio, 

7-year-old Thomas Tulak, Alex Zuckerman, Ahmad Stoner & 11-

year-old twins Brian and Brett Willis), he must remember how to 

be Peter Pan again in order to save his children (13-year-old 

Charlie Korsmo) by battling with Captain Hook once again. 
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Hoot (2006) 
 

A young man (14-year-old Logan Lerman) moves from Montana to 

Florida with his family, where he's compelled to engage in a fight 

to protect a population of endangered owls. It is great to see a 

film starring kids whose idea of "acting adult" is not engaging in 

sensuality. Instead, these kids see a problem in their community 

and take responsibility for helping to solve it. Hoot is a film aimed 

squarely at families looking for a fun day at the cinema. The 

production values are good, especially sweeping shots of 

Montana and Florida. The soundtrack by Jimmy Buffet is a perfect 

fit. The young actors are spirited and refreshing. The plot, about a 

trio of kids who work together to save some burrowing owls from 

death at the hands of an unscrupulous pancake house empire 

builder, will engage kids. So many films make children appear 

powerless, it is nice to see a movie that shows children working 

hard to make a difference. And even though parents are absent or temporarily distracted, it was 

pleasant to see kids who want to follow in their parents footsteps and try to right injustices. If you 

are tired of all of the self-indulgent story lines about children that fill the cinema, give Hoot a shot. 

Then take some time to talk to your kids about the adventure of serving others and caring about the 

world they live in. A positive message from a positive film. With 17-year-old Cody Linley. 
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Hope And Glory (1987) 
 

A semiautobiographical project by John Boorman about a 9-year-

old boy called Bill (11-year-old Sebastian Rice-Edwards) as he 

grows up in London during the blitz of World War 2. For a young 

boy, this time in history was more of an adventure, a total 

upheaval of order, restrictions and discipline. The liberating effect 

of the war on the women left behind. And the joy when Hitler 

blows up your school. Bill Rohan, a young boy living on the 

outskirts of London experiences the exhilaration of World War II, 

as seen through the eyes of director John Boorman, who also 

wrote and produced the autobiographical film. During this period, 

Bill learns about sex, death, love, hypocrisy, and the faults of 

adults as he prowls the ruins of bombed houses on Rosehill 

Avenue. His childlike father is off chasing patriotic dreams of glory 

from behind a military clerk's typewriter; his teenage sister runs 

wild; his mother can't cope; and everything in the end will eventually turn out all right. Since I first 

saw it, 15 years ago, a little film in a little theater, I have regarded John Boorman's recollections of 

life as a grade-schooler during "The Blitz" as astonishing. Over the years I've used the movie to bring 

to life the very points that Anna Freud makes in her diaries of the "War Nurseries" she ran in 

Hampstead. While the movie is always entertaining, it nevertheless shows the effects on kids and 

families of life at home during a war: the separations, the losses, the physical damage, the 

inflammation of aggressive impulses in normal kids, the loosening of parental control over 

adolescents, the dropping of the curtains we use to keep kids from seeing more than they ought to. 

The film is wonderfully English, with customary attention to period detail, and a great collection of 

eccentric and memorable secondary characters. You've just got to see the geography lesson, 

featuring a middle-aged martinet school-marm who whacks away at a world map, using her pointer 

to punctuate her lesson on the vastness of England's pre-war empire. I have seen this movie on 

video, and can say that it translates well to the small screen. In fact it was created for British TV. See 

it. You'll laugh. You'll cry. And don't tell anyone--You'll learn something, too. 
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Hoppet (Leaps And Bounds) (2007) 
 

12-year-old Azad (Ali Abdulsalam) comes to Sweden by mistake. In 

order to blend in with the family that hides him, he has to pretend 

that he is 9-years-old. Suddenly he's quite alone in a new country 

and doesn't understand the language. But with the help of a 

spaced-out hot dog vendor, the coolest guy in school and world 

champion Kajsa Bergqvist maybe he can meet his real family 

again. A Surprisingly Enjoyable Film. I saw this at a local film 

festival (Discovery Film Festival at the DCA in Dundee, Scotland) 

and I thoroughly enjoyed it. The festival showed many foreign 

films, and this had to be one of the most enjoyable (my other 

favourite being Nocturna, a Spanish made animation) -and I didn't 

expect it to be very good to be honest. I thought the acting was 

very good, and I don't know much about the countries where they 

were, but I enjoyed the story line, and felt for the brothers-who 

were very convincing, especially the main boy. The hot dog seller was also a funny character. 

Personally, I just really enjoyed the film and would love to see it again. It's an easy watching film, 

with plenty of storyline and interesting characters (not annoying kids at all). Some people clearly 

expected different things from this film, like one previous reviewer. They obviously can't enjoy a 

light hearted film without finding faults. A nice and kind "Zozo". If you have Zozo, you can say that 

this is kind of like it, except that Zozo is a very serious and realistic movie, when this is more like a 

"feelgood" movie about a boy that want to be an athlete like Kajsa Bergkvist. He comes to Sweden, 

away from the war in his country, in the start it's very hard to live in the new country, but he's 

starting to grip the situation and gets a lot of friends and respect. I liked this movie, it was fun 

sometimes and the actors was good, and sometimes brilliant, especially the little boy (played by the 

infamous Ali Ali) and the hot dog-man (played by the wonderful actor Peter Stormare), but (and this 

is a big "but") the movie was far to short, and it did'not got the energy that a movie must have. 
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Hornets' Nest (I Lupi Attaccano In Branco) (Il Vespaio) (1970) 
 

A commando unit is dropped behind the German lines in Italy and 

its mission is to blow up a strategic dam. However, the unit is 

ambushed and only its leader survives. He is picked up by a ragtag 

group of local youths (15-year-old Mark Colleano, 13-year-old 

Mauro Gravina, 20-year-old John Fordyce, Giuseppe Cassuto, 

Amedeo Castracane, Giancarlo Colombaioni, Ronald Colombaioni, 

Valerio Colombaioni, Giuseppe Coppola, Luigi Criscuolo, Gaetano 

Danaro, Vincenzo Danaro, Daniel Dempsey, Daniel Keller, Mauro 

Orsi & Maurizio-Fabrizio Tempio), who strike a bargain with him--

they will help him blow the dam if he will help them get revenge 

on the Germans, who have taken over their village and killed their 

parents. Off The Scale Awful. Rebecca: This is so bad it's almost 

good. Enid: This is so bad it's gone past good and back to bad 

again. In the 1960's and early 1970's, if you were short on money 

and wanted to make a movie (and did not care what kind of 

movie), financing was always available in Italy for anyone willing to do something to refurbish Italy's 

WWII image (which somehow managed to be both shameful AND embarrassing). Italy had been high 

on militaristic fascism (although not very good at it) until things started to go bad for the Axis. Then 

they surrendered so fast that German troops did not have time to get out of the country even if they 

had wanted to. Since then Italy has pretended that they were actually on the winning side. "Hornet's 

Nest" is a product of this mentally, a propaganda film that would have been ludicrous had it been 

made during the war (even by propaganda film standards) but was just painful by 1970. The 

infliction of something this moronic on audiences could be considered Hitler's final act of revenge. 

Prior to seeing "Hornet's Nest" I had believed that Rock Hudson's career bottomed out in 1971 with 

"Pretty Maids in a Row" and then was somewhat revived when he switched to television acting the 

next year. But now I can see that "Pretty Maids" was actually the beginning of a climb up from an 

even lower point represented by "Hornet's Nest". As someone has already mentioned, "Hornet's 

Nest" has become a gay cult classic. Presumably this was unintentional in 1970 but you really have 

to wonder. Here is WWII army paratrooper Rock, dressed in a uniform more cigar republic than U.S. 

Army (see Seinfeld's Cuban cigar makers episode), a bandito mustache, and hair over his ears 1970's 

style. He hangs out with and disciplines a bunch of Italian boys in various states of undress. There are 

lingering and unnecessarily extreme close-ups of a German officer's boots being shined by one of the 

Italian boys. And the German soldiers show an extraordinary amount of interest in the other Italian 

boys, especially when the boys take off their clothes. If not the worst WWII movie it certainly is in 

the running for that designation. Some war movies tease you at the beginning into believing they 

might be decent but "Hornet" crashes and burns with its very first scene as the evil Germans are 

shown massacring an entire Italian village with special emphasis on the Priest. Things don't go 

downhill but stay pretty much at that propaganda film level (it is no surprise that the writer was later 

responsible for the lame WWII episodes of the Wonder Woman TV show). The premise of the film 

(which seems to be more afterthought than character motivation) is blowing up an Italian dam. 

Since the Germans are withdrawing from Italy it would seem more logical for the Allies to want to 



protect the dam from German demolition but logic is in very short supply in this story. Then again, 

what do I know? I'm only a child. 
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Horrid Henry: The Movie (2011) 
 

Horrid Henry (13-year-old Theo Stevenson) finds himself doing 

things he never ever thought he'd do, and then some. When 

Henry fails yet again to hand in his homework for the umpteenth 

time, he has no idea that this will set off a chain of events which 

will see him forming an unlikely alliance with Moody Margaret, 

the infuriating girl next door, and his irritating little brother 

Perfect Peter, outwitting corrupt School Inspectors and toppling 

an evil Headmaster, winning a talent contest and facing his 

ultimate nemesis with no way out - all because he is trying to save 

the very school which he has always professed to hate! England's 

very first Kids 3D film turned out to be Horrid Henry The Movie. 

The Horrid Henry books became a big success in the UK alone. 

They created an animated series in 2006 and now they have 

created a movie in 2011. I am a fan of the Horrid Henry books. I 

also thought the series wasn't too bad either. Then when the film came out I thought it would be 

good to go and see it. The characters looked great. But the way the actors performed them was very 

disappointing. I would call this bad acting. The way they performed each role was very poor. Each 

one did look like the characters in the books and series, but most of them didn't feel like it was the 

characters you know in the books. The actual plot was poor as well. It felt like a plot that you would 

see in an episode of the cartoon series. They could have thought of something much better than 

what they chose. I would say that there was one actor in this that did fit the part of her character. 

That person is Anjelica Huston who played the part of Miss Battleaxe. She really did play the part of 

Miss Battleaxe really well. She was only on for a few scenes and I think she needed to be in this film 

a bit longer than she was. I would not say this is a family film. I would say this is just for kids younger 

than 8. It might be more entertaining for them than it is for anyone older. It was very disappointing 

for me; it was actually an insult to the books. I hate saying stuff like that about movies, but I'm afraid 

I had to say it. 
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Hoshi Ni Natta Shonen (Shining Boy & Little Randy) (2005) 
 

This is a true story of Japan's first ever mahout named Sakamoto 

Tetsumu. As a teenager, Tetsumu had a tough relationship with 

his friends and family. Until he met an elephant named "Randy," 

Tetsumu realized that he had a talent and could get along well 

with elephant. He then decided to come to Thailand and trained 

himself to be a mahout - the first ever Japanese to do so. Yûya 

Yagira, a 15-year-old boy who won best actor at the 2004 Cannes 

Film Festival from his debut movie "Nobody Knows," is starring as 

Tetsumu Sakamoto. This might be a strong point for advertising 

the film as everyone would still remember him. The boy is 

certainly a good actor but as the film was mainly shot in northern 

part of Thailand and Thai language is extensively used in film, 

Yuya's Thai accent is annoying. This might not be a problem if you 

don't know any Thai words. However, as a Thai, I felt distracted 

every time he tries to speak Thai. The story itself is touching and true to life. Comedy elements are 

added in the movie to soften the main dramatic theme. Watch out the last scene when you might 

get carried away and cry your eyes out. If you are animal lovers, especially elephant, I am sure you 

would love this movie. At least, you would see a lot of scenes showing off intelligent Thai elephants. 

I am sure Tourism Authority of Thailand would love to see this movie promoting Thai elephants. 
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Host (Virtual Obsession) (1998) 
 

This film is totally pointless and boring. Not even Peter Gallagher 

can save this movie. It's a shame that such a good actor can only 

get leading roles in TV movies like this one. The film is far too long, 

being 130 minutes, the acting is merely adequate from most, the 

little kid is annoyingly awful, the production design is boring and 

dull (summing up the whole film) and the story is totally 

uninspiring. The woman who is supposed to be seducing Peter 

Gallagher's character doesn't pull off her role very convincingly 

and wouldn't make anyone want to leave their loving wife for her 

and why exactly Peter Gallagher pays her so much interest is 

beyond me. Further more, why his wife is still with him after his 

fling and even after he puts the dead woman's chopped up body 

in their freezer is even more of a conundrum. I haven't read the 

book 'HOST' on which this film is based so I don't know how 

faithful an adaptation this is but the film doesn't inspire me in any way to track down a copy and give 

it a read, infact quite the opposite. I can't think of one good thing to commend this film. Give it a 

wide birth, unless you suffer from insomnia. 
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Hostage (2005) 
 

Jeff Talley, a former LAPD hostage negotiator, has moved himself 

away from his failed career outside of Los Angeles, and away from 

his wife and daughter. When a convenience store robbery goes 

wrong in his turf, the three perpetrators move in on an 

unsuspecting family. But the family's father has a secret which 

might compromise his kin, and one of the criminals is about to 

jump over the edge. Jeff Talley has to get everybody to survive 

the night...if he can. In a small town in California, the chief of 

police Jeff Talley (Bruce Willis) is facing relationship problems 

with his teenager daughter. One year later, he was the prime 

police negotiator in Los Angeles, but after an unsuccessful 

negotiation, he gave-up his position and decided to move with his 

family to a calmer life. When three punks invade the house of 

Walter Smith (Kevin Pollak), a wealthy accountant, and jeopardize 

his family, holding them hostage, Jeff's family is abducted by powerful criminals to force him to 

retrieve a DVD with bank accountings' information kept in Walter's office. Haunted by his failure to 

save a child from a suicidal madman, hostage negotiator Jeff Tally leaves Los Angeles to become 

police chief of upscale suburb Bristo Camino. But the ghosts of Tally's previous field come back to 

haunt him when two brothers and their mysterious traveling companion Mars Krupchek take a 

suburbanite family hostage after a failed robbery. Unbenknownst to the gunmen, their hostage is 

actually a numbers runner for West Coast kingpin Sonny Benza, and the house contains evidence 

that put him away. Facing heat from associates in New York, Benza kidnaps Tally's wife and daughter 

and blackmails him into procuring the incriminating evidence. But the situation escalates even 

further when Tally discovers that Mars is a serial killer who is eyeing the hostages, and possibly his 

accomplices, to be his next victims. Devastated by a failed hostage situation which resulted in the 

deaths of a young mother and her child, LAPD negotiator Jeff Talley (Bruce Willis) exits Los Angeles 

for a no profile job as chief of police in the low crime hamlet of Bristo Camino, a small town in 

Ventura County. When three delinquent teenagers follow home a family intending to steal their car, 

they have inadvertently picked the wrong house on the wrong day. The trio find themselves trapped 

in a multi-million dollar compound on the outskirts of town, owned by an accountant working for a 

mysterious crime enterprise. Panicked, the teenagers take the family hostage, placing Talley in 

exactly the kind of situation he never wanted to face again. Soon after, Talley readily hands authority 

of the hostage situation over to the Ventura County Sheriffs Department and leaves the scene. 

Meanwhile, inside the compound is digital information, which is time sensitive and invaluable to the 

mysterious criminals and critical to their enterprise. They will stop at nothing to get what belongs to 

them. Talley is forced to resume the command he abandoned, where the stakes quickly evolve into a 

hostage situation far more volatile and terrifying than anything he could ever imagine. When a 

family is held hostage, former hostage negotiator Jeff Talley (Willis) arrives at the scene, however, 

the tables turn on Talley when his own family is kidnapped and Talley must decide which is more 

important: saving a family he doesn't even know or saving his own family. I saw Hostage in a German 

Pressscreening and I was blown away. Visually stunning from the first second to the last. The 

director Florent Siri nails every frame. He kept me on the edge of the seat from beginning to the end. 



In the last years Bruce Willis disappointed me. His last movies I found very lame. But here, he is back 

as the great Action dude, he is famous for. But Hostage is not another "die hard"-flick. It is different. 

With more Drama, much darker and less humor is Hostage one of the most adult (means grown up) 

Action Thriller I saw in Years. The story is great. No cheap tricks, every second is well written, superb 

acted and directed. The same with the soundtrack and - as I said before - the visuals. Hostage is a 

kind of violent Film noir in a MTV a like style. A real ride. I don't want to tell much about the story. 

Go and see! With 9-year-old Jimmy Bennett. 
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Hot Rod (2007) 
 

Rod Kimble is a naïf, a slacker living in a small U.S. town with his 

mom, younger brother and step-father, whose respect he craves. 

He also misses his dead dad, whom he thinks was Evel Knievel's 

backup. With his brother and slacker pals' help, Rod fancies 

himself a stunt man, so when his step-father needs an operation, 

Rod hatches a plan to set a school-bus-jumping record on his 

moped. First, he and his crew have to raise money to rent the 

buses and build the ramp. Trouble is, Rod's inept at his chosen 

career. Looming failure is complicated by the return home from 

college of Denise, Rod's next-door neighbor and secret 

heartthrob. Is public humiliation at hand? This film screened in 

Minneapolis last night (at which they also distributed free T-shirts, 

pins and fake mustaches) and I have not laughed this hard in a 

very long time. I laughed so hard it made my stomach hurt, and 

that hasn't happened to me in a movie in years. It reminded me very much of Will Ferrell's 

"Anchorman" and "Talladega Nights," but even moreso it seems like a throwback to the kind of 

movies Adam Sandler used to make. There's a lot of "Billy Madison"-inspired randomness and 

absurdity that just cracked me up, and the stunts look truly dangerous. I will not say anymore about 

this film except I can't wait to see it again when it opens August 3rd and I think Andy Samberg could 

explode after this film. Not literally, let's hope. 
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Hotel For Dogs (2009) 
 

Animals are strictly forbidden at Andi (18-year-old Emma Roberts) 

and her little brother Bruce's (14-year-old Jake T. Austin) foster 

home. But for Friday, the adorable dog they secretly care for, 

they're ready to risk everything. They finally find him an ideal 

shelter, a huge abandoned hotel that Bruce transforms thanks to 

his engineering genius. In what has become an incredible paradise 

for dogs, Friday is soon joined by all kinds of furry friends, so many 

in fact that their barks alert the neighbors...and the local pound, 

who can't understand the disappearance of all the stray dogs. 

Andi and Bruce will have to call on all their friends and all their 

imagination to stop the hotel's secret from being discovered. 

Adapted from author Lois Duncan's 1971 children's book of the 

same name, director Thor Freudenthal's Hotel for Dogs follows 

two mischievous orphans as they attempt to hide dozens of stray 

dogs in an abandoned hotel. Disheartened by their new guardians' announcement that pets are 

strictly forbidden, 16-year-old Andi (Emma Roberts) and her younger brother, Bruce (Jake T. Austin), 

race to find a home for their loyal dog Friday. Fortunately for Friday, there's an abandoned hotel just 

around the corner, and Bruce possesses just the kind of mechanical smarts needed to transform the 

rundown inn into a four-star retreat for canines. For a while, Friday and his friends have it made, but 

when the neighbors start to get suspicious, Andi and Bruce resort to every trick in the book in order 

to prevent their secret from being discovered. Don Cheadle, Emma Roberts, and Lisa Kudrow star in 

a family-friendly film penned by screenwriter Jeff Lowell. I'm obsessed with these dogs. They 

seriously are so fun and adorable and I loved seeing this movie. I went and saw it with my cousin and 

she was freaking out...couldn't wait to go see it and she loved every second of it. Friday, the main 

dog, was her favorite. Anytime he did something fiesty she would laugh hysterically. I loved the 

bulldog, cooper. The scene where he has a vending machine full of old shoes is genius. I really liked 

all the smart and quirky inventions that were used. This was a great family film...really honest, fun, 

enjoyable and totally entertaining. I would definitely recommend this film to someone who wants an 

easy, carefree, good time! 
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Hotel Room (1998) 
 

Hotel Room is one of those films which are produced with more 

imagination than resources. Anyway, the quality standard is quite 

acceptable, and the interesting combination between 

independent filmmaking a la Jim Jarmush and magic realism 

makes Hotel Room an attractive product. 
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Hotel Rwanda (2004) 
 

In 1994 some of the worst atrocities in the history of mankind 

took place in the country of Rwanda--and in an era of high-speed 

communication and round the clock news, the events went 

almost unnoticed by the rest of the world. In only three months, 

one million people were brutally murdered. In the face of these 

unspeakable actions, inspired by his love for his family, an 

ordinary man summons extraordinary courage to save the lives of 

over a thousand helpless refugees, by granting them shelter in the 

hotel he manages. The only comment I can give about this movie 

is - SEE IT. It's one of the most heart wrenching, yet beautiful 

movies I've ever seen. I really hope Don Cheadle and the movie 

receive Oscars! The acting is superb and the fact this is based 

upon a true story only makes it better. You may need some 

Kleenex as I was overwhelmed for a large part of this movie. I had 

the honor of seeing this movie at a preview screening with the real "Paul" and his wife attending - 

what an absolute amazing experience to be in their presence. This movie will make you rethink 

everything about what it means to be human and how much we need to think about all our 

neighbours in this world. Don't miss it! 
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Hotel Y Domicilio (Hotel & Home) (1995) 
 

A forense gay who was left by his lover seeks help of his neighbour 

who is psychatrist. Following the suggestion of advertising at a 

contact agency he is drawn into a story of murder. This film, 

dealing with somewhat tired topics such as mid life crisis, closeted 

homosexuals, young hustlers, and murder, is saved by its 

outstanding cast, mainly Jorge Sanz and Santiago Ramos (who 

should appear at the top of your credits). These two outstanding 

European actors, from two different generations, breathe life into 

somewhat overworked themes. The locales, Bilbao, and the 

Basque country are also fresh touches that add to the film's 

uniqueness. 
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House Arrest (1996) 
 

High-schooler Grover Beindorf (18-year-old Kyle Howard) and his 

younger sister Stacy decide that their parents, Janet and Ned, are 

acting childishly when they decide to divorce after 18 years of 

marriage, so they lock them up in the basement until they'll sort 

out their problems. Their schoolfriends also decide to do the same 

with their parents to solve their respective problems. A group of 

children, desperate to keep their various parents from getting 

divorces, kidnap them and hold them prisoner in the basement in 

order to force them to reconcile. The film opens with Grover 

Beindorf introducing himself: he is a kid who lives with his sister 

Stacey and his parents Ned and Janet in the suburbs of Ohio. Then 

follows a montage of videos taken over the Beindorfs 18-year-long 

marriage. A Wonderful Family Movie! After Grover (Kyle Howard) 

and his younger sister Stacy (Amy Sakasitz) find out that their 

parents, Janet (Jamie Lee Curtis) and Ned Beindorf (Kevin Pollak) are getting separated and maybe 

divorced they decide to lock them in the basement so that they can figure things out. But during 

school, Grover tells his friend Matt (Mooky Arizona) what he did to his parents and the school bully 

T.J. (Russel Harper) hears them and decides to lock his parents in Grover's basement too, along with 

Matt's parents and Brooke's mother too. Brooke is played by Jennifer Love Hewitt and she plays a 

popular girl in school on who Grover has a big crush on. I thought this was a wonderful family movie. 

It was very funny and I think it can be enjoyed by both kids and adults. All the actors do a good job 

and it's just a very entertaining movie. A lot of people have complained and said that this movie was 

very unrealistic and things like that would never happen in real life but c'mon, what movie is really 

realistic and things that happen in movies usually don't happen in real life but you should enjoy 

movies such as these while you still can. 
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House On Bare Mountain (1962) 
 

The Wolfman, Dracula and Frankenstein spy on a girls' school in 

the mountains, where most of the girls spend their time 

sunbathing in the nude, nude exercises and nude art classes. The 

monsters finally invade the school. I, myself, do like breasts, and 

this film rates among the best for quantity. It rates alongside such 

classics as, "My Breast Friend's Wedding", "Juggers", "This is the 

Breast Birthday Present Ever" and "Breastment Day 2: The 

Mammaries Fight Back". The story, having said that, is 

unimportant, likewise the acting. Something legend Garth 

Marenghi would have been proud to be involved in. I give this 

'film' 6/10, purely because of the sheer amount of time you see a 

topless woman in the film. I estimate, genuinely, 75% of the 

movie. 
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How Green Was My Valley (1941) 
 

At the turn of the century in a Welsh mining village, the Morgans 

(he stern, she gentle) raise coal-mining sons and hope their 

youngest will find a better life. Lots of atmosphere, very 

sentimental view of pre-union miners' lives. This story of a Welsh 

valley's turn-of-the-century descent from pristine paradise to 

despoiled coal mining region, is told in flashback form by Huw 

Morgan, an old man who has decided to leave the valley forever. 

Huw is the youngest in a family of 6 brothers and 1 sister and the 

film centers on his struggle toward manhood amid conflicting 

demands of faith, economics, education and family loyalty in a 

Wales caught in an irreversible shift from a pastoral to an 

industrialized society. The story, based on the novel by Richard 

Llewellyn, is accented by an impressive background of Welsh 

choral music and quaint patterns of speech. Greatest movie of all 

time. I saw this first during World War II, and it made such an 

impression upon me that I had to go back time after time. Now 60 years later it lingers in my 

memory over any other movie I have ever seen. No movie before or since has left such a lasting 

impression upon me. It could easily be brought back to the modern screen as a classic film that will 

never die. I wish I could own it on DVD, but I have no idea where I can obtain it. It would be at the 

top of classic films of all time as an asset in my library. It appeared at a time in our history when the 

world was being torn asunder and we did not know what tomorrow would bring. It was so uplifting 

at a time when we needed that uplift. 
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How My Dad Killed Dracula (2008) 
 

A Halloween practical joke turns a family tradition into a night of 

comic terror when two young teens don't believe their cousin's 

dad killed Dracula. Insisting on proving it, Dad picks up a shovel 

and starts to dig. With Victor Bonavida, 14-year-old Cooper Green, 

9-year-old Maxim Knight & 14-year-old Cameron Palatas. 
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How Sweet It Is! (1968) 
 

Photographer Grif Henderson is assigned a photo shoot in Paris. 

He decides to take his wife, Jenny, and his hippie son, Davey (17-

year-old Donald Losby), with him on the shoot. Everything gets 

mucked up when she rents a house that unknowingly belongs to a 

French lawyer. She must fend off his charms and stay true to Grif. 

Meanwhile, Grif tries to stay faithful to Jenny while on the shoot. 

This movie has always been a favourite of mine for as long as I can 

remember. I had not seen it on TV for a while, so I decided to buy 

the video. It was well worth purchasing this movie because I watch 

it on a regular basis, like once every 6 to 8 months. Everything 

from the opening credits with the mannequins & psychedelic 

background, to the storyline and the variety of characters make 

this a fun movie to watch. My fave part of this movie is the part 

when Griff & his son take pictures of the girls trying to smile like 

the Mona Lisa. This is classic '60s movie making at it's finest! If you 

like movies from the late '60s like "Yours, Mine & Ours" & "The 

Impossible Years", then you will really appreciate the humour and 

storyline of this classic '60s romance/comedy. 
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How To Eat Fried Worms (2006) 
 

During the first day of his new school year, a fifth grade boy (11-

year-old Luke Benward) squares off against a bully (14-year-old 

Adam Hicks) and winds up accepting a dare that could change the 

balance of power within the class (12-year-old Austin Rogers, 12-

year-old Alexander Gould, 14-year-old Ryan Malgarini, 11-year-

old Philip Bolden, 7-year-old Ty Panitz, 11-year-old Andrew 

Gillingham, 14-year-old Blake Garrett & 12-year-old Alexander 

Agate).The Forrester family - father Mitch Forrester, mother 

Helen Forrester, their preteen son Billy Forrester and their pre-

school son Woody Forrester - have just moved to a new town 

where Mitch is starting a new job. Both Mitch and Billy are 

worried about fitting into their new environment. It's worse for 

Billy as Woody, who is not worried about the move, is at that 

stage in his life where everything is simple and easy. Billy's first day in the fifth grade at his new 

school does not go well when he gets into an altercation with the class bullies, led by Joe Guire. The 

altercation involves worms and Billy stating that he eats worms all the time, which leads to all the 

bullies calling him "Wormboy". As such, Joe bets Billy that he can't eat ten worms (without 

vomiting), the bet to take place this upcoming Saturday, with the last worm to be consumed by 7pm. 

Despite having a notoriously weak stomach. I am a mom of 2 children, who range from 11 down to 

6. So I'm sure plenty of parents can relate to having to see many many "kids" movies. This was 

refreshing for me. I haven't read this particular book, so I don't know if it stayed true to the book or 

not. But it sure took the grossness factor to a high level. This is the story of the "new" kid in town 

and it just so happens that there are a group of boys who have formed a club of sorts and love to 

pick on kids...sound familiar? Haven't we all suffered this one time or another. He has the little 

brother who he can't stand and parents that he is embarrassed about. What I enjoyed most of all 

was seeing how each character was totally different from another they all stood out. The bully (why 

do they always make the bully a red head? My daughter has red hair! and she is no bully!) is well a 

great bully, who finds himself being yelled at by his own big brother. It took twists and turns and well 

you fall in love with all of them and really find yourself routing for all the characters! Even the 

parents, great connection between father and son. All around enjoyable, sweet, funny, gross 

etc...Take your kids!!! You will enjoy it as much as they do! 
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Huck & Tom's Mississippi Adventure (2006) 
 

The witty and humorous Mississippi River adventures of Huck and 

Tom. Based on the Book by Mark Twain. We begin our adventure 

by the banks of the Mississippi River, where we see life through 

the eyes of a young boy named Huck Finn. Huck is a resourceful 

and spirited lad who knows how to survive on his own. He flees his 

father, and travels with Jim (a runaway black boy). He learns much 

about life from Jim. Tom Sawyer is a mischevieous adventure 

hungry boy who has a zest for life. He's a true romantic at heart, 

but not above a little trickery to get his own way, or to get out of 

work. Tom's life really starts to become complicated when he 

meets Huck. Together with Jim, they begin a series of adventures. 

This exciting series is based on the novels "The Adventures of Tom 

Sawyer," and "The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn," by Mark 

Twain, (Samuel Clemons). They stand as timeless adventure 

stories filled with excitement, romance, action and laced with universal truths and lessons that 

appeal to all ages. 
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Huck And The King Of Hearts (1994) 
 

Taking place in the 1990's, Huck (13-year-old Chauncey Leopardi) 

and his card shark friend, Jim, travel from California to Nevada 

searching for Huck's long-lost grandpa. Along the way, a deceived 

card player chases the two across the states with his two, less 

intelligent, sidekicks. Huck Has Pluck. Budding fisherman and boy 

mechanic Chauncey Leopardi (as Billy "Huck" Thomas) leaves his 

Hannibal, Missouri home to escape an abusive home life and find 

his grandfather (who'll be played by John Astin). In the city of Los 

Angeles, young Leopardi hooks up with card shark and con man 

Graham Greene (as Jim), a Native American "Indian" on the run. 

Adventures bring the duo to neon-lit Las Vegas. This "modern" 

adaptation of the original story by Samuel Clemens (as Mark 

Twain) is most interesting in that writer Christopher Sturgeon 

knows what will work, and avoids making mistakes. There is no 

attempt to strain characters or situations that would not fit. This motion picture version does not 

succeed in the original's artistic appeal to all ages and generations, but that lofty goal is seldom 

reached. There are subtly sexualized symbolic moments, and a not-so-subtle romantic kiss should be 

noted (it occurs between the boy and a young woman). Also note, a level of violence which could be 

described as cartoon-like is ever present. Still, this is a film for pre-teens, mostly, and the same 

elements of danger and attraction were evocations used successfully by Twain. He's handy with the 

fishing pole. 
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Huckleberry Finn And His Friends (Die Abenteuer Von Tom Sawyer 

Und Huckleberry Finn) (1979) 
 

I loved this show during my childhood when it was continuously 

repeated on BBC during the early to mid 80's. It's important to 

emphasis though that this production has far more going for it 

than mere nostalgia. It really is without doubt the best and most 

spirited screen adaptation of both the Tom Sawyer and 

Huckleberry Finn novels and indeed watching other 

interpretations have only ever served to highlight its strengths. 

Most notably the 11 hours running time prove that it's almost 

impossible to do justice to either of Twain's most famous novels in 

a 90-minute feature film. The casting here is inspired with Huck 

(15-year-old Ian Tracey), Tom (Sammy Snyders), Jim, Aunt Polly 

and Injun Joe all given definitive portrayals. The Tom-Huck, Huck-

Jim relationships are handled magnificently and it's obvious that 

they all care deeply for each other. Ian Tracey is a great actor and 

with his trademark subtlety he really breathes the part of Twain's most famous creation, while 

Sammy Snyders frenzied acting style suits Tom Sawyer down to the ground. For a kid's show 

Huckleberry Finn and His Friends really is very dark and gritty, particularly in the early episodes 

where the two fantasy loving youngsters are top of Injun Joe's hit list. Quite a lot of this section is 

shot at night such as the graveyard murder and one scene that I'll always remember is Huck 

nervously hiding in a tree above Joe and Pard as they close in to burgle the Widow Douglas. One 

wrong move and he knows he's dead. It's during these scenes that both Tracey's husky narration, 

brilliantly used throughout the show, and the unforgettable musical score really adds to the tension 

and atmosphere. Further such nail biting moments arise when Tom and Huck have to hide in the 

attic of the haunted house as Joe and Pard search for their treasure and also when Tom and Becky 

encounter Joe while lost in the cave. Speaking of the caves the location shoots on this serial are 

absolutely superb. The costume department do an amazing job and, unlike other productions, Huck 

and co. really look quite grubby, just like they ought to. Although a previous reviewer points out that 

this is a West German production, I prefer to think of it as Canadian. It was co-produced by a 

Canadian company, mainly features Canadian actors and was shot in Canada including the Heritage 

Village Museum in British Columbia, which really is highly evocative of both the time and place that 

the novel is set. The show covers all the famous episodes of both novels with the exception of the 

Wilkes episode, which is one that I've never been keen on anyway. The main difference between the 

book and this adaptation is that the series revolves around Huck throughout, even relegating Tom 

Sawyer to a secondary role during the first half of the show which covers his character's novel. This is 

no bad thing though bearing in mind how stunning Tracey's performance is. The one great 

misfortune though is that the series has been strangely forgotten since it left our screens in the late 

80's. While the German dub has received an edited video release, the English version is sadly still 

awaiting one. Until then Huckleberry Finn and His Friends must be content to lie in the vaults with 

the label of 'forgotten gem' attached to it. 

 



Series 1 (26 episodes) (1979) 
 

Episode 01: Welcome, Neighbor; Tom has one of his especially naughty days when he steals jam, 

plays hookey and gets in a fight. 

Episode 02: Love in Bloom; As a punishment Tom has to whitewash the back fence. He turns the 

punishment to his own advantage by tricking other town boys into doing the work for him and 

paying him in the process. 

Episode 03: The Engagement; Tom gets a loose tooth and loses it to Aunt Polly's drastic measures. 

He later professes his love for Becky. He arranges to meet Becky in the woods where they become 

engaged, it turns out to be short-lived however leaving Tom desolate. 

Episode 04: Mystery at Midnight; Due to Tom's mopey behaviour over Becky Aunt Polly decides to 

give him some of her dreaded 'spring tonic'. He later meets with Huck and Jim and they decide to go 

to the graveyard at midnight, to cast a spell to get rid of warts using a dead cat in a sack. When they 

get there they witness a murder by Indian Joe. They swear a blood oath to never speak of it only to 

question themselves when an inoccent man is later arrested for the crime. 

Episode 05: The Pirates; Tom, Huck and Joe Harper decide to run away and become pirates, Tom 

almost gets caught raiding the larder for supplies but manages to get away. The boys head off down 

the Mississippi on a makeshift skiff which they later abandon it to set up camp on an encountered 

island. 

Episode 06: How Nice to be Missed; Aunt Polly discovers that Tom has ran away and calls for 

Contstable Mueller, Mueller finds evidence suggesting that Huck has gone too, so the search begins. 

When the boys see the ferry they hear the cannon going off intermittently, a superstition that makes 

bodies rise to the surface. The boys realise the are believed to be drowned and are racked with guilt. 

That night Tom heads back for home. 

Episode 07: Such a Lovely Funeral; Tom sneaks back home. Hiding behind a couch he hears Aunt 

Polly, Sid and Mrs. Harper sadly reminicing. He hears them speak of a memorial service so heads 

back to the island to tell Huck and more importantly, Joe. 

Episode 08: Muff Potter's trial; Muff Potter is on trial for the murder that Indian Joe commited but 

the boys are bound by their blood oath and stay silent. Later when Muff is about to be convicted the 

boys can take it no longer and speak with the judge. When the truth comes out Indian Joe flees. 

Episode 09: Burried Treasure; Tom and Huck decide to hunt for buried treasure. They start digging 

near an old haunted house. Frustrated with no luck they investigate the house. While the boys are in 

the attic they see Indian Joe and another criminal come to the house. Frozen with fear they hear 

Indian Joe discuss doing one last job. Joe then starts digging and reveals a chest of gold and 

mentions taking it to den number 2. 

Episode 10: Huck is a Hero; Tom and his class mates head for the caves on a picnic. Tom takes beck 

exploring and they end up getting lost. In town, Huck sees Indian Joe and his partner Pard. He 



follows them and discovers they are going to rob Widow Douglas. Huck slips away to tell Constable 

Mueller. 

Episode 11: The Millionaires; Tom and Becky are still lost in the caves getting more scared by the 

minute. A search has finally started for them. Tom sees Indian Joe in the caves and flees with Becky 

further into them, and luckily finding an alternate exit in the process. Contable Mueller orders the 

cave entrance blocked, when Tom finds out he tells Mueller about seeing Indian Joe. They go back to 

the caves and unblock them only to find Joe dead inside. Tom and Huck go back in the caves and find 

the treasure! 

Episode 12: I Want to be Free; Tom and Huck return home with their treasure and the grateful 

Widow Douglas and her sister Miss Watson, will give Huck a home. Huck's money is invested so that 

when he becomes a man he will be a upstanding part of the community. 

Episode 13: Huck Becomes a Victim; Huck sees his father's footprint in the mud and fears that his 

cruel and worthless Pap has come for his money. Huck signs his money over to the Judge who acts as 

trustee. Pap finds Huck and kidnaps him and takes him to an isolated shack. Pap screams he will try 

to get the money himself, so Huck tries to escape in the meantime. 

Episode 14: Huck Gets Away; When Huck is discovered to be missing, Pap is questioned, denying 

everything he is still kicked out of town. Huck manages to free himself and trashes the place in an 

effort to make Pap believe robbers have taken him. pap believes Huck to be dead and informs the 

town. Huck feels he is free at last. 

Episode 15: Huck Finds Jim; Huck is living on Jackson island. He evades people who he thinks are 

looking for him, and later sees a fire, getting closer he realises it is Jim. Jim having seen Huck's 

memorial service believes Huck to be a ghost and is petrified. When Jim finds that it really is Huck, 

he rejoices and tells Huck he has ran away due to hearing Miss Watson say she was going to sell him. 

Episode 16: The Rains Come; Huck and Jim take shelter in a cave to avoid a storm. They stumble 

across a small cabin floating on the water with womens clothing inside, which they take. Jim finds a 

dead man, but refuses to let Huck see the body. Mrs. Loftus in town, tells Huck that men are looking 

for an escaped slave. Huck hurries back to Jim and they quickly head down the river. 

Episode 17: Smallpox; Jim and Huck build a small cabin on the raft to hide Jim. When approached by 

men, Huck says his father has smallpox and is very ill, the men feel sorry for the boy, give him some 

money and get on their way. Later that night the raft is mowed down by a river boat, unable to find 

Jim, Huck believes he is dead. 

Episode 18: Meet the Grangerfords; Wet exhausted and starving, Huck comes across a large stately 

home. A pretty young lady feels sorry for him, the other family members are very wary of him 

however, believing him to be a Shepherdson family member, a family they are feuding with. 

Episode 19: The Thing About Feuding; Huck and Buck Grangerford talk about the feud. Nobody 

remebers how it started, only that it must continue. Huck heads to the river where he meets Jack, 

who leads him to Jim. Huck and Jim have a joyous reunion. 



Episode 20: End of the Feud; Huck learns that Sophia has eloped with Harnet Shepherdson, and that 

the Grangerfords are going to stop the wedding. Huck tries to find Buck but stumbles into a pitched 

battle amongst the families. He tries to help but Buck motions him away, Huck runs knowing Buck 

has been killed and heads off back down the river. 

Episode 21: Meet the Duke and the Dauphin; Huck and Jim encounter a derelict canoe, they fix a 

hole and make it float and Huck uses it to paddle ashore to catch a stray chicken. Two odd strangers 

appear with a posse chasing them, begging for help. Huck lets them aboard and paddles them out of 

danger. 

Episode 22: Where Art Thou, Romeo?; While rehearsing their redonkulous Shakespearean act on the 

raft, The Dauphin falls in the river, but is quickly rescued by Huck. When the show goes on in town 

they are terrible all three night. A crowd gathers demanding their money back, s they all flee back to 

the raft, and on down the river. 

Episode 23: Jim Disappears; Jim gets a 'twitch' and according to him means something bad is going 

to happen. Duke goes into town and Huck looks for food. On return Jim and The dauphin are gone. 

Whilst looking for them he hears of a captured slave and as in turns out, The Duke and The dauphin 

have turned Jim in for the money. 

Episode 24: Huck Sawyer-Tom Finn; Huck decides to go along with being mistaken for Tom by Tom's 

Aunt Sally. When he tells Tom, Tom decides to act as his brother Sid. They see the Duke and the 

Dauphin being kicked out of town and then begin to search for Jim. 

Episode 25: The Rescue; After a botched attempt to rescue Jim the boys decide to tunnel under the 

shack where he is being held. Jim is released at midnight and with the posse in pursuit they all head 

for the river to the canoe, and later to find a doctor for Tom. 

Episode 26: The Whole Truth; Huck finds a doctor who agrees to help treat Tom's leg. Huck and Jim 

are taken back to the Phelps home and the boys tell Aunt Sally who they really are. Aunt Sally 

doesn't belive them but then Aunt Polly arrives to vouch for the boys identity and to tell them that 

Jim has been freed. 
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Hud (1963) 
 

Hud Bannon is a ruthless young man who tarnishes everything and 

everyone he touches. Hud represents the perfect embodiment of 

alienated youth, out for kicks with no regard for the 

consequences. There is bitter conflict between the callous Hud 

and his stern and highly principled father, Homer. Hud's nephew 

Lon admires Hud's cheating ways, though he soon becomes aware 

of Hud's reckless amorality to bear him anymore. In the world of 

the takers and the taken, Hud is a winner. He's a cheat, but, he 

explains "I always say the law was meant to be interpreted in a 

lenient manner." One Hell of a movie, and very nearly perfect. 

Paul Newman, Melvyn Douglas, and Brandon De Wilde star as 

three generations of a ranching family. Douglas is the patriarch, 

stern and strong, but clearly moving ever closer to the end of his 

life. Paul Newman, who plays the title character, is his youngest 

and only surviving son. There is an obvious but unspoken conflict 

between the two of them. In the middle is Brandon De Wilde, actually the film's main character 

(although all the choice acting moments belong to Douglas and Newman, and the yet to be 

mentioned Patricia Neal). His father, Newman's brother, died when he was very young. Growing up 

in Douglas' shadow, he worships the man and tries to emulate his moral code. However, his wilder 

side sees the untamed Newman as a sort of folk hero, and the rare times when he gets to hang out 

with his uncle seem to him to be the best of his life. Patricia Neal plays their maid (brilliantly, I 

should immediately state), after whom both uncle and nephew lust. A different conflict arises from 

this. As Hud, Paul Newman has many chances to be a second James Dean, exploding with emotion. 

Those scenes are excellent, of course, but where Hud succeeds most is at the edges of the screen. It 

is an enormously subtle film. The filmmakers should especially be commended for their amazing use 

of musical score. There is a really beautiful score, but it is never used, not once, to steer the 

audience's emotions. A good 90% of the film has no music in the background. Hud is an American 

masterpiece. 
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Hugo (2011) 
 

Set in 1930s Paris, an orphan (14-year-old Asa Butterfield) who 

lives in the walls of a train station is wrapped up in a mystery 

involving his late father and an automaton. Hugo is an orphan boy 

living in the walls of a train station in 1930s Paris. He learned to fix 

clocks and other gadgets from his father and uncle which he puts 

to use keeping the train station clocks running. The only thing that 

he has left that connects him to his dead father is an automaton 

(mechanical man) that doesn't work without a special key which 

Hugo needs to find to unlock the secret he believes it contains. On 

his adventures, he meets with a shopkeeper, George Melies, who 

works in the train station and his adventure-seeking god-daughter. 

Hugo finds that they have a surprising connection to his father and 

the automaton, and he discovers it unlocks some memories the 

old man has buried inside regarding his past. Beautiful!! I just 

returned home after seeing Hugo on opening day and if I can describe this film in one word, it would 

be beautiful. This film has inspired me in ways that I can't even begin to explain. It's been a while 

since I've seen a film that spoke to me as personally as this film did. I'm a fan of Martin Scorsese and 

he's crafted a beautiful ode to not only cinema but also imagination and in a way, it celebrates all 

the things that help us escape. The world is a scary place and everyone goes through pain and 

suffering but if you just try and learn to dream, find your voice and not be afraid then you would be 

surprised what could happen. I love how this film tells the amazing story of pioneer filmmaker 

Georges Melies who many of today's directors such as Steven Spielberg and James Cameron owe 

everything to. I love his films and I own a box set of his work, it's wonderful to see more people be 

introduced to him and the magic he created that continues to capture the imagination of many. So if 

you love the cinema and magic then I highly recommend this masterpiece. Hugo is really something 

special I think. 
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Huhwihaji Anha (No Regret) (2006) 
 

Sumin is an orphan trying to balance work in a factory with study 

at art college and an evening job. One night a rich young 

businessman tries to proposition him during one of his driving 

jobs. They meet again the next day: it is during a round of 

redundancy cuts at the factory where Sumin refuses an attempt 

by a man (who is in fact the boss' son Jaemin) to save his job. 

Eventually Sumin is seduced into working as a male prostitute in 

an upmarket boy-brothel as Jaemin's obsession with him grows, 

leaving Jaemin helpless in the face of his overwhelming desire. 

This is a film of bold sexuality, where unexpected passion, desire 

and misunderstandings wreak havoc of an operatic intensity. I 

recently purchased this film from dvdfromkorea.com & I have no 

hesitation in saying that it's one of the best films to have come out 

of South Korea in the last few years - and certainly the most 

memorable gay-themed Korean movie. It's also proof that a miniscule budget (of reportedly just 

US$100,000!) needn't compromise artistic standards. The acting is wonderful (including the superbly 

talented Lee Young Hoon, who is simply heartbreaking), and Leesong Hee-il's script and direction are 

top-notch - all the more remarkable when one considers that this was the first feature-length film 

for both men. Yes, the film does take an unexpected narrative shift toward the end - one that may 

strike some first-time viewers as implausible - but subsequent viewings should enhance one's 

understanding of the reasons for this change. And while it's also true that the English subtitles could 

have been better, I certainly had no difficulty following them. A great film - and one that I've 

returned to many times. I can't wait to see what the very gifted Leesong Hee-il comes up with next. 
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Human Trafficking (2005) 
 

Hundreds of thousands of young women have vanished from their 

everyday lives-forced by violence into a hellish existence of 

brutality and prostitution. They're a profitable commodity in the 

multi-billion-dollar industry of modern slavery. The underworld 

calls them human traffic. In Prague, Czech Republic, the single 

mother Helena is seduced by a successful handsome man and 

travels with him to spend a weekend in Vienna, Austria; in Kiev, 

Ukraine, the 16-year-old Nadia is selected by a model agency and 

travels to the United States with the other selected candidates; in 

Manila, Philippines, the 12-year-old American tourist Annie Gray is 

abducted in front of her parents. In common, the girls become 

victims of a powerful international network of sex traffickers 

leaded by the powerful Sergei Karpovich. In New York, after the 

third death of young Eastern European prostitutes, the obstinate 

Russian-American NYPD agent Kate Morozov convinces the Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

Chief Bill Meehan to hire her, promising him that she would fight against this type of crime and that 

he would not regret. When a 16-year-old girl from the Ukraine, a single mother from Russia, an 

orphaned 17-year-old girl from Romania, and a 12-year-old American tourist become the victims of 

international sex slave traffickers, a specialized team of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 

struggles to expose the worldwide network that has enslaved them. ICE agent Kate Morozov knows 

the horror of sexual exploitation first-hand and is dedicated to dismantling the network and bringing 

the ring's kingpin to justice. From a torture chamber in Queens to the flesh-peddlers of Russia, the 

hunt is on as the fates of relentless ICE agents, the ruthless traffickers and their defenseless victims 

collide in a powder keg conspiracy of global proportions. I found the movie very compelling as it 

followed several different story lines, exposing many different facets to the sex trafficking industry. 

The fact that all these story lines were linked to one king pin running an international organization 

was pure Hollywood, but it allowed for drama and suspense as he was tracked by the feds. The wrap 

up and conclusion was also too easy, but again the mission of this film was to educate and spotlight 

abuse in an entertaining forum. This movie delivered. On top of this, I especially appreciated the way 

the graphic scenes were composed. It was hard to watch, ugly, and grotesque. It wasn't played for 

sex appeal, or lurid fascination. It was ugly. Completely appropriate to the reality of the women, 

children, and victims of this abuse. 
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Hunted In Holland (1961) 
 

Tim (14-year-old Sean Scully) comes over to Amsterdam to visit his 

penfriend Piet (Jacques Verbrugge). An Englishman operating as a 

tourist guide is a diamond-smuggler and the boys foil his plans in a 

boat chase. 
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Hunting Venus (1999) 
 

Former pop-star turned con artist Simon Delancey is kidnapped by two fans of his eighties band the 

Venus Hunters, and blackmailed to re-form the band for one final show. It was brilliant. I could 

watch it over and over again. As my video recorder is currently out of action I can't do this at the 

moment. Neil Morrissey obviously stole the show. It's a shame that the TV magazines in England 

didn't seem to give him the credit he deserves! The rest of the cast were also brilliant. Jane Horrocks, 

Martin Clunes etc. As a "child of the 80s" I can relate to what happened then and how it is being 

portrayed now. PS If Neil Morrissey needs his "bits" massaging after the agony he must have 

suffered while in costume he's very welcome at my place! 
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Hur Marie Träffade Fredrik (1969) 
 

This is a children's movie concerning two kids (12-year-old Fredrik 

Becklén) who meet a kangaroo and a donkey, and drive a lot of 

go-carts. It contains nothing at all shocking or sensational in any 

way. "Hur Marie träffade Fredrik" was the first of only three films 

ever directed by Bo A. Vibenius, the other two being the ultra-

sleazy "Thriller - A cruel picture" and the mind-bending "Breaking 

point". Though obviously lacking grim and vengeful sex scenes, 

this film has a surrealist atmosphere similar to that of "Breaking 

point", though that can be explained by the lack of a script for 

reference during production. Another thing worth pointing out 

about this atrociously titled film is that it is super-heavy on 

product placement, so he incorporated many scenes in which the 

children promote certain brands of bread and other products in 

long, long talky sequences. A final thought: Can you imagine what 

terror went through the minds of the parents of the child actors in 

this film just a few years later, when Vibenius's subsequent productions arrived in their unflinching 

sensationsfilm glory? Oh, the horror, the horror. 
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Hush! (2001) 
 

Basics: 2 guys who are gay, one female who is lonely for someone 

to love. The woman approaches 1 of the guys and wants him to 

seed her would be child. Gay guy 1 moves through the movie with 

all the usual angst. Gay guy 2 loves him but is just this side of 

giving up on gay guy 1 because he is too ambivalent. The parent 

and families get involved and all heck breaks loose. I saw Grains of 

Sand a number of years ago, so I decided to see this one at the 

Toronto International Film Fest this year. For me, it was the best 

movie I saw this year. The characters were great - all of them felt 

real to me. The humour in this movie is great. Not much more to 

say except go see it! 
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Hymypoika (Brändö) (Nuoret Jumalat) (Young Gods) (2003) 
 

Walk down any street in metropolitan areas and the 

omnipresence of the Big Brother camera is frightening: cell 

phones now capture all manner of images from friendly to 

horrific, cameras at stores' entries scan customers like a police 

state, police have license plate detecting cameras on their 

vehicles, strolling youngsters and tourists have the ubiquitous 

camcorders recording sights and other people's privacy - the list is 

endless. This strangely mesmerizing film 'HYMYPOIKA' (Young 

Gods) from Finland addresses these facts and builds a story 

around just how invasive and destructive the personal hand-held 

video camera has become. '1984'? Yes, in many ways it is. 

Director Jukka-Pekka Siili has taken an idea from Jaajo Linnonmaa, 

passed it through screenwriter Jukka Vieno, and though Jarkko T. 

Laine is credited as the cinematographer, Siili records this story as 

though he were the one holding the intrusive camera. The technical aspects of the film - black and 

white into color into white noise screen into abrupt movement, odd angles, etc. - are a strategically 

important aspect of the film's success. Taavi (Jussi Nikkilä), the enigmatic 18-year-old lead, has just 

inherited his long-deceased wealthy parents home and estate. It is high school graduation and 

Taavi's birthday, and after his fiends greet him au natural and are arrested (the policewoman Helena 

Pääkkönen - Laura Malmivaara - is attractive and forgiving), Taavi invites his friends to the mansion 

for a wild party. Taavi lives with a recording camera to his eye, a machine that allows his to keep 

interpersonal distance from everyone. Among his friends are Jere (Reino Nordin) who considers 

himself a woman's man, Markus (Jarkko Niemi) who appears the well-adjusted one, and chubby, 

pierced Sami (Ville Kivelä) whose sexuality is ambiguous. The party gets wild, guests sleep around, 

and Taavi records it all! When Taavi's friends discover his deed, a pact is made: each of the four 

young men will videotape their own sexual encounter. This contest begins innocently enough for the 

boys, but when the girls photographed en flagrante discover the ploy, anger erupts and varying 

degrees of tragedy occur. As with many invasive games, this contest progresses to humiliation, rape, 

and worse, and finally leads to the truth about Taavi's secrets about his parents and his own 

personality disorder - all focused on the video camera as the source of evil. The film is daring, 

entertaining, frightening, cruel and dissecting all at once. While many may dismiss this as just 

another example of foreign film exploitational technique, there is much more to the story than 

meets the first encounter. Siili has uncovered truths about our current preoccupation with privacy 

invasion and they are loudly criticized here. This unrated movie is not a film for the squeamish, but it 

is a significant statement that needed to be made. The plot of the movie has been already described 

pretty well in comments by other people so I won't repeat it so extensively here. The other 

comments are however (or at least have been so far) quite positive so I thought I'd add my own 

opinion too since I didn't think this movie was that good. Like I said this movie is based on a good 

idea. In short it's about these 4 guys who get this idea of a sort of a 'game' where they would video 

all of their.. well, intercourses and then watch them together afterwards for fun. As most people can 

probably guess, things end up going very badly wrong and people get very hurt (a girl gets raped and 

one of the guys eventually kills himself). Sadly, the realization of the movie isn't as good as it could 



have been. It doesn't feel believable. I just couldn't buy it that these 4 guys would do the things that 

they are shown doing. The character development feels often unrealistic. It's sort of hard to explain. 

In the movie 'Traffic' the viewer is in my opinion shown pretty believably how people end up making 

bad decisions and end up losing control of their lives. This movie fails in that. As a result, I found this 

movie to be entertaining (often even amusing) mostly because of its general "freakiness" and its 

shocking subject rather than its quality. This movie reminds me of 'Baise Moi' and 'Mauvaises 

fréquentations' both of which are these sort of depressing french dramas where peoples lives 

basically go down the toilet (although 'Hymypoika' has a happier and more hopeful ending). If you 

like this, check them out. Also the movie 'Piano Teacher' has the same sort of feel (and dysfunctional 

characters) in it as 'Hymypoika' has. 
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I Am David (2003) 
 

An extraordinary family adventure, I Am David follows a 12-year-

old boy (13-year-old Ben Tibber) as he boldly escapes from an 

East European prison camp and makes an incredible journey to 

freedom. Fleeing with only a compass, half a loaf of bread and a 

sealed, secret letter he must carry across a continent, David 

cannot forsee the dramatic odyssey that awaits him. From 

stowing away on a ship bound for Italy, to facing his fears of the 

outside world, to the unexpected revelation of his true identity, 

David discovers for the first time the real meaning of courage, 

trust, laughter and hope. 
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I Am Kalam (2010) 
 

An impoverished boy forms an unlikely and unstable friendship 

with the lonely son of a nobleman. The film celebrates the survival 

of the human spirit against overwhelming odds and highlights the 

need for underprivileged children's education. Its a film based on 

former indian president A.P.J. Abdul Kalam and is aimed at 

inspiring the poor to educate their children. A movie which 

reminds me there are hopes still alive between humans. Well the 

movie has something in it. It may start without a hope and 

continues as a normal routine but the way the child strives to fight 

his destiny with hope and hard work will never be calculated. 

People who recognize the talent and can do much to help this kid 

reminds us a current society we are living in. The child being 

truthful ready to take responsibility for his actions not neglecting 

his passion and hard work to get a hold on education reminded 

me of how unlucky most kids are in the third world countries this is not a lesson to kids but a 

realization for all the elders that he can be a successful person not materialistic wealth wise but he 

will achieve what he loves. A small note: the letter which was addressed to Kalam in the climax was 

simple but full of words that can get through anyone. 
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I Bambini Ci Guardano (Children Are Watching Us) (The Little Martyr) 

(1944). 
 

The film follows a 4-year-old boy named Pricò (7-year-old Luciano 

De Ambrosis) as he becomes the subject of emotional folly by his 

fluctuant parents and inattentive relatives. The film follows the 

anguish of the 4-year-old, Prico, after his mother, Nina, leaves his 

father, Andrea, for her lover Roberto. Prico is sent to his aunt and 

then to his grandmother. Nina returns when Prico is sick and vows 

to give up Roberto, even though he persists in seeing her. The 

family situation gradually improves until they take a holiday on the 

Italian Riviera. THE CHILDREN ARE WATCHING US might be our 

favorite De Sica film and one of our favorite Italian films of all 

time. It portrays with delicate sympathy the suffering of a child 

whose parents are separated because of the mother's love affair 

with another man. While the husband and wife are perfectly 

portrayed, by Emilio Cigoli and Isa Pola, the film belongs to little 

Luciano De Ambrosis as the 5-year-old Prico'. His performance, which runs the gamut of joy, anguish, 

and sickly fear, staggers us. But of course it was director De Sica who was to work miracles later with 

the child actors of SHOE SHINE and THE BICYCLE THIEF. The conclusion to this heartbreaking film is 

no less unforgettable than those of De Sica's better-known masterpieces. It is one of the most 

indispensable of movies from Italy's fascist era. And it is shamefully unknown today. 
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I Downloaded A Ghost (2004) 
 

Young Hallowe'en buff accidentally downloads recently deceased 

stand-up comic, who ends up helping her foil two bumbling 

crooks, as well as finishing her haunted house. This was a very 

well made family movie and I was pleasantly surprised. It had 

your typical story line with the outcast kid (Stella) trying to fit in as 

much as possible while the popular gang stops her at every turn. 

The parents that don't understand, the bad guys who find out she 

knows what they are up to and the best friend (Michael Kanev) 

that sticks by her until the very end. 
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I Dreamed Of Africa (2000) 
 

Kuki, a divorced Italian socialite, changes her life after a serious 

car crash. She accepts a marriage proposal from Paolo Gallmann, a 

man she doesn't know well, and she moves to Kenya with him and 

her young son (Liam Aiken as Emanuele Gallmann - Age 7 & 

Garrett Strommen as Emanuele Gallmann - Age 17) to start a 

cattle ranch. Challenges beset her, not the least of which is Paulo's 

love of danger and his leaving for days on end to hunt and fish 

with pals. She must face fierce storms, roving lions, venomous 

snakes, and murderous poachers, and she must find 

accommodation with a neighboring tribe. Her mother entreats her 

to return home. Can Kuki live her dream, tame Paolo, guide her 

son safely past the perils and errors of youth, and serve Africa? 

Nice Premise & Locale, But Story Lacks Spark. As someone who 

loves African scenery and doesn't mind ogling Kim Bassinger, 

either, I was looking forward to seeing this film. It turned out to be disappointing. The scenery 

wasn't nearly what I had hoped, certainly no "Out Of Africa," and the story was, in a word: boring. I 

never quite understood, or was told, a number of things in here, such as how the leading lady "Kuki 

Gallman") in this movie and her husband, financially survived. He was out fishing and hunting with 

his buddies all the time and she was home building some sort of wildlife conversation. One almost 

got to the point of asking, "What's the point of this story?" outside of being some sort of travelogue. 

That's the feel I got; an overly-long documentary about living in Kenya. It gets boring quickly. Given 

the circumstances and scenery, this movie should have been fascinating, but it tedious. I'm not 

surprised it flopped at the box office and video stores. 
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I Epithesi Tou Gigantiaiou Mousaka (The Attack Of The Giant 

Mousaka) (1999) 
 

Around the year 2000, a terrible occurence shocks the city of 

Athens: a huge piece of moussaka appears on the city streets, 

spreading panic and death. Everyone keeps wondering: why, 

where, how, for what reason? But no one can give an answer. I'm 

not going to analyze anything from the script...I can tell you 

though, it's as lousy as it can be. But that was what director Mr. 

Koutras (former musician) wanted to achieve in the first place. The 

idea was to make a hilarious b-movie based on some classic flicks 

right back from the 50's. But the fun part is that he totally 

distorted and humorised every piece of fact that used from that 

period of sci-fi cinema. The movie is fast paced, totally enjoyable 

and became an instant cult from the moment that was released in 

Theaters all around. You know, small budget really takes the 

creator's capabilities a bit further cause of the pressure to 

conclude as fast and as cheaply, the movie, as humanly possible. That's why Koutras made an effort 

to produce something not as corny as a 50's or 60's sci-fi b-flick, but faster, more up to date and 

definitely funnier than any other cult, b-movie film that came out. I think that this director is making 

fun of everyone and he enjoys every last minute of it. The good thing for this film is that the actors 

surprisingly followed the director's guidance and felt free to express their true selves, without having 

to worry about how the movie gonna look to the sci-fi audience that will see it. Finally, one thing I 

can say for sure... that, I had a heck of a good time watching it. 
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I Know My First Name Is Steven (1989) 
 

7-year-old Steven Stayner (9-year-old Luke Edwards) is kidnapped 

a few days before Christmas by Kenneth Parnell. Under the belief 

that Parnell has been given legal custody of him, and that his 

family has moved away, he stays with Parnell for seven years, 

enduring repetitive sexual abuse the entire time. Finally, at 

fourteen (18-year-old Corin Nemec), he returns home to his 

family. "I Know My First Name Is Steven" chronicles the true story 

of Steven Stayner's life after being kidnapped at the age of seven 

and held with his captor for seven years. He returns to the police 

station one night after rescuing another child from his captor. At 

first, he denies the allegations that he was sexually abused, 

however later during the movie it is revealed he indeed was 

abused during those seven years. This film revolves around the 

true story that begins in 1972 with the abduction of 7-year-old 

Steven Stayner, who was snatched on his way home from school by a known paedophile Kenneth 

Parnell. Steven was then kept as the man's son for seven years and forced for endure systematical 

sexual abuse at the hands of his kidnapper. He finally managed to escape when Parnell abducted a 5-

year-old boy whom Steven was determined would not suffer as he had. However, upon his return to 

his real family-- who never gave up that he would be reunited with them one day-- Steven found it 

hard to adjust as he had no understanding of what it was to be part of a loving family. I have since 

read that he was killed in a car accident when he was twenty-nine, tragically snatched away from his 

family for good this time. I first watched this when I was about ten so the abuse went right over my 

head but even then, at that age, I was saddened by how this boy suffered when he was torn from his 

family only to be reunited after the damage has been done to his mind and soul. When I watched 

the film again as a teenage, my sadness was mixed with disgust and anger that the perverted 

monster that was Parnell was allowed to wander around unchecked despite having a criminal record 

for offences against children. It was also horrifying to see what little was actually done to either help 

Steven, as not only when he did try to tell a teacher of his abduction, he was accused of lying and 

being ungrateful but Parnell was able to freely go from town-to-town with a child who was not his 

own and with no-one challenging this. This film depicts both the trauma Steven faces as he grew up 

in such horrifying circumstances and the grief of the parents he left behind but it also shows the 

courage of the Stayners, who all remained strong through everything. As true stories go, I think this 

has to be one of the best films out there and I recommend it to everyone. Do be prepared for your 

blood pressure to soar though when it is revealed that, infuriatingly, Parnell was let off with a light 

sentence for kidnapping and abusing Steven. It certainly shattered my illusions that the U.S. has a 

great criminal justice system that the terribly lax system in the U.K. should take lessons from. This is 

one piece of filth who surely deserved a trip on 'Old Sparky' to fry for those vile acts to a little boy 

who almost loved him as a father to some degree. 
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I Love You Baby (2001) 
 

Boy Meets Boy. Boy gets hit in head. Boy loses boy to girl. What 

will he do? I LOVE YOU BABY takes you places you don't expect in 

its own quiet way, never pushing, just coaxing you along via the 

four charming lead characters. Though its description (on both the 

IMDB and on netflix--where I rented the DVD) sounds 

Almodovarian, I LOVE YOU BABY is a gentle, wise, beautifully 

performed story of love in its many facets--gay, straight, parental, 

friendship--with particular emphasis on exploring the continuum 

from hetero to homosexuality. (The falling disco ball, rather than 

offering some magical means of transformation, simply shows 

how easily we can fall in or out of sexual attraction.) Set yourself 

up, not for a rolling-in-the-aisles comedy, but a sweetly believable 

story of four people whose connections withstand surprising 

complications, including one of the most engaging and credible 

cross-dressing stints in a long while. Santiago Magill (from the fine Peruvian film "Don't Tell 

Anybody"), Jorge Sanz and Veronica Forque (both quite different here from the funny "Why Do They 

Call it Love When They Mean Sex?") and the lovely, young Tiare Scanda all give lustrous 

performances that go deeper than most romantic comedies. Most surprising, given the bizarre 

events, there is not a false step in the entire film because everyone plays each moment for real. I 

LOVE YOU BABY is highly recommended to anyone interested in (or struggling with) issues of sexual 

preference, commitment, and the meaning of love (and who doesn't struggle now and again with 

one of those themes?). An added bonus is the interesting look at the Dominican community in Spain. 

Oh, yes--there's a special treat here for Boy George fans, too. Though I don't know the work of the 

two directors, I am going to search out their other films--fast! 
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I Love You Phillip Morris (2009) 
 

Steven Russell is happily married to Debbie, and a member of the 

local police force when a car accident provokes a dramatic 

reassessment of his life. Steven becomes open about his 

homosexuality and decides to live life to the fullest - even if it 

means breaking the law. Steven's new, extravagant lifestyle 

involves cons and fraud and, eventually, a stay in the State 

Penitentiary where he meets sensitive, soft-spoken Phillip Morris. 

His devotion to freeing Phillip from jail and building the perfect life 

together prompts Steven to attempt and often succeed at one 

impossible con after another. Incarcerated at the state 

penitentiary, con artist Steven Russell (Carrey) meets the love of 

his life: Phillip Morris (McGregor). As a free man, his passion 

results in a series of improbable cons to bust Phillip from jail and 

build the perfect life together. With Nicholas Alexander as Steven's 11-year-old brother. 
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I Mavri Emmanouella (Black Emmanouella) (Emanuelle The Queen) 

(Emanuelle The Seductress) (Emanuelle's Daughter) (Emanuelle: 

Queen Bitch) (Emanuelle: Queen Of Sados) (Emmanuelle: Queen Of 

Sados) (Mayrh Emmanouella) (Secretes Érotiques D'Emmanuelle) 

(1979) 
 

After years of abuse at the hands of her husband, Emanuelle is 

pushed to the breaking point. She hires a hitman to do in her 

husband, but just when she thinks her troubles are at an end, the 

assassin blackmails Emanuelle. As her husband's business partner 

struggles to prove Emanuelle's guilt, and the hitman continues to 

threaten her new found security, Emanuelle struggles to keep her 

name clear, and to keep her naive stepdaughter from becoming 

tangled in the web of danger she has created. The "Black 

Emanuelle" series went from pointless erotica ("Black Emanuelle") 

to the most crass and tasteless Italian exploitation ("Emanuelle in 

America") without ever actually achieving any drama or a real 

plot. This is about the closest the series ever came to a real movie. 

Gemser has a meatier-than-usual role as a trophy wife who has 

knocked off her rich, jaded husband, but is being blackmailed by 

the sleazy character she hired to do it. She falls in love with her late husband's industrialist partner 

(played by Gemser's real husband Gabrielle Tinti), and for some reason keeps around her husband's 

busty mistress, who had helped him sexually torture her and who begins plotting with the 

blackmailer against her. On the other, she seems genuinely devoted to her husband's teenage 

daughter, Livia (thus this movie was alternately called "Emmanuelle's Daughter" to capture the 

lucrative pervert market). The blackmailer, a sleazy looking Greek guy who always has a rose 

between teeth, makes his way sexually through the entire female cast, but isn't necessarily a very 

intimidating villain. The ending of this movie is abrupt and incredibly stupid, but up until then there 

is some genuine dramatic tension, making this slightly more interesting than the typical Emanuelle 

flick. It's not nearly as transgressive and disturbing as some of the Joe D'Amato Emanuelle films 

(although the Italian sleazemeister was peripherally involved in this on the production end). There is 

one unpleasantly graphic, but not entirely gratuitous, rape scene involving an actress of an 

indeterminate, but probably pretty young, age--but no "snuff film" footage, equine masturbation, or 

cannibalism here. Gemser, on the other hand, looks great and really gets a chance to act for change. 

Definitely recommended for Gemser/Emanuelle fans. As for everyone else...well, why are you 

reading this anyway? 
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I Now Pronounce You Chuck & Larry (2007) 
 

Chuck Levine and Larry Valentine are two firefighters. They are 

good friends. However, Larry is a widower (with two small children 

[11-year-old Cole Morgen & Shelby Adamowsky]) and Chuck is 

single. Larry dares Chuck one day to eat a dead rat, but he falls 

from the ladder that he was going to the drop the rat from. Chuck 

saves him but the two are rushed to the hospital and quickly 

recover. Larry calls in that favor big time when civic red tape 

prevents him from naming his two kids as his pension 

beneficiaries. All that Chuck has to do is claim to be Larry's 

domestic partner on some city forms. They think it will be easy 

because nobody will ever know. After Chuck agrees to the ruse 

(though reluctantly so, due in large part to his notorious 

womanizing), the two men go to Niagara Falls to get married, and 

Chuck moves in with Larry and his unsuspecting kids. But an 

official becomes suspicious, and the new couple's arrangement becomes a citywide issue and goes 

from confidential to front-page news. Forced to improvise as love-struck newlyweds, Chuck and 

Larry must now fumble through a charade of domestic bliss under one roof. After surviving their 

mandatory honeymoon and dodging the threat of exposure, the well-intentioned con men discover 

that sticking together in your time of need is what truly makes a family. 
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I Pianeti Contro Di Noi (Planets Against Us) (1962) 
 

An alien race sends cyborgs--made to look like the son of a famous 

scientist, whom they killed when he landed on their planet--to 

Earth to help pave the way for an invasion. I saw I PIANETI 

CONTRO NOI (a.k.a. PLANETS AGAINST US) for the first time in 

many years recently, and was startled to discover that this minor 

Italian/French film may be possibly be the first movie to depict a 

cyborg. As I said in my review of TERROR FROM THE YEAR 5000, 

film firsts should be noted and applauded, even if the films are 

otherwise unremarkable. Viewing it again for the first time since 

the early seventies, I also found the film had some elements of 

interest that, while the film really couldn't be called good, it 

doesn't deserve the ripping Leonard Maltin or the previous 

commentator in this forum have given it. PLANETS AGAINST US, 

also obscurely know under the translation of its French title THE 

MAN WITH THE YELLOW EYES, is about alien race who creates a 

pre-invasion force of cyborgs all copied from the dead body of the dead son of a famous scientist 

who they killed when they forced the plane he was on to crash while over the Sahara. The fact that 

they have used the body of the son of a famous scientist as the model for their cyborgs has no 

bearing on the plot. One cyborg who calls himself "Bronco" shows up in Rome where he mingles 

with the female members of a Bohemian crowd, all whom find the handsome but mysterious and 

distant Bronco fascinating, one of whom is the daughter of a scientist who has invented a 

"paralyzing gas" whom for some reason the aliens want. PLANETS AGAINST US is a moody and 

atmospheric but also rather at times slow moving film with somewhat indifferent direction. The film 

has some elements of NOT OF THIS EARTH and THE INVISIBLE RAY. An alien disguised as a human 

shows up on Earth and like Mr. Johnson NOT OF THIS EARTH, Bronco repeatedly shows ignorance of 

everyday things, and acts cold and distant. Bronco also, in one scene he is bothered by bright lights 

(Mr Johnson was bothered by loud noises.) From THE INVISIBLE RAY, the film borrows the idea of a 

deadly touch. Michael Lemmione is quite good (as far one can judge a dubbed performance) as the 

icy Bronco. His piercing eyes are used to good advantage. Over all, PLANETS AGAINST US is not a 

good film, but it has its moments. 
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I Racconti Di Canterbury (The Canterbury Tales) (Les Contes De 

Canterbury) (1972) 
 

When I was going to see "Canterbury Tales", I knew Pasolini was 

infamous director who made crazy films, that weren't for 

everyone's taste. When I saw it. It was one of those movie 

experiences that change the way you see films. It's not that I 

loved this film, I don't see how I can use word "love" here. It's just 

that from the beginning to the end I couldn't believe my eyes. 

Sequence after sequence, the movie became one of the most 

original films I ever seen in my life. Wife having sex standing on 

her husband's shoulders, woman farting in the face of the young 

boy who loves her, drunken man, pissing on dining people, giant 

ass, that defecates with demons, it's shocking, yes, but it's not the 

point. The point is, we believe every single thing we see on the 

screen. Of course, it's because Pasolini uses natural lightning, 

unprofessional actors, and partly because when there is fucking on the screen, it's not simulation, 

it's real fucking (what other film can be classified as "porn", and also have Oscar-winning costume 

designer in its credits?). But it's not the reason. I always admired Pasolini, because he was one of 

those people, who make others respect them, who have remained hip even twenty years after they 

are dead. And being this incredibly fascinating person, he could put part of the magic that made him 

the person he was into his movies. 
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I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus (2002) 
 

After a boy (10-year-old Cole and Dylan Sprouse) sees a man in 

Santa Claus suit kissing his mother, he thinks that the real Santa 

wants to replace his father, so he goes to prank-war with him. E 

For Effort. I thought the Director forgot it was just a movie and 

was trying to make you think they thought it was real. The way 

they tied up the loose ends was too much. Before that, going over 

and over the premise with the kid and Santa was boring. It would 

have bored one kid actor to pieces. Good thing they had two to 

work with. The worst part was that the parents were just too 

clueless. Even the Grandfather was. They were smart enough to 

make up their tedious side of the story but: try to really 

understand the kid's problems! Sure that was the point of the 

movie, a misunderstanding, but it went to far too many times. 

Anyways, it's just another Modern Christmas Story. Anything beats 

the old cartoons. 
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I Want To Be Famous (1976) 
 

Steve (Stephen Bratt) is the smallest 11-year-old in his class, thinks 

girls are soppy and prefers painting. He creates an exciting but 

violent fantasy world of his own, but in reality he is lonely and 

introspective. Stuart (Stuart Elliot), his best mate, is the most solid 

thing thing about a comfortless world where people argue too 

much - usually about him - and, with studied indifference, both 

boys establish and re-establish their devotion to each other. "I 

Want to be Famous" is a "lost film" that is finally resurfacing after 

more than two decades of neglect (although not yet on video or 

DVD). It concerns Steven, a British kid who thinks football (soccer 

in the U.S.) is "rubbish," preferring to paint pictures or just 

daydream. His unsympathetic dad is disappointed in his son's lack 

of interest in sports and denigrates his artistic inclinations. His mum defends her child and Steven 

must listen to many arguments about which he is the topic. His only solace is his friendship with 

another boy who is good at football but still likes to hang out with Steven. They get involved in 

various kinds of mischief, such as having a mud fight, harassing a band practice and playing "strip 

down naked" hide n' seek." A comparison has been made with this film to the movie, "If...," because 

of the boy's violent fantasies. There is virtually no plot, just a brief view of an unhappy childhood. 
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I Was A Rat (2001) 
 

A little boy (10-year-old Calum Worthy) found wandering the 

streets is taken in by Bob and Joan, a kindly couple. The boy is 

cold, wet and desperate for shelter, but Bob and Joan are 

perplexed by his claims that he was once a rat. Meanwhile, 

rumours are rife at the newspaper about the prince's new love: a 

girl who captivated everyone at the palace ball. Great 

British/Canadian series. A young boy called Rodger is convinced 

that he is actually a rat and lives down a sewer, he remembers 

being at the palace as a footman and seeing a lovely young girl 

called Lady Aurelia who captures the heart of the prince. But 

Rodger remembers her as being a Servant girl called Mary Jane 

who is kind to him when he was a rat. Rodger lives with an Irish 

couple Mr & Mrs. Jones (Tom Conti & Brenda Fricker). Edward Fox 

is great as well in the series as some gentleman who lives at the 

palace, young Rodger eats anything he can lay his hands on, chairs, tables and even pencils, the mini 

series is great and children will love it. With a nice Sunday tea time slot here in the U.K it is made 

jointly by the BBC and Canada. Anyone who loves dramas or fairy tales this is one is for you. 
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I Was A Teenage Faust (2002) 
 

15-year-old Brendan Willy (17-year-old Josh Zuckerman) hates 

himself for being un-cool when he falls in love with the girl of his 

dreams. Enter Mr. Five, a no good tempter from hell, which in his 

last attempt to ensnare a soul before being fried for eternity, 

transforms Brendan into the coolest kid in Indiana, only to find out 

that this contract isn't going to be easy at all. I Was a Teenage 

Faust can be described as surreal... and weird. But I had a good 

time watching it, teenagers tempted by the devil (played by 

Robert Townsend) to gain popularity, fame, good looks and the 

other superficial things. for the family-oriented families, moral 

lessons included! All in all, it was a nice film. I have no negative 

comments whatsoever, because as long as I enjoyed the film, it IS 

a good one. 
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I, Claudius (1976) 
 

The mini-series follows the history of the Roman Empire, from 

approximately the death of Marcellus (24/23 BC) to Claudius' own 

death in 54 AD. As Claudius narrates his life, we witness Augustus' 

attempts to find an heir, often foiled by his wife Livia who wants 

her son Tiberius to become emperor. We also see the conspiracy 

of Sejanus, the infamous reign of Caligula, and Claudius' own 

troubled period of rule. The elderly Roman emperor Claudius 

writes his memoirs, telling of the history of the Roman empire 

through his own period of rule. It begins as Augustus is emperor, 

and his scheming wife Livia will stop at nothing to make her son 

from a previous marriage Tiberius the next emperor. This conflict 

sets the stage for a long period of intrigue and double-crosses 

among the Roman elite, all of it witnessed by Claudius, whose limp 

and stammer cause everyone to think him simple-minded and 

thus leave him alone. But Claudius in fact posesses a very keen intellect, and is determined to see 

justice be done and Rome returned to a Republican form of government. Absolutely glorious series. 

All the actors in this series are in or have been in American films but they have always been 

underrated and are some of the best actors alive. There are more dames and knights than you can 

believe. Derek Jacobi is breathtaking in his performance. Sian Phillips is subtly evil. John Hurt as 

Caligula shines with madness. The sets are unbelievable considering the small budget they had. The 

most shocking thing is that everything in one sense or another is true. These people really did die 

these ways. It will take you completely out of your everyday life and deposit you in the world of the 

Romans. 

 

Series 1 (12 Episodes) (1976) 
 

Episode 01: A Touch of Murder & Family Affairs; Emperor Augustus begins to favor his nephew 

Marcellus over his friend Agrippa, who leaves Rome in protest. Livia wants her son Tiberius to 

become Augustus' heir, so she secretly poisons Marcellus, who eventually dies. Augustus has 

Agrippa return to Rome, and to seal their renewed friendship, he gives Julia, Marcellus' widow, to 

Agrippa to be his wife, infuriating Livia. Nine years have passed. Agrippa is dead and Tiberius has 

been forced to marry Julia. Tiberius' brother Drusus, a general on campaign who favors a return to 

the Republic, smashes his leg by falling off a horse. His condition worsens under the oversight of 

Livia's personal physician and he dies in the presence of his wife, Antonia, and their recently born 

son Claudius. Augustus looks forward to sharing his power with his grandsons Lucius and Gaius when 

they come of age. 

Episode 02: Waiting in the Wings; Gaius has died and Tiberius has been banished to Rhodes for his 

mistreatment of Julia. One day in the garden, the young Claudius catches a wolf cub dropped from 

an eagle's claws, leading a seer to predict that he will protect Rome in an hour of need. Livia tricks 



Lucius into revealing Julia's infidelities and a grief-stricken Augustus banishes her from Rome. The 

death of Lucius in a boating accident ends Tiberius' exile and he returns to Rome to be named, along 

with Postumus, as co-heir to Augustus' throne. 

Episode 03: What Shall We Do About Claudius?; Three Roman legions have been massacred in 

Germania at the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest. Tiberius and Germanicus are dispatched to exact 

revenge. While Claudius is in the library researching his family's history he is advised by Pollio, the 

historian, to play up his infirmities to enhance his place in his family as a harmless fool, and thus no 

threat to anyone. Augustus has determined that Postumus will succeed him as Emperor, but Livia 

overhears this and, with Livilla's help, frames Postumus for rape. Before he is banished, Postumus 

tells Claudius his (correct) suspicions of all the people whom Livia has killed and reiterates the advice 

that Claudius should continue to play the fool. The episode ends with his marriage to Plautia 

Urgulanilla, who is so much taller than Claudius that he becomes the butt of his family's uproarious, 

mocking laughter at their wedding. 

Episode 04: Poison is Queen; Germanicus has defeated the Germans and returns to Rome in 

triumph. Claudius tells him of Postumus' suspicions and Germanicus passes this information on to 

Augustus. On a trip to Corsica, Augustus stops to see Postumus and, now aware of Postumus' 

innocence, promises to change his will in favor of Postumus. Livia learns of this and soon afterward 

Augustus falls ill. He recovers slightly when he begins to eat only food that he has grown himself and 

picked by hand, but his recovery is short-lived, the implication being that Livia poisons Augustus' 

fruit while it still ripens on the vine. A Praetorian officer, Sejanus, is dispatched to kill Postumus and 

Tiberius prepares to take over as Emperor. 

Episode 05: Some Justice; Tiberius, with Sejanus' help, is ruling with an iron hand. Only Germanicus 

is preventing total tyranny, but he dies in Syria under mysterious circumstances. His wife Agrippina 

accuses Piso and his wife Plancina of complicity in Germanicus' death, and they are tried in the 

Senate to avert any subversion of the courts. Martina, the poisoner, reveals to Livia that Germanicus' 

own son, Caligula, aided her in bringing about his death. Threatened in court, Piso blackmails Livia 

and Tiberius with evidence that they approved of Germanicus' murder. Plancina stabs Piso, bringing 

the trial to an end, and Agrippina and her friends have to be satisfied that at least "some justice" was 

done. 

Episode 06: Queen of Heaven; Tiberius now only lives for his perversions, in which Caligula is only 

too happy to join. Sejanus oversees continual treason trials of notable citizens, and sleeps with 

Livilla, who becomes so enamored of him that she poisons her husband Castor to be able to marry 

Sejanus. Sejanus forces Claudius to marry his adopted sister Aelia. Anticipating her coming death, 

Livia confesses to Claudius all of her misdeeds and her fear that they will keep her locked in hell for 

eternity. She also reveals to Claudius that an unpublished Sibylline prophecy claims that he will 

become Emperor and makes him promise to make her a goddess when he rules. 

Episode 07: Reign of Terror; Tiberius has retired to Capri. Sejanus has divorced his wife and 

approaches Tiberius about marrying Livilla. Tiberius refuses but suggests that he could marry Livilla's 

daughter Helen. This infuriates Livilla, who poisons Helen. Sejanus sets his final plans for taking 

power in motion by conniving in the banishment of Agrippina and her son Nero and having her other 

son Drusus arrested. Antonia discovers letters between Sejanus and her daughter implicating them 



in several deaths. Claudius smuggles the evidence to Tiberius. At Caligula's suggestion, Tiberius 

orders Macro to murder Sejanus, his family, and his followers. 

Episode 08: Zeus, by Jove!; Tiberius dies, leaving Caligula and Gemellus as his joint heirs. Claudius' 

life-long friend Herod has returned to Rome in time for Caligula's ascension. Caligula displays signs of 

mental instability, falls into a coma, but then recovers, at which point he declares that he has 

become Zeus. Caligula has Gemellus killed and declares his sister Drusilla his wife and fellow 

goddess. Antonia commits suicide, disgusted with the depths of depravity that her family and Rome 

have sunk to. Fearing that his child will become greater than he, Caligula tries to recreate the birth of 

Athena: as Zeus reportedly did with Hera, Caligula cuts his unborn child from his sister's belly and 

eats it. 

Episode 09: Hail Who?; Claudius is living with the ex-prostitute Calpurnia in meagre circumstances. 

Caligula has turned the palace into a brothel where he sells the wives of high-ranking Senate 

members to the highest bidder during sexual orgies. He takes his legions on a campaign to Germany 

to put down an alleged rebellion and then to the English Channel where he attempts to do battle 

with Neptune. He also makes his horse Incitatus a senator, and forces Claudius to marry Messalina. 

Cassius, a leading general whom the Emperor continually mocks, forms a plan with several others to 

assassinate Caligula. They strike during the games held to celebrate Augustus, killing Caligula, his 

sister and wife Caesonia, and their daughter, Julia Drusilla. While the Praetorian Guard are looting 

the palace, they come upon Claudius and decide to make him emperor. 

Episode 10: Fool's Luck; The leaders of the guard and Herod convince Claudius that he should take 

up the Imperial crown. Claudius in turn convinces the Senate of the same. Cassius is condemned to 

death but the other conspirators against Caligula are set free. Livia is finally deified and made a 

goddess. After successfully bearing Claudius children, Messalina convinces him to share the burdens 

of power with her. As Herod will soon be leaving to take control of the lands in the East that Claudius 

has granted him, Messalina suggests that Appius Silanus, a Senator, be brought in to assist her 

husband. Later her mother Domitia and Silanus marry. Before Herod leaves he warns Claudius that, 

as Emperor, Claudius must trust no one, not his advisors, not his wife, not even Herod himself. 

Messalina attempts to seduce Silanus and tells him that Claudius approves. Silanus then attempts to 

kill Claudius in the hopes of ending the line of depraved rulers. Messalina, with her mother's help, 

convinces Claudius of her innocence and Silanus is put to death. 

Episode 11: A God in Colchester; Claudius is leading his troops in an invasion of Britain. Messalina's 

sexual excesses lead her to challenge the well-known prostitute Scilla to a contest to see who can 

take the most men in an evening; she wins easily. Claudius returns in triumph, and learns that Herod 

has organized a rebellion in the eastern provinces against his rule. Herod believes that he is the "King 

of the Jews", but he dies before completing his plans. Messalina takes Gaius Silius as her lover, and 

they divorce their respective spouses and marry, thinking that Rome will rally around them and 

proclaim them rulers. Forced to act, Claudius' servants Pallas and Narcissus enlist Calpurnia to tell 

the Emperor the truth. In the end he believes them and the conspirators are arrested and killed. As 

Claudius is mourning the fact that all whom he cared for are gone, he learns that the Britons have 

dedicated a temple to him in Colchester making him a god. 

Episode 12: Old King Log; Claudius' benevolent rule of Rome leads the populace to accepting an 

emperor, but Claudius feels that this was a mistake. He decides that Rome must come to hate its 



ruling family, overthrow it, and restore the Republic. To do this, he marries his niece Agrippinilla and 

adopts her son Nero, making him co-heir with his son Britannicus. Because of a prophecy, Claudius 

knows that Nero will become the next ruler of Rome, but he still tries to protect Britannicus, so that 

he may take over later. Ready for his end, Claudius voluntarily eats poisoned mushrooms from his 

wife's fork and dies. Looking for Claudius' will, Agrippina and Nero come upon his autobiography and 

burn it. Lying on his bier Claudius and the Sibyl have a good laugh over the fact that he buried 

another copy of his book to be found later. 
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I, Robot (2004) 
 

Set in a future Earth (2035 A.D.) where robots are common 

assistants and workers for their human owners, this is the story of 

"robotophobic" Chicago Police Detective Del Spooner's (Smith) 

investigation into the murder of Dr. Alfred Lanning (James 

Cromwell), who works at U.S. Robotics, in which a robot, Sonny 

(Tudyk), appears to be implicated, even though that would mean 

the robot had violated the Three Laws of Robotics, which is 

apparently impossible. It seems impossible because.. if robots can 

break those laws, there's nothing to stop them from taking over 

the world, as humans have grown to become completely 

dependent upon their robots. Or maybe... they already have? 

Aiding Spooner in his investigation is a psychologist, Dr. Susan 

Calvin (Moynahan), who specializes in the psyches of robots. It's 

the year 2035, and the community now has the help of robots. 

These robots have three laws integrated into their system. One, they cannot harm a human being or, 

through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. Two, they must do whatever they're told by 

a human being as long as such orders don't conflict with law one. Three, they have to defend 

themselves as long as such defense doesn't conflict with laws one or two. One day, the writer of the 

three laws, Alfred Lanning, apparently jumps out of the tenth-floor window of U.S. Robotics. The 

majority of the Chicago Police Department believe that he committed suicide, but Detective Del 

Spooner (Smith), who hates robots, thinks he was murdered, and the number one suspect is a 

Nestor Class-5 robot who calls himself Sonny. However, if it was Sonny, then that means he would've 

had to have broken the three laws. With the help of Dr. Susan Calvin, Spooner must now discover 

the truth before it's too late. 
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Ice Age 2: The Meltdown (2006) 
 

Diego, Manny and Sid return in this sequel to the hit Ice Age. This 

time around the Ice Age is over and is starting to melt, which will 

destroy their valley. So they must unite and warn everyone about 

the situation. Scrat brought in the most laughter in theaters for 

his extremely positive attitude in getting an acorn. It is difficult to 

create a memorable comic relief character with no lines and Ice 

Age has done an excellent job. After laughing at Scrat's funny 

unsuccessful attempts to get his acorn, we should learn from him 

that life is full of obstacles and should not give up easily. There 

are also a lot of tongue-in-cheek one liners by the main 

characters. Some subtle, some blatantly obvious. I guess some of 

us were smiling away when one of the possums was doing the 

Robert Deniro's gesture made famous in 'Meet the Fockers' 

movie. If there is a scene to be removed, my opinion is the 

vultures' musical piece. I think it does not fit into the movie and is irrelevant. 
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Ice Men (2004) 
 

For the first time since taking possession of the family cabin, 

Vaughn has invited his best friends up for a winter weekend of 

hunting and drinking. But the arrival of unexpected visitors turns a 

simple getaway into two days of life-changing turmoil. When the 

movie first started, it seemed a little slow moving in terms of 

character development and it felt like some of the lines were 

contrived and just weak. I found myself thinking, ho hum...is this 

going to be another mediocre film by Wolfe Video? (Not all their 

stuff is bad, but some of it is terrible.) Fortunately, after a few 

minutes, the stories of the characters begin to unfold and we 

begin to get a sense of identifying with each of them, who they 

are, and why they have come together. I say "each of them" 

because I'm a man and can see a little part of myself in each of 

these characters (whether now or in the past). I won't give any of 

the story away--there are some very tense scenes; however, they are well done. The bright spot is 

that this film is an insightful look at how men interact with each other sometimes, they way we think 

as men and hide things...not just from women, but from other men as well as from ourselves, even 

to our own detriment. Deep down, all men are searching for acceptance. While I wouldn't call this an 

uplifting film, it's also not a downer either. We are left with good feelings. Admittedly, I do think 

there could have been a bit more character/story resolution in the end with some of the characters. 

We're left hanging in some ways...but then again, life is also like that at times, i.e. sometimes, things 

in life happen that we as humans are just not able to resolve, and again, as men, our way of 

resolving them is just to bury them and not talk about them. While not the next big Oscar winner, I 

definitely found this a good, solid, watchable film, and would recommend it. Great performances by 

all the actors, but Ian Tracey really shines as Trevor. His outstanding performance throughout really 

helps bring the whole ensemble together. I could not imagine this film working as well as it did 

without him as Trevor. 
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Ice Princess (2005) 
 

A high-school bookworm transforms into a swan in Walt Disney 

Pictures' "ICE PRINCESS." Brainy Casey Carlyle (Michelle 

Trachtenberg) has never quite fit in. Caught between her fantasy 

of becoming a championship figure skater and her strong-willed 

mother (Joan Cusack), who has her on the fast track to Harvard, 

she can only hope to be like Nikki, Tiffany and Gen (Hayden 

Panettiere)--three elite skating prodigies who are ruthlessly 

competing on the U.S. National circuit (and have attitudes to 

match). But when Casey gets the chance to train with Gen and her 

coach, a disgraced former skating champion who also happens to 

be Gen's mother (Kim Cattrall), she must dash her own mother's 

hopes in order to pursue her dream. Now, with only the support 

of Gen's teenage brother, a hunky Zamboni driver (Trevor 

Blumas), Casey takes on the challenge of her life when she finds 

herself competing against the best to make it into the championship circuit and become a real "ice 

princess." 17-year-old physics whiz Casey Carlyle (Michelle Trachtenberg) is urged by her physics 

teacher to work on a physics project over the summer for presentation to Harvard. As a skater, 

Casey decides on a project that shows the elements of physics applied in competitive figure skating. 

To start, she visits a skating club run by former professional skater Tina Harwood (Kim Cattrall). 

Casey eventually finds that in order to better understand the principles she's using, she will have to 

become her own test subject, and joins the skating school. The more she gets involved, the more she 

falls in love with figure skating...and must ultimately make a choice; Will it be Harvard - which her 

mother (Joan Cusack) and Casey have both dreamed of, or will it be her new dream - as a 

competitive figure skater? Besides what the cynics will see Ice Princess is an undeniable bubblegum 

treat and despite it's sometimes lapse in logic makes an agreeable sports film both emotional and 

intense. Trachtenberg of Buffy fame stars as the title star a physics geek in school whom when 

offered the opportunity to go to college with a scholarship, decides to base her summer project on 

figure skating and the physics proportions of what would accustom special movements and such. In 

that she finds a passion she's long denied herself because of her over bearing, feminist, college 

professor MOM played wonderfully by Joan Cusack whom of course thinks it's just a waste of time. 

The film is of course a clash of overly obvious clichés but anyone seeing this film should know that 

already. But these are the clichés that make movies like this truly inspiring and enjoyable. The film is 

fun, memorable and heart tugging. But the standout addition here is a wonderful performance by 

the still gorgeous Kim Catrall she's still in mean mode but god can she deliver those lines and still 

come off likable ultimately. So throwout what cynics will say about this sleeper treat and go 

experience this gold medal for your selves. 
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Idi I Smotri (Come And See) (Go And See) (1985) 
 

A boy (16-year-old Aleksei Kravchenko) is unwillingly thrust into 

the atrocities of war in WWII Byelorussia, fighting for a hopelessly 

unequipped resistance movement against the ruthless German 

forces. Witnessing scenes of abject terror and accidentally 

surviving horrifying situations he loses his innocence and then his 

mind. Elem Klimov and Aleksei Rodionov's handheld 

cinematography, present the viewer with the mental and physical 

destruction of a boy who changes in front of your eyes beyond 

recognition. Cacophoneous, industrial sounds and sometimes 

cryptic story-elements (for as far as there is a story) contribute to 

this ruthlessly escalating history lesson about Nazi's who burned 

down hundreds of villages in 1943 in Russia. The realism makes 

you wonder how many people were harmed making the film, 

while the score represents the mindnumbing experiences of 

Florya, a tour-de-force performance by Aleksei Kravchenko (16 at the time). All along, somehow 

Klimov knows very well how to prevent the audience from becoming numb. ILM's specialFX are 

smoother, but the FX here in 'Come and see' are so realistic, it's almost unreal: reminiscent of the 

first 30 min of Saving private Ryan, Thin red line (watch the animals), Apocalypse Now and the 

painstaking 'Band of brothers'. Indeed forget about the rest of 'SPR', Platoon and even Full Metal 

Jacket. However, I would like to recommend Deer Hunter (Cimino, 1978) and Hotaru no haka (1988). 

But I never suspected there was something massive like this. 10/10. 
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Idiot Box (1996) 
 

Looking for the fast track out of suburban hell, two natural born 

losers scheme an impossible heist. Mick is slack, cynical, and most 

of all, unemployed. He masterminds the plan while Kev, angry and 

unemployed, gets the guns. Two undercover cops and a highly 

strung speed dealer are not far behind. Idiot Box is a suburban 

tale, mainly about Mick and Kev, two unemployed mates who 

decide that there would be a lot more money for beer if they 

robbed a bank. Throughout the movie, we see them planning 

(with comical precision) the details of the haul. We also witness 

the life of a professional bank robber, and his heroin addicted 

wife, who in a very interesting way, wind up with Kev and Mick. I 

recently described Idiot Box to somebody as an Australian "Twin 

Town". They asked "what's Twin Town?". I replied "a Welsh 

Trainspotting". What could have been a run of the mill movie 

about two likeable hoons on the wrong side of the law (but you root for them anyway), was saved by 

some great flashes of direction and an exceptional performance by Ben Mendelsohn as Kev. it is a 

tribute to his characterization, that no matter how many times I see this film, I find the ending as 

shocking and as moving as the first time I saw it. Kev's motto is great "maximum fear, minimum 

time", but not one I profess to live by. Good music too. 
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Idle Hands (1999) 
 

17-year-old slacker Anton Tobias (Devon Sawa) wakes up one 

Halloween morning to discover that both of his parents have been 

turned into two headless Halloween decorations. After speaking 

to his equally irresponsible friends, Mick and Pnub, he discovers 

that his right hand has a blood-thirsty mind of its own and is hell-

bent on wreaking havoc whether he likes it or not. Anton would 

like very much to go about his daily routine of smoking weed, 

watching TV, and lusting after the girl across the street. The only 

thing stopping him is his demon-possessed right hand which 

seems determined to kill anyone it encounters. After dropping his 

parents and his best friends, the hand sets its sights on Molly, the 

punk rock girl of Anton's affection. Luckily for him, Pnub and Mick 

(his recently deceased buds) are back from below ground to help 

the problem get solved. Only they better get cracking because the 

hand is out for more than just a killing spree. If it gets its fingers on Molly before midnight on prom 

night, her soul is hell-bound. I rented "Idle Hands" and I have to say that it was a GREAT movie! It 

was kind of like "Scary Movie", but better! It was VERY funny!! Devon Sawa, Seth Green, Eldin Ratliff, 

and Jessica Alba were SPECTACULAR! This is a very funny/gorey movie. The acting is funny and great, 

and the directing is great! This is a smash-hit! I loved it! I highly recommend this film to horror fans 

and comedy fans for that matter! I give this film a perfect 10 out of 10!!!!!!! 
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If... (1968) 
 

In an inditement of the British Boys School, we follow Mick and his 

mostly younger friends through a series of indignities and 

occasionally abuse as any fond feelings toward these schools are 

destroyed. When Mick and his friends rebel, violently, the catch 

phrase, "which side would you be on" becomes quite stark. This is 

one of the greatest films ever made, period! I've seen it at least 10 

times, and it still manages to captivate me. The theme of trying to 

break away from the establishment is universal. This is also the 

pinnacle of the British "angry young man" films. This surrealist 

wake up call is not to be missed. 
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Igby Goes Down (2002) 
 

Igby goes down is a personal tale about a 17-year-old misfit boy 

(20-year-old Kieran Culkin) who copes with his mother's cancer 

and his father's insanity by pursuing relationships with older 

women. Truly an intellectual, Igby is a modern day Holden 

Caulfield, and the world he lives in is far removed from the high 

standards of expectation he holds for it. Igby Slocumb, a rebellious 

and sarcastic 17-year-old boy, is at war with the oppressive world 

of his East Coast "old money" family. With a schizophrenic father, 

a self-absorbed, distant mother, and a shark-like young Republican 

big brother, Igby figures there must be a better life out there, and 

he sets out to find it. After happily flunking out of several Prep 

Schools, Igby escapes into the bohemian underworld of 

Manhattan. His darkly comic trip--shared by a deviant cast of 

characters, including his terminally bored, part-time lover Sookie, 

his Godfather's trophy mistress Rachel, and smack-dealing 

performance artists Russel--veers from bizarre to tragic in Igby's ultimately noble attempt to keep 

himself from "going down". I'm very pleased to see other reviewers comparing Kieran Culkin's 

character Jason/Igby to The Catcher in the Rye's Holden Caulfield - while watching the film I was 

thinking the same thing, much to writer/director Burr Steers' credit. This is THE Social Commentary 

movie I have been waiting to see for a long time now - fearless, witty, arch, poignant without being 

sentimental, and, best of all, the characters are not one-dimensional, they all live and breathe and 

we feel the agony they are suffering behind their socially privileged masks. Culkin is especially 

brilliant (and so sad, with his Harry Potter scarf - a young wizard without any magic), but everyone 

shines here - Sarandon, Pullman, Danes, Amanda Peet, Ryan Phillippe, Jeff "how-can-I-be-any-

creepier" Goldblum, and of course Jared Harris, who positively reeks eccentricity without even 

having to open his mouth (but when he does, it's always good too). A fine first film from a 

director/writer who definitely bears watching. 
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Iki Haole: Nico's Hawaiian Adventure (Nico's Adventure In Hawaii) 

(1995) 
 

Directed by MICHAEL MASTERSON Iki Haole is a Hawaiian 

expression and means "my little foreign friend." And friendship is 

the subject of this wonderful short film. 15-year-old Nico, played 

by the Romanian boy actor Nico Almasan, is in sunny Honolulu 

where he quite soon encounters problems with a local ruffian. 

James, played by 24-year-old David C. Naughton, comes to his 

rescue. What follows is both a fine adventure and a splendid 

portrayal of man-boy friendship. Iki Haole takes you to the idyllic 

paradise of Hawaii and to magical places where childhood never 

ends. 
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Ikíngut (2000) 
 

In the middle ages a small Greenlandic boy (Hans Tittus Nakinge) 

comes drifting with an Iceberg to a remote and superstitious 

settlement in Iceland and is believed to be an evil spirit by his 

looks. He saves a young boy (Hjalti Rúnar Jónsson) from an 

avalanche and they become friends. The young Icelandic boy has 

to fight for his friends existence against the ignorant villagers, who 

want him imprisoned or even killed. A beautifully imagined movie. 

Depicting both small town mentality, isolation; peoples 

superstitions in an unpredictable landscape. Hinging on a small 

Icelandic child whose intrigue for the unknown and mysterious 

become a reality in the form of a little child wandering in from the 

iceshelf from Greenland to Iceland. I am not sure if this is 

achievable as my knowledge of this wonderful landscape of 

Iceland could not be further away from my countries. Small town 

superstition sets in due to the un-seasonal weather patterns, and all manner of hi-jinks eventuate 

with some of the funniest/silliest occurances. The moldy wheat being a particular favorite. The two 

child actors along with minor roles of the Icelandic childs sister and her admirer, are true and un-

forced. The older actors seem a little bit on the cheesy side, but credit to them for the sometimes 

silliest of stereo-types. IKINGUT, is a funny, heart warming movie. 
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Ikke Naken (The Colour Of Milk) (2004) 
 

Selma's mother died giving birth to her, and Selma's step aunt is 

living proof that men only cause trouble. So the 11-year-old girl 

makes a deal with her best friends that they will stay away from 

boys and dedicate their lives to science. And by the way, Selma 

was probably born on another planet and not meant to fall in love 

with anyone. But what happens when her friends break the pact, 

and she actually meets a boy who's not like the rest? A beautiful 

story about exploring and finding out about life and what you 

want, and how difficult it can be sometimes. Especially when 

"nature" works against your principles and beliefs. Being my first 

movie in this year's Berlin Film Festival, this was a treat. A story 

about a 12-year-old girl experiencing first love more or less against 

her will, set in rural Norway (beautiful photography). Elin grows up 

in a chaotic family where men and women just don't get along 

with each other. She decides never to be interested in boys and to concentrate on science instead. 

But things change when she befriends a boy who seems to share her interests and a mysterious 

Swede appears. Unlike many other children's movies of this year's festival, "The Colour of Milk" has 

a very light atmosphere and its script sparkles with humour. Rewarded by a Special Mention from 

the children's jury, this is fun to see for both older children and grown-ups. 
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Il Bambino E Il Poliziotto (The Kid And The Policeman) (1989) 
 

Carlo, a police officer, after intercepting a call conducts a drug 

bust at a private party at the upper class apartment of Rosanna 

Clerici and she is arrested. Just as the police and party guests are 

leaving, Giulio, Rosanna's 6-year-old son (Federico Rizzo), comes 

out of his room and asks Carlo where his mother is. Seeing that 

Carlo is the person responsible for his mother's arrest, Giulio tags 

along with him until his mother is freed. Carlo does everything 

possible to have Social Services or somebody look after the kid but 

is told by the Courts that he is the best candidate for his custody 

until a better one is found. Even though Giulio manages to turn 

Carlo's life inside out he ends up getting to like the kid and falling 

for the kid's mother, Rosanna, while she is in prison. It ends with 

Rosanna being released from prison and the three of them going 

out for dinner. 
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Il Boia Scarlatto (Bloody Pit Of Horror) (1965) 
 

A photographer and his models go to an old, abandoned castle to 

shoot some sexy covers for horror novels. Unbeknownst to them, 

the castle is inhabited by a lunatic who believes himself to be the 

reincarnated spirit of a 17th-century executioner whose job it is to 

protect the castle against intruders. Models and photogs go to an 

'abandoned' castle to take pictures for a bunch of book covers and 

find a man living there. He turns out to be the reincarnation of the 

Crimson Executioner...and an insane lunatic. OK, it's hardly 

original, but it's still great. The torture devices were imaginative 

even if the low budget betrayed the execution. (harhar). Mickey 

Hargitay was never the best actor, but he was born for this role. 

And the ladies played the whole brain dead bimbo routine to 

perfection. (At least I hope they were playing.) And I even liked 

the music. Creepy atmospheric stuff. I'm still trying to find a 

soundtrack. Really. The last scene was a corker. Decent camera 

work too. See the DVD if you can, it's COMPLETELY uncut. It also 

has semi-related scenes from Mondo Cane II as an extra. 
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Il Buono, Il Brutto, Il Cattivo (The Good, The Bad And The Ugly) (El Bo, 

El Lleig I El Dolent) (El Bueno, El Feo Y El Malo) (I Due Magnifici 

Straccioni) (The Good, The Ugly, The Bad) (The Magnificent Rogues) 

(1966) 
 

Blondie (The Good) is a professional gunslinger who is out trying 

to earn a few dollars. Angel Eyes (The Bad) is a hit man who 

always commits to a task and sees it through, as long as he is 

payed to do so. And Tuco (The Ugly) is a wanted outlaw trying to 

take care of his own hide. Tuco and Blondie share a partnership 

together making money off Tuco's bounty, but when Blondie 

unties the partnership, Tuco tries to hunt down Blondie. When 

Blondie and Tuco comes across a horse carriage loaded with dead 

bodies, they soon learn from the only survivor (Bill Carson) that 

he and a few other men have buried a stash of gold in a cemetery. 

Unfortunately Carson dies and Tuco only finds out the name of 

the cemetery, while Blondie finds out the name on the grave. 

Now the two must keep each other alive in order to find the gold. 

Angel Eyes (who had been looking for Bill Carson) discovers that Tuco and Blondie meet with Carson 

and knows they know the location of the gold. All he needs is for the two to lead him to it. Now The 

Good, The Bad and The Ugly must all battle it out to get their hands on $200,000 worth of gold. The 

Good is Blondie, a wandering gunman with a strong personal sense of honor. The Bad is Angel Eyes, 

a sadistic hitman who always hits his mark. The Ugly is Tuco, a Mexican bandit who's always only 

looking out for himself. Against the backdrop of the Civil War, they search for a fortune in gold 

buried in a graveyard. Each knows only a portion of the gold's exact location, so for the moment 

they're dependent on each other. However, none are particularly inclined to share. A sprawling 

Western epic that follows the adventures of three gunfighters looking for $200,000 in stolen gold, 

Sergio Leone's 'The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly' is a masterpiece, one that continues to get better 

and better with each viewing. In a way, it's a morality play, weighing the consequences of good and 

evil, but it does so in a realistic manner. Sometimes, crime does pay, at least in the short term, and 

sometimes good does go unrewarded. This film probably signaled the death knell of the traditional 

John Wayne 'White Hat/Black Hat' Western. The three main characters make the film. Lee Van Cleef 

('The Bad') is evil personified. Totally ruthless, he'll do whatever it takes to get what he wants. Clint 

Eastwood ('The Good') is the Man With No Name, not really 'good' in a traditional sense...but he has 

a certain sense of honor and tries to do the right thing. (Watch the scene when he gives a dying 

Confederate soldier a puff of his cigar - powerful, and it sums up everything that the Man With No 

Name is all about, without saying a single word.) Eli Wallach ('The Ugly') is Tuco, and he's easily the 

most complex - if not the best - character in the film. All impulse and rage, Tuco spins wildly 

throughout the movie, stealing, lying, pretending to be Clint Eastwood's best friend in one scene, 

trying to kill him in another - Tuco truly represents 'the ugly' side of people. The movie is long, but 

there's not a wasted scene in the film. Each one slowly lets the film unfold with a certain style and 

grace, revealing more about each character and what's going on. The pacing is incredible, as is the 

direction - Sergio Leone manages to build a lot of uncomfortable tension in the film, keeping the film 



from ever getting predictable. Any typical Western cliché that you can possibly think of is either 

given a unique twist or utterly destroyed by Leone's masterful storytelling. Of special mention is 

Ennio Morricone's score, which is absolutely perfect. Two scenes - one in a Union prison camp, one 

in the climatic gunfight in the cemetery at the end of the film - are amazing on their own, but they 

become absolutely astonishing with combined with Morricone's powerful score. This movie is 

absolutely brilliant. If you haven't seen it yet, I strongly urge to do so. Immediately. (And then, go 

watch 'Unforgiven'...in a way, I think that 'Unforgiven' is the sequel to 'The Good, the Bad, and the 

Ugly' - it's the story of what eventually happened to the Man With No Name.) 'The Good, the Bad, 

and the Ugly' is easily one of the best Westerns ever made. 
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Il Conformista (The Conformist) (Le Conformiste) (Der Große Irrtum) 

(1970) 
 

This story opens in 1938 in Rome, where Marcello has just taken a 

job working for Mussollini and is courting a beautiful young 

woman who will make him even more of a conformist. Marcello is 

going to Paris on his honeymoon and his bosses have an 

assignment for him there. Look up an old professor who fled Italy 

when the fascists came into power. At the border of Italy and 

France, where Marcello and his bride have to change trains, his 

bosses give him a gun with a silencer. In a flashback to 1917, we 

learn why sex and violence are linked in Marcello's mind. 

American film audiences have rarely had the opportunity to view 

Bernardo Bertolucci's The Conformist in its original widescreen, 

non-dubbed theatrical release version. Although a restored print 

of the film has recently been shown at American film festivals, The 

Conformist remains unavailable on DVD. Its faded, butchered, and 

dubbed VHS/laserdisc release is long out-of-print, just about impossible to find, and a desecration 

not worth viewing in any case. Fortunately, I happened to view (and videotape) a widescreen, non-

dubbed print of the film shown some years ago on a cable premium movie channel. No film lover 

should pass up an opportunity to see this film in any form approaching the director's intentions. A 

comparison of Bertolucci's The Conformist with the novel by Alberto Moravia from which it was 

adapted illuminates much about the ambitious style and structure of the film. For instance, 

Bertolucci chose not to follow the novel's omniscient point of view. Instead, he uses the intensely 

subjective and heavily unreliable point of view of the story's main character, Marcello (Jean-Louis 

Trintignant), a child of decadent aristocracy who embraces fascism, not from ideological 

commitment but from a desire to blend in with his social surroundings. Bertolucci also structures the 

film's plot in a non-linear manner rather than emulating Moravia's chronological narration. This 

strategy yields a film equivalent of the modern novel's characteristic "stream-of-consciousness" 

technique, whereby the inner workings of Marcello's mind, his desire for "normality" at all costs, are 

plumbed in a fragmented series of recollections held together by psychological association rather 

than direct cause and effect. Bertolucci's approach transforms Moravia's rather conventional, socio-

political novel into a much more intimate and complex psychological study of the protagonist. The 

film's subjective point of view emotionally intensifies the formative and revealing experiences of 

Marcello's life such as his encounter as a young man with a male seducer, his shamed alienation 

from his parents, his deliberate courtship of and marriage to a shallow bourgeois young lady, and his 

ambivalent relationship with his anti-fascist former professor and the professor's liberated, bisexual 

wife. Two plot alterations from the novel are also worth noting. One is in the manner and location of 

the assassination of the professor and his wife, which occurs much more matter-of-factly in the 

novel. Bertolucci changes the setting to an isolated, snow-covered stretch of countryside where 

Marcello witnesses the execution and, by doing nothing to prevent or protest it, becomes morally 

complicit in the act. A second change involves the plot outcome for Marcello himself. Whereas in the 

novel Marcello and his family are killed by Allied bombing while attempting to flee Rome, the film's 

ending is much more open and ambiguous. Technically, The Conformist's indisputably brilliant 



cinematography, directed by Vittorio Storaro (Apocalypse Now), combines with some of the finest 

low budget set decoration in film history to poetically evoke a 1930s European setting that seems 

simultaneously real and surreal. Such scenes as the blind persons' ball, Marcello's meeting with his 

father in a stadium-like insane asylum, his walk through the Italian fascist government building, and 

the justly famous low-angle shot of blowing leaves are either hauntingly lyrical or startlingly 

nightmarish or, often, lyrical and nightmarish simultaneously. Many shots in the first two thirds of 

the film are skewed by slightly oblique camera angles to suggest that we are seeing a reality shaped 

by Marcello Clerici 's selective, distorting memory. This visual style radically shifts once the climactic 

assassination takes place and Marcello's consciousness is absorbed entirely into the film's present 

time. George Delerue's musical score and other elements of the soundtrack also greatly enhance the 

wonderfully nuanced mood shifts within and between the complex narrative strains of the plot. 

Quite simply, The Conformist is an unforgettable masterpiece of the highest order. 
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Il Decameron (The Decameron) (Le Décaméron) (Decameron) 

(Decamerone) (1971) 
 

An adaptation of nine stories from Bocaccio's "Decameron": A 

young Sicilian is swindled twice, but ends up rich; a man poses as a 

deaf-mute in a convent of curious nuns; a woman must hide her 

lover when her husband comes home early; a scoundrel fools a 

priest on his deathbed; three brothers take revenge on their 

sister's lover; a young girl sleeps on the roof to meet her boyfriend 

at night; a group of painters wait for inspiration; a crafty priest 

attempts to seduce his friend's wife; and two friends make a pact 

to find out what happens after death. Pasolini is up to his old 

tricks satirizing the Church, and throwing in liberal doses of life 

and love. The erotic and more or less picaresque stories of which 

this movie is composed is based upon a collection of tales written 

in the 14th century by Bocaccio an Italian writer already called the 

Voltaire of 14th century. In the Middle Ages there was a tendency 

later abandoned, of considering erotic adventures under a humoristic point of view. The most 

common "hero" of those tales was the cuckold husband. I'm not a great fan of Pasolini. However this 

movie is more or less successful in depicting a series of funny situations related with erotic 

entanglements. Its merit is more due to the narrative form than to the stories itselves some them 

less funny than others. But the composition of the successive scenes develops in a series of pictures 

full of colour and movement portraying the people in the streets in a realistic way, showing popular 

types such as peasants, merchants, priests, nuns, etc. most of them with no make-up at all which 

contributes to create a vivid atmosphere that really puts us in the middle of a mediaeval scenery. 

Not a masterwork but something worth to be seen anyway. 
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Il Fiore Delle Mille E Una Notte (Arabian Nights) (A Thousand And One 

Nights) (Flower Of The Arabian Nights) (Les Mille Et Une Nuits) (1974) 
 

An erotic version of Arabian Nights. In this film inspired by the 

ancient erotic and mysterious tales of the Middle East, the main 

story concerns an innocent young man who comes to fall in love 

with a slave who selected him as her master. After his foolish 

error causes their separation, he travels in search of her. Various 

other travelers who recount their own tragic and romantic 

experiences include stories of a young man who becomes 

enraptured by a mysterious woman on his wedding day, and a 

man who is determined to free a woman from a demon. 
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Il Ladro Di Bambini (Les Enfants Volés) (Gestohlene Kinder) (The 

Stolen Children) (1992) 
 

Antonio, a policeman (carabiniere), has an order to take two 

children (Rosetta and her brother Luciano [Giuseppe Ieracitano]) 

from Milan to Sicily to an orphanage. Their mother has been 

arrested for forcing Rosetta (11-year-old) to work as a prostitute. 

First the relation between Antonio and the children is tough, but it 

relaxes so they become temporary friends. 
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Il Paese Delle Spose Infelici (Annalisa) (2011) 
 

Poison, fifteen years, frantic pedaling on his bicycle to keep up 

with his new friends. They are different from him, are the children 

of the street, prancing bite with their scooters and challenging 

each other on the football field in the dirt of their team, the 

Cosmica. Cimasa, and Capodiferro Natuccio have an undisputed 

leader, Zaza, a real talent in football. Their general Cenzoum the 

coach, is confident that sooner or later a club is important to 

notice him and take him away from the squalor of life shared with 

his brother Graziano, a small drug dealer who, taking advantage of 

his young age, often used as courier. 
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Il Pianeta Degli Uomini Spenti (Battle Of The Worlds) (1961) 
 

A stray planet on a collision course with Earth instead takes orbit 

around our blue marble. What seems like a dead planet suddenly 

launches a fleet of flying saucers which attack our space fleets. 

Men & women in rocket ships near Mars gasp "Inverting... 

course... 180... degrees..." in high-gee maneuvers. Meanwhile, the 

offbeat scientist (Claude Rains) shouts at the labcoats who have 

invaded his greenhouse (where he spends his time tending flowers 

and scribbling math in chalk on the pots): "Back you madmen! I 

have one advantage over all of you! Calculus!" Sine waves and 

music are eventually used to talk to "the outsider." I happened to 

see this many times in the 1960's, at kiddie matinees in the 

theater. Imagine 50 cents for a triple feature every weekend, for 

years on end. There were a lot of dog films, but this one stood out 

with decent f/x and unique sound effects. It's one of the earliest 

space-operas depicting dog fighting ships in space, preceded only 

by the 1959 Toho production of "Battle In Outer Space". Say what you want about the bad voice 

dubbing and the unknown Italian cast. Films like this were not being produced in the U.S. during this 

period, due to lack of effects technology, and budget constraints. At the time, it was a bold attempt 

in a genre that was just beginning. Jaded modern viewers should see this in context within the 

history of fantasy films. Pure science fiction was rare during this period, and a treat for fans at the 

time. Claude Rains has some very good dialouge, as a cynical mathmatician guiding efforts to thwart 

alien invaders. The ships are well conceived, with the footage re-used in later films. Unfortunately, 

the editing is choppy and the video transfers that exist are very poor. It would be nice to see a 

widescreen restoration. 
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Il Più Bel Giorno Della Mia Vita (The Best Day Of My Life) (2002) 
 

The lively goings-on of a modern family seen through the eyes of a 

young girl just about to receive her first Communion. This really 

poetic film tells the story of an italian family. It is the story of a 

grandmother, Irene, her two daughters, Rita and Sara and her son, 

Claudio. Sara is a woman who is not able to trust of any man and 

she is always worry for her son. Rita, who has two daughters, is 

living the end of her marriage and is in love with a veterinary 

surgeon. Claudio is a gay and he doesn't try to manage this fact in 

a good way. At the beginning the relationship inside this family are 

very formal, everyone tries to hide his deep feelings but, little by 

little, the impossibility to live a daily life behind a mask determines 

a change in the behaviour of all protagonists. However this change 

is not without suffering. Irene herself, who at a first glance seems 

to be a woman without uncertainty and always tried to give 

serenity to all his family, suddendly realizes that her life was full of masks too and that suffering and 

uncertainty are elements of every life. 
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Il Sapore Del Grano (The Flavor Of Corn) (1986) 
 

A young teacher lands his first job in a small Italian village, there 

finds one of his 12-year-old pupil Duilio (Marco Mestriner) almost 

obsessively drawn to him. A strong bond forms between the two, 

but the boy's stepmother grows to question its nature, suspects it 

is more than platonic. The professor is then forced into a 

pondering over his sexuality, making sense of the feelings he 

holds for his young friend. Very well done from all perspectives; 

an almost perfect psychological examination of a boy's first love 

and a man's realization that he might be more than attracted to 

women. Exists somewhere between Death in Venice and For A 

Lost Soldier. 
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Il Saprofita (The Profiteer) (1974) 
 

In a Puglia country, the young seminarian Hercules lives in a 

middle class family in shambles, as the plant organism that feeds 

on decaying organic matter, said saprophyte. Priest failure, he 

goes for the driver and the sick-nurses in a wealthy family and 

becomes the lover of the noble Baroness Clotilde. In a nutshell, a 

failed mute priest went to be the housekeeper/driver of a wealthy 

household and screwed every female in the family. The disabled 

and obnoxious young master idolized him but also competed with 

him for female attention. In the end, the mute pushed young 

master down the stairs and left. 
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I'll Always Be Anthony (1996) 
 

Chronicles the life of a gay man named Anthony. Filming Anthony 

Saladino's story from childhood to adulthood, director Vincent 

Prezioso uses stylized and abstract visuals which differentiate the 

film from more straightforward coming-of-age films. Essentially a 

film about a friendship between the gay Anthony and his straight 

friend, I'LL ALWAYS BE ANTHONY puts a new spin on what is a 

perhaps a too-often recycled story. 
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I'll Be Home For Christmas (1998) 
 

A college student (17-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas) 

experiences difficulty in getting home for Christmas after being 

hazed by his friends. While struggling to get home in time for 

Christmas, he learns quite a bit about himself and the true 

meaning of the holiday. From 1994-1998 movie producers were 

obsessed with turning JTT into a major film star because he was 

the voice of the Lion King. With the exception of the Lion King, 

every film Thomas would star in did poorly at the box office. This 

film was no exception. Producers have made the same mistake 

with stars like Jennifer Love Hewitt and Giovanni Ribisi just to 

name a few. It's amazing it can take up the 3 duds to show an 

actor has no star power. I might be wrong but I don't think 

Thomas has had a starring role since this film. After this dismal 

failure, filmmakers must have since the light a realized Thomas 

was such an overrated child actor that had grown up. 
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I'll Remember April (1999) 
 

Some young boys (13-year-old Trevor Morgan [Duke Cooper], 11-

year-old Haley Joel Osment [Peewee Clayton], Richard Taylor 

Olson [Tyler Walker]) find a shipwrecked Japanese sailor during 

World War II and struggle with the decision to save him. This 

movie, set in a Pacific coast town in the early days of WWII, is 

about war and stereotypes and racism. It's also about kindness 

and loyalty and small heroic acts performed by ordinary people. 

The main character is a boy, played beautifully by Trevor Morgan, 

who is dealing simultaneously with fears about his brother's fate 

as a soldier in battle, the impending loss of his best friend to the 

shameful internment of Japanese-American citizens, and his 

involvement with a marooned Japanese sailor who saves him 

from drowning. Morgan handles the complicated role with 

aplomb, and even manages not to be upstaged by Haley Joel 

Osment, which is no mean feat in itself! If I were introducing this period of history to students, from 

junior high to undergraduate school, I can think of no better kickoff than showing "I'll Remember 

April" along with "Snow Falling on Cedars" as companion pieces to stimulate serious thought and 

discussion. 
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Iluzija (Mirage) (Seasons Of Hope) (2004) 
 

As Macedonia faces its difficult transition, a boy (14-year-old 

Marko Kovacevic) escapes into a world of his own creation. 

"Mirage" focuses on the experience of a 12-year-old boy living in 

contemporary Macedonia. This film shows the extraordinary 

vulnerability of boys -- those beings who will become "our men" -- 

to the savagery of abuse and hypocrisy, at home and at school, 

and in society. All of these assaults are, like war itself, direct 

attacks on all children, of course, but especially on boys -- 

something we are just beginning to wake up to understanding. 

Here we see all the promise and hope and persistence that boys 

offer freely and without strings attached being battered, 

humiliated and finally overwhelmed by meanness born of 

resentment, cowardice where there should be tender, savvy 

guidance, and neglect by distracted, emotionally (and 

economically) impoverished parents. Macedonia, yes, -- but the 

setting could have been any neighborhood in the United States that is clouded by poverty. The lead 

is a awesome performance -- just heartbreaking -- by Marko Kovacevic. We watch this this boy, this 

surprise in the midst of banality and misery that every boy springs on us and which should delight us 

and perhaps could save us -- we watch him methodically terrorized and hurt. We see his hope and 

optimism annihilated. At first, sheer bewilderment at unremitting harshness forces his head to hang 

low -- again and again -- until, finally, it rears up after "just too much" and he looks at us, and acts. By 

then he is an early version of Paris (played by Nikola Djuricko), the man he will become, who was 

able just barely to promise Marko a way out -- but then lets him down. For starters, let this film be 

seen by every school teacher in the United States, then every father, and if the schools themselves 

can find the courage, by every kid in junior and senior high school in America. 
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I'm Going To Tell You A Secret (2005) 
 

Chronicles Madonna's 2004 Re-Invention World Tour and "new" 

Madonna. The documentary "I'm Going To Tell You A Secret" is 

beautifully shot and is quite inspirational. Uplifting and optimistic, 

it takes you on a journey from the beginning to the end of the 

creative adventure of this project. It is a more mature Madonna 

that allows the viewer to see a certain side of her that has long 

been developing. Those who were expecting something more 

playful like her other documentary projects, they will be 

disappointed, but shouldn't be surprised because it is nothing like 

anything you have seen from Madonna before. Many people will 

ask, "what is her secret?" Is it metaphoric or was it an attention 

getter? The documentary is a revelation of the essence of her 

happiness -- her family and spirituality aside from all things 

material. 
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Ima, Ai Ni Yukimasu (Be With You) (2004) 
 

Mio's death leaves husband Takumi and 6-year-old son Yuji 

(Akashi Takei) fending for themselves. Taku occasionally suffers 

fainting spells, is disorganized, and fears that his health hindered 

Mio's happiness. Yuji overheard relatives speculate that his 

delivery compromised her health, and he blames himself for her 

death. Mio left him a picture book in which she departs for "The 

Archive Star" but re-appears during the rainy season the following 

year, and he eagerly awaits her return. Taking a walk in the forest 

outside their house, Taku and Yuji find a woman sheltering from 

the rain and immediately accept her as Mio. She has no memory 

or sense of identity, but comes home to live with them anyway. 

She asks Taku how they met and fell in love, and he recounts a 

tale of years of missed chances starting in high school until she 

encouraged their marriage years later. As the rainy season nears 

its end, Yuji finds the "time capsule" he hid with his mother before her death. Mio's diary is inside, 

and its version of the romance holds the answers to the mystery. I have seen this movie in cinema 

twice already, a thing I rarely do as most movie could be available in DVD very soon. But after I 

learned that the DVD only be available after 24/6 in Japan, I have no choice but to go see it again as 

the urge inside me is so strong. Every time when I think about the movie, I almost shed tears every 

time when I reasoning what a decision Mio had been made. It is such moving that I wish it will be 

happened in real life. The second view was still amazing, despite that fact that I know the plot 

already. There are still a lot of subtle things which are hard to notice during the initial view but 

reveal to me now. Every single dialog of Mio talk to Takumi and Yuji during the latter half revealed a 

deeper meaning to me after I understand the rationale behind. But I won't give out the plot of Mio 

as I felt it is a shame or guilt to do so, people should watch it themselves, feel touched and moved 

and being heartwarmingly satisfied when the end credit rolls. Only thing I can reveal is that I have 

paid special attention of what Mio wear during her first appear... I immediately search all the stores 

after first view and bought the sound track and the CD that contained "Hana" sung by the band 

Orange Range. I have watch the MV of Hana too that song is amazing and that the lyric meaning is so 

touching that I nearly cry when I watch the MV alone. I recommend all who happen can come across 

with this movie to view it. It is not a movie to be missed. However the initial DVD produced in Japan 

have no other subtitle other than Japanese, which is bad as I want to sent a copy to my American 

friend. This film is indeed a miracle and should be seen by as many people as possible, not just Asian. 
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Imaginary Heroes (2004) 
 

The Travis family façade is destroyed by an event 

incomprehensible to them -- an event which will open locked 

doors and finally reveal the secrets that have haunted them for 

decades. Imaginary Heroes is clearly the best film of the year. It 

was a complete and utter joy to watch. I was riveted. The whole 

audience up at the Sunset Five was riveted, when the film ended 

no one moved, spoke, nothing. I think this film is a perfect 

example of the of the power that drama has. Especially in so much 

as it sets an example of the quality of drama/ work of this younger 

generation. There were moments in your film, many, like at least 

seven, where I was struck by such a great amount of beauty, 

emotional beauty, that I actually couldn't breathe for a while. And 

for a catharsis junkie like me, that's about the best censorial 

experience I could ask for. It is the result of powerful, masterful 

storytelling and direction. Like heavyweight stuff, like Burtolucci and those guys. Each element of the 

film fit tightly together. There were no missteps at all. The cast was amazing. I have been a huge fan 

of Emile's and Ryan's for a long time, and I thought they have never been better. I was/am/will be 

continuously stunned by this film. And I promise I will drag every person I know to see it. It should be 

seen. It should win awards. 
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I-Man (1986) 
 

When a man is exposed to an alien gas, he acquires the ability to 

heal instantly and survive any injury or toxin. This was a sci-fi show 

about a guy and his son having super human healing powers. They 

got this power from being too close to a van that had some kind of 

chemical in it and it exploded, causing the guy to be badly burned 

and having to go to the hospital. The burns soon just healed 

magically. An ordinary single father, who can't seem to hold a job 

due to his stress ulcers, and his son are exposed to gasses brought 

back from another planet by a NASA space probe. The gasses 

allow them to heal at incredible speeds, but they are susceptible 

to passing out in full darkness. The father is recruited to stop a 

madman who has stolen laser technology that is imperfect and 

liable to explode. Teamed with a beautiful agent, and with his son 

tagging along, can he prevent the destruction of most of California 

and it's northern suburbs? 'Scott Bakula' (qv) plays a cab driver who is exposed to a mysterious gas 

and soon learns he is able to heal just about any wound (he is shot soon after the gas exposure) and 

has become "indestructable". Unfortunately for him, if he is kept in total darkness, his cells will die, 

along with the rest of him (he finds this out when the doctor who has been testing his blood keeps 

finding all of his cells in the petri dishes die after she pulls them out of the freezer or whatever dark 

place she was keeping it). At some point, he becomes a secret agent and must retrieve a stolen laser. 

This was a Disney Sunday movie which aired on April 6, 1986. With 13-year-old Joey Cramer (as Eric 

Wilder) & 12-year-old Ian Tracey (as Robbery Youth). 
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In A Land Of Plenty (2001) 
 

In 1952 ambitious industrialist Charles Freeman whisks naive 

young Mary off her feet and marries her. They move into the big 

house overlooking the town where Charles' engineering factory 

dominates the landscape and, in quick succession, three sons 

(Simon, James and Robert) and a daughter (Alice) are born. 

Exhausted by motherhood and disillusioned with marriage to a 

man whose greatest romantic passion is reserved for his factory, 

sensitive wayward Mary seeks solace in poetry and drink. The 

marriage stumbles, the children swing between the heady 

sunshine of joy and the pain of neglect. Within a few years the 

family is fractured by the tragedy of Mary's suicide and each of the 

siblings sets out to find their place in a world stained by events 

from their childhood. The oldest son, Simon, initially strives to 

please and imitate his father by going into the family business. 

James is trapped by his mother's favor! A 10 part adaptation is 

pretty rare these days, and this one certainly does justice to Tim Pears' book. The story of the 

Freeman family over 40 years is a sort of latter-day Forsyte saga, but a good deal rawer and less 

genteel; more like Thomas Manns' Buddenbrooks, perhaps. The film medium is exploited to the full 

and the literary origins well hidden. There is some wonderful photography, especially at night in and 

around the Freeman's ornate mansion. Seen mostly through the eyes of middle son James (Shaun 

Dingwall), whose solace is photography, the story is told in a very visual way, despite the occasional 

voice-over. Most of the acting is totally convincing, Robert Pugh's overbearing father, the doomed 

mother (Helen McCroy), screwed up kids each carrying psychic wounds despite the affluence and big 

Sunday dinners, and the servants, who play a crucial role in the family history. Behind the family 

story is the historical background, particularly the social and economic changes in Britain since the 

Second World War. We go from the Macmillan Era ('you never had it so good') to the industrial 

conflict of the Thatcher years ('there is no such thing as society'), and we see the migrant influx and 

its effects and the decline (or at least loosening up) of the class system. But the family story is central 

here; a number of things contribute to the unhappiness but identifying them is not always easy. 

Simon (Tony Maudsley, brilliant), the oldest, being both gay and not suited for business is obviously 

going to have trouble with his father, who sees him in dynastic terms, and Simon, with artistic rather 

than practical abilities is not going to get on with him either. But it is not easy to explain Robert 

(Stuart Laing), the wildest and most destructive brother. He just seems bad from the beginning, and 

grows up worse. The daughters, for some reason, are less troubled. Just why family relationships 

grow or wither is one of life's eternal mysteries, but it's certain they are not static, a point dynasts 

like Charles Freeman cannot grasp. They see families as extensions of themselves when in fact the 

members, like all of us, are water boatmen in the river of life. The emotions generated in this series 

ring very true, and remind us how little of our destiny we really control. A sweeping story of a family 

through the generations. Transmitted on BBC Television in Spring 2001. Starring Robert Pugh, Helen 

McCrory, Lorraine Ashbourne, Shaun Dingwall and Kathleen Byron. Adapted by Kevin Hood and Neil 

Biswas from the novel by Tim Pears. When it comes to period drama, the BBC can't be bettered, and 

In a Land of Plenty is something really special. The nine episodes of this dramatic family saga follow 



the fates of the Freeman family from the 1950s to the 90s. Wealthy engineering firm owner Charles 

Freeman (Robert Pugh) rules his wife and five children with a rod of iron. Everyone wilts under his 

autocratic thumb, especially Charles's wife, Mary (Helen Mcrory), whose literary talent is stifled by 

Charles's scoffing philistinism. Eldest son Simon is his father's pet, the one earmarked to inherit the 

business. Mary takes refuge in her close relationship with her second son, James, in whom she 

senses a twin soul. "You're not like the others, you're like me", she frequently reminds the haunted-

eyed lad, whose dad dismisses him as a "mummy's boy". Robert, the none-too-bright youngest son, 

is rather sidelined, while the boys' two sisters, Zoe and Alice, form a loyal friendship with Laura, the 

cook's daughter, despite the snobbish Charles's disapproval. Then one major heart-breaking event 

occurs which starts the tense structure of the Freemans' lives collapsing like a stack of cards. 

Everyone is wounded by it, but some family members manage to hide their pain well--so well that it 

eventually surfaces in ways that no one could have foreseen. Both tears and blood are shed before 

the story reaches its heart-wringing conclusion, when the performance of little Hazel Monaghan as 

6-year-old Mina is unmissable. Period details are perfect, from pop music, to social change, and 

technological developments. Re-live the thrill of watching the Cup Final on a tiny black and white 

telly! And don't be too mystified by the weird opening sequences--they all make sense at the end. 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (2001) 
 

Episode 01: Mary withdraws from reality; James and Mary's relationship is threatened. 

Episode 02: The Freeman children grapple with the desires of adolescence; James makes a discovery 

that will change his life. 

Episode 03: James discovers love, work and punk; Laura takes control of her life; Alice is wooed by 

Harry. 

Episode 04: Alice and Harry's first child is born. In the midst of the Thatcher revolution, James' work 

becomes an obsession. 

Episode 05: The romance between James and Laura has now become common knowledge. As they 

cement their relationship, it appears to be an antidote to Charles Freeman's business empire, but 

there are unforeseen consequences. 

Episode 06: James and stepdaughter Mina are united in grief over the loss of Laura. By piecing 

together the past, he helps her see that this tragedy and her guilt need not blight her existence. 

Episode 07: The lives and loves of the Freeman family. 

Episode 08: The Freemans face life after Mary's death. 

Episode 09: Robert is in conflict with his brother James; Charles expands into media ownership; 

James makes a radical decision. 

Episode 10: James' relationship with Laura stirs family emotions; a recession threatens Charles 

Freeman's business. 



Episode 11: 

Episode 12: James and Mina grieve the loss of Laura. 
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In A Man's World (2004) 
 

A gritty portrayal of hope, desperation and betrayal charting the 

progress of four street wise youngsters who embark on a lethal 

journey into the unforgiving heart of the Celtic Underworld. A true 

to life account of 'survival' on the streets of gang land Scotland. 

Based around the emotional tale of four street wise youngsters in 

search of the perfect score to earn them their golden passport 

towards a brighter future. A gritty portrayal of hope, desperation 

and betrayal charting the progress of these youngsters as they 

embark on their journey into the unforgiving heart of the Celtic 

Underworld. As time goes by they soon discover that life in this 

business is not as glamourous as it seems as they continue to 

spiral deeper and deeper into a world of ruthless gangsters and 

criminal overlords. I just watched In a Mans World after I rented it 

from blockbuster. I had never heard of this film before or the 

company that made it but am really looking forward to their next movie. I just watched In a Mans 

World after I rented it from blockbuster and thought that it was great. The film as a whole was a 

breath of fresh air in the gang film bracket because it was so raw. I thought that the children in it 

were great and I enjoyed their performances more than the adults in the film. Having said this I also 

thought that the adults were really good too especially the man whole played Carmel a great central 

performance. If this is what Lee Hutcheon can do with no budget I can't wait til someone gives him 

some cash! In a Man's World impressed me for a number of reasons. Lee took kids who had never 

acted before and gave this film the authenticity it needed. He also represented a city never before 

used in a feature film: Aberdeen. Who knew it could be so beautiful? But what's most impressive is 

that he took a script and turned it into a feature film with no budget. OK, there are some rough 

edges but we're not talking a megabucks production here! I've seen this film with a talk from the 

director afterwards and it just proves to me that if you want to make a movie, then don't let 

anything get in your way. You don't need industry validation to really make something worthwhile. I 

believe it won a newcomer award at the New York Film Festival also. So give it watch. 
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In My Shoes (A Walk In My Shoes) (2010) 
 

'In My Shoes' starring Nancy Travis, Yara Martinez, and Cameron 

Deane Stewart is the heart-warming story of a teacher who has 

lost her way. The story opens up in Juarez, Mexico, a city torn 

asunder by drug cartel violence. Trish Fahey is a teacher who has 

lost touch with why she wanted to work with children in the first 

place. As a child, she was orphaned to gang violence, when her 

prostitute mother was killed after quitting the business by her 

drug dealer father. This pushed Trish to go on to teach high 

school, but since then she has become jaded, and lost touch with 

the things that really matter. She finds herself blaming parents for 

the problems with the children in her class, and often dismisses 

any reason the children might have for what she sees as less than 

adequate grades. On top of all this, Trish battles her own demons 

in the form of substance abuse, as the trauma from her childhood 

continually resurfaces in the form of drug and alcohol binges, leading her on dangerous treks across 

Juarez to get her fix. This is the condition she is in when she encounters Justin- a promising young 

student, who is talented on the basketball court and only mildly obsessed with skateboarding. Trish 

finds herself criticizing Justin for underperforming in her class, and eventually persuades the 

basketball coach via blackmail to suspend him from the team until she sees improvement in her 

class. When confronted by Justin's mom, Trish blames her for Justin's shortcomings, telling her that 

it is her fault her son is not performing well. After this heated exchange, Trish's stress level reaches 

the height it so typically does, and she finds herself craving another drug high in order to forget her 

problems. While in the process of obtaining her drugs, a rival cartel busts in with the intent of killing 

everyone present and removing one of their top drug competitors. Trish narrowly manages to 

escape by stabbing one of the drug dealers with a broken shard of class, causing him to bleed out 

and presumably die. As she is driving away, she is pursued by other gang members intent on killing 

her. She manages to escape them by driving into oncoming traffic, causing her to get into a head-on 

collision with an ice cream truck. Trish then enters into a dream-like state where we meet her 

(presumably) guardian angel, Molly. Molly is a young Mexican girl who died several years back in a 

freak zoo accident and has evidently been watching over Trish. Molly tells Trish that she is too quick 

to judge other people, and needs to see what it is like to live the lives of those she is so quick to pass 

judgement on. Molly then gives Trish a pair of magic shoes (ironically, they are DC brand skating 

shoes, which relates to Justin being a skateboarder- more on that later). Molly tells Trish that the 

shoes will allow her to live 2 days in the life of any person she chooses- but she can only use them 3 

times. After that, the shoes disappear. Molly also tells Trish to use them wisely, as how she uses her 

time will indicate if she gets a second chance in life or not. Trish begins to question Molly about the 

shoes when suddenly Molly disappears, and Trish wakes up on a hospital bed, and standing over her 

is a doctor holding a defibrillator. Apparently Trish was dead for 34 seconds, and managed to be 

revived somehow. She asks the doctors about Molly, but none of them seem to know what Trish is 

talking about. She looks over to see several other bloody bodies on the hospital bed next to her, who 

apparently did not survive the attack. Disturbed, but grateful to be alive, she brushes her encounter 

with Molly off as a dream, and checks out of the hospital, severely disappointed that her new Prius 



was totalled. Once home, Trish tries to collect herself, still shocked that she managed to make it out 

with no injuries. Just as she seems to be calming down, she walks into her bedroom to discover a 

pair of DC skating shoes on her pillow. She then realizes that her encounter with Molly was neither a 

dream, nor a drug induced hallucination. She goes and inspect the shoes, but decides not to put 

them on yet. The next day at school Trish is detached, and having trouble focusing while teaching 

class, as she can't seem to shake her encounter with Molly. She also notices that Justin is gone, but is 

not surprised. After school, she decided to put the shoes on. She decides that she will become 

Hollywood actress and pop icon Beyonce Knowles, as she has always wanted to see what it was like 

to be rich and famous. (Earlier in the movie Trish alludes to her previous dreams of becoming an 

actress/singer, but was never able to get out of Juarez due to immigration issues). Just as she is 

putting on the shoes, Justin's mom comes in to, obviously emotional and upset. Trish assumes that 

she is there to speak with her about Justin's suspension from the basketball team, but ultimately 

interrupts her thoughts about Beyonce and causes her to think about Justin's mom instead. This 

triggers the magic of the shoes, and within the blink of an eye, Trish finds herself standing in the 

doorway of her classroom, staring at the empty desk where she was once sitting. She has now 

become Cindy Kremer, Justin's mom for the next 2 days. At first Trish debates simply hiding at home 

for 2 days, as she has no desire what so ever to become this woman, but she then remembers 

Molly's words, and decides to make the best of it. She goes outside and by using the car keys, 

manages to find Cindy's car and uses the GPS to find her way to Cindy's home. Trish is surprised to 

learn that Cindy lives near her former drug dealer's home, in the apartment right next door to be 

specific. Trish goes inside to find Justin taking care of 2 younger children. Justin seems surprised to 

see Trish, as apparently Cindy works long hours and is rarely home before midnight. This helps open 

Trish's eyes to why Justin has such a hard time doing well in school, as he apparently struggles to 

take care of his siblings (of Asian descent judging by their appearance) while his mom works. Trish 

tells him that she didn't have to work that day (though she has no idea what Cindy does for a living) 

and proceeds to make dinner for the kids. She opens the fridge to find it mostly full of condiments 

and take out leftovers. She does the best with what she has and manages to make a Mustard Bisque 

soup for the kids, which they pretend to enjoy. Justin begins to suspect something is up when he 

notices the DC shoes Trish is wearing, but she says that they help provide her back support, and that 

they help her look 'hip'. The next day after the kids go to school, Trish realizes that she can't teach as 

Cindy, and calls in, reporting her accident. The principal obliges, and Trish is now off the hook for an 

un-proclaimed period of time. Trish walks around the apartment complex to get her bearings, and is 

surprised to find her drug dealer walk out of his apartment. Trish is perplexed by this, as she thought 

he had died a few days prior in the attack, but sees that he is obviously alive and well. She walks past 

him and says nothing, as he does not recognize her as Trish, but as Cindy Kremer. Trish spends the 

rest of the day cleaning the apartment, and buying groceries. During the day she gets a threatening 

phone call, but ignores it as a prank caller. That evening, Justin comes back and asks Trish where his 

little sisters are. Trish is speechless, assuming he brought them back every day. He reminds her that 

he can't get them whenever he has basketball practice, and that it is her responsibility on those 

days. Trish asks him how he has practice when he is suspended, to which he has no idea what she is 

talking about. She drives to the school to pick up the kids, and while there asks the coach about 

Justin's suspension. He says he received no word to suspend Justin, which confuses Trish, 

considering she was the one to directly ask the coach to suspend him. That evening Trish is visited by 

Molly, who tells her that she is doing good trying to take care of the family. She reminds her that the 

next day is her last day as Cindy, so to use it wisely. \ The next day Trish tries to piece together what 



happened with Justin and the basketball team when she receives a phone call asking her about next 

weekend, and if everything was still in place. She goes along with it, and simply agrees. The 

conversation ends, and Trish is left perplexed. As she begins to plan on what to make for dinner that 

night, she sees the magical shoes begin to glow, and she realizes that her time is up as Cindy. She 

quickly beings to try and focus on Beyonce again, seeing this as her opportunity to escape Juarez, if 

only for a few days. She disappears, and wakes up in the bed of a small apartment. She quickly gets 

up and looks in the mirror, discovering that she is not Beyonce at all, but a young Latino man whom 

she does not recognize. She goes outside to see that she is still in Juarez, this time in a slum on the 

Northern part of town that she has only heard about. A man approaches her, teasing her about her 

shoes. The laughs awkwardly and tries not to say anything else. He then asks her if she is ready for 

this coming weekend, and she recognizes the voice as the man who called Cindy Kremer. She nods 

and smiles, but is not thoroughly confused as to what event is going to be transpiring. Trish then 

goes inside and tries to take the shoes off, but can't. She stumbles about the apartment and 

accidentally knocks a small box off of the counter, which is revealed to contain several bottles of pills 

and other drugs. Trish, overcome with the disappointment of not being who she wants to be, and 

the confusion of her current predicament ingests several of the pills and enters a state of delirium. It 

is there she meets Molly again, who asks her what she is doing to make the most of her second 

chance, to which Trish is ashamed of her drug usage. Trish tries to ask Molly about all of the 

inconsistencies she has seen, but Molly tells her that she will understand in due time. She then tells 

Trish to wake up. Trish wakes up to find 3 Latino men standing over her, slapping her and asking her 

why she took some of the pills. She tries to explain but is quickly cut off, saying she will have to work 

it off. She then deduces that these are drug cartel members, and not to be trifled with. She tries to 

calm them down, but one of them pulls a gun on her. The others hold her back as she tries to fight, 

but she is pistol whipped in the side of the face several times. The man then asks her if she has any 

last words, and as she sobs she sees the shoes begin to glow again. The men don't seem to notice, 

and just as she is about to be shot, she disappears. The sound of a car horn draws her focus as she 

nearly swerves into the opposing lane. Trish is driving, and immediately recognizes the car as her 

beloved Prius, which she had cleverly named "Prius". She checks the rear view mirror and sees that 

she is herself again. She checks the GPS to see that she was driving to her drug dealers apartment. 

Molly then appears in the back seat and tells her to go, that it will all make sense when she gets 

there. Trish says she doesn't understand, but Molly disappears before she can object further. Trish 

arrives at her dealer's apartment and realizes that she is there on the night when the rival cartel 

arrived and attacked. She knows there isn't much time, and warns them of the coming attack. The 

gang begins to mobilize and as gun shots are heard outside. She quickly flees in time to see the man 

who was pistol whipping her run into the front of the apartment building. She is about to leave, 

when she remembers Justin and his family. She runs to their apartment to find the door open. There 

she sees a man pointing a gun at Justin, his mother pleading with him for mercy. We now learn that 

Cindy is a mule for a rival drug cartel (explaining her long work hours), and is part of the hit on the 

competition. However, they decide to spare her and kill her son so that she can work for them 

instead. Trish creeps up behind the man and stabs him in the neck with a letter opener, killing him. 

Cindy thanks Trish, and gives her a hug. Trish then realizes that the last 4 days she had been living as 

Cindy and the drug dealer were all in the past 4 days leading up to this day, and that the third person 

she became with the shoes was herself- but a different version of herself, a more caring and 

compassionate version- the one she was meant to be. Trish and Cindy take the man's weapons and 

go help the other gang fight off the attackers, which is a successful endeavour all around. The gang 



offers Trish drugs as a reward, but she declines. The next day at school Trish tells the coach to take 

Justin off suspension. Justin comes in after practice to thank Trish. She smiles, and tells him to 

believe in himself and chase his dreams. After he leaves Molly appears and tells Trish she did good, 

and that she will receive her second chance. Molly smiles, and suddenly the magical DC shoes begin 

to glow again. Trish disappears, waking up surrounded by security. She is being escorted by a 

gentleman telling her how good she looks. As they reach the end of a corridor, she hears chanting 

coming from the other side. She looks at the man, confused, as he opens the door and says these 

final words to her: "Remember, you ARE Sasha Fierce". Jake (Philip Winchester) has not been able to 

focus on a single job or stay in one place ever since the death of his wife. But shortly before 

Christmas, the brakes go out on this pickup and a mysterious woman named Molly (Yara Martinez) 

shows up and knows exactly what is wrong and even his what he needs to fix the truck. She 

disappears as suddenly as she appeared, but she has given Jake an address and a job. In Portland, 

Oregon, Trish is an English teacher whose husband is a cop. Their teenage daughter Dana is having 

trouble with calculus, but her mother has high expectations of her. Their younger son Toby (11-year-

old Elijah Nelson) is wearing a ratty jacket and carrying an old backpack, saying he gave his friend 

Mikey (11-year-old Jackson Pace) his new jacket and backpack. One of Trish's students is Mikey's 

brother Justin (Cameron Deane Stewart), who is good at math and a basketball player. But Justin is 

not doing well in Trish's class; the latest assignment is to write about a life-changing event. Justin 

lost his father in the Iraq war several years earlier, and while that is his topic, he is having great 

difficulty writing about it. Trish doesn't care if he's having trouble--either he finishes the paper or 

he's off the basketball team. And when Justin's mother Cindy (Jana Lee Hamblin) shows up late for a 

conference with Trish--well, that's just too bad. Never mind that Cindy is a waitress (at a restaurant 

Trish's husband likes) with a pile of bills marked "final notice". Justin has to work to help pay the 

bills, though somehow he finds time to skateboard with his friends (they're really good!). Trish gets 

distracted and wrecks her car. When she wakes up in the hospital, everyone thinks she is Cindy. She 

is wearing Cindy's clothes but doesn't know a thing about Cindy's life. So she has to struggle to learn 

everything about Cindy, with the excuse being that she is recovering from her injuries. Furthermore, 

Trish learns a lot about herself from those who don't realize Cindy is actually Trish. Trish is able to 

help her new family in ways Cindy couldn't, but she has difficulty on the job. That's okay, because 

something magical happens there. Cindy's family has a new neighbour--Jake! And his presence ends 

up making a real difference in the family's life. Especially with the help of quirky Molly, who keeps 

appearing and disappearing without explanation. Justin finds out what he needs to do, as he tutors 

Dana and spends time with Jake. This is not, however, "The Parent Trap"--no one explains where 

Trish is all this time, and she doesn't seem to be missing. After some adversity and a few more 

miracles, an event in Trish's life repeats itself, and once she finally realizes what has happened, Trish 

can do some things differently this time. It's a Christmas miracle, indeed. Everyone involved gives a 

good performance. While the V-chip rating is G, there are some difficult moments. After all, we're 

dealing with people who lost someone in war, and more of life's real difficulties. This is acceptable 

for children because it could happen to them. But this is not some sugary-sweet version of what 

happens. Since Nancy Travis is listed as both Trish and Cindy in the credits, I assume she played 

Cindy when Cindy was Trish. This makes sense if Travis is first in the credits. She did a wonderful job 

in both roles. I haven't succeeded in finding who played Trish's husband but he was great when he 

had to show sympathy. I will say many people will probably like Yara Martinez in her off-the-wall 

performance as Molly, which starts out normal but gets increasingly silly and uninhibited. Personally, 

I couldn't stand her. There was music in this movie. But that was background music without lyrics, 



which was somewhat listenable. Then there was a lot of unpleasant noise that had words in it, which 

some people will misuse the word "music" to describe--especially early in the movie. I suppose this is 

necessary to get young people to watch. It was a wonderful effort. 
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In Oranje (In Orange) (2004) 
 

An 11-year-old talented soccer player, Remco (15-year-old 

Yannick van de Velde), has one big dream: to be selected for the 

national team under 12 years. His father Erik coaches him and 

everything seems to work out fine, until Erik suddenly dies. 

Remco and mother Sylvia are shocked. Remco keeps working to 

fulfil his dream, being helped by his friends Anne and Winston. 

Dutch school boy Remko Van Leeuwen inherited the talent and 

passion for soccer from his dad, know-it-all grocer Erik, whose 

career went with his knee. As the 11-year-old's hero, his father 

can get away with demanding the impossible, but cardiac 

problems kill him unexpectedly. Without his father, coach, role 

model and other male Remko is stuck with ma, who takes to the 

accountant Arend, who helps out with the shop, and kid sister. 

He's desperate enough to lose interest in his promising soccer 

future until after a voodoo séance his dad seems to appear every time he plays soccer again. Now 

they brave even a worrisome ankle injury, helped by a pharmacist's daughter in his class who wants 

his kisses at any price. Ma poses just as great a mental obstacle. This movie is better than one would 

suspect. After spotting the movie poster I thought this would be one of those happy-family-show at 

Christmas-movies. But, there's more than the obvious in this movie. After the big turn, the death of 

Remco's father, the life of the boy changes dramatically. The evolution of the kid is filmed very well. 

However, Jean vd Velde didn't forget the (mid-aged) kids. So, this movie contains enough for them 

to be entertained, creating a nice mix of football (soccer) action combined with psychology. After all, 

a very entertaining movie. Not a masterpiece, but very good. Especially considering the Dutch movie 

budgets, which of course are not to be compared with the Hollywood budgets. 
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In Search Of The Castaways (1962) 
 

The Grant children (16-year-old Hayley Mills & 16-year-old Keith 

Hamshere) 'know' their shipwrecked father must still be alive. 

Didn't he send them a message in a bottle? They search, through 

earthquake, fire, flood, and cannibal tribe. I recently watched this 

movie for the first time and found very enjoyable and it is a good 

old adventure movie. The only thing I didn't like about it were the 

songs, which seemed pointless and did not fit in with the 

storyline. An excellent cast, which includes Hayley Mills (Tiger 

Bay), Wilfred Hyde White (North West Frontier), George Sanders 

(Village of the Damned) and Wilfred Brambell (Steptoe and Son). 

All play excellent parts and they seem to be enjoying themselves. 

The special effects are excellent too. While searching for Hayley 

Mills's dad, the expedition encounters dangers such as an 

earthquake, volcano, tidal wave and flood, cannibals, a leopard 

and a rather unfriendly giant eagle. They do find him at the end, alive and well. I found this movie 

excellent but the songs do let it down slightly. 
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In The Name Of The Father (1993) 
 

A small time thief from Belfast, Gerry Conlon, is falsely implicated 

in the IRA bombing of a pub that kills several people while he is in 

London. Bullied by the British police, he and four of his friends are 

coerced into confessing their guilt. Gerry's father and other 

relatives in London are also implicated in the crime. He spends 15 

years in prison with his father trying to prove his innocence with 

the help of a British attorney, Gareth Peirce. Based on a true 

story. A horrifying story well told. Not only is this a remarkable, 

incredible, horrifying story of a man who becomes victim of the 

British' witch-hunt. It is so well told, so realistic, that the viewer 

gets involved in the Northern Ireland conflict. The acting is 

superior, the directing is great - a truly astonishing movie. 
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Incident In A Small Town (1994) 
 

The TV film is about a man who raped a girl and after 13 years 

comes to see her and their son (15-year-old Nick Stahl) again. The 

plot is about who killed him, girl's father, known judge, girl herself 

or son. Walter Mathau is lawyer who is involved in defending 

them in court. Lily and her son John live alone in a small town as 

her husband has been killed fighting the war in France. Or at least 

that is what she told John, but the arrival of Frank back in the 

town leads him to find out that she not only has been lying about 

that but also about the fact that she never married him. When 

Frank tussles with Lily in her yard she applies for a restraining 

order, calling on the help of her father (the esteemed judge 

Stoddard Bell) and his partner (lawyer Harmon Cobb). The case 

fails and when Frank is found murdered later that night Stoddard 

is arrested and Cobb has a defence case on his hands. I decided to 

watch this film because I quite like TVM mysteries like Columbo and Perry Mason so I figured this 

courtroom drama would have some of the good qualities I enjoy; also the cast implied that it must 

have something going for it. The story appears simple enough and indeed that is just what it is – the 

"twists" are dull and the whole thing lacks urgency or indeed any tension or interest. The slow pace 

and country swagger wouldn't have been a problem if the story had had any depth or vale but it 

didn't. It is so predictable and obvious rather I assumed that the detail and character must have 

been important but it wasn't either. A pretty poor outing all round. The cast that offered so much 

potential turned out to be unable to raise the material. Matthau essentially trades on the easy, 

grumpy charm that he always has and is actually enjoyable despite looking as bored by the whole 

thing as I was. This was his third outing as this character and on the basis of this film I can 

understand why he threw it in after this. Morgan is OK but is pretty much on autopilot while 

Zimbalist is reasonably good if not totally convincing. The only one that the script requires to deliver 

emotions is a young Stahl, who does deliver and is actually pretty good. Hallier attempts to get a 

chemistry with Matthau (perhaps to ensure she comes back had the series continued) but she falls 

flat and gives an ordinary performance at best. Overall this is a poor film. The case has no mystery, 

tension or urgency and just drifts along slowly. The detail and character is lacking as well, with only 

the emotional impact on John being interesting. The cast may be famous but only Stahl impresses 

while Matthau is just reliable. All round a fairly pointless and boring film. 
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Independence Day (1996) 
 

On July 2nd, communications systems worldwide are sent into 

chaos by a strange atmospheric interference. It is soon learned by 

the military that a number of enormous objects are on a collision 

course with Earth. At first thought to be meteors, they are later 

revealed to be gigantic spacecraft, piloted by a mysterious alien 

species. After attempts to communicate with the aliens go 

nowhere, David Levinson, an ex-scientist turned cable technician, 

discovers that the aliens are going to attack major points around 

the globe in less than a day. On July 3rd, the aliens all but 

obliterate New York, Los Angeles, and Washington. The survivors 

set out in convoys towards Area 51, a strange government testing 

ground where it is rumored the military has a captured alien 

spacecraft of their own. The survivors devise a plan to fight back 

against the enslaving aliens, and July 4th becomes the day 

humanity will fight for its freedom. July 4th is their Independence Day. The ultimate encounter when 

mysterious and powerful aliens launch an all out invasion against the human race. The spectacle 

begins when massive spaceships appear in Earth's skies. But wonder turns to terror as the ships blast 

destructive beams of fire down on cities all over the planet. Now the world's only hope lies with a 

determined band of survivors, uniting for one last strike against the invaders - before it's the end of 

mankind. I am just shocked at all the negative reviews by pseudo-intellectuals saying the film was 

heavily flawed, incomprehensible, devoid of any merit, and "lame", to quote a few. What were they 

expecting? A remake of 2001: A Space Odyssey. Sure, I am not going to pretend the film does not 

has many glaring weaknesses. The plot is hardly original; its execution is even less inspiring. Roland 

Emmerich goes out of his way to use every cliche in the book, over-sentimentality, weak, flat 

characterizations, incredible jumps in logic and reasoning made on the viewer, and the use of special 

effects to overcome these shortcomings. But what some of the reviewers seemed to have missed, 

and its there as substantiated by the huge popularity of the film, is heart. The film has a lot of heart. 

It makes you feel good after watching it. And although that quality does not make it a great film, it 

certainly makes it a good film in my book. The film is vastly entertaining, very suspenseful, a delight 

for the eyes with dazzling special effects, and even has some dialogue that does just rise above its 

hackneyed origins. The acting is adequate all around with no one pulling off a great performance, 

but a few doing marvelous jobs with what they have to work with. Judd Hirsch easily out acts his 

fellow colleagues as a Jewish father with a gift for common sense and lack of tact. Jeff Goldblum also 

gives a pretty good performance as his son. Yeah, Will Smith is just Will Smith..lots of one liners and 

little meat so to speak. But he is bearable. Watch for Brent Spiner in an outrageous role as a hippie 

scientist. His performance is a real hoot! If you are looking for philosophical science fiction, this is 

not it. See Starship Troopers (a great film). This is just good old Americans against the universe stuff, 

lots of action but little substance. But whatever it may have as its faults, it is a fun, happy, sad, 

charming, engrossing film to watch...time and time again. 
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Indian Paint (1965) 
 

Nishko is a chief's son in the Great Plains, before Europeans arrive. 

During his rite of passage, he's determined to tame a painted 

pony. He approaches manhood while his peaceful clan is set upon 

by a nearby tribe willing to break a treaty. He must also contend 

with the kidnapping of three young women from his village, his 

pony's illness behind enemy lines, his mother's coma after a 

rattlesnake bite, the medicine man's urging that he sacrifice what 

he loves best, the attack of a cougar and of wolves, and his own 

injury while alone in the woods. His kindness, bravery, and quick thinking serve him well, but rescue 

come from an unexpected source. Such A Silly Error About PreColumbian Indians. If Indian Paint 

hadn't started out with a bad historical error I might have given it a star or two higher rating. But 

even a B independent picture should not have made such a bad mistake. Right at the beginning the 

narrator says that the story is set in the time before the white man came to the western hemisphere 

and the Indians who are plains Indians are all riding horses. Even high school history students know 

that the horse came to America first from Cortes who let his stock run free and multiply in Mexico. 

Horses gradually moved north or were traded north by tribes to the south to their northern brethren 

who envied what could be done on horseback. Such an incredibly silly error mars a very nice story of 

a young Indian boy coming of age as a warrior through his love and care for a wild colt that everyone 

else says can't be broken. Jay Silverheels is the chief of the Arikawaha tribe and he's got considerably 

more dialog than what he used to have in The Lone Ranger. Silverheels's son is Johnny Crawford two 

years from The Rifleman and trying to keep his career alive as a teenage heartthrob. He plays the lad 

trying to tame the wild colt and has quite a few adventures in the process. Some criticism is voiced 

about not having American Indian players in the roles that whites have in this film. Take a look at the 

credits and you'll see one Robert Crawford, Sr. is the associate producer of Indian Paint. That should 

answer the question why his Johnny was cast in the lead. Please note that Robert Crawford, Jr. who 

was a regular in the Laramie series while Johnny was on The Rifleman is cast as Johnny's best friend. 

I think this is the last time the Crawford brothers worked together on a project. Indian Paint was 

shot on a shoestring completely outdoors in Texas where the action would have taken place a few 

hundred years earlier. It does lack some production values that a big studio could have given, but it's 

still a nice story, good family viewing. But let no one come away with the fact that horses were being 

ridden before Columbus got here. 
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Indian School (2007) 
 

A new series focusing on everyday school life in India. This fast-paced documentary series follows a 

remarkable year in two contrasting schools in Pune, one of the world's fastest growing cities. 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 01: New Boy; It's the beginning of term at Kalmadi High School, which is set in an upwardly 

mobile district of Pune, near Mumbai - one of India's IT boom cities. While14-year-old Ashutosh tries 

to settle into yet another school, the prefect election gets underway as the most popular children 

compete to become Head Boy. 

Episode 02: Transcendental Education; This programme focuses on Bhojwani Academy, an 

alternative school catering to Pune's more liberal middle class families. 9-year-old Rahul is the 

naughtiest boy in his class while Barbet's class is running out of control without a class teacher, 

Bhojwani Academy uses methods such as yoga and meditation to help in situations like these when 

they occur in the classroom. 

Episode 03: Cyber Genius; Bojwani Academy is based at Pune near Mumbai, one of the Information 

Technology Centres of India, but the head teacher Mrs. Kapur does not believe the boom is 

necessarily good for the city, creating a bigger divide between rich and poor. The programme also 

follows Delap, the father of one of the pupils and one of the night workers at a call centre, who 

misses seeing his son. 

Episode 04: Hinglish; In modern India sending your child to an English Medium School is the holy 

grail. 15-year-old Prem is head boy at English school Kalmadi High. He wants to be a politician when 

he leaves school and thinks you're never too young to make a difference. With best friend Sahil he 

takes on the crème de la crème of the city's private schools in the annual debating competition. 

Episode 05: Girl Talk; At Kalmadi senior college, popular student, Komal is grounded on her 

seventeenth birthday, while School counselor Sonal continues her search for a partner and prepares 

to teach sex education classes. 

Episode 06: Spiritual Journey; As this year, the Hindu festival of Divali and the Muslim festival of Eid 

fall in the same week in September, children and teachers from the two communities prepare for 

the celebrations, while the older children at Bhojwani Academy, they go on a trip to the countryside 

to stay in a poor village that makes students reassess their comfortable life in Pune. 

Episode 07: Type Caste; The caste system is over 3500 years old but still affects school children in 

India today. The Government state that a certain percentage of school places must be reserved for 

lower caste pupils. This programme follows Meghna, an ambitious high caste girl and Rohit a low 

caste boy. 



Episode 08: East Meets West; In Pune, exposure to western music and the internet is changing 

teenage tastes. 14-year-old Viraj loves western style dance and has just had a big break landing his 

first role in the latest Bollywood blockbuster, while Jenny, an expert traditional Indian dancer at 

Bhojwani Academy is passionate about eastern styles. At Kalmadi High school the traditional music 

and dance competition this year contains a new category - Fusion Dance, combining both western 

and traditional movements. 

Episode 09: Howzat!; This programme follows middle-class Ishwar and less privileged Rohit, the son 

of a groundsman who lives in the servants quarters of the Pune Cricketing Club, as they both pursue 

their dreams to become cricketers. 

Episode 10: Exam Fever; In the last in the series, this programme follows pupils as they take on some 

extremely high-pressured exams. Head Girl Vallarie, contemplates life after school, while Parth 

struggles with parental pressure. 8-year-old Devika is sitting her first exam; but it could be her last. 

Will the students be able to cope with exam fever? 
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Indian Summer (Alive And Kicking) (1996) 
 

A passionately committed young dancer is forced to re-examine 

his career and life when faced with death, finding hope through an 

older man who becomes his lover, mentor and companion. I really 

enjoyed this movie. As someone, who has been in the dance 

world, I thought this movie really showed what its like pretty 

realistically. The whole tone of the film was tender and sweet, and 

all the actors were very likable. I was impressed with Jason 

Flemyng's work and loved the character he created. Anthony Sher 

was a perfect match for Flemyng, and they were lovely together. 

This film dealt with the issue of AIDS in a very tasteful way. This 

movie had sweet, funny, sad and bittersweet moments. The movie 

shows you how no one should take life for granted, and you really 

feel the joy that all the dancers get from dancing. A powerful film 

for dance lovers, and anyone else. 
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Indiana Jones (I) And The Raiders Of The Lost Ark (1981) 
 

The year is 1936. Archeology professor Indiana Jones narrowly 

escapes death in a South American temple with a gold idol - by 

poison dart, fall, and finally a giant boulder that chases him out 

the front. An old enemy, Rene Belloq, steals the idol and then 

orders Hovito indians after Indy. Indy, however, escapes back to 

the U.S.A., where Army Intelligence officers are waiting for him at 

his university. They tell him about a flurry of Nazi archaeological 

activity near Cairo, which Indy determines to be the possible 

resting place of the Ark of the Covenant - the chest that carried 

the 10 Commandments. The Ark is believed to carry an incredibly 

powerful energy that must not fall into Nazi hands. Indiana is 

immediately sent overseas, stopping in Nepal to pick up an old 

girlfriend (his old professor's daughter) and then meeting up in 

Cairo with his friend Sallah. But danger lurks everywhere in the form of Nazi thugs, and poisonous 

snakes in the Ark's resting place. After Belloq, hired by the Nazis, makes off again with the Ark, Indy 

& Marion are determined to get it back, and they overpower the pilot of a German plane. But Indy 

finds himself confronted with a giant German thug, and after a frightening hand-to-hand fight Indy & 

Marion blow up the plane. Now the Nazis must drive the Ark to Cairo, but Indy regains control of the 

Ark after running the convoy off the road, one vehicle at a time. Once again the Nazis recapture the 

Ark...and Marion, heading for a Nazi-controlled island. There, Belloq will open the Ark...to 

demonstrate the horrific power it can unleash upon the world! 
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Indiana Jones (II) And The Temple Of Doom (1984) 
 

Renowned archeologist and expert in the occult, Dr. Indiana 

Jones, is back in action in the 2nd Indy film. He teams up with a 

night club singer and a 12-year-old named Short Round (13-year-

old Jonathan Ke Quan). They end up in an Indian village, where 

the people believe evil spirits have taken their children away after 

a sacred stone was stolen. Indiana agrees to try and retrieve the 

stone for the villagers. 
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Indiana Jones (III) And The Last Crusade (1989) 
 

After Adolf Hitler & the Nazis fail to obtain the Ark of the 

Covenant, Hitler orders the SS and Wehrmacht to go after the cup 

of Christ - the Holy Grail. Indiana Jones is pressed back into action 

after a mining magnate's lead researcher disappears mysteriously. 

The lead researcher is none other than Indy's dad, the feisty 

Professor Henry Jones (Connery). Meeting up with Dr. Elsa 

Schneider (Doody) in Venice, Indiana & Marcus Brody (Elliott) 

discover that a 2nd marker that reveals the location of the grail is 

buried in the catacombs of a converted church. Escaping from 

rats, fire, gunmen, and a ship's propeller, Indy discovers that his 

dad is being held in a castle on the German border with Austria. 

When he & Dr. Schneider reach the castle Indy locates his father, 

but Elsa proves herself a turncoat, and even worse - so is the 

mining magnate, Walter Donovan (Glover)! After Indy & Henry 

escape the castle, they head to Berlin to get the map & Henry's diary that provides critical 

information to those who seek the Grail. Marcus, however, is kidnapped by Nazis in Iskenderun, and 

Indy & Henry meet up with Sallah (Rhys-Davies) and start their own journey toward the 'Canyon of 

the Crescent Moon'. They run into Donovan & the Nazis, and a huge fight ensues. Will Indy obtain 

the Grail and gain eternal life for himself & his father, giving the world a future of light, or will Adolf 

Hitler & the Nazis triumph and send the armies of darkness marching all over the world? 
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Indiana Jones (IV) And The Kingdom Of The Crystal Skull (2008) 
 

During the Cold War, Soviet agents watch Professor Henry Jones 

when a young man brings him a coded message from an aged, 

demented colleague, Henry Oxley. Led by the brilliant Irina 

Spalko, the Soviets tail Jones and the young man, Mutt, to Peru. 

With Oxley's code, they find a legendary skull made of a single 

piece of quartz. If Jones can deliver the skull to its rightful place, 

all may be well; but if Irina takes it to its origin, she'll gain powers 

that could endanger the West. Aging professor and young buck 

join forces with a woman from Jones's past to face the dangers of 

the jungle, Russia, and the supernatural. I find it very amusing to 

read all the reviews here. I mostly agree with all the ones who 

found it disappointing, I can see why the Michael Bay-loving GTA-

generation could give this a '10', however: Lots of CGI, fake green-

screen action and style over substance. For me - a die hard 

Indiana Jones fan, who grown up attending premieres for the first three - this was a big letdown, 

primarily because of the script, which could have been written by a 11-year-old. A lot of Indiana 

Jones fans all over the world are probably scratching their heads these days, wondering why a script 

(Darabonts) which Spielberg called "the best he has read since Raiders", was scrapped by Lucas. So 

he could give us this? Tarzan meets X-files? It just didn't rock my boat, like the first three. I even 

found 'National Treasure II' more entertaining, than this mess. 
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Indiáni Z Vetrova (1979) 
 

This story tells about boys from Vetrov children's home who like 

to play Indians, their adventures and daily life. 
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Innocence (2004) 
 

A look inside an offbeat boarding school for young girls. Very 

intellectually challenging, beautifully shot movie not only of 

girlhood and becoming woman but of life in general as well. A 

classic - that can already be seen. A classic in the way very few 

movies are. Operates with metaphors and allegories. If one likes 

to read cultural critique and critique of society and labour, one 

probably loves this movie. It's no "popcorn and giggling" movie. I'd 

recommend serious, curious attitude towards it. Trying to 

understand it as one understands poetry. However, I would't call it 

a "difficult" movie. Everyone has been a child. Everyone has been 

forced to live in a society with some features one is not so ready 

to live with. 
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Insidious (2010) 
 

A family looks to prevent evil spirits from trapping their comatose 

child (Ty Simpkins) in a realm called The Further. Borrows a lot 

from other films, yet stands out on its own. Enjoyable Horror 

movie. Just came back from watching an advanced screening of 

"Insidious" tonight with my wife, we both liked it a lot. When it 

comes to Horror films, there are always the same Horror formulas 

which film makers really can't escape when making a Horror, 

because there aren't much they can work with and they are 

limited to that same formula. So Insidous borrows many of its 

ideas from other Horror films, one comes to mind is 1982 film 

"Poltergeist", but here we have a family of 5, Patrick Wilson and 

Rose Byrne play the parents of 2 boys and a little baby girl. After a 

slow build up, a small accident occur and their older son falls into 

comma or so it seems!! Soon after, weird things start to happen at 

the house and the mother suspects evil spirits are in the house!! A simple story that as I said was 

done before, however, I thought it was done differently here, there was a better atmosphere and 

some elements of the plot stood out as being fresh that made this film unique somehow. As scares 

goes, this was definitely scary, there were several moments in the film that gave me goosebumps!! 

There were also the classic jump out of your seat moments too. Some scenes were creepy and the 

mixing of music and sounds were done superbly to add to the Horror. So the movie does deliver as 

far as scares are concerned. Acting was superb too, all cast involved did a very good job, particularly 

Rose Byrne whom I'm fond of after watching her in the excellent TV show "Damages". Patrick Wilson 

was also good here. The atmosphere was creepy, the director managed to catch nice footage of the 

house and other elements of the film. So in summary, get ready and grab your loved ones and go 

catch this movie this Friday, it entertains. Very enjoyable and scary, and even though it borrows 

ideas from other Horror films, it never imitates, it stand out as a new and fresh take on traditional 

Horror!! 
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Inspector Gadget (1999) 
 

A remake of the television series, Matthew Broderick stars as 

Gadget, who suffers an accident at the beginning of the film, and 

befriends Brenda (Joely Fisher), a robotic surgeon who repairs 

Gadget so that he can defeat the villain Claw (Everett). In the 

meantime, Gadget and Brenda fall in love. Security guard John 

Brown wants to be a cop. After a battle with a cyberthief leaves 

him critically injured, Brown's employer, Dr. Brenda Bradford, 

turns him into the robotic cybercop Inspector Gadget. Gadget and 

Brenda battle the Claw, an evil industrialist intent on stealing 

Brenda's technological secrets and destroying Gadget once and 

for all. Wowzer! Overall, this is a very entertaining movie, one of 

the best kids' films I've ever seen. Once Matthew Broderick is 

turned into "Inspector Gadget," the film becomes very inventive 

with a lot of cool gadgets and a lot of neat things to see and hear 

(great movie for surround sound.) Broderick is a likable hero and even Rupert Everett as the villain is, 

too, producing some laughs. There are enough adult-type jokes to clever material to make this fun 

for us older folks. I'd have to say this is one of the better efforts ever by the Disney company. 

Broderick plays two roles, and is especially funny as the counterfeit Gadget with the fake teeth. The 

little girl in here is cute, too, and the talking car has some of the best lines of the film. At under 80 

minutes, the film breezes by at good clip. 
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Inspector Gadget 2 (2003) 
 

On the outskirts of Riverton, "The Safest City in America", a 

pensive Inspector Gadget sits in his Gadgetmobile, along with his 

canine companion, Brain. Gadget is back on the job, on stakeout, 

but he is concerned that everything is too quiet in Riverton. He 

has a very simple, rational answer to this; "it's always the most 

quiet just before criminals strike". Evil must be afoot. In a 

moment of overzealous crime fighting Gadget arrests an elderly 

women for wreckless driving, but not without incident. In his 

effort to make the arrest Gadget's many crime fighting 

"accessories" go wildly astray. It's time to report back to 

headquarters for a checkup. Baxter, the "Q" of the Police 

Department, delivers the prognosis - as he is a prototype things 

are bound to have some glitches. The remedy is close at hand. 

But, before Baxter can tell of his new "top secret", Gadget is 

confronted by a furious Chief Quimby. The little old lady arrested earlier for wreckless driving turns 

out to be Quimby's mother. Gadget is put on notice - any more mistakes and he is on probation. 

Meanwhile, in the dead of night, and in a raging storm, something happens that will change Gadget's 

destiny forever - his arch enemy, his nemesis, Claw makes a daring escape from Riverton Prison. 

Now, evil really is afoot. Chief Quimby offers Inspector Gadget one last chance to redeem himself 

through the capture, and return to incarceration, of Claw. And so the chase begins. Still in the police 

force, Inspector Gadget is reduced to sitting around. After capturing Claw, all the criminals have 

gone into hiding until, Claw escapes! Gadget thinks he will get the case, but everyone else has other 

planes. A new version of the Gadget project is unveiled in the form of G2. Strict orders are given for 

Gadget to stay away from G2 and every crime scene, but Gadget feels he is needed more than 

anyone. Okay, I'm gonna admit it right here and now. I liked the first IG. I know most people hate it, 

but I thought it was a very nice little movie. But THIS. This was just plain silly!! Nothing at all made 

any sense at all. Okay, now I thought in the first movie, John Brown/Inspector Gadget got a 

girlfriend, but WHERE IS SHE IN THIS MOVIE???!!! Second of all, how the heck could a human guy 

like IG fall in love with a robot??!!! What the heck where the writers thinking??!!!!! How could a 

human/robot breed with a robot?! ROBOTS HAVE NO REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS!!! The whole thing 

was totally whacked! And IG was just annoying in this movie!!! He was nothing but a smart-aleck 

know-it-all who was stupid and totally unfunny. Sheesh, what in the world happened to him after 

the first film?? And I hate what they did with Claw. How come in the first movie, he talked normal, 

but in this movie he has that wierd robot voice. Also, how come he turned into an old man? WHAT 

THE HECK WAS GOING ON HERE??!!!! Overall, this movie was just dead awful to me. It made no 

sense at all. This piece of crap gets a big fat, 1/10!!! Once again, I apologize to "The Secret Of Nimh". 

This movie, along with MST3K's "Invasion Of The Neptune Men" were worse. 
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Interview With The Vampire: The Vampire Chronicles (1994) 
 

It hadn't even been a year since a plantation owner named Louis 

had lost his brother, and now he had lost his will to live. A vampire 

named Lestat takes a liking to Louis and offers him the chance to 

become a creature of the night: a vampire. Louis accepts, and 

Lestat drains Louis' mortal blood and then replaces it with his own 

turning Louis into a vampire. Louis must learn from Lestat the 

ways of the vampire. In 1791, plantation owner Louis outside New 

Orleans has lost his courage to live. He gets bitten by the vampire 

Lestat and is himself turned into one. He hates being a vampire 

and refuses to kill humans. Louis and Lestat turn a little girl, 

Claudia, into a vampire, and together they live on through the 

centuries. This movie centers around two vampires. One longs for 

a companion, while the other cannot bare to kill humans to satisfy 

its hunger. It's about a vampire who gives a down-on-his-luck man a choice to either live eternally or 

die. The man's decision causes him to regret many of the things that he does in his life to come. A 

night in San Francisco, during our time: A young journalist follows a man through the streets and 

they end up in an anonymous room. When the journalist starts to interview the man, the stranger 

tells him that he is a vampire, being over 200-years-old. The journalist doesn't believe him, but after 

the man proves it's true, he tells his story: His name is Louis and in 18th century New Orleans he was 

24, by this time owner of an estate and a widower already. One night, when he once again was 

destroying himself by drinking and other things, he was found by Lestat, a vampire, who bit him. But 

even after becoming a vampire, life wasn't fun for Louis until one night he met a little girl, Claudia, 

who should change his existance forever. In 1791, plantation owner Louis De Pointe Du Lac is 

unhappy with the life he has, until Lestat De Lioncourt comes into his life. Lestat, a vampire, allows 

Louis to make the decision of either death or life as a vampire forever. And until his decision is 

already made, does Louis realize what he has become. He refuses to take human life and is about to 

leave when Lestat, being the clever being that he is, turns a little orphan girl into a vampire to make 

Louis stay. The story is told by Louis in 1991 to an interviewer about the lives of himself, Lestat and 

Claudia through trouble, death, curse and love over the past 200 years. I, like Anne Rice, was initially 

dismayed that Tom Cruise had been cast as Lestat. But when I saw the film, I had to admit that he 

absolutely nailed the role. I had always thought of Cruise as a pretty boy, and not really a serious 

actor, especially since he failed in his attempt at a Streepian accent in "Far and Away". However, he 

perfectly portrayed Lestat for what he is, a monster with a monstrous ego. I think that this was the 

first film I had seen with Brad Pitt, followed shortly by "Legends of the Fall" so to me his acting 

credentials were impeccable, in spite of my female friends swooning over him. The rest of the cast 

was excellent as well, with the only minor quibble that Antonio Banderas was too old for the part of 

Armand. Kirsten Dunst was adorably evil. The cinematography was beautiful, considering that almost 

all of the film (of course) takes place at night. One note on the supposed "homo-eroticism" in the 

film. I have the advantage, having read Rice's books, so here is the deal on that. In Rice's world, the 

vampires are absolutely sexless. Therefore, gender has no meaning to them. When a vampire loves 

another, or a mortal, it is truly from the heart, as no sexuality of any kind ever enters into it. The only 

thing to them that is close, is the kill. Killing is highly "erotic" to vampires. However, this too is really 



asexual, and so again, gender has no bearing on the eroticism of the kill. I think that some elements 

of this, which apparently came across as homo-eroticism, were included in the screenplay just to 

emphasize how different, how non-human, that vampires are. 
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Intimitäten (2004) 
 

Where can intimate moments happen in a place where intimacy is 

laid wide open to the public gaze? Cazzo-Film, a Berlin gay 

pornography production company, the "Wahre-Liebe" TV crew 

and documentary filmmaker Lukas Schmid flew to Majorca in 

search of these moments. When you first see this film it feels like 

you have been mugged. It is a film that skirts the very fringes of 

where taboos are broken, yet at the same time it manages to 

convey so much intimacy, such tenderness at times. Lukas Schmid 

took a look at an apparent holiday idyll, where others were 

making a film. The protagonists are chosen at random, and they 

approach each other as strangers. Between occasional 

prostitution on the one hand and the search for closeness on the 

other, they are seeking as always to live their dreams. There is a 

consent between the filmmakers and the objects of their 

attention that is as fragile as the documentary maker so lovingly portrays it – one that is intimate yet 

at the same time displayed so publicly. 
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Into The Labyrinth (1981) 
 

Three children (Simon Beal, Lisa Turner & 16-year-old Simon 

Henderson) stumble upon the imprisoned sorcerer Rothgo and are 

drawn into a mysterious search through time for the magical 

Nidus which has been stolen by the evil witch Belor. I used to 

watch this TV show back when I was 7. It was on Nickelodeon 

when the channel had awesome and great programming, instead 

of crappy cartoons and uninteresting content. But then again, I'm 

31, so I suppose I wouldn't like stuff like Rugrats. Anyhow, I used 

to rush home from school and watch that show all the time. I 

remember the show was juggled around for a bit on there and it 

was difficult to find it sometimes. The only thing that I remember 

these days was how awesome Ron Moody was and the kids in it 

pushing up through some sort of jelly substance. Anyhow, I would 

always try and explain it to friends and none of them have ever 

seen it. I keep crossing my fingers that they are released on DVD. If the 70's Tomorrow People can 

make it to DVD, then I have hope for other classic Nickelodeon shows. 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1981) 
 

Episode 1: Rothgo; While playing Hide-and-Seek, Terry and his sister, Helen, are caught in a sudden 

thunderstorm; however, on taking refuge in a nearby cave they are surprised to find that they are 

not wet. Inside the cave Terry and Helen encounter Phil, an older boy who has been following their 

recent game. After hearing a strange voice calling for help, the three children decide to explore the 

tunnel system; they soon reach a large cavern, where they find a black-dressed man trapped under a 

huge rock. The stranger gives his name as Rothgo, explaining that he is a wizard who has been 

imprisoned by his enemy, an evil witch named Belor. Rothgo urges the children to join hands and 

concentrate, and, to their astonishment, the stone levitates, allowing the wizard to get free. Rothgo 

implores the children for help: Belor has stolen from him a mystical object known as the Nidas, and 

hidden it somewhere in the past; without the Nidas, Rothgo is incomplete, and he will soon die – 

however, if the children will agree to help retrieve the object, his powers will be restored. Helen and 

Phil immediately agree, and, together with a hesitant Terry, they step into a magical stone labyrinth 

that transports them back through time and space. 

Episode 2: The Circle; Travelling many centuries into the past, Helen, Terry and Phil arrive in a cave 

at the time of the Winter Solstice; here they encounter an old druid who appears to be Rothgo, but 

whose memory has been scrambled by a curse. On seeing Phil's black skin the druid instantly 

proclaims the boy to be 'the dark warrior' who it is prophesied will challenge Cynon, the spoilt tyrant 

who has usurped Rothgo's throne as high priest of the druids. However, Cynon's sponsor is an evil 

woman named Iliac – who is in fact Belor in disguise; when she recognises the children Belor quickly 

traps them inside a cave, while her future self seeks out Rothgo and engages him in a deadly battle 



in the night skies. But Rothgo is able to stall Belor, allowing the three children to escape, say his 

name, and restore his past self's memory. With Rothgo's help Phil must now challenge Cynon – but 

will he be able to best the powerful dictator and discover the location of the Nidas? 

Episode 3: Robin; Helen, Terry and Phil travel back seven-hundred years, arriving in the dungeon of 

the Sheriff of Nottingham. While Helen is abducted by a mysterious robed figure, Terry and Phil are 

captured as Saracen spies and imprisoned in a cell, where they meet a magician who appears to be 

Rothgo; however, the boys are unaware that the man is merely an illusion created by the Lady 

Eleanor – Belor in disguise. Helen learns that her captor is an aging Robin of Loxley, who was 

formerly known as Robin Hood; it seems that Robin mistook Helen for the Sheriff's niece, Rowena, 

whom he hoped to exchange in return for his medallion; this mystical object was stolen by the 

Sheriff, and its loss has caused Robin to lose his faith in himself. Helen suspects that the medallion 

may be the Nidas, and so she agrees to help Robin recover it in return for finding her friends. 

Meanwhile, Terry and Phil have been completely taken in by the fake Rothgo; the trio are released 

by Lady Eleanor – but only so that 'Rothgo' can lead the boys into a trap. 

Episode 4: Masrur; Arriving in the mystical Far East, the children contact Rothgo for advice; the 

magician has rested, and is now able to grant Helen the power to free anyone imprisoned by 

'Masrur'. Exploring the caverns the trio soon find a man imprisoned inside a large water jar; after 

Helen releases him, the self-proclaimed Ali the Defender explains that he had been imprisoned by 

Masrur, an evil sorceress who has taken over the land after capturing the Caliph and forcing the 

Grand Vizier to flee. Terry, Helen and Phil immediately suspect that Masrur is Belor and the Grand 

Vizier to be Rothgo, but before they can act, they are confronted by guards sent by Masrur; Ali 

escapes, but the three children are trapped in the Chamber of Fire, where they are choked by deadly 

sulphurous fumes. Luckily the room also contains the imprisoned Vizier, and once Helen speaks his 

name, Rothgo awakens and disperses the toxic gas – much to Masrur's fury. Elsewhere, Ali learns 

that his army of men have all deserted him, except for one loyal follower, Ahmed; Ali vows to stop 

Masrur, but it seems that his motives centre around himself rather than his people. Meanwhile, 

Rothgo tells the children that Masrur holds the Nidas in her treasure trove – but the only way to gain 

access to the store is by using a genie trapped in a bottle worn around Masrur's neck. 

Episode 5: Conflict; Arriving in England during the Civil War, Helen, Terry and Phil find themselves in 

the cellar of the house belonging to Lord and Lady Courtney, where they meet an old woman called 

Nan, who mistakes them for the Courtneys' children. Nan gives the trio candles and then leads them 

into the safety of the tunnels below the house, away from the approaching conflict between the 

Roundheads and the Cavaliers; however, after Helen's candlestick somehow gives her and Terry a 

mild electrostatic shock, the group inadvertently splits into to parties; while Nan and Phil meet 

Rothgo's past self, a travelling player dressed as a Cavalier, Terry and Helen manage to contact 

Rothgo's future self, something only possible with close proximity to the Nidas... Meanwhile, Belor, 

in the guise of the Courtneys' housekeeper, is furious to find that the Nidas – which was disguised as 

a candlestick – has now fallen into the hands of her enemies; however, before she can pursue the 

children Belor is stopped by the arrival of a squad of Roundheads led by Colonel Chadwick. Using her 

cunning, Belor convinces the Colonel that not only have Helen, Terry and Phil stolen a valuable 

heirloom, but that they also know the whereabouts of the fleeing king; the Colonel immediately 

dispatches his men into the caves – and soon Phil and Rothgo are captured by the Roundheads and 

brought in for questioning. 



Episode 6: Revolution; As Terry, Phil and Helen journey through the labyrinth, Belor intervenes and 

delays them in a time vortex; she then travels ahead of them, arriving during France's infamously 

bloody Revolution. Materialising in a church carved out of a cave, Belor casts a spell on Rothgo's past 

self, a French aristocrat, to ensure that he will not recognise the three children when he meets 

them; then, having disguised herself as a woman named Juliette, Belor uses her feminine wiles to 

trick Rothgo into believing her to be a friend. Belor introduces Rothgo to her fellow revolutionaries, 

a motley gang led by the zealous Citizen Pierre; however, Pierre feels jealous over Rothgo's 

attentions to Juliette, and promptly accuses Rothgo of being a spy; luckily a demonstration of 

Rothgo's magic quickly puts an end to Pierre's threats. Elsewhere, the children finally arrive, only to 

find themselves trapped in a tunnel, and their confusion increases when they see witness Rothgo's 

past self apparently enjoying a dance with Belor. Back in the church, a group of French soldiers 

arrive, led by the newly-elected Proconsul Julien. When Belor manages to trick Rothgo into thinking 

that Julien is her in disguise, Rothgo's ranting results in his arrest as a traitor – and is immediately 

sentenced to death. 

Episode 7: Minotaur; Pierre's attempt to blow up the powder kegs using the 'Nidus clock' as a timer 

results in a huge explosion, the force of which blasts the children forward in time to the present. 

Here they find the labyrinth and Rothgo – who is now close to death. Rothgo frees the children of 

their obligation to help him, but Helen, Phil and Terry ask for one more attempt to find the Nidas, 

even though they know that their failure will mean they will be trapped in the past forever. 

Summoning up his final reserves of energy, Rothgo sends the trio to the original labyrinth, back in 

ancient Crete. Here the children find the Nidus disguised as a bust of a Minotaur, a fearsome, bull-

headed creature, but when Terry attempts to touch the object he discovers that it is protected by a 

powerful force. They are interrupted by the arrival of Theseus and his companion, Ariadne – none 

other than Belor in disguise; Theseus wants to slay the Minotaur, but Belor manages to persuade 

him to take the Nidus instead. Using his sword, Theseus removes the powerful object, causing a 

cave-in that traps the children. Terry, Phil and Helen are about to give up hope when they meet 

Rothgo's past self, Daedelus, the creator of the maze; however, when they try to show Rothgo a 

vision of his future self as proof of his real identity, they are shocked to see Belor defeat their friend. 

Unless Phil, Terry and Helen can retrieve the Nidas, it seems that Belor has finally won. 
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Inu To Watashi No 10 No Yakusoku (10 Promises To My Dog) (2008) 
 

A teenage girl adopts a homeless puppy and names it "Socks". 

They take care of each others since then, until one day when she 

is thinking Socks to be smaller than she thought it used be. With 

14-year-old Mayuko Fukuda. You probably cannot count just how 

many doggie movies are out there, with its fair share coming out 

of Japan. Neither can I, and ever since Hachiko I thought none 

could stand up to the loyalty of that dog, but I guess I was wrong. 

You think you know the usual drill when it comes to stories about 

man's best friend, but I guess one can always count on the 

Japanese to weave a story based on much melodrama that 

somehow works, no matter if it at first glance might seem to be 

familiar. Like how the dog remains unflinchingly loyal to its owner, 

good or bad in its owner's treatment of it. Or how it can always be 

relied on to provide that listening ear, even though they obviously 

don't speak our language, or best of all, how as a puppy the camera always capture their best angle 

to make you wish you could go home to one who that will always wag its tail and playfully pounce on 

you as a greeting, as if you're the best person in the world that stepped through the door. The 10 

promises referred to here isn't exactly 10 of the best that one would actually commit to the pet, but 

rather, a pact of understanding from both parties that build on trust. And that turns out to be key to 

the story, as it extends not only between animals and man, but across relationships that both parties 

will forge with others and fellow species as well. In fact, some of these serve as universal reminders, 

and I suppose young kids who are brought to see this G-rated film, will probably come to understand 

that it takes a lot of responsibility to take care of a pet, especially when one's priorities in life tend to 

change as one grows up within the average lifespan of, in this case, a dog. Told over 10 years, the 

film stars Mayuko Fukuda and Lena Tanaka as the character of Akari, a young girl who seem to suffer 

from setback after setback ranging from family to relationship issues, despite her sunshine cheery 

demeanour. And the best parts in the movie pertain to the carefully crafted story about family, 

about being there for your loved ones, and making precious moments count. And with the 10 

promises, we will journey with Akari to see if she can commit to the pact successfully, or not. But it's 

not just a story about a girl and her dog, and there's where this movie shines in being different from 

the usual run off the mill stories. There's a small sub plot involving Akari's golden retriever Socks in 

its ability to become a therapy dog, both for herself, and good friend Hoshi (Ryo Kase). And it chief 

strength was in how it weaved a very nice, touching story about family, of being there every 

moment that you can, and making such moment matter. Just like how Akari's father Saito (Etushi 

Toyokawa, in a role that perhaps many can identify with) places work in a higher priority than family 

in order to put bread on the table, but realizes that work just isn't everything as time will just pass 

you by. And it served as an interesting parallel when Akari loathes her father's non-presence, but 

slowly we see her succumbing to these same attitudes as well, much to the disappointment of, well, 

everyone else. Despite a romantic angle being ploughed into the movie at its midpoint on, its family 

one still stood its ground and delivered the melodramatic payload when it mattered, to tug at your 

heartstrings during the inevitable finale. And while listening to the Japanese cast bravely sing their 

way through Time After Time, I'd figured that while it fit the movie nicely with the message it 



wanted to bring across, perhaps this version of the song will sooth calm nerves: Highly 

recommended if you have never seen a movie about man and his best friend, or if the last one 

you've watched was a few years ago. Otherwise you should know what to expect when it goes into 

dramatic overdrive. 
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Invaders From Mars (1953) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Jimmy Hunt) learns that space aliens are 

taking over the minds of earthlings. One night, young David 

McLean sees a spaceship crash into a nearby sandpit. His father 

goes to investigate, but comes back changed. Where once he was 

cheerful and affectionate, he's now sullen and snarlingly rude. 

Others fall into the sandpit and begin acting like him: cold, ill-

tempered and conspiratorial. David knows that aliens are taking 

over the bodies of humans, but he'll soon discover there have 

been far more of these terrible thefts than he could have 

imagined. The young doom-monger finds some serious help in a 

lady doctor and a brilliant astronomer. Soon they meet the aliens: green creatures with insect-like 

eyes. These beings prove to be slaves to their leader: a large, silent head with ceaselessly shifting 

eyes and two tentacles on either side, each of which branches off into three smaller tentacles. It's up 

to the redoubtable earth trio to stop its evil plans. The Stuff Nightmares Are Made From. An eerie 

horror/sci-fi that works even better today: great set design (by the director William Cameron 

Menzies), script, haunting music, and unforgettable images: the hill-top "sinking sand" set, weird 

marks on victims' necks, the catacombed alien lair, the tall, green, bug-eyed Martians, the gold-like, 

tentacled, expressive "head"-intelligence in the globe, the LONG hypodermic needle, much more. 

Costumes work well too, note the change of the mother (Hillary Brooke) from loose-haired blonde 

sweetness, to a possessed rigid-hairstyled villainess in black. The doctor-heroine (Helena Carter) is a 

picture-book beauty of auburn-coiffured refinement and soft-spoken sympathy, clad in a cream-

colored dress, with a bright red handkerchief to set it off and two-toned stilettos. Jimmy Hunt is all-

American red-headed freckleness, unusual in that the story is told from his point-of-view, a fine 

performance. Good support from Morris Ankrum, Arthur Franz, and Leif Erickson. The dreamlike 

nature of the picture is only enhanced by the repeating footage, lots of stock military scenes, the 

wobbly aliens, etc. Basic plot was re-used for "It Came From Outer Space" (1953), "Invasion of the 

Body Snatchers" (1956), "It Conquered the World" (1956), many more. Skip the abysmal 1986 

remake. 
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Invaders From Mars (1986) 
 

In this remake of the classic 50s SF tale, a boy (11-year-old Hunter 

Carson) tries to stop an invasion of his town by aliens who take 

over the the minds of his parents, his least-liked schoolteacher 

and other townspeople. With the aid of the school nurse the boy 

enlists the aid of the U.S. Marines. Well, it's better than the 1953 

original (though that's not saying much). I remember, vaguely, 

loving it when it came out in 1986. I just bought the letter-boxed 

THX-enhanced version, and I'm wondering just WHAT I liked 

about it. Yeah some of the imagery and use of color is fantastic, 

but that's about it. Carson is a terrible actor and Black gives one of 

her worst performances. Only Bottoms, Newman and Fletcher 

turn in somewhat enjoyable acting. That aliens are REALLY stupid 

looking, the attempts at humor are pathetic and the the story is 

way too slow-moving. I do know that director Hopper and star 

Black had real troubles with the film company when doing this (the company kept slashing the 

budget and complaining about every single dime Hopper spent), so much so that Hopper actually 

became physically ill at one point! Unfortunately, it shows up in the final product. Cool opening 

credits though. 
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Invitation To Hell (1984) 
 

A scientist and his family move to a new town. He meets the local 

celebrity the beautiful who runs the local health club to which 

everyone is a member and makes him suspicious. Intrigued he 

investigates further and uncovers a terrifying plot. A Good Story 

That Can Be Understood In Different Levels. When the scientist 

and family man Matt Winslow (Robert Urich) finally accepts the 

invitation to work the Micro-Digitech Corporation in a space suit 

project, he moves with his beloved wife Patricia (Joanna Cassidy) 

and their son Robbie (11-year-old Barret Oliver) and daughter 

Chrissy (Soleil Moon Frye) to a huge modern house in the 

corporation compound. They meet their friend Tom Peterson (Joe 

Regalbuto) and his family completely adapted to the new lifestyle, 

and Tom invites the Winslow family to join the Steaming Springs 

Country Club. Tom tries to seduce Matt telling him that every 

member of the club has a meteoric professional ascension in Micro-Digitech, but Matt is not 

tempted with the offer. Later he is introduced to the director of the club, Jessica Jones (Susan Lucci) 

that befriends Patricia and convinces her to join the club with her children. Matt feels the changing 

in the behavior of his family and decides to investigate the club, finding an evil secret about Jessica 

and the members. In the 80's, when I saw "Invitation to Hell", I liked this movie that partially recalls 

"The Stepford Wives", with people changing the behavior in a suburban compound. I have just seen 

it today, and I found a great metaphoric message against the big corporations, when people literally 

sell their souls to the devil to climb positions and earn higher salaries. I am not sure whether the 

author intended to give this interpretation to the story, but I believe it fits perfectly. My vote is 

seven. 
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Io Non Ho Paura (I'm Not Scared) (No Tengo Miedo) (2003) 
 

While playing outside one day, 9-year-old Michele (13-year-old 

Giuseppe Cristiano) discovers Filippo (10-year-old Mattia Di 

Pierro), who is chained to the ground at the bottom of a hole. 

Michele witnesses town baddie Felice nearby and suspects 

something bad is happening. Michele is unsure whom he should 

tell about his discovery, eventually spilling the beans to his closest 

friend. Michele's parents learn of his discovery and warn him to 

forget whatever he saw. I have been critical of films that sidestep 

issues of conscience for broader appeal, so when a film comes 

along that tackles the issue head on, it is important to take notice. 

Set in Southern Italy in 1978, I'm Not Scared by Gabriele 

Salvatores (Mediterraneo) is about a child who discovers a small 

lad hidden in a cavernous hole near an abandoned farmhouse and 

acts with courage and compassion to "do the right thing". The film 

is partly a standard commercial product with a predictable plot, sentimental music, and pseudo-

lyrical slow motion shots but it also embodies an artistic sensibility that expressively captures the 

world of a child in its wonder, innocence, and beauty. Similar to the 1996 film La Promesse by the 

Dardenne Brothers, it is a film about a young boy's awakening of conscience. 10-year-old Michele, 

exquisitely performed by first-time actor Giuseppe Cristiano, is outgoing, intelligent, and strong-

willed and there is a great deal of warmth and knowing in his face that makes us instinctively care 

about him. Michele and his friends play in the vast golden wheat fields during summer and all seems 

idyllic. When Michele looks for a pair of glasses lost by his sister Maria (Giulia Matturo), however, he 

makes an unexpected discovery. Beneath a straw-covered plank in the ground he finds Filippo 

(Mattia Di Pierro), a scared, dirty, and almost blind boy of his own age. The child, chained to a stake 

and barely alive, is subject to hallucinations and believes that he is dead and that Michele is his 

guardian angel. We don't know if the boy is a "wild child" or the victim of an unspeakable crime. 

Instead of reporting his finding to his overburdened mother (Aitana Sanchez-Gijon), or his moody 

working class father (Dino Abbrescia), he keeps the secret to himself, bringing bread and water to 

the starving boy and the two develop a mystical bond of friendship. When Michele finds out the 

shocking reason that Filippo is in the cave, he discovers the strength within himself to stand up for 

what he thinks is right even though it leaves him open to potentially damaging consequences. I'm 

Not Scared does not idealize children and paint all adults as evil. The children can be ruthless in 

cruelly teasing the weakest members of their group and in selling out to the wrongdoers for trifles, 

for example, just to sit at the wheel of a car. The adults commit a heinous crime out of the 

desperation of poverty or for unstated political reasons but their love for their own children is clear. 

Based on a novel by Niccoló Amminiti, I'm Not Scared is part suspense drama and part coming-of-

age story but cannot be neatly categorized. It is has a strange otherworldly and mythical quality to it, 

like a cinematic dream and the result is not vacuously uplifting but powerfully moving. In discovering 

the cave where Filippo is hidden, Michele truly discovers a cave "filled with gems and gold". 
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Io Speriamo Che Me La Cavo (Ciao, Professore!) (Me Let's Hope I Make 

It) (1992) 
 

Marco Sperelli is a teacher, he is divorced and he is sent to work in 

Corzano, a town near Naples. The first day of work he finds in the 

school only the school-caretaker and few girls and boys in the 

class-room. He goes out looking for them and he discovers then a 

wretched life led by the boys and the girls of Corzano. A life in 

which only power and violence are worth respecting. Sperelli tries 

to teach something different but he gets their respect only by 

slapping Raffaele, on the way to became a camorrist. His presence 

and his work, however, disturb too many persons and he will be 

transferred. A bureaucratic snafu sends Marco Tullio Sperelli, a 

portly, middle-aged northern Italian, to teach third grade in a poor 

town outside Naples. His first challenge is to increase attendance, 

collaring his students one by one from home, jobs, or delinquent 

idleness. Then he must convince his students that classroom 

learning has real-world payoffs. Meanwhile, Sperelli's students draw their gentle, self-deprecating 

teacher into their gritty lives outside the classroom. North-South contrasts abound, including an 

hilarious soliloquy on the nature of Switzerland. Many of Lina Wertmuller's movies (such as "Seven 

Beauties" and "Swept Away") have dealt with the North-South divide in Italy. "Io speriamo che me la 

cavo" (called "Ciao, Professore!" in English) has Northern Italian professor Marco Sperelli (Paolo 

Villaggio) getting sent to a destitute town near Naples and having to get used to being a teacher 

there, especially with the presence of a young hoodlum in the school. Maybe it's not Wertmuller's 

greatest movie, but it is something that I would recommend - although I should warn you, there's 

some stuff here that might be a little shocking to find in a movie dealing with children. Buon viaggio! 
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Ira Finkelstein's Christmas (All I Want Is Christmas) (Switchmas) (Le 

Noël De Mes Rêves) (2012) 
 

A Christmas obsessed Jewish boy (12-year-old Elijah Nelson) on his 

way to sunny Florida figures out how to get the Christmas of his 

dreams by trading airline tickets and places with another boy (12-

year-old Justin Howell) on his way to snowy Christmastown, WA. 

Ira J. Finkelstein is obsessed with Christmas. He's seen every 

Christmas movie ever made and his dreams are filled with 

reindeer, sleigh rides and SNOW. The problem? Ira's Jewish - and 

at 11-years-old, Christmas is passing him by. When Ira's hopes for 

a holiday vacation in Aspen are dashed, he hatches a plan to 

finally get the Christmas of his dreams. Flying unaccompanied to 

visit his grandparents in Florida, he swaps tickets with Mikey, 

another 11-year-old on his way to Christmastown, WA. Ira gets 

more than he bargained for when he experiences his first "White 

Christmas". A delightful family Christmas-Oy Vey movie! A strong 

cast and delightful plot line drive this family Christmas story with a Hanukkah twist (or is it a 

Hanukkah story with a Christmas twist?). The young leads--Ira and Mikey, played by Elijah Nelson 

and Justin Howell--charmed their way through their scenes, and their interaction with the adults--

especially Mikey and his grandfather, played by Elliott Gould, showed wonderful chemistry. But the 

show stealer was Jennifer Cameo--a washed up (dare I say 'touched'?) middle-aged actress played by 

Julianne Christie. From the opening scene, the film's comedic element was driven by her, setting a 

lighthearted and slightly off subplot to the movie. This was a movie for the whole family, and a 

delightful holiday treat. With 10-year-old Jack Fleischmann. 
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Iron Will (1994) 
 

When Will Stoneman's father dies, he is left alone to take care of 

his mother and their land. Needing money to maintain it, he 

decides to join a cross country dogsled race. This race will require 

days of racing for long hours, through harsh weather and terrain. 

This young man will need a lot of courage and a strong will to 

complete this race. How much of this story is true is up for 

dispute. I suspect most of it is highly exaggerated. Nonetheless, it 

is inspirational and fun to watch: an excellent adventure tale. The 

movie reminded me of "White Fang" with the winter scenery and 

the young hero, played by 21-year-old MacKenzie Astin, looking 

and sounding much like Ethan Hawke. The story was simply about 

a dog-sled race in the early part of the 20th century. The picture is 

beautifully shot, especially the train scenes, and looks very good 

on DVD. The villains in here aren't as despicable as in other films, 

so it's more pleasant to watch. I enjoyed the entire story except for the whistling at the finish line 

which was a bit stupid, but that's minor. This is one of Disney's better efforts. 
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Is Anybody There? (2008) 
 

Set in 1980s seaside England, this is the story of Edward (13-year-

old Bill Milner), an unusual 10-year-old boy growing up in an old 

people's home run by his parents. Whilst his mother struggles to 

keep the family business afloat, and his father copes with the 

onset of mid-life crisis, Edward is busy tape-recording the elderly 

residents to try and discover what happens when they die. 

Increasingly obsessed with ghosts and the afterlife, Edward's is a 

rather lonely existence until he meets Clarence, the latest recruit 

to the home, a retired magician with a liberating streak of 

anarchy. Is There Anybody There? tells the story of this odd 

couple - a boy and an old man - facing life together, with Edward 

learning to live in the moment and Clarence coming to terms with 

the past. Greetings again from the darkness. I will always pay to 

see Michael Caine act. I have always found his relaxed, natural 

approach to be fascinating, entertaining and mostly effective. As the Amazing Clarence, an elderly 

career magician, he is just fantastic. This may be the first role where he has actually gone out of his 

way to look older than he actually is. When he checks himself into a home for the elderly, he 

befriends the young son of the owner. The boy is played by Bill Milner who was exceptional in "Son 

of Rambow". His mom is played by Ann-Marie Duffy and she loves her son, but just doesn't have the 

time and energy to devote to him (or her husband) as she dedicates herself to the tenants. The best 

part of the film is watching Mr. Caine and young Milner interact. Their time is magical, pun intended. 

The sad thing is...this is the only part of the film that works. The rest is a bit lame and certainly not 

up to the standard of "Mrs. Palfrey at the Claremont". Regardless, the film is worth seeing for the 

performance of Michael Caine. One of his best in years and really captures the pain of getting old 

and slowly losing one's self. 
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Iskanderija... Lih? (Alexandria Why) (1978) 
 

A dense, difficult, and, unfortunately, sloppy film from Egypt. It 

deals with a group of characters in Alexandria during (and shortly 

after) WWII, and is kind of a portrait of an artist type of story. The 

main character is a teenager, Yehia, an aspiring actor and 

filmmaker who knows that Alexandria will stifle his creativity if he 

doesn't get out. He strives to go to England or America. Then 

there are half a dozen other plotlines running concurrently. All of 

them are interesting, including a terrorist plot to kidnap Churchill 

and turn him over to the Nazis when they arrive in the city, a 

wealthy family that decides to move to Palestine and finds that 

the land is being occupied by the Jews, and a man who abducts 

British soldiers and kills them as an act of patriotism, that is until 

he befriends a particularly innocent-looking one. The movie jumps 

around breathlessly, and it's almost impossible to follow it 

completely. Still, there are so many moments of grace and beauty, so many good performances, that 

I did end up approving of it, if just a little. 
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Is-Slottet (Ice Palace) (1987) 
 

In a remote Norwegian mountain-area in the thirties, two 12-year-

old girls Siss and Unn meets. They are friends, but for Unn it is 

more serious, she admits to have secret and indecent fantasies 

about her girlfriend. This film don't look like anything else. It is 

very slow moving, almost boring, and most of the pictures are 

close-ups of not very expressive faces. It's set in a very cold and 

very remote Norwegian mountain area in the thirties - not the 

most amusing place in the world. But very decent indeed. And 

then something starts sparkling. The two 12-year-old girls meets a 

frosty evening, it is the first time that the kind and completely 

ordinary Siss visits the outsider Unn, who lives alone with her 

aunt. Unn shows to be an outsider indeed, having her room 

decorated by posters of pin-up girls, and soon suggest, that they 

take off their clothes. After doing that, Unn cries and admits, that 

she will not be let into Heaven, when she dies. Siss promise to 

keep Unns special feelings a secret. The very next day Unn dies in 

the big ice palace (a frozen waterfall in the nearby river)- nobody 

knows, if it was an accident or suicide, but Siss is left with feelings of guilt. What she really thinks, 

and what other people think, is not quite obvious. But this strange film is fascinating in its own odd 

way. There is some nudity and scary scenes, but that won't offend any minors, because they would 

be bored away long before it starts. 
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IT (Stephen King's IT) (1990) 
 

A series of murders prompts Mike Hanlon to suspect that the 

supernatural menace that he and a group of friends battled as 

children has returned. He begins to call his friends to remind them 

of the oath they swore: if It returned again, they would come back 

to Derry to do battle again. A group of adults take a blast from the 

past. They remember when they were nerds in school, hanging 

out, victim of bullies. But nothing out of the question compares 

with one big bully of Evil unspeakable. the bully is a monster in a 

clowns suit. He is deadly, can be any were anyone, at any time. 

with supernatural powers. They call him "IT". In the quiet town of 

Derry, Maine, Seven friends, Bill, Eddie, Mike, Bev, Stan, Richie 

and Ben (the losers club) have all been seeing and hearing strange 

things. Most of which revolve around a Clown called pennywise in 

which they all admit being real, the kids eventually discover that 

the leader of the club, Bill's little brother fell victim to this evil. The group sets out to stop the force 

and put it to rest once and for all. 30 years after defeating IT, Mike Hanlon, the only Member who 

remained in derry, is suspecting that IT has returned and is forced to call back all of the Losers club, 

due to a promise they all made to return if its evil shall ever resurface. Uncovering new powers, 

clues and evil the club reunites as adults and come face to face with the evil that has haunted and 

fed on derry for the last centuries. Derry, Maine is a quiet town, terrorized every 30 years by a 

horror known only as "It". The only victims of "It" are children. Through the form of a clown named 

Pennywise, "It" wakes up every 30 years and feeds. The adults of Derry act like "It" doesn't happen. 

Ironically they know about "It", but the events are too horrible to talk about. Seven outcasts, know 

as The Lucky Seven, Bill, Ben, Beverly, Eddie, Richie, Mike, and Stan are able to defeat "It" as children 

and make a pact to return and do battle again should the terror return. Now 30 years later, Mike 

Hanlon who stayed behind, is puzzled by a bizarre occurance of child murders. When he discovers 

that "It" has come back, he reunites what's left of The Lucky Seven, now in their middle ages to do 

battle once again, and "It" is ready. The Lucky Seven must now defeat "It" and cure Derry of "The 

Derry Disease". 14-year-old Jonathan Brandis as Bill Denbrough - Age 12, 14-year-old Brandon Crane 

as Ben Hanscom - Age 12, 13-year-old Adam Faraizl as Eddie Kaspbrak - Age 12, 16-year-old Seth 

Green as Richie Tozier - Age 12, 17-year-old Ben Heller as Stanley Uris - Age 12, 13-year-old Emily 

Perkins as Beverly Marsh - Age 12 and Marlon Taylor as Mike Hanlon - Age 12. People were terrified 

of swimming in the sea after the movie "Jaws". This movie did to me for clowns what "Jaws" did for 

swimming in the sea. After watching this, clowns will just never be the same to me again. The 

unrecognizable Tim Curry portrays a very scary and perhaps even somewhat classic horror character. 

Pennywise/It surely is one scary looking character! To be honest without the character Pennywise/It 

this two parts TV-movie wouldn't had been very well watchable or recommendable. The movie has a 

typically awful looking TV-movie visual style and the actors and storytelling aren't much good either. 

I have quite some fantasy but I'm just no big fan of Stephen King's horror novels. The story and the 

moments in it are just always highly unlikely, silly and over-the-top. "It" is no exception on this. 

Another major disappointing aspect of the movie are the special effects and the awful ending that is 

just a major let down and just isn't fitting and doesn't seem to have an awful lot to do to the earlier 



scary moments and the character Pennywise/It. Still for the fans of the horror-genre, there is plenty 

to enjoy. The movie has some good, original and well constructed scary moments and the character 

Pennywise/It should be reason enough for horror-fans to watch this two part made for TV movie. 

The cast mainly consists out of TV actors and aren't much good or likable. Funny thing is that the 

children cast is possible better and more likable and believable than the adult cast members. It was 

especially fun to see an extremely young Seth Green, who already acted in the same manner as he 

still does today. Silly, bad looking but still scary and recommendable. 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1990) 
 

Episode 1: Set in the town of Derry, Maine in the year 1960, 6-year-old Georgie Denbrough is lured 

to a storm drain when his paper boat drops down into it. When attempting to retrieve it, he 

encounters a strange man dressed in a clown costume who calls himself "Pennywise the Dancing 

Clown." The man tempts Georgie closer with promises of cotton candy and balloons, exclaiming that 

"they all float down" into the sewer. He says that Georgie can "float" too before revealing his true 

nature, grabbing him and viciously tearing his right arm off. His older brother, Bill, is overwhelmed 

with guilt for inadvertently sending Georgie to his death and is terrified when his picture comes to 

life and bleeds. Bill later befriends several similar "misfits." One is Ben Hanscom, a loyal, determined, 

overweight and ingenious builder from a broken home after the death of his military father. He is 

terrorized by visions of both Pennywise and the ghost of his father trying to goad him into the sewer 

plant. Another is Eddie Kaspbrak, a hypochondriac, asthmatic boy who is frail and shy and lives with 

his overprotective mother. Kaspbrak is taunted and harassed by Pennywise (who shows a strong 

dislike towards him for being "girly") while attempting to shower at school. The group later includes 

Beverly Marsh, a tomboy with an abusive alcoholic father and a dead eye with a slingshot. She 

believes Bill's stories when her bathroom is destroyed by a geyser of blood (courtesy of Pennywise) 

that he helps clean up before her father gets home. Richie Tozier is a comedic red head who isn't 

afraid to stand up to the school bully, Henry Bowers, and his friends. He is a movie buff, which 

prompts Pennywise to scare him in the form of a werewolf. Stan Uris, a Jewish boy scout and bird 

watcher, is the next to have a near-death experience after being trapped by a mummy in an 

abandoned house. Mike Hanlon, an African American student facing a difficult time as a new student 

and resident of Derry, often finds himself in the crosshairs of the racist Henry Bowers as well. Mike is 

last to see Pennywise when his photography book comes to life showing him and the others 

Pennywise's history as he threatens the group. Though they initially question if Pennywise is simply a 

deranged man masquerading as a clown, the kids come to the realization that Pennywise is not 

human at all, so they label him "It." As each of them face their greatest fears (as well as Henry 

Bowers's harassment), they vow to avenge the deaths of Georgie and every other child killed by "It." 

They reason that since Pennywise feeds off of the imagination of its victims that it may likewise be 

vulnerable to the weaknesses of the forms it assumes. Beverly trains with a slingshot using silver 

slugs made from a pair of earrings. The Losers travel into the sewers followed by Henry, Victor Criss, 

and Belch Huggins, determined to kill them due to a rockfight a month earlier. They enter in the 

main sewer hall and discover Stan is missing, as he had been pulled by Henry and Belch. Henry 

orders Victor to create an ambush on the remaining Losers, but he gets killed by It. Meanwhile, just 

when Henry is about to kill Stan, a mysterious light bursts through a sewage pipe and both Stan and 



Henry watch in horror as Belch is dragged through the pipe and eaten. When the light returns, Stan 

escapes while Henry stands transfixed turning his hair white. "It" spares Henry's life and continues 

searching for Stan. Stan reunites with the others and tells them the "deadlights" are far worse than 

Pennywise, and they all agree not to stare into the lights. Pennywise catches up to them and grabs 

Stan. Just as Pennywise is about to eat Stan, Eddie melts half of Pennywise's face by spraying him 

with his inhaler which he imagines to be filled with battery acid (after Richie joked that it tasted like 

the substance) and Beverly cracks open the monster's head with her slingshot, revealing the 

deadlights. Before she could attack again, Pennywise somersaults in the air and vanishes into a drain 

in the ground. Before he is completely gone, Bill pulls on Pennywise's hand and the glove slips off, 

revealing a hideous three-fingered claw; It then disappears in the drain bellowing in agony. With 

their job done, the seven vow to return some day if ever It returns. Meanwhile, Henry escapes the 

sewers, is arrested and sentenced to life in an asylum for confessing to the murder of all the children 

and his gang of friends. 

Episode 2: Mike had become the only member of the Losers Club to remain in Derry after the events 

of the early 1960s. His memory of the events are still completely intact, and when he hears of the 

mysterious, unexplained death of a little girl who is murdered in her back garden (shown in the 

prologue of Part I), he begins to suspect It has returned. He calls up each of his friends, who have all 

become successful in their own right. Bill has become a horror novel writer married to a beautiful 

actress named Audra; Ben has become a famous architect as he'd always wanted; Beverly has 

become a fashion designer who has left her abusive husband; and Richie has become a late night TV 

comedian. Eddie owns a successful limousine service and Stan has become a real estate broker. 

Having moved on into comfortable lives and having barely a glimmer of the memories of that 

summer, they are all traumatized by the memories awakened by Mike's phone calls. While they 

agreed to return as promised, Stan is unable to cope with the fear and kills himself, writing the word 

"IT" on the bathroom wall with his blood. Upon the return to Derry, their reunion is lighthearted 

until terrifying events unfold that test their resolve. Beverly encounters a kindly old woman in her 

old home who tells her that her father is gone, but the woman is more than she appears. Pennywise 

locates Bill at the cemetery where he is paying a visit to Georgie's grave. There, the clown taunts Bill 

but the latter makes it known that he remembers him and does not fear him anymore. Pennywise 

later finds Eddie at the local pharmacy and proceeds to taunt him. Ben sees the skeleton of his 

father, which is still trying to get him to return to the sewers. Richie encounters Pennywise at the 

library, who attempts to drive him crazy by creating a rather grotesque illusion of blood-filled 

balloons before his very eyes (which Pennywise seems to find highly amusing); later, the group's 

reunion dinner comes to life. Pennywise, unable to kill them because his influence over them as 

adults is limited, pretends to be Belch's ghost and sends Henry to do the job (after killing the asylum 

night guard). Henry manages to attack Mike and wound him, which forces Bill and others to consider 

another direct confrontation with the clown. Eddie and Ben manage to kill Henry in a struggle. With 

Henry dead, It is prompted with the task of killing the Losers on its own. Meanwhile, Audra follows 

Bill to Derry but falls under the influence of It's deadlights and is made catatonic. As the five 

remaining "Losers" find their way to It's cave, they are greeted by a ghostly image of Pennywise and 

this time he reveals his truest physical form that the human mind can comprehend: a massive, 

hideous spider-like creature. In the midst of the battle, Eddie is mortally wounded when he steps 

forward to save Ben, Richie, and Bill's lives. Once again, Beverly is able to use her slingshot on the 

creature; this time, the strike rings true and mortally wounds It. Ben, Beverly, Richie and Bill comfort 



the wounded Eddie, who dies in his friends' arms. In their rage, Ben, Richie, Bill and Beverly 

slaughter and dismember It, killing it for good. They are able to leave, taking Eddie's body and the 

catatonic Audra with them. They later bury Eddie in the Derry Cemetery. In the aftermath, Mike 

marks his own fading memories of the past as a sign that It was truly destroyed that time, and the 

adult Losers Club can return to their lives as the memory of the traumatic events fades entirely. 

Richie gets a part in a movie and he partners up with a man who looks and sounds just like Eddie. 

Beverly and Ben leave Derry together and head west; one week later they are married and just 

weeks later Beverly is pregnant. Audra, still catatonic from her encounter, is coaxed back to life 

aboard Bill's old bicycle "Silver" when he takes her to outrun It's fading influence the same way he 

did when the bike helped Bill while trying to save a young Stan who was frozen with fear: in the end, 

she returns to life and to Bill. All as it was, they realize that they can now move on with their lives. As 

the film fades to black, Pennywise's evil laugh is heard one last time. 
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It Started In Naples (1960) 
 

Mike Hamilton, a Philadelphia lawyer, comes to Naples to settle 

the estate of his long estranged "black sheep" brother. Once 

there, he discovers that the deceased has left an 8-year-old little 

boy named Nando (13-year-old Marietto Angeletti), who is being 

raised by Michael's sister-in-law Lucia Curcio. Mike immediately 

disapproves of Nando's Italian-style (in other words "lax") 

education. To make matters worse, Lucia happens to be... a sexy 

nightclub dancer. This is too much for a puritan like Mike and the 

only solution in his eyes is to have the boy brought up in the 

States. What a wonderful movie starring two of filmdoms' 

greatest stars-Clark Gable and the beautiful Sophia Loren. Set in 

Naples and the island of Capri this is one attractive movie. Great 

story line and excellent music and a wonderful performance by 

the master himself Vittorio De Sica. Add to the cast a young Italian 

actor by the name of Marietto playing a wise-cracking street kid from Naples and you have the 

perfect afternoon treat. Though this was Gables' second last movie before the ill fated Misfits (a 

movie I would rather forget) he looks in excellent shape and still has that twinkle in his eye that 

made him a star for over 25 years. This movie is just magic. 
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It's A Wonderful Life (1946) 
 

George Bailey has spent his entire life giving of himself to the 

people of Bedford Falls. He has always longed to travel but never 

had the opportunity in order to prevent rich skinflint Mr. Potter 

from taking over the entire town. All that prevents him from 

doing so is George's modest building and loan company, which 

was founded by his generous father. But on Christmas Eve, 

George's Uncle Billy loses the business's $8,000 while intending to 

deposit it in the bank. Potter finds the misplaced money and hides 

it from Billy. When the bank examiner discovers the shortage later 

that night, George realizes that he will be held responsible and 

sent to jail and the company will collapse, finally allowing Potter 

to take over the town. Thinking of his wife, their young children, 

and others he loves will be better off with him dead, he 

contemplates suicide. But the prayers of his loved ones result in a 

gentle angel named Clarence coming to earth to help George, with the promise of earning his wings. 

He shows George what things would have been like if he had never been born. In a nightmarish 

vision in which the Potter-controlled town is sunk in sex and sin, those George loves are either dead, 

ruined, or miserable. He realizes that he has touched many people in a positive way and that his life 

has truly been a wonderful one. George Bailey spends his entire life giving up his big dreams for the 

good of his town, Bedford Falls, as we see in flashback. But in the present, on Christmas Eve, he is 

broken and suicidal over the misplacing of an $8,000 loan and the machinations of the evil 

millionaire, Mr. Potter. His guardian angel, Clarence, falls to Earth, literally, and shows him how his 

town, family, and friends would turn out if he had never been born. George meant so much to so 

many people; should he really throw it all away? On the Christmas Eve of Bedford Falls, the guardian 

angel Clarence is assigned to convince the desperate George Bailey to not commit suicide. George is 

a good man, that sacrificed his dreams and his youth on behalf of the citizens of his small town. He 

inherited the loan business of his father and he gave up traveling the world and joining University as 

scheduled. Later he resisted the proposals of the evil banker Mr. Potter, and never sold his business 

to protect the poor community of Bedford Falls and offer a means to afford to buy their own house. 

He married his beloved Mary Hatch Bailey and had four children with her and a tough life with his 

family. When his uncle Billy loses US$8,000.00, found and stolen by Mr. Potter, George decides to 

commit suicide, since he believes he worth more dead than alive. When Clarence sees that he is not 

able to persuade George to give up his intention, he decides to show the life in town if George had 

never existed. George concludes that life is wonderful. On Christmas eve, all of the citizens of the 

small town of Bedford Falls pray to the heavens to help George Bailey. It's then decided that 

Clarence, an angel who hasn't earned his wings, is to help George. Before he does, he should know 

who George Bailey was. George Bailey grew up in Bedford Falls, a small town where he dreams of 

leaving it and making his mark on the world. His family's business is the only thing stands between 

the good citizens and Mr. Potter, a rich miser who takes sick pleasure in taking from everybody, 

without even caring how it affects them. George was all set to leave when his father died and had to 

take care of the business. George would forever be hindered by his plans to leave and thinks that he 

is nothing but a failure, he decides to kill himself. That's when Clarence comes in and tries to 



convince him that he has made something with his life, and that he had a "Wonderful Life". No other 

film comes anywhere near to getting people to find out what things would have been like if an event 

had or had not taken place - Groundhog Day comes close (my second favourite) and Sliding Doors 

tries. For sheer emotion this film has the lot. I have watched it over 40 times now and I still get 

tearful towards the end of the film. If anyone wants to find out why life is worth living, this is the one 

to watch. 
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It's Kind Of A Funny Story (2010) 
 

A clinically depressed teenager (18-year-old Keir Gilchrist) gets a 

new start after he checks himself into an adult psychiatric ward. A 

film about learning how to take the good with the bad but most 

importantly living each day to the fullest! "It's Kind of a Funny 

Story" tells the story of Craig (Keir Gilchrist), a teenager whose life 

is just an utter disaster. His family drives him crazy with his 

mother being an over-emotional mess and his father wanting him 

to follow in his footsteps. To top of it off, his best friend is dating 

the girl that he has been obsessing over for 3 years. About ready 

to give up on life, Craig checks himself into an adult psychiatric 

ward, where he experiences a whole new way of thinking as well 

as a new appreciation of life. A well crafted dramedy ensues. I am 

officially marking "It's Kind of a Funny Story" as one of the most 

underrated films of 2010. This film had very little marketing and 

was in and out of theaters within a few weeks time. I don't even think the film got a major release. 

It's kind of funny (no pun intended) because with all the attention that Zach Galifianakis has gotten 

since the release of "The Hangover" one would think they would try to get this film off the ground as 

his first major dramatic role. With that being said, let's get into the real meat and potatoes of the 

film. First off, I wanted to see this movie as soon as I saw the trailer for it. It looked like a great mix of 

comedy and drama with an interesting premise. A film about a teenager checking himself into a 

psychiatric ward because he is depressed not only makes for an interesting story, but is also a topical 

subject with all the ongoing teenage depression talk going on in our society. Keir Gilchrist, who you 

may recognize from "The United States of Tara" plays the perfect candidate for the lead role in a 

movie of this topic. Not only because he fits the look and bill to play the role but because he is not a 

huge known actor. I don't know if I could see someone big in the lead role. I think that's what made 

the film feel so authentic. He seemed like an everyday teenager. He's not overly attractive, his 

problems seems believable, and his explanations about life seemed like something a regular teen 

would say. He was just a perfect fit for the role. Along with Gilchrist, the movie co-starred a few 

bigger names in showbiz including Emma Roberts and Zach Galifianakis, just to name a few. I have to 

give Zach Galifianakis some props with this film. We all know he can play the plucky comic relief but 

it was nice to see him play a character with some depth to it with a bit of comedy mixed in. There 

were some great scenes featuring Zach's character Bobby, including an emotional breakdown scene 

and a more comedic scene where Bobby gives Craig some advice on how to talk to a girl. Another 

great performance in the film was Emma Roberts, who played Noelle in the film. Roberts was very 

well suited for this film like Gilchrist because she just fit the overall look and fit of the character she 

was portraying. I also thought she had great chemistry with Gilchrist and definitely proved here that 

she deserves to do more stand out work like this rather than lacklustre teen films like "Aquamarine" 

and "Nancy Drew." While the acting was solid across the board, I think the best part of this movie 

was the film was the overall story and message. It was nice to see a film about life and how 

sometimes it takes the weirdest scenarios to make you see life for what it was. A movie about 

people in a psychiatric ward doesn't seem like it would have a feel good message but this film does. 

It's not even overly sappy or anything like that. It's purely a film about learning how to live and 



appreciate what you have in life. I think almost everyone goes through a period in their life where 

they just feel depressed or want to toss in the towel. That's what this film is about and how you 

should always try to look past that feeling and see what good you have in your life. It has a funny 

way of showing it but "It's Kind of a Funny Story" makes you feel alive and makes its audience really 

want to go out there and live everyday to the fullest. A the end of the day, I was actually very sad 

that I didn't get to catch this film in theaters and that it didn't get the kind of attention it deserved. 

"It's Kind of a Funny Story" was a well acted and well written film that featured a good mix of drama 

and comedy but also managed to stay realistic. I think that's probably the best part of the film that it 

felt like these were real people with real problems. I have to give the directors/writers Ryan Fleck 

and Anna Boden credit for picking who they picked for these characters and really knowing how to 

set up the scenes. I think more people should check out this film because not only will you enjoy the 

film as a whole but you will feel good about life after seeing it, at least that's how I felt when it 

ended. This film is without a doubt one of the most underrated and overlooked films of 2010! 

MovieManMenzel's final rating for "It's Kind of A Funny Story" is an 8 out of 10. This is oddly enough, 

the feel good film of 2010. 
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Ivanovo Detstvo (Ivan's Childhood) (My Name Is Ivan) (The Childhood 

Of Ivan) (The Youngest Spy) (L'Enfance D'Ivan) (1962) 
 

12-year-old Ivan (16-year-old Nikolay Burlyaev) works as a spy at 

the eastern front. The small Ivan can cross the German lines 

unnoticed to collect information. Three Soviet officers try to take 

care of this boy-child. This film by Tarkovsky depicts the story of 

Ivan, a child partisan in the eastern front during the second world 

war. The strength and immersion of the film are quite amazing, 

although it was made almost forty years ago it has not lost any of 

it's power and is still absolutely gripping. The dream sequences 

are especially powerful in the way they show the history and state 

of mind of the young Ivan. The acting is very good and so are all 

the other aspects such as editing and cinematography that is 

exceptionally good. Overall the film is an example of directorial 

excellence, from a very simple story Tarkovsky is able to build a 

larger history with obvious references to christianity. Questions 

about humanity and the nature of humankind are in the center of this film and there are many 

reasons why this is one of the best war films that exist. 
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Ixe (1980) 
 

Eeks is the four points of the compass, the four ends of the cross, is War, Sex, Religion and Drugs. 
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Jabberwocky (1977) 
 

After the death of his father the young cooper 'Dennis Cooper' 

goes to town where he has to pass several adventures. The town 

and the whole kingdom is threatened by a terrible monster called 

'Jabberwocky'. Will Dennis make his fortune? Is anyone brave 

enough to defeat the monster? A medieval tale with Pythonesque 

humour. A Python spin-off, owing much to the earlier 'Monty 

Python and The Holy Grail', Jabberwocky is a fine film in its own 

right, featuring a tremendous cast of British stalwarts, a 

regrettably high percentage of whom have since died. Harry H 

Corbett, John Le Mesurier, Max Wall, Bernard Bresslaw and Brian 

Glover all feature and none is still with us. Disinherited by his 

father and therefore unable to win the hand of the appalling 

Griselda Fishfinger, who snacks on raw potatoes, gormless but 

optimistic Dennis Cooper (Michael Palin) sets off for the city to make his fortune. The city is 

somewhat under siege by the vicious Jabberwocky, a beast influenced by Lewis Carrol's doggerel 

poem of the same name. Dennis, in the time-honoured tradition, is ultimately required to rid the city 

of the threat and accordingly claim half of King Bruno the Questionable's creaking kingdom and the 

hand in marriage of his beautiful daughter, notwithstanding the dubious but apparently lingering 

attractions of 'Greasy' Griselda. The riotous succession of eccentric characters encountered along 

the way is what it's all about, of course, with a memorable string of ridiculous situations and 

occurrences and liberal spattering of mud and gore to be undergone. This film rewards repeated 

viewing, when previously unappreciated subtleties emerge. The Fishfinger family's changing attitude 

to Dennis, according to his perceived fortunes, Dennis narrowly escaping death or serious injury on a 

regular basis, Gordon Kaye appearing briefly, dressed inexplicably as a nun, the kingdom by degrees 

collapsing, there's a beggar who attracts charity by means of auto-amputation, street-racing 

merchants, the King displaying only intermittent episodes of lucidity, characters who step out of line 

are suddenly and brutally eliminated - it's all great fun. Jabberwocky is less well known than the pure 

Python films, but none the worse for that. 
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Jack (1996) 
 

The movie is about a boy with a unique aging disorder: one that 

makes him age 4 times faster than normal. Movie picks up when 

Jack (Robin Williams) is 10-years-old, but looks 40. He tries to go 

to public school for the first time, and tries to become friends with 

kids his own age. His physical appearance causes him lots of 

problems, however. An all-star cast are recruited together to tell 

the tale of a 10-year-old boy whose body grows 4 times that of a 

normal kid his age. Robin Williams ('Hook') is great as the title 

role, while Fran Drescher ('The Nanny') and Jennifer Lopez 

('Money Train') are also fantastic. Bill Cosby is also here, as good 

as ever. The storyline and scripting is good (nothing great) and the 

acting is first-class... even the kids have some talent! A feel-good 

family film that has some very funny moments and some very sad 

moments, but all-in-all a really good film. 
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Jack And The Beanstalk (1952) 
 

Abbott & Costello's version of the famous fairy tale, about a young 

boy who trades the family cow for magic beans. Bud Abbott and 

Lou Costello always had a good following among children, but in 

their careers I think you could say that they only made one film 

that could be designated for kids. Jack and the Beanstalk was that 

one film. It was part of a two picture independent deal from 

Warner Brothers, the second film being Abbott and Costello Meet 

Captain Kidd. These were the only two films the boys made in 

color. The two of them, out of work as usual, take a job for a very 

precocious and obnoxious young David Stollery as a babysitter. 

Although it starts out with Costello wanting to read the kid, Jack 

and the Beanstalk as a bedtime story, the young lad winds up 

reading it to Costello. Lou falls asleep and in his dreams he 

fantasizes he's indeed Jack the Giant Killer. Buddy Baer who 

menaced the boys in Africa Screams plays the giant and he's got a giant size Dorothy Ford as his 

housekeeper. Dorothy was a big girl, 6'2", and you can imagine she had some difficulty being cast 

except when her height was used as a joke. One of the only players who ever looked down at her 

was John Wayne in Three Godfathers at 6'4". Henry Fonda and James Stewart in On Our Merry Way 

also stood barely above her, but again her height was part of a gag. Shaye Cogan and James 

Alexander were the princess and prince of the fantasy and they sang beautifully, but couldn't act 

worth anything. This was the last film of William Farnum who's career dated from the early silent 

screen days and even to the turn of the last century on stage. He played princess Shaye's father the 

king. Some not terribly memorable musical numbers came from Jack and the Beanstalk, save the 

title song. I well remember as a kid having the 78 record of Bud and Lou singing the song and reciting 

the story. I was in my early single digit years, but became a lifelong fan of theirs through that and 

their television series. Jack and the Beanstalk is still a good children's picture for the very young, 

though I would warn parents to warn their little urchins not to imitate young master Stollery. 
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Jack And The Beanstalk (1998) 
 

The traditional panto given an affectionate and boisterous spin by award-winning comedy writer 

Simon Nye. 
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Jack And The Beanstalk (2010) 
 

This live-action take on the legendary fairytale finds Jack (14-year-

old Colin Ford) going up the beanstalk to outwit the giant and 

rescue a little girl that has been transformed into a harp. A fairy 

tale character who is about to flunk out of fairy tale school, Jack 

must perform a heroic deed by Monday or fail miserably, just like 

his father before him. Anxious to make good, Jack sells his C.O.W. 

(Computer of Wonder) for a handful of magic beans and a 

mysterious book that records his adventures as he's having them. 

Accompanied by his sidekick Grayson -- a goose who ate a bean 

and underwent an amazing transformation -- Jack climbs the 

magic beanstalk to recover the fabled Harp of Destiny from the 

evil Giant who lives in the sky. Helping Jack on his perilous quest is 

the spunky Jillian, a fearless young girl whom Jack meets on his 

journey -- and who just may have a hidden agenda. Truthfully, this 

movie made me feel like I was 12 again watching classics such as Dark Crystal or The Never Ending 

Story. It even had some Terry Gilliam mixed in which, I enjoyed. I am also a huge fan of the story, 

Jack and the Beanstalk. I like seeing movies that get the kids involved, climbing on the couch which, 

is the beanstalk at home. We all had fun with the film. It was nice to see Chevy Chase doing what he 

does best again. I'm not saying it's going to be a classic but it was certainly better than I expected. 

The director Gary J. Tunnicliffe did a good job trying to make an old fashion feeling kids film. For this 

being Collin Fords (who plays Jack) first film, he did a great job and really enjoyed him. Give it a 

chance. I agree to the kids will like it more than adults. 
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Jack And The Beanstalk: The Real Story (2001) 
 

The bones of a giant are discovered turning Jack Robinson's life 

upside down, teaching him the truth behind the fairy tale and 

how he can fix a greedy ancestor's mistakes. Jack Robinson is a 

wealthy business man with no time for anything but work. 

However, a family curse is looming over him - no man in the 

Robinson line ever lives past the age of thirty. With his upcoming 

birthday appears the remains of literally giant skeleton and a 

mysterious woman who claims to have once known the giant. 

Jack decides to go with her to another world where all is revealed 

to him along with the story of his ancestor, the original Jack and 

the Beanstalk. In order to save his own life and the world of the 

giants, Jack must right the wrongs of the past and return the 

magical harp and goose that lays the golden eggs to their rightful 

home. Wonderful And Magical. I never thought twice about the 

story of Jack and the Beanstalk, but this movie does answer some dangling plot points such as where 

the beans came from and a closer look into Jack's character. Matthew Modine, Mia Sara, John 

Voight and all the class give wonderful performances highlighted by a believable story into the realm 

of beings who probably were the gods of ancient myth. Wonderful and ironic casting choices 

abound; Mia Sara from the fantasy "Legend" turns up in this fantasy as does Darryl Hannah playing 

another sort of giant after doing the "Attack of the Fifty Foot Woman" remake. The movie for me 

also proves just how much history or legends can be based on lies or the personal perceptions of 

others. The whole fantasy has a charming and intelligent telling in it as modern day Jack learns the 

far-fetched truth of his ancestry and his connections to an ancient myth. Someone obviously did 

their research searching the origins of this tale and linking it to believable characters and events. I 

only wished I had taped it because I'd love to see it again! Small part by 9-year-old Freddie 

Highmore. 
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Jack Frost (1998) 
 

Jack Frost is a singer who's on the road most of the time so he 

can't spend a lot of time with his son Charlie (12-year-old Joseph 

Cross), although they love each other very much. When Jack dies 

in a car accident, Charlie becomes a very sad young man, until... 

Jack returns as a snowman! Now they can do all the things they've 

missed when Jack was human, but what will people think when 

they see Charlie talking to a snowman and what will happen when 

the weather gets warmer? This movie is a really cute movie and a 

great one to watch around the holidays with your family. It's not 

too cute though so that it becomes unlikable. It was interesting to 

see Michael Keaton in the Dad role (I've never him as anything 

besides Batman) and I think he made a really good Dad. I liked the 

way they dealt with death, it had a very real sense about it. Which 

is strange, because you have the Dad come back as a SNOWMAN 

(hah) but once you get over that (it does take a little while, don't give up) it becomes really nice. I 

like the ending - I guess I shouldn't give it away, but it was sweet without being corny. There is a 

really thin line between cuteness and overkill, but this movie is still on the cute side. 
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Jack Holborn (1982) 
 

Jack Holborn (14-year-old Patrick Bach) is 13-year-old orphan in 

the 1800's that wants to get a job on a sailship to avoid foster 

homes. He is hired by Captain Sharingham, and they set sail. Jack 

was found on the steps of the Holborn catholic church in London, 

when he was a baby. He was wearing a leather arm band with the 

name "Jack" on it. The nuns therefore called him Jack Holborn. At 

the sight of Jack's arm band, the captain reveals that the band 

looks familiar, but he won't tell Jack what he knows. The captain is 

now reluctant to keep him. Jack is desperately seeking answers, 

and is not about to let the Captain off the hook. The Captain also 

has a twin brother who works as a judge. The two brothers hate 

each other, mostly because of the captain's piracy side business. 

Jack sneaks onboard the Captain's ship "Charming Molly", and the 

journey begins. A journey that consists of piracy, traveling through 

swamps, and slavery in Bombay. Jack will find his answers, but the road there is long. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1982) 
 

Episode 1: An infant found abandoned on the steps of St. Bride's church in Holborn is named Jack 

Holborn after the place. He is brought up on parish charity.As he grows up, young Jack expresses his 

wish to become a ship's cabin boy to his guardians but he is thought to be underaged. Instead, Jack 

is sent to live with a couple, the Arrows. Shortly after this, Jack runs away from home and heads for 

a ship led by one Captain Sharingham. The poor boy is found and dragged home. One day, Jack is 

told that Sharingham's ship has been attacked by the King's men for being involved in pirating. 

Episode 2: 

Episode 3: Captain Sharingham fires a shot at his brother Lord Sharingham. To escape detention, the 

Captain decides to swop places with his brother by leaving his (the Captain) jacket beside his 

brother. This leads Jack to believe that the injured man is Captain Sharingham and so, with great 

difficulty, he returns him to the ship. During the voyage, a sailor from the ship Esperance named 

Trumpet tells them about the Esperance's cargo of diamonds worth £20 million. On hearing this, the 

pirates decide to wipe out the Charming Molly sailors and go in search of the diamonds. 

Episode 4: Jack discovers the box of diamonds and Trumpet couldn't be happier. Meanwhile, Lord 

Sharingham tells the group that to get to Bristol they should use the jungle path but Trumpet thinks 

they should stick to the coastal road. 

Episode 5: Jack presents a gem in return for the release of Judge Sharingham and the other 

prisoners. They still have enough money to return to Bristol by ship, but Vronsky chooses to remain 

because he has fallen in love with a girl named Yoka. Jack urges Sharingham to tell him about his 



parents, but Sharingham wants Jack to wait till they return to England. At Noutia, Sharingham learns 

that his twin, the Captain, has disguised himself as the judge and been sent back to England. 

Episode 6: 
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Jack The Bear (1993) 
 

Danny DeVito is a professional clown, whose wife's death in a car 

accident has left him to care for his two young boys, Jack (15-year-

old Robert J. Steinmiller Jr.) and Dylan (7-year-old Miko Hughes). 

Loving, but useless at the daily job of fathering, the onus falls on 

plucky Jack the Bear (Robert J. Steinmiller Jr.). De Vito's 

conscience, and a quantity of alcohol leads him to denounce a 

neo-fascist candidate on his children's TV programme - and also to 

the kidnapping of youngest son Dylan (Miko Hughes) by a 

disturbed neo-nazi supporter. The Leary family have moved from 

Syracuse, New York to Oakland, California in the early 1970s. John 

was a children's show host in Syracuse, but also has a love for 

horror films, and becomes a television horror film host in Oakland. 

On one level, the film is just a drama about the Leary's trying to 

settle into their new life. On another level, Jack The Bear is about 

confronting various kinds of monsters, from make-believe to human, as well as more abstract 

"monsters", including behaviors that are difficult to control and accidental tragedies such as deaths. 

I've seen Jack The Bear a few times now, and every time I see it I like it even better. The 

performances are fantastic, taking you on a roller coaster of emotions. But it almost requires 

multiple viewings to really "get" the film. At its heart is the growing presence and threat of the 

various "monsters" mentioned above. The various monsters are all woven together in very complex 

ways, and most of the developments later on in the film are about how those monsters can be 

conquered, but always at some price. Just as the threads are densely combined, so is the 

vanquishing of the monsters, and both the development of the monsters and the "solutions" to 

them are like various pieces of a large jigsaw puzzle, each piece necessary for the whole, and often 

affecting the whole in unexpected ways. The direction, script, editing, cinematography, and all of the 

technical aspects are impeccable. The score is also wonderful and not only enhances the setting, but 

underscores the dramatic developments if you listen to the lyrics closely. 
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Jack The Giant Killer (1962) 
 

A farmboy turned knight must protect a princess from the 

schemes of an evil wizard. The terrible and trecherous Pendragon 

plans to gain the throne of Cornwall by getting the king to 

abdicate and to marry his lovely daughter. To help him he has his 

dreadful witches in his castle and his almost unstoppable sorcery. 

A giant under his control abducts the princess, but on the way 

home with her the giant meets farming lad Jack who slays him. 

This is only the beginning. Be assured Pendragon and his evil 

magic are far from done. Recently reminded of this little gem after visiting its origins in St Michael's 

Mount, Cornwall. Loved this film as a kid. The attack on the ship was especially effective (I recall it 

being quite scary when I first saw it). The fact that there were 'scary' elements probably set it apart 

from the likes of the Sinbad and Jason films, and I guess this is this reason why it's my favourite film 

of its genre and age. Admittedly the effects may look a little ropey nowadays but that doesn't get in 

the way of a very entertaining film. As much as I enjoyed it though, I can't help but admit that I 

wouldn't mind someone having a stab at a remake (this version will always be there if it goes pear 

shaped). With 13-year-old Roger Mobley. 
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Jackie Brown (1997) 
 

Jackie Brown is the name of a flight attendant who gets caught 

smuggling her boss' gun money on the airline she works for. 

Luckily for her, the Fed Ray Nicolet and the LA Cop Mark Dargus 

decide to team up in order to arrest the arms dealer she works 

for, whose name they don't even know. Here's when she has to 

choose one way: tell Nicolet and Dargus about Ordell Robbie (the 

arms dealer) and get her freedom -except that if Ordell suspects 

you're talking about him, you're dead- or keep her mouth shut 

and do some time. That's when she meets Max Cherry -her bail 

bondsman-, a late fifties, recently separated, burnt-out man, who 

falls in love with her. Then Jackie comes up with a plan to play the 

Feds off against Ordell and the guys he works with -Louis Gara and 

Melanie Ralston, among others- and walk off with their money. 

But she needs Max's help. No one is going to stand in the way of 

his million dollar payoff. 44-year-old flight attendant Jackie Brown gets caught with gun dealer Ordell 

Robbie's money and to get the ATF off her back she sets up Ordell with her new friend, a bail 

bondsman named Max Cherry. But what the ATF doesn't know, is that they are part of her wild plan 

to get Ordell's half million dollars and get off scott free. However, she has to do it under the noses of 

both Ordell, the ATF man and a local cop. What she doesn't know is Ordell's blonde beach bunny 

wants the money for herself as does Ordell's ex-con friend. Where does a director go after making 

two colossal worldwide hits? "Reservoir Dogs" (1992) and "Pulp Fiction" (1994) were two of the 

greatest movies ever made, and they launched director Quentin Tarantino into the realm of 

Mainstream Hollywood Director. Most of the time, a director faced with this reality will sink into a 

slew of really bad movies, but so far Tarantino has been either extremely lucky or extremely talented 

- his third feature film, although lacking in the brutality of its predecessors, contains just as much 

wit. Based upon the Elmore Leonard novel "Rum Punch," it's packed with the clever dialogue that 

Leonard is known for in his writing. It's also got a good amount of style, too. It's not a typical 

Tarantino movie, but is that necessarily a bad thing? In this particular instance, no. Jackie Brown 

(Pam Grier) is a flight stewardess forced into running jobs for Ordell (Samuel L. Jackson), a ruthless 

criminal who has no respect for life - or death, for that matter. However, during one of her 

smuggling efforts, a couple of FBI Agents (including Michael Keaton) nab her and offer her a deal: If 

she helps them get Ordell, she will be let free from custody. The Feds do not know who Ordell is, but 

they know he exists, and that is where Jackie comes in. She reluctantly agrees to participate in their 

sting operation, but all is not what it seems. And when $500,000 dollars disappears from his 

retirement fund, Ordell stops, thinks, and arrives upon the conclusion that we all anticipate with 

glee: Jackie Brown did it. His partner in crime, Louis (the wonderful Robert De Niro), also decides to 

double-cross Ordell, with the help of a sexy blonde ditz named Melanie (Bridget Fonda), The movie's 

twisting plot line and intersecting storylines is very reminiscent of "Pulp Fiction," and De Niro's 

underrated performance is a real stand-out. The movie's quite well made and enjoyable. Don't 

misinterpret what I'm saying. This is no "Reservoir Dogs," nor does it want to be. It's not in the same 

vein as Tarantino's other movies, at least not at a superficial level. However, it is extremely 

entertaining, helped along by a great cast and a terrific script. The only difference here is that 



Tarantino did not come up with everything by himself. He adapted the screenplay from another 

source, something he usually doesn't do. But there's also a little-known fact that Roger Avary co-

wrote some of "Dogs" and "Fiction" with Tarantino, as well as sparked the idea for some of his films. 

Here, Quentin adapts Leonard's novel and does justice. People who say it isn't as good as his other 

movies because it's recycled obviously don't know what they're talking about. Tarantino started out 

as a video store clerk, and is the movie buff's filmmaker. Not only does Tarantino share a deep 

passion for films, but he also knows what most of the real movie enthusiasts want. He has yet to 

disappoint me with any of his directorial efforts. His own life story would make an interesting movie, 

and indeed it did with "True Romance," partially based on Tarantino's own self-image of himself. (A 

geek working at a comic book store falls in love and goes off of an adventure into a new realm -- in 

Tarantino's own case, it was filmmaking. For Clarence, from "True Romance," it was drugs and 

murder.) Tarantino has a flair for raw energy in all of his films, and "Jackie Brown" is no exception. 

The movie is bursting at its edges, packed with wild antics and the occasional fierce brutality. The 

movie was criticized by Tarantino's die-hard fans for being too different from his other films. 

However, the mistake of many directors is to repeat the same formulas over and over again. One 

must at least give Tarantino credit for trying new things in each of his films. If anything, the only 

thing that Tarantino likes to insert into all his films is a large source of energy. And is that a bad 

thing? 
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Jacob Two Two Meets The Hooded Fang (1999) 
 

One day, a boy (8-year-old Max Morrow) named Jacob Two-Two 

(aptly named because every phrase that he utters is repeated) 

decides to set out to prove himself to his parents that he can do 

things, so his father, who is tired of hearing his wife order him to 

do the shopping, sets Jacob out to buy two tomatoes. As Jacob 

makes his way to buy them, the greengrocer in the shop keeps 

telling an officer that Jacob was threatening him, so Jacob 

escapes, but only just, hitting his head rather hard and awaking in 

court where he is sentenced to two years, two months, two 

weeks, two days, two hours, two minutes, and five seconds to a 

children's prison run by not only a mad wrestler presumed lost, 

but also two (also aptly named) bird-like and fish-like cohorts as 

well as slimy humanoids that spray resisters with slime to stop 

them in their tracks. Helping Jacob in his mission are two young 

agents that aim to free all of the children kept prisoner in the 

swampy penitentiary. It is up to Jacob Two-Two to escape this 

heinous prison and free all of the other imprisoned children. I 

caught this on TV one afternoon, and I watched it for an hour, before bailing. This is about as hokey 

as kids films get. I've read one of Mordechai Richler's Jacob Two Two novels, but not this one. As a 

renowned and respected author, I highly doubt the book could've been this bad. My dislike of the 

film has nothing to do with my being too old. I can still appreciated kids entertainment (I even watch 

Spongebob when it's on now and then). I don't recommend this to anyone, except kids who are 

trying to make their first movie, and want to know how to do it with no movie, or professional 

acting. This is the second cheapest Canadian production I've seen. The first was Cyberteens In Love. 

If that crappy TV movie was made from pocket change than one could say that This movie was made 

with however much the producer had in his wallet on the day that the studio gave him the go ahead. 

The only person who deserves recognition for this film is the art director, who managed to pull off a 

few cute sets from the fragmented budget. The film often looks like a combination of the land of Oz, 

and the factory from Edward Scissorhands. It's unlikely that you'll run into this film in your local 

store. Like me, you are more likely to catch this on TV where it belongs, with all the other crap 

unworthy of video release. If you see it, just continue channel surfing, and if you are parent, do not 

for a moment consider taping it for your kids. They will be more bored than you. 
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Jacob Two-Two Meets The Hooded Fang (1978) 
 

Nobody ever listens to 6-year-old Jacob (Stephen Rosenberg), so 

he always has to repeat himself. A trip to the grocery store leads 

to a misunderstanding and Jacob falls asleep hiding in a park. 

When he wakes up, he discovers that he is in trouble for insulting 

the store clerk. He is sent to a prison for children that is located 

on Slimer's Island and is run by the Hooded Fang, an ex-wrestler 

who outwardly hates children. Meanwhile, Child Power 

representatives the Intrepid Shapiro and Fearless O'Toole (Thor 

Bishopric) try to find the prison's hidden location to help free the 

children. 
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Jag Är Din Krigare (Nature's Warrior) (1997) 
 

13-year-old Kim (15-year-old Robin Milldoff) feels at home in the 

wilderness. One night, nature's soul appears to him in the form of 

an Indian, and designates him nature's protector. Kim decides to 

remain out in the forest and live off what nature provides. Soon, 

however, Kim's assignment becomes more serious. He has to try 

and save as many animals as he can from man's pointless killing, 

and he will stop at nothing. Beautiful and painful. Stefan Jarl is one 

of Sweden's most interesting personalities and "Jag är din krigare" 

is as special as he is. What starts out as something of a 

naturemovie you'd recommend to kids, develops into a very scary 

and painful story about fanaticism and the evil done by man's 

hand. Jarl is as pissed off as he always is and doesn't portrait the 

grown-ups of this movie in a very sympathetic way. Kim is the 

hero, but even he towards the end starts to lose control. What 

kind of 14-yearold is so dedicated to saving the nature that he will stop at nothing? Not even killing 

other humans. Basically; don't judge this movie too quickly. In the beginning it's mostly 

natureromance and a cute story about a boy, his fox and his search for peace among the animals of 

the forest. But then the movie changes, you can't say when, and you start getting chills down your 

spine because you realize things will go wrong. People will try to hurt Kim and he will probably try to 

hurt them back. Robin Milldoff is superb in the role of Kim, and this is really his movie. His stern face, 

that reflects Kim's determination, tells even more about him than what he says. Jarl is frustrated, 

almost desperate, at the thought of what man is doing to Mother Nature. He wants you to open 

your eyes to what is going on around you. If this young boy can do it; why can't you? 
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Jag Är Maria (I Am Maria) (1979) 
 

Painter Jon, a morose hermit, lives in a remote house on the edge 

of a village. 11-year-old Maria meets him by an accident. She 

discovers the world, in which Jon lives, a world of imaginative, 

naive painting. 
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J'ai Pas Sommeil (I Can't Sleep) (I'm Not Sleepy) (1994) 
 

Beautiful Daiga (Katerina Golubeva) has emigrated from Lithuania 

to Paris and is looking for a place to stay and work. Theo (Alex 

Descas) is a struggling musician, and his brother Camille (Richard 

Courcat)- a transvestite dancer. One of these three people might 

be connected to the serial "Granny Killer" who has been 

terrorizing Paris for a while. Writer-Director Claire Denis is telling a 

pretty strange tale in her "J'ai pas sommeil." Reportedly inspired 

by real-life news events, the focus is on an unsavory series of 

murders in a large French city, and various people somehow 

related to these happenings. These folks do not all know one 

another or even, in some cases, come in contact with each other. 

More strangely, Denis incorporates a few people who don't seem 

to be related to the events at all. The film's structure is free form, 

and various scenes are deliberately presented in a disjunct manner. There is some interest 

generated in trying to figure out what's going on, and in fact, there are a couple of coldly frightening 

scenes of calculated murder. I found myself not being attracted to nor empathizing with any of these 

characters. I merely observed with some interest. The general viewer response will depend on 

personal preferences. All in all, I found this ultimately to be a very slightly above average film work. 
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Jake's Closet (2007) 
 

Takes you back through childhood in a suspenseful and deeply 

moving story that dives deep into the mind of a little boy (9-year-

old Anthony De Marco) under the stress of a fractured family. 

Anyone who has experienced the terrors of divorce will 

empathize with this indie film's protagonist, a scared little boy 

who believes a zombie is hiding in his closet. Is Jake (a 

mesmerizing Anthony DeMarco) simply "transferring" the trauma 

of two bickering parents to an understandable image? Or could 

the creature be real? Writer/director Shelli Ryan neatly balances 

both possibilities and keeps the audience guessing. Her choice of 

using one setting - a suburban house - adds to the feeling of 

desperation and claustrophobia. Brooke Bloom and Peter Sean 

Bridgers are highly convincing as the angry, but loving parents. 

However it is the creepy minor characters, Mrs. Bender (Barbara 

Gruen), an unhinged babysitter and Sam Stone (Ben Bode), a sleazy Real estate agent that linger in 

the mind. Jake's Closet is a darkly inspired portrait of childhood as a special kind of Hell. 
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Jakob The Liar (1999) 
 

In 1944 Poland, a Jewish shop keeper named Jakob is summoned 

to ghetto headquarters after being caught out after curfew. While 

waiting for the German Kommondant, Jakob overhears a German 

radio broadcast about Russian troop movements. Returned to the 

ghetto, the shopkeeper shares his information with a friend and 

then rumors fly that there is a secret radio within the ghetto. 

Jakob uses the chance to spread hope throughout the ghetto by 

continuing to tell favorable tales of information from "his secret 

radio." Jakob, however, has a real secret in that he is hiding a 

young Jewish girl who escaped from a camp transport train. A 

rather uplifting and slightly humorous film about World War II 

Jewish Ghetto life. During World War II in Nazi occupied Poland, 

poor Jewish café owner Jakob ('Robin Williams') accidentally 

overhears a forbidden radio news bulletin signaling Soviet military 

successes against German forces. To fight the incredible 

depression and suicide throughout the ghetto, Jakob tells fictitious news bulletins about Allied 

advances against the Nazis. These lies keep hope and humor alive among the ghetto inhabitants. The 

Germans learn of the mythical radio, however, and begin a search for the resistance hero who dares 

operate it. I was completely stunned at how well Robin Williams pulled off more serious dramatic 

roles, since he's much more well-known for high-energy comedy. But his roles as the bad guy in 

movies like Insomnia or, even better, One Hour Photo display the extent of his acting abilities, since 

he is able to pull off such different characters so well. In Jakob the Liar, his comedic talents are 

restricted just enough so that he is able to function properly within the atmosphere of the movie, 

but is still allowed a scene or two in which his ability to get laughs can come out. He plays Jakob, a 

Jewish shopkeeper in a Nazi ghetto who tells a friend that he has a radio in order to prevent that 

friend from committing suicide. Things do not appear to be going well within the ghetto, the war 

seems like it will never end, and morale among the imprisoned Jews is steadily waning, resulting in 

suicides left and right. As Jakob finds a friend of his doing something that will certainly get him killed 

by the Nazis (this particular friend decided to make a ham-handed attempt at escape rather than 

overtly kill himself), Jakob runs to him and tells him that he heard on the radio that the Russians 

were closing in and would liberate them any day. His skeptical friend doubts him, so Jakob quickly 

tells him that he has a radio so that he will believe the Russians will be there to save them all soon, 

and his friend's suicide is prevented. By the next morning, literally everyone in the ghetto knows that 

Jakob Heym has a radio, and so he is venerated like a God and constantly hounded about what the 

newest news is, and thus enters the main conflict of the movie. And speaking of which, one of the 

things that I really liked about the movie was the complexity of its conflict. It's a conflict that you sit 

there knowing what needs to happen for a happy ending and so you sit there and hope for that, 

because every option has terrible consequences. Jakob, first and foremost, is absolutely terrified 

that word will reach the Nazis who will execute him if they discover he has a radio (whether he really 

has it or not), yet at the same time he can't let it get out within the ghetto that he DOESN'T have a 

radio, because since the whole rumor began the rampant suicides have completely ceased. What he 

has to do, then, is walk the fine line between delivering lots of fictitious good news to the whole 



ghetto without letting the Nazis find out about it. There is definitely something that needs to be said 

about the importance of a movie like this. Obviously, holocaust movies are nothing new, and 

different depictions of the holocaust have been especially in the spotlight since Roberto Benigni 

made a holocaust movie called Life Is Beautiful in 1997, at least half of which was a comedy. A lot of 

people felt that it was distasteful to present something as serious and tragic as the holocaust in such 

a light. And not just average moviegoers like me, either. Spielberg thought it was too lighthearted for 

such weighty subject matter, and from a certain point of view, he's right. On the other hand, 

however, the fact that you laughed during the film does not change the meaning of the war that it 

focuses on. The Nazis killed funny people, too. I read a review on the title page for Jakob the Liar 

here on the IMDb, where a reviewer who completely missed the boat on this movie criticized it for 

things like the comedic content, the behavior and presentation of the Jews of the ghetto, and the 

choice of Robin Williams for the role of Jakob Heym. To be perfectly honest, I can never understand 

people like that. The way I see it, as long as a movie takes the holocaust seriously then it should not 

be criticized for being a holocaust film that's not in the right format or that had an actor who has 

done too many comedy roles. This same reviewer, by the way, praised Life Is Beautiful, a spectacular 

film, as is Jakob the Liar. I can certainly understand that there are people who are touchy about the 

holocaust. It is inarguably one of the most tragic events in all of recorded human history, made even 

more tragic by the fact that it was perpetrated by humans against other humans. It's sickening. But 

there are no jokes about the holocaust in Jakob the Liar. The Jews do not act like victims. It is 

historically accurate and does not compromise the truth of what happened for the sake of 

entertainment. It presents a story of a ghetto full of captive Jews who have had their lives stolen 

from them and are desperate for some hope, and one man tries to help and inadvertently finds 

himself in a position to provide massive amounts of hope to them, but at massive risk to his own 

safety. So if you don't like to see Robin Williams playing serious, dramatic roles (roles at which he is 

increasingly displaying his massive talent), don't watch the movie! It is neither a secret that Williams 

is in the movie, nor that it's a serious role. One look at the cover box will tell you that. But if it's the 

holocaust being taken seriously that troubles you, maybe you should be more concerned about the 

fact that there are people, alive TODAY, here in the 21st Century, and presumably relatively 

educated American citizens, who DO NOT BELIEVE THAT THE HOLOCAUST EVER EVEN HAPPENED. So 

like I said, if you're that concerned about the portrayal of the holocaust, maybe focus your efforts on 

these nutcases who have convinced themselves that the holocaust itself is just a fable. Maybe a 

myth that mothers started telling their kids to make them scared of Germans or some other such 

nonsense. Jakob the Liar has no illusions, it takes a tragedy in human history and tells a story of a 

man who did what he could to help those suffering around him, and Robin Williams should obviously 

be commended for the power of his performance, as should the rest of the cast. The thing to keep in 

mind is that there is no certain perspective from which to view things like the holocaust. Everyone 

has different thoughts and feelings about it, and in the movies these different perspectives can be 

provided in different ways without compromising the severity and finality of the event itself. Jakob 

the Liar does not at all trivialize the holocaust in any way, what it does is honor the loss of its victims, 

who came from all walks of life. 
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Jakten På Nyresteinen (Body Troopers) (Chasing The Kidneystone) 

(1996) 
 

A little kid (Torbjörn T. Jensen) shrinks himselfs so that he can 

travel into the body of his grandfather. Here he has to kill the 

kidney-stone his grandfather is suffering from. Whacked out, but 

pretty imaginative, kids flick. This is one of those kid's movies that 

is either a) charming, imaginative and original, or b) disturbing 

enough to scar you for life. Either way it's well worth a look. 

There's some Norwegian cultural touchstones that make me 

believe it's taken from source material well known in it's 

homeland, but works at face value level as well. The storyline 

involves Simon, a kid with 2 expressions and a magic teddy bear, 

whose Grandfather seems to be getting very sick. "Of loneliness" 

diagnoses the kid at every opportunity. At the urging of the frankly 

creepy teddy, Simon ingests a magic potion and shrinks himself 

down to go and help Grandpa. Once inside, he hooks up with 

Mapster the young white blood cell & cute piece of lung matter, Alvaoli. Together they skip through 

grandpa's gnarly innards meeting such characters as the Secretions Agent and Bile Duct, the bad 

tempered head of the gall bladder department, while they try to stop the evil Calcium Crystals who 

are building a stone in Grandpa's bladder. The sets and costumes in this movie are impressively 

designed, even if worryingly skewed towards the rubber fetishistic crowd and the effects are pretty 

good too. (Favourite moment was the Secretion Agent's 'wanted poster') And for those with the 

bent for the absurd this movie's worth a look for nothing else than the costumes and interesting look 

at how our bodies are put together (my appendix is WHERE?) Best watched if: under 12 or drunk. 
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James And The Giant Peach (1996) 
 

James' (9-year-old Paul Terry) happy life at the English seaside is 

rudely ended when his parents are killed by a rhinoceros and he 

goes to live with his two horrid aunts. Daringly saving the life of a 

spider he comes into possession of magic boiled crocodile 

tongues, after which an enormous peach starts to grow in the 

garden. Venturing inside he meets not only the spider but a 

number of new friends including a ladybug and a centipede who 

help him with his plan to try and get to New York. I was surprised 

that people thought this film was average, or so-so. I found it to 

me a movie that was so much fun to watch. Starts out live-action, 

than it seagues into stop-motion animation. Some of the scenes 

are very memorable (the pirate attack) and the voices are 

delightful. Not as good as Nightmare Before Christmas, but every 

bit as imaginative. 
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Japanese Story (2003) 
 

Against the background of an Australian desert landscape, so 

much space and so few people, Sandy, a geologist, and Hiromitsu, 

a Japanese businessman, play out a story of human 

inconsequence in the face of the blistering universe. The end of 

the journey leaves no-one capable of going back to where they 

started from. The best thing about 'Japanese Story', an Australian 

film directed by Sue Brooks and set almost entirely in the 

Outback, is its unpredictability. Just as you begin to think that the 

story, written by Alison Tilson, is headed in one particular 

direction, it does an amazing about-face and leads us down an 

entirely different, utterly unexpected narrative path. The movie 

starts off as a fairly standard romantic comedy, involving two 

strangers who don't like each other very much yet who are forced 

to spend an inordinate amount of time together. Sandy is a 

geologist whose company, against her will and better judgment, has asked her to escort an 

important Japanese businessman through the wilds of the Australian desert on a sightseeing tour. 

The film even begins to seem a bit like a landlocked 'Swept Away' for awhile, as these two 

headstrong people – he a Japanese traditionalist with male chauvinistic tendencies and she a no-

nonsense, freethinking, independent woman (but both filled with doubts and insecurities beneath 

the surface) – find themselves stranded in a hostile and remote environment, fighting for survival. 

But then the first of the film's numerous plot reversals kicks in and we find ourselves in an entirely 

different situation altogether. I certainly don't want to spoil anyone's experience of this film by 

revealing just what those plot twists are, so I will merely state that the film, in the second half, 

becomes a fairly profound meditation on the precarious nature of life and the almost lightning-

paced speed with which tragedy can intervene to bring our worlds crashing down around us. Toni 

Collette is heartbreaking as the feisty yet warm-hearted Sandy and Gotaro Tsunashima is both 

tender and stoic as the man from an exotic culture with whom she eventually falls in love. That, of 

course, is the predictable part. But if you think you know where this story is going, you will be 

pleasantly surprised at how wrong you will be. 
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Jason And The Argonauts (1963) 
 

The legendary Greek hero leads a team of intrepid adventurers in 

a perilous quest for the legendary Golden Fleece. Jason has been 

prophesied to take the throne of Thessaly. When he saves Pelias 

from drowning, but does not recognize him as the man who had 

earlier killed his father, Pelias tells Jason to travel to Colchis to find 

the Golden Fleece. Jason follows his advice and assembles a sailing 

crew of the finest men in Greece, including Hercules. They are 

under the protection of Hera, queen of the gods. Their voyage is 

replete with battles against harpies, a giant bronze Talos, a hydra, 

and an animated skeleton army, all brought to life by the special 

effects wizardry of Ray Harryhausen. Good old fashioned fun! As 

entertainment this movie is perfect. The movie is a fun 

adventurous one, with lots of spectacular moments and fights. 

From a technical point of view this movie is even a masterpiece. The stop-motion scene's created by 

special effects pioneer Ray Harryhausen is simply brilliant and makes this movie one of the most 

influential and important one's, when it comes to special effects. But also the movie uses clever 

camera tricks and some well made miniatures. Yes, of course the effects all look out dated now but 

they still surprisingly, look convincing enough and at times they are even still simply breathtaking 

and spectacular to look at. Especially of course the legendary, fantastic end fight against the skeleton 

warriors. The story is like good entertainment should be; Adventurous, exciting and simple to follow. 

The movie truly is none stop fun entertainment to watch with lots of spectacular moments with the 

legendary skeleton fight as the ultimate highlight. You don't have to be a fan of 'classic' movies in 

order to enjoy this movie, everyone should be able to appreciate this movie and be entertained by 

it, especially when you are a fan of ancient Greek tales. Something that is not praised enough of this 

movie is the musical score by Bernard Herrmann. The movie is not exactly filled with impressive and 

memorable actors. As many movies as I have seen in my life, I don't think I have ever seen any actors 

from this movie in any other movie, with the exception of course of Honor Blackman who will always 

be remembered for playing the Bond girl Pussy Galore in "Goldfinger". But this movie clearly isn't a 

character-adventure movie, it's a special effect adventure movie. The special effects are really the 

most important element of the movie. So for the fans of special effects this is especially most 

definitely a must see. A movie that should be fun and enjoyable to everyone, of all ages. 
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Jestem (I Am) (2005) 
 

Tells the story of a boy named Kundel (Piotr Jagielski) searching 

for his place in life, his identity. After running away from an 

orphanage and being rejected by his mother, the resolute 11-

year-old finds a "home" on a deserted old barge. Familiar theme: 

a child in need of loving or at least caring parents. The location 

happens to be North Poland, I so guess. For me that's a big plus, 

keeps me in front of the screen whatever happens, memories and 

all that, you know. The 'whatever' should be stressed, for at first 

one could think this is going to be just another 'problem parents 

film' designed for festival success, but while there is this doubt 

almost continuously as the plot is setting off, the film will 

somehow manage to survive. Partly to do at that point with the 

very well-done cinematography, I suppose. Images filtered 

brownish, give a comforting warmth to the viewer. Then suddenly 

one is rewarded for staying with the film and might find unlikely peace together with the young main 

character who finds it while trying to escape both the ugly peers in whom he sees rottenness he 

certainly doesn't want to socialize with and the state institutions that would like to step in as 

replacement for the parents he needs, no matter if he wants any of their 'care'. The ending might 

bring back all the doubts, but it's just that kind of film. Still worth watching, no doubt about that. 
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Jesus Henry Christ (2012) 
 

At 10-years-old, Henry James Hermin (14-year-old Jason Spevack), 

a boy who was conceived in a petri-dish and raised by his feminist 

mother, follows a string of Post-It notes in hopes of finding his 

biological father. Wonderful indie comedy. I picked this movie due 

to an expiring croupon, and the movie theatre had a poor 

selection of films. I came into this with no expectations, in fact, 

low expectations, due to the 5.8 rating on IMDb. But I was quite 

blown away by this comedy, right from the very start. 10 seconds 

into it, I knew I was going to enjoy this film and I truly did. It's a 

snappy film that moves fast. Exaggerated but funny and with good 

reasoning. Also has a nice heartwarming side to it too. It has a 

unique, and rather strange storyline. But this is a movie where 

execution trumps idea. The characters were quirky and multi-

faceted. Child actors were great too. I do wish we got to see how 

the little guy turned out! I am really glad I got to watch this movie. 
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Jet Boy (Moments) (2001) 
 

An undercover cop on a mission to catch a big-time drug dealer 

finds an unlikely traveling companion in an orphan boy (15-year-

old Branden Nadon) trying to dodge the authorities. This movie 

reminded me in ways of Stand By Me and Boys In The Hood...very 

reflective, with themes of growing up and interpersonal 

relationship, but also like Stand By Me a theme of journey. Except 

for a somewhat overly sweet ending, the tone of the movie and 

the characters are right on the mark, exactly right for the themes 

and plot and character development. The acting was very real and 

human, and the characters could be easily related to. Even with 

sometimes sensitive subject matter, never did the acting seem at 

all false, in fact it seemed particularly true with the hardest 

subjects. (The sweet surprise ending, however, does not quite 

make sense with the rest of the plot, and made other parts of the 

plot seem somewhat unrealistic, though they were quite realistic without this revelation.) I would 

recommend the film highly. Note that due to sensitive subject matter, parents should probably see 

the film before letting younger children see it, and watch the film with them. 
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Jeux D'Enfants (Love Me If You Dare) (2003) 
 

As adults, best friends Julien (Thibault Verhaeghe at 8-years-old) 

and Sophie continue the odd game they started as children -- a 

fearless competition to outdo one another with daring and 

outrageous stunts. While they often act out to relieve one 

another's pain, their game might be a way to avoid the fact that 

they are truly meant for one another. I love this film. It's light, 

dreamy, and colorful. The movie does not ask you to take it 

seriously, but simply to watch as Julien and Sophie play with the 

elements of conventional life. I'm reminded of a character from 

Milan Kundera's Immortality, who played with the world in the 

same fervor and commitment. We see Julien and Sophie's games 

becoming more and more elaborate as they grow up, affecting 

other lives even. And when they do, you understand at most 

levels that they do not mean to hurt other people. They just play 

as the game is supposed to be played. It is fantasy in that it lets you suspend realism for a moment, 

and dwell on the things we take for granted many times- laughter, romance, and childlike innocence. 

This movie made me smile, and I have no need to question motivations etc. It would be absurd to 

questions things that are meant to be left alone in their wonder. 
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Jeux Interdits (Forbidden Games) (The Secret Game) (1952) 
 

A young French girl orphaned in a Nazi air attack is befriended by 

the son (12-year-old Poujouly Georges) of a poor farmer, and 

together they try to come to terms with the realities of death. A 

girl of perhaps five or six is orphaned in an air raid while fleeing a 

French city with her parents early in World War II. She is 

befriended by a pre-adolescent peasant boy after she wandered 

away from the other refugees, and is taken in for a few weeks by 

his family. The children become fast friends, and the film follows 

their attempt to assimilate the deaths they both face, and the 

religious rituals surrounding those deaths, through the 

construction of a cemetery for all sorts of animals. Child-like and 

adult activity are frequently at cross-purposes, however. Better 

late than never. I don't know why I never managed to see "Les 

Jeux interdits" until tonight, an August evening in 2003, more than 

a half-century after the film's release. I'd heard about it ever since I started studying French in 

college in 1958. The amount of comedy in the film surprised and pleased me. I'd always had the 

impression the film was morbid and creepy. I didn't find it so; poignant, occasionally disturbing, even 

heart-wrenching, but not morbid at all. The acting by the two children playing Michel and Paulette is 

the most amazing pair of performances I've ever seen. I learned from postings here that the film was 

made under far less than optimal conditions, but the flaws that do show up in the film, chief among 

them the abrupt and unsatisfactory ending, are so negligible in contrast to the overwhelming 

emotional and acting values throughout, that I rated this film a ten, the first time I've reached for the 

highest number. I cannot imagine anything finer than this film, whose images will probably haunt me 

for the rest of my life. 
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Jigoku Kôshien (Battlefield Baseball) (Battlefield Stadium) (Hell 

Stadium) (2003) 
 

Ever wanted to see an action / comedy / musical about baseball 

playing zombies? Don't lie, you know you do. Jubei Yakyû (Tak 

Sakaguchi) is a poor student, transferred from school to school. 

He is a great baseball player, but he won't allow himself to play, 

that is until his new school, Seido High has to face the Gedo High 

School team, a team of baseball-playing zombies, whose stadium 

is apparently not to subject to any laws. Awesome. 'Battlefield 

Baseball' is nothing but 90 minutes of insanity: packed with fights, 

deadly baseball matches, all sorts of strange characters, musical 

numbers, crazy dialog, the most convenient and bizarre plot 

twists, and all-round awesomeness, 'Battlefield Baseball' is one 

bizarre, but very funny movie. Don't watch 'Battlefield Baseball' 

with any expectations, and don't take it seriously at all, and you 

should enjoy it. Especially if you like awesomeness - 8/10. 
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Jilao Sishi (A Queer Story) (1997) 
 

Even if the movie is far from being original, the characters are well 

portrayed and Jordan Chan, overall, excellent in his role. 

Sometimes the movie seem a bit long, but it's a perfect alternative 

to Hollywood movies. 
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Jim Henson's The Song Of The Cloud Forest And Other Earth Stories 

(2010) 
 

DVD release from The Jim Henson Company featuring several 

Earth-themed productions, most notably The Song of the Cloud 

Forest which originally aired as part of The Jim Henson Hour in 

1989. 
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Jimmy, The Boy Wonder (1966) 
 

Tired of the drudgery of his daily routine, young Jimmy (Dennis 

Jones) shouts out, "I wish time would stop!" Somehow, his wish 

gets heard by the master clock, and everyone (except Jimmy) is 

frozen in their tracks. Observing this catastrophe is a magical 

astronomer, who sends his daughter Aurora to talk Jimmy into 

helping her undo the damage before the evil Mr. Fig siezes the 

opportunity to take over the world. As Jimmy and Aurora travel to 

the end of the world to replace the Golden Globe in the master 

clock, they pass through strange new places, all the while with Mr. 

Fig trying to stop them on their mission. Just when you think 

you've seen the worst, along comes this piece of absolute crap! 

This was one of HG Lewis's children's films, made in between all 

his trash and gore epics, and the only reason to ever show it is if 

you have children you want to punish. Though you may get hauled 

in for child abuse later, as exposure to this film will do both your 

kids and you permanent brain damage. Let's see: a friendly fairy godmother who looks like Kathy 

Bates with a bad hangover, a droopy-mustached, overacting villain, a kid who redefines noxious child 

acting, the fact that most of the action was noticably filmed in the same dreary park (it looks like 

someone's backyard), wretched songs, crummy photography that looks like faded Super 8...all of 

that alone would qualify this as bad, bad, bad, bad, BAD!!!!! But wait! In order to pan out the 

running time, a Mexican cartoon was spliced in. The cartoon itself actually looks professional 

enough, but the dubbing (done by Lewis himself) is light years away from the character's mouths. 

This incredibly inept dubbing job just drags the cartoon portion down to the already low level the 

rest of the film has earned. If you think you can endure this film without losing any facet of your 

mind...more power to you. MST3K, you listenin'? Let's see you get through THIS one! 
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Jingle All The Way (1996) 
 

Meet Howard Langston, a salesman for a mattress company is 

constantly busy at his job, and he also constantly disappoints his 

son (7-year-old Jake Lloyd), after he misses his son's karate 

exposition, he tries hard to come up with a way to make it up to 

him, this is when his son tells Howard that he wants for Christmas 

is an action figure of his son's television hero, Turbo Man. 

Unfotunately for Howard, it is Christmas Eve, and every store is 

sold out of Turbo Man figures, now Howard must travel all over 

town and compete with everybody else including a mail man 

named Myron to find a Turbo Man action figure, and to make it to 

the Wintertainment parade which will feature Turbo Man. This 

movie is so ridiculous, but so funny at the same time. I watch it 

every Christmas just to hear many of the Schwarzenegger phrases 

like: - Who told you you could eat my cookies? - Put the cookie 

down...NOW! - Nobody likes you Booster (maybe Sinbad's line) - I'm not a pervert... and the many 

times he says "Jamie", I hated that darn brat...what a spoiled kid Anakin was. But this movie is funny 

how it shows that parents are crazy to get one toy for their spoiled little brat. Sinbad is hilarious, and 

I miss him in movies, and it has the good 'ol Phil Hartman. Arnold faces an army of Santas, which is 

funny as well as his corny lines I watch this to hear. Although this isn't the best Christmas movie, it's 

still enjoyable. 
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Joe 90 (1968) 
 

Joe McClaine is a 9-year-old boy whose adoptive father has 

developed a method of transferring specialist "brain patterns", 

and hence skills, into his son's mind. As a result, Joe is able to 

become a test pilot, brain surgeon, etc, as needed. Combined with 

his innocent appearance, he becomes an agent for the World 

Intelligence Network. Stingray was good, Thunderbirds were 

fantastic, and Captain Scarlet was awesome - but for me Joe 90 

was the best of all. Maybe because I was about "Joe's" age when I 

watched it that it seemed all the more wonderful. Typical Gerry 

Anderson - superb sets, rocking explosions and fantastical 

vehicles. What more could you want! Haven't seen it for years on 

TV but as all the others have made it back to U.K. TV fingers 

crossed. Thanks Gerry! (P.S. Every kid I grew up with who wore glasses probably hates this show!). 

Daredevil Excitement Every Boy Dreams Of 9-year-old Joe McClaine becomes the "Most Special 

Agent" of the World Intelligence Network thanks to a device called the BIG RAT (Brain Impulse 

Galvanoscope - Record And Transfer) capable of recording the brain patterns of one person and 

transferring them to another. 

 

Series 1 (30 Episodes) (1968) 
 

Episode 01: The Most Special Agent; The Professor and Shane Weston use Joe to steal a Russian 

plane. 

Episode 02: Hi-Jacked; Joe must discover the hideout a gun runner has been using. 

Episode 03: Splashdown; When two scientists mysteriously go missing during plane crashes, Joe 

takes on the brain pattern of a U.S. Air Force test pilot to so that Mac will not be the next victim. 

Episode 04: Operation McClaine; Joe takes on a neurosurgeon's brain patterns in order to perform 

an operation on a writer who is dieing. 

Episode 05: Three's A Crowd; When his father is attracted to a beautiful American reporter who is 

suspected of being a spy, Joe tries find a way of outwitting her. 

Episode 06: International Concerto; One of WIN's top agents doubles as a world famous concert 

pianist, and Joe finds a new hubby. 

Episode 07: Big Fish; Joe tries to salvage a missing submarine. 

Episode 08: The Unorthodox Shepherd; Joe is given the brain pattern of a World Bank President to 

foil a forgery ring, Can Joe save the day. 



Episode 09: Relative Danger; A friend of the family father is trapped underground, which prompts a 

fast rescue operation with Joe leading the way. 

Episode 10: Business Holiday; Joe is sent in to destroy an Army base that has been taken over by 

enemy forces. Can Joe new skills help him overcome the odds? 

Episode 11: King For A Day; An heir goes missing and Joe takes his place till the real heir is found. 

Episode 12: Double Agent; When 3 planes are shot down and the contents stolen, Joe is called in to 

take over the case, but the patterns given to him are those of a real killer. 

Episode 13: Most Special Astronaut; Joe takes on the most diffcult mission of his young career when 

he has to rescue 2 astronauts who are trapped on a space station. 

Episode 14: Arctic Adventure; When a bomb goes of in eastern alliance territory, they only person 

who can help is Dr. Kelvin so his patterns are transferred to Joe. 

Episode 15: The Fortress; When a agent is captured, Joe take of his patterns to save him from where 

he is being held. 

Episode 16: Colonel McClaine; Joe leads an overland convoy carrying an extremely volatile 

compound across 200 miles of treacherous countryside. 

Episode 17: Project 90; Mac's in trouble again and Joe saves him from the hands of Dr. Conrad using 

a hot air balloon. 

Episode 18: The Race; When the World Army challenges the World Intelligence Network to a 

contest, Joe takes on the brain patterns of a Monte Carlo rally driver to take part in a dangerous 

road race. Can Joe win the race for his team. 

Episode 19: The Professional; Joe takes the brain patterns of a jailed burglar to help him enter the 

country and recover the money which a dictator was using to build weapons. 

Episode 20: Lone-Handed 90; The superboy dreams of becoming a sheriff, and takes part in a rip-

roaring western. 

Episode 21: Attack Of The Tiger; Joe takes on the pattern on pilot so he could fly a VG 104 bomber so 

he can destroy a secret rocket installation. 

Episode 22: Talkdown; Joe takes on the patterns of another pilot and uses it to fly a plane, but 

problems soon arise and Joe life is put in danger. Can Joe Save the day and his life. 

Episode 23: Breakout; Two escaped convicts kidnap the Canadian Prime Minister and demand a $1m 

ransom. Joe tries to save him but ends up captured as well. 

Episode 24: Mission X-41; Joe takes on the patterns of a top virologist to steal the formula for the 

antibody for virus X-41 from a secret laboratory, can Joe save the day. 

Episode 25: Test Flight; Joe becomes an expert in two further fields - those of computers and 

explosives - whilst cornering a saboteur, can Joe stop him from completing his plan. 



Episode 26: Child Of The Sun God; Joe is captured by a lost jungle tribe and offered as a sacrifice. His 

only chance of survival is to convince them that he is a god. Can Joe find a way out of the problem? 

Episode 27: Trial At Sea; A disgruntled ex-employee threatens the maiden voyage of the new 

Hoverliner. 

Episode 28: See You Down There; Joe uses another brain pattern to cause the shock conversion of a 

financial shark. 

Episode 29: The Birthday; Joe celebrates his tenth birthday, and relives the most exciting and 

remarkable year of his life. 

Episode 30: Viva Cordova; Joe pretends to be the cousin of Juan Cordova who plans to expose of the 

corruption of a general. 
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Joe The King (Joe Henry) (Pleasant View Avenue) (1999) 
 

A destitute 14-year-old (Noah Fleiss) struggles to keep his life 

together despite harsh abuse at his mother's (Karen Young) 

hands, harsher abuse at his father's (Val Kilmer), and a growing 

separation from his slightly older brother (Max Ligosh). Petty 

thefts for food grow into more major takes until he steals a cash 

box from the diner where he works. Although Joe uses the money 

to pay off some of his father's debts and to replace his mother's 

records that his father smashed in a fit of temper, Joe gets no 

thanks. As I watched this brilliant film by Frank Whaley, I found 

myself more and more, examining crime in general. Certainly 

there are more than a few people that think convicts are born bad 

and should do the max. However, this film shows under what 

conditions criminals are made and you know what, it is not always 

their fault. I know this sounds like liberal claptrap, but I believe it 

true. In this movie, we see a young man that literally has nothing. An abusive, alcoholic father that is 

rarely around, unless he is there to smack him around. A mother that can't manage her own affairs, 

much less anybody elses'. An odd brother that generally only thinks of himself. Then we have our 

main character who strives to make a go of it and bring them together. He is good and caring, but he 

is too young to provide for everybody. The family is destitute and will never be the uniting force it 

needs to be for the betterment of our main character's life. Our character is uneducated and left to 

fend on his own, inevitably he turns to crime. Gripping movie that I could not break away from. 

Highly recommended. 
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Johan (Johan - Mein Sommer '75) (Johan - Mon Été 75) (Johan, Carnet 

Intime Homosexuel) (Johann - Mein Sommer '75) (Journal Intime 

Homosexuel D'un Été 75) (1976) 
 

A very strange yet lyrical film about the making a film. Considering 

this film is more than 30 years old, it was way ahead of its time. An 

actual scene of fisting, even. Oh, my. Well worth the effort, 

though. But then, I must confess to having a weakness for 

beautiful French men. From the director who, a few years later, 

would give us We Were One Man. It's the 70s and the look of love 

is retro. As charismatic, imprisoned Johan awaits sentencing, 

queer actor-cinematographer Vallois attempts to recreate their 

once-passionate romance. He desperately seeks a star to replace 

his jailed lover, at which point his film becomes a meditation on 

spontaneous, unbridled sensuality, and interracial romance. 

Vallois' newly-restored Johan features the obligatory heterosexual 

presence and gorgeous bodies in pre-steroidal glory. Although 

Philippe Vallois' controversial and ground-breaking film was 

accepted completely uncensored at Cannes 1976, it was rated X by the France's censorship board. 

Before its commercial release, he was forced to remove the beautiful erections and hot fisting 

scenes that are now staples of porn. Casually referencing films like Genet's Chant d'Amour and 

Pasolini's Teroema, Vallois' Johan: mon été 1975 combines cinéma-vérité with a frank and 

unapologetically powerful eroticism. Alternately hilarious and refreshingly sexy, it subverts 

contemporary tastes and trends in commercial porn. Delightfully irreverent and politically incorrect, 

Johan: mon été 1975 is a rare treat for both connoisseurs of cinematic history – and porn. 
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John Q (2002) 
 

A down-on-his luck father, whose insurance won't cover his son's 

(12-year-old Daniel E. Smith) heart transplant, takes the hospital's 

emergency room hostage until the doctors agree to perform the 

operation. A Very Human and Affecting Drama. Denzel 

Washington continues to prove why he is one of the best actors in 

the business with his performance in JOHN Q, a moving, 

emotional, and tension-charged drama about a family man whose 

son needs a heart transplant; however, due to financial problems, 

his insurance won't cover the cost of getting his son on the donor 

list so John Q decides to take hostages in the hospital until 

someone arranges for his son to be on the donor list. Despite a 

preachy and simplistic screenplay, the intense direction and first-

rate performances make this film work. I particularly loved 

Denzel's work here because this was a character unlike he had 

ever played before...Denzel usually played well-educated, intelligent lawyers and/or businessmen 

(with the obvious exception of TRAINING DAY), but here Denzel is playing an average Joe...a working 

stiff, struggling to pay bills and keep food on the table and a roof over his family's head who is driven 

to extreme measures to protect the family he cherishes so dearly. Washington gets strong support 

from Robert Duvall, solid as always as the hostage negotiator, James Woods as a wimpy surgeon, 

Anne Heche as an unsympathetic hospital administrator, and especially Kimberly Elise as John's wife. 

An emotional drama, wrought with tension, that will rivet you to the screen. 
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Johnny & Clyde (1995) 
 

A 10-year-old kid (14-year-old John White) in a new school meets 

up with the school bully and gets grounded on the same day, and 

if that's not enough, he's forced to look after an old hound dog 

with a nose for trouble. Soon, though, the boy and dog bond, 

getting into a wild adventure that teaches Johnny a thing or two 

about life and friendship. 
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Johnny And The Dead (1995) 
 

Johnny and the Dead is the second of (so far) three Johnny-

Maxwell children's novels that Terry Pratchett has written. And it 

is easily my least favourite. The story centres around Johnny 

Maxwell (17-year-old Andrew Falvey) and his friends, who for 

some reason begin to see the dead. No - forget Sixth Sense. This is 

not a serious or scary movie. The dead are merely unhappy, 

because someone wants to build a parking lot or shopping mall on 

their cemetery, and they are bound to stay there until all eternity, 

so they'd prefer it to remain a cozy cemetery forever. Johnny and 

his friends get involved and try to rescue the cemetery. What is 

supposed to be a funny and lovable story about respecting and 

aiding your elders is just plain boring in this TV adaptation. I doubt 

kids will enjoy this TV movie (or series, depending on how you 

watch it) very much. 

 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1995) 
 

Episode 1: 

Episode 2: 

Episode 3: 

Episode 4: 
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Johnny English (2003) 
 

After a sudden attack on the MI5, Johnny English, Britain's most 

confident yet unintelligent spy, becomes Britain's only spy. Rowan 

Atkinson plays the eponymous lead character in a spoof spy 

thriller. During the course of the story we follow our hero as he 

attempts to single-handedly save the country from falling into the 

hands of a despot. Classic comedy! Silly as hell, but funny as 

anything! Rowan Atkinson once again shows the world his talents 

- impeccable comic timing, style, a little bit of cheekiness, and 

superb acting. This movie is a personal favourite of mine, and I 

reckon it is perfect to watch anytime you feel low or need some 

cheering up. The man who brought you Bean (1997), now brings 

you Johnny English, a parody of James Bond. I loved Bean, and I 

love this one just as much, if not more. Ignore the pathetic critics 

that rate this as crap, because it most certainly isn't. It is a piece of 

comedy that you will not regret seeing - I recommend this to anyone. Heck, even my grandmother 

liked it! (And that's saying something). Seriously, if you haven't watched this, you really need to. 
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Johnny Got His Gun (1971) 
 

Joe (13-year-old Kerry MacLane plays 10-year-old), a young 

American soldier, is hit by a mortar shell on the last day of World 

War I. He lies in a hospital bed in a fate worse than death --- a 

quadruple amputee who has lost his arms, legs, eyes, ears, mouth 

and nose. He remains conscious and able to think, thereby reliving 

his life through strange dreams and memories, unable to 

distinguish whether he is awake or dreaming. He remains 

frustrated by his situation, until one day when Joe discovers a 

unique way to communicate with his caregivers. I remember 

experiencing this movie in my teens in the 70's. It overwhelmed 

me emotionally as a first person account of the horrors of war 

from the perspective of a quadriplegic WW1 soldier with the 

additional lack of eyes, ears, face and mouth with which to 

communicate, but sadly, with a functioning brain in tact. Imagine a 

man entombed within what is left of his own body...that is the 

core of this anti-war film. In a series of flashbacks we learn the war experiences led up to his present 

state of helplessness, his day to day physical sense of time passing slowly in the hospital and of his 

attempts to communicate with his caretaker nurse. When a critical breakthrough occurs and the 

female nurse takes pity on his plight, she is prevented from helping him to find release from his 

agony. His agony becomes ours in the end. A truly remarkable perspective on the horrors of war, in a 

film written and directed by Dalton Trumbo, a member of the ten most unjustly alienated writers in 

Hollywood during the blacklisting era of the 1940's. A young American soldier (Joe) in WW I is 

wounded by a landmine. He loses his arms, legs and eyes as well as his ability to hear, speak or 

smell. Lying in hospital, he is not able to distinguish if he is awake or if he is dreaming. Trying to find 

out, he relives his story in strange dreams and memories. One day, Joe finds a way to communicate 

with the doctors. In America, this film is underrated. In my native France, it's praised by intellectuals, 

and it's part of what we call "ciné-club movies". In high school, this very year, my son studied 

passages from the book as well as scenes from the movie. Trumbo's movie might be the strongest 

condemnation of war that had ever been filmed. Using two colors -and even three-, toying with 

present and past (could we speak seriously of future?), he makes the dream of such great 

predecessors as Jean Renoir (la grande illusion) come true: War is impossible, because how can a 

wise race could tolerate such an horror? Three colors indeed: -the bleak black and white in the 

hospital, where asceticism rivals the best of Robert Bresson. -the luminous, radiant scenes of 

Johnny's past, old forties and fifties color are constantly in evidence in those memories that recall 

Wyler's or Ford's heyday. -the dark and threatening color that envelops the nightmares in the ruins 

where Johnny tries to catch up with his only love. Johnny is helpless, his loneliness is more 

frightening than you'll ever experiment. God can't hear you call. The merciful Jesus of Sunday school 

whom Johnny's mother taught him to fear and to trust has disappeared with Donald Sutherland on a 

runaway train. Now it's a deaf and dumb Greek divinity -check the shots of the surrealistic 

nightmare-, who repeats in your suffering body, in your tormented soul, in your mind on fire, that 

you cannot escape your inhumane fate. The nurse provides solace for a while. She tries to 

communicate with him. She believes in the dignity of man, be he a peace of flesh. It encompasses 



masturbation as well as simply saying "merry Xmas!" But for all the others, particularly for the 

officer, he's someone (something?) you must hide, you must gag, because his world has gotten no 

place for a human being who represents such a slur on his pride and his glory. Johnny got a raw deal. 
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Johnny Mysto: Boy Wizard (1997) 
 

It is a fairly well done movie that mixes present day and medieval 

adventure with a fair mix of Arthurian legend. A few cute touches 

thrown in will keep you entertained. It is best aimed at kids or 

kids at heart. With 15-year-old Toran Caudell. 
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Johnny Shiloh (1963) 
 

Yeah, back when films weren't always accurate but were ALWAYS 

entertaining! This film chronicles the Civil War exploits of a real 

person - John Clem (14-year-old Kevin Corcoran) who, at 11-years-

old went into the Union Army, killed a Confederate officer at the 

battle of Shiloh, and earned his nickname. He retired in the 1870's 

as a Major General and died in (I think) 1913. The film mainly 

takes play during the war, is a bit over-dramatized, but very well 

done and VERY entertaining. John Clem was a truly inspirational 

young man, and Disney does a great job with this one. Kevin 

Corcoran is great and not annoying, for a change, and Brian Keith 

does a first class job as his sergeant. This film came out shortly 

before THE GREAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE, another Disney great, 

and is well worth the viewing, and let's hope that Hollyweird gets 

this one out on DVD before the 3rd millennium!!! 
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Johnny Tremain (1957) 
 

Johnny Tremain (17-year-old Hal Stalmaster) is drawn into the 

Revolutionary War, and becomes a patriot fighting to free the 

colonies from England. Along the way he learns about life and 

about himself. I've Read the Book Johnny Tremain for my Reading 

class..and we had workbooks to go with it that we had to answer 

questions and do strategies for the chapters we read...then when 

we were done with the book we got to watch the movie. What I 

remember from the book is that: Johnny Tremain is an apprentice 

boy that lives at the Lapham's family and learns about silversmith. 

One day John Hancock came and ordered a sugar basin. Johnny 

promised to get it done by Monday morning, but the promise was 

broken was because Mr. Lapham wouldn't help johnny at all with 

the making of the sugar basin..and johnny had to break the 

Sabbath rule..and on that day..Johnny burnt his hand with REAL 

HOT SILVER!!! and found out that the bandages had made the thumb grow with the WHOLE HAND!!! 

Now he is REALLY sad and one of the Laphams girls, Isannah doesn't want to have johnny near her 

because his hand creeps her out... Johnny feels that god has turned away from him and so he was to 

go to the Lyte's house and show them the cup. The cup was given to him by his mother and was told 

that if god turned away from him then to go to the Lyte's and show them the cup was because 

Johnny's mother is Merchant Lyte's Niece...But Merchant Lyte doesn't know that his niece, Vinny 

(Johnny's Mom) had as child..so when he did bring it to his house...they arrested him because he 

said the cup was stolen in august...they went to court blah blah blah and Cilla Lapham one of the 

Lapham daughters saved him was because johnny showed the cup to her on July... Johnny's real 

name is Jonathan Lyte Tremain...Mother's name is Lavinia (Vinny) Lyte, and fathers name is Charles 

Tremain (Charles Latour when he was prisoner of war for the french and Indian war). 
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Johnny Tsunami (1999) 
 

Set in the high mountains of Vermont and the giant waves of 

Hawaii's surf, Johnny Tsunami is an exciting adventure about a 13-

year-old boy (14-year-old Brandon Baker) who learns to adapt to 

his new surroundings after his family moves from one extreme 

environment to another. Johnny Tsunami is filled with life's 

lessons in family and friendships and packed with snowboarding 

and surfing action. Johnny Kapahaala (Brandon Baker) is a 13-year-

old surfing sensation enjoying his carefree life in Hawaii. Living in 

Hawaii, Johnny K is surrounded by his surfing buddies, his parents 

and most importantly, his legendary grandfather Johnny Tsunami 

(Cary-Hiroyuki Tagawa) who he greatly admires. Plus, he is able to 

enjoy his life's passion, surfing. With the help of his grandfather, 

Johnny K became a champion surfer at an early age. In his own 

day, Johnny's grandfather was known worldwide as having won 

the most prestigious surfing medal, the Tsunami medallion (thus 

his nickname, Johnny Tsunami). This medallion is something 

Johnny K has coveted all of his life and has dreamed of winning 

himself one day. Johnny Kapahaala's Hawaiian life is turned upside-down when his father, Pete 

Kapahaala (Yuji Okumoto) announces that he is moving the family from Hawaii to Vermont. Pete is 

the opposite of his father, Johnny Tsunami, and is a businessman, not a surfer. An expert in 

computers, Pete has developed a classroom computer network program CLASSNET, which links 

schools together so they may share files and information. Johnny K is disappointed about the move 

to Vermont as it means moving away from his grandfather and no longer being able to surf. Taking 

advice from his grandfather, he knows he must keep a positive attitude and make the best of his 

new home. Upon his arrival in Vermont, Johnny K is quickly aware that he is a fish out of water. His 

father enrolls him in a private school, Sky Academythe same school that has hired his father to 

implement his computer program, CLASSNET. His first introductions are with Brett (Zach Bostrom) 

and his friends, which include Emily Pritchard (Kirsten Storms) whom Johnny immediately likes. Brett 

isn't exactly friendly to Johnny, and right away a rivalry develops between the two boys, with Emily 

caught in the middle. In order to try and fit in, Johnny K takes Brett up on an offer to go 

skiingsomething that is a must for Sky Academy students. Johnny figures with his skills in surfing that 

skiing could not be all that difficult, but quickly realizes it is going to take some time for him to 

master the sport. Brett, of course, is pleased that Johnny is having a hard time with skiing. Riding the 

bus home from school one day, Johnny sees a group of boys snowboarding which piques his interest. 

Johnny K befriends a snowboarder by the name of Sam (Lee Thompson Young) and asks him to teach 

him how to master the sport. Sam explains to Johnny K that only public school kids snowboard and 

are referred to as "Urchins" and private school kids, like Johnny, known as "Skies" ski. Sam also 

explains that the mountain in their town is divided "Skies" on one side and "Urchins" on the other, 

and the two do not mix. Johnny K convinces Sam to teach him to snowboard and they become fast 

friends. Johnny K finally feels he belongs in Vermont and has found his niche in snowboarding and 

the "Urchins." Of course, when Brett and the rest of the "Skies" find out, they make Johnny's school 

life difficult. Sam learns that he and his father, an Air Force pilot, have been transferred and he will 



be moving away from Vermont. Upset by this, Sam and Johnny K devise a plan and stowaway on an 

Air Force plane heading to Hawaii, to be with Johnny's grandfather. Johnny Tsunami, of course, 

convinces the boys upon their arrival, to contact their parents and explain what they have done. He 

also convinces the boys' parents to let them stay in Hawaii a few days. Reluctant, Sam and Johnny K's 

parents agree. Johnny and Sam enjoy their days in Hawaii surfing and hanging out with his 

grandfather. After a few days of Hawaii and guidance from Johnny's grandfather, the boys realize 

they need to head back to Vermontwith Johnny Tsunami, of course! Pete was not at all happy about 

Johnny Tsunami returning home with the boys, but soon realizes that his father does have a positive 

influence on young Johnny K, after all. Soon after his return, Johnny K meets up with his nemesis, 

Brett. Johnny K seizes the opportunity and challenges Brett to a racehe on his snowboard and Brett 

on skis. Johnny K even takes the challenge a little further and claims the prize will be control of the 

mountain. If Johnny K wins, "Skies" and "Urchins" will mix, and the mountain will not be segregated 

between skiing and snowboarding. The day of the race arrives and Johnny is nervous but excited. 

Once he arrives at the mountain for the race, he is even more pleased to see those he cares about 

most are there to cheer him onSam, his grandfather, his mother, and most importantly, his father. 

The race begins and off they go neck and neck all the wayhearts pounding and everyone cheering. 

Johnny lives with his parents in Hawaii, where his grandfather is the legendary Johnny Tsunami, an 

accomplished surfer. Young Johnny's father, Pete, has serious misgivings about his own father's 

more unconventional lifestyle and decides to move the family to Vermont. He does this, in part, to 

get the teenage Johnny away from his love of surfing and into a more serious role as a dedicated 

student. As one can see, to travel from Hawaii to snowy Vermont is quite a change in venue and 13-

year-old Johnny has some big adjustments to make. He has to find new friends and new activities. 

But, the stuffy students at the private academy his father chose tend to snub him. Instead, Johnny 

makes friends with the so-called urchins (public school students) in town and takes up 

snowboarding. Yet, complications continue to present themselves. Will Johnny adjust to his new 

life? This is a fine and funny film for families everywhere. Despite all of his problems, young Johnny 

continues to have an attitude as sunny as the beach on Oahu and it is very infectious. All of the 

actors do a great job and the production values are quite nice. Most of all, the settings, in both 

Hawaii and Vermont, are picture perfect and wonderful to behold. Are you looking tonight for a film 

to entertain your loved ones? This lovely film is an excellent choice that will have everyone cheering. 
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Johnson Family Vacation (2004) 
 

AAA can't help the roadside emergency that is the JOHNSON 

FAMILY VACATION. Even the onboard navigation system has a 

meltdown on Nate Johnson (Cedric The Entertainer) and his 

family's cross-country trek to their annual family reunion/grudge 

match. Reluctantly along for the ride are Nate's wife (Williams), 

who's only in it for the kids; their rapper-wannabe son (17-year-

old Bow Wow); their teenage daughter (Solange Knowles) who's 

fashioned herself as the next Lolita; and their youngest (Gabby 

Soleil), whose imaginary dog Nate just can't seem to keep track of. 

Can the Johnsons survive each other and all the obstacles the road 

throws at them to make it to Caruthersville, Missouri? Can they 

find Missouri? Recently estranged parents Cedric the Entertainer 

and Vanessa L. Williams come back together to go to Cedric's 

family reunion. Along for the ride are their three kids (super-cool 

Lil' Bow Wow, super-hot Solange Knowles and super-cute Gabby Soleil) and a wide variety of 

mishaps and misadventures as they hit the road together in a new SUV that Cedric has borrowed 

from a dealership. Naturally their trip from Los Angeles to Missouri will have hilarious consequences 

along the way. Cedric has ulterior motives to win a "Family of the Year" prize at the reunion, getting 

it away from older brother Steve Harvey (in a well-timed role). He also has to contend with his 

mother (Aloma Wright) when he reaches his destination, but first he and his family must over-come 

ultra-sexy hitchhiker Shannon Elizabeth (who happens to be a black magic priestess) and even an 

unseen 18-wheeler driver who continues to push Cedric's buttons. "Johnson Family Vacation" is 

basically an African American version of the "National Lampoon's Vacation" series. Cedric and 

Williams have the same comedic timing and relationship that Chevy Chase and Beverly D'Angelo 

shared during their long run. The kids though here are quite better than any throughout the 

aforementioned series. But the similarities between this movie and those from the previous series 

are amazing as we have an erotic stranger, a rented vehicle, a road trip, a family get-together and 

even a take on a Wayne Newton song. In many ways "Johnson Family Vacation" is old hat, but I still 

liked the film because Cedric is just such a hilarious screen presence. The others all feed off his 

intensity and Williams is the ultimate "straight lady" in the mix as she just seems out of place with 

her great looks and outstanding manners (this is a compliment to her by the way). Eventually the 

movie loses its way as the trip nears a close, but "Johnson Family Vacation" is still a very funny 

experience at the movies. Does that make it a good production? Certainly not, but it is still a 

legitimate rest from reality. 2.5 out of 5 stars. 
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Joki (The River) (2001) 
 

Episodic study of feelings where six stories intertwine over one 

Saturday in a small town. Two boys save a young woman, Anni, 

and her baby from suicide by drowning. Esa, a down-on-his-luck 

musician in need of a loan, arrives to his father's 60th birthday 

party. Waitress Leena tries to stir up a romance between her co-

workers at a pizza parlor. Middle-aged Ilpo comes home early 

from the paper mill and finds a strange man in their bedroom. Old 

Milja waits for her daughter Merja at the hospital where she is 

visiting her terminally ill husband Henri. Teenage Santeri tries to 

cope with his homosexuality. Following my experience of Finland 

for slightly more than a week, I'd say this movie depicts the nature 

of the Finnish society very accurately. Especially the young-couple-

with-a-baby-having-serious-issues phenomenon is very familiar to 

me, as I witnessed the exact same thing in person when I was in Finland. The relationships and 

problems of people, fragility of the marriage institution, the drinking culture, unemployment and the 

ascending money problem, all are very well put, without any subjectivity or exaggeration. There are 

some points in the film that are not necessarily easy to comprehend and tie to each other, but the 

joint big picture is nonetheless rewarding. Not each one of the short stories is exciting or profound, 

but as said above, the big picture does not fail to deliver the feeling of "real life" and captivate the 

viewer. I happen to think in a calm moment: What is happening in the lives of all these people on the 

street? Well, this is what is happening. Movies like this are good to feed your imaginative power. It 

would be safe to assume this film could apply to the life in many countries, but it particularly reflects 

Finland as it is, and pretty damn well. One comment about the acting: Being the fan of Finnish 

cinema I am, I've never seen any of these actors on any other movie, but I found the acting in this 

feature right next door to perfect overall. Maybe not a masterpiece, but a very good try by the entire 

crew. I'll be keeping an eye on the future releases of the director and the cast. 
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Jonathan Creek (1997-2003) 
 

Madeline Magellan, an investigative journalist, is the kind of 

journalist that generally sticks her nose in where it isn't wanted. 

While writing a story about the murder of a famous Artist she 

happens across a quiet but brilliant man named Jonathan Creek. 

Jonathan makes a living inventing magical tricks for Adam Klaus. 

Adam is a very famous magician but it is Jonathan that is the real 

genius behind Adam's illusions. Madeline (Maddy) and Jonathan 

team up to solve the Artist murder and then (for Jonathan with 

some reluctance) again team up to solve near-impossible cases. 

Over the stories, we see that Maddy is in love with Jonathan but 

Jonathan, being a shy person, doesn't show if he knows about 

Maddy's feeling for him but he loves solving the tricky mysteries 

that Maddy brings for his mind to solve. This has to be the best 

series made by the BBC for many years. The stories are well 

written, the acting by Alan Davies is great considering he's a comedian rather than a proper actor. 

The stories keep you on the edge of your seat and guessing till the very end. The earlier episodes are 

the best with Caroline Quentin as his tough as nails sidekick. The more recent episodes with Julia 

Sawalha from ab-fab fame are still good but they have become more predictable and silly at times - 

with the writers seeming to run out of ideas and Davies seems to be getting bored with it all, which 

is a shame because theseries is one of the most watched shows in Britain and is a change from the 

usual mind-numbing Saturday night crap: Pop idol, Blind date, Lotto show, casualty and many 

others. 

 

Series 1 (5 Episodes) (1997) 
 

Episode 1: The Wrestler's Tomb; A controversial artist is dead, apparently the victim of a botched 

robbery at his suburban estate. Take-no-prisoners journalist Maddie Magellan is unconvinced, and 

she casts her suspicions on the deceased's possessive wife and his frivolous mistress. But one was in 

her city office at the time of death, and the other was bound, gagged and blindfolded by the 

"robber". A chance meeting with Jonathan Creek, a famous illusionist's technical advisor, leads 

Maddie to believe that his "lateral mind" may allow him to see through the deceptions in the case, 

and she recruits the reluctant genius as her partner. 

Episode 2: Jack in the Box; Crusading journalist Maddie Magellan is instrumental in getting a man 

released from prison after serving nine years for a murder she believes he did not commit. The next 

day, the victim's widower apparently shoots himself after locking himself in his personal nuclear fall-

out shelter. Investigators and engineers insist that no one could have gotten in or out of the shelter 

after the door was sealed. Yet those closest to the alleged suicide insist that his hands were so 

crippled with arthritis that he could not have run the bolts on the massive door, let alone pulled the 

trigger on a gun. Maddie coerces reluctant sleuth Jonathan Creek into investigating the case. 



Episode 3: The Reconstituted Corpse; Journalist/sleuth Maddie Magellan is summoned by a celebrity 

author and plastic surgery enthusiast. The woman has just become the prime suspect when her 

surgeon (and former lover) is murdered shortly after the two had a vicious falling-out on national 

television. Maddie's efforts to clear her "client" are complicated by damning DNA evidence, a 

missing alibi, a peeping tom, an awkward and unfortunate blind date...and the "impossible" sudden 

appearance of the client's corpse in Maddie's newly-purchased and previously empty wardrobe. Will 

Jonathan Creek come to her rescue? 

Episode 4: No Trace of Tracy; 1970's Prog Rock visionary Roy Pilgrim returns to his country estate 

after a jog and is surprised by an intruder. When he regains consciousness, he finds himself 

handcuffed to the radiator in his drawing room. Meanwhile, a teenage wannabe groupie dolls 

herself up in response to a handwritten letter from Pilgrim inviting her to his mansion for a private 

meeting. Witnesses see her enter through the double doors of the drawing room. When she goes 

missing, the police investigate to find Pilgrim still chained to the radiator, but he claims he never saw 

the girl or invited her to visit. Is his predicament an elaborate con to cover a tryst gone horribly 

wrong? If so, why concoct an alibi that no jury will ever believe? After being forcibly ejected from the 

scene of the crime, investigating journalist Maddie Magellan enlists the aid of Jonathan Creek. 

Episode 5: The House of Monkeys; Elliot Strange is found murdered in a locked room, which has bars 

on the windows. As there was no way of the killer leaving without being seen, as his wife knocked on 

the door moments later where did they go...? Cue Jonathan Creek and Maddy Magellan. 
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Series 2 (6 Episodes) (1998) 
 

Episode 1: Danse Macabre; A best selling author is shot in the heart in her daughter's home on 

Halloween. The killer appears to have vanished in a puff of smoke, but with Jonathan Creek to busy 

to help Maddy, she must solve the crime on her own. 

Episode 2: Time Waits for Norman; Does time really wait for Norman, can he be in New York in a 

meeting and in Britain in a wimpy spilling coffee over his foot. Impossible, "the guys not superman". 

More baffling how does he arrive home after several hundred witnesses saw him die. They're all 

lying or are they? 

Episode 3: The Scented Room; Although Jonathan Creek knows how a painting worth a million 

pounds was apparently stolen by an invisible thief, he refuses to tell anyone! 

Episode 4: The Problem at Gallows Gate: Part One; Jonathan is lumbered with baby-sitting Adam's 

sister Kitty, and ends up taking her to a badger watch with Maddy. But Kitty ends up seeing more 

than just badgers in the woods. 

Episode 5: The Problem at Gallows Gate: Part Two; How can a man who apparently committed 

suicide be seen killing a woman three weeks later..? Jonathan and Maddy investigate at Gallows 

Gate. 



Episode 6: Mother Redcap; When a judge receives a death threat due to a high profile case he 

receives round the clock protection. Despite this he is still killed, but how did the killer manage to 

get past the police? 
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Series 3 (6 Episodes) (1999) 
 

Episode 1: The Curious Tale of Mr. Spearfish; Surviving two bullets to the chest, finding priceless 

treasures in the garden and a murderer falling at his feet could this be the work of the devil or 

something to do with his brown eyed girl? 

Episode 2: The Eyes of Tiresias; An elderly lady predicts the death of a french business man and a 

woman with the initials RP. After the predictions come true what is she to think when she predicts 

her own death. Can Jonathan save her or will it be left to Frank Sinatra and the eyes of Tiresias. 

Episode 3: The Omega Man; When UFOlogist Professor Lance Graumann invites Maddy to view the 

skeleton of an extraterrestrial alien, she witnesses the confiscation of the item by U.S. Army 

personnel. Although she tries to keep the event a secret, Jonathan also becomes involved the very 

same night when U.S. Army Captain Candy conscripts him to discover how the skeleton was stolen 

en route to storage. 

Episode 4: Ghost's Forge; Ghosts Forge or Ghost's Forge, does the apostrophe really make a 

difference. This plus five copies of the same book lead Jonathan to discover who "Killed" Esra Carr. 

Episode 5: Miracle in Crooked Lane; After Maddie drags Jonathan to a mystery convention, complete 

with Jonathan Creek fans who dress exactly like him, they get embroiled in a local mystery: how can 

a notorious gold digger, clinging to life in hospital after being seriously injured in a propane 

explosion, also talk to a neighbor several hours later while walking to church? 

Episode 6: The Three Gamblers; How did a dead body crawl up the stairs? That is the question 

Jonathan has to answer to stop a man going insane. 
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Series 4 (6 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 1: The Coonskin Cap; Two young women have been murdered in almost identical 

circumstances, and fears are growing that the killer, who throttles his victims with a thin length of 

steel wire, will strike again. The only clue to his identity is the macabre shadow of a man seen lurking 

near the scene of the murders... a man who according to eye witnesses was wearing a Davy Crockett 

hat. 



Episode 2: Angel Hair; Creek is called in to explain how a girl who has just had a full set of shoulder-

length hair cut off can miraculously have grown it all back in 48 hours. 

Episode 3: The Tailor's Dummy; How can a man physically transform himself into another person, 

right in front of someone's eyes? When the infamous feature writer Donna Henry savages a leading 

fashion designer in print, such is the victim's shock and desolation that he immediately takes his own 

life. 

Episode 4: The Seer of the Sands; When "ghost hunter" and investigator into the spirit world, Justin 

Mallory is killed in a boating accident and his body mysteriously disappears is it true that his spirit 

now desperately trys to communicate with his lover, beautiful American businesswoman Geraldine 

Vacarro to try and explain his own death? 

Episode 5: The Chequered Box; Detective Inspector Adrian Fell, a sharp-witted and highly respected 

police officer, appears to be the ideal subject for an Eyes and Ears profile. Until damning evidence is 

uncovered by a hard-nosed tabloid photographer that throws his whole relationship with Carla 

Borrego into jeopardy. Is he, in fact, a ruthless killer? 

Episode 6: Gorgons Wood; A priceless porcelain statue of the ancient Shinto monk Sikoto-no 

vanishes from a small town museum under impossible circumstances. Is the train of tragic events 

that follows a manifestation of its destructive nature? 
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Christmas Specials (1998 & 2001) 
 

Christmas Special (1998): Black Canary; The famous female Illusionist, Marella Carney - The Black 

Canary - is found dead. Her death is suspicious, and it seems even Jonathan Creek can't solve the 

mystery. Perhaps Detective Inspector Gideon Pryke can help solve the case? 

Christmas Special (2001): Satan's Chimney; A famous actress is shot on set in front of everyone 

whilst shooting her latest film. With her dying breath she points to the window, but the glass is 

intact. How did the killer do it? 
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Jonathan Livingston Seagull (1973) 
 

Jonathan is sick and tired of the boring life in his sea-gull clan. He 

rather experiments with new, always more daring flying 

techniques. Since he doesn't fit in, the elders expel him from the 

clan. So he sets out to discover the world beyond the horizon in 

quest for wisdom. Great soundtrack, great visuals, somewhat 

confusing and disappointing storyline. I always thought this was 

Neil Diamond's best work. He sang the soundtrack, and it's filled 

with great songs that he did exceptionally well. The photography 

is beautiful and the scenes as mellow as you can find: a seagull 

gracefully gliding through the air surrounded by beautiful 

seascapes, sunsets, billowy clouds...just magnificent scenery. On 

the negative side is the usual New Age "look within yourself" 

theology. This is pure Secular Humanism. I say this because some 

people thought this was a Christian film and it is not. It only 

confuses people because there are analogies that could easily apply to Jesus, to the Pharisees and to 

Heaven itself. It was a bunch of mixed messages but author Richard Bach, from whose book this 

movie is based on, leaves no doubt near the end of the movie - or the screenwriters did, if they 

changed his book. Still, a peaceful, calming movie that is unique. 
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Joseph (1995) 
 

With 9-year-old Gabriel Thomson as Ephraim. The Biblical story of 

Joseph, who was sold to slavery by his brothers who were jealous 

of his prophetic abilities to analyze dreams and of his being their 

fathers' favorite. The story begins in Egypt, in the marketplace of 

Avaris where Joseph is sold as a slave to Potiphar, the Pharaoh's 

Chief Steward. Joseph, the favored son of the patriarch Jacob, was 

given into captivity by his own envious brothers. A tireless and 

highly productive worker, Joseph wins his master's trust and is 

named steward of Potiphar's household. However, Joseph also 

unwittingly arouses the lust of Potiphar's wife. Luring him into her 

room one day, she orders Joseph to give her pleasure. But Joseph 

prefers punishment, even death, to betraying his master. As he 

flees from the room, the desperate woman tears off Joseph's 

garment and brandishes it as proof of her violation. As Potiphar 

questions him, Joseph begins to narrate the story of his past, a 

tale of suffering and hardship. We flash back to the time when Jacob and his family settled near the 

town of Schechem. It is a brief and unhappy stay, for when Jacob's daughter Dinah is ravished by the 

young prince of Schechem, Jacob's sons decide to exact revenge with a bloodbath - despite an 

agreement reached between Jacob and the Schechemites. As Jacob and his family flee, Rachel, 

Jacob's beloved wife, dies while giving birth to Benjamin. A few years elapse, and Jacob's older sons 

become increasingly resentful of their father's preference for Joseph. When Joseph turns seventeen, 

his father has a wonderful colored coat made for him, which further excites the jealousy of the 

brothers. When Joseph is sent to a distant pasture one day to look after his brothers, they seize him, 

tear off his coat, throw him into a dry well and, the following day, sell him as a slave to traders on 

their way to Egypt. This is how he enters the service of Potiphar. Despite his doubts about his wife's 

version of the "rape", Potiphar has Joseph jailed to vindicate his wife publicly. In prison, Joseph is 

assigned to attend two high court officials who are suspected of having stolen a bracelet from the 

Pharaoh. Tormented by dreams, the men ask Joseph for help. Joseph tells the cup-bearer that he will 

be reinstated, and the chief-baker that he will hang. Two years later, the cup-bearer remembers 

Joseph when the Pharaoh is unable to obtain from his priests a rational interpretation of two 

anguishing dreams. Joseph is summoned and predicts that after seven years of plentiful harvest, 

Egypt will suffer seven years of famine. Convinced, the Pharaoh appoints Joseph as his chancellor 

and gives him a beautiful Egyptian woman as his wife. Joseph immediately begins to put aside a fifth 

of the country's harvest. After seven years a murderous famine strikes, driving people from nations 

near and far to come to Egypt to buy grain. Among the famished, Joseph recognizes his brothers. 

Testing them to see if they have changed, Joseph is satisfied and reveals his identity. Finally reunited 

with his beloved brother Benjamin and his father Jacob, Joseph reconciles with his family, and the 

Pharaoh invites them to settle in Egypt as overseers of his livestock. Very accessible Bible film. The 

leads are great. I take exception to the Christlike "My God...why have you forsaken me" (which 

would have been more fitting in a film about David) Joseph utters when thrown into prison though. 

Major blunder that one - but still well meaning. Mercurio was perfect for the role and Kingsley is 



always exceptional. What a shame this film and others like it are not out on DVD. Pardon my saying 

so, but that's a sin! 
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Josh And S.A.M. (1993) 
 

Josh (14-year-old Jacob Tierney) and Sam (9-year-old Noah Fleiss) 

are two brothers facing change, their mother is about to marry a 

French accountant and the kids are sent to go live with their 

father in Florida. Meanwhile Josh tells Sam that he is a "S.A.M." 

that is going to be sent to Africa to fight in a war and that Canada 

is a safe haven for any S.A.M. unwilling to fight. The cross-country 

journey begins when the 2 boys think they killed a drunk and steal 

his car en route to Canada where they encounter The Liberty 

Maid. Will Josh & S.A.M. make it to Canada or will they wish they 

should have never left home. Brothers Josh and Sam are fed up 

with life at home - not to mention each other, so Sam becomes 

friends with his father's step sons and Josh feels left out. This 

means war! Josh uses his creative talents to make Sam believe 

he's a genetically altered mutant trained to fight in battle. So their 

plot to run away from home is disguised as a covert operation to get Sam to Canada so he doesn't 

have to fight in a war in Africa. Along the way, they take the car of a drunk who tries to kill them, and 

meet up with Alison, who Josh tells Sam is the Liberty Maid who can help them get to Canada. On 

the run from cops and other people, Josh and Sam realize life at home was better. This is one of my 

favorite movies. It is about two brothers, Josh and Sam. Their parents are divorced. Their dad is 

remarried and seems to like his stepchildren more than Josh because they are athletic and Josh isn't 

and he doesn't appreciate how bright Josh is. Their mother is getting married to a man who isn't 

interested in the kids. Sam is the younger brother. He is athletic but is always getting in fights and 

generally has trouble adjusting socially. Josh persuades Sam that he is a S.A.M. (Strategically Altered 

Mutant), designed to fight a war in Africa. It starts out as normal sibling torture but Sam believes it 

because it explains all his social problems. Josh wants to run away because of his horrible home life 

and Sam wants to run away to avoid going to war. Watching Josh's mind work as he tries to get out 

of the situations he creates is hilarious and yet it always stays realistic, suspenseful, and poignant. 

The acting is excellent and the story is tightly constructed. Hopefully this movie will come out on 

DVD some day but watch it on VHS now. 
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Josh Kirby... Time Warrior: Chapter 1, Planet Of The Dino-Knights 

(1995) 
 

In the 25th century mankind has found a device capable of 

destroying the universe. Irwin 1138 separates the Nullifier into 6 

pieces which he scatters throughout time. When the evil Dr. 

Zoetrope goes after the pieces, Irwin 1138 must try to stop him, 

with the help of a 20th century teenager, Josh Kirby (16-year-old 

Corbin Allred), and a half-human warrior named Azabeth Siege. 

The race is on. I have seen all 6 episodes of the series, and while it 

is childish and rather cheesy (look at the special effects for 

Zoetrope 366's suit in the hypertime scenes) it still managed to 

offer a bit of fun. The story for this episode is that 25th-century 

scientist Irwin 1138 has invented the Nullifier, a machine capable 

of...well, something large scale. If it wasn't large-scale, he 

wouldn't bother scattering it all over time and space. Anyhow, this 

rival scientist called Zoetrope 366 (apparently a reference to 

George Lucas, just like Irwin 1138/THX 1138) steals the coordinates and Irwin is forced to pursue him 

through to 1994, where the first piece is kept. Here, young Josh Kirby enters the story. Until now, his 

only excitement has been racing his bicycle to school. But when he finds a glass bone in his dog's 

kennel, he suddenly ends up joining Irwin and magical creature Prism on a journey to ancient 

England, where he has to get the second Nullifier piece. Unfortunately, some weird disturbance has 

dinosaurs in England. Not TOO bad. This is probably the best one of the lot. 
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Josh Kirby... Time Warrior: Chapter 2, The Human Pets (1995) 
 

In the 25th century mankind has found a device capable of 

destroying the universe. Irwin 1138 separates the Nullifier into 6 

pieces which he scatters throughout time. When the evil Dr. 

Zoetrope goes after the pieces, Irwin 1138 must try to stop him, 

with the help of a 20th century teenager, Josh Kirby (16-year-old 

Corbin Allred), and a half-human warrior named Azabeth Siege. 

The race is on. I know that most people say that this series is really 

bad but I think that is because most people are afraid to admit 

that they actually like something aimed to people of all ages, 

including children. These film are some of the best ever made. In 

chapter 2, the human pets we see what happens in Med evil 

England. When the war is over and the nolifier piece is found Josh, 

Erwin 1138, and their new found friend Azabeth become human 

pets. I think it must have took quite a bit of talent to build the sets 

for this chapter and I respect that very much. I'd have to say this is the worst of the whole series but 

it was still really good. More cliff hangers. 
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Josh Kirby... Time Warrior: Chapter 3, Trapped On Toyworld (1995) 
 

In the 25th century mankind has found a device capable of 

destroying the universe. Irwin 1138 separates the Nullifier into 6 

pieces which he scatters throughout time. When the evil Dr. 

Zoetrope goes after the pieces, Irwin 1138 must try to stop him, 

with the help of a 20th century teenager, Josh Kirby (16-year-old 

Corbin Allred), and a half-human warrior named Azabeth Siege. 

The race is on. This is the third chapter of the Josh Kirby series. 

After falling out of the time pod Josh ends up on Toy World. A 

place where toys are as alive as you and me. Zoetrobe is also on 

Toy World looking for the next Nolifire component and it is soon 

revealed the Josh is a time warrior. There is not really much to say 

except for this was better then human pets and Dino Knights. The 

storyline was good just like all of the chapters. The acting was OK. 

Zoetrobe is of course up to his tricks and lies to get Josh to join 

him. You have to admit though time armer is a lot cooler then a time pod. I would recommend this 

to people who are open minded. Another Cliff Hanger. 
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Joshua (2007) 
 

The arrival of a newborn girl causes the gradual disintegration of 

the Cairn family; particularly for 9-year-old Joshua (12-year-old 

Jacob Kogan), an eccentric boy whose proper upbringing and 

refined tastes both take a sinister turn. This is a very strange and 

unconventional horror/thriller with fantastic performances by 

Vera Farmiga and Jacob Kogan. Usually kid actors in horror films 

bug me (I'm lookin' at you, new OMEN kid!), but this little dude 

totally creeped me out in a Martin Stephens kind of way. It's an 

excellent performance and one of the best things this offbeat 

movie has going for it. This movie's plot sounds like typical "Bad 

Seed" ground, but it twists and turns into really bizarre territory, 

disorienting the viewer to the point where you have no idea 

where it's going or where it's been. I'm still not sure if I even liked 

it, but it did make me feel incredibly uneasy, and I guess that's 

worth something. 
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Jossy's Giants (1986) 
 

Jossy's Giants was a BBC children's TV programme about a 

hopeless football team full of quirky Lancashire lads (12-14-year-

old) who take on mouthy Geordie Joswell 'Jossy' Blair as their 

manager. The former footballer has a fondness for betting on the 

gee-gees that often causes him (and his team) problems, but with 

the brains of the team's biggest supporter - Tracey Gaunt - and the 

willingness of the lads (Mark Gillard, Paul Kirkbright, Julian Walsh, 

Stuart McGuinness, Ian Sheppard, Oliver Orr & Lee Quarmby) to 

pull together in times of crisis, the Glipton Giants come out on the 

other side with some success! This was a great programme 

(written by legendary darts commentator Sid Waddell) full of fun 

and football and remembered with great affection by a generation 

of kids who grew up in the 80s. Although the cast was largely 

made up of kids who hadn't acted before, they still acted the 

pants off Bryan Robson when he did a cameo! The first series was 

mostly about the formation of the team and their footballing exploits, while the second series 

expanded the cast to include girls who took the boys' minds away from match day! 

 

Series 1 (5 Episodes) (1986) 
 

Episode 1: Hungry for the game. 

Episode 2: Foul play. 

Episode 3: 'The Siege Of St. James'. 

Episode 4: The Promised Land. 

Episode 5: Final Demand. 
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Journey (1995) 
 

Journey (11-year-old Max Pomeranc) and his grandfather Marcus 

have to come to terms with each other's reactions to the loss 

when Journey's mother, Min, decides to leave Journey and his 

sister Cat to be looked after by their grandparents. A friend of 

mine loaned me this movie, telling me how good it was. I sat 

down one night and watched it. Turned out, I loved it, it was 

great! I called my friend that had loaned it to me and told him I 

thought it was great. The story is about a woman named Min, 

(meg tilly), whom abandons her two children, Cat (Eliza Dushku) 

and Journey. The grandparents, mainly the grandfather, tries to 

mend his relationship with Journey. All in all, a heart-warming tale 

that's sure to bring a tear or two. Watch it for the acting, all actors 

rule supreme in this flick, especially Eliza and Max (Journey). 

Watch it, buy it, see this fantastic movie! I give it a 10/10. Bravo 

and well done. 
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Journey 2: The Mysterious Island (2012) 
 

Sean Anderson (19-year-old Josh Hutcherson) partners with his 

mom's husband on a mission to find his grandfather, who is 

thought to be missing on a mythical island. The 17-year-old Sean 

Anderson receives a coded signal and his stepfather Hank helps 

him to decipher the message. They find that Sean's grandfather 

Alexander Anderson has found the mysterious island in the Pacific 

described by Julio Verne and two other writers in their novels. The 

stubborn Sean wants to travel to the coordinates and Hank 

decides to buy the tickets and travel with the teenager to a small 

island nearby the location. They rent an old helicopter owned by 

the locals Gabato and his teenage daughter Kailani and the group 

heads to the unknown spot. Along their journey, they cross a 

hurricane and crash in the island. They find a beautiful and 

dangerous place, surrounded by forests, volcanoes with lava of 

gold and menacing life forms. The meet also the old Alexander and Hank discovers that the island is 

sinking. Now their only chance to survive is to find the legendary Nautilus. Nice 3D and CGI. Awful 

characters to take a Journey with. The title of the movie is Journey 2 because it is the sequel to the 

movie "Journey to the Center of the Earth" and the second part is "The Mysterious Island" because 

they are both derived from books by Jules Verne. Essentially what we have here is a blue-screen CGI 

extravaganza with the Hawaii locations with a plot that is essentially all told in the trailer and the 

movie like it's an amusement park tour. Well, the stranded in the island tour would be fun if we 

didn't have five very unlikable characters as island-mates. Sean (Hutcherson) is bratty and overly 

entitled, Hank (Johnson) his stepfather and Alexander (Caine) his grandfather are constantly 

bickering because Hank is not an Anderson, the tour guide Gabato (Guzman) is overly emasculated 

and his daughter Kailani (Hudgens) surly. It's like being stuck with five slightly unpleasant people 

with uncomfortable dynamics between them that you don't really care about in your vacation. The 

main draw of the movie is perhaps the 3D, the CGI of the island and the sets. We see elephants as 

big as cats and bees as big as cars. The effects are mostly impressive all around but it never manages 

to find the right pace or impact because it just comes in one after another without the dramatic 

tension. Since the characters are so thin, it's so hard to care about their peril or their awe at what 

they've found. Finally, after watching the movie, I got this feeling that the Rock had way too much 

creative input in the movie. His absurd peck joke from the trailer, combined with his character as a 

prize-winning Navy cryptographer who also knows structural engineering and who can play a mean 

ukulele and sing (awful singing truth be told) all hint at the big guy pretending to be smart and 

sensitive. Combined with the almost palpable resentment between him and Caine and the sickening 

obsequiousness of Guzman towards him, it just feels uncomfortable. While the movie is impressive 

as a 3D CGI set piece, it is severely let down by the characters. The undertone of a lot of family 

movies lately have been spoilt rich American kid gets everything he wants but this movie does this in 

a very ugly way. While all the flaws would probably be overlooked by kids, I think adults would find it 

a bit pointless and uncomfortable. And, since the 3D and the special effects are very good, should 

suffice as entertainment for the kids. 
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Journey Of The Heart (1997) 
 

Janice is the subject of the town gossips for four reasons: she 

wears too much lipstick, her hair is too big, she is a single-mother 

and her two children are strange. Ray (15-year-old Blake Heron & 

10-year-old Will Rothhaar) is a hellraiser and Tony (21-year-old 

Chris Demetral & 15-year-old Jeremy Lelliott) is autistic. One day, 

however, Tony sits down at the piano and plays Twinkle Twinkle 

Little Star, and Janice knows there may be hope for him (and 

them) yet. Amazing. It just goes to show that people with special 

needs can have more talent in their little finger than most have in 

their whole body. A remarkable story about a young blind boy 

who can listen to a piece of music and immediately play it on the 

piano. This was an inspirational story of love, devotion and the 

hardest times in someone's life. Based on a true story, having the 

ending show the real Tony Johnston play the piano proves that 

film wasn't blowing his talent out of proportion. I would 

recommend this to anyone, especially those who find times hard 

to cope this, this movie just goes to show that anyone can have 

hope and a chance to a wonderful life. A definite 10 out of 5 stars. 
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Journey To The Center Of The Earth (1959) 
 

An Edinburgh professor and assorted colleagues follow an 

explorer's trail down an extinct Icelandic volcano to the earth's 

center. Prof. Lindenbrook leads his intrepid party on an expedition 

to the centre of the earth, via a volcano in Iceland, encountering 

all manner of prehistoric monsters and life-threatening hazards on 

the way. Grand fantasy film-making, fun for all ages. I can attest to 

the feelings expressed by the last couple commentators about 

1959's "Journey To The Center Of The Earth." This is a wonderful 

family film from the bygone Eisenhower-era of the 1950s. Even 

though I've been watching it on TV since I was a kid in the sixties, 

I'd only seen pan&scan versions, and it wasn't until I got it 

letterboxed on laserdisc that I finally saw what a big-screen 

entertainment this movie was meant to be. It has wonderful scope 

and a score by Bernard Herrmann that takes you right down into the bowels of the earth. Listen to it 

and you'll notice what I mean, as the movie progresses the music keeps going into a lower and lower 

register. Five organs were used, including one meant for a Cathedral. (The complete original 

recordings of the score are available on CD from Varese Sarabande.) This movie also has the great 

James Mason in it, so you know it's got to be good. Sure it's long in the telling and takes a while to 

get you down that extinct volcano in Iceland, but it's fun all the way with great special effects work 

by L.B. Abbott and matte paintings by Emil Kosa Jr. 
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Journey To The Center Of The Earth (2008) 
 

On a quest to find out what happened to his missing brother, a 

scientist, his 13-year-old nephew (16-year-old Josh Hutcherson) 

and their mountain guide discover a fantastic and dangerous lost 

world in the center of the earth. Professor Trevor Anderson 

receives his teenager nephew Sean Anderson. He will spend ten 

days with his uncle while his mother, Elizabeth, prepares to move 

to Canada. She gives a box to Trevor that belonged to his missing 

brother, Max, and Trevor finds a book with references to the last 

journey of his brother. He decides to follow the steps of Max with 

Sean and they travel to Iceland, where they meet the guide 

Hannah Ásgeirsson. While climbing a mountain, there is a 

thunderstorm and they protect themselves in a cave. However, a 

lightening collapses the entrance and the trio is trapped in the 

cave. They seek an exit and falls in a hole, discovering a lost world 

in the center of the Earth. I first saw the trailer for Journey to the Centre of the Earth last Christmas 

when I watched The Nightmare Before Christmas in 3-d. I also remember clearly thinking what a load 

of rubbish it looked like. It appeared to be a gigantic gimmick, cashing in on the latest 3-d 

technology. The various TV spots and images I saw of the movie in the past few months has done 

absolutely nothing to dispel this notion. However this past week something happened I didn't really 

expect, the critics were giving it quite decent reviews, most praising it as ridiculously good fun. I was 

still sceptical, but also in some way intrigued, perhaps the trailers were just poorly done. So I went to 

see the movie today, of course in 3-d (more on that later) and was absolutely amazed at how 

entertaining the movie really is. While the movie does feel like a gimmick at times, do we really need 

that yo-yo scene, the movie also does seem quite well made. The performances too were good for a 

movie that really could just have been a cash in, Brendan Fraser is surprisingly likable and good in 

the movie, and Josh Hutcherson continues to deliver performances that all Hollywood kids should be 

delivering as good as. But most importantly its so much fun, the action sequences looks incredible in 

3-d, and the landscapes of the actual Centre of the Earth do look beautiful. This is a 3-d movie, and 

make no mistakes by thinking it is worth watching in 2-d, it really isn't. The movie is a kids movie, 

and so we get an all too happy ending, but there is a brief moment of darkness before the end, and 

that too makes the movie all the better for adults. So onto the performances. Brendan Fraser as I 

have said delivers a decent performance here. He seemed to have disappeared in recent years, but 

with both this and The Mummy 3 arriving in cinemas this year I am sure we might be seeing some 

more of him over the next few years. While he does have to deal with a lot of clichéd lines in the 

movie, he does also ooze charisma and seems a genuinely nice bloke. He also does a great double 

act alongside Josh Hutcherson as his nephew. Hutcherson really is an A-lister in the making in my 

opinion, while his performance here doesn't match what he did Bridge to Terabithia, he still makes a 

potentially average brat into a likable characters with genuine motivations. His characters 

transformation neither feels forced nor corny, and one moment with Fraser in front of a sunset is 

one of the many highlights of the movie. Anita Briem is also surprisingly good as the "Best mountain 

climber in the world." Once again this could be a run of the mill plot device character, yet she makes 

it a much more interesting one. The script gives her some good moments and she does have 



considerable chemistry with Fraser. But of course the main attraction of the movie has to be its 

effects and of course the 3-d. The early part of the movie does feature the most gimmicks of the 3-d, 

we get the yo-yo scene, the spitting scene, etc. While they get the kids excited they're not the most 

exciting things to watch in the world and certainly don't make a good movie. Its when the trio go up 

to a mountain the 3-d really does work. Not only does the scenery look beautiful, but it feels alive as 

it pops out of the screen at you. Nightmare Before Christmas didn't do the 3-d too well, but Centre 

of the Earth really does it brilliantly. A mine cart chase is the cinematic equivalent of a roller coaster 

ride and really does get the adrenaline pumping. The much promised T-Rex sequence does not 

disappoint, and a surprisingly tense magnetic rock sequence (don't ask) looks all the better for the 3-

d. The script is also much better than it really should be, in fact it actually works better than your 

average blockbuster to be honest. But as I keep saying do not waste your money on the 2-d version. I 

understand why they're releasing it in 2-d, the producers do need their money back, but it really will 

not be the same thing. Having seen Beowulf in 3-d and 2-d I know how much a disappointment the 

2-d version can be after seeing the beauty of the 3-d. Overall Journey to the Centre of the Earth may 

very well be the biggest surprise of the summer, and quite possibly the year. While it won't win 

awards it does entertaining, and the hundreds of kids who were in my screen today seemed just as 

impressed and entertained as I was. Also the promise of a potential sequel at the end of the movie 

didn't horrify me, in fact I'm ashamed to admit I'd quite happily watch another one if its delivered 

with the same quality. 
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Jul I Den Gamle Trædemølle (1990) 
 

Flemming and Berit are a married couple who feel stuck in a rut. 

While their children are permanently deposited at daycare, 

Flemming desperately competes with his colleague at the 

accounting firm, and Berit dreams of a romantic ski break in 

France. Authorities eagerly await their slightest misstep, and a 

depressed elf is on the lookout for a new home to celebrate 

Christmas in. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (25 Episodes) (1990) 
 

Episode 01: 30th November. 

Episode 02: 1st December. 

Episode 03: 2nd December. 

Episode 04: 3rd December. 

Episode 05: 4th December. 

Episode 06: 5th December. 

Episode 07: 6th December. 

Episode 08: 7th December. 

Episode 09: 8th December. 

Episode 10: 9th December. 

Episode 11: 10th December. 

Episode 12: 11th December. 

Episode 13: 12th December. 

Episode 14: 13th December. 



Episode 15: 14th December. 

Episode 16: 15th December. 

Episode 17: 16th December. 

Episode 18: 17th December. 

Episode 19: 18th December. 

Episode 20: 19th December. 

Episode 21: 20th December. 

Episode 22: 21st December. 

Episode 23: 22nd December. 

Episode 24: 23rd December. 

Episode 25: 24th December. 
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Jul I Gammelby (1979) 
 

The mayor farm in Gammelby mayor goes around and are 

worried. He good ship "Hope" is probably gone down with the 

mouse and man, and that means the mayor, who also is the 

town's grocery store, has gone bankrupt because it was filled with 

goods for his soon empty warehouse. As it happens just before 

Christmas, he rejects that there can be no Christmas party this 

year. It may be his two children – Mads (Mads Ole Erhardsen) og 

Mette - obviously not like to hear, and the two old gnomes in the 

attic is really angry at the news. In a good collaboration, the four 

try to get the sad mayor to change his mind before the 24th 

December - it becomes much pixie teasing, as the entire city may 

be surprised...I wonder if it manages to save Christmas? And it 

makes no difference that "Hope" suddenly pops up? Underwater 

pins we know of life and traditions in Denmark 200 years ago. And cook Karoline (if the stove has to 

eksplomdere) and krambodens Simon, who quietly falls in love. With the blacksmith, and all he 

maskimekaniske inventions. With Kresten tradesman who comes with news from the big world. And 

with street boy Bertelsmann, which is perhaps not as bad a kid even. 

 

Series 1 (24 Episodes) (1979) 
 

Episode 01: I den gamle borgmestergård. 

Episode 02: Nisserne tager affære! 

Episode 03: Der går aldrig røg af en brand... 

Episode 04: Klokken slår - Og tiden iler! 

Episode 05: Pist væk! - Og hvad nu? eller og bedst som den var der... 

Episode 06: Pund til pund - Og dog? 

Episode 07: Hverken i pose eller sæk... 

Episode 08: Bissekræmmeren spinder en ende. 

Episode 09: Nyt fra den store verden... 

Episode 10: Karoline på hat med tilværelsen. 

Episode 11: Som skrevet stod... 

Episode 12: Smeden drømmer - og Andre ser syner! 



Episode 13: 'Tågesnak' eller 'En køn snørestøvle!'. 

Episode 14: Vi vender alting op og ned! 

Episode 15: Sære ting går i svang. 

Episode 16: 'Noget for noget' eller 'Tand for tunge'. 

Episode 17: En pinlig afsløring! 

Episode 18: Borgmesteren må tage det sure med det søde. 

Episode 19: Severinsen får løn som forskyldt! 

Episode 20: Nu skal der handles. 

Episode 21: Borgmestergård eller kræmmerhus? 

Episode 22: Noget går op for nogen. 

Episode 23: Louise tror, håbet er ude... 

Episode 24: Og så blev det atter Jul...! 
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Jul På Slotte (1986) 
 

'Christmas on the Castle' is a wonderful danish fairytale with an 

episode for each day of December 1-24. A long time ago - so long 

that no one at all remembers it - there lived on this castle a king 

and his daughter, the lovely princess Miamaja. But even though 

he was a real fable King he was not fabulously rich, and that was 

due to the war... etc." So the narrator begins each episode. A 

story of a nice but somewhat dull king who is betrayed by his evil 

treasurer who is in league with a foreign colleague and aiming to 

take over the throne. The king's hot-tempered but cunning 

daughter however is not so easily fooled, and she is helped by the 

little folk. A handsome and able young huntsman arrives from the 

woods on the first day to stay at the castle, and gradually the 

princess and he fall in love! But alas - the princess is ordered to 

marry the prince of the enemy to put an end to the war. Every 

character is very lively portrayed, and much effort is put into making the (deliberately old fashioned) 

language rich and expressive of each character, and the dialogue contains lots of humour. And even 

though the final ending is inevitably rather predictable, the story contains many surprising twists and 

turns. Bodil Heister has composed well sounding original music and good songs for the series, and 

the actors are mostly well singing, especially the mother of the little folk, 'Mor Trisse' who has a 

particularly beautiful voice - small wonder as she is an opera soprano! Very recommendable for 

children between the age of 7 and 107! 

 

Series 1 (24 Episodes) (1986) 
 

Episode 01: 

Episode 02: 

Episode 03: 

Episode 04: 

Episode 05: 

Episode 06: 

Episode 07: 

Episode 08: 

Episode 09: 

Episode 10: 



Episode 11: 

Episode 12: 

Episode 13: 

Episode 14: 

Episode 15: 

Episode 16: 

Episode 17: 

Episode 18: 

Episode 19: 

Episode 20: 

Episode 21: 

Episode 22: 

Episode 23: 

Episode 24: 
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Julian Fellowes Investigates: A Most Mysterious Murder (2005) 
 

This new BBC series is a dramatised-documentary examining real-

life unsolved murder cases, some dating back over a hundred 

years. The first season consists of 5 hour-long episodes, each 

examining a single murder. Julian Fellowes, the playwright (Oscar 

for Gosford Park screenplay) and actor (Monarch of the Glen), 

scripts the series and appears as presenter. He takes on the role 

of narrator and tour guide, setting the scene for the various 

murders, explaining the social contexts in which they occur and 

the interpersonal conflicts that lead to the crime. He pops up at 

crucial scenes, commenting on the action and the motives of the 

various participants. At the end of each episode he proposes his 

solution to the mystery. In essence this is a whodunnit based on 

real life unsolved cases. It is very much in the Agatha Christie vein 

and will likely appeal to fans of her mysteries. Each case comes 

with a plethora of possible suspects all with motives and opportunities. You may or may not agree 

with his solutions, but the stories are always fascinating and gripping. The murders and the 

characters involved are a varied lot. It spans the whole spectrum of British society, from the lowest 

strata, to the middle class, to the highest ranks of the aristocracy. All are set in Britain except for the 

murder of the Earl of Errol which takes place on the vast, open plains of Kenya which in 1941 was 

still part of the British Empire and under threat from the German-Italian axis alliance. The five 

episodes are in order: 

 

Series 1 (5 Episodes) (2005) 
 

The Case of Charles Bravo (1876) - The money-grubbing young barrister Charles Bravo marries a 

wealthy widow whose previous husband had died under suspicious circumstances. Charles Bravo 

turns out to be a wife-beater. When he winds up dead from antimony poisoning, suspicion falls on 

the wife. Others implicated include her long-time devoted lover Dr. James Gully, her companion Mrs. 

Cox and her former coachman whom the intemperate Charles had earlier sacked. 

The Case of Rose Harsent (1902) - In the tight knit Methodist community in Peasenhall, a newly 

arrived young servant-girl, Rose Harsent begins a torrid affair with a married man and church reader. 

She is then found stabbed to death. It is revealed that she is pregnant. Was it her married lover, the 

jealous wife, a jealous boyfriend or some other aggrieved member of the community? 

The Case of George Harry Storrs (1909) - The wealthy married industrialist George Harry Storrs has 

an affair with a Swiss Governess Maria Hohl. She ends up commiting suicide. Threatening letters 

appear against Storrs. He receives round-the-clock police protection. Storrs winds up dead anyway. 

Who killed him and why? 



The Case of the Croydon Poisonings (1929) - Three members of a respectable middle-class family, all 

living along the same street, die one after the other. The first two deaths are incompetently put 

down to "natural causes" by the local quack. But the third starts to cause a scandal. Exhumations 

reveal arsenical poisoning in all three. Who among the remaining members or close associates was 

the murderer? 

The Case of the Earl of Erroll (1941) - The 22nd Earl of Erroll is found murdered with a bullet through 

the head along the Nairobi-Ngong road at the outbreak of WW2. Was it the the cuckolded Sir Jock 

Broughton who pulled the trigger, or his young social-climbing wife? Or was it one of the Earl's many 

ex-lovers or their aggrieved husbands? Or was the indiscreet Earl a victim of a political assasination 

by British authorities? 
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Julien Donkey-Boy (1999) 
 

"O, mio babbino caro" plays as a woman skates gracefully. In 

contrast, little is graceful and daddy is not dear in Julien's world. 

His father listens to blues wearing a gas mask; dad prods, lectures, 

and derides Julien as well as Julien's brother and pregnant sister, 

while grandma attends to her dog. Julien is different, 

schizophrenic. He wears gold teeth. He bowls, sings, worships, and 

chats with a group of young adults with disabilities. His sister's 

child is probably his own. He talks on the phone, imagining it's his 

mother, who died in childbirth years before. He may be a 

murderer of children. From his point of view (perhaps), the film 

follows this odd family for a few weeks. Harmony Korine's Julien 

Donkey-Boy, is nothing less than real filmic art. It chronicles a day 

or so in the life of Julien, a teenage schizophrenic, and the other 

family members he lives with: his sister, his frustrated and abusive 

father, played nicely by Werner Herzog, (of all people), his younger brother, and his grandmother. 

The effect is like watching Leave it to Beaver on acid--a haunting picture of a family paralyzed by 

their own dysfunctionality, so pervasive it is that it virtually crushes any hope of what most of us 

would call a "normal" life. The real tragedy is knowing that we are merely glimpsing a fictional 

account of what many real families with similar situations have to endure. The film isn't a success 

solely due to its effectively disturbing chronicle of a mentally ill teen, but rather, HOW it chronicles 

the life of this character. Korine is a master of using film to communicate story and messages, 

specifically through the use of editing, cinematography and visual effects. This is amazing, since at 

only 27, Korine has more visual ownership of the medium than do most directors with twice his 

experience. Yet, Korine's movies are not popular. Most people wouldn't have a clue as to what's 

going on in them. This is because Korine uses visual symbols and other filmic elements to reveal the 

plot and character development. And he does this masterfully. For example, in one scene, we see 

the images as if on a videophone, frame-by-frame, with erratic cuts in the action. Yet, the sound 

flows as normal. Korine uses this technique to symbolize the main character's fragmented view of 

the world -- a view that is dramatically distorted from our own. This is brilliant filmmaking -- an 

example of "show, don't tell" yet through use of film form rather than character action. Indelibly, it 

is Korine's unconventional film style, of which a good deal looks experimental, yet all of which is 

handled expertly, that will also keep him at the fringes of the film world, barring him the popularity 

he deserves. This is too bad since he brings as much to the art of independent film as Scorcese does 

to the Hollywood film. Yet Korine will never have the accessibility of the other. In this film, Korine 

reveals the character of Julien not only through his actions, but via his reactions to those around him 

and to his environment. This is a hard task for a filmmaker to achieve since those who don't know 

the particular "reason" for a scene or for its purpose, will be lost. The film demands an aggressive 

viewer, one who wants to share the boldness of the director's vision, while deciphering it through 

his or her own knowledge of film conventions and prior knowledge. Julien Donkey-Boy is not as 

emotionally powerful as Korine's previous film, Gummo, yet it is just as important in what it has to 

say about film as a medium of communication, and, about the people who are living at the margins 

of society. 
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Jumanji (1995) 
 

After being trapped in a jungle board game for 26 years, a Man-

Child (Robin Williams) wins his release from the game. But, no 

sooner has he arrived that he is forced to play again, and this time 

sets the creatures of the jungle loose on the city. Now it is up to 

him to stop them. Alan Parris (Williams) has been trapped in an 

ancient magical board game, Jumanji, for 25 years. When he is 

finally freed by two children, a herd of wild exotic animals have 

accidentally been released as well. Now, Alan must try to save his 

hometown from destruction. Features spectacular special effects 

from Industrial Light and Magic. 12-year-old Alan Parrish (13-year-

old Adam Hann-Byrd) finds "Jumanji", a board game, in 1969. He 

and Sarah Whittle play it that night. When a quote says "In the 

jungle you must wait, til the dice roll 5 or 8" Alan is suddenly 

pulled into the game. Twenty-six years later, two more kids find 

this game. One of them rolls a 5 and Alan Parrish (Robin Williams) comes back. But he is soon forced 

to find Sarah (Bonnie Hunt) and finish the game. Robin Williams, Bonnie Hunt and Kirsten Dunst star 

in this adaptation of the award-winning children's book! When young Alan Parrish discovers a 

mysterious board game, he doesn't realize its unimaginable powers until he is magically transported-

-before the startled eyes of his friend Sarah--into the untamed jungles of Jumanji! There he remains 

for 26 years until he is freed from the game's spell by two unsuspecting children. Now a grown man, 

Alan (Robin Williams) reunites with Sarah (Bonnie Hunt) and, together with Judy (Kirsten Dunst) and 

Peter (Bradley Pierce), tries to outwit the game's powerful forces. I remember I watched this movie a 

few years back. I always wanted to see the movie again, and I finally did that today. Strange that this 

movie has alway been on top of my mind. This movie is amazing! It has everything; comedy, love, 

adventure. Shortly after the movie started, your mind will be sucked into the story. Great! 10 out of 

10 from me! 
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Jungle 2 Jungle (1997) 
 

Michael Cromwell, a New-Yorker, suddenly learns that he has a 

13-year-old son (15-year-old Sam Huntington) that's been raised 

in the jungle. He brings the boy to New York, and that's where the 

fun starts. A New York commodities broker, who was married 

several years ago has been separated from his wife. Now he wants 

to marry his new girlfriend, so he has to divorce her first. So he 

goes to Brazil, only he is being brought deep into the jungle, and 

when he gets there, she tells him that when they separated; she 

was pregnant, and chose not to tell him cause, he stated that he 

was not really interested in becoming a father. Today, the boy has 

reached the age where he has to go on a quest, and that quest is 

in New York, so his father, reluctantly brings him along, and 

follows is a culture clash, cause the boy has spent all of his life 

with the tribe he grew up with. And his father has a bit of problem 

so he can't spent as much as time with his son as his son likes. My opinion on Jungle 2 Jungle is not 

as harsh the movie was cute. The fact that it was a remake isn't my complaint because it is really 

hard to find movies that haven't been remade from other foreign or alternative films. I give movies 

at least one chance. Tim Allen is as usual, comedic while being a bit on the crazy side, but still funny 

in all the ways you would want him to be, if you like him. You are also introduced to Leelee Sobieski 

in her feature film debut (she had been in TV movies, but not really big movies till Jungle 2 Jungle 

came out). The movie in general is a great family flick, one that everyone can enjoy. I believe that is 

should be given at least one chance, so go out and rent this fun movie. Thank you. 
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Jungle Book (Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Book) (1942) 
 

Teenage Mowgli (18-year-old Sabu), who was raised by wolves, 

appears in a village in India and is adopted by Messua. Mowgli 

learns human language and some human ways quickly, though 

keeping jungle ideas. Influential Merchant Buldeo is bigoted 

against 'beasts' including Mowgli; not so Buldeo's pretty daughter, 

whom Mowgli takes on a jungle tour where they find a treasure, 

setting the evil of human greed in motion. Reared in the Indian 

Jungle, a young man must learn to live amongst the most 

rapacious of Nature's creatures, Man. Sir Alexander Korda's splendid film uses Kipling's book as a 

launching pad to tell Mowgli's story after he left his animal friends. It is told with great verve and 

excitement and its evocative views of the great jungle and the Lost City, as locations for Mowgli's 

further adventures, revealed in vibrant Technicolor, are an indication of the excellent production 

values lavished to make the story come alive. As teenage Mowgli, Indian actor Sabu couldn't be 

more perfect. Whether as the Wild Boy who first enters the village, or, later, as the completely 

competent young man who ferrets out the secret of the Lost City's treasure, fights the tiger Shere 

Khan and communes with deadly snakes, elephants & wolves, he is completely believable. Kipling 

would have been proud. Rosemary DeCamp is a quiet delight as Mowgli's gentle mother, her scenes 

with Sabu are most effective and tender. John Qualen, Frank Puglia, and especially Joseph Calleia, all 

score as the members of the man-village who want to see Mowgli destroyed. Playing his character as 

an old man, Calleia also bookends the film as its storyteller, using his somber demeanor to add to 

the mystery of the plot. That's Silent star Noble Johnson as the Sikh whose female companion 

encourages the telling of the tale. Born Sabu Dastagir in 1924, Sabu was employed in the Maharaja 

of Mysore's stables when he was discovered by Korda's company and set before the cameras. His 

first four films (ELEPHANT BOY-1937, THE DRUM-1938, THE THIEF OF BAGDAD-1940, JUNGLE BOOK-

1942) were his best and he found himself working out of Hollywood when they were completed. 

After distinguished military service in World War II he resumed his film career, but he became 

endlessly confined for years playing ethnic roles in undistinguished minor films, BLACK NARCISSUS 

(1947) being the one great exception. His final movie, Walt Disney's A TIGER WALKS (1964) was an 

improvement, but it was too late. Sabu had died of a heart attack in late 1963, only 39-years of age. 
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Jungle Boy (1998) 
 

In the tradition of "Babe" meets "The Jungle Book", this movie is 

about a boy raised by the wild animals of India. As the boy 

becomes a young man, he is discovered by the visiting daughter of 

an anthropologist. It's a tale of their friendship with some action. 

The humor is a bit corny, but all in all it's pretty good. 
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Junior (1994) 
 

Alex Hesse and Larry Arbogast are working on a new drug which 

will reduce the chances of a woman's body rejecting an embryo 

and thus causing a miscarriage. When their research funding is 

withdrawn, and human experimentation is denied to them, they 

decide to test the drug by breifly impregnating Hesse. Hesse 

however becomes attached to "his" unborn baby. A comedy about 

a man who gets pregnant is not something you must take too 

seriously. If you do not do that there is a very good chance you 

will like 'Junior' as much as I do. The pregnant man is Dr. Alex 

Hesse, played by Arnold Schwarzenegger. He becomes pregnant 

to test a new drug he has invented together with Dr. Larry 

Arbogast, played by Danny DeVito. They do this without 

permission since their project was actually stopped by Noah Banes 

(Frank Langella) and their laboratory was given to Dr. Diana 

Reddin, played by Emma Thompson. Larry's ex-wife Angela (Pamela Reed) is also pregnant, 

apparently from an Aerosmith-member, and she wants Larry to be her doctor. The egg in Alex's his 

belly is from Diana's laboratory and was called 'Junior'. You understand that this material can not 

make a great movie, but it can make a very funny one. Without asking to many questions you have 

enough laughs here. Schwarzenegger and Danny DeVito showed us before they are a funny couple in 

'Twins' and here they prove it again. They are not even the best thing. That credit has to go to Emma 

Thompson as the clumsy Diana. She, of course, is also the love interest and that part is played very 

funny. Thompson will make you laugh the most. Again, if the only thing you want to do with a 

comedy is laugh 'Junior' could be a very nice pick. 
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Junior Pilot (Final Approach) (2005) 
 

The story revolves around Ricky (12-year-old Jordan Garrett), a bit 

of a nerd with a vivid imagination (this can definitely be seen in his 

daydream sequences) who foils a kidnapping and major art theft 

while on on-board a flight to Washington for a school trip. Ricky's 

dad is an airplane mechanic, so Ricky not only knows the structure 

of the aircraft inside out but is also a top-gun on his computer 

flight simulator. This comes in handy when the pilot and co-pilot 

are out cold through a series of misadventures and there is no-one 

left to fly the plane. Gets a two-thumbs up from me! Definitely 

worth renting! Good clean family entertainment. My 4 and 5-year-

olds (and I) loved it. Kept them on the edge of their seats. I 

recommend parents sit with their younger children to watch this, 

as it can be quite suspenseful for them. It's not too often you can 

find movies that you can watch with your children, and so this is a 

rare find. Some of the acting / realism isn't quite there at times, or maybe is a little corny, but 

children don't seem to notice or care, they love it. Parts are predictable, but other parts are not - like 

trying to figure out who the good guys are and who the bad guys are. The movie doesn't have any 

really scary/creepy stuff, and so I doubt it will give children nightmares. It does inspire children to 

dream, which is something we need to encourage and foster more in our children. Rent and be 

blessed! 
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Junket 89 (1970) 
 

Junket (12-year-old Stephen Brassett) always seems to be in 

trouble at school, but his troubles really begin when the absent 

minded science master allows him to borrow his experimental 

instant transportation machine to journey in a flash to some 

delectable spot. 
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Jurassic Park (1993) 
 

Scientists develop a means of bringing dinosaurs to life using DNA 

taken from dino' blood, which has been preserved inside insects 

encased in amber. Whilst Hammond is showing off his dinosaur 

'theme park' to a selected audience [a lawyer (Gerrano), 

mathematician (Malcolm), dino' expert (Grant), palaeobotanist 

(Sattler) and his grandchildren (Tim (10-year-old Joseph Mazzello) 

& Lex)], Nedry (computer expert) disables the security system so 

that he can make his escape with some stolen embryos. This 

enables all the dinosaurs to escape their enclosures... Look out 

the dinosaurs are coming! On a remote island, a wealthy 

entrepreneur secretly creates a theme park featuring living 

dinosaurs drawn from prehistoric DNA. Before opening the 

attraction to the public, he invites a top paleontologist, a 

paleobotanist, a mathematician/theorist, and his two eager 

grandchildren to experience the park -- and help calm anxious investors. However, their park visit is 

anything but tranquil as the park's security system breaks down, the prehistoric creatures break out, 

and the excitement builds to surprising results. Based on Michael Crichton's best-selling novel. John 

Hammond (Richard Attenborough) has developed a dinosaur park (in a very remote Island) using a 

DNA of a prehistoric dinosaur taken from an ancient insect. In a tour that Hammond makes to a 

selected audience which suppose to decide whether the park is safe or not safe for public, the 

security system collapsed, and the dinosaurs set themselves free. Now the selected audience, in the 

leadership of Doctor Grant (Sam Neil) and include Doctor Malcolm, Doctor Sattler, Hammond's 

grandchildren, and some more has to survive in the Island. I don't know why I loved this movie so 

much. Maybe it was the utter amazement when I first saw the Brachiosaurus eat from a tree. Or 

maybe it was my adrenaline rushing when two 12-year-olds were attacked by velociraptors. It might 

possibly be the chills that went down my spine when the T-Rex first made his terrifying roar. 

Whatever it was, it made me write this review. Allan Grant (Sam Neil) and Ellie (Laura Dern) are two 

successful paleontologists who are asked by a rich man John Hammond to come at his park for a 

major tour. They agree and are taken to an island where "Jurassic Park" logos are everywhere. The 

two paleontologists have no idea what they are getting themselves into. The first dinosaur to make 

an apearance is the Brachiosaurus, which both of them are extrememly amazed by its giant 

apearance, and so is the audience. What the two of them don't know is that there are much more 

terrifying and carnivorous dinosaurs who are about to escape and run loose. Directed by the mighty 

Steven Speilberg, Jurassic Park relied on more character development than any other creature-

feature. Usually you get second-rate actors who can't act, getting terrified by monsters that don't 

really exist. Jurassic Park was the opposite. It changed the way we looked at the world, and it will 

forever. Based on the novel by Micheal Crichton, Jurassic Park was an amazing movie. From 

beginning to end, Jurassic Park bedazzled us with dinosaurs. Dinosaurs that are EXTINCT. There are a 

lot of cool cameos and the stars give great performances. The whole family should watch this movie. 

Not for the glossy title, but because of the dinosaurs. I remember being a kid when I first watched it, 

and I remember loving this movie so bad. The climax was excellent, and I am not saying what 

happens, unlike the sequel to this film (Jurassic Park 3). A climax-less bad film, that was. But 



this...this was magic. And yes, it was a masterpiece. The magic of this film is what brought me into 

dinosaurs, too. I had a "Jurassic Park" marathon today and I watched this movie, and I can still feel 

the magic. You will feel the magic too once you see it. I just have absolutely nothing to say except 

that Steven Speilberg will put a spell on you. Even if you don't like creature-features, this movie will 

entertain you. Steven Speilberg will take you to places that no one else ever will. And the "life will 

find a way" speech is here, ready to make someone feel that creating dinosaurs that have been 

extinct for millions of years is a good thing. Absolutely needless to say, Jurassic Park was a golden 

diamond. 10/10 (One of the greatest films ever made). 
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Jurassic Park II: The Lost World (1997) 
 

Four years after the failure of Jurassic Park on Isla Nublar, John 

Hammond reveals to Ian Malcolm that there was another island 

("Site B") on which dinosaurs were bred before being transported 

to Isla Nublar. Left alone since the disaster, the dinosaurs have 

flourished, and Hammond is anxious that the world see them in 

their "natural" environment before they are exploited. With the 

apparent public discovery of the 'Site B' production island full of 

dinosaurs, John Hammond assembles a team to visit and 

document the area before it is exploited by others. Included in 

the four man team are Dr. Ian Malcolm and his girlfriend, Dr. 

Sarah Harding. When the team reaches the island, they soon 

discover the presence of another group of people. This new group 

however are not there for biological data but instead have 

something more sinister in mind. After a series of events, both groups become stranded when all 

their communication equipment is lost. It is then that the terror really begins as both groups 

scramble for their lives. Ian Malcolm (Jeff Goldblum) is recruited by John Hammond (Richard 

Attenborough) to lead a research team to Isla Sorna, an island 87 miles to the south of Isla Nublar 

(the site of the original Jurassic Park). Here, InGen Bioengineering had constructed the secret "Site 

B", where the dinosaurs were actually bred and then transported to the park. Hammond's nephew, 

who has taken control of InGen, leads his own team to the island to capture the dinos and bring 

them back to the U.S. to become attractions at a "dino park" in San Diego. The dinos cause havoc 

and have a field day with the movable "feast." The film picks up four years after the disaster at 

Jurassic Park. On a nearby island, dinosaurs have secretly survived and been allowed to roam free 

but now there is a more ominous threat--a plan to capture and bring the dinosaurs to the mainland. 

John Hammond (Richard Attenborough) who has lost control of his InGen company, sees a chance to 

redeem himself for his past mistakes and sends an expedition led by Ian Malcolm (Jeff Goldblum) to 

reach the island before the mercenary team gets there. The two groups confront each other in the 

face of extreme danger and must team up for their own survival in a race against time. Based on the 

bestseller by Michael Crichton and also stars Julianne Moore, Pete Postlethwaite, Arliss Howard, 

Vince Vaughn, and Vanessa Lee Chester. I don't understand all the horrible reviews for this film. Sure 

not a great film, but definitely a good, entertaining movie. I enjoyed it just as much as the first 

Jurassic Park. The Lost World still contains impressive, eye popping effects. These are just as flawless 

as the CGI as the first Jurassic Parks. There are more dinosaurs and they all look great. The film 

contains more action than the first and its all exciting. One scene that stands out is the scene with 

the Raptors in the fields. I love the way Spielberg shot it. This is not a big acting movie, but its not 

that bad. Jeff Goldblum is good as Ian Malcolm, but had a little more energy in the first one. Julianne 

Moore is adequate but looks a bit uncomfortable at times. Vanessa Lee Chester is better than the 

other kids in the last film. The rest of the acting is adequate. Many people thought this film was 

redundant of the first. I wouldn't call it redundant but it is a little bit too familiar in areas. The Lost 

World takes place in a different area but it is not much different from the first one. However, it is an 

entertaining movie. The action overshadows the story. The big problem I have with The Lost World is 

the ending. It doesn't make sense how The T-Rex got loose. Its also a King Kong Rip-Off. It's visually 



stunning looking, the TREX doesn't look out of place at all. But it was showing CGI instead of doing 

something with the story. Nevertheless, even with its flaws The Lost World is entertaining and not 

worthy of its horrible reviews. 
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Jurassic Park III (2001) 
 

Eight years after the InGen incident, Dr. Alan Grant is happy with 

his life far from any dinosaurs other than fossilized. 

Unfortunately, he is extremely short in research money, and 

therefore accepts the offer of wealthy businessman Paul Kirby: A 

low flight over isolated Isla Sorna, where InGen's second research 

site was located, and Dr. Grant can fund his future research for a 

long time. What Dr. Grant didn't know is that Kirby just needs a 

dinosaur expert to help him and his wife find their 14-year-old son 

Eric (Trevor Morgan), who crashed on the island while 

paragliding. What he did suspect, but never wanted to witness, is 

that the Velociraptors have evolved into a communicating species 

(and seemingly all along had the capability to do so), now being 

smarter than primates. Anxious to fund research for his new 

theory of velociraptor intelligence, renowned paleontologist Dr. 

Alan Grant is persuaded by wealthy adventurer Paul Kirby and his 

wife Amanda to accompany them on an aerial tour of Isla Sorna. This infamous island, once InGen's 

site B, has become both a primordial breeding ground for John Hammond's magnificent creations 

and a magnet for thrill-seekers eager to encounter them. When a tragic accident maroons the party 

of seven, Grant discovers the true reason his deceptive hosts have invited him along. In their 

perilous attempt to escape, the dwindling group encounters terrifying new creatures undisclosed by 

InGen, and Grant is forced to learn the dreadful implications of his raptor intelligence theory 

firsthand. Adventure runs wild when renowned paleontologist Dr. Alan Grant (Sam Neill) agrees to 

accompany a wealthy adveturer (William H. Macy) and his wife (Tea Leoni) on an aerial tour of Isla 

Sorna, InGen's former breeding ground for prehistoric creatures. But when they're terrifyingly 

stranded, Dr. Grant discovers that his hosts are not what they seem, and the island's native 

inhabitants are smarter, faster, fiercer and more brutal than he ever imagined. Lackluster entry in 

the Jurassic Park series leaves behind the continuity of the last two movies, and goes for the gusto 

with a brain dead plot involving a lost kid and super intelligent raptors. Add to the mix a Dinosaur 

that chases our heroes though out the film, and you have a really bad Land of the lost episode. 

Worth a look if you're into really bad movies but if you are a fan of the series, you will be 

disappointed. 
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Just A Boys' Game (1979) 
 

Jake lives in the shadow of his dying grandfather, who was once 

the town's toughest hard man. Despite their hatred of each other, 

Jake's sole aim is to be as tough as the old man was. One day in 

Jake's life, as he drifts, drinks and fights, leads to a bleak 

realisation. Make no bones about it folks, This masterpiece is the 

best television drama 'EVER' to come out of bonny Scotland!! 

Frankie Miller is not only Scotlands greatest ever singer, Given a 

few more lucky breaks he should have been one of our best ever 

actors as well. The supporting cast of Ken Huchison (Murphy's 

mob, The Sweeney) & a youthful Gregor Fisher (Rab C Nesbit, 

Naked Video) just make this a joy to watch, Its great the BBC have 

at last released this on DVD as it hasn't been on TV for at least 20 

years!! The song that runs over the credits at the end (Rules of the 

game) can be found on the remastered Frankie Miller CD Once in 

a blue moon. 
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Just A Dream (2002) 
 

Film crew arrives in a small town in Nevada desert. Ends up 

changing the life of a 12-year-old kid (13-year-old Jeremy 

Sumpter) and a friend of his, a movie lover. Young boy finds 

himself struggling with his youthful innocence and the sins of 

adulthood. His father, (Robbie Benson), and his mother, (Ally 

Sheedy) have a relationship that is falling apart. Benson is the 

town doctor and apparently he has a few activities on the side 

that take him away from his family. In search of a father figure the 

young boy befriends an African American man who has a crush on 

Marilyn Monroe and a Native American bartender who offers up a 

bit of wise advice and hope every now and then. Both men teach 

the boy about life and the struggles of right and wrong. Another 

influence in the boy's life is a strong woman (Amy Madigan) who 

owns the bar that the boy works for. Surrounded by the arms of 

these unlikely friends the boy grows into a wise and happy soul. The writing is well done and most of 

the characters rich with meaning. The best part of this film has to do with the fantasy as it revolves 

around Marilyn Monroe. The dreams of the characters seem somehow distant and unobtainable, 

just like those in reality, but when some dreams finally come true the scenes are absolutely 

touching. This film is a true sleeper, lost somehow in the shuffle but well worth its weight in gold. 

The story is inspirational in a softly portrayed way showing us that sometimes life is more than just 

another dream. 
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Just For Kicks (2003) 
 

Stars 11-year-old twin boys Cole and Dylan Sprouse. At best, this is 

a decent movie. I checked it out simply because Cole and Dylan 

were on the cover and I liked "I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Clause" 

and "Big Daddy". In this movie, though, they were fed 

unbelievable lines and the acting sounded forced. Some of it 

sounded laughable. I actually LAUGHED when Cole went "Oh, 

Dyl!" to get him to shut up. Not to mention, it was so predictable! 

It was known from the first few moments that Dylan and Cole's 

team would win. The greasy grimy guy (rudy) was obviously 

George Patrick Owens. Was there humor? Yes...Some of it not 

acceptable for the age group (I've never heard an 8 or 9-year-old 

say pissed and use it correctly, let alone convincingly). The 

wardrobe...The one with the glasses (I think Dylan). His wardrobe 

was HORRIBLE for the most part. Were they playing it along with his role as the "geek"? I didn't even 

realize he was suppose to be a geek until he said it. Oh well. Will the kids enjoy it? yeah. I even got a 

few "kicks" out of it...But it's nothing amazing. 
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Just Friends (2005) 
 

When he confessed his love for his best friend during their 

formative high school years ago, Chris was met with a broken 

heart and a degrading humiliation. Only adding insult to injury was 

his larger than life frame which became a source of ridicule for 

cruel classmates. But years later and things having changed, Chris 

is now a hotshot record producer in Hollywood and the complete 

physical opposite of himself in high school. He's also got an up and 

coming act by the name of Samantha James who has a psychotic 

crush on her producer. When a freak accident occurs on the way 

to Paris, Chris is forced to return home with her in tow. Little does 

he know that he would come face to face with the friend that he 

tried so desperately to forget. With the chance to woo her again, 

Chris will do what he can despite his client's violent misgivings and 

a competitive rival suitor against him. No matter the crazy obstacles he must overcome, Chris will do 

whatever it takes to be more than just friends. We've all been there...the "Friend Zone." We've all 

been in Chris, the main character's, shoes. The storyline isn't deep - and it's not intended to be. The 

plot is simple: Guy secretly pines for his best friend, but he's chubby and considered nothing but a 

friend. After graduating high school, he goes to L.A. to pursue a career, slims down and becomes 

wealthy and then surprisingly returns home to N.J. only to reunite with his former unrequited love. 

Despite how successful Chris is in his new life, at his core he's the same and the object of his 

affection still makes him nervous. Does he pull his head out of his butt and win the girl or does he go 

back to L.A.? I won't spoil it. But I will say this - See this movie. It's full of laughs and we can all relate 

to Chris. His family dynamics are hilarious and I guarantee you'll think, if you have siblings, "I've done 

that". See this flick for entertainment, not for the answer to life's greatest questions. Expect nothing 

and enjoy everything. 
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Just Henry (2011) 
 

When his father's World War II war medal is posted to him, Henry 

(Josh Bolt) decides to investigate the mysterious circumstances 

surrounding his death. But is Henry prepared for the truth? Henry 

dodge is a troubled 15-year-old haunted by his father's tragic 

death in world war II. Whilst taking photographs for his school 

project, he spots a man in the background with a striking 

resemblance to his father, upon seeing the photograph, his 

mother passes out with shock, could it be his father has returned 

from the dead? Or is something more sinister at work? A 

reasonably enjoyable, feel good TV drama that lacks edge. Based 

on a novel of the same name by English writer Michelle Magorian 

(who also wrote Goodnight Mister Tom, which has also been 

dramatised for television), Just Henry is a sentimental drama of 

the kind that used to appear regularly on British TV at Sunday 

teatime. Set in the north of England in the post-Second World War 

period, it tells the coming of age story of 15-year-old schoolboy Henry. Henry lives with his mother, 

his stepfather and his (at times) rather spiteful paternal grandmother. His father has been dead for 9 

years - he would have been 38 years old at the time the story is set - and seemingly died a war hero. 

Henry's grandmother believes that her daughter-in-law's new husband isn't a patch on her dead son 

and is constantly trying to undermine their relationship. However, things are not quite as they seem 

- and Henry has to confront some interesting truths about his Dad, at a time when he is wrestling 

with adolescence, his discovery of the opposite sex and the need to apply himself to his education. 

Just Henry is enjoyable enough. It is very well acted by a good cast. The problem, as I see it, is that it 

is rather too twee and sentimental. It could have done with more edge. Too much of it is bathed 

(both actually and metaphorically) in a layer of soft focus, almost sepia-tinted cinematography. The 

delineation between good and bad is simplistic. And the ending is unnecessary and ridiculous. It 

does not in any way stretch the viewer. Rather, it simply invites you to sit back, relax and bask in its 

wholesome atmosphere. A pleasant, entertaining but undemanding 80 or so minutes of TV. 
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Just Peck (2009) 
 

When Michael Peck's (17-year-old Keir Gilchrist) overbearing 

parents force him to compete in the Science Fair, he thinks he can 

shock everyone. Instead, Peck finds teen angst might be cliché, 

but it still sucks. Nervous little 104-pound sophomore Michael 

Peck would like to join the wrestling team, but when he breeches 

the subject to his intellectual-snob parents after getting booted 

from band, they're unable to hear him and prepare a contract for 

him to join the Science Club instead (a parent-child agreement 

documented in legal terms which he is forced to sign and 

obligated to maintain). Skipping school with his best bud Geiger, 

they run across two senior girls, Emily and Becca, also skipping. 

Peck and Emily begin a tenuous relationship, mostly due to Peck's 

interest in her. They are worlds apart in savvy (she with much, he 

with none), but it's interactions with her and experiences in his 

classes that shape Peck's forced-upon science fair project, which, when presented, rocks the 

genuinely indifferent and platitude-numbed school system from its slumbering core. Worth your 

time. I watched this title knowing almost nothing about it other than I liked the two leads from the 

Showtime series, the United States of Tara. The setup is a well worn path, Keir Gilchrist plays 

Michael Peck, a 104lb Freshman invisible to his parents and those at school save for a small circle of 

friends. Through a chance encounter he befriends Emily (Brie Larson), an attractive and popular 

senior at his school. They bond through their subsurface similarities, both are intelligent and posses 

a sharp tongue matched with a darkly funny evaluation of suburban life. But each are neglected by 

their parents, Peck's parents are overbearing and deaf to their sons concerns whilst Emily's just 

aren't there. The two areas where this film just doesn't work are in the production values, this is 

obviously an independent film but unfortunately it sometimes looks like they stole set pieces from a 

direct to cable Disney film. The other let down is the direction, it is beyond flat. No style, no 

consistency in tone or the effort to create one, in retrospect it looks like they got their director from 

a Disney set as well. The real saving grace is in a surprisingly good script, still let down with some 

strange turns and the performances. Gilchrist and Larson do seem to be following a reasonably close 

path to their turns in United States of Tara but in this film they're allowed the time to develop a 

successful character arc that not only works, but works well. Both turn in tender and genuine 

performances, and by the end Brie Larson particularly, really proves she has the acting chops to be 

taken seriously as a professional. Whilst it has its flaws, Just Peck survives it's technical limitations 

through the talent of the cast and some originality and great laughs buried in an otherwise clichéd 

story. 
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Just William (1994) 
 

In this remake, William Brown (10-year-old Oliver Rokison) 

remains the story concentrate of an English boy. No matter what 

trouble his elders, and -worse- the insufferable 'good girl' Violet 

Elizabeth Bott who manages to enforce here presence upon them, 

take to tell them what to do, when and where, William, his best 

friend Ginger and the whole gang of village rascals make sure the 

saying "boys will be boys" proves true every single mischievous 

time, even if it takes all their courage and lying ingenuity. I can say 

that as a fan of the Just William Stories, by Richmal Crompton, I 

was happy to see some of the wonderful stories were made into a 

new TV series. It was disheartening to see the result! Don't get me 

wrong...some things were done to my satisfaction, but not many. 

The plots revolve around a 10/11-year-old, tyrannical, school boy 

and his boon companions the "outlaws", and their often attempts 

to help and entertain! For example, the actor playing William, was just too upper class and not 

covered with enough dirt and mud (even when the producers put more mud on him for the second 

series, it didn't work!) Secondly, they got the character of Violet-Elizabeth Bott totally incorrect. In 

the novels, Crompton's detailed attention to dialect proves that Vioilet-Elizabeth has a lisp, and she 

does not in this production. Another mini flaw, is Ethel's hair colour in this production is black, and 

the short stories continually said her hair was golden and curly...not black and straight! Finally 

(phew) my biggest complaint is the fact that the stories were practically rewritten...which is a 

shame, because the original stories were usually much better than the ones in this TV series. There 

are a few good points however, luckily. They got the characters of Mr. John Brown and Mrs. Mary 

Brown perfect! The outlaws too were perfect, but the acting was sometimes a bit too stiff...and very 

forced. The most perfect thing about this version was the scenery and locations...they were perfect! 

Also, Nigel Hess' score is very witty and intellegent, playing around endlessly with the main motif 

and theme in a variety of 20s and 30s styles - very enjoyable! It's a shame the BBC messed it up so 

much...they should give it another try! 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1994) 
 

Episode 1: William And The White Elephants. 

Episode 2: Finding A School For William. 
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Justin Bieber: Never Say Never (2011) 
 

Follows 17-year-old Justin Bieber with some footage of 

performances from his 2010 concert tour. Too short to need a 

summary. I believe that if I pay for a movie then you should at 

least stay and watch it as you have payed the money for it. I sat 

through Vampires Suck. I stood up from my chair and left this 

movie. This "movie" is some of the worst film making I've ever 

seen, that's if you could consider an hour and a half tribute to a 

prepubescent teenager while like camera shows his 12-year-old 

female fans a movie. Unless you're a 12-year-old who is currently 

under the impression that Justin Bieber is the world's most 

talented person on Earth the AVOID this movie. If you ARE a 12-

year-old who is currently under the impression that Justin Bieber 

is God, go listen to music from 80's / 90's. If there was a 0 stars 

option, I would have picked it. This movie made me sick. 
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K-9 And Company: A Girl's Best Friend (1981) 
 

Spin-off from "Doctor Who" which, despite good ratings, didn't 

get past the pilot stage. One time companion to a mysterious and 

body-changing alien known as "The Doctor", Sarah Jane Smith 

returns to Earth and carries on with her journalist career. Now, in 

1981, she has managed to rebuild her career and has come, a 

matter of days before Christmas, to her Aunt Lavinia's (a famous 

scientist) house in the sleepy English village of Moreton Harwood 

to write a book and to rest after her world-travelling assignments. 

However, her journalist's nose sniffs out another mystery when 

she arrives to find Aunt Lavinia gone, and nobody knows where 

she is, but the local rumour is that she was the victim of a local 

witch coven. Worshipers of a pagan goddess Hecate gather to 

celebrate a festival by ritually murdering a friend of Sarah's. She 

needs help... and she gets it from a box from her friend "The 

Doctor." Inside the box is a metal robotic but almost human-like talking dog called K-9 that is built 

for Sarah Jane personally and together Sarah and K-9 sets out to solve the mystery and stop the 

killing of Sarah's friend. The year is 1981. Some years have passed since journalist Sarah Jane Smith 

ended her adventures in time and space with The Doctor and resumed her career as an investigative 

journalist. Days before Christmas, Sarah goes to visit her Aunt Lavinia's house in the village of 

Moreton Harwood, where Sarah is planning to stay, having decided to write a book and rest from 

her worldwide reportership. But Aunt Lavinia has mysteriously vanished, and nobody in the village 

knows what has happened to her. Sarah finds The Doctor has left her a special gift, a mobile 

computer named K-9 Mark 3. With help from K-9, Sarah sets out to discover Aunt Lavinia's fate, only 

to learn that her aunt has become the victim of a pagan cult that worships the ancient goddess 

Hecate, and is responsible for a number of killings. Can Sarah and K-9 save the day and solve the 

mystery? Spin-offs rarely get anywhere, and "K-9 and Company" is no exception. Now that I have the 

videotape, I've seen this. I liked it; it's very true to the spirit of "Doctor Who," with a touch of "The 

Avengers" thrown in. I always was a fan of both K-9 and Sarah Jane Smith; the chance to see them 

together was simply irresistable. This takes the tried-and-true "Doctor Who" formula of a mysterious 

cult with supernatural powers terrorizing the local populace -- "Image of the Fendahl," "Masque of 

Mandragora," and "Stones of Blood" all toyed with this. This one takes a more detective-like 

approach, and benefits well from it. Unfortunately, I think this pilot was doomed by its opening 

sequence. The theme song will make you want to beat your head against the wall, because anything 

else is prefereable to listening to the theme. "K-9. K-9. K-9." That's the lyrics. I think this failed pilot 

works quite well to support my thesis that unpopular or failed spin-offs generally have really stupid 

theme songs, while the original show has some terribly memorable and catchy thing. 
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Kabluey (2007) 
 

Inept Salman comes to help his sister-in-law tend to his holy 

terror nephews (9-year-old Cameron Wofford & 6-year-old 

Landon Henninger) while Salman's brother is off fighting in Iraq. 

Salman must take a humiliating job as a giant blue corporate 

mascot in order to help make ends meet and hold the family 

together. I saw Kabluey, and after hearing many good things 

about it, I have to say it probably is one of 2008's best surprises. 

Technically, it is from 2007, but it came out this year. It is a very 

genuine little independent comedy with a lot of heart. There are a 

lot of films like that out there, but this one stands out. The 

screenplay is very well written. It has a lot of laugh-out-loud 

laughs, and some laughs that you wonder how much they make 

sense with the story. It has some flaws, but overall, it has great 

developed characters, characters that sometimes may not always 

be likable. It is a story about how a mother's brother-in-law has to help her raise her kids, and also 

raise some money, since her husband is at war in Iraq. Throughout this story, we see a lot of events 

that change her and her brother-in-law. It is, overall, a black, sometimes, dark, comedy film. It has a 

lot of hidden themes about how the war impacts family, and also about loyalty and responsibility. It 

is sometimes uneven, and sometimes some scenes are too overfilled with humor, but when its good, 

it's really good. Part of the reason this film works well is because of the great acting. Scott 

Prendergast plays his character of the loser brother-in-law Salman very well, and he makes my line-

up of Best Actor (but will eventually fall out). But Lisa Kudrow is the one that gives the monumental 

performance. She has less scenes than Prendergast, but the scenes she has her character is very in 

depth. She has to give her character of Leslie a lot, real humanity, pain and exhaustion for her kids, 

and also sort of depressed, stressed, and sometimes even unlikeable. She really reminds me of a lot 

of real life mothers that get stressed out easily. I have never seen Kudrow like this, it's really a great 

performance, a subtle one. As of now, she is my Best Actress winner, and I think she might stay in 

my line-up in the end of the year, if not then top 10 for sure. I think she deserves Oscar Buzz. Overall, 

a great little movie. Better than films that really are not always that good (Juno), and just as great as 

Little Miss Sunshine. I think the Academy should keep this film's screenplay, and Lisa Kudrow, for 

consideration. For those who have not seen it, please see it, makes a lot of the films this year look 

bad. 
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Kådisbellan (The Slingshot) (Innocent Life) (Slangebøssen) (1993) 
 

Stocholm in the 1930s. Young Roland (15-year-old Jesper Salén) 

lives with his socialist father, jewish mother and a boxing brother. 

His mother sells condoms illegaly, and from them, Roland makes 

slingshots which he sells. His rebellious ways has gotten him the 

special attention of his school teacher, who always makes sure 

that Roland is punished. Sit back and enjoy it. It is well done. It has 

a good story line and will entertain you and your family. The acting 

is excellent, color and photography are excellent as well. A real 

surprise of a movie. The boy in it is really innovative. Making 

slingshots out of condoms. Wow! 
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Kakushi-Toride No San-Akunin (The Hidden Fortress) (1958) 
 

The story follows two greedy peasants in feudal Japan, Tahei and 

Matashichi, who are returning home from a failed attempt to 

profit from a war between neighboring clans. En Route they 

encounter the remnants of the defeated tribe that consists, most 

notably, of a famous General and a Princess who are hiding out in 

a fortress in the mountains. General Rokurota Makabe and 

Princess Yuki need to escape into allied territory with their large 

supply of gold so that they can rebuild their shattered clan. To do 

this the Peasants are tricked into helping them, with the promise 

that they will receive a large share of the gold when the 

destination is reached. Along the way, the General's prowess is 

put to the test as he must guide the 4, and later 5 with the 

inclusion of a freed slave, through close encounters with the 

pursuing enemy, and out of difficult situations the bumbling 

peasants manage to get them into. Princess Yuki Akizuki ("Yukihime" in Japanese) is to be led 

through enemy territory, where she may rebuild her kingdom with gold that she has in her caravan. 

She is assisted by her trusted general, Rokurota Makabe, who insists that she masquarades as a 

mute farmer. Two minions, Tahei and Matashichi help unknowingly, as they believe they will get a 

piece of the gold if they help the princess attain her goals. In the Sixteenth Century, in Japan, Tahei 

(Minoru Chiaki) and Matakishi (Kamatari Fujiwara), two rascals and greedy peasants, are trying to 

return to the city of Akizuki through Hayakawa, after an unsuccessful attempt of making money with 

the war between the clans of Yamana and Akizuki. While warming themselves in a fire, they find 

gold with the symbol Mt. Suribachi of the Akizuki hidden in the firewood, and they decide to search 

for other branches. Tahei and Matakishi meet General Rokurota Makabe (Toshirô Mifune), who is 

secretly protecting Princess Yukihime (Misa Uehara), and without knowing their identities, they 

accept to escort and help them in the transportation of the gold through the enemy lines to Akizuki. 

Two peasant farmers are refugees, trying to return home after a war. They find gold, and join with a 

mysterious powerful-looking man and a mysterious beautiful girl. Together they attempt to smuggle 

the gold across the border and evade capture. During Japan's feudal wars, two cowardly farmers 

stumble upon an attempt by a defeated army general to get the last member of his ruling house - a 

wilful young princess - to safety in friendly territory. Any Kurosawa film is worth watching, but the 

focus of interest shifts from project to project. This time around, his concern is the new aspect ratio 

of 'cinemascope' copied and renamed by Toho. Kurosawa is first a visual storyteller who scripts in 

pictures, each one dramatically framed. All his life until here, that frame was the same, but all of a 

sudden it changed. It is a matter of there being three territories where there was formally one. The 

new territories are on the left and right, which in the original cinerama were actually two additional 

cameras. One really needs to study his framing in the old format to understand how significant this 

challenge was. He was master -- indeed largely the creator -- of a visual grammar and the rules had 

changed. As with all his scripts, the story reflects his own challenges. So we have a story about three 

territories and a journey that spans them all. The 'middle' territory is under attack, and our 

characters must leave their fortress and go all the way from left to right to survive. (Notice the 

symbols he uses for these three klans.) The two hapless peasants represent to the story what actors 



represent to the 'real' enterprise of film-making: relatively ignorant, gold-chasers, likely to turn on 

each other, and liable to go where they are not supposed to. The story is told from their perspective. 

The gold in the story is hidden in sticks. The gold in the film is hidden in similar harvesting of nature 

by the eye. (Mifune's pride and Kurosawa's control were much like that shown here between 

Mifune's samurai and the peasants. Mifune would eventually run away from Kurosawa's -- probably 

much needed -- overbearing command. Mifune would end up wealthy and celebrated in Japan. 

Kurosawa not so.) At the end of the story, the peasant-actors are on a grand stair that mirrors a 

similar stair we saw earlier which was the scene of a huge conflict (in turn mirroring the battle on 

Eisenstein's Odessa steps in 'Potemkin'). But this second time, we are at peace, the frame is serene. 

Kurosawa has wrestled this new eye and mastered it. Kurosawa did not respond to the wide format 

like his American peers who preferred awesome panoramas. His approach to framing had always 

been layered, usually three layers of activity in fore, middle and background. Here, he was able to 

relax the axis so that the layers did not have be so much on top of one another. And he reinvented 

his strategy of panning of motion: compare a running sequence here to the famous woodcutter's 

running in the beginning of 'Rashomon.' Look at how he panned the General's attack on horseback. 

He still does diagonals, but fewer, less steep and with less static import. He now has more natural 

horizontals in his greytone/greystone arrangements so has to create more artificial verticals. 

Obligatory Star Wars comment: I am sure Lucas' film school professors would have explained the 

relationship of story and visual challenge this way. So that is the real template Lucas took in 

conceiving his project. His goal was a similar marriage of the visual (space) with story (Joseph 

Campbell inspired myth). His hidden gold is that miraculous alchemical element in Jedi blood. 
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Kambyo (2008) 
 

The Casting: The Story itself is a big "WOW" however for just the 

casting, since most of the other cast are good-looking, well-built 

they out-shadow the other one namely Xavier. The story would 

have perfect if someone else took the role. The Setting: Okay for 

the simple scenery, and little outdoor adventure. Most of the 

time they're on the road. The Title: "Kambyo" means "Change". In 

the story we see a lot of changes from the beginning of the 

journey to the end. The Story: Great story and a really touching 

one. It talks about a group of 4 friends going on a road trip, in 

search for goals and inner-self To "Macky" he's going because he's 

searching for his long lost best friend from college, whom he had 

grown to care and loved. To others this was just a vacation or so they thought. Along the travel they 

realize the emotional and deep attachment to each other, that they are there for each other from 

best friends to lovers. The story shows some contentment when you finally found the one that you 

have been searching for. The feeling of doing what you always wanted, it's the relief of having said 

the words that you have been hiding, yet been wanting to shout for a very long time. It's a story of 

coming clean with your feelings. 
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Kamchatka (2002) 
 

Argentina, 1976. 10-year-old Harry's (10-year-old Matías Del Pozo) 

ordinary life of school, board games, watching television and 

playing with friends is violently disrupted when his father, a 

lawyer, and his university professor mother must flee from the 

new military dictatorship's brutalities. Abruptly they take "Harry" 

and his younger brother (7-year-old Milton De La Canal) out of 

school and hide in a house on the city's outskirts, hoping that time 

will be on their side and allow them to remain together as a family 

until the regime is overthrown. A great example of the new Latin 

American Cinema. This movie exudes the finesse and maturity of 

Latin American cinema of the new millenium. Long gone is the 

exploitation of magical realism and the cult of the exotic. The 

noble savage gives way to universal characters with very complex 

feelings. I'm so glad this old baggage of the victim's complex has 

been checked at the door. The result is a beautiful movie about a family on the run during the 1970's 

Argentine military junta crack down. Kamchatka is free of the cliches and over-acting of Latin 

American movies of yesteryear. National identity is no longer the main story line, but rather a subtle 

backdrop that brings about one of the best stories about political crisis anywhere, the dismembering 

of a family. Kamchatka has one of the most arresting final scenes that I have ever seen. This is a 

grand achievement of Argentine film. With 11-year-old Nicolás Cantafio, Demián Bugallo & 21-year-

old Tomás Fonzi. 
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Kameleon 2 (De Schippers Van De Kameleon 2) (2005) 
 

With 17-year-old twins Koen van der Donk (as Hielke Klinkhamer) 

and Jos van der Donk (as Sietse Klinkhamer). Brings back 

memories. Now, this isn't the best movie ever. At times, the acting 

isn't great. At times, it feels like a comedy of errors. It contains 

some very unlikely scenes (hello, even a jet-powered Kameleon 

won't get you over a 5 meter wave). But that all doesn't matter; 

watching the movie is like reading a Kameleon book: fun and 

entertaining. The movie captured the feeling of the Kameleon 

books very well. If you enjoyed reading the books, you'll enjoy the 

movie! Because once again Hielke and Sietse, between being busy 

causing trouble, always come to the rescue. Saving animals, saving 

lives, and in the end saving the day. 
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Kammesjukjul (Pal Christmas) (1978) 
 

A children's Christmas movie made for television. It is basically a 

portrayal of the odd childhood experiences which, at the time 

they occur, hold some mysterious significance. The young boy 

Mads (Morten Reinholdt-Møller) is not going to a Christmas tree 

party this year because his father's company is way too small for 

that. Therefore, Mads decides to arrange his own party. He invites 

some of his friends and his teacher's grandson for the party. 

Arranging a party is of course not easy for a young boy; it involves 

theft, intrigue, lying. Is typical slow-paced social realism fare of 

Danish television from the 70's. It contains portrayals of special 

childhood experiences for which the director Malmros is well known, such as Malmros' much more 

famous and well-crafted movies about childhood experiences like "Lars Ole, 5.C", "Drenge" (Boys), or 

"Kundskabens Træ" (Tree of Knowledge). 
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Kan Shang Qu Hen Mei (Little Red Flowers) (2006) 
 

Qiang (Bowen Dong) is a 4-year-old little rebel, possessed of a pair 

of luminous eyes and a precociously indomitable will. His father 

deposits him at a well-appointed residential kindergarten in post-

1949 Beijing, since his parents are often away. Life at the 

kindergarten appears rich and colourful, made up of a variety of 

cheerfully sunny rituals and games meant to train these children 

to be good members of society. But it's not so easy for Qiang to 

adapt to this kind of carefully organized, minutely scrutinized 

collective life. A fierce individualist in miniature, he tries but fails 

to conform to the model his teachers enforce. Yet he still craves 

the reward that the other students win: the little red flowers 

awarded each day as tokens for good behaviour. But Qiang 

doesn't win any flowers: he can't yet dress himself, and doesn't 

play together with the other kids. He even dares to talk back to 

the strict Teacher Li and Principal Kong when they try to impose some discipline on him. Gradually, 

his charisma and bravado start to win over his classmates: their stealthy little rebellions gain steam 

when he succeeds in convincing everyone that Teacher Li is a child-eating monster in disguise. When 

their attempt to capture her is thwarted, Qiang's resistance develops a more disturbing dimension, 

and he is forcibly ostracized from his companions. Will he succumb to the adult-enforced conformity 

around him, or will he insist on growing up his own way, by his own rules? I'm disappointed by all of 

the previous comments on this film. This film seemed to me to be far more deeply layered and 

textured than previous writers have given it credit for. Having studied Chinese film (particulary the 

work of the 5th generation, which this film isn't part of), it's my understanding that Chinese films 

can't be 'read' in the same way as Western films. Due to censorship in China Chinese directors find 

different ways of telling stories, more often than not by dressing them up as something else. 

Therefore I don't believe that this film can be taken at face value. I don't believe this is a film about a 

small boy being sent to a kindergarten by his father and trying to earn Little Red Flowers. I think an 

important thing to notice is the way the boy changes. He starts off hating the regime of the school 

but wanting to fit in, wanting to earn a red flower, but he never does, so he deliberately alienates 

himself. There are many scenes where he sets himself apart from the group, and he becomes a rebel 

- he stirs up unrest amongst the other children. He challenges the authority. This seems to me to be 

deeply allegorical. I was hoping to read some comments here that would help me understand this 

film, because I'm finding it puzzling. I found it a very hard film to watch, and I can't say I really 

enjoyed it. I found it slow and repetitive with far too much emphasis on 'peeing and pooping'. 

However, I'm finding it a very interesting film to think about and try to decipher. I would very much 

like to read other readers comments on this. What, for example, is the significance of the hospital? 

And the children's names? There are many many questions to be answered, and many more to be 

asked. By my own admission I'm not very good at reading films, but I am aware of what needs to be 

read! 
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Kansas City Confidential (1952) 
 

An ex-con trying to go straight is framed for a million dollar 

armored car robbery and must go to Mexico in order to unmask 

the real culprits. A down-on-his-luck ex-GI finds himself framed for 

an armored car robbery. When he's finally released for lack of 

evidence--after having been beaten up and tortured by the police-

-he sets out to discover who set him up, and why. The trail leads 

him into Mexico and a web of hired killers and corrupt cops. "All 

right, so I'm flying blind, but I've got you as a bird dog." Kansas 

City Confidential is one of my favorite noir films and films of John 

Payne. It's one you can watch over and over again and still be 

entertained. John Payne is a ex-con who drives a florist truck and 

one of his usual stops is a delivery next door to a bank. Three 

masked robbers use the same kind of truck to pull off an armored 

car heist and Payne is suspected of complicity. It don't help he's an 

ex-con. This robbery has been organized a fourth man and the beauty of his scheme is that the 

robbers all wear masks with him and with each other so that no one can rat anyone out. They're 

supposed to meet in a small Mexican fishing village for the split. Payne is freed, but the Kansas City 

cops are still suspicious. He gets a lead on a possible participant and tracks him down to Mexico. And 

that's where the fun really starts. The suspense in Kansas City Confidential is not about who did it. 

The three robbers are Neville Brand, Jack Elam, and Lee Van Cleef, three of the nastiest dudes in film 

history. The suspense lies whether Payne can put it all together. As he says to one of them, he's 

flying blind in this one. After all the men don't even know each other or Mr. Big. The viewer knows 

all, but I won't say more. John Payne gives a riveting performance of a desperate man and one you 

don't leave holding the bag without consequences. This is one of the best noir films ever done, not 

to be missed. 
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Kart Racer (2003) 
 

14-year-old Watts Davies (16-year-old Will Rothhaar) is estranged 

from his dad, a former International Karting Federation (IKF) 

champion. Watts's resolve to race in the upcoming IKF Regional 

Championships rekindles their relationship as they pursue the 

dream together. It was a good movie. A little heavy on the accents 

but it had a thrilling story. The beginning is a little boring, but it 

has a solid ending. It has a fun and competitive liveliness to it. It is 

enjoyable. It is good for kids under the age of 15. 
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Käuzchenkuhle (1969) 
 

Jampoll, which is called actually Jean Paul, spends like each year 

its holidays with grandparents. At the station it meets its own 

stranger named Kohl-points, which takes and to its grandfather of 

greetings align lets it on the bicycle also in the village. When the 

boy tells the grandfather of it, this is completely applied. Also 

otherwise grandfather Kalmus behaves this summer completely 

differently. Often it pulls oppressed into its chamber back, notes 

something important. Another time runs around he jerkily and 

holds thereby a fox skin cap in the hand, which belonged to the 

mute Gotthold, which died once in mysteriöse way into the 

Käuzchenkuhle. Together with its friends Jampoll tries to find the 

reason out for this puzzling behavior. Apparent is it the foreigner 

of the station, whose arrival shifts the grandfather in the place 

some months ago in fear and fright. The friends observe Kohl-

point now at every step and turn. Thus they notice that it looks in the Mummelsee for something 

and behaves also otherwise remarkably mysteriously. Completely ill before concerns the grandfather 

Jampoll reports, what course-carry 1945 at the Mummelsee has. At that time the SS-officer Kohl-

point the grandfather and its friend, the mute Gotthold forced to sink a ton with robbed art 

treasures in the lake. Only scarcely the two escaped from death. Short time after this narration is 

brought the grandfather in the hospital and to grandmother Kalmus rides along. The boys, who had 

already communicated their discoveries to the section authorized person, pursue the far happening. 

Now alone in the house Jampoll looks for the recordings and finds these also. During the reading it 

experiences that the grandfather with Gotthold returned later to the lake, in order to save the sunk 

property. Subsequently, they stored the things on the reason of the Käuzchenkuhle. The mute 

Gotthold, only its cap drowned stayed. The grandfather was written the debt at the accident too and 

now after all the years turned with Kohl-points the memory of the terrible events again. The 

Kriminalpolizei, which is informed about the procedures also, places Kohl-points a trap. One lets it 

find the recordings of the grandfather, so that he knows, where the looked for treasures are hidden 

now. As if Kohl-point with an accomplice the ton to save wants, can the police this project to defeat. 
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Kazaam (1996) 
 

Being a lone young boy (13-year-old Francis Capra) in the 'hood' is 

dangerous and unpleasant. This is what Max experiences when he 

fools a gang of local toughs who cornered him at school. The gang 

finds out that the key he gave them is of no value in committing a 

robbery, and they chase him through the streets of his 

neighborhood, bent on revenge. He tries to escape by slipping 

into the open door of an old warehouse, but they follow him 

there, too. While running from them through aisles filled with all 

kinds of stuff, he bumps into an old boom box. By doing that, he 

manages to release Kazaam, a genie who has been held captive 

for thousands of years. In order to stay free, Kazaam must give 

Max three wishes. Shaquille O' Neal plays a rapping genie helping 

a kid to re-unite with his work~a~holic father. OK, this movie is 

deeply flawed, mild in entertainment, but with all of these 

rappers and basketball stars (Omarion in "You Got Served, Darius Miles in "The Perfect Score) in 

movies playing rappers and basketball stars, at least Shaq attempts to be a genie, and TRIES to 

stretch his acting ability by being something he's not. Besides that, the kid's wishes are implausible, 

seeing as candy bars and burgers rain (through a roof somehow) and come down perfect in order 

and unsmushed. I can't see which audience this is targeting. Kids won't be awed and 12+ will be 

laughing for all of the wrong reasons. 
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Keep It In The Family (2009) 
 

Looking at family businesses where the next generation of the family is unwilling to take over. 

Parents show their children how to run the business and see what happens when they are left in 

charge. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 1: Gary Don Auctioneers. 

Episode 2: The Castle at Taunton. 

Episode 3: Forest Farm. 

Episode 4: Austin's Department Store. 
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Keeping Mum (2005) 
 

Walter Goodfellow, the vicar for the small English country parish 

of Little Wallop, has allowed his marriage to Gloria go stale and he 

is so detached from his family that he has not taken notice that 

his 17-year-old daughter Holly is going through a succession of 

inappropriate relationships with unsuitable boyfriends and his son 

Petey fears going to school due to being bullied. Out of 

desperation for affection, Gloria begins to fall for the advances of 

Lance, the American golf pro that is giving her "private" lessons. 

The problems upsetting the family start to fade away after Grace 

Hawkins, the new housekeeper, arrives and starts tending to 

matters as an older, and rather darkly mysterious version of Mary 

Poppins. Gloria Goodfellow (Kristin Scott Thomas) has a normal 

life in the countryside along with her family. She's the mother of 

two children, one precocious teenager girl and a timid boy, who's 

been bullied by a bunch of kids from his school. Occassionally, their peace is disrupted by a 

neighbour's annoying dog or a meddler neighbour. Gloria's husband, Reverend Walter Goodfellow 

(Rowan Atkinson), is a clumsy but well respected priest, who's preparing to give a speech in a 

religious convention at Cornwall. One morning a charming, efficient and quite kind lady, Grace 

Hawkins (Maggie Smith), arrives to work as a housekeeper at the Goodfellows' house. The family's 

life will change forever, because Grace will care for its integrity in her own special way. First, Grace 

will help Walter to relax and find his funny side during masses. Then, Grace finds out that Gloria is 

having an affair with her golf instructor (Patrick Swayze), a sort of pervert American man, interested 

in Gloria's daughter as well. Last but not least, Grace will manage herself to get rid of the bullies who 

are giving a hard time to Petey. Despite this ideal reality, Gloria will discover a secret that Grace has 

been hiding... for more than 40 years. I went to this movie looking forward to a mindless comedy. I 

was very pleasantly surprised. Very! I was first introduced to Rowan Atkinson in the 70's and have 

only seen him in silly, caricature (a caricature of himself) type roles and I love him in these roles. But 

he did an amazing job as a serious, thoughtful (bordering on glum) Vicar, and was absolutely 

believable as his journey and his attitude changed...I would never have put him in such a role, but he 

really pulled it off. I was also surprised, pleasantly, at the intense spiritual undertones (okay, at times 

overtones) woven throughout this most enjoyable film. It was interesting to see a movie use religion 

as a backdrop for such a deep look into what (in my humble opinion) is clearly a non-religious aspect 

of human spirituality. 
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Keeping Up With The Steins (2006) 
 

In toney Brentwood, Benjamin Fiedler (14-year-old Daryl Sabara) 

prepares for his bar mitzvah; trouble is, he understands neither its 

meaning nor the Hebrew, and his parents (particularly his 

successful-agent father) are planning the most lavish party 

possible. Benjamin wants his dad to give him some space, so he 

gets an idea: to invite his grandfather, who left the family years 

ago and for whom Benjamin's dad has an intense dislike, to come 

two weeks early. Thanks in part to grandpa - and to the immediate 

family's love - Benjamin may have a shot at figuring out what it 

means to be a man. After slick Zachary Stein's (15-year-old Carter 

Jenkins) lavish bar mitzvah (a Titanic themed event) was a 

spectacular hit, even by Brentwood socialite standards. His dad 

Ari's rival as Hollywood agent, Adam Fiedler, is determined that 

his boy Benjamin's bar mitzvah must outclass it. Ben is insecure 

and hopes to divert dad's attention by sneakily inviting his hedonistic paternal granddad, Irwin. Irwin 

abandoned still bitter Ari and his mother, granny Rose, but she welcomes Irwin back. Soon the Irwins 

bond with Ben and rather paternally prepares him for the rite of passage, ultimately inspiring a 

different approach as well as a more confident attitude. This is a coming-of-age story with a twist. 

There is more than one person coming-of-age. In a nutshell, it is the story of an angst-ridden 13-

year-old boy whose troubles are doubled by his pending bar mitzvah. His father (Jeremy Piven) is a 

Hollywood agent intent on turning the bar mitzvah into a recruiting event to keep and grow his 

client base. This is complicated when his former partner, played by Larry Miller, throws a mega bar 

mitzvah for his own son, with the same intention in mind. Piven's angst at creating the perfect bar 

mitzvah/recruitment event is made worse by the arrival of his hippy-like father (Gary Marshall), who 

is attached to an early 40-something New Ager (Daryl Hannah) and teaching English to children on 

the Navajo reservation. I guess it's supposed to be funny, just looking at Marshall and Hannah. 

Marshall's and Piven's characters are estranged, the father having walked out on Piven and his 

mother (Doris Roberts) 26 years earlier. We have an angst-ridden triangle between the three men: 

grandfather, father, and grandson. (The trinity in a Jewish story?) Indeed, the only struggles in the 

story are between men. The men have no plot difficulties or unresolved issues with the women, or 

the women with each other. Frankly, there is no way men can have unresolved issues and not 

emotionally involve the women in their lives. It's just not realistic, not even in a satirical sense. I gave 

this film a "4" because of the story. It has a significant flaw. There is just no moment when I felt a 

human connection with the three men. I was shown all the events that led to the all-important 

climax, and then I felt nothing. It was like discovering I had swallowed a Chicklet instead of Viagra. 

No emotion. No "ah ha!" moment. I was more concerned that there wasn't enough butter on my 

popcorn. And because I felt no emotional connection with or between the three men, I did not feel 

their catharsis. And that's a real problem for a coming-of-age film. There were a few nice moments 

between the grandfather and grandson, but that was it. Not good. Regardless of what several 

"mainstream press" critics wrote and to the writer's and director's credit, I didn't see one 

stereotype. There were a few undeveloped characters, caricatures really, but that, too, is the fault of 

the storytellers— it's lazy, not malicious. Why it happened this way, I have no idea. Maybe they were 



forced to cut the film strangely or leave out things they wanted put in, due to money constraints. It 

just doesn't work. The acting was fine, featuring some of the best actors on television today. That 

made it marginally watchable. Maybe television is where this film should have been sold. I see this as 

a Starz film. Not quite HBO or Showtime material. IFC or Sundance will be its home in about six 

months. I counsel the writer and director to learn from this experience. You have to flesh out your 

characters more and let us in on their inner struggles. Don't tell us. Show us. That's what makes 

drama and comedy work, especially on film. Make us as tense as the characters appear because of 

the conflicts within the situation, and then resolve the audience's and characters' tensions at the 

same time. To paraphrase Woody Allen, if it's a comedy, make us bend with the character; if it's a 

drama, make us break. For example, don't match Richard Benjamin's Bill-O'Reilly-loving rabbi 

character with Marshall's tolerant grandfather, and do nothing with it. That could have been some 

very funny stuff as the two men synthesize their worldviews. Instead... pffft. Nothing. And finally, 

have a bigger theme— something the audience can sink its teeth into. I'm still not quite sure what it 

is. (And I won't venture a guess, because I don't want to spoil the ending for anybody.) Go back and 

watch how Chaplin created and then unknotted tension in "City Lights", how Sam Woods did it in "A 

Night at the Opera", how Marshall did it in "The Flamingo Kid" (another coming-of-age story), or 

even how it's done in the simplest episode of Piven's "Entourage". Have somebody check the 

treatment and script thoroughly for theme, conflict and catharsis. Then try it again. I don't want this 

to sound angry or mean-spirited. But the situation within the film was just lousy with potential for a 

better film. It was all wasted. And that's a shame. 
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Kees De Jongen (Young Kees) (2003) 
 

Amsterdam, 1895. Young (11-year-old) Kees (14-year-old Ruud 

Feltkamp) is an imaginative boy and a daydreamer. His father has 

a little shoe-shop and is seriously ill of tuberculosis, so the boy 

escapes his everyday problems by disappearing into his own 

imagination. We see him save his beloved one by throwing himself 

in front of an approaching coach-and-four; defeat his fencing 

teacher; play virtuoso violin and mix with the rich and famous and 

does what is needed to save his father's shoe shop from 

bankruptcy. In addition, he is driven by childish obsessive 

thoughts: he only allows himself to walk on certain paving stones; 

makes a bet with himself that he can carry a package on his head 

until he gets home; and is constantly afraid that everyone is 

watching him. And of course to get around, he often adopts a 

comic walk he calls "the swimming pool swagger"; a stride 

invented by boys to get into the swimming pool faster. Soon Kees has to grow up. His father dies and 

he feels he has to help his desperate mother and at the same time he has to try and save his dream. 
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Keillers Park (2006) 
 

A moody film noir from Sweden, a story by Pia Gradvall directed 

by Susanna Edwards that approaches the frequently told fears and 

joys of sexual coming out in a stylish and inventive way. It is a film 

that embellishes a fine script with creative camera work, sensitive 

use of flashbacks to peel the onion of the story's meaning, and 

employs some very fine actors who keep the drama electrified. 

Peter (Mårten Klingberg) is a successful thirty-something son of a 

wealthy engineer who stands to inherit his family business and 

who is engaged to a beautiful artist Maria (Karen Bergquist). At a 

gathering Peter notices a handsome Algerian Nassim (Pjotr Giro) 

and senses feelings of sexual awareness he has not known. Nassim 

is a happy, popular, comfortably gay man who pursues the looks 

exchanged. When Maria leaves town for a concert Peter and 

Nassim meet in Keiller Park and begin an erotic love affair: both men genuinely fall in love and the 

expression of their first physical encounter is one of the most subtle yet wholly erotic on film. Peter's 

involvement with Nassim affects his work, results in his father disowning him as he embraces the gay 

life, pushes Maria out of his life, and leaves him unemployed and alone except for Nassim. The story 

abruptly changes when the police breakdown Peter's door and arrest him for the murder of Nassim! 

Peter sits with the interrogators at the police station and in his shock that Nassim is dead, unfolds 

the whole story of their relationship. The secrets of Peter's life and the question as to Nassim's 

motivations and possible continued existence mold the resolution of the story in a manner that has 

explored all the highs and lows of new love and the consequences of entering a life that is 

intolerable to the outside world. Both Pjotr Giro and Mårten Klingberg as the lovers offer highly 

nuanced performances and the supporting cast is very strong. Director Edwards has a sophisticated 

style not only with her actors, but also with her eye for atmosphere and pacing, using techniques of 

black and white for special moments and glowing warm lighting for the erotic scenes. She manages 

to allow us to see both sides of the 'coming out' consequences in a mature manner. KEILLERS PARK is 

a fine art house movie. I would have to disagree with some of the comments previously regarding its 

focus on coming out. This is not a "feel good"/"coming out" movie but rather more complex issues 

with relationships as well as the underlying accusation of murder. I found it a shame the plot was not 

more complex or focused, or had more dynamic characters. This is one of those films where the 

acting is great, but basically the actors did not have much to work with. It's not incredible, but quite 

watchable in my opinion. And personally, I like that for a change, homosexuals in a movie are not all 

18 or 20 somethings but instead more mature and older. 
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Keller - Teenage Wasteland (Out Of Hand) (2005) 
 

Sebastian (18-year-old Sergej Moya) and Paul (17-year-old Ludwig 

Trepte) are two bored boys about 16-year-old. They drink alcohol, 

steal - and attend a private school. They can't find a sense of 

meaning in their present adolescent existence. They abduct Sonja 

and lock her in an old, abandoned factory building. But what shall 

they do with her? Disorientation, fear, desire and also love are 

changing to cruel aggressivity. This is a disturbing and powerful 

first film from a woman director who did no other films before 

that and went to no film school. You can't tell from the film. It 

looks like the work of an experienced professional who knows 

exactly how to direct the cast and use the language of film to get 

the desired effects. Two teenage boys meet and strike up a 

friendship in a short time. They are caught stealing in a 

supermarket by an employee, a young woman. They are thrown 

out by her. They follow her home... In no time the boys and we, the audience, enter another world 

as Jeffrey does in "Blue Velvet". A disturbing world of the human mind where the lines between 

victim and perpetrator, right and wrong, the normal and the abnormal start to dissolve. The film is 

deeply disturbing because it goes to extremes, but stays believable, even plausible till the end. The 

cast is excellent throughout. No doubt this film will be controversial which might cost it the main 

prize here at Locarno. But on day one we have already seen what might be the most important film 

in the competition this year. 
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Ken Park (2002) 
 

In a city in California, the skateboarders Shawn (James Bullard), 

Claude (19-year-old Stephen Jasso) and Tate (James Ransone) and 

Peeches (Tiffany Limos) are friends of the suicidal teenager Ken 

Park (17-year-old Adam Chubbuck). Shawn has intercourse with 

his girlfriend and her mother. Claude has an abusive, violent and 

alcoholic father and a neglectful and passive pregnant mother. 

Tate is addicted in masturbation and hates his grandparents that 

raise him due to the lack of privacy in his own room. Peeches 

practices kinky sex and has a fanatical religious father that misses 

his wife. 
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Kenneth Williams: Fantabulosa! (2006) 
 

This film is about Kenneth Williams, star of the Carry Ons and 

Round the Horne. Kenneth led a life full of mental torture as he 

tried to overcome his homosexuality in 1950s Britain, and also be 

one of the most popular people in Britain. It seemed only one 

person disliked him - himself. A lot of my childhood was spent 

lying in front of the wireless listening to Round the Horne or 

Hancock's Half Hour or watching Carry On films. Probably the 

most famous line in comedy "Infamy! Infamy! They've all got it 

infamy!" still makes me laugh. This is a rare insight into the man 

behind the comic figure and the whole production is a brilliant mix 

of tragedy and comedy right down to the final quotation from the 

coroner's court read in four different voices by Michael Sheen. He 

was brilliant in the role. Most of the other members of the Carry 

On team were so-so and their Kenneth Horne was very good but 

Michael Sheen carried the show and there should be an award of some sort for him. It left me 

feeling "wow". To quote Kenneth Williams, to the cynic who says 'life is a joke' the only response can 

be 'Yes, well let's make it a good one.' Michael Sheen stars in this uncompromising drama adapted 

from Kenneth Williams' own diaries; a behind the scenes look at one of Britain's most popular, and 

tragic, comic performers. Fantabulosa! was shot on location at Pinewood Studios, home of the Carry 

On films, at the end of 2005. From Media Guardian 14/03/06: The Kenneth Williams drama 

Fantabulosa! became the most-watched programme in the history of BBC Four last night, netting 

nearly 1 million viewers. According to unofficial overnight figures, the audience for the show peaked 

at 964,000. Its average audience of 846,000 was the same as the channel's previous top-rated 

programme, The Alan Clark Diaries, in 2003. But the peak audience was much higher last night. 
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Kenny & Company (1976) 
 

Several days in the life of Kenny (14-year-old Dan McCann), a 

typical 12-year-old, and his friends. Kenny goes through all the 

activities that most of us went through as kids as he and his 

friends prepare for Halloween. Along the way, Kenny deals with 

such childhood issues as bullies and his first crush on a girl. 

Probably the most accurate cinematic estimate of the average 

suburban kid's life during the 70s. Regarding other films from the 

70's which took a stab at documenting the feel of life for the 

average suburban kid, I'd put them in this order...(1) Kenny & 

Company (2) Over The Edge (3) The Bad News Bears (4) Breaking 

Away. I'm a longtime Phantasm fan, and I just watched Kenny & 

Company for the first time tonight. It's clear that the studio 

COMPLETELY dropped the ball when they shelved this film in the 

US. Anything I'm inclined to say about how good this film is has 

already been said by other equally impressed viewers here on the 

boards, though I have to add that I have a new-found respect for Phantasm's bartender, the Tall 

Man's handyman, and the foxy granddaughter of the mute fortune teller. Reggie is in top form. And 

Fred Myrow-- the composer of Phantasm's score-- is present here, as well. Now that it has seen the 

light on day on DVD (and it's a beautiful transfer with great sound, by the way), I'm certain Kenny & 

Company is destined to become a classic as news of its existence spreads. 
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Kes (1969) 
 

15-year-old Billy Casper (16-year-old David Bradley) comes from 

the poorest end of town (Barnsley, England), he can't concentrate 

at school and does very badly. He is beaten up regularly by his 

elder brother and disregarded by everyone. Then one day he sees 

a wild Kestrel and this leads to a whole new side of his character 

being discovered. He is as surprised as everyone else by what he 

discovers but a tragic end is in store. 
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Keurosing (Crossing) (2008) 

 

This is a "heavy" movie. The plights of the North Korean society 

and homes depicted here is something you can not believe your 

eyes, but from many documents such as the reports from those 

who have escaped from there, we can imagine the movie scenes 

are close to reality. This is the country of complete oppression. In 

1960's we saw North Korea as a poor but hopeful country. In fact, 

many Koreans living in Japan returned to North Korea to join the 

building of "paradise on earth". But since then, the country kept 

going downward. Nowadays they are isolated at the dead end. 

The reason why such country still survives is that by giving people 

at the power side extreme privilege, so that they want to keep the 

regime made of fictions. In such a country there is a family of the 

father, once a hero of soccer team, and his loving wife, and their 

son who likes soccer too. The atmosphere of the family which is 

poor but tied with love emphasizes how loveless the country is. In fact, looking at the officials of the 

camp or boarder security, I could not help wondering if it is possible for the same human being 

become arrogant and cruel like this. I feel some sense of impotence, because I can do nothing to the 

situation close to my country. This movie focuses on the fate of a family. This is beyond a 

propaganda movie to accuse North Korea, nor to glamorize the rescue group. This portrays the 

dignity of human being. 
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Khamsa (2008) 
 

Powerful acting + realistic plot + Discovering an original them = 

Very good film. Khamsa is the story of a young gypsy, "Marco" 

(Marc Cortes) 11-years-old, who comes back to his camp after an 

umpteenth runaway. Marco then re-bonds with his long time 

friends and cousins. You will then follow him in his plunge into the 

fragile world of thefts, scams and violence. The main actors are 

young kid, most of them non-professional and they deliver a 

striking performance. You also cross the path of the living magma 

which defines the camp life and the clear reality: we do not live in 

the same world. This kind of "social cinema", terminology refused 

by the director, signifies the breaks, the junction between those 

who and those who have not. Marco and his friends make money 

out of the financial system. Marco and his friends are not 

protected by the police. Marco and his friends do not go to school. They dream of dogfights and 

burning caravans. Amazing movie. Beautiful setting, imagery and editing. 
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Khartoum (1966) 
 

English General Charles George Gordon, a devout Christian, is 

appointed military governor of Anglo-Egyptian Sudan by Prime 

Minister Gladstone. Ordered to evacuate Egyptians from the 

Sudan, General Gordon stays on to protect the people of 

Khartoum, who are under threat of being conquered by a Muslim 

army. His Christian faith and military command are challenged by 

Mohammed Ahmed el Mahdi, "the Expected One," the head of 

the Muslim forces. 'Khartoum' is a grossly under-rated film that 

deserves much more. It is an outstanding recreation of the late 

19th century war in Sudan where the British forces led by the 

enigmatic General Gordon fought against fanatical tribesmen 

under the leadership (spell?) of the self proclaimed 

'Mahdi'(expected one). Charlton Heston plays Gordon with his 

usual efficiency but the scene stealer is undoubtedly Sir Laurence 

Olivier as the 'Mahdi'. His make-up, accent, wardrobe and sheer charisma truly make for heady 

viewing. The cinematography is excellent and the flavor of the times is captured beautifully. The 

action scenes are terrific and the score compliments the goings-on perfectly. I would personally rate 

it on par with the much respected and much loved 'Lawrence of Arabia', which was in much the 

same mould as this, though made 4 years earlier in 1962. 
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Kicking & Screaming (2005) 
 

Family man Phil Weston, a lifelong victim of his father's 

competitive nature, takes on the coaching duties of a kids' (12-

year-old Dylan McLaughlin, 13-year-old Josh Hutcherson, 15-year-

old Steven Anthony Lawrence, 13-year-old Jeremy Bergman, 11-

year-old Elliott Cho, Erik Walker, 13-year-old Dallas McKinney, 

Francesco Liotti, Alessandro Ruggiero & 12-year-old Sammy Fine) 

soccer team, and soon finds that he's also taking on his father's 

dysfunctional way of relating. Out of all the talented people who 

were on 'Saturday Night Live' in the last fifteen years, Will Ferrell 

is by far my favorite. He's such a charismatic, energetic and 

hilarious performer. He truly is a comic genius. He's also one of 

the most successful SNL alumni of all time. For most of the cast 

members, after they leave 'Saturday Night Live' their careers go 

down the toilets. But not Will Ferrell, he only improved his career 

after his goodbye to SNL, with great comedies like Old School, Anchorman, and even, Elf. Whenever 

you go see a Will Ferrell film you have the strong expectation of it being really good. Well, Ferell's 

latest effort, 'Kicking and Screaming', is a disappointment of epic proportions. But that isn't his fault. 

Poor Mr. Ferrell tries as hard as he can to lift this dud off the ground, but he just isn't able to 

because of the movie's beyond lame screenplay. Yes, those thinking 'Kicking and Screaming', would 

be the next great Will Ferrell movie are sadly mistaking. I was one of those people, and that's why I 

left the theater so incredibly disappointed. The movie is a little league soccer flick, and it circles 

around the all-too-familiar plot of the dipstick son trying to live up to his non-supportive father. The 

dipstick is Will Ferrell's character, Phil Weston. He owns a vitamin store, and is always trying to gain 

the respect of his father, Buck Weston (played by Academy Award Winner Robert Duvall), who owns 

a chain of sporting good stores and viciously coaches a little league soccer team, which Phil's son is a 

part of. One day, Buck trades Phil's son to another team because he isn't a good player. This 

infuriates Phil, and eventually has him coach the team his son has been traded to, to show daddy 

he's not a screw-up. The movie pretty much follows the competition of the two father-son coaches. 

Whose team will win the championship? By the end of the movie, you really don't care anymore, 

and you're looking at your watch frantically to see how much of this waste of film is left. It isn't so 

much 'Kicking and Screaming' is a horrible movie, it's just not a good one by any stretch of the 

imagination. The biggest problem with the film is the screenplay -- it is absolutely dreadful (to quote 

Simon Cowell to one of the untalented hack wannabe singers on 'American Idol'). It's very 

amateurish, and it doesn't go places it should to be funny. It's very bland and so conventional it will 

have you yawning after the 30-minute mark. Although it succeeds being funny sometimes, for the 

most part it fails miserably at earning laughs. Whoever wrote this trashy script should be banned 

from the film industry, because it is just awful. The movie is really saved by Will Ferrell, who really 

puts forth an effort to make the most of his part, but an actor in a film is only as good as the film's 

screenplay. Ferrell achieves hilarity in some scenes, but most of his lines are embarrassingly stupid 

and unoriginal. Mike Ditka is actually pretty good playing himself, and Robert Duvall serves as an 

example of a waste of good talent in this childish sap fest. In conclusion, 'Kicking and Screaming' is 

something you should avoid. If you really love Will Ferrell, it just may be worth watching to see 



Ferrell break out in a violent rage brought on by too much coffee, but for the lot of us it is just plain 

old cinematic crap. Grade: C- (screened at AMC Deer Valley 30, Phoenix, Arizona, 5/13/05). 
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Kid Colter (1984) 
 

A Boston boy (Jeremy Shamos) escapes from spies and survives in 

the wild with tricks learnt from his mountain-man father. 

Dissecting this movie on a technical level is not entirely fair. The 

acting was on par for a 'B' movie, which is to say that it was not 

memorable and adequately served its purpose. There are no stars 

and the script was quite similar to a short story that I wrote at the 

age of seven. I saw it a few times as a young lad. I highly 

recommend it for any young man. It sparks the imagination and 

piques the curiosity for any young kid wondering what it might be 

like to be alone in a threatening world with self-reliance an only 

option for survival. Having said that, the movie is nothing to write 

home about, but I'm better for having seen it in my youth. 
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Kid Dynamite (1943) 
 

EastSide boxing champion (Leo Gorcey) has been challenged to 

fight the West Side champ but is kidnapped before the match. 

Leo's friend (Bobby Jordan) takes his place and wins the fight only 

to have Leo think that Bobby was responsible for his kidnapping. 

In this wartime (1943) East Side Kids picture, Muggs McGinnis (Leo 

Gorcey), East Side boxing champion, is scheduled to meet the 

West Side kingpin in the ring for the City title, but is kidnapped by 

several thugs just before the bout, resulting in Muggs' friend and 

fellow gang member, Danny Lyons (Bobby Jordan) replacing him 

and defeating the West Sider, only to have Muggs believe that 

Danny was responsible for the abduction in order to achieve glory. 

The film is marked by the clever ad libbing skills of the entourage 

which, while at times intentionally corny, help to propel the story 

rapidly along and the customary East Side mixture of boxers, 

gangsters, and patriotic propaganda is leavened with a dash of 

romance and a funny jitterbug contest featuring big band 

singer/comedienne Marion Miller, all competently directed by 

Wallace Fox. 
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Kid Vengeance (1977) 
 

A prospector whose gold was stolen by an outlaw teams up with a 

kid (16-year-old Leif Garrett) whose parents were murdered and 

sister kidnapped by the same outlaw. After witnessing the savage 

massacre of his family, a boy (Leif Garret) sets out a personal 

vendetta and rescue his sister (Glynnis O'Connor) against an 

outlaws band (Lee Van Cleef, John Marley). He carries the revenge 

in his heart after seeing his family butchered. Former rules of the 

code of west are dated nowadays is guided by revenge. He 

embarks on his vengeance and during his quest teams up with a 

prospector (Jim Brown) who has been robbed by the nasties. 

Together form an alliance going after those who murdered his 

parents and trying retrieve the money the bandits robbed him. 

They are a dynamic duo combining untamed youth and toughness. 

They travel the southwestern territories and crosses paths 

concerning similar foes they hunt. An average Western revenge flick is plenty of violence, shoot outs 

and packs loads of action although the director film is uninspired and the final is pretty predictable. 

This mediocre Western vengeance tale is set with a good Francesco De Massi's score. Features an 

appearance by stalwart Spaghetti Western Lee Van Cleef as an ugly, brutal, dirty and downright 

villain with a big earring. James Brown as two fisted hero is finely, he starred four Westerns of 

similar style three along with Van Cleef (exception is "100 rifles"), they are: "Take a hard ride" 

(Antonio Margheriti), "The Condor" (John Guillermin) and "Kid Vengeance". Leif Garret as obstinate 

and impetuous young is well, he starred two Westerns both with Van Cleef, thus was with "A bullet 

from God" (Frank Kramer). The motion picture is regularly directed by Joseph Manduke. 
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Kidco (1984) 
 

Kids who live on a horse ranch decide to sell the excess manure as 

fertilizer, but their new company soon comes under fire from the 

state tax board. Good comedy! Great fun for whole family! When 

this first came out on premium movie channels - our whole family 

watched it every time it was on. Then we taped it on a VHS tape. 

Took a couple of trips to Callifornia from Illinois (driving the whole 

way) had a VHS player and small color TV that would run off car 

battery and selected movies for kids to watch in transit to keep 

them occupied and also for us 2 grownups to watch and relax 

when we'd stop and have our meals/breaks. That was one of the 

movies taken on those trips and we eventually wore it out 

because we watched it so much! I wish that Kidco would come out 

on DVD so I can get a copy for myself and for each of my kids (4) 

so they can sit and enjoy it with their families like we did. While the acting may not be up to some 

peoples standards, the message that the movie gets across is great for kids, parents (even parents-

to-be!) - the whole family unit. IF you can find it - enjoy and be prepared to laugh! 4:3 and 16:9 

versions on disc. 
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Kidnap (2008) 
 

Does committing a crime make you a criminal? Kidnap is a film 

that asks this question. Vikrant Raina takes one such decision in a 

moment of extreme rage when his 8-year-old daughter is facing a 

life and death situation. He couldn't imagine how that one 

decision would affect 14-year-old Kabir Sharma's (Parth Dave) life, 

he has then been labelled a 'criminal'. Raina, net worth 51.7 billion 

dollars. The richest Indian in the world. One phone call and his 

world crashes down around him. His only child, his daughter Sonia 

has been kidnapped. The Kidnapper, known as Kabir will only 

negotiate with Raina. What is his agenda? Is it simply to torture 

Raina or does he have a more sinister motive? Kabir does not 

demand a ransom; instead he wants to play a game. A twisted 

game. The game requires Raina to be on the run and complete a 

series of 'tasks'. He must follow the Kabir's every order and Raina 

is not a man used to taking orders. If Raina completes every task successfully his daughter lives, if he 

leaves even one task incomplete... And Kabir is watching his every move... What will Raina do in the 

world where all his money and power mean nothing? And control has been snatched away from 

him. His daughter's life hangs in the balance. It is at this point when Kabir masterminds a series of 

events and circumstances that force Raina to commit crimes. And then asks Raina the same 

question. 'Does committing a crime make you a criminal?' Maybe I just didn't know what to expect 

but the genre of this film could just as easily be musical as it is crime or thriller. If your not ready for 

the victim to spontaneously break into song and dance ala cheesy Indian music video skip this one. 

Still I was mildly entertained. As the title suggests the story is about a kidnapping but you just can't 

take it seriously. Many of the characters and locations look like Miami Vice if it had been shot in 

India on a low budget. I'm probably not reviewing this fairly as it needs a unique genre. I was also the 

only Non Indian in the audience. OK so their was a kidnapping. And the kidnapper takes the parents 

to go on a wild goose chase. All you need to know is Indian music video crossed with low budget 

Miami Vice. 
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Kids (1995) 
 

Disturbing, dark, low-budget independent film about teenagers 

growing up in poverty in New York City. The story focuses on Telly 

(17-year-old Leo Fitzpatrick), a teen who has a goal to de-flower 

as many virgins as he can. When one of his old encounters 

discovers that she is H.I.V.-positive, after only one encounter with 

a guy, Telly remains undaunted. A controversial portrayal of teens 

in New York City which exposes a world which is deeply 

disturbing. The film focuses on a freckled boy Telly (Leo 

Fitzpatrick), whose idea of safe sex is to have sex with only virgins. 

But one girl from one of his past unprotected passion test positive 

for HIV, and soon finds him making love yet to another 

unsuspecting girl. A disturbing portrayal of teenage life, AIDS, and 

the Kids of New York City. Controversial in its content, the film 

exposes the grim reality of a group of skate-boarders in the space 

of 24 hours. Primarily the story consists of Telly, a slacker, whose mission is to de-flower as many 

young girls as possible, whilst unprotected. Things turn bad when an old flame finds out she has 

tested positive for HIV and the only person she has had sex with is Telly. She chases through New 

York to find him but is too late as he has already de-flowered yet another innocent preteen. The 

movie Kids is a view of a city kids world. You watch Telly, a unsupervised teen in the streets of New 

York taking advantage of innocent young girls not knowing he has HIV but one of the girls he slept 

with a year before does. In knowing this she runs the streets looking for him while he plans to 

deflower another young girl. And in the midst of all this, you see kids as young as 10 or 11 using 

drugs and alcohol with some of the older kids. Kids is basically a movie that warns you what the hell 

could be happening to your very own child. Larry Clark has broken the boundaries with this film. Not 

only is it one of the realist depictions of our nation's youth, but it also brings the fear of the AIDS 

virus closer to home. This is not a piece of fictitious work, this is brutal honesty in its rawest form. 

While many will knock this film because of the pornographic nature, I saw past that and witnessed 

the birth of the next plague. Writer Harmony Korine has taken the world of our children and 

transferred it to the big screen. I never once saw this as a shock film or disgusting, I saw honesty and 

truth behind every scene. This is really what is happening in our backyards. Kids are not as young as 

they used to be, and are growing up in a world with more possibilities and distractions than ever 

before. This is the modern world, and these are the newest leaders. While this is not what happens 

with all of our youth, it does paint a beautiful picture of just a handful. This is not just a story about 

NYC, it is a message for every city. This is happening all over this country. In the wealthy, poor, and 

everything in-between, our children are experimenting without any form of education or realization 

of their actions. This is not a film that will leave a very good taste in your mouth, but then again it 

isn't supposed to. This is better and more honest than any reality program out there and it will scare 

the daylights out of you. This is our world, we must change it. 
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Kids Mix volume 69 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inhoud: 

1. Mickey Mouse Clubhouse - Boris geeft een Strandfeest. 

2. Mickey Mouse Clubhouse - Pluto's Bubbelbad. 

3. De Wielen van de Bus - De Goeie Ouwe Groothertog. 

4. De Wielen van de Bus - De Kleine Herder. 

5. Maya de Bij - Maya en de Spin Thekla. 

6. Maya de Bij - Maya en de Libelle Snoek. 

7. Seabert - Walvis in Zicht. 

8. Seabert - De Walvisjagers. 

9. Wolleke - Koala's Boomhut. 

10. Wolleke - Het Fluitende Lammetje. 
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Kids Of The Round Table (1995) 
 

11-year-old Alex (Johnny Morina) and his fellow homemade 

heroes are having a backyard blast. Battles rage, knights fight and 

damsels distress in a cardboard Camelot of dirt-bike steeds, 

aluminum foil sabres and plastic armor. The summer fun and 

fantasy soon become a marvelous, mystical reality with the touch 

of a sword. Malcolm McDowell, Michael Ironside and bright 

newcomer Johnny Morina star in a modern-day adventure filled 

with medieval magic. One fateful afternoon, Alex comes across a 

sword sunk in stone - King Arthur's legendary Excalibur! The 

sword holds untold powers of strength, magic and wisdom. With 

one motion, Alex frees the sword, Merlin the Magician appears, 

and Alex discovers the awesome power he'd always dreamed 

about. But to misuse Excalibur is to lose Excalibur... as Alex soon 

discovers. Now with Merlin vanished, Alex must prove himself 

worthy of the sword to bring back the magic. He'd better act fast - his friends need his power now 

more than ever! 
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Kids World (2001) 
 

What would you wish for if you were 11-years-old and could have 

anything in the world? Your parents don't understand you. Your 

teenage brother is constantly getting you in trouble...for things he 

did! You're in love with the 12-year-old girl across the street... 

who, unfortunately, is dating the local bully. Then, one afternoon, 

while being chased by the bully, you fall into a sinkhole, which 

happens to be in an ancient Indian burial ground. You find a glass, 

which you discover turns out to be a witchdoctor's Wishing Glass. 

When Ryan Mitchell (16-year-old Blake Foster) discovers the 

Wishing Glass, he wishes that all the teenagers and parents would 

disappear. Soon it's "Kids World," with no adults and teenagers - 

nobody over the age of 12 anywhere! You can only imagine what 

happens next. 
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Kikkerdril (Frogs & Toads) (Frogs & Toads: Max's Magical Journey) 

(2009) 
 

6-year-old Max (Nino den Brave) has an important mission: find 

some frogspawn for his older brother Jannus (Thijs Goedknegt). 

Together with his neighbour girlfriend Jesse he makes an 

adventurous and touching journey along fields, farms, animals and 

a forest which eventually leads to his grandma's home. There he's 

welcomed by his grandma, her pancakes and the desired 

frogspawn. On his overwhelming journey through nature he's 

accompanied by cheerful childrens songs. 
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Killer Bash (2005) 
 

Totally worthy of a viewing. Especially if you're watching it just to 

avoid doing something else, or you're not really that into it to 

begin with. It was classic Decoteau. The plot, about a possessed 

girl who becomes popular (perhaps because of the possession, 

perhaps not... that's kinda debatable) at least gives Decoteau a 

good reason to let his camera oggle hot guys. The acting was 

definitely b-quality, which, really, is what one would expect in a b-

movie. Decent plot, hot guys, plenty of scenes with the hot guys, 

requisite scene with boys rubbing each other down in their boxer 

briefs. The ending, which I won't mention, was bad. Not super-

bad, but bad. 
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Killer Kid (The Boy From Lebanon) (1994) 
 

A Lebanese kid (Tewfik Jallab) is sent to France on a terrorist 

mission for "Allah's Army". An Arab French kid (14-year-old 

Younesse Boudache) becomes involved unwittingly. A bond 

develops between the two, while they become alienated from and 

independent of the adults in their lives. Forbidden games. It's the 

issue of the hour! Now, more than ever, you have got to watch it! 

Nothing is spared the audience: the Lebanese orphan boy sold by 

his uncle for a car, the terrifying indoctrination, brainwashing, 

military training worthy of a marine man...And the hero is a child 

whose father was killed by the Jews. And they told him the Jews 

and the infidels (Christians) are evil and must be killed. Terrorism 

or the silent WW3 which has already begun. A child remains a 

child whatever the adults subject him to. A short scene shows one 

of the "recruits" clutching his teddy bear. A child builds his own world. Whereas Djilali plays a "real" 

game, Karim calls his soft toy "Christophe Lambert" and decorates his room with James Bond 

posters. "When you are a child", Karim says, "you can imagine all that you want". THe woman 

suggests Djilali he watch a movie. She says she chooses at random, but the movie is René Clément's 

"Jeux interdits" ("Forbidden games",1952). And the first sequences show a bombing, during which 

the young heroine, Paulette, becomes an orphan. Brainwashing again. But it's a double-edged 

weapon, 'cause in that movie, Paulette has sworn eternal friendship with her new buddy Michel. 

That's what the two boys will do. They (and mainly Djilali) do not trust adults anymore, and they 

know that they are on their own. Gilles de Maistre masterfully directed his two young actors. Their 

performances compare favorably with Truffaut's Comencini's and Yves Robert's works involving 

children. Their lines are sensitive, sometimes funny, but above all insightful and clever. The last lines 

of the movie claim it's a true story. This is par excellence the movie Hollywood could remake, but 

God preserve us! "Killer Kid" - the title might be a misnomer and make people think it's a dumb 

action-packed movie - is one of the most important French movies of the nineties. It should be 

watched in all junior high schools of the planet. 
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Kim (1950) 
 

Kim (14-year-old Dean Stockwell), a young boy living on his own 

on the streets of India, is actually the son of a British officer. He 

meets a lama, a holy man, and devotes himself to his tending. But 

when British administrators discover his birthright, he is placed in 

a British school. His nature, however, is opposed to the 

regimentation expected for the son of a British soldier, and he 

rebels. His familiarity with Indian life and his ability to pass as an 

Indian child allows him to function as a spy for the British as they 

attempt to thwart revolution and invasion of India. Rejoining his 

holy man, Kim (with the help of daring adventurer Mahbub Ali) 

takes on a dangerous mission. Stands up surprisingly well after 52 

years. I watched this film on Turner Classics as I had been 

entranced by it as a child, and wanted to see how it stood up to 

today's expectations. I was very pleasantly surprised to see that it 

was a rolicking good adventure yarn, that would be an ideal film for the family to watch together 

after a holiday dinner. As I had a tape of the TV version, with Peter O'Tool as the Llama, I was able to 

compare the two, which is why I felt that the 1950 version has worn well. The colour is excellent, the 

acting is very good, and the locations shots in India lend a great deal of authenticity to the 

production. I realise that many of today's audience will find the lack of sex and violence make for a 

tedious film, but it is precisely the lack of obvious sex and violence, it is implied rather than overt, 

which makes for a good family film. In fact it was a relief to see a film that did not include the 

obligatory chase and fisticuffs that we have seen in every film and TV series in the last 50 years. 
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Kind Hearts And Coronets (1949) 
 

Louis Mazzini's mother's frequent tales of how her titled D'Ascoyn 

family shunned her after she eloped with an Italian commoner 

causes a simmering resentment in him. On being spurned because 

of his lowly status by his lifetime (if devious and fickle) sweetheart 

Sibella he decides to permanently remove all the D'Ascoyns 

standing between him and the Dukedom. Becoming romantically 

involved with one of the widows he has created, he finds Sibella's 

jealousy could seriously threaten his grand design. Louis Mazzini's 

mother belongs to the aristocratic family D'Ascoyne, but she ran 

away with an opera singer. Therefore, she and Louis were rejected 

by the D'Ascoynes. Once adult, Louis decides to avenges his 

mother and him, by becoming the next Duke of the family. 

Murdering every potential successor is clearly the safest way to 

achieve his goal. The best and most loved of the Ealing Comedies 

is also the darkest. Kind Hearts and Coronets is probably most 

famous today as "that film in which Alec Guinness plays eight characters." That said, it is Denis Price 

as Louis Mazzini, the charming, urbane serial killer, who really steals the show. The film opens in 

prison, with the Louis Mazzini D'Ascoyne, Ninth Duke of Chalfont awaiting execution for one of the 

few suspicious deaths in the film he wasn't responsible for. On that, his last night, he is completing 

his memoirs, which act as a framing device for the rest of the film, as well as allowing for a dry, witty 

narration from Mazzini himself. Kind Hearts and Coronets is everything modern cinema is not. It is 

not laugh-out-loud comedy, but a biting wit that often leaves you wondering whether you should be 

laughing at all. The screenwriter takes seeming delight in the precision of the dialogue, with no 

unnecessary verbiage. This culminates in an astonishing minimalist performance from Price when he 

finds himself in the dock of the House of Lords, being tried by his peers. I suppose you could look at 

Kind Hearts and Coronets as a form of social commentary. It was made after WWII, after the 

Beverage reforms, and may reflect a growing restlessness with the stuffiness of the old social order. 

Certainly, Louis is presented with such sympathy, and his nefarious endeavours told with such 

gleeful abandon that it is difficult for the audience not to identify with him. You could regard it as a 

form of social commentary but, frankly, why bother? It's just glorious fun and, despite a certain 

English post-war feel, surprisingly modern and anarchic - there can be few films, even today, which 

cast a multiple murderer so firmly in the hero role. And there can be few modern films were the 

dialogue is so witty, for instance, when excusing his flustered state of mind after his first murder by 

saying "furthermore, I am not naturally callous". Of course, everyone talks about Alec Guinness' 

acting tour de force - playing all eight other members of the D'Ascoyne family; from young Ascoyne 

D'Ascoyne to the hilariously named Elthelred D'Ascoyne (presumable unready for the fate that 

awaits him), the Eighth Duke of Chalfont. In reality, few of these characters receive more than a 

footnote in the film. But this is more than made up for by the splendid cast of other leading British 

actors - Denis Price, Valerie Hobson and Joan Greenwood being the notables. This remains not only 

my favourite Ealing Comedy, but right up there with Dr. Strangelove as one of my favourite comedy 

films ever made. A wonderful, heart-warming tale of multiple murder. 
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Kindergarten Cop (1990) 
 

John Kimble is a tough city cop who's been on the trail of drug 

dealer Cullen Crisp for years. He finally tracks Crisp down but it 

seems the only person that can testify against him is his ex-wife. 

The problem is she's disappeared and all Kimble knows is the 

name of the school in Oregon where her son (7-year-old Joseph 

Cousins & 7-year-old Christian Cousins) attends. When things 

don't quite go to plan, Kimble finds he has to go undercover on his 

toughest assignment yet - Kindergarten teacher! Los Angeles 

narcotics detective John Kimble has long been after drug kingpin 

Cullen Crisp, who is a psychopath. After John arrests Cullen for a 

young man's murder, John is told that Cullen's ex-wife Rachel -- 

whose testimony could be a key to putting Cullen away -- is living 

in Astoria, Oregon, and that she has a son. John and his partner 

Phoebe O'Hara are sent to Astoria to find Rachel. Phoebe, a 

former school teacher, is assigned to go undercover as a kindergarten teacher at Astoria Elementary 

School, where Rachel's son is believed to be one of the students. The problem for John and Phoebe 

is the fact that they don't know what Rachel and her son look like. When Phoebe becomes sick 

before the undercover assignment is to begin, John must take her place, despite the initial 

misgivings of Principal Schlowski, who eventually befriends John. On his first day, John meets first 

grade teacher Joyce Palmeri, whose son Dominic is one of John's students. As John spends months 

on this assignment, he bonds with his students and introduces them to his pet ferret. The town's 

single mothers find themselves falling for John. One of the students, Zach Sullivan, is a victim of 

physical abuse at the hands of his violent tempered father, who also physically abuses Zach's 

mother. John tries to convince Mrs. Sullivan to leave Mr. Sullivan and press charges, but Mrs. 

Sullivan is too scared to do that. One afternoon, as Zach is leaving school for the day, John finds a 

severe welt on Zach's back. John goes outside, hits Mr. Sullivan, and says that he has no choice but 

to press charges against Mr. Sullivan. Schlowski calls John into her office and asks John how good it 

felt to hit Mr. Sullivan, because Schlowski herself had always felt like hitting Mr. Sullivan. John soon 

discovers that Joyce's real name is Rachel Crisp -- Cullen's ex-wife. And now, Cullen and his cold-

blooded mother Eleanor Crisp have arrived in Astoria, and they are looking for Rachel -- and 

Dominic, the son that Cullen hasn't seen in three years. And it's up to John to protect Rachel and 

Dominic. To the person who posted before me, I'd like to tell you to get a grip! Those big words 

don't mean anything to everyday people, they want the truth, not some quaffed up proposals from 

someone who takes things way too seriously. I suppose you're entitled to your opinion, but don't 

give up your day job to be a critic! Here's the lowdown: this movie is just that, a movie. It has a lot of 

funny characters, and it's really funny in some scenes. It's fantasy, and it gives the viewer a chance to 

escape. Arnold might never have gotten an Oscar for this, but this is not that kind of movie to begin 

with! It's about a cop who tries to find a Criminals ex wife as a witness and ends up being a 

Kindergarten teacher, who brings a lot of goodness to the community whilst saving the damsel in 

distress. It's fun to watch, and goes well with anyone who's building an Arnie collection. rent it, buy 

it, you'll enjoy it. 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0184102/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0184102/
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King (2009) 
 

Another poor boy's dream come true. 'King', I think, is a good 

material for film festivals. We know those festival crowds like films 

with nice panoramic views of 'exotic' places and the story of a 

poor third-worldian clawing his way to the top. But I put myself in 

the place of a child—which is, if I'm not mistaken, the main target 

of this film—and I feel rather bored by it. Don't misunderstand 

me. It's a good film, with a heart-wrenching story of a poor boy 

named after Lim Swie King's Indonesian name, Guntur; if Bayu in 

'Garuda' was prevented from playing football, Guntur carried the 

burden of his namesake and his father's dreams of having a 

famous badminton-player son. But poverty came in the way: 

Guntur was defeated time and again because his dad couldn't 

even afford a proper racket that would not come away when he 

smashed the shuttlecock with all his might. And then came the 

news: PB Djarum, again not a made-up institution, the most successful badminton club in Indonesia 

(unfortunately supported by a tobacco company), would give scholarships to talented young players. 

But they must come from badminton academies. Comedian Mamiek Prakoso showed a jaw-dropping 

performance as the main character's father, and Ariyo Wahab was truly an eyecandy for us girls. And 

like I said, the story's good, but if we just erase the character played by Jeremy Thomas's daughter—

that little girl who couldn't even speak Indonesian well because her mother chose to send her to an 

'international' school and speaks in English to her even at home—and Wulan Guritno (who played 

the girl's mother), it wouldn't do anything much to the plot. In short, an excess of 'rich, urban' ladies 

just to sweeten the village setting a bit (which is fine without them, actually). If they disappear in 

smoke, the film would be more interestingly shorter and not so dragging. 
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King David (1985) 
 

About the life of Israel's king David. Even Woodard's fascinating 

characterization of Saul cannot save this drab biblical epic about 

the King of Israel who took on Goliath. Gere is way out here as 

David, but he makes an effort. Beresford tries too hard to copy 

Lean or Kubrick in the battle scenes. It's almost too obvious. With 

Ian Sears as Young David, Shimon Avidan as Young Absalom & 

Nicholas van der Weide as Young Solomon. 
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King Kong (2005) 
 

Set in the 1930s, this is the story of a young and beautiful actress 

Ann Darrow from the world of vaudeville who finds herself lost in 

depression-era New York and her luck changes when she meets an 

over-ambitious filmmaker Carl Denham who brings her on an 

exploratory expedition to a remote island where she finds 

compassion and the true meaning of humanity with an ape Kong. 

The beauty and the beast finally meet their fate back in the city of 

New York where the filmmaker takes and displays the ape in quest 

of his fame by commercial exploitation which ultimately leads to 

catastrophe for everyone including a playwright Jack Driscoll who 

falls in love with Ann and plays an unlikely hero by trying to save 

her from Kong and her destiny. Set in the 1930s, this is the story of 

a group of explorers and documentary filmmakers who travel to 

the mysterious Skull Island (near Sumatra) to investigate legends 

of a giant gorilla named Kong. Once there, they discover that King Kong is a real creature, living in a 

massive jungle where creatures from prehistoric times have been protected and hidden for millions 

of years. As the explorers search for the great ape, their quest puts them up against both Kong and 

his dinosaur enemies. Ultimately, it is the attention of a beautiful human woman that soothes Kong 

long enough for him to be subdued by the explorers and shipped back to New York, where his bleak 

future involves being put on display in front of humans... but how long can even the mightiest 

shackles of man hold back an ape 25 feet tall? A film director and his crew go to a mysterious island 

to shoot their picture, when they find out the legendary beast on the island does exist, and troubles 

come when the natives capture the crew's leading lady as a sacrifice to the monster, King Kong. 

Thus, the crew ventures into the jungle of the island to find the creature, and capture it. I walked 

into this movie with high expectations. I knew from the trailers that it was going to be amazing. I was 

wrong--- it was absolutely astounding. I can't believe that CG in this movie, you can't usually make 

out the difference from the real and the virtual. It is a great story, Jackson and his crew obviously put 

a lot of time into the story. I didn't even realize the movie was 3 hours long- I didn't look at my watch 

once. All of the actors are great in this movie, a very good cast. It is definitely worth paying the 

money to see it on the big screen. It is the best movie I have ever seen. 
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King Solomon's Mines (1950) 
 

Guide Allan Quatermain helps a young lady (Beth) find her lost 

husband somewhere in Africa. It's a spectacular adventure story 

with romance, because while they fight with wild animals and 

cannibals, they fall in love. Will they find the lost husband and 

finish the nice connection? Allan Quartermain leads an expedition 

into uncharted African territory in an effort to locate Elizabeth 

Curtis' husband Henry, who was searching for King Solomon's 

legendary treasure. Along the way they encounter a variety of wild 

animals including snakes, a leopard and a rhino. Quartermain isn't 

keen on having a woman on the expedition and he and Elizabeth 

quarrel regularly. Elizabeth and her husband were not very fond of 

one another and her expedition is driven by her own guilt. She and 

Quatermain fall in love but survival becomes their goal when they 

meet dangerous tribesmen. I've always maintained that this 

version of King Solomon's Mines along with The African Queen changed forever the face of Africa for 

the American audience. Our ideas of Africa were mainly developed by the Africa we saw created on 

studio backlots for 20 years. MGM had tried before to show a realistic Africa in Trader Horn, but the 

cost was prohibitive and the film never recouped the expense of making it, especially during the 

Depression. Audiences after World War II wanted a little more realism in their cinema. Fantasy they 

got from that machine they starting staring into in 1947 in their living rooms. They also selected an 

excellent book to film. H. Rider Haggard had spent some years in the British Colonial Service in 

Africa. He was a pretty good observer of what was around him, even though his writing is tinged 

with the white man's burden attitude so common in the 19th Century. The film is not a faithful 

adaption of Haggard's work, but it's pretty close to it. Deborah Kerr is a woman looking to hire 

Stewart Granger who's the best reputed guide in Africa. She's looking for her husband, not sure if 

he's dead or alive. Granger agrees to take her on safari along with one of her husband's friends 

played by Richard Carlson. This allows for a certain amount of sexual tension between Granger and 

Kerr and in fact the two of them had an extra marital affair. Carlson's part is essentially colorless. I 

think he's along mainly to provide a sounding board for Kerr and her changing attitudes about Africa 

and Granger. The jungle photography is fabulous, the film is worth it for that alone. Granger and Kerr 

create some good characterizations and the native Africans are good in their roles. King Solomon's 

mines had such an impact that even the later Tarzan films had a more realistic look about them. An 

absolutely must see item. 
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Kingdom Of Heaven (Königreich Der Himmel) (El Reino De Los Cielos) 

(The Crusades) (2005) 
 

It is the time of the Crusades during the Middle Ages - the world 

shaping 200-year collision between Europe and the East. A 

blacksmith named Balian has lost his family and nearly his faith. 

The religious wars raging in the far-off Holy Land seem remote to 

him, yet he is pulled into that immense drama. Amid the 

pageantry and intrigues of medieval Jerusalem he falls in love, 

grows into a leader, and ultimately uses all his courage and skill to 

defend the city against staggering odds. Destiny comes seeking 

Balian in the form of a great knight, Godfrey of Ibelin, a Crusader 

briefly home to France from fighting in the East. Revealing himself 

as Balian's father, Godfrey shows him the true meaning of 

knighthood and takes him on a journey across continents to the 

fabled Holy City. In Jerusalem at that moment--between the 

Second and Third Crusades--a fragile peace prevails, through the 

efforts of its enlightened Christian king, Baldwin IV, aided by his 

advisor Tiberias, and the military restraint of the legendary Muslim leader Saladin. But Baldwin's 

days are numbered, and strains of fanaticism, greed, and jealousy among the Crusaders threaten to 

shatter the truce. King Baldwin's vision of peace--a kingdom of heaven--is shared by a handful of 

knights, including Godfrey of Ibelin, who swear to uphold it with their lives and honor. As Godfrey 

passes his sword to his son, he also passes on that sacred oath: to protect the helpless, safeguard 

the peace, and work toward harmony between religions and cultures, so that a kingdom of heaven 

can flourish on earth. Balian takes the sword and steps into history. In 1935, Cecil B. DeMille made 

his famous epic "The Crusades" on one of the backlots of Hollywood. What a change in the Ridley 

Scott film "Kingdom of Heaven" of 2005 with the technical wizardry of a new era! Although it is not a 

perfect film, it is nonetheless skillfully crafted and well worth the time of any film-goer in our 

current, troubled age. From the visual and technical standpoint, "Kingdom of Heaven" is masterful. 

The recreation of medieval France and the city of Jerusalem were brilliant technical achievements. 

The French landscape recalls the region around medieval Clermont and Vézelay where Pope Urban 

and Bernard of Clairvaux delivered their momentous calls to arms for the early Crusades. And in the 

recreation of Jerusalem, the film artists truly drew us into the twelfth-century walled city with sacred 

roots in Judaism, Islam, and Christianity. Much credit should go to cinematographer John Mathieson, 

costume designer Janty Yates, and all of the film's art directors. The film's events spanned the era 

between the Second and Third Crusades, and the evocation of this epoch was simply spectacular. In 

the genre of the epic film, the leading actor is crucial, as in the unforgettable performances of 

"Lawrence of Arabia" (Peter O'Toole), "Tess" (Nastassja Kinski), and "Bridge on the River Kwai" (Alec 

Guiness). One weakness of "Kingdom of Heaven" is leading performer Orlando Bloom. Although this 

young actor has fine screen presence, his performance was subdued and monochromatic. The 

Crusaders were driven by zeal, and Bloom's character Balian seems mired in melancholia following 

the death of his infant child and the subsequent suicide of his wife. Bloom's character does not even 

evolve much when upon arriving in Jerusalem, he falls in love with the mysterious Sibylla. Neither 

courtly love nor the fires of faith could ignite a spark of passion or change the expressionless, 



emotionless face of Orlando Bloom. As Sibylla, Eva Green also seemed out of place in this film. The 

closest historical prototype for her character was the formidable Eleanor of Aquitaine, who 

accompanied her husband King Louis on the Second Crusade, during which Eleanor had a stormy 

affair with her uncle Raymond of Antioch. Eva Green's character seemed closer to a young woman 

from the twenty-first century, as opposed to the twelfth. Other performances were stronger, 

including those of Liam Neeson as Balian's father, Jeremy Irons as Tiberias, and Edward Norton as 

the King. Those actors really resembled medieval knights. Norton's characterization of the king 

victimized by leprosy and forced to wear a mask was one of the most sensitive character portraits 

since Ralph Fiennes' role as "The English Patient." Norton's characterization offers a glimpse into the 

softer side of the great medieval knights, such as the legendary Richard the Lionheart, a poet and 

troubador, as well as a king. Ghassan Massoud also merits praise for his portrayal of Saladin as not 

only a brilliant general, but a figure of great dignity. At a time when we are at war in the Middle East, 

the screenplay and dramatic impact of "Kingdom of God" were thoughtful and worthy of serious 

reflection for any film-goer. I was especially struck by the theme of honor that ran through the film. 

The actions of the main character of Balian were guided by honor. And the character of Saladin was 

portrayed as an individual of great moral rectitude. The Western cultural heritage of chivalry, courtly 

love, and honor filtered into Europe through Islamic traditions, which "Kingdom of Heaven" seems to 

acknowledge. There is a powerful moment in the film where Saladin discovers a small Christian cross 

that has toppled over. He takes the time to pick up the fallen cross and set it aright. In a film filled 

with special effects and spectacular scenes of siege warfare, that moment of simplicity was the most 

meaningful and important one for me. 
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Kinky Boots (2005) 
 

Charles Price may have grown up with his father in the family shoe 

business, but he never thought that he would take his father's 

place. Yet, the untimely death of his father places him in that 

position, only to learn that Price & Sons Shoes is failing. While in 

despair at his failed attempts to save the business, Charles has a 

chance encounter with the flamboyant drag queen cabaret singer, 

Lola. Her complaints about the inadequate footwear for her work 

combined with one of Charles' ex-employees, Lauren, leads to a 

suggestion to change the product to create a desperate chance to 

save the business: make men's fetish footwear. Lola is convinced 

to be their footwear designer and the transition begins. Now this 

disparate lot must struggle at this unorthodox idea while dealing 

both the prejudice of the staff, Lola's discomfort in the small town 

and the selfish manipulation of Charles' greedy fiancée who 

cannot see the greater good in Charles' dream. This movie is about old-fashioned values like decency 

and unselfishness. Though the premise, an old style English shoe factory avoiding bankruptcy by 

designing boots for drag queens sounds sleazy, this movie is squeaky clean entertainment suitable 

for children. The camera work is entertaining, especially, oddly the closeup scenes of shoes being 

manufactured, streams of colour zipping along to the upbeat music. It is a movie without villains. 

The conflict comes from selfish vs unselfish motives, self direction vs worrying what others think, 

despair vs taking responsibility. Of course the theme of tolerance for diversity is woven through. The 

movie does not have the usual silly Hollywood tolerance breakthroughs. It comes in fits and starts 

with back pedaling and tolerance from surprising sources. The lead drag queen Lola sings better than 

anyone on American Idol, in a genre all her own. The musical numbers are far better than you will 

see an any real world drag show. These are not female impersonators. None of the drag queens 

would ever pass as female. This is a character-based tragi-comedy about wildly different outcasts 

interacting. Of course the basic plot is predictable if you watch the trailers and use your intellect. But 

that is not how to watch this comedy. It is a bit like complaining that Lucille Ball was inevitably going 

to get herself covered in some sort of mess in the Long Trailer or that a Marx brothers comedy 

would end in a pie fight. Immerse yourself in the movie's reality. I was genuinely surprised by the 

ending, though in retrospect it was inevitable. Plot twists like a murder mystery is not what this 

movie is about. If all you care about is plot, skip this movie; it will go over your head. All said, unless 

you have a heart of stone, you will come out smiling and more optimistic than when you went in. 
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Kinsey (2004) 
 

Life story of Alfred Kinsey, a man driven to uncover the most 

private secrets of the nation, and a journey into the mystery of 

human behavior. In 1948 Kinsey irrevocably changed American 

culture and created a media sensation with his book "Sexual 

Behavior in the Human Male". Using the technique of his own 

famous sex interviews, story recounts the scientist's extraordinary 

journey from obscurity to global fame. Rebelling against the rigid 

piety of his home life, and drawn to the world of the senses, 

Kinsey becomes a Harvard-educated zoologist specializing in the 

study of gall wasps. After being hired to teach biology at Indiana 

University, Kinsey meets and marries a witty, freethinking female 

student, Clara McMillen. In the course of his teaching he discovers 

an astonishing dearth of scientific data on sexual behavior. When 

students seek him out for advice about sexual concerns and 

problems, he realizes that no one has done the clinical research that would yield reliable answers to 

their questions. Inspired to explore the emotionally charged subject of sex from a strictly scientific 

point of view, Kinsey recruits a team of researchers, including Clyde Martin, Wardell Pomeroy and 

Paul Gebhard. Over time they refine an interviewing technique, which helps people to break through 

shame, fear, and guilt and speak freely about their sexual histories. When Kinsey publishes his Male 

study in 1948, the press compares the impact to that of the atom bomb. But as the country enters 

the more paranoid Cold War era of the 1950s, Kinsey's follow-up study on women is seen as an 

attack on basic American values. The ensuing outrage and scorn causes Kinsey's benefactors to 

abandon him, just as his health begins to deteriorate. At the same time, the jealousies and acrimony 

caused by Kinsey's attempt to create a private sexual utopia threaten to tear apart the research 

team and expose them to unwelcome scrutiny. Kinsey is a biologist and a sex researcher. He releases 

reports about sexual behavior of American people in 1948 and 1953. He interviews 18,000 people to 

take sex histories. It is sensational and controversial because it is taboo to talk about sex. And people 

have little knowledge of it. No knowledge makes them worry and feel guilty. Actually, he and his 

wife lose their virginity after their marriage, but it is unsuccessful. From the bad experience, and as 

he consults with his students to give them advice about sexual problems, he gets interested in 

revealing people's sexual behavior. He devotes his life to sex research. His academic curiosity is 

amazing. He supports "diversity" and "individualism". He claims there are common and rare sexual 

behaviors, but we shouldn't categorize it into the two groups, normal and abnormal. He influences a 

lot of people. Especially, he encourages and saves homosexual people. In short, Kinsey is an 

influential figure who is fascinated with sex research and contributes to the society. Writer/Director 

Bill Condon does a thoroughly detailed, fascinating study of the life of famed sex researcher Alfred 

Kinsey in the drama, Kinsey. What would on surface seem unfilmable is done with great sensitivity 

and honesty. Condon knows how to tell stories about real people (Gods and Monsters), and here is a 

life filled with curiosity and far reaching accomplishment. Raised in a repressed family dominated by 

a stern father, Kinsey is portrayed as an isolated teen who rebels against not only his father, but 

against sexual convention. As a science instructor in college, he meets a student who becomes his 

wife. As other students look more and more to him for sexual advice, his original interest in insect 



studies changes to sex adviser and ultimately sex researcher. His team of assistants and even their 

wives become involved in the research. As Kinsey's study requires sample interviews across the 

country, a diverse, amazing discovery of sexual habits and statistics are revealed. The study 

ultimately becomes published in a groundbreaking best seller amid a swell of damnation from the 

public. Condon interweaves the science with the human element in a very intelligent screenplay. It is 

remarkable that such a coherent storyline emerges from a multitude of scientific and news sources. 

The movie also says a lot about the state of the country at a time in mid twentieth century America 

when the Red Scare was in full swing and the populace was guided by the morals and sensibilities of 

its time. Kinsey's relationship with his wife is the thread that ties the film together thematically. She 

essentially becomes the barometer for his work and his shortcomings. Here is a man who was 

brilliant and at the same time fallible. There is no epilogue at film's end as might be expected for a 

biography, but it is a nice touch for a film that tries to approach its subject with freshness and 

reverence. The set design and costumes are all authentic in period flavor, but the film seems to be 

focused not on marking the precise year but depicting an era or time. Do stay for the amusing end 

credits which show a veritable Noah's Ark of animals in their glory. Liam Neeson is very good as the 

obsessed scientist who tries to conduct meaningful, quantifiable research while reconciling the 

emotional toll on his marriage and his friendships. Laura Linney is in fine form as the supportive wife 

who observes and then participates in her husband's venture. As his research assistants, Timothy 

Hutton, Chris O'Donnell, and Peter Sarsgaard round out a very strong ensemble cast. In fact, these 

fine actors are almost wasted in supporting roles. John Lithgow is pitch perfect as Kinsey's cruel, 

insensitive father. There is a nice, near cameo appearance by Lynn Redgrave (Gods and Monsters) as 

the last interview of Kinsey, and she resonates in her brief appearance. In keeping with the subject 

matter, there is graphic dialogue and sexual depictions, but there is nothing exploitive or without 

narrative purpose here. It is interesting to note that this film is coming on the heels of a moralistic 

backlash of media content and permissiveness. By showing how well-intended human studies into 

formerly taboo subjects helped to enlighten and reexamine human behavior, Kinsey proves to be the 

right film for the right time. 
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Kira Kira Hikaru (Cintilação) (Funkelnder Stern) (Twinkle) (1992) 
 

Shoko and Mutsuki get married to satisfy their worried parents, 

but she is well past the age at which a 'good' Japanese woman 

should marry, and he is in love with a young male college student. 

The film is less a realistic exploration of gay life than a fairy tale of 

three young Japanese trying to construct an alternative to the 

sexual and familial roles given to them by a society turning 

increasingly emotionally barren. A 30 something Japanese doctor 

bows to the pressure of his parents' demands and agrees to an 

arranged marriage even though he already has a gay lover who is 

a student at a local college. The wife has a problem of her own 

(alcohol) but does try to make the marriage work, seeking out the 

lover, introducing herself and inviting him to their home. Although 

the student and the wife seem to get along well, the doctor has 

problems and much trouble ensues. Even through the difficulties 

presented with subtitles and trying to understand those of a very 

different culture, the movie is well presented, consistently 

interesting and the performances are very believable. 

Converted from DivX...Japanese Soundtrack...English & Chinese Subtitles  



Kiseki (I Wish) (2011) 
 

12-year-old Koichi (Koki Maeda), who has been separated from his 

brother Ryunosuke due to his parents' divorce, begins to believe 

that the new bullet train service will create a miracle when the 

first trains pass each other at top speed. If, as many have pointed 

out, Koreeda is Ozu's cinematic heir, then I Wish is Koreeda's take 

on Ozu's Good Morning. Both films focus on adorable young kids 

and Japanese family life, and I have no qualms about saying 

between the two films, Koreeda easily outdoes Ozu. Not only is 

Koreeda's depiction of children subtler and more intuitive (no fart 

jokes here), but he coaxes wonderfully naturalistic performances 

from his child actors. Is there a director alive who does better 

work with kids than Koreeda? The movie really takes flight once 

the kids hit the road on their quest, and I loved the Ozu-ish part 

where they meet an elderly couple that takes in all the children for 

a night. Just a wonderful movie with tons of heart. Puts the human in humanistic filmmaking. 
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Kiss Of The Spider Woman (O Beijo Da Mulher Aranha) (1985) 
 

Luis Molina and Valentin Arregui are cell mates in a South 

American prison. Luis, a homosexual, is found guilty of immoral 

behaviour and Valentin is a political prisoner. To escape reality 

Luis invents romantic movies, while Valentin tries to keep his mind 

on the situation he's in. During the time they spend together, the 

two men come to understand and respect one another. The first 

time I saw this movie it had just been released. The theater was 

packed and my wife and I ended up sitting in the front row on a 

wing. I hated the movie. I couldn't understand what all the hoopla 

was about and it just didn't sit well. My wife and I discussed the 

movie after wards and she couldn't believe I didn't like it. She liked 

it a lot. After discussing it I agreed to see it again and not sit in the 

front row. I quickly discovered I was wrong about the movie. 

William Hurt and Raul Julia are outstanding. This movie resonated 

on many different levels that it's hard to describe. The friendship between the two main characters 

was absolute regardless of their present unfortunate situation. They are two ordinary people thrown 

together by fate in an extremely difficult situation and they make the best of it. The conflicts going 

on around them would destroy lesser men. Their reality is bleak, at best, and they find a way to 

survive. Powerful performances at every level are the order of the day. Sonja Braga is a delightful 

distraction as real as any fantasy. I can't wait for this movie to come out on DVD! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Kiss The Boys (2006) 
 

Greg Osborne directs this film about Sam, a man whose fairly 

stable life as a plastic surgeon is overturned when his wife begins 

to dig up secrets from his past. Sam's world gets even stranger 

when the ghost of a boy he murdered comes back to take 

possession of him, leading to a series of grisly events. KISS THE 

BOYS is dark and disturbing, but compelling. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Kiwi Flyer (Derby Dogs) (2012) 
 

In Nelson, New Zealand, 12-year-old Ben (Edward Hall) plans to 

build the race winning Kiwi Flyer for this years trolley derby. But 

Ben's dream is shattered when his father is killed in a car accident 

returning home with the newly built trolley. When cocky class-

mate Shannon (Myer van Gosliga) and his thuggish boy-racer older 

brother Shane (Doug Colling) who will stop at nothing to retain the 

trophy insult Ben's late dad, Ben is determined to enter the race 

and uphold the memory of his father. However when he is banned 

from the derby by his mother Karen (Tandi Wright), he must get 

help from his mechanically-minded mate Jeff (Tikirau Hathaway), 

his teacher Mr Lumsden (Dai Henwood) and the racing wheels he 

bought with money borrowed from the school loan sharks, Stewie 

(Matt French) and Slug (David DeThierry), so he can secretly build 

his own Kiwi Flyer and win the race. Enjoyable family viewing. This 

movie was very much a feel good family movie. I took my 9 year old along because my wife had read 

about it and thought our son might enjoy it. He did not want to go and was grumpy all the way. But 

he loved the movie and chatted about it all the way home. Well made old style family movie like 

Disney used to make before they went off track (not counting the PIXAR stuff which are great). Well 

cast kid actors who were very believable and it was great to see Vince Martin on the big screen 

again. Another solid performance from Tandi Wright as the mother and I enjoyed Dai Henwood's 

quirky performance as the kid's teacher. Well directed with some nice views of Nelson. The story line 

was reasonably predictable but that did not detract from the overall enjoyment. 
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Klovn: The Movie (Clown: The Movie) (Clown) (Klown) (2010) 
 

In order to prove his fatherhood potential to his pregnant 

girlfriend, Frank 'kidnaps' her 12-year-old nephew (Marcuz Jess 

Petersen) and tags along on his best friend Casper's debauched 

weekend canoe trip. And I mean *literally* outrageous! This film is 

not like the rest of the carbon copied Hollywood flicks. It balanced 

the outrageousness and being funny quite perfectly. I don't think 

there are other examples come anywhere near it on this matter. 

Naturally it cannot top the series but still a nice finale (since the 

series stopped running anymore). Frank & Casper live in their own 

world. They only have their own norms about what to do or what 

not to do which usually contradicts the real world. And that's 

where it gets funny. Then it really spirals out of control when they 

exchange advices. *Tour de Fisse* for the win! 
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Knee Dancing (1988) 
 

The story of a woman's journey to self-discovery, after being 

sexually abused as a child. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Knerten (2009) 
 

Lillebror (Adrian Grønnevik Smith), a mischievous and quick-witted 

boy, has just moved out of town and not made any new friends 

yet. One day he discovers a twig - Knerten - in a pile of firewood, 

and this becomes his imaginary friend. When Lillebror's mother 

gets a job in a general store and his father is out traveling as an 

underwear salesman, Lillebror has to manage on his own most of 

the day. With Knerten in hand, he encounters a new everyday 

rural life filled with colorful characters and challenges. But can a 

pine twig be a real friend - and can the family afford to stay in the 

run-down house? 
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Knerten Gifter Seg (2010) 
 

When Lillebror's (Adrian Grønnevik Smith) mother is mysteriously 

hurt in a biking accident, Lillebror and Knerten turn the town 

upside down trying to find the culprit. 
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Knetter (2005) 
 

Bonnie, a 9-year-old single child, is part of a family of three living 

in the Netherlands. They have a love of elephants, passed on by 

Bonnie's grandfather's grandfather who worked on a game 

reserve in Africa, and Bonnie feels that she instinctively does 

things like an elephant as a result. Her single mother, Lis, is bi-

polar and at times spends days on end without even getting out of 

bed. Then there are other times when she will manically do wild 

acts, such as impromptu dancing in public. As a result, Bonnie's 

sturdy and stable grandmother must hold the family together by 

doing all the cooking, etc. After her grandmother is killed by a car, 

Bonnie becomes the most responsible family member and 

struggles with preparing meals and getting her reluctant mother 

to take her medication. She also must dodge Jorien, a social 

worker who is attempting to place her in a foster home. When her 

friend from school, Koos (Tom van Kessel), gets a new brother Bonnie decides that this is the 

solution to fight the loneliness caused by her grandmother's absence, and pleads with her mother to 

provide her with a brother. She starts a search for eligible men to accomplish this mission. 

Ultimately, the arrival of an elephant in their garden leads to a change in the makeup of the family. 

Sublime Dutch youth film. Bonnie is living in a villa with her mother Liz and her grand mom. Grand 

mom has to take care of most of the upbringing of Bonnie as Liz is ill. She's very depressed 

sometimes but at other times she is extremely happy. Bonnie really would like to have a little 

brother or sister. When grandma dies things get worse. Liz cannot take care of Bonnie and it looks as 

if social workers will take Bonnie away from Liz. She then tries to find a nice man for her mother, 

with a responsible father she might be able to still live with her mother... This film is very well made, 

the acting is fine, there's a lot of drama but also some comedy as well. When I saw it both children (I 

guess it's nice for kids aged 6 and older) and their parents were equally impressed. 
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Knights Of God (1987) 
 

In the year 2020 Britain is divided into North & South. The Royal 

Family has been deposed and in its place rule the Knights of God, a 

harsh militaristic religious order headed by Prior Mordrin. But a 

rebel movement is growing, inspite of Mordrin's brainwashing "re-

education" camps, and joining it are two love-struck teenagers, 

Gervase & Julia, who escape from one of the camps to join a quest 

to find the rightful King of England, and thus re-establish 

democracy & order to the land. This show was fantastic, I have 

only the vaguest memories of it now, but I remember being 

gripped at the time, because it was like nothing I'd ever seen 

before. My parents just wouldn't watch sci-fi, so I missed loads of 

it, but I used to watch it with my brother whenever I could. But it 

wasn't really sci-fi, it had this medieval quality, maybe because of 

all the court politics and religious overtones. I had the novelisation 

too. The Knights crossed swords symbol is still imprinted in my 

imagination and I think I'd still be scared even now if I met John 

Woodvine. Fantastic television, definitely worth a DVD. In fact, if today's telly people looking to 

counter or capitalise on Doctor Who's current success made more shows like this and less reheated 

dross like Primeval or Robin Hood the world would be a better place. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1987) 
 

Episode 01: Owen Edwards is about to meet someone in the resistance, not knowing he's been 

betrayed. 

Episode 02: Gareth Edwards is transported to a re-education camp. 

Episode 03: Gervase and Julia plan their escape from re-education camp 15. Meanwhile it appears 

that Prior Mordrin has plans of his own for Gervase. 

Episode 04: Gervase enters membership into the Knights of God, in order to save Julia from being 

shot by firing squad. 

Episode 05: During initiation into the Knights of God, Gervase is administered a drug which Prior 

Mordrin uses to plant a directive into Gervase's subconscious. Julia escapes the re-education camp 

only to be shot by a helicopter crew. Brother Hugo is plotting to undermine Prior Mordrin's rule, 

unwilling and unable to grasp Mordrin's plans. 

Episode 06: Gervase for now is being used as propaganda for making his father give himself up as 

leader of the resistance. Julia has been saved and is found and nursed back to health. 



Episode 07: Gervase is released from training to find Julia, with in his subconscious the command to 

find out and kill Prior Mordrin's greatest enemy. Brother Hugo acts against Prior Mordrin's wishes 

and orders Gervase to be killed along with Julia. 

Episode 08: Gervase and Julia escape the first hit-squad sent by Brother Hugo, but get captured by 

rebels from the wastelands instead. Prior Mordrin is increasingly suspicious about Brother Hugo. 

Episode 09: During capture by the wasteland rebels, one of the rebels is accidentally shot by 

Gervase, the rebels want him executed for this. Arthur arranges a meeting between him and Prior 

Mordrin, to find out what Mordrin has done with Gervase's mind. Brother Hugo tries to seize power 

during Prior Mordrin's absence. 

Episode 10: Gervase's true purpose for the resistance is revealed as the one who will find the true 

leader of Britain. The wasteland rebels still want to see justice for their fallen comrade. Gervase and 

Julia are sentenced to banishment in the ensuing trial. Prior Mordrin counters Brother Hugo's 

attempt to gain power by having him stripped of powers and privileges and jailing him. 

Episode 11: It is revealed that a true heir to the throne is still alive, Gervase has to find him. He and 

Julia flee to Canterbury, the last place Christians have a say. The archbishop is one of three people 

who knows who is the heir to the throne and where to find him. 

Episode 12: Prior Mordrin grows evermore irrational. Brother Hugo, from his cell, arranges an 

assassination attempt on Gervase and Julia, he escapes Prior Mordrin and, with troops loyal to him, 

takes over the garrison in London. With the archbishop killed, only two people are left who can help 

Gervase find the true king of England. 

Episode 13: Gervase finds out who is the true heir to the British throne. 
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Knowing (2009) 
 

In the fall of 1959, for a time capsule, students draw pictures of 

life as they imagine it will be in 50 years. Lucinda, an odd child 

who hears voices, swiftly writes a long string of numbers. In 2009, 

the capsule is opened; student Caleb Koestler (9-year-old 11-year-

old Chandler Canterbury) gets Lucinda's "drawing" and his father 

John, an astrophysicist and grieving widower, takes a look. He 

discovers dates of disasters over the past 50 years with the 

number who died. Three dates remain, all coming soon. He 

investigates, learns of Lucinda, and looks for her family. He fears 

for his son, who's started to hear voices and who is visited by a 

silent stranger who shows him a vision of fire and destruction. 

What's going on? In 1959, a group of primary school students 

draw pictures for a time capsule of what they think the world will 

look like in 2009. One of the children, Abby Wayland, doesn't 

draw a picture but completes a long list of numbers. In 2009, the school opens the capsule and 

distribute the pictures to the students with Caleb Koestler getting the page with all the numbers. 

Caleb's father John, a university professor and astrophysicist, is intrigued and in managing to 

decipher the code, realizes that the numbers represent the date, location and number of people 

killed in major catastrophes, some natural and others man-made. He also sees that there are 3 

disasters that have yet to occur. Abby Wayland has died but John contacts her daughter Diana and 

together they try to warn officials of what is coming. The last of the three disasters may be 

unstoppable however. In the year 1959, a frightened and disturbed little girl named Lucinda was in 

school when her class was drawing up pictures for the school's time capsule, but Lucinda drew up a 

weird system of numbers and even was scratching at the school janitor's door. Now, 50 years later, 

John Koestler an astronomer and a professor at MIT is at his son, Caleb's school to open up the time 

capsule and was given Lucinda's system of numbers. When John was looking at the numbers, he 

quickly realized that it was some type of code that predicted the month, date and year of a specific 

disaster, and how many people died in that particular disaster. After witnessing a plane crash at 

Logan International Airport, and saving people from a freak New York Subway accident, John realizes 

that the last disaster on the code is the end of the world when one of the Sun's solar flares will 

scorch the Earth. Meanwhile, Caleb witnesses strange people who stalk him, and a little girl named 

Abby and her mother named Diana. Now, John and his son Caleb along with Abby and Diana must 

save as many people as they can from the Sun's solar flares while trying to find out about the strange 

people. The good: Strong start to the movie, the plot hooks you in, excellent sound, confronting 

disaster scenes, haunting images, Rose Byrne, at times quite freaky, The Bad: Special effects looked 

like they were from a video game, ripped off basically every science fiction movie ever made, poor 

acting from Nic Cage, very predictable. The Ugly: Last third of movie was shamefully ridiculous. 

Summary: If you are a science fiction fan, you will probably not be able to resist seeing this movie. Be 

warned, you will think you are seeing the sci-fi great that you have been waiting for but mid way the 

film gets lost. You may very well groan out loud at the ending. This had the makings of a great movie 

but unfortunately it couldn't come up with the goods. 
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Kochankowie Mojej Mamy (My Mother's Lovers) (1986) 
 

A moving film about a mother and son (11-year-old Rafal 

Wegrzyniak) who, despite the financial problems of alcohol and 

starajaa; to go through life. Mother is looking for support from 

their lovers, but her greatest love is her son, for which you are 

able to do anything. Adds charm to the film a brilliant game of two 

main characters. Adult child, immature mother. The story about a 

small mature child and his immature mother who's misconduct 

herself. The best part of film for me is when a little Rafal gets 

orphanage. You can see a big need to be loved in children's eyes 

when somebody adult comes. They are crying for love. Quotation 

from film when a little girl from orphanage talks to Rafal: "If you 

want you can become my brother and you will beat me as hard as 

you can. Please be my brother!" 

Double Layer DVD...Downloaded Pirate DVD...Polish & Dubbed 
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Kochankowie Z Marony (The Lovers Of Marona) (2005) 
 

I really liked this movie. It was surreal and strange (in a good way). 

My first impression when it was over was: "That was a weird 

movie." I like how it doesn't make even the tiniest attempt to 

explain anything or to make a conclusion or moral. It just shows 

this random story and lets it be. I don't think I really understand 

this movie. But to me, it is not about necessarily understanding it. 

What I took away from it was that one can't really understand it 

because it didn't create a story with a beginning, middle, and end. 

I mean, it did, but not in the literary "story" sense. It was more in a 

human story sense. And as hard as we try, we can never ever fully 

understand life and humanity. What this movie gives us, I think, is 

the chance to think, to wonder, to ponder, to mule over, to 

philosophize, to contemplate, to accept, but not to understand, 

analyze, conclude, and wrap up in a neat little package. This movie 

is based on a novel, which I haven't read. My dad said this movie was very literary. I don't know if 

he's read the novel or not, so I can't make a comment on that. But I do agree that the movie is very 

literary. I'm sure the novel allows the reader to be more conclusive. But to me the movie wanted to 

viewer to just experience it and let it be. Another reason I like this movie is that I feel it can be 

analyzed right and left and no one interpretation is right or wrong, because this movie doesn't have 

a moral. 
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Koen Kampioen (2012) 
 

Story about a boys and girls mixed footbal-team, at the age of 12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (2012) 

 

Episode 1: Maxi. 

Episode 2: Diefstal. 

Episode 3: Brand. 

Episode 4: De Superbeker. 

Episode 5: De Witte Wieven. 

Episode 6: Valse Scheids. 

Episode 7: Paniek in de tent. 

Episode 8: De finale. 
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Kolja (Kolya) (1996) 
 

Franta Louka is a concert cellist in Soviet-occupied Czechoslovakia, 

a confirmed bachelor and a lady's man. Having lost his place in the 

state orchestra, he must make ends meet by playing at funerals 

and painting tombstones. But he has run up a large debt, and 

when his friend, the grave-digger Mr. Broz, suggests a scheme for 

making a lot of money by marrying a Russian woman so that she 

can get her Czech papers, he reluctantly agrees. She takes 

advantage of the situation to emigrate to West Germany, to her 

lover; and leaves her 5-year-old son (6-year-old Andrei Chalimon) 

with his grandmother; when the grandmother dies, Kolya must 

come and live with his stepfather - Louka. Excellent film. I did not 

think this film was at all sentimental (if you are using the word in 

its pejorative sense). In reading the comments on this film, I 

noticed the Czechs who responded were rather lukewarm about it. This surprises me. Kolya works as 

a film on several levels at once -- political, artistic, personal, etc. and I do not think it is at all 

predictable. The performances are magical and the entire film is encased by music of very great 

beauty and humanity by Dvorak and other great Czech composers. Music from Dvorak's "Four 

Biblical Songs" is at the heart of the film. It is the song that Klara sings at the funerals and the song 

Kolya is singing before and during the closing credits. The vintage film footage of Kubelik conducting 

Smetana's Ma Vlast at a concert at the end of the Russian occupation is a wonderful touch. Although 

I'm sure many other Czech films deserve Oscars, I am glad Kolya was recognized. 
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Komrades (2003) 
 

Interviews with naval and military cadets in Russia explores such 

topics as male-bonding, hazing, patriotism, brotherhood and 

alcohol abuse. Take one cute gay Canadian documentarian with a 

bit of a uniform fetish, 15 cute Russian Naval Academy Cadets, 

add many, many bottles of Vodka and some American cigarettes 

and you get a documentary such as this. The film maker stated 

that he started this documentary because he had "a bit of a thing" 

for Russian boys in "perhaps the world's cutest uniforms" but after 

talking with the boys he quickly went beyond the initial attraction. 

In Russia, military service of some type is mandatory for all 

Russian males. The choices are either 2 years in the unbelievably 

harsh environment of the Russian Army or 5 years as a military 

cadet followed by 5 years of active service. Very few Russian 

males have the means of buying their way out of their military 

commitment. The guys in this film are from both camps, the naval academy and the regular army. 

While the naval academy guys have a MUCH longer commitment it seems that they are generally 

better supervised and conditions while not ideal are at least humane. The Army on the other hand 

has a reputation of severe hazing and abuse of power by the older soldiers over the younger. It's 

estimated that over 3000 soldiers die each year and these are NOT from training accidents but from 

hazing related incidents. The filmmaker (and the audience) may have started this documentary with 

prurient interests but after the first few young guys open their hearts and souls to the camera we 

quickly become interested in the young men themselves and their ordeals. We are also won over by 

the boys honest declarations of love for their fellows and their willingness to die for each other. One 

film-goer asked the film maker "Did you meet any homely Russian boys" but it's not just their 

appearance that gets you. As the film maker said, these guys have very open souls. 
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Kondom Des Grauens (Killer Condom) (1996) 
 

The plot takes place in New York, and in the present. In a Hotel 

called "Quicky" a professor blackmails a student of his into having 

sex with him. But when the professor puts on a condom, the 

carnivorous condom bites off his penis and disappears. Detective 

Mackaroni who gets the case thinks that the college girl just bit 

off her teacher's penis! Mackaroni goes to the motel himself to 

check out the crime scene, in the lobby he finds a gigolo named 

Bill and he asks him to follow him to crime room, there the two 

men attempt to have sex when they are suddenly interrupted by 

the attack of a killer condom. Expecting this to be bad cult film in 

the vein of "Attack of the Killer Tomatoes", I was pleasantly 

surprised to find this a delight. New Yorkers and Oklahomans 

speaking German started me tittering. (It was also rather creepy--

as though Hitler had won the war.) A little further, however, my 

tittering escalated into full-throated laughter. This is a clever parody of film noir, sci-fi, and soft-core 

porn films rolled into one. Top-notch performances by an excellent cast, a clever script, and talented 

direction make this one to see. Watch it with a group of unprudish friends for its full effect. Better 

still, watch it with a gay audience. NEW YORK. A living, squirming, and worst of all, biting condom, 

grips the city in prophylactic panic. Especially hard hit is gay detective Luigi Mackeroni (Udo Samel, 

star of FAR AWAY SO CLOSE and KASPER HAUSER). As chomped corpses pile up, no one believes his 

carnivorous contraception theory. Then, when Mackeroni loses a testicle to the latex menace, his 

pursuit becomes personal. He blows the lid off a cult of supervillains bent on eliminating New York's 

sexual deviants. Their weapon: the KILLER CONDOM. Based on Ralph Konig's celebrated comic book, 

KILLER CONDOM is an over-the-top internationally acclaimed German import from producer Ralph 

Dietrich's Ascot Elite Entertainment (EVITA, DEAD MAN WALKING, NEVER TALK TO STRANGERS). 

Audiences at the Berlin Film Festival cheered the movie's kinky, kinetic blend of crime drama, sci-fi, 

horrific special effects and outrageous humor. ALIEN and SPECIES designer H.R. Geiger, KILLER 

CONDOM's creative consultant, renders an incredible universe for director Martin Walz' exposive 

action sequences. And the ferociously realized title character supplies the film with a frightening 

unforgettable bite. 
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Koneko Monogatari (The Adventures Of Milo And Otis) (1986) 
 

The adventures of a young cat and a dog as they find themselves 

accidentally separated and each swept into a hazardous trek. The 

story of two animals and their adventures. Milo, the cat, and Otis, 

the dog, are two animals who grew up together on the same farm. 

One day, the two are separated and begin a journey to find each 

other. The adventurous, and often perilous quest finds the two 

animals traveling across mountains, plains, and snow-covered 

lands searching for one another. A beautiful film for all ages. A 

wonderful film about a pair of cute animals, an orange cat named 

Milo and a pug named Otis, who have been separated from each 

other and their home. Milo and Otis, best friends since birth, grow 

up on a small farm and lightheartedly enjoy their youth together, 

having fun with the other animals and playing games, their 

favorite being hide-and-seek. One day, Milo finds the perfect 

hiding spot in a box tied to a pier on the river, but the game turns serious when the box starts to 

float downriver away from the farm. Otis, loyal friend that he is, runs alongside the box, trying to 

help Milo, but eventually, the two animals are separated and lost from home. The movie follows the 

two animals on their quest to reunite and find their way home, as they tumble through exciting 

adventures and close calls. Directed by Masanori Hata, "Koneko monogatari," to cite the film's 

original title, was produced and released in Japan in 1986, achieving box office success in the Asian 

country. The film made its way to the United States and was released in 1989 by Columbia Pictures. 

The American edition is 76 minutes long, 14 minutes shorter than the Japanese version's 90 minutes. 

The American version is narrated with charm and enthusiasm by Dudley Moore, who creates distinct 

characters using nothing more than his voice. The film works on nearly all levels. Although some 

heard-hearted adult viewers may find its plot simplistic and its humor childish, we must not forget 

that the film is, after all, a fable made for children. That the movie speaks to an adult audience with 

respect and profundity is to its credit and an indication of its brilliance. The cinematography by 

Hideo Fujii and Shinji Tomita captures the Japanese countryside beautifully, and the filmmakers 

show themselves to be masters of color and composition, depicting moments of true beauty such as 

the gentle trickling of water from a stalactite in a cave. The film features a gentle instrumental score 

by Ryuichi Sakamoto that nicely complements the action. The song "Gonna Take a Walk Outside 

today" by Michael Boddicker bookends the American version. Often compared to and, 

unfortunately, confused with the Disney film "Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey," "The 

Adventures of Milo and Otis" is by far the superior film. The Disney film also features animals (in this 

instance, two dogs and a cat) trying to make their way home. The film surrounds this adventure 

home with an inane subplot involving the animals' owners (a family led by Robert Hays), who are 

searching for their lost pets. The Disney film lacks any subtlety or charm, dragging its animal heroes 

(voiced by Sally Field, Michael J. Fox, and Don Ameche) through sappy moments of forced 

sentimentality and contrived plot developments. Whereas "Homeward Bound" features plain 

cinematography and lacks the ambition to speak to an older audience or comment on real issues, 

"The Adventures of Milo and Otis" strongly addresses topics like loyalty and friendship. Never 

pandering to its audience, the film even depicts the tension and jealousy that can arise between 



friends who become distanced when a love interest develops for one of them. Although the Disney 

film was released with greater publicity and fanfare, "The Adventures of Milo and Otis," a hidden 

gem, is far better. A simple fable and its characters exist in a magical world that seems untouched by 

human civilization. Although Milo and Otis live on a farm, their masters are never referred to or 

seen, nor is there any sign at all of humankind. A locomotive that nearly runs Milo down represents 

the only existence of humanity in the film, a possible comment on the lethal power of technology 

and the destructive side of human nature. By depicting cooperation and friendship between animals 

(some of which are natural enemies), the film seems to set their interaction as an example to us 

quarrelsome humans. However, let us not drift from the film's central theme. Above all, "The 

Adventures of Milo and Otis" is a wonderful film about the enduring qualities of loyalty and 

friendship and, as such, is entertaining for younger and older viewers alike. 
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König Der Diebe (King Of Thieves) (Le Roi Des Voleurs) (2004) 
 

Two amateur circus kids from a poor Ukrainian village, 10-year-old 

Barbu and his older sister Mimma, are sold to a circus artist called 

Caruso who promises them a career in the West. Caruso smuggles 

them to Berlin and separates them from each other. Mimma is 

sold to prostitution, while Barbu is taught to snatch purses 

together with an older Albanian boy Marcel. Barbu finds out about 

Mimma's fate and decides to free her from the brothel. 
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Konrad Oder Das Kind Aus Der Konservenbüchse (Conrad, The 

Factory-Made Boy) (1983) 
 

Mrs. Bartolotti is content with her slightly scatty existence, but she 

does tend to forget exactly what she's ordered through the mail, 

so when she gets a large tin can containing a little boy (Daniel 

Thorbecke), she is not particularly phazed. Conrad is the perfect 

child -- which means he has to be taught to be imperfect -- all the 

more so when the slightly sinister employees of the factory that 

made him come to get him back (because Mrs. Bartolotti had not, 

in fact ordered him). 
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Král Sokolù (Thomas The Falconer) (Il Falco Reale) (Falkner Thomas) 

(Król Sokolów) (Sokoliar Tomás) (Solymász Tamás) (Thomas Le 

Fauconnier) (Tomas And The Falcon King) (Tomas Und Der 

Falkenkönig) (2000) 
 

Family movie about a boy (15-year-old Brano Holicek), a falcon, a 

prince, a princess and a nasty man who gets his come-uppance. 

It's gloriously filmed in the mountains of Slovakia. The DVD 

mastering is not quite up to Hollywood standards but not too bad. 

There are English subtitles. The movie itself is much better than 

many a Hollywood production being free of tat and razzmatazz. 
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Kramer vs. Kramer (1979) 
 

A just divorced man must learn to care for his son (7-year-old 

Justin Henry) on his own, and then must fight in court to keep 

custody of him. Ted Kramer is a career man for whom his work 

comes before his family. His wife Joanna cannot take this 

anymore, so she decides to leave him. Ted is now faced with the 

tasks of housekeeping and taking care of himself and their young 

son Billy. When he has learned to adjust his life to these new 

responsibilities, Joanna resurfaces and wants Billy back. Ted 

however refuses to give him up, so they go to court to fight for the 

custody of their son. "Kramer vs. Kramer" is probably the weakest 

winner of the Best Picture Oscar in the 1970s, but that does not 

mean that this it is not an excellent film that more than delivers. 

The film deals with a career man (Oscar-winner Dustin Hoffman) 

who must rear his young son (Justin Henry, the youngest Oscar-

nominee ever) after his wife (Oscar-winner Meryl Streep) leaves them with no real explanation. 

What follows is a heart-touching story about the man who finally learns what it means to be a father 

and a boy who learns who his father really is. Of course the film becomes heart-rending later as 

Streep returns after a long absence and wants to take Hoffman to court for custody of their son. 

"Kramer vs. Kramer" then becomes an intense courtroom drama that has few equals. Robert 

Benton's Oscar-winning direction and screenplay could have fallen flat several times, but he stays 

focused throughout and his plan works to near perfection. Of course the aforementioned 

performances and the performance of Oscar-nominee Jane Alexander are the primary calling cards 

of the film. Hoffman and Streep are at the top of their careers here and their acts are electric and 

thunderous from start to finish. All in all, "Kramer vs. Kramer" could have been unintentionally funny 

or even down-right dull, but the film is so well-made and acted that it succeeds with stunning 

results. 5 stars out of 5. 
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Krámpack (Nico And Dani) (2000) 
 

A Spanish coming of age story focusing on the antics of two 17-

year-olds, who have a posh beach house in Barcelona. During an 

eventful week: Nico (21-year-old Jordi Vilches) arrives at Dani's 

(20-year-old Fernando Ramallo) for part of the summer. Dani's 

parents are away, Nico is keen to lose his virginity, and Dani, 

who's been Nico's friend since grammar school, wants time only 

with Nico. Dani's plans to hunt and fish are waylaid when Nico 

catches the eye of Elena and her cousin Berta. He wants to go to 

the beach with the girls, cook them dinner, and make love to at 

least one of them. Dani wants social and physical contact with 

Nico. Watching from a short distance are Sonia, Dani's tutor, and 

Julian, a gay writer, who picks up Dani's vibes. Can Nico and Dani 

sort out friendship as well as their mixed desires? Teenage sexual 

awakening is at the center of "Krampack". This tremendously 

frank account of a summer in the lives of two friends who are spending their summer vacation in the 

home of one of them in Spain. The film proves to be a winner because it presents a situation from 

the point of view of the young men, instead of from judgmental adults. Gay Cesc, the Catalan film 

director, made a good movie about how sex plays a key part in the lives of the two young school 

mates. The film is made even better by the no-nonsense approach Mr. Cesc gives the film. Fernando 

Ramallo is Dani and Jordi Vilches is Nico. While Nico wants it to be the summer where he loses his 

virginity, Dani has problems of his own as he discovers that he is attracted to men and has to 

struggle with his new discovery. Both these young actors are totally believable, giving excellent 

performances, wisely shaped by Mr. Cesc's direction. This is a refreshing look at a thorny issue, 

which the director handles with total frankness. 
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Krippendorf's Tribe (1998) 
 

A university professor is paid to find the last undiscovered tribe of 

New Guinea. When he fails to find the tribe, he comes home, and 

rather than admitting that he's failed, he gives a lecture about the 

Shelmikedmu tribe (named after his children: Shelly, Mike (15-

year-old Gregory Smith), and Edmund (10-year-old Carl Michael 

Lindner)) and then has his family dress like "Shelmikedmus," so 

that he can film them as proof of his discovery. Well, it seems like 

perhaps my opinion of this film is somewhat rare compared to 

most. I didn't like it, I didn't hate it...it was just an adequate time-

filler. There's nothing particularly wrong with it, but it just isn't too 

funny either, which can be a problem if you're making a comedy. 

There's nothing I can really praise or trash about this movie, so I'd 

say that if you have an extreme need to see a standard film that 

isn't boring or especially entertaining, then this should nicely 

satisfy your mediocre movie requirements. 
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Kruimeltje (Little Crumb) (1999) 
 

Based on a popular Dutch children's book by Chris van Abkoude, 

this comedy-drama concerns Kruimeltje (Crumb) (10-year-old 

Ruud Feltkamp), a much put-upon youngster whose poverty-

stricken mother is forced to turn him over to the stern Mrs. Koster 

(Sacha Bulthuis) when she's unable to support him herself. 

However, Mrs. Koster proves to be a cruel taskmaster who insists 

Crumb bring her money before she'll feed him. Crumb's money-

making schemes sometime cause him to run afoul of the police, 

and he has earned the enmity of most of the grownups around 

him when Mrs. Koster unexpectedly dies. To Crumb's surprise, 

he's taken in by Chris (Hugo Haenen), the owner of a grocery store 

who develops a soft spot for the scruffy tyke. Crumb is happy 

living with Chris, but his joy is short-lived when Chris's market is 

destroyed in a fire; the boy once again is without a guardian, and 

is sent to an orphanage presided over by the mean-spirited Mr. Keyzer (Jan Declier). Don't compare 

it to the book. The story follows a nice pace and many people and places looked a lot liked I pictured 

them from reading the book. However, having read the book several times in my childhood I felt 

disappointed about how the movie handles the storyline. Things that were surprises in the book that 

were kept for the very end were given away halfway the film. In my opinion that spoils a lot of the 

surprise effect. So my warning to those who read the book is of course not to expect the storyline 

from the book. And those who want to show people this movie to interest them in the book should 

be warned that for the best story experience one should read the book first. Otherwise it's a nice 

family movie that is not a typical Dutch movie at all. 
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Kruistocht In Spijkerbroek (Crusade: A March Through Time) 

(Crusade In Jeans) (2006) 
 

In the end of the sub-seventeen soccer game between Holland 

and Belgium, the selfish teenager Rudolf "Dolf" Vega (23-year-old 

Joe Flynn) does not assist another player and loses the goal and 

the classification of the Durch team. He feels bad and when he 

meets his mother Mary Vega, who is researching a prototype time 

machine, in the laboratory, he decides to return in time to fix the 

game. He steals the access card of his mother and during the 

night, he breaks in the laboratory. However, he does not fit the 

correct date in the display and he is sent to 1212. He is attacked 

by marauders but he is saved by the young Jenne, who is skilled in 

sling and is traveling through the forest to join The Children's 

Cuzade to Jerusalem. Dolf puts a milestone on the spot and 

follows Jenne and her friends. Sooner they join the Cruzade that is 

led by Father Anselmus and a group of young noblemen. Dolf 

names himself Rudolf, the Duke of Rotterdam, and is assigned to 

take care of the children. When Dolf misses the chance to return home and is stranded in the 

Thirteenth Century, he follows the Cruzade and discovers the treacherous plan of Anselmus of 

selling the children to slave traders. But how can he convince the children that their charismatic 

leader is a traitor? The 15-year-old Dolf uses a prototype time machine and gets stuck in the Dark 

Ages. He gets struck down by bandits, but is saved by the beautiful and tough Jenne. She is part of a 

children's crusade: eight thousend children on their way to Jerusalem to free the city of the Persians. 

Dolf helps the children to defy the terrible mountains, to conquer disease and to fight evil knights. 

Slowly Dolf begins to realize, the real danger does not lurk behind the next mountaintop, but the 

danger is the crusade itself. Dolf suspects the charismatic leader of the crusade, father Anselmus, to 

use him as a pawn in his horrifying plan. Great movie, displays the potential of the Thea Beckman 

books for great movies. I just saw crusade in Jeans, and have to say it really impressed especially if 

you take in to account the low budget (12 million dollars) that the production had to deliver the epic 

feel. I truly hope that this movie takes of internationally so that the 2 trilogy's that she wrote can be 

made into really extravagant and big productions that can truly deliver the epic feel that I had when I 

read those books. But back to crusade in Jeans even though some adaptations where made for the 

big screen it still stays very true to the original story and also delivers a great feel of the middle age 

period. I truly liked the way the ipod is used in the movie but also the gradual change from modern 

western clothing until the complete change towards middle aged clothing. There not much to 

improve about the movie although a thought that a couple of effects could have been done a bit 

more believable. All in all a great movie to see, go see it or get it on DVD when it's released. With 

Janieck van de Polder. 
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Krummerne - Så Er Det Jul Igen (The Crumbs - A Very Crumby 

Christmas) (2006) 
 

Produced by Regner Grasten, and Karen Bentzon, Krummerne - Så 

er det jul igen is a 2006 Adventure/Family film directed by Morten 

Lorentzen, starring 13-year-old Jamie Morton, Dick Kaysø, and 

Sonja Furu Friby and written by Thøger Birkeland, and John Stefan 

Olsen. 
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Kundskabens Træ (Tree Of Knowledge) (1981) 
 

As a group of Danish children pass into adolescence, gradually the 

most popular girl becomes an outcast, for trivial reasons that she 

never understands. The story takes place at the end of the 50s in 

Aarhus, Denmark and follows a group of children from the 7th to 

the 9th grade. What they experience are not the grand dramas of 

life, but the events they do experience affect them more 

powerfully than at any other time in their lives. The film centres 

around Elin, the prettiest and most mature girl in the class. She 

plays on these advantages more or less unconsciously. It makes 

the girls jealous and the boys unsure. Therefore she becomes the 

scapegoat for their unresolved sexual awareness. For Elin, this 

being frozen out of the once happy circle becomes a tragedy, also 

on account of being totally misunderstood by her old-fashioned 

parents. The other main character is Niels-Ole, the leading boy in the class, who arouses indignation 

by rejecting girls in his own class in favour of the younger and prettier girl, Majbritt. At the same 

time, this film is a light-hearted yet serious account of the beautiful difficult years between 

childhood and youth, based on the director Nils Malmros' own experiences as a schoolboy in Aarhus 

in the late 1950s. Nils Malmros memory trilogi (also include Lars Ole 5.c and Drenge) culminate with 

this masterpiece, who is the best danish film ever made. Sad that it has not come to the U.K. and the 

U.S.A., because it is much better than Bille August also good "Twist and shout" and Zappa. The movie 

is about a schoolclass in the late 50's. Nils Ole (Jan Johansen) (Who is Malmros alter-ego) and the 

popular girl Elin is in front. But the class turns their bag to Elin and she be more and more 

vulnerable. Francois Truffauts influence on Malmros is clear, but Malmros a real author on his own 

way. Kundskabens træ is absolutely amazing. 
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Kundun (1997) 
 

The Tibetans refer to the Dalai Lama as 'Kundun', which means 

'The Presence'. He was forced to escape from his native home, 

Tibet, when communist China invaded and enforced an 

oppressive regime upon the peaceful nation of Tibet. The Dalai 

Lama escaped to India in 1959 and has been living in exile in 

Dharamsala ever since. In 1937, in a remote area of Tibet close to 

the Chinese border, a 2-year-old child is identified as the 

reincarnation of the Dalai Lama, the compassionate Buddha. Two 

years later, the child is brought to Lhasa where he is schooled as a 

monk and as head of state amidst the color and pageantry of 

Tibetan culture. The film follows him into adulthood: when he is 

14, the Chinese invade Tibet and he is forced into a shaky 

coalition government; he travels to China to meet with a cynical 

Mao; and, finally, in 1959, ill and under siege, he flees to India. 

Throughout, he has visions of his people's slaughter under Chinese rule. I rented Kundun to further 

my quest to see all the Scorsese movies I can. I never expected such an incredible movie. I didn't 

want this movie to end. It's really difficult to describe how I feel about this movie since I have only 

viewed it once and was completely blown away, it left me in complete awe. Like most when I first 

started watching Scorsese I thought that he did brilliant gangster films and that was his thing, but I 

have recently discovered that this couldn't be further from the truth. Fist seeing The Last Temptation 

of Christ and now Kundun I wouldn't care if Scorsese ever made another gangster film. It is easy to 

see that he is an artistic genius, the acting in the film was great, but I could have watched it on mute 

and still have been amazed. If, like I was, you are unfamiliar with the Buddhist religion and the 

Chinese takeover of Tibet this film has even more to offer. Scorsese's risk of using real Buddhists to 

do all of the acting payed off better than I ever expected it would, the fact that we are hearing the 

story through the people it affected adds another level to this movie. I cannot believe that this film 

only has a rating of 7 on this site. If you are a fan of Scorsese and are not sure you are going to like 

this just give it a chance, it deserves at least one viewing, if you give it that I am sure you will be 

amazed as I was. Scorsese's vision's in this movie are unlike any of his films, not to mention a great 

score by Phillip Glass. 
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Kurz & Schwul (Short & Gay) (2006) 
 

5 Short Films. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Der Schwangerschaftsstreifen (The Pregnancy Strip) (2001) 
 

(24 min) by Peter Ludwig and Mark Oehl A gesandter the earth angel helps two young men in a 

journey through the Czech Republic unverhofftem love luck. 

 

What Grown-Ups Know (2004) 
 

(30 min) by Jonathan Wald A young cancer travels with his mother 

motel to motel across Australia. Im Motelmanager Maurice meint 

der Junge Roy eine Vaterfigur zu finden, allerdings fühlen sich 

beide auch sexuell voneinander angezogen (mit dt. Untertiteln). 

The motel manager says the boy Maurice Roy a father figure to be 

found, but both feel sexually attracted each other (with German 

subtitles). 

 

 

 

 

 



Angesichts Ihrer Fatalen Veranlagung Scheidet Lilo Wanders Freiwillig Aus 

Dem Leben (1994) 
 

(3 Min.) von Jörg Fockele Mit diesem Kurzfilm machte Jörg Fockele seinen Abschluss an der 

Münchener Hochschule für Fernsehen und Film. Given your assessment fatal Lilo Wanders 

voluntarily retires from the life. With this short film made Joerg Fockele its final at the Munich 

Academy for Television and Film. Der gebürtige Hamburger drehte mit Ernie Reinhardt a.k.a. Lilo 

Wanders in der Hauptrolle und erntete viel Lob auf Filmfestivals weltweit. Born in Hamburg turned 

with Ernie Reinhardt a.k.a. Lilo Wanders in the main role and won much praise at film festivals 

worldwide. Der Film lief zum Beispiel im Panorama der Berlinale 1994 und erhielt im selben Jahr auf 

dem Kurzfilmfestival in Bludenz, Österreich sogar den "Golden Unicorn Award". The film ran for 

example, in view of the Berlinale 1994 and received in the same year in the Short Film Festival in 

Bludenz, Austria even the "Golden Unicorn Award. Im Programmheft der Berlinale stand damals zu 

lesen: "Lilo Wanders, der große Star der deutschen Stummfilmära, sieht sich gezwungen zu tun was 

sie tun muss. Aber was war es, dass diese große Schauspielerin, die mit den goldenen Tagen des 

deutschen Kinos gleichzusetzen ist, dazu gebracht hat, Selbstmord zu begehen?" In the festival 

program booklet was then read: "Lilo Wanders, the big star of German silent film era, sees itself 

forced to do what they must do. But what was it that this great actress, with the golden days of 

German cinema equated, This has brought to commit suicide? " 

 

Eine Nacht In Wilhelmsburg (2005) 
 

(20 Min.) von Roman Deppe & Monty Arnold Der 20-minütige 

Low-Budget Film entstand 2005 in Hamburg. One night in 

Wilhelmsburg (20 min) by Roman Deppe Monty Arnold & The 20-

minute low-budget film was 2005 in Hamburg. Roman Deppe und 

der aus Pro 7 bekannte Comedian Monty Arnold erarbeiteten 

nicht nur das Drehbuch, sondern zeigen sich auch für die Regie 

verantwortlich. Roman Deppe and the Pro 7 from well-known 

comedian Monty Arnold developed not only the screenplay, but 

are also responsible for directing. Ein Junge aus St. Georg lernt in 

einem Kiosk einen türkischen Zeitungsverkäufer kennen. A boy 

from St. George learns a kiosk in a Turkish newspaper seller. 

Schnell ist ihm klar, dass er mit ihm ausgehen möchte. Quick is 

clear to him that he had with him out. Er ist sich aber nicht sicher, 

ob das Gefühl auf Gegenseitigkeit beruht. He is not sure whether the feeling is reciprocal. Als er 

dann zu ihm nach Hause eingeladen wird, ist er begeistert. When he then invited him home, he is 

enthusiastic. Als er erfährt, dass das Zuhause in Wilhelmsburg liegt, ein Stadtteil, den wie er glaubt 

noch kein Schwuler je betreten hat, beginnt das Chaos. When he learns that the home in 

Wilhelmsburg, a suburb, as he does not believe gay ever, beginning in the chaos. 



Out Now (2005) 
 

(20 Min.) von Sven J. Matten Tom (16-years-old) wohnt in einem kleinen. Wintersportort in 

Deutschland. (20 min) by Sven J. Tom mats (16-years-old) lives in a small resort in Germany. In der 

Schule gehänselt und bedroht, traut er sich nach einigen Ereignissen zu sich zu stehen: Tom ist 

schwul. At school gehänselt and threatened, he dares to some events to focus on: Tom is gay. Per 

Zufall findet er heraus, dass Nikias, einer der Coolen seiner Schule, die ihn verachten, auch lieber mit 

Jungs rummacht als mit Mädels denn er erwischt ihn knutschend auf der Couch mit einem anderen 

Jungen seiner Clique. By coincidence, he finds out that Nikias, one of his school Coolen, despise him, 

even with guys rather than girls rummacht because he knutschend caught him on the couch with 

another boy his clique. Die Geschichte erzählt davon, wie es für Jugendliche ist, schwul zu sein und 

nicht darüber reden zu können. The story tells of how it is for young people, gay and not to talk 

about it. 
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Kwagga Strikes Back (1990) 
 

I saw this movie, and I thought it was hilarious. If people would 

stop for a moment trying to nit pick every possible reason to call a 

movie racist or anything else they might get around to enjoying 

this. Movies are not all meant to be a glorification to Political 

Correctness. In this movie, you have setting in Africa which in 

some cases will blow you away in regards to the scenery and 

natural surroundings this was filmed in. I think a lot of trouble was 

gone to ensuring the dress of local tribes and their ways. Hopefully 

if you end up watching this, you will get to see, or have seen "The 

Gods Must Be Crazy". From what I can remember as a kid I always 

wanted there to be a third of these movies as it was so funny. 

When people stop knowing how to laugh at themselves, the world 

will be a sadder place. 
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Kyokon Densetsu: Utsukushii Nazo (Beautiful Mystery) (1983) 
 

This is one of only one or two films that I've ever not given a 

rating. The reason being, is I want to be "fair" about it and not 

trash the film based on the subject matter. Long-and-short, I'm a 

fan of Japanese pinku films, and on the front cover of this one, it 

touts "Unknown Treasures Of Japanese Film - The Pink Movies". 

Well, what I didn't realize is that this is a GAY pink film. Not "gay" 

in the way that some use it in slang to mean "lame" or "stupid" - 

this one is really gay, like in homosexual. No offense to my gay 

friends out there, but this really ain't my thing. I'll be honest and 

say I only watched the first 10 minutes before I realized what I had 

gotten into - then I watched the rest fast-forwarded to about 8x to 

see if there was anything else in the film worth mentioning. For 

me, there wasn't. I don't know the whole story behind the film, 

because I didn't watch it. I could tell through my "scanning" that 

there were lots of soft-core gay sex scenes. So as opposed to my other reviews that try to give a 

"feel" for a film, I posted this one mainly as either a cautionary warning to those that may pick this 

film up unknowingly like I did, or to recommend to those that may dig such material. 
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Kysset Som Fikk Snøen Til Å Smelte (A Kiss In The Snow) (1997) 
 

When a new boy (18-year-old Stian Barsnes Simonsen) moves into 

the area Cecilie and Peter's (Kristian Dale Hakkelberg) friendship is 

changed. A slow, yet hugely satisfying short film. The director 

captures each agonising emotion with tremendous graceful 

eloquence. The outstanding short film of the 1990's. The film 

provides the audience with an opportunity to see what films could 

be like. I have yet to view another film that so absolutely fails to 

use any of the modern hollywood conventions to such success. 
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L.A. Confidential (1997) 
 

1950's Los Angeles is the seedy backdrop for this intricate noir-ish 

tale of police corruption and Hollywood sleaze. Three very 

different cops are all after the truth, each in their own style: Ed 

Exley, the golden boy of the police force, willing to do almost 

anything to get ahead, except sell out; Bud White, ready to break 

the rules to seek justice, but barely able to keep his raging 

violence under control; and Jack Vincennes, always looking for 

celebrity and a quick buck until his conscience drives him to join 

Exley and White down the one-way path to find the truth behind 

the dark world of L.A. crime. LA in the 50's: someone's killing 

imprisoned mob boss Mickey Cohen's gang. The police, led by 

Captain Dudley, convince wiseguys from Jersey, Cleveland, and 

elsewhere to go home. Rich developer, Pierce Patchett, runs a 

stable of high-class hookers who are ringers for movie stars. The 

plot to replace Cohen blindsides three plainclothes cops: White watched his father beat his mother 

to death then vanish, he punishes abusers with quick violence; Exley's father was a hero cop killed 

mysteriously, he seeks justice by the book; Vicennes, a clothes horse, consults for a Dragnet-like TV 

show. Will they escape corruption and murder, will they find their own morality? Three detectives in 

the corrupt and brutal L.A. police force of the 1950s use differing methods to uncover a conspiracy 

behind the shotgun slayings of the patrons at an all-night diner in this lush tribute to tough film noir 

crime films. Based on the multi-layered James Ellroy novel. L.A. Confidential most likely falls into the 

category of one of the best movies of the past twenty years. The complex story line seemed to burst 

at the seams with intelligence. I found the complexity of several different sub-plots working together 

challenged the intellectual part of my brain while the intense action through out the entire movie 

satisfied the craving of the not-so-intellectual part of my brain that enjoys seeing a good brawl 

followed by a good shoot-out. Brian Helgeland and Curtis Hanson did and excellent job of combining 

many elements of several different kinds of films into one. They seem to have made this movie with 

several different audiences in mind. I for one, as I have mentioned, enjoyed the intellectual aspect as 

well as the action, while my wife enjoyed the combination of a love story with drama. It really has 

something for everyone. Bringing together all of these elements into one film sets it apart from 

many others. Of course the best aspect of L.A. Confidential is the way that not everything is as it 

seems, and then, in an instant, all of the plots are sprung like a trap and come together for a grand 

finale. Overall L.A. Confidential is an exceptional film that contains something for everyone. 
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L.I.E. (Long Island Expressway) (2001) 
 

15-year-old Howie (17-year-old Paul Dano) loses just about 

everything and everyone in the space of a single week, but ends 

up finding himself in the process. His mother has just died. His 

father, a building contractor, can barely keep tabs on his young 

girlfriend, let alone his own son. Thusly, the teen must navigate 

his adolescence virtually unsupervised. Floating towards an ill-

behaved existence, Howie and his crowd begin robbing houses in 

the middle-class neighborhoods off the Long Island Expressway. 

Together, he and his best friend Gary break into a place belonging 

to an old guy named Big John, a local man who is a respected 

pillar of the community. When Big John fingers Gary for the crime, 

Howie learns that his pal has been leading a secret, dangerous but 

also alluring double life. Subsequently, we also discover that Big 

John has secrets of his own. "L.I.E." is an acronym for the Long 

Island Expressway. The long stretch of freeway in New York responsible for getting millions of people 

to where they need to go, but also responsible for many grisly deaths, the L.I.E. acts as a metaphor 

for the bored, damaged characters in "L.I.E." Howie Blitzer (Paul Franklin Dano) an affluent Long 

Island teen who partakes in a little home invasion with his three like-minded friends. One of these 

buddies is Chris (Billy Kay), a slightly effeminate young man who is the object of desire for a local 

pederast named Big John Harrigan (Brian Cox). When Howie and Chris rob Big John's house one 

night, they are almost caught, leaving behind a crucial clue for Big John to follow. As Howie's home 

life begins to crumble when his father is suspected of embezzlement, the young boy finds solace in 

the arms of Big John. Acting as more of a surrogate father to Howie than a lover, Big John must 

confront his own feelings when he is unable to bring himself to seduce Howie. Plumbing the depths 

of what many consider to be the most unspeakably horrific fetish, "L.I.E." does so with unusual 

leniency, complete honesty, and a characteristic low budget. A little dramatically inert at times, 

Michael Cuesta's picture is still powerful filmmaking that also represents one of the few times any 

movie has taken the chance and dramatized such a precarious topic as pedophilia. It's a risk to make 

this type of film, especially when there aren't any explosions, stars or hip-hop songs on the 

soundtrack. "L.I.E." is straightforward. Choosing to tell a story about people engaging in an 

unpleasant, but very real lifestyle, and not to sermonize on their less than respectable traits. 

Whatever mistakes Cuesta trips over in trying to find a narrative groove in his film, he still deserves a 

wealth of kudos for simply braving ahead with this sensitive, yet dangerous film. So dangerous in 

fact, that "L.I.E." has earned a NC-17 rating from the MPAA (Motion Picture Association of America). 

With the profane "Made" and "Jay And Silent Bob Strike Back" getting away with R ratings (though 

wonderful films regardless), "L.I.E" was slapped with the kiss of death NC-17 for a tiny amount of 

sexuality (we never see Big John engaging in sexual activity with children), profanity, and a brief 

scene of violence. Hardly the stuff of obscenity. Cuesta tackles the pedophilia in such a humane, 

non-threatening way that it forces you to confront it squarely. I can only imagine how much that got 

under the skin of the MPAA. What makes "L.I.E." often resonate is the performance of Brian Cox as 

Big John. An accomplished and respected actor, Cox digs deep into the character and makes a very 

important choice in his portrayal of this sick man: he doesn't demonize him. The best way for an 



actor to portray evil is to not make the character appeal evil at all. Big John is a family man who's 

natural paternal instincts help Howie out of trouble. He also offers the confused boy a chance for 

stability in the midst of his insane world. These qualities lull the audience into Big John's arms, only 

to be snapped out again when the pederast goes cruising for kids along the expressway. It's a brave 

performance from Cox to give himself completely to a character like this. There are gaps in logic and 

true character motivation abound in "L.I.E.," yet they do very little to smother the power of the 

story. "L.I.E." is uncomfortable storytelling, yet the fairness in how the film deals with its subject 

matter should be recommendation enough to attend this daring picture. 
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La Battaglia Di Maratona (The Giant Of Marathon) (1959) 
 

This classical peplum tells a fictitious story set in 490 BC, the time 

of the Medic Wars during which Persian armies sweep the Ancient 

world. Having brought home to Athens the Olympic victor's laurel 

crown, Philippides joins as commander the Sacred Guard, which is 

expected to defend the city-state's liberty, a year after the chasing 

of the tyrant Hippias. Athenian supporters of Hippias conspire, 

hoping to side Philippides by marriage to Theocrites' expensive 

servant Charis, and thus neutralize the guard. She fails to seduce 

him, as his heart is already taken by a young girl before the learns 

her name is Andromeda, daughter of Creuso. Everything personal 

is likely to be put on hold when the news breaks that the Persian 

King of kings Darius's vast army is marching on Greece, hoping its 

internal division will make its conquest a walk-over. Theocrites 

reproaches Miltiades to hold back the sacred guard to defend the 

Pallas temple after a likely defeat, and proposes instead to 

negotiate terms with Darius, but is told an alliance with Sparta could save the Hellenic nation. 

Philippides makes the journey and survives a fiendish attempt on his life by conspirators; he returns 

with Sparta's engagement during the Persian attack in far greater numbers on Militiades valiant 

troops. Charis, left for dead after overhearing Darius's orders, reaches the camp to tell that the 

Persian fleet, now commanded by traitor Theocrites, is heading for Piraeus to take Athens. Miltiades 

sends Philippides ahead to hold out with the sacred guard until his hopefully victorious troops arrive, 

and after his perilous journey back they do a great job, proving superior athletes can do better then 

traditional naval ramming tactics. Maybe its the dubbing, but this story of a Greek hero who is at 

first the key to taking control of Athens and later to beating the invading the Persians, should have 

worked. Certainly it's the best looking Steve Reeves movie, with some really good action sequences 

but this movie is awful. If its not the the dubbing then perhaps its the editing and direction which 

appears to have taken the "let's use every piece of available footage" approach to film construction. 

Sequences go on and on and on. We Persians invade and we get to see every soldier land in Greece, 

and we see a boulder crash into a camera. Why couldn't the sequences have been trimmed. It makes 

things seem last for hours despite it only being 90 minutes long. Another clunker from Reeves. 
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La Baule-Les-Pins (C'est La Vie) (Ein Sommer An Der See) (1990) 
 

I just can't understand why anyone would be willing to have spent 

all the time, effort, and money it takes to make a film on 

something like this. It really takes a lot of effort to make a movie. 

More than a few people in this world felt passionately enough 

about this thing to write it, direct it, shoot it, rehearse it, finance it, 

etc, etc. My god! It's not that it's really bad or anything, there just 

doesn't seem to be any point in it existing. It's a boring movie 

about everyday people doing everyday crap. Sometimes they hang 

out at the beach. Sometimes they bicker. There's some kissing. 

Why? Why not just do nothing instead? 
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La Cage Aux Folles I (Birds Of A Feather) (Il Vizietto) (1978) 
 

Two gay men living in St. Tropez have their lives turned upside 

down when the son of one of the men announces he is getting 

married. They try conceal their lifestyle and their ownership of the 

transvestite club downstairs when the fiancée and her parents 

come for dinner. Great classic comedy by Molinaro. The movie 

was breaking with the rule at the time. Of course, the characters 

are presented in a stereotyped kind of way, but I think it was 

appropriate at the time. The farcical set-up helped bringing 

crowds. And somehow, I'm sure the gay cause moved a step 

forward with this movie. Some scene are simply hilarious. I can't 

tell you how I found the toast scene funny! And try to walk like 

John Wayne! But I would agree that the second half was a lot 

more funnier than the first. Never the less. Serrault is excellent. 

But he's not alone: so is Ugo Tognazzi and Michel Galabru. I love 

that guy, ever since, as a kid, I watched him in the Gendarme series with Louis DeFunès. Excellent 

musical score by Ennio Morricone. Gotta love it! A comedy to enjoy many, many times. 
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La Cage Aux Folles II (Il Vizietto II) (1980) 
 

Sequel to La Cage Aux Folles has homosexual nightclub owner 

Renato and his transvesitite companion/lover Albin becoming 

involved with the local cops and foreign spies when Albin 

unwittingly gets his hands on a role of stolen microfilm. The gay 

couple then hide out in Renato's native Italy, but find little peace 

there with their frequent bickering among themselves. This likable 

but over-silly sequel involves the first film's camp duo, Ugo 

Tognazzi and Michel Serrault, in a rather desperate spy adventure 

when secret police and foreign agents try to find a microfilm the 

couple are inadvertently carrying around. Serrault's squealing 

performance as the suffering artiste dredges up a few laughs, 

particularly towards the end when he first disguises himself as a 

woman, and then has to pretend to be a woman disguising herself 

as a man. For the most part, though, this is tiresome stuff, jerking 

around all over the place thanks to its wildly uneven tone. Still, it's 

an improvement on the shrill original. 
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La Chatte À Deux Têtes (Cinema Pornô) (Glowing Eyes) (Porn 

Theater) (Zwei Köpfe Hat Die Mieze) (2002) 
 

A tale set in a decaying Parisian porn theatre, where within its 

dark confines, male patrons--soldiers, transvestites, married men--

regularly engage in anonymous sex acts. In the ticket booth of the 

theatre, a wise Italian woman serves as benevolent gatekeeper, 

observing--but never judging--the proceedings occurring under 

her watchful eyes. One day, one of her regulars engages her in a 

conversation that leads to an unusual friendship, as these two 

worldly souls share their common experiences. I agree with the 

above comments that this movie is not for the faint of heart. Even 

having visited theaters like that myself, to see it on film is still 

something that'll raise your pulse. I think what's more important 

here than the content or 'weakness' or 'unwatchability' of some of 

the characters, is the fact that we as an audience member have 

suddenly become voyeurs into an ordinary day in these people's lives. We see them pursuing 

friendships, searching for affirmation, seeking pleasure from an addiction, the joy of anonymity, etc. 

I think one example we can use is when you're out in the woods and you lift an old log, or a rock and 

look underneath. You don't disturb, you don't change anything, you simply observe and put the rock 

back down. Whatever life is happening under the rock was there before your arrival, and will 

certainly keep moving after you put the rock back. The characters that exist in this movie certainly 

exist in our daily lives; gay, bi, jocks, trannies, married men, whether you're in Paris, New York, 

Akron, St. Louis, Houston, wherever. I think it's an interesting glimpse into lives that we might not 

get to see otherwise. The subject matter may be a bit edgy, but we have semi-comparable films (not 

necessarily content-wise) here in the U.S. that are simply glimpes into lives. I enjoy French movies. I 

think the French are more willing to challenge themselves through their cinema. If you can stomach 

it, take a look at any of Gaspar Noe's movies, especially "Irreversible," or "I Stand Alone." Or even, 

"In My Skin," directed by Marina de Van. Eye-openers for our American sensitivities. 
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La Cité Des Enfants Perdus (La Ciudad De Los Niños Perdidos) (La 

Ciutat Dels Nens Perduts) (Die Stadt Der Verlorenen Kinder) (The City 

Of Lost Children) (1995) 
 

Krank (D. Emilfork), who cannot dream, kidnaps young children to 

steal their dreams. One (R. Perlman), a former whale hunter who 

is as strong as a horse, sets forth to search for Denree (Joseph 

Lucien), his little brother who was kidnaped by Krank's men. 

Helped by young Miette (J. Vittet), he soon arrives in La Cite des 

Enfants Perdus (The City of Lost Children). In a surrealistic and 

bizarre society, children have been abducted by a mad and evil 

scientist, Krank (D. Emilfork), who wants to steal their dreams and 

stop and reverse his accelerated aging process. When the gang of 

Cyclops kidnap Denree (Joseph Lucien), the little brother of the 

former whale hunter One (Ron Perlman), he is helped by the 

young street orphan girl Miette (Judith Vittet), who steals for the 

Siamese Pieuvre (Geneviève Brunet & Odille Mallet), to reach the 

platform where Krank leaves with his cloned dwarf wife 

Mademoiselle Bismuth (Mireille Moissé), his six cloned sons (Dominique Pinon) and a brain, and 

rescue the children. The evil Krank and his henchmen have been made by a mad scientist. Krank's 

problem is that he is tormented by his inability to dream. He finds it necessary to try to steal the 

dreams of children, but since they fear him, he only gets their nightmares. When a circus 

strongman's little brother is kidnapped, the strongman (One) tracks him down and, with the help of 

some other eccentric characters, tries to put an end to the evil reign of Krank and his Cyclops army. 

This is one of the most original movies I have ever seen. Fueled by a very unique and delightfully 

perverse vision, Jeunet and Caro have created a fantastic world almost as warped and familiar as the 

very dreams the monstrous Krank attempts to steal from the more fortunate children. The sets have 

a twisted, post-apocalyptic feel to them, the child actors are the best I have ever seen, and the self-

contained story never seems pretentious or too bombastic (as some reviewers seem to think). I 

found myself looking for metaphors and suggestions of a deeper meaning all through the film, when, 

at some point, I realized Jeunet and Caro were weaving a tale of fantasy much like our dream-

worlds: intimate and personal but utterly unbelievable. Inversions into recursion, things turn on their 

heads in the most intoxicating way. I have a particular interest in film music, and I was very 

impressed with Angelo Badalamenti's ethereal score, which I have had the pleasure to listen to both 

throughout the film, and later on its own. My initial impressions of the film prepared me for a score 

in the vein of Elfman's work; the film fits his usually zany and off-beat work. Badalamenti takes a 

different approach and instead presents a darker score, claustrophobic in the style of Bernard 

Herrmann's early work -- most notably his "Day the Earth Stood Still". I truly enjoyed this work (some 

may remember Badalamenti's work from the "Twin Peaks" series), and found it entirely appropriate. 
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La Classe De Neige (Class Trip) (1998) 
 

A schoolboy Nicholas (13-year-old Clément van den Bergh) always 

worries about something. When he goes on a school skiing trip, all 

his visions and nightmares take him over. Most definitely one of 

the best movies I've ever seen, a bit on the strange side 

sometimes, but a very moving film. Camera work excellent, the 

acting is amazing, and very well directed. Not a well known movie, 

but a very good one. 
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La Clé Des Champs (The Field Of Enchantment) (2011) 
 

Two lonely children, both in love with the area including and 

surrounding an isolated pond, gradually approach one another 

and grow close. Through the eyes of their imagination, the pond 

becomes a secret kingdom both wonderful and disturbing, 

populated by creatures from fantasies and nightmares. An 

initiatory, coming-of-age film in the fullest sense, brief yet intense, 

the two protagonists emerge transformed. Story of a pond and its 

inhabitants. Basically more like a National Geographic video, "La 

clé des champs" is still a magical film, even with its minimal 

storyline. As expected and as needed, the photography is magical, 

and there are a couple of moments when the frogs, amphibians 

and insects elicit a laugh or two, especially the frogs. The story is 

that of the world of a tiny pond, tiny to many eyes but vast and 

peopled with innumerable characters to the eyes of a tiny boy (Simon Delagnes), the pond that will 

tell him how no one's ever lonely. The ending of the film is beautiful, and it lends impact to the story 

even if threadbare it is. The ending brings to mind Dostoyevsky's and Giono's beliefs, of how a seed 

dropped may bear fruit and hence how dropping of a seed is important rather than thinking whether 

it will yield fruit or not. The pond and its world was abandoned by humanity, but was the richest 

treasure for a little boy. 
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La Collina Degli Stivali (Boot Hill) (Boot Hill: Trinity Rides Again) 

(Trinity Rides Again) (1969) 
 

Honey Fisher has become a powerful man in this small Western 

town that has grown up around gold-prospecting fields. Fisher and 

his gang have managed, through swindling, murder, and terror, to 

gain leases on the important gold-yielding land in the area. A state 

commissioner comes to town to review the leases, which are 

crucial to Fisher's power. Cat Stevens and Hutch Bessy join forces 

with circus performers and townsfolk led by Stevens' friend Finch 

to fight against Fisher and his henchmen. I approached this film 

with little to no expectations, after reading a few fairly negative 

reviews here on IMDb. I was pleasantly surprised. The film opens 

up with Stephens (Terence Hill) trying to evade a posse of killers 

chasing him through a small town, where a circus is performing. 

After taking a bullet, Stephens eludes his would-be killers and 

stows away in a circus cart. We soon learn that one of Stephens 

fellow gunslingers is working as a trapeze artist with the circus. Ultimately it is revealed that a local 

exploitative mine owner is in control of the posse and one of his henchmen eventually crosses the 

circus performers. So the gunslinger, trapeze artists and a local itinerant official join forces to fight 

against the corrupt mob lead by Honey Fisher (Victor Buono). The film is well-paced, though not as 

hurried as many spaghetti westerns sometimes are. The camera work is just a touch above the 

standard spaghetti western, and a little different from the standard approach. There are a lot of 

close-ups and the camera is used effectively to create an unsettling and downright weird 

atmosphere throughout a good portion of the film - this puts an unexpectedly sinister spin on the 

seeming novelty gimmick of circus performers in battle. Director Collizzi did a masterful job with a 

script and story which were - by genre standards - merely OK. Some of the characters remain 

somewhat weakly developed, but this doesn't really detract from the film's entertainment value. The 

actors perform generally well (though the charismatic Lionel Stander gets just a little irritating at 

times). Recommended for fans of the western genre. 
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La Confusion Des Genres (A Confusão De Gêneros) (La Confusión De 

Géneros) (Confusion Of Genders) (Erotobleximata) (Gender 

Confusion) (Man Liebt Es Unentschieden) (2000) 
 

No wonder Bisexual Attorney Alain is confused. He's bedding his 

female boss, his guilty of murder client, the client's hairdresser 

girlfriend and a precocious boy who knows what he wants and 

tries to convince Alain that 'he can have it all'. This film tempted 

me to leave within the first half hour during the screening at 

Sundance. It's rarely fun to follow characters who don't change. 

And much less fun to see them naked and frustrated while doing 

so. Don't get me wrong, we all love a little skin and angst in film, 

but this film lacked other elements to even that out. I got worn 

out by such a depressing cycle of events. During the Q & A, the 

Director said he wanted to explore the life of a man who remains 

unchanged. I say, explore it if you like. Just don't spend any more 

money filming it. 
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La Corsa Dell'innocente (Flight Of The Innocent) (La Corsa 

Dell'innocente Attraverso I Campi) (La Course De L'Innocent) (1993) 
 

The boy Vito (Manuel Colao) is a portrait of beauty and wide-eyed 

innocence spawned from a violent family of kidnapers and 

murderers in the South of Italy. When his entire family is 

murdered by a rival clan of kidnapers, Vito must flee for his own 

life and in the end attempts to make atonement for some of his 

family's sins. Corsa means race. And this is one of epic dimensions. 

It is interesting to point out that Carlo Carlei, the director, was in 

his first effort at the time. As a director myself, I find some of the 

many runs of Vito a bit over the top. But, at the same time, I must 

admit that the scarcity of dialogue and the stupor in Vito's attitude 

is alluring and simply unnerving. This is a film that uses in a very 

effective way the dramatic and cinematic expression of 

Panavision. This format is completely accepted as the de facto 

standard for any major release. But the complexities of using this 

format in a story that will be told through the eyes of a child is not easy. The superb landscapes and 

contrasts that make this film as visually stunning and as dark as it is is not a small achievement for a 

first film. Actually, it's quite unbelievable this is a first directorial job. The natural settings and 

lighting give, to some scenes, a beautiful psychological break within all the violence and desperation 

the main character experiences. But, above all, this film is effective. It takes the audience completely 

off-balance and never lets it go. It's gripping. Even with some really redundant scenes and not so 

believable twists. But we have to remember that for some dramatic purposes, these twists are a 

valid resource. Music becomes almost a character in a very unobtrusive form, and I like the sparse 

passages of really weird and doom-reminding sounds. The language is beautiful, even when the boy 

and his family speak with a very tight lilt -true to their land. I only object to the incredibly bad voice-

over of the only french actor, it's a voice that is as unconvincing as if the man was talking with Hugh 

Grant's voice. Even when all the slo-mo scenes are masterfully planned and shot, the violence is 

overwhelming. I wouldn't be that explicit, but -then again, this leads the audience to the unexpected 

with such a speed that it is pretty justified. All in all, La Corsa... is a riveting film. Manuel Colao's 

performance and beauty are all the more enticing within such a dark subject matter. 
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La Course Du Lièvre À Travers Les Champs (And Hope To Die) (1972) 
 

A crook on the run hooks up with a criminal gang to commit a 

kidnapping. However, things don't go quite as planned. Even 

before the film gets underway, we've had... a Freudian scene of 

children playing in a French street (one boy slices open another's 

bag of marbles, which tumble down some steps), a shot of drum 

majorettes marching round a Canadian field, a full-blown homage 

to Sergio Leone, a couple of Lewis Carroll references, and some 

near-subliminal freeze-frames of dead children in black-and-white. 

And all this before the opening credits have finished. "La course 

du lièvre..." is a film bristling with tantalising ideas, not all of which 

are fully resolved or explained. One major theme is that of 

childhood and games, though the point that René Clément seems 

to be making, that we are all just big children, is perhaps less 

interesting than the fun he has expressing it. At its simplest level, this is a slightly tongue-in-cheek 

Western-style caper movie; for much of the time we can even forget that we're in modern-day 

Montreal, as the long middle section in which Jean-Louis Trintignant's enigmatic "Froggy" is 

gradually accepted into Robert Ryan's gang is set in and around a backwoods cabin that wouldn't be 

out of place in a Peckinpah movie. Though Trintignant and Ryan are never less than fascinating to 

watch, particularly in their scenes together as the power balance gradually shifts between them, this 

is one of those films (unlike Clément's "Plein soleil") where the whole really doesn't go beyond the 

sum of the parts. It's a film to enjoy for the intelligence and inventiveness of the script, and above all 

for the virtuosic flair of Clément's direction, particularly in the long chase sequence immediately 

following the credits, starting with Trintignant leaping off a moving train and ending with him 

pushing a man out of a moving car. The heist scene later on, involving a fire engine inside a 

skyscraper, is actually a little disappointing, the consequence perhaps of the director trying a little 

too hard to achieve a "wow" response. Ryan, by the way, had such difficulty learning the French 

dialogue for this film, that Clément gave him gibberish lines to speak, just so that he could get the 

mouth movements right for later dubbing (Aldo Ray, on the other hand, learnt his lines 

phonetically). Watch out for Emmanuelle Béart's uncredited film début as "girl eating cake" during 

the opening sequence. 
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La Discesa Di Aclà A Floristella (Acla's Decent Into Floristella) (Acla, 

Petit Porteur De Soufre) (1992) 
 

Brutal film about the exploitation of a young Italian boy 

(Francesco Cusimano), who is virtually sold to the operators of a 

sulphur mine where he is beaten and sexually molested. 
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La Face Cachée De La Lune (The Far Side Of The Moon) (2003) 
 

Life as a voyage of discovery. December in Québec, Phillippe's 

mother had died. He's a work in progress: sad, in his 40's, 

defending his dissertation (narcissism as the basis of the space 

race), in a temp job, alone. We meet his boss, an ex, his younger 

brother André, and André's lover Carl. Connections are weak, his 

brother lectures him. To bolster his dissertation, Phillippe seeks 

the endorsement of a retired Russian cosmonaut visiting Canada; 

he also undertakes a video project about life to submit to a 

Cornell-related extraterrestrial outreach project. Phillippe is 

invited suddenly to take a long trip: metaphors of space, 

discovery, and unknown territory buoy him. I would have liked to 

have given this film a 9.99, since there were two scenes which I 

felt were just a bit too long. Since it is closer to a perfect ten than 

a perfect 9, however, I had to give it a 10. "Far Side of The Moon" 

is an absolute gem of a film. Robert Lepage is another one of those depressingly competent people 

who writes, directs and stars in his own films. It is so enchanting that its length (under an hour and 

three quarters) seems even shorter than it is. "Far Side..." is chock full of the most carefully 

constructed sequences I have ever seen in the cinema. There is literally not one frame that has not 

been carefully nurtured and coaxed into place--like a piece of a brightly colored mosaic--to create 

what must be one of the most seamlessly engineered set of images in film history. There are no 

"stock" shots in this film. Not one shot is ever simply thrown in to get on with the plot. Each scene 

segues beautifully into the next, each is composed with the utmost care. This is what film making 

should be. While the movie relies servilely on (often complex) special effects for the realization of its 

vision, these techniques are not there just for the "wow" factor; rather they are all in the service of a 

unified directorial vision, full of resonant symbols and painterly motifs that seem always to reach 

toward each other as if in a dance. You would think that this obsessive attention to setting and color 

and detail would make the movie stiff and formal. But it does not. First of all, Lepage (and his 

character Philippe) are full of such self-deprecating irony that there are almost as many laughs as 

there are sighs of wonder in the movie. But moreover, the film is a supremely dramatic and 

melancholic tale. Lepage has created in his character Philippe probably the greatest sad sack since 

Nabokov's Pnin. You can't help but feel for the poor helpless loser, tricked by his hyperactive and 

poetic imagination into a failed marriage, a failed university degree, and a failed relation with the 

only two family members he has. Funny, tragic, witty, and visually splendid. Why don't more moves 

like this get made? Numer of car chases: 0 Number of gun shots: 0 Number of psychopathic killers: 0 

Number of action heroes: 0. 
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La Finestra Di Fronte (Facing Window) (La Ventana De Enfrente) (A 

Janela Da Frente) (To Apenanti Parathyro) (Facing Windows) (La 

Fenêtre D'en Face) (Das Fenster Gegenüber) (Karsi Pencere) (Katseet 

Ikkunassa) (Okna) (The Window Opposite) (Vinduet Overfor) (2003) 
 

Giovanna is a bookeeper in a company which packs chickens. She 

is married to a man who has a precarious job. First she starts being 

curious about a young man who lives in the block opposite hers, 

and then she falls in love with him. The relationship between the 

two becomes much stronger when she starts to find out more 

about him from an old man who bursts into their lives. The old 

man, obsessed with the memories of some things that happened 

n the long past autumn of 1943, has lost his memory and finds 

refuge in Giovanna. The warm colors, lovely performances, 

textured messages and thoughtful ideas that are layered 

throughout Ferzan Ozpetek's 'Facing Windows' will make you 

cherish cinema just a little bit more than you already do. It's a 

romantic treasure about unrequited love, familial responsibility, 

sexual longing and following the path in life that makes you 

happiest. The notion that you can really love someone else only when you've learned to love 

yourself may be a familiar one, but it is nice to be reminded every now and then. 'Facing Windows' is 

about all those things and the realization that the memories of those who truly touch our hearts can 

inspire us to live better lives. Giovanna (Giovanna Mezzogiorno) and her husband Filippo (Filippo 

Nigro) have settled into life. They both have jobs that make them unhappy. She works as an 

accountant. He works the graveyard shift because he is too weak to ask his boss for a daytime slot. 

They argue about money, sex, time and work... There is a subtle sense that this is a marriage whose 

love is dwindling fast. Perhaps they are only going through the motions for the sake of their kids. 

One morning, the two of them are walking home and cross paths with an elderly man (Massimo 

Girotti). He is utterly disoriented and has lost his memory. And despite Giovanna's protests, Filippo 

brings him back to their home for the night so that he can take him to the police the next morning in 

the hopes of unraveling the mystery. As complications ensue, that one night stretches to a few days. 

The old man experiences strange episodes, flashbacks of sorts, that reveal clues to his mysterious 

past. His actions lead to a meeting between Giovanna and Lorenzo (Raoul Bova). Lorenzo lives across 

the street from Giovanna and their apartment windows face each other. The sexual tension between 

the two is quite palpable as they have both been secretly watching and lusting after each other from 

their dimly lit windows. Giovanna and Lorenzo's instant friendship swiftly moves to flirtation and 

then to a passionate kiss. However, Lorenzo's job is transferring him to another city very soon and 

Giovanna is put in an awkward spot having to make a very quick decision. Her heart tells her she 

should act on her feelings. Her mind tells her to be responsible. Nevertheless, the two of them 

puzzle over the mystery of the old man as they try to come to terms with their feelings for one 

another. The beauty of this film is the way in which it balances many layers of story and character. 

Everyone in the film has something interesting happening in their lives and it all seems to revolve 

around the influence of the old man. These days, we are lucky if films give us one thing to think 



about, let alone many things. 'Facing Windows' (a.k.a. La Finestra di Fronte) is delightfully 

stimulating for both mind and heart. I have to point out the performances in this film. 'Facing 

Windows' swept the David di Donatello Awards (Italian Oscars) for good reason. The film is brilliant 

but the performances are spectacular. Giovanna Mezzogiorno has vaulted straight to the top of my 

list of favorite actresses with her role here and in 2002's lovely film 'The Last Kiss' (L'Ultimo Bacio). 

She is the most dramatic actress I think I have ever seen, able to combine genuine fragility with a 

toughness and intensity that will give you goose-bumps. She has the most cinematically beautiful 

face I think I've seen and a talent that is remarkably rare. In just two films, she has earned my trust 

entirely... I will be first in line to see anything else she does. Massimo Girotti is equally powerful as 

the mysterious old man. He is able to convey every necessary emotion in this tricky role. This was to 

be Girotti's final role before passing in 2003. It is a performance you won't soon forget. Raoul Bova 

and Filippo Nigro are great in the secondary roles and round out one of the best ensemble casts of 

2004. 'Facing Windows' is one of those aesthetically marvelous Italian films that sounds as great as it 

looks. It is fun and surprising, unpredictable and touching. Giovanna Mezzogiorno is a special actress 

who is fast becoming one of Europe's biggest stars. You will be seeing a lot more from her in the next 

two decades. I cannot recommend a film much more than this one. I highly recommend you seek 

this film out in theatres because it can take forever for these foreign gems to hit DVD (Sometimes up 

to 2 years). 'Facing Windows' will vie for a slot in my year end top ten list and deserves your time 

and money. Make an effort to find this great Italian film! 
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La Forteresse Suspendue (The Hidden Fortress) (2001) 
 

La guerre! La guerre! C'est bien beau ça. Mais ce n'est pas une 

raison pour se faire mal. War, war... not a reason to get hurt! The 

film was not what I expected it to be. A little like, "La guerre des 

tuques", but not as good. Children don't think like that! It was 

obvious that some of what they say is purely lines created for 

them, because children of these ages don't think about war in the 

world all the time, they don't think about when they arw going to 

be older, and that they would not be like there parents! It's a 

lesson of moral.. They are 10-years-old!!! But the fort was nice, 

and some of the actors are so cute that they do the film by 

themselves! Kids are going to like the movie, but older ones... 

maybe not. In the beautiful woods surrounding Black Lake, an ugly 

conflict has been simmering for decades between two rival groups 

of kids. The Indians have made their base in a massive tree house 

hidden deep in the forest, while the Conquistadors have made it their mission to sniff out their foes' 

fortress. The thought-provoking family film, about innocence and trust, shows what happens when 

parents pass on prejudice to their children. In the beautiful outdoors of Canada, kids are struggling 

with the prejudices and heritage of their parents, and occasionally with some weak lines from the 

writer, who is on the other hand a superb director. The kids play wonderfully, for the most part. The 

morals are there (juiced out completely without becoming too obtrusive), together with friendship 

and betrayal, war and peace, the first kiss, nature and humanity; all combined to make this a most 

agreeable movie. For the kids, and maybe others. 
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La Gloire De Mon Père (The Glory Of My Father) (My Father's Glory) 

(1990) 
 

A young boy's (12-year-old Julien Ciamaca) life in turn-of-the-

century France. Marcel, witnesses the success of his teacher 

father, as well as the success of his arrogant Uncle Jules. Marcel 

and family spend their summer vacation in a cottage in Provence, 

and Marcel befriends a local boy who teaches him the secrets of 

the hills in Provence. This is one film I would recommend to 

everybody. I remember when I saw that film in the theatre in 

france in 1990, I fell in love with it, the acting is great, the 

locations are beautiful, the story is very touching, this film is a 

winner for sure. I probably saw this film in is follow up a thousand 

time and after each viewing it's just getting better. I would also 

say that the music of Vladimir Costa is fantastique it fits the 

scenery like a pair of gloves. The best french film ever in my 

opinion. 
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La Guerre Des Boutons (1962) 
 

French directors are 90% of the time great for movies with 

children, because children look and sound like real children, not 

adults in the bodies of childs. I remember seeing this one when I 

was a kid in the sixties. Years later, I saw it with my adult eyes and 

the impressions are the same: this is really a film about children! 

Adults, here, all look like people from another planet. There are 

lots of funny gags and we also have the chance to see a forbiddon 

rural France, very rustic and in relation with nature. Some English 

director made a remake in the 1990's, but this is the original. A 

delight! 
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La Guerre Des Tuques (The Dog Who Stopped The War) (1984) 
 

During Christmas' holidays, the children (13-year-old Cédric 

Jourde, Julien Elie, Minh Vu Duc, Patrick St-Pierre) of a village split 

in two gang to play a snowball war. But that half-tone war 

scattered some bitterness and make more difficult the mutual 

attirance between Luc, the chief of the assailant and Sophie one 

leader of the snow castle defenders. OK, so I'm a 58-year-old kid. 

This is my favourite movie of all time. I watch it every day and 

never tire of it. The kids are so natural. I managed to buy 10 

copies at a video rental garage sale. Gave a copy to my 

grandchildren. They also love it. It is obvious the author grew up 

in this type of environment. Many older adults could relate to this 

type of childhood fun. I have gone through 3 of my copies. After 

all 20 years of watching the same movie every day, has to damage 

the tape. I wish there were more movies like this. It's beautiful, 

funny, sad, happy all in one neat little package. How many of us have built snow forts, played war 

games, fallen in love with the enemy, had to bury a much loved pet. Many of us. It is my childhood 

relived. 
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La Lengua De Las Mariposas (Butterfly's Tongue) (A Lingua Das 

Bolboretas) (Butterfly) (Butterfly Tongues) (1999) 
 

For Moncho (9-years-old Manuel Lozano), it's an idyllic year: he 

starts school, he has a wonderful teacher, he makes a friend in 

Roque (13-year-old Tamar Novas), he begins to figure out some of 

the mysteries of Eros, and, with his older brother, a budding 

saxophone player, he makes a trip with the band from their town 

in Galicia. But it's also the year that the Spanish Republic comes 

under fire from Fascist rebels. Moncho's father is a Republican as 

is the aging teacher, Don Gregorio. As sides are drawn and power 

falls clearly to one side, the forces of fear, violence, and betrayal 

alter profoundly what should be the pleasure of coming of age. A 

magnificent story about the personal choices that have to be 

made by people caught up in intolerant times. A shy young boy is 

brought out of his cocoon by a wise teacher who shows him the 

wonder of the natural world around him, amidst the growing tensions and chaos of the Spanish Civil 

War. This is one of those movies whose ending leaves audience members rooted to their seats, 

stunned into silence. With beautiful photography and glorious classic Spanish (with clear subtitles), 

this is a movie not to be missed. 
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La Ley Del Deseo (Law Of Desire) (1987) 
 

Pablo and Tina have complicated sexual lives. Pablo writes and 

directs plays and films; he's gay and deeply in love with Juan, a 

young man who won't reply to Pablo's affection or letters. Pablo's 

sibling Tina is a transsexual, angry at men, raising Ada, and trying 

to make it as an actress. Pablo takes up with Antonio, a youth who 

becomes jealous of Pablo's love for Juan. Antonio seeks out Juan, 

and violence leads to Pablo's grief and a temporary loss of 

memory. When memory returns, he learns that Antonio has taken 

up with Tina. In horror, he hurries to Tina's rescue and must face 

Antonio and his desire. This is my second favourite Almodovar 

film, after "Hable con Ella". It reveals the depth of the characters' 

feelings with such subtlety and delicacy that as viewers we find 

ourselves unable to judge the characters' actions. We are puzzled 

by the intensity of their desire, love and misery in the same way 

that we are puzzled by Benigno's deep loneliness and longing for love in "Hable con Ella". In "La ley 

del Deseo," murder and suicide become extreme natural consequences of the characters' love and 

suffering. We cannot condemn the murder any more than we can condemn the rape in "Hable con 

Ella". 
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La Luna (Luna) (1979) 
 

Recently widowed American opera diva Caterina takes her 

teenage son Joe (17-year-old Matthew Barry) with her on a long 

singing tour to Italy. Absorbed in her hectic work in various Verdi 

operas around Rome, Caterina is soon shocked to discover that 

her troubled and lonely son has become a heroin addict. Her 

desperate attempts to wean the youth off the drug result in an 

incestuous relationship, but also in a possibility to reunite Joe--

maybe even herself--with his real father, whose existence she has 

kept a secret from him. I found this a stunning and emotionally 

complex film. If you enjoy films mainly concerning characterisation 

in which the emotional complexities of human beings are not 

served up in easily chewable chunks, then you will probably enjoy 

this film. Even given the above, you might still be disconcerted by 

the rapid plot changes and narrative swings. Two points are valid 

here: Bertolucci directed this during the time when he was heavily into psychoanalysis; and 

secondly, someone quite lucidly stated that Bertolucci's Spider's Stratagem was a movie with a linear 

narrative shown in a non-linear manner while La Luna was a movie with a non-linear narrative 

shown in a linear manner. Viewed in this manner, one can enjoy the film with its many beautifully 

crafted scenes. I love how the film presents the craziness of life with its contradictions, multiple 

meanings and emotional messiness. The irrational and problematic behavior of the characters may 

make the film harder to follow but seems to me a truer view of life than the explicit logical road map 

given to audiences in most films. The film does date itself clearly in the 1970s, so you have to accept 

some scary clothing moments such as Jill Clayburgh walking out of a building into a bright Rome day 

wearing sunglasses so big only a comedian would wear them these days. But on the whole this does 

not distract from the overall effect. Finally, opera lovers will enjoy the set piece opera scenes which 

are very ingeniously shot and beautifully staged. 
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La Mala Educación (Bad Education) (2004) 
 

In the early 60s, two boys – Ignacio (14-year-old Nacho Pérez) and 

Enrique (Raúl García Forneiro) - discover love, movies and fear in a 

Christian school. Father Manolo, the school principal and 

Literature teacher, both witnesses and takes part in these 

discoveries. The three characters come against one another twice 

again, in the late 70s and in 1980. These meetings are set to 

change the life and death of some of them. 
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La Marche De L'Empereur (March Of The Penguins) (The Emperor's 

Journey) (2005) 
 

Each winter, alone in the pitiless ice deserts of Antarctica, deep in 

the most inhospitable terrain on Earth, a truly remarkable journey 

takes place as it has done for millennia. Emperor penguins in their 

thousands abandon the deep blue security of their ocean home 

and clamber onto the frozen ice to begin their long journey into a 

region so bleak, so extreme, it supports no other wildlife at this 

time of year. In single file, the penguins march blinded by 

blizzards, buffeted by gale force winds. Guided by instinct, by the 

otherworldly radiance of the Southern Cross, they head unerringly 

for their traditional breeding ground where--after a ritual 

courtship of intricate dances and delicate maneuvering, 

accompanied by a cacophony of ecstatic song--they will pair off 

into monogamous couples and mate. The females remain long 

enough only to lay a single egg. Once this is accomplished, 

exhausted by weeks without nourishment, they begin their return journey across the ice-field to the 

fish-filled seas. The male emperors are left behind to guard and hatch the precious eggs, which they 

cradle at all times on top of their feet. After two long months during which the males eat nothing, 

the eggs begin to hatch. Once they have emerged into their ghostly white new world, the chicks can 

not survive for long on their fathers' limited food reserves. If their mothers are late returning from 

the ocean with food, the newly-hatched young will die. Once the families are reunited, the roles 

reverse, the mothers remaining with their new young while their mates head, exhausted and 

starved, for the sea, and food. While the adults fish, the chicks face the ever-present threat of attack 

by prowling giant petrels. As the weather grows warmer and the ice floes finally begin to crack and 

melt, the adults will repeat their arduous journey countless times, marching many hundreds of miles 

over some of the most treacherous territory on Earth, until the chicks are ready to take their first 

faltering dive into the deep blue waters of the Antarctic. I recently saw this film at the Waterfront 

Film Festival in Michigan and I can say it's one of the best documentaries I've ever seen. Narrated by 

Morgan Freeman, it follows the annual journey that penguins and their mates endure to bring a 

newborn penguin into the world. This film has some of the most amazing footage I've ever see in a 

documentary...including underwater footage beneath the ice of penguins feeding and being fed on. 

Footage so amazing that I heard one viewer saying how it must have been CGI as he left the venue. If 

you have any interest in nature, penguins, or just want to see a touching story of the amazing 

journey that penguins make simply to perpetuate their breed, definitely check this film out in 

theatres. It's a masterpiece. 
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La Meilleure Façon De Marcher (The Best Way) (The Best Way To 

Walk) (1976) 
 

In a vacation camp somewhere in the French country, 1960. Marc 

et Philippe are two of the counsellors. Marc is very virile, while 

Philippe is more reserved. A night, Marc surprises Philippe dressed 

and made-up like a woman. From now on, he will keep on 

humiliating Philippe. This film shows marvelously well how adult 

people can act like children and be cruel exactly in the same way. 

As everybody knows, if you are different (best example: you don't 

like sports...), you always can find a bastard to make fun of you. 

Here, the "bastard" is played by Patrick Dewaere. What makes him 

really dangerous is that he is intelligent enough to never offer his 

victim, Patrick Bouchitey, a way to get out of his mental claws. He 

has found the "weakness" of his prey, and he doesn't let her go. 

Until... He has this kind of "stupid" intelligence, which makes him 

very able to get control over the others, but totally unable to perceive what's going on inside of 

himself. And at the end, he will be the one who will be depicted as the "loser", with his small suit 

and briefcase, being married without any real choice. Claude Miller never let his characters talk to 

much. He is a master in organizing what's left unsaid, showing here a glance and letting there a 

question unanswered... He makes us get into the emotions of Patrick Bouchitey's character, he 

makes us feel uneasy. Even the presence of the fiancée doesn't really ease the pain, because we feel 

that it could lead to more humiliation. Until. 
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La Nouvelle Guerre Des Boutons (War Of The Buttons) (2011) 
 

In occupied France, Lebrac (Jean Texier) leads a play war between 

two rival kid gangs, but his feelings for Violette, a Jewish girl in 

danger of being discovered by the Nazis, encourage Lebrac to face 

the reality of what's happening around him. 
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La Prima Cosa Bella (The First Beautiful Thing) (2010) 
 

A misanthropic professor returns to his hometown to assist his 

dying mother. A beautiful and touching movie. The actors are 

really good - Pandolfi and Mastandrea deliver probably their best 

performance ever, while the common effort of Stefania Sandrelli 

and Micaela Rammazzotti depicts a wonderful, unforgettable 

female lead character, that somehow accomplish the not so easy 

task of being at the same time down-to-earth and larger-than-life. 

The story is full of grief and pain, and thanks to the overall great 

acting performance, those feelings seem so real that they will 

make you suffer (and cry). At the same time, anyway, the script is 

full of funny moments that will make you laugh, and laughs will 

wash away the tears – you know, just like in the real life. Strongly 

recommended to anybody. 
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La Prima Volta Sull'Erba (Love Under The Elms) (The First Time On 

The Grass) (1974) 
 

This Mark Lester (16-years-old) flick deals with the subject of love, 

sex, the relationship between them, and how to deal with it, if 

you are a parent. Lester's father is a well acomplished shrink, and 

has brought up Mark freeminded and unshackled by the morality 

of the time. They go on vacation to some remote place (Movie 

takes place probably in the early 1800's) where he meets a 

woman who shares the same ideology with her child as he does. 

They fall in love at the same time that Lester and the girl begin to 

fall in love. They begin to confuse sex with love, since they are 

both attracted to each other and are bent on doing it, however 

the moment is always spoiled by analitical and intellectual 

conversations on how they will go about doing it. They begin to 

hate each other, but this draws them closer, and in the end, out 

of a heated argument get lost in passion. Not very well acted, but 

the movie does intellectually explore the issue of love and sex. It 

also can show the confusion between feelings when no walls or 

barriers are are in place to guide us through our moral walk on this planet. 
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La Puce (1999) 
 

Marion is a 14-year-old girl, on holidays at the sea. She is in 

conflict with her mother and family. She meets a man there, to 

whom she feels close. Back in Paris, she goes to see him again. For 

the first time, she is gonna make love. What I love about Euro-

cinema, and what makes it totally unfit for U.S. audiences, is it's 

gritty realism when it comes to gender relations. Take, for 

example, this movie, and compare it with something like 

"American beauty", which treats a similar topic: a man hitting on a 

teenage girl. Here, the charm and comedy that made "American 

Beauty" the mainstream success that it is gets discarded for a 

gritty realism. Marion, the love interest, is all of 14-years-old, and 

where "American..." shys away from actually having Lester 

Burnham go all the way, this movies unrepentant "Marc" has no 

such reservations. But neither he nor she nor director Emmanuelle 

Bercot pass judgment on the act, which is displayed with all the awkwardness, cajolery and qualms 

than one might expect from the situation. French cinema usually has a very tolerant view of sexual 

relations, and this movie is a prime example. 
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La Révolte Des Enfants (The Children's Revolt) (1992) 
 

The director, who was anxious to get messages across often calls 

Victor Hugo for help: the great writer was a children's right 

activist and one of his poems begins like this "Où vont tous ces 

enfants dont pas un seul ne rit" (Where do these children go, 

none of them smiling?). Hugo was speaking of children's work in 

the mines and mills. Here the children are sent to a penal colony. 

The director tells them they build a big family: don't they call the 

wardens "the cousins"? The movie is so poor one can barely feel 

the despair, the sufferings and the humiliations the poor brats 

endure. A countess comes to the colony, in order to write an 

article and feebly sides with them. A rebellion begins. 
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La Teta Y La Luna (The Tit And The Moon) (1994) 
 

A child (10-year-old Biel Duran) does not stand the idea of having 

a new brother and dreams about drinking milk from the breasts of 

his mother again. The child asks the moon to bring him a tit only 

for him. (Romantic) comedy about (sexual) obsession with a lot of 

surrealism and camp. This is one of the most peculiar and weird 

movies I think I've ever seen in terms of story and plot, otherwise 

it is technically fairly polished, well made, orthodox and well 

produced, which in the end is what makes it quite enjoyable to 

watch. But the story is what separates this film from not only the 

other Spanish movies I've seen, but any other movies I've seen 

period. It's about a very young boy that has an obsession with 

female breasts, breast milk and breastfeeding, I guess you can put 

this under "sexual obsession" in any other case, but if you watch 

this movie you'll see that the ring to it is quite different here 

because the boy is fairly clueless and naive, and very young, like 8 or 9 by my estimation. He is the 

main character here and also narrates frequently throughout the film, and those narrations were 

some of my favorite parts of the film, very comic and indulging with a sexual ring to it, very similar to 

something you would be able to read in an erotic story. The music was something that seemed very 

significant to me as I was watching this, because it boosted the otherwise not so impactive 

atmosphere tremendously, therefore making this movie more enjoyable, the mixture of Spanish and 

French songs is very cool, and although I never heard of them I really liked them. And it's also 

symbolic because one of the characters in this film is French and he does play a fairly important part. 

But in my opinion Mathilda May steals the show here, this French hottie spiced this movie up and 

that's exactly what Bigas Luna was aiming for in the first place with this story. In the end that's how I 

see this film, as an entertaining comedy about breast obsession more than anything else. I really did 

feel for almost the entire time that the course of action is leading to nowhere and the events are 

mostly jump-started out of nothing and various events are simply piled up during these 90 minutes, 

except the very start and the very end where the director tries to present a "growing experience" or 

something like that which was really cliché and in my opinion unnecessary. For a movie called 'The 

Tit and the Moon' that's full of entertaining surrealism and enjoyable camp there should be no 

attempt of making an already worn out and wasted "points" like they do in Hollywood movies 

nowadays (when they're not making another sequel of already washed up saga or reviving comic 

book heroes), I would've liked this movie even more if it was pure all-out bonkers, but still the way it 

is I gotta recommend it to anyone that's feeling a bit disappointed by the same old plots and the 

same old story lines, this one will be refreshing. 
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La Ultima Batalla (The Last Battle) (1993) 
 

A group of boys (Erick Sanchez, Jonathan Mendoza, Mariano 

Manon, Eleazar Gomez, Miguel Angel Segura), roughly 7 to 11-

years-old, go skinny-swimming in a river near their small Mexican 

town one afternoon and there find themselves the butt of an old 

vagabond's practical joke...the man stealing all their clothes from 

them. Humiliated about having to walk home in the buff, the tykes 

decide to get even and declare war! Yet, as the generations battle 

it out, a mutual respect develops, the depth of which is evident 

once the man has a heart attack during one of his romps with the 

kids. Will the boys' older pal recuperate so that they can engage in 

one final battle? Such a charming and feel-good movie that can be 

understood by all. You do not need to speak the native tongue to 

follow along. Picture quality is no where near what we usually 

offer, however the rarity of the film makes it a must own. Main 

actors are roughly 6 to 11, plus the adults. 
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La Vie Est Un Long Fleuve Tranquille (Life Is A Long Quiet River) 

(1988) 
 

Two babies are switched at birth. When the mistake is discovered 

12 years later, it leads to complications in the lives of both 

families. One family is affluent, with dutiful and (apparently) 

contented children. The other family is poor, with rambunctious 

(even delinquent) children, often hungry, but with lots of laughter 

in the house. True, this is not the best movie ever made. It is, 

however, extremely funny. One cannot truly realize why this is 

such a ridiculous movie until they know the the french culture. It is 

not a study in the class differences, it is to exaggerate the extreme 

opposite ends of the spectrum. The rich family is so stable it is 

almost hokey, and the poor family is so dysfunctional that they are 

almost stable. All of the comments about life are only to 

exaggerate the situation. I particularly love the scene in the church 

with the musical, it just goes to show how silly things can be. I 

don't watch this movie over and over for the plot, I watch it because every time you see it you notice 

something now that is characteristically French. Personally, I think it is great. France's most 

successful movie of 1988. 
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La Ville Dont Le Prince Est Un Enfant (The Fire That Burns) (1997) 
 

At a boys' Catholic school, the relationship between a young teen 

(16-year-old Naël Marandin) and a prepubescent (12-year-old 

Clément van den Bergh) falls under the scrutiny of a strict priest. 

Will their love for each other flourish or be squashed by the time 

the ending credits roll? As usual a beautiful performance by young 

actor Naël Marandin, here only 16-years-old. I hope Marandin will 

continue acting although I don't think he's appeared in a movie 

since 1998. The story is also beautiful and the subject doesn't feel 

out of date at all. Recommended to those who can appreciate a 

nice, little flick with a slow pace. 
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Laberinto De Pasiones (Labyrinth Of Passion) (1982) 
 

A camp melodrama/comedy about Sexilia (a nymphomaniac), 

Sadec (a gay Islamic terrorist), Riza Niro (the son of the emperor of 

Tiran), and Queti (the daughter of a dry-cleaner). When Riza Niro 

discovers that Sadec and his colleagues are after him, he disguises 

himself as a punk rocker, and falls in love with the stunning Sexilia, 

his first straight relationship. Meanwhile Queti, Sexilia's "biggest 

fan", helps Sexilia come to terms with her new life-style. In his two 

first movies (and I would count the third one too -Entre Tinieblas-) 

Almodóvar was more a kind of outsider, someone who needed to 

express himself freely in a country that had suffered a Dictatorship 

for almost 40 years. Neither "Pepi, Luci..." nor "Laberinto de 

pasiones" tell any story in particular, at least none that's 

interesting. They're rather a collection of gags and sketches that 

are meant to scandalize and to drive up the wall all that right-

winged people. Almodovar uses topics such as incest, gay power, Islamic terrorism, drugs abuse... 

100% punk attitude, basically. And though Spain is much more liberal nowadays some of the 

passages of Almodovar's first movies couldn't be accepted by the society. How come? Well, because 

of the "political correction" stuff (isn't it some kind of censorship too?? I mean, self-censorship). 

Anyway, this movies have to be understood in the right context (just like John Water's first films). If 

you don't take that into account you'd better go and watch any other thing. 
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Labou (2008) 
 

Three kids (15-year-old Bryan James Kitto) get lost in the Louisiana 

bayou in search of a ghost pirate and his lost treasure, but what 

they discover is true friendship and the adventure of a lifetime. If 

you grew up in the 80's like I did then you will love Labou. I've 

seen a number of screenings of the movie and it's still a kick each 

time. The film takes me back to the days when countless timeless 

films came out of the Hollywood 80's heyday. Movies like Goonies, 

Gremlins, ET and Explorers come to mind. Labou is full of 

adventure, clever characters, and warmth. Sadly, so many of those 

qualities seem to be lacking in today's films, where studios seem 

to be more concerned with recouping their investments, and 

weekend sales than creating movies that will last forever, 

especially films that can be enjoyed by folks of all ages. Children 

won't be able to resist the charming critter and the cast and story 

of Labou will have everyone enchanted. Even though I don't have kids of my own, this film is sure to 

have children falling in love with it. Those who came of age during some of the very best years of 

film production will find this story cozy and endearing, a refreshing change from the current crop of 

movies out there. 
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Labyrinth (1986) 
 

Young Sarah is left home alone by her parents and she has to 

babysit her little brother Toby. But the baby keeps crying and 

Sarah, while telling him a story to make him sleep, inadvertently 

conjures from a fantasy world the Goblin King who steals the child 

and brings him to his castle in the middle of a labyrinth. Sarah has 

to rescue him before midnight, or the baby will became a goblin. 

Grown angry about the fact that she must watch over her little 

brother Toby, Sarah wishes the child to the goblins. They translate 

this careless statement into action: The Goblin-King Jareth 

announces that soon Toby will mutate into a goblin. There is only 

one hope: Sarah has to find the way to Jareth's castle - through a 

dangerous labyrinth - where she will find strange creatures. Sarah, 

a teen, summons the goblins from her favorite book, the 

Labyrinth, to steal her baby 1/2 bro Toby. When they actually do, 

she must solve the Goblin King's Labyrinth in 13 hours or else Toby 

will become a goblin. Oh dear, Jim Henson, you are sorely missed. Not necessarily because you went 

before your time, or even in somewhat rotten circumstances. No, it is because unlike the purveyors 

of so-called family entertainment these days, your work was actually entertaining to the whole 

family. When I was a lad, I used to think these films were childish and patronising. By comparison to 

what is being aimed at the children of my cousins, it is MENSA material, and I realise now that it was 

far more brilliant than I had previously given it credit for. Indeed, compared to the "you're not good 

if you don't have good feelings" rubbish that the likes of B'Harni fill the heads of children with, 

Henson productions deserve a medal. At its heart, Labyrinth is a simple fable about how much we 

miss something once it is gone. A young girl wishes that her annoying stepbrother would disappear, 

only to find when he is gone that she misses him. Enter the Goblin King, played with a great malice 

by David Bowie. The challenge the Goblin King sets almost sounds like a video game. Indeed, one 

popular Commodore 64 game of the time set the challenge of collecting the pieces to solve a key 

puzzle to save the world in a certain time period. Labyrinth was even adapted into a game for the 

Commodore 64. In Labyrinth the film, this young woman named Sarah, played with a certain kind of 

brilliance by a young Jennifer Connelly, is challenged to navigate a massive labyrinth in less than 

thirteen hours, lest her brother become one of the Goblins. It sounds like a very simple idea, and it 

is. What makes Labyrinth the under-appreciated classic that it is is in the details. As previously 

indicated, the leads are absolutely brilliant. While David Bowie chews scenery like there is no 

tomorrow, Jennifer Connelly gets so into her character that she makes it seem perfectly natural 

when she is interacting with some of Jim Henson's most ludicrous creations. The scene in which she 

rescues a giant yeti-like thing called Ludo is one of the most superbly-made things in the history of 

children's film. It is also worth noting that in contrast to the aforementioned normalism of B'Harni 

and his ilk, Henson's creations taught the valuable lesson that appearances are not the sum total of a 

living creature's character. Ludo looks like he could tear apart our protagonist, but his manner and 

speech show him as one of the most gentle and lovable characters ever depicted in film. As you 

might guess from this film featuring David Bowie as the top-billed star, there are also a few song and 

dance numbers. Some of them, such as the magic dance number, are immortally embarrassing. Or at 



least, they would be, if not for two things. First, the suspension of disbelief that Henson so admirably 

achieves with his puppets is a real pleasure. Second, Bowie's golden voice could charm the paint off 

walls. When he sings "I saw my baby, crying hard as babe could cry", it stands out like a stark 

reminder of why this man used to be able to sign record deals worth tens of millions of dollars. It 

may even bring tears to your eyes. If Labyrinth does have a weakness, it is in the closing reels. The 

final song from Bowie stretches the scene beyond its welcome, but it recovers nicely once Sarah 

returns to the real world. The compositing work in the Firey sequence is rather lousy, and the story 

seems to grind to a halt when they do their song and dance number. On the other hand, their song 

and dance number is still incredibly amusing to behold. In all, I gave Labyrinth an eight out of ten. It 

is not perfect. In fact, I wonder if whomever designed Bowie's costume was not playing an elaborate 

joke upon him. But for all of its problems, Labyrinth is an underrated classic. One of the few films 

that is advertised as being for all ages, and can entertain audiences of that description. A great light 

went out in our world when Jim Henson passed away. 
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Lackawanna Blues (2005) 
 

Based on the true story of Ruben Santiago Jr. (Marcus Carl 

Franklin) and his relationship with his guardian Rachel Crosby, set 

in 1950's and 1960's Lackawanna, New York. After the separation 

of his parents, young Ruben "Junior" Santiago, a part-black, part-

Hispanic child, is sent to live in a small-scale boarding house run 

by the kind-hearted Rachel "Nanny" Crosby and her younger 

husband Bill. Ruben then grows up witnessing the world of soul 

and blues music and grows to know the various characters that 

Nanny takes into her household to help out, from disturbed Ol'lem 

Taylor; one-armed handyman Mr. Lucious; hairdresser Bertha; war 

veteran Lonnie; ex-convict Mr. Paul; butch cleaner Ricky and many 

others. The main reason for watching this picture is to savor the 

brilliant performance of S. Ephata Merkerson. Ms. Merkerson 

dominates this film with her tremendous presence as Nanny, the 

woman who believes in doing good, no matter to whom, with no strings attached. This actress 

clearly shows a range that is amazing. Thanks to director George Wolf for bringing this distinguished 

cast of some of the best Black Americans actors together. This ensemble group under his tight 

direction help create the right atmosphere in which the action takes place. Of course, none of this 

would have been possible if Ruben Santiago Hudson hadn't written his wonderful play. Working with 

Mr. Wolf, perhaps the best theater director of this generation, they have opened the play in a way 

that it evokes that not too distant past where a child lives under the influence of Ms. Crosby, when 

his own parents are not around to take care of him. Ms. Crosby becomes the adoring mother of little 

Ruben; in a way, he represents her reward for having lost her own daughter. Unfortunately, there is 

no time to develop some of the characters, as the action solely concentrates in enhancing the 

relationship between Nanny and the young Ruben, played with such charm by the young Marcus 

Carl Franklin, who is a natural. The only thing that could have been done differently was the voice 

over narration that is at times intrusive, as it doesn't clarify, or justify what one is seeing. Frankly, 

just by watching the interaction of the players, is self explanatory. In the background there is always 

music. No matter what hard times these people are going through, but Nanny's house is full of 

laughter and that glorious music that takes us back to that era. Aside from Ms. Merkerson, other 

notable performances are given by Terrence Dashon Howard, one of the rising stars of the moment. 

Mos Def, Jeffrey Wright, Marcy Gray, Louis Gossett Jr., Delroy Lindo, Rosie Perez, Carmen Ejogo, 

Jimmy Smits and the rest. Ms. S. Ephata Merkerson deserves to be seen by a wider audience. In 

"Lackawanna Blues", she clearly demonstrates she can do anything she wants because of her 

enormous talent and charisma. 
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Ladri Di Biciclette (The Bicycle Thief) (Bicycle Thieves) (1948) 
 

Vittorio De Sica's masterpiece about a poor young father in 

postwar-ravaged Rome who finally finds work putting up Rita 

Hayworth posters around town, only to have his precious bicycle 

stolen the first day on the job. Two scenes from the film caused 

The Hays Office to deny the film a Seal of Approval - precluding 

wide distribution in the United States - because these scenes 

violated Code standards. The first is a light moment that happens 

as the father and his young son (8-year-old Enzo Staiola) chase 

after the thief: The boy attempts to relieve himself against a wall, 

and his father lets him know they don't have time for that. The 

other is a scene in which the father tracks the thief into the 

kitchen of a brothel. De Sica refused to make the required cuts, 

and the movie played without the seal. Hollywood apologized to 

De Sica a year later by giving the movie a special Oscar. Antonio 

Ricci, unemployed for over two years, is overjoyed when he's finally given a job putting up posters. 

There's a catch, though - he needs a bicycle as a requirement of the job, so he pawns the family linen 

to get a pawned bicycle back. He goes off to his first day's work, truly happy for the first time in 

years - and the title of the film gives away what happens next. Italian Neorealism has always been 

one of my favorite film movements, and The Bicycle Thief appears to be one the finest examples of 

this medium. While people today might not understand the power in the story, one has to 

understand the nature state of Italy after World War II. The country was in ruins, and finding a good 

job was difficult. Desperation took over more often than reason, and this leads to the eventual 

climax of self pity and remorse. Quite a powerful film, for it is the only foreign film I have on my 

personal Top 25 list. 
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Lady In White (1988) 
 

The year is 1962. The place is Willowpoint Falls. Nobody talks 

about what happened in the school cloakroom 10 years ago. Now, 

in the dead of night, Frankie Scarlatti is going to find out why. 

Locked in a school closet during Halloween, young Frankie (12-

year-old Lukas Haas) witnesses the ghost of a young girl and the 

man who murdered her years ago. Shortly afterward he finds 

himself stalked by the killer and is soon drawn to an old house 

where a mysterious Lady In White lives. As he discovers the secret 

of the woman he soon finds that the killer may be someone close 

to him. This is a beautiful ghost story, nothing terrible about it! I 

saw this movie when I was only seven or so and have loved it ever 

since. Perhaps it is not has high tech as other movies but it has 

really wonderful elements. The execution of this film is wonderful. 

As opposed to the last comment on this movie, I have to disagree. 

I think an open mind is needed to fully appreciate older films. If you do not feel that something from 

the eighties and older is worthy of your time this probably is not the movie for you. If you do love a 

good ghost story, try this one on for size. It isn't a scary movie, relatively mild with very little violence 

and no blood. It is creative and really heart warming. With 15-year-old Jason Presson (as Geno 

Scarlatti), 14-year-old Jared Rushton (as Donald) & Gregory Levinson (as Louie). 
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Ladybug Ladybug (1963) 
 

Staff and students at a rural school react to a warning of an 

imminent nuclear attack, not knowing whether it is real or 

mistaken. Hard to find anyone who has actually seen this movie. 

Doesn't deserve to be hidden away, it has a wonderful sense of 

unease and imminent danger as a small school receives a nuclear 

alert warning and while the principal tries to verify it he decides 

to evacuate the school. This involves the teachers walking the 

students back to their homes. The uncertainty remains 

throughout till the shattering climax. Among several movies of the 

period with a nuclear threat element (e.g. Dr. Strangelove, 

Failsafe, Lord of the Flies). 
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Ladybugs (1992) 
 

Chester Lee must take on the coaching duties of his company's 

employee daughters soccer team in order to impress his boss. 

Desperate for success, he enlists the aid of a "ringer", his fiancées 

son! Wackiness ensues. Chester thinks he is going to get a 

promotion, and tells his fiancee. In a meeting with his boss he lies 

and says that he coached soccor before and his boss puts him as 

the coach of a ladies soccer team. There is only one problem, they 

suck. The only way to rectify the problem is to dress his fience's 

son as a girl and put him on the team. The only problem is that he 

has a crush on the bosses daughter who is also on the team. Most 

of the movie is ok for a hot summer evening with nothing better 

to do but I feel that the setup isn't scoring. Why does Matthew 

agree to be a girl and play as Martha instead of assisting Coach 

Chester. And why do they lie about it to Bess? The jokes are 

alright too with a few that are to much. The acting of 16-year-old Jonathan Brandis was good, best 

know from this role in Seaquest DSV. I have seen movies of Rodney Dangerfield before and ain't 

impressed, the eye balls gig is near scary. Vinessa Shaw does some nice acting but didn't get much 

screentime. The rest of the cast are one timers or unknown (to me) actors/Actresses with exceptions 

of Blake Clark (Coach Bull) who had a regular guest roll in Tim Tayor's Home Improvement. Another 

worth mentioning is Chuck McCann (the Bartender of the bar Chester is drinking) he had regular 

voice acting roles in famous Disney TV Animated Series as Ducktales and Tale Spin. Anyway, when 

it's on TV and you've nothing better to do Ladybirds is a good way to kill time. 
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Lagaan: Once Upon A Time In India (2001) 
 

This is the story about the resilience shown by the Indians when 

they were under the British Rule. They are already taxed to the 

bone by the British and their cronies, but when Jack Russell 

announces that he will double the Lagaan (tax) from all villagers, 

they decide to oppose it. Leading the villagers is a handsome 

young man named Bhuvan, who challenges them to a game of 

cricket, a game that is to be played by veteran British cricket 

players, versus villagers, including Bhuvan himself, who have 

never played this game before, and do not even know a bat from a 

piece of wood. As the challenge is accepted, the interest grows 

and attracts Indians from all over the region, as well as the British 

from all over the country - as everyone gathers to see the 'fair 

play' that the British will display against their counter-parts, who 

are aided by none other than the sister, Elizabeth, of Captain 

Rusell. Sometime during latter half of the 19th century, a small village in North India is facing 

drought conditions. Captain Andrew Russell, the British captain of the nearby cantonment, demands 

double of the usual land tax (lagaan) from the villagers. When the villagers' representatives go to 

meet Captain Russell to discuss the situation, Capt. Russell challenges them to a game of cricket with 

his team after three months. A young villager Bhuvan accepts the challenge and starts to build his 

team of villagers for the showdown with their colonial rulers. The rains have failed, and the people 

of a small Indian village in Victorian India hope that they will be excused from paying the crippling 

land tax that their British rulers have imposed. Instead, the capricious British officer in charge 

challenges them to a game of cricket, a game totally alien and unknown to them. If they win, they 

get their wish; if they lose, however, the increased tax burden will destroy their lives. The people are 

terrified, but one man thinks the challenge is worth staking their entire future on. Will he convince 

the villagers to give it their best shot? Circa late 1800s, India is ruled and governed by the British. A 

small rural town is asked to pay it's annual taxes to a British army captain. The Rajah of this town, 

Puran Singh, pleads before Captain Andrew Russell to reduce the levy as monsoons had not been 

adequate and as a result crops had suffered. But the Captain does not agree. Taking advantage of 

the simple-minded townspeople, he magnanimously makes a offer to play cricket with their team, if 

they win then there will no taxes levied, but if they lose then they will end up thrice the amount of 

taxes. The Rajah returns to confer with his subjects. A young man by the name of Bhuvan tells the 

Rajah that he will make up a team and that the Rajah should accept the Captain's challenge. The 

Rajah delightedly does so, much to the glee and amusement of the Captain. Then begins the task of 

selecting a team. Bhuvan finds this to be a real challenge, as no one has really played cricket, they do 

not even own a bat or a ball. The selection of the team is marred with problems as to religion and 

caste, with some men saying that they will never play in the same team with a person of a lower 

caste. Nevertheless, Bhuvan pushes on, and does manage to come up with eleven men. Then begins 

the practice, and Bhuvan finds an ally in Elizabeth Russell, Captain Russell's sister, who agrees to 

coach them on the sly. The team uses a large stick in place of a bat, and a round stone as a ball. Each 

player is assigned certain tasks, and the tension reverberates as the day of the actual match draws 

closer. News get around, and people from miles around flock to watch this match. They are joined by 



several senior ranking British Officers. This match now has become a prestige issue, and the British 

High Command makes it known that it not stand to lose face at any cost. Finally, the day arrives. The 

match begins. Bhuvan and the Rajah hope that they have covered all potholes, and hope for a 

miracle. But what the two had not banked on was treachery at the hands of one of their very own 

players, who had accepted a bribe from Captain Russell, to ensure that the Indian team loses. In a 

small village of Champaner in North India in 1890s is a community of poor and innocent farmers who 

are happy plowing, sowing, praying for the rains and reaping their harvest. Part of this community 

are Bhuvan a young farmer and Gauri, his love. A spate of adversities strike them with the entry of a 

brute-like British army captain who challenges the locals to a cricket match. A dastardly character, 

he is planning, in the sly, to burden the villagers with a land tax (Lagaan). One of the conditions of 

the game is that the loser will pay the state the land tax. The captain knows that the villagers are 

ignorant of the game and its rules and therefore be beating retreat against his trained players. 

Although poor, the villagers are people of self-respect. Led by Bhuvan they are ready to take on the 

Britons despite their ignorance of the game. Now comes to their rescue the army captain's younger 

sister Elizabeth. Firstly Elizabeth helps the rustic lads purely out of sympathy for them but later she 

grows affection for Bhuvan. But Bhuvan is fixated on one thing. With grit and determination he and 

villagers stand together against the ruthlessness of their perpetrators. Faith and courage comes face 

to face with arrogance and ruthlessness and what follows is spectacular climax of showdown 

between Indians and Britons. Sony Entertainment's Lagaan is more an experience than a movie. 

Indian actor Aamir Khan's home production is a cinematic experience which highlights Indian cinema 

to the hilt, while weaving a tale set in Champaner during the time of the British Empire's presence 

which deals with Lagaan (the tax of the land) and a village's upheaval against its oppressors. The film 

revolves mainly around three characters namely Bhuvan (Aamir Khan), Gauri (debutante Gracey 

Singh) and Elizabeth (British actress Rachel Shelley), and deals with Bhuvan's spirited fight to defend 

what is his birthright, as he embroils the entire village into a magnitude of problems which 

inadvertently ends up being their only escape from the tyranny under which they reside. Gauri is the 

simple village girl who loyally stands behind the man she loves yet cannot profess her love to, while 

Elizabeth is the beautiful sister of the British Lieutenant and the complication who aids the village in 

their fight against injustice. The first half sets the scene beautifully, explaining what Lagaan is, 

introducing the characters and gradually pulling the audience into this period and place, literally 

taking the viewer into Champaner through cinematography which highlights the locales and sets 

which establish the standard of living. It makes you feel for the characters, believe in the villagers 

and draws you into the celluloid created world, while the second presents to you their turmoil, 

dawns on you what is at stake and whisks you away in a tornado of emotions and rising spirits. The 

opening scenes are more congruent to joining a conversation midway, as from the moment you are 

thrust into 1893's India, you gain footing and a sense of atmosphere, feeling at ease as the camera 

pans across its setting for the movie, drifting into the journey that will hold your attention for the 

duration of the film. Apart from familiarising the viewer with its characters, the first half also takes 

you back with its breathtakingly beautiful cinematography and fitting background score. The 

characters are established, the situation presented and relationships etched, with each scene 

rhythmically flowing from one to the other in a continuos motion. The second half is less involved in 

justifying its characters and aims more towards culminating the scene which has been set in the first. 

By this time you are already a part of this world and your emotions have already been stirred, now 

they are put to the test as the events which will determine the entire crux of the film begin and get 

the viewer involved. The romantic triangle between Bhuvan, Gauri and Elizabeth is expertly handled. 



The beauty of its predicament is that no one feels a loss by the end of the film, and director 

Ashutosh Gowariker beautifully justifies eternal love (but not necessarily requitted love) through 

drawing a comparison with the spiritual romance of the Hindu god Krishna and Radha. A delightfully 

delicately handled scene and situation gives birth to the foundation which will resolve the triangle in 

a manner leaving warmth in the viewer's heart. Aamir Khan is a revelation. His acting is superb and 

be it the conviction and fire in his eyes, the way he draws breaths from the air of the abode he calls 

home or even gulps at the atrocities he witnesses, he has become Bhuvan completely. His portrayal 

is such that it puts you inside Bhuvan's psyche and enables the viewer to understand the character 

from his demeanour alone. His piercing eyes stare sharply like razor blades, cutting through the 

camera and leave a haunting impression on an unsuspecting audience, drawing them more and 

more deeper into his world. Gracey Singh performs ably and is also an extremely graceful dancer, as 

particularly evident in the Radha Kaise Na Jale song. She acts with her eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, 

all of her and gives to the role of Gauri completely, giving a debut performance of high calibre. 

Rachel Shelley makes her presence felt like an ethereal spirit. Apart from looking stunning she adds 

to whichever frame she is in with panache and style. Her crossover to Indian cinema, or indeed to 

this film, is delicately handled and a feat to be applauded. To light a face like Shelley's in the same 

frame as the villagers without making one or the other look considerably darker or awkwardly paler, 

is a difficult task in itself. But the cinematography, the lighting and make up is such that the 

characters come alive as physical presences which complement each other, as do Aamir Khan and 

Rachel Shelley. Her interactions with Bhuvan and the villagers are intricately handled and executed 

wonderfully, and her inclusion in the O Rey Chori song is poetry on screen. To make a Western 

character dance in Indian cinema without causing a giggle from the audience or without it appearing 

unnatural is also something which needs to be handled with careful thought and the result is such 

that this song picturisation alone will invoke discussion on how beautifully it has been shot. Andrew 

Russell's boisterous character is brought to life by Paul Blackthorne, as he slides perfectly under the 

skin of a character that should reflect British pride and be menacing and hostile. He performs well 

and bounces off the supporting cast with utmost ease. The entire ensemble of supporting cast are 

deserved of mention, and particularly Raghuveer Yadav, who dynamically brings the character of 

Bhura across effectively and convincingly with edge. A R Rahman is the composer who has scored for 

many Indian and South Indian films, and this time too he does not betray his reputation of being a 

modern day Mozart. He literally teases then grabs you with his music, first resonating your veins, 

then breaths and finally allowing it to explode and burst through your body like an energy force, 

flowing in sync with your heartbeat. It's lilting melody, fresh sound and courageous allegros 

mesmerise and reflect the movie's emotions and spirit of hope. The songs are very well picturised 

and choreography is excellent, particularly Ghanan Ghanan, O Mitwa and O Rey Chori. The bhajan O 

Paalanhaare is bewitchingly lit and shot, injecting a spiritual vibe as candles' flickering flames 

hypnotise every viewer whose eyes dance to its command. The film belongs to Aamir and Ashutosh 

Gowariker all the way. Direction is superb and results in what is a true mark on Indian cinema, held 

together by Aamir's awe-inspiring performance. Lagaan is about hope, courage, fighting against 

injustice, the human spirit and about Indians. You enter the cinema to be entertained, and leave 

with a piece of cinematic history being firmly etched in your heart. 
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Lakki (The Boy That Could Fly) (Gutten Som Kunne Fly) (1992) 
 

Surreal tale of a 14-year-old boy (Anders Borchgrevink) who 

dreams of escaping the loneliness from an unhappy home & 

sexual abuse (from his mother's boyfriend who is also his school 

swimming coach). One day his back mysteriously sprouts feathers 

and he can metaphorically fly away from it all. Wam and 

Venneroed doesn't deliver the goods in a broad sense of view, 

although there are some hilarious moments. But I don't think the 

humor is done deliberately. And the film hits the spot only within 

the die hard fans of the Wam and Venneroeds movies. "Lakki" 

would have been a far better movie, if Wam and Venneroed have 

used a little more irony and humor. The result could and would 

have been far better, because the plot is rather original, although 

the acting is poorly. The title on the release for this film was 

originally: "Gutten som kunne fly", but when the audience 

rejected it and the critics gladly butchered it, the producers changed the name to: "Lakki", because 

the title had a more youth-full theme to it...it didn't help much, I'm sorry to say. In my opinion this is 

one of many cult-classic from Wam and Venneroed. The dialog is so pathetic and static, so the result 

is hilarious. But only for the die-hard fans of Norwegian social realism and movies from the company 

Mephisto films. 
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Lakposhtha Parvaz Mikonand (Turtles Can Fly) (Las Tortugas 

También Vuelan) (2004) 
 

Set in Ghobadi's native Kurdistan, close to the Turkey-Iran border. 

Satellite (Soran Ebrahim) is a 13-year-old boy who orders other 

children around as he installs an antenna for villagers keen to 

hear of Saddam's fall. Eventually, he falls for Agrin but is disturbed 

by her brother Henkov, who was left armless after he stepped on 

a landmine and who can now seemingly predict the future. 

'Turtles Can Fly' is a terrific film that uses a fictional story to show 

the conditions of the Kurdish people living in a refugee camp in 

Iraq near the Turkish border. The film starts just before the U.S. 

invasion of Iraq and ends after that invasion. One thing we see 

immediately is that life will not be better for these Kurdish people 

after the U.S. have liberated, if that is the right word, the country 

of Iraq. Before the invasion life seems very hard, after it nothing 

seems changed. The story is told mainly through two young 

teenagers. One of them is Satellite (Soran Ebrahim), who is named after his ability to give a poor 

village the news due a satellite dish. (And a television of course.) He is like a young business man, 

using his knowledge to make the best of it. Other children like him, some even worship him. He can 

order people to do something and they will obey. The other main character is a teenage refugee 

named Henkov who has lost both his arms and it is told he can see into the future. Actually his sister 

Agrin (Avaz Latif) is the other central figure. Together Henkov and Agrin take care of a child. Agrin 

wants to leave the child behind and go away with Henkov, hoping their lives will be better 

elsewhere. Satellite likes Agrin so he grabs every opportunity to do something for her. An impressive 

thing about this film is the way it shows horrific conditions but finds a lot of humor as well. The best 

scene has the small child of Henkov and Agrin in the middle of a minefield and Satellite wants to take 

him out. It is one of the most suspenseful scenes I have seen in a long time since we can never guess 

the outcome. For several minutes Satellite tells the kid not to move while he is closing in. With every 

small move the kid made you could hear the audience react, showing they all felt the same as I. But 

even this scene has a lot of laughs as well. While Satellite is doing his heroic deed all other kids 

watch him. One of them suggests he or another kid should do it since Satellite is too important. The 

other kid, who already lost one leg, responds the way most people should, creating one of the 

funniest moments in the film. A lot of scenes play like this. There is some real horror, especially in 

the scenes that explain things about Agrin who seems to have lost all hope. In between we have 

humor, most of the time it involves Satellite. 'Turtles Can Fly' is an impressive and compelling film. 

Sometimes it seems without focus, just giving us images to show a reality, but there is a conclusion 

and a message. Very well-acted mostly by young kids and teenagers, all amateurs, this film is about 

people in a war, not about war itself. 
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Lamb (1985) 
 

A really good movie. Liam Neeson does a fine job in this film. It's 

probably not the best he's ever done, but the movie deserves 

some credit. He plays Brother Sebastian a man questioning his 

faith and his role in life. He befriends a small boy named Owen 

(10-year-old Hugh O'Conor) who has had nothing but bad things 

throughout his life. During all of this his father dies and leaves his 

estate to him, he gets part of the money up front and decides to 

elope with young Owen. Things go from good to bad to bad to 

worse, with a ending that will shock you. 
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Lan Feng Zheng (The Blue Kite) (1993) 
 

On Dry Well Lane in Beijing in 1953, Chen Shujuan and Lin 

Shaolong marry. A year later their son, nicknamed Tietou (Iron 

Head) (Tian Yi [Tietou as an infant], Wenyao Zhang [Tietou as a 

child], Xiaoman Chen [Tietou as a teenager]), is born. The Party is 

everywhere: Mao's photograph, loud-speaker announcements, 

visits from the neighborhood committee. Shaolong dies in a 

reform camp; a close family friend, who protects Shujuan and her 

son partly out of guilt for lying to authorities about Shaolong, 

succumbs to malnutrition; a confrontation with the Red Guard 

leads to injury, imprisonment and death. Shujuan's love for Tietou 

sustains her, and the child's blue kite embodies hope: "I can make 

another for you," says Tietou's dad; by the end, Tietou promises 

this to a small child. This film is right up there in educating the 

masses on a bold, but chilling truth. The first time I saw this movie 

it not only made me cry, but it haunted me for weeks. Exposing the truth has been a difficult 

endeavor when it comes to China, but this is one of those films that has done it with grace and style. 
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Lan Yu (2001) 
 

Beijing, 1988. On the cusp of middle-age, Chen Handong has 

known little but success all his life. The eldest son of a senior 

government bureaucrat, he heads a fast-growing trading company 

and plays as hard as he works. Few know that Handong's tastes 

run more to boys than girls. Lan Yu is a country boy, newly arrived 

in Beijing to study architecture. More than most students, he is 

short of money and willing to try anything to earn some. He has 

run into Liu Zheng, who pragmatically suggests that he could 

prostitute himself for one night to a gay pool-hall and bar owner. 

But Handong happens to be in the pool hall that evening, and he 

nixes the deal. He takes Lan Yu home himself and gives the young 

man what turns out to be a life-changing sexual initiation. 

Handong and Lan Yu meet often, and the boy is soon very secure 

in his love for the man. But Handong insists that he wants a play-

mate, not a lifelong companion, and warns Lan Yu that they will eventually break up. Meanwhile, he 

showers expensive gifts on Lan Yu, expecting to deflect the boy's love by turning it into gratitude or 

dependency. Lan Yu is undeterred, until the night he catches Handong with another boy. They meet 

again on the night of June 4th, 1989. Handong goes looking for Lan Yu, worried that he might have 

been caught up in the army's murderous sweep through Tiannmen Square. Handong gives Lan Yu his 

most lavish gifts yet - a newly built villa on the outskirts of Beijing and a car - and they begin living 

together as a couple. But again, Handong shies away from his feelings for the boy. He enters a 

whirlwind romance with Jingping, a professional translator who has helped his company in trade 

negotiations with Russians, and marries her. Lan Yu moves out of the village and Handong loses 

contact with him. Before long, Handong is divorced. He runs into Lan Yu by chance at the airport one 

day, and an invitation to try Lan Yu's home cooking leads to a resumption of their relationship. Now, 

at last, Handong is learns to feel and show commitment to his lover - just when his company comes 

under investigation for smuggling and illegal fund-raising. Handong is facing long-term 

imprisonment, possibly worse, but to the delight of his sister Yonghong and her husband Daning, he 

is bailed out by Lan Yu. The boy sells the villa and the car and pools the proceeds with his own 

savings - yielding enough to get Handong out of trouble. Finally, Handong and Lan Yu can be happy 

together. But fate can play cruel tricks. Wealthy entrepreneur Handong runs a trading company in 

Beijing. His loyal lieutenant one night introduces him to Lan Yu, a penniless architecture student. 

Handong enjoys bedding the boy, but doesn't think of an on-going relationship. It has an overall feel 

of an Eric Rohmer film, the portrayal of the reality of emotion and connection in the stark 

environment of modern Beijing and Chinese society is a feat of amazing subtlety. Perhaps 

incomprehensible to people in a society long open, the stark contrast between the comfort of rare 

privilege and emotional squalor and the material squalor of the young student/architect and 

emotional richness there goes beyond the triteness the another user accuses this material of. I am 

fairly jaded westerner moved to emotional resonance, (certainly not the result of the melodramatic 

ending I could have done without.) 
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Land Of The Pharaohs (1955) 
 

In ancient Egypt the Pharaoh Khu-fu is obsessed with acquiring 

gold and plans to take it all with him into the "second life." To this 

end he enlists the aid of Vashtar, an architect whose people are 

enslaved in Egypt. The deal: build a robbery-proof tomb and the 

enslaved people will be freed. During the years that the pyramid is 

being built a Cyprian princess becomes the pharaoh's second wife, 

and she plots to prevent Khufu from taking his treasure with him 

when he dies..as well as helping him make the journey early. This 

may not be the greatest movie ever made, but it is one of the 

most accurate in terms of its staging, costumes, and set design - 

especially for the era in which it was made. Despite Cecil B. 

DeMille's propaganda this movie accurately portrays the pyramid 

builders as Egyptian free men. The premise for the construction of 

Khufu's pyramid is exceedingly creative - and has been suggested 

by some scholars. Many of the outside construction scenes have 

been used in other movies and documentaries to provide a fairly realistic view of what the 

construction would have been like. And, Jack Hawkins made a terrific pharaoh - if you had to use a 

Caucasian. I first saw this movie as a child and was enthralled. I'm sure it helped fuel the interest I 

still have in scholarly excavations throughout the Mid East. Worth seeing for the sheer enjoyment 

and scenery. 
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Lanse Da Men (Blue Gate Crossing) (2002) 
 

An is-she-or-isn't-she gay comedy focused on a Taiwanese teen, 

the boy she might like, and the girl she may love. Upon seeing it at 

the AFI Fest, Yee Chin-yen's "Blue Gate Crossing" instantly 

became one of my favorite pictures of 2003. The premise is very 

simple, and yet it is one of those about which the less is said, the 

better. Simply put, it examines the effect on two girls, best friends 

in high school, when one has a crush from afar on a boy, and the 

other actually starts talking to him. The writing is delicate, the 

performances completely natural and real. Even the look of the 

movie -- echoing Wong Kar-Wai's elegantly composed, florescent-

lit romances -- is stylish without being over-stylized. The narrative 

is never forced, and yet the ground covered encompasses the 

awkwardness of a first kiss, the vagaries of sexual orientation, the 

safety of fantasy over reality, and the nature of friendship -- both the kinds that just happen and 

those that come about because they've been earned. Finally, the last minute of this movie made a 

mess of me, I haven't gushed so hard since "Whale Rider." 
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L'Arbre De Noël (When Wolves Cry) (The Christmas Tree) (1969) 
 

Since the death of his mother, Pascal (11-year-old Brook Fuller), 

10-years-old, spends his holidays with his father, the rich Laurent 

Segur. One day, when diving near the shores of Corse, an aircraft 

falls into the sea. The holiday goes on happily with Catherine, the 

young and pretty girlfriend of Laurent. But soon blue marks 

appear on the face of Pascal. He has been contaminated by a 

nuclear weapon carried by the destroyed plane, and he won't 

survive more than six months. There is nothing Laurent can do, 

except give his son the best six months he has ever lived. I red the 

book when I was 11 and wanted to see the film. I liked it the same. 

Now I am 35 and I still like to see it sometimes. It's a good analysis 

of the characters. What would you do if a person you love very 

much have to die en six month. Bourvil is my favourite actor and it 

is one of his best role. 
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L'argent De Poche (Pocket Money) (Small Change) (1976) 
 

In the town of Thiers, summer of 1976, teachers and parents give 

their children skills, love, and attention. A teacher has his first 

child, a single mother hopes to meet Mr. Right, another mom 

reaches out to Patrick (Georges Desmouceaux), a motherless lad 

who is just discovering the opposite sex. Patrick befriends Julien 

(Philippe Goldmann), a new student who lives in poverty with his 

mother and has a terrible secret. Bruno (Bruno Staab) shows his 

friends how to chat up girls. Sylvie stages a witty protest against 

her parents. Brothers (Claudio De Luca & Franck De Luca) give a 

friend a haircut. A toddler (Grégory) falls from a window and is 

unhurt. Everybody goes to the cinema. At camp, Martine catches 

Patrick's eye. A teacher explains: "Life is hard, but it's wonderful." 

Yes! Yes! Yes! I've watched many of Truffaut's films and have 

found most of them to be really quite wonderful. This film has 

solidified his status in my book as the best of the French New Wave. I've waited to actually say that 

in print until I'd seen a good number of the offerings from the movement. Godard is too gimmicky, 

Chabrol too one track (though still well loved), Rohmer too static (but charming), Demy doesn't have 

the filmography and neither does Resnais or Varda (Demy's wife). Truffaut's films have a sensitivity, 

an intimacy and a simple quality that speak volumes to me. Small Change (Pocket Money) has all of 

those qualities and more. I laughed and I cried but I never once felt that this great director had 

manipulated me. Sometimes films with children have a tendency to make me feel used. My heart 

strings pulled in every direction and twisted into every shape. Truffaut had no intention of mauling 

the senses instead he lets the childrens lives unfold naturally with the joys and sadnesses of all 

children. It was my very own memory of childhood for there is some child in this film who represents 

all of us. 
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Las Mariposas Disecadas (The Dried Butterflies) (1978) 
 

The pain of a lost love may drive you crazy. A female writer begins 

a very close friendship with a boy who makes her remember a lost 

love. She daydreams with his lost love, talks with him as if he were 

in the same room, and remembers all the happiness she used to 

have. While we see through backflashes how was her relationship 

with his lover, we also see how she begins to feel a sexual desire 

for the boy. She tries to keep with her the boy all the time, as we 

see through the backflashes how she tried to keep her lover with 

her all the time. There is a religious conflict in the main characters, 

Atheism Vs Catholicism. The more we see the more everything 

makes sense. 
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Lassie (2005) 
 

A family in financial crisis is forced to sell Lassie, their beloved dog. 

Hundreds of miles away from her true family, Lassie escapes and 

sets out on a journey home. It is so refreshing to watch a family 

film that doesn't have to rely only on special effects to tell the 

story. This film is just how they used to make films with great 

acting, beautiful photography and of course a lovely story. It's full 

of emotion and soul and it's just a good all round film the whole 

family will enjoy. It's about a boy (9-year-old Jonathan Mason) and 

his parents who fall on hard times and have to sell their beloved 

dog, which gets taken hundreds of miles away. But his love for his 

dog never falters and the dogs love for its owners makes it 

determined to escape and travel the vast distance to get home. 

We have watched a few blockbusters lately but this film deserves 

praise. It might have a lower budget, but it has something that we all deep down want out of a film. 
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Lassie Come Home (1943) 
 

Hard times came for Carraclough family and they are forced to sell 

their dog to the rich Duke of Rudling. However, Lassie, the dog, is 

unwilling to leave the young Carraclough boy (15-year-old Roddy 

McDowall) and sets out on the long and dangerous journey in 

order to rejoin him. 'Lassie Come Home' is the classic first tale of 

Lassie, and this film is based on the novel by Eric Knight. This story 

is about the bond between a boy and his dog. Lassie is sold by the 

boy's father because of hard times, and Lassie makes a long 

journey to be back at her master's side again. It's a touching and 

beautiful story for children, and it was my favourite story for a 

while when I was much, much younger. I have forgotten much of 

this story now, but I have not forgotten how much I used to watch 

this film, over and over again on the old VHS. I think that all 

children should have the opportunity to watch 'Lassie Come 

Home'. 
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Lassie: Well Of Love (1970) 
 

This family-oriented film is comprised of scenes from some of the 

courageous collie's best television adventures. With 14-year-old 

Sean Kelly. 
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Lassie's Great Adventure (1963) 
 

With 13-year-old Jon Provost. We were with friends and family 

viewing this Lassie movie at a restored theater in Vermont. With 

two intermissions, the movie was a wonderful family experience 

that can't be replicated with entertainment aimed at children 

today. Corny? Yes. Did some of the adults laugh when a wonderful 

"raft" appears, replete with nicely cut edges? Absolutely. Just as 

many who teared-up when Lassie collapsed after being gored by 

the wild boar. And "Lurch" played a great deaf-mute-good guy. I 

can only hope that there will be a new generation of Lassie films; 

one can only hope that they will take the ultimate risk and go 

"retro" with the respect and dedication to message as the original. 

Kids need this today, now more than ever. 
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Last Action Hero (1993) 
 

Young Danny Madigan (12-year-old Austin O'Brien) is a big fan of 

Jack Slater, a larger-than-life action hero played by Arnold 

Schwarzenegger. When his best friend, Nick the projectionist, 

gives him a magic ticket to the new Jack Slater film, Danny is 

transported into Slater's world, where the good guys always win. 

One of Slater's enemies, Benedict the hitman, gets hold of the 

ticket and ends up in Danny's world, where he realises that if he 

can kill Schwarzenegger, Slater will be no more. Slater and Danny 

must travel back and stop him. Danny Madigan knows all the first 

3 Jack Slater movies in and out. The 4th one is just about to be 

released too, and with a magical ticket Danny really gets to know 

that movie in and out too, literaly speaking. During one of the 

action climaxes Danny is transported into the movie, into a world 

following other rules than the real one. Benedict, one of the evil 

guys, gets hold of the ticket and escapes out to the real world, a world where evil guys can actually 

win. Danny and Jack follows him back to the real world to get back the ticket and stop Benedict from 

killing the actor playing Jack. Danny Madigan is a big movie buff. While watching an action movie, 

Danny's magic ticket transports him inside the movie alongside his number one hero Jack Slater. Its a 

dream come true for Danny, but things take a turn for the worst when a movie villain gets hold of 

the ticket and escapes into the real world. Danny and Jack must stop him by traveling to the real 

world where the bad guys can win. Another underrated movie, and one which few people 

understand, or try to. This is a spoof of action movies, primarily those starring Arnie and Stallone, 

ones which director McTiernen has made a living from. That said, the action, stunts, effects are 

good, the cast, especially Arnie, ham it up as much as possible, and the plot is pretty clever. Tons of 

in-jokes make this an entertaining film, and I'll admit that's all it is. But that's all it is trying to be. 

Don't whine to me about artistic merit, character development, internal meditations on life and all 

that crap-I have those movies on my list too. It's an action movie, where the bad guys are supposed 

to die, cars are meant to explode when scratched, the good guy is untouchable, and it knows it. 8 

out of 10. 
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Last Day Of Summer (1984) 
 

An evocatively nostalgic look back to an English summer in the 

late 1960s. This rarely seen television film was one of the first 

dramas to be shown on Channel 4 in Britain. Brothers Tom (13-

year-old Graham McGrath) and Pete live in their late parents' 

sprawling home deep in the English countryside on the banks of 

the River Thames. Pete, being old enough to inherit the house, 

decides to open it as a commune, in keeping with his hippie leanings, and reflecting the era in which 

the film is set, and when a vacancy occurs he decides to take the first person who applies. Jenny, 

played by Annette Badland, then joins the commune completing the diverse range of characters. 

Initially her plain looks and shy personality are the subject of some ridicule from the others, but soon 

her warmth and kindness wins everybody over, and she and young Tom, who is still a boy grieving 

for his parents and obviously lonely amongst a houseful of adults, form a strong bond. Jenny become 

a big sister for Tom, and Tom shows suburbanite Jenny the wonders of the countryside in the full 

bloom of high summer. They spend time picnicking and boating on the river in Tom's boat, and the 

summer passes lazily by until the last day of the school holidays when the drama begins. Just about 

everything in this film is pretty near perfect. The acting is sensitive and credible, the haunting piano 

score is spot on and the attention to detail is breathtaking - the posters on the wall of Tom's 

bedroom are obviously genuine 1960s articles. But it is the cinematography that really shines. Rarely 

has the Berkshire countryside looked more lush, and the interiors are moodily lit, with shafts of 

sunlight peeking through both the permanently closed heavy curtains and the marijuana smoke. 
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Last Day Of Summer (2009) 
 

This unpredictable story follows an agitated fast-food employee, 

Joe, who's reached his breaking point from being harassed and 

tormented by his boss. Finally on the last day of summer, Joe 

snaps and decides to take revenge on his boss but his plans are 

disrupted when a quick glance from a beautiful girl catches his 

attention leading him to kidnapping her instead, changing both 

their lives forever. 
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Last Exit (2006) 
 

Shattered windshields. Twisted wreckage. Last Exit is an action-

suspense drama that tells the parallel stories of two ordinary 

women - one, a single mother barely supporting her handicapped 

son, and the other, a working mom precariously balancing her 

family with a high-pressure career - on one extraordinary day. 

Each woman's life frays under the weight of her circumstances 

and spirals out of control. As police officers race to save them, 

pieces of a shattered puzzle fall into place - maybe this wasn't just 

a tragic car accident after all. Both women fight for their lives, but 

ultimately, only one will survive. "Last Exit" is a fantastic little film 

that details the events of a day in the life of two very different 

women, whose days become inexplicably intertwined simply 

because of a little bit of road rage. Kathleen Robertson plays Beth 

Welland, a lovely young woman raising a son who is in a 

wheelchair, and dealing with the pressures of every day life. Andrea Roth is Diana Burke, a well-to-

do woman with troubled teens and a distant husband, though she seems to be doing good for 

herself at work, until this fateful day. Kathleen Robertson proves that she is a fantastic actress with 

the complex Beth, such an amazing performance. Andrea Roth also gives a great performance. 

Supporting them are Linden Ashby as Diana's husband Scott, Ben Baas, giving an amazing 

performance as David the father of Beth's son, and 11-year-old Noah Bernett, who plays Beth's son. 

"Last Exit" may be a TV movie, but it doesn't seem like it, far exceeding the usual formula of tele-

movies, and featuring a great story-telling sequence, with the shocking climax being shown at the 

beginning - then flashing back, because the events that take place during these women's day are so 

interesting, you're compelled to watch. I think not only drivers (especially reckless ones) can benefit 

from watching "Last Exit", but almost everyone, for while driving is a major part of the film, the real-

life issues and dilemmas the women face can be applied to almost anyones life. Well done to all 

involved. 
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Last Exit To Brooklyn (Letzte Ausfahrt Brooklyn) (1989) 
 

Set in Brooklyn during the 1950s against a backdrop of union 

corruption and violence. A prostitute falls in love with one of her 

customers. Also a disturbed man discovers that he is homosexual. 

Taken from Hubert Selby, Jr.'s controversial novel. A gallery of 

characters in Brooklyn in the 1950s are crushed by their 

surroundings and selves: a union strike leader discovers he is gay; 

a prostitute falls in love with one of her clients; a family cannot 

cope with the fact that their daughter is illegitimately pregnant. 

Working class life in 1950's Brooklyn is disrupted by a strike. One 

of these films that seems about nothing in the explaining (the ups 

and downs of the roughhouse working-class), but is a very 

powerful piece in the watching and highly recommended. The film 

reminded me of an X rated version of American Graffiti where 

people go about their ordinary lives, but somehow, we become 

fascinated. While actually shot in West German (when there was one) there are too many real NY 

character actors for us to notice. There is fair amount of stupidity and leaching. The male hustler and 

the whore stick in your mind longer, but the working class morals of all the characters are well 

observed. Certain scenes actually play no real role in the plot, but add to the feel of time and place. 

A lot of people will be shocked by this movie. It is brutally frank and at times violent, but it is never 

just put there for entertainment. This is an adult picture dealing with adult themes and adult lives. I 

found it quite hard to watch at times myself, but I think it is an important film and no insult to the 

classic Selby book which inspired it. 
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Last Of The Summer Wine (1973-98) 
 

Three old men from Yorkshire who have never grown up face the 

trials of their fellow town citizens and everyday life and stay young 

by reminiscing about the days of their youth and attempting feats 

not common to the elderly. I was a big fan of this series before I 

appeared in it. I still get letters and cards from fans despite leaving 

the show in 1988. Roy Clarke is one of the greatest comedy 

writers of his generation, he explores the British class system, old 

age, and the relationships between Yorshiremen and the Women 

they love brilliantly. The early shows were about boredom, 

retirement, life in Yorkshire and friendship between men of 

differing backgrounds. When the show was taken over by Alan J W 

Bell, who produced and directed all the episodes I appeared in, 

the comedy broadened. Wonderful slapstick and unlikely romance 

became the strong central themes. In 1987 the show regularly had 

viewing figures just below 20 Million, and it continues to have a cult following to this day. I made 

some wonderful friends on the series too, Jane Freeman (who played my Auntie Ivy), Bill Owen (who 

I sadly miss) Peter Sallis (who taught me so much when we worked on stage together) Thora Hird 

(who told great stories of her early life in the Co-op as a sales assistant) Joe Gladwyn (who told me 

the most wonderful tales of early music hall and variety shows) to name just a few... I think one of 

the best qualities of this show is that anyone of any age can watch it and find something amusing, 

popular family entertainment is rare these days and this is a gem. 

 

Series 01 (7 Episodes) (1973) 
 

Episode 0: Of Funerals and Fish; Three childhood friends get together in old age to discuss life and 

philosophy. 

Episode 1: Short Back & Palais Glide; The Trio spend the day trying to find a way to get back into the 

library after it closes to retrieve the key to Compo's place which fell out of his pocket there. 

Episode 2: Inventor of the Forty Foot Ferret; Atheist Compo is challenged to sit in a church for 5 

minutes without saying anything. 

Episode 3: Pate and Chips; The Trio arranges for a field trip to a historical home where they end up 

baby sitting the children of Chip & Connie, relatives of Compo. 

Episode 4: Spring Fever; Compo starts acting strangely, including cleaning his house and cleaning 

himself up as well. 

Episode 5: The New Mobile Trio; Clegg gets it in his mind to buy a car but he has to get past the 

tractors first. 



Episode 6: Hail Smiling Morn or Thereabouts; Inspired by a local art show of photography, the Trio 

decide to go camping and take some artful photos of their own. 
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Series 03 (7 Episodes) (1976) 
 

Episode 1: The Man from Oswestry; Compo is missing Blamire, we 

learn from him, that Cyril Blamire has gone to live in Oswestry, 

after hearing a lady he is interested in has become a widow. Clegg 

has received a letter from Balmire, this letter asks the to meet 

someone off the bus. This someone is to be Foggy Dewhurst, 

whom they knew from their childhood and youth, he was a 

corporal sign writer, but now civilian. He is returning home to 

Arnold crescent, but no longer has any living relatives to meet.He 

arrives loaded with keepsake metal signs. Within a short time of 

meeting up with Foggy, Clegg announces Foggy is a "genuine 14 

carat gilt edged barm pot". Foggy has fight fight in a pub with one 

of Compos many cousins, we don't see it, but despite Foggy boasts 

it last very little time, and the cousin comes in unscathed, unlike 

Foggy. The trio is now established. 

Episode 2: Mending Stuart's Leg; Sid and Ivy never had children, and Ivy is disappointed in the way 

their life has turned out due, she feels, to Sid's lack of ambition. She wants Sid to fix the café roof. 

Compo and Clegg take Foggy to the library, to Foggy's indignation, this becomes the first time he has 

ever been thrown out of a library. The trio meet up with Stuart, he has a troublesome leg. They all go 

to the café, where they all, including Sid, have a look at Stuarts leg, and then a listen for the click it 

makes, incurring Ivy's wrath. They try to fix the roof for her, but as you would expect it all goes very 

wrong. 

Episode 3: The Great Boarding-House Bathroom Caper; Vacation subplot part 1: The Trio decide to 

take vacation near the seashore with Ivy and Sid in tow - the three share a room and find some 

unexpected friends in the hostel where they stay as well. 

Episode 4: Cheering Up Gordon; Vacation subplot part 2: the Trio meet Gordon and exchange fishing 

lessons for "how to pick up birds" lessons, and Compo finds dates for everyone - which they weren't 

expecting. The husbands and wives have differing ideas of a vacation. 

Episode 5: The Kink in Foggy's Niblick; Back from vacation the Boys decide to take up a sport, Foggy 

brags of his golfing past but when they hunt up his clubs they leave a lot to be desired, but Compo 

finds a new way to earn a bit of money. 

Episode 6: Going to Gordon's Wedding; Gordon is said to be Compo's nephew and he is getting 

married - but when the Best Man is injured it's Compo to the rescue with hilarious results. 



Episode 7: Isometrics and After; After getting winded on their morning romp, Foggy decides that 

they need to get in shape by exercise - and the librarian has found a new playmate. 
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Series 14 (10 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Episode 01: By the Magnificent Thighs of Ernie Burniston; Norman, 

Compo and Foggy attempt to help Howard deliver a birthday card 

to Marina without Pearl finding out. Compo is a bit jealous of local 

athlete Ernie Burniston. 

Episode 02: Errol Flynn Used to Have a Pair Like That; Compo 

overhears Nora Batty discussing the effect Errol Flynn's riding 

outfit used to have on her, so he sets out to become the man of 

her dreams. 

Episode 03: The Phantom of the Graveyard; Pearl is forcing 

Howard to wear horribly garish clothing so that he will hide from 

Marina. Compo is uncharacteristically dapper in a new suit as he 

plans to attend the funeral of a former teacher. 

Episode 04: The Self-Propelled Salad Strainer; Nora Batty pays a 

visit to an unknown person, forcing Compo to take matters into 

his own hands, enlisting the aid of Wesley's newest invention to declare his love for her. 

Episode 05: Ordeal by Trousers; Compo suspects Foggy is lying, so he uses a technique from his 

schooldays to establish the truth. 

Episode 06: Happy Birthday Howard; Howard's lover Marina wants to deliver his birthday present, 

and enlists the trio's help - much to their dismay. 

Episode 07: Who's Got Rhythm?; Compo reveals a musical talent after being endorsed by several 

bands in the valley. 

Episode 08: Camera Shy; Howard goes into full panic when he thinks that Foggy has videotaped him 

kissing Marina. 

Episode 09: Wheelies; Compo, Clegg and Foggy prove that the invention of the wheel might not have 

been a good idea after all. 

Episode 10: Stop That Castle!; Foggy is left in charge of arranging the local gala. All goeswell until he 

accidentally punctures the bouncy castle! 
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Series 15 (10 Episodes) (1993) 
 

Episode 01: How to Clear Your Pipes; Now Foggy's on about 

Compo and Clegg being out of shape again, and he ends up 

putting them through an exhaustive training course that leaves 

them trapped inside sewer pipes. Howard's latest subterfuge has 

him publicizing the bicycle race he and Marina are "participating" 

in, but he does it a little too well this time. 

Episode 02: Where There's Smoke, There's Barbecue; Compo, 

Clegg and Foggy get excited about a portable gas barbecue, but 

have difficulty figuring out how the pressure valve works. 

Episode 03: The Black Widow; Compo and Foggy drink too much 

home brew after Ernie Mordue's funeral, resulting in bad 

hangovers for both of them. 

Episode 04: Have You Got a Light Mate?; Howard asks Clegg to buy 

a china shepherdess from Auntie Wainwright's on his behalf, and an unfortunate incident means 

that Foggy has to be rescued from the police. 

Episode 05: Concerto for Solo Bicycle; Foggy comes up with the crazy idea of safety underwear after 

he collides with Compo while riding his old bicycle. 

Episode 06: Stop That Bath; Foggy exploits the sound of a giant woodpecker. 

Episode 07: Springing Smiler; Foggy, Clegg and Compo plot against Smiler. 

Episode 08: There Are Gypsies at the Bottom of Our Garden; Foggy launches a series of nature tours 

after coming to believe he has discovered the nesting place of a giant woodpecker. 

Episode 09: Aladdin Gets on Your Wick; Foggy is inspired by the sight of a sailboarder slicing through 

water, and tries to create a sailboard big enough for him and his two friends to stand on. 

Episode 10: Welcome to Earth; Compo, Clegg and Foggy encounter a stranger from the 

Heckmondwike Extraterrestrial Club who foresees aliens landing in Yorkshire. 
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Series 16 (9 Episodes) (1995) 
 

Episode 1: The Man Who Nearly Knew Pavarotti; When the trio meets entertainer Billy Ingleton, 

Foggy finds himself becoming a concert promoter. 

Episode 2: The Glory Hole; Foggy ropes Compo and Clegg into reconstructing a battle scene. 



Episode 3: Adopted by a Stray; Compo, Clegg and Foggy are pleased when a stranger gives them an 

old van, but little do they realise what is in inside it. 

Episode 4: The Defeat of the Stoneworm; Howard starts a panic in the neighbourhood when he 

discovers an outbreak of a lesser-known household pest. 

Episode 5: Once in a Moonlit Junkyard; A sinister looking motorcyclist scares the living daylights out 

of Compo. 

Episode 6: The Space Ace; Well, the trio was about due for a run-in with another village idiot. The 

latest one tumbles down hills in a trashbin. He wants to become an astronaut- the trio just gets him 

drunk instead. 

Episode 7: The Most Powerful Eyeballs in West Yorkshire; After Howard fails to hypnotise Pearl, 

Foggy demonstrates his ability to mesmerize. 

Episode 8: The Dewhirsts of Ogleby Hall; Foggy's become interested in his lineage and is positive he's 

related to the Dewhirsts living on a big estate nearby. Compo spots Nora eyeing some hats in a shop 

window and concludes that a hat is his ticket to winning Nora's heart. Foggy offers to help buy one if 

Compo assists him in his scheme to make a good impression on the Dewhirsts of Ogleby Hall. Also in 

this plot-heavy episode, Marina is looking for love with a taller man, but a note declaring her 

intentions gets misrouted. 

Episode 9: The Sweet Smell of Excess; Following a trip to the seaside, Compo becomes hooked on 

trampolining. 
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Series 18 (11 Episodes) (1997) 
 

Episode 01: The Love-Mobile; Smiler has the opportunity to find a 

perfect partner when he comes across a stranded couple. 

Episode 02: A Clean Sweep; Compo, Clegg and Foggy try to help an 

out-of-luck sweep regain his confidence. 

Episode 03: The Mysterious C.W. Northrop; Smiler is obsessed 

with Ivy at the cafe - especially her Yorkshire puddings. 

Episode 04: A Double for Howard; If only he could find someone 

his own size, Howard might stand a chance of fooling Pearl. 

Episode 05: How to Create a Monster; Smiler is a coward and even 

schoolchildren get the better of him until Foggy has an idea. 

Episode 06: Deviations with Davenport; Compo, Clegg and Foggy 

encounter Davenport who has come to the area to write a 



guidebook. 

Episode 07: According to the Prophet Bickerdyke; Gunnershaw is convinced the world is about to 

end - according to Bickerdyke it will all end in flames. 

Episode 08: Next Kiss Please; Compo has a bet with Foggy that before the end of the day he can give 

Nora a kiss. 

Episode 09: Destiny and Six Bananas; Foggy takes to the woods when he hears from the locals that 

giant apes have been seen. 

Episode 10: A Sidecar Named Desire; Compo decides to recapture the days of yesteryear with Nora 

when he takes her on the ride of a lifetime. 

Episode 11: There Goes the Groom; Introducing Frank Thornton as Herbert Truelove (Truly). Compo 

and Clegg prepare for a friend's stag night. Foggy ends up being swept away to Blackpool by the local 

postmistress. 
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Series 19 (10 Episodes) (1998) 
 

Episode 01: Beware of the Oglethorpe; A friend's lack of interest in 

life prompts Compo, never one to shy away from danger, to 

volunteer to test Wesley's heavy-duty sucker and blower, which 

can only mean one thing - disaster. 

Episode 02: Tarzan of the Towpath; Nora gets her hands on 

Compo, with surprisingly therapeutic results, inspiring Truly and 

Clegg to lead him off the straight and narrow. 

Episode 03: Truly and the Hole Truth; Truly decides to put his 

extensive police training to good use by roping Compo and Clegg 

into his newly formed active rescue team, and finds there is only 

one thing stopping them becoming heroes - the lack of a casualty. 

Episode 04: Oh Howard, We Should Get One of Those; Compo 

wants to be the first to try Wesley's new invention - a bed on 

wheels. 

Episode 05: The Suit That Attracts Blondes; Compo unwittingly bags a jumble sale bargain, an item 

which transforms him from an old man into a heart-breaking macho man - with a little help from his 

friends. 

Episode 06: The Only Diesel Saxophone in Captivity; Compo and a friend compete in various tasks to 

see who's in better shape. 



Episode 07: Perfection-Thy Name Is Ridley; Nora starts a cleaning job at the home of a much-praised 

widower across the valley, leaving Compo writhing in jealousy. 

Episode 08: Nowhere Particular; Howard secretly buys a van and asks Wesley to customise it for long 

journeys, but Compo insists on pushing the vehicle to its limits. 

Episode 09: From Audrey Nash to the Widow Dilhooley; Lovestruck Truly learns his childhood 

sweetheart is to return from Australia - and eager to make a good impression, immediately sets 

about making sure the long-awaited expat receives an unforgettable welcome. 

Episode 10: Support Your Local Skydiver; On Truly's advice, Compo parades a more daring and 

glamorous image to impress Nora - and her reaction transports him to new heights. 
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Last Resort (2000) 
 

When a young Russian woman and her son (Artyom Strelnikov) 

leave Moscow to meet her fiancé, who fails to show up, she 

declares political asylum. Tanya arrives in London with her son 

Artyom, expecting to be met by her boyfriend. When he doesn't 

show and immigration wants to send her back to Russia, she asks 

for political asylum to buy some time. She has no idea that this will 

consign them for at least a year to a detention center, a fenced 

"city" near an abandoned seaside amusement park. Once there, 

realizing her boyfriend will never help her, she just wants to go 

home, but withdrawing the petition for asylum takes months. 

She's approached by pornographers inviting her to strip on line for 

cash; she's befriended by Alfie, a clerk at a convenience store at 

the center. She's a dreamer; what can she do? Don't hit the 

pornographer. Hot on the heels of news that the british are 

reputed to be the most rascist nation in the EU comes this elucidation of why that may be the case. 

A russian woman comes to england to meet her fiance and is only allowed in to the country if she 

applies for refugee status. told she has to stay in a detention centre for a year and a half and given 

only food vouchers and terrible accomodation to live on. At this point the movie could turn into a 

kafkaesque fable but instead is an ultra-naturalistic study of live in british emigration centres. It's a 

film that's cautiously optimistic about human nature, as a deus ex machina in the form of sweet, 

loving Paddy Consadine comes to save her from what he himself describes as a hell hole. This 

annoyed me a little bit; it seemed to be putting across the message that the english are really 

tolerant towards foreign immigrants and that it's "The System" that mistreats them. This seems a bit 

fanciful to me. One other thing that annoyed was that the only person to be hurt was an internet 

pornographer who pays the woman the equivalent of a month's wages back home for about an 

hour's striptease work. Is it really him that deserves to be hurt, and not the government, the 

immigration authorities, and the editors of rabble-rousing right-wing newspapers? But this is a 

warm, generous, beautifully shot, human film that I fear will never be seen by the people who need 

to see it most. 
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Last Stand (2003) 
 

In the aftermath of the Battle of the Little Big Horn, a 12-year-old 

Lakota boy (Goes Alone [14-year-old Joseph Saul]) comes upon a 

wounded cavalry soldier (James) hiding in the grass. When Goes 

Alone sees James about to take his own life rather than be 

captured, the boy takes pity on him and allows him to escape into 

a ravine. The next morning, Goes Alone goes looking for James 

and finds him by a creek, wounded and dying. Over the next two 

days, Goes Alone and James form a bond that grows into a 

friendship as Goes Alone tries to help the dying soldier. The price 

they both pay for the friendship they share is high as their two 

cultures come into contact again in a startling and emotional 

conclusion. A must-have treasure in every DVD collection! I came 

to the "Last stand" website by coincidence, and I am really more 

than glad, that I found this website - I ordered the DVD "Last 

stand" and I was more than enthusiastic about this movie!! It's an outstanding, touching and 

marvelous work from Gabe Torres, the actors are incredible gorgeous. The story is marvelous and 

touching, and the message of the film is so important and wonderful. Jason London is simply perfect 

in this role, and absolutely amazing is Jospeh Saul, the Indian boy, who really is a wonderful actor 

indeed. I will do the best I can to spread the word about this film here in Germany too, about this 

great DVD, which is really worth to be bought, it should be a part of every DVD collection, in my DVD 

collection it is absolutely the greatest treasure - because you would never believe, what wonderful 

experience you can make with a film of 23 minutes. Absolutely fantastic work,if I would have to 

decide, to give away all my other DVD's in order to keep my "Last stand" DVD - I certainly would give 

away them - as I would never give away "Last stand"! The best what you can do is, to go and order 

this DVD!!! Otherwise you will miss an outstanding work - which is hard to find nowadays... Simply 

fantastic Gabe, Jason and Jospeh! 
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Last Stand At Saber River (1997) 
 

As America recovers from the Civil War, one man tries to put the 

pieces of his life back together but finds himself fighting a new 

battle on the frontier. Cable is an embittered Confederate soldier 

who returns from the war to reclaim his Arizona homestead from 

rebel pioneers who sympathize with the Union war effort. 

Desperate to rebuild the life he once knew, Cable ultimately joins 

forces with Vern Kidston, his Union adversary to make a last stand 

for the one thing worth fighting for -- his family. With 9-year-old 

Haley Joel Osment. I thought this was a darn good western. 

Enjoyable and entertaining as a true American Western should be. 

Great chemistry with all the actors. Keith Carradine was really 

good you see why their back in Monty Walsh. Tom and Keith have 

it on screen. The wife of Cable is very authentic. A western 

frontier gal. She reminds me of the wife in Shane. A good plot and 

running story line. David Carradine always as weird as ever playing Duane. He carry's it. True to the 

civil war era with rifles and revolvers for authenticity. I like the scene where Paul Cable sits on the 

porch with riders coming up slightly pulls his gun out from the holster for a quick draw and cocks his 

Henry rifle. I also notice Comet rides again from Brisco County Jr. It looks like that horse that Tom 

rode was what Brisco rode too. Also Denis Forest who played Cornet the cowboy who got a shot into 

Cable played on Briscoe as well. He was one of the Swill Brothers. A good movie won't be 

disappointed. 
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Låt Den Rätte Komma In (Let The Right One In) (2008) 
 

Oskar (13-year-old Kåre Hedebrant), a bullied 12-year-old, dreams 

of revenge. He falls in love with Eli, a peculiar girl. She can't stand 

the sun or food and to come into a room she needs to be invited. 

Eli gives Oskar the strength to hit back but when he realizes that 

Eli needs to drink other people's blood to live he's faced with a 

choice. How much can love forgive? Let The Right One In is a story 

both violent and highly romantic, set in the Stockholm suburb of 

Blackeberg in 1982. "Let the Right One In" is, at its heart, a sweet 

coming-of-age story which is so unique and different that it simply 

defies categorization. In this Swedish film, adapted from John 

Ajvide Lindqvist's bestselling book, director Tomas Alfredson 

dares to mix pleasure and pain in a way that is both horrifying and 

tender. "Let the Right One In" has a storyline which, although it 

reveals some secrets early on, is best left as a surprise. So this will 

necessarily be one of those rare reviews in which the less said about the plot the better. 12-year-

olds Oskar (Kare Hedebrant) and Eli (Lina Leandersson) meet one snowy afternoon at a jungle gym in 

the courtyard of Oskar's housing complex outside Stockholm. Their young, tender attraction for each 

other is apparent right from the start and we think we know where their relationship is headed. But 

there is a deep dark secret to be discovered here and when it's revealed the audience is both 

repulsed and curiously fascinated at the same time, in a similar fashion as when yellow crime scene 

tape brings us closer rather than warning us away. The supporting cast is completely beholden to the 

narrative as it revolves around the adorable young couple, whose performances rival the best I've 

ever seen for actors of that age. The innocence and vulnerability of Hedebrant's Oskar is simply a 

tour-de-force and he admirably carries the film on his little shoulders. Leandersson matches him 

scene by scene, line by line, and the result literally gave me chills. Production values are stellar, with 

all technical aspects -- lighting, original music by Johan Soderqvist, and Hoyte Van Hoytema's 

cinematography -- combining in perfect synchronization to produce a Hitchockian tale that somehow 

brings love and light into what could have been the darkest drama imaginable. "Let the Right One In" 

was the overwhelming choice for Best Narrative Feature after its North American Premiere here at 

the 2008 Tribeca Film Festival. It is a truly well-deserved honor. Tomas Alfredson has crafted a 

brilliant work of art that left me shaking my head with wonder. 
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Lawrence After Arabia: A Dangerous Man (1990) 
 

In 1919, the great English military man T. E. Lawrence try to help 

the king of the Syrian in the Conference of Peace in Paris. The film 

shows the hero of the movie Lawrence of Arabia (1962) in a phase 

of reflection and politics, defending the Arabs against the 

pretensions of England and France. This is an excellent film dealing 

with Lawrence's struggle to fulfill his promise to the Arabs to allow 

them independant rule in their own land. Acting, directing, 

everything about this film is superb. 

Copy Of Original DVD...English & Dubbed Thai 
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Lawrence Of Arabia (1962) 
 

An inordinately complex man who has been labeled everything 

from hero, to charlatan, to sadist, Thomas Edward Lawrence 

blazed his way to glory in the Arabian desert, then sought 

anonymity as a common soldier under an assumed name. The 

story opens with the death of Lawrence in a motorcycle accident 

in London at the age of 47, then flashbacks to recount his 

adventures: as a young intelligence officer in Cairo in 1916, he is 

given leave to investigate the progress of the Arab revolt against 

the Turks in World War I. In the desert, he organizes a guerrilla 

army and--for two years--leads the Arabs in harassing the Turks 

with desert raids, train-wrecking and camel attacks. Eventually, he 

leads his army northward and helps a British General destroy the 

power of the Ottoman Empire. I first watched "Lawrence of 

Arabia" when I was about 11-years-old. Being a big fan of Steven 

Spielberg at that time, I was sort of awed by the fact that this was his personal favorite (check the 

"conversation with Steven Spielberg" featurette in the special features disk and you'll really see 

Spielberg's affection for that film). Over the years, Lawrence remained among my DVD collection, 

and I can't say I actually watched it since that first time, when, by the way, I didn't really like it. But 

"time does things to movies", and when I watched it again last year, I found my eyes to be weeping 

at the end. It instantly became one of my favorite movies. Since then I learned a lot about the 

history of cinema, and I also learned a great deal about the movies of Sir David Lean. I found my self 

watching films like "Brief Encounter", "The Bridge on the River Kwai", "Doctor Zhivago", "Ryan's 

Daughter", and the underrated, "A passage to India". Lean became one of my favorite directors, and, 

just a few months ago, I decided to watch Lawrence with some friends. Although I had seen it a 

couple of times before, this time it was a different experience altogether: from the starting credits, 

to the blowing of the match, the crossing of the Nefud dessert, finding Gassim and bringing him back 

to the camp, the invasion of Aqaba, his torture and rape (?), Lawrence's laugh after the slap by the 

"outrageaous" guy, his being left alone, to the final gaze to the motorcycle. I sensed something when 

I watched that film, which leaves my with the undoubted feeling that "Lawrence of Arabia" is the 

greatest film ever made. For me, this is it. Ever since '62, it's been a downfall. No other film has 

managed to reach Lawrence in its poetic greatness. Few do come very close (Vertigo for instance). If 

we are to classify the two complete different cinematic styles, it would be those of Hitchcock and 

Ford. Hitch was a very "confined" director. He captured his movies from the point of view of one 

character. His movies took place, most of the time, in closed spaces. In a sense, Hitchcock's films 

were a journey in people's emotions and a study in people's characters. On the other hand, Ford was 

an open director. He wasn't confined to one character, or one location, his films where actual 

journeys. His basis was mostly on theme, and his main ability was to amaze with his imagery. Thus, 

these are the two different shooting styles...Well, Lean combines both. Which is basically why his 

best film, Lawrence, is the best film of all times. But not only in terms of style. Also, in terms of 

content. The intelligent script written by Robert Bolt, the powerhouse performances by O'Toole and 

Shariff (a shame they didn't get the statuette), but also, the ultimately heroic yet tragic figure of T.E. 

Lawrence, contribute in making this the most visually and emotionally sweeping film of the last 111 



years. Such a shame that Lean retired for 14 years after "Ryan's Daughter", there's no way to know 

where he would have gotten. 
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Le Ballon Rouge (The Red Balloon) (1956) 
 

A boy (6-year-old Pascal Lamorisse) makes friends with a 

seemingly sentient balloon, and it begins to follow him. It follows 

the boy to school, to the bus, and to church. Boy and balloon play 

together in the streets of Paris and try to elude a gang of boys 

that wants to destroy the balloon. Winner of the Best Original 

Screenplay Oscar, and there is almost no dialog spoken in the 

film. In Paris, a French schoolboy makes friends with a red balloon 

and vice-versa, with the balloon following him around like a pet. It 

stays out of the reach of other would-be captors, but a gang of 

boys destroys it eventually. Then other balloons of various sizes 

and colors descend on the boy from all parts of Paris, and 

together they lift him into the sky and take him away over the 

horizon. The RED BALLOON was introduced to me in elementary school when I was in the third 

grade. I have vivid memories of the mother putting the balloon out of the window and it stayed 

near-by, of the boys breaking the balloon and of the "rescue" of the boy by the balloons of Paris. 

Even after 35 years I remember it with fondness. I work for a school district and was excited to find a 

VHS copy of the film at the media center. I immediately checked it out to share with my students. 

Watching it again after all these years was like going back in time it filled my with awe and wonder. 

With the added bonus of seeing these third graders respond to it the same way I did all those years 

ago. I would recommend this film to elementary classroom teachers as a stepping-off to teach story-

telling and to mid-school and high-school teachers teaching film. It is a wonderful classic that shows 

that the simplest story can have great impact when told with care and love. 
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Le Château De Ma Mère (My Mother's Castle) (1990) 
 

Every holiday Marcel (12-year-old Julien Ciamaca) and his family 

go to their cottage in Provence (France). He likes the hills in this 

region. Before they arrive at the cottage they have to walk about 5 

miles. With the co-operation of an ex-pupil of Marcel's father, 

who's a teacher, they only have to walk 1 mile, since they can take 

a shortcut along a canal, through the backyards of some eccentric 

people. During one of these holidays he meets Isabelle, a pretty 

but conceited girl. Childhood nostalgia. Almost three decades 

later, Yves Robert comes back to what he does best: childhood 

movies. "La guerre des boutons" (1962) was the first work 

featuring almost only brats. It was a timeless blockbuster in France 

and an Irish remake was made a few years ago. Yves Robert 

tackles here Pagnol's autobiographical books and transfers them 

to the screen with taste, humor and magic. Magic is everywhere 

as Robert perfectly recreates those little simple pleasures of long ago. "Le château de ma mère" is 

the follow-up to "La gloire de mon père". Both movies are likable, Robert showing tenderness for his 

characters: The enthusiastic atheist father (Philippe Caubère), the mother everybody would like to 

have (Nathalie Roussel), their two children, Marcel - who would become the great director and 

writer - and his brother "petit Paul", the Christian uncle Jules who prays for his heathen brother-in-

law, and plays the occasional Father Christmas. A lot of colorful secondary characters adds to the 

enchantment: Lili (Joris Molinas), the boy of the garrigue, a girlie, some kind of stuck-up thing, a 

noble who's a true gentleman, a wicked warden (one of Jean Carmet's last parts) who's got 

instructions by way of heart. The main difference between "le château de ma mère" and the first 

part "la gloire de mon père" lies in the fact that the former opens the gates of life (not only the gates 

the father illegally opens). The conclusion is very harsh, but Robert avoids pathos and melodrama. It 

does not prevent us, though, after three hours (the two movies together) in these green pastures of 

childhood paradise, from getting a bitter taste in the mouth. Robert knows it: so he ends his work 

with a wonderful epilogue (faithful to the book) which thoroughly justifies the title. And the 

audience will leave Provence, while thinking that here or elsewhere, dreams may come true. As 

Pagnol wrote at the end of his book: "life is made of small pleasures and big grieves: don't tell it to 

the children". 
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Le Ciel Sur La Tête (Times Have Been Better) (2006) 
 

When a 30-something gay guy comes out to his ostensibly liberal 

parents, things don't go according to plan. TIMES HAVE BEEN 

BETTER (Le Ciel sur la tête) is a polished little French 'made for 

television' film that holds its own on every level in the theater and 

on DVD. The issues it tackles are many, not just the main topic of 

coming out to a family. This is one of the better, more fully 

rounded examinations of the contemporary family in recent years. 

Based on a story and screenplay by Nicholas Mercier and directed 

by Régis Musset, this is a sophisticated comedy with some 

sensitive dramatic overtones presented by a fine cast and superb 

production values. Jérémy (Arnaud Binard) is the wholly successful 

business executive son of Rosine (the amazingly fine actress 

Charlotte de Turckheim) and Guy (Bernard Le Coq) and big brother 

to Robin (Olivier Guéritée). When he pays a surprise visit to his 

home for an impromptu brunch, his family is in fine spirits until the reason for the surprise visit is 

made known: Jérémy announces to his parents that he is gay and though Robin has known this fact 

for some time and Rosine has suspected it, the news hits the family unit by storm. Jérémy returns to 

Paris to his partner Marc (Pierre Deny) and while relieved that he can now live his life in the open, 

Jérémy frets about the trauma to his family unit. Robin gathers the courage to rebel against going to 

college in favor of following his dream of being involved with cinema, Guy goes into a true 

depression, and Rosine decides to face the new life of her son, traveling to Paris to meet her son's 

home and friends and fresh outlook. While in Paris Rosine discovers her own suppressed needs and 

with the courage Jérémy has shown, she is able to return to her home an altered person. The cast is 

very attractive and very fine and story flows so naturally, completely without cliché, that the movie 

becomes more a study of human behavior than of a routine 'coming out' movie. Well worth the 

viewer's time. 
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Le Confessionnal (The Confessional) (1995) 
 

The year is 1952, in Quebec City. Rachel, 16-years-old, unmarried, 

and pregnant, works in the church. Filled with shame, she 

unburdens her guilt to a young priest, under the confidentiality of 

the confessional. In the present year of 1989, Pierre Lamontagne 

has returned to Quebec to attend his father's funeral. He meets 

up with his adopted brother, Marc, who has begun questioning his 

identity and has embarked on a quest for his roots that would lead 

them to the Quebec of the 1950s. Past and present converge in a 

complex web of intrinque where the answer to the mystery lies. 

The film plays in two different times: One part in the past, Quebec 

in 1952 when Alfred Hitchcock filmed "I confess" in the in these 

times isolated city. And the other part in the presence, Quebec in 

1994. Two brothers, Pierre and Marc, want to know their real 

origin and begin to discover a lot of lies and intriges. The film 

switches between the two plots in the present and the past in kind 

of flashbacks. A complicated family past haunts two brothers in 

search of the truth. Via flashbacks we meet the family in turmoil, 

coincided with the making of Alfred Hitchcock's I CONFESS. With 

the creative use of past and present interweaved, we slowly find the truth that has been sitting 

under our noses at all times. Very clever and a very effective piece of cinema story telling. 
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Le Déclin De L'Empire Américain (The Decline Of The American 

Empire) (1986) 
 

Four university teachers gather to prepare a dinner. Remy - 

married, Claude - homosexual, Pierre - girlfriend and Alain - a 

bachelor discuss sex, the female body and their affairs with them. 

Their guests Louis, Dominique, Diane and Danielle are waiting at a 

health gym. They also discuss sex, the female body and, naturally, 

men. Later in the evening they meet and have dinner. The 

discussion? Well, you can guess it... Four men and four women, all 

coming from the academic world, discuss their professional and 

sex lives around a diner, revealing themselves and their society as 

the evening goes by. If you do not like dialog driven movies, then 

you will not like this, since it consists primarily of talk about sex 

with some general philosophizing added. With "The Decline of the 

American Empire" I don't know if director Arcand has served up a 

sweet dessert with a core of bitter almonds or a drink of 

Angostura bitters sweetened with a sugar cube. I lean toward the latter. I liked the leisurely pace of 

the opening credits which play over a long tracking shot moving down a long concourse terminating 

in our meeting two of the main characters - Dominique and Diane. Diane, a journalist for "Writers 

Today," is interviewing Dominique about her new book, "Changing Concepts of Happiness." Right up 

front we are introduced to the main thesis which is that a society is in decline when it becomes more 

concerned with individual happiness and instant gratification rather than with the general good. In 

such a society people resist sacrifice and marriages break down as people pursue personal 

happiness. What happens in the rest of the movie illustrates the point. In short order we are 

introduced to two more women, Louise and Danielle, who are working out in a gym. They are joined 

by Diane and Dominique and, during their workouts, the women discuss in intimate detail some of 

their past sexual exploits. Then we are introduced to four men (Remy, Pierre, Alain, Claude) who are 

preparing an elegant dinner for the four women we have already met. Remy, Pierre, Claude are 

faculty in the history department of a Quebec university and Alain is a student. Dominique is the 

chairman of the department, Diane is a teaching assistant there, Louise is the wife of Remy and 

Danielle is Pierre's partner and an undergraduate, so it's a pretty close-knit bunch of intellectuals. As 

the men prepare the meal they talk endlessly about their sexual exploits as well, but, as can be 

imagined, the tone of their conversation is a bit different from the women's. We are clearly well into 

the post sexual revolution era as much adultery is confessed and sexual fantasies revealed, and 

Claude's homosexuality is totally accepted. It is an ironic twist that the men are preparing dinner and 

the women are in the gym, 'but' the women are in the gym so that they can be more sexually 

attractive to men. I asked myself why I found the men's banter more entertaining than what I have 

overheard many times in men's locker rooms, and the answer is that it is witty and literate rather 

than crude and unimaginative. Perhaps more importantly all the actors seem to be having such fun 

and deliver their lines with such enthusiasm that it rubs off. Also, while "The Decline of the American 

Empire" is no "Big Night," the dinner preparations and ultimate product are not without interest. 

Unless you are a gourmet cook, you will learn, as I did, about "vesiga," "velouté," "coulibiac," and 

"mousseline." And there are some special treats like when the four men act out a little dance about 



how they have to engage in that activity to please their women. While dancing they give voice to 

topics that they pretend interest in, for the same purpose. Their dance is clever, tightly 

choreographed, and hilarious. The musical score is suitably highbrow, with a little help from Handel 

and Francois Dompierre. So, why do I think that "The Decline of the American Empire" is ultimately 

depressing? Because it illustrates too well the destructive effects of the selfish pursuit of personal 

happiness, particularly with regard to sexual gratification. None of the relationships here is stable. 

And the philosophizing at the end espouses a cynical pessimism that intellectuals seem particularly 

good at. There is discussion to the effect that people should speak about what they know, and that's 

it. For example, "the Pope knows all about masturbation and prostate ailments. He can talk about 

that - and the CIA. Don't underestimate the Pope." The group goes on to skewer Marx, Freud, Jung, 

sociologists, psychologists, and even themselves. They quote Wittgenstein to justify some of their 

behavior: "Our only certainty is to act with our bodies." Academics, you gotta love 'em. If you go on 

to see the sequel, "The Barbarian Invasions" (same actors, same characters, seventeen years later) 

you will see that Remy's life is a metaphor for the more general thesis expounded in "The Decline of 

the American Empire." Each movie stands alone, but each benefits from having seen the other. 
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Le Dernier Des Fous (The Last Of The Crazy People) (Demented) 

(2006) 
 

A mixture of french naturalism and realistic fantastic: a disturbing, 

but not quite satisfying experience. It was apparently very hard for 

Laurent Achard to archive his strange cinematographic new 

project: almost ten years have passed since his last movie "Plus 

qu'hier, moins que demain", released in 1998. And when you see 

"Le dernier des fous", it's not really hard to understand why it 

took so much time to convinced a producer to put some money in 

the project: if its story is quite classic for a french "film d'auteur", 

its style is so arid (there is no music, but only sour, experimental, 

distorted and natural noises; most of the time, the frame stay still, 

and the sequences could be very long, as if time stops for minutes, 

etc.), that it's certainly almost as difficult to watch than it was to 

make. The movie deals with a family crisis (with everything a 

french psycho drama is able to offer: a crazy mother, a homosexual and depressive son (Julien 

Cochelin), an absent father, and so on...) setting in the french country. All the events are view 

through the eyes of the younger soon, who passively watch his world collapsed. First interesting 

point is that the movie never leave this point of view, and make everything seems quite unreal, for 

we don't see an objective reality, but we're always in the mind of this strange little kid. And the fact 

that this is a mental movie allows the plot to take another direction, and then fallows stranger and 

original paths. That's why the all the movie is between realism and fantastic, and even naturalism 

and horror, and tries to stay in that border. But if this experience is very interesting, it's not really 

satisfying. The story, the situations, even the style, has everything to see with french naturalism: the 

movie sometimes reminded me the psycho drama of Téchiné or Piallat, or even "Mes Petites 

amoureuses" from Eustache (because of some scenes between the child and his older neighbor). But 

the naturalist way is disturbed by a fantastic tone, where the characters seem deformed (like the 

mother or the maid of the neighbor), and sometimes look like monsters. You constantly have the 

feeling (like the older brother said), that something horrible is about to happened. Then, the movie 

is closer to realistic fantastic like Bava than classical french sociological study. The family really looks 

like a disturb bunch of freaks, almost as strange as the family of Miike's "Visitor Q". But the thing is 

that the mixture doesn't really work, for, as the movie always tries to stay at the border of the two 

genres, it doesn't really fit anywhere, and seems somehow unfinished, for it doesn't actualized its 

pretensions. The naturalist way is like suppress by the fantastic elements, as if the movie couldn't 

assume to the end the fact that it is a french "film d'auteur". And the same thing goes with the 

fantastic and horror way: for it is also a realistic movie, nothing fantastic never really happened. It's 

as if the mix of the two elements, instead of increasing the impact of the two, suppress the both. But 

there is no doubt, that if the movie is hard to watch (it's sometimes boring and annoying) it sticks to 

your mind for a long time, and some frames (the distorted face of the mother, the sour and loud 

atmosphere, the loneliness of the characters, etc.) comes to haunt you back, long after the 

screening. 
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Le Fils (The Son) (2002) 
 

A joinery instructor at a rehab center refuses to take a new teen 

(Morgan Marinne) as his apprentice, but then begins to follow the 

boy through the hallways and streets. Olivier - meticulous, careful, 

even-handed - teaches carpentry at a vocational school in Liège. 

He's asked to take on Francis, 16-years-old, a new student. He 

declines the request then begins to watch, even spy on, the new 

lad. Olivier knows something. Later that day, he's visited by 

Magali, his ex-wife, who tells him that she's remarrying and is 

pregnant. Olivier seems to follow instinctive responses: "why 

today?" he demands of Magali; he continues to follow Francis; he 

changes his mind about enrolling the youth. What's the history 

between the two? After that becomes clear, what is it Olivier will 

do? Is this precise and measured carpenter in control of himself? 

The Good Carpenter of Liege. The rapt watchfulness of this film is 

almost intolerable. The minutiae of the woodwork instructor protagonist's drab and solitary daily 

existence merely repel us at first: his opaque, inexpressive, sulky-looking face (on the rare occasions 

that we see it, as opposed to the back of his neck) seems to confirm that there is nothing here for us, 

nothing but the muffled dullness of a dead-end existence, nothing but the droning of power tools in 

the sullen workshop and the heating-up of tinned soup in the bare little apartment. Then the film's 

remorseless attention to the mundane starts to hint at some turmoil of this man's inner life, which is 

being kept rigorously in check by everyday rituals: the conscientious painful sit-ups, the critical 

measurement of the trainees' clumsy work. Something unbearable is being borne. Some terrible 

price is being paid. Olivier is like some powerful caged mammal, ever darting just ahead the camera's 

reach. We fear for the boys in his domininion -- especially for the new trainee, whom he stalks with a 

feral intensity. And now we learn the awful sadness of what ails Olivier, and what has brought 

everything to a head. Now the camera watches his every move with mixed dread and wonder. Now 

every little thing he does matters, as we struggle to gauge what he will do next. Now the details of 

just what nail to use, of the trick to carrying a heavy wooden lintel (so like a cross), become utterly 

compelling -- not as displacement activities, but as things that can be relied upon, as tangible truths. 

And finally, on long drive to a timber yard one late-autumn weekend, we watch a miracle unfold: 

halting, clumsy, almost wordless, although there is a sort of confession, and a sort of catechism. Wet 

leaves still stick to the boy's back from a momentary struggle in a wood as the newly-cut planks are 

stacked, silently, in the trailer. Master and apprentice are joined by the mystery of their craft. A 

father without a son has found a son without a father. And now, at last, we understand that the 

film's watchfulness has been Olivier's own: his need to observe, to assess, to measure up (something 

for which he has a peculiar knack), in order to decide how the right thing is to be done. For only then 

is it done decisively, deftly and truly. That a film of such simplicity, unflinching honesty and moral 

intensity can be made today is itself little short of miraculous. In both its symbolic language and its 

belief in the possibility of grace, it is firmly rooted in a particular north-European pietistic (and 

specifically Catholic) tradition. But never mind about that. This is a genuine and beautifully modest 

masterpiece of humane realism. 
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Le Grand Chemin (The Grand Highway) (1987) 
 

Louis (Antoine Hubert), a 9-year-old boy from Paris, spends his 

summer vacation in a small town in Brittany. His mother Claire 

has lodged him with her girlfriend Marcelle and her husband Pelo 

while she's having her second baby. There Louis makes friends 

with Martine, the 10-year-old girl next door, and learns from her 

about life. Of course, after that stupid American remake 

'Paradise', with Griffith and Johnson, this alone probably stunted 

'Le Grand Chemin' from being more recognized. When I call this a 

'dramady', I mean that the technical classification of this film is 

"drama", because it centers around a married couple who have 

fallen out of passion or interest for each other since the death of 

their (unborn?) son. All events occuring around them; the shy 

little boy who comes to stay with them, the curious, know-it-all 

girl-neighbor, and even the pace of the movie maintain realism, 

so that you believe you are in someone's house watching their lives. I was mostly feeling for the 

couple and hoping they would mend their icy and resentful feelings toward each other. What's 

beautiful about the movie is that all the elements come together for an emotional ending. At that 

point, I realized the boy in the movie (and all people in life) can inadvertently make a great 

contribution to other people's lives. 
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Le Grand Meaulnes (2006) 
 

A coming-of-age story set in France in the years leading up to 

World War I. Two teenage boys (16-year-old Jean-Baptiste 

Maunier & 16-year-old Nicolas Duvauchelle) experience love, loss, 

anguish and betrayal in a rural setting of great beauty. 
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Le Locataire (The Tenant) (1976) 
 

A quiet and inconspicuous man (Trelkovsky) rents an apartment in 

France where the previous tenant committed suicide, and begins 

to suspect his landlord and neighbors are trying to subtly change 

him into the last tenant so that he too will kill himself. Trelkovsky, 

a Polish file clerk in Paris, moves into a new apartment in the city. 

The previous tenant, Simone Choule, lies in a coma in a hospital 

after jumping out of her window. Trelkovsky's new neighbors are 

an assortment of old recluses and busybodies. While visiting the 

ex-tenant in the hospital, Trelkovski meets Stella, Simone's 

girlfriend. When Simone dies, Trelkovski obsesses over her and 

seems doomed to repeat her final act. Meek, tiny, almost 

insignificant. Polanski finds the invisibility of his characters and 

makes something enormous out of it. In front and behind the 

camera he creates one of the most uncomfortable masterpieces I 

had the pleasure to see and see and see again. It never let's me down. People, even people who 

know me pretty well, thought/think there was/is something wrong with me, based on my attraction, 

or I should say, devotion for "Le Locataire" They may be right, I don't know but there is something 

irresistibly enthralling within Polanski's darkness and I haven't even mentioned the humor. The 

mystery surrounding the apartment and the previous tenant, the mystery that takes over him and, 

naturally, us, me. That building populated by great old Academy Award winners: Melvyn Douglas, 

Shelley Winters, Jo Van Fleet, Lila Kedrova. For anyone who loves movies, this is compulsory viewing. 

One, two, three, many, many viewings. 
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Le Nez Dans Le Ruisseau (With The Nose In The Stream) (2012) 
 

A philosophy professor strikes up a friendship with a 12-year-old 

boy (Liam Kim) who understands Rousseau's philosophy better 

than he, without ever having been exposed to it. 
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Le Petit Garçon (1995) 
 

A drama about François (13-year-old Stanislas Forlani as Stanislas 

Crevillén), an 8-year-old boy's first experiences of love and 

betrayal while living in the French countryside during World War 

II. Interesting plot and slow and boring rhythm. It's really a shame 

seeing such a good idea (although it's not that original) in such bad 

pace. The last twenty minutes, however, things happens in much 

better mood. Together with this recovery, the good cast is enough 

to make this movie attractive. During World War II, a French 

family decide to hide a Jew family in his house although their area 

is occupied by the Germans. Things get even worse when they 

have to house a Nazi general in their house. The focus of the story 

is on the house proprietor's young son who lives a beautiful 

friendship with Georgi, the Jew girl who lives secretly in his house. 
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Le Placard (The Closet) (2001) 
 

François Pignon, a very bland sort of man who works as an 

accountant in a rubber factory, is about to be fired. His new 

neighbour comes up with an idea to prevent such a thing to 

happen: he spreads the rumor that he's gay so that the factory 

management might be afraid they'll be sued for sexual 

discrimination. Of course, nothing happens as it should, but the 

changes in François Pignon's life -and other people's too- is 

drastic! This amiable and amusing film is delightful as it plays 

around with political correctness, homophobia, machismo, and 

business management. The dull-witted and just plain dull main 

character keeps his job by pretending to be gay -- at the 

suggestion of a neighbor who is an industrial psychologist that 

once lost his own job BECAUSE he is gay. With that premise, the 

film is off to a wonderful series of misunderstandings and 

revelations as our hero discovers a great deal about life, people around him, and most of all, himself. 

The fact that all of this takes place is a very prim, high-tech condom factory makes the comedy all 

the more lively. I wasn't expecting the lift that the film gave me. It has a flimsy giddiness about it 

lacking in most comedies about being gay or straight or anything else. See it if you get a chance. 
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Le Souffle (Deep Breath) (2001) 
 

David (Pierre-Louis Bonnetblanc) is a teenager like any other. His 

world is filled with loud music, imaginary encounters with centre-

folds, and heroic fights on make-believe battlefields. With his 

mother away and his father nowhere to be found, David id forced 

to stay on his uncle's farm, where life lacks the excitement he 

craves. But the monotony of county living is about to be broken as 

his uncle and a collection of his friends get together for an 

afternoon of excessive eating and drinking, to which David is 

invited. Later that evening, David goes to meet a friend in the 

woods. Here, the effects of his drink-fuelled initiation and the 

frustration he feels, generally find a brutal and horrifying outlet 

that will change his life forever. Under-rated modern classic. I'm 

afraid those who mis-read 'Le Soufflé' as a boring film about a 

pretentious teenager are in need of cinematic guidance. The film- shot in black and white as an 

aesthetic decision which marks both the uncompromising stance of its director as well as the 

downbeat narrative-is about a teenager, life, death, and the rituals associated with all of them. With 

echoes of Franju in its brutal depiction of animal cruelty, 'Le Soufflé' weaves a coming-of-age story 

with a semi-mystical backdrop of French rural life. This is not supposed to be 'real'- the frequent 

dream sequences point to a directorial awareness that he is making a comment on the very themes 

he is focussing on. 'Le Soufflé' is a complex film but well worth watching- not once but again if one is 

to even touch the surface of its cinematic depth. Powerful, interesting stuff- the kind of film we can't 

make anymore. 
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Le Souffle Au Coeur (Dearest Heart) (Dearest Love) (Herzflimmern) 

(Murmur Of The Heart) (Soffio Al Cuore) (1971) 
 

This is a jolly coming-of-age story about a 15-year-old boy named 

Laurent Chevalier (Benoît Ferreux) who is growing up in bourgeois 

surroundings in Dijon, France. This is France in the mid-1950s 

rather than America in the 1990s. Thus, Laurent is unharmed by 

events which would irreparably shatter the self-esteem of a 

modern American adolescent: he gets drunk, he smokes, he has 

sex (including incestuous sex), he is smothered by his mother, he 

is ignored by his father, a priest makes a pass at him, he gets 

rheumatoid fever, etc. There's enough scandalous behavior in this 

film to make 100 made-for-TV movies, and yet this is a very happy 

and oddly innocent tale. The best film by Louis Malle (that's not 

saying much) is a story about the awakening, sexual and 

otherwise, of a scampy 14-year-old Parisian named Laurent 

Chevalier. He's a precocious teen, and lest we forget, someone is 

always ready to remind us -- each character sees the same Camus book laying around on his 

nightstand and says something like "You're a real intellectual!" One assumes Laurent, played with 

bandy-legged aplomb by Benoit Ferreux, represents Malle as he wishes he were at a younger age. 

Still, Murmur of the Heart gets a lot right when it comes to the depiction of a budding artist's 

development. Like most sensitive youths, Laurent is virtually estranged from his father (who seems 

like an interloper in his own home), and much prefers the company of his mother. But I'm afraid in 

this case "company" is a euphemism. Yes, Laurent gets a chance to revisit ye olde womb near the 

end of the movie. But Murmur of the Heart is not "about" incest, as its reputation would lead you to 

believe. It's an affectionate portrait of an unusually close mother/son relationship. They discuss her 

extramarital affairs, his schoolboy crushes, and The Story of O with complete openness and candor. 

They make an adorable couple. The sex is just a cherry on top, so to speak. One tiny problem for me 

was that Ferreux never truly seems RELATED to his mammacita, as played by Italian actress Lea 

Massari. This takes some of the sting out of their eventual coupling. We think, "Well, why not?" If 

the mother resembled Laurent even a little, maybe had his high cheekbones or pale skin... creepy! 

But there's just no way scrawny Laurent came out of that bodacious body. Still, this disparity 

shouldn't detract one iota from your enjoyment of Massari's warm presence. And hey -- if the 

casting is too cute to be convincing, at least it's not too cute to be cute. A much bigger problem, at 

least for modern audiences, will be the incest scene itself. Far too many movies have dealt with 

incest since this one -- notably Spanking the Monkey and The Celebration -- but to be fair, Malle was 

first. The hoary jokes about lesbians, gays, and gynecologists were also presumably more daring at 

the time. And the same goes for the soundtrack, which trots out jazz luminaries like Charlie Parker 

and Dizzy Gillespie in such a way that virtually carbon dates the movie as "SWINGING PARIS 1971!" 

Malle was always modish to a fault. But he was never again to be as intimate and personal as he is 

here. 
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Le Temps Du Loup (The Time Of The Wolf) (Wolfzeit) (2003) 
 

When Anna and her family arrive at their holiday home, they find 

it occupied by strangers. This confrontation is just the beginning of 

a painful learning process. Immediately before a global catyclysm, 

Anna and her family arrive at their holiday home in the 

countryside only to find it is occupied by a group of complete 

strangers. This confrontation is just the beginning of a painful 

learning process, as they discover that nothing will ever be the 

same again. This is a stark, dark, unconventional, and unsettling 

story film. But in the context of that chaos, what it means to be 

human is beautifully developed. The story revolves around a single 

French family thrown into the countryside in some post-

apocalyptic period. The producer uses an almost documentary 

approach to the story. This reveals to us the rather drastic and 

desperate nature of their circumstances, but, unexpectedly, also 

reveals things like kindness to strangers, forbearance with other's weaknesses, fortitude, and 

reaching out. These positive human traits are contrasted with those of the stubborn uncaring 

adolescent boy who would rather hang off in the wood, and venture in only to steal what he wants... 

the lone Wolf. Its a very engaging and moving work. At one point, I found myself in tears at one 

particularly heart-rending scene. Humanity at a time of great stress is poignantly pictured, both in its 

strengths, and in its Sin. The acting is simply incredible, especially the mother and her younger 

daughter. Unlike the Hollywood films, this film offers no magic solutions, no instant fixes, no easy 

outs. Goverments have failed, and now common people are paying the price. Society has been 

reduced to the lowest common denominators. But the film seems to conclude with the idea that 

recovery is possible, through cooperation and sacrifice. There is some closure to the family's 

immediate straits. This film has the power to make us think about what we are doing to each other, 

and what might possibly happen if we let them go over the edge. 
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Le Temps Qui Reste (Time To Leave) (Tiempo De Vivir) (Aika Lähteä) 

(Czas, Który Pozostal) (Tid Til Afsked) (Tiden Som Finns Kvar) (El 

Tiempo Que Queda) (Utolsó Napjaim) (Veda Vakti) (Die Zeit, Die 

Bleibt) (2005) 
 

Romain, 31, a photographer, learns that a malignancy may kill him 

within a few months. Decisions: treatment? work? how to tell his 

lover and his family. He remembers the sea and himself as a child. 

He stares in the mirror. He's cruel: facing death, he pushes people 

away - what's the point? He visits his grandmother to tell her; on 

the way, he chats briefly with a waitress. He looks at old photos, 

visits a childhood tree house. He takes pictures. Returning from 

his grandmother's, he stops for food and sees the waitress, Jany, 

again. She makes a request. He returns to an empty flat - his lover 

has left. Can Jany's proposition give him a way to move past self-

pity? This film's main theme is such a cliché and so simple: What 

would you do if you are told that you only have 2-3 months to 

live? How would you deal with things? Would you fight, and do 

everything in your power to, perhaps, experience that curing miracle, or would you accept things, as 

a matter of course... and wait for death to come. This film really makes you think. The main 

character, marvelously performed by Melvil Poupaud, is not really a sympathetic man, is he? Or is 

he? Aren't you master of your own life, especially when you have a short time left... He obviously 

wishes to solve some "personal problems" (relations with people around him which he doesn't find 

as they should be) in an accelerated, black and white way. To create something clear and defined 

before dieing... Obviously his life had been a mess. But relations are also about giving and taking, 

and about accepting imperfect things in relationships. Throughout the movie you get more 

sympathy with Romain. The telephone call with his sister (whom he had told some unkind things just 

before) is moving. 'It isn't about you, it's about me". Didn't Fassbinder tell us "Each man kills the 

thing he loves"... Do you want to protect others by not saying you are going to die... This is altruism 

in an egoistic way, isn't it? The film is a melodrama, but in my case it made me think... And that's the 

purpose of a good film, isn't it? All the characters are well typecast and performed. At times the film 

is even moving, but a tearjerker it never becomes... It's not a new "Love Story". Romain's "Pardon", a 

sorry softly spoken, with nobody around and never addressed to the person it was meant to, was a 

moving moment in the film. Also the fact that Romain being gay (and his gay life style) is no theme 

for the plot in the film, is absolutely refreshing. Homosexuality should just be one of the many facts 

of life (in the lives of many). 
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Leave It To Beaver (1957-8) 
 

The Cleavers are the 1950's 'All-American Family' in this 'feel-

good' family sitcom. Parents Ward and June, and older brother 

Wally (12-year-old Tony Dow), try to keep Theodore ('the Beaver') 

(9-year-old Jerry Mathers) out of trouble. However, Beaver 

continues to end up in one kind of jam or another. Unlike real life, 

these situations are always easily resolved to the satisfaction of all 

involved and the Beaver gets off with a few stern moralistic words 

of parental advice. Instigator and troublemaker Eddie Haskell is an 

older kid who always manages to avoid being caught. When I was 

young, way back in the 1960's I never really dug this show. It was 

too 'predictable'. In the fist five minutes we meet the Cleavers, 

then in the next 15, Beaver has screwed up, and the last few 

minutes of the show, we get a good lesson on 'cause and effect' 

from Ward. Everybody laughs, credits roll, and we get to see Wally 

and Beaver walking home and a brand new De Soto go by in the street (Chrysler, replacing Ford 

Motor Company, sponsored the show from about 1959, onward and used the closing credits to get a 

product placement shot in.) And as I was a kid at the time, I never enjoyed seeing other kids get into 

trouble. Now that I'm in my forties, I find the show hysterical. The exasperated look that Ward and 

June get when something happens, Wally's comments, and the dealings with all the Cleavers friends 

are priceless. Wally's come backs of 'Aw, heck, Beaver', and 'Don't be a creep, or something.' Crack 

me up. You can always count on a great line from Tony Dow in every episode. The story lines were 

fairly typical fifties fluff, with a few exceptions. There is one that deals with an alcoholic handyman 

that Ward knows, that frankly could be re-shot today, and not feel 40 plus years old. I recently saw 

one, where Beaver joins a record club, and forgets to send back a card to cancel the next shipment 

of records. Hands up, out there, how many of us do that today with our CD and DVD club selection 

cards? A true, kindhearted, and well written classic to be enjoyed by the whole family. 

 

Series 1 (40 Episodes) (1957) 
 

Episode 00: It's a Small World; Sneaky Frankie Bennett tells Beaver that he can win a new bicycle by 

entering a popular television show's Franklin Milk bottle cap contest; but Beaver and big brother, 

Wally, cause quite a commotion at the milk company's office when no one there seems to know 

anything about a contest after the boys show up to claim their prize pulling a wagon loaded with a 

thousand bottle caps. 

Episode 01: Beaver Gets 'Spelled'; Beaver expects the worst when teacher Miss Canfield sends him 

home with a sealed note for his parents. 

Episode 02: Captain Jack; Wally and Beaver secretly order a Florida alligator from a comic book ad, 

planning to keep the creature in their bathtub. But when a tiny, baby alligator shows up in a shoebox 



instead of the full grown, 8-footer shown in the ad, the boys enlist the help of crusty alligator expert, 

Captain Jack, to raise their new pet. 

Episode 03: The Black Eye; Violet Rutherford gives Beaver a black eye. 

Episode 04: The Haircut; Beaver loses the money he was given for a haircut. In order to conceal his 

carelessness from his parents, he gives himself a haircut - with disastrous results. 

Episode 05: New Neighbors; June sends Beaver with a welcome-to-the-neighborhood bouquet to 

new next-door neighbor Mrs. Donaldson; but when the little boy is rewarded with a kiss on his 

cheek, rascally Eddie Haskell warns that a jealous Mr. Donaldson will soon show up at Beaver's door. 

Episode 06: Brotherly Love; June makes Wally and Beaver sign a friendship pact to stop them from 

fighting and do more things together. But when each boy is offered a Saturday activity that doesn't 

include the other, they find the pact is not so easy to keep. 

Episode 07: Water Anyone?; Beaver is left out when Ward and the other neighborhood dads offer to 

pay Wally and his friends for doing outdoor chores to help them buy uniforms. But, after Beaver 

finds out that the main water line will be shut off on a very hot day, he loads up his wagon with full 

water buckets and makes his own money... at five cents a cup! 

Episode 08: Beaver's Crush; Beaver's crush on his teacher Miss Canfield and teasing by the other kids 

leads him to put a spring snake in her desk drawer. When his conscience starts acting up, he does his 

best to make sure the snake stays in the desk. 

Episode 09: The Clubhouse; A rainy day indoors prompts Wally and his friends to build a clubhouse 

across the street. When Beaver can only join if he comes up with $3, he decides to hit the streets 

with a newfound entrepreneurial spirit. 

Episode 10: Wally's Girl Trouble; Although he can't understand why any boy would give up fishing to 

spend time with a girl, Beaver still tries to help brother Wally make up after a fight with pretty 

Penny. 

Episode 11: Beaver's Short Pants; Beaver suffers the consequences when June's beloved Aunt 

Martha comes to stay at the Cleavers and sends him to school dressed in her idea of what a young 

boy should wear to school...an old-fashioned suit with short pants and cap. 

Episode 12: The Perfume Salesmen; Wally and Beaver send for a supply of "Flower of the Orient" 

perfume to sell door-to-door, planning make enough money to buy a movie projector. But selling the 

perfume turns out to be harder than they think, especially when everyone agrees that it smells like 

an old catcher's mitt! 

Episode 13: Voodoo Magic; Eddie Haskell thinks it's funny when Wally and Beaver are grounded 

after he tricks them into going to the movie "Voodoo Curse" even though they promised June that 

they wouldn't... until Beaver gets even by using a little "voodoo magic" on Eddie! 

Episode 14: Part-Time Genius; After having to listen to colleague "Corny" Cornelius brag about his 

children's academic excellence, Ward is thrilled to return the favor when principal Mrs. Rayburn calls 



to say that Beaver's score on an intelligence test is the highest in the school; but one of Beaver's 

classmates has a secret and Ward may have to eat his words. 

Episode 15: Party Invitation; Beaver finds himself where no self-respecting second grade boy would 

ever want to be: the only boy invited to little Linda Dennison's otherwise all-girl party. 

Episode 16: Lumpy Rutherford; The Cleaver boys' plan to get even with bully Lumpy Rutherford for 

picking on them backfires when Lumpy's dad, Fred, suffers the consequences instead. 

Episode 17: The Paper Route; Ward and June find it hard not to interfere after mean Mr. Merkel 

threatens to fire Wally and Beaver from the after-school paper route the boys took on to earn 

money for a new bicycle. 

Episode 18: Child Care; Wally and Beaver get more excitement than they expect when give up their 

Saturday visit with Gus the fireman to babysit mischievous little "Puddin'" while her parents go with 

Ward and June to a wedding. 

Episode 19: The Bank Account; A package delivered to the Cleaver house from a high-end sports 

store seems to confirm Ward's suspicions that Wally and Beaver skipped school to buy expensive 

baseball mitts with piggy bank money they promised to deposit into their school bank account. 

Episode 20: Lonesome Beaver; Beaver faces a lonely week-end when his neighborhood pals can't 

come out to play and older brother Wally's scout troop leaves on a camping trip. 

Episode 21: Cleaning Up Beaver; When Ward and Wally pressure messy Beaver to be neater, Beaver 

takes buddy Larry's advice and asks for his own room. 

Episode 22: The Perfect Father; Busy Ward thinks his boys spend all their time over at the Dennisons' 

because they can play basketball there with their friends. But when Wally and Beaver still prefer the 

Dennison driveway, even after Ward puts up his own backboard, it takes a frank conversation with 

neighbor Chuck Dennison to reveal the secret that will bring the Cleaver boys back home. 

Episode 23: Beaver and Poncho; Beaver gets attached to a runaway chihuahua named Poncho and 

sneaks the little dog to school under his coat on the morning the owner comes to claim it. 

Episode 24: The State Versus Beaver; Beaver gets a ticket and winds up in front of a tough traffic 

court judge after he and pal Larry are pulled over while taking a quick spin down the street without a 

license in a home-built race car powered by a lawnmower engine. 

Episode 25: The Broken Window; The boys accidentally break the car window. 

Episode 26: Train Trip; Traveling home from a visit to Aunt Martha, Wally and Beaver spend too 

much of their money on food in the train station and don't have enough left to buy their tickets. 

Episode 27: My Brother's Girl; Mary Ellen Rogers schemes to get unsuspecting Wally to ask her to 

the school dance, using her friendship with Beaver to get closer to his big brother. 

Episode 28: Next Door Indians; To impress the older boys, Beaver makes up a story about a real, live 

Indian fight that occurred across the street from the Cleaver house a hundred years ago and bets 

Eddie Haskell a dollar fifty that it really happened. But Beaver knows he's in trouble when Eddie and 



the boys show up with shovels to prove him wrong... until they find what they think are valuable 

gems. 

Episode 29: Tenting Tonight; Concerned that Wally and Beaver are spending too much time at the 

movies on the week-ends, Ward plans a camping trip and the excited boys tell all their friends. But 

when Eddie Haskell's dire prediction that Ward never really intended to go camping seems to come 

true after unexpected office work forces the busy dad to cancel the trip, the disappointed Cleaver 

boys pitch a tent and spend a rainy night in their back yard to avoid giving Eddie the satisfaction of 

thinking he was right. 

Episode 30: Music Lesson; Cut during the first day of tryouts, Beaver tells his parents that he made it 

into the school band and carries his clarinet to school for weeks, thinking that he has plenty of time 

to tell them the truth; but time runs out when June finds a concert announcement in Beaver's 

pocket and the whole family plans to go. 

Episode 31: New Doctor; Impressed by all the attention Wally receives while in bed with a sore 

throat, Beaver decides to get some for himself by pretending to be sick. 

Episode 32: Beaver's Old Friend; Memories of companionship and comfort prevent Beaver from 

letting go of his well-worn teddy bear, Billy, and prompt the little boy to rescue his furry friend from 

the garbage truck even though Ward and Wally tease that he's "too old" to play with dolls. 

Episode 33: Wally's Job; Wally hedges after making a deal with his dad to paint the trashcans for fifty 

cents each, convinced by Eddie Haskell to hold out for more money. But when Beaver takes the job 

at the original price, causing hard feelings between the brothers, Ward looks for a compromise to 

satisfy everyone and finds, in the end, that boys will be boys and moms are full of surprises. 

Episode 34: Beaver's Bad Day; The whole Cleaver family learns a lesson in truthfulness after Eddie 

Haskell intimidates Beaver into lying about how his good suit pants were torn. 

Episode 35: Boarding School; Initially impressed by Johnny Franklin's military academy uniform and 

good manners when Wally's former schoolmate comes to visit, June becomes alarmed when, as a 

result, Wally wants to attend the academy instead of Mayfield High with the rest of his friends. 

Episode 36: Beaver and Henry; Capturing a white rabbit in a home-made gopher trap is only one 

surprise that awaits the Cleavers when their new pet "Henry" turns out to be expectant-mother 

"Henrietta". 

Episode 37: Beaver Runs Away; Beaver decides to run away from home when he thinks he is unfairly 

reprimanded for allowing his friend Larry to accidentally drill holes in the Cleaver garage wall with 

Ward's electric drill. 

Episode 38: Beaver's Guest; Typical boyish shenanigans result in an eventful stay when Larry 

Mondello comes to spend the night with Beaver. 

Episode 39: Cat Out of the Bag; In spite of Ward's misgivings, all goes well when Wally and Beaver 

volunteer to feed the neighbor's prize-winning cat, Puff Puff, until Wally breaks a promise, Beaver 

leaves a gate open and Eddie Haskell's dog chases Puff Puff up a tree. 
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Series 2 (39 Episodes) (1958) 
 

Episode 01: Beaver's Poem; Ward composes a simple verse for Beaver after the third grader waits 

until the night before it's due to write a poem for school; but the helpful dad's good intentions go 

awry when "Beaver's" poem is chosen to win a prize. 

Episode 02: Eddie's Girl; June unwittingly jeopardizes Wally's friendship with Eddie Haskell after she 

accepts a dance invitation for Wally from Eddie's current crush, Caroline Cunningham. 

Episode 03: Ward's Problem; Ward promises to take Wally fishing and Beaver to the third grade's 

student-father picnic before realizing that both events are on the same Saturday. 

Episode 04: Beaver and Chuey; Even though they don't speak each other's language, Beaver gets 

along fine with his new Spanish friend, Chuey, until sneaky Eddie Haskell tricks him into insulting 

Chuey with a newly learned Spanish phrase. 

Episode 05: The Lost Watch; While the older boys play baseball, Beaver and his friend Larry watch 

from the sidelines while minding the players' wallets, jackets and watches. But when the belongings 

are reclaimed after the game, bully Lumpy Rutherford's watch appears to be missing and he gives 

Beaver two days to find it... or else! 

Episode 06: Her Idol; To stop his friends from teasing him and prove that he doesn't have a crush on 

classmate Linda Dennison, Beaver is pressured into calling her a nasty name. 

Episode 07: Beaver's Ring; A letter from Beaver's godmother, June's Aunt Martha, brings the young 

man an heirloom ring once belonging to Beaver's namesake, his great-uncle Theodore. But his 

parents forbid him to wear it to school because losing it would terribly upset his great-aunt and 

Beaver's troubles begin after his clever plan to show the ring to his school pals without actually 

"wearing" it there is derailed by creepy Judy Hensler. 

Episode 08: The Shave; Wally decides to start shaving. 

Episode 09: The Pipe; Wally gets blamed after Beaver takes pal Larry Mondello's dare to smoke the 

new Meerschaum pipe that Fred Rutherford sent as a gift to Ward from Germany. 

Episode 10: Wally's New Suit; June cleverly rescues Wally from bad taste after he is goaded by Eddie 

Haskell into buying a new suit for an upcoming school dance without his parents' help. 

Episode 11: School Play; Beaver is excited to be cast as the canary, the lead character in his school 

play, until Ward's "pep" talk gives him stage fright. 

Episode 12: The Visiting Aunts; The Cleaver boys' Saturday afternoon carnival plans are disrupted 

when June's Aunt Martha comes for an unexpected visit. 



Episode 13: Happy Weekend; Ward takes his reluctant family to a mountain cabin, hoping to relive 

rustic childhood memories, and, although things don't turn out exactly as he plans, the boys are 

soon making memories of their own. 

Episode 14: Wally's Present; Feeling slighted for not being included in Wally's birthday party plans, 

Beaver takes buddy Larry Mondello's advice, buys himself an expensive bow and arrow set and gives 

his big brother a cheap gift. 

Episode 15: The Grass Is Always Greener; Overhearing a frustrated Ward muttering about ending up 

in "the poor house", Beaver wonders what it means to be poor and begins a quest for poor people, 

making new friends and teaching the whole Cleaver family an important lesson. 

Episode 16: The Boat Builders; Wally's homemade boat capsizes with Beaver on board. 

Episode 17: Beaver Plays Hooky; Distracted by a construction company digging holes, Beaver and 

buddy Larry Mondello are late for school and decide to skip classes altogether to avoid getting yelled 

at by the principal. But when the hungry boys head for the nearest supermarket for lunch they find 

themselves on a live, promotional television program, unaware that Wally and June are watching 

them from the television in Wally's bedroom. 

Episode 18: The Garage Painters; When the television breaks down over a week-end, Ward 

encourages Wally and Beaver to read Mark Twain's classic book, "Tom Sawyer". But things don't turn 

out quite as they planned after the boys try to use fictional Tom's technique to paint the Cleaver 

garage doors. 

Episode 19: Wally's Pug Nose; Self-conscious Wally resorts to a mail-order remedy to change his 

appearance after dream-girl Gloria tells him he has a "pug" nose. 

Episode 20: Beaver's Pigeons; When Beaver gets sick with the chicken pox, Wally takes care of his 

new pigeons. Then he ends up having to take care of Larry's, too. 

Episode 21: The Tooth; While Beaver and his small toothache wait for the results of a dental X-ray, 

he's convinced that he will soon have a painful experience after mean-spirited Lumpy Rutherford 

tells him that, to make more money, the dentist will drill a deep hole no matter how tiny the cavity 

may be. 

Episode 22: Beaver Gets Adopted; Beaver believes he's been unfairly reprimanded for accidentally 

breaking Wally's track trophy, takes his Dad's offhand comment to find new parents literally, and 

with pal Larry Mondello's encouragement, heads for an adoption agency to see if he can do better. 

Episode 23: The Haunted House; June lines up a dog-walking job for Beaver unaware that he and his 

friends believe that the owner of the dog is a witch who lives in a haunted house. 

pisode 24: The Bus Ride; A mix-up during a stop at the Elmhurst bus station while on a trip to visit his 

friend, Billy, in Crystal Falls puts Beaver and his brother, Wally, on separate buses...going in different 

directions. 

Episode 25: Beaver and Gilbert; Beaver meets the new kid in town, Gilbert Gates, who likes to tell 

tall tales. 



Episode 26: Price of Fame; Beaver gets in trouble twice. Once by looking for the principal's "spanking 

machine", then by getting his head stuck in an iron fence. 

Episode 27: A Horse Named Nick; The boys help out at a traveling carnival for a couple of days. 

Instead of getting paid the $20 they were promised, they are given a run-down old horse. 

Episode 28: Beaver's Hero; Beaver tells his class that Ward was a big hero in the Second World War, 

but the boys find out his wartime experience wasn't that exciting. 

Episode 29: Beaver Says Good-bye; Excited about possibly moving to a bigger house in a new 

neighborhood, Beaver tells his whole third grade class. But when the house sale falls through, 

embarrassed Beaver doesn't know how to break the news to his friends, especially after they throw 

him a surprise farewell party...with presents! 

Episode 30: Beaver's Newspaper; Beaver rescues Wally's broken typewriter from the trash, gets 

reliable Gus the Fireman to fix it with his "special oil" and starts a newspaper with his pal Larry. But 

Wally soon regrets tossing the now smoothly working machine and demands the newsboys return 

"his" typewriter. 

Episode 31: Beaver's Sweater; Beaver uses his own $13 to buy a wild Eskimo-style sweater, but 

regrets it when Judy Hensler has the same one. 

Episode 32: Friendship; Drawing from a classic story of true friendship, Ward helps Beaver make up 

with his pal Larry after the two boys have a big fight. 

Episode 33: Dance Contest; Wally is the envy of his friends when pretty Mary Ellen Rogers invites 

him to her school cotillion. But they don't know what Wally soon finds out...Mary Ellen has entered 

them in a "cha-cha" contest and Wally doesn't know the steps. 

Episode 34: Wally's Haircomb; Ward and June find it hard to convince Wally that his new "fad" 

hairstyle makes him look ridiculous, especially when all his friends are combing their hair the same 

way. 

Episode 35: The Cookie Fund; Cookie chairmen Beaver and Larry find themselves in a bind when they 

loan three dollars out of the school cookie fund to an older boy with a hard luck story and he refuses 

to pay them back. 

Episode 36: Forgotten Party; Beaver forgets he's been invited to old friend David Manning's birthday 

party, is embarrassed to give David what he considers to be a "baby" toy that June bought for him at 

the last minute, and must think fast to come up with a more appropriate gift. 

Episode 37: Beaver the Athlete; Beaver gets bad grades in physical education when he clowns 

around to make up for his lack of coordination. 

Episode 38: Found Money; Beaver isn't worried that he doesn't have any money to spend at the 

carnival after his best friend Larry Mondello promises to pay the way. But conniving Larry has spent 

all of his allowance too and, sneaking money from his mother's sewing basket, throws it out the 

window and arranges to have Beaver "find" it. 



Episode 39: Most Interesting Character; Beaver has to write a school paper about the most 

interesting character he has ever met. He decides to make it about Ward, but has a hard time 

deciding what to write. 
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Series 6 (10 selected episodes) (1962) 
 

Episode 11: Beaver, the Sheep Dog; Beaver takes it personally when schoolmate Shirley makes fun of 

his hair; but when his efforts to tame his unruly locks don't go as planned, Beaver decides instead to 

follow troublemaker Eddie Haskell's advice to give Shirley a taste of her own medicine. 

Episode 12: Beaver, the Hero; The perpetual bench-warmer Beaver is allowed to play in the last few 

minutes of the football game, and he catches the winning touchdown. Initially, Beaver thinks nothing 

of it as he realizes he is not the greatest football player and much of it was luck. When many of his 

classmates start fawning over him, after the local newspaper prints his photo and writes about the 

game and after the local malt shop names a new sundae after him, Beaver starts to enjoy the 

adoration. Beaver also begins to get a swelled head about his new-found football prowess, even 

critiquing professional football players. Ward and Wally both think that they should speak to Beaver 

to bring him back down to earth. It isn't until the coach makes a decision about the next game that 

Beaver understands how much a jerk he's become. 

Episode 13: Beaver's Autobiography; Beaver encourages pretty classmate Betsy Carter's crush on 

him to get her to help him write his autobiography for a school assignment; but when Betsy finds out 

that Beaver has been calling her names behind her back, her assistance turns to sabotage. 

Episode 14: The Party Spoiler; Feeling ignored after Wally doesn't invite him to a party, Beaver is 

convinced by his sneaky pal, Gilbert Bates, to get even by sabotaging his big brother's evening. 

Episode 15: The Mustache; When Wally's girlfriend, Julie, stands him up to go out with an older boy 

who sports a moustache, Wally thinks that growing his own moustache will make him look more 

mature and help him win her back. 

Episode 16: Wally Buys a Car; Ward's offer to help Wally pay for the high cost of automobile 

insurance hinges on several conditions, including the concerned dad having final say on the excited, 

but naive, teen's choice of used car. 

Episode 17: The Parking Attendants; Ward and June are concerned when Wally is hired to park cars 

at a wedding reception, especially when they learn that he'll be asking unpredictable duo Eddie 

Haskell and Lumpy Rutherford to help. 

Episode 18: More Blessed to Give; Beaver wins a 14K gold locket at the carnival ring toss and gives it 

to his friend Donna, after putting a picture of each of them inside; but Donna's angry dad won't let 

her keep the expensive gift and mails it back to Beaver without a note of explanation. Confusion 

reigns when June finds the locket hidden in Beaver's dresser drawer and thinks Donna gave the gift 

to Beaver. 



Episode 19: Beaver's Good Deed; After Ward reprimands him for being rude and inconsiderate, 

Beaver tries to do a good deed for Jeff, a hungry hobo with a hard luck story, who knocks on the 

Cleaver's kitchen door while Ward and June are out. Jeff convinces Beaver to make him a sandwich 

and let him take a bath but Beaver finds himself in hot water when his wily guest sneaks out of the 

house in one of Ward's good suits leaving a pile of dirty clothes for June to find when she comes 

home. 

Episode 20: The Credit Card; Showing off his new credit card, Eddie Haskell foots the bill for a new 

battery when Wally's car breaks down on the way home from a school function. Wally pays Eddie 

the cash to cover the charge but Eddie spends the money instead of giving it to his father and both 

boys are in trouble when George Haskell calls Ward to complain about the unpaid credit card bill. 
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Leaving Metropolis (2002) 
 

David is a painter with painter's block who takes a job as a waiter 

to get some inspiration. He falls for hunky diner owner Matt, who 

falls just as hard back. But Violet, Matt's wife is a complicating 

factor! Toss in David's best friends a dying pre-op transsexual best 

friend and an aging, bitter, fag-hag journalist. Will David break up 

Matt's marriage? Will Violet learn the truth? Will David or Matt 

learn the true meaning of love? I think I'm willing to give this flick 

a bit more credit than some of the other commentators. While I 

think there were some problems with the ending, overall the 

script worked pretty well. I do agree the part of Violet could have 

been beefed up a bit more; still, I think this was a fairly engaging 

movie about love & desire. I thought Ruptash as David was 

convincing. The only things that seem forced are the constant 

references to "Superman"; I know that this is supposed to be the 

subtext for movie, but it feels like the director/writer just stuck it in to hammer home his message. 

Even so, I think this movie works well for a portrayal of someone who's finding out things about 

himself he never suspected (Corazza as Matt). This may work better as a play, as did the 

director/writer's "Unidentified Human Remains and the True Nature of Love" vs. the movie "Love 

and Human Remains" (although I thought it was a pretty good movie). 
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L'Échelle Blanche (La Promesse) (Secret World) (1969) 
 

When a woman is more than a friend... when a boy is more than a 

child... love can be awakened too early. A wisp of a story 

centering on a young boy's infatuation. If beautiful photography 

and lovely views of rural France were enough to sustain a slight 

story, SECRET WORLD (U.S. title) would be worth recommending. 

JACQUELINE BISSET is at her most photogenic as the mistress of a 

British gentleman (PIERRE ZIMMER) who is also attractive to the 

man's son (20-year-old Marc Porel) and a young boy who has lost 

his parents in a tragic car accident (12-year-old Jean-Françios 

Maurin). The story has the young, highly impressionable young 

boy mooning after the beautiful young woman and jealous of 

anyone else who pays her attention, particularly Olivier (MARC 

POREL) who is obviously in love with his father's mistress but finds 

himself rejected by her on more than one occasion. There's an 

enigmatic quality to the story and the way certain scenes are 

played, even an erotic moment--a love scene in the woman's boudoir where we don't see whether 

it's father or son acting as lover. Bisset is lovely but poker-faced throughout, as though she feels that 

giving that face to the camera is all that's required. Most intriguing performance comes from MARC 

POREL as the reckless, adventuresome young son who admits to his father that he loves the woman. 

The boy is sensitive enough in a role that requires that quality in spades, but with him too it's largely 

a matter of looking photogenic for all his huge camera close-ups. The pretty photography is the 

film's chief asset, but it's all rather forgettable as a story of uneasy relationships under the same 

roof. 
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Legend (Director's Cut) (1985) 
 

A demon who seeks to create eternal night by destroying the last 

of the unicorns and marrying a fairy princess is opposed by the 

forest boy Jack and his elven allies (with 9-year-old David Bennent 

as Gump) in this magical fantasy. Two different versions of this 

picture feature soundtracks by either Tangerine Dream or Jerry 

Goldsmith. A magical adventure which features elves, demons and 

other mythical creatures. Darkness, the personification of evil, 

plans to disperse eternal night in the land where this story takes 

place, by killing every unicorn in the world. Although he looks 

unbeatable, Jack and his friends are disposed to do everything to 

save the world and princess Lili (who Darkness intends to make his 

wife) from the hands of this evil monster. Legend is one of those movies you either love or hate. It's 

a fantasy movie but it doesn't really contain a whole lot of action which is probably why many 

people are turned off by it. But the film is visually stunning and features a good performance by Tim 

Curry as "Darkness", Tom Cruise on the other hand looks a bit confused throughout the movie. Also 

Rob Bottin's Make up is just amazing. Now things weren't helped by the fact that there are so many 

versions of this movie and some are vastly better than others. The weakest and shortest of the all is 

the U.S. theatrical cut because it misses many scenes and adds a few that seem tacked on but worst 

of all it contains a score by Tangerine Dream instead of the original one by Jerry Goldsmith. The 

European cut is better in that it is longer and it features Jerry Goldsmith's score. The best version 

however is the Director's Cut featured on The Ultimate Edition DVD. It runs a lot longer than any of 

the other cuts and it is the most coherent cut as well and it features the score by Jerry Goldsmith. 
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Legend Of The Lost Tomb (1997) 
 

While excavating near the Pyramids, Dr. Leonhardt finds a small 

box with a map to the treasures of the Pharaoh Ramessess II. On 

his way to deliver this to the local authorities, he is kidnapped by 

his nemesis Dr. Bent. Before Bent can retrieve the papyrus map, 

Karen, who is Leonhardt's student assistant, and John (16-year-old 

Brock Pierce), Leonhardt's son take the map to look for Leonhardt. 

They soon find that Bent is in hot pursuit and they figure that the 

only way to save Leonhardt is to be the first to the treasure so that 

they could ransom the Doctor from Bent. But Bent has other plans 

for all three of them. This Hallmark movie is clearly aimed at a 

juvenile audience given that its main characters are teenage 

Americans at loose in Egypt. John is there for a reuniting with his 

archaelogist father, where he meets Karen a keen Egyptologist. 

They are pitted against the unscrupulous Dr. Bent, played by Stacy 

Keach with a wobbly English accent. Bent is seeking to exploit the discovery of a map pointing to the 

whereabouts of the tomb of Rameses the second, which contains the key to treasure both temporal 

and spiritual. The sole asset of the picture is the striking location photography around the Pyramids 

and Aswan, and this helps offset poor effects and wretched script development, which trades in 

insulting ethnic stereotypes Poor acting and I grow weary of the characterisation of the English as 

villains. 
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Légy Jó Mindhalálig (Be Good All Your Life) (Stay Good Until Death) 

(1960) 
 

Based on the Hungarian stage play by Zsigmond Moricz. The story 

is set at the legendary Dehreczen boys' grammar school in 1894. 

11-year-old László Dévényi plays Nyilas Misi (Mike), an 

enterprising schoolboy who pays for his education by tutoring one 

of his classmates and by serving as a "reader" for a wealthy 

sightless gentlemen. When the blind man is robbed, Mike 

immediately falls under suspicion but refuses to clear himself lest 

he implicate his older sister's fiance. A series of convenient 

coincidences solves Mike's problems without forcing him to 

betray his family. An excellent boy-themed film. 
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Lejontämjaren (Strong As A Lion) (2003) 
 

9-year-old Simon (11-year-old Eric Lager) has a make-believe lion 

as his constant companion. In reality he is bullied in school by the 

11-year-old Alex. His mother Karin meets a new man, Bjorn, who 

seems to be a new hope for Simon. Everything changes when it 

turns out that Bjorn is the father of Alex and the plan is for them 

all to live together. 
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L'Élève (The Pupil) (1996) 
 

A true delicacy of French cinema. Not many films have the touch 

and manage such internal reflexion and beauty such as this one. It 

reminds us of one of Balzac's or Victor Hugo's best novels, taken 

to the screen by a magnificent director. 
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Lemonade Mouth (2011) 
 

"Lemonade Mouth" tells kids and tweens that building your 

confidence rocks and finding your destiny rules. The story follows 

five disparate high school students - Olivia (Bridgit Mendler), Mo 

(Naomi Scott), Charlie (Blake Michael), Stella (Hayley Kiyoko), and 

Wen (Adam Hicks) who meet in detention. They realize they are 

destined to rock, and ultimately form a band that becomes a 

champion for students sidelined by the high school elite. For the 

1st time in a long time, Disney got it right!!!!! Awesome. As many 

of you know, in the past years, Disney channel is known for 

releasing films such as "High School Musical", "Camp Rock" and 

the "Cheetah Girls" franchises, all of which were popular but corny 

in some way, especially the disastrous "Camp Rock 2". I gotta say 

that for a Disney Channel Movie, in my opinion Lemonade Mouth 

was just a sweet knockout!!!!!!!!! It's the best musical movie that 

Disney Channel has ever made, and I'm hooked on it. The actors in the movie did a great job, each 

character was given a great amount of significance, and best of all, all 5 of them are really talented 

not only as actors but as musicians. I'm amazed that Adam Hicks wrote his own rap lyrics for 3 songs 

in the movie, and even though all 5 actors were great, I feel that Adam Hicks and Hayley Kiyoko are 

the 2 strongest actors. Also the movie was great on character development, and the filmmakers 

didn't make 1 character feel more important than others, and it was almost completely 

unpredictable because I had no idea what would happen throughout this movie, though I will say 

that the only predictable thing about it was that after Charlie (Blake Michael) flipped the coin, it 

would land on heads, other than that, completely unpredictable. Even Chris Brochu's character Ray 

wasn't entirely annoying, but he was a jerk. The soundtrack's amazing, you'd actually want those 

type of songs on your Ipod, and they're genius. Finally, Lemonade Mouth actually has a strong 

morale, and it's the kind you can take seriously, unlike corny stupid lines like "This is our 

summer"!!!!! PS: All 5 members of the band can sing, not just 1 person, who wouldn't want that in a 

band (which by the way they should be a real-life band)?!?!? This movie couldn't have been done in 

a better way, it deserves a sequel but I'm afraid it'll be a disaster like Camp Rock 2. Well done 

Disney, keep this up, your coolest musical film yet. I give it a perfect 10. Rock on, Lemonade 

Mouth!!!!!!!! 
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Lemony Snicket's A Series Of Unfortunate Events (2004) 
 

Violet, Klaus (14-year-old Liam Aiken) and Sunny Baudelaire are 

three intelligent young children who receive terrible news that 

their parents have died in a fire and have left them an enormous 

fortune not to be used until the eldest child is of age. When they 

are sent to live with Count Olaf, a greedy distant relative, they 

soon learn he is trying to steal their fortune for himself. Before 

entering the theatre, I'd never glanced at any of the "Lemony 

Snicket" books. I'd never even heard of them. Having seen the 

film, I'll make it a priority to take a look. The film has a strong 

"Harry Potter" feel, what with the heroic, much put-upon British 

children, and the fantastical setting. If J.K. Rowling had cast Lord 

Voldemort as a nefarious villain out to steal the Potter family 

fortune, and made Ron and Hermione Harry's siblings, I imagine it 

would look something like this. Jim Carrey swallows huge chunks 

of scenery in his portrayal of Count Olaf, one of the most despicable villains to grace the silver screen 

in a while. The four child actors are all superb, especially the very attractive Emily Browning as the 

inventor, Violet. The film comes with a wonderfully disturbing climax, and a enjoyably happy 

epilogue that hints at many future misfortunes for the Baudelaire children. I'll be there. 
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L'enfance Nue (Naked Childhood) (1968) 
 

A 10-year-old boy (Michel Terrazon) feels unwanted when his 

mother places him in a home for wayward children. He goes to a 

foster home where a family of workers finds him to be too much 

for them. When the unruly child discovers the family plans to give 

up on him, he drowns their daughter's cat in retaliation. He is sent 

to another home where he is cared for by an elderly couple. The 

boy takes to the woman, a kindly grandmother who reaches out to 

the disturbed boy. His deliberate disobedience lessens somewhat 

in his new environment, but he is arrested after throwing bolts at 

cars from a bridge. The boy tries to overcome his mother's 

rejection and struggles to boost his self image in this childhood 

drama. Pialat's magnificent debut. It is quite extraordinary that 

1968's L'Enfance Nue (or Naked Childhood) was the debut feature 

of a 43-year-old Maurice Pialat. Pialat would go on to direct a small number of highly-admired films 

after this, up until 1995, but it remains this film that he will be most remembered for. Similar in spirit 

but not in style to Francois Truffaut's masterpiece The 400 Blows, it follows the exploits of a 

troublemaking child who channels all of his rejection into ferocious anger that causes havoc with the 

people around him. Truffaut also has a co-producer credit for the film, although it would be the last 

time he would work with Pialat. A young boy, Francois (Michel Terrazon), is placed in a home for bad 

children when his frequent outbursts and often psychopathic acts become too much for his mother. 

He is eventually re-homed and put into the care of an elderly couple, who also look after another 

older child, Raoul. When Francois warms to the elderly lady, his behaviour begins to become less 

hostile and he becomes familiar with his new surroundings. But a lifetime spent being unwanted has 

left it's mark on Francois, and he constantly remains unpredictable. Francois kills a cat, throws a 

knife at his new 'brother', and repeatedly steals from the other children. He is a horrific creation, and 

every parent's nightmare. Pialat paints an interesting picture of France at the time. Without 

sledgehammering it home, he and the film depicts a time where a creeping poverty was lurking 

among the edges of suburbia. Perhaps this was one of the factors for Francois' parents being 

physically and mentally unable to keep the child, too distracted with their own situation that they 

don't have the time to get to the root of the problem. Or perhaps Francois is just a mischievous little 

bastard, and his inability to settle with one family before pushing them over the edge is his fault. 

L'Enfance Nue also has a surprisingly reserved depiction of the social services. They are seen simply 

doing their job, and repeatedly re- housing Francois every time he is rejected by a new foster family. 

This is where the genius lies in this film. Instead of using the film as a medium to send a social 

message (a la Ken Loach), Pialat sits back, points his camera, and tells a story. It is both complex and 

simple, but you would have to make your own mind up about that. Much like Jean-Pierre Leaud in 

The 400 Blows, Michel Terrazon is fantastic in the lead role, brimming with menace and an 

unpredictability. Although the comparisons seem obvious, it would be wholly unfair to carry on 

comparing this to Truffaut's film, as L'Enfance Nue is a fantastic film in it's own right. Like most of his 

films, this is considered somewhat autobiographical to Pialat, but how much is unclear. His 

filmmaking techniques seem similar to the attitudes of the title character - this film is in your face 



and hard-hitting. You can almost hear the director yelling 'if you don't like it, then fuck you!'. A very, 

very good film, and I shall be seeking out more Pialat because of it. A remarkable debut. 
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L'enfant De La Ciotat (The Child Of Ciotat) (1995) 
 

Antoine (Thomas Dalle) has only one friend: his camera. Son of a 

railroad crossing keeper, he collects the passing trains on film. In 

the past, one of them carried off his mother. One day, the infinite 

magic of cinema brings her back. 
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L'enfant D'en Haut (Sister) (2012) 
 

A drama set at a Swiss ski resort and centered on a boy (14-year-

old Kacey Mottet Klein) who supports his sister by stealing from 

wealthy guests. Dardenne influence abounds. The Swiss entry into 

this year's Foreign Language Film race at the Academy Awards, 

Sister could work almost as a companion piece to Jean- Pierre and 

Luc Dardenne's masterful The Kid With A Bike. This one also 

centers itself on a small, stubborn and determined parentless 

young boy who strikes out on his own, gets into some criminal 

behavior and develops a surrogate mother/son relationship with a 

woman he meets by chance. Here, the boy is Simon and is played 

with remarkable maturity by Kacey Mottet Klein. Simon is well 

beyond his years, having to grow up quick in order to provide a 

living for himself and his sister, portrayed by Lea Seydoux. The two 

live near a ski resort, and every day Simon heads to the top of the slopes in order to steal equipment 

from those spending their vacation here so that he can profit from selling it off himself. Directed by 

Ursula Meier, Sister has clear influences from the brothers Dardenne, particularly in its shooting 

style. The camera stays close on the characters almost at all times, often giving a documentary feel 

to its examination of the two of them and their relationship with one another. There's a shaky 

subplot with a kitchen worker played by Martin Compston and a much better one with Gillian 

Anderson's wealthy resort guest, but the primary focus of the picture remains on Simon and his 

relationship with his sister Louise. The two have grown up with one another and spend their days 

trying to get by, but as Simon has grown more responsible and composed, sacrificing himself every 

day in order to provide, Louise is nothing but a burden -- she relies on Simon for practically 

everything, spending most of her time with a bevy of men that she picks up and leaves with for days 

at a time. The co-dependent relationship between the two of them is further put to the test as 

Simon's actions begin to receive unwarranted attention and he grows increasingly jealous of the 

attention that Louise gives to the other men in her life. Klein's performance matches his character in 

being far beyond his years, perhaps even eclipsing the brilliant work from the young Thomas Doret 

in that similarly told Dardenne picture, but the standout here has got to ultimately be Lea Seydoux. 

As a young woman struggling with the burdens of moral responsibility and a yearning desire to just 

be free and wild, there is always more working beneath her exterior than she lets on and when we 

finally begin to see her facade crack in the later stages, a character who started off quite unlikeable 

is quickly turned into one I felt great sympathy for. There's a whopper of a twist that I wasn't 

expecting at all, but I felt it wasn't utilized as well as it could have been; however, it does add a 

whole new level to Seydoux's brilliant work here and makes you re- examine every stroke of her 

superb performance that came before it. Sister contains two physical fight scenes between Simon 

and Louise throughout the film, and in the contrast of them you can see the extensive rift that has 

grown between them over these events. At the beginning, they are playful and loving, rolling around 

on the floor while jokingly fighting each other for who can have the best sandwich that Simon stole. 

The later fight though, is violent and dirty, taking place in the filthy mud and featuring the two going 

at one other with an almost homicidal rage. The relationship between the two characters at the 

center here is fascinatingly explored by Meier, but also impressive is the way that she inserts a 



subtext with the high/low nature of the setting. There's a very distinct contrast between the clean, 

white and beautiful setting of the resort that Simon ascends to each morning and the bleak, muddy 

and ugly bottom of the hill he returns to every night. Not only does the opposing nature provide a 

look into the class distinction that Meier softly examines, but it also keys into the lost nature of 

these wandering figures, constantly striving for something more than the squalor they truly exist in. 

This all adds an impressive extra layer to Sister, while never becoming such a focus that it takes 

attention away from the true centerpiece which remains the study of this powerful relationship 

between a brother and sister. 
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L'Enfant Du Pays (Local Kid) (2003) 
 

The main character is Paul and the film follows his life through 

three different decades, (40s, 50s and 60s) when Paul is 5-, 13- 

and 18-years-old. There is a lot of to and throwing with flashbacks. 

The flashbacks when Paul is 5-years-old is dealt with in vintage 

colour, when he is 13-years-old it's in contempary colour and 

when he's 18-years-old it's in black and white so you always know 

what stage or decade you're in. 
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L'Enfant Sauvage (The Wild Boy) (The Wild Child) (El Niño Salvaje) 

(1970) 
 

1798. In a forest, some countrymen catch a wild child (13-year-old 

Jean-Pierre Cargol) who can not walk, speak, read neither write. 

The Doctor Itard is interested by the child, and starts to educate 

him. Everybody thinks he will fail, but with a lot of love and 

patience, he manages to obtain results... This is a true story. 

Everything about this movie is great. The acting is done perfectly, 

particularly Victor. This child has the ability to evoke every primal 

human emotion without doing anything but making sounds and 

using facial expressions. Perhaps only a child could be capable of 

doing this but I doubt any child could do it as well. We feel 

sympathy for him and want to care for him ourselves at the same 

time that we are anxious about the deep mystery he forces us to 

recognize. The scene when he is rocking under the full moon, and 

the look on his face as the movie ends, are brilliant and 

frightening. The fact that this actor, to my knowledge, has done nothing since, adds to the effect. 

Where did he go? Might he have been more in touch with this side of humanity than just as an 

actor? Just incredible. And Truffault's direction was perfect as well. Filmed in a minimalist style and 

cleverly utilizing early film techniques, he evokes a time period yet allows no distraction from the 

actual issues involved in the story. The viewer is forced to pay attention and forced to deal with the 

issues confronting the doctor and his relationship with the boy. I cannot recommend this highly 

enough. 
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Lenny The Wonder Dog (2004) 
 

After being implanted with a microchip that gives him special 

powers, a dog engages a young boy (13-year-old Sammy Kahn) in 

conversation and adventure. Befriended by a local police officer, 

the dog, the boy and his friend go on a quest to save the world by 

undoing the insidious plot of an evil scientist to turn all kids into 

mindless robots. 
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Léolo (Leolo) (1992) 
 

Young Léo Lauzon (13-year-old Maxime Collin) is torn between 

two worlds - the squalid Montreal tenement that he inhabits with 

his severely dysfunctional (and largely insane) family, and the 

imaginative world that he constructs for himself through his 

writings, where he's Léolo Lozone, son of a Sicilian peasant 

(conceived in a bizarre act involving a tomato). And his 

experiences of growing up (especially his sexual development) 

affect his response to both these worlds. Brilliant and genuinely 

original. I first saw it with a group of friends at the local college 

town art cinema when it was first released. When it ended, hardly 

anyone in the theater even stirred, slowly and quietly rising only 

after the credits ran out. Afterwards, we went for drinks, as had 

been the plan for the evening, but it took a long time for us to 

break out of the film's spell and begin to really talk. When we 

finally did, each of us was relieved to find that everyone else had been as moved by it as each had 

individually. The reason for all this doubt and anxiety, I believe, is the film itself. It doesn't rely on 

any conventions at all, nor does it allow the viewer to respond via convention. What it does do is 

provide the viewer with an intensely private view of the characters. You get to see them in broad 

daylight at times and on occasions where one would most want to be absolutely alone. Because of 

this willingness to really expose its characters, a more honest self-relation is demanded in response 

and for a response. (In this respect in reminds me a bit of Milan Kundera's novels, during the reading 

of which I often find myself embarrassed for the characters that I am there intruding on their 

privacy.) I think what myself and my friends (then still young adults) feared was revealing something 

about ourselves--a kind of fragility and ambivalence in one's own self-relation that one normally 

represses, but which this film repeatedly draws to the surface. Wouldn't admitting that one was 

moved by these characters be also an admission that one could relate to them in some more 

profound way? Yes, and I have felt just a little bit less alone in the world since seeing Leolo. Not 

better perhaps, but less alone. A truly great, great movie. Don't miss it. 
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Léon (The Professional) (Leon) (The Cleaner) (1994) 
 

Mathilda, a 12-year-old New York girl, is living an undesirable life 

among her half-family. Her father stores drugs for two-faced cop 

Norman Stansfield. Only her little brother keeps Mathilda from 

breaking apart. One day, Stansfield and his team take cruel 

revenge on her father for stretching the drugs a little, thus killing 

the whole family. Only Mathilda, who was out shopping, survives 

by finding shelter in Léon's apartment in the moment of highest 

need. Soon, she finds out about the strange neighbour's unusual 

profession - killing - and desperately seeks his help in taking 

revenge for her little brother. Léon, who is completely 

unexperienced in fatherly tasks, and in friendships, does his best 

to keep Mathilda out of trouble - unsuccessfully. Now, the conflict 

between a killer, who slowly discovers his abilities to live, to feel, to love and a corrupt police officer, 

who does anything in his might to get rid of an eye witness, arises to unmeasurable proportions - all 

for the sake of a little 12-year-old girl, who has nearly nothing to lose. Leon is an Italian immigrant 

who fled Italy after having committed a crime there. He now resides in New York City and is working 

for the mob boss "Uncle" Tony. He lives with his favorite plant in a small apartment in the city next 

door to a girl he occasionally speaks to whose father is a drug dealer working with crooked DEA 

officers. One day when she's out getting groceries the crooked agents murder her entire family in a 

botched drug deal and upon discovering the massacre upon her return home she walks to the end of 

the hall to Leon's apartment who let's her into not only his home, but into his life as well. Soon 

enough he's teaching Mathilda, a young girl, how to be a professional hitman in order for her to 

learn enough to get revenge on the crooked cops who murdered her family. But when she goes in 

for revenge and is captured by the crooked agents, Leon comes and saves her and so begins the 

ultimate theme in the movie: Will Leon and Mathilda live happily ever after now that's she's opened 

up his heart, or will the crooked cops have something to say about it? A hit-man tries to lose himself 

in New York. When a neighbor family is killed, he takes in the surviving 12-year-old girl, and teaches 

her to be a cleaner, so she can avenge her little brother. Leon is a hitman, and happy with his life. 

When a young girl comes home to find her family has been killed by a drug dealer, she runs to him 

for help. When she discovers he is a hitman, she asks him to teach her the skills to take her revenge. 

Leon is a first-class hit man, but is also a sensitive guy who loves his potted plants. He is moral: "No 

women, no children" is his professional motto. He is sympathetic to his neighbor, Mathilda, a 

typically rebellious 12-year-old who has trouble with her family. But when her father runs afoul of 

drug kingpin Norman Stansfield, Mathilda turns to Leon for assistance. Luc Besson will never top this 

movie. This is his benchmark, his classical composition. Look at the precise, intricate scenes. It's a 

symphony in cinema. Straight off, it's action. Intelligently shot, and scripted. It makes everything that 

follows hard to live upto. But it does so easily. It's stylish without being showy, it's deep without 

being sentimental. And it's just hugely enjoyable. Seeing the friendship between newly orphaned 

mathilda and skilled assasin leon bloom, is tenderly done. At risk of slipping into a sappy bond, 

besson keeps it easy on the emotions, without coming off as shallow. The actors are all spot on, 

most notably the debut from a young natalie portman as mathilda. Showing an angry, sad, pent up, 

in love girl is no simple task but she breezes through it, touching all the right notes. And jean reno as 



the title character, is minimal but very effecting. Hard to understand, but easy to relate too. But gary 

oldman steals it, with his glorious overacting. He's as scary as he is determind. His line delivery is 

almost perfect. And his fate is very fitting. If only they made more intelligent action movies, then 

they could contend with this film. But as it stands right now, leon is one of the best action dramas 

ever made. 
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Lepel (2005) 
 

Years ago, Lepel's (Joep Truijen) parents left an hot air balloon 

world tour. He stays with granny Koppenol, a mean bitch who 

constantly exploits him for domestic chores, in her buttons shop 

and even as accomplice in the department store where she steals 

the buttons from clothes. After she won't even leave him the 

balloon kind salesman Max gave him, Lepel, now 9, runs away. He 

meets Max's slightly older daughter Pleun. Schoolmaster Bijts is 

also looking for him, but only as arithmetics talent for an 

academic schools contest. Max accidentally finds out the sad 

truth about Lepel's family. I concur with what's been said here. A 

few additions: Loes, Carice and Max (the three main adult 

characters) play caricatures rather than personages - and they do 

this very well. This was to be expected of Loes Luca, whose middle 

name is "absurd", but seeing how Carice van Houten pulls off 

painting a non-dimensional character is amazing. She leaves Max, Pell--- um, Lepel, and Pleun, and 

you - and your children or grandchildren - guessing for almost the entire duration of the film. I knew 

she could play character roles with many dimensions, but this role of her is an achievement in itself. 

Perhaps that's a kids' eye view of adults - at least it makes it easier, even for someone pushing 50, to 

identify with the children. Lepel is called Lepel because he wears a "bracelet" that consists of a 

strand with 5 cubes with letters on his wrist: L E P E L. Try to imagine these five letters in a circle. 

Now, push the first two letters around the circle so that they end up being the last two, and you get 

the boy's real name. Because he's lost his memory, he doesn't know this. The fact that the alleged 

grandmother doesn't know the boy's name indicates that she is likely not be his real grandmother. 

The film also lightly brushes the subject of autism - the main character has trouble dealing with 

social relationships, but is excellent with numbers. All in all, an excellent, underrated film. Suitable 

for children, but there are layers in there that will please adults as well. 
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Les Amants Criminels (Criminal Lovers) (1999) 
 

Francois Ozon has made a name for himself in modern foreign 

cinema for being more daring and more inventive than most 

directors would dare to be, and Criminal Lovers is a film that 

belongs towards the top of his already impressive list of director's 

credits. Criminal Lovers is a modernisation of the classic Hansel 

and Gretal tale, which is fused with the 'criminals on the run' 

theme of which such earlier films such as Badlands and Natural 

Born Killers utilised so well. Typically for Ozon, there is more to 

the film than just what it's plot presents and with this common 

theme the modern day genius has put together a multi-layered 

work of art, that will be seen differently by whoever sees it. On 

one hand, it's an exciting crime thriller, but on the other hand it's 

a tale of redemption, forgiveness and/or retribution. The way that 

you take the movie will definitely depend on your views on the movie's themes, such as the central 

one that depicts murder. The film is almost too skillful for it's own good, as it masks it's underlying 

themes behind it's visage of a shock movie; but if you're smart, they're more than evident. The man 

who dared to insert a musical number into a Rainer Werner Fassbinder screenplay hasn't exactly 

been reserved with the shocks in this movie, and the easily offended should still make sure that they 

steer clear of it. The film has homosexual undertones galore and the way that the murder happens, 

along with the amount of sex in the movie, isn't exactly restrained either. The acting is largely good, 

with the two leads, Natacha Régnier and Jérémie Renier, standing out the most. They both bring 

exactly the right mood to their characters, which are fascinating specimens in themselves. The way 

that Ozon has handled the screenplay is superb, as the dialogue is believable and so are all of the 

character's motivations. Making your audience believe you is one of the hardest things to achieve 

when penning a screenplay, and Ozon has proved time and time again that he is capable of doing 

just that. The idea of updating the classic children's story of Hansel and Gretal is definitely a good 

one, and this film draws much of it's appeal from that central backbone. All in all; kudos, Ozon! 
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Les Amitiés Particulières (This Special Friendship) (1964) 
 

"Special friendships" are youthful relationships with homoerotic 

overtones, and this film explores them in the setting of a strict 

French Roman Catholic boys' boarding school in the 1930s. The 

faculty are ever alert, depriving the students of all privacy. When 

a vulnerable 12-year-old boy (13-year-old Didier Haudepin), 

motivated variously by jealousy, subservience and fear, or 

genuine good intentions, co-operates with his teachers' 

campaigns to repress all suggestion of romance or impropriety in 

his own and others' friendships, he betrays everyone most 

important to him. Based on the novel "Les Amities Particulieres" 

by Roger Peyrefitte. This Special Friendship was created in 1964 

combining all the elements of a masterpiece. Born in the mind of 

Roger Peyrefitte, superbly adapted to the screen by Jean 

Delannoy, and exquisitely acted out by Francis LaCombrade and Didier Haudepin, this movie has 

become a timeless work of art. Set in France, in a religious Jesuit school, two boys, one 16-years-old 

(Francis Lacombrade), one 12-years-old, intrigued by each other's company embark on a special 

friendship. This particular friendship which possesses all the unique qualities of genuine love and 

empathy is viewed as unholy by their priests who set about to destroy such a concept. The film is 

fashioned in black and white as were the rules of friendship in 1964. A classic, if ever there was one. 

Be prepared for some heart wrenching pathos. 
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Les Aventures De Robinson Crusoë (The Adventures Of Robinson 

Crusoe) (1964) 
 

Shipwrecked on an uninhabited island, Robinson Crusoe fills his 

time in either building a shelter for himself, or by reminiscing 

about the years he spent at sea and the adventures that led him 

to where he is. The months roll by and the hardships become 

easier, especially with his herd of wild goats, the ship's dog and a 

friendly parrot to keep him company. But one day he comes 

across a strange footprint - friend or foe? This one is part of me. I 

can't view this without my rose-tinted spectacles at hand – I was 

of the U.K. generation that grew up watching this on BBC1 

throughout the '60's. The first episode of the 13 part series was 

first broadcast on Tuesday 5.0pm 12th October 1965 the whole 

series being multi-repeated, the last showing I remember was 

Summer 1975. I also remember it was on in the mornings before 

coverage of the Olympic Games in 1972 – except the school 

holidays finished with a couple of parts still to go – and someone at the BBC got paid for such expert 

planning! This version of Defoe's story of Robinson Crusoe was French filmed in the Canary Islands in 

1964 and is admirably told with flashbacks, narration and occasional dubbing into English. Crusoe's 

adventures include travelling to sea, getting enslaved by Arabs, becoming a big Brazilian capitalist, 

getting shipwrecked and on 16th September 1697 stranded on a desert island for over 6 years or 5.5 

hours running time. During his stay he (and we) learn how to do many many things: keeping a goat 

in a baobab tree, killing and cooking a bird, checking the size of canoes before building them, joinery 

and tailoring etc. – but most important by the end of the journey he's a more decent man. The death 

of Dick had me heartbroken back then, it still gets to me in grizzled middle age. I suppose it's the 

introduction of Friday into the story and Crusoe's initial attitude to him which are faithful to the 

book that would cause the biggest problems to a lot of serious people nowadays (more than the 

b&w film and Lee Payant's marvellous narration) and probably is the reason why it will never be 

shown again on any of our wonderfully diverse U.K. TV channels. It's a shame because it means 

generations have already missed out and that unless they buy the DVD kids and adults of all races 

will miss the best filmed version of the story. I haven't even mentioned the music! The tunes 

composed for the English version were knockout, utterly memorable and even though repeated 

endlessly throughout the series they never pall. I recommend anyone interested to bypass the 

current set of TV taste-setters and go and get these five and a half hours of middlebrow brilliance! 

Unseen on television for many years, this is the definitive television version of Daniel Defoe's classic 

adventure story of a young Englishman's sole quest for survival on a desert island. Filmed 

extensively, on location, in the Canary Islands, the serial boasts feature-film production values, a 

(very) distinctive Crusoe in the shape of Austrian actor Robert Hoffmann, and a haunting and 

unforgettable music score. Produced by Franco-London Films in 1964, The Adventures of Robinson 

Crusoe made its U.K. debut on BBC1 in 1965, and thereafter became a staple part of the school 

Summer holiday schedules before finally being exiled to a French film archive in 1982, where, 

incidentally, these last remaining prints of the English version were discovered. 



Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1964) 
 

Episode 01: Sep 16th 1697 - Englishman Robinson Crusoe is washed up on a sandy beach unaware 

that he is the sole survivor of the Esmeralda a doomed ship, caught in a violent storm, bound for 

Guyana from Brazil. He soon discovers that he is also the sole inhabitant of a tropical island and 

begins a search for vital resources. 

Episode 02: Robinson's search for food, water and companionship continues. He builds a tree shelter 

and reminisces about his frustrating days training to be a lawyer and his yearning for adventure. 

Episode 03: The wreck of the Esmeralda is washed up and Robinson sets about plundering its 

valuable resources. On boarding the wreck he discovers and rescues the only other survivor - a dog, 

whom he christens Dick. 

Episode 04: Robinson discovers hidden treasure aboard the wreck of the Esmarelda, cooks his first 

meal and recalls how his first sea voyage ended with a serious bout of sea sickness. After thorough 

exploration of the island, he discovers a cave in which he makes his new home. 

Episode 05: Robinson remembers his first day on Captain Darrick's ship, learning the skills of a sailor 

and how he became the slave of cruel captors. On the island his attempts to make furniture prove 

unrewarding. 

Episode 06: A fire totally destroys Robinson's shelter and, whilst rebuilding, he reminisces about his 

escape from slavery and his subsequent good fortune owning a banana plantation in Brazil. 

Episode 07: Robinson recalls how he came to be on board the doomed Esmeralda and constructs a 

canoe in a bid to escape from the island. An attempt to enlarge his cave ends in disaster. 

Episode 08: After his narrow escape Robinson devotes his time to less dangerous activities - pottery, 

breadmaking and basket-weaving. Another ship runs aground allowing Robinson to increase his 

supply of essentials. 

Episode 09: Robinson arranges a banquet for himself and his animal companions to celebrate the 

third anniversary of his landing. He returns to the stricken vessel in a drunken state for more rum. 

After passing out, he awakens to find the ship has drifted into new waters overnight. 

Episode 10: After the discovery of footprints, Robinson has to defend his paradise following the 

arrival of cannibals. He rescues one of their prisoners and names him 'Friday'. 

Episode 11: Robinson teaches Friday the difference between right and wrong, with varying success, 

and adopts him as his manservant. Friday, however, has other ideas. 

Episode 12: Friday returns to the shelter, to the relief of Robinson who believed that his own 

thoughtlessness had driven away his only companion. More unwelcome visitors arrive on the island. 

Episode 13: Robinson and Friday combat the mutineers one by one and finally make their escape 

from the island. Back in England they start to write about their adventures. 
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Les Aventures De Tom Sawyer (Aventurile Lui Tom Sawier) (The 

Adventures Of Tom Sawyer) (Tom Sawyers Und Huckleberry Finns 

Abenteuer) (1968) 
 

With Roland Demongeot as Thomas 'Tom' Sawyer & 15-year-old 

Marc Di Napoli as Huckleberry 'Huck(y)' Finn. I saw this as a kid 

when it came out first. It was the closest to the book. The fact 

that it was dubbed didn't take from it. I have not seen it since and 

wonder would I still feel the same. I would recommend this to 

anybody. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1968) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 
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Les Choristes (Chorists) (Die Kinder Des Monsieur Mathieu) (The 

Choir) (The Choir Boys) (The Chorus) (2004) 
 

Set in 1948, a professor of music, Clement Mathieu, becomes the 

supervisor at a boarding school for the rehabilitation for minors. 

What he discovers disconcerts him -- the current situation is 

repressive. Through the power of song, Clement tries to 

transform the students. The locale for this French sub-titled film is 

a locked fortress-like school for poor boys from broken homes, 

WWII orphans and juvenile delinquents, very Dickensian in feel. 

The principal of the school, is a detestable man who abuses 

students and teachers equally. You've seen the plot before, of 

course, and some of the characters are "stock" sorts. But the 

acting of the lead, the teacher who "saves" the students by luring 

them into singing, is portrayed charmingly by Gerard Jugnot. 

Mostly bald, a bit stocky and no beauty, he is nonetheless 

disarming. The boy soprano, 14-year-old Jean-Baptiste Maunier, 

has a wonderful voice, and the chorus is splendid. Particularly fine was the score, almost entirely 

original, by Bruno Colais. I was looking for something inspiring on this bitter cold inaugural day in the 

U.S. Les Choristes made my spirit soar and reaffirmed that kindness, generosity of self and the gift of 

music still have the power to change people's lives. 
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Les Choristes En Concert (The Chorus In Concert) (2005) 
 

Features all the songs performed from Christophe Barratier's 

inspirational French Film, "Les Choristes," plus various songs from 

composer Bruno Coulais' previous films and other traditional Latin 

and English choir songs. The performing choir is the "Les Petits 

Chanteurs de St Marc" (The Little Singers of Saint Marc), the same 

choir that performed all the songs for the film's soundtrack. A 

total of 22 songs (plus 2 encore reprises) are performed in the 

concert. The lead performing soloist is 14-year-old boy soprano 

Jean-Baptiste Maunier, who also played the pivotal role of the 

chorus boy in the film. Actor Gérard Jugnot played the role of 

choirmaster in "Les Choristes" and he is guided by the real life 

choirmaster who conducts this concert with expert skill — Nicolas 

Porte. The singing of the choir is superb, the set design for the 

candle props and the subtle lighting effects on stage impressive, 

and the varied camera angles make the viewer feel as if they are a part of the concert. "Les Choristes 

en concert" includes backstage footage of the chorus, close-ups of the instruments being played and 

memorable solo performances — in particular the very haunting "Caresse Sur L'océan". 
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Les Diables (Los Diablos) (The Devils) (2002) 
 

The siblings Joseph (16-year-old Vincent Rottiers) and Chloé are 

12-years-old and have just been placed on another children's 

home. For years they were on the same or separate homes or on 

the run together. Chloé is an autist. She does not talk, feels panic 

when touched, and eats only when told so. Joseph dearly loves 

her and firmly thinks she needs him. The child psychiatrist agrees 

that he has a very positive influence. Joseph dreams that Chloé 

will recover if they find their parents. The psychiatrist finds the 

mother. But she is also an autist. When the children were 1-year-

old she left them on the street just from an impulse. This is the 

first crack of Joseph's dream. The children escape from this home. 

When they are caught next time Chloé is send to a mental 

hospital. The same thing is about to happen to Joseph after a 

suicidal attempt in the police arrest. Because of his friendship with the gang leader lots of children 

liberate him on the way. With much violence they also liberate Chloé. Eventually Joseph will have 

robbed a man of a thick wallet, caused a large traffic accident when successfully stealing one car, 

stuck a knife in a police man, and be shot by him though not seriously. And Chloé will lose her fear of 

being touched. I had a strange impression leaving the theater after "Les diables". I needed some 

hours to get back to reality. In some movies, you really have to convince yourself that the actors are 

really comedians, because they play in an amazing way. This movie tell us about a little 12-year-old 

boy, Joseph, who's trying to reach his parents' house with his autist sister, Chloe. Both are orpheans 

and Joseph is the only one who's able to manage his sister. They don't know where the house 

exactly is, but Chloe often makes a glass-mosaic representing the building. They will follow their 

path, purchased by cops and educating staff of different institutions. I have to say that the rythme of 

the movie, the quality of the screenplay and, of course, the interpretation are all great, and left me 

the impression that, sometime, beauty is much more simple as what we believe. A great and sober 

love movie, hope everybody will have the opportunity to see it. 
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Les Diaboliques (Diabolique) (The Devils) (1955) 
 

The wife of a cruel headmaster and his mistress conspire to kill 

him, but after the murder is committed, his body disappears, and 

strange events begin to plague the two women. The wife and 

mistress of a sadistic boarding school headmaster plot to kill him. 

They drown him in the bathtub and dump the body in the school's 

filthy swimming pool... but when the pool is drained, the body has 

disappeared - and subsequent reported sightings of the 

headmaster slowly drive his 'killers' (and the audience) up the wall 

with almost unbearable suspense. 
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Les Égarés (Strayed) (2003) 
 

June 1940. German troops are advancing on Paris. Odile, a 

widowed teacher, succumbs to the widespread panic and, with 

her two children, joins the exodus from the city. Philippe is on the 

cusp of adolescence, Little Cathy knows only that they are going 

South. After fifty kilometres, a German plane attacks, decimating 

the helpless refugees. Odile and her children lose everything. A 

shaven-headed youth appears from nowhere and leads them 

away from the carnage. His name is Yvan (19-year-old Gaspard 

Ulliel), he's 17-years-old. Cut off from the rest of the world and 

living in confined quarters, Odile and Yvan find themselves 

confronted with their own desires. In 1940, while escaping from 

Paris with her two children, the widowed schoolteacher Odile 

(Emmanuelle Béart) has her car bombed by the German airplanes 

and is helped by the mysterious Yvan (Gaspard Ulliel. They move into the forest and the find a huge 

house, where they decide to lodge themselves. Although being only 17-years-old, Yvan arises the 

desire in Odile in times of war. It's a pity André Téchiné's brilliant little movie, Strayed (Les Égarés) 

comes to America not long after Jean-Paul Rappeneau's Bon Voyage, which treats the same event, 

the French wartime flight from Paris to the countryside, in a much more buoyant, charming manner. 

The contrast may make the much lower-keyed Strayed look a bit drab. But it's an intense, haunting 

film and pure Téchiné with its sexy, somewhat ambiguous relationships and intense encounters 

across generations. The sad-eyed, lovely Émmanuelle Béart is Odile, a recent war widow with a 13-

year-old son, Philippe (Grégoire Leprince-Ringuet), and a 7-year-old daughter, Cathy (Clémence 

Meyer), on the road with all the others, in their own auto. Then suddenly when the convoy they're in 

is strafed by stukas and bodies are lying around and their car's a mess and they don't know what to 

do, a youth named Yvan (Gaspard Ulliel) appears out of nowhere, leads them into the woods to 

safety, and finds a big abandoned house for them to stay in. Yvan is a wild, lean young man with a 

hard body and sheared-off hair, like the brother Benoît Magimel played in Téchiné's 1996 Les 

Voleurs. Odile and her children are Paris people; they're brave but inept in these circumstances, and 

Yvan has survival skills they lack. Camping in the recently abandoned house, these people live for a 

few days as an unconventional family. Yvan is big brother, younger brother, husband, elder son, 

outcast, wild boy, protector, or provider to the others, alternatively indifferent and willing to do 

anything to stay with Odile. The wartime context has been clearly established and we know this can't 

last. There are curious paradoxes. The household is mad, disturbed, yet idyllic and peaceful. Yvan is 

wise beyond his years, yet ignorant and uncivilized. It emerges that he can't read. Philippe is a weak 

child and looks up to and tries vainly to bond with Yvan. But he's more civilized than Yvan, more 

mature in moral sensibility. It's clear that Yvan's sense of property is vague and so are his origins. He 

tells a strange story about a friend who has died, but his background remains mysterious. Strayed is 

as sad and brutal and incomprehensible as the war itself, and as such has more in common with 

Michael Haneke's apocalyptic Time of the Wolf (also just released in the U.S.) than with Rappeneau's 

operatic, comedic, but ultimately hard to care about Bon Voyage. In Strayed, you don't have time as 

a viewer to prepare for anything, just like the characters. Suddenly Odile's car was hit and people 

nearby were dead. Suddenly a young man pulled Odile and her children off into the woods. 



Suddenly, after the odd idyll in the nice house has gone on for a few days, with Yvan catching rabbits 

for the others to eat, two French soldiers from Sedan appear and spend the night at the house. 

Suddenly when their awkward and threatening visit ends Odile and Yvan make love out in the dirt, 

like savages. Suddenly the whole interlude is ended and Yvan and the little family are separated. 

Yvan is taken away, and Odile and her children are in a refugee camp, little more than prisoners. 

Their moment of luxury and experimentation is over. C'est la guerre, Téchiné style. It's not 

contemplative: it's so vivid and immediate that, were it not for the crowd scenes and Forties clothes 

you'd question if it has any period flavor, but it's touching and alive and it leaves you a little bit 

devastated - if you've been paying attention - with just a hint of what it's like to be marked by war's 

abrupt gifts and deprivations. Strayed works on a smaller scale than Téchiné's best films, but you feel 

the Téchiné style in every scene. However modest, this is a compelling and accomplished piece of 

work. 
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Les Misérables (2000) 
 

The scene is set during the French Restoration at the beginning of 

the 19th century. Jean Valjean, a galley slave who was sent to 

prison for stealing food, is now released after serving nineteen 

years. At first he only encounter mistrust and closed doors; only 

the saintly Bishop Bienvenu treats him kindly and takes him in. 

The bishop's truly Christian compassion and humanity not only 

restores Jean Valjean's faith in the good, but also smoothes his 

way back to an orderly life. As Monsieur Madeleine, Valjean is 

soon a wealthy industrialist and popular citizen, even becoming 

the mayor of a small provincial town. His good fortune departs, 

however, when he meets Fantine, one of his workers, an 

unmarried mother who tragically dies of consumption. The well-

intentioned Valjean frees Fantine's illegitimate daughter Cosette 

from the clutches of her insidious foster parents, and looks after her like a father. When Valjean 

reveals his true identity in order to prevent an innocent man who closely resembles him from being 

sold into a life of slavery as a result of a police error, he is convicted yet again. Valjean soon succeeds 

in escaping yet again, however, and manages to live under a false name in Paris for a few years. 

When Cosette, now a young lady, falls in love with the young attorney Marius Pontmercy, Valjean 

forbids the match - because he has fallen in love with the young girl himself... At this point, however, 

Marius finds out about Valjean's disreputable past and about Valjean's love for her and has no 

choice but to keep him away from Cosette. Valjean, thinking of his former benefactor Bishop 

Bienvenu, now makes the ultimate sacrifice - he decides to do without Cosette. A short while later 

Valjean falls seriously ill, but in the face of death he leaves a message of love to the young couple: 

"There is only one thing in the world that is important - and that is to love each other. The Best 

English-language version. I am American, so unfortunately have only seen the 3 hour English-

language version. I am an avid fan of Victor Hugo, who I consider the greatest literary master of all 

time, and am particularly fond of "Les Miserables", a novel which literally changed my life. I hate the 

American versions of this story, which completely bastardize this great story, so imagine my delight 

at finally at long last seeing a version that actually retains the true spirit of the original. John 

Malcovitch is a wonderful Javert, although I also think Anthony Perkins did a fine job in the 1978 

version. The entire cast, though, was uniformly superb, especially Charlotte Gainsburg as the 

pathetic Fantine, Virginie Ledoyen as both Cosette and narrator, and of course Gerard Depardieu 

was just perfect as Valjean. It was also a pleasant change to hear mostly French rather than British 

accents, giving the whole film an authenticity other English-language versions don't have. Please tell 

me that the complete 6-hour French-language version will be available on DVD soon. This is 

definately the version I recommend Americans to see. With 15-year-old Jérôme Hardelay as 

Gavroche. 
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Les Misérables In Concert: The 25th Anniversary (2010) 
 

A fantastic celebration of a great show. Every performance was 

impeccable. Many of the performers rival and in some cases 

surpass those of the 10th Anniversary Dreamcast. Seeing the show 

on the big screen with a bigger sound system really make the 

nuances of the genius score come to life. What is so great is the 

way they made use of soft split screens to be able to watch 

multiple performers' reactions and "dialog." Norm Lewis, whose 

subtle facial expressions and genuine passion commanded the 

stage/screen, sang Javert with such power and depth that I 

actually, for the first time, empathized with his character. Alife 

Boe's Val Jean was brilliant, with an operatic quality. Samantha 

Barks shined as Eponine with a stunning vocal performance. 

Ramin Karimloo was a standout with his brilliant portrayal of Enjolras. I didn't quite understand the 

decision of casting Nick Jonas as Marius. He really gave it his all and had some nice moments in the 

sweeter songs, but lacked the vocal fullness and attack for the more powerful songs. It was adequate 

but uncomfortably contrasted by his much stronger, seasoned cast mates. The occasional cut to 

various instrumental highlights was a wonderful addition and seamlessly included the orchestra as 

an important part of the ensemble. The encores with the original cast, backed by a chorus of 

hundreds was breathtaking. If you're a Les Mis fan, this movie is a must. 
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Les Nuits Fauves (Savage Nights) (1992) 
 

Jean (director Cyril Collard) is young, gay, and promiscuous. Only 

after he meets one or two women, including Laura (Romane 

Bohringer) does he come to realize his bisexuality. Jean has to 

overcome a personal crisis (he is HIV-positive) and a tough choice 

between Laura and his male lover Samy (Carlos Lopez). Jean (Cyril 

Collard) is a bisexual, sexually active man, who learns he's HIV+. 

The movie is about him coping with the diesease, with his new 

and violent love with the young and very passionate Laura 

(Romane Bohringer), his desire for Samy (Carlos Lopez), and his 

apetite for sexual diversity. Many films are described as "true life 

dramas", but this is the one if ever there was one. The central 

character Jean (Cyril Collard) a hedonistic young film producer 

who engages in sex with both men and women mirrors the real 

life story of Cyril Collard who was suffering from the AIDS virus during the making of this film and 

succumbed to it when the film was finished. This is a great shame because obviously Cyril Collard has 

lots of talent both as actor and producer, and had he lived we could have enjoyed a whole lot of top 

quality films. This film starts on a quiet note but gathers strength after Jean reveals he is suffering 

from AIDS. His girl friend Laura is shocked at the revelation as they had been engaged in unprotected 

sex. Wild scenes of erratic and uncontrolled behaviour indicate the frustrations of the couple. His 

outburst "I don't want to die!" is a high point and her constant appeal to him to give up his male 

contacts bears little fruit. "Help me to leave you!" is her pathetic cry. Cyril Collard has a great charm 

and infectious smile which he uses to advantage in his characterisation of Jean. It is a powerful 

drama with a constant feeling of desperation as we the viewers anticipate the fatal outcome. Not a 

film to cheer you up after a hard day, but it has a frightening authenticity about it which compels 

you to watch it to the end. The film clearly makes the point that we have a responsibility re the 

health of others beyond our own self satisfaction. 
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Les Petits Fils (The Grand Sons) (2004) 
 

This film is so refreshing and touching... You have to see it! This is 

the story of Guillaume, 24-years-old, who studies to be an opera 

singer. He tries to free himself from the love of two women: his 

mother, who just died, and his grandmother, who brought him 

up. The relationship between Guillaume and his granny is often 

stormy. Especially since Régine, the grand-mother, keeps on the 

balcony of her Parisian apartment an urn containing Guillaume's 

mother ashes, which goes against the dead woman's last wishes, 

who wanted them to be scattered in Scotland. A few other 

'satellites' evolve around these two eccentric characters: Ben 

(Samuel de Gunzburg), a little boy who stays at Régine's from 

time to time, and who's fascinated by the mysterious urn, 

Maxime, the young guy who come to clean up Régine's 

apartment, and Serge, who's in love with Guillaume, but who doesn't seem to be able to express it... 

They're all so human (with a slight touch of 'Woody Allenish' humor, from time to time). It's never 

really sad, often very touching, and never boring. A must see! 
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Les Poppys (Le Petits Chanteurs d'Asnières En Ile-de-France) (Gala 

2005 Annual Concert) 
 

Jean Amoureux founded his first children's choir at a holiday camp 

in 1946 under the name "l'Alauda", which would eventually 

become Les Petits Chanteurs d'AsniÐ¸res after several name 

changes. In 1947 he organized the choir with the name "Patronage 

of Gresillons". In 1948, the choir had a new look and another new 

name: "Les Rossignols de Saint-Jean" wearing a uniform similar to 

the scouts. The choir made its first television appearance in 1951, 

and later performed its first major concert with Les Petits 

Chanteurs Ð° la Croix de Bois under the direction of AbbÐ¹ Maillet. 

Many of the boys fell ill during its first overseas concert to Canada 

and the United States in 1957, plunging it into debt for the next three years. The choir also changed 

its name again to "Petits Chanteurs de l'Ile-de-France". They faced legal prosecutions and disaster 

until they regained their popularity and success in 1960. The choir was reaching new heights. They 

would go on to win The competition "l'Ange d'Or" several times. they made many television 

apperances and sound recordings with stars like John Williams, Nana Mouskouri, France Gall, Michel 

Legrand, and Sacha Distel, and every summer toured in another country including Spain, Belgium, 

Netherlands, Luxembourg, England, Ireland, Jersey, Austria and Germany. In 1968, the city of 

AsniÐ¸res began supporting the choir and enabling the development of the music and diverse social 

and cultural activities. The choir became known as Les Petits Chanteurs D'Asnieres en Ile-de-France. 

In 1970, Jean Amoureux started a new musical project with members of Les Petits Chanteurs 

D'Asnieres en Ile-de-France, called Les Poppys which became a huge success. Other spinoffs from 

this choir were "Abracadabra" in 1983-1984, the "New Poppys" in 1988, and "Mercredi Libre" in 

1992, none of which achieved the success of Les Poppys. In 1996, the choir became known as "Les 

Petits Chanteurs D'Asnieres et Les Poppys" or "Petits Chanteurs de l'Ile-de-France". 

Tracklist: 

1st part: 

1. Le jardins du ciel. 

2. C'est mon coeur. 

3. The Piper. 

4. Dis mois pourquoi. 

5. Au rythme de coeur. 

6. Tous les enfants ont les yeux bleux. 

7. La planete Amour. 

8. Les 3 cloches. 



9. Je ne crains pas la solitude. 

10. Voici le temps. 

11. Gandhi, Luther King ou Jesus Christ. 

12. Mon plus beau noel. 

13. Lay Down. 

2nd part: 

1. Un elephant ca trompe. 

2. Est-ce qu'on sera Chinois. 

3. Trop besoin d'espoir. 

4. Cerf volant. 

5. L'oiseau. 

6. Il n'y a plus d'etoile de mer. 

7. Chante. 

8. I do. 

9. Canta. 

10. Dio Vi Salvi Regina. 

11. Septembre Noir Decembre Blanc. 

12. Bonheur. 

13. Le mendiant de l'amour. 

14. Donne. 
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Les Quatre Cents Coups (The Four Hundred Blows) (Les 400 Coups) 

(The 400 Blows) (Sie Küssten Und Sie Schlugen Ihn) (1959) 
 

Antoine Doinel (15-year-old Jean-Pierre Léaud) is a 12-year-old 

Parisian boy. His parents do not show much interest in him. He 

skips school to go to the movies and play with his friends. He 

discovers his mother has a lover. Antoine steals a typewriter, 

which leads to his suspension from school. Les quatre-cents coups 

is the film that opens up the New Wave movement. I think many 

of the characteristics of the New Wave -as pointed out in class- 

can be inferred form the differences between the last film we saw 

in class, Carné's Les enfants du paradis, and this work by Truffaut: 

real life situations, no sets, everyday people. I have found in Les 

quatre-cents coups a brand new, refreshing and overwhelming 

cinema. But Les quatre-cents coups is also a dense, complicated 

film. Its autobiographical character makes it an encyclopedia of 

personal feelings, opinions and nuances of an introspection by Truffaut. Technically, the main 

differences between Truffaut and the previous cinema is the use of camera movements and angles. 

Although Renoir had made a witty and fresh use of traveling and long takes, Truffaut masters this 

technique as anyone else does. The camera moves smoothly, it nearly swings or floats from angle to 

angle following an action, as if the spectator was a ghost amid real life. Truffaut enjoys playing 

around with the camera: extremely long takes as we have never seen in any of the previous films: 

some of them in the classroom, other in Antoine's friend house, or a magnificent take at the end of 

the film in which we see Antoine, then a panoramic view and then Antoine again, running towards 

the sea. He also shoots from impossible angles, like those at the beginning from below the Tour 

Eiffel, or the nearly zenithal take following the jogging students in the streets. Or he teases us with 

the fake black out, when Antoine goes down the stairs to throw away garbage. Or shows us inner 

feelings through close-ups: the scene in which Antoine lies to his father telling him he did not take 

his map. However, I think that the most important difference between previous films and this one is 

the treatment of action. Truffaut is an observer, a photographer of soul. He takes a fiendish delight 

in shooting casual, long scenes: the boy tearing away his notebook pages; the whole sequence of 

Antoine's arrival at his empty home is excellent: the three reflexes in his mother's mirror -in which 

she will look afterwards, or Antoine combing his hair, laying the table. Also the spinning ride, or the 

long traveling following the escape of Antoine. They are long, but not slow. They keep tension up, as 

if everyday acts and decisions could be heroic and transmit the greatest interest and attraction. It 

looks like a documentary on human life! Some comments could be made about Antoine Doinel, alter 

ego of Truffaut. He is a very complicated character. The most curious thing about him is that he 

behaves like an adult: he acts, walks and talks like a man -especially if we compare him to his 

teachers or his father! However, at some times I think Truffaut describes himself as being not too 

witty: remember the candle in the hole on the wall, or how his friend convinces him to steal the 

typewriter and then makes him give it back, or how he innocently copies a whole paragraph from 

Balzac. He wants to be an artist, but he is not -not yet. This lack of wit and fatality -he is caught but 

everyone around him cheats as he does- leads him to a rebellion that grows stronger and stronger. 

This explain why he is such a rebel and not his friend, or the other children in the class, who live in 



the same social group. The main topic in Les quatre-cents coups is the quest for freedom, but not in 

the way Renoir looked at it, in fact is closer to L'Atalante by Vigo than to Renoir's La grande illusion, 

for example. Renoir is more concerned by social struggle and the liberty of the people. But Truffaut 

is more introspective, more intimate: indeed this film is the description of life attitude of an 

independent spirit through the autobiographical look of the author -this is cinéma d'auteur. We can 

find many elements from Truffaut's life in the film: a difficult family situation, problems at school, 

the Army, etc. These elements will appear throughout the film. Antoine, alter ego of Truffaut lives in 

the school, in his house, in the streets and finally in the juvenile detention center. In each one of 

these places he will find adverse situations he will have to overcome. The school is the first 

oppressing environment for Antoine. At the very beginning he is caught, by chance, with a pin-up 

calendar. This fatality will be recalled in Antoine's life later or -when he is caught by the porter giving 

the typewriter back, having been his friend's idea to steal it. He is a rebel, and nothing will refrain 

him from being so. He is punished, and he misbehaves again, writing in the wall an inspired poem. 

The school is the only place in which Truffaut makes a little bit of criticism, in this case against the 

education system: the three teachers are either cruel (the French teacher) or stupid (the English and 

Physical Education teachers). The house situation might be similar to that lived by Truffaut in real 

life. Her mother, a beautiful, egocentric and unscrupulous woman -sometimes sad, and old looking- 

who hates him. At the end of the film we discover that she did not want that child. This hatred and 

the attitude of his father -a smiley and cheerful but weak man- will add to the necessity of Antoine 

to flee. Truffaut gives us a Freudian wink: when his teacher asks him why he missed school, Antoine 

will sharply answer: 'My mom died!' In the streets Antoine will find freedom, challenge, adulthood 

but also perversion: he becomes a man in a 13-year-old boy body, little by little. But he will also 

become a criminal; together with his friend they will climb up in the scale of crime. He first skips 

classes. He and his friend stroll around the city, innocently. Then they begin an adult, abnormally 

rebel behavior: they make cars stop in the middle of the street, for example. The spinning ride is one 

of the few symbolic images in the film -that is another difference with Vigo and Renoir filmmaking. 

The scene of Antoine trying without success to fight against centrifuge force in a mad spinning trip 

really shocked me: he fights against reality and he is suffering, but he also has fun in it. Afterwards, 

he leaves home. He will learn about solitude and indeed not a single word is heard in a long 

sequence. I really enjoyed the long, silent scene of the milk robbery. Antoine runs outlaw like an 

animal, we can feel loneliness, cold, hunger, sleepiness. It is another of those long, slow but at the 

same time agile scenes about casual acts: drinking a bottle of milk. At the end, the streets will make 

him a criminal. From the moment he is caught on, he is not treated as a child anymore. He wants to 

be an adult, and a spell will sort of be cast on him: he will be treated as such. It is significant when he 

is caught by the porter. He is told not to take off the hat, which made him look like an adult. From 

then on, he is treated roughly as if he was a man, especially in the police station. And finally he 

arrives at the prison, which I think is the climax of oppression -we must remember the comparisons 

to the Army Truffaut detests. It is maybe the simplest of the scenarios, he find himself facing what 

he hates with no other possibility. The ending is a sublime anticlimax. After being punished for 

eating the bread, Antoine goes on 'normal' life within the detention center: he visits the psychologist 

-an ultimate introspection by Truffaut-, receives his mother and talk to his new friends and plays 

soccer. And suddenly, when we least expect it, he flees. He runs, runs, runs, the longest run I have 

ever seen, and the most exciting. He reaches the sea: his dream, and a symbol for eternity and 

absolute in poetry. He splashes into the water, he stops and looks back; the first time he looks right 

into the camera. This has got undoubtedly a deep and very personal meaning that maybe only the 



author knows. It is a pessimistic or an optimistic ending? I think it is above all an out-of-this-world 

ending. If the simple presence of the sea, Antoine's object of liberty, is overwhelming for the 

spectator, how should the character feel? I really liked the final traveling: we follow Antoine's run 

over the sand, but the camera is facing the inland, we are waiting to see the sea as much as Antoine 

is waiting to wet his feet. I do not really think that he is deceived, although his look into the camera 

is ambiguous. I think he stares at the spectator because he has realized what the truth is: the 

character is now out of the film. And the truth for him, I think, is this: I can reach freedom whenever 

I want, but absolute freedom is impossible to achieve. He is staring at us, but he is also looking back 

with a grave look: he might have seen his pursuer in the distance. 
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Les Turlupins (The Rascals) (1980) 
 

Late spring 1942: France is under German ocupation. But this 

doesn't much concern the boarders of a school lost in the French 

country. Bernard (Bernard Brieux), a rather frivolous teenager, is 

in love for the first time; he's fond of Marie-Hélène, an older and 

more mature girl. To approach her is not so easy. 
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Les Valseuses (Going Places) (1974) 
 

Two whimsical, aimless thugs harass and assault women, steal, 

murder, and alternately charm, fight, or sprint their way out of 

trouble. They take whatever the bourgeois characters value: 

whether it's cars, peace of mind, or daughters. Marie-Ange, a 

jaded, passive hairdresser, joins them as lover, cook, and mother 

confessor. She's on her own search for seemingly unattainable 

sexual pleasure. Two small time hoods spend their days roaming 

the streets, robbing stores, and molesting women. In some ways 

this is truly an amazing film. It's amazing in what it is actually able 

to get away with. The two main characters are immoral, ignorant, 

insensitive, and brutal. The women are demeaned and degraded. 

The overall content is vulgar and perverse. Yet somehow this thing 

comes off as a lyrical, offbeat delight. It's pure entertainment. It's 

a definite original. Every scene is a ingenious comic set up. The 

scenario structure and use of locations is perfect. The pacing is fluid and eye for detail near brilliant. 

The two hours just move along like a breeze. It never gets boring. You actually almost wish it could 

be longer. The comic threads here are really good. They actually just get funnier and funnier as they 

go along. The constant and futile attempts at getting a frigid women excited is a particular standout. 

This is the type of black comedy that should be used as an example for all others. It's consistently 

unique. It manages to balance the ugly elements with the lighthearted without going overboard on 

either. It even throws in a surreal angle without a hitch. Veteran French actress Moreau has one of 

her finest latter day roles playing a lonely lady in desperate need of male attention. The scene is very 

well played out and even has a shocking conclusion. Depardieus 'friendly' conversation with a 

shopping mall security guard is another standout. The ultimate joke may actually be in the films title. 

These guys are truly going nowhere. 
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L'Escorte (1996) 
 

A comedy of manners where cynicism and false naiveté mingle in 

a bittersweet study of love, lies and friendship in the age of AIDS. 

Amid the laughter and the tears, the hustle and bustle of life goes 

on. Philippe is a gay man pushing 30 who is living with slightly 

older Jean-Marc, his lover of seven years. The movie opens after 

the failure of their restaurant. We are at a small party that Jean-

Marc and Philippe are giving. We soon learn that Philippe's long 

time friends Nathalie and Christian are keeping a secret from him. 

Meanwhile, Jean-Marc intervenes as some of the guests "order" 

an escort over the phone. The party breaks up when Nathalie 

leaves after a spat with Jean-Marc then has an 'attack' and phones 

Philippe to come help her. While Jean-Marc is cleaning up after 

the party, Steve, a handsome young man appears at the door. It 

seems the escort has arrived. After Jean-Marc and Steve 

'consummate' the deal. Steve asks to stay the night. While attempting to fix a faulty ceiling light, 

Steve gets entangled in a hanging macramé only to have Philippe return home to what he takes as 

an attempted suicide. While the lovers quickly untangle the youth before he strangles, it takes the 

filmmaker 90 minutes to untangle the threads he's woven. I'd recommend this movie for any gay 

men for that rainy day when nothing better presents itself. Overall the story is interesting and well 

paced and doesn't get bogged down like so many films of this ilk do. It has moments that work, the 

characters are likeable and its generally enjoyable but it does fall short of 'Great'. It will not change 

your life or become one of those movies that you return to again and again but it is enjoyable and it 

doesn't waste your time. 
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Less Than Zero (1987) 
 

Clay, an 18-year-old freshman, comes back from his first term at a 

college in New Hampshire to spend his Christmas vacation with his 

broken-up wealthy family in Los Angeles. His former girlfriend, 

Blair, is now involved with his ex-best-friend, Julian. She warns 

Clay that Julian needs help: he is using a lot of cocaine and has 

huge debts. What follows is a look at the youth culture of wealthy 

post adolescents in Beverly Hills with a strong anti-drug message. 

Apart from the setting and the names, the film has very little to do 

with Bret Easton Ellis's book by the same title on which it was 

based. Although his style had its detractors, Bret Easton Ellis 

painted an intriguing and extremely disturbing portrait of wealthy 

Los Angeles youths leading drug-laced lives of ennui--and who 

casually sleep around with both sexes, watch snuff films, and 

abandon long-standing friends without much more than batting 

an eye. Hollywood was eager to buy the rights to this best-selling novel, but Hollywood was also too 

chicken to actually film it... so they ran the novel through a wringer, and what came out on the other 

side is a formula story of two friends (Andrew McCarthy and Jami Gertz) who try to stop a third 

friend (Robert Downey Jr.) from taking a drug-fueled elevator straight to hell. And director Marek 

Kanievska even manages to foul that up, too. The really frustrating thing about this film is how good 

the cast is--or rather, how could it COULD have been if absolutely anything about this sorry waste of 

time and money had been worth a damn. This is a really, truly shabby bit of hyped-up 

commercialism without any substance to it at all, badly written, directed, and filmed, and the only 

other title to which I can compare it is the abominable Didi Conn film YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE. I would 

dearly love to give this movie a less than zero rating, because that is precisely what it deserves, and 

if you think otherwise, guys, you're just buying into the marketing machine that told you this piece of 

trash was good to begin with. 
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Let Him Have It (1991) 
 

In 1950s England, slow-witted Derek Bentley (Peter Eccleston aged 

8-years-old & Craig Turner aged 14-years-old) falls in with a group 

of petty criminals led by Chris Craig, a teenager with a fondness 

for American gangster films. Chris and Derek's friendship leads to 

their involvement in the true case which would forever shake 

England's belief in capital punishment. Is Bentley really one of the 

Gang? This is a very convincing film of the life of Derek Bentley 

and his eventual execution. 1950s Britain is just beginning to 

emerge from the years of post-War austerity with all of the milk 

bars, pop records and teddy boy youth culture showing a new, 

malign confidence. The undercurrent is definitely youth crime 

gone wild. But is Derek Bentley really one of the gang? 

Christopher Eccleston is absolutely brilliant playing Bentley, and 

truly captures the inner torment and diffidence of a young man suffering from years of epilepsy and 

failure at school. Bentley is clearly not normal and probably more impressionable than most people 

of his age – this is the essence of this tragic story. He wants to be like everyone else but stupidly 

chooses the wrong people – or do they choose him? You are never sure whether Bentley's friend 

Chris Craig (the brilliant Paul Reynolds) is a nasty piece of work or maybe someone else led astray, 

this time by his truly monstrous, menacing older brother Niven Craig (Mark McGann) who he sees 

receiving 10 years for armed resistance to police arrest. Who is Craig - is he Pinkie in Brighton Rock 

(Boulting 1947), Jimmy Hanley in the Blue Lamp (Dearden, 1950) or one of the famous five with a 

gun? After his brother's trial, Chris lies down at night and then – rather poignantly and in a nice little 

flourish from director Peter Medak – lays down his handgun on his bedside table, finding a gap 

amongst his toy cars, trams and aeroplanes. Perhaps he's just a naïve little kid after all. When the 

gang goes to the cinema what else would they watch but a Jimmy Cagney gangster movie? Maybe if 

they'd watched the Blue Lamp instead they would have been warned off. Anyway, Bentley clearly 

did not murder the policeman on the rooftop - that was Craig (some say it was a policeman's bullet 

gone astray). Bentley was executed for a crime he did not commit, pure and simple. Good, haunting 

musical score by Michael Kamen. 
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Let It Shine (2012) 
 

Based on the story of Cyrano de Bergerac, an awkward man 

speaks through another to the girl he loves. She falls for the words 

i.e. the lyrics. Needs work. I watched this movie twice. Once when 

it first aired. The second time was when they displayed the song 

lyrics on the screen; because I wanted to be sure I heard the lyrics 

correctly. Both times I was not very impressed. I found it 

unrelatable. The story itself is just another rehash of Cyrano de 

Bergerac and not a very good one at that. I know of nobody who 

would not raise a big stink if somebody else was given their prize. 

Some of the dialogue was what I hear and say everyday and I 

totally got that, but most of it seemed like some old guy stepped 

in and made them change it to old guy speak. I was really looking 

forward to hearing the music, until I did. The Rap was totally lame. 

For most of them they were jerky, there was just no flow. I think 

that it was written by committee. Each person submitted a line 

and they were all thrown into a hat. Then pulled out and here's your Rap. Basically, for Disney, it was 

a fair first effort into a movie with an all African American cast. 
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Let Me In (2010) 
 

A bullied young boy (13-year-old Kodi Smit-McPhee) befriends a 

young female vampire who lives in secrecy with her guardian. In 

Los Alamos, New Mexico, the 12-year-old Owen is a lonely and 

outcast boy bullied in school by Kenny and two other classmates; 

at home, Owen dreams of avenging himself against the trio of 

bullies. He befriends his 12-year-old next door neighbor, Abby, 

who only appears during the night in the playground of their 

building. Meanwhile, Abby's father is a wanted serial-killer who 

drains the blood of his victims to supply Abby, who is actually an 

ancient vampire. Abby advises Owen to fight Kenny; however, 

soon he discovers that she is a vampire, and he feels fear and love 

for the girl. Meanwhile a police officer is investigating the murder 

cases, believing that it is a satanic cult. What a shocking surprise! 

As a fan of the 2008 Swedish film "Let The Right One In", I was 

originally very frustrated when I heard the news about the upcoming remake. "How do you 

ameliorate something that is already perfect?", I asked myself. I treated the remake with hostility 

and vowed to stay away from it. And then, I decided to open my mind. I attended the world 

premiere of this film at the Toronto International Film Festival on Monday, September 13. I am very 

lucky to live in the proximity. This was the first year that I've attended the festival. Before seeing "Let 

Me In", I saw "127 Hours". I liked the idea of seeing the remake of a film that I recently gave a 

second viewing. I thought it would be a fun challenge to sit there and compare both films while 

watching. Before the screening (or it might have been after), the director, Matt Reeves (who 

launched his career with "Cloverfield"), was welcomed on stage to say a few words. It surprised me 

to find out that he, too, thought the original was fantastic and didn't understand why he was asked 

to remake it. However, after reading the book as well, he had the desire to work on his 

interpretation of it. After this speech, I gained a significant amount of respect for this man. When 

the movie began, I was only expecting something satisfactory. But as the story progressed, I was 

breathless. It was a very captivating, interesting take, and I loved all the little modifications. I 

honestly believe that "Let Me In" is one of the greatest American remakes of all time. Nevertheless, I 

still see the original, "Let The Right One In", as a superior film. Although it may be a biased opinion, I 

preferred the mood, atmosphere, and cinematography in the original. While the remake seemed to 

take a greater interest in the horrific violence, the original had the perfect blend of genres (thriller, 

romance, horror, fantasy). Both films had many beautiful contrasts: coldness vs warmth, chaos vs 

peace, guilt vs innocence, darkness vs delicacy, and despair vs hope. I must also mention that I 

preferred the sense of ambiguity presented in the original. Very few questions were answered, and 

the whole film was more of a mystery left to interpretation. In contrast, Matt Reeves was more clear 

and direct in his screenplay with the mystery surrounding his characters. It's all a matter of personal 

preference, though. I believe that most people will prefer what Matt did, since the original has a 

certain style that less people can appreciate. Despite the comparison, I believe that they are both 

great movies that can be enjoyed by everyone. Fans of the original-- rather than being narrow-

minded and boycotting this version-- should give it a chance and appreciate it for what it is. 

Wouldn't you want more people in North America to discover this mesmerizing vampire tale, 



anyway? I really enjoyed every aspect of "Let Me In". The child actors, Chloe Moretz (Kick-Ass) and 

Kodi Smit-McPhee (The Road) were both excellent choices. They proved to us, once again, that they 

are among the only child actors who actually have talent. Now that I think of it, the only thing that 

didn't impress me was the music. For an original score composed by Michael Giacchino (Up), I was 

quite disappointed. It was mediocre, in my opinion. It didn't convey the same emotion as Johan 

Soderqvist's music in "Let The Right One In". Aside from that, "Let Me In" is a surprisingly great film 

for the fans of the original. And it would probably be a bloody masterpiece for those who haven't 

seen it. And yes, that lame vampire pun was definitely intended. 
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Letters To God (2010) 
 

A young boy (Tanner Maguire) fighting cancer writes letters to 

God, touching lives in his neighborhood and community and 

inspiring hope among everyone he comes in contact. An 

unsuspecting substitute postman, with a troubled life of his own, 

becomes entangled in the boy's journey and his family by reading 

the letters. They inspire him to seek a better life for himself and 

his own son he's lost through his alcohol addiction. This is a 

beautiful, well-done movie and it's very very clear that the only 

reason it has a low rating is because a bunch of atheists/ anti-

Christian extremists/ just plain a-holes decided to give it 1 star 

without even seeing the movie. Trust me, that's the only reason... 

and they are only making themselves look pathetic because there 

is only three pages of reviews, all but one of which are extremely 

good (in the 7-10 range), yet there is a 4 point something average. 

What does that tell us? That obviously all of the low ratings don't even have written reviews, they 

are simply votes. Therefore, no one has any logical support to back up there reason for a 1 star 

rating, probably because they haven't even SEEN the movie they just decide "hey, what I believe is 

right and I don't believe there is a God so I'm just going to lowly rate this in some attempt to demean 

or put down all who do believe in him." People are so stupid and you just can't trust what you see 

nowadays. I'm not even a Christian and I thoroughly enjoyed this movie. People need to stop being 

so narrow-minded and cold hearted and just let people believe what they want to believe. You can't 

prove to someone they're wrong. Most Christians don't try to prove anything to non-Christians, we 

let it go that a lot of the world doesn't believe in God. That's totally fine. So why can't you just let it 

go that a lot of other people in the world do believe in God? That's totally fine, too. You all need to 

open up your minds and stop being so utterly immature. Damn. 
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L'Homme Blessé (The Wounded Man) (1983) 
 

A young man discovers his homosexuality and begins a 

relationship with a manipulative huster/petty criminal that he 

meets at a train station. L'Homme Blesse is not for an impatient, 

adventure-seeking audience. There are no explosions nor is the 

drama straightforward. Like the films of Lynne Ramsey, the 

director is working more deeply with mood than with storytelling 

in a manner that is effective and incredibly moving. Because it 

does not rely on gratuitous nudity, or superficial pop-cult. story 

lines, this is quite frankly one of the best gay foreign film I have 

seen (also, see Francois Ozon, Pedro Almodovar). Nicolas Roeg's 

"Don't Look Now" gets a lot of bad press because it is sold as a 

horror film. That film, like L'Homme, is more than what the box 

might lead you to believe. If you are in the mood to sit back and 

be absorbed by the subtle, transformed powers of cinema, you'll love this movie. 
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L'Homme Du Train (The Man On The Train) (Das Zweite Leben Des 

Monsieur Manesquier) (2002) 
 

At a deserted train station, a teacher and a gangster meet and 

realize that each might have been better suited to the other man's 

way of life. As a friendship of sorts develops between these 

opposite personalities, each starts to envy the other and by the 

week's end, everything will change for both of them. Notorious 

criminal Milan (Hallyday) is sent to a small French town to knock 

off the local bank. With plans to make and no place to stay, he 

accepts a retired schoolteacher's (Rochefort) offer of shelter. 

Quickly they find that their lives might have turned out better if 

they were in one another's shoes. "Man on the train", directed by 

Patrice Leconte is "intimiste" French cinema at its best. It tells the 

story of a chance encounter and ensuing friendship between 

Milan, a gangster who is coming to a small French town to rob a 

bank and Manesquier, a retired professor of poetry who has lived 

there his whole life. The two protagonists could not be more different and yet, each one becomes 

fascinated by the other's life. Soon, Milan tries on slippers and Manesquier is shooting a gun at soda 

cans. Was Milan's life wasted because he never had the strength to fill his life with the structure he 

so desires? Was Manesquier's life wasted because he never had the strength to escape the 

structured life he so loathes? Will they go all the way and actually exchange lives? The movie is 

extremely well directed and photographed, with grainy blueish colors that support each character's 

melancholy. The script is tight and leaves room for silent moments which are as important to the 

story as the dialogue (a concept unknown in Hollywood). Every word has a deeper meaning than its 

litteral one. In one of the best scenes of the movie, the elegant poetry professor Manesquier puts on 

Milan's leather jacket and stands in front of the mirror saying in English: "The name is Earp...Wyatt 

Earp". But in the end, what makes the movie such a gem is the talent of the two lead actors who, like 

their characters, are such extreme opposites that their screen relationship could easily have ended 

up devoid of any chemestry. Jean Rochefort is an intellectual and one of France's greatest and most 

subtle living actors. Johnny Hallyday is the uneducated, over-the-top rock'n roll singer and social icon 

who has monopolized the #1 spot in French music charts since 1960 and who has been derided by 

the French intelligentsia ever since. Until the movie, Rochefort himself was no fan of Hallyday, 

though he likes to say with a grin: "Madame Rochefort, on the other hand...". They have since 

become friends. It, reportedly, took a lot of effort by Rochefort and Leconte to make Hallyday 

comfortable enough to act opposite Rochefort whom he saw as a towering icon. They most certainly 

succeeded since, in the end, it is the surprising subtelty of Hallyday's performance that makes the 

movie so poignant. Despite the botox injections and the face lifts, his Mount Rushmore face looks 

like that of a man who has been to hell and back a few hundred times. He has such presence and 

charisma that you can't take your eyes off him whenever he appears on the screen. Though he plays 

Milan with a minimalist approach, both in demeanor and delivery, he manages to display the most 

intense emotions in a simple grin, a gesture or a stare. The way he smokes Manesquier's pipe while 

explaining Balzac's "Eugenie Grandet" (which he has obviously never read) to a private student of 

Manesquier will make you chuckle. The way he looks at Manesquier when he leaves his house at the 



end of the movie will simply break your heart... "Man on the train" is a gentle, tender film which asks 

big questions in little ways. Let's pray it never gets remade in Hollywood. 
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L'Homme Que J'Aime (The Man I Love) (1997) 
 

This is a combination coming out and first love story. The 

swimmer and diver Lucard is interested in attractive Martin. The 

film follows the characters' coming out with all its difficulties, the 

bitter-sweet pleasures of first love and the dreadful moment 

when one comes down to reality and realizes that one's beloved 

friend has a hard way to go yet. The positive message the film tries 

to transmit is the somewhat common motto "Live each day of 

your life as if it were your last." First of all, the theatrical packaging 

for this movie totally misrepresents it as a romantic gay comedy. A 

third of the way into the film it turns into an AIDS tragedy. Nothing 

wrong with that, but it's not what I was expecting when I rented it. 

The previous posters seem to think this movie is a comedy. I must 

have seen a different movie from them. I agree it's a good film, but I didn't find anything comic 

about it. I was crying throughout the last half hour or so. Well, it's an interesting film and I think it's 

worth seeing. I just wonder why all gay movies have to be about AIDS. That said, I think it's a good 

portrayal of a presumably straight man falling for a gay man and embracing gay sex. The actor 

playing Lucas does an excellent job as the confused straight boy who finds himself falling in love with 

Martin no matter how hard he tries to fight it. I just wish someone would write a gay movie where 

nobody has AIDS. 
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Liam (2000) 
 

A morality tale of xenophobia, religious prejudice, mob violence, 

poverty, and their effect on two children in Liverpool during the 

Depression. When a shipyard closes, Liam and Teresa's dad loses 

his job. Liam (Anthony Borrows), who's about 8-years-old, making 

his first Holy Communion, gets a regular dose of fire and 

brimstone at church. Teresa, about 13-years-old, has a job as a 

maid to the Jewish family that owns the closed shipyard. The lady 

of that house is having an affair, and Teresa becomes an 

accomplice. Liam stutters terribly, especially when troubled. Dad 

comes under the sway of the Fascists, who blame cheap Irish labor 

and Jewish owners. A Molotov cocktail brings things to a head. I 

was surprised to see so many negative comments, mainly from 

the U.S. This is an utterly engrossing film, not a minute of it's 

content is superfluous and I was engrossed throughout the whole 90 minutes. The acting was superb 

from all and Liam will break your heart! the plot may have been a little far-fetched, but everything 

else was absolutely spot on, the religious aspect in particular sent chills through me, it was so real 

believe me! This is another wonderful piece from Jimmy McGovern and I recommend it whole 

heartedly. 
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Liar Liar (1997) 
 

Fletcher Reid is a fast talking attorney and habitual liar. When his 

son Max (9-year-old Justin Cooper) blows out the candles on his 

fifth birthday cake, he has only one wish, 'that his dad would stop 

lying for 24 hours'. When Max's wish miraculously comes true, 

Fletcher discovers that his biggest asset (his mouth) has suddenly 

become his biggest liability. Legal and emotional havoc ensue as 

Fletcher tries to keep his practice afloat and his ex-wife Audrey 

from taking their son and moving to Boston. Fletcher Reed (Jim 

Carrey) is an incredibly successful lawyer who has built his career 

on lying. Unfortunately he spends far too much time working 

instead of being with his son Max, so Max makes a birthday wish 

that for just one day, his dad can't tell a lie. The wish comes true 

and Fletcher must try and defend his client, Samantha Cole 

(Jennifer Tilly) even though his entire defense for her is a lie. The 

annoying but undeniably witty Jim Carrey is Fletcher, a lawyer who gets through life being a 

compulsive liar much to his loved one's frustration, so on his birthday, his 5-year-old son Max makes 

a wish that for one whole day his dishonest Dad couldn't tell a lie. Unaware of his son's wish, 

Fletcher has the worst day of his life when he discovers that telling the truth is the hardest thing he'll 

ever have to do, especially when he blows his chance with a beautiful woman in an elevator when he 

makes a crude 'honest' comment about her...er, 'jugs'. Not being able to tell a lie poses a problem 

for Fletcher who lies by nature, and as a lawyer, finds it impossible to tell the truth. In just 24 hours 

his inability to lie results in him getting into a load of trouble as he discovers that his big mouth is his 

biggest downfall. Jim Carrey makes the movie as humorous as it is, devastated that he cannot lie. If 

you're looking for a good laugh, you'll love Liar Liar. 
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Libera Videos Part 1 
 

Collection of 38 music videos from this popular boy band. 
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Libera Videos Part 2 
 

Collection of 45 music videos from this popular boy band. 
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Libera Videos Part 3 
 

Collection of 17 music videos from this popular boy band. 
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Licence To Kill (1989) 
 

James Bond is on possibly his most brutal mission yet. Bond's 

good friend, Felix Leiter is left near to death, by drug baron Franz 

Sanchez. Bond sets off on the hunt for Sanchez, but not everyone 

is happy. MI6 do not feel Sanchez is not their problem and strips 

Bond of his license to kill. Bond is now more dangerously than 

ever. Bond gains the aide of one of Leiter friends, known as Pam 

Bouvier and sneaks his way into the drug factories, which Sanchez 

owns. Will Bond be able to keep up his identity secret, or will 

Sanchez see Bonds true intentions? The worst-performing movie 

in the Bond movie in terms of grosses, it probably failed because 

it wasn't really a Bond at all. True, it is the character Fleming 

created, and Q is in there, but this extremely violent thriller with 

its strong female characterisation (Carey Lowell, perhaps the only 

Bond girl with 'balls') is not a neat fit with the others. The only one of the franchise created 

especially with star Timothy Dalton in mind (perhaps the sexiest Bond of them all?) it is a tale of 

loyalty, drug cartels, sharks, and 007 losing his licence and setting off as a vigilante. Lowell plays 

agent Pam Bouvier, who shines in a bar fight and gives 007 as good as he gets. And boy, do these 

two have chemistry together! The only problem with this movie is that it gets so truncated on its TV 

showings that it loses a lot of its point (and in the worst edit I saw, its sense). There is perhaps too 

much going on - the abused Latino bimbo, the crooked evangelist, the Japanese businessmen 

touring the factory, the casino. Not at all as bad as many commentators at the time and since have 

suggested. What a pity the series stagnated after this before its big budget Pierce Bronson revival. 

Dalton should have had the chance to show us more of the character he portrays in 'Licence to Kill'. 

And what a great theme tune from Gladys Knight. 
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Licensed To Kill (1997) 
 

Winner of both the Directors and Filmmakers Trophy awards at 

the Sundance Film Festival, "Licensed to Kill" goes behind the 

media headlines of recent high-profile anti-gay murders to 

investigate their causes. Attacked by gay bashers in 1977, 

filmmaker Arthur Dong probes the hearts and minds of murderers 

convicted of killing gay men he faces them in one-on-one cell 

block interviews and asks them directly: "Why did you do it?" 

Probing on-camera interviews with seven convicted killers behind 

bars propel the narrative drive of "Licensed To Kill." These inmates 

include a wide range of distinct profiles: a young man who claims 

he justifiably killed as protection from his victim's sexual advances 

- a defense known as "homosexual panic"; a self-loathing, religious 

gay man who killed because of his own homosexual tendencies; a 

victim of child abuse who feared losing his manhood; an army 

sergeant angry over the gays in the military debate; and a self-described homeboy looking for easy 

prey. This is a very intense film. It shows us killers up close and personal. Some of them show no 

remorse at all. Others show some, but all feel "disconnected" from their crimes. Most of them hate 

homosexuals, and that gives them the license to kill them without guilt or remorse. It makes you 

think twice about the morality of the Christian Right and other conservative organizations whose 

barrage of hatred against Gays has helped soothe the conscience of these killers. Not for the 

squeamish. It features gruesome crime scene footage. 
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Life As A House (2001) 
 

When a man is diagnosed with terminal cancer, he takes custody 

of his misanthropic teenage son (20-year-old Hayden 

Christensen), for whom quality time means getting high, engaging 

in small-time prostitution, and avoiding his father. As predictable 

as this film is, it moved me in many ways. I am a single father, 58-

years-old, whose life largely revolves around a wonderful 12-year-

old boy (11-year-old Scotty Leavenworth). He'd better not go 

down the road of Kevin Kline's teenage kid or I'll kill him! (just 

kidding-don't call Child Protective Services just yet). California 

Cinematic Dreamin' aside, the people here are real. Their 

vulnerabilities are in the open and they deal with each other as 

best they can. Kline's son is confused about more than his 

sexuality, far more. His first girlfriend accepts him and, more 

importantly, her own sexuality, with a maturity in no way 

undermined by a delightfully playful demeanor. As in similar films, the viewer has to suspend reality 

when the doomed character accepts his fate with no mention of palliative, much less curative, 

medical intervention. His condition is never fully described but a quick, distant shot of murmuring 

doctors examining x-rays (x-rays? No MRIs, CAT scans or PET scans in a CA hospital?) brings home 

that the architectural model builder has hit a brick wall. The cast is first-rate - everyone plays his/her 

role convincingly. The message of the film is, of course, the enduring need for community. And this 

celluloid community is moving and loving. A truly fine film. (Yep, I cried into my popcorn.) 
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Life During Wartime (2009) 
 

Friends, family, and lovers struggle to find love, forgiveness, and 

meaning in a war-torn world riddled with comedy and pathos. 

Separated from her incarcerated husband Bill (Hinds), Trish 

(Janney) is about to be married again. Bill is a pedophile, so Trish 

couldn't be more excited to have Harvey (Lerner), a "normal" 

father figure for her two sons (12-year-old Dylan Riley Snyder). But 

when Bill is released from prison and the boys finally meet their 

future stepdad, the family is forced to decide whether to forgive 

or to forget. Trish's sister, the virginal, angelic Joy (Henderson), is 

also haunted by ghosts of lovers past. On leave from her 

degenerate husband, Allen (Williams), and her job at a New Jersey 

correctional facility, Joy unwittingly leaves behind a trail of shame 

and exposed secrets wherever she goes. In one of the film's most 

stylized sequences, the image of Joy walking the dark streets of 

Miami in her nightgown maintains her innocence against a 

backdrop of self-affliction and desire. Perhaps it Could Have Been Better about acknowledging 

"Happiness", but nevertheless a Great Film. Let me start off by saying, I had the hardest time getting 

to watch this movie. It's almost as if I wasn't meant to see this, but seeing how I am a huge admirer 

of Todd Solondz I was determined to see this. First, right when we discontinued our service with 

Comcast- this comes on via on demand. Then the closest theater this came too, was within a three 

hour drive. Last, no word at the time of a DVD release, but thankfully all the waiting soon payed off, 

for this came on a movie channel- sure I had to wake up at 5 in the morning to watch it- but it's all 

good. Anyways, about the film. Coming into this, I was excited, but worried. Excited because it is a 

Solondz film, but also because "Happiness" is one of the best film ever; therefore I thought it would 

be a treat to see what the characters had been up too. I was also nervous, nervous because 

"Happiness" ended on (obviously) such a high note, and I was worried perhaps this film would take 

unnecessary directions or explanations for some characters. Ultimately, the main conclusion is this 

film is a treat, for Solondz fans, and "Happiness" fans. It maybe doesn't really tackle any giant 

explanations, but maybe that's a good thing. First, the humor, was wonderful. I love dark, dry, and 

macabre humor, and "Life During Wartime" perhaps is one of the biggest (if not THE biggest) 

example of his audacious humor. Again, you feel the need to laugh, if only to make it a comfort or to 

reassure yourself that the punchline/situation was humorous. Next, I appreciated the way the 

characters from "Happiness" (in particular Trish, Helen, Joy, and Timmy) were treated. Everybody 

was written with reasonable depth, and well continuity. The acting was also great in particular from 

Shirley Henderson, Allison Janney, Paul Reubens, and Dylan Riley Synder. I must also say, I didn't like 

the way Bill Maplewood was portrayed in this one. Sure you can never, and I mean never, compare 

to Dylan Baker's perfect performance of Bill Maplewood, but it just didn't feel like the same 

character. Yes, with different actors there is the statement of "that was that movie, this is this 

movie," but all I'm saying is I just didn't believe (nor maybe want to believe) that it was Bill 

Maplewood. Also while on the subject of characters I was there was more of Helen (not just because 

she was my favorite sister from "Happiness), but perhaps there was more to her. Last I didn't 

particularly care for the pacing of the film, and also didn't like the ending. I think it left to many open 



doors (for such wonderful, well written characters to begin with), and also think it should have had a 

nod at the exciting ending of "Happiness." Overall, maybe ultimately "Life During Wartime" could 

have maybe been longer, or more emotional (for lack of a better word) than "spiritual." So much so 

that I almost want a third movie with these characters just to see them more. Of course I guess with 

Solondz you can never tell if he's mocking his characters, or sympathizing with them. Overall Life 

During Wartime", though it had it's faults, is still a great movie, and shows Solondz's writing is still as 

fresh and exciting as ever. 
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Like Dandelion Dust (2009) 
 

A compelling drama that explores the different meanings of being 

a parent through the gritty, realistic lives of the struggling, blue-

collar Porters, and the privileged Campbell family. Their lives 

intersect, intertwine and collide, all for the love of a little boy (9-

year-old Maxwell Perry Cotton). This film bravely exposes the 

humanity in each character reminding us that we each have the 

potential to be the best and worst versions of ourselves at any 

time. See it if you can find it! One of the best movies with one of 

the most bizarre releases I've ever seen. In the Dallas area it is 

currently playing in one mall theater for only two shows a day, 

one in the morning and one in the early afternoon. I can't 

comprehend how such a good movie gets so little theater 

distribution. The six main characters are as multi-dimensional as 

fictional movie characters get. They act like real people would in 

real situations. While there are a few times when the camera lingers too long for emotional effect, 

everything about this production is top rate. If it is being shunned due to its Christian origins, that is 

a shame. The few references to Christianity are really only there to advance the plot. I was a little 

surprised to realize at the end that I had just watched a great movie without any profanity or skin. It 

is still not a film for children because of its theme and some domestic violence. If anybody knows, 

please post why this film is not enjoying wider distribution. This is a Blind Side calibre movie without 

near the preachiness. 
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Like Father Like Son (1987) 
 

A mysterious potion switches the personalities of a buttoned up 

doctor and his laid back son (17-year-old Kirk Cameron). Dr. Jack 

Hammond has best chances to become medical superintendent in 

the clinic. So he's completely absorbed in his work and has no 

understanding for his teenage son Chris' problems with school. By 

accident one of them drinks a brain-exchanging serum, and it 

switches their identities. This leads of course to extraordinary 

complications in school and at work, but also to insight in the 

problems and feelings of each other. I think I have seen every 

example of the "body switch" genre, at least all of those that have 

been made in the past 40 years or so, and "Like Father Like Son" is 

the worst of them. The first 20 minutes or so are painless 

mediocrity, but then soon after the movie collapses. What's the 

problem? I think the main problem is that the characters are 

stupid. If I was in their situation, I know I would be terrified and trying my best to not raise suspicion. 

If the movie had done that, it could have been funny seeing these people trying to do their best but 

making mistakes. But the movie's two main characters seem to be trying their best to blow the 

charade - not realistic. And the movie's sense of humor is really bad - we have such stuff as 

audiences falling asleep during lectures, a gag that's done TWICE. If you want to see a good example 

of this genre, see "Freaky Friday" (the original or the remake) or "Vice Versa". With 16-year-old Sean 

Astin. 
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Like Mike (2002) 
 

14-year-old Calvin (15-year-old Bow Wow) and his friends, who all 

live an in orphanage, find old shoes with the faded letters MJ 

connected to a powerline. One stormy night, they go to get the 

shoes when Calvin and the shoes are struck by lightning. Calvin 

now has unbelievable basketball powers and has the chance to 

play for the NBA. I actually saw Like Mike the same day I saw the 

horrible Men In Black 2. Like Mike was really good. I feel this 

movie deserves more press than that garbage Men in Black 2. Lil 

Bow Wow actually surprised me with his acting. He was funny and 

sometimes dramatic. I really felt the character bond between 

Calvin (Lil Bow Wow) and his friend Murph (Jonathan Lipnicki). It 

was a cute film and can be great for the family. Parents take your 

kid to see Like Mike. I give it a perfect 10. 
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Like Mike 2: Streetball (2006) 
 

Another young boy (17-year-old Jascha Washington) with 'hoop 

dreams' finds an old pair of Michael Jordan's sneakers and can 

suddenly play ball like the greatest player in the world. I have seen 

this movie and my comment is that this movie is worth your time 

and money. It's moral is really important and the comedy and 

basketball moves are new and funny. This movie is way better 

than the first one. The acting was O.K, the acting in part one was 

better too (especially Lil' Romeo). The basketball moves were 

totally perfect. This movie has a lot more focus on the characters, 

not too much on the shoe. This movie has a great script and the 

effects were electrifying. This movie even had a lot of characters 

which is really hard to put in any movie but this one, this one was 

the king of all. Jascha Washington was a great actor and 

performed in his role really good. Micheal Beach's play was exactly 

how most basketball fathers are in actual life. For the first time in this movie the mother was wrong 

and the father was right. This was really surprising. I love Kel Mitchell. He made the movie really 

great with him being a player and all. I love it when they call him family and someone always say 

even him himself, "I'm Jerome's cousin's ex-boyfriend's brother. This movie was the bomb. 
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L'il Champs 2011 - The Best Of Azmat 
 

Fan DVD dedicated to the winner of Saregamapa Lil Champs 2011 

Azmat Hussain (10-years-old from Jaipur). School: Al-Ameen Public 

School. Favorite Male Singers: Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Rahat Fateh 

Ali Khan, Javed Ali, Ahmed Hussain. Favorite Female Singer: Lata 

Mangeshkar. Life Aim: To become a singer. Favorite Song: Saiyan. 

Hobbies: Cricket. 

 

 

 

 

Tracklist: 

01. Audition in Mumbai (3:12). 

02. Mega Audition (3:40). 

03. Tere Bin Nahi Jeena Mar Jana Dholna (w/ Rimsha) (4:43). 

04. Khuda Kare Ke Wo Mera Naseeb (2:54). 

05. Main Jahaan Rahoon (w/ Rimsha) (3:56). 

06. Taakte Rehte Tujhko (w/ Krishnendu) (3:38). 

07. Humka peeni hai peeni hai (w/ Krishnendu & Nitin) (3:56). 

08. Aaoge Jab Tum O Saajana (3:24). 

09. Azmat's elimination and back again. 

10. Saiyyan (4:39). 

11. Sawan Mein Lag Gayi Aag (2:56). 

12. Dard E Disco (3:02). 

13. Surili Akhiyon Wale (3:57). 

14. Lagi Tumse Man Ki Lagan (3:01). 

15. Mere Pairon Mein Chungroo Bandha De (2:55). 

16. Kar Chale Hum Fida Jano Tan (2:44). 

17. Chalat Musafir Moh Liya Re (2:48). 



18. Tu Hi Haqeeqat Khwaab Tu (3:12). 

19. Hume to Loot Liya Milke (2:36). 

20. Yaad Piya Ki Aye (3:38). 

21. Sawan Main Lag Gai Aag (feat. Mika Singh) (3:04). 

22. Khwaja Mere Khwaja (4:45). 

23. Yeh Honsla (2:57). 

24. Chand Sifarish (3:43). 

25. Nagada Nagada (3:19). 

26. Main Hawa Hoon Kahan Watan Mera (6:58). 

27. Azmat feat. Himesh Reshammiya (2:36). 

28. Tune Mujhe Bulaya Sherawaliye (3:54). 

29. Ek Hasina Thi (3:59). 

30. Tujhe Dekh Dekh Jana (3:52). 

31. Madhuban Mein Radhika Nache Re (w/ Niladri) (4:53). 

32. Sajan Preet Laga Ke Door Desh Mat Jana (w/ Nitin) (5:48). 

33. Naino Ki Mat Maniyo Re (w/ Salman) (5:00). 

34. Chhookar Mere Man Ko Kiya Tuney Kya Ishara (4:59). 

35. Yeh Kaali Kaali Ankhen (4:45). 

36. Grand Finale - Top 3 finalists Introducing Song (3:13). 

37. Grand Finale - Azmat's Medley (5:27). 

38. Grand Finale - Azmat & Nitin feat. Javed Ali (4:34). 

39. Grand Finale - Top 3 finalists Medley (4:37). 

40. Azmat declared the winner of Lil Champs 2011. 
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Lilies (Les Feluettes) (1996) 
 

In 1952, a Bishop visiting a prison to hear inmates' confession, is 

taken hostage. One inmate, in particular, takes the Bishop back to 

a time, 40 years earlier, when the two men were friends and had 

shared homosexual feelings and first experiences in 1912. The 

Bishop, subsequently, is horrified to recognize that his past has 

caught up to him with the advent of this confessional by the 

prisoners. After a spate of disappointing gay films in the mid 90's, 

Lilies appeared from Canada as a fresh bouquet presenting a 

refreshing change of pace. Improving upon the play its based on, 

Lilies uses various cinematic conventions to its advantage, with 

cuts between prison re-enactments and the actual events given 

seamlessly and often artisticly breathtaking. The use of cross 

gender casting (this is an all male film) is humorous to a degree, 

but never in a mocking drag queen tone. We come to believe 

these men are really women. And the coming of age love story at the center of the plot, done to 

death by so many other films, is achingly tender. It was once said that gay work has to have 

someone die in it and this film is no exception. But the deaths portrayed here and the long hidden 

betrayal finally revealed are handled quite effectively. The artifice involved only adds an extra layer 

of beauty upon the story. A remarkable achievement. 
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Lilo & Stitch (2002) 
 

A Hawaiian girl adopts an unusual pet who is actually an notorious 

extra-terrestrial fugitive from the law. In a place far, far away, 

illegal genetic experiment #626 is detected: Ruthless scientist Dr. 

Jumba Jookiba has created a strong, intelligent, nearly 

indestructible and aggressive being with only one known 

weakness: The high density of his body makes it impossible for the 

experiment to swim in water. The scientist is sentenced to jail by 

the Grand Council of the Galactic Federation. The experiment is 

supposed to be transported to a prison asteroid, yet manages to 

escape Captain Gantu, who was supposed to deliver him there. 

With a stolen police cruiser (the red one), the destructive being 

races towards a little and already doomed planet: Earth. Stranded 

on Hawaii, experiment #626 can't actually do much harm: water 

all around, no big cities and two well-equipped representatives of 

the Galactic Federation already following close behind to catch him again. But Dr. Jookiba and the 

Earth expert Pleakley never could have guessed that earth girl Lilo adopts the experiment as dog. A 

surprisingly savvy movie. I was disappointed with the comments of a previous reviewer called 

ebayanderson concerning this movie as I feel that he/she is not living in the real world. Lilo and 

Stitch is one of my favourite Disney movies as it covers so many topics and covers them well. Firstly, 

concerning Lilo's feeding the fish, well, all kids have little quirks and this is obviously meant to be 

her's. As for Nani being a care giver, well, she's supposed to be in her teens, dealing with her 

parents's loss as well as dealing with her sister's and taking care of the little girl under the pressure 

of keeping her family together, finding work etc. and it was nice as my 14 year old daughter pointed 

out, that Nani was like a real woman, with her little pot belly and not very stick thin build, for me she 

is a great character for little girls who have to put up with cartoon females such as the impossibly 

(pardon the pun) thin Kim Possible, which is sadly also a Disney cartoon girl. Actually, I tend not to 

look too deeply into movies unless they are there to make us do so, e.g Schindler's List, but, this 

movie covered some subjects that I am familiar with, a young child losing it's parents and it dealt 

with them well. The scene where Stitch takes the bicycle, well, how could anyone feel sorry for the 

little girl considering she is the monstrous brat in the movie. Anyway, I love the movie and I've 

watched it many times and am a hand on heart Stitch fan. Chris Sanders came up with an awesome 

character and he and Dean DuBlois did an excellent job in bringing him to life. they managed to 

make a movie that touched your heart with out being sickly or distressing a la Bambi. 
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Lily In Winter (1994) 
 

A housekeeper for a wealthy New York couple flees town when 

her brother robs the home. The couple's young son (13-year-old 

Brian Bonsall), however, stows away with the housekeeper and 

she is soon suspected of kidnapping. While hiding out in Alabama 

with the housekeeper's family, the young boy befriends the local 

children and learns a lesson in family values. This film, seemingly 

neglected by Universal, is watchable, but for the most part it's 

little more. It doesn't have the impact that a comparable theatrical 

drama does, and it was obviously done on a limited budget, but at 

the least the heart was in the right place. In the leads, both Natalie 

Cole and Brian Bonsall deliver good performances, especially Cole, 

making her film debut here. However, there's little other material 

of interest here, it's a good pick if it's on TV and there's nothing 

else to do, but it's not worth going out of your way for. Warm, 

charming and delicate. Same ingredients of family's drama, with 

the science to give charisma for his character of Nathalie Cole. A 

beautiful option for Chistmas Eve, lesson about kindness, moral 

values and love, sacrifices and its price, about past and its shadows, with feelings who makes people 

to be parts of a family. Nothing new. But the taste after its end is important. For be more yourself 

after snacks of sentimental game, for remind the child behind the words of present, for a smile or 

nostalgic wing of a lost angel. Cake of another time - this is my definition for this nice movie. A film 

like others. But every memory has the art to open secrets doors. Like it. 
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Limelight (1952) 
 

A fading comedian and a suicidally despondent ballet dancer must 

look to each other to find meaning and hope in their lives. 

Chaplin's final American film tells the story of a fading music hall 

comedian's effort to help a despondent ballet dancer learn both 

to walk and feel confident about life again. The highlight of the 

film is the classic duet with Chaplin's only real artistic film comedy 

rival, Buster Keaton. This was the first and only Chaplin film I have 

ever seen -- and it wasn't at all what I was expecting. I was 

completely surprised that such a simple film could have so many 

layers of depth. In fact it kept me thinking days afterwards! At it's 

core, I would say this movie is about the love of one's art, and the 

love that a couple share. The Ballerina loves to perform but is 

impeded by a psychosis that makes her legs inoperable. I interpret 

success to be the root of the psychosis. The Clown loves to 

perform but is impeded by his fear of becoming a B or C-list star. 

He is a legendary comedian and now that he's no longer in demand, he's convinced himself that he 

has to drink to be funny. There you have it; a clown afraid of failure and a ballerina afraid of success. 

Together they help each other love their art more by removing those things that impede them. The 

best thing about the film is that the obviousness of the plot is completely lost in the depth of the 

film. Chaplin uses such simple and common devices to draw the audience into his world. I know it's 

hard to belive, but this is a "must-see" movie! 

Double Layer DVD...Downloaded Pirate DVD...English, Dubbed French & Dubbed Italian 

Soundtracks...English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic, Russian, Romanian & 
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L'Immoralità (1978) 
 

Federico is a child-killer running from the law. Wounded, he is 

taken in by a 12-year-old girl (Karin Trentephol) named Simona. 

Their strange love affair is interrupted by Simona's depressed, 

oversexed mother Vera, who concocts a plan with Federico to kill 

her wheelchair-bound, reclusive husband. Simona does not take 

kindly to this new relationship between Federico and Vera. This 

film was a surprisingly solid and entertaining thriller with elements 

of giallo and drama. It tells the story of a sensitive but confused 

young girl who falls in with a peadophile murderer on the run 

from the law. They become good friends & eventually lovers. But 

then the peadophile begins a relationship with the girl's lonely and 

amoral mother, and thus a tale of jealousy & vengeance ensues. 

Whilst potentially the most tasteless storyline ever it is handled 

with relative skill and sensitivity. It's nowhere near as bad as it 

sounds. There is a shocking scene in which the peadophile has sex with the young girl (though 

obviously a body double) which I'm sure would get it banned in a lot of countries, however it's not 

much worse than anything in "Salo". The narrative was a little confusing but kept me gripped 

throughout. Perhaps I'm not the best person to review this film as I'm not too good at following 

storyline but I felt I should review it as not many people have seen it & I felt the other review was 

unfair. Definitely worth a look for fans of strange euro-cinema and fans of Salo, Sweet Movie or 

giallo's. Entertaining, perhaps morally questionable yes, but never boring. 
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Lincoln (2005) 
 

A contemporary exploration of a president whose greatest war took place within himself. 
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Lion Of The Desert (1981) 
 

This movie tells the story of Omar Mukhtar, an Arab Muslim rebel 

who fought against the Italian conquest of Libya in WWI. It gives 

western viewers a glimpse into this little-known region and 

chapter of history, and exposes the savage means by which the 

conquering army attempted to subdue the natives. It is a great 

shame that only 158 users have voted for this movie until now, 

this probably reflects great ignorance about this Master Piece. 

This is the real story of the Great Libyan Hero Omar Al Mukhtar, 

who fought the Italian occupation of Libya early in the 20th 

century. You will be surprised with what this movie has to offer. It 

will take your breath away. You will laugh and you will cry. You will 

scream and shout. You will hope it never ends. BraveHeart? Yeah that was a good movie, but 

nowhere as brilliant as this is. This does not only tell the life story of a Great man, it also teaches you 

the noble aspects that build up a truly Unforgettable Warrior. It explains what Tolerance is all about. 

This movie truly shows the the savage means which the conquering Italian army used to treat the 

Libyan natives. The struggle for freedom took place in the heart of the African desert. Omar Al 

Mukhtar (The Lion of the Desert), who led the Libyan resistance, a role played in this movie by 

Anthony Quinn. This has to be his best ever performance. An Oscar Nominee worth...nothing less. 

Director, Moustapha Akkad, who is also famous for the great yet unknown classic Risâlah, al- (1976), 

gives his best shot at direction here. Excellent work. Rent this now, if its available, Its worth every 

penny. You will be the witness of utter brilliance and great performances. Watch it, vote for it, Give 

it the respect it deserves. 
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Lisístrata (2002) 
 

Directed by Francesc Bellmunt with Maribel Verdú, Javier 

Gurruchaga, Juan Luis Galiardo, Teté Delgado, Jesús Bonilla, Aitor 

Mazo and Albert Trifol. OK. Let's suppose you don't know who Ralf 

König is. This guy is a german gay comic author whose comics have 

been previously adapted to the big screen ("Maybe, maybe not", 

"The Killer Condom") with different result. Lisistrata is his 

adaptation of Aristófanes' play about a woman from Athens that 

begins a women strike in Athens and Spartha till war between 

both cities is over. You may wonder: what's the big deal with the 

strike? That they don't have sex with their partners, so they carry 

all day gigantic erections that prevent them of making war with a 

minimum of dignity. That is, till the gay and lesbian community of 

both Spartha and Athens notice that this is a golden chance. How 

the situation develops leads to one of the funniest comic-books ever written, a comic that spread all 

over Europe becoming a cult classic. It is not strange that the adaptation comes from Spain. Thinking 

about it twice, only spanish and italian film-makers could have done a good job. And Francesc 

Bellmunt was in the list of possibilities for developing a good comedy. Add to the cocktail "Y tu 

mamá también"'s Maribel Verdú as Lisistrata and some good spanish actors and I can't understand 

how this went so wrong. The problem? It's called "over the top, mediterranean style". The movie 

never leaves the ground and the funny stuff becomes mostly unfunny (with some exceptions: Aitor 

Mazo and Albert Trifol's relationship gives the best moments of the movie which have some 

hilarious shots and situations, but develops with a feeling of "am I supposed to laugh?" most of the 

time. I won't get further in a movie that doesn't need a more extensive review to disqualify it. Don't 

get me wrong, I don't hate it. It's just simply forgettable. Go, look for the Ralf König comic-book, read 

it, and only check out this movie if you're really curious about how it got translated to the big screen. 
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L'Isola Del Tesoro (Treasure Island In Outer Space) (Space Island) 

(1987) 
 

A space age version of "Treasure Island". Instead of ships, there 

are spaceships, and instead of an island, there is a planet. This 

version also includes androids, laserweapons and skeletal remains 

of colossal space beasts. Anthony Quinn stars in the Long John 

Silver part and 13-year-old Itaco Nardulli as Jim. I recently 

acquired this little gem which is next-to-impossible to find over 

here in the United States. I wasn't prepared for a full 8 hour 

miniseries split up into four parts! I realize a lot of early 80's Italian 

films began as miniseries and were later cut down to feature 

length and sometime rescored for their American release, such as 

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS, MARCO POLO, HEARTS AND ARMOUR, 

and YOR THE HUNTER FROM THE FUTURE, but to my knowledge 

this film never appeared on American TV despite the top-notch 

cast. Basically this flick is what you'd expect from the title and 

director (if you've seen any of Margheriti's early 60's space 

operas). Some kid ventures off into space in a ratty old spaceship 

with a ragtag crew of cut-throat pirates legged Long John Silver in search of a long-lost treasure on a 

remote planet. The film follows the original novel pretty closely though it drops a few characters and 

adds a few others. Mostly the outer-space twist on the whole story works to the film's detriment, 

with lots of silly changes like the fact that the blind man Pew's walking stick is instead a motion 

sensor. As I said before, the cast is uncommonly great for such an obviously low-budget effort. 

Anthony Quinn stars as Long John Silver, David Warbeck is the doctor, and Phillipe Leroy is Squire 

Tralaney. On top of that we have Ernest Borgnine as Billy Bones, Biagio Pelligra as Pew, and among 

the pirates such familiar faces as Giovanni Lombardo Radice, Bobby Rhodes, Al Yamanouchi, and Sal 

Borgese! It's a wonder it seems no one has heard of this movie, as it really isn't that bad at all. 

Though at times it does feel awfully long and drawn-out, the special effects are much better than 

Margheriti's 60's offerings, though they range from excellent to marginally terrible. The Hispaniola 

spacecraft only looks about 2 feet tall in some shots and a lot of the astronauts floating in space look 

suspiciously like barbie dolls. The dubbing isn't too great either especially with Giovanni Lombardo 

Radice who's dull voice doesn't go at all with his over-the-top sleazy performance as the head 

mutineer. There's a wealth of impressive sets and some escapist fun (like the climactic battle in 

Dinosaur Valley), but too many goofy effects and weak action scenes to make it any better than so-

so. I couldn't help but enjoy spending a good half a day sitting through this though. Margheriti 

injects a lot of the fun into this film in terms of strange camera angles, like shots from behind small 

objects or up at the actors from floor level. This was his second to last science fiction film, as his last 

would be the unfairly critically snuffed ALIEN FROM THE DEEP which he shot in the Phillipines for 

Franco Gaudenzi. 
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Episode 1: 

Episode 2: 
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Little Big League (1994) 
 

When the owner of the Minnesota Twins dies suddenly, his will 

bequeaths the team to his grandson Billy (14-year-old Luke 

Edwards), a devotee of baseball who, although only 12-years-old, 

has devoured voluminous lore, knows the team intimately, and 

has shown an uncanny sixth sense of what they need to improve. 

They hate their manager, so Billy quickly fires the SOB, winning 

their instant approval. However, this turns to dismay when he 

announces their new manager: Billy Heywood. How will Billy 

convince a gang of proud, tough men to stick around and take 

orders from a kid? On the other hand, what's to lose-- the team 

has nowhere to go but up. The Chairman of the Minnesota Twins 

Baseball team passes away of natural causes and in his will, leaves 

his grandson, Billy Heywood, ownership of the team. Billy, despite 

being only 12-years-old, is a devotee of the sport, knows the twins 

inside out, and believes he has what it takes to make the Twins a 

championship winning team, so he appoints himself the new manager. But will the proud, arrogant 

players of the team, be willing to take order's and tactic's from a 12-year-old boy? In an attempt to 

get the players effort's into the game, he dedicates the season to his Grandfather, and vows to win 

the Championship with the Minnesota Twins. Is this enough to receive the trust and acceptance of 

the player's, fans and critics of the sport? I remember that I didn't want to see this movie at the 

theater (or as a rental for that matter) because of the marketing of the movie and what I thought 

would be a dumb story. However, I was pleasantly surprised. For what it was worth, it was a pretty 

good movie. Yeah, the story-line was not believable and it was cheesy at times, but the basis behind 

the story was pretty solid, it had some pretty good lines, and it was pretty entertaining the whole 

way through. Word of warning, though - Don't let Randy Johnson scare you. That guy had to have 

fallen out of the ugly tree and hit every single branch on the way down, THEN bounced and hit every 

single branch on the way up. Plus he's called the 'Big Unit'; scary! 6.5 out of 10. 
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Little Boy Blue (1997) 
 

Living in the rural Texas panhandle is a dysfunctional family: an 

abusive dad, a Vietnam vet with a war wound that's left him 

impotent; a compliant wife and a son (24-year-old Ryan Phillippe) 

of about 20-years-old, who have an incestuous relationship at the 

insistence of the dad; and, two small sons (Devon Michael & Adam 

Burke) who look a lot like their brother. The dad harbors a secret, 

and he goes to murderous lengths to keep it hidden. The young 

man, Jimmy, who sleeps out in the shed, has suspicions, but little 

comes out until a Yankee woman of middle age comes to town 

looking for a dead private eye. And why does dad keep calling 

Jimmy, "little boy blue"? This movie is for the adult audience, the 

actors do a wonderful job portraying each role, I do wish it was a 

little longer, but it was well thought out and very good. The 

beginning of the movie is shown to the very end, where a couple 

in the 70's are heading towards Texas with their baby, and they unfortunately end up picking up a 

soldier on his way home. Summary: The seemingly normal couple Ray and Kate West live in the 

outback somewhere in Texas with their 3 sons, the adult son Jimmy is a great baseball player, but 

doesn't seem to want to do anything in his life except be around the younger boys, who he is 

extremely protective over. As the movie progresses we see that there are plenty of secrets hidden 

within the family when Jimmy is forced to have sex with Kate at gunpoint by Ray. At first the 

impression I got of the movie was that Jimmy would no doubt kill his father one day for putting him 

through that form of incest, but as the movie continued it started to make more sense that it wasn't 

entirely incest, but more a very disfunctional family who suffer from Ray's war "wounds" and are 

paying the price of what he had gone through. Ryan Phillippe does a superb performance as Jimmy, 

the tortured and hurt young man, who wants to be with his girlfriend, but has deeper issues 

concerning his family. John Savage, again another excellent performance, after seeing him in Dark 

Angel I must admit the bad guy routine really suits him, but I wasn't really fond of Natassja Kinski's 

acting and character. She still ends up being the devoted wife, who loves her husband even though 

he puts her through hell. How weak. The younger cast, the two sons were great, really good acting! 

I'd give this movie a fair 8/10 with a question mark, being we live in this day and age wouldn't a 

mother try to protect her sons even if it means leaving her husband? (Or shooting him? Hello?? He 

has a gun in the house, doesn't anyone else know how to use one?!). 
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Little Buddha (1993) 
 

Lama Norbu comes to Seattle in search of the reincarnation of his 

dead teacher, Lama Dorje. His search leads him to young Jesse 

Conrad (10-year-old Alex Wiesendanger), Raju (Raju Lal), a waif 

from Kathmandu, and an upper class Indian girl. Together, they 

journey to Bhutan where the three children must undergo a test 

to prove which is the true reincarnation. Interspersed with this, is 

the story of Siddharta, later known as the Buddha. It traces his 

spiritual journey from ignorance to true enlightenment. I certainly 

disagree with the commentary that calls this movie plotless. I 

agree that it's slow, but what's wrong with slow? Roger Ebert put 

the movie down by calling it 'Buddhist Sunday School.' True, the 

Buddha parts are simplistic, but then so is the original Buddha 

story. Slow, thoughtful, peaceful, subtly stimulating, and with a 

plot to end all plots-- the one-ness of all individuality. I much prefer this to the more recent Kundun, 

which tries to tell essentially the same story. In fact, Scorsese rips this movie off dreadfully, even to 

the same wiping out of the sand pattern at the end. 
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Little Children (2006) 
 

Echoes of "Madame Bovary" in the American suburbs. Sarah's in a 

loveless marriage, long days with her young daughter at the park 

and the pool, wanting more. Brad is a househusband, married to a 

flinty documentary filmmaker. Ronnie is just out of prison - two 

years for indecent exposure - living with his mother; Larry is a 

retired cop, fixated on driving Ronnie away. Sarah and Brad 

connect, a respite of adult companionship at the pool. Ronnie and 

Larry have their demons. Brad should be studying for the bar; 

Larry misses his job; Ronnie's mom thinks he needs a girlfriend. 

Sarah longs to refuse to be trapped in an unhappy life. Where can 

these tangled paths lead? A stay-at-home suburban mom (Kate 

Winslet) suffering from boredom in a loveless marriage, finds 

temporary happiness in an affair with a stay-at-home dad (Patrick 

Wilson), who's rebelling against his wife's (Jennifer Connelly) 

aspirations for professional success and money. Director Todd Field satirizes western society and 

exposes our fundamental flaw as a society. We are a country of self-righteous hypocrites who band 

together to crush evil wherever it may be found but overlook our own weaknesses. The story on one 

level is exceedingly banal: it shifts from scene to scene exposing the triviality of day to day life. Yet 

there is that haunting sound of an approaching train. Are we witnessing a train wreck? The brilliant 

use of a narrator lulls us into the belief that this is just a children's story and nothing bad will 

happen. Yet our eyes are glued to the screen as we await the crash. Jackie Earle Haley as Ronnie 

exposes everything that is wrong with our modern world and everything that is right about character 

acting. He gives a stand out performance definitely worthy of Oscar consideration. The character 

represents an unknown evil in our community, one that must be sought out and destroyed. His 

character at times is sympathetic, even lovable and other other times hideous and menacing. But 

who is more detestable? Is it Ronnie or is it those infinitely boring (but beautiful) adulterers, Sarah 

(Kate Winslet) or Brad (Patrick Wilson)? Is it up to us to judge? If we do, are we not being like the 

suburban community that is the metaphor for our society? In that way, Director Todd Fields includes 

us in the movie whether we know it or not. This is a wonderful (train) ride that will keep us talking 

for days. It is one of this year's great movies. 
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Little Criminals (1995) 
 

Des (14-year-old Brendan Fletcher) is an 11-year-old kid who has 

had a really bad deal in life. Crime and mischief are the main 

staples of his life and he and his friends cruise around the city and 

do things like vandalize, steal, light fires, and mug people. He 

thinks that he is untouchable because he cannot be charged until 

he is twelve. Cory becomes Des' best friend and they carry on like 

nothing can stop them; however, Des ends up at an assessment 

centre for troubled youths and may begin a new life without 

crime. I watched this movie years ago on channel four and it is 

still stuck in my brain. I'd love to see it again to see if it is as good 

as my memory tells me, I had it on tape and accidentally taped 

over it - I was gutted! I loved this film because it didn't shy away 

from it's theme and the actors were brilliant, especially Des. I 

loved the way that children were actually treated as interesting 

and detailed characters rather than sickly sweet cherubs. And lets 

not forget the kick ass soundtrack, it really helped to create the intense atmosphere. I remember 

being shocked, enthralled, disgusted, sad, excited, amazed, fascinated... This film had all the right 

ingredients to make it stand out in my mind both when I first watched it and still now. 
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Little Devil (2007) 
 

Stars Robson Green and is broadcast on ITV1. Laura is a 

relationship with Will but finds herself becoming attracted to his 

best friend Adrian. Laura and Will's son (Joseph Friend) though is 

determined to save his parents relationship no matter what he 

has to do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 1: Laura loves Will, he's loyal, dependable - and boring. Adrian is Will's best mate, he's 

feckless, charming, materialistic, successful - and altogether irresistible. So much so that when he 

turns on the charm, a frustrated Laura just can't help herself. While the differences in their 

behaviour together become increasingly obvious, it's their kids, Oliver and Zoe, who realise the 

truth. They try to cover for their parents, but Laura and Adrian are eventually outed by Katie, 

Adrian's wife. 

Episode 2: Laura is forced to stay working late by Adrian knowing full well it will make her husband 

paranoid. 

Episode 3: Ollie's essay worries his parents. Laura learns that she is expecting a baby. 
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Little Giants (1994) 
 

In Urbania, Ohio, snobby ex-football star Kevin O'Shea conducts 

try-outs for the town's Peewee football team (with 16-year-old 

Devon Sawa), the Urbania Cowboys, which will compete for a 

chance at the state Peewee football playoffs. Kevin slights his 

younger brother Danny O'Shea by rejecting Danny's daughter 

Becky "Icebox" O'Shea, who is a good player. Kevin rejected her 

simply because she's a girl. Becky and some of her friends, boys 

who were also rejected, get the idea to start up their own team, 

to be coached by Danny. After Kevin tries to put a stop to that 

plan, Danny gets Kevin to agree to a game to decide which team 

will represent Urbania, because each town is allowed only one 

team. Danny and Becky scour the town in search of willing players, 

and they gather a crew of kids who have limited skills and no team 

spirit. They luck out when Becky discovers Junior Floyd expertly 

passing rolls of toilet paper right into a shopping cart at the supermarket, as though he's passing a 

football. With Becky and Junior on board, the new team, the Giants, has a chance to make a good 

showing, and they begin their training. But low morale continually threatens to break up the team. A 

chance visit by former NFL football coach John Madden and four NFL football stars -- Steve Entman, 

Bruce Smith, Emmitt Smith, and Tim Brown -- leaves the team with several tips on how to create an 

advantage. Becky develops a crush on Junior Floyd, and she's jealous when her cheerleader cousin 

Debbie flirts with Junior. Becky decides to compete for Junior on equal terms, so she puts on make-

up and a cheerleader outfit, joining the cheerleaders and abandoning the team. But the Cowboys 

will be coming into the game with a vicious new player named Spike Hammersmith. Will Becky be 

there for the team if they need her? Danny O'Shea has forever lived in the shadow of his brother, 

the great football player Kevin O'Shea. Kevin was stronger, faster, and more popular. But when his 

daughter is cut from Kevin's pee-wee football team, Danny brings together a squad of picked-lasts 

and losers to prove to Kevin that he can still learn a lot from his brother. Kevin O'Shea (Ed O' Neil) is 

an early retired Football Star, who now coaches a pee-wee league team. When Kevin excludes his 

niece, Becky O'Shea (dispite her being the best player), she convinces her dad Danny O'Shea (Rick 

Moranis) to coach a pee-wee team, and beat Kevin's team. Danny accepts in an attempt to show 

Urbainia that Kevin is not invincible, and that there is another O'Shea in town. Danny picks a team of 

players that have never been given a chance, and Danny no-longer wants to be Second Best. Mostly, 

"Little Giants" is the average movie in which against all odds a ragtag team takes on the big guys 

(others in this vein include "The Mighty Ducks" and "The Big Green"). But I thought that in the end, it 

did come out slightly more interesting than the average such flick (maybe because of what happens 

at the very end). Maybe Rick Moranis ("Ghostbusters") and Ed O'Neill ("Married...with Children") in 

the roles improve the quality. You can probably guess which scenes were my favorites when I was 

10-years-old. Nowadays, I wouldn't go out of my way to watch this movie. One of the reasons that 

the Irish movie "The War of the Buttons" was so good is that the two sides were equally matched. 

Anyway, OK in a pinch. 
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Little House On The Prairie (2005) 
 

For me, most of the historical inconsistencies in the book and 

movie aren't necessarily such a big deal- such as whether it was 

Mr. Edwards or Mrs. Scott whom Jack scared onto the wood pile. 

Most of these, I assume were done to create more cinematic 

consistency with characters, etc. Generally, I don't think that they 

hurt the story. But some things do, like Ma wearing earrings, since 

this undermines the nature of the family's intense struggle to get 

by. (sunbonnets also would be a good thing.) Generally, my 

biggest historical problem is that the children seem to be more 

modern in their mentality-- almost as if they'll say "cool" or "gee 

whiz". This fits with the modern music and seems to have been 

done to cater to children of today. Some examples of this more 

modern sensibility: Laura jokingly asking her father for candy 

when he goes to Independence (product of modern-day 

materialism? Laura in the book knew how precious/rare such treats were). Also Laura being the one 

to suggest that she could wear Mary's old shoes-- its pretty clear from the book that the Ingalls 

(most working pioneer families) always handed such precious goods down to one another (they 

were poor!!). I also found the scene with Mary confronting Ms. Scott to be ridiculous- both because 

it was completely inconsistent with Mary's character according to LIW (good girl vs. Laura as the bad 

girl) and because it is completely inconsistent with how children would have behaved in the Little 

House books (children not speaking at the table and definitely not contradicting others). (Ma's 

reaction to this offense also is inconsistent, way too chummy). I do like this series because it has 

beautiful scenery and deftly demonstrates how terrifying life then could be. (I never thought about, 

for example, how terrifying Independence was- always taking it instead for a charming town- it is 

scary) I like also how they show scene through Laura's perspective- with a sense of childhood 

wonder. Yet one reason I always loved the books was because the children's mentalities were 

different from mine. They were in an earlier, less casual era, that fascinated me. I'd like to see more 

of that preserved, instead of having it slide so that today's children can relate to these ones in the 

series. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 1: Little House in the Big Woods: Part 1. 

Episode 2: Little House in the Big Woods: Part 2. 

Episode 3: The Ingalls' Journey: Part 1. 

Episode 4: The Ingalls' Journey: Part 2. 

Episode 5: Adventures on the Kansas Prairie: Part 1. 



Episode 6: Adventures on the Kansas Prairie: Part 2. 
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Little John (2002) 
 

The unmarried daughter (Gloria Reubens) of a Texas rancher (Ving 

Rhames) gives birth to an unwanted child. She puts the child up 

for adoption and moves away from home. Without her 

knowledge, her father took the boy and raised him. Twelve years 

later, she is now a successful family-court judge in L.A. Over the 

years, she has avoided her father and knows nothing of the child. 

That all changes when he decides that is time she knew her own 

child and heads for L.A. However, he quickly finds that she wants 

nothing to do with her father and cares little about the son she 

never knew. Robert Bailey Jr. plays the 12-year-old. What a 

horrible sin to waste the talents of this Oscar and Emmy-winning 

actress! In a storyline that is barely passable in itself (what 12-

year-old kid acts as perfect as little John does???) Duke is merely 

scenery as law clerk for Reuben. Her screen time is limited, as it 

was in her last Hallmark film, A Season for Miracles (1999) but at least in that one her character was 

an important aspect of the story. Here she is simply window dressing. What ever happened to the 

days when she was starring in gorgeous Hallmark productions such as 'Harvest Of Fire (1996)' and 'A 

Christmas Memory (1997)' both of which she should have received Emmy nods for. On the other 

hand, Ving Rhames does all he can in his role as the grandfather, but Gloria Reuben probably needs 

to have her acting phoned in for her, as it looks like she is reciting them from a teleprompter or 

something - no feeling, just words. And the ending absolutely sucks. It plays it safe once again, when 

one of the few redeeming assets of the movie was how the mother-son reunion was not written 

from a Hallmark card, but much more real. In the end everything is a mess and the reader sits there 

wondering why he or she just wasted 2 hours of their time. 
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Little Johnny The Movie (2011) 
 

Celebrates the wrongest jokes ever told. It's a coming of age story 

that's brimming with irreverent humor, larger-than-life characters, 

and crackling action to boot! It will remind you of the great 

cartoons of yesteryear. Funny, Crude, but "VERY ENJOYABLE". 

There isn't much to say about "Little Johnny", but this ultra-funny 

cartoon spoof of Australian life really give you a good laugh. It is 

both entertaining and amazing to watch. The Little Johnny jokes 

are passed around in this movie so much that it just makes you 

laugh until you explode. It is one of the best Aussie Animations I 

have seen in a long time and it sure does deserve the support of 

the Australians to make this an ultimate classic. When I went to 

watch this film, I was expecting corny and horrific language 

throughout. But I was pleasantly surprised when it used creative 

humor to make you feel good inside. This is the best comedy out 

there at the moment. 
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Little Lord Fauntleroy (1921) 
 

Young Cedric Errol lives with his widowed mother in New York 

City. Cedric's late father was a son of the Earl of Dorincourt, but 

the Earl had objected strongly to his son's marriage, and thus has 

long been estranged from Cedric and his mother. But when the 

Earl's only surviving son dies in a riding accident, Cedric suddenly 

becomes Lord Fauntleroy, the Earl's heir. Cedric and his mother 

travel to England, where they must overcome the Earl's hard 

feelings about the past, as well as some unexpected obstacles. 

Just in itself, this is an entertaining version of the old-fashioned 

story of "Little Lord Fauntleroy", with good characterizations, 

settings, and story-telling. But what makes it particularly enjoyable 

is Mary Pickford's irresistible charm in a double role as young 

Cedric and as his mother. Pickford's performance as the mother 

'Dearest' is flawless, as she portrays her with elegance and grace, 

practically the image of the character that you get from the story. As Cedric, Pickford certainly gives 

the character a new look. There's nothing in the least to criticize about her performance, yet it's 

impossible not to be reminded of Pollyanna, Rebecca, or Pickford's other young girl roles. Even when 

she gives her character a rough-and-tumble look (at which she is very good), she is just too feminine 

and too attractive for it not to be noticeable. Yet her charm and buoyant energy make Cedric a 

thoroughly engaging character, if somewhat different from his literary image. The rest of the 

production deserves plenty of credit as well. Several of the supporting characters are especially 

good. Claude Gillingwater strikes just the right note as the old Earl, and there is a trio of pleasant 

characters from Cedric's old neighborhood, who just have to come on screen to be good for a smile. 

The settings and photography are nicely done, never ostentatious but always providing an effective 

backdrop for the characters and story. Perhaps most impressive of all is the special effects wizardry 

that makes Pickford's dual performance work so well, frequently putting her two characters together 

without the slightest snag. This is the kind of old-fashioned story that Pickford makes almost 

effortless, yet it's not hard to see a good number of strengths, both in her own performance and in 

the rest of the movie. 
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Little Lord Fauntleroy (1936) 
 

After the death of Cedric ('Ceddie')'s (12-year-old Freddie 

Bartholomew) English father, he and his mother live together in 

Brooklyn. Cedric's grandfather, the Earl of Dorincourt, had 

disowned Cedric's father when he married an American. But when 

the Earl's remaining son dies, he accepts Cedric as Lord 

Fauntleroy, his heir, and the Earl sends for Cedric and his mother. 

Cedric uses the first of his newly found wealth to do some favors 

for his old friends, and then heads to England, where he must try 

to overcome the Earl's dislike for Cedric's mother. This is an 

example of the type of film where I reckon all the characters act 

like they know they're in a famous novel. The style and delivery is 

VERY self-conscious and prosaic, with everyone declaiming their 

lines in a very "noble" fashion (sort of like the "traditional" 

delivery of Shakespeare). C Aubrey Smith is by far the most 

interesting performer in this story, his irascible nature adding some much-needed bite to the movie. 

Mickey Rooney is also very memorable, showing once again he was a very dynamic and versatile 

child actor, handling comic and dramatic scenes very well - even in the same film. The mark of a true 

consummate performer. I would rank him as a definite child prodigy. (You should also check him out 

in YOUNG TOM EDISON for another example of this). I actually think the 80s tele-movie with 10-

year-old Ricky Schroder and Alec Guiness worked slightly better than this version does; the 

characters are a lot more casual in their delivery, and the story flows better. But this is a pretty good 

version on its own terms any rate. 
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Little Lord Fauntleroy (Il Piccolo Lord) (1980) 
 

Ceddie (10-year-old Ricky Schroder), Earl of Dorincourt's only 

grandson and heir lives in America with his mother. The Earl, 

getting old, asks them to come to England. Ceddie, now Lord 

Fauntleroy, is an adorable little fellow. The Earl, who at first was 

rather distant, becomes more en more fond of him. Then Minna 

shows up. She claims she has been married with the Earl's eldest 

son and that Ben, being their child, is the Earls heir. Suddenly, into 

the poor but happy lower-class Manhattan home of the widow 

Errol and her son Cedric, aged about 9, comes an agent from 

Cedric's mysterious grandfather, the Earl of Dorincourt, asking 

them to move to England so that Cedric can learn aristocratic 

ways and inherit the vast estate. Cedric's mother consents with 

misgivings, especially for having to live in a house nearby rather 

than in the castle with her son. The Earl proves to be a penurious misanthrope, hated by almost 

everyone who knows him. But from the beginning, Cedric sees only good in him, can't imagine that 

he would ever treat his tenants and villagers poorly, and wins their hearts with kindnesses, giving all 

credit to his grandfather's wishes. Soon the dour old man finds that he loves this cheerful little boy 

so dearly that he wants to live up to this new image of himself. The sudden appearance of a vulgar, 

ambitious American claiming that her spoiled brat of a son is the true heir to the title is a more 

grievous blow to him than anyone would have thought possible. Not only an excellent leading cast, 

Alec Guinness superb as the curmudgeony earl and Ricky Schroeder believably charming as the 

American boy thrust into the world of the English nobility, the minor characters are also exceptional: 

Eric Porter as the earl's steward and Patrick Stewart as the head coachman both particularly 

memorable. The pace of the film is also excellent, events happen and characters develop with 

interesting detail but without over emphasis or very drawn out scenes. Overall, in our family's top 20 

or even top 10 fims. So, why on earth can't the studio issue this film on VHS or DVD! Considering the 

absolute rubbish that is now available even on DVD there must surely be a market for an excellent 

seasonal "family" film like this. We made a recording when this film was shown on TV sometime in 

the early 80s, since when it has been played at least twice a year for the last 20 years and both 

sound and vision have now deteriorated to a point where it is almost unwatchable. PLEASE! 

someone, pass this request on to the studio and get it issued on DVD. We know there are many 

families like us who would be happy to pay £15 or so for a new version to play for the next 20 years. 
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Little Man (2005) 
 

Little man is the story of how a micro-preemie brought a family to 

its knees. Throughout his struggle for life, so struggle filmmaker, 

Nicole Conn and political activist Gwen Baba to keep their family 

from disintegrating under the unrelenting stress and chaos of 

hospitals, emergency medical crisis and a crushing blow to trust. 

Sitting at home with my premature son. I randomly found LITTLE 

MAN one night and cried during the entire film because I had just 

left the NICU with my own preemie about a week before. My little 

one didn't have the same battles, but I can understand first hand 

the fear and uncertainty these moms went through. Every baby in 

the NICU is an extension of your own because you know that your 

child could face the same challenges. This was an accurate 

depiction of life with a premature baby. I applaud the faith shown 

by this family. Nicholas and his family have shown us what love and endurance can bring under the 

worst of circumstances. I hope they have more normalcy now and thank them for such a moving 

account. 
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Little Man Tate (1991) 
 

Dede (Jodie Foster) is a sole parent trying to bring up her son Fred 

(9-year-old Adam Hann-Byrd). When it is discovered that Fred is a 

genius, she is determined to ensure that Fred has all the 

opportunities that he needs, and that he is not taken advantage 

of by people who forget that his extremely powerful intellect is 

harboured in the body and emotions of a child. A great directorial 

debut by Jodie Foster, not overly ambitious, but wholly effective. 

She plays a mother who wants her genius son to have an ordinary 

life, once his intelligence is discovered, yet in his "normal life," 

he's a total misfit. The way Foster brings these fragile little egos 

together is intriguing. The film is also a showcase for Wiest's 

quirky charms, she adds much humanity to a character who on 

the surface is unlikable, although it is Foster who gives the more 

subtle performance. (I disagree with one reviewer at the time 

who suggested they should have switched roles, it's more interesting seeing them each cast against 

type.) There are brief but nice supporting turns from Celia Weston and the late Danitra Vance. But it 

is Adam Hann-Byrd who makes the movie a total pleasure. If The Sixth Sense were made during this 

time (1991), he would have been the only choice for Haley Joel Osment's role. Never precocious, 

never going out of his way to pull at heartstrings, he could give several grown-up actors lessons in 

how to give a nuanced performance. A thoroughly enjoyable film. 
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Little Manhattan (2005) 
 

In Manhattan, the 10¾-year-old Gabe (12-year-old Josh 

Hutcherson) finds his first love when he meets his former 

kindergarten mate, the 11-year-old Rosemary (Charlie Ray), in his 

karate classes. Confused with his new feelings and with the 

divorce process of his beloved parents, Leslie (Cynthia Nixon) and 

Adam (Bradley Whitford), he experiences the delightful unknown 

sensation of being in love for the first time. 10-year-old Gabe was 

just a normal kid growing up in Manhattan, until Rosemary 

Telesco walked into his life actually into his karate class. But, 

before Gabe can tell Rosemary how he feels, she tells him she will 

not being going to public school any more. Gabe has a lot more to 

learn about life, love and girls. This is one of the cutest movies I've 

ever seen in my life! The movie is light-hearted and incredibly 

sweet. It tells the story of an adorable 10-year-old boy named 

Gabe whose parents are divorcing, but under New York law they must remain living together until 

the divorce is final. (This creates a small problem, as you can probably imagine.) Gabe becomes 

infatuated with Rosemary, a girl in his karate class he knew as a kindergärtner. They begin to 

practice karate together and Gabe's like for her blooms into love. I won't spoil anything but Josh 

Hutcherson is SO sweet narrating the movie, which melted my heart. Charlie Ray is one of the 

prettiest little girls I've ever seen! It's one of my all-time favorites and a great movie to see as a 

family. Let me tell you now that the presence of New York City (of which I was born and raised) is the 

backbone of the movie, having many beautiful scenes along the river and in Central Park. That's 

almost as good as Gabe's imaginations of karate gurus- you'll have to see it to know what I mean! 
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Little Men (1998) 
 

Retelling of Louisa May Alcott's classic tale of two street kids (13-

year-old Michael Caloz & Ben Cook) - one who becomes the 

recipient of a kind benefactor and the other who goes on the run 

on the street. The first gets taken to a school run by kindly 

teachers where he learns virtue and honesty. But when the 

second boy suddenly is brought into the school, he starts 

disruptions encouraging drinking and gambling. When he is finally 

cast out of the school, the other boys react in various ways. 

Brilliant movie. Although I can't say I've read any of the books, 

Little Women or Little Men, I CAN say that this movie is fantastic. 

For an independent film, I'm absolutely impressed. You wouldn't 

have thought it to be independent at all- the scenery is marvelous, 

the acting is wonderful, the plot tantalizing, and best of all, the 

characters are attracting in the most interesting way and never 

did I lose interest in the movie. Also, I might add, the camera work 

and lighting is excellent. You could tell that this movie was 

obviously made by professionals, but never once did the earlier 

centriuth feeling leave at all. You feel like you're a part of their lives, it's great! I love this movie 

much better than I liked Little Women- I think Little Women was too slow in the beginning and too 

fast at the end so it left you both exhausted and feeling like the movie was long, but still didn't get to 

the point in time. Anyway, I tell anyone who wants to see a story about adventure, discipline, and 

finding home, rent this movie about two street urchins who struggle to adapt to the 'be good and 

obedient' manners of Joe's house. 
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Little Men (2005) 
 

A story that captures how we grow up. The film takes the question 

of, "Whether girls should be allowed in the clubhouse," and 

focuses on the reality of the situation. The children, boys and girls, 

each realize if he or she is a leader or a follower, and struggle with 

this issue. The children, learning, fight to grow and to understand 

the next stage in their life, reminiscent for those who are already 

Big, and foretelling for those still Little. The good old days. I 

recently watched this film with my son who adored it. It takes me 

back to my childhood and the times that I would hang out with my 

friends in our "clubhouse". I appreciate that the film explored the 

conflict between genders. In some parts it was apparent that it 

only took 11 days to shoot. On the other hand the production 

value was impressive considering how quickly the film was 

completed. The cast seemed to work well together and after 

viewing the special features of the DVD I saw that it was carried over off screen. One of my favorite 

things about this film is the colors. It is absolutely beautiful, especially the greens from the plant life. 

Overall this film is a good bet. I would caution briefly about some of the language. There is no 

cursing but the standard, "stupid," "shut up," etc... that kids will probably hear anyway at the local 

park. In the end it is a cute story that makes you reminisce about the good old days. 
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Little Miss Sunshine (2006) 
 

Olive is a little girl (10-year-old Abigail Breslin) with a dream: 

winning the Little Miss Sunshine contest. Her family wants her 

dream to come true, but they are so burdened with their own 

quirks, neuroses, and problems that they can barely make it 

through a day without some disaster befalling them. Olive's father 

Richard is a flop as a motivational speaker, and is barely on 

speaking terms with her mother. Her uncle Frank, a renowned 

Proust scholar, has attempted suicide following an unsuccessful 

romance with a male graduate student. Her brother Dwayne, a 

fanatical follower of Nietzsche, has taken a vow of silence, which 

allows him to escape somewhat from the family whose very 

presence torments him. And Olive's grandfather is a ne'er-do-well 

with a drug habit, but at least he enthusiastically coaches Olive in 

her contest talent routine. Circumstances conspire to put the entire family on the road together with 

the goal of getting Olive to the Little Miss Sunshine contest in far off California. The Hoover family is 

the dictionary definition for the word "dysfunctional". The dad Richard is a man who gives lectures 

on winners and losers, the wife is Sheryl, a chain-smoking housewife. The uncle is Frank, who is not 

only gay, but recently attempted suicide. The grandpa is Edwin, a drug addict. The son is Dwayne a 

rebel who has vowed not to talk until he gets into the Air Force. And then there is Olive, a 7-year-old 

girl who dreams of going to the Little Miss Sunshine pageant. So what happens when they do? I went 

to a screening of this film at Sundance earlier this year, and this is what I wrote about it immediately 

following: This was a little less indie, cast-wise, but was jarringly real in a way that Hollywood rarely 

fosters. The story is of a limply-functional family, whose good leg is dysfunctional, and of the way 

that their love for each other is solid, somewhere underneath the varying shades of crazy. This film. 

Oh, this film! I have never laughed harder, and at such true-to-life comedy--nothing silly or goofy or 

forced or fake about the lines. It felt more like watching a documentary (minus all the familiar faces) 

and every time the laughter became almost unbearable, a little dash of agony or melancholic 

sadness was thrown in, and spawned aching tears. I sigh still, thinking of how completely in control 

of my insides that cast, that writer, that director all were. They owned my ass, and I will love them 

forever for it. I can't wait to see it again. Do NOT miss it. 
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Little Monsters (Piccoli Mostri) (1989) 
 

A child (13-year-old Fred Savage) meets the monster that lives 

under his bed. He even becomes one of his best friends. Soon the 

child discovers a whole new world of fun and games under his 

bed where pulling pranks on kids and other monsters is the main 

attraction. This movie has always been a favorite of mine. It's one 

I always want to see and would let my kids see. OK so maybe that 

might be for me too. It never gets old and always keeps you 

smiling. I didn't realize this move came out when it did, because it 

stays with you like you just seen it. I can still see parts from the 

movie in my head that make me laugh. My kids would love this 

movie. I just need to get it now. If I did get it it would be playing 

all the time. It's not a movie that is gonna scare kids. It's a good 

family film for the whole family of all ages. This movie is always 

gonna be a favorite with me!! 
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Little Odessa (1994) 
 

This film tells a bitter tale of a dysfunctional family. Joshua, a cold-

blooded professional killer, returns to his Brighton Beach boyhood 

home for a "job." He knows it will be difficult to return to the 

Russian-immigrant community of his youth--in his eyes, we see 

anticipation of the inevitable emotional pain and psychic turmoil 

that seeing his forsaken family and estranged companions will 

bring him. To do his job, and try to maintain some semblence of 

sanity, he has had to wall off his humanity from even himself. 

Seeing his kid brother, who adores him, talking with his dying 

mother, who still loves him, and yes, arguing with his abusive 

father, begins to wreak havoc with his personal defenses. As his 

steely demeanor begins to dissolve, we are shown the soul of a 

hit-man crumbling away, piece by piece. Finally, all that he now 

allows himself to admit that he loves is agonizingly torn away from 

him and he is left with the ultimate punishment for his transgressions. Great for movie fans, but not 

for the popcorn-munching masses. This film totally transcends its derivative storyline and machismo-

charged genre. avoiding predictable characterisation (which some of the previous commentators 

seem to desire) and melodrama, the film may seem (and is at least visually) cold, but its warmth is 

built through nuance, not cliche. Great soundtrack too, with Arvo Part. 
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Little Secrets (2001) 
 

Emily Lindstrom, 14-years-old, is an aspiring concert violinist; she's 

spending the summer practicing for a big audition while her 

girlfriends are at camp. She's also got a thriving neighborhood 

business: for 50 cents, she'll keep your secret. Her mother is very 

pregnant, and her parents seem more concerned about the new 

baby than anything Emily cares about. A new family moves in next 

door; their son, Philip (14-year-old Michael Angarano), 12-years-

old, becomes Emily's friend. Eventually, the weight of Emily's 

secrets - her own, the ones she's keeping professionally, and a 

secret Philip tells her, send her life temporarily crashing down. A 

tale centering on Emily, a plucky preteen (and violin virtuoso) who 

is entrusted with her young neighbors' most private and cherished 

secrets. Every Wednesday, Emily sets up a booth in her backyard 

which regularly attracts the guilty young souls of the 

neighborhood. These include Philip - the new kid on the block - whose clumsiness with an expensive 

chess piece (and his interest in Emily) make him one of her most challenging clients. But comedic 

complications ensue when the Secret Keeper 'normally so trustworthy' suddenly finds it difficult to 

keep all of her neighbors' secrets to herself. David Lynch's "Blue Velvet" starts with some great 

images: ideal suburbia - kids crossing the street, firemen waving as they go down the road on their 

truck, and a man watering his garden. Then the guy has a stroke and collapses. We are then treated 

to the best shot of the film: his dog playfully jumping around the squirting hose he continues to hold 

as a toddler ambles toward him. Then the camera moves down for a macro shot of the insect world 

in his lawn, introducing the film's theme that there is a secret and much nastier world just below the 

surface of "Norman Rockwell" suburbia. In "Little Secrets", Emily runs a business which keeps all the 

neighborhood secrets in a safe place for a fee. It takes Lynch's dark theme and turns it into a lesson 

about friendship and trust. Apparently this thematic content is the reason the film was given a PG 

rating, although it is hard to imagine that anyone would think this film required "parental guidance". 

The film features a decent performance from Evan Rachel Wood (Emily), although there is nothing 

here that would lead anyone to think she was capable of her breakout performance in "Thirteen". 

14-year-old Michael Angarano (Phillip) is fantastic opposite Wood and they have a nice chemistry. 

16-year-old David Gallagher does a good job in a small role that is unnecessarily tacked onto the 

story, presumably to capitalize on his "7th Heaven" popularly. Blair Treu, the film's director, should 

have recognized in mid-production that a better resolution would have been the pairing of Emily and 

Phillip rather than Emily and David. It was an easy fix, minor rewrites and re-shooting a couple 

scenes to make Phillip the same age as Emily, they certainly look the same age. Gallagher's drawing 

power did not save the production commercially (it tanked big time at the box office) so they ruined 

the ending for nothing. The director of photography used a lot of great crane shots and creative 

camera angles but overall the the shots should have been tighter (i.e. closer shots of the faces and 

eyes). One exception was Caitlin E. J. Meyer (Isabelle) who the camera loves and who steals her 

scenes as the 9-year-old younger sister of Emily's best friend. Isabelle has the movie's best line "Life 

is complicated when you look like Claudia Schiffer". This is a very original premise, a well-conceived 

and rather profound story. It has one especially great scene when the web of secrets starts to 



crumble. First Emily is angry at David because he was caught drinking which was his secret, making 

David angry at Phillip for telling Emily his secret, which makes Phillip angry at Emily for telling David 

that he had told her David's secret. 
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Little Spies (1986) 
 

While I wouldn't rate this up there with "Flight of the Navigator", 

or "Tommy Tricker" as must-see-movies-for-under-12-year-olds, 

LITTLE SPIES is certainly a tasty treat. It's got all the 80s 

stereotypes covered: the fat kid, the skateboarder/physical type, 

the science nerd/electronics wizard, and the opposing street-gang. 

But most importantly, it has a certain meddlesome group of 

alturistic adults who pose a threat to the carefree approaching 

summer by impounding their dog. The kids may have to go out on 

a raid. See this if you liked "B.R.A.T. Patrol". With Peter Smith, 15-

year-old Adam Carl, Sean Hall, 12-year-old Scott Nemes, Jamie 

Abbott & 16-year-old Eric Walker. 
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Live And Let Die (1973) 
 

Several British agents have been murdered and James Bond is 

sent to New York, to investigate these mysterious deaths. Mr. Big 

comes to his knowledge, who is self-producing heroin. Along his 

journeys he meets Tee Hee who has a claw for a hand, Baron 

Samedi the voodoo master and Solitaire and her tarot cards. Bond 

must travel deep inside New York, through marshy grass and on 

water as he completes his mission. Bond with spookiness! This 

Bond film is often sorely neglected – and here is my little bit to 

say, "Hey, don't neglect Live and Let Die!". Because I have to say 

here and now that I am a fully qualified authority on Bond films 

(i.e. I've seen them all and know plenty enough about Bond and 

the Bond franchise) and that Live and Let Die is one of the best. 

Many others Bond fans may squirm at this, but a bold effort by 

Roger Moore at a very difficult task indeed (that is, following Connery's act), together with an 

unusual Voodoo-themed plot, a very creepy set of megalomaniacs, tasty set-pieces and the very best 

theme tune of any Bond film, make for pretty stonking viewing, I feel. Looking closer at that plot, it 

really is quite unusual, Bond-wise, for a bit of dabbling in Voodoo and the occult. It creates a spooky 

atmosphere not normally a part of the average Bond experience. The heroin-based impetus behind 

the plot serves only as a sensible explanation for the eerie goings-on. Baron Samedi and Tee Hee 

cannot fail to both amuse you, frighten you and make you go "oooh!"; whilst the ever-dominating 

Kananga is nice 'n' scary – played by Yaphet Kotto. Sheriff Pepper is a touchy subject for Bond 

purists, but I like him - and Solitaire is a Bond girl with an intriguing touch (!). Oh! - and this is surely 

the best Felix Leiter. The set-pieces are spectacular in all the ways you would expect them to be (the 

bus chase, speed-boat chase and the infamous crocodiles stand out in particular), and the action is 

fast-paced throughout. Oh, and that theme tune! It is too often ignored, in my opinion, and is so 

high-powered and so fitting to the film, I can't help but love it! Bad points: Moore isn't quite Connery 

– although I do not question his good performance here, and Hey! No "Q"! 
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Lives Of The Saints (2004) 
 

Vittorio Innocente, a young man, estranged from the tragedies of 

his Italian immigrant family, has spent his adult life denying his 

past. When his estranged father starts to stalk Vittorio's sister, 

Rita, with murderous intent, Vittorio is moved to return to his 

family and uncover the decades-old secrets that have torn his 

family apart. The Length Spoilt This Movie. I see this movie back to 

back both parts, and my overview is Part 2 is much better than 

Part 1. Overall the movie is very lengthy and is quite boring at time 

especially the part one. Story: Part 1; show the life of the boy and 

his mother struggling to lives in the small town. The mother is 

having an affair and has another baby before decided to 

immigrate to Canada. Part 2; both the boy and his sister grew up 

trying to deny they horrible past until the day come when the boy 

father try to attempt to kill his sister. This makes him come back home to his family and along the 

way he uncover the decades-old secrets that have torn his family apart. Skip the part one causes it 

too boring, and I meant it. Go to part two where there are more excitement and when the story 

wheels start to turn. The casting is excellent and the acting is great. Actually everything here is great 

apart from the main thing and that is the Story. OverView: That is why this movie is certainly not for 

everyone, only people with loads of time and patience. 
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Living With The Dead (Talking To Heaven) (2002) 
 

A man begins to have disturbing visions of dead people, among 

whom are his mother and victims of a local serial killer. The 

detective investigating the murders looks to him for help in solving 

the case. Fantastic! I've accidentally found this movie on the 

Hallmark channel as there's no better choice on HBO and other 

movie channels that night. Without knowing anything about this 

movie I started watching it, and thinking that it might be just 

another horror movie. I must admit that I was kinda disappointed 

while I saw Ted Danson appeared on the movie cos I never really 

like Cheers and neither do I interested on any of his movie at all. 

But now, I must say Thank God I didn't switch to other channel 

which I almost did that night. This is an excellent movie with great 

actors, the performance of Ted Danson, Queen Latifah and Jack 

Palance impressed me a lot, and other actors were amazing in their roles too. I was stupid to ignore 

Ted Danson's movie in the past, he is really a great actor that acted with his heart and soul. This is 

not just a horror movie but a movie about forgiveness, understanding and most of all - LOVE! I love 

this movie very much, so much so that I watched the repeat again the next morning. With 10-year-

old Connor Widdows & 14-year-old Reece Thompson. 
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Lloyd (2001) 
 

Lloyd (17-year-old Todd Bosley) is a sweet and funny 11-year-old 

class clown who's always getting into trouble with his teachers. 

Mrs. Crub is the meanest teacher in school. When Lloyd tries to 

rescue one of his classmates from her cruelty, he is banished to a 

class for "less enthusiastic" students. There, Lloyd joins three 

other sub-par students: Troy, Carla, and Storm. Lloyd learns a 

lesson about love when pretty Tracey becomes the newest class 

member. For Lloyd it's love at first sight. Unfortunately for sweet 

Lloyd, he is no match for the handsome Storm, the junior high 

"rebel without a cause." But with help from his mom, his little 

brother, and a mysterious magician, Lloyd learns that confidence 

and self-esteem can still get him the pretty girl in the end. 
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Local Boys (2002) 
 

Two brothers and their surfing buddies face new challenges and 

adventures over the course of a memorable summer. This is by 

far the best surfing movie I have ever seen. It has a great story 

and a perfect cast. 13-year-old Jeremy Sumpter and Eric Christian 

Olsen work GREAT together as brothers. Jeremy Sumpter is a very 

gifted actor. He is unbelievably talented. This movie is just good, 

clean entertainment, and we could definately use more movies 

like this nowadays. Also, the surfing rocks! Mark Harmon has 

been a favorite of mine for a couple of years now. I'm not sure I 

agree with his moustache though. It would've looked better on 

him if it was shorter on the sides. I love the opening sequence, 

with Skeet (Jeremy Sumpter) riding his skim board near the shore. 

Skim boarding is fun to do, and fun to watch! I'm giving it an 11 

out of 10! I SERIOUSLY recommend this to any surfing fans, surf 

movie fans, and anyone who likes great entertainment and hot 

beaches! 
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Locked In Silence (1999) 
 

A story of a young boy (10-year-old Marc Donato) who becomes 

an elective mute after witnessing what he believes to be the killing 

by his older brother of a teenage boy. The young boy's brother 

then tells him not to say anything because of the trouble it would 

cause in the family... so he doesn't say anything again. The 

problem is that the young boy so enjoys his acceptance by others 

of his mutism that it brings his family, a loving and caring farm 

family, to the brink of financial ruin in medical and psychological 

costs to cure him. Based on a true story, this is the intelligent 

telling of a family in crisis, and the work of doctors in dealing with 

this mental illness. I will try to be brief about this film because I 

can't imagine anyone will ever really watch it. The only reason I 

even rented soemthing like this is because the woman I am dating thought it looked good and she 

recommended it. She has excellent taste so I agreed. Oh boy were we in for a shock. She hated it 

even worse than I did and she ended up fast forwarding a lot of the dialogue in the film just so we 

could get to the big secret. The problem with the movie is that it took so long to set everything up 

that by the end you can't wait to find out what it is just so you can turn the movie off and watch 

Sportsdesk. The young boys problem becomes annoying. Sure, at the end we can empathize with 

him and all that he went through but that does not make the film a good one. Trauma is a weird 

thing and I guess it affects everyone in different ways but I just didn't buy into why the young kid 

became unable to talk. Hey, here's an idea; if you are threatened by the local sheriff that seems to 

do everything the wrong way, tell someone. His backward ass tactics would have gotten him busted 

long before this movie does. When the film is boring and moves at a snails pace and you don't really 

like any of the characters in it, then you have a problem. Locked in Silence should have stayed that 

way. It never should have been given the green light. This is proof that not all true life stories need 

to be told and made into a film. 
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Lockie Leonard (2007) 
 

Starring 14-year-old Sean Keenan. What chance have you got 

when your dad's a cop, your mum's a frighteningly understanding 

parent, your brother (12-year-old Corey McKernan) wets the bed, 

your best friend's a heavy metal devotee and then you fall in love 

at 12¾-years-old. It can only mean trouble, worry, mega-

embarrassment and some wild, wild times. For some odd reason 

this show seems to have attracted a very low score on 

IMDb...perhaps it reflects a generation raised on garbage 

television such as big brother. As a 20-year-old, I am hardly in the 

key demographic for this show...yet, having purchased and 

watched the DVD boxed set, I find it charming... it is quite possibly 

the best Australian made show in years, it's a remarkably well 

acted dramedy focusing on a year in the life of 13-year-old Lockie 

Leonard, and his family, in what could best be described as a 

coming of age series in the vein of 'the wonder years', 'degrassi' 

and 'freaks and geeks' though not quite reaching the heights of that latter masterpiece. It also, 

thankfully, lacks the 'life lesson of the week' feel that degrassi, though also an entertaining show, 

often can't quite conceal. The scripts are consistently funny, and entertaining, and the production 

values are solid... It is an appalling tragedy that this series only lasted one season, though from all 

I've been able to discover, it was never intended to run longer...so it's not an issue of cancellation. 

I'm not going to delve to deeply into plot points, since this show deserves to be watched with no 

prior spoilers... but it suffices to say that this is a quirky dramatic comedy which doesn't dumb itself 

down for it's intended younger audience and isn't afraid to tackle difficult issues, thus making it an 

entertaining viewing experience for all ages. 

 

Series 1 (26 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 01: The Human Torpedo; Lockie Leonard and his family arrive in their new town, Angelus. 

Lockie meets and get to know the locals, including Egg, a weird kid from the bogan tribe, and Vicki 

Streeton, the first girl he's ever met who causes him to forget how to speak. If it weren't for the 

great waves in Angelus, life would be looking pretty scary. 

Episode 02: Stormy Mondays; Lockie's first day of high school runs exactly to plan... not! After 

quickly making an enemy, Lockie is an immediate target for all kinds of treatment at school. 

Episode 03: Lockie Chickens Out; Mum decides it's time Lockie learns about his changing body. 

Meanwhile, Lockie continues to be a target and nearly loses the only friend he has. 

Episode 04: To Cheat or Not to Cheat; When Lockie mouths off in maths class, Mum is called into the 

office. As usual, Mum blames herself and Lockie wonders if it would be easier for Mum if he was 



born a girl. Lockie and Egg stare temptation in the face when they find the answers to Old Squasher's 

mathematics test. Meanwhile, Sarge embarks on a war on sarcasm... that should be successful. 

Episode 05: Cyril; Lockie questions why his dad Sarge insists on being so "different". It's hard enough 

fitting into a new town without Sarge drawing attention to the family — like insisting the thing they 

need is a pet sheep named Cyril. 

Episode 06: A Water Feature; Lockie's hormones cruise into town and create chaos, causing him to 

make a fool of himself in front of Vicki Streeton. All up, puberty is looking to be a bumpy ride for 

Lockie. Philip gains a new perspective on his problem when his grandparents visit. 

Episode 07: Match of the Day; After five weeks in Angelus, Lockie is still an outsider — how could 

this happen? Desperate to be one of the gang, Lockie takes up football. 

Episode 08: The Details; Lockie Leonard is officially a teenager. But, hold on — do things feel any 

different? Everything does! Vicki Streeton kisses Lockie, promising to sort out "The Details" later. 

Episode 09: Weird Genes; After his disaster with Vicki, Lockie hibernates in his room for days. His 

family has had enough — poor Phillip has even broken into a rash. 

Episode 10: Miracles; Suffering from Easter holidays boredom, Lockie decides it's time to teach Egg 

how to swim. But the boys get more then they bargained for when they discover the river is 

polluted. 

Episode 11: X Marks the Dot; Thanks to Phillip, breaking news about Lockie and Dot is spreading 

across Angelus like wildfire. Lockie is mortified. 

Episode 12: Dog Days; Lockie and Egg prepare for their public meeting to help save the river. At first, 

Lockie's committed to the cause... until Dot asks him to surf, that is. 

Episode 13: It's Not You, It's Me; Lockie has some problems. First, he's decided to break up with Dot. 

It's just figuring out how that's tricky. Fortunately, Captain Chicken is on hand to help with his and 

Egg's efforts to stop the river polution. Meanwhile, Mum is acting weird, staring for hours at the TV. 

Episode 14: Pure Poetry; Just when life is finally uncomplicated, Lockie falls for Vicki Streeton all over 

again... and it's driving him to distraction. Mum and Sarge try to instill in Lockie the value of poetry. 

Lockie starts the Angelus High Board Riders Association but is challenged for top spot by Boof. 

Episode 15: The Ladder of Love; Lockie and Vicki are back on. And unlike before, Lockie takes the 

public attention in his stride. 

Episode 16: Brothers; When dancing-challenged Lockie realises he's expected to bust some moves at 

the upcoming blue light disco, he takes his insecurities out on Phillip. Phillip is kept busy on a top 

secret assignment, "Project Lisa". 

Episode 17: Swamp Rat; Lockie is invited to go water-skiing with Vicki and her parents, and assures 

Vicki he's a good skier. In reality he has never skied before. Rev. Egg's job is on the line when he is 

evaluated by assessors from the church. After having his heart broke, Phillip preoccupiers himself in 

trying to create better tasting green jelly babies. 



Episode 18: Face the Fear; After a misunderstanding with Vicki, Lockie is thrust into a looming 

altercation with an older bogan. Lockie's mum must also face her fears when she is asked my Mrs. 

Egg to pose for a sculpture — in the nude. 

Episode 19: Lockie Takes the Cake; Lockie is stressed out. Out of the 365 days in the year, why did 

Vicky and Phillip have to be born on the same one? Desperate for money to buy two presents, Lockie 

and Egg try their hand at busking. Mum gets a new bread machine. Bead Boy helps make Vicky's 

birthday party truly unforgettable. 

Episode 20: The Clock's Tickin'; Lockie and a bunch of kids from school are off to John East's Camp 

Find Yourself. The clock's ticking for Egg as he faces a difficult decision about his future. Lockie's 

relationship with Vicky is put to the test. 

Episode 21: Zig Zag Hill; When Mum has one of her "polka dot days", Lockie is forced to be mature 

and responsible by doing the housework. The mounting pressure releases in his attempt to conquer 

Angelus's unskatable zig zag hill. Meanwhile, Freda is on her last legs (again) and Egg is stressed 

about rumours that Dot likes him. 

Episode 22: Angels and Monsters; Between mum being in hospital and his continued bed-wetting, 

Phillip needs cheering up, so Lockie enters them in the Annual Angelus Fishing Competition. 

Episode 23: Boredom Busters; Lockie and the family become the focus of small-town charity, much 

to Lockie's chagrin. Lockie enters the cross-country and places a disappointing first. Cyril goes 

missing. 

Episode 24: Barry Goes Pop; Nan's cooking causes some hot air to rise in the Leonard house. Lockie 

and Phillip have concerns about nan and pop's ability to look after Sarge's beloved children. Vicki 

sabotages her father's re-election campaign. Egg awaits his mother's return and Phillips makes a 

shocking discovery about nan. Pop. 

Episode 25: The Domino Effect; Lockie ponders the notion of the domino effect: how one small 

event can trigger a series of other smaller events, leading to big, potentially life-changing results. 

Phillip turns to the ancient Chinese art of Feng Shui to get what he really wants. Egg is faced with his 

parents changing relationship and Vicki hopes to get her father to let Colin come back home. 

Episode 26: Joy... To the World; It's the last day of school and Vicki drops a bombshell: she won't be 

coming back to Angelus High next year. In fact, she's leaving Angelus altogether to go to boarding 

school. The Leonard family awaits Mum's return from hospital in time for Christmas, Phillip's 

nightmare nears an end, and volunteers lineup to help Rev. Egg put on his Christmas Rock Opera. 
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Logan (2010) 
 

A story about two teenage brothers, Tyler (Patrick Probst) and 

Logan (13-year-old Leo Howard). Logan, the younger of the two, 

has got his mind set on a seemingly impossible project which turns 

out to be much harder than he could ever imagine. At the turn of 

an unexpected tragedy, the brothers' relationship is altered 

forever and Tyler is challenged to do whatever it takes to see his 

little brother's project succeed, even if that means risking it all. On 

Par with Fireproof. This was a lower budget (not sure what it 

actually was though) film from Real Bean Entertainment. It was 

written by 2 friends of mine, Matt Martin, and Caleb Doyle and 

produced by Kyle Lawrence. I believe a couple of other also 

worked on the script. It's hard not to be a bit bias when you know 

so many folks involved with a film, but for me that just makes me 

notice their mistakes to a much greater extent. In all honesty I 

wasn't expecting much from this film. As much as I appreciate other productions from Real Bean, 

such as Completing Kaden, the quality has not always been there (that is not meant as a slam as I 

still watch it and encourage others to buy it regularly). I've learned to have a very low standard for 

Christian films in general and that way I'm not disappointed. This time my expectations were blown 

out of the water. I was truly impressed by almost every facet of this movie. Normally, in Christian 

movies I don't support the extra expense of hiring Hollywood actors. From what I've seen they don't 

really add much to the project overall, but I do think it was the right choice in this instance. Leo 

Howard, best known as Young Snake Eyes in the new G.I. Joe, does an amazing job as the title 

character. The flow and interaction between Logan and his older brother, Tyler (played by Patrick 

Probst), comes across as very genuine. This is essential in a movie that is driven primarily by it's 

dialog. The editing for this film goes through marvelous transitions. I personally only noticed one 

area where it seemed a bit sudden. Even the set panning added a lot to the film. As for the 

videography it has definitely increased in quality. I mean, not one persons face was cut off. But 

seriously, the angle changes go across very well and even help to add to the emotion which is so lack 

in other productions. The director has a tendency to follow the actors feet at times in the film, and 

while noticeable I like it. My favorite scene involves a beautiful orchestral piece with some amazing 

cut away shots. There is also a piece of foreshadowing in this part that I love. There was one scene 

that I felt "jumped the shark" a bit and gave away more than the writers really intended. This scene 

was a bit frustrating and unbelievable but thankfully it does not drag on more than a couple of 

minutes. As I mentioned earlier, the movie is very dialog driven. This means that it can come across 

as slow at times, but again I felt they pulled it off very well. The soundtrack helps the audience stay 

with it and the extent of the character development is the true payoff. My favorite character 

through this production was young Abigail Isom, who played Allison. Her spunk and wit add not only 

humor to the film but a poignant truth as well. The comic relief of the film is definitely the Hoffman 

parents. The pair come across very well together and do a wonderful job playing off of one another. 

One of the biggest pluses for this movie is that it is not over Christianized. Yes, Real Bean 

Entertainment is a Christian based production company and there are faith aspects to this film. 

There is primarily one Christian character, Ben (16-year-old Booboo Stewart). The tone is there but 



not overt as to take away from the other aspects of the story. In many Christian films they seem to 

shove the gospel in and make some great instant change in the character and in truth usually getting 

the gospel wrong in the process. This film in no way does that, but nor does it ignore faith all 

together. The balance is quite nice and it is done so in such a way that this film will be of great 

benefit to public high schools. That is probably the best audience for this film to reach. I'd love to see 

it played in a variety of junior high and high schools around the country and would encourage 

anyone reading this to get in touch with Producer Kyle Lawrence about doing so. As important as it is 

for Christians to take part in public discussions of politics we must equally take place in the realm of 

the arts. Sadly, most Christian production companies will make one or two projects and due to lack 

of support will fold. Or those that do make it produce utter garbage without ever striving for 

excellence. Every now in then though we can find a diamond in the rough and with a little polishing 

we can see great blessings come out that will point the world to a holy God and a saving Christ. That 

is what I believe we are seeing through the efforts of Kyle Lawrence, Matt Martin, and Caleb Doyle. 

I've known them about three years now and it is good to see them grow not only in talent but in 

Christ. I don't spend too much time with Kyle at all and only minimal with Caleb and Matt, but the 

work Christ is continuing on in them is of immense pleasure to my soul. Follow their work, support 

their efforts, and watch as we see what God will do with a simple faith and a repentant heart. 
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Lokas (2008) 
 

Charly is a homophobic man who discovers that Mario, his own 

father, is gay. Against his will, Charly have to deal with the tender 

relationship that Mario develops with his grandson Pedro 

(Raimundo Bastidas). 
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Lolita (1962) 
 

A middle-aged college professor becomes infatuated with a 14-

year-old nymphet. Humbert Humbert, a divorced British professor 

of French literature, travels to small-town America for a teaching 

position. He allows himself to be swept into a relationship with 

Charlotte Haze, his widowed and sexually famished landlady, 

whom he marries in order that he might pursue the woman's 14-

year-old flirtatious daughter, Lolita, with whom he has fallen 

hopelessly in love, but whose affections shall be thwarted by a 

devious trickster named Clare Quilty. Both Lolitas are good. 

Someone commented that if you want to acquaint yourself with 

Nabokov's 'Lolita' without actually reading it, the best you can do 

is to see Adrian Lyne's version. This is surely true. And, I might 

add, if you want to acquaint yourself with Nabokov's 'Lolita' 

without actually reading it - to hell with you. You don't stand a chance anyway. Humbert's narration 

cannot possibly make it to the screen in one piece. Kubrick, at least, made no attempt. He even 

invents his own material, which Lyne is afraid or unwilling to do. Something about Lyne's 

authenticity is even shocking. He opens the story in 1947, which is when the story in fact opens - yet 

everything looks jarringly old-fashioned, whereas Kubrick's indeterminate 1950s setting looks right. 

The bulk of the story might as well take place in the 1950s as any other time. The crucial point is that 

the story cannot begin any EARLIER than 1947 - we need a post-war America with motels dotting the 

landscape. Humbert has little contact with contemporary culture; he only encounters the snippets of 

music and film that obsess Lolita, and he finds them unendurably vulgar. Kubrick captures this very 

well. There's this boppy little pop tune we never hear the end of - although most of the time we only 

hear it subliminally - for the first half of the movie, and it sounds like exactly the kind of tune that 

drove Humbert up the wall. Kubrick's cast is a strong one. It's crowned by Peter Sellers as Quilty - 

and before you complain that we see too much of him, ask yourself what scene featuring Quilty 

could you possibly want to be removed? Admittedly, since this is 1962, we have a Lolita who is 

merely sixteen - but maybe this isn't just because it's 1962. After all, the book does two things at 

once. It makes us understand perfectly why Humbert is attracted to Lolita - we see her through his 

eyes - while constantly reminding us that Lolita is not someone that we would be attracted to, 

ourselves. Both are worthy goals, but when it comes time to film the book, the director must make a 

choice between them. Kubrick picked a genuinely attractive, but still obviously young, Sue Lyon. I 

can't fault this choice. As for Humbert - well, here Kubrick was actually MORE daring than Lyne was. 

Humbert Humbert is a sympathetic character who is also calculating, manipulative and - now and 

then - shockingly brutal. James Mason allows Humbert to be all of these things. This doesn't prevent 

him from being sympathetic. The story takes care of that. It comes down to this. What, exactly, does 

Humbert do that's so wrong? Is it that he has sex with a minor? Considered in itself this is the least 

of his crimes. What's really wrong is the way he attempts to be Lolita's lover and guardian 

simultaneously, and, of course, he makes a hash of both jobs. THAT is what's essential to the story of 

Lolita, and that's what Kubrick transfers to the screen at least as well as Lyne. Having said that I must 

add that both versions are very good. They're also different enough to scarcely even be competitors. 

See them one after the other, if you like. 
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London River (2009) 
 

Two strangers come to discover the fate of their respective 

children in the 2005 terrorist attacks on London. After traveling to 

London to check on their missing children in the wake of the 2005 

terror attack on the city, two strangers come to discover their 

respective children had been living together at the time of the 

attacks. Commendable drama. Elisabeth (Brenda Blethyn) lives a 

reclusive life on the shores of Guernsey, until her life is torn apart 

when she learns of the July 7th terror attacks in London, where 

her daughter lives. Meanwhile, Ousmane (Sotigui Kouyate) is a 

black Muslim immigrant from France who has also come to 

London to look for his son, who he has not seen from birth. When 

he discovers a photo and some contact details, he gets in touch 

with Elisabeth and they embark on a soul shattering quest to find 

their flesh and blood that takes them on a journey of discovery and hope, to the gravest depths of 

despair. In the extras section of the DVD, even Blethyn herself comments on doubts she had about 

accepting the script for London River, on account of how close it was to the attacks and the official 

enquiry etc. not coming out. But it's good that she pushed her doubts aside, because her 

performance is one of the more compelling things about this old fashioned feeling drama, tending to 

headlines from very recently. With the feel of some TV drama from the early 90s, director Rachid 

Bouchareb has laced his daring and challenging drama with some personal touches here and there 

that give it a neat feel of it's own. The execution never hits with it's maximum impact, and it's over 

too quickly to really make it shine. But the subtle, under-stated performances from the two lead 

actors and it's realistic feel of a tragedy and the cruelty of life unfolding lift it well above average. 
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London To Brighton (2006) 
 

It's 3:07am and two girls burst into a run down London toilet. 

Joanne is crying her eyes out and her clothing is ripped. Kelly's 

face is bruised and starting to swell. Duncan Allen lies in his 

bathroom bleeding to death. Duncan's son, Stuart, has found his 

father and wants answers. Derek, Kelly's pimp, needs to find Kelly 

or it will be him who pays. Kelly and Joanne need to get through 

the next 24 hours alive. I also saw London to Brighton at the 

Edinburgh film festival, the buzz after the film was all so positive 

and I think this film will do really well based on this word of 

mouth. Wining awards at both Edinburgh and rain dance can't be 

a bad sign. For a first time director Paul Andrew Williams pulls off 

a very confident film, it can be quite hard hitting, very well written 

with some really good performances. The two central characters 

particularly shine in the darker moments in the film, the 

combination of there acting and the directors ability to create such a tangible atmosphere creates 

some truly gripping scenes. In short Its the kind of film the British film industry should be making 

more of, challenging, entertaining and decidedly British and hopefully it will get a large release. 

Highly Recommend!! 
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Long John Silver (Long John Silver's Return To Treasure Island) 

(1954) 
 

After the Treasure Island adventure, Long John Silver turns up on a 

British Caribbean island, where he hears that rival pirate Mendoza 

has taken the ship carrying the governor's daughter...and his 

young friend Jim Hawkins. Naturally, there's more to his rescue 

plan than meets the eye; he hopes to get a new ship and go back 

for more treasure. Robert Newton returns once again to his 

famous role from TREASURE ISLAND, that of Long John Silver. 

Once more he chews the scenery with gusto and is just grand fun 

to watch in this particular role any time you can catch him. This 

time Long John sets out to save young Jim Hawkins (played by 12-

year-old Kit Taylor who sadly doesn't possess the memorable 

screen presence that his predecessor 13-year-old Bobby Driscoll 

put into the role) from a cutthroat pirate named "El Toro" 

Mendoza (Lloyd Berrell) but also added into the mix are a slightly 

more memorable crew of pirates following after Long John's lead 

and Long John's frequently comedic interactions with his main squeeze Purity Pinker (Connie 

Gilchrist), who has her eyes firmly set on marriage and settling down the old sea Captain. Things 

become truly adventurous when the band of pirates set out for a return to Treasure Island and meet 

up with some most unexpected surprises and obstacles along the way. In many ways, this unofficial 

sequel to the classic Walt Disney film, has a more gritty, real down to Earth feel about it although it 

really adds little new to the mix. Still any boy who ever dreamed of pirates and searching for lost 

treasure should find much to enjoy here. Great fun overall, Newton is just a pure delight to watch in 

this entertaining, surprisingly well-written and executed boys fantasy brought to life. 
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Look And Read: Joe And The Sheep Rustlers (1976) 
 

The last of the original-era stories was told from the point of view of a lad called Joe (20-year-old 

Struan Rodger), who lived in the town of Ten Bridges in the North of England. He and his friend Jill 

investigate sheep rustling round the local farms and end up in trouble, both from the rustlers who 

don't like snooping and the local warden who gets fed up with lots of false alarms. Joe also 

presented the in-between teaching bits from his workshop, with occasional help from some other 

characters from the story. Note that, like Leonard Kingston's other two Look and Read plots, this 

features a sort-of villain who seems nice at first, has the hero kidnapped in Episode 8, and ends with 

a big chase. This is also notable as the first colour Look and Read story. Fewer than one in five U.K. 

primary schools had colour TVs by this point, but it is colour all the same. Joe is the shepherd boy at 

Castle Farm out on the moors, which is owned by Mrs. Sharp and her daughter Jill. A man called 

Mike Burns also works on the farm, but he resigns in strange circumstances without giving a reason. 

Mrs. Sharp is angry because some of their sheep have been going missing recently, and she blames 

the residents of the local youth hostel, run by Mr. West. Mr. West himself is more suspicous of the 

neighbouring farmers, terrible Ted and dozy Denis Beasley, two nasty brothers. Joe and Jill later see 

Mike talking to the Beasley brothers, and find part of a burnt message in his room at the farm that 

mentions blackmail. Joe and Jill go over to the Beasleys' farm to visit Mike but are told that Mike 

doesn't work there. Joe creeps round the back and sees Mike in the yard, along with a flock of sheep 

whose painted markings show that they belong to another farm. Joe is almost spotted by the 

Beasleys, but Mike helps him get away. When Joe fetches Mr. West to have a look at the sheep in 

the Beasley's yard, the markings have been changed to show that they belong to the Beasleys. Ted 

Beasley says he's going to make Joe very sorry for snooping. A few weeks later the local sheep 

shearer comes to Castle Farm and secretly hands Joe a coded note from Mike. Joe soon finds out 

that the shearer was badly assaulted after giving him the note, and solves the code to discover a 

warning about sheep rustlers. He and Jill hurry back to Castle Farm, passing a big lorry on the way, 

and discover Mrs. Sharp tied up in the barn and all the sheep missing. They fetch Mr. West again and 

stop the Beasleys' lorry, but find it empty with no sign of any sheep. Joe and Jill go searching on the 

moors for where the Beasleys could have hidden the sheep but find no trace, so they go back to the 

Beasleys farm to ask Mike. Jill distracts the Beasleys while Joe sneaks into their farmhouse. He can't 

find Mike but does see part of a message from Ted Beasley to Mr. Burns the butcher, telling him to 

be ready for a delivery of sheep. The Beasleys decide to get rid of the stolen sheep immediately. 

They grab a tin of special marking paint and set off in their Land Rover. Joe jumps in the back and 

pours the paint onto the road, leaving a trail for Jill to follow. When the Beasleys arrive at their 

destination, some old houses on the moor, they discover Joe and lock him up in one of the huts, 

which is already holding Mike as a prisoner. Mike reveals that he had been stealing some sheep from 

Castle Farm to sell to his father, the butcher, and the Beasleys found out about it. Joe and Mike start 

hitting the door with an old beam of wood while Jill gets her horse to pull on a rope tied to the other 

side, and they soon pull the door off. Mike and Joe race off to Ten Bridges and arrive in time to see 

the Beasleys confronting Mr. Burns. They confront the villains and tell them they're surrounded, but 

Ted is having none of it and pulls out his shotgun. Just then Jill and Mr. West screech up in a car with 

some of the hostellers. Ted shoots Mr. Burns in the shoulder then the Beasleys dash off into the 

town. Mike soon grabs Denis while Joe tackles Ted into the canal. The Beasleys and the Burnses are 

arrested, Joe is made foreman of the farm and all the sheep rustling is stopped. 



 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (1976) 
 

Episode 01: Castle Farm. 

Episode 02: Blackmail. 

Episode 03: A Mistake? 

Episode 04: One in Three. 

Episode 05: Never Say Die. 

Episode 06: Prisoner in the House. 

Episode 07: The Red Trail. 

Episode 08: Left to Rot. 

Episode 09: Put Up Your Hands. 

Episode 10: The Hero. 
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Look And Read: The King's Dragon (1977) 
 

Billy West (Sean Flanagan) is the young grandson of a Hastings fisherman, Stan West, who discovers 

some threatening messages cut out of newspapers. With the help of a journalist from the local 

paper, Ann Mills, he discovers that the messages are targeted at an archaeologist who is digging at 

the castle, Miss Wood. A stranger called Mr. Carter arrives in the town, whose villainy is revealed by 

the fact that he owns a fast motorboat. Ann tries to show the threatening messages to the police but 

Carter nicks them from her car - and without this proof her editor won't let Ann print her story, and 

gets her to do a story about a museum exhibition on the Battle of Hastings instead. Luckily the 

musuem's curator is able to tell her all about a lost local treasure - King Harold's golden armring, the 

King's Dragon - which Ann realises is what Miss Wood must've discovered. Billy snoops around 

Carter's boat and finds a box of gold treasurey stuff. Ann goes to Miss Wood's house but can't find 

her - she also fails to discover Carter who is inside searching for the King's Dragon with his criminal 

associate (and nephew), Clive Manning, who is also Miss Wood's assistant. Ann works out that the 

armring is hidden in some caves but Clive overhears her and Billy talking about it and follows Billy to 

the caves, where he steals the King's Dragon. Clive and Carter also kidnap Billy and take him off on 

their boat. Billy releases a flare to get help and falls into the sea. Carter refuses to help Billy, so Clive 

carries out his threat to chuck the King's Dragon overboard, then jumps over to save Billy. Carter 

charges off in his motorboat but gets tangled up in Stan's nets and is captured. Ann finally gets her 

story: King's Dragon Lost At Sea. 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (1977) 
 

Episode 01: Boy Finds Message; Billy finds a newspaper with words cut out of it, and realises it has 

been used to write an anonymous message. 

Episode 02: Questions at the Castle; Ann goes to talk to the archaeologists to try and find out why 

the dig at Battle was abandoned. 

Episode 03: What is King's Dragon?; Ann decides to bring the newspaper messages to the police, but 

Carter manages to sabotage her car and steal the messages. 

Episode 04: Miss Wood in Danger?; Clive arrives at the cottage to find Miss Wood terrified, having 

read the latest threatening message. Meanwhile, Billy pursues Carter at the beach. 

Episode 05: Mr. Day Helps With Story; Carter makes off with Miss Wood's bags at the train station. 

Meanwhile, Ann gets a useful history lesson at the museum. 

Episode 06: Greed For Gold; Clive and Carter break open Miss Wood's bags, but fail to find the 

artefact. Meanwhile, Billy makes a discovery on Carter's boat. 

Episode 07: Editor Asks For Proof; Carter as the man who stole the newspaper messages, but Jack 

Dunbar is unimpressed with her story because it lacks hard facts. 



Episode 08: Run Around in Old Town; Billy follows Miss Wood towards the caves, but on his way he 

runs into Clive. 

Episode 09: Archaeologist Digs Again; Billy follows Miss Wood around the caves and watches her dig 

the artefact up, but Clive is in hot pursuit. 

Episode 10: Banner Headlines; Clive and Carter lock Billy into the cabin of the boat, but he finds a 

flare which he uses to draw attention to himself. In a rage, Carter pushes him into the sea. 
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Looking For Langston (1989) 
 

A black and white, fantasy-like recreation of high-society gay men 

during the Harlem Renaissance, with archival footage and 

photographs intercut with a story. A wake is going on, with 

mourners gathered around a coffin. Downstairs is an elegant bar 

where tuxedoed men dance and talk. One of them has a dream in 

which he comes upon Beauty, who seems to reject him, although 

when he awakes, Beauty is sleeping beside him. His story and his 

visits to the jazz and dance club are framed by voices reading from 

the poetry and essays of Hughes and others. The text is rarely explicit, but the freedom of gay Black 

men in the 1920s in Harlem is suggested and celebrated visually. If you're looking for a film about 

Langston Hughes, look elsewhere. I saw the film at the Nuart in West Los Angeles, one of the 

premiere specialty theaters in town. It was playing on a double bill with the virtually unwatchable, 

ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE GETS HIS NIPPLE PIERCED. After suffering through that hideous film, I was 

then subjected to a film supposedly about Langston Hughes, but really nothing more than a 

production designer demo. The film looked nice, but outside of a few short clips of Hughes, you 

wouldn't even know that the film was about him. Rather than explore the life of one of the greatest 

writers of the 20th Century, the film seems more interested in parading images of gay men on the 

screen. The film doesn't even seem to explore the alleged homosexuality of Langston Hughes, at 

least not in a way that a heterosexual can understand. After the film was over, the audience was so 

disappointed, that the line for patrons to get their money back was longer than the line to purchase 

tickets. 
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Looking For Mr. Goodbar (1977) 
 

Theresa is a successful teacher of deaf children during the day but 

after a short unhappy affair starts to spend her nights cruising 

bars. Her craving first for sex but later also for drugs leads into 

increasingly demeaning and dangerous situations completely at 

odds with her daytime commitment to her children. Well... after 

viewing this movie for the first time, I must admit... it is one of 

those movie experiences that you will remember for a very long 

time. Released in 1977, "Looking for Mr. Goodbar" must have 

shocked quite a few people with it's tale of sex, drugs...and more 

sex and drugs. Diane Keaton plays Theresa, an elementary school 

teacher specializing in deaf education who's nighttime excursions 

to the single's bars in New York City seldom bring her back to her 

apartment alone. I must admit this movie was shocking to me 

throughout the first 2 hours...but the last fifteen minutes will 

leave you breathless...you must see this film. 
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Lord Jeff (1938) 
 

Spoilt child Geoffrey Bramer (14-year-old Freddie Bartholomew) 

teams up with a pair of small time crooks to pose as an aristocrat 

and steal jewelry from exclusive shops. During a a caper, Geoffrey 

is caught and is sentenced to a reformatory where young men are 

trained to be sailors. He is befriended by model in-mate Terry 

O'Mulvaney but soon starts to get them both in trouble. Training 

Britain's Merchant Marine. Although Lord Jeff came out the same 

year as Boys Town and is essentially the same story, what this film 

lacks is the star quality presence of Spencer Tracy. It also could be 

compared to Captains Courageous where Mickey Rooney and 

Freddie Bartholomew play the same characters. Charles Coburn is 

the father figure here, head of a Thomas John Barnardo school 

which populate the British Isles and which were set up by the late 

Irish philanthropist, (he was Irish despite that name, just like 

Eamon DeValera). The title comes from Bartholomew's character 

whom when we first meet is a spoiled kid living in luxury. However he's an orphan kid whom a pair 

of crooks, George Zucco and Gale Sondergaard, use as a shill for their thieving rackets. Scotland Yard 

arrests and exposes Bartholomew, but the adults get away. The judge gives Bartholomew a break 

sending him to Barnardo school, one in this case that is a quasi-military institute that trains men for 

the Navy and Merchant Marine. In a country like Britain which depends on the sea and has the great 

naval tradition this is an important task the school undertakes. Bartholomew is as tough a nut to 

crack as he was aboard Lionel Barrymore's fishing boat in Captains Courageous and as Mickey 

Rooney was in Boys Town. But Rooney's in this film as well and he's the mentor kid who whips 

Bartholomew in line. If you've seen Boys Town you know the bad influences come back and they 

have to be dealt with. I'll save that for your viewing pleasure. Herbert Mundin who usually played 

funny little milquetoast characters is the old sea salt who teaches seamanship and discipline to the 

kids. This was an interesting change of parts for him and he acquits himself admirably in a different 

persona. You'll also see a very young Peter Lawford as one of the kids, this was one of his earliest 

films. The finale takes place aboard the new Cunard liner the Queen Mary. All in all Lord Jeff is a fine 

family film from MGM. 
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Lord Jim (1965) 
 

James Burke, after distinguishing himself as a midshipman in the 

British merchant marine, rapidly rises to the rank of executive 

officer, second in command of a ship. A broken foot necessitates 

that he be put ashore to heal. After his recovery, the very proud 

Jim - his pride rooted in his competence, which had made him a 

highly respected and admired naval officer - signs on as the 

executive officer of the Patna, a rusty tub manned by a third-rate 

crew overseen by a barbarous captain, that is transporting a 

group of Moslem pilgrims to Mecca. During a severe storm that 

causes the unseaworthy ship to founder, Jim abandons ship with 

the rest of the white crew without even lowering the other 

lifeboat for the passengers. The fleeing crew are prepared to 

swear they saw the Patna sink with all its passengers; however, in 

what Jim believes is a cosmic joke upon himself, it is revealed 

when they get into port on their lifeboat that the Patma did not sink but had been salvaged by a 

French vessel. In the ensuing inquiry that he himself sought to do penance for his sins (the ultimate 

sin for a naval officer being to abandon ship particularly when passengers or crew are still on-board), 

Jim is admonished after confessing his cowardice, chastised for bringing shame upon those to whom 

he belongs, the British merchant marine. His chief judge asks him why he did not "bury himself 20 

feet deep" rather than seek the inquiry and humiliate himself and all professional British sailors. Jim 

does succeed in "burying himself 20 feet deep" by becoming a drifter and common laborer in various 

southeast Asian ports, though he never can completely escape into anonymity. The burden of his sin 

follows him everywhere. Racked by guilt over abandoning his ship, the proud Jim seeks atonement, a 

second chance, which comes in the guise of running arms and gunpowder to a tribe of indigenous 

peoples oppressed by a ruthless and brutal warlord. The warlord knows that the difference between 

a hero and a coward is not as thick as a piece of paper. What will this mean for Jim, now committed 

to a heroic path for a people whom he does not even know? The man the natives soon call "Lord 

Jim" is about to face his destiny, which is relentless and inescapable. Moving story of an idealistic 

seaman forced to deal with his act of cowardice and how he ultimately redeems himself. The film 

has good action sequences and a moving love story. Performances by Eli Wallach and James Mason 

are colorful and solid, and there are plenty of Peter O'Toole's trademark "vacant stares". Daliah Lavi 

is gorgeous and her role more substantive than those of her other films. I love Peter O'Toole's films 

from this period (Lawrence of Arabia, What's New Pussycat?, Night of the Generals) and this one is 

as good as most of them. I looked for this film on DVD and finally had to tape it off of AMC (in the 

good old days before they saturated their programing with commercials). I'd like to see it restored 

and re-released. 
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Lord Of The Flies (1963) 
 

A group of boys (16-year-old James Aubrey, Tom Chapin, 12-year-

old Hugh Edwards, Roger Elwin, Tom Gaman, 23-year-old Roger 

Allan, David Brunjes, Peter Davy, Kent Fletcher, 13-year-old 

Nicholas Hammond, Christopher Harris, Alan Heaps, Jonathan 

Heaps, Burnes Hollyman & Andrew Horne) are marooned on an 

island after their plane crashes. With no adult survivors, they 

create their own "micro-society". Ralph is elected "chief", and he 

organises shelter and fire. Jack, the head of the choir takes his 

boys hunting for food (wild pigs). A bitter rivalry develops 

between Jack and Ralph as both want to be in charge. The 

"hunters" become savage and primal, under Jack's rule, while 

Ralph tries to keep his group civilised. The growing hostility 

between them leads to a bloody and frighting climax. 
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Lord Of The Flies (1990) 
 

Adapted from William Golding's novel of the same name, this is 

the story of a group of prep school boys (15-year-old Balthazar 

Getty, 16-year-old Chris Furrh, 12-year-old Danuel Pipoly, 12-year-

old James Badge Dale, Andrew Taft, Edward Taft, 14-year-old 

Gary Rule, Terry Wells, Braden MacDonald, 10-year-old Angus 

Burgin, Martin Zentz, Brian Jacobs, Vincent Amabile, David 

Weinstein & Chuck Bell) who become stranded on an island. With 

no adult supervision, they develop their own society, with 

frightening and powerful consequences. Sorry folks, the 1963, low 

budget, English black & white version is much better. Hollywood 

can never leave a good story alone. On occasion they can do it 

better, sometimes on par, usually they blow it. This version blows. 

I give it 3 stars out of 10 for production value and some good 

casting, but it wasn't enough to save it. Rent the 1963 version or 

better yet read the book. 
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Lords Of Dogtown (2005) 
 

A fictionalized take on the group of brilliant young skateboarders 

raised in the mean streets of Dogtown in Santa Monica, California. 

The Z-Boys, as they come to be known, perfect their craft in the 

empty swimming pools of unsuspecting suburban homeowners, 

pioneering a thrilling new sport and eventually moving into 

legend. You have two ways of learning about the early history and 

transformation of skateboarding from kiddie fad to extreme 

commercial success. That is, through former Z-Boy Stacey Peralta's 

stylish documentary released in 2002, or through the 2005 

fictionalized Hollywood mainstream feature inspired by the events 

(and directed by 'Thirteen' director Catherine Hardwicke and 

written by Peralta). While I thoroughly enjoyed the former, I was 

quite disappointed with the latter. And, the argument that it can 

only be appreciated and understood by the most hardcore of 

skaters is completely stupid. You don't have to skate well (or at all) to enjoy a good skate movie. 

Unfortunately, unlike Peralta's fantastic documentary, Dogtown and Z-Boys, this fictionalized 

"legend" paid little homage to the sport itself and the Zephyr team (beyond just Peralta, Alva, and 

Adams). Lords of Dogtown, without context and with such annoyingly abrupt and disoriented 

storytelling almost makes it like Stacey Peralta, Tony Alva, and Jay Adams invented skateboarding. 

Dogtown, the sacred skater tale turned mainstream, has been given a Hollywood polish, establishing 

a mythical celebration of personal arrogance rather than honest insight for the team and the sport. 

And that leaves little to distinguish it from other Hollywood productions. Instead, there was little 

focus on how these teenagers love of skating completely revolutionized the skateboarding in ways 

that relieved it of a tired 1960s paradigm and transforming and laying the foundation for primitive 

technology with the most intense performance (not to mention a substantial commercial success 

even to this day). This this legend is told slightly askew. Above all else (and I believe this was due to 

legal problems), critical founders of the team as well as members of the team themselves were 

omitted entirely. You're just watching the Embloom, Adams, Alva, and Perlata show the whole time. 

Jeff Ho, cofounder of Zephyr surf shop, was absent. As were team riders Paul Constantineau, Nathan 

Pratt, and others seen in the documentary (although, I can see why Chris Cahill was out). Bob Biniak 

was a tremendous skater in his day. As was Shogo. Where were they? (Granted, Shogo has about a 

two-second scene). Likewise, the events in the story appear to move too fast and in such a scattered 

manner, dwarfing their true impact on the changes that skateboarding would undergo. The viewer is 

never really given time to digest it, or actually, to appreciate what it was about the Z-boyz style of 

skating that was so important when reviewing the sport. The skateboarding contest was ridiculous 

and rather condescending, if not simply exaggerated. Watching this movie was as though you 

watched the documentary and pulled pieces from it which were to be given greater anecdotal 

backstory such as Skip Embloom's obnoxious presence at the Del Mar contests, Jay Adam's wild 

nature (only they thought to reference this at unusual points of the film), or Sid, the young man who 

died of brain cancer who's Dog Bowl swimming pool sessions in the last moments of his life were 

credited for reuniting the Z-Boyz for a few last runs (although the documentary features more than 

just the same three skaters skating in these sessions). But like everything else, nothing was told in a 



way fully developed enough to give the viewer some sense of order, never mind some sense of 

appreciation of what the stories of Dogtown. The film actually tries to duplicates sections of the 

documentary, as well, including the soundtrack ('Old man look at my life...' plays when Jay scores 

poorly at what appears to be his last contest; Ted Nugent's 'Cat Scratch Fever' cues at the contest). 

What was the purpose for trying to duplicate what was already a finely crafted documentary? I can't 

help but to look at this as an exhaustive attempt to praise Alva, Adams, and Peralta, or the Dogtown 

in general because people could be satisfied with the documentary alone as well-made as it was. 

Instead, some have found an opportunity to cash in even further on the fact that now the 

mainstream not only knows the story, but now knows the name of those most recognized from the 

team (and Engbloom, but only because of Heath Ledger being cast in the film). Aside from shoddy 

story telling, the acting wasn't great. Victor Rasauk was a miscast. Emille Hirsch never fully captures 

Jay Adams as the rambunctious pre-fame youngster and spent most of the film giving his trademark 

distant stares, regardless of mood changes. John Robinson did alright as Peralta, probably because 

Perlata himself was able to coach him. My biggest complaint with casting is that they should've hired 

actual skaters to play the parts rather than succumb to the marketing potential of the preteen 

crowd. (The names are obviously a draw, cashing in on the pret-teen girl market). Although, the 

skating sequences were nice enough to make you want to grab a board and go out and dig up old 

snake runs. If you are in the mood for a Dogtown tale because it is about skateboarding first and 

foremost, you would do best to capture the history in it's most stylish and honorable form in 

Peralta's documentary, Dogtown and Z-Boys. 
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Lorenzo's Oil (1992) 
 

A boy (played by many actors) develops a disease so rare that 

nobody is working on a cure, so his father decides to learn all 

about it and tackle the problem himself. Until about 7-years-old, 

Lorenzo Odone was a normal child. After then, strange things 

began to happen to him: he would have blackouts, memory 

lapses, and other strange mental phemonenons. He is eventually 

diagnosed as suffering from ALD: an extremely rare incurable 

degenerative brain disorder. Frustrated at the failings of doctors 

and medicine in this area, the Odones begin to educate 

themselves in the hope of discovering something which can halt 

the progress of the disease. Gripping and moving drama. 

"Lorenzo's Oil" is a movie about the triumph of human spirit and 

dogged determination. This movie is based on the true story of 

Michaela and Agusto Odone, whose child Lorenzo was diagnosed 

with adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD), a degenerative nerve disorder that afflicts only little boys and is 

always fatal. Michaela and Agusto are determined to find a cure or treatment for this baffling 

disease while their son slowly and painfully deteriorates. That is the basic premise for the movie, but 

it is about much more than that. Michaela and Agusto love their son with unwavering selflessness, 

and are willing to do anything in their power to save him. This movie is a gripping, touching drama 

that pulls you in and engulfs you, as finding a cure engulfs the Odones. By the end of the film you will 

feel a mix of emotions. This movie will give you a newfound respect for the mental and emotional 

power humans possess. 
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Los Colores De La Montaña (The Colors Of The Mountain) (2010) 
 

9-year-old Manuel (Hernán Mauricio Ocampo), has an old ball 

with which he plays football every day in the countryside. He 

dreams of becoming a great goalkeeper. His wishes seem set to 

come true when Ernest, his father, gives him a new ball. But an 

unexpected accident sends the ball flying into a minefield. Despite 

the danger, Manuel refuses to abandon his treasure... He 

convinces Julián (Nolberto Sánchez) and Poca Luz, his two friends, 

to rescue it with him. Amid the adventures and kids' games, the 

signs of armed conflict start to appear in the lives of the 

inhabitants of 'La Pradera'. An excellent Colombian movie. This is 

an excellent Colombian movie, this film is a great Master piece. 

Here you can see the cruel reality for some farmers in this country 

when they try to live between the guerrilla and the paramilitary. 

It's so sad but it's a reality for thousands of farmers. The role of 

this kids is excellent, they are a natural actors and you can see that real friendship between them. In 

my personal opinion this is the best film from this country in the last years because this film is a little 

mirror in the life of "desplazados por la violencia". And this topic is very important in. These days 

here in my country, it's a picture of our contemporany reality. 
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Los Jornaleros (The Day Laborers) (2003) 
 

Los Jornaleros presents the interwoven stories of three young 

Hispanic men who come to this country to pursue the American 

dream and instead end up struggling as day-laborers. Wow! - 

haven't seen a movie this good in a very long time. I was 

completely blown away. The film was recommended to me by a 

friend who had said she had seen it at a screening at the Egyptian 

in Hollywood a while back and that at that screening they said that 

it was made in only 15 days for less than $100,000 dollars. This 

usually tells me not to see something... But since I usually agree 

with her when she says she likes or dislikes something I thought 

"what the heck" and rented it. Boy, am I glad I did. What an 

amazing film. I really loved these characters. The acting was out of 

this world because I felt that I got to know each of them during all 

of the troubles they had. They seemed real to me. In fact, the 

whole movie seemed real to me so I guess that is a good director too. I can't remember the last time 

I was impressed by a film (so much crap comes out these days.) If you can find this gem, rent it, rent 

it, rent it! 
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Los Olvidados (The Young And The Damned) (1950) 
 

A group of juvenile delinquents live a violent and crime-filled life 

in the festering slums of Mexico City, and the morals of young 

Pedro are gradually corrupted and destroyed by the others. This 

movie is one of Bunuel's most peculiar works because this time 

around Bunuel presents his usual social critique from the point of 

view of the underdogs. Many have referred to this film as a neo-

realist movie, part of the neo-realist movement that started in 

Europe in the 1940s, but to me Los Olvidados looks more like one 

of those social pot-boilers that Hollywood made during the 1930s, 

similar to films like William Wyler's Dead End and William 

Wellman's Wild Boys of the Road. There is even something in the 

material that reminds you of Dickens at his best. Despite the 

obvious attempts to create realistic situations, the film is very 

stylish, with plenty of striking camera angles and a few startling 

surreal sequences. Symbolism is plentiful (you will never look at a chicken the same way), and even 

though Bunuel sometimes resorts to preaching the audience, this is an undeniable powerful 

exploration of the disenfranchised. 
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Los Placeres Ocultos (Hidden Pleasures) (1977) 
 

Eduardo a successful banker and closeted homosexual falls for 

Miguel a poor Spanish boy who's heterosexual. Eduardo brings 

Miguel into his life and although the physical attraction is only one 

way, Miguel is accepting of the situation and even brings his 

girlfriend into the arrangemnt. The three seem to be working it 

out when the realities of the outside world intrude. It is the period 

of the "Transition" in Spain (the 70's, from Fancisco Franco to the 

democracy) and many Spanish directors (E. DeLa Iglesia, J. Franco, 

V. Aranda, J. Grau, R. Bodegas, P. Lazaga, M. Ozores, etc.) 

accompany this special period with a frantic cinematographic 

production where the bizarre element excels; it is the case of this 

film in which Edward [S. Andreu ("Bloody spattered bride"; 1972, 

"Forbidden love games"; 1975)] is important manager lives his 

homosexual condition making use of all his social power and privileged position to corrupt. Certain 

day he knows Miguel, a young attractive boy, and complications arise. 
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Losing Isaiah (1995) 
 

An African-American baby, abandoned by his crack addicted 

mother is adopted by a white social worker and her husband. 

Several years later, the baby's mother finds out her son (5-year-

old Marc John Jefferies) is not dead, as she thought before and 

goes to court to get him back. Try watching this movie sometime 

with a white woman who is the adoptive mother of an African-

American child. I happen to baby-sit such a family and watched 

the movie with the kids' mother. I don't know how she sat through 

it without throwing something at the screen-not that this is 

necessarily a criticism. This film is very thought-provoking, though 

I think for the wrong reasons. The main focus is all about color and 

whether people should raise children of different races. Jessica 

Lange's character had a small speech in the courtroom about how 

love makes a family more than race, but it was just glossed over 

and the focus of the film went right back to race defining families. 

Maybe I just see this differently because of my close association with a family where the parents and 

one child are white and the other child is not, but family is not about race-corny as this may sound, it 

really is about love and support. The ending, as some other reviewers have said, is very wishy-washy. 

My viewing companion and her husband, who joined us at the end, liked it because they want to 

have a good relationship with their daughter's birth mother. I agree with them on that, but if the 

movie is going to deal with legalities so much, it should resolve those legalities at the end of the 

movie. 
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Losing It (2006) 
 

Phil MacNaughton is 43-year-old copy-writer in advertising. Because he's a hypochondriac neither he 

nor his wife take it seriously when he feels a lump in his groin, but after a referral by his GP the 

specialist diagnoses a tumor and amputates one testicle. However it spread, so an intensive 

radiation therapy is unavoidable. Meanwhile he tries to live as normal as possible, but slowly the 

pressure mounts both on the home front (wife, teenage daughter and small son Todd) and at work, 

where he fears his boss will replace him by younger talent. 
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Lost And Delirious (2001) 
 

Lost and Delirious is the story of three adolescent girls' first love, 

their discovery of sexual passion, and their search for identities. 

Set in a posh, private boarding school surrounded by luxuriant, 

green forest, Lost and Delirious moves swiftly from academic 

routine, homesickness, and girlish silliness to the darker region of 

lover's intrigue. A newcomer to a girl's boarding school is 

befriended by her two new roommates, and later discovers they 

are lovers. When one of the lovers decides she doesn't dare 

continue the relationship, the other becomes desperate in her 

attempts to win her back. Mary Bradford is a shy, naive, freshman 

newcomer to a fancy girls boarding school where she strikes up a 

friendship with her two senior roommates, the overachieving Tori 

Moller, and the voraciously poetry reading, unapologetic, closeted 

lesbian Paulie Oster. As Mary tries to adjust to her new 

surroundings, with some guidance from the local groundskeeper Joe Menzies, she soon learns that 

Paulie and Tori are lovers. When Tori, under pressure from her classmates, wants to break it off with 

Paulie, she resorts to extreme measures to win Tori back. When her father re-marries after the 

death of her mother, Mary Bedford finds herself bundled off to a posh girls boarding school. She's 

never been to boarding school before and it's all quite daunting at first. Soon however she makes 

friends, including her two roommates, Tori and Paulie, whom she soon realizes are lovers. She also 

becomes quite friendly with the gardener, Joe Menzies, and helps him on the school grounds as it 

reminds her of working with her late mother in the family garden. When Tori decides to end her 

relationship with Paulie however, tragedy ensues. I might say that, deep inside, "Lost and Delirious" 

is a chick-flick, but to those girls (and boys, let's say, because girls are not the only who like chick-

flicks) who can look further and deeply. It's a smart, intense and beautiful alternative to "Down To 

You" or "She's All That". And It's also a gay-themed movie that can be enjoyable to anyone. The 

movie focus in Piper Perabo's character, Paulie, which has a homosexual relationship with her best 

friend, Tory, played by Jessica Paré. Once Tory has no courage to admit to her parents she's gay, and 

decides to end up the relationship, Paulie freaks out. Everything is seen by the eyes of Mary (Mischa 

Barton). Piper Perabo gives the performance of her career. And, if we consider she was in vapid 

movies like "Slap Her, She's French" and "Coyote Ugly", you'll be very surprised (or even shocked) 

with the way she make her Paulie a character so intense. Barton and Paré may stand behind, but are 

also great. It's a movie so well-crafted and beautiful that it's kind of funny the way director Lea Pool 

manages to make a movie that grows every time in beauty and intensity without losing the focus in 

real life, real feelings. It's a brilliant movie, a must-see. 
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Lost Boys: The Thirst (2010) 
 

In San Cazador, California, the clumsy vampire hunter Edgar Frog 

is evicted from his trailer. But the best-seller writer Gwen Lieber 

offers him a job to destroy the head vampire DJ X that promotes 

worldwide raves to increase his army of undead. Gwen tells that 

her brother Peter disappeared in Ibiza two years ago in an X-Party 

promoted by the alpha-vampire. Now DJ X is coming to San 

Cazador to promote a sacrifice during a party in the blood moon 

on the next Friday, and Edgar discovers that the rave will take 

place in a slaughterhouse in an island. Gwen hires also the 

Hollywood participant of reality show Lars von Goetz that comes 

with the cameraman Claus. Edgar invites his brother Alan to join 

the team but he declines, and he teams up with his friend Zoe. 

When the group finds DJ X, Edgar discloses a secret about the 

head-vampire. I'm a big fan of the original and I really just treat these new films as separate fan films 

rather than proper sequels and if you do that you can forgive them for some of the cheese that you'll 

see. Like the other guy said not sure about the ending or where they are going with it but I know 

Corey hasn't had the best time of it over the years and if it will help him to regain some of his former 

glory and get him back on his feet again I'm all for it, everyone deserves a second chance. If you like 

the original film and have watched the "tribe" then don't stop now you may as well give this one a 

go but don't expect anything other than a fan film. 
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Lost Boys: The Tribe (2008) 
 

The sequel to the 1987 cult hit The Lost Boys takes us to the shady 

surf city of Luna Bay, California, where vampires quickly dispatch 

anyone who crosses their path. Into this dark world arrive Chris 

Emerson (Hilgenbrink) and his younger sister, Nicole (Reeser). 

Having just lost their parents in a car accident, the siblings move in 

with their eccentric Aunt Jillian and become new prey for the 

locals way of life. When Nicole unwittingly falls for a local vampire, 

Chris must locate and destroy the gangs lifeline before his sisters 

transformation is complete; to do this Chris finds himself relying 

on the expertise of none other than Edgar Frog (Feldman). Subtle 

references to characters from the original film, and cameos from 

returning actors offer homage to the Lost Boys legend and set a 

sinister tone of impending doom. I was a huge fan of the first film, 

one of my favorite actually. The second film has a little bit of a 

campy feeling to it but also had some really good dark and dank 

moments. The vampires scream and howl like crazy which I thought sounded awesome and went 

along perfectly with the make up. I thought Corey Feldman over acted his part and the two main 

characters could have been casted a little more wisely. But Angus Sutherland did a good job, even 

though you could tell he was trying to sort of sound like Kiefer in the first film. I think this movie was 

good overall and could have definitely been released in theaters and done well. Worth seeing, 

especially for fans of the original. 
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Lost In The Pershing Point Hotel (2000) 
 

A repressed 40-year old man from a small conservative southern 

town finally leaves his home and travels to Atlanta to be openly 

gay only to find that his low self-esteem constantly causes him to 

gravitate towards drug users and street hustlers. Wonderful 

transition from stage to screen. Just saw it this afternoon at the 

Nashville Independent Film Festival...was blown away by the 

storytelling...didn't realize it was semi-autobiographical until 

movie was over and Leslie Jordan spoke! The warmth and 

humanity of the characters, good and bad, came through 

intensely. Great lighting, fabulous score!! Many wonderful 

character quotes; a very spiritual film experience. Extremely funny 

and touching. 
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Lost In Yonkers (1993) 
 

In the summer of 1942 two young boys (16-year-old Brad Stoll & 

14-year-old Mike Damus) are sent to stay with their stern 

grandmother Kurnitz and their childlike aunt Bella in Yonkers, New 

York. In 1942 in the Bronx, Evelyn Kurnitz has just passed away 

following a lengthy illness. Her husband, Eddie Kurnitz, needs to 

take a job as a traveling salesman to pay off the medical bills 

incurred, and decides to ask his stern and straight talking mother, 

from who he is slightly estranged, if his two early-teen sons, Jay 

and Arty (who their Grandma call by their full given names, Yakob 

and Arthur), can live with her and their Aunt Bella Kurnitz in 

Yonkers. She reluctantly agrees after a threat by Bella. Despite 

their Grandma owning and operating a candy store, Jay and Arty 

don't like their new living situation as they're afraid of their 

Grandma, and find it difficult to relate to their crazy Aunt Bella, 

whose slow mental state is manifested by perpetual excitability and a short attention span, which 

outwardly comes across as a childlike demeanor. Into their collective lives returns one of Eddie and 

Bella's other siblings, Louie Kurnitz, a henchman for some gangsters. He is hiding out. Most 

Underrated Film of All-Time. After a triumphant run on Broadway, the film adaptation of "Lost In 

Yonkers" was completely snubbed at all of the major film awards ceremonies. Neil Simon's classic is 

brilliantly written and the direction is so simple, yet very subtle. But what really makes the film work 

is the performances. Dreyfuss is no Kevin Spacey, but does what he can with the role. The two boys 

are played expertly by their respective actors. Irene Worth reprises her Tony-award winning role and 

I thank god for that. She is spectacular as the stern grandmother. But the stand-out here is Mercedes 

Ruehl. The woman delivers one of the most underrated performances in film history as Aunt Bella. 

She won a Tony, why no Oscar? Seriously, she is *that* good. Ruehl delivers such a magnificent 

performance as the slightly disturbed woman. She really should have two Oscars on her mantle. 
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Louro & Victor Santos - Amor Eterno (Ao Vivo) (2011) 
 

Live concert of popular Brazilian duet of father and son - Louro 

and Victor Santos. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tracklist: 

01. Retrato. 

02. Minha Preferida. 

03. Paquerar. 

04. To Falando Serio. 

05. Pense em mim. 

06. Locutor. 

07. Amor Eterno. 

08. Virou minha cabeca. 

09. Anjo. 

10. Se tu nao estas. 

11. Bandido do amor. 

12. Crying in the rain. 

13. She's out of my life. 

14. I'll be there/Ben/Life of my life. 

15. Yesterday. 

16. Entre eu e voce. 

17. Sonho de amor. 

18. To fora. 

19. 24hs de paixao. 

20. Vou fazer pirraca. 
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Love Actually (2003) 
 

The characters are falling in love, falling out of love, some are 

with the right people, some are with the wrong people, some are 

looking to have an affair, some are in the period of mourning; a 

capsule summary of reality. Love begins and love ends. They flirt a 

lot. They are all flirting with love. At all ages and social levels, love 

is the theme. Romantic love and brotherly love is the hotchpotch 

throughout the movie. Most of the movie is filmed in London, 

during Christmas and the characters all ended up at Heathrow 

airport a very uplifting note. Set almost entirely in London, 

England during five frantic weeks before Christmas follows a web-

like pattern of inter-related, losely related and unrelated stories 

of a dozen or more various individuals with their love lives, or lack 

of them. The central character is the new bachelor prime minister 

David (Hugh Grant) who cannot express his growing feelings for 

his new personal assistant Natalie (Martine McCutcheon). The prime minister's older sister Karen 

(Emma Thompson) slowly grows aware of her husband Harry's (Alan Rickman) flirtation with an 

office worker named Mia (Heike Makatsch). Karen's friend Daniel (Liam Neeson) is a recently 

widowed writer whose 11-year-old son, Sam (13-year-old Thomas Sangster) asks for love advice 

about a girl he has a crush on. Meanwhile, Jamie (Colin Firth) is another writer who leaves his 

girlfriend after catching her cheating on him and travels to France to write a novel where he pursues 

a possible romance with his non-English speaking Portuguese maid Aurelia (Lucia Moniz). Also, 

Harry's American secretary Sarah (Laura Linney) questions a romance she pursues with the office 

hunk Karl (Rodrigo Santoro), but her personal family problems get in the way. Other secondary 

characters involve a photographer who pursues his best friend's new wife Juliet (Keira Knightley); a 

pair of movie stand-ins, named John and Judy, who grow closer after their simulated love scenes; a 

libidinous chum who wants to travel to Wisconsin, U.S.A. to score with women; and a burned-out 

former rock star named Billy Mack (Bill Nighy) who is the main connection between all stories 

involved. Love is all around us. And that's certainly true for all of these people. John (Martin 

Freeman) and Just Judy (Joanna Page) have fallen in love with each other while on the set of an 

erotically charged film. David (Hugh Grant) has just become the new Prime Minister. The second he 

steps into his office/home, he is smitten with Natalie (Martine McCutcheon), his catering manager 

who had already screwed up at the first minute. David's sister is Karen (Emma Thompson), who's 

married to Harry (Alan Rickman), who runs a local magazine. Harry is somewhat smitten by his 

secretary, Mia (Heike Makatsch), who is constantly hitting on him. Harry's best editor is Sarah (Laura 

Linney), who has a brother in the asylum and a not-so-hidden crush on Karl (Rodrigo Santoro), who 

has a thing for her as well. Karen is friends with both Daniel (Liam Neeson), who has just lost his wife 

and has discovered that his stepson (Thomas Sangster) is in love with a young American girl, and 

Jamie (Colin Firth), whose girlfriend (Sienna Guillory) has just left him for his younger and more 

attractive brother (Dan Fredenburgh), forcing him to move to France to continue writing his novel 

while falling for Aurelia (Lúcia Moniz), a young Portuguese woman who can't speak a lick of English 

or French. Juliet (Keira Knightley) has just married Peter (Chiwetel Ejiofor), not realizing that his best 

friend Mark (Andrew Lincoln) has loved her since they first met. Colin (Kris Marshall) is desperate to 



have sex and believes that in order to do that, he should travel to Wisconsin because he thinks that 

American women will dig him for being British. And Billy Mack (Bill Nighy), an old rocker who is 

climbing back up the charts after battling his old heroin addiction, is on the radio and TV shows 

either bad-mouthing his new CD, insulting his manager, Joe (Gregor Fisher), or a hot new boy band, 

or calling Britney Spears the worst sex he's ever had. Are you still following along? 
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Love Bites (1992) 
 

Meet Jake Hunter. He's young, he's cute and he fancies himself as 

the very model of a modern-day fearless vampire killer. Together 

with Lesley, his reluctant sidekick, Jake sets out to tackle his 

greatest challenge ever - the West Hollywood Count. But when 

the ghoul of his nightmares turns out to be the dashing hunk of his 

dreams, Jake discovers that there's more to this case than he 

counted on. Putting a novel, sexy twist on the Transsylvanian 

myth, Love Bites combines comedy and eroticism in a fabulous 

gothic gay romance. This movie has flaws. It is shot of video 

without the benefit of great actors, a great director, or a great 

script. But it is wicked funny, because its got a good premise and 

does not shy away from any joke, no matter how dumb. It'll 

probably offend homophobes and people who take vampires too 

seriously, but it made me chuckle from start to finish. 
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Love Comes Softly (2003) 
 

A young woman on her way to a new life in the 1800's suddenly 

finds herself a widow. Now she must live with a recently widowed 

young man and his daughter. Can any of them find love again? A 

young woman's dream to forge a new life for herself on the great 

American plains becomes a test of her pioneering spirit, her inner 

strength, and her undying faith and courage. By covered wagon, 

Marty (and Aaron Calridge have come west in search of fortune 

and a new life. But an unexpected tragedy leaves Marty a widow 

facing bleak prospects for the future. With a bitter winter season 

approaching and no safe passage back home, she finds herself 

stranded yet befriended by settlers Ben Graham and his wife 

Sarah. They encourage her to take up the recently widowed Clark 

Davis on his unusual offer--join him in a temporary marriage of 

convenience. Marty will have a roof over her head until the spring 

thaw when she can return home. In the meantime, Clark's 9-year-old daughter Missie will have a 

teacher. As promised, the arrangement is strictly business. However, teaching Missie, who's still 

mourning for her mother. This was SO good!!! My best friend has this movie & watched it last Friday 

Night...all I can say was that probably was the best movie I have seen in a long time...I have the Love 

Comes Softly & When Comes the Spring Book Series by Jannette Oke...I loved them too...the movie 

was so good...I can't wait to see the next one..."Love's Enduring Promise", I am sure it will be good 

too...the actor that played Clark was SO good... he was always so calm & understanding...I really 

wish their was guys like that in this world...nowadays...I know the movie comes on Hallmark 

Channel, but we do not have that on our satellite...but I want to see the 2nd movie too...my sister 

has got Hallmark Channel & she watched Love's Enduring Promise & she said it was really good 

too...but she liked the first one better...I guess I will just wait til it comes out in video...won't I. With 

Adam Loeffler. 
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Love Finds A Home (2009) 
 

Average in every way. This was pretty much your standard made 

for TV low budget yawner. It was painfully clear that the theme of 

this movie was on women's empowerment as the main characters 

where all very independent with offish male counterparts added 

in out of necessity. The writing was bad with most characters 

taking on paper thin stereotypes with lines so predictable that 

you could watch it without sound and miss very little. The casting 

was no better with a female doctor who looked all of 22 who was 

to be the mother of another who looked no younger than 20 

herself. Acting serious seems to be no substitute for real maturity 

and as a result, the doctor was almost laughable. In the end, all 

was joyous, as one must expect from this kind of bone grinder. No 

surprises but you could pump your fist in the air and say 

triumphantly that "women rule"! 
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Love Hurts (2009) 
 

A newly separated father has to learn how to date again with help 

from his teenage son who himself dreams of conquering one girl's 

heart. Ben Bingham has slipped into a fossilized middle-age, 

unlike his vibrant wife Amanda. When she finally leaves him, Ben 

is at a loss. He drowns himself in gin and refuses to get out of his 

pajamas until his popular 17 year-old son Justin takes over. He 

changes Ben's "look" and pushes him out into the social scene. 

Before Ben knows what is happening, he is the most popular 

single man in town, pursued by his nurse, his trainer, and 

karaoke-singing twins. Things change when Justin falls in love for 

the first time and now finds his father's lifestyle incredibly 

superficial. Ben is forced to refocus, recapture his humanity, his 

heart, and most importantly his wife... who is now with another 

man. Love hurts, this movie doesn't, unless you count the pain in 

your cheeks from laughing too much. I certainly had from time to time. Anyhow, when I heard about 

this movie I seriously thought that it will be just another heartache, breakup, deep-thinking, insert-

any-cheap-cliché-here movie, because of the title. I mean, movies with such titles usually smells like 

recycling the same old breakup story we've all heard for about one hundred times, if not more. The 

opening scene just made my bad feeling stronger with his "You've gone heavy on the cheese, honey" 

and her bath robe, and the flowers on the sidewalk. Boy, was I wrong...This movie is damn hilarious! 

It made me laugh so hard that if I was having milk, I'm sure it'd have blew through my nose. The 

father - son relationship didn't left me with the awkward feeling of something unreal, god no, I wish 

everybody could have a dad like that. Mom could have had a bit more time in the movie, but this 

was close to perfect, in my eyes. Loved it, the craziness, lightness, the way it was always fun and 

alive and made you cry because of laughing, not because of sadness. Besides, dad's hot. A 9 from 

me, definitely go watch it, it'll make your day! 
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Love Is The Devil: Study For A Portrait Of Francis Bacon (1998) 
 

In the 1960s, British painter Francis Bacon (1909-1992) surprises a 

burglar and invites him to share his bed. The burglar, a working 

class man named George Dyer, 30 years Bacon's junior, accepts. 

Bacon finds Dyer's amorality and innocence attractive, introducing 

him to his Soho pals. In their sex life, Dyer dominates, Bacon is the 

masochist. Dyer's bouts with depression, his drinking and pill 

popping, and his satanic nightmares strain the relationship, as 

does his pain with Bacon's casual infidelities. Bacon paints, talks 

with wit, and, as Dyer spins out of control, begins to find him 

tiresome. Could Bacon care less? This film will insinuate itself into 

the images under your closed eyelids. Meat, blood, cuts, scars, 

wounds, assassinations, executions, dismemberments, car 

accidents, beatings, and burnings will all rush together in an 

explosion of pain, longing, and unsatisfied hungers. Homosexual 

sado-masochism, not gay love. The absolute evil of pure genius. A paint brush slashes the spirit as a 

razor, the body. The tormented torments; the masochist punishes the sadist. Flesh is set aflame with 

a cigarette, not a kiss. Francis Bacon is the one true artist of the postwar era. He understood that 

humanity had irrevocably crossed the barrier between reason and madness. This film casts us into 

the abyss of the collective unconscious where we may swim or be burned to a crisp. Hold your 

eyelids open with sharp orange toothpicks and suck on the bloody images. Watch the film five times 

and then seek out Bacon's work, at least in books, if not in museums. Perhaps then your unspoken 

thirst may be quenched and you will grasp the 20th Century before you plummet into the 21st. 
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Love That Boy (J'aime Ce Garçon) (2003) 
 

Phoebe is an overachieving college student, with a geeky strange 

personality. Her tastes are unusual, so she doesn't really fit into 

college life very well. Her goals in life are written down on pieces 

of paper, and she crosses them off as she achieves them; so really 

her ultimate goal in life is to achieve her goals in life. She has a 

roommate Robin who semi-tolerates her, but even Robin has her 

limits and eventually grows frustrated by her pompousness. One 

day Robin just decides to pack up and leave to go back to her 

home -- she'd basically rather be anywhere but couped up with 

Phoebe. Robin even feels that Phoebe is a bit obsessed with her; 

perhaps Phoebe is; Robin implies that Phoebe needs a boyfriend. 

Getting a boyfriend immediately becomes Phoebe's next entry in 

her goal-in-life list. Unfortunately, Phoebe is a bit ill-equipped for this task. She meets guys 

randomly, things go well briefly, and then all of a sudden she decides to show them how much 

smarter she is than them and things don't progress any further. She has a friend in the 14-year-old 

neighbor boy Frazer (15-year-old Adrien Dixon) across the street, who she can be her natural self 

with. He doesn't mind her showing how much smarter she is than him, because he is 14 and she is 

21, and so he already expects her to be smarter than him. But he's also pretty smart himself, 

somewhat wise for a 14-year-old. Frazer has a younger sister Bugs who provides a frantically geeky 

comedy relief -- she's more geeky than Phoebe. Phoebe asks Frazer to help her take her kayak 

classes (another one of her life goals), and a bond develops between them. Meanwhile, Robin the 

ex-roommate decides to become a roommate again. Robin has had her own little misadventure 

across Canada during her trip home, so she decides to come back. When she gets back, she finds out 

about the little friendship/relationship that's developed between Frazer and Phoebe. So she decides 

to inject a little reality into Phoebe's life by letting her know that in the real-world 21-year-olds 

aren't supposed to date 14-year-olds. Phoebe says they aren't dating, but Robin says it still looks like 

they're dating. This sets up a moral dilemma in Phoebe that she wasn't even aware that she should 

be feeling up until that point. How the movie ends, I won't tell you, check it out. I give it a 9/10. 
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Lt. Robin Crusoe, U.S.N. (1966) 
 

Lt. Robin Crusoe is a navy pilot who bails out of his plane after 

engine trouble. He reaches a deserted island paradise where he 

builds a house, finds an abandoned submarine with lots of gadgets 

that he can use, and also finds a marooned chimp from the US 

Space program and a native girl named Wednesday who was 

exiled by her father. Wednesday thinks Crusoe wants to marry 

her, and when her father arrives on the island to collect her and 

Crusoe refused to marry her, chaos ensues. One of the most 

underrated Disney flicks ever! Wholesome family funniness. This is 

an all time classic Disney flick, and TOTALLY underrated. I used to 

watch this all night long when I was sick. The humor and silliness 

of the film always made me feel better. Now, as an adult, I see so 

much more in the film. Of course you have Dick Van Dyke, who is a 

comic genius, who steals the show with his physical comedy, but 

underneath it, the film takes on some serious issues. I've used the film to teach about the women's 

rights movement in the USA, and even to explain the spread of democratic ideals, and the effect it 

can have on a society. Really! The most important thing is that this is a wholesome, family fun 

comedy. It makes hardened teenagers laugh, and I always get comments about how good it is. They 

always say "I thought it was going to be stupid, but it was really ________ (good, funny, cute, fun, fill 

in your own positive). High praise indeed! I was frequently told that "The guy from Mary Poppins is 

funny, but Floyd steals the show!" I absolutely recommend this flick. It is one of the all time best! 
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Lucas (1986) 
 

A socially inept 14-year-old (15-year-old Corey Haim) experiences 

heartbreak for the first time when his two best friends -- Cappie, 

an older-brother figure, and Maggie, the new girl with whom he is 

in love -- fall for each other. Heartwarming. I saw Lucas for the 

first time today... more than 20 years since it first came out. I have 

to admit, I'm a huge 80's fan and even though I was just a kid 

during the 80's I consider myself to be pretty familiar with the pop 

culture of the time. However, for some odd reason, I never got 

around to seeing Lucas. I have to say that, despite the fact that 

this movie is so old and I've seen movies with similar plots since, 

this movie still made me teary-eyed. I absolutely adored Corey 

Haim when I was a young girl and his role as the sweet, 

vulnerable, yet highly intelligent nerd gave me the fuzzies... the 

same way he used to when I was young. He, along with the rest of 

the cast (including Kerri Green, Winona Ryder, and Charlie Sheen), gave a great performance... 

typical of the 80's teen flicks (with an over-abundance of clichés), but, nonetheless, touching. It's 

definitely up there with the all time classics: Sixteen Candles, Pretty in Pink... and any of the flicks 

including the Brat Pack. Definitely worth seeing if you're in a nostalgic mood and want to revisit the 

old days of knee-high tube socks and head bands. 
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Lucky Miles (2007) 
 

An Indonesian fishing boat abandons a group of Iraqi and 

Cambodian men on a remote part of the Western Australian 

coast. Told there is a bus over the dunes, the men are abandoned 

to a desert the size of Poland. While most are quickly rounded up, 

three men with little in common but their history of misfortune 

elude capture and begin an epic but confused journey drawn on 

by their hopes amplified by the empty desert. Pursued by an army 

reservist unit more concerned with playing ball sports and music, 

our three protagonists wander deeper into trouble, searching 

desperately among the harsh beauty of the Pilbara for evidence of 

a western, liberal democracy. Or the promised bus. This is a (non-

romantic) comedy, based on several true life stories. An 

Indonesian fishing boat-full of unauthorized male migrants from 

Iraq and Cambodia is put ashore by the villainous captain on the 

north-western coast of Western Australia. The migrants are told all they have to do is climb up from 

the beach to a road from where they can catch a bus to Perth. What the captain fails to tell them 

that Perth is 2000 km away and the nearest bus stop (of the "Lucky Miles" bus company) is in 

Broome, 300 km away. Discovering the fraud, the party breaks up. Boat people are no novelty in 

these parts and most of them are soon picked up by the authorities, but three of them, Arun, a 

Cambodian who is trying to get to his Australian father in Perth, Yousif an Iraqi engineer who has lost 

everything at home and Ramelan, a member of the fishing boat's crew get themselves lost in the 

desert. They are, however, not alone. A border patrol operated by Army reservists is on their trail, 

but the pursuit would have to be described as leisurely. One of the reservists, an Aboriginal, is quite 

at home in the bush and his superior tracking skills means his colleagues don't have to put 

themselves out very much. It is pleasant to record that the Army guys are actually concerned about 

the fate of their quarry. The lost trio on the other hand have nothing in common except that they 

are lost together and much of the comedy arises from their incompatibilities. They have to co-

operate to survive, but it's a close-run thing. Outback South Australia stood in for the northwest of 

WA, but it is still a tough landscape. The film-makers very sensibly shot on location between June 

and August, but you can still sense the heat. I'd like to make this film compulsory viewing for those 

of our politicians and officials who equate boat people as criminals. In the year in which this film was 

set, 1990, asylum-seekers were not automatically locked up. The future of the people in this film was 

quite bright. Now, of course they would be removed from the mainland, and dumped in our rented 

Pacific hell-hole, Nauru until we can persuade some other country (New Zealand perhaps) to take 

them. Immigration politics aside, the central characters are well realized and we become involved in 

their fate. Some well-known names in Australian acting pop up in small roles, but the main roles are 

taken by relative newcomers. Kenneth Moraleda as Arun and Rodney Afif as Yousif really shine. Afif 

gives us a man who is angry all the time, yet eventually we understand and even like him. Moraleda 

is not so showy but equally sympathetic. There was some nice camera work and clever cutting 

though at times the story meandered a bit. Entertaining and thoughtful. 
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Luminous Motion (1998) 
 

A mom and her 10-year-old son (12-year-old Eric Lloyd) motor 

around the country as she makes ends meet by turning tricks until 

her car breaks down. She then temporarily takes up with a 

hardware store owner until she gets her own place. Then the kid's 

father shows up to try to take the two over. Luminous Motion is 

unique. Always thought-provoking, and carefully cultivating an 

ecstatic balance of pathos and empathy, the film carries us along 

on the interior and exterior journeys of its accomplished actors. 

The cinematic methods employed cleverly coincide with the 

themes of the film, and are never dry or passé. Few films explore 

so deeply and with such candour the potentially hazardous turns 

of parent/child relationships, and the psyche of the child as an 

individual in the grasp of the wider world. Few films have such 

resonance in today's pale climate of mass-produced cinematic 

imitation. Make the effort to interface with this film and suspend your cultural strictures for a time; 

it will be time well spent, and you might even come to see the world around you in a whole new 

light. 
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Lured Innocence (2000) 
 

Elsie Townsend is a country towns-girl who wants to leave far 

away and get rich. She becomes the spoiled mistress of married 

local businessman Rick Chambers, but when his sickly wife Martha 

tells her to fear he wants to kill her to be free and yet keep her 

money, accepts to kill him together- which is a setup to scare 

Martha to dead. However Rick alone is locked away, and Elsie 

arranges an original alibi by slipping away from the bed of decent 

epilepsy-sufferer Elden Tolbert, whom she made betray his true 

girlfriend and arranged to pass out from alcohol so she could slip 

out for the murder during his seizure so he cannot deliver a fatal 

testimony, even if he wouldn't be willing to lie for her before 

moving with his family when going to Arizona University. This 

movie is SO not what I expected. The film is very slow, probably in 

part because these actors seem like they don't want to be 

there...They all seem bored, especially Hopper. One can imagine that the ONLY reason Hopper did 

this, is because the young female lead gets naked. This leads me to my last point. Marley Shelton, 

the Wendy Peppercorn of the kiddie flick "The Sandlot", plays the role as a bad girl who doesn't 

know how to be bad. The affair in the movie is supposedly the characters first. However, given the 

way that she plays out the lifeless sex scenes (3 of them), it will probably be her last affair...Since she 

apparently sucks at it. Also, the setup leads you to believe that you'll see skin. Um, you won't. The 

sex scenes are nothing that can't be shown on NYPD BLUE, after some silly grunting and moaning is 

muted. 
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Lykkefanten (Southern Comfort) (1997) 
 

Harsh realism and pure magic go hand in hand in this moving story 

about love, abandonment and alcohol. 7-year-old Ida, a brave 

little girl, has to take care of her kid brother Skrubsak, feed the 

family and keep the child welfare officers at stake. Ida's father has 

left the family for another woman, and so far Mum has found 

consolation in the bottle. 
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Ma And Pa Kettle (The Further Adventures Of Ma And Pa Kettle) 

(1949) 
 

The Kettles and their fifteen children (22-year-old Richard Long 

[Tom], 9-year-old George Arglen [Willie], 15-year-old Dale Belding 

[Danny], Margaret Brown [Ruthie], Paul Dunn [George], 14-year-

old Diane Florentine [Sara], 13-year-old Teddy Infuhr [Benjamin], 

Donna Leary [Sally], George McDonald [Henry], Beverly Mook 

[Eve], Gloria Moore [Rosie], 15-year-old Eugene Persson [Ted], 

Melinda Plowman [Susie], 13-year-old Elana Schreiner [Nancy], 

Robin Winans [Billy]) are about to be evicted from their rundown 

rustic home when Pa wins the grand prize by coming up with a 

new tobacco slogan. Birdie Hicks is jealous of the family's new 

wealth, which includes a completely automated modern home, 

and accuses Pa of stealing the slogan. Reporter Kim Parker proves 

Birdie wrong and marries Tom Kettle. This as the first of the Ma 

and Pa Kettle flicks. Marjorie Main (Ma) steals the show in 

anything she does. Funny to see Ida Moore as Emily, the daffy old 

lady on the train.. god she was ALWAYS old; she was in "Desk Set" and "Alfred Hitchcock Presents". 

Their new house is also a co-star here -- its the house of the future with some really cool inventions 

that Pa doesn't care for. LOVE the painting gag. Keep an eye out for TOM... he starred in "Nanny & 

the Professor". Unfortunately he died real young... oddly enough, his last role was on the series 

"Death Cruise". weird. Directed by Charles Lamont, who not only directed several of the Kettle films, 

he also did a bunch of the Abbott and Costello flicks, so he must have known a thing or two about 

comedy. Fun story, plain, simple humor. Even the release date was April Fool's day, 1949. The story 

starts out by showing us what backward and country-folk they are (the neighbors are even Native 

Americans), but as the story progresses, we have sympathy and respect for them. 
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Ma And Pa Kettle At Home (1954) 
 

Elwin Kettle might win a scholarship to an agricultural college. 

Essay contest judges Mannering and Crosby decide to choose 

between the two finalist by spending the weekend at the home of 

each. Pa makes numerous cosmetic improvements to his rundown 

home to impress the judges, but all wash away in a torrential rain 

storm. Will the judges still award the scholarship to Elwin? After 

seeing the Kettles traveling to big cities and living in their ultra-

modern house, it was a nice to see them in their natural setting. 

Although they never totally abandoned their old farm, the family 

lived in the new house. This time all the kids and pets are back in 

the old farmhouse again. Oldest son Elwin has written an essay 

about how wonderful the Kettle farm is. The essay is entered in a 

contest that potentially sets him up for a college scholarship, but 

there is a catch. The contest judges must see the farm. Not to 

worry, Pa takes care of fixing up the old farm-- with Crowbar and 

Geoduck's help. Using cardboard and borrowed equipment and livestock, Pa and the Indians make 

the old farm look almost believable. One sympathetic judge is smart enough to know what is going 

on while the other is so out of place on a farm that Pa's ruse is almost a success. In the opening 

scene a calendar shows the date as December 1, and the movie ends up as a wonderful Christmas 

story with a message. A stunt double fills in for Marjorie Main as Ma goes through pratfalls more 

than once. There is a little bit of joke recycling. As with the other movies, almost all the kids are 

young except for the one that is about to go to college. Elwin appears in enough scenes, but he is 

hardly the center of attention. 
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Ma And Pa Kettle At The Fair (1952) 
 

Ma and Pa are trying to raise enough money at the county fair to 

send their daughter Rosie to college. Ma competes in baking and 

Pa enters a trotter in a horse race, while Rosie takes up with 

handsome young Marvin Johnson. The Ma and Pa Kettle series 

was very consistent for its first three movies after the characters 

were introduced in The Egg and I. This fourth entry in the series is 

a departure from the rest, but just as good as its predecessors. 

Oldest son Tom is mentioned briefly, but no longer part of the 

story. The gags about the Kettles' old and new houses were 

discarded. Birdie Hicks returns as Ma's biggest rival for prizes at 

the fair. Introduced to the series is daughter Rosie, played by Lori 

Nelson. Rosie hopes to go to college, but the family cannot afford 

to send her. That starts Pa thinking of ways to raise money, and in 

the process brings up new trouble and a new adventure. 

Eventually everything hinges on Pa winning a harness race with a 

horse that is past her prime as a trotter. Even if it were not known 

that Director Charles Barton and some of the writers had worked 

with Abbott and Costello, the change in the feel of the jokes is obvious. Crowbar and Geoduck 

definitely play a scene that has A&C written all over it, and even make reference to them. Ma and Pa 

even change a little bit. In the previous movies Ma was grounded as a real person with some depth 

to her character. There is only one good, but brief, scene in which Ma shows some sincere feelings 

with Rosie as they talk about Pa. The majority of the time they are on screen, Ma and Pa are purely 

there for comedy. Near the end of the movie Ma makes a decision that again shows her to be a 

conscientious and caring person, but that is quickly followed by even more comedy. After five 

movies together, Ma and Pa were going strong without a slump. With 12-year-old George Arglen, 

16-year-old Teddy Infuhr & 18-year-old Eugene Persson. 
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Ma And Pa Kettle At Waikiki (1955) 
 

Ma and Pa, along with daughter Rosie, go off to Hawaii in answer 

to cousin Rodney's call for help running his pineapple farm while 

he recovers from an illness. Pa soon causes a major explosion and 

gets himself kidnapped. Although this was the last movie that Pa 

Kettle was in it was a funny one. When Pa Kettle gets kidnapped 

and Ma starts looking for him it is so funny how after a while she is 

pulling the two wheeled cart that the local boy was once pulling 

her in. Then it gets really funny when both Ma and Pa meet that 

native lady and her husband who have 12 children. I think that 

native man and his wife are Hawaian versions of Ma and Pa 

because the Husband is as lazy as Pa Kettle and the Wife is as hard 

working as Ma Kettle. Plus the Children of the two native people 

match up to the 12 younger Kettle children because both sets of 

children have weapons to fight with. The Kettle Children have the 

Sling Shots to shoot with and the Hawaian children have things to 

trow coconuts with. This is one funny movie that should be 

watched over and over. With 15-year-old George Arglen. 
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Ma And Pa Kettle Back On The Farm (1951) 
 

The Kettles leave their ultra-modern home and return to the 

country looking for uranium. Ma and Tom's mother-in-law, Mrs. 

Parker, fight over whether their grandchild will be raised 

"hygiencially." One of the director's final films - Edward Sedgwick 

died two years after making this third chapter of Ma & Pa Kettle. 

In this one, after Kim, the daughter-in-law has a new baby, her 

snobby parents come to visit the Kettles in the fancy house that 

they had won in the first film. This also marks the first and last 

time I ever saw Marjorie Mains with her long hair down. Pa does a 

fun mathematics gag on the chalkboard, and on it goes. Ray 

Collins is Jonathan Parker - viewers will recognize Collins from the 

Perry Mason show, and the bazillion films he did in the 1940s. Also 

keep an eye out for a brief appearance by Harry Von Zell; in 

addition to all the voice-over work, he did numerous episodes on 

the "Burns and Allen" show. Swindlers try to buy the Kettles' old 

farmland when it turns out there's something valuable in it... (sound familiar...?) They do a good job 

of continuing the Kettle story, in spite of the fact that it has different writers. Fun way to spend 

about an hour and a half. A little more sadness and fighting in this one than the others, but still 

entertaining. With 17-year-old Dale Belding & 15-year-old Teddy Infuhr. 
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Ma And Pa Kettle Go To Town (1950) 
 

When Pa wins a jingle-writing contest, he and Ma head for New 

York City. They they get in trouble with gangsters when they lose 

some stolen money which they had already agreed to deliver to 

one of the thugs. Ma and Pa Kettle Go To Town seamlessly picks 

up where The Further Adventures of Ma and Pa Kettle leaves off. 

This is good and bad. For someone familiar with the first two 

movie appearances of the Kettles the continuity is perfect. There 

are just enough recycled gags to reestablish the unique house the 

Kettles won in the prior film, but the majority of laughs come from 

the new situation of Ma and Pa unknowingly smuggling $100,000 

in stolen money to New York. There is more development in the 

subplot of Tom Kettle and his efforts to develop a new incubator 

for chicken farmers, but it really takes a back burner in this movie. 

I expected Jim Backus to be more comedic, but he played one of 

the crooks fairly straight. The situation was meant to be more 

funny than the actors. There is still a fresh feeling to the Ma and Pa Kettle series in Ma and Pa Kettle 

Go To Town. Had I not seen the previous movie I may not have been able to understand why Ma and 

Pa Kettle lived in their futuristic house or why the kids were such devils. Go To Town was obviously 

meant for the audiences that had seen Further Adventures. As much as I liked this movie I would not 

suggest it as the first movie to see in the Ma and Pa Kettle series. With 16-year-old Dale Belding, 

Paul Dunn, 14-year-old Teddy Infuhr & 16-year-old Eugene Persson. 
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Ma And Pa Kettle On Vacation (1953) 
 

The Kettles are in Paris along with their daughter-in-law's parents 

the Parkers. Pa tries to buy racy postcards. He also gets in big 

trouble when he is given a letter to deliver to Adolph Wade, a spy 

who gets killed by spies Inez and Cyrus Kraft. Ma and Pa Kettle on 

Vaction is not a remake of Ma and Pa Kettle Go to Town, but there 

are similarities. In this outing the Parkers return to the series as 

they offer Ma and Pa a trip to Paris. The situation of country folk 

in the big city sets up the jokes. Pa being tricked into smuggling 

stolen documents sets up the plot. While maintaining a a level of 

comedy on par with the previous movie, the Ma and Pa characters 

are being stretched a bit. Once again, Pa is chased by crooks 

through a big city. In this case, Pa is given stolen documents for 

safekeeping while he is on the plane to Paris. The leader of the spy 

ring in need of the documents is played by Sig Ruman. Ruman was 

capable of playing a character as outlandish as Ma and Pa, but he 

held back just enough to not overshadow them. It is his 

performance that makes me like this movie a little more than Go 

to Town. With 13-year-old George Arglen. 
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Ma Vie En Rose (My Life In Pink) (1997) 
 

Ludovic (13-year-old Georges Du Fresne) is a small boy who cross-

dresses and generally acts like a girl, talks of marrying his 

neighbor's son and can not understand why everyone is so 

surprised about it. His actions lead to problems for him and his 

family. Ludovic is a young boy who can't wait to grow up to be a 

woman. When his family discovers the little girl blossoming in him 

they are forced to contend with their own discomfort and the lack 

of understanding from their new neighbors. Their anger and 

impatience cave and Ludovic is sent to see a psychiatrist in the 

hopes of fixing whatever is wrong with him. A movie that 

addresses trans-gender and gender issues in general through the 

eyes of a child. Why is this wonderful family movie rated "R"? 

Why, on cable, is this heart-warming gem preceded by warnings of 

"violence" and "adult content"? Ludicrous! Although told in an 

almost fable-like manner, "Ma vie en rose" is an all-too-rare depiction of believably real parents and 

children dealing with life's pressures together. Beautifully written, directed and acted, any child 

would benefit from watching this utterly delightful and thought-provoking film with their parents 

and discussing the struggles of little Ludovic and his family. Don't miss the opportunity. 
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Mac And Me (1988) 
 

A Mysterious Alien Creature (MAC) trying to escape from NASA is 

befriended by a young boy (12-year-old Jade Calegory) in a wheel 

chair. I was 13 the summer that MAC AND ME came out and even 

then I could sense how calculated and commercial it was. 

Naturally, I didn't see it (like the majority of the world). But with 

its new cult standing, I had to finally check it out and it definitely 

deserves its standing. What were they thinking? An E.T. rip off 

about 5 years too late. And not only that, it rips off a major 

moment from STARMAN, right down to the aliens walking 

through fire. The level of product placement is astounding. I 

haven't seen this much Coke on screen since BLOW (ah, boo 

yourself!). I counted 15 moments where characters offer up a 

Coke (Skittles and McDonalds get off light compared to that). 

Seriously, one could start a Coca-Cola drinking game with this but 

I fear people participating might have their teeth rot out by the 

end of the 90 minutes. I will say that I like the alien designs better than the horrifically ugly E.T., even 

if these aliens do look like Imogene Coca in NATIONAL LAMPOON'S VACATION. I will also give the 

production credit for casting a real boy in a wheelchair in the lead. I will give them a hug and kiss for 

throwing said boy off a cliff. Again, what in the world were they thinking? I give this a 10 for being so 

amazingly blatant. 
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Macho Dancer (1988) 
 

Abandoned by his American lover, a handsome teenager from the 

mountains journeys to Manila in an effort to support his family. 

With a popular call boy as his mentor, Paul enters the glittering 

world of male strippers, prostitution, drugs, sexual slavery, police 

corruption and murder. Teeming with sex and Asian beefcake, 

Macho Dancer is a seering indictment of the hypocrisy and police 

corruption rampant under both the Marcos and Aquino regimes. 

This is one of Brocka's later works that didn't received wide 

theatrical release because of its controversial subject matter (the 

other is "Les Insoumis"). And it deserves to be: a poor man (Alan 

Paule) finds luck as a macho dancer in the city, befriends another 

dancer (Daniel Fernando, in an award-winning role), then 

succumbs to danger after having confronted a local police (Johnny 

Vicar, giving the film's best performance). Graphic sex dominates 

the movie's first half, which makes this a video sensation. But a better plot should have been written 

for this otherwise predictable movie. Shades of Paul Verhoeven's "Showgirls" can be found also. 
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Machuca (2004) 
 

Two boys (14-year-old Matías Quer & 15-year-old Ariel Mateluna) 

observe a political coup in their native Chile. I believe that this is 

one of the best Chilean films ever made. The director chose 

excellent actors, and his idea for his movie was very creative. I 

don't normally feel emotional after watching movies, but at the 

end, when the director played the song "Mira Niñita" from Los 

Jaivas, I almost cried. The movie gave a very well balanced view of 

each side of social class. Giving one a better understanding of why 

things happened how they happened. I have to say, most movies 

with kids actor are major garbage in my opinion, but Machuca 

was a great film, with a great plot. 
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Mad Max (3) Beyond Thunderdome (1985) 
 

Bartertown is a city on the edge of a desert that has managed to 

retain some technology if no civilization. Max has his supplies 

stolen and must seek shelter there in a post apocalypse world 

where all machines have begun to break down and barbarians 

hold what is left. He becomes involved in a power struggle in this 

third Mad Max film where he must first survive the town, survive 

the desert and then rescue the innocent children he has 

discovered. Robbed of his possessions whilst travelling through 

the Australian outback, Max manages to stumble upon 

Bartertown, a trading post for all manner of criminals and 

governed by Aunt Entity and Master Blaster. He is forced to fight 

on behalf of Aunt Entity in order that she gain complete control of 

the town, but he is thrown back out into the desert when the fight 

is over. He then stumbles upon a group of orphans, the only 

survivors of a plane crash during the nuclear war and with their help he returns to Bartertown. Mad 

Max is a former cop who finds himself in a post-apocolyptic desert town called Bartertown. He is 

hired by the leader of the city to fight in a gladiator like arena called Thunderdome, so he can kill 

Auntie's rival master blaster. He is later banished and finds a group of children that survived a plane 

crash during the war. They believe he is their former pilot Captain Walker. Some of the children 

leave to find their fabled tomorrow morrow land. So Mad Max has to save them from the desert and 

from Auntie's Bartertown. Sure it's probably the least good of the Mad Max films, but it is still 

entertaining as heck! It is maybe a little more Hollywood (which is a bad thing) than the first two. 

The music is overbearing at times, and some of the attempts at jokes were very cheap and American 

blockbusterish. One of the main faults that has to be sited with this one is that the last thirty 

minutes or so are basically taken straight from The Road Warrior. The car chase and then the speech 

about how a stranger helped them establish a new society were taken right out of the 2nd 

installment. It still is very creative, and the action has a wonderful momentum. I love the whole 

society that finds Max in the desert. I loved the recitation of their foundation, and I loved their 

dialect. I loved Masterblaster. And Tina Turner was actually cool, too. 
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Madagascar (2005) 
 

At New York's Central Park Zoo, a lion (Stiller), a zebra (Rock), a 

giraffe (Schwimmer), and a hippo (Smith) are best friends and 

stars of the show. But when one of the animals goes missing from 

their cage, the other three break free to look for him, only to find 

themselves reunited...on a ship en route to Africa. When their 

vessel is hijacked, however, the friends, who have all been raised 

in captivity, learn first-hand what life can be like in the wild. 
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Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa (2008) 
 

The sequel to 2005's "Madagascar", in which New York Zoo 

animals, Alex the Lion, Marty the Zebra, Melman the Giraffe and 

Gloria the Hippo, still stranded on Madagascar, start to leave the 

island. All of a sudden, they land in the wilderness of Africa, 

where Alex meets the rest of his family, but has trouble 

communicating with them after spending so much time at the 

Central Park Zoo. As with the comment ahead of mine: it's all 

about the penguins. They should have their own movie. We were 

chanting: more penguins, more penguins. At the screening we just 

saw, people who loved the first Madagascar movie waited 

excitedly for the magic to begin... I LOVED the first one. 

Interesting note: I liked the first one better, but my BF thinks this 

one has a better and deeper plot and pointed out in particular 

that while in the first one Gloria (the hippo) was the butt of many 

fat jokes, in this one she is celebrated just for being beautiful. The whole movie is breathtakingly 

beautiful. We didn't see this on IMAX but I bet the IMAX version will be a treat. Sascha Baron 

Cohen's King is again the hands-down favorite, I heard a ripple of joy murmur through the theater at 

everything he said and did, although my personal favorites (after the Penguins) are Maurice and 

Mort, the King's cohorts. BF was also teasing me mercilessly because (and I'm nearly ashamed to 

admit it) there's one scene that had me totally teared up! Yes, I cried. Can't spoil it - go see the 

movie and tell me after if you know what choked me up! The film did not hold the attention of some 

of the very small children at the screening we saw, because some portions of the film only involve 

adult storyline concerning the adult star characters (Alec Baldwin, Jada Pinkett Smith, Chris Rock, 

and so forth) but when the little characters are on screen (the baby lion in particular is DARLING) the 

children present were absolutely captivated. It's fun. It's not the greatest movie of all time, but it's 

very fun and children will want to watch it again and again. 
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Madame Satã (2002) 
 

A story inspired by the life of one of the most remarkable figures 

in Brazilian popular culture, João Francisco dos Santos (1900-

1976). In turn, bandit, transvestite, street fighter, brothel cook, 

convict and father to seven adopted children, dos Santos--better 

known as Madame Satã--was also a notorious gay performer who 

pushed social boundaries in a volatile time. The story begins in 

1932, in Rio de Janeiro's bohemian Lapa district, when João 

Francisco is about to achieve his dream: becoming a stage star. In 

the sordid yet lively world of Lapa--populated by pimps, 

prostitutes and other denizens of Rio's underworld--João battles 

the streets and presides over a surrogate family that includes the 

charming prostitute Laurita, and her baby daughter whom 

everyone dotes on; the flamboyant hustler Taboo; João's teenage 

lover, Renatinho; and Amador, the owner of the Blue Danube club 

which is their second home. It is at the Blue Danube that street 

tough João begins to sing, and the mythic drag artiste Madam 

Satã is born. "Madame Sata" is a movie that depicts a bygone era. This colorful film directed by 

Karim Ainouz concentrates on the life of a charismatic man who lived an interesting life. We are 

taken to the Rio of the 1930s to witness the night life that flourished in the bohemian Lapa 

neighborhood, with its many dives and night clubs where all kinds of people mixed together. This is 

the story of Joao, a poor black man who is a homosexual living in a macho dominated society. The 

film opens as Joao is being processed because of a crime he committed. We watch his face in a 

close-up where an off camera voice is reading what he did, and then we are taken back to watch his 

life in flashbacks. Joao, who is an assistant to a French third rate chanteuse, is seen backstage 

imitating the singer in his own way, which is much better than what that tired woman does on stage. 

Joao lives in a household that includes Laurita, a friendly prostitute, and Tabu, a gay man who loves 

dressing as a woman, even for house work. This was the era where the movies glorify those larger 

than life women who inspired gays all over the world to imitate them. Joao feels the attraction and 

after losing Renatinho, he asks the friendly Amador, who owns a bar in the Lapa district to give him a 

chance to perform in the style of the great divas of the era. The result is an instant success because 

of the innate talent in Joao. Alas, tragedy strikes when a loud mouth drunk begins to insult Joao, 

who decides to take matters into his own hand with dire consequences. In real life, Joao was in and 

out of prisons all his life. Lazaro Ramos does a fantastic job portraying this complex man who was 

ahead of his time. Mr. Ramos is the best excuse for watching this Brazilian film that shows that seedy 

side of a society condemned to live in poverty and need. Marcelia Cartaxo plays Laurita, a true 

friend, who stuck by Joao no matter how bad things got. Flavioi Bauraqui is another asset in the film 

appearing as Tabu, the other member of Joao's household. Fellipe Marques is perfect as Renatinho, 

the man who loved Joao. "Madame Sata" offers a nostalgic look at the life in Rio during the 30s and 

it's based on the true story of the man who was made famous for his originality and contribution to 

a society that tried to keep him away from mixing with them. This is a great directing job by Karim 

Ainouz, who with the writer, Marcelo Gomes, takes the viewer to a magical ride to the exotic life of 

that long gone Brazil. 
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Madame Sousatzka (1988) 
 

Bengali-speaking Sushila Sen, her husband and son, Manek (17-

year-old Navin Chowdhry), relocate from India to London, England 

and begin their lives as immigrants. Tragically, Mr. Sen passes 

away, leaving Sushila to struggle with everyday living and looking 

after Manek. She manages to get a job and they are able to 

survive on her wages. Manek attends school and shows an 

interest in playing the piano, excelling at it to the extent that his 

schoolteacher refers him to a piano teacher, Yuline Sousatzka, a 

Russian immigrant renowned for her teaching skills. Yuline takes 

over Manek's life, not only teaching him to excel in piano playing 

but also his life as a whole. Disagreements do arise, as Manek 

does not want anyone to run his life for him, but nevertheless the 

training progresses. Then Sushila loses her job due to "not 

meeting the standards" (an excuse used to openly discriminate 

against visible minority employees). With no money coming in, 

Manek is under pressure to use his piano skills to make some money, much to Yuline's chagrin. But 

Manek has his way and is ready to play - or embarrass himself totally - in front of an elite crowd at 

the London Symphony Orchestra. This movie was wonderfully written, produced and directed. A+. 

Easily a 3 star movie, esp if you are one of the many music persons who also play an instrument. 

However, I was a bit bewildered about the contribution of Twiggy and the boy's kissing her. 

MacLaine was outstanding!! 
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Madeline (1998) 
 

Redheaded young girl Madeline (10-year-old Hatty Jones) is very 

good at getting into trouble, but she's also fantastic in solving 

problems as well, and her school-mistress Miss Clavel is not too 

approving of her. The biggest problem comes up when Lord 

Covington decides to sell the Madeline's school. Whether or not 

this film was critically acclaimed by the "so-called" experts or not, 

is irrelevant. The REAL experts are the children who watch, are 

captivated and endeared by Madeline's well casted characters. 

Every child I know (including my own) that has seen this film loved 

it and has begged for it on video. Parents may not see this as a 

daring, frolicking action adventure; but rather as a sweet and 

funny children's film, which is after all, what is was designed to be. 

There are so few films that really MEET a parent's expectations for 

what they WANT their children to see and can TRUST to not be 

"profane" (many older children's films that were "G-rated" are being remade now as "PG" under the 

guises that parents will "want" to watch them to; but do the kids really need the addition of bad 

language and sexual innuendo?). Madeline, the movie, is true to the author's original story-line and 

keeps its poetical, lyrical style and flavor. The children and adults in the cast are true to what the 

author's characterizations were intended to be.. rather than a so-called "modern version" of it. It is 

childhood at its best and its worst, with "realistic" villains (instead of the monstrous or far-fetched) 

and more of the genuine fun and whimsy that childhood is supposed to possess. Children 

everywhere adore this film! As an adult, I appreciate it and APPLAUD it. I wish filmakers would TAKE 

NOTE and produce MORE films like this... TRULY for Children and SOLIDLY "G-rated". After all... 

children are the best experts on what they like.. and they LOVE THIS... so do I. 
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Madison (2005) 
 

A story about a man's personal struggle to victory in the 1971 

Madison, Indiana hydro-plane regatta. Madison, Indiana, 1971. 

The Ohio river port is in full economic decline, its last pride and 

obsession being its uniquely town-owned power boat, although 

the raggedy old donation from a millionaire decades ago never 

comes close to a win. With his doted son Mike (12-year-old Jake 

Lloyd) as most devoted fan, air-conditioner repairman Jim 

McCormick, who had to stop piloting it after a near-fatal accident, 

devotes all his 'spare' time to it, turning down professional 

opportunities as that would mean moving, as his wife suggests. 

Things climax when he realizes the town will either be scrapped 

from the national racing circuit or host the Gold Cup itself, 

requiring $50,000 fund raising. Good--if you know absolutely 

NOTHING about hydro racing. Madison is not too bad-—if you like 

simplistic, non-offensive, "family-friendly" fare and, more importantly, if you know absolutely 

nothing about unlimited hydroplane racing. If, like me, you grew up with the sport and your heroes 

had names like Musson, Muncey, Cantrell, Slovak, etc., prepare to be disappointed. Professional film 

critics have commented at length on the formulaic nature of the film and its penchant for utilizing 

every hackneyed sports cliché in the book. I needn't repeat what they've said. What I felt was sadly 

missing was any sense of the real excitement of unlimited hydro racing in the "glory years" (which 

many would argue were already past in 1971). Yes, it was wonderful to see the old classic boats 

roaring down the course six abreast, though it was clear that the restored versions (hats off to the 

volunteers at the Hydroplane and Race Boat Museum) were being nursed through the scenes at 

reduced speed. But where was the sound? Much of the thrill of the old hydros was the mind-

numbing roar of six Allison or Rolls-Merlin aircraft engines, wound up to RPM's never imagined by 

their designers, hitting the starting line right in front of you. You didn't hear it, you FELT it. Real 

hydro buffs know exactly what I'm talking about. There's none of that in Madison. Instead, every 

racing scene is buried under what is supposed to be a "heroic" musical score. And then there are the 

close-up shots of the drivers, riding smoothly and comfortably in the cockpits as if they were relaxing 

in the latest luxury limousines, in some cases taking time to smile evilly as they contemplate how 

best to thwart the poor home-town hero. Or, in one particularly ridiculous shot, taking time to spot 

Jake Lloyd giving a "Rocky" salute from a bridge pier. In reality, some unlimited drivers wore flak 

vests to minimize the beating they took as the boats slammed across the rock-hard water at speeds 

above 150 mph. As one reviewer so aptly put it, "The sport deserves better than this." Finally, since 

another user brought up anachronisms, I'll add one: the establishing shot of Seattle shows the 

Kingdome and Safeco Field. Neither existed in 1971. 
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Maen-bal-eui Ggoom (A Barefoot Dream) (2010) 
 

After a series of pipe dream ventures go belly up, retired pro 

soccer player Kim Won-kang happens to visit East Timor, where he 

finds children (Junior Da Costa, Fernando Pinto & Francisco Varela) 

playing the game barefoot on rocky pitches. Sensing a new 

business opportunity on finding the country doesn't have a single 

sporting goods store, he embarks on a scheme to get rich quick by 

purveying athletic shoes to the unshod youngsters. Sadly, no one 

there can afford to pay $60 for a pair of shoes, even on a generous 

installment plan, and before he knows it, he is reduced to 

coaching a team of ragged 10-year-olds and prospects are looking 

grim. 
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Magdanas Lurja (Magdana's Donkey) (1958) 
 

This chamber drama is set in Georgia on the turn of the 19th and 

20th centuries. A simple peasant family makes its living by selling 

yogurt which the Magdany widow takes every morning to the 

town market. Once, in their mother's absence, the children – 6-

year-old Mikho (Mikho Borashvili) and 3-year-old Kato – found an 

abandoned donkey on a road leading to their village. The 

foundling was fed, tended, and the moment the donkey opened 

its big, tender eyes, it was named "Lurdja", which means "blue-

eyed". Surrounded by love and care, the donkey became a big 

help in the poor household. But this idyll was not to last long. 
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Magic In The Water (1995) 
 

Radio psychologist Jack Black takes his children Joshua (17-year-

old Joshua Jackson) and Ashley on a 'vacation' to a lake in British 

Columbia. While he grinds away at work the children discover that 

the famous local lake monster "Orky" may not be just a gimmick 

to attract tourists after all. In fact, Orky may enable them to get 

closer to their workaholic dad, and help stop local polluters who 

are dumping toxic waste into Orky's home. Wonderful movie! I 

saw this on showtime this AM & I loved it! Mark Harmon is 

adorable in this and the children are delightful. I cant think of 

anything bad about this movie. Ignore any negative comments u 

happen to read. Any one who doesn't enjoy this movie is just too 

picky, cynical or thinks they are a movie critic. Its the story of a 

father, caught up in his work, takes his children on a trip that ends 

up being a magical experience for all! Great for all members of the 

family! I was quite taken with the scenery and where it was filmed! Beautiful! If u missed this movie 

the first time, don't hesitate to enjoy this movie with your family! I cant wait to purchase this movie 

for my family movie library! Without giving too much away, in a way, the movie reminds me of the 

song Puff the Magic Dragon! 
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Magic Kid (Ninja Dragons) (1993) 
 

Karate action and laughs never cease when a brother (15-year-old 

Ted Jan Roberts) and sister go to California to visit their uncle. 

They soon discover that he's an alcoholic on the run from the Mob 

who want him to pay up or else. It was late at night when I saw 

this movie sometime early this year... The movie was kinda in the 

lame side... The only reason I stayed put was because of Stephen 

Furst... I have read the other comment by someone mentioning 

that Stephen Furst wasn't a good actor... I can assure you that he 

is a wonderful actor... And as for the question where have I seen 

him before? Duh!!!!! Babylon 5!!!!! He played Vir Cotto!!!!! He 

was an attache to Centauri Ambassador Londo Mollari... He played 

him for about 5 years... He was great... His character was sweet, 

lovable, and just good-natured... Oh well, if you're not a sci-fi fan. 
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Magic Kid II (1994) 
 

Magic Kid II is the further adventures of the karate champion (15-

year-old Ted Jan Roberts) from Michigan who is now a movie star. 

Retained from the original cast of the first Magic Kid film are Ted 

Jan Roberts as the ninja boy and Stephen Furst as his nice, but 

weak agent/uncle. If you didn't see the first film young Mr. 

Roberts helped his uncle out of some sticky situations with 

gamblers and in the process got himself discovered as a new 

action hero star with his uncle as his agent. But now he wants a 

normal life, Ninja Boy as Roberts's character is known as would 

like to go to school. In fact he needs to go to school as studio tutor 

Dana Barron says because he's woefully behind in his subjects. But 

slave driving producer Hugo Napier will do about anything to keep 

him working continuously. Magic Kid II is actually better than the 

original mainly because the annoying character of the old sister of Roberts is dropped. Roberts was 

an appealing juvenile and Stephen Furst is funny in a bumbling Lou Costello sort of way. Note that 

David Morse, Howie Mandel, and William Daniels, Furst's co-stars from St. Elsewhere are in this as a 

favor to their colleague as his poker playing cronies. Ain't gambling how Furst's problems started. 

Recommended for the younger juvenile crowd. 
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Magnifico (Magnifico Madyikero) (2003) 
 

This is by far one of the best Filipino films since, I believe, Mike de 

Leon's Bayaning Third World. Directing - Maryo J is very proud of 

this movie and why shouldn't he be? It captures the Filipino heart 

and character fully. Script - Surprising to find out that a young 

person like Yamamoto wrote this. It makes you realize that the 

best works aren't the big production movies but the movies that 

come from the heart. Acting - What do you get when you put 

Lorna Tolentino, Albert Martinez, Gloria Romero, Celia Rodriguez, 

Mark Gil and (now) Jiro Manio in one great movie? A great movie 

with great actors. You can't get anything better than that. It's such 

a shame this movie wasn't well-appreciated in our land. But I'm 

glad this movie is still getting the appreciation it deserves. 
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Magnolia (Mag-no'li-a) (1999) 
 

24 hours in L.A.; it's raining cats and dogs. Two parallel and 

intercut stories dramatize a man about to die: both men are 

estranged from a grown child, both want to make contact, and 

neither child wants anything to do with dad. Earl Partridge's son is 

a charismatic misogynist; Jimmy Gator's daughter is a cokehead 

and waif. A mild and caring nurse intercedes for Earl, reaching the 

son; a prayerful and upright beat cop meets the daughter, is 

attracted to her, and leads her toward a new calm. Meanwhile, 

guilt consumes Earl's young wife, while two whiz kids, one grown 

and a loser and the other young and pressured, face their 

situations. The weather, too, is quirky. The coincidence in this 

movie is not apparent. Rather, I believe this movie is about choice- 

and the where and when this reality manifests itself. Throughout 

the film, we are introduced to characters both young and old, 

perhaps only sharing emptiness among them. Through the variety 

especially in age of characters, the movie presents choice in its three forms- present, past, and 

future- making present choices, choices already made, and setting ourselves up to make choices in 

the future. The movie emphasizes choices made over the other two. We witness two men, who have 

nothing else in common aside from their expected and imminent deaths, regress painfully over 

wretched pasts- results of pathetic choices. Furthermore, the movie affirms the eminence of present 

choices through a young prodigy displayed on a game show. Will he too one day regret his past 

decisions? Our prophetic cop indirectly divulges his personal secret to making unknown future 

decisions- morality. In the style of Ripley's Believe It Or Not, coincidence has played a part in three 

bizarre deaths during the past century... Jimmy Gator has hosted the popular quiz show "What Do 

Kids Know?" in Los Angeles for over 30 years. Stanley is the brightest of the three kids currently 

reigning on the show. Jimmy is estranged from his daughter, Claudia. Living in her cheap apartment, 

Claudia is hooked on cocaine. Donnie Smith had been a famous whiz kid on Jimmy's show decades 

ago. Since being hit by lightning, he does promotional work for the Solomon Bros. appliance store 

and dreams of getting an expensive set of braces for his teeth. Frank Mackey is a very successful 

motivational speaker. His aggressive seminar on dating, "Seduce and Destroy", is well attended by 

frustrated bachelors. Officer Kurring answers a call at a woman's apartment and finds a corpse in her 

closet. Affluent producer Earl Partridge is bedridden and dying of cancer. His beautiful wife Linda 

married him for his money... The quiz show kids are close to setting an all-time record; Stanley feels 

the pressure from his father. Jimmy has learned that he has cancer and only two months to live. 

Officer Kurring arrives at an apartment where neighbours have complained about the noise; Claudia 

opens the door. Earl asks Phil, his nurse, to contact his estranged son; the younger Partridge now 

uses the name Frank Mackey. Magnolia is the study of nine lives in one day in San Fernando Valley, 

California. These nine lives all connect and revolve around the game show "What Do Kids Know?" 

(WDKK), where a team of three kids play against adults and every time the show is on, there is a new 

team of adults and the kids remain; if they won the previous game. Earl Partridge produced "WDKK" 

when it was first on in the late 60s. He is dying of brain and lung cancer and is being taken care of by 

Phil Parma, a male nurse. Linda, Earl's trophy wife starts to fall in love with Earl for real, despite her 



cheating. Earl, rapidly dying on his bed, asks Phil to find his estranged son, Frank T.J. Mackey, who 

grew up hating Earl and now runs a seminar for single men, which teaches them how to seduce a 

woman and leave her... The host of "WDKK", Jimmy Gator, is also dying, but not as rapidly as Earl. He 

has a very rocky relationship with his daughter Claudia, who sniffs crack 24/7 and accuses her father 

of sexually molesting her. Police Officer Jim goes to Claudia's house after getting called about a 

disturbance. He falls in love with her right away... Stanley Specter is a contestant on "WDKK", who is 

a genius and is being used by his father to make money. If Stanley and his team keep winning, they 

will set a record on the show and get tons of money. The record Stanley is trying to beat is the 1968 

record set by Donnie Smith, who had the exact same childhood when he was on the show and has 

now grown up to be a pathetic loser. He's been recently fired from his job, and is trying to find his 

way into happiness. The first encounter that I ever had with Paul Thomas Anderson was through 

"Boogie Nights." I admit, I first saw it because of I heard that it was about the porn industry. 

However, I was surprised to discover an intimate look into the damaged lives of several very 

interesting, well-developed characters. I also was delighted to have found a new and exciting 

director whose career and films I will be sure to follow. Anderson's cinematic flamboyance, technical 

bravura, and inspired storytelling ability make him a talent who is emblematic of the resurrgence in 

creative and dynamic filmmaking that has occured in this past year. Like Fincher (Fight Club), 

Mendes (American Beauty), Jonze (Being John Malkovich), and the Wachowski Brothers (The 

Matrix), Anderson has created a truly unique film that stretches the boundaries of cinema. Many 

who I saw the movie with grumbled repeatedly about it's length. Clocking in at about three hours 

and ten minutes, "Magnolia" is long. Even if you are as strong an advocate of the film as I am, you 

will think that it is long. I really had to go to the bathroom the whole time. But I did not want to miss 

a single second of Mr. Anderson's fascinating opus. The prologue is very well done, doing a good job 

of drawing in the viewer. It makes an interesting commentary on coincidence, wjich segues nicely 

into the rest of the film. The first half hour of the film is the most wonderfully done I have ever seen. 

Just as Anderson does in "Boogie Nights," the prodigy weaves a fast-paced web of intrigue, flashing 

tidbits of the many characters' lives that leave the viewer thirsty for more. The rhythm of the film 

slows down for the bulk of it, as we learn more and more and become more intimately involved in 

the lives of the wonderfully flawed characters. The film seems to build and build into something 

bigger than itself. In a way, that is the main flaw of it, but also the beauty of it. Anderson's 

ambitiousness is huge, but I wouldn't call him an overreacher. This film is so full of great 

performances. It is probably the best ensemble piece that I have witnessed. There has been much 

Oscar buzz on Tom Cruise's behalf, but I honestly believe that there are so many Oscar worthy 

performances in this film that it is a futile effort to mention them all. Particularly strong in the movie 

is the editing, which allows for the interconnected stories of the various characters to be placed 

parallel to each other very smoothly. The cinematography is wonderful, obviously influenced by 

Scorcese. I really don't believe that this film could have been as good as it was if it were any shorter. 

Seeing it is truly an experience. I was almost sad to see it end. 
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Maharal - Tajemstvi Talismanu (2006) 
 

This summer vacation story of three Prague kids, Alena, David (16-

year-old Tomás Materna) and Ondra (11-year-old Matyás 

Valenta), and the charismatic treasure hunter, Aaron Cohen, takes 

us to the most mysterious places of old Prague, to the ruins of an 

old castle and the domains of wondrous entities from days gone 

by... Those are some of the interesting and historical settings for 

this thrilling and adventurous hunt for a mysterious talisman, the 

fabled Golem, and the legendary Philosopher's Stone. 
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Maid In Manhattan (2002) 
 

Marisa Ventura (Lopez) is a single mother born and bred in the 

boroughs of New York City, who works as a maid in a first-class 

Manhattan hotel. By a twist of fate and mistaken identity, Marisa 

meets Christopher Marshall (Fiennes), a handsome heir to a 

political dynasty, who believes that she is a guest at the hotel. 

Fate steps in and throws the unlikely pair together for one night. 

When Marisa's true identity is revealed, the two find that they are 

worlds apart, even though the distance separating them is just a 

subway ride between Manhattan and the Bronx. The Republican 

aristocracy romances the immigrant working-class in this glossy 

Cinderella tale; the result seems to be a draw (they'd rather vote 

for Arnold). The script is so crass and calculated that it includes a 

cute precocious kid (11-year-old Tyler Posey) AND a dog. It is 

mainlined straight to naive young women, its target audience. Top 

English actors are used in all the roles requiring "class", which is amusing; no doubt they were 

chuckling all the way to the bank. Note also that pretty much all of the other lead actors are about 

10-years-older than J-Lo, the purpose of which is probably to make her seem younger than she 

actually is (about 32 at time of filming). As other reviewers have pointed out, this is a "romantic 

comedy" which contains no romance or comedy - unless you count the lame "oops I almost sat on 

your face" line - yuk yuk yuk. There is about as much chemistry between J-Lo and Fiennes as 

between Minnie Mouse and Donald Duck. Its not the worst film that Fiennes has done (think 

"Avengers") but its close! 
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Major Payne (1995) 
 

Major Benson Winifred Payne is being discharged from the 

Marines. Payne is a killin' machine, but the wars of the world are 

no longer fought on the battlefield. A career Marine, he has no 

idea what to do as a civilian, so his commander finds him a job - 

commanding officer of a local school's JROTC program, a bunch or 

ragtag losers with no hope. Using such teaching tools as live 

grenades and real bullets, Payne starts to instill the corp with 

some hope. But when Payne is recalled to fight in Bosnia, will he 

leave the corp who has just started the believe in him, or will he 

find out that killin' ain't much of a livin'? This was a truly fun 

movie. Being x-military myself I thought this was a great movie. I 

laughed all the way through from start to finish. The shooting of 

the bogyman through the closet door was priceless. The story of 

the "Little Engine That Could" was great. I hope that a sequel will 

be made where they have the blind guy and his Seeing Eye dog. That will be funny stuff. 
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Making Love (1982) 
 

A successful young L.A. doctor and his equally successful 

television-producer wife find their happily-ever-after life torn 

assunder when he suddenly confronts his long-repressed 

attraction for other men. Zach and Claire live a comfortable life 

secure in their love for one another when Bart, a swinging L.A. 

novelist, walks into Zach's office and awakens unfamiliar feelings 

in him. In a move which leaves him wracked with guilt, Zach 

cancels dinner with his wife in order to go out with Bart. He is 

inexplicably drawn to this man who seems intent on keeping him 

at arms distance. Why can't Bart allow their relationship to grow? 

he wonders. Exasperated, he asks Bart, "Do you snore? Does 

anybody ever get a chance to find out?" As Zach's absences 

become more and more frequent, Claire's concern manifests itself 

in the suspicion that he is having an affair with another woman. 

Jilted by Bart and feeling alone for the first time in his married life, Zach resolves to tell Claire the 

truth about himself. Predictably, Claire is shocked that she could have known so little about the man 

she has loved for so many years and accuses him of deceiving her from the very start. This is a 

beautiful story that was years ahead of its time. It deals with a young doctor who realizes that he is 

gay and the consequences it has on his marriage and his life. As the lead character begins to explore 

his new sexual identity, he gets involved with a commitment phobic writer and the movie explores 

issues of commitment, love, infidelity, rejection. Bit most importantly the movie shows the 

importance of being true to oneself. It is an extremely gay positive film and the filmmakers are not 

afraid to explore the depths of the characters struggle. All characters are portrayed honestly and 

realistically and the viewer is never given the feeling that the filmmakers are trying so hard to get 

the approval of the straight audience as in "Philadelphia". It is simply an honest and accurate 

portrayal of one man coming to terms with being gay. All performances are top notch and the 

ending so bittersweet that one cannot help but shed tears. A wonderful coming out story made over 

15 years ago that no other mainstream gay film had been able to hold a candle to. 
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Making The Boys (2011) 
 

On the eve of the 40th anniversary of the Gay Rights Movement, 

the film explores the drama, struggle and enduring legacy of the 

first-ever gay play and subsequent Hollywood movie to 

successfully reach a mainstream audience. Beloved by some for 

breaking new ground, and condemned by others for reinforcing 

gay stereotypes, The Boys in the Band sparked heated controversy 

that still exists four decades later. Uneven but essential. For a film 

that's been kicking around the festival circuit and minor bookings 

for almost two years, MAKING THE BOYS is a surprisingly uneven 

documentary - which is not to say the quality lags, it's generally 

remarkable, but that the flow is so jerkily edited as to suggest a 

student film project. Nevertheless, the film is so packed with 

insightful interviews, period images, on stage clips from the 

original Off-Broadway and London West End productions and side 

trips into the impact of the original play and the movie which followed (and how one led to the 

other) on the lives of all of the major participants, the evolution of modern gay rights and American 

culture in general that the result is as close to an essential historical document as on objective 

viewer could ask. Obviously central to the project, Mart Crowley takes us back to the writer and the 

person he was before the idea of THE BOYS IN THE BAND was even on the horizon and leads us to 

how it came to be, and what it and he came to be. This and the general cultural discussion - and how 

BOYS... changed that discussion yet came to be viewed as something of an embarrassment to some 

activists and then came full circle to regain respect - are done superbly (despite the off-hand use of 

TV's "Will and Grace," still viewed as something of a gay "Amos & Andy" in some quarters, as a pride-

ful example - a slip). The details of this evolution are so fascinating that it's easy to miss the few 

things the film tends to short. One is the rehearsal and interpretation process under the great (and 

unfortunately late) Robert Moore's direction (four Broadway productions as an actor before BOYS..., 

eight as director after it - almost all of the latter major hits), but understanding this, the film makers 

(researcher Rosemary Rotondi and director Crayton Robey) have brought in those close to Moore to 

fill in the blanks. The brief section on Peter Harvey's scenic design, building on the use of projections 

(so brilliantly used by Robert Guerra and Tom Skelton in YOUR OWN THING just three months 

earlier) is fascinating. They are less successful in fleshing out the lost members of the original Off-

Broadway and film cast, but in dealing with inevitable questions - it has long been famously reported 

how many were lost in the early waves of the AIDS epidemic years after BOYS... and less accurately 

how few were launched into successful stage and film careers after BOYS... - the interview 

observations are well chosen even when not definitive. Whatever the film's shortcomings in flow 

and the few details lost with the passing of primary sources, its success is overwhelming in how 

much it does give us putting THE BOYS IN THE BAND in historical perspective and showing us how far 

we've come building on the groundwork it laid. This is a major achievement and very satisfying 

viewing. A generation of gay and straight men and women too young to have lived through the 

events discussed should be highly encouraged to see it. They will not be bored. 
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Maktub (2011) 
 

Manolo (Diego Peretti), is in crisis. The routine work is unbearable, 

his marriage to Beatrice (Aitana Sanchez-Gijon) is on the brink of 

chaos and has very poor communication with their children. He 

meets Antonio (Andoni Hernández) a boy of 15-years-old, with 

cancer but with a desire to live and be happy very contagious. 

From that encounter his life takes a radical change. Antonio's 

mother (Goya Toledo), Manolo's mother (Amparo Baro) and his 

singular companion (Mariví Bilbao), the neighbor of the family 

(Enrique Villen), a fun food deliveryman (Jorge Garcia), an 

extravagant nurse (Rosa Maria Sarda) and a host of characters, 

change the tedious life of Manolo in this Christmas story. 
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Malabar Princess (2004) 
 

A man leaves his 8-year-old son (11-year-old Jules-Angelo 

Bigarnet) with his father-in-law who lives near the glacier where 

the boy's mother died. A Fit Of Peaks, which, in this case, is a 

collective noun I've seen fit to coin. It will be a great pity if this 

delightful entry doesn't make it out of France - why, when it has 

been playing in Paris for at least a couple of weeks it is still classed 

as being in the Cutting Room is beyond me. Jacques Villeret with a 

moustache yet for once plays it relatively straight, the normally 

drop-dead gorgeous Michelle Laroque plays down her usual 

vivaciousness to play, would you believe, a school marm buried in 

a tiny hamlet high in the mountains, and oh, yes, there's a kid, a 

Straw-Hat circuit low-budget Tom Sawyer/Huck Finn fish-out-of-

water along to create low-key havoc. Charm is good to describe 

this entry shot on location at altitudes where you can all but TASTE the crispness in the air and as a 

realistic antidote to the Heidi-like idyll realism rears its nasty head in a scene where a dead farm 

horse is unceremoniously carted off on the back of a wagon to the knacker's yard or - we are, after 

all in France - to a one-star Michelin restaurant. For the record - if not for the curious - Malabar 

Princess is the name of an airplane that crashed in the area just before the first day of shooting. A 

great feel-good entry. 8/10. 
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Maladolescenza (Spielen Wir Liebe) (Playing With Love) (Puppy Love) 

(1977) 
 

Let me just start by saying that as a young woman, I was taken by 

surprise by the film and even shocked at times, but I felt that the 

film had a very powerful impact. An impact that has nothing to do 

with pedophilia. (Well, at least not for me). The plot involves 

Fabrizio (18-year-old Martin Loeb), his dog, and Laura (12-year-

old Lara Wendel), a young teen that is madly in love with him. 

After meeting him a year ago, she returns to him during the 

summer months. Fabrizio chooses to live his life as a "king" in the 

forest and delights in taunting and tormenting young Laura. 

(Honestly, there were moments when I wanted to strangle this 

actor, but that was the intention of the director). Fabrizio enjoys 

mentally abusing Laura, as well as treating her like a prisoner. 

When Laura and Fabrizio climb the "Blue Mountain" one 

afternoon, Fabrizio decides that he wants to rule the forgotten 

city and needs a queen. However, young Laura will not do because she must return to her parents at 

night instead of staying by his side. (Clearly, Fabrizio is letting the Peter Pan syndrome get to him a 

bit too much...) The two young teens share a fairly graphic first sexual encounter (one that made me 

feel a bit uncomfortable, I must admit), but Fabrizio's morbid behavior toward Laura is even more 

disturbing after they make love for the first time. One day, the duo meet Sylvia (12-year-old Eva 

Ionesco), a young teen that lives in a house outside the forest. Unlike Laura, Sylvia is very arrogant 

and pampered looking. (However, I feel that Laura was by far lovelier). Fabrizio, being angered by 

Laura, tells her that he will forgive her if she gets Sylvia to join their games. Thus, she does as he 

commands and Sylvia and Fabrizio become partners in crime. They are both as cruel as the other and 

delight in tormenting Laura in the most hideous ways. (I almost had to stop the movie at times 

because I was so upset by their actions). The scene were Sylvia and Fabrizio hunt Laura like an 

animal is very, very disturbing. Naturally, Sylvia and Fabrizio fall in love and delight in a good amount 

of sexual play. (Yes, other moments that made me uncomfortable, but they are very true of today's 

teenagers). In the end, Sylvia tells Fabrizio that she cannot remain as his queen and must return to 

school. This fatal admission leads to a tragic ending. The film is very, very beautifully made, but also 

very disturbing and depressing. It reminded me of a Grimm's fairy tale for adults. (Have you ever 

read any of those)? Also, it has similarities to Lord of the Flies, as well. I purchased the German X-

Rated DVD release of the film and am very pleased to say that it is uncut. I can completely 

understand why the film was heavily censored and/or banned, however, as a young woman I can 

also see the truth in the film. Teenagers are not as innocent as they are often believed and this film 

is just an example of reality. What bothered me beyond the sexuality was the violence. Seeing poor 

Laura be the butt of Sylvia and Fabrizio's cruel punishment was almost too much to watch...I highly 

recommend on its artistic and emotional basis. I saw this movie at its theatrical release in 1977. It 

was so heavily cut that essential parts of the plot were missing. I just now saw the new DVD edition 

and I was smitten just how good this movie is! At its original theatrical release vilified as child 

pornography it didn't get the attention it deserved. And it couldn't get proper appreciation because 

the mutilated theatrical release version was a great nothing with most of the essential scenes even 



the murder at the end being cut out. When I saw it first in 1977 it practically left no impression on 

me whatsoever whereas the uncut version left me completely speechless and unsettled about just 

how evil it is. Even though it is beautifully photographed, has a fantastic score and is extremely well 

acted by the three young actors, it is by now means pleasant to watch. It is a movie that you will 

often think about long after you have seen it. This one will really haunt you, take my word for it! Just 

a word on the DVD edition that seems to be the only source for the integral version. The releasing 

company cannot be praised enough for making this film now accessible after 27 years but they could 

have done a better job with the anamorphic transfer. They could have cleaned the film of disturbing 

artefacts and they should have been more careful with the English subtitles for the original Italian 

version. Apparently they have translated the German dialog book because there are things 

translated in the subtitles that are not said and things that are said are not translated! It is a total 

mess! And at the end when Fabrizio sits silently on a rock in the cave after just having murdered 

Sylvia and having sent Laura away, I repeat, sitting there in complete silence after having committed 

the murder, the subtitles translate the silence telling us that "it was a hot summer, the two girls 

were the first love I had and I have never seen them again"!!! The German version has a voice-over 

telling even more precisely that the murdered girl is now a high-school teacher! Such a complete 

nonsense, but clear if you know that the murder scene had been completely omitted in the 

theatrical release version and that this was the incredibly cheesy original theatrical ending with the 

voice over narration suggesting that they had just left for home after their vacation in the 

mountains! The releasing company should really have made the subtitles according to the spoken 

word and not according to the German dialog book! Anyway: This film is an absolute masterpiece 

and I can highly recommend it. I gave it 9/10 deducting one point for the obvious exploitation 

intention it was made with. Generally speaking, Maladolescenza is NOT my kind of movie. Being a 

fan of Hunt for Red October, The Final Countdown, and the like, it was rather unusual for me to 

come across a movie such as Maladolescenza, much less order it. The DVD arrived last week and I 

have watched the movie twice since then. I am still stunned by it. The movie is about three 

teenagers who spend their summer vacation together in the mountains of Austria (?). Laura (Lara 

Wendel), a 12-year-old girl is helplessly in love with Fabrizio (Martin Loeb), an older boy who lives in 

the area where she is on vacation. She tries everything to get him to answer her love, but Fabrizio 

somehow gets a kick out of mentally and physically tormenting Laura. Her love for him lets her 

endure the pain he inflicts on her. However, events spiral out of control after Fabrizio and Laura 

encounter Sylvia (Eva Ionesco), who is on vacation in the same area. Sylvia is every bit as cruel as 

Fabrizio, and both take great pleasure in tormenting Laura in every way possible (the "Hide-and-

seek" scene, as well as the "Pit"-scene being the two most extreme scenes that come to mind). As 

the summer draws to a close, Fabrizio tries to convince Sylvia to remain. She refuses, and on their 

last day together, the drama reaches a murderous climax. This movie is definitely a masterpiece. 

Granted, it shows its age in the props, and the style the characters dress. Still it is a beautiful picture, 

with very atmospheric camera work, and a fitting soundtrack that ranges from beautiful to 

unnerving, even disturbing (Watch for the German traditional while Laura is being hunted by Sylvia 

and Fabrizio). The three kids that I mentioned above in the plot are the only characters in this movie. 

They have to carry the whole movie, which makes their performance even more impressive. Lara 

Wendel is great in her portrayal of Laura, the innocent, naive 12-year-old. You just can't help but feel 

sorry for the poor little thing. Eva Ionesco while being a beautiful girl, plays the part of the arrogant, 

cruel, manipulative Sylvia with perfection, although even her facade cracks during the last 10 

minutes. As for Martin Loeb, I did not like him from the very start, which means that his portrayal of 



the sadistic punk is good as well, although I still think he is the weakest member of the cast. Don't 

get me wrong, I am commenting on their acting capabilities, not on the nude scenes in the movie. 

These kids were great actors for their age. When Maladolescenza came out, it was decried as child 

pornography almost immediately, and the film was banned or heavily cut in many countries. After 

watching this movie, I understood why it is one of the most controversial ones around. The theme of 

cruelty between kids, and the sexual awakening of adolescents is very dangerous territory to tread 

on. Still it shows that adolescents and teenagers are not the innocent angels that many adults like to 

think they are (as I had to find out the hard way), and it does so very well. As for the child porn 

allegations: A German legal board re-evaluated this movie this year, concluding that it contains no 

illegal or criminal material. All in all a very controversial, cruel, but also very beautiful movie. I have 

to give this film a ten out of ten, even though it does have some weaknesses, because it is the main 

early film of the world's most beautiful young lady, Eva Ionesco. Even though it was made in 1977, it 

is still the most sought-after film on the internet. There is a heavily-censored version available, with 

eleven minutes of the most beautiful parts chopped out. I advise against watching this version, as it 

spoils the film badly. Censoring this film is like wiping the smile off the Mona Lisa! Find the 

uncensored version. If there are laws in your area which prevent you from watching the full film, get 

those ridiculous laws changed! It will be worth your while. As well as Eva, it has some very beautiful 

music, beautiful cinematography, and Lara Wendel is also beautiful. On the negative side, the story-

line, of adolescents' cruelty to one another, may not be to everyone's liking, and, at the time of 

writing, no-one has yet sub-titled the film in English. Nevertheless it is such a rare and beautiful film, 

it thoroughly deserves to be at the very top of your "Must-See" list. The full version is a real treasure. 

You're going to want to buy this one and watch it over and over again. Beautifully photographed, 

casually observed tale of "puppy love" (one of the film's alternate titles) between two precocious 

teen girls (Lara Wendel and Eva Ionesco) and one lucky lad (Martin Loeb). The film is notorious for its 

graphic portrayal of early teen nudity (male and female) and it is certainly more graphic than, say, 

"Pretty Baby", but director Pier Giuseppe Murgia paints the short love scenes with such a gorgeous 

sense of playfulness and naive exploration that only a fool would be offended. Points must go to 

Murgia and writer Peter Berling for attempting a project so audacious and potentially inflammatory. 

Certainly a product of a more enlightened era, it is a study of childhood politics and childish 

exploration of pleasures often thought to be the exclusive domain of the "old". For those who are 

wondering, the striking and infamous Ms. Ionesco is portrayed in all her unclothed glory in close-up 

and, with legs askew, in artfully framed wide shot. Mr. Loeb, who is slightly older than the two girls, 

doesn't shy away from his natural state, either. Only the images of Ms. Wendel leave something 

more to the imagination. The narrative is slight and not a little confusing, but the feeling that we 

entered a magical oasis and departed somewhat enlightened resonates. An original work of the 

heart, mind and senses, swept along by a simple, melodic score. Often beautiful at a visual level, 

poignant on its directorial style, joyful but nostalgic at the same time, and ultimately a satisfactory 

experience for the all-rounded, open-minded viewer (you may want to stay clear, and while at it also 

to spare us from a certain neo-medieval kind of retarded comments, if you happen not to be one). 

You may love this movie, you may hate it, or you may simply end up wondering what's all the 

controversy about and why is it still banned or heavily censored in certain so-called "advanced" 

countries. One thing is certain: if you like film in general, you should watch it (there's a great new 

DVD available from Germany, with English subtitles). Not only because it's a centerpiece both of 

cinema styles and social perspectives in change and of its own author's career and I dare say, 

personal life, but also because it's one of those rare, last standing moments of sheer honesty which 



are representative of a bygone era, and indirectly also representative of how close-minded and 

hypocrite our western world has become in the past two decades, in direct contrast with what 

should be expected from a society which repeatedly acknowledges itself (no one else probably 

would, and clearly DON'T) as the most "advanced" - making it all the more ironic that this simple but 

interesting movie IS, after all, all about the loss of innocence and youth. I rarely comment on films 

but I've read the other comments and I cannot believe that there are people applauding this 

celluloid rubbish. I know there are certain people who have their own agenda but lets take it on 

merit; poorly acted, badly shot and the story felt as the director was making it up as he was going 

along. I am not going to focus on the sexual aspect of the film involving little kids as the makers of 

the film obviously knew what they wanted and what their audience would want. All I can say is it is a 

terrible film, the content is poor and offensive, the production is amateurish and I am glad they 

could not make a film like this legally today. 
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Malèna (2000) 
 

On the day in 1940 that Italy enters the war, two things happen to 

the 12-year-old Renato (15-year-old Giuseppe Sulfaro): he gets his 

first bike, and he gets his first look at Malèna, a beautiful, silent 

outsider who's moved to this Sicilian town to be with her husband 

Nico who promptly goes off to war, leaving her to the lustful eyes 

of the men and the sharp tongues of the women. During the next 

few years, as Renato grows toward manhood, he watches Malèna 

suffer and prove her mettle: her loneliness, then grief when Nico 

is reported dead, the effects of slander on her relationship with 

her father, her poverty and search for work, and final 

humiliations. Will Renato learn courage from Malèna and stand 

up for her? I found the film to be visually hypnotic and very 

moving. I was also impressed with the film maker's story telling 

technique. The film brought me into the bustling street life of the 

Sicilian village by eye-level camera work and the comments of the people in crowded scenes, 

through which I was taken with the characters. Just like walking down a busy urban street anywhere 

with your ears and eyes open. The film made me wake up to the fact that so much American film, 

perhaps all contemporary film, is composed mainly of close ups with two or a few people. Not this 

film. There is a sequence with airplanes overhead that is absolutely dizzying without any fancy 3-D or 

pyrotechnic effects. Mr. Tornatore brilliantly uses silent stares, pairs of eyes and silly dream 

sequences with amazing effect. The male lead, an adolescent boy, is portrayed with great empathy 

by Giuseppe Sulfaro without schmaltz or sanitizing, so typical in American films about puberty. The 

title role, played well by a dazzling Monica Bellucci, could have been written for a young Sophia 

Loren. (My dream sequence, I guess) My favorite character was Renato's father, hilariously played by 

Luciano Federico. A must see. 
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Mamma Jack (2005) 
 

Myself and my best friend had a choice at the movies, Transporter 

2 or MamaJack (Yes we are a bit behind the rest of the world) So 

we decided to watch the Leon Schuster movie, this would be the 

first time we had actually paid to watch one of his movies, his 

previous hit Mr. Bones did have a lot of things going for it but it 

fell flat in places, and I don't even want to start on his diabolical 

"Oh Schuks, I'm Gatvol" (the Iraq references were plain 

embarrassing) So we sat down with a neutral feeling, from the 

beginning of the movie the pace is slow and at one point turned 

to Clinton and told him that if the movie does not get better that 

we would get up and leave. That's when the lovely Mary-Ann 

Barlow walked on screen, as great fans of her we immediately sat 

up and started taking notice (great bath scene!!!!) I guess due to 

her we started to relax more and gave the movie a chance, and I 

must admit that even after a slow start we walked out smiling. This movie is unique in that it 

captures the humor that all South Africans have around them, even though we come from a dark 

past we all have something to smile and laugh about. To be honest this movie is funnier than Big 

Mammas House in places but fails to capture the emotion of Mrs. Doubtfire, you will definitely laugh 

at places and I'm sure most people would love to come and experience the beauty of South Africa 

first hand. There are some really funny moments & its not too emotionally sloppy and this saves the 

movie from being a bad combo of Mrs. Doubtfire/Big Mammas House. This is a nice family movie to 

relax with and its really one of the better movies to come out of South Africa. 
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Mamma Roma (1962) 
 

Mamma Roma is a middle-aged whore of Roma. Now she can quit 

her job to become a fruit seller. And she can take back her 16-

year-old son, Ettore (Ettore Garofolo). For him, she dreams of a 

good position. But it is perhaps too late for Ettore, whose 

company includes mostly teenage louts. After many years working 

in the streets of Roma, the middle-age whore Mamma Roma 

(Anna Magnani) saves money to buy an upper class apartment, a 

fruit stand and retires from the prostitution. She brings her 

teenage son Ettore (Ettore Garofolo), who was raised alone in the 

country, to live with her, and Ettore becomes her pride and joy. 

However, the boy that does not want to study or work, joins to 

idle friends, has a crush on a bitch, and Mamma Roma uses her 

best but limited efforts to straight Ettore and make him an honest 

man. However, her past haunts her with tragic consequences. What is the difference between a king 

and a whore? If you think that you know the answer, just watch this masterpiece by the patriarch of 

the Italian "New Generation" whose work has changed the history of the Italian cinema (and 

literature). A marvellous poetic, neorealistic look on the pure maternal love and its interaction with 

the rotten feelings of the real world. The movie has the expressional force of a Greek tragedy, 

describing the impuissance of ordinary people to alter their fate by believing that "life is so beautiful, 

if you can think wisely". 
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Man And Boy (2002) 
 

When television executive Harry has a one-night-stand, his wife 

Gina walks out on him, leaving Harry to look after the couple's 

young son (7-year-old Dominic Howell). Ioan Gruffudd may be the 

star of this one off drama but he doesn't steal the show in the 

way co-stars Pauline Collins and Elizabeth Mitchell do. Pauline is 

simply divine as the mother of Harry Silva and the best part of the 

film is when she walks into her husband's coffin, banging her head 

in the process, only to turn around to Harry and giggle. Simple 

British humour that goes a long way. Elizabeth is charming, funny 

and sexy as Harry's American's love interest Cyd. She's also got 

guts and speaks her mind. Her performance was one of her finest 

since Gia and ER. Little Dominic Howell was a delight as Pat and 

this is one little actor who Britian will be getting to know a lot 

more of in the future. 
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Man Of The House (1995) 
 

Ben Archer is not happy. His mother, Sandy, has just met a man, 

and it looks like things are pretty serious. Driven by a fear of 

abandonment, Ben tries anything and everything to ruin the "love 

bubble" which surrounds his mom. However, after Ben and Jack's 

experiences in the Indian Guides, the two become much closer. 

There used to be a time when Chevy Chase was regarded to as a 

funny man. He used to be on an intelligent and extremely hilarious 

skit show started in 1975 called "Saturday Night Live," but soon 

left to chase after a film career. Well, it's about twenty years later, 

and where is Chevy? Well, after a few hilarious "National 

Lampoon's Vacation" films, he's basically nowhere. He was funny 

in the seemingly endless line of movies (in general) for a while, but 

soon people tired of his smart-@$$ attitude that made him so 

famous, and they, his humble audience, turned on him, beginning 

to despise the poor fellow. Well, I can't really find it hard to feel sorry for him, because he probably 

still has more money than you or I will ever make in our lifetime. The plot of "Man of the House" is 

less than a simple and contrived one. It is about 12-year-old Ben Archer (14-year-old Jonathan Taylor 

Thomas) and his efforts to rid his house of the man who wants to marry his mom and become his 

stepfather. The man? Jack Sturgess (Chevy Chase). The mom? Sandra (Farah Fawcett--whose leakier 

than a faucet here). Jack is a tie-wearing, U.S. Justice Department lawyer who's got one angry Mafia 

boss on his tail because of a racketeering case he prosecuted. As the film turns out (big gasp), Ben 

and Jack work together at the end to save the day, and Ben thinks of Jack as a cool nerd. But what 

about the in-between process, you ask? Ben makes an assortment of traps to try and get Jack to 

leave. He rigs the blender. He makes fun of him. He verbally insults him and makes digs at him. I ask 

myself what Disney is trying to prove here: That kids are smarter than stupid adults, or that kids have 

wittier one-liners than adults? But Jack stays around (much to the disappointment of Ben), who 

keeps on working at Jack to make him leave. He eventually makes Jack sign into a boy-scout-type 

program, where he nicknames Jack "Squatting Dog." This is the best laugh in the movie. If you don't 

find that funny, like me, then you had better run from this movie, because that is one of many 

unfunny gags that try to be funny and end up in the gutter. The film is anchored in every way 

towards children, but I ask myself if children really should be seeing a film like this. In "The Parent 

Trap," two twins formed together to bring their parents back together. In "Man of the House," a 12-

year-old single-handedly tries to rid a man from his and his mother's life. Choose your pick on which 

film is morally-harmless and which is morally-harmful. Times are changing, and that means films that 

were once provocative are not anymore. Divorce in films--especially children's films--used to be a big 

topic. But nowadays it seems because of the countless divorces out there, kids are immune to such 

things. But Disney is making it worse. They rub it in and open children's minds to things they need 

not worry about. If you take your child to see this, the next time you argue with your wife or 

husband your child could misinterpret this as divorce, because through films like these divorce is 

shown as arguing between parents who then break up. "Man of the House" isn't about divorce per 

se, but it is about something worse: The times proceeding a divorce. About parents dating again. 

Sorry, but I don't find this kind of thing suitable for innocent children. Kids don't need to be thinking 



about their parents dating people, but yet films manage to squeeze such material into countless 

films, whether they are funny ("Sleepless in Seattle") or not ("Man of the House"). I don't have a 

problem with "Sleepless..." because it isn't really a children's film, but when you take a children's 

film and center it ENTIRELY on split couples dating again, children start to think about things they 

need not worry about. 6-year-olds shouldn't be thinking about dating yet, much less their parents 

dating. The laughs, if you can count them as such, come mostly from George Wendt ("Cheers" 

beloved Norm) and former Cirque du Soleil clown David Shiner. Wendt as an Indian Guides chief is 

the comic treat of the film -- he's a real live wire who packs a lot of heart into a surprisingly agile 

comic style. If you have read this far and STILL believe this film is for you, then George Wendt's 

performance can be added to your "why-to-see-the-film" list, because he is, truthfully, the only 

compelling reason to see this film. In the end, "Man of the House" is a politically-correct comic 

vehicle that forgot about the script and the laughs. To Disney, kids during times like these should be 

thinking of parents' divorces and parents' dating, because it's happening around the world as we 

speak, and children need films such as "Man of the House" so that they realize this is normal (for 

parents to divorce and date again). To me, films like "Man of the House" are reasons that divorce 

and single parents dating is becoming more normal and unshameful in today's culture. It's a paradox, 

really. Films like these are made because of times like these, when, in fact, times like these are here 

in the first place because of the films and media that are made to suit to the times we live in. 
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Man Of The House (2005) 
 

Texas Ranger Roland Sharp (Tommy Lee Jones) is assigned to 

protect the only witnesses to the murder of a key figure in the 

prosecution of a drug kingpin -- a group of University of Texas 

cheerleaders. Sharp must now go undercover as an assistant 

cheerleading coach and move in with the young women. Man Of 

The House is about a Texas Ranger named Roland Sharp (Tommy 

Lee Jones) who is hunting down potential witnesses and leads to 

testify against a mob boss. While on the verge of capturing a 

potential lead, his partner is shot and he loses his witness. 

Everything is up in the air and no one knows which way to go 

when, luckily, five cheerleaders witness the execution of the man 

Sharp was trying to capture, who is named Morgan Ball (Curtis 

Armstrong - Who would have thought he would still be making 

movies long after his most successful stint as Booger has long 

been dead). After the girls decide to do the right thing, and tell the police, they are held in protective 

custody until they can capture the criminal who would surely be looking for them. They decide that 

Sharp will look after them personally and live in the same house as long as needed. This is where the 

comedy really begins. The movie is meant to be a comedy, and I think Tommy Lee Jones did an 

excellent job with it, as well as Cedric The Entertainer. The movie opens like a typical action movie 

and then goes with the comedy all the way until the end, when it reverts back to that one big action 

sequence to end it all. Jones and Cedric made the movie as good as it was. The cheerleaders were 

simply eye candy, which is just fine by me. My favorite being Barb (Kelli Garner). Jones comes off a 

little too old when he refuses to let the girls run around the house in the usual skimpy teen attire we 

all see nowadays, but that is just to show his character. You still get to see plenty of the girls, which 

is probably as much an attraction as Jones and Cedric. This movie is a little hard to review for some 

reason but like I said in the title, if you liked the movie Miss Congeniality, then you will most likely 

enjoy this one, too. They are cut of the same cloth, so to speak. If you did not like Miss Congeniality, 

then you probably will not like this either. I guess that is the best way to put it. I enjoyed it for what 

it was. 
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Man Of The Year (1995) 
 

Mockumentary look at Playgirl Magazine centerfold and 1992 Man 

of the Year, Dirk Shafer, who kept it a secret from the magazine 

that he is gay. Most of the film is a fictionalized retelling of Dirk's 

decision to send a photograph to Playgirl, his selection as a 

centerfold and then Man of the Year, his many TV interviews, his 

friend Vivian Paxton posing as his beard, and the pressures from 

his live-in lover to come out of the closet. Interspersed with this 

chronological narrative are a black and white look at an evening 

Dirk spends with Angela Lucassey, a woman from Reno who wins 

Playgirl's national contest to have a date with Dirk, and an 

interview with a stripper who tracks Dirk down. This movie is 

made in the "mock-umentary" style popularized in recent by 

Christopher Guest and co. ("Best in Show", "A Mighty Wind"), yet 

interestingly, it was made before all the ones I can think of except 

"Spinal Tap". And to my mind, it is just as good, if not better than the others. "Man of the Year" is 

based on Dirk Shafer's experiences as a Playgirl model--personally, I'd love to know just how much of 

the movie was based on real events; the movie is so skillfully done, it's difficult to tell. It has a subtle, 

intelligent humor all its own, and is, at times, quite touching (something other mockumentaries 

never get near). A fine piece of movie-making, well worth watching. 
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Man On The Moon (1999) 
 

Man on the Moon is a biographical movie on the late comedian 

Andy Kaufman. Kaufman, along with his role on "Taxi," was 

famous for being the self-declared Intergender Wrestling 

Champion of the world. After beating women time and time again, 

Jerry Lawler (who plays himself in the movie), a professional 

wrestler, got tired of seeing all of this and decided to challenge 

Kaufman to a match. In most of the matches the two had, Lawler 

prevailed with the piledriver, which is a move by spiking a guy 

head-first into the mat. In one of the most famous moments in 

this feud was in the early 80s when Kaufman threw coffee on 

Lawler on "The Late Show with David Letterman," got into 

fisticuffs with Lawler, and proceeded to sue NBC. A biopic based 

on the life of Andy Kaufman, an eccentric comedian who went 

onto enjoy a career as lovable foreign car mechanic Latka Gravas 

on TV's "Taxi" and later gained infamy as an inter-gender wrestling champ. The film studies some of 

Kaufman's comedy antics as well as his personal life and his relationship with his manager George 

Shapiro, his best friend/partner Bob Zmuda and his girlfriend Lynne Margulies. I saw a special sneak 

preview of "Man on the Moon" last week in Boston. Quite simply, the film is magnificent, and truly 

provides the audience with a glimpse into the genius of Andy Kaufman. There are moments of true 

hilarity, and moments that will break your heart. Of course, this film would be nothing without the 

inspired performance by Jim Carrey. Within the first moments of the film, you completely forget that 

it is Jim Carrey on screen. Rarely have I seen an actor truly transform into the persona that he is 

portraying. Jim Carrey was Andy Kaufman. At the very least, Mr. Carrey is deserving of every honor 

that is given in acting. No other performance this year comes even close to this. Without question, 

this is a film for the ages, and gives everyone a look into the mind of a genius. 
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Mandragora (1997) 
 

He was 15 - an innocent from a small village, soon to be trapped 

in the erotic underworld of Prague. NOTE: According to the 

dictionary: Mandragora is 1) a plant of nightshade family: a plant 

with a forked root resembling a human body that was formerly 

believed to have magical powers and was made into a drug and 2) 

a 14th century alteration of medieval Latin mandragora, 

influenced by man, drake "dragon" (from its emetic and narcotic 

properties). MANDRAGORA, the astonishing film from the Czech 

Republic written by Wiktor Grodecki (who also directs) and David 

Svec (who also acts in the film), is aptly named: mandragora is the 

world of male prostitution that seduces young lads with promises 

of money and ultimately poisons them with the burning disease 

of loss of self respect and ultimately of life. Marek (Miroslav 

Caslavka in a stunning performance) is a beautiful 15-year-old kid 

from a little village in the Czech Republic who has aligned himself with petty criminals to have better 

things such as classy clothing, a lad whose single father (Jirí Kodes) demands he stay in school (yet is 

always in the background to salvage Marek's errant life situations) and who seems to be prepping his 

son for a better life. Marek hates school, which he sees as merely a path to be a welder like his 

father. The father and son collide after another crime spree and Marek leaves home for the big city 

promises of Prague. Once in Prague Marek is observed by the pimp Honza (Pavel Skripal) who 

follows Marek, knowing that Marek's future in the city is doomed without Honza's 'protection'. 

Within a day's time Marek's luck with the slot machines dries up and Honza convinces him to be his 

'rabbit' - a male prostitute. Marek's first encounter with an American 'john' ends disastrously and the 

beaten Marek returns to the streets where he encounters a fellow hustler David (David Svec). 

Together they forge an alliance to escape Honza's compound and begin a life of successful 

prostitution. They are bonded (the probability of Marek's actually being gay and physically attracted 

to David is strong) and together they encounter all manner of unseemly characters involved in the 

underbelly of Prague's male prostitution life. Characters weave in and out of Marek's and David's 

life, each time leaving scars that grow more visible as does the threat of drug problems and AIDS. 

They eventually consent to embrace the lowest level of making gay porn where the cruel director 

forces Marek to be sodomized by David. They are raided by the police and Honza reappears as 

Marek's nemesis. Through a series of drug-induced hallucinations and dreams Marek envisions what 

his future holds and his descent is stamped. Yet at this point Marek's father journeys to Prague in 

search of his son, discovers his life style, is terrified and angry and tangentially passes Marek in a 

critical final scene that is devastatingly sad. This film is dark, frank, cruel, realistic, and sweats with 

the evil of the belly of the beast that is Prague's underworld. Yet the direction is so fine and, equally 

important, the acting by Miroslav Caslavka so sensitive that we as the audience are swept into an 

overwhelming compassion for these unfortunate lads whose seemingly only hope for a better life is 

one of humiliating degradation. MANDRAGORA is a no holds barred examination of a dark life that 

maintains a precarious balance between caricature and character development. Yes, it is lengthy at 

126 minutes, in need of editing in areas, has faulty subtitles, and a strange musical score by 

Wolfgang Hammerschmid who extrapolates Puccini's 'Nessun dorma' and Bach's 'Erbarme dich' and 



'Ruhe sanft' from the St. Matthew Passion for heavy effects, and very dark cinematography by 

Vladimír Holomek, but despite these sidebar problems, they only slightly mar the overall impact of a 

very important film. 
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Maneater (2007) 
 

A tiger is loose on a small town and only a young boy (12-year-old 

Ty Wood), a sheriff and the hunter to destroy the beast. Good 

movie and Very similar to a true story that was written by the 

humble hunter of man eating tigers named Jim Corbett from a 

book called "the man eaters of Kumaon" or "maneaters" from the 

early 1900's. Except that the Champawatt man eating tiger had 

killed between 300-400 Indians in Northern India. Corbett also 

hunted a tiger called the Thak man eater that had so terrified a 

section of India that one village was almost abandoned. These 

man eating tigers were also was able to kill and take away one 

person for food within 10 feet of another person without them 

realizing it. I found it fantastic that the writers picked an English 

man named Jim who was born in India as the hunter (like Jim 

Corbett). Corbett loved nature and spent most of his free time in 

the jungles and forests of India He was a true hero in the grandest sense of the word. A very realistic 

film story line that shows what a man eating tiger is capable of. 
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Männer Wie Wir (Guys And Balls) (2004) 
 

Ecki is goalkeeper for the soccer-team in his small hometown in 

Germany (near Dortmund). After losing an important game, his 

mates accidentally find out that he is gay. They throw him out of 

the team. Out of anger and hurt he dares them to play against a 

gay team. Ecki has only four weeks to build this team and train 

them. The movie plays with clichés in a hilarious and yet pleasant 

way. Good looking guys, leather and chains, love, revenge, and 

soccer. Witty dialogues and good action. Highly recommended. 
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Maramao (1987) 
 

A coming-of-age story in which a group of six youngsters (Maurizio 

Begotti & Filippo Tempesti) resist the adult world and the 

inevitable loss of the joys of childhood while spending the summer 

at the beach in Sardinia. They are forced to let go of their 

childhood and face reality when a 14-year-old boy drowns. This 

feature took the second prize for young directors at the Sorrento 

Film Festival. 
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Marcelino Pan Y Vino (The Miracle Of Marcelino) (1955) 
 

Marcelino (7-year-old Pablito Calvo) is an orphan who grows up in 

a monastery. One day when he eats his small meal in a room full 

of old things he gives a piece of his bread to an old wooden Jesus 

figure - and indeed it takes the bread and eats it. Getting a wish 

granted for his donation Marcelino wishes to see his mother. Holy 

Pablito! A film for ever in my brain. Not a bad thing for a film. I 

saw it for the first time when I was 8 and stayed with me always. 

I'm amused by some of the comments leveling this beautiful tale 

as "sick" and "twisted". I imagine it's the power of goodness that 

usually provokes more outcries than the power of evil. The film is 

what it is, no disguises to send its message as in Forrest Gump for 

instance. The film is a masterpiece no matter how you look at it 

and Pablito Calvo, the Marcelino at the center of it all, gives a 

performance that goes beyond any performance of any child actor 

has gone before. 
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Mari To Koinu No Monogatari (A Tale Of Mari And Three Puppies) 

(2007) 
 

Based on a true story that happened during the 2004 earthquake 

in Niigata Prefecture, Japan. Left by the roadside as a puppy, 

Mari, portrayed in the film by a Shiba Inu, is taken in by a family 

which recently has lost its mother to illness. A year later she 

herself has three puppies, just in time for a major earthquake 

which strikes the mountain village where she lives. Although 

valiant herself in trying to rescue the family's grandfather, there is 

no choice but to leave her behind in the evacuation of all the 

village's inhabitants. The film follows her adventures as well as 

those of the two children to whom she belongs during two long 

and arduous weeks of separation. 
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Mariana, Mariana (1987) 
 

The story runs in the 1940s Mexico City. A schoolboy (Carlos [Luis 

Mario Quiroz]) falls in love with his best friend's mother 

(Mariana). Carlos is impressed because this family is not like the 

ordinary mexican families of the time, because they have many 

expensive American things, although they are not rich. The drama 

begins when Carlos gets out of school to go to declare his love to 

Mariana, and is discovered by his teachers. 
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Mariposas En El Andamio (Butterflies On A Scaffold) (1996) 
 

After the Revolution, gays were not respected in Cuba, but in the 

small Havana neighborhood of La Güinera, a few courageous 

women came to power and encouraged the gay community. 

Glamorous gowns fashioned from grain sacks and eyelashes made 

out of carbon paper are the reality of drag in Cuba. In La Güinera, 

gay transvestite performers have earned respect and status 

through creative work for the neighbourhood. On stage action and 

backstage preparation opens out into insightful interviews with 

community leaders, families, and the performers themselves. the 

question; can you be gay and accepted in Cuba? Perhaps we've 

evolved into a sophisticated culture in the U.S. with successful gay 

politicians, effective civil rights laws, and a major presence in 

commercial films but back at Stonewall, drag queens were the first 

to fight for freedom dignity and the Constitutional right to life 

liberty and the proverbial pursuit of happiness. Well in late 90s 

Cuba, it's the drag queens again who are at the forefront of the 

fight for gay liberation. This is not a perfect documentary 

technically but who cares. It will have your heart in your throat repeatedly with it's "realness". The 

musical performances populate the film with a passionate resonance that never lets up. Edited in 

between are philosophical musings of artistes that are profound social commentary along with that 

of relatives and workers who have come to respect these "mariposas" as important participants in 

the total fabric of Cuban society. If you enjoyed "Paris Is Burning" you are hereby required to see this 

sister documentary, that is, if you can find it. 
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Marley & Me (2008) 
 

After their wedding, newspaper writers John and Jennifer Grogan 

move to Florida. In an attempt to stall Jennifer's "biological clock", 

John gives her a puppy. While the puppy Marley grows into a 100 

pound dog, he loses none of his puppy energy or 

rambunctiousness. Meanwhile, Marley gains no self-discipline. 

Marley's antics give John rich material for his newspaper column. 

As the Grogans mature and have children (10-year-old Nathan 

Gamble [Patrick (Age 10)], Finley Jacobsen [Conor (Age 8)], 6-

year-old Lucy Merriam [Colleen (Age 5)], Bryce Robinson [Patrick 

(Age 7)], Benjamin Hyland [Conor (Age 5)]) of their own, Marley 

continues to test everyone's patience by acting like the world's 

most impulsive dog. I felt bad having to deliver the news to my 

fellow fans about what a poor crop of SF&F films we have to pick 

from this holiday season, so let me make it up to you by giving a 

totally unqualified recommendation for Marley & Me! It's not 

science fiction. Heck, it's barely fiction at all, since it's drawn from the real-life experiences of 

newspaper columnist John Grogan, his wife Jen, their kids, and their yellow labrador retriever, 

Marley, "the worst dog in the world". I do some database work for the Wisconsin Academy of 

Graduate Service Dogs, and I have to say that Marley would have washed out of the academy in 15 

minutes. He'd be a terrible service dog, but he makes a wonderful friend. This film is utterly realistic. 

It never strikes a forced or false note. There are lots of laffs, but they all arise organically out of real 

life. John and Jen are good, decent people (like virtually all Americans), and they behave naturally, 

without any visible "acting". It's a little slice of Americana. If a big-budget spectacular like Benjamin 

Button had been able to muster a quarter of the heart of this modest film, they'd already be rolling 

Oscar's red carpet up to its front door. 
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Marley & Me: The Puppy Years (2011) 
 

With Travis Turner. Let me begin with an apology to the people 

reading this. I am only giving this 1 star because you can not give it 

any lower. I also wish to apologize from the American people to 

the Author of Marley and Me, we are sorry that Hollywood has 

done this to your story. Now with that said, why why why why 

why why... why would you take a wonderful heartfelt movie like 

Marley & Me and try to milk it like a cash cow. This movie, which I 

sat through because my wife rented it for our children, was the 

worst thing I have seen in my life, and to date I have viewed about 

7,000 movies, 5,240 of which we own. (okay we have no life) 

Marley is not a talking dog movie, you want a talking dog, go 

watch Scooby Doo, Marmaduke or the 1 million Air Bud movies 

and puppy sequels. I sincerely wish Hollywood would stop doing 

this to movies, making useless sequels after sequel trying to get a 

buck. Yes, this was a direct to video movie, but it should have been freebie for walking into Wal-

Mart. I can see the greeter, "Hi welcome to Wal-Mart, here's your free crappy movie, and a fork to 

gouge your eyes out after viewing it." I know they will never make any money to cover the coast of 

this movie, I am sure it is headed straight to the dollar store in a few weeks. I admit I watched it, we 

rented it from Family video (no way was I buying it, or even considering buying it at 15.99 at Wal-

Mart, we had a free rental and the only thing it cost me was my time. Of which I am considering 

suing the studio for reparations for that. When even my 5-year-old says 'dad this movie sucks can I 

go play" you know it is bad, this kid made me sit through Rango... twice which for all of the ways it 

annoyed me, she loved it. Regardless, if you are considering seeing this, please do not... you will beg 

for a mercy killing before it is over... This movie is definitely one of the ten signs of the Apocalypse. If 

this is any sign of the rest of the crap to come out of Hollywood in the near future, I am praying that 

the world will end like the crazy preacher guy was saying earlier this year in November... at least that 

way, we can not be tortured anymore with this kind of garbage. Really who gave this movie the 

okay... who said let's waste money and time, and all the respect our studio may still have... let's 

make a nonsensical kiddie version of Marley and me and call it the puppy years... That person was 

on some serious drugs... as were the people who said okay let's do it... here's your money. 
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Marley (2012) 
 

A documentary on the life, music, and legacy of Bob Marley. Bob 

Marley's universal appeal, impact on music history and role as a 

social and political prophet is both unique and unparalleled. The 

definitive life story of the musician, revolutionary, and legend, 

from his early days to his rise to international super-stardom. 

Made with the support of the Marley family, there is rare footage, 

incredible performances and revelatory interviews with the 

people that knew him best. One love. One doc'... Usain Bolt and 

bobsleighs aside, when someone mentions Jamaica, you think of 

either Reggae, Rhastas or weed. In other words, you think of Bob 

Marley. The undisputed paragon of everything we associate with 

that "laid-back" corner of the Caribbean. But Bob was a little more 

than a nonchalant stoner who sung a few tunes, you know. As far 

as singer/songwriters go, they don't come much bigger than Bob 

Marley. His and The Wailers' universal songs of love, peace and hope rank amidst some of the finest 

and most recognizable ever given up to music. There are even those who would liken Bob to Ghandi. 

A bit O.T.T, sure, but the comparisons are there (sort of): an immortal advocate of peace and 

altruism; a liberal; a national treasure. And yet Bob Marley was not without fault and, 'till now, a fair 

share of unworthy documentaries. Kevin Macdonald's (The Last King of Scotland) bio' doc' about 

Bob's life and legacy is a stylish and honest mediation on the man behind the myth that charts his 

physical and spiritual journey through the music world; his quest for success that would transform 

him from the rejected frontman of a budding ska band to the iconic, liberating arbitrator whose 

timeless tunes went beyond music and unified colours, creeds and a country in meltdown. Made 

with the full cooperation of Bob's family and friends and told largely through their accounts, Marley 

is a potent and essential piece of documentary film-making. Kevin Macdonald's Bob doc' could've 

made the man out to be some kind of saint. But it doesn't. Macdonald's various interviews with 

those who knew Bob best in addition to a heap of archival stills and footage paint the pop-icon in a 

variety of ways; conflicted, poised, selfish, kind, wanton, loyal, driven, stubborn, free. Marley lays 

bare the heart and soul of the dreadlocked Rhasta in some style. A distinct level of cohesion and 

humanity is well and truly found in the director's attention to detail regarding Bob's estranged 

personal life; from his impoverished roots and search for acceptance to his self-serving, self-

sacrificing ways and stirring date with cancer. Despite a muddled and stuttered opening, Marley 

boasts an absolving and deeply moving final third that ties the hefty, 146 minute bio doc' up in style 

(cheesy ending credits aside). This is a fresh and thoughtful trip through the life of a music legend 

with scope and soul in spades; an intriguing and chic fusion of art, music and history. Marley is the 

quintessential portrait of Bob Marley's life. See it. 
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Marlowe (Cop Dog) (2008) 
 

A heart felt tale about a boy (13-year-old Billy Unger) and his dog 

who set out to solve the death of the young boy's father. Ever 

since Robby's father was killed while on police duty, Robby has 

been angry and alone. His father's old partner, a police dog 

named Marlowe, suffers the same fate. So when Robby sees 

Marlowe alone and locked up in a cage he begs his mum to let 

him have him. Instantly, the two are best friends. But, being a cop 

dog, when Marlowe, sees two familiar criminals in the woods (the 

same two crooks Robby's father was investigating when he died) 

Marlowe immediately chases them, right into a busy street. By 

the time Robby and his best friend Deb catch up, it's too late. 

Marlowe has been hit by a speeding car. Devastated, Robby slips 

back into a reclusive state. But later that night, Robby hears barking outside. When he goes to 

investigate, he sees Marlowe. Soon, Robby learns Marlowe has come back as a ghost. The Cop Dog 

has unfinished business to take care of. His new mission is to help Robby find the two crooks and 

solve the mystery of the death of Robby's father. 
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Marmaduke (2010) 
 

Marmaduke, the world's most lovable Great Dane, leaps from 

comic strip fame (appearing in 600 newspapers in over 20 

countries) to big screen stardom in this family comedy event. A 

suburban family moves to a new neighborhood in Orange County, 

California with their large yet lovable Great Dane, who has a 

tendency to wreak havoc in his own oblivious way. But its not all 

living large for the Duke, who finds that fitting in with his new 

four-legged friends - and a potential romantic interest - isn't 

always easy for a super-sized teenage dog. Owen Wilson gives the 

beloved Great Dane his voice in the film, which also features the 

voices of Fergie, George Lopez, Emma Stone and Kiefer 

Sutherland. Marmaduke is not a 9 star movie. It is also not a 1-3 

star movie. I have given such a high ranking because I am sick and 

tired of all the trolls that find it so easy to give movies a 1-3 star 

rating because they are obnoxious cowards hiding behind their keyboards. Very few movies can be 

considered to objectively earn a 1-3 star rating. Interestingly, IMDb weighting tends to support this 

bias. Marmaduke was silly. I do not really care for anthropomorphised animals. I do not care for fart 

jokes. In saying all that it was breezy and had amusing moments. George Lopez was actually funny. 

The target audience of children enjoyed the fart jokes. I chuckled at the kids in the audience 

chuckling. My kids liked it alright. It is not very memorable, but it was fine for a popcorn children's 

flick on a rainy afternoon. 
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Mars Needs Moms (2011) 
 

A young boy named Milo gains a deeper appreciation for his mom 

after Martians come to Earth to take her away. How do you 

explain soul. Like andrewj-lee wrote, how fun to read the 

obviously planted movie reviews here. Ranging from the ones in a 

journalistic style to the short and tear-jerking. That's the way to do 

it, Disney. As for the movie, it is terrible. Disney is dead. The 

people who now control the corporation have nothing in common 

with its founder. Walt Disney had a vision, his movies had a soul. 

"Disney" today has only calculation, with movies made of plastic. 

For example: Who in his right mind would give a movie aimed at 

kids the tag-line "Mom needs a little space."? It means that 

children's' mothers want to get away from them. Is this 

heartwarming? Is it truly what children should hear? Or is it just 

something a movie producer thinks is a clever play on words? Few 

parents will pay to see a movie with a tag-line that insults them. The characters look freaky. Aliens 

with bloated heads that would make their tiny necks snap are not a welcome sight. The anteater-like 

"Wingnut" character is outright disturbing. I am reminded of the creepy Australian children's show 

"Dirtgirlworld". (If you want to be freaked out, look it up in YouTube.) At the end you have to 

wonder where the people went who could make Lady and the Tramp and put true feeling in it, with 

way less technology than today. Now we get do-it-by-the-numbers productions: "Let's find a 

Heartwarming Subject. Let's throw in Funny Sidekicks (loved that Jar-Jar Binks). Let's have a Mean 

Enemy Boss. Give him a mean name too. In the end the kid Saves The Day. With lots of special 

effects." What could go wrong? You did it by the numbers, right? Took it from A to Z. Why doesn't it 

work? Like when you survey people about what they like to see on a car, and put it all together to 

make the perfect vehicle. How could it be a flop? (It was, it's a marketing disaster classic.) Or when 

you hire a decorator to decorate an apartment in an "eclectic" style, choosing only the most 

expensive parts and the most appreciated objects in the catalogue. How could it be awful? Or when 

you go to the gym and pump up your muscles, targeting exactly those muscle groups that people are 

said to look at the most. How could people think you look fake? How do you explain soul to a 

Hollywood executive - and do they care? 
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Martian Child (2007) 
 

What's the nature of being a parent and of being a child? David is 

a widower grieving for two years. He writes science fiction and 

was considered weird as a boy. He meets Dennis (10-year-old 

Bobby Coleman), a foster child who claims to be on a mission 

from Mars, stays in a large box all day, fears sunlight, and wears a 

belt of flashlight batteries so he won't float away. David takes the 

6-year-old home on a trial. His sister and his wife's best friend 

offer support, but the guys are basically alone to figure this out. 

Dennis takes things, is expelled, and is coached by David in being 

normal. Will the court approve the adoption, and will Dennis 

stay? Can a man become a father and a child become a son? I 

watch an average of 4 movies a week and this is the best film I 

have seen this year and makes my top 5 of all time list. This is 

movie making at its best. Everything could not be better, acting, 

direction, screenplay, casting, music, everything! As a parent the joys and hard parts of parenting 

were insightfully, thoughtfully and accurately presented, both humorously and straightforwardly as 

context required. Sences of joy and heartbreak are both delivered without overstatement. The 

theme of abandonment struck a strong chord in me that had not been touched for sometime and 

provided some new and healing insight to an old wound. Thank-you to everybody involved with 

making this movie, you have just made the world a better place. 
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Martin Clunes: A Man And His Dogs (2008) 
 

Martin Clunes explores the ancient ancestry of domestic dogs, and 

explores why they have worked so well with humans for so many 

years. He begins by looking at different types of dog, including a 

rat-catcher in Kent, entrants in an Earl's Court dog show, and a 

singing dingo in the Australian outback, and reveals how dogs are 

almost identical in their genetic make-up to wolves. How many 

wild and untamed instincts still lurk inside the millions of dogs 

which are born every year? Martin Clunes explores the ancient 

ancestry of the domestic dog, examining why their relationship 

with man has worked so well. Today, he seeks to understand why 

the link between man and beast has survived over centuries, 

despite the relative redundancy of a dog's primary importance to 

its owner. He also looks into the terrible, hidden price pets pay for 

generations of pedigree inbreeding. 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 
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Martin Clunes: Islands Of Britain (2009) 
 

Three-part series which follows Martin Clunes as he explores some 

of the 1,000 or so islands that surround the coast of Britain. Along 

the way, he meets some of the extraordinary characters who live 

in these often remote places. In the first episode, Martin travels 

north to the most secluded islands in Scotland including a 

hazardous trip to Muckle Flugga, the last outpost of the British 

Isles. He meets a Viking called Derek, some refugees from city life 

seeking paradise, and gets his passport stamped by the sole 

inhabitant of a remote rock. Part two where Martin Clunes 

continues his epic journey through hidden Britain, exploring some 

of the 1000 or so islands around the coast of the U.K. Today he 

heads west for the islands off the coasts of England, Scotland and 

Northern Ireland. He attends the coronation of an island king, 

auditions for one of the world's best bagpipe bands, and hears 

why the loneliest islander in Britain prefers sheep for company. And which creature has three legs, 

four horns and no tail? 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 1: The North. 

Episode 2: The West. 

Episode 3: The South. 
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Martin's Day (1985) 
 

Threatened with recapture after a prison escape, Martin Stechert 

grabs a 12-year-old (14-year-old Justin Henry) as hostage. He 

proves to be named Martin, too - a quiet "good little boy" always 

obeying the rules, whom life has given only dismal loneliness and 

frustration in return. Soon he begins to admire "Stech" for his 

cheeky pranks against society and his desperate mission to make 

dreams come true. In a climactic moment, he chooses to stay with 

the man even though he could run away. Via hijacks and hijinx, 

they flee to the idyllic peace of the older Martin's childhood 

home, a cabin on a lake. But the police are close behind, impatient 

and trigger-happy. With Martin Buchert as Young Steckert. 
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Marty (1955) 
 

Marty (Ernest Borgnine) is a 34-year-old butcher whose Italian 

family is constantly after him to get married. He meets plain-

looking schoolteacher Clara (Betsy Blair). They are both lonely, 

unglamorous people who have resigned themselves to their 

unloved lives. But they manage, in time, to grope their way to 

love. As an under-30 viewer of Marty I wanted to take the time to 

say that I believe the value in a film such as this lies in the fact that 

it deals with themes that continue to be of relevance to 

contemporary viewers. In particular, Marty has to deal with a 

widow mother whom attempts to thwart his chance at love in 

order to preserve her own central position in his life. The situation 

is not dissimilar to one that my boyfriend has to deal with- his 

mother is a widow and she is worried that if her son marries she 

will be displaced and have no social worth. Ernest Borgnine's 

performance was superb, especially the scene in which he yells at his mother to lay-off trying to 

make him go out and find a girl at the Stardust Ballroom when he knows that all the night has in 

store for him is more heart-ache. 
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Mary Poppins (1964) 
 

Two banker's children (8-year-old Matthew Garber) lose their 

nanny due to her frustration with them. A change in the wind 

blows in an assertive nanny who matches the qualifications of the 

children and not the father. As she helps them magically explore 

the world around them the father grows increasingly disapproving 

of her methods, and must eventually deal with his own distance 

from his children. Based on some books by P.L. Travers, "Mary 

Poppins" tells the story of the Banks family, who are living in 

London in the year 1910. The parents (David Tomlinson and 

Glynnis Johns) don't take much notice of their children Jane and 

Michael, and it is only until a mysterious woman named Mary 

Poppins (Julie Andrews) appears from the sky to apply to be the 

nanny. She works wonders on the family, both changing the 

parents' ways and delighting the children on a number of 

adventures with Bert (Dick van Dyke), a humble man of many jobs. 

Everybody has seen this movie, but I'll review it anyway; this movie is a bona-fide classic, not 

because it is an old film, but because it can entertain all age groups. The film isn't a dirty picture and 

will delight the little ones, yet underneath this, there is something for adults to obtain. Just as their 

kids will, they will love the songs, be blown away by the novelty animated segment and will marvel 

at the special effects, which hold up even in today's CGI obsessed world. Yet adults will also be able 

to unlock the endearing layers of the story, which are simultaneously simple and complex and 

thoroughly beautiful. This film comes recommended time and time again, one of the great features 

of owning the 40th Anniversary Edition DVD that has a beautifully restored image and lovely bonus 

features such as a "making of" documentary, original theatrical trailers and vintage footage from the 

premiere. Possible alternatives: Bedknobs and Broomsticks (1971), Alice in Wonderland (1951), My 

Fair Lady (1964). 
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Mary White (1977) 
 

The true story of the relationship between famed author William 

Allen White and his teenaged daughter Mary, who died in a 

horseback-riding accident at age 16, and the powerful effect the 

tragedy had on the life of her father. Saw once 26 years ago - still 

fondly remember! I forget many things - but this movie I have not! 

Very sensitive and enriching. I remember a great deal of humor 

and smiles, but also a strong and open message. I say open in that 

it is not an elitist, talk-down-to message - rather it is simple and 

accessible, without dumbing-down the feelings and efforts of the 

protagonists. Excellent script/story that is very effectively, 

enjoyably realized. See this movie. It must be showing on 

Hallmark, right? 
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Masahista (The Masseur) (O Maser) (Der Masseur) (2005) 
 

This movie really impressed me, there's a lot going on here. The 

structure is extremely cunning, the manipulation of time is not 

pointless as with so many contemporary art films, there is a real 

payoff, in fact the disruption of temporal unity is here a very 

subtle instrument with very definite and easily understood and 

appreciated reasons for the film playing out this way. There are a 

number of unforgettable scenes and sequences, very touching 

ones, very clever ones, very meaningful. The basic idea of the 

movie is so...daring and deep...the filmmakers almost revel in the 

poverty of budget the image quality is tenuous at times to great 

effect. This is not just another lurid Filipino/gay melodrama, it's 

not terribly titillating for that matter. It's in a higher class than the 

wonderful lino brocka movies, and like him the essence here is...a 

sort of dark tenderness, a sad love. Fantastic film. 
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Master And Commander: The Far Side Of The World (2003) 
 

During the Napoleonic Wars, a British frigate, HMS Surprise, and a 

much larger French warship, the Acheron, with greater fire 

power, stalk each other off of the coast of South America. Russell 

Crowe brings great intensity to the role of Captain Jack Aubrey. 

Lucky Jack, as he is referred to by his crew, is well regarded by his 

men, who trust him implicitly, even after the first devastating 

battle and an apparent personal vendetta against the French 

captain. While the naval battle sequences are quite fantastic, the 

film is successful because director Weir chose to build the story to 

get to know the men who are locked aboard the tight quarters of 

a small ship and how they interact everyday. The officers and the 

mates are well-known by the time the final battle comes. Paul 

Bettany offers a strong performance as the surgeon and naturalist 

who balances the violence of his chosen life with the quiet 

demeanor of the scientist. He is the captain's friend and confidant, the two frequently playing violin 

and cello duets together. The horrors of the injuries from the war are frequently implied, but vividly 

depicted in the reactions of the characters. Few films manage to capture the era in which the 

original work was set and often rely on clichés of the particular genre at the expense of the core 

story. This film manages to avoid these pitfalls but more importantly serves as a worthwhile 

historical document. Anyone who is new to this period of history will not go far wrong keeping a 

copy of this movie as the attention to detail is excellent and adds to the experience as a whole 

(teachers take note). This movie manages to tread a fine line between gritty realism and Boy's Own, 

portraying the pursuit of an elite French warship by an older embattled British frigate. The 

production values are very high and the dialogue and length allow the director a better than average 

framework for character development. The predominantly unknown British supporting cast (some as 

young as 12-years-old [14-year-old Max Pirkis]) are expertly handled and provide a counter balance 

to the excellent performances of Crowe and Bettany. Crowe's delivery is very reminiscent of Richard 

Burton, exuding a measured screen presence without overpowering the dialogue. It would have 

been easy for the director to read through the salty notes of previous period pieces and deliver the 

usual tale of ocean going brutality and scurvy encrusted woe but Peter Weir's version of order 

through respect and camaraderie is far more believable especially when you realize that the sailor's 

greatest enemy was the ocean itself. I found little to dislike and much to admire. Highly 

recommended. 
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Master Harold... And The Boys (2010) 
 

This movie is of Hally (18-year-old Freddie Highmore), an 

adolescent white South African. He is stuck between his intolerant 

father's outlook of him and those of his caretaker, Sam. Sam is a 

black waiter and Hally's friend and teacher. Hally is required to 

laugh at his father's racist jokes, by contrast, Sam exposes Hally to 

uplifting experiences. One day Hally was terribly humiliated by his 

father and Sam shows Hally how to be proud of something he can 

achieve. 
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Masterminds (1997) 
 

Oz (18-year-old Vincent Kartheiser), a rebellious teenager who just 

got expelled from his preppy school returns for one final prank. 

But as he goes to the basement to set things up, he stumbles upon 

a security consultant, former school employee, that just took the 

entire school hostage for millions in ransom. Oz must rely on his 

youth and love for pranks to outwit the devious criminal 

mastermind. I first saw this movie on cable, and loved it. After that 

I saw it a few more times, and each time noticed a little someting 

more new. Adults (over 25) may think of this as a foolish or dull 

movie, but it was not targeted towards them. It was targeted 

towards the high schooler who wishes something like this could 

happen so that he could feel better about himself. Each individual 

part is very well acted, and adjusted to work with the acting styles 

of the other actors. The harmony among the actors is impresive to 

say the least. V. Kartheizer is an actor that very few have heard of, 

but the work he does is outstanding. If you are looking for a movie to see on a friday night, this is it. 
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Matty Hanson And The Invisibility Ray (2011) 
 

Super genius Matty Hanson (19-year-old Keir Gilchrist) works on 

top secret science project at a major university research lab. 

When Matty discovers a formula for invisibility, he and his friend 

Alice (Emily Hirst) find themselves on the run from government 

agents and corporate bad guys who want the invisible ray to use 

as a military weapon. Now it's up to Matty to protect his 

invention, help a girl in distress and solve a criminal conspiracy 

that unravels the mystery of what happened to his missing father. 
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Maurice (1987) 
 

Two male English school chums find themselves falling in love at 

Cambridge. To regain his place in society, Clive gives up his 

forbidden love, Maurice (pronounced "Morris") and marries. 

While staying with Clive and his shallow wife, Anne, Maurice 

finally discovers romance in the arms of Alec, the gamekeeper. 

Written from personal pain, it's E.M. Forster's story of coming to 

terms with sexuality in the Edwardian age. The filmmakers did an 

incredible job of bringing E.M. Forster's touching novel to life -- 

and I suspect that was no easy task because so much of the novel 

involves the main character's innermost thoughts and feelings. 

However, Merchant and Ivory did a beautiful job conveying the 

loneliness, fear and desperation of the main character, Maurice 

Hall. The movie follows Maurice (James Wilby) down his road of 

self-discovery; from his embarrassing teen years to Cambridge 

(where he gets his first exhilarating taste of love) to his post-collegiate years as a young man 

struggling to come to terms with his sexuality in a time when homosexuals were mercilessly 

persecuted. The movie is also very much about class struggle. Maurice is a gentleman born and bred, 

with a penchant for snobbery. As he comes to terms with his sexuality, he is forced to deal with 

differences in class when he realizes he is in love with someone from the serving class. Readers of 

the novel will be delighted as much of the wonderful dialogue from the book appears in the film. The 

characters were perfectly cast, with Hugh Grant (before he was a mega star) as Clive Durham, the 

perfect young gentleman from Cambridge (and Maurice's first love), Rupert Graves as the 

smoldering, lower class hunk who wins Maurice's heart, and Ben Kingsley in a hilarious turn as 

Maurice's junk-psychologist. James Wilby was spot-on in the title role and he perfectly captures the 

isolation, sadness and ultimate joy of the conflicted Maurice. "Maurice" is a touching love story that 

anyone -- straight or gay -- can enjoy. Romance knows neither of these terms. And, the movie 'is' 

unabashedly romantic and optimistic -- your heart will soar when Maurice finally gives in, casts 

societal conventions aside and visits his beloved at the boathouse. The hopeful ending is inspiring, 

though the close-up of Clive at the window at the end of the movie will break your heart. Beautifully 

filmed, superbly acted -- a must-see film. 
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Mauvaise Conduite (Bad Conduct) (Improper Conduct) (1984) 
 

An examination of Cuba's "moral purges" that began in 1964 with 

UMAP camps for those suspected of or found guilty of "improper 

conduct." Key moments brought outside attention to these 

policies: the defection of ballet dancers in Paris in 1966, a 48-hour 

period in 1980 when more than 11,000 Cubans sought asylum in 

Havana's Peruvian embassy, and the brief detention of writer 

Virgilio Piñera. Interviews with exiles take up most of the film as 

they tell their stories and ponder the Castro government's arrest 

and detention of persons with effeminate mannerisms: what the 

state calls "extravagant behavior." In essence, the film exposes the 

Cuban state's homophobic, petit bourgeois nature. This 

memorable documentary by the late Nestor Almendros mostly 

chronicles the vicious persecution of intellectuals and gays from 

the beginning of the Cuban "Revolution" until the early '80's. 

Particularly shocking are the description of concentration camps 

for gays, and the use of electro shock treatment for "conversion" 

to heterosexuality. This is one horrifying document of the inhumane treatment prevalent in Fidel 

Castro's Cuba. 
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Mauvaises Fréquentations (Bad Company) (1999) 
 

Delphine is a sweet innocent young girl, her new best friend pulls 

her into a world where she falls in love with a local pretty boy. 

Working her hardest to make him love her drags her into 

prostitution. This movie is great, there's only one sex scene in it 

but it's so shocking to see stuff not allowed on the states and 

Mexico as well for a softcore scene with a minor, I liked the movie 

because it talks about growing up in an enviroment that can take 

you places you really don't want to be part of. This is not the 

classical story girl meets boy and boy gets girl, this is more like: 

Girl meets boy, boy likes girl, boy pimps that girl..etc. Shocking 

stuff happens and lives change forever in this great tale about 

love and blows. You'll like it too. 
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Max Keeble's Big Move (7th Grade Heart Attack) (2001) 
 

After being harassed by the school bullies and the Principal, Max 

Keeble learns that his family is moving away, so he spends his last 

week at school getting his revenge on his tormenters only to learn 

that he's not moving after all, and he is left at the mercy of his 

victims, or lack of it. Max Keeble (12-year-old Alex D. Linz) is just a 

normal sixth-grader who gets harassed by the school bullies (Noel 

Fisher and Orlando Brown) and the principal (Larry Miller) and 

soon finds out from his parents (Nora Dunn and Robert Carradine) 

that he's moving away. He starts to get revenge on the people 

who harasses him and soon finds out later that he's not moving. 

Alex D. Linz plays Max Keeble, a paperboy entering Curtis Junior 

High School, who thinks 7th Grade is going to be a fresh start and 

easy entry to coolness. His mother (former Saturday Night Live 

member Nora Dunn) is a suddenly happy homemaker because she 

finally got the chance to arrange the house the way she wants it, and his father (Robert Carradine) 

earns a living wearing goofy costumes for advertisers. His two geeky friends are the proudly 

grotesque "Robe" played by Nickelodeon comic-relief 15-year-old Josh Peck, and Megan (Zena Grey), 

a girl with a clarinet and a crush on Max. Unfortunately, he finds the promise of a fresh start is a 

false promise when he and his friends are attacked by two bullies -- Troy McGinty (17-year-old Noel 

Fisher), and Dobbs (14-year-old Orlando Brown, in his second villain role). And what does Principal 

Elliot T. Jindraike (Larry Miller) do when Max is thrown into a mud pit and a dumpster during 

assembly? You guessed it, he punishes Max, rather than the kid who threw him there, just like many 

school faculty members do in real life. Suddenly, he finds that due to his father's job the family has 

to move to Chicago. At first he hates the idea, but then realizes that he can use it to take advantage 

of his tormentors, from McGinty to Dobbs to Jindraike, to a local ice cream man with a grudge 

against him for getting the local health department on his case. This movie is quite a rarity for kid-

flicks, because instead of suggesting so-called "alternatives" to handling bullies, it proudly advocates 

revenge. Not necessarily going to school with two compact machine guns and blowing away every 

thug at school, but revenge nevertheless. Contrary to a previous poster, not all school kids wear 

uniforms, bullies DO operate freely in our schools with or without the sanction of school faculty 

members, and some school faculty members ARE just as corrupt as Principal Jindraike, if not worse. 

The only way he could be MORE evil is if he were collaborating with the bullies somehow. Luckily, 

this is not the case -- he simply doesn't care what they do. The kids should probably be lucky there 

are no teachers who sexually molest them there, because Jindraike would definitely find some way 

to dump on them too. The only students he IS protecting are three high school football players 

pretending to be large Slavic foreign exchange students, as part of a plot to get a football stadium for 

the school on the grounds of a nearby animal shelter that Max, Megan, and Robe are trying to 

protect. Otherwise he's almost as bad as the colorful bullies who rule the student body. Overall, 

Jindraike is a complete arsehole, who's only out for himself! The REAL jock, is actually a retired 

football legend turned school superintendent (Clifton Davis), who's seeking to turn his job over to 

one of the principals. This guy actually cares more about education than Principal Jindraike, who 

habitually invents his own words. Even the "Slavs" get tired of the corruption of the school. If you're 



looking for a jock-bashing movie, don't look here. Of course the whole story turns upside down just 

before Max finds out the Keebles aren't moving to Chicago after all, and he has to save Megan & 

Robe from the people who kept victimizing all of them. One thing that bothers me most about this 

movie is that Max thinks he should take responsibility for what McGinty, Dobbs, and Jindraike do to 

the kids in school and the nearby animal shelter, when he really shouldn't. Another thing is that 

many of the deleted scenes should've been added to the original movie. Other than that, it's still 

relatively enjoyable. 
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Max Magician And The Legend Of The Rings (2002) 
 

Max (14-year-old Timothy Stultz) is given a spell book that lets him 

into the blue bell forest where he helps to rescue the wood elves 

from an evil king trying to take over. Wow! I must say, for five 

dollars at Wal Mart I have never been so effectively entertained. 

This is one of the most horrible movies I have ever seen. Oh my. 

Aside from the blatant commentary on protecting the 

environment and on anti-weaponry, it really is just bad. The acting 

is positively terrible, the lines suffering throughout from delayed 

delivery. The script is really sad, most of it SO cheesy. "What 

happened to the champion who believed in himself?" My 

goodness. The costuming, well, let's just say this was a bit of a low 

budget number. The fight scenes were unfortunate. Now, for a 

real treat, if you watch the "special features" you'll get a real kick 

in the butt. They are absolutely serious, they think this movie is 

wonderful!! They had props (deadly war weapons) that were made out of POOL FLOATIES and DUCT 

TAPE!! I laughed so hard I almost peed my pants. Although, if this is the level of quality that passes 

as acceptable in the movie industry, perhaps I should become a professional actor and seek out roles 

in low budget films. I could really go places... This movie is highly entertaining, although not in the 

good movie sense. It's great however if you want to laugh at the rather sad attempt. Well worth the 

money spent. Much better than many other investments from the same five dollar bin. 
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Max Pinlig (2008) 
 

Max (Samuel Heller-Seiffert) thinks that his mother is maximum 

embarrassing, and says a lot of un-cool things. At the same time, 

he is burning for a chance to impress the new girl in his class. Poor 

Max! He has the most embarrassing mother in the world. She 

loves her son dearly but has the unfortunate habit of saying the 

wrong thing at the wrong time - usually when Max's friends are 

present. Max himself does not help as he makes some horrendous 

errors in trying to impress the girl he fancies. I've just seen this at 

Berlin Film Festival where it was very well received. The young 

cast portray the problems of growing up with embarrassing adults 

very well indeed. The film is helped along by a witty voice-over 

from Max who pours his little heart out about his worries and 

fears. Although billed as a children's film it would be enjoyed by 

viewers of all ages - think junior Woody Allen! The film deserves to be seen by a wider audience. 

Highly recommended for the young and young at heart. 
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Max Rules (Max Rules: Adventures Of A Super Spy) (2005) 
 

Three best friends (Andrew C. Maier) spy on their families, sneak 

into each other's house, and organize elaborate pranks. This is one 

of those fresh, energetic kids films that only comes along once in a 

long while. The acting is great, the action energetic and there are 

surprise plot twists all along the way. What I really liked was that it 

didn't have the ho hum crude jokes you see in most kids films. It 

had a sophisticated kid feel to it with a really witty script. The 

three main kids are very fun to watch in action as super spies and 

their characters work well together. The adult actors are terrific 

and pull the movie together with their comic timing. The character 

that played Jeff at Game Ink was really funny, also the cab driver. I 

thought William Davis was really well cast as Max's Uncle. At the 

end of the show, everyone in the audience started clapping and 

whistling. It's obvious this film is a big hit with kids and I can't wait 

to get it on DVD. 
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Max Und Moritz Reloaded (2005) 
 

Based on Wilhelm Busch's classic tale, Max (15-year-old Willi 

Gerk) and Moritz (14-year-old Kai Müller) are two brothers living 

an adventurous life of petty-crime in Hamburg. Their mother Rita, 

an anarchist with a love for life, has nothing on her mind but 

making music, drinking and messing around and she doesn't really 

care what her boys are up to. Only Paula, the angel-like social 

worker with a helper syndrome and very good intentions, tries to 

safe what is beyond saving. The two boys cause with a crash a 

stolen car, in the passenger seat sit the adolescent daughters of a 

Hamburg senator. Enough is enough! The two scoundrels are 

packed up and sent to a boot camp. This camp is run by Axel and 

Henry, two former East German soldiers with a tendency to sing 

and who still strongly believe in Communism. Secretly they are 

gay and have been a couple for a long time. But with Max and 

Moritz nothing is a secret for long. In theory Axel and Henry get €150 per day per child but in reality, 

and after a very short time, they too surrender to the mischievous boys. Everything could be fine 

now if Max and Moritz hadn't stolen small-town pimp Murder Hanne's red Ferrari. The nationalistic 

sadist teaches the boys a painful lesson. But Max and Moritz wouldn't be Max and Moritz if they let 

this weekend-fascist get them down... and when they steal the key to their military school's 

ordinance depot, things start to change... And when mama Rita and angel Paula come to visit, things 

climax in every possible way. 
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Maya (1966) 
 

An American boy (15-year-old Jay North) runs away in the Indian 

jungle after a fight with his father. Set in the Indian Land... the 

story is about the relationship of a father and his son. Jay North 

(Dennis the Menace fame) arrives in India on a mission. The 

mission is to meet his father, a retired hunter (played by Clint 

Walker). After an argument the 14-year-old son runs away from 

home. A teenager full of the spirit of adventure, wants to explore 

the land. He then meets an Indian Hindu boy (15-year-old Sajid 

Khan), about his age. The Hindu boy is the son of a dying saddu 

(Indian priest). The Saddhu tells his boy to take MAYA (Mother 

elephant) and Her sacred white, baby elephant to the scared 

temple in a far away valley. In India the white elephants are 

considered Holy and hence, Invaluable. The story weaves a plot 

where a friendship develops between two young boys... a 

friendship that transcends race, religion and all cultural differences. On the other hand the Hunter 

father sets off to find his son. The saga takes us through an array of human emotions... love, hate, 

greed, honesty and loyalty. Since the movie was shot in 1965, it used real animals and no camera 

effects. In a scene, the elephant picks up the bus and throws it at the villains to save its baby. The 

shot is remarkable. The tiger fight of Clint walker, at the end of the movie is breath taking 

considering there were no camera tricks nor animation. The music of the film is amazing. Maya also 

won the southern Californian family film award in 1966. This is a complete family movie. The values 

which we still hold true in todays world. A must see!!! 
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McGee And Me! (1989-92) Recharged 
 

This series is intended to help Christian children grow in The Lord. 

It is about a normal boy and his imaginary friend, McGee and how 

they use The Bible to make it through the pitfalls of growing up. 

The lead character in McGee and Me! is an 11-year-old cartoonist 

Nicholas "Nick" Martin (12-year-old Joseph Dammann) who draws 

a character named McGee who helps him through his struggles at 

home and school, with a little extra help from the Bible. (Nick 

sometimes puts McGee into Bible-based cartoons to help work 

through his dramatic problems). The series was shot in Hollywood 

and featured Joseph Dammann as Nick Martin, with guest stars 

like Orel Hershiser, Dick Van Patten, Carol Lawrence, Grant 

Goodeve, and Jerry Houser. The first McGee was launched in 

1989. Although shot on film, McGee and Me! was the first made-

for-video production to air on network television (ABC-TV), and 

was a winner of over twenty awards. This is a very good series. It's about a kid who draws a cartoon 

character called 'McGee'. McGee comes to life and the show becomes very very much like roger 

rabbit. A mix of realism and cartoons. It's not really a series you tire of. I have the complete set and I 

can watch all of them (with the exception of the new series) without getting annoyed with them. I'm 

18 and have been watching these things since I was 10. They convey a good message based on 

christian beliefs as well. Nick (the boy) has a little adventure in each one of them, and of course it 

has a moral. Highly recommended for children. 

 

Series 1 (9 Episodes) (1989-90) 
 

Disc 1 

Episode 1: The Big Lie 

Episode 2: A Star in the Breaking 

Episode 3: The Not-So-Great Escape 

 

Disc 2 

Episode 4: Skate Expectations 

Episode 5: Twister and Shout 

Episode 6: Back to the Drawing Board 

 



Disc 3 

Episode 7: Do the Bright Thing 

Episode 8: Take Me out of the Ball Game 

Episode 9: 'Twas the Fight before Christmas 

 

Series 2 (3 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Disc 4 

Episode 1: In the Nick of Time 

Episode 2: The Blunder Years 

Episode 3: Beauty in the Least 
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Me And The Kid (1993) 
 

A lonely and emotionally neglected rich kid (Alex Zuckerman) 

forms an attachment to one of the men who kidnap him during a 

botched robbery of his father's safe. Two ex-cons, Harry (Aiello) 

and Roy (Pantoliano) execute a robbery they think will net them 

$250k. When they find the safe empty, Roy, decides to kidnap 

Gary, the 8-year-old son of their victims. Gary's hypochondriac 

mother has told the boy he is allergic to everything, keeping the 

lad from having a pet, going anywhere or doing anything. The boy 

is even home schooled and therefore has no friends his own age. 

When frustrated Roy wants to hurt and later kill the boy, Harry 

protects and then runs off with the kid leaving Roy tied up. 

Naturally Roy is angry, and being rather psychotic, he comes after 

Harry for revenge. Meanwhile, Gary has formed a strong 

attachment to Harry and the two have a wild adventure and wind 

up hiding out at a motel owned by a former sixties flower child. She falls for Harry and wants to help 

him escape the law. Then trouble starts from two directions and Harry must make a difficult choice 

about the future - both his and young Gary's. This was aired recently on WAM and I didn't get in on 

the very beginning of the film. I thought the film had it's touching, moving aspects, especially the 

development of the relationship between Danny Aiello and Alex Zuckerman's characters. Perhaps 

intentionally or unintentionally, it follows what happens sometimes when the kidnapped bonds with 

the kidnapper. And it helped the plot to have one of the kidnappers be the "baddie" and Aiello's 

character the "good guy at heart." If there was one aspect of the film which bugged me, it's the 

same thing that always bugs me. Why is it necessary to get a kick out of seeing and hearing a child 

use profanity? Yeah, I know it was supposed to illustrate the level of bonding, and yeah, I know they 

use it in the real world in some homes, but I think most parents get tired of letting their kids watch 

what is supposed to be a family film, and then have to go through..."I don't care that the kid said 

'Son of a bitch' in the film, we don't use language like that in this house." It just simply isn't 

necessary, and I can't help wondering if filmmakers do it on purpose just to get a rise out of people 

like me. Probably! It's also sad that a kid actor with hopes of advancing his/her career probably 

couldn't refuse to do what he was told too often. I remember Austin O'Brien and Henry Thomas in 

interviews saying once that they didn't want to use some of the language they were asked to use, 

but there was a hassle over it. I wish family films could be family films, and that the industry would 

realize that not everyone out there has a garbage mouth. Other than this, I thought the film was fun, 

especially the ending. I don't think it deserved the low rating it was given by other critics. 
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Mean Creek (2004) 
 

When a teen (15-year-old Rory Culkin) is bullied (18-year-old Josh 

Peck), his brother (18-year-old Trevor Morgan) and friends (18-

year-old Ryan Kelley & Scott Mechlowicz) lure the bully into the 

woods to seek vengeance. When Sam Merrick is beaten up by 

local bully George Tooney, Sam's older brother Rocky and his 

friends Clyde and Marty plan to pretend it's Sam's birthday to 

"invite" George on a boat trip in which they would dare him to 

strip naked, jump in the lake, and run home naked. But when Sam, 

his girlfriend Millie, Rocky, and Clyde see George as not much of a 

bad guy, they want to call off the plan, but Marty refuses. Will the 

plan go ahead as planned? Tight well made flick. You're not going 

to leave the theater whistling dixie, and a box of Kleenex is not the 

best accessory, but this tight well made little movie is worth the 

effort. The actors, mostly all kids, are very believable, everyone of 

them does a great job, and maybe the credit should go to the director. As the movie bounces along 

you kind of expect that something is going to go wrong. And, of course, it eventually does, and after 

the big scene, it's like downer city, for everyone including the audience. But so what, if you want to 

go see a happy flick there are plenty of those around. This movie depicts kids in a very realistic light. 

The dialogue, their emotions, their reactions to a crisis, are very spot on. Good movies like this blow 

away so called "reality" TV. A friend with me said this reminded him of a Gus Van Sant movie, I don't 

agree with that, Van Sant movies always have some really weird scenes in them that detract from 

the overall cohesion of the movie. Mean Creek doesn't do that, check it out. 
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Medicine Man (1992) 
 

Removing himself from modern society, Dr. Robert Campbell 

(Sean Connery), has become a MEDICINE MAN to the people of 

the Amazonian village which he inhabits. By a freak mishap, 

Campbell has deduced that the cure for cancer can be derived 

from a chemical found in a Brazilian flower. Fellow 

scientist/beauty Dr. Rae Crane tracks down the elusive Campbell 

in an effort to monitor his progress. The two doctors, although 

physically attracted to one another butt heads when a villager 

becomes sick and Campbell wishes to use the only remaining bit 

of cancer curing serum to save the native's life. In addition to 

battling each other, the doctors must contend with a group of 

loggers who pose a danger to the village. Shot in Mexico and 

Brazil, Director John McTiernan returns to the jungles he burned 

in his 1987 blockbuster, PREDATOR, and delivers a scenic psychic 

thriller. Gone is the gore from McTiernan's previous films. Instead he has chosen a more humanistic 

topic, conservation, plus, the sparks between actors Connery and Bracco are more incendiary than 

any machine gun. 
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Medium Cool (1969) 
 

John Cassellis is the toughtest TV-news-reporter around. He 

becomes an expert in reporting about violence in the ghetto and 

racial tensions. But he discovers that his network helps the FBI by 

letting them look at his tapes to find suspects. When he protests 

he is fired and goes to the 1968 Democratic National Convention 

in Chicago. This film is a mixture of documentary footage and 

conventional narrative. It tells the story of a tough news camera-

man (Robert Forster) who falls for a young widow (Verna Bloom) 

and befriends her 13-year-old son (Harold Blankenship), against 

the back-drop of the riots in Chicago in 1968. The film utilises both 

professional actors and non-professionals, to very good effect. In 

fact there are scenes, such as the riot sequences, where there is a 

genuine sense of danger. The main flaw in the film is that the love 

story is not well-handled and often quite dull, the far more 

interesting events are happening elsewhere. This is a deeply political work and is savagely critical of 

the callous and cynical media, which distorts people's perceptions of the world. Worth watching for 

anyone interested in the sixties, political cinema or American independent film. Great soundtrack 

too. 
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Meek's Cutoff (2010) 
 

Settlers traveling through the Oregon desert in 1845 find 

themselves stranded in harsh conditions. The year is 1845, the 

earliest days of the Oregon Trail, and a wagon team of three 

families has hired the mountain man Stephen Meek to guide them 

over the Cascade Mountains. Claiming to know a short cut, Meek 

leads the group on an unmarked path across the high plain desert, 

only to become lost in the dry rock and sage. Over the coming 

days, the emigrants must face the scourges of hunger, thirst and 

their own lack of faith in each other's instincts for survival. When a 

Native American wanderer crosses their path, the emigrants are 

torn between their trust in a guide who has proven himself 

unreliable and a man who has always been seen as the natural 

enemy. Slow paced but you dwell on it for days afterward. I have 

many friends who don't like most of the high tech movies that 

involve car races, shoot um ups, special effects & overall fast pace. Well, here is a movie for you! 

Slow & easy it is You take a small group of travelers in 3 covered wagons & experience what it was 

like 150+ years ago for the folks who settled the rugged and undeveloped areas of our country. 

Wandering travelers and dependent on a guide who is "lost" and then a captured Indian who is 

questionable in where he leads. No real communication with the language barrier. It wasn't pretty. 

But they did not know much different and had the simpler life in every way imaginable. For those 

who long for the "good old days" I think this exemplifies that the nostalgic images lack reality At the 

end we don't know if the party survived, if a baby was born and lived, if the Indian took pity (if it was 

an ambush) on the brave woman who defended and protected him. I can envision a sequel with the 

story narrated by the young boy in the party as an adult looking back. The photography is very rich 

and tells a story of its own. The music is bold and beautiful. The acting is very well done & well cast. 

In a way I was disappointed after I saw it but then in reflection decided I was very amazed with what 

was conveyed and the real impact it had on me. Not a movie for everyone but a well done work of 

art. With 12-year-old Tommy Nelson. 
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Mees Kees (Sub. Sam) (2012) 
 

A hilarious family film chronicling the misadventures of a young 

intern teacher at an elementary school. The arrival of Sub. Sam, as 

the kids soon nickname him, couldn't have come at a better time 

for Tobias (Felix Osinga). Because Tobias is pretty smart and 

cheerful and super funny, but Miss Sanne could never see it. She 

could just see his problems. And okay, his father may be d-e-a-d 

and his mother lies in bed all day, but he doesn't want to think of 

that at school. And with Sub. Sam, he doesn't have to. 
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Mee-Shee: The Water Giant (2005) 
 

A New York City oil company troubleshooter is brought to a 

remote B.C. lake to look for some lost machinery. Cancelling a trip 

to Disney World with his son (14-year-old Daniel Magder), he 

decides to bring the boy along. They both end up experiencing 

more excitement than Mickey could ever conjure in Orlando, 

when they meet up with bad guys and a legendary creature. Mee-

Shee phone home. A typical gentle giant film about a large 

creature living in a deep Canadian lake. Adored by the locals with 

potential earth shattering ramifications for scientific community, 

Mee-Shee is a water bound ET. It has all the elements of a good 

film for the kids under 11, and only kids under 11 that are not use 

to the normal breakneck paced, borderline porn, of today's 

'family' films. The main character is Mac (Magder) who searches 

for Mee-Shee as the locals try and convince him not to tell his 

scientist dad about the 'monster'. The CGI is OK, and the cinematography is good. Seasoned actors 

keep the film from being a real bore due to lack of action and a well worn plot. It accomplishes its 

goal of being a clean family film for the very young to enjoy. 
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Meet The Boy Friend (1937) 
 

A heartthrob singer, Tony Paige, also known as "America's 

Boyfriend" decides to wed a Swedish actress. His manager doesn't 

want this because he is afraid of Tony losing female fans so he 

takes up a 300 hundred thousand dollar insurance policy if Tony 

does in fact wed. Tony soon meets a girl name June Delaney on a 

bus who doesn't swoon over him like other girls. He falls for her 

but doesn't know her true identity. Hilarious film! 
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Meet The Spartans (2008) 
 

This was easily one of the worst films I've seen so far this year. I 

was obviously made very cheaply and it really shows on the 

screen. The jokes are extremely childish yet I wouldn't 

recommend it for children as some bits are somewhat 

offensive..they have really missed the mark on this one which I 

was really hoping would be good as I usually love this style of film. 

Most of the gags in the film have been seen time and time again 

and by the end the audience was really switching off and the 

younger members of the audience just started throwing popcorn 

around as it was so bad. In short if you have to go to the cinema 

this weekend see something else. 
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Mei Shao Nian Zhi Lian (Beauty) (Bishonen) (1998) 
 

Jet is the star gigolo in Hong Kong. Arrogant, sexy, everyone falls in 

love with him, but he falls in love with no one... until one day he 

meets Sam, the hunkiest policeman to ever pound a beat on 

Hollywood Road. From then on, Jet changes himself into 

somebody he is not: innocent, sweet, clean, pure. It's way of 

setting a trap to catch Sam. But unknowingly Jet falls into the trap 

himself. Things begin to get out of control when it turns out that 

Sam's past is part of Jet's present. I picked "Bishonen" up on DVD 

a few months ago when I was in Hong Kong and just finally got 

around to watching it last night. I'm not quite sure what I was 

expecting, but it exceeded whatever those expectations were. 

More than anything else, I was very moved by the story insomuch 

as how it unfolded and how the actors carried the film in both 

their physical motions (basically how they carried themselves) and 

simple raw emotions (love, lust, revulsion). The film was not 

glossy, but rather chose an almost realistic if not surreal background which complimented it 

incredibly. Much of it flowed quite smoothly and served to captivate the audience as much as the 

actors themselves. Those of you wondering about the plot now that I've got all that out of the way, a 

male prostitute is roaming the streets of Hong Kong one day and exchanges looks with another 

young man who is shopping with someone who might be his girlfriend. For the next hour and 40 

minutes, the relationship between the two men develop, expand to include other characters 

(another male prostitute, a Pop singer, a rather unusual photographer) and ultimately explore how 

are ultimately involved with each other. This film doesn't exploit gay sex by showing needless 

amounts of it nor does it reduce it along the way. I thoroughly enjoyed it. The DVD comes with 

Director's Commentary (of which I unfortunately don't understand a word of), Cast Information, 

Production Information, an interview with the director, some post card still shots, a photo collage 

and a couple of short films. The Video CD (if anyone is interested) also contains a film cell. 
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Mein Freund Aus Faro (To Faro) (2008) 
 

Melanie meets Jenny and falls in love. But Jenny thinks she's met 

Miguel. Eternal daydreamer Mel (Anjorka Strechel) can't wait to 

quit her sucky catering job and fly to her dream destination: 

Portugal. Things change when the beautiful Jenny (Lucie 

Hollmann) literally crashes into her life when Mel nearly runs her 

over in her classic BMW. It is love at first sight, however there is 

just one problem: Jenny mistakenly assumes Mel to be a boy. 

Despite this, the pair become boyfriend and girlfriend. With Mel 

attempting to disguise her true gender at every turn, her journey 

from tomboy to out lesbian is fraught with life-defining dilemmas 

and sweet surprises. Tender Gender Bender. Without destroying 

the story or climax let me state that this film is not one of erotica 

nor inappropriateness. I saw it tonight at the Annual Fairy Tales 

Queer Film Festival in Calgary, Canada. This a mild tragedy of a 22-

year-old gender confused, but totally innocent and inexperienced, F to M person leading a double 

life whose colleagues and family are unaware that their dear friend and sister is trans-gendered. She 

fakes heterosexual love affairs while doubling as a boy in love with an essentially innocent 14-year-

old girl (played by Lucie Hollmann). Except for a 5 second distance shot, there is no nudity and no 

nudity whatsoever of Ms. Hollman. The film is about dealing with taboos and discoveries and in 

many ways a tragic tear jerker. You actually feel for this couple who cannot continue. This film will 

be of interest to both straight and GLTG viewers alike. It is a love tragedy like no other but 

nonetheless uses classic Greek techniques. Even Nietzsche would approve. 
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Mein Kampf - My Crimes (After Mein Kampf) (1940) 
 

Mixture of re-enactments and documentary footage relates the 

story of the rise to power of Adolf Hitler and his Nazis in Germany 

and the danger they pose to Europe and the rest of the world. 

British Propaganda film made in 1940 telling the story of Hitler's 

rise to power. Not far from the truth its mixes real footage with 

re-enactments with a decidedly anti- Nazi stance to create a very 

serious, but now very silly film. Its an odd mix of "why we fight" 

propaganda mixed with information about the enemy with just a 

touch of dry, and not so dry, wit aimed at making fun of the 

enemy so he was less terrifying. The mixture probably did exactly 

what it was suppose to but now over sixty years after the fact the 

whole effect is more than just a bit cartoonish. Running some 55 

minutes it was quite amusing for about half its running time, by 

which time it was "enough of this already, I get the point". If 

you're interested in the period and its propaganda this is must see 

viewing, however if you want a non partisan look at events prior to the start of the war look 

elsewhere. 
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Melody (1971) 
 

Mark Lester (13-year-old) & Jack Wild (17-year-old playing 11). 

Two youngsters declare to their parents that they want to get 

married. Not sometime in the future but as soon as possible. The 

story is told from the children's point of view. What to say about 

this gem that has not been said before? That it was written by 

Alan Parker, before he was recognized as a world famous 

screenwriter/director? And that even then, it is a movie that has 

unjustly remained without being re-released. No, that's just 

theory. It is the feelings evoked that matter. I watched this movie 

once, as it played in an Argentinian TV channel at a time when 

there were only 4 TV channels. I probably watched it because of a 

recommendation from my father, who during my forming years, 

had gained my respect for introducing me to Spielberg in films 

such as Close Encounters and Raider of the Lost Ark. My guess is 

that I was probably about the same age of the main characters 

when I sat in front of the set. I remember also the following day at school, as all the boys and girls 

that had watched it would whisper about it. Girls would probably whisper if it could happen to them, 

too... if those stupid boys would wise up one day. We boys... we were not willing to admit we had 

seen and liked a "love" story -- a chick film. As such, we had to make fun of it. But deep down, all of 

us could tell... we could tell when we looked at each others' eyes that we were lying. That this movie 

had told perhaps our own story of first love and touched us in a way perhaps no one else had before, 

in a way we would not forget, we could not forget. I am 33 now, I grew to work in the TV and film 

industry both in Argentina and abroad and have watched literally thousands of films since. It is a 

testament to this film that after watching it only once, I not only remember the film fondly, but that 

some scenes are still etched in my mind: The Frere Jacques scene as the two main characters talk 

about how they feel...a scene that has no dialog, and it is just played with music and visual narration. 

The farcical view on authority and that funny ending, which could be called a teenage The Graduate. 

I have since been looking in vain for a copy of this movie or for the chance to watch it again and 

again and again. --- Update: I found it. In Argentina, this movie is now finally being redistributed, by a 

small private company. Alas, albeit it is on DVD, the copy is not a very good one, with muted colors 

and a somewhat jittery transfer. 
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Melody Time (1948) 

 

Segments: "Once Upon a Wintertime," two lovers recued from an 

icy river by friendly animals; "Bumble Boogie," bee beset by 

musical instruments and symbols come to life; "Johnny 

Appleseed," story of the legendary pioneer tree-planter; "Trees," 

mood piece set to musical treatment of Joyce Kilmer's poem; 

"Little Toot," story of a heroic little tugboat who saves an ocean 

liner; "Blame it on the Samba," Donald Duck and Jose Carioca have 

the blues blown away at a Latin cafe; "Pecos Bill," story of the 

legendary cowpoke, his trusty mount Widowmaker and his 

sweetheart Slue Foot Sue. During the '40s many of the animated 

films released by the Disney studios were compilation-style 

movies. By that, I mean that instead of telling one story over the 

course of 80 or so minutes, the films were made up of a series of 

short animated stories linked together. The most successful 

example of this approach was "Fantasia" (which was linked 

together by pieces of classical music), but nowadays many people are not aware that the studio 

made several films of this kind. "The Three Caballeros", "Make Music Mine", "Saludos Amigos", "Fun 

and Fancy Free" and "Melody Time" are some of the other examples. Melody Time is split into seven 

sections. "Once Upon A Wintertime" deals with a loving couple who go ice-skating on a frozen river; 

"Bumble Boogie" deals with a bee which is pursued by a variety of living musical instruments to the 

accompaniment of Rimsky Korsakov's Flight Of The Bumblebee; "Johnny Appleseed" retells an old 

American legend about a pioneer who struck out west and planted the first apple forests; "Little 

Toot" deals with a mischievous young tugboat which redeems itself by saving a liner in a storm; 

"Trees" is a short poetic sequence in which the title tells you all you need to know; "Blame It On The 

Samba" is a simple dance sequence starring Donald Duck; and "Pecos Bill", which begins with real-

life actors (among them Bobby Driscoll) talking around a desert campfire, and proceeds to relate the 

animated story of the titular Wild West character who was raised by coyotes and got into various 

wacky adventures. Generally-speaking, I find the longer sequences the best. The opening sequence, 

"Wintertime", is excellent, with just the right touch of comedy and excitement. "Little Toot" is 

excellent too - arguably the best episode in the film in fact. And "Pecos Bill" is thoroughly 

entertaining and has some laugh-out-loud moments. Of the longer episodes, only "Johnny 

Appleseed" feels laboured and frankly dull. The shorter episodes are actually rather disappointing. 

"Bumble Boogie" has terrific musical accompaniment, but is forgettable; "Trees" is pleasant but 

ordinary; and "Blame It On The Samba" looks like a rejected sequence from The Three Caballeros 

(1947), and is by far the most irritating sequence in this film, despite the presence of the perennially 

popular Donald Duck. On the whole, Melody Time might only really appeal to Disney completists; it 

has amusing and ingenious moments though you have to wade through some dull stretches to find 

them. 
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Men In Shorts (1995) 
 

A collection of 9 short gay movies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Angesichts Ihrer Fatalen Veranlagung Scheidet Lilo Wanders Freiwillig Aus 

Dem Leben (1994) 
 

In view of her fatal inclination Lilo Wanders gives up the ghost. 

 

Zero Patience (1993) 
 

3 music videos from. 

 

When You Name Me (1994) 
 

An elegy against hate crimes. A poetic and disturbing lens through which to view notions of 

masculinity and identity. 

 

Auto Biography (1994) 
 



Easy Money 
 

Kiss 
 

Bridgette 
 

Nick Dixon, Private Eye 
 

French Bitch 
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Mer Om Oss Barn I Bullerbyn (More About The Children Of Bullerby 

Village) (More About The Children Of Noisy Village) (1987) 
 

We are reintroduced to the children of the small town of 

Bullerbyn by youthful narrator Lisa. We follow them as they go to 

school, sing a couple of religiously themed songs, work on the land 

and eat their cookies. Lisa explains that she likes lambs better than 

puppies and kittens. Predictably one of them dies immediately 

after she says this, but that's about as dramatic as it gets in 

Bullerbyn. No wonder they only show this stuff at 8 am in the 

morning. Having already covered summer and autumn in the first 

part, now it's time to move on to winter and spring. The whole 

class is sent home early because of the heavy snow. You may 

remember there are only six children in this village so all of them 

take shelter in a log cabin where a cranky old guy lives. But before 

anything scary happens, daddy comes along in his horse and 

wagon. Lisa's exciting Christmas consists of getting 3 

tannenbaumen (und einer extra) and then waiting for her hair to 

change colour. You know that feeling when you are forced to 

watch someone else's home movies? This is exactly like that. 

When something finally does happen we are to numb to care: one of the six falls trough the ice. As 

soon as this dilemma is over they forget about it and never even tell their folks (who are never 

around anyway). Lisa and pals are adamant to witness the arrival of the new year, but are 

disappointed when nothing happens. At least now they know what the audience feels like. So it's 

1929 already and they go back to school to play tricks on their extremely gullible teacher. They seem 

to think they invented the old sticking a piece of paper on someones back trick. In fact, this is such a 

success that they repeat it at home and roll on the floor laughing for ten minutes straight. Life sure 

was good in those days without electricity and multi media. When they are not playing by the forest 

waterfalls, Lisa likes to read a book to her old zombie of a granddad and babysit the new, seventh kid 

in town. Before you know it, they are celebrating Easter already. One interesting bit is the revelation 

that Lisa liked to make up stories with her best friend Inge. Together they weave a tale of twin 

princesses (Goldriegen und Shlusselblumschen), complete with magical rabbits and kissable frogs. I 

wonder if Inge ever sued Astrid for copyright infringement? 
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Mercury Rising (1998) 
 

Bruce Willis is an outcast FBI agent who is assigned to protect a 9-

year-old autistic boy (12-year-old Miko Hughes) who is the target 

for assassins after cracking a top secret government code. The 

NSA has developed what they believe is an unbreakable code 

which they call MERCURY. Now they ran a test to see if anyone 

can decipher the code by putting it in a puzzle magazine. Now 

Simon Lynch, an autistic boy who has an affinity for puzzles sees it 

and deciphers it and calls the NSA. Concerned the men in charge 

call their boss Kudrow and inform of what happened. Kudrow 

worried what might happen if this gets out orders that Simon be 

terminated. The man he sends kills his parents but is unable to 

find Simon and leaves when the police arrive. The police call the 

FBI to send someone to take a report of Simon who is missing and 

the man they send Art Jeffries is not exactly in good standing with 

the FBI because of an incident that occurred recently and is also not exactly OK because of the 

incident. Art finds Simon, who was hiding and takes him to the hospital. While there, the assassin 

takes another try but Art saves Simon and they go on the run. The United States government is 

about to launch its brand new super code. Impossible to break, or so they thought until it was 

broken by a 9-year-old autistic boy. Now the bodies are piling up to keep it secret and the mercury is 

rising. Mercury Rising is a very conventional "government bad guys" story about evil agents out to 

kill an autistic boy who can break their top code. Of course, the premise of the movie, that the 

government would rather kill someone who can break their code rather than fixing the problems 

with the code, is incredibly stupid. If one boy can break the code, isn't is reasonable that some other 

boy in Russia or wherever can also break it? If it has a flaw that allows the kid to find the pattern, 

doesn't it need to be fixed? Of course, not. We just kill the kid and pretend nothing ever happened. 

But, what is really sad is that there is a grain of truth in this story. It is the policy of the U.S. 

Government that TRYING to break codes is illegal. If you are smart enough to figure out that the DVD 

encryption has a major flaw, it's not the fault of the designers, it's your fault. Researchers who have 

discovered flaws in codes, watermarks, etc, have been arrested. This "head in the sand" policy has 

been around for a long time. So, next time you see this movie, just think how easy it would be to 

combine this attitude with someone a bit too gung ho. 
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Mercy (2000) 
 

Homicide detective Catherine Palmer investigates a series of serial 

killings of women who have been tortured to death by S&M and 

all have had their eyelids cut off. The investigation takes Catherine 

into a group wealthy upper class women where she is drawn to 

the chief suspect Vickie Kittrie who has a penchent for S&M and 

women, as well as Dr. Broussard, the victims shady therapist with 

some dark secrets of his own. I caught this on HBO under its 

category of "Guilty Pleasures", and I would agree that I felt guilty 

(and pleasured) watching it. One, it's trash, and really raunchy 

trash. Two, the plot is slow and predictable and once you learn 

"who did it", you think, "So what?". However, I must admit to 

being enough of a male chauvinist pig to want to sit through what 

is obviously a poor movie, if for no other reason than to see Peta 

Wilson get completely naked a number of times. Do I feel dirty for 

having watched it? Yes. Am I sorry I watched it? No. So, there's the contradiction between being a 

lover of good movies and a lover of the female anatomy, even when in a poor movie. Sigh! 
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Merlusse (1938) 
 

Merlusse is a teacher whose pupils create mayhem in his class. 

"Merlusse" is a nickname (coming from the word 

"merluche"="dried cod"). He seems harsh and strict, but under an 

off-putting manner, he hides real affection for his students. It's 

Christmas's night: some of the boarders have gone, but some have 

got to stay behind the sad walls of a gloomy school. Some will not 

get a Christmas present. This Christmas, however, will not be like 

the other ones. A relatively short movie (For Pagnol whose works' 

running time generally exceeds two hours) but perhaps his most 

endearing and moving work. 
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Mery Per Sempre (Forever Mary) (Mary Forever) (1989) 
 

A teacher discovers his calling. Marco relocates to Palermo from 

Milan and takes a job teaching in a reform school while he waits 

for a high school position. He tries to understand and motivate his 

handful of students, reading them colloquial poetry, encouraging 

them to stand up for their rights, finding out about their histories. 

Natale, in for murder, enamored of the Mafia, the King Rat within 

the group; Mery, a drag queen, arrested for assault when 

defending himself, in love with Mario and, in daylight, rejected by 

all; Pietro, illiterate, muscular, believing his destiny is set; the 

callow Claudio, vulnerable, learning to harden himself. What can 

Mario learn and do in such a short time? Marco a well-educated 

teacher takes a job in a boy's reformatory for a few months while 

waiting for a new posting. Inside he meets boys pretending to be 

tougher than they are and needing more than he's initially 

prepared to give. Natale is the toughened youngest son of a 

murdered Mafioso who's been convicted of killing his father's killer. Claudio is a newly jailed first 

time offender who's been marked as easy prey by the more experienced boys. Pietro is the illiterate 

rebel loner who's just been rearrested after getting out of the reformatory. And Mario (who calls 

herself Mere) is the transvestite hooker who has been incarcerated for almost killing a john who 

tried to rob her. While this film covers very little that's new or remarkable it does manage to tell it's 

story and Marco actually shows a very enlightened view when he's propositioned by Mere. 
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Mes Petites Amoureuses (My Little Loves) (1974) 
 

A study of minor events in the adolescence of a boy (15-year-old 

Martin Loeb) growing up in small towns. Daniel lives with his 

grandmother and, after one year of high school, has to go to live 

with his mother in the south of France. She is a seamstress living 

in a tiny apartment with her lover Jose, a Spanish farm worker. 

Daniel would like to continue school, but his mother cannot 

afford it, so she sends him to work as an apprentice in a moped 

repair shop. Daniel wiles away his time in the shop, and learns 

about girls from the other boys in town. When he returns to visit 

his grandmother next year, it is obvious that he has grown up 

faster than his old friends. My Little Loves is a charming and at 

times troubling semi-autobiographical film detailing a year in the 

life of a stand-in for Eustache in the south of France. During the 

course of the film, we see him transformed from a bright but somewhat shy rural boy to a 

blossoming teenage hoodlum in a larger town. Ripped away from the comfort of his grandmother's 

home in the country, he finds himself sleeping on a cot in his mother's one room flat in town and 

working as a mechanic instead of attending high school. There is plenty of time for drifting, and he 

falls in with an older crowd of delinquents at a local cafe, much of whose activities revolve around 

groping girls and searching for that elusive score. The molestation of women might be offputting to 

some. But it is supposed to be somewhat offputting. Becoming an adolescent is a painful process in 

the best of times, and Eustache's young self has more than his fair shares of troubles. He can't relate 

to women except in the most base sense of groping them. This essential failure is a metaphor for all 

of his youthful inabilities to cope. And despite what we might think of some of his behaviors, we 

certainly empathize with him. Especially any guy who is old enough to have gone through this 

experience will. The only weakness here is perhaps a bit of excessive audience manipulation to 

evoke sympathy for him, through bludgeoning us with his being yanked from school despite being a 

very bright student and the like. Still, I enjoyed this one quite a bit. 
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Message In A Bottle (1999) 
 

A woman discovers a tragic love letter in a bottle on a beach, and 

is determined to track down its author. A woman finds a romantic 

letter in a bottle washed ashore and tracks down the author, a 

widowed shipbuilder whose wife died tragically early. As a deep 

and mutual attraction blossoms, the man struggles to make peace 

with his past so that he can move on and find happiness. Choose 

between yesterday and tomorrow. Pick one. Stick with it. While on 

vacation, a single mother identified as Theresa discovers a 

'message in a bottle' on the shore that has moving honest words 

of love addressed to a woman named Catherine. The trail leads 

her to a sailboat builder named Garrett and also to his father, 

Dodge in a small North Carolina coastal town. It turns out that 

Catherine is Garret's deceased wife, and the intriguing letters 

were written, two years earlier, after her decease. Some people find the one true love of their lives, 

if they're fortunate enough. Luis Mandoki's film, in part, turns out to be a choice about what occurs 

when a person finds that right kind of love, then when he is faced with the impossible, and then 

when he is given the right to continue with his life and is brave enough to love again no matter how 

unpleasant his grief is. As a reclusive widower, Garret was still in deep pain, and entirely devoted to 

Catherine's memory. He had hard time letting go of the past. Catherine was dead but not forgotten 

and was simply everywhere. As a sailor Costner didn't inherit the charm of Newman. He was drawn 

to Penn by her smile, her beauty, even her mistakes. Robin Wright Penn was beautiful, delicate and 

sweet as Theresa. She soon insinuates her way into Garret's life. Her expectations were always too 

high. Since the beginning, she just had to meet the person that wrote those letters. Her life was 

changed by them. Eventually when she met Garret that morning, she accepted, without hesitation, 

to step aboard. Paul Newman as Dodge liked Theresa instantly. He saw in her the key to his son's 

emotional recovery. With a very nice music, and a stunning coastal photography—also the ocean 

scenes are wonderfully taken—"Message in a Bottle" is definitely a weepy melodrama and a must 

see for those who believe, or don't, in love. With 10-year-old Jesse James. 
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Message In A Cell Phone (2000) 
 

Three young boys (12-year-old Nick Whitaker) must crack a voice-

mail code and figure out what the message is before they are 

discovered by desperate men who'll stop at nothing to destroy the 

cell phone. Hooray for these kids! Once you get past the 

implausibility of the falsely-imprisoned father/cop encouraging his 

11-year-old son to unravel and confront the murderous conspiracy 

that put him in jail, this movie is actually quite good. Well, there is 

the coincidence of the cell phone with the message in it just 

happening to fall into the hands of the protagonist (Nick Whitaker) 

and his buddies, but that one's pretty standard and necessary to 

make the story happen. Anyway, once things get going, the three 

boys really show their stuff: they're ingenious and creative 

without unrealistic precocity; they're loyal to and willing to take risks for each other, but not without 

reservations and bitching; and they act independent of and ofttimes in opposition to the skein of 

adult strictures. The last is always my primary test of a kid movie, i.e. whether or not the characters 

initiate and carry through reasonable actions and solve problems on their own -- especially in ways 

that draw on the special skills and abilities that children possess and adults do not. This film gets 

high marks in that department. I also liked that the threesome of pals represented three very 

different types of boys -- maybe a bit exaggerated -- and formed an engaging "three musketeers" 

with at least one of whom any young person watching could identify. 
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Messieurs Les Enfants (1997) 
 

To punish three troublemakers, Albert Castraing, their French 

teacher, gives them an essay to do, in which they must imagine 

what their lives would be if they were suddenly transformed into 

adults. The next morning, the three 12-year-old boys realise to 

their amazement that...they HAVE BEEN transformed into adults! 

As for they parents they have become...KIDS! It is the beginning of 

a series of mishaps for Joseph, a Jew, Igor, a catholic and 

Nourdine, an Arab. Promising starting point leading to nowhere. 

The title (delightfully paradoxical), the genre (French made 

fantasies are rather seldom), the names of the director (Pierre 

Boutron, quite rightly acclaimed for his work on television) and 

Daniel Pennac (one of our best contemporary French writers) 

made my mouth water. To no avail! Indeed, the actors (usually all 

excellent) gesticulate instead of playing, the comedy is heavy-

handed, almost always privileging sight gags over satire and there 

are far too many digressions, either vulgar (the prostitutes; the all too numerous expletives) or 

politically correct (the integration of minorities issue, the victims of contaminated blood 

transfusion). The worst point is that both the writers and the director forget to deal with their 

subject: kids having to settle parents' problems and the reverse. How little substance there is in this 

film! Two actors do a very good job despite the poor material they are given to defend: the always 

reliable Michel Aumont as a priceless lax middle school principal and Jean-Louis Richard as a bitter, 

sadistic teacher. Which amounts to not much, I'm afraid. 
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Metal Mickey (1980) 
 

Metal Mickey was a robot built by young Ken (21-year-old Ashley 

Knight) to do chores around the house. Ken was the youngest 

child of a typical British family--well, almost typical. Metal Mickey 

was endowed with a number of magic powers, which enabled it to 

battle aliens, travel through time, survive extreme temperatures, 

and other outlandish situations. Mostly Metal Mickey just caused 

trouble for the Wilburforces, but the family loved him anyway. I 

can't argue with Rob Taylor - Metal Mickey was, let's face it, a pile 

of rubbish. But, to be fair, it was so bad, it was laughably bad. 

Metal Mickey didn't only have one of '80s Comedy's most bizarre 

title characters, but the criminally underrated Michael Stainton 

and the stupendously talented (and critically acclaimed) Irene 

Handl in its' ranks. The latter did not appear at all in series 3, and 

her appearances became increasingly sporadic in the closing 

stages of the final series' run, but the first two series (in which she was the show's main attraction 

besides Mickey himself), were enjoyable, harmless fun. Mickey summoning aliens, Mickey sending 

people back in time, Mickey bringing chaos to situations where this word had never existed before, 

Mickey spouting his catchphrases "Boogie Boogie" and "My Little Fruitbat"... wow, even as I think 

about it twenty years on, those memories of my younger life come flooding back. Rubbish? 

Undoubtedly. Suicidally catastropohic? No way!! 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (1980) 
 

Episode 1: Metal Mickey Lives; Ken Wilburforce is building a robot he has named Metal Mickey. It 

becomes sentient when girl next door Janey feeds it a Galactic Fizzbomb. Now all Ken and his siblings 

have to do is to convince their dad that Mickey can be useful around the house so he will let them 

keep him. 

Episode 2: School Master Mickey; Granny and Metal Mickey have done Steve and Haley's 

homework. Mickey's answers are so outstanding that the teachers immediately suspect foul play 

and end up deducing Gran is scientific a genius. 

Episode 3: Mickey Makes Money; Mickey gots the power to reproduce money in order to replace 

father's plants and Granny ends up on trial for counterfeiting. 

Episode 4: Taking the Mickey; Burglars Jonathan and Harry break into the Wilburforce home and 

decide to kidnap Metal Mickey and hold him for ransom. However, Mr. W. has no intention of 

paying. Not even when Granny stumbles upon the burglar's hiding place and gets kidnapped as well. 

Episode 5: Hiccy Mickey; Mickey gets the hiccups because of Mr. Wilberforces' plant pollens. Every 

time he hiccups, either something falls apart or somebody who's speaking disappears. 



Episode 6: Top Secret Mickey; Two government inspectors visit the Wilberforce home demanding a 

look at Metal Mickey. The children's attempt to make Mickey appear to be a harmless toy fails and 

the Mickey is to be taken away to be taken apart and examined. 

 

Episode 7: Mickey in Love; It's Haley's sixteenth birthday and Metal Mickey thinks he's in love with 

her. When she doesn't answer his feelings, Mickey decides to leaves home. 

Episode 8: Music Man Mickey; Mickey discovers he can make music and becomes a pop star thanks 

to a song written by Haley & Janey and some shady managing courtesy of Mr. Jason. Before long the 

Metal superstar leaves the Wilburforce family behind and moves into his own flat. 
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Metal Skin (1994) 
 

Psycho Joe, a petrol-head from Altona, Melbourne, secures 

employment at a local Supermarket. Here, he meets the over-

sexed Dazey. Joe and Dazey form a friendship based on a mutual 

interest in old hot cars. Joe also forms a relationship with a Satanic 

fellow employee. The nihilism of these young characters, coupled 

with parental disputes, leads to various tragedies. This movie gives 

a pretty good feeling about what's like for a rev head growing up 

in the lower socio-economic suburbs in Australian cities. There's 

Joe, who is a bit of a loser, and lives with his Migrant father who 

has lost his marbles, and there's Daisy - a guy who is the winner 

character in this movie - that was a race car driver in another state 

in Australia, but came back after an incident that you will find out 

about in the movie. These two characters meet at a grocery 

packing warehouse where they both work, and form a friendship 

based on the fact that they both drive old Australian built Chrysler cars - Joe a beat up station wagon 

with home made mods, and daisy a grungy modified charger with off the shelf performance parts. 

This movie has many facets - it has romance of a sort, lots of jealousy, racial tension, witchcraft, 

satanism, real human drama, some really tense action, and a story line and a quality of acting that 

allows the audience to emphasize fully with the colourful characters. The car action isn't a huge part 

of the movie, but the quality of it is up there with Ronin, and The Fast and The Furious. Well worth a 

look in my opinion. 
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Meu Pé De Laranja Lima (2012) 
 

Zeze Vasconcelos (João Guilherme Ávila) is 7-years-old and is the 

fourth of five children in a working class family. It is a poorly 

educated family, but Zeze is different, he knows the art of 

storytelling. Però hand is a tease. Nothing gives him more pleasure 

than the whole neighborhood to work for his jokes. Zeze has a 

good heart, but he has no friends and is often beaten. But it is all 

the worse when his father loses his job, so food becomes scarce in 

the family. As a result, his father increasingly frustrated and he 

hits Zeze more and more. This seeks refuge in a fantasy world to 

forget the violence. Exciting debut. In my opinion, the best debut 

so far: A must-see, exciting movie, accurate interpretations, 

flawless script (suggests more than shows), beautiful music and 

cinematograph, which transports the viewer to another time 

(there are some abrupts cameras movement). A dramatic film 

could slip easily into the fussiness. Marcos Bernstein dose emotions gingerly, without weighing the 

hand. He could have made a movie with a script more classic like Chico Xaveir or Two Sons of 

Francisco, but choose another path. People of any age will understand the choices of the director 

and enjoy the movie. The acting of John Avila and José Guilherme de Abreu are worthy of Oscar. By 

the way, if you choose Meu Pé de Laranja Lima for Brazil's representative on the prize of the 

academy, has a chance to be one of the nominees. Many tears (I left dehydrated, needed to take 1 

liter of water after the session). 
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Meu Pé De Laranja-Lima (1970) 
 

Poor boy (Júlio César Cruz) treats a sweet lemon tree as his only 

friend, talking to it, and learning important values in the process. 

But one day the tree must be cut. 
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Mezon Do Himiko (La Maison De Himiko) (2005) 
 

"Saori never liked her gay father...But when a young man comes 

to tell her that Himiko is dying and that the nursing home is in 

danger of closing, she begins to see another dimension to his life 

and to his work." I have seen this movie at the Montreal Film 

Festival in august 2005. The young man, Jô Odagiri, and Saori, Kou 

Shibasaki, are superb. Min Tanaka as Himiko gives a great 

performance also. The story is all about accepting different 

people in this case: homosexual, transvestite, old person and 

delinquent. The music adds to the soft and tender mood of the 

film. I must say that the cast in supporting roles give a touching 

and heartwarming performance. Though it could have been a very 

sad story, the director always gives a touch of hope. Mezon do 

Himiko is a film everyone should see. Life is not always easy, let's 

accept other people's difference and try to help each other. It 

would be a better world. 
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Mian Ju (Sex For Sale) (1974) 
 

A male model is thrust into more than just modeling when he 

needs to ply extra time for his 'trade'. 
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Michael (2011) 
 

A drama focused on five months in the life of pedophile who 

keeps a 10-year-old boy (10-year-old David Rauchenberger) locked 

in his basement. I feel a little sick and a lot disturbed, but mostly, 

incredibly impressed. I think when you buy a ticket for a film 

which has a pedophile for a protagonist, there's always that 

possibility that it might be a sympathetic portrayal; that beneath 

the monstrous outside, inside he's just a misunderstood kitten. I 

mean, surely, if ogres can be like onions, then pedophiles can be 

like physalis – a juicy centre fully enclosed in a large papery husk? 

Well my Daily Mail reading readers, you can relax, Michael is 

anything but a sympathetic character – although, you may be 

disappointed that he has neither horns nor tail. The complexities 

of the relationship between Michael and his 'houseguest' are 

fascinating, as it slowly dawns on you how easy it could be to 

manipulate a child into being a complicit captive, and exactly how many basements out there in fact 

have a missing child within? So much of your ninety-four minutes of viewing 'pleasure' is consumed 

with such sobering and vile thoughts, while the rest is filled with some very dark humour indeed as 

there's nothing funnier than seeing a pedophile get stuck in the off-piste snow. Believe me, there 

isn't. The film itself is flawless, and there are certain moments in and amongst its day-to-day 

mundanity that reveal themselves as a masterclass in subtle suspense. This would happily sit right up 

there on your 'challenging' DVD shelf alongside Dogtooth – which is another fine film that reveals 

the worlds that people carve for themselves when the shutters come down and all that's left is you, 

the awkward man and his penis. 
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Michael Jackson 21 Videos 
 

Some of the best Music Videos EVER! 
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Michael Palin's Hemingway Adventure (1999) 
 

Michael Palin is off on another unconventional adventure 

documentary for the cameras. Starting at the bullfights in 

Valencia, Spain he follows in the footsteps of his favourite author, 

the mad, bad and dangerous Ernest Hemingway. I really enjoyed 

"Hemingway Adventure" as I did with Michael Palin's Around The 

World in 80 days, Pole To Pole and Full Circle. This is not quite the 

same as the previous shows, there is no time limits or travel 

problems but instead this plots the story of hunter and explorer 

Earnest Hemingway. If I have to be critical I would say this is the 

least enjoyable of the 4 but never the less still superb. One thing 

this series has more than the others is the Michael Palin humour. I 

can't wait until he is off on his travels again. 

 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1999) 
 

Episode 1: The programme starts out with Palin sitting on a beach reading a novel of Hemingway. 

After being chased by a fake bull he ends up in Pamplona, Spain. There he watches the famous bull 

run and then goes to interview a professional matador. Hemingway loved the bull run, and Palin 

confides that it must be an age thing - he can't stand watching it. Travelling to Africa where 

Hemingway went on many safaris, Palin goes to a local Maasai circumcision where the teenage boys 

are dressed up in finery. "Which of you is the most beautiful here?" he asked. "We are all beautiful," 

replies the boy, "except you!" Afterwards, he catches a view of Mount Kilimanjaro, Africa's highest 

point. 

Episode 2: In Chicago, Palin spends a bit of time exploring the city before going to Hemingway's 

birthplace, Oak Park. After strolling through Hemingway's first home and singing some of his 

childhood songs, he goes back to Chicago and enters a local shooting range, hoping to be like 

Hemingway. Mostly, Palin just jumps at the recoil. On to Michigan, where Palin visits the area where 

Hemingway first learned to fish, and attempts to catch a few himself. He catches none and ends up 

hooking the cameraman's ear. Going to the local grocer, Palin asks for things that might have been 

on Hemingway's shopping list to see if the modern grocer would still carry it. In the process of asking 

for canned meat, ("We have Spam," the grocer says,) he ends up singing the Spam song from the 

famous Monty Python sketch. Then it's off to Italy. In Italy, Palin goes to the area where Hemingway 

was wounded during World War I and supposedly buried a ten pound note in the ground. After a 

fruitless search, Palin buries his book in the ground. After attempting to drive an Italian ambulance 

and become a Red Cross nurse, he travels on to France. Paris, France was "...the city I love most in all 

the world," according to Hemingway. Now Palin goes through the City of Lights and reenacts 

perhaps the strangest part of Hemingway's life in 1928 - when the writer was reaching for the cord 



for the lavatory, he ended up pulling the skylight cord, and the pane of glass crashed on top of his 

head. 

Episode 3: In a random twist of events, Palin pops up in the Florida Keys and sees a Hemingway look-

alike contest at the local restaurant in Key West. He also goes to visit a man who had boxed with 

Hemingway. Going to Uganda, Palin looks at the site where Hemingway's plane crashed, after which 

the newspaper headlines incorrectly declared that the famous author and his wife were dead. Palin 

soon flies on to Venice, Italy, to keep following Hemingway's always moving footsteps. In Venice, 

Palin walks in the midst of an ancient festival that had been forgotten for 200 years and was revived 

only in 1975. The people wear masks and cloaks, so Palin decides to get into the spirit and dresses up 

as a Gumby from the Monty Python television series. After this, Palin goes to a dinner before 

participating in a duck hunt, and interviews the Italian people at the meal. Putting on a warm jacket 

and gloves, Palin and the Barone, his duck-hunting partner, wait in vain for three and a half hours for 

a duck to come. 

Episode 4: Palin flies to Cuba where he finds many Hemingway leads and visits his former home and 

a hotel room he often stayed in. Many failed attempts to interview President Castro are made, and 

Palin, after waiting a few extra days to have an interview, jets off towards the American West. 

Following the last stretch of Hemingway's life, Palin becomes a cowboy at a dude ranch in Montana 

and succeeds in roping the camera operator. After rounding up a few cows, Palin goes to Ketchum, 

Idaho to visit Hemingway's grave. He professes that "I'm still looking for some sort of approval from 

him... some sort of nod of acknowledgment from Hemingway." The grave obligingly replies, "Bull-

s***." 
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Microscopic Boy (Micro Mini Kids) (2001) 
 

I have seen a lot of awful movies in my time, and this is definitely 

one. Now, I am a fan of cult movies and independent film, but this 

sad attempt at a "comedy" isn't worth it. I caught it on late at 

night, and I wasn't expecting much, thank god. The horrible 

graphics and the atrocious acting made me wave the "what the 

hell?" flag. Boy (Chad Gordon) gets made fun of for being short. 

Decided to get someone to hack into a pharmaceutical website 

(on an iMac), steals formula ingredients, makes the formula, and 

ta-da! It turns him microscopic. Cheesy drama ensues. Who 

woulda thunk it? Why would someone make a film like this? The 

acting is elementary school level, and the "action sequences" are 

as well. For anyone even considering watching this movie -- good 

luck, because you'll need it. 
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Midnight Cowboy (1969) 
 

A "cowboy," Joe Buck, moves to New York City from Texas to 

make his fortune as a hustler servicing rich Park Avenue women. 

Shortly after arriving, he is hustled by homeless con man Ratzo 

Rizzo, who had said he would manage him for a $20 fee. Bent on 

getting his money back, Buck finds the rapidly deteriorating Rizzo, 

ends up feeling sorry for him, and moving into Rizzo's room in an 

abandoned building to care for him. The two remain hopeful of 

striking it rich with Rizzo managing Buck's career, but it soon 

becomes obvious that they are no match for the urban jungle. In 

my opinion, this is one of the greatest movies ever made in 

America and it deserved every single award it won and it's place 

on the AFI Top 100 list (though it's shamefully too low on the 

IMDB Top 250 list, at only #183 as of this writing). If you enjoy 

acting of the highest calibre (Voight and Hoffman are a superb match), well-drawn characterizations 

and inventive direction, editing and cinematography, you'll love this just as much as I did. Schlesinger 

paints a vivid, always credible picture of the late 60s New York City scene and it's many victims 

struggling to overcome personal demons and survive amidst the amorality, poverty and 

hopelessness of 42nd Street, New York City. The filmmaking techniques employed here brilliantly 

capture the feel of the underground New York film movement (and of the city) and are nothing less 

than dazzling. I've seen many ideas (including the rapid-fire editing, the handling of the voice-over 

flashbacks, the drug/trip sequences and the cartoonish face slipped in during a murder scene to 

convey angst and terror) stolen by other filmmakers. The relationship between Joe and Ratso is 

handled in such a way as to be viewed as an unusually strong friendship OR having it's homosexual 

underpinnings. I think the director handled this in a subtle way not to cop out to the censorship of 

the times, but rather to concentrate his energies on the importance of a strong human connection in 

life, whether it be sexual or not. MIDNIGHT COWBOY is a brave, moving film of magnitude, influence 

and importance that has lost absolutely none of it's impact over the years, so if you haven't seen it, 

you're really missing out on a true American classic. I recommend this film to everyone. 
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Mighty Joe Young (1998) 
 

The movie opens with poachers attacking a group of gorillas. 

Animal preservationists fight the poachers, which ends with one 

gorilla and a young girl's mother dead. In the melee, a particularly 

large gorilla baby attacks the head hunter and bites his thumb and 

forefinger off. The films immediately passes into the future and 

the young girl has grown up to be Charlize Theron and the gorilla 

has grown to be 15' tall and weighs 2000 pounds. The two are 

best friends who play together. When poachers again appear, a 

representative (Bill Paxton) of a California wildlife refuge 

convinces her to transfer the gorilla she has named Joe Young to 

the refuge. Of course, once there the former hunter shows up 

seeking revenge. Terrorizing the gorilla without letting his human 

handlers know, the gorilla goes on a rampage across Los Angeles. 

A group of poachers kill a large gorilla and a female zoologist. The 

gorilla's baby escapes with the woman's orphaned baby and the 

two grow up together. Tears later the gorilla (Joe) and the girl (Jill) 

have grown up - Joe himself is abnormally large but is the target of poachers. Zoologist Gregg O'Hara 

stumbles upon the two on a wildlife visit to the jungle and convinces Jill to bring Joe to a sanctuary in 

California. However, despite the safety, the threat to Joe has not vanished. I ignored this on video 

and at the cinema but on TV I gave it a go for the same of the kids. The first thing that strikes you is 

how much of a rip-off of every monster movie you've ever seen - from King Kong onwards. All the 

clichés are there and the characters are little more than cardboard cut outs at times. However it is 

still good fun and all delivered with energy that will keep the kids happy. The film may not go 

anywhere that you don't expect but it has funny moments and also moments that are quite tense 

and exciting. Of the cast Joe stands out. His facial expression, depth of understanding and emotional 

range may be a little unlikely but he looks good. The effects may occasionally show the joins where 

Joe interacts with physical objects but for the vast majority he is impressive - for the most part I 

forgot it was effects and totally bought into him being real, that's a sign of good effects. Paxton 

maybe takes it all a bit seriously but does well, Theron is a bit too street smart for a girl who grew up 

with a gorilla but she passes. Support like King and Paymer are underused and simply become more 

examples of 'good Americans'. If you're being cynical you could say that the two leads are WASP 

heroes and that King (black) and Paymer (Jewish) were there to cover bases! This view is a little 

supported however by the hackneyed casting of white South African and Eastern European types as 

the bad guys - their roles are caricatures at best and the actors look embarrassed at times. Overall 

it's enjoyable. It's not great - the plot is flawed, the acting is so-so, it borrows from every big ape 

movie that has gone before and it'll never be remembered years from now as a great film. But it's 

good for kids without boring adults. The effects are good and, though you'll forget it quickly, it's fun 

while it's on. 
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Mighty Joe Young (El Poderoso Joe) (1949) 
 

In Africa, the girl Jill Young trades a baby gorilla with two natives 

and raises the animal. Twelve years later, the talkative and 

persuasive promoter Max O'Hara organizes a safari to Africa with 

the Oklahoma cowboy Gregg to bring attractions to his new night-

club in Hollywood. They capture several lions and out of blue, they 

see a huge gorilla nearby their camping and they try to capture 

the animal. However, the teenager Jill Young stops the men that 

intended to kill her gorilla. Max seduces Jill with a fancy life in 

Hollywood and she signs a contract with him where the gorilla 

Joseph "Joe" Young would be the lead attraction. Soon she 

realizes that her dream is a nightmare to Joe and she asks Max to 

return to Africa. However he persuades her to stay a little longer 

in the show business. But when three alcoholic costumers give 

booze to Joe, the gorilla destroys the spot and is sentenced by the 

justice to be sacrificed. Will Jill, Gregg and Max succeed in saving 

Joe? Jill Young has brought up her pet gorilla since she was a child. 

Twelve years later, when the gorilla is fully grown, Hollywood promoter Max O'Hara travels to 

Tanzania, Africa, and convinces Jill to bring her extraordinarily large gorilla, Joe, back to America. 

While in Hollywood, Joe is used in a stage production and is exploited to no end. It doesn't take long 

until Joe is sick of being mistreated and he escapes to run loose in civilization. Fun, fast-moving with 

fantastic special effects. Great film about an oversize gorilla (about 10-11 feet), its owner (Terry 

Moore) and what happens when an unscrupulous promoter Max O'Hara (Robert Armstrong) lures 

them from Africa to America to become a hit. Let's get the bad stuff out of the way--the story is 

nothing new; Terry Moore and Ben Johnson are among the worst actors I've ever seen and there's 

zero lack of characterization among the humans. But when Joe Young appears all is forgiven. He 

looks great, moves realistically and has incredible facial motions. You can tell exactly what he's 

thinking by his expressions! Also, the scenes where he's grappling with humans, horses, lions look 

extremely realistic--that's saying a lot for a film that's over 50 years old! A fun family film. Try to see 

restored prints--there's a final sequence involving a burning building in which the whole reel is tinted 

red--very nicely done. 
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Mikaël (Michael) (Chained) (Chained: The Story Of The Third Sex) 

(Heart's Desire) (1924) 
 

Mikaël is an artist who rises as his teacher, the aging Zoret, falls. 

Zoret gives Mikaël his start, and their relationship is sexual as well. 

Then Mikaël takes up with the Princess Zamikoff, selling gifts from 

Zoret and even stealing from the master to pay for his carnal and 

luxurious life with her. He abandons Zoret, whose health begins to 

fail but who also discovers spirituality in his solitude. In a subplot, 

Alice Adelsskjold cuckolds her husband and takes a lover, the Duke 

of Monthieu; their relationship, infused with the eroticism of art, 

also gives way to religion as the duke becomes ill. This is an early 

film on a homosexual theme: older painter, and younger, prettier 

model and developing artist. This happens to have been the 

preferred arrangement in the ancient world as well. (I will note at 

this moment that this aspect of the film did not hold a great deal 

of personal interest for me; my eye was drawn more to the 

heaving bosom of one of the noblewomen.) The theme is handled quite discreetly. Could 

contemporary audiences have missed it entirely? But the film would have had no point then. This 

presumed relationship is conveyed mostly through glances and tone, plus one more explicit 

statement at the end. Since the model is also the painter's adopted son, much of the drama takes 

the form of parent vs. petulant, ungrateful offspring -- more traditional subject matter in other 

words. The son takes up with a pretty princess, disappointing his father. Some of the character 

definition is unusual. The father smokes a pipe with a very long stem, like Bilbo Baggins or some 

other hobbit. An artist's affectation? The son has a sensitive side; he's a big fan of Charlie Chaplin 

and Jackie Coogan in "The Kid" (1921). Blatant movie references are very common now, but it's 

really strange to see one in 1924. I referred to the Graeco-Roman world earlier. If there are any 

classical analogies at work here, then this is a Jupiter-Ganymede story where Ganymede runs off 

with one of Io, Europa, or Callisto. Officially Ganymede was Jupiter's cupbearer, and this film has a 

recurrent leitmotif involving a set of English glasses. Coincidence? But I think I am seeing subtext 

when there really isn't any. Perhaps there were mythological strands running through the original 

novel. I personally found this scenario to be fairly overwrought and uninvolving. However there is a 

very fine performance by Benjamin Christensen as the painter, plus simply stand-out photography 

and set decoration. These upper-class rooms are even more finely appointed than the ones in 

"Mockery", directed by Christensen in 1927, and that was an MGM production. Overall credit is due 

to director Carl Dreyer for the film's virtues. The print which was shown at Cinematheque Ontario is 

part of a touring Christensen retrospective which had played in September at MOMA in New York. 

The booklet produced for the New York screenings is a very good one, "Benjamin Christensen: An 

International Dane" edited by Jytte Jensen. The film itself was actually entitled "Michael" and had 

intertitles in German. The original novelist I'm sure was billed as Hermann Bong (sic), rather than 

Herman Bang, while the young lovers were called (Eugene) Michael and Princess Zamikow rather 

than Mikaël and Zamikoff. 
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Mikey (1992) 
 

Although Mikey is just a little boy (11-year-old Brian Bonsall), he is 

capable of anything... Every family Mikey lives with has a series of 

unexplained "accidents" and hence he's moved from home to 

home. After his original family die, accidently, Mikey is taken by 

authorities and placed into the care of adoptive parents. Fair If 

Not Taken Seriously. This film was actually banned in Britain since 

it was due for release in the same year as two 10-year-old boys 

abducted, tortured and murdered a 2-year-old child. To this day, I 

don't understand that decision since nothing Mikey does reaches 

the scale of what those two sadistic monsters did nor does Mikey 

ever attempt to harm complete innocents but chooses his victims 

from people who have done him 'wrong'. Anyway, I've finally 

managed to get my hands on a copy and I have to say, I'm quite 

glad I did. It's definitely not a film to be taken seriously but it can be rather funny if viewed as a dark 

comedy. Obviously, there's huge plot holes such as how a 10-year-old can move from place-to-place 

without anyone checking on his background and why these people were able to adopt him in a 

matter of days. However, there is something slightly humorous in watching the rather stupid adults 

be played by a young, calculating boy. 
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Mikres Afrodites (Young Aphrodites) (1963) 
 

I bought "Young Aphrodites" on videotape from Movies Unlimited 

several years ago. Atmy first viewing I was enchanted. Eventually I 

watched it so many times over the following years that I wore it 

out. The two youngsters (the boy sheepherder and the village girl 

who interests him) are the main story. Also, there is a story of an 

adult couple. The passionate pursuit of the bird tamer (young 

woman) by the shepherd (young man) and the sexual 

consummation of that pursuit colors the story of the boy and girl. 

A dead pelican? seems to be the unusual center of the boy's 

attempts to interest the girl. Not entirely sure why he is pursuing 

the girl (but having an idea from having stumbled on the sexual 

encounter of the older couple, he invests her with an innocence 

only to find that he has a rival in the form of another boy. This boy 

sees the girl as a sexual conquest. The rivalry, the innocent pursuit 

and its shattering resolution end the main story and the sheepherders return home. 
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Mil Nubes De Paz Cercan El Cielo, Amor, Jamás Acabarás De Ser Amor 

(A Thousand Clouds Of Peace) (A Thousand Clouds Of Peace Fence The 

Sky, Love; Your Being Love Will Never End) (A Thousand Peace Clouds 

Encircle The Sky) (Mil Nuvens De Paz Cercam O Céu, Amor, Jamais 

Deixará De Ser Amor) (Mil nubes De Paz) (Tausend Wolken Des 

Friedens Belagern Den Himmel, Liebe, Du Wirst Nie Aufhören, Liebe 

Zu Sein) (2003) 
 

Gerardo (Juan Carlos Ortuño), a 17-year-old guy has just finished 

his relationship with Bruno (Juan Carlos Torres) and starts 

wandering hopeless through the streets of the city. In his 

wandering he's tortured by images: each masculine body he sees 

reminds him of his lover. Gerardo is determined to keep what's 

left of his dying love. The only comfort he has is a letter that Bruno 

left him with his boss. Looks like film noir and Bergman. Plays like 

Lynch. Amazing looking and sounding film. Pretentious? Yes. Did I 

understand it? Not really. Does that matter? Not a jot. A beautiful, 

haunting, melodic flow of images and ideas. But without the 

excessive artyness, with the plot clearer and more attention to 

characters, or to put it another way, with a director half as good as 

its cinematographer, it could have been amazing all over. 
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Milk Money (1994) 
 

Young Frank (12-year-old Michael Patrick Carter) and his pals (13-

year-old Adam LaVorgna & 13-year-old Brian Christopher) get an 

idea for the ultimate in excitement. They decide to pool their 

savings, bicycle to the nearby Big City, and hire some woman of 

the streets to strip for them. Things do not work out that simply, 

but they do meet V, a Hooker With A Heart Of Gold, who ends up 

giving them a ride home. Soon she is living in Frank's treehouse, 

unbeknownst to Frank's widowed father Tom, who thinks she is 

one of Frank's teachers. Soon, however, the evil Waltzer comes 

looking for V. Entertaining feel-good comedy. Very conservative 

people might not like the plot of this film (kid tries to get his 

widowed dad and an ex-hooker to fall in love with each other), but 

actually everything is quite harmless and fun. The story gets 

sometimes a bit silly (especially when the boy takes Melanie 

Griffith to school as part of his "science project"), but the acting and the comedy is good. There was 

always a smile on my lips as I watched the misunderstandings between Harris and Griffith, when the 

dad believes that she is a math tutor and the hooker believes he knows her true job. Ed Harris does a 

good job as the shy father, and Melanie Griffith is believable as the golden hearted hooker. But it's 

the kid (Michael Patrick Carter) the one who steals the show, with his winning smile and his mixture 

of innocence and curiosity. 
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Million Dollar Kid (1944) 
 

The gang is befriended by a millionaire whom they save from a 

mugging. However, they begin to suspect that the man's son was 

actually one of the muggers. Knowing that the boy's father is still 

grieving for an older son he lost during the war, and would be 

devastated if he learned his only remaining son was a criminal, the 

gang sets out to reform the boy. The East Side Kids save 

millionaire Herbert Hayes from a mugging and in gratitude he 

allows them the use of a gymnasium he put in his mansion. There 

Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall and the rest of the gang prove to be handy 

friends to have for Hayes and his whole family. They expose a 

fortune hunting phony who is looking to marry daughter Louise 

Currie and also save younger son Johnny Duncan from the criminal 

crowd he's starting to run with. It's the East Side Kids with 

Monogram pictures so of course don't expect Citizen Kane. Still it's 

a reasonably entertaining outing for the East Side urchins. Look for a very funny performance from 

Iris Adrian who helps the boys expose fortune hunter Stanley Brown. Also for one of the few times in 

his career, Noah Beery, Sr. is a good guy as the understanding police captain. 
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Millions (2004) 
 

Starting anew after the death of their mother, 9-year-old Anthony 

(13-year-old Lewis McGibbon) is ever practical, while his 7-year-

old brother Damien (10-year-old Alex Etel) uses imagination, 

fantasy, and faith to make sense of his confusing world. The U.K. 

is about to switch its currency from Pounds to Euros, giving a gang 

a chance to rob the poorly-secured train loaded with money on its 

way to incineration. But, during the robbery, one of the big bags 

falls literally from the sky on Damian's playhouse, a 5-year-old 

given to talking to saints. The boy then starts seeing what the 

world and the people around him are made of. A very rare film in 

which ethics, being human and the soul all come to the forefront 

on this masterly-written, directed and acted, very fun, film. Don't 

miss this opportunity to your train to heaven! Millions reinforces 

the fact that Danny Boyle cannot be pigeonholed as a director. 

One does not expect to see the director of acclaimed drug abuse and zombie movies come out with 

such wholesome entertainment. Though this is accessible for the family, do not let that mislead you 

into thinking the movie does not have weight. The sincerity of this film saves it from becoming too 

lovey, and Boyle's personal connection with Manchester certainly adds to the depth of the 

environment. The story is told from the children's' point of view, bright with color, and those 

children give extraordinary performances. The use of stop-motion and accelerated exposures is 

characteristic of a style Boyle enjoys, and it accents the scenes where it is employed well. I highly 

recommend this film, and only wish it had been released for the past holiday season. 
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Milo (2012) 
 

Milo (Lorcan Bonner), an isolated 10-year-old boy with 'sensitive 

skin', lives a life rigidly controlled by his father. Sparked by his first 

friendship, he runs away from home to attend the school camping 

trip - but never arrives. He falls into the hands of an ageing 

criminal couple, with whom he enjoys pure freedom from 

constraint - until he learns the shocking truth about his skin 

condition. Filled with doubt about his father's love for him, Milo 

must try to come to terms with who he really is. 
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Min Bedste Fjende (My Good Enemy) (2010) 
 

Sick of being bullied, two boys decide to take matters into their 

own hands. Sensitive 12-year-old Alf (Nikolaj Støvring Hansen) is 

the low man on his class' totem pole, and he's sick of it. Forming a 

secret, Machiavellian alliance with another student who also has 

grown weary of being bullied, he hatches a plan to throw a 

wrench into the well-oiled gears of the school social order. 

Everything seems to go according to plan, until Alf discovers that 

turning the tables on his tormentors has its own dire 

consequences. So close. I was interested in this from the moment 

I heard of its existence. That is in spite of me seldom finding our 

country's cinematic efforts to be all that impressive. The subject of 

bullying is very important to me. It is seldom treated well on the 

screen. This is one of the best I've seen. The biggest problem is 

how extreme it can be, especially in the last third, where it goes 

completely out of it. Some of the things (I read that the director loves Lord of the Flies, and it shows) 

in this simply do not happen in first-world countries, to school-children (nor are they done by such). 

It hurts the overall product. Related to that is the fact that other than the lead, no one in this is a 

three-dimensional character... and even he is arguably not *that* fleshed out. Everyone is entirely 

evil or good, at the particular time we're seeing them... yes, they don't all remain so throughout, but 

they are one or the other in this. That's not psychologically accurate. While I have no love for anyone 

who attacks classmates and the like, physically or otherwise, I know that they aren't as monstrous as 

this suggests. And the completely innocent are not seen outside of the imagination or expressions of 

it, either. Other than the aforementioned aspects, this is great. It is immensely credible and realistic. 

The "plans" are smart and "work". There is no magic solution, and this is only sentimental once or 

twice. The bits of tension is rather effective, it genuinely did have me nailed to my seat. I found 

portions chilling (particularly the way they implemented the manga comic book, that they, by the 

way, made up purely for the film), and this definitely is a drama, not a comedy. It is funny here and 

there, and there are merciful, uplifting sequences among all the pain. One of the jokes is one of 

those stupid new ones where you're supposed to ignore that it makes no sense. The editing and 

cinematography are *excellent*, expert stuff (with an occasional exception where the framing could 

have been better). I don't know why they cast Bodnia (star power, I guess?), because they didn't give 

him anything to do. That is the only negative I can say in that department; every single acting 

performance was spot-on, with merely occasional hiccups. These kids are astonishingly talented. The 

names for several of these people were tough to swallow. One would think someone called 

"Anemone" would be *the* target. This lacks a clear group of popular students. The music is fitting. 

Dialog isn't bad, though it does not necessarily provide anything quotable. For anyone who hasn't 

watched a Danish movie before; we have plenty of black humor, and it appears in this, as well. There 

is a lot of disturbing content (it also gets quite disgusting), a little brutal (at times bloody) violence 

and brief underage drinking in this. I recommend this to anyone who cares about the theme. 

Entertaining, engaging and largely mature. 
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Mio Min Mio (Mio In The Land Of Faraway) (1987) 
 

A fantasy about the lonely boy (12-year-old Nick Pickard) who is 

transferred from his dull life with his adoptive parents to the land 

where his real father is the king. In that country he sets out on a 

quest, together with his new friend (13-year-old Christian Bale), to 

destroy the evil Knight Kato. Magical movie, great for children. I 

loved this movie. We were lucky enough to find it years ago as a 

rental. This is a wonderful story about a little boy who is bullied by 

his peers and hated by his aunt. He is magically transported by a 

large head emanating from a bottle, no less, to a "land of faraway" 

where he discovers that he is a prince. He gets hold of a magic 

cape that makes him invisible along with other magical items like 

magical bread. He, and another child fight the dreaded evil lord 

who is turning the children into birds that must forever circle the 

castle. This is a wonderful movie that is completely overlooked. 

My kids loved it and so did I. (We couldn't stop laughing during the giant head part!) There are so 

many magical moments in this story. Don't miss it! 
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Miracle At St. Anna (2008) 
 

Set in 1944 Italy, the story of four black American soldiers who get 

trapped in a Tuscan village during WWII. Christmas, 1983. A New 

York postal clerk, a Buffalo Soldier in Italy in World War II, shoots a 

stranger. In his apartment, police find a valuable Italian marble 

head, missing since the war. Flashbacks tell the story of four Black 

soldiers who cross Tuscany's Serchio River, dodging German and 

friendly fire. With a shell-shocked boy (Matteo Sciabordi) in tow, 

they reach the village of Colognora. Orders via radio tell them to 

capture a German soldier for questioning about a 

counteroffensive. In the village, a beautiful woman, partisans that 

include a traitor and a local legend, the boy, and the story of a 

recent massacre connect to the postal worker's anguish forty 

years later. And the miracle? Two Hours And Forty Minutes. 

Endless, unbearable. Italian actors overacting shamelessly and 

Spike Lee losing track of his own talents. The self indulgence mixed with the confusion made this 

"epic" one of the most difficult films to sit through in long, long time. During my visit to Los Angeles I 

was invited to a few screenings but this one was the one I longed for. Terrible let down. It's been a 

long time since "Do The Right Thing" and I have the feeling that it has to do with Spike Lee's vision of 

himself as a filmmaker. There is a lack of humility that blurs everything he does and "Miracle At St 

Anna" is a perfect example of that. In a way "The Inside Man", his genre commercial outing, was 

more honest and disciplined than anything his done of late. I can't imagine this film making any 

money so maybe Mr Lee will have the space to reflect. I certainly hope so because I'm sure he still 

has some aces up his sleeve. 
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Miracle Dogs Too (2006) 
 

Zack (Dustin Hunter Evans), a young boy, finds two cocker spaniels 

caged in the woods and takes them home. The animals, Sissy and 

Buddy, have magical healing powers that change the people of a 

small town. Miracle Dogs Too is way better than the first Miracle 

Dogs that came out in 2003. I purchased Miracle Dogs Too at Wal-

Mart on Sterling DVD, and I have to say that I really loved this 

movie. 10-year-old Zack and his Mom and older sister Sarah 

moves to a new town. Magical wonder awaits them. Zack 

befriends a pair of abandoned stolen dogs and realizes that the 

dogs has magic powers that helps ill people in an nursing home. 

Two evil crooks that abandoned the dogs in the first place finds 

out about the magic powers and wants them miracle dogs to 

make money for themselves. One crook played by Jaleel White, is 

tired of being crooked and the other crook Francis, (they call him 

Franky in the movie) has a crush on Zack's older sister Sarah and he wants to continue to stay 

crooked. Sarah is also afraid of dogs where she got bit when she was a child. Zack is torn between 

the love for the dogs, and giving the stolen dogs back to the rightful owner. Zack sets off on an 

adventure that will change the lives of everyone he loves. If you enjoy good clean family movies, 

Miracle Dogs Too is the movie that I really believe you will enjoy. Don't miss out on this wonderful 

story. 
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Miracle Of The White Stallions (1963) 
 

In WWII Austria, Col. Alois Podhajsky must protect his beloved 

Lipizzaner stallions and make sure that they are surrendered into 

the right hands. But Patton's something of a horse fancier and can 

help...if he sees the stallions perform. Despite a rather slow start, 

this film is absolutely classic Disney and well worth the time 

spent. Everyone should know the story of the Lipizzaner stallions 

and Col. Podhajsky, the man who risked everything to save them. 

The stallion's flight from Vienna at the tail end of WWII, and the 

fact that General Patton and the 3rd Army were heavily involved 

in their rescue, is exciting stuff and has achieved almost legendary 

proportions. It's to the film's credit that the viewer eventually 

gets wrapped up in the Colonel's crusade, and begins to feel a 

sense of wonder as random chance and pure luck conspire to save 

the Lipizzaner breed. I would not have put Robert Taylor in the 

lead role of Col. Podhajsky, though. As he grew older he got stone-like in his acting, and this is one of 

his more granite-faced performances. Luckily for us they also cast Curt Jurgens, who plays a good 

Nazi for once. He is the standout in this production (human standout, that is; the horses are the real 

stars). He gives a bravura performance as a German General caught up in the atrocities of war with 

no idea how he could have ever gone along with the Nazis as long as he has. His eyes seem to bleed 

pain, and he gives the film a welcome dose of humanity as well as the viewpoint of a person who 

normally follows orders but who has had enough of doing what he doesn't believe in. Lilli Palmer 

plays the Colonel's wife, and she is more than adequate to the role. Eddie Albert is used mostly for 

comic relief as a horse trainer, even singing a Richard M. and Robert B. Sherman song for us; 

fortunately he's good no matter what he does. And, an extremely young James Franciscus is an Army 

Major who plays a big role in interesting Patton in the horses, and also in liberating the mares and 

foals from a Russian onslaught in Czechoslovakia (and also a huge lot of American GI's being held 

prisoner in the same place); his 1000-watt smile is a welcome addition. Bottom line, this is a 

wonderful film for the entire family, if you can get the kids to sit still through the slow beginning; the 

older they are the easier it will be. It's a film about a little-publicized event in WWII, and shows how 

the two sides worked side-by-side to save a treasured piece of Viennese history. The horses are 

gorgeous, and we don't see near enough of them, which is the only real detriment to this fine film 

about the marvelous White Stallions of Vienna and the Spanish Riding School. 
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Miracle On 34th Street (1947) 
 

At the Macy's Department Store Thanksgiving Day parade, the 

actor playing Santa is discovered to be drunk by a whiskered old 

man. Doris Walker, the no nonsense special events director, 

persuades the old man to take his place. The old man proves to 

be a sensation and is quickly recruited to be the store Santa at the 

main Macy's outlet. While he is successful, Ms. Walker learns that 

he calls himself Kris Kringle and he claims to be the actual Santa 

Claus. Despite reassurances by Kringle's doctor that he is 

harmless, Doris still has misgivings, especially when she has 

cynically trained herself, and especially her daughter, Susan, to 

reject all notions of belief and fantasy. And yet, people, especially 

Susan, begin to notice there is something special about Kris and 

his determination to advance the true spirit of Christmas amidst 

the rampant commercialism around him and succeeding in 

improbable ways. The great Edmund Gwenn shines as Kris Kringle, an elderly, eccentric man who 

may or may not be the real Santa Claus. Little Natalie Wood thinks he is, though, and that's all that 

matters. This movie, written by Valentine Davies, has become, along with It's a Wonderful Life, a 

Christmas classic, and deservedly so. It is not, I imagine, in the same league as the Capra film (what 

is?), but it's an awfully good little movie in its own right; and while it presents its characters and 

issues pleasingly it does not push the envelope too much in any one direction, as one can respond to 

its whimsical little story any way one pleases. Like so many films of the immediate post-war period it 

stresses the faith and wisdom of small children (as,--literally--opposed to adults); and its message is 

that children are perhaps wiser than we think. Considering the mess that grownups had made of the 

world in the previous two decades it must have been difficult for movie audiences of the time to 

disagree. Indeed, much of the mood of the post-war era was based at least partly on this premise, as 

children became central to our culture as never before. Their whims and wishes became paramount. 

Perhaps, in the end, too much so. One can see the start of all this in Miracle On 34th Street, whose 

gentle message still rings true today, every year, in the waning days of December. 
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Miss Potter (2006) 
 

30-years-old and single, Beatrix Potter lives in London with her 

social-climbing parents, who are exasperated that she has turned 

down any number of eligible young men. Her only real friends are 

the animals which since childhood she has lovingly drawn and 

made up stories about. She finally succeeds in selling a book of the 

stories, and it becomes Norman Warne's first project. He quickly 

falls in love with both the book and Beatrix and together they 

carefully arrange publication. This proves the first of many 

successes, offering her the possibility of escaping from both her 

parents' way of life and London. This is a fine movie. It has 

exquisite beauty, love, aspiration and dreams--- and meticulous 

historical vibes. It is very true to the real story of Beatrix Potter. It 

is also a solidly interesting and entertaining movie as well. Far 

from being only a mere confection and therefore meaningless, 

'Miss Potter' is meaty and solid. In addition to being a great dramatic movie and true to life, it also 

possesses charm and grace. The very selective animation of the watercolour characters she drew--- 

and animated only for Miss Potter's eyes, mind!--- are sweet, and totally in line with the original 

paintings she made 100 years ago. It is truly as if the characters come alive for her, and we get to 

share her passion, intimacy, and love for them, rather than the audience merely seeing a 'cartoon' of 

some kind. A welcome and pure delight! The movie, in being faithful to the real Miss Potter's life, 

reflected her actual world. Note that she had a chaperon at all times, even when in her own garden, 

or shopping. Social mores and what was proper or not occupied her mother, who herself was only a 

generation away from being one of those odious and lowly creatures she so despised--- 'a 

tradesman'. Heavens! Anyway--- given the life and times of Beatrix Potter, a movie about her will 

have certain degree of that as well--- a certain gentility. Note also that her children's books were also 

the very soul of discretion and refinement. She painted watercolor bunnies, for goodness' sake. I 

found the life she did lead, and which was amply depicted in this movie, to be as dramatic as any. 

Consider what she endured, and what she went through. As well as what she didn't go through. She 

was healthy, and rich, so we won't see a lot of struggling with survival. She was kind and refined, so 

we won't see a lot of violence and judgement and hatred, etc.---- those things were simply not in 

her. She was, nonetheless, truly inspirational. She was bold, and a free thinker who displayed a lot of 

courage. She wasn't a prostitute or a criminal or a resistance fighter or a herion addict or any 

'dramatic' thing like that. Maybe she didn't have to agonize over each piece of literature she 

produced, but the process of creativity and perseverance she did go through was inspiring to me. 

Renee Zellweger did a remarkable job. And just think--- she comes from Texas! The fact that a Texan 

pulled off a spot-on portrayal of a great English artist seems to have bent the noses of a tiny few 

English folks--- maybe they are jealous, and stuck in some old and fetid dream of a long gone 

Empire? Dunno. But I loved Zellweger in this, and I think you will too. She masterfully and expertly 

did Beatrix Potter, and the English society of the turn of the last century, proud. 
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Mist: Sheepdog Tales (2007-9) 
 

Mist may no longer be a puppy, but she still has much to learn 

about life as a Borough farm sheepdog. But with Swift, Ernie, Jake, 

Fern and her Mother Gail around, Mist has all of the help she 

needs to cope with the host of animals that live at Borough farm. 

'Mist - sheepdog tales' are thirteen individual stories, telling of 

Mist's first adventures as she sets out in life as a fully-fledged 

working sheepdog. I recently saw Mist: Sheepdog Tales with my 

young nephew on Five's Milkshake Slot and thought it was 

absolutely wonderful. It's a perfect series for kids and adults alike, 

with charming sheepdogs, very funny stories and an amazing 

setting on the Devon coast. The singing ponies in the snow 

episode are a must see too! The series is a refreshing change from 

other children's programmes that are on television at the moment 

and even though they are only 10 minute episodes, they pack so 

much in and would welcome multiple viewings (particularly the "Dried Ducks" episode - very funny!). 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 01: The Lost Lamb; It's springtime on Borough farm and there are new-born lambs every 

where. On the cliffs Wendy the sheep has forgotten where she has left her lamb, in fact she's 

forgotten that she had a lamb at all! As Jake bounds off in search of the youngster, Mist faces the 

tricky task of reminding Wendy of the lamb that she is missing. 

Episode 02: The Legend of Borough Woods; Deep in the heart of Borough woods lives a legendary 

sheep so wild that not even the great Sir Gregory could bring her back to the flock. But the Boss has 

decided that it is time for the Legend to be bought back into the fold, and one by one the dogs set 

off in search of her. It is only Mist who finds the Legend, living in a strange castle deep in the woods. 

As the Legend tells Mist of her quiet and contented life, Mist realizes that she must choose between 

the glory of returning with the errant sheep, or doing the right thing and letting her be. 

Episode 03: Jake's Fishy Friend; Jake loves to roll, but when he rolls off a cliff and ends up on the sea 

shore below, he finds himself in a pickle, as even with his long legs he can't get back up again. Luckily 

for Jake a friendly Swedish seal called 'Sven' bobs up to lend a flipper. He kindly guides Jake back up 

the cliff much to the surprise of the worried Boss and Mist. 

Episode 04: Ewe and Eye; Sheep do some silly things, but getting stuck on their backs is about the 

silliest. When Vanessa the ewe becomes stuck belly-up while trying to rub an itch, Mist knows that 

she must act fast. As a flock of cackling crows circle around, Mist races to fetch help. Having woken 

the Boss they arrive just in time to put Vanessa safely back on her own four hooves again. 



Episode 05: Mist's First Trial; The Boss is so pleased with Mist that he decides to enter her in a local 

sheepdog trial. But as the crowd look on, Mist's boundless enthusiasm turns against her, as she 

rounds up a huge flock of the wrong sheep in the wrong field! The Boss is humiliated and Mist hangs 

her head in shame. Just as she thinks that the whole day has been a complete disaster Mist spots 

two faces that make her spirits rise. Could the two watching dogs really be her long lost siblings? 

Episode 06: Dried Ducks; It hasn't rained at Borough farm all summer and life is dusty and dry. The 

dogs are hot, the fields are bare but worst of all the ducks' pond doesn't have a drop of water. Mist 

is keen to lend them a paw. However, guiding four ducks to a new pond is not as easy as Mist might 

have thought. She soon discovers that Steve, Jessica and co. never learned to fly, but undeterred 

they set off to waddle on a great journey that takes them back to exactly where they started! 

Episode 07: Fern's Forte; When Fern overhears a whisper that she isn't pulling her weight at Borough 

farm, she is crest fallen. However, when Beatty the ewe gets stuck in the pond, with her fleece 

waterlogged, it soon becomes obvious that it is going to take a special sort of dog to save her. Right 

on cue Fern the swimming sheepdog wades into action. 

Episode 08: Not So Swift; Swift is not only the oldest sheepdog at Borough farm, she's also the 

proudest. So when she's overlooked for the tough job of bringing home the rams, she sets out to 

prove that she's still up to such a challenge. However, the rams, led by the fearsome MacPhereson, 

have different ideas, and it takes the timely arrival of Swift's son Ernie to save the day. 

Episode 09: Mist's Great Challenge; Mist's second sheepdog trial is far trickier that the first. She 

doesn't just have to pen the sheep, she has to find them in the first place. When she discovers that 

the sheep in question are the stubborn and downright dangerous MacPhereson sisters, she 

understands why all of the other dogs have refused to even try. Mist uses every trick to move the 

cantankerous quartet of sheep through countless obstacles and finally into the pen. Everyone cheers 

and Mist soaks up her moment of glory. 

Episode 10: The Beast of Borough Farm; A dark monster lurks around the valley and panic is 

spreading amongst the Borough farm ewes. Mist and Jake investigate, and with the aid of Helen the 

Horse and Sven the Seal, hatch a plan to save the flock. As dusk settles a thousand sheep fill the 

valley, determined to prove that there is no place for a Beast at Borough farm. 

Episode 11: Drake Expectations; If there's one thing that ducks don't take to, it's a tree falling into 

their pond. So when the worst happens Steve and his lady ducks waddle to Mist's yard in search of 

help. But when they arrive they find that the dogs have a problem of their own; a flood! While the 

lady ducks make use of the dogs' new pond, Steve wanders into the dog kennel from where he has 

some surprising news. "I've laid an egg and I'm not coming out until it's hatched". Leaving Mist with 

a problem to solve. 

Episode 12: Macphereson's Lament; A heavy fall of winter snow is enough to test even the hardiest 

of animals. So when MacPhereson the ram wanders miserably away from the other rams, his 

chances don't look good. Mist sets out on a mission to find the old ram, and after a bizarre meeting 

with a herd of singing ponies, she finds MacPhereson and persuades him that MacVicar, MacCrae 

and the others still need his company. 



Episode 13: Steady Eddie; The winter's work has taken its toll on the Borough farm dogs. Swift 

announces her retirement, Gail is feeling stiff in her joints and Ernie is suffering with an injury. With 

the lambing season just around the corner it looks as if the pack are going to be short pawed. To 

everyone's surprise Jake introduces his three month old son, Eddie, whom he tells them will be a 

fine addition to the pack. Everyone is delighted apart from Mist, who wonders how life will change 

now that she is no longer the puppy in the pack of the Borough farm sheepdogs. 
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Series 3 (13 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 01: Titan and Titch; Spring has sprung on Borough Farm and it is chaos as usual. Winnie the 

ewe has her head stuck in a fence and Eddie chases a tiny black lamb down a fox hole. It is up to Mist 

and Jake to sort out the mess. 

Episode 02: Calamity Janet; Janet the hen and her brood of fluffy chicks are taking a stroll around 

Borough Farm. But the dizzy chicken loses her offspring and it is the job of Mist and the gang to find 

them, one tiny cheeping chick at a time. 

Episode 03: Basket Envy; Fern is green with envy when Gail is allowed to sleep in a cosy basket in the 

farmhouse. She plots to remove Gail from the house so that she can take her place. But a fluffy new 

arrival makes Fern realize that the kennel is not so bad after all. 

Episode 04: Piggy Sue; When the new puppy Fly meets the pigs, one of the tiny piglets decides that 

she too would like to grow up to be a sheepdog. Piggy Sue ends up causing mess and mischief - and 

poor Fly gets the blame! 

Episode 05: Jake's Dairy Tales; The new puppy Fly spots two greedy, bullying geese as they invade 

the pond and kick out the ducks. All the Borough Farm dogs gather and try to remove them - but 

even Jake's amazing surfing fails to get rid of the geese. Thankfully, Fly has a bright idea that saves 

the day. 

Episode 06: Every Which Way But Goose; The new puppy Fly spots two greedy, bullying geese as 

they invade the pond and kick out the ducks. All the Borough Farm dogs gather and try to remove 

them - but even Jake's amazing surfing fails to get rid of the geese. Thankfully, Fly has a bright idea 

that saves the day. 

Episode 07: Helen Wheels; When Jake spectacularly crashes the quad bike, the Boss is forced to ride 

Helen Horse. But as Helen gets ever more pampered and pompous, the dogs begin to feel left out. Is 

Helen Horse an unstoppable force? 

Episode 08: The Cowdogs; Poor Eddie isn't a very good sheepdog. When he, Mist and Jake visit a cow 

farm, he tries to prove that he can round up anything - with disastrous results. The old cowdog Rex 

saves Eddie from the stampede of cows, which is the beginning of a wonderful friendship. 



Episode 09: A Load of Rubbish; Borough Farm has had some very messy visitors who have dropped 

their litter hither and thither. A lamb gets a bag stuck on his head, a ram has a flying ring on his horn 

and Steve the duck becomes entangled in plastic. But help is always at paw from Mist, Jake and Gail. 

Episode 10: Storm Exodus; There is trouble on Borough Farm - all the animals have gone missing 

after a thunderstorm! Mist and the gang find them in the most unusual places - a hen in the pond, 

sheep on the beach and a horse in the gorse. But where is the puppy Fly? 

Episode 11: Dognapped; Mist the sheepdog is stolen by a jealous shepherd, shut up in an old barn 

and guarded by a flock of bossy geese. Jake, Swift and the gang mount an exciting mission to rescue 

their best friend. 

Episode 12: A Piece of Cake; It is Mist's fifth birthday, but all the dogs have forgotten. Or have they? 

Old Swift leads a plot to make Mist a surprise birthday cake, with the help of the sheep, ducks, rams, 

Helen Horse and the singing Exmoor ponies! 

Episode 13: The End of the Tail; A game of 'Bite My Tail' goes very wrong when Mist bites too hard 

on Jake's fluffy tail. A visit to the vets leaves him with a bright yellow bandage, to his joy and 

surprise. But Mist has an even bigger surprise in store. 
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Mist: The Tale Of A Sheepdog Puppy (2006) 
 

Non-animated family film set on a farm with sheepdogs. Why I 

like it: This is one of my new TOP TEN favourite films! It is SO good 

for a modern film, I prefer it to a lot of the stuff that comes up in 

the cinemas nowadays. It should have an overall rating on this 

site! What it ALL adds up to: Absolute cuteness+a CREEPY 

baddie+a good storyline + the fact that the sheepdogs' mouths 

don't move when they talk + lovely characters + good music + 

Good English accents/voices = this lovely and enjoyable motion 

picture! I recommend it to all Sheepdog fans, English-film fans, 

people who are frustrated by CGI mouths and people who like 

funny films! ENJOY! What happens: From the moment she sees 

the woolly creatures, Mist wants to become a real sheepdog. 

However, THAT will mean putting up with Fern and being trained 

by Sir Gregory. 
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Mister Skeeter (1984) 
 

Lisa and Jamie (11-year-old Orlando Wells), residents of the Alton 

House Children's Home, learn that the home is to close because of 

government cuts. They decide to run away, and meet up with Mr. 

Skeeter who brings them food. Jamie is convinced that Mister 

Skeeter is a millionaire in disguise and the their troubles are over. 

But their troubles are just beginning as Mister Skeeter steals their 

emergency money. 
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Misty (1961) 
 

Every year the Chincoteague fire department rounds up the wild 

ponies of Assateague Island, and then auctions off the colts and 

yearlings to thin out the herd. Siblings Paul (14-year-old David 

Ladd) and Maureen Beebe, have set their hearts on owning one 

particular wild three-year old pony, The Phantom. Only they have 

to earn the money, the Phantom has to be captured in the 

roundup (which she never has), and then they have to outbid 

everyone else for her in the auction. And even the Phantom 

herself has a surprise for Paul and Maureen: a foal named Misty. It 

has its charm, but it looks like the budget was about $49.95. When 

I was a kid, my family went on vacation year after year to 

Chincoteague Island (off the Virginia Coast). It was a nice quiet 

place with sort of a Mayberry charm, though, like most places, it's 

not exactly the same any more. One of the old memories I have of 

the island was their adoration of the book and movie about Misty. Everywhere you went, shops sold 

the books as well as horse souvenirs. And, oddly, the local movie theater was STILL showing the 

movie MISTY--years after it first debuted. Up through the 1970s, they STILL were showing the film (in 

addition to other films, thank goodness). The reason? Well, the original title of the book was "Misty 

of Chincoteague" and was about one of the many wild ponies roaming this and nearby Assateague 

Island. And wow did everyone seem to love it, though not being an especially great horse lover, I 

didn't see what all the fuss was about and never saw the film when I visited the island. Years later, I 

decided to finally give the film a look--after all, maybe I was missing something. After seeing it, I 

really don't think I was missing anything. If you adore horses, then you'll no doubt be able to look 

past the pathetic acting and bare-bones budget. If you aren't a fan of horse films, then the films 

many, many short-comings will seem even more apparent. The bottom line is that I felt the film was 

incredibly dull and the print looked as if it was filmed with a Super 8mm camera. The only things that 

interested me were scenes of the island before it became a tourist mecca--THAT was interesting. So 

if you see the movie, you'll need to ask yourself, "am I a rabid fan of the books or of ponies?". If so, 

then by all means see this film. Otherwise, don't say I didn't warn you--it's really bad. 
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Misunderstood (1984) 
 

A somber and largely unsentimental study of a rift and ultimate 

reconciliation between father and son (12-year-old Henry 

Thomas), is a 'remake and adaptation' of Luigi Comencini's 1967 

Italian pic "Incompreso." New version places former post-war 

black marketeer and now shipping magnate Ned Rawley in a 

palatial home in Tunisia. His wife has just died, and Ned has a 

tough time breaking the news to his 7- or 8-year-old son, Andrew. 

In his opinion, his other son, Miles (10-year-old Huckleberry Fox), 

is simply too young to comprehend what's happened. When his 

relative Will suggests Ned is too stern with the boys, that he 

expects too much of them, the latter protests he's trying to treat 

Andrew like a grown-up. Ultimately, Andrew is seriously injured in 

a fall, and he and his father finally break through to each other. 

Henry Thomas co-stars with Gene Hackman as a son-and-father 

duo who through no fault of their own fail to communicate their 

mutual affection. Ned is a shipping magnate living with his family in a villa in Tunisia when he suffers 

through the death of his wife, Lilly. It is an agony for him to tell his older son Andrew that his mother 

has died, and from that moment on, he is so overcome by his own grief -drowning it in work- that he 

unwittingly hurts the feelings of the two boys. He was always inept in relating to them, and now it is 

even more difficult. The two brothers compensate by inventing their own pastimes, though a visiting 

relative chides Ned for expecting his sons to handle themselves like adults. So just as Ned begins to 

realize what he has been doing, the sons try harder to keep up a good facade — and then Andrew 

has a serious accident, causing all the undercurrents to suddenly emerge on the surface. Loosely 

based on the 1967 Italian film, "Incompreso", this story first emerged as a turn-of-the-20th-century 

novel by Florence Montgomery and is here told by director Jerry Schatzberg, but the dialogue and 

plot do not reach the level set by the good interpretations of the lead actors, who transform a 

predictable story into an emotional experience. 
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Mitt Liv Som Hund (My Life As A Dog) (1985) 
 

Ingemar (11-year-old Anton Glanzelius) lives with his brother and 

his terminally ill mother. He may have a rough time, but not as 

bad as Laika - the russian dog sent into space... He gets sent away 

to stay with relations for the summer. While there, he meets 

various strange characters, giving him experiences that will affect 

him for the rest of his life. This is an emotionally powerful (and 

sad) film about a boy coming to terms with the fact that his 

mother, who he loves dearly, is dying. It is also about being a child 

in a world where everyone older than you treats you with great 

condescension. Adults make decisions affecting his life without so 

much as asking for his opinion. No one talks about death, but it is 

in the back of his mind at all times. Everyone tries to hide what is 

really going on, as if "what you don't know won't hurt you", but 

the boy is hurting badly. There are no car chases, shoot-outs, or 

space aliens in this film. This film is about real life, about growing up, and about children's sexuality. 

It is told wonderfully well, from a child's perspective. 
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Mixed Company (1974) 
 

A couple with three children, two girls and a boy, adopt or foster 

three other children; a Black teen (Haywood Nelson), a 

Vietnamese girl and a Native American boy. With Joe Bologna and 

Barbara Harris as those parents, you can guarantee that any 

conflicts will be met and dealt with. I caught about half of this 

movie when I saw it and was overwhelmed by the way the subject 

matter was handled so humorously. Stephen Honanie as Joe, the 

Native American child, who was one of the youngest children, was 

without a doubt the funniest, as on Halloween he wore a feather 

in a headband, mocassins and buckskin breeches and carried a 

tomahawk and exclaimed over and over "I'm an Indian, I'm an 

Indian, I'm an Indian!" It would be years before I would realize the 

joke here; as far as he could tell, it was the costume that made 

him the Indian, not his heritage. Ariane Heller as the white child of 

the couple, their youngest, would also show a child's innocence in 

what she perceived around her. Lisa Gerritsen, best known as Cloris Leachman's daughter on Mary 

Tyler Moore, was the oldest child and on that same holiday, her date removed his Frankenstein 

mask to reveal what her parents didn't know, nor did Haywood Nelson; that he too was Black. The 

final conflict came down between Bologna, a basketball coach, and Nelson, and how each of them 

would show they care, in the end by cheering on their team at the basketball game. I would love to 

see this movie again and get a better clue of how the racial lines were crossed. From what I can 

recall it did an excellent job. This came on the heels of the cancellation of The Brady Bunch and later 

on there would be Mulligan's Stew with Elinore Donahue. This one got lost in all the shows. It is truly 

an outstanding viewpoint of the extended family. 
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Mixed Kebab (2012) 
 

Ibrahim chooses to live with Kevin over marrying his cousin Elif. 

Beautiful film with awesome acting. I saw this movie at Cinequest 

Film Festival and was blown away by its cinematic beauty and 

topical storyline. The Muslim angle was fascinating as was the 

setting for part of the movie: Turkey, Muslim yet Western. The all-

too-familiar family conflicts could be taking place in the U.S. for all 

of the similarities. I liked how petty criminal brother Furkan is 

pretty much a little punk, converts to fundamentalism (white 

pajamas and all), and is still a punk. (Some things never change.) 

The best part of the movie by far was its star, Cem Akkanat as the 

conflicted main character Ibrahim. He is handsome, expressive yet 

understated - a natural! I hope to see more of him in future films. 
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Mixed Nuts (Lifesavers) (Night Before Xmas) (1994) 
 

Philip runs a crisis hotline with Catherine and Mrs. Munchnik. 

That's the easy part, now it gets tricky... Stanley loves evicting 

people and he evicts Philip. Philip loves helping people and he is 

loved by Catherine. Catherine is loved by Louie who loves writing 

songs. Chris loves dancing to songs and loves to wear large 

dresses. Gracie also loves to wear large dresses because she's 

pregnant. She loves the baby's father, Felix, who loves to paint. 

That just leaves Mrs. Munchnik who hasn't been loved by anybody 

in a very long time. This comedy sports a delightful cast 

with...well, mixed nuts! Actually the title comes from the fact that 

the Steve Martin character's father was hit and killed by a truck 

loaded with mixed nuts, but we all really know what it's really 

about. Martin, Madeline Kahn (we miss you!), and Rob Reiner are 

very funny here, and some of the younger folks (6-year-old Haley 

Joel Osment) are very funny. I really thought Adam Sandler more 

or less made this thing. Basically a story of a crisis-phone 

answering service manned by folks with neuroses and other 

generalized problems. Interwoven are stories of other problem folks. It all seems to work out in a 

mad-cap way, and although this isn't the funniest movie, it is still very enjoyable, and worth the rent. 

Lonely people at Christmas...and the ones they intend to help...all mixed in like cashews, peanuts, 

filberts...you get it! Enjoy. 
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Mobsters And Mormons (2005) 
 

When forced by the FBI to rat out mob boss Angelo Marcello 

(MICHAEL KAGAN), Carmine "The Beans" Pasquale (MARK 

DECARLO, voice of Hugh Neutron on Jimmy Neutron) is a wanted 

man on the lam being hunted by hit man Little Nicky Cappuccio 

(JOE MARUZZO, The Sopranos). Taking along wife Gina (JEANETTE 

PUCHICH) and son Vincent (CLAY TAYLOR), Carmine enters the 

federal witness relocation program and is given a new home and 

a new identity. Now known as The Cheeseman Family from 

Omaha, Nebraska, these former East Coast mobsters are 

relocated into the middle of a quiet, straight laced Mormon 

community in Utah where much to Carmine's frustration; he can't 

even find a decent cup of coffee let alone a horse track. Life in this 

small town becomes anything but ordinary once The Cheesemans 

move in. Many locals are weary, if not outright afraid of these 

rough around the edges outsiders, while others go annoyingly far out their way to try to embrace 

them. Despite the efforts of well meaning neighbor Michael Jaymes (SCOTT CHRISTOPHER, The Best 

Two Years) to help Carmine feel welcome, Carmine can't help but wonder if being this much of a fish 

out of water -- is actually better than "sleeping with the fishes." I've seen this movie three times and 

can't wait for the DVD. I've seen John Moyer do stand up and I'll bet the commentary will be a riot. I 

would say this is the best movie he's done...yet. I expect they'll only continue to get better. The only 

problem I can foresee with the DVD would be my kids wearing it out and driving me nuts repeating 

dialogue. (Of course quoting Mobsters would bet the heck out of them quoting Ed, Edd and Eddy.) I 

think the best thing about this movie (other than the comedy) would be that it takes an outsiders 

view. The main complaint I've heard about Singles Ward and the R.M. is that they have too many 

inside jokes just for LDS members (or even "Utah Mormons.") Using a displaced mafioso as the main 

character allowed the movie to explain things to the audience without turning it into a missionary 

discussion. I think the other nice thing it did was to point out that we are all human and we all have 

flaws and thinking you are better than someone else for any reason is one of the biggest flaws we 

can have. And it did all this while making us laugh...and without any swearing or sex or violence 

(well, there was a paint-ball killing.) 
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Modern Times (1936) 
 

The Tramp struggles to live in modern industrial society with the 

help of a young homeless woman. Chaplins last 'silent' film, filled 

with sound effects, was made when everyone else was making 

talkies. Charlie turns against modern society, the machine age, 

(The use of sound in films?) and progress. Firstly we see him 

frantically trying to keep up with a production line, tightening 

bolts. He is selected for an experiment with an automatic feeding 

machine, but various mishaps leads his boss to believe he has 

gone mad, and Charlie is sent to a mental hospital... When he gets 

out, he is mistaken for a communist while waving a red flag, sent 

to jail, foils a jailbreak, and is let out again. We follow Charlie 

through many more escapades before the film is out. Hilarious, 

touching, anarchic, revolutionary, realist, surreal, of its time, 

timeless - Modern Times is a multifaceted work of genius. When 

it's over and you recall the number of sight gags and magic 

sequences Chaplin has packed into 85 minutes, it is incredible - the conveyer belt and nut turning; 

Chaplin caught in the cogwheels; the feeding machine; the Red Flag march; the "nose powder"; the 

roller skating ballet; the waiter with tray caught up in the dance (my favourite); the gibberish song - 

and many more. Then there is his mixing of silent and sound techniques, making the best of both 

worlds, not falling between stools as some directors might have done. Of course, there is also a 

political and social dimension; many of the scenes refer to the impact of technical advances, of 

bureaucracy, and of the then current depression, on the ordinary "little man". And it is the little 

man, the individual caught up in society's complex machinery, whom Chaplin championed. He may 

have sympathised with left-wing political parties and unions in so far as they supported ordinary 

working people, but Chaplin's essential beliefs are enshrined in the final "words" and shot, with him 

telling Paulette Godard, that she should keep smiling, they will get along, as they walk, a couple of 

individuals, into an uncertain future. Beyond politics, the individual has to rely on his or her own 

resources and spirit to survive. 
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Moi César, 10 Ans ½, 1m39 (I, Cesar) (César) (Moi, César) (2003) 
 

Moi, César is a lovely french movie. But it's partly American 

styled. I liked the music very much. It made me think of Yann 

Tiersen, the composer of the music of Amélie Poulain and 

Délicatessen. The music gives you an alternative American feel-

good movie-feeling. The film is about the serious worries of a 10-

year-old boy (13-year-old Jules Sitruk), not really satisfied with his 

life and his looks, and in love with Sarah. Together with Gloria 

(she made me think of a punk-version of Whoopi Goldberg) 

they're looking for Morgan's father in London. The story is not 

very complicated, it's just an ideal film for a cost evening. Nice 

film shooting, brilliant music, good actors...very nice! 
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Moi Ivan, Toi Abraham (Ivan And Abraham) (Me Ivan, You Abraham) 

(Ya - Ivan, Ty - Abram) (1993) 
 

In 1930s Poland, it was traditional for some Christian boys to live 

for a time with Jewish families in order to learn a trade from 

Jewish craftsmen. For this reason, Ivan has gone to live on a large 

estate with Abraham and his family, has learned Yiddish, and has 

become Abraham's best friend. But the anti-Semitism born of 

poverty, ignorance, and superstition is fierce in this community of 

and the two boys run away into the countryside to flee an 

imminent conflict. Journeying together in a menacing 

environment, they reveal their innocence and inseparability. 

Abraham (Roma Alexandrovitch) is 9-years-old, a Jewish lad in a 

Polish shtetl in the late 1930's. This shtetl is not like the one in 

Fiddler on the Roof. It is positively Middle Ages, all dirt roads and 

rough huts, poor peasants and rich landlords. A hardscrabble existence at the best of times, but 

about to be blown into oblivion by the start of World War 2. Ivan (Aleksandr Yakovlev) is 14-years-

old, a Christian boy sent to live in the Jewish shtetl to learn a trade from Abraham's father. Roma 

Alexandrovitch plays Abraham, and Alexandr (Sacha) Yakovitch plays Ivan. The differences between 

these two boys, and also their similarities, serve as allegories to the great troubles about to enfold 

Europe. The boys are fond of each other, to the point of comparing their Jewish and Christian 

differences by playing doctor in the haystacks. Yet their affection will be severely tried, as events 

beyond their control split the shtetl. The local rich landlord sells the land and displaces the tenants, 

an allegory to the coming shoa of the Polish Jews. The boys run away, but are mistaken for Gypsies. 

Another allegory to the fate of the Gypsies under the German invaders. This movie is brooding and 

dark. Only the boys affection brings any light. Yet, how can a story about the early stages of World 

War 2 be anything but sombre? 
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Moments With Johan (1996) 
 

A Homage to Johan Paulik. Johan provides a glimpse of views that 

only can be seen in a video of this type. Aside from his regualr Bel-

Ami features, which contain the more hard-core scenes 

encompassed with the great photography, this video follows 

Johan, just being, well, "Johan". A very good video for every Johan 

lover, who would like a more intimate view of this incredible 

European porn star. Lighting effects! Shot composition! 

Continuity! Why is it that the truly best technical achievements in 

gay porn today appear almost solely in softcore vids? Pride video 

Regularly turns out an appealing cast, technically superior 

products, and this latest is no exception. The first coupling is by far 

the best, while other scenes are more ordinary, but no less erotic. 

Further proof that anything can happen when something is left to 

the imagination. 
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Mon Copain Rachid (My Pal Rachid) (1997) 
 

A 9-year-old boy (13-year-old Jonathan Reyes) is obsessed with 

the sizable penis of his older friend (Nordine Mezaache). In this 

award winning and funny exploration of youth, race, and sex, a 9-

year-old boy works through his obsession with an older boy. This 

short is amazing. In ten minutes it tells the story some films take 

90 boring minutes to do. It's fast, furious, funny and completely 

believable. Although I suppose it's hard to find on video or on 

television, if you have the chance, go get it. 
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Mon Fils À Moi (My Son) (2006) 
 

Julien (14-year-old Victor Sévaux) and his mum care for each 

other very much. But Julien has committed a deadly sin: he is 

growing into a teenager! Worse, he has found himself a girlfriend 

of his age. "Mummy" is not going to tolerate such an ignominy. 

Julien is HER baby and will remain HERS for ever, encouraged in 

her "crusade" by her bovine husband and barely thwarted by the 

more courageous interventions of Suzanne, Julien's sympathetic 

big sister. Turning the page from childhood into adolescence, 

Julien seems to be a very happy child with lots of things to do. A 

straight 20 (that's A) student, a football player in the team that is 

preparing its next championship, a dedicated pupil of his own 

granny who teaches him piano and loves him dearly; a happy child 

starting a relationship with a girl at school. With passionate and 

memorable performances of all the cast, definitely Nathalie Baye leads the pack with a terrific 

impersonation of Julien's mother. A pity this time Olivier Gourmet had a small but very effective role 

as the father. Marie Kremer as Julien's sister is fantastic, but Victor Sévaux as Julien is one of the best 

roles played by a child I've ever seen. He reminded me the amazing character of Ken Loach's "Kes" or 

the powerful performance of Christian Bale in "The Empire of the Sun", or, maybe closer in time, 

Juanjo Ballesta in "El Bola", a film that deals with the subject matter of Mon Fils à Moi. The script is 

written in the same vein as some of the Dardenne's brothers films: fast cuts into expressions that tell 

even the text in the mind of the characters. Mme. Baye's character is mesmerising, to say the least. 

One difficult role to play as a deranged over-protecting mother that relies in her power to determine 

her son's fate. Absolutely diabolical and very disturbing. This is a film that has the power of moving 

every fibre in your mind and heart, even physically. There is one scene of incredible tension that 

leads to the not so expected end where you will feel how your heart-rate increases dramatically. 

Shot with lots of natural light and intelligent camera angles and movements, it never lets you go. A 

beautiful, difficult to watch film that will stay with you for a long time... and I mean it, it's just too 

hard to see when love is turned into slavery and that slavery is justified as love. These are the kind of 

films that have a brave approach to difficult subjects and give you the opportunity to discuss it many 

times. 
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Mon Oncle (1958) 
 

Monsieur Hulot visits the technology-driven world of his sister, 

brother-in-law, and nephew (12-year-old Alain Bécourt), but he 

can't quite fit into the surroundings. Monsieur Hulot's brother-in-

law is the manager of a factory where plastics are manufactured. 

His nephew grows up in a house where everything is fully 

automated and the boy is raised in a similar fashion. To take away 

the influence of the uncle on his son, his brother-in-law gets Hulot 

a job in his factory. Come For The Pretty, Stay For The Witty. This 

was my introduction to the world of Jacques Tati...and I liked it. If 

Tati's filmmaking M.O. was to remind us of Charlie Chaplin & 

Buster Keaton, mission very successfully accomplished. 'Mon 

Oncle' could have been a silent film. It uses sound effects and 

music to tell 75% of the story anyway, just as Charlie and Buster 

and their contemporaries did so well in the talk-free era. He also has their simplicity of camera 

movement. And as with those film giants, Tati is the star/director/producer and co-writer of this 

project. His recurring Monsieur Hulot character isn't as famous as the Little Tramp, but the quirky 

Frenchman is just as bumbling and likable. In line with Chaplin's 'Modern Times', the theme of 'Mon 

Oncle' is the inability of one man to adapt to new technology. The slapstick sequences that result 

from the clash of man versus machine are more amusing than truly hilarious. There are a few big 

laughs, but you'll smile more than than you'll guffaw. There's no standard plot. Hulot's sister, her 

husband, and their son live in an ultra-modern '50s house. (This weird set is truly magnificent.) 

Occasionally, they have trendy guests---the out-of-place Hulot among them---and he inadvertently 

gets the ball of chaos rolling. If his sister's house is too bizarre for him, he still gets to enjoy old-

fashioned pleasures in other areas of France. He doesn't fit in with these social climbers, but the 

man is charming and unflappable in his own eccentric way. This movie looks as stunning as 

Hitchcock's 'Vertigo' (also released in '58). Both pictures use colour extraordinarily well (especially 

green) and Tati's film would be worth seeing for the visuals alone. He also makes it a delightful aural 

experience with a jaunty music score and comical sound design. It's not all a cold technical exercise, 

though. The acting is a bit exaggerated (except for Tati's underplaying), but they only look foolish in 

the name of laughs. Will you enjoy a French comedy from nearly 50 years ago? Is 'Mon Oncle' just a 

critical darling (Oscar for Foreign Language Film, a prize at Cannes) and not an audience picture? 

Hey, I didn't think I'd be entertained by a two-hour French trifle, but I was. Rent the Criterion DVD 

and drink in the plush visuals, then have some grins. Come for the pretty, stay for the witty. 
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Mondo (1995) 
 

Mondo (Ovidiu Balan) is a homeless young boy, with a big smile, 

who wanders around Nice looking for food and a place to sleep. A 

fable unfolds. One summer day, a boy of about 10-years-old 

appears on the streets of Nice - no family, no possessions, no 

schooling, but with a brilliant smile. Mondo's most at home in 

gardens, fields, and at the seashore. The bustle of the city can 

seem to overwhelm him. He has good survival instincts, running 

from police and from threatening adults, and he is looking for a 

family. Over time, people come to know him - he helps out a 

street magician, befriends an old man who keeps doves in his 

suitcase, and finds a mother, herself an outsider. That smile is 

always at hand. Yet, no vagabond child sits well with the 

authorities. Can Nice keep this treasure of the spirit? The best 

adaptation ever... that isn't one. Throughout this movie 

experience - which moved me to tears several times - I had an extraordinary feeling that I was 

watching an adaptation of "Le Petit Prince" ("The Little Prince") by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. Even 

though the film is set in a different time and place, and its main characters and plot line are not 

really in sync with the story of a boy from another world, there is, at the same time, a strange 

affinity here with de Saint-Exupéry's timeless classic. As we watch the peculiar odyssey of a little 

Mondo - a boy with no home, no family, no past, no memory almost, and no real skill apart from 

smiling wide joyful grins and opening his heart to strangers - we have no other choice but to fall in 

love with this little homeless adventurer, this modern Gavroche, who seems almost mythical in the 

way he turns up in the midst of people's lives to touch them, move them, perhaps change them - for 

a couple of days, or forever. Heartily recommended to all those who embrace cinema as a way of 

channeling emotions, rather than notions and philosophical ideas, through images. "Toujours 

beaucoup". 
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Monk (2004-5) 
 

Former police detective Adrian Monk (Tony Shalhoub) has 

suffered from intensified obsessive- compulsive disorder and a 

variety of phobias since the murder of his wife, Trudy, in 1997. 

Despite his photographic memory and his amazing ability to piece 

tiny clues together, he is now on psychiatric leave from the San 

Francisco Police Department. Aided by his friend and practical 

nurse, Sharona Fleming (Bitty Schram), Monk works as a freelance 

detective/consultant, hoping to convince his former boss, Captain 

Stottlemeyer (Ted Levine), to allow him to return to the force. 

Stottlemeyer wavers between admiration for Monk and 

annoyance at his eccentricities. Moreover, he harbors serious 

doubts about the wisdom of allowing Monk to carry a gun. 

Stottlemeyer's second-in-command, Lieutenant Disher (Jason 

Gray-Stanford), also has his doubts about Monk but seems to be developing a reluctant admiration 

for the "defective detective." Detective Adrian Monk used to have a minor case of obsessive-

compulsive disorder. Then, the murder of his wife and his inability to solve the case exacerbated his 

condition to the point where he finds it impossible to function in society without assistance. He hires 

Sharona Fleming, a nurse and single mother, as his personal assistant, as well as his Watson for 

when he investigates cases the police can't solve to pay the bills. After three seasons Sharona got 

tired of the frustrating job and remarried her husband. Monk's new assistant is Natalie Teeger, 

whose loss of her own partner allows her a deeper bond with him than Sharona could ever have. 

Tony Shaloub is great like the old-school comic actors (Bob Hope, Alan King, Jerry Stiller). Bitty 

Schramm is funny, tough and very sexy. She gives that Seinfeld chick a run for her money. She's also 

the most realistic single mom on TV (What actually happened to her in Miami? Did I miss that 

episode?) Captian Stotlemeyer is a refreshing break from the creeps that that actor (Tally) usually 

plays. 

 

Series 3 (16 Episodes) (2004-5) 
 

Episode 01: Mr. Monk Takes Manhattan; Monk and his colleagues travel to New York City to 

interview someone connected to Trudy's murder. While they are waiting, Monk helps solve the 

murder of the Latvian ambassador. 

Episode 02: Mr. Monk and the Panic Room; Monk is called to the scene where a pet seems to be a 

killer: Ian Blackburn is found in his the panic room with 4 shots and his pet chimp holds the weapon. 

Is the animal really guilty? 

Episode 03: Mr. Monk and the Blackout; When the power goes out for a few moments. The 

authorities get a letter from the one claiming responsibility, a radical who supposedly died a few 

years ago. Monk goes to the power plant to investigate and catches the eye of the P.R. woman. She 

asks him out and when they go to where she chose to take them his phobias become a problem. 



Later a former associate of the radical after being visited by the police calls someone and threatens 

to go to the police cause someone was hurt because of the blackout. Later he's killed. 

Episode 04: Mr. Monk Gets Fired; Karen Stottlemeyer films a documentary of Captain Stottlemeyer's 

division. Despite the Commissioner's objections, Monk helps solve the case of a headless corpse, a 

fatal fire at a wig factory, and a hat thief all in one fell swoop. 

Episode 05: Mr. Monk Meets the Godfather; A mob boss needs Monk's help to figure out who 

murdered some members of the family. Monk reluctantly takes the case when the FBI offers to help 

get him reinstated in exchange for the information he gathers. 

Episode 06: Mr. Monk and the Girl Who Cried Wolf; Sharona takes a break from Monk so that she 

can concentrate on her creative writing class, but gets caught up in a twisted murder plot that 

causes her to question her sanity. Meanwhile, Monk is distracted by Sharona's replacement, who is 

determined to fix him. 

Episode 07: Mr. Monk and the Employee of the Month; Monk goes undercover at a department 

store to investigate the mysterious death of a popular store employee. In the process he also gains 

valuable insights into the life of his former partner, who happens to be the store's head of security. 

Episode 08: Mr. Monk and the Game Show; Trudy's father, a game show producer, invites Monk to 

Hollywood to determine if the host is helping a contestant cheat. Monk has to become a contestant 

himself in order to clinch the case, as well as to confirm his suspicions about the death of the host's 

assistant. 

Episode 09: Mr. Monk Takes His Medicine; A woman commits suicide and minutes later Captain 

Stottlemeyer is shot nearby. Monk needs to determine if the two events are related, but his new 

medication has turned him into an obnoxious jerk who can't concentrate on the case. 

Episode 10: Mr. Monk and the Red Herring; Monk is having a hard time finding a new assistant, and 

Natalie might be just what he is looking for. But first he has to take her case and solve the mystery of 

the intruder who seems inordinately interested in her daughter's pet fish. 

Episode 11: Mr. Monk vs. the Cobra; When an author of a book debunking the career of a popular 

martial-arts movie star is killed, the evidence points to the star himself, despite the fact that he has 

been dead for years! Monk takes the case and also gets a chance to prove to Natalie that he is not as 

selfish as he seems. 

Episode 12: Mr. Monk Gets Cabin Fever; As sole witness to a murder, Monk is shuffled off to a safe 

location until he can give a deposition. When a man is killed by lightning while fishing on the lake 

outside his cabin, however, Monk believes there's more to the man's death than meets the eye. 

Episode 13: Mr. Monk Gets Stuck in Traffic; A motley assortment of commuters, including Monk and 

the gang, are stuck on the highway after a fatal car accident brings traffic to a dead halt. But Monk 

doesn't think it was any accident and his impromptu investigation irritates authorities at the scene. 

Episode 14: Mr. Monk Goes to Vegas; While in Sin City for a bachelor party, Stottlemeyer enlists 

Monk to prove a casino mogul's wife death wasn't accidental. 



Episode 15: Mr. Monk and the Election; Natalie's campaign to be elected to the school board is 

interrupted by a sniper. Monk's life is endangered as well when he begins to investigate. 

Episode 16: Mr. Monk and the Kid; A severed finger turns up in the park, and Monk's only source of 

information is the two-year-old boy who found the finger. 
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Monsieur Ibrahim Et Les Fleurs Du Coran (Monsieur Ibrahim) (2003) 
 

In a street called Blue in a very poor neighborhood in Paris, 

Monsieur Ibrahim (Omar Shariff) is an old Muslin Turkish owner of 

a small market. He becomes friend of the teenager Jewish Moises, 

tenderly nicknamed Momo (16-year-old Pierre Boulanger), who 

lives with his father in a small apartment on the other side of the 

street. Monsieur Ibrahim gives paternal love and teaches the 

knowledge of the Koran to the boy, receiving in return love and 

respect. 'Monsieur Ibrahim' is a fine coming-of-age tale set in 

1960's Paris. Young Pierre Boulanger gives a remarkably assured 

performance as Moses, a Jewish teen living with his cold, skinflint 

of a dad in a less-than-savory part of town. Abandoned by his 

mother and living in the shadow of a brother who has himself fled 

the scene, Moses leads an embittered existence, seeking surcease 

in the beds of the local prostitutes who ply their trade on the street where he lives. Moses is finally 

befriended by an aged shopkeeper named Ibrahim Demirdji, a Safi Muslim who, after Moses' father 

commits suicide, adopts the boy and instills in him valuable life lessons, gleaned from his religious 

training and his long years of experience. In terms of its storyline, 'Monsieur Ibrahim' offers little 

that is new here (the idea of an older mentor figure raising an orphan child of a different religion 

goes at least as far back as 'The Two of Us' in 1968 and probably much further). Where it excels is in 

its tenderhearted view of daily life and in its subtle plea for understanding between Arab and Jew. 

Moses is an almost heartbreakingly ordinary kid, a fact which makes his story all the more 

compelling (he has much of the rough-and-tumble poignancy of the boy in 'The 400 Blows'). We can 

identify with every emotion he is going through on his painful journey to adulthood: his fears, his 

insecurities, his need for acceptance, his appreciation of simple kindnesses. Moses lives in a world 

where life can sometimes be cruel, but where fellow human beings reach out to help one another in 

their moments of greatest need. This is a beautiful, heartfelt film that doesn't stand on its head to 

try and impress us. It seeps into our hearts one scene at a time, until, by the end, we realize what a 

profound emotional impact it has had on us. Veteran actor Omar Sharif is wonderful as the solid and 

wise Monsieur Ibrahim, but it is Boulanger who is the real revelation here. This amazing young actor 

is the true heart and soul of the film, an absolute natural. He is very rarely off screen, and he rivets 

our attention on his character in a way that most highly paid movie actors can merely dream about 

doing. I hope he makes many more films in the future. 
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Monsieur Papa (2011) 
 

Marius (13-year-old Gaspard Meier), 12-years-old, has not seen 

his father for years and he misses him badly. Marie, his mother, a 

workaholic firm manager, knows that she will never reconcile with 

her ex-husband. She must do something to address her son's 

frustration but what to do? She finally has the preposterous idea 

to hire Robert Pique, an unemployed man, to play the role of 

Marius's father. His job will consist in putting the boy off his 

alleged dad. Of course, the scheme sucks and nothing will go 

according to plan. Soulful movie! I liked this debut of remarkable 

French actor Kad Merad like director and although his story is not 

quite original, he was able to make its peculiar. It's very kind and 

soulful movie about what every of us in need of native and loved 

one particularly our children. "Monsieur Papa" is simple and clear 

for everyone friendship story that is full of love, nice humor and lovely mood. Kad Merad in his 

debut assembled terrific cast from beautiful Michèle Laroque, stylish Vincent Perez and great little 

actor Gaspard Meier, also himself brilliantly played main role. Maybe it's not some masterpiece for 

aesthetes but it's optimal film for evening watching with all family exactly. 
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Monsieur Verdoux (1947) 
 

A suave but cynical man supports his family by marrying and 

murdering rich women for their money, but the job has some 

occupational hazards. Monsieur Verdoux is a bluebeard, he 

marries women and kills them after the marriage to get the 

money he needs for his family. But with two ladies he has bad 

luck. Fine work. This movie is a fine example a genre which 

attained enormous popularity during and in the decade after 

World War Two. These so-called "black comedies" (a term perhaps 

alluding to the funereal subject matter) ranged from fluffy (Noel 

Coward's "Bithe Spirit" - on stage in 1941, filmed in 1945) to darkly 

absurd (Ealing's "The Ladykillers" in 1955), turn death into 

situation comedy. Falling out of favour in the 60s, black comedy 

returned somewhat in the work of Robert Altman, before being 

brought back to full glory by the Coen Brothers. Although the 

most enduringly successful example of black comedy is perhaps "Arsenic and Old Lace" (stage 

1941/film 1944), two of the very greatest filmmakers blessed it with their contributions. Alfred 

Hitchcock to some extent incarnated the essence of it every time he introduced an episode of 

"Alfred Hitchcock Presents", but his definitive statement - "The Trouble with Harry" - just preceded 

the TV shows in 1955. Charles Chaplin's dark vision, "Monsieur Verdoux", was released in 1947, just 

before the anti-Communist cries against him were to drive him out of America. A political backdrop 

is either entirely absent or implicit in the other examples of the genre I've mentioned, but Chaplin 

makes it explicit, and some might say that, to some extent, this unbalances the last reel of an 

otherwise utterly brilliant film. Others perhaps will be more sympathetic to the historical context. 

For me, while completely supporting Chaplin's observations concerning the business of war, the 

heavy underlining of his message does seem a flaw when viewing the film today. All the same, 

"Monsieur Verdoux" is a magnificent achievement, not least in its wonderful gallery of characters, 

many played by character actors rarely seen on screen. Two in particular stand out, both playing 

wives of the much-married Verdoux: dour, unsmiling Margaret Hoffman, who goes to her death in 

an extraordinary scene of darkness followed by sudden light; and Martha Raye, in her best cinematic 

role, as the wife Verdoux fails to kill. Raye is such an explosion of energy and personality that the 

screen can barely contain her. To watch her and Chaplin in their scenes together is sheer joy. The 

script is witty, the photography excellent, and Chaplin's penchant for sentimentality is held well in 

check. It is, except for the end, an unusually subtle movie, its tone completely in keeping with its 

French setting. 
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Monsoon Wedding (2001) 
 

A stressed father, a bride-to-be with a secret, a smitten event 

planner, and relatives from around the world create much ado 

about the preparations for an arranged marriage in India. A story 

set in the modern upper-middle class of India, where 

telecommunications and a western lifestyle mix with old 

traditions, like the arranged wedding young Aditi accepts when 

she ends the affair with a married TV producer. The groom is an 

Indian living in Texas, and all relatives from both families, some 

from distant places like Australia, come to New Delhi during the 

monsoon season to attend the wedding. The four-day 

arrangements and celebrations will see clumsy organization, 

family parties and drama, dangers to the happy end of the 

wedding, lots of music and even a new romance for the wedding 

planner Dubey with the housemaid Alice. Happy India. This movie 

is full of joy. Happy, cheerful, with so many characters, and most of them good, interesting ones. It is 

the story of a wedding in upper class Delhi. A large family spread all over the world reunites for the 

big event and all the ties and feelings between siblings, cousins, parents, friends are shown and 

expressed in a light but touching way. Love, friendship, envy, pain, sorrow, loneliness, passion and 

hope in a nearly perfect mix. This movie is full of colours and music, and it is an accurate portrait of 

modern India (the wealthier part of it at least). All actors are good, and some of them are gorgeous 

too. Very refreshing as there are no super stars, no blood, no perfect special effects, no sex. Mira 

Nair you are great! Hope you'll give us many other movies this good. 
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Monster Kid Home Movies (2005) 
 

A compilation of horror- and monster-themed amateur 

productions made during childhood or their teen years by Bob 

Burns, Frank Dietz, Robert Tinnell and others, including a number 

of future non-professionals. Amazing collection of short films. This 

DVD is simply a treasure. It is a collection of short films, shot 

mostly ON film, by kids from the 1950's through the 1980s. They 

are all inspired by horror and sci-fi movies, and are accompanied 

by audio commentaries by the creators. In many cases these film 

makers went on to successful careers in the field of horror and 

science fiction - Robert Tinnel went on to direct Frankenstein and 

me with Burt Reynolds, Kerry Gammil is a successful comic book 

artist and has done design work in Hollywood films, Tom Weaver 

is an award winning and highly respected writer and interviewer, 

etc. I highly recommend to anyone out there, go grab a copy of 

this DVD TODAY - these movies are fun, creative, and heart warming, and presented with a loving 

touch by fellow monster-kids. What would YOU have done with access to a film camera as a kid? 
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Monster Makers (2003) 
 

Monster Makers is based on Tim Stoker's (13-year-old Tim 

McCallum) experience as a Monster movie geek. The monsters in 

an old non released movie come out of the movie and Tim and his 

friends both in the real world and the movie must find a way to 

stop the monsters. The movie has bullies, geeks, parents, a love 

interest, etc. In 1951 filmmaker Dexter Brisbain writes and directs 

a monster movie called, "Monsters on the Loose." The film was 

made on a new type of film called Radium Acetate. A group of 

monsters somehow get out of the film during an electrical storm 

and terrorize the city. Brisbain is accused of staging the event and 

is told to never show the film again. Time goes by and the film is in 

a trunk in the basement only to be found by the son of the now 

elderly Brisbain's nurse. Recognizing the title as a long-lost film the 

son decides to show it to a friend on Halloween. As the film is 

being shown there is an electrical storm and suddenly the sheriff, Manikin (a living manikin), Verman 

(a wererat who transforms whenever he smells garbage), and a spirit who can take over anyone's 

body are loosed on the city. Most of the movie has the boy, Tim, and his girlfriend, Tina, chasing 

around trying to stop the monsters in their attempt to take over the town with the help of the film's 

sheriff. The movie is a nice spoof of classic movie genera. Is it derivative? Yes. Is it predictable? Yes. 

Is it fun? Yes! So sit down and turn your mind off for a dose of good, clean, fun. We know that, 

eventually, the monsters will be brought back under control and be returned to the film stock from 

whence they came. With 14-year-old David Henrie. 
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Montreal Main (1974) 
 

In Frank Vitale's autobiographical study, he plays a photographer 

living among the assorted outcasts, junkies, and artists populating 

Montreal's Main. Quieter and more introspective than most of his 

friends, Frank becomes smitten by Johnny, a 14-year-old from the 

suburbs. But the relationship is doomed by the startling degree of 

hypocrisy and possessiveness that boils over among the group 

when they discover the intensity of Frank's feelings about the 

boy. What can I say? This obscure 1974 Canadian film played 

twice last month at a tiny art cinema in Montreal. I went to see it, 

was blown away, and had to return the next night to see it again. 

The film was co-written, co-produced, directed by, and stars Frank 

Vitale, an American photographer and film maker who at the time 

lived in Montreal. The film's plot concerns Vitale (playing a 

character named "Frank Vitale") befriending a 12-year-old boy. 

The two become good friends, but the boy's parents are 

suspicious of Frank's intentions. The relationship also takes a toll on Frank's friendship with his best 

friend Bozo (played by future director Allan Moyle). This film makes the most of it's Montreal 

locations. It's interesting to see this film, made 2 years before I was even born. I walk down the 

Montreal Main (St. Laurent street) almost every day, and it hasn't changed a bit, with one exception: 

in the film all the signs are in English. Now, they're all in French. 
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Monty Python (I) And The Holy Grail (1975) 
 

Makes Ben Hur look like an Epic...The movie starts out with 

Arthur, King of the Britons, looking for knights to sit with him at 

Camelot. He finds many knights including Sir Galahad the pure, Sir 

Lancelot the brave, the quiet Sir Bedevere, and Sir Robin the Not-

Quite-So-Brave-as-Sir Lancelot. They do not travel on horses, but 

pretend they do and have their servants bang coconuts to make 

the sound of horse's hooves. Through satire of certain events in 

history (witch trials, the black plague) they find Camelot, but after 

literally a quick song and dance they decide that they do not want 

to go there. While walking away, God (who seems to be grumpy) 

come to them from a cloud and tells them to find the Holy Grail. 

They agree and begin their search. While they search for the Grail, 

scenes of the knight's tales appear and why they have the name 

they have. Throughout their search they meet interesting people 

and knights along the way. Most of the characters die; some through a killer rabbit (which they 

defeat with the holy hand grenade), others from not answering a question right from the bridge of 

Death, or die some other ridiculous way. In the end, King Arthur and Sir Bedevere are left and find 

the Castle Arrrghhh where the Holy Grail is. They are met by some French soldiers who taunted 

them earlier in the film, so they were not able to get into the castle. 
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Monty Python (II) - Life Of Brian (1979) 
 

See the movie that's controversial, sacrilegious, and blasphemous. 

But if that's not playing, see The Life of Brian...Irreverent satire of 

Biblical films and religious intolerance focuses on Brian, a Jew in 

Roman-occupied Judea. After joining up with an anti-Roman 

political organization, Brian is mistaken for a prophet, and 

becomes a reluctant Messiah. 
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Monty Python (III) - The Meaning Of Life (1983) 
 

It took God six days to create the earth, and Monty Python just 1 

hour and 48 minutes to screw it up...The comedy groups last full 

length movie returns to the feel of the hugely popular BBC TV 

show. It features small comedy sketches dealing with all of the 

stages and trials of life. Expect the un-expected. Plenty of 

religious, vulgar, and sexual humor may offend some groups. 

There are even musical numbers, but with that same 

unmistakable brand of Python humor. 
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Moon Pilot (1962) 
 

An Air Force captain inadvertently volunteers to make the first 

manned flight around the moon. He immediately falls under the 

watchful protection of various security agencies, but despite all 

their precautions, a young woman who may be an enemy spy 

succeeds in making contact with the captain. The captain 

eventually discovers that this woman is not an enemy but rather a 

friend from a very unusual source. I'd missed out on this one as 

both as a VHS rental and on local TV in the past but which, 

bafflingly, hasn't been available anywhere else (not even on DVD) 

until now...or, perhaps, not so strange – since it's considered 

pretty much an outdated early movie about the space program! 

That said, the film has always enjoyed a reputation as one of the 

better Walt Disney live-action efforts – an opinion I was happy to 

share after watching it for myself (especially given my recent 

disappointment with such other popular albeit ultra-juvenile fare as THE GNOME-MOBILE [1967] and 

the two "Witch Mountain" outings). In fact, this has very few concessions to the typical Disney 

'cuteness' (basically extending to the inevitable romance and an over-eager member at the space 

center breaking into a would-be hip "Go, man, go!" routine with every shuttle launch) and is clearly 

elevated by the presence of strong actors – Tom Tryon is ideally cast in the lead, though it's Brian 

Keith as his constantly exasperated superior and Edmond O'Brien as the dogged yet bewildered 

Federal Security man who dominate much of the proceedings (especially when the two engage in 

shouting matches between themselves). Anyway, as can be gleaned from the title, the plot involves 

attempts by the U.S. to orbit the moon: the first guinea-pig is a chimp which, however, goes berserk 

on returning home; undeterred, a human volunteer is requested – Tryon, of course (though he's 

actually air-sick!). Soon after, he begins to be followed by a petite girl of obvious foreign origins 

(Dany Saval, whose gaucheness starts off by being corny but eventually proves disarming) – who not 

only knows all about his supposedly top-secret mission but actively wants to impart to him vital 

information about his safety 'up there'; however, he believes her to be a spy and tries his best to 

avoid her! Still, she manages to turn up at the most unexpected places (even after O'Brien has him 

'kidnapped' to a hotel) and eventually confesses to being an alien – clearly possessing advanced 

knowledge and who, atypically for the sci-fi genre, intends to extend help to Earth people rather 

than conquer them! MOON PILOT, then, resorts agreeably to such well-worn albeit effective 

suspense/spy movie trappings as the "McGuffin" (in the form of the missing element which would 

allow humans to adapt to the atmosphere in outer space), chases, impersonation and, it goes 

without saying, the growing affection between hero and heroine thrown into this unusual situation. 

Apart from the obvious space gadgetry, the sci-fi aspect of the film is evident in the scene in which, 

to demonstrate her powers, Saval gives Tryon a foretaste of his/their future. As always with Disney 

films, however, comedy is as much an intrinsic ingredient of the formula: best of all are the running 

'unreliable elevator' gag with Tryon and O'Brien, and the potentially campy suspects' line-up of 

beatniks (under whose guise Saval has descended to Earth – clearly a sign of the times). Keith's 

queasy look during the latter sequence is priceless...as is his final flustered off-screen outburst when 

Tryon and Saval sign off in space courtesy of a Sherman Brothers love song! 
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Moondial (1988) 
 

This six part childrens series was just brilliant. Minty (16-year-old 

Siri Neal) is a rather sulky teenager sent to live with her aunt 

following her fathers death. She finds a beautiful garden in at the 

local manor house and there is a sundial in the centre of the 

garden. Minty has strange mental powers and when she touches 

the dial she becomes dizzy! when she recovers she finds she has 

been transported through time to the turn of the century. Here 

she finds the manor house filled with maids and servants and 

lords and ladies. But there is a girl who is trapped in the house as 

she has a disfiguring birthmark which is seen as a devils mark! 

Minty with the help of the servant Tom (Tony Sands) must rescue 

the girl before she becomes part of a sacrifice. 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1988) 
 

Episode 1: Moondial begins with an opening night sequence showing a girl in old fashioned 

nightdress running through a gateway and into a church ground, she then opens a very large gate 

and enters a garden garden - she reaches a large grey / white statue and clasps the moondial it 

supports. She then runs back towards a dark old house with a single light in the doorway. She runs 

along the path leading up to the light and then up some large stone steps. She peers inside and sees 

a small girl running towards her on the other side of the glass. Through the window a struggle 

between a young girl and an older person can be seen. After the death of her father Minty and her 

mother visit Aunt Mary (Minty's godmother). It is hoped that the break in the country will help Minty 

and her mother come to terms with the loss. Aunt Mary used to look after Kate when she was 

younger as Minty has her bedroom. Her mum shows Minty round the bedroom - full of old photos 

and in particular an old patchwork quilt full of Aunt Mary's memories. Minty and her mum can see 

the church from the bedroom window and decide to go for a walk. The scene then shifts to 

churchyard where Minty and her mother are walking. Minty goes round the corner of the church 

and discovers a barrier of cold air and a wind around particular stonework. It is now time for her 

mum to leave and Minty gives her a hug before she leaves in her car. Minty goes back into the house 

and sits down at a table spread with jelly, sandwiches and cake. Before she can begin eating, the 

telephone rings and Aunt Mary goes to answer it. Minty then learns that there has been an accident 

between Minty's mum's car and a lorry. Aunt Mary then says that a Mr. Benson has gone to the 

hospital to see Minty's mum. Minty wants to go out for a walk but is told to stay away from the 

village. She is told to go and see the large House with Will World at the lodge. 



Episode 2: Minty returns to the garden and walks down a long pathway set between the lawns. She 

seems to know that she has been here before but is unsure when. Minty then sees the Moondial 

(she calls it a sundial) and as in her dream the night before she touches it. Minty appears to become 

faint. She clasps her head in her hands as she is becoming more and more disorientated. All at once 

the spinning feeling reduces and Minty appears to come to herself although the surroundings appear 

slightly different. She sees an estate gardener in the distance disappear and then reappear before 

her eyes. The moondial then starts to spin very fast. Minty holds her head and keeps her eyes closed 

during this motion. She steps off the Moondial unsure of where she is and runs towards the house. 

Mr. Benson asks Minty to return to the hospital as there has been no change in her mum Kate's 

condition. Minty then goes back into the large house and stands in the main entrance (black and 

white chequered floor). She then walks to the large outside window seeing the moondial at the end 

of a large grand pathway. She calls it a sundial and goes outside to it and then places both hands on 

it and closes her eyes. We then see the whole dial rotate with her on it. Minty then opens her eyes 

and it is nighttime. She cannot believe that the hours have past so quickly. She can hear a small girl 

singing to herself (one of the songs is "boys and girls come out to play"). Minty joins in and then tries 

to speak to the girl but only gets to know the girl's name before an unseen adult woman comes 

forward and grabs Sarah. Sarah is obviously terrified of this woman and rushes off. We hear the 

woman saying "you've frightened the moon away" in a stern voice. Minty then closes her eyes and 

asks to go back and the dial then rotates again. When it stops, however, she finds that it is day time 

again but she is now back in Tom's time period. He asks why she has been away for days even 

though in Minty's time it has only been a single day. Tom's cough is getting noticeable worse. 

Episode 3: We learn that Tom's sister Dorrie (coachman gave him a message) has sent some word of 

where she is. Minty agrees with Tom that it would appear he has grown in stature since they last 

met. Tom then admits that Minty is not the only ghost he has found in the gardens, she is smaller 

and only seen at night. He reveals that Sarah is her name, to which Minty says that she has also seen 

her. Before anything else can be said, the gardener (Mags) appears and shouts at Tom. Both children 

run off and hide round the back of the house. On looking around the corner Minty sees a coach and 

family with maids and footmen in attendance. Tom is again shouted at by the footman who 

apparently cannot see Minty though. Tom at this point discovers that he is the only one who can see 

Minty and in order to prove this, takes her into the kitchen. The cook and maids look right through 

her and admonish Tom for standing doing nothing. The nasty cook grabs Tom and marches him 

down dark corridor and locks him in dark room. Minty who had followed also finds herself locked in. 

Minty at this point sits down and closes her eyes and when she re-opens them, finds herself once 

more in the present day and back beside the moondial. Back now with Aunt Mary the two are 

making up the room for Ms. Raven. Minty is most upset to find that Ms. Raven has been in her room 

looking at the pictures on the wall and asking questions about them. Minty then lies on her bed and 

records her thoughts into a tape machine. "Tonight, I will go tonight, before she gets here" Minty 

says to herself. Later that same day she runs into the night in just her night gown. She runs through 

the church gates and across the graveyard. She is then stopped by the large closed gates leading to 

the large house. She thus goes through the bushes and over a wall before walking slowly down the 

path towards the moondial. She then stops at the moondial and asks it "Who are you?" She then 

touches the moondial and closes her eyes. It begins to rotate. 

Episode 4: The Moondial comes to a stop and Minty is again back in the past and finds it is night 

there to. She leaves the Moondial and walks down the path in the dark. Minty continues down the 



dark path and hears a girls voice singing and catches glimpses of others following the singer. The 

singer is Sarah a young girl and gradually she is surrounded by hooded boys all chanting "What's the 

time Mr. Wolf?" They shout louder and louder, then the words change and Minty hears them 

shouting "Moondial" - "Moondial" - "Moondial." The chanting again changes to "Devil's child." Sarah 

starts screaming and so Minty rushes forward shouting. The boys are frightened by this unexpected 

course of events and so scatter in all directions. Another voice is then heard harshly shouting 

"Sarah", "Sarah." Sarah, then falls to the ground in a faint. The hooded figures vanish into the night 

and the Governess, for want of another title, then appears - lifts Sarah to her feet and reviles her 

with the words "you really are a devil's child." Minty finds herself back in her bedroom again. We are 

unsure here as to whether this is a dream or not but it looks like morning. Minty is walking in the 

trees, surrounded by mist she can hear voices - children's voices. Now she can see small cloaked 

shadowy figures running around. The children are stood in a ring chanting "Devil's child" going round 

and around a small doll like figure in the middle. The doll has a cloak and a sack for a head. The 

children now start to hit the figure with large sticks and then stamp on it shouting "Dead." Minty 

watches them parade round the doll before they throw it onto the fire. Minty is back in the her 

world now and goes to see World. She asks about the dial and the path and the figures attached to 

the moondial. World says that he has a book on sundials that he gives to Minty. He tells her that 

Clock time is mean time, Sun time is apparent time, Real time is star time" to which Minty asks if this 

is the same as Moon Time. World does not know but supposes so as the moon and the stars are 

seen together. Minty's tape is given to Mr. Benson for her mother Kat to listen to. It is hoped it will 

bring her out of a coma. Back in the House Minty sees a small bag in the hallway. She can hear voices 

in the kitchen and goes to investigate. There she is introduced to Ms. Raven (those of you who watch 

/ remember Blake's 7 will recognise her as Servalen) by Aunt Mary. 

Episode 5: Ms. Raven asks Minty to show her the gardens and Minty reluctantly does. Minty tries to 

move Ms. Raven away from the direction of the moondial but Ms. Raven heads straight for it. Minty 

tries to distract her by whistling but this fails. Ms. Raven asks Minty if she feels anything as she 

stands near the moondial. To Minty's relief, Ms. Raven then sees the church and heads off towards it 

leaving a slightly happier Minty. Minty gets up at dawn the next day and goes to the moondial. She 

touches the dial, closes her eyes and it begins to spin. Next she is seen by Tom, who quickly asks her 

to come with him. They both see Sarah, she is walking on her own singing quietly in daylight. She 

gets to the fountain whilst talking to a flower. Tom calls out to her and we get to see her face as she 

turns around. We see she is a lovely young girl with a birthmark down one side of her face. Sarah 

instantly runs off but is pursued by Tom and Minty. They all enter the house at which point Tom and 

Minty realise they are invisibly to everyone except Sarah. Sarah talks to them and asks who they are. 

They tell that they are her friends. The Governess arrives and sternly takes a frightened Sarah 

upstairs into a room. We discover that the Governess looks identical to Ms. Raven (Servalen again), 

she is a 37 year old spinster named Ms. Augusta Vole who is paid a salary to take care of Sarah. Ms. 

Vole begins to systematically terrify Sarah saying that if she looked in a mirror then the glass would 

crack and the Devil would come for her. Ms. Vole then takes all the sheets off the walls in the room 

revealing large mirrors. Sarah is terrified, and hides herself under the a bed cover. Eventually it 

becomes too much for Tom and he runs down the stairs closely followed by Minty. Ms. Vole senses 

something and shouts out "who is there?" Minty eventually catches up with Tom who begins 

coughing again, now he begins to produce blood and he fades away before her eyes. Minty calls for 

him to come back but leaves the house and into the garden. There she stands in front of a small 



statue in the garden and sees a similarity with Ms. Raven and Ms. Vole. Suddenly she is bewitched by 

voices saying "the Devil will get you" and a frightened Minty runs back to the moondial hoping to 

escape. 

Episode 6: After a brief stop at the hospital Minty finds herself back in the graveyard. She sees Tom 

who informs her that Dorrie is spitting blood as well. She now finds out that Tom's name is really 

Teddy Larkin and that Tom is just a nick name. Minty asks him to meet her at the moondial at 

midnight tonight. Minty hears that Ms. Raven is going on a ghost hunt that very night. Minty feels 

that something is going to happen tonight. She looks at the church from the window and thinks that 

she needs a lucky charm to protect her. Suddenly she realises what charm is necessary. She goes and 

fetches a small hand mirror which has the mirror in the shape of a cross. At about 11:30 or so Ms. 

Raven sets off. Minty also leaves and heads for the moondial. She meets Tom sitting on the 

moondial. Minty thinks she knows who the figure is on the moondial. They both stand on the dial 

and she says "light and shadows in turns but always love" The dial then spins and they both appear 

in a new time, it is cold November night. The small figure of Sarah is seen moving in the distant. 

Minty and Tom run towards her. Sarah is talking to herself and indirectly lets them know that it is 

Halloween. Sarah is attempting to get the waters to heal her face for the last time. While she is 

singing a large number of hooded figures appear with animal masks carrying pumpkins. They encircle 

the fountain where Sarah is chanting "Devil's coming". Sarah makes a run for it to escape them, but 

they run after her. Minty and Tom run to help Sarah. Minty tries to frighten them off by threatening 

them with things about the Devil. They fall for her threats and this allows Minty Tom and Sarah to 

escape. The masked boys soon realise they have been fooled by Minty and Tom and so set off in 

pursuit. Minty, Tom and Sarah head for the moondial. Once there Minty reveals the mirror and 

shows it to Sarah. Sarah is afraid but eventually looks into the mirror. The mirror does not crack. 

Sarah realises she is a pretty young girl, not the monster she was told. Ms. Vole then appears and 

heads right for the trio. Minty then points the mirror at her and she is utterly destroyed. Tom and 

Sarah are now free and vanish as Minty heads back to her time. Back in the bedroom she takes out 

the mirror to see it. It has cracked (was Ms. Raven / Augusta Vole the Devil). She then goes to the 

hospital and while she is there talking to her mother, mum opens her eyes and starts talking. Back at 

Aunt Mary's house, Ms. Raven has now gone. Minty goes to see World who knows she has set the 

children free. Minty then goes to the graveyard and stands by the little grave of Teddy - Edward 

Larkin alias Tom. In the distance we see a Tom, Sarah and Dorrie running off happily together, free at 

last and so ends a classic BBC children's drama. 
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Moonfleet (1955) 
 

Somewhere in the 18th century Great Britain, noble but penniless 

young boy John Mohune (10-year-old Jon Whiteley) is sent by his 

dying mother to Moonfleet, to put himself under the protection 

of a certain Jeremy Fox. The boy discovers that Fox is both a 

former lover of his mother and the leader of a gang of 

buccaneers. A strange friendship grows as their adventures go on. 

Moonfleet is set in Dorset, England. The Fleet refers to the land 

just west of Portland, Southern England. In the 50s, the great Errol 

Flynn was getting long in the tooth and Stewart Granger, tall, 

suave and incredibly "cool," by today's standards, was filling the 

role of the dashing adventurer in those halcyon days of 

moviedom before TV gutted the industry. This film directed by the 

venerable Fritz Lang is an immensely entertaining adventure with 

pirates, villains and intrigue all handled with dash and aplomb by 

Stewart Granger. Alas, no video but watch for it on the late night 

show and, as another reviewer has suggested, tape it for seeing again and again. 
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Moonraker (1979) 
 

James Bond is back for another mission and this time, he is 

blasting off into space. A spaceship travelling through space is 

mysteriously hi-jacked and Bond must work quickly to find out 

who was behind it all. He starts with the rockets creators, Drax 

Industries and the man behind the organisation, Hugo Drax. On 

his journey he ends up meeting Dr. Holly Goodhead and 

encounters the metal-toothed Jaws once again. Considered 

almost unanimously as one of the worst films in James Bond 

series, it is time for Moonraker to have a defender. On my 

opinion, this is Moore's best fourth outing as 007(may be not 

saying too much, but there are three films left), and a very 

entertaining sci-fi film. Critics argue that humor plays a strong 

hand in this movie-strong to such a degree that Bond character 

loses all personality, becoming blurred in an impressive set of FX 

and stunt men. I reply: certainly there are flaws, some of them (particularly Jaws conversion towards 

the end) very ridiculous. But there are good points, too. Remember that pre-credit scene, which was 

ACTUALLY shot in the air, the motorboat chase or the final space battle, one of the most spectacular 

moments of the entire series, (yeah, it was unrealistic, OK, but tell me how much realism you can 

find watching other Bond movies which are frequently referred to as" the best". Think of Goldfinger 

or You only live twice.) However, Moonraker does not compare to Octopussy or TSWLM, because of 

a sometimes plodding pacing, due to the addition of unnecessary scenes, especially during the first 

half, when James is Drax's guest in California. The love story is a mere and inferior copy of TSWLM. 

And, while in other Moore's films the blend of humor and Bond's trademark coolness worked 

smoothly, here Bond is not given a scene to show, not necessarily ruthlessness, but a bit of 

harshness, as we could see in FYEO or Octopussy. Following Moore's outings will feature Cold War 

elements which seem to fit more with the character, and better screenplays from Richard Maibaum, 

the series' screenwriter who was mysteriously absent here. But action remains mostly exciting, 

sometimes brilliant, and highlights what could have been a mediocre entry. 
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Moonrise Kingdom (2012) 
 

A pair of young lovers (12-year-old Jared Gilman) flee their New 

England town, which causes a local search party to fan out and 

find them. Set on an island off the coast of New England in the 

1960s, as a young boy and girl fall in love they are moved to run 

away together. Various factions of the town mobilize to search for 

them and the town is turned upside down -- which might not be 

such a bad thing. Anderson's finest yet? In the past, Anderson has 

whirled us from melancholy dreamscapes set deep below the 

Pacific to tales of inter-generation betrayals in the name of love, 

from doomed romances in Paris hotels to deliriously bizarre 

animal revolutions in the English countryside. But for all the retro-

stylings his films so proudly wear, Moonrise Kingdom is 

Anderson's first period piece - a tender love story set in the sepia-

soaked sixties of Anderson's youth that have worked their 

influence into every one of his movies. It is fitting that this film is his most childlike - not in any way 

any simpler than his other films (as anyone with an accurate memory of childhood will remember all 

it's complexities; the way each trivial thing became a nest of thorns), but an accurate and deeply 

heartfelt depiction of childhood. It is not aiming to be as crushingly dramatic as Life Aquatic or as 

deeply tragic as Hotel Chevalier, because that wouldn't be appropriate for the story it's trying to tell. 

Instead, while still bearing Anderson's still surprising streak of black humour (some acts of violence 

really catch you off-guard; then again, children are violent so hats off Wes), it is largely concerned 

with the dramas and tragedies of youth. Yes, it is less ambitious than say The Life Aquatic but it also 

has none of the flaws that that film does (and believe me, I am a massive Steve Zissou fan). Instead, 

it is perfectly executed, wonderfully acted poignant beauty, with fantastic performances across the 

board (especially from newcomers Gilman and Hayward). This, while not his most ambitious, is 

certainly Anderson's most perfect work so far. You owe it to yourself to see this movie. With Lucas 

Hedges, Charlie Kilgore, 14-year-old Chandler Frantz & L.J. Foley. 
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Moonwalker (1988) 
 

A movie that starts out with the "Man in the Mirror" music video, 

it then changes to a montage of video clips of Michael's career. 

Next comes a parody of his Bad video by children, and then 

Michael is chased by fans in a fantasy sequence. 2 more videos are 

shown, and then a movie in which Michael plays a hero with 

magical powers. In it he is chased by drug dealer Mr. Big and saves 

three children. Videos included in the movie are "Smooth 

Criminal" and "Come Together". It is very ridiculous that they have 

tried to force this flick into having a plot. I mean the bit in the 

middle with Joe Pesci as the bad guy, and Michael Jackson as the 

hero, is so absurd. But the collection of video clips, live 

performances, and montages is great! good music for sure! I like 

the fact that in the F.X. shots, so many different techniques are 

used. Some look really unsophisticated. But others are just so 

great (even by today's standards, remember this is a 16-year-old movie)...I mean the sequence were 

M.J. turns himself into some kind of robot, and then into some sort of spaceship is breathtaking. I 

also like M.J.'s version of "come together" (Beatles original). Some people need to lighten up and not 

take the film so seriously. It's a fantasy after all. Michaels music is fantastic and it is proven in this 

film, its well before its time. Moonwalker is one of the most entertaining ones I have ever seen and I 

would recommend it to anyone looking to watch a film full of light-hearted fun. Please note: the title 

'Moonwalker' refers to his unique dance, you know, the moonwalk...not actually walking on the 

moon! Well, to be honest I still feel both stumped and stunned by this deeply strange Michael 

Jackson showcase. I remember watching it once as a kid and finding it the storyline so hard to follow 

that in the end I just gave up altogether. When, very recently, I caught it again on TV, I was finally 

able to see why - story lines don't get more universally bewildering to all ages than what's on offer 

here. Even now, as a young adult, I was confused, and, what's more, seriously freaked. At least this 

time I was able to sit through the whole show, but I gotta tell ya, it was a close call. It's difficult to 

define the plot of this film, if indeed there is one. It starts out standard enough, with a spot of 

Jackson in concert, before twilling into a mind-bending montage of clips and music videos that 

occupy pretty much the first half of the movie. When we finally reach the second half, we're 

presented with the freakiest suburban fantasy you could imagine, in which Michael comes to aid of 

three adoring young children under threat from - get this - a spider-loving drug dealer who aims to 

make every kid in the world a junkie (???). Along route of course, Michael gets plenty of 

opportunities to give his dancing shoes a good workout. In a way, it kind of came across like a gritty, 

non-animated version of 'Yellow Submarine' for the 80s period, only minus the quirky humour. I 

imagine that most true-blue Michael Jackson fans will find things to appreciate in it, but I can't see it 

keeping the average casual viewer particularly hooked. The long trail of music videos seems over-

stretched and pointless, and never really gets anywhere fast (in spite of featuring a video for a song 

named 'Speed Demon', complete with freaky stop motion animation that, in retrospect, seems 

jarringly reminiscent of some of the very same decade's cheap animated TV commercials), while the 

following adventure against evil Joe Pesci is not only contrived and deeply baffling, but at times 

downright disturbing. Seriously, was this movie really made with a family audience in mind? 



Personally I was chilled to my spine when 'Mr Big', as he is known, was all poised to, by his own 

wording, 'help' that defenceless little kiddie get 'high'...and to think I'd grown up always thinking 

that the self dancing bunny costume was the scariest thing in this movie...ugh! There's also a giant 

robot which I don't want to talk (or think) about further. Well, on the plus side, a lot of the music is 

pretty good, which is fortunate because it dominates so much of the movie. At the very least, one 

compliment you can make about Jacko is that he has brought out some pretty good and influential 

numbers in his time. Being made in 1988, it goes without saying that this has the disadvantage of 

predating some of the more classic Jackson tracks that followed - Heal the World, Black or White, 

You are not Alone, etc. - but 'Smooth Criminal' is certainly a fair offering, and I will admit to having a 

teeny soft spot for that little ditty 'Ben' (shame we don't get to hear that one in its entirety). But 

since the musical interest is all it's really got going, you have to ask yourself, what was the point? 

Wouldn't the Jackson masses have been just as happy with a regular documentary or something? As 

a fantasy it tries hard to be both arcane and touching but in the end can't help but fall flat on its face 

with bewilderment. As a movie, I'd recommend it strictly for hardcore Jackson fans alone. Fans of 

the rock music scene in general, like myself, might like to view it once out of curiosity. Anyone else 

searching for coherent, gripping and enjoyable viewing has been well warned. Grade: C-...it can't do 

much harm if you want to watch primarily to laugh, I suppose. This movie is great. Now, I do tend to 

like my films heavy on the story and dialogue, but now and then, something like Moonwalker comes 

along, and it's watchable, despite numerous flaws. This film is no more than a highly entertaining 

Michael Jackson advertisement. Beginning with sickly video set to 'Man in the Mirror' a montage 

listing his achievements, and bits and bobs from his career, it goes through all the highs of his life, 

then crashes down into a really, really entertaining segment which acts as a funny music video for 

'Bad' and 'Speed Demon', following the adventures of MJ as he runs from manic stop-motion fans, 

and finally dancing against a rabbit costume. The stop motion isn't that bad as some would have you 

believe. It's passable. Then we see the great video for 'Leave me alone', and straight into the main 

feature. Yes, the plot is laughable. Very laughable. We see Michael walk out of a building, then get 

shot at by thousands of troops. Then we hit flashback, showing MJ and three children stumbling 

upon an underground lair. 'Mr Big' (Joe Pesci) is the nefarious villain who has a plan to get every 

child in the world hooked on 'drugs' (no specifics are mentioned) at an early age. MJ and the little 

girl he is with get caught, then chased... yada yada yada. The plot isn't really the important part. We 

get two very cool sequences where MJ turns into a car, then a robot-spaceship thing, and of course, 

the amazing 'Smooth Criminal' sequence. It's a so-so film, but it is fantastic for anyone who likes MJ. 

It has most of his greatest hits, and some cool little bits, and some quite good special effects (the 

Robot/Spaceship sequence in particular) Worth it, especially seen as though you can pick it up for 

about a quid on ebay. It'll keep the kids quiet for a couple of hours, as well as most 20 somethings 

who were kids when it was first released. In 1988, Michael Jackson was literally on top of the world. 

His 1987 album Bad had set a record for the most number one singles to come from the same 

album. Add to that the fact that his previous albums had all set records for sales, to the extent that 

not even an organisation as powerful as the RIAA could withhold his rightful share of the money. To 

cut a long story short, Jackson was the King of the musical world, and even to an old cynic like myself 

who was raised on Black Sabbath, it did not seem undeserving. So when Michael Jackson asked for 

more than twenty million dollars to make a series of fantasy viginettes based around his songs that 

basically portray him as the saviour of the world, the last thing the combined powers of the MPAA 

and RIAA were willing to say was "no". But then the 1990s hit, and Michael Jackson's reputation in 

the world's consciousness changed from that of an eccentric billionaire to a worn out circus freak. 



Let that be a lesson to all budding musicians - if it can happen to Michael Jackson, it can literally 

happen to anybody. It appears that Warner Brothers now own the rights to this rather odd piece, so 

it has finally seen the light of day on DVD-Video. This time capsule of the late 1980s is as odd now as 

most of the rest of the Michael Jackson material that came after. As you can expect from a film that 

mostly consists of viginettes put together to the specifications of an eccentric millionaire, unifying 

themes are hard to come by. The first thirty-five or so minutes of the film is a quick recap of 

Jackson's career up to that point, followed by what is essentially an extended pair of music videos 

that satirise the cannibalistic fascination the press had with Jackson in the 1980s. It is after this 

thirty-five minutes that the material finds a real focus, and in spite of the high bar set by the earlier 

material, it manages to get even stranger than before. The plot of Moonwalker proper concerns 

itself with a non-specific future world where we follow three children living in a dirty world of 

squalor. As a hit squad makes an attempt on the life of Jackson, who is playing himself, we get a 

flashback to happier times that ends in a weird explanation of why the world we see is now so dirty. 

Joe Pesci portrays an embodiment of evil by the name of Frankie Lideo, whose ambition is to have 

every child in the world taking drugs. Given that Ritalin and such torture pills were still popular at the 

time, Jackson's vanity project takes on a scary level of accuracy I doubt he intended. Of course, the 

whole thing is just a transparent Just Say No message that gained Jackson a few points with the 

Reagan administration at the time, and doubtlessly got the nod from Bush senior, too. Not least 

because of Joe Pesci's immortally embarrassing line about how his troops have to stop "them" 

praying in school. I do not know whether Jackson or co-writer David Newman came up with this 

crock, but it is a good thing Jackson ran out of favours with the Republican party during the 1990s. 

Otherwise, who knows what kind of propaganda we would have to tolerate today? To be fair, the 

new footage of the film is skilfully edited, shot, and choreographed. Being one of the few films shot 

with a 1.33:1 aspect ratio in mind, it is surprising how dynamic some of the shots are. Joe Pesci 

chews the scenery like he was previously on a hunger strike, while Paul Reubens gets a cameo as a 

voice and claymation puppet that will amuse the adults in the audience. The cinematography of the 

main event is actually quite tight. The special effects more than justify the budget. At the time, the 

twenty-two million dollars used to make the film was consider extravagant, even by Michael 

Jackson's standards. The claymation is far from seamless, and some of the effects are dated, but 

considering the advances in film-making technology since, it does not look too shabby at all. Had 

Michael Jackson intended to make a coherent musical rather than a loose framework for music 

videos, there is no telling what might have resulted. While RIAA-endorsed music has only got worse 

since Michael Jackson's fall from the limelight, it is somehow considered cool or hip to rag on the 

man and his music. I do not know the truth of all the allegations made about Jackson. I really think 

they are best left to those making them, and the man himself. So when I see the film depicting him 

playing catch in a park with a small group of children, I do not get the sense of alarm bells so many 

others describe. The video game based on this film is a whole other story, but video games were 

considerably cruder in those days. The is a reason why Bad yielded no less than six number one 

singles (from a track list of eleven, no less). Jackson was at his creative apex, both writing songs and 

conceiving music videos that neither he nor anyone else endorsed by the RIAA have matched since. 

The next time you hear someone try to tell you that creativity was dead in the 1980s, this, along with 

some videos from the likes of Devo, will set them straight. When all is said and done, I gave 

Moonwalker a five out of ten. It is as self-indulgent as you would expect from a man who could 

afford to light his cigarettes with hundred dollar bills. Much of it is unnecessary, even crap, but when 



it falls back upon its strengths, namely the music, it shines. This is the kind of time capsule that the 

culture of the 1980s really deserves. 
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Moritz, Lieber Moritz (Moritz, Dear Moritz) (1978) 
 

Hark Bohm is one of the few directors, who really finds interest in 

the world of teenagers. The central character is very complex and 

somehow idiosyncratic. It is difficult to understand all of his acts 

of rebellion, in the same way it is difficult to understand 

teenagers at all. It is a movie about 15-year-old son (Michael 

Kebschull) of a Bohemian family from Hamburg, Germany. He is 

an outsider, but in the end he makes friends as a saxophone 

player in a teenage rock combo. This not very well known and 

underrated film is a must see for those, who are interested in this 

genre. 
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Mosby's Marauders (Willy And The Yank) (The Mosby Raiders) (1967) 
 

The title of this Disney film is misleading. The film's primary focus 

concerns the lives of a young Confederate soldier, Private Willie 

Prentiss (16-year-old Kurt Russell) and his Union friend, Corporal 

Henry Jenkins (MacArthur). The film begins with Willie 

accidentally shooting an officer he is later to serve under, 

Lieutenant John Singleton Mosby (Ging). While he initially tries to 

avoid capture and hanging by both sides (as a spy by the Union 

and a traitor by the Confederacy), he enters Mosby's service due 

to his knowledge of the area in which the notorious unit is 

operating. The film begins with lots of character development and 

little involves the historic figure of the title. Eventually, it gets 

around to portraying Mosby's famous raid in which he captures 

Union General Edwin H. Stoughton and dozens of prisoners. The raid, conducted well inside Union 

territory, was spectacularly successful and ended with no shots being fired. Unfortunately, because 

Mosby is not the focus of the film, the interesting history is largely glossed over. The film concludes 

with Corporal Jenkins' romance with Willie's sister, Oralee (Lipton) setting the stage for a Union 

attempt to trap Mosby's men. The film's treatment of the Confederates is moderately sympathetic. 

The primary villain is a spiteful Union sergeant (Adams) who can be counted on to make the 

expedient decision over the honorable one. Most characters on both sides are reasonably human 

with the expected flaws. Both Willie Prentiss and Henry Jenkins are confronted with having to decide 

between friendship and duty. If the viewer is expecting a good or complete portrayal of the exploits 

of John Singleton Mosby, it won't be found here. As a family oriented Civil War film, "Mosby's 

Marauders" is passable, but Disney has done far better with other live action films. 
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Mostly Ghostly (2008) 
 

Based on the successful book series by R.L. Stine, Max Doyle (13-

year-old Sterling Beaumon) finds he has a few friends (13-year-old 

Luke Benward) living in his house that only he can see. This DCOM 

was excellent. I have to admit the reason that made me want to 

watch this is because it is based on an R.L. Stein book, and I 

happen to be a fan of his kids horror stories. It thought the casting 

was great. They where able to use familiar Disney actors without 

them seeming like there characters from their shows. Luke 

Benward, Maddison Pettis, David Deluise, Kim Rhodes, they all 

delivered A+ performances. Let's not forget the main character 

Max played by a seemingly highly talented stage/movie/TV actor, 

Sterling Beaumon, I doubt this is the last we'll see of him (his 

resume is very long, even though he is only 13), he did an 

excellent job acting his role. This was classic R.L. Stein, from dumb 

bully brothers, to creepy basement creatures, to creepy children (ghosts), to a creepy ending where 

you know the bad guy is still out there, but he can't harm anyone any longer. I recommend this to 

anybody with kids, and to kids who want a good laugh, and maybe some scares. The special effects 

where top-notch considering it is a made-for-TV-movie. For performance, effects, and story I give it a 

10/10! 
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Mother's Boys (1994) 
 

Jude Madigan leaves her husband Robert and her three children 

(14-year-old Luke Edwards, Colin Ward & 8-year-old Joey 

Zimmerman) without any explanation. Three years later, when all 

think that she has already died, Jude returns and asks for pardon. 

But her husband Robert does not forgive but instead wants the 

divorce. As Jude does not give up this ends in war and in the story 

ends in court. An unusually fine thriller. "Mother's Boys" was 

released quietly in theatres in 1993 before heading to video hell, 

where it is largely forgtten. This is unfortunate because this movie 

is a fine, quiet thriller, evoking a sense of mystery and horror that 

few films achieve. The credit goes to the director, Yves Simoneau, 

who directs the film with a trance like grip that gives the movie a 

dream like effect. His use of colors, from warm, brown and red 

hues connected to the happy family, to the cold blue and grey that 

surrounds Curtis's bitter mother, are perectly used, as is the 

wonderful score by George S. Clinton. The acting is solid, with jamie Lee Curtis and Joanne Whalley 

Kilmer giving excellent performances as the mother who wants her family back and the girlfriend 

striving to piece her life together. Peter Gallager, Vanessa Redgrave and Like Edwards are also 

memorable as Curtis's abandonded family. "Mother's Boys" is a film the Brits used to make in the 

olden days, a tense, psychological thriller that offers no easy answers. There is no real villian or hero 

here and that's what makes this movie stand out. I may be reaching too far here but "Mother's Boys" 

is a movie Hitchcock would be proud of. 
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Moto X Kids (Motocross Kids) (2004) 
 

Evan Hanson (Lorenzo Lamas) is the best motocross coach in the 

country. After leading his daughter Callie (Alana Austin) to the 

national championships, he decides to set his sites on a more 

personal challenge - saving a local dirt track from a motorcycle 

gang (Gary Busey) who are trying to take over the land from kids 

(12-year-old Bobby Preston, 12-year-old Josh Hutcherson) who 

ride there. But when Evan's best rider injuries himself before a 

winner takes all race, a surprising substitute teaches Evan and the 

kids that anything is possible. 
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Motorama (1991) 
 

A 10-year-old boy (12-year-old Jordan Christopher Michael) gets 

tired of life with abusive parents and cashes in his piggy bank and 

steals a Mustang. He rides off into a surreal America playing 

"Motorama," a game sponsored by Chimera Gas Company. He has 

various encounters with different people, and eventually reaches 

the Chimera Gas Company where he finds they are not playing by 

the rules of the game. Offbeat film about a kid who runs away 

from home and steals a vintage Mustang and treks across a 

surrealistic version of the southwest collecting cards for an oil 

company promotional game called Motorama. Most of the 

performances in the film amount to cameos by recognizable 

actors and actresses, with only the kid getting any real screen 

time. Although ultimately the film doesn't really go anywhere it's 

an interesting trip to watch. Be warned that although Drew Barrymore appears on the video box 

she's only in the movie for about eight seconds. 
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MouseHunt (Mouse Trap) (1997) 
 

A family film about a mouse that lives in an old house where the 

geriatric owner dies, and Nathan Lane and Lee Evans have plans 

for, but they have trouble getting rid of the mouse. It's like Home 

Alone with a mouse. When their father dies, Ernie & Lars inherit 

an old house and the family string factory. Lars, the loyal son, 

refuses to sell out the factory, which angers his wife so she kicks 

him out. Ernie, who runs a five-star restaurant, is suddenly fired 

when a man dies in while eating there. With no other place to go, 

the brothers shack up at the old house, suddenly realizing the 

place is worth a fortune! The boys decide to fix up the place and 

sell it in an auction, but first, they have to get rid of a mouse living 

in the walls. Sounds easy enough, right? Think again. When I first 

saw this movie in the theater, I did not really know what to 

expect. In the end, I never laughed so hard in my life. Granted, its 

not everyone's kind of humor (which certainly can be seen by the IMDB people that trashed it) but it 

is an extremely intelligent, yet slapstick dark comedy that may have you rolling on the floor. I do not 

think that this movie is good for kids. From the very beginning, the movie isn't afraid to "cross the 

line" by causing upheaval at a funeral. But it handles things without the gratuitous use of sex, unlike 

most comedies these days. Some of the funniest things about Mousehunt are in the details. (Keep an 

eye on the painting...) But the thing that I enjoyed the most was how the mouse was interweaved 

into the rest of the story. Although the movie isn't really about a mouse (it was about two brothers 

coming together in the wake of their father's death), I think we all could use a little chaos in our lives 

once in a while. 
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Møv Og Funder (Møev Og Funder) (The Hideaway) (Martin And The 

Refugee) (1991) 
 

As Martin (13-year-old Kasper Tuxen), a small, sensitive and 

tranquil boy who lives with his divorced mother, meets the 22-

year-old punk Funder who was injured in a fist fight and is being 

sought by the police, he cannot guess that his life will be very 

much changed by this experience. Through tragic circumstances 

an affection and a profound friendship ensue between the two 

main actors. This is a film in the North-European realistic 

tradition. 
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Mr Bones 2: Back From The Past (2008) 
 

The story of Hekule, the King of Kuvukiland who is given a 

gemstone by the dying Kunji Balanadin. The stone is cursed and 

causes Hekule to become possessed by the spirit of the 

mischievous Kunji. It is up Mr. Bones, the royal witch doctor to 

cure his King and get rid of this cursed stone by returning the gem 

to its home in an Indian fishing village. The new Leon Shuster flick 

doesn't try to reinvent the wheel; it simply serves up the same 

crude, scatological, slapstick-stained low-brow humour the 

popular comedian has been depositing on an adoring public for 

years. This sequel to the most successful South African film ever, 

"Mr Bones" - which grossed over R33 million in our country, will 

probably do quite well at the box-office. But that doesn't excuse 

the fact it's not a very good film - or that it substitutes ring sting, 

blows to the crotch and flatulence for genuine wit. The story 

revolves around sangoma, Mr. Bones (Schuster), and his king, Hekule of Kuvukiland (Tongayi Chirisa), 

who must travel into the future and save their world after the king is given a cursed gemstone by a 

dying Indian man during the long gone days when the British Empire still had it's claws in our 

continent. Naturally, havoc ensues when the two tribesman - who don't even know how what a flush 

toilet is - land up in modern day Durban and try to return the cursed stone to its rightful resting 

place. I've enjoyed some of Mr. Shuster's movies (e.g. "Sweet and Short" and "Zulu on My Stoep") 

and I have laughed at many of his candid camera gags, but "Mr Bones 2: Back from the Past" didn't 

have me rolling in the aisles. In fact, I barely chuckled (apart from at Alfred Ntombela, who is always 

good for a giggle) and found that it dragged. Besides, the plot is ripped off from the far superior, 

Jean Reno-starring French film, "Le Visiteurs", and the acting is terrible. However, don't let these 

comments stop you from seeing it. Perhaps my funny-bone was out of order, or maybe my tastes are 

simply to high-brow. After-all, Leon Schuster is a South African institution. But then again, so are 

Jacob Zuma and Julius Malema, and they aren't that funny anymore. Perhaps, as a nation, we get the 

humour, the politicians and the fart-jokes we deserve. Is this film going to be the biggest hit of the 

holiday season. Or will reason prevail? 
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Mr. Bean's Holiday (Bean 2) (French Bean) (2007) 
 

Mr. Bean enters a church raffle and wins a vacation trip to France 

as well as a camcorder. After boarding a Eurostar train and 

arriving in Paris, the French language proves a barrier for Bean, as 

he struggles to get across the city to catch a train to the south of 

France from the Gare de Lyon. Taking time to order a meal, he 

finds the consumption of a seafood platter to be a challenge. Just 

before catching his train, he asks Emil, a Russian film director on 

his way to be a judge at the Cannes Film festival to use his 

camcorder to record his boarding, but accidentally causes Emil 

being left behind at the station. Bean attempts to cheer up the 

director's son Stepan (11-year-old Max Baldry) as the train 

continues south but matters are made more hectic by the fact 

that Emil has reported his son to have been kidnapped and Bean 

losing his wallet and essential travel documents at a pay phone 

where he and Stepan attempt to contact Emil. Heading in the direction of Cannes, Bean finds himself 

in the cast and disrupting the flow of a commercial being shot by the egotistical director Carson Clay. 

He and Stepan finally hitch a ride with the young and vivacious actress Sabine who is heading to 

Cannes to attend the premiere of Clay's film, in which she appears. After Bean sneaks into the 

showing, his camcorder images are destined to enliven the proceedings. Here's the deal: Everyone, 

and I mean EVERYONE has panned Mr. Bean's Holiday for being unfunny, a cow milked dry, same old 

same old, blah blah blah. Either these people just don't have a sense of humour, if I may be that 

harsh, or they didn't even see the flick and just reviewed it based on the weak trailer and their own 

false assumptions. I on the other hand have seen this movie and I can honestly say that it blew me 

away. It is not only about ten times better than its weak 1997 predecessor (which the film wisely 

ignores completely), it is a genuinely great movie. It's a feel-good movie which actually makes you 

feel good (!!) and never turns into awkward sappiness. It is also absolutely hilarious and, thank god, 

unlike the original movie this one doesn't recycle gags from the TV series. The basic story is that Mr. 

Bean wins a ticket to Cannes, where he accidentally separates a young boy from his father. Bean 

must help the kid find his father again. The plot is hardly the focus of the film, though - it's all about 

Bean and the often awkward, often painful, and always funny situations he gets himself into. Rowan 

Atkinson is at his absolute best and I think it's about time he gets an Academy Award. No, I'm 

serious. If you think playing Mr. Bean is just a matter of goofing around and making stupid noises, I'd 

like to see you do it. Atkinson has developed this character to absolute perfection and is the only 

one who could possibly play the lovable idiot. The over-the-top body language, the facial 

expressions, and the convincing vibe you get from Bean that, well, the lights are on but there's 

nobody home - you can't bring all of this to a character if you're not a good actor. Rowan Atkinson is 

a genius and, like most comedians, he never gets the recognition he deserves. The supporting cast is 

good as well, especially Willem Dafoe as an art-house director with his head so far up his own ass 

and an ego so ridiculously huge he makes Roger Ebert look like Adam Sandler. But this is really 

Atkinson's show and he carries the entire movie, as expected. The sight gags and physical humour 

aren't exactly intellectual, but they are very funny and fresh most of the time and the comedy is, 

well, kind of classy. There's absolutely no toilet/gross-out humour (which I love, by the way), so it's 



really a mystery why the stuck-up critics disliked this as much as they did - assuming they even 

watched it. Although the humour is pretty "safe" most of the time, it never stops being funny and I 

can safely say that this is a film that the whole family can enjoy (and trust me, I don't often say that 

about movies - "fun for the whole family" usually translates to "fun for the average 2-year-old, 

torture for the rest of humanity" in my mind). It's not just kiddie stuff and the comedy is universal. 

It's a sweet, warm-hearted and very funny movie with a great soundtrack, good performances, a 

light plot, and a fantastic ending. Which leads me to the question: "Did I and the critics watch the 

same movie?" Perhaps Willem Dafoe's obnoxiously pretentious character hit just a little close to 

home for the snotty critics the film so obviously spoofed? They can have their "Playback"-type films 

and gush praise over them all they want - I'd take this holiday over that any day. 
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Mr. Bones (2001) 
 

A medicine man is sent looking for the son of his tribal king, and 

brings back an American golfer and a host of goons intent on 

keeping him in the golf tournament. Don't waste the electricity to 

run this one. Crude humour all through..on..& on..& on. Just when 

you think they have stopped another splurts. I only continued to 

watch as a friend said it was good. I think it's the last time I will 

trust her. 
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Mr. Holland's Opus (1995) 
 

A frustrated composer finds fulfillment as a high school music 

teacher. Glenn Holland is a musician and composer who takes a 

teaching job to pay the rent while, in his 'spare time', he can strive 

to achieve his true goal - compose one memorable piece of music 

to leave his mark on the world. As Holland discovers 'Life is what 

happens to you while you're busy making other plans' and as the 

years unfold the joy of sharing his contagious passion for music 

with his students becomes his new definition of success. It's a 

MOVIE! I'm reading comments so vastly polarized to one extreme 

or another so as not to be believed. Okay, I am a musician. I've 

been one on a professional level for over ten years, both as a 

writer and performer. And I LOVED this movie (apologies to all 

those pretentious 'serious' musicians out there). I enjoyed my 

theatrical viewing and I have watched my DVD several times. Is 

MR. HOLLAND'S OPUS musically accurate? No, of course not, no 

more so than STAR TREK paying attention to factual science and the laws of physics. But for the most 

part, nobody other than most of us ego-driven, high horse bound musician types will ever know it. 

Designed to have a broad appeal outside the aforementioned musically inclined crowd? Yes, but 

then so is nearly every movie to come out of Hollywood. It has to be palatable to a certain degree, 

and I believe that the much maligned "Play the sunset" scene is far more entertaining than having 

Mr. Holland give us lengthy exposition on the proper articulation and technique that goes into 

playing a given instrument. And if I hear one more poster scream about Mr. Holland's 'opus' only 

being ten minutes long (the "It took him a lifetime to write THIS?" mantra) I think I'll scream. Did it 

ever occur to anybody that what we heard was only a small part of a much larger work? Most 

classical and semi-classical pieces occur in (get ready) MOVEMENTS! It's entirely possible that we 

only heard the prologue to a much larger piece. Think outside the box, people. As for the quality of 

the piece itself, I found it to be acceptable, if not the most dynamic piece of work I've ever heard. 

But seeing as how we had been hearing snippets of this piece THROUGHOUT THE MOVIE, I can't say 

that I was so overwhelmingly let down as some of our more 'educated and refined' musician types 

that have posted here. Sure, there were some flaws. Ms. Headly is not the greatest actress in the 

world, and beside Dreyfuss she's downright embarrassing. William Macy's character is so cliched 

that it warrants no further discussion. The whole subplot with Rowena and her romantic interest in 

Mr. Holland ran about ten minutes too long. And the ending bit where the arts funding gets cut 

seemed a little too political. But overall, a great film, surely one of Dreyfuss' best, and one of my 

favorite films. I'm a musician. And I liked it. So sue me... With Nicholas John Renner (Cole at 6-years-

old) & Joseph Anderson (Cole at 15-years-old). 
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Mr. Leather (2004) 
 

A look at modern day leathermen and Leather Contests. This film 

follows nine contestants in the Mr. L.A. Leather contest. Jason 

Garrett's debut feature introduces the audience to some aspects 

of the leather subculture through the experience of leathermen 

competing for leather titles. The filmmaker clearly respects his 

subjects, garnering their trust through months of contests, and 

revealing their hopes, fancies, conceits, kinks, and visions of sexual 

freedom and brotherly bonding. The film is hilarious at times and 

also moving. It contains a wealth of information about leather for 

those unfamiliar with the topic. Being myself a leather titleholder, 

I found the movie accurate, fair, balanced, and thoroughly 

entertaining. I recommend it highly. 
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Mr. Magorium's Wonder Emporium (2007) 
 

Molly Mahoney (Portman) is the awkward and insecure manager 

of Mr. Magorium's Wonder Emporium, the strangest, most 

fantastic, most wonderful toy store in the world. But when Mr. 

Magorium, the 243-year-old eccentric who owns the store 

(Hoffman), bequeaths the store to her, a dark and ominous 

change begins to take over the once remarkable Emporium. My 

husband and I brought our 4-year-old daughter to see this movie 

last night. We'd already seen (and ADORED) THE BEE MOVIE, and 

nothing else seemed age appropriate. Despite horrible reviews, 

we gave it a shot. I loved this movie. It's not often that a kid's 

movie can move me to tears, but this one had a powerful (yet 

simple) message...LIFE IS WHAT YOU MAKE OF IT. My daughter 

was bored to the point of BEGGING us to leave. This from a kid 

who sees movie-going as the ultimate treat. While it was visually 

stimulating overall, there could have been more in the way of special effects. Jason Bateman was 

surprisingly good in his role as the accounting mutant. Some of the most moving moments in the 

film were created by little more than the expression on his face. Natalie Portman was radiant and 

lovable and...androgynous?;) She could easily have been mistaken for a 13-year-old boy throughout 

most of the film, to the point where it seemed that she had her chest bound up to appear that way. 

But it's not about the boobies, and it's not a romantic love story, which I greatly appreciated. No sex. 

No violence. No profanity. My husband hated it. There is love...lots of love. Pure love. The kind of 

love you feel when you're a child, and your mind has not yet been bogged down with the soul-

crushing stress of adult responsibility. This movie is a nice kick-in-the-pants for anybody who needs 

to be reminded that you don't have to be a kid to see the potential in yourself and the world around 

you. You just have to relax a little and believe in magic. With 12-year-old Zach Mills. 
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Mr. Mom (1983) 
 

Jack and Caroline are a couple making a decent living When Jack 

suddenly loses his job. They agree that he should stay at home 

and look after the house while Caroline works. It's just that he's 

never done it before, and really doesn't have a clue. Going into 

this film, I expected some trite family comedy with a lot of cheap 

gags involving things like the normal guy trying to change diapers. 

That's why I was really impressed. I enjoyed it a lot! This movie 

proves why it's a shame that Michael Keaton has turned to 

"Michael Who?" in the eyes of Hollywood. I hope to God he 

doesn't start doing direct-to-video crap like some once-popular 

actors. He is a true talent with impeccable comic timing! The script 

is well-written. Though you can call it predictable, it deserves to 

be predictable. Besides, the plot turns make sense in the context of the characters, and don't feel 

contrived. The film delivers a fine message without suffocating you with corny sentiment. And 

Keaton's wonderful performance keeps the film airtight. There are many hilarious moments. The gag 

in which Keaton plays poker with a group of homemakers, using coupons instead of money, is 

absolutely priceless! Plus, I felt for the characters and when you feel for the characters, the jokes are 

always funnier. When Keaton gets himself into one dilemma after another, I was laughing because I 

felt sorry for him, and that's the key to physical comedy. You have to care for the character's 

intentions. "Mr. Mom" is a funny, sweet, kind-hearted family comedy that doesn't cater to any 

particular age group. At first glance, it looks an anti-parenting film that manipulates us guys into 

thinking, "Geez, I'm never gonna have a kid." But as Keaton's character goes through his arc, your 

attitude changes along with his. Go see it! A truly entertaining movie that's likable in all aspects! 

With 6-year-old Taliesin Jaffe. 
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Mr. Nobody (2009) 
 

Nemo Nobody leads an ordinary existence at his wife's side, Elise, 

and their 3 children until the day when reality skids and he wakes 

up as an old man in the year 2092. At 120, Mr. Nobody is both the 

oldest man in the world and the last mortal of a new mankind 

where nobody dies anymore. But that doesn't seem to interest or 

bother him very much. The only questions that preoccupy him in 

the present is whether he lived the right life for himself, loved the 

woman whom he was supposed to love, and had the children 

whom he was meant to have... now his purpose is to find the right 

answer. There's one thing about this film that makes me overlook 

the flaws: it's like nothing I've ever seen before. Some people 

walked out 20 minutes before the movie ended. I can't really 

explain to myself why ANYONE would do that (it was really 

tempting to ask but I literally couldn't take my eyes off the screen). It's really pointless to describe 

the plot because this movie is so much more then any summary could say. This film has so many 

stylistic, tonal and narrative changes that it seems absolutely mad for the first half hour. It's easily 

the most unique and worthy cinema experience in the last year, its feels very current. I could go on 

and on about the things I loved about this film but there's nothing right now that I would 

recommend seeing more to a person of any age, sex or taste in cinema. It's everything I could ask for 

in a film: funny, touching, thrilling, surreal, beautiful. With 18-year-old Toby Regbo [Nemo age 15], 

12-year-old Thomas Byrne [Nemo age 9], Noa De Costanzo [Nemo age 5], 8-year-old Alexander Türk 

& 10-year-old Aaron Landt. 
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Mr. Rice's Secret (2000) 
 

A terminally-ill boy's (16-year-old Bill Switzer) life is saved when 

his deceased 400-year-old friend, "Mr. Rice", leads him on a 

treasure hunt to find a magical "Potion of Life". This could have 

been an excellent film, but it wasn't. As an ex brit Canadian, I am 

continually appalled by the standard of Canadian films. There is 

just something sooo distinctive about them - you can spot them a 

mile off - haven't quite figured out what it is - certainly the filming 

and direction is part of it. David Bowie was great in his too limited 

role - could have done with more of him and less of the kid's 

parents - as the parent of 2 canadian teenagers myself I could see 

no resemblance to real teenagers. The language was stilted, the 

scene was sort of leave it to beaver with attitude - as if the movie 

was set 20 years ago. Still, it made me cry - which isn't hard to do 

and I have seen worse, thus a 6 out of 10. 
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Mrs. Doubtfire (1993) 
 

Out of work father Robin Williams find himself suddenly divorced 

without custody of his kids (13-year-old Matthew Lawrence). To 

solve this problem, he disguises himself as an old Scottish nanny 

to get hired by his ex-wife and be closer to his kids. Daniel Hillard 

is a struggling father who loses his job in which he does "voices" 

for a cartoon. When he throws a surprise birthday party for his 

son, Chris, everything takes a turn for the worst. Daniel's wife, 

Miranda, has had it with Daniel and wants a divorce. When the 

divorce hearings arrive, Daniel is denied custody of the children, 

but is allowed visitations. Seeing his children once a week isn't 

enough, so Daniel pretends to be Mrs. Doubtfire, an old woman 

who is hired as the Hillard's housekeeper. Daniel's act turns out to 

be too good, however, and leads to disastrous consequences. 

Daniel Hillard likes to entertain children. Currently his job, is 

providing voices for cartoons, but when he disagrees with the image that the studio wants to convey 

to children, he loses his job. It is also his son's birthday and feling down and wanting to do something 

special for him, he throws a wild children's party. When his wife Miranda comes home and finds the 

house in shambles and after everything settles, she tells Daniel that they are on different paths and 

thinks that they should separate. Because Daniel's unemployed the judge feels that it's best if Daniel 

get his life in order first, so he allows Daniel to see his children just one day a week. But Daniel can't 

bear to be away from his children so long; so when Miranda decides to hire a housekeeper, Daniel 

alters the ad and answers it himself and pretends to be Mrs. Doubtfire, donning a disguise he 

becomes the new housekeeper. How far would an ordinary father go to spend more time with his 

children? Daniel Hillard (Robin Williams) is no ordinary father, so when he learns his ex-wife (Sally 

Field) needs a housekeeper, he applies for the job. With the perfect wig, a little makeup and a dress 

for all occasions, he becomes Mrs. Doubtfire, a devoted British nanny who is hired on the spot. Free 

to be the "woman" he never knew he could be, the disguised Daniel creates a whole new life with 

his entire family. Many people say that "Mrs. Doubtfire" is one of the funniest movies ever made in 

the U.S. I agree with the above idea for the following two reasons. First, performance of the voice of 

Robin Williams is very wonderful. For example, he uses a lot of funny ad lib in the stand-in of 

animation in the first scene. Second, Robin Williams and Sally Field as well as the three children act 

very delightfully though the movie deals with a rather serious theme---warmth and importance of 

family. Some people say Sally Field doesn't act well in this movie. But, I think that she acts a role of a 

wife whom is worried about her husband excelentlly. We feel big love of both father and mother 

toward children. It is not only a real funny comedy but also a real wonderful family movie. 
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Mrs. Henderson Presents (2005) 
 

Recently widowed well-to-do Laura Henderson is at a bit of a 

loose end in inter-war London. On a whim she buys the derelict 

Windmill theatre in the West End and persuades impresario Vivian 

Van Damm to run it, despite the fact the two don't seem to get on 

at all. Although their idea of a non-stop revue is at first a success, 

other theatres copy it and disaster looms. Laura suggests they put 

nudes in the show, but Van Damm points out that the Lord 

Chamberlain, who licenses live shows in Britain, is likely to have 

something to say about this. Luckily Mrs. Henderson is friends 

with him. How to start on this spectacular film? The music is 

superb, Fenton did a sterling job in providing the score for this 

enthralling musical. Judi Dench sits, as always, perfectly in the role 

of rebellious Laura Henderson, and her rapport with Bob Hoskins 

gives a punch to the storyline. The stunning Kelly Reilly combines 

her English-rose appearance with wartime tenacity and delivers a truly believable and moving 

performance throughout. Will Young, a surprise casting for many, heads the musical cast with an 

almost scarily convincing performance as the energetic performer, Bertie. He's rightly received 

glowing reviews after his substantial appearance in the movie, most notably from Dench and 

Hoskins themselves - inspired casting by Frears. This film is a perfect example of typically British 

humour and attitudes, particular during WWII - In fact it's been a hit with many people from the era 

(when I went to see it I was surrounded not least by people of 60 and over who reacted to the film 

with raucous laughter and many a teary eye). I whole heartedly recommend this film to anyone with 

a love of music, comedy, history, Britain or simply bloody good acting. 
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Mrs. Miracle (2009) 
 

Overwhelmed widower Seth Webster is searching for a 

housekeeper to help him with his unruly 6-year-old twin sons (8-

year-old Michael Strusievici & Valin Shinyei). "Mrs. Miracle" 

mysteriously appears and quickly becomes an irreplaceable nanny, 

chef, friend... and matchmaker. Since his wife's fatal car crash, 

Seth Webster is flat out with his architect career and caring for his 

darling, doted rascals twin sons Jason and Judd (6), whose 

unrelenting mischief chased every housekeeper the agency sent in 

no time. Mrs. Merkle turns up mysteriously, but is so good at 

minding boys and house that her name gets corrupted into Mrs. 

Miracle. Sneekily, she also pulls miraculous strings to make sure 

recluse Seth dates again with single mother Reba Maxwell, also to 

the kids' liking, trough their school's Christmas show. Thanks, 

Hallmark. This is a lovely, lovely film...a must-see for romance fans 

and suitable for all audiences. Reba (Erin Karpluk) has returned to her hometown, after a try at 

professional acting. Her new gig is being a preschool teacher and a director for the upcoming 

Christmas show for the school. But, she is still despondent that her lovelife has been so hurtful. It 

seems her sister ran off with her fiancé and they haven't spoken in years. Meanwhile, a gentleman 

(James Van Der Beek) has also come to town with his young twin boys. A widower, he, too, is down 

on love and having trouble with the kids. Into their lives comes Mrs. Merkle (Doris Roberts). She 

nabs the job of nanny-housekeeper for the twins, who immediately dub her "Mrs. Miracle". Indeed, 

Mrs. Miracle soon has the boys behaving nicely and in a happier state of mind. As the miracle lady 

proceeds to find a way for Reba and the handsome widower to meet, again and again, is she sowing 

the seeds of love for their futures? And, can she solve other problems for them, too? Is she human 

or could she be, gasp, a true angel from above? This was one lovely film, very sweet and suitable for 

all audiences. It has humor, drama, romance and nice performances. Make time to see it, do. It is a 

miracle a film as beautiful as this one is here to warm our hearts. Thanks, Hallmark. You stand alone 

in making high-quality films that absolutely everyone can love watch and love. 
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Mùa Len Trâu (The Buffalo Boy) (2004) 
 

Set along the southern coast of Vietnam during the French 

occupation in the 1940s, water is everywhere, giving life and 

bringing decay and rot. Kim (The Lu Le) is 15-years-old; his father 

and step-mother have two buffalo, their lifeline as subsistence 

rice farmers. During the rainy season, there's no grass and the 

buffalo are starving. Kim volunteers to take the beasts inland to 

find food. On this coming-of-age journey, Kim sees men mistreat 

women, men fight with men, and French taxes rob the poor. He 

works for Lap, a buffalo herder whose past is entangled with 

Kim's parents, and he makes friends who will lead him to his place 

in the world. I'm so what not a casual film watcher, meaning 

movie like spider-man or superman or x-man or maybe even 

Titanic doesn't really score much of impression to me. This movie, 

is a somewhat similar to the movie "Legend of the fall" (but of 

course not that close, but that's the style). The technique of the movie is kind of similar to Green 

Papaya or "Vertical ray of sun", but it's more on the rural side, more mainstream (a favorite struggle 

story) rather than a contemporary city life. And yet, this is one of the rarest Vietnamese movie that 

truly depict what is the society / life look like in 1930, in its fully details. 
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Mud (2012) 
 

Two young boys encounter a fugitive and form a pact to help him 

evade the bounty hunters on his trail and to reunite him with his 

true love. 14-year-old Ellis (Tye Sheridan) lives on a makeshift 

houseboat on the banks of a river in Arkansas with his parents, 

Mary Lee (Sarah Paulson) and Senior (Ray McKinnon). He sneaks 

out early one morning to meet his best friend, Neckbone (Jacob 

Lofland). Neckbone, also 14-year-old, lives with his uncle, Galen 

(Michael Shannon), who makes a hardscrabble living diving for 

oysters. The two boys set out to an island on the Mississippi River, 

where Neckbone has discovered an unusual sight-a boat, 

suspended high in the trees, a remnant of an extreme flood some 

time in the past. They climb the tree and into the boat only to find 

fresh bread and fresh footprints. Realizing that they are not the 

only ones who have discovered the treehouse boat, they decide to leave. When they reach the 

shore, they find the same footprint in their boat. And that's when they meet Mud (Matthew 

McConaughey). Mud is a gritty, superstitious character; his clothes are dirty, his tooth is cracked, 

and he needs help. He tells the boys he will give them the treehouse boat, his current hideout, in 

exchange for food. Neckbone is reluctant, but Ellis brings food to Mud, and they develop a tentative 

friendship. Ellis learns that Mud has killed a man in Texas, and police and bounty hunters are looking 

for him, but Mud is more concerned about reuniting with his longtime love, Juniper (Reese 

Witherspoon). Ellis, who has recently developed his own crush, agrees to help Mud escape with 

Juniper. Ellis and Neckbone carry out bold schemes in an effort to protect Mud and relay messages 

to Juniper, who is holed up in a fleabag motel, under constant surveillance by Carver (Paul Sparks), a 

Texas bounty hunter. Carver and his gang are intent on capturing Mud, on orders from the cold-

blooded King (Joe Don Baker). As the boys risk everything to reunite these seeming mythical lovers, 

Ellis's own ideas about love and romance are challenged by the strains in the relationships closest to 

him: his parents' marriage is dissolving while he himself falters in his efforts to impress May Pearl 

(Bonnie Sturdivant). Through it all, Ellis struggles to look for an example of love that he can believe 

in, learning about the unspoken rules and risks of love and the reality of heartbreak. 
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Mulan (China Doll) (The Legend Of Mulan) (1998) 
 

This retelling of the old Chinese folktale is about the story of a 

young Chinese maiden who learns that her weakened and lame 

father is to be called up into the army in order to fight the 

invading Huns. Knowing that he would never survive the rigours 

of war in his state, she decides to disguise herself and join in his 

place. Unknown to her, her ancestors are aware of this and to 

prevent it, they order a tiny disgraced dragon, Mushu to join her 

in order to force her to abandon her plan. He agrees, but when he 

meets Mulan, he learns that she cannot be dissuaded and so 

decides to help her in the perilous times ahead. Mulan is a girl, 

the only child of her honored family. When the Huns invade 

China, one man from every family is called to arms. Mulan's 

father, who has an old wound and cannot walk properly, decides 

to fight for his country and the honor of his family though it is 

clear that he will not survive an enemy encounter. Mulan, who just got rejected by the matchmaker 

because she had set her on fire, decides to prove that she is worth something and steals away to fit 

her father's place in the Chinese army. She prays to her family's ancestors for protection and luck 

before leaving as a man in her father's armor with her family's horse. The ancestors awake and 

decide to send Mushu, a little dishonored dragon to aid Mulan in her quest. Weeks later, Mulan and 

the other troopers have survived the training camp and are on the way north to stop the huns. After 

being spotted and pursued by the enemies, an impass situation in the mountains forces Mulan to 

come up with an idea. But then, her real gender will no longer be a secret. She decides to risk 

everything in order to save China. In China lives a young girl named Mulan. When her father is called 

to go into war, Mulan disguises herself as a man and charges into war. Her ancestors send a 

diminutively dragon to stop her, but the dragon eventually joins forces with Mulan, and learn to 

survive war. Ok... I've read through most of the posted comments posted before this about this 

movie; I find that some people love the music, but think the characters are thin; some hate Eddie 

Murphy's presence, and think the love story is stupid. Well, your experience with a film is individual, 

I guess. That said, I'll follow the trail and state why I loved watching this movie not once, but several 

times: First of all, I'm far from being a fan of animated Disney classics. I'm in that age between child 

and adult (currently 23), where everything is a rebelry. Most of my viewing pleasures is action or its 

like. My original incentive for seeing this movie was to please a friend of mine, who has a long-life 

fascination for oriental culture (read: karate films!). When Mulan was released in Denmark, a single 

copy with the original voices track (usually all animated Disneys are dubbed into Danish with good 

result) was shown in a local theater. Asking a couple of girls out, we went and saw it. Ok, I was blown 

away. Before I had left the cinema that day, I too was captured by chinese history and culture. The 

singing and music I was prepared for; I knew The Jungle Book and Aristocats from childhood. The 

songs didn't mean anything to me, other than that they were few - good for me. (Some of them do 

kling to the ear - irritating for me!) I quickly realised Eddie Murphy was on the voices cast. I started 

liking the movie right then. Some find him malplaced in a Disney epic, but fact is that the business of 

animating classics is profiting well these years in bringing in already established names to the 

animations; Tom Hanks in the Toy Stories, Mel Gibson in Pocahontas, Robin Williams in Aladdin, and 



who else I don't know of. These names sell the film before the film have a chance to sell itself. (The 

danish producers, by the way, have stolen this idea when dubbing the films, using local media stars 

for the voice cast.) Well...it did work for me. Eddie Murphy is not as funny in this production as he is 

in others, but what the heck...he can't exactly use too much harsh language, it IS a children's flick. 

But with the room he got, his speedy tongue made me laugh again and again. I have later seen 

Aladdin, and find Eddie Murphy's achievement as funny as Robin Williams'. That Eddie Murphy 

chose this project was an interesting and probably very clever career move. Later, when I studied the 

rest of the cast list, I noticed a lot of chinese names. That very much pleased me. Who other than 

Chinese people to tell a Chinese tale to Westerners? I found some old friends, Soon-Tek Oh and 

James Hong, people who had worked with Chick Norris in the 80's. Pat Morita as the emperor made 

me smile. B.D. Wong I remembered from Jurrasic Park, but Ming-Na was new to me (had to look her 

up in IMDB, was stunned not to have known her before (Ok, I went wow!)). Harvey Fierstein as a 

ploppy little soldier and Miguel Ferrer as the Hun leader I found the perfect voice-choice for their 

characters...other names rang also. Anyway, a lot of the above have only value after you've seen the 

film. When you are an Atlantic ocean from most of the sales pitch, the film had to sell itself. It did - 

for me, anyway. Before then, I knew little about China and her history apart from things here and 

there (read: karate films!). Meeting angient China like this totally threw me away. Wership of the 

ancestors, the power and position of the emperor, I found myself lost in the dream of a world long 

gone; I loved the image of a China with different traditions but still found myself attracted to the 

pro-Disney story about a girl standing up to a culture's sexist prejudice. (I do find the plot a bit silly, 

actually, but I let myself be taken away...it's just a Disney.) Agree, the characters lack a little bit, the 

love story of Mulan and Shang should perhaps have had a few more frames to play with. The project 

was a little bit tuned down from the Disney board of directors, but honor to all who worked with it: 

You people did a good job! The computer animation used for the Great Wall and the attack of the 

Huns startles me again and again; Not many live movies can do the job as good. So that's what 

Mulan is for me...The dream of ancient China and Eddie Murphy's speedy tongue. I accept the term 

classic. I have the damn thing on video now (English language) and must prevent myself from seeing 

it too often, in fright of one day getting tired of it. 
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Mulqueen's Kiddie A-Go-Go (1965) 
 

U.S. TV show. Chicago-based preteen "kiddie" dance show! Live on-air bologna and hot dog 

commercials! Woo hoo! Theme song by The Males (sounds like Boyce and Hart!). 5-year-olds in go-

go boots and 10-year-old Cub Scout uniforms rock out to Mitch Ryder and the Detroit Wheels: "Little 

Latin Lupe Lu." The Knickerbockers: "Lies." Nancy Sinatra: "These Boots Are Made For Walking." In-

person rock-n-roll group, The New Colony Six perform "I Lie Awake." Rock n roll, puppets and the 

Stop and Go-Go game! 
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Muppet Treasure Island (1996) 
 

The muppets are back into action in another movie based on a 

novel written by Robert Louis Stevenson. Kermit the Frog and his 

colleagues go on a warfare against ruthless pirates. They also 

share their problem-solving journey on sea to rescue a treasure. 

I'll admit it, the first time I saw this movie, I wasn't impressed. But 

as I watched it again, it grew on me. "Muppet Treasure Island" is a 

film that grows on you over time. Props go to Tim Curry for his 

fine job as Long John Silver, and to the entire cast of puppeteers, 

without who this film would not be possible. The relationship 

between Silver and Jim (16-year-old Kevin Bishop) is also well-

developed, as it is difficult to watch them part at the end. The 

songs are fun, the ending touching..and of course, humorous! 

Give this movie another try. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Murphy's Romance (1985) 
 

Emma is a divorced woman with a teenage boy (14-year-old Corey 

Haim) who moves into a small town and tries to make a go of a 

horse ranch. Murphy is the town druggist who steers business her 

way. Things are going along predictably until her ex-husband 

shows up, needing a place to stay. The three of them form an 

intricate circle, Emma's son liking Murphy, but desperately 

wanting his father back. I love this movie. I have watched it 

numerous times, and I still love it! It is one of those "feel good" 

movies that we seldom see anymore. No violence, no sex, no 

"strong language", etc. Just a strong woman, and a strong man, 

gradually falling in love. No negatives at all. If you want to watch a 

pleasant movie, and go to bed feeling happy, watch this. James 

Garner and Sally Field both play very non-Hollywood types, and 

we love them all the more for it. (Watch for the scene where they 

are dancing - it is hysterical!). 
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My Beautiful Laundrette (1985) 
 

My Beautiful Laundrette is set within the Asian community in 

London, during the Thatcher years, and displays those values, of 

money but 'anybody can make it.' Omar gains the running of his 

Uncle Nasser's laundrette. He is helped by his friend Johnny who is 

an outsider, white but not entirely accepted by either the white or 

Asian Londoners. There are many memorable characters: Tania, 

Omar's cousin whom he might marry. Salim the manager of 

Nasser's garage and sometime drug importer. Rachel, Nasser's 

white mistriss, who like Johnny seems to be another outsider. The 

interaction of these people gives a comic insight into their world 

and makes a very refreshing film. It bugs me that this movie is the 

"gay" movie, just like it bugs me when a movie with black people 

is labeled the "black" movie. What about Mafia movies? Are those 

for people who are "involved"? What about "Seven" I guess that's 

a cult classic for serial killers. Come on, a good movie is a good movie. Trust me I identified with 

Omar - and I'm a straight hispanic girl - probably more than I have with any other character in a 

movie. This movie is about homosexuality like Charlotte Gray is about hair dye. This movie is 

definitely one of my favorites. It is a look a young man (a gorgeous Pakistani named Omar) who 

basically tries to balance being Pakistani and British at the same time. He wants to have a business 

and be successful, in that Western capitalist way, and yet he wants to be good to his family and his 

father in that sense of family loyalty that only those of us from other cultures really understand. 

Omar asks his uncle to tell stories about his family in Pakistan, yet he doesn't understand his 

people's language - Urdu, I believe it is. This is a little insight for our white friends about what us "in-

betweens" have to go through. Too ethnic for the white people, too white for our own people. It's 

nice to show the ethnic people looking down on the poor whites, because we do, we look down on 

low class white people, we have our snobbery too. It may not be right, but it's the truth. It's nice to 

show the sort of affectionate annoyance Omar found his Papa and Nasser for trying to help him. 

White people see that as overbearing, something to "escape" from (like Tania, who was the 

"whitest" of them all) Ethnic people have a sense of humor about it, because we know it means love, 

and like Omar most of us just choose to quietly listen and ignore their advice rather than make a 

scene. Omar never makes a scene. That's what Johnny represents I think, the part of us we keep to 

ourselves, our passions and desire and those things that are too special to share, kind of like a 

spiritual belief. It makes their love seem almost sacred because it's too special for them to bring out 

and expose to the criticism of less enlightened people. It's worth noting that it's Johnny who kisses 

Omar semi-openly in the street, and it's Omar who doesn't tell his family why he can't marry Tania. I 

don't think it's so much homophobia as it a cultural difference as to what should be kept private. I 

could sort of see Johnny in the future demaning Omar tell his family. Their love scene is gorgeous. 

When you first see Johnny he seems so rough and coarse and low class, but as he begins to seduce 

Omar while Omar talks about the past he suddenly seems powerful and sophisticated and...and just 

to see them getting it on on the table. It's very sweet and tender with the frantic kissing and the 

champange, but my god is it hot. This certainly is a romantic (and more importantly) positive movie 

where two men are in love yet have a real conflict between them, and obviously gay men are right 



to love that, but hey, it works for informing white people, making minorities laugh, British people 

who grew up during that time, showing idiot homophobes that gay people are just the same as 

everyone else, DDL fans. Don't just slap the gay label on it and dismiss it! 
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My Blue Heaven (1990) 
 

An all too uptight FBI agent must protect a larger than life 

mobster with a heart of gold, currently under witness protection 

in the suburbs. FBI agent Barney Coopersmith is assigned to 

protect former Mafia figure turned informant Vincent Antonelli. 

In the witness protection program one is supposed to keep a low 

profile, but that is something that Antonelli has trouble doing. 

Coopersmith certainly has his hands full keeping Antonelli away 

from the Mafia hit men who want to stop him testifying, not to 

mention the nightclubs. Vinnie is a smooth-talking mobster who is 

relocated from New York City to a suburb of San Diego by the 

Federal Witness Protection Program in exchange for testifying 

against the mob. He must start life over in a quiet town with 

nothing to keep himself entertained - until he runs across some 

old friends from the Big Apple and they start up a little business of 

their own. Vinnie's bad behavior wreaks havoc on the life of Barney Coopersmith, the straitlaced FBI 

agent assigned to protect him. Barney must struggle with Hannah, the local assistant D.A., to keep 

Vinnie out of prison and safe from the mob before his testimony. Before long, Vinnie is sweet-talking 

Hannah into dates with Barney and teaching Barney how to dance, dress, and become a lady killer as 

they run from Mafia hit men and nearly escape murder in Manhattan. A cute and lovable comedy. I 

just watched Blue Heaven and I thought that it was a nice sweet comedy with two of my favorite 

comedians: Steve Martin and Rick Moranis. They make such a great duo and you can tell that they 

really enjoy each other's presence. This is the only Steve Martin movie my mom didn't have, so I had 

to rent it. But I was excited to see Steve Martin as a tough Italian mobster, so I couldn't resist the 

rental. My Blue Heaven is about a man, Vinny, aka, Todd, and he's about to go on trial to rat out 

some Mafia members, but he must be protected from hit men, so that's where Rick's character 

comes in. He must take care of Vinny and make sure that he isn't arrested or injured, but that's going 

to be hard since Vinny keeps getting into trouble with the D.A. played by Joan Cussack. Vinny also 

thinks it's a good idea that she and Rick get together and they do. But Joan is going to try her best to 

get Vinny busted. It's predictable, but it is a very adorable movie that I think any Steve Martin fan 

could appreciate. The cast was great and the story was very funny, I thought it was so cool that it 

was slightly based on Henry Hill's (who you probably remember from Goodfellas) life. Rick and Steve 

are just great and I think you'll enjoy this movie. With 10-year-old Corey Carrier. 
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My Boy Jack (2007) 
 

English gentleman author Rudyard Kipling, famous for the Jungle 

Book, uses his considerable influence, being on a War Office 

propaganda think tank, to get his nearly 18 year-old son John (18 

year-old Daniel Radcliffe) 'Jack', repeatedly refused for service 

during World war I on account of his bad eyesight, enrolled in the 

Irish Guards: their patriotic dream but mother and sister's 

nightmare. After a short officer training course Jack gets command 

of a platoon and embarks in France. Soon his unit suffers terrible 

losses and Jack is reported missing. Now mother Caroline 'Carry' 

Kipling proves unstoppable pushing Rudyard's influence and half 

of England to help find out the truth. When it finally comes, there 

is far less glory than gore and guilt. I found his very interesting, not 

least because it fascinated me, one who generally finds programs 

about war repetitive, distasteful and untrue of reality. This film 

seemed so hopeless because you know he has no chance but really it is not about the boy in many 

ways, it is about the father and his conviction and his choking pride that takes precedence in the 

film. Daniel Radcliffe, unfortunately, did not play a totally convincing role as Jack, the son, but since 

he was much younger and far less experienced in the world of serious acting I think he was simply 

out performed. The main character of the film was Rudyard Kipling and everything you feel is aimed 

at his loss and guilt for pushing his son to do something where he was destined to underachieve in, 

due to his "disability" (poor eyesight). I think this rigid but heartfelt performance was brilliant. The 

score was orchestral and built up atmosphere and sadness throughout, while the camera-work was 

inventive, intuitive and well shot throughout, including some rather experimental frames. I think 

that the film as a whole really captured the feeling of grief and guilt that many must have felt at that 

time, the sense of irretrievable loss of something so precious. I think this is a great achievement as a 

film. I recommend anyone should see it who is interested in any aspects of film, it gives its best in all 

areas. 
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My Boys (2006-7) 
 

A female sports columnist in Chicago deals with the men in her life 

including her brother, her ex-boyfriend, her best friend and a 

sportswriter for a rival publication. I'm very excited about this 

show!! I love the first two episodes. Witty, pretty and sporty. I've 

been in withdrawals since HBO has nothing new or (even 

renewed) this season. The network stuff is mostly flat (except 

Thursdays) and tries too hard now to be like HBO, then each show 

ends up as another rehash of either Friends, Thirty Something or 

XFiles. In this new comedy series, the actors are all fresh, not yet 

famous faces, but well versed in TV appearances. The writers are 

also fresh and seemingly not jaded, while both the directors have 

excellent resumes that juxtapose each other well with TV drama 

and comedy experience. PJ is the girl that is just one of the guys. 

She's easygoing, sporty hip, smart and sexy in an ungirly kind of 

way. She's kind of a tomboy Kate Hudson. PJ (Pamela Jo, Paula Jean?) hangs with the guys mostly 

and also works in a guys world (sportswriter for the Chicago Sun Times), PJ does have her girlier best 

friend, Samantha, on the side (she doesn't really hang with PJ's "boys" it seems) who probably will 

do the advertising for all the hipster clothing (and apparently plug internet dating sites). I assume 

the poker games happen every week, so it's a way to keep track of the time going by? All the "boys" 

characters are okay so far--real enough (believe me) and two of them cute enough to keep me 

watching. I hope each guy character does not get too contrived or personalities get too over the top 

to fall into typical sit-com guy stereotype (it may be too soon to tell though). OK, so the brother 

character is that already, but...I still laughed. PJ's bro, Andy, is also the most recognizable and 

experienced of the cast so he may be there as the grounding force of the group. So... certain things 

still often can happen to a girl that hangs with the guys--especially when a couple of them are pretty 

hot. There should be enough material there to spread out over many seasons and I think they've 

made a good establishing start of it. I look forward to the next 7 shows and if material gets thin, I can 

probably get plenty enough for another season out of my journals!!! I hope there are enough girls 

like me out there that can relate enough to keep this show going and enough guys out there that can 

hang as well. Husband had one comment though--he wonders if the show will play too much on the 

sexual tension/unrequited lust that is the nucleus of, for example, The Office, and he hopes the 

show doesn't rely so much on that between PJ and Bobby. We want to see PJ keep moving on and 

through experiences, but not just a tomboy Carrie, please. I also the love all the underground music 

references such as the Waco Bros. Nice to have a good forum to turn people on to something better 

than mainstream music. There is always the danger of sliding that bar too far (I quit liking U2 and 

REM around 1988), but it's a good thing that people figure out there is more music out there than 

the Billboard Top 100 and classic rock. My Boys has great potential--it's my new favorite show. 

 

 



Series 1 (22 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 01: Pilot; PJ is one of the guys, a sports reporter, covering the Chicago Cubs for the local 

paper, the 'Sun Times.' Her home is a hangout for the guys (especially on poker night), she's captain 

of their softball team, and she decides to get together with Bobby, the new shortstop on the team 

who joins the gang, as well. Also, Brendan announces he's single (again), and she offers him to take 

over her guest room while he gets over his girlfriend, who keeps him dangling on a rope every time 

she gets lonely. 

Episode 02: Mixed Signals; When Bobby brings back a souvenir from Houston for PJ, she's not sure 

what's happening between them, so she decides to keep it purely professional between the two of 

them, but those feelings change when she's with the gang one night and Bobby introduces them to 

someone PJ would consider "the perfect girl." 

Episode 03: Team Chemistry; PJ fixes up Stephanie with one of the boys' friends, while Brendan has a 

one night stand that won't quit. 

Episode 04: The Slump; The whole gang is in a dating slump, but PJ makes things only worse when 

she tags along with the guys to a singles' bar. Meanwhile, Stephanie drags her on a ladies' evening in 

an effort to help her get in touch with her feminine side. 

Episode 05: The Show; The boys feel a little slighted when PJ's new relationship grows and they 

experiment with different places to hang out. 

Episode 06: Clubhouse Poison; Trouty, Kenny's friend, joins the poker game. The guys don't like 

Trouty and think he's a bad hang. Meanwhile, PJ tries to get the guys to hang out with Hank. In 

return, PJ agrees to spend some time with Wendy. 

Episode 07: Free Agent; PJ is forced to choose between going to dinner with her new boyfriend, of 

competing with the guys in the annual decathlon competition they cooked up several years before. 

Episode 08: Superstar Treatment; The gang tries to determine if Mike's new girlfriend gives them the 

wrong vibes because they actually feel there's something actually wrong with her or the fact that 

she's so good looking. Meanwhile, the Cubs get a hot shot superstar from San Diego that has an 

attitude that no one can stand. 

Episode 09: Managers; When Meredith goes away for the weekend, the gang helps Andy cut loose. 

Episode 10: Take One for the Team; Trouty gets the gang into an ultra-exclusive nightclub, but 

problems arise between P.J. and the owner of the club. 

Episode 11: When Heroes Fall from Grace; When PJ's aunt, her idol, comes to town, she's less than 

enthusiastic when one of the guys begins to date her. Mike and Bobby are less than enthusiastic 

about meeting one of their baseball idols, who happens to be self-centered. 

Episode 12: Released; PJ, against Stephanie's advice, agrees to go out with a former classmate, while 

Bobby gets some bad advice on how to handle some inside information about Mike. 



Episode 13: Baseball Myths; When Andy's wife, Meredith, enlists her help in distracting Andy on his 

birthday, she takes him on the trip of his lifetime. 

Episode 14: The Promise of a New Season; PJ's kiss with Brendan falls flat as he moves on to a new 

girlfriend. Kenny sparks to a pregnant girl and a boring commute from the suburbs begins to wear on 

Andy. 

Episode 15: Off Day; PJ gets flustered over her appearance on a local cable sports show, while 

Stephanie hatches a plan for them to take their boyfriends to Italy. Only trouble is, they don't have 

boyfriends yet. 

Episode 16: Ethics; PJ considers starting up something with the new Cubs pitcher and Brendan is 

picked as one of Chicago's Top 50 Sexiest Bachelors. 

Episode 17: Dirty Little Secrets; Andy gives Stephanie financial advice, while the gang finds out 

Bobby's financial situation, and Kenny finds a new way to hit on women...no matter what the cost is. 

Episode 18: Second Chances; P.J.'s boyfriend from college comes to Chicago, rekindling old feelings 

in her, Kenny hires Mike to work in his shop, and Brendan is avoiding his girlfriend. 

Episode 19: Douchebag in the City; The gang confronts Brendan on his change of attitude. P.J.'s old 

friend, Lyssa comes in from New York, bringing her vapid entourage with her. Stephanie is becoming 

attracted to her debt counselor, and Andy tries to avoid his overly-friendly neighbor. 

Episode 20: The Estates of Hoffman; The gang head out to Hoffman Estates for a barbecue at Andy's 

house. P.J. runs into a botanist, Mike, Kenny, and Brendan compete for the attention of a single 

mom, and Andy receives some shocking news. 

Episode 21: 110 Percent Solution; As a reaction to his impending fatherhood and status in life, Andy 

buys a boat without telling Meredith. P.J. brings Evan to the poker game, and the guys argue about 

who's manliest. 

Episode 22: Rome, If You Want To; After giving up trying to find a date for Italy, several possibilities 

make themselves available to P.J. The gang take in the sights of Chicago. 
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Series 2 (9 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 1: The Transitioning; P.J. and her mystery date head to Italy with Stephanie, but things don't 

go the way anybody planned. The boys get banned from Crowley's; Andy gloats over the trappings of 

his new job. 

Episode 2: Dinner Party; Brendan and Bobby compete for Elsa's affections, while P.J. throws a singles 

dinner party to meet someone new. 



Episode 3: The Shirt Contest; The boys decide to have a shirt-making contest, a la Project Runway, 

where they spend $20 each and compete for a month of free drinks. Brendan gets a shock when he 

is fired from the radio station, but he is in for an even bigger shock at his first job interview. P.J. has 

been asked to co-write a book about a pitcher from the New York Mets, but she has far more 

interest in the book than he does. 

Episode 4: Spit Take; Bobby shocks everyone by announcing he's engaged to Elsa. A depressed and 

unemployed Brendan takes to self-diagnosis to cure his illness. Mike cuts in on Andy's improvisation 

classes. 

Episode 5: Take My Work Wife... Please; P.J. is inundated with requests for help from the guys. 

Brendan takes a job as a mail room clerk in Andy's office. Kenny's hot streak is driving Mike crazy. 

The guys find out that Stephanie talked about them in her new book. 

Episode 6: Dudes Being Dudes; P.J. is shunned from Bobby's bachelor party and is dragged to Elsa's 

bridal shower, where Stephanie is a hit. Brendan gets a lead on a job. 

Episode 7: Opportunity Knocks; P.J. helps an exasperated Bobby arrange the seating for his wedding. 

Andy and Meredith go to couples' counseling. Mexican Freddy returns and wants something from 

Kenny. 

Episode 8: Jack and Bobby; The gang heads out to California to see Bobby and Elsa get married. P.J.'s 

relationship with Jack heats up. 

Episode 9: John, Cougar, Newman Camp; P.J. works to reconcile the rift between Jack and Bobby, 

Mike wants to get to know Maggie more, Kenny and Stephanie contend with the fallout from their 

night together. 
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My Boys Are Good Boys (1978) 
 

Teenagers plot the robbery of an armored car. Reform school 

resident Sean Roche (as Tommy Morton) receives a visit from 

father Ralph Meeker (as Bert Morton), who informs him 

schoolteacher mother Ida Lupino (as Bess Morton) is retiring. 

Clearly, Mr. Meeker and Mr. Roche have some "generation gap" 

difficulties; but, they pale in comparison with the love lost 

between the two men and Ms. Lupino. Lupino could care less 

about her delinquent son; instead, she enjoys tutoring pretty 

young Kerry Lynn (as Priscilla). Little do the adults know, but the 

"kids" are plotting. This sometimes confusing, and seldom 

plausible, "misunderstood kids drama" has a few interesting 

attributes. Old pro Lloyd Nolan tries to sort out the plot; he 

contributes greatly to an interesting cast. Performing admirably, 

Mr. Nolan makes everyone sharing his screen time look better. 

David Doyle, waiting for "Charlie's Angels" to resume, has quite a "My Boys Are Good Boys" 

backstory to tell. Notably, Lupino's shrewish characterization was her last film appearance, before 

retiring. 
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My Brother... Nikhil (2005) 
 

The Kapoors have been living in Goa for several years, and are a 

well-known and respected family. Navin Kapoor is now retired, 

and lives with his wife, Anita, who has some Portuguese blood, a 

sportsman son, Nikhil, and daughter, Anamika (Anu). Navin is 

thrilled to know that Nikhil has been selected for a sports 

scholarship and will be representing Goa in a national swimming 

championship. Before that could happen, Nikhil is asked by his 

coach to take a break and let some fresh youngsters take over; he 

is eventually dismissed from the team; Navin and Leena 

encounter hostile stares whenever they go out together; and 

Leena is shunned by her friends. Watch the climax as the Kapoors 

find out why the ground has been removed from under their feet, 

and if at all they are ready to accept the challenge together as a 

family or as embittered individuals who end up blaming each 

other. (Sob Sob Sob) I was DYING to watch. So finally, I watched it last night. And I have never cried 

so much in a movie. In one word, I would have to say that this movie is BEAUTIFUL! This movie is 

groundbreaking; this movie has a "realistic" look at a gay couple and handles the subject of Aids with 

sensitivity - which has never been in any Indian movies. Story is simple, Nikhil is diagnosed with Aids 

and his parents disown him. He goes to his partner (soul mate), Nigel. He is treated like a criminal 

and is locked in a dirty room for months before the lawyer fights for his rights. He has the freedom 

to live freely and lead a normal life, like any other person. Now, he has no parents, no job, and no 

life. Only support he has is of his beautiful caring sister, Anu (Princess), Nigel (Boyfriend), and Sam 

(Brother In-law). Story doesn't focus how or why Nikhil has Aids. Movie focuses how a family and 

society reacts to the decease. Nikhil is humiliated, once who used to be a star of the town and now 

he is an outcast. Movie has more of a documentary touch to it (meaning people speak to the camera 

about Nikhil). We can all relate to this movie. This movies hits home because, we, once in life has 

had the perfect life but one day everything changes - everyone you loved is gone. This is how I 

related to the movie. Also, haven't we done something wrong once in our life, that have made are 

parents embarrassed or mad at us. Don't we all have our soul mates? Don't you have a brother or 

sister who would do anything for you? Movie is about LIFE! Movie shows courage, strength, and 

weakness in all characters. This movie is filled with beautiful moments - just to mention few: 1- 

When Nikhil's dad comes to meet him after 2 yrs, Nikhil asks for his dad to tell him, please tell me 

this is a nightmare and it'll pass. 2- When Anu comes with a rakhi to Nikhil and the words "agle rakhi 

mei tumsei..." - realizing that there might not be another Rakhi for her. 3- When Nikhil and Nigel 

have a fight and Nigel takes Nikhil to the beach. There are glimpses of the past Nikhil & Nigel hanging 

out at the beach, which shows a healthy Nikhil, but now, Nigel is holding on to Nikhil, Nikhil can 

highly walk or stand. 4-A mother says to her son, I wish you had died when you were born. 5-When 

Nikhil dies in Nigel's arms. Sanjay Suri as Nikhil, shows his emotions flawlessly. Sanjay plays the role 

of a man who is gay and in the closet, a swimming champion, a guy who is so pressured by his dad, 

an artist, and a weak sad, strong, human being. Juhi Chawla -She adds the smile in the movie. She 

oozes happiness and hope and courage in the entire screen she is present. She is one of my favorite 

actresses. She stands by her brother when no one is there for him. Purab Kohli - I personally think, 



this movie belongs to him completely! He is the best. He is an openly gay man. He portrayed the role 

of a gay man who is loosing his soul-mate so well, that I had to take a double take as to if this was 

really happening to him. His eyes expressed more than he even spoke. His smile showed how much 

he misses his boyfriend. His frustration showed how he is missing having Nikhil by his side now. Like, 

I said about Sanjay suri, Purab is also an excellent actor - I became his fan right after Supari & Bas 

Yun Hi. I am looking forward to his future projects. ONIR, the director, writer, producer He is the 

best! He handled the subject of Aids very well. He showed utmost sensitivity and sincerity to a gay 

subject line. He showed "realistic" issues and realistic characters. I am very much looking forward to 

any of his future movies. Music by Vivek Philip is so beautiful and moving that any time I hear just 

the "la lal lllaaa.." I get a lump in my throat. Lyrics by Amitabh Verma are so beautifully written and 

are so relevant. Those words will haunt you. After you see this movie, you'll feel like someone very 

close to you just left you. I HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS MOVIE & CD TO YOU ALL! It's a MUST FOR 

Everyone! PLEASE GO SUPPORT THIS MOVIE AND IT'S MUSIC! WE NEED THESE KINDA MOVIES MADE 

IN India. I, for one, am very very tired of watching "masala" type movies. They are not only annoying 

but make you feel like an idiot sitting in the theatre watching people cry over meaningless 

emotionless scenes. I simply LOVED THIS MOVIE and it's very tough to put my thoughts about this 

movie in words, so I had a tough time writing a review on it. So I hope I did my best to promote this 

wonderful movie. This movie is not to be MISSED by anyone. And for those who are arrogant and 

don't like gay lifestyle - only this quote can sum it up: "It's astonishing how much energy some 

people Waste worrying that someone else might be Enjoying life in ways that they don't Approve of" 

Take care, Bhumi. 
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My Dog Skip (2000) 
 

Willie Morris (15-year-old Frankie Muniz), a shy boy, is unable to 

make friends in Yazoo City, Mississippi in 1942, until his parents 

give him a terrier puppy for his ninth birthday. The dog, which he 

names Skip, becomes well known and loved throughout the 

community and enriches the life of the boy, Willie, as he grows 

into manhood. Based on the best-selling Mississippi memoir by 

the late Willie Morris. There have been many movies about a 

person's relationship with an animal, but "My Dog Skip" is one of 

the best that I have ever seen. I discovered this movie on video 

and it will definitely become a part of my collection. In the 1940's, 

during World War II, things are rough in the U.S.A. Willie Morris is 

not your average boy. He would rather read than play football 

with the other guys. When Willie's parents let him have a dog, it 

changes his whole outlook on life. He and his dog Skip have a unique friendship that becomes 

unmatched by anything else. While this movie's target audience are kids half my age, it is perfect for 

everyone. Its story is very true to life, probably because it's based on Willie Morris' own childhood 

and his memoir of the same name. I had a dog that was just like Skip -- a true friend. There's nothing 

like a constant companion that will stick by you even when it seems that the world is against you. 

Even if you're not a dog fan, you shouldn't look past this movie. The cast is excellent, especially 

Frankie Muniz, who's now known as Malcolm from Fox's "Malcolm in the Middle." He exudes 

boyhood innocence and bonds with his pet better than he does with humans. His parents, Diane 

Lane and Kevin Bacon, do a fine job as well. Rounding out the major cast is Luke Wilson, as Willie's 

changed-by-war neighbor Dink. "My Dog Skip" is funny and heartwarming. You'll laugh and chances 

are you could shed some tears as well, but it's all worth it in the long run. This a movie that should 

not be missed by anyone, especially if you have had a special animal friend in your life. 
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My Family (2000-9) 
 

British comedy series about the Harper family. Father Ben is a 

dentist who'd like to see his children move out of the house as 

soon as possible because all he wants is peace and quiet. His 

eldest son Nick - who later on in the series does move out - is a 

complete idiot and a no-good who can't hold on to any of the 

various jobs he has. Daughter Janey is very shallow and not very 

picky when it comes to boys while son Michael (14-year-old 

Gabriel Thomson) is way too smart for Ben and doesn't feel the need to communicate much with his 

father. His curious wife Susan clearly makes all the decisions in the household. Later on in the series 

Ben gets an assistant at work, goofy and naive Roger, and when Janey finally moves out, no-brainer 

Abby moves in, while Janey keeps visiting, sometimes bringing along her little son, Kenzo. So much 

for Ben's peace and quiet. Robert Lindsay on our TV screens at present in two roles so vastly 

different from each other- Captain Pellew of Hornblower fame and as the "insane" dentist - father - 

family man of My Family! I am a great fan of RL ever since first seeing him in Nightingales, another 

quite insane comedy of quite a different calibre. After last seeing Zoe Wannamaker as the love of 

Adam Faith it makes a change to see her as less 'Ms.' Prim and Proper and more as 'Mrs.' Avant Gard 

Dentist's wife. She does both so well in my opinion. Anyway, I love My Family, it will appeal to an 

audience who likes the humour of Seinfeld mixed with the madness of someone of the ilk of Lenny 

Henry and it does really work. The wit is very clever, very in your face and not as subtle as english 

humour can be at times but nevertheless it is great fun. 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (2000) 
 

Episode 1: Serpent's Tooth; While Nick chats up a girl on the 

internet, Michael's bought a pet rabbit which soon weaves its way 

into the family. 

Episode 2: Pain in the Class; Michael is being bullied by a 

classmate, and Susan discusses the issue with the boy's parents. 

Meanwhile, Janey is determined to get a tattoo. 

Episode 3: Droit de Seigneur Ben; Ben learns a patient's son is 

making advances toward his daughter. Susan has tickets to the 

opera. 

Episode 4: The Last Resort; Ben takes Susan away for her birthday, 

and Nick is left in charge. 

Episode 5: Farewell to Alarms; Susan wants a burglar alarm. Nick wants to become a stripper. 



Episode 6: Death Takes a Policy; As one of Susan's tour group dies unexpectedly, she decides that 

the family needs life insurance. Nick agrees, but only in order to win favour with his new girlfriend - a 

life insurance salesperson! 

Episode 7: Awkward Phase; Michael's on his first date and asks Nick for the facts of life. Meanwhile, 

Nick breaks his father's chair and Janey has her eye on a £98 pair of jeans. 

Episode 8: Much Ado About Ben; Ben is rushed to hospital after turning white and is forced to reveal 

that he took Viagra. Placed on a low-carb diet, he turns to Brigitte's guru for help. Meanwhile, 

Susan's yoga teacher has fallen out with her husband and the class takes place in the Harpers' house. 
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Series 2 (13 Episodes) (2001) 
 

Episode 01: All Roads Lead to Ramon; Nick needs a job and Susan 

volunteers to hire him to work with her. Meanwhile Ben 

inadvertently calls Janey a prostitute as the two discuss her 

boyfriends. 

Episode 02: The Unkindest Cut; Susan thinks she has become 

pregnant and Ben is disappointed about the prospect of having 

another child. When they realize it was a false alarm, Susan 

decides that the answer is surgery - on Ben! 

Episode 03: Parisian Beauty; A French exchange student causes 

havoc with the Harper men. Nick joins a science experiment. 

Michael must sleep in Nick's room with interesting results. 

Episode 04: Trust Never Sleeps; When Susan finds that Janey 

doesn't trust her, she lets her have a teenage party alone while she is in Oxford with Ben. However 

the two lose confidence and return, only to be trapped in their bedroom when the guests arrive. 

When Ben needs to use the toilet, and the one in their bedroom is broken, things only get worse! 

Episode 05: Death and Ben Take a Holiday; When Aunt Margaret dies, Ben has to travel to Leeds for 

the funeral with Nick. However, things descend into chaos as the two have to share a bed in a hotel! 

Worse still, Susan has acquired some "flu medicine" from one of Janey's friends. 

Episode 06: Driving Miss Crazy; Ben feuds with his neighbor, Mr. Casey, and the two become 

involved in a lengthy battle for moral supremacy. Meanwhile, Janey has her driving test but cannot 

find a responsible adult to practice with. 

Episode 07: I Second That Emulsion; The Harpers quarrel over new home decor. Nick takes jobs as a 

piano tuner and assistant at the hardware shop. Janey and Stupid Brian's relationship reaches a new 

stage. 



Episode 08: Age of Romance; Susan is disapproving of Nick's new girlfriend, Amanda, and invites her 

to dinner to express her feelings on the matter. Things become heated, however, when Susan 

realizes that she's married! Meanwhile, Michael has a new computer, and Janey feels neglected. 

Episode 09: Get Cartier; Ben fears for his life when he becomes dentist to the mob but Susan doesn't 

seem to mind. Her opinion changes, however, on seeing Michael selling off the mob's gifts by phone. 

Meanwhile, it's their anniversary, and Susan's determined to find what Ben bought her. 

Episode 10: 'Tis Pity She's a Whore; Susan sends Janey in her place to visit her mother, where Janey 

finds out a family secret. Meanwhile, Michael stands in his school elections and Ben is on a quest to 

find excitement in his family tree. 

Episode 11: The Last Supper; Susan invites her American boss to discuss the direction the company is 

heading; however, when she begins to argue with him, his "acid reflux" is triggered. When he suffers 

a heart attack, Susan feels guilty and is determined to confess. 

Episode 12: Ben Wants to Be a Millionaire; When Ben meets one of his old school-friends he 

considers the idea of investing some money, and asks him for advice. Meanwhile Nick tries to sell his 

body parts on eBay! 

Episode 13: Breakable; Nick's decision to form a Motorcycle Stunt Display Team leads to him winding 

up in hospital with numerous injuries. However, he soon enjoys being able to call a nurse at the 

press of a button! Meanwhile Susan decides that Ben needs to tell Nick that he loves him. 
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Series 3 (14 Episodes) (2002) 
 

Episode 01: Absent Vixen, Cheeky Monkey; Janey goes to 

university in Manchester, and an all out battle ensues over her 

room. 

Episode 02: Shrink Rap; Ben and Susan attend an auction at 

Michael's school, where they successfully bid on a couple's 

therapy session. Meanwhile, Ben tries to avoid a former patient. 

Episode 03: Desperately Squeaking Susan; Ben's cousin's daughter 

Abi is invited to dinner. Nick becomes a magician. 

Episode 04: Of Mice and Ben; Abi wants to make a documentary 

of a "normal married couple", and there's a rat in the walls. 

Episode 05: Imperfect Strangers; Janey calls home from university 

in crisis. Ben and Susan have a romantic adventure. 

Episode 06: The Second Greatest Story Ever Told; The Harpers experience competitive family strife 

over an amateur nativity play. Michael has girl difficulties. Ben has a toothache. 



Episode 07: Waiting to Inhale; Michael is invited into a girl's room. Ben and Susan find a joint. 

Episode 08: Misery; Susan visits Janey at University. Michael wants to go to Greece. Nick has a new 

job. 

Episode 09: Auto Erotica; Susan wants to go away for her and Ben's wedding anniversary. Nick wins a 

car in a poker game. Michael finds some underwear. 

Episode 10: A Handful of Dust; It's Ben's birthday, and Janey comes for a visit with a friend. 

Episode 11: The Lost Weekend; Michael is off for a higher maths fun weekend, and with everyone 

else gone Ben and Susan have the weekend alone. 

Episode 12: Ghosts; The house may be haunted. Nick opens a mini-cab business. An old flame of 

Susan's looks her up. 

Episode 13: One Flew Out of the Cuckoo's Nest; Nick and Ben reach a turning point. Michael tries to 

buff up. 

Episode 14: Ding Dong Merrily...; It's Christmas at the Harpers, Janey comes home with a gift for the 

holidays, and Nick has an idea for a holiday business. 
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Series 4 (13 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 01: Fitting Punishment; A new arrival at Ben's surgery 

leads to problems. Nick studies to becomes an extra. Michael gets 

very involved with the cadet force. 

Episode 02: They Shoot Harpers, Don't They?; Susan cons Ben into 

taking dance lessons. Michael is on a downward slide 

academically. 

Episode 03: The Great Escape; When Susan's mother comes to 

stay, Nick's flat suddenly becomes more attractive. Susan finds a 

condom in Michael's wallet. 

Episode 04: Return of the Prodigal Prat; When the local paper 

announces Ben's death, he takes advantage of the situation by 

avoiding things he doesn't want to do. Meanwhile, Nick finds out 

his bedroom is to be converted into a nursery, and decides to do something about it. 

Episode 05: Owed to Susan; Ben joins a poetry group when Susan discovers that a poem he wrote 

her years ago was not original and demands another. Nick participates in a drug trial. 



Episode 06: Deliverance; Susan insists on traveling to Manchester for the birth of Janey's baby, and 

the journey triggers flashbacks of Nick's birth. 

Episode 07: Blind Justice; Susan becomes temporarily blind after a discovery at home. Ben has jury 

duty. 

Episode 08: Friday the 31st; Susan gets into the spirit of Halloween. 

Episode 09: Sitting Targets; Susan decides Ben should spend more time with Michael. Nick juggles 

multiple women. Janey's baby comes for a visit. 

Episode 10: Loco Parentis; Ben and Susan have to go back to school for parenting classes. Roger 

becomes friends with Abi. 

Episode 11: Canary Cage; Ben loses his luggage on a free holiday to Lanzarote, Spain. A new camera 

causes complications. 

Episode 12: May the Best Man Win; Abi's father asks Ben to be his best man, and Ben contracts with 

Nick to give the stag night party. Michael has to do the dishes. 

Episode 13: It's a Window-Filled Life; Roger is contagious. Nick goes into business with a python. 

Michael fires a rocket launcher through a window. 
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Series 9 (10 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 0: Have a Unhappy Christmas; For Christmas Ben gets 

Susan a present from the store where Alfie works as one of 

Santa's elves - a vacuum cleaner. Having been told this is 

unromantic he buys a necklace and is annoyed to find he could 

have got it for half price in the sale if he had waited a day. The 

family decide to get a picture of Ben and Susan on their wedding 

day put on mugs and other household items as a romantic 

souvenir, but, due to a mix-up at the factory, a rather saucier one 

of them on their honeymoon night is displayed instead. 

Episode 1: Bully for Ben; Though not invited Ben tags along with 

his kids and Alfie to take part in the local pub quiz where Alfie 

notices that a member of another team seems to be cheating. Ben 

is ready to have it out with him, especially when the man turns 

out to be the school bully who used to make young Ben's life a misery. However circumstances 

conspire to put the bully in a different light. 



Episode 2: Bringing Up Janey; Michael applies to join MI5 and Janey starts dating an older man, 

James, who nonetheless is rich and successful and the kind of son-in-law that Ben would be quite 

happy to welcome to the fold. However, when he is seen kissing another woman, is he the real deal? 

Episode 3: A Very Brief Encounter; Whilst Janey lands herself in hot water by fabricating a Swedish 

girl-friend for a depressed Roger, Susan is visited by an old friend Margot, who is going through a 

divorce and wants to borrow a man to make her husband Phil, who is seeing someone, jealous. 

Inevitably she borrows Ben and they go out to the restaurant where Phil is - succeeding in annoying 

him. Next morning Ben wakes up the worse for drink. Has he really slept with Margot? 

Episode 4: The Psyche of Mikey; When Michael admits to going to see a therapist but will not tell his 

parents why, they are intrigued as to the reason. Could it be that his apparently talking to himself 

has something to do with it? They decide to get into the therapist's office to look at the files. Alfie 

finds himself in the unusual position of having not one but two possible girl-friends moving in with 

him. 

Episode 5: A Difficult Undertaking; Ben's uncle Norris dies, leaving ten grand - to Susan, for her 

support following the loss of his Mildred. Ben, also expecting a large legacy, buys an expensive suit 

but it turns out that Norris has only left him a box of old clothes. However Ben would seem to have a 

winning lottery ticket. Unfortunately it's in the suit that Alfie gave to Norris's son, thinking it 

belonged to the dead relative and Ben must retrieve it without causing offence. 

Episode 6: Dog Dazed; Susan wants a dog but the assessor from the dogs' home deems her 

unsuitable so Ben goes to the kennels to sneak one out for her, only to find she is already there and 

about to call in the press as a protest against the assessors' decision. She then handcuffs Ben to one 

of the bars and leaves him to be her spokesman to the reporter. 

Episode 7: It's Training Men; New patient Jessica proves to be an undercover spy for the Cavitex 

dental company and she feels Ben's behaviour warrants his going on a retraining course, along with 

Roger. Feeling patronized and irked by the presence of the Cavitex mascot giant bear, Ben falls 

asleep during a talk but on waking learns that there is to be an exam on all the facts he has just 

missed. Perhaps a little bribery is in order. Back home the family gets drunk on home brew. 

Episode 8: The Guru; Susan, stranded at an Albanian airport, is charmed when a handsome American 

calling himself the Doctor rescues her and invites her to travel the world with him. Ben, meanwhile, 

has lunch with old college friend Jeremy, now a celebrity dentist with an international clientele and a 

successful autobiography. However, after a few drinks he confesses that he hates his life style, 

envies Ben, and wants to discard all his perks. Can Ben talk him out of it? 

Episode 9: Kenzo's Project; In a clip show to celebrate the show's hundredth edition Susan and Ben 

try to help Kenzo with a school project about his family by recalling some of their past exploits. Janey 

and Michael use the project to snipe at each other and Kenzo ends up bored by the whole 

experience. 
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My Family And Other Animals (1987) 
 

The series is an adaptation of Gerald Durrell's book where he 

(Darren Redmayne), 10-years-old at the start of the saga, tells the 

story of his family, pets and life during a five year sojourn on the 

island of Corfu in the 1930s. Apart from Gerald (the youngest) and 

Larry (the other writer in the family), the family comprised their 

vague widowed mother, the gun-mad Leslie, and diet-obsessed 

sister Margo together with Roger the dog. They are fiercely 

protected by their driver Spiro (played magnificently by the 

irrepressible Brian Blessed) and mentored by the polymath Dr. 

Theodore Stephanides who provides Gerald with his education in 

natural history. Other human characters, chiefly eccentric, include 

Gerald's private tutors, the artistic visitors Larry invites to stay, 

and the local peasants who befriend the family. The human 

comedy is interspersed by descriptions of the animal life which 

Gerald observes on his expeditions around the family homes, island, and seashore and which he 

frequently brings back and keeps as pets; these include Achilles the tortoise, Quasimodo the pigeon, 

Ulysses the Scops owl and numerous spiders. I seem to remember that the weather in the winter of 

1987 in the U.K. was not the best, including the terrible storms that October. But at least around 

that time the nation was able to soak up the sun in a small way by watching this exotic escapism. 

Memories of it being much replayed on VHS recordings back in the day by my family made me pick 

up a copy on DVD 20 years later, and I'm glad I did. I should mention that I've not read the book 

(another to do) so I'm not able to compare in that sense. The acting is very fitting to the 

surroundings, Hannah Gordon is serene as the mother, and credit to Brian Blessed, he's still the 

Brian Blessed we all know (and love) but fittingly he is not as bombastic as usual. The rest of the 

family are adept at conveying the charming calamity of the Durrell family, in other words, English 

eccentrics in the sunshine. The local element is also excellent, plenty of passing characters who 

perhaps could only of existed in 1930s Corfu, all adds to the dream like element of the show. And of 

course wildlife is core to the show, and there is plenty of close ups of various insect life inserted, the 

story lines are not rushed as is fitting the atmosphere, so it somehow adds to the whole experience. 

My Family and Other Animals could be the perfect solution if you want to add some real warmth to a 

wet Sunday afternoon. 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (1987) 
 

Episode 01. 

Episode 02. 

Episode 03. 

Episode 04. 



Episode 05. 

Episode 06. 

Episode 07. 

Episode 08. 

Episode 09. 

Episode 10. 
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My Family And Other Animals (2005) 
 

Feeling the depressing effects of a gloomy English summer, the 

Durrell family decides to pack up and move to the Greek island of 

Corfu. Lead by their widowed mother, 13-year-old future 

naturalist Gerald Durrell (12-year-old Eugene Simon), his two 

older brothers and older sister move into a series of villas. Gerald 

indulges his passion for nature by filling his room with local fauna, 

while his brothers fill their time with writing or hunting and his 

sister sunbathes and flirts. If you like the gentle English approach 

to a story such as seen in Upstairs Downstairs and All Creatures 

Great and Small, this film is for you. It features the young life of 

Gerald Durrel, a famed British naturalist, and his eccentric family 

while they lived on Crete in pre WW2 days. Young Gerald fills the 

house with animals, a brother likes to shoot while another 

brother feels his whole family is crazy including his younger sister 

who chases older men. Many oddball friends grace the storyline and a well composed comedic 

music score adds to the pleasure of this production. The acting is superb throughout with the young 

actor playing Durrel being perfect for the role. Maybe some 'Hollywood' producers might learn from 

this tale you do not always need exploding objects to ensure a good film. 
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My Father The Hero (My Father, Ce Héros) (1994) 
 

A teenage girl on vacation in the Bahamas with her divorced 

father tries to impress a potential boyfriend by saying that her 

father is actually her lover. Andre, a Frenchman divorced from his 

American wife takes his teenage daughter, Nicole, on vacation 

with him. She's desperate to appear as a woman and not a girl, so 

in order to impress a local boy, she makes up more and more 

ridiculous stories, starting with Andre being her lover. Andre is 

desperate to make Nicole happy and so plays along with her crazy 

games, and the stories they make up get increasingly bizzare. 

Great Movie for Fathers and Daughers. What a great movie this is. 

I found it full of the delightfully unexpected pain of being a single 

father of a teenage girl. And it is set in a tropical island 'paradise'as 

well. Gerard Depardeiux brings his special European flair to this 

story about a divorced father of a teenage girl. They are on holiday 

together and she begins to add to the excitement on the island in 

many unexpected ways. But you will need to see the film for 

yourself to see all the hilarious situations they find for themselves. 

There are a few cult classics which all teens should see. This movie should be added to the list. In 

addition to Dirty Dancing, Ferris Bueller's Day Off, Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure, Rocky Horror 

Picture Show and Animal House, My Father the Hero should be required film study. Watch it as if 

you had a teenage daughter and you'll be rolling with laughter. Watch it with your teenage daughter 

and prepare to be laughed at for months. 
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My Favorite Martian (1999) 
 

News producer Tim O'Hara gets himself fired for unwillingly 

compromising his bosses' daughter Brace Channing during a live 

transmission. A little later, he witnesses the crashing of a small 

martian spacecraft, realizing his one-time chance of delivering a 

story that will rock the earth. Since Tim took the original, but 

scaled down spaceship with him, the martian follows him to 

retrieve it. Unfortunately, the electron accelerator is broken and 

the martian seeks Tim's help. Tim and "uncle Martin" now stay 

together, but Tim tapes the Alien with hidden cameras for his 

story of a lifetime. Ruthless Brace acquires the cassettes after Tim 

has become a friend with Martin and decided otherwise. Not only 

do they now have to hinder the publication of the material, but 

also will the (rental) spaceship self-destruct, if not back in space in 

a few hours. This was yet another big screen outing for a U.S. TV 

show from the sixties It is amusing enough but was very much to formula. Intelligent Martian lands 

on Earth and meets the not too bright humans, in his view. The usual wackiness ensues with the 

human, Bridges, eventually bonds with him and helps him to get home. Along the way he also gets 

the girl, Hannah. This is a nice outing for some pleasant Hollywood stars who I had not seen for a 

while. Pleasant enough to pass some spare time if you have not got anything better to view. 
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My Favorite Year (1982) 
 

Benjy Stone is the junior writer on the top rated variety/comedy 

show, in the mid 50s (the early years). Its a new medium and the 

rules were not fully established. Alan Swann, an Erol Flynn type 

actor with a drinking problem is to be that weeks guest star. When 

King Kaiser, the headliner wants to throw Swann off the show, 

Benjy makes a pitch to save his childhood hero, and is made 

Swann's babysitter. On top of this, a union boss doesn't care for 

Kaiser's parody of him and has plans to stop the show. It's 1950's 

New York and the age of live television. Benjy Stone is a young 

writer on a major comedy-variety show. He is assigned to 

chaperon that week's guest Alan Swann, a faded movie-star and 

renowned womanizer and drinker. Benjy's job is to try and keep 

Swann sober and above all else, make sure he shows up for the 

live broadcast on Saturday evening. Benjy and Swann have a 

number of adventures throughout the week, including dinner with 

Benjy's somewhat eccentric family. In the end, both learn lessons in life from the other. I was born in 

1958, so I never saw Your Show of Shows, and needless to say, I never knew there was a famous or 

infamous incident involving one of my boyhood idols, a very drunk Errol Flynn. Dennis Palumbo, in 

what is (sadly) apparently his only effort as a script writer, has taken this incident and woven a very 

human and very funny film from it. Benjamin's direction is excellent, and Peter O'Toole (playing, it 

must be said, a variant of himself), is wonderful, as is most of the rest of the cast. Benjamin shows a 

sure comic touch in his debut. In short, like Quiz Show, one of the best movies about the fifties, and 

one of the best movies about the early days of television. 
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My Friend Flicka (1943) 
 

Ken McLaughlin (15-year-old Roddy McDowall) struggles to please 

his family in any way. He comes back from boarding school 

boasting poor grades and facing going through the fifth grade 

again, much to his fathers dismay. Ken's mother, Nell, manages to 

persuade his father Rob to let him choose a colt from the herd for 

himself. He instead chooses a sorrel chestnut filly, who becomes 

injured soon after. Can Ken nurse the filly back to full health? 

Great movie for kids with no violence, sex, drugs or cursing. This is 

a children's movie from a much simpler time. If you are looking for 

a movie that is going to be an attention grabber every second, 

well then you are looking for the wrong movie. This is a good 

movie for kids. If you are a horse lover it is a good movie as well. 

The handling is good and if you look into the back ground of my 

friend flicka and thunderhead you will see that not one horse was 

injured in the making of the movie, as well as the movie was given 

the American HUMANE SOCIETY'S blessing that no animals were harmed which can not be saide for 

the 2006 movie version which resulted in the death of not one but two horsers.. so if you are looking 

for a movie that is greaqt for the kids, no cursing, no violence, no hatred, no sexual inuendo, no 

underlying sex or violent themes, then this is a great movie.. it is about the love of a boy and his 

horse.. the 1943 movie also did not harm or kill any horse.. which the 2006 version did. 
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My Ghost Dog (My Magic Dog) (1997) 
 

Once again this film is a great example how adults take kids for 

complete idiots. This is the story of a 12-year-old (12-year-old 

Bryan Mendez) who has lost his dog and goes to find the robbers 

who killed Lucky by accident. It would have been more convincing 

if he had been 8 to 10.. not 12. 12 is when you start Junior High 

School and you are supposed to be just a little bit more mature 

than this. But if we continue to infantilise our youths, of course it 

makes a society of idiots like the one we are living in now! Also, 

the casting was awful, Russ Tamblyn (who I loved in Twin Peaks) 

can't maintain the Italian accent for more than two consecutive 

words. Every character is so exaggerated, even a toddler will find 

it too much. Aunt Violet was based so much on Cruella Deville 

(101 Dalmatians) that it's almost plagiarized! This really feels like 

a movie some man has decided to shoot using his friends and 

family as actors. But it's not even as bad as to be considered funny. The plot itself is thin. We've seen 

I don't know how many times films about kids playing detectives.. why try making yet another one 

and as badly as this one? Do us all a favour and don't show this to your kids, it's an insult to their 

intelligence. 
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My Girl (1991) 
 

Vada Sultenfuss is obsessed with death. Her mother is dead, and 

her father runs a funeral parlor. She is also in love with her English 

teacher, and joins a poetry class over the summer just to impress 

him. Thomas J. (11-year-old Macaulay Culkin), her best friend, is 

"allergic to everything", and sticks with Vada despite her hangups. 

When Vada's father hires Shelly, a makeup expert, in his funeral 

parlor, and begins to fall in love with her, Vada is outraged and 

does everything in her power to split them up. I remember 

watching this movie with my Grandmother when I was around 3 

or 4-years-old. I could only remember two parts of it; when Vada 

does the sassy type walk across the porch, and when Thomas J. 

goes to find the mood ring, and nothing else. Not even the name. 

I watched it again for the first time in eleven years (I am now 14). 

This movie is a perfect mixture of comedy, romance and drama, 

for me at least. I think this movie teaches great values and lessons, that everyone should learn. 

Loyalty, friendship and love, are only a few things about this movie that I love. Everyone should at 

least give it a chance and see for themselves. I also recommend 'My Girl 2'. 
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My Girl 2 (1994) 
 

Vada Sultenfuss has a holiday coming up, and an assignment: to 

do and essay on someone she admires and has never met. She 

decides she wants to do an assignment on her mother, but quickly 

realises she knows very little about her. She manages to get her 

father to agree to let her go to LA to stay with her Uncle Phil and 

do some research on her mother. Once in LA, she finds herself 

under the protection of Nick (13-year-old Austin O'Brien), the son 

of Phil's girlfriend, who at first is very annoyed at losing his 

holidays to escort a hick 'girl' around town. However, he soon 

becomes more involved in the difficult search. This wasn't a bad 

film, although it was kinda pointless, it did play itself well, and had 

great acting. Jamie Lee, Anna, and Dan, are still great as they 

reprise their role. See it just to waste some time. 6.5 out of 10. 
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My Hustler (1965) 
 

Filmed on Fire Island, this two reel, 70 minute Warhol film covers 

the activities of the "Dial A Hustler" service, as an older man seeks 

a young hustler for a companion. Filmed on a beach, the first 35 

minute reel covers the activities of the "Dial A Hustler" service, as 

an older man discusses with two companions the quality of 

services expected from a young blond hustler who's spread in 

front of them, under the sun. The second reel, takes the same 

time with a single shot of an experienced gigolo discussing with 

another who's starting now, the ups and down of their business, 

also in front of their girls. Pretty tame stuff. Dull and unfunny, too. 

The lead guy, the "John", played by Ed Wiener, has a pretty droll 

delivery, but nothing he says is that interesting or witty. His jaw 

muscles stay permanently clenched in an attitude of deliciously 

suppressed merriment, which is nice. One can't help but feel sorry 

for the hustler, played by Paul America, as he sits on the beach 

without a blanket or towel and tries to fend off the sand fleas. He looks uncomfortable and out of 

place in the rest of the movie, i.e., the bathroom scene, as well. Too bad they couldn't have found 

someone with a little personality like the guy they cast as the hustler in "The Boys In The Band". 

Which is an excellent movie, by the way, although it does get awfully ghoulish towards the end. That 

must be part of some kind of unwritten code with respect to gay movies, that gay people must be 

shown being miserable, just like all movies must show that crime doesn't pay. The first series of the 

British version of "Queer As Folk" is a nice antidote to that species of miserablism. They say that this 

movie was meant to appeal to a soft-core audience, well I suppose it might have back in those bad 

old suppressed days of the 60's. There's plenty of beefcake skin showing, and even a limp dick 

briefly, and the talk is all about sex and hustling, so, why not. I suppose the best thing about this 

movie would be for a middle aged gay man to watch it nowadays and say "We've come a long way, 

baby!" 
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My Left Foot: The Story Of Christy Brown (1989) 
 

The story of Christy Brown (14-year-old Hugh O'Conor), who was 

born with cerebral palsy. He learned to paint and write with his 

only controllable limb - his left foot. Christy Brown is a spastic 

quadriplegic born to a large, poor Irish family. His mother, Mrs 

Brown, recognizes the intelligence and humanity in the lad 

everyone else regards as a vegetable. Eventually, Christy matures 

into a cantankerous writer who uses his only functional limb, his 

left foot, to write with. A remarkable film and performances by 

Day-Lewis and Fricker. Let me state at the outset that I have 

Cerebral Palsy and I went into this film expecting to have to make 

allowances for the lead performance. I left the theater half-

convinced that they'd cast an actor who had Cerebral Palsy in the 

role, even though I knew that was not the case. The performances 

were generally excellent, with a special nod to Brenda Fricker and to Hugh O'Conner (I believe that's 

his name) as the young Christy Brown. Christy is talented, brash, arrogant, at times vulgar and 

petulant-in other words, human. This film, along with Gaby: A True Story and the documentary King 

Gimp, are excellent portrayals of life with CP. By no means a complete portrait, but fine examples of 

the disabled as human beings. Most highly recommended. 
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My Life As A Popat (2004) 
 

A sparky, amiable children's comedy depicting the Popats, a 

larger-than-life Indian family living in Harrow, as seen through the 

eyes of the 13-year-old son, Anand (Sonny Gill Dulay). Anand is a 

serious, sensitive soul who retreats from the lunacy of everyday 

life into a fantasy world of his own making. In the real world, he is 

hassled by his self-obsessed sister Dimple, his genius younger 

brother Chetan (James Gandhi) and his manic father Ramesh. His mother is often the becalmed 

centre of the storm but she too can bring pressure to bear when she deems it required. The Popats 

have an uneasy relationship with their white neighbours, the Saviour family (although as the series 

progresses they grow closer). Anand is taken with Holly, the teenage daughter, but his indecision 

ensures that the relationship develops slowly, for while she is clearly interested in him, he is mostly 

oblivious. The other Saviours are Ivy, Holly's hippy-dippy mum, and Alf, Holly's gruff grandfather, 

struggling - though succeeding - in coming to terms with an Indian neighbour befriending his 

granddaughter. After winning a BAFTA, the programme was renewed for a second series, which was 

broadcast in Easter 2007 on consecutive weekdays. Laura Greenwood would not be available for the 

entire series, so, after a farewell appearance in episode one, the Saviours left the programme. 

Manjeeven Grewal joined the main cast as Milli Patel, Anand's cousin, and his new love interest was 

Lucy Miesels, played by Yasmin Paige. With likeable characters and sharp, witty scripts, My Life As A 

Popat was a well-judged comedy aided by Bollywood-style dance routines (the good work of 

choreographer Sneha Mistri) and fine acting. Though his character was a trifle too soft at times, 

Sonny Gill made an appealing lead, and Kulvinder Ghir (from Goodness Gracious Me) gave a 

performance of great control as Ramesh Popat, just managing to contain a seething cauldron of 

madness. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2004) 
 

Episode 1: Men in Turbans; Moving to a new town is never easy, but when Anand Popat arrives with 

his family in Harrow, it feels like they'll never fit in. He's particularly keen to make a good impression 

with his next door neighbour Holly, but with interfering siblings like Chetan and Dimple, his efforts 

seem doomed. Being tricked into breaking into her bedroom doesn't ingratiate Anand with Holly's 

parents. Will he ever pluck up the courage to invite her to see 'Men in Turbans'? 

Episode 2: Entertaining Radha; Anand's heart sinks when his parents announce that bratty showbiz 

cousin Radha is coming all the way from Bombay to visit. To make matters worse, Anand is given full 

responsibility for her pleasant stay. And the pressure's on – her father's bringing a mysterious 

Bollywood ice skating show over to the U.K. and Dimple thinks she'll get apart if they can impress 

Radha. But after a whistle-stop tour of Harrow and a life-threatening game of scrabble, Radha is not 

impressed. She throws a tantrum and disappears in the shopping mall. Anand has to think fast when 

his uncle arrives, wanting to know the whereabouts of his precious daughter. With: Kammy 

Darweish as Sanjay Popat and Sara Velmi-Gardner as Radha. 



Episode 3: Dimplicious; Dimple's endless singing practice for an important end of year Pop Idol style 

school concert is driving Anand and Chetan to distraction. Pop Star Raghav is judging it and Ramesh 

insists everything in the Popat household is put on hold while Dimple prepares. In desperation, 

Anand encourages Dimple's boyfriend Milan to give a painfully honest opinion of her talents. Dimple 

is devastated by the criticism. She turns her back on the pursuit of stardom and dumps her 

heartbroken man. Their parents are devastated and make it very clear it's down to Anand to undo 

the damage he's caused before it's too late. 

Episode 4: Health is Wealth; When Anand is given a school project to assess his family's eating 

habits, he sees that their high fat curry diet gives them all almost zero life expectancy. He must do 

something to make them change before it's too late. The family is reluctant to take Anand's 

suggestions on board but Shoba is so offended when he starts eating with Holly's family that's she 

hands the kitchen over to him. After enforcing a strict regime of diet food and exercise, Anand hopes 

that life will improve, but the lack of fun starts to take its toll on everyone. Will family life survive 

healthy living? 

Episode 5: Happy Diwali; It's the night before Diwali – Indian Christmas – and Dimple, Chetan and 

Anand are dreading yet another record-breaking speech from their father, Ramesh. They have much 

more exciting plans and need to escape. When Ramesh passes responsibility for the evening's 

cultural entertainment to Anand, his siblings think their problems are solved. But the pressure of 

pleasing his parents, buttering up the neighbours and catering to his family's scheduling 

requirements is all too much for Anand. Can he really pull it off without disappointing anyone? 

Episode 6: Take Your Child to Work Day (a.k.a. 'Got to be Ghee'); Anand is assigned yet another 

school project that fills him with dread. Ramesh, his father, hates to be disturbed when he's filming 

for his Asian satellite channel, and his response to 'take your child to work day' is predictably 

negative. When Anand is crushed by his father's lack of interest, Ramesh and Shoba take note and 

decide to pay him some quality attention. Even his brother and sister are nice to him (for a fee). But 

the power soon goes to his head. It takes some wise words from a very unusual source to show 

Anand the error of his ways. 
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Series 2 (8 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 1: Tit for Tat; Lighthearted series following the surreal life of a young boy and his eccentric 

family. Mili and Chetan join forces against Anand and Dimple. Meanwhile, Holly has an 

announcement for Anand. 

Episode 2: Ghost; The Popats think that they are being haunted by Uncle Sailesh's ghost. Chetan 

doesn't believe in ghosts but wants to make contact with an alien. Does either exist - or is there a 

human hand behind the unexplained goings-on? With Benjamin Eli Konigsberg as Bud Olsen. 



Episode 3: Evil Granny; Ramesh's eccentric mother comes to stay - and she's the most evil, twisted 

gran in history. Anand discovers that he may have been adopted - looking at his gran he might wish 

he were. But in the end, blood is thicker than water. With Leena Dhingra as Evil Granny. 

Episode 4: Juvenile Delinquent; When Milli beats him the Matholympics exam, Chetan temporarily 

abandons his brainbox persona and becomes a hoodie. Milan pretends to be poor to see if Dimple 

only loves him for his money. With Sonny Muslim as Max and Bill Moody as Herr Muller. 

Episode 5: Like Father, Like Son; Ramesh and Anand undergo a body swap. Ramesh has to go to 

school and Anand has to go to work - with unexpected consequences. With Robert Duncan as Bill, 

Calum Callaghan as Rez Baines and Susie Brann as Angela. 

Episode 6: Girlfiend; Chetan is on a quest to find his perfect partner, Anand is on a quest to prove 

himself, and Dimple is on a quest to improve Milan's memory. With Rosie Day as Tatiana 

Montgomery III. 

Episode 7: Popat Idol; Anand joins a boy band to save the family holiday. Milli plots to stay with the 

Popats for longer. With Junade Khan as Ads and Kamran Bedi as Ats. 

Episode 8: Royal Popats; Dimple is Milan's princess. But when his parents ask to meet her, the 

Popats come up with a crazy plan to pretend to be an ancient, royal Indian family. Anand is about to 

lose Lucy to the school bully - only ballroom dancing can prevent it. With Paul Bhattacharjee and 

Seeta Indrani as Raj and Sita Kapoor and Calum Callaghan as Rez Baines. 
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My Life So Far (1999) 
 

Memoir of the lives of a family growing up on a post World War I 

British estate headed up by a strong disciplinarian (Rosemary 

Harris), her daughter (Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio), her inventor 

husband (Colin Firth), their 10-year-old son (Robert Norman), and 

his older sister (Kelly MacDonald). Through the household comes 

a number of suitors hoping to impress the young woman, 

including an aviator (Tcheky Karyo). When the elder woman's son 

(Malcolm MacDowell) shows up at the estate with his French 

fiancé (Irene Jacob), everything gets thrown into turmoil. The 

young boy takes a sudden interest in her sexual allure and his 

father is disturbed by his own non-Victorian feelings. It is rare to 

see a sweet and lovely movie but this is one...a great way to 

spend the afternoon. A nice family story, although with really 

young kids you might have to explain some of the things "Wee 

Fraser" discovers up in his Grampa's attic. (Should you find your attention wandering and this not 

being your kind of movie, just fast-forward to the dinner scene and the very final scene: those two 

scenes should go down in movie history as the most adorable ever made! Family Dinners will never 

be the same when you consider a little bit of knowledge gets a little out of hand --- and maybe dad 

does know best! Beautiful music fills the theater, and a view of a lovely castle, the light all brown 

and gold, then a children's room, curtains drawn for nap time, or "rest time," a Gamma calls it. 

Fraser hates rest time. He pulls his bed over to the window, parts the curtains, climbs out the 

window and starts out on his housetop journey - the journey that brings his father, resplendent in 

tennis white and cream bounding up the stairs, long legs moving fast. And ends with Dad barking like 

a dog, and little son barking back until he is safely swept up into Edward's arms and hoisted high on 

the roof for all to see. It is a wonderful beginning to a family saga. It manages to tell us almost 

everything about the kind of child Fraser is, and the kind of father he has -- Almost everything, but 

not all. In the course of the film we see that Edward Pettigrew is many things, an inventor of hair 

brained gadgets, an exuberant dad to his children, a lover to his wife, a trial to his mother-in-law, a 

fool to his brother-in-law, a kind employer to the house staff. But most of all, he is a man with the 

heart of a child. There are times when the child Fraser is more mature than Edward the dad. I never 

felt the film was fragmented, because the central theme, Edward's lust for Heloise, held the movie 

together, and gave it shape. And he DID lust for her, did something to her in the sphagnum moss 

storage room, something unwanted, and aggressive enough to take her choker from her neck, leave 

them both with moss clinging to their hair -- something to cause us to hear one wild scream from 

Heliose. Edward's jealousy of Fraser's friendship with the beautiful Frenchwoman is a child's 

jealousy. Edward tries to push Fraser to the side; he vies with his son for Heloise's attention, and by 

his boorish, childlike actions, he opens himself to her public ridicule of him at table. Colin Firth has 

one of his best roles here. He allows us to see a man with so many warring degrees of character - 

kindness and cruelty, foolishness and intelligence. And the man is funny too. There is a scene where 

he attempts to tell the facts of life to Fraser that is priceless. A perfect place for the stammer. For 

the Firth fans of us, he is rugged of face and the liquid brown eyes have never been more expressive. 

There is one particular scene where you could drown in them! He is trim of body, walks the walk all 



over the heather, wears clothes to die for. There is one suit that he wore for hunting that I loved - 

dark brown with knickers, and with the most fetching brown slouch hat. And that Scottish accent! 

Divine! Best of all, is a scene in pajamas, alone by the fire, the light playing on his face, his head back, 

a bit of suprasternal notch showing. Sighs were heard all up and down our row. Yes, I liked it. 

Everyone was excellent in it. I particularly loved Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio's sweet expressive 

face, and her singing voice is lovely. Robert Burns never sounded more haunting or romantic. 

McDowell was hard edged, not a likeable man, but one that loved his mother very much -- and his 

young wife. You could especially see that when Edward taunts him in the climatic scene. Young 

Fraser is a natural, and I thought his discoveries in his grandfather's attic, and his obsession with 

"sins of the flesh," very real for a bright 10-year-old in 1920 who was never told any of the things he 

really wanted to know. The Louie Armstrong/jazz/cigar/brandy snifter scene shown in the trailer 

becomes much sweeter and sadder when you see the film. There is an extra ingredient that makes it 

so. I wanted to be a guest in that house where smokes billows from the lawn, the master rides 

around in tiny inflatable boats, or tank like vehicles, where lovers waltz in their nightclothes in the 

rain. Where eccentricity is treated with forbearance -- until Eve enters the scene and changes the 

family forever. 
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My Little Pony: Tales (1992) 
 

The Madness continues. It seems the My Little Pony craze did not 

die with the 80's, managing to make it's presence known it the 

early part of the 90's as well. A quick look at this show on the 

Disney channel reminded me in some ways of the HBO cartoon 

Babar the Elephant. There seemed to me the same feel good 

preteen thing going on in both shows. Decent enough animation 

and interesting stories, I guess, but still just another cute cartoon 

that will excite young girls and make young boys want to hurl. 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Episode 01 'Bon Bon's Party' 

Episode 02 'Just for Kicks' 

Episode 03 'The Slumber Party' 

Episode 04 'Too Sick to Notice' 

Episode 05 'Battle of the Bands' 

Episode 06 'And the Winner Is...' 

Episode 07 'Stand By Me' 

Episode 08 'The Tea Party' 

Episode 09 'The Masquerade' 

Episode 10 'Out of Luck' 
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My Neighbor's Secret (2009) 
 

When recent widower Brent Cavanaugh befriends the married 

couple next door, Jason and Casey Hess, they try and offer as 

much comfort as they can during his time of grief. But Brent is far 

from the innocent widower - in fact he's harboring a dark secret, 

and his hidden agenda with the couple next door is far more 

sinister than anyone could have imagined. Brent hopes to steal 

Casey as revenge on her husband Jason, who he blames for 

"taking away" his wife. Brent even goes so far as to install hidden 

cameras all over the couple's home, to help his twisted 

manipulation-revenge scheme. Can Casey and Jason uncover the 

dark truth about their neighbor before it's too late? The Gold 

Standard In Guilty Pleasures. This is not Citizen Kane. This is a 

Lifetime Movie. The writing is geared toward the sensibilities of 

women of a certain age and station in life. If you can't accept the 

paradigm for what it is, you won't get far with this one. That being said, this movie entertained the 

hell out of me. Brent, played with brilliant, unselfconscious sociopathy by Nicholas Brendon, is both 

charming and menacing by turns as the the man obsessed. In a perfect marriage of script and actor, 

there are moments of both almost comical self-awareness as he narrates his intrusion into his 

neighbor's lives via spy cams. Chandra West, as Casey, is extremely engaging and sympathetic and 

has a natural chemistry with Nicholas Brendon that added terrifically to both his character's fantasy 

sequences and their more subtle interactions as well. Vincent Ventresca as the husband, Jason, did a 

remarkable job balancing the colder aspects of his character with understated, but obvious love for 

his family, as well as a certain amount of personal charm which justified and bolstered his place in 

the film's quasi-romantic triangle. The supporting cast was delightfully earnest in their delivery, 

which is nothing especially new for the Lifetime network, but a wonderfully familiar convention all 

the same. Without giving too much away, it is worth noting that there were several well placed and 

surprising twists in the story which took it one step beyond the conventional movie-of-the- week 

storytelling. In short, this was a great film, and well deserving of an evening in with an afghan and a 

box of girl scout cookies. With 10-year-old Dakota Goyo in a small part as Austin Hest. 
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My Night With Reg (1996) 
 

A group of English gay men get together to reminisce. They are all 

coming from a wake for one of their circle who's died of AIDS. It's 

that terrifying time between the outbreak of AIDS and the 

development of an AIDS test and as the conversation unfolds it 

becomes apparent that each man there has had unprotected sex 

with the deceased. 
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My Own Private Idaho (1991) 
 

Surreal character study focusing on the friendship between two 

male hustlers, Mike and Scott, in Portland, Oregon. They live on 

the streets, do drugs, and sell themselves to men and women. 

Mike (21-year-old River Phoenix) is quiet, gay and suffers from 

narcolepsy. Abandoned as a child, he is obsessed with finding his 

long-lost mother. Scott (Keanu Reeves) is the rebellious son of a 

high-ranking family, who lives this life mostly to embarrass his 

father. Mike is in love with Scott, who still maintains he is straight 

and insists that his wild lifestyle on the streets is only temporary. 

Together, they embark on a quest to find Mike's mother, traveling 

from Portland to Idaho to Italy, with Scott picking up a beautiful 

girl along the way. 
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My Parents Are Aliens (1999-2001) 
 

I caught this show when I was 11 and the jokes seemed to grow 

with the cast (including 13-year-old Alex Kew) and audience. 

Hilarious is the word to describe the slapstick and gags. I found 

that My Parents are Aliens copied certain story lines from shows 

like Simpsons (the episode Lucy experiments on Josh) and guess 

that the Simpson's did ("The doctor said I wasn't supposed to get 

staples in my head") But the show ended on a high with he first 

family found myself nearly in tears at the end because I've grown 

up knowing the characters. A truly great British show. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1999) 
 

Episode 1: Nobody's Perfect; Since Brian and Sophie landed on Earth, life has not been simple. Mel's 

late for school and her teacher is on the warpath. Maybe Josh's party can provide the answer. 

Episode 2: The Home Team; Alien parents Brian and Sophie decide to enter the school quiz with Mel 

and Josh. When Lucy is left out, she finds herself a new family and gets her own back! 

Episode 3: The Date; Josh has fallen in love with Tania Thomas, the tallest girl in his class. His 

attempts to get her on a date backfire disastrously once Brian decides to help out but he mucked it 

up as usual. 

Episode 4: It's A Dog's Life; Lucy decides to adopt a sick dog. While she nurses Dennis, Mel plots to 

get the dog out of the house. 

Episode 5: The Box; Mel shows her secret box of memories to Josh and Lucy. But Lucy has a secret of 

her own which she doesn't want to share. 

Episode 6: The Makeover; When Lucy and her friend Wendy get called geeks at school, Lucy decides 

she needs a makeover. But the new Lucy loses a lot more than her old image. 
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Series 2 (10 Episodes) (2000) 
 

Episode 01: The Challenge; When Lucy wins tickets to see Blink 182 in a competition, Josh is 

desperate to take them off her hands. After all, he's a huge fan of the band, and Lucy's such a geek 

she's never even heard of Blink 182. Lucy agrees to give the tickets to Josh, but on one condition - 

Josh has to perform a truly unselfish deed in order to qualify for tickets. Of course it's a terrible 

struggle for the scam-meister, but Josh learns a whole lot about himself in the process. Sophie and 

Brian start to think about Valux and discover the extraordinary phenomenon of homesickness. Only, 

being aliens, their sickness comes out in really surprising ways. And when Mel decides she wants to 

make Trent feel jealous, she chooses to go on a very unusual date. 

Episode 02: The Genius; When Josh twists his ankle in a Games lesson, Brian invents a Valuxian cure 

for Josh's sports injury. However, as with most of Brian's inventions, something goes wrong and the 

gadget makes Josh a chess and maths genius. Josh then has a choice to make about whether the 

benefits of genius are outweighed by the drawbacks of geekdom... But while Josh has become a 

genius, Lucy feels miffed at losing her identity as the smart one in the family. Meanwhile, Mel's life 

of fun and clubbing seems so sorted that Sophie decides she wants to go along too. When Mel 

points out that she won't fit in, Sophie decides to find a new look - much to Mel's horror. 

Episode 03: The Holiday; When Josh decides that the only thing which will make his life perfect is an 

all night game-a-thon, he knows he needs to get the family out of the way. He realises that the best 

way to get the house to himself is if the rest of the family goes on holiday. Everyone agrees that this 

is a great idea - until they all begin to argue about where they should go. Lucy thinks she wants to go 

pony trekking but when it comes to it she discovers an irrational fear of horses. But fortunately Brian 

is on hand to help her confront her phobia... Meanwhile, Mel is increasingly miffed at Josh invading 

her privacy. When Mel finds out that Josh and then the family have been reading her emotionally 

revealing song lyrics, she moves out into a tent in the garden and refuses to join the family holiday. 

Episode 04: The Sleepover; Lucy and Wendy are on the verge of falling out badly. Wendy points out 

that she's always inviting Lucy round to her house, but Lucy almost never invites her back in return. 

Is Lucy ashamed of her? Of course, what Lucy is really worried about is that Brian and Sophie might 

give themselves away as aliens. But in order to save her friendship, Lucy makes a plan. She gets Brian 

and Sophie to agree to try to be normal so Wendy can come for a sleepover. But it isn't exactly easy 

for Brian and Sophie to be normal... Meanwhile, when Josh tries to raise some extra cash by charging 

for odd jobs around the house, Brian and Sophie begin to question why some jobs are paid and 

others - like housework - aren't. The best things in life may be free, but in this house everything 

turns out to have a price. Mel turns her back on all this materialism and vows to donate her old toys 

to a children's home. But she soon finds out that giving away things from her past isn't that easy. 

Episode 05: The Bribe; Lucy is selected to represent the school in a Science Competition, to build a 

working rocket. She feels confident she'll win, but when she starts work on the rocket it soon 

becomes clear that it isn't as easy as she thought it would be. Sophie offers to help - and Lucy is 

suddenly confronted by two equally horrible prospects: failure or cheating. Josh wants to go to 

Holland with the hockey team. But Josh too has a horrible choice to make - because sucking up to 

Lockett will mean he has to ignore his friendship with Frankie and Pete. Brian enters one of Mel's 



photos for a competition - a rather glamorous self-portrait. Mel is furious and goes to withdraw it, 

but when she discovers she might win she decides to leave it in the competition. Mel eventually 

comes second, which Brian and Sophie simply understand as losing. So in order to make up for her 

disappointment, Brian pastes copies of the photo of Mel all over the school with "We're sorry 

sweatpea" on them. 

Episode 06: Skirting the Issue; Mel comes down to breakfast in trousers and announces to the family 

that it's sexist to be made to wear uniform skirts. She goes to school and is immediately sent home. 

When Brian and Sophie go in to the school, the Headmaster thinks he has their support - until he 

notices that Brian is now wearing a skirt! Meanwhile, Lucy is looking after the school's pet hamster. 

This would be fine, but for the fact that Josh is looking for a money-making scheme and decides to 

film the hamster doing tricks for a TV show, Pets Go Potty. Only, this pet doesn't go potty - it goes 

missing. With disaster about to strike Josh gets Brian to morph into the hamster so no one will 

suspect. One good thing does come out of Josh's filming - Mel sees herself on tape and reveals the 

real reason for her skirt protest: she thought she had rotten legs. But now she sees them, she's 

actually rather pleased. She goes back to school in a very short mini skirt. 

Episode 07: El Presidente; Lucy uses - and abuses - the politics of democracy to ban the television 

from the house and encourage the family to indulge in more social pursuits, like debating and 

playing chess. But Lucy's less interested in democracy than in getting her own way. All this politics 

gives Josh a brilliant idea for how to get out of double maths lessons - run for election to the school 

council, which takes place at the same time as his dreaded maths lessons. However, Josh soon learns 

the power of politics and the great feeling of being popular. He promises anything to anyone in 

order to win votes. But then he comes up with the most popular policy of all: to gain access for his 

classmates to the legendary prefects' common room. The problem is, the common room is the only 

place where Mel can avoid Josh at school. And so the two declare battle. Only what Josh doesn't 

know is, Mel has a secret weapon - a tape of Josh singing a terrible karaoke version of 'Hit Me Baby 

One More Time' - and she's not afraid to use it. 

Episode 08: The Family Way; It's Lucy's Birthday and she wants a party, but nobody else in the family 

seems that interested. What she doesn't know is that they're already planning a surprise party for 

her. But that's not the only surprise in store... When Sophie appears six months pregnant, Brian puts 

it all down to a tin of baked beans she ate yesterday. But this is no simple case of wind. Brian and 

Sophie clearly have no understanding of how this pregnancy came about - so Josh is elected to give 

Brian 'The Talk'. And when you're twelve, explaining the facts of life to your father isn't exactly the 

easiest talk to have. But matters become even more complicated when Brian too becomes pregnant. 

Mel panics - This could spell discovery and disaster for the aliens. Will the baby have Brian's eyes and 

Sophie's smile, or Yoda's ears and Free Willy's blowhole? And how can they have Lucy's Birthday 

party now? 

Episode 09: First Christmas: Part 1; Mel asks hunky Scott Taylor to go to the school Christmas disco 

with her. But as she gets nearer to the date she gets cold feet and decides that Scott won't really like 

her. Thinking that he's helping, Brian morphs into Mel and goes on the date in her place - but gets on 

with Scott rather better than he bargained for... Lucy is cast as Mary in The Nativity Play at school, 

but gives up her role so that Wendy can please her pushy parents and have the part in her place. But 

instead of being grateful, Wendy begins to turn into a really demanding starlet. And all the while, 



Josh tries desperately to teach Brian and Sophie about Christmas - particularly the importance of 

buying his present. 

Episode 10: First Christmas: Part 2; Mel tries to put right the damage that Brian has caused when he 

went on a date with Scott Taylor morphed as Mel - but as she learns more about Scott she begins to 

discover that being true to herself may be more important than dating the school hunk. The school 

Nativity Play continues to be a point of conflict in Lucy and Wendy's friendship. But as the 

performance grows nearer they both realise that being a star isn't worth losing a friend for. And Josh 

begins to have nightmares in which he is haunted by his conscience. From being selfish and 

demanding he learns about the true spirit of Christmas when he makes the ultimate sacrifice for 

Lucy. 
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Series 3 (10 Episodes) (2001) 
 

Episode 01: Crazy For You; Mel thinks fashion models are all stupid hair-flicking bimbos - but she 

puts these negative feelings on hold when she gets a chance to work as assistant to a fashion 

photographer. She decides to skip school for the job interview and asks Sophie to cover for her by 

morphing into her. Only problem is, Sophie is a terrible morpher and makes a pretty ugly looking 

Mel. Added to which Sophie has a real problem acting normal, and ends up getting Mel referred to a 

child psychologist. And when Sophie tries to morph back she finds she can't, and decides to stick 

with her new red-headed look. Meanwhile Josh has a brilliant idea to free him and his friends from 

the tyranny of nightmare teacher Mr. Whiteside once and for all. But his plan to rid them all of 

detention forever backfires on him terribly - and they all get detention! 

Episode 02: When Swaps Go Bad; Brian and Sophie are so bored that they get hooked on the trendy 

new trading card game that is all the rage at school. Unfortunately, they become so obsessed that 

they let the house - and themselves - go to wrack and ruin. They even end up stealing and selling 

Lucy's (or rather the school's) laptop computer to Andy the Freak. Because Sophie and Brian seem 

prepared to go to any lengths to feed their trading card addiction, Mel and Lucy have to teach them 

that crime doesn't pay. The only problem is, it looks like it's Mel and Lucy who will end up headed for 

trouble with the law. Lucy gets detention and Mel almost ends up having to go out with Andy The 

Freak on a date. 

Episode 03: Enter The Duck; Lucy discovers that helping her friend Wendy at judo classes isn't quite 

as simple as she expects. In fact, Lucy discovers she has a fantastic natural ability and gets picked for 

the school Judo team. And as Lucy gets drawn into the world of martial arts, Brian discovers that the 

only way he can keep Lucy as his best buddy is to tag along too. Meanwhile, Sophie decides that she 

needs a best buddy as well. She studies Mel and Trent's friendship for clues and decides that people 

seem to like people who are just the same as themselves. So she goes all grungy and buddies up with 

Trent – much to Mel's disgust. 

Episode 04: The Wedding; When Wendy boasts about being a bridesmaid at her auntie's wedding, 

Lucy decides to plan the biggest wedding ever. But whom can she find to persuade to get married? 



When she discovers that Brian and Sophie aren't actually married she sets about planning a grand 

ceremony. However, her big plans pale into insignificance in comparison to Sophie's, as Sophie turns 

into a control-freak monster. Meanwhile, Brian puzzles over whether Sophie is his ideal partner, and 

very soon the two of them not only break off the wedding plans but decide to split up altogether. It's 

only when they decide that they don't need to follow convention to think of themselves as a normal 

couple that the family is once again reunited – and celebrates its own form of a wedding, Aliens-

style. 

Episode 05: Testing Times; When Josh does badly in a test, he explains to Brian and Sophie why he 

failed: A teacher's job is to teach you things. If Josh doesn't know anything, it must be the teacher's 

fault for teaching him badly. So Brian decides to see if he can make a better job of Josh's education – 

by taking Josh out of school and teaching himself from home. At first Josh thinks this will be a real 

doss, but he soon finds out that Brian is a really strict teacher. But when a big test is looming Josh 

finds out that there's no alternative to hard work. Meanwhile, Mel stresses out over her final exam 

and Trent tries to teach her some relaxation techniques – but she finds the best way to relieve her 

stress ids to beat Trent up! And elsewhere in school, Lucy struggles to master the euphonium for the 

school brass band, but finds that this is one thing she isn't a genius at. But after sulking at her failure 

she makes the best of it and plays the triangle in the band. 

Episode 06: The Valentine; It's Valentine's Day, and romance is in the air. Except that there's very 

little romantic spirit on show amongst the Barker kids - Lucy's only sending a card to Wendy, Josh 

has been bitten by Cupid once too often to try that again - and Mel doesn't believe in romance full 

stop. Trouble is, once Brian gets into the idea of romance he starts wafting about the place spouting 

such infectious romantic nonsense that Josh gets caught up in it. Josh even makes the foolish 

mistake of taking Brian's advice on matters of the heart and sends a Valentine's card to Tania 

Thomas – but of course that's a relationship that Fate refuses to smile upon... Meanwhile Sophie 

enjoys discovering all things romantic, and begins an affair – with the dishwasher! While Mel, who 

wants nothing to do with romance, is pursued by both Frankie and Andy The Freak. 

Episode 07: Magic Johnson; It's Happy Heart Day at school, and all the kids are doing stuff to raise 

money for charity. Of course, charity begins at home as far as Josh is concerned, and he's got a 

money making scheme on the go that could earn him a fortune – or lose him one – selling alien-

made flippers to the participants of the sponsored swim. Mel's contribution to the fundraising is to 

take part in the school sponsored-run. Only she's less interested in getting sponsors than she is in 

planning who she's going to run with. Trent thinks it's going to be him, only Mel decides to drop him 

for a boy she fancies. So Trent finds a fanciable partner of his own. Meanwhile, when Lucy wants 

Brian's help on her magic act, his ambitions don't stop at just being her assistant and things rapidly 

begin to get out of hand. He almost humiliates her in front of all her friends, but then saves the day 

with some clever morphing and makes her act a roaring success. 

Episode 08: Aliens Go Home; Strange events in the middle of the night mean that none the family 

can sleep. An alarm goes off signalling that there is a Valuxian rescue ship in the area, and that Brian 

and Sophie can go home. As the family debates the terrible thought that they may split up, they all 

cast their minds back to the very first day they all met in the Children's Home. We see the kids 

discover that they've been fostered by aliens and debate whether to tell the authorities. Eventually 



Brian and Sophie conclude that they have a new home and a new family, and that they aren't ready 

to go back to Valux quite yet. 

Episode 09: Halloween; It's Halloween, and scary thoughts are in the air. Josh plans a moneymaking 

ghost tour with the help of Pete and Frankie, and persuades Frankie to dress up as the ghost of a girl 

and haunt the school corridors. He even enlists Brian's help to appear as a scary rat and make creepy 

noises. Meanwhile, back at the house Lucy, Mel and Sophie are all forced to face their fears as things 

begin to get really frightening. Brian's involvement with Josh's ghost tour has made him fear that 

there really are ghosts out there, and when his zombie-eliminator gun goes wrong Brian manages to 

turn himself into the biggest monster in town, scaring all the guests at a Halloween party. And when 

all the lights in the house fuse Lucy has to confront her fear of the dark and save the family by 

venturing out alone into the scary dark attic. 

Episode 10: Howie; Mrs. Reece, the children's social worker, comes to the house to give Brian and 

Sophie their routine progress report. It's a nervous time for Mel, Josh and Lucy, as there's always a 

danger that their foster parents will give themselves away as aliens and they'll all get sent back into 

care. But instead of the awful disaster the whole family is expecting, Mrs. Reece has a surprising 

suggestion for them all that could turn out much, much worse than anything they ever imagined. 

She has a new kid for them to foster – Howie. At first Mel, Josh and Lucy don't take too well to 

Howie – no one wants to share their parents with a stranger. But when they upset Howie so much 

that he runs away on a dark, stormy night, they all realise that he wasn't quite so bad, and wish 

more than anything that he's come back. Which is just as well, as he was hiding under Lucy's bed all 

along! 
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My Pet Monster (1986) 
 

While on a field trip to a museum, a boy named Max (Sunny Besen 

Thrasher) who had not ate any breakfast stood in front of one of 

three statues that a Doctor Snyder had brought back from the 

middle east. When The sunlight got exposed directly over the 

statue and Max's stomach growled, the statues eyes started 

glowing and turned Max into a Monster that looked just like the 

statue that zapped him. When his sister came to find him and saw 

him change she took him to Doctor Snyder but the doctor tried to 

hold them captive until Max used the monster strength to open 

the door. After he had changed back to normal and they got home 

they had to explain things to their older brother (17-year-old 

Yannick Bisson) whose girlfriend was upset over her prize poodle 

being scared by Max. So then after Max changed back to normal 

again they had to try to figure out how to control his changing and 

they also stumbled across some men wanting to steal that poodle 

themselves. Doctor Snyder was trying to trace Max down to find 

out how things worked with the statues but after Max stopped the 

thieves at the dog show Snyder went back to the museum and he 

was hungry and he gets changed into a monster by another statue. Haven't seen the film in a very 

long time, so can't really remember too much about it, but I can remember that this is a classic not 

to be missed. Growing up this film was one of my favourites, I even had a stuffed toy of the monster, 

although isn't quite the quality it was originally after using it as an object to replicate certain 

wrestling moves (I'm past that now). I don't think much has to be said about this film other than it is 

GREAT. If you have never seen this, go out and get it now! 
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My Uncle Silas (2000-3) 
 

Stories by H.E. Bates about a roguish English countryman. Starring 

12-year-old Joe Prospero. I love watching My Uncle Silas, it's a 

great drama series, I first watched it in January 2003, so I missed a 

couple of series, I got right into it and when it was advertised on 

TV, I thought to myself that this programme will be great and I 

watched the 6 episodes from a series for 2003 and it was 

enjoyable. 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (2000) 
 

Episode 1: The Wedding/Queenie White; The Wedding:- In the last years of Queen Victoria's reign, 

Ned, a middle-class schoolboy, whose parents are working abroad, spends his Summer holiday in the 

Bedfordshire countryside with his great-uncle Silas, who is sixty but very hearty and attractive to 

women still. He does odd jobs and poaches on the sly, to the horror of his long-suffering 

housekeeper Mrs. Betts. His son Abel is getting married and, at the wedding reception, Silas recalls 

his own happy times with his late wife and duets her favourite song with his daughter-in-law. 

Queenie White:- Silas takes Ned to decorate the Railway Hotel and is appalled to find that the 

landlord, once a jolly man, has become a dour, strict tee-totaller, refusing to serve alcohol to his 

guests. Queenie, his put-upon wife, takes her share of the profits from the hotel safe, using them to 

have a happy, platonic day at the sea-side with Silas. On her return she vows that changes will be 

made, starting with the sale of alcohol. 

Episode 2: The Widder/The Blue Feather; The Widder:- On his way to see his solicitor to make a will 

Silas makes a detour to visit Mrs. Gadsby, a feisty, attractive middle-aged widow. Whilst Ned is sent 

into the garden to pick fruit, she and Silas share some afternoon delight but she gives him good 

advice as to changing his will to Ned's benefit. The Blue Feather:- Whilst digging a grave in the local 

churchyard Silas meets the aristocratic Lady Sylvia, who, unknown to herself is terminally ill. She is 

outraged to see Silas drinking in the graveyard but when he tells her it is herbal tea and she takes 

some herself she becomes more friendly. Indeed she ultimately demands a very saucy favour from 

Silas to stop her from pressing charges when he is caught poaching on her land. 

Episode 3: Silas & Goliath/The Revelation; Silas and Goliath:-Silas agrees to fight a much younger and 

fitter boxer known as the Gorilla, in a fairground side-show and plans to weaken his opponent by 

giving him a diet which will debilitate him. However it fails to work and Mrs. Betts is forced to take 

drastic action to save Silas from a good hiding. The Revelation:- All is revealed when Silas takes a 

bath and tells Ned how years earlier, when he was a teenager, he was swimming nude in the river 



and a girl stole his clothes. He had to bare everything in order to chase her and regain his trousers 

and says that, to this day, he has no idea who she was. Mrs. Betts does though. 
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Series 2 (6 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 1: A Funny Thing; Sils's nose is put out of joint by the visit of cousin Cosmo, who thrills Ned 

with his stories of foreign travel and charms Mrs. Betts by flirting with her. Seeking attention, he 

agrees to pose for Hermione, a sculptress, but she ends up revealing more than she should of 

herself, which causes trouble with her boyfriend. 

Episode 2: Finger Wet, Finger Dry; Silas takes his boar to mate with the sow belonging to the village 

bobby. Unfortunately Silas himself gets rather too matey with Connie, the policeman's ample wife, 

and Ned has to help him avert a scandal. 

Episode 3: Shandy Lil; Silas gets work helping with the harvest at the farm owned by Pamela Farrell. 

He takes pity on Shandy Lil, the put-upon serving girl at the farm, and plays Cupid between her and 

Pikey, an equally shy young thresher. His efforts to demonstrate the act of courtship to Pikey go 

awry when they are misconstrued by Pamela who sets her cap at Silas. 

Episode 4: The Race; When Silas challenges the wirier Goffy Windsor to a five-mile race around the 

local countryside, Uncle George takes bets on the result and Silas is sure of victory. However, after 

suffering a series of ailments Silas realizes that he will have to cheat and, literally, take short cuts to 

win. 

Episode 5: A Happy Man; Uncle Silas has only one real rival likely to beat his roses in the forthcoming 

show - retired soldier Walter Hawthorn. Ned is fascinated by Walter's collection of military 

memorabilia; Silas is fascinated by 'Topsy' Turvey, the local district nurse. Will this diversion give 

Walter his break or is he falling prey to painful memories of the past? 

Episode 6: The Christening; Georgina and Abel have their first child, making Silas a proud 

grandfather. One of the guests at the christening is Georgina's friend Ellen, a professional cook, who 

knows the way to a man's heart and finds Silas as irresistible as most of the women he encounters. 
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Myra Breckinridge (Gore Vidal's Myra Breckinridge) (1970) 
 

Myron Breckinridge goes to Europe to have a sex change, and 

comes back to America as the sexy, man-hating Myra. She enrolls 

at the acting school of her uncle, conservative Western star Buck 

Loner, insisting that she is Myron's widow. The book "Myra 

Breckinridge" is marvelous, and so is its nutty sequel "Myron" 

(which takes place on the set during the making of the Maria 

Montez movie "Siren of Atlantis" and, in its original published 

version, is a diatribe against censorship and finds new ways to use the name Rehnquist). The movie, 

a big flop in 1970, is not marvelous, but starts intriguingly and still has an aura of the forbidden 

about it (it was rated X; in 1970 that wasn't a liability, it could be a marketing scheme). The Fox 

Movie Channel showed the film recently in widescreen and I watched it (the latest in several 

viewings) and I failed to notice exactly when it begins to unravel. In spite of its ultimately depressing 

and sleazy tone, the movie does have some lovely things in it: the winking girl who pops up in 

various scenes throughout, Raquel Welch's game, amusing performance, an intriguing visual style, 

the usage of old movie clips to comment on the action in a meta-cinematic manner (my favorite is 

the brief glimpse of Marilyn Monroe in the unfinished "Something's Got To Give," a glimpse that 

could have been furthered), a bizarre underused supporting cast of excellent Old Hollywood 

character actors (Jim Backus, Kathleen Freeman, Grady Sutton, Andy Devine, John Carradine, etc.) 

and a short appearance by Genevieve Waite, the star of the director's previous, and only, hit film 

"Joanna." Waite is also the mother of Bijou Phillips and the ex-wife of John Phillips, of The Mamas 

and The Papas. (John Phillips wrote the song "A Secret Place" that was used in the film.) I wish I 

could have been a fly on the wall when the movie was being made. Rex Reed, one of the stars in the 

film, WAS a fly on the wall and wrote about the fiasco in Playboy magazine. Then he went on The 

Mike Douglas Show and gave out his Christmas list. To everyone who saw the movie "Myra 

Breckinridge" he gave a case of amnesia. I agree with another comment here that the movie has 

finally caught up with its audience, but only if you know a little something about Old Hollywood and 

really love cinema. 
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Mysterious Skin (2004) 
 

"The summer I was 8-years-old (11-year-old Chase Ellison), five 

hours disappeared from my life. Five hours, lost, gone without a 

trace..." These are the words of Brian Lackey (16-year-old Brady 

Corbet), a troubled 18-year-old, growing up in the stiflingly small 

town of Hutchinson, Kansas. Plagued by nightmares, Brian 

believes that he may have been the victim of an alien abduction. 

Local Neil McCormick (23-year-old Joseph Gordon-Levitt) 

however, is the ultimate beautiful outsider. With a loving but 

promiscuous mother (Elisabeth Shue), Neil is wise beyond his 

years and curious about his developing sexuality, having found 

what he perceived to be love from his Little League baseball coach 

(played by Hal Hartley veteran Bill Sage) at a very early age. Now, 

ten years later, Neil is a teenage hustler, nonchalant about the 

dangerous path his life is taking. Neil's pursuit of love leads him to New York City, while Brian's 

voyage of self discovery leads him to Neil - who helps him to unlock the dark secrets of their past. 

Based on the acclaimed novel by Scott Heim, "Mysterious Skin" explores the hearts and minds of 

two very different boys who come to find the key to their future happiness lies in the exorcism of 

their collective demons. Just got back from the Sundance Film Festival. I am still processing this 

powerful movie and the stunning reminder of the cost some of life's choices bring to our lives. I was 

amazed at the brutal honesty of this story. While I cannot say enough about the acting, Brady 

Corbet's subtle portrayal of Brian should be honored and remembered for a very long time. Bravo to 

all involved with this movie. Before seeing this movie I could only remember that the novel, 

Mysterious Skin, had been disturbing. Greg Araki has made this novel into something that cuts 

emotionally but could also have a great impact in how people learn to deal with a painful past and 

the defenses they have built up to protect potentially devastating secrets. Anyone who wants a 

movie to move them, to make them feel and to think should do everything they can to make sure 

they do not miss Mysterious Skin. 
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Mystery In The Mine (Das Geheimnis Der Mine) (1959) 
 

Jane and Tom (13-year-old Stewart Guidotti) set out on an 

adventure in which they must keep the corrupt Grimblatt from 

locating the K-13 fuel for his evil space mirror. The British 

Children's Film Foundation (CFF) produced lots of very good and 

very thrilling movies for kids in the fifties and until the mid sixties. 

Everything that has been made after 1966 is unfortunately not 

nearly as good as the early black & white films. Rank Screen 

Services and Rayant Pictures were among the movie production 

companies who made movies for CFF. The CFF has been founded 

by Mary Field. 

 

 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (1959) 
 

Episode 1. Secret Agent. 

Episode 2. Danger in the Dark, 

Episode 3. Trapped Underground. 

Episode 4. Poison Gas. 

Episode 5. Sudden Peril. 

Episode 6. Hot on the Trail. 

Episode 7. Out of Control. 

Episode 8. Desperate Finish. 

Double Layer DVD...Downloaded Pirate DVD...English & Dubbed German Soundtracks...German 

Subtitles 

Shrunk Copy Of Downloaded Double Layer Pirate DVD (German Soundtrack Removed)...English 

Soundtrack...German Subtitles  



Mystery Monsters (Goobers!) (1997) 
 

Tommy (14-year-old Tim Redwine) has just joined the cast of the 

top-rated kids' show, "Captain Mike's Mystery Monsters," and is 

anxious to find out just how the special effects crew gets the 

monsters to work. Imagine his surprise when he discovers they're 

not special effects at all! Adding to the situation, the monsters' 

original owner, evil Queen Mara, has returned to Earth to reclaim 

her property and take revenge on Captain Mike for stealing them. 

Back to the Limbo, but with Six Points for Absurdity. Funny thing, I 

see why this flick hasn't scored too well so far, but it still tickles my 

funny bone. Sort of schizophrenic, I guess. The acting looks like a 

school play, the special effects are lousy-ish, but there's a certain 

absurdity that makes it watchable. Maybe a contact between 

stylish devilish entities and Hollywood folks could really be like 

this. One important thing in watching a movie is to become 

curious about how it will go on and be finished, and here a positive tension arises, because the 

storyline blatantly equates the devilish visitors with movie making people. Hollywood is Hellwood. 

The dolls are nice and the baddies stylish. Watching Mystery Monsters brought up the inner four-

year old me. I childishly give this one six points. 
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Mystic River (2003) 
 

Childhood friends Jimmy Markum (Penn), Sean Devine (Bacon) 

and Dave Boyle (Robbins) reunite following the death of Jimmy's 

oldest daughter, Katie (Rossum). Sean's a police detective on the 

case, gathering difficult and disturbing evidence; he's also tasked 

with handling Jimmy's rage and need for retribution. During a 

summer in 1975, Dave Boyle and two friends, Jimmy and Sean, are 

playing on a sidewalk in Boston when Dave is abducted by two 

men and subjected to sexual abuse over a period of several days. 

Eventually escaping, but haunted into adulthood by his trauma, 

Dave becomes a primary suspect when Jimmy's daughter, Katie, is 

found murdered. Sean, assigned to investigate the crime, finds 

himself facing both demons from the past and demons in the 

present as the circumstances surrounding Katie's death are 

uncovered. Summer, 1975: in a tight blue-collar Boston 

neighborhood, three kids are playing when one is abducted and sexually abused for several days. 

Jump ahead: the victim, Dave, is haunted by memories and protective of his own son. Jimmy's an ex-

con, father of three. Sean is a homicide detective, estranged from his pregnant wife. When Jimmy's 

teen daughter dies, Sean investigates, Dave's a suspect, and Jimmy vows to find the killer before the 

cops. The dead girl has a boyfriend whose long-missing father has a history with Jimmy. The 

boyfriend's a suspect, and when ballistics turns up a link to a gun owned by the young man's father, 

the case breaks. In the background, wives move events along. Lovers of great acting had best not 

pass up 'Mystic River,' Clint Eastwood's powerful, award-laden adaptation of Dennis Lehane's best-

selling novel. Sean Penn, Tim Robbins and Kevin Bacon play three working class Bostonians forever 

bound together by a mutual childhood tragedy that has since gone on to define the kind of people 

they've become and the kind of lives they've led. The film begins with a brief prologue as we see the 

three youngsters – Jimmy (12-year-old Jason Kelly), Sean (13-year-old Connor Paolo) and Dave (15-

year-old Cameron Bowen) - out playing in the street one day, when they are confronted by a 

pedophile who, posing as a policeman, tricks one of them, Dave, into getting into the car with him 

and another man. Fast forward to the present as we pick up the trio as grown men who have, for all 

intents and purposes, gone their separate ways. Penn is Jimmy Markum, a former petty thief who 

spent two years in the slammer but who has since turned straight and now owns a neighborhood 

liquor store. When Jimmy's daughter from his first marriage turns up murdered, the three men's 

lives intersect in ways they could never have imagined. Bacon is Sean Divine, a homicide detective 

assigned to the case, and Robbins is Dave Boyle, a sporadically employed man who may be a prime 

suspect in the murder. Dave still lives with the trauma of that earlier soul-shattering experience, 

while Jimmy and Sean wrestle with why they managed to escape the cruel finger of fate that pointed 

so grimly at their hapless playmate. The film is about how the events of our early lives (and, in the 

case of Jimmy, it doesn't stop at this one incident) can end up coming back to haunt us later down 

the road. The Brian Helgeland screenplay makes the pain that each of these men experiences vivid 

and palpable. The grief Jimmy feels over the loss of his beloved child, the psychological torment 

Dave suffers as a result of his abuse, and the bewilderment and loneliness Sean experiences from a 

failed marriage all become integral to this dark tale of bitterness, revenge and attempted healing. At 



times, we do find ourselves wishing that the script would concentrate less on the details of the 

murder investigation and more on the inner workings of the three main characters. Too often we 

feel as if we are only scratching the surface of the roiling psychological torment taking place deep in 

the bowels of these men. The plotting, particularly towards the end, often feels more contrived than 

it needs to be, with heavy-handed ironies and obtruding parallelisms that don't seem to know when 

to leave well enough alone. Laura Linney, as Jimmy's second wife, has a key Lady Macbeth moment 

late in the film that might have been effective had we been more fully prepared for it and had her 

character been more thoroughly developed throughout the course of the film. As it is, the scene 

seems to come out of nowhere and leaves us both bewildered and hanging. Still, these are minor 

quibbles when it comes to a movie as finely acted and directed as this one is. Penn hits all the right 

notes as a man facing the worst experience life could possibly throw at a person - the murder of 

one's child - trying to make sense of a tragedy that defies any rational explanation. Robbins 

beautifully underplays the role of a man scarred forever by what happened to him in his youth, now 

endeavoring to function as an adult when he was robbed of any semblance of a childhood. Bacon is 

excellent as the man who attempts to put all the pieces together, not only of the case but of the 

shattered lives he and his two buddies have been living all these years, and Marcia Gay Harden is 

outstanding as Dave's loving wife who struggles with what is perhaps the greatest moral dilemma 

faced by any character in the movie. Linney, Lawrence Fishburne and Tom Guiry offer fine 

supporting performances. As director, Eastwood allows his superb cast ample time to develop their 

characters, never hurrying the proceedings along and always allowing the conversations to play 

themselves out. He recognizes the quality of the material and feels no need to gussy it up with self-

conscious camera angles or fancy editing. He also uses the bleak settings of blue collar Boston as an 

effective backdrop to the stark, chilly tale he is telling. Perhaps it is just an odd coincidence that 

three of the very best movies of 2003 - '21 Grams,' 'The House of Sand and Fog' and 'Mystic River' - 

all suffer from the same tendency on the part of the filmmakers to move away from reality and 

towards melodrama and contrivance in the final act. Of the three, '21 Grams' and 'The House of 

Sand and Fog' are harmed less by this than 'Mystic River' because they have a somewhat deeper 

thematic base and richer character development than does the Eastwood film. Still, 'Mystic River' is 

a mighty impressive achievement for those who made it and a rich, memorable experience for those 

who see it. 
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Nagisa No Shindobaddo (Like Grains Of Sand) (1995) 
 

Fortunately this film isn't just another repetition of the Japanese 

highschool drama genre - even though all characters are students 

and a reference to bullying is not missing. Instead, we witness the 

very complex relationships between Yoshida, leaving Shimizu for 

Aihara (or at least he tries to), and his friend Ito, whose love for 

Yoshida seems to have little chance for success. In the end we 

have a coalition of Ito and Aihara - who may or may not be in love 

with Ito (or with Yoshida, who knows) - teaching Yoshida a lesson. 

This is not a film about homosexuality either, indeed one message 

of the film may be that it doesn't matter if a boy loves a boy or a 

girl. Anyway, the complexity (even incomprehensibility) of the 

motivations of the characters is a most realistic and just reflection 

of the motivations of modern Japanese teenagers. Or in other 

words: the film captures exactly the same thing which Banana Yoshimoto describes in her novels; 

what it is however, is very difficult to say. A realistic movie about the struggles of a few teenagers 

(about 18) of a school in Japan. One of the boys has fallen in love with his best friend and can not 

hide this any longer. The movie tries to create understanding for his homosexual feelings by showing 

a parallel development of a relation between a boy and a girl. Writing about something so wonderful 

is completely hard. Actually, it's almost impossible to describe the peculiarities of this movie. This is 

a marvelous story about sex and gender, and it's almost unbelievable that we have not to deal with 

obscene scenes of sex. Feeling, this film was made for people that like to feel, and just to feel, life in 

all its complexity in a gorgeous simple way. We look at it, and something starts growing inside our 

minds, even our hearts: it a pure poem. I've watched some "gay" movies, and I almost always got 

really unsatisfied with unnecessary scenes of sex, not because I don't like scenes of sex, but 

generally they are so pornographic that I'm forced to think that the director or the producers or the 

writer of the script thinks that homosexuality means perversion. Nagisa no Shindobaddo is totally 

different from that ones. Three are the main characters. We have Ito, Yoshida and Aihara, two boys 

and a girl in a peculiar love triangle. Ito likes his best friend Yoshida, Yoshida likes Aihara and Aihara 

likes Ito. Imagine what this could turn in unprepared hands? But in the contrary, Hashiguchi makes a 

magnificent story which goes profoundly in the philosophy of life, adding a question in our mind that 

made me think, astonished, in the end of the movie: Why? And that why expanded in multiple 

questions inside of my brain and inside of my heart. The scenes, actually, sometimes tending to be 

boring, are moments of the most delightful poem which we are able to feel, but totally unable to 

write down in words. And maybe because of that, we are unable to understand the question in the 

end of the movie. I'm sure this movie was not made for us to discuss every piece of it. Some people 

want to understand a film almost dissecting it. Others are so used to common "American gay" 

movies that can't appreciate the real value of this master-piece. Watch it, close your eyes in the 

credits and feel, everything, feel yourself, feel the wonderful song. For all this and much, much 

more, I give a nine. And I just don't give ten, because ten of ten is perfection. But I confess I almost 

did it. 
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Nagu'a (Drifting) (1983) 
 

A young gay Israeli man works in his grandmother's store while dreaming of becoming a film-maker. 

Robi (21-year-old Jonathan Sagall), a young Israeli boy, struggles to make a film as encounters with 

friends, family, and lovers shape his screenplay. The plot is somewhat unclear and some scenes 

seem unnecessary, but overall the film is touching. Maybe it was just my video, but some shots were 

too dark to even tell what was going on and half the time the subtitles were too light to read. Worth 

seeing though, with an interesting narrative structure. 
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Naked Boys Singing (2007) 
 

This whimsical Off-Broadway hit musical is aptly reworked and 

transferred to the screen. The self-descriptively titled Naked Boys 

Singing is a musical revue of songs that poke fun at gay life, body 

image, love, loss and yearning. I absolutely could not believe the 

levels of ineptitude on display in this production. I honestly 

thought gay men had better taste than this. I know I do. The bulk 

of the blame doesn't lie with the cast, but let's get them out of the 

way first...the only one with real talent was Joe Souza (plus he had 

the best bod in the cast). He had a nice, clear theatre-style voice. 

Okay, and Jaymes Hodges' voice was so-so, but he had a vacant 

expression in every number. The rest couldn't hold a note in a 

bucket, even though the music was obviously dubbed in after the 

fact. Must have been really dreadful hearing them live. They were 

also all girly-boys except for maybe three. If I wanted to see naked 

WOMEN onstage I could go to the titty bars. Not sure why anyone would choose to film the L.A. 

production instead of New York. I would imagine NY has more readily available singing talent, 

though one would think in L.A. they would be able to find better-LOOKING guys. Apparently not. But 

I digress...the real blame here lies with the creators and producers. This score was the most banal, 

insipid tripe I have ever heard. It sounded like some theatre queens took all their musical cd's, threw 

them in a blender and poured the goo onto a page. Sadly, I'm sure there are many who can't tell the 

difference between good theatre writing and whatever this is. I mean seriously, I was laughing my 

ass off through the whole thing but not at the lame jokes. I think the morbid 'my-lover-has-died-of-

AIDS-song' entitled "Kris, Look What You've Missed" was the most hysterical thing in the whole 

show. Genius writing...Kris / Missed...wow...they ALMOST rhyme...must be a good lyric. And 

Jesus...the END of that song..."Oh Kris, Ohhh Kris, OHHHH Kris..." OVER AND OVER!!! My other 

favorite was "You gotta be a Pumpy Junkie Boy to be a Humpy Hunkie Boy"...WTF??? The whole 

show was full of the most arbitrary lyrics JUST BECAUSE they rhymed. Where did these people learn 

to write songs? Oh, that's right...they listened to Sondheim and said "He's not so great, I can do 

that"...as evidenced by the retarded "Bobby, Bobby, Bobby" reference from COMPANY in one song. 

Another irk: why are 20-somethings singing about Robert Mitchum and Tab Hunter? Obviously 

coming from the mouths of the lyricists and not the actors...again, bad writing. If you love torture 

and pain, and I know many of you strange fetishists do, go ahead and watch it. But you've been 

warned. 
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Naken (Naked) (2000) 
 

When Anders wakes up on his wedding day, he finds himself 

naked in an elevator, only remembering some of what happened. 

Interesting and a great laugh! Shows proof of intelligence and 

humor behind the making of the film. Many different Swedish 

celebrities, more or less famous, popping up here and there in 

small roles. Good Swedish movie. 
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Nanacha: Wily Child (2005) 
 

Sieng (Visarut Charoensrisoombon) has to leave his rural home to 

attend an international school in the city. There, he has to 

overcome his reputation as a bumpkin, the school bullies, the 

stupid teachers, and a few kidnappers to boot. A comedy for the 

kiddies. 
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Nancy Drew (2007) 
 

This movie is about Nancy Drew (16-year-old Emma Roberts) 

going to Los Angeles California with her father, who was going 

there on business. While she was there she happened upon a 

mystery that involved a murdered movie actress, and her 

daughter. Nancy found out her her daughter was, when nobody 

even knew that the actress had any kids, and the actress's 

daughter inherited all of the actress's money. At the end of the 

movie, once they got back home, Ned and Nancy kissed for what I 

think was their first actual kiss, and right after their quick kiss 

Nancy's father told her that she had a call from some people in 

Scotland, who were talking about the Loch Ness Monster and 

some missing diamonds. Nancy Drew moves to Los Angeles and in 

typical Drew fashion, immediately stumbles upon a mystery 

concerning a dead movie star and her inheritance. Nancy soon 

discovers that the rude needling from her new classmates is the least of her worries as she's almost 

run over by a car and nearly blown up diffusing a bomb. Nancy's luck runs out when the bad guys get 

the drop on her and put Chloroform over mouth! Nancy is taken by complete surprise and barely has 

time to fight before the anesthetic hits her nostrils and turns out her lights! They drug Nancy in 

broad daylight and make her go nighty night! The attack is so effective, so precise, people walk right 

past the vehicle with no idea there's a young girl inside, fully anesthetized, chloroformed out of her 

mind! Nancy has no idea what hit her as her abductors drive her to their hideout. Nancy comes to 

drugged but quickly escapes her attackers. Nancy feels foolish for having had her nose and mouth 

shoved into a rag that knocked her out. But the resilient sleuth marches forward, solves the case, 

then watches the men who drugged her go down. The movie was excellent. I am a huge Nancy fan 

and I have read all 1-56 original books and I went on to read more. I am now on 96. Beware of 

villains giving this movie a lower grade than it should have. All clues point to a wonderful movie! I 

loved the whole thing. So what Nancy is in current time. She is still old fashioned like she is in the 

books! People who haven't read more than 5 books are complaining about the view of Nancy. I have 

read all of them and I think Emma is perfect and that Nancy was perfect. I found parts of the movie 

spooky. I loved the exciting car chases and get aways. I loved the clues. I solved the mystery myself! 

It was really wonderful. I suggest you go see it since people who have been complaining know 

nothing of A what a good movie is and B about Nancy Drew. Go see it. It may not be Oscar worthy 

but its really a good movie. 
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Nanjing 1937 (Don't Cry, Nanking) (Nan Jing Yi Jiu San Qi) (1995) 
 

This is one of the only movies that has ever been made of the 

Rape of Nanjing, among the worst atrocities to have been 

committed in World War II. The film is from the viewpoint of a 

family with a Chinese father and Japanese mother, which proves 

ironic. The Japanese army swarms into the city, and begins 

indiscriminate slaughter, torture, and rape of the civilians and 

surrendered soldiers. After ruining the city, they turn their 

attention to the Safety Zone of Nanjing, which was set up by the 

Red Cross and other international organizations, that was 

supposed to be a safe area for civilians, and go on a rampage. The 

film also depicts the foreigners that were there to help the 

civilians, and their desperate efforts to stop the savagery. Most of 

this film is historically based, and the film captures just some of 

the atrocities that actually occurred. This film is excellent for those 

wanting to understand what happened in Nanjing at the hands of the Japanese, and as a historical 

film, accurately depicts the horrors that went on in 1937. 
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Nannan Nünü (Men And Women) (1999) 
 

Xiao Bo arrives in Beijing, gets a job at a boutique, and is invited to 

stay with his lady boss, Ah Qing, and her husband, Kang. Knowing 

that Xiao Bo is still single, Ah Qing recommends her best female 

friend, Ah Meng, to him. After a few dates, Ah Meng starts to 

suspect Xiao Bo is gay. She tells Ah Qing, who then informs Kang. 

After learning this, Kang attempts to rape Xiao Bo when Ah Qing 

isn't at home. Xiao Bo leaves the house, quits the job and joins his 

old friend, Chong Chong, and realizes that he has a gay lover, Gui 

Gui. Some time later, Ah Qing confesses to Kang that she had an 

affair... with Ah Meng. On the other hand, Chong Chong tries to 

"convert" Xiao Bo, much to the dismay of Gui Gui. It starts out OK, 

showing what life's like in the big city, but turns into a politically 

correct movie suggesting that everyone's dying to be gay. Maybe 

that's why it's classified as a comedy, but no offense to gays, I 

didn't find it particularly comic. 
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Nanny McPhee (2005) 
 

Mr. Cedric Brown (Colin Firth) has just lost his wife and is now left 

with his seven children who misbehave so much that all the 

nanny's have ran away. But now he his told by a mysterious voice 

that he should get Nanny McPhee (Emma Thompson) who is a 

magical woman with special powers. Based on the "Nurse 

Matilda" books by Christianna Brand comes the story of Nanny 

McPhee. Cedric Brown (Colin Firth) is now a widow with seven ill-

behaved children who've already chased away 17 nannies. But 

when a mysterious voice tells Cedric to hire Nanny McPhee 

(Emma Thompson), she arrives at the Brown home and the kids 

learn to behave properly. But when Great-Aunt Adelaide (Angela 

Lansbury) tells Cedric he must be married by the end of the 

month or she'll separate the children, he tries to find women, but 

the children run them away. And Nanny McPhee tells Simon (15-

year-old Thomas Sangster), the eldest, that he will face the consequences, so the kids go to Selma 

Quickly (Celia Imrie) and admit what they did and ask to give their father a second chance and they 

will be married. Will the kids really find the perfect woman for their father? In this dark and witty 

fable, Emma Thompson (Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, Love Actuallt) portrays a person 

of unsettling appearance and magical powers who enters the household of recently widowed Mr. 

Brown (Colin Firth - Bridget Jone's Diary, Girl with a Perl Earring) and attempts to tame his seven 

exceedingly ill-behaved children. The children have managed to drive away 17 previous nannies but 

as Nanny McPhee takes control, they begin to notice that their vile behaviour now leads swiftly and 

magically to rather startling consequences. Cedric Brown (Colin Firth) is a sad and nostalgic widower, 

owner of an undertaker's business, who doesn't know how to manage the unsustainable situation 

with his undisciplined children. Every nanny (17 exactly) have run away from them. Simon (Thomas 

Sangster), the older brother, is the head behind the pranks and he doesn't have a very good 

relationship with his father. But the solution will be Nanny McPhee (Emma Thompson), a magic 

nanny who literally falls from heaven to discipline the children and teach them some lessons. I went 

to see this film today with my daughter, who is 31 and her 5-year-old daughter and it's a long time 

since I saw such a truly wonderful film in the cinema, (and I go often). I went as a typical granny, 

ready to enjoy the day out for what it was, but I said to my daughter at the end that if it had been a 

DVD, I would happily have watched it again right away. Apart from the brilliant performances from 

all involved, this was a beautifully filmed piece of work. The staging and vivid colours used were 

absolutely perfect and each set was full of things to catch your eye. I've always liked Emma 

Thompson, but not in a 'big fan' kind of way, but I must say she gave one of the most understated, 

beautifully controlled performances, and her wonderful character was magically endearing within 

moments of her arrival on the scene. I thought hard before giving a rating for this film, but couldn't 

find one thing to stop it from being absolutely perfect. With 11-year-old Raphaël Coleman & 9-year-

old Samuel Honywood. 
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Nanny McPhee And The Big Bang (2010) 
 

Nanny McPhee arrives to help a harried young mother who is 

trying to run the family farm while her husband is away at war, 

though she uses her magic to teach the woman's children and 

their two spoiled cousins five new lessons. Emma Thompson once 

again pens and stars in the candy-coloured film adaptation of the 

children's' books by Christianna Brand, following a very strict and 

very ugly nanny who brings order and manners to a household full 

of naughty children. This outing sees the titular character nursing 

a farmhouse family whose father is off at war. The mother, played 

by Maggie Gyllenhaal is obliged the sell the land to her nasty 

brother (Rhys Ifans), a slimy character who will not rest till he gets 

his way. Meanwhile the children's' vile London cousins come to 

stay - two little brats who bawk at the state of the earthy farm 

abode. Enter Nanny McPhee - an otherworldly being who appears 

when a family needs her most - squashed-nosed and snaggle-toothed, she calmly teaches the 

children five important lessons, though when things get out of hand she must employ the same 

supernatural technique of setting down her walking stick as she did in her previous adventure, and 

to spectacular effect. Nanny McPhee attempts to set the household to rights using these very 

methods, while the family struggle on with their visitors and hope against hope that their father will 

return. Thanks to Emma Thompson's involvement, the film boasts a impressive array of British 

thespians including Maggie Smith, Ewan McGregor and Ralph Fiennes as a senior WW2 army officer. 

Though characterisation is hardly profound in a story such as this, each actor has their moment to 

shine - and Gyllenhaal, as the young mother, sports a flawless British accent and conveys her 

trademark maternal emotion when needs be. Production values are stellar, with all the period 

details on display. The film whisks along at a nice pace and never gets bogged down in one place - 

Thompson's adaptation is wrought with real warmth and wit, and once again she works wonders on-

screen under layers of prosthetics, with every wry glance and raise of the eyebrow worthy of a 

laugh. Setting the story of against the backdrop of World War II is very smart move - the 'big bang' in 

the title referring to the imminent threat of bombings during this time period. This gives the film a 

foundation of realism that the previous movie lacked...however, there's little room left for war time 

misery in the thematic threads of this story - you're more like to find a group of piglets doing 

synchronised swimming than any sign of a swastika. Ultimately this is a family film, written for 

children - talking to them, not at them and carrying a very sensitive message at its heart. There are 

no double-entendres for the adults the snigger at, this is harmless entertainment at its best. It may 

not be a new classic but it's nice to see something like this making its way to our screens during the 

Easter break. With 8-year-old Oscar Steer, 13-year-old Asa Butterfield & 5-year-old Eros Vlahos. 
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Napoleon (1995) 
 

Napoleon is a little Golden Retriever pup that lives in Sydney. He 

and his mother live with a family, but Napoleon loves to dream 

about meeting the wild dogs that live far away, and eventually 

becoming one himself. One day he gets into a basket hung from 

some balloons and flies away into the sky. The wind carries him to 

a nearby island where the basket finally lands. There he meets all 

kinds of different animals; some of them are friendly, but some 

aren't. With the help of a parakeet, Birdo Lucci, friend he learns 

the secrets of living alone in the island and defending himself 

from wild animals. He goes in search of the wild dogs, whom he 

finally finds. He is very happy with them, but then he gets 

homesick and starts to miss his mother, so he decides to go home 

again. Sometimes serendipity, dumb luck, and channel-surfing 

really pays off. That's how we found this terrific treat. Look -- in 

your cable listings or in your video store -- for this Australian-

made movie feature. Total delight -- and you can watch it with your mom, your grandmom, your 

mom-in-law, even your kids in the same room -- or all by yourself if your macho attitudes requires. 

[Remember "Paulie"? That's right in this category.] But there's none of the "Old Yeller" boo-hoo 

stuff, so you-and-they'll be okay and sinus-dry when it's over. It's about a city-bred puppy who just 

knows he has to connect with his wild cousins, the dingoes. So off he goes -- in a balloon-powered 

basket (okay, we'll admit we worried about the pup up there in midair, especially when the basket 

was snared by a pointy-nosed commuter train -- but why give away the good stuff?). The 

photography is gorgeous, but the animal shots (birds, lizards, turtles, dingoes, etc.) are nothing short 

of incredible!! "Stunning!!" works, too. No people at all to get in the way, either. Try it. If you don't 

like it, then you'll just have to wait until the movie version of "Hannibal (the Lecter)" arrives. 
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Napoleon And Samantha (1972) 
 

11-year-old Napoleon (13-year-old Johnny Whitaker) lives with his 

grandfather. He has a good friend who is a clown at a circus. 

When the clown returns to Europe, Napoleon takes care of lion 

Major. But the grandfather dies and Napoleon runs off with the 

lion and his friend Samantha (10-year-old Jodie Foster). This 1972 

movie, "Napoleon and Samantha" is about a couple of orphaned 

kids who have a pet chicken and a pet lion from the circus. They 

meet up with Danny (Michael Douglas) who helps them out. The 

acting and filming are OK, it's just a good little G-rated movie with 

no sex, cursing, or violence. What I found most interesting are 

seeing Michael Douglas in his 20s and Jodie Foster about 8 or 9 

when the filming was done, and mentally comparing that to their 

mega-star status today. 
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National Treasure: Book Of Secrets (2007) 
 

While Ben Gates is presenting new information about John Wilkes 

Booth and the 18 pages missing from Booth's diary, a man by the 

name of Mitch Wilkinson stands up and presents a missing page 

of John Wilkes Booth's diary. Thomas Gates, Ben's great-

grandfather, is mentioned on the page. It shows that Ben's great-

grandfather was a co-conspirator in Abraham Lincoln's murder. 

When doing more research, the conspiracy takes Ben, Abigail 

Chase, and Riley Poole to Buckingham Palace (which they break 

into). They discover a plank that has early Native American writing 

on it. The plank has only one symbol that Patrick Gates can 

identify. The symbol is Cibola (see-bowl-uh) meaning the City of 

Gold. In order to define the rest the have to go to Ben's mother, 

Patrick's divorced wife. After 32 years it brings back old 

arguments. After that the other clue is in the President's desk in 

the Oval Office in the White House (which Ben and Abigail sneak into) to discover that the clue lies in 

The President's Book. But in order to see the book, their choice is either get elected president or 

kidnap the President of the United States. Which do they choose? It's obvious. With Wilkinson close 

on their tail, they find the book in the Library of Congress. The conspiracy then crosses to Mount 

Rushmore where the clue was on the hills, but (according to the Book) President Calvin Coolidge had 

the faces carved in so no one can find the City of Gold. When they get there they find out that they 

must work with Wilkinson since he has some clues of his own. Who will claim Cibola? And will the 

name of Gates be known as murder? There are a select few individuals out there that seem to 

garner everything they know about life from movies, be it political viewpoints, philosophy, etc. and 

find it objectionable when a movie is produced purely for entertainment purposes. I can't speak for 

everyone, but as for myself, I don't want to have to pay to have yet another political viewpoint 

shoved down my throat (CNN/Foxnews broadcasts 24/7 for that), or to be beaten over the head 

with with the life philosophy of some bazillionaire producer/director that lives in the Ivory Tower 

that is Hollywood. I can read Zarathustra, the Tao Tse Ching, or even the Bible for that. When I go to 

see a movie, I just wan to be entertained, and National Treasure BoS delivers there. Not the best 

movie I have ever seen, but it was an entertaining escape from reality for two hours and that it was I 

pay my money for. For me, the best part of the movie wasn't Nic Cage. He has done so many movies, 

it seems like he has gotten to the point where he is just punching the clock. He doesn't stand out on 

film, but he isn't horrible either and that is what we get from him here - a very pedestrian 

workmanlike performance. I would like to think he has another touchstone performance in him like 

the one he gave in "Leaving Las Vegas", but if he can still keep getting several million per movie just 

being average, why put in the effort. Diane Kruger was also pretty average. She shined in the first 

movie, but not so much here. For me, John Voight, Justin Bartha and Helen Mirren were what made 

the movie good. John Voight was great. His character was both funny and endearing and the synergy 

between him and Mirren was palpable. Mirren showed once again why she is arguably the best 

actress in the business. Justin Bartha was a scene stealer and had some of the funniest lines (along 

with Voight). 
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Nattlek (Night Games) (1966) 
 

Jan (Keve Hjelm) fights impotence (literal and symbolic) and 

anguished childhood memories in a decadent Swedish castle 

where risqué parties and daring scenes defy 1960s' movie 

censorship, reaffirming the ground-breaking role of Swedish films 

in helping advance adult, sexually concerned themes in 

international cinema (q.v. Bergman's "Through a Glass Darkly", 

"The Silence" and "Persona", Vilgot Sjöman's "My Sister My Love/ 

Syskonbädd 1782" and "I am Curious Yellow", etc). "Night Games" 

includes a bold flashback scene of Jan as a child (sensitive 15-

year-old Jörgen Lindström plays 12-year-old Jan, who played the 

young boy in Bergman's "The Silence") caught masturbating. 

Former Swedish star Mai Zetterling's third directorial effort is 

particularly interesting for atmosphere, decors and cast, but the 

film is heavily depressing and the rather obvious symbolisms have 

dated badly. Sphynx-like, marvelous Ingrid Thulin has a field day as the bitchy and sensuous mother; 

Keve Hjelm is engagingly honest in a role that requires bravado and emotional range. The film is 

influenced by Bergman's "angst" films but also has an expressionist touch to it, because of Rune 

Ericson's camera-work and experiments with different lenses. If you like films with decadent-

bourgeois flavor and angst-filled characters, this is for you. Of course, it's also a must for Ingrid 

Thulin fans, but it's probably a very difficult film to find these days. My vote: 6 out of 10. 
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Nature Boy (2000) 
 

David (24-year-old Lee Ingleby) is a teenage boy who is at ease 

with the world of nature but less so with people. He is living with a 

family under the auspices of social services and determined to 

locate his father who left him and his estranged, drug dependent 

mother. He takes to the road, meets a young eco activist in Jenny, 

dallies with an MP's wife and becomes embroiled in an 

environmental protest in the course of which Jenny is seriously 

injured. The drama is inevitably a little episodic given it was 

originally a four part drama and it does not always avoid the "its 

grim up North lad" stereotype. Indeed "Radio Times" declared 

somewhat unfairly that it made misery into an art form. Lee 

Ingleby is ideal casting as David with the lean body and haunted 

eyes of a seeker albeit not a pacifist-David is handy with the fists if 

need be and has no compunction about dishing out retribution if 

he deems it necessary. The ending was a bit weak in my view but 

it is still a satisfying slice of naturalist drama of the kind the BBC 

used to do so well so regularly. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (2004) 
 

Episode 1: 16-year-old David (Sean Mackie & 24-year-old Lee Ingleby) lives in foster care following 

his father's departure from home when he was small and his mother's breakdown, and attends a 

rowdy remedial class. He is happiest communing with nature, swimming nude and bird-watching 

with loner friend Fred. Though he impresses his school teacher with his knowledge of nature a 

school trip to a nature reserve ends in disaster when he has to kill an injured deer. Following the 

death of a precocious girl in care with him and the burning down of Fred's hut by a mob who learn 

that he is an ex-paedophile David sets free his bullying foster-father's captive birds and sets off in 

search of his real father. 

Episode 2: David lives off the land, adopting an injured fox as a pet and sleeping in a shed. He meets 

Miles (Samuel Sackville), the withdrawn son of unhappily married Tom and Martha and encourages 

Miles to speak. A grateful Martha goes to bed with David but they are discovered by Tom and David 

moves on, having met Jenny, a librarian, part of a protest group against Blexco, the factory where 

Martha works and who gives him an address to help find his father. 

Episode 3: David reencounters Jenny, now a fervent member of a protest camp occupying woods to 

prevent them being cleared to accommodate an airport runway. He asks her to accompany him on 

his search for his father but she is determined to stay and fight. Initially uninvolved - and bonding 

with Ted, the under-sheriff trying to clear the camp peacefully, through a love of fishing - David is 

caught up in a brawl with invading security guards and, after realising Ted lied to him about the 



eviction date, joins the protesters in an underground tunnel. When rain causes its collapse he and 

the others are in danger and have to be rescued. 

Episode 4: Using the address given him by Jenny, David travels south and gets work as an apple 

picker. He meets Esther, a woman with whom his father Steve once lived and her daughter and, 

through them, locates Steve, who is now a wealthy but terminally ill recluse, initially cool towards 

David. However after David has accused him of abandoning his family he lets him stay but his time 

on Earth is coming to an end. David then returns to the North, where Jennuy is in hospital in a coma 

though she seems to respond to his voice and touch. 

Converted from DivX...Double Layer DVD...English Soundtrack  



Nautilus (2000) 
 

Over one hundred years ago, a cataclysmic chain of events 

plummeted the earth into the dark ages which destroyed most of 

civilization, and the remaining few survivors attempt to change 

the course of events that led to the destruction. "Crack in the 

World" meets "Back to the Future". An appallingly bad movie, I 

dare anyone else to see it to the end. I did, but I can't remember 

what happens. There is one interesting scene where a scientist 

sees himself commit suicide in the future. Don't think I've seen 

that before! 

Converted from VCD...English Soundtrack...Thai Subtitles  



Navajeros (Dulces Navajas) (Gentle Knives) (1980) 
 

A very entertaining film, based on Juvenile Delinquency. The 

Quinqui genre in Spain is similar to the Blaxplotaition films from 

the 70's in America. 'Navajeros' is one of the best Quinqui movies 

together with 'Perros Callejeros'. The fans of Blaxplotaition will 

like this film and others from this genre that no longer lives. Meet 

'El Jaro' (15-year-old José Luis Manzano) one of Madrid's most 

famous juvenile delinquents. Alone in the streets ever since he 

was 10-years-old, he teams up with other kids his age and 

together they raise hell. They steal cars, commit armed robberies 

and confront the local drug-dealers. A very entertaining film 

packed with spectacular realistic action, sex, drugs and a smashing 

sound-track. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack 
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Nen-Jiew Jorm Kamung-Weth (2004) 
 

The small monk Novize Jew releases straight a few souls from their spirit existence, when the 

inhabitants of the village Nong Dong Toey here-flow and think, it the spirit called. They drive the 

young monk out from the village. Together with the friends Prue and Eang, as well as with his sister 

Ann and their friend Buen from Bangkok, pull Jew in the neighboring village, where the bad Exorzist 

Ajarn Sak developed a rule of the fright and a drug baron with black magic under the arms seizes. If I 

see, what for potenziell attractive Thai films on DVD without sub-titles to come out and for me 

thereby remain refused, I can not understand, which junk from Thailand is sometimes untertitelt. 

Belonged into exactly this category "Nen Jiew Jorm Kamung weth", a Trash film, which looked at the 

beginning, as if I would not outlive it, but became already soon a film, to which one cannot deny 

one: Ambitions. Behind the film are Stuntleute of first quality. Much work was put Fights and other 

ideas, which provide in Thailand for Entertainment into force effects, for Stunts. But the film is 

nevertheless hardly enjoyable. 

DeCrypted Copy Of Original DVD...Thai Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Nés Parmi Les Animaux Sauvages - Né Parmi Les Requins Et Les Raies 

Manta (Born Among Wild Animals - Born Between Sharks And Manta 

Rays) (1995) 
 

12-year-old Eric is a Polynesian pearl diver from Tahiti. the boy 

has no father and lives a lonely existence on his small atoll until 

an older diver befriends him, taking him down deep to see the 

manta ray's mating dance and the hammerhead shark's hunting 

skills. Eric has found a father figure and starts to enjoy life again. 

Tahitian children are traditionally taught to feel at ease with 

sharks and the boy soon loses his fear of them, even capturing 

some for his uncle's shark pool and showing them off to his 

friends. Eric is struggling at school, but is far more interested in graduating to the open sea. He goes 

with an instructor to study the habits of the more dangerous and interesting grey sharks. Suddenly, 

in a feeding frenzy, the predators turn on them! Taking shelter in a cave, the man and boy use their 

knives to fend off these sleek killing machines. As the news spreads, Erci basks in the admiration of 

other kids, his school worries forgotten. 

Converted from VCD...Dubbed Thai Soundtrack  



Nesmluvená Setkání (Unexpected Encounters) (The Space Child) 
 

It is about Space Mowgli, played by 12-year-old Petr Ricanek. He 

appear in almost whole movie, completely nude in many scenes. 

An extremely bizarre and cheesy low budget science fiction film 

from the Czech Republic. Considered that country's first "big 

budget", post-communist, made for TV film. Plenty of special 

effects that look similar to American cinema's take on special 

effects in the 60's (a la Star Trek). NESMLUVENA SETKANI is the 

story of a group of Czech astronauts and their Cyborg worker who 

are assigned to jump from planet to planet in search of suitable 

living conditions for future inhabitants. Their mission is side 

tracked one day when they receive a communiqué from Earth 

requesting that they search and recover a team that went missing 

6 years earlier on that same planet. That space craft had crash landed not too far from their current 

location with a small crew, including a 5-year-old boy: the pilot's son. They soon find their missing 

colleagues, dead in the rubble and report back to Earth that all information gathered by the previous 

crew was lost in the crash. They are given the assignment to carry on with that crew's work before 

heading to the next planet. One night, over dinner, a strange person wonders on to the space craft's 

flight deck. An 11-year-old boy, completely naked and with nothing but magical branches he uses as 

weapons, and a dirty, shaggy look comparable to a caveman. Through a series of flashback 

sequences we see that this boy is the dead pilot's son, and survived the crash with only a few cuts. A 

storm is brewing outside the ship, and nasty space storm at that! Worried for the boy's safety, the 

crew's captain heads out to find him. So begins this odd, but wonderful tale that's best appreciate by 

those who can speak the language, but easy to follow if you've read this description. The movie is 

even better if you have a bottle of your favorite liquid refreshments by your side. 

Converted from DivX...Czech Soundtrack 

Converted from Xvid...Czech Soundtrack...English, French & Russian Subtitles  



Never Let Me Go (2010) 
 

As children, Ruth, Kathy and Tommy (14-year-old Charlie Rowe), 

spend their childhood at a seemingly idyllic English boarding 

school. As they grow into young adults, they find that they have 

to come to terms with the strength of the love they feel for each 

other, while preparing themselves for the haunting reality that 

awaits them. Excellent cinematic adaptation. I just recently 

finished reading Never Let Me Go. I have very rarely been so 

intrigued by the subject matter of a book and at the same time so 

bored by its style. Never Let Me Go, the book, was deadly dull. 

Still, I was so intrigued, as I say, by the plight of these characters, 

that I was compelled to see how the book translated to the big 

screen. You might say I felt this novel and original storyline 

deserved a second chance. All in all, I give the movie adaptation a 

thumbs up, with one big caveat: I think those who did not read 

the book first would be left scratching their heads. While the book was slow and plodding (and 

devoted MUCH too much detail to certain occurrences in the storyline), nevertheless it offered the 

opportunity for reflection on the subtleties of what was taking place. Given the pacing of a typical 

movie, if you blink, you might miss something momentous and I think that was the case with this 

movie, so it certainly helped to have read the book prior to seeing the film. The screenwriters did an 

excellent job of condensing the book, and I felt, after having read it, that condensing was precisely 

what this otherwise compelling and poignant story required. Never Let Me Go was a lyrical and 

visually beautiful production. The accompanying musical score was appropriate to a sad and 

heartbreaking story. The acting was terrific - especially by Cary Mulligan whose sad eyes reveal the 

melancholy of her character, and Keira Knightly, especially in the hospital scene where she portrays 

a nearly depleted "donor." I didn't care much for the male lead, but his one outbreak of emotion 

upon having his hopes of a "deferral" dashed was very significant. And the character of Miss Lucy 

comes across as more sympathetic in the movie than in the book. My criterion for a good movie is 

this: If it stays with me once I hit the sidewalk in front of the theater, rather than evaporating like 

smoke, well, that's a good movie. Never Let Me Go has stayed with me. The ending left me with a 

feeling that although these fictionalized characters were little more than lab rats, we all, in a sense, 

share a similar fate. Life is short, loss hurts, live and love while you can. It rarely happens that I enjoy 

a movie adaptation more than the book on which it was based, but I would have to say that was the 

case here. Bravo. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack...English, Spanish & French Subtitles 
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Never Say Never Again (1983) 
 

SPECTRE agents under the command of Ernst Blofeld infiltrate a 

U.S. air force base situated in the U.K. and steal two Tomahawk 

cruise missiles. When NATO is held to ransom, the British reactive 

their "00" agents and send James Bond to recapture the warheads 

and kill Blofeld. In 1965 producer Kevin McLory -who owns a part 

of the Bond cinematic rights- associate with EON Productions 

(Harry Saltzman and Albert Broccoli) for making "Thunderball", 

the fourth film of the 007 franchise. The star is Sean Connery, of 

course. In 1982 McLory wins a legal battle and can produce an 

"independent" Bond film. "Never say never again" (NSNA) is one 

of the two "unofficial" 007 films made outside EON (the other is 

the 1967 comedy spoof "Casino Royale"). NSNA is a remake of 

"Thunderball" and stars the original Bond, Sean Connery -who 

comes back to the role after many years of absence. The film is 

released some months after "Octopussy" with Roger Moore, the 13th episode of the EON series. At 

the time press calls it "War of the Bonds"... Both films are a big success in 1983, even if "Octopussy" 

earns more money at the box office. NSNA is a luxurious film made by excellent technicians -director 

Irvin Kershner who led "The Empire strikes back", Douglas Slocombe -cinematographer of "Raiders of 

the Lost Ark"-, and screenwriter Lorenzo Semple Jr. -who wrote "The three days of the Condor"- 

among others... The cast is excellent with Connery, a then relatively unknown Kim Basinger, Barbara 

Carrera, Klaus Maria Brandauer, Max Von Sydow, Edward Fox... Although all that the film remains 

inferior to the original "Thunderball". It lacks many fundamental ingredients for being a real Bond 

movie: there's not the traditional gun barrel sequence, there's not the "James Bond theme", M and 

Q are not played by the traditional actors... It's a copyright reason: EON only is allowed to use these 

elements. Briefly, NSNA lacks the classic cinematic 007 atmosphere. On the other hand the film is 

exciting and enjoyable. Brandauer is a very good villain and the women (Basinger and Carrera) are 

sensual and gorgeous. But the main highlight is Sean Connery! He's once again wonderful in the role, 

he's older but looks fitter and nicer here than in "Diamonds are forever", his last performance in the 

role of the British super-spy before NSNA. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Neverland (2003/I) 
 

A modern updating (to say the least) of Peter Pan, with Peter 

being a smart-ass punk, and the three children (Wendy, John, and 

Michael) being ethnic adoptees by the Darlings ("we really have 

to stop adopting things", says the husband). The idea that 

Neverland is just an old amusement park and that Tinkerbell's 

fairy dust could get her some jail time is an interesting idea but 

overall this comes off with little in the way of soul or feeling. 

Captain Hook is the head janitor at Neverland and he's also the 

resident chicken hawk, thankfully all that is mostly implied and 

not shown. This actually follows the story fairly closely which is 

kind of weird considering what you're seeing on screen. However, 

as much as I wanted to like this (and it certainly sounded great 

reading the box) it just didn't live up to the potential that this type 

of thing may have had. 6 out of 10, some may like more than 

others. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Newsies (1992) 
 

July, 1899: When Joseph Pulitzer and William Randolph Hearst 

raise the distribution price one-tenth of a cent per paper, ten 

cents per hundred, the newsboys, poor enough already, are 

outraged. Inspired by the strike put on by the trolley workers, Jack 

"Cowboy" Kelly (18-year-old Christian Bale) organizes a newsboys' 

strike. With David Jacobs (18-year-old David Moscow) as the 

brains of the new union, and Jack as the voice, the weak and 

oppressed found the strength to band together and challenge the 

powerful. A week in the life of the exploited, child newspaper 

sellers in turn-of-the-century New York. When their publisher, 

Joseph Pulitzer, tries to squeeze a little more profit out of their 

labours, they organize a strike, only to be confronted with the 

Pulitzer's hard-ball tactics. In 1899, New York City got its news 

from an army of ragged orphans and runaways, called newsies. 

They sold the newspapers of Joseph Pulitzer, William Randolph Hearst, and other great publishers. 

Like many of his friends, newsie Jack Kelly (Christian Bale) dreams of a better life far from the 

hardship of the streets. But when Pulitzer and Hearst raise distribution prices at the newsies' 

expense, Jack finds a cause to fight for, and must decide between his dreams and his newfound 

responsibility. Waaaaaaaaaaaay back in the early 1990's, when Jeffrey Katzenberg was still a top 

exec at Disney, he had one of his less successful ideas -- to bring back the break-into-song musical. 

So, as the story goes, he selected three scripts that were about to go into production and gave them 

to Disney Music Maestro Alan Menken and asked him which of the scripts could be turned into a 

musical. And that's how NEWSIES was born. It's a great story, too, being a fictionalized account of 

the newsboy strike in New York at the turn of the century. It follows the exploits of a ragtag band of 

teenage boys, including Cowboy (Christian Bale), who dreams of becoming a ranch hand in Santa Fe, 

and David & Les (David Moscow & 12-year-old Luke Edwards), brothers who take up selling 

newspapers when their father is injured on the job. Conflict arises when Joseph Pulitzer (Robert 

Duval) gets greedy and raises the price of his newspapers to the newsboys, but not to the public. The 

outraged "newsies" decide to go on strike, which eventually galvanizes all the working children in 

the city to stand up for themselves. It's a fun film, with Duval playing his villain to the hilt, but Ann-

Margret is wasted in her role as a showgirl (both of her musical numbers are badly edited down to 

just snippets of song). Bale is the real wonder here, though, singing and dancing with surprising 

aplomb. The songs overall are quite good, but a couple of them are hard to distinguish from each 

other. My favorites are the opening number, "Carrying the Banner," and the rousing "The World Will 

Know." It seems odd, though, that Duval doesn't get a musical number of his own, considering in 

Disney's animated musicals the villains usually get the best songs ("Poor Unfortunate Souls" or "Be 

Prepared" anyone?). It's a shame that the film didn't do better financially, since as a result of its 

dismal box office Disney declined to ever make another like it. First time director Kenny Ortega, who 

also choreographed (he was known for his choreography of DIRTY DANCING), directed one more 

feature after this, the underrated Bette Midler flick HOCUS POCUS; since that film also failed to find 

an audience, he hasn't directed a movie since. And that's a shame; he has a very distinctive kinetic 



style that served both films well. Seek out a copy of NEWSIES, and go for the widescreen version. 

You won't be disappointed! 
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Next Stop, Greenwich Village (1976) 
 

1953 Was a Good Year for Leaving Home. I'm with the room, this 

film has been sadly overlooked as it was at the time of it's release 

(even Mazursky champion Pauline Kael was Luke warm) and 

deserves to be seen. I think this sort of autobiographical film had 

sort of been overdone, so Mazurky's film was lumped in as "one of 

those." What was missed, I think, was his unsentimental, adult 

perspective on the time and place, on what it meant to be young 

and bright. He gives us something of what the beak nick world 

might have been like, unlike the silly portrayals done AT THE TIME. 

Lenny Baker, in his only major lead, is excellent along with the 

entire cast. Christopher Walken makes an impression without the 

hamming that would later endear him to so many. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Nic & Tristan Go Mega Dega (2010) 
 

A day in the life of 10-year-old skateboarding twins (12-year-olds 

Nic & Tristan Puehse). 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Nickelodeon Kids' Choice Awards (2008) 
 

Lots of surprise guests and performances. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Nie Zi (Outcasts) (1987) 
 

Ah-Ching, a young student gets cast off by his parents because he is gay. In a public park in Taipei he 

finds a group of other young gays and joins them to live in the house of a middle-aged photographer. 

They form a kind of surrogate family. When Ah-Ching meets Wang Kei-Lung, he falls madly in love. 

Converted from DivX...Taiwanese Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Nienasycenie (Insatiability) (2003) 
 

In the past Wiktor Grodecki ("Mandragora", "Body Without Soul") 

has brought us visions of modern reality from Eastern Europe. 

With his latest film, "Insatiability", he adapts Stanislaw Igncay 

Witkiewicz's provocative 1930's novel about the collapse of 

Western civilization as seen thought the eyes of confused 18-year-

old boy (Michal Lewandowski). Our stunningly handsome young 

hero is an idealistic heir to a large brewery in Poland. He is 

corrupted by the advances of both the decadent Princess Irina, 

who is after his money, and the court jester, the mad gay 

hunchback monk, who is after his virginity. Set against a futuristic 

invasion of China into Eastern Europe, "Insatiability" is a wild 

cinematic ride, a cornucopia comprised of black comedy, sex romp 

and satiric socioeconomic dogma. Not knowing what to expect is 

normal for Polish films, but it is taken to a new level with 

"Instability" (Nienasycenie). I can honestly say "Instability" is a strange movie. Simply, it is a story of 

a young man who lives in a world on the verge of war with invaders from China and his interactions 

with those who want to satisfy their lust. The film is based on a novel written by Stanislaw Ignacy 

Witkiewicz in 1930. What is strange in this film is that almost everyone is crazy, so no one really acts 

normal; so what is normal is being crazy. The line between dreaming and reality are often blurry so it 

does have a surreal feeling. It is like you step into a bizarre world where everything is on its head. I 

did found it unusual how very often many of the characters spoke in philosophic or mumbo-jumbo 

dialogues. After a while, I felt the film took on the feeling of a play because of these dialogues and 

the bizarre nature of the events. To top it off, some of the same actors play multiple roles. For 

example, Cezary Pazura plays four roles, and exceptionally well at that. I have to say "Instability" is 

not for everyone. Much of the film may be shocking for many American viewers. It is, after all, quite 

filled with atypical sex and more than some nudity, with most of that being naked men (there is only 

one bare bosom to the entire film). This being said, I would not really call this a gay film, although 

there are at least a couple of gay characters in it. Moreover, it does not stop there, as there are a 

few shocking gory parts also. "Instability" may most appeal to artsy people or those looking for 

something different. 

Converted from DivX...Polish Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Nighthawks (1978) 
 

A homosexual man is forced to hide his sexuality by day while 

living his secret life by night. This could almost be a documentary, 

it's depiction of the gay male lifestyle is so realistic. A brilliant film 

unlike any others in the genre. No fantasies here, just honesty 

(though obviously made before AIDS was an all-too common fear). 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Nighthawks 2 - Strip Jack Naked (1991) 
 

Not one for all taste, but a very personal account of the gay 

liberation movement in the 70's and 80's in London, from the time 

homosexuality was against the law till the high days of AIDS 

deaths. It's a very convincing film about coming out and the 

meaning of being gay in a world that has not yet figured out what 

to do about gay people. The director is using an old feature of his 

to depict the life of the gay community at the time. He sometimes 

used excerpts that are too long and self-indulging. I think 

Nighthawks was probably a boring film, but it's role in gay cinema 

is understood. The film is explicit, if you're the kind who worries 

about this. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Nightmares & Dreamscapes: From The Stories Of Stephen King (2006) 
 

An eight episode adaptation of Stephen King's short stories, 

primarily from the Nightmares and Dreamscapes series. 

The beginning of this film held my interest because William Hurt, 

(John Renshaw), "Body Heat", makes a bad mistake with a CEO of 

a large Toy Manufacturing Company. Apparently, John Renshaw is 

a sort of high class hit man and paid very well for his services, 

because his apartment suite is out of this world with a large 

indoor pool and more than the comforts of the average person. As 

John sits back and has a nice cocktail and enjoys having 

accomplished one of his tasks, he is taken by surprise and his 

entire life is completely changed. John becomes trapped in his 

own world and almost feels like he has been in an actual 

battlefield. 

Great story by Stephen King and I look forward to more of this Mini-Series. 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 1: "Battleground" follows a quiet hitman becoming a target for violent revenge when he 

finds a mysterious package on his doorstep. 

Episode 2: A young woman and her attorney husband getting lost in a notoriously evil London 

neighborhood named "Crouch End". 

Episode 3: "Umney's Last Case" is a 1930's era detective who realizes he's the main character in a 

novel, and he's being written out. With Julian O'Donnell as Peoria Smith & 10-year-old Kodi Smit-

McPhee as Brandon. 

Episode 4: A successful filmmaker films himself in "The End of the Whole Mess"; recalling his genius 

brother's life and the scientific plan he applied to end world violence with unanticipated results. 

With Bo Jerkic as Howie Fornoy, 5-7 years old, Matthew Lombardo as Bobby Fornoy, 11 months old, 

Nicholas Mulkearns as Bobby Fornoy, Rarmian Newton as Bobby Fornoy, 7-10 years old, Jye O'Toole 

as Howie Fornoy, 12 years old & Jake Stone as Bobby Fornoy, 2-3 years old 

Episode 5: "The Road Virus Heads North" drives into gear as a celebrated writer realizes the demonic 

figure in the painting he's just acquired, is changing to show that it's onto the same stretch of road 

he's on. 

Episode 6: "The Fifth Quarter" has an ex-convict who goes to dastardly means to find treasure that 

puts his family's life at risk. With 10-year-old Kodi Smit-McPhee. 



Episode 7: "Autopsy Room Four" is the occupancy of a man whose about to witness his own autopsy 

and he's speechless to stop it. 

Episode 8: A husband and wife on a spontaneous road trip, whose stopover in a town inhabited by 

late music legends, might not be temporary when they're told "You Know They Got a Hell of a Band". 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack 
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Niko - Lentäjän Poika (The Flight Before Christmas) (2008) 
 

A reindeer boy named Niko dreams about flying like his father, 

whom he has never met. Despite constant mocking from others, 

he sneaks out of his home valley to take flying lessons from Julius, 

a flying squirrel. Nothing at all to do with Christmas or the 

Christmas spirit. A bastard reindeer child searched for his "father" 

who flew into town one evening, impregnated his mother, and 

left the next day. Seriously? This has to be some sort of joke. 

There is no moral, no feel good ending, nothing at all to do with 

the spirit of Christmas. As I watched this on CBS my wife and I 

kept looking at each other in disbelief at the things that were said 

and the actions of some of the characters. This has to have been 

written as a joke and then produced to prove what suckers 

Americans are for good animation and and "b list" voice overs. 

Don't waste your time or money if you are looking for a good 

children's Christmas story. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Nim's Island (2008) 
 

Anything can happen on Nim's Island, a magical place ruled by a 

young girl's imagination. It is an existence that mirrors that of her 

favorite literary character, Alex Rover - the world's greatest 

adventurer. But Alexandra, the author of the Rover books, leads a 

reclusive life in the big city. When Nim's father goes missing from 

their island, a twist of fate brings her together with Alexandra. 

Now they must draw courage from their fictional hero, Alex 

Rover, and find strength in one another to conquer Nim's Island. A 

young girl inhabits an isolated island with her scientist father and 

communicates with a reclusive author of the novel she's reading. 

It is an existence that mirrors that of her favorite literary 

character, Alex Rover, the world's greatest adventurer. But 

Alexandra, the author of the Rover books, leads a reclusive life in 

the big city. When Nim's father goes missing from their island, a 

twist of fate brings her together with Alexandra. Now they must draw courage from their fictional 

hero, Alex Rover, and find strength in one another to conquer Nim's Island. Nim (Abigail Breslin) and 

her marine biologist father (Gerard Butler) live on an island in the South Pacific. Dad's main area of 

study is microorganisms so this is a perfect venue for his work, in addition to being a kingdom where 

only the two of them rule. As Nim's mother died in an accident on the waters, it is also a good place 

for them to shut out the rest of the world and heal their spirits. Nim's only close friends are her 

beloved animals, a seal, a seabird, and a lizard. One day, father wants to make a boat trek nearby to 

look for a new protozoa and, for once, Nim convinces him to let her remain alone on the island. It 

turns out to be a bad decision, as father gets caught in a storm and can not return home at the 

appointed time. Nim appeals to an adventure writer named Alex Rover to come to the island and 

help look for her father (the island does have computer technology!) But, unknown to Nim, Alex is 

really Alexandra (Jodie Foster) and she is a shy agoraphobic who resides in San Francisco. 

Nevertheless, due to the gravity of the situation, Alex boards a plane and begins a journey to the 

island. Will she get there in time to save Nim and her father from destruction? On paper, this is a 

certain winner, for the basic premise of the movie is quite good and the undiscovered island setting 

is the stuff of dreams. Throw in the great threesome of Foster, Breslin, and Butler, and one could 

hardly ask for more, right? Unfortunately, this is not the case and it is difficult to say why, for the 

principal actors are quite good and the scenery is lovely. Also, there is some sly humor, as in the 

scene where a hula dancer is stopped in mid-wave to escape an exploding volcano! Perhaps, it is the 

story's inconsistencies and the slap-dash direction that are at fault, for the scenes seem put together 

in a mozaic that doesn't quite fit. Then, too, Butler takes on two roles, one as the father and one as 

the fictional alter-ego, Alex Rover, of Foster's books, with mixed results. To sum it up, the movie 

probably tries to do "too many things" and ends up lacking a real focus. However, it is absolutely an 

acceptable film for families, with enough adventure to please most age groups and a setting that is 

exotic and lovely beyond belief. Anyone searching for something new in the "child-friendly" category 

would find this one a good watch, but not a great one, alas. 
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Nine Lives (2004) 
 

In this contemporary U.S. gay version of La Ronde, nine persons 

relay portrayals of their lives in a day from one to another; simply, 

each character and his/her life described are not interesting 

enough. Towards the end, casting a married heterosexual African-

American couple, whose wife says a clichéd statement of a well-

educated, successful black female, ruins the otherwise consistent 

tone of the film, as all other characters are gay white males 

(except her husband). Explicit gay sex scenes seem to have little or 

no relation to the argument and make the film look like a 

pornography. Poor cinematography and sound also hurt. 
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Nissebanden I Grønland (1989) 
 

Nissebanden I Grønland was 1989's popular addition to the 

Danish tradition of televised Christmas calendars - a story of 

Christmas in 24 episodes, from the 1st to the 24th of December. 

At their traditional December 1st party, a group of special agent 

Christmas elves are sent for by Santa Claus himself. They travel to 

Greenland to help secure the production and delivery of the 

Christmas presents while Santa leaves to find two meteor stones 

which, according to legend, are magic wish stones with dark 

powers. Meanwhile, the inhabitants of a small Danish community 

are planning a shrewd move to make Santa come and live in their 

town! This is what is called a "Christmas calendar" in Denmark. It 

is a series, which only runs at Christmas. 24 episodes. One 

episode each day from December 1st to December 24th. This is 

"Nissebanden I Grønland", a classic for any Dane who was born in 

and around the 1980ties. Its all about this gang of "nisser" (a form of leprechauns or Santa's elves), 

who have to travel to Greenland. Its also about a mystery of a fallen star, which can give the owner 

magic powers. The episodes aren't that well written. Its things you have seen in so many other series 

before. The same moral-lecture. But it still funny to watch, at least for nostalgic value. Its all in all a 

very fine series. But nothing more. 

 

Series 1 (24 Episodes) (1989) 
 

Episode 01. 

Episode 02. 

Episode 03. 

Episode 04. 

Episode 05. 

Episode 06. 

Episode 07. 

Episode 08. 

Episode 09. 

Episode 10. 

Episode 11. 



Episode 12. 

Episode 13. 

Episode 14. 

Episode 15. 

Episode 16. 

Episode 17. 

Episode 18. 

Episode 19. 

Episode 20. 

Episode 21. 

Episode 22. 

Episode 23. 

Episode 24. 
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Nissernes Ø (Island Of The Pixies) (2003) 
 

When a mythological Greenlandic ice diamond which is gathered 

once a year and given to Santa Claus for safe-keeping is stolen by 

a fake Santa, it prompts deep concern in the international pixy 

society. The fake Santa has travelled to the island of St. Croix to 

establish a new, commercial center of Christmas. The Danish 

pixies of St. Croix, who were left there when Denmark sold the 

islands in 1917, discover this and send for the internationally 

renowned group of pixies, Nissebanden. Unfortunately there is 

only one member left of the old group, but assisted by a new 

young member they are ready to help. Meanwhile, what's going 

on back in the ambitious town of Holme-Olstrup? 

 

 

Series 1 (24 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 01. 

Episode 02. 

Episode 03. 

Episode 04. 

Episode 05. 

Episode 06. 

Episode 07. 

Episode 08. 

Episode 09. 

Episode 10. 

Episode 11. 

Episode 12. 

Episode 13. 

Episode 14. 

Episode 15. 



Episode 16. 

Episode 17. 

Episode 18. 

Episode 19. 

Episode 20. 

Episode 21. 

Episode 22. 

Episode 23. 

Episode 24. 
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No Deposit, No Return (1976) 
 

Two would-be safe-crackers 'sort of' kidnap the two grandchildren 

(11-year-old Brad Savage) of millionaire J. W. Osborne. In a story 

somewhat reminiscent of O. Henry's The Ransom of Red Chief, 

the ransom amount keeps getting smaller as the two children 

have the best vacation from boarding school ever with their two 

new friends. In this sort of caper comedy, Darren McGavin and 

Don Knots star as a safe cracker and his partner/lookout/getaway 

driver. Both are softhearted and eventually get mixed up in a (sort 

of) kidnap scheme with a young girl and her brother (who happen 

to have a penchant for mischief). Anyway, the usual hi jinx take 

place. There's some physical comedy and some silly car chases. 

There's also some pretty bad overacting. But that's seems par for 

the course in a lot of Disney comedies from the seventies. It's all 

mildly amusing for the most part and it's entertainment the whole 

family can enjoy. For me, No Deposit, No Return is a 6/10. 
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No Escape (1994) 
 

Robbins is sent to prison for the assassination of his general 

officer, a prison you only get out of when you die. Since nobody 

ever gets out of the prison, nobody knows how the prison is like. 

The prison manager has realized this and bought himself an island 

(playground) called "Absolom" where the worst prisoners are let 

lose to create an isolated barbaric society where the strongest 

men rule - a living hell. This is where Robbins is dropped off after 

he almost kills the prison manager. In the not-too-distant future, 

Capt. J.T. Robbins (Liotta) is sent to prison for killing his superior. 

The corporately (and corruptly) run prison causes Robbins to 

rebel against the Warden (Lerner). His rebellion only gets him 

sent to the most maximum security facility there is - Absolom. The 

worst hardcore criminals are just dumped onto the island 

Absolom to live or die as they can. The island is patrolled by 

heavily armed helicopters and fenced by impenetrable sea 

defences. Two different societies have formed over the years; an 

evil 'empire' run by Walter Marek (Wilson) that is conflicting with 

the other, more pacific, group run by The Father (Henriksen). 

Resources are kept scarce by the warden as a game to keep the population down by destroying 

themselves. Who will our hardcore Captain fit in with the best? Can anyone escape from Absolom? It 

is the 21st century, and our hero goes to Absolom because he murdered someone. Absolom is a 

prison-island where criminals leave alone, away from the rest of the world, and none has ever 

escaped. The year is 2022, prison systems from all over the world are now run by private 

corporations and have become business. After being sentenced to life imprisonment for the murder 

of his commanding officer who ordered him to wipe out innocent people. Convicted soldier John 

Robbins is dumped on the prison island Absolom (after he refused to execute his cell-mate and 

assaulted the Warden). On Absolom, convicts are put there to either survive or die. Robbins finds 

the prison island is inhabited by two camps, The Outsiders, tribes of savage prisoners led by the evil 

Walter Merrick and The Insiders, a community of prisoners living in a fortified village "The 

Compound" led by The Father. Robbins finds escape from Absolom is impossible, surveillance 

satellites monitor Absolom and gunships prevent all convicts from escaping from the prison island 

and The Warden has secretly put a spy on Absolom. Caught up in a feud between the two camps, 

Robbins is determined to escape from the prison island and finds it is his ultimate challenge as 

nobody has ever escaped and he agrees to help The Insiders defend "The Compound" from The 

Outsiders. Mad Max meets Fortress. When I first sat down, to see this movie, I wasn't expecting 

much; In fact, I was preparing myself mentally for a total flop... but it really took me by surprise. It's 

actually quite interesting, and has some good action sequences. The plot is pretty interesting, and 

moves along very nicely, quickly moving on, constantly developing. The acting was convincing 

enough, there wasn't really any scenes that were terrible, even though a lot of the scenes and lines 

were very corny; it fit perfectly in with the movie, and as such wasn't out of place. It's pretty much a 

B-movie, but if you like (or just enjoy mildly) B-movies, you'll probably be at least reasonably 

entertained by it. It's reminiscent of movies like Fortress, but just a little better in that it's very 



unpredictable; no matter what you think is going to happen, you'll be surprised again and again by 

what happens. It's pretty interesting all the way through, it has some good, 80's style action, corny 

B-movie lines, a B-movie feel throughout the movie... so, if you can watch it for free, either borrow it 

from a friend, or watch it on TV... if not, only watch it if you're into movies like Fortress. 
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No Night Is Too Long (2002) 
 

Young Tim Cornish's life has begun with great promise. Blessed 

with extraordinary good looks, Tim enjoyed much attention and 

cared little of broken hearts. At University he was a favored 

student in a prestigious creative writing course, but a chance 

meeting, a stolen kiss and a sudden flare of passion sets Tim on a 

journey of betrayal, heartbreak and murder. In a flashback, he 

tells his story of cruelty, love and a soul-destroying guilt that offers 

little chance for redemption. Hitchcock is smiling down from... or 

up from... This BBC produced thriller is a worthy homage to the 

master. A little gem that is as complex and perverse as anything 

Chabrol or Truffaut accomplished in this genre. Director Shankland 

engenders superb work from all involved. The cast is first rate as is 

the atmospheric cinematography of Paul Sarossi, with special 

kudos going to composer Christopher Dedrick for a magnificent 

and seamlessly integrated score whose source material are the rapturous melodies of Der 

Rosenkavalier. As with Hichcock, be prepared to be shamelessly manipulated by the plot structure 

and its twists. But go along with the filmmakers. You will not be disappointed by this daring and 

intricate piece of work. The pacing of this 120-minute film cannot be faulted and the last 30 minutes 

are a spectacular emotional tour de force. You might even find an unexpected tear in your eye by 

the end of the final, beautifully understated, tracking shot. Search this one out. It's worth it. 
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No Se Lo Digas A Nadie (Don't Tell Anyone) (1998) 
 

Based on the alleged autobiography of gay peruvian talk show 

host Jaime Bailey. Joaquin, a young man from the high class of 

Lima, deals with problems concerning his sexual identity as a child, 

then as a teenager pressured by his macho snobbish father, then 

as an independent lazy pot-smoking college student, and later as a 

cocaine addict in Lima and Miami. It's a shame this movie, 

showcased at the February 1999 Miami Film Festival to a sold out 

crowd of almost 2,000, has not been distributed outside its home 

territory of Peru. To North Americans and Europeans, it is only 

another coming out story, but for Latin America, it's a break out 

film, based on a break out novel (Read it. Its ending is not 

compromised for commercial reasons as the film's ending is.) 
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Noel (2004) 
 

In the Christmas Eve in New York, the lonely divorced publisher 

Rose Harrison (Susan Sarandon) expects for a miracle to improve 

the health of her mother, interned in a hospital with Alzheimer. 

She feels sorry for the patient of the room in front of her mother's 

and meets his visitor (Robin Williams). Meanwhile, the Latin Nina 

Vasquez (Penélope Cruz) breaks her engagement with her beloved 

fiancé Mike (Paul Walker) due to his suffocating jealousy, but 

misses him. Mike is stalked by the stranger bartender Artie 

Venzuela (Alan Arkin). The poor Jules (Marcus Thomas) expects to 

spend the Christmas night in the hospital, where he spent the best 

Christmas of his life when he was a teenager. The lives of some of 

these characters cross with others along the night. Just yesterday I 

saw this movie and I have to tell you it's just like Christmas movies 

used to be like. Although I do like the Bad Santa type but this one 

left you with a good feeling inside you. Five people who are alone on Christmas eve all come 

together to celebrate is a story that I reckon has been done so many times but this movie was good 

because we haven't seen one like this for years. I would like them to keep making movies like this as 

Christmas is my favourite time of the year and it would just brighten the season up like these type of 

movies. Go rent it out I'll guarantee you will love it. Also look out for some cameo's from some of the 

other big name stars too that were are not on the main cast billing you will be surprised who will 

show up. 
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North & South (2004) 
 

North and South is a four part adaptation of Elizabeth Gaskell's 

love story of Margaret Hale, a middle class southerner who is 

forced to move to the northern town of Milton. This series 

operates on many levels. At the heart of the series is the 

tempestuous relationship between Margaret Hale, a young 

woman from a southern middle class family who finds herself 

uprooted to the north, and John Thornton, a formerly poverty-

stricken cotton mill owner terrified of losing the viability of his 

business. Around them are class struggles between the workers 

and mill owners and ideological struggles between the industrial 

North and the agrarian South. After moving North, Margaret's 

father befriends his student Mr. Thornton. Margaret has already 

formed her opinion of Mr. Thornton independently after seeing 

him treat his workers harshly. As the series progresses, she and 

we the audience begin to learn that his strict treatment is due to an overarching concern for his mill 

and by extension, his employees. John Thornton, on the other hand, is attracted to Margaret's 

independence and position in society as a well-educated Southerner. Just what you need for a cold 

winter Sunday night! It's nice to have something to really get into, but the 4 weeks it was on went 

way too fast! The sets, costumes and acting were excellent, especially Richard Armitage's 

performance as mill owner John Thornton. He's got a brilliant deep, brooding sort of look about him, 

but with a softer, kind side too that is gradually revealed as the story goes on. The way Richard 

Armitage portrayed these two sides of Thornton's character was amazing. And as well as being a 

great actor, he's also very, very good looking! Nice smile (though we don't see it very often - so it's 

lucky he looks good when being moody/troubled!!) and a lovely voice. (sounds a bit like Sean Bean 

as a matter of fact!) Oh I'm going to miss this series! But honestly, not just because of Mr. Thornton; 

it really was a gripping story and a great drama. The music was brilliant too, really capturing the 

mood and feel of the dark, industrial setting. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (2004) 
 

Episode 1: Margaret Hale, a 19-year-old lively young girl, and her parents leave the south, when her 

father Richard resigns as the clergy in Helstone on a matter of conscience. The family moves to 

Milton in the north of England where Mr. Hale starts working as a private tutor. Margaret and her 

mother find it difficult to adapt to the north. While Margaret tries to deal with her new home and 

thereby befriends Bessy Higgins and her father Nicholas, poor local mill workers, she becomes aware 

of the social inequalities. On seeing John Thornton, a cotton-mill owner, badly treating one of his 

workers, Margaret's prejudices are reinforced. Thornton, on the other hand, forms a more positive 

opinion of Margaret. 



Episode 2: Maria Hale's health ceases and her daughter Margaret decides to contact her brother 

Frederick - who had to leave England years earlier due to a wrongful court decision. The mill workers 

in Milton go on strike. In order to get his orders done in time, Thornton hires Irish workers. The 

angry strikers hear of this and in an attempt to threaten Thornton they hurt Margaret. Overwhelmed 

at her willing help to save Thornton from the strikers, he decides to propose to Margaret. 

Episode 3: Deeply hurt at the refusal of his marriage proposal, Thornton and Margaret's relationship 

becomes more tense and difficult. Just in time, Frederick comes home to visit his dying mother. 

Thornton mistakes him for Margaret's lover. As Margaret realizes that she might have been mistaken 

in her harsh and hasty criticism of Thornton, she has to sadly observe his opinion of her altering. 

Shortly after the death of her mother, Margaret's friend Bessy also dies. 

Episode 4: Frederick safely reaches Spain. After her father's death, Margaret leaves Milton to live 

with her aunt in London. Thornton learns that Frederick is Margaret's brother. With the money that 

she inherited from Mr. Bell, her godfather, she decides to help Mr. Thornton's mill from closing. 
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North (1994) 
 

11-year-old North (13-year-old Elijah Wood) has had it with his 

parents. They are always busy with their careers and don't give 

North the attention he needs, so he files a lawsuit against them. 

The judge rules that North should either find new parents or 

return to his own parents within two months. Thus north starts 

off on an hilarious journey around the world to find the parents 

that really care about him. I just thought I would get that 

confession out of the way and into the open. Yes, I went to see 

this in theaters twice when I was 11-years-old. I could list to you 

the excuses I had, such as the fact that my parents paid for my 

ticket, and there were only six theaters in my local multiplex at 

the time and I had already seen "Forrest Gump". I could go on. 

The truth is that when I first saw it with a friend, neither I nor my 

friend thought it was a bad movie. Then I went to see it a week later on a rainy day with my brother 

and a babysitter, and they hated the film. Not dislike, mind you, but hated it. They weren't the only 

ones. In the sixteen years since this film has been released, I have heard nothing but bad things 

about it. It was released on VHS, but never on DVD, and Roger Ebert's review of the film ("I hated 

this movie. Hated hated hated hated hated this movie. Hated it. Hated every simpering stupid vacant 

audience-insulting moment of it. Hated the sensibility that thought anyone would like it") is now 

more famous than the movie itself. As a kid, I knew "North" wasn't a perfect film. In fact, its major 

flaw was (and still is) the major cop-out (and frankly lazy) ending that I won't give away. However, I 

thought it was enjoyable enough, it had a creative (but highly unrealistic) premise, and I liked (and 

still like) Elijah Wood. Before seeing the movie again after so many years, I wonder what I missed 

about it that other people didn't. After seeing it as a 27-year-old, I wonder how I could have missed 

these things to begin with. I think what disappointed people the most about this movie was the fact 

that it had an all- star cast, a likable lead, an accomplished director (Rob Reiner), and was based on a 

book written by Alan Zweibel, one of the original Saturday Night Live writers (who also wrote the 

screenplay). I haven't read that book, but the idea of a child leaving his parents is more sad than 

funny. Wood plays a child named North who is a stellar student, athlete, and actor, yet he is worried 

that his parents don't pay enough attention to him simply because they ignore him while arguing 

one night at the dinner table. His divorce from his parents causes a contrived media circus that 

results in kids having control over their parents. Such a revolution is spearheaded by North's 

acquaintance Winchell (12-year-old Matthew McCurley), a journalist for the school newspaper who 

reminded me then of Stuart Minkus from "Boy Meets World" but now reminds me of Dick Cheney. 

In an even more contrived circumstance, Winchell becomes head of a major corporation, and plots 

to kill North when he decides to return to his original parents. Seeing this as a kid, I never took these 

plot points seriously, perhaps because I never thought about divorcing my parents. Seeing it again as 

an adult, here's what I missed that was so bad about the movie: the awful ethnic stereotyping that 

came in the form of tasteless one-liners and myopic character depictions. The worst came in the 

form of Kathy Bates putting on a blackface equivalent to play an Eskimo. I cringe now at the terrible 

joke made by the Hawaiian Governor Ho (Keone Young) about his wife (Lauren Tom) and her 

inability to procreate: "There is only one barren spot on our whole island. Unfortunately, it's Mrs. 



Ho.". If I were Mrs. Ho, I would kick him in the balls. We've all done foolish things as children. My 

foolish thing was the 12 dollars that went to waste from seeing this movie twice. The important 

thing is that I know better now, and I reviewed this film recently before writing this review. This rule 

should apply to every amateur critic on this site: the way you remember movies you saw years ago is 

not the same as the way these movies actually are. Siskel & Ebert declared "North" the worst movie 

of 1994, and looking back, their reasoning was good. Is it the worst movie I've ever seen? No. Worse 

movies came out in 1994 ("It's Pat: The Movie" and "Exit To Eden" come especially to mind), and any 

movie written or directed by Jason Friedberg and Aaron Seltzer make "North" look like "Citizen 

Kane", and I doubt Ebert would disagree. However, there's no question that there's only one barren 

spot in Rob Reiner's directing career. Unfortunately, it's this movie. 
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North Country (2005) 
 

A semi-fictionalized account of a long legal battle of group of 

women miners who endured a hostile work environment and 

numerous and continuous insults and unwanted touching when 

they became the first women to go work at the Eveleth Mines in 

Minnesota. "North Country" is powerful and deeply touching story 

which is based on the true events. The story is dedicated to all 

women who fought against the sexual discrimination and 

harassment at work. Josey Aimes (Charlize Theron) is a strong-

willed single mother who get job at the mines. There she have to 

face some disturbing harassing of men co-workers who are really 

mean to all the women who are working there. Josey is the one 

who has the guts to stand up for women's rights but standing up 

has it own prices. Niki Caro directed this straight-from-the-heart-

story very remarkably. Josey has a past which creates some evil 

talk behind her back. Even her own father (Richard Jenkins) don't stand behind her own daughter. 

Her father is working in the same mine and that turns out to be bad thing for him. Nevertheless no-

one knows the whole story of Josey's past life. There is a great big issue beneath everything. The 

music is composed by Gustavo Santaolalla who composed also the beautiful score of ground-

breaking "Brokeback Mountain". The movie tells a true underdog story which led to new law at 

working places. The fight was not easy but it sure paid off. As a woman I can say that if someone of 

my opposite sex co-workers would harass me sexually it would be hard to report it but because of 

these brave women of "North Country" I have better chances to stand up myself! I'd like to thank 

everybody who was involved making history. "North Country" gives something to think about and 

don't certainly leave anybody cold! Prepare to have some tissues with you while watching this 

incredible film with the amazing cast! Special applauds to Frances McDormand who delivers her 

supporting role of Glory so so brilliantly! She is one of the greatest actresses alive! 
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Nos Vies Heureuses (Our Happy Lives) (1999) 
 

Intertwined stories of six friends searching for happy lives. Julie is 

released from hospital after a suicide attempt, Ali leaves Morocco 

to study in France, Jean-Paul is a religious militant, Emilie is in the 

midst of a breakup, Cecile staves off boredom by taking 

photographs and Lucas has broken up with his wife and is in the 

midst of finding himself sexually. 
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N'oublie Pas Que Tu Vas Mourir (Don't Forget You're Going To Die) 

(1995) 
 

Benoit (Xavier Beauvois) has planned out his life. Unfortunately he 

has forgotten the military duty. After he is called to duty he tries 

everything to get around. He goes to a psychiatrist who gives him 

medicine against depression. As this doesn't work out he tries 

suicide. The story gets even worse as he is told by a military doctor 

that he is HIV positive. Benoit tumbles down into the drug scene. 

Then he goes to Italy and meets Claudia (Chiara Mastroianni). 

Things seem to improve, but only for a short time. The film tells 

the journey of a young french man named Benoit after he learned 

that he had contracted the AIDS virus. Xavier Beauvois directs and 

plays the lead character. An interesting film in which Benoit 

embarks to an odyssey into the hell of sex and drugs in a 

desperate move to forget about his condition. The ending is truly 

surprising. Some scenes are a bit overlong (the drug taking). I was tempted to call this film "the 

french Trainspotting" but there is no humor to find in this one. 
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Nous Étions Un Seul Homme (We Were One Man) (1979) 
 

Autumn, 1943. Guy lives alone in a cottage in Lot-et-Garonne, a 

simpleton who draws in a primitive style, ekes out a living in the 

woods, is vague about his history (claiming he was raised by a 

cow), and has a girl-friend in the village, Jenine. In the woods he 

finds a wounded German soldier and takes him home. Rolf 

recovers, but Guy won't let him leave, trailing him, grabbing him, 

challenging him to feats of strength. Rolf stays, and a friendship 

develops between them. Guy tells Jenine about Rolf, but they 

must keep him hidden or risk punishment as collaborators. When 

the men's friendship becomes sexual, jealousy and possessiveness 

bring on tragedy and pathos. Vallois made a film which is not easy 

to watch and one never forgets it, since this film speaks out things 

normally silenced. Love between persons of different sex is theme 

in many war time movies where border line separates the lovers 

and the rest is sentimental crap. But here we have two men who should hate each other, as men 

should, even if they are not enemies. They are, however, in a secluded hut, mid-forest, also 

metaphorically: they don't know anything about each other than what they see. No common 

language. But in their flesh they begin to know each other, little by little: they are men, they have 

the same urges and because of the war times they don't have to play social plays. They don't need 

the illusion a civilized life requires; they joyfully agree in being straightforward in their physical 

needs. Communication is all but easy but they show us art and practice we don't know anymore, not 

in everyday life. They attack each other directly in flesh, both in sensitive way and aggressively, 

ending up making love or running away from each other. Vallois' film is like a well structured reality 

document where one looks the world that should be there somewhere but one knows that any 

peace and civilized state of mind make a life like that impossible. Men simply can't love each other 

without Mothers giving them rules for that. 
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Now And Then (1995) 
 

Four 12-year-old girls grow up together during an eventful small-

town summer in 1970. Now and Then is a good film that has a 

likeable cast and is funny and expresses friendship. Yes, it is 

definetley a girl's movie, but even though, I enjoyed it. The movie 

is like Stand By Me, except it shows girls's perspectives. The film is 

a good and fun movie to watch for fun. I give Now and Then a 9 

out of 10. 
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Now You See Him, Now You Don't (1972) 
 

A chemistry student invents a spray that makes its wearer 

invisible. A crook finds out about it, and plans to steal it for 

himself. This comical tale is an example of what Saturday matinee 

movies used to be like. Don't be dismayed if you think this is for 

science fiction lovers only, it's got some great laughs, fine acting, 

surprisingly good special effects and a hugely enjoyable story. 

Great performances from the late Cesar Romero and Joe Flynn. 

Also notable to see a young Kurt Russell in action. Second feature 

in a trilogy with the same cast. 
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Nowhere (1997) 
 

A group of teenagers try to sort out their lives and emotions while 

bizarre experiences happen to each one, including alien 

abductions, bad acid trips, bisexual experiences, suicides, bizarre 

deaths, and a rape by a TV star. All of this happens before "the 

greatest party of the year". Nowhere chronicles a day (and night) 

in the lives of a group of 20 or more alienated Los Angeles 

teenagers in their personal lives of despair, alienation, failing 

relationships and more. Centering on one 18-year-old named 

Dark, an alienated UCLA film student; his bisexual African-

American girlfriend Mel; her purple-haired, acid-tongued lesbian 

girlfriend Lucifer; Dark's homosexual classmate Montgomery (20-

year-old Nathan Bexton); and Montgomery's poetess friend 

Alyssa. Other characters include Dark's friend, a queer industrial 

rock star named Cowboy; his drug-addicted lover and band mate 

Bart; the local drug dealer Handjob and his live-in S&M girls Kris and Kozzy; the metal-mouthed, 

wise-cracking intellectual Dingbat; her older brother Duckey, the bulimic Egg; Alyssa's self-

destructive twin brother Shad and his girlfriend Lilith; Mel's little brother Zero and his blond 

girlfriend Zoe, plus a Teen Idol so famous that no one needs to utter his name, a trio of Atari gang 

members, nattering Valley girls, scary drag queens, a pragmatic party, and a mysterious alien from 

outer space that only Dark sees. Nowhere is the type of film that you either get and love, or don't 

get and hate. Aside from it's brilliantly artistic cinematography and art direction, it's a pretty 

accurate representation of life as a modern-day adolescent. As strange as this comment may seem, 

it does hold true. The events presented are, in fact, realities of the lives of today's young people: sex, 

drug use, suicide, and mental illness are all dealt with in some way or another. For some, it is truly 

like being on acid. For those of us that have blocked out the traumatic parts of growing up, then it is 

understandable why you don't understand this movie. The way each issue is presented is the genius 

of the art: Each character and their emotional impact is presented artistically as well as dramatically. 

Although the entire movie is not relevant to everyone, I would strongly suggest watching it for at 

least the artistic merit. Even if you don't understand it or it doesn't apply to you, understand that it is 

relevant to some. 
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Nuovo Cinema Paradiso (Cinema Paradiso) (Cinema Paradiso: The 

New Version [Director's Cut]) (1989 & 2002) 
 

A famous film director returns home to a Sicilian village for the 

first time after almost 30 years. He reminisces about his childhood 

(9-year-old Salvatore Cascio & 18-year-old Marco Leonardi) at the 

Cinema Paradiso where Alfredo, the projectionist, first brought 

about his love of films. He is also reminded of his lost teenage 

love, Elena, who he had to leave before he left for Rome. A man 

receives news from his aging mother in a little town that someone 

he once knew has passed away. A beautiful story unfolds about 

the man's childhood friendship with an old man who was the 

projectionist at the local theater. Their bond was one that 

contained many highlights and tragedies, and shaped the way for 

a young boy to grow and move out of his rundown village to 

pursue a dream. Cinema Paradiso is a profoundly important 

movie because it deals with identifiable emotions/issues that 

could be considered universal on so many levels. The entire story is retrospective similar to Fellini's 

style as well as a love story that pulls in the viewer on an emotional level. The film also attempts to 

expose an inkling of Sicilian life, language, (different from Italian) and how "history" has intruded 

upon and shaped the mentality of the Sicilian people; to also show that traditional concepts of what 

is "moral" or right is not to be taken for granted because of the people and their particular history. 

For those who do not fancy history or non-fiction, the film attempts to educate the "outsider" not 

familiar with Sicilian history as it pertains to the WWII era. I watch it again and again and see more 

and more details that pertain to the story. I did see it on the big screen at a local theater back in 

1991 and it was a hit with the audience. I have several scenerio that I think could make it more 

interesting and am very curious about the uncut version and what is different about it. Finally, the 

movie does make me cry because it is after all a love story and it is clear at the end that Toto (a.k.a. 

Salvatore) is still in love with Elena and that is why he never married or settled down, "to love one 

person", as his mother says to him after his 30 year absence from home. The final scene of the 

credits also shows him looking at Elena again and the look on his face is telling. This film has many 

little "hints" that serve to inform the viewer and give just a little more info. about the story. Truly, 

one of the best films I have ever seen!!! These characters come alive and we feel like we know them-

-personally. Viva Giuseppe Tornatore for his masterpiece! 
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Nurse.Fighter.Boy (2008) 
 

An urban love story about the soul of a mother, the heart of a 

fighter, and the faith of a child (Daniyah Ysrayl). Following a brief 

introduction to Jude (Nurse) and her son, Ciel (Boy), we learn that 

Jude is suffering from a severe chronic condition. From there, we 

watch the beautiful, loving relationship between the single 

mother and her son that has developed through years of just 

having each other to rely on. Silence (Fighter), an underground 

fighter, enters their lives by chance, or perhaps fate. There are 

very strong performances by Clark Johnson and Karen LeBlanc 

with a great discovery in Daniel J. Gordon who plays Ciel; watch 

out for this talented young actor. All three give rare, subtle 

performances where much is said with a look in the eye or a slight 

movement of the mouth. This is a film that rewards viewers 

seeking solid acting. The screenplay by Charles Officer (in an 

impressive feature film directorial debut) and Ingrid Veninger is refreshing in that it does not rely on 

rehashed plot lines or stereotypes for its characters. They are real people, each one identifiable in 

some way and yet each with his and her own unique stories and interactions that keep you drawn to 

the film. Highly recommended. 
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Nutcracker (1986) 
 

A magnificent Christmas spectacular. This is easily the best 

adaptation of The Nutcracker I've seen, on stage or film. Ballard is 

a great director who adapts his skills to the material. The images 

really flow, and the Maurice Sendak designs are at once graceful 

and funny and slightly malevolent (giving the material the edge it 

needs to avoid candyland preciousness). The critics (Ebert, Maltin, 

et al) really missed the boat on this one. Most of them criticized 

the fact that Ballard edits into the dancing. But he edits superbly, 

highlighting the movements that should be highlighted, at 

precisely the right moment. There's never a cut or a camera move 

that feels out of place. It's a classic--sadly neglected now (not even 

available on video). 
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O Fantasma (Phantom) (The Phantom) (2000) 
 

Young and handsome Sergio works the night shift as a trash 

collector in Lisbon, Portugal. He can't force himself to connect 

with his pretty female co-worker Fatima, who displays an avid 

interest in him, so instead Sergio roams the city with the trash 

company's pet dog. Eventually Sergio becomes fascinated with a 

sleek motorcycle, and then also its arrogant owner - a young man 

totally indifferent to Sergio. The frustrated trash collector's 

surfacing desires unleash his darkest impulses, sending him down 

a dangerous path of violence, depravity and degradation. I've seen 

this film twice--once at the cinema and about a year later, on DVD. 

I too wondered if something had been cut from the film--there is 

an abrupt transition about three-quarters of the way through that 

is jarring. As a psychologist, I see this as a work of art that 

functions, like a dream, to take the viewer into the inner self of the protagonist as well into one's 

own inner self. While a dream can change scenes abruptly and without logical transitions, the logical 

mind is still at work as we watch a film, and an illogical or unexplained transtion can actually be 

distracting, as I found it to be in this film. One further question--or criticism about the editing or 

story line--the film opens with its climactic scene at the very beginning, involving Sergio, the 

protagonist, and the object of his obsessive desire. It is extremely erotic and disturbing and putting it 

right at the beginning--it is never returned to--leaves one with a sense of incompleteness at the end 

of the film. That said, I found the film to be extraordinarily truthful psychologically, just as our 

deepest fantasies are truthful--its explicitness was entirely appropriate and not pornographic. The 

essence of pornography is denial of feeling, but the film is saturated with feeling. The extraordinary 

beauty of the lead actor will evoke in the viewer either empathy or desire or both--and one admires 

his willingness to play his role with all stops out and with utter dedication. Definitely worth seeing. 
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Occupation 101 (2006) 
 

A thought-provoking and powerful documentary film on the 

current and historical root causes of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 

Unlike any other film ever produced on the conflict -- Occupation 

101 presents a comprehensive analysis of the facts and hidden 

truths surrounding the never ending controversy and dispels many 

of its long-perceived myths and misconceptions. The film also 

details life under Israeli military rule, the role of the United States 

in the conflict, and the major obstacles that stand in the way of a 

lasting and viable peace. The roots of the conflict are explained 

through first-hand on-the-ground experiences from leading 

Middle East scholars, peace activists, journalists, religious leaders 

and humanitarian workers whose voices have too often been 

suppressed in American media outlets. The film covers a wide 

range of topics -- which include -- the first wave of Jewish 

immigration from Europe in the 1880s, the 1920 tensions, the 1948 war, the 1967 war, the first 

Intifada of 1987, the Oslo Peace Process, Settlement expansion, the role of the United States 

Government, the second Intifada of 2000, the separation barrier and the Israeli withdrawal from 

Gaza, as well as many heart wrenching testimonials from victims of this tragedy. I watched tens of 

films on the Palestinian cause and I Can tell you this is the best ever produced documentary about 

the sufferings of the Palestinians since 1948 and the continuous crimes of the Zionists and their 

illegal state, Israel. The documentary is well-cited and supported with statistics and numbers 

whenever available. The powerful part though, I believe, is the comparison between the Palestinian 

struggle and the South African struggle against Apartheid. If you haven't watched this you HAVE TO! 

If you already did then make sure you buy your own copy from www.occupation101.com and show 

it to your friends, family, neighbours, colleagues. Arrange public showings in your local community 

centre, in your school, university, café. The whole world must watch this one to understand that the 

key to peace in the world is no where but in Palestine which should go back to its people, 

Palestinians. 
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October Moon (2005) 
 

A straight man's life becomes disastrous - and obsessively 

dangerous - when his family, fiancee and friends all begin to reject 

him after he realizes he has fallen in love with another man. This 

was one of the worst films I have ever seen. And I'm 54. There was 

a point in the 1970s that I saw over 500 films in one year. I've seen 

thousands I'm sure. But, this. Wow. There is dialog so pretentious, 

so unbelievable within the first ten minutes that we found 

ourselves thinking, "Well, maybe it will be a cult film, or campy" 

but the whole thing became so overbearingly amateurish we had 

to give up. The dialog was so lame and awful...the pacing (well 

there wasn't any) so bad, it became uncomfortable to watch. It 

became very obvious this was a group of people who got together 

and raised enough money for this vanity production thinking that 

1) filmmaking was easy; 2) acting was easier; 3) writing and 

direction was simple. Even ad-libbing is difficult. There is nothing here. I rented this on Pay-per-view 

cable (PPV) and actually went to the trouble to ask them to give me a credit for the $4 today. My 

advice: Don't watch for more than 5 minutes or you'll have to pay. As a person who has written 

some small doc films and worked in editing, etc. throughout the years, I understand the creative 

process. I give a lot of leeway toward a film. In my life, I have probably walked out of two films in 

theaters in my entire life. If I had seen this in the theater, it would be on that list. 
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Oddballs (Odd Balls) (All Shook Up!) (1984) 
 

A surprisingly original summer camp movie tells the tale of Hardly 

Basset, a grouch that has taken over 'Camp Bottomout" because 

of winning a poker game, and he gets help my his daughter 

Jennifer in order to run is properly. Sadly when the kids arrive 

they're separated from the females, but that doesn't stop the 

boys (13-year-old Wally Wodchis, Jason Sorokin, Ruddy Hall & 

Andrew Perkins). They head across river to spy on them when we 

find out that the girl's camp owner J. Frothingham Skinner plans 

to buy out the boys camp and turn it into a shopping mall. Will 

Hardly's grinchy heart grow three sizes, or will he sell of the camp 

for $300,000? Some movies are bad. This one is incredibly bad. In 

fact, it's almost funny how bad this film is. It tries to be an 

Airplane- like spoof of summer camps at times and at other times, 

tries to be a coming of age film for 12-year-olds. The film's level of 

humor though makes it seem like it was aimed at 3-year-olds. In 

one scene for example, a guy puts on cologne and goes into the woods hoping to attract a babe 

who's there but attracts a bear instead. To make things worse, the actors are all incredibly 

amateurish and the low budget is evident in nearly every shot. But the short shorts and speedo 

swimsuits make up for it all. 
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Ogginoggen (The Noodle Poop) (1997) 
 

Second part of the film Forbudt For Børn: Ida's life looks a lot 

better now that her mother has come to her rescue and sobered 

up. Now Ida can hopefully be the kid she's supposed to be. But life 

keeps throwing more hard lessons at her; this time about friends, 

relationships, love, even sex and boys. But hasn't Ida always said 

that boys were just 'ughy oggenoggs'!? 
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Okay (2002) 
 

Nete is a tough woman of 35 who runs her job, husband, and 

teenage daughter with a firm and efficient hand. Her father 

suddenly becomes ill. Seriously ill. Nete forces a doctor to tell her 

how much time he has left. 3 weeks, hardly any longer. Nete's 

father becomes bitter and introvert, but Nete insists that he come 

to live with her and her family the few weeks he has left. "You 

should die with your family." Nete's father moves in and puts even 

more strain on Nete's family and everyday life. They all try to cope 

with the situation - he has only three weeks left, and you don't 

argue with a dying man. Three weeks pass by. A month. Nete's 

father does not die, his appetite comes back, the doctors begin to 

have doubts as to the prognosis, and Nete has a problem. Space is 

limited in every possible way. Nete's husband seeks comfort 

outside of their home, her daughter begins to rebel, and as the 

relationship between Nete and her father has not been too good for years, things are bound to 

explode. And they do. Nete's marriage begins to unravel, her father gets worse again and is admitted 

to hospital, where death comes after all. He dies alone at the hospital, and apparently everything 

Nete planned went wrong. But in the middle of all the misery a new Nete emerges. As a woman who 

can let go of her need to be in control. A woman who is again able to reach out for love. A woman 

who again is able to let love into her heart. Even though I had never heard of the director or the 

writer of this movie, I didn't hesitate to give it a try. The main reason for that is that I like most 

Scandinavian movies, because they always tell stories that are recognizable and often also touching 

without being too soppy. The second reason why I decided to watch it was Paprika Steen. I've seen 

her in four movies so far and until now I've never been disappointed by her performances or the 

movies that I saw her in. "Okay" evolves around the lives of several members of one family. Nete is 

employee, housewife, mother... all in one and is able to combine all this thanks to perfect and 

efficient planning. But all this suddenly changes when her father becomes very ill. They are told that 

the man has only three more weeks to live and almost certainly not any longer. Although her father 

doesn't really want it, she insists that he comes to live with her and her family the few weeks he has 

left, so he can die with his family around him. But her father is a difficult man and when Nete tries to 

start a dialog between him and his gay son (her brother) who he hasn't seen or spoken in eight 

years, his presence puts even more strain on the family's everyday life. They all do their best to cope 

with the situation, but when her father doesn't die after three weeks and even seems to get better, 

the bomb explodes. Nete's husband starts an affair which breaks up their marriage, her teenage 

daughter starts to rebel and her father's health gets worse again. When he's admitted to hospital 

and dies there alone, Nete's entire structured life appears to collapse, but it's then that she finds a 

new way of life and leaves the control freak in her behind. What almost always strikes me in this 

kind of (Scandinavian) movies is the realism of the many characters. This is a family like your own or 

like that of the neighbors. They don't have a perfect life, they too have their problems and worries... 

That's something that I sometimes miss in American movies. Too often those families seem quite 

artificial and are not always very realistic. The fact that I noticed the realistic family life in this movie 

also has a lot to do with the excellent performances by all the actors of course. Paprika Steen was 



excellent once again, but I also enjoyed the performances of all the other actors. Take for instance 

Ole Ernst who plays her father. With already 80 movies on his record, this man is a real veteran in 

Danish cinema and with his role in this movie he proves why he is so popular. He's a very talented 

actor who gave away an excellent performance in this movie. I haven't seen much else of his work so 

far, but I'll try to change that as soon as possible. Overall I would like to say that this movie proves 

that not every good movie from the 'North' has got to be a Dogme-movie. This too is a very realistic 

movie that has a great story and some very fine acting to offer. The only thing that I don't really 

understand is why it is called a comedy. Personally I can't say that I had a good laugh with it and I 

believe this is a pure drama. In my opinion a few funny lines still don't make a comedy. However, 

that's no reason not to like this movie. I really liked it a lot and I give it a well deserved 7.5/10. In my 

opinion it certainly doesn't deserve any less. 
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Oklahoma! (1955) 
 

A couple of young cowboys win the hearts of their sweethearts in 

the Oklahoma territory at the turn of the century. Despite the 

interference of an evil ranch hand and a roaming peddler. Set in 

the times of the early 1900s', the musical is partially about the 

Indian Territory becoming the state of Oklahoma. Curly is a 

stubborn cowboy who had trouble admitting his feelings to 

Laurey, as does she. They both love each other, but have much 

difficulty telling each other because of their stubborn behaviors 

and reputation. The story is also set around Ado Annie trying to 

choose between Will, who has strong feelings for her, and the 

peddler, who thinks he's a ladies' man and doesn't really want to 

marry her. Judd, Laurey and Aunt Eller's hired hand, tries to come 

between Laurey and Curly, because he is alone and has feelings 

for Laurey. Aunt Eller is a peppy and friendly middle-aged woman 

who pretty much knows everyone, and everyone respects her. 'Oklahoma' is the sexiest film of the 

1950s. The film is all about sex, (well, it's about romance, as well, but what does that lead to?). 

Curley keeps finding different ways to woo Laurie. Jud, who lives in a dug-out surrounded by pictures 

of naked women, has plans for her, too. Will and Ado Annie have plans of their own, if they can ever 

stop both their wandering eyes. Annie's father knows what they are up to and figures to use his shot 

gun to set things right. Those spyglasses with the interesting pictures keep showing up. Women 

dance around in their underwear and we visit a dance hall where they are similarly dressed except 

for the colors. Finally there is Laurie's skinny dipping sequence. I assume Shirley Jones had a flash-

colored bathing suit, but who knows? Deep Throat isn't any more about sex than this film is. Yet it's 

Rogers and Hammerstein so it's shown constantly as a family film. Well, I guess that's how families 

get made! Other comments: I see nothing in the choreography that Gordon McRae and Shirley Jones 

couldn't have done, at least in the close-ups. We see Rod Steiger in the dream sequence and to see 

two other faces as Laurie and Curly kind of shatter the illusion. While many sequences are clearly 

shot on a sound stage, the beautiful outdoors photography in Todd-AO adds so much to the 

spectacle. When I saw the recent tape of a British stage play of this, it had no where near the impact 

and this was one of the reasons. Another was the casting, which was dead-on perfect. Gordon 

McRae is the picture of the singing cowboy, (which was not a Hollywood invention). He more than 

holds his own with Rod Steiger, a year after Steiger was holding his won with Brando. Shirley Jones is 

the image of Laurie. She has all the physical endowments of a Marilyn Monroe but with the added 

qualities of sweetness and intelligence that make her marvelously sexy and appealing. Steiger gives 

the piece dramatic weight. He also shows surprising singing ability, (this site says he had an operatic 

voice but no sense of key), Gloria Grahame is the ideal Ado Annie. I saw a clip of Celeste Holm, of 

whom I am a big fan, doing 'I Can't Say No' on the Ed Sullivan show. She doesn't hold a candle to 

Grahame, who underplays the lines but has the sex coming out of her eyes, right along with the 

innocence. Gene Nelson is a wonderfully easy going dancing cowpoke and his songs with Ado Annie 

have unending charm. Charlotte Greenwood is a wonder as Aunt Eller, all arms and legs and home 

spun philosophy. James Whitmore makes a meal of shotgun toting Dad. Eddie Albert has one of his 

best roles as Ali Hakim. It's hard to imagine anyone being better in these roles. Of course, Roger's 



and Hammerstein's music and lyrics are timeless. The title tune, 'Oh What Beautiful Morning', 

'Surrey With the Fringe on Top', 'People Will Say We're in Love', 'Everything's Up-to-Date in Kansas 

City', 'I can't Say No', and the others keep playing in your memory long after you've heard them. But 

that story, (you can't really call it a plot). Have you ever seen a musical like it? 
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Okoge (Fag Hag) (1992) 
 

Sayoko, a young woman, meets Goh and his older gay lover Tochi, 

and invites them to use a room in her apartment. The three 

become good friends until Tochi's wife threatens to expose Tochi 

to his office workers. Tochi leaves and Goh falls for a new man, 

Kurihara. Sayoko tries to entice Kurihara to meet Goh, but he is 

not really gay. Kurihara seduces and abuses Sayoko, leaving her 

with child. Overall I'd say OKOGE is pretty melodramatic, and has a 

few flaws but I still like. I liked the dark, grainy look of the movie, 

which matches the moody and conflicted characters perfectly. I 

can't say that I loved the characters - but they are very well-

defined, and I did like the central character (Goh), who attempts 

to negotiate the varied rites of passage a gay Westerner would 

have to, only to encounter some serious, perhaps Japan-specific 

dilemmas that might seem anachronistic in the West. As a character he's not very dynamic, but his 

angst seems extremely real, and this is OKOGE's strong point. The main value of OKOGE almost 

seems to be as a document of the differences between gay cultures in various developed nations 

(and of how globalized ideals of what the norms in a given culture should be are often radically at 

odds with the everyday realities in the local segment of that same culture) - as cinema its' value is 

debatable, but viewed from a more sociological angle it's a fascinating and very provocative film. 
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Old Dogs (2009) 
 

Charlie and Dan have been best friends and business partners for 

thirty years; their Manhattan public relations firm is on the verge 

of a huge business deal with a Japanese company. With two 

weeks to sew up the contract, Dan gets a surprise: a woman he 

married on a drunken impulse nearly nine years before (annulled 

the next day) shows up to tell him he's the father of her twins (10-

year-old Conner Rayburn & 9-year-old Ella Bleu Travolta), now 

seven, and she'll be in jail for 14 days for a political protest. Dan 

volunteers to keep the tykes, although he's up tight and clueless. 

With Charlie's help is there any way they can be dad and uncle, 

meet the kids' expectations, and still land the account? While 

looking for a family Thanksgiving movie, I realized I had only 2 

options, this or Twilight. Since there was no way in hell I was 

going to see Twilight I decided to read some review and go see 

this. Oh god the reviews were awful. After seeing this film I will admit, it's not THAT bad. The acting 

is for the most part good, and some of the jokes are funny. Admittedly this joke runs way to long, 

and not to spoil it but the producers could have cut at LEAST 15 minutes out of it, that drag the 

whole movie down. I'd go see it again, at least it doesn't have glittering vampires. 
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Old Yeller (1957) 
 

Young Travis Coates (16-year-old Tommy Kirk) is left to take care 

of the family ranch with his mother and younger brother (8-year-

old Kevin Corcoran) while his father goes off on a cattle drive in 

the 1860's. When a yellow mongrel comes for an uninvited stay 

with the family, Travis reluctantly adopts the dog. After a series of 

scrapes involving raccoons, snakes, bears and all manner of 

animals, Travis grows to love and respect Old Yeller, who comes 

to have a profound effect on the boy's life. Not used as a scale of 

masculinity anymore, but more like a joke among men, Did you 

cry? Hell yes I cried my ever living loving guts out. I was so upset I 

probably cried three hours after the movie was over. Guess I was 

about eight when I saw it but yes, I still cry when I watch Old 

Yeller. This is one of those movies that every single person in 

America should watch. And if you have ever had to put a pet 

down, you know how heart wrenching and how that animal looks back at you with those innocent 

eyes right before death. But life continues on and death is just one of those parts of life. But Disney 

knows how to pull every heart string in the world, even a man's. 
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Oliver Twist (1933) 
 

An orphan boy (8-year-old Dickie Moore) in 1830's London is 

abused in a workhouse, then falls into the clutches of a gang of 

thieves. This poverty row adaptation (courtesy of Monogram) of 

the Charles Dickens classic has about as much finesse as a school 

pageant, despite the appearance of old pros like Irving Pichel (as 

Fagin) and Lionel Belmore (as Mr. Bumble). As a matter of fact, 

while the film has a couple of choice moments in its second half, 

any good intentions are done in by some serious miscasting: an 

overage Artful Dodger (Sonny Ray) and Nancy (Doris Lloyd) and, 

worst of all, an unsympathetic Oliver (Dickie Moore). Rather than 

proving an asset, its short running time (70 minutes) gives a 

careless, rushed air to the proceedings and ensures a total 

absence of the visual poetry which marked David Lean's definitive 

1948 version. 
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Oliver Twist (1948) 
 

Based on the Charles Dickens novel Oliver Twist is about an 

orphan boy (9-year-old John Howard Davies) who runs away from 

a workhouse and meets a pickpocket (17-year-old Anthony 

Newley) on the streets of London. Oliver is taken in by the 

pickpocket and he joins a household of young boys who are 

trained to steal for their master. The boys thieving activities and 

others who desire to cash in on Oliver's fortune by criminals 

activities leads to murder and community outrage as they are 

hunted down. This version of Oliver Twist is topped by Alec 

Guinness's masterly performance of arch-thug Fagin. After 

viewing over 10,000 movies, I still have the same opinion I had 

after I saw this movie the first time and had watched maybe a 

thousand films at that point: this is simply the best-looking black-

and-white film I've ever seen. On the Criterion DVD, scene after 

scene is just jaw-dropping. I have never seen so many incredible shots with wonderful contrasts of 

light and dark. Much of this is filmed dark rooms or nighttime in the cobblestone streets. Those 

scenes, combined with many facial closeups, great buildings, and interesting camera angles, all make 

this an incredible viewing experience. All of this helps make up for watching a depressing story. It 

was just unappealing, at least to me, because all the people except for the little boy are unlikable. 

Some of them mistreat the little kid and that's difficult to watch. I'm a sucker for nice people, 

especially an innocent child, and to see suffer is not fun to me. One of those bad guys, however, is 

memorable: Fagin, played by Alec Guiness. In this film, he has to be one of the ugliest people I've 

ever seen, sporting the biggest nose ever put on screen. A teenage Anthony Newley as "the artful 

Dodger" also stands out. But, as someone who is into art, David Lean's direction and Guy Green's 

camera-work draw me back to this DVD every couple of years...and at least I always know there is a 

happy ending for the one nice kid in the film. 
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Oliver Twist (1985) 
 

In a storm, in a workhouse, to a nameless woman, young Oliver 

Twist (Ben Rodska) is born into parish care where he's overworked 

and underfed. As he grows older his adventures take him from the 

countryside to London, through harsh treatment, kindness, an 

undertaker, and a thieves' dens, where he makes friends (David 

Garlick & 17-year-old Nicholas Bond-Owen) and enemies. But all 

the time he is pursued by the mysterious Monks, who hires Fagin 

to turn Oliver into a thief. Oliver is rescued by chance and kind 

friends. But it's a puzzle of legitimacy, inheritance, and identity 

that Oliver's friends must attempt to unravel before Monks can 

destroy Oliver. First, I must confess I haven't yet seen Alan 

Bleasdale's millennium-ending reworking of what was my 

favourite novel through adolescence and into my 20s. I do like this 

one. It suffers from the bad lighting and claustrophobic settings of 

many TV productions but manages to be both faithful to the text 

and to deal with some of the more preposterous elements of its 

narrative, while keeping the savage social satire intact. Since it emphasizes the Gothic conspiracy 

plot, it improves as it goes along and the suspense builds (the early workhouse stuff is just dreary by 

times). The duller, more sentimental aspects of the novel are toned down. What's really good is the 

depiction of the domestic lives of the criminals, so they seem more like real people with complicated 

motivations, especially Bill and Nancy. The children are well cast: none turns in a starmaking 

performance, but none is too sweet or smartalecky either. Eric Porter is a subtle and ambiguous 

Fagin, and there's actually a lack of real scenery-chewing though what there is I found highly 

entertaining, such as Miriam Margolyse's Mrs. Corney accepting Mr. Bumble's proposal with an 

explosive "yes!" Pip Donaghy plays the vindictive Monks as a sort of hybrid Dracula/Iago with 

touches of Heathcliff on a very bad day. On the whole, there's enough vigour to keep this one 

moving, so it's worth seeing whether or not you've read the novel. 

 

Series 1 (12 episodes) (1985) 
 

Episode 01: In 1825 Great Britain, an unknown young girl dies in childbirth in a parish workhouse. 

Her son survives and is given the name of Oliver Twist. Raised in the workhouse, Oliver has the 

audacity one day to ask for more gruel. 

Episode 02: After asking his workhouse guardians to more gruel, they try to get rid of Oliver by 

apprenticing him to an undertaker. Oliver does okay there for a while until bullying fellow apprentice 

Noah Claypole begins making his life miserable. 

Episode 03: Oliver runs away to London where he meets a street urchin named the Artful Dodger 

who takes him to stay with a villainous Jew named Fagin. Fagin runs a gang of child pickpockets. 



Episode 04: Accompanying the Artful Dodger and Charley Bates on a pickpocketing expedition, Oliver 

gets apprehended for their crime but the victim, kindly Mr. Brownlow, takes pity on our hero and 

takes him home to live with him. 

Episode 05: Oliver is rescued from his life of crime by Brownlow but when he goes out alone he is 

spotted by Bill Sikes and Nancy. The abduct the lad and return him to Fagin who then forces Oliver to 

accompany Sikes on a burglary. 

Episode 06: Oliver is badly injured during the burglary and left for dead by Sikes. Noah Claypole and 

Charlotte steal money from undertaker Sowerberry and head for London where they have a chance 

encounter with Fagin. Meanwhile, back at the workhouse, Mrs. Corney is told a secret by a dying 

woman. 

Episode 07: Mrs. Maylie and her daughter Rose befriend and care for Oliver but the greedy Fagin and 

the nefarious Monks continue to plot against him. 

Episode 08: Oliver remains in the care of the Maylies while back at the workhouse, Monks 

approaches Bumble seeking any information or evidence about our young hero. 

Episode 09: Mrs. Bumble gives Monks evidence of Oliver's identity which is immediately destroyed. 

Back at the Maylies, Rose recovers from her illness. 

Episode 10: Nancy overhears Fagin and Sikes plotting against Oliver and warns Rose who goes 

looking for Brownlow. Meanwhile, Noah and Charlotte join up with Fagin's gang. 

Episode 11: Oliver is reunited with Brownlow who sets out to defend him against Monks' plot. 

Meanwhile, Fagin suspects Nancy of informing and tells Sikes this. In a fit of rage, Sikes murders 

Nancy and flees. 

Episode 12: The law closes in on the baddies. Fagin is captured and taken to jail. Sikes is killed while 

trying to escape. Brownlow confronts Monks and forces him to disclose what he knows about 

Oliver's identity thus revealing the Bumbles' part in the conspiracy. 
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Oliver Twist (1997) 
 

Charles Dickens' classical story about the young orphan boy (11-

year-old Alex Trench) in 1837 England is again re-filmed in grand 

fashion. Richard Dreyfuss portrays Fagin, the unscrupulous leader 

of the young pick-pockets Oliver initially falls in with after 

escaping from a sweat shop and going to London to find his 

relatives. There have been better film versions of Dickens' classic 

novel 'Oliver Twist,' and while this adaptation may not be topping 

the bill, it is a film to be enjoyed. Richard Dreyfuss gives a brilliant 

character lead portrayal of Fagin that entertains and delights, and 

16-year-old Elijah Wood gives a most endearingly wicked 

performance of everyone's favorite character the Artful Dodger. I 

would recommend it to anyone. 
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Oliver Twist (1999) 
 

Based on Charles Dickens' novel, this adaptation traces the 

childhood of an orphan (Sam Smith) whose mother dies giving 

birth to him in an English work-house in the 1820s. Little Oliver 

Twist, already abused, starved and overworked, is apprenticed to 

an undertaker and runs away to London after being bullied by an 

older apprentice. There, he is taken in by Fagin, a fence and thief-

trainer, and his gang of pickpockets (Alex Crowley). He is 

befriended by Nancy, a good-hearted prostitute, and meets her 

lover, the brutal housebreaker Bill Sikes. But attempts by the gang 

to discredit him result in his being taken in by Mr. Brownlow, a 

wealthy and charitable man, who proves the catalyst for Oliver's 

discovery of his background and identity. Here Alan Bleasdale's 

dramatisation differs from Dickens' novel, in that Oliver does not 

fall into Brownlow's hands by coincidence, and we already know 

his back story: he's the child of a young woman named Agnes 

Fleming and her married lover, Edwin Leeford, who dies while on 

a trip to Rome to claim an inheritance he hopes will permit him to settle enough money on his 

estranged wife and their adolescent son, then retire somewhere with Agnes and her child. Edwin 

was married as a very young man to an ambitious older woman to suit both their families; they 

separated acrimoniously and she took their son, Edward, who was seriously injured in an accident as 

a child and left with several physical and emotional disorders as a result. Mrs. Leeford and Edward 

despise each other but she bullies him into helping her with her schemes and eventually he takes 

them up himself when he needs more money than his father's will permits him. Assuming the name 

Monks and descending into the London underworld, he contracts Fagin to find and educate Oliver, 

who can only inherit the Leeford fortune if he is of good character and behaviour. As in the novel, 

Nancy's affection for Oliver is crucial for him, but costly for her. I have just been watching this for a 

second time on cable TV here in Australia and I enjoyed it just as much as I did the first time. Full 

marks to Robert Lindsay as Fagin...but what an eye-opener for me was Edward Leeford/Monks 

played by Marc Warren. I thought to myself, "Where has this guy been hiding?" but then looking at 

his profile on IMDb he has done - and is doing - so much work that I can't believe that I've only just 

noticed him. No-one has made this much of an impression on me since I was awakened to the 

talents of Tim Roth. Who will be the next brilliant actor - male or female - to come out of hiding and 

surprise us all? 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1999) 
 

Episode 1: Wherein It Is Shewn How Oliver Twist Came to Be Born in Such Sad Circumstances; Agnes 

Fleming is pregnant by Edwin Leeford and is keen to marry him but unbeknownst to her he is already 

married and his wife lives abroad with their sick son Monks. Leeford is ecstatic to find out he has 

been left an inheritance by an uncle in Rome and travels to Italy to claim it, however while on his 



travels he dies suddenly. Agnes is forced to flee when Mrs. Leeford and Monks come after her 

believing that her death will allow them to inherit Mr. Leeford's new found fortune. At a small 

seaside town, Agnes dies following childbirth and the child is christened Oliver. 

Episode 2: Containing Fresh Discoveries, and Shewing That Surprises, Like Misfortunes, Seldom 

Come Alone; Nine years have passed and Oliver is sent to the Workhouse. Having dared ask for more 

food, he is sold to the service of an undertakers. Monks, his half brother who is tracking him down, 

nearly catches Oliver but Oliver runs away from the Undertakers and travels to London. While on his 

travels, Oliver meets the Artful Dodger who introduces him to Fagin, Nancy and Bill Sikes. Fagin is 

working for Monks and plots to discredit Oliver in front of Mr. Brownlow in the hope that this will 

forfeit his inheritance, however their plot falls apart when Brownlow takes Oliver into his home 

instead. 

Episode 3: Wherein Oliver Is Educated by His Friend Fagin and Delivered Over to Mr. William Sikes; 

Fagin and Sikes send Nancy to get Oliver back from Mr. Brownlow and the young boy is kidnapped 

and his new belongings are taken from him, with Oliver worrying what Mr. Brownlow will think of 

him as he has not returned. Monks manages to retrieve the locket that will help to prove Oliver's 

true identity. Fagin decides to use Oliver on a burglary of Brownlow's country estate in another 

attempt to discredit him and he is sent with Bill Sikes and Toby Crackitt to break into the mansion. 

However in the bungled attempt, Oliver is shot and left for dead. The following morning Oliver 

manages to make it to Brownlow's house and Mrs. Bedwin recognises him. Hearing of the failed 

attempt to rob Brownlow, Fagin and Monks set out to visit Brownlow's estate. 

Episode 4: In Which All Is Revealed...; Oliver and Rose recognise Monks and Fagin following their 

discovery. Nancy tries to help Oliver by talking to Mr. Brownlow about recent events but stays loyal 

to Sikes and Fagin although she does reveal some interesting information about Monks. Unbeknown 

to Nancy, Sikes has been following her and later that evening he murders her in revenge. Sikes goes 

on the run and eventually Oliver's future is secured and his life finally looks brighter. Mrs. Leeford 

dies and Monks sees the light and repents of his wrongdoings. 
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Oliver Twist (2005) 
 

An adaptation of the classic Dickens tale, where an orphan meets 

a pickpocket on the streets of London. From there, he joins a 

household of boys (14-year-old Lewis Chase) who are trained to 

steal for their master. Perfect, there is no better way to describe 

this wonderful production by Roman Polanski. This time honoured 

story by one of the world's greatest writers has been given 

excellent treatment by a fantastic director. First, the acting is 

quite good, not just as one would expect from Ben Kingsley (who 

out does himself as the scheming cantankerous Fagin), but from 

the child actors as well, most notably 12-year-old Barney Clark 

and 15-year-old Harry Eden (who play Oliver Twist and Artful 

Dodger, respectively). Another notable aspect of the cast is they 

all speak with a thick 19th century British accent, and yet manage 

to be perfectly intelligible to the audience. As for the story, well, 

what can I say, it's Dickens! Some characters are of course cut from the book, and some plot points 

and elements are missing, but that is to be expected when a book is translated into a film. Despite 

the cuts, the movie is very faithful to the book, and one could hardly ask for a better translation of 

written medium to the visual. Despite wonderful acting and excellent story, my favourite part of this 

movie is definitely the visuals. The set and costume crew has done an amazing job of recreating the 

London in which Oliver lived. Every nuance of London, from the slums to the well to do areas has 

been very faithfully realized on screen. The squalor of the back alleys is almost palpable as the 

characters trod through the mud, and one is almost tempted to doff their hat when the scenery 

moves to the middle class homes. Overall, I can find very little to not praise about this movie, the 

only thing I can find some flaw with is the soundtrack, as it seems a bit sparse in some areas, and 

perhaps a bit too repetitive. I would definitely recommend this movie to anyone who is a fan of any 

genre. 
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Oliver Twist (2007) 
 

Drama adaptation of Charles Dickens's much-loved tale of a young 

orphan boy (11-year-old William Miller). Having endured a 

miserable and brutal childhood, Oliver is sold to a local undertaker 

where his mistreatment forces him to escape to London. Once in 

the capital, he is welcomed into the seductive world of pick-

pocketing (Adam Arnold & Peter Kirkham) by the criminal 

underworld and, before long, is in deep trouble with the law. Not 

the greatest production of Dickens' classic, let down in the main 

by mixed acting and an over-intrusive musical score at odds with 

the period in which the drama is set. The casting is unusual to say 

the least, in particular a coloured actress plays Nancy and 

although Sophie Okonedo acts well she doesn't quite carry off the 

novelty. Also Gregor Fisher is unconvincing as Mr. Bumble, Edward Fox barely registers any emotion 

in his part and Tom Hardy as Bill Sykes fails to demonstrate the innate psychopathy, indeed the way 

the part is played, you almost feel the director is straying dangerously close to glamourising and thus 

garnering sympathy for what is, on the page a yobbish brute. The whole is dominated by Timothy 

Spall's take on the Fagin part. For me he grossly overacts in a very mannered way and repels this 

viewer with some slightly distasteful mannerisms. Better are Sarah Lancashire as Bumble's selfish 

scheming wife and Rob Brydon in a fine comic turn as a judge with attitude but against that, the 

child acting is very poor, they merely seem to read their lines, certainly no Jack Wild here and the 

only really imaginative scenes are those where the murdered Nancy's ghost haunts Sykes as he takes 

Oliver hostage on his escape to the country and back. This was a made for TV mini-series and it 

shows. A great story reduced in the re-telling. 

 

Series 1 (5 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 1: Having endured a miserable and brutal childhood, Oliver is sold to a local undertaker. 

Episode 2: Fagin meets Monks and is promised handsome payment if he brings about Oliver's death. 

Episode 3: Sikes escapes back to London with a badly wounded Oliver, and Nancy nurses him. 

Episode 4: Despite Corney and Bumble's attempts to extort money from him, Monks gets the upper 

hand. 

Episode 5: Sikes goes on the run with Oliver. Brownlow and the police search Fagin's den. 
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Oliver! (1968) 
 

Musical adaptation of Charles Dickens's classic tale of an orphan 

(10-year-old Mark Lester) who runs away from the orphanage and 

hooks up with a group of boys (15-year-old Jack Wild) trained to 

be pickpockets by an elderly mentor. Oliver Twist is sold to a 

Dunstable undertaker after asking for more dinner at the 

orphanage. Escaping to London he is taken in by Fagin to join his 

gang of child pickpockets. Wrongly accused of a theft he meets a 

more kindly gentleman who takes him in, to the concern of one of 

Fagin's old pupils, the violent Bill Sykes. In the middle is Nancy, 

Sykes' girl whom Oliver has come to trust. I was lucky to see 

"Oliver!" in 1968 on a big cinema screen in Boston when I was a 

young teenager. Later, during the summer of 1969, I was pleased 

to see this film was still playing at a prominent cinema in Leicester 

Square, London, after it had won the Academy Award for Best Picture of the previous year. Th 

success of "Oliver!" on both the stage and screen reminded me that not all talent begins on 

Broadway and ends in Hollywood. This legendary story by Charles Dickens, which is part of the 

literary heritage of all English-speaking people, was admirably brought to the London stage by Lionel 

Bart of Great Britain. His charming musical then became a hit in New York and throughout the world. 

The film adaptation was made in England during the summer of 1967 and then released in 1968. The 

sets and musical numbers are mind boggling. The song "Who Will Buy?" required hundreds of actors 

and the British film director truly deserved his Oscar for putting it all together in a seamless manner. 

Some Canadian and American talent is also part of this wonderful production, but mostly it is a 

tribute to the fine craftsmanship of the British film studios, such as Shepperton. Good show! Other 

film studios at Elstree, Boreham Wood, Bray, Denham, and Ealing have also given the world many 

films to treasure over the years. 
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Olivier, Olivier (1992) 
 

A 9-year-old boy (Emmanuel Morozof) dissapears without any 

trace. Six years later, at 15-years-old, he (17-year-old Grégoire 

Colin) appears again in Paris. But there are doubts about his real 

identity. What the hell went on in this film? Okay, kid vanishes 

from weird family, family panics, they get weirder, dad flees to 

Africa. Then, after about six years, the kid comes back from Paris 

and reintroduces himself to the family. I have it up to here. Now, I 

am a fan of psychological movies. They appeal to me much more 

than movies that "blow stuff up" and I am considered an 

intelligent person. But the movie lost me after the first 45 

minutes. What did the girl's power have to do with ANYTHING? 

Was he their real son or a fake? (The movie offers symbolism but 

no actual CLUES that are good in a psychological movie.) Does 

anyone care? Art in the name of intellectual advancement is good. 

Art in the name of "art" is pretentious and not deserving of film time. But the movie did one major 

good point - no dubbing, subtitles instead! 
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Ollie Hopnoodle's Haven Of Bliss (1988) 
 

It's summertime in Holman, Indiana, and 14-year-old Ralph Parker 

(14-year-old Jerry O'Connell) can't wait to get his first job. His 

friends Schwartz (Ross Eldridge) and Flick (16-year-old Cameron 

Johann) are less enthusiastic, and the job turns into a nightmare 

presided over by the story's author, Jean Shepherd, in hilariously 

unconvincing movie makeup. Ralph's dad hardly can wait for the 

family's upcoming fishing vacation in Michigan at the movie title's 

resort but will have to drive their old car through a sea of troubles 

to get there. Fuzzhead the dog runs away and joins a wealthy 

family, to the consternation of Mom, who patiently handles über-

whiner little-brother Randy and buys a whirligig as consolation. 

Continuing adventures of Ralphie and family from "A Christmas 

Story" and "A Summer Story"...a.k.a. "It Runs in the Family." Jean 

Shepard is back as narrator and writer but as in all films, an 

original cast (they do such a good job capturing the spirit of the actors in "A Christmas Story" that 

you won't notice the cast change). Great nostalgic fun from the Walt Disney Channel. Note: Though 

this film was made second, it actually falls third according to the period of the film. 
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Omaret Yakobean (Yacoubian Building) (O Edifício Yacoubian) 

(L'Immeuble Yacoubian) (To Megaro Yacoubian) (2006) 
 

Meditations on corruption, fundamentalism, prostitution, 

homosexuality, and drugs in central Cairo. I just saw "The 

Yacoubian Building" last night. Let me first say that it was an 

ambitious, well-acted film. Ultimately, though, despite the three 

hours running time, I walked away unsatisfied, defeated by the 

film's ambition. In an effort to bring all the problems facing Egypt 

to light, the filmmaker has stretched himself too thin. Each of the 

topics addressed: the plight of women, homosexuality, 

corruption, fundamentalism, etc., could easily have been its own 

full-length film. I was particularly concerned with the 

fundamentalism segment of the movie. The character and his 

motivations were too undeveloped to understand his convictions 

and his actions, and I feel that it is irresponsible to release such a 

superficial overview to the West. I am worried that this portrayal 

may help cement some Westerners' anti-Arab view (while I 

understand that the intention was completely opposite). Overall, 

as mentioned earlier, I thought that this has the potential to be a fabulous series of movies, but all 

thrown together, it leaves something to be desired. 
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On Golden Pond (1981) 
 

The loons are back again on Golden Pond and so are Norman 

Thayer, a retired professor, and Ethel who have had a summer 

cottage there since early in their marriage. This summer their 

daughter Chelsea -- whom they haven't seen for years -- feels she 

must be there for Norman's birthday. She and her fiance are on 

their way to Europe the next day but will be back in a couple of 

weeks to pick up the fiance's son. When she returns Chelsea is 

married and her stepson has the relationship with her father that 

she always wanted. Will father and daughter be able to 

communicate at last? On Golden Pond is a film that proved to me 

that acting is a beautiful thing when it comes from some of the 

veterans and the greats. I have always had the opinion that most 

acting from the 60's and earlier is one dimensional and flat. But 

then I saw this film and I realized that I was watching two of the 

best, from any era. Fonda and Hepburn are absolutely stunning in here and they so richly deserved 

to win their Oscars that year. And not only am I mad to see that Chariots of Fire beat out Raiders of 

the Lost Ark, but it also beat this film out as best picture, and that is a shame, and a crime. On 

Golden Pond reminded me a little of my relationship with my grandfather. It's not that we didn't get 

along because we did, but at times it was a little strained simply because of the age difference. But 

Billy (15-year-old Doug McKeon) soon learns that Norman Thayer Jr. is not just an old man, but he is 

a guy that has a lot say and he can offer him so much and of course they become friends. So we all 

know how the movie is going to end up, but it is the execution that is the strength of the film. We 

watch as these two grow together. We sense that they are becoming more at ease with each other 

and when we finally see our two guys catch that guarantuan fish named Walter, by this time we are 

pretty much sure what they are going to do. And it's kind of funny to draw parallels between Walter 

the fish, and Norman the crusty old man. But both have been around the pond for years. Norman's 

life wouldn't be the same if his quest for the fish was never there. Perhaps the same with Walter, 

perhaps he has enjoyed alluding Norman for all these years. But now the game is up, but it doesn't 

have to be. Norman caught him, perhaps that's all that should matter. You can draw your own 

conclusions from that analogy. But I like the way it comes out. On Golden Pond is a treasure. It is 

sweet, tender and honest. You will never see a performance better than the one Henry Fonda gives 

in this one. And this made me want to go out and rent some of the films that the two screen legends 

were in before and I have to admit that their early work is impressive. But it is here that they shine 

like never before. So my recommendation is this. If you are young and would never imagine seeing a 

film like this because it doesn't have someone like Sara Michelle Gellar or Arnold Schwartzenegger in 

it, then take the take advice of someone who had the same pre-conceived notions when I was 15. 

No Sly, no Spielberg? Hey forget it, not my cup of tea. But this will give you a new appreciation of 

film. It really is that good. And for those of you that have seen it, remember this line? "Wife's name 

is Ethel Thayer, thounds like I'm lithsping dothsn't it?" What a great film. 
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On Golden Pond (2001) 
 

Ethel and Norman Thayer are an old couple living "On Golden 

Pond". Their daughter, Chelsea, is 42-years-old, and has never 

been married. She is dating a 45-year-old dentist, and brings him 

up to Golden Pond to meet her parents. Her boyfriend, Bill, has a 

14-year-old son named Billy (14-year-old Will Rothhaar), who 

comes along. Young Billy has been virtually raised by his mother, 

who is newly divorced from his father. The troubled child is left 

with the elderly Thayers for some time, as his father and Chelsea 

take off for a tour of Europe. Character-driven story about an 

elderly man coming to terms with his age, and the nearing of 

death; a middle-aged woman attempting to enter into a father-

daughter relationship with her dad, whom she has never known 

closely; and a young teenager dealing with parental divorce. This 

live production of Ernest Thompson's classic "On Golden Pond" was a refreshing experience. Its good 

to see culture on network television again. That being said, I must say that although billed as a live 

version of the play, its not quite a correct statement to make. Act II features several changes in the 

material (I.E. Bill returning with Chelsea to the lake, an absurd altercation between Bill and Charlie). 

The changes do not, for the most part, effect the plot all that greatly, however. The only exception 

(although the actor is talented) is the treatment of Charlie the mail man..he becomes too obsessed 

and less fun. As performances go...Plummer leads the pack..he gives a completely sincere 

performance and stays clear of any hint of Fonda's famous screen portrayal. Andrews is also fine as 

Ethel, equally acerbic and loving...again, not a hint of Hepburn. The only supporting actor I though 

weak was Glenn Headley as daughter Chelsea, she seemed to lack any sense of fire or assertiveness. 

She should be as the character says 'In Charge in Los Angeles" but feeling like the little fat girl at 

home...we only glimpse the fat girl..even with Bill. Over all OGP was a strong production. Hopefully 

the Networks will show more live on stage productions of classic plays in the future. 
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On The Buses (1969) 
 

The trials and tribulations of bus driver Stan and his conductor 

Jack unfold in this weekly comedy. The bain of their working life is 

Inspector Blake who'll do anything to make their lives a misery... 

and does. Stan and Jack are a couple of "jack-the-lads" who are 

not averse to clocking a bit of crumpet here and there, but 

"Blakey" is constantly dampening their ardor. On The Buses was 

the creation of the writing duo Ronald Wolfe & Ronald Chesney. It 

was rejected by the BBC, but it's extraordinary success on ITV 

makes the former's decision rather foolish. Indeed some found it 

vulgar in that Reg Varney's Stan Butler was chasing after young 

clippie's young enough to be his daughters, and it was cheeply 

made but this didn't deter audiences from loving it. It ran for four 

years from 1969 to 1973. A testament to the enormous 

populartity of the series is that three big-screen spin-offs were 

produced by Hammer. They were On The Buses (1971), Mutiny On The Buses (1972) and Holiday On 

The Buses (1973). They all retained the regular TV cast and the first of the films became the most 

popular British film of 1971. Made for only £97,000, it's takings even outgrossed the James Bond film 

of that year, Diamonds Are Forever. The situation comedy revolved around the home life of bus 

driver Stan Butler (Reg Varney) who lived with is overly devoted mother (played by Cicely Courtneige 

in the first series, but replaced by Doris Hare at the start of the second series and remained 

thereafter), his none-to-bright sister Olive (Anna Karen) and his idle brother-in-law Arthur (Michael 

Robbins). The situation comedy also focused on his friendship with his lechurous conductor Jack 

(Bob Grant) and their uneasy relationship with their petty and miserable Inspector Blake (Stephen 

Lewis), known to them as Blakey. Then there was the womanising antics of both Stan and Jack, quite 

often it would go all wrong for Stan because his family never approved of the girls he brought home. 

Michael Robbins left the series just prior to the last series, the writers came up with the scenario 

that Arthur finally walked out on Olive, and that they were looking to divorce. Reg Varney would 

soon leave with the hope of becoming a star of films in specials, but this turned out to be 

unsuccessful and little was heard of him after that. In the story Stan went to work in a bus factory in 

the Midlands, and Inspector Blakey became the main attraction as he moved in to the Butler 

household as a lodger. Towards the end, Ronald Wolfe & Ronald Chesney gave up their position as 

the series' house writers, and later scripts were supplied by cast members Bob Grant and Stephen 

Lewis as well as people like George Layton. On The Buses is my favourite sitcom because it's one of 

the very few which have made me laugh. I also like the way it portrayed the working class 

background and the characters, especially Arthur (Michael Robbins) were marvelous, I will never 

forget them! 

 

 

 



Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1969) 
 

Episode 1: The Early Shift; Middle-aged bus driver Stan Butler lives 

with his mum, sister Olive and her grumpy husband Arthur. He 

and aging Lothario conductor Jack are constantly battling 

miserable inspector Blakey and when Blakey closes the canteen 

after Stan has been eating in the bus cabin, industrial action is 

called for. Stan lies in front of the bus Blakey is driving and attracts 

the attention of a news crew. 

Episode 2: The New Conductor; A new conductor turns out to be a 

conductress, Iris, whom Stan dates. Despite being middle-aged he 

does not want his family to know and says he is on a late shift 

whilst taking Iris to the pub, where Arthur sees them. Arthur and 

Stan's mum also foil Stan's efforts after he has brought Iris home 

though he eventually makes up with her. 

Episode 3: Olive Takes a Trip; To Stan's horror Olive gets a job as a bus conductress but she gets sick 

from the diesel fumes as well as getting stuck in the doors. It is down to Stan to think up an 

ingenious plan to get Olive off the buses - like saying that she is pregnant. 

Episode 4: Bus Drivers' Stomach; Stan is not feeling well as he is suffering from stomach aches. 

Arthur reckons it's because he eats too many chips and other fried foods and suggests he go on a 

diet. At the same time the depot are giving the staff medicals and those deemed unfit will be put on 

menial duties. Stan goes on the diet and passes the medical though finds it might have been better if 

he had failed it. 

Episode 5: The New Inspector; When a vacancy arises for an inspector the crew-men are not keen to 

apply, fearing that they will end up like Blakey. But needs must in the Butler household as Mum 

needs a new coat and Stan takes the vacancy. However he soon realises that he is better off doing 

his old job and is happy to return to the ranks. 

Episode 6: The Canteen; The bus staff are given some say in the running of their canteen and Stan is 

put in charge as manager. He employs Mrs. Sharma as a cook but she can only make Indian dishes 

and so he replaces her with Olive. This is an even worse executive decision as Olive is a terrible cook 

and ultimately Stan is reduced to buying fish and chips from the local takeaway. 

Episode 7: The Darts Match; Following an argument over the use of the staff darts board Stan and 

Jack are challenged to a match by his old flame Iris and her friend. Stan tries to practice but drops his 

darts into Olive's stew and has trouble adjusting to his new set, ultimately - thanks also to Iris's wiles 

- losing the match. He is replaced on the team by his Mum, who proves to be an excellent player. 
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Series 2 (6 Episodes) (1969) 
 

Episode 1: Family Flu; With the women of the family down with flu 

Arthur and Stan must play nursemaid but then Arthur also catches 

the flu, leaving Stan to cook - at which he is dreadful - and shop 

and clean, in addition to his day job. Eventually the family goes to 

recuperate at Aunt Maud's house and Stan decides to throw a 

party to celebrate, only to go down with the flu himself. 

Episode 2: The Used Combination; Arthur buys an old motor-bike 

and sidecar combination, which has seen better days, so Stan 

'borrows' a tool-kit from the depot to get it working. 

Unfortunately, it breaks down again, the handle-bars fall off and 

Blakey hands them in to lost property. An exasperated Stan kicks 

the bike, finally seeing it on its way. 

Episode 3: Self Defence; Jack and Stan are amongst bus crew staff who have been attacked by 

drunken yobs and, when Blakey advertises a self-defence class, teaching martial arts, the pair decide 

to join - chiefly because two attractive conductresses are also in the class. Inevitably the two men 

get thrown around by the women and discover that Blakey is no slouch either. 

Episode 4: Aunt Maud; Mum's sister, Aunt Maud, comes to stay, bringing her once little dog, Marcus, 

now a huge wolfhound. Their presence means a change of sleeping arrangements and a sleepless 

night for Stan, bunking up with Arthur. Further problems arise for Stan when he tries to smuggle 

Marcus onto the bus to take Aunt Maud home without Blakey finding out. 

Episode 5: Late Again; After a night out with Doreen Stan is late for his early shift. Next day he is also 

late after Arthur has muted his alarm clock to stop it waking the household up. Jack tries to cover for 

him but Blakey puts him on the late shift instead, during which time Jack is getting his feet under the 

table at Doreen's. 

Episode 6: Bon Voyage; Stan is going on a literal busman's holiday to Spain with other crew members 

and decides to get a tan by sun-bathing at the local grave-yard. Unfortunately a tramp steals his 

uniform and he has to break into his holiday money in order to buy a new one. Due to Mum's zeal 

when it comes to packing his case he has to dip into it again as a penalty for carrying excess baggage. 
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On The Downlow (2004) 
 

Set along Chicago's Little Village neighborhood, 'On The Downlow' 

is a new feature based on Chicago filmmaker Tadeo Garcia's 

award-winning short 'Broken Warning'. 'On The Downlow' is the 

explosive story of the relationship between Isaac and Angel, two 

young Latinos involved in a Southside Chicago gang. The decisions 

these men make and the paths they each take create a trap for 

them in a community where rules can't be broken and secrets 

won't be tolerated. With characters that defy stereotyping and a 

surprising tenderness, On The Downlow is an unconventional look 

at life in the hood. Gradually movie audiences are turning more 

serious attention to the little Independent films for quality and 

meaning in story and in style and in brave confrontation with 

issues outside the perimeter of the Hollywood style films. A fine 

example is this remarkable film by student Tadeo Garcia whose 

first year in film school produced the outline of this little gem of a movie and whose courageous 'first 

film' gained the respect of screenwriter Roger B. Domain who helped him transfer the skeletal story 

into a full length film ON THE DOWNLOW, all on a budget of $8,000.! From the opening scenes we 

can sense that we are watching a love story, but it is a story of forbidden love: Angel (Michael 

Cortez) is escaping his Chicago street gang with the help of Isaac (Tony Sancho) and the two warmly 

human, supportive, sensitive young youths flee to the territory of Isaac's low neighborhood where 

Isaac convinces Angel to give up his allegiance to his former gang and pledge to Isaac's gang, a rasty 

group led by Reaper (Donato Cruz). Very gradually and with incredible decorum Garcia reveals to us 

that Angel and Isaac are lovers, the only time the union is shown physically is a prolonged kiss in an 

open night alley, an event which will trigger the force of destiny: it is enough as the scene is 

passionate yet gracefully not graphic. The boys' mothers plead with them to not carry guns and to 

avoid gang alliance, but at the same time they lovingly accept their sons' sexuality. But life is as it is 

on the streets of south side Chicago and Angel is accepted into Isaac's gang, having to undergo the 

cruel initiation beating that accompanies his joining. Reaper is later informed that Angel is an ex-

gang member of the rival gang and Isaac is the one Reaper determines should kill the offending 

Angel. The two lovers try to escape Chicago but the inevitable happens and the ending is tragic but 

with undertones that are subtly captured by Garcia's eye, mind, camera, and heart: the final 

confrontation scene ends with our enabled view of evidence that other members of the gang share 

the same 'on the downlow' as Angel and Isaac. Not only are Tony Sancho and Michael Cortez wholly 

believable in their dichotomous roles, but the entire cast is filled with raw yet gifted talent: Felipe 

Camacho as the Priest, Beatriz Jamaica as Angel's mother and Carmen Cenko as Isaac's mother, 

Donato Cruz as Reaper, Adelina Quinones (a terrific screen presence) as Laura, and all the youngsters 

who convincingly bring the gang members to life. Yes, there are evidences of low budget constraints, 

but the overwhelming success of the story of two young men in love against the backdrop of 

hopelessness of crime is brilliant evidence that Tadeo Garcia is a gifted talent to watch. 

Recommended for all audiences. 
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Once Upon A Time In America (C'era Una Volta In America) (2003 

restored director's cut) 
 

Epic tale of a group of Jewish gangsters in New York, from 

childhood, through their glory years during prohibition, and their 

meeting again 35 years later. Complex tale of the life of New York 

gangsters from the period of the early 1900's through prohibition, 

and climaxing in their subsequent reunion in the 1960's. Robert 

De Niro and James Woods play the lead roles of loyal childhood 

friends who enter a life of crime together that inevitably leads to 

tragedy. Epic, episodic, tale of the lives of a small group of New 

York City Jewish gangsters spanning over 40 years. Told mostly in 

flashbacks and flash-forwards, the movie centers on small-time 

hood David 'Noodles' Aaronson (Robert De Nero) and his lifelong 

partners in crime; Max (James Woods), Cockeye (William 

Forsythe) and Patsy (James Hayden) and their friends from growing up in the rough Jewish 

neighborhood of New York's Lower East Side in the 1920s, to the last years of Prohibition in the early 

1930s, and then to the late 1960s where an elderly Noodles returns to New York after many years in 

hiding to look into the past. 
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Once Were Warriors (1994) 
 

Set in urban Auckland (New Zealand) this movie tells the story of 

the Heke family. Jake Heke is a violent man who beats his wife 

frequently when drunk, and yet obviously loves both her and his 

family. The movie follows a period of several weeks in the family's 

life showing Jake's frequent outburst of violence and the effect 

that this has on his family. The youngest son is in trouble with the 

police and may be put into a foster home while the elder son is 

about to join a street gang. Jake's daughter has her own serious 

problems which are a key element in the plot. This movie is based 

on a modern day New Zealand family, dealing with near poverty 

and violence from all sides, including the often inebriated father. 

The acting in this movie was just plain amazing. I was hooked from 

beginning to end, entranced with the wide range of feelings and 

emotions the movie evoked in me. You will cry, laugh, sing, and 

rage right along with the characters, and you will find it hard not to restart the movie just to watch it 

again. This is just one of the few movies that stayed with me all these years, since first seeing it back 

in 1995. I will never forget this movie, and if you watch it, I can guarantee that neither will you. 
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Ondskan (Evil) (2003) 
 

Erik is expelled from school for fighting. He ends up at a private 

boarding school where the senior students control the young 

ones. Erik finds a friend in Pierre, his room mate. The story 

revolves around Erik who just wishes to be left alone and 

graduate. He doesn't listen to what the seniors have to say and 

they don't like it. I wonder, as I write this, why a film like Ondskan 

hasn't received commercial distribution in the States. Perhaps 

distributors assume Americans are too removed from the world of 

mid-century upper class boy's boarding schools in Sweden to 

relate to the film, which is our loss. Ondskan presents a 

microcosm of cruelty, status, and one-upsmanship - one might say 

evil - that exists in such an institution. Every year we read another 

horror story of a hazing gone too far. Children trounce their 

playmates. There's plenty of physical aggression among boys. The 

latest discussion concerns what among girls is called relational aggression, in which an individual is 

harmed through the hurtful manipulation of peer relationships and/or their friendships. Neal LaBute 

has taken the idea of sadistic relationships to the American workplace in 'In the Company of Men' 

and to the suburbs in 'Your Friends and Neighbors'. There have certainly been other films tackling 

this particularly subject of sadism in boarding schools, Young Torless (Der Junge Törless) in 1966, 

comes especially to mind. What is captivating about Ondskan ('Evil') is both cinematic and 

psychological. The world of this o-so reputable boys school is painted in earth tones and fine wood 

with muted light rendering its cold emotions. The set design by Anna Asp (who's has done some 

other great looking films) lets us feel as though we have lived in this space. The lead character, Erik 

Ponti, at first we think will be the embodiment of the 'evil' of the title. He is regularly and 

systematically strapped by his stepfather. He transfers that frustration to his own classmates, which 

is what gets him sent to the boarding school in question. There he is ritually brutalized by the 

upperclassmen, which is, we are led to understand, the expected behavior in this hierarchy. To the 

administration and faculty this is apparently part of school tradition. Eric's initial unwillingness to 

fight back, despite a similar unwillingness to bend to arbitrary, sadistic, and unwritten rules, is 

relentlessly frustrating. As an audience we really want him to act. But his honor, his fortitude, and 

the fact his mother has hocked some heirlooms to pay tuition, keep him from lashing back. We are 

thus submitted to the same unremitting abuses with no real payoff. I will refrain from revealing the 

end, but it is not when or what you might expect. The result is a great ride and an elating experience. 

The audiences at Harvard, where I saw the film, applauded afterward. It's not a perfect film. There 

are clichés and expected set-ups. Still the mushy adolescence of the actors cast in these parts is 

consistently smart. The music is tasteful and well used. The direction is subtle and the violence is felt 

more than seen, but when it happens it is as ugly as it deserves to be. 
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One Christmas (Truman Capote's One Christmas) (1994) 
 

Hailed as a "rewarding gift" and "and unexpected pleasure," One 

Christmas is a timeless holiday treasure based on Truman Capote's 

bittersweet tale of a young boy's adventures with the father he's 

never known. It's a classic family story featuring acclaimed 

performances from an award-winning cast, including the 

legendary Katharine Hepburn, Henry Winkler, Swoosie Kurtz and 

Julie Harris. It's Christmas 1930, and 8-year-old Buddy (8-year-old 

T.J. Lowther) finds himself in New Orleans spending the holidays 

with his estranged father (Winkler). Leaving behind his Aunt Sook 

(Harris) and the peaceful Alabama country life. Buddy now 

endures a conniving, deceitful con man of a dad who seems to 

care more about fast buck scams than earning his son's affection. 

Buddy dreams of finding Santa, a snow-covered New Orleans and 

a new relationship with his father. His dad is looking for something 

real in a life of lies. Finally, father and son realize the greatest thing they have is each other. It's a gift 

that comes just in time for one unforgettable Christmas. I mostly hate x-mas season on TV, 'cause 

there are thousands of ridiculous movies about it. However, this is an exception: it's intelligently 

made, with good performances (Katharine Hepburn, want more?) and, although it handles feelings 

and sensibility (just like a Christmas story), it gets away from common places and cliches. Don't miss 

it next x-mas! 
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One Hour Photo (2002) 
 

Seymour 'SY' Parrish has been doing photo development for 20 

years. He has a vast knowledge of modern photography and 

develops photos at a local department store for a living. But SY 

lives a sad and lonely life and begins spying on the Yorkin family, 

his biggest customers who seem to have everything in the world. 

SY begins to feel that he wants to be in the Yorkin's life, but when 

he discovers that the Yorkins are not as perfect as they seem, he 

becomes a man on a mission to expose the imperfections of the 

Yorkin family that could tear them apart. A department store 

photo clerk, Seymour 'Sy' Parrish, is exceptionally knowledgeable 

about photography, and has been developing photos for the 

Yorkin family since their son was a baby. However, Sy also lives a 

very solitary and lonely life - with no wife, girlfriend, or family in 

the picture. Sy begins to develop a disturbing obsession with the 

Yorkins and what they have, and when he is fired for theft he goes over the top. Having discovered a 

disturbing secret about Mr. Yorkin, he exacts angry revenge in a chilling manner. I loved this movie. 

Romanek pays attention to the minute details often overlooked by most directors through the use of 

natural lighting, exceptional cinemaphotography that gives you a moment to take in the scenery and 

a soundtrack that doesn't force the viewer to keep fiddling with the volume. At 90 minutes in length, 

there is no pointless filler doesn't bore you and irrelevant side plots to push it to the 2-hour mark. 

It's a movie you can sit back and enjoy without feeling distracted by ridiculous special effects, jittery 

camera work or a disjointed plot. It has a peaceful, deep and thoughtful feel to the narration and 

dialog that is enhanced and complimented by the soundtrack. You can identify with the characters 

because they're not some Hollywood fantasy - but real and identifiable everyday people who react 

as you would expect everyday people to react. Robin Williams has proven that he's a versatile actor. 

I've always liked his characters in comedies (i.e., Mork and Mindy, The Birdcage and Death to 

Smoochy) - however he really shines in more dramatic roles (Moscow on the Hudson and 

Awakenings). His character Sy in One Hour Photo takes him to the next level, but he's not the center 

of attraction. This is a good thing. Romanek gives the movie a sense of balance by giving characters 

depth and dimension. He makes sure that the perfect family that is the focus of Sy's obsession has 

problems just like everyone else in spite of their picture perfect affluent lifestyle. We see that while 

Sy succeeds at work with a warm, friendly disposition - his personal life is cold and lonely with his 

surroundings at home the same impersonal and sterile environment at work. Sy's character fits 

perfectly. Another bright spot in One Hour Photo was 10-year-old Dylan Smith, who played the son 

of the family that Sy is obsessed with. He's a natural actor who has the ability to play natural 

characters - an average kid who does a splendid job of acting as an average kid. Romanek doesn't 

insult the viewer by subjecting us to the stereotypical, annoying, mouthy, whiny, know-it-all kid with 

the bowl haircut that has ruined movie after movie. If I could change something - I would cast 

someone other than Gary Cole to play Sy's boss. Maybe it's the MST3K fan inside me saying this, but 

after seeing Office Space many times, I kept waiting for him to reincarnate the role of Bill Lumbergh 

in even the most subtle way, mmmm-kay? Romanek knew how not to cross the fine line that 

separated Cole's role as the sadistic boss in Office Space from boss in One Hour Photo. 
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One Hundred And One Dalmatians (1961) 
 

When a litter of Dalmatian puppies are abducted by the minions 

of Cruella De Vil, the parents must find them before she uses 

them for a diabolical fashion statement. Pongo and Perdita have a 

litter of 15 puppies. Cruella De Vil takes a fancy to the pups, and 

wants to get hold of them, as well as more pups, to make herself 

a lovely Dalmatian skin coat. Cruella hires some thugs to kidnap 

the pups and hold them at her mansion. Will Pongo and Perdita 

find them in time? Of all of the last films Disney personally 

overlooked, One Hundred and One Dalmatians is an excellent 

movie for that time and even now. Released all the way back in 

1961, this is possibly one of the best Disney animated classics. The 

film opens with a catchy, yet mixed up opening, from flying spots 

to animations of the dogs running. I have to say, the animation is 

excellent, keeping all the spots accurate on each Dalmatian, 

considering the fact that there are 101 of them. There are very 

few songs in the movie, just the catchy "Cruella De Vil" and the ending song "Dalmatian Plantation." 

The story is about Pongo, a bachelor dog with his bachelor owner, Roger. At the park, Pongo meets a 

female Dalmatian named Perdita and Roger meets her owner, Anita, and they become married. But 

then the bad things happen, once Cruella De Vil, an old schoolmate of Anita, finds out that 15 

puppies are to be born, she wants their fur to make coats. But Roger is defiant and Cruella decides to 

have her henchmen, Jasper and Horace Badun, to steal the 15 puppies, and they do, along with 84 

other puppies. Pongo and Perdita must find the puppies before anything happens. Entertaining it is, 

this film had great animation for its time. The songs are memorable, and the film is just a classic. An 

excellent Disney film like most of their classics. 
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One Little Indian (1973) 
 

A boy (12-year-old Clay O'Brien) turned Indian, a trooper turned 

deserter and ROSIE, a camel turned IMPOSSIBLE! I have watched 

this many times with my children all 7. And everyone enjoys it. 

Still we have watched it over and over along with their friends and 

as stated before everyone who has ever seen this movie watchs it 

again and again. There are not many family movies around 

anymore. There should be more movies like this made now adays. 

Kids will always be kids. Everyone enjoys a good comdey. No 

matter what age they are. This movie is truely a treasure. How 

can you not like James Garner. One of many Disney movies for the 

whole family. This should be put on a DVD and brought back out 

on the shelves for all to see and watch. So get out the popcorn 

and get ready for a GOOD family movie. 
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One Magic Christmas (1985) 
 

Gideon, a Christmas angel, is sent, by Santa, to help Ginny 

Grainger. Ginny is a cynic, and she hates Christmas. She and her 

family (husband, Jack and two kids, Cal (Robbie Magwood) and 

Abbie) have fallen on hard times, making it even harder to believe 

in anything that can't be seen. With help from Abbie, and a trip to 

see Santa Claus himself, can Gideon find a way to make Ginny 

believe again? One Magic Christmas is one of my favorite 

Christmas movies of all time. While I don't remember seeing it in 

the theater (apparantly I did, but I had just turned 3-years-old), I 

watched our videotaped copy (recorded off of the Disney Channel 

circa 1986) so many times as a little girl (regardless of the season), 

the first few minutes of the tape literally wore out, filling with 

snow and static. This, and the fact that I had every line 

memorized, has become something of Christmas Lore in my 

family. Tonight (Christmas 2005), I watched the film again with my parents and sister for the first 

time in many years, and was stuck by several things: first, how well the film has held up over the last 

twenty years; second, how special and unique the message is from "traditional" family holiday 

movies that were made in the 80s and 90s; and third, how I still remember many of the lines of 

dialog -- they are indelibly etched into my brain after literally hundreds of viewings. "One Magic 

Christmas" is sort of an alternate take on "It's a Wonderful Life" -- centering around a family who has 

fallen on hard times with a mother who never says "Merry Christmas" and is generally devoid of any 

holiday sentiment altogether. Her daughter Abbie, together with the Christmas Angel Gideon, 

embark on a plan to help her re-find the Christmas spirit. Mary Steenburgen is fantastic as the 

loving, but icy mother. Her performance is very real -- she is both funny and dramatic, and her 

character is developed in a way that most family films omit. Harry Dean Stanton is perfect as Gideon, 

the angel - calming and knowing. You believe he is who he says he is. The child actors in the film are 

equally fantastic. In a family film, the kids can either make it or break it. These children act like real 

kids -- they aren't trying to be cute for the camera (although they really are adorable -- and this is 

coming from someone who dislikes most children on TV/movies) and they hold their own with their 

adult counterparts with ease. The little girl that plays Abbie is effortless in her portrayal of a girl with 

an non-wavering belief in Santa Clause. Honestly, one of the things I think that I like best about this 

film is how real it seems. Considering magic and faith are primary elements of the story - this really 

says something. The acting is so good, the dialog believable, that the more mystical situations do not 

seem out of bounds. The film also delves into darker, more realistic themes than you get in most 

family fare. This is really exceptional, especially considering this was a Disney picture. The ultimate 

message of the film is heartening and poignant - even for those of us who are grown and long-since 

stopped believing in Santa and magic. This is one of those movies that just feels good to watch. I can 

honestly say, even if this film didn't have the sentimental value it does for me, I would still 

recommend it as an excellent Christmas movie. 
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Open Season 3 (2010) 
 

Boog's friends rally to bring him home from a Russian traveling 

circus. After the guys back out of a trip Boog (Voice of Epps) 

wonders what else is in the world. When Boog finds a traveling 

circus full of bears he thinks he found the perfect place, until he 

learns they will be going back to Russia. When his friends find out 

they go on a rescue mission led be Elliot (Voice of McHale). I was 

not a big fan of Open Season 1 and never saw Open Season 2, but 

I really liked this one. It was made for kids, but had enough jokes 

in it to keep me entertained and laughing with them. Not really a 

lot to review here as it is a kids movie, but I will say it's fun for the 

whole family. I give it a B. My kids give it a B+. 
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Ossessione (1943) 
 

Gino, a young and handsome tramp, stops in a small roadside inn 

run by Giovanna. She is unsatisfied with her older husband 

Bragana: she only married him for money. Gino and Giovanna fall 

in love. But Bragana is inhibiting for their passion, and Giovanna 

refuses to run away with Gino. "Ossessione", made in 1942 and 

banned in Italy by Mussolini, is a powerful delineation of the ill-

fated love between Gino, a virile young drifter who arrives by 

chance at a roadside restaurant and filling station, and Giovanna, 

the beautiful young wife of the fat old man who owns the place. 

Giovanna's husband disgusts her; every time he touches her she 

wants to scream. Gino leaves, only to return because he can't get 

her out of his blood. They kill her husband, but his death haunts 

the guilt-ridden Gino. Visconti's first feature, Ossessione is an 

adaptation of James M. Cain's The Postman Always Rings Twice. 

Now, I'm not familiar with that book or the other film versions, but I am a big fan of Cain's Double 

Indemnity (much more so than I am a fan of Billy Wilder's film version of it, in fact). The two novellas 

seem like they must be very similar. Both involve an illicit love affair where a ravenous wife 

complains to a morally weak man that her husband is worthless and mean to her. Giovanna, the 

woman in this Italian version, played very well by Clara Calamai, is not evil incarnate like the wife in 

Double Indemnity, but she seems very spoiled. Her husband (a great performance by Juan de Landa) 

is a bit cruel to her, but she strikes me like she is at least as uncompromising with him. He's older 

than her and unattractive, so she's rather fickle. When Gino shows up, a young, muscular man, it 

takes her about five minutes to get him into bed. She sweats she wants to be with him forever, but 

she's stuck with her husband. They break up at first, but when they meet again, they (apparently, 

although this is intentionally vague) plan to murder the husband. They are successful, and they move 

back to the woman's home town to run the bar that her husband owned. Gino is very unenthusiastic 

about this idea. He wants Giovanna, but the one thing that he certainly doesn't want is to sit around 

in one place for the rest of his life. Their relationship quickly crumbles. Ossessione is a very complex 

film with complex characters. It's always fascinating, but it does go on a bit too long. At two hours 

and twenty-two minutes, I can't, for the life of me, figure out how it took that long! This is partly due 

to the neorealist stylistics that Visconti was inventing within this film. It was, after all, the first film 

that won that label. We see a lot of the action prolonged as it would be in real life, without any 

hurrying to the next plot point. I've seen many of Visconti's films, and the only one I like better than 

this one is Rocco and His Brothers (1960). His direction is as great as it ever was, with the camera 

moving brilliantly and the editing perfect. I also feel the need to point out the film's best 

performance, by Dhia Christiani as a young (exotic) dancer and part-time prostitute named Anita 

whom Gino meets after he begins to try to break away from Giovanna. She's only in the film for 

maybe five or six minutes, and she has only a few lines. It's shocking how much Visconti and 

Christiani are able to do with this character in such a short time. She's absolutely heartbreaking. 
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Ostrov Sokrovishch (1988) 
 

A hilarious animation based on R. Stevenson's famous novel 

"Treasure Island". Film One: "Captain Flint's Map". Film Two: 

"Captain Flint's Treasure". One day an unexpected guest appeared 

at "The Admiral Benbow" Inn - an old pirate named Billy Bones, 

alias "the Captain", who was in possession of the Treasure Island 

map. The same night he was visited by "the Blind Pew". They 

talked and "the captain" had a stroke. Before he died, Billy Bones 

asked a very good boy, Jimmy Hawkins, to pass the map to Doctor 

Livesey, which he did. After some discussion, the doctor, Squire 

Trelawney and Jimmy decided to go in search of the treasure. At 

"The Spyglass" Inn they hired sailors and set sail on the 

"Hispaniola" schooner. They had no idea that their ship crew was 

just a band of pirates planning to kill them as soon as they find the 

treasure. At the dawn of the fatal day the schooner was slowly 

approaching the Skeleton Island. The film is made by the method 

of combining acting and animation. This picture uses animation mixed with several video clips 

featuring live actors. "Ostrov" is a spectacular and unique piece of animation, using progressive 

imagery and comics-like style. Movie is packed with intense music and is half-parody/comedy, half-

screening of the R.L. Stevenson's "Treasure Island", also with parts of musical. It's also completely 

unforgettable thanks to voices of Armen Dzhigarkhanyan and Viktor Andriyenko. If you know 

Russian, you got to see this movie to know the mock style of it, because you can't see anything 

similar to "Ostrov" anywhere. If you are Russian and haven't seen it, I only wonder. 
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Otets I Syn (Father And Son) (2003) 
 

Father (Andrej Shetinin) and Son (Alexei Nejmyshev) live together 

in a rooftop apartment. They have lived alone for years in their 

own private world, full of memories and daily rituals. Sometimes 

they seem like brothers. Sometimes even like lovers. Following in 

his father's footsteps, Alexei attends military school. He likes 

sports, tends to be irresponsible and has problems with his 

girlfriend. She is jealous of Alexei's close relationship with his 

father. Despite knowing that all sons must one day live their own 

lives, Alexei is conflicted. Alexei's father knows he should maybe 

accept a better job in another city, maybe search for a new wife. 

But who will ease the pain of Alexei's nightmares? Alexandr 

(Russian Ark) Sokorov's Father and Son (Otets y sin) - wow! What a 

beautiful, dreamlike, homoerotic film, and also what a wildly self-

indulgent one! A beefy man (Andrei Schetinin), a soldier, we're 

told, who smiles a lot and looks like Farley Granger (his acting seems to consist mostly of smiling), 

has a son, Aleksei (Aleksei Neymyshev), who looks like his younger brother but has broader 

shoulders and an even more spectacularly defined body, and who is studying medicine in military 

school. The classes seem to consist of manly tussling in camouflage gear. The film begins with a 

manly tussle -- of son and dad, naked in a bed, filmed abstractly, showing only parts of the body in 

grainy low light, like the lovemaking scene of the French model and the Japanese architect in the 

sand at the opening of Resnais' Hiroshima mon amour. Everything in Father and Son is seen in soft 

focus through a pale amber/gold filter. Everything is beautiful and unreal. The director has declared 

himself shocked and irritated by our feeling that the content is homoerotic, and therefore 

incestuous. There are cultural differences here: one remembers the Russian soldiers in Cartier-

Bresson's Fifties photo holding hands in a museum. Americans are over-touchy about 

homoeroticism, none the less so if they're gay, and one can't question Sokorov's assertion that for 

him, this is a poem about parental relationships along male lines, about the son's need to break 

away on his own and become a man, and nothing at all about the homoerotic. The beautiful tussling 

bodies and the two almost clone-like men are meant innocently as ways of showing intimacy 

poetically and visually. Sokorov is an avantgardist, and it's perhaps a bit of an accident that his 

previous film, Russian Ark, became so wildly popular with the non-Russian art house crowd. 

Somehow the technical feat of the single take and the variety, color, and prettiness of the images 

endlessly unfolding in Russian Ark rendered it more palatable to a general audience than usual. His 

stylistic methods generally demand great patience and openness from an audience. But Father and 

Son grows on one. It may seem bland, boring, incomprehensible at first, but eventually, if you let it, 

if you absorb its language and give in to its mood, it works its magic. The movie also has a timeless 

quality. It may evoke Eisenstein or Cocteau. Its Lisbon setting, also magical, is nowhere and 

everywhere, a place of the imagination that could be Russia, or Europe, or Baltimore in the Fifties. 
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Our Fathers (2005) 
 

In the 1970s and 1980s a scandal was brewing in the Boston 

diocese of the Roman Catholic Church. Pedophile priests, 

especially Father John Geoghan, were sexually molesting young 

boys (Nikolas Lozzi [Angelo at 13-years-old] & Travis Ryder [Tom 

Blanchette at 12-years-old]). Although the Cardinal at the time, 

Bernard Law, was made aware of the evil acts committed by 

Geoghan & other priests, he sided with the priests and quietly 

moved them from one church to the next, and kept the matter a 

secret from the authorities. Years later, the victims start to come 

forward, and a lawyer sues Cardinal Law & the diocese for hiding 

the crimes from the authorities. Cardinal Law arrogantly defends 

his behavior, and refuses to resign. Meanwhile, Father Geoghan is 

found guilty and sentenced to 10 years behind bars. Will the 

Cardinal resign now...or continue to try to hold onto his position? I 

have seen this movie and am a practicing Catholic from Boston who worked in a rectory at age 12-

years-old in 1964 and did not hear of any abuse. I think the movie did a great job. I lived through the 

scandal. Before this happen I always said Cardinal Law had to be a cardinal because he could not get 

that ego in regular size church. You can't believe what this scandal has down to our diocese. And we 

can't blame lawyers or the media the only real culprit are the pedophile priests and those the 

covered it up. A a practicing Catholic I have always been aware of the secrecy in the everyday 

Church. When a Priests in our parish and left to get married have Mental disorders (nerves, drinking) 

or left to get married it was if the just never existed. And why would anyone blame Jews for this 

movie. It looks like the writers, director and stars are not Jew's if that make a difference. Father Spag 

is in the parish next to ours and the movie did an accurate account of him. Except he is medium built 

Italian. 
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Out Call (2006) 
 

After coming out of the closet, Lawrence seeks love in this gay-

themed drama. But things soon turn complicated when a tryst 

with a masseur leads him down the path towards romance. 
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Out Of The Darkness (1985) 
 

In an English village, three youths see the spirit of a child who died 

in a 17th-century plague epidemic. They decide to learn about the 

town's history to find out how they can help set the child's ghost 

free. John Krish's Out of the Darkness takes us to a Derbyshire 

village, where a clairvoyant child is called upon by the ghost of an 

outcast 'plague boy' to lay his troubled spirit to rest. Inspired by 

the history of the plague village of Eyam, whose villagers isolated 

themselves in 1665 to prevent the spread of the disease, the film - 

typically for Krish - introduces notes that resonate more widely and darkly, such as the feral nature 

of mob mentality and the continuation of patterns of fear through the ages. As the young boy in the 

present age goes to 'the other side of the mist' and finds himself hounded into the hills in the way 

that another young boy had been centuries before, a present-day incarnation of the village mob 

assembles. A True story worth every minute. Saw this film when I was about 14 (now 25), and it's 

never left my memory. Excellent movie and adaptation of the true story about the Village of Eyam in 

Derbyshire which was hit by the plague. The way the film was made, was of a typical English village 

where you can really feel the film coming alive. At times it felt quite scary, when the ghost is first 

seen, and when one of the 3 kids gets lost in the woods and has to run through the graveyard. I'd 

love to watch this film again, but I'm having difficulty finding it. That's how great I thought it was. 

Highly recommended to anyone. Tom (Gary Halliday) is holidaying with his best friend Mike (Michael 

Flowers) and his sister Penny (Emma Ingham) and Mike and Penny's mother Mrs. Neil (Jenny Tarren) 

who has taken them to an isolated village in Derbyshire where a cottage is available. The estate 

agent goes to greet them and hand over the keys, but he is met there by an unexpected guest, Julian 

Reid (Michael Carter) who is in the area to trace his roots. What Reid asks the estate agent is very 

pertinent: will he tell the Neils and Tom about the history of this place? For the village has a very 

dark past, centred around the Black Death of centuries before. Out of the Darkness was one of the 

last Children's Film Foundation movies as soon the government stopped making provision for them 

and the effort was allowed to dwindle into near-nothingness, with only the very occasional return to 

the nation's cinema screens. More likely this example would have been seen in schools or on 

television which were fast becoming the foundation's accustomed home, though even then its days 

were numbered as a regular part of British kids' media experiences, and soon its productions were 

relegated to nostalgic memories rather than a useful part of the nation's film industry. Whereas 

there was a more civic duty tone to much of those works for the majority of them, by the time the 

eighties came around there was a move towards education, as if the bosses were saying, these 

aren't simply pieces of fluff you know, they have worth outside entertainment. So it was that here a 

lengthy sequence showing a schoolteacher giving a talk in a small museum about the plague, its 

place in history and how it travelled, borne by rats. Otherwise, the plot concentrated on the effects 

of social paranoia brought about by the disaster, which is at the heart of the terrible secret the 

children uncover through their adventures. This is triggered by the appearance of a ghost which at 

first only Tom can see - or hear, as the initial visit to the cottage has him pressing his ear up against a 

wall and listening to sounds of a commotion which took place far in the past. Next thing you know, 

they have moved in and it all goes a bit Salem's Lot as when in bed at night Tom looks over at the 

window and catches sight of a ghost of a boy floating just outside, a bell around his neck chiming. 



Naturally, he has trouble convincing Mike or Penny (especially Mike) about this, until Penny has a 

vision of her own and soon they are trying to uncover just what the community there are so guilty 

about, which is much as you'd expect as it turns out. Director John Krish was a veteran of not only 

cinema features but public information films as well, and his most famous entry in that vein was The 

Finishing Line, which detailed a sports day held on a railway line to warn children about the dangers 

of playing there. Nothing so horrific here, rest assured, although watch this at a tender age and it 

might have stayed with you for its simple chills, most of which are concerned with the hazy link 

between past and present, the middle ground being occupied by a mysterious mist through which 

Tom and Penny experience the events which have brought back the ghost boy in an attempt to 

achieve justice, or at least satisfaction. Pausing to note the C.F.F. were moving with the times, 

however slightly, by making Mrs. Neil an apparent single mother, most of this unfolded with a 

sensible approach, even the scary bits, though you had to wonder about the sense of leaving the 

kids with Reid when he practically gets them into trouble at the end - plus he was Bib Fortuna, and 

we know whose company he kept. Music by Ed Welch. [This is available on DVD under the title Scary 

Stories as part of the BFI's series of Children's Film Foundation releases, along with The Man from 

Nowhere and Haunters of the Deep on the same disc.]. 
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Out Of The Past (1998) 
 

In 1995, Kelli Peterson started a gay and straight club at her Salt 

Lake City high school. The story of her ensuing battle with school 

authorities in interspersed with looks back at the diary of Michael 

Wigglesworth, a 17th-century Puritan cleric, at the 30-year love 

affair of Sarah Orne Jewett and Annie Adams Fields, at Henry 

Gerber's attempt after World War I to establish a gay-rights 

organization, at Bayard Rustin's role in the civil rights movement, 

and at Barbara Gittings' taking on of the American Psychiatric 

Association's position that homosexuality is illness. One person 

comments, "To create a place for ourselves in the present, we 

have to find ourselves in the past." This movie takes a very non-

bias view into the lives of some Utah (where I am from and lived 

through this) citizens who stood in the face of bigotry and yelled in 

their ears. The movie was wonderfully put together with some 

amazing historical facts thrown in. Even with a reporters non-biased viewpoint this movie takes, you 

can't help but hate the SLC council members as well as many of the citizens of this state for their 

close mindedness, hatred, blindness, and narrowness. With the theme of the issue and the point of 

this whole fight, you can't help but see the idiocies of the anti-gay supporters. 
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Outcast Of The Islands (1951) 
 

I am a big fan of THE THIRD MAN, I think it is one of the seven 

greatest movies ever made, I liked ODD MAN OUT, and also liked 

Reeds earlier effort of THE FALLEN IDOL. His latter film, THE KEY, 

while not being totally successful in my eyes in a good film, and an 

even better film is OUR MAN IN HAVANA. So I was excited about 

seeing this film. Perhaps if I was more patient, had seen this in a 

movie theater as it was meant to be seen, and did not have the 

benefit of a remote control for a VCR, I would have liked it more. 

Everyone has said how great Trevor Howard is. I have also liked 

him in staring roles like Brief Encounter, Clouded Yellow, but here, 

even though he has some great moments, more towards the end 

of the film, I somehow feel he has been miscast. In one of the 

opening scenes, when he leaves the Billiards club, I felt I was 

watching Howard Imitating Orson Welles from THE THIRD MAN. if 

Reed and Welles could have formed a partnership, and that might 

have actually been from ODD MAN OUT, I think he would have been a better choice, though I'm sure 

they couldn't get him. One of the problems with his character is, that we realize right from the 

beginning what a jerk he is, and their fore, we never really care about him. This film would have 

worked better for me if I would have liked this guy in the beginning. Welle's Harry Lime, was a likable 

character, even though he was not a good man. Bogarts Harry Dobbs in Treasure Of the Sierra 

Madre works because we care about him in the beginning, and are sad to see his mental destruction. 

Howard's character elicits no such feelings, and for me this is one of the major failings of the film, 

and why this film has not received the accolades of Reed's previous three films. I found Ralph 

Richardson's performance hammy, I just could not buy him as a captain, appeared to be a poor 

makeup job, and since we don't see him much, (He ironically got top billing), he does not appear to 

be important to this story, even if he gives the final denouncement. I also disliked George Courlouris 

(did I spell that right) as a native. Since they filmed this in Ceylon, they did not need an actor doing a 

role in black face. Robert Morley is excellent in this film however. Those people who have always 

looked upon him as that jolly Englishmen who did those British Airline commercials, or seen him in 

other films, will get quite a revelation in this film. He is the one standout in this movie. One can just 

imagine how his daughter might turn out having a father like this. His character, while perhaps not 

being the character that Howard's character is, just oozes slime, would you want a father like this, 

and his acting makes the most of it. Wendy Hiller is alright as the suffering wife of Morely, and they 

should have made more of what I thought might have been her lust for the Howard character, while 

Howard's character lusts after the native woman, who, played by an actress named Kerima, who is 

supposed to have been born in Algeria, almost looks like an English actress given a darker skin tone, 

though probably not. Reeds direction at the beginning of this film is unimaginative, I was quite 

disappointed with the back screen shots that were employed considering the location photography, 

and I always remember his great cinematography from his other films (Love that tilted camera). 

However never has lust been filmed so amazingly in an early 1950's movie, (British at that), here 

Howard is quite good, and the shots of Kerima, our realizing that she does not love this man and 

may have ulterior motives, in closeup, without Howards knowledge are well done. The last two 



climactic sequences, with Morely and Howard in a sequence that seems to predate Cornel Wilde's 

THE NAKED PREY, which probably sent shock waves in cinema's of the early 1950's, and the 

sequence at the end between Howard and Richardson are two very memorable moments from this 

film. If the film comes out on DVD, with some interesting extras, a good audio commentary, I would 

be interested to see it again, and Hopefully get some further insight that might change my mind. 

However, of the six movies I have seen of Director Carol Reed, This is my least favorite. 
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Outrageous! (1977) 
 

A story about a female impersonator who rooms with a pregnant 

schizophrenic. One unforgettable line has made me think of this 

movie thousands of times since I saw it (and marveled at Taylor) at 

the old Playboy Theater in Chicago on a particularly nasty winter 

night. This was when it (and I) first came out, and I've not seen it 

since, so pardon my fumbles on the details, but... One character is 

'waaay' down in the pit of despair toward the end of the film, and 

second character basically delivers a get-over-it slap: "You're just 

like everybody else. You're alive and sick and living in Toronto..." 

The audience roared. Who needs "alive and well"? We all 'are' 

alive and sick and living wherever. And alive and sick (or sick of 

heart, or sick of it all) and living lots of places since, it's slapped me 

back into a smile more times than I can count. It was quite a gift, 

in its sweet neurotic way. 
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Over The Edge (1979) 
 

New Grenada is a planned community set in the desert where 

there is nothing for the kids to do, save for a rec center - which 

closes at 6 PM. The parents, in their zeal to attract industry to 

their town, have all but neglected their children. As a result, the 

kids begin to create their own entertainment, which involves 

vandalism, theft, and general hooliganism. During an incident 

when one of the kids brandishes an unloaded gun at town cop Ed 

Doberman, he is shot and killed. When the parents gather the 

next night to discuss the killing and the level of lawlessness 

among the youth, they soon find out that their kids have had all 

they can take. I knew that there were many out there who know 

and love "Over The Edge," but I must say I was pleasantly 

surprised at just how much of an impact the film seems to have 

had on so many. So I just wanted to send a thank you to all out 

there who have supported the film over the years (the DVD 

release would never have happened without you) on behalf of the cast, crew, and anyone else 

involved in the making of the movie. We've always felt that Over The Edge was a special film, and it's 

very rewarding and exciting to learn that many of you also feel that way. Enjoy the film. 
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Over The Hedge (2006) 
 

Traveling raccoon con artist, RJ (Willis), arrives in a woods outside 

a human city in the Midwest, excited about the wonders that 

living near humans can bring hungry animals. What he finds, 

however, is an Amish-like community that is deathly afraid of 

humans, after their leader, Vern the tortoise (Shandling), has an 

encounter with human boys that terrifies him. Encouraged by RJ, 

however, the animals slowly venture over the hedge that 

separates them from the brand new suburban development that 

appeared over the winter while they were sleeping, and what RJ 

shows them is a whole new world where humans leave tin cans 

full of fish and other food in big canisters, ripe for the taking. As 

they get closer and closer to humans, however, their comfortable 

lives in the woods appears to be threatened. Upon waking up 

after hibernation, a group of forest animals discover that a tall 

hedge has appeared out of nowhere, half their forest is gone, they have little to no food left. While 

Verne, a nervous turtle who acts as leader, suggests they simply adapt, RJ the raccoon shows up and 

gives them another option: go over the hedge and get food from the humans! The other forest 

animals quickly give into RJ, sneaking into the human world to get all the food they can grab. What 

they don't know is that RJ is actually in debt to a hungry bear, who has given him one week to 

replenish his food supply, or RJ takes its place! RJ (Bruce Willis) is a raccoon, specialist on finding and 

stealing food, as every raccoon in the world. During a night, RJ tries to steal all the food reserves of 

Vincent (Nick Nolte), a big bear, but the raccoon's ambition makes that all the food loot get lost. 

Vincent warns RJ that he'll should put back all his food when full moon comes, otherwise he will 

regret having steal the food. Meanwhile, a group of animals headed by a cautious turtle, Verne 

(Garry Shandling), is worried because spring has come and there's not enough food for everyone. 

Verne tells that they will be fine eating plants and some bark. Later, they find that their wood has a 

frontier, formed by a giant bush. They're scared of crossing to the other side, where the suburbs 

exist. But RJ comes to the scene, telling that there's no danger in the suburbs, and that they will find 

all the food they want there. Nevertheless, Verne will distrust in RJ, because he thinks that there's 

something suspicious about him, trying to convince the group that natural food is better than junk 

human food. Verne won't be wrong, because RJ is only using them to get the food for Vincent. A pair 

of opossums, a family of porcupines, a nervous squirrel and a female skunk, will plan a risky theft to 

a house, drawing a lot of obstacles, like a silly exterminator, a cat and the neurotic house owner. 

When a hungry bear (Nolte) wakes up to see RJ, a raccoon, (Willis) steal his provisions and then 

accidentally throw them all over the streets, he threatens to kill him if he does not return every 

single item he took from him. RJ has six days to steal from every human's kitchen he can find. He 

then meets a group of forest animals led by Verne, a turtle, (Shandling) and decides to use them for 

his plan. But as he gets closer to getting what he needed, he realizes that he finally has what he's 

always wanted: A family. Wow! Wow! Wow! I was transfixed! The animation? Gorgeous! The subtle 

humor? Uproarious! The not-so-subtle humor? Even better! This was a great movie that will surely 

be nominated for an Oscar if for no other reason than the beauty of the animation. While I could 

have honestly thought of a couple of better casting choices, I will mention that Wanda Sykes, 



Thomas Haden Church and Steve Carrell were brilliant in their roles. And who better to make fun of 

William Shatner than William Shatner? Worthy of special mention (and a second look - go see this 

movie again!): the Rottweiler interludes, the ripples in the water, the porcupine quills, the oh-so-

amazing foliage throughout the movie, and Vincent's cartoonish-yet-strangely-scary expression. 

Really REALLY a great movie that should appeal to all. 
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Over The Top (1987) 
 

Lincoln Hawk (Stallone) is a struggling trucker who's trying to 

rebuild his life. After the death of his ex-wife, he tries to make 

amends with his son who he left behind years earlier. Upon their 

first meeting, his son doesn't think too highly of him until he 

enters the nation-wide arm wrestling competition in Las Vegas. 

Some LOVE this movie. I do. I LOVE the soundtrack. You'll see a 

million posts from "critics" on here who will look down their nose 

at this flick. Do you like a movie? WATCH IT! Forget what these 

morons say about bad cinematography, etc. Movie-makers create 

films for one reason -- viewers' pleasure (which brings money). 

Great 80's movie. Period. 
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Overboard (1987) 
 

Rich bitch Joanna hires country carpenter Dean to build a closet 

on her yacht. When the two don't see eye-to-eye, Dean is left 

unpaid while Joanna sets sail. The following day, Joanna is fished 

out of the sea, after falling overboard, suffering from amnesia. 

Dean sees a neat way to regain the money she owes him... he tells 

her she's his wife; that way Dean gets a free housekeeper and 

mother for his four kids. Joanna Stayton is very rich and very 

spoiled. When she falls overboard from her yacht in the harbor of 

a small Oregon town she develops amnesia. She's taken in by 

Dean Profitt, a local carpenter she's previously maligned. Profitt, 

in revenge, persuades her that she is his wife and the mother of 

his four boys. Eventually, they "humanize" her and even when her 

memory returns she realizes she has fallen in love with Dean and 

his boys. Joanna Stayton (Hawn) is a rich snotty millionairess and 

Dean Proffitt (Russell) is a struggling carpenter trying to get by with 4 obnoxious children. After 

doing a job which Joanna is dissatisfied with, she tosses Dean overboard and refuses to pay him, 

then Joanna gets amnesia and Dean decides to get back at her by claiming her as his "wife" and 

mother of his 4 brats. This is a comedy that doesn't suffer from time or repeated viewings. It has all 

the trappings of a true classic. The cast, Goldie Hawn, Kurt Russell, Edward Hermann and Roddy 

McDowall all put in good performances. The 4 child actors (13-year-old Jared Rushton, Jeffrey 

Wiseman, 12-year-old Brian Price & 12-year-old Jamie Wild) all do very well, too. The story is a funny 

one and it keeps me laughing. All in all, a very funny movie. I own it and will throw it in the DVD 

player every once in a while. 
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Ovosodo (Hardboiled Egg) (1997) 
 

Story of young and shy Piero (22-year-old Edoardo Gabbriellini at 

18-years-old, Malcolm Lunghi at 13-years-old, Matteo Campus at 

7-years-old) growing up in a popular area of Livorno (Leghorn) 

that has the same name as Piero's nickname ("Ovosodo" - "Boiled 

egg") from his childhood until marriage and coming of age. Mostly 

a story about all the people that changed his life: Giovanna, the 

teacher that pushes him to study, his best friend Tommaso, his 

great love Lisa who will definitively sail away. It's also a story 

about all the disillusions and compromises in finding one's place 

in life. At a first glance Ovosodo is the same old film about coming 

of age in a shanty town, growing up in a rough area in a poor and 

exploited family, then, like in medieval frescos, the plot turns the 

attention to the panorama behind, to the social condition that 

tends to make necessary every choice. Ovosodo is a comedy but 

deeply rooted in a language and in a peculiar red-neck culture. 
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Oxygono (Blackmail Boy) (Oxygen) (2003) 
 

In the small, closed community of a provincial town, Magda tries 

to maintain a balance within a family facing many serious 

problems. The families apparently normal, bourgeois, every-day 

life will crack open, bringing to the surface hatred and passions of 

the kind that lie well-hidden in the mists of the nearby lake. An 

intense plot and a totally unexpected ending make up this film, 

which features characters who are vulnerable, innocent and 

ordinary, but who become ruthless and callous, worrying only 

about protecting their financial resources. The offences are 

disproportionately serious compared to the financial benefits they 

try to secure. Well as a Greek civilian I saw in that movie the real 

Greek culture... Sex, violence, blackmail is everything what a 

modern audience can ask from a movie!!! When I saw that black 

comedy I thought of Pedro Almodovar. To tell the truth, Reppas 

and Papathanasiou never reached Almodovar's abilities but I think they made a good start. The plot 

of Blackmail Boy (a.k.a. Oxygono (GR)) was amazing, it was quite good directed and the actors played 

also good in the film especially Yannis Tsimitselis and the 'Greek God' Alexandros Georgoulis. I got 

surprised when I saw the criticism of the film and the only thing I have to say is: Everyone who 

prefers European cinema MUST SEE THAT MOVIE. Thank you fellas. 
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Oyster Farmer (2004) 
 

Jack Flange leaves the big city for a respite in Australia's 

Hawkesbury River region, where generations of oyster fishermen 

(and maybe one woman) have made a living, built histories, and 

piled up grievances. Jack finds a small-town mentality, with pluses 

and minuses. There's also a recent burglary and lots of missing 

cash. Jack gets a job oystering; his boss is separated from a 

woman of invention, Jack's attracted to a chambermaid turned 

letter carrier, and there are plenty of mine fields for a city boy to 

step through. Jack also has a sister, who's ill, to worry about. It's a 

river journey of self discovery. Is he passing through, or has he 

found home? "Oyster Farmer" is a refreshing story that gives an 

insight into a few of the many characters scattered throughout the 

country. Though the story line is far from spectacular, it in 

engrossing with the ordinariness of people trying to eke out a 

living in a cut throat business. The interplay between the characters enriches the plot as one couple 

oppose each other, a wanderer carries robs an armoured car to pay off a debt and a group of 

Vietnam veterans make a life away from a world that has rejected. There are other interesting 

characters who also intertwine the plot with their affairs and dealings. Really, this film has no 

pretenses. The scenery is just so typical of a great waterway as are depictions of the life style of its 

people. 
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Ozzie (2001) 
 

Ozzie is a young koala living in Australia. He is kidnapped by two 

goons (Buzz and Tank) who work for Max Happy, president of 

Happy Toys. Legend says that Ozzie speaks English and Max wants 

to clone Ozzie into hundreds of koalas and sell them for a fortune 

as talking pets! Buzz and Tank "lose" Ozzie on the plane-ride home 

by accident to Justin Morton (9-year-old Spencer Breslin), an 8-

year-old who is celebrating his birthday with his mom, Beth with a 

trip to Austrailia. Ozzie winds up in Justin's backpack. When Max 

finds out the koala is missing, a screwball comedy chase begins 

and ends in a surprise that knocks Max off her throne! My 5-year-

old son picked this rental and he loves it! We watched repeatedly 

over the weekend. I had never heard of it, or noticed it on the 

shelf before, but I am really glad he did. Full of harmless, silly fun, 

he laughed a lot at the antics of the Koala and the bumbling bad guys. It has those silly bumbling 

type of Hollywood bad guys that are not scary, so I didn't have to worry about scary stuff. More for 

kids than parents, the kind of movie you can put on while keeping one eye on the kids and cooking 

dinner or using the computer. The koala is obviously fake which is OK for this kind of movie. Not one 

the family is going to gather around repeatedly but one the kids can watch alone or with a pal. 

Surprised it came out in 2001, as this is our first time finding it. 
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På Rymmen Med Pippi Långstrump (Mit Pippi Langstrumpf Auf Der 

Walze) (Pippi Außer Rand Und Band) (Pippi On The Run) (1970) 
 

Fed up with their strict parents, Tommy (13-year-old Pär 

Sundberg) and Annika (11-year-old Maria Persson) run away from 

home, with their friend Pippi Longstocking (11-year-old Inger 

Nilsson) to look after them in their long trek. Siblings Tommy and 

Annika Settergren have fun with their friend Pippi Longstocking at 

her house Villa Villekulla, until they lose track of time and are 

greeted at home by their bossy parents, who address them before 

they angrily run off to bed. Pippi joins the family at breakfast the 

following morning, when Tommy and Annika, asked by their 

family to cut the weeds off their strawberry patch, are fed up with 

not having fun, so they bitterly decide to run away from home. 

Feeling that their two children might be serious about this, the 

Settergrens send Pippi to look after them. Pippi, Tommy, and 

Annika disembark on a long and rigorous trek away from home, 

during which they befriend an eccentric peddler named Konrad, travel from town to town, ride on 

top of a train, ride a flying car, and other fun adventures. But the harsher their journey gets, Tommy 

and Annika eventually learn that they had it a lot better back at home after all. One of the best series 

of all time! All four of these films were really good. This one has Pippi and her two friends runaway 

from home because they are tired of parents rules. So Pippi takes them on a venture they will never 

forget. Inger Nilsson who plays Pippi did a fantasic job despite you can tell voices were dubbed. 

Watching Inger Nilsson was just great and that's why these are great films! A classic of children's 

cinema. Truly without any shadow of a doubt a masterpiece of children's cinema. Totally different 

from U.S. or European cinema: there is no play to the emotions here. It is simply who and what Pippi 

is: and it is deeply enthralling to children. We have three children who all LOVE watching these. They 

are not clever, or brilliantly filmed, have no CGI whatsoever and yet they come back to them again 

and again and again. For a child what can be more exciting to have a friend who doesn't need adults, 

is generous, fun, mischievous, silly, has fantastic adventures, AND is the strongest (yes! strongest!) 

girl in the world. This series shaped a generation of Swedes: it is truly is one of the best of all 

children's cinema. Adults may not get it as much as their children will. Best for those around 3-7 you 

will be amazed at what they see that we no longer do. Hurrah for Pippi! 
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Painted Lady (1997) 
 

From the Irish countryside to London to New York and back again, 

Maggie reenters the world as a countess and shady art dealer. 

With her panache and charisma, she finds more than an auction, a 

rekindled interracial love affair, helpful relatives and a painting of 

great price. She finds more than she bargained for in the labyrinth 

and milieu of stolen art. Another knockout performance by Helen 

Mirren as a down and out '60s folk singer who, in order to help 

the family that took her in, goes undercover as an art dealer. 

Mirren, of course, does the transition from drugged-out hippie 

throwback to a glamorous woman of the world perfectly in this 

intriguing and very exciting story. Iain Glen as Sebastian is 

charismatic and wonderful, as is the entire cast. Probably the best 

part of this mini-series is Mirren, as Maggie, interacting with her 

sister and brother-in-law. The family dynamics hit a perfect note. 

This is a must-see on all levels - acting, drama and suspense with warmth and humor thrown in. 

Mirren is not only a great actress but one with impeccable taste when it comes to many of the 

scripts that have been produced and shown in the U.S. on public television. Bravo! With 11-year-old 

Gabriel Thomson as Young Sebastian. 
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Páni Kluci (Gentlemen, Boys) (Boys Will Be Boys) (1976) 
 

Based on the book "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer" by Mark 

Twain, but moved to the Moravian countryside at the turn of 

century. The trains and railroad tracks substitute for the 

riverboats and the Mississippi river in Mark Twain's tale. Directed 

by Vìra Šimková-Plívová and situated in a small town around the 

year 1900. With 14-year-old Michal Dymek. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...Czech Soundtrack...English Subtitles 
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Panic Mechanic (1997) 
 

There are some quotes persons or whole families accept after 

watching certain movies or TV programs, and they can use them 

lifelong, while other people can't understand what are they talking 

about if they haven't seen the original. Someone who has never 

seen "'Allo 'Allo" can never get why someone laughs at "Listen 

carefully, I shall say this only once". 'Hi Jack' has for years been 

one of such quotes in my family. I have seen a clip lately on 

http://www.spikedhumor.com/articles/2936/Hi_Jack.html - but it is too short; only listening to one 

or two minutes long introduction to the scene, when the narrator tells us the statistics about hijacks, 

and understanding the character's name is Jack can perform the effect on the audience. An opening 

scene like this makes people forgive weaker moments that movie might have later. But, on the other 

hand, it can raise the expectations, and whilst you wait for movie to develop you suddenly find you 

are not sure if it is a movie at all. Long and frequent candid camera scenes make it sometimes look 

like New Year eve TV show. Sometimes you can't be sure when the genuine candid camera starts, or 

is it an ordinary movie acted scene. I don't believe there are many nations that don't have their own 

candid camera programs. And usually these shows are very popular in the country they were made, 

but most frequently never cross the border. Most jokes, especially the best ones, can be understood 

if you are familiar with the circumstances they have been performed, often funny due to local dialect 

or some untranslatable word game. So at least you have to know something about the culture, 

people, history of the country that produced it, otherwise you will never understand how can 

anybody find it amusing. However, many networks bring us American candid camera shows, or 

maybe made abroad but inspired by their type of humor: short slapstick jokes, mostly without 

words, usually a soul-less Laurel&Hardy or Chaplin ripoffs. They don't try to make us use our brains, 

as well as most modern globalization TV or movie successes, and they end in 10 or 15 seconds 

having nothing more to offer. Schuster could have adapted his humor to international audience but 

he would have to reduce his ideas, clean jokes from everything local what he had built his career on. 

After Yankee Zulu, (which was a real movie and, despite of many weaknesses, had chances to be 

understandable and accepted, especially as it ends in rather bad Home Alone rip-off that is so 

popular worldwide) he returned to. His roots confirming his star position in RSA and ignoring the fact 

that people abroad won't even try to figure what it is all about. World doesn't know the complex 

South Africa situation, reducing it all to black-white relations. Schuster addresses Panic Mechanic to 

those who have enough previous knowledge. He wasn't teaching the others. He wasn't revealing big 

truths. He was simply using everyday life to entertain himself and consequently the audience. And, 

as everyday life is, this is sometimes more, sometimes less funny and successful. If you don't look for 

big art, if you are ready to forgive a bit incoherent script (no major holes because there is no firm 

plot at all), but if your brain is working on level higher than slipping on banana or sitting on freshly 

painted bench - this is a movie that will hijack you. 
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Paragraph 175 (2000) 
 

By the 1920's, Berlin had become known as a homosexual eden, 

where gay men and lesbians lived relatively open lives amidst an 

exciting subculture of artists and intellectuals. With the coming to 

power of the Nazis, all this changed. Between 1933 and 1945 

100,000 men were arrested for homosexuality under Paragraph 

175, the sodomy provision of the German penal code dating back 

to 1871. Some were imprisoned, others were sent to 

concentration camps. Of the latter, only about 4,000 survived. 

Today, fewer than ten of these men are known to be living. Five of 

them have now come forward to tell their stories for the first time 

in this powerful new film. The Nazi persecution of homosexuals 

may be the last untold story of the Third Reich. Paragraph 175 fills 

a crucial gap in the historical record, and reveals the lasting 

consequences of this hidden chapter of 20th century history, as 

told through personal stories of men and women who lived through it: the half Jewish gay resistance 

fighter who spent the war helping refugees in Berlin; the Jewish lesbian who escaped to England 

with the help of a woman she had a crush on; the German Christian photographer who was arrested 

and imprisoned for homosexuality, then joined the army on his release because he "wanted to be 

with men"; the French Alsatian teenager who watched as his lover was tortured and murdered in the 

camps. These are stories of survivors -- sometimes bitter, but just as often filled with irony and 

humor; tortured by their memories, yet infused with a powerful will to endure. Their moving 

testimonies, rendered with evocative images of their lives and times, tell a haunting, compelling 

story of human resilience in the face of unspeakable cruelty. Intimate in its portrayals, sweeping in 

its implications, Paragraph 175 raises provocative questions about memory, history, and identity. I 

have seen the movie yesterday and was quite moved by it. I did not expect much (because usually I 

am not the documentary type), but the mixture of old film footage and photos (with some 20s and 

30s music) and interviews of a few of the survivors (7 homosexualls, 1 lesbian) was very interesting. 

The big thing about this movie is to get to know about what happened in that time, because no one 

spoke about this when we were talking about the second world war in history class. it is unbelievable 

that the paragraph 175 existed even till 1969. this is a must-see film! 
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Parenthood (1989) 
 

The story of the Buckman family and friends, attempting to bring 

up their children. They suffer/enjoy all the events that occur: 

estranged relatives, the "black sheep" of the family, the 

eccentrics, the skeletons in the closet, and the rebellious 

teenagers. This is a flick every parent should see. Steve Martin and 

Mary Steenburgen play embittered parents raising their 3.4 kids, 

one of which is emotionally disturbed. It centers around two 

families who live in the same neighborhood. Also, Rick Moranis 

was great in this to, as a father of a daughter who was a child 

prodigy who knew everything, but how to have fun. Both families 

go through the struggles, hardships, joys, and the good times of 

raising children. Whether they're rebellious teenagers or 'black 

sheep'. The whole birthday party scene was a real scene stealer! 

And all the characters from both families and this movie's plot 

were all very realistic! So, next time movie night is planned for your family, rent Parenthood. I 

recommend this movie for any family to see! And might I add, Ron Howard's best and most superb 

film he ever made! I give it 5 stars! With 9-year-old Jasen Fisher & 15-year-old Joaquin Phoenix. 
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Paris Is Burning (1990) 
 

This is a documentary of 'drag nights' among New York's 

underclass. Queens are interviewed and observed preparing for 

and competing in many 'balls'. The people, the clothes, and the 

whole environment are outlandish. An unblinking behind the 

scenes story of fashion obsessed New Yorkers who created 

"voguing" and drag balls, and turned these raucous celebrations 

into a powerful expression pf personal pride. The world within a 

world is instantly familiar, filled with ambitions, desires and 

yearnings that reflect America itself. PARIS IS BURNING is an 

intimate portrait of one urban community, a world in which the 

allure of high fashion, status and wealth becomes an affirmation 

of love, acceptance and joy. This film was a revelation even for 

people who knew something of the drag scene in New York. The 

textbooks on drag performance say nothing of these vogueing 

houses. Anthony Slide's 'Great Pretenders' says nothing. Julian Fleisher's "The Drag Queens of New 

York: An Illustrated Field Guide" with its flow chart of influence that pulls together Julian Eltinge, 

Minette, the Warhol queens, and the 90s club scene - and postdates the film - ignores the houses 

completely. Even Laurence Senelick's "The Changing Room" - the closest thing that we have to a 

definitive book on drag performance rushes quickly past the film and does not give the background 

information that one would have expected from it. I understand from the film itself, and various 

articles I found on the web that this house system goes back decades. The major film performance 

by a house member prior to 1990 seems to be Chrystal La Beija in "The Queen", 1968. The historical 

context is the biggest missing part of "Paris is Burning". The film is valuable because it focuses on a 

scene otherwise being ignored. It is a valuable snapshot of life in 1989. The unfortunate fact that 

Venus Xtravaganza was murdered during filming provides a very dramatic ending, but this is not the 

only film about transsexuals to include a real-life murder. As we now know, Dorian Corey had a 

mummified corpse in her literal closet, but this did not come out until three years later. Of historical 

importance, but we still need someone to do either a book or a documentary film that provides 

more context. 
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Paris, France (1993) 
 

"Paris, France" is a great film...DARING, SHOCKING and crafted 

with great wit, I was enthralled by the story and it's methods of 

provoking gasps of surprised laughter...It is a comedy, hard to 

believe with it's ill designed poster. Unfortunately, the distributers 

just saw the rating and heard about the sex and...well, they 

designed the box for the Blockbuster erotic thriller set in mind. 

This film will most likely never reach the audience it deserves. It's 

a movie about creative people who are easily obsessed with ideas, 

memories and the passion they put forth through their own art. 

The main charactor is a poetess, whose own obssession is the 

memory of Paris, and the lover she had there. The prospect of a 

new lover opens up doors for her, and she soon finds herself 

trying to relive her experiences with a fellow writer who can 

barely keep up. The poetess, as played by Leslie Hope is timid one 

moment, then surprisingly dominant and forceful the next. These changes happen so frequently we 

begin to worry about her sanity. Fortunately, these sudden moodswings often ignite powerful 

setpieces laced with very wise and biting humor. A low budget film that questions morality, our 

views on sex and how insane it all can seem. Low budget but filmed very well, and packed with 

riviting performances by all the leads. I was surprised to find that the director mainly works in 

television. Hopefully, his next film project will be handled and distributed with more care than this 

one. Highly Recomended! 
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Paris, Texas (1984) 
 

A man wanders out of the desert not knowing who he is. His 

brother finds him, and helps to pull his memory back of the life he 

led before he walked out on his wife and son (9-year-old Hunter 

Carson) four years before. As his memory returns, he makes 

contact with various people from his past. It's hard for me to 

select just one movie as my very favorite, but if I had to, "Paris, 

Texas" would probably be it. As I recall, I first saw it while I was a 

student in a small theater in '84 or '85; a year or two later I 

recorded it from cable to Beta tape. After not having watched it 

for years, I've played it again a few times over the last couple of 

years. Many movies I recall having liked in the past are just big 

disappointments when I watch them years later. That's not the 

case with this one! Then I was single; now I'm married. That alone 

makes a big difference, but I also find that even some small 

elements now have more meaning. I previously attached no 

significance to the scene where Travis was determined to find the same rental car in which he and 

Walt had previously driven. But how often people do sentimentally and fiercely cling to, objectively, 

unimportant things in reaction to having had their hearts and spirits broken more than a few times 

over important things. I often recall this scene when observing some instance of this in myself or 

others. I am struck by what opposite opinions people have of this movie. If you have few problems 

relating to other people, or you don't care much about relating to other humans, and little in your 

life disappoints you over long spells of your life, you will probably find this movie very boring. I sort 

of envy people in this situation, though before I would want to wish myself to be like that, I pause at 

how much my life would be changed and how little of my personality would be left, if I did. I, too, 

eagerly await the release of this movie on high quality DVD, and hope that my still barely viewable 

Beta will last til then. "Oh, Travis.". 
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Parnikovy Effekt (Greenhouse Effect) (Парниковый эффект) (2005) 
 

They were two lonely, lost teenagers. Rita (18-years-old), a small-

town girl alone in an unfamiliar busy city and Mute (15-year-old 

Andrei Chalimon), a 14-year-old boy who makes his living on the 

streets and sleeps in a Greenhouse. Upon Rita's arrival at the 

Moscow train station her baggage is stolen. She has no papers, no 

money and she doesn't know the address of her new friend. But it 

is mute who comes to her rescue and cares for her. Interesting 

relationship film! Some suprising and tender moments. 

Recommended! 
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Parting Glances (1986) 
 

As Michael and Robert, a gay couple in New York, prepare for 

Robert's departure for a two-year work assignment in Africa, 

Michael must face Robert's true motives for leaving while dealing 

with their circle of eccentric friends, including Nick, who is living 

with AIDS. Despite its scruffy edges (or maybe because of them), 

this little movie has so much personal vision and heart and insight-

--it truly brings characters alive who stay with you over the years. 

It's very heart-tugging without being mawkish. Steve Buscemi is 

absolutely brilliant in it---he's so good it sometimes dwarfs the 

scenes in which he is not present, and yet when he does scenes 

with another actor, that actor is always much better alongside 

him. The film is not a polished Hollywood production, so don't 

expect it to look like a million bucks. But what it lacks in that area 

it more than makes up for with honesty, wit and humor. I 

absolutely love this movie and recommend it. 
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Partners In Crime (2000) 
 

Gene Reardon (Hauer) is a twice-divorced police detective who 

lives with his daughter. When a well-heeled local man is 

kidnapped, the FBI is called in, which introduces Longsworth 

(played by Paulina Porizkova). Longsworth happens to have been 

Reardon's first wife. Reardon's police reputation stinks because he 

botched a high-profile kidnapping case many years ago, which 

resulted in a baby who was never found. When ransom demands 

are finally heard, Reardon must try to solve the case without 

repeating his mistakes. "Partners in Crime" is a surprisingly good 

little movie. Okay, you know who the villain is in the first half 

hour, but the story still contains enough surprises to be 

interesting. Rutger Hauer (who's one of my favorite actors even in 

bad movies) is very good as a small town detective who's reunited 

with his ex-wife, a successful FBI agent. He has great scenes with the actress who plays the ex-wife 

and with the young girl who plays his daughter from a subsequent marriage. For a film that's 

marketed as a B-movie action flick, there is actually a great deal of character development and some 

very good performances. If you're bored with everything in the new releases section at the video 

store, try this one. 
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Party Monster (2003) 
 

Set in the New York club scene of the late 1980's through the 

1990's, a tale which chronicles the rise and fall of club-kid 

promoter Michael Alig (Macaulay Culkin), a party organizer, whose 

extravagant life was sent spiralling downward when he boasted on 

television that he had killed his friend, roommate, and drug 

dealer, Angel Melendez. Originally from Indiana, Alig moved to 

New York, and came to be an underground legend, known for his 

excessive drug use and outrageous behavior in the club world. At 

his peak, he had his own record label, and magazine, and hosted 

Disco 2000, one of the biggest club nights in New York in the '90s. 

He was doing a lot of drugs, and as his addiction got worse, his 

party themes became darker and more twisted. Alig's saga 

reached its tragic crescendo when he viciously murdered his drug 

dealer, Angel, by injecting him with Drano and throwing him in the 

East River. The power he wielded on the club scene made him feel untouchable, so he didn't 

hestitate to boast of the murder. The press thought it was a publicity stunt--until Angel's body 

washed ashore. The old saying is "truth is stranger than fiction," and you know what, it's true. In 

"Party Monster" we are taken on a very trippy and true little journey that allows us to see first-hand, 

the crazy club life of New York City in the 1980s. In particular, we get an up-close and personal 

biography of the "club kids." The "club kids" were a group of young party monsters that were 

actually paid by club owners to show up at their clubs. Mind you, these kids did not do any kind of 

performing at all, they simply showed up. However, when you see their outrageous costumes and 

attire, you see why people had their eye out for them. These kids were bizarre and odd and stoned 

and well, weird. Livng lives that were so out of balance, tragedy was inevitable. Green and Culkin 

portray the two most prominent members of this group and they are both good. However, it is 

Culkin that really steals the movie, breaking away from his stereotypical characters of the past and 

playing somebody that very few actors would be brave enough to take on. The reason I gave this 

movie 10 stars, is the look and sound. This movie is like watching an acid flashback from the 1980s. I 

mean, you are there, in the room with them as they strut in and snort up. The music is 1980s, the 

attitude is 1980s, it is hard to describe. Much of the film is dream-like. Moreover, Culkin is 

mesmerizing as a character too odd for words. No, the story and acting are not Oscar-worthy, but 

the look of the film, the feel of the film, wow! I predict that this film will become more popular as 

the years go by. It has the qualities of all those great midnight movies of the 1980s. I really 

recommend it for people craving something different and historical (in a weird sense). 
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Pas De Repos Pour Les Braves (No Rest For The Brave) (2003) 
 

I just bought the DVD of "No Rest for the Brave", and I got to say 

it's quite unique. Director Alain Guiraudie likes to create 

surrealism with every day settings and situations and slightly 

distort them. His focus on colors grabs the viewers attention. The 

film starts off kind of slow, because their is a lot of dialog. The 

main character is afraid to go to sleep, because he is convinced he 

will never wake up and is afraid he will die. Then strange things 

start to happen, a whole village is killed and he could be 

responsible, but are the events happening a dream? He's sexually 

obsessed with an older man, has discussions on life with a folk 

singer farmer and many other odd characters. Then it gets to a 

point where the viewer can't tell what's happening in the the main 

character's life or in his dreams. It seems nothing much exciting is 

happening in his life, so his adventures take place mostly in his 

dreams. So the film is kind of like a french existential Donnie Darko as filmed by Godard. It's 

definitely a film you have to think about. I personally enjoyed it. 
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Passport To Pimlico (1949) 
 

When an unexploded WWII bomb is accidentally detonated in 

Pimlico, an area of London, it reveals a treasure trove and 

documents proving that the region is, in fact part of Burgundy, 

France and thus foreign territory. The British Government attempt 

to regain control by setting up border controls and cutting off 

services to the area. The 'Burgundians' fight back. This is a very 

funny Ealing comedy about a community in central London who, 

through an unusual set of circumstances, discover they are not 

English, but are an annex of the French province of Burgundy. The 

film features comic actor Stanley Holloway (best known as Alfred 

Dolittle in MY FAIR LADY), as well as a host of other classic comic 

actors of the period. The story was apparently based on a news 

item at the time, when the Canadian Government "officially" gave 

a hotel room to a visiting European member of royalty. The idea 

actually reminded me of the real-life case of the Hutt River 

Province in Western Australia, where a landowner "seceded" from the Australian Government due 

to a wool quota dispute. (It was never acknowledged by the Western Australian or Australian 

Governments). This is a great script that plays with a lot of political and economic issues, rather like 

the TV show "Yes Minister"; as well as being a great little eccentric character piece as well. 
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Past The Bleachers (1995) 
 

Bill and his wife have recently had to live through a tragedy. 

When Bill decides to coach a little league baseball team, he meets 

a young mute boy named Lucky Diamond (Grayson Fricke), who 

may be just what the team needs in order to win. A very 

mysterious child, Lucky helps heal the wounds from Bill's past. 

The story Bill Parish who has lost his son and who coaches a little 

league baseball team. If you love little league baseball movies you 

will love this one. Richard Dean Anderson did a great job in this 

made for TV movie of playing a father who son died. A boy named 

Lucky Diamond (whose parents died) is drawn to Bill Parish 

(Anderson) and Bill realizes this boy needs him as much as he 

needs him. Also starting Bernard Hughes as Ed Godfrey A great 

movie for the entire family. With 11-year-old Noah Fleiss. 
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Patch Adams (1998) 
 

Robin Williams stars as Patch Adams, in this true story of a heroic 

man, determined to become a medical doctor because he enjoys 

helping people. Unfortunately, the medical and scientific 

community does not appreciate his methods of healing the sick, 

while the actual patients, medical professors, and hospital nurses 

all appreciate the work 'he' can do, because they are unable to do 

it. In 1969, Hunter Adams was a troubled man who voluntarily 

committed himself into a mental institution. Once there, he finds 

that helping his fellow inmates there gives him a purpose in life. 

Thus inspired, he leaves the asylum and vows to become a doctor 

to help people professionally. However, what he finds at medical 

school is a sickeningly callous philosophy that advocates an arms-

length attitude to the patients that does not address their 

emotional needs or the quality of their lives. "Patch" Adams is 

determined to find a better way to help them, although the consequences of his defiance of the 

rules and the authorities are severe. Fact-based story of Hunter "Patch" Adams (Robin Williams), the 

founder of the Gesundheit Clinic, a clinic which deals with their patients with humor and pathos. The 

film starts with Hunter admitting himself as a patient in a mental ward. While there, he found he 

enjoyed helping the other patients and found the staff to be cold and separative from the patients. 

Vowing to change things, he releases himself from the hospital and headed to the Virginia Medical 

College. His unorthodox methods cast him up against many of the doctors and deans of the 

university, despite him getting some of the highest grades in his class. Recognizing that many poor 

people were not being treated, as a student he formed the Gesundheit Clinic to aid those who were 

not getting proper treatment at the hospital. However, this brought him up before the Medical 

Review Board for practicing without a license. Patch Adams is the remarkable true story about a man 

determined to become a medical doctor because he enjoys helping people. The medical community 

though do not like his methods of healing the sick patients, even though everyone else appreciates 

and enjoys what he does as he is the only one who can do so. Robin Williams stars as Patch 'Hunter' 

Adams and he does a brilliant job as always. He's an amazing actor and 'really' funny too. Other good 

performances, come from Philip Seymour Hoffman and Monica Potter. Patch Adams is a must-see 

and I give the movie a 10/10. 
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Patrik 1,5 (Patrik Age 1.5) (2008) 
 

Goran and Sven have been cleared for adoption and they have a 

possibility to adopt a Swedish orphan, Patrik 1,5. But when Patrik 

arrives he turns out to be someone else, not the little boy they 

were expecting. A comma had been misplaced, and in comes a 

15-year-old (17-year-old Thomas Ljungman) homophobic with a 

criminal past. A beautifully crafted film. Emotional and heartfelt 

without being sappy. This is one of those rare occurrences when 

you attend a cinematic experience that takes you through an 

array of emotions. And if the main couple weren't gay, you'd 

never know the difference by the heartaches, trials are 

tribulations they must endure. You are most likely to see this as 

just another couple struggling to adopt. However, in this case, this 

couple is launched into a whirlwind of surprises as they happily 

prepare to receive their newly adopted son. Things don't turn out 

quite right, and the story takes off from there. I must comment on the craftsmanship of the film 

because it seems like there was a lot of love and emotion put into it. The actors, the writing, the 

direction, the look, everything of about this film is so well done that it wallows in a very nostalgic 

mood where as an audience member you hope matters get resolved to the benefit of the main 

characters. Enjoy the ride for you will find it quite a delightful experience. Folks from all ages and 

walks of life can watch, learn and appreciate the beauty and contradicting curve-balls and pitfalls life 

throws at you. All generations can take something from this film that personally applies to a life 

experience. An exquisitely beautiful film not to be missed. 
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Paul Is Dead (2000) 
 

Pupil Tobias (15-year-old Sebastian Urzendowsky) is a big Beatles 

fan. He knows everything about his favourite group. All the pieces 

of trivia he has collected seem to be pieces of a puzzle which lead 

to the only possible conclusion: Paul McCartney has died early 

and was replaced with a double by the band's management. Now 

Tobias has to communicate his findings. Does anyone out there 

have a copy of the one-sheet for this movie (the poster used to 

promote it)? I'm an author (Andru Reeve) who wrote about this 

film in a book and now I would like to own and frame a one-sheet 

for my office. Will pay big bucks. Now, on to the movie. "Paul Is 

Dead" is a coming-of-age tale that revolves uniquely around the 

famous fable of Beatle Paul McCartney's death. Although this 

rumor took place in the late 60s, the action in this film is moved 

forward 11 years to 1980 and a small town in Germany. A young 

boy, through an amazing concatenation of events, comes to believe that Paul is not only dead, but 

that he was MURDERED by an Englishman named Billy Shears. And Mr. Shears is right there, in 

young Tobias's tiny German hamlet! Tobias becomes a sleuth as he tries to figure out what is going 

on. At the same time, he grows up, passing from the lightheartedness of childhood into the harsh 

reality of the adult world. The film is both moving and oddly charming. A perfect "10". Can't wait to 

see this director's first Hollywood effort! 
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Paws (1997) 
 

Alex knows the whereabouts of a stashed-away fortune of $1 

million. The mysterious Anja kidnaps him, but he's transferred 

clues of location of the cash onto computer disk that he gives to 

his dog called PC, who has to find a friend of Alex, Susan. This 

movie, specially made for kids have been obviously inspired by 

Disney, some magic can be seen, but that magic will only work for 

child, and this will last only till breakfast, because the movie is 

bad, not too bad but simply bad. You can spend some time with 

your kids but that's all! The resemble to Cruella De Ville (101 

Dalmatians) in Anja is so obvious that you'll get laugh, the old man 

expert on computers is funny and also weird, and the PC dog 

that's more intelligent than Einstein is also funny, this 

unbelievable plot hides a story of finding a treasure that literally 

bored me to the edge! If someone have read this and suddenly turn the TV on and see this, I 

recommend that quickly change to Disney channel! Some people said that they wanted to see this 

movie because Billy Connolly made the dog's voice. Really?, who want to see a movie for a voice?, I 

won't and actually I have never listen "hey let's see Finding Nemo, there's Albert Brooks voice in it!", 

I saw it a shiny Sunday morning just before breakfast on TNT, and that's it!, no excuses. ABOUT THE 

MOVIE: PC is Alex's (Norman Kaye) dog, Alex is an old man that loves computers (you can said so 

because of the dog's name), and who has hidden 1 million dollars from Anja (Sandy Gore) an evil old 

witch (a.k.a. Cruella De Ville); Alex left the clues to find the money on a disk that send to his friend 

Susie (Caroline Guillmer) with his dog just before dying. PC finds some troubles giving the disk to 

Susie and ends on her neighbor's house, where a boy, Zac (15-year-old Nathan Cavaleri) take the 

disk, but also finds that PC is a dog expert with the computers, they create a software that made the 

dog talk by some type of mechanism (this is where the long expected voice of Billy Connolly 

appears!), they join forces also with Susie's friend Samantha (Emilie Francois) in order to find this 

million dollar before Anja does. In this they face some funny and entertaining situations trough the 

movie. 
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Pay It Forward (2000) 
 

A school social studies assignment leads to social changes that 

spread from city-to-city. Assigned to come up with some idea that 

will improve mankind, a young boy (12-year-old Haley Joel 

Osment) decides that if he can do three good deeds for someone 

and they in turn can "pay it forward" and so forth, positive 

changes can occur. What appears to initially be a failure, is indeed 

a success that is not immediately known but is traced backwards 

by a reporter who is a benefactor. The initial recipients of the boy 

are a drug addict (James Cavaziel), his badly scarred school 

teacher (Kevin Spacey), and his alcoholic mother (Helen Hunt). 

While physically and mentally scarred by past events, the teacher 

is not the only one bearing scars. The young boy fears his 

mother's fate, particularly at his brutal, alcoholic father's (Jon Bon 

Jovi) hands. The mother also bears scars from her childhood with a homeless, alcoholic mother 

(Angie Dickinson). Young Trevor McKinney, troubled by his mother's alcoholism and fears of his 

abusive but absent father, is caught up by an intriguing assignment from his new social studies 

teacher, Mr. Simonet. The assignment: think of something to change the world and put it into 

action. Trevor conjures the notion of paying a favor not back, but forward--repaying good deeds not 

with payback, but with new good deeds done to three new people. Trevor's efforts to make good on 

his idea bring a revolution not only in the lives of himself, his mother and his physically and 

emotionally scarred teacher, but in those of an ever-widening circle of people completely unknown 

to him. In our world helping other people is perhaps the most important we can do. Children are the 

ones who often teach us how to behave in certain unpleasant circumstances. It is not only a moving 

story but everybody who sees this film stops for a moment or more and think over the meaning of 

life. One of the best American films I have ever seen with lots of good actors. Kevin Spacey and 

Helen Hunt are wonderful. In secondary schools it should be a compulsory part of education. I am a 

teacher and when I want to talk about this topic I always choose this film and students find it a very 

good example, too. It has not got a happy ending like it often happens in life. It is not a stupid story, 

it gives us lots of extras. When I first watched it, at the end of the film I was full of emotions and just 

could not sleep for a while. To put it into a nutshell: Try it and pay attention to Pay it forward. 
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Pecker (1998) 
 

A Baltimore sandwich shop employee (21-year-old Edward 

Furlong) becomes an overnight sensation when photographs he's 

taken of his weird family become the latest rage in the art world. 

The young man is called "Pecker" because he pecks at his food like 

a bird. John Waters most accessible film to date is one of his 

better ones, considering it cut down on all of the campiness and 

outright vulgarity which seem to litter most of his previous work. 

Sure, the nudity and the sexual references are still there, at least it 

is presented in a fashion that cannot be deemed too foul or 

disgusting. Due to some great casting choices, this film really 

brought out the silliness associated with modern art and the 

subjective nature of your modern artist. Funny and somewhat 

lighthearted (if that is possible for Waters), this is one of those 

films I would watch on a rainy day. 
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Pedar (The Father) (1996) 
 

Mehrollah (Hassan Sadeghi) is a 14-year-old boy who is forced to 

find a job to support his family after his father dies. He travels to 

the southern parts of Iran, looking for work. Upon his return to his 

hometown, he notices certain changes in his family. After the 

death of his father, 14-year-old Mehrollah traveled to the 

southern town to find a job to support his mother and three baby 

sisters. Upon his return to his hometown with some gifts and the 

money he had saved for his family, Mehrollah was furious and 

confused to find the fact that his mother had remarried to a 

policeman and lived in a new home. Although the policeman was 

a man of kind-hearted, Mehrollah refused to accept him to be his 

step-father. Mehrollah refused to go home to live with the new 

change, instead, he decorated and stayed in the old house that 

used to be his birth-father's. Mehrollah tried everything to fight 

against his step-father, and even worse, he stoled the police-hand-gun from his step-father and ran 

away to a far away town. The policeman was mad and rode on his motocycle to the town, and 

caught Mehrollah. On the home-bound road, they had a hard time lost in the wide desert and had to 

give up their broken-down motocycle. They walked on helplessly, thirsty and starving. The boy and 

his new father began to help each other under the hardship, and started a new relationship. Director 

Majid Majidi is an expert who knows how to tell a simple story with deep meaning, with excellent 

camera language and very little dialogue. This movie is calm and beautiful. 
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Pelle Der Eroberer (Pelle The Conqueror) (1986) 
 

From Martin Anderson Nexo's novel comes this loved story of a 

Swedish boy (Stefan Schader) and his elderly father trying to make 

a better life for themselves in Denmark. A bleak future quickly 

becomes apparent when the two find employment on a farm full 

of misery. Think of an abridged version of the 1988 remake, but 

note that this one also includes parts of the Nexo story not found 

in the Bille August film. Also, Schader is a bit younger than Pelle 

Hvenegaard and has much fairer skin and hair. 
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Pelle Erobreren (Pelle Erövraren) (Pelle The Conqueror) (1987) 
 

Max von Sydow stars as laborer Lasse Karlsson who leaves hard 

times in his native Sweden searching for a better life for himself 

and his son Pelle (12-year-old Pelle Hvenegaard). But upon their 

arrival in Denmark, they find even harsher conditions when they 

are forced to live and work on a rural farm. As father and son 

struggle to survive the cruelties of their new life, they face an epic 

journey full of passion, pain and the extraordinary triumph of the 

human spirit. 
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Pensionat Oskar (Like It Never Was Before) (1995) 
 

The Runeberg family is an ordinary middle class family, with a 

house in a suburb, a car and three children (11-year-old Kalle 

Eriksson & 13-year-old Linus Gardell). By vacationing in a rented 

house by the sea, the hope is that the tension and anxiety 

between Rune and Gunnel will disappear. However, instead of 

spending time with his family, Rune finds himself attracted to a 

young man, Petrus. Whatever happens next, Rune realizes, it will 

be like it never was before. Pretty banal film that makes you 

wonder why and for whom it was made. Acting, script and 

direction is not very good (to put it mildly) - it wants to be "cosy" 

and "cute" but fails. At best, trivial. At worst, extremely shallow 

and empty. 
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Percy Jackson & The Olympians: The Lightning Thief (2010) 
 

A teenager (18-year-old Logan Lerman) discovers he's the 

descendant of a Greek god and sets out on an adventure to settle 

an on-going battle between the gods. When his lightning bolt is 

stolen, Zeus accuses Poseidon's son Percy Jackson and gives 

fourteen days to Poseidon to return his lightning bolt; otherwise 

he would initiate a war against his brother. Meanwhile the 

dyslexic and with ADHD teenager Percy is visiting The Museum of 

Metropolitan of Art and is attacked by a Fury disguised in his 

teacher. His crippled best friend Grover reveals that Percy is a 

demigod and he is his protector and his teacher Mr. Brunner gives 

a pen to him telling that it is a powerful weapon. They go to 

Percy's house and together with his mother Sally, they drive to 

the Camp Half-Blood. However Sally is attacked by a Minotaur 

and vanishes before Percy can help her. In the camp, Percy 

befriends the gorgeous Annabeth; when they are attacked by Hades that wants the lighting bolt for 

him, Percy discovers that his mother is in hell with Hades. Percy decides to travel in a dangerous 

quest to retrieve the lightning bolt and save his mother. However, Grover and Annabeth join him 

and Luke gives a powerful shield of his own to protect Percy. I guess you know the drill already. With 

the Lord of the Rings making Hollywood studios go into a frenzy in adapting the many fantasy books 

out there, not everything Tinseltown touched turned to box office gold, and more often than not, 

save for that famous boy wizard, what could have been pilots of franchises, became no more than 

false starts. I suppose it goes to show that a solid story is still fundamental, other than making yet 

another special effects extravaganza to try and wow a growingly jaded audience. So the verdict for 

Percy Jackson & the Olympians? I dare say I was impressed by how engaging it was, so much so that 

2 hours just flew by, but that doesn't mean that it didn't have its fair share of plot loopholes for you 

to ridicule, or clichés that make you chuckle that these are still utilized in this day and age. Simply 

put, if the Greek gods and goddesses were all powerful, especially that of Zeus, well the first few 

minutes as played by Sean Bean, made him out to be a clueless weakling who had his all powerful 

lightning bolt being stolen from under his nose, like taking candy from a kid, and now the kid's 

throwing a bad tantrum, threatening the fate of the world and that of Olympus (erm, the Empire 

State Building in New York, anyone?) unless his accused, the titular thief and demigod son of 

Poseidon (Kevin McKidd) coughs out his favourite toy. But that is only if Percy Jackson (Logan 

Lerman) is guilty in the first place, given that he actually doesn't know his half-god lineage no thanks 

to Poseidon being horny enough (as do the other gods in their frequent visits to the human earth) to 

impregnate Sally Jackson (Catherine Keener), and then Sally deciding to keep Percy safe from jealous 

harm from other godly beings, because being the son of Zeus, Poseidon and Hades (Steve Coogan) is 

a big thing actually, the three being big daddies and sworn brothers in this mythology. But of course 

in one fell swoop, all hell breaks loose, Percy discovers that a Pen can indeed be a powerful weapon, 

and allies himself with a Satyr Grover (Brandon T. Jackson) his good friend and protector, the cute 

demigod Annabeth (Alexandra Daddario) - note the necessary trio of heroes in the vein of Harry 

Potter here given that they're demigods, but still need to go to a Hogwarts equivalent to hone their 

special abilities, amongst other Greek god offsprings numbering in the hundreds (told you they were 



horny), in the middle of a nowhere forest, demarcated by a sign board and a force field to keep out 

muggles, I mean, humans. Being an introductory film to the world of the Olympians, we learn facts 

like why Percy's such a big deal (no he didn't repel the biggest foe in the franchise), and the little do's 

and don'ts they have to learn from the likes of the centaur Chiron (Pierce Brosnan). But kids being 

kids, and wanting to save his mom from the clutches of Hell, Percy and his friends embark on an 

American cross country road trip, and in the meantime try to decipher just who could that Thief be, 

having 14 days as the deadline to meet, which forms the basis of incidents and episodes that the trio 

come face to face with in exhibiting their powers (well, actually only Percy's). Part of the fun is to see 

how other notable names in the casting list get to play up their gods and demon status. Uma 

Thurman stars as Medusa, spruced up by special effects snakes adorned on her head, which at 

certain points looked quite CG-ed for its own good. Or having Rosario Dawson star as Persephone in 

quite fed-up manner, and the lists goes on. Suffice to say that many of the appearances here are 

quite self contained in the scene they appear in, that they rarely re-appear again until the sequel 

(already announced for next year). Joe Pantoliano hams it up as Percy's muggle, I mean human step 

dad, and I was somewhat impressed by the extremely mean looking CG design of Hades, which can 

really strike fear with his appearance. The one that came out in the bonfire, that is. With Clash of the 

Titans coming just round the corner, one wonders whether it may suffer from an audience jaded 

with this version's interpretation of Greek mythology, plus the uncanny use of the same villainous 

types that would prove detrimental by the time Titans come around. I guess that remains to be seen. 

Meanwhile, stay tuned when the end credits start rolling, as there's a scene that'll come on as soon 

as the cast list rolls off. And I certainly have no clue why "The Olympians" were dropped from the 

title of its release here. 
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Perfect Child (2007) 
 

Sarah Daniels (Rebecca Budig) has thrown her life into her career 

in public relations and has survived some bad relationships. But 

when she meets Paul Jacobs (Lochlyn Munroe) through business, 

it looks like she's met her soul match. Paul has an adorable though 

shy 12-year-old daughter, Lily, with whom Sarah seems to 

connect. But the promising situation turns menacingly bad: crises 

in Paul's business, Lily's illness, and humiliating circumstances for 

Sarah. Some evidence seems to lead back to Paul's jealous ex-

girlfriend, but when a dark chapter of Sarah's life comes to light, 

Sarah herself considers her own sanity and possible responsibility. 

But the real truth won't come to the surface until Lily and Sarah 

are left alone and almost die in a horrible "accident." 
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Peter And The Wolf (1997) 
 

A ballet version of the famous classic, with narration by Anthony 

Dowell, who also dances the role of the Grandfather. In 

Prokofiev's timeless classic, created as a way to introduce children 

to classical music, a boy (David Johnson) and his animal friends 

plot to trap a wolf, but it's the orchestral instruments themselves, 

or rather the sounds they make, that are the "actors" here. 

Choreographer Matthew Hart heightens the composer's 

imaginative vision by augmenting the score with whimsical dance 

sequences performed by such abstract elements as forest, 

meadow and pond. The enduringly popular work by Sergei 

Prokofiev is adapted here with admirable aesthetic cohesion by 

24-year-old choreographer Matthew Hart, and performed by 

dancers in training with the Royal Ballet, as the Company's 

Director, Sir Anthony Dowell, one of the very finest artists with 

the Royal during the last half of the twentieth century, serves as narrator and as the cast's 

Grandfather in an engaging performance recorded at Covent Garden. Staging is uncomplicated and 

is distinguished by effective lighting, each craft increasing the impact of Hart's able use of engraved 

line for the young dancers, designed to capture the attention of an equally young audience, and 

Prokofiev's orchestral colour is aptly appropriated, with its varied descriptive moods conveyed by 

Hart for the purposes of dance. The composer's score provides but a limited number of conceivable 

balletic roles: Peter, his Grandfather, the Wolf, Bird, Cat, and Duck, yet Hart in a master stroke has 

deployed small groups of dancers to embody abstractions of a forest, a meadow, a wall, and a pond, 

while Royal Ballet Junior School boys are depicted as bespectacled huntsmen. These latter exhibit 

the only ragged dancing in the film, while Martin Harvey, one year into the Upper School, displays a 

good deal of fluency, thereby tendering the work's central performance as the Wolf, while Dowell, 

completing dilatory enveloping arabesques with a walking stave, creates a correctly personal 

interpretation in his role as Peter's Grandfather in this delicious film that must certainly garner 

approval from viewers of all ages. A DVD version provides no extras, but is excellent in every other 

manner. 
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Peter Pan (1953) 
 

Adaptation of J. M. Barrie's story about a boy who never grew up. 

The three children of the Darling family receive a visit from Peter 

Pan, who takes them to Never Never Land where an ongoing war 

with the evil Pirate Captain Hook is taking place. Based upon Sir 

James M. Barrie's 1904 play about the boy who refuses to grow 

up, this film begins in the London nursery of Wendy, John and 

Michael Darling. The three children are visited by Peter Pan, the 

boy who refuses to grow up. With the help of his tiny friend, the 

fairy Tinkerbell, Peter takes the three children on a magical flight 

to Never Land. This enchanted island is home to Peter, Tink, the 

Lost Boys, Tiger Lily and her Indian tribe, and the scheming 

Captain Hook who is as intent on defeating Peter Pan as he is from 

escaping the tick-tocking crocodile that once ate the hand that 

Peter Pan cut off and threw to. This is one of the most charming, 

magical movies ever! It is an adaptation of James Barrie's Peter Pan, the story of the boy who 

wouldn't grow up. It starts in London, where a very proper Wendy has one night left in the nursery 

before she most grow up. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Darling are out for an office party, and the 

nursemaid, a dog named Nana is tied up outside for the night. Peter Pan comes and takes Wendy 

and her brothers John and Micheal away to Neverland, "the second star to the right and staight on 

til morning", with the help of the pixie dust from the jealous little pixie Tinkerbell. A sprinkling of the 

dust makes them fly, just like Peter does. Once in Neverland they encounter mermaids, Indians, and 

the foppish, but evil villian Captain Hook. This beloved story will bring you back to your childhood 

and this delightful score will be hard to forget! It is sure to have you singing along! This is a 

wonderful movie that can be enjoyed by children and adults alike! 
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Peter Pan (1960) 
 

In this magical tale about the boy who refuses to grow up, Peter 

Pan (Mary Martin) and his mischievous fairy sidekick Tinkerbell 

visit the nursery of Wendy (22-year-old Maureen Bailey), Michael 

(Kent Fletcher) and John (Joey Trent) Darling. With a sprinkling of 

pixie dust, Peter and his new friends fly out the nursery window 

and over London to Never-Never Land. The children experience 

many wonderful and exciting adventures with the Lost Boys 

(Benedict Herrman, 13-year-old Luke Halpin, 13-year-old Edmund 

Gaynes), Tiger Lily's Indian tribe, and Peter's arch enemy the 

dastardly pirate Captain Hook. It should be clarified that the 

wonderful Mary Martin actually did "Peter Pan" on television 

three different times, and I'm relatively sure that only the last 

version is available on home video. The 1955 broadcast was done 

on bona-fide live television, as a chapter in the PRODUCER'S 

SHOWCASE anthology a few years before videotape- and I imagine must've been a sight to see. It 

was re-staged all over again, live, the following year, and I suspect that this version is on kinescope- 

but is probably only viewable at the MT&R in New York or L.A. (There are production stills of all the 

performances, and Martin's costume and hair color are slightly different each time.) It was finally 

videotaped, in 'living color,' in 1960, and if you are as old as I am, you may remember the network 

re-broadcasts always being preceded by the blooming NBC peacock. The tape is now a DVD, and still 

includes the original network cards, but sadly, not the peacock. It holds up quite nicely, although the 

heavy stage makeup and flying wires are now painfully obvious. But it is a marvelous time capsule of 

an earlier, gentler, period of TV entertainment. 
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Peter Pan (2003) 
 

In stifling Edwardian London, Wendy Darling mesmerizes her 

brothers every night with bedtime tales of swordplay, 

swashbuckling and the fearsome Captain Hook. But the children 

become the heroes of an even greater story, when Peter Pan (14-

year-old Jeremy Sumpter) flies into their nursery one night and 

leads them over moonlit rooftops through a galaxy of stars and to 

the lush jungles of Neverland. Wendy and her brothers (Harry 

Newell & 9-year-old Freddie Popplewell) join Peter and the Lost 

Boys (13-year-old Harry Eden & 13-year-old George MacKay) in an 

exhilarating life--free of grown-up rules--while also facing the 

inevitable showdown with Hook and his bloodthirsty pirates. 
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Pete's Dragon (1977) 
 

In New England in the early 20th century, Pete (12-year-old Sean 

Marshall) is a 9-year-old orphan escaping from his brutal adoptive 

parents, the Gogans, with his only friend, a cartoon dragon 

named Elliott. Pete and Elliott successfully escape to 

Passamaquoddy, Maine, and live with Nora, a lighthouse keeper, 

and her father, Lampie. Elliott is sought for medicinal purposes by 

the corrupt Doctor Terminus. A young troubled boy named Pete 

and his guardian dragon Elliott elude the abusive Gogan family, 

who all use Pete as a slave instead of a loved child. When Pete 

can successfully run away from them with his dragon, he stumbles 

into the town of Passamaquaddy- an ocean front harbor town 

filled with superstitious fishermen, drunken hooligans and wary 

townsfolk. Pete's arrival does not mix well with the citizens, as his 

dragon Elliott accidentally causes town rioting and gossip among 

the town drunks about the dragon. Expecting to be an outcast yet again, Pete is taken in by the kind 

Nora who lives in a lighthouse with her father Lampy. While Pete bonds with Nora and Lampy, the 

townsfolk have not lowered their guards and suspicions about the dragon. And when Dr. Terminus 

arrives, a phony con artist posing as a doctor, he sees Elliott the Dragon as the ultimate profit to his 

fame. With Passamaquaddy filled with superstition, greed and lack of imagination, life will not be 

easy before the town can ever believe Pete's dragon. I saw this movie when I was a little kid and my 

older siblings before me. I can remember every detail and every character and every song! Brazzel 

dazzle day, There's room for everyone, candle on the water, its not easy... all songs that I remember 

word for word! I love this movie! Great for any age! My sisters and I always quote this movie. We go 

back and forth singing "We've got a bill of sale right here!" and every other song. This movie isn't just 

a kids movie. My sisters are in their 20's and I am 18 and we all watch it still! Granted the acting 

wasn't the best but come on it was made in 1977! And even for a 70's movie it was awesome and 

completely unforgettable! 
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Phantoms (1998) 
 

With 12-year-old Luke Eberl [Tunnel Boy "You always had an urge 

to shoot little boys?"]. In the peaceful town of Snowfield, Colorado 

something evil has wiped out the community. And now, its up to a 

group of people to stop it, or at least get out of Snowfield alive. I 

thought this quite a scary science fiction/horror film. I would 

compare it favorably to "Wishmaster," for example. The special 

effects were up to par. Peter O'Toole did seem a bit 

uncomfortable in his role, but the other actors did OK given the 

limited character development of their parts. The typical "There 

Will be a Another" ending was supplied. You just can't get rid of 

those darned worms it seems. 
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Phares D'Ouest - L'Ecole En Bateau (Western Lights) (1990) 
 

Who are these young boys on board this strange ship? Some are 

hanging from the chain of the bow in order to touch the dolphins 

jumping below. These twelve youngsters are from the French 

experimental school l'Ecole en Bateau (The Floating School), and 

have set out on a unique educational expedition that will take 

them on the voyage of a lifetime. The boys sail the "Kerrek Ven", 

a three-mast fishing schooner, as they follow the voyages of 

Christopher Columbus from Seville to the Caribbean and 

Venezuela. The boys, age 10 to 15-years-old, form an integrated 

group and control all aspects of the expedition, from navigation 

and maintenance to the filming of the voyage. They also write 

reports for the press, radio and television and produce their own 

monthly magazine. Many have been on board for at least a year 

and have taken part in expeditions in the Mediterranean, the 

Black Sea, the Red Sea and the Atlantic. Using only 19th century navigation equipment, they explore 

the volcanoes of the Canary Island, go scuba diving in the Caribbean, walk the rain forests of 

Venezuela, the jungles of Guatemala and even follow the migration of the humpback whales. Other 

activities include swimming with dolphins, cave exploring and camping out on the remote Canary 

Islands. Western Lights combines the excitement of an ocean voyage with a new approach to 

learning. So come aboard with the boys of the "Kerrek Ven" on an adventure that you will never 

forget! Pretty good film, some of which was shot by the boys. This documentary is about 12 French 

teenagers who sail a large sailing ship (with the help of two or three adults), following the same 

course Columbus followed from Spain to the Yucatan Peninsula, with stops at various Caribbean 

islands. It's an excellent film with decent production values for the time. The boys clearly know how 

to sail and demonstrate a lot of courage and skill. There is one great scene in which a woman sings 

on the beach, and her dog tries to sing along with her. This film would be excellent for families, 

teenagers interested in sailing, and others interested in Columbus, the Caribbean, the Canary 

Islands, Spain and Mexico. It is also a good film if you want to brush up on your colloquial French, 

although it has English subtitles for those who do not speak French. 
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Phii Hua Khaat (Headless Hero) (2002) 
 

Before his death, Diao's father instructed him to look for an old 

friend in a remote village. In this village, he became famous by 

winning a buffalo racing competition, the boxing competition and 

the attentions of the village beauty. He also managed to upset the 

local gangsters by protecting the poor people. After the 

competitions, Diao chased thieves, who had stolen the head of a 

Buddha image in a temple. He managed to retrieve the relic but 

on his way back to the village, he was accosted by the irate 

gangsters, who beheaded him. Waking as a headless ghost, he got 

his revenge. 
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Phii Hua Khaat 2 (Headless Hero 2) (2004) 
 

Fai and Theung are good buddies. They want to get some money 

for gambling and foolishly decide to go to a Chinese graveyard to 

steal money from a corpse. Careless Theung bangs his head on a 

coffin and starts bleeding. His dripping blood revives an infamous 

headless corpse and causing it to awaken from its sleep. The 

headless corpse starts madly rampaging around the village until 

an old exorcist brings it under control by keeping its head and 

body in separate secure places...that is until Mek, a young guy, 

accidentally revives the headless corpse once again. Now, the 

headless dead man is alive and ready to hunt. 
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Philadelphia (1993) 
 

Andrew Beckett, a gay lawyer infected with AIDS, is fired from his 

conservative law firm in fear that they might contract AIDS from 

him. After Andrew is fired, in a last attempt for peace, he sues his 

former law firm with the help of a homophobic lawyer, Joe Miller. 

During the court battle, Miller sees that Beckett is no different 

than anyone else on the gritty streets of the city of brotherly love, 

sheds his homophobia and helps Beckett with his case before AIDS 

overcomes him. There is a moment in the film in which I looked 

into his character's eyes and believed that Tom Hanks was actually 

gay. The commitment in his performance is monumental. The film 

is an episode of "The Practice" and not necessarily one of the best 

but if I feel inordinately happy I put "Philadelphia" on. It never fails 

to bring tears to my eyes. I loved Hanks in the part because I 

believed him so completely. The casting of Joanne Woodward is a 

stroke of genius. What an extraordinary actress. Her much to brief but perfect, moving, beautiful 

portrayal adds layers and layers to Hanks's character. We complete our understanding of him 

because of her. Denzel Washington is great fun to watch and as good as he is I haven't yet warmed 

up to him. There is something there that confuses me. Convincing in "Training Day" Unconvincing in 

"The Preacher's Wife" Banderas is lovely even if it was difficult to imagine him in a "Law of Desire" 

scene with Tom Hanks. I'm sure that a bit more explicitness about their relationship could have lifted 

this good movie into a great one, but probably wouldn't have made as much money. I'm not sure if I 

made myself clear, I'm recommending the film. I am, the qualms are all mine. Pay no attention. 

Hanks at his phenomenal best, Joanne Woodward and Bruce Springsteen. Of course I recommend it. 
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Phoebe In Wonderland (2008) 
 

The fantastical tale of a little girl who won't - or can't - follow the 

rules. Confounded by her clashes with the rule-obsessed world 

around her, Phoebe seeks enlightenment from her 

unconventional drama teacher, even as her brilliant but anguished 

mother looks to Phoebe herself for inspiration. Also with 12-year-

old Austin Williams. I saw this movie at the Provincetown 

International Film Festival, and teared-up multiple times 

throughout it. Elle is an amazing little actress, who captures the 

spirit of Phoebe beautifully, and both Felicity Hoffman and Bill 

Pullman do an excellent job portraying pained and conflicted 

parents, trying to understand their young daughter. Daniel does 

an amazing job here, both as the creator of the story, and as the 

director, allowing the audience to see through both the eyes of 

the child and the eyes of the parent. He demonstrates a great deal 

of creative potential, and I can't wait to see what he does next. Everyone should see this movie. 
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Phörpa (The Cup) (1999) 
 

While the soccer World Cup is being played in France, two young 

Tibetan refugees arrive at a monastery/boarding school in exile in 

India. Its atmosphere of serene contemplation is somewhat 

disrupted by soccer fever, the chief instigator being a young 

student, the soccer enthusiast Orgyen. Prevented by various 

circumstances from seeing the Cup finals on television in a nearby 

village, Orgyen sets out to organize the rental of a TV set for the 

monastery. The enterprise becomes a test of solidarity, 

resourcefulness and friendship for the students, while the Lama, 

head of the monastery, contemplates the challenges of teaching 

the word of Buddha in a rapidly changing world. I first saw this 

movie in a theater several years ago, not knowing what to expect. 

I remember that the children's singing at the beginning of the 

movie sounded a little harsh (unlike anything I'd heard before) 

but, by the end, the same singing enchanted me, I heard its sweetness, and I left knowing I had to 

see the movie again to take it all in. Since then I've bought the movie and I'm delighted that my 

young soccer-loving nieces and nephews (from different countries) love the movie as well, and want 

to see it whenever they visit--a tiny little contribution towards cross-cultural awareness. Great movie 

for kids and adults. 
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Photographing Fairies (1997) 
 

Photographer Charles Castle is numbed with grief following the 

death of his beautiful bride. He goes off to war, working in the 

trenches as a photographer. Following the war and still in grief 

Charles is given some photographs purporting to be of fairies. His 

search for the truth leads him to Burkinwell, a seemingly peaceful 

village seething with secrets where he becomes drawn into a web 

of passion, romance and violence. Along with other great English 

fantasy films like The Company of Wolves, Things to Come, The 

Devil Rides Out and Jonathan Millers's BBC-filmed production of 

Alice in Wonderland, this is an intelligent and complex production, 

miles away in mood and concern from the typical American 

product. In a film that reminds one of his father Robert's The 

Asphyx, (as it also involves the attempt to film the supernatural by 

nineteenth century photographers) Toby Stephens is ideal as the 

intense, mourning photographer Castle, haunted by the abrupt 

death of his wife. The central concern of the film, that of seeing, 

or not seeing (or perhaps more perhaps 'comprehending', or not - 

is established in the opening shot of the film: the blurred face of Castle alone in the group 

photograph he takes of his wife and others. In an image which anticipates those of the fairies later 

on, he is the one blurred, here the 'ghost' on his film. Appropriately, in a film full of echoes and 

symbols, this long shot out from Castle's wife's iris recalls his later, obsessive, photographic 

enlargement of another eye: that of one of the girls photographed with fairies. The death of his wife 

then reduces Castle further, through grief and shock, to a state almost like that of a somnambulist. 

He walks through life, hovering between the shades, oblivious to fear and the concerns of the real 

world - as evidenced by the unexploded bomb he encounters without any sense of danger, ticking 

like the time piece he keeps to remember his wife. Castle doesn't care. He wants to die - a sense of 

foreboding which stays with the viewer from the beginning to the end of the film. He even 

'photographs the dead' in his studio, witnessed by his work for the soldier's parents. Even when a 

new sexual relationship becomes a possibility, later in the film, he cannot rejoin this aspect of life 

though spiritual malaise. This thread is continued later in the scene later where Castle enters the 

church to hear a sermon by the bereaved Kingsley. Earlier that morning he has taken the flower-drug 

and has 'died' watching the fairies. Now he appears, bloodied like a victim in Macbeth, as the pale 

ghost at the ceremony. Castle's attempt to photograph fairies, spirits who hover between life and 

death, is obviously an attempt to capture something back from the spirit world that has captured his 

wife. Such is the delicacy and subtlety of the films structure and symbolism, however, that at the 

end one could feasibly argue that Castle actually died with his wife on the mountain and - rather like 

in The Occurrence At Owl Bridge Creek - what has happened since the opening scenes has just been 

the dream of a dying man! Performances are generally excellent (although Ben Kingsley's wig and 

stare are slightly disconcerting). Those who found the actual fairies disappointing in effect were 

perhaps expecting something grander. Some of Castle's hallucinations reminded me of Jacob's 

Ladder and Kingsley's demise of the killer's suicide in Peeping Tom. As a last instance of the film's 

care with presentation and sophistication, one may take the music. The chief elements that reoccur 



are a sombre dirge like bass-motif and a light waltz. Only at the end of the film does recognise that 

the bass-motif is an altered element of the famous Beethoven slow movement which plays 

throughout the last few scenes. Like Castle himself, it is transfigured - or 'completed' by events. 
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Pianese Nunzio, 14 Anni A Maggio (Pianese Nunzio, Fourteen In May) 

(Sacred Silence) (1996) 
 

A young priest crusades against organized crime in his Naples 

neighbourhood but falls in love with a 13-year-old boy (Emanuele 

Gargiulo). It's the chance the gangsters were waiting for to get rid 

of the thorn in their side. Will they be able to force the boy to 

accuse the priest of sexual harassment and have his reputation 

destroyed? To me this film was about morality: Of the murderous 

tactics of the mafia and the sexual transgressions of a priest. The 

priest rails against the mafia while seducing a 13-year-old boy. He 

is shown to have had another boy lover now discarded for a 

younger, more attractive one. Listening to the priest's recorded 

voice, the young lover hears: "sanctity and eroticism are the 

same". Bluring the moral responsibility of the priest, we learn that 

he was born of unknown parents. All the adult characters are 

shown to be flawed. Only the boy and his girlfriend, are shown as 

innocents, wanting only affection and sensual pleasure. In an attempt to discredit the priest, the boy 

is pressured to betray him by admitting to the relationship. His silence loses him his life and hence is 

sacred, far more so than the sacred rituals the priest recites to a few bored parishioners. The 

question remaining is: Is the priest any less guilty than the mafia? There is of course no answer and it 

is left to the viewer to ponder the events. The story is developed slowly and in Italian with English 

subtitles so it is a bit hard to keep the familial relations and events straight. But the major outlines 

are clear and well worth watching. 
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Piccadilly Pickups (2000) 
 

A quirky, satirical seduction into the glorious world of prostitution 

and pornography from Piccadilly, Manchester to Piccadilly, 

London. Teenager Jake sets off for London with the promise of 

making easy money as a rent boy. But difficulties arise as he 

breaches another boy's patch, is pimped by a pro and is tempted 

into the sleazy world of gender-bending pornography. 
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Piccole Labbra (Little Lips) (1978) 
 

A writer returns home from World War I. He has developed a very 

bad case of post traumatic stress disorder. His genitalia was also 

blown away during the war. He contemplates suicide, but 

becomes interested in the 12-year-old daughter (Katya Berger) of 

the innkeeper where he is recuperating. He doesn't seem to mind 

that he is spending so much time with her. He becomes deeply 

infatuated with her, but can't physically consummate any kind of 

relationship with her. She brightens his day, but her sexuality is 

just beginning to bud. When she begins to prefer a male closer to 

her age than the writer, the finality of the plot is set. 
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Picking Up & Dropping Off (2003) 
 

A divorced father and a divorced mother start to meet at Denver 

airport when picking up and sending off their children (Liam 

Ranger). The movie is about a divorced dad who only gets to have 

his kid for holidays, and a divorcée mom who always have to send 

her daughter to her dad at holidays. they meet at the airport, but 

the love story doesn't begin until a year and a half later. It shows a 

realistic POV on divorced parents, with a fantastic romance in 

between. Scott Wolf is adorable even if he doesn't really look like 

a father. And the woman is gorgeous. Everything that can go 

wrong in this story - goes wrong. It doesn't matter if the end is 

predictable because you have so much fun watching them fall in 

love. I give it a 5 out of 5, keeping in mind of course that it's a TV 

flick. 
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Picnic At Hanging Rock (1975) 
 

Three students and a school teacher disappear on an excursion to 

Hanging Rock, in Victoria, on Valentine's Day, 1900. Widely (and 

incorrectly) regarded as being based on a true story, the movie 

follows those that disappeared, and those that stayed behind, but 

it delights in the asking of questions, not the answering of them. 

Peter Weir is a master of taking the mysteries of human nature, 

combining them with the essence of humanity, then distilling 

those aspects through the inexplicable itself. This has been an 

earmark of his films "Dead Poets Society," "Fearless" and even 

"The Truman Show" but nowhere is this more apparent than with 

"Picnic At Hanging Rock." Beautifully filmed in rural Australia, the 

plot of "Picnic At Hanging Rock" is deceptively simple: students at 

an upper crust Victorian-era girls' school go on a field trip to 

Hanging Rock --an unusual geographic site miles away from 

civilization. On the trip, three of the girls and one of the teachers 

go missing. A simple plot, right? Well, on the surface it is indeed simple, but the way Peter Weir 

deals with the subject matter will keep the viewer absolutely enthralled and at a loss as to the cause 

of the girls' inexplicable disappearance. What has frustrated many viewers is that the responsibility 

of the hypothesis lies solely on them: there are no conclusive answers, but rather a number of 

theories as seen through the eyes of second and third parties. Additionally, Weir spices up the 

overall feeling of uncertainty with repeated images seemingly unrelated to the flow of the movie. 

Swans, ants, flowers, flies and poetry all appear repeatedly throughout the film, indicating that there 

is some deeper significance to the nature of the disappearance. Something that is just out of the 

viewer's grasp. In truth, Weir's direction in this film is akin to a more accessible and humanistic David 

Lynch. Much of the same thematic ground is covered, and the pronounced sense of uncertainty is a 

trademark of many Lynch films, especially his recent masterwork, "Mulholland Drive." Finally, what 

makes "Picnic At Hanging Rock" a true marvel of filmmaking is the complete integration of all 

elements in the support of the ephemeral theme. The pan-flute of Zamfir adds an otherworldly 

element to the score; the cinematography makes Hanging Rock look alternately commonplace, and 

enigmatic, depending on the scene. This collusion of all elements makes "Picnic At Hanging Rock" 

essential viewing for anyone interested in immaculate emotive filmmaking. 
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Pietje Bell (Peter Bell) (2002) 
 

With 10-year-old Quinten Schram. Pietje Bell left me with the 

same impression as Harry Potter and the Philosopher's stone, 

which is: nice images, good adventure, so-so acting of the leads 

and sometimes irksome dialogue. The Rotterdam of the 1920s 

was convincingly portrayed. There was a cartoonesque feel to the 

decor, which made it easier to focus on the story. The nose of 

aunt Cato was hard to believe in though, and drew attention to 

the fact that I was watching a film. Also the newspaper manager 

acted too 'modern' for my taste. I did have a bit of a hard time 

believing the sister wanting to date the gruesome Joseph. Which, 

in a sense, is a compliment for the two actors, because they 

managed to convincingly portray good and bad. 
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Ping Pong Playa (2007) 
 

Streetwise swaggering Christopher "C-Dub" Wang is a suburban 

guy who waxes political on all things Asian American and clings to 

pro basketball pipe dreams. But when misfortune strikes his 

family, C-dub must overcome living at home, working a dead-end 

job and his worldly older brother, to run his Mom's ping pong 

classes and defend the family's athletic dynasty. This movie was 

not funny at all. You will not find this movie enjoyable unless you 

are 11 to 15-years-old. Also, swearing is censored with sounds of a 

basketball bouncing and ping pong balls being hit. It was very 

awkward (In the version I saw anyway). The story is also very 

unoriginal and can be used with multiple scenarios. A lot of the 

dialog is in Chinese with English subtitles. I don't understand why 

IMDb gave it 6.6 stars. I'm glad I didn't see this movie in a theater. 

I would have asked for my money back. If you have preteen kids, 

this might be okay to rent but I don't see how they would enjoy it 

either. On a side note, the Chinese girl is rather cute. 
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Pink Floyd The Wall (1982) 
 

The movie tells the story of rock singer "Pink" who is sitting in his 

hotel room in Los Angeles, burnt out from the music business and 

only able to perform on stage with the help of drugs. Based on the 

1979 double album "The Wall" by Pink Floyd, the film begins in 

Pink's youth where he is crushed by the love of his mother. 

Several years later he is punished by the teachers in school 

because he is starting to write poems. Slowly he begins to build a 

wall around himself to be protected from the world outside. The 

film shows all this in massive and epic pictures until the very end 

where he tears down the wall and breaks free. The life of the 

fictional rock star 'Pink' is the subject of the visually evocative cult 

film based upon the music and visions of the group Pink Floyd as 

portrayed in the album of the same title. Relationships, drug 

abuse, sex, childhood, WWII and fascism combine in a disturbing 

mix of episodic live action and lyrical animation drawn by British caricaturist Gerald Scarfe. The 

opening tracking shot of a hotel hallway that resembles a prison should clue you in as to what 

awaits. There are so many things to like and be fascinated by in this movie. And for all of its avant-

garde leanings, this is actually a very classically designed story. An iconoclastic music star, Pink Floyd, 

tries/tries not to think about his past and how he got to where he is, which is borderline psychotic. 

And because he's so disturbed, he can't even think in a linear way, so the journey we take into his 

mind is necessarily whacked-out. We also get to see how fascism is born from misdirected hate and 

idolatry. As a rock star, Floyd has seen the adulation of his audiences, so he's familiar with the 

phenomenon. But at the same time, he detests them for buying into his act. It's like the old Groucho 

Marx joke about refusing membership to any group who would let you in. He knows he's a fake (his 

teachers and people like his wife have told him so), so everyone else who thinks he's real must be 

fakes also. It's a big cyclic game. So he can't let any of them in, behind his wall, because they are, by 

definition, phony. It's interesting, also, to think about how he has turned full circle into fascism. It's 

just part of his dream and how he deals with his anger, but it's also an interesting reaction to the 

absent father. Had there been no homosexuals or Jews etc., there would have been no need for a 

Hitler, and therefore there would have been no need for his father to die. But instead of hating 

Nazis, he hates the people that "provoked" the Nazis. (I could go on for days with stuff like this, but 

I'll stop here.) Just watch the movie and be impressed with the way it works on so many levels. 
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Pink Narcissus (1971) 
 

An erotic poem set in the fantasies of a young male prostitute. I 

don't know why the rating for this is so low -- well, that's not true, 

I do know: it's arty, it's got no dialogue (we have radio weather 

forecasts in lieu of that), it's in grainy pink, and it doesn't have a 

story. But it is a successful glimpse into a gay dream, and a 

successful passing on of that experience -- and the title character, 

a wonderfully objectified youth, is the perfect gay ideal: pouty lips, 

messy brown hair, dark features, a fantastic and well-exploited 

rear, and a sculpted body. And he's unclothed for most of it, a 

Caravaggio boy. The film is a good example of ingenuity on the 

director's part -- it's a small-scale melodrama not unlike those of 

Guy Maddin, if Maddin was more lushly sensual and less manically 

comic. It's not a porno, but it is extreme gayness, and the mere 

essence of that is enough for some people to get it up. But 

regardless, it is very erotic; a number of scenes (stripping the boy's undies off, sucking his own 

fingers, slowly humping the ground in nature) push the right buttons. There are some inventive 

scenes, like the boy getting a beejay from a leather man swimming in a milky liquid (and then after 

that a urinal-fetish scene). I haven't seen "Un chant d'amour," so I don't know the degree to which 

this is influenced by Genet, but it does have its parallels to the Genet-inspired third of "Poison." 

9/10. 
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Pinocchio (1940) 
 

Inventor Gepetto creates a wooden marionette called Pinocchio. 

His wish that Pinocchio be a real boy is unexpectedly granted by a 

fairy. The fairy assigns Jiminy Cricket to act as Pinocchio's 

"conscience" and keep him out of trouble. Jiminy is not too 

successful in this endeavor and most of the film is spent with 

Pinocchio deep in trouble. Pinocchio is a true classic in the world 

of movies. Pinocchio is based on the Italian story about the 

puppet who became a real boy. Pinocchio is one of Disney's finest 

and it beats all the new ultracommercial cartoons, which the 

company produces nowadays. The story is good, the characters 

are very likable and warmhearted, and the music is sheer 

perfection. These old Disney classics are cartoons that are suitable 

for the WHOLE family, not just the small kids. Watch it, and 

prepare to be stunned! 
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Pinocchio (2008) 
 

The enchanted story of Pinocchio (13-year-old Robbie Kay). With 

18-year-old Thomas Sangster as Lucignolo. 
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Pinocchio 3000 (P3K: Pinocho 3000) (Pinocchio Le Robot) (2004) 
 

I thought Pinocchio 3000 was an excellent movie, Based on the 

Disney Movie Pinocchio, as this time this one is set in the future, 

for Pinocchio to be a robot instead of a wooden doll, I liked what 

was put into the movie as it was just like what the future would be 

like, cars, vans, etc: floating in the sky, everything that is set well 

into the future. In the year 3000, the 31st Century. Whoopi 

Goldburg is an excellent actress in my opinion, she has been for 

many decades. I never thought she would star in a movie that is 

animated and based on the same thing that's been made before. 

Overall I give this movie 10 out of 10 because I think it is fantastic. 

If I were you, go ahead and see this movie. You will be surprised 

with the difference. 
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Pippi Långstrump (Pippi Longstocking) (1969) 
 

Pippi Longstocking, a child of incredible strength, moves by herself 

to a Swedish town with her monkey, horse, and a bag full of gold 

coins. She befriends two children, Annika and Tommy (12-year-old 

Pär Sundberg), shocks the adults of the town, defends herself 

from bandits, and has a reunion with her seafaring father. When I 

was a kid, I used to play a lot with my friends and my sister. And I 

always was Pippi. I know all books about her and all movies. 

Actually I used to have red hair and many years I did act like I had 

been her. She was my idol for many many years. Pippi is not very 

known in another countries, but in Sweden and in Finland she's 

one of the most known characters. In Finnish she's Peppi 

Pitkätossu. And every single kid knows her. We just love her, all 

the books, all the stories, all the movies, all the TV-shows and 

cartoons. She's number 1 in Sweden and also in Finland. If you 

ever have a chance to watch Pippi, do it! Otherwise you're going miss a lot! 
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Pippi Långstrump På De Sju Haven (Pippi In The South Seas) (1970) 
 

I loved the Pippi films when I was little. I was always amazed by 

her superhuman powers and envied the life she led in Villa 

Villakula with Mr. Nilsson (her pet monkey), her treasure chest of 

gold, and a complete and utter lack of adult supervision. I read the 

books too, but always liked the movies better. I always wondered 

if maybe the English translations of the novels just weren't very 

good. They seemed a bit stilted. Anyway, each of the Pippi films 

are pretty much interchangeable, and I remember at one point 

hearing that they were all filmed at the same time, which didn't 

come as a surprise. Each seems to involve Pippi, Tommy (13-year-

old Pär Sundberg), and Annika (the two neighbor kids) engaging in 

a series of adventures that always end up making the local adults 

look like complete idiots, but in a rather harmless way. Pippi's 

father, an old, salty, sea-faring-type, pops up from time to time. 

He seems to have a remarkably close and loving relationship with 

his daughter, despite the fact that he's never around. Watching these films now, it's obvious they 

were made on a very low budget. The English-dubbed versions used the same voice actress for the 

spoken parts of Pippi, Tommy, and Annika, who just modifies her voice slightly for each part. This is a 

bit distracting. Even though it has to be acknowledged that the books made an important 

contribution to Children's Literature, time might forget these old Pippi movies. I hardly ever see 

them on TV anymore, and they're hard to find in the video store. They're kind of fun, kind of campy, 

but all in all, not worth going out of your way to see. 
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Pippi Longstocking (Pippi Långstrump) (Pippi Langstrumpf) (1997) 
 

I was totally enjoying the animated TV show of "Pippi 

Longstocking" in the sixth grade (yes, my sister did talk me into 

it!). I thought the animation was flat but still colourful and that the 

voice actors did their job well (two of whom included Melissa 

Altro who does Muffy on "Arthur" and squeaky-voiced Wayne 

Robson who plays that hack Mike on "Red Green Show"), and so I 

thought I shouldn't miss the movie when it comes on TV. Now, I 

can see why it went directly to video. The stupid songs that 

underline this are atrocious, the animation is much flatter, the 

plots are recycled and it just goes nowhere! I don't think Gordon 

Pinsent or Catherine O'Hara were stupid enough to participate in 

this!!! My advice to you all is this: AVOID THIS TRASH ALL 

TOGETHER! How dare they butcher Astrid Lindgren's beloved red-

headed character! Ever since I saw the movie, I can never watch 

the great animated TV show anymore! Thanks for nothing! 
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Pirate Camp (2007) 
 

Where Kids Learn From Real Pirates. 
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Pirate Islands (2005) 
 

A bouncy spin-off movie from the Australian adventure television 

series. A freak accident sends three Australian kids into a 

computer-generated world of pirates and swashbuckling heroes. 

The kids must help a group of adventurers find a buried treasure 

and a way back to the real world. Well, I don't know about you, 

but I have watched this show twice already!!! Apart from the fact 

that Aukland is hot, the thing I love about this show the most is 

the crazy and creative characters they come up with. I love 

Blackheart the best, he's so angry and really needs to get a life. 

Anyway, I'm not really that into Kate, Mars is more fun. I never 

watched the last episode and am so frustrated because I was 

looking forward to it so much! I am 16 and I love this show! 

actually I loved all Jonathon M Shiffs work. Ocean Girl was another 

of my absolute favorites. You could be any age and still watch 

Pirate Islands, anyone who thinks differently is silly. 
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Pirates Of The Caribbean: The Curse Of The Black Pearl (2003) 
 

This swash-buckling tale follows the quest of Captain Jack 

Sparrow, a savvy pirate, and Will Turner, a resourceful blacksmith, 

as they search for Elizabeth Swann. Elizabeth, the daughter of the 

governor and the love of Will's life, has been kidnapped by the 

feared Captain Barbossa. Little do they know, but the fierce and 

clever Barbossa has been cursed. He, along with his large crew, 

are under an ancient curse, doomed for eternity to neither live, 

nor die. That is, unless a blood sacrifice is made. You will always 

remember this as the movie that made Johnny Depp a superstar 

and almost got him an Oscar. The fact that he didn't win isn't a 

problem, since thanks to him this is the best pirate film ever 

made. The opening concept is a clichè: a beautiful woman (Keira 

Knightley) is kidnapped by a bunch of filthy pirates (led by 

Geoffrey Rush's Barbossa) and the man (Orlando Bloom) who's 

desperately in love with her decides to track them down. From now on, things get unexpected, as he 

asks another pirate for help. And it's no ordinary pirate: it's Captain Jack Sparrow (Johnny Depp), a 

lying, cheating, but charismatic scumbag, the hardest man on Earth to predict, not to mention quite 

unlucky and clumsy ("You are, with no doubt, the worst pirate I've ever heard of" "But you HAVE 

heard of me!"). It's got all the elements of a classic pirate movie, elements that would give this flick a 

9/10. So, why am I giving it a 10/10? The answer is simple: Captain Jack. From the moment he makes 

his entrance, justly included in the Empire Top 10 Entrances of all time, we know he's the reason 

people will keep watching the movie. He's Depp's best non-Tim Burton-character ever, and I can't 

wait 'til he returns. See you next summer, Captain! 
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Pirates Of The Plain (1999) 
 

Never was a treasure so sought after, an adventure so 

unforgettable, a friendship so unexpected. I'm very surprised that 

this movie has not receive a higher rating from viewers. My family 

and I purchased this via "On Demand" digital cable, and had never 

heard of the movie before, but was pleasantly surprised by the 

great acting and storyline. My children are 3 and 6, and love 

pirates. So, we talked and laughed about this movie for days 

afterward. This is also the best movie that I have ever seen Tim 

Curry in. He and the young boy (10-year-old Seth Adkins) are 

stellar together. The boy is such an amazingly talented young 

actor as well. This is definitely a kid movie, and the stunt work is 

amazing. So, if your child loves adventure, this is one of the best 

movies around to fire their imagination. 
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Piso Porta (Backdoor) (2000) 
 

A paint-by-numbers version of "Z". This film starts out by being 

about one thing, (a young boy growing up without a father, his 

burgeoning sexuality and friendships), and ends up something 

else entirely, (a picture of Greece at the time of the dictatorship). 

It ought to be more interesting than it actually is. It's about 

youthful revolutionary fervor but it has no revolutionary fervor of 

its own. It would have been a better film if it had ditched the 

politics altogether and concentrated instead on the life-lessons of 

the central character, a boy from a well-heeled family of 

developers whose father has died suddenly. Konstandinos 

Papadimitriou sleepwalks his way through the part; his character 

isn't allowed to develop and you lose interest in him. If the film 

had been about his older, worldly-wise friend played by Andreas 

Kontopolous it probably would have been better. The film 

dawdles along without any sense of urgency. It's meant to be a child's eye view of the world and in 

particular of the political situation in Greece at the time but it's like a paint-by-numbers version of 

"Z". It keeps flashing forward to what appears to be the boy's detention but that feels like a gimmick 

to keep us watching to the end. We know from the start what is going to happen so we need 

something a lot more forceful than what the director gives us to sustain our interest. It's well-

intentioned but a bit on the dull side. The first good Greek coming-of-age film (or why scenario 

matters). Greece is a country with many wonderful directors. That is why Greece produced so many 

good "director's films". The thing that Greece doesn't have is good screenwriters. "Piso Porta" is not 

a "director's film". Is a film with a good scenario. For those who have been previously interested in 

the Greek film, "Piso Porta" made a major breakthrough on this point. Yiorgos Tsemberopoulos 

showed us how to make a good coming-of-age film, the Greek way. For those who wish to see it in 

cinemas around the world an advice: Read a thing or two about the Greek political situation back in 

the '60s. It will help you to appreciate the film. For the Greeks "Piso Porta" was a long awaited film. 

We welcome it. 
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Pisutoru Opera (Pistol Opera) (2001) 
 

I was eager to see "Pistol Opera" for a variety of reasons. I had 

recently seen "Branded to Kill" and the idea of a follow-

up/sequel/remake by the same director intrigued me. 

Furthermore, I am a fan of the lead actress, Makiko Esumi, from 

her work on Japanese TV. Sadly, this film goes nowhere...slowly. 

The plot seemed simple enough but within minutes I was lost. 

These "professional killers" spend nearly the entire film killing 

each other which begs the question who is employing these 

people and what purpose they serve. Lots of these scenes look 

wonderful and have some fun ideas, but nothing makes any sense. 

Characters deliver long, meandering soliloquies into the camera, 

flip-flopping from Japanese to English and back again. Neither 

language adds any clarity to the circumstances. The whole thing 

feels like some kind of experimental stage play, especially the final 

showdown where characters enter and exit bizarre scenery accompanied by strange, nearly naked 

dancers. What the hell? 
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Pitch Black (Nightfall) (The Chronicles Of Riddick: Pitch Black) (2000) 
 

The space transport vessel "Hunter-Gratzner" carrying 40 people 

on-board crashes on a desert planet when the ship is struck in a 

meteor storm. There are only 10 survivors, among them are pilot 

Carolyn Fry (Who has assumed command after the ship's captain 

is killed), bounty hunter William J. Johns, religious man Abu 

"Imam" al-Walid, Antiques dealer Paris P. Ogilvie, runaway 

teenage girl Jack, settlers John 'Zeke' Ezekiel and his lover Sharon 

'Shazza' Montgomery and Richard B. Riddick, a dangerous escaped 

convict. Marooned, the 10 survivors finds the barren and hot 

desert-scape has sunlight from three suns. Not only they find food 

and water, and worry about Riddick, the survivors finds 

themselves being hunted by the planet's flesh eating alien 

inhabits, when the planet is engulfed in darkness, which happens 

every 22 years, as they come out on to the surface to hunt and eat 

all signs of life. Fry and the survivors finds Riddick is their best chance of survival, as Riddick has 

surgically-enhanced silver eyes that allow him to see in the dark as they set out to find a way of 

escaping from the planet and getting to a escape shuttle, before they all get eaten by the creatures 

on the surface. A transport ship containing 40 passengers heading to other worlds for, among other 

reasons, settling, New Mecca, and for one passenger, Riddick, another cell. The ship encounters a 

tiny meteor storm and crash lands on a barren planet with only 1/4 of its complement surviving. 

Survival is tough with Riddick on the loose and no water in sight. However, come nightfall, they have 

even more to fear. A transport space-shuttle lands on a planet where the light is seemingly always 

shining. Under the planet is a hoard of vicious creatures who are hurt by the light and need dark. The 

passengers on the ship think they are safe...until they find out there's going to be an eclipse. Set in 

the distant future, a spaceship carrying some 40 people, mostly ones wanting to settle on other 

planets from their own, hits a meteor shower and crash lands on a distant planet killing all but about 

a dozen of them. The survivors, led by the second-in-command Carolyn Fry ('Rahda Mitchell'), find 

themselves on a hot and humid landscape with constant sunlight from three orbiting suns. Fry not 

only must help the survivors find food and water, but contend with a deadly criminal, named Riddick 

(Vin Diesel), who was being transported to a prison cell on their destination. But every 22 years, the 

planet's three suns go into a total eclipse for a month where darkness brings out the planet's real 

inhabitants; large, reptilian, vampire-like creatures that come out and dominate the surface in total 

darkness, killing and eating all life. The Fry and her people then must cooperate with Riddick, who 

has surgically enhanced eyes to see in darkness, to lead them to safety and off the planet before 

they all become dinner for the creatures. Considering that this was a low budget film, shot in the 

Australian outback...they did a hell of a good job. Although the script was weak, Radha Mitchell 

pulled off an excellent performance. I believe that all of the actors in the film should be commended 

for turning what should have been a total bomb into an entertaining, action-packed joy ride. Vin 

Diesel was also very convincing as Riddick. He too pulled off a marvelous performance. The action 

was spine tingling and edge-of-your-seat stuff. All the best for Radha as she keeps on shining her 

bright light in Hollywood (nice to see an Aussie!), may you show Americans what Aussies are made 

of! I will rate this movie a 9 out of 10!!! 
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Pitkä Kuuma Kesä (1999) 
 

The story of a rock band "Kalle Päätalo" in the 1980s. I really 

enjoyed this movie and would like to recommend it to others. The 

story centers around 21-year-old Unto Helo who has left the 

Finnish capital Helsinki for Joensuu, a place in the province close 

to the Russian border. He meets Lajunen the lead singer of a 

rock'n'roll band. The time is the early 1980's. Unto claims that he 

has the best contacts in Helsinki and that he could help the band 

make their way to a gig at Tavastia, Finland's most famous 

legendary rock club. Unto fells in love with Noora and after a lot of 

adventures they all really end up at Tavastia. Young director 

Perttu Leppä has created a movie with a lot of atmosphere, he 

takes his characters serious, the cast is completely well picked 

together. "The long hot summer" is a movie about growing up in 

the Finnish province and it is so well done that the famous 

brothers Aki and Mika Kaurismäki are no longer alone in putting Finland on the map of European and 

World cinema. I would like to give 9 out of 10 points. 
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Pixote: A Lei Do Mais Fraco (Asphalt Haie) (Pixote) (Pixote, The Law 

Of The Weakest) (The Survival Of The Weakest) (1981) 
 

Pixote (14-year-old Fernando Ramos da Silva), a 10-year-old 

runaway boy, is arrested on the streets of Sao Paulo during a 

police round-up of homeless people. Pixote endures torture, 

degradation and corruption at a local youth detention center 

where two of the runaways are murdered by policemen who 

frame Lilica, a 17-year-old transvesite hustler. Pixote helps Lilica 

and three other boys escape where they make their living by the 

life of crime which only escalates to more violence and death. The 

film's star, Fernando Ramos Da Silva, who plays a young street 

criminal, actually was a street criminal before he made this film. 

After completing it he took up the criminal life again, and was 

killed in Brazil in 1987 in a shootout with police. The violent death 

of Fernando Ramos Da Silva only eight years after the completion 

of this film, only adds to the poignancy of director Babenco's 

powerful message. The film is split into two halves - the first in a reformatory where a group of 

youngsters are abused and violated by the violent law enforcers and guardians. The second 

backdrop is the city where they are confined instead by their own actions and morality, which 

includes mugging, pimping and killing different characters who enter their lives. The differing gender 

and sexual roles in the film allow for constant changes in the characters as they interact with other 

people. Particularly interesting is the character of Lalica, a transvestite who is mother and lover to 

some of the children. Her reaction to the arrival of Sueli, a prostitute is both poignant and tragic. 

There is no happy ending to this story and I reccomend to watch it with caution as there are some 

very uncomfortable scenes to watch especially in the opening twenty minutes. But whilst watching 

it, it is important to remember that this is not just a fictional tale. The actors are not trained 

professionals but instead boys selected from the streets of Sao Paulo. They actually lived this life 

that is portrayed so vividly on screen and in da Silva's case, died at the hands of the police who are 

depicted so brutally. A documentary? A piece of fiction. It borders on both but it certainly makes for 

heart wrenching material and is a film that actually leaves you breathless and thinking long after 

having watched it. 
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Planet Of The Apes (2001) 
 

With 15-year-old Luke Eberl. It is the year 2029: Astronaut Leo 

Davidson (Mark Wahlberg) boards a pod cruiser on a Space 

Station for a "routine" reconnaissance mission. But an aburupt 

detour through a space time wormhole lands him on a strange 

planet where talking apes rule over the human race. With the help 

of a sympathetic chimpanzee activist named Ari (Helena Bonham-

Carter) and a small band of human rebels, Leo leads the effort to 

evade the advancing Gorilla Army led by General Thade (Tim Roth) 

and his most trusted warrior Attar (Michael Clarke Duncan). Now 

the race is on to reach a sacred temple within the planet's 

Forbidden Zone to discover the shocking secrets of mankind's past 

- and the key to its future. Wahlberg is just plain horrible. If it 

wasn't for him, I would have liked this movie a lot more. Part of it 

isn't his fault as the stupid story has his motivation for going into 

space to find his monkey that disappears. So he risks his life and that of the ship's crew to find his 

monkey. I can't really back a guy that stupid. Then the parts that are his fault is that he is just a bad 

actor and has a look about him I just don't care for. Of course, he ends up landing on a planet run 

buy super monkeys. The people playing the monkeys do a very good job with their parts. I don't have 

anything bad to say about them, except that their good job makes Wahlberg look even worse. Tim 

Roth is great as is Carter. All the apes do well. Kris Kristofferson is not in the movie enough and is 

killed relatively early. I wish he were in it more; they needed one good human character in this one. 

Also, Charlton Heston makes a brief appearance in this one, this time as a monkey. The ending to 

this one makes no sense though as the original it did. 
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Plata Quemada (Burnt Money) (Burning Money) (Vies Brûlées) (2000) 
 

Burnt Money, which premiered at the 2000 Toronto International 

Film Festival, is set in Argentina in 1965 and is the fourth film by 

director Marcelo Piñeyro. This true story follows the tumultuous 

relationship between two men who became lovers and ultimately 

ruthless bank robbers in a notoriously famous footnote in the 

annals of Argentinian crime history. Nene (Leonardo Sbaraglia), 

Angel (Eduardo Noriega) and Cuervo (Pablo Echarri) are bank 

robbers who flee from Argentina across the border to Uruguay 

after a large-scale hold-up that turns bloody. Angel is hurt and the 

three must lay low until Angel recovers. Nene and Angel are 

known to everyone they know as "the twins" because of their 

resemblance, but the two are not brothers at all - they are 

involved in a steamy homosexual relationship. To get back to 

Argentina, the group must first wait for Fontana, the brains 

behind the robbery, to arrange for passports. Anxious from 

hiding, Cuervo decides to break curfew and go party. After Nene and Angel also decide to take off, 

Nene meets a prostitute named Giselle and Angel ends up getting in a fight. The group is forced to 

abandon their refuge and Angel and Nene decide to move in with Giselle. However, the sexual 

attraction between Nene and Angel burns too strongly and when Nene gets hostile with Giselle and 

kicks her out, she goes straight to the police to snitch on the group. It's not long before police are 

surrounding the building and the fate of Nene and Angel appears to be sealed. Based on the true, 

spectacular 1965 crime spree which held Argentina & Uruguay hostage in a two-month stage of 

terror, Plata Quemada tells the story of Angel and Sam. These two young, sexy and inseparable 

killers are known as "Los Mellizos" in Spanish. The film is an action thriller of the exploits and red-hot 

passion of the two thugs. Not only unstoppable criminals, the two young men are also passionate 

gay lovers. The film is a recreation of their now-legendary story. WOW! Rivetting! The faces of 

Eduardo Noriega and Lorenzo Sbaraglia fighting and surrendering to their love is pure cinematic art. I 

left the theatre unable to utter a word. I wanted to revisit their world, no matter how tragic, there 

was truth in it, twisted, painful truth. PLATA QUEMADA deserves a larger audience. On my second 

viewing, I forced two friends, who hate subtitles, and are as far removed from the gay world as 

anyone I know and they loved it. They were seduced by the universe Marcelo Pineyro created for 

those superb characters to inhabit. More, Mr. Pineyro. More Eduardo and Lorenzo! Bravo! 
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Play It To The Bone (1999) 
 

Two aging fighters in LA, friends, get a call from a Vegas promoter 

because his undercard fighters for a Mike Tyson bout that night 

are suddenly unavailable. He wants them to box each other. They 

agree as long as the winner gets a shot at the middleweight title. 

They enlist Grace, Cesar's current and Vinnie's ex girlfriend, to 

drive them to Vegas. On the trip, we see flashbacks to their 

previous title shots, their competitive friendship, and Grace's 

motivational wiles. (She has her own entrepreneurial dreams.) The 

fight itself is historic: ten rounds of savagery and courage. Who 

will win, who'll get the title shot, who gets Grace, and where will 

she find venture capital? Here we go on the old merry-go-round 

again. A great premise, an attractive cast, a solid director, and 

ultimately, a bad combination. I myself had been salivating at the 

idea of Woody Harrleson and Ron Shelton teaming up again. And 

they say good things come to those who wait...NOT TRUE!!! The 

only person who packs a punch here is Lolita Davidovich, who provides the ONLY reason that one 

would want to see this movie. Mr. Harrleson and Mr. Banderas have both proven that they have 

screen charisma, and they have it here too, but they are not given much good dialogue nor 

understandable actions to undertake, so Ms. Davidovich (especially in the red-dress scenes) easily 

knocks them both out of her way. If you want to see Mr. Harrleson, go rent THE PEOPLE VS. LARRY 

FLYNT, or turn on a re-run of CHEERS. For Mr. Banderas, rent DESPERADO and THE MASK OF ZORRO. 

For Mr. Shelton, rent WHITE MEN CAN'T JUMP (his previous collaboration with Mr. Harrleson), BULL 

DURHAM, COBB (also with Ms. Davidovich and with a super performance by Tommy Lee Jones as the 

original SOB himself), or TIN CUP. For Ms. Davidovich, rent BLAZE. 
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Pocahontas (1995) 
 

Capt. John Smith leads a rag-tag band of English sailors & soldiers 

to the New World to plunder its riches for England (or, more 

precisely, for Governor Ratcliffe, who comes along for the ride). 

Meanwhile, in this "New World," Chief Powhatan has pledged his 

daughter, Pocahontas, to be married to the village's greatest 

warrior. Pocahontas, however, has other ideas. She has seen a 

vision of a spinning arrow, a vision she believes tells her change is 

coming. Her life does indeed change when the English ship lands 

near her village. Between Ratcliffe, who believes the "savages" are 

hiding the gold he expected to be plentiful, and Powhatan, who 

believes these pale newcomers will destroy their land, Smith and 

Pocahontas have a difficult time preventing all-out war, and saving 

their love for each other. When this movie came out (in 1995), I 

thought: "Another one "big stupid kiddy Disney American 

colonialist propaganda movie"! Nobody thinks no more about a love story between an Indian girl 

and a colonialist! The indians were exterminated by the colonialists! Not loved by them! Everybody 

knows that!" And I didn't watch such of silly movie, of course! I'm not a stupid man! BUT, there's a 

week ago, the daughter of my sister (9-years-old), forgot that DVD in my home. I thought: "Let's see 

this stupidity, just to laugh at the most ridiculous Disney's movie!" I watched it. And I cryed. This is 

the best Disney's movie, and maybe the best movie, I've ever watched! How can you criticize it? 

Have you lost your children soul?!! Of course, just after watched it, I thought: "Well, that's good. 

Better than I thought. But that's all". But the next day, the song of the old "mother witch" remains in 

my mind! I decided to watch it again, and again. Now, I've seen this movie about 20 times in one 

week. That's incredible, I think I'm a fan!!!! For me, in general, the worst part of a Disney movie, was 

the songs. I've always hated them. For the first time, I found the songs were the best part of this 

movie! I listened to every songs of this movie, and I think, they are all good, and even, great! Also 

the music! It's an Mozart's opera! Graphics are good, but the editing is better! The first encounter 

between Pocahontas and Smith at the falls is a pure master-piece! And the movie's references are 

plenty! The "3-voices song" of "savages", reminds me the "rumbles" of "West Side Story", and the 

final "goodbye" reminds me the final of Spielberg's "E.T.". I don't know if this movie was done "for 

children", but I know I cry every time I watch it! Thanks for Mike Gabriel, Eric Goldberg, Alan 

Menken, Stephen Schwartz, and the Disney Company to have kept their "children soul". I was wrong 

and they were right. And I'm happy of that. Well, I quit you now, I need to watch this movie again... 

Goodbye! 10/10!!!!!! of course! 
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Podranki (Подранки) (The Orphans) (Winged Birds) (Wounded 

Game) (1977) 
 

Nothing spectacular here, but quite interesting and very well done 

in spots. This is a film primarily about children--namely Russian 

boys who have lost their fathers in the Great Patriotic War (i.e., 

World War II)--but it ends up being anything but a conventional 

children's story. Gubenko (who wrote, directed and acted in the 

film) is far more interested in conveying the mood of those 

disheartening and depressing years in the late 1940's (which 

turned out so tragically different from what most Soviet Russians 

had been expecting) than in connecting all of the dots in the 

storyline. This ends up working rather well, because the film has a 

tendency to move in directions you'd like it to, dwelling on certain 

moments while skipping rather rapidly through others (or treating 

them elliptically). In addition to dealing with the childhood years 

of the protagonist, his siblings, and his fellow "podranki" (a word, 

by the way, which is very hard to translate successfully into English--"orphans" is too generalized and 

weak; better is the term "wounded birds," since these young boys really do face serious obstacles 

preventing them from "flying" normally into the future--plus it is no accident that the film makes 

plentiful use of birds, particularly rooks, as backing imagery throughout), the film also has somewhat 

brief "present-day" segments (i.e., taking place in the mid 1970's) involving some of the characters 

as adults. One would always like to see more of Georgi Burkov--but short as his scene is, he comes 

through as always, playing the protagonist's disillusioned and broken convict brother. In certain ways 

"Podranki" can be compared to Tarkovsky's 1975 film "Zerkalo" ("The Mirror")--and many aspects of 

the baroque music, the sets, the moods (and even some of the episodes themselves) here seem to 

have been directly influenced by Tarkovsky. Both films also of course deal with fathers who are 

missing because of the war. But "Podranki" is not nearly as complex or difficult--for example, the 

switches between the 1940's and the 1970's here are always easy to follow (whereas it can take 

quite awhile to recognize the dual characters and time periods in the Tarkovsky). In fact, I would 

actually recommend "Podranki" as a good preparation for approaching "The Mirror." "Podranki" is 

not a world classic by any means, but it is a must for those who have come (like me) to love Soviet 

cinema. It will also be extremely useful for people seeking to learn more about the effects of WWII 

on Soviet Russia (though there are some serious improbabilities in this film, such as the gargantuan 

Nazi in the POW camp "getting fat," as one of the characters asserts, "on Soviet food."). And while 

this is indeed very much a film about childhood, it is by no means a film for children. 
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Poison Ivy (1992) 
 

A sexy teen (Barrymore) who lives with her aunt moves in with a 

reclusive teen (Gilbert) and slowly works her way into the lives of 

her adopted family. The mother (Ladd) is sickly and can't sexually 

satisfy her husband (Skerritt) any more, and to the daughter's 

horror, begins seducing her father. Poison Ivy simply tells the story 

of a young girl who definitely gets what she wants and even 

resorts to murder if needs be. All four of the main characters you 

can develop some feeling for, and you could even feel sorry for 

Drew Barrymore's Ivy, although I did feel as if sometimes some 

characters were simply failing to believe what was pretty obvious 

to everyone else. An 18-year-old Barrymore shines in this role, and 

Cheryl Ladd is also very convincing. A young (18-year-old) 

Leonardo DiCaprio makes an appearance in a perfectly watchable 

(but also rather short) film, with good direction from the relatively 

unknown Katt Shea. 
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Politiki Kouzina (Πολίτικη Κουζίνα) (A Touch Of Spice) (2003) 
 

A story about Fanis (Odysseas Papaspiliopoulos [at 18-years-old] & 

Markos Osse [at 8-years-old]), a young Greek boy growing up in 

Costantinoupolis, whose grandfather, a culinary philosopher and 

mentor, teaches him that both food and life require a little salt to 

give them flavor; they both require...A Touch of Spice. Fanis grows 

up to become an excellent cook and uses his cooking skills to spice 

up the lives of those around him. 35 years later he leaves Athens 

and travels back to his birthplace of Istanbul to reunite with his 

grandfather and his first love; he travels back only to realize that 

he forgot to put a little bit of spice in his own life. 
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Pollyanna (1960) 
 

A little girl comes to a town that is embattled by feuds and 

intimidated by her aunt. By the time she must leave, she has 

transformed the community with her indominatable will to see 

the good side of even the worst situations and bring it out for the 

betterment of all. Even after having lived the hardscrabble life of 

a missionary's daughter all her life and seen the loss of both 

parents, young Pollyanna Whittier refuses to be depressed. 

Instead, she must be glad about anything she can think of, and it's 

paid off big time. Now, however, she must go to live with her 

cold, spinsterish aunt in a town inhibited by embittered, 

unfriendly souls. Can she use her glad game to win over everyone 

and transform the town? A vast improvement on the cutesy, 

blatantly unrealistic and cliched story on which it is based, the 

Disney film Pollyanna is a truly enjoyable, BELIEVABLE film. It has 

a very charming, nostalgic feel to it. The period costumes and sets are very good, and the direction is 

good, too. The best thing about it, however, are the performances. The talented cast really makes 

you believe in them and forget they're all stereotypes. Jane Wyman is quite good as Aunt Polly, as 

are Agnes Moorehead, Adolphe Menjou, and espicially Karl Malden. And Hayley Mills more than 

holds her own, giving a very good, subtle, believable performance. This Pollyanna does not spend all 

her time chatting her mouth off and misinterpreting every cold act of her aunt's as an expression of 

love, which made her very annoying in the book, but rather, she really gets to know people and very 

subtly brings out the best in them. A truly good family film, much better than the book, and one 

really worth viewing. With 11-year-old Kevin Corcoran. 
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Poltergeist (1982) 
 

With 11-year-old Oliver Robins. A young family are visited by 

ghosts in their home. At first the ghosts appear friendly, moving 

objects around the house to the amusement of everyone, then 

they turn nasty and start to terrorise the family before they 

"kidnap" the youngest daughter. While living an an average family 

house in a pleasant neighborhood, the youngest daughter of the 

Freeling family, Carol Anne (Heather O'Rourke), seems to be 

connecting with the supernatural through a dead channel on the 

televison. It is not for long when the mysterious beings enter the 

house's walls. At first seeming like harmless ghosts, they play 

tricks and amuse the family, but they take a nasty turn, they 

horrify the family to death with angry trees and murderous dolls, 

and finally abduct Carol Anne into her bedroom closet, which 

seems like the entrance to the other side. There are two types of "horror" films: There are the scary 

ones, which is what the word "horror" means in the first place, and then there is the bloody, gory 

kind. Perhaps the latter kind should be categorized under another name. At any rate, Poltergeist is a 

good horror film. It goes beyond the idea of typical ghosts in sheets jumping out of nowhere and 

saying "boo!". Most of the adventure takes place in their world rather than ours, although we 

cannot see what is going on there. This is a very thrilling movie. It has great special effects and all of 

the scare elements that make a horror film what it is supposed to be. The clown in the chair at the 

foot of the boy's bed was a particularly tense moment for me. This is the only movie I went to see 4 

times at the theater, partly to watch others' reactions. I have often heard that the film, and it's two 

sequels, were the victim of some type of curse, as after each film was released, a member of the cast 

passed away, including Heather O'Rourke, who played Carol Anne, after the 3rd film. She was only 

10. Curse? Coincidence? Who knows? I guess anything is possible. All in all, this is one of the best 

films ever for the horror genre. 
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Poltergeist II: The Other Side (1986) 
 

The Freeling family move in with Diane's mother in an effort to 

escape the trauma and aftermath of Carol Anne's abduction by 

the Beast. But the Beast is not to be put off so easily and appears 

in a ghostly apparition as the Reverend Kane, a religeous zealot 

responsible for the deaths of his many followers. His goal is simple 

- he wants the angelic Carol Anne; but the love of her family and 

the power of psychic Tangina once again unite, along with an 

elderly native American, to fight for her life. "Poltergeist II: The 

Other Side" is a very interesting movie despite the fact that the 

plot was rather subpar. My favorite movie of all time is the 

original "Poltergeist," and this movie is a respectable sequel. I like 

it because of the character Kane, for one, who gives the movie 

another ghostly dimension. Julian Beck was wonderful in the film 

as Kane. Also, the children (15-year-old Oliver Robins) remained 

good actors, especially the late Heather O'Rourke, who played Carol Anne. This is another strong 

performance by the young actress, and would have gone on to be a wonderful adult actress later in 

life had she lived. All in all, I give it a 7.5 out of 10. The sinister supernatural forces return in this 

heart-pounding otherworldly thriller filled with "jolting, state-of-the-art special effects." The Freeling 

family settles into a new home following the annihilation of their former residence by terrifying 

visitors from the netherworld. But the spirits of the dead are still hell-bent on luring the family's 

clairvoyant daughter Carol Anne to, "the other side"! 
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Poltergeist III (Poltergeist III: The Final Chapter) (Poltergeist III: 

We're Back) (1988) 
 

Carol Anne has been sent to live with her Aunt and Uncle in an 

effort to hide her from the clutches of the ghostly Reverend Kane, 

but he tracks her down and terrorises her in her relatives' 

appartment in a tall glass building. Will he finally achieve his target 

and capture Carol Anne again, or will Tangina be able, yet again, to 

thwart him? Poltergeist III is truly one of the worst movies I have 

ever seen. The plot is illogical in terms of the rest of the series, as 

the poltergeists have developed different powers and methods 

than they used in the rest of the series. Furthermore, the main 

actors, Skerrit and Allen, are given virtually nothing to do except 

run around and look vaguely spooked. They cannot show the 

attachment to Carol Anne that was demonstrated by JoBeth 

Williams and Craig T. Nelson in the first two movies. Lara Flynn 

Boyle, making her major film debut, is virtually unrecognizable 

with a fluffy 80s hairstyle. Finally, one supporting character, a doctor, remains skeptical of the 

poltergeists far too long to be credible. 
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Pony Express Rider (1976) 
 

A young Texas Man (16-year-old Stewart Petersen) who saw his 

father get killed by a group of bandits, decides years later to go to 

work for the Pony Express. But he is not just working around the 

country to deliver mail, he is actually finding the bandits who 

murdered his father. God did I hate this. How did I see it? You 

might ask? Happens that a school field trip was made to the movie 

theater which only has one screen, and the movie showing was 

rated R, so the principal put this on as a "history lesson". Now 

that's just plain weird considering IT HISTORICALLY INACCURATE, 

such as no California before Civil War, and other problems. Too 

violent to be rated a kids flick, even though that's what it's 

intended to be, but if you want your kids going around saying 

swear words, BE MY GUEST! And... Bad acting GALORE! Bad script, 

and I didn't know a town could be so barren! When I saw the 

governor's mansion, the question that came to mind was "Governor of WHAT?" 
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Popi (1969) 
 

Abraham is a Puerto Rican single parent with two boys (10-year-

old Reuben Figueroa & 11-year-old Miguel Alejandro). He is 

becoming very worried about them living in their run down 

neighborhood when one day he notices that Cubans who escape 

are lionized and given exceptional benefits. He thinks up a plot to 

have his sons washed ashore as cuban immigrants who will be 

adopted by rich anglos. Alan Arkin, especially in the 60's and 70's, 

was one of our best actors and in this average but interesting 

movie he plays a Puerto Rican father with two young sons and 

he's totally on the mark! Rita Moreno is wonderful as always. The 

two young boys gave believable performances. A 5 out of 10. Best 

performance by Alan Arkin. Arthur Hiller was a pretty average 

director (except for THE HOSPITAL). The film never really takes off 

like it should but it's pleasant entertainment and Arkin works 

wonders as a caring father with few prospects of a better life. Another wonderful character in Arkin's 

gallery! Another semi-interesting New York tale of survival. 
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Populärmusik Från Vittula (Populäärimusiikkia Vittulajänkältä) 

(2004) 
 

The movie came out here in our city before 9 months but only 

some small cinemas showed it. It wasn't easy to find a cinema so I 

waited till the DVD was out. I rented the DVD last night and I have 

to admit that I wanted to watch that movie since over 4 months 

but never found it at my place. I laughed, I felt disgusted, I had 

silent moments and maybe even a small tear dropped out of my 

eye;). And that is what I expect from a good movie - it has to touch 

me inside and make me wanting to talk about it. The movie has 

many raw scenes but at the same time also subtle moments. It is 

about friendship, become and being a man and follow your 

dreams - it is raw and poetic! And I saw it today again to get every 

detail of that wonderful movie. 
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Porridge (1979) 
 

This prison comedy is based on the popular British televison series 

of the same name. Long time Slade prison inmate Fletcher (Ronnie 

Barker) is ordered by Grouty (Peter Vaughan) to arrange a football 

match between the prisoners and an all-star celebrity team. 

Fletcher is unaware that the match is only a diversion so that an 

escape can take place. When Fletcher and his cell mate Lennie 

(Richard Beckinsale) stumble on the escape, they are taken along, 

and find themselves having to break back into prison to avoid 

getting into trouble. 
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Portrait Of Leonardo (2000) 
 

Program on one of Hollywood's hottest stars. "THE KID WHO 

TOOK HOLLYWOOD" tells the rags to riches story of one of today's 

hottest stars, Leonardo DiCaprio. Includes biographical 

information, footage from the independent film "Don's Plum" 

which has been unreleased, and interviews with Hollywood stars 

such as Arnold Schwarzenegger and James Cameron. Also includes 

"IN HIS OWN WORDS", a compilation of interviews with Leo 

covering his career, his personal life, and growing up under the 

spotlight. 
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Powder (1995) 
 

When sheriff Barnum investigates the death of an elderly rural 

resident, he discovers a teenage grandson (30-year-old Sean 

Patrick Flanery) living in the basement. Raised by his 

grandparents, he has experienced the world only through books, 

never leaving the family farm. He is sent to a state home for boys 

where he has trouble fitting in socially. His odd appearance and 

unusual abilities cause the small town residents to fear and 

ridicule him. However, not all are afraid. Some begin to view his 

potential and gifts with wonderment. Harassed by classmates who 

won't accept his shocking appearance, a shy young man known as 

"Powder" struggles to fit in. But the cruel taunts stop when 

Powder displays a mysterious power that allows him to do 

incredible things. This phenomenon changes the lives of all those 

around him in ways they never could have imagined. The movie 

'Powder' is a return to innocence. It possesses a spiritual quality 

that opens the eyes to life. And it lends a soothing note to those questions for which their seems to 

be more questions and few answers. Sean Patrick Flanery's performance was so powerful that one 

could actually feel the unconditional love within the heart and soul of the character that he played. 

The concepts that were brought forward, the passion that came with every dramatic scene, and the 

sense of realism and truth made it one of the most thought provoking movies of all time. Powder 

was not based on a true story, but it is, I feel, everybody's true story in some way, and it is as 

powerful, passionate, and inspirational as any true story I have ever seen. Some viewers may wish to 

begrudge the apparent perfection portrayed by the lead character. However, his only perfection was 

the way he searched so deep, often at great personal expense, for the suppressed perfection in 

everyone, and the hidden perfection in everything. I was somewhat disappointed by how the family 

quality of the movie was spoiled by the use of language by the school bully. Still, a must see for 

anybody who enjoys a thought provoking film once in a while. Even if you're a person who would 

prefer to sit down with a good book, as am I, the movie 'Powder' is definitely worth your time. In 

conclusion: 'Powder' is one of my favourite movies of all time. Seconded, in my opinion, only to 'The 

Boondock Saints'; also starring Sean Patrick Flanery. 
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Prancer (1989) 
 

Jessica (9-year-old Rebecca Harrell), the daughter of an 

impoverished apple farmer, still believes in Santa Claus. So when 

she comes across a reindeer with an injured leg, it makes perfect 

sense to her to assume that it is Prancer, who had fallen from a 

Christmas display in town. She hides the reindeer in her barn and 

feeds it cookies, until she can return it to Santa. Her father finds 

the reindeer an decides to sell it to the butcher, not for venison 

chops, but as an advertising display. This film proves that there are 

still unspoiled hearts left on Planet Earth. Those who find it sappy 

or irrelevant have spent too much time wearing Grinch suits and 

need a good dose of humanity to thaw that hard matter in their 

chests that passes for a heart. The child actors are the heart of 

"Prancer". They are real, never overacting or coming off as 

children playing at making a film. Sam Elliot is the epitome of the 

overstressed, depressed man who has lost his wife and despairs of losing everything else too. His 

transformation is believable and worthy of the time spent to watch his character unfold. Cloris 

Leachman is a delight as the female Scrooge who is touched by two children--Jessica who 

reintroduces her to the joy of Christmas, and a little boy in church who reintroduces her to the joy of 

human fellowship. Above all, this is a story of transition. The earnest child must move forward to 

knowledge, and the jaded grownup must move back to mystery and faith. If your Christmas is too 

much take and not enough give, I prescribe hot chocolate, hot buttered popcorn, and a viewing of 

Prancer with people you love. Better yet, do as we have and make this movie part of your personal 

holiday tradition. It might help make you a better person the rest of the year. With 11-year-old John 

Joseph Duda as Jessica's brother Steve. 
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Prayers For Bobby (2009) 
 

Mary Griffith is a devout Christian who raises her children with 

the conservative teachings of the Presbyterian Church. However, 

when her son Bobby (23-year-old Ryan Kelley) confides to his 

older brother he may be gay, life changes for the entire family 

after Mary learns about his secret. While Bobby's father and 

siblings slowly come to terms with his homosexuality, Mary 

believes God can cure him of what she considers his 'sin' and 

persuades Bobby to pray harder and seek solace in church 

activities in hopes of changing him. Desperate for his mother's 

approval, Bobby does what is asked of him, but through it all, the 

church's apparent disapproval of homosexuality causes him to 

grow increasingly withdrawn and depressed. Guilty over the pain 

he is causing Mary, Bobby moves away, yet hopes that some day 

his mother will accept him. His subsequent depression and self-

loathing intensifies as he blames himself for not being the 

'perfect' son and is driven to suicide. To be honest, I wasn't looking forward to watching Prayers for 

Bobby at all. I had seen the previews for weeks and since it was a "Lifetime" original, I had low 

expectations and even made fun of it with my friends. All that changed when I saw how wonderful it 

actually turned out to be. Prayers for Bobby is an emotionally and physically tiring film that 

entertains from start to finish. The movie is just so clever at times. While it is thin and bland too, it is 

brilliantly played out and executed in the sense that you actually care what's going on and what's 

going to happen to these characters. They keep you interested with problem after problem and 

therefore they don't have enough time to let you get bored. Sigourney Weaver plays an amazing role 

as well, and the movie is just so endearing that I really lose myself in it every time I watch it. It was a 

truly spectacular film; one of the best "made for TV" movies I have seen, and it was a splendid job 

well done for all the cast and crew. If you think you can enjoy, I suggest you see it right away. 
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Preferisco Il Rumore Del Mare (I Prefer The Sound Of The Sea) (Ich 

Liebe Das Rauschen Des Meeres) (Je Préfère Le Bruit De La Mer) 

(Prefiero El Rumor Del Mar) (2000) 
 

I was in for quite a surprise at the last sneak preview when I got to 

see this film. Since they're not paying you back when you leave, I 

decided to give this movie some credit. However, all credit was 

lost when the opening credits were over... You have to know that 

this is not a bad film because it's non-english. There are many 

good foreign-language films (even excellent ones too) and I must 

stress out that this wasn't the film's problem. That shouldn't be a 

problem! I'm only writing this so people who liked it shouldn't 

start screaming that I don't appreciate "something else". But this 

was just plain bad, in every aspect. The acting was oh so terrible, 

especially by the two lead characters. I don't think that their 

characters required them to look like zombies, so... The film was 

also very uninvolving. I don't even think you can say something 

like involving or not. There was not a single appealing scene in it. I can't remember ever having seen 

a film that looked as artificial as this one. And all the characters are awfully stereotypical too. The 

ruthless businessman who starts to change, his rebellious son, etc. And in the end, nothing has 

happened, the motives of the characters are still unexplained and the only thing that went through 

my mind afterwards was: "I'm being robbed here!". There re also scenes in it that are so hilariously 

bad, that you just can't take it serious. In the category "It's a foreign language film so it must be 

good" this is another entry. Just don't believe it! 3/10 (and I mean it: this is not an overrated film, 

this is mind-numbingly bad!) 
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Prehysteria! I (1993) 
 

12-year-old Austin O'Brien...Rico, a sleazy museum curator, steals 

a tribe's sacred dinosaur eggs in the rain forest. Frank is an 

archeologist and single parent, and eeks out a living by selling 

fossils from his farm to the museum. In a mixup, his kids bring 

home the eggs and hatch the miniature dinosaurs. Frank is falling 

in love with Vicki, who works for Rico, and finds his life 

complicated when the dinosaurs begin trashing his house, and 

Rico attempts to regain his treasure. 
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Premiers Désirs (Erste Sehnsucht) (First Desires) (1984) 
 

The three girls featured in this are very attractive, but there is 

little if any nudity. At best a bikini top, maybe one topless shot. It 

had the potential to be a better film, but was quite slow moving, 

and other than hoping to see some teenage girls in various stages 

of undress, nothing to sustain my interest. In the end it was worth 

watching because it is nice to see attractive girls at the beach, in 

the sun with unpolluted waters, and few obvious signs over 

commercialisation. I would recommend it, as I would most girls' 

coming of age films, as they educate at least one-half of the 

population as to what girls' think, and then, to use Mel Gibson's 

film, help us understand 'what women want'. Maybe there is a 

packaged David Hamilton film set, he only made five films, and it 

would be good to see all five as they are priceless treasures, as 

they portray beautiful innocence, in a bygone era. 
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Presque Rien (Almost Nothing) (Come Undone) (Sommer Wie Winter) 

(2000) 
 

Mathieu, 18-years-old, spends the summer at his mother's 

summer house, in Brittany. On the beach, he meets Cédric, a boy 

his age. A love-story begins between the two boys. 

(France/Belgium - 2000): While visiting his sick mother in Brittany 

during summer recess, a teenage boy (Jérémie Elkaïm) falls in love 

with a local youth (24-year-old Stéphane Rideau), but their 

relationship falters as Elkaïm is cut adrift from all that was once 

familiar to him, with near-tragic consequences. Sébastien Lifshitz's 

intimate drama chronicles the sexual awakening of a naive 

teenager over the course of an idyllic summer, recounted in 

piecemeal fashion as the director cuts abruptly between 

timeframes, from Elkaïm and Rideau's love affair to the former's 

subsequent hospitalization following an off-screen suicide 

attempt, rendered 'naturalistic' by hand-held camera-work and some improvized dialogue 

exchanges in key scenes. The results are confusing, to say the least: Just as the boys begin to strike 

out from their families and forge a life for themselves, Elkaïm slips into depression (why?) and 

appears to reject Rideau (why?), after which he goes looking for him again, only to find solace in 

unexpected quarters. Anyone hoping for a rose-tinted love story will come away feeling more than a 

little disappointed, though Lifshitz refuses to compromise the sexual aspects of his own screenplay 

(co-written with Stéphane Bouqet): Elkaïm and Rideau are completely nude in several sequences, 

and there's a memorable, full-on sex session amongst the sand dunes which should satisfy all but the 

most ardent porn-watcher. But the boys' attachment is complicated by their relationship with their 

respective families, especially Elkaïm, who feels unable to declare his burgeoning sexuality because 

of a recent tragedy which has driven his father away and confined his mother to her sick-bed. Sad, 

complex and not a little frustrating, the movie works its magic in quiet ways, but it's a little too cold 

and dispassionate to satisfy all tastes. Nicely produced on a modest budget, the film also stars 

Dominique Reymond, Marie Matheron and Laetitia Legrix as the three women in Elkaïm's life 

(mother, aunt and sister, respectively), along with Nils Ohlund as one of Rideau's former boyfriends, 

who figures heavily in the narrative's closing stages. The two leads are fine in difficult roles, and both 

have become iconic figures in European gay cinema: Rideau starred in such well-regarded Queer 

movies as WILD REEDS (1994), FULL SPEED (1996), TRANSFIXED (1997), SITCOM (1998) and THREE 

DANCING SLAVES (2003), while Elkaïm - who looks like a Bel Ami porn beauty - also appears in the 

gay-themed drama YOU'LL GET OVER IT (2002) as the love object of handsome Julien Baumgartner 

(SEXY BOYS). Director Lifshitz made his feature debut with the French TV production LES TERRES 

FROIDES (1999) following a series of short films with Queer themes, and his latest entry is WILD SIDE 

(2004), another perceptive exploration of omnisexual angst. 
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Prick Up Your Ears (1987) 
 

This film is the story of the spectacular life and violent death of 

British playwright Joe Orton. In his teens, Orton is befriended by 

the older, more reserved Kenneth Halliwell, and while the two 

begin a relationship, it's fairly obvious that it's not all about sex. 

Orton loves the dangers of bath-houses and liaisons in public 

restrooms; Halliwell, not as charming or attractive as Orton, 

doesn't fare so well in those environs. While both long to become 

writers, it is Orton who achieves fame - his plays "Loot" and 

"What The Butler Saw" become huge hits in London of the sixties, 

and he's even commissioned to write a screenplay for the Beatles. 

But Orton's success takes him farther from Halliwell, whose 

response ended both his life and the life of the up-and-coming 

playwright. I never heard of Joe Orton before I saw this, but now I 

want to know more. Performances here are flawless, Molina and 

Oldman take risks very few actors would take. I wish the 

filmmakers had spent a little more time on Orton's work, and less 

on his sex life, but this is a small complaint. I give this a 9, and laugh wholeheartedly at the joke in 

the title. 
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Prime Suspect 1: A Price To Pay (1991) 
 

DCI Jane Tennison has been passed over time and again to lead a 

murder investigation, so when one of her fellow DCIs has a heart 

attack just before he's ready to charge their prime suspect, Jane 

sees her chance to lead a murder investigation. But the murder 

squad she takes over is hostile to her, the men upstairs are eager 

to pull the plug on her investigation, her personal relationships 

suffer from her obsession with work, and the prime suspect 

remains elusive. Jane has her work cut out for her as she and her 

team work their way through computer data trails, legwork, 

intuitive leaps, chases, arrests, and confessions to find the killer. 

Detective Chief Inspector Jane Tennison is in charge of the 

investigation to uncover a serial rapist/murderer. Even before 

Jane takes the case, there is a prime suspect. If he is guilty, can 

enough admissible evidence be gathered to convict him? If he is 

innocent, who is committing these crimes? Her job is complicated by the hostility of her staff 

towards a woman boss. In particular, she crosses swords with Sergeant Bill Otley, whose hostility 

threatens to cross over the line to obstruction. Jane also must deal with how her growing obsession 

with the case is damaging her relationship with her boyfriend. "Prime Suspect" is a dark, sometimes 

cynical, sometimes inspiring, always disturbing series. I watched most of the series on PBS a few 

summers back, and found myself instantly hooked. Helen Mirren is simply one of the best actresses 

alive today. It's a police drama with little on camera violence and true human emotion; you'd be 

hard pressed to find such a series on American television. 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1991) 
 

Episode 1: When DCI Shefford dies suddenly whilst investigating a murder case, DS Jane Tennison is 

given the chance to head up the investigation of the vicious slaying of a young girl. DS Tennison is 

suspicious of a particular suspect, but will she be able to find a link to the murdered victim? 

Episode 2: As further bodies are found, the investigation becomes a hunt for a serial killer. Jane's 

personal life suffers as she tries to solve the case and win the respect and approval of her male 

colleagues. 
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Prime Suspect 2: Operation Nadine (1992) 
 

Detective Chief Inspector Jane Tennison now deals with a racially 

charged murder. The long-dead body of a young black woman is 

discovered in a district recently convulsed by police brutality and 

which now is in the midst of a highly-charged political campaign. 

Her investigation is hampered by the hostility of the local 

populace, and the clumsy methods of some of her subordinates 

and irresponsible journalists make things worse. Can she solve the 

case before a race riot breaks out? Her job is complicated when a 

former lover is assigned to her command as a subordinate. I was 

flipping through channels and came across this second installment 

of the Prime Suspect mini-series which star Helen Mirren. 

However I'm not really a fan of the series, but was very impressed 

with the performance of Colin Salmon, who plays Sgt. Robert 

Oswalde. Salmon since then has worked on films such as the Bond 

films, Resident Evil, and the mini-series Dinotopia, however didn't ever have such a big part as he 

does in Prime Suspect 2. Salmon is very good in this role and his performance alone is a reason to 

watch it. Pretty decent mini-series. 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Episode 1: The body of a teenage girl is found and the investigation leads Jane into a community who 

distrust the police. Jane has recently had an affair with DS Bob Oswalde and he is assigned to the 

case. A suspect confesses, but Jane and Bob have doubts. 

Episode 2: The team has a confession, but both Jane and Bob believe that the murderer is still at 

large. 

Converted from DivX...Double Layer DVD...English Soundtrack  



Prime Suspect 3: The Keeper Of Souls (1993) 
 

Detective Chief Inspector Jane Tennison moves to a new district 

and is put in charge of a vice investigation instead of homicide. But 

soon a homicide case impinges on her new job when a very young 

male prostitute is murdered in the apartment of Vera Reynolds, a 

female impersonator. Soon Jane is on the trail of the boy's brutal 

young pimp (played by David Thewlis). But her investigation is 

complicated by the Old Boy's Network, which is spying on her and 

is more concerned with preventing scandal than bringing the 

villain to justice. Prime Suspect 3 is probably the grittiest of the 

Prime Suspects, in my opinion. While "The Lost Child" is 

disturbing, and Prime Suspect 1 is heartbreaking, Prime Suspects 3 

delves into an examination of the world of London "rentboys," 

young male prostitutes hired mainly by other men. This may be 

the one which deals most sensitively with the ever-present 

personal life conflicts of DCI Tennison's co-workers and cohorts, and it doesn't hold back on letting 

us know just how intense some of those personal issues are. The cast is huge, the murder itself 

unbelievably complex, and the resolution is probably the most jarring of any of the movies' last 

fifteen minutes (always the best part of any murder mystery). Helen Mirren is DCI Tennison to a tee, 

and of the Prime Suspects, this might well be my favorite. The 3rd of the series is very honest and 

full of emotional reaction to the life of all most everyone in the series. But was very confused and at 

least wanted the "bad guy" to get pinched for the murder! Thought I missed out on something. It 

was like reading a mystery and then finding that the last chapter was missing. But, beyond that, it 

truly was and is outstanding! Good job all around! Mirren is strong and yet we see a very touching 

side of her when it comes to a medical question. The seediness of the whole "rent boy" world was 

well shown without pointing fingers or moral questions answered, which in all honesty is for better 

minds then wrote, acted and viewed this series. Perhaps that is why, "the end" is, after all, correct 

for this look into what we outside see as an almost "unreal" world/way of life. The director did a 

superb job pulling PS 3 together. There are many twists and turns and unexpected endings. This 

shows the fullness of human nature in graphic, dark but jarring peeks into a modern police 

investigation. It also is a thought provoking portrayal of how powerless we often are to bring about 

meaningful change in erasing the root causes of such crimes from our communities. The interjection 

of the investigation teams personal and sexual lives adds to the drama and richness of PS 3. The 

beginnings of life, childhood interrupted and the degradation of some of humanity is well portrayed. 

The dialogue is often excellent and you have to listen to some of the questioning sessions carefully 

to pick up nuances that become important later. The resolution is not as expected leaving the 

audience with a lot to think about about the rent boy issue today. Mirren again bucks the system 

and the old boy network. the crusty Sergeant Bill Otley also surprises -- sometimes hard and 

occasionally "soft" when faced with the grit and horror of the crimes they are investigating. There is 

no sugar coating here. Highly recommended. 

 



Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1993) 
 

Episode 1: DCI Jane Tennison, now working for the vice squad, investigates the murder of a rent boy. 

Episode 2: It is discovered that an Edward Parker was accused twice of child abuse in children's 

homes, but that both cases were thrown out. Jane wonders if this is Edward Parker Jones and begins 

to investigate. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Prime Suspect 4a: The Lost Child (1995) 
 

Jane Tennison's promotion to Superintendent turns out to put her 

in charge of an investigation and search for an abducted baby. She 

gets more involved in it than she intended considering that she 

just had an abortion. However, she turns out to be the one of 

most cool headed of her team when the prime suspect seems to 

be a man who was a child molester recently released from a clinic. 

As people start to investigate him, emotions get in the way and 

terrible mistakes are made that seem beyond Supt. Tennison's 

ability to correct. I'm surprised that mine, so far, is the only 

comment on this TV movie...as far as I'm aware, the series itself, 

has had a huge following, reviewer pundits and real people alike, 

have praised it to a person. Anyway, let me tell you right away 

that, if like me, you're a sucker for gritty police dramas, you'll like 

"The Lost Child" Tennison, the heroine, throughout the "Prime 

Suspect" series, has been battling the male police establishment, throughout the series, getting to 

her present, comparatively powerful rank in the police hierarchy through hard work, obstinacy, and 

sheer talent for police work. She is, essentially, an ambitious career woman, but she has a romantic 

side and is certainly no man-hater. Unfortunately her relationships are affected by the wicked hours, 

which her career demands, and she has never married, so when she finds herself pregnant from her 

latest affair, she is faced with the choice of becoming a mother, and jeopardising her entire police 

job, let alone future advancement, or having an abortion - which she opts for. This abortion never 

looms large in the ensuing drama - it's very skilfully dealt with, in less than a couple of minutes 

screentime, a marvel of economy in scripting, and editing - but it's always there, as a counterpoint to 

Tennison's desperate efforts to find another "lost child" - a kidnap victim - before it's too late. The 

story takes many twists and turns, before the surprise ending, and one is fascinated, alike, by the 

plot, and characters (although I found the many villains a little overdrawn), the police, and especially 

Tennison, herself, are not always competent, nor that likeable, which figures, given the unpleasant 

job that they have to do, in the sleazy underworld which this series, habitually inhabits. Mirren, 

herself, has said that she'll make no more movies in the series, but, excellent as she's always been in 

the role of Tennison, the series, itself, is as "actor proof" as is another addiction of mine -Dick Wolf's 

American "Law & Order" - whoever appears therein, each could go on forever. As is my fervent 

hope. 
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Prime Suspect 4b: Inner Circles (1995) 
 

Superintendent Jane Tennison, on loan to another jurisdiction, is 

sent in to investigate a murder of a businessman. It looks like a 

fairly obvious sex murder, but the facts prove otherwise. Now as 

Tennison investigates, she uncovers the crime's link to the goings 

on with the local municipal government and finds something 

larger and darker there than she anticipated. In this "Prime 

Suspect" movie, Helen Mirren continues to show why her Jane 

Tennison is nothing less than one of the greatest characters in the 

history of television. "Inner Circles", while not one of the better 

stories in the series, is still worth watching just to see Tennison 

confront human darkness once again, this time in an upper-class 

milieu. 
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Prime Suspect 4c: Scent Of Darkness (1995) 
 

A series of horrific murders of women in a pattern very similar to a 

previous series of murder Police Detective Jane Tennison 

investigated lends support to a growing popular feeling that she 

arrested the wrong man, who has always claimed his innocence. 

Jane refuses to accept that possibility and orders her team to 

investigate the new murders to the exclusion of reviewing the 

older ones. The growing friction of the suspicions of her fellow 

officers and her own convictions lead to her being taken off the 

case as being biased. Now, she must try to restore her 

professional reputation while investigating elements of the case 

on her own. These series were popular, and still admired and 

remembered. Helen Mirren is wonderful as always, playing Jane 

Tennison - a great detective, proving that women can be both 

strong and emotional (In real life as much as on the screen), which 

is a quality men rarely have...in my not at all humble opinion. It's suitable for everyone not just fans 

of crime stories- it's not violent, it's emotional and filled with suspense and mystery. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Prime Suspect 5: Errors Of Judgment (1996) 
 

Tennison on a new beat investigates the killing of a drug runner, 

with the runner's employer, "The Street," as her prime suspect. 

Meanwhile, The Street is conducting his own investigation into the 

killing, with the help of his team of hoodlums and his vicious 

Rottweilers. And as Tennison rankles that her subordinates accuse 

her of sleeping her way to the top, she begins an affair with her 

married supervisor. Prime Suspect 5 is as close as I have seen to 

outshining the original (though truth be known I have not see 2 or 

3). The first thing we notice about PS5 is that Jane Tennison has a 

new hairdo, and has been moved to a different area (she's there 

to terrorise those men at Manchester now), and there is a line in 

the beginning of the film that captures the mood of the station 

perfectly: "That bloody Jane Tennison, she'll be storming into your 

nic, the balls of your best officers trailing from her jaws, spraying 

people with claret, calling people masons, threatening resignation. Well I just wanted to let you 

know I'm not a complete maniac." And this line is said by Tennison herself!!! Jane Tennison's 

investigations lead her this time into the world of organised crime and drugs, when she goes after a 

man known as "the street". What makes this miniseries so interesting is that it keeps you gripped 

until the very last frame, especially when you find out the person who is leaking information to the 

bad guys is???????????? (thought I was going to tell you didn't you?) Twists and turns in the plot, an 

excellent storyline and excellent performances on every part (though Mirren seems to make them all 

fade into the background with her superior acting ability - I'm a biased member of the HMAS, and 

I'm the biggest fan of Helen Mirren to ever be, especially because I'm 15!!). Thank you, Helen, thank 

you, Lynda LaPlante, and thank you, channel seven (for actually showing the series - prime suspect is 

scarcely available on video to buy or hire over here in Oz) - but I'm still waiting for 2 & 3!!!! ... you 

fink whateva you want babyluv, whateva tickle ya fancey, whateva lift ya dress. 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (1996) 
 

Episode 1: Jane is now working with a new team in Manchester. A drugs dealer is murdered and at 

first this seems like a routine murder case, especially when a 14-year-old boy confesses, but the 

investigation is thrown open when there is another murder. 

Episode 2: With the murder of their prime suspect, Jane believes it is the work of a local gangster 

known as "The Street", but finds this difficult to prove as The Street manages to keep one step ahead 

of the investigation. 
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Prime Suspect 6: The Last Witness (2003) 
 

Helen Mirren (Calendar Girls, Gosford Park) is back as Inspector 

Jane Tennison in an eagerly awaited new episode of the Emmy 

award-winning series Prime Suspect on ExxonMobil Masterpiece 

Theatre. It's been seven years since Tennison put the handcuffs on 

a psychotic killer in the last episode. Now, amid pressure to retire, 

she faces a death squad that has unleashed the horrors of the 

Balkan civil war on London. Prime Suspect 6 is right up there with 

the rest of the series. Tennison doesn't even bother with what 

people think of her anymore and doesn't even care about whether 

they respect her or not. She blasts them for even suggesting 

retirement. After that, it only gets better...for those of us 

interested in the character development of Tennison, all of the 

stories are good. We care more about how she evolves as a 

human woman. Boy, has she evolved! She's as hard as nails on the 

surface and as crumpled up as ever on the inside. I kept waiting for her to weep for all the stuff she's 

holding in. But, true to form, she holds on and even her letting go is so controlled that you want to 

scream for her. Nobody can do this stuff like Helen Mirren. She deserves an Oscar. 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 1: Jane is asked if she might consider retiring soon after thirty years in service and seven as a 

Detective Superintendent. Jane ponders this and then a body of a young Serbian girl is found in a 

warehouse. The girl has been tortured and strangled. Jane decides to take the case over from 

Detective Chief Inspector Simon Finch. Her investigation leads her to a Duscan Zigic who has possibly 

committed atrocities of war in Bosnia. 

Episode 2: Duscan goes into hiding, but an informer tells the police where he is and he is arrested. 

He confesses to killing both sisters. However Jane is convinced that Milan Lukic and Duscan Zigic 

were working together. She goes to Bosnia to discover the truth. On her return she is sent for by 

Scotland Yard who make her sign the official secrets act and warn her to stay off the case. However a 

visit to her father convinces Jane that she should stick to her convictions. 
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Prime Suspect 7: The Final Act (2006) 
 

Helen Mirren returns for the final time as Jane Tennison in the 

long-awaited Prime Suspect 7. Retirement looms for Detective 

Superintendent Tennison, but as her career draws to a close, the 

body of a missing schoolgirl is found, and the hunt for her killer 

begins. However, as Jane and her colleagues work to identify their 

prime suspect, the emotional fallout from the murder begins to 

take its toll on the battle-scarred detective. As the investigation 

gets underway, Jane is not only dealing with the imminent death 

of her father, but also an addiction to alcohol which she is 

desperately trying to keep hidden. There are plenty of twists and 

turns as Jane confronts her toughest challenge yet: herself, as the 

popular award-winning series reaches its devastating finale. The 

original 'Prime Suspect', an unusually tough police procedural 

thriller, was a landmark in early 1990s television, immediately 

making other hits series like 'Inspector Morse' appear tired and out-of-date. Since then, the series 

has retained some quality through its relatively infrequent outings, but still, the writing has not 

always been as good as in the first episode and in some cases has lapsed into the melodramatic 

cliché of the standard crime show. Gradually, I lost interest (I think about the fifth time that the 

whole direction of central character Jayne Tennyson's life was on the line if she didn't solve some 

murder in the face of the scepticism of her colleagues). But the series has always featured great 

acting from the incomparable Helen Mirren in that role, and in this final part she has arguably never 

been finer, there is some longer-term narrative development from the earlier episodes and Mirren 

exploits the character's growing history as the basis for a harrowing, wholly three-dimensional 

performance that almost seems out of place in a crime drama. Behind her performance, there's a 

nicely executed but less extraordinary tale of murder that could have come from any other cop 

show. What's amazing about Mirren is how she truly inhabits the parts she plays: having recently 

seen her in Channel Four's 'Elizabeth', one can say the two series constitute a masterclass of 

televisual acting, ancient and modern. The series may be done; but the prime of Helen Mirren is far 

from over. 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 1: Det. Supt. Jane Tennison investigates the disappearance of a 14-year-old girl. With 

retirement looming, she resolves to tackle her own demons. 

Episode 2: Det. Supt. Jane Tennison cracks the case, but gets a series of shocks. 
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Prince Caspian And The Voyage Of The Dawn Treader (Chronicles Of 

Narnia: Prince Caspian) (Chronicles Of Narnia: The Voyage Of The 

Dawn Treader) (1989) 
 

Young Prince Caspian (14-year-old Jean Marc Perret) of Narnia 

wonders and dreams about the old days of Narnia when animals 

talked, and there were mythical creatures and four rulers in Caer 

Paravel. But his uncle and aunt don't like to hear him thinking of 

such things, and plan to murder him and take his throne. Caspian's 

tutor, Dr. Cornelius manages to save him, and not only teach him 

about the old ways, but bring him into the real Narnia and 

introduce him to the real Narnia. But Caspian's plight is desperate, 

and he must use the legendary horn to call help from another 

world: Peter (15-year-old Richard Dempsey), Susan, Edmund 

(Jonathan R. Scott), and Lucy. Based on "Prince Caspian" and 

"Voyage of the Dawn Treader". Prince Caspian escapes his uncles 

assassination attempt and call for the aid of four young children 

from our world. Then, they go for a voyage over the sea to find six 

missing noblemen and a way to Aslan's kingdom. This was one of the hardest parts of the book 

series for me to read and even as a motion picture it was kind of slow. I think all the children did a 

better job performing in this movie than in The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe. The animated 

effects were of greater quality in this installment of the miniseries as well. Again the filmmakers 

were very true to the story penned by Lewis and deserved commendation for that. Again my kids 

enjoyed the story but since it was painfully slow and at times the film didn't hold their attention 

quite the same as The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe. With 13-year-old David Thwaites as 

Eustace. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1989) 
 

Prince Caspian: 

The four Pevensie children are waiting at a train station when a magical force pulls them into Narnia. 

They land at an overgrown castle which they recognise as Cair Paravel. Susan saves the life of a 

dwarf named Trumpkin who is about to be drowned by two soldiers on a boat. The children tell him 

that they are the old Kings and Queens of Narnia, of which Trumpkin has heard of in the Narnian 

legends. Trumpkin tells the children the story of Prince Caspian, nephew of the current monarch, 

King Miraz. Caspian lived in a great castle with King Miraz and his wife Queen Prunaprismia. He has a 

tutor called Dr. Cornelius who one night woke him up because the Queen had given birth to a baby; 

with a direct heir, Miraz no longer needs Caspian, and planned to kill him. Caspian escaped on a 

horse but fell from it in the woods and was taken in by Trumpkin, a badger called Trufflehunter and 

a black dwarf called Nikabrik. These are people who live in hiding, because King Miraz hates the Old 

Narnians; his ancestors defeated them in their invasion of Narnia hundreds of years earlier. The 



children travel through the woods with Trumpkin to meet Caspian. That night, Lucy wakes up from 

sleep, hearing someone calling her name. She realises that it is Aslan, who instructs the others to 

follow him. The children meet Aslan the next morning at the Stone Table, and te takes them to meet 

the Old Narnians and Prince Caspian. Peter sends a letter of challenge to King Miraz and the guard 

who gave it to him is Glozelle, one of the King's courtiers who along with Sopespian has been 

conspiring against the King. Miraz then has an argument with his two courtiers and had intended to 

refuse the challenge, but changes his mind at the last minute and accepts the offer. Peter eventually 

fights Miraz and in the struggle he stabs Miraz in the back. Miraz lies wounded on the floor and 

Glozelle finishes him off with a spear. A battle is bought briefly. A brave mouse called Reepicheep 

has his tail cut off but Aslan restores it in recognition of his bravery. Aslan also names Caspian as the 

King of Narnia, and peace is restored between all Narnians. The four Pevensies return home, with 

Aslan telling them that Peter and Susan will not return, but Edmund and Lucy will. 

Episode 1: Prince Caspian: Part 1. 

Episode 2: Prince Caspian: Part 2. 

The Voyage of the Dawn Treader: 

When the story opens, it is explained that Peter is working at Professor Kirke's house, Susan has 

been invited to America for a holiday, and the younger two, Edmund and Lucy, are staying at their 

cousin Eustace Scrubb's home. Sitting in their temporary room, they both comment on a picture on 

the wall, how it resembles a Narnian ship. Eustace enters the room, and all three are sucked into the 

painting. On board the ship the Dawn Treader, Edmund and Lucy are reunited with Prince Caspian 

who has grown into a young man since they last saw him. He explains that he is on a quest to find 

seven lords who were friends of his father's. The quest requires them to sail through dangerous 

waters, encountering new islands where things are not what they seem and finally to sail to the end 

of the world, hoping to reach Aslan's Land. The first island they encounter is one of the Lone Islands, 

where they are captured by slave traders, but are rescued the next day when Caspian and his army 

arrive at the market (having already deposed Governor Gumpus) and announce the abolition of 

slavery in Narnia. Caspian had already been bought by a man who introduced himself as Lord Bern 

(one of the missing lords). They later find an isolated island which appears to be uninhabited. 

Eustace wanders off and finds a cave where a dragon has died. The cave is full of gold and jewellery, 

and Eustace finds a bracelet which he puts on. He is tired and soon falls asleep, but when he wakes 

up he soon realises that he has metamorphosised into a dragon. He flies back to the beach where 

the others confront him, and they soon figure out who he is. He is soon turned back into a human by 

Aslan. Caspian establishes that the bracelet was a possession of Lord Octesian, who must have 

perished on that island. The third island (Caspian declares it "Goldwater Island," but Reepicheep 

proposes the more apt name of "Deathwater Island") where they find a cavern in which there is a 

pool. Edmund places his sword in the water to measure its depth, only for it to become heavy and 

fall in the water - causing it to splash over his shoes and produce splashes of gold. There is a body in 

the water, and they establish that anyone or anything that ends up in the water turns into gold. 

Caspian later realises that the body in the water is that of Lord Restimar. On the fourth island, they 

encounter some invisible creatures who give them dinner at a large house. A magician called 

Coriakin appears after Lucy reads from a magic book, and the creatures are soon made visible again. 

The fifth and final island is at the end of the world. Before they ascend the island, they find a man in 



the water who introduced himself as Lord Rhoop. On the island they meet Ramandu and his 

daughter, and also find the three remaining Lords who are in an enchanted sleep. The three children 

eventually return home, and before leaving they know that Caspian will marry the daughter of 

Ramandu, who lives on an island at the end of the world, and that the four lords who were in a deep 

sleep on Ramandu's island will awaken. Aslan also told Edmund and Lucy that they will not return to 

Narnia since they are getting too old. 

Episode 3: Voyage of the Dawn Treader: Part 1. 

Episode 4: Voyage of the Dawn Treader: Part 2. 

Episode 5: Voyage of the Dawn Treader: Part 3. 

Episode 6: Voyage of the Dawn Treader: Part 4. 
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Prinz In Hölleland (Prince In Hell) (1993) 
 

The torture of Gay lost boys films is as bad as it is tired, but I give 

Michael Stock credit for not doing the same old thing with his 

1993 German film Prince In Hell (a.k.a. Prinz In Holleland) 

beginning with more lost boys (maybe one who is too young, but 

never sexually involved with anyone or exposed to the other self-

destruction here) this time in the wasteland that is post-

unification Germany. Instead of progress back to one Germany, 

they can only find other lost Gay souls and this leads to all kinds of 

anonymous sexual encounters, which then takes a turn for the 

worst with inter-venous drug use and other stupidities. I guess this 

kind of self-destruction much be the new Gay generations way of 

dealing with low self-esteem the way now older Gays might have 

had persecution complexes identifying with the likes of Judy 

Garland. They may seem free and be in Punk-like garb, but was it 

ever this grim during the New wave 1980s? Yes, but not to this extent. That would also explain the 

cycle of such films, yet they all have the same predictable arc and this one throws in Neo-Nazi kids 

who have only grown in strength. There is the hand puppet motif and pants-less jester from the start 

that screams Punch & Judy with a few punches and guys who might want to be Judy. However, the 

screenplay (co-written by Stock) does make a deliberate spit between the pseudo-fantasy lost world 

and real one, so it is more grounded and effective than other films in the cycle, yet it too stumbles 

because a few bold moments of gay sensuality without hardcore sex are thrown off by graphic drug 

use, all kinds of denial on the part of the characters and too many distractions to ultimately add up 

to making any important points. 
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Privates On Parade (1982) 
 

The members of SADUSEA (Song And Dance Unit South East Asia) 

fall in and out of love while trying to dodge Malayan Communist 

bullets in the late 1940s. Not only that, they have to contend with 

a loony, bible bashing Major (John Cleese) who creates far more 

danger than any of the jungle inhabitants. Only gay captain Dennis 

Quilley seems capable of coping with him but even he isn't aware 

of the cowardly Michael Elphick selling arms to the natives. A bad 

film. It can't seem to decide whether it wants to be a goofy 

comedy about flamboyantly gay showtune performers or a tragic 

and realistic war movie. Any attempts on its part to be both at the 

same time are unsuccessful, in my opinion. Big fans of John Cleese 

might be tempted to watch this movie thinking that Cleese is 

enjoyable to watch whatever he's in, but he really has nothing to 

work with in this material. He plays it very straight (in more ways 

than one) and the filmmakers don't even manage to squeak much humor out of this contrast with 

the other members of the performing troupe. 
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Problem Child (1990) 
 

A young boy (9-year-old Michael Oliver) is just short of a monster. 

He is adopted by a loving man and his wacky wife. The laughs keep 

coming as the boy pushes them to the limits. Meet Ben and Flo 

Healy! They want a young child of their own, but Flo is incapable 

of having a child herself. Enter Junior, a little monster who has 

been to foster parents' homes since he was a baby and always 

made himself get thrown out so one day he goes to the orphanage 

and causes trouble for the poor nuns (although some of them 

deserved it). So Ben and Flo go to adopt a child and the 

administrator, Peabody, cons them into taking Junior off their 

hands. Junior goes home with the Healys to a nice house which 

includes a bedroom full of clowns! Ben takes an immediate love to 

his son, no matter what the horrible things he does, even though 

he injured his grandfather, a bigoted politician, really turned a birthday party into a "blast", sicks a 

bear onto campers on a camping trip, and even goes on a joyride with convicted killer Martin Beck! 

The Problem child movies are very funny! John Ritter, Amy Yasbec, Jack Warden, and Michael 

Richards are all good in the film! It is always sad to to see the great late wrestler Kerry Von Erich. The 

film has some of the more hilarious scenes ever! If you like comedy film with bratty kids then check 

this out! 
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Problem Child 2 (1990) 
 

Junior's back in his first adventure since his last! Junior (9-year-old 

Michael Oliver) and Ben move to Mortville which seems like the 

perfect town to live in. The Healys have a nice new house--and 

Junior get's a cool new room! And young women have formed a 

line at Ben's door in order to get a piece of him (romantically). 

Ben does feel he should get remarried so Junior can have a mom, 

so while Junior adjusts to his new school which includes a little girl 

who's as bratty as Junior and a teenage brain-dead ignoramous 

bully in Junior's sixth grade class, Ben finds some dates, which 

Junior sends running for the hills, in the meantime Junior pulls his 

infamous tricks on people: blowing up barbecues, taping the bully 

to the chalkboard, videotaping his babysitter and her boyfriend 

having sex and broadcasting it for the whole neighborhood to see, 

same old same old. Meanwhile, Ben meets the gorgeous school 

nurse (after the school's satellite dish get's pushed on his head) 

and they, well he, believes it's love at first site, until he meets 

LaWanda Dumore, a greedy business women who wants to marry 

Ben and send Junior to boarding school--in Baghdad! So Junior and his new friend, Trixie, must get 

rid of LaWanda (any way possible!) to bring their parents together! Junior and his father, Ben, move 

from Cold River to Mortville. Junior becomes threatened by Ben's desire to date again and find a 

new mother for Junior, and sabotages each of his dates. Ben falls in love with Annie, the school 

nurse. However, Annie is the mother of Trixie - who is worse than Junior in his behavior and equally 

resents her mother dating again. Then Ben meets Lawanda, the richest woman in Mortville, who 

desires to marry Ben and send Junior to boarding school in Bagdad. And Ben now has to make the 

decision whether to continue to pursue Annie for love or marry Lawanda so Junior can have a 

mother. Problem Child 2. Way much better then the 1st!!! How come this movie at the front of the 

page of Problem Child 2 it only has 3 stars??? Are them people dumb or what??? I have this movie 

myself, and it's not the best I've ever seen, but better then the 1st!!! This film of Problem Child 2 has 

new characters, town, and humor!!! That's what makes this film so great! It still has John Ritter and 

Michiael Oliver (Ben Healy and Junior), the hilarious characters from Problem Child 1, now in 

Problem Child 2!!! Rated PG-13. For Violence, language, and humor. Recommentations: Problem 

Child, Problem Child 3: Junior In Love, Home Alone, or Home Alone 2: Lost in New York. Genre: 

Comedy, little Drama. 
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Problem Child 3: Junior In Love (1995) 
 

Michael Oliver has grown up and moved on. Chapter 3 of the 

Problem Child trilogy features preteened Junior (10-year-old Justin 

Chapman) in love with a classmate that won't even notice him, but 

does notice three other boys who are rivals to Junior. This means 

war! Junior trashes the three boys, along with Big Ben, and even 

gives Dr. Peabody a taste of his own medicine at the dentist office 

where Peabody attempted to give Junior braces and as usual, Ben 

is oblivious to his son's madcap tomfooleries. This second sequel 

would automatically be superior to the previous films if the only 

change was the departure of the repellent Michael Oliver, but the 

makers have gone one better and included some laughs as well. 

Only two – a bully gets hammered into the ground by a falling 

tree, and Jack Warden is trapped in a cupboard and tunnels out of 

the house – but it's better than nothing, which is precisely what 

the other films gave us. The tone, too, is less nasty than before: at least the victims deserve what's 

coming to them. The rest of it is the usual witless cack, although to my astonishment it's far more 

watchable than any film with this title deserves to be. 
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Prokofiev's Peter & The Wolf (2006) 
 

An animated retelling set to Prokofiev's suite. Peter is a slight lad, 

solitary, locked out of the woods by his protective grandfather, his 

only friend a duck. In town, he's bullied. When a wolf menaces the 

duck - as well as grandfather's fat cat and an ill-flying bird that 

Peter has befriended - Peter bravely tries to tree the wolf. 

Grandfather, the townspeople, and the hunters who have 

antagonized Peter figure in the dénouement. I saw Peter & the 

Wolf at its world premier in the Royal Albert Hall, accompanied by 

the Philharmonia orchestra. That's an electric experience that will 

be hard to duplicate... But it certainly won't detract from watching 

the film in future. Is it a re-imagining of P&TW, a reinterpretation, 

or a modernisation? Actually, it's all three. Peter's stamping 

ground is visualised in a depressed, cold and windswept forest 

somewhere in Eastern Europe; it's hard to tell if it's pre or post 

Soviet economic bloc. It could be any time, and that is the first great achievement of the film. Peter 

is a wan, pale and sullen young boy, garbed in hoody and dirty trousers, a stroppy kid, the type who 

lives down the road – yet his surroundings are timeless. It raises the themes of conflict between 

rural and urban, youth and age and cruelty and compassion with great dexterity. It's an adaptation 

that speaks both to the past and the present, which is no mean feat. The plot is well-known and 

well-worn: the down-trodden Peter escapes the confines of grim homestead and taciturn, 

unsentimental grand-pappy with his pet duck and a bird with a broken wing (supported by a balloon, 

in a very nice touch) to go playing in the unbounded, frosty woods. Until the wolf creeps in. After 

suffering a great loss at the wolf's paws, Peter must rise to the occasion and capture the beast, who 

is much stronger and more ferocious than Peter is, but less clever... A rites of passage tale and an 

introduction to the orchestra for children, this version is actually quite gruelling in some respects. 

Impoverished and inhospitable, Peter's home life is plausibly miserable, and also easy to relate to: 

his run-ins with better clothed-and-fed peers and ugly hunters convey beautifully the threat of 

bullies and ignorant adults. Sharp and clever, but morose, Peter is a compelling hero, and the coda 

with him standing triumphant and grown, will provoke cheering and a quickened heartbeat. The 

stop-motion animation is far less slick than that seen in Wallace and Gromit, but extends a 

naturalistic, un-burnished and at times almost ghoulish appeal. The slightly jerky movements, 

warped faces and grimy sets combine to create a world at once familiar yet also deformed, blighted 

by neglect and insensitivity. The animation also works amazingly well with the music, the 

movements of people and animals alike assuming the beats, leaps and whirls of the instruments. I 

guess you could call this a true musical, because while the characters may not leap into spontaneous 

song and dance, the music actually speaks for them. I'm not much of a music critic, nor do I know 

Sergei Prokofiev's piece (or any of his music, for that matter) at all well, but I still loved the 

soundtrack. It did sound modern, and had obviously adapted and moulded to fit the film with small 

nuances and flourishes, but I'm sure Prokofiev would have approved. Considering the applause the 

film got, I'm certain no one else minded either. 
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P'tang, Yang, Kipperbang (1982) 
 

The plot of one the early Channel Four films is sweet and simple. 

Boy (John Albasiny) likes girl at school, but is too embarrassed to 

confront her. Alan relates everything to a running cricket 

commentary (provided superbly by John Arlott) right up to the 

will he, won't he finale, when he has to kiss Ann in a school play. 

There is a great danger when you watch a film that had had such 

a profound affect on you the first time around, that 20 years later, 

it won't hold the same magic as it did before. I must admit I 

wasn't expecting it to be as good as I remembered but was 

pleasently surprised. P'tang Yang Kipperbang is still as fantastic as 

I remember it when I was a 12-year-old. This film has a certain 

type of brilliance that not many films possess. It is engrossing, it is 

briliantly acted and best of all it makes me feel like a kid again and 

there isn't many things that can do that. John Albasiny and Abigail 

Cruttenden's rolls in this film are 1st class and I had forgotten how good they were until now. I urge 

any parent of teenagers to sit them down and watch this and see if it has the same affect on them as 

it did on me. P'TANG YANG KIPPERBANG EEHHH! 10 out of 10. 
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Ptice Koje Ne Polete (1997) 
 

This film has to be in the top 100 of all Yugoslav films. It has a very 

good story line and whether your a man or not you'll feel like a 

woman (no offense women I personally really like you). It is mostly 

typical of what life would be like in Yugoslavia without the war. I 

am from there myself and it really is like the film. The good part 

about the film is that it makes you feel good and the other good 

part is that the film is based on a true story. Well that's all I would 

like to say. 
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Puberty Blues (1981) 
 

Meet Sue, a teenage Australian girl in the late 70s, whose life 

mainly consists of doing what everyone else does - watch the 

surfing boys and have sex with the same surfing boys. The girls 

have to follow lots of strange customs, e.g. do not eat or go to the 

bathroom when a boy is around. Ugly girls have two choices - 

being bitches and hate boys, or being generally cheap and looked 

down upon by everyone. The afternoons are spent on the 

beaches, in the backseats of car or at home-alone-parties where 

sex and alcohol are the main ingredients. Parents and teachers are 

trying to straighten the kids out, but that is not easy. Puberty 

Blues is a movie about being a teenager.. unlike it's American, high 

budget counterparts such as Pretty in Pink or Fast Times at 

Ridgemont High, it is a very honest look at life as a teenager. It 

centres around two girls who are trying to fit in with the "surfie 

chick" crowd and to do so must participate in the usual teenage antics (sex, drinking, cheating on 

History tests etc.). What the film lacks in plot, budget and acting it makes up for with sheer honesty - 

there's no ultra happy "feel-good" ending like in the formentioned counterparts, but instead you are 

left with the impression that life really was like that for them. All in all, one to be seen, but 

forgotten. 
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Public Eye (1965-75) 
 

A long-running British TV series starring Alfred Burke as dour 

private-eye Frank Marker. Cynical and world-weary, Marker is 

frequently the unwitting stooge in bigger criminal wheels in his 

attempts to make a tenuous living on the outskirts of London. 

Fairly cheaply made on video, when the series went into colour in 

1970, rather than re-making the evocative title sequence, the 

producers (Thames Television) merely put it through a sepia filter! 

I would thoroughly recommend this series to anyone who is tired 

of the trend in British TV for murder in middle England, conspiracy 

and terrorism stories and the excess of melodrama in the soaps. 

Public Eye brings the viewer down to earth with a bump, no 

glamour, gentility or sensational plots here just the daily grind of 

trying to earn an honest crust. Frank Marker, marvellously 

portrayed by Alfred Burke, is a private enquiry agent who 

investigates the most routine cases imaginable. He may be checking on unfaithful husbands, looking 

at minor fraud or petty theft. Occasionally he is used by clients who have ulterior motives and he 

gets involved in cases he wishes he hadn't. The story lines are thoroughly believable so that viewers 

quickly identify with the situation. The characters are well developed, sympathetic and demand your 

attention, but it is Marker who always draws the viewers eye. A loner, he does not make friends 

easily (at all!) yet we find ourselves identifying with him and caring about him. Add to this Public Eye 

was made 35 years ago and it is fascinating to see how values and attitudes have changed in the 

intervening years. The 1969 series concentrates more on Marker himself following his release from 

prison for a crime he did not commit. While the 1971 series sees him going about his normal enquiry 

business. My only regret is that most of the early series (1-3) are lost forever and of the other 4 

series only the two mentioned above have so far been released on DVD. 

 

Series 6 (13 Episodes) (1973) 
 

Episode 01: The Bankrupt; Marker investigates the questionable bankruptcy of a local businessman 

who continues to enjoy the high life. 

Episode 02: Girl in Blue; A businessman asks Marker to track down his missing daughter after seeing 

her in a soft-porn film. 

Episode 03: Many a Slip; Marker is hired to investigate the credit-worthiness of a young doctor's 

wife. 

Episode 04: Mrs. Podmore's Cat; Marker is hired to look after a cat while its wealthy owner visits a 

health farm, and discovers that someone has been robbing her. 



Episode 05: The Man Who Said Sorry; A man calls to ask Marker to find out whether his wife is 

having an affair, but he has a hidden agenda. 

Episode 06: Horse and Carriage; A regular client asks Marker to investigate his wife for alleged 

adultery... while she engages an amateur detective to keep tabs on her husband. 

Episode 07: A Family Affair; Marker is hired to establish why a housekeeper received a large bequest 

from her late employer. 

Episode 08: The Golden Boy; A former public schoolmaster asks Marker to trace a missing student. 

Episode 09: The Windsor Royal; Marker investigates the apparent theft of a new breed of rose. 

Episode 10: It's a Woman's Privilege; Marker's ex-landlady asks him to investigate her son's new 

employer. 

Episode 11: Home and Away; A woman asks Marker to find out whether her football-fanatic 

husband has been "playing away". 

Episode 12: Egg and Cress Sandwiches; A church warden hires Marker to find out who is behind a 

series of "poison pen" letters accusing the new vicar of sexual impropriety. 

Episode 13: The Trouble with Jenny; Marker saves a hotel resident who has attempted suicide, then 

tries to find out why an apparently privileged young woman would want to die. 
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Pünktchen Und Anton (Annaluise & Anton) (1999) 
 

Pünktchen and Anton (11-year-old Max Felder) are closest of 

friends. Being the daughter of a wealthy surgeon, young 

Pünktchen lives in a great house. Her mother, who always travels 

through the world more for public relation reasons than for the 

social tasks she pretends to fulfill, is never available to her as a 

mother. Anton, son of a single and sick mother in financial 

trouble, does his best to help her out of it by working late. 

Pünktchen decides to help her only friend (as nobody else would 

anyway) and starts singing in public places. Trouble arises when 

Anton can't resist stealing a golden lighter and Pünktchen's secret 

life is discovered by her parents. Two troubled families finally can 

see the need for actions to be taken. This Caroline Link 

masterpiece deserves to be exported to the U.S.A. Why? It can 

easily fall into the Kids & Family section in the U.S.A., unlike Astrid Lindgren's films which often pack 

quite a punch of child nudity (remember Madicken/Madita? Even Pippi Longstocking had to be 

edited before being brought to the States). This film was directed by the same gal who filmed the 

intense/suspenseful "Nirgendwo in Afrika" (Nowhere in Africa); besides, the same main actress of 

the latter, Juliane Köhler, also appears here as lovely Pünktchen's mother Bettina Pogge. Whereas 

Nowhere in Africa is not recommended in the U.S.A. for all ages (remember Köhler's topless & sex 

scenes and little Lea Kurka's nude buttocks?), having snatched instead an R rating, Pünktchen & 

Anton is absolutely safe for everybody; it can easily snatch either a G or a PG rating. My favorite 

scene is Anton's own thrilling stunt driving the poor Volkswagen Microbus (risky, right? Kids aren't 

supposed to drive cars for real, but that didn't even deter Max Felder from performing his own 

major-league driving stunt). I think that stunt is unique in the cinematographic class (in most movies, 

children never really get the chance to drive cars during filming, but stunts-men do). 
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Pups (1999) 
 

Two teens (14-year-old Cameron Van Hoy) impulsively decide to 

rob a bank, a la Bonnie and Clyde. Quickly they find themselves in 

over their heads as they are forced to take a bank full of hostages 

and the FBI are at the door. Hostages include a heroin addicted 

Gulf War vet, the pesky bank manager, a gruff old man, a calm 

bank employee, and a helpful young woman. The head FBI man 

must sort through the psychology of all the participants to try to 

keep the events from escalating. Underlying in all of this is the 

pure adolescence of the two who initiate the trouble. 'Pups' is 

about very emotive subjects (gun crime and gun ownership in the 

U.S., the loss of innocence and nihilism of younger generations) 

that manages raise them without ever turning to didacticism. It is 

the sort of film Michael Moore wishes he had the intelligence to 

produce. It is political without wearing a badge on its sleeve, 

rather than spending the entire film hammering home an anti-gun message it treats us as adults. But 

that's not really what I wanted to talk about because the political message is of secondary 

importance. Foremost this film is a very very dark comedy that is playful with convention and whilst 

not perfect (it lacks pace at points, Rockie can be annoying) it is beautifully crafted and well worth 

anyone's time. 
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Purple People Eater (1988) 
 

A kid (15-year-old Neil Patrick Harris) plays the old novelty song 

"Purple People Eater" and the creature actually appears. The two 

then proceed to help an elderly couple who are being evicted by 

their greedy landlord. Sucks! My God!, it has the lamest ending in 

movie history! How are we supposed to believe that the kid was 

actually singing?? And, what was Little Richard doing there??? He 

can do SO MUCH better than that! This movie should be at the 

Bottom 100 rank!! Let's start with the title, it suggests that this is a 

good B movie with actual Purple people eaters! Now, that would 

have been a cool B movie. Next let's go with the plot... Well all I 

can say is, it is really lame, bad, it sucks, and if it keeps going with 

this it will never end... And the ending song? ... Well let's just leave 

it like that... Conclusion, if you are up for a movie in which you can 

laugh for its stupidity and bad visual effects, you should rent this 

one. 
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Pusong Mamon (Soft Hearts) (1998) 
 

When Annie sets her sights on her co-worker Ron she gets a few 

drinks in him at an office party and then has her way with him in 

car. A few weeks later she's expecting and is ready to set up 

housekeeping. Only problem? Ron's boyfriend Nick doesn't like 

the idea. "Pusong Mamon," directed by Joel Lamangan and co-

directed by its star Eric Quizon (supposedly owing to a heart 

stroke suffered by Lamangan while directing the love scene 

between his two lead males, after which Lamangan had to be 

hospitalized for some period), is a strikingly structured chronicle of 

gay lifestyles in Filipino setting. With refreshing gay lingo, a gay 

cinematic texture (Lamangan is after all, one) and a heartwarming 

performance by lead Lorna Tolentino, the film is handled with 

crisp sensibility and a romantic playfulness. The only time the film 

suffers is when the three leads, Tolentino, Eric Quizon and Albert 

Martinez, break into a song-and-dance routine, an insult to the memory of the Fred Astaire/Ginger 

Roger/Cyd Charisse/Michael Wilding musical movies. The luscious sceneries seemingly reflect the 

richness of pathos in the characters, and the stylish cinematography adds a lot. Tolentino, as a 

woman "accidentally impregnated" by bisexual Martinez, is at the top of her form, funny and gritty. 

Eric Quizon is hilarious, sincere and the most vivid character of the three, playing Tolentino's rival for 

Martinez' affections. Albert Martinez is pretty good as the closet type, and how brave of him to 

agree to a nude scene with Quizon. Outstanding is veteran Caridad Sanchez as Quizon's grandma. 

Lamangan has directed a romantic comedy with a message about gay lifestyles successfully imparted 

in a fast-paced yet dazzling manner. Once you ignore the cliches you'll enjoy the sumptuous 

storytelling. 
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Pyrus I Alletiders Eventyr (2000) 
 

Bertramsen has been tasked to collect all the tales of the little 

new prince. They have borrowed some books at the library. Elves 

help with this task. Pyrus must retrieve all the tales of the Golden 

soup and candy, so they see where they will start it all. Candy and 

Pyrus just got a spellbook each, and he uses to collect all the fairy 

tales, so there is so much he must carry on. It turns out that all 

the tales are blended well together and now they find out the 

different stories. At the same time they fit Mille and Molly. When 

they finally have found the various adventures, they return 

whence they came, but they can not be sent as a book. Pyrus 

looking in his spellbook, where he learns that he must say 

something specific and the book will be the books again. When he 

does, yesterday lost their jobs. His good fairy conjures up the 

book again as it was. Golden porridge says Candy and Pyrus he 

leaves the National Archives to them now. 

 

Series 1 (24 Episodes) (2000) 
 

Episode 01: Jul i tredje Grad. 

Episode 02: Pyrus passer piger. 

Episode 03: Giambatista. 

Episode 04: M&M. 

Episode 05: Slagtetid. 

Episode 06: Hårrejsende. 

Episode 07: Sov sødt. 

Episode 08: Finette. 

Episode 09: Gru og rædsel. 

Episode 10: Kært barn. 

Episode 11: På med pilen. 

Episode 12: Et bønnemøde. 

Episode 13: Ømme fødder. 



Episode 14: En sand konge. 

Episode 15: Kvæk. 

Episode 16: Højt at flyve. 

Episode 17: Hans Christian. 

Episode 18: P. 

Episode 19: En fjer. 

Episode 20: Katzenjammer. 

Episode 21: En lang næse. 

Episode 22: Klæder skaber folk. 

Episode 23: Ene og alene. 

Episode 24: Alle tiders eventyr. 
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Pyrus På Pletten (2000) 
 

By coincidence, the Pyrus (Jan Linnebjerg) identified Gyldengrøds 

old lab who has been locked for many years. Full of good 

intentions trying to help Pyrus, as son-Krusø National Archivists 

(Søren Østergaard) incurs a severe winter colds. He gives him an 

elixir, which he found in the laboratory. But the impact is 

catastrophic! Krusø shrinks to pixie size and stumbling around 

confused. Krusø obtain Pixies spellbook, which enables him to 

conjure itself into different books. Accidents and topple the 

country's prime minister (Henning Jensen) because Krusø tour in 

directories, the inventory of traffic planning in Copenhagen and 

worst of all in himself Finance. Pyrus is unhappy. For once, he 

tried to do the right thing and now is all just more mad at him 

than before. How will he make amends? He decides to leave the 

National Archives - Bring end of things from the lab - and 

determined not to return until he has accomplished something really big. First off, I loved the series 

(or at least the first three the fourth was in my opinion ruined by the children played by Niccié Jølst 

and Nicolé Jølst) but it was with some reservations that I saw this film and sadly it is really bad which 

is a shame because the characters deserved much better. The whole film was a mockery of what 

made the series great and I actually had to see it over several viewings to get the whole film (my 

brother has it on tape). I have great respect for the actors in the film but they all suck (except Jan 

Linnebjerg who always brings a lot of humor and comedy to his character). The story is ridiculously 

bad even for a children's movie and the (anti)climax is pretty obvious even from the beginning. 
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Qing Shao Nian Nuo Zha (Rebels Of The Neon God) (1992) 
 

Defying by his parents, Hsiao Kang drops out of the local crammer 

to head for the bright lights of downtown Taipei. He falls in with 

Ah Tze, a pretty hood and their relationships is a confused mixture 

of hero-worship and rivalry that soon leads to trouble. Anyone 

who has ever visited Taipei would agree that this movie is so real 

by picturing out the decadent city. The city is getting more terrible 

with people who deeply believe in fake democracy but ignore 

their environmental improving. Our young heroes are victims like 

all the living victims one will easily find in streets of Taipei. 
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Qingse Ditu (The Map Of Sex And Love) (2001) 
 

A filmmaker goes to Hong Kong with hopes of documenting the 

creation of a Disneyland there, but is distracted by the people he 

encounters. I just picked this up from Chinatown today. Well, 

since I came out, being an asian in a western world, I have an 

interest in seeing gay Asian movies and collect them as the same 

time. There seems to be far and few in between or perhaps 

movies in Australia is not as diverse as life here. The movie started 

very slow, and I thought in the begining the slow frame actually 

disinterested me somewhat, but the more I see it the more I like 

the movie. I guess this movie will not be everybody taste, rightly 

so I don't think the director has that in his vision. It is a very Asian 

movie, I mean that in a good way, and very symbolic. The movie 

feels like a beautiful poem, very poignant full of metaphors about 

life in general and in particularly gay. Perhaps that is why I like this 

movie so much because my passion is writing poetry. I love the moving sound-track, giving me 

inspiration to compose a poem on the spot. I guess the first quarter is kind of lost to me. It was a bit 

painfully slow (This movie reminded me of "kitchen" another fine Asian movie). It is only started to 

pick up when the main character's lives were weaved together. I do love the movie on the whole and 

would recommended this for the intellect. 
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Quand J'avais 5 Ans Je M'ai Tué (When I Was 5, I Killed Myself) (1994) 
 

This film is about Gils (12-year-old Dimitri Rougeul), a young boy 

(about 10-years-old) in a juvenile mental hospital in 1950's 

France. Flashbacks recount his conflicts with authority and his 

strong relationship with Jessica, a similarly rebellious schoolmate. 

Simultaneously, a compassionate doctor develops a trusting 

friendship with Gils, which a higher-ranking authoritarian doctor 

tries to thwart. This film is obviously an adaptation from Howard 

Buten's novel. I read it when I was about 12-years-old and I 

wanted to see the film because I didn't understand numerous 

points in the novel (by the time I read it, I was told that it was a 

difficult book and now I agree with that). Concerning this screen 

adaptation, on the whole it isn't very successful. The film is, 

however, faithful to the novel but it lacks dynamism, punch 

(especially the performances of Patrick Bouchitey and Hippolyte Girardot) and even originality in its 

making. It would have been interesting to film Gil's past before his "accident" in black and white as it 

was the case with "American History X" in another register. Moreover, the movie is dull and more 

softened than the novel, especially during Gil's fits of anger in the doctor Nevele's office. 

Nevertheless Dimitri Rougeul is quite convincing in his role of dreamy and capricious child even if his 

visions appear brutally. There's also another positive side: the music which is quite beautiful when 

it's played on the piano. To finish, this movie is a dull adaptation of Buten's novel and because it's a 

French movie, it would be interesting to see the own vision of the novel with an American director. 

Maybe, he'd feel more at ease because it's an American novel. 
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Quantum Of Solace (2008) 
 

Is there solace in revenge? Bond and "M" sniff a shadowy 

international network of power and corruption reaping billions. 

As Bond pursues the agents of an assassination attempt on "M," 

all roads lead to Dominic Greene, a world-renowned developer of 

green technology. Greene, a nasty piece of work, is intent on 

securing a barren area of Bolivia in exchange for assisting a 

strongman stage a coup there. The CIA looks the other way, and 

only Bond, with help from a retired spy and from a mysterious 

beauty, stands in Greene's way. "M" wonders if she can trust 

Bond, or if vengeance possesses him. Beyond that, can anyone 

drawn to Bond live to tell the tale? This film could have been so 

good, but Marc Forster's clichéd and ham-fisted direction 

completely ruined it for me. To be fair, his handling of the quieter 

moments between the action was adequate, but he clearly has no 

grasp of how direct action sequences, which are clearly central to any good Bond. I'm afraid the 

'shake the camera and cut at least once a second' school of action direction doesn't really cut it. It's 

tragic really, as the setup and the stunts for the sequences looked pretty promising, but you had to 

look pretty hard to tell once Mr. Forster's hopeless direction kicked in. Such a waste. I think I'll hold 

out for the special edition DVD - you know - the non-director's cut! 
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Queer As Folk (1999-2000) 
 

Original British TV series...Two gay friends, Vince and Stuart, live 

on a cocktail of sex, drugs and clubbing. They are both 29, and 

Stuart is the type of guy who cops off every time he goes out. One 

night, he spots 15-year-old Nathan (19-year-old Charlie Hunnam), 

and brings him back to his apartment where they make love. 

Now, Nathan is still after Stuart, but Stuart just thinks of Nathan 

as one in a long line of one night stands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (1999) 
 

Episode 1: Handsome and arrogant, Stuart Jones can have anybody he wants on the Manchester gay 

club scene and knows it, as do his less confident friends Vince, whom he knew from their school 

days, and Phil. One night Stuart picks up inexperienced but eager twink Nathan and takes him home 

for a good seeing-to, subsequently discovering that, at 15-years-old and still at school, the boy is 

legally too young for gay sex. Their session is interrupted by news that Alfie, a baby, sired by Stuart 

for his lesbian friends Lisa and Romey, has been born and he visits in the hospital. Next morning 

Vince drops Nathan off at school but graffiti on his car alerts the other kids to the fact that Nathan is 

gay. 

Episode 2: Nathan's mother Janice, separated from his father Roy, discovers her son's gay magazines 

whilst Nathan tells best friend Donna how he feels about Stuart. Vince is still in the closet at work 

and feels awkward when new employee Rosalie fancies him and asks him on a date, which he 

reluctantly attends. He is grateful for a call from Stuart and, claiming a family emergency, meets his 

friend for a drink. Nathan turns up and Stuart starts to find him obsessive as he has no desire to curb 

his promiscuity for him and, after arranging a date with another man, drives Nathan back to the 

boy's home. 

Episode 3: After Nathan tells Donna how Stuart dumped him, she expresses her low opinion of the 

older man and takes her friend off to the Canal Street clubs to get a new boyfriend. Here they meet 

Vince's liberal-minded mother Hazel and her lodger, Bernard, an elderly gay. Vince sees Rosalie in a 

gay pub and has to pretend that he is a straight man on his first venture into such a place. He meets 

up with his camp friend Alexander, who has returned from a holiday abroad with a non-English-



speaking male prostitute, who wanders off. Vince, Alexander and another friend Dane have a bizarre 

encounter with a very strange gay, which ends in a drastic escape through a window. Phil, 

meanwhile, picks up the suave Harvey, with whom he does drugs but Phil collapses and Harvey 

steals his wallet, leaving him to die. 

Episode 4: Stuart and Vince are among the mourners at Phil's funeral in his small natal village. His 

mother is distraught and expresses her view that he might still be alive had he not led a gay life style. 

At the wake Vince meets the slightly older Cameron, an Australian who was Phil's accountant and 

they hit it off. Nathan plays a play for Christian Hobbs, a boy from his school, who goes along with 

things but then betrays him. After Janice has confronted him about being gay he ends up at Hazel's, 

becoming her second lodger. 

Episode 5: Hazel feels that Nathan is taking advantage of her when he stays out all night after 

meeting a boy called Dazz and she and Janice become closer friends as they wonder what to do for 

the best. Vince is much cheered when he gets a call from Cameron, as a result of which they go out 

on a date. Stuart gets a visit from his sister Marie, who asks him to baby-sit her two sons but he is 

terrible with children and inevitably lets her down. As a result she bluntly informs him that their 

parents are getting divorced. 

Episode 6: Marie and Stuart go to see their parents to discuss matters but the whole relationship is 

fraught and matters are not helped by the fact that Stuart has never told his parents that he is gay. 

Vince, however, is much cheered by the attentions of Cameron, whom he begins to date, and who 

charms Hazel when they visit her. Nathan's rebellious attitude is, however, causing a problem so 

Stuart, actually admitting some liability for a change, agrees to talk to the boy. Unfortunately when 

they arrive at Janice's house, her estranged husband Roy is there and he makes his feelings about 

Stuart very clear. Stuart retaliates in flippant fashion, leaving the house with Nathan and leaving 

matters unresolved. Stuart also learns that Romey, displeased at his failure to visit his son, is 

planning to marry Lance, an African in order to give him British citizenship. 

Episode 7: Stuart throws a lavish, Doctor Who-themed birthday party for Vince's thirtieth. However, 

determined to run Vince's life for him, he stirs it by asking Rosalie and then introducing her to 

Cameron, a meeting which does not go down well as the scales eventually drop from Rosalie's eyes 

and she hurriedly leaves. Stuart gets a call from Lisa. She is unhappy because Romey is going through 

with her marriage of convenience to Lance and she seeks Stuart's help in discrediting him, the 

reward being that he gets to see more of Alfie. 

Episode 8: Vince is terrified that Rosalie will out him at work and is surprised by her sympathetic 

response. He and Cameron attend a function organized by Stuart's PR company, where Vince sees 

Stuart being rebuffed by a man he is making a play for. Stuart is devastated by his rejection and 

starts drinking heavily. Vince tells Cameron he thinks Stuart is shallow and Cameron puts this to the 

test by asking that they become an official couple. Meanwhile Lance is arrested and faces 

deportation after fighting a Home Office official. Romey believes that Stuart has squealed on him but 

the informant turns out to be Nathan, who, having robbed his father's wallet, heads for London. 
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Series 2 (2 Episodes) (2000) 
 

Episode 1: Nathan returns from London to live back with Janice. Each is now more understanding of 

the other and they enjoy laughing at his line in camp boyfriends though Christian is still giving him 

trouble at school. Vince has broken up with Cameron and is going for promotion at work. Hazel is 

nonetheless disapproving of the hold that Stuart has on him, especially when they all attend Vince's 

half-sister's wedding and Stuart gets Vince to do a slow dance with him to prove a point. Alexander 

also attends. His father is dying following a stroke but his parents cast him out on the discovery that 

he was gay and he feels there can be no reconciliation. Stuart's young nephew Thomas discovers his 

gay websites and threatens to out him unless he gives him money. Inevitably Stuart's reaction is to 

out himself to his now reconciled parents and as wordily as possible like the drama queen he is. His 

father is not approving and asks him to stay away from an upcoming family gathering. His mother 

however is much comforted after being counselled by Hazel and Janice. 

Episode 2: Vince is up for promotion to manager against toadying, newly-engaged Graham so Hazel 

and Bernard employ dirty tricks to secure him the job. Nathan, getting no support from a weak 

teacher against the homophobic jibes of Christian and his gang, finally stands up for himself but 

Alexander takes an over-dose after his mother has made him sign an agreement to cut himself out of 

his father's will. An irate Stuart takes explosive action but still makes it to Nathan's birthday party. 

However Stuart feels Manchester has no more to offer and considers moving to London. Vince 

suddenly asserts himself as a result of which the pair head West and a caption informs us of the 

happy endings for their friends and supporters with Nathan becoming King of the World. 
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Querelle (Querelle - Ein Pakt Mit Dem Teufel) (1982) 
 

French sailor Querelle arrives in Brest and starts frequenting a 

strange whorehouse. He discovers that his brother Robert is the 

lover of the lady owner, Lysiane. Here, you can play dice with 

Nono, Lysiane's husband: if you win, you are allowed to make love 

with Lysiane, if you lose, you have to make love with Nono... 

Querelle loses on purpose. This attempt to film Genet is 

commendable in tackling so difficult a work. Fassbinder's scenery 

is so obviously studio sets that the film takes on a "filmed play" 

quality. The color is beautiful, and the cast is very attractive. I had 

difficulty in following the proceedings, and much of the printed 

quotatons were puzzling. Some of the fantasy inserts were 

likewise confusing. But the strong cast made up for many of these 

weak points and raised the film to a level it would otherwise never 

have achieved. It is still lesser Fassbinder, but an often fascinating 

film to watch. 
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Quigley Down Under (1990) 
 

Sharpshooter Matt Quigley is hired from America by an Australian 

rancher so he can shoot aborigines at a distance. Quigley takes 

exception to this and leaves. The rancher tries to kill him for 

refusing, and Quigley escapes into the brush with a woman he 

rescued from some of the rancher's men, and are helped by 

aborigines. Quigley returns the help, before going on to destroy all 

his enemies. This movie isn't the best Western ever made, but it's 

a solid creative effort that brings out many of that genre's most 

appealing aspects. It has romance, gunplay, wonderful scenery, 

and, most importantly, a solid hero and a solid villain. Westerns 

are, by nature, a morality tale. There's a Good Guy and a Bad Guy, 

and in the end, the hero prevails through a combination of 

courage, fair play, and ingenuity. And that's exactly what happens 

here. The three principal characters are Quigley, an American 

sharpshooter hired by an Australian rancher, Marsden, and Crazy 

Cora, a woman shipped off to Australia by her ex-husband after accidentally suffocating her baby to 

keep him quiet while hiding from raiding Comanches. Quigley (Tom Selleck) is an expert long range 

marksman who has been recruited ostensibly to shoot dingoes, but, as he finds out after his first 

night with Mr. Marsden (Alan Rickman), his real targets are to be local Aboriginies. This leads to a 

rather violent falling out between the two men, which sets up the basic conflict in the movie. 

Marsden wants Quigley dead, and has numerous ranchhands to get the job done. Quigley has the 

shooting skills that allow him to pick off Marden's men pretty much at will. An uncredited "star" of 

the film is Quigley's Sharp's .45 calibre rifle, a gun so accurate it can kill a man from nearly a mile 

away. Anyway, the movie proceeds in a more or less conventional fashion. After a big fistfight at 

Marsden's ranchhouse, Quigley and Cora are left for dead in the Australian outback. They are 

rescued by a band of Aboriginies, then quickly return the favor by picking off Marsden's men as they 

try to massacre more Aboriginies. Along the way, Quigley slowly falls for Cora. She may be nuts, but 

she's also charming, resourceful, brave, and beautiful. In the end, Marsden gets what he deserves. 

Cora regains her sanity. And Quigley gets both the villain and the girl. Like I said, it's a Western in the 

classic tradition - well told and with great visuals. 
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Quinceañera (Echo Park, L.A.) (Bakire Ve Hamile) (Meus 15 Anos) 

(Oskuld) (Sweet Fifteen) (2006) 
 

Magdalena is 14-years-old and anxiously awaiting her 15th 

birthday where she'll celebrate her quinceanara. Her world starts 

to crumble when she discovers her pregnancy after not being able 

to fit in her gown for her quinceanara. Soon, she's kicked out of 

her home, abandoned by her family, and abandoned by her baby's 

father. Magdalena is then taken in by her great-granduncle, 

Tomas and her gay, often-in-trouble cousin, Carlos. There she 

finds a new family and life. Although it wasn't a first pick, I was 

able to get the time slot I wanted at Sundance to view this film. 

We were so impressed with the film that it was almost a post 

viewing panic session that we could have missed a film this 

awesome just because it didn't have any "big names" in it. Jesse 

Garcia is the next "big name" in Hollywood! Keep your eyes on this 

guy. His portrayal of a gay Hispanic gang member just blows all 

stereo types out of the water. Chalo González is a national treasure, and outshines the entire cast as 

Uncle Thomas. Emily Rios is also a great find, and really does a great job in her first big role. Listening 

to the writers/directors in person detailing their own experience of moving to Echo Park California, 

and witnessing the gentrification of the area which inspired the film, made this screening even more 

sweet. The only flaw that I could find was that I wanted to see more of Magdalena's family, and 

thought those relationships could have been fleshed out more to better understand why they did 

the things to her that they did. The entire cast was so approachable after the screening and Q&A, 

that it made me want to go out and do all their PR work for free! Glatzer and Westmoreland said to 

look for this film on HBO, so hopefully that will be the case really soon for the general public. Catch it 

if you can; it's worth the time. 
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Rabbit-Proof Fence (2002) 
 

Western Australia, 1931. Government policy includes taking half-

caste children from their Aboriginal mothers and sending them a 

thousand miles away to what amounts to indentured servitude, 

"to save them from themselves." Molly, Daisy, and Grace (two 

sisters and a cousin who are 14-years-old, 10-years-old, and 8-

years-old) arrive at their Gulag and promptly escape, under 

Molly's lead. For days they walk north, following a fence that 

keeps rabbits from settlements, eluding a native tracker and the 

regional constabulary. Their pursuers take orders from the 

government's "chief protector of Aborigines," A.O. Neville, blinded 

by Anglo-Christian certainty, evolutionary world view and 

conventional wisdom. Can the girls survive? In 1931, with the 

Aborigine Act in Australia, the Chief Protector of Aborigines in the 

State of Western Australia A.O. Neville had the power to relocate 

half-caste children from their families to educational centers to give the culture of the white man. 

When the 14-year-old aboriginal girl Molly Craig is taken from her mother in Jigalong with her 8-

year-old sister Daisy Kadibill and their 10-year-old cousin Gracie Fields to the distant Moore River 

Native Center, they run away trying to return to the tribe in the desert. They are chased by the 

skilled tracker Moodoo and the police under the command of Neville, and have to survive to their 

long journey back home. Three little girls. Snatched from their mothers' arms. Spirited 1,500 miles 

away. Denied their very identity. Forced to adapt to a strange new world. They will attempt the 

impossible. A daring escape. A run from the authorities. An epic journey across an unforgiving 

landscape that will test their very will to survive. Their only resources, tenacity, determination, 

ingenuity and each other. Their one hope, find the rabbit-proof fence that might just guide them 

home. A true story. This is the true story of Molly Craig, a young black Australian girl who leads her 

younger sister and cousin in an escape from an official government camp, set up as part of an official 

government policy to train them as domestic workers and integrate them into white society. With 

grit and determination Molly guides the girls on an epic journey, one step ahead of the authorities, 

over 1,500 miles of Australia's outback in search of the rabbit-proof fence that bisects the continent 

and will lead them home. These three girls are part of what is referred to today as the 'Stolen 

Generations.' Official policy between 1910 and 1970 in Australia allowed half-caste Aborigine 

children to be forcibly removed from their families and incarcerated 'for their own' good in training 

schools where their were educated to become fitting servants for white families. This 

institutionalised eugenics, still recent enough to be remembered by its victims, is still a controversial 

issue in Australia where the PM John Howard refuses to give an official apology. The film has been 

doing very well in Australia. The story follows three such girls who are forcibly re-located but escape, 

and follow the 'rabbit-proof fence' on a 1500 mile journey back home. The title itself seems to echo 

not only the yellow brick road of the Wizard of Oz (another journey to reclaim one's wholeness) but 

the fence that was erected to contain animals – which is just how the Aborigine children are treated, 

albeit with the best intentions. The story was adapted from a book by the daughter of the youngest 

surviving half-cast Aborigine portrayed in the film – the actual child actors had mostly never seen a 

motion picture before let alone acted in one. 
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Race To Witch Mountain (2009) 
 

During the opening credits, news of UFO sightings around the 

world appear. Jack Bruno (Dwayne Johnson) is a cab driver in Las 

Vegas, who is picking up and dropping off passengers to the UFO 

convention at the Planet Hollywood Casino and Hotel. One of his 

passengers is Dr. Alex Friedman (Carla Gugino), a failed scientist 

who is giving speeches about legitimate scientific theories of 

UFOs and outer space. The next day Bruno is approached by two 

large men telling him that Wolff would like to see him. After 

fighting them, Bruno drives off, later noticing two children, Sara 

(16-year-old AnnaSophia Robb) and Seth (17-year-old Alexander 

Ludwig) sitting in the back seat of the cab. They tell him they need 

to go to a certain destination and are willing to pay all they have 

($15,000) to get there. They lead him to a run down house in the 

middle of nowhere. Meanwhile, Major Henry Burke (Ciaran Hinds) 

is searching for information on the two aliens that landed some days earlier. When they arrive at the 

house, the children tell Bruno that they will be re-united with their relatives soon. Before leaving 

Bruno hears a crash coming from the house. He is startled to find them hiding behind a couch. 

Though grateful for his concern, the children tell him they must continue their journey without him, 

as they can trust no one. Nevertheless, Bruno decides to follow them, which leads him to the 

basement of the house. There the kids are pursued and attacked by a strange creature as they 

retrieve an object in a plant. They manage to escape from this creature. When leaving they are 

attacked by a "Siphon", a creature built to destroy a certain targetin this case the children. The 

Siphon pursues them until it causes a crash of his spaceship into a train, the creature survives, 

though wounded. The trio eventually find themselves in a small town, hiding. They explain to Bruno 

that they are aliens from an distant planet, who are sent to Earth by their parents because the 

government of their dying planet intends to attack and invade Earth so that their kind may live on 

there. They also explain that the object they obtained at the house contains the results of an 

experiment which their parents set up. The research from this experiment will save their planet 

without having to attack and invade Earth. However their planet's military prefer the idea of 

invading Earth and sent the Siphon assassin to stop them. They are next pursued by government 

agencies trying to retrieve the children for experiments. They are joined by Dr. Friedman at the UFO 

Expo, who is familiar with outer space and travel. When the Siphon arrives, it prepares to attack but 

Sara uses her powers to knock him through a wall. At first the children are captured along with 

Bruno and Friedman. Nevertheless the two humans escape and come to rescue the kids. The Siphon 

causes a distraction by attacking the base. They manage to free the children and reach their ship. By 

running the Siphon over they can escape but the Siphon hangs on and gets on board. Bruno and Seth 

battle the Siphon in the lower sections of the ship, unmasking him in the fight. Finally, Bruno defeats 

the evil alien by knocking him out of the ship's airlock, which kills him. Nothing is mentioned about 

the fate of Henry Burke, though he was last seen disappointed and upset for his failure and was 

talking to his boss on the phone, with a possibly of getting fired. The kids drop Jack and Alex off and 

after a tearful goodbye, they head back to their ship, but give Bruno and Alex a device that will allow 

the kids to always find them. And Sara gives Jack the power to use his brain to the mind reading 



ability. During the end credits, Bruno and Dr. Friedman (now a couple) are speaking at a UFO 

convention about their new successful book called "Race to Witch Mountain". The last scene shows 

them driving off in a car Bruno dreamed of getting honestly as he had mentioned to Friedman 

earliera Ford Mustang similar to that driven by Steve McQueen in "Bullitt". As they are about to 

leave, the device the kids gave Bruno before they left goes off, indicating that they may be returning. 

Hey, don't believe the downers trashing this movie. It's fun. Non-action stop from beginning to the 

end. Dwayne Johnson, who finally shed his former wrestling nom de lutre, is a much better actor 

than people are willing to concede. He has a mobile face and uses his big body well with a lot more 

expression and ability than some of the other shoot'em up and knock-about action heroes. This film, 

a remake of the old Disney classics with a CGI uptake and story rewrite, is entertaining, engaging and 

full of witty little pieces for the watchful viewer. When the alien bad guy gets knocked for a loop and 

everyone ducks for cover and the 2 UFO-Trekkie-types rejoice, (Wow. Best convention ever!) and the 

one I liked best, one of the nerd bad guys named Analyst D. Pleasance, for the veteran character 

actor, Don Pleasance who played the bad guy in the Disney originals. Also, Irish actor, Ciaran Hinds 

makes a superb Man in Black Suit bureaucrat villain and lovable Cheech Marin as the sleepy 

mechanic gets his licks in too, albeit in a bit part. The beautiful Carla Gugino comes across as the 

UFO seeking academic and Director Garry Marshall as the nut case UFOligist makes for good comic 

relief. The two kids add the mixture with AnnaSophia Robb reminding me of one of my 

granddaughters and Alexander Ludwigs serious facial expression adding to the fun. I found this film 

fun from the get-go and recommend it highly. 
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Race You To The Bottom (2005) 
 

Nathan and Maggie are in the throes of a passionate affair. 

They're young, good-looking, and both have boyfriends. When 

Nathan is assigned to write a travel article on romantic hot-spots 

in Napa Valley, these unconventional lovers test the limits of the 

sensuality and fantasy that bond them. I never believed for a 

minute that Cole Williams' character was a true bisexual and 

therein lies the flaw in RACE YOU TO THE BOTTOM. He's an 

arrogant, self-centered writer (whose talent is also something of a 

line of BS), who is acting like a spoiled baby and it is hard to 

muster up any sympathy for him or any of the other characters in 

this road-to-nowhere film. The DVD commentary tries to explain 

away their behavior by emphasizing that that the characters are in 

their 20's and this is their 'time' to be self-centered and let ego 

rule. Maybe if the film-maker took a solid stance on how HE feels 

about them, we'd care too. But he didn't and we don't so race to the credits and get it over with. 
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Radio Flyer (1992) 
 

A father reminisces about his childhood when he and his younger 

brother moved to a new town with their mother, her new 

husband and their dog, Shane. When the younger brother is 

subjected to physical abuse at the hands of their brutal 

stepfather, Mike decides to convert their toy trolley, the "Radio 

Flyer", into a plane to fly him to safety. Sure this movie is kind of 

unrealistic and sometimes boring but all in all it's a very sweet 

movie that evokes many wonderful childhood memories. Would I 

have watched Radio Flyer had it not starred 11-year-old Elijah 

Wood and 9-year-old Joseph Mazzello? Perhaps not. Wood and 

Mazzello are incredible in their roles as Mike and Bobby, 

considering they were only 9 and 7 at the time they started 

filming the movie. The rest of the cast is alright, no particularly 

impressive performances from any of them but like I said it's 

Wood and Mazzello who carry the show through. There was one big surprise though, Tom Hanks. As 

narrator, well, let's just say after he started off at the beginning of the movie I was this close to 

switching the TV off and thus missing quite a good movie. I was disappointed to find out that Radio 

Flyer didn't exactly hit it off at the box office, I suppose juggling such themes as child abuse and 

building getaway planes for a 7-year-old to fly can be a difficult task. However despite its faults, I 

found myself shouting insults at The King when he hit Bobby and laughing at the antics of the boys 

and their dog Shane. Sure you need a good imagination to enjoy it but we can cough a little of that 

up can't we?! Whatever issues one may have about the film's ending, this is still a great movie. Told 

mainly from a child's point of view, it tells the tale of two brothers (particularly the younger one) 

terrorized by their abusive stepfather. The film mixes brutal realism with a fantastical solution that 

almost every child who's ever been through this kind of situation wishes were possible and, for the 

most, succeeds. A wonderful film. This is one of my all-time favorites. It is Elijah Wood coming into 

his best period, and Joseph Mazzello also showing his great potential. The portrayal of their brutal 

abuse, including the singling out of one child for battering while the other must look on, is all too 

veridical. However, their response to it is a testimonial to the bravery, initiative, creativity and 

mutual love of children at their finest. BTW, I may be a bit slow, but it wasn't until my third viewing 

that I caught the twist at the very end, which turns the "logic" of the retrospective narration all 

askew. Once again, I take the opportunity to loudly protest the billings: What would happen to a 

movie where two characters occupy maybe 90% of the action and yet receive FOURTH and FIFTH 

billing just because they're black, or female? I liked this film, but the subject matter was very hard to 

watch. The abuse in this film was unexpected and it was never onscreen, but it was still a difficult 

subject. The film is interesting and quite a departure for the director, Richard Donner. Good film, but 

if you cringe at the idea of child abuse, look elsewhere. This is just my all time favorite movie. 

Nothing special. It's just so incredibly detailed. Makes me cry just thinking about it. Geronimo Bill is 

the nicest guy I can imagine. Money is not important. Bamboo spears are important. You don't need 

money to get what you need. If you need something it will just come to you. If people would realize 

that the world would be a much better place. Whatever you do, don't do it for the money. 'Radio 

Flyer' is really not the sort of film to watch if you are depressed or have had a violent childhood but 



the storyline makes for a rather bittersweet film. The film revolves around 8-year-old Mike and 6-

year-old Bobby who move to a small town with their mother and new step-father not long after their 

biological father abandons them. Instead of heralding a fresh start for the boys, their new life turns 

to terror and misery when their step-father, who likes to be called the King, physically abuses little 

Bobby. Mike, desperate to protect his little brother, then plans to turn his Radio Flyer trailer into a 

plane so they can fly away to safety. Lorraine Bracco, who plays the boys' mother, was quite good in 

showing the vulnerability, shame and protectiveness of a mother who realises her children are being 

harmed by her husband and Stephen Baldwin was very effective in portraying the King's vicious, 

cruel nature even though we never see his face. However, it is a young Elijah Wood and Joseph 

Mazzello, who play Mike and Bobby respectively, who carry the film and both rise to the occasion 

brilliantly. Elijah Wood's Mike was portrayed as a very sympathetic character who you truly felt was 

loyal and loving to his mother and brother despite his tender age while Joseph Mazzello was very 

sweet and engaging as Bobby, a little boy who just couldn't comprehend why an adult who was 

meant to care for him was instead hurting him. As I said before, this film is definitely not for the very 

young or those who are very sensitive to issues of child abuse because Bobby doesn't just get a 

smack or two in the film, he is brutalised to the point where you just want to reach through to the 

screen and give the King a taste of his own medicine. It is quite disturbing to actually see on-screen 

the treatment this 6-year-old endures. That said, 'Radio Flyer' is an endearing film about how even 

the youngest of children can be brave, loyal and have wills of steel. And with the ending being rather 

ambiguous, viewers can interpret for themselves what fate met Bobby. I am a 20-year-old bloke 

from England. I don't cry at films. But this one moved me. I cried like a girl! This is absolutely the 

most moving film I have ever seen, even though the story was questionable. Joseph Mazello's little 

face when he dreams of crying made me sob every time. How could anyone hurt such a sweet 

looking kid? I'm going to cry now just thinking about it! Remarkable. Young Elijah Wood and Joseph 

Mazzello are outstanding in this excellent film about two boys who have promised to "take care of 

their mother," and how they cope when their new stepfather begins beating the younger boy. The 

supporting cast around the boys is top-notch as well. The script really gets inside the mind and heart 

of an imaginative child. It's hard to believe Wood could grow up to look anything like Tom Hanks, but 

that's nothing new in Hollywood. That's honestly my only criticism of the film. 
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Rain (2001) 
 

13-year-old Janey is on vacation with her brother, Jim, mother, 

Kate, and father Ed, at their beach house on the Mahurangi 

Peninsual in New Zealand. Ed and Kate, who are on the verge of 

divorce, sit around in the back yard all day drinking whiskey and 

Janey and Jim are left to their own devices. Cady, a local boatee 

who is having an affair with Kate, catches Janey's pubescent eye. 

In response to his wife's drinking problem and recurring infidelity, 

Ed turns to alcohol, ignoring his children almost as much as his 

wife, which eventually leads to a character's fate. In New Zealand, 

the teenager Janey (Alicia Fulford-Wierzbicki), her young brother 

Jim (9-year-old Aaron Murphy), her mother Kate (Sarah Peirse) 

and her father Ed (Alistair Browning) are spending their summer 

vacation in a seaside cottage. Janey takes care of Jim most of the 

time, teaches him how to have endurance under the water, and 

observes the behavior of her parents, whose marriage is near the end. Kate and Ed promote many 

parties in the house and mainly Kate drinks a lot. She is also having an affair with the photographer 

and owner of a boat, Cady (Marton Csokas). The confused adolescent, rebel with her mother and 

dealing with a growing sexuality, tries to act like an adult with tragic consequences to the family. At a 

cottage on the water's edge of the Mahurangi Peninsula in the New Zealand summer of 1972, Janey 

must deal with the dissolution of her parents' marriage and care for her little brother, Jim. When a 

photographer named Cady docks nearby, her mother gravitates toward him while her dad grows 

depressed. Janey, meanwhile, copes with her budding sexuality and impending adulthood. My friend 

and I spent the after-movie coffee trying to decide whether Rain was indeed the best New Zealand 

movie we have seen. An intense, evocative slice of 1970s beach holiday life, there is nothing about it 

that doesn't work. This project clearly couldn't have worked or even happened if it weren't for the 

amazing discovery of the star, the very young Alicia Fulford-Wierzbicki. She makes Rain an 

uncomfortably accurate portrayal of what it's like to be inside an adolescent girl's body and life. Her 

character, Janey, is 12-going-on-20, experimenting with the power that can come from being a 

young woman, full of new secrets. Her performance is intense in a deliciously natural way and 

carries the entire film. While her character is central, this is not just another coming-of-age story. We 

also see the complex interactions of her family members and various holiday acquaintances and 

watch tested loyalties, experiments in love and attraction, and quite a bit of swimming and fishing. 

The cinematography is distinctive and excellent, all the other actors are faultless and the soundtrack, 

by Kiwi icon Neil Finn, is exactly right. Rain is a frighteningly impressive debut by director, Christine 

Jeffs. 
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Rain In The Mountains (2007) 
 

Eric Smallhouse is a Native American who believes it's his destiny 

to lead his people back to the old ways. Undaunted by his 

complete lack of knowledge about those ways, he drags his son 

(Nick Erb) on a quest to reclaim the past. Failing miserably, Eric 

begins to think that the modern world with its modern 

conveniences is the real enemy, and his antics soon leave him on 

the run from the authorities. As a Native film professor, I can 

honestly say that this is perhaps one of the worst films with 

Native content that I have ever viewed. I would rather get a root 

canal than view this film again. The use of stereotyping, 

uncreative attempts at utilizing portions of traditional coyote 

stories and poor camera work were only made worse by the glib 

uncreative story-line and bad script. The writer and director have 

displayed the worst parts of a colonized approach to portraying Native people and communities. If 

this person is Native, they need to go home and apologize to everyone they know for being an apple 

and for the internalized racism and poor sense of humor that they have developed. If this person is 

non-native, they need to seriously re-examine their white privilege and ask themselves if they are 

displaying unexamined, unintentional racism, or if they are intentionally being ignorant. My only 

hope is that the Native actors in this film had a good time and at least got paid for their efforts. If 

you want to see good Native films then check out: Christmas in the Clouds, Dance me Outside, 

Medicine River, PowWow Highway, Smoke Signals...to name just a few. 
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Rain Man (1988) 
 

Charlie Babbitt has discovered he has an unknown autistic-savant 

older brother, named Raymond, which comes out Rain Man. Later 

on it is revealed that Raymond was Charlie's supposedly 

imaginary friend as a toddler. Raymond sang him a song "I Saw 

Her Standing There" by The Beatles, just as he did when Charlie 

was a toddler back then. Charles Sanford "Charlie" Babbit (Three-

time Academy award nominee Tom Cruise) is a self-centered Los 

Angeles-based automobile dealer/hustler/bookie who is at war 

with his own life. Charlie, as a young teenager, used his father's 

1948 Buick convertible without permission and as a result, he 

went to jail for two days on account that his father reported it 

stolen. It is then that Charlie learns that his estranged father died 

and left him from his last will and testament a huge bed of roses 

and the car while the remainder will of $3 Million goes into a trust fund to be distributed to 

someone. Charlie seemed pretty angry by this and decides to look into this matter. It seems as if that 

"someone" is Raymond (Academy-award winner Dustin Hoffman), Charlie's unknown brother, an 

autistic savant who lives in a world of his own, resides at the Walbrook Institute. Charlie then 

kidnaps Raymond and decides to take him on a lust for life trip to the west coast as a threat to get 

the $3 Million inheritance. Raymond's acts and nagging, including repeated talks of "Abbott & 

Costello", "Four minutes till Wapner" and refusal to fly on an airline except Quantas drives Charlie 

insane... and out of his selfish world into a cross-country trek of pure love and understanding that 

these two both have. Selfish yuppie Charlie Babbitt's father dies and leaves a fortune -- to Raymond, 

the institutionalized savant brother that Charlie didn't know he had. They set out on a cross-country 

journey of discovery. Charley is a hustler. He's been on his own long enough to know how to work 

people and situations. He finds that the father who threw him out as a teen ager has died. He's left 

him a now antique convertible and something more important, a previously unknown brother, 

Raymond. Raymond has Asperger's Disorder, but is able to calculate complicated mathematical 

problems in his head with great speed and accuracy. Their father has left his fortune to Raymond 

who doesn't even understand what money is for. Charley is enraged by what has happened and by 

his father keeping Raymond's existence from him for his entire life. He kidnaps Raymond from his 

residential home but then finds that Raymond will only fly Qantas. The two begin a long road trip 

that will lead them to an understanding of each other. I was thinking of the way different movies 

seem to be good. Some have lots of action, others a bunch of special-effects. But then it strikes you, 

that what represents real depth, real quality is when a movie can be good without those features. 

When it's the dialogue, the story and the acting that strikes you. This film has really only two 

characters, all others play only minor roles (Cruise's girlfriend has some importance though). Two 

characters basically, and one dialogue - that's all you need when you've got a script as good as this, 

and two such great actors. Only that is brilliant. But this film also has such fine, very true episodes, 

small stories in the larger film. One example is when Ray watches court TV with the working class 

woman and her many children out in the countryside...it's such a fine picture, just outstanding. ALL 

IN ALL A GREAT FILM! 
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Rainbow (2003) 
 

Provocative Thai movie that charts the romantic entanglements 

of four young persons living in Bangkok. The story goes something 

like this: She loves him, but he thinks he's falling for his gay friend. 

Then, her old lesbian lover comes back into her life to further 

complicate things. Under the pseudonym DJ Vivien Warn (sherry 

Pungprasert) leads through the radioprogram of "hype of 

station". Their boss is disturbed because Warn more and more 

homosexual listeners about the aether leaves and leads the boys 

on the "wrong way". Warn it is lesbian since and one of her listeners is her former beloved Khan Oui 

(Sinittra "Noon" Boonyasak) which wants to edge out her inclinations meanwhile. Exactly this also 

wants the model Man (Nuntawat Asirapojanakul a.k.a. Nantawat "gate" Asirawat). 
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Rainbow On The River (It Happened In New Orleans) (1936) 
 

Young Phillip Ainsworth, (9-year-old Bobby Breen), an orphan of 

the U.S. Civil War, has been lovingly raised by Toinette, (Louise 

Beavers) a former slave. Toinette has big plans for the boy. She 

has saved her money to send him to a private school. But when 

the local priest, Father Josef, (Henry O'Neill) finds Phillip's family 

living in New York, the boy is sent north to live with people who 

refuse to accept him as their own. His only friend is the butler, 

Barrett, (Charles Butterworth). But his curmodgeon of a 

grandmother, (May Robson) is finally broken down by the boy's 

charm and good manners, and all ends happily. Along the way 

Breen has ample opportunity to show off his voice by singing 

several songs, including the title song three times. This gorgeous 

famiy film was a smash success in Australia and I assume 

everywhere else in first release. My late mother Patricia keenly 

remembered seeing it at our local 1500 seat Marina Theatre in 

Rosebery at a session so packed she had to sit on the steps 

upstairs. I had the 78rpm record for years (still have, actually) and 

it is astonishing what a great voice Bobby Breen had. His series of Musicals really should be 

repackaged and DVD released as they are excellent, and I am astonished to find came from Principal 

Pictures (Chandu, anyone?) who I thought had folded into Republic in 1935. This film like all the 

others was released by RKO on a world wide plan so I guess all were a kid series to their Astaire 

Rogers musical series concurrent. 
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Raising Helen (2004) 
 

Helen Harris is living the life she's always dreamed of: her career 

at a top modeling agency is on the rise; she spends her days at 

fashion shows and her nights at the city's hottest clubs. But her 

carefree lifestyle comes to a screeching halt when one phone call 

changes everything. Helen soon finds herself responsible for her 

sister's children: 15-year-old Audrey, 10-year-old Henry (12-year-

old Spencer Breslin), and 5-year-old Sarah. No one doubts that 

Helen is the coolest aunt in New York, but what does this glamour 

girl know about raising kids? The fun begins as Helen goes through 

the transformation from super-hip to super-mom, but she quickly 

finds that dancing at 3a.m. doesn't mix with getting kids to school 

on time--advice that Helen's older sister, Jenny, is only too quick 

to dish out. Along the way, Helen finds support in the most 

unusual place--with Dan Parker, the handsome young pastor and 

principal of the kids' new school--and realizes the choice she has to make is between the life she's 

always loved and the new loves of her life. The single and successful executive of the fashion world, 

Helen Harris (Kate Hudson), becomes the guardian of her two nieces and one nephew after the 

death of her sister and her brother-in-law. She moves from Manhattan to Queens, and faces 

difficulties trying to raise the children. After the death of her sister, Helen takes on the responsibility 

of raising her sister's three children. However, the job proves more difficult that Helen could have 

possibly imagined. The film creates the usual supposed opposition between a woman possessing a 

successful career versus being a more traditional housewife. And, of course, Helen suddenly 

"realises" that having a career is unfulfilling and she can only find real satisfaction in a woman's 

"true" role as a mother. This movie was a nice surprise. It speaks to the young, single career women 

who think they have it all. It has a lesson, and not all movies do. We learn the importance of family 

and how hard it is to raise children. But the resounding message that is sent is that sometimes we 

think we know what we want, then when a life-altering experience happens, we rethink what we 

originally thought. I loved the script writing in this movie-- very entertaining and intelligent. I 

thought the acting was superb. I think kate hudson was so natural and endearing. A dumb-blonde? 

No... this woman is the woman to watch for... move over Nicole Kidman...you have serious 

competition here. 
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Raising Heroes (1996) 
 

Josh and Paul want to adopt Nickie, the child of Paul's recently 

deceased friend Susan. Susan's mother opposes gays' adopting, 

and Monday is the final court date. On Friday, Josh stops by a 

market for milk and glimpses a Mob hit. Unknown to him, the 

hitmen are now on his trail. Josh hates confrontation and doesn't 

tell Paul about the murder or call the cops. Instead, he takes Paul 

for an idyllic weekend in the Poconos. But Sunday, when they 

return to the city, the murderers are waiting. The Mob boss orders 

that both be killed. What chance do Paul, who's in the dark, and 

Josh, who's basically passive, have against this firepower? What 

will happen to Nickie without them? While it is wonderful to see a 

film in which the gay characters' sexuality is merely incidental to 

the story (in other words, a "regular movie" in which the 

characters just happen to be gay), this aspect is about the only 

redeeming feature of the film. (The only other highlights are the incredibly realistic and effective 

special effects involving gunshot wounds). Otherwise, the acting is rather wooden and formulaic; the 

cinematography is somewhat amateurish (although there are a few creative and ambitious shots); 

and the lighting are sound are just plain awful. Moreover, the screenplay is not especially creative, 

even somewhat trite, and contains a number of hard-to-believe plot elements. All in all, the film is a 

great idea but a poor execution. 
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Raising Waylon (2004) 
 

Every now and then a TV movie comes along that will tug at your 

heartstrings, that is assuming you have heartstrings. "Raising 

Waylon" tugged mine but not as much as I thought it might. At 

times this movie wasn't sure if it wanted to be a comedy, drama 

or a romance. It combined a little bit of all three while never really 

heading in just one direction. One thing that was bothersome all 

the way through was who exactly were the two main adult stars, 

Reg and Julia? All we know is they were friends of the deceased 

parents of Waylon (12-year-old Jeremy Bergman), good enough 

friends to be named godparents but what else? They had one 

"date" I believe was mentioned but how well do they know each other? Very little background. Even 

though this was obviously striving to be a lighthearted affair, some background woulda been nice. 

Something else lacking was emotion from Waylon's character. Either casting should gotten a better 

kid actor or the writers shoulda written more emotion in. I felt for a kid who lost his parents only 9 

months before he was rather even tempered and level headed. There was virtually no deep 

emotional scarring presented that I imagine surely would be there in a child his age. One final 

drawback was Waylon's friend Sam's parents. Oy vey. I'd feel sooooo sorry for any kid growing up in 

that kind of household. Of particular interest to me was Poppy Montgomery's character of Julia. I 

couldn't seem to take my eyes off her. It was interesting seeing how she was dealing with going from 

her career to also being a mom to a 9-year-old boy. Thomas Gibson as Reggie was decent and Doris 

Roberts was excellent in her few scenes as Waylon's great aunt. In all combinations they worked 

well. This was pleasant to watch despite the corny, highly unlikely and unrealistic scenarios, oh, and 

the rather predictable romance. There were a lot of funny lines which helped lighten this up. At only 

90 minutes long, standard for a Made-for-TV movie, this didn't give much room to breath and grow. 

What's here, though, isn't too bad, something I'd maybe consider watching again someday. My 

grade for this: C+. 
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Rak Haeng Siam (The Love Of Siam) (2007) 
 

Two young boys (12-year-old Jirayu La-ongmanee & Arthit 

Niyomkul) are best friends living quiet family lives in Bangkok. 

Their lives are disrupted when one boy's older sister goes missing 

on a jungle trip. The shattered family moves away, separating the 

boys. Years later, now in their late teens, the boys meet again. 

One of them is now the leader of an aspiring boy band whose 

managing assistant bears a striking resemblance to the lost sister. 

The boys must deal with their family and social lives and their 

feelings for each other. I remember that when this movie released 

the trailer, it convinced many people to misunderstand that it was 

a cute teenage movie like many blockbusters from GTH like 

Seasons change, Dear Dakanda, My girl. Until they saw this movie, 

many audience felt very upset because it was a gay movie. 

Nevertheless, I think this movie is surprisingly great I've ever 

thought. It's more than a gay movie. It also portrays family problems as well as teenager's. It is a 

story about two boys Tong and Mew who confront losing. Tong lost his sister so his parents is down 

falling while Mew lost his grandma who was only his love in all his life. Everyone in this movie needs 

something vital to fulfill all life. Something is called Love. This movie can show how powerful love is. 

Love can inspire Mew to write and sing a lovely song. Love can make this movie enjoyable and 

impressive easily because the powerful love for making this movie. So I admire Madaew, the director 

who is able to prove how to make effective movies from a social criticizing horror like 13 Beloved to 

a powerful love story. Besides that, the performances in this movie are excellently outstanding. 

Especially, the veteran SinJaI as Tong's mom who must encounter several problems bravely such as 

losing her daughter, alcoholic husband even having realized a shocking truth about her son. She 

looks inconsiderate and fussy but actually she still love her husband and son deeply. When she is 

sad, she will cry naturally but makes me hurt so much meanwhile the other actors were able to act 

very well. I hope that the teen actors in this movie will be promising stars soon. 
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Ramona And Beezus (2010) 
 

Follows the misadventures of young grade schooler Ramona 

Quimby from Beverly Cleary's popular children's book series. 

Utterly adorable, one of the best family flicks of the year, 

everyone will love it! Ramona Quimby (Joey King) lives in a typical 

middle class neighborhood on the west coast. Her family consists 

of Father Robert (John Corbett), Mother Dorothy (Bridget 

Moynahan), big Sister Beatrice, er, Beezus (Selena Gomez) and a 

new baby sister. Also close to the Quimbys is their mother's 

sibling, Aunt Bea (Ginnifer Goodwin). Unlike Beezus, who is an 

excellent student and very mature for a budding teenager, 

Ramona struggles at school, especially with her no-nonsense 

teacher (Sandra Oh). The instructor doesn't have much patience 

with Ramona's penchant to coin new words, among other issues. 

Life at the house, also, takes a strange turn, when in the middle of 

home-remodelling project, Dad loses his job. Soon, Mom is working part time at her old job and Pop 

becomes the lunch packer and house-husband, while sending out a large amount of resumes. Aunt 

Bea's life, too, receives a curveball when old flame, Hobart (Josh Duhamel) moves back to his original 

home next to the Quimbys. Happily recovered from the long ago heartbreak of Hobart's 

abandonment, Bea is startled to find him lavishing attention on her once again. What's a girl to do? 

Beezus has love trouble, too, when a relationship with long-time pal, Henry Huggins, may turn into a 

romance. Ramona continues to weather storms, such as the day an egg breaks on her head, minutes 

ahead of the school pictures! But, biggest problem of all is the fact that they may have to move, if 

Dad doesn't find a job in town. What will the future bring for the Quimbys? This is very fine family 

flick, with plenty of humor and energy without any objectionable material. In fact, it is a shining 

example of how successful a movie can be without sex or bad language. Then, too, the actors do a 

great job, with King leading the way. What a wholesome and realistic young actress she is! Gomez, 

too, is a winning and lovely young thespian while Corbett, Moynahan, Oh, Goodwin, Duhamel and all 

of the others are lively, all-too-human and flat-out fun. The west coast setting is lovely, as are the 

costumes, script and all other film amenities while the direction is secure and confident. All in all, 

this film is one every family should have on hand, for repeated viewings, I predict, will never grow 

old. With 13-year-old Jason Spevack. 
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Rang-e Khoda (The Color Of Paradise) (1999) 
 

Mohammad (Mohsen Ramezani), a boy at Tehran's institute for 

the blind, waits for his dad to pick him up for summer vacation. 

While waiting, he realizes a baby bird has fallen from its nest: he 

chases away a cat, finds the bird, climbs a tree, and puts it back. 

His father finally comes and takes him to their village where his 

sisters and granny await. The lad is a loving student of nature and 

longs for village life with his family, but his father is ashamed of 

him, wanting to farm the boy out to clear the way for marriage to 

a woman who knows nothing of this son. Over granny's 

objections, dad apprentices Mohammad far from home to a blind 

carpenter. Can anything bring father and son together? This film is 

one of the few films that can really touch everyone -- from the 

beginning to the end this movie gripped me, and made me 

sympathize with the main character on large levels. And not only 

was the film complete in its' development of the main character but it seems that each and every 

character that appear in this film are incredibly human and can be related to. The story alone is 

touching, and with the great work done in the filming and great acting performances, this is one of 

the films that will really stay with me. As far as films go, this is a must see for anyone and everyone -- 

a film that unfolds a sad, human story as well as a great hope for the future all at the same time. 
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Ransom (1996) 
 

Tom Mullen (Mel Gibson) is a successful airline owner. His son, 

Sean (10-year-old Brawley Nolte), was kidnapped and held for 

ransom. Tom however, to everyone's astonishment, appears on 

the TV news and unexpectedly turns the tables on the kidnappers' 

leader (Gary Sinise), by offering money for his head. This step 

changes the kidnapper's plans. Good action thriller that actually 

gets better as the movie progresses. Good all around production 

and will satisfy most fans of this genre. Very good performance by 

Gibson. Could have been better if it had an even higher quality 

script. Not a typical average pop thriller. Has a good edge to it. 

Only for fans of the genre and for big fans of the lead actors. 
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Rascal (1969) 
 

A comedy filled with tenderness as a baby raccoon snuggles his 

way into the life of a lonely boy (15-year-old Bill Mumy). He 

becomes the boy's only companion during his father's frequent 

absences. Because of Rascal, both father and son realize their 

responsibility to each other. If man's best friend is a dog, get 

ready to meet man's funniest friend - he's four pounds of sheer 

delight and one of the best scene stealers to ever upstage an 

actor! Rascal tells a story of a boy (Bill Mumy) and his rescued pet 

raccoon, an animal whose talent for causing loads of mischief is 

equaled only by his power to trigger tons of laughter! Featuring 

superb performances by an all-star cast and spectacular lush 

scenery... this is family entertainment at its finest! I have just seen 

Rascal for the first time and found it very enjoyable. One reason 

for me purchasing this movie was for two of its stars, who have 

played two of the most well known characters in science fiction: Billy Mumy, who played Will 

Robinson in Lost In Space and The Bride of Frankenstein herself, Elsa Lanchester who plays a school 

teacher in this. A boy has just broke up from school for the summer and he finds a raccoon which he 

takes in as a pet and names it Rascal. The boy is on his own for most of the holiday as his sister and 

dad are working away. His mum is dead. So he, Rascal and his pet dog get up to all sorts of 

adventures, and cause chaos in the process. But time comes eventually to send Rascal back into the 

wild and does so at the end and meets a fellow raccoon. Rascal is nicely shot in colour and contains 

some good scenery. Also in the cast are Steve Forest and Pamela Toll. Narration is provided by 

another star who is well known for one of his sci-fi movies: Walter Pigeon (Forbidden Planet). Rascal 

is a nice way to spend an hour and a half one evening. Excellent. 
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Rasmus På Luffen (Rasmus And The Vagabond) (1981) 
 

Rasmus (9-year-old Erik Lindgren) is on the run from the 

Västerhaga children's' home where the harsh Miss Hök is in 

charge. As he follows the roads in search of a new home, he stops 

for a rest in a small, grey hay children in a summer meadow. Here 

he meets Paradis-Oskar, a friendly tramp, who looks after him and 

becomes his new companion and friend. When Rasmus is 

eventually offered a home, he decides to stay with Paradis-Oskar 

and continue to live on the road as a tramp. Rasmus and Paradis-

Oskar walk around Astrid Lindgren's World and may pop up 

virtually anywhere. The best place to meet them is at Rasmus' 

barn, where anyone can also have a go at playing in the hay in the 

hay loft. 
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Rasputin (1996) 
 

In 1910s Russia, Tsar Nicholas II and his wife Alexandra find their 

son Alexei (Freddie Findlay), sole heir to the Romanov dynasty, 

suffering from hemophelia and conventional medicine failing to 

help him. Alexandra looks into finding holistic treatment and finds 

Father Grigori Rasputin, a destitute monk who claims he had a 

vision from the Virgin Mary telling him that the Tsar needed him. 

Though Nicholas and the royal doctor are both skeptical of 

Rasputin's alleged healing abilities, young Alexei quickly bonds 

with the charleton/prophet, so he remains in the Royal Court. But 

Rasputin's constant boozing and womanizing angers the 

aristocracy and worsens the already unstable tensions between 

Nicholas and his subjects. With the seeds of revolution brewing, it 

becomes increasingly apparent that a bad end awaits for the 

entire Royal Family. OK, you can look at this film in two ways - 

either as a good play, or as an historical drama. It works both ways, although my main quibble would 

be that one is left with little real idea of why the revolution took place and what Rasputin's role in 

this was. For that reason, it could have done with being a bit longer and more detailed. Rickman 

plays Rasputin with humour and humanity - not the one-dimensional monster of most other films 

about him, which is a good thing from both a dramatic and historical point of view. Ian McKellen as 

Nicholas II has sweetness and dignity although he is probably too old for the role, and the scenes 

where he almost loses his temper are (historically) highly improbable! I have no problems with Greta 

Scaachi's acting, but from a historical point of view her portrayal of the Empress is altogether too 

vulnerable and lacking in fight; and why the German accent in certain scenes!? I doubt there will 

ever be a film that pleases all of the various fans/critics of Nicholas and Alexandra, Rasputin and the 

Russian revolution; this one is better and less sensational than most. 
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Rat Race (2001) 
 

A group of billionaires led by a Las Vegas casino owner (John 

Cleese) search for things to bet on. They decide to pull a group of 

six strangers together to race from Vegas to Silver City, New 

Mexico to retrieve $2 million hidden in a locker. First one there 

gets all of the money. The first team are two addled brothers 

(Seth Green and Vince Vieluf, who talks indecipherably because of 

a newly pierced tongue). When they cannot catch a plane, they 

plot to destroy an airport control tower in a very funny sequence. 

Their antics carry them into a hot air balloon chase that catches a 

cow with a dangling rope and into a monster truck competition. 

The second team is an estranged mother (Whoopi Goldberg) 

reunited with her daughter (Lanai Chapman), who is struggling to 

start a business. They face an insane squirrel-selling woman 

(Kathy Bates) and steal a rocket car scheduled for a land speed 

record attempt. A hated NFL referee (Cuba Gooding, Jr.) is stranded in the desert by an irate cabbie 

(Paul Rodriguez) and hijacks a busload of Lucille Ball look-alikes on the way to a convention. The 

Jewish family man (Jon Lovitz) on a family vacation joins the race without telling his wife (Kathy 

Najimy) why they are rushing across the country. When his daughter insists on stopping at a Barbie 

museum, it is without realization that it is the Klaus Barbie Nazi Museum. The escape from that 

location involves the theft of Hitler's personal touring car and culminates with Lovitz having his 

tongue burned and accidentally crashing into a WWII Veteran's convention. A narcoleptic Italian 

(Rowan Atkinson in his best Mr. Bean-like manner) gets a ride with an ambulance driver (Wayne 

Knight), who is carting a human heart for a transplant. Through various ineptitude, the heart ends up 

flying out of the truck's window and the two have to recover it from a playful dog. The final race 

member (Breckin Meyer) is a straight-laced future lawyer who at first declines to participate in the 

race, but re-thinks his position after he meets a smart, beautiful woman (Amy Smart) who is flying a 

helicopter to New Mexico. He quickly finds out that she is unbalanced after she flies over her boy 

friend's house and starts an attack on the boy friend when she sees him in the pool with an ex-girl 

friend. An air pursuit results in the crash of the helicopter. Dave Thomas also appears as Cleese's 

humorless attorney. Donald Sinclair (John Cleese) owns the biggest, snazziest, flashiest, high rolling-

est casino in Las Vegas. And to entertain some of his wealthiest patrons, he's staged the most 

original high stakes game that Sin City has ever seen! The contestants? Six teams. The jackpot? Two 

million dollars stuffed in a locker hundreds of miles away. The odds of winning? One in six. The 

rules? Well there's only one--get there first! What the racers don't know is that the tycoon and his 

rich buddies are betting on the outcome and are tracking every move the teams make. It's only a 

matter of time before they figure out who really stands to win the most before switching course to 

look for a different kind of pay-off. A betting-obsessed casino mogul and his group of just as bad 

billionaire associates, sets up a new kind of gamble in a race for $2 million hidden away in a locker. 

They enlist the aid of eight people who happen to be residing in his casino at once. A clean cut 

lawyer, a disgraced NFL referee, two inept brothers, a determined mother and daughter, a 

narcoleptic Italian immigrant, and a desperate father embark on a series of misadventures to obtain 

the money regardless of what it takes. From start to finish, it's all laughs. The movie is meant to be 



wacky and to be really taken seriously. I especially love the part when Jon Lovitz looks like Hitler. It's 

one of the best popcorn comedies of 2001. Just sit back and have fun. 
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Ratatouille (2007) 
 

Remy is a rat, constantly risking life in an expensive French 

restaurant because of his love of good food, as well as a desire to 

become a chef. Yet, obviously, this is a rather tough dream for a 

rat. But opportunity knocks when a young boy, who desperately 

needs to keep his job at the restaurant, despite his lack of cooking 

abilities, discovers and partners the young Remy. Its up to the two 

of them to avoid the insane head chef, bring the rest of Remy's 

family up to his standards, win his partner a girl, and, of course, 

produce the finest Ratatouille in all of France. I checked out a 

sneak preview of Ratatouille last night, and I must say I truly loved 

this movie. Everything from the animation to the score to the 

voice acting to the story (and especially the story) was EXCELLENT. 

I don't know if it appeals to kids as much as other Pixar offerings, 

but this one upholds their legacy of excellence. Casting Patton 

Oswalt as Remy was PERFECT. The rest of the voice cast was outstanding as well...including Pixar 

"house voice" John Ratzenberger. See if you can tell which guy he is without foreknowledge (as in, 

don't read the cast list). Michael Giacchino's score was as perfect for this story as the award-winning 

one he created for "The Incredibles" and the incredible music he has created for most of J.J. Abrams' 

recent projects, including "Alias" and "Lost". Even with my 3-year-old son making it really hard to 

concentrate, and our "we got to the theater late and had to sit up front" seats, this movie was 

fantastic. Everyone should go see it, even if they don't have kids. Brad Bird - you done right by us 

movie fans again...Ratatouille is great! 

Copy Of Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack...English, Chinese, Malay & Thai Subtitles 
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Ratcatcher (1999) 
 

Glasgow, summer, 1973. Dustmen are striking; bags of garbage 

add to the blight of council flats and a fetid canal. Ryan (Thomas 

McTaggart), who's about 12-years-old, drowns during a play fight 

with his neighbor, the jug-eared James (William Eadie). James 

runs home, a flat where he lives with his often-drunk da, his ma, 

and sisters, who live in hope of moving to newly-built council 

flats. The slice-of-life, coming-of-age story follows James as he 

tags along with the older lads; has a friendship with his quirky wee 

rodent-loving neighbor, Kenny (John Miller); spends time with 

Margaret Anne, myopic, slightly older, the local sexual punching 

bag; and, has a moment or two of joy. The strike may end, but is 

there any way out for James? Well Worth Watching. Who are 

these people saying that RATCATCHER is "pretentious art-house 

crap"?? I suppose what they want is just good IL' downhome 

Hollywood swill? Don't they pay any attention at all to things like lovely cinematography, fine 

writing, and careful pacing? RATCATCHER is a beautiful movie, though hard to watch because of the 

desperate conditions of its main characters. It's full of worrisome situations and a complicated 

storyline that sticks with you for days. It has qualities of both compression and mystery, much like 

well-crafted poetry has compared to prose. Don't believe the whiners about this movie - it's NOT 

pretentious, it's inclusive and generous, and though it doesn't provide us with an easy let's-have-

popcorn-and-watch-Schwarzenegger-blow-things-up kind of entertainment, it's well-crafted, well-

written, beautifully shot, and worth watching and thinking about. A very powerful movie which will 

stick with you for a long time. I saw this movie recently at a special Student premiere in Leicester 

Square in London. I'd read a few reviews from various magazines about the movie and its lack of 

Narrative structure, but from watching the first 5 minutes, I knew this was something special. This 

has to be one of the most powerful British Movies ever made. The acting is superb, the whole cast is 

brilliant especially the children. Lynn Ramsey directs her feature debut with confidence and 

professional ability, and the result is stunning. The Narrative does give way slightly after the 

"accident" and the movie seems to forget about that fateful day on the canal, it seems to drift a 

little, but this, as I found out afterwards was on purpose. The movie was originally envisaged as 20 

short stories which came into one, and it was also designed so the audience would always have this 

event in the back of their minds throughout the movie and whenever something relevant happened 

you were instantly reminded of it. Their are a few minor controversial scenes in the movie which 

some members of the audience did not agree with and others simply laughed off - I was not 

bothered about the main controversial scene but could see and hear that some people were 

offended. The setting of Glasgow in the late 1970s is well represented, and set around the dustbin 

men strike of '76. The atmosphere of living in a disease ridden place like this with rubbish piling up 

on every corner is almost tangible. The balance between bleakness and humour is never crossed too 

far either side. The subject matter is very depressing and humour was therefore injected in places 

(such as the rat on the moon sequence) to lighten up the audience and not have them leaving the 

cinema depressed. This movie is a real stunner, don't be fooled by reviews and magazines saying 

otherwise go and see this movie at the first possible chance. You will not be disappointed. 
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Ratz (2000) 
 

Change two rats into guys? Whatever! When I first watched Ratz, I 

couldn't believe how much I laughed. It is about two teen best 

friends, Marci and Summer, who thanks to their wacky adult 

buddy Doris, get a hold of a magical ring that grants wishes. 

Before they know it they are responsible for two teenage boys, 

who were formally rats, and plan on taking the male hotties to the 

Spring Fling dance. Chaos obviously ensues. The concept of this 

movie is so far-fetched, the plot line so crazy, and the acting so 

mediocre that it made this movie one of the funniest I have ever 

seen! The comedy of it is cute and humorous, making you laugh if 

you don't try to over analyze it. If you watched Ratz with an open 

mind and a positive out look, you will find it funny. It is not meant 

to be one of those silver screen, four star comedies. But it is still 

good enough to entertain you. 
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Ravager (1997) 
 

A small passenger spaceship is forced to make a crash landing 

somewhere on a desolate territory on Earth. In search of some 

essential mineral the crew discovers a hidden stash of military bio-

weapon surplus. One of the crew members gets infected, and 

starts showing murderous tendencies. Very poor special fx (surely 

made by 1 person in his garage on his PC during a 1 week 

vacancy), catastrophic storyline (zombie, spaceship, nice chick, 

and a bit of this ravaging liquid...), under the ground decoration 

(surely they filmed in the garden of the guy who did the special 

FX), and bad acting! Well this is a must see, because you'll never 

see anything as bad as this film. If your video renter can provide 

you this film, don't hesistate to rent a second one to watch after 

this one. I've had a big big laugh watching it with friends, but be 

careful because I don't think this film was supposed to be comic. 
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Reach For Glory (1963) 
 

During World War II, teenage boys in a small English town are 

consumed with jingoism and brutal war games, hoping dearly that 

the war won't end before they can fight in it. John (Martin 

Tomlinson), one of the younger members, is increasingly torn 

between these peer group values and his deepening homoerotic 

friendship with Mark (14-year-old Oliver Grimm), a gentle Jewish 

refugee whom his gang has ostracized as a sissy and a coward. 

Based on the novel 'The Custard Boys', by John Rae. Reminiscent 

of 'Lord of the Flies' in depicting adolescent cruelty growing 

unchecked to tragic extremes. The obtuse nastiness with which 

adults view the completely innocent relationship between the 

two boys is based on the same regressive ignorance which prompts them to make war. They 

condemn each boy's search for love, as they push him to play war games in an atmosphere of cruelty 

and mistrust. War and jingoism are thus portrayed as the denial of man's natural inclination to love: 

"you've got to be taught to hate". As society embraces hate, the result means personal disaster for 

the individual who innocently chooses otherwise. This is a moving film drama from a time when such 

questions were considered suitable material for the screen. A forgotten classic. 
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Real Swiss Family Robinson (2009) 

 

Families leave their regular lives behind and sample life on a desert island. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 1: The Dyes in Kiribati; Andy Dye and his wife Vicki have lived the good life for the last 

decade, enjoying all the luxuries they could afford, courtesy of Vicki's job running her own 

recruitment company and Andy's building firm, which also employed 21-year-old daughter Charlotte 

and her boyfriend Tom. Along with 13-year-old daughter Courtney, they all live in Essex. As the 

recession hit, Andy's building business collapsed, leaving three of them out of work, and Andy 

questioning whether or not all the hard work was all worth it, and whether the three-car, three-

holiday lifestyle was what he wanted anymore. So he persuaded the family to leave their creature 

comforts behind and join him on a life changing adventure - three weeks on a deserted island. Here 

they face the ultimate family test and re-evaluate their lives. 

Episode 2: The Busbys in Panama; Families leave their regular lives behind and sample life on a 

desert island. Hairdresser Denise Querino-Busby and her cabbie husband Richard worry that they've 

forgotten how to interact with their daughters Leila and Alana, due to the pressures of modern life 

and lengthy working hours. Catapulted 5,000 miles from London to a wild island off the coast of 

Panama, Richard goes into overdrive providing for the family, but is he pushing himself too hard? 

Meanwhile, the sisters discover a genuine love of nature and Denise reassesses her parenting skills 

and reveals her plans for the family to escape the rat race - permanently. 

Episode 3: The Hunts in the Cook Islands; Families leave their regular lives behind and sample life on 

a desert island. The high-earning, high-spending Hunt family from Swindon, who are used to a big 

house and a lavish lifestyle, head off to the Cook Islands in the Pacific. Dad Rikki is a big 

businessman, but Mum Laura feels that money is their biggest bugbear and that the kids are far too 

used to having it all on a plate. She's desperate for the family to give basic living a go and explore 

how they can change their ways. As they arrive on Atiu in the Cook Islands they face tropical storms 

and struggle to make a watertight shelter. 



Episode 4: The Blanchs in Tanzania; Families leave their regular lives behind and sample life on a 

desert island. Hospitality king and queen, Chris Edwardes and Amanda Blanch have worked round 

the clock for the last nine years to make a success of their hotel - and a dinner club in Brighton. But 

since the recession they've hit crisis point. They're struggling to stay afloat with an enormous million 

pound loan to pay off. That would be bad enough, but for Amanda it's made worse by the guilt she 

feels for work having got in the way of family life - and time she hasn't spent with her children, 18-

year-old Jake, and 16-year-old India. They head off for three weeks on an island off Pemba in 

Tanzania, to spend much needed time as a family - and to make some key decisions about what to 

do with their sinking business. It's a whole new world for the Blanch family as they overcook octopus 

the boys have spent hours hunting for and then after stumbling knee deep in mud for a crab, 

struggle to cook that too. But once they adapt to their new African environment and get a taste of 

local life, they come away with very different priorities and a new way to battle their massive debt. 
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Re-Animated (2006) 
 

Jimmy (12-year-old Dominic Janes) is the kid everybody ignores 

and uses. One day, he gets into a freak accident. The only way for 

him to survive is a brain transplant. He gets the brain of Milt 

Appleday, a famous cartoon creator. And when he wakes up, he 

can see cartoons! Though I have the program they edited this 

movie on, this movie was absolutely terrible. The acting was 

clueless, I didn't even know when they were making a joke or 

when they were really acting. The director seriously needs to 

wake up and see what was happening. I mean, the family was 

odd, and the whole plot was just a waste of two hours. If you 

want to watch some good movies, watch HBO. Dominic Janes did 

a pretty swell job at some points, but the rest of the cast I can't 

even describe. I mean, who in the world would be in the hospital 

in a costume and preparing surgery on a boy. The effect of how 

Dominic flew in the air when the train hit him was clearly fake, even with the lines not there. Thus, 

do not watch this film they say on Cartoon Network as the best movie ever. The cast will quite 

disappoint you. With Micah Karns. 
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Rebel Without A Cause (1955) 
 

Jim Stark (James Dean) is the new kid in town. He has been in 

trouble elsewhere; that's why his family has had to move before. 

Here he hopes to find the love he doesn't get from his middle-

class family. Though he finds some of this in his relation with Judy, 

and a form of it in both Plato's adulation and Ray's real concern 

for him, Jim must still prove himself to his peers in switchblade 

knife fights and "chickie" games in which cars race toward a 

seaside cliff. This film bears watching once every 5 years or so. It is 

astonishing on many levels, not least of which is the exploration of 

the underbelly of the happy suburban post-war years in middle 

class America. Yes, we all rave about the beautiful and sadly short 

lived life of James Dean who died before this movie opened. To 

die also in a manner highlit in this movie - he was co-incidentally a 

promo for it. Fast driving and fast cars. Poor James. What I enjoy 

most though in all of it is the afore-mentioned exploration of 

hitherto fairly underdeveloped film themes in the America of the fifties. For one, there is the 

underlying homosexual element to the Sal Mineo character and his obsession with James. And here 

James is allowed to indulge and return this love, not overtly, but it is there, the tolerance and 

acknowledgment of it. The character of Judy, played by Natalie Wood is also of tremendous interest. 

Here there is an incestuous component in her relationship to her father. It seems to me that the 

father is terrified of his attraction to his gorgeous daughter and keeps pushing her away to the 

degree that at one point he slaps her as she tries to kiss him. She escapes from home at every 

chance seeking male attention from wherever she can get it. James' parents are a little overblown 

and too quickly resolved at the end. But the appearance of an "emasculated" Jim Backus (he wears 

an apron in case we don't quite get it!) is a sight for sore eyes. A little dated in the world of today but 

so far ahead of its time in 1955. 
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Recipe For A Perfect Christmas (2005) 
 

The holiday season is turned upside down for a neophyte food 

critic JJ (Pope) when her uninhibited mother (Baranski) shows up 

unannounced. In an attempt to occupy her mom's time, JJ works 

out a deal with a young chef (Cannavale) that stirs up some 

matters of the heart. Christine Baranski brings liveliness to a 

Christmas tale about a very different mother and daughter. I liked 

this movie because it addresses a common baby boomer problem 

- the flamboyant, youthful mom from the wild '60s and the 

conservative, unflashy daughter. What the mother considers 

helping ("Would it kill you to wear a little color?") is seen by her 

daughter, a restaurant reviewer, as pure meddling. When the 

daughter is on a deadline and can't work due to her mother -- just 

as a for instance - exercising as she sings "The Twelve Days of 

Christmas," she enlists the help of a restaurateur (Bobby 

Cannevale) who is desperate for her to review his restaurant. In exchange for her eating there and 

possibly writing a review, he agrees to take her mother out during her visit. Well, things don't go 

exactly as planned. Christine Baranski gives a multilayered performance as the mother, who's used 

to putting on a happy face. Bobby Cannevale is sweet as the restaurateur, and Carly Pope is pretty 

and intense as the daughter. Underneath all the comic moments is a poignant story of intimate 

strangers. It's a good holiday movie with a satisfying ending, in the Christmas spirit. 
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Redboy 13 (1997) 
 

The boy (19-year-old Devon Roy-Brown) who came in from the 

Cold. Viewers would be ill-advised not to take this parody fairly 

seriously, especially given the remarkable insights provided by the 

director's surprisingly modest commentary. In this commentary 

(available on the DVD), director van Bavel seemed to believe 'a' 

major defect in the movie is that of Redboy's changing age, 

necessitated by the fact that the filming took longer than 

originally anticipated. Perhaps the depth of this issue can be 

illustrative of the complex art of this marvelously silly parody of 

films and life. Yes, at first the viewer wonders if there are two 

actors. But by the end of the movie, it becomes apparent that this 

is not a negative at all -- on the contrary. This is a film with binary 

themes related to the protagonist: student/super spy, toys/real 

weapons, the imaginary/the real, the child/the man. When I saw that the child/man theme was so 

important (the child-warrior theme being an archetypal theme in literature, viz. Joan of Arc, King 

Arthur, etc.), I began to see that presenting Redboy as of an ambiguous age, first young, then 

unpredictably older, is certainly one of the greatest and most perceptive strengths of the film, if not 

the greatest strength. Children, after all, may at first seem incapable, then surprisingly prove to be 

masters of their situation. The discontinuity of Redboy's age forces the viewer to confront a truth of 

humanity that can never be so graphically reflected in real life. Up to now, perhaps only novels have 

been able to portray characters over a span of time -- or, in film, the comparatively artificial use of 

several actors to portray one character. It may in fact be that few movies in history have provided us 

the opportunity to see the protagonist over a wider variation in age and appearance, since, as van 

Bavel notes, children that age change rapidly. Granted, if van Bavel had known from the beginning 

what the filming situation was to be, he almost certainly would have planned things differently -- 

even if he had in fact made the decision to include scenes from several divergent ages over a couple 

of years for Redboy. But as it is, I can't imagine apologizing for the fact that Redboy is of varying ages 

in the film, at least not without major qualification, even if in fact it seemed an accidental 

development. In fact, as well all know, art is characteristically 'accidental' -- or seems to be at the 

time. The fact that van Bavel didn't scrap it or re-do the whole thing with another actor is also an 

artistic decision. Now, I'm aware, as van Bavel suggests in the commentary, that there is a danger of 

reading into the film more than is there, but as I say, even if the age issue was unplanned, that does 

not make it any less valid a strength, and I wouldn't wonder if it is not, consciously or unconsciously, 

one of the reasons for the admirable success of the film. 
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Reflections In A Golden Eye (1967) 
 

On a U.S. Army post circa 1948, a major who is an impotent, latent 

homosexual is married to an infantile birdbrain who never misses 

an opportunity to ridicule his masculine failings. He displaces his 

hostility by brutally flogging her horse and she retaliates by 

humiliating him before a houseful of guests, repeatedly slashing 

him across the face with her riding crop. She is also committing 

adultery with the officer next door, who's wife cut off her nipples 

with garden shears after the death of her baby. She has sought 

solace in the ministrations of her effeminate houseboy. The sixth 

character, coveted by the major, is a darkly handsome noncom, a 

voyeur and lingerie-fondler, given to nightly appearances as a 

peeping tom in the birdbrain's bedroom and daily sessions of 

horseback riding in the middle of the woods stark naked. For 

those with an interest in how Carson McCullers's strange novella 

made it to the screen at all, a book fills in the background. 

TROUBLES IN A GOLDEN EYE reveals the origins of the plot (a voyeur was reported near a fort where 

McCullers lived) through the possible other movie adaptations. In 1957, Burt Lancaster and Monty 

Clift wanted to play the leads as an obverse version to FROM HERE TO ETERNITY. Eventually John 

Huston became interested and cast Clift, not as the enlisted voyeur, but as Captain Penderton. 

Elizabeth Taylor wanted to work again with her old friend and joined as Penderton's wife. After 

Clift's sudden death, Brando was brought into the film. Newcomer Robert Forster played the private. 

All the filming problems from Long Island to Rome are detailed in the new book, which is available 

from the publisher, Xlibris.com and is also found on BarnesandNoble.com. From the opening of 

Reflections in a Golden Eye: "There is a fort in the South where a few years ago a murder was 

committed. The participant of this tragedy were: two officers, a soldier, two women, a Filipino, and a 

horse..." From the opening of Troubles in a Golden Eye: "There is a movie version of a novella filmed 

a few years ago that was murdered by the critics. Besides the author, the participants of this travesty 

included a legendary director, two major Oscar-winning film stars, two notable costars, a few untried 

actors, and a horse...". 
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Reinas (Queens) (2005) 
 

In Spain, a couple of days before a collective gay wedding, the 

lives of five mothers, whose sons will get married, are entwined: 

Judge Helena is in charge of the ceremony; the entrepreneur in 

hotel business Magda is hosting the guests in her hotel and is 

responsible for the banquet, while facing a strike leaded by her 

lover and chef; the nymphomaniac Nuria is facing problems due to 

her disease; the wealthy Reyes is having a crush for the father of 

her son's mate and her gardener; and the Argentinean cooker 

Ofelia is facing financial problems and difficulties in with her son's 

mate. Along three days, they have complicated relationships with 

their sons and mates, ex-husbands, lovers and employees. I saw 

this film recently as part of the Manchester celebrations of the 

enactment of the Civil Partnership Act and I was expecting from 

the write up a foreign language film with an ethereal link to this 

specific political moment in time. However it was a fantastically funny film! The film follows a series 

of couples over the weekend prior to the first gay weddings in Spain. The delight of the film for me 

was the intensity of the spectoral gaze upon the relationships between 'gay in-laws' and between 

gay men and their mothers. The film refuses any clichés. The defining aspect of this film that makes 

it excellent is that I totally forgot about the subtitles and just lived the action! The other defining 

aspect of the films greatness is that this was the first film I have watched at the cinema since 'The 

Full Monty' that had a raucous round of applause verging onto a standing ovation! 
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Rentaghost (1976) 
 

Harold and Ethel Meaker live in South Ealing and run 'Rentaghost' 

where they rent ghosts out to the public. Over the years many 

ghosts came and went but the main Rentaghost crew consisted of 

- Timothy Claypole - A jester at the court of Queen Matilda (The 

Dreaded Tyrant of the Twelfth Century) Hazel the McWitch - The 

ghost of a Scottish witch who was recruited during the 

rentapotion venture Nadia Popov - A Dutch ghost who still 

suffered from hayfever and had a habit of 'popping off' whenever 

she saw a flower Fred Mumford - Originally founded Rentaghost 

after becoming a ghost in a shipping accident six months 

previously and runs the business for a short time. Hubert 

Davenport - A distinguished Victorian gentleman. The Meaker's 

next door neighbours, Rose and Arthur Perkins, were convinced 

that the Meaker's were a pair of nutters and hired a private 

detective then tried to get a psychiatrist to convince them that they needed treatment. Harold 

Meaker - Originally the spooks landlord but later took over the business when Fred Mumford 

couldn't keep up with the rent. Ethel Meaker - Harold's wife who fancies herself as a bit of a singer. 

"Ooooh Arthur! What are those lunatics The Meekers up to now?" Aaahhh, 'the' TV show of my 

childhood. Frequently pantomimonic, the antics of Claypole and the cast of (flippin') spooks amused 

me for a sizeable chunk of my childhood. The early episodes had actual plot and purpose with the 

profitless Rentaghost business, the later ones were low on quantity with the Spooks living with the 

Meekers. Christmas cracker joke scripts, a pantomime horse, Christopher Biggins acting more camp 

than a weekend at Butlins and an unhealthy dose of bluescreen effects with every episode leading to 

an all-cast chase around the Meekers' living room table as the theme tune played every week. 

Harmless fun for the children of the 70s in the days before childrens television had to be educational 

and lost any creativity it ever had. Gone are the days of sit-coms for kids, but the spirit (ahem) is 

kept alive in "Rentaghost's" occasional repeats tucked away in the armpit of satellite television. A 

classic. No question. Well, you must excuse me, the astral lift is waiting to whisk me away! "Come 

away from the window, Rose..." A ghostly fantasy comedy that proved irresistible to - and durable 

with - younger viewers. Writer Bob Block's original concept featured ghosts who have come back 

from the spiritual world to make amends for failing in their previous existence, but although the 

spectres had magical powers they still tended to be hidebound by the same ineptness that had 

dogged them during their earthly lives. In the opening episode, Fred Mumford returns from the spirit 

world and opens the agency Rentaghost, which offers ghosts and poltergeists for hire on a daily or 

weekly rental. He is helped (and hindered) in these plans by a fussy Victorian ghost, Davenport, and 

mischievous medieval poltergeist Claypole. Initially, Mumford enlists the additional support of his 

still-living parents, but things really take off when he links up with wheeler-dealer Mr. Meaker, who 

becomes their agent. The four had many comically spooky adventures before Davenport and 

Mumford moved on, leaving Meaker and Claypole to run the show. Following their departure (from 

series five) the format changed, becoming more domestic, and other characters were brought in and 

began to share centre stage, notably Hazel the McWitch and, in later episodes, Nadia Popov. Like 

many other children's series, Rentaghost was able to attract more than decent actors to its ranks. 



Series 1 (5 Episodes) (1976) 
 

Episode 1: Fred Mumford descends from the spirit world and forms 'Rentaghost'. 

Episode 2: Rentaghost is assigned exorcise the ghost of a highwayman from Heathrow airport. 

Episode 3: Mr. Meaker is hospitalised when he learns that his tenants are ghosts. 

Episode 4: The Rentaghost team get a job as security guards in a department store. 

Episode 5: Rentaghost gets a job haunting a stately manor when Fred's ghostly uncle organises a 

strike. 
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Rent-A-Kid (1995) 
 

Harry Habert, owner of a rent office has an original idea: To rent 

baby's from a nearby orphanage to the local families. He rents the 

Ward brothers (14-year-old Amos Crawley & 10-year-old Cody 

Jones) to his first customers. Russ and Valerie are having 

discussions about starting a family. The couple live in a posh 

apartment and run an auction business that deals with valuable 

collectibles. At the same time, a dedicated adoption agency owner 

takes a mini vacation and leaves the orphanage in the charge of 

his father (Leslie Nielsen). Father Harry is in the rental business 

and he gets the brilliant idea to "rent" some of the children of the 

orphanage to couples like Russ and Valerie. Harry, who becomes 

aware of the couple'e dilemma, offers a family of siblings for a 10 

day rental period! Brandon, Kyle, and Molly move into the 

apartment with their temporary parents, with amusing consequences, as the new caretakers are 

inexperienced with kids. But, where is the possibility of a happy ending? This is a darling family film. 

The actors, including Nielsen as the wheeler-dealer and Christopher Lloyd as the kind apartment 

doorman, are all wonderful. The script is snappy and fun and the overall production values quite 

high. Yes, if only life could be this way! Orphaned children everywhere deserve a chance to prove 

that they are lovable and can give so much joy to the parents who are considering adoption. If you 

want to show a film to your family that is rooted in good values but is also highly entertaining, find 

this movie. It is guaranteed to have everyone laughing, even as their hearts are melting. 
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Respiro (Boccanera) (Respiro: Grazia's Island) (2002) 
 

Grazia (Golino) is a mother of three who spends suffocating days 

packing fish while her husband Pietro (Amato) is at sea. Her oft-

erratic behavior leads Pietro into thinking she may need medical 

attention, and he prepares to send her off to a psychiatric 

institute in Milan. Their son Pasquale (15-year-old Francesco 

Casisa), the one person who understand his mother the most, 

vows to do whatever it takes to foil his father's plan. In this 

Cannes award-winner based on a Sicilian fable, a beautiful young 

mother living on a small island excites the disapproval of her 

fellow villagers with her carefree behaviour. When her relatives 

suggest she need psychiatric treatment, her son must help her 

escape the condemnation of the town. This is really and simply a 

wonderful film. I saw it by accident, so it took me by surprise. The 

film is like other (very good) Italian films in that it features a simple story, wonderful characters, lots 

of 'couleur locale', and very good actors. And then add some very nice shots and a superb location. If 

I was reading this, I would start to fear for a film that gets lost in its niceness and remains too light. 

But not Respiro (or Lampedusa, after the island it was filmed at). Already in the opening scenes it is 

made clear that there is a lot of violence and suspense in the air. Not that there is any blood to be 

seen in this film. There is a lot of fighting between groups of young boys and the adults defend their 

honor with physical violence, but things never get really mean. Between the beauty of the island and 

the harshness of existence on it walks, no, floats, one woman named Grazia. The camera loves her, 

her sons love her, and even the other islanders love her. But she too different, too non-conforming 

to be tolerated in the long run. In an interesting twist, it is not Grazia but her son Pasquale who is 

the story teller in this film. We see things through his eyes and it is only through him that we get to 

know his wonderful but mysterious mother. Like the rest of the village, Pasquale is torn between 

convention and love for her. With him being a 13-year-old in a very traditional family, it is totally 

believable that we see Pasquale commanding his mother to not swim in the sea in one scene, and 

adoringly follow her in the next. And this sums up the film for me: A simple but beautiful story, with 

an undercurrent of critique or bewilderment at the traditional family style and its low tolerance for 

being different; a very positive outlook and a love for life, which is shared by all and reflected in the 

end of the movie; and beautiful and sometimes magical atmosphere which is the most difficult thing 

ever to create in a movie. 
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Return From Witch Mountain (1978) 
 

Tia (14-year-old Kim Richards) and her brother Tony (16-year-old 

Ike Eisenmann) have supernatural powers, can communicate and 

move things with the power of their mind alone. They arrive on 

Earth for a visit in Los Angeles. When Tony uses his powers to 

prevent an accident, he gets into the hands of Dr. Gannon, a 

ruthless scientist who's constantly striving for power over the 

world. He puts him a device into the brain that allows him to 

control Tony's will. Tia gets help from a kids gang to free Tony and 

save the Earth. In this sequal to "Escape From Witch Mountain," 

Tia and Tony (Kim Richards and Ike Eisenmann), teenage sister 

and brother who possess extraordinary powers, leave their safe 

refuge on witch mountain for a trip to Los Angeles (their transport 

ship lands in the Rose Bowl). Tony is kidnapped by the evil Dr. 

Gannon (Christopher Lee) and his spinster partner Letha (Bette 

Davis) and brainwashed into helping Gannon and Letha commit various crimes. It's up to Tia and a 

gang of truant kids to rescue Tony and prevent a major disaster. Disney's sequel to their not-bad 

1975 hit "Escape To Witch Mountain" brings back Ike Eisenmann and Kim Richards as the teen-tykes 

from outer space, here battling wits and powers with villainous Bette Davis and Christopher Lee (and 

their chauffeur, Anthony James, who also played a chauffeur alongside Davis in "Burnt Offerings"!). 

Well-enough made, but the movie loses sight of what was so special about the first film (a kid's flick 

with the emphasis on character, not overtly outlandish special effects). Davis is alert and anxious, 

but she's practically smothered under the gaudy make-up and is left to chew the scenery without 

benefit of a strong script. Poor Christopher Lee has it even worse, blending into the foreground 

action while the kids steal all his scenes. The plotting gets too heavy in the final third, what with Los 

Angeles about to be decimated and delinquent children running amok, but the worst decision was to 

separate siblings Tony and Tia for much of the movie. Some good sequences, Jack Soo does nice 

work in a warm supporting bit, and a goat nearly saves the day (and gets a big "thank you" to boot!) 
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Return To Innocence (2001) 
 

Glen Erskine: A family man and the director and chief of staff of 

New Horizons, a group home and counseling center for abused 

boys. Glen is a child psychologist with impeccable credentials who 

has an international reputation as one of the foremost scholars in 

the study of male adolescent sexuality. Tommy Jackson (Andrew 

Martin): A victim of emotional, physical, and sexual abuse since 

he was an infant, Tommy is taken into custody by the Department 

of Social Services and placed at New Horizons after his mother is 

arrested by the FBI for making pornographic videos of him and 

selling them on the Internet. At New Horizons, Tommy's young 

life finally seems to be coming together. But when the nature of 

the love he shares with one of his counselors is discovered and 

their relationship is destroyed, Tommy strikes back by accusing 

the man he believes responsible - Glen Erskine. With that 

accusation, the stage is set for a dark, disturbing, and yet poignant tale of love, commitment, 

betrayal, forgiveness, and redemption and a riveting look at the processes and agendas involved in 

the prosecution of a child sex abuse case. Return to Innocence is a very interesting movie in terms of 

its subject. It deals with relationships between boys and male adults and their effects. The movie is 

based on Gary M. Frazier's novel. The author himself does the screenplay and thus participates in 

the making of this LifeLine Entertainment Picture. The movie is directed and produced by Rocky 

Costanzo, Black&White and endowed with a gripping score by Orren Merton. It is the story of Glen 

Erskine (a solid Richard Meese), director and chief of staff of New Horizons, a group home and 

counseling center for abused boys, and the relationship to one of his boys, 13-year-old Tommy 

Jackson (Andrew Martin). Now Glen Erskine is the leading personality in the field of child therapy 

and a first-rate scholar of male sexuality, having dealt with the phenomenon of pederasty and 

intergenerational relationships in various books and articles. When Glen finds out that one of his 

counselors has had a sexual encounter with Tommy Jackson, he confronts him with the 

consequences, which ultimately leads to an accident and the death of this counselor. Now Tommy 

Jackson strikes back by accusing the man he believes responsible. With that accusation of child 

molestation, the stage is set for a gloomy, disturbing, yet still emotionally stirring and poignant tale 

of love and sacrifice, redemption and forgiveness. Thus this movie becomes a thrilling court room 

drama and provides a riveting inside look at the processes and agendas involved in the handling of a 

child sex abuse case. Rocky Costanzo has approached a subject that many ordinary citizens would 

preferably sweep under the carpet. The story of Glen Erskine is indeed very controversial - as is the 

man and some of his attitudes. What I find particularly striking about this production is the fact that 

Glen Erskine appears to be a man of strong character and principles. He believes in what he his 

doing, he shows fierce commitment and unwavering sacrifice. In fact, as we find out in the movie, he 

has never had sexual contact with any of the boys under his custody. His entire life turns upside 

down as he has to defend himself in the courtroom. He has to defend his honor, but also his entire 

personal background of caring about boys and working for them with unselfish passion. In the 

course of the trial before the grand jury, we get an idea of Glen's work, his values and his character. 

He has committed himself to a cause that leads a morally biased public to question his 



righteousness, which makes you think about the controversy of men who devote their lives to help 

young boys. Thus this movie is a pervasive tale of the most human of all emotions: love. To make this 

very clear, the movie does not answer the most urgent question it evokes: Is a sexual relationship 

between an adult and a boy always considered molestation and abuse, leading to negative effects on 

the boy's mind? Or can it under certain premises - if not be appreciated - at least get rid of its sinister 

reputation? Or in other words: Is there really no difference between sexual predators and boy-

lovers? This is the main essence of the story. The answer is not given; it is left to the audience to 

make up their minds, if they are open-minded enough to even consider reflecting about this issue. 

Having seen this movie, my thoughts circled around this issue for a while, and I started doing some 

research on the Internet. I am too young, too inexperienced and lacking the scientific knowledge to 

assess any of the heavy moral questions addressed. However, I quickly found many information 

about the movie, the novel and the issues brought up in there. The devotion and passion Glen 

Erskine embodies is something I could never live up to, but I can easily identify with his intentions. 

He loves his boys, and his boys love him. I have found some articles that differentiate between so-

called 'boy-lovers' and pederasts. The latter are primarily interested in getting sexually stimulated by 

boys, while the former just care about the boys and would never do anything that hurts them. I was 

not aware of this distinction before, but having seen this movie and reflected about the issue, it 

makes some sense to me. So the question is, should every male adult strictly refuse any sort of 

sexual touch, even if there is no threat, violence or whatever, but just mutual love? Having said this, 

Glen Erskine is not even a member of this category, for he has never done anything like that. There 

are scientific articles that claim that boys are not necessarily harmed, even if there is some sort of 

sexual relationship; something hard to digest for dour conservatives. I just meant to point out the 

moral aspects addressed by the movie, issues that are shunned by the public and rather ignored 

than discussed - which ultimately leads to branding everyone who spends too much time with boys, 

even if there is no evidence of child abuse. Rapists and men who care about boys must not be put 

into the same category. I cannot see anything sinister in the kind of devotion Glen Erskine shows 

towards his boys; on the contrary, this movie made me glad that there are men who overcome our 

morally biased public and give boys the kind of love they need. However, this movie has done a 

great job in bringing these issues to the fore. I give it a 8, basically due to the theme. The movie itself 

has some weaknesses. While the score was wonderful and the Black&White did strengthen the 

visuals in a stunning manner, the acting was somehow shallow and not as convincing as I would have 

liked it to be. The actors were awkward occasionally and not really capable of giving their characters 

the emotional depth and authenticity that this subject would have required. 
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Return To Oz (1985) 
 

It has been six months since Dorothy has returned to Kansas from 

Oz and she still cannot sleep. She has been going on about 

imaginary places and people so much that Aunt Em takes her to 

see a doctor. Dorothy promptly escapes from the mental hospital 

and wakes up in Oz where her favorite chicken can now talk. 

There she meets a whole new bunch of friends and they set off to 

rescue the Scarecrow from an evil Gnome King who has found her 

Ruby Slippers and has used them to lay waste to the Emerald city 

and take over Oz. Dorothy Gale has recently come back to Kansas 

from the land of Oz is now almost back to perfect health since the 

incident of the tornedo, only she cannot get that wonderful place 

out of her head. She talks frequently about it and cannot get any 

sleep at night. Her Aunt Em worries about her health/well-being. 

Thinking that her niece is suffering delusional depression and 

acute insomnia, she decides to take Dorothy to see a special doctor in another town. While the 

doctor tries to treat little Dorothy with electro-shock treatment and take away those nasty dreams 

from her head, Dorothy is rescued by a mysterious girl who leads her back to the land of oz for a 

new adventure. Dorothy, back in Kansas, can't stop thinking about Oz, and even believes that her 

friends have sent her a key. Auntie Em, worried for Dorothy's health, takes her to a famous doctor 

who works miracles with electricity. When Dorothy escapes from the treatment, she and a chicken 

named Billina find themselves in Oz. But when Dorothy tries to find her old friends in the Emerald 

City, she learns that they've all been transformed by the Nome King. And the evil witch Mombie 

wants Dorothy's head. It's up to Dorothy, Billina, and their new friends, the clockwork Tik-Tok (a.k.a. 

the royal army of Oz), Jack Pumpkinhead, and a Gump-thing to defeat Mombie and the Nome King 

and restore the rightful ruler of Oz to her throne. Dorothy Gale has recently come back to Kansas 

from the land of Oz is now almost back to perfect Heath since the Incident of the Tornedo, only she 

cannot get that wonderful place out of her head, she talks frequently about it and cannot get any 

sleep at night. Her Aunt Elm worries about her Heath/Well being, thinking that her Niece suffers 

Dislusional Depression and Acute Insomina, decides to take Dorothy to see a Special Doctor in 

another Town. While the Doctor tend to treat Little Dorothy with Electro shock Treatment and take 

away those nasty dreams from her head. Dorothy is rescued by a mysterious girl who leads her back 

to the land of oz for a new adventure. It has been six months since Dorothy has returned to Kansas 

from Oz and she still can not sleep. She has been going on about imaginary places and people so 

much that Aunt Em takes her to see a doctor. Dorothy promptly escapes from the mental hospital 

and wakes up in Oz where her favorite chichen can now talk. There she meets a whole new bunch of 

friends and they set off to rescue the Scarecrow from an evil Nome King who has found her Ruby 

Slippers and has used them to lay waste to the Emerald city and take over Oz. Dorothy (Fairuza Balk) 

just hasn't been the same since she got back from Oz, and her Aunt Em (Piper Laurie) is worried. 

Dorothy gets sent to a clinic to begin shock therapy but instead returns to an unfamiliar land where 

the Yellow Brick Road lies in ruins. With the help of a walking jack o'lantern, a wind-up robot and a 

flying sofa, she rises against an evil, many-headed princess and a wicked king made of stone. The 

first time I saw this movie I was about 6 or 7. It really scared me, I remember having nightmares of 



Mombie for weeks... I also remember rewatching it week after week. Now 10 years later I've 

rediscovered it and it's still chilling. Not because it was meant to be a horror, but because the 

imagery and plot is so vivid and captivating I can't help but feel like I'm really drawn into another 

world. Very few movies have done that for me... this is right up there with movies like Willow, 

Labrynth, and The Neverending Story. If you like musicals, bright colors and munchkin's dancing 

around, then stay away from this one, but if you want to go on a journey of pure imagination that 

will leave you breathless on the edge of your seat, rediscover Oz for yourself! 
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Return To The Batcave: The Misadventures Of Adam And Burt (2003) 
 

Adam West and Burt Ward are taken on a crazy adventure when 

the Batmobile is stolen from a car museum and they must track 

down the thief and return it. After solving a puzzle, they realize 

that the clues to finding the fiend who stole the Batmobile are 

hidden in their past. During the search, they flashback to their 

three seasons in tights, including their many sexual escapades. 

Ultimately they find the Batmobile, but get caught in the villain's 

lair. Tied to dynamite, will Adam and Burt get out in time? Tune in 

next time...same bat time...same bat channel!! Holy 

Embarrassment, Batman! I Gave This A 9!, Yes, I did, as I sit here 

red-faced, remembering having felt almost guilty as I watched it a 

couple of weeks back while my wife chose to watch something as 

inconsequential (in comparison) as "Mommie Dearest." How does 

one explain the appeal of "Batman and Robin" - I mean the only 

ones who ever really counted, Adam West and Burt Ward. It was a terrible show, with terrible plots 

and terrible acting - and, oh yes, it was terribly funny! And the same applies to this "reunion" and 

"flashback" movie. Adam and Burt are invited to an auction where the old Batmobile is going to be 

sold off for charity. But it gets stolen, and our pals (as themselves) jump into their old characters' 

personas (if not their costumes) and head off to find out what's happened. Along the way they 

reminisce about the series, and we see how it all came together in flashbacks, with Jack Brewer and 

Jason Marsden playing the young Adam and Burt of the TV series. It really was quite interesting to 

get some behind the scenes looks at the old series, and Adam and Burt just stepped perfectly back 

into character (even though they weren't really in character - well, you'd have to watch it to see 

what I mean.) It was also great to see Julie Newmar and Frank Gorshin. If you're not a fan of the old 

series, you'll hate this. If - heaven forbid - you actually thought Michael Keaton and George Clooney 

made accpetable "Batmans" then you'll hate this even more. But if you grew up with Adam and Burt 

and are still willing to admit that you never missed an episode - well, this one's for you. 
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Return To The Blue Lagoon (1991) 
 

Although the title rather suggests a sequel to The Blue Lagoon, 

this is rather a variation on the same theme- neither Christopher 

Atkins nor Brooke Shields returns - Emmeline is dead, but a new 

generation is shipwrecked again on a desert island. This time the 

two kids, Richard (11-year-old Garette Ratliff Henson) and Lilly, 

have no experience in the civilizes world at all, and have to 

discover everything on their own, but loves proves an indomitable 

instinct, even given a 'choice' of one inhabitant per gender. Oh 

boy. Where do I start...this movie...words are failing me...it's just 

so incomprehensibly bad. Whose idea was it to make this piece of 

trash, anyway? The plot sucks, the characters REALLY suck, and it 

looks like the film crew just ripped off half the scenes from the 

first film. There are plot holes galore: how do you get pneumonia 

from standing outside for 30 seconds in the rain, when you waited 

out a storm while standing outside not 10 minutes before? Where did the cannibal people come 

from all of a sudden? Why is that old guy who's the skipper on that ship look exactly like that old guy 

who took care of the children in the first movie? If you have the chance to be rescued, why do you 

stay in isolation on a tropical island? How did the parents die if the sailor at the end of the first 

movie said they were alive? The main "actors" in this movie have horrible acting skills. There's no 

plot whatsoever. It just boggles the mind! I need a stiff drink. 
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Revenge In Olympia (2003) 
 

A story about sex and fighting. A man finds his father and has sex 

with several men in order to show he can have fun and a 

disciplined life. Hi, Everyone, This movie has some comedy and 

some gore. It is definitely intended for a gay guy viewer or 

someone who is open minded. The acting seems a little 

uninspired, but it is not the fault of the actors. A little more hands 

on directing was needed, but the effort is still more than enough 

to keep the viewer interested. I would have asked the actors to do 

some of their lines a second time and leave a pause between 

sentences and maybe take a sip of coffee or get up and look out a 

window before speaking the next line. I have many old martial arts 

movies. This one is certainly better than most. The actors are 

likable. The sex scenes are between guys and are frontal nudity 

scenes. It is well handled, pardon the pun. The story is plausible. It 

is a gay look at a Death Wish 14 without Charles Bronson. I liked the movie and I intend to watch it 

again sometime. Another James Townsend movie I liked was The Janitor. 
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Rhythm & Blues (2000) 
 

As a silly ribald gay comedy I quite liked it. Just don't expect 

Brokeback Mountain. This film is neither a challenge to gay 

political correctness or utterly rubbish. It is just a rather amusing, 

somewhat ridiculous camp gay farce. I quite liked it. OK it's never 

gonna be an Oscar contender or even make my top ten films but 

as a silly ribald gay comedy it is worth watching. Just don't expect 

the next brokeback mountain. At least it wasn't pious or of the 

"aren't gays so beautiful" genre. The acting was at times so so but 

then again all the roles were caricatures and in that way the acting 

was actually not bad. There were some very witty lines but some 

of them did take a couple of seconds of thought to get. I can't 

understand why you would hate this film. What is interesting is 

how one of the previous comments posted confirmed my 

suspicion that, with enough money, you can get people in the 

marketing side of things to agree to support a film even if they didn't like it. I Guess that explains 

how so many terrible Hollywood movies still manage to get good reviews. 
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Ri¢hie Ri¢h (Richie Rich) (1994) 
 

The richest kid in the world, Richie Rich (14-year-old Macaulay 

Culkin), has everything he wants, except companionship. While 

representing his father at a factory opening, he sees some kids 

(13-year-old Michael Maccarone, Joel Robinson & Jonathan 

Hilario) playing baseball across the street. Richie wants to join in, 

but they don't want him around. When a plot to kill the Rich 

family is devised by Rich Industries' top executive, Laurence Van 

Dough, Richie must take over control of the company while 

searching for his lost parents with the help of some new friends. 

Richie Rich is a family-friendly comedy about a boy who is the 

wealthiest in the world in terms of everything, except he has no 

real close friends. He tries to make friends with a group, and it 

doesn't work out well in the beginning, but later, they do make 

friends with him. This works out for good as they later have to 

work against the evil Lawrence VanDough and Mr. Furgeston. What I mainly didn't like was the mild 

foul language, which can be unsuitable for very young audiences. 
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Rich Kids (2007) 
 

A story about a group of rich kids, from old money families, north 

of Copenhagen, from a world where people with ambition and 

power rule. The kids are often left alone, feeling rejected and 

spending most of their time living on the edge, transcending 

boundaries, seeking attention, often trying to get revenge against 

people who don't listen to them. Away from the superficiality and 

pretention of their social class, they live a secret life, in which 

power, money, sex, drugs and endless secrets dominate. A 

lifestyle only a few of them can survive and where most become 

scarred for life. Writer, director Rune Bendixen spent 6 months 

with the group of rich kids, interviewing them. His script for "Rich 

Kids" is based on these interviews. The movie is about a group of 

young, beautiful and most of all rich kids, who try to drown their 

parents neglect in booze, drugs and sex. They all live in the richest 

neighborhoods in Denmark with designer clothes, yachts and cars. 

They might look cool from the outside, but in their environment everything is about power, money 

and respect, and none of them can handle the pressure of constantly proving themselves to the 

group. I like this movie...It's so social. It really reminds me of most of the youngsters at some of the 

fashionable night clubs in Bulgaria. The movie has some kind of documentalistic character. I mean 

the different kind of themes the "rich kids" are talking about - friendship, money, family, sex, drugs, 

etc. Quite different from the U.S. movies. That's why I like European cinema. And the soundtrack is 

great. It's a pleasure to listen to it in the car...gives me speed...In fact "Rich Kids" is one of my 

favourite movies. Why its rating is so low? I think that it can help people find themselves in this so 

commercial life where feelings are blocked by ambitions. So, that's my opinion. Excuse me for my 

terrible English but I'm just a Bulgarian girl. 
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Rih Essed (Man Of Ashes) (1986) 
 

In the ensuing days before his wedding bridegroom Hachemi faces 

both the anxieties of the future and the shadows of the past. His 

best friend, Farfat, is the topic of street graffiti and local gossip, 

which calls his manhood into question. This ripples out to affect 

Hachemi for, unbeknownst to anyone, as apprenticed youths they 

were molested by Ameur, the local carpenter. Farfat is banished 

from his father's home and the shared secret between the two 

friends threatens to undo more than just the wedding, but their 

very lives. I was prepared for a somber, somewhat arty piece. I 

was afraid it would be over serious and slow. Well, it is very 

serious. But I was impressed how the dramatic tension stemming 

from the two main character's inner torture was so high that 

scenes of conflict tended to almost literally explode off the screen. 

This is most noticeable in the scene when Hachemi leaves the 

dinner table in a rage after finding out his parents invited the man who molested him and his friend 

Farfat to his wedding. Less than a minute after he storms up to his room a real storm wind comes 

along, knocks things around, breaks glass and whisks away most of the tents and so forth that they 

had prepared for the wedding. This scene is also notable for the editing. A lot more cuts than I had 

expected. A shot of the window shattering, kids rushing in doors, birds, etc. The editing does a lot 

throughout the film to not only create pacing but to also add a certain poetic quality. Another 

explosive scene is towards the end when Hachemi and Farfat are brought by their friends to a 

brothel of sorts. The way this scene turns back and forth dramatically is almost dizzying. Overall a 

very powerful film. 
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Riot At The Rite (2005) 
 

In the spring of 1913, Parisian businessman Gabriel Astruc opens a 

new theater on the Champs Elysées. The first performance is the 

premiere of Igor Stravinsky's 'The Rite of Spring', danced by the 

Ballet Russes. The rehearsal process is extremely fraught: the 

orchestra dislike Stravinsky's harsh, atonal music; the dancers 

dislike the 'ugly' choreography of Vaslav Nijinsky. The volatile, 

bisexual Nijinsky is in a strained relationship with the much older 

Sergei Diaghilev, the Ballet Russes' charismatic but manipulative 

impresario. Public expectation is extremely high after Nijinsky's 

success in 'L'apres-midi d'un faune'. Finally, 'The Rite of Spring' 

premieres to a gossip-loving, febrile, fashion-conscious Parisian 

audience sharply divided as to its merits. I fell into this on BBC-2 

while channel-hopping. Absolutely fascinating and thoroughly 

enjoyable. Maybe the drama was the usual period stuff but with the story of the creation, rehearsal 

and performance of the Right of Spring, it was captivating. A really class production with the Finnish 

National Ballet with Zenaida Yanowsky and the BBC Symphony Orchestra. We see the tensions 

between the dancer (Najinsky) and composer (Stravinsky) during the creation. Tension gives way to 

excitement and confidence during rehearsals. And then bafflement at the public reaction. Always 

the way with the new? Definitely worth watching for the music and dance. 
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Riri Shushu No Subete (All About Lily Chou Chou) (2001) 
 

Life isn't easy for a group of high school kids growing up absurd in 

Japan's pervasive pop/cyber culture. As they negotiate teen 

badlands- school bullies, parents from another planet, lurid 

snapshots of sex and death- these everyday rebels without a 

cause seek sanctuary, even salvation, through pop star savior Lily 

Chou-Chou, embracing her sad, dreamy songs and sharing their 

fears and secrets in Lilyholic chat rooms. Immersed in the speed of 

everyday troubles, their lives inevitably climax in a fatal collision 

between real and virtual identities, a final logging-off from 

innocence. I don't know why I bother with Hollywood when there 

are so many rich projects like this hiding in corners. The problem 

of course is finding them. The most significant benefit I get from 

writing IMDb comments is that readers lead me to them. That 

happened in this case. If you are an ordinary viewer, you probably 

won't like this. Its yet another dip into high school angst, overly long and structurally a bit too cute. I 

think you'll have to train yourself to watch films lucidly, but if you do, this will be quite effective. You 

will fall into it and really be influenced, much more viscerally than say "There Will be Blood," where 

there is no path for us to enter the world we watch. The matter of this concerns teen alienation, 

particularly through how we/they take things that happen and weave them into whatever simple, 

grand narrative is available — usually through commercial pathways. Its a simple chord to strike, but 

one we all know, both from when we were that age, and from how we live now, which is only a half 

degree separated. You'll encounter death, teen prostitution, rape. Gang dynamics involving intense 

humiliation. Clueless adults of course. Sexual drives and identity vacuums of course, but 

subordinated to the more overwhelming urge to be part of a cosmic story. Usually, we ignore this in 

film, because sex and role are inherently more cinematic. Less true, but easier to show as true. Its 

the multiply nested structure that makes it work. The scenes are presented non- linearly. The 

overriding narrative is not what we see, but a collection of instant messages exchanged among the 

characters we see. These evoke the images we see, perhaps not as they happened, but as they are 

recalled. There's an overarching cosmos that these text messages reference, an abstract, perfect 

world of ethereal dynamics conveyed through a goddess, a girl singer. The slightest nuance from, the 

smallest bit of news about, the slightest rumor concerning this singer provides ledges for a life, for a 

whole gaggle of lives bumping up against each other. In the center of this thing, you have a radical 

departure. All of a sudden, instead of the camera anchored in the test messages, we have a camera 

rooted in reality. Its literally footage from video cameras from the core teen boys as they go on an 

exotic vacation to Okinawa. Naturally, the four spindly 14 or 15-year-olds are guided by four of the 

most appealing older girls in memory. Its colorful, jerky. Full of life, a real, embodied life that by its 

appearance makes all the rest of the thing seem incredibly sad in its artificiality. Someone knew 

what they were doing when they put this together. Someone deep and true and of the kind we need 

more of if we are to make it through. Or do I hang my life on commercially available narrative too? 
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Rites Of Passage (1999) 
 

When lawyer DJ Farraday discovers his father has been having an 

affair, the two drive out to the remote family cabin to talk things 

over. What neither expects is that DJ's estranged gay brother 

Campbell will already be there, apparently planning a weekend 

retreat with his boyfriend. But father and sons are forced to put 

aside their grievances when two escaped convicts show up and 

put everyone's lives in danger. The theme is old by now: 

estrangement between a gay son and his father. However, this 

issue is only a part of a complex web of surprises that creates a 

very entertaining thriller. This is a beautiful film, not just about 

sexuality, but about relationships. My wife and I were captivated 

with the story, sitting on pins and needles waiting to see how it 

would end. Highly recommended. 
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Rivals (Deadly Rivals) (1972) 
 

After a bitter divorce a boy (16-year-old Scott Jacoby) sees his 

mother remarry. He doesn't seem to mind, until he finds out his 

mother's husband has a son his own age and decides to kill him. 

An underrated classic - superbly done. Scott Jacoby as "the bad 

seed" is eerily on target. Robert Klein is great as the neglected 

stepfather. Joan Hackett gives one of her best performances as a 

woman who's torn between her son and her spouse. No spoilers 

here: Just keep in mind that this was filmed in 1972. This movie 

(with a tragic ending) was way ahead of its time. 
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River Queen (2005) 
 

An intimate story set during the 1860s in which a young Irish 

woman Sarah (Samantha Morton) and her family (Rawiri Pene [14-

year-old Boy], Tyson Reweti [Tommy Boy] & Nathan Passfield [7-

year-old Boy]) find themselves on both sides of the turbulent wars 

between British and Maori during the British colonisation of New 

Zealand. When I saw the two stars that the NZ Herald gave it I was 

not discouraged because the same critique gave King Kong 5 stars, 

which was the worst movie I've seen all year! River Queen was a 

beautiful movie. The depiction of the musket wars of colonial NZ 

was outstanding. The unique beauty of the NZ scenery was 

stunning, the music, which seemed to be an amazing mixture of 

Maori and Irish influence was very moving and added a great deal 

to the energy of the movie as a whole. The dramatic musical piece 

that was played just before the battles enhanced the anticipation 

of it all. I also have to add that when Boy did the solo I was so mesmerized by his voice that I didn't 

realize that he was singing an Irish song! I would see the movie again just for that scene alone! I 

enjoyed watching the characters. I don't think the acting was brilliant, although the boy was superb 

in the one scene where he's telling his mother off, but the actors themselves were attractive and 

enjoyable to watch. I would highly recommend this movie if you enjoy stunning scenery, visual 

artistic effects with water and color, a good story based on history, and nicely placed and original 

use of music, or if you enjoy learning the history of a very unique culture that so few people know of. 
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Road To Perdition (2002) 
 

Mike Sullivan works as a hit man for crime boss John Rooney. 

Sullivan views Rooney as a father figure. However after his son 

(12-year-old Liam Aiken) is witness to a killing he has done Mike 

Sullivan finds himself on the run trying to save the life of his son 

and at the same time looking for revenge on those who wronged 

him. Jude Law co stars as a hit man hired to kill Sullivan. I loved so 

much about this movie...the time taken to develop the characters, 

the attention to detail, the superb performances, the stunning 

lighting and cinematography, the wonderful soundtrack. It has a 

combined intensity and lightness of touch that won't work for 

anyone who wants the typical fast-paced action flick. If we lived in 

Elizabethan days, I'd say this movie's a bit like a Shakespearean 

tragedy. But since we don't, let's say it's more like a Drama-

Suspense movie. The plot is simple, but the story is complex. The 

movie is intelligent in the way relationships and issues are explored. Much of the story is shown 

rather than told, which I find makes it more subtle and moving - and which also works well for a 

story based on a comic book (or graphic novel). At times I felt I was actually there in the 1930s, part 

of this story - there was such a realistic yet dream-like quality in the style of its telling. I don't often 

prefer movies to the books they were based upon, but in this case I do. (Though I did enjoy the book 

too.) I've bought the DVD, which is great because it has some wonderful deleted scenes and 

insightful commentary. (I also took my little cousin, who's a little younger than the boy in the movie, 

to see it after I saw it for the first time, because he has issues at home and I wanted to use this as a 

way of starting a discussion on father-son issues with him. He loved it - and the discussion.) 
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Roald Dahl's Danny The Champion Of The World (1989) 
 

Somewhere in England, in the Autumn of 1955, a widowed father 

and his son (11-year-old Samuel Irons) live an idyllic life together. 

Only their gas station happens to sit on a piece of land that a local 

developer wants to buy. And when he won't take no for an 

answer, and sets government inspectors and social works onto 

Danny and his father, Danny and his father decide to get even 

with Hazell and his pheasant- shooting friends in a manner in 

keeping with their own family tradition. I saw this film at School 

when I was 11-years-old with the class. The Story was told to the 

whole class and I thought it was a nice story about Danny and his 

Widowed Father William. When I saw the film I did not know who 

was playing the parts of Danny and his Father or what year the 

film was made. Until one day I was in a Video shop in Congleton I 

saw it on the Shelves and I asked my Mum can I borrow it. And 

she told me Danny and his Father were played by Jeremy Irons 

and his real life son Samuel Irons playing Father and Son in the Film and I was shocked they were 

Father and Son in real life. Every night when I come home I always watched the film because it was 

great. I tried to get a copy of it on video but mum said it was a rare film and difficult to get hold of. 
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Robbery Under Arms (1957) 
 

ROLF BOLDREWOOD'S famous story of Australia's lusty pioneer 

days has been made into an outstanding color film. It is by far the 

best film made in Australia. Peter Finch gives his finest 

performance as Captain Starlight, gentleman, robber, whose most 

potent weapons were a polite phrase and a disarming smile. The 

book was first printed in 1882, and has never gone out of print. 

MANY of Britain's top players and technicians travelled half-way 

across the world to film this Australian classic of daring adventure 

in its authentic locales. The result is an outdoor film of rare sweep 

and power which stirringly and convincingly recreates the roaring 

pioneer days when life was lived close to Nature - and even closer 

to danger. In a superb cast, Peter Finch gives one of his strongest 

performances as Captain Starlight, the notorious robber whose 

most potent weapons were a polite phrase and a disarming smile. 

Awkward in fitting English actors into a faraway setting, and yes, 

over-coloured in Technicolor: so this English director caught some 

of the paradoxes of Australia, the raw young country less than 100 

years settled in Boldrewood's yarn. Three things Jack Lee (who 

died only c2003) understood and expressed more fully than 

perhaps anyone, English or Australian. First, the wild 

irresponsibility of the bushranger released from society's 

constraints (Peter Finch's manic side caught this brilliantly). 

Second, the special eternal power of the ancient bush country (in 

this case, the Flinders Ranges, also the setting for 2002's The Tracker). Third, however briefly seen, 

the deep calm and perfect attunement to his country of the native man Warrigal, so that in this raw 

place, it is only the dispossessed who has ownership - a nod here to the real-life horseman Johnny 

Cadell, a screen natural. 
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Robby (1968) 
 

A 9-year-old boy Robby (10-year-old Warren Raum), is 

shipwrecked, stranded on a deserted island. It's not totally 

deserted, though, our young hero soon "stumbling" onto a peer: 

an abandoned native child (Ryp Siani). The two have a number of 

adventures together, but are they to ever be rescued? Sort of an 

"After School" version of Robinson Crusoe. Cute and charming. 
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Robin Hood (1973) 
 

Retelling of the Robin Hood legend with animals for the 

characters. Robin Hood is an outlaw who starts to form a gang in 

Sherwood Forest to fight the injustices of the Sheriff of 

Nottingham, who levies unpayable taxes upon the people. 

Arguably the best pre-"Little Mermaid" Disney film, "Robin Hood" 

takes the characters from past Disney films and features such as 

Baloo (Jungle Book) and Rabbit (the Pooh films) and casts them in 

a classic re-telling of the popular Robin Hood fable. While not as 

historical as Kevin Costner's big to-do, nor always as laugh-out-

loud ridiculous as Mel Brooks' affair, Disney's effort comes off as 

amiable and very likable. It's very much a product of its times but 

has a timeless quality that is unmatched, really, and the humor 

doesn't date itself as quickly as some of the jokes in recent Disney 

features have. The voice acting (as in almost every Disney film) is 

superb, but contains very few outstanding stars (Peter Ustinov's role is especially well-done, 

however). All in all, a film well-deserving of all the praise it receives. 
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Robin Hood (2006) 
 

After 5 years of fighting in the crusades, Robin returns to England 

and leads a band of outlaws to outwit the Sheriff of Nottingham. 

Returning from five years of fighting in the crusades, Robin of 

Locksley and his manservant Much discover their beloved home 

under the rule of the dastardly Sheriff of Nottingham. To fight the 

tyranny, Robin becomes the leader of a band of outlaws with Will 

Scarlett, Allan A Dale, Royston White, Little John, and Djaq. 

Meanwhile, feisty Lady Marian inspires the love of both her 

childhood sweetheart Robin and the Sheriff's second-in-command 

Sir Guy of Gisborne. Later episodes find the addition of friends and 

foes such as Prince John, warrior monk Tuck, village girl Kate, 

Guy's sister Isabella, and mysterious Archer. I enjoyed this very 

much, maybe that's because I was expecting a light hearted romp 

for families about the legend of Robin Hood and not a documentary. Exhilarating if outrageous 

action scenes, humour, nasty bad guys, bit of social comment for the adults. Robin a mixture of 

gravitas and cheekiness. Great verbal sparring between Robin and the Sheriff and a Robin and 

Marian. The sets were amazing, Locksley a bit sterile but the overall look was good. Did exactly what 

it said on the tin for me and what I expected for a programme in that time slot. Now the characters 

are settling in, looking forward to more good stuff from future episodes. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 01: Will You Tolerate This?; Robin, Earl of Huntingdon, returns to Locksley from fighting with 

King Richard in the Crusades, but England is not as he left it and all attempts to resume his former 

life are foiled by the Sheriff of Nottingham. 

Episode 02: Sheriff Got Your Tongue?; Robin is captured by Little John, the sheriff takes extreme 

measures to find Robin, and Marian tries to offer assistance. 

Episode 03: Who Shot the Sheriff?; An assassination attempt implicates Robin, and calls for an 

unholy alliance. 

Episode 04: Parent Hood; Roy is captured and the results may be dire for Locksley; at Nottingham, 

Marian pays a price for her outspokenness. 

Episode 05: Turk Flu; Robin interferes when the sheriff begins to man his mines with slaves. 

Episode 06: The Tax Man Cometh; Robin captures a tax inspector and plots to heist the year's taxes, 

but a surprise is in store for both him and the sheriff; Marian makes her own preparations after a 

row with her father, and Gisbourne makes his intentions clear. 



Episode 07: Brothers in Arms; Allan A'Dale's brother comes to Locksley and keeps putting his foot 

wrong; meanwhile at Nottingham the Sheriff is convinced there's a spy leaking info to Robin, but the 

trap Gisbourne sets has far-reaching consequences. 

Episode 08: Tattoo? What Tattoo?; Robin, chafing under the announcement of Marian's 

engagement, comes upon a devastating discovery about Gisbourne that ties him to the Holy Land. 

Episode 09: A Thing or Two About Loyalty; When Gisborne betrays a friend to obtain Greek Powder 

for the Sheriff, Robin scrambles to find the recipe and stash of powder before the Sheriff turns it 

against him. Elsewhere, Much is unexpectedly promoted, and Marian puts her trust in the wrong 

man. 

Episode 10: Peace? Off!; When Robin saves an arsonist from burning Locksley Church he unleashes a 

series of events culminating in the discovery of a mysterious Saracen visitor at Nottingham Castle. 

Episode 11: Dead Man Walking; A routine trip to Locksley to collect new weaponry descends into 

chaos when Robin and Little John witness a brutal tax collection and the capture of their bow maker. 

Episode 12: The Return of the King; The glorious news spreads that King Richard is returning to 

England. For most it hails a return to the good old days, but for Will and Allan it means a return to 

their lacklustre former lives - and for Robin and Marian it means her impending marriage to Guy of 

Gisborne. Robin is desperate to find evidence convicting Gisborne of his crimes, while Marian sets 

out on one last mission as the Nightwatchman. But tragedy strikes and as the Sheriff and his men 

surround Robin and the gang it seems that Marian and Robin will be separated forever- if not by 

Gisborne and the bonds of marriage, then by something far more powerful and impossible to stop. 

Episode 13: A Clue: No; Robin cannot come to terms with losing Marian. He refuses to help Edward 

in confronting the King and abandons Much and the gang: his world has fallen apart. There is no 

point in being Robin Hood anymore. But all is not what it seems and the discovery of a terrible secret 

will spur Robin back into action and see the Sheriff and Gisborne defeated before the day is out. 
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Robin Hood: Men In Tights (1993) 
 

Small appearance of 14-year-old Corbin Allred. The standard story 

of Robin Hood: Evil Prince John is oppressing the people while 

good King Richard is away on the Crusades. Robin steals from the 

tax collectors, wins an archery contest, defeats the Sheriff, and 

rescues Maid Marian. In this version, however, Mel Brooks adds 

his own personal touch, parodying traditional adventure films, 

romance films, and the whole idea of men running around the 

woods in tights. After I've seen this movie I find it hard to 

understand why so many people seem to hate this movie. I'm not 

saying it belongs in the top 250 of all times, but in it's genre it is a 

great movie. I know, not many people find it amusing to see how 

a legendary story like 'Robin Hood' is turned into a comedy. Many 

people still seem to believe that some things shouldn't be laughed 

with...they are wrong. Mel Brooks has done an excellent job with 

Robin Hood: Men in Tights. I have seen the original Robin Hood movies as well, but I never had such 

a good time when watching them as I had with this one. It's just one continuation of hilarious 

moments and parodies on famous people and movies (Winston Churchil, The Godfather...). I 

recommend everyone who wants to have a good laugh to watch this movie. To those who think 

Robin Hood shouldn't be messed with, you're wrong, but you better don't watch it because you'll 

probably be offended by it. 
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Robots (2005) 
 

Even in a world populated entirely by mechanical beings Rodney 

Copperbottom (McGregor) is considered a genius inventor. 

Rodney dreams of two things, making the world a better place 

and meeting his idol, the master inventor Bigweld (Brooks). On his 

journey he encounters Cappy (Halle Berry), a beautiful executive 

'bot with whom Rodney is instantly smitten, the nefarious 

corporate tyrant Ratchet (Kinnear) who locks horns with Rodney, 

and a group of misfit 'bots known as the Rusties, led by Fender 

(Williams) and Piper Pinwheeler (Bynes). In a world of robots, the 

young Rodney decides to move to the metropolis of Robot City, to 

meet the powerful inventor and his idol Bigweld, trying to get a 

position in his corporation. However, the new president Ratchet 

manages the company for profit with new parts only, leaving the 

old robots fated to become scrap in the mill of Ratchet's mother. 

Rodney, with the support of his old robots friends, convinces Bigweld to fight for his position back. 

"Robots" is the latest computer animated feature film from the creators of Ice Age. Like many films 

of the same genre, "Robots" offers a new artistic style and a large cast of voice talents, all of which 

would make pretty entertaining guests on any episode of Saturday Night Live... However "Robots" is 

more of a sight to see than a movie-going experience to fully enjoy. Rodney (Ewen McGregor, Big 

Fish) is a robot born (or built rather) to become an inventor. Just like his idol Big Weld (Mel Brooks) 

encourages, Rodney believes anyone can shine no matter what you're made of. This credo is put to 

the ultimate test when Rodney leaves home to Robot City in hopes to get employed in Big Weld's big 

corporation as an inventor. Rodney learns the hard way how tough Robot City can be for the average 

robot... especially under new management where management entails getting rid of outdated 

robots and reducing them to scrap metal. With the help of a rusty robot crew including Robin 

Williams and Amanda Bynes, Rodney will go on an adventure to turn Robot City into the dream he's 

always imagined it to be. As you can tell, "Robots" is a movie with heart, what do you expect for a 

movie targeted for a family audience. It also had some funny moments, and, as expected, were 

mostly contributed to Robin's robot character. There were also little details that achieved good 

laughs... Robot City wouldn't be complete without a robot doing the robot. Again the art in "Robots" 

also deserves credit using darker color schemes which allowed for a better feel for the robot world. 

The design of the city was also impressive: intricate modes of transportation, the ability to carry a 

conversation with a traffic light, and a walking mailbox that knows you by name. However its kind of 

like a new President addressing the United States... he may look nice, brand new suit with hair 

combed nicely, and he may have a good message. But the message is only as good as its delivery. 

This is probably a bad analogy, but if "Robots" and "Monsters, Inc" ran for president it would be a 

landslide victory for the Pixar party. I compare the two movies with good reason. Both movies offer 

completely new worlds: a robot world and a monster world. Both movies feature major cities that 

rely its existence heavily on the production of a major corporation, Big Weld for Robot City and 

Monsters, Inc. for Monstropolis. There's just one major difference: Monstropolis makes sense and 

Robot City doesn't. You might wonder why should it make sense, it's fake? Any Joe Schmoe from the 

street tripping on acid can make a movie about some make-believe world, but its an even heavier 



task to make a world where things not only make sense, but are also necessary for the world to be 

plausible. Monstropolis works: both the city itself as well as the things that went on in the made up 

city. With Robot City there are too many questions: Why?! How?! What the hell was that for?! 

Who?! I refer my Who question to Halle Berry's character who is top-billed and forced to be integral 

to the plot, yet only has about 4-5 lines throughout the whole movie. I give it a 4 out of 10 because 

I'm midway with this movie. It looked cool but it wasn't. Like a beautiful girl with no personality. It 

can be really funny, but other times it tries a bit hard. What Robots lacked was ironically originality. 

Even Robin Williams' character was a bit reminiscent of the Genie from Aladdin without the comedic 

usefulness of shapeshifting. It was a good attempt, but ultimately "Robots" is sadly recycled scrap 

metal. 
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Rock Hudson (1990) 
 

Biography of actor Rock Hudson focuses on his struggle with his 

homosexuality. Based on the book by his ex-wife, Phyllis Gates, 

and on the court records from the civil suit brought by his former 

lover, Marc Christian. First of all this movie was made for 

television. Plot-wise it has a cheap movie of the week feel. The 

acting isn't bad. In fact the leads are all quite good and in some 

cases stellar. Any weaknesses in performances have more to do 

with really bad makeup. The ageing is horribly done and not very 

convincing. At one point "Rock" says, "some poor woman is 

missing her makeup kit" and it led me to wonder if the "poor 

woman" was in fact the film's makeup director. Dreadful stuff. A 

few others have commented on the accuracy of the 

characterizations -- I believe they're alluding to whether Rock 

Hudson gave Mark Christian AIDS without telling him he had it -- 

perhaps the most damning (and criminal) thing in the film. I'm not sure anyone knows other than the 

principles. George Nader is missing from the entire film. There are some serious gaps in this film. 

Massive gaps actually. The film presents the picture that Hudson's career was over by the mid 1960s 

and he retired from acting. Nothing could be further from the truth. The film omits the SEVEN 

seasons Rock Hudson played the lead in McMillan & Wife -- the popular detective series of the 

1970s. For many of us it was our first introduction to Hudson. The other gap is the unbelievable 

prudishness in presenting Hudson's relationships. No kisses and very little tenderness. It is deceptive 

and a lie to present his relationships this way. There's a better film out there demanding to be made. 
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Rock School (2005) 
 

Teaching kids the basics: Power chords, head banging, and being a 

rock star. At the real life School of Rock a group of misfit kids get 

in touch with their inner rock star. Very few votes so far, but I 

can't understand why they're so low. This is an excellent, 

throughly entertaining documentary that lets you make your own 

mind up about a very interesting individual's teaching methods, 

and the results he gets. I guess a lot of people just didn't approve 

of Paul and, as such, have given low ratings to register their 

disapproval. Idiots. How would you have come to feel so 

passionately about him if you hadn't seen such and insightful 

documentary? Speaking of which, this is one of the best I've seen 

in recent times. A love of the music involved will enhance your 

enjoyment I suppose, but it's not really about that. Check it out. 
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Rock School (Gene Simmons' Rock School) (2005) 
 

The school is Christs Hospital near 

Horsham, West Sussex, it is NOT a 

Mormon school, (as thought by 

Jackson Booth-Millard), it is a 

foundation school, (they wear the 

uniform as a tradition but only to 

lessons and formal occasions), 

where kids from everyday walks of life can get a good education without having to pay huge 

amounts of money. I was a pupil at this school and they are normal kids who listen to Rock, (as I did), 

Pop, Hip Hop, Rap, Dance, Reggae, Ska, Classical etc. The programs producers chose kids who are 

well spoken and didn't know much about rock music so that it would be an interesting experiment 

and an entertaining program. I doubt it would have been as entertaining to have someone in the 

group who knew all about AC/DC, Guns N' Roses, Metallica, Black Sabbath, Kiss etc. When I was at 

the school I played in a rock band, we had quite a few bands play and held annual rock concerts as 

well as have rock bands come to the school and play. Some ex pupils have gone on to be in some 

successful bands. Just wanted to clear that up. With 15-year-old Chris Hardman. 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 1: Gene arrives at Christ's Hospital Boarding School and gives the pupils a culture shock. 

Episode 2: It's Gene Simmons' second week at Christ's Hospital with his ten protégées. Lead singer 

and "Emperor" Josh tries to hone his stage presence, much to the alarm of his classmates. 

Episode 3: Gene Simmons is settling into his role of teacher, although some of his pupils are still 

struggling to take him seriously. The final band members are chosen, but not without some fallout. 

Episode 4: While Gene has to go back to the states to present the American Music Awards a revolt 

against the lead singer stirs things back at school. 

Episode 5: It is time for the bands first radio interview and to get them into their costumes. 

Episode 6: Tensions run high with the Motorhead gig coming closer. Especially the manager and lead 

singer come to blows again over his singing performance. 

Episode 7: It's 6 months after the main gig and things at school have gone back to normal when 

Gene invites the kids to pay him a visit in L.A. and rock one more time. 
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Rocket Man (2005) 
 

George enlists the help of friends and co-workers at the chocolate 

factory he works in to construct and launch a rocket to release his 

recently dead wife's ashes into space. Plus he deals with his young 

son's (John Rhys Halliwell) needs as well as his teenage daughter's 

ambitions to be a rock singer. I have followed this from the first 

episode onwards and it is extremely well produced. It is the kind 

of light drama that all the family can enjoy and all of the actors 

bring their own little specialness to the programme. It is funny, 

whilst also being touching, and sentimental. As we follow the 

dreams to get the rocket into space, we witness the lives of family 

and friends and how everyone pulls together to make things 

happen. It makes you think how lucky it is to have a family and to 

be with people around you that care about you. I thoroughly 

enjoyed this series! 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 1: Fly Me to the Moon; A widower and his son and daughter work toward his dream of 

building a rocket and try to get over the death of his wife and their mother. 

Episode 2: Bodywork; Money runs short. A lighter metal is needed for the rocket. George is forced to 

become more involved with Tom's class. Mary and George go to quiz night at the social club. A 

pregnancy test creates chaos. 

Episode 3: Ingredient X; A search commences for a site for the rocket bed, George struggles with his 

studies, and Barney asks George for a donation. 

Episode 4: Lost and Found; Stressors threaten to pull the team apart in the midst of testing the 

tracking system. 

Episode 5: Freefall; George negotiates for parachute material and then has to grovel to the women, 

after insulting them, for help in manufacturing the parachute against a changing deadline. 

Episode 6: Letting Go; There are still hurdles to overcome before the launch, and George is not sure 

he's ready to say goodbye. 
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Rodeu-Mubi (Road Movie) (2002) 
 

Suk-won, a trader who loses all of his money (and his wife) in a 

market downturn is left homeless until Dae-shik, a homeless 

loner, rescues him. Together the two travel across the country and 

Dae-shik falls in love with Suk-won. Joining them in their journey is 

Il-joo, a wacky hooker who falls in love with Dae-shik. Dae-Shik is a 

gay homeless man on the streets of Soel. He finds a suicidal ex-

financier Suk-Won on the street. Suk-Won's business has failed 

and his wife has thrown him out. The two hit the road together to 

find work, but instead find Il-Joo, a prostitute. Il-Joo is attracted to 

Dae-Shik. Dae-Shik is attracted to Suk-Won. And Suk-Won is not 

gay. When he turns to Il-Joo for comfort, the triangle is complete. 

What surprise me the most the first time I saw this movie was the 

reaction of the characters, for a foreigner as me it was so hard to 

understand (even if I already like Asian cinema very much, this one 

was different by the reality of the characters which was implying the necessity to understand them, 

not like in Wong Kar Wai movies where it's more imaginary). Each time I saw the movie, each time I 

understood something more about their way of reacting to things, in this movie the past of the 

characters is really important to understand the actual situation, their despair etc... and we just have 

little hints of this past, we have to reflect on our own to understand, to guess and imagine what was 

their life before, what are their emotions... It's showing you how hard loneliness is, how hard social 

roles are to take... Each one by to sides of two people completely different, coming from different 

world, back ground. A part from that this movie show some really beautiful landscape: the sea, the 

most beautiful is the cabbage in the mountain. The most negative point that I see is the first scene of 

the film that I find of no use (that could have been great not to know anything about Dae-Shik till the 

middle of the movie) and the second one is that there is some clichés. 
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Roman Mysteries (2007-8) 
 

Follows four children (12-year-old Harry Stott [Lupus], 15-year-old 

Rebekah Brookes-Murrell [Nubia], 16-year-old Francesca 

Isherwood [Flavia Gemina], 15-year-old Eli Machover [Jonathan 

Ben-Mordechai]) in Ancient Rome who solve a number of 

exciting, dangerous and challenging mysteries. The most 

impressive thing about this program is how realistic it looks. The 

costumes and the sets all look like something worn at the time. 

The program has obviously been given a modest budget. The 

acting is very good, with Simon Callow as Pliny, captain of a 

Roman fleet of ships. Flavia, the heroine, is convincing and can 

obviously act. The effects are tiny bit on the dodgy side, but it 

doesn't spoil the program. I have not read the books on which this 

series is based, but I am very tempted to now that this is on. No 

doubt the books will become a lot more popular than they 

already are. Overall this is an excellent series and I can't wait for the next program. 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 01: The Secrets of Vesuvius (1); Flavia's father sends her and her three friends away from 

the dangers of Rome to the safety of Pompeii. 

Episode 02: The Secrets of Vesuvius (2); Flavia and her friends convince Admiral Pliny of the danger 

of Mount Vesuvius, but can he and his fleet can do anything against the might of a giant volcano? 

Episode 03: The Pirates of Pompeii (1); After the eruption of Mount Vesuvius, Flavia and her friends 

find themselves in a refugee camp where children are being abducted. 

Episode 04: The Pirates of Pompeii (2); When Flavia and her friends discover a kidnapping scheme, 

they find themselves in danger of being thrown into a lifetime of slavery. 

Episode 05: The Assassins of Rome (1); After Jonathan's birthday is disrupted by the arrival of his 

uncle Simian, he is tricked into going to Rome and becomes involved in a plot to assassinate Emperor 

Titus. 

Episode 06: The Assassins of Rome (2); Jonathan is confused by speculation that his mother did not 

die in the siege of Jerusalem. Meanwhile, his friends are desperate to find him and save Emperor 

Titus. But with a third assassin on the loose, time is running out. 

Episode 07: The Dolphins of Laurentum (1); To help pay her father's debts, Flavia and her friends go 

in search of sunken treasure on a shipwreck. 



Episode 08: The Dolphins of Laurentum (2); Lupus is diving in search of underwater treasure, but the 

lure of a quick fortune has attracted others, including the repulsive Venalicius. 

Episode 09: The Enemies of Jupiter (1); When Jonathan's father is summoned to Rome to help fight 

the great plague, Flavia vows to decipher the Emperor's premonition about Prometheus opening a 

Pandora's box. 

Episode 10: The Enemies of Jupiter (2); Jonathan and his friends try to find the source of the poison 

that someone administered to his mother, suspecting that it will soon be used to poison the 

emperor himself. 

Converted from DivX...Double Layer DVD...English Soundtrack 

 

Series 2 (10 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 01: The Gladiators from Capua (1); Nubia thinks she may have glimpsed her missing brother 

among a team of gladiators newly arrived at Ostia. 

Episode 02: The Gladiators from Capua (2); At the gladiatorial arena looking for Nubia's brother, the 

children discover a mystery involving the Emperor's brother, and Flavia and Nubia encounter a 

ravenous beast. 

Episode 03: The Trials of Flavia Gemina (1); In the middle of the feast days of Saturnalia, an 

abandoned ship washes up in Ostia carrying either ghosts or monsters, and Flavia's father has 

brought home a horrible woman he wants to marry. 

Episode 04: The Trials of Flavia Gemina (2); Nubia tracks down the monster that escaped from the 

ship, or is it monsters? Meanwhile, Flavia tries to prove that her father's new fiancee is a murderer. 

Episode 05: The Colossus of Rhodes (1); Lupus narrowly escapes being kidnapped by slave traders, 

but his friend Porcius and other children are snatched right off the streets of Ostia. Flavia and her 

friends sail after them, but have to worry about a traitor in their midst as their voyage is threatened 

by a terrible storm. 

Episode 06: The Colossus of Rhodes (2); Arriving at Rhodes, the children find the whole island is 

paralyzed by fear of Magnus, the unseen mastermind of the slave trade, and the only way to save 

the kidnapped children is to collect evidence by sneaking inside Magnus' palace. 

Episode 07: The Fugitive from Corinth (1); The children pursue Flavia's tutor, who she thinks killed 

her father, into the hills outside Ostia. Jonathan stays behind to tend Marcus, whose condition is 

critical. 

Episode 08: The Fugitive from Corinth (2); As Lupus follows another route on foot, Flavia, Nubia and 

the slave Caudex take a carruca into the hills in search of Aristo, but only Nubia has faith that the 

gentle tutor is not responsible for the attack on Flavia's father. 



Episode 09: The Slave Girl from Jerusalem (1); Hepzibah, a slave girl from Jerusalem who is expected 

to deliver the babies expected by Miriam, is wrongly accused of terrible crimes. Meanwhile, 

Jonathan has a prophetic dream that someone will die. 

Episode 10: The Slave Girl from Jerusalem (2); Flavia and her friends race against time to find the 

evidence to clear Hepzibah. Meanwhile, the drunken Floridius befriends Lupus and provides comic 

relief as he tries to help out. 
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Romeo + Juliet (Romeo And Juliet (William Shakespeare's Romeo + 

Juliet) (1996) 
 

Shakespeare's famous play is updated to the hip modern suburb 

of Verona still retaining its original dialogue. The gun-toting 

members of the families wage a vicious war on the streets as the 

star-crossed lovers, their tragic destiny. Classic story of Romeo and 

Juliet, set in a modern-day city of Verona Beach. The Montagues 

and Capulets are two feuding families, whose children meet and 

fall in love. They have to hide their love from the world because 

they know that their parents will not allow them to be together. 

There are obstacles on the way, like Juliet's cousin, Tybalt, and 

Romeo's friend Mercutio, and many fights. But although it is set in 

modern times, it is still the same timeless story of the "star 

crossed lovers". In Verona Beach there lives two families. The 

Montagues and the Capulets. Among these two families are two 

teenagers, Juliet Capulet and Romeo Montague. One night, 

Flugencio Capulet decides to have a party. Romeo, being in love with Capulet's niece Rosaline, goes 

along dressed as the boy King Arthur. That's where he sees Juliet Capulet as an angel ("Did my heart 

love till now: forswear it sight, for I ne'er saw true beauty till this night.") they fall in love instantly 

only to find out that they are enemies. Tybalt has seen Romeo at the party and vows to pay him 

back. That night, Romeo decides to see Juliet again. He sneaks into the Capulet yard. By the pool. 

Juliet sees him. They 'Met, they wooed and exchange of vow'. The next day Romeo tells the nurse, 

the only one that knows of their secret love, that Juliet shall be married at the hour of 9. Meanwhile 

Tybalt has found Mercutio they start to until Romeo drives up. Tybalt kicks him viciously. Then 

Mercutio, not being able to stand it comes over. Romeos sees Mercutio almost kill Tybalt. He goes 

between them. Tybalt tries to stab Romeo with a shard of glass but gets Mercutio. Mercutio dies, 

and Romeo wreaks revenge. Shakespeare gets a Hollywood make over in Baz Luhrmann's high-

octane remake of Romeo and Juliet. The Australian director manages to combine an exciting mix of 

original Shakespearean dialect and Hollywood action, which together delivers a brilliant new concept 

to film making. The casting of Leonardo Di Caprio as Romeo and Claire Danes as Juliet are inspired 

choices, as they both give the best performance of their fledgling careers. Although this is a story 

which has been told many times before, Luhrmann keeps the idea fresh, mainly by using a lovely 

mixture of fast editing and beautifully choreographed fight scenes, which wouldn't look out of place 

in a John Woo action film. It also combines a fantastic soundtrack with a stunning backdrop of 

'Verona Beach'. Right from the explosive beginning to the tragic ending, Romeo and Juliet will keep 

you captivated. This is a testament to Luhrmann's brilliant snappy direction, which will take you on a 

rollercoaster ride of car chases, gun fights and a love that was destined to fail. Luhrmann's ablity to 

keep the audience wanting more is no more apparent than the ending. You would have to have been 

living under a rock, for the last 100 years to not know how Romeo and Juliet ends. But Luhrmann 

manages to keep the audience hoping that this time it will be different. Would Will Shakespeare be 

happy with this adaptation of his work? We'll never know, although any fans of Shakespeare should 

leave the cinema pleased with this modernised version. 
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Romulus, My Father (2007) 
 

It tells the story of Romulus, his beautiful wife, Christina, and their 

struggle in the face of great adversity to bring up their son, 

Raimond (11-year-old Kodi Smit-McPhee). It is a story of 

impossible love that ultimately celebrates the unbreakable bond 

between father and son. Raimond Gaita (1946 -) comes of age in 

Frogmore, Victoria in the early 1960s. His parents are immigrants: 

his Romanian father farms; his German mother, Christina, 

estranged from Romulus, is in Melbourne. Romulus is near 

despair when she takes up with the brother of his best friend, 

who suggests he send for a new wife from back home. For Rai, 

poverty, bruises, and the mysterious ways of adults compete with 

his longing for a stable home and his own incipient puberty. Love 

and madness lie in the same bed. As an old woman tells Rai, 

"Sometimes what you reckon and what you get ain't the same 

thing." After watching Romulus, My Father I was really impressed with how realistic and convincing 

the performances were in this film. The acting was superb especially Eric Bana and the boy and I was 

really drawn into the film. I completely forgot about everything else and felt like I was right there. 

The acting was so convincing, the sounds, the scenes, the mood and the whole atmosphere in the 

film really pulled me in. At times during the first half of the film it was slightly slow-moving but this 

was mainly due to a lot of good character development and getting to know the setting, and we 

really get to know the boy in the film. Some of Eric Bana's moments near the end of the film were 

just amazing. Although he was great throughout the whole film, he really did hit the mark near the 

end. It's just the way that his character gradually changed that amazes me and it looks like he really 

did put a big effort into his performance because it is (or very close to) the performance of his career 

so far. As an Aussie, I've been disappointed with a few recent Aussie films but this one was no 

disappointment. Some people may find it a little slow-moving to begin with but easily makes up for 

that with all of its great qualities and an ending that may draw some tears from some people. 8/10. 
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Ronja Rövardotter (Ronia, The Robber's Daughter) (Ronja 

Røverdatter) (1984) 
 

In the plot description for this movie it is suggested that Borka and 

his band are a breakaway-unit from Mattis's band of robbers, and 

that they become enemies in each side of the "stronghold". This is 

incorrect. The two bands are rivals from before the beginning of 

the film. They have never been "together" as this plot description 

suggests, and Borka does not "become" a leader during the course 

of the film. It is also said that the main characters, Ronja and Birk 

(12-year-old Dan Håfström), grow up close to each other on either 

side of the "stronghold". This is incorrect. Birk, his parents and 

their band live in the wild in Mattis forest. They move in to the 

stronghold in an attempt to escape being caught by the kings men. 

It is also said that the children have to learn to live in the woods 

"like the bands children have always done". This is also suggestion, 

with no grounds or indication of it what so ever in the film. The 

stronghold that is being mentioned is actually called Mattis-stronghold and has belonged to his 

ancestors. The film that is being suggested in this plot summary is not the actual film. This plot 

summary has a number of factual errors and suggests things rather than giving correct ingredients to 

the story. I think this should be replaced. High up on a rock, in the middle of a large forest, there is a 

stronghold. In that stronghold lives a band of robbers, who robs the innocent people who travels 

through the forest. Mattis is their leader. One night there is a terrible thunderstorm. A great 

lightning strikes the rock and makes a wide crack which divides the rock and the stronghold into two. 

The same, during the thunderstorm, two children are born. One is a girl - the daughter of Mattis and 

the other is a boy - the son of Borka. Borka now becomes the leader of the other part of the 

stronghold. From that day, there are two bands and they are the worst of enemies. It looks like 

nothing can bring them together again. But there are two things that can overcome all obstacles - 

love and friendship. The two children grow older, older each in their part of the strong- hold, till one 

day, they are old enough to go out in the forest on their own and take care of themselves, like the 

band's children have done in all times. And that will not be easy. There are many strange and 

dangerous creatures in the forest but also fantastic adventures... and friends. A brave young girl who 

defies her father by becoming friends with the son of his enemy (another leader of a group of 

robbers). I must have seen this film at least 50 times. It's so wonderful, that I even watch it now from 

time to time, just to experience that amazing feeling of joy, wonder and adventure it gave me. I 

don't speak any Swedish, but still I know all the lines by heart, just by seeing it so many times! I saw 

it for the first time when I was about 6 or 7-years-old. I was totally amazed. Amazed by this simple 

story about an 11-year-old girl living in a medieval castle (surrounded by a huge forest) with a gang 

of hairy robbers and her stern but loving mother. Her father is the leader of the band, and regards 

himself as the greatest and bravest robber that ever roamed the woods. Her world is also inhabited 

by strange creatures, from little gnome-like creatures to flying evil birdlike witches. When her father 

discovers her friendship with the son of another leader of a gang of robbers (and therefore his sworn 

enemy), she leaves home and settles with Birk (the boy) in a cave in the woods. Together they try to 

survive until their fathers stop hating each other (which eventually happens). Ronja immediately 



became my role-model. She showed me that girls can stand up for themselves just as boys, and that 

women can be just as tough as men. This simple story deals with all basic things in life: friendship, 

doing what you think is right, following your heart, stand up for yourself and facing the dangers and 

problems in life with your chin up and your back straight. The element of fantasy and all the 

creatures make it a great movie for children, but I believe even younger children will appreciate the 

story of friendship and love too, and will capture the important messages that this movie carries. I 

have it on tape, and I hope that I will be able to watch it some day with my daughter(s). I think this 

film should especially be watched by girls, since Astrid lindgren has put in it a special message for 

them. But apart from that, it's a film that can be watched and enjoyed by anyone between the age 

of 5 and 105! In my opinion one of the best, if not THE best children's movie ever made! Watch it, 

and be a kid again. Watch it, and see the basic things that make life worth living. 10 out of 10! 
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Rookie Of The Year (1993) 
 

A kid (13-year-old Thomas Ian Nicholas) breaks his arm and as it 

mends he finds out that he has a stronger arm for throwing than 

before he broke it. The Chicago Cubs find out and sign the kid to 

pitch for them. Henry Rowengartner is a young kid who is a big 

baseball fan. He even plays on a little league team, but he is rather 

lacking in skill. This is highly present when Henry slips on a 

baseball and breaks his arm. When his arm heals, Henry attends a 

Chicago Cubs game. A home run by the opposing team is hit, and, 

corresponding with the tradition, must be thrown back. Henry 

ends up throwing the ball back, but he throws it back all the way 

to home plate on a dead line. Henry is quickly signed by the Cubs 

and is the biggest phenom in Major League Baseball. But, is all the 

fame and fortune too much for him to handle at such a young age, 

or will he continue as the best pitcher in baseball? A 12-year-old 

Chicago boy gets to help his favourite baseball team, the Chicago Cubs, when his broken arm heals in 

such a way to give him an unusually quick throw. He becomes a rookie pitching sensation, but learns 

that fame and a major baseball career have costs. I thought it was a fantastically funny movie. I 

laughed so hard at time-it was a blast! I really enjoyed the idea of the movie. I had never picked up 

on such an idea as a young boy making it to the majors.. I imagine that it is an idea that many major 

leaguers had thought about before the movie was made. Is it why the Cubbies hardly ever make to 

the Series?? -because they got a soft spot for their fans? Anyway, the movie is a lot of fun. There 

isn't a whole lot you can do with such an idea, although I think it was done very well. I especially 

enjoyed how fast he made it to the majors. It was just like that. Wow what an arm. I liked the way 

the child actor portraying the youngster who made the Cubs-the way he was so innocent in such a 

stressful position-it just added to the laughs. Overall, I think that it was a well done flick and if you 

want some fun and something to think about.. then this is the movie for you! 
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Room To Rent (2000) 
 

Ali is a young Egyptian screenwriter determined to succeed in 

London, where he has been a student. He loves the artistic and 

political freedom, the colours, the music, the individualism. But he 

has little money, his student visa is about to expire and he has 

been thrown out of his lodgings. And so Ali moves in with a 

succession of eccentric and colourful London flatmates: Mark, a 

photographer with a very individual style, Linda, a young, blonde, 

very sexy model and Marilyn Monroe impersonator, and Miss 

Stevenson who is convinced that Ali is the reincarnation of her 

long dead Egyptian lover. All the while Ali is in search of an elusive 

British visa which unexpectantly leads to finding the love of his 

life. For the first time a movie that talk about Arabians and 

Egyptians specifically without making them barbaric nor ignorant. 

Although (Taghmaoui) is not Egyptian but his perfomnance was 

magnificent. The same with (Juliette lewis) who made (Marelin Monro) scenes with all her senses. 

(Khaled El-Hagar) is unbelievely talented in making every scene so every body could feel the movie 

as if it is his story even if he didn't pass with the same situations. The script by (El-hagar) & (Amanda 

Stewart) was gorgeous because it made the movie very near and close to and thus entertaining for 

Arabs, & very new for non-Arabs by making them exploding new horizons. Other thing was choosing 

the using ancient Egyptian myths at the end of the film although non realstic. Generally magnificent. 

Thumbs up. 
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Roxy Hunter And The Mystery Of The Moody Ghost (2007) 
 

Roxy Hunter, a tumultuous and precocious 9-year-old "going on 

35" has just moved to the sleepy little town of Serenity Falls with 

her widowed mother, Susan, and family friend, the boy genius, 

Max (14-year-old Demetrius Joyette). Roxy brings her vivid 

imagination, keen 'detecting skills', and eccentric personality to 

the small town where she accidentally uncovers a plot that could 

destroy her new home. This was a wonderful film for kids, and 

families. It's very cute and enjoyable. I watched this movie and 

absolutely loved it! I would definitely recommend this movie to 

people with families. There is nothing not to like. It is well written 

with decent acting. I also found it very funny. You can watch this 

movie over and over and love it every time. The whole concept of 

the movie is great! So if you are thinking about watching this 

movie, but are not quite sure, or you are thinking about showing it 

to your kids watch it! Trust me it's an excellent film. Over all, I give this movie a 9/10 because it is 

just something that anyone would love to watch at any time I strongly recommend this film. 
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Roy Chubby Brown Live - Too Fat To Be Gay (2009) 
 

Batten down the laughter hatches for a barn-storming night of 

jokes, banter and hilarious micky-taking from Britain's most 

outrageous comedian, bar none! You'll explode with laughter as 

Chubby rips into his live audience with a non-stop battering ram 

of laugh-out-loud comedy. From motorway pile-ups to marriage 

counsellors, cancer-causing sausages to asylum seekers' 

swimming skills, and from disabled parking to why Chubby really 

is too fat to be gay - this show is grab-your-guts funny! 
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Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer & The Island Of Misfit Toys (2001) 
 

When the Evil Toy Taker takes all of Santa's toys, it's up to 

Rudolph and his friends Hermey, Yukon Cornelius and the 

Abominable Snowman "Bumbles" to stop him and bring Christmas 

to the children of the world. You could tell this movie had it's 

heart in the right place, but just about everything else tells you 

this movie was slapped together without regard for visual appeal 

or even a good message for kids. If you listen to the "director's 

commentary" (you'd think it would be a director's track, but 

instead it's only a 3-minute interview), they explain how this is the 

first time anyone on the team had done a computer-animated 

cartoon before, especially the B-movie director. And while this 

may have been cute as a bunch of student projects tied together, 

the whole mess just doesn't belong. Can't be called a sequel if it 

has nothing to do with the first, can it? 
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Run The Wild Fields (2000) 
 

The story of a North Carolina woman and her 12-year-old 

daughter who take in a mysterious drifter to work their farm while 

the woman's husband is missing in action during WWII. An 

extensive effort is made by all involved to present an accurate 

background of a small town in the U.S. and its close connection to 

martial affairs on varying fronts in 1945. A suite of scenes is given 

sincere attention by the director, Paul Kaufman, in his feature film 

debut. The text of Rodney Vaccaro's script, based upon his play, is 

remarkably well done in light of his hideous attempt at comedy 

with the misfire "Three to Tango". This film is nicely cast, and 

standout performances are given by Sean Patrick Flanery, Joanne 

Whalley, and a brilliant Alexa Vega. Insertion of specific details 

relating to the final year of the war is not overdone, and the fairly 

complex plot is permitted to develop as a mirror of the players' 

emotions. Noteworthy is the amassing of detail that is essential to a drama showcasing a wide range 

of character interaction. In sum, a vital and scarcely known work. 
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Run Wild, Run Free (The White Colt) (1969) 
 

Philip Ransome (11-year-old Mark Lester), a northern English boy 

about 10-years-old, has been mute since age 3 and spends his 

days roaming the moors alone. His parents despair of a cure. One 

day he sees a singular wild albino pony with blue eyes and 

befriends it avidly. A kindly retired colonel who accepts Philip as 

he is, a girl his age, and a pet falcon she gives him provide him 

with more things to love and care about. Gradually Philip emerges 

from his shell. But the way out is full of heartbreak and setbacks. I 

thought the film was very well done. Mark Lester turned in 

another sensational performance. His portrayal of the disturbed 

child, Philip, was very believable. The other cast members did fine 

jobs, too. The ending was solid. Nice family-type movie. 
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Runaway (2009) 
 

13-year-old William Miller is one of the most talented young 

actors to emerge in the U.K. for a long time. In this 3 part drama 

he plays 11-year-old Sean who is being bullied at school and 

getting little support or comfort from his mum at home. As the 

title suggests, he runs away and begins a mini adventure which 

really needed at least another half hour to work effectively. The 

strongest episode was the first. Excellent performances all round, 

and an effective atmosphere. The final two episodes were not as 

well written, and they seemed a bit hurried. In particular, the final 

scene where Sean is reunited with his family needed more time. 

There were some effective moments, such as when Sean's mum's 

boyfriend, Gary, confronted the bully (Alfie Brown-Sykes), and the 

wonderful performance by Michael Culkin. It was far from dreadful; it just needed a little more time 

and effort. There is much to be enjoyed about this series if you don't set your expectations too high. 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 1: Sean is a 11-year-old boy who is being ignored at home by his mother and made to look 

after his two younger brothers. Seeking to flee his unhappy home life and the bullying he receives at 

school, he takes to the streets in the middle of the night, where he soon meets serial runaway Molly. 

Episode 2: Sean and Molly continue their search for Molly's old home, sleeping rough and stealing to 

survive. They use a badger tunnel to cross a motorway but it starts to rain and the tunnel fills up 

with water, trapping Sean inside. 

Episode 3: Runaways Sean and Molly befriend an eccentric old man who offers them a lift on his 

narrowboat, but the mood soon turns hostile when Molly insults him. 
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Runaway Railway (1966) 
 

Young railway enthusiasts (13-year-old John Moulder-Brown) 

repair a derelict locomotive and find themselves inadvertently 

involved in a mail train robbery in this "Great Train Robbery" for 

kids by the Children's Film Foundation. The Great Train Robbery 

for kids. I've just seen Runaway Railway for the first time and 

found it very enjoyable. This has been released in the U.K. on 

Video and DVD as part of a double feature of Children's Film 

Foundation Movies with Junket 89 being the other. There were 

four of these double-feature volumes released and I now have three of these. A group of young 

railway enthusiasts attempt to stop the closure of the local railway by trying to raise money to buy it 

and the steam engine Matilda. They get help from a pair of men saying they are also enthusiasts. 

What the children don't know though is that these men are impostors and are really robbers who 

plan to rob the mail train. They find out the truth when a lorry is parked on the line. After a lengthy 

chase with the express train, Matilda ends up in London crashing into buffers at the terminus and 

the children are pleased when the branch line and Matilda are reprieved. The two robbers are then 

arrested after hiding under coal in Matilda. This movie was made when Dr. Beeching was closing 

railway lines all over the U.K. and also after the Great Train Robbery, so in a way it combines those 

two things. It was filmed on the Longmoor Military Railway in Hampshire. The cast includes some 

well known British faces: Sidney Tafler, the late, great Ronnie Barker (The Two Ronnies, Open All 

Hours, Porridge), the third Dr. Who Jon Pertwee and somebody else who has connections with Dr. 

Who, Robeta Tovey who played Dr. Who's (Peter Cushing) grand-daughter in Dr. Who and the Daleks 

and Daleks: Invasion Earth 2150 AD. Runaway Railway is worth watching if you get the chance. They 

don't make 'em like this anymore. 
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Running Against Time (1990) 
 

History professor David Rhodes never has got over the death of 

his older brother, 1966 in Vietnam. When he hears the rumor that 

a famous professor is working on a time machine, he immediately 

contacts him and persuades him to allow him to travel back in 

time and correct history. If he could save President Kennedy's life, 

Vietnam war might never have happened! Time travel. Man's 

greatest wish seems to be to go back and change the past. Is time 

a straight-line, or a circle? Is it relative? Does changing the past 

create different, parallel universes? For this TV movie, I took the 

view that most movies gave which is to assume time is a straight 

line. Unfortuently it makes the movie a lot more confusing and 

hard to follow. This TV movie is much like the 'The Butterfly 

Effect'. Our hero wants to go back into time and stop the war in 

vietnam so that his brother can live. To this end, he believes 

stopping the JFK assassination will stop the vietnam war ever being conducted (as well as concluding 

the cold war 30 years early!). But as ever, if you change the past something will happen to make 

things worse for the future. For some reason, Lyndon Johnson decides to nuke Vietnam as well as 

send in more troops. Heck, why don't you just use the fabled 'neutron bomb' whilst you're at it. 

Anyhow, everything cocks up and the time-travellers are left wondering if they can ever change the 

past. Our hero goes to a local hospital where he finds his brother and tells him to stay out of 

Vietnam. But if he went in the past to prevent his brother going to vietnam, this means the hero 

would have no recollection of his brother ever going and dying in Vietnam - thus he would have no 

reason to go back in time. This is one of many time-paraodoxes that can hurt your head if you try to 

think about it. What happens at the end? Well, lets just say time, it appears, has a concious. Damion 

Stevens plays young (12-year-old) David. 
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Running With Scissors (2006) 
 

The story of how a boy (10-year-old Jack Kaeding & 20-year-old 

Joseph Cross) was abandoned by his mother and how he, later, 

abandoned her. The year he'll be 14-years-old, the parents of 

Augusten Burroughs (1965-) divorce, and his mother, who thinks 

of herself as a fine poet on the verge of fame, delivers him to the 

eccentric household of her psychiatrist, Dr. Finch. During that 

year, Augusten avoids school, keeps a journal, and practices 

cosmetology. His mother's mental illness worsens, he takes an 

older lover, he finds friendship with Finch's younger daughter, and 

he's the occasional recipient of gifts from an unlikely benefactor. 

Can he survive to come of age? I've become all too wary of 

memoirs lately. Not because of the James Frey debacle, but 

because they've become the literary equivalent of the biopic at 

the movies. Just as I've grown tired of seeing the rise and inevitable fall of infamous icons during 

Oscar season, I've grown tired of plowing through the literary lives of men and women compelled to 

account their abusive childhoods, sexual deviancy, problems with drugs and alcohol, and, the real 

must, their harebrained families. The books sell well because readers love gossip, scandal, and 

melodrama. Running with Scissors has no shortage of such pulpy details, as its hero, Augusten 

Burroughs, has all the makings of memoir sentimentality. He was born into a selfish, dysfunctional 

family, adopted by his mother's psychiatrist, attempted suicide, turned out to be gay, and was 

exposed to sex at a young age under the hands of a man much past his age. His life was, if nothing 

else, screwed up enough to put into a book. But while I'm a pessimist to the genre, Running with 

Scissors is strange and psychotically contagious. To oversimplify the matter, the film is a collection of 

people dealing with their issues. Heading up the Burroughs family is Norman Burroughs (Alec 

Baldwin), a business man with the sedated lick of alcoholism whose only wish seems to be to 

sidestep his wife's raging narcissism. Dierdre (Annete Bening), his wife, is a selfish would-be writing 

starlet whose lack of talent is constantly at odds with the confidence that she deserves a Nobel 

Prize. Her failure she blames on the supposed acts of sabotage by Norman, of which she confides in 

her only son Augusten. The family begins counseling with Doctor Finch (Brian Cox), the man who 

eventually adopts Augusten when Norman walks out and Dierdre begins popping Valium like 

prescription Skittles. The Finch family seems to be no upgrade though, as Agnes (Jill Clayburgh), the 

mother, is first seen munching on dog kibble, Hope (Gwyneth Paltrow), the favored daughter, is 

known to talk to her cat Freud, and Natalie (Evan Rachel Wood), the second daughter, tries to open 

Augusten up by using electro-shock therapy. Their home is an old-money palace painted blazing 

pink, with various lawn furniture, cobbled windows, and a Christmas tree that's been erect for over 

two years. My Mother happens to be mildly obsessed with Augusten Burroughs. She speaks of his 

stories and literary adventures as though they're the loopy reveries of a second son she birthed into 

paperback. So several months ago I took her to our hometown bookshop, The Boulder Bookstore, to 

see Mr. Burroughs speak on his most recent book, Magical Thinking. I'd read a few of his stories at 

my Mom's urgent requests and flipped through a couple chapters of his first memoir (the film's 

source), Running with Scissors, in preparation. I knew enough, I felt, to hold my own in a book 

signing. But as the first hand was raised during the Q&A segment of the presentation, a woman 



asked how Augusten's dog was doing, how his partner was holding up, if they'd purchased that 

house he mentioned, and if those shoes were still in mint condition. I was obviously behind the 

curve. Mr. Burroughs has entrusted so much of his intimate life with his writing. It's organic and 

swelling with humor drawn from a frank self-awareness that doesn't embarrass him or his readers. 

His audience isn't a third-party to his life, they're all his closest friends; quite a job for rookie feature 

Writer/Director Ryan Murphy. Murphy approaches the material very cinematically, using every 

magic trick offered to him by his technicians. This is no shaky, documentary-style memoir that shreds 

cinema to the tatters of the broken characters on screen. Murphy's characters are heightened to 

hyperbolic altitude, but are anchored to a reality only gotten from the pages of non-fiction 

accounting. His film is tightly-knit, too, with every line of dialogue truly used and with characters' 

stories intertwined into a family of glowing psychosis. It makes for a film constructed from quirk and 

color, but Murphy's characters can't seem to escape from being so human. They deal with their 

issues, but like humans, rarely manage to solve them. It can be appalling and sometimes painful, but 

Burroughs and Murphy's stories are just too lovely to turn your back to. 
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RV (Runaway Vacation) (2006) 
 

Bob Munro (Williams) and his dysfunctional family (14-year-old 

Josh Hutcherson) rent an RV for a road trip to the Colorado 

Rockies, where they ultimately have to contend with a bizarre 

community of campers. I went to see this movie with extremely 

low expectations, thanks to all the negative predictions which had 

been circulating for the past few weeks, and I have only one thing 

to say; DO NOT avoid this movie only because your favourite critic 

has said that it is an unprecedented flop, or because you think the 

title is unappealing - watch the movie for yourself first, and be the 

judge yourself without being influenced by any other guy who 

probably hasn't even seen the film. Only then you will realise the 

true significance of this movie. First off, it's a great movie to watch 

with the whole family, which is saying something since most of the 

comedy movie nowadays are filled with raunchy jokes from start 

to finish (not that I don't enjoy those movies, but it's cool to watch a nice simple family movie every 

now and then - "The Pink Panther" is a good example of the latter). Contrary to rumours, Robin 

Williams does NOT let us down, in fact I think he is just as funny as he was in his previous flicks - and 

if some obsessively observant viewers do notice a change in his performance, then give the guy a 

break, he's getting older he isn't what he used to be 10 years ago! I think it's a pretty good movie- 

mind, it isn't a piece of genius but as I said, if you wipe out all biased thoughts from your mind 

before watching this flick and without the skeptical attitude, there's a good chance you will enjoy 

this movie as much as I did, just give it a try. 
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Ryan And Sean's Not So Excellent Adventure (2008) 
 

The story of two young web celebrities who find themselves 

brought to Hollywood to audition and screen test for starring roles 

in the next big "buddy" film. Sought out by a producer about to be 

kicked off the studio lot, Ryan and Sean are put through the 

grueling process of makeovers, massages, tanning beds, singing, 

dancing and action picture auditions. Ryan Higa and Sean Fujiyoshi 

bring a genuine and natural comedic performance to strange and 

sometimes surreal situations that are packed with hilarity. This 

teen comedy has something for everyone and their current fans of 

Youtube will be especially surprised at how their Stars shine on 

the big screen. Familiar Ryan and Sean characters are 

incorporated into the story, Helga Fawntanilla, The Stalking 

Mangina and the "big green ball" even has a few cameo 

appearances. Non-stop fun and that special brand of humor that is 

Ryan and Sean can be found in this feature length film. I watched this movie on the premiere in 

Hawaii and I must say I am impressed immensely. Okay; it isn't the greatest film of all time, but it's 

still pretty damn good, especially when you consider that just a few months ago these two kids were 

making amateur videos for Youtube. I heard a few complaints about how bad the story was and how 

it wasn't good quality, but you have to take Ryan and Sean's Not So Excellent Adventure for what it 

is; an entertaining, light hearted debut for two internet stars. Don't compare it to The Shawshank 

Redemption, because it is of a different species; it's a film you can just sit and watch all the way 

through giggling sometimes and you can come out the theater smiling. The plot is okay; a film maker 

(played by Michael Buckley, who is also a Youtube celebrity) is about to be fired if he doesn't come 

up with a good project, so he finds these two guys (Ryan and Higa) on the internet. The jokes are 

pretty much the same as in the Youtube videos, a few jokes may have you in stitches even. 
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S.E.R. - Svoboda Eto Raï (Freedom Is Paradise) (La Liberté, C'est Le 

Paradis) (1989) 
 

Young Sasha (Vladimir Kosyrev) (13-year-old boy) is brought into a 

state-run children's home because his mother died early and his 

father spends most of his life in prison. The conditions are like in a 

penal institution. Sasha tries several times to escape and to search 

for his father. I'd heard a lot about this film when it won the 

Montreal Film Festival back in 1989, but only recently had 

opportunity to see it. It doesn't provide any answers to the 

problem of how to handle so many lost children in the former 

Soviet union and although "entertaining" in its own right, it feels 

more documentary then story. Young Sasha is immediately likable, 

obviously a smart kid and would seeming be wanted by anyone 

looking to adopt a child - in Western culture. But back in the USSR, 

he's shuffled off "through the system" and maintained in prison-

like schools. Sasha toughens himself, commits petty crimes and 

takes his beatings without complaint, to prove he's a man, but the 

strength of this film is showing not this boy's resolve, but rather 

peel away to reveal a boy's sensitivity and a desire to just be a 

child for the few years allowed. All of this leads him to (repeated) 

escapes from the "school" in search of his father - a man whom he's never met. That their brief 

"reunion" comes late, ends at a prison and is ineffably awkward makes its poignancy all the stronger. 

We learn things about Sasha's father that show the futility of that system and the toll it took - and 

takes - on generations of innocents forced to make their way by any means of survival possible 

regardless of outcome. A tough film to watch, despite its downbeat ending, one wants to believe 

something better is in store for Sasha. Until grim reality sets in. 
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Sa Raison D'Être (What Love Means) (2008) 
 

Over Christmas vacation in 1980, Nicolas (Michaël Cohen) meets 

Bruno (Nicolas Gob, Un amour à taire), his sister Isabelle's current 

squeeze – and realizes he would "do anything for this guy." Thus 

begins a saga spanning two tumultuous decades where a 

mysterious disease unleashes mayhem in the age of Mitterrand. A 

daring and unusual family must come together to redefine the 

boundaries of family and friendship, while surmounting the 

barriers of class, race and sexual orientation. Sa raison d'être is 

relative unknown Renaud Betrand's loving recreation of an era 

dominated by homophobic Vichy-era laws, intransigent 

governments, Line Renaud, Sidaction, tainted blood scandals and 

terrorism. Lush and starstudded, Betrand's television masterpiece 

is as timely and urgent as the drug-resistant strains of HIV 

challenging today's message-resistant LGBT youth. Hailed as the 

French version of Angels in America for the text generation, Sa raison d'être is essential viewing in 

this intergenerational struggle with a devastating affliction. We often wonder how the secrets we 

keep will affect our loved ones. Nicolas Guichar (sympathetically played by Michaël Cohen) could 

never have imagined the events his impromptu coming out would set in motion. The year 1981 gives 

way to a social renaissance in France with the election of François Mitterrand as the first Socialist 

President. For the French gay and lesbian community it signals an end to the draconian prohibitions 

against same-sex love. Finally, Nico and his friends no longer have reason to fear repercussions 

simply for being who they are and their lives seem suddenly full of possibility. Then the handsome 

American flight attendant who shows up on the arm of Jerome, Nico's closest friend, becomes 

gravely ill, and reports of a new "gay disease" begin flooding the airwaves. The AIDS crisis has made 

its way to France. Yet Nico's difficult journey is just beginning. When his sister, Isabella, is 

accidentally gunned down while walking through Paris with her new boyfriend, Bruno (an attack 

which also leaves Bruno in a coma for several weeks), their family begins a downward spiral. Central 

to this is Isabella's now motherless infant son, Jeremy, whom Nico becomes guardian of. The rest of 

the family, consumed in their grief, withdraws into themselves while Nico clings to Bruno and 

Jeremy as the closest living links to his sister. As Bruno begins to recover, he spends more and more 

time with Nico and Jeremy. Nico strives to make Bruno an important figure in Jeremy's life, knowing 

it was what Isabella would have wanted – though she never had the opportunity to give Bruno 

official legal rights. Harboring unconditional love for the "macho loudmouthed asshole" with a heart 

of gold, a radical notion begins to consume Nico: two men, one straight and one gay, might be able 

to raise a child together. Though understandably hesitant at first, knowing that they will face many 

obstacles, Bruno eventually realizes that it may be the only way he can be anything to the child he 

has helped raise and agrees to the arrangement. When another shocking tragedy rears its ugly head, 

Nico and Bruno find that they will need to lean on each other more than they ever anticipated. 

Reminiscent of ImageOut's 2006 Best Feature Winner A Love To Hide and the way in which that film 

gave audiences a unique window into the holocaust, What Love Means presents the epic saga of the 

early AIDS crisis and the devastating impact that it has on the lives of a single family. Powerful and 

resonant in a time when AIDS cases are once again on the rise among members of our community, 



the film's ultimate message is that it's often the family that we make for ourselves, not the one we 

are born into, that allows us to truly understand what love means. 
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Saint Jack (1979) 
 

Compelling character study, revolving around Jack Flowers (Ben 

Gazzara), an American hustler trying to make his fortune in 1970s 

Singapore in small time pimping. He dreams of building a fortune 

by running a brothel himself and returning to the States to lead a 

life of luxury. Savvy but not unsavory he strikes up a friendship 

with William Leigh (Denholm Elliot), a genial and decent auditor 

who travels to Singapore every year. Ultimately, the background 

of the Vietnam War comes into the picture as Jack is offered the 

opportunity by the CIA to run a brothel for the R&R activities of 

U.S. soldiers on leave in Singapore. Absorbing character study of 

an amiable, ambitious pimp who thrives in Singapore during the 

early 1970s. Peter Bogdanovich's Saint Jack from the novel by Paul 

Theroux Ben Gazzara plays Jack Flowers who is a pimp based in 

Singapore 1973 is trying to set up a grand whorehouse which 

caters for visiting GI's unfortunately Gazzara also has to keep one 

step ahead of the local triad gangs who are out to stop him at every turn Gazzara is a host of familiar 

and famous roster of British acting talent is present such as Denholm Elliot who does Flower's books 

sitcom star Rodney Bewes (the likely lads) plays an ex-pat as does familiar actor James Villiers. 

Flowers is approached by Peter Bogdanovich who plays a slimy CIA cohort who pays flowers to take 

incriminating photographs of a prominent American senator played by former one time bond 

George Lazenby sleeping with a male prostitute. Saint Jack is not so saintly it does show the seedy 

side's of prostitution Bogdanovich even cast genuine prostitutes in many roles it's a gem of a picture 

complete with all of the usual Bogdanovich traits long takes 1.85.1 photography. 
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Saint Ralph (2004) 
 

Set in Hamilton in 1954, Saint Ralph is the unlikely story of Ralph 

Walker (16-year-old Adam Butcher), a ninth grader who outran 

everyone's expectations except his own in his bold quest to win 

the Boston Marathon. Ralph is a fatherless 14-year-old with a 

seriously ill mother, who knows he's a time bomb waiting to 

explode into greatness, except that he has no idea where that 

greatness will manifest itself. An unfortunate incident of self-

abuse in the community pool inadvertently sets him on this road 

when, as penance, Ralph is conscripted to the cross-country team. 

Desperate to believe a miracle will bring his mother out of a 

coma, Ralph becomes a convert to the church of running, and 

determines to win the Boston Marathon. Saint Ralph is a triumph. 

It approaches the "inspirational" movie genre (think everything 

from Rocky to Chariot's of Fire) but manages to evoke a genuine 

and unique flavour in the form. It is fresh, original, funny, and extremely moving. The characters are 

well developed, the plot intriguing and inviting, and the dialogue simply priceless. People literally 

clapped in the theatre; more than half hung around for all of the credits, and groups were huddled 

around posters seeking more information about the film. My favourite detail: I was simply 

astonished at the music score for the climatic scene. Gord Downie's version of Leonard Cohen's 

Hallelujah is breathtakingly beautiful, and perfectly set. Adam Butcher, playing Ralph, in the scene 

transcends the child-actor role. His face displays an exquisite complexity of emotions, chilling and 

sublime, while Downie sings. Truly marvelous. The premise, by now, is familiar: a boy's mother falls 

into a coma, and he believes a miracle will awaken her. The movie positions itself in that delicious 

but awkward transition between boyhood innocence and adulthood stoicism or cynicism. Ralph is a 

child, becoming a man, learning the limits of his own body, his mother's body, and all the while 

confronting adults inability to imagine or dream. He dream's on and takes the audience on a sweet 

journey that will rekindle your fire. It truly is an inspirational film, without being sappy or relying on 

overwrought clichés. A truly promising start for Michael McGowan, a new Canadian filmmaker. 
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Salaam Bombay! (1988) 
 

The story of Krishna (Shafiq Syed), Manju, Chillum (Raghuvir 

Yadav) and the other children on the streets of Bombay. 

Sometimes they can get a temporary job sellng tea, but mostly 

they have to beg for money and keep out of the way of the police. 

This film has haunted me since I saw it in 1988. Mira Nair's 

production is all-enveloping and makes you feel as though you 

live within what is for me a completely different lifestyle and 

place. The saturated colors of the sets alone would have stayed 

with me these 12 years, but I find that so has the plot, the 

movement of the camera, and the overall tenor of the work. 

Probably the only other film that has stayed with me in such 

detail and with such power is Wim Wenders's 'Wings of Desire', a 

completely different kind of work. Both films are alike, though, in 

their ability to encompass the viewer and take her to another 

world that she will not soon forget. 
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Salò O Le 120 Giornate Di Sodoma (Salo Ou Les 120 Journées De 

Sodome) (Salo, Or The 120 Days Of Sodom) (1975) 
 

Four fascist libertines round up 8 teenage boys (17-year-old 

Sergio Fascetti, Bruno Musso, Antonio Orlando, Claudio Cicchetti, 

19-year-old Franco Merli, Umberto Chessari, Lamberto Book & 

Gaspare Di Jenno) and girls and subject them to 120 days of 

physical, mental and sexual torture. Set in the Nazi-controlled, 

northern Italian state of Salo in 1944, four dignitaries round up 

sixteen perfect specimens of youth and take them together with 

guards, servants and studs to a palace near Marzabotto. In 

addition, there are four middle-aged women: three of whom 

recount arousing stories whilst the fourth accompanies on the 

piano. The story is largely taken up with their recounting the 

stories of Dante and De Sade: the Circle of Manias, the Circle of 

Shit and the Circle of Blood. Following this, the youths are 

executed whilst each libertine takes his turn as voyeur. Given the 

depraved nature of this film, a 10 rating may seem a touch high. To be certain, the film has it's share 

of disgusting moments, yet those are not the core of the film. The central soul of this movie is the 

over-riding sense of hopelessness. I would call it Schiendler's List's evil little brother. But where as 

Spielbergs film was about the triumph of the human spirit under horrible conditions, Paolini's vision 

looks at the bottomless depths that the human creature can fall. Set during Fascist era Italy, a group 

of wealthy party members gather up a collection of young men and women to use as entertainment. 

Taking advice from an aging former madam, they re-enact her most debauched stories of perversion 

in an amplified manner. Things move in a down-ward spiral until the inevitable breaking point: a girl 

is caught breaking the rules of behavior and in an effort to lighten her punishment, turns in another 

rule-breaker, who in turn does the same and so on and such forth. Despite the films reputation, it 

isn't particularly graphic. While there is an abundance of nudity there is little of no "normal" sex. 

There are some scenes of bloody violence, but those happen mostly near the end. What makes this 

film so disturbing isn't what you see so much as what you feel. There is no hope for these poor 

people, neither the Facists nor their prisoners; every one is doomed to madness or death. The final 

shot of the movie is really the most uncomfortable of the whole film, yet it is so mundane, just a 

simple shot of two boys practicing dancing and asking each other about their girlfriends. To 

understand why that is so unnerving, you have to see it in context. This is definitely not a film for 

everyone, or even most people. I consider myself pretty jaded to disturbing cinema and I still walked 

away with an uneasy feeling, akin to losing all faith in humanity. There is nothing cheesy nor fun 

about the happenings here. A film I am glad to have seen once, but hope to never watch again. 
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Salut Victor (1989) 
 

Friendship between two old men becomes love. Slightly-unkempt, 

tired, and frail, Philippe Lanctot moves into a rest home. The 

administrator says she wants him to be happy, but that seems far 

from his mind: he's waiting to die. Then, into his room, 

unannounced, rolls the voluble Victor Laprade, who draws out 

Philippe over the next few months. Victor gives Philippe the gift of 

experiencing the moment. In return, the well-heeled Philippe 

organizes field trips to dinner and to a botanical garden, and, 

unknown to Victor, becomes the man's benefactor when Victor's 

children get stingy. The openly-gay Victor also pushes Philippe to 

acknowledge feelings he's always kept suppressed. Is it unfair to 

say the gay community is youth obsessed? One might get that 

opinion looking at marketing towards this group, films included. 

Salut Victor exquisitely portrays the love and friendship that 

develops between two men, both residents in an old folks home. 

They are truly a gay odd couple in the latter years of their lives. 

One is brash, garrulous and completely (intentionally) oblivious to 

other people's personal boundaries. The other is painfully closed, repressed and isolated. During 

their short-lived relationship each embraces the other lending their best qualities. I was awed by the 

way the couple savored every moment no matter how small. Whether sipping the last drops of 

liquor from a flask, or delighting in merely spending a few moments together. There seems to be a 

lesson here about cherishing the people and events in our lives. Salut Victor is a must see for all who 

seek a well rounded, fully representative experience in queer cinema. 
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Salute Your Shorts (1991-2) 
 

It's about seven kids (Megan Berwick, 16-year-old Michael Bower, 

Venus DeMilo, 13-year-old Tim Eyster, Heidi Lucas, 16-year-old 

Danny Cooksey, 15-year-old Erik MacArthur) at summer camp and 

all the things they do and about friends sticking with each other. 

While they try to out smart the counselor. "Salute Your Shorts" 

(SYS) began with all the stereotypical characters. It became 

something else entirely. With inspired mayhem like a visit from 

Ug's horrific niece to a capture the flag game gone "Apocalypse 

Now," SYS is a sister show to "Hey Dude" - somewhat realistic, but 

always funny. The use of classical music (such as Tchaichovsky's 

"Marche Slave") as a soundtrack in many places gives the show a 

nice ironic, surreal feel that current Nick comedies sorely lack. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1991) 
 

Episode 01: Michael Comes to Camp; Michael arrives at Camp Anawanna and becomes very popular 

with some of the other campers. Budnick then forces Michael and Sponge to join a "secret club" 

along with him and Donkeylips. As part of the club initiation, Sponge and Michael go to steal 

something from the girls' cabin. In a rush to avoid getting caught, Michael takes, and then 

accidentally breaks, Telly's glasses. 

Episode 02: Zeke the Plumber; Budnick tells the gang a ghost story about the camp's old custodian, 

Zeke. It is said that Zeke, who had lost his nose in an accident, was unable to smell a gas leak which 

killed him. Budnick tells the group that whomever touches Zeke's plunger will have horrible 

nightmares haunted by Zeke. Of course, everyone has bad nightmares that night. The entire group, 

with help from Ug, sets up an elaborate plan to get some revenge on Budnick. 

Episode 03: The Treasure of Sara Madre; Budnick finds a treasure map that supposedly leads to the 

buried cash of the camp's late dance instructor Sara Madre. He sells two copies of the map: one to 

Michael and Sponge, and another to Z.Z., Dina, and Telly. In order to find the treasure, the groups 

must go across the camp doing odd dance steps. As the groups try to be the first to the treasure, 

Donkeylips and Budnick find that watching the hunt is hillarious. 

Episode 04: Brownies for Thud Mackie; After Michael accidentally ruins some brownies that 

belonged to the camp's meanest kid, Thud Mackie, he needs to do something or face a beating. 

After all of his attempts to smuggle brownies into camp are foiled by Ug, he decides the best thing to 

do is leave camp. With everyone's help, he creates a video that exaggerates the horrors of camp to 

send to his grandparents. The video plan works, but Michael doesn't really want to leave. He is left 

with a choice: stay with his friends at camp and be pounded by Thud, or leave. 



Episode 05: Bunk Chief Elections; At the girls' bunk Telly and Dina each try to bribe Z.Z. to vote one 

of them as Bunk Chief. At the guys' bunk, as punishment for putting a goat into Ug's cabin, all the 

boys must do the prep work for the Indian Counsel Dinner. The boys decide to get back at Ug by 

doing something that he would never expect: behaving. 

Episode 06: Toilet Seat Basketball; The gang forms a basketball team that must play in a small camp 

tournament to earn the privilege of representing Camp Anawanna in a big basketball tournament. If 

they lose, their pictures are taped to the bottom of a toilet seat in the main lodge. Telly is the team's 

coach, but no matter how hard she pushes them, they keep losing. Once Budnick takes over as 

coach, though, everything starts to turn around and they start to do well. 

Episode 07: The Radio Call-In Contest; Sponge uses the camp phone without Ug's permission to call 

into a radio contest. He wins the first round of the contest and a $100 prize. In order to win the 

grand prize, $1,000, he must stay awake for 24 hours and wait for a phone call from the DJ and 

answer more questions. In exchange for a cut of the prize money, the others help to keep Sponge 

awake, sneak him past Ug to the phone, and force him to study for the questions. 

Episode 08: Donkeylips and Sponge Weigh In; In order to win a lobster dinner, Sponge and 

Donkeylips enter the wrestling tournament. Unfortunately Sponge is too light to wrestle and 

Donkeylips is too heavy. Ug gives them a few days to change their weight, and Telly agrees to train 

them. Meanwhile, the other campers are trying to avoid the horrible camp food by getting Sponge 

and Donkeylips to sneak burgers into camp while they are out training. 

Episode 09: Budnick and Michael Fake Being Sick; In order to get out of the daily activties, Michael 

and Budnick fake being sick. They end up spending the day in the nurse's station with no good food 

(the fridge has ice cream in it, but is locked), and watching Spanish TV (the only thing on). 

Meanwhile, the day's activity, unknown to Michael and Budnick, is a trip to the beach. The others 

look forward to a day of fun in the sun, but Ug decides to put Z.Z. in charge of the map and they all 

get lost. 

Episode 10: Cinderella Play; The group must put on the camp's presentation of Cinderella. Dina is 

cast as Cinderella with Michael as the prince. Telly must play an ugly step-sister and Donkeylips is the 

coachman. Dina comes down with stage fright, however, and skips most rehearsals. She spends 

most of the time signing autographs and acting like a star around camp. 

Episode 11: Donkeylips's Crush on Dina; Dina leaves a love note for Michael on a painting that she 

thinks is his. It turns out to be Donkeylips's painting, and he is thrilled that there is a girl that likes 

him. He starts leaving little gifts for Dina who thinks that the gifts are being left by Michael. When 

Donkeylips asks Dina to the dance, she is left with the choice to go with him or break his heart. 

Episode 12: Mail Carrier Mona; After Ug breaks up with his girlfriend, he starts to crack down on the 

kids for every little rule violation. When a new mail carrier named Mona shows up and seems to take 

an interest in Ug, the kids try to get them together, thinking that he will ease up on them if he starts 

to go out with her. 

Episode 13: The Environmental Party; Z.Z. tries to get the others to clean up the camp. Unfortunately 

they really don't care. So Dina helps her throw a party to try and raise awareness, but that just 



makes a bigger mess. After the garbage man offers Z.Z. money for the camp's recycleables, she 

decides to bribe the campers into cleaning things up. 
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Series 2 (13 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Episode 01: Pinskey Comes to Camp; The gang finds out that Michael had to leave camp because he 

has the chicken pox. In his place in Bunk 13 comes a new kid, Ronnie Pinskey. Ug then places the 

bunk under quarantine because they were all exposed to Michael's chicken pox. 

Episode 02: Counselor Budnick; It's backwards weekend, and the campers have elected Budnick to 

be the weekend counselor, while Ug has to be a camper. At first, Budnick lets the campers do 

whatever they want, but then is foced to punish them to restore order. This upsets the campers and 

they all, including Ug, pull pranks on him to get revenge. Meanwhile, Z.Z. and Dina are fighting over a 

frog that could win a jumping contest, and its owner a night in town. 

Episode 03: Telly's Tennis Match; Telly, tired of losing to another boy at tennis, thinks she needs a 

new metal racquet to beat him, instead of her old wooden one. Budnick gives her a metal racquet, in 

return for a favor, to be named in the future. But Telly begins to get nervous as Budnick acts as 

bookie, taking bets on her upcoming match. 

Episode 04: Dina and the Rock Star; Dina promises everyone that she will get Jamie Mallet Jr., a huge 

rock star, to perform at the camp dance. She finds out that Jamie is staying at a nearby camp to relax 

and get some rest from the celebrity lifestyle. Dina tricks him into thinking the camp he is at is too 

dangerous and to come and relax at Camp Anawanna. When he arrives, he is overrun by fans. Dina 

then gets angry when Jamie spends most of his time hanging out with Pinskey instead of her, 

because Pinskey isn't treating him like a celebrity. As revenge, she spreads lies about Jamie through 

the camp. 

Episode 05: The Cursed Skull; The girls decide that they want to be away from each other, so they 

ask Ug to change the bunk assignments. Meanwhile, the boys find a buffalo skull in a cave near 

camp. After they bring it back, bad things start to happen and Ug orders them to bring good luck 

back to camp by returning the skull. Budnick refuses and instead decides to start a "skull society" for 

the boys named The Order of the Skull. The girls decide to steal the skull from them but get caught 

in a cave during a storm. 

Episode 06: Budnick Loves Dina (1); Dina is describing to the other girls what her perfect boyfriend 

would be like. She then realizes that Budnick matches all of her criteria, and she falls in love with 

him. Budnick, after resisting for a while, decides to return the feelings and falls in love with her. 

Episode 07: Budnick Loves Dina (2); Dina decides that she doesn't love Budnick after all, but Budnick 

still loves her. As a way to get him to stop following her, she tries to make him change his regular 

habits. But he doesn't really see what's going on until she decides to cut his hair. 



Episode 08: Sponge Goes to the Movies; After sleeping through the camp's "Club Choice Day," 

Pinskey ends up in Sponge's computer club. He then decides to use the camp's outside modem line 

to make long distance phone calls. Sponge gets blamed for all the calls. To try to make it up to him, 

Pinskey invites Sponge on a date with him and two girls from another camp. 

Episode 09: The Pinskey-Sponge Gazette; Pinskey and Sponge start a camp newspaper. While 

Sponge is writing actual news stories, Pinskey starts a gossip column, which soon becomes very 

popular. When he writes that Telly may have cheated at a recent sports event, it starts to get 

everyone into trouble. 

Episode 10: Capture the Flag; Donkeylips wants to play on the offensive side of the camp's Capture 

the Flag team, but even though he knows the strategy, he is put on defense because he is so slow. 

But when the offensive crew is captured by the enemy, it is up to Donkeylips to lead the defense 

team to save the day. 

Episode 11: Park Ranger Mona; Mona Tibbs, the mail lady, has joined the park service to be closer to 

Ug. He thinks this is good because she will go easy on the camp when she comes to inspect it. 

Instead, she nitpicks every little thing and reports the camp for several infractions. The campers 

decide to make it worse by pointing out more flaws, hoping to be put in a hotel while the camp is 

fixed if it is shut down. They find out, however, that they would be transferred to other camps. They 

quickly set out to clean up camp and help Mona and Ug patch things up. 

Episode 12: Ellen Comes to Camp; Ellen, Dr. Kahn's niece, comes to visit camp, and Ug orders the 

campers to treat her like royalty. She is a real brat and the gang is ready to use vigilante justice on 

her, but Ug, though he is also bothered by Ellen, stops them because he is trying to gat a raise. The 

gang decides to try the silent treatment, which sends Ellen over the edge. In the end, the gang gets 

the ultimate revenge, and Ug gets his raise for teaching Ellen a lesson. 

Episode 13: Anawanna Incorporated; The campers start a birdhouse company for career day. Dina is 

appointed leader and Donkeylips is put in charge of production. After seeing how the others are 

being lazy, Donkeylips and his workers go on strike. Meanwhile, Ug and Sponge search for items to 

put in the Camp Anawanna time capsule. 
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Sam (1973-5) 
 

It is 1934 and Sam Wilson (14-year-old Kevin Moreton) is 10-years-

old when his mother Dora leaves her husband and brings Sam to 

Skellerton, the Yorkshire mining village where she grew up. Her 

father, jack, has been unemployed for more than eight years and 

her family has little enough money to support themselves. Will 

they manage with another two mouths to feed and how will Sam's 

boyhood change? I thought the first series of 'Sam' was an 

extremely well-observed and gritty piece of drama. Here we meet 

young 'Sam', a lad growing-up fast, as kids were destined and 

expected to do in those days of heavy industry. By the age of 15; 

you were presumed to be a man in all but years. The programme 

was based in West Yorkshire where my family had roots, and as a 

young child I had personal experience of customs and attitudes that only came to a close with the 

miners' strike during the 1980's and the subsequent sweeping pit-closures that followed a decade 

after this first series. I even had a grandfather named Barraclough, like the patriarch of Sam's own 

family. This program painted a very convincing portrait of the lack of expectations and opportunities 

for upward-mobility amongst people who were born under the shadow of the pit-head. You were a 

manual worker, and wore your class with pride. You went down the pit. Like your father, brothers, 

and uncles and grandfathers before them: without question, almost without exception; you did what 

they did. Communities were close-knit. They laboured together, played together, and often - when 

there was a disaster down below - they died together. Words cannot describe the wretched 

hopelessness of those who longed for something other than this fatal inevitability, any more than 

the pride and earnest stoicism of those who accepted it as their lot. I've never met braver, better 

men, nor yet more courageous and committed wives and mothers. The pits are gone now. And many 

would utter heartfelt relief at their passing. But something else has been taken from the people that 

can never be replaced. It's less easy to define; unity against adversity perhaps: a resolute belief in 

the common good. Crime was non existent. You really could leave your door open, never mind 

unlocked. Those who afterwards took their redundancy pay made the best of a bad thing. Little 

alternative help or employment was offered. And there is a limit to the number of minicabs and 

take-away food shops a community actually needs. 'Sam', the first series, recreated that bygone 

world of Northern English life that I and many others can just about remember, but which must soon 

pass into the reference archive of history after my generation has gone. Subsequent series lost the 

freshness and originality of the first and lapsed into little more than an introspective kitchen-sink 

drama. The program also employed an excellent theme-tune featuring a solo trumpet played in the 

typical key of a colliery band. It had a cheesy melody that seems suggestive of youthful hope whilst 

at the same time containing a tone of reconciliation to the inevitability of its blighting. I'd like to be 

more optimistic, but I can't. Watch it yourself if you get the chance. But if you're the fortunate 

progeny of white-collar workers in safe pen-pushing jobs, then it's unlikely to visit you with the same 

baggage of experience and memories with which it haunts me. Failing this; try 'Kes'. That's a very 

similar example of doomed young hope growing up north. 

 



Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1973) 
 

Episode 01: A Way of Life; Sam and his mother arrive in Skellerton 

and try to settle in with their relatives. 

Episode 02: Poor Law; The Labour Exchange is looking for Sam's 

mother. Sam is taken on a tour of the local pit by his grandfather. 

Episode 03: Leaving Home; Sam is bullied at school. Sam's mother 

starts a new relationship with Alan. Sam doesn't like this and runs 

away. 

Episode 04: For Ever and Ever and Ever and Ever; Sam is found. 

Episode 05: A Day To Remember; Sam is taken on a day out to the 

seaside. 

Episode 06: The Cost of Living; Sam's mother and new partner set 

up a family home. 

Episode 07: Out of the Blue; Sam's family come under pressure from the disapproving locals. 

Episode 08: United We Stand; Sam discovers a book written by his father. The pit workers are given 

notice. 

Episode 09: The Beginning of Winter; Sam's mother falls pregnant. Sam's father sends a letter asking 

for money to be sent to him so that he can come home from Canada. 

Episode 10: Where The Heart Is; Dora passes away in hospital giving birth to a son, Leslie. Alan, 

devastated, decides to go south to look for work, leaving his mother to care for the baby. Sam's 

uncle George goes with him. 

Episode 11: Home From Home; Frank is worried about Sam's education and his grandfather wants to 

send him to a charity boarding school. Alan and George are disillusioned in the south and George 

returns home. 

Episode 12: No Going Back; Sam is at boarding school, hating it and longing to go home, but can't, 

because of a diphtheria outbreak in Skellerton. After a fight at the school, he runs away and walks 

the fifty miles home. 

Episode 13: Breadwinners; Sam's uncle Toby sets up a garment factory in the old chapel, providing 

work for the women of Skellerton, leaving the men at home. Sam finally goes down the pit with his 

grandfather. 
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Series 2 (13 Episodes) (1974) 
 

Episode 01: A New World. 

Episode 02: Legacy. 

Episode 03: Shape Yourself Round It. 

Episode 04: Under a Cloud. 

Episode 05: Head and Heart. 

Episode 06: Stay Single and Live for Ever. 

Episode 07: Credit. 

Episode 08: Sins of the Fathers. 

Episode 09: The World as It Is. 

Episode 10: Land. 

Episode 11: Half a Loaf. 

Episode 12: Two Steps Forward, One Step Back. 

Episode 13: Moving On. 
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Series 3 (13 Episodes) (1975) 
 

Episode 01: God Sent Sunday. 

Episode 02: In the Midst of Plenty. 

Episode 03: Compensation. 

Episode 04: Bonfire Night. 

Episode 05: The Difference Between Us. 

Episode 06: What You Care Is What You Do. 

Episode 07: Gains and Losses. 

Episode 08: The Honest Generation. 

Episode 09: Opting Out. 



Episode 10: Home Thoughts from Abroad. 

Episode 11: The Next in Line. 

Episode 12: Proposals. 

Episode 13: Ends and Means. 
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Same Sex America (2006) 
 

A look at same sex marriage through the eyes of several couples facing dilemnas raised by the 

uncertain state of American laws in this regard. 
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Sammy Going South (A Boy Ten Feet Tall) (1963) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Fergus McClelland) living in Port Said, 

Egypt, narrowly escapes a bomb blast that destroys the 

apartment block where he lives. After discovering that both his 

parents were killed in the explosion, he decides to travel (on foot) 

to Durban, South Africa, to be with his only living relative, an 

aunt. During his 4500 mile journey across africa he has many 

adventures including a first hand experience with the slave trade 

and living for a time with a band of poachers and criminals. After 

several months of travel he finally arrives at his destination. 
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Sammy's Super T-shirt (1978) 
 

A young boy's (Reggie Winch) lucky t-shirt is transformed through 

a power surge and gives its wearer super-powers. Great 1970's TV 

movie. Bit silly but real fun. A young boy has his favourite t-shirt 

accidently electricuted giving him special super powers when he 

wears it. It helps him overcome bullies and win some running 

races, but when the t-shirt loses its power he has to belive in 

himself to win the final important race. Very silly and dated but 

great fun. A little predictable and very simialr to Teen Wolf 1 and 2 

however I watched this film when I was very young because of the 

title but it soon became one of my favorates. I wish I could see it 

again but the chances of that seem very slim now. post me if 

anyone see's it. 
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San Mao Liu Lang Ji (Kung Fu Kids) (Lee's Killer Kids) (Kung Fu Kids 

Break Away) (1980) 
 

After his father dies in a war and his master is shot to death by 

enemy soldiers, San Mao (Wang Ye Leung), a wandering orphan, is 

in search of the mother he never knew in this comical kung fu tale. 

Before his master's death, San Mao was taught various styles of 

acrobatic kung fu and uses these skills to showcase his talents on 

the street for money. While coming to one such town, he 

encounters a smart-mouthed little beggar named Qu Pu Li (Au 

Dai), who currently lives with a teenage orphan girl named Zsa Zsa 

Meng in the forest. When Qu Pu Li and San Mao meet, they don't 

exactly see eye to eye. But after a chance encounter with a brutal 

(but clumsy) man named Ironhead and some local thugs, San Mao 

and Qu Pu Li decide to put aside their differences and fight to take 

Ironhead down. Qu Pu Li is thankful for San Mao's help. As a 

result, he and Zsa Zsa Meng let San Mao stay at their straw home 

in the forest until San Mao is ready to leave town. While staying 

with them, Qu Pu Li and Zsa Zsa Meng warn San Mao to watch his step while he is in the village 

because it is run by Mr. Chu, a vicious man who knows rare styles of kung fu and wants to control 

the entire province. No one has dared to challenge his power. But all of that changes when a 

mysterious Korean wanderer named Eagle shows up and helps the three Kung Fu Kids when 

Ironhead and his thugs try to tear down their "Stunt Show." Later, Eagle assassinates an aid for a 

local general who works with Mr. Chu to control the village. Eagle is caught in the process and 

tortured by Mr. Chu's thugs. The Kung Fu Kids decide to repay their debt to Eagle by helping him 

escape. Together with Chao Chin, Mr. Chu's good-hearted son, the four warriors work on a plan to 

overthrow Mr. Chu and his syndicate, so that they can restore order and peace to the once 

uncorrupted village. Most of the Kung Fu movies that have kids fighting against adults are 

unbelievably silly. This one is believable. It is still silly, but a lot of fun. I will not try to figure out who 

is who from the names in the cast, but the young boy who seems to be the star is phenomenal. He 

does some gymnastics that are as good as anything you might see in an Olympic tryout. The fight 

choreography is better than almost any martial arts movie I have seen with the possible exceptions 

of Bruce Lee and Jackie Chan. I would guess this kid did the choreography since he is the one who 

does all the tumbling. I cannot figure his age, but I would guess he is less than 17-years-old and more 

than 12-years-old. He is the bigger of the two boy stars. The smaller boy also has some fun as he 

fights against everyone in the movie. The smaller boy has a sister who is the love interest for the son 

of the bad guy. Yep, it does get confusing. The baddest bad guy looks something like Lee Van Cleef. 

He has a cohort who is the local town bully. There are about a dozen bad guys who have the town 

terrorized. Sort of a Hong Kong High Noon if you will. I have no idea if this young guy star is a famous 

circus performer or where he came from, but I hope he still is active in action movies. This one is 

well worth watching for any age. Even girls will like the love story, I think. The lead girl has fast hands 

and hot lips. The end scene is nice with a reverse zoom from about a mile away after everyone who's 

supposed to be bad is dead. The good guys and girls mosey off into what looks like Utah or Arizona. 

It is probably the outskirts of Shanghai. Whatever. This one is good. 
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San Tiao Ren (Kujaku) (Away With Words) (1999) 
 

The protagonist is Asano who has had an amazing memory since 

his youth spent in Okinawa. Words have tangible shapes, tastes 

and colours for him. This goes so far that he is not even able to 

forget words once he has heard them. He travels the seas and 

because 'Hong Kong' feels wonderful, he goes ashore there. He 

chances upon the Dive Bar, that soon turns out to be the haven of 

comfort he has been seeking since his youth. The bar is run by the 

flamboyant, hospitable Kevin, who is also an alcoholic, eclectic 

lover and a perfect confidant to Asano. But Kevin keeps forgetting 

all kinds of things and that gets him into trouble sometimes. 

Words seem only to stand in the way of the relationship between 

Asano and Kevin. Since his childhood in Okinawa, Asano has had a 

mnemonic memory. For him, words have tactile forms and tastes 

that make them constantly present in his mind; as a result, he 

can't forget a word once he's heard it. Now he is in "gridlock," his memories blocking the flow of life. 

Asano finds himself in Hong Kong's Dive Bar, drawn by the colour of the gay club's couches, a shade 

of blue which reminds him of the sea. Kevin, the bar's flamboyant owner, is a lush, unable to recall 

most of his booze-soaked, wild life. He is arrested every night because he cannot remember how to 

pronounce the name of his street in Cantonese. Asking instead to be taken to the police station, he 

is promptly arrested for public mischief. The film chronicles Kevin and Asano's meeting, in which 

words are a burden. An amazing film by asian cinematographer guru Chris Doyle, almost permanent 

partner of wong-kar-wai. Which means: amazing pictures. Fuzzy around the edges, confused at times 

but shockingly clear at others (not just the pictures, I mean). Which also means: people talking in 

different languages, at the same time, to each other. Which in itself is worth watching if you fall for 

that kind of thing. Another way to put it: creative, instinctive way of using words (and images etc) 

while on a certain level the whole thing makes SENSE. Its just that Doyle likes his beer often instead 

of cold which makes some scenes tiring... but still. You critics out there, you're much too "critical"... 

away with words indeed. 
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Santa Baby (2006) 
 

Mary Class is a highly successful business executive - who just 

happens to be the daughter of Santa Claus. But when her father 

falls ill, Mary returns to the North Pole and the life she left behind 

to take over for her dad and implement her innovative ideas for 

running Christmas. Mary (Jenny McCarthy) is a high powered 

businesswoman who runs her own marketing and business advice 

company. However, her roots are at the North Pole...yes, she's 

Santa's daughter. When Santa has some health problems, Mrs. 

Claus calls Mary in to help get everything ready for the Big Day 

that is fast approaching. Mary obliges. But, can Mary's successful 

business techniques really work for the spirited but mentally 

infantile elves? We'll see. In the meantime, Mary has found her 

long lost love, Luke (Ivan Sergei), to be still employed as the area's 

mailman. And, he's still a doll, both in looks and demeanor. Is a 

repeat romance far away? This is a great movie, both for children and their parents. The elves are 

quite comical and should garner laughs from the little ones. Kids should also enjoy the enchanting 

village where Santa and his elves do their work. For grownups, McCarthy, Wendt, and company slyly 

draw forth mirth with their antics, as well. As for Sergei, this viewer would watch him recite a cereal 

box cover, a la Gigli, but, fortunately, this is not necessary. He brings charm, sweetness, and 

presence to his delightful character, Luke. What girl COULD resist? Kudos to the production company 

that brought this film to light. As a holiday gift to a family audience, it just does not get much better 

or more welcome than this. 
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Santa Buddies (2009) 
 

Trying to write a review as a 6-year-old is not easy, because 

anybody much over this age will almost despise this film. If you 

have seen the buddy films you will know what I mean but this 

takes sickly sweet to a new level, don't get me wrong, I'm not a 

killjoy and it's a wonderful life is one of my favourite films of all 

time but as an adult this really did make me cringe. Yes I know it's 

a kids film but most kids today are a little more critical of what 

they see than we probably were as kids. Would rate this 5 for 

young children and 3 for everybody else. Watch out for the pup 

singing a Christmas song, the most cringe-worthy moment of all 

the Christmas films I have ever seen. I hope that is not considered 

a spoiler as it doesn't give anything away. 
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Santa Claus (Santa Claus: The Movie) (1985) 
 

The first half of this film, set hundreds of years ago, shows how 

the old man who eventually became Santa Claus was given 

immortality and chosen to deliver toys to all the children of the 

world. The second half moves into the modern era, in which 

Patch, the head elf, strikes out on his own and falls in with an evil 

toy manufacturer who wants to corner the market and eliminate 

Santa Claus. I don't care who you are, this movie is a fun and 

magical experience for all ages. The actors are superb in their 

roles and their songs and characters will win your heart. This 

movie may have been filmed almost 20 years ago but it still 

carries the message today that it did then. That Christmas should 

be enjoyed by everyone, regardless of creed, colour or 

persuasion. I defy anyone, who actually HAS a heart, not to like 

this movie. I first saw it when I was 3-years-old and to this day, I 

have watched it every year thereafter on Christmas eve. To me, 

this film holds the very feeling of Christmas. All you need do is watch it. And no matter where you 

are, no matter what time of year it is, from start to finish. 
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Santa Claus Conquers The Martians (1964) 
 

Martians, upset that their children have become obsessed with TV 

shows from Earth which extoll the virtues of Santa Claus, start an 

expedition to Earth to kidnap the one and only Santa. While on 

Earth, they kidnap two lively children that lead the group of 

Martians to the North Pole and Santa. The Martians then take 

Santa and the two children back to Mars with them. Voldar, a 

particularly grumpy Martian, attempts to do away with the 

children and Santa before they get to Mars, but their leader Lomas 

stops him. When they arrive on Mars, Santa, with the help of the 

two Earth children and a rather simple-minded Martian lackey, 

overcomes the Martians by bringing fun, happiness and Christmas 

cheer to the children of Mars. Don't let the title of this movie 

mislead to into believing that this is some sort of B-horror, it isn't. 

It's a children's movie... a very bad children's movie. I've sat 

through movies that have put me in more pain than this (mostly 

sequels) but there really isn't anything good about this. First off the title of the movie is enough to 

pull in nearly any B-horror fan before they realize that Santa isn't up in the sky blasting away at the 

Martians. Rather he is kidnapped and ends up going pretty quietly. The problem with Mars is that 

there is no joy to be had for the children on Mars. Drawing this from the sad looks on his children's 

faces, the Martian leader decides it'd be a great idea to kidnap Santa and force him to spread 

Christmas joy on their planet. Again, Santa has no problem with this and goes quietly. However, the 

evil Voldar sees weakness in joy and decides that Santa must be destroyed before all of Mars 

becomes a happy place. So does Santa actually conquer anything? No. Is there anything in this movie 

that's worth seeing? Unless your extremely forgiving when it comes down to children's movies, no. 

Another thing that should be noted is that I do believe the soundtrack for this movie was recorded in 

the 7th layer of Hell. It's that bad. Not even worth the $5.50 bin at Wal-Mart. If you want a 

Christmas movie I suggest revisiting Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas. 
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Saturday Night At The Baths (1975) 
 

A musician from Montana finds work and other things at The 

Continental Baths in New York City, 1974. I was 19 when this 

movie came out and so mixed up! This movie is clearly a B-movie 

of the 70's, but a great step forward for American movies. It was a 

great escape for a lot of us. I loved it!!! A must see for 70's movie 

buffs!!! 
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Saudade - Sehnsucht (Longing) (2003) 
 

Cyrus, Tim and Erik were high school buddies and meet again ten 

years later. They spend the summer together in Brazil. All of them 

are occupied in dealing with experiences from their past but new 

developments make them face their inner conflicts and their 

friendship with each other. Three German buddies vacation in 

Brazil financing their trip by webscasting naked webcam shots of 

themselves on their trip. All three have their own agendas as well. 

Rich boy Cyrus is convinced that he can find his Brazlian mother. 

Musician Tim is convinced he can find his own sound. And 

romantic Erik is convinced that he can find love. When Erik meets 

and falls for a Brazilian soap star it looks as though he may be right 

but when an anonymous tryst on the beach goes wrong and ends 

in a stabbing. Rich boy Cyrus is convinced that he can find his 

Brazilian mother. Musician Tim is convinced he can find his own 

sound. And romantic Erik is convinced that he can find love. When Erik meets and falls for a Brazilian 

soap star it looks as though he may be right but when an anonymous tryst on the beach goes wrong 

and ends in a stabbing things turn sour. I've seen several of Bruning's films and this is by far my 

favorite. Perhaps its the sense of longing that permeates all of the characters in the piece and the 

hope that there may actually be a happy ending here. 
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Saving Private Ryan (1998) 
 

In World War II, it is found that 3 soldiers who have been killed are 

brothers. The mother will be receiving three death notices on the 

same day. The army discovers that there were actually four 

brothers. A mission is deployed to find Private James Ryan and 

send him home. After learning that Private Ryans three brothers 

have all died in the war, the government attempts to locate him to 

send him home. The problem is they don't know if he is dead or 

alive behind enemy lines. During WWII, Chief of Staff, General 

Marshall is informed that three of a woman's sons have been 

killed and that she's going to receive the notifications of their 

demise at the same time. And when he learns that a fourth son is 

still unaccounted for, the General decides to send a unit to find 

him and bring him back, despite being told that it's highly unlikely 

that he is still alive and the area that he was known to be at is very 

dangerous. So the unit consisting of 8 men are sent to find him but as stated it's very dangerous and 

one by one, each of them are being picked off. Will they find him and how many of them will still be 

alive. Following the Allied invasion of Normandy, two brothers lay dead in the wake of the 

onslaught. Meanwhile, in New Guinea, a third brother has been killed fighting the Japanese. After 

the Army General Staff learns that a fourth brother is missing in the French countryside, a rescue 

mission is ordered to find the young soldier and return him safely home. The mission is mounted by 

a veteran Ranger Captain commanding a platoon of men who have mixed feelings about risking their 

lives to "Save Private Ryan". To think that this movie did not win Best Picture is a crime. Director 

Steven Spielberg uses all of his talent and resources to give to the world the greatest war film ever 

made. Though it's true that this is not the type of movie you want to sit down with the family and 

eat popcorn, the emotional drive of the picture, the story's poignant messages, and the fantastic 

acting of the cast draws you into a world that is both dangerous and unpredictable. Spielberg is able 

to take you into action and make you feel as if you are a participant in the movie and not just a 

viewer. This is Tom Hanks' best movie he ever did. Forget his performances in Philadelphia and 

Forrest Gump (though they were also good); he should have received another Oscar for the role of 

Capt. John Miller, a leader who must act strong in front of his men, but must also hide his emotions 

from them. It would have been well-deserved if he won again. I give this movie my highest 

recommendation. Saving Private Ryan is a movie that makes you realize how life is precious and how 

honor and duty, though they are deep philosophical concepts that are praised in war, can put you in 

jeopardy of losing your life for something you may not believe in. 

Converted from VCD...English Soundtrack 
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Saving Private Tootsie (2002) 
 

Inspired by a real-life event in December 1998, this action-packed 

comedy follows a group of Katoeys (ladyboys) caught in a border 

dispute after their plane crashes. A group of six straight soldiers 

reluctantly takes on a mission to save them- but first they must 

attempt to cast aside their personal prejudices in order to tackle 

the task. The action follows the rescue of a group of gay and 

transsexual people who were stranded following a plane crash in 

the forest in rebel-held territory on the border of Thailand. The 

film could have traced a familiar theme in a new (to Western 

audiences) format, with no Rambo style hero and no high-tech 

rescue equipment; just walking through the jungle, in some cases 

in high heels. The tension is well developed, with the jungle itself, 

booby traps, the cliche of treacherous politicians refusing 

helicopter help, and the armed rebels. The rescued group 

antagonise their rescuers by failing to co-operate, and the tension arising from the homophobia of 

some of the soldiers is played on. However, the homophobic angle is a little jagged for the Western 

viewer, with just too many "fag" references, and too much camp, peevish behaviour from the people 

who are being rescued. In fact this last dimension destroys the tension that ought to be carefully 

built up; it's just not believable. (Nor is it comedy, as suggested by another reviewer.) If you can 

overlook this shortcoming, then the film is an interesting new take on a familiar story, and it's good 

entertainment. 
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Saving Shiloh (2006) 
 

I saw this film on April 5th, 2006 in Indianapolis. I am one of the 

judges for the Heartland Film Festival's Truly Moving Picture 

Award. A Truly Moving Picture. Explores the human journey by 

artistically expressing hope and respect for the positive values of 

life." Heartland gave that award to this film. This film is about a 

12-year-old boy (15-year-old Jason Dolley) growing up and coming 

of age in a small, picturesque town in the Midwest. Even though 

his family is of modest means, he has an ideal life with a loving 

family consisting of his father, mother, two little sisters, and his 

beagle dog, Shiloh. The boy takes on a challenge. He befriends an 

old, cantankerous man who has no friends or family, and is 

rumored to be involved in everything from dog beating, to 

burglary, and even to a current murder investigation. This old 

man was abused as a child and seems to be a hopeless cause. His 

cause seems hopeless not only because of his behavior, but also because he is forever the victim of 

gossip. The boy looks for the good in the old man even though he is not sure if he will succeed or 

whether the old man is capable of change. Along the way, the boy confronts other challenges closer 

to home. He has a senile Grandmother who appears to be an Alzheimer victim and is difficult to love. 

He also has a rebellious young sister who is a constant pain. Displaying sacrifice and compassion well 

beyond his years, the boy learns valuable lessons about life. However, this is not a preachy movie. 

The morality statements are understated, and the children are surprisingly fine actors who mostly 

display the fun of being young and open and naive. The whole family can enjoy this movie, which is 

part mystery, part adventure and part family drama. With 14-year-old Jordan Garrett. 
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Say Uncle (2005) 
 

A young artist (Peter Paige), desperate to replace the relationship 

he had with his recently relocated godson, is targeted by a 

neighborhood mom (Kathy Najimy) as a potential threat to the 

community. I don't know where this guy got the balls to do 

something like this. To tackle suburbia, fear, profiling, gays, 

children - in a comedy. I love how they never tell you what to 

think or how to feel. Everybody's screwed up, just like in real life. 

There's not one bad performance in it. Kathy Najimy is awesome - 

totally different than the way you think of her. Peter Paige is great 

- sad and funny and weird. And Gabrielle Union and Anthony Clark 

are great, too. Oh, and Melanie Lynskey is freakin' hilarious. It's 

worth taking a chance on - seriously. It won't be everybody's 

thing, but if you're tired of movies where everybody's perfect and 

you already know how it's going to end, check this out. I loved it. 
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Scarface (1983) 
 

Remake of the 1932 film, which follows the rise of Tony Montana, 

a Cuban emigre who, with his friend Manny Ray, builds a strong 

criminal empire in early 1980's Miami. When Fidel Castro opens 

the harbor at Mariel, Cuba, he sends 125,000 Cuban refugees to 

reunite with their relatives in the United States. Among all the 

refugees, there is one who wants it all, his name is Tony Montana. 

Tony and his friend Manny when they arrive in the United States 

and start in small time jobs, soon they are hired by Omar Suarez to 

pay money to a group of Colombians. When the deal goes wrong, 

Tony and Manny leave with the money and succeed in their job. 

Soon Tony meets with drug kingpin Frank Lopez and falls for his 

boss's girl Elvira. Pretty soon Tony will know that those who want 

it all, do not last forever and that is the price of power. The world 

will know Montana by one name...SCARFACE. A remake of the 

1932 classic, the 1983 version follows cuban refugee, Tony 

Montana and his close friend Manny Ray, and together they build a strong drug empire in Miami. Of 

course Montana must deal with the hardships of this type of buisness. And as Montana's power 

begins to grow so does his ego and his paranoia. An update of the 1932 film, Scarface (1983) follows 

gangster Tony Montana and his close friend Manny Ray from their trip on the Cuban Boat Lift for 

refugees to their arrival in Miami. After killing a powerful Cuban figure, Montana and company gain 

the ability to leave their refugee camps and roam around the U.S. After unsuccessfully trying to 

make it legitamately in the country, Montana and Ray resort to selling cocaine to dealers around the 

world. Tony's rise is quick, but as he becomes more powerful, his enemies and his own paranoia 

begin to plague his empire. When Castro opened the port at Mariel Harbor, thousands of Cubans 

fled to the United States. One is a young tough named Antonio (Tony) Montana, who, with his friend 

Manny Ray, starts in with Miami's cocaine trade. He survives attack by chainsaw after a deal goes 

bad, and several other attempts by other dealers to eliminate him. Eventually the grandiose 

Montana becomes head of a cocaine cartel. But his enemies start coming after him, and his paranoia 

threatens to drive Montana's empire into the ground. Ya know when one looks at this Brian DePalma 

film today, I'm sure there has been allot of criticism about how dated it is. Also, about the violence. 

When I looked at this film on VHS when I was 20, I thought it was ulta-violent and gritty as well. But I 

didn't get 'it'. A few decades go by and man, how I know how much I didn't get in this film!! This is a 

remake of an excellent film which was done back in the 30's/40's. How can you improve upon a 

classic? Ya don't. But you tell a tale that is brought up to date through the eyes of the "new 

immigrants" during the most greed ridden decade, the over indulgent 80's. DePalma, Stone and the 

gang present an ambitious, disturbing and darn right good film. Yes...Disco was dying and New 

Wave/Punk were taking over but these immigrants from Cuba who had to make a new home in 

Florida couldn't tell the difference. It was exciting, it was what they wanted but how to get it???? To 

these immigrants, there was only one way to get it in Florida where they were..by having lots of 

money and to get the money, you had to take over running a drug empire. Al Pacino was fantastic to 

me as Tony Montana, the "little train that could". What an amazing way to have your lead character 

look at America: to fight, kill, steal. lie, cheat all to get -- "the money, the women and the power." 



That's what Tony saw as the American dream. He wanted it, he wanted to live it and in his circle saw 

nothing wrong with how he went to get it. Tony Montana's command of the English language was 

heavily saturated with the "f" word but what did you expect, Emily Post's finishing school for him 

and his co-horts? Look at how they CAME to America, what they knew, what they were exposed to. 

This is the way Tony and his crew chose to "be all they can be in America." It was all about the 

power. Tony Montana would and did ANYTHING to achieve it..it all its violent, lying, stealing, 

crooked, thieving glory. The part of the film that personified the 1980's to me, is the money 

laundering. Tony's crew bringing sacks of drug money to the bank. Did those around Tony and his 

crew care? At the clubs where he spent and drank? Nope. Money was money and with money, you 

get the power. Tony was living high off the hog. He and his pretty blond American trophy he married 

played well by Michelle Pfieffer. After Tony Montana's rise to power, he finds out its really crappy up 

there. He's riddled with doubt, he's drug addicted, he's paranoid, he's surrounded by those who 

want to take him on in a bloody take-over, his trophy 80's American blonde drug addicted wife he 

finds out is a bore, he needs to keep atop of his empire because...he's going down. And down he 

goes in a horrific violent fashion, but again I ask, what do you expect? This is the quintessential 

1980's film telling you a warped tale of how some misunderstand the American Dream...to 

obsession. It's violent, bloody, overly so..but it drives the point disturbingly home. Not all Cubans 

thrown out of Cuba who landed in Florida in the 80's were anything like Tony Montana. Give me a 

break. But the showing of how miserable the 1980's were with its emphasis on greed and money as 

the only measures in the U.S.A. to "be somebody" and have power took its tool on these poor 

characters and their lives in America. Makes you wonder -- has anything from then -- been learned 

today? 
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Scene: Two Of Us (1988) 
 

Matthew (12-year-old Jason Rush) is a boy who just left school. He 

is handsome and athletic and believes himself to be gay. He 

retains a friendship with only one school friend, Phil (20-year-old 

Lee Whitlock), who has stuck by Matthew despite hostile reactions 

from his peers. As their relationship grows more intense, Phil's 

girlfriend Sharon and his classmates become vindictive and 

aggressive. The two friends find themselves ostracized by both 

friends and family and decide to run away. It is important to view 

this benchmark TV film in the context of the time it was made. 

Positive and non stereotypical representations of gay characters 

was extremely rare on British TV up to this point and to have a 

programme of this nature made for the Schools/Education market 

had been unheard of. Whilst by today's standards - post Queer as 

Folk - this may appear tame it was groundbreaking when first 

shown. To get an understanding of this, the version broadcast in 

1988 is different to the version made available on VHS with cuts to 

some scenes where the two protagonists kiss and the ending changed to have one of them return to 

his girlfriend (thankfully the VHS is the restored version). In 1988, I clearly remember the tabloid 

press going into frenzy with calls from MPs to have it banned. It was later shown at night to allow 

teachers the opportunity to assess its suitability within the classroom. I would urge the importance 

of this film but bear in mind the time it was made and the social climate we lived in then - and you 

should get a lot out of it. 
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Schindler's List (1993) 
 

Oskar Schindler is a vain, glorious and greedy German 

businessman who becomes unlikely humanitarian amid the 

barbaric Nazi reign when he feels compelled to turn his factory 

into a refuge for Jews. Based on the true story of Oskar Schindler 

who managed to save about 1100 Jews from being gassed at the 

Auschwitz concentration camp. A testament for the good in all of 

us. The true story of Czech born Oskar Schindler, a businessman 

who tried to make his fortune during the Second World War by 

exploiting cheap Jewish labour, but ended up penniless having 

saved over 1000 Polish Jews from almost certain death during the 

holocaust. The true story of Oscar Schindler, a German 

businessman who owns a factory. He witnesses the horrifying 

visions of the Holocaust and the toll it takes on the Jewish people. 

Eventually, he creates a list of over 1100 Jews whom he saves 

from death. "Schindler's List" is the based-on-truth story of Nazi Czech business man Oskar 

Schindler, who uses Jewish labor to start a factory in occupied Poland. As World War II progresses, 

and the fate of the Jews becomes more and more clear, Schindler's motivations switch from profit to 

human sympathy and he is able to save over 1100 Jews from death in the gas chambers. In a 

sentence, this film was excellence. Spielberg depicts the plight of the Jews in the WWII Holocaust era 

with a frightening amount of detail, and thus ensures that we don't easily forget what they were put 

through. I liked the way it was shot in B&W, as Spielberg knows that most people have only seen the 

war in B&W (on TV and the like), which a lot of people seem to fail to realise. Also, when he does 

add colour, it gives the audience a lasting impression. The cast was wonderful, the three main leads 

being excellent in their performances (Neeson, Kingsley and Fiennes) and the supporting cast were 

just as good. Janusz Kaminski's camerawork was brilliant. John Williams score was incredibly moving, 

and deserved the Oscar. The music is easily related to Jewish styles of the period. On the whole, a 

brilliant film, unforgettable, and a lesson to all. It shows that even the most hardened people can 

change. 
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Schlafes Bruder (Brother Of Sleep) (1995) 
 

In the beginning of the 19th century, Johannes Elias Alder is born 

in a small village in the Austrian mountains. While growing up he 

is considered strange by the other villagers and discovers his love 

to music, especially to playing the organ at the local church. After 

experiencing an "acoustic wonder", his eye color changes and he 

can hear even the most subtle sounds. Elias falls in platonic love 

with Elsbeth, the sister of Peter, a neighbor's son, who has loving 

feelings towards Elias ever since. After Elsbeth marries someone 

else, Elias (aged 22) decides to end his life by not sleeping 

anymore. Following motifs of the best seller of the same name by 

Robert Schneider, the film tells the story of musician Elias Alder, 

who brought his life to an end at the age of 22 having decided not 

to sleep any more. In a mountain village isolated from the world, 

the fate is fulfilled of a man mortally afflicted by a musical genius 

which prevents him from following the beating of his heart and settling for happiness with the 

woman whom he loves more than his own life. See also the documentary The Dark Forest of the 

Soul - A Portrait of the Writer Robert Schneider by Walter Baco. I rented this movie after reading the 

back of the box at the video store. It sounded like an interesting movie. Some beautiful scenery and 

some good music helps set the background for this movie, but unfortunately there's absolutely 

nothing in the foreground. This movie bounces from one delirious notion to the next, never getting a 

firm grip on anything. Odd camera work and almost laughably poor sound effects make the movie all 

the more confusing. There is a moment of interest later in the movie when lives are in danger, but 

that is quickly extinguished (in more way than one). This movie goes nowhere, and accomplishes 

nothing. There is only one part in the film that I thought was cool, and it lasted about 10 seconds. 

This movie is simply not worth your time. 
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School's Out: The Life Of A Gay High School In Texas (2003) 
 

One teacher and a handful of students, who are pariahs in more 

traditional schools because of the sexual preferences, struggle 

with all of the angst and troubles of high school kids in additions 

to the problems novel to their situation. Outside of New York and 

LA the only option for homosexual students seeking a school for 

them and them alone is in Dallas in Texas. With only ten students 

this year the school faces an unsure future, not to mention the 

problems with the group of kids. On top of the usual problems 

with being teenagers, the group struggle with issues of mixed-

sexualities, cruelty, love, STDs and bitching sessions galore. From 

the start until the very end I wasn't sure what this film was trying 

to achieve in the telling. Perhaps it was just trying to record this 

group of people and nothing more but I doubt it had no agenda or 

opinion behind it. If it did then it failed to really bring it out and it 

seemed to send a message that was contrary to the rather 

intimate interest it takes in its subjects. First of all the film struggles because all (yes, all) of the 

students are fairly unpleasant people who not only are whiney teenagers but they also all come 

across as a load of stereotypes – angry lesbians, flaming queens, confused transsexuals and so on. Of 

course this is who they are so I am probably being unkind but in my defence I really did give this film 

my time and effort but found myself a bit lost by the film. The main problem for me was the film 

seeming to want to support the school but with every frame and every word it seemed to be 

showing just what a bad idea the whole thing is. Is segregation the answer? I really hope not 

because it sends a bad message as to how we deal with our differences – I'm sure that the students 

did get hard times (not helped by their overdoing every neck jerk and 'you go girl') but is cutting 

them off from society the answer? I was left with the impression that placing this group together 

helped none of them – people benefit from mixing with others from different cultures and of 

different beliefs, sure it has problems but it is better than teaching the kids that they should just 

withdraw from society and go further into just this one aspect of their lives. One could also argue 

that basing an education around your sexual orientation is a bad thing – imagine the 

(understandable) outcry if a school was created with a 'straights only' policy, why is it OK for 

'homosexuals only'? Overall this is a strange film. It seems to support the school even though every 

single frame of the film screams out just what a bad idea it is and just how damaged the majority of 

the students are (that is not a comment aimed at their sexuality, just the way they came across as 

people in this film). I would like to talk to the makers just to see what they actually think but for me 

this film was worth seeing because it makes me more certain that no differences or difficulties are 

really solved by segregation or by just withdrawing into a life consisting of only those who look and 

think like you do. 
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Schuks Tshabalala's Survival Guide To South Africa (2010) 
 

Leon Schuster or "Schuks Tshabalala" and Shorty (Alfred 

Ntombela) intend to produce a movie as a visual guide and aid for 

foreigners coming to SA for the World Cup. Schuks Tshabalala is a 

teacher and tour guide to a mixed bag of tourists who are taking 

his survival guide to SA very seriously. Shorty, as usual, is his best 

friend, assistant and conscience. The students include "Heinz" 

from Germany, "Yoti" from Greece, "Jean-Pierre" from France, 

"Koert" from The Netherlands, "Rajin" from India, "Maggie" from 

Ireland and "Xing Xang" from China, among others. They are 

genuinely eager to learn about SA, so Schuks and Shorty are only 

too happy to oblige. What follows is a series of hysterical 

demonstrations of life in SA as they attempt to answer all the 

questions posed by potential visitors. The comedic results range 

from South Africa's most famous celebrities being victimized by 

Tshabalala to a whole new set of Leon Schuster disguised incarnations. Included is a full stadium 

packed with soccer fans, where the controversial vuvuzela is applied as a tool to test any soccer fan's 

enthusiasm to the nth degree. Nothing and no one is sacred in SCHUKS TSHABALALA'S SURVIVAL 

GUIDE TO SOUTH AFRICA. Common misperceptions about things like lions and elephants walking the 

streets of Johannesburg are put to good comedy use and Leon's array of new incarnations keep the 

unsuspecting South Africans on their toes. SCHUKS TSHABALALA also features some Bollywood-

inspired musical numbers to allow Schuks to make fun of some of the country's most powerful and 

influential personalities. 
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Screen One: The Police (1990) 
 

A group of schoolchildren (Guy Faulkner) set up a police force to 

stand up to their hated headmaster. A sensitive issue tackled in 

the way television drama should tackle such issues. The young 

cast is excellent and handle the script perfectly. This is compulsive 

viewing for anyone interested in quality British drama involving 

children and school issues. 
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Screen Two: Lent (1985) 
 

It's OK for what it is, but doesn't fare well next to bigger budgeted 

films of its type. The acting is mediocre and cinematography is 

fairly standard. What did surprise me was how much the film has 

dated since the 80s. It can be quite excruciating at times. Still, it 

has its charm in the same way other unheard of gems do. I 

suppose in some ways it's extremely successful in what it does, 

but one must ask if it actually does much at all. The plot seemed 

to be a tad sketchy and sometimes it would lunge forward in jolts. 

If it's on TV I'd probably watch it but I wouldn't go out of my way to view it again. With 14-year-old 

Graham McGrath. 
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Screen Two: The Children Of Dynmouth (1987) 
 

90-minute Comedy drama also starring John Bird, Peter Jones, 

Avril Elgar, and Simon Fox. "An obnoxious teenager is intent on 

causing mischief in a small seaside town." Written by William 

Trevor and directed by Peter Hammond. 
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Scrooge (1935) 
 

Scrooge, the ultimate Victorian miser, hasn't a good word for 

Christmas, though his impoverished clerk Cratchit and nephew 

Fred are full of holiday spirit. But in the night, Scrooge is visited by 

spirits of another color. Straightforward adaptation of Dickens. To 

many or most people, the 1951 version is so familiar that it is a bit 

of a shock to see a different, but equally valid, version. The Sim 

version is still the definitive one I feel, but... The Sim Scrooge is 

utterly plausible much of the time, but then he will be as giddy as 

a schoolboy, for example, giving an interpretation that an 

incorrigible naysayer could choose to quibble about. My reaction 

to Seymour Hicks was similar but, strangely, in alternation with 

Sim -- oh, he's better than Sim here, worse than Sim here, more 

realistic here, less realistic here. Any given scene with Hicks could 

be better, worse, or just plain different from the corresponding 

scene with Sim. This is partly what made seeing this version so enjoyable; you really couldn't second-

guess the next scene. There are significant differences in the portrayal of the ghosts. I think we are 

all familiar with Michael Hordern's eerie and frightening ghost of Jacob Marley, shrouded in chains, 

from 1951. In this version, Marley's ghost is invisible!! You hear the chains but you see nothing 

whatsoever. The Ghosts of Christmas Past and Future are also quite non-corporeal. Only the Ghost 

of Christmas Present is someone we recognize from Sim. Tiny Tim is quite different. We expect Tiny 

Tim to be an eternal optimist, irrepressibly cheerful. But the Sim Tim (boy, I loved typing that) seems 

to overdo it a little. He appears to be "on something", to use the vernacular. In this version, Tim is 

toned down. In some ways, it's an improvement. In the Sim version, to its credit, there is a special 

balance however, namely, the repentant Scrooge has an exuberance which matches Tim's precisely, 

and they appear together in the final shot, as we all know. A perfect ending. Back to that later. A key 

difference in Hicks: at the tragic moment, we do not see the lonely crutch we're used to; oh no, we 

see Tiny Tim lying dead!! This version has some scenes which are not in Sim. This version in general 

has more singing, and one of the extra scenes involves the Lord Mayor of London giving his 

Christmas toast to Victoria followed by the singing of God Save The Queen. In Sim, Scrooge comes to 

his senses on Christmas Day and there is a warm and funny scene with Mrs. Dilber, the housekeeper. 

Not here. Here there is an extended scene of Scrooge and the prize turkey! Scrooge goes to the 

butcher shop which is closed, snow falls on Scrooge, Scrooge throws snow, snow hits butcher. 

Butcher opens up, Scrooge orders turkey, Scrooge goes home. Scrooge gets dressed, boy brings 

butcher, Scrooge still dressing, butcher tries to leave with huge turkey, Scrooge answers door. 

Scrooge then pays the butcher, pays the boy, and gives the boy extra money so the boy can take the 

turkey to Bob Cratchit's house in a cab! Scrooge then leaves the house whereupon he meets the two 

gentlemen who were soliciting for the poor earlier in the film and volunteers to give them 100 

pounds! So, how does the film end? There's nothing about rushing right out to buy a new coal 

scuttle. No mention of scuttles in this film. It's Boxing Day and Scrooge gives Bob the day off. Then 

Scrooge joins Cratchit in church (!) for the singing of Hark the Herald Angels Sing. The End, with Tiny 

Tim not to be seen anywhere. So perhaps it's the warm emphasis on Tim that really clinches the 



1951 version. There are many moments of surprise and enjoyment here if the opportunity should 

ever present itself. 
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Scrooge (1970) 
 

This is a delightful musical adaptation of Charles Dickens' novel A 

Christmas Carol. Cold-souled Ebenezer Scrooge has a change of 

heart after spirit visitations on Christmas Eve. Folks might not 

have had much to sing about in England in 1860, but this musical 

will make you believe otherwise. Kenneth More's musical number 

as the Ghost of Christmas Present is especially entertaining. In this 

delightful musical adaptation of The Charles Dickens' classic, 

Albert Finney is cast as Ebenezer in 'Scrooge,' directed by Ronald 

Neame, who successfully manages to put a fresh face on the 

familiar tale. Original music and songs (by Leslie Bricusse), from 

the jaunty to the poignant, add to this uplifting and appealing 

version, skillfully crafted and delivered by Neame, and beautifully 

acted by one and all. At 7:00 on Christmas Eve, Scrooge finally 

tears himself away from his counting house and makes his way home, commenting along the way (in 

song) that 'I Hate People,' only to be greeted at his front door by the apparition of his late partner, 

Jacob Marley (Alec Guinness). And of course for Scrooge, it's only the beginning of a night that will 

change his life forever. First, the visit from Marley's ghost, followed, in succession, by the spirits of 

Christmas Past (Edith Evans), Christmas Present (Kenneth Moore) and Christmas Yet To Come (Paddy 

Stone). Though not, perhaps, the definitive portrayal of Scrooge, Finney is outstanding and does lend 

some distinction to the character of the curmudgeonly miser, from the stoop-shouldered walk he 

affects to his twisted mouth. But, more importantly, he gets beyond the mere physical aspects to 

capture the personality and singular perspectives of the man as well, and in doing so makes his 

Scrooge unique; no small accomplishment considering how many times on stage and screen this 

character has been done, and by how many different actors. Also turning in notable performances 

are Edith Evans, who makes her spirit of the past warm and accessibly intimate, and Kenneth Moore, 

whose spirit of the present is as big and engaging as the life he represents. But the real highlight of 

the film is the portrayal of Marley's ghost by Alec Guinness. What a magnificent actor, and what a 

magnificent performance! When Marley first enters Scrooge's room he fairly glides, disjointedly 

across the room, encumbered by the chains he forged in life and which he now must carry around 

for eternity. There is a fluid rhythm to his every movement, to every step he takes, that lends a 

sense of the ethereal to him, without-- it must be noted-- the help of any special effects whatsoever. 

With nuance and precision, with care given to every minute detail, Guinness truly makes him an 

otherworldly presence. There has never before been, nor will there ever be in the future, an 

interpretation of Marley any better than this. It IS the definitive portrayal, and a tribute to talents 

and abilities of one of the great actors of all time. In addition to the music and songs, there are a 

couple of scenes that consign this presentation of 'A Christmas Carol' the stamp of uniqueness. The 

first involves the visit from Marley's ghost, wherein Scrooge is taken in flight by Marley, and once 

aloft they encounter lost souls and phantoms, doomed to wander aimlessly for all eternity. The 

second is courtesy of the Ghost of the Future, who gives Scrooge a glimpse of the nether world, 

where he is greeted by Marley, who shows him to the 'office' he will occupy for eternity, as well as 

the massive chain Scrooge has forged for himself during his lifetime. The supporting cast includes 

Anton Rodgers (Tom Jenkins), who delivers one of the most memorable songs, 'Thank you very 



much;' Mary Peach (Fred's wife), Kay Walsh (Mrs. Fezziwig), Laurence Naismith (Mr. Fezziwig), David 

Collings (Bob Cratchit), Frances Cuka (Mrs. Cratchit), 9-year-old Richard Beaumont (Tiny Tim) and 

Suzanne Neve (Isabel). Heartwarming and thoroughly entertaining, 'Scrooge' is a welcome addition 

to the annual holiday festivities. It's always fun to see a new spin on a familiar story, especially when 

it's as well crafted as this; moreover, this one will leave you whistling a tune and humming for the 

rest of the day, maybe even for the rest of the year. And that's a deal that's just too hard to pass up. 
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Scrooge (A Christmas Carol) (1951) 
 

Miserly Ebenezer Scrooge learns the error of his ways through the 

intervention of the ghost of his former partner and of three spirits 

in this faithful adaptation of the Dickens classic. Stingy old 

Ebenezer Scrooge is known as the meanest man in London. He 

overworks and underpays his humble clerk, Bob Cratchit, whose 

little son, Tiny Tim, is crippled and may soon die. He also has 

nothing to do with his nephew, Fred, because his birth cost the 

life of his beloved sister. On Christmas Eve, Scrooge has a 

haunting nightmare. He is visited by three ghosts and is given one 

last chance to change his ways and save himself from the grim 

fate that befell his business partner, Jacob Marley. Ebenezer 

Scrooge is a business man who thinks only of making money. For 

him Christmas is, in his own words, a humbug. It has been seven 

years since his friend and partner, Jacob Marley, died and on 

Christmas Eve Marley's ghost tells him he is to be visited during the night by three spirits. The first is 

the Ghost of Christmas Past who re-visits some of the main events in Scrooge's life to date, including 

his unhappy childhood, his happy apprenticeship to Mr. Fezziwig who cared for his employees, and 

the end of his engagement to a pretty young woman due to growing love of money. The Ghost of 

Christmas Present shows him how joyously is nephew Fred and his clerk Bob Cratchit celebrate 

Christmas with those they love. The Ghost of Christmas Yet To Come shows him what he will leave 

behind after he is gone. Scrooge awakens on Christmas morning, a new man intent on doing good 

and celebrating the season with all of those around him. Most people know this story by now, but I'll 

just sum it up briefly here: it's a story of one old man's redemption on Christmas eve in 19th century 

London, thanks to the intervention of several ghostly visitors. Intelligent, emotionally rewarding 

picture with nothing but the utmost respect for the source material. Every role receives a worthy 

performance, with leading actor Alastair Sim in the role he'll probably always be most remembered 

for. "A Christmas Carol" (or "Scrooge", as it is also known) is subtle and has atmosphere to spare. It's 

hard to watch and not be entertained, although I appreciated the subtitle option on my DVD 

because sometimes I couldn't understand what the actors were saying. Perhaps most indicative of 

this picture's simple ability to tell a good story and hold viewer interest is that it holds up after 

repeat viewings. I must confess, I only just watched it in its entirety for the first time tonight, but I 

enjoyed the heck out of it. Perfect if you want to get your family together for a quiet evening of 

holiday movie viewing. Over a half century later, "A Christmas Carol" is still working its little magic. 
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Scum (1979) 
 

This is the hard and shocking story of life in a British Borstal for 

young offenders. Luckily the regime has changed since this film 

was made. The brutal regime made no attempt to reform or 

improve the inmates and actively encouraged a power struggle 

between the 'tough' new inmate and the 'old hands'. The film was 

originally made as a BBC play but it was banned before ever being 

shown. So 'Alan Clarke' and 'Roy Minton' got it re-made as a film. 

This is a tough and brutal film and should not be viewed lightly. I'd 

had the opportunity to watch Scum a long time before I actually 

did, and I was always turned off it by the very sensationalist box 

and taglines. I've never been a fan of "The film they tried to ban" 

and similar phrases being used as advertisement for a film, so 

when I sat down to watch the film today I was very surprised. It 

doesn't need phrases like that to advertise it - it's bleak and 

horrific, and should be advertised as a serious drama rather than some kind of exciting gore-fest. As 

well as being powerful and thought provoking, it's gripping too, and you won't feel bored when 

watching it. Although there is a lot of stuff crammed in there, and some scenes are very prolonged, 

at just over and hour and a half it's the perfect length to achieve what it sets out to do. This is one 

film you won't be bored watching. I'm actually surprised that this film doesn't have more of a 

recognition or following nowadays, and isn't seen in the last light as Kubrick's "A Clockwork Orange" 

and Lindsay Anderson's "If...". 
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Seabiscuit (2003) 
 

A half-blind ex-prizefighter (Maguire) and mustang breaker 

(Cooper) team up with a millionaire (Bridges) and his rough-hewn, 

undersized horse, Seabiscuit. The men bring Seabiscuit incredible 

heights, helping him earn Horse of the Year honors in 1938. Based 

on a true story. A wonderful story of the underdog who rises 

above adversity to become a champion. A very good wholesome 

movie for the entire family. Good period settings and costumes 

and interesting plot of a broken down horse who brought three 

broken down people together who all ended up happy. A simple, 

believable concept. Good scenery throughout also. I have read a 

lot of negative comments about this movie by those who called it 

boring and tiresome but that simply isn't true. Does a movie have 

to have profanity and lots of CGI imagery in it to be considered 

good? I don't think so. Acting was very good but I thought the 

most believable scene was when Red's parents gave up their son 

because they couldn't afford to keep him anymore. That scene was very sad and based on fact 

where parents were placed in the terrible position to give up their children like that during the 

depression. What struck me funny is that Red Pollard never reunited with his family after he became 

one of the most famous jockeys in the country but I guess that's the way it was back in those days. 

Wonderful cast and exciting horse racing scenes that brought the viewer into the race and projected 

the energy and danger involved. It is interesting to note that horse racing was a bigger sport in its 

heyday than football or baseball. Bill Macy was also memorable as the funny and witty radio 

announcer. A good movie for the entire family. 
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Seachd: The Inaccessible Pinnacle (2007) 
 

Làn fhìrinn na sgeòil. The truth is in the story. When a young man, 

Angus (Padruig Moireasdan at 7-years-old), visits his dying 

Grandfather in hospital he cannot hold back his boyhood quest for 

the truth - the truth behind the death of his parents and the truth 

behind his Grandfather's ancient, incredible, fearful stories. 

Stories from the whole swathe of Gaelic history of poisoned 

lovers, bloody revenge, water-horses and Spanish gold. His 

Grandfather hijacks Angus' life for one last time leading him to 

one of Scotland's most treacherous mountains, The Inaccessible 

Pinnacle on the Isle of Skye, and an ancient truth he never 

expected to find. Seachd: The Inaccessible Pinnacle is the first 

Scottish Gaelic feature film. Làn fhìrinn na sgeòil. Tha Aonghas air 

a bhith air tòir na fìrinn o òige, miann a tha a' teannachadh na 

inntinn 's na chorp nuair a thuigeas e gu bheil am bàs gu laighe air 

a Sheanar. Tha fios aig Aonghas gu bheil an t-àm dha eòlas a chur 

air an fhìrinn mu bhàs a phàrantan 's cuideachd mu sgeulachdan a Sheanair. Sgeulachdan 

iongantach, eagalach a thug air cuairt tro eachdraidh nan Gaidheal iad le gaol, sabaid, eich-uisge 

agus òr Spàinnteach nam measg. Tha Aonghas 's a Sheanair a' gabhail aon chuairt eile còmhla, cuairt 

a tha gan toirt gu mullach Sgùrr Dearg 's gu fìrinn ris nach robh dùil sam bith. The Scots excel at 

storytelling. The traditional sort. Many years after the event, I can still see in my mind's eye an 

elderly lady, my friend's mother, retelling the Battle of Culloden. She makes the characters come 

alive. Her passion is that of an eye-witness. One to the events on the sodden heath a mile or so from 

where she lives. Of course, it happened many years before she was born, but you wouldn't guess 

from the way she tells it. The same story is told in bars the length and breadth of Scotland. As I 

discussed it with a friend one night in Mallaig, a local cut in to give his version. The discussion 

continued to closing time. Stories passed down like this become part of our being. Who doesn't 

remember the stories our parents told us when we were children? They become our invisible world. 

And, as we grow older, they maybe still serve as inspiration or as an emotional reservoir. Fact and 

fiction blend with aspiration, role models. Warning stories. Archetypes. Magic and mystery. "My 

name is Aonghas, like my grandfather and his grandfather before him." Our protagonist introduces 

himself to us. And also introduces the story that stretches back through generations. It produces 

stories within stories. Stories that evoke the impenetrable wonder of Scotland, its rugged mountains 

shrouded in mists. The stuff of legend. Yet Seach'd is rooted in reality. This is what gives it its special 

charm. It has a rough beauty and authenticity, tempered with some of the finest Gaelic singing you 

will ever hear. Aonghas (Angus) visits his grandfather in hospital shortly before his death. He burns 

with frustration. Part of him yearns to be in the twenty-first century, to hang out in Glasgow. But he 

is raised on the Western shores among a Gaelic-speaking community. Yet there is a deeper conflict 

within him. He yearns to know the truth. The truth behind his grandfather's ancient stories. Where 

does fiction end? And he wants to know the truth behind the death of his parents. He is pulled to 

make a last fateful journey, to the summit of one of Scotland's most inaccessible mountains. Can the 

truth be told? Or is it all in stories? In this story about stories, we revisit bloody battles, poisoned 

lovers, the folklore of old and the sometimes more treacherous folklore of accepted truth. In doing 



so, we each connect with Angus, as he lives the story of his own life. Seachd: The Inaccessible 

Pinnacle is probably the most honest, unpretentious and genuinely beautiful film of Scotland ever 

made. Like Angus, I got slightly annoyed with the pretext of hanging stories on more stories. But, 

also like Angus, I forgave this once I saw the 'bigger picture.' Forget the box-office pastiche of 

Braveheart and its like. You might even forego the justly famous dramatisation of The Wicker Man. 

To see a film that is true to Scotland, this one is probably unique. If you maybe meditate on it deeply 

enough, you might even re-evaluate the power of storytelling, and the age-old question of whether 

there are some truths that cannot be told but only experienced. 
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Search For The Jewel Of Polaris: Mysterious Museum (1999) 
 

From David Schmoeller, the man brought us TOURIST TRAP, 

CRAWLSPACE, PUPPET MASTER, and NETHERWORLD, this, at first 

glance, seems to be a step in the wrong direction but this movie 

has an intelligent script and a few witty ideas. I was certainly 

entertained for the runtime. Next time your kids ask you to rent 

STUART LITTLE tell them to quit wasting your money and pick this 

one up instead. 
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Searching For Bobby Fischer (1993) 
 

Josh Waitzkin (9-year-old Max Pomeranc) is just a typical 

American boy interested in baseball when one day he challenges 

his father at chess and wins. Showing unusual precocity at the 

outdoor matches at Washington Square in New York City, he 

quickly makes friends with a hustler named Vinnie who teaches 

him speed chess. Josh's parents hire a renowned chess coach, 

Bruce, who teaches Josh the usefulness of measured planning. 

Along the way Josh becomes tired of Bruce's system and chess in 

general and purposely throws a match, leaving the prospects of 

winning a national championship in serious jeopardy. In 

SEARCHING FOR BOBBY FISCHER, Steven Zaillian's is the most 

complete and near-flawless film-work of the 1990s. I can't say 

merely "director's work" because he also wrote the screenplay. 

And (I have to presume) he chose Conrad Hall as d.p., James 

Horner for the music, Wayne Wahrman as film-editor, and he worked with a lighting director, sound 

director, set director and more -- each of whom did a job worthy of the highest praise. And the cast, 

the supernal cast -- many of whom have had larger and more celebrated roles, but none of whom 

has ever nailed a role more satisfyingly -- Kingsley, Mantegna, Allen, Fishburne -- even the smaller 

and cameo bits are effectively faultless -- by Linney, Stephens, Shalhoub, Pendleton. And of course, 

Pomeranc's work is a kind of miracle. Every part of it evokes from me applause for Zaillian's 

imagination, sensibility, knowledgeability, intelligence, judgment. I confess I post this comment 

because none of the other comments I've seen on SEARCHING seems to me to realize how much 

Zaillian must have contributed to making this -- and I think it deserves this adjective -- GREAT movie. 

(I further confess I didn't first watch the movie until some three years after its debut because of its 

title. I was damned if I wanted to spend two hours in the presence of someone as nasty-seeming as 

Fischer. But the title of course was Fred Waitzkin's, the author of the source book. Fred, you cost me 

a few years -- but Steven Zaillian has made up for it many times over.) 
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Sebastian And The Sparrow (1988) 
 

The story of the unlikely friendship between two teenage boys 

from vastly different cultural backgrounds. Sparrow (15-year-old 

Jeremy Angerson) is a working-class street kid and Sebastian 

(Alexander Bainbridge) a middle-class boy of privilege. One day, 

they meet at a video-game arcade. Together, they become friends 

and embark on a journey of self-discovery to locate Sparrow's 

long-lost mother, an immigrant Vietnamese woman. 
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Sebastiane (1976) 
 

300 A.D.: the Roman Sebastianus is exiled to a remote outpost 

populated exclusively by men. Weakened by their desires, these 

men turn to homosexual activities to satisfy their needs. 

However, Sebastianus becomes the target of lust for a 

homosexual centurion, but he rejects the man's advances. While 

not his strongest film, Sebastiane is classic Derek Jarman. The 

movie captures the potential for violence and lust in a small group 

of exiled young soldiers. As with all Jarman, the visuals here are 

more important than any dialog, and they wash over the viewer in 

waves of longing and fear-inducing power. The film meditates on 

intersections of longing, desire, faith and obsession, especially as 

they play out between Severus and the Sebastiane. Sebastiane's 

"obsessive" Christian faith rivals the lustful obsession of Serverus 

for this unattainable man. The movie doesn't flinch from showing 

how brutal desire can be; it is a hard master for both Serverus and Sabastiane. What I came away 

from the film with is the powerful question: What horrors and debasement's will we all put 

ourselves through for the object of our lust? 
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Second Best (1994) 
 

Graham Holt is a lonely middle-aged man who runs a postal 

substation in a small village in England. He decides to adopt a son. 

James (Chris Cleary Miles) is the troubled youth he gets with the 

assistance of social worker Debbie. James has been in an 

orphanage for years since his mother committed suicide. He 

adores his outlaw father John, sent to prison not long after the 

mother's death. Can James learn to love Graham? Can Graham 

settle for being second best? Chris Menges, who in 1992 directed 

the very fine, very unusual Goldie Hawn drama "CrissCross", takes 

on another curious, strangely moving film with "Second Best". 

William Hurt plays a single, middle-'40's postman in a Welsh 

village who wants to adopt a boy. We learn why, and we also 

learn why the young boy who's been selected has such a 

mercurial nature, but these themes (childhood-vs.-adulthood, 

rebellious-vs.-being loved)--however topical--have been well-

travelled. It is Hurt's performance which is something new. The 

way he moves his head quickly to avert an emotion or a confusion, the way he smiles when 

surprised...the man is, of course, an actor, but he's not actorly; he's not a beguiling trickster, he is an 

actor of deeply human emotions. When he loses his temper at the boy, it's not unusual to find him 

saying the next morning to his assistant that he's willing to continue on this path. It's a refreshing 

piece of work by Hurt, who I feel has been erratic since "Altered States", "Eyewitness" and "The Big 

Chill" brought him to prominence. The youngster, Chris Cleary Miles, is kept low-keyed and he's very 

natural; John Hurt is very funny and fine in a brief supporting role; Alan Cumming looks a little 

theatrical and out-of-place as an adoption caseworker (at first I thought there was going to be a 

dreadful sub-plot involving Cumming as a villain; thank God there wasn't!). Not a bad film, it does try 

a few camera tricks to convey emotions not in the script, but these are unnecessary: the lead 

character and his desire to be a good, decent father does all this and more. 
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Secondhand Lions (2003) 
 

Follows the comedic adventures of an introverted boy (15-year-

old Haley Joel Osment) left on the doorstep of a pair of reluctant, 

eccentric great-uncles (Michael Caine and Robert Duvall), whose 

exotic remembrances stir the boy's spirit and re-ignite the men's 

lives. 13-year-old Walter has had a hard life, with his no good 

floozy of a mother getting together with many equally despicable 

men. Before going on yet another husband-hunting trip, she 

drops him off at the house of his great-uncles Hub and Garth. 

They disappeared for quite a while in their youth, and are 

rumored to have acquired a great fortune, which Walter's mother 

hopes to get her hands on if he can ingratiate himself enough to 

the two cantankerous men. Though reluctant to put up with him 

at first, Hub and Garth grow to accept Walter, and even tell him 

fantastic stories of what they were up to while they went missing. 

When his mother returns, Walter must take charge of his own life, 

and decide what he's going to do with it. "Secondhand Lions" is a movie which has achieved 

excellence. The story line is fast-moving and packed with nuance. Various elements of the plot 

overlap and blend for a harmonious whole. It is not a series of action scenes played primarily for 

visual impact, but a compelling story which demands attentive viewing. Flashback scenes are 

intentionally cartoonish, so that the audience, like the character of the boy Walter, is left wondering 

whether the fantastic tales of the old uncles' adventurous youth are really to be believed. Uncle 

Garth tells the stories, which we see through Walter's imagination. We see in the flashbacks what 

Walter envisions as he hears the stories, and Walter doesn't have the age and experience to see 

anything other than the caricatures which appear in the flashback scenes. It's not a photo-accurate 

rendition, it's what a youngster imagines while listening to oral storytelling. For instance, a 12-year-

old Texan in the 1950s wouldn't have been likely to know what a really angry Sheik would have 

looked like in the 1920s. These flashbacks, and the ways in which they are depicted, are central to 

the plot of the movie. Through his storytelling, without realizing it, Uncle Garth nurtures a creative 

potential in Walter (who will grow up to become a cartoonist). Christian Kane is a magnificent 

casting choice as young Uncle Hub (the younger incarnation of Duvall's character), displaying just the 

right kind of spark for the daring adventurer. Kyra Sedgwick is eerily believable as Walter's shallow 

and self-absorbed mother. The family of hick relatives is superbly annoying. Haley Joel Osment 

delivers a solid portrayal of Walter. Sometimes his voice sounds like that of a boy, sometimes like 

that of a young man, as would be expected in a male of Walter's age. Sometimes Walter cries like a 

child, sometimes he displays stoic maturity, as would be expected from a boy who is in the transition 

of becoming a man. We see Walter unsure of himself in the beginning, but later finding his footing. 

Not too sugary, not too hard-edged, Haley Joel Osment is ideal for the role. He may be 

overshadowed by Caine and Duvall, but actually holds his own reasonably well, working between 

these two living legends. Michael Caine's accent as Uncle Garth is a perfect portrayal of a Texan who 

has lived outside Texas for much of his life. Garth is no bumpkin hick, but a man who has traveled 

the world, and in light of his experiences it would not have been credible to give this character a 

strong country drawl. Even though, as the plot progresses, we don't know how much of Garth's 



fantastic storytelling we should believe, there is never a question of whether Garth has ventured 

outside the Texas borders. (Education and travel tend to have the effect of diminishing regional 

accents. I have lived in Texas for twenty years, and have known many older native Texans whose 

diction is much like Garth's.) Michael Caine gives Uncle Garth just the right combination of 

toughness and tenderness, and treads the fine line of allowing us to see Garth as a trustworthy 

character regardless of his adventurous stories. The uncles are very realistic characterizations, and 

Texas holds many characters like them. The aging uncles had, as young men, gone away to find 

adventure, and lived on the edge for much of their lives. Then they returned home to retire in a rural 

Texas setting which they were finding to be just a little too tame, no longer remembering much 

about Texas country life except for acquiring the obligatory too many dogs. The uncles don't say 

much to each other because there is no need to say much, they understand each other perfectly. 

Confronted with age, they seek out reckless behavior, unwilling to sit still and get older, unable to 

overtly give up on life. Walter's presence suddenly requires them to adapt to new purpose, and to 

take care of themselves, too, as they are faced with the issue of providing appropriate male role 

models so that their young nephew might one day become an appropriate man. Despite the studio's 

description, this is not a "heartwarming" movie with a happy, fluffy resolution for all concerned. The 

characters must make choices, and not always easy ones. The valiant tales of adventure don't always 

conclude with happily-ever-after fairytale endings. It is not purely a comedy, but instead probes the 

depths of emotion. The adult audience will probably appreciate this movie the most, but it is an 

appropriate movie for preteens as well. 
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Secret Beneath The Sea (1963) 
 

A sequel to City Beneath the Sea. A journalist goes to the ocean 

floor to look for Phenicium, a rare metal vital for space research. 

Of course, the bad guys want it, too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1963) 
 

Episode 1: The Mysterious Metal; Kurt Swendler, having escaped the authorities, demonstrates the 

wonders of Phoenicium, a wonder metal. A mysterious man called Smith is after its secrets, but 

Swendler passes the sample, and his research notes, to science journalist Mark Bannerman and his 

assistant Peter Blake. 

Episode 2: Voyage into Danger; The plate of Phoenicium is stolen from Bannerman's office. 

Bannerman, Peter and Janet return to the undersea city of Aegira in search of Phoenicium deposits, 

but Sir George is on their trail. 

Episode 3: Sabotage; Peter is accused of sabotage. He and Janet try to prove his innocence. 

Episode 4: The X-Layer; Peter and Janet are hauled in front of Captain Payne. Bannerman goes in 

search of Phoenicium deposits. 

Episode 5: The Take-Over; Bannerman is missing, following the attack, and there is another 

explosion at the base. 

Episode 6: The Death Trap; Can Bannerman frustrate the saboteur and locate the Phoenicium? 
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Secretariat (2010) 
 

Housewife and mother Penny Chenery agrees to take over her 

ailing father's Virginia-based Meadow Stables, despite her lack of 

horse-racing knowledge. Against all odds, Chenery -- with the help 

of veteran trainer Lucien Laurin -- manages to navigate the male-

dominated business, ultimately fostering the first Triple Crown 

winner in twenty-five years. "It is beautiful to watch a fine horse 

gallop, the long stride, the rush of the wind as he passes—my 

heart beats quicker to the thud of the hoofs and I feel his 

strength." Secretariat is no exception. It's the story of the fastest 

horse in history, first known as Big Red, who went on to win horse 

racing's triple crown on 1973, a feat not accomplished in 25 years. 

After that he sired 600 foals, much to the delight of his investors, 

the first to invest solely in a stud future. But then I love Seabiscuit 

(2003) for it depression-era cheerleading. This is what American 

filmmakers do well--a rouser with messages, big–screen chases, 

and sentimentality for the little guy. Seabiscuit is Rocky for horses, a suspenseful crowd pleaser with 

characters such as the whisperer played by Chris Cooper, who said, "You don't throw a whole life 

away just because it's banged up a little." The thought resonates for almost everyone in the film, a 

tribute to unity of theme and expression of actor. Similarly there's more than just a racing film in 

Secretariat; after all National Velvet has a more interesting story and a younger heroine in Elizabeth 

Taylor, but that was decades ago. This true story is about the grit of Penny Chenery, who took over 

Virginia's Meadow Stables from her father and beat the male-dominated odds. This quintessential 

Disney movie depicts her as tough and loving, a mother and a businesswoman, who can serve as a 

model for young women aspiring to reach great goals even in this liberated 21st century, which still 

has a ways to go before it expunges fully the sexism scourge. The photography is bracing, often 

putting the camera right by the prancing hoofs or mid-level close to the steed's haunches. Although 

nothing new here, it is still exciting fare. Because we all know going in that our horse will win the 

crown, director Randall Wallace is especially successful in keeping us interested and worried for 

Secretariat. With 14-year-old Sean Michael Cunningham. 
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Secretos Del Carazón (Secrets Of The Heart) (1997) 
 

Javi (10-year-old Andoni Erburu) and his friend Carlos (10-year-old 

Íñigo Garcés) visit an old house on the outskirts of a small Spanish 

village. According to his brother Juan this is a haunted house and 

one can hear the voices of the dead. Later he is intrigued with a 

room which is always closed (the room where his father was 

found dead). He is so interested in these mysteries that he starts 

to investigate all the secrets of these dead people and their 

stories. This film by Montxo Armendariz did not get wide 

distribution in the U.S. It certainly is a much better film than 

recent arrivals from Europe and it deserved to have been seen by 

a wider audience. This is a world seen by the eyes of Javi, who 

cannot comprehend the many secrets the adults in the family hide 

from him and the older brother. Everything that on the surface 

seems to be one way, mean something entirely different when kept away from the inquisitive mind 

of the young boy. He senses the dishonesty behind all the adults who cannot bring themselves to tell 

the truth to the boy, even though he is on the right track. The young actor Andoni Erburu is the best 

thing going throughout the film. He has a very expressive face, with eyes that sparkle and tell a lot of 

what's going on in his mind. All the adults lie to him about the real tragedy around him. They all 

conspire in hiding from the children what they only can guess. The cast is well balanced. Carmelo 

Lopez is only seen on a few scenes, even though he's one of the pivotal figures in this story. In 

general all the actors are very subdued in playing their parts, obviously under the tight rein of Mr. 

Armendariz, who up to now has made films that are utterly uncommercial, at least, the type to 

attract a wider audience, and he proves with this film that he can make them as well as some of the 

other good directors from Spain. Let's hope he leaves the themes of the Civil War behind and start 

telling us other "secrets" that have the haunting qualities of this film. 
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Seddok, L'erede Di Satana (Atom Age Vampire) (1960) 
 

A stripper is horribly disfigured in a car accident. A brilliant 

scientist develops a treatment that restores her beauty and falls in 

love with her. To preserve her appearance the doctor must give 

her additional treatments using glands taken from murdered 

women. His unexplained ability to turn into a hideous monster 

helps with this problem but does nothing to win her love. The 

doctor's woes multiply as the police and the girl's boyfriend begin 

to close in on him. A crazed Professor Levin goes to rather bizarre 

and extreme lengths to ensure his formerly disfigured young 

girlfriend remains beautiful, desirable and under his control. This 

Italian Science Fiction/Horror epic is really quite silly thanks in 

large part due to the English dubbing and likely editing. But the 

film does work somewhat on a soap opera level and has some 

better than average transformation sequences. Actually it's quite 

entertaining but not always for good reasons. Still it was better 

than I was expecting. 
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See No Evil: The Moors Murders (2006) 
 

A vivid drama that documents the notorious "Moors murderers", 

Ian Brady and Myra Hindley. This is the first known dramatisation 

of the infamous Moors Murders around the Northern English city 

of Manchester in the 1960's. Even four decades on, the case still 

provokes utter revulsion at such evil and depraved acts of murder. 

It was apparently made with full co-operation of the victims' 

families, which in hindsight was a sensible and sensitive decision 

by the filmmakers involved. It could quite easily have lapsed into 

sensationalism and exploitation; that it doesn't is a tribute to all 

involved; it is very well made with excellent performances all 

round; Sean Harris and Maxine Peake (previously better known for 

her comedic roles) are chilling and believable as the callously evil 

Brady and Hindley; newcomer Michael McNulty gives a very fine 

performance as the naive, easily-led David Smith, but Joanne 

Froggatt is outstanding as Hindley's sister Maureen Smith. In a part that could easily have turned 

into rampant hysteria, Ms. Froggatt is very moving and heartbreaking as the decent-minded young 

woman whose life is more or less ruined by the horrific actions of her sibling. It is arguable that the 

stress involved led to Maureen's early death aged only 34. The one large problem with the 

production is with the story being so unremittingly harrowing and unpleasant, one is somewhat 

confused as to what to say in conclusion. That it is very well made, acted and produced, certainly. 

That we do not see the killings themselves (with the savage exception of Edward Evans, very brutal 

and in semi-darkness), and none of the gruesome details related to them is praiseworthy; but the 

extreme nastiness surrounding the whole case still makes for a very dubious and disturbing 

cumulative effort despite its considerable technical quality. In my view, a more documentary 

approach to the subject would've been the correct way to dramatise such a story, but nevertheless 

full marks to cast and crew for their sensitivity in handling such a dreadfully grim subject. 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 1. When the baby daughter of teenage parents dies at six months, the mother, Maureen 

turns to her sister Myra for support. 

Episode 2. The police find evidence that Myra helped Brady dispose of the body of Edward Evans. 

Maureen knows what to do and testifies against the sister she once loved. 
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See Spot Run (2001) 
 

A mailman takes care of a dog that, unbeknownst to him, is an FBI 

drug-sniffing superdog that has escaped from the witness 

protection program after becoming the target of an assassination. 

This is a very simple plot that even young children can follow. This 

film breaks the rule for many actors in not working with young 

kids or animals. My family and I really enjoyed it. If you are 

looking for something deep and meaningful then look elsewhere 

but if you want slapstick then this is for you. There is a very funny 

scene involving Spot's output and the catastrophe's that happen 

to the kid's mum (the gorgeous Leslie Bibb) who is also the love 

object for David Arquette, are very amusing. I think that the 

actors in this film must have enjoyed playing their parts and didn't 

take themselves too seriously. Overall this is not a demanding 

movie but just some good light-hearted fun and you will be crying 

with laughter. 
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Seishun No Satsujin Sha (The Youth Killer) (1976) 
 

Set against a background of the last unfocused protests of 60s and 

70s Japanese radicalism, this is a raw and rather ragged take on 

the doomed young lovers motif (Thieves Like Us, Badlands) but 

where their American forebears take flight on the open road, here 

our anti-heroes are set in a frieze of emotional and physical 

inertia, spending much of their time in a roadside cafe. Some great 

twilight photography, brilliant depictions of inhuman hinterlands 

(highway verges, the edges of an airport, blank vistas of ribbon 

development) and a faith in the central performances that borders 

on the indulgent but ultimately pays off in depicting the ferment 

of teenage desire and frustration. 
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Serpico (1973) 
 

Serpico is a cop in the early 1970s. Unlike all his colleagues, he 

refuses a share of the money that the cops routinely extort from 

local criminals. Nobody wants to work with Serpico, and he's in 

constant danger of being placed in life threatening positions by his 

"partners". Nothing seems to get done even when he goes to the 

highest of authorities. Despite the dangers he finds himself in, he 

still refuses to 'go with the flow', in the hope that one day, the 

truth will be known. Frank Serpico is a young, inexperienced cop 

who starts out on patrol. Later, he starts to work as an undercover 

cop who busts all sorts of criminals, but mostly drug dealers and 

pushers. Since Serpico is a young man living in the 70's, he lives as 

one. His image, based on how others look on him, shows him as 

just a 'hippie' and the criminals he busts have no idea he is really 

an undercover officer. Everything is working out well, except the 

money situation. Serpico refuses to accept money, as the other 

officers do. He feels this isn't right, and wants to expose the situation. Who he thought were his 

friends now turn into his enemies when Serpico takes the stand on a grand jury investigation. He 

continues to work undercover, and his life is placed into jeopardy at the hands of his colleagues. 

Sidney Lumet is a director who captures something crucial in city based dramas surrounding legal 

and political affairs; with films like '12 angry men', 'the verdict', 'nightfalls on Manhattan' and 'Q & A' 

he shows an excellent grasp of the power plays in civic politics. In 'Serpico' he uses an excellent 

script to tell the story of an unorthodox character in Frank Serpico, a hippie in a time when most 

cops were square as a doorway but whose honesty when faced with police corruption marks him out 

as a man of remarkable character. Unflinching in its depiction of Serpico, the film portrays warts and 

all, over the period in which he refuses to take money and shows his extraordinary political 

vindication at an official investigation into NYPD corruption. The story of civic corruption is cogent in 

any time, one only has to look at great empires like Rome to understand how much corruption plays 

a part in the shaping of so called civilizations; where the very foundation stones have bodies, so to 

speak, buried under them or even within them. This film is both informative and honest in much the 

way 'All the Presidents Men' would be in the following year. Winning Al Pacino a deserved Oscar 

nomination in the years between the Godfather's Part I and II; it demonstrates the range of an actor 

who would go on to portray a character in Michael Corleone soon afterwards who is the very 

nemisis of the character in Serpico. In Serpico there is a dramadocumentary that calls to mind 

Shakespeares history plays in its depiction of a classical situation of a man ostracized and driven by 

noble sentiments to embody something of the civic value one expects of servants of the public trust. 

Brilliant film. 
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Seven Alone (House Without Windows) (1974) 
 

A fictionalized account of the real-life adventure of the Sager 

family. Travelling with a wagon train from Missouri to Oregon, 

things are going well for the Sagers, until father Sager dies from 

blood poisoning following an Indian attack, and mother Sager dies 

soon afterward from pneumonia. The leaders of the wagon train 

decide to send the children back, but the oldest, John (14-year-old 

Stewart Petersen) (who had been described by all the adults as 

lazy and worthless), decides to lead his siblings (Scott Petersen) 

through the wilderness to complete the journey their parents 

started. Based on a true story (but with certain elements altered 

to enhance the tribulations and drama), this family-geared film 

details the ordeal of seven children who must fend for themselves 

on the way to Oregon when their parents die. Martin and Collings 

are a farming couple with six children (and another one soon on 

the way) who decide to head west to the Oregon territory where rich, spacious land awaits anyone 

who's willing to make the tumultuous trek there. Their oldest son (Petersen) is continuously in one 

sort of trouble or another from mischievousness to laziness to stupidity. Naturally, it falls to him to 

care for his siblings when his parents pass away in quick succession. He is determined to reach 

Oregon and build the home his father always wanted (containing the stained glass windows his 

mother treasured.) The kids face all varieties of danger from raging rivers to untrustworthy Indians 

to exposure from wind and snow. A story like this certainly has potential and it gets off to a decent 

enough start (mostly thanks to the more seasoned acting of Martin and Collings.) Eventually, though, 

the film turns trite, dull and ridiculous as these tiny kids conquer the old west while adults drop like 

flies around them (this is NOT how it happened in real life.) Some of the good things about the film 

include a relatively tense Indian skirmish, an okay musical score and authentic locations. Bad 

qualities include horribly amateurish acting from the children (most of whom are related in real life), 

a low budget, awkward direction and an occasionally absurd script. Martin, a bit more weathered 

than in his heyday, but still attractive, does a decent job as the dad. Oddly, he looks healthiest and 

most robust when he's about to konk out and die! (His death scene is really bad. It's a shame he 

didn't check out Shelley Winters in "The Poseidon Adventure" for pointers.) Collings gives a far more 

solid and assured performance than her scant resume would suggest. She gives the film its small 

amount of warmth and class. Ray, in a very blustery performance, runs hot and cold as the wagon 

train's resident doctor. Actor/Stuntman Smith pops up (preposterously) through the film as Kit 

Carson. The only other performer of note is the reliable character actor Griffith as the children's 

uncle. There's just enough of a seed of a good idea to demonstrate that this could have been a great 

movie, but it isn't. It's just OK. Pat Boone sings a treacly song over the credits and has discernible 

trouble getting to the various notes of the melody. 
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Seven Years In Tibet (1997) 
 

Heinrich Harrer runs from trouble at home in WWII Austria to 

climb Mt. Nanga Parbat. After meeting unforseen obstacles, he 

comes into contact with the forbidden city of Lhasa. Heinrich 

Harrer (Brad Pitt) journeys to the Himalayas to climb mountains, 

leaving his wife behind in Austria. War breaks out while he's gone 

and he is placed in a prisoner-of-war camp. Harrer escapes to 

Tibet where he befriends the childhood Dalai Lama (Jamyang 

Jamtsho Wangchuk) and witnesses the Tibetan/Chinese 

confrontation escalate. Heinrich Harrer is an Austrian 

mountaineer who is forced to be a hero for the Nazi propaganda. 

He leaves Austria in 1939 to climb a mountain in the Himalayas. 

Through a series of circumstances (including POW camp), he and 

fellow climber Peter Aufschnaiter become the only two foreigners 

in the Tibetan Holy City of Lhasa. There, Heinrich's life changes 

forever as he becomes a close confidant to the Dalai Lama. This is a panoramic film exploring the 

wilderness of Tibet through the consciousness of an arrogant Austrian climber (Brat Pitt). As Pitt 

challenges Nanga Parbet, the ninth highest mountain in the world and one of the hardest to climb, 

the political chaos of late 1930's and 1940's, and his own demons, the nature of mankind is revealed 

as layers of civilization are peeled to reveal an inner self paradoxically more powerful and yet more 

vulnerable to the ebb and flow of inhumanity. His own philosophical journey is a reflection of 

political machinations of the time, the ontogeny recapitulating phylogenetic change of western 

civilization resulting in a complex modern world forever coiled for violence and warfare. This film has 

a European pace unsuitable for those addicted to action figure movies with huge budgets and high 

body counts. I recommend it as a "good view" similar to a good read. 
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Sex & Drugs & Rock & Roll (2010) 
 

A biography of Ian Dury (14-year-old Wesley Nelson) who was 

stricken with polio at a young age and defied expectations by 

becoming one of the founder of the punk-rock scene in Britain in 

the 1970s. Plenty of "Reasons to be Cheerful". I thought that "Sex 

& Drugs & Rock & Roll" was an excellent biopic of the late, great 

Ian Dury who, stricken by Polio at an early age went on against all 

odds to be a leading player / singer in the emerging punk scene of 

the 70's and onwards... The cast was very strong, especially the 

lead role played fantastically well by Andy Serkis (aka Gollum - 

Lord of the Rings, King Kong - King Kong), Naomie Harris (After the 

Sunset, Pirates of the Caribbean - At World's End) as Ian's 

girlfriend Denise and Bill Milner (Son of Rambow, Is there 

Anybody there?) as Ian's son Baxter. The film takes you through 

Ian Dury's funny / sad / dynamic / and often chaotic life with a 

collation of live performances, flashbacks and monologues - often driven by the great lyrics of the 

songs themselves - this is very well done - The director (Mat Whitecross) moves the film along at a 

good pace and gets the very best performances out of the actors - and the casting of Andy Serkis as 

Ian Dury was a masterstroke? I would not be at all surprised if he was nominated for best actor in 

the Oscars for this amazing performance. I would believe that even Ian Drury would have been 

impressed by Serkis's performance! I found this to be a very poignant, entertaining film - that (I 

believe) fairly accurately depicts the life and times of the late, great Ian Dury - and I wouldn't 

hesitate to recommend this film. For those that previously enjoyed the music of Ian Dury and the 

Blockheads - you will love this film - for those that haven't heard the music before - "What a Waste!" 

- get ready to be converted - for you'll have "Reasons to be cheerful" when Ian Dury "Hit's you with 

his Rhythm Stick!". With 15-year-old Bill Milner. 
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Sex And The City (2002) 
 

A sensuous and ironic sitcom about four young, desirable, virtually 

inseparable New York bachelor girls who lead and confide in each-

other their ever changing and confusing sex lives, as different as 

their natures. Carrie Bradshaw is a charming petite columnist, and 

often the narrator of the story, either writing her copy or off 

screen, constantly tossing up and rejecting different views on just 

about anything that does or might impact modern women's sex 

lives; she tries almost everything, is constantly disappointed, but 

always seems to return to a certain Mr. Big. Miranda Hobbes is a 

red-hair lawyer determined to score professionally and to be 

though in love to, yet her only faithful lover is an insecure nerd. 

Charlotte York is a gallery-managing wasp from a prestigious, 

super-rich family, with high old-fashioned moral standards for her 

lovable but insecure self but unfortunately almost impossible to 

live up to for any lover... 

 

Series 5 (8 Episodes) (2002) 
 

Episode 1: Anchors Away; Miranda is determined not to become a mental full-time-mother, but the 

reality of breastfeeding is inescapable. Charlotte blurts out to believe the theory everyone only gets 

two great loves. Carrie is alone but determined to enjoy the countless forms of entertainment in 

New York, even claiming she's in love with the unpredictable city. After three weeks of calls from 

Richard, Samantha is out for revenge, and in public. Fortunately it's fleet week, when the city 

swarms with USNavy boys, who invite the non-moms to a hot party. 

Episode 2: Unoriginal Sin; Samantha's announcement she's giving Richard another chance after his 

unfaithfulness, as nobody's perfect and it was 'only sex', is such a bomb-shell that even Charlotte 

makes an obscene gesture. Although Miranda is atheist, she can't deny Steve's entire Catholic family 

having the baby baptized. Just when Carrie felt down having to write about relationships without 

having one herself, she gets invited by a publisher to select some of her columns as a book. Eternally 

positive Charlotte drags Carrie along to the Fountain of Faith, but stands up to say faith didn't suffice 

for her. 

Episode 3: Luck Be an Old Lady; Carrie is bored as if there was no entertainment anywhere in New 

York, so she insists on celebrating Charlotte's 36th birthday together; Samantha had promised Ricard 

to join him to Atlantic City, but when she tells him he invites the whole quartet to the Taj Mahal 

casino. Miranda and Carrie, who came to get here, miss his private jet because Steve is really afraid 

to take care of Brady for more then two hours, till Magda offers to help. Once there Charlotte lives 

up and Miranda switches between in to gambling and ready for bed, but Samantha can't handle the 

fact Richard seems to know all female staff intimately. 



Episode 4: Cover Girl; When Carrie is shown the all too naked cover her publishers planned for her 

columns book, she's shocked, it just screams hooker, so she turns to Samantha who accepts to do 

her PR for peanuts. Charlotte swallows her pride to seek hope in another advice book. Miranda goes 

to Weight Watchers where she hooks up with a dieting man, but sugar and fat are aphrodisiacs, sex 

works up more appetite... Carrie walks in just when Sam is given her hunky courier a blow job, and is 

judged implicitly too judgmental about it. Stanford present her his hunky new lover Marcus Adante, 

a dancer, and both men accept to act as critical guy target audience at her new photo-shoot. 

Episode 5: Plus One Is the Loneliest Number; Samantha supervises Anthony at the preparations for 

Carrie's book presentation party. At her publishers, she meets another author, Jack Berger; they hit 

on, having a lovely day, only when she invites him to the book party he declines because his girl 

friends family is visiting then. Miranda still hasn't told her hot lover Walker Lewis about her baby- till 

the party, then they fuck, but Bradys crying sets him running. Charlotte is finally ready for a real 

relationship again, and has another perfect suitor: Justin Anderson III; alas when they wake up in 

bed, Bunny enters pointing out the apartment is hers, and Justin runs when he learns she's 

separated. Samantha insists Carrie has a manicure, pedicure and botox like her, but Sam takes 

chemical peeling first- which practically burns off her skin, utterly unsightly. At a restaurant Carrie 

can't get out of allowing her former Vogue-publisher Enid Mead to share her table and even invites 

her. Samantha turns up as Carrie insisted, but refuses to put her hat and veil on again, so she literally 

scares off Harold Keenan, The New Yorkers critic. Stanford is proud as a peacock to present his 

stunningly gorgeous boyfriend Marcus, date-less Anthony is green with envy. 

Episode 6: Critical Condition; Miranda feels a double failure as motherhood nor professional life can 

get her full attention, and people give her looks. Samantha feels her own problems, such as a broken 

down vibrator, are no less important, and demonstrates her expertise on the subject in the shop, 

and most surprisingly when she suddenly offers to babysit Brady while Miranda goes to her 

hairdresser. When Charlotte feels uncomfortable talking tough with her attractive lawyer about 

Bunnys divorce terms for Trey, so she switches to his bald partner Harry Goldenblatt. 

Episode 7: The Big Journey; Since Samantha is bored with the city enough to rename it "Same York", 

Carrie invites her along to her book-signing, a long train journey to San Francisco- alas it's less of the 

Oriental Express then the New York Sub: tiny 'de luxe' quarters and men who are faithful to their 

wives. Charlotte and her lawyer who dropped off the last divorce papers at her hard-kept place, 

which she now considers selling, end up having sex in his apartment. In Frisco, Carrie is mortified to 

be the opening act for a canine TV puppet, but finally finds a sex partner: Mr. Big, who came to hear 

about his 'character' in her book. 

Episode 8: I Love a Charade; The girls have a all with entertainer Bobby Fine, but are baffled when 

the ever presumed homo announces his marriage to society lady Bitsy von Muffling. Charlotte 

announces her improbable relationship with her all but classy Jewish lawyer 'hairy' Harry, with the 

best sex ever, and decides to go to the wedding with him. First Samantha invites the girls and many 

guests to Richard's villa in the Hamptons, but finds her host-skills more challenged then expected, 

notably by some young girls who claim Richards standing invitation to use his pool. At the marriage 

just about everybody plays some charade, or is supposed to- even Stanfords super-hunky lover 

Marcus no longer does him in bed. 
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Series 6 (20 Episodes) (2003-4) 
 

Episode 01: To Market, to Market; Carrie has overslept and rushes like crazy trough bogged down 

traffic, for she has the honor to open Wall Street by ringing the bell, and has her first 'official' date 

with Jack Berger, but takes the girls' advice to date simultaneously, notably graphic designer 

Applegate, a disaster. Miranda finally admits being in love with Steve, baby Brady's father. Charlotte 

tests Harry's determination not to marry a non-Jew, but even sex fails. Samantha is happy in her sexy 

neighborhood, where a Pottery Barn looks more out of place then SM leather, and notices the 

incredibly attractive Wall Street yuppie Chip Kil-Kinney moving in at her building; when she 

welcomes him with a kinky gift basket, he accepts her dare to drop his towel to take it; they have hot 

sex and he gives her a hot stock tip. Alas when she has him handcuffed the next day. 

Episode 02: Great Sexpectations; Carrie is taken with her romantic Berger, except when it comes to 

taking her in bed, and admits it to the other girls in the vegan restaurant where the cooking is so 

light it deserves the name Raw (but restaurant?)- where Samantha dragged them just because the 

waiter is too hot to miss out on. Charlotte announces her unshakable intention to convert to 

Judaism in order to become eligible to marry Harry, but finds the rabbi most reticent. Miranda 

stakes her substitute love life on a state of the art video recorder, but technology can break down, 

especially when her housekeeper Magda sits on it. Samantha sits out an inedible marathon to be the 

last customer at Raw and sit on the yummy waiter and vice versa. 

Episode 03: The Perfect Present; Carrie finally sees Berger's apartment, and likes it but hears it's the 

work of his ex Lauren, just as his sleeping sounds machine. Big suddenly phones her from California. 

Charlotte aces her Judaism classes, but is shocked that she must abandon all Christian traditions, 

even Christmas trinkets. Miranda's Steve has a new girlfriend, Debbie, so she accuses him of 

neglecting his paternal duties. Samantha has sex with the Raw waiter at a crazy would-be designers 

handbag party, which gets him fired. When she offers to compensate him financially, he's insulted. 

While she tries to make it up to him, he tells her he's an actor named Jerry. 

Episode 04: Pick-A-Little, Talk-A-Little; Charlotte is shocked and Berger slightly embarrassed when 

Samantha enthusiastically explains how she enjoys role-plays with her sexy actor Jerry "Smith" 

Jerrod, including fake rape. Miranda is relieved when he says a man not calling her back just means 

not interested, as men don't send sexual double messages. When Carrie can't help herself and 

criticizes a futile detail in Berger's book, even though she loves it, he shuts down; Samantha cuts of 

Jerry when he confesses being in AA; both couples soon make up. Charlotte makes her first sabbath 

a grand production- her pride and nitpicking don't make Harry set a wedding date as she desperately 

wanted but even walk out altogether. 

Episode 05: Lights, Camera, Relationship; Carrie drags Berger along shopping, as with Prada, and 

brags with a check from her publisher for success in Europe, but learns then her publisher dumped 

both her supervisor Courtney and Berger; when he takes her on a rather wild bike ride, she freaks 

out. Miranda still wrestles with her feelings for Steve; Charlotte feels a basket-case after Harry 

dumped her. When Samantha learns Jerry has dropped his waiter job to do a terribly bad paying play 

outside Manhattan he can only lure her to by promising hot sex afterward, she decides to help him 

by doing its PR, based on the fact he drops trou full-frontal in it, and aces its premiere. 



Episode 06: Hop, Skip, and a Week; Carrie finds being an 'irreplacable' freelance writer is not an 

excuse to dodge jury duty. After her break-up with Harry, Charlotte keeps going to synagogue alone, 

where Jewish ladies swarm to match her to their eligible sons, but she dishes neither till Harry 

reappears. Berger is fed-up with disloyal Carrie and the girls' attitude men are always wrong, so he 

decides to take a break from her in the Hamptons. Miranda is made to understand at the law firm 

her maternal distraction won't be pardoned; at home Brady seems to feel neglected too. Samantha 

launches Smith's image as a practically naked perfume poster model 'Abolute Hunk' but he has no 

confidence even though gays already drool over him. 

Episode 07: The Post-it Always Sticks Twice; The quartets morning meeting hears counterbalancing 

news: Charlotte is elated to show her engagement ring from Harry while Carrie, infuriatingly pissed 

off, is determined not to make the day 'the day she got broke up with a post-it', as Berger chose this 

excessively succinct medium to beat her to the dumping line. Samantha takes the girls to a new club 

called 'Bed' where Miranda, who just discovered because of being too busy to eat she can fit into her 

skinny jeans once again, meets a nice man, Peter, and after Carrie drags everyone out having 

lectured Bergers friends about imaginary break-up etiquette manages to get street kids sell them 

pot; when now high Samantha hears Smith on TV putting on the 'I'm still looking' act she advised 

him, things go wrong. 

Episode 08: The Catch; Vogue sends Carrie to report on the latest ultimate buzz, trapeze 'flying', and 

she's hooked. Charlotte and Harry prepare for her second perfect wedding, helped by Anthony. His 

funny friend Howie gets on with Carrie, but in bed drills like a rabbit. Steve wants his girlfriend 

Debbie to meet Mirada, who is even hostile to her aroma candle gift and therefore hides under 

Brady's bed. Charlotte's big day seems ruled by Murphy's - rather then rabbinic law: her picture in 

the paper and her dress in synagogue are stained, Samantha's diamond bracelet falls to pieces. 

Episode 09: A Woman's Right to Shoes; Carrie has no luck at a baby-shower: Stanford snatched the 

last good gift from the list, and host Kyra makes everybody take off their shoes, worse- her Manolos 

get lost; when she finally get offered financial compensation, she's told $485 is irresponsible waste, 

so she gets $200; while she grumbles singles don't get any gifts after graduation, Samantha learns 

even her bravado is helpless when it comes to children. Miranda meets and instantly falls for rich 

new upstairs neighbor Dr. Robert Leeds. While Harry moves in, Charlotte obsesses about his habit of 

leaving dripping teabags around the apartment; the next day she learns he walks around stark naked 

in the morning. 

Episode 10: Boy, Interrupted; Carrie goes to a reunion to see how her high-school crush - whom she 

dumped - is, and finds Jeremy got even more attractive. Back in hot Manhattan Samantha can't get 

trough the waiting list for Soho House club which has a pool with service, but picks up some 

Annabelle Bronstein's forgotten pass. When Stanford has paraded his hunk Marcus in front of 

Charlotte and Anthony, the latter proves with a photo in Honcho magazine that the stud used to 

work as gay escort Paul, Charlotte shows it to Mirada at the Knicks game in Madison Square Gardens 

where they admire her flame, doctor Robert Leeds, who treats the team but seems interested in a 

cheer-leader. When Jeremy stays at Carries, he tells her he's in intensive mental therapy in an 

excellent facility. Just when she invited the other girls and Stanford, who got to see the Honcho 

photo, Samanatha is found out not to be Annabella -who's British- and thrown out. Stanford his 



broken up with Marcus and asks Carrie to a gay prom ball- they even make king and queen; Marcus 

turns up. 

Episode 11: The Domino Effect; Carrie hears Big is in New York to get a 'routine' heart operation and 

fears for his life; sharing his convalescence makes them close again, but not for long. Miranda is 

getting on with her neighbor & boyfriend Dr. Robert Leeds, enough to take her first true day off 

work ever to spend in bed with him- just then Steven burst in and is so surprised by the doc's butt 

that he butts himself a bloody nose, which gets under control the Knicks way: with a tampon. Now 

Smith is back, Samantha instructs him sexy manipulations, but can't handle holding hands. Charlotte 

is seeing the Chinese doctor Mao, but must first learn to concentrate on the acupuncture amidst the 

city noise. 

Episode 12: One; When Carrie follows Charlotte to a performance by a woman in Chelsea who 

speaks nor eats, she meets there famous painter and sculptor Aleksandr Petrovsky, who is interested 

by her cavalier attitude. Samantha, who bravely announces she gets glasses and is 45, tells he was 

the hottest dater in Studio 54, and tries to rejuvenate herself by an intimate hair-coloring after 

finding gray down there, which proves disastrous. Charlotte has the biggest news: she's just got 

pregnant, but later gets a miscarriage and a depression- till she finds inspiration in a TV documentary 

on Liz Taylor. After Robert declared his love on a cookie, Miranda gives Brady's first birthday party, 

breaks her promise to Carrie not to have a ('scary') clown and finds herself declaring her love to 

daddy Steve, who reciprocates. 

Episode 13: Let There Be Light; After three weeks, Carrie gets a written invitation from Aleksandr; 

they start flirting and end up in bed. Charlotte looks for a new perfume and a volunteer career while 

waiting for another pregnancy. Miranda would be happy back with Steve, but keeps bumping into 

unforgiving yesterday's perfect man Robert. Samantha didn't feel like accompanying Smith to a Teen 

Girl party- till she reads it's hosted by her ex Richard Wright; she tells Smith they should each play 

with their own friends, but is greatly relieved to find him waiting for her anyway. 

Episode 14: The Ick Factor; Miranda and Steven exchange good intentions and she proposes to him, 

instantly sealed with a kiss; the girls wonder what to buy her, not too domestic etcetera. Carrie 

admires Aleksander's piano playing and poetry reading but isn't really comfortable with such old-

fashioned romancing; however a dress from his personal friend Oscar de la Renta sets her glowing. 

Charlotte and Harry enjoy a romantic French restaurant, but the digestion proves a waking 

nightmare. Samantha feels, after seeing her photos in a magazine report on Smith, she may need 

bigger, but still tasteful breasts; alas the plastic surgeon discovers a lump which proves to be a 

cancer tumor. 

Episode 15: Catch-38; Carrie feels extremely welcome with her Russian when he spontaneously gives 

her keys and even the alarm code- which she can't remember. When the girls hear Miranda and 

Steve are going on a trip, the first after their marriage, so their honeymoon -according to Sam, 'sex 

with room service'- they offer to babysit Brady, and decide for the first watch on Carrie, who thus 

finds out Aleksandr has had a 22-year-old daughter in Paris and neither wants nor can sire another; 

Charlotte has him next, and panics when the baby sees her intimate with Harry. When Samanthas 

male gynecologist sort of suggests her childlessness contributed to her cancer-risk, she walks out 

indignant, but finds his best-reputed female colleague is booked for months, no matter who she 



knows, so she keeps waiting with another patient who happens to be a nun - until the receptionist 

sees in a magazine that Jared Smith is her boyfriend. 

Episode 16: Out of the Frying Pan; After restaurants of various exotic nationalities, her Russian 

decides to cook in Carries apartment- where he sees and kills a mouse; what she really cannot 

handle is his insistence to be open about death, even by breast cancer while she insists on avoiding 

the subject. The girls try to make visit time in Samanthas hospital room resemble cocktail hour. Ever 

competitive Charlotte learns none of her eggs is good, again, but meets king Charles show dog 

Dandyridge who fails because of a shorter leg and decides imperfection is no reason to give up on 

someone. Now Brady has taken over their bedroom, Steve insists Miranda and he consider moving 

to a larger home- in Brooklyn! When Samantha looses pubic hair in bed with Smith, they both freak a 

little; unable to find a satisfactory whig, she decides to shave her head- Smith does the same. 

Episode 17: The Cold War; Carrie is embarrassed to be presented to Aleksander's artistic friends now 

he's getting another Paris exposition and enjoys four cold days in his apartment. Miranda is grumpy 

during their move to Brooklyn, but Steve delivers in every respect. Samantha and Smith Jerrod invite 

Stanford and Marcus Adant- the Tattle Tale concludes Smith is gay; Sam won't have that undo her 

rep, so she makes and launches a saucy video with Jerry on the web. Big is calling Carrie again but 

she deletes his messages. Charlotte is enamored with her puppy, and decides to enter her for a dog 

show, with Anthony as groomer and inviting the girls plus Stannie- the mutt has her period but still 

wins. Carrie unexpectedly brings the girls to visit the Russian, but he tells them to keep out of the 

atelier as he's working. 

Episode 18: Splat!; Carrie finally has a chance to present everybody to Aleksander at a dinner, but 

he's rather aloof and drops the bombshell: he expects her to move with him to Paris for good. 

Samantha and Charlotte act supportive after some questions, but Miranda doesn't hide she's dead 

against the idea. Enid invites Carrie to a party, and asks to bring Petrovsky and a friend of his for her- 

she rejects graying food critic Martin Grable as an elderly 'hobbit', sort of dumps him on Carrie and 

argues the fishing pond for her age group is so small Carries relationship with the Russian is unfair. 

Charlotte's king Charles joins the list of pregnant females to be jealous of, annoyingly after doing it 

with eight pedigree-less mutts, but when the puppies come so does 'mamie' Charlotte's maternal 

instinct. After ample consideration Carrie chucks in her job and announces, symbolically at the 

funeral of Lexi Featherston, the party scandal queen of the 1980, she accepts to move to Paris. 

Episode 19: An American Girl in Paris: Part Une; Just when Carrie is almost ready to leave for Paris 

for good, Mr. Big calls and turns up in his limousine- yet she walks out for her last dinner with the 

girls, where Charlotte cries and Miranda makes up. Samantha has her personal input, from nature 

and experience, concerning a cancer benefit. Once in Paris, Carrie loves the city but less sharing 

Petrovsky's love with his bratty daughter Chloe and his time with an artists obligations. After a 

disastrous day shopping, her confidence is down like her credit-card credit and she looses her Carrie 

necklace- another reason to call Miranda, homesick for New York and thinking about Big, who turns 

to the girls there. 

Episode 20: An American Girl in Paris: Part Deux; Carrie has lunch with Petrovsky's ex Juliette B. who 

tells her he always gives priority to his art above his partner- she finds that true and has a generally 

bad time. Charlotte prepares with Anthony to receive her promised adoption baby's birth parents, 

but those changed their mind; ultimately she and Harry get another baby girl from China. Steve's ma 



Mary suffers memory loss after a heart attack, and Miranda offers to take her in, which their maid 

Magda calls love. Samantha finally admits that Smith means enough to her, unlike any other man, to 

be jealous. Mr. Big has finally realized that he cannot be happy without Carrie and sets out to bring 

her back to New York, just when she was considering to break up with the Russian anyhow. 
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Sex Is... (1993) 
 

Marc Huestis edits interviews with 15 men, including himself, 

around a set of topics starting with "what is sex?" The men are 

gay, living in or near San Francisco. They talk about their first 

sexual experiences, the gay scene in San Francisco in the late 

1970s, the pall cast by AIDS, the safe-sex movement, getting into 

serious relationships, the illness and death of partners, 

pornography, S/M and pain, race and stereotypes, personal 

fantasies, and bliss. Huestis has a thesis, that sex is going to be 

with us, so how best do we embrace it? His 15 subjects, archival 

footage, clips from porn films, and close-up looks at men loving 

men flesh out various answers. This documentary covers the 

whole fascinating spectrum of what sex means in gay society. It 

covers the issues of race, religion, monogamy/promiscuity, love, 

friendship, community, gender identity, coming out, coming of 

age, coming... (!) and by showing the dichotomies of different stories, it weaves a whole patchwork 

of the makings of a community from the personal to the political. All the commentary is interesting 

because as diverse as it is, each commentator is telling us about some piece of ourselves. By 

including people of all ages, it tells us something of our history (something which the current 

generation is commonly interested in forgetting). History of the past and history in the making. It's 

also damn sexy! 
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Sex/Life In L.A. (1998) 
 

A look at the sex lives of the guys who make L.A. adult movies. Just 

shown at the 1st Annual Miami Gay & Lesbian Film Festival (a 

hugely successful event here), the film was very well attended, as 

have been all of the films. There have been some good, one great 

(Head On), and the usual supply of mediocrity. Sex Life in LA falls 

into the last category due mostly to the dreary/boring individuals 

who make their living somehow connected to sex. It's perfectly 

decently made, but these guys are all in all just plain dull. There 

must be people in the industry who would be more interesting to 

interview. A bit higher IQ for the subjects would be helpful. Not 

much introspection or thought here. The high points of the film 

are a bathtub masturbation scene including "the money shot" by 

Madonna's ex now very tired looking model Tony Ward and self 

mutilation scenes by performer Ron Athey. Without doubt Athey 

is the most articulate and interesting subject, but what a subject! So there is surely better sex life in 

your own home town, even if it is back ass nowhere and in back ass you won't be seeing this film 

anyway. 
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Shadow Zone: My Teacher Ate My Homework (1997) 
 

This is a silly movie. I think it's supposed to be a horror comedy, 

but it's not very funny or scary. 14-year-old Gregory Smith is 

probably the best actor in this movie. He plays the main character 

Jesse Hackett good. The worst actor is Margot Kidder who plays 

Sol. She overacts to much. If you don't have anything to do and 

they show this movie on TV you can watch it. But you should see 

what else is on first. 
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Shadowlands (1993) 
 

CS Lewis is the author of the Narnia books - The Lion, The Witch, 

and the Wardrobe. Known as Jack, he teaches at an Oxford 

College, during the 1930's. An American fan, Joy Gresham, arrives 

to meet him for tea in Oxford. It is the beginning of a love affair. 

Tragically Joy becomes terminally unwell and their lives become 

complicated. Many people seeing this film who are familiar with 

CS Lewis' writings will be tempted to be disappointed. They 

should not be. In defense of this film and the method used to get 

the results, I have two things to say. The first, and by far the most 

important, is that spiritual films are very difficult to make -- 

especially if one is speaking about something above one's head. 

That's why the life of Jesus is such a difficult subject and has met 

with so little success, at least from an artistic point of view. Even 

Mel Gibson's Passion suffers from this to some extent. I would say 

his representation of the Passion reflect more of our times and what we consider to be important 

than on the ministry of Jesus. I may be wrong; I am not a believer so my opinion may not matter. But 

what is true is that no matter what your belief, spiritual man (Jesus, Mohammed, Buddha and 

others) are very hard to make biographies of. In my opinion what they represented survived not 

because we have understanding, but because our instincts tell us they are what we should be. It is 

not a mind thing at all. AND FILMS REQUIRE OUR MINDS, at least to make them. It would take a soul 

equal to that of Christ to make a film about Christ. To a far lesser extent, that is true of CS Lewis. His 

was a very complex theology dressed in wonderful parables. He had a great understanding of the 

parables and used the same technique. It does little good to discuss his theology in a film that is 

about 2 hours long. In fact, the viewer is sort of expected to know something about his writings and 

theology. Which brings me to my second point. Perhaps it is because I am over 60 and not been 

brought up on Romances that I find this one so appealing. Here was a man that had lived his entire 

life one way, mostly in his mind, when he was confronted with feelings that demanded he 

reinterpret everything he believed. How many of us at his age could do what CS Lewis did? Here was 

a man that thought one way and was forced to live another. What the mind is a very poor substitute 

for what our emotions understand. CS Lewis was very quick, I think, to recognize this and embraced 

it completely once he found it out. Douglas Davidman Gresham (Joy Gresham's son), has said that 

the film is perhaps not completely factually correct, but the emotion representation is "spot on". For 

me, no truer words could be spoken. What does it matter what details are missing, or changed 

because we have only 2 hours to tell a story? What matters is that we see the humanity of the man 

and his wonderful ability to embrace openly his new found emotions are what matters. And to put 

this into his spiritual structure was even more remarkable. It's a good film. Enjoy it and pay 

attention. It requires an open heart and an open mind. Give it both. 
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Shakespeare In Love (1998) 
 

Romantic comedy set in London in the late 16th century: Young 

playwright William Shakespeare struggles with his latest work 

"Romeo and Ethel the Pirate's Daughter". A great fan of 

Shakespeare's plays is young, wealthy Viola who is about to be 

married to the cold-hearted Lord Wessex, but constantly dreams 

of becoming an actress. Women were not allowed to act on stage 

at that time (female roles were played by men, too), but dressed 

up as a boy, Viola successfully auditions for the part of Romeo. 

Soon she and William are caught in a forbidden romance that 

provides rich inspiration for his play. Those who are looking for a 

historically accurate portrayal of Shakespeare's life had better look 

elsewhere - but then this was never intended to be a serious look 

at the life of the man. Those who attack it for its' fanciful relation 

to history have missed the point entirely. It is a romantic comedy obsessed with nothing more than 

making references in storyline and plot to the plays of Shakespeare and his contemporaries, and 

those references are made so seamlessly it could almost be assumed that what we see on the screen 

actually happened to the man. In fact the overall story we are presented with is not new. Anyone 

who had read or seen 'Romeo and Juliet' will have a pretty shrewd idea of the path the narrative 

takes - the twist is that in the film, Shakespeare writes the play 'Romeo and Juliet' in parallel to, and 

based on, his 'real life' relationship with Lady Viola. The opening sees Shakespeare (Joseph Fiennes) 

desperately trying to write the masterpiece 'Romeo and Ethel, the Pirates Daughter', a comedy he 

hopes will rival anything by Christopher Marlow (Rupert Everett). Words fail him until his muse 

appears in the shape of Lady Viola (Gwyneth Paltrow), a noblewoman whose love for the work of 

Shakespeare's leads her to dress as a boy (since at the time women were not allowed on stage) and 

attend an audition in disguise (mistaken identity and women dressing as men are devices 

Shakespeare often used in his comedies). She is given the role of Romeo and begins a forbidden 

relationship with Shakespeare, the only one who knows her real identity, in spite of the fact that she 

is betrothed to the villainous Lord Wessex (Colin Firth) at Queen Elizabeth's (Judi Dench) command. 

Fiennes portrays Shakespeare wonderfully and not as the infallible master of rhetoric. He takes the 

Bard from the pedestal and brings him down to a human level that we can all sympathise with. His 

relationship with Paltrow is handled sensitively, although many of the scenes that are exclusively 

their own did have enough a little too much 'Chick-Flick' for my liking. Paltrow's R.P. accent is 

technically very good, and though I normally like my English to be played by the English, I was as 

happily surprised by her performance as I was by Ben Affleck's brief, but memorable portrayal of the 

self-important Ned Alleyn. Much of the credit, though, must go to Michelle Guish for the wonderful 

supporting cast including: Judi Dench, Simon Callow, Imelda Staunton, Jim Carter, Martin Clunes and 

Geoffrey Rush, to name but a few. John Madden directs hypnotically and constantly keeps the 

camera on the move but most credit for the film must go to Marc Norman and Tom Stoppard for 

their cunning and often self-parodying script. The only comment I would make is regarding the sheer 

number of theatre references. Those who have worked in the theatre will be aware of many, if not 

all, of the in-jokes that the film is littered with. Those who have not may be left with the feeling that 

they have been excluded from much of the content. 
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Shampoo Horns (Cuernos De Espuma) (1998) 
 

Why are so many of the films made for the gay market so bloody 

awful? Every once in a while we all trot along dutifully to see a film 

that will supposedly illuminate another aspect of our culture. 

Nearly every time we are treated to a parade of cliches, lousy 

acting and terrible dialogue. Oh yes and a bit of sex and pretty 

boys to keep us watching. Occasionally a gem like Gregg Araki's 

"Living End" will catch us off guard, but usually we trundle home 

feeling cheated and a little sad. This film will make you feel very 

sad. A bunch of desperate drug-addicted drag queens and various 

hangers-on lurch through a night of debauchery in a night-club - 

while an HIV positive drag queen pontificates from far on the 

magic of gaydom. If this film is intending to be an anti-gay film it 

succeeds admirably. It makes our culture look drug-dependent, 

witless and boring. One or two of the cast members have talent, but mostly they are pretty lousy. 

Surprisingly it is quite well shot and seems to have had a decent budget - why then was money not 

spent on assembling a better cast and on writing a better script? 
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Shane (1953) 
 

Shane rides into a conflict between cattleman Ryker and a bunch 

of settlers, like the Starretts, whose land Ryker wants. When 

Shane beats up Ryker's man Chris, Ryker tries to buy him. Then 

Shane and Joe take on the whole Ryker crew. Ryker sends to 

Cheyenne for truly evil gunslinger Wilson. We wonder about 

Shane's relation to Joe's wife Marian. Shane must clear out all the 

guns from the valley before he can ride off with Joey (11-year-old 

Brandon De Wilde) hollering "Shane...Shane...Come Back!" A 

gunslinger, a farmer, a wife, a little boy, a dog, and some 

dastardly villains. I first saw "Shane" from the back seat of a '51 

Ford, at a drive-in theater somewhere in Montana. The movie was 

new, and I was about 4-years-old. From that time, I remember 

quiet male voices and the ring of spurs. Those sounds have lived 

in my mind for decades. "Shane" is a classic -- no, not a bang-bang 

shoot-em-up B Western, but it is a solid Western that gives fans of the genre some something to 

think about besides "they went thataway." The scenery (Jackson Hole, Wyoming) is grand and was 

even moreso on the big screen. When well known Western novelist A.B. Guthrie wrote the 

screenplay, he kept fairly faithful to Jack Schaefer's novel. The movie makes a reasonable attempt, 

for that time, to look authentic in costume and gear, and gives fans of the movies of the '40s and 

'50s some interesting cinematic moments (see the small things, like how the camera was used to 

make Alan Ladd seem more "heroic"). I'd probably recast some of the secondary roles, if I had the 

chance, but Ladd's soft-spoken, gentlemanly way is just right for Shane, and Jack Palance is subtly 

evil. Yes, "Shane" contains a few clichés, but they weren't yet quite so cliché, in 1953. Besides, they 

were well done clichés, so, while you may recognize them, you probably won't mind them. But, 

what's "Shane" about, exactly? Courage. Loyalty. Honor. Friendship. It will leave you wishing you 

knew what happened next. 
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Shanghai Knights (2003) 
 

When a Chinese rebel murders Chon's estranged father and 

escapes to England, Chon and Roy make their way to London with 

revenge on their minds. Chon's sister, Lin, has the same idea, and 

uncovers a worldwide conspiracy to murder the royal family but 

almost no one will believe her. Chon and Roy head to London to 

find the rebel who murdered Chon's father and shake up Victorian 

Britain in the process. Chon's sister, Lin, also thirsty for vengeance, 

stumbles into what appears to be a conspiracy to off the royal 

family. In the 1880's, Chon Wang's father and keeper of the 

Imperial Seal has been murdered by Parliament and royal family 

member Rathbone, (who steals the Imperial Seal) with Chon 

Wang's sister, Chon Lin, witnessing the murder. Chon Lin follows 

Rathbone to London to kill him, while sending Chon a letter telling 

him of the murder. Chon then travels to New York for Roy 

O'Bannon. Together they travel to England and meet up with Chon Lin to kill Rathbone and get the 

Imperial Seal back. Went to see this film today and I still have a smile on my face. It all depends on 

what you want from a movie. If you want to go and be entertained and laugh for a few hours and 

see one of the best film chemistry between two actors in film history, then you will enjoy this movie. 

This is just a feel good comedy from start to finish. No more, no less. It's not the best movie ever 

made, but for a few hours, it will make you feel good. So don't go expecting too much, just go and 

have fun. I kind of wish they could make one of these movies every month. 
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Sharp As Marbles (2008) 
 

Albert isn't the brightest bulb on the block, but he's got his best 

friends George and Ernie to help him out. The only problem is 

they're just as dumb as he is. The trio constantly land way over 

their heads in a comical tale of the blind leading the blind. Sharp 

As Marbles is about three dumb video store clerks - Albert, Ernie 

and George who can't seem to stay out of trouble. Albert and 

Ernie are two lovable characters with hearts of gold, while George 

on the other hand only thinks of himself. The funny thing about 

this movie is, the more Albert and Ernie screw up, the more 

trouble George finds himself in. The movie follows the trio 

through numerous adventures, meeting lots of interesting 

characters along the way. (My favorites were Abdul the Indian 

store owner and the two punk rockers from the rock group GOB) 

Sharp as Marbles is a very funny movie with a great ending that 

will put a smile on your face. It's definitely a feel good movie. 
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Shem (Name) (2004) 
 

Daniel, a young and arrogant Londoner, is bored to death in his 

life. His jewish grandmother asks him to go through Europe in 

order to find his grandfather's grave. Not only will Daniel find his 

long lost grandfather's trace, but he also will understand his deep-

rooted jewish culture. A London teenager gone astray discovers 

the reality of Eastern Europe on a quest for the missing grave of 

his great grand father. The grave is just an excuse for him to find 

who he really is, his identity both sexual (his gay tendency is 

obsessive throughout the movie) and spiritual (what does he 

believe in) and for us to travel through beautiful Central and 

Eastern European cities, Berlin, Budapest, Prague, Belgrade etc... 

The character is touching. He's incredibly good looking, like a 17-

year-old Jude Law and completely lost. His great grand father 

being Jewish, he meets rabbis and Jewish people all over Eastern 

Europe giving an interesting insight in what is left of the Yiddish 

communities today, 60 years after the Shoah almost completely destroyed them. We see people 

fighting to keep the memory of the Shoah alive and it is true that 17-year-old kids today like the hero 

of he movie might not be fully aware of what happened as time gos by. He is also confronted with 

crime and poverty in Eastern Europe all things he was protected from in his London posh family. The 

movie exposes a very clever point of view on the disparities between people in the new enlarged 

European community. The director slowly, through some very provocative scenes distills the 

questions in the viewers mind. 
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Shenandoah (1965) 
 

Charlie Anderson is a farmer in Shenandoah, Virginia and finds 

himself (and his family) in the middle of the Civil War. He decides 

not to get involved in the war because he believes that this is not 

"his" war. But he eventually has to get involved when his 

youngest boy (17-year-old Phillip Alford) is taken prisoner by the 

North. This is a classic. A real beauty of a film. Produced during 

the nightmare period of racial integration in the Southern United 

States, and the Vietnam War. The story plays out in one main 

location, a Large farm in the Shenadoah Valley during the 

American Civil War. The history of the valley is crucial to an 

understanding of the two central themes of the story, Man 

against man and man against God, so I recommend a basic 

understanding of the history of the valley in conjunction with 

viewing the film. We are taken on a journey of faith, and strength 

of family, by a family surrounded by the madness of war. Considering the epic nature of both the 

themes and the war, this film manages to navigate a very clear and coherent path from beginning to 

end. The family's patriarch, played very convincingly by James Stewart, is trying to successfully 

resolve three conflicts. He is at odds with God for taking his wife from him. This inner conflict is 

beautifully captured by his handling of grace at the family supper, and his retreating to the grave of 

his wife and speaking to her spirit in heaven while he maintains his anger with God. He is also faced 

with the conflict of protecting his property while the two armies virtually destroy the valley around 

him. And, he is faced with the conflict of saving his sons from senseless slaughter in a losing war to 

protect the right to own slaves. This is the film's central conflict and forms the main plot. The issues 

of terror and inhumanity are handled with subtlety, tact, and diplomacy. Many will enjoy watching 

this film simply because it tells a great story beautifully and raises important issues without graphic 

violence. This is a great film and a good vehicle for generating family discussions about racism, 

family, God, faith, and inner strength. 
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Sheng Xia Guang Nian (Eternal Summer) (2006) 
 

This movie was a box office success in its native Taiwan when it 

was released late last year, garnering 4 nominations in Taiwan's 

Golden Horse Award along the way, and an eventual win for one 

of its male leads (Bryant CHANG Jui-chia, or ZHANG Ruijia in 

pinyin, who plays Jonathan KANG Zhenxing in a nuanced 

performance repletes with all the requisite repressed troubled 

mood), though a nod for its other male lead (Joseph CHANG 

Hsiao-chuan, or ZHANG Xiaoquan in pinyin, who plays the other-

worldly Shane YU Souheng with tremendous vigour), for the role 

of the high school jock and the object of desire of Jonathan, will 

be just as pleasing. But the movie's success is less sterling in HK, 

where it just opens, presumably because movie-goers here 

typecast it with yet-another-melodramatic-Taiwanese-film 

association, and one with GLBT-theme at that, which is a shame, 

for it deserves a wider audience, even as it's one that isn't without minor flaws of its own, as befits 

the fate of most coming-of-age films helmed by relatively young directors (in this case, Leste CHEN, 

all of 25). The plot is decidedly simple, and the narrative mostly linear, tracking the friendship and 

love of its 3 main protagonists ("best friends" Jonathan, Shane, and Carrie, played by Kate Yeung 

who shines in limited screen time) in their youth, from age 11 in a school in rural Hualian (in 1991) to 

age 18 (1998) to the college year in Taipei (2005), with all of their ensuing majesty, glory, anxiety, 

complicity, confusion, pang, angst, and a dreamy quality thrown in. The film will benefit from some 

minor editing for a more even pace. Original music by Jeffrey CHENG is intrusive at best. These 

minor quibbles aside, cinematographer Charlie LAM's rendering of the rural locations is thing of pure 

magic and the theme song by Ah Xin (of the "May Day" rock band fame) blends in magnificently with 

the direction to which the film eventually takes. A friend asked if this is a tear-jerker to avoid at all 

costs. My answer to which is that hot and bitter tears may flow, not necessarily because of the 

inherent sadness of the human conditions, but may be because it deepens our understanding of 

those who are perceived to be "different" and living on the fringe. And if the measure of a film lies in 

whether the audience connects with the characters towards the end, and whether it leaves you with 

the sudden urge to be young and fell in love all over again, then it isn't to be missed; and so it seems 

"Eternal Summer" is a welcome addition to the growing list of Taiwanese films with GLBT content. 

Recommended. 
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Shônen (Boy) (1969) 
 

Although not a terrible film, there's really nothing out of the 

ordinary to see in this. You feel no emotion for any of the 

characters, which is unfortunate because you want to like at least 

one of them. The fact that the subtitles were white really hurt the 

film. On the plus side, the soundtrack, while very scarce, fit the 

film quite well. 
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Shooter (2007) 
 

Bob Lee Swagger, one of the world's great marksmen and the son 

of a Congressional Medal of Honoree, is a loner living in the 

Rockies. He's left the military, having been hung out to dry in a 

secret Ethiopian mission a few years before, when he's recruited 

by a lisping colonel to help find a way that the President of the 

U.S. might be assassinated in one of three cities in the next two 

weeks. He does his work, but the shot is fired notwithstanding 

and Bob Lee is quickly the fall guy: wounded and hunted by 

thousands, he goes to ground and, aided by two unlikely allies, 

searches for the truth and for those who double-crossed him. All 

roads lead back to Ethiopia. If you were to take the best parts of 

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan series (Patriot Games, Clear And Present 

Danger, Sum of All Fears) and mixed in the best parts of the only 

good Rambo film (First Blood) you would end up with something 

akin to Shooter. Shooter is a smart, engaging and all out enjoyable action flick that never pulls its 

punches and always surprises you when you least expect it. Mark Whalberg plays the role of Bob Lee 

Swagger, a former military sniper who quit the army following a disastrous mission where his best 

friend and spotter is killed when they are left behind. Three years later he is hired by a Colonel 

(played with gusto by Danny Glover) to figure out how a suspected assassin is going to attempt to kill 

the President from over a mile away, a shot that few could make. Swagger figures out how it is going 

to be done and is asked to supervise locating the sniper on site. But on the day of the supposed 

assassination, Swagger is set up with the assassination attempt that kills a visiting diplomat. Swagger 

is then left on the hunt while trying to prove his innocence. Shooter twists and turns with an 

elaborate conspiracy that is very convincing, though of course the writers wimp out and take the 

cheap road of drawing international oil into the plot (can't writers think of an original plot device?). 

However, this is hardly a drawback since the rest of the film is solid as a rock. The film really puts you 

into the shoes of a sniper and gives an impressive overview of the mindset that it takes to be as 

accurate as someone of the character of Swagger. The only real distractions in the film would be 

Elias Koteas, whose psycho performance is heavy-handed and does not fit the film, and Kate Mara 

who has little to do throughout the film but appear upset or in distress. The film could have done 

without either characters or their respective actors. As well, some of the character relations seem 

forced at time, particularly in the relationship between Michael Peña's character of Nick Memphis 

and his FBI confidante Lourdes, played by Rhona Mitra. Their almost effortless camaraderie comes 

off as less than convincing. Overall, Shooter certainly delivers as an entertaining thrill-ride that is 

certainly not dumbed down in the least. If you want an intelligent action film with lots of impressive 

gun play and several elaborate, thrilling action sequences to boot, Shooter is right up your alley and 

will not disappoint. 7.6 out of 10. 
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Short Eyes (Slammer) (1977) 
 

A young man who is charged with child molestation is placed in 

New York City's infamous "Tombs" jail system. When the other 

inmates in his cell block find out what he is charged with, life 

becomes extremely difficult for him. A movie about prison life. It 

deals with the inmates--their lives, hates, sexual feelings and the 

rituals that happen in prison. Clark Davis (Bruce Davison) is thrown 

in with them--he's suspected of being a child molester ("short 

eyes" in prison slang). The other prisoners want to kill him...but 

Davis has talked to one prisoner Juan (Jose Perez) who has serious 

doubts about his guilt. But can he convince the others? This was a 

pretty big art house hit (here in Boston at least) back in 1977. It 

dealt with (for the time) a taboo subject matter. Then it 

completely disappeared. That's too bad--it deserves a wider 

audience. It was shot in an actual closed-down prison (the Tombs) 

in NYC. That really helps the mood and feeling of the film. The acting is very good by all--especially 

Davison, Perez and Joseph Carberry (as Longshoe). But this is a very hard movie to sit through. 

Davison's confession to Juan is VERY explicit, a sequence where a prisoner is beaten up and tortured 

by the others is unpleasant and the ending is very disturbing. It's not a perfect film. It was a stage 

play first--and it shows. The action never moves away from two areas and occasionally the inmates 

speak WAY too intelligentally for the characters they're playing. (I seriously doubt that the character 

Longshoe would ever know the word "quadroon"--or what it meant). Still a very powerful, disturbing 

drama. Well worth seeking out. Accomplished character actor Luis Guzman plays one of the inmates 

(good luck finding him). 
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Shorts (Shorts: The Adventures Of The Wishing Rock) (2009) 
 

Set in the suburb of Black Falls, where all the houses look the 

same and everyone works for BLACK BOX Unlimited Worldwide 

Industries Incorporated, whose Mr. Black's BLACK BOX is the 

ultimate communication and do-it-all gadget that's sweeping the 

nation. Other than keeping his parents employed, however, Mr. 

Black's BLACK BOX has done nothing for 11-year-old Toe 

Thompson (13-year-old Jimmy Bennett), who just wants to make 

a few friends (12-year-old Jake Short, 14-year-old Trevor Gagnon, 

14-year-old Devon Gearhart, 10-year-old Rebel Rodriguez & 12-

year-old Leo Howard)...until a mysterious rainbow-colored rock 

falls from the sky, hits him in the head and changes everything. 

The Rainbow Rock does Mr. Black's BLACK BOX one better: it 

grants wishes to anyone who holds it. Before long, wishes-gone-wrong have left the neighborhood 

swarming with tiny spaceships, crocodile armies, giant boogers...and outrageous magical mayhem 

around every corner. But it's not until the grown-ups get their hands on the Rock that the trouble 

really starts. Now Toe and his newfound friends must join forces to save their town from itself, 

discovering along the way that what you wish for is not always what you want. 11-year-old Toe 

Thompson is the designated punching bag for the bullies of the suburban community of Black Falls, 

where his and everyone else's parents work for Black Box Industries, makers of the do-it-all gadget 

that's sweeping the nation. But during a freak storm, a mysterious Rainbow Rock, which grants 

wishes to anyone who finds it, falls from the sky. Suddenly, the neighborhood that Toe already 

thinks is weird is about to get a lot weirder. As the Rainbow Rock ricochets around the town - from 

kid to kid and parent to parent - wishes-come-true quickly turn the neighborhood upside down in a 

wild rampage of everything from tiny aliens to giant boogers. From Robert Rodriguez, director of 

"Spy Kids," comes a magical fantasy adventure told through a series of shorts that each brings to life 

the sometimes wonderful, often terrible, and totally out-of-control wishes that become far more 

than Toe and his neighbors ever imagined. After the atrocious family films Spy Kids 3D: Game Over 

and The Adventures of Sharkboy and Lavagirl, I was not interested in watching Shorts, another 

independent family film directed by Robert Rodriguez. However, a look at the cast revealed the 

presence of some competent actors (James Spader, William H. Macy, Leslie Mann and Kat Dennings), 

so I decided to risk myself and watch this movie. To my huge surprise, Shorts resulted to be an 

excellent family film which is sympathetic and hugely entertaining, thanks to the skillful 

performances from the young cast and Rodriguez's irreverent screenplay. At setting the movie on a 

real environment (instead of the artificial digital universe), Rodriguez did not require of big excesses 

for telling the story. The special effects look realistic, but they do not loose Rodriguez's characteristic 

surrealism on them. Shorts may not be his best family movie (I liked the original Spy Kids a bit more), 

but it is the one which mostly represents the naughty childish imagination, which is funny and 

innocent but not lacking of some subversion. All the performances from this movie show a lot of 

energy and enthusiasm, but the movie rests on the shoulders of the childish cast with excellent 

results. The phenomenal discovery of Jolie Vanier is particularly remarkable. She reminded me 

thanks to her histrionic force and great presence of Christina Ricci on her juvenile roles. With the 

exception of Up, Shorts is the best family film I have seen on this year. I finished taking a great 



surprise with this great family movie, and I recommend it as an excellent option for the whole 

family. 
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Shotokan Karate Kumite (2007) 
 

Steve Flores teaches you over 40 karate sparring kumite 

techniques. He begins with an overview of stance and footwork 

then teaches you dozens of ways to score in light-contact or no-

contact sparring using the reverse punch, backfist, ridgehand, 

spinning backfist, front kick, roundhouse kick, side kick, back kick, 

drop kick and crescent kick. Through the use of solo and partner 

practice drills, you'll learn to combine footwork, strikes and kicks 

to score on your opponent. You'll also learn defensive kumite 

techniques to stop your opponent's attack and how to score with 

combination strikes and kicks. This DVD is a thorough and 

progressively taught introduction to the fundamentals of karate 

sparring. 
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Show Boat (La Canzone Di Magnolia) (Edna Ferber's Show Boat) 

(Magnolia) (Teater Båten) (Teatterilaiva) (1936) 
 

HEAR Glorious New Music and Songs by Jerome Kern and Oscar 

Hammerstein II: "Gallivantin' Around", "Ah Still Suits Me", "I Have 

The Room Above Her", plus "Make Believe", "Ol' Man River", 

"Can't Help Lovin' Dat Man of Mine". The grandest show you'll 

ever know. This is not a musical. This is a film. James Whale's 

visual expressionism and the truly remarkable performances he 

coached from his actors is what makes SHOW BOAT a great movie. 

As an historical record, this SHOW BOAT is nearest to the Ferber 

novel as well as the Ziegfeld stage production, using several 

members of the original and / or London cast. The evocative tone 

of the film, bringing alive the seedy rural Mississippi River towns, 

coupled with the natural and subtle acting jobs, make this film real 

to the touch. Yes, MGM's production is more opulent, with more 

modern orchestrations and stronger vocals on the part of Gay and Magnolia. Even William Warfield 

is more polished than Paul Robeson. And that's the trouble. That performance belongs in an opera 

house. Universal's 1936 SHOW BOAT is musical realism. As for the cultural aspects, blackface 

happened. Get over it. So did rampant racism; and the misegenation aspects of the script are dealt 

with frankly and brutally. I know of precious few films of the thirties that were so bold in their 

statements regarding racial intolerance. And don't think Whale was oblivious to the fact that he was 

placing one infraction side-by-side with another. It is the perfect unmasking of the hypocrisy of 

racism - you can make yourself up to look like a nigger; but don't dare marry one or carry a drop of 

one's blood in your veins or let a real one on the same stage with a white actor. Why is "Bill" so 

powerful? Listen to the second chorus. Victor Baravelle brings in high sustained strings. Whale cuts 

to the old charwomen halting in their work, stopping to listen, wiping away an unwanted tear with 

an apron. SHOW BOAT 1936 pulls no punches. It's a masterpiece. 
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Shredderman Rules (2007) 
 

Based on the kids' book series written by Wendelin Van Draanen 

comes "Shredderman Rules." Nolan Byrd (16-year-old Devon 

Werkheiser) is a scrawny and shy 9th grader who, like all the other 

kids, is bullied by Bubba Bixby (18-year-old Andrew Caldwell). 

When their teacher, Mr. Green (Tim Meadows), allows the 

students to do a computer project, Nolan, who has a particular 

knack with technology, decides to catch Bubba in action. Several 

other books have followed. This film is about a frequently bullied 

schoolboy turning into a secret hero, saving the town from 

environmental devastation. The plot is entirely predictable, it 

follows all the formula you can think of. All the scenes are visually 

rich and colourful, making the film pleasant and cheerful to watch. 

The characters are great, I have great sympathy for Nolan, and I 

despise Alvin the bully! It is great entertainment for kids and 

teenagers. It spreads a positive message about the weak does not have to be the weak all the time. 

Anyone can achieve if they worked hard! This film is not groundbreaking, but it will bring a smile to 

your face. 
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Sibak (Midnight Dancers) (Sibak: Midnight Dancer) (1994) 
 

Three young and good-looking brothers live with and support their 

parents in Manila; they dance at the male Club Exotica and work 

as "call boys." Joel has a wife and child; he and Dennis are saving 

money to buy back lost family land. Sonny has dropped out of 

university and sees dancing as a way to make money for now. Joel 

has a regular boyfriend as well; Sonny spends time with Michelle, 

a transvestite; Dennis and his pals steal car radios. When their 

nanny takes in a homeless youth who is not what he appears to 

be, a chain of events is set in motion that brings tragedy. Is there 

any salvation in this late-night world of "macho dancing" and 

prostitution? All the three brothers work at the same gay bar. That 

is not so hard to believe. But all of them have homosexual lovers. 

one of the brother loves a transexual, one who is married with a 

kid also loves another man. That is very so unlikely by statistics. 

However, other than that slight problem, this movie is very touching. The homosexual element is not 

really the main focus. It depicts a general working class family's daily life. There are not many movies 

that portray working families. So it is a movie well done. 
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Sibling Rivalry (1990) 
 

Marjorie Turner (Kirstie Alley) is suffocating. Her younger sister 

Janine (Jami Gertz) has no ambition, and her 8 year marriage to 

Harry (Scott Bakula) puts her in constant competition with his 

family (all doctors), whom he is also competing for the affections 

of. One day, she snaps while food shopping, and beds a 

mysterious man, who die during the moment of passion. When 

she forgets her wallet, a vertical-blinds salesman finds it, and 

things get complicated from there. A frustrated thirtysomething 

wife (Kirstie Alley) had a one-day-affair with an unknown man, 

who dies during the love act in a hotel room. So she runs away 

and loses her wallet. A blind-salesman who is out for THE job finds 

the wallet and enters the opened room to place his blinds at the 

window. But he doesn't know, that a dead man is lying nearby. He 

accidentally falls with the bar on to the head of the man and 

thinks he killed him. Then it's getting complicated. He calls the woman who lost her wallet to help 

him. They let it look like a suicide, call the police and leave the room. The sales-man's brother is a 

cop who is out for a career in the Police Departement and investigates the dead. So the cop is falling 

in love with the woman's best girlfriend, the woman finds out, that the dead man was actually her 

husbands brother, who wanted to visit the family (where everybody is a doctor). And there is no end 

of those complications. Regardless of the negative comments about this film I think Sibling Rivalry is 

a brilliant comedy. The all-star cast were fantastic and hilarious in their roles and boy was it really 

funny and entertaining throughout. This is a really great movie that will keep you laughing although 

there are some serious drama in between this is an enjoyable film. Scott Bakula is the only reason I 

watched this film in the first place and I thought he was just brilliant. Scott plays Harry who's from a 

family of doctors with Carrie Fisher as Iris she plays his sister and Harry's brother is played by Sam 

Elliot as Charles. Kirsty Alley is beautiful and fantastic as Marjorie she's just married to Harry and 

happy for a while until she grows bored and frustrated that they never make love. Unhappy and 

unsatisfied she meets a man in a shopping store this soon leads them both to a hotel room where 

she spends the night with him. After that what happens is through funny consequences and it's 

completely funny. The whole cast do a brilliant and are all great fun to watch. I'd give this film a try if 

your just looking for laughs because I certainly enjoyed this film very much. 
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Silom Soi 2 (2006) 
 

Tum meets and falls for Kaeng. Tum is smitten but Kaeng seems to 

have moved on to other conquests. 
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Silver Bullet (1985) 
 

The small town of Tarker's Mill was a place that was very 

peaceful, where nothing ever happened. Until one night, murders 

begin. The town people believe its some maniac killer on the 

loose and intend to hunt the man down. Marty (14-year-old Corey 

Haim), a young handicapped boy, believes that the killer is no 

man at all, but a werewolf. After a run in with the werewolf Marty 

and his sister, Jane hunt all over town for the man who is the 

werewolf. The small city Tarker's Mill is startled by extreme 

sadistic murders. The population fears that this is the work of a 

maniac. During a search a mysterious, hairy creature is observed. 

This strange appearance is noticed once a month. People lock 

themselves up at night, but there's one boy who's still outside, 

he's preparing the barbecue. Silver Bullet is my favorite of Steven 

King's horror adaptations (yes, I do like this better than The Shining). King even penned the 

screenplay himself (from his short story 'The Cycle of the Werewolf'), but since he was also 

responsible for the awful Maximum Overdrive, that's no solid proof of quality. But it a damn cool 

movie. What makes it so different and unique is that it's horror movie told from a child's perspective 

(though I admit that the retrospective narration seems out of place) and has a brother/sister 

dynamic that's quite cute and makes you really care for the characters. Corey Haim plays Marty 

Coslaw, a young boy who is confined to a wheelchair for reasons unknown. His older sister Jane is 

forced to take care of him and throws tantrums whenever the mum and dad take Marty's side 

(which is always). But the chair doesn't stop Marty from being mischievous. Especially when his 

manic, reckless Uncle Red (a fat Gary Busey-absolutely brilliant, as always) builds him a motorized 

wheelchair/bike called the Silver Bullet. There is killer in their small town who strikes every month 

when the moon is full. The townsfolk gradually become more and more weary as autumn rolls on 

and Marty takes a personal offence when his best friend is murdered, his best girl is run out of town 

and a fireworks display is cancelled. Then he witnesses what the killer really is. But who is going to 

believe a kid's story of a werewolf? Despite the red-herrings, it's easy to figure out who it is before 

the main revelation. But it's still a fun mystery. Filmed with the little-used JDC-Scope process, Silver 

Bullet has brilliant cinematography by Armando Nannuzzi and a wonderful score by Jay Chattaway. 

There's not much horror to it, but I don't think it was ever the intention to dwell on the violence. 

Even though I would call this film suitable for kids (despite the 18/R-rating) it's still way better than 

the PG-13 junk we get these days. The film is also notable for Everett McGill (so evil as the baddie in 

Under Siege 2), an under-rated and under-used actor in a typically eccentric role as a charismatic 

Reverend. Doesn't he look like a cross between Christopher Reeve and David Hasselhoff? A perfect 

Halloween movie or any night with the curtains drawn and lights off. 
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Silver Spoons (1982) 
 

The story of young Ricky Stratton (12-year-old Rick(y) Schroder) 

and his millionaire father, Edward, who lives very much like a 

young boy himself, in a house filled floor to ceiling with toys. Still, 

Edward takes raising Ricky seriously, and tries to avoid spoiling 

him while still letting him enjoy his childhood. Edward Stratton III 

is a millionaire, who is childish. One day, he discovers that he has 

a son, Ricky. Ricky is more mature than Edward. Edward decides 

to take Ricky in, and Ricky tries to help Edward act more maturely. 

Also hanging around is Kate, Edward's secretary, who has a thing 

for him but is shy to tell him. But thanks to Ricky not only do they 

get together but get married. Also dropping by every now and 

then is Edward's father, who is a curmudgeon, who disapproves 

of Edward's childish antics. 

 

Series 1 (22 Episodes) (1982) 
 

Episode 01: Pilot; Millionaire Edward Stratton III, an overgrown child, learns that he has a son, Ricky, 

from a previous marriage. 

Episode 02: Boys Will Be Boys; Kate tells Ricky that Edward's relaxed attitude toward discipline does 

not mean he doesn't love Ricky. 

Episode 03: Grandfather Stratton; Ricky tries to reconcile Edward with his father. 

Episode 04: Me and Mr. T; Ricky gets a black eye when he stands up to the school bully. Edward hires 

Mr. T as his bodyguard. 

Episode 05: Takin' a Chance on Love; Ricky gets his first taste of puppy love when a new girl transfers 

to his school. Ricky probes Edward about his true feelings for Kate. 

Episode 06: Evelyn Returns; Ricky's mother prepares to do battle for custody. 

Episode 07: The Great Computer Caper; Ricky's expertise in computers attracts the attention of 

Arnold Jackson (from "Diff'rent Strokes"), school reporter at P.S. 98 in New York City. Ricky 

impresses Arnold by hacking into a military computer system, but when Arnold publishes their 

discoveries in the school paper it attracts the attention of the FBI. 

Episode 08: I'm Just Wild About Harry; While out with Derek on a late-night expedition, Ricky 

captures and brings home an orangutan that he wants to keep as a pet. 

Episode 09: Honor Thy Father; Ricky saves his grandfather from embarrassment when his dad 

Edward refuses to speak at a banquet in honor of his father. 



Episode 10: Father Nature; Ricky convinces Edward to cancel his skiing trip and take him camping so 

that he can earn a scouting merit badge. However, the trip turns out to be a complete disaster. 

Episode 11: A Little Magic; Convinced that Kate and Edward should be together, Ricky decides to 

play matchmaker. 

Episode 12: Falling in Love Again; Kate goes on a grudge date to make Edward jealous. It works, and 

Edward professes his love in the middle of Carnegie Hall. 

Episode 13: The Best Christmas Ever; Edward and Ricky spend their first Christmas together by 

playing Santa to a family with a young boy. 

Episode 14: The Most Beautiful Girl in the World; After Derek saves Ricky's life, Ricky is forced to 

pose as Derek's date at a co-ed party. 

Episode 15: Twelve Angry Kids; Ricky and Edward are sued for a false whiplash claim. Leonard and 

Ricky convince the judge that the case be presented to a jury of peers - other kids. 

Episode 16: The Toy Wonder; Edward wants to hire a 12-year-old girl as a toy consultant, but she'll 

only take the job on one condition - that Ricky become her boyfriend. 

Episode 17: Popcorn; When his band needs to raise money for a trip to Washington, D.C., Ricky 

commits Edward to buying 1000 bags of popcorn, without his approval or knowledge. 

Episode 18: Junior Businessman; For a school assignment, Edward lets Ricky manage an ice cream 

parlor for a week. 

Episode 19: Three's a Crowd; Ricky is miffed when Kate joins his ski trip with Edward. 

Episode 20: The Empire Strikes Out; Grandfather Stratton tries to get Kate to move to California with 

a job opportunity so Edward will marry someone to expand the family fortune. 

Episode 21: Won't You Go Home, Bob Danish; A man from Kate's past intentionally crashes his small 

plane on the grounds of the Strattons' estate in order to impress her. 

Episode 22: The X Team; Kate catches Ricky and his friends watching an X-rated film during a 

sleepover. 
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Simon (2004) 
 

Enterprising liberal Jew Simon Cohen is the lawless lord of an 

Amsterdam neighborhood, running a 'coffee' shop' (legal soft 

drugs sale). As soon as they bump into each-other, Simon 

fascinates gay, up to then conventionalist Jewish dentistry student 

Camiel Vrolijk and draws him into his libertine world, even all the 

way to Thailand for B-movie making. Hvaing seduced Simon's 

whorish girl, embarrassed Simon leaves quietly. Ten years later, 

the dentist, now settled with a gay partner, lawyer Bram, meets 

the new cancer-terminal but affluent Simon again. We just saw 

this film at the Palm Springs International Film Festival. Yes, we 

are Americans and tend to be less evolved than others when it 

comes to certain things. But the audience - young, old, straight, 

gay - stood and cheered at the end of the film, and for good 

reason. This was one of the finest movies I have ever seen. I 

enjoyed the characters, especially Camiel and obviously Simon (how could you not like him?), and 

the conversational aspect of the movie was fantastic. It tackled some issues that we don't always 

feel comfortable with, but it certainly wasn't "in your face" material. I'm hoping to be able to see it 

again someday, maybe even find it somewhere on DVD. 
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Simon And The Witch (1988) 
 

11-year-old Hugh Pollard. I fondly remember this from the first time round, and recently saw it again 

on a BBC cable channel, it had lost very little of its charm. The acting was generally superb (especially 

Spriggs and Sims), but the child actors were good in their roles too. The premise is a good one, and 

the episodes fast paced with 'punchy' cliff hanger endings. Brings back happy memories of 1980s 

childhood, just before the dawn of a new safety age where children still had some opportunity to go 

off out on their own. One last thing, the scenes in the english primary school were really realistic I 

thought, and the teachers treatment of the witch (who they saw as a slightly demented old lady) 

excellent. 

 

Series 2 (12 Episodes) (1988) 
 

Episode 01. 

Episode 02. 

Episode 03. 

Episode 04. 

Episode 05. 

Episode 06. 

Episode 07. 

Episode 08. 

Episode 09. 

Episode 10. 

Episode 11. 

Episode 12. 
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Simon Birch (A Prayer For Owen Meany) (A Small Miracle) (Angels 

And Armadillos) (1998) 
 

Simon Birch (11-year-old Ian Michael Smith) was born no bigger 

than a man's fist. Doctors said that he wouldn't live through his 

first night. He did. Then they said he would not live more than a 

week. But he did. Weeks turned into months and then those 

months turned into years, until Simon grew into a boy. He 

believed that God had a special plan for him and it was His plan to 

make Simon the way he is. Simon's friend Joe (15-year-old Joseph 

Mazzello) is on a mission of his own. His mother, Rebecca, never 

told him who his real father is. When his mother takes on a new 

love interest, Joe is not too excited about the idea as he dreams 

of meeting his true father someday. One day, Simon, while 

playing in a Little League baseball game, hits a foul ball that hits 

Joe's mother, Rebecca, killing her. Now the secret of Joe's real 

dad has died along with her. Simon's and Joe's destinies become 

interwoven in the end, when Simon strives to become the hero he was destined to be and helps Joe 

solve the mystery of his father. Simon Birch believes that God made him for a special, heroic 

purpose. Simon and his best friend Joe Wenteworth are both outcasts in their tiny New England 

town: Joe is the illegitimate son of the town beauty, and Simon, at age 12, is so small that he still 

plays the infant Jesus in the church Christmas pageant. In the summer of 1964, friendship is put to 

the test when Little Leaguer Simon hits a foul ball that strikes and kills Joe's mother. Together, they 

try to find out who Joe's father is. Just as they succeed, the time comes for Simon to fulfill the 

destiny he believes in. A situation arises that demands a hero - a very small hero. Simon Birch is an 

amazing, touching and emotional drama about 12-year-old Simon Birch, a small boy who can't grow 

and believes he has a destiny. The movie is one of the most amazing movies I have ever seen. It's a 

very well made movie and VERY sad, especially the ending which had me in tears. There were even a 

couple of funny bits here too, like the scene at the school play. Simon Birch is played brilliantly by 

the amazing Ian Michael Smith who gives a fantastic and touching performance. I REALLY hope to 

see more of him in the future. Joseph Mazzello also gives a great performance as Simon's best 

friend, Joe Wenteworth. Oliver Platt is also really good here too as Ben Goodrich. Like I've already is 

Simon Brich is a brilliant movie and should be watched by everyone of all ages as it's really amazing. 

It's one of those movies which deserved some Oscar winnings. I give Simon Birch a 10/10. See this 

movie now, if you haven't already. 
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Sinbad Contro I Sette Saraceni (Ali Baba And The Seven Saracens) 

(1964) 
 

A rebel leader returns to his city for a final confrontation with the 

evil king he is fighting. However, he finds himself attracted to the 

king's beautiful niece. Ali Baba and the seven Saracens is one of 

the Italian made flicks with no budget and god-awful dubbing. So 

why bother? Two words; Bella Cortes. Huzzah, what a babe! She 

puts most other women in these sword and sandal flicks to shame. 

Plus shes kind and sweet and the only actor in this who doesn't 

feel the need to shout every line of dialog. The plot, if you can find 

one, concerns Ali Baba (or it might be Sinbad) seeking to get the 

Golden Throne away from Omar the tyrant. Actually Gordon 

Mitchell play Omar pretty well, its just no motivation is ever given 

for his brutality. For that matter Ali Baba never seems very heroic 

either. Still there are some fun scenes, Jukki the midget is a different hero and the whipping of the 

harem girls and the half-crazed but good-hearted Eunnich is fun. The music here is very close to the 

themes heard in "The BLue Rose" with Steve Reeves. Same composer? This is probably more fun to 

watch with a group so you can boo and hiss at the appropriate times. The big plus here is Bella 

Cortez as Fatima, wow! For that alone, its worth a look. 
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Singer Boys: 1 
 

Professional compilation of a great variety of boy singers. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...Original Soundtrack  



Singer Boys: 2 
 

Professional compilation of a great variety of boy singers. 
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Singer Boys: 3 
 

Professional compilation of a great variety of boy singers. 
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Singer Boys: 4 
 

Professional compilation of a great variety of boy singers. 
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Sitcom (1998) 
 

The adventures of an upper-class suburban family abruptly 

confronted with the younger brother's discovery of his 

homosexuality, the elder sister's suicide attempt and sado-

masochist tendencies, and the intrusion of a very free-spirited 

maid and her husband... And it all started with the arrival in the 

family of an innocent looking rat. This film is Francois Ozon's 

debut, which made him one of the most promising young 

directors of Europe. Here we have a story, which can be treated 

as taken as modern 'The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie' by 

Luis Bunuel. Here a typical French family alters in the most 

disturbing way. The whole madness starts when father brings 

home a lab rat. Next the son at the dinner stands and declaims 

that since that moment he is a gay. Then his sister jumps out of 

the window trying to commit a suicide...And so on. And the story 

keeps going till the unusual end, which contains one of the most bizarre sequences in modern 

European cinema. Acting is at very high level, and so is the directing. Dialogs are pretty witty and 

memorable. It is difficult to name a genre of this movie, but the closest is - black comedy. 
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Sixteen Candles (1984) 
 

Samantha's life is going downhill fast. The 15-year-old has a crush 

on the most popular boy (24-year-old Michael Schoeffling) in 

school, and the geekiest boy (13-year-old Justin Henry) in school 

has a crush on her. Her sister's getting married, and with all the 

excitement the rest of her family forgets her birthday! Add all this 

to a pair of horrendously embarrassing grandparents, a foreign 

exchange student named Long Duc Dong, and we have the 

makings of a hilarious journey into young womanhood. This 

movie is one of the most quotable I've ever seen. Everyone who 

has ever seen it knows this is true. Along with "Ferris Bueller's Day 

Off" and "The Breakfast Club", this is the best of the John Hughes 

1980's movies. The acting is perfection, down to the smallest 

parts, too. Standouts are Blanche Baker as the bride-to-be on too 

many painkillers, Justin Henry as the pain-in-the-neck little 

brother, Michael Schoeffling as hunk-deluxe Jake Ryan and last but never least, Anthony Michael 

Hall as Farmer Fred...I mean Ted. 
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Sixth Happiness (1997) 
 

The unusual story of a boy (37-year-old Firdaus Kanga) who will 

never grow. Born with a disease that makes his bones brittle, Brit, 

as he is appropriately named by his mom, will be four feet tall for 

life. But he doesn't think small. He has his own spirited way of 

dealing with the world, and the cast of characters that surrounds 

him helps ensure that life is never dull: an eccentric mom, a dad 

with movie star looks, a doting sister, and numerous other 

mentors, lovers (both male and female), and charlatans who come 

in and out of the picture. This film is very uplifting, and what a 

shame that folks like Jesse Helms & the Republican Congress 

would never allow it to even be shown in schools. It would 

transform lives. This film shows a man taking lemons and making 

lemonade - a great lesson for all. A magnificent role model for all, 

and just think how much HOPE this film could give to disabled and 

gay children of all ages. If only we had intelligent leaders who 

actually cared about the disabled and the gay. The main character 

is real, so the film is a kind of part-real, part-acted re-enactment of 

his life. And by the end of the film, you feel as if you have learned something about dealing with 

adversity. What a shame we have so few films which do this. 
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Sixty Six (2006) 
 

A boy's (14-year-old Gregg Sulkin) barmitzvah looks set to be a 

disaster when it coincides with the 1966 World Cup Final. How 

nice to watch a film suitable for children that is funny, 

compassionate and resonates with their problems. No animation, 

no talking animals, but a boy and his family, He gets picked on, 

ignored, and teach himself to grow up. My 10-year-old grandson 

rates this as one of his favourite films ever. It is also very appealing 

on an adult level. Witty, perceptive and devoid of sentimentality, it is plain good fun. The acting and 

writing are flawless and the recreation of 1966 is breath-taking. I am in awe of the production 

designer and the colourisers. It all works smoothly, although it did leave me wondering 'How did 

they do that?' 
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Skins (2007-9) 
 

A group of British teens tries to grow up and learn about love and 

life with little adult supervision. Sid tries to be everyone's friend 

and usually ends up on the short end of the stick. He is mostly 

manipulated by best friend Tony (18-year-old Nicholas Hoult), 

whose girlfriend Michelle he is in love with. Tony is one to try 

anything once, including every girl he meets. He manipulates not 

only Sid and Michelle but anyone else who will let him. Anwar (17-

year-old Dev Patel) is just looking to lose his virginity. Maxxie (18-

year-old Mitch Hewer) is along for the ride and dealing with his 

homosexuality. Cassie is in love with Sid but has some mental 

issues. The parents are trying to grow up too and the teachers are 

being their friends and lovers so they only have each other. It's 

good to look to look over to Channel 4's sister channel E4 and find 

good quality British drama on our TV's. Skins is a fantastic and 

invigorating in-look in to the lives of modern day students. The first two series had a fantastic cast 

and especially suburb acting from Nicholas Hoult, Hannah Murray and Aimee-Ffion Edwards who 

played Tony, Cassie and Sketch respectively. The cast all worked really well together and it came 

across really well, especially in the second series. The characters they portray; the musical nerd, the 

lay about, the girl with the eating disorder, the religious one, the metrosexual, etc. Characters that 

young people can identify with easily, in every day life, in their surroundings. The lifestyle the group 

has is glammed up slightly, especially in the early episodes. Some may argue this is not 'real life', but 

its television, what is? Look at Sex and the City, not real to any extent...but very entertaining and 

good viewing. Some of the party and group scenes are shot extremely well and capture the essence 

of the modern day lifestyles of the late 2000's perfectly. The musical score is something that has to 

be mentioned, it's some of the best in today's television programmes. Even the opening credits, the 

music from Fat Seggal is fresh and inspirational. Now in its third series, we watch in anticipation to 

see if the the new team of actors and writers can continue with the success that they have had so 

far. All in all Skins is something that has not been seen since Teachers. The 16-24 demographic is 

currently starved of appealing television. Channel 4 should be applauded and continue to invest in 

programmes such as Skins. 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 01: Tony; Tony is a smart-ass, super-confident 17-year-old, with the good-looking girl on his 

arm and ability to charm most other females he encounters. He launches a scheme to help his friend 

Sid lose his virginity before his birthday, whilst making a little profit on the side. However his plan 

quickly unravels, leaving the friends with a dilemma which requires an urgent solution. 

Episode 02: Cassie; If the world wasn't strange enough, this episode perceives the world through the 

eyes of Cassie. A world in which you receive messages through your food. A world in which the guy 



you are interested in only has eyes for your best friend, who only has eyes for his best friend. And a 

world in which the only person you can talk to is your taxi driver. Welcome to the calm in storm of 

the surreal. 

Episode 03: Jal; Time to get to know the girl behind the clarinet. Whereas the rest of her family make 

their mark by spitting out rhymes to booming base beats, Jal seeks solace from the chaos all around 

her in the classical tunes flowing over her single reed. Although seemingly trying to keep a 

controllable distance from the adolescent conundrum that the 21st century teenagers have created 

around her, it is not long before she is sucked into the whirlwind of her surroundings. But can the 

resulting destruction create something better? 

Episode 04: Chris; Happy-go-lucky party animal Chris wakes up one morning with a hangover and an 

erection. Nothing unusual there. Until he discovers a grand in cash and a note from his mum saying 

she's gone away. So, like any not-so-average pill-popping 17-year-old, Chris embarks on a bender to 

end all benders. But what do you do after you've thrown the mother of all parties and blown all the 

money? Well, you sell everything that isn't nailed down and go again - and just hope that everything 

else will start to make sense. Sometimes though, life can make a little more sense than you want it 

to and Chris has to face up to the fact his mum might never be coming home. 

Episode 05: Sid; Sid is in trouble. Deep trouble. He's failing at everything. His history coursework 

hasn't made the grade and he's only got a week to deliver something decent or he'll fail the year. 

And, of course, he's as sexually frustrated as ever and can't get his best friend's girlfriend, Michelle, 

out of his head. Will Sid ever buckle down and focus on his future, will his dad ever give him a break, 

and will he ever wake up to Tony's manipulative ways? 

Episode 06: Maxxie and Anwar; The sixth form history class go to Russia on a study trip, where their 

bus breaks down and their drug-smuggling exploit goes awry. Anwar disapproves of Maxxie's 

homosexuality but, after Anwar has tried to smuggle local girl Ankar into their hostel and Maxxie has 

helped him against Ankar's outraged husband, comes to respect him. However, following a stand-off 

and police intervention teacher Tom is forced to pay money to placate the locals - which turns out to 

be a scam to fleece naive visitors. 

Episode 07: Michelle; Furious with Tony after his numerous infidelities, Michelle ends their 

relationship and begins an affair with the son of Cassie's doctor. Desperate to get back with 

Michelle, Tony uses explicit photographs of the guy's sister to drive a wedge between the two lovers. 

Episode 08: Effy; Things get dark as Tony's silent little sister, Effy, goes missing. Desperate to find 

Effy, can Tony rely on any of his old friends, or have they all shunned him forever? 

Episode 09: Finale; It's Anwar's birthday, but he's still not talking to best friend Maxxie. Sid thinks he 

might have been an idiot with regards to Cassie. Cassie escapes from the madhouse. Angie and Chris 

get unexpected visit, which might swing both ways. Tony and Michelle are still not speaking each 

other. Effy's still not speaking to anyone, but she's there to point that out to Tony and support 

Michelle. Everything comes to ahead during Anwar's birthday celebration in 'Seymours'. 

Episode 10: Secret Party; A special ten minute episode begins with the group getting stoned in the 

country and discussing the seventeenth century political group the Diggers. After this yet another 



party is planned, the venue for which can be found by following a series of posters showing a clown. 

Chris, high on drugs, has a bizarre encounter with a Diggers lord on his way to the party. 
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Series 2 (10 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 01: Tony and Maxxie; Six months have elapsed and Cassie has moved to Scotland, leaving 

Sid upset. Tony is still having mood swings and black-outs following his accident and, since his 

mother is suffering from depression, Effy takes over the reins of the household. Maxxie is having 

problems with local homophobes and his father's refusal to let him become a dancer but agrees to 

help Tony. 

Episode 02: Sketch; Maxxie has a creepy feeling that someone is watching him. Someone close by. A 

hot boy maybe? No such luck. Sketch is Maxxie's stalker. A weird loner, who spends most days shut 

up in a poky flat looking after her disabled Mum. So her attentions turn to the blonde boy who lives 

on the estate. Soon everything in her life is about Maxxie - if only he would even notice her. 

Meanwhile, the sixth form college production of 'Osama: The Musical' is teetering towards disaster 

under the heavy-handed guidance of lecherous drama teacher Bruce. But Sketch is prepared to do 

anything to get leading man Maxxie, and if she can't have him, she's going to make sure nobody can 

- and especially not his current leading lady Michelle. 

Episode 03: Sid; A visit from Sid's grandfather causes chaos for both him and his dad. His overbearing 

grandfather is still under the impression that Sid's parents are still together, a pretense Sid's dad is 

all too eager to maintain. The stresses and strains of the visit soon mount up and eventually 

something has to give. 

Episode 04: Michelle; Yet another man in her mother's life mean upheaval in Michelle's life. With a 

new house and a new step-sister to cope with and no idea which she dislikes more, Michelle's 

shredded life lacks any normality for her to cling to. With her birthday coming up rapidly, she seeks 

solace from the chaos in the company of her friends, with one noticeable exception. But as most her 

friends become more of an annoyance than a relief, she turns to a reliable source of comfort to steer 

her through the storm. But what trouble will this new direction bring? 

Episode 05: Chris; Chris receives some startling news, which forces him to look at his future more 

closely. Of course this is Chris, so he isn't going to be able to do this on his own. Jal tries a different 

attitude to life which leads to unexpected happiness. Unfortunately Cassie, still reeling from her 

heartbreaking discovery, decides to cast her own dark cloud on Jal's new joy. 

Episode 06: Tony; Feeling lost now that his ex is seeing his best friend, Tony rediscovers himself 

when he meets a mysterious girl who challenges his beliefs. 

Episode 07: Effy; Effy, now the lady of the house, due to her mother's depression, befriends fellow 

schoolgirl Pandora, with whom she sells cannabis. She also gets Sid back with Cassie - via a set-up 



involving Jake - in exchange for Sid doing her art course work for school. Michelle tells Tony that she 

loves him. 

Episode 08: Jal; Jal learns that she is pregnant by Chris, whom her parents want her to dump in order 

to concentrate on her school work. When they find out that she is pregnant they both advocate a 

termination but when Jal, on Cassie's advice, goes to tell Chris about her situation, she finds that he 

has been rushed to hospital with a blood clot on the brain. 

Episode 09: Cassie; Sid throws a dinner party to celebrate the end of exams, with Cassie, Chis, 

Micelle and Tony in attendance. However Michelle makes cutting remarks about Jal's termination 

which upsets Chris, his blood clot fatally returning and killing him. Cassie leaves the country for the 

States and goes to work in a New York diner, living in a flat rented to her by kindly waiter Adam. 

Episode 10: Everyone; The day of the exam results coincides with Chris's funeral. Barred by Chris's 

parents from attending Sid and Tony 'borrow' the coffin to pay their own respects, returning it in 

time for Jal to make a moving oration. After the funeral Maxxie and his boyfriend move to London 

with Anwar - which upsets Sketch - whilst Sid heads for New York to look up Cassie. Michelle and 

Tony agree to stay together as they go up to university but Effy still ends up in Tony's bed. 
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Series 3 (10 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 01: Everyone; A new batch of students arrive at Roundview College, friends Freddie, Cook 

and JJ all falling for Effy's charms. Two identical twin sisters, Emily and the dominant Katie also 

arrive. Effy sets the three boys a dare with herself as the prize for the winner, which results in her 

having sex with Cook in the college nurse's office. 

Episode 02: Cook; Hoping for a night of wild abandon Cook invites everybody to his birthday party at 

his uncle's pub but the party looks like collapsing after Effy's friend Pandora throws up. Cook 

manages to persuade everyone to gate-crash a party being thrown to celebrate the engagement of a 

girl called Kayleigh but Cook falls foul of her father John White, a drugs baron to Madame Greta's 

brothel, he again encounters John White and a fight ensues, White threatening to kill Cook if he sees 

him again. 

Episode 03: Thomas; Thomas arrives in Bristol from the Congo with his parents to follow him but 

after sleeping in an empty flat he falls foul of its owner, John White, who demands money. Pandora 

takes a liking to him and helps him by giving him dope to sell but unfortunately they find they are 

selling it on White's turf. White threatens Cook again but Thomas steps in to champion him and 

defeats White in a chilli eating contest. However when Thomas's mother turns up she is appalled 

and demands he return to Africa. 

Episode 04: Pandora; Pandora throws a birthday party but her strict mother Angela forbids the use 

of alcohol so Katie makes some cakes laced with ecstasy. Unfortunately Angela eats one and passes 

out. This leads to a row between Pandora and Effy and Effy ends up having sex with Cook again. Next 



day It's Pandora's turn to enjoy Cook's sexuality but Effy cottons on to what has happened whilst 

Emily is observed kissing Lesbian Naomi. 

Episode 05: Freddie; Freddie's sister Karen is entering the Next SexBomb contest but he disapproves 

of her trying to win the sympathy vote because their mother is dead. JJ tells him Cook wants to see 

him but he is tired of doing what Cook wants and goes to see Effy to reveal his feelings though she 

rejects him. Despite having turned their shed into a dance studio, Karen loses the contest, thanks to 

Cook persuading the local pub customers to vote against her. Freddie decides he will definitely 

explain to Effy how he feels about her but finds she is with Cook. 

Episode 06: Naomi; The affair between Naomi and Emily intensifies. Cook is running for student 

president and challenges Naomi to sleep with him if he wins. He does win but they get no further 

than kissing each other. Freddie meanwhile tells Naomi that he has fallen out with Cook and loves 

Effy. Naomi resists the advances of her teacher, Kieran, to have sex again with Emily, later finding 

Kieran in bed with her mother. She ends up holding hands with Emily - through a cat flap. 

Episode 07: JJ; JJ visits his psychiatrist after feeling 'lost and confused' about his life and friends. He is 

given lots of medical drugs to calm his Aspergers. He finds that Emily goes to the same clinic as him. 

The two spend some time together; Emily calms JJ down and admits to him that she is a lesbian. She 

offers advice to help him sort out his numerous issues. JJ and Emily then visit Freddie and walk in on 

him having sex with Katie. During the confrontation, JJ accidentally informs Katie that Emily is 

lesbian. Later, JJ visits Effy. He asks her to stop interfering in his friendship with Freddie and Cook. JJ 

then visits Cook and discovers that he is also having casual sex with Pandora. Later, the group goes 

to a You Love Her Coz She's Dead gig, where Cook is beaten up after getting into a fight with some 

ravers. Before the chaos Effy and Naomi have a heart to heart outside, where Effy reveals that she 

knows about her and Emily. Naomi is hit by a wave of relief when Effy states that she does not mind 

if she is gay or not. Cook has taken JJ's Stun pills; they calm him and also make him tell the truth. 

Cook reveals that Effy loves Freddie back, but she cannot admit it and does not want a serious 

relationship. He bizarrely even admits to being genuinely hurt by this as he loves Effy too before 

admitting to having sex with Pandora, which Thomas overhears. JJ invites an upset Emily back to his 

house for the night, so she does not have to go home and face Katie. The next morning they sleep 

together; Emily tells JJ it is a "one-time charity event." 

Episode 08: Effy; Effy is unhappy when she sees that everybody seems to find Katie more popular 

than herself, even Freddie. Katie is even more popular when she invites everybody to a party - 

except Cook, who gate-crashes it anyway. At the party Effy gets back her status as the focus of 

attention when she brings some magic mushrooms, but she ends up taking a bad trip and fighting 

with Katie, whom she puts into hospital. She tries to visit her but is rejected and wakes up in a stolen 

car driven by Cook. 

Episode 09: Katie and Emily; Since Katie will not leave the house Emily impersonates her to take her 

exam. Emily meets Naomi, who tells her she is going to Cyprus for the summer but declines Emily's 

invitation to accompany her to the end of term ball, though she does turn up on her own. At the ball 

the sisters fight when Katie learns that Emily went with JJ but Emily resists the temptation to hit her 

sister, instead declaring her love for Naomi, with whom she walks off. Pandora and Thomas are also 

able to get it together. 



Episode 10: Finale; Effy and Cook go into hiding with his father, but Effy contacts Freddie, who turns 

up along with JJ, though it is Freddie with whom Effy ends up sleeping. Cook asks his father if he can 

leave the country with him on his boat but Cook Sr., threatens him and has to be restrained. 

Eventually Effy and the boys take the boat back up the river, Cook having pushed his father 

overboard. But, despite Effy's evident feelings for Freddie, it is inconclusive as to who ends up with 

whom. 
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Sky High (2005) 
 

It all begins at a secret school in the clouds like none on earth: Sky 

High, the first and only high school for kids (18-year-old Michael 

Angarano, 17-year-old Dee Jay Daniels, 17-year-old Nicholas 

Braun, 19-year-old Jake Sandvig & 19-year-old Will Harris) with 

super-human powers going through crime-fighting puberty. At Sky 

High, the student body throw flames with their footballs, study 

Villainy with their Chemistry and are divided into Heroes and 

Sidekicks instead of jocks and geeks. It's an out-of-this-world yet 

completely recognizable place where cool gadgetry, rampant 

bravery and awe-inspiring magical skills mix it up with parental 

battles, peer pressure and dating trouble--with explosively fun 

results. This year's class features some of the best, brightest and 

most powerfully gifted super-teens ever assembled. And then 

there's Will Stronghold. When you're the son of the world's most 

legendary super heroes, The Commander and Jetstream, people expect you to live up to the family 

name The problem is that Will is starting with no superpowers of his own and, worst of all, instead of 

joining the ranks of the Hero class, he finds himself relegated to being a Sidekick. Now he must 

somehow survive his freshman year while dealing with an overbearing gym coach, a bully with super 

speed and a dangerous rebel with a grudge (and the ability to shoot fire from his hands)--not to 

mention the usual angst, parental expectations and girl problems that accompany teenage life. But 

when an evil villain threatens his family, friends and the very sanctity of Sky High, Will must use his 

newfound superpowers to save the day and prove himself a Hero worthy of the family tradition. I 

attended a screening of this movie last night and I must say this is the only comic book film I have 

seen in a long time that I immediately want to see again. I was there with a row of press and was 

invited to bring my kids, seeing as I do't have any I took my nephew. This boy is all over the place 

most of the time, but he was rivited when the movie started and when it ended he wanted toys, I 

don't think there are any. I spent time at a round session conducting interviews of the cast and I was 

lucky enough to run into the creator of Sky High, Paul Hernandez. Hernandez was surrounded by 

Latino press who were all hitting him with questions. I was about to leave when he stopped me and 

said jokingly "don't worry, I speak English too." We chatted about his attempt to set this up as a 

television series in 94 and how he left the production to work on Greatest American Hero at Disney, 

as well as Instant Karma for New Line, a film he is directing staring the Rock and Pierce Brosnan. 

With just the 10 min or so I spent with him, I could tell where the wit and vision of this film came 

from. 
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Sleepaway Camp (1983) 
 

After a horrible boating accident kills her family, Angela, a shy and 

sullen young girl, moves in with her eccentric aunt Martha, 

alongside her protective cousin Ricky (18-year-old Jonathan 

Tiersten). One summer, Martha sends the kids to Camp Arawak. 

Soon after their arrival, a series of bizarre and increasingly violent 

accidents begins to claim the lives of various campers. Who is the 

twisted individual behind these murders? The disclosure of the 

murderer's identity is the most shocking climax in the history of 

American cinema. Horror films seemed the easy way to make a 

quick buck in the 80's. There was an abundance of them that 

graced video. I don't think half of them actually made it to the big 

screen. You can add Sleepaway Camp to that list. This is a typical 

scary film. It has it's moments and it is scary in some parts. It has 

some nice humour especially when they play camp jokes on each 

other. But having said all that, this movie is as good as it is and it's 

not too bad) because the mother in this film is creepier than Mrs. Bates and she actually makes you 

want to kill her. But the two parts that I will never forget are images that are firmly planted in my 

brain, especially the part of it that stores nasty horror elements in it. The first was the death by 

curling iron. It is so horrific that it bothered me so much that I had to cover my eyes the second time 

I saw it. It is qutie graphic, not because of what they show, but because you know how nasty it is. 

But the one thing that will stay with me and probably anyone else that has seen this film is the very 

end. That last shot is so horrific, so way out of left field that you never see it coming. It just hits you 

and then it ends. It has a power of its own. And judging by the comment on here from other users, 

they feel the same way. This is a film absolutely worth checking out. 
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Sleepers (1996) 
 

Four boys (14-year-old Joseph Perrino, 14-year-old Brad Renfro, 

14-year-old Geoffrey Wigdor & 14-year-old Jonathan Tucker) 

growing up in Hell's Kitchen play a prank that leads to an old man 

getting hurt. Sentenced to no less than one year in the Wilkenson 

Center in upstate New York, the four friends are changed by the 

beating, humiliation and sexual abuse by the guards sworn to 

protect them. Thirteen years later and a chance meeting lead to a 

chance for revenge against the Wilkenson Center and the guards. 

"Sleepers," is a captivating, taut, ride. It's well-crafted visually and 

storywise, keeping my attention from the first plot point to the 

last, which is hard to do, as I see dozens of movies each week. I 

can't believe I missed this back in '96. It must have been the 

pedestrian title, but at any rate, the performances were top-notch 

and the story, both intriguing and heart-wrenching. One 

seemingly harmless lifting of a hot dog, places four lives in a juvenile system that rips their promise 

apart. Wow. Who cares if the story is true, the movie is entertaining and a fun ride! 
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Sleepless In Seattle (1993) 
 

Sam is a recent widower who is seeking someone new. Sam's son 

Jonah (9-year-old Ross Malinger), is also looking for a new mother, 

so when Jonah puts his father on national radio, hundreds of 

women write to him. One of the women is Annie. She's engaged 

to Walter, but he's a bit strange. Annie goes to great lengths to 

meet Sam. After his wife died, Sam Baldwin did not think about 

other women. His 8-year-old son Jonah thinks that his father 

needs a woman in order to get his life back in order and calls in on 

a nation-wide radio-show. The voice and story of Sam is heard by 

hundreds of women, including Annie Reed, who is about to marry 

her fiancé Walter soon. She can't find a rest until she really knows 

for sure that Sam Baldwin is not the one person for her. Thus, 

Annie travels to Seattle, where Sam and Jonah live, and there 

decides that Sam is not the one. The letter she never sent was 

posted by a friend of Annie, and therefore Jonah, who feels that she's the one for his dad, already 

booked a flight to New York in order to meet her on the roof of the Empire State building, just like in 

"An Affair to Remember". Of course, his father follows him instantly. After his wife's funeral, Sam 

(Tom Hanks), an architect, moves from Chicago to Seattle with his son, Johna (Ross Malinger) so he 

can stay away from all those things that remind him of his beloved wife, which he just can't bear any 

longer. In Baltimore, Annie (Meg Ryan), a newspaper journalist, is engaged to Walter (Bill Pullman) 

and is looking forward to getting married. But when Annie's mother talks about the 'magic' that she 

instantly feels when Annie's father holds her hand, Annie cannot comprehend the meaning. One 

evening, Annie hears Johna on a national radio show, saying his dad is lonely and sad, still cannot 

forget his late wife and Johna thinks his dad needs a new wife to make him happy. Thousands of 

women across the country write to Sam, among them is Annie. Her letter in the rubbish bin is sent 

out by her good friend Becky (Rosie O'Donnell). So Annie travels all the way to Seattle in hope to 

meet Sam, but it doesn't work out fine. However, when Johna reads the letter from Annie, he knows 

she's the right one and he replies on his father's behalf for meeting each other on the roof of the 

Empire State Building. This is a refreshing, quite light-hearted story. It's slow but I'm sure many 

people would like it. It's funny that, when Sam first sees Annie, he somehow feels that he has met 

her before...rather funny, isn't it? Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan are great on the screen together and 

the flick is perfect for relaxing. With a delightful soundtrack. 
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Sliders (1995) 
 

Quinn Mallory, while working on an anti-gravity machine, 

accidentally creates a portal to a parallel universe. Eventually, his 

friends and an unwilling participant accidentally get stuck traveling 

among parallel worlds, trying to survive, and learning that sliding 

can lead to fatal results. Meanwhile, among many changes in their 

group, they try to rescue the multiverse from the Kromagg 

Dynasty. While trying to develop an anti-gravity device, physics 

genius Quinn Mallory instead creates a device that opens portals 

to alternative realities. After an accident leaves them lost, Mallory 

and his companions: his physics professor, Professor Maximillian 

Arturo, his work colleague and potential love, Wade Wells, and a 

washed-up soul singer, Rembrandt Brown, "slide" from reality to 

reality in search of home. An amazing Sci-Fi show that should have 

had the success it deserved instead of being buried by lame writing and casting. Sliders focused on a 

group of 4 people who discovered a way to 'slide' between parallel worlds. Unfortionatley, they got 

lost in the inter-dimension, and were consigned to wandering between the many parallel universes 

in the hope of someday finding their way home. When Tracy Torme' and Robert K. Weiss created 

this show in 1995, they had truly made something special. Unfortionately FOX decided to completely 

ruin it. They began by airing the episodes out of sequence in the first 2 seasons, meaning that there 

could be no continuity between episodes, so whenever an extra character slid with the Sliders they 

were never seen again (with one poor exception). In the 3rd season David "Peckerhead" Peckinpah 

(a man with less talent than a dog turd) became an Executive Producer and many episodes became 

movie rip-offs instead of 'what if' concepts where parallel worlds had alternate histories to our own. 

The amazing John Rhys-Davies was then fired mid season 3 and replaced with Kari Wuhrer, a terrible 

actress who played a terrible character. FOX allowed the Sci-Fi channel to take over the show for its 

4th and 5th seasons. They put David Peckinpah completely in charge of the show, and he buried it by 

having ape-men called Kromaggs take over the Sliders' home world and by rewriting the backstory of 

the lead character completely. The premise was changed from finding home to fighting ape-men. In 

the last season, only one of the original Sliders remained. When the show finished, it was without 

any resolution to many of its story arcs or the final episode's cliffhanger. I feel Tracy Torme's pain. 

No one could have imagined that they would create a show as brilliant as Sliders, only to see it 

totally destroyed before their eyes. Sliders had so much potential, but it was ruined by talentless 

hacks like 'Peckerhead'. 

 

Series 1 (1 Episode) (1995) 
 

Episode 9: Luck of the Draw; In a seemingly Utopian world where population control is a priority, 

citizens play the lottery at local ATM machines. The more they withdraw from the public account, 

the more chances they have to "win" the jackpot. Wade winds up a winner and now has to keep her 



end of the deal which makes the next slide all the more urgent. Rembrandt is arrested for trying to 

help a lottery winner reverse her fortunes. 

 

Series 2 (1 Episode) (1996) 
 

Episode 1: Into the Mystic; In a dark world of mysticism and witchcraft imagery, Quinn finds he has a 

bounty on his head or to be specific, his brain which a witchdoctor selects as payment after running 

out on a medical bill. The Sliders seek the "Sorcerer" who promises to return them home if they help 

him. 

 

Series 3 (2 Episodes) (1997) 
 

Episode 16: The Exodus: Part 1; In a militaristic America threatened with irradiation by a pulsar, a 

colonel decides who'll be saved — and who'll be left to die. The Sliders witness a fatal car crash and 

the dying man's words lead them to the unsettling discovery that the earth will be destroyed before 

they are scheduled to slide out. A globular cluster of pulsars is en route to the solar system, and the 

radiation they emit will kill all life on earth. A military team led by Maggie Beckett captures them in 

the dead man's office, and she brings them back to her base which is run by Colonel Angus Rickman. 

They request their assistance in developing a sliding device to transport as many people off world 

before the pulsars strike. Arturo works with Maggie's husband Stephen Jensen while Quinn and 

Maggie scout out a suitable world for relocation. Wade is given the unenviable task of constructing a 

list of people to save while Rembrandt comforts a young boy whose parents have fallen into strange 

comas. Someone on the base is injecting their brain fluid into their own, and that someone is the 

Colonel. After a round of unsuitable worlds, Quinn hits upon the perfect world — his own. 

Episode 17: The Exodus: Part 2; As doomsday looms, Quinn and Maggie race to find a suitable 

parallel world, but discover that Rickman has a deadly ulterior motive for finding such a world. 

Maggie can't breathe the air of Quinn's world, so he slides back with her and the good news. The 

others are overjoyed and want to leave now, but Quinn insists they finish the job they set out to 

accomplish. This decision proves disastrous when Arturo challenges Rickman over his unwillingness 

to let more people slide. Rickman kills Jensen, then attempts to steal Arturo's brain fluid. The others 

catch him in the act saving Arturo from total impairment, but the four find themselves trapped while 

Rickman slides his team off base. Quinn manages to bust them out with a jerry rigged battering ram 

and the four rush to confront Rickman. Rickman attempts to kill Quinn, but Arturo takes the bullet 

for him. They miss the slide and are forced underground while their own timer ticks down and the 

radiation levels build. Eventually, the three remaining Sliders and Malcolm pursue Rickman and 

convince Maggie that the colonel has turned evil. Rickman escapes, and Maggie joins the team to 

avenge her husband. 
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Sling Blade (1996) 
 

A partially handicapped man named Karl is released from a 

mental hospital, about 20 years after murdering his mother and 

another person. Karl is often questioned if he will ever kill again, 

and he shrugs in response saying there is no reason to. Now out 

of the mental institution, Karl settles in his old, small hometown, 

occupying himself by fixing motors. After meeting a young boy 

named Frank (14-year-old Lucas Black) who befriends him, Karl is 

invited to stay at Frank's house with his mother Linda- who views 

Karl as a strange but kind and generous man. However, Linda's 

abusive boyfriend Doyle, sees things differently in the way rules 

ought to be run- normally insulting Linda's homosexual friend 

Vaughan as well as Karl's disabilities, and having wild parties with 

his friends. As Karl's relation with Frank grows, he is ever so 

watchful of Doyle's cruel actions. Sling Blade is a very well acted, 

well displayed, and interesting masterpiece. I just loved it from beginning to end. First I would like to 

comment on the excellent acting across the board, especially the late John Ritter and Billy Bob 

Thornton's ensemble portrayal of Karl. I could not help but feel very attached to Karl from the 

opening scene, his release from the mental institution, his struggles with the outside world, and how 

he related to the town people. Sling Blade is one of those movies that I would love to sit down and 

talk about for hours with a friend. I would also love to hear others' perspectives about what made 

this movie great. It seems that every scene was worked to perfection. From the lighting and 

camera's viewpoint to the acting and music. I enjoyed every scene, but thought that three really 

stood out. Without giving too much away, they are as follows. No spoilers here: 1. Inside the house 

after band practice where Karl does not move from the couch. 2. When Karl is visited at work and we 

see him make eye contact for the first time. 3. The scene where Karl is in the garage late at night. 

The chilling music really captures the mood. My heart was pounding during this one! I hold Mr. 

Thornton to a very high respect. He created a masterpiece that is emotional, thrilling, dramatic, 

humorous, and entertaining. 
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Slumdog Millionaire (2008) 
 

The story of Jamal Malik (18-year-old Dev Patel, 12-year-old 

Tanay Chheda & Ayush Mahesh Khedekar), an orphan from the 

slums of Mumbai, who is about to experience the biggest day of 

his life. With the whole nation watching, he is just one question 

away from winning a staggering 20 million rupees on India's "Who 

Wants To Be A Millionaire?" But when the show breaks for the 

night, police arrest him on suspicion of cheating; how could a 

street kid know so much? Desperate to prove his innocence, 

Jamal tells the story of his life in the slum where he and his 

brother grew up, of their adventures together on the road, of 

vicious encounters with local gangs, and of Latika, the girl he 

loved and lost. Each chapter of his story reveals the key to the 

answer to one of the game show's questions. Each chapter of 

Jamal's increasingly layered story reveals where he learned the 

answers to the show's seemingly impossible quizzes. But one question remains a mystery: what is 

this young man with no apparent desire for riches really doing on the game show? When the new 

day dawns and Jamal returns to answer the final question, the Inspector and sixty million viewers 

are about to find out. At the heart of its storytelling lies the question of how anyone comes to know 

the things they know about life and love. 18-year-old Jamal Malik is having an amazing answering 

streak on "Kaun Banega Crorepati?" (2000), the Indian version of the television game show "Who 

Wants to Be a Millionaire" (1998). He's only one correct question away from the big prize. However, 

some, including those associated with the game show, question how someone like Jamal, a self 

confessed non-genius who grew up in the slums of Mumbai, can be doing so well on the show when 

others who are brighter, more educated and wealthier than him have failed. Is Jamal cheating? Is it 

purely luck that they have asked him the questions to which he knows the answers? Seeing Jamal's 

life journey to this point ultimately answers these questions. His life journey includes being 

orphaned at an early age; growing up with an older brother, Salim, who was both his 

guardian/protector and antagonist; and having a relationship since childhood with another 

orphaned child, a girl named Latika. His motivation for being on the show also may provide some 

answers to his success. Perhaps it was all just meant to be. In Mumbai, the 18-year-old orphan from 

the slums Jamal Malik is tortured by the policemen in a precinct accused of cheating a game show. 

Jamal, who has no education and works in a call center serving tea, is close to wining twenty million 

rupees in the show "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?" hosted by Prem Kumar, giving precise answers 

to the questions and raising suspicion of fraud. The police inspector shows the videotape and after 

each question, Jamal tells parts of his childhood with his brother Salim, his crush for Latika and their 

fight to survive on the streets to justify each correct answer, guided by his common sense and past 

experience, and prove his innocence. Mumbai's Police Sergeant Srinivas and his Superior detain and 

interrogate a suspect by the name of Jamal Malik, who they suspect of cheating a popular Indian TV 

game show 'Kaun Banega Crorepati'. They have evidence that Jamal has had no formal education 

and has been a career-thief as a youngster, and are determined to question him using any method 

to find out how he even came close to winning anything. There has already been some talk coming 

from Telluride that this film is set to be this year's 'Juno.' It does have the same distributor and it is 



set for the same release period, and for anyone who hears this buzz, they will definitely not be 

disappointed. During the premiere of the final cut (in the words of director Danny Boyle) at the 

Toronto International Film Festival, the audience gave the film an incredibly enthusiastic response, 

and it went on to win the People's Choice Award. Boyle, who is sometimes called a British Richard 

Linklater for yet again surprising the audience with such diverse subject matter, worked his magic. 

He transcended genres and created a truly unique and energetic picture. Just about every aspect of 

this film deserves merit, and above all it belongs to Boyle, who managed to assemble such a massive 

achievement. The score by A.R. Rahman, with contributions from M.I.A., perfectly accompanies the 

action on screen. Still, it is great enough to be listened to on its own. With India as a backdrop, Boyle 

and his cinematographer have composed some remarkable images. The acting is roundly impressive, 

especially coming from the younger cast, almost all of which has never acted before. The film begins 

as Jamal (Skins' Dev Patel) is under interrogation by Mumbai police for cheating on India's version of 

Who Wants To Be a Millionaire, being only one question away from winning it all. As the inspector 

says, even doctors and lawyers cannot come close to the 20m rupee prize, and so Jamal, having 

grown up on the streets of Mumbai, cannot possibly know these things. As Jamal tries to avoid 

further torture, he begins to explain to the police how he knew each of the answers. Flashbacks 

present Jamal's boyhood and explain how he got to the show. At the centre of his journey is his 

brother, Salim, and a girl, Latika, who is left a homeless orphan after an attack that took Jamal's 

mother as well. After running from a man who exploits the trio for labour, Jamal replays the incident 

when Latika left his life when she was unable to catch a moving train. His uncertainty of her fate on 

the streets of Mumbai and his intense desire to see his first and only love again lead him to the 

interrogation room where the film began. Like 'Juno,' Slumdog Millionaire is by genre a comedic 

drama, but it becomes much more. The film asks questions about fate, righteousness, greed, and 

even urban sprawl. Above all, however, it asks about love in the face of the most dire obstacles, and 

if it can truly prosper. Jamal's story is a tragic and unfortunate one, but as seen through his eyes, it is 

still beautiful. The vast colour palate of India overwhelm any negative feelings, and Jamal's hope of 

finding and being with Latika overwhelm despair. For Jamal, 20m rupees isn't his prize. It would be 

nearly impossible for there to be a better picture this year. 
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Small Faces (1996) 
 

Three teenage brothers, gang-member Bobby, troubled mama's 

boy Alan and self-assured prankster Lex, reside in a downtrodden 

section of Glasgow, Scotland, circa 1968. But while Bobby and 

Alan are beginning to experience the power of raging hormones, 

the story focuses on Lex, who begins a downward spiral after he 

accidentally shoots the leader of Bobby's gang. Lex's cockiness and 

immaturity unfortunately prevent him from understanding the 

effect his subsequent crimes will have on both himself, and on 

those around him. Glasgow, 1968. 13-year-old Lex Maclean (15-

year-old Iain Robertson) lives with his mother, and his two older 

brothers, Alan, who plans to go to art school, and Bobby, a rather 

slow-witted member of the Glen gang. Lex enjoys art, but is 

caught up with the gangs when he mischievously fires an air gun 

at Malky Johnson, the gang leader of the Tongs. Charlie Sloan, the 

Glen gang leader, offers Lex protection if Lex will work with his gang. Malky is further annoyed with 

the Maclean brothers when his girlfriend Joanne is attracted to Alan. A gritty, realistically drawn out 

rights of passage film, this was an impressive return to form for writer/director MacKinnon after his 

brief Hollywood fling. Overall the film, although essentially a nostalgic look at a young Glasgow boy 

coming of age in 1968, manages to steer clear from over romanticising the past as so often happens 

with such an exercise. This is largely due to an impressive cast, realistic location filming, and a 

refreshingly simple (especially in light of recent Brit flicks) down to earth pop soundtrack. Its not too 

preoccupied with presenting a hip representation of 1960s culture which may have prevailed its 

realism. Lex is the youngest of three brothers MacLean being brought up by a single mother in a 

grubby tenement flat. His brothers are greatly contrasting in character; Alan a sensitive, aspiring 

artist, and Bobby an illiterate and unpredictable gang member. It is the former that Lex looks up to 

rather than Bobby who he sees as a "moron". Much of the film's central concerns seem to lie in 

these two contrasting sides of Lex's up-bringing. He lives in a world where artistic expression, or any 

such kind of creativity, is stifled. This being graphically represented by the beating of a young artist 

at the hands of a local gang. We also learn of this character's father's fruitless attempts to produce 

grapes in the middle of Glasgow. The only escapism and means of capturing anything remotely 

extrisnic for the likes of Lex and Alan is through their art. Ultimately though it is intelligence which 

prevails when Malky's ignorant act leads directly to his destruction. Early scenes serve to establish 

the family life of the MacLean's. Sometimes these seem rather idealistic, such as family gatherings 

and sing-songs. The singing seems to be a motif for happier times; it doesn't return until directly 

after Malky's death in a comical children's sing-a-long at a Saturday matinee. Although family life is 

not disregarded, never can adults successfully communicate with the youngsters. The attempts by 

an American uncle to have some influence over the boys is ineffectual, and the mother seems to 

have little control over them. Also there curiously seems to be no intervention by the police into the 

gang violence. As Lex is the central protagonist we are often given his perspective of events. An 

earlier gang encounter at a fairground is received from his point of view, which is then followed by a 

man leading an elephant across a field. Such surreal imagery is almost a childlike representation of 

events. Shaky camera movements during his drunken stupor are further indication of the camera 



allowing us to identify ourselves with him. On the whole the film is well-crafted. Some striking 

images such as the track of red blood across the ice rink after Bobby's is stabbed and great attention 

to detail are a credit to the director. As well as some clever aesthetic touches the film boasts to its 

credit some endearing performances by what is mainly a young cast, especially young Ian Robertson 

as Lex whom our affection for is essential to our enjoyment of the film. Despite the film's violent 

content we rarely lose sight of humour or hope. 
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Small Soldiers (1998) 
 

After military manufactured computer chips are put in a line of 

action figures, they end up with minds of their own and try to 

invade an Ohio suburb, and do battle with another line of toys 

that have the same chips. Alan (15-year-old Gregory Smith), son of 

a toy store owner, tries out some new action figures: The 

Commando Elite vs. The Gorgonites. What he does not know, is 

that both sets of toys were designed to move, talk and play back. 

The Commando Elite's purpose is to destroy the Gorgonites. 

Unfortunately, the toy designer who was responsible for the 

programming, bought highly intelligent military computer chips 

that are usually used for steering missiles - and are able to learn. 

Now, the Commando Elite, led by Major Chip Hazard, is up to 

destroying the Gorgonites, led by peaceful Archer, who hide in 

Alan's parents' house. Now, a battle, in which the destructive 

ability of creative computer chips against creative computer chips with a different attitude comes to 

light, is about to begin. Small Soldiers is good old fashioned, Tongue-in-cheek fun. Regular movie 

watchers will see many of their favorite characters, all caricatured here together as either a 

Commando-Elite or a Gorgonite warrior. The names of the characters, particularly the Commando-

Elite, are extremely good, and worthy of an award of their own. Although some of the animation is a 

little wooden, that just seemed to add to the whole flavour of the film. As long as you don't have any 

pre-conceptions about this film, and ignore the hype, you are in for some highly entertaining fun. 

After all, who can watch a room full of bikini-clad barbie-dolls-with-attitude, "playing with their 

owner for a change", without breaking into a grin. Favorite quote: "Lets see how you like being 

played with". 
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Small Town Gay Bar (2006) 
 

The story of community in the Deep South that is forced to deal 

with the struggles of ignorance, hypocrisy and oppression. Winner 

of two awards and beaten at Sundance by a documentary on my 

"must see" list, this is a film about gay life in the Bible Belt. 

Malcolm Ingram, who also writes, and even crewed on Jay and 

Silent Bob Strike Back, is changing from comedy with his third film 

as a director, and doing a great job at it. This film is like a roller-

coaster in that one minute you are partying along with the patrons 

of "Rumors," a gay and lesbian bar in Shannon, MS; and the next 

you are hearing about a brutal torture and murder of a man in Bay 

Minette; Then we visit "Crossroads" in Meridian, where anything 

goes, and are partying big time. Other bars in North Mississippi 

are also profiled before we end up back at Crossroads and 

Rumors. Oh, yes, Meridian is the birthplace of Fred Phelps, so you 

have to feature him in the film, too. Another piece of the puzzle that is this man? And, of course, you 

have Donald Wildmon of the American Family Association in Tupelo, so having a gay bar in 

Mississippi is a challenge. This was an extremely interesting film about people that just want to be 

left alone to have fun. 
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Smukke Dreng (Pretty Boy) (1993) 
 

Danish film that is only now being released on DVD - and in a 

version that has eliminated the original degree of nudity. Though 

it is being marketed as a gay film and though the story deals with 

male prostitution, there is little gay sexual activity and a lot of 

heterosexual activity. Makes one wonder about the international 

editing...the story could use the original setting! Nick (15-year-old 

Christian Tafdrup) is 13-years-old, fatherless, and weary of living 

with a mother whose active casual sex life takes precedence over 

her role as a mother. He longs for the sense of belonging 

(especially for a father) but is made to feel 'in the way' for this 

mother's lifestyle. He flees to Copenhagen where he observes a 

gang of young men abusing an older voyeuristic man in a public 

restroom. He manages to obtain the man's emptied wallet and 

appears on his doorstep. The man, Ralph (Stig Hoffmeyer), is a 

professor of astronomy and when Nick appears the two find mutual ties in the stars. Nick moves in 

and a romance incurs. But when Ralph's girlfriend returns to town, Ralph throws Nick out and 

returns to his heterosexual life. Nick is hurt, as he had found in Ralph the father figure and love he so 

needed and he continues to stalk him. On his own, Nick falls in with the gang he first encountered in 

the restroom. They are all hustlers his age and older who also steal valuables and broker them with 

an older man Max (Rami Nathan Sverdlin), a friend to the kids but not gay. Though Nick at first lives 

in the commune with the gang (one of whom is a girl Rene - Benedicte W. Madsen or 'Dicte' as she is 

known in the pop music field - with whom he bonds. But Max invites Nick to live with him in return 

for Nick's assistance with his business, a role Nick quickly masters. The gang returns to Max's store 

and tries to pawn some hot merchandise, which Max refuses, and this act results in Max being 

arrested for selling stolen goods (the gang informed on him in retribution). Now Nick has nowhere to 

go except return to the rather sick atmosphere of the commune run by older Mortenson (Niels 

Jørgensen) who dresses in drag and enjoys abusive behavior from the gang. Nick and Rene discover 

each other sexually and begin the first love affair of Nick's life. But eventually Ralph calls repeatedly 

to try to get Nick back after his girlfriend has gone, and though Nick still feels strongly for Ralph, 

Rene is jealous and sets up a situation that ends tragically. Not knowing how the original film worked 

without the cuts made for international distribution, one can only evaluate this DVD (which is sadly 

lacking in any further features to illuminate the story). The script is weak and the direction is jittery. 

The abusive scenes are difficult to watch and the love scenes between Nick and Rene are fairly 

bland. Christian Tafdrup is impressive as Nick with a face and expressions the camera loves. The 

remainder of the cast is adequate if not particularly appealing or vivid. In the end this is a film about 

the paternal needs of a child from a broken home and the ends to which he will go to seek love. 
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Snatch (2000) 
 

Turkish and his rather strange accomplice Tommy get pulled into 

the world of match fixing by the notorious Brick Top. Things get 

complicated when the boxer they had lined up gets the shit kicked 

out of him by Pitt, a 'pike' as they call him. They then try to 

convince Pitt not only to fight for them, but to lose for them too. 

Whilst all this is going on, a huge diamond heist takes place, and a 

fistful of motley characters enter the story, including 'Cousin Avi', 

'Boris The Blade', 'Franky Four Fingers' and 'Bullet Tooth Tony'. 

Things go from bad to worse as it all becomes about the money, 

the guns, and the damned dog! Turkish, an unlicenced boxing 

promoter is pulled into trouble when he becomes involved in big 

time criminal Brick Top, who wants him to arrange a fight and fix 

it. Meanwhile, a diamond theft goes down but the 84 karat stone 

goes missing. This leads Avi, the boss who was supposed to 

receive the stone, to come to England to search for it, with the help of his cousin, Doug The Head 

and Bullet Tooth Tony. As events twist and turn, the two situations blend into one with a chain 

reaction of events carrying on for each and every character. A film about boxing, diamonds, 

gangsters pretending to be Jews, a fat getaway driver, a rather vicious dog and man eating pigs. Guy 

Richie has followed the success of Lock, Stock with an equally stunning and ambitious return just as 

Tarantino did with Pulp Fiction. The characters are so colourful they jump right off the screen, the 

dialogue so snappy you want to learn it by heart and the acting simply wonderful. Vinnie Jones 

reveals he can act and Brad Pitt shows that he is far more than a pretty face and could well win a 

best supporting actor oscar for his role as Irish Mickey. See this movie! 
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Sneakers (1992) 
 

Martin Bishop is the head of a group of experts who specialise in 

testing security systems. When he is blackmailed by Government 

agents into stealing a top secret black box, the team find 

themselves embroiled in a game of danger and intrigue. After they 

recover the box, they discover that it has the capability to decode 

all existing encryption systems around the world, and that the 

agents who hired them didn't work for the Government after all. A 

group of security analysts are offered a job by the CIA and when 

they are reluctant, pressure is brought to bear by the threat to 

disclose the identity of their leader, a 60s radical with outstanding 

warrants. A chip exists that will allow any computer to be cracked, 

and organized crime will soon control it, though sudden changes 

in their police records suggest that it is already operational. This 

film is the one film of the nineties which I can watch again and 

again without getting bored. That's not to say it's the best, no no 

no, but there's something about this movie which I just can't get enough of. It's easily the most 

frequently used tape in my limited video library. Mainly it's the cast; quality names down the length 

of the list, and each one, from Robert Redford heading the motley crew of good guys (Dan Ackroyd 

and Sidney Poitier especially good) to Ben Kingsley as a deliciously cool but insecure villain. They're 

all clearly having such a good time as they're making the movie that you can't help but join them; it's 

infectious. It's also surprisingly timeless. Seven years have passed since this movie came out, which 

is a long time in the gadget world in which this film is based, but none of their equipment or 

techniques (except a brief glimpse of a now outdated version of Windows but that's REALLY 

nitpicking) seem out of date; it could still be today. And then there's the moments. This is a film 

based on a whole load of brilliantly memorable moments. When they find out what the mysterious 

black box actually does, it's truly chilling. All the little tricks of their trade on display are each a 

delight, from setting off fire alarms to being on the other end of the phone when the fire service is 

subsequently called. And the ending, in my opinion, is one of the most satisfying, and hilarious, 

conclusions ever captured on film. In case you hadn't noticed, I love this movie. A great score, a 

great cast, and a whole lot of fun. Whether you got to these comments because you want to know if 

this film was worth seeing, or whether a training shoe web-search somehow ended you up here 

against your will, you really should see this film. It's a hugely entertaining piece of the nineties. And 

Robert Redford has done nothing better since. 
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Snobs (2003-4) 
 

Set in the picture postcard community on Sydney's northern 

beaches, SNOBS is the story of unlikely friends - Abby (13-year-old 

Indiana Evans), the daughter of a wealthy, middle class traditional 

family and Marian (12-year-old Ross Perrelli), a boy from a group 

of modern day nomads who have been come to be known as 

Ferals - the arrival of whom upsets the peace of the community 

and is the catalyst for conflict, adventure and intrigue. I have 

watched several episodes of Snobs and found them quite 

enjoyable. The story is about a boy from a group of travellers who makes friends with a girl from a 

wealthy family. Snobs is the name of the boy's pet dog. Each episode sees them getting in all sorts of 

adventures. A lot of episodes are set in the local school, where the local pupils find it hard to accept 

the travellers' boy as a class mate. If something goes wrong, he usually gets the blame. This series is 

set in Sydney. Channel 5 show this series and is one of the very few TV programmes worth watching 

on Sunday mornings, when it is normally on. With 14-year-old Mathew Waters & 12-year-old Denis 

Kacenga. 

 

Series 1 (26 Episodes) (2003-4) 
 

Episode 01: Marian and her family arrive in the town, but find a less than welcoming reception from 

Brooke in particular. However Abbie, another local girl, seems willing to befriend Marian. 

Episode 02:; The Ferals are under attack and in the scuffle which follows Snobs is kidnapped. Will 

they be able to track him down in time? 

Episode 03: The first day of school has arrived and Abbie decides to lend a helping hand to Marian. 

Elsewhere, Banjo has headed for the boats, but is it an accident waiting to happen? 

Episode 04: At school, the amenities block has been sabotaged and fingers are being pointed. 

Meanwhile, Spike and Marian have come up with the perfect idea - together they are going to plan 

and perform the most dangerous BMX stunt ever! 

Episode 05: School computers have been stolen and the finger is pointed at Marian as being the 

thief. Marian, innocent of the crime, decides that the only thing he can do is track down the real 

thieves and get them to confess. 

Episode 06: Tired of relying on his parents for money, Marian gets himself a job. But in the process, 

he uncovers a family secret which may have been better left buried. 

Episode 07: Pia is finally starting to fit in with the cool teenagers in town, but as time passes she 

wonders if it is really worth changing herself for. Elsewhere, Marian is unable to turn down a bet, 

which could cost him his life. 



Episode 08: Snobs finds his life hanging on the line when a recycling craze sweeps the town thanks to 

the Ferals. 

Episode 09: Something appears to have gotten into Snobs as he turns into a right old devil when he 

starts causing problems and damage all over town. It's only when it is discovered that there is a Snob 

look-a-like wandering around, that they figure out who the real culprit is and saving Snobs from 

being destroyed. 

Episode 10: The Ferals find themselves in hot water with the residents of the town after Marian's pet 

bandicoot finds himself to Corelli's Cafe where Abbie works. 

Episode 11: The School Captain elections are once again on for the year and Pia has decided to run. 

As the election heats up though, she finds that she can't keep all the promises and starts to rethink 

what she really believes in. Ethan meanwhile, has challenged Marian to a yacht race, and neither 

wants to lose. 

Episode 12: Abbie's horse is on the line and Abbie can't agree with her mother. In order to save her 

horse, Abbie will go against her mother - but will it be enough to save her horse? 

Episode 13: Abbie is again in trouble when she goes against her parents wishes. That coupled with 

the horse incident forces her parents to threaten to send her to Boarding School. 

Episode 14: It's that time again as the Eden Bay Foundation Day arrives and the town is ready to go 

out of its way to celebrate in full - but do the best plans ever turn out as planned? 

Episode 15: The importance of time and what you do with it is the basis of a school project. Each 

student tackles the topic differently with an interesting perspective. 

Episode 16: Due to the funding being cut the Eden Beach Primary School is facing closure. Can the 

town come up with a plan to save the school in time? 

Episode 17: The Power Performing Dog Troupe has arrived in Eden Beach and Marian has been made 

an offer as well as Snobs to join them. At the same time Abbie's grandmothers belt goes missing and 

the Ferals are blamed. Snobs is soon on the case. 

Episode 18: The Winter Festival has arrived in Eden Beach and this year the Ferals get their chance to 

shine. Pia has to get books off of Sandor, but he doesn't make it easy. 

Episode 19: Banjo finds himself in trouble again. Meanwhile, Snobs uncovers some interesting 

bones. They jump to the conclusion that because they were found in Abbie's Grandmothers yard - 

they must be the bones of her Grandfather! 

Episode 20: Tired of the prices the school canteen is charging them, Marian and Spike come up with 

a brilliant idea - starting their own Tuck Shop. But they soon find it isn't as easy as they thought, but 

soldier on - but will it lead them to disaster? 

Episode 21: The school play is looming, as is the end of the year. Spike and Marian decide that it 

would be fairly cool if they were to get a part and spend all their time rehersing. Pia meanwhile, has 



spent a great deal of time working on her vegetable patch - until someone ruins it. But with Spike 

and Marian too busy to help her - can she catch the culprit before its too late? 

Episode 22: Ryan and Sam head for cover when the Knucklers arrive in Eden Beach looking for 

revenge from Flat Rock. 

Episode 23: Snobs rushes to Pia to alert her that a fire has broken out in one of the classrooms. Pia 

rushes in and saves Abbie's brother Charlie from certain death and is hailed as a hero. But then 

people start to wonder - who exactly did start the fire in the first place? 

Episode 24: While Abbie is living with Gwen, her mother has now changed her mind and wants her 

to return home to live with her again. Meanwhile, the new school project is a video on survival and 

Abbie and put in a group with Marian, Spike and Pia. 

Episode 25: While on a school camping trip, Abbie is bitten by a Funnel Web Spider - one of the 

deadliest spiders in Australia. Kizzy applies her newly acquired first aid skills - but will it be enough to 

save Abbie's life? 

Episode 26: The last day of the school year has arrived and the town of Eden Beach is packing up. 

Marian receives his report card but is too embarrassed to show it to anyone and just wants to leave 

the town. Abbie though would rather Marian stay as she has come to think of him as a good friend, 

but when he is off-handed with her, Abbie's feelings are hurt. 
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Snow Buddies (2008) 
 

I am stumped as to why the now talking puppies are exported to 

Alaska. And in this alternate reality, the Iditarod has been 

replaced by a dog sled race that takes all of two days to complete. 

And yet, it supposed to be the greatest and most dangerous dog 

sled race in all of Alaska. Yeah sure. Somehow, according to this 

cutsie movie, the parent dogs follow them to Alaska. And they 

find them after the dog race it over. But the dumb thing is, the kid 

and the puppies won the race? How corny is that? Full grown dog 

sled teams and adults are bested by a ordinary kid and some 

puppies. This really wasn't worth Richard Karn's weight in gold. 

So, look someplace else for a good movie. 
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Snow Day (2000) 
 

When an entire town in upstate New York is closed down by an 

unexpected snowfall, a "snow day" begins when a group of 

elementary school kids, led by Natalie Brandston, try to ensure 

that the schools stay closed by stopping a mechanical snowplow 

driver by trying to hijack his plow truck. Meanwhile, Natalie's big 

brother Hal (20-year-old Mark Webber) is using this day to try to 

win the affections of Claire Bonner, the most popular girl in his 

high school, while Hal and Natalie's father Tom, a TV 

meteorologist, faces off against a rival meteorologist for weather 

coverage of the day's events. "Snow Day" is a good family film that 

you should watch on a rainy day, or snowy day for that matter. 

Chris Elliot did a good job as "the snow plow man", and the rest of 

the younger cast was okay. The entertainment was good, and the 

acting wasn't too bad. In fact, some of the movie was funny. Overall, this is a good rainy Sunday 

movie. If your'e looking for a entertaining family film, you should rent this. But only take it for what 

it is. With 14-year-old Josh Peck & 7-year-old Connor Matheus. 
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Snow Falling On Cedars (1999) 
 

Carl, a fisherman in the waters off Washington state, has been 

found dead, drowned in own nets, but with a serious head wound. 

Was he murdered? Post-war anti-Japanese sentiments are still 

running high, and the local Japanese community provides a 

murder suspect in the form of Kabuo, another fisherman, who had 

a grudge against Carl's family. Ishmael, the small town's 

newspaperman, may have the information that would acquit 

Kabuo, but can he ever put his jilted love for Hatsue (Kabuo's wife) 

aside? Honor and justice, the effects of prejudice, and most 

importantly the need for truth; all elements that bind us together 

as a community of Man, or threaten to tear us apart, depending 

upon the circumstances at hand, and how we, as a society 

approach them. What it all comes down to is having and living by 

a moral code, and applying that code objectively, especially in 

troubled times. And the real question is, when the time comes, are we as a people capable of 

achieving that objectivity that is imperative in assuring true justice for all? It's an important, 

legitimate question posed by director Scott Hicks in 'Snow Falling On Cedars,' a very real and 

personal drama, that in the final analysis has a bearing of monumental proportions that ultimately 

defines who we are and what we are made of, while ascertaining whether or not we do, indeed, 

have the moral courage necessary to survive as a civilized species. It's a small town in the State of 

Washington; the ninth anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor is coming up, and a young man 

named Kazuo Miyamoto (Rick Yune), a much decorated American soldier during the war, is on trial 

for the murder of local fisherman Carl Heine (Eric Thal). Covering the trial is reporter Ishmael 

Chambers (Ethan Hawke), whose father, Arthur (Sam Shepard), had been a respected 

newspaperman locally for many years, known as a man who was not afraid to speak from his 

conscience when writing an editorial, and who took a stand for the Japanese locals during the 

emotionally exasperating years encompassing World War II. Attempting to objectively cover Kazuo's 

trial, Ishmael finds himself troubled by a conflict of interests; he has a history with Kazuo's wife, 

Hatsue (Youki Kudoh), a former relationship reaching back to their childhood, but which ended with 

the onset of the war. And Ishmael still is grappling with the bitterness he has felt since that time, 

born of his experiences in the military, as well as Hatsue's rejection of him. And now he is forced to 

objectively observe this pivotal point in her life, watching from the sidelines and seeing first hand the 

effects of the prejudice that is very much alive among the local citizenry, and which threatens the 

assurance of an impartial judgment in Kazuo's case; a judgment that will determine the future of not 

only Kazuo, but of Hatsue, the woman Ishmael once loved-- and still does. Working from an 

intelligent screenplay (by Hicks and Ronald Bass, adapted from the novel by David Guterson), with 

this film Hicks demonstrates the difference between a visionary filmmaker and someone who just 

makes movies. In another's hands, because of the story itself, this would have no doubt been an 

excellent film; with Hicks directing, however, it becomes something much more, as he has taken it 

beyond excellent, crafting and delivering a film that is thoroughly mesmerizing, majestic and 

memorable. It's an accomplishment achieved through a visionary presentation, born of the director's 

sensitive approach to the material and his acute insights into the human condition. Fully utilizing all 



of the magic at his disposal, Hicks has taken a good film and turned it into an emotionally involving, 

inspirational and visually poetic experience. With a haunting score by James Newton Howard 

underscoring the magnificent cinematography of Robert Richardson, Hicks brings the era and the 

rural splendor of Washington State vividly to life, creating an aesthetic ambiance that makes the 

emotional essence of the drama almost tangible; and by exacting some incredible performances 

from his actors, he sustains that emotional level and combines all of these elements to make this 

film riveting and unforgettable. As Ishmael, Ethan Hawke gives a reserved, understated 

performance, through which he genuinely captures the essence of his character. Watching him, you 

can sense the turmoil of a soul at cross purposes with itself, and he enables you to sample that taste 

of bitterness toward life he so desperately needs to overcome if he is to move on within himself to 

greener pastures. With this role, Hawke was given the opportunity to do something fine, and he 

succeeds with one of his most memorable performances yet. Youki Kudoh turns in an extremely 

affecting performance, as well, as Hatsue. With this moving portrayal of a young woman enduring 

unbearable inner turmoil, she fulfills the artistic promises made in previous films, such as 'Mystery 

Train' in '89, and 'Picture Bride,' in 1965. She's a terrific actor, whose eyes are truly a window to her 

soul. Also adding to the success of this film are the supporting efforts of Richard Jenkins, as Sheriff 

Moran, and James Rebhorn as prosecutor Alvin Hooks. But the most notable performance of all 

comes from Max von Sydow, who as Kazuo's defense attorney, Nels Gudmundsson, is given an 

opportunity to return to the kind of role that shaped his career early on under the auspices of 

Ingmar Bergman. As Nels, von Sydow gives a performance made all the more powerful by the 

restraint and subtlety of his delivery. He takes what to most actors would be a good part, and makes 

it a cohesive element of the film. It's a performance that by all rights should have earned von Sydow 

an Oscar nomination, but sadly did not. The supporting cast includes Reeve Carney (Young Ishmael), 

Ann Suzuki (Young Hatsue), James Cromwell (Judge Fielding), Ariia Bareikis (Susan Marie), Celia 

Weston (Etta) and Daniel von Bargen (Carl). In a year (1999) that saw lesser efforts acknowledged, 

'Snow Falling On Cedars' was inexplicably ignored at Oscar time (except for Richardson's most 

deserving nomination for cinematography); an injustice, to say the least, as this was clearly one of 

the best films of the year. Reminiscent of Ang Lee's artistry, yet with a style uniquely his own, Hicks 

has given us a poetic film of rare beauty and conscience, for which he is hereby granted an Award in 

it's purest form: The gratitude of an appreciate audience. 
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Snow In August (2001) 
 

In a world filled with hatred, their only hope was magic. Believe 

and anything can happen. There are literally hundreds of versions 

of the story of the Golem of Prague, and "Snow in August" is not 

the only one set in modern times. It is unique, however, in the 

sheer number of twists it adds to the tale, not only in plot, but in 

examining the moral underpinnings of the story itself. In post-

WWII Brooklyn, the war is already over, but ethnic tensions and 

just plain human nastiness remain undefeated. We never outgrow 

our need for miracles. Stephen Rea's performance as an endearing 

young immigrant rabbi suffering from "survivor guilt" is convincing 

without ever becoming maudlin, and 17-year-old (looks like a 13-

year-old) Peter Tambakis' portrayal of a boy on the verge of 

confronting his own doubts is nuanced and genuine. I'm happy to 

see that he is continuing his acting career ("Live Free or Die," 

2006) at least for the moment. Pete Hammill's book was a 

refreshing and universalizing treatment of this old Jewish folktale, 

and Richard Friendenberg's direction has brought it to life most successfully on the screen. 
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Snow Wonder (2005) 
 

Based on the short story by Connie Willis, in which a suspiciously 

magical Christmas Eve snowstorm blows some small miracles into 

the lives of people around the country. The five distinct stories are 

unconnected, but each unique story shows the profound way in 

which people's lives are affected by the strange weather anomaly, 

or as some may call it, the divine miracle. I don't know how 

anyone can give this movie a good review. It was terrible. 

Extremely cheesy, unrealistic, over-acted, embarrassing to watch. 

I love Poppy Montgomery, Jennifer Esposito (especially after 

"Crash") and the guy from CSI and I was so embarrassed for them 

that they were in this mess. It is about a freak snow storm that 

turns earth magical white Christmas. It shows about 6-7 different 

stories around the U.S. that include a woman battling to keep 

custody of her son (Hunter Clary) while the jerk of a father makes her life a living hell, a young man 

searching for the approval of his mother and estranged father - when his crazy aunt comes in early 

for their Christmas dinner to give him a new perspective, a young woman who is the maid of honor 

at her best friend's Christmas Eve wedding and the drama that ensues when it looks as if the 

wedding may be canceled due to weather not to mention the hidden feelings the young woman has 

for the groom-to-be, another woman who is trying to escape Christmas after her husband died last 

year at the same time, a conniving husband who is cheating on his wife while he tells her he is tied 

up at an airport, and finally the weather man who brings it all together during this once in a lifetime 

event. There was potential for this movie to be a cute yet somewhat cheesy hallmark type, and hey, 

since it is the holiday season I was fully prepared for that. But the movie was muddled by cheesy 

theme music, over done facial expressions and emotional outbursts. In the end some of the stories 

intertwine in a twist that's about as sneaky as an bull in a china shop. Sorry to be so harsh, but to me 

it seemed like this movie was 98% cheese and 2% absurd. 
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Snowball Express (1972) 
 

When John Baxter inherits a ski resort in the Rocky Mountains, he 

quits his job in New York and moves the family (13-year-old 

Johnny Whitaker) west to run it. Only to find that the place is a 

wreck. But together they decide to try to fix it up and run it. But 

Martin Ridgeway, who wants the property, does everything he 

can to ensure it will fail. This is absolutely one of the funniest 

movies I've ever seen without subjecting the viewer to low class 

potty humor or vulgarity. Most people won't find it as funny as 

today's vulgar and crass humor or the insipid "dumb and dumber" 

type of humor. However, if you are looking for something for the 

entire family that is clean and at the same time hilarious, this is it! 

My family never tires of watching this movie for a good laugh. 

They certainly don't make good, clean movies like they used to 

which is a great pity! I wish I could buy a collection of Dean Jones' 

movies at one time. I love his ability to seem foolish and yet come out the hero without superficial 

trappings that seem to be required of most heroes today. He is an "everyman" hero and one that 

obviously has integrity where other lack it. 
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Snowboard Academy (1996) 
 

Shepphird's Snowboard Academy pays homage to early Stanley 

Kubrick films, such as Killer's Kiss, Paths of Glory and Ski Patrol. 

This time out, the stellar cast includes Joe Flaherty, Corey Haim, 

and Jim Varney (showing his range by NOT playing Ernest in this 

film). The sexual undertones are rampant, from Haim's coy 

galnces at anything in a skirt to Varney's poem, "I once knew a 

woman from Russia, whose butt was so big it could crush ya." 

Haim is refreshing to see here, fresh from whatever eighties movie 

he made before this one, playing the rebellious teen so 

convincingly, we almost believe he's apathetic. I don't think Alec 

Guinness was in this one, but if he had been asked, he 

undoubtedly would have turned it down. 
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Snowglobe (2007) 
 

A young woman discovers a Christmas-themed dreamworld inside 

a magical snowglobe. Where do I start? The stilted acting? The 

constant grouching and bickering? The inconsistent relationship 

between the family members? There were some really 

good/funny parts, but too many moments that weren't. I don't 

think the writers could decide if this movie was a fantasy or a 

comedy/drama. The only definite is the fact that it was released 

for Christmas- other than that, it seemed to bounce from 

dysfunctional family story, to romantic comedy to Christmas 

fantasy. I really wouldn't encourage anyone to watch it. There are 

plenty of other sound, well-written and enjoyable Holiday movies 

to watch. 
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So Dear To My Heart (1948) 
 

Yet another great Disney live-action/animation film. Kind of a 

follow-up to "Song of the South", but equally good. Burl Ives and 

his songs make the film worth seeing alone. A surprise song in the 

movie is "Billy Boy", sung in a duet between Beulah Bondi and 

Burl Ives. 11-year-old Bobby Driscoll and 10-year-old Luana Patten 

are just as fresh and appealing here as they were in "Song of the 

South". During the scene with the song "Billy Boy", watching them 

smile just fills me with joy. Equally joyous is seeing them dance 

with Bondi and Ives later in the same scene. If only they lived 

longer in real life, then I'd probably meet and work with them. 

This movie is not as well-known as other Disney films, probably 

because of its simple story, but don't miss it. With a lot of pros 

I've mentioned above, it doesn't seem dated. 
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Soccer Dog: European Cup (2004) 
 

This film I bought for 14-year-old Jake Thomas - I'm a big fan of 

his! Luckily, the film made me as impressed as I should have been. 

This comic film has its flat moments but overall was very good. 

The story line is simple yet effective - Zach (Jake Thomas) comes 

over from America to see his father of a failing football team (Nick 

Moran) and somehow meets a soccer playing dog! You can watch 

it to find out the rest. There are charming, funny and just plain 

silly moments of the film, it has a great cast and good music in it 

and a fun story. A great piece of family entertainment and a credit 

to the director. Well recommended viewing for an evening in with 

the kids. 
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Soccer Dog: The Movie (1999) 
 

A successful man with nostalgia for his days as a soccer player 

attempts to adopt an orphan (16-year-old Jeremy Foley) so he can 

teach him all about his favorite sport. But soon after bringing the 

lad home, the new father is disappointed to discover that the lad 

is not interested in playing soccer. This creates tension, until a 

stray dog with a remarkable talent for playing soccer shows up 

and helps to bring father and new son together. Soccer Dog 

makes me think of the wonderfully wacky books by Gordon 

Korman I enjoy so much. Unique characters add a deliciously 

surreal tinge to the film. Very satisfying villains; one's the sort you 

love to hate and the other is one of those freaky-creepy types 

that unsettle you in an entertaining manner. It's well-conceived 

and just generally fun to watch. The dog, "Lincoln," is the sort of 

doggy main character we all love and expect from cinema: 

charming, endearing, and with that head-tilt thing down pat. A must-see if you love dogs, or if you 

get the warm tinglies from watching a good family film. 
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Sokout (The Silence) (Le Silence) (1998) 
 

Because of 10-year-old Khorsid's (Tahmineh Normatova) special 

gift in identifying objects by the sounds they make, the blind 

young boy is employed as a string instrument tuner in a small 

village in Tajikistan. He may be blind but that does not mean he 

cannot see. On his way to work, he could tell the quality of the 

bread the young girls along the streets are peddling by simply 

touching their ware. His world is made more colorful and quaint 

because of his sensitivity to his surroundings. The only problem is 

that he is easily "tempted" by street musicians' performances and 

arrives late at work. Subtitled in English, this story of a 10-year-old 

blind boy's experiences is visually and aurally intertwined. Filled 

with striking scenes and hypnotic music, the production is unique 

and riveting. The camera wanders through the bazaars and shops 

of Tajikistan providing a glimpse into a culture not well known to Westerners. The interplay between 

the boy and the beautiful young woman who acts as his eyes is touching, filled with humor, and 

played with a simple elegance. The distractions encountered by the boy on his way from home to 

work are a delight. Supporting roles are well played. The harmonies of the music, the city, and 

everyday life produce a funny and profound film well worth watching. 
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Soldier's Girl (2003) 
 

The true story of a young soldier beaten to death for falling in love 

with a transgendered nightclub performer. This is a film that will 

challenge your definition of gender and redefine the meaning of 

love. The true life story of Calpernia Addams and her successful 

yet tragic relationship with the soldier who fell in love with her, 

Barry Winchell. First, this is one of the best films I have ever seen. 

Originally made for HBO it could easily have made the big screen. 

Frank Pierson directs with a gentle hand and delivers poetry to 

vehicle that could have been awkward in anothers hands. Ron 

Nyswaner's script is sharp and deep so Pierson is well backed. The 

cast is killer. Troy Garity delivers a surprisingly subtle portrayal of 

the soldier Barry Winchell. Barry is not an intellectual but far more 

emotionally intelligent than those around him. He falls in love with 

an exotic transsexual dancer Calpernia Addams for all the reasons 

a man usually does for any woman. She is smart, beautiful and underneath the dancers facade a true 

woman who yearns for someone to care for. Lee Pace who plays Calpernia faced a huge challenge in 

that he really is a man but he is so powerful an actor that it takes only moments to convince you the 

heart of this character is truly a woman's. A classically trained actor Pace finds a way to give 

Calpernia both the accurate movement of a woman yet the fragile heart of a romantic in danger. I 

hope that Paces future is not stunted by this role because after delivering this kind of performance it 

will be really hard to top it. Pace manifests Calpernia so well it defies his physical reality. That feat is 

beyond most Hollywood actors period. Added to the mix is the macho soldier named Justin Fisher 

who befriends Barry only to become the cause of his demise. A hardcore soldier who drugs himself 

to keep up with the demands of being the best of the best Fisher is himself both a homophobe, 

jealous competitor for Barry's attention and dangerously loose cannon. Played by Shawn Hatosy the 

performance is pretty stunning. I swear I have known guys like this in my life. Shawn delivers Fisher 

with incredible rawness and realism. A macho redneck with disturbing secrets. You will hate Fisher 

and yet pity how pathetic he is as a human being he is. Brilliant work. Very rare. Hatosy gives a 

perfect delivery. Last is the new arrival Calvin Glover, a wet behind the ears soldier that Fisher easily 

dupes into carrying out his vengeance against Barry. Played by Philip Eddolls the team of Fisher and 

Glover fits perfectly. Fisher the power to dominate and Glover his easily manipulated puppet. Too 

stupid to even grasp the seriousness of his crime Glover is someone you will recognize. Eddolls 

doesn't hold back anything in trying to give us Glovers small man complex. If you are homophobic at 

all you will probably not like this movie but if you believe that love transcends the physical genders 

we are given you will be moved. Despite finding this DVD in the "gay" section of Amazon.com this is 

truly love story between a man and a woman. Well worth watching. A+. 
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Solitary Man (2009) 
 

Ben Kalman is aging: he has heart problems, his marriage is over, 

he's lost a fortune after being caught cutting corners in his East 

Coast car business, and he's sleeping with as many women as 

possible - the younger the better. He's chosen his current 

girlfriend, Jordan, because her father can help him get a new auto 

dealership; she's asked him to escort her daughter, Allyson, 18, on 

a visit to a Boston college campus. He behaves badly, and there 

are consequences to his love life, his finances, and his relationship 

with his daughter and grandson. Is there anywhere he can turn? 

Solitary Man tells the story of Ben Kalmen (Michael Douglas in a 

good performance), a formerly successful car dealer now on a 

downward spiral. Now close to 60-years-old, Ben seems to be 

living a sort of late identity crisis, chasing younger women and 

trying desperately to start a new business while his personal life 

goes down the drain as quickly as his financial situation. The direction and writing, by Brian 

Koppelman and David Levien, takes a bittersweet approach to this story, chronicling the events while 

elegantly letting us decide what we think of Ben. In this respect, I felt they were honest and not 

manipulative. Unfortunately, this will also make it hard for some people to relate to the subject, 

unless they have contemplated those situations themselves. The story is quite simple at its heart and 

tackles issues that are becoming more and more prevalent in our society. That is, we are constantly 

told we deserve it all, we deserve it now and we deserve it forever. Ben (implicitly and explicitly) 

would like to be the person he used to be, has a hard time redefining facets of his life. Viewers will 

have different takes on Ben, ranging from admirable to pathetic but he is never demonized nor 

sainted in the movie. Unfortunately, while the themes are strongly driven throughout the film, the 

story itself looks more like a series of anecdotes, some of which are not stringed in the most elegant 

way. The whole cast around Douglas (quite an ensemble) is excellent, except Susan Sarandon who is 

surprisingly bland and not up to her usually high standards. I felt her characters had few scenes but 

they were key to invest the audience and something was lacking there. The film's ending is great and 

more food for thoughts but overall, Solitary Man falls short of being a classic due to a few writing 

issues. 
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Something For Everyone (Black Flowers For The Bride) (1970) 
 

Konrad, a handsome country boy in post-war Austria, charms his 

way into a butler position at the castle of a widowed countess that 

lost her fortune. Before long the opportunistic boy is running the 

entire household. As he starts affairs with both the countess's son 

and the daughter of a whealthy businessman, the idea grows to 

get his two lovers to marry each other and make the house rich 

again. Angela Lansbury as a decadent noblewoman, glaring out 

into her shaky future is nothing short of sensational. One of the 

most entertaining performances ever put on film. She has to 

overcome two massive obstacles, wooden Michael York as a co-

star and Broadway legend Harold Prince as her "film" director. She 

succeeds and overcomes both problems with the help of a 

scrumptious script and a personal zest that it's pure Lansbury. She 

has been, consistently, one of the most startling actresses to come 

out of Hollywood, she is, often, the only redeeming quality of some indifferent movies. 

Unfortunately, the enormous success of "Murder She Wrote" has overshadowed her powerful 

impact as an actress. To introduce her to a younger audience that knows her only as Jessica Fletcher 

is always a thrill. From "Gaslight" right up to "Nanny McPhee" As a piece of trivia...Did you know she 

was offered the part of Nurse Ratchet in "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest"? 
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Something For Joey (1977) 
 

This is based on the true story about the relationship between 

Penn State football player John Cappelletti and his younger 

brother Joey (Jeff Lynas), who has lukemia. John and Joey's bond 

is a strong one. Joey hangs out with John in the Penn State locker 

room, and inspires him to be the top college football player in the 

country. Their bond knows no boundries and goes beyond making 

touchdowns and winning awards. This film is about the family 

interaction after a boy is found to have leukaemia. It is particularly 

striking that this film is able to detail the human emotions, and the 

bond between brothers so well. It portrays John and Joey as an 

inseparable pair of siblings, and they would do anything to make 

each other happy. John agrees to do the unachievable to make 

Joey happy, and this strive for success inspired by another person 

is something that is touching and remarkable. For a moment, I 

worried about sibling rivalry between John and joey due to the 

difference in ability, but fortunately this does not happen. The joy of the family when Joey walks 

again is so real and convincing. Of course, the final scene is so touching that sends me to tears. It has 

a simple plot, but it is so effective in provoking feelings. It is so real, so human and it portrays 

something that is so close to our hearts. 
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SommerJubel (Joy Of Summer) (1986) 
 

During a Summer holiday, a boy of about 11-years-old (Hans 

Jacob Melbye) falls in love with a female peer (Siri Hoff) while his 

single father romantically pursues a woman residing in their small 

town. Vignettes include (1) skinny-dipping with friends (Øystein 

Offer-Ohlsen, Camille Sletten), (2) peeing contests, (3) cooking 

mashed potatoes via a dryer and (4) jumping in puddles with 

one's little brother (Joakim Kock). Cute and fun! Directed by 

Alexander Rosler. Feelings like love and sexual curiosity are a part 

of growing up. The transformation from child to adolescent is an 

exciting time. In this joyful film we follow a group of 10-year-old 

kids over a few weeks in the summer, where many things are 

starting to change in their lives. The film is based on a novel by 

Rune Belsvik. Another coming of age film that has all but 

disappeared from the face of the earth. We can hardly find any 

information for this film other than the basics. Joy of Summer is the story of young Øystein's (Hans 

Jacob Melbye) summer away from the city. Øystein, about 10-years-old, is quite the little trouble 

maker. He and his young brother (Joakim Cock) are always getting into trouble. His widowed father, 

Arne (Thomas Bay), seems to have his hands full with two rambunctious boys to take care of. So for 

a little R&R, he packs them up and heads up to their summer home in the mountains. Øystein 

immediately meets up with his best friend Trond (Øystein Offer-Olsen) and the two head to the lake 

for a skinny dip. Meanwhile, his father Arne begins repairs on the summer home, with the help of 

Øystein's little brother and Arne's new love interest (Siri Spillum). At the lake, the two boys strip 

down to their birthday suits and play around in the water for a little while. The plot just kind of drifts 

away after that and we see a series of shots featuring the two naked youngsters swimming and 

playing and making farting sounds with their arms. When they get bored with that, they go a nearby 

shack and test their penile strength in a friendly match of "who can pee the highest and hardest." 

The boys, aren't alone. Off in the distance are two local girls, Ase and Kari (Camilla Sletten and Siri 

Hoff). They too had the idea of a cool dip in the lake, naked of course, but now that boys have soiled 

their swimming spot, they resort to ridiculing the youngsters during their peeing contest. 

Embarrassed, the boys run back into the lake to hide their bodies while the girls take their clothes 

and throw it into the trees, out of reach to anyone not an adult. Eventually, the girls join the boys 

and together they enjoy a lazy summer afternoon skinny dipping, playing games, and scary stories by 

the campfire. Øystein now begins to fall in love with Kari AND Ase. They walk off into the forest for a 

quick game of "show me". From what we can tell, this kind of spooks him a little bit because, thanks 

to the ever insightful Trond, Øystein thinks he's now made Ase pregnant! So Øystein spends the 

better part of two evenings dreaming and staring off into space thinking that he's made Ase 

pregnant. Enter father, who explains the birds and the bees and makes his life so much easier. 
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Son Of Rambow (2007) 
 

Is the name of the home movie made by two little boys (12-year-

old Bill Milner & 14-year-old Will Poulter) with a big video camera 

and even bigger ambitions. Set on a long English summer in the 

early 80's, is a comedy about friendship, faith and the tough 

business of growing up. We see the story through the eyes of Will, 

the eldest son of a fatherless Plymouth Brethren family. The 

Brethren regard themselves as God's 'chosen ones' and their strict 

moral code means that Will has never been allowed to mix with 

the other 'worldlies,' listen to music or watch TV, until he finds 

himself caught up in the extraordinary world of Lee Carter, the 

school terror and maker of bizarre home movies. Carter exposes 

Will to a pirate copy of Rambo: First Blood and from that moment 

Will's mind is blown wide open and he's easily convinced to be 

the stuntman in Lee Carters' diabolical home movie. Will's 

imaginative little brain is not only given chance to flourish in the world of film making, but is also 

very handy when it comes to dreaming up elaborate schemes to keep his partnership with Lee 

Carter a secret from the Brethren community. Will and Carter's complete disregard for 

consequences and innocent ambition means that the process of making their film is a glorious 

rollercoaster that eventually leads to true friendship. They start to make a name for themselves at 

school as movie makers but when popularity descends on them in the form of the Pied Piper-esque 

French exchange student, Didier Revol (17-year-old Jules Sitruk), their unique friendship and their 

precious film are pushed, quite literally, to breaking point. If you sometimes feel like all you watch 

are big-budget 'blockbuster' movies this is the film to remind you what movie-making should be. 

Attended a preview screening this week, and can't wait for the weekend so I can go back and watch 

it again. The screening was packed, and the general reaction definitely agreed with my own. There 

are several 'laugh-out-loud' moments, from the opening titles, to the touching climax, and at many 

points in between, in a well written, perfectly paced film. I am someone who goes to a lot of movies, 

and sometimes find myself checking my watch, but this draws you in from the start, and it never 

loses you. Probably has most appeal for those, like myself, who were in the U.K. in the 80's but I'm 

sure it has appeal for all, and hope the two leads go on to further success in the future. There is an 

innocent charm about the lead pairing, and the movie as a whole, that should transcend national 

and cultural boundaries. 
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Son Of The Mask (2005) 
 

A cartoonist named Tim Avery loves his dog, Otis, more than 

anything in the world. But when Tim and his wife have a baby, Otis 

starts to feel left out. But then Otis finds an enchanted mask and 

plots to be rid of the baby once and for all, but is unsuccessful. 

Meanwhile, up in Valhalla, Odin is infuriated at Loki for losing the 

mask and orders him to go get it. Aspiring cartoonist Tim Avery is 

feeling inadequate about being a father when he finds that his 

newborn son has some amazing abilities - the baby has the 

powers of the Mask of Loki, a mythological object that transforms 

its user into a manic shape-shifter alter-ego. As bad as a baby with 

godlike powers might seem, the 'really' bad news is that Loki 

wants his mask back. An Abomination before the Film Gods. Why 

is it that producers need to spew out garbage like this. Absolutely 

no spoilers follow. It is impossible to offer spoilers since the movie 

has no plot, no credible acting, bad effects etc. In fact, the movie spoiled my evening. 3 hours 

wasted. I am offering this so that you will not waste your time unless you like preteen fart jokes, bad 

humor and no plot. If this is the kind of stuff you like, then it is possible you will like this movie. This 

assumes you are under the age of 11-years-old. Son of the Mask is clear and positive proof that 

Hollywood will just keep cranking out crap as long as we will buy tickets. My only reward is in 

knowing that this film, when released on DVD, will end up in the bargain bin for 5.99 or less. (A rip 

off at that!) 
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Son Of The Navy (The Young Recruit) (1940) 
 

A sailor hitchhiking to his base at San Pedro and an orphan boy 

(13-year-old Martin Spellman) who has taken along his dog in a 

search for a mother and father meet up on the road. The sailor 

decides it would be easier to get a ride if they pretended to be 

father and son; the boy has other ideas. A sailor needs a ride to 

San Pedro so he must hitchhike. At the same time a runaway 

orphaned boy and his dog also are looking for a ride but with the 

hidden motive of finding a "mom" and "pop." The sailor and boy 

decide to play father & son but only for hitching a ride. The boy 

has other plans thereby putting the unwitting sailor in trouble 

with the navy. The sailor at first denies a son but soon begins to 

like then love the boy & dog. Finding a "mother" is another thing 

but the boy manages though his scheming. A true heartwarming 

and sentimental story of a boy & his dog. Need I say more? 
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Söndagsbarn (Søndagsbarn) (Sunday's Children) (Sunnuntailapsi) 

(1992) 
 

Little Pu (10-year-old Henrik Linnros) spends a summer in 

Norrland with all his relatives. He and his brother get to hear the 

story about the watchmaker who hung himself, learns to shoot 

with a bow and follow his father on a bicycle trip. I've always 

admired Ingmar Bergman because his upbringing mirrored my 

own. His films always captured my imagination because I always 

understood where he was coming from when it came to family, 

relationships, religion, etc. and "Sunday's Children" is one of the 

few films ever made that spoke to me personally. Although 

Ingmar left the director's chair to his son Daniel, Ingmar's voice is 

heard throughout. The film shows little Ingmar (named "Pu" in 

this film, which in swedish means "little chap") in the midst of 

family conflict: a late night quarrel between his parents, dealing 

with older brother and sisters, ghost stories from the maids, and 

dealing with his minister father. I experienced most of these occurrences in my own life. The scenes 

in the end where the happy childhood memories are juxtaposed with scenes of old-aged bitterness 

speak volumes to me. The most powerful thing about this film is that it's all true, from Bergman's 

heart. Bergman's my favorite film-maker, but it wasn't until I saw this film that I truly understood 

why. This is an undiscovered masterpiece. Rent "Fanny and Alexander", "Best Intentions", and 

"Sunday's Children", and get the full story on Ingmar Bergman's life. I promise, you won't be 

disappointed! 
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Søndagsengler (The Other Side Of Sunday) (1997) 
 

The Other Side of Sunday, Also known in Norwegian as "Søndags 

Engler", is a movie that criticizes the small, and often tight church 

community. We follow the Preachers Daughter; Maria in her 

journey to deliberate herself from the stiff church community, and 

her father. "Søndagsengler" is a norwegian movie that have all 

genres: comedy, drama, religion, but about all: love. It's a pity that 

this movie not won the Oscar, because is most to deserved, in my 

case, that Kolya. The Academy Awards Jury not choose movies 

that, really, deserved it. Well, this movie is so sensitive, like all 

norwegian and scandinavian movie, and entertaining, with 

beautiful sequences, marvelous screenplay and excellent 

performances. But, I follow thinking that this movie deserved the 

Oscar. Now,"The Other Side of Sunday" is one of my favourites 

films and one of the best of all times. My opinion: You must see 

this movie. 
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Song For A Raggy Boy (2003) 
 

Based on a true story, "Song for a Raggy Boy" is the story of one 

man's courage to stand up and fight against the tough fascist 

regime in a boys (14-year-old John Travers, 16-year-old Chris 

Newman, 14-year-old Andrew Simpson, Mark Butler, Bernard 

Manning, Samuel Bright, 15-year-old Robert Sheehan, Caoimhin 

'Tojo' Barra Doherty & Michael McGee) Irish Reformatory School 

in 1939. Irish film directors who emerged in the 1980s are more 

talented than those who've made their debut features during the 

1990s. In the late 1930s a lay teacher joins an industrial school 

and doesn't like what he sees. Easily the best Irish movie in years. 

Director Walsh previously made the dated "Joyriders" but this is a 

vast improvement. Good use of dull colours and light. Economical 

scenes - nothing unnecessary is shown. What I can't understand is 

why this movie carries a warning in the newspaper adverts of "containing strong scenes". Surely it 

should be rated 18s and not 15s? Irish film censors seem to "go easy" with Irish releases. Quinn's 

best role. Featuring Dudley Sutton (a regular in Ken Russell's early features). "Song for a Raggy Boy" 

is far superior to the overhyped and overrated recent releases such as "Veronica Guerin" and 

"Intermission". 
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Song Of The South (1946) 
 

Uncle Remus draws upon his tales of Brer Rabbit to help little 

Johnny (9-year-old Bobby Driscoll) deal his confusion over his 

parents' separation as well as his new life on the plantation. The 

tales: The Briar Patch, The Tar Baby and Brer Rabbit's Laughing 

place. O.K., enough already. Several comments regarding this 

movie (most, but not all from those who argue it should be 

censored, ergo not released again by Disney in any form) contain 

erroneous so-called "facts" about the movie. Here is the truth: 

There are NO slave characters in the film. Several comments 

about this movie go on and on about it containing "slaves." 

Wrong, wrong, WRONG. The movie is set AFTER the civil war. That 

is fact. The African Americans at Miss Doshy's plantation are 

working employees, NOT slaves. Yes, the film is set during the Jim 

Crow era, and one can argue that the general quality of life (in terms of housing and education in 

particular) of the African Americans shown was not much better than that of pre Civil War slaves, 

but to imply the African Americans in Song of the South are chained, whipped and ordered around 

by nasty white "owners" is ridiculous. Are there one or two situations in the film where an African 

American shows a certain level of "servitude" to a "white manager"? Yes, but to define that as 

"slavery" is erroneous spin. The words "massa" is never used by anyone, much less Uncle Remus. 

Several comments here state or imply African Americans in the film refer to the whites as "massa." 

That is completely false. That term is NEVER heard anywhere in the entire 93 minute film. Uncle Tom 

is NOT "ignorant." He is defined that way in several comments. Why, I don't know, but how anyone 

can sit through this wonderful film and be completely ignorant of the intelligence, compassion and 

common sense shown by the Uncle Remus character (at a level frankly higher than that of any white 

character in the film) is completely beyond me. Bottom line: the minority that attacks this film is 

running with a PC agenda that depends upon on your buying spin and erroneous "fact." Don't fall for 

that - it's a classic film that overall provides a positive message to any honest viewer with an open 

mind. 
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So-nyeo Kam-dok (Boy Director) (2007) 
 

Mt. Nochu is in Jungsun County, Kangwon Province, halfway up 

the Taebaek Mountains. We arrive at the Noeul Village which is 

the background of the film. It is a calm village where the wide 

spread buckwheat fields beautifully surround the village. On their 

way home from school, Sang-gu and Min-hee see the village chief 

(Min-hee's father) talking with the strangers, who come to the 

village by cars, in the common yard. The residents there including 

the village chief have accepted the proposal that a company 

would build a training institute in the common yard. In order to 

keep the common yard where his deceased father's mural is, 

Sang-gu asks the village chief not to destroy it. It is impossible, 

however, for a mere child to change what has been decided by all 

the villagers. He gives up persuading the village chief and decides 

to make a film of the mural (his father's work) with an 8mm 

camera, his father's memento. Min-hee opens her piggy bank and Sang-gu leaves for Seoul with her 

money. Riding on a train, he asks her to protect the mural until he returns from Seoul and tells her 

he would bring her news about her Russian mother. 
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Sordid Lives (2000) 
 

We become intimate with the "Sordid Lives" of a family in a small 

Texas town preparing for the funeral of the mother. Among the 

characters are the grandson trying to find his identity in West 

Hollywood, the son who has spent the past twenty-three years 

dressed as Tammy Wynette, the sister and her best friend (who 

live in delightfully kitschy homes), and the two daughters (one 

strait-laced and one quite a bit looser). As a rule, I hate 

superlatives, but this is one of the 4 or 5 funniest movies I've ever 

seen. Everyone in the cast is excellent, though I have to single out 

Beth Grant and Leslie Jordan, who give the greatest performances 

of their great careers (so far). The only shortcoming of the film is 

the Ty-in-L.A. scenes. They aren't really bad per se, but "coming 

out angst" scenes appeal to virtually no one besides the 

screenwriter. If you're gay, you're sick of them, and if you aren't, 

they either offend you or mean nothing to you. They should've been left out (or at least scaled back). 

Fortunately, they're over after a while and we can get on to the comedy peak of the show--the 

funeral, which is hysterical. This movie played for months in cities around the country, and for good 

reason. 
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Space Buddies (2009) 
 

One Small Step For Dog. One Giant Leap For Dogkind. It sickens 

me that "supposedly" grown adults have to whine and complain 

about a KIDS movie. You attempt to apply adult logic to a movie 

that was intended to be what you hated most about it. If you 

don't like it, don't watch it. As for my children and I, we loved it 

and recommend it to anyone (child or adult) who wants a fun, 

family movie. Most of the movies made today are junk and my 

wife and I filter what our children watch. It's refreshing to see a 

movie that is made for children and includes concepts that they 

can understand. I'm sorry that you have to make yourself feel 

better by attacking a movie that wasn't "science based" or "had 

horrible acting" and was intended to be such. Next time you have 

an opinion, make sure you put it where it belongs, in the trash. 
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Space Chimps (2008) 
 

Ham III, the grandson of the first chimp astronaut, is blasted off 

into space by an opportunity-seeking senator. Soon, the fun-

loving chimp has to get serious about the mission at hand: Rid a 

far-away planet of their nefarious leader. Fortunately for Ham III, 

two of his simian peers are along for the ride. Two NASA chimps 

that are sent to a galaxy far, far away. One chimp has "The Right 

Stuff," and the other, a good natured goofball, has "The Wrong 

Stuff." The simian slacker becomes a reluctant hero and learns the 

true meaning of courage as he and his crewmates, the fearless Lt. 

Luna and their uptight commander, Titan, risk everything in an 

effort to save the peaceful inhabitants of a distant planet from 

the evil dictator Zartog. I just took my 4-year-old boy to see this 

movie and we left shortly before it was over. We were not the 

only ones to leave early either. Only once was there any laughter 

from the audience. I thought most of the punch lines were aimed at the adult audience, but no one 

was laughing. I was very disappointed that there wasn't any moral to the story - if there was, it was 

vague. The characters were not all that likable either. I didn't feel any connection to them at all, nor 

did my son. I left the theater thinking that this was the biggest waste of time and money. Space 

Chimps is no Shrek. This has to be the worst G-rated movie I have ever seen. My son thought it was 

very boring and he usually loves action/adventure movies. The only thing he liked about the whole 

experience was the pack of Twizzlers I bought him. 
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Space Men (Assignment: Outer Space) (1960) 
 

In the 21st century Ray Peterson, reporter for the Interplanetary 

News, is assigned to write a story aboard a space station. Tension 

mounts between Peterson and the station commander, who 

believes he is in the way, but has orders to leave him alone. Errant 

spaceship Alpha Two enters the solar system and its photon 

generators are radiating enough heat to destroy Earth as it 

approaches. It falls to Peterson to try to figure out a way to enter 

the spaceship, disarm the generators, and escape before 

suffocating. I saw it on a Saturday matinee double feature 

sometime in the '60s. And then completely forgot the name of it. 

The one thing I remembered was the spaceship with the dead 

crew and the deadly forcefield that destroyed any ship remotely 

near it. Which of course was not enough to base a search on. And 

it didn't help that I thought Ed Platt played a role in it, as the spaceman who dies trying to stop the 

deathship. I lucked out when I bought a $5 DVD of it on a lark and, lo and behold, it was the film I'd 

been looking for! Anyway, if you want to see a great example of a scifi space flick prior to 2001, give 

this a try. 
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Species (1995) 
 

In 1993, the Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence Project 

receives a transmission detailing an alien DNA structure, along 

with instructions on how to splice it with human DNA. The result is 

Sil, a sensual but deadly creature who can change from a beautiful 

woman to an armour-plated killing machine in the blink of an eye. 

Government agent Xavier Fitch assembles a team of scientists and 

mercenaries to locate and destroy Sil before she manages to find a 

mate and breed. A group of four specialists are given the task of 

tracking down Sil. "She" is part human, part alien, beautiful, 

strong, very dangerous and desperate to mate with a human. 

Species is nothing special, but the addition of Natasha Henstridge 

as a nubile space alien who often appears in the buff will probably 

highlight many a man's day. That itself explains much of this 

movie's popularity, though it certainly has more going for it than 

just that. The entire cast, for instance, is really quite good, 

particularly Michael Madsen as an efficient bounty hunter and Forest Whitaker as an empath. The 

plot, while something of a rip-off of Lifeforce, is generally well-written, as far as these types of 

movies go and there are enough tense chase scenes to satisfy action buffs. There are, however, still 

some major flaws. The special effects from H.R. Giger are often distractingly bad, there's a subplot 

thrown in late in the film that pushes this movie far too close to soap opera levels, and Henstridge 

herself never feels like a very threatening villain in human form. That's in contrast with Lifeforce, 

which featured Mathilda May (an actress who's actually considerably sexier than Henstridge) as both 

a gorgeous, nubile space alien AND as a terrifically creepy villainess. Still, see Species if you're in a 

T&A, blood and guts mood. 
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Speed Racer (2008) 
 

The story begins with Speed Racer who is a young man with 

natural racing instincts whose goal is to win The Crucible, a cross-

country car racing rally that took the life of his older brother, Rex 

Racer. Speed is loyal to the family business, run by his parents 

Pops and Mom. Pops designed Speed's car, the Mach 5. The 

owner of Royalton Industries makes Speed a lucrative offer, Speed 

rejects the offer, angering the owner. Speed also uncovers a 

secret that top corporate interests, including Royalton, are fixing 

races and cheating to gain profit. With the offer to Speed denied, 

Royalton wants to ensure that Speed will not win races. Speed 

finds support from his parents and his girlfriend Trixie and enters 

The Crucible in a partnership with his one-time rival, Racer X, 

seeking to rescue his family's business and the racing sport itself. I 

Don't Know What Haters Were Expecting But It Did Exactly What It 

Set Out To Do...and that would be, entertain. I can't describe how many times I thought 'whoah!' it's 

one of those moments that could only ever happen in cartoons or 'whoa!' that was anime level 

crazy! This film set out to create a literal live action adaptation of a lovable & cheesy retro cartoon 

anime. That's exactly what it did. Let's start with the PG rating, this was appropriate not because this 

film is 'aimed' at kids (which it wasn't clearly, as box office disconnect showed) but because it's a 

'family' film for all ages based on a cartoon that most of the older generation watched when they 

were kids, the source material barely even bordered a 12A and yet the film managed to in fact 

surpass it's source material in maturity. Fans of anime will seriously lap this up despite what the 

recent comments have said. Not only has every care been taken to preserve elements of the source 

material but it also has those cool retro and also modern anime moments. Good and bad guys with 

crazy cartoon anime hairstyles, crazy over-the-top kung fu, elaborate motion line effects just like in 

mangas, crazy death defying races, cheesy as hell dialogue which fits perfectly in context! 

Performances were quite impressive given it's a predominantly 'kids' PG film and that they were 

filming against green screen. I also commend the Wachowski's use of such a strong colour palette. 

They didn't tone it down or diverge from the theme and each scene had a contextual wash of colour. 

Serious or more intimate moments had darker shadows while remaining colourfully vibrant. They 

were bold and not shy about what this film was going to look like. To the haters again I say, 'what 

exactly where you expecting? The Matrix with cars?, people getting there throats slit?, symbolic 

commentary on capitalism, corruption, religion or the new world order? Go into this movie 

expecting high adrenaline scenes and all campy fun that only a 60's anime adaptation can provide, 

but don't just to go and watch it just to 'see what the fuss is about' until you actually understand 

what the source material was like. That way the movie will exceed your expectations. I don't have 

complete praise for this movie however, in that towards the end of the film they got a little 

overboard with the editing and I was really let down by the final antagonist type drivers. Speed 

seemed to have a harder time in the casa cristo race in the film where the other drivers were far 

more menacing. It seemed like 'Cannonball Taylor', 'Gray Ghost' and especially the bad ass, white 

haired yakuza driver (for musha motors by the way) were just a flash gone by and Speed just beat 



them without any problems at all. Let's hope they make more of a presence in any semblance of an 

extended/director's cut. 
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Speedway Junky (1999) 
 

A naive drifter (20-year-old Jesse Bradford) runs away from his 

Army father in hopes of making it on the car racing circuit. In Las 

Vegas, he meets a young scam artist (Jordan Brower), who 

develops a crush on him. He is then introduced to a whole gang 

led by a young hustler (18-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas). The 

racer-to-be then gets a lesson in the wild side, getting involved in 

one situation after another. Patsy Kensit makes a cameo as 

another hustler and Daryl Hannah appears as the scam artist's 

surrogate mom. I think Speedway Junky was very well acted. 

Jordan Brower's heart-felt unrequited love really getting to me. I 

ended up wishing there was a boy out there like that for me. Daryl 

Hannah had a good supporting role, as did Jesse. I thought it was 

very well done. It won't be everyone's cup of tea, but it's definitely 

worth watching. I loved it. 
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Spelen Of Sterven (To Play Or To Die) (1990) 
 

An intense story about loneliness. It is about Kees (18-year-old 

Geert Hunaerts), an introverted boy who is constantly being 

picked on at school. Knowing his parents will be away for the day 

he has decided to invite Charel (Tjebbo Gerritsma), one of the 

bullies to visit him at home after school. The DVD packaging says 

he is searching for revenge by doing this, but it's clear to me that 

Kees actually likes Charel. During the day Kees endures a 

particularly humiliating experience in the school gymnasium 

locker room. Still, Charel does show up at Kees' home later on. It 

goes badly from the start and soon they get into a fist fight 

because Charel thinks Kees isn't manly enough. After that, Kees 

goes completely berserk and self-destructs. I think that the reason 

for this is a combination of loneliness, self-hatred and frustration. 

It's a powerful film. I can't bring myself to watch it again. And I 

can't help thinking about it either. To fully appreciate this short film (40 minutes) one has to closely 

identify or empathize with its young hero. This lad is quiet, intense, and emotionally not the most 

stable of personalities. He focuses his attention on a significant other -- a student in his class with a 

contrasting personality. This results in a conflicting relationship, leaving the young hero distraught to 

the point of being suicidal. It's not a very optimistic short story told here, yet one which creates a 

definite mood and sustains interest throughout its brief running time. Very well acted, "To Play or 

Die" is a minor effort, noteworthy for its unusually short duration. There are not many short stories 

filmed with running times of under 45 minutes, that are independent and not part of any kind of 

series. 
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Spencer's Mountain (1963) 
 

Clay Spencer is a hard-working man who loves his wife and large 

family. He is respected by his neighbors and always ready to give 

them a helping hand. Although not a churchgoer, he even helps a 

newly arrived local minister regain his flock after he and Clay get 

into a bit of trouble. If he has one dream in life it's to build his 

wife Olivia a beautiful house on a piece of land he inherited on 

Spender's mountain. When his eldest son, Clayboy (26-year-old 

James MacArthur), graduates at the top of his high school class 

and has the opportunity to go to college, Clay has only one option 

left to him. Before The Waltons, there was Spencer's Mountain. 

Based on the autobiographical novel by Earl Hamner, Jr., this 

heart-warming family drama fathered the beloved TV series and 

features all its familiar ingredients-poor family with nine children 

struggling to make ends meet, rural setting, live-in grandparents, 

gifted oldest son, mother named Livvie, coming-of-age crises-the list goes on and on. Even the 

famous (and corny) "good night" ritual debuts here; the names may be different (there's no Mary 

Ellen, Jason or Jim-Bob), but the indelible long shot-darkened house with one lamp burning in an 

upstairs window-is framed exactly as it would be on television nine years later. Along with the 

similarities, though, come some changes. Instead of Depression-era Appalachia, the Spencers 

confront their problems in contemporary Wyoming, affording a more dramatic backdrop and the 

ability to deal with modern mores. And instead of John-Boy, we have Clay-Boy (James MacArthur), 

the oldest son of Clay Spencer (Henry Fonda) and his wife (Maureen O'Hara). While Clay-Boy is not 

an aspiring writer like his TV counterpart (and flaunts a decidedly more beefy physique), he does win 

top honors in his high school class and harbors a potent desire to attend college and escape his 

sheltered mountain life. Clay-Boy's efforts to meet the university's academic and financial 

requirements, as well as Clay Sr.'s burning wish to build his dream house, are among the everyday 

issues the Spencers must face. Maybe if The Waltons never existed, Spencer's Mountain would 

better stand the test of time. But so ingrained is The Waltons in our collective conscience, it's 

difficult to divorce Spencer's Mountain from it-and from the elements that have prompted merciless 

parody over the years. The folksy, homespun attitudes that permeate Delmer Daves' production 

alternately provoke charmed smiles and withering cringes, usually depending on who is speaking the 

lines. And while the film benefits from breathtaking location shooting in Grand Teton National Park, 

even the majestic snow-capped peaks can't dilute the sugar coating that drips from many scenes. 

Unfortunately, the younger actors bear the brunt of the blame. MacArthur tries his best, but often is 

sabotaged by the annoying Mimsy Farmer (yes, Mimsy) as Clay-Boy's sweetheart Claris, whose 

hormones rage so ferociously she practically eats Clay-Boy alive during their breathy love scenes. 

Such frank treatment of blossoming sexuality is commendable, but seems laughably inappropriate in 

such a family-oriented film, at times transforming Spencer's Mountain into a watered-down version 

of A Summer Place (interestingly enough, also directed by Daves). Fonda and O'Hara, on the other 

hand, make an ideal couple, acting with an ease and familiarity that gives their relationship a warm, 

comfortable feel. Fonda especially embodies the uneducated, hard-drinking, heart-of-gold Clay Sr., 

always willing to fight and sacrifice so his brood can enjoy a richer, more prosperous life. Without a 



doubt, Fonda is the soul of Spencer's Mountain, and his natural, beautifully shaded portrayal keeps 

the film from descending into a maudlin mess. Despite its shortcomings, Spencer's Mountain is 

tough to knock. Featuring forthright, salt-of-the-earth characters, timeless family themes and lovely 

cinematography, it wiggles its way into the heart and, like the noble Spencers, we graciously forgive 

its faults. 
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Spermula (1976) 
 

The Planet of Spermula is about to be destroyed, so the 

Spermulites travel to Earth. Their intentions are to take over the 

male species by taking on the form of the stronger females, and 

rallying females to their side. But can they withstand the strong 

human sexual urges? This film was very well made. The actors are 

excellent, and the camera work is very artful and well done. The 

movie has great visuals throughout, and a very original 

soundtrack. This is not a very graphic movie, by today's standards 

it would be rated R. I laughed several times while watching this. I 

was surprised to find that this has not been officially released. The 

quality of it, and it's cult appeal should insure an eventual DVD 

release by some cult film distributor. I purchased mine on DVDR 

from an online store, dubbed in English, very well. Hopefully 

someday a distributor will pick this one up. It's a very original 

piece of erotic surrealism and shouldn't be allowed to disappear. 
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Spetters (1980) 
 

A dutch film, post-Saturday Night Fever, which portrays the lives 

of three young men who are amateur dirt-bike motorcycle racers. 

They each fall in love with a young woman who, with her brother, 

sells French fries and hot dogs at the races. Everyone is looking for 

a better life. She wants out of the business and away from her 

brother. The motocross racers want to make their marks as 

professional racers, like their hero, played by Rutger Hauer. 

Verhoeven's fifth feature-length film was attacked by critics, 

financiers, and much of the Dutch people alike for being 

"decadent", or "perverted" when originally released in 1980. 

Twenty-four years later, and unlike what has happened with 

Showgirls, Paul is having the last laugh. Even his worst film, 1995's 

Showgirls, has a glimmer of redeeming value, but the difference in 

Spetters is that it doesn't need any. At heart, Spetters is the tale of 

two young amateur motocross racers and their mechanic. Along with their girlfriend, their lives are 

irrevocably altered when they cross paths with a fast food vendor and her brother. The whole film 

runs like a slice of life, and nothing that happens in real life is too distasteful for the camera. If you 

don't want elements of the plot revealed, you can stop reading now. The film has been accused of 

being anti-gay, anti-women, and anti-disabled. Once again, Verhoeven gets the last laugh when it 

becomes clear to anyone who watches it with their eyes open that none of these things are true. The 

story of one character's sexual confusion is played out in graphic detail, sure, but it is portrayed 

exactly as it would happen in real life. Sure, not every experience of homosexuality is as negative as 

in Spetters, but enough are to make this portrayal valid. The main woman of the story simply 

manipulates the situation or uses it as best she can to escape a situation she wants out of. Any 

woman with an ounce of strength in her character will do the same. The character who winds up 

paralysed finds himself reflecting on what he has lost, and it is enough to make him lose all sense of 

value in his life. Again, this happens every day in the real world. There is a reason why films by Paul 

Verhoeven attract a certain kind of fan. Regardless of whether he succeeds or fails with his artistic 

goals, I have yet to see him sell out to the lowest common denominator. I have also never seen a 

film directed by Verhoeven where the camera is moved extraneously, obscuring details for fear of 

what the MPAA might have to say. The viewer is spared no details, even if it might make them turn 

from the screen in disgust. If I could sum up Spetters in one word, it would be "relentless". I've seen 

many a film or television show that claims to show what kind of extreme pressures teenagers or 

young adults live under. Spetters is the first film I have seen in two decades that even makes the 

attempt, and better still it comes uncomfortably close. All in all, I consider it worthy of a nine out of 

ten. There are some elements that seem at odds with what Verhoeven would like us to believe they 

mean, but the effect overall is surprisingly good. Anyone who wants to see what would happen if 

they merged realistic versions of your typical Brat Packer film with a realistic version of Days Of 

Thunder will be well-served by checking out Spetters. 
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Spider-Man 3 (2007) 
 

Peter Parker has finally managed to piece together the once-

broken parts of his life, maintaining a balance between his 

relationship with Mary-Jane and his responsibility as Spider-Man. 

But more challenges arise for our young hero. Peter's old friend 

Harry Obsourne has set out for revenge against Peter; taking up 

the mantle of his late father's persona as The New Goblin, and 

Peter must also capture Uncle Ben's real killer, Flint Marko, who 

has been transformed into his toughest foe yet, the Sandman. All 

hope seems lost when suddenly Peter's suit turns jet-black and 

greatly amplifies his powers. But it also begins to greatly amplify 

the much darker qualities of Peter's personality that he begins to 

lose himself to. Peter has to reach deep inside himself to free the 

compassionate hero he used to be if he is to ever conquer the 

darkness within and face not only his greatest enemies, but 

also...himself. Everything is lining up great for peter he has finally got the love of his life Mary Jane 

Watson to marry him. But one night when the strange meteor crash's it clangs on to peter bonding 

him with an alien symbiote suit. This changes peter once the symbiote is attached by to him he 

changes his life around. Once he finds out his uncle's real killer is still alive who's Flint 

Marko/sandman he seeks revenge as his ex best friend harry Osborn becomes the new goblin and 

peter deals with Eddie Brock. Once peter realizes that he is doing everything wrong he decides only 

one way you can make it right by getting rid of the alien symbiote suit by riping it off witch 

eventually leads to the birth of venom. peter now faces all the darkest demons as he also tries to win 

back Mary Jane Watson. Peter Parker is finally happy: he is doing well at the school, his girlfriend MJ 

Watson loves him and the whole city loves his crime-fighting alter-ego Spider-Man, finally bestowing 

upon him the praise he so rightly deserves. Apart from this, he has made some new foes and rivals. 

His former friend-turned-foe Harry Osborn has become the New Goblin and wants to avenge his 

father by killing Spider-Man. On one night, an alien symbiote from outer space crash lands in Peter's 

vicinity and attaches itself to his Spider suit, turning it black in colour and enhancing its powers. Flint 

Marko, a fugitive, is turned into The Sandman when he gets subjected to a molecular lab 

experiment. Incidentally, Marko is the person who is revealed to have killed Peter's uncle Ben and 

now Peter wants revenge. Peter's job as a freelance photographer with The Daily Bugle is taken by 

Eddie Brock. Peter also learns that apart from enhancing his powers the black symbiote has also 

brought out the dark side within him which causes him to ruthlessly manages to throw Eddie out of 

his job. When MJ breaks up with him, he starts dating his fellow student Gwen Stacy who was Edie's 

ex, to make them both jealous. Soon Peter must decide whether he should let his dark side to 

dominate his personality or not. After Mary Jane and Peter Parker have confessed their love for one 

another, we start things off with them happier than ever. Spider-Man is still doing what he does best 

- saving the world. Mary Jane is the star of a great Broadway show. However, through all the silver 

linings, Harry is still blaming Peter for killing his father. After multiple attempts at trying to reason 

with him and patch things up, Harry finally confronts Peter and they engage in a brutal battle leaving 

Harry with temporary amnesia. During this time Peter encounters a symbiote, which attaches itself 

to his Spidey suit. After awhile Peter can feel a difference in his behavior (more aggressive) but as 



well his powers are amplified. Struggling to save his relationship with Mary Jane he removes the suit 

using the bells of the church and the suit finally grabs hold of Eddie Brock. Eddie was currently 

praying Peter would be killed for all the embarrassment that Peter's caused him. Not a minute too 

soon, Peter gets back to normal, but seems to have lost Mary Jane - and what's worse is she is held 

captive by Venom and Sandman - who have seem to have join forces. After realizing this, Peter asks 

Harry for help, but is declined since Harry has gotten his memory back. As Peter goes to face both 

villains, Harry is told the truth about his father and decides to help Spider-Man. The final battle 

comes down to Harry and Spider-Man against Venom and Sandman. Who will win? Life finally feels 

good for Peter Parker. He has managed to balance life as both Spider-Man and as Mary Jane's 

boyfriend. He is even planning on proposing to MJ. But life isn't always going to be easy for the 

webbed hero. Harry Osborn still hasn't forgiven Peter for the death of his father. He has developed 

the perfect technology and crowns himself the 'New Goblin'. Harry isn't the only problem. It is 

revealed that an escaped convict, Flint Marko is the real killer of Peter's uncle. After an accident, he 

is now the invincible 'Sandman', who has teamed up with Venom to target the superhero, who is 

struggling to handle his life. My feelings after watching the third film are somewhere in the 

neighborhood of satisfied, but that feeling is fairly disappointing. Satisfied more or less means 

adequate and to follow a sequel that I consider excellent with a film that's only adequate is a 

certainly a step down. Positively, Spider-Man 3 does reasonably well at maintaining a feeling similar 

to that of the first two films. I never felt like I wasn't seeing the same world or characters and that's 

important to me. Continuity in tone really helps hold a series together. The Matrix Reloaded never 

felt to me like I was witnessing the continuation of the story and world presented in the first 

installment. The scenery and characters felt like weak and dull recreations and that really bugged 

me. The New-York of Spider-Man 3 is about the same as before, as is Peter's apartment, The Daily 

Bugle offices, etc. Peter, Harry, Mary Jane, Aunt May, etc. also carry over well and it's easy to jump 

back into their lives. Where it doesn't feel like its predecessors is in its pacing and scope. The film 

tries to tell a lot of story for one film, much more than either the previous installments. This makes it 

messy. If you took Spider-Man 1 and 2's stories, wove them together and compressed them into one 

2 hour film, you'd have a mess pretty similar to Spider-Man 3. A lot of this has to do with poor 

exposition and the decision to include three villains. In good exposition, events lead to other events 

and it all seems to flow naturally. Some films end up feeling like a story wasn't really even written, 

but instead a series of well-crafted scenes that don't necessarily fit well together. A bunch of smaller 

scenes are then written to connect those scenes. These scenes can feel very forced because they 

often rely heavily on coincidence. The Matrix Reloaded is full of these contrived scenes and so is 

Spider-Man 3. They're frustrating because they act like speed bumps where the plot suddenly feels 

awkward and my enjoyment of the film drops. One scene sticks out particularly in Spider-Man 3 as 

too awkward. Venom, one of the super-villains, is swinging through alleyways when he is ambushed 

by the Sandman, another villain. Venom proposes they team to get Spider-Man together, Sandman 

agrees, end scene. This scene is needed to set up the final, huge battle of the film but just seems 

poorly worked in. For one it's very short, and two the characters don't know each other and have 

completely different motives for being villains. That the two would decide that quickly to become 

partners after coincidentally running into each other is just sloppy to watch. Despite how it seems, I 

didn't hate the film. I was just disappointed in its flow as a narrative and thought it aimed much 

higher than it should have in terms of what to include plot wise. Regardless though, many scenes 

were very enjoyable to watch and I don't just mean action scenes. The Daily Bugle scenes, as always, 

were great and funny. The addition of Topher Grace as Peter's photographer rival, Eddie Brock, was 



great casting. His line delivery works perfectly with his character's sleazy personality and his scenes 

with Peter are some of the best. The character Harry Osborne returns and becomes one of the film's 

three villains: a new Green Goblin that takes over where the Goblin of the first film left off. Harry 

and Peter's relationship is probably the most interesting part of the story. Their struggle between 

being friends and enemies makes for some tense moments. One of my favorite scenes in the film is a 

verbal confrontation in a diner between Peter and Harry. Playing off Peter's presumption that he and 

Harry are back on good terms, Harry orchestrates a bit of nasty drama that sticks a knife in Pete's 

love life. He has Peter meet him in a diner just to drive the knife in a little further. As Pete storms 

out, Harry is awash in sadistic joy with himself before making a fast and creepy exit. Harry is really 

the best handled villain of the film. Not only as the Green Goblin Jr. fighting Spider-Man in the sky 

much the way his father did, but as Harry, Peter's estranged friend, using their friendship as a pretty 

sharp weapon against him. The villain I could have done without was the Sandman. His character 

was interesting but his place in the film as a main character seemed unnecessary and forced. He's an 

escaped convict running from the police who accidentally falls into a big science experiment and 

becomes the Sandman. He is also apparently the actual killer of Peter's uncle Ben thus giving Peter 

motivation to go after him. This reworking of the first film's story seems very far fetched and 

unnecessary. The computer effects used to create Sandman are terrific as is the performance by 

Thomas Hayden-Church, but I think the film would have improved without him. More time could 

then have been given to the conflicts with Harry and Eddie and likewise Goblin and Venom. Venom 

is particularly nice because he's the only villain not the product of some crazy experiment gone 

wrong. His creation is almost entirely Peter's fault. Venom acts as a slimy toothy grinning anti-

Spider-Man, who hates Spider-Man on a personal level after Eddie Brock loses his job and girlfriend 

and holds Peter responsible. Two villains definitely would've been enough for one film, especially 

two villains that feel wronged by Peter personally, not just Peter as Spider-Man. I don't really want 

them to continue this series, but since it seems like they may anyway, I hope some lesson is learned 

with number three that less really can be more. If the time that was spent awkwardly packing too 

many stories into one film was instead spent working on one good story so that it flowed naturally, 

Spider-Man 3 could have excelled the way number two did. 
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Spring Forward (1999) 
 

As the seasons change in a Connecticut town, two men of 

different age and backgrounds who work together outdoors for 

the local park system, share thoughts and feelings that gradually 

deepen into a relationship approaching father and son. Paul is just 

out of prison for armed robbery, assigned to work with Murph, a 

middle-aged vet whose grown son Bobby is dying. Paul is trying to 

control his temper and build a spiritual side based on reading. 

Murph is a down-to-earth Sancho Panza to Paul's more ethereal 

ideas. And Murphy seems to need forgiveness for mistakes as a 

dad. As Murphy's retirement approaches and winter sets in, the 

men talk and love blossoms. This is a movie that touches you 

deeply. It also is a reminder we've only scratched the surface 

when it comes to telling positive stories on film. The blockbuster 

mentality buries so much good and meaningful material. I doubt if 

this film made money but may it run forever on video, DVD or whatever the next conveyance might 

be. Ned Beatty and Liev Schreiber are both brilliant in this delightful story. 
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Spy Kids (2001) 
 

Carmen and Juni (9-year-old Daryl Sabara) think their parents are 

boring. Little do they know that in their day, Gregorio and Ingrid 

Cortez were the top secret agents from their respective countries. 

They gave up that life to raise their children. Now, the 

disappearances of several of their old colleagues forces the 

Cortez' return from retirement. What they didn't count on was 

Carmen and Juni joining the "family business." Gregorio and Ingrid 

Cortez are the world's best secret agents. Their mission is to 

assassinate each other. When they get within one inch, they fall in 

love. They marry, and have two kids, Carmen and Juni. They don't 

tell their kids. Ten years later, they are called into a mission. 

When their Uncle Felix babysits the Cortez kids, and rogue agents 

invade the house, Uncle Felix reveals the truth, their parents are 

spies and were just kidnapped, and Felix is not their uncle. 

Carmen and Juni escape, and try to rescue Mom and Dad, and save the world. 'Spy Kids' uses hi-tech 

means and a busy action adventure to offer an old-fashioned, conservative, pro-family message. it 

goes beyond the usual 'family is a sacred and inviolable unit' platitude, and suggests that families 

have to be worked at, that it's a daily, often violent, even traumatic struggle where nothing can be 

taken for granted, where enemies and chaos intrude at every corner. Rodriguez seems to parody this 

message with a sub-plot about a docile army of 'Village of the Damned' robot kids who do the 

bidding of their master, appropriately a children's TV host, whether for good or evil. But the 

essential message doesn't seem to be parodied - the narrative concerns all those favourites in the 

pro-family genre: the father who has to prove himself worthy of his kids; the kids who have to come 

out of their shells; the realisation that lies and assumed roles are probably not very healthy in a 

family context; children should follow in the footsteps of their parents, asserting tradition; children's 

TV is not a good substitute for family contact and communication. From the beginning, the spy antics 

are conceived as an allegory for family values - the parents' marriage is conceived and disrupted by 

their careers in espionage; the main narrative concerns the kids' attempts to rescue their parents 

and restore the home; the denouement is the scene for a family reunion. There is even a juvenile 

Oedipal story, where the son manages to surpass a father he was always embarrassed by. There's 

nothing inherently wrong with this. Rodriguez wrote, directed and produced the film, so we may 

assume it's a theme close to his heart. For all its CGI modernity, the film's movement actually 

resembles those old live action Disney films about kids-in-peril (e.g. 'In search of castaways'), crossed 

with the old-fashioned, fetishised gadgetry and outre sets of Supermarionation; spliced, of course, 

with the more late-20th century likes of 'Star Wars', 'The Matrix', 'Mission Impossible 2' etc., and, 

hearteningly, the queasy colour schemes and various plot points from 'The City of Lost Children', 

which might be this film's dark double. As in 'The Matrix', there are some pop-metaphysical 

pretensions, such as the scene where our heroes fight their evil doppelgangers, but this is part of the 

conservative message: the rupture of the family unit entails a breakdown in identity (see also the 

transformation of dad into a grotesque puppet thing). In any event, we are free to ignore the 

message, and enjoy the film's surface (certainly, Rodriguez could argue that his message is explicitely 

framed as a fantasy, a bedtime story, unrealisable in the real world; that would make the tone 



sarcastic and in bad faith). This is underwhelming. Too often the bold flourishes betray their CGI 

joins, and become the digital equivalent of those back projections in Hitchcock movies. Rodriguez 

admirably wants to create a world of pure 60s bubblegum artifice, but the fact of 'real' actors force 

logistical compromises that aren't always pretty. This leaves the story. The script and characters are 

too thin, and the action too abrupt, for us to engage in their trauma. Like the usual Rodriguez film, 

the narrative is pretty much non-stop action, but because this is a kid's movie, the sanitised, cartoon 

action prohibits the usual Rodriguez tension between the ugliness of the violence and the beauty of 

its choreography. The sets are strange, colourful, but somehow lack inventive vividness. A Tim 

Burton would have accessed the story's dark centre; Rodriguez, however, provides an interesting 

subtext about the lingering racism suffered by the Hispanic children at their WASP school as the 

basis for their unhappiness. 
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Spy Kids 2: The Island Of Lost Dreams (2002) 
 

The sequel to Spy Kids; the second film revisits the adventures of 

the previous film. Carmen and Juni (10-year-old Daryl Sabara) 

Cortez team up with two other spy kids, Gary (15-year-old Matt 

O'Leary) and Gerti Giggles, and together they must save the world 

from the hands of an evil scientist named Romero (Buscemi). 

After reading some of these user reviews (especially the one 

about the Latino vs. White... you have to be kidding me), I felt 

compelled to write one of my own. Spy Kids 2 had everything I 

expected - a whole new adventure with characters from first that 

is fun, exciting, humorous, and still manages to teach about doing 

the right thing. I also appreciated the references to the original, 

and the special effects were even better than the first. The 

hardest people to please in this case would be my 2 daughters (4 

& 7) who own the first Spy Kids on DVD and have seen it so many 

times they can act out the scenes down to the facial expressions and body motions. When they saw 

Spy Kids 2 this past weekend they were transfixed and left the theater excited about seeing Carmen 

and Juni in their latest adventure. A great movie for adults and kids. I cannot recommend this sequel 

highly enough! 
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Spy Kids 3-D: Game Over (2003) 
 

Carmen's caught in a virtual reality game designed by the Kids' 

new nemesis, the Toymaker (Stallone). It's up to Juni (11-year-old 

Daryl Sabara) to save his sister, and ultimately the world. I just 

came home from watching it, and everyone is running for the 

Advils, it seems that the 3-D gave us all headaches. Anyways, here 

is my review. I have had a 3-D book since I was a kid, and it came 

with it's own pair of 3-D glasses. You know the old fasioned kind, 

the red and blue shaded glasses that gives everything the red & 

blue tint. It is a very cool book with the old kind of 3-D. Now, I 

remember in the 80's, all the NEW 3-D movies had a whole new 3-

D. No longer were 3-D movies limited to the red & blue tint that 

required the red & blue shaded glasses, the glasses that were 

needed were clear & POLORIZED...it kept the movie in FULL color 

and gave the 3-D film a cleaner and sharper image. I heard that 

this movie was a whole new approach to 3 demention, so I was excited about seeing this. But 

imagine my surprise when I bought the tickets when they handed me red & blue shaded 3-D glasses. 

The only new approach is the computer graphics used in creating 3-D images. Instead of throwing 

real items towards the camera to make you duck in your seat, now there are computer generated 

items floating around and flying towards you. The special effects were, as always, top quality...but 

honestly...there was nothing new or special about the special effects. In reality, you feel as though 

you've seen it all before. As for the 3-D effects. I must say how disappointed I was. The color in the 

film during the 3-D scenes seemed dull and almost a sepia tone, except for the red & blue tint used 

to make the images in 3-D. I REALLY expected at LEAST a POLORIZED image for a bolder color and 

clearer 3 demention. Instead, all I got was a trip down memory lane with the old fashioned 3-D. 

Now, if you have never SEEN a 3-D movie, don't get me wrong, it STILL is a spactacular thing to see, 

and you SHOULD experience it. The kids will LOVE it. As for the storyline in this film...well, forget it. 

This wasn't created to carry a plot, it was created to become a cash-cow in the Spy Kids series and 

used 3-D to draw you in. It worked, but this plot didn't. And if THIS film doesn't KILL Sylvester 

Stallone's movie career, then it's ALREADY DEAD! I was never more embarressed for an actor before 

than I was for him in this one. This was almost like seeing him wave a white flag and admit to being 

an aging Hollywood cast-away who is grasping at ANYTHING to stay on screen. Think Bette Davis's 

charactor in "Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?" Oh well. Your kids will love this 3-D mess, and if 

your easily amused, you might also. With 16-year-old Matt O'Leary, 15-year-old Ryan Pinkston, 15-

year-old Bobby Edner, 11-year-old Evan Sabara & 9-year-old James Paxton. 
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Spymate (2006) 
 

Minkey, a super-spy primate, and his partner Mike were the two 

best spies in the business. For years, they made every mission 

possible... But when Mike retired to raise his baby girl, Amelia, he 

never predicted that life would come full circle. Ten years later, 

Amelia -- who has invented a revolutionary chemical drill -- is 

kidnapped and whisked off to Japan by her hero, Dr. Farley, who is 

planning a highly dangerous experiment that could cause a 

massive earthquake and destroy the entire world. Mike and 

Minkey partner up one last time for their most important mission 

ever: saving Amelia -- and the world -- from the clutches of the evil 

Dr. Farley. If there is one thing I know, it is that this is no monkey 

movie! In actual fact, if one is commenting on knowing anything 

about monkey movies, one should know that Minkey is a 

chimp..not a monkey. I have only had a few acting gigs, but when 

that chimp pulled his skate board out from his back pack and dropped it on the ground, I almost 

shed a tear. The dojo scene reminded me of a first class Keanu scene from Matrix...or was that 

Matrix 2...all those movies blend together if you ask me. Lasers, Chimps, and a live action avalanche. 

It's a recipe for high drama, serious suspense, and a killer delivery from one of the best Chimps on 

the west coast. 
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St. Trinian's (2007) 
 

St. Trinian's, a school for "young ladies" with its anarchic doctrine 

of free expression, brings together a motley crew of ungovernable 

girls who, using their wit and ingenuity, save the school from 

bankruptcy. From the ashes of Ealing rises a film worthy of the 

studio name. A fun packed, good natured, girl-powered romp 

complete with obligatory wacky robbery plot so beloved of the 

studios' classics. Though the plotting wavers the abundant energy 

carries it through with hardly a glitch. Rupert Everett is a 

revelation and Colin Firth wisely plays it straight even whilst 

sending himself up. A very U.K. film with lots of in-jokes for us 30 

somethings (loved the 'Another Country' line), funny lines and 

nicely sketched stereotypes for younger girls to admire and 

younger boys to fancy. Great for a family trip or as a personal 

time-passer, it sold out continuously in Glasgow for weeks, 

although a sequel really isn't warranted. Enjoy it as the stand alone little gem it is, harking back to 

the days when films were self-contained little classics rather than potential sequel spinners. My 

comedy of 2007! P.S.- Remember to stay for the 'Girls Aloud' title song credits! 
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Stalag 17 (1953) 
 

Set in a German POW Camp for enlisted American airmen, a spy is 

discovered to be living in one of the prison barracks after an 

escape attempt fails resulting in the deaths of two inmates. The 

prisoners at once suspect Sefton, an unscrupulous inside dealer 

who trades almost anything with the Germans for extra privileges. 

After Sefton is beaten up, he himself determines to find the real 

spy and the result is a mixture of intrigue and betrayal leading to a 

surprise ending. A group of airmen are in a German Prisoner of 

War camp. Each escape attempt has resulted in failure and a spy is 

suspected. When the materially successful operator comes under 

suspicion, he becomes an outcast. When a new arrival is accused 

of being a spy and saboteur, the camp unites to hide him as the 

operator looks for the real plant. No one has ever escaped from 

Stalag 17, a POW camp for American airmen near the Danube. 

Maybe that's because there's a spy in barracks four. The German 

guards seem to know everything that's happening before it happens. Most of the American POWs 

suspect Sergeant J.J. Sefton, whose wheeling-and-dealing rates him special privileges from the camp 

guards. When Lieutenant Dunbar arrives at the prison camp, and is accused of blowing up an 

ammunition train, the American prisoners must expose the stoolie before he informs the Germans 

where Dunbar is hiding, AND get Dunbar out of the "unescapable" camp before the SS arrives to 

take him into custody. During WWII, in Stalag (which is German for prison) 17, the prisoners are 

dumbfounded as to how the Germans know when someone's trying to escape. Recently, two tried to 

escape and never made past just outside the camp. Sefton, a hustler and wheeler dealer, said that 

they wouldn't. And it also seems that Sefton doesn't mind that he has to trade with the Germans for 

some extra food or whatever and has no desire to escape. When they lose some valuable materials 

like a radio, or when a Lieutenant Dunbar, who just arrived, and who also blew up an ammunition 

train, and who also has some (unpleasant) history with Sefton, is arrested, they assume that Sefton's 

an informant. And while Sefton adamantly claims he is not, they don't turn their back on him or trust 

him, and would like nothing better than to tear him apart. Can Sefton find out who the real 

informant is? In his lengthy and eventful career, Billy Wilder created many films that have rightly 

attained classic status, but his WWII prisoner of war comedy-drama Stalag 17 is arguably one of his 

best. The scripting is a perfect example of how to marry a tight plot with sharp dialogue and great 

characters, and the acting is flawless on all counts. While William Holden's performance as the 

cynical American sergeant rightly won him an Oscar, it is the comic antics of Robert Strauss and 

Harvey Lembeck that steal the show. And if there was ever a more entertaining ensemble of 

previously unseen (and sadly subsequently unheard of) supporting players - with the possible 

exception of Casablanca - I would love to see it. This film predates the more famous WWII pow film 

The Great Escape by more than a decade, but had Wilder, Holden and company not caused havoc in 

Stalag 17, the world would never have seen Steve McQueen play the cooler king with such wry 

aplomb. Stalag 17 is easily one of the finest films of its time, if not of all time, and I would encourage 

anyone who has never experienced its unique blend of cynicism, comedy, suspense and drama to 

check it out at the earliest available opportunity. 
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Stand By Me (1986) 
 

A must see...4 young friends set out on an adventure. Gordie (14-

year-old Wil Wheaton), Chris (16-year-old River Phoenix), Teddy 

(15-year-old Corey Feldman) and Vern (12-year-old Jerry 

O'Connell) go looking for the missing body of a local teenager - 

found by a gang of older boys. A story of boys hangin' out and 

growin' up. Based on Stephen King's Short story "The Body", 

"Stand By Me" tells the tale of Gordie Lachance, a writer who 

looks back on his preteen days when he and three close friends 

went on their own adventure to find the body of a kid their age 

who had gone missing and presumed dead. The stakes are upped 

when the bad kids in town are closely tailing - and it becomes a 

race to see who'll be able to recover the body first. Unable to 

grasp the fact of his brother's death, Gordie Lachance feels 

compelled to travel with three friends to see a dead body that has 

been found near the railroad tracks. Perhaps this is a personal bias because I had friends like this 

when I was 12, but having said that this is one of the best films I have ever seen and it hits every 

chord perfectly. There were four of us that were friends and we were known as the Stand By Me 

Crew. Mike, Gary, Andy and myself were inseparable. And as this film prophesizes correctly, the 

group has since split up and now I am only good friends with one of them. This movie makes you 

remember what it was like to have friends when you were 12 and it makes you glad that they were 

there when they were. The story involves these four kids going on a weekend hike to find a dead kid 

that apparently got hit by a train. Now if that is all the movie was about, it would probably be pretty 

boring. But this film explores the fears and anxieties of what it was like to be 12 again. 12-year-olds 

deal with a plethora of issues and it is not often that adults listen to what kids have to say or see 

what they deal with. But this film is honest about it's assessment of how they feel. The four boys are 

played brilliantly by Wil Wheaton, Jerry O'Connell (Coosh from Jerry Maguire), Corey Feldman and 

River Phoenix. The story moves along and hits a nerve because of the life that these four actors 

brings to their characters. There is a real sense of comrarderie between the four of them. But 

ultimately it is Phoenix that brings the most life to his character and I would say that the milk money 

scene with him and Gordie (Wheaton) is one of the more touching and poignant scenes ever filmed. 

What Stand By Me does is brings you back to a time when friendship was more pure and innocent 

and meant more. You can't help but get caught up in the nostalgia. Perhaps this film means more to 

me for personal reasons (as I've already stated) but it is a wonderful film and it should be enjoyed by 

everyone. The last line of the movie is so true. Do we really ever has friends as good as the ones 

when we were twelve? I doubt it. 
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Star Kid (1997) 
 

Shy seventh-grader Spencer Griffith's (14-year-old Joseph 

Mazzello) life changes when the meteor falls into local junkyard 

and he finds a Cybersuit - the wise and strong robot from another 

galaxy. Spencer puts Cybersuit on and becomes a different kind of 

guy. Even though half the movie was spent looking up Joseph 

Mazzello's nose (or his face) I still had a little bit of fun. The story 

wasn't really anything you haven't seen before, its kind of like a 

low bugget, low scale version of Independence Day, Mac and Me, 

and E.T put together. See it if you want, but don't expected much, 

unless you are around 6 to 13. 
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Star Maps (1997) 
 

Carlos wants to be an actor. But his father, Pepe, wants him to 

work in the family business, that is, male prostitution. Carlos 

decides that he will be one of his father's boys until he can get his 

foot in the door in Hollywood. Finally one of his clients, a rich soap 

star, offers him a bit part in her show. Pepe tell Carlos that she is 

just using him and demands that he not see the women any 

longer. Carlos defies his father and when his big day comes he is 

finds out the harsh realities of life are even harsher than he 

imagined. I thoroughly enjoyed "Star Maps." I found it to be a very 

unique and original film that was totally unpredictable, something 

which you don't see too often in today's films (I'm still trying to 

figure out what was up with Carlos' brother). I think anyone who 

has ever dreamed of coming to Hollywood to become a movie star 

or who has a crazy family they want to get away from, will relate 

to the character of Carlos and what he is striving for. Good acting 

from all. 
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Star Trek I: The Motion Picture (1979) 
 

An alien phenomenon of unprecedented size and power is 

approaching Earth, destroying everything in its path. The only 

starship in range is the U.S.S. Enterprise--still in drydock after a 

major overhaul. As Captain Decker readies his ship and his crew to 

face this menace, the legendary Admiral James T. Kirk arrives with 

orders to take command of the Enterprise and intercept the 

intruder. But it has been three years since Kirk last commanded 

the Enterprise on its historic five year mission...is he up to the task 

of saving the Earth? Admiral James T. Kirk is called upon to take 

command of the U.S.S. Enterprise for the first time since the TV 

series ended. A strange alien craft is heading towards earth, 

destroying everything in its path. Kirk rounds up the rest of his old 

crew, and acquires a few new members, and sets off to intercept 

the alien spacecraft. The dazzling, refurbished U.S.S. Enterprise 

soars proudly once again in this ultimnate space adventure. When 

an unidentified alien destroys three powerful Klingon cruisers, Captain James T. Kirk (William 

Shatner) returns to the newly-transformed U.S.S. Enterprise to take command. Shatner is joined on 

this heroic mission by Leonard Nimoy, DeForest Kelley, and the cast from the acclaimed "Star Trek" 

television series. The entire crew mobilizes at warp speed to stop the alien intruder from its 

relentless flight toward Earth. A strange cloud descends upon Klingon vessels and eradicates them 

with an energy bolt. The Epsilon IX space station alerts the Federation, but they too are wiped out by 

the entity. The starship assigned to the case is, what else, the NCC-1701. That would be the 

registration number for the U.S.S. Enterprise, which has been rebuilt. Thus, the entire original crew 

you knew from the TV show returns. Although they are prepared to face the entity, nothing will 

prepare them for the ride to come. The film asks the question Paul Gauguin asks in a painting 

bearing this name: "Where do [I] come from? What [am I]? Where [am I] going?" Trekkers, note the 

appearance of Will Decker, the son of Matt Decker, who killed himself in the TV episode, "The 

Doomsday Machine". The film can be summed up in a single word: beautiful. Oooh, a difficult one 

this. Very difficult indeed. Unless you are particularly patient, or are a hardcore Star Trek fan this is 

going to take some effort to stick with. It doesn't seem like a Trekkie movie. Nowhere near as much 

fun as Wrath Of Khan, or First Contact. Not as much humour as The Voyage Home. In fact, there is 

no humour at all. Something that cripples the film badly. Everything is very straight-faced and 

sincere. To introduce someone to Star Trek with this film would be a bad idea. Being the first Trek 

product since the original series one might expect the familiar campy story lines and beaming down 

to "M-class" planets - a bit of desert 10-minutes drive from LA - but there's none to be had. Veteran 

director Robert Wise has crafted a film very much in the style of his original version of The Haunting. 

His widescreen compositions are beautiful and he really manages to lift Trek from the small screen 

to the cinema screen. It was a hard undertaking, but he set the standard for nine sequels to date. 

The plot has a giant alien force destroying three Klingon ships on its direct course with earth. If the 

Federation doesn't stop this thing, it will blow up the planet. Admiral Kirk leaves his sunny San 

Francisco home to assume command of the Enterprise from Captain Decker and stop the alien 

menace. But Decker has a chip on his shoulder. The new Enterprise is not finished yet and he doesn't 



appreciate Kirk moving in on his territory. Very slowly the original crew return and are in command 

of their posts again and there is a weird new navigator, a bald-headed, celibate alien woman named 

Ilia. Decker seems to have a thing for her. For some reason. Once they reach the mysterious alien 

mass, the crew learns its name is Vger. Ilia is kidnapped and replaced with an android. Spock is 

driven to tears as he finds TOTAL logic in Vger actions and motivations. This is all sub-subtext and the 

actual explanation behind Vger might not come as a surprise to most. Once they fly inside Vger's 

mass of clouds and orifices it takes a healthy hour for the damn thing to be fully revealed. To criticise 

a film for its length may be an ignorant thing to do. Audiences today are too satisfied with any plot 

lasting less than 100 minutes. This is not a good sign. Films with the scope and, dare I say it, class of 

Star Trek: The Motion Picture need their full and proper running time. Coherent story lines can be 

sacrificed for fast paced, exhilarating storytelling, or a dull, seemingly endless narrative can be the 

result of a big story being fully fleshed out. It's difficult to achieve both length and pace. Sadly, this 

film doesn't. But it looks very good, is well directed and has the balls to bite off more than it can 

chew. 
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Star Trek II: The Wrath Of Khan (1982) 
 

Admiral James T. Kirk is still in charge of a space fleet, but from 

behind a desk. Dr. McCoy and Mr. Spock convince him to take on 

a mission which sounds simple, but with the appearance of the 

mysterious Khan, things get a little tricky. It is the twenty-third 

century. Admiral James T. Kirk is feeling old; the prospect of 

accompanying his old ship the Enterprise--now a Starfleet 

Academy training ship--on a two-week cadet cruise is not making 

him feel any younger. But the training cruise becomes a deadly 

serious mission when Khan appears after years of exile--and 

holding the power of creation itself. In the second Star Trek 

movie, Admiral Kirk is now a Starfleet Academy instructor, while Captain Spock serves as a cadet 

training officer, while being in command of the U.S.S. Enterprise. Meanwhile, scientists aboard Space 

Station Regula I are conducting the Project Genesis experiment, and the U.S.S. Reliant is assigned to 

the Genesis project. While surveying a lifeless planet in the Ceti Alpha star system, Cmdr. Chekov 

and Capt. Clark Terrell beam down to the sixth planet, and find a shocking discovery, in which cargo 

containers are located. Unknown to the Reliant crew was that the cargo containers housed refugees 

from the Eugenics Wars of 1990s Earth, with Khan Noonian Singh in charge. Khan later revealed that 

Ceti Alpha VI exploded, and shifted the orbit of the fifth planet as a Mars-like haven. Khan manages 

to hijack the Reliant, and manages to steal the Genesis Device. Admiral Kirk takes the U.S.S. 

Enterprise on a training mission, and is involved in a surprise attack, in which Khan vows to avenge 

his exile. Unfortunately, Captain Spock sacrifices himself to save the Enterprise from the 

premeditated arming of the Genesis torpedo, and after his death, his casket (which is a converted 

torpedo tube) was fired from the U.S.S. Enterprise. It is the 23rd Century. The Federation Starship 

U.S.S. Enterprise is on routine training maneuvers, and Admiral James T. Kirk seems resigned to the 

fact that this may well be the last space mission of his career. But Khan is back. Aided by his exiled 

band of genetic supermen, Khan--brilliant renegade of 20th Century Earth--has raided Space Station 

Regula One, stolen a top secret device called Project Genesis, wrested control of another Federation 

starship, and now schemes to set a most deadly trap for his old enemy Kirk... with the threat of a 

universal Armageddon! Well, the best of the Star Trek films. True, a lot of people have recently 

declared Star Trek Frist Contact the best. There are others who love whales and political correctness 

declare Star Trek The Voyage Home the best of the Trek films. Out of all the Star Trek films; only two 

deal with the human element of Star Trek as well as the original TV series did and that's Star Trek 2 

and 3. This is the one Star Trek film that I would recommend to people who don't like or watch Star 

Trek. It's probably one of the best Science Fiction movies of all time. People will complain that it's 

too violent and dark. But that's a part of life. Anytime you deal with the darkest human emotions of 

hate and revenge; you will have starships being fired at and people dying. To say that in the future 

humans will be 100% peaceful is silly and naive. Themes of life and death are explored very well in 

this movie without getting preachy about it. Shatner and Nimoy are allowed to expand their 

characters and bring more life to them. Shatner turns in his best Trek performance since "The City on 

the Edge of Forever". The special effects are good, but don't overshadow the story like they did in 

the first movie. Instead they service the story, as special effects should. The score is great; probably 

the best of all the Star Trek movies. The uniforms have been toned down and no longer look like 



pajama's from the first movie. I suppose if you really want to sum up this movie, it should be that 

this movie brings out the best from the TOS and makes a wonderful movie experience. Also it shows 

the potential that is in Star Trek that none of the other movies have been able to reach. 
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Star Trek III: The Search For Spock (1984) 
 

Picking up where exactly where Star Trek II left off, the Enterprise 

and crew are returning to port for some essential repairs to their 

ship. When they arrive, they are shocked to discover the 

Enterprise is to be scrapped. When Dr. McCoy starts acting 

strangely, Kirk is forced to steal his old ship back and fly across 

space to a lonely planet to save a friend. With most of the 

Enterprise's battle damage repaired after defeating Khan at 

Genesis, the ship's crew returns home to bad news from Starfleet 

Commander Morrow: the Enterprise is to be decommissioned. 

Even worse, Dr. McCoy begins acting bizarrely. A visit to Kirk from 

Sarek - Spock's father & the Vulcan ambassador - reveals that 

McCoy is carrying Spock's Kattra, or living spirit. Immediately, Kirk 

meets with Admiral Morrow to plead for permission to return to 

Genesis and rescue Spock. When permission is denied, Kirk & his 

crew steal the Enterprise and head for Genesis - by now a 

quarantined planet. Unknown to them, the Klingons, led by the 

psychopathic Commander Kruge, are planning to steal the secrets of Genesis for their own twisted 

purpose. The Enterprise is crippled in a fight with the Klingon ship, and worse, the Klingons murder 

Kirk's son, who was among the science team that rescued Spock. Kirk eliminates the remaining 

Klingons by tricking them aboard the Enterprise and then blowing it up with the auto-destruct, then 

steals the Klingon Bird of Prey and heads for Vulcan for a ceremony to re-fuse Spock's body and 

Kattra. Admiral Kirk's defeat of Khan and the creation of the Genesis planet are empty victories. 

Spock is dead and McCoy is, seemingly inexplicably, being driven insane. Then an unexpected visit 

from Sarek, Spock's father, provides a startling revelation: McCoy is harboring Spock's living essence. 

With one friend alive and one not, but both in pain, Kirk attempts to help his friends by stealing the 

Enterprise and defying Starfleet's Genesis quarantine. But the Klingons have also learned of Genesis 

and race to meet Kirk in a deadly rendezvous. Perhaps it is the inevitable comparison to the previous 

episode, but Star Trek III very much has a feel of being low-rent or second-rate. An excellent 

example of this can be seen whenever Saavik is on the screen. Kirstie Alley may not be the greatest 

actor in the world, but Robin Curtis succeeds in making her look like Anna Paquin or Sigourney 

Weaver by comparison. The strange thing is that Merritt Butrick seems to suffer a decline in 

performance whenever he is in the same frame with her. Let's face it, any dialogue heavy film was 

going to be a letdown after the epic battles in Star Trek II. A very personal battle between two 

enemies that have been festering in one another's minds for years is always going to make a brief 

fight with a crew of Klingons seem pretty restrained by comparison. A lot of the film's plot elements 

also come second-hand from the previous film, so it isn't as if much is done to separate it. The 

spaceship sequences also look far less realistic in this film than is the case in the past two films. It 

seems that Paramount hired another effects house to simulate these moments, and the result is that 

the ships look as if they are under a constant invisible spotlight, rather than the realistic tones that 

were evident in the previous two films. The combat doesn't seem nearly as realistic, either. After the 

massive tradings of torpedoes and phaser energy in the previous film, expecting us to believe the 

Enterprise can be disabled by a single torpedo is a bit much. The dynamic between Kirk, Spock, and 



McCoy was always a big part of what made the original series work, so it's not surprising that an 

entire film be dedicated to restoring this dynamic. To the credit of the screenwriters, it works. The 

fights on the surface of Genesis, and some of the dialogues, give the whole film a connection with 

the audience that later films in the franchise particularly lack. Everyone certainly has a friend that 

they'd do things like this for if they had to, so it's hard not to get behind the Enterprise crew as they 

battle for one of their most prominent members. I would have appreciated more footage to show 

how Uhura arrives on Vulcan, and what the Federation does when they learn that the crew is on 

Vulcan. Still, the film is much more tightly paced than some give it credit for, so we can let that one 

slide. It is, however, interesting to note how little internal security the Starfleet orbital station has. I 

would have thought that the Starfleet version of the drunk tank would have more than just two 

security guards, given the wide variation in alien races that make up the organisation. In all, I gave 

Star Trek III a six out of ten. Most sequels try to be bigger and bolder than the previous episode. Star 

Trek III is an exception, but it certainly is a worthwhile viewing if you like a bit of science fiction. 
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Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home (1986) 
 

To save Earth from a destructive space probe, Kirk and his fugitive 

crew go back in time to 20th century Earth to recover two 

humpback whales, who are the only Earth beings who can 

respond to it. The most acclaimed Star Trek adventure of all time. 

It's the 23rd Century, and a mysterious alien power is threatening 

Earth by evaporating the oceans and destroying the atmosphere. 

In their frantic attempt to save mankind, Kirk and his crew must 

time travel back to 1986 San Francisco where they find a world of 

punk, pizza, and exact-change buses that are as alien to them as 

anything they've ever encountered in the far reaches of the 

galaxy. William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy return as Kirk and Spock, along with the entire Star Trek 

crew. A space probe appears over 23rd century earth, emanating strange sounds towards the planet, 

and apparently waiting for something. As time goes on, the probe starts to cause major storms on 

earth and threaten its destruction. James T. Kirk and crew are called upon once again to save 

mankind. They discover the strange sound is actually the call of the humpback whale - which has 

been hunted to extinction. They have only one choice - to attempt to time travel back into the 20th 

century, locate a whale, and bring it back to 23rd century earth to reply to the probe. The Voyage 

Home is the Star Trek film that had the highest box office gross. It captured the imagination of the 

public who were eager to see Kirk and the crew in present day (1986) San Francisco. Luckily, the film 

was solid in all aspects and was enjoyed by long-time fans of the series as well. Although the 

outcome of the film is never in doubt, it never loses the attention of the viewer and entertains 

throughout. It actually felt fresh and original despite the fact that time travel had been done before 

(in the TV series) and it was the fourth film in the franchise. 
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Star Trek IX: Insurrection (1998) 
 

When an alien race--and forces within Starfleet--attempt to take 

over a planet that has "magical" properties, it falls upon Captain 

Picard and the crew of the Enterprise-E to defend the planet's 

people as well as the very ideals upon which the Federation itself 

was founded. Lt. Cmdr. Data, on a mission to observe the race of 

Ba'ku, suddenly behaves as if having to fear for his existance. The 

peaceful Ba'ku, whose planet offers regenerative radiation and 

therefore incredible lifespans, live in harmony with nature and 

reject any kind of technology. Their planet and their culture is 

studied by the starfleet and the associated Son'a - in secrecy. But 

the So'na, lead by Ru'afo, intend to abduct the Ba'ku in order to 

take the planet for themselves and for the starfleet officials who 

all would like to regenerate their bodies. But they did not think of 

the loyalty of the Enterprise's crew to the Prime Directive. Engage! 

Captain Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart) and his Next Generation crew are back. From the beginning 

of the Federation, the Prime Directive was clear: no Starfleet expedition may interfere with the 

natural development of other civilizations. But now Picard is confronted with orders that undermine 

that decree. If he obeys, 600 peaceful residents of Ba'ku will be forcibly removed from their 

remarkable world, all for the reportedly greater good of millions who will benefit from the Ba'ku's 

Fountain of Youth-like powers. If he disobeys, he will risk his Starship, his career, his life. But for 

Picard, there's really only one choice. He must rebel against Starfleet...and lead the insurrection to 

preserve Paradise. If you are a Star Trek fan (I am) you will not be disappointed by Insurrection. The 

story is good and the acting is up to it's high standards the only let downs are the lack of any real 

great special affects and the lame enemies. I would not say this is as good as first contact but never 

the less well worth watching. 7 out of 10. With 11-year-old Michael Welch. 
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Star Trek V: The Final Frontier (1989) 
 

When the newly-christened starship Enterprise's shakedown 

cruise goes poorly, Captain Kirk and crew put it into Spacedock for 

repairs. But an urgent mission interrupts their Earth-bound shore 

leave. A renegade Vulcan named Sybok has taken several 

ambassadors hostage on the planet Nimbus III, an event which 

also attracts the attention of a Klingon captain who wants to 

make a name for himself. Sybok's rag-tag army captures the 

Enterprise and takes it on a journey to the center of the galaxy in 

search of the Supreme Being. The crew of the Federation starship 

Enterprise is called to Nimbus III, the Planet of Intergalactic Peace. 

They are to negotiate in a case of kidnapping only to find out that the kidnapper is a relative of 

Spock. This man is possessed by his life long search for the planet Shaka-Ri which is supposed to be 

the source of all life. Together they begin to search for this mysterious planet. It's Stardate 8454.130 

and vacationing Captain Kirk faces two challenges: climbing Yosemite's El Capitan and teaching 

campfire songs to Spock. But vacations are cut short when a renegade Vulcan hijacks the Enterprise, 

and pilots it on a journey to uncover the universe's innermost secrets. V has some of the best 

moments in the entire series. The camping scene is both funny, and insightful. I also love the scene 

in the brig. ("I oughtta knock you on your Goddam ass!"..."Want me to hold him, Jim?") The only 

mistake was hiring an effects crew who had never done motion control blue screen model effects 

before. And that was NOT William Shatner's fault. That was Ralph Winter's and Harve Bennet's fault. 

Quit blaming William Shatner. The producers hold the purse strings, and hired idiots. Watch the new 

DVD and you will see model test shots that were not for action blocking, but were the effects team 

actually trying to figure out how to do the effects. Lame. Watch this movie, focus on the characters, 

and ignore the space shots, and it's pretty good. I think since they reworked ST: TMP with new 

effects based on the original story boards, they should have done the same for ST: V for the new 

DVD. That would have fixed the whole movie. Besides all of the exterior ship shots, the scenes I 

would have fixed are as follows: The turboshaft - Change the deck numbers to make sense and erase 

the shadow made by the boom holding them up. All viewscreens - Insert remastered footage 

digitally to replace the poor rear-projection versions. The new Enterprise would have an even clearer 

screen, not a grainy, dim one. The only one that worked was the observation windows as they 

approached the great barrier. The fall scene at the beginning. Inserting the closeup of Kirk and Spock 

ruined the entire scene. (Exactly like the parasailing scene in Die Another Day) Seeing a real 

stuntman is always better than seeing a fake shot of the actor. 
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Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country (1991) 
 

After an explosion on their moon, the Klingons have an estimated 

50 years before their ozone layer is completely depleted, and they 

all die. They have only 1 choice - to join the Federation, which will 

mean an end to 70 years of wars. Admiral James T. Kirk and crew 

are called upon to help in the negotiations because of their 

"experience" of the Klingon race. Peace talks don't quite go to 

plan, and eventually Kirk and McCoy are tried and convicted of 

assassination, and sent to Rura Penthe, a snowy hard-labour 

prison camp. Will they manage to escape? And will there ever be 

peace with the Klingons? The Enterprise leads a battle for peace. 

After years of war, the Federation and Klingon empire prepare for a peace summit. But the prospect 

of intergalactic glasnost with sworn enemies is an alarming one to Captain Kirk. "They're animals!" 

he warns. When a Klingon ship is attacked and the Enterprise is held accountable, the dogs are war 

are unleashed again, as both worlds brace for what may be their final, deadly encounter. It's all for 

one and one for all as the Kirk and the crew of Enterprise-A set course for the stars in their final 

adventure. The Klingon Empire has been one of the Federation's deadliest enemies for nearly a 

century. All of that changes when their key energy production facility, the moon Praxis, explodes, 

damaging the Klingon home world's atmosphere and meaning that all ozone will be depleted in 50 

years. Unable to the cope with this disaster due to their massive military expenditures, the Empire 

seeks peace talks with the Federation in order to receive aid. Kirk however is opposed to the peace 

talks; it has been eight years since his son David was killed at the Genesis planet and he has never 

been able to forgive the Klingons for it. But he is a Starfleet officer and must escort Kronos One, the 

ship carrying Klingon Chancellor Gorkon, to Earth. But while en route, Kronos One is fired upon and 

Gorkon is assassinated. All evidence points to the Enterprise-A as the source of the photon 

torpedoes and Kirk and McCoy as the assassins, who are subsequently arrested, tried, and sentenced 

to life at the gulag Rura Penthe. But Spock is certain that Kirk and the Enterprise-A have been framed 

and with the aid of senior staff as well as help from Sulu, now captain of the Excelsior, set out to 

clear Kirk's name and cement a lasting peace between the United Federation of Planets and the 

Klingon Empire before all is too late. An accident on the Klingon moon Praxis forces the reluctant 

Klingon Empire into a peace treaty with the Federation. Kirk, despite his mistrust of the Klingons 

after they murdered his son at Genesis, is forced to escort a Klingon cruiser carrying the Klingon 

Chancellor to Earth for the meetings. During the voyage the Klingon cruiser is attacked, and Kirk & 

McCoy are taken prisoner after the Chancellor is murdered by two Starfleet crewmen. Spock 

immediately begins an investigation, while Kirk & McCoy are sentenced to life on Rura Penthe - a 

deep-frozen asteroid. Spock, meanwhile, has discovered that a Klingon Bird of Prey - one that can 

fire when cloaked, and under the command of Kingon General Chang - is the ship responsible for 

firing on the Chancellor, and the 2 assassins came from the Enterprise. A rescue of Kirk & McCoy is 

successful, after which they discover a conspiracy among Starfleet, Klingon, and Romulan officials 

whose plan is to incite a full-blown war! The Enterprise & Excelsior - under the command of Hikaru 

Sulu - head for a deadly rendezvous with General Chang at the peace summit to prevent war from 

breaking out...but will they be too late? I think that STVI is the greatest Trek film ever. The reason I 

think it is better then ST: FC is because First Contact was on such a large scale; save all of humanity 



from oblivion. Well, that's nice and all, but STVI was a part of Trek history. Peace with the Klingons, 

who would have guessed it. Peace with the Russians, who would have guessed it. Which brings me 

to my next point, it parallaled current world situations (which is why I bring up the USSR). It's a 

brilliant movie that will last the test of time. 
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Star Trek VII: Generations (1994) 
 

In the late twenty-third century, the gala maiden voyage of the 

third Starship Enterprise (NCC-1701-B) boasts such luminaries as 

Pavel Chekov, Montgomery Scott, and the legendary Captain 

James T. Kirk as guests. But the maiden voyage turns to disaster 

as the unprepared ship is forced to rescue two transport ships 

from a mysterious energy ribbon. The Enterprise manages to save 

a handful of he ships' passengers and barely makes it out 

intact...but at the cost of Captain Kirk's life. Seventy-eight years 

later, Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the Enterprise-D 

find themselves at odds with the renegade scientist Soren...who is 

destroying entire star systems. Only one man can help Picard stop Soren's scheme...and he's been 

dead for seventy-eight years. Stardate: the 23rd Century. Retired Starfleet officers James T. Kirk, 

Montgomery Scott and Pavel Chekov are guests of honor aboard the newly christened Enterprise-B. 

A test run takes an unexpected turn, however, when the starship encounters two vessels trapped 

inside the Nexus, a mysterious energy ribbon. During a perilous rescue attempt, Kirk is swept out 

into space. Seven decades later, Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the Enterprise-D rescue an 

El-Aurian named Soran. Unbeknownst to Picard, Soran harbors a deadly plan that includes the 

destruction of the Enterprise and millions of lives. Now Picard's only hope for the future rests within 

the Nexus... and a legendary captain from the past. Above average Sci-fi action drama movie that 

has a modest production in comparison to the average high qualily fare STAR TREK film. This 7th Star 

Trek movie played more like a special TV episode which although still good, kind of let down a lot of 

high expectations due to a great potential storyline and incredible trailers. The movie was rushed 

and the screenplay/script really took the steam out of the storyline. Also, the special effects were 

very trimmed down. Still, if one is a big Star Trek fan, you will never forget the emotional scenes of 

Captain Kirk (what a guy!) and the great acting of Shatner (not to be outdone by Stewart!) here. Yes, 

this one could have been so much better but I would take a Star Trek movie over the majority of Scifi 

movies out there! For Star Trek fans only. 
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Star Trek VIII: First Contact (1996) 
 

The time is the 24th century and the ship is the newly 

commissioned Enterprise-E. It's captain, Jean-Luc Picard, has been 

ordered not to interfere in a combat between a Borg Cube and 

ships from the Federation. However, seeing the Federation is 

about to lose, Picard ignore his orders and take command of the 

defending fleet. With his knowledge of the weak spot of the Cube, 

they destroy it. However, a small part of it escapes and plot a 

course directly to Earth. The Enterprise chases it and enters a 

time distortion created by the Borg. They end up in the mid 21st 

century, their only chance of stopping the Borg from assimilating 

Earth being to help Zefram Cochrane make his famous first faster than light travel to the stars. The 

Borg have returned, in another attempt to conquer Earth. Disregarding orders, Capt. Picard and the 

new Enterprise-E rush to save the Federation Home World, only to get sucked back in time with the 

Borg as they attempt to interfere with the course of human kind's evolution into a peaceful, unified 

race. If Chocran (Inventor of warp drive) does not make his flight (in the mid 21st century), a routine 

Vulcan mapping mission would not detect the warp signature, and first contact would not be made. 

Borg go back in time to destroy the ship, once an American nuclear missile left over from World War 

3. It is the 24th century, and a collective of part humanoid, part machine beings face the Federation 

in what would be the biggest battle of all time. This collective, called the Borg, lose, and desperately 

attempt to go back in time to April 4th, 2063, to stop Earth's First Contact with an alien species (the 

Vulcans, to be precise). Captain Picard, and the crew of the Enterprise-E (NCC 1701-E) go back in 

time to make sure that Zefram Cochrane makes his warp flight. The Enterprise runs into unexpected 

trouble, however, when they start to assimilate the Enterprise. Star Trek's successor to Gene 

Roddenberry, Rick Berman, never allowed the poor reviews for STAR TREK: GENERATIONS to upset 

him; he had been given an 'obligation' to provide a transition film between the original cast's series, 

and his own 'Next Generation' films, and 'killing' James Kirk freed him to focus on the film he REALLY 

wanted to make, STAR TREK: FIRST CONTACT. And he created a classic, a film that for many fans has 

become the 'definitive' STAR TREK movie. From the opening scenes, which re-introduce the 'Next 

Generation's' greatest villains, the Borg, finally achieving their long-time goal of attacking Earth, and 

literally tearing Starfleet to shreds, as Picard and the Enterprise are ordered to stand down (Picard 

had been 'assimilated' once by the cyborgs, and the success of his 'deprogramming' was in 

question), there was an intensity that 'Trek' films hadn't shown since THE WRATH OF KHAN. When 

Picard decides to disobey orders and go 'in Harm's Way', you nearly want to cheer! Turning the 

battle around, the Enterprise sees victory at hand...until they discover that the 'core' of the Borg 

mother ship has plunged into Earth's atmosphere, and gone back in time. As the crew glimpses a 

'changed' Earth, with humanity totally assimilated by the Borg, they plunge after the mother ship, to 

prevent history from being rewritten. Quite an opening scene! The film breaks into two stories, each 

entertaining. In an era two hundred years earlier, with Earth reeling from internal wars that have 

devastated much of the planet, Picard realizes that the Borg is attempting to prevent warp drive 

creator Dr. Zefram Cochrane from ever completing his prototype spaceship, thus denying the galaxy 

to the human race, and leaving them defenseless against the Borg. As First Officer Riker and most of 

the series' regulars protect the feisty engineer (first introduced in the original 'Trek' TV series by 



hunky Glenn Corbett; in FIRST CONTACT, the role is played by James Cromwell, hawk-nosed, 

antisocial, and hooked on ancient Rock n' Roll music), Data and Picard must deal with the growing 

Borg infiltration and assimilation of the Enterprise, and the imperious Borg Queen (lovely Alice 

Krige), who seduces Data with a chance to become 'human'. Jonathan Frakes proves an excellent 

director, balancing the action, comic, and dramatic elements with sensitivity and skill. While most of 

the series' regulars have little to do (a problem that would never be resolved in the 'Next 

Generation' films), Frakes still manages to give each a bit of on-screen time to at least remind fans 

that they are present, and he even manages to provide a brief but funny cameo by semi-regular fan 

favorite Dwight Schultz, as the terminally shy Lt. Reggie Barclay. FIRST CONTACT has so many 

memorable moments that it is nearly impossible to pick a single favorite one out. Cochrane's use of 

Steppenwolf's 'Magic Carpet Ride' as launch music for his guided missile/spaceship...Alfre Woodard's 

Lily Sloane, hiding in terror from the Borg, but still able to lecture Picard on doing the 'right 

thing'...'Star Trek: Voyager' regular Robert Picardo in a cameo as his medical hologram character, at 

a key moment...Data delivering the famous Borg 'tag line'...the Vulcan science party (led, although 

unmentioned, by Sarek, Spock's father), bemused at meeting the 'new kids on the block' for the first 

time...this movie has it all! There is only one major continuity error; the Borg, as cyborgs, depend on 

their human 'host' bodies to survive (a key factor in the film's climax), yet in one whole sequence 

they operate in the vacuum of space WITHOUT spacesuits! I cringe each time I see the scene, but I 

STILL love the movie! One other key element of the film cannot be praised enough; Jerry Goldsmith's 

score is one of his finest, combining the best elements of the STAR TREK: THE MOTION PICTURE 

theme with a sweeping inspirational hymn for Cochrane, and eerie, discordant music for the Borg. 

The score is so profoundly moving that it could stand alone, as a symphonic work. Sadly, Berman and 

company never achieved the same heights with either of the subsequent 'Trek' films, but at least we 

have FIRST CONTACT, to show that a 'Next Generation' feature could be done 'right'. 
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Star Trek X: Nemesis (2002) 
 

On their way to Riker's and Troi's honeymoon, the Enterprise is 

sent near the neutral zone to Romulan space, and picks up a 

prototypic twin of android Data. Immediately they are further sent 

to Romulus, where a new praetor, Shinzon, a human cloned from 

Captain Picard who lives on the slave planet Remus, appears to 

want peace with the Federation. But then the crew detects a 

break-in on their computer systems, and Picard is captured by the 

Remans because Shinzon needs him as his only matching supplier 

of genetic material. Picard and the Enterprise can escape, only to 

find themselves battling Shinzon's completely cloaked Warbird, 

who is after the complete destruction of earth. This was a very 

different Star Trek film mainly due to its dark tone. Despite 

mainstream belief, I think 'Insurrection' was a beautifully written 

film and despite the simple story, it worked nicely as the 

characters were having fun. This film is very serious and although I don't like action films, this movie 

was pretty intense thanks to its villain. The characters aren't having fun at all which I think detaches 

the audiences a little cause it's not a fun adventure. The stakes in this film are more personal to the 

characters so there's no time for the regular jokes once the story kicks in as there's too much at 

stake. That aside, this film is handsomely produced with a great production design and has some 

exciting conflict between Picard (Patrick Stewart) and his nemesis, Shinzon (Tom Hardy). The face off 

between the two characters in the final 30 minutes is very exciting. The performances where all 

brilliant in the film and I hope to see the full version of the film on DVD as I think the mind rape 

suffered by Troi (Marina Sirtis) could have been further explored. Why this film failed at the box-

office was the timing. You don't release a Star Trek film 5 days before Lord of the Rings. L.O.T.R. is 

more popular than Star Trek right now but this film could have re-ignited the franchise if people 

went and saw it. Delaying its release in Australia was a good idea as this has given it a no. 1 spot on 

opening weekend which it deserves despite an almost non-existent marketing campaign here. It 

wasn't a bad film by any means and I think the critics didn't like it because it was so dark and that 

there's little sense of fun. I think 'Nemesis' is a very worthy chapter in the Star Trek franchise. It took 

a while to reach Australian audiences but most of us believe it was well worth the wait. 8 out of 10. 
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Star Trek XI: The Future Begins (2009) 
 

On the day of James Kirk's birth, his father dies on his ship in a last 

stand against a mysterious alien vessel. He was looking for 

Ambassador Spock, who is a child on Vulcan at that time, 

disdained by his neighbors for his half-human nature. Twenty 

years later, Kirk has grown into a young troublemaker inspired by 

Capt. Christopher Pike to fulfill his potential in Starfleet even as he 

annoys his instructors like young Lt. Spock. Suddenly, there is an 

emergency at Vulcan and the newly commissioned USS Enterprise 

is crewed with promising cadets like Nyota Uhura, Hikaru Sulu, 

Pavel Chekov and even Kirk himself thanks to Leonard McCoy's 

medical trickery. Together, this crew will have an adventure in the 

final frontier where the old legend is altered forever even as the 

new version of it is just beginning. When the Romulan mining ship 

Narada attacks the Federation starship US Kelvin, Captain George 

Kirk substitutes his captain, who is going to meet the Romulan Captain Nero in his vessel to 

negotiate a cease fire, in the command of the US Kelvin. He orders the evacuation of the damaged 

starship, including his wife that is in labor; while she delivers their son James Tiberus Kirk in the 

hospital shuttle-craft, George Kirk crashes the US Kelvin against the Narada. The reckless and 

troublemaker Kirk grows up and when he meets Capt. Christopher Pike in a bar fight, he is invited to 

join the Starfleet. Meanwhile in Vulcan, the outcast Spock grows-up discriminated by his half-human 

condition. They meet each other in the Starfleet Academy, where Spock accuses Kirk of lack of 

ethics, cheating a test of command. The trial is suspended with the information that Vulcan is under 

attack and the Federation starships head to Vulcan, including the recently commissioned USS 

Enterprise. Kirk, who is a stowaway, foresees an alien attack and advises Captain Spike; however, the 

Enterprise is damaged and when Captain Spike travels to meet Captain Nero, Spock assumes the 

bridge and has a serious friction with Kirk after the destruction of Vulcan. Kirk is accused of mutiny 

and stranded in the desert planet Delta Vega. Out of the blue, he is saved from an attack of an alien 

animal by an old Spock that explains to him that Captain Nero blames him and the Federation for the 

destruction of his home planet Romulus by a supernova. Spock explains that he had failed with the 

creation of a black hole with red matter to consume the supernova and Nero is seeking revenge. 

Now Kirk has to find a way to save Earth, the next destination of Narada. So I managed to go to the 

world premiere at the Sydney opera house last night. While I will not ruin the film before its release 

by delivering a shot by shot review here I will say that JJ Abrams is quite possibly the smartest film 

maker on the planet. Managing to poke fun at some of the sillier aspects of the original 

series/movies while still being completely respectful, action scenes that easily rival anything in 

Transformers, and space battles that are breathtaking. Now let me just say that while I do consider 

myself a big fan of Trek in all its forms, I don't have a uniform hanging in my wardrobe and I can't 

speak Klingon, but having said that I will say the movie is F###ING AMAZING...!!! Honestly, incredible 

film, do yourself a favour and see it as soon as it comes out. With 13-year-old Jimmy Bennett as 

Young James T. Kirk and 15-year-old Spencer Daniels as Johnny. 
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Star Trek: Deep Space Nine (1998-9) 
 

The stable wormhole discovered by the Deep Space Nine crew is 

known to the Bajoran people as the Celestial Temple of their 

Prophets. Sisko, as discoverer of the wormhole and its inhabitants, 

is therefore the Emissary of Bajoran prophesy. The wormhole's 

other end is in the Gamma Quadrant, halfway around the galaxy 

from Bajor. That section of space is dominated by the malevolent 

Dominion. The Dominion is led by the Changelings, the race of 

shapeshifters to which Odo belongs. As of the beginning of the 

sixth season, Cardassia has joined the Dominion, and together 

they are waging war on the Federation and their Klingon allies. 

The war is quickly becoming the most costly war ever for the 

Federation, and the Deep Space Nine crew must fight to protect 

their way of life. 

 

Series 7 (25 Episodes) (1998-9) 
 

Episode 01: Image in the Sand; Having returned to Earth a couple of months ago, Sisko waits for the 

Prophets to instruct him on what to do next. When he receives one, he begins searching for the 

woman behind the face in the sand in his vision. Meanwhile, back on DS9, Kira deals with a 

promotion and handling the decisions surrounding her command, and finding herself wishing for the 

return of Sisko. And Worf deals with the loss of his wife, Jadzia Dax. 

Episode 02: Shadows and Symbols; Ezri joins Sisko and his family on his quest for the Orb of the 

Emissary. Colonel Kira mounts a blockade around a Bajoran moon where the Romulan alliance has 

deposited an ammunitions dump, claiming it in the name of defense for a Romulan hospital. And 

Quark joins the rest of the DS9 crew as they join Worf aboard a Klingon warship as they mount a 

dangerous mission in Jadzia Dax's name in an effort to get her spirit into Stovokohr, the Klingon 

equivalent of Heaven. 

Episode 03: Afterimage; Sisko tries to convince Ezri to stay in Starfleet and serve aboard DS9, as Ezri 

tries to get to know Jadzia's friends aboard the station, especially Worf. Meanwhile, Garak tries to 

deal with a severe bout of claustrophobia. 

Episode 04: Take Me Out to the Holosuite; A Vulcan captain challenges Sisko to a game of baseball. 

Episode 05: Chrysalis; Dr. Bashir attempts to bring one of his genetically engineered friends out of 

the catatonic state she is in, and when he is successful, he begins to fall for her. 

Episode 06: Treachery, Faith, and the Great River; A Vorta offers Odo valuable information on the 

Dominion in exchange for asylum. Meanwhile, Nog tries his Ferengi knowledge as he wheels and 

deals for a valuable piece of equipment for Chief O'Brien. 



Episode 07: Once More Unto the Breach; An aged Kor requests an opportunity to die with honor as a 

warrior. 

Episode 08: The Siege of AR-558; Capt. Sisko and his away team volunteer to stay with a besieged 

unit at an isolate outpost. 

Episode 09: Covenant; Kira is kidnapped and taken to Empok Nor by a member of a Pah'Wraith cult 

and discovers the group leader is Gul Dukat. 

Episode 10: It's Only a Paper Moon; Severely depressed at his serious war wound, Nog retreats into 

Vic Fontaine's holosuite program while the singer tries to help him. 

Episode 11: Prodigal Daughter; Ezri travels to her family home in search of Chief O'Brien who has 

discovered a murdered woman connected with the family and the Orion Syndicate. 

Episode 12: The Emperor's New Cloak; Quark and Nog have to rescue Grand Nagus Zek who is being 

held captive in the Alternate Universe. 

Episode 13: Field of Fire; Find an apparently untraceable murderer, Ezri Dax reluctantly calls up the 

residual consciousness remnant of her symbiont's past hidden psychopathic murderer host, Joran. 

Episode 14: Chimera; After searching out and finding Odo, another changeling asks him to leave DS9 

with him, even though the rest of the crew aren't convinced the new changeling is not part of the 

Founders. 

Episode 15: Badda-Bing, Badda-Bang; When a programming glitch won't go away, mobsters take 

over Vic's and open for business, but the DS9 gang takes it personal when their favorite hangout is 

no longer their favorite, and they plan to get the new management ousted. 

Episode 16: Inter Arma Enim Silent Leges; While making plans to attend a medical conference on the 

Romulan home world, Dr. Bashir is contacted by Sloane of Section 31 and recruited to determine the 

health of a high-ranking Romulan official. Things turn more desperate, though, when the ranking 

Starfleet admiral traveling with him, who knows about Section 31's interest in the conference turns 

up dead after Dr. Bashir finds out that Sloane is traveling with the group, as well. 

Episode 17: Penumbra; When the ship Worf was serving on is attacked in battle and all search efforts 

are abandoned, Ezri takes a runabout in search of him against Sisko's orders. Meanwhile, Sisko 

proposes to Cassidy Yates. 

Episode 18: 'Til Death Do Us Part; The Prophets have told Sisko that they do not agree with his 

impending marriage. Ezri and Worf are captured by Dominion forces. Some of the Cardassians are 

beginning to regret their alliance with the Dominion, as Gul Dukat, disguised as a Bajoran, sets foot 

on DS9. 

Episode 19: Strange Bedfellows; Kai Winn gets unknowingly involved with Gul Dukat, disguised as a 

Bajoran. Tensions further escalate between Weyoun and Gul Damar as the Dominion gather to sign 

a peace treaty with the Breen, including certain concessions of unknown territories by the 

Cardassians, as Ezri and Worf try to escape the Cardassian home world. 



Episode 20: The Changing Face of Evil; After the Breen attack Earth, mixed emotions abound on DS9. 

Having revealed her secret regarding the Prophets to Dukat, Kai Winn turns her back on them, only 

to be convinced by Dukat to embrace the Pa Raith. And on the home world of Cardassia, Gul Damar 

mounts a resistance to the Dominion. 

Episode 21: When It Rains...; Kira gets sent behind Cardassian lines in an effort to train them in 

resistance fighting. When Dr. Bashir learns of the deadly disease that Odo is infected with, he gets 

met with barriers when trying to obtain his medical records from Starfleet. And Martok gets 

blindsided by Gowron when he arrives on DS9, announcing that he has assumed command of the 

Klingon fleet. 

Episode 22: Tacking Into the Wind; Odo is affected by the disease threatening to eliminate his race 

more than he lets on to, while Kira has to deal with the Cardassian's dislike of her. Even though 

General Martok sees Chancellor Gowron's move as part of a political vendetta, he does nothing 

about it. 

Episode 23: Extreme Measures; Dr. Bashir and Chief O'Brien go to some pretty extreme measures to 

try and track down a cure for Odo. 

Episode 24: The Dogs of War; Odo begins recovery from the deadly disease as Dr. Bashir informs him 

of Section 31's intentions of wiping out his race. A resistance mission goes bad for Kira and Garak 

and they end up hiding in the basement of the house that Garak grew up in, as they learned that Gul 

Damar becomes a casualty of war, who is also hiding with them. And the Grand Nagus chooses 

Quark as his successor upon his impending retirement to Reysa. 

Episode 25: What You Leave Behind; Sisko leads, what he hopes will be, a final all-out assault on 

Cardassia Prime, as Kira and Garak mount a suicide assault on the Cardassian headquarters, 

occupied by the Dominion, who kill innocent women and children village by village in retaliation for 

Resistance attacks. 
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Star Trek: Of Gods And Men (2007) 
 

The year is 2306... Twelve years have passed since Captain James 

Kirk was swept away by the Nexus while saving the crew of the 

Enterprise-B. Sadly, one year later, Commander Montgomery 

Scott was reported missing along with the passengers and crew of 

the USS Jenolen, and to this day has not been found. The 

remaining crewmembers of the USS Enterprise have gone their 

separate ways. Captain Spock and Doctor McCoy have spent the 

last several years on Khitomer, continuing their work to establish 

peace between the Federation and the Klingon Empire, though it 

is wondered if they will ever establish peace between themselves. 

Captain Hikaru Sulu and his Excelsior crew are on an extended 

mission beyond the outer reaches of the Alpha Quadrant. Captain 

Pavel Chekov, although serving a high post in Starfleet Security, 

feels his career has stalled, leaving him to thoughts of retirement. 

Captain Nyota Uhura has been serving as Director of Starfleet 

Linguistics, a post she finds extremely interesting, though she feels there may be something missing 

in her life. Now, forty years after their first mission, Chekov and Uhura, along with John Harriman, 

former Captain of the Enterprise-B, come together for the dedication of a very special ship. 

However, their reunion is cut short when they receive a distress call from an all-too-familiar planet, 

where they meet up with an almost-forgotten face, and in an instant something happens that 

presses the three friends to embark on a mission that will forever change their lives. Very good idea 

and it does move along but at a lesser pace than I would like. The direction shows the smaller budget 

as does the special effects. But it begs to be asked why it took so long and why did Tim Russ let the 

actors be so boring for the most part. But again great concept and just a tad shy of what it could be 

in this reunion made for video. definitely a Trekky flick But with a huge Star Wars influence. The 

special effects takes me back to the first trek movie but without the gloss. Again it shows the low 

budget. But the rawness does capture the feel. Seeing the actor who played Jake Sisko was nice. As 

another put it where is Sulu? it would have been nice to see him there. I look forward to seeing the 

next part and how they can repair the time space continuim that gets destroyed at the beginning. 
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Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace (1999) 
 

This First Episode follows the young years of Anakin Skywalker 

(10-year-old Jake Lloyd). The friendship of Obi-wan Kenobi, Yoda 

and Qui-Gon Jinn are also central aspects. And the beginning of 

the rise to power of Senator Palpatine to Emperor. Two Jedi 

knights, Qui-Gon Jinn and a young Obi-Wan Kenobi, along with a 

Naboo outcast, named Jar-Jar Binks, must help Queen Padmé 

save her world from greedy trade executives, and along the way, 

they discover a young boy, named Anakin Skywalker, who has the 

potential to be a powerful Jedi himself. When the evil Trade 

Federation plots to take over the peaceful planet of Naboo, Jedi 

warrior Qui-Gon Jinn and his apprentice Obi-Wan Kenobi embark 

on an amazing adventure to save the planet. With them on their 

journey is the young queen Amidala, Gungan outcast JarJar Binks, 

and the powerful Captain Panaka, who will all travel to the 

faraway planets of Tatooine and Coruscant in a futile attempt to save their world from Darth Sidious, 

leader of the Trade Federation, and Darth Maul, the strongest Dark Lord of the Sith to ever wield a 

lightsaber. As imminent conflict brews between the powerful Trade Federation and the peaceful 

planet of Naboo, Jedi Master Qui-Gon Jinn and his apprentice Obi-Wan Kenobi travel to Naboo to 

warn the Queen of the galactic fallout which is to follow. Eventually, Naboo is invaded forcing the 

Jedis to evacuate the planet with the Queen and her court. They travel to the desert planet of 

Tatooine where they meet a slave boy called Anakin Skywalker who is evidently one with the Force. 

They enlist his help in fighting the war, while the Jedis confront one of the Dark Jedis behind the 

invasion, Darth Maul, while his master Darth Sidious continues to lead the invasion as a "phantom" 

behind the scenes. It is a distant galaxy eons before the gestation of the planet Earth. Advancements 

in technology and science have allowed the evolution of millions of worlds that are otherwise in 

many respects still primitive. These worlds are somewhat loosely allied into an intergalactic 

Republic, whose capital world is the planet Coruscant, a planetary city. Upholding order for the 

Republic are the Jedi, an order of warriors endowed with near-super power derived from self-

generated fields of energy known collectively as The Force. Within the Republic, dissident worlds 

have banded into an alliance known as the Trade Federation, and the Trade Federation is locked in a 

dispute with the peaceful world of Naboo. Two Jedi knights, Qui-Gon Jinn and his youthful 

apprentice, Obi-Wan Kenobi, have been sent to Naboo to help mediate an end to the dispute, but 

Nute Gunray, an alien viceroy, orders them to be killed, and the two Jedi discover upon their escape 

that the Trade Federation will launch an invasion of Naboo. With the help of a well-meaning but 

hopelessly subliterate alien native of Naboo, Qui-Gon and Obi-Wan land on Naboo to rescue her 

ruler, Queen Amidala, a ruler whose rule is a mixture of monarchy and republican democracy. 

Escaping Naboo, they are attacked by a Federation base star and are forced to land on the distant 

planet Tatooine, where in seeking parts to complete their journey to Coruscant they encounter a 

young boy, Annikan Skywalker, a slave who possesses a gift for the savagely dangerous sport of 

podracing - a gift that Qui-Gon deduces is part of a genetic makeup perfect for the Jedi Order. 

Annikan eventually joins with Qui-Gon and Obi-Wan, and in the process attracts the attention of one 

of Queen Amidala's handmaidens with a dramatic secret, and all reach Coruscant, but endless and 



pointless debate within the Republic's Senate leave them no choice but to strike out on their own to 

liberate Naboo, a task made all the more difficult because a traitor within Coruscant has at his 

command a dissident Jedi warrior who seeks the death of Qui-Gon and Obi-Wan. It is a distant 

galaxy eons before the creation of Earth. Societies have evolved among millions of worlds united in a 

Republic whose capital world is the supercity of Coruscant. Serving as the guardians of order from 

Coruscant are the Jedi, an order of warriors endowed with super power via self-generated energy 

fields known as The Force, whose weapons of choice are lightsabers. Within the Galactic Republic 

exists a collection of imperial-minded worlds united in the euphemistically named Trade Federation, 

which is engaged in a dispute with the peaceful world of Naboo. Two Jedi, Qui-Gon Jinn and young 

apprentice Obi-Wan Kenobi, are sent by Coruscant to Naboo to mediate the Trade Federation's 

dispute, but when they arrive aboard a Trade Federation base star, they quickly find the trade 

dispute is merely cover for armed invasion of Naboo. Despite an attempt on their lives, Qui-Gon and 

Kenobi escape to Naboo, where with the help of a well-meaning but hopelessly inept alien native 

(one of several races existing on the multicultural planet) they find and rescue the planet's ruling 

elected Queen, Amidala, a ruler of a political system fusing monarchy with democratic 

republicanism. They run the Trade Federation's blockade but their starship is damaged and must 

land on the desert world of Tatooine, where in seeking out parts to repair their ship they encounter 

a young slave boy, Annikan Skywalker, whom Qui-Gon learns possesses the perfect metaphysical 

structure for becoming a Jedi. However, all are being pursued by an evil Jedi, Darth Maul, who serves 

a Jedi lord who seeks to overthrow the Jedi order, leading to a brief saber encounter between Qui-

Gon and Darth Maul as the Queen's starship is repaired. Qui-Gon, Kenobi, Annikan, and Amidala 

(who becomes close to the boy despite the nearly fifteen year age difference between the two) 

escape and return to Coruscant, but mindless debate with the Republic's senate forces them to 

strike out on their own back to Naboo, to try and find allies who will help them liberate the planet - 

and defeat Darth Maul. Badly criticized by critics who love to overintellectualize a film - you might 

find this worth watching if you already are a Star Wars fan. People say GL was saving the best for 

later (later prequel episodes) and its true that there are some juvenile sequences in the movie. But 

the backstory of Sidious pulling the strings to push the current Supreme Chancellor out of the 

picture as a devious prelude to his future schemes is what MAKES this movie. Only Star Wars fans 

can think something of this - even if you're not so keen. the story is THERE. The pacing is bad, but 

there are moments in this film that prove to be pure eye candy. The end duel with Darth Maul vs. 

Obi Wan and Qui Gon Jinn is one of the best fight scenes ever put on film despite this movie's 

imperfections. I rate this film an 8 out of 10. I certainly wish that this review is justified. Anyways, 

this could be a see and see again amongst Star Wars fans --- with fastforwards that is. (What I said 

about the pacing). 
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Star Wars: Episode II - Attack Of The Clones (2002) 
 

Ten years after the 'Phantom Menace' threatened the planet 

Naboo, Padmé Amidala is now a Senator representing her 

homeworld. A faction of political separatists, led by Count Dooku, 

attempts to assassinate her. There aren't enough Jedi to defend 

the Republic against the threat, so Chancellor Palpatine enlists the 

aid of Jango Fett, who promises that his army of clones will 

handle the situation. Meanwhile, Obi-Wan Kenobi continues to 

train the young Jedi Anakin Skywalker, who fears that the Jedi 

code will forbid his growing romance with Amidala. Jedi Knights 

Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker discover there is more 

than meets the eye behind an assassination attempt on Naboo 

Senator Padmé Amidala's life. Meanwhile, a Sith Lord 

orchestrates events between the forces of good and evil, all the 

while waiting to play the final move that will ensure him control 

of the galaxy. Set 10 years after the events in "The Phantom Menace". After an assassination 

attempt on the life of Senator Padme Amidala (Natalie Portman), Jedi Obi-Wan Kenobi (Ewan 

McGregor) and his Padawan learner Anakin Skywalker (Hayden Christensen) are sent to investigate. 

After tracking down the assassin, she is killed before any information can be driven out of her. The 

two Jedi are then sent on two different missions, Anakin is sent to Naboo with Padme and Obi-Wan 

is sent to the planet of Kamino where he will investigate the assassination attempts. Little does he 

know, he is investigating some of the biggest events of the Star Wars saga, as he finds out that there 

is a connection between the assassination attempts and a separtists movement led by a former Jedi 

(Christopher Lee) against the Republic. The Galactic Republic finds itself at the brink of a civil war. As 

now-Senator Padmé Amidala returns to Coruscant to vote on an important Senatorial matter, an 

assassination attempt on her life prompts the Jedi Council to send Jedi Knight Obi-Wan Kenobi and 

his Padawan Anakin Skywalker to protect her and find out who the assassin is. As this is happening, a 

rogue Jedi named Count Dooku leads separatists on Geonosis to rebel against the Senate. Supreme 

Chancellor Palpatine moves for a vote for a Republic Army to protect the Republic, as there has not 

been a full-scale war since the formation of the Republic. As Obi-Wan's investigations lead him to 

Kamino, he finds a massive clone army being produced, with a bounty hunter - the last of the 

Mandalorians - named Jango Fett as the master clone. As he chases the elusive bounty hunter, Jango 

(and his cloned son Boba) leads Obi Wan to Geonosis, where he meets Count Dooku and finds a 

startling revelation about the former Jedi. As Anakin is left behind to protect Padmé, his feelings for 

her grow into something more than friendship. From Naboo to Tatooine, it grows into love for her. 

But when a tragedy strikes Anakin's life, he begins slipping away from the Light Side of the Force, 

and perhaps from the Force itself. If you listen to some fans of the original Star Wars trilogy, the new 

one is crap. This is, I've found out, true only with the Phantom Menace, which was very poorly 

directed and edited piece of film. Attack of the Clones in the other hand is in comparison a superior 

achievement from PM. But it does contain couple of unnecessary segments, which drag the speed of 

the film down. And some of the acting is, even in the standard of the Star Wars, pretty horrible. But 

happily all those under achievers are not in any important roles and seasoned actors like Christopher 

Lee (Count Dooku) do deliver what you expect of them. others deserving nomination here are 



Samuel L. Jackson as Mace Windu and Ian McDiarmid as Palpatine. So, the plot. Obi Wan Kenobi 

(Ewan McGregor), and Anakin Skywalker (Hayden Christensen) are told to watch over senator 

Padame (Natalie Portman) because of assassination attempts towards her life. This soon leads in Obi 

in discovery of secretly manufactured clone army. Who is behind all this? Will Padame and Anakin 

fall in love? When does Anakin fall in to the dark side? Will he become a Jedi before all this? Some of 

these questions are partly answered in AOTC, but some are left waiting for the third installment of 

the new trilogy. But as said, this is much better film than Phantom Menace. It's not best film in the 

Star Wars saga, but in my opinion it does deliver. It's mostly fun to watch, action sequences are 

good, special effects are even better and despise some bad acting and some pretty horrible dialogs, 

it wasn't pain in the back side to watch. So, my advise: don't listen to roaring Star Wars fans who 

claim this movie to be one of the worst things ever and don't listen to those, who claim this one to 

be best thing since sliced bread. Attack of the Clones is above average, but not the greatest thing 

ever either. 
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Star Wars: Episode III - Revenge Of The Sith (2005) 
 

A maturing Anakin Skywalker goes to the dark side of The Force 

and becomes Sith Lord Darth Vader. We experience the 

transformation in a dark, scary yet thrilling climax. The story here 

logically sets up the events of Episode IV, the original 1977 Star 

Wars movie in which Darth Vader goes to war against his own 

children, Luke and Leia. The clone wars is near an end, Obi-wan 

and Anakin have been called to Coruscant which has been 

invaded by General Grievous and has abducted the Chancellor. As 

General Grievous tries to escape, Obi-wan and Anakin attempt to 

board Grievous' ship to rescue the Chancellor. If they fail then it 

could mean an end to the republic. Anakin's wife Padme is 

pregnant, but he is having visions of her dying in childbirth. 

Meanwhile a Sith lord is manipulating the Council, Obi-Wan is 

chasing the robotic separatist leader General Grievous, and Yoda 

helps the Wookies defend themselves against the droid armies on Kaschyyyk. Will Obi-Wan succeed, 

will Padme survive, and most importantly: how does Anakin become Darth Vader? It is 3 years after 

the Battle of Geonosis... Politican Chancellor Palpatine has been kidnapped by General Grevious, the 

evil commander of the Droid Army and renegade Jedi Count Dooku. Jedi Knight Obi-Wan Kenobi and 

his apprentice Anakin Skywalker comes to the rescue and Anakin kills Count Dooku and frees 

Chancellor Palpatine, but General Grevious escapes. On Coruscant, Anakin learns his secret wife, 

Padme Amidala is pregnant and Anakin begins having horrible nightmares of Padme dying giving 

birth. The Jedi council assigns Anakin to spy on Chancellor Palpatine, as Anakin is forming a close 

friendship with the politician. As Obi-Wan and a platoon of clone troopers are sent to the planet 

Utapau to destroy General Grevious and put a end to the war. Anakin learns Chancellor Palpatine is 

the mysterious Sith Lord Darth Sidious and is the mastermind behind the war, and he converts 

Anakin to the Dark Side and Anakin becomes the evil Sith Lord known as Darth Vader, believing the 

powers of the Dark Side will save Padme from death. With Anakin turned to the Dark Side, could this 

mean the fall of the Republic and the end of the Jedi Order? My thoughts on Revenge of The Sith. 

Although miles better than the previous two, when held up against the original trilogy it still left me 

feeling under whelmed. Whether that it symptomatic of today's era when big budget spectacles are 

two-a-penny I'm not sure. I'll start with the opening space battle in the film. Nobody can say it 

wasn't visually effective. You jump straight in to the midst of a battle. Starfighters zig zagging across 

every corner of the screen, explosions left right and centre, Laser fire criss crossing the cold vacuum 

of space, Obi-Wan and Anakin in a frenzied dogfight with the droid attack fleet. Probably millions 

spent on the scene and endless manpower dedicated to its completion. Visually stunning yet 

souless. Give me the sequence in ROTJ anyday, when in the cold stillness of space the rebel fleet 

come out of Hyperspace, ready to mount an attack on the Deathstar. The Imperial fleet hangs back 

in the distance and you know you are in for the mother of all space battles. You can't buy that sort of 

anticipation, that sort of "Oh My God, I can't wait for what's gonna happen next" feeling. This is 

what Star Wars is about A grand spectacle with feeling, not just a grand spectacle. Then we have 

how easy some of the main protagonists go down. Count Dooku goes from a Sith lord capable of 

fending off Obi-wan and Anakin in AOTC to someone is easily taken down by Anakin with the 



shimmy of a lightsabre. I don't see how his skills and powers have improved so much from the 

second movie but we are told by Anakin that they have and we should just accept it. In the return 

fight between Luke and Vader in ROTJ. You sense Luke is empowered by the knowledge he has of 

Vader and a momentary lapse into anger by Luke allows him to bear down on Vader and bring him 

to the ground. A believable turnaround of events considering what has gone on before. Not so in the 

rematch between Anakin and Dooku. Considering Dooku manages to immobilise Obi-wan quite 

easily once again and fought Yoda to an arguable draw in AOTC's, the swiftness by which Anakin 

dispatches Dooku is a bit stretched. Then we have the romance. Portman is a great actress, you'll get 

no arguments from me. Apparently the rumour is Hayden can act as well judging by the reviews he 

had for Shattered Glass. Why is it then that when they share lines and romantic scenes together they 

can't muster an iota of the chemistry that Han an Leia had in the original trilogy. Anakin comes 

across as a simplistic figure, with simple lines. I believe the problem is Hayden always over 

compensates when he reads out his lines. Understandably he's trying to think how Lucas would want 

them to be delivered. Is he thinking, "How does saying I love you Padme in the Star Wars universe 

where there is a galactic war going, differ from saying I love you in the real world". What should I 

enunciate, what depth of feeling should I squeeze from my character, a tragic hero figure destined 

for a fall from grace. My feeling is that he shouldn't. Yes Star Wars is set in a galaxy far far away but I 

love you is still I love you no matter what context you put it in. That's why when the inevitable 

romantic scenes come along they still leave you feeling flatter than a pancake run over by a 

bulldozer. Harrison Ford and Carrie Fisher to me gave a very adult take on the relationship between 

Han and Leia. It was basically scoundrel meets women way out of his league and lets forget the hell 

out of all this sci-fi stuff and just act how we feel it should be. Result - classic scenes to watch again 

and again. Lucas unfortunately hasn't remembered this lesson in time for the final film. The events 

that lead Anakin's turn to the darkside are also difficult to accept. Yes we know his transformation 

must be complete by the end of the movie less we find ourselves potentially forking out for the 

"Fourth in the Trilogy © Orange Cinema ad". But the excuse of needing knowledge to save his wife 

and keeping alive the only person who has this knowledge is the premise for an alarmingly rapid 

descent into the dark side. Sure he murders the Tusken Raiders in AOTC's without a second thought 

but that was shortly after his beaten mother died in his arms. After lopping Mace Windu's hand off 

and allowing the Emporer to lighting blast the bad-ass Jedi into the Corsucant night sky, there is not 

a hint of remorse by Anakin. A rapid betrayal of the Jedi, the murder of the Jedi children quickly 

follows, yet hours before he's still Anakin the Jedi. Sure a little confused, hugely frustrated but not a 

child-killer. Much more believable would be something like the murder of Padme in front of his very 

eyes and the Jedi complicity in this which might enable Anakin to turn against everything he believed 

in so quickly. Yet it is only the hint of great power he might be able to achieve under Palpatine 

tutelage that triggers Anakin to turn against everyone he loves, in an instant. Oh and the final fight 

scene, Apparently doesn't matter if you are the chosen one. It's all about height. If you have the 

"Higher Ground" then the fight's yours. Someone should try telling that to the two pieces of Darth 

Maul laying at the bottom of a power shaft somewhere. So to sum up George - thank for the 

memories. It wasn't quite a home run but you sure came damn close and 'A' for effort. I think that 

other trilogy with the guys with the funny feet kinda of stole your thunder though. 
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Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope (1977) 
 

Part IV in a George Lucas epic, Star Wars: A New Hope opens with 

a rebel ship being boarded by the tyrannical Darth Vader. The plot 

then follows the life of a simple farmboy, Luke Skywalker, as he 

and his newly met allies (Han Solo, Chewbacca, Ben Kenobi, C-

3PO, R2-D2) attempt to rescue a rebel leader, Princess Leia, from 

the clutches of the Empire. The conclusion is culminated as the 

Rebels, including Skywalker and flying ace Wedge Antilles make 

an attack on the Empires most powerful and ominous weapon, 

the Death Star. In a galaxy far, far away, a psychopathic emperor 

and his most trusted servant - a former Jedi Knight known as 

Darth Vader - are ruling a universe with fear. They have built a 

horrifying weapon known as the Death Star, a giant battle station 

capable of annihilating a world in less than a second. When the 

Death Star's master plans are captured by the fledgling Rebel 

Alliance, Vader starts a pursuit of the ship carrying them. A young dissident Senator, Leia Organa, is 

aboard the ship & puts the plans into a maintenance robot named R2-D2. Although she is captured, 

the Death Star plans cannot be found, as R2 & his companion, a tall robot named C-3PO, have 

escaped to the desert world of Tatooine below. Through a series of mishaps, the robots end up in 

the hands of a farm boy named Luke Skywalker, who lives with his Uncle Owen & Aunt Beru. Owen 

& Beru are viciously murdered by the Empire's stormtroopers who are trying to recover the plans, 

and Luke & the robots meet with former Jedi Knight Obi-Wan Kenobi to try to return the plans to 

Leia Organa's home, Alderaan. After contracting a pilot named Han Solo & his Wookiee companion 

Chewbacca, they escape an Imperial blockade. But when they reach Alderaan's coordinates, they 

find it destroyed - by the Death Star. They soon find themselves caught in a tractor beam & pulled 

into the Death Star. Although they rescue Leia Organa from the Death Star after a series of narrow 

escapes, Kenobi becomes one with the Force after being killed by his former pupil - Darth Vader. 

They reach the Alliance's base on Yavin's fourth moon, but the Imperials are in hot pursuit with the 

Death Star, and plan to annihilate the Rebel base. The Rebels must quickly find a way to eliminate 

the Death Star before it destroys them as it did Alderaan. Luke Skywalker stays with his foster aunt 

and uncle on a farm on Tatooine. He is desperate to get off this planet and get to the Academy like 

his friends, but his uncle needs him for the next harvest. Meanwhile, an evil emperor has taken over 

the galaxy, and has constructed a formidable "Death Star" capable of destroying whole planets. 

Princess Leia, a leader in the resistance movement, acquires plans of the Death Star, places them in 

R2D2, a droid, and sends him off to find Obi-Wan Kenobi. Before he finds him, R2D2 ends up on 

Skywalkers' farm with his friend C3PO. R2 then wanders into the desert, and when Luke follows, they 

eventually come across Obi-Wan. Will Luke, Obi-Wan, and the two droids be able to destroy the 

Death Star, or will the Emperor rule forever? Princess Leia is held hostage by the evil Imperial forces 

in their effort to take over the Galactic Empire. Venturesome Luke Skywalker and dashing Captain 

Han Solo team together with the lovable robotic duo, R2-D2 and C-3PO, to rescue the beautiful 

princess and restore justice in the Empire. In a distant galaxy eons before the creation of the 

mythical planet known as Earth, vast civilizations have evolved, and ruling the galaxy is an 

interstellar Empire created from the ruins of an Old Republic that held sway for generations. It is a 



time of civil war, as solar systems have broken away from the Empire and are waging a war of 

rebellion. During a recent battle techical schematics for a gigantic space station, code named The 

Death Star, have been unearthed by Rebel spies, and a young woman who is a dissident member of 

the Imperial Senate, under the cover of a diplomatic mission to the planet Alderaan, is trying to 

smuggle these plans to the Rebellion. But her spacecraft is attacked by a vast warship of the Empire 

and seized. The dissident Senator is captured, but the plans for the Death Star are nowhere to be 

found. While soldiers of the Empire search the nearby planet Tatooine, a series of incidents sweeps 

up a young desert farmer with dreams of being a fighter pilot in the Rebellion, as he winds up with 

the Death Star plans and also the assistance of an elderly hermit who once served as a warrior of an 

ancient order whose chosen weapons were powerful energy swords known as light sabers. The pair 

recruit a cynical interstellar smuggler and his outsized alien copilot with an ancient freighter heavily 

modified for combat to help them reach Alderaan - but the planet is obliterated and now the 

foursome must rescue the young woman held prisoner by the Empire and lead an attack by the 

Rebellion against the Death Star before it can annihilate all hope of restoring freedom to the galaxy. 

What made this the hugely successful triumph it was? Was it casting, music, imagination, ingenuity, 

or luck? I remember opening day at the theaters. I was old enough to remember every scene, every 

character, every nuance of this film; having committed it to memory forever, as if I would never 

again be able to see this beloved, instantly loved masterpiece. I also remember that the HIT factor of 

this movie was so unexpected that you had to wait literal MONTHS to get the action figures 

promised on the cereal boxes. The pieces were still in the manufacturing process and we had to 

settle for coupons promising our toys in a few months. I wound up seeing this in the theaters a grand 

total of 36 times; much to my mother's dismay. She loved the movie as I did, but felt I was obsessed. 

Today, thirty years later, sitting here writing this review, I realize how right she was. I'm still 

obsessed with this movie, and with the subsequent movies which followed. I wait in great 

anticipation for Episode 3. I'm a fan, and I don't care what other people say about Episodes 1 & 2. I 

don't even mind the "prequel" factor, as the situation at the time, dictated to Lucas which movies he 

would do first. See, I remember the studios saying to him that he had to choose from the three 

central climactic books, and trash the rest, or just trash the whole idea. He didn't exactly "sell out," 

he did what he had to do to get his movie...his vision...out there for us to see and experience. I 

admired his decision then, and I admire it now. Episodes 1-3 are being filmed now, because Lucas 

had the clout, the money, and the patience to give us his vision...his complete vision and not just the 

three center books of a 9-book series. I realize that now, there are dozens of books, but at the time, 

there were nine. And while most of us were happy with Episodes 4-6 and would not have missed 1-3 

and 7-9, I personally am so very glad he has taken it upon himself to give us his full vision. I have 

enjoyed each and every installment with the same sense of awe and joy as I did this one. The casting 

was the first triumph for this cinematic milestone. Ford is a charismatic and magnetic personality 

and portrayed Han with a professionalism that you'd expect from more seasoned actors. Sir Alec 

Guiness is an absolute joy as Obi Wan. His casting was precise and excellent in that part. Carrie 

Fisher portrayed Leia in a way that, up until then, had never been experienced. Most "princess" 

types before her were whining, whimpering, little snots who were incapable of anything beyond 

tripping and twisting their ankle in times of peril, while Fisher portrayed her character as a bold, 

brazen, yet sophisticated and educated woman who was aware of her surroundings and capable of 

defending herself and her realm with the utmost authority. And Mark Hamil. He was perfectly cast 

as the whining little boy who wanted more, but was afraid to reach for it. He grows up quite well on 

film in these three installments, and endears himself to the audience so much the more for it. But a 



cast member who is almost always left out of these reviews is Peter Mayhew. Chewbacca. His 

character, as a supporting character to Han's, was exemplary. It's not easy portraying a walking 

carpet, yet holding the attention, admiration, and love of virtual millions. I am VERY happy about his 

being cast as Chewy in Episode 3. Couldn't happen to a more deserving...or capable...fellow. Bravo! 

And James Earl Jones's voice being used as the voice of Darth Vader, was pure genius. His 

commanding voice haunted the dreams of countless thousands of star-struck children for 

generations to come. I also have to say that this movie would not have had the charm it does had it 

not been for Anthony Daniels' C3P0. He is a gift and a joy. The musical score by John Williams 

featured in this masterpiece was one of the contributing factors. But honestly, this movie's success 

was such a total surprise to everyone, including Lucas, that nothing could prepare the world for the 

aftermath of having witnessed this bona fide legend, first hand. The story itself; replete with sub-

plot after sub-plot, rich in dialog and detail, was beyond anyone's greatest expectations. Everyone, 

including Lucas, expected this movie to fail. It is a timeless classic, which I will not repeat here. There 

are too many movie reviews giving full details of the plot, and I won't be redundant beyond what I 

have already said. However, that being said, there are a few points I would like to make concerning 

the symbolism of this endeavor. The Force is a metaphor for the psychic abilities with which we are 

all born. It was also a metaphor for hope and faith, dedication and commitment to the greater state 

of being. The Empire is said to have been a metaphor for the Germanic Nazi "storm troopers." While 

the Rebellion is said to have been symbolic of (what would later become) the NATO forces who 

defeated them. And then there are the effects. The effects were, in 1977, so awesome; so creative; 

so ahead of their time, as to ensure this movie's vast success for the next forty years. George Lucas 

enjoys an almost god-like status among sci-fi/fantasy fans worldwide. 
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Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back (1980) 
 

Fleeing the evil Galactic Empire, the rebels abandon their new 

base on Hoth. Princess Leia, Han Solo and the droids R2-D2 and C-

3P0 escape in the damaged Millenium Falcon, but are later 

captured by Lord Darth Vader on Bespin. Skywalker, meanwhile, 

follows Ben Kenobi's posthumous command and receives Jedi 

training by Yoda on Dagobah. Will Skywalker manage to rescue his 

friends from the dark lord? After receiving a vision from Obi-Wan 

Kenobi and fleeing the ice world of Hoth with his friends after an 

Imperial attack, Luke Skywalker travels to the marsh planet of 

Dagobah, where he is instructed in the ways of the Force by the 

legendary Jedi master Yoda. Meanwhile, Han Solo and Princess 

Leia make their way to planet Bespin, where they are greeted by 

Han's old friend, a shifty gambler named Lando Calrissian. 

Ambushed by the Empire shortly after their arrival, Han and his 

friends are imprisoned by Darth Vader. Luke leaves Dagobah to rescue his friends, and is met by 

Vader and a startling revelation. In George Lucas' spellbinding "Star Wars" sequel, the battle to save 

the galaxy from the evil Darth Vader rages on. Han Solo (Harrison Ford), Princess Leia (Carrie Fisher) 

and Chewbacca are tested in a devastating attack by the Imperial army and its AT-AT Walkers. 

Meanwhile, Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) seekss out the ancient Yoda to learn the screts of the 

Jedi...secrets Luke will need when the Dark Side of the Force beckons him in a destiny-defining duel 

with Darth Vader. The story of Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Princess Leia and the others didn't end 

with the destruction of the Death Star - it continues in THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK. Imperial forces 

have since driven the Rebels to hide on the ice world Hoth. But even on such an icy, backwater 

world, they cannot escape the wicked Darth Vader's eye for long, and he devastates the Rebel base 

in an assault with the horrible AT-AT walkers. Luke flees to Dagobah to begin Jedi Knight training 

with Yoda, while Han Solo, Chewbacca, Princess Leia and C-3PO run the blockade of Imperial Star 

Destroyers in the Millenium Falcon. The Imperials pursue them across the galaxy and eventually 

catch up with them at Bespin. Now Darth Vader plans to use them as bait to lure Luke Skywalker to 

him, and turns Han Solo over to Boba Fett as a prize to be delivered to crime lord Jabba the Hutt. 

Luke learns a terrible family secret after losing a swordfight with Vader. Will he - and the others - 

escape the Empire's clutches? I belong to the group of people who think 'The Empire Strikes Back' is 

even better than 'Star Wars'. There are a couple of reasons for that. Where 'Star Wars' has great 

special effects 'The Empire Strikes Back' feels as a non-stop chain of the most amazing special 

effects. Every shot contains something beautiful, every detail looks great. It starts with the Imperial 

Walkers and the planet Hoth, then we have some space battles, we see a city in the clouds, the 

mysterious look of the Dagobah-system, etc. Again we have some classic things here. This is the 

movie that introduces Yoda, with E.T. the most famous alien creature in the movies. The characters 

feel more developed. Especially Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) feels more like an adult. The scenes 

between Leia (Carrie Fisher) and Solo (Harrison Ford) are even better than in the first movie and 

especially Ford shows us again why is such a great star. Alec Guinness as Ben 'Obi-Wan' Kenobi and 

James Earl Jones as the voice of Darth Vader (and David Prowse as his body) are as in the first movie 

perfect. There is one new main character called Lando (Billy Dee Williams). He was the owner of 



Solo's spaceship, the famous Millennium Falcon, before he lost it to Solo with a game. 'The Empire 

Strikes Back' is also known for a revealed secret. Even most people who haven't even seen the movie 

know what secret I mean and that alone says a lot about the 'Star Wars'-trilogy. The movie gives 

some hints for another secret revealed in 'Return of the Jedi'. The introducing of Yoda, the great 

Jedi-master, Skywalkers learning about the Force and the secrets revealed give the movie a much 

darker atmosphere which takes the soap opera element from the first movie away. For most parts I 

guess, because the story is told in exactly the same way as we saw it in 'Star Wars' and therefor 

some soap opera elements are still there. That is definitely not a bad thing. You liked the characters 

from the first movie and here you will like them even more. The scenes between Leia and Solo are so 

obvious but handled in such a special way it feels completely different. Skywalker, the young hero 

who wants to be a Jedi and becomes an adult, would be annoying in every other movie but here he 

is great in a strange way. With 'Episode I' and 'Episode II' now made and with more knowledge about 

the complete story from this movie there is again much fun in watching specific little things. We 

learn in 'The Empire Strikes Back' things we already understand if you have seen the new movies, 

but still we are amazed, almost shocked by things. The news Darth Vader brings us near the end is 

the best example. I have seen this movie again and again and always you find new things in corners 

of the screen. It gets never boring and after 'Episode III' is released and the puzzle is complete I can 

probably watch it again, and again. Even if you don't like the new 'Star Wars'-trilogy (like myself) you 

just have to admire the complete story. It feels like one of those stories that will be told forever, a 

philosophy. For some people even a religion. 
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Star Wars: Episode VI - Return Of The Jedi (1983) 
 

Darth Vader and the Empire are building a new, indestructible 

Death Star. Meanwhile, Han Solo has been imprisoned, and Luke 

Skywalker has sent R2D2 and C3PO to try and free him. Princess 

Leia - disguised as a bounty hunter - and Chewbacca go along as 

well. The final battle takes place on the moon of Endor, with its 

natural inhabitants, the Ewoks, lending a hand to the rebels. Will 

Darth Vader and the dark side overcome the rebels and take over 

the universe? As the Emperor himself oversees the construction 

of the new Death Star by Lord Darth Vader and the evil Galactic 

Empire, smuggler Han Solo is rescued from the clutches of the vile 

gangster Jabba the Hutt by his friends, Luke Skywalker, Princess 

Leia and Chewbacca. Leaving Skywalker Jedi training with Yoda, 

Solo returns to the Rebel Fleet to prepare for to complete his 

battle with the Empire itself. During the ensuing fighting the 

newly returned Skywalker is captured by Vader. Can the Rebels, and their new found friends, the 

Ewoks, help restore freedom to the Galaxy? Lightsabers sparkle, the Millenium Falcon flashes 

through hyperspace and creatures from all over the galaxy defy the Imperial Empire, in this stunning 

third chapter of the "Star Wars" saga. As the rebels prepare to attack the Emperor's awesome new 

Death Star, Han Solo (Harrison Ford) remains imprisoned by the loathsome outlaw Jabba the Hutt, 

who has also captured Princess Leia (Carrie Fisher). Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) rescues his friends, 

but he will not be a true Jedi Knight until he defeats Darth Vader, who has sworn to win him over to 

the Dark Side of the Force. With old favorites like Chewbacca, Yoda, R2-D2, C-3PO and Lando 

Calrissian (Billy Dee Williams), plus the small but stalwart Ewoks. The Empire is more than halfway 

through construction of a new Death Star - almost twice as big, but more than twice as powerful. 

When completed, it will spell certain doom for Luke Skywalker and the Rebels. Han Solo is a prisoner 

of crime lord Jabba the Hutt, and Princess Leia soon finds herself in the gangster's hands. Luke 

Skywalker, aided by C-3PO and R2-D2, makes his way into Jabba's palace, hoping to secure his 

friends' freedom. But the Hutt has no intention of doing so and tries to kill them all. After escaping 

from Jabba and the sands of Tatooine, they regroup with the Rebel fleet, which is massing for an 

attack against the new satellite battle station at Endor. Lando Calrissian is pressed into action to lead 

the Rebel fighter attack, while Han is put in charge of a group of soldiers to take out the shield 

generator protecting the Death Star. Luke, however, surrenders to Vader's soldiers on Endor, and is 

taken in front of Vader's boss - the Galactic Emperor - on the Death Star for final corruption to the 

Dark Side of the Force. The fleet of Imperial Star Destroyers ambushes the Rebels, cutting them off. 

Worse, the new Death Star begins turning its giant laser on the Rebel carriers. It appears that 

nothing will stop the Empire's triumph - unless things start to change quickly. With a somber ending 

in The Empire Strikes Back suggesting that Darth Vader has won the day, nobody wants a story to 

end right there. In everyone's mind, the good guys have to eventually win the war. With that comes 

Return of the Jedi, the sixth episode marking the final chapter of the saga. It's hard to say which of 

the films of the original trilogy is the best, but this film has the most spectacular space battle of the 

three. Not only that. There are two other simultaneous battles: one in a forest and the other in a 

second Death Star. The beginning of the film functions mainly to reunite the main characters. 3PO, 



R2, Luke, Leia, and Lando all try to free Han Solo from his encasement in carbonite in the palace of 

Jabba the Hutt. After a deadly fight in the desert over a monster pit, the allies escape and plan their 

next action against the Empire. This part of the movie also serves to tie some loose ends with Luke. 

When he returns to Dagobah, he witnesses the death of Yoda and Obi-Wan Kenobi's spirit. Not only 

does he learn the truth about Darth Vader, but also another family secret. Darth Vader once again 

makes his appearance, but this time alongside someone even more menacing and ruthless: Emperor 

Palpatine. We also get a glimpse of the Emperor's inner sanctum, complete with an Imperial Royal 

Guard whose faces are completely concealed. With Palpatine's presence, Darth Vader and the rest of 

the Imperial officers become simply pawns in our eyes. That is significant, because as Luke Skywalker 

believes, even Darth Vader has a little bit of good in him and not fully seduced by the Dark Side of 

the Force. The film after the desert scenes takes place on the forest planet of Endor, populated by 

short furry creatures called Ewoks. There haven't been any cute creatures seen in the Star Wars films 

so far (except Yoda, maybe), and with them, there even seems to be some extra humor added to 

one of the final three battle scenes. For some, it may make the film have less of a dark tone, but 

then again, aren't 3PO and R2 more of the humorous characters in the film? After all, they don't do 

too much direct fighting and are just caught in the middle of everything. Nevertheless, Return of the 

Jedi is a marvelous film that still delivers what A New Hope and The Empire Strikes Back had given to 

the fans. It has characters we care about, a plot that engrosses our imagination, and impressive 

visual effects leave us in absolute awe. The musical score by John Williams continues to be great, 

using familiar themes established in Episodes IV and V. The film ends the Star Wars series nicely 

simply because its ending is a heartwarming wrapup. In the battle of good versus evil, evil has been 

rooted out, and the good folks of the galaxy rejoice, which the last scene of the film does a great job 

portraying. While fans still have Episode III to wait for to complete the series, George Lucas 

nevertheless deserves much merit for bringing these films to us. Thank you, Mr. Lucas, for your 

imaginative innovations. 
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StarDust (1998) 
 

Can be described as offbeat, feel good, and humorous. The plot 

revolves around A.I., technology gone awry, and an eccentric 

family. The main genres are independent, family, and adventure. 

In approach, StarDust is fantastical. It is located in the U.S.A. It 

takes place in the 1990s. StarDust has received attention for being 

panned. It is well suited for kids and a family outing. The film tells 

the story of a decent scientist who discovers that his company is 

misusing his latest invention. Enter Charlie (13-year-old Jared 

Robbins), his 11-year-old son, who uses his smarts to save his 

father and restore order to the world. Charming and engaging, 

StarDust is perfect family entertainment.. Ok this movie does 

reassemble some other well known movies like Short Circuit but it 

was made on a low budget and the cast was mostly locally 

sourced from the Detroit area... Therefore if you wasn't aware of 

that you would think that it was a little know high budget movie. The reason why is because the 

acting is mostly first class the story is good, it does get a little drawn out in some parts and the 

vacuum cleaner noises do tend to get a little annoying. Jared Robbins who plays Charlie does have a 

striking similarity to Jonathan Taylor Thomas apart from being a little taller. Watch this movie if you 

can... I'm sure you and your family will like it! 
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Stardust (2007) 
 

The passage from this world to the fantasy kingdom of Stormhold 

is through a breech in a wall beside an English village. In the 

1800s, a boy becomes a man when he ventures through the 

breech in pursuit of a fallen star, to prove his love for the village 

beauty. The star is no lump of rock, it's a maiden, Yvaine. Tristan, 

the youth, is not the only one looking for her: three witches, led 

by Lamia, want her heart to make them young; and, the sons of 

the dead king of Stormhold want her because she holds a ruby 

that will give one of them title to the throne. Assisting Tristan are 

his mother, the victim of a spell, and a transvestite pirate of the 

skies. Will Tristan win his true love? OK here is how I do this. I 

grade movies on 10 components. Each component will inherently 

start with 5 points. It can then lose or gain 5 points for a possible 

10 or 0. Mood: Action, Romance, Comedy, Drama, Suspense - I 

give this component 10 points. It had a perfect balance of all five aspects. The Action was fun and 

exiting. The Romance was not overdone, but still very emotional and moving. I laughed hard and 

long throughout the movie and still I was captivated by the fantastic drama, and riveting suspense. 

Plot - I give this component 10 points. I thought all the good fairy tales had already been told. I found 

my self, sitting in the theatre, returned to my childhood, and in that instant I again believed in 

unicorns, wicked witches, and falling stars that make dreams come true. Cinema Photography - I give 

this component 8 points. While the movie captured the story very well in the majority of the angles, 

I found my self more than once trying to figure out what happened just off camera. FX - I give this 

component 10 points. I love that they used C.G.I. sparingly. The epic scenes were believable. The 

magical powers were frighteningly realistic. All in all less is more, and this had it ALL! Cast - I give this 

component 10 points. No names and seasoned actors alike, the cast was amazing! Michelle Pfeiffer 

was wonderfully wicked, Charlie Cox made Tristan come to life, Claire Danes gave emotion to the 

stars, and I will never look and Robert De Niro the same again. Acting - I give this component 10 

points. Even the newbie actors played their rolls to perfection. Once again, I will NEVER look and 

Robert De Niro the same again. Character development - I give this component 9 points. This felt a 

little rushed and I think if the movie had been a bit longer they could have done the characters a 

little better justice. Dialogue - I give this component 10 points. The dialogue was smart, witty, 

fun...even the mush had good dialogue. Score - I give this component 7 points. I can honestly 

remember only one small piece of music from the entire movie. I am not complaining beyond the 

fact that the music could be more memorable. Ending - I give this component 9 points. Almost 

perfect ending! I feel that certain aspects of the ending should have been more pronounced, while 

others could have been more subdued, but no threads were left untied. Total: 93% Buy the DVD? 

HEL YES! See it in the Theatre? Most definitely! Bottom Line: Excellent movie for everyone! EPIC! I 

strongly recommend seeing it in the theatre, I know I'll be going back for seconds! 
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Starik Khottabych (Old Man Khottabych) (The Flying Carpet) (1956) 
 

A boy named Volka (Aleksei Litvinov) discovers an ancient vessel 

on the bottom of a river. When he opens it, a genie emerges from 

there. He calls himself Hassan Abdurrahman ibn Khottab, or in 

Russian style Khottabych. Grateful Khottabych is ready to fulfill 

any of Volka's wishes. But it appears that Volka should use the 

powers of the genie carefully, for they can have undesirable 

results. I've seen a few other Soviet era children's films before, 

but they were mostly of the fairy tale or folk tale genre and were 

set in distant times and/or places. "Old Hottabych" is set in 

contemporary (mid 1950s) Soviet Russia, which helped facilitate 

the strong dose of socialist propaganda in this film. A translation 

of the original book can be found online, and it seems that the 

propagandic nature of the story was there from the beginning. I 

suspect that the screenwriters were strongly encouraged to retain 

all the socialist talking points in the process of condensing the story for the screenplay, and this 

causes the propaganda elements to seem more dominant in the film then they might have seemed 

in the original book. This film is certainly a product of its time and place, and it may seem a bit weird 

or creepy to western audiences to see a 10 or 11-year-old school kid berating a classmate for 

"hooligan" behavior in school, and threatening to take it up with the "Young Pioneer Council." I was 

never in the Boy Scouts when I was a kid, but I wonder if they ever cultivated that same kind of 

cultish fervor here in the west. I do find it interesting to get a glimpse of what mid-50s Moscow and 

its citizens looked like, and the story is certainly colorful if you can look past the Soviet propaganda, 

which is admittedly difficult. The kids are appealing enough too when they're not acting like fanatical 

little commissars, but even that aspect is interesting to see. As a lifelong U.S. citizen I look at this film 

as a remarkable artifact of a vanished culture, access to which was once strictly prohibited. Mr. 

Sidorov's comment below about Soviet fantasy being a unique and not often encountered thing is 

certainly true, and I'm glad of the opportunity to see it. The Russian Cinema Council (RUSCICO) just 

released a beautiful DVD of the film with optional subtitles or English language voiceover, which is 

probably the only way I could have managed to see it. For the adventurous film lover, this is an 

interesting detour. 
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Starship Troopers (1997) 
 

In the distant future high school kids are encouraged to become 

citizens by joining the military. What they don't know is that 

they'll soon be engaged in a full scale war against a planet of alien 

insects. The fight is on to ensure the safety of humanity. Set on 

the future earth, Johnny rico is a young student dating a girl 

named Carmen. When Carmen decides to join the military in order 

to become a class citizen (citizenship is only achieved through 

serving your country), Johnny follows and joins as well. He soon 

realizes that he joined for the wrong reasons but just as he is 

about to quit, an asteroid that originated from the orbit of planet 

"klendathu" hits Buenos Aires (his home town) and kills his family. 

Johnny and his fellow troopers set out to destroy the planet's 

inhabitants: a type of deadly and very large scaled space bugs. 

Through a seemingly ordinary action flick, director paul verhoeven creates a subtle anti-war theme, 

that shows us a fascist and military world far more frightening than WW2's Germany, Italy or Russia, 

the kind of world that is actually functioning. The time is the future. Johnny Rico joins the military 

after graduation to become a citizen and for the love of his high school sweetheart. In the war 

against the bug aliens of Klendathu, the military is a very dangerous place to be. Johnny works his 

way through several battles and with the help of his friends and comrades, helps turn the tide of the 

war, and save the human race. This movie never fails to generate strong reactions, both positive and 

negative. Much of the negative criticizes the wooden acting, soap-opera beautiful stars, and 

unreasonably military tactics that lead to an enormous human body count. But that misses the 

whole point. The actors and plotlines are supposed to be caricatures of themselves. We are 

presented with a seemingly utopian society, where everyone is beautiful, the world is united under a 

single government, and patriotism is rampant. The further the movie goes, the more the viewer 

realizes just how horrific this supposed utopia really is. Patriotism is exploited to trick young men 

and women into going off to a pointless war. The beautiful people are mercilessly chopped to pieces 

by their insectoid opponents. And the united world government uses its control of the media to 

brainwash the public into supporting this bloody war. Yes, the Nazi symbolism is a little heavy-

handed. But that's the whole point -- the intertwining of this "perfect" society with such a deeply evil 

subtext is supposed to be disturbing. What's even more disturbing is how close to our recent 

(American) history this movie truly is. Yes, it's a caricature, but it's a caricature of a very real and 

frightening phenomenon. How different are the government propaganda ads in Starship Troopers 

from the "Loose Lips Sink Ships" campaign or the "10% for War Bonds" posters in 1940s U.S.? How 

dangerous is it to have a society where everyone looks the same, thinks the same, and acts the 

same, even to their own death? This is the message behind Starship Troopers, and it's a chilling one 

at that. And for me, it works. 
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Station Jim (2001) 
 

It is the 1890s. Bob Gregson is a young lad who works as a porter 

at a rural railway station. He is keen to impress the stationmaster 

who is looking for a successor because he is about to retire. 

Having fallen in love with a teacher called Harriet Collins, Bob 

wants to raise money to save the local orphanage where she 

works and where he was brought up, after he hears that a local 

businessman, Mr. Riorden, wants to sell it as part of a property 

deal. He discovers a stray Jack Russell terrier in one of the crates 

of goods that were delivered to the station and finds out that it 

can perform tricks such as standing on its hind legs because it had 

previously worked in a circus. "Station Jim" soon becomes a local 

attraction with the passengers who pay money to see its tricks. 

Then it is announced that Queen Victoria will be visiting the 

station. If Bob plays his cards right, maybe he could persuade her 

to become a patron of the orphanage. Surely Mr. Riorden would have second thoughts if she was a 

patron. Unknown to him, some anti-royalist terrorists are planning to shoot Victoria during the visit, 

but Station Jim recognises that the assassin is his old owner at the circus, foils the attempt and saves 

the day. With 11-year-old Thomas Sangster as Henry. A Christmas treat from the BBC, recently 

repeated for the May holiday, this story is an enchanting little piece centring on a station porter 

(Charlie Creed-Miles), a small hero dog, Jim, a little orphan boy (Thomas Sangster), a father and son 

at odds with each other about industrial and social progress (Frank Finlay and David Haig), and a 

feisty schoolmistress who only wants to fend for herself (Laura Fraser). George Cole returned from 

screen retirement to play the soon-to-be-retired stationmaster; other familiar faces in this include 

John Thomson and Nadia Sawalha. Everyone in the cast is excellent. The drama revolves around both 

the plight of the orphans and the impending visit of Queen Victoria (Prunella Scales). Jim the dog 

does tricks but his heroism in saving the life of the Queen shows that animals really are often more 

sensitive and quick-thinking than people. Certainly buoyed up by Mark Wallington's writing and John 

Roberts' direction, this is a feature-length drama with much to enjoy for all the family. 
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Steambath (1973) 
 

TV adaptation of Bruce Jay Friedman's off-Broadway play. Tandy, 

Merideth and assorted others unexpectedly wake up in a 

steambath with no easy exit. After spending some time there, it 

becomes clear that the steambath is a sort of Afterlife, where 

indifferent souls come to tell their stories to God who happens to 

be the attendant picking up the towels. When I happened to tune 

into KQED in San Francisco in 1972, I was blown away by this truly 

outstanding program. I've never seen such a successful 

combination of mystery, comedy and tragedy presented in any 

medium or in any production. That show alone made me a life-

long supporter of PBS television. I was fortunate to have seen it a 

couple times in the mid 1770's as it was occasionally shown during 

subscriber drives while I was living in Milwaukee. I have never 

seen any trace of it since. Believe me, I've tried. 
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Steget Efter (The Midsummer Murders) (2005) 
 

Shortly after police discovers the murder of three friends, police inspector Wallander finds his friend 

and colleague Svedberg dead. At first believing that Svedberg killed himself, Wallander soon 

discovers links between Svedberg, the three friends and a fourth person, a young woman at a 

mental institution. "Steget Efter" is simply a great movie. From the very beginning to the very end. A 

great script that keeps moving on and on, filmed in a way that leaves it all up to you to enjoy all the 

splendid details. And there are so many splendid details that is up to you to enjoy, because there is 

no dwelling or pointing out this is a movie for intelligent people. This is a "think for yourself" movie. 

The excellent acting by one of the greatest actors that walks the earth, Rolf Lassgård, left me with 

thoughts about the character for days and days. Alone the opening scene where his eyes told more 

than any American movie has ever told about the ugliness of a crime scene. Thousands of small 

things in this great movie fills you with thoughts to explore. The best movie I've seen in years - and a 

movie I'm going to watch again very soon. The soundtrack is great too, with it's fitting minimalism. 
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Stephen King's Pet Sematary I (1989) 
 

The Creeds have just moved to a new house in the countryside. 

Their house is perfect, except for two things: the semi-trailers that 

roar past on the narrow road, and the mysterious cemetary in the 

woods behind the house. The Creed's neighbours are reluctant to 

talk about the cemetary, and for good reason too. The Creed 

family has moved to a nice little community, but shortly after the 

move, their son is killed. Grief-stricken, the father fins out that 

there is a cemetery where you can bury your loved ones, and they 

can come back to life. He takes his son to this place, and he is 

brought back. It seems all is well again, until the son kills a person. 

That is where the father learns, "Not everything that comes back 

is the same." Now, he has to find a way to stop his son before he 

kills the whole town. Pet Sematary (PS) is a 1989 horror flick based 

on Stephen King's novel of the same name. After moving into their 

new home the Creed family's cat is killed after wondering onto the highway. Jud an elderly neighbor 

shows Louis, the father, to an isolated hill behind the local Pet Cemetery and instructs him to bury 

the deceased feline there. Not long after the cat reappears at the Creed home, only he is not the 

same. The docile cat is now vicious and destructive. When their youngest son meets with a fatal 

accident, the distraught Louis buries him in the same location hoping to revive him. Unfortunately he 

unleashes far more than he had bargained for. Pet Semetary (1989) 9/10 The Creed family have just 

moved into the small town of Ludlow. The family consists of a father, Louis, a mother, Rachel, a 

brother Gage (3-year-old Miko Hughes), and a daughter, Ellen. They are greeted with kindness by 

Jud Crandall. Jud is 89, and could basically tell you about the entire history of Ludlow. Behind the 

Creed's new house, there is a path leading to a pet cemetery (spelled pet sematary). When Ellen 

wants to go up to see it, Jud willfully takes the family on a trip. That is the start of hell for the Creed 

family. When Rachel and the kids are gone, Ellen's cat Church dies. Jud feels that Ellen isn't ready for 

the death of her cat, so he suggests Louis follow him further up the path, past the pet cemetery. Jud 

tells Louis of this burial ground, once used by Micmac Indians. Louis buries Church, without Jud's 

help. A couple of days later, Church returns, alive, but from hell. This movie was one of two horror 

movies that could actually scare me, aside from "The Exorcist." The greatest performance would 

ever be Zelda, Rachel's sister with spinal meningitis, or Victor Pascow, a ghost who tries to help the 

Creeds from making the mistake of bringing back things from the dead. The music in this movie plays 

an extravagant part. It is at the same time sad and mysterious. It goes along with the movie 

wonderfully. 
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Stephen King's Pet Sematary II (1992) 
 

Stars 15-year-old Edward Furlong. The "sematary" is up to its old 

zombie-raising tricks again. This time, the protagonists are Jeff 

Matthews, whose mother died in a Hollywood stage accident, and 

Drew Gilbert, a boy coping with an abusive stepfather. After his 

actress mother Renee Hallow is electrocuted to death before his 

eyes on the set of a movie she was shooting, Jeff Matthews and 

his veterinarian father Chase decide to move from Los Angeles to 

Renee's hometown of Ludlow, Maine - the town that houses the 

"pet sematary" - to live in the family's summer house so Jeff "can 

get away from the craziness of Hollywood," according to Chase. 

Chase also hires a housekeeper, Marjorie Hargrove, who is a huge 

fan of Renee. There, Jeff has trouble fitting in at school, being 

tormented by school bully Clyde Parker for his mother's celebrity 

status, plus he can't stand Marjorie and her obsession with his 

mother and sometimes feels she's trying to replace her. He manages to befriend fellow outsider 

Drew Gilbert, the stepson of the town's sheriff Gus Gilbert, who was an ex-boyfriend of Renee. Gus 

runs the house he shares with Drew and his mother Amanda much like a jail, and Drew gets abused 

physically and verbally by Gus whenever Gus feels Drew is "breaking the laws" of the house while 

Amanda stands by and does practically nothing to defend her son from him. One night, Gus catches 

Drew's dog Zowie messing around his rabbit hutch for the umpteenth time, and then murders Zowie 

in cold blood. The next day, Drew decides to bury his dog not in the pet sematary, but in the cursed 

Micmac burial ground that lies beyond the pet sematary, his actions fueled by the stories of Louis 

Creed and Jud Crandall burying pets and people up there that came back to life. Jeff goes along with 

him to help with the burial. Zowie comes back, but he's definitely not the same dog that he was 

before he was killed, possessing a very malevolent demeanor that is evident by his eyes, which now 

glowed an eerie yellow. Gus grounds Drew thinking that he lied when he said the reason he missed 

school that day was so he could bury his dog. Not long after, on Halloween, Drew sneaks out to meet 

up with Jeff, Clyde, and a few others at the pet sematary to tell bonfire stories, but Gus learns of 

where Drew is at from Amanda and crashes the get-together. Angry that Drew "broke the law," Gus 

starts beating him, but before Gus can really hurt Drew, Zowie emerges and violently kills Gus. 

Terrified about Gus' death, Jeff and Drew decide to take him up to the burial ground to try and 

resurrect him so no one would think he was ever dead. It works, but it is then that all hell breaks 

loose. Pretty soon, Jeff starts to wonder if maybe he should use the sinister power of the burial 

ground to bring his mother back to life. The Pet Sematary continues with the dead rising, but we 

have new characters in this film. Jeff Matthews and Drew Gilbert. The story is mainly about Drew's 

dog Zowie gets shot by his father, and Drew has to his dog, and Jeff went along with him. They didn't 

bury him in the Pet Sematary, the buried him in the Micmac Indian Burying ground beyond the Pet 

Sematary, Drew heard about the story of Louis Creed and Jud Crandall burying pets and people up 

there, and so he decided to try it out. And soon, Zowie comes back with shocking results, and things 

get worse! All right...I think that many commentators hate this film for what seems like good 

reasons, to them at least. And I agree that PS II is definitely not for everyone, maybe even not for 

fans of the original film - or even for fans of Stephen King. But there are things I enjoy about this 



film. I enjoy watching Clancy Brown chew up the scenery in the 2nd half of the movie after his 

character 'comes back'. Brown has a real gift for physical comedy and black humor, and he does a 

great job portraying a shambling revenant...he just radiates savage, hateful glee, and very effectively 

comes across as a...THING masquerading as a man, an agent of chaos and misery just barely keeping 

it together long enough to extract his revenge. PS II is worth watching just for his performance. I 

enjoy the way the plot spirals out of control after the opening events, as the two boys try to "fix" 

things early on by using the Pet Semetary to cover up their, um, "mistakes", only to find themselves 

completely over their heads. There are individual moments of mean-spirited gallows humor that are 

a lot of fun, and even a few good one liners - "No brain, No Pain; Think About It, Won't You?" was a 

screamingly funny line in the context it was delivered in. And the bit where Anthony Edwards 

staggers back into the Gilbert house and you hear 3 more shots was perfectly timed, and worth a 

chuckle. In fact, I feel that the entire movie seems to somehow embody the spirit and malice of 

whatever it is that brings the dead back from the Sematary. The director and screenwriter manage 

to make every scene, almost every shot, feel as if the "wrongness" of the Sematary has infected the 

very air and light of the town from the very opening shots. And in this, they may have been too 

successful. The glumness, the sense of oppression and airlessness and dread, the rot and gore and 

malice from beyond the grave are simply too much for the average film goer; if the director had 

backed off a little, and allowed a little more light into the mood and not rubbed our noses in the 

gore and blood and maggots quite so much, I think the results would have been more accessible for 

a lot more people. There a moments where I wish that we didn't have to see quite so many spurting 

wounds and decaying flesh and that not quite so many characters had gotten killed in the last 20 

minutes. So...I think the movie was what the creators intended to make, but they may have 

misjudged the reaction most people would have to their creation. I can still watch this on occasion 

and admire the energy and effort put into bringing this "feeling" to, er, life. 
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Stepmom (1998) 
 

Anna and Ben (8-year-old Liam Aiken), the two children of Jackie 

and Luke, have to cope with the fact that their parents divorced 

and that there is a new woman in their father's life: Isabel, a 

successful photographer. She does her best to treat the kids in a 

way that makes them still feel at home when being with their dad, 

but also loves her work and does not plan to give it up. But Jackie, 

a full-time mother, regards Isabel's efforts as offensively 

insufficient. She can't understand that work can be important to 

her as well as the kids. The conflict between them is deepened by 

the sudden diagnose of cancer, which might may be deadly for 

Jackie. They all have to learn a little in order to grow together. 

Stepmom is one of the most delightful movies in recent times. It's 

a touching tale of maternal love that doesn't fail to move you no 

matter how many times you see it. It's a gem! Stepmom tells you 

the story of an American marriage that loses its spark with time and the man seeks love outside of it. 

This sensitive film deals with how the family handles the delicate situation --- at times, holding out 

bravely and at other times, buckling under the emotional trauma! The other woman, very ably 

portrayed by Julia Roberts, is a genuinely good human being who tries to bond with her lovers' kids 

inspite of their mother's (and their own) initial bitterness towards her. The plot thickens when the 

mother of the kids, portrayed with finesse by Susan Sarandon, is found to have cancer. The mother's 

days in the world are now numbered and the family must learn to carry on without her. Stepmom 

now paints a warm and endearing picture of how the members of this family reconcile their 

differences and stand united and strong in the face of this crisis. It would be UNFAIR if I rated this 

one anything less than 9! 
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Sticks And Stones (1970) 
 

Time capsule artifact of gay life in the seventies. This is indeed an 

oddity - a strange little film which lacks a point of view. Essentially 

it's a loosely strung together series of vignettes as friends gather 

at the home of relationship-on-the rocks Peter and Buddy on Fire 

Island during a Fourth of July celebration. There's drink and drugs 

and camp and dish and it's all pretty superficial and narcissistic 

and nasty, but that's what gay life was during those hedonistic 

years directly after Stonewall. It's a pretty accurate rendering of 

the pretty in-crowd and their exclusive world - ultimately a 

negative self-indictment without the crucial Hollywood scene of 

someone giving voice to his emptiness. Craig Dudley as Peter 

gives the only competent performance in the film. I knew him 

briefly and he was a very talented, Equity actor, albeit stuck on 

himself as pretty young gay men were and continue to be. The 

sound is awful and although purported to be struck from the 35 mm negative it has the fuzzy quality 

of a 16 mm negative. For those young gay men seeking the history of liberation it has its moments. 
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Stig Of The Dump (1981) 
 

Young boy (10-year-old Grant Warnock) discovers a teenage 

caveman (21-year-old Keith Jayne) living in the local rubbish 

dump. Story of a brother and sister who go away to stay with an 

aunt and stumble, literally upon a caveman like boy called Stig 

which provides them with an unexpected adventure. Loved this 

when it first came out. We had the book read out to us at Primary 

school, loved that also. Made me want to go live in a cave, and 

have the sort of adventures the two characters had. 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (1981) 
 

Episode 01: The Ground Gives Way; Barney and his sister Lou are staying at their granny's house. 

Despite being warned not to, Barney decides to go to the chalk pit. While he is exploring the ground 

gives way and Barney meets Stig, a boy who lives wild at the bottom of the pit. Stig shows Barney his 

home. When Barney goes back to his grandmother's house he tells everybody about Stig, but 

nobody believes him. 

Episode 02: Digging with Stig; Barney rushes back to the pit to see Stig the next day, but as he gets 

closer he begins to feel as if he imagined it all. He lowers apples and carrots down on a string as 

presents for Stig. On entering the pit, he notices that Stig has been digging. Stig teaches him to dig. 

Later that day Barney takes presents for Stig – some tin cans to make a chimney and some jam jars 

to make windows. 

Episode 03: The Snargets; Barney finds some boys from the Snarget family playing outside the pit. He 

tries to get them to leave, but they trick him and catch him. Barney manages to get away and runs to 

Stig for help. Stig frightens the boys and as they try to escape the youngest falls over. The oldest 

boys come back and surrender. They give Stig sweets and end up making friends with him and 

Barney. 

Episode 04: It Warms You Twice; It is Christmas and Barney is staying at his granny's house. He 

remembers Stig and goes to visit him. He realises that there isn't any wood to make a fire and that 

Stig must be very cold. They chop wood together and Barney watches as Stig tries to light a fire, he 

then introduces Stig to matches. 

Episode 05: Gone A-Hunting; Lou goes hunting and Barney thinks that Stig might like to go too. 

Barney is shocked to find that Stig tries to kill squirrels and pigeons, rather than the fox. Stig lets the 



fox escape and Barney can't understand why at first, but gradually the realisation dawns on him that 

Stig only kills things he can eat. Stig gets angry at the hounds and bites one of their ears off. The final 

surprise for Barney is when Stig tries to hunt one of the horses. 

Episode 06: Skinned and Buried; Granny and Lou go shopping and Barney is left at home hiding in a 

tree. He spies two men driving towards the house and when they enter he realises they are thieves. 

He runs to get Stig to help him. They stop the thieves and Barney pushes the car into the dump. Stig 

ransacks the car taking things he can use. When the thieves catch up with them he frightens them 

off. Barney tells Granny what has happened and they call the police. At first the policemen don't 

believe Barney's story and put it down to imagination, but he takes them to the dump and they find 

loot from other burglaries. 

Episode 07: Stones and Skins. 

Episode 08: Party Manners; Barney and Lou are invited to a fancy dress party. He borrows some 

dressing up clothes from Stig – a caveman outfit for himself and a leopard skin for Lou. On the way 

to the party they get the feeling they are being followed, but they arrive at the party safely and play 

games until a fuse blows. While it is being mended Lou suggests they all play hunt the leopard, but 

disaster strikes when she comes face to face with a real leopard. Stig appears and distracts the real 

leopard. A man from the circus comes to collect his escaped leopard. 

Episode 09: Midsummer Night; On midsummer night Barney can't sleep so he decides to go and see 

Stig. Lou goes with him, as does Dinah, Granny's dog. As they start walking they see a stag, Dinah 

chases it and Barney and Lou jump on Lou's pony to follow them. They come to a camp where 

people are singing and playing instruments. Barney spots Stig, but Lou tells him to be quiet. They try 

to escape but as they do Barney falls and hits his head. 

Episode 10: The Standing Stones; When Barney wakes up he finds himself surrounded by tribesmen 

who invite them to their party. Suddenly they hear noises and imagine it to be a dinosaur. They 

realise it is the tribe moving a boulder. Just as they are about to put the boulder in place Lou notices 

a baby and rescues it. The children wake up on the hillside, the people of the tribe have disappeared, 

but the stone is still in place. Stig is there too and takes them back home. Lou and Barney agree not 

to discuss their adventure with anyone. 
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Stig Of The Dump (2002) 
 

Barney (12-year-old Thomas Sangster), a young boy, finds a Stone 

Age caveman (Stig) while on holiday with his grandparents. When 

their mother goes on holiday with her new boyfriend, Barney 

(Thomas Sangster) and his sister Lou (Perdita Weeks) are sent to 

their grandparents (Geoffrey Palmer and Phyllida Law) for the 

summer months. However, the siblings' fear of being bored 

quickly evaporates when Barney is chased into the forest by local 

bullies, the infamous Snarget brothers. In a desperate bid to 

escape, Barney falls over the edge of a quarry pit, through a grass 

roof and straight into the home of a prehistoric man. Barney 

befriends this unusual-looking character and names him Stig 

(Robert Tannion). 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2002) 
 

Episode 1: Over The Edge; A boy goes to stay with his grandparents over the summer holidays and 

unexpectedly encounters a real-life caveman living on the local rubbish dump. The two exchange 

gifts of a watch and a flint knife, and soon establish a very unusual friendship. 

Episode 2: The Snargets; Barney continues to collect 'useful' things for Stig, causing his grandmother 

to worry about his behaviour. She persuades Robert to get to the bottom of the problem by 

following him, and a curious Danny also tags along behind. Meanwhile, Barney helps his new friend 

build a chimney for the cave, but returns later to find someone has destroyed it. 

Episode 3: The Clean Boot; Lou agrees to go on the local hunt with the gorgeous Nathan Pinchbeck, 

but he takes a fall and gets stranded on a rocky ledge during their date. Fortunately, Stig is out with 

his bow and arrow trying to find something tasty for dinner, and comes to the rescue. 

Episode 4: Undercover; Barney goes undercover to help foil a burglary at Miss Hardwick's house 

after a phoney television engineer calls, stealing her purse, jewellery and a clock: while Stig joins in 

the mystery with the help of a JCB digger. Later, Barney receives a warning from PC Egerton, 

prompting him to rush straight to the quarry with the intention of running away with his friend: but 

the caveman is nowhere to be seen. 

Episode 5: Man of the Match; PC Egerton discovers Barney, who has spent the night by himself in 

the cave. Meanwhile, the youngster is furious to learn Marjorie has written a petition demanding the 

council fill the quarry. 



Episode 6: Going Home; Barney and Danny race to the aid of an unwell Stig after hearing the quarry 

has been closed: but it appears they're too late when they discover the entrance has already been 

blocked up. 

Original 6x30 minute episodes. Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Stigmata (1999) 
 

A priest from the Vatican is sent in to investigate claims that a 

small town in Brazil has a church where statues bleed from the 

eyes. Meanwhile, a young woman in the U.S. begins to show signs 

of stigmata, the wounds of Christ. The priest from the Vatican 

links up with her and cares for her as she is increasingly afflicted 

by the stigmata. Her ranting and raving finally begins to make 

sense to the priest who starts to question what his religion has 

stood for for the last 1900 years. An ordinary young woman is 

affected by mysterious wounds called Stigmata. When a Catholic 

Priest comes to investigate the so called "miracle", he discovers 

this woman may be possessed by someone...or something...and a 

message originating from the time of Jesus Christ. Father Andrew 

Kiernan (Gabriel Byrne), a researcher of miracles on behalf of the 

Vatican, must discover the truth behind hairdresser Frankie Paige 

(Patricia Arquette), who exhibits the Stigmata, the physical wounds Christ received from his 

crucifixion. His investigation is riddled with questions as he is torn between helping Frankie and 

revealing the discovery of a long-lost Gospel that would spell disaster for the future of the Catholic 

church. "Stigmata" is a very strange film. It takes a real hit on Catholicism, and at times, religion in 

general. Obviously, "Stigmata" isn't a film for all audiences, people with strong religious beliefs, for 

instance, and is certainly not appropriate for younger viewers. The production has so many good 

qualities, it's a shame to ultimately conceive that the flaw that sunk the motion picture is not its 

story or characters, but the individual scenes themselves. I can compare this film's failure to a jigsaw 

puzzle in which there are many interestingly shaped and colorful pieces, but, unfortunately, they do 

not fit together to create a final piece of work. The filmmakers are hard at work here, including the 

production designers who, feature attractive, idealistic and convincing set designs and interesting 

prop use. The audience does buy the film as biblical territory. And with this to their credit, they 

should have gone way over the top with the touchy subject "Stigmata" deals with. Well, they do 

indeed take the plot the extra mile here, and quite graphically at times, may I add. But they go so far 

over the top at times, the filmmakers have nowhere to go after the scenes of aggressiveness. Those 

instances in the movie change tone rather rapidly. This is due to the very high peak of tension 

created. Therefore, the film has nowhere to go but downhill, giving us an overall production that has 

about a half dozen really scary moments that last about thirty seconds each, and the rest of the 

movie is just mediocre melodrama. The film opens with an acclaimed and dedicated Priest/scientist 

named Andrew Kiernan investigating a bizarre occurrence in a Brazilian church where a religious 

statue bled from its eyes. After noticing a few unique things in this town, however, after he returns 

home to Cardinal Daniel Houseman, Kiernan pleads to be sent back to this area to investigate 

further, but his requests are suspiciously denied. The film then jumps to another story, where a 

young atheist woman named Frankie Paige lives an independent life in Pittsburgh where she is 

occupied as a hair stylist with her fellow coworkers, including close friend Donna. Things drastically 

heat up for Frankie after she receives a rather significant gift from her mother who was shopping on 

vacation. This is an item from a salesperson off the streets whom himself stole from a dead Brazilian 

priest. Soon, Frankie begins to suffer violent, disturbing visions and appearing on her afterwards are 



wounds resembling the ones suffered by Christ, a symptom called the stigmata. This is where the 

Priest comes in. After more and more stigmata attacks are inflicted on Frankie, Kiernan is sent to 

Pittsburgh where he investigates. It is when Frankie explains to Kiernan that she does not believe in 

God when he then denies the occurring stigmata attacks on her. You see, usually the stigmata 

happens to deeply religious Catholics, and Frankie is anything but. On the other hand, never before 

has each one of the five stigmatic wounds taken place on one individual person, and by the time this 

film is over, guess how many Frankie will have suffered. I liked the film's characters, as did I the 

performances. It is interesting for me to see such a shallow character as Frankie Paige be caught 

right in the middle of such a deep, spiritual situation. And who better to play the character than the 

always entertaining Patricia Arquette, who dazzled earlier this year in "Goodbye, Lover," and now, 

with "Stigmata," plays Paige with the right sarcasm material. This is not to say that "Stigmata" is 

perfect in its use of characters--as a madder of fact, the film is characteristically flawed. Take, for 

instance, Frankie's best friend, Donna, who at first is present to serve as a companion for Frankie. 

Then, right in the middle of the movie, when the script no longer required her presence, she 

completely disappears without a trace. Why does this happen? Because the story gets too involved 

for the characters to have "buddies," making the rest of the characters, although not completely, 

puppets of the plot. "Stigmata" contains the kind of plot that I liked to experience; a deep, involved 

and revealing storyline that focuses on touchy subjects. The characters are lost in their dialogue, but 

if the audience buys the premise, they allow themselves to be sucked in the events that transpire. 

The person who I saw this movie with found the plot too absorbing for her, and I have a feeling that 

this is how the majority of an audience will feel, therefore, although it is a close call for me, I am not 

recommending the film. I do feel, however, that there is a group of individuals out there who, like I 

somewhat was able to do, will happen to enjoy this production for what it is worth. If the film fit 

together a bit more, I think there may have been much potential here. But in the end, "Stigmata," 

gets lost in its controversial atmosphere and forgets that movies like this need explanation and a 

through-line, not brief grizzly scenes that repeat themselves over and over again. 
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Sto Dney Do Prikaza (100 Days Before The Command) (1990) 
 

This is one of those enigmatic 'artistic' films beloved of 

intellectuals and elitists that will mystify everyone else due to the 

internalised nature of its narrative (if it can be called such) which 

makes its meaning virtually impenetrable. In fact trying to 

describe it is like trying to describe a colour to a blind man: each 

scene is its own little story that bears little or no relation to those 

that precede or follow it. People die, but we never learn why. 

People stare at each other without talking. There's a lot of nudity, 

and this being a film about soldiers, much of it is of a homoerotic 

nature. Oh, and there's lots of cameras - so they're probably quite 

meaningful, although I couldn't say why. In fact I think I might 

have been watching the out-takes. 
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Stolen Summer (2002) 
 

Pete (Adiel Stein) is an 8-year-old Catholic boy growing up in the 

suburbs of Chicago in the mid-'70s. Pete attends Catholic school, 

where as classes let out for the summer, he's admonished by a 

nun to follow the path of Lord, and not that of the Devil. Perhaps 

taking this message a bit too seriously, Pete decides it's his goal 

for the summer to help someone get into heaven; having been 

told that Catholicism is the only sure path to the kingdom of the 

Lord, Pete decides to convert a Jew to Catholicism in order to 

improve their standing in the afterlife. Hoping to find a likely 

candidate, Pete begins visiting a nearby synagogue, where he gets 

to know Rabbi Jacobson, who responds to Pete's barrage of 

questions with good humor. Pete also makes friends with the 

Rabbi's son, Danny (9-year-old Mike Weinberg), who is about the 

same age; when he learns that Danny is seriously ill, he decides 

Danny would be an excellent choice for conversion. When the priest at Pete's church informs Pete 

that all will be tested before they pass the Pearly Gates, he sets up a mini-decathlon and puts Danny 

in training as he attempts to reshape his spiritual thinking. Pete's parents aren't sure just what to 

make of Pete's new summer project, and as they become aquatinted with Rabbi Jacobson, they 

share their perspectives on the unexpected trials of parenting. Let me start by saying that I watched 

"Project Greenlight" on HBO. I loved the series. I was hooked. I was very interested to see what the 

final result would be. Stolen Summer FINALLY came to the Pacific Northwest last weekend. I saw the 

first showing. It was worth my time. Anyone who is reading this already knows what the movie is 

about, so I won't go into the plot. Let it suffice to say that it was a sweet, touching, heartfelt movie. 

Ok, it was a bit trite at times, but it was almost a relief. So many movies today are violent and in-

your-face. Stolen Summer wasn't like that. It made you think. Although the HBO series "Project 

Greenlight" was a bit more entertaining, the movie was still worth the four hour drive to get there. 

Aidan Quinn, Bonnie Hunt, and Kevin Pollock were excellent in their roles. Good luck to Pete Jones in 

his future movies. He is a talented writer. 
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Stone (1974) 
 

Members of the Grave Diggers Motorcycle Club are being knocked 

off one by one, and someone needs to find out why! Sandy 

Harbutts timeless Australian cult film about a bunch of regegades 

riding Kawasaki 900s. This picture is excellent. It's a slice of the 

rougher side of Australian life in the 70s. Everything fits together 

and the whole is a great hour-and-a-half Aussie yarn. I recent 

managed to catch a screening on the big outdoor Moonlight 

Cinema screen in Sydney. It fantastic to see it up on the big 

screen. Take the trip. 
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Stonehenge Apocalypse (2010) 
 

When a group of archaeologists dig up a human skeleton near the 

historical monument of STONEHENGE, an ancient piece of 

machinery hidden beneath the bedrock is discovered. Not 

knowing what it could be the workers accidentally trigger the 

mechanism and start a chain of events that may very well end the 

world as we know it. I liked this movie, OK it is absurd but 

somehow it managed to keep my interest alive. The scene in 

which the temple rises out of the earth is simply superb. The 

characters are believable and the acting is reasonably good. I 

don't expect George Lucas, Stanley Kubrick or even Wes Craven 

on most Sci-Fi Saturday night movies, I wanted a movie that 

wasn't completely stupid (OK, not completely SERIOUSLY stupid, it 

was absurd & knew it, & had fun with it) and with a nice 

interesting pace, & this movie was surely it. Of course I wouldn't 

dream of spending money to see it! Overall, better than most cheapo sci-fi movies, fair to good 

acting (I think the lead character plays Castiel on Supernatural). 
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Stonewall (1995) 
 

Who could have guessed that a bunch of men in dresses would 

breath life into the movement to win equal rights for gay men and 

lesbians? Certainly not the police who raided the Stonewall Inn, a 

popular "drag" bar in Greenwich Village. After a long history of 

police raids, extortion, and brutality, a gaggle of drag queens at 

the Stonewall decide they have had enough and begin to riot 

when the police try to load them into a paddy wagon. Told by "La 

Miranda" (Hector), a regular customer at the Stonewall Inn, the 

film is a recounting of events that led up to that fateful day in 

1969. "Matty Dean" is the handsome angry young man that La 

Miranda meets at the Stonewall one day and with whom she/he 

quickly falls in love. "Bostonia" is the self-styled Queen Mother of 

the drag queens and guides each initiate gently "into the life." Her 

lover, Vinnie, is the closeted proprietor of the Stonewall. His tragic 

response to the suffocation he feels bearing down on him from a homophobic world -- perhaps as 

much as anything else -- sparks the riots. This is the Stonewall Riots "As Told By La Miranda". We are 

set in the year 1969 where Homosexuality is illegal and dressing in drag is likely to get you arrested, 

if not beaten! Everybody has their own Stonewall story... Everyone that lived through it will have a 

fantastic memory to tell anybody that will listen. Well this film is La Miranda's story. La Miranda is a 

fictional drag queen and this film is all about how her and her friends got through the Stonewall 

days. I learned a lot from this film. I never realised how tough it was for gay people living in America 

at that time. I never once thought about what those people did to make life so much easier for us 

now. As a gay man myself, I felt touched by this film and the reality of what really did happen back 

then. Stonewall is a brutal film that delivers a very strong message in a very straight forward, no 

crap, right to the point kind of way. The characters in the film are all adorable in their own way and 

you can really feel what they are feeling. You will find yourself staring at the screen in amazement at 

how strong these people really are. Every person in this film gives an outstanding performance... I 

can not fault any of the actors. There are no big names in this film either and that is what makes it 

even more special. No big star actors being in this movie means that you can get really close to the 

characters and you can relate to them, rather than picture them in another role and another movie. 

It is also a very private movie, it wasn't a huge box office smash hit like Titanic or Star Wars. It's the 

kind of movie that nobody has really heard of but is always hooked on it once they finally see it. 

Anybody that knows about Stonewall will know that the people that lived through that riot were 

fighting for people like myself, my boyfriend and all gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, drag queens and 

everyone alike. They sacraficed everything they could to pave the way for us to live with the 

freedom we deserve. They deserve to be respected in every way possible and this film does just that. 

It portrays them for what they really are...HEROS! I really loved this film and I seriously recommend 

everybody sees it... you will learn something and you will be moved! 
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Stonewall And Riot: The Ultimate Orgasm (2006) 
 

The Ultimate Orgasmorator has been stolen, Dr. Von FockingCock 

is missing, and the only witness; his assistant, is lost in an 

extraordinary orgasmic aftwerglow. Can Eros City's most 

prominent heroes; Stonewall and Riot, get to the bottom of things 

before time runs out? They'll have to fuck their way through a 

gallery of the most twisted and horny sex freaks ever seen. The 

end of the trail leads our masked orgasmateers to the French 

tickler, a mad sensualist hell-bent on revenge and mayhem. His 

plan, to bathe the city in a sea of it's own jizz, is just the tip of the 

iceberg! 
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Storm Boy (1976) 
 

A major cinema success in Australia and some other countries in 

the mid 70s and deserves to be an enduring hit anytime it is 

shown. Sensitive and heartfelt, this glorious film about a 12-year-

old boy (12-year-old Greg Rowe) and his Pelican sea bird reflects 

those Belgian - French - camargue films of the 60s but in a very 

Australian way. Filmed on the windswept desolate beaches of 

South Australia in full wild force of Summer Antarctic winds and 

with a true young actor, STORM BOY nowadays should be a staple 

of any family movie channel and DVD outlet. The Aboriginal teen 

in the film is 23-year-old David Gulpilil, one of Australia's most 

celebrated actors, recently seen in Rolfe Heer's awesome film THE 

TRACKER. 
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Storm Of The Century (1999) 
 

A small village off the mainland is about to receive a huge winter 

storm. It won't be just another storm for them. A strange visitor 

named Andre Linoge comes to the small village and gives the 

residents havoc. He knows everything about them, and when he 

tells the truth about one of them, that person denies it. The town 

constable, Mike Anderson, tries to keep everyone in check with 

the huge storm and Linoge. Linoge keeps telling the people, "Give 

me what I want and I will go away". A strange and powerful 

creature with the appearance of a man (Colm Feore) has come to 

the small town of Little Tall Island, Maine during the heaviest 

snow storm in the last 100 years. He brings with him the darkest 

secrets of all the townspeople and uses his knowledge to control 

and drive some of them to suicide and murder. But with every 

event, he leaves the clear message "Give me what I want and I'll 

go away." But first, he has to convince everyone that he has the power to destroy the village, if they 

don't comply. What a story, what a man, what a movie? "Give me what I want and I'll go away," 

demands the black-eyed, stocking-capped stranger Linoge (Colm Feore), who appears in a quiet 

island community on the verge of the worst storm in decades and brutally bludgeons an old lady to 

death. Tim Daly, the town sheriff and voice of reason and moral strength, locks up the quiet 

madman, but the deaths pile up as Linoge acts them out from his cell like a murderous mime pulling 

psychic strings. Stephen King, whose original teleplay is his best work for the screen since The Stand, 

transforms the sleepy burg into a Peyton Place of guilty secrets and criminal activity ripped from 

under a blanket of small town normality while the white-out of the snowstorm completely cuts them 

off from civilization. Director Craig R. Baxley nicely maintains an icy tension while the waiting game 

goes on, perhaps a little too long, before Linoge finally reveals "what he wants" and the drama turns 

into a struggle for man's soul in miniature. The more ambitious special effects and set pieces 

sometimes disappoint but are more than made up for in King's knack for turning the mundane into 

the macabre (the children's song "I'm a Little Teapot" has never sounded more sinister) and a few 

brilliantly realized sequences, the best of which occurs when townspeople are literally yanked out of 

existence while watching the storm. Storm of the Century is one of the most successful translations 

of King's brand of horror to the screen. 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (1999) 
 

Episode 1. Linoge: We meet Michael Anderson, a local constable who responds to the murder of an 

elderly women named Martha Clarendon. A stranger named Andre Linoge is found at the scene and 

arrested. This is all happening while the island of Little Tall is about to be hit by the "Storm of the 

Century." 



Episode 2. Storm of the Century: As the winter storm strikes the town, the people start finding the 

mysterious phrase "Give me what I want, and I'll go away." 

Episode 3. Reckoning: As they find out what Linoge wants the town tries to weigh the moral 

dilemma they are in and decide if they should give it to him. 
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Stormbreaker (2006) 
 

Alex Rider (16-year-old Alex Pettyfer) thinks he is a normal school 

boy, until his uncle is killed. He discovers that his uncle was 

actually spy on a mission, when he was killed. Alex is recruited by 

Alan Blunt to continue the mission. He is sent to Cornwall to 

investigate a new computer system, which Darrius Sayle has 

created. He plans to give the new computer systems to every 

school in the country, but Mr. Blunt has other ideas and Alex must 

find out what it is. An outwardly ordinary orphaned teenager 

student Alex Rider who lives with his uncle, a boring bank 

manager, or so it seems until his uncle, Ian Rider, disappears 

under mysterious circumstances. He finds himself suddenly thrust 

into extraordinary circumstances upon discovering that his entire 

youth was part of an elaborate plan to create the perfect super 

spy. Recruited by Mr. Blunt and Mrs. Jones, and armed with 

special gadgets, he embarks on his first mission. Billionaire Darrius Sayle is donating a free 

Stormbreaker mega-computer to every school in Britain. But is there more to his generosity than 

meets the eye? Going undercover, he infiltrates Sayle's compound. He meets the tycoon's sinister 

sidekicks, vixen publicist Nadia Vole and the disfigured mute Mr. Grin, and tests out the impressive 

and secretive Stormbreaker computer. While exploring a restricted area, Alex begins to figure out 

the mysterious Stormbreakers--he knows he's onto something big. Suddenly, Sayle and his evil 

henchmen capture Alex. Using his cunning and his MI6 gadgets, Alex manages to escape. He hitches 

a ride to London to stop Sayle from activating the Stormbreakers and releasing their secret weapon 

throughout Britain. But time is running out. With the help of his housekeeper Jack Starbright and his 

friend Sabina Pleasure, Alex takes Sayle head-on in a dangerous race against time to stop the evil 

plan. Within days he's gone from schoolboy to super spy, but will his first assignment be his last? 

After the death of his uncle, the 14-year-old schoolboy Alex Rider is forced by the Special Operations 

Division of Britain's secret intelligence service, MI6, for a mission which will save millions of lives. 

When his guardian, Ian Rider, dies in suspicious circumstances, 14-year-old Alex Rider finds his world 

turned upside down. Within days he's gone from schoolboy to super spy. Forcibly recruited into MI6, 

Alex has to take part in gruelling SAS training exercises, then, armed with his own special gadgets, 

he's off on his first mission. But when Alex soon finds himself in mortal danger, it looks as if his first 

assignment may well be his last. Alex Rider is a normal school boy with a normal life, until his uncle 

Ian Rider dies. Alex's life changes forever, as he discovers that his uncle was not, as he thought a 

banker, but a super MI6 agent who was shot on the way back from his latest assignment. Alex is 

cleverly manipulated by MI6 to work for him; his mission is to find out what's going on with the 

Stormbreakers, high-tech virtual reality computers that have some kind of virus in them. The main 

suspect is creator of the Stormbreaker, Darrius Sayle. After a shocking discovery that nearly causes 

him to lose his life, Alex must return to Britain to stop Sayle and save England. Can he succeed or will 

his first mission become his last? MI6 spy Ian Rider was Alex's guardian since we was small, and now 

he has been killed by Russian assassin, Yassen Gregorovich. Alex is then tricked into working for MI6, 

and goes undercover to see what suspected crook Darius Sayle is up to when he releases new super 

computers known as Stormbreakers. While undercover, Alex encounters tasks no one would deem 



possible for a mere 14-year-old boy. Alex destroys Sayle's plans to kill billions of children across 

Great Britain, and seemingly becomes a normal schoolboy again. But for how long? Book 

adaptations rarely capture the excellence of the novel which they are based upon and though the 

same can be said for 'Stormbreaker', it still is a rather good film considering the fact it is mainly 

aimed at the preteen and young teen audience. Based on the first of Anthony Horowitz's 'Alex Rider' 

novels, the story is centred around orphaned 14-year-old Alex Rider who lives with his Uncle Ian, a 

man who his nephew assumes is a dull bank worker but is in fact an MI6 operative. When Ian is killed 

on a mission, his superiors are determined to recruit Alex to break the case. Pressured into 

complying, Alex is trained at an SAS-type camp before being sent undercover to discover the true 

intents of psychopath Darius Sayle, who is planning a nationwide release of computers he has 

dubbed Stormbreakers. In his big-screen debut as Alex Rider, 16-year-old Alex Pettyfer was a shade 

too old for the role (he was as tall as most of the adult cast, which took away the shock his role as a 

child thrust into danger). However, although he did have lapses where his performance turned 

wooden, he was quite successful in bringing the character to life, depicting Rider's determination, 

anger and cockiness well. It's just a shame he was no-where near as good as he proved himself to be 

in 'Tom Brown's Schooldays'. Mickey Rourke was great as the unhinged and vengeful Sayle, his real-

life disastrous plastic surgery only enhancing his character's crazed nature. It was Pettyfer and 

Rourke who carried the bulk of the film but their co-stars, including Ewan McGregor, Sophie 

Okonedo, Robbie Coltrane and Stephen Fry, made their presence known despite having minor roles. 

The fight and action scenes were nicely performed and depicted a suitably odd feel by conveying the 

fact it is a boy in the heat of the battle. I also enjoyed the homages to James Bond such as how the 

main credits at the start exploded onto the screen and how Mr. Smithers nicely complimented 

Bond's Q. And it was also change for the better to meet Ian Rider as he is already dead in the 

beginning of the novel so we never really get a feel of what his character might have been like 

(although we could have done without the stereotypical busy father-figure/neglected child scenes). 

However, there were numerous low points in the film. I love Bill Nighy and he did give a good 

performance as MI6 boss Mr. Blunt but the character just didn't come across right. He was too 

slapstick to properly depict the cold edge to Mr. Blunt, a man who doesn't think twice about sending 

a child into the line of fire. The change to the character of Jack Starbright was also annoying. She 

isn't meant to be a karate expert nor does she ever become directly involved in Alex's missions so 

there was absolutely no need for the fight scene. It was quite irking to see the script was poorly 

handled in terms of keeping Alex's role a secret. Instead of both MI6 and Alex himself taking great 

care to ensure no-one ever learns of his part in bringing down Sayle, he's all over the news in the 

film and even his little girlfriend knows the truth. It ruined the idea that if recruiting Alex as a child 

spy became public, it would be humiliating for MI6 and disrupt whatever chance of normality Alex 

tries to harbour for himself. For a first outing though, 'Stormbreaker' was enjoyable and would 

probably please young members of the family as well as parents dragged along. However, the 

unnecessary humorous touches to the film will very likely leave many older teens and twenty-

somethings wanting a bit more 'meat'. Hopefully when they adapt 'Point Blanc', the darker edge that 

makes the novels so addictive is retained. 
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Story Of A Bad Boy (1999) 
 

17-year-old Pauly (Jeremy Hollingworth) is a closeted high school 

kid who wants it all. His dad wants him to make the track team, his 

mom wants him to do well in band, and Pauly just wants to get 

closer to the new student teacher doing the school play. This is a 

well written and very nicely acted film about the confusion and 

excitement of adolescence. Portrayed comically for the most part, 

the characters also reveal their fears and uncertainties. If you like 

coming of age or coming out stories, this satisfying flick will fit the 

bill. 
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Storytelling (2001) 
 

Storytelling is comprised of two separate stories set against the 

sadly comical terrain of college and high school, past and present. 

Following the paths of its young hopeful/ troubled characters, it 

explores issues of sex, race, celebrity and exploitation. Storytelling 

follows two separate, unrelated stories of the angst, frustration, 

depression of the youth of today against two backdrops. In 

"Fiction", Vi is a hip college teenager who allows herself to be 

exploited and abused by any guy, including her writing professor, 

in order to get inspiration for her creative writing class. In "Non-

fiction", Toby Oxman is a hapless loser/shoe salesman who wants 

to be a famous documentary filmmaker. For his first project, Toby 

explores the dysfunctional Livingston family, focusing mostly on 

the oldest son Scooby, an alienated, hates-the-world, ticking-time-

bomb, bisexual, high school student with dreams of being famous. 

Uneven, disappointing two-part film: the first part, 'Fiction', is about a college teenager who breaks 

up with her boyfriend and sleeps with her black teacher. The second part, 'Non-Fiction', follows an 

ambitious documentary filmmaker who explores the life of a dysfunctional family, focusing mainly 

on an alienated teen named Scooby. Storytelling is a film I feel extremely ambiguous about. It has 

plenty of expectedly wry, observant bits, and some excellent scenes. But the first part of the film, 

'Fiction', makes little sense, and seems short and insignificant beside the film's longer, better second 

half. By the end, we are left with a less-than-average movie that has an unfinished and unsatisfying 

feel to it, leaving us yearning for much more than we got. Nothing like Todd Solondz's previous two 

films, which were immeasurably superior. 
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Stowaway To The Moon (1975) 
 

An 11-year-old boy (13-year-old Michael Link), who has always 

been fascinated by space and astronauts, wishes he could go into 

space also. So of course it should be easy to get into Cape 

Kennedy, up the launch tower, and into the capsule. Naturally 

when something goes wrong on the journey, he will save the day. 

This is a sweet, simple story about a boy who stowaway on a 

spacecraft the night before liftoff. It appears that he really thought 

this plan through, he studied up on space travel and the complex 

nature of travelling in space. This kid is smart, he knew what he 

was doing! This is 1974 and the security technology has not yet 

been available. It's impossible to get away with something like 

that today. I like the way this story is told, it's not corny, but 

neither is it overblown. This film also brings back the memories of 

the Apollo space program, while I was only 5-years-old when 

Apollo 11 mission to the moon, I still remember the event because 

it was all anyone talked about at the time. This is good story 

telling. 
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Straight Story (2006) 
 

This film is about an upside down world, where being homosexual 

is considered "normal" and heterosexual is considered "not 

normal". Great movie that had me laughing the whole way 

through it! The actors for really well in this, and the star form the 

hit TV series "Maria is askimy" is very very good in this film. Great 

mix of comedy, irony, romance, and sex. A must see! Keeps you 

laughing all the way through, with Yianni and Sophia having some 

very good moments between each other and her girl friend 

making that even funnier, not to mention Yiannis mates making 

the film just as funny. A very funny scene when he has to try act 

gay. From what I understand the majority are metria names in the 

big screen but after seen this I'm sure they will be big names in the 

near future. 
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Straight-Jacket (2004) 
 

In 1950's Hollywood, movie star Guy Stone must marry a studio 

secretary in order to conceal his homosexuality. Sally has no idea 

her marriage is a sham, though, and turns Guy's life upside-down. 

Then he falls in love. I had the privilege of attending a screening of 

STRAIGHT-JACKET at SXSW Film 2004, and it's been, hands down, 

my favourite film so far from this year's selections. It's a smart and 

sassy homage to fifties films that expertly balances farce with 

message. Guy Stone (Matt Letscher), a Hollywood sex symbol 

whose randiness keeps threatening his career until his agent 

(Veronica Cartwright) and studio boss marry him off to a naive 

secretary (Carrie Preston). Everyone knows the marriage is a sham 

but Sally, who enthusiastically tries to domesticate Guy. 

Meanwhile, Guy meets Rick, (Adam Greer), who challenges his 

promiscuous ways as well as his willingness to live a lie at the height of the communist scare. 

Letscher has the part down perfectly; he's an adorable cad who could be inserted into any romantic 

comedy of that era and fit right in. Preston and Greer, both from the original theatrical cast, are also 

solid casting. Cartwright seems to channel several actresses of the era known for being ballsy 

women. But the most enjoyable moments are the droll lines delivered by Michael Emerson, as 

Victor, Guy's Butler; I couldn't wait to hear what he'd say next. Stylistically the film captures the 

spirit of the era, from the titles, to music, and the creative use of computer imagery and set design. 

The in-jokes are fast and furious, remaining suggestive without being offensive. It's solid film-making 

from top to bottom. This is a movie I intend to own the moment it's available on DVD, as well as see 

again as soon as it gets distribution. 
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Straightman (2000) 
 

At first I thought this film had doubts to it, by the almost 

documentary presentation of its camera work. But after awhile I 

got hooked into the lives of the two leading men. This small gem 

of a film was written and starred Ben Berkowitz and Ben Redgrave 

and was directed by Ben Berkowitz. Not a bad attempt on doing it 

all. I especially liked both male leads in this. Redgrave as the gay 

coming out of the closet guy and Berkowitz as his "straight man" 

friend. We watch how their relationship changes along the way 

when Redgrave confesses to his friend his secret gay lifestyle. I 

liked the way Berkowitz reacted to what he heard. It seemed 

natural and quite real. If only others could take the same example 

in the "straight world" and have as much understanding and 

acceptance. You have compassion for the characters and like 

where they are coming from. This praise goes to the writing and 

the performances. And Redgrave is gorgeous! Hard to believe that anyone wouldn't want him for a 

lover. As the two friends go their own ways, you feel a sense of sadness that they couldn't find a way 

to live their lives together. Congratulations on a sleeper of a film with excellent performances and 

direction. 
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Strákarnir Okkar (Eleven Men Out) (2005) 
 

The star player of Iceland's top football team causes a stir when he 

admits to being gay to his team mates and then goes on a journey 

to discover himself (with the help of the local press). He soon finds 

himself on the bench for most of his teams matches and decides 

to call it quits and join a small amateur team made up of men like 

himself - gay guys trying to play football in a straight world of 

Icelandic fishing culture machoism. I saw this last night at the Fort 

Lauderdale Intl Film Festival and I was disappointed. While the 

Cast (especially the lead) is quite stunning to look at, most of the 

film's only laughs come from the lead's drunken ex-wife. The print 

of the film we saw was blurry and could not be focused. It was 

very hard to keep up on reading the subtitles, they were very fast, 

much faster than normal. The story just didn't go much of 

anywhere and the ending was quite uneventful. The look of the 

film is of course very cold and gray, I assume this was filmed during the summer, I can only imagine 

how gray, cold and isolated it would look in winter. Lots of old lame gay jokes and of course the 

needless use of drag queens. (why does every gay movie have to have a drag queen lurking about 

somewhere). Wait for the DVD on this one, but don't expect much. 
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Strange (2003) 
 

After an encounter with a demon, a sceptical nurse and ex-

scientist named Jude meets the depressed and mysterious John 

Strange. Strange was once a priest, but now searches for demons 

hiding in the world. Standing in his way is Cannon Black, a shifty 

character with unknown motives. With Jude's knowledge and her 

newly found connections to this dark world, Strange may finally be 

able to accomplish some of the good he set out to do. Thoroughly 

enjoyable. Intelligently scripted, a nice mix of ambiguous 

characters, plenty of scope for development, and all attractively 

acted. When watching this, I thought it was on a par with Channel 

4's superb "Ultraviolet" mini-series made in 1998. Aha, I now see 

that was also written and directed by Joe Ahearne. More please, 

BBC! 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 0 Pilot: A young nurse named Jude begins dating Rich, a handsome man who seems to be 

able to make everything in the world much better, especially for her. After a spate of deaths 

apparently caused by severe electric shocks, Jude is lead to the eccentric John Strange, a former 

priest turned Demon Hunter, who (uncannily) believes a demon is to blame for the recent killings. 

John goes on to try and convince the perplexed Jude of their existence but she doesn't believe any of 

it, until it transpires Rich is planning on making Jude's son his next victim. 

Episode 1: Zoxim; A year has passed since last we saw John Strange. Following the gruesome deaths 

of Joey's paediatrician Dr. Siva and a psychic lady named Emily Hawthorne - in which they rapidly 

aged before dying - nurse Jude partners with John Strange to track down a demon he believes is the 

responsible link to both of their repugnant deaths. But is the murderer much closer to home? 

Episode 2: Kaa-Jinn; The discovery of a headless corpse in a tattooist's parlour leads John and Jude 

onto the case of a demon named Kaa-Jinn, who is building a Frankenstein-esque monster from the 

dismembered body parts of its victims. 

Episode 3: Costa Burra; Strange is suffering what appears to be a monumental hangover. Jude visits 

the Cathedral Library to conduct her own demonology research, but finds the texts locked away. The 

librarian refuses her request for access, saying she needs permission from the archivist, Canon Black. 

The likelihood of Jude being granted access seem small, especially as she overhears Black refusing 

Mr. Mason access to the plans to Bishop Otterman's tomb. It transpires that the Bishop died in 1908, 

one of the last victims of Bone's Fever. Could Black fear a further outbreak of the disease if the tomb 

is re-opened? Or does he have a secret agenda? Past and present collide as Strange and Jude 

become embroiled in a spot of tomb raiding, while a mini-cab driver hears voices from his radio, and 

a little old lady proves less than harmless. 



Episode 4: Incubus; It's Saturday night in the city, but those expecting a wild night may be biting off 

more than they can chew... Sunday morning and a young girl, who had been clubbing the night 

before, is found dead in her flat, with massive lacerations to her ribcage. Jude, Joey and a reluctant 

Strange find their grand day out to the zoo barred by animal rights protesters, who believe four 

keepers have been mauled to death. And the Reverend Mary Hapgood is convinced there is 

something with big teeth loose in her kitchen. Could all these events be connected? Does the local 

zoo provide the answer? Or is something more sinister at work? 

Episode 5: Dubuykk; Romanian refugees come to the city, hoping to ward off an ancient evil. 

Episode 6: Asmoth; When a set of gnawed bones is found in a swimming pool changing room, 

Strange enlists the help of his friend and mentor Father Bernard to investigate the possibility of a 

demonic murder. Meanwhile, Jude's ex-boyfriend returns to settle some unfinished business with 

Strange. 
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Strange Holiday (Boys Of Lost Island) (1969) 
 

Ten young boys (Jaeme Hamilton as Briant, Mark Healey as 

Doniphan, Jaime Massang as Moco, Van Alexander as Gordon, 15-

year-old Ross Williams as Jacob, Simon Asprey as Iverson, Peter 

Alexander as Garnett, Michael Barry as Service, 12-year-old Mark 

Lee as Costar and Larry Crane as Wilcox) are shipwrecked 

somewhere in Oceania. "Ridiculous" is probably the best word to 

describe this time-waster, a kid's film ranked somewhere between 

TREASURE ISLAND and HOME ALONE. What WERE the Producers 

thinking? Through circumstances that simply aren't worth 

enlightening you with, ten boys and the obligatory canine, are 

shipwrecked on a desert island. (Why can't anyone be 

shipwrecked just off Hawaii or the coast of Florida?) Their lives are 

then intruded upon by a bunch of scheming adults, who if they'd 

watched BABY GENIUSES would know, never come out winners! 

Screenplay was somewhat loosely adapted by Producer/Writer/Director Brown, from an original 

story called "Deux Ans En Vacance" (Two Years On Holiday) by none other than Jules Verne. For 

what it is worth, it was filmed entirely in Sydney. 
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Streamers (1983) 
 

Four young recruits about to be sent to Vietnam confront their 

prejudicial feelings toward one another when it's learned one of 

them is homosexual. Following on the heels of "Come Back to the 

Five & Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean", Altman brings another 

play to the screen. Like the earlier movie, this is an intensely 

serious drama about issues of sexuality and denial. Like the earlier 

movie, parts of it are extremely strident and/or "stagy", and like 

the earlier movie, much of it is redeemed by the excellent 

performances. Although set against the backdrop of the Vietnam 

War, the film is mostly about what goes on inside the heads of a 

small group of soldiers who are waiting to get shipped out. Much 

of the story's development is psychological, and not related to the 

specific period in history... if anything, the characters occasionally 

seem "too modern", but it's impossible for me to say whether this 

is actually the case (perhaps done intentionally by the director and screenwriter) or whether my 

impression of how they "should" have been behaving in the mid-1960s is coloured too much by 

mass-media images from that time. In any case, Altman and screenwriter David Rabe do a good job 

of confounding the audience's expectations and providing us with multi-faceted, complex 

characters, and there are some moments of chilling beauty, as when two older sergeants tell stories 

of paratroopers who didn't make it. While the issues involved and the serious tone will probably turn 

a lot of people off, this is a "worthy" member of the Altman canon, and well worth seeking out by 

anyone who is interested in his "filmed plays" of the 80s or in seeing him work on a small scale. 
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Streets Of New York (The Abe Lincoln Of Ninth Avenue) (1939) 
 

Jimmy (17-year-old Jackie Cooper), an idealistic and hard-working 

young man, has just arrived in New York City with dreams of 

making his fortune. Along the way he faces numerous obstacles, 

opportunities and temptations, but through it all, he considers the 

actions of his hero, Abraham Lincoln, for guidance. Will Jimmy see 

his dreams come true, or will he be another of the countless 

hopefuls chewed up and spit out by New York's mean streets? 

With 12-year-old Martin Spellman. I had little hope for the public 

domain DVD I bought of this little programmer from 

Monogram...was I wrong and how! Direction, script and 

photography are all better than you might expect, and Jackie 

Cooper leads a great cast which includes good parts for fine 

supporting players of the era...a special note for George Irving as 

the kindly judge...he had one of the most elegant voices in film 

and will be forever remembered as Alexander Peabody in Bringing Up Baby. But the most appealing 

aspect of this movie is the genuine freshness which the actors bring to the situations, many of which 

had already become Hollywood clichés. The Christmas party scene with the poor kids at the judge's 

home is only one of many memorable scenes which make this a way above average "B" picture of 

the era. The sentimental touches are sincere and you'll be surprised how this fine little movie draws 

to a strong conclusion! 
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Stuart Little (1999) 
 

The adventures of a heroic and debonair stalwart mouse named 

Stuart Little with human qualities, who faces some comic 

misadventures while searching for his lost bird friend and living 

with a human family as their child. When the Little's go to an 

orphanage to adopt a new family member, their son, George (9-

year-old Jonathan Lipnicki), insists on a little brother as opposed 

to a big one. His request is honoured more literally than he ever 

imagined when a charming young mouse named Stuart is chosen. 

While George is disappointed and initially unwelcoming to his new 

brother, the family cat, Snowbell, is even less enthusiastic at the 

prospect of having a mouse as his "master" and plots to get rid of 

him. Against these difficulties, Stuart resolves to face them with as 

much pluck, love and courage as he can muster. In doing so, he 

shows his beloved new family that great things can truly come in 

small packages. A movie based on the story by children's author about a mouse who is adopted by 

the Little family, and his adventures trying to become an accepted member of the family. He fights 

to gain his Brother's affection, and to stay, which is against the family cat's wishes. Stuart is a mouse 

who is adopted into a human family. His new parents are sure thrilled with him, but everyone is not. 

Through a series of adventures he eventually gains the love of his big brother, acceptance by the 

extended Little family and even the grudging tolerance of the family cat. I really enjoyed this film. It's 

light and fluffy, very predictable, but Stuart is really lovable. The animation is fantastic, as Stuart 

appears to be more like a little human than a mouse. There appear to be many take offs of other 

films within this film, which is great for those who watch a lot of films and can pick them. It's one of 

those kids films which adults can enjoy as well. The story is actually quite good, with some very 

funny one liners. Probably one of the first films where the audience can feel compassion for a 

mouse. 
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Stuart Little 2 (2002) 
 

Stuart's mother is being over-protective of him, especially when 

he narrowly escapes injury in a soccer game. His big brother 

George (12-year-old Jonathan Lipnicki) has also made a new 

friend, Will (12-year-old Marc John Jefferies), so Stuart is feeling 

lonely. Stuart rescues a canary, Margalo, from a falcon; she moves 

in with the Little's. One day, Margalo is nowhere to be found, so 

Stuart and Snowbell set out across the city to find her while 

George covers for Stuart (the first time he's had to lie). I took my 

boys, 9 & 11, to see this movie back to back with Spy Kids II. They 

liked Spy Kids II better. I liked this one better. The movie has a lot 

of suspense, but relatively little violence, which is good, from my 

point of view. Very small children are going to find it too scary, but 

it was not at all too scary for kids the age of mine. The CG 

characters are fairly well-developed, as are the kids, but the 

human adults are somewhat cartoonish -- sort of an interesting turnabout. The mother is an 

especially intriguing caricature. She is a traditional '50's type mother -- except that she wears 

incredibly tight clothes and swings her hips rather dramatically when she walks. There is one 

bedroom scene, where the parents are fairly demurely dressed in pyjamas, except that there is one -

- again rather dramatic -- profile shot of the mother showing that her nightie is skin tight and that 

she has an exceptional, Playboy type figure. I guess they have to put these things in so that fathers 

who bring their kids to movies won't complain too much. This mom is an odd juxtaposition, saying all 

these staid, stay-at-home mom type things, but her body language and clothing are sending very 

slutty messages. It was strange seeing this in a children's movie. By contrast, the Dad is a cartoonish, 

nerd, though a good father. The little boy is much more normal seeming, except that he acts older 

than his body looks. Basically, the human actors are just props, and the real action revolves around 

the CG characters: Stuart, Margolo, and the hawk -- and the cat, who is possibly not CG, but at least 

has a CG mouth. They seem real, while the people seem fake. The movie, despite the slightly odd 

mother, promotes traditional family values of love and acceptance. I thought the best line in the 

movie was that of the little bird, that the Little's don't seem to have very much, just each other. Of 

course, actually they have an exceptionally nice townhouse; but never mind: the point is that they 

love and support each other and by acting together they can accomplish what none of them can 

accomplish separately and material possessions are not too important. The movie is very short. You 

don't really feel like you've seen a whole movie. Still it was nice. I'm glad I went. 
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Stuff The White Rabbit (1997) 
 

Introduced by John Lenahan and featuring a variety of magicians from around the world. Jerry 

Sadowitz is a regular and David Williamson appears in several. Most of the magic is fast and modern 

with the emphasis on humour. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1997) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 

Episode 5. 

Episode 6. 
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Sud Pralad (Tropical Malady) (2004) 
 

'Tropical Malady' explores the passionate relationship between 

two men with unusual consequences. The film is divided in two 

parts. The first half charts the modest attraction between two 

men in the sunny, relaxing countryside and the second half charts 

the confusion and terror of an unknown menace lurking deep 

within the jungle shadows. An exhilarating, confusing adventure. 

The first half of the film tells a love story, leaving small hints at the 

ways people can never really know one another. The second half 

uses a mythic tale and experimental style to explore that theme. 

It's an attempt to use film and storytelling to portray the feelings 

and instincts that human beings have but can't find words for. 

Exciting, but not for those who want everything wrapped up and 

defined (the film argues against the very possibility of easy 

definitions). I also highly recommend his two other feature-length films: "Mysterious Object at 

Noon" and "Blissfully Yours." Hopefully "Tropical Malady" will be released widely enough to get the 

attention it deserves, and hopefully one day "Blissfully Yours" will make its way to DVD. 
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Suddenly, Last Summer (1959) 
 

A wealthy harridan, Violet Venable, attempts to bribe Dr. 

Cukrowicz, a young psycho-surgeon from a New Orleans mental 

hospital that is desperately in need of funds, into lobotomizing her 

niece, Catherine Holly. Violet wants the operation performed in 

order to prevent Catherine from defiling the memory of her son, 

the poet Sebastian. Catherine has been babbling obscenely about 

Sebastian's mysterious death that she witnessed while on holiday 

together in Spain the previous summer. In 1937 New Orleans, Dr. 

John Cukrowicz, working at the state run Lion's View Mental 

Institution, is experimenting with a radical new treatment for 

hopeless cases of lunacy: lobotomy. Lion's View is woefully 

underfunded, but a supposed saviour comes forth in the form of 

the wealthy and aging widowed Mrs. Violet Venable, the Venable 

name an institution in and of itself in New Orleans. Mrs. Venable 

had an extremely close bond with her poet son Sebastian, who she vacationed with every year, but 

who died the previous summer while on a European vacation with Mrs. Venable's pretty niece by 

marriage, Catherine Holly. Mrs. Venable's $1 million donation to Lion's View is seemingly predicated 

on Dr. Cukrowicz institutionalizing and lobotomizing Catherine, who Mrs. Venable states is mentally 

deranged. Catherine, in meeting with Dr. Cukrowicz, states that she is not deranged but that 

something is disturbing her from her vacation last summer with Sebastian. Catherine does not 

remember the specific incident which is causing her this grief. With pressure from Mrs. Venable 

(which is equally directed at Catherine's mother in the form of $100,000 to sign Catherine's 

commitment papers), Dr. Cukrowicz has to decide to go forward with the operation against the 

vehement denials of lunacy by Catherine, or wait to try and find out exactly what happened last 

summer between Catherine and Sebastian. In 1930's New Orleans, a wealthy and eccentric older 

woman named Mrs. Venable (Katharine Hepburn), wants a surgeon (Montgomery Clift) to perform a 

lobotomy on her niece (Elizabeth Taylor), for reasons that become clear toward the end of the film. 

This macabre Tennessee Williams story, with overlapping adult themes, must surely have been a 

shock to audiences in 1959. The film provides a great vehicle for the talents of both Hepburn whose 

acting is engaging, and Taylor whose performance is superb. The Mankiewicz script is very talky. The 

characters of both Hepburn and Taylor engage in lengthy and at times tedious monologues. In all 

that talking, at least there are some really good lines. My favourite is near the beginning. In a 

nonchalant tone, Mrs. Venable tells us about the daily vicissitudes of Lady, the Venus flytrap that 

Mrs. Venable keeps in her garden. "Lady must be kept under glass, and while she is under glass, we 

have to provide her with flies, flown in at great expense." Priceless. As one would expect for a film 

derived from a stage play, cinematography and music are less important than dialogue and acting. 

"Suddenly Last Summer" is worth viewing for its unusual story, and for the acting accomplishments 

of Hepburn and Taylor. 
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Sugar (2004) 
 

A provocative and challenging coming-of-age story between Cliff 

(Andre Noble), a restless suburban teen, and Butch (Brendan 

Fehr), a street hustler, on the eve of his 18th birthday. Butch 

challenges Cliff's sheltered upbringing by exposing him to a 

different world that changes Cliff forever. I saw Sugar as part of 

San Francisco's Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Trans 

Festival. This movie has it all: good casting, excellent screenplay, 

wonderful direction and spirit. The story revolves around Cliff 

who just turned 18 and has yet to experience life. He meets a 

hustler who turns his life upside down and in doing so learns 

valuable life lessons. Of particular note is the actress that plays 

Cliff's sister whose character is taken from Bruce la Bruce's own 

family! Sadly the young actor who plays Cliff died in his native 

Canada so this movie is his swan song. You will experience a wide 

array of emotions when watching this film I guarantee you. Highly recommended! 
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Suite 16 (1994) 
 

Director Dominique Deruddere is a much more interesting person 

that this mediocre movie leads you to believe. Other than this 

"thing", he made some of the greatest Belgian movies ever, like 

"Wait until Spring Bandini", "Hombres Complicados" and 

especially "Crazy Love". This latter one can easily compete with 

prestigious American movies when it comes to drama, 

cinematography and plot. For "Suite 16", Deruddere had the 

opportunity to work with a bigger budget and some important 

names here and I fear that's what caused him to deliver a seemly-

unfinished film. Some good dialogues and interesting content 

can't prevent this film from being a tedious and uninteresting 

social portrait. The plot introduces a young crook (Antonie 

Kamerling) on the run for other villains and he ends up in the suite 

of the wheel-chaired manipulator Glover. At first, Glover appears to be a sad and frustrated 

impotent guy from whom Chris can easily take advantage of but it's actually the other way 

around...or something. There are absolutely no exciting moments in this film and the young Dutch 

actor Kamerling suffers way too much from his ego. The film is stuffed with sex sequences but 

they're not exactly interesting or meaningful (Glover constantly hires prostitutes to make Chris stay). 

Suite 16 is very boring and not at all controversial, although it obviously tries to be. I advise you to 

skip this one and go straight for some of the other film's on Deruddere's repertoire. 
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Summer Magic (1963) 
 

Disney musical about Mother Carey, a Bostonian widow and her 

three children (16-year-old Eddie Hodges) who move to Maine. 

Postmaster Osh Popham helps them move into a run-down old 

house and fixes it up for them. It's not entirely uninhabited, 

though; the owner, a Mr. Hamilton, is a mysterious character 

away in Europe, but Osh assures them he won't mind their living 

there, since he won't be coming home for a long time yet. The 

children and a cousin who comes to live with them have various 

adventures before an unexpected visitor shows up. Men, you will 

not like the same films that we girls do. Accept that before you 

accept my critique of Summer Magic. I have always loved this 

movie. I love the innocence of the Carey family. I love the stinging 

rivalry between our heroine, Nancy, and her uppity cousin. I love 

how different it is from our own time- "be demure, sweet and 

pure, hide the real you!" Oh yeah, and Hayley Mills is my hero! I 

watched everything I could of hers, even Pollyanna! Summer Magic was an old movie when I first 

saw it, in the 80s. Technology changes, as do the public's taste in films. No amount of pyrotechnics 

or weapon-play could save Summer Magic for the typical male of today. It's a movie about 

relationships, familial love, and unquenchable optimism. I expect no complaints from the gentlemen 

who disregard my caveats! With 8-year-old Jimmy Mathers. 
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Summer Of Sam (1999) 
 

Spike Lee's take on the "Son of Sam" murders in New York City 

during the summer of 1977 centering on the residents of an 

Italian-American South Bronx neighbourhood who live in fear and 

distrust of one another. Spike Lee goes berserk with SUMMER OF 

SAM, a twisted revisiting of the Son of Sam killings, New York, 

1977. Lee steps away from his usual message pictures depicting 

the differences between blacks and whites and plunges us into the 

small Italian neighbourhood within the largest city in the United 

States that serial killer David Berkowitz terrorized for months. The 

"Son of Sam" himself (played by Michael Badalucco) is placed in 

the back seat and Lee presents a community and an era for that 

matter in complete chaos. SUMMER OF SAM has its good points 

and its bad points. We get to know this locale very well whether 

we like it or not. The characters who populate the neighbourhood are funny, sad, and stupid all at 

the same time. You get a feel for the smells and the language of that time in that place. 1977 was 

the year of Disco's peak, the uprising of British punk rock (represented well by the Adrien Brody 

character "Ritchie"), and the Yankees were on top of the baseball world. These characters are truly 

nuts in their vigilante approach to finding the killer. Hell, Reggie Jackson (#44) may be the .44 calibre 

killer. Aside from seeing into a sometimes gripping and stupefying world of violence and flash, the 

film does go overboard many times. Lee continuously rams the sex aspect of the period into our 

minds and Berkowitz is not seen or known enough. I did not expect a Berkowitz bio at all, however a 

more focused look at the killer would have proved more effective. The relationship between "Vinny" 

and "Dionna" (John Leguizamo and Mira Sirvino) is well-done, but over-told. True, "Vinny" is the 

movie's central character, but he has barely a redeeming quality and is a hard-headed product of his 

environment. The cinematography and overall sound of SUMMER OF SAM is awesome. It looks 

grimy when it should and the use of The Who on the soundtrack is emotionally rousing, especially 

during the inevitable climax. I liked the picture mostly for cinematic reasons than for historical or 

emotional ones. The fictional neighbourhood pieces are not as good as the small glimpses of 

Berkowitz, who does indeed chat with dogs. It did remind me in many ways of Lee's DO THE RIGHT 

THING, but this film has a larger canvas to paint. It works despite the shortcomings. 
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Summer With The Ghosts (Un Été Avec Les Fantômes) (Sommer Mit 

Den Burggespenstern) (2004) 
 

I have to say that Summer With The Ghosts is a fun movie to 

enjoy. The whole family will love it. I bought Summer With The 

Ghosts on DVD at my local Rite Aid store and it's on Sterling Home 

Video. It's about a little girl name Caroline going to see her father 

in Australia. Her father has a job directing movies and doesn't 

have much time for his daughter Caroline. Caroline meets a little 

boy name Jacob (Nikola Culka) and together they have an 

adventure of a lifetime with ghosts. The ghosts are friendly and 

Caroline and Jacob has made friends with them. The ghosts don't 

like Caroline's dad directing his movie and the ghosts disturb 

everything on purpose, such as making a chicken crow, scaring 

everyone in town, and doing other funny stuff. There also comes a time that local bullies are teasing 

Jacob over Caroline and the bullies causes Caroline to be angry at Jacob. The ghosts then help Jacob 

and Caroline. If you are looking for a real good family movie, Summer With The Ghosts is a really 

good family movie that will give you great laughs and make you feel really good. This is my kind of 

movies, and Sterling Home Video is about the best company with the greatest movies. 
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Summerdog (1977) 
 

A film for the entire family! With 13-year-old Oliver Zabriskie as 

Adam Norman. Mild little comedy about a family who fall in love 

with a dog that attaches itself to them on their summer vacation. 

The problem, happily overcome of course, is how to bring him 

home when their landlord does not allow pets. There is some 

lovely photography but it is a movie for younger and less 

demanding viewers. Summerdog could possibly be the worst 

made movie I have ever seen. My grandmother bought this movie 

at a grocery store because the dog on the box looked like my 

grandparents' dog, who had recently died. When we put the tape 

in the VCR we were blown away by a movie that looked and 

sounded awful, not to mention the story was a bit hard to follow. 

This movie followed the story of a boy and his family and the stray 

dog that they find. Also during the film they move from the big 

city to the country. The problems of this movie are too numerous, 

but the worst one of all was the whole production. The film quality was terrible, so you could barely 

see what was going on, but even worse was the sound quality. You can barely understand anything 

anybody is saying. All and all it is an awful movie, and one that you want to avoid. Don't be fooled by 

the cute dog on the box, because this movie is terrible. 
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Summerhill (2008) 
 

Summerhill is a powerful emotional drama for children and adults 

from Tiger Aspect for BBC4 and CBBC. It is a story of personal 

transformation set against the eponymous school's battle for 

survival with Ofsted in 1999. In 1999 Ofsted inspected the 

internationally famous 'free school' Summerhill. Despite the fact 

that the school achieved higher than national average exam pass 

rates and an unprecedented level of parental and pupil 

satisfaction, Ofsted issued a notice of complaint effectively 

seeking the school's closure. What lay behind this clash? 

Summerhill school was founded in 1921 by world-renowned 

educator A S Neill on the principles of self-regulation. The unique 

Suffolk based boarding school runs as a self-governing democratic 

community. Pupils (aged 5 to 16), teachers, live-in house parents 

and Headmistress Zoe Readhead, (Neill's daughter) only possess 

one equal vote which they use during their thrice weekly school meetings to decide on all matters 

pertaining to the running of the school. This is no toothless school council. The amending, abolishing 

and making of rules, matters of discipline, extra-curricular activities etc, all are decided 

democratically, with a rotating chairperson drawn from the school's entire community. The children 

police themselves, dealing with infractions of their multitudinous self-imposed laws with surprising 

compassion and wisdom. The only rule they cannot change is the prime principle upon which A S 

Neill founded the school; that no child should be compelled to attend any lesson that they do not 

choose freely by themselves. And it was this guiding principle, at odds with everything Ofsted and 

the newly elected Labour government's "education, education, education" manifesto stood for, that 

put the highly successful school at the top of a hit list otherwise reserved for failing institutions. 

Ofsted's notice of complaint required the school to abandon the key freedoms it offered its pupils. 

Facing closure if it failed to comply, the school instead took Ofsted to court and fought for its 

survival. This fast-paced vibrant drama is aimed at a broad audience and offers the suspense 

generated by its compelling true David and Goliath story with the emotion and humour of semi-

fictionalised tales of personal transformation. Partly filmed at the real Summerhill school with 

Summerhillians taking some of the roles, the drama is inspired by real events and aims to 

entertainingly contribute to the wider national debate around the fundamental aims and 

methodology of education in the U.K. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 1: Imagine a school where pupils don't have to go to lessons, where they're encouraged to 

play, and where they make the rules themselves. Welcome to Summerhill. 

Episode 2: New pupils Maddy and Ryan switch roles as Maddy becomes a rebel and Ryan submits to 

the wishes of the kids at Summerhill. 



Episode 3: Maddy admits that she, not Ryan, caused the fire at the school. 

Episode 4: The pupils of Summerhill take the government to court to fight the closure of the school. 
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Summerhill At 70 (1992) 
 

Documentary about Summerhill School, Leiston, Suffolk, England, U.K. Summerhill School is an 

independent British boarding school that was founded in 1921... by Alexander Sutherland Neill with 

the belief that the school should be made to fit the child, rather than the other way around. It is still 

run as a democratic community; the running of the school is conducted in the school meetings, 

which anyone, staff or pupil, may attend, and at which everyone has an equal vote. These meetings 

serve as both a legislative and judicial body. Members of the community are free to do as they 

please, so long as their actions do not cause any harm to others, according to Neill's principle 

"Freedom, not Licence." This extends to the freedom for pupils to choose which lessons, if any, they 

attend. I cannot believe I found this holy grail! Summerhill at 70 is a legendary documentary from 

1992 about the controversial Summerhill school in England. Rumour had it that there was a scene 

where teenage pupils of both sexes skinny dipped together in the school pool (which is quite 

impossible). The skinny dipping scene have by many been regarded as an urban myth. But the scene 

actually exists! There is also (!) a massage scene where a woman is topless. The clips are just slightly 

worse in picture quality than the original file. You can clearly see two naked girls and two naked 

guys. There are other people of various ages nearby. One of the guys look considerably older than a 

teenager (the guy sitting to the right). The other three could, based on visual information, be 

teenagers (especially the diving girl looks like a young teen), but could also be older. The 

circumstances around this scene's existence are still unknown. It cannot be assumed based only on 

this that co-ed skinny dipping has ever happened at Summerhill (apart from this time, if this really is 

filmed at Summerhill). 
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Sunday Bloody Sunday (1971) 
 

Divorced working woman Alex and well-to-do Jewish family doctor 

Daniel Hirsh share not only the same answering service but also 

the favours of young Bob Elkin who bed-hops between them as 

the mood takes him. Both Alex and Dr. Hirsh are aware of the 

other's existence but prefer to live with the situation rather than 

risk losing Elkin completely. But a wet winter weekend in London 

can be difficult. A Jewish doctor, Daniel Hirsh (Peter Finch) and a 

middle-aged woman, Alex Greville (Glenda Jackson) are both 

having affairs with the same male artist, Bob Elkin (Murray Head). 

Not only are Hirsh and Greville aware that Elkin is seeing the other 

but they actually know each other as well. Despite this, they are 

willing to put up with the situation through fear of losing Elkin 

who switches freely between them. Schlesinger's film highlights 

some worrying facts about how much people's attitudes to 

relationships and each other have changed over just two generations. Is it better to share a lover 

than to have none at all? This is the central question of John Schlesinger's Sunday Bloody Sunday, a 

study of the lives of two people, a gay middle-aged Jewish doctor (Peter Finch) and a thirtyish 

employment aide (Glenda Jackson), who are romantically intertwined with a boyish artist (Murray 

Head) who treats them both with a dismissive interest. The aspect of the story that immediately flies 

against film convention is that both are aware of the other lover's existence (instead of the mystery 

leading to some climactic discovery at the end). The film cuts from Finch to Jackson in their daily 

routines and private moments in dealing with the situation: Jackson (slightly desperate), Finch 

(occasionally frustrated but cool). What is extraordinary is the depth Schlesinger brings to these 

characters, the disappointment, the loneliness, the silent longing, the too-rare passion. Much is 

made of the on-screen kiss between Finch and Head, probably semi-shocking in 1971, now not only 

palpable but expected. Yet there are so many scenes of simple beauty: Finch assuring a worried 

patient he doesn't have cancer, Jackson discussing the pain of being in love with her mother, who is 

in her own pain in a dysfunctional marriage, Finch being robbed by an ex-lover, Jackson 

commiserating with a fifty-something unemployed executive at the office (they go to bed later). 

Head, as the flighty lover, seems to be in a constant state of jilting; he leaves Jackson flat in the 

middle of a "romantic weekend" to visit Finch; later, he bails out on Finch when a party of theirs gets 

out of control. The imagery is great, and pure Schlesinger (although less effective than that in 

Midnight Cowboy). The internal workings of the telephone is a terrific shot, and so is the 

hallucination/fantasy of Jackson, imagining the girl dead instead of the dog, then flashing back to a 

childhood fear realized in a dream. When Head leaves them both at the end to go to America on a 

whim, the characters are left to ponder a life without love. Jackson strains to understand in a 

beautifully acted scene- her line about it being hard work to care a lot for someone is the most 

touching. Finch is more well-adjusted and content with developments, as he makes clear in a speech 

directly to the camera, another nice touch. Finch and Jackson are brilliant in the roles, Murray Head 

acceptable, but less satisfying, and Peggy Ashcroft has a moment as Jackson's mother. This is just 

short of being a great Schlesinger picture, but still a very good, intelligent one. 
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Sunshine Cleaning (2008) 
 

A family. Rose and Norah, in Albuquerque, lost their mother when 

they were young. Rose is responsible - a housecleaner, raising her 

7-year-old son Oscar (Jason Spevack). She's also having an affair 

with Mac, a married cop, her high-school sweetheart. Norah can't 

hold a job. Their dad, Joe, is quirky. When Oscar is expelled for 

odd behaviour, Rose wants to earn enough to send him to private 

school. Mac suggests she clean up after crime scenes, suicides, 

and deaths that go undiscovered for awhile. Rose enlists Norah, 

and Sunshine Cleaners is born. Norah bonds with the dead, Rose 

finds out that it's a regulated business, and complications arise. 

Can a family marked by tragedy sort things out? In confronting her 

big sister Rose (Amy Adams), emotionally bare Norah (Emily Blunt) 

declares, "I don't need you to take care of me anymore. It's not 

your job... It never was." Director Christine Jeffs's "Sunshine 

Cleaning" is very unexpected, in the best way. It is funny and wonderfully quirky. The surprise is its 

poignancy and brilliant resolve. Amy Adams and Emily Blunt are amazing, and have a stark 

chemistry. Their relationship is unquestioned love, and explosive conflict. Meg Holly's screenplay set 

in Albuquerque, New Mexico follows the unlikely story of Rose and Norah as they pursue their 

business in the biohazard removal/ crime scene cleaning service. Now that is novel. But "Sunshine 

Cleaning" is really about touchingly completing Rose and Norah's relationship with their dead 

mother. Adams balances vulnerability and brave resilience. Blunt is brilliant bravado masking 

profound suffering. Jeffs and Holly demonstrate a natural compassion and power throughout 

"Sunshine Cleaning". Rose is the dedicated single mom raising Oscar (natural Jason Spevack). Oscar 

is having problems in school, displaying anti-social behaviour such as licking his teacher's leg. Oscar 

requires special schooling, something Rose can't afford with her current cleaning service job. This is 

a far cry from her glorious cheerleader days. Oh yes, she is having an affair with the former 

quarterback Mac (jerky good Steve Zahn), who has no intentions of leaving his wife. Rose's life is 

broken. At one point she breaks down telling Winston (Clifton Collins Jr.), "I was good at getting guys 

to want me..." But she can't get them to love her. Younger sister Norah is the smart ass brazen 

slacker, who can't hold a job. Norah lives with their Dad Joe (wonderful Alan Arkin). Widower Joe, 

instead of having a real job, always has some sort of business scheme brewing whether it is selling 

candy pop corn or moving shrimp in bulk. Arkin restrains Joe's idiosyncrasies enough to provoke our 

compassion. As it turns out his grandson Oscar is really bright, just a victim of the family weirdness, 

which is not fatal. Spevack has the right charm to carry this off. At the urging of Mac (Zahn) and 

using some of his police detective pull, Rose falls into the biohazard removal and crime scene 

cleaning niche business. Of course she enrols Norah into the business as well, after all what else is 

Norah going to do. Rose forms a close bond with Cleaning Supply Owner Winston (compassionate 

Clifton Collins), but she is too blind to see that he is a decent man, unlike Mac. The captivating 

narrative thread involves Norah's obsession to watch their mother's TV movie appearance, where 

she plays a waitress. Both Rose and Norah deal with the tragedy of their mother differently. And it is 

not coincidence that their job deals with death and cleaning up all aspects of the aftermath, the 

physical and the human. It's hysterical as Norah falls into a bloodied mattress. It is touchingly solemn 



as Rose sits with the elder widow, whose husband killed himself. Jeffs reminds us of our humanity 

throughout. There is a mesmerizing scene as both Rose and Norah watch TV. "Sunshine Cleaning" is 

wonderfully quirky, at times morbid with a twisted sense of humour. "Sunshine Cleaning" also 

reminds us that sometimes the people we least expect will step up and be great. Adams and Blunt 

are awesome. Take a chance on "Sunshine Cleaning". 
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Supersonic Saucer (1956) 
 

A group of schoolchildren (16-year-old Fella Edmonds) come upon 

an alien from Venus, and help him against a gang of criminals who 

are trying to kidnap him. This obscure English made children's 

science fiction movie is so similar to E.T., that it's amazing Steven 

Spielberg didn't get sued! A group of school children at a boarding 

school spot a flying saucer and then soon meet a diminutive being 

from Venus. The alien whom the kids name "Meba", 

communicates with the children by telepathy. Bad guys who were 

planning to steal valuables from the school safe, try to kidnap 

"Meba" to make use of his remarkable abilities. But the children 

fight the bad guys and keep their friend "Meba" out the hands of 

the crooks and the bad guys are rounded up with "Meba's help at 

the end. "Meba" the alien is played by a puppet that resembles a 

featherless owl in a white nuns outfit. It sometimes makes strange 

purring noises. One odd element is that the visitor does not arrive in a flying saucer, the inhabitants 

of Venus travel by turning into flying saucers. There is one scene where one of the children takes 

"Meba" for a ride on her bike just as in E.T. 
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Surface (2005) 
 

What do naval officers in the South Antarctic Sea, a family in 

Wilmington, N.C., the oceanographic institute in Monterey, and 

fishermen in the Gulf of Mexico all have in common? They're all 

about to be the first to meet a new form of sea life -- it's beautiful, 

the kids (14-year-old Carter Jenkins) may even want to play with 

it, and it likes to make the water warm. But what they don't know 

yet is that they are on the verge of a world disaster. "Surface" is a 

series full of continuously evolving twists that deliver across 

several long-term arcs. I think that Surface is an awesome show. 

At first I wasn't really interested in it but after a few episodes I 

started to learn how great it truly was. I know that sometimes it's 

boring and you sit on your couch trying to make the moment 

come to an end but the mystery in this series is suppose to be a 

mystery that's why they don't reveal every secret said in the first 

episode cause than that would be even more boring. It's trying to draw you in so in order to find out 

what happens you have to watch the next episode for it to unravel the mystery. Invasion is not 

better than Surface! It's way more confusing and bad acting than surface will ever be! Besides you 

people who disagree probably don't have any taste in shows what-so-ever. You probably watch 

boring shows all day and then turn to so real action and be ashamed of it being flimsy to you people! 

Besides I like surface and no one is going to change that and I hope it comes out on DVD so I can buy 

it. 

 

Series 1 (15 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 01: People all over the world experience bizarre encounters involving strange new creatures 

in the oceans. Among those people are Laura Daughtery, a marine biologist and single mother 

working in California, Rich Connelly, a Louisiana family man fishing in the Gulf of Mexico, and Miles 

Barnett, a North Carolina teen who finds one of the creatures' eggs. 

Episode 02: After a mysterious animal carcass is discovered on the shore of Sullivan's Island, South 

Carolina, Laura and Rich head there to look for some answers but instead get detained for 

questioning. Also, a team of scientists face a hazardous autopsy of the deceased creature. 

Meanwhile, Miles decides to name his new discovery Nimrod but faces panic and trouble when 

Savannah throws a party at which point Nimrod ends up escaping. 

Episode 03: The phenomena becomes more widespread as similar creatures wreak havoc on the 

coast of Texas. Laura gets more upset after she loses her job, while Rich still has a difficult time 

getting over the loss of his brother. Rich's situation gets worse when he starts to hear his brother's 

voice when he is near water. Cirko and Lee find that the creatures have been digging under the 

ocean bed, which could link them to global warming. Meanwhile, Miles discovers that it's not safe to 

raise Nimrod in the backyard when lightning strikes. 



Episode 04: Laura and Jackson head out to sea where she ends up using a GPS device to track one of 

the creatures. Rich finds proof that the sinkholes in his visions are real causing him to continue 

obsessing over his brother's death. Meanwhile, Lee tries to talk Cirko out of telling the Pentagon that 

the new species should be considered extremely dangerous. 

Episode 05: Laura and Richard reunite and use a GPS device to track one of the creatures to a local 

pier in California while Cirko and Lee consider asking Laura to join them in their investigation. 

Meanwhile, Miles and Phil fight to keep Nimrod a secret when suspicious Animal Control officers 

search for a missing neighbourhood dog. 

Episode 06: Cirko's life is in danger after he discovers the origin of the mysterious new species. Laura 

and Rich begin to fear for their own safety when they come into possession of a much sought after 

sea orchid. Miles sneaks Nimrod out of the house when his parents realize that he's been secretly 

keeping the animal as a pet. 

Episode 07: Jackson comes to Laura and Rich's aid after they find that Laura's home has been broken 

into. Miles gets in trouble with the law in his attempt to free Nimrod. And Lee discusses Cirko and 

the creatures with his superiors. 

Episode 08: Jackson helps Laura and Rich build a submersible so that they can visit a site where the 

creatures spawn. Meanwhile, the Barnetts consider boot camp as a way to discipline Miles. 

Episode 09: Trapped in the submersible, Laura fears survival is impossible while Rich begins to 

hallucinate. Miles worries about Nimrod when he hears of trouble at the marine docks. Phil helps 

Miles look for Nimrod but they discover something else. 

Episode 10: Laura and Rich are in for another shock when they leave the ocean floor and return to 

the surface. Meanwhile, Savannah suspects that Nimrod's responsible for Miles ending up in the 

hospital. 

Episode 11: Rich and Laura try to get the footage of their trip to the ocean bottom to a news station 

before Lee can stop them. Meanwhile, Miles must watch as doctors prepare Nim for an autopsy. 

Episode 12: On the run with Rich, Laura encounters a mysterious person who claims to know the 

origin of the creatures. Meanwhile, Miles fears the worst when two of Caitlin's friends vanish at the 

beach. 

Episode 13: The search for the mysterious force responsible for the creatures leads Laura and Rich to 

an abandoned lab. Meanwhile, Miles joins the aquarium crew in searching for the field of unhatched 

eggs. 

Episode 14: Laura and Rich decide that it's time to get some answers from Lee as Laura considers 

going back home. Meanwhile, Miles gets in trouble with the local residents after a violent incident 

with a bully. 

Episode 15: As a massive tsunami heads for the east coast, Laura must save Rich by heading to North 

Carolina where Miles and his family are trying to escape with their lives. 
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Surge Of Power (2004) 
 

Comic book fan (ALAN MILLS) happens upon a merchant (TOM 

TANGEN) who reveals Issue No.1 of "Surge of Power" introducing 

the wacky world of Big City where Gavin Lucas (VINCENT J. ROTH) 

is out and proud about his comic reading penchant and longing to 

be a superhero. This science-fiction spoof is complete with mad 

scientist, Professor Ronald Richards (ROBERT HURT), his nemesis 

and former partner, Hector Harris (JOHN T. VENTURINI) who 

sabotages Ronald's secret experiment (how naughty!) and a classic 

"freak accident" that causes superpowers! Hate crimes and bank 

robberies and fear, Oh, my! Gavin enlists the reluctant Professor 

in zany crime fighting exploits, fashioning a "battle suit" and 

Gavin's "Surge of Power" identity, repeatedly rescuing the same 

Young Man (JOEY BOURGEOIS) and investigating a bizarre crime 

wave that indicates a new super-villain in Big City more powerful 

than Surge of Power! Even with input from science-fiction veterans NICHELLE NICHOLS, LOU 

FERRIGNO and NOEL NEILL, can Surge of Power thwart the evil plans of the mysterious Metal 

Master? Are capes in fashion? Why can't Gavin throw a ball? Are some of these dudes...ambiguous? 

Find out all this and more! Watch in amazement as Gavin explores what it means to be a hero, seeks 

a higher power, and decides whether to wear a cape; in this exciting first instalment of the "Surge of 

Power" saga, "The Stuff of Heroes!" I picked this up as an online rental just because it was highly 

rated in the gay/lesbian section and I'm glad I did. "Surge of Power" is a cute low budget film with 

obvious but undeclared gay characters. I enjoyed the story and got many of the insider references 

placed there just for the gay comics nerds like me. While Vincent Roth's acting skills may not have 

been super great, his enthusiasm, personality, cute face and chiselled body went a long way in 

making up for his other deficiencies. Getting through the opening credits, you realize that this is a 

dream project for Roth and it shows in the script, costumes and other design touches attributed to 

him. There were a number of guest appearances by actors associated with comic book and science 

fiction TV shows like the original Lois Lane (Noel Neill), the Hulk (Lou Ferrigno), and Star Trek's Uhura 

(Nichelle Nichols). These appearances and other things served to both legitimize as well as poke fun 

at the movie. Another guest was actor Trev Broudy who was severely beaten in a hate crime in 2002 

in his first acting appearance following his recovery. While the movie may have been a low-budget 

vanity project, the superhero special effects seemed appropriate most of the time. I found the movie 

entertaining as light-hearted fare in the superhero genre. I didn't have high expectations for the 

movie and was pleasantly surprised at the overall quality of the film. If you are a gay comics fan boy, 

I do recommend this a fun rental. 
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Surviving Christmas (2004) 
 

Drew Latham is an executive leading an empty, shallow life with 

only wealth on his side. Facing another lonely Christmas ahead, 

Drew wants to revisit his old childhood home and possibly relive 

some old holiday memories. But when he arrives, he finds that the 

house he was raised in is no longer the home he grew up in. 

Inhabited by another family, Drew offers a nice financial reward 

that has the family ringing. But is Drew's generous cash offer only 

the beginning of an annoying visitor whose a little too overeager 

to celebrate Christmas? This movie isn't as bad as I heard. It was 

enjoyable, funny and I love that is revolves around the holiday 

season. It totally has me in the mood to Christmas shop and listen 

to holiday music. When this movie comes out on DVD it will take 

the place of Christmas Vacation in my collection. It will be a movie 

to watch every year after Thanksgiving to get me in the mood for 

the best time of the year. I heard that Ben's character was a bit crazy but I think it just adds to the 

movie and why be so serious all the time. Take it for what is it, a Christmas comedy with a love twist. 

I enjoyed it. No, it isn't Titanic and it won't make your heart pound with anticipation but it will bring 

on a laugh or two. So go laugh and have a good time. 
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Survivors (1990) 
 

The present day. A group of delinquent teenagers (Michael Bond, 

Damian Hodges, David Isaacs, Danny Joy, Russell Lyesight, Hayden 

Peters, Carlton Taylor, Ben Wheeler, Albert Au, Dale Francis, 

Keiron Francis, Paul Jenkins & Columba Jon) go on a survival 

course to an island in the company of their teacher Mr. Todd. 

Slowly Mr. Todd starts to go a bit funny and the boys find 

themselves fighting for survival as they try and stay clear of their 

psycho teacher. The plot is similar to Lord of the Flies with the 

usual falling out between the group of teenagers as civilisation crumbles all around them. Starring 

Ian Hogg as the scary Mr. Todd. 
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Survivors (2008) 
 

New apocalyptic drama set in the aftermath of a disease epidemic. 

Set in the present day, the series focuses on a group of ordinary 

people who survive the aftermath of a devastating viral pandemic 

- referred to as "European flu" - which kills most of the world's 

population due to its causing Cytokine Storms in the body's 

immune system. The series sees the characters struggling against 

terrible dangers in a world with no society, no police and no law, 

led by the de facto matriarch of the group, Abby Grant. 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 1: Britain is in the grip of a deadly flu virus which is now spreading throughout the world. 

When people die in their millions, a handful of survivors are left struggling to stay alive as society 

crumbles around them. Abby Grant is a housewife and mother who begins the desperate search for 

her son. On her journey she meets a variety of people whom fate has spared. The new world is a 

dangerous place, and their only hope is to stick together. 

Episode 2: Abby and her new friends discover that supplies won't be shared equally in the new 

world. A gang of armed thugs have laid claim to all the shops in the area leaving them short of food 

and water. Greg receives an attractive offer which could give him a comfortable life, but taking it 

would mean turning his back on the others. 

Episode 3: Following the sighting of a helicopter and an encounter with a family who have put 

themselves in isolation the group links up with Samantha Willis and her community. Initially she and 

Abby get on well and she asks Abby to stay but Abby is unhappy at the other woman's ruthless 

attitude and besides, she needs to press on and look for her son, Peter. In a laboratory in Samantha's 

complex scientists are trying to develop a vaccine for the killer virus. 

Episode 4: In pursuit of Peter Abby leaves the others and travels to a country house where Jimmy 

Garland is heading a group of teenage boys but Peter is not among them. Most of the rest of the 

group are attracted to the comfortable life-style offered by Samantha's community and are keen to 

stay but Al is ejected and then Tom also falls foul of Samantha and the party have to move on. 

Episode 5: Suspicions are aroused when visionary spiritual leader John turns up mysteriously at the 

survivors' door with his ragged group of passionate disciples. Is he as innocent as he seems, or does 

he have more sinister intentions? When Abby allows a pregnant woman from John's group to stay 

with them until the baby is born, Anya fears that she will be forced to reveal that she is a doctor, and 

she becomes concerned for the group's safety after some unusual remarks from John. Episode 6: 



The post-apocalyptic drama series concludes with Abby and her friends on the run from Samantha, 

who has formed a dangerous alliance that threatens everyone's freedom. Sarah, meanwhile, is 

confronted by a face from the past, which leads her to betray her new friends. And when Naj goes 

missing, the family face the danger of the city in order to find him. Time is running out, and Dexter is 

only a step behind them all. I've given this a high score because, well, I really like it. It's not perfect 

but it's good fun, tense at times and, though not entirely believable, realistic enough. Those who 

question individual events and motives need to get out into the real world. I've come across enough 

bigoted, stupid, downright evil people to know the stereotypes are often too close for comfort. Just 

see it for what it is, escapism. Sit back and enjoy. Apparently I need to pad this comment out more, 

fair enough. It always seems that the greatest complaints for any remake are from fans of the 

original. So.. If you've seen the original and liked it, don't bother. If you haven't, give this one a go. 

Episode 6: The group is forced to leave their country house headquarters when Sarah betrays the 

fact that Anya is a doctor and Tom kills one of Samantha's men. They relocate to the city where Naj 

gets lost and is eventually found, having been taken in by Craig, a sort of Fagin figure who, with his 

partner June, gives boys a home in exchange for what they can scavenge. The other survivors take 

Naj from Craig but are ultimately tracked down by Samantha's people in a rooftop car park where 

Greg is shot and Abby is captured and driven away. 
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Svolochi (Bastards) (2006) 
 

The year is 1943. Polkovnik Vishnevskiy (Andrei Panin) receives an 

order from the government to train a group of diverse soldiers 

who should stop the actions of a German army group called 

"Eidelveis". The mission is a top-secret one. Vishnevskiy trains 

young (14 to 15-year-old) boys from juveniles. They all know that 

after the mission is finished they all will be eliminated since they 

all know too much to be left alive. I was surprised by the quality of 

this film. Sure, the ending was hyped, but just look at American 

films. (Boys on bicycles flying past the moon?) Why can't foreign 

films use a little hype now and then. Nobody seems to claim this 

is a true story, and it isn't. It is a boys' fantasy. Perhaps a bit too 

much blood and gore to get a PG rating, but part from a few 

swear words (Mother who?) well I've seen worse. Quite a few kids 

are killed and suffer violence, Not much worse than "Goblet of 

Fire" really, but I think, if anything, they pulled their punches in the training scenes. Real kids 

commando training is very much rougher than they showed. I'd be happy for teens over the age of 

fifteen to watch it. The film deals with the subjects of attitudes to boys, boy bashing, and the use of 

child soldiers. It also has a lot of moral issues that can be discussed. On the whole, I'd like to see a 

film with English dubbing. It would be worth it. Well done, guys. The kids acted well, too. 
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Swallows And Amazons (1974) 
 

On holiday with their mother in the Lake District in 1929 four 

children (13-year-old Simon West; 14-year-old Suzanna Hamilton; 

Sophie Neville and Stephen Grendon) are allowed to sail over to 

the nearby island in their boat Swallow and set up camp for a few 

days. They soon realise this has been the territory of two other 

girls (Kit Seymour and Lesley Bennett) who sail the Amazon, and 

the scene is set for serious rivalry. I certainly went into this 

wanting to like it; I am the kind who can be prey to the odd bout 

of nostalgia. For days I have seen and for those I have not. I may 

have seen this film as a child, but I have no strong recollection of 

it. It can certainly be said, however, that childhood memories are 

in some sense evoked by watching it, seeing as "Swallows and 

Amazons" deals with childhood; a decidedly different childhood, 

of course, but there is a link. I enjoyed mine, as the fine "fellows" 

here seem to; but it is an oddly regimented, conservative ideal that is espoused by the film, despite 

the tag of "adventure" and the promise of exploration. I have not read any of the Ransome series of 

books based around these children's adventures, so I'm in no position to comment on them as 

fiction. I can certainly comment, though, on the merits of this film as entertainment. It is perhaps 

with a degree of sadness that I sense that it could not really appeal to much of today's child 

population. Times have obviously changed very much. But books like "Cider with Rosie" and "Carrie's 

War", less oppressively traditional perhaps, may still have a good chance. The photography is 

unquestionably very alluring; capturing enough of the visual beauty of a golden English summer of 

times past. The more metaphorical sides of the "golden summer", or of childhood, are sadly never 

really delved into. I can see Ransome's work would perhaps read a lot better than this film plays, in 

this regard. The acting here, of the children, is okay for what it is. The youngest chap is the most 

amusing; a hapless old chap of a buffer. Roger. And I quote the "I can't see anything!" bit as prime 

evidence of his endearing, if not all that well played, haplessness. Titty is probably the most 

endearingly and memorably played, otherwise. The adults make little impression. Not enough of 

Ronald Fraser's "Captain Flint" figure perhaps. He does engage a bit when on screen. Interesting and 

perhaps amusing to see that "Zanna" Hamilton, is the same girl who went on to play Julia in "1984" 

as Suzannah Hamilton. Anyway, I shouldn't be harsh on this film, but it really is flawed. It has its 

pleasures, and is inoffensively watchable, but one would have to be very indulgent to fully endorse it 

as a film. It doesn't have enough, frankly, of the wistful complexity that we all know childhood to be 

composed of. The past is indeed a foreign country, whereas here it is a rather enclosed, parochial 

and familiar one. 
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Swallows And Amazons Forever!: Coot Club (1984) 
 

I went into this and its sequel, The Big Six, with great trepidation. 

While the Death and Glory crew feel about right, Tom's too pudgy 

for an active kid and never quite as brave or as frightened as 

circumstances call for. Port and Starboard come across too tiny, 

or too trivial. There's no real sense of loss when they can't come 

along, as there is in the novel where they seem Tom's equals. An 

extra shot or two showing them sailing with their father might 

have remedied, but really they needed to be bigger. The prose 

Coot Club's point of view characters are Dick and Dorothea 

Callum. Dick's a nascent Stephen Maturin, obsessed with nearly 

anything observable or calculable, even sailing which he conquers 

by thinking out every move, sometimes too slowly for the quirks 

of the breeze. His sister protects, worships, and dotes on him to 

an extent that might seem unnatural were they the least bit older. 

Here, she's the tallest child and seems so much older and more sedate than the rest that the 

obsessive sibling relationship hardly registers. Dick, same size as Port and Starboard, is deus ex 

machina, humourless Sherlock Jr., and little more. To an American who's never crossed an ocean, 

the shots of the narrow rivers and wide waters, the tidal play, bridges, and shallows, the boats and 

barges, make up for a great deal. But there's little sense of travel, of space. In the books, it's 

fascinating how quickly a child on a bicycle can shortcut a winding river journey: Time flows 

differently on water, on shore. Bicycles, land routes, like sci-fi wormholes, cheat time. While I waited 

for the DVD to arrive, I did my best to imagine how I'd have filmed Ransome, whether the two Coot 

stories and Great Northern?, which belongs with them thematically, or the Lakeland books. First of 

all, as with the books, each film would need a map, not just bracketing the action, but ever-present. 

The camera zooms in and out, computer tech allowing the near zooms to morph into live action and 

zoom-outs to morph back to the map, so that we always know where we are. "Live" colouring shows 

the tide creeping up and down the map. I fear some readers may deem such things obtrusive or 

anachronistic, but tech should also give credible ambient sound, mostly lacking in the existing TV 

serial: boats' creaking, water lapping, birds' calls and chatter day and night, the breeze, the sails' 

flap, rainfall, the audio differences between day and night, etc., etc., and more that I can't imagine 

because, though I've read, I've never been. I'd link sounds to the map, so we hear locations before 

the zoom in or even when the focus simply passes an area without zooming. Besides working on the 

casting flaws noted above, I'd shoot any and all adults from, at most, the eye level of the tallest 

child. Maybe I'd go so far as to shoot the tallest children, when appropriate from the eye level of the 

shortest children. And tacking: I don't think there's a bit of sailing lore more significant for Ransome 

than this against-the-wind technique that, to a novice, seems an almost magical accomplishment of 

the impossible. The very first novel, Swallows and Amazons, begins with 7-year-old Roger running "in 

wide zigzags, to and fro, across the steep field that sloped up from the lake to Holly Howe. The wind 

was against him, and he was tacking up against it to the farm" (p. 13). Film offers a unique 

opportunity to show, not just talk about, tacking, all the more so, since in Coot Club, Dick and his 

sister are relative novices. Note finally that Roger isn't pretending to tack; he "was tacking." It was 

just a hill. He was on land. He had no sails. But still he was tacking. Perhaps more so the Lakeland 



group than these Coots, but Ransome's game was always to blend children's make-believe so 

seamlessly with reality that there is no line. In any single moment, the two coexist. Any film worthy 

of Ransome would have to achieve the same. The camera can never show anything but reality, while 

the imaginary rivals it in the actors words, faces, and body language. Too bad Miyazaki never caught 

on to these. Another British children's novel, B.B.'s Brendon Chase, really cries for Miyazaki's unique 

ability to blend reality, imagination, and Nature. 
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Swallows And Amazons Forever!: The Big Six (1984) 
 

I went into this and its prequel, Coot Club, with great trepidation. 

While the Death and Glory crew feel about right, Tom's too pudgy 

for an active kid and never quite as brave or as frightened as 

circumstances call for. Port and Starboard come across too tiny, 

or too trivial. There's no real sense of loss when they can't come 

along, as there is in the novel where they seem Tom's equals. An 

extra shot or two showing them sailing with their father might 

have remedied, but really they needed to be bigger. The prose 

Coot Club's point of view characters are Dick and Dorothea 

Callum. Dick's a nascent Stephen Maturin, obsessed with nearly 

anything observable or calculable, even sailing which he conquers 

by thinking out every move, sometimes too slowly for the quirks 

of the breeze. His sister protects, worships, and dotes on him to 

an extent that might seem unnatural were they the least bit older. 

Here, she's the tallest child and seems so much older and more sedate than the rest that the 

obsessive sibling relationship hardly registers. Dick, same size as Port and Starboard, is deus ex 

machina, humourless Sherlock Jr., and little more. To an American who's never crossed an ocean, 

the shots of the narrow rivers and wide waters, the tidal play, bridges, and shallows, the boats and 

barges, make up for a great deal. But there's little sense of travel, of space. In the books, it's 

fascinating how quickly a child on a bicycle can shortcut a winding river journey: Time flows 

differently on water, on shore. Bicycles, land routes, like sci-fi wormholes, cheat time. While I waited 

for the DVD to arrive, I did my best to imagine how I'd have filmed Ransome, whether the two Coot 

stories and Great Northern?, which belongs with them thematically, or the Lakeland books. First of 

all, as with the books, each film would need a map, not just bracketing the action, but ever-present. 

The camera zooms in and out, computer tech allowing the near zooms to morph into live action and 

zoom-outs to morph back to the map, so that we always know where we are. "Live" coloring shows 

the tide creeping up and down the map. I fear some readers may deem such things obtrusive or 

anachronistic, but tech should also give credible ambient sound, mostly lacking in the existing TV 

serial: boats' creaking, water lapping, birds' calls and chatter day and night, the breeze, the sails' 

flap, rainfall, the audio differences between day and night, etc., etc., and more that I can't imagine 

because, though I've read, I've never been. I'd link sounds to the map, so we hear locations before 

the zoom in or even when the focus simply passes an area without zooming. Besides working on the 

casting flaws noted above, I'd shoot any and all adults from, at most, the eye level of the tallest 

child. Maybe I'd go so far as to shoot the tallest children, when appropriate from the eye level of the 

shortest children. And tacking: I don't think there's a bit of sailing lore more significant for Ransome 

than this against-the-wind technique that, to a novice, seems an almost magical accomplishment of 

the impossible. The very first novel, Swallows and Amazons, begins with 7-year-old Roger running "in 

wide zigzags, to and fro, across the steep field that sloped up from the lake to Holly Howe. The wind 

was against him, and he was tacking up against it to the farm" (p. 13). Film offers a unique 

opportunity to show, not just talk about, tacking, all the more so, since in Coot Club, Dick and his 

sister are relative novices. Note finally that Roger isn't pretending to tack; he "was tacking." It was 

just a hill. He was on land. He had no sails. But still he was tacking. Perhaps more so the Lakeland 



group than these Coots, but Ransome's game was always to blend children's make-believe so 

seamlessly with reality that there is no line. In any single moment, the two coexist. Any film worthy 

of Ransome would have to achieve the same. The camera can never show anything but reality, while 

the imaginary rivals it in the actors words, faces, and body language. Too bad Miyazaki never caught 

on to these. Another British children's novel, B.B.'s Brendon Chase, really cries for Miyazaki's unique 

ability to blend reality, imagination, and Nature. 
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Sweet n' Short (1991) 
 

On one hand, this is a nice comedy. The basic situation (winning 

the jackpot and just falling into some years of coma) is simple but 

good enough for starting the comedy. Waking up in a completely 

different world - you can imagine how strange it could be. But on 

the other hand, this is something like a political prophecy as well. 

Falling in coma in the Apartheid regime and waking up in the 

world of Nelson Mandela, you can believe it is much more than a 

simple Hollywood-like comedy. So the movie is wonderful, it has 

an atmosphere you really can't forget. When first I saw it, Mr. 

Frederik Willem De Klerk was the president of South Africa. Well, 

it was already in the air that Mr. Mandela would follow him in 

such position. We in Eastern Europe felt the same 'wind of change' 

at that time. I think I don't have to tell more about this movie - 

just try to borrow it or buy it if it is available on VHS/DVD (I saw it 

on TV) and you'll see what I was talking about. 
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Swimming Upstream (2003) 
 

The true story of Tony Fingleton, a young man from a troubled 

family who found the inner strength to become a champion. 

Always overshadowed in his father's eyes by his brothers, it is 

only when Tony displays an extraordinary swimming talent that 

he feels he has a shot at winning his father's heart. Saw this film 

at the Denver Film Festival and found it to be intense and moving. 

Tony Fingleton spoke after the film ended. Making this film was 

truly a labor of love and he was actually moved to tears as he 

spoke about his childhood. He said he no longer speaks to his 

brother-very sad. He said that the film was originally planned as a 

made for television program but the budget was too great as it is 

a period piece. Competitive swim buffs, Geoffrey Rush and Judy 

Davis fans alike should appreciate it. The actors playing the 

brothers when they are older are hot too! I hope this film is able 

to be distributed widely so it can be seen by lots of people-it is a perfect film for families with older 

children. Highly recommend this film. With Mitchell Dellevergin, 14-year-old Thomas Davidson, Kain 

O'Keeffe & Robert Quinn. 
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Swiss Family Robinson (Los Robinsones De Los Mares Del Sur) (1960) 
 

A family in route to New Guinea is shipwrecked on a deserted 

tropical island. They are forced to remain on the island because of 

the damage to the ship and the pirates that are roaming the 

islands. They create a home on the island (centering around a 

huge treehouse) and explore the island and it's wildlife. Plenty of 

adventure ensues as the family deals with issues of survival, 

pirates, and the brothers must learn how to live on the island with 

an uncertain future. Filled with action, adventure and romance, 

this classic tale of a swiss family trying to escape the suppression 

of their native land and wind up ship wrecked on a tropical island, 

is nicely adapted on the big screen. The acting is nothing to go 

woof over but what it lacks in that department it surely makes up 

for in scenery. You get the impression that the cast was just to 

breath taken to perhaps concentrate on their lines, being 

surrounded in paradise. The entire movie was shot on location, in the lavish South Seas. Dorothy 

McGuire does a nice job playing the mother of three sons, struggling to raise them "properly" 

although they are in the middle-of-nowhere; while James MacArthur gets loads of screen time with 

just him and his bare chest. And yes, just as you think you were safe...that annoying kid who was in 

EVERY DISNEY MOVIE IMAGINABLE...pops up as the youngest (and whiniest) of the brood, Francis 

(11-year-old Kevin Corcoran). Don't let his stupid remarks, ruin the movie for you. Disney 

compensated us with many slick plot twists involving: pirates, wild animals and a love interest for 

Fritz (chest boy [23-year-old James MacArthur]) and his punier brother, Ernst (19-year-old Tommy 

Kirk). This is a movie EVERYONE can watch munching on popcorn and having a few laughs. 
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Sztuczki (Tricks) (2007) 
 

It's a film full of briliant humor about cars, women and love. It's 

also about how to throw a challenge to your lot. How to deceive 

or bribe your destiny. This is an excellent movie and you will 

realize that more when you're movies professional or an 

individual with enormous movie knowledge because when you're 

watching this movie for let's say over 90 minutes, one question 

comes every time and that is with what idea the director has 

shoot ed the movie, even though he knows that, it is very difficult 

to convince others, I mean the cast and the crew so the movie we 

are watching and for an movie like this to come to this stage is 

really surprising and I am happy for the director and also thank 

him for giving us such a film. I can give plot synopsis but the 

director's focus is not at all the plot and when I give the plot here, 

you might not find it interesting because this movie is all about 

excellent writing and excellent filming. There are lot of beautiful ingredients in this movie to admire 

such as the kid who is really damn cute and he takes over the whole project along with the director, 

it is as if only the director and the kid knows about what the movie is about and we audience 

following them all the way. This is the excellent movie screenplay I have ever seen, no one can write 

such an screenplay unless the guy has enormous movie making knowledge. This movie extremely 

goes with Charlie Chaplin kind of narration like showing tragedy in a comical way, using kid as 

protoganist etc. Please don't miss this excellent poetic picture. To the DIRECTOR and the KID (10-

year-old Damian Ul) - you guys rock. 
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Taare Zameen Par (Like Stars On Earth) (Stars On Earth) (T.Z.P.) 

(Taare Zameen Par: Every Child Is Special) (2007) 
 

Ishaan Awasthi (11-year-old Darsheel Safary) is an 8-year-old 

whose world is filled with wonders that no one else seems to 

appreciate; colours, fish, dogs and kites are just not important in 

the world of adults, who are much more interested in things like 

homework, marks and neatness. And Ishaan just cannot seem to 

get anything right in class. When he gets into far more trouble 

than his parents can handle, he is packed off to a boarding school 

to 'be disciplined'. Things are no different at his new school, and 

Ishaan has to contend with the added trauma of separation from 

his family. One day a new art teacher bursts onto the scene, Ram 

Shankar Nikumbh, who infects the students with joy and 

optimism. He breaks all the rules of 'how things are done' by 

asking them to think, dream and imagine, and all the children 

respond with enthusiasm, all except Ishaan. Nikumbh soon 

realizes that Ishaan is very unhappy, and he sets out to discover why. With time, patience and care, 

he ultimately helps Ishaan find himself. An art teacher, Ram Shankar Nikumbh teaches at a local 

boarding school and thinks that every child is special and must have his chance of enjoying his/her 

school days, so he breaks all the rules of 'how things are done' in the school to let his motives 

became successful, all the children respond to him with joy, all except a small boy named Ishaan 

Awasthi, of 8-years-old who seem to be in a different world all the time. Nikumbh soon finds out 

that Ishaan is unhappy about something. He attempts to help him. The questions remain will he be 

successful or will the errant prove dangerous for him. The Mumbai-based Awasthi family consists of 

Nandkishore, his wife, Maya, and two sons, Yohan and Ishaan. Both sons attend St. Anthony's High 

School where Yohan excels in his studies, but Ishaan does the opposite, having failed in his 3rd 

standard twice already. His parents continue to be disappointed with his performance, and as a 

result he hides his report cards from them, often misses school, and keeps to himself all the time. 

Things get worse when he gets into disagreements and fisticuffs with other children, prompting his 

father to have him admitted in the New Era Boarding School in distant Panchgani. Even this re-

location does not improve Ishaan performance, and the Principal decides to rusticate him. Then a 

temporary teacher, Ram Shankar Nikumbh is recruited. Ram meets with Ishaan and believes he has a 

solution that will improve the child's life - little realizing that Ishaan does not have much of a future 

as neither his teachers, his friends, and even his parents believe that there is any hope for him. For a 

mainstream Hindi film, the following is rare: 1. a film for children; 2. the only star of the film getting 

a limited screen space; 3. high quality animation; 4. choosing undertones over melodrama; 5. no 

regular masala stuff; 6. strong message that can actually change lives of people; 7. conviction and 

honesty of the makers palpable in every frame; 8. and in spite of all this, the movie offering 

complete, healthy entertainment. The only problem with the audience is that although we keep 

shouting on the extreme want of quality cinema, meaningful cinema, when a good film actually 

comes, we tend to find more flaws in it than appreciating it. Are we insecure of accepting 

somebodies honesty and creative genius? Sure, Taare Zameen Par has moments that could have 

been better, but shouldn't we just try to overlook those and once, for all, applaud the effort the 



makers have put. And believe me it is not difficult... for there are innumerable other moments that 

leave you spellbound, a wet film over your eyes, a strange pain down your throat, a mild ache at 

your heart, but a pure smile on your lips... there are times you wish you were a kid. May be it takes a 

child to love simple tales told with honesty and warmth... may be we grown ups have lost that 

quality we all once had... but Taare Zameen Par should touch a chord somewhere in every one's 

heart... we all have been after all, at least for some beautiful part of our lives, special. the film is 

dedicated to that special child in all of us. P.S- no one can hate it...at least I would like to think that 

way. 
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Taboo (2003) 
 

The hit musical with Boy George. 
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Tadpole (2000) 
 

Beautiful, sophisticated women are all over 15-year-old Oscar 

Grubman (26-year-old Aaron Stanford). He is sensitive and 

compassionate, speaks French fluently, is passionate about 

Voltaire, and thinks the feature that tells the most about a woman 

is her hands. On the train home from Chauncey Academy for the 

Thanksgiving weekend, Oscar confides in his best friend that he 

has plans for this vacation--he will win the heart of his true love. 

But there is one major problem--Oscar's true love is his 

stepmother Eve. Oscar is certain that he could be a better mate to 

Eve than his work-obsessed father. He fails to win Eve's heart and 

is consequently dejected. Oscar's path to his true love is further 

crossed by Diane, Eve's best friend who, one night while wearing 

Eve's borrowed perfumed scarf, offers him temporary comfort in 

an unconventional tryst. For Diane, Oscar fills a void in her life. For 

Oscar, Diane is somewhat of a distraction, as his continued pursuit of Eve leads to an unexpected 

resolution. I don't understand the attacks that have been made on this film - not just on this site, but 

elsewhere on the web. There are a few holes in the script, and the whole things is less substantial 

than a soap bubble, but it's still charming, witty and very funny. There are points where you feel they 

haven't followed something up enough, or explained something enough, but this film has better 

developed characters than almost any other romantic comedy you could name. Plus, of course, 

explanation isn't everything. In fact, sometimes, you're better off without it. A film that requires you 

to think, speculate or assume what might have happened between scenes - or before the film 

started - isn't that a good thing? Much has been made of the DV look of the film, but I hardly noticed 

- and I like a well shot piece of celluloid as much as the next person. Sometimes, though, you just 

don't need the gorgeous, sweeping vistas of Lawrence of Arabia - and this is a small, independent 

gem. The use of DV is probably rather more to do with budget than laziness. In fact laziness would 

seem to be an unlikely part of the equation, what with the film being shot in a fortnight. If the 

thought of a 15-year-old spouting Voltaire fills you with the urge to punch someone, this probably 

isn't the film for you. But how often does a thoughtful, not formulaic, intelligent, witty film come 

along. My advice would be to disregard the minor flaws and enjoy. 
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Takedown (Hackers 2: Takedown) (2000) 
 

Kevin Mitnick is quite possibly the best hacker in the world. 

Hunting for more and more information, seeking more and more 

cybertrophies every day, he constantly looks for bigger challenges. 

When he breaks into the computer of a security expert and an ex-

hacker, he finds one - and much more than that. Without going 

deep into the the story I can say that if you want to know about 

the real world under your computer and the privacy that never 

been out there you're in the right place. The movie Takedown will 

show you a small piece of hacking in the past and maybe the name 

"history of hacking" can be correct too. You can find some of the 

items from the movie in the spy-shops around so in my opinion 

just for the knowledge the movie must be seen. In the movie 

there are some point who are too stuck, and some time there is 

no point for long focus in one position. I can see by the movie the 

vision of the creator, and he did understand the story and the "How" not like many times in movies 

without any contact to the reality, however he failed in focusing too much on the technology and 

mess the option to show how really hacker feel against and from the authorities. 
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Tales From The Darkside: The Movie (1990) 
 

This is really three shorter movies, bound together by a fourth 

tale in which the other three stories are read. The first segment 

features an animated mummy stalking selected student victims; 

the second tale tells the story of a "cat from hell" who cannot be 

killed and leaves a trail of victims behind it; the third story is 

about a man who witnesses a bizarre killing and promises never 

to tell what he saw and the "in-between" bit is the story of a 

woman preparing to cook her newspaper boy for supper. With 

10-year-old Matthew Lawrence. In director John Harrison's 

adaptation from the 80s TV series, four horror stories are told 

(one of them as a wraparound story) with different results, 

although the movie leaves the audience with a feeling of pure 

worthy entertainment. The wraparound story stars ex-Blondie 

singer Deborah Harry as Betty, the typical next door woman, the 

only difference is that she hides her cannibalistic habits a a secret. Matthew Lawrence is Timmy, a 

kid who was kidnapped by Betty in order to be her dinner tonight. Timmy begins to tell her stories 

from the "Tales from the Darkside" book in order to gain time while he plans his escape. The stories 

Timmy tells are the other three stories in the movie. First one, "Lot 249", stars Steve Buscemi as 

Bellingham, a misfit in a yuppie university. Bullied by Andy (Christian Slater), Lee (Robert Sedgwick) 

and Susan (Julianne Moore), he works as assistant in the Museum. When he receives Lot 249, 

troubles will begin as he revives an ancient mummy to do his will. Second one stars William Hickey 

and David Johansen in a tale of a devilish cat that seems to haunt Hickey's character. Johansen plays 

a professional assassin hired to kill the feline. In last one, writer Michael McDowell develops a love 

story loosely based on a Japanese tale. James Remar stars as Preston, a failed artist who is having 

the worst day of his life, as he watches his best friend being brutally killed by a mysterious beast who 

makes him promise that he won't tell anyone about it; everything looks worse until he meets Carola 

(Rae Dawn Chong), and his life changes for good. What would happen if he reveal the secret of the 

monster? The four stories have very good performances, particularly those of Buscemi and Hickey. 

The downside is that while the three main stories present a very adult horror style with very gory 

scenes, brief nudity and foul language, the wraparound story looks tame and more similar to kid's 

horror like "Goosebumps". That doesn't mean that it's a bad tale, is just that it seems out of place in 

the film, but still the movie is good enough to keep the attention of the viewer. Very good movie 

that it's almost forgotten today. The very good acting and the good SFX (although outdated for 

today's standards) create a very rewarding movie that surely will give entertainment. 7/10. 
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Tales From The NeverEnding Story (2001) 
 

12-year-old Bastian Balthazar Bux (13-year-old Mark Rendall) had 

lost the wonderful imagination he had as a child somewhere 

between growing older, watching TV, going to school and playing 

with his Gameboy. But when his mother dies suddenly, Bastian's 

limitless imagination is reborn. Bastian comes across a magical 

book, "The Neverending Story", in a curious little bookstore. 

Inspired by the book, Bastian creates an enchanted world called 

Fantasia, inhabited by dragons, dark knights and assorted heroes 

and villains. The adventure of a lifetime begins when Bastian 

projects his Fantasian alter ego, Atreyu, into a battle against the 

sinister force of The Nothing. This terrible force threatens to 

destroy Fantasia and its ruler, the Childlike Empress. Only Atreyu 

(15-year-old Tyler Hynes), a 14-year-old Woodland boy and 

unlikely hero, can save her and find a cure for The Nothing. 

Bastian's experiences in the real world; such as his mourning, his new, sometimes tumultuous life 

with his dad, his problems with a school bully and his terror of a new, sadistic substitute teacher, are 

mirrored by Atreyu's experiences in Fantasia. Along with Atreyu, Bastian overcomes obstacles, learns 

important life lessons, and gains insights that help him adjust to the sudden death of his mom. Tales 

From The Neverending Story was a really great series that started from the same premise as the 

film, but took it in a completely different direction. In the movie, most of the action took place in 

Fantasia. In the real world, Bastien sat in the attic of his school and read a book about the 

adventures of Atreyu. In the TV series, the action doesn't just take place in Fantasia. Bastien has 

adventures in the real world too. At first, they're the type of adventures a normal kid would have, 

but they get weirder and weirder, because as the series progresses, the book becomes more real, 

and some characters from Fantasia start to invade the real world. One of them is Gmork, a great 

funny/scary character -- sometimes he's a werewolf, sometimes he's the worst substitute teacher in 

the world. And then there's Xayide, the totally Dark Princess, beautiful and way over the top. Both 

Xayide and Gmork are after Bastien, so along with normal problems with teachers, friends and his 

Dad, he has to contend with evil forces from another world. Near the end of the series, Xayide starts 

sending children to the real world to do her dirty work, and even lures one of Bastien's friends into 

Fantasia and turns her to the dark side. And that's barely scraping the surface. Like I said, a great 

series. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (2001) 
 

Episode 01: Heart of Stone; Bastian finds and starts to read The Neverending Story. Atreyu sees The 

Childlike Empress who tells him about The Nothing and the Dark Princess. 

Episode 02: The Nothing; Mr. Blank says he never got Bastian's assignment and makes Bastian do it 

during lunch. Atreyu begins his quest. 



Episode 03: The Luckdragon; Bastian neglects his chores and schoolwork for the book. 

Episode 04: Deleting Mr. Blank; Marley and Lucas assist Bastian in extricating the detestable Mr. 

Blank. 

Episode 05: The Gift of the Name; Bastian earns money to buy his father a birthday gift. 

Episode 06: Home Sweet Home; Bastian's father puts the house up for sale due to memories of his 

late wife. 

Episode 07: The Scepter; Bastian believes an unsent letter from his mother is a message from 

beyond. 

Episode 08: The Luck Stops Here; Bastian's concern for Fallon increases when he sees her wearing his 

mother's old coat. 

Episode 09: Badge of Courage; A bully challenges Bastian to a fight. 

Episode 10: Deus Ex Machina; Bastian and Connor are put on a week's worth of detention for 

fighting. 

Episode 11: Stairway to Heaven; Bastian wants to go to the school dance with Marley but things do 

not work out. Bastian and Lucas attend the dance along with Gemma. 

Episode 12: The Visitor; Gemma transfers to Bastian's school in order to steal The Neverending Story 

book. 

Episode 13: The Ressurection; Xayide can not resist reading The Neverending Story book. 

The 4 two hour movie edition not the 13 one hour episode edition. 
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Tan Lines (2007) 
 

From the sun-drenched beaches of Australia comes this sexy 

coming-of-age romance. Cute teen Midget Hollow (Jack Baxter) 

wanders through life riding big waves and partying with surfer 

boys. When Midget's best friend's gay brother Cass arrives on the 

scene, the two quickly dive head first into a clandestine sea of 

sexual awakening. As his lusty romance with the dark-eyed Adonis 

is soon discovered, Midget has to navigate between his friends' 

reaction and his newfound love all while growing up during a hot 

summer of fun in the sun! With a taste of Larry Clark's teen angst 

and desperation but without the moral emptiness of Clark's "kids", 

the teens in this Aussie film do care for each other and for the 

most part "do the right thing." The surreal scenes: a geriatric 

drunken game of strip poker, a chorus of Christian wall images 

occasionally commenting on the action, a Gothic setting where 

the "hero" Midget "works" (too bizarre to describe and ruin it for you), all these make it interesting. 

That Midget is struggling (but not too much) with working out his gay desires along with a try for a 

girl doesn't compete with the dreariness of every day life and the hope to leave this dismal town. If a 

modest goal is to make the viewer care about the people and the plot, this movie achieved that goal 

and more. The photography was effective with snappy cuts from one scene to another. 
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Tango Argentino (1992) 
 

A boy (12-year-old Nikola Zarkovic) who is helping lonely, elderly 

people revives their urge to live and receives in return their love 

and understanding, which have been denied to him by his 

parents. Even better than Cinema Paradiso! IN A NUTSHELL: A film 

that will stick with you for a long time; it brilliantly portrays the 

miracle of rebirth that can happen when the elderly and young 

are thrown together, and left to their own devices to create a real 

"family." I saw this film at the 1993 San Francisco film festival. Set 

in that brief golden bubble of time, between the fall of 

Communism in Yugoslavia, and the outbreak of ethnic bloodshed, 

the movie was made almost entirely in Belgrade (now in Serbia). 

A beautiful portrait of the breakdown of one family, and the 

miraculous creation of a new one. Director Goran Paskaljevic 

chose 12-year Nikola Sarkovic from over 800 boys. Their 

teamwork brought one of the most compelling performances by a 

child actor to the screen. The film was completed in Aug 92, only days before the escalation of the 

bloody civil war in Serbia that made on-site location work for *any* films impossible. If this film ever 

finds distribution, you can NOT afford to miss it. Nikola plays a gritty young capitalist-wanna be. He 

has far more sense and maturity with money than either of his parents, (his self-obsessed mother, 

Ina Gogalova, or philandering father, Miki Manojlovic). While his father dreams unrealistically of 

building a home based on income from being a wedding musician, Nikola dreams of getting a pop 

corn machine at the race track, so his family can make "real" money. The boy has gradually assumed 

many of his parent's adult responsibilities. He helps relieve his mother, by caring for her elderly 

charges, and even surreptitiously prompts his father with the right things to say to overcome serious 

marital rifts based on the father's philandering. After his father gets a promotion in a music 

academy, with strings attached, Nikola steps in to center stage to hold things together. He must care 

for the three elderly charges his mother runs errands for (she's in Bulgaria seeking a quack cure for 

the ailing sister) *and* he must take on two new charges, relatives of his father's boss. Nikola has 

already grown close to Señor Julio Popovitch (brilliantly portrayed by former Yugo mega pop singer, 

Mija Aleksic.) Nikola finds a deep friendship with the spunky old Tango singer who refuses to "give 

in," even though he's virtually bed-ridden. [In the director's talk after the screening, Paskaljevic 

revealed that the ailing Aleksic hadn't been able to work for 7 years. He was only allowed to work for 

two to three hours a day, with his doctor in attendance. With Life imitating Art, this wonderful 

performer grew stronger and stronger as the film progressed, and his doctor's new "prescription" 

was for Aleksic to make more films!] With the company of a dog he's inherited from a recently 

deceased "client," the pragmatic Nikola decides to simultaneously baby sit all of his elderly charges 

by bringing them together in a friendship club. Therein the magic of this film begins; like parched 

flowers in a spring rain, these wonderful old people "bloom" through friendship, romance, and a 

new-found sense of purpose. The gift of Goran Paskaljevic's direction prevents this from turning into 

sappy, sentimental sop like SMALL CHANGE. In a sense, each of Nikola's charges finds their own 

"tango," or dance of life. The film follows a path pitted with the very cul 'd sacs and dead ends that 

await any of us cursed with living long enough to become a "bother" to our adult children. Much of 



the film's freshness comes from a deft script and Zarkovic's no-nonsense portrayal of the 

determined 12-year-old. Far from being the lovable "artful dodger" type of moppet most of us were 

weaned on in countless Disney films, this is a pint-sized "adult" with a mission. He'll stop at nothing 

to build a stable financial base for his family. Like many work-a-holic adults, he's become so 

enmeshed in enabling others, that he's forgotten how to care for his own needs. Only briefly, near 

the end of the film, when we see Nikola frolicking nude on a Montenegro beach under the loving, 

watchful eyes of his elderly 'tango singer' friend, do we see him act freely and fully as a child. While 

his "real" family crumbles around him, he unknowingly brings together an enduring extended family. 

Warning: TANGO ARGENTINO has one of the most devasting, loving endings you will have ever seen. 

(I saw it 8 years ago). 
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Taps (The Siege At Bunker Hill: T.A.P.S) (1981) 
 

An announcement that the venerable Bunker Hill Military 

Academy, a 141-year-old institute, is to be torn down and 

replaced with condos sets off the young cadets led by their stodgy 

commander (George C. Scott). Under the command of a student 

cadet major (Timothy Hutton), the cadets seize the campus, refuse 

entry of the construction crews and ultimately confront the real 

military. Having graduated from a military academy and later 

joining army ROTC myself it was almost like I was living back at my 

high school again. Especially due to the fact that I was a company 

commander my senior year and had my best friends as platoon 

leaders and XO. I got a much different take on the movie than 

most of you. It is one that was much more prevalent in the 

military academy I to than ROTC. Rather than a view of "misguided 

youths" (I would argue the point that they were misguided) I saw 

the movie as fight between the old and the new. The old conservative ways versus the post Vietnam 

War era generation. Whether to preserve conservative tradition or to continue with social liberalism. 

In the movie the fight was about tearing down the academy to build condominiums. In real life 

where I was, it was about turning our military academy into a normal prep school. In my case the 

fight didn't get violent, however like the cadets in the movie I picked the losing side. In the movie I 

was heart broken that the governor would send troops to the school rather than try and work out a 

peaceful compromise when he saw the measure that people were willing to go to in order to protect 

their school. In real life I was very disheartened to see the old cadre of retired military officers get 

sacked and replaced by "soft" civilian administrators. It all hit a climax when one of my life's role 

models, a retired USAF Major and our companies tactical officer, spoke out against some of the 

changes being made and got himself sacked. For me that was George C Scott, Penn and Cruise were 

my friends and platoon leaders in my company and the crisis between the old ways and the new 

ways were very much the same. The movie reached out to me possibly more than any other. It was 

seeing my teenage self all over again. 
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Tarik El Hob (The Road To Love) (The Path To Love) (2001) 
 

This romantic-kitsch story goes from Paris to Marseille, from 

Amsterdam to Morocco via Jean Genet's grave in Larache, and on 

to Tangiers. The movie tells the story of an Algerian-French 

heterosexual young man beginning a sociology study of gay 

islamic homosexualities and discovering gay love with a young 

French steward. ROAD TO LOVE is an obviously very low budget 

independent French film that introduces the audience to the 

theme of homosexuality as it is manifested among Islamic/Arab 

men. Writers Rémi Lange and Antoine Parlebas have created a 

script so natural, so sensitively real that at moments the film feels 

like a documentary (each of the young actors in the story bear 

their own names, the technique of storytelling is basically video 

interviews), but the impact of the move is quietly profound, 

without a trace of the saccharine or the gush of Hollywood films 

dealing with gay subject matter. French Algerian Karim (Karim Tarek) is a student in Paris and spends 

his time with his girlfriend Sihem (Sihem Benamoune). He happens to view a television program 

about the gay life in Egypt in the 20th century, a life that allowed gay relationships and even 

marriages so along as the men gave up the lifestyle when they eventually married women. His 

interest in the subject results in a sociology project of interviewing gay Arab men to explore 

contemporary gay lifestyles. After a few aborted attempts (Karim is not sufficiently comfortable with 

the subject matter to gain the trust of his interviewees) Karim encounters Farid (Farid Tali), a gay, 

well-adjusted, quietly seductive handsome Algerian lad who not only agrees to be interviewed, but 

also finds ways to assist Karim with his project. Chemistry develops and the two depart Paris to visit 

Marseilles and Morocco and Karim discovers why the subject of choice fascinates him so! The beauty 

of this film lies in the honesty in which it is written, directed, acted, and edited. Not only are we 

allowed to explore a subject matter few of us knew (Islamic homosexuality history and social mores), 

we are also presented with one of the more tender love stories on film - tender because it is not 

overt but rather because it is so naturally evolved. The actors are excellent and though they feel as 

though they are first time, off the street recruits, they find the core of the script and make the story 

beautiful. 
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Tarnation (2003) 
 

Part documentary, part narrative fiction, part home movie, and 

part acid trip. A psychedelic whirlwind of snapshots, Super-8 home 

movies, old answering machine messages, video diaries, early 

short films, snippets of '80s pop culture, and dramatic 

reenactments to create an epic portrait of an American family 

travesty. The story begins in 2003 when Jonathan learns that his 

schizophrenic mother, Renee, has overdosed on her lithium 

medication. He is catapulted back into his real and horrifying 

family legacy of rape, abandonment, promiscuity, drug addiction, 

child abuse, and psychosis. As he grows up on camera, he finds 

the escapist balm of musical theater and B horror flicks and 

reconnects to life through a queer chosen family. Then a look into 

the future shows Jonathan as he confronts the symbiotic and 

almost unbearable love he shares with his beautiful and tragically damaged mother. Super-8 auteur 

Jonathan Caouette, a young gay man with an extremely turbulent life, reveals his troubled childhood 

through home-movies and stills. The worshipful son of a beautiful ex-child model/single 

mother/electro-shock recipient, Caouette manages, in rather surprising linear fashion considering 

the circumstances, to paint a vivid portrait of the ultimate dysfunctional family. His grandparents, 

who ended up adopting Jonathan after his mother was jailed and he went through the horrors of the 

foster care system, are revealed as loving yet unconcerned older folks with perhaps a secretive, 

defensive side; Jonathan's mother Renee, once a striking young woman, is the sad result of "medical 

expertise" gone shatteringly wrong. The film is alternately assaultive, theatrical (Jonathan revealed a 

highly acute sense of theatricality and love for outré movies at a very young age), amusing, 

narcissistic, boring, compelling and, finally, quite moving. There are just as many stretches of 

questionable sincerity on Caouette's part as there are exhilarating moments--a joyous romp on the 

beach with mom or a beautiful, revealing childhood lip-synching take on "Frank Mills". The alt-rock 

soundtrack is superb and Caouette, a handsome, playfully schizophrenic star-in-the-making, is a 

talent to watch. 
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Tarzan And His Mate (1934) 
 

In the first sequel to Tarzan, the Ape Man, Harry Holt returns to 

Africa to head up a large ivory expedition. This time he brings his 

womanizing friend Marlin Arlington. Holt also harbors ideas about 

convincing Jane to return to London. When Holt and Arlington 

show Jane some of the modern clothes and perfumes they 

brought from civilization, she is impressed but not enough to 

return. Tarzan wrestles every wild animal imaginable to protect 

Jane but when he disallows the expedition from plundering ivory 

from the elephant burial grounds, it is he who takes a bullet from 

Arlington's gun. Jane eventually believes that Tarzan is dead but 

he is nursed back to health by the apes. As Jane and the returning 

expedition are attacked by violent natives, we wonder if Tarzan 

can rescue them yet again. The release of TARZAN THE APE MAN, 

in 1932, caused a sensation. It may be hard to believe, 70 years 

later, but the film had much of the same kind of impact as THE MATRIX, or THE LORD OF THE RINGS 

has achieved, at a time when movies and radio were the major sources of entertainment. Tarzan 

became an instant pop icon, the 'noble savage' that every woman fantasized about, and every man 

wished he could be. The only person unhappy about the situation was Edgar Rice Burroughs, who 

felt the 'dumbed down' MGM version of his character was unfaithful to his vision (he would start a 

production company, and soon be making his own 'Tarzan' films). MGM, realizing the value of it's 

newest 'star', knew the sequel would have to be even more spectacular than the original...and 

TARZAN AND HIS MATE delivered! The film had an interesting back story; Cedric Gibbons, MGM's 

legendary Art Director, had gotten a commitment from the studio to direct the sequel, prior to the 

release of TARZAN THE APE MAN, despite the fact that he'd NEVER directed before (the studio 

hadn't anticipated the film's impact, and didn't think a novice director would matter much on a 

'novelty' film...and they wanted to keep their Oscar-winning department chief happy). Gibbons, a 

prodigiously talented and imaginative visual artist, loved the freedom of pre-Code Hollywood, and 

decided to have TARZAN AND HIS MATE 'push the envelope' to the limit...Tarzan and Jane would 

frolic in a nude swim, and Jane would appear TOPLESS through most of the film. Maureen O'Sullivan 

said in an interview shortly before her death, in 1998, that while a double was used for the swim, 

she trusted the studio, and did 'a couple of days' of filming sans top...but it became too much of a 

headache trying to strategically place plants and fruit to block her nipples, and the idea was 

abandoned (the film shot those days would be worth a fortune!) She did do a nude silhouette scene 

in a tent, flashed her breasts at the conclusion of her 'swim', and donned a revised 'jungle' costume 

that was extremely provocative, very thin, and open at the sides...and the resulting outcry would 

help 'create' the Hays Office, and the self-censorship that would soon engulf the entire industry. 

MGM yanked Gibbons from the production (the 'official' reason given was his workload as Art 

Director), and veteran Jack Conway was listed as the new director, to appease the critics...although 

James C. McKay actually directed the film, as Conway was busy on 3 other projects, including VIVA 

VILLA! The film incorporated the best elements of the original (safaris, murderous tribes, Tarzan 

fighting jungle beasts to the death to save Jane), and actually improved on the storytelling. Harry 

Holt (Neil Hamilton), from the first film, returns to Africa for ivory from the 'Elephants' Graveyard', 



and to try to seduce Jane into returning to England, with gifts of silk dresses, underwear, and 

perfume. He brings with him Martin Arlington (Paul Cavanagh), a crack shot and inveterate 

womanizer, who sneers at Holt's chivalrous pursuit of Jane, and stalks her as a potential 'conquest', 

to be had by any means (including killing Tarzan, if and when he can get away with it without being 

seen). Tarzan barely tolerates the intrusion into his happy life with Jane, and puts his foot down, 

refusing to allow the hunters into the Graveyard. Arlington finds his opportunity, catching the Ape 

Man alone, and shoots him, then returns to the camp with a fabricated story of his demise. Now 

Jane has no reason to remain in the jungle, and she can direct them to the Graveyard, before her 

long voyage back to England, comforted by the oh-so-sympathetic Arlington. But a savage tribe and 

hideous torture await the group...can Tarzan, being nursed back to health by his ape 'family', recover 

in time to save Jane? While stock footage is again used extensively, the racial stereotypes of the 30s 

are apparent, and the gorillas are obviously actors in ape suits, TARZAN AND HIS MATE achieves a 

level of sophistication unsurpassed in any other 'Tarzan' film, as well as a sexiness that even Bo 

Derek's blatantly erotic TARZAN, THE APE MAN couldn't touch. Johnny Weissmuller was in peak 

condition, physically, Maureen O'Sullivan was never more beautiful, and 'Africa' never looked more 

romantic, and dangerous. TARZAN AND HIS MATE was a triumph (although it would be drastically 

edited for many years), and remains THE classic of the series, to this day! 
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Tarzan And The Amazons (1945) 
 

A group of archaeologists asks Tarzan to help them find an 

ancient city in a hidden valley of women. He refuses, but Boy is 

tricked into doing the job. The queen of the women asks Tarzan 

to help them. TARZAN AND THE AMAZONS (RKO Radio, 1945), 

directed by Kurt Neumann, the first theatrical "Tarzan" release in 

two years since 1943's TARZAN TRIUMPHS and TARZAN'S DESERT 

MYSTERY, and the third installment under Sol Lesser productions 

for RKO starring Johnny Weissmuller, brings forth some notable 

changes in the series. First being Tarzan himself, as played by 

Johnny Weissmuller since 1932, who is now showing his age (he 

was then past 40), having a bigger waistline and sporting an 

upgraded larger sized loincloth, while 14-year-old Johnny 

Sheffield, still playing the curly haired Boy, a role he introduced 

when he was about 6 or 7 in TARZAN FINDS A SON (MGM, 1939, 

now an adolescent in the age range of 13 or 14, whose speaking 

voice not having reached the maturity stage yet, but no longer talking in a higher pitch of a little boy, 

appears close to the physical height of Weissmuller, and unlike Weissmuller, wears a darker colored 

but smaller sized loincloth. It is Sheffield who, for the first time since TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE 

(MGM, 1941), to be given more screen time (and camera closeups) than the jungle lord himself, 

giving some indication that the studio publicity department was trying to promote young Sheffield 

into some sort of teenage movie idol. But most important is the return of Tarzan's mate/wife, Jane, 

formerly played by the redheaded Maureen O'Sullivan, now enacted by the blonde Brenda Joyce, 

making her first of five screen appearances in this then highly popular jungle adventure series. Her 

character is introduced in fashionable clothes before returning to the more familiar jungle attire that 

naturally excites and pleases Tarzan once she's in them. It is interesting to point out that when 

O'Sullivan played Jane, she was addressed as "Mother" by Boy. With Brenda Joyce taking over the 

part, Boy no longer calls her "Mother" but now by her first name, "Jane." As for the story, no more 

World War II propaganda and villainous Nazis as presented in the aforementioned 1943 releases, but 

the return to the old formula repeated numerous times during the more productive MGM years 

dealing with white men starting off on a friendly mission only to become dangerous intruders, 

especially when greed of gold is concerned, causing trouble for Tarzan and his family. But without 

villains to stir up interest and situations involved, there would be no exciting or satisfactory Tarzan 

story to display any interest. TARZAN AND THE AMAZONS opens with Tarzan (Johnny Weissmuller), 

his son, Boy (Johnny Sheffield) and their pet chimpanzee, Cheetah, setting out to meet with Jane, 

who is scheduled to return home from her trip in England. While going down the river on a raft, 

Tarzan sees a girl running from a lion and immediately comes to her rescue. The girl, with an injury 

to her ankle, turns out to be Athena (Shirley O'Hara), one of the Amazon women tribe of Palmeria. 

As Tarzan carries Athena back to her civilization, he orders Boy to remain behind. Curious as well as 

disobeying Tarzan, Boy, along with Cheetah, quietly follows Tarzan from a distance, watching him 

walking between the high mountains leading to an unknown paradise of women ruled by a middle-

aged Queen (Maria Ouspenskaya), who reveals to her tribe that Tarzan is the only outsider to know 

of their kingdom, and has kept his secret well. Returning from the civilization and not wanting to 



discuss anything further to his son, Tarzan and Boy start to swim over to the steamboat where Jane 

(Brenda Joyce), the passenger, is accompanied by a group of archaeologists, Sir Guy Henderson 

(Henry Stephenson), Bannister (Barton MacLane), Anders (Don Douglas), Splivers (J.M. Kerrigan) and 

McClour (Steven Geray), whom she had met while in England. Because they were good travel 

companions to Jane, Tarzan invites these strangers to their habitat. Boy becomes very fascinated by 

these men, especially after witnessing items new to him such as looking through a microscope to get 

an eye-view of wandering germs, as well as listening to stories about the outside civilized world. 

Cheetah, who earlier had acquired an emblem accidentally dropped by Athena, presents it to Jane. 

Sir Guy takes an interest in this rare emblem, and after doing some research in a book, finds that it 

belongs to a lost Amazon tribe. Because Sir Guy has found out more than he should, Tarzan refuses 

to help lead him and his men to the Amazon tribe, and orders them to go. Not wanting them to 

leave, Boy decides to take matters into his own hands by escorting the archaeologists over to the 

lost civilization without the knowledge of either Tarzan or Jane. Once there they are all taken in by 

the women guards to stand before the Queen who finds them all intruders. To show they have come 

under friendly terms, Sir Guy agrees to give up their ammunitions. However, the Queen spares their 

lives, and deciding what to do with them, she has them confined in a cell, and never to leave the 

kingdom for the rest of their natural lives. Noticing the valuable possessions surrounding them, 

greed sets in, especially with Bannister, now wanting to leave and take back with him these priceless 

treasures. As a favor to Boy, Athena arranges for them to depart during the night, but instead of 

walking out quietly and peacefully, Bannister and his men, who have retrieved their guns, decide to 

help themselves to the treasure, killing Sir Guy who has tried to stop them, and forcing Boy, who 

now realizes his error in judgment, to help carry the supplied bags of gold. The disturbance causes 

one of the guards to send out a distress call, with a couple of the Amazons to get shot and killed in 

the process, with the bad guys managing to break away while the guards grab hold onto Boy, taking 

him to the throne to be faced and judged by the ever angry Queen. Because Boy happened to be the 

one responsible for leading these strangers into her kingdom, the Queen orders to have Boy 

executed by drinking a poisoned potion, in spite the fact that the youngster is the son of Tarzan. 

Aside from the standard routines normally found in "Tarzan" films, such as Cheetah howling laughter 

and mugging into the camera; Tarzan's vine swinging from tree to tree, doing some last minute 

rescues such as swimming to save Boy from a crocodile attack, and standing firm that he is king of 

the jungle, the writers of TARZAN AND THE AMAZONS toss in some aspects of reality normally found 

with common every-day families. Rather than presenting Tarzan, Jane and Boy as a jungle family in 

Africa living their day-to-day existence climbing trees, vine swinging, hunting or underwater 

swimming, it goes even further by showcasing Tarzan and Boy coming to one-on-one arguments and 

disagreements. Sheffield's Boy, who usually looks up to Tarzan in a hero worshiping sense, as would 

any little boy towards his father, is given the opportunity to show signs of adolescence by acting out 

his frustrations, questioning authority, namely Tarzan's, when not being given any reason as to why 

his orders are to be obeyed. Boy, who has known no other existence except roaming around half-

naked throughout the jungle (though it shouldn't be forgotten about their family outing to the Big 

Apple in 1942's TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE), boredom has now taken its toll, causing Boy's 

attitude to change towards Tarzan, especially when finding the archaeologists more interesting in 

comparison to Tarzan. One heated scene finds Tarzan, believing that Boy will forget about these 

men, inviting him to go hunting as promised earlier in the story. The upset Boy refuses, telling him 

that he doesn't ever want to go hunting with him again. Tarzan's hurt feelings and anger are 

immediately sensed when he breaks Boy's hunting bow, which he had made for him, over his knee 



and departing, causing Boy and Jane to stand silently completely still. While this doesn't really make 

as strong a statement as father and son relationships are concerned, this does prove that these two 

characters are just like anyone else. In typical fashion when father and son are on non-speaking 

terms, it is usually the mother, Jane in this case, to come to Boy's aide, and not taking sides, makes 

him realize that he was wrong for his actions, and to go and find Tarzan to apologize. However, Boy, 

showing no signs of wanting to burst out in song to "Oh, My Papa," can be just as stubborn than 

Tarzan. He walks about the jungle thinking things out, and decides on going against Tarzan's wishes 

and guide the archaeologists into the lost civilization himself. Before a heavy winded storm sets in, 

Jane goes out looking for Boy, but becomes injured by a falling tree in the process. Upon Tarzan's 

return, he finds and takes Jane back into their treehouse. Jane in a semi-conscious state, crying out 

for Boy. Tarzan believes Boy will eventually calm down and return home, unaware that he and the 

researchers are being held prisoners by the Amazons, never to be seen or heard from the outside 

world again. What makes TARZAN AND THE AMAZONS worth viewing is the presence of famed 

Russian actress Maria Ouspenskaya playing the Amazon Queen. Ouspenskaya is best known today 

for her role as Meleva, the Gypsy Woman, in Universal's THE WOLF MAN (1941) and its sequel, 

FRANKENSTEIN MEETS THE WOLF MAN (1943), opposite Lon Chaney Jr. Short in size, slow in speech 

delivery, heavy accented, but no raving beauty to say the least, those familiar with her on screen 

personality normally feel her presence in any sort of motion picture. Henry Stephenson, who was 

earlier seen in TARZAN FINDS A SON, appears for the second and final time in the series, this time in 

a different character portrayal. Barton MacLane, most noted for his gangster roles or playing good 

tough guys in numerous Warner Brothers crime dramas of the 1930s, makes his first of two 

appearances in the "Tarzan" series. Light on action and long on dialogue, TARZAN AND THE 

AMAZONS makes interesting character study and routine adventure for any juvenile crowd. Some 

tense moments, however, involve a couple of villains meeting their fate when engulfed into 

quicksand and slowing sinking, but otherwise no real violence to speak of in this acceptable 76 

minute programmer. TARZAN AND THE AMAZONS, along with the others in the series based on the 

characters created by Edgar Rice Burrough, at one time popular viewing on commercial television in 

mid-afternoon or after-midnight hours some decades ago, was resurrected on the American Movie 

Classics cable channel between 1997 and 2001 where it found renewed interests and new and 

renewed viewers, with former host Bob Dorian giving his informative view on the films and the 

others featuring Weissmiller with much warmth and nostalgic memories, and what these "Tarzan" 

adventures meant to him as a kid growing up in Brooklyn when released annually in his 

neighborhood theater. Unlike the six entries made at MGM, to date, the RKO Radio Tarzan series 

have never been distributed to video cassette. Next chapter in the series: TARZAN AND THE 

LEOPARD WOMAN (1946). 
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Tarzan And The Valley Of Gold (1966) 
 

The international criminal Vinaro enjoys sending explosive 

wristwatches to his enemies. Here he kidnaps 10-year-old Ramel 

(11-year-old Manuel Padilla Jr.) whom he thinks can lead him to 

the lost city of gold. Tarzan fights the evil Mr. Train, six-foot-six 

bodyguard of Vinaro, and rescues Sophia, who has been left to die 

with an explosive around her neck. Various animals help Tarzan 

locate Vinaro's tanks and helicopters, the city and the boy. Tarzan 

battles a megalomaniacal millionaire named Vinero, who kidnaps 

a young boy whom he believes can lead him to a legendary city of 

gold. Vinero is accompanied by his own army, including bald 

henchman Mr. Train and gorgeous moll Sophia. Tarzan wears a 

business suit and carries a briefcase. In terms of pure aesthetics 

Mike Henry is head and shoulders above all the other Tarzans. He 

looks the part more than anyone who's ever played it. This man's 

physique is a work of art, and he's not at all hard to look at. I defy 

anyone to take their eyes off him when he's on screen. He's perfectly cast, the story moves likes 

lightning, the action sequences are great (with even a nice touch of James Bond thrown in), this 

movie is well worth the price of rental or purchase (if you can find it). It's well worth it. 
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Tarzan Escapes (1936) 
 

White hunter Captain Fry tries to take Tarzan back to civilization, 

caged for public display. He arrives in the jungle with Jane's 

cousins, Eric and Rita who want Jane's help in claiming a fortune 

left her. If I was to summarize my feelings about "Tarzan Escapes" 

in one sentence, this is what I would write: I *loved* the first two 

Tarzan films, and I *like* the third film. "Tarzan Escapes" isn't a 

bad film, but it's clear that the writers had used up a lot of their 

imagination on the first two installments. The basic premise is that 

Jane's cousins Rita and Eric go into the jungle to find Jane. Once 

again, they head to the Mutia Escarpment (the elephant 

graveyard), and they commission Captain Fry, along with his 

comedic friend Rawlins, to lead them there. The first half of this 

film is basically kiddie fare. The Rawlins character attempts (but 

never quite succeeds) at providing comic relief, and the animal 

scenes are less perilous and more comedic. However, about 

halfway through the movie, a sudden twist occurs, and the story takes on a much more serious tone. 

It's not too strong for kids, so they should still enjoy it all. And adults, if they can overlook the bad 

comedy in the first half, should find the overall film very satisfying. Tarzan has broadened his 

vocabulary a bit since the first two films, and his and and Jane's relationship is still sparkling. Cheeta 

has more of a role in this movie, and they've spiffed up their jungle décor considerably. (Only the 

castaways on Gilligan's Island have a more deluxe setup without electricity.) Several of the animal 

scenes are lifted from "Tarzan and His Mate", so some of the excitement and freshness are lost. But 

there is still plenty to get excited about. I did notice that the sound quality is much improved. (I had 

to watch parts of the first two films with subtitles just to understand what they were saying. The 

sound is much clearer in the third movie.) Overall, it's a rousing adventure film. It's nice to say hi to 

our jungle friends once again, and there are enough new elements to be more than just a rehash of 

the previous stories. 
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Tarzan Finds A Son! (Tarzan Trouve Un Fils) (1939) 
 

A young couple die in a plane crash in the jungle. Their son (8-

year-old Johnny Sheffield) is found by Tarzan and Jane who name 

him Boy and raise him as their own. Five years later a search party 

comes to find the young heir to millions of dollars. Jane agrees, 

against Tarzan's will, to lead them to civilization. Directed by 

Richard Thorpe, the fourth installment to the popular movie 

series based on the characters created by Edgar Rice Burroughs, 

marks a new beginning for Tarzan and Jane as they become 

parents and accepting the responsibility in raising a child. No, Jane 

did not have a blessed event in the traditional sense, nor did 

Tarzan start passing out bananas in place of cigars in the waiting 

room to other expectant African native fathers in the waiting 

room of a jungle cottage hospital, nor did Cheetah act as the 

midwife. Three years have passed since the last installment of 

TARZAN ESCAPES (1936), which provided enough time for the writers to come up with something 

original. While the plots and situations were starting to repeat themselves by this time, something 

new has been added, a son for Tarzan and Jane, with delivery not by way of stalk but by air delivery. 

Because no marriage ceremony was ever indicated since their union, the rulers of the production 

code couldn't permit Jane to become pregnant and bear forth a child of her own since Tarzan and 

Jane were obviously living together. So the writers have thought up a the solution to the problem: A 

young British couple (Morton Lowery and Laraine Day), aboard a private airplane with their infant 

baby, learn that they are in danger when the plain acquires engine trouble. After the pilot (Gavin 

Muir) makes a crash landing, everyone perishes except for the child. He is later picked up by 

chimpanzee's before Cheetah takes the infant, offers it to Tarzan (Johnny Weissmuller), who in turn 

vine swings himself back to the tree house where he presents the child to Jane (Maureen O'Sullivan). 

At first Tarzan becomes jealous of Jane's full attention towards the child, but in time becomes fond 

of him also, and being the "father," names him Boy. Five years pass. The introduction of Boy (John 

Sheffield in his movie debut) is shown in full swing as he hangs on to the vine, doing everything 

Tarzan does. He even learns the ape call like Tarzan, and uses it whenever in distress, such as one 

instance as he is caught and being covered by a big web and nearly getting attacked by a flock of 

large-size spiders. But outside of that, all seems to go well for the jungle family until a searching 

party, (Ian Hunter, Frieda Inescort, Henry Wilcoxson and Henry Stephenson), enters the scene. 

Revealed as relatives of Boy's deceased parents, they learn the truth of the boy and try to persuade 

Jane into deciding to giving up the youngster so they can take him back to England where he belongs 

(especially since he happens to be the heir to several million dollars). While Tarzan has already made 

up his mind in keeping Boy with them, the scheming relatives, with the exception of Sir Thomas 

(Stephenson), now being held captive, have other plans. TARZAN FINDS A SON is a grand scale 

production and the only one in the series set in a time frame of more than the standard months or 

weeks, in this instance, five years, although the movie itself gives the impression of taking place 

solely in 1939 instead of from 1934 to the present, especially since Maureen O'Sullivan's 1940s 

hairstyle is evident throughout, but otherwise, makes little difference to the plot since it's the story 

and action the viewers come to see. As credited in the opening titles, underwater swimming scenes 



were filmed in Silver Springs, Florida. What a pity it wasn't done in Technicolor to take advantage of 

the fine location scenery. But with its usual dose of elephant stampedes, Cheetah's comedy relief 

and Tarzan's race to the rescue and a one man fight against hundreds of African natives, is enough 

adventure and excitement during its 81 minute time frame not to be a disappointment. TARZAN 

FINDS A SON, along with the other MGM entries, have become available on either the VHS or DVD 

format, and formerly shown on the American Movie Classics cable channel from 1997 to 2000. It 

later shifted over to Turner Classic Movies where its premiered June 4, 2004, Bob Dorian, former 

AMC host, once profiled this chapter as being the one in which Maureen O'Sullivan, who wanted out 

of the series, to have her Jane character killed off, but preview audiences objected and a new ending 

was substituted. It's also been mentioned that is was Weissmuller who personally selected little John 

Sheffield, out of hundreds of candidates, for the role of Boy. He must have made a great impression 

since he would reprise his role seven more times until he outgrew the part by 1947. Next chapter: 

TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE (1941). 
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Tarzan Of The Apes (1918) 
 

The plot follows the novel more closely than does any other 

Tarzan movie. John and Alice Clayton take ship for Africa. 

Mutineers maroon them. After his parents die the newborn 

Tarzan is taken by a great Ape, Kala. Later the boy (11-year-old 

Gordon Griffith) finds his father's knife and uses it to become King 

of Apes. Binns, the sailor who saved the Claytons and who has 

been held by Arab slavers for ten years, finds the young Tarzan 

and then heads for England to notify his kin. A scientist arrives to 

check out Binns' story. Tarzan, now a man, kills the native who 

killed Kala; when their chief is killed the black villagers appease 

Tarzan with gifts and prayers. The scientist's daughter Jane is 

carried off by a native, rescued by Tarzan (who has burnt the 

native village), aggressively loved by him ("Tarzan is a man, and 

men do not force the love of women"), and at last accepts him 

with open arms. This original silent version of the Lord of the Apes 

is perhaps the truest screen representation of the way Tarzan is 

envisioned in the books by Edgar Rice Burroughs. It is seems very 

crude but really isn't. It follows the first story (in as much as it can 

in the limited time of the feature) very closely. Elmo Lincoln, while 

no Adonis, is very adequate in the role. He's not Johnny Weissmuller...but then Johnny didn't really 

look all too much like Tarzan should have either. 
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Tarzan Triumphs (1943) 
 

Zandra, white princess of a lost civilization, comes to Tarzan for 

help when Nazis invade the jungle with plans to conquer her 

people and take their wealth. Tarzan, the isolationist, becomes 

involved after the Nazis shoot at him and capture Boy (12-year-

old Johnny Sheffield): "Now Tarzan make war!". TARZAN 

TRIUMPHS (RKO Radio, 1943), directed by Wilheim Thiele, the 

seventh in the long running adventure series starring Johnny 

Weissmuller, and the first of the Sol Lesser productions 

distributed by RKO Radio, finds Tarzan assuming new territory 

and dangerous ground at the RKO soundstages following six 

successful "Tarzan" adventures distributed by MGM between 

1932 to 1942. The production values no way equaled the status 

MGM put into its series, however, the format used at RKO 

virtually follows the same pattern from the previous films, with slight alterations to the "Tarzan" 

character, such as the use of a new soundtrack for the Tarzan yell, heard twice here, unlike the yells 

many have become accustomed to from the earlier episodes, but more familiar to the ear since this 

became the same "ape call" used when Lex Barker assumed the role of Tarzan in a brand new series 

from 1949 to 1953. Weissmuller's Tarzan continues to speak in mono syllables ("Boy stay! Tarzan 

get." or "Tarzan thank," etc.) instead of complete sentences, unlike the stories originated by Edgar 

Rice Burroughs. Along with Weissmuller, Johnny Sheffield, who plays Boy, son of Tarzan, along and 

their pet chimpanzee, Cheetah, each resume their characters with much familiarity as enacted at 

MGM, with Cheetah adding some "comedy relief" and taking some attention away from the human 

actors by stirring up trouble, clapping, laughing, doing flipflops, among other things. Tarzan's mate, 

Jane, played six times previously by Maureen O'Sullivan for MGM, had broken away from the series, 

thus having her "Jane" character omitted here and in the next entry. For this initial outing for RKO, 

Frances Gifford substitutes as the heroine called Zandra. Due to Gifford's near physical resemblance 

to Maureen O'Sullivan makes one wonder why Gifford wasn't considered to play Jane. Would the 

public accept anyone else other than O'Sullivan playing Jane? It would be another two years before 

that question would be answered. But for now, Tarzan and Boy go it alone with the aid of new 

characters worked into the story. For TARZAN TRIUMPHS and its sequel, TARZAN'S DESERT 

MYSTERY, also released in 1943, the writers decide to use the then timely element of World War II in 

having Tarzan battling with Nazi enemies invading his African homeland and stirring up trouble. The 

story opens with Boy (Johnny Sheffield) leaving the treehouse and riding his elephant, accompanied 

by his chimpanzee pet, Cheetah, to meet up with Tarzan (Johnny Weissmuller), who had earlier gone 

to the seacoast to obtain a letter written to him by Jane, who is away visiting with relatives in war-

torn England. Along the way, the ever curious Boy gets himself in trouble when wanting to take a 

closer look at the lost city of Palandria located at the bottom of a cliff. Falling off the crevasse and 

landing on top of a semi loose branch, Zandra (Frances Gifford), the white princess of that lost 

civilization, who happens to be nearby, comes to Boy's rescue, but in helping Boy, the two find 

themselves unable to return to safety while being trapped on the narrow ledge, that is, until Tarzan 

arrives in time to save the day. As Tarzan, Boy and Zandra part company, Zandra returns to her 

civilization where her people welcome in some strangers, Nazis who have parachuted down from 



their airplane. In time, the welcomed guests "repay" their friendly hospitality by turning the peaceful 

community into slaves in order to take possession of their wealth in tin and oil. In the meantime, a 

young German, Lieutenant Scheldon Schmidt (Rex Williams), who had also parachuted from an 

airplane along with others, but separating himself from the others when landing in a different 

location, injuring his leg in the process while holding onto his shortwave radio. Tarzan rescues the 

German youth from a near drowning and an almost crocodile attack, and with the help of Boy, takes 

the injured party into their treehouse where he receives rest and recovery. Because Cheetah has 

taken and hidden the coil needed to make radio communication to his homeland, Schmidt stirs up 

enough anger to go chasing after the animal and shooting at him. When Boy tries to stop him, the 

German forces him to the ground, causing the youngster's head to hit on top of a grounded rock. 

Sensing danger, Boy's elephant comes to Cheetah's rescue by forcing both Nazi and heavy boulder 

over a cliff, killing the abductor. Because of the Nazi invasion in her city, Zandra comes to Tarzan for 

help. Tarzan succeeds in doing away with the Germans chasing after and shooting Zandra by having 

them cross the river by foot and getting attacked by cannibal fish. However, feeling the Nazi invasion 

in Palandria does not really concern him, Zandra feels it does, and as long as the Nazis are around, 

no one is safe, not even Tarzan. But only after the Nazis do invade Tarzan's domain, with the leader 

(Stanley Ridges) giving Boy a couple of facial slaps for not revealing the whereabouts of the coil for 

the radio, leading to him being taken away and held hostage in the Nazi headquarters where Boy is 

placed all tied up on a bed does Tarzan come to realize that the invasion from the enemy concerns 

him after all. After nearly getting himself killed by dodging machine gun bullets aimed at him by the 

Nazis does Tarzan become forceful and angrily saying, "Now, Tarzan make war!!!" (It's been said by 

Bob Dorian, former host of American Movie Classics, that this scene alone found audiences in movie 

theaters cheering and applauding). While it is obvious that Tarzan will come to the rescue, it is how 

he accomplishes this that adds to the action and suspense to the story. And it is Cheetah who gets 

the last laugh before the fadeout. Watch for it. An average Tarzan adventure by today's standards 

with a timely message of how an invasion of a territory and war amongst a peaceful people does 

concern everybody, not just the victims, and the attackers will not go away until the victims gather 

enough courage to fight back to win their defeat. As with the Tarzan character, who lives a secluded 

life in his little habitat, with his philosophy, "Nazi leave me alone, Tarzan leave them alone," but all 

that changes when Nazis invade his territory and become a danger to Boy. Against all odds, such as 

being held prisoner himself, tied up against the pole to await execution by firing squad at dawn does 

Tarzan manage to become a one man revolution, adding to the popularity for this lord of the jungle. 

Tarzan, who fights to survive while the enemy, the Nazis in this case, survive to fight, brings forth his 

own war for that, as quoted by Tarzan, "In jungle, the strong always win." The supporting players 

include Stanley Ridges as Von Reichart; Sig Rumann as the Head Nazi; Philip Van Zandt as Captain 

Bausch; Pedro De Cordoba as Patriarch; and Stanley Brown as Archmet. Frances Gifford, who makes 

her sole venture in the series, gets some screen time in a stretched out segment filling in for Jane by 

swimming with Tarzan, and preparing dinner for him and Boy, but all this was done, at the 

suggestion of Boy, only to get Tarzan to help her enslaved people from the clutches of the Nazis. As 

with the entire Tarzan movie series that has spanned decades, TARZAN TRIUMPHS, at 76 minutes, 

aired frequently on commercial television for many years before shifting over to the American Movie 

Classics cable channel between 1997 and 2000. Unlike the MGM entries, the six features made at 

RKO Radio starring Weissmuller from 1943 to 1948, were never distributed onto video cassette. Next 

chapter in the series: TARZAN'S DESERT MYSTERY, where Tarzan and Boy (minus Jane) encounter 

more Nazis once more but with a few added surprises along the way. 
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Tarzan's Desert Mystery (1943) 
 

A letter from Jane, who is nursing British troops, asks Tarzan's 

help in obtaining a malaria serum extractable from jungle plants. 

Tarzan and Boy (12-year-old Johnny Sheffield) set out across the 

desert looking for the plants and wind up ruining a German's 

attempt to capture a wild horse. They arrive in an Arab city and 

rescue a stranded American lady magician, sentenced to be 

hanged for carrying a secret message to the Sheik. To obtain the 

plants, Tarzan must fight prehistoric monsters, Nazis, and so on. 

When I was growing up and Tarzan pictures were shown regularly 

on a local television station every saturday morning, this is the 

one I and my friends would wait for: the one with the giant 

spider. It's not the best of the series otherwise, but has an 

interesting locale (North rather than sub-Saharan Africa), and a 

non-Jane leading lady for the big guy (Nancy Kelly). I can't recall 

whether Tarzan and Miss Kelly get together romantically, but she 

was a most attractive woman and a nice change of pace for the series, which was beginning to run 

out of gimmicks. Otto Kruger makes a pretty good, refined villain; his small, slight stature contrasts 

interestingly with Weisssmuller's. But it's the spider most people remember best from this film, and 

it's big, furry one with a sticky web and eight disturbingly agile legs. I've never cared much for 

arachnids, and don't know anyone who does, and so just watching the movie was both a trial and a 

thrill, as I could only hope I would behave with such bravery and resourcefulness as the swinging 

hero of the film were I caught up in a similar circumstance. 
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Tarzan's New York Adventure (1942) 
 

Circus owner Buck Rand kidnaps Boy to perform in his show. He 

forces a pilot to fly him, Boy (11-year-old Johnny Sheffield) and his 

animal trainer out of the jungle. Tarzan and Jane follow them to 

New York. At a trial over custody of Boy, Tarzan becomes violent 

and is jailed. With the help of the pilot's girlfriend Tarzan (who 

has since escaped, diving off the Brooklyn Bridge) finds the circus. 

He and the circus elephants complete the classic rescue. When his 

Boy is kidnapped, Tarzan and Jane head off to New York in search 

of the young-un...in the end this causes Tarzan to scale building 

rooftops (not unlike King Kong) and to dive off the Brooklyn 

Bridge! While this movie has its fun and exciting moments, I 

missed the jungle setting one expects from Tarzan. 
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Tarzan's Secret Treasure (Le Trésor De Tarzan) (1941) 
 

A scientific expedition happens to discover that gold exists on 

Tarzan's escarpment. The villainous Medford and Vandermeer 

kidnap Jane and Boy (10-year-old Johnny Sheffield) to extort from 

Tarzan the location of the gold. Everyone is captured by wicked 

natives. Tarzan and his elephants rush to the rescue. Nasty, great 

white hunters trick Boy and Jane into helping them steal Tarzan's 

secret cache of gold. During the getaway, they're captured by the 

even nastier Gaboni tribe who have some rather unpleasant 

activities planned for their captives. Tarzan to the rescue with the 

help of his elephant friends. This is one of my favorite Tarzan 

movies. Tom Conway is the epitome of debonair sleaziness and 

Barry Fitzgerald is great as a lovable Irishman who refers to the 

Ape Man as Mr. Tarzan. 
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Taxi Zum Klo (Taxi To The Toilet) (1981) 
 

Frank Ripploh is a bit of a rascal: he's a bearded and shaggy-haired 

teacher, and he's gay with a very active sex life and an interest in 

making films. He keeps his personal life and teaching separate, but 

he sometimes corrects student papers in public toilets as he waits 

to score. He cruises constantly, and one evening, he meets Bernd. 

They become lovers. While Bernd is attentive and caring, Frank 

gets bored and continues his polymorphously perverse ways. For 

how long will Bernd and Frank tolerate each other's habits, and for 

how long can Frank keep his sexual orientation out of the 

classroom? Things come to a head during Berlin's annual Queen's 

Ball and the morning after. "Taxi zum Klo" does not enjoy that 

great a reputation, due to its explicitness and "amoral" (some 

would say "immoral") values. Yet, I have the feeling that this film, 

while by no means great, is not all that bad either. The director-

star chose to bare his sentiments in this public forum, and has 

done so with forthrightness. I picked this film in video form from the shelves of a public library. This 

suggests that given the passing of time, it will be even more readily available, and that viewers will 

take it all rather routinely. The film has a point of view and an honesty to it. The leading character 

may not be one's personal choice for a "hero," yet the fact that this is reportedly autobiographical 

allows the viewer individual options. As for the film's being "banned," this promises to be yet 

another futile effort in censorship, which seems largely based on the personal fears of the censors. 

One thing is for sure, once one sees "Taxi zum Ko," one never quite forgets it. 
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Tchaikovsky: 'Fortune And Tragedy' (2007) 
 

Every bit as interesting and well staged as Creation of a Genius. I 

was very impressed with Charles Hazelwood's previous 

documentary series, especially with Beethoven, so I watched this 

two-parter being a big lover of Tchaikovsky's music. And I loved it 

overall. My only minor problem is that throughout the series there 

are some gratuitous scenes with Tchaikovsky's secret sexual life, 

which felt a bit like padding. But everything else is so good though. 

The production values are exquisite, and the music of course is 

brilliant. Charles Hazelwood's observations are also quite 

informative, the script is beautifully written and the direction is 

strong, as are the pacing and sound. Ed Stoppard is not bad at all 

as Tchaikovsky, perhaps a tad dull at first, but as his material got 

better his performance became more passionate and heartfelt. So 

overall, I liked it a lot. 
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Tchaikovsky: 'The Creation Of Genius' (2007) 
 

Very interesting and well staged. Overall, I was very impressed 

with this part documentary-part staged biopic series on 

Tchaikovsky's life and music. I didn't love it as much as 2005's 

Beethoven, but there are many things that compensate. Especially 

the exquisite production values, with only one or two latter scenes 

that are a tad dull in terms of lighting and the brilliant music (that 

by the way is superbly performed), I for one cannot fail to be 

moved by any scene that features the heart-rending Pathetique 

Symphony. The sound is also very good, as are the script and 

direction, and I was impressed with the scenes that speculated on 

the cause of Tchaikovsky's death, no too-open-and-shut business 

as far as I could see. Ed Stoppard is a little more comfortable as 

Tchaikovsky in the second half of this series where he comes 

across as more heartfelt and passionate but he doesn't do too bad 

a job here either. Charles Hazelwood is an intriguing presenter and presents informatively with some 

interesting conversations with some youngsters, a ballerina and an opera singer about how the 

music affects them, how hard it is to perform and whether it engages with them on a personal level. 

With me, the latter certainly applies when I hear Tchaikovsky. Especially with the final movement of 

the Pathetique, Lensky's aria and especially the violin concerto, something about his music strikes a 

chord with me, and I have never quite put my finger on it, it could be various things, it makes me 

nostalgic, it makes me think and I suppose it packs an emotional punch with me too. Overall, this is a 

very good series where its pros outweigh the obvious faults. 
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Tea With Mussolini (1999) 
 

Semi-autobiographical tale from the early life of director Franco 

Zeffirelli looks at the illegitimate son (11-year-old Charlie Lucas & 

19-year-old Baird Wallace) of an Italian businessman. The boy's 

mother has died, and he is raised by an Englishwoman in pre-

WWII Fascist Italy. Living to each other in Florence, and presided 

over by an ambassador's widow, a group of Englishwomen live a 

sheltered existence which they believe is guaranteed personal 

protection in a tea reception given by Il Duce. However, as war 

breaks out, the women are interned. Occasionally in this English 

colony is a wealthy American, who visits among her travels and 

marriages to wealthy older men. She respects the "Scorpioni", as 

they are known, and secretly arranges for their stay in a hotel. The 

ambassador's widow finds her vulgar and tries to ignore her, but 

when the United States enters the war, the American too is taken 

into custody. Only then does she discover that her Italian lover has tricked her into signing over all 

her money and modern art collection to him, and is now arranging her execution. This obliges all to 

join forces. Lily Tomlin also appears as an American archaeologist working at a dig in the city. An 

illegitimate child is raised by an Englishwoman in pre-WWII Fascist Italy, part of an English 

community in Florence presided over by a diplomat's widow. Elsa Morganthal Strauss-Armistan is a 

wealthy American collector of modern art who visits these "Scorpioni" on occasion. It's certainly not 

clear how fictionalized a version of Zeffirelli's autobiography "Tea With Mussolini" is, what with the 

usual disclaimers at the end. Even presuming this is just a riff off an incident in his life, that he had 

some contact with memorable English ladies, it's clearly his tribute to where his love of English 

literature comes from, particularly Shakespeare. He's done several Shakespeare interpretations-- 

movies, opera and play directing. The film has a lovely scene of him being first introduced to acting 

out "Romeo & Juliet" with puppets, as well as constant quotes from Shakespeare throughout about 

war and his situation. I was surprised how good the movie was - I was in tears several times, 

especially with visuals that bring up the same comparisons as "The Train" did, with art vs. war, 

humanity's heights of creativity vs. its lows of prejudice and violence. These Oscar-winning ladies are 

absolutely terrific, yes including Cher. One elderly gentleman behind me complained that Maggie 

Smith basically always plays the same character but I thought her character does change towards 

the end. The others were certainly not their usual on-screen personas, Judi Dench as a free-spirited 

artist, Joan Plowright as a quite warm-hearted grandmotherly type, and Lily Tomlin a hoot as a butch 

archaeologist. But why choose bland Italian actors for them to play off of? To make the Scorpioni, as 

they are called, stand out more? The Italians seemed stereotyped to me, Latin lover, ignorant 

peasants not appreciating their ancient artistic heritage. What the movie also brought to mind is 

how few Italian movies have dealt with their fascist past as much as the French have been exploring 

their consciences of collaboration in film. Sure "Garden of Finzi Continis," "Two Women" and "Life Is 

Beautiful" show arrests, etc. but I don't get the sense of soul searching as to how did this happen 

here and could it again? Just because they didn't have Shakespeare and appreciate the treasures of 

the Uffizi as this film implies? 
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Teen Wolf (1985) 
 

Teen (Michael J. Fox) discovers that puberty for him means he 

turns into a werewolf. One of the beneficial side effects is that it 

also turns him into a top-notch basketball player. But will his 

notoriety cost him his friends and can he find true love? If you 

have not seen it then shame on you it has a great cast and 

Michael J Fox is much better here than he is in Back to the future 

and Hollywood High. It also contains the best soundtrack in the 

world with songs like win in the end and silhouette. The burman 

studios have done a great job making Michael look just like a 

teenwolf and also his dad Herald Howard. If Teenwolf has taught 

me anything it is to respect everyone and now I am a better 

person. I will leave with a suitable quote from the movie "It didn't 

miss me dad it landed right on my face". 
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Teen Wolf Too (1987) 
 

Todd Howard (Michael J. Fox) is a struggling teenager. Nothing 

seems to be going very well for him, until he turns into a wolf. It's 

a sad truth that there are a lot of bad werewolf movies out there. 

But there are a few that really stand out as being among the 

worst of the worst...and "Teen Wolf Too" is undoubtedly one of 

them. It follows pretty much the same plot as the first movie, 

which was itself a recycled formula. Todd Howard (cousin of Scott 

from the first movie), a hard-working science student, arrives in 

college wanting to work towards becoming a vet. But there's one 

snag -- he's there under a sports scholarship, and unless he 

performs well in the boxing tournament his place in the college is 

at stake. Thankfully, he finds himself succumbing to his cousin's 

lycanthropic curse and becomes a popular and agile werewolf. 

But in the process he, of course, forgets who his real friends are. 

There are numerous recurring characters from the first movie, 

some of whom have inexplicably moved to this college. There are 

Scott's high school chums, Chubby and Stiles -- Stiles is this time played by Stuart Fratkin, who also 

appeared in an episode of the TV show "Werewolf" the same year ("A Material Girl"). Scott's dad 

also makes a few appearances, as well as the Scott's coach, who is also played by a different actor 

this time. But of course, none of this matters...without Michael J Fox, this movie was pretty much 

doomed from the start. He was pretty much the only thing that saved "Teen Wolf" from being a flop. 

The dialogue is unbearable, the directing is clumsy, and the acting in places is downright appalling. 

Since this is basically a remake of the first movie, there's absolutely no reason to watch it. Just watch 

the original, and forget about this one altogether. There's hardly anything good to say about it at all. 

And believe it or not, it still made money. In fact it's very surprising that we didn't see a "Teen Wolf 

Three" the next year. Thank heavens for small blessings. 
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Teenage Caveman (L'Adolescente Delle Caverne) (2002) 
 

In a post-apocalyptic future mankind lives in a prehistoric manner. 

After killing his father for sexually assaulting his girlfriend, the son 

of a tribal leader runs away with a group of his teenage friends. 

They are taken in by Neil and Judith who introduce them to the 

vices outlawed by their tribes namely sex and drugs. Neil and 

Judith, however, are genetically altered indestructible mutants 

who have their own plans for the future of the human race. In a 

post-apocalyptic society, a tribe with a few survivors lives in caves 

with an abusive religious leader. When he was raping the teenager 

Sarah (Tara Subkoff), his son David (Andrew Keegan) kills him and 

is sentenced to death, tied to a pole. However, Sarah and David's 

friends decide to release them and leave the caves. They find a 

destroyed city, and in the middle of a storm they are rescued by 

two locals, Elizabeth (Crystal Grant) and Neil (Richard Hillman). 

The couple of survivors introduce the teenagers to sex, drug, beverages and clothing and sooner 

they find that Neil is a genetic experiment of a new breed of predators, and Elizabeth was modified 

by his semen. There is something to love about it, and it's only the nudity. Otherwise, it's a very, 

very, very, very cheesy post apocalyptic "horror" flick. The actors are annoying and the nudity is the 

only thing that might keep you from smashing the DVD to pieces. So if you like really cheesy, cheap 

cinemax style movies, then you'll enjoy this. 
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Teenage Paparazzo (2010) 
 

One night in Los Angeles, Adrian Grenier, star of the HBO series 

"Entourage," encountered 14-year-old paparazzo Austin 

Visschedyk. Astounded and inspired by the fast-talking, faster-

snapping teen, Grenier decided to turn the cameras on 

Visschedyk in an effort to better understand this unique 

teenager's world and gain insight into what motivates people to 

stalk the famous. When I first read the title "Teenage Paparazzo" I 

was instantly intrigued. I then decided to look up the film and see 

what exactly it was about. "Teenage Paparazzo" is a documentary 

that follows a kid named Austin Visschedyk who decided to 

become a paparazzi at the young age of 13. This film follows his 

journey from paparazzi to stardom and just how far these people 

go in order to get that "perfect shot" of a celebrity. I was lucky 

enough to catch the premiere screening of this film at the Gen Art 

Film Festival in NYC on April 10, 2010 and this is what I thought about the film. Before getting into 

the film itself, I want to give the people reading this a little background on myself. I personally have 

always enjoy meeting and mingling with celebrities and people in showbiz. It's probably one of my 

most sought after and favorite activities. There is just something about meeting and talking to 

celebrities that makes me feel amazing inside. I can't really describe it but I have always been a huge 

movie geek ever since I was a little boy and always admired a lot of actors, actresses, and directors in 

the "biz." When I get a chance to meet someone famous or see them in person I get as excited as a 

kid in a candy store. Maybe part of it stems from wanting to be a celebrity of some sort myself or 

having a passion to work in the biz. But the another part is that I just truly admire what a lot of 

actors, actresses, and directors do for a living. What I don't like is the Paparazzi and all this celebrity 

gossip crap that goes on. I feel that this type of coverage destroys celebrities and really makes them 

look like really bad people. It also creates "celebrity obsession" which I feel is becoming a huge 

problem in the United States. Adrian Grenier's documentary "Teenage Paparazzo" focuses on this 

issue and explores the lines that are being drawn between obsession whether its for fame, money or 

just a photograph of a celebrity. When you watch this documentary there is a lot of seriousness that 

gets brought up. I think we as people as well as the Paparazzi themselves tend to forget celebrities 

are people too. Some would argue that the paparazzi is the price you pay for fame but the question 

the film asks is does it go too far? I think most after seeing this film will say yes and I would love to 

hear how others feel about this. The main focus of this film is on Austin Visschedyk who as the film's 

title suggests is a teenage paparazzo. Watching a teen enter this world is both fascinating and scary 

at the same time. It's like watching a train wreck unfold right in front of your eyes. You know seeing 

someone that young enter into a world that brutal is not going to end result. The surprise though is 

that Adrian found a way to make this not be totally negative but just spark intriguing and interesting 

conversations. The Q&A session was a real treat because getting a chance to talk to Adrian about his 

film really made the experience so much better. It seems that Adrian feels very passionate about this 

subject and with very good reason, he is a celebrity. I think however that he makes an effort to reach 

out to fans while others don't. There is so much in this Q&A session that was interesting to talk 

about that I feel they could have let that run an hour or two by itself. In my humble opinion, the 



main question this documentary leaves it's audience with is "how can we (meaning the non-famous 

and the famous) develop a relationship where we can just get along and at the same time allow each 

other to live own individual life?" While I think this is the question the film leaves us with, I pose 

another question "can that ever happen?" I guess if it was like a monumental movement it could but 

the likely hood is sadly slim to none. I really wish celebrities could always be like they are at film 

festivals...down to earth, open and honest, and very sociable with their fans. If they were more 

accessible, I don't think there would be as big of a market for the paparazzi as there is. Let's be 

honest here, the only reason the paparazzi exists is because of the all mighty dollar. Without the 

money aspect being involved this wouldn't be happening and we can definitely thank the media 

outlets for that. I guess what they say is true money truly is the root of all evil. All in all, "Teenage 

Paparazzo" is a must see! If you are a fan of any celebrity, director, or anyone else in showbiz, this is 

a must see for you. If you are into the whole celebrity gossip thing, you should see it as well. I would 

say this should be a mandatory screening for the paparazzi because they should see what they do to 

celebrities. Their actions really go beyond any civil measure of trying to make money and how they 

are allowed to do what they do still amazes me. 
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Teenage Zombies (1959) 
 

Teenagers Reg (Don Sullivan), Skip (Paul Pepper), Julie and Pam go 

out for an afternoon of water skiing on a nice day. They come 

ashore on an island that is being used as a testing center for a 

scientist and agents from "an eastern power." They seek to turn 

the people of the United States into easily controlled zombie like 

creatures. The agents steal Reg's boat, stranding the teens on the 

island. The four friends are then held captive in cages able only to 

speculate on their fate. Though they have already been testing the 

formula on convicts and drunks, the enemy scientist and agents 

plan to conduct final tests on the teens before they use it on the 

rest of America. Meanwhile, two of their friends, whom the 

captives had planned to meet later, search for their missing 

friends. After a series of suspicious encounters, they urge the 

corrupt sheriff to search the island where their friends are 

trapped. The film is the work of Jerry Warren a schlock king who 

churned out a bunch of low budget films over the years aimed at capitalizing on the hot horror 

market. Most of Warren's films are really bad, but they made money thanks to cheapness of cost, 

and clever titles (Teenage Zombies, Attack of the Mayan Mummy, Wild World of the Bat Woman) 

that often promised more than they delivered. Occasionally Warren would take an foreign feature, 

cut the heart of it out and replace it with long static scenes. Amazingly this is one of the few wholly 

original films that Warren unleashed and it it is almost unlike most of his other snoozers in that its 

actually watchable. The plot has U.S. agents searching for a gang of foreign agents are conducting 

mind control experiments on a small island. As the agents stumble around unable to find them, the 

bad guys end up battling a group of teens who stumble upon them and their lair. Far from a great 

film this is a goofy little flick that was designed for the teenage drive in audiences. Its a low budget 

treat that has a sense of how ridiculous it all is. It doesn't take it self seriously, which helps a great 

deal. (Of course I could be wrong and be over praising it since its probably the one Warren film that 

doesn't stink completely.) Recommended if you're doing a multiple feature horror night at the 

movies of drive-in style fare. 
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Teenagers From Outer Space (1959) 
 

A young alien (David Love) falls for a pretty teenage Earth girl 

(Dawn Anderson) and they team up to try to stop the plans of his 

invading cohorts, who intend to use Earth as a food-breeding 

ground for giant lobsters from their planet. The invaders, who 

arrive in a flying saucer, carry deadly ray guns that turn Earth-

people into skeletons. Tom Graeff's entire film career consisted of 

this one film and work editing another. He shot it for $5,000, 

performed much of the work himself, and gave his boyfriend 

David Love (Charles Robert Kaltenthaler) the lead role. Graeff was 

28 and Love 23 when the film was shot. Graeff died 12 years later 

after an apparent mental breakdown; no one seems to know what 

happened to Love. Amazingly, Warners paid $25,000 for 

distribution rights for this clunker at a time when teen audiences 

were eating up sci-fi movies. 
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Tellytales (2009) 
 

Tellytales is where well-known and lesser-known 

myths, legends and tales from around the world 

jump off the pages and straight into the child's 

imagination. It's a mix of a pop-up book, silent 

movie and magical stage play. Using both 

animation and live action, children are at the 

heart of each episode telling the tales, helping to 

create the artwork and performing all the songs. 

From England's 'Jack and the Beanstalk' to Egypt's 'Dancing Rose' and North America's 'The Racing 

Princess' to Russia's 'The Magic Porridge Pot', Tellytales immerses the audience in some of the 

world's most exciting traditional stories while exploring different cultures and landscapes. In each 

episode, the tale or legend comes from a different country. Tellytales is a BBC Wales production and 

children from primary schools in Cardiff helped to create the artwork for the series. 

 

Series 1 (15 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 01: Jack and the Beanstalk; A mixture of live action and animation are used to tell stories 

from around the world, beginning with the tale of a boy who grows a magical beanstalk. 

Episode 02: The Sword in the Stone; A mixture of live action and animation telling the story of the 

young King Arthur and his mentor Merlin. 

Episode 03: The Racing Princess; Adapted from a traditional Native American story in which a group 

of colourful characters takes part in a race. 

Episode 04: Dancing Rose; Adapted by Ruth Morgan. An Egyptian version of the traditional 

Cinderella story. 

Episode 05: The Snake Charmer; Adapted by Dylan Adams. Ashok and a serpent try to make their 

fortune in the city. 

Episode 06: The Emperor and the Nightingale; A mixture of live action and animation is used to tell 

the tale of The Emperor and the Nightingale, in which the lead character learns all that glitters is not 

gold. 

Episode 07: The Elves and the Shoemaker; A mixture of live action and animation is used to tell the 

tale of the Elves and the Shoemaker, in which a cobbler and his wife play host to some surprising 

guests. 

Episode 08: King Midas; A mixture of live action and animation is used to tell the story of King Midas, 

with rappers replacing the Greek Chorus in this adaptation of the myth. 



Episode 09: Muri on the Moon; A traditional Kenyan story in which a child dreams of living on the 

moon. 

Episode 10: The Magic Porridge; A traditional Russian folk story about girl who receives a shock 

when she meets a squirrel boy. 

Episode 11: The Baby Bunyip; A mixture of live action and animation is used to tell an aboriginal tale 

about a baby bunyip that goes on an exciting adventure. 

Episode 12: The Golden Duck; Live action performances and animations bring to life the Polish tale of 

The Golden Duck, in which a shoemaker breaks a promise of wealth to share his money with a poor 

beggar. 

Episode 13: The Palace of the Seals; Adaptation of a traditional tale from the north of Scotland about 

a fisherman who gets a surprise when he visits an unusual palace. 

Episode 14: The Woodcarver and the Princess; A traditional story from the island of Java, in which a 

princess has to choose which gift she has received is her favourite. 

Episode 15: The Wonderful Fruit Tree; A South American folk story about fruits of every kind 

appearing in a village. 
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Telo Bez Duse (Body Without Soul) (1996) 
 

Documentary look at doomed male prostitutes in Prague, ages 15-

years-old to 18-years-old, who troll at the public swimming pool, 

the train station, a video arcade, and a disco. After the boys talk 

about how they got in the game, the camera follows them to the 

home of Pavel Rousek. Under the name Hans Miller, he makes gay 

porno videos, primarily for German distribution. Intercut with a 

movie shoot chez Rousek is an interview that follows him to his 

day job at a morgue, where he performs an autopsy as he talks 

about his work. The sex is without protection; the boys are 

without family. They talk about their bodies and souls, money, 

their sexual orientation, AIDS, their dreams, and death. As 

someone who is trying to help a 23-year-old recover from that 

lifestyle, I can say the film is a very accurate representation of not 

just boy prostitution in Prague in the 1990s but of boy prostitution 

as such. I saw it, along with many other films on that subject, because I wanted to educate myself as 

much as possible and had exhausted all other sources of information I could think of. Of the docos I 

saw, "Body Without Soul" was the most in-depth. The 2 hours (maybe 2+, I'm not sure) went in the 

blink of an eye, the film draws you in. In that sense, it's easy to get through but otherwise it's beyond 

painful, it hits very close to home and it hits repeatedly. The fate of one of the boys being 

interviewed - the youngest, most articulate and most beautiful, of course - is particularly heart-

breaking. I finished watching the movie a few hours ago and I'm hurting almost physically. Contrary 

to what other reviewers have said, I would recommend this film to anyone and everyone because 

the truth of the matter is that however unsavory, the subject "Body Without Soul" deals with is one 

people should be a lot more familiar with than most currently are. I find myself wondering what 

those who voted 5 or worse are evaluating exactly, said subject matter or their own reaction to the 

film. If it's the former, I can only advise them to direct their negative energy elsewhere. The movie 

didn't invent prostitution, adult males did. If it's the latter - if Body without Soul made them feel bad 

enough to hate it - then they should have given it a 10. 
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Temporada De Patos (Duck Season) (2004) 
 

Flama (Daniel Miranda) and Moko (14-year-old Diego Cataño) are 

14-years-old; they have been best friends since they were kids. 

They have everything they need to survive yet another boring 

Sunday: an apartment without parents, videogames, porn 

magazines, soft drinks and pizza delivery. The electricity company, 

Rita, the neighbor, Ulises, a pizza deliveryman, eleven seconds, 

the Real Madrid-Manchester game, some chocolate brownies and 

a horrible painting of ducks, all combine to break the harmony of 

what promised to be a placid Sunday, and reveal issues such as 

the parents' divorce, loneliness, the confusion between 

adolescent love and friendship, as well as frustration in adult life. 

"Temporada de Patos" is a movie that shows that, when the lights 

go off, we can see the stars. I viewed this at the Toronto 

International Film festival and I was pleasantly surprised- simple, 

direct, and yet still very engaging. It highlights the simplicity of childhood and the difficulty of early 

adolescence; as well as just simple, human joys. A film like this need not be complex, technically, I 

mean hey, it worked with "Clerks" didn't it? I enjoyed this film tremendously because it was so 

realistic- it reminded me a lot of how I and other kids acted when we were younger (perhaps the 

pizza guy is excluded from this realism). I would recommend this film to just about anyone, and I 

can't wait to see if it's ever released to video. 
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Tender Is The Night (1985) 
 

F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel about how the rich languoring on the 

Riviera in the 1920's are slowly drawn into the coming depression 

is once again filmed with Peter Strauss, Mary Steenburgen, and 

John Heard in the leads. A psychoanalyst starts an ill-fated 

relationship with one of his patients. First filmed theatrically in 

1962, F. Scott Fitzgerald's final novel, TENDER IS THE NIGHT, was 

given a lavish treatment in this British-Australian-American 

miniseries version. Set in Europe's waning days of the Roaring 

Twenties, the plot focused upon the tempestuous marriage 

between jaded psychiatrist Dick Diver (Peter Strauss) and the 

beautiful, schizophrenic socialite Nicole Warren (Mary 

Steenburgen). An international cast did an excellent job 

impersonating the "Lost Generation" for which Fitzgerald was the 

principal spokesman. The script, by Dennis Potter, was based upon 

the 1951 "chronologically re-edited" version of the novel prepared by Malcolm Cowley. The 

adaptation is thorough and refuses to ignore any faults of the novel. Dick Diver, going off to war, 

catches a glimpse of Nicole in a Swiss sanitarium. After exchanging letters with her during the war, 

he returns to become her personal doctor and protector. He marries her, promising that he will 

never let anyone hurt her again. The scene shifts to the French Riviera, around Cap d'Antibes. The 

year is 1925 and the Divers, living in splendor, are surrounded by clever, sophisticated friends, most 

of them also American expatriates. On the surface, everything seems more beautiful than ever. But 

the centre has already begun to go rotten. The rest is a story of disintegration, not unlike the one 

that overcame Fitzgerald himself and his troubled wife, Zelda. Starring Peter Strauss, Mary 

Steenburgen, John Heard, Sean Young, Edward Asner. Written by Dennis Potter. Directed by Robert 

Knights. First broadcast by BBC2 in six 55-minute installments in 1985. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1985) 
 

Episodes 1 & 2: The story opens in 1917 at a Swiss sanitarium, where psychiatrist Dick Diver (Peter 

Strauss) first encounters the emotionally fragile Nicole Warren, who suffers from schizophrenia as a 

result of an incestuous episode with her father (Edward Asner). 

Episodes 3 & 4: In Paris, Abe's drinking progresses, rendering him incapable of resuming his career; 

Nicole (Mary Steenburgen) has a relapse after realizing the attraction between Dick and Rosemary 

(Peter Strauss, Sean Young). Later, the Divers return to Zurich after Dick accepts a job at the clinic. 

Episodes 5 & 6: In Rome, Dick and Rosemary (Peter Strauss, Sean Young) are reunited, as are Nicole 

and Tommy Barban in Zurich. Later, Dick's interest in the clinic and his health deteriorate, while 

Nicole continues to gain confidence and independence. 
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Tendres Cousines (Cousins In Love) (Tender Cousins) (Zärtliche 

Cousinen) (1980) 
 

Summer 1939 in the Provence, France: the 14-year-old Julien (14-

year-old Thierry Tevini) has a crush on his cousin Julia, who lives 

together with his family in their small hotel. Unfortunately she 

ignores him, because she's several years older. Then the hotel 

guest Charles enters the competition, a slimy twenty-something 

who lusts for the girl, despite the fact that he's engaged. What's 

wrong with this guy? As one reviewer elsewhere sarcastically 

suggested, Hamilton as a photographer at least, is such a legend 

in his own mind he thinks he is also a film director extraordinaire! 

This little work-out should have convinced even HIM to give it 

away! As always in a Hamilton epic...I mean soft-porn flick, young 

girls cavort around in uninhibited fashion (presumably they are 

well paid in this regard). THIS time however when all things even 

out, all they have left is a 14-year-old boy (he looks it too). Is this guy lucky or what? still with such 

attention as comes his way (pardon the pun) he can at least finally "relate" to his own girlfriend. 

Gives new meaning to the term "Kissing Cousins". 
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Tennen Kokekkô (A Gentle Breeze In The Village) (2007) 
 

This film takes you back to the basics of life. It re-teaches one the 

values of friendship, through the simplicities of serene country 

living. The small country village where the film takes place is so 

charming, it has a school that has only 7 students, and they are 

almost all in different years. When a new boy (Masaki Okada) 

comes to the village he is welcomed with love from the children. 

The eldest of the group 'Soyo' is simply captivating in her curiosity 

towards 'Hiromi' the handsome boy from Tokyo, and we see her 

struggle to find a balance between falling in love for the first time 

and holding on or letting go as it were, of her mellow and precious 

life with the other children; that she still keeps close to her heart. 

This is a very uplifting film, and the characters make it so. A 

graceful, heartwarming and inspiringly told story in my eyes, and 

those who find themselves sometimes wishing for 'a simple life' 

should enjoy it just as much as I did. 
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Tenue De Soirée (Evening Dress) (Ménage) (1986) 
 

Gerard Depardieu plays a bisexual petty criminal named Bob who 

encounters a married couple arguing in a bar. Bob breaks up the 

fight and proceeds to seduce first the wife and then the husband. 

Then Bob teaches the couple how to be burglars and they join him 

in his criminal exploits. Gerard Depardieu plays a stylish and 

attractive burglar, Bob, who meets and fascinates two bickering 

paupers, Miou Miou and Michel Blanc (Antoine). They are quickly 

inveigled into his exciting world and first the wife and then the 

husband come to depend on him. The burglar at the same time 

has developed a crush on the husband. After hilarious resistance, 

eventually Antoine gives way and the true Menage begins... 

Suffice it to say that at the end of this movie Gerard Depardieu is 

in drag and working as a hooker. Its hilarious - those who like this 

sort of thing will find that this is really the sort of thing they like! With Tenue de Soiree, Blier is once 

again investigating male insecurity and men's relations with other men. Essentially a remake of Les 

Valseuses, this film quickly removes the presence of a woman (Monique) to leave the way clear for 

Bob's seduction of Antoine. A complex film, part crime comedy, part transvestite film, Blier seems to 

lose his way at the midpoint and the ending seems tacked on. Depardieu and Blanc in particular are 

excellent, but the script lets them down. A homophobe becomes a fully dressed transsexual in about 

90 minutes, hardly realistic and the misogynistic tone of the film can be draining. A useful 

companion piece to Les Valseuses, but it is only half the film that Les Valseuses was in 1974. 
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Terminator 2: Judgment Day (1991) 
 

Nearly 10 years have passed since Sarah Connor was targeted for 

termination by a cyborg from the future. Now her son, John (14-

year-old Edward Furlong), the future leader of the resistance, is 

the target for a newer, more deadly terminator. Once again, the 

resistance has managed to send a protector back to attempt to 

save John and his mother Sarah. Sequel to Terminator. Skynet, 

the 21st century computer waging a losing war on humans sends 

a second terminator back in time to destroy the leader of the 

human resistance while he is still a boy. His mother is the only one 

who knows of the existence of the Terminators, human-like 

robots that exist only to kill and are nearly indestructible, and 

Sarah, the boy's mother is currently in a state mental hospital 

because of her 'delusions'. A second protector is sent back to the 

past by the Human resistance to protect John Connor, their future 

leader, at all costs. In the year 2029, a computer called Skynet is fighting against a human resistance, 

after having nearly destroyed the rest of humanity in 1997. Skynet has found a way to send some of 

it's warriors, called Terminators, back in time. This is the story of the Terminator sent to kill the 

resistance leader in 1995, while he is still a child. The resistance sends a reprogrammed Terminator 

back to 1995 to protect the young man. The question is, can they survive against the new prototype 

liquid metal Terminator while preventing the creation of Skynet? It has been ten long years since a 

Terminator failed to kill Sarah Connor and her unborn son, John. Now, Skynet has sent back another 

Terminator. This one being more advanced than the last one. John Connor, who is now 10-years-old, 

is the target. The future John sends back a replica of the Terminator that tried to kill him back in time 

to 1995. It's Terminator vs. Terminator. In the last movie a cyborg was sent from the future to kill 

Sarah Connor, but he failed. Now a much more powerful one sent from the future to kill Sarah's son 

- John Connor, the leader of the future rebels. A terminator was send from the future once more, 

but this time to protect Connor. The only problem is that the terminator who was send to kill Connor 

is much more powerful and clever than the one who was send to protect him. Moreover, none can 

help Connor, since they do not believe in robots. Now Connor and his protector has no choice but to 

survive on their own. Disclaimer: If you are a viewer that mainly prefers arthouse-type movies, then 

you might as well ignore this review. In addition, if you're not able to take a few sci-fi leaps of faith, 

ignore this review, as well. We'll both be better off. This is the finest action movie of all time. And, 

yet, believe it or not, it's not the action in the film itself that makes this be the case. This is especially 

odd in a movie with a $100 million budget (in 1991!), with multiple huge explosions, with thousands 

of bullets fired, and scores of stuntmen used. This movie is what it is, a perfect 10, because it takes 

the vision of one of the most imaginative directors on Earth, and realizes them almost perfectly with 

all the tools that fit the task -- actors, stunts, puppetry, models, and CG. Without the vision, this film 

would be nothing. Without the tools, this film would be nothing. But, a little bit of background is 

due. This is the sequel to the Terminator (1984), whose premise was that a near-indestructible 

cyborg is sent by evil self-aware machines from the near future to destroy the mother-to-be of the 

military commander who would lead the humans to a victory over the machines. Oh, and this 

terminator machine would come from a time of war between men and machines which followed a 



nuclear exchange that left billions of people dead, first. In Terminator 2, John Connor (the 

commander-to-be) is about 12-years-old, and his mother (Sarah) is feverishly trying to prepare him 

for his fate, even as she tries to stop the factors that will lead to the nuclear war and the entire 

terrible future that made all this necessary. The machines now send a superior, more intelligent, 

shape-shifting cyborg (T1000) into the past, to kill John himself. Meanwhile, future-John reprograms 

the ex-evil Terminator (T101) from the original film, and sends him into the past to PROTECT John 

against the T1000. That's your basic plot. It does involve travel into the past, so it immediately 

presents a time-travel paradox which can't really be resolved. In order to even try watching this 

movie, you MUST LOOK PAST THE PARADOX. If you don't, this movie has zero credibility, and is not 

worth your time. What happens after the two terminators appear in the past is a wild ride rife with 

macho action, dark reflection on the nature of man, and a few rays of hope, here and there. 

Schwarzenegger (the good terminator) and Patrick (the bad one) make for such effective foes that 

the times they meet on-screen are completely breathtaking (and odd, given that you repeatedly see 

the relatively slim T1000 through Arnie through a wall or two). Hamilton, as Sarah Connor, is a 

wonderful character -- tough beyond all belief and completely focussed on preventing the nuclear 

war and ensuring John's safety, yet clearly a little out of her mind with paranoia and anger; 

amazingly, you see actual character development (specifically, when John and T101 arrive at Dyson's 

house to prevent her from doing what she wants to) in her otherwise 2-dimensional character. And 

Furlong, as John, is not bad himself as the extroverted kid who's confused by the fact that everyone 

except his mom tell him his entire upbringing was based on a lie. The bit players all do their jobs 

well, particularly Earl Boen who plays the semi-sadistic mental hospital warden that stands between 

Sarah Connor and her son (until the T1000 makes a chilling entrance). With these players set in 

motion, it's up to the script to deliver the real substance of the movie. (One often sees great 

performances in mediocre films... here the story transcends the performances -- an impressive feat.) 

The script delivers. The film is absolutely filled with great, classic moments (I counted TEN all-star 

ones during my last viewing), and they're evenly spaced through the movie. I mean, who doesn't 

cheer (at least inside) when Arnold steps out of the biker bar, fully clad in leather when "Bad to the 

Bone" music starts to blast? The guy absolutely bleeds coolness. And the T1000 absolutely bleeds 

evil. But, with so many great moments, you'd think the pacing would be a little uneven... not really! 

The film shifts from place to place with an ease that makes perfect sense, never giving you the time 

to start being a little nitpicking jerk, always driving forward, but always doing so thoughtfully and 

with attention to detail. Of course, this wouldn't be an action movie without some action. There's 

plenty of it, and it's perfectly done. The CG effects for the shape-shifting T1000 were cutting-edge 

for the time, and still look great (whoever said differently below is simply incorrect) -- even if they're 

completely commonplace today. The stunts are completely insane in scale (at one point, a helicopter 

flies under a highway overpass; at another, a motorcycle jumps from the 2nd floor of a building into 

a flying chopper). (Probably, only the Matrix and the Lord of the Rings movies compare in terms of 

the level of stunt insanity.) And the gunplay is delivered in perfect Cameron-Schwarzenegger style 

(as opposed to the slo-mo John Woo-style) -- you'll see lots of heavy automatic and explosive 

weapons, and you'll see them used well. The film is violent, and somewhat bloody, but ALL of the 

mean-spirited violence is dealt by the evil characters, not the ones you root for (Quentin Tarantino 

fans: sorry). And then the truly amazing scenes that bypass acting are shocking and memorable -- 

just wait until the nuclear detonation sequence. I'm not sure what else you would want in a movie. 

Probably moral content, and the movie has a very clear pro-human, anti-war message. The message 

is a bit stale, and the delivery IS, at times, a little heavy-handed (and some moments with the T101 



seem just a bit unrealistic, towards the end), but the movie has heart, and that you cannot deny. 

Plus, it simply rocks. 
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Texas, Brooklyn & Heaven (1948) 
 

Eddie Tayloe's grandfather leaves him six thousand dollars and the 

money belt it came in, freeing Tayloe to leave his dull newspaper 

job in Texas and move to New York to become a playwright. Along 

the way, his car breaks down and a girl walking along the highway 

asks for a lift. It turns out she's a nice girl, named Perry, running 

away from a job at a gasoline station. Soon they're off to New 

York together, but part ways once they arrive. Time passes and 

Eddie is failing to sell his play; Perry is failing to find a job. Odd 

circumstances, involving an old pickpocket named Mandy, bring 

them together again. Three starchy sisters renting a room, a 

bartender named Mike, and a sleepy old immigrant running a 

mechanical menagerie all play parts in this romantic comedy. 

Secretary Diana Lynn and playwright Guy Madison (both from 

Texas) meet on their way to New York. Due to a misunderstanding 

Lynn mistakes Madison for a bank robber and tries to keep him 

from being found out by the police. Posing as his sister she finds a pick pocket in the subway and 

enlists her as their mother. Plot device shifts quickly to Lynn finding a job at a riding academy 

(mechanical animals) and Madison failing as a playwright (mechanical acting). An unfunny script, 

confusing scenes, terrible direction and an annoying soundtrack hinder this below-average B-film 

despite the likeability of a stellar cast of character actors: William Frawley ("I Love You"), Margaret 

Hamilton ("The Wizard of Oz"), Lionel Stander ("Hart to Hart"), Irene Ryan ("The Beverly Hillbillies"), 

and Jesse White (the original "Maytag Repairman") to name just a few. Even Audie Murphy appears 

in a bit part! Diana Lynn is her usual perky self (looking terrific) and some of the situations are wacky, 

(just not very funny). For Lynn fans and nostalgic value (though the film looks and sounds like 1930 

instead of 1948!) the film can grow on you after a while. 
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Thank You For Smoking (2005) 
 

The chief spokesperson and lobbyist Nick Naylor is the Vice-

President of the Academy of Tobacco Studies. He is talented in 

speaking and spins argument to defend the cigarette industry in 

the most difficult situations. His best friends are Polly Bailey that 

works in the Moderation Council in alcohol business, and Bobby 

Jay Bliss of the gun business own advisory group SAFETY. They 

frequently meet each other in a bar and they self-entitle the Mod 

Squad a.k.a. Merchants of Death, disputing which industry has 

killed more people. Nick's greatest enemy is Vermont's Senator 

Ortolan Finistirre, who defends in the Senate the use a skull and 

crossed bones in the cigarette packs. Nick's son Joey Naylor (12-

year-old Cameron Bright) lives with his mother, and has the 

chance to know his father in a business trip. When the ambitious 

reporter Heather Holloway betrays Nick disclosing confidences he 

had in bed with her, his life turns upside-down. But Nick is good in what he does for the mortgage. 

Tobacco industry lobbyist Nick Naylor has a seemingly impossible task: promoting cigarette smoking 

in a time when the health hazards of the activity have become too plain to ignore. Nick, however, 

revels in his job, using argument and twisted logic to place, as often as not, his clients in the 

positions of either altruistic do-gooders or victims. Nick's son Joey needs to understand and respect 

his dad's philosophy, and Nick works hard to respond to that need without compromising his lack of 

values. When a beautiful news reporter betrays Nick's sexually-achieved trust, his world seems in 

danger of collapsing. But there's always one more coffin nail in Nick's pack. 
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That Certain Summer (1972) 
 

A teenager (16-year-old Scott Jacoby) must deal with his divorced 

father's homosexuality. "That Certain Summer" was more than 

just one of 1972's best productions made expressly for television. 

It was an outstanding presentation by any standard and for any 

medium. The entire cast, crew, and production team worked in 

fine ensemble fashion to create a memorable and significant 

achievement. This deserves to be revived and widely offered on 

video. 
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That Darn Cat! (1965) 
 

A woman is kidnapped. While in captivity, she manages to send a 

message out with a wandering cat. The cat's owner calls the FBI. 

The FBI tries to follow the cat. Jealous boyfriends and nosy 

neighbours also get in the act. A young woman with an active 

imagination contacts the FBI when her cat DC (Darn Cat) comes 

home wearing a wristwatch. She's convinced its the tip-off to 

crack a bank robbery and kidnapping case that has the authorities 

baffled. An allergic agent is assigned to "tail" the cat to find the 

hostage, and laugh (and romance) follows. Sleuthing in suburbia--

Walt Disney style--after a small town teller is kidnapped by two 

bank robbers. Not only does this comedy feature the least-

objectionable performance by Dean Jones EVER, it also has Hayley 

Mills and Dorothy Provine as a wonderfully kooky pair of sisters 

AND a fantastic feline hero. This Siamese cat is just gorgeous, and 

it's a lot of fun watching the bumbling humans trying to tail him down alleys and city streets. The 

bad guys of the piece are also letter-perfect: threatening but not overbearing, just enough menace 

to make the kidnapped woman's scary predicament that much more real. I also loved the next door 

neighbors (a wacky Elsa Lanchester and William Demarest), Hayley's surfer-boyfriend named Canoe, 

and befuddled Ed Wynn as a jewelry salesman. Simply put, a wonderful modern-day caper for 

parents and kids. Puts the remake with Christina Ricci to shame. The fur flies when a smart Siamese 

cat goes undercover and Hayley Mills and Dean Jones team up for mystery, adventure and wild 

comedy on Disney DVD. When the irrepressible and always hungry D.C. (Darn Cat) turns up with a 

wristwatch for a collar, it becomes a tip-off to an unsolved robbery and kidnapping. You don't know 

who's tailing who as nosy neighbors, jealous boyfriends and a highly allergic F.B.I. agent play a game 

of cat and mouse to crack the baffling case. 
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That's My Boy (1951) 
 

Jarring Jack Jackson, the greatest football player in Ridgefield 

College history, is disappointed that his only son Junior (Jerry 

Lewis) is an uncoordinated, allergy-ridden bookworm. He uses his 

athletic reputation and standing as #1 alumni contributor to 

pressure the coach to take Junior on the team. In addition, he 

pays the tuition of Junior's financially needy classmate Bill Baker, a 

potential all-American, with the understanding that he will room 

with Junior and mentor him athletically and socially. Junior's initial 

efforts as quarterback prove disastrous and further complications 

arise when the room mates both fall in love with the same co-ed. 

Plot complications become critical as the climactic homecoming 

game approaches. This is a very funny Martin & Lewis classic. 

Dean plays the popular American footballplayer and Lewis is quite 

enjoyable as the classic clown. Although not as good as Laurel & 

Hardy, still very good entertainment after 50 years. 
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The 12 Dogs Of Christmas (2005) 
 

A girl who uses dogs to teach people about the true meaning of 

Christmas during the Depression. Our family watched this film and 

we just enjoyed the film. It is a good film for dog lovers. At first 

when we picked up the film from the rental store there was only 3 

copies. At first I thought that this was a sign that this is a bad film. 

But I was so surprised that there was not more copies available to 

the public. There are very few family movies out there for people 

to view. I think the principal from the school reminded me of a 

famous actor who played the telephone operator in a old comedy 

series. And also the Aunt played a good role. Our favorite person 

who played a very small role was the little girl in the end who sang 

the part about a poodle in a dog house. You will know what I 

mean if you watch the film. 
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The 3 Worlds Of Gulliver (1960) 
 

Doctor Gulliver is poor, so nothing - not even his charming fiancée 

Elisabeth - keeps him in the town he lives. He signs on to a ship to 

India, but in a storm he's washed off the ship and ends up on an 

island, which is inhibitated by very tiny people. After he managed 

to convince them he's harmless and is accepted as one of their 

citizens, their king wants to use him in war against a people of 

giants. Compared to them, even Gulliver is a gnome. The Three 

Worlds of Gulliver is produced out of Columbia Pictures and is 

directed by Jack Sher. It stars Kerwin Matthews as Lemuel Gulliver, June Thorburn as his fiancée 

Elizabeth, with support coming from Basil Sydney (The Emperor of Lilliput), Grégoire Aslan (King 

Brob), Mary Ellis (Queen), Charles Lloyd Pack (Prime Minister Makovan) & child actor Sherry Alberoni 

as Glumdalclitch. Filmed in England and Spain, it features stop-motion animation and special visual 

effects by Superdynamation genius Ray Harryhausen. Sher & Arthur Ross adapt for the screen with a 

loose reworking of the 18th-century English novel Gulliver's Travels written by Jonathan Swift. And 

music maestro Bernard Herrmann provides the score. Swift's biting satirical novel has been watered 

down and given a romantic edge for the family market. That said, as the kids are enjoying the froth 

and tickle, the adults will note that there's just enough caustic comment in the piece to get the 

message across. This adaptation has slimmed down the four parts of Swift's work to just the two; 

Lilliput land of the little people and Brobdingnag land of the giants. With our intrepid normal sized 

hero Gulliver and his stowaway fiancée Elizabeth under threat either way. While the script has its 

pleasing moments it is still only serving as a bridging work for Harryhausen's effects to be shown. Be 

it the giant and tiny people sequences or the perils that come to our undersized protagonists 

courtesy of a Gator and a Squirrel, it's these that the children will find beguiling. This, however, can 

not be said for Harryhausen aficionados or adults more accustomed to more modern advancements. 

For this is bottom rung for Harryhausen, not bad at all, yet although there's a charm here, and no 

one should ever dismiss the painstaking amount of time it took him to weave it together, the work is 

creaky and lacking the dynamism so befitting his best work. Major bonus' come with the swirling and 

pounding score from Herrmann and the vibrant performance of Matthews. The role of Gulliver was 

first offered to Danny Kaye, which naturally makes sense given Kaye's previous work on Hans 

Christian Andersen some years earlier. That it was also offered to Jack Lemmon, tho, makes no sense 

at all. Anyway, Matthews got the gig, and following on from his fine work in The 7th Voyage of 

Sinbad, he laid down a marker in the fantasy adventure genre that secured him fondness from 

legions of fans throughout the years. A safe, colourful and pleasant enough piece if ultimately not 

one for most fantasy adventure fans to revisit often. 6/10. 
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The 5,000 Fingers Of Dr. T (1953) 
 

Bart (12-year-old Tommy Rettig) has only one enemy in the world: 

his piano teacher Dr. Terwilliker. Dr. T has a mad plan to force 500 

young boys to practice at his magnificent piano 24 hours a day, 7 

days a week. Bart is the only hope to save these boys from being 

enslaved. Fantastic sets, screenplay, and even song lyrics were 

provided by Dr. Seuss. Features the only piano academy ever 

known to be equipped with cells and surrounded by an electric 

fence. Happy Fingers. A small boy plots to upset the grand 

performance by THE 5,000 FINGERS OF DR. T. to be held in the 

sinister Terwilliker Institute. The whimsical world of Dr. Seuss first 

saw expression in a Hollywood feature film in this fast-paced 

fantasy which examines a child's musical nightmare. Although it 

was a financial & critical disappointment when initially released, it 

has established itself comfortably as a nostalgic favorite for Baby 

Boomers who first discovered it decades ago. Dr. Seuss (Theodor 

Seuss Geisel, 1904-1991) wrote the original story, co-authored 

the script and penned the lyrics in his own inimitable style. The 

action plays itself out over vast, curvaceous sets which will immediately seem familiar to readers of 

his books, while the brightly colored costumes make the players look like characters from the good 

Doctor's stories come to life. Completely dominating the movie in the title role is the marvelous 

character actor Hans Conried (1917-1982), gleefully breathing life into the part of the mad piano 

teacher who schemes to force 500 little lads into performing his compositions at a gigantic 

keyboard. Conried is wonderfully funny, striding about, leering, snorting & chortling as he plots his 

nefarious plans. He attacks the role with relish, nasally enunciating every syllable with his unique 

diction, softening his villainy with a thin veneer of unctuous civility. This was Conried's finest on-

camera performance, but 1953 would also present him in the part for which he is perhaps best 

remembered, voicing Captain Hook in Disney's animated PETER PAN. The other three performers in 

the movie: Tommy Rettig as the much beleaguered boy attempting to thwart the evil Terwilliker; 

Mary Healy as his lovely, albeit mesmerized, Mom; and Peter Lind Hayes as a friendly, deadpanned 

plumber, all do very well with their roles, but their ordinariness, like that of Dorothy in Oz, make 

them pale in comparison beside Conried. The film, which delivers perhaps an unnecessarily nasty 

knock to piano teachers, does come across with some fine songs, ranging from Rettig's plaintive 

'Because We're Kids' to Conried's hilarious 'Dressing Song.' Also on view is the bizarre Dungeon 

Dance, in which kidnapped male orchestra members present one of the most unusual terpsichorean 

displays ever seen in a kiddie film. 
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The Addams Family (1991) 
 

Con artists plan to fleece the eccentric family using an accomplice 

who claims to be their long lost Uncle Fester. With 11-year-old 

Jimmy Workman. The Addams step out of Charles Addams' 

cartoons. They live with all of the trappings of the macabre 

(including a detached hand for a servant) and are quite wealthy. 

Added to this mix is a crooked accountant and his loan shark and a 

plot to slip in the shark's son into the family as their long lost 

Uncle Fester. Can the false Fester find his way into the vault 

before he is discovered? Stunning performances all round. The 

Addams Family are one of the more recognisable families in TV 

history. With that in mind, let's skip the introductions and get 

straight to the chase. The performances in this movie are superb. 

It's a black, black comedy, and as such, it requires a certain kind of 

actor. The kind who has the right look, the perfect comedic timing, 

and the ability to deliver lines so deadpan it almost hurts. Raul 

Julia, Anjelica Huston, and a young Christina Ricci somehow ALL 

manage to deliver. They're truly a delight to watch, delivering the 

most macabre lines without even coming close to cracking a smile, 

yet having me in stitches every time. Even Christopher Lloyd, playing a far more energetic character, 

manages to bring in a maniacal edge to the performance. I don't think there's an actor in the movie 

who doesn't understand the role they play. The script is great material for them to work with too, 

extremely witty, rarely if ever falling on it's face, and complemented with some fantastic sets. And 

let's not forget the music. From the legendary theme tune, to the harpsichord jingles accompanying 

the visual gags, to the booming organs during the heavier moments, it's spot-on. The whole movie 

works as one to capture *THE* Addams atmosphere, macabre as it's ever been. Sure, there's a plot 

too, but while it drives the movie on, you'd watch this movie for the wonderful theme, not for an 

intriguing plotline. It's a classic, and you're doing yourself a disservice if you haven't seen it, or if you 

think you're too sensible for this kind of movie 
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The Adventures Of Baron Munchausen (1988) 
 

The fantastic tale of a 17th century aristocrat, his talented 

henchmen and a little girl in their efforts to save a town from 

defeat by the Turks. Being swallowed by a giant sea-monster, a 

trip to the moon, a dance with Venus and an escape from the 

Grim Reaper are only some of the improbable adventures. Baron 

Munchausen is a character of European myth that might be 

considered the predecessor of American tales of Pecos Bill or Paul 

Bunyan. The Baron's stories are taken to be outrageous and 

fanciful lies. This is the origin of the name of the psychiatric 

diagnosis of "Munchausen's Syndrome", a particularly bizzare 

form of hypochondria. I've only known one other person who has 

even heard of this movie (also the only other one who's heard of 

and liked Mel Brooks' the Twelve Chairs). This is certainly one of 

the most bizarre and unique movies I've ever seen but the more 

times I see it, the more I like it. Robin Williams and Eric Idle are great of course, but Neville does a 

good job too. The story is truly unique, leaving you wondering where fiction ends and reality begins. 

In fact, it's much like "Adaptation" in that respect, come to think of it. While not on par with Monty 

Python and the Holy Grail, this is a good piece of work. My advice: let your brain take a vacation for a 

couple of hours and just absorb it. You'll appreciate it better if you try not to make too much sense 

of it. If it really confuses you, read the book. Yes, there is a book and there really was a man who 

called himself Baron Munchausen. The book is called "The Adventures of Baron Munchausen" and 

the edition I had explained his whole story. Terry Gilliam did a great job of bringing this man to 

screen and I highly recommend it if you're tired of the usual Hollywood fluff. 
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The Adventures Of Barry McKenzie (1972) 
 

Cripes!! The things these pom sheilahs will do in front of a 

camera!!!! [Australian theatrical daybill movie poster]. I worked 

with MCA Australia as the Assistant Film Promotions Manager on 

The Adventures of Barry McKenzie. MCA was the film distributer 

throughout the major cities in Australia of this film. At that time, it 

was rated the most popular Australian film in their history. I 

worked directly with Barry Humphries who not only starred in the 

movie as four different characters, but was instrumental in 

introducing Foster's Lager, the Bazza McKenzie Hat and the Aunt 

Edna character (who manifested herself into Dame Edna, who is 

widely recognized world-wide). Not to forget Bruce Beresford and 

Barry McKenzie! I still have a copy of the comic strip "Bazza Pulls it 

Off" and "The Wonderful World of Barry McKenzie" (which the 

movie script was derived from). Sadly, I lost the Barry McKenzie 

Soundtrack. I'll never forget the Grand Opening Premiere at The Ascot Theatre in Sydney with all the 

cast, producers, directors, etc. The after party was held at The St. George's Club where Foster's Lager 

was consumed in abundance. 
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The Adventures Of Bullwhip Griffin (1967) 
 

A young man (15-year-old Bryan Russell) from Boston heads west 

to join the California gold rush with the hopes of restoring his 

family fortune, but his dedicated butler sets out to find him and 

bring him home. Playing the title role of Bullwhip Griffin is Roddy 

McDowell, a gentleman's gentleman and guardian to heirs Bryan 

Russell and Suzanne Pleshette from Boston. It seems as though 

their father has died and the family fortune isn't quite what 

they've been led to believe. Never mind that, young Russell has 

lived on an intellectual diet of dime novels and is convinced that 

he can go to California and strike it rich with the Gold Rush. The 

Adventures Of Bullwhip Griffin has a Mark Twain feel to it and it's 

not too bad, I think Mr. Clemens might have approved of it in his 

younger and less cynical days. The chief villain of the piece is Karl 

Malden playing a confidence man who goes by the name of 

'Judge' Griffin. He's a man full of tricks, he's a lot like the 'king' and 'duke' characters from 

Huckleberry Finn. Twain would have really relished Malden's performance. As for Roddy McDowall 

he's as innocent as those Americans going abroad for the first time as tourists in Innocents Abroad. 

In point of fact San Francisco and the gold fields of California were a whole continent away and 

might as well been a foreign country. In fact McDowall would have been more at home in London 

than in San Francisco had he gone east instead of west. But this is America and it's the land of no 

titled classes. McDowall dares dream he too could win the hand of Suzanne Pleshette who has 

shaken her proper eastern upbringing to sing in Harry Guardino's Barbary Coast saloon. Guardino is 

another villain playing his part with relish, he's interested in Pleshette for more than her singing 

career. Highlight of the film is McDowall taking on Mike Mazurki in a prize fight. Only in the movies 

would you think that McDowall could beat Mazurki in a fight. Still it's a very funny sequence. The 

cast looks like they're having a real good time making this film and the enthusiasm is infectious. The 

Adventures Of Bullwhip Griffin is one of the better products to come from the Magic Kingdom in the 

Sixties. 
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The Adventures Of Food Boy (2008) 
 

A teenage boy (24-year-old Lucas Grabeel) is surprised to discover 

that he has the super power to make food appear in his hands. 
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The Adventures Of Ford Fairlane (1990) 
 

Ford "Mr. Rock n' Roll Detective" Fairlane is experiencing 

problems, and it's not with the opposite sex. One of them is that 

all the rock stars pay him with drum sticks, koala bears, food 

processors and bicycle shorts. Another one of them is that all his 

employers that want him to find a girl named Zuzu Petals get 

killed. Why didn't he become a fisherman's detective instead? A 

must-see for Andrew Dice Clay fans. This movie always cracks me 

up. I should note that I'm SO not a fan of Andrew "Dice" Clay, I 

think his stand-up shows suck, big time. But here, he's simply 

fantastic as Ford Fairlane, the Rock'n Roll Detective, who mostly 

gets paid in the form of gifts or memorabilia. Dice's jokes here 

work perfectly each time, one quotable line after another ("so 

many assholes, so few bullets", "you're a poet and didn't know it", 

"talking with Zuzu is like fucking with a cheese-grinder, slightly 

enjoyable but mostly painful" to name a few). The film never takes itself seriously, yet somehow 

keeps it from ever going into slapstick territory. Supporting actors do well also, Presly is always a 

stunner, Wayne Newton gives his best ever performance as Fairlane's nemesis and Ed O'Neill is a riot 

as a former disco singer turned detective. Robert Englund gives a rather amusing performance as a 

very inept crook who's ultimate fate is nothing short of hilarious. Finnish director Harlin directs with 

a sure hand, everything in the technical department in tip top shape and it's very visually stylish at 

times. The Adventures of Ford Fairlane is definitely not for everyone, but it's not only for die hard 

Clay fans, since I sure as hell ain't one of them. But I think he's perfect here and the film is very funny 

and comes highly recommended by me. 
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The Adventures Of Huck Finn (Les Aventures De Huckleberry Finn) 

(1993) 
 

Huckleberry Finn, the half-literate son of a drunk, runs away from 

home and follows the Mississippi River with an escaped slave 

named Jim. Along the way, the duo encounter adventures with 

colorful characters like The King and the Duke, two con men who 

impersonate British visitors in order to swindle two sisters out of 

their fortune, and Susan Wilks, the spunky 12-year-old girl who 

gives Huck his first kiss. Jim also re-educates Huck away from the 

racist views that he has grown up with. In this 1993 version by 

Walt Disney Pictures of Mark Twain's classic boyhood story, 12-

year-old Elijah Wood takes on the role of the story's hero, the 

mischievious and adventurous Huck Finn and in the end, his 

performance meets with so so results. Most of the film's best 

scenes come from Courtney B. Vance as Jim, Huck's runaway slave 

friend. Why couldn't the film have been more about him instead? 

Still, it's a good attempt even though Wood's performance in the title role is mostly wooden. Two 

years later, Walt Disney Pictures filmed the story again (with different actors) as "Tom And Huck" but 

that film featured a miscast Brad Renfro as Huck. See this Elijah Wood version instead. 
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The Adventures Of Huckleberry Finn (1960) 
 

Huckleberry Finn (13-year-old Eddie Hodges), a rambuctious boy 

adventurer chafing under the bonds of civilization, escapes his 

humdrum world and his selfish, plotting father by sailing a raft 

down the Mississippi River. Accompanying him is Jim, a slave 

running away from being sold. Together the two strike a bond of 

friendship that takes them through harrowing events and thrilling 

adventures. All the acting was superb. The sets were...well, it was 

1960. But the script! To hear Mark Twain so joyfully transposed, 

and so artfully accurate for the film characters and actors! What a 

straight, simple joy to see this film, made to entertain and doing it 

proudly, with all concerned -- actors and director mainly -- 

working on the same premise. And tell me Tony Randall didn't go 

home whistling after every day on the set! But this was Mark 

Twain done proud. How many other great writers so easily lend themselves to film scripts? What a 

writer! What fun he had with phrases, sayings and words. And how well all that was put to use in 

this movie. And PS Archie Moore was a great heavyweight. 
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The Adventures Of Mark Twain (1944) 
 

A dramatised life of Samuel Langhorn Clemens, or Mark Twain 

(13-year-old Jackie Brown [Samuel Clemens - age 12] & 17-year-

old Dickie Jones [Samuel Clemens - age 15]). I have always 

admired Fredric March as an actor. This roll showed his great 

versatility. The writing and editing of Mark Twain's life into this 

movie makes it one of the finest biographical movies of all time. 

The soliloquy by the chancellor of Oxford, played by C. Abrey 

Smith, encapsulates the life of Twain, better than any I've heard or 

read since. This movie is a must for any student of American 

literature. 
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The Adventures Of Mark Twain (1985) 
 

Based on elements from the stories of Mark Twain, this feature-

length Claymation fantasy follows the adventures of Tom Sawyer, 

Becky Thatcher, and Huck Finn as they stowaway aboard the 

interplanetary balloon of Mark Twain. Twain, disgusted with the 

Human Race, is intent upon finding Halley's Comet and crashing 

into it, achieving his "destiny." It's up to Tom, Becky, and Huck to 

convince him that his judgement is wrong, and that he still has 

much to offer humanity that might make a difference. Their 

efforts aren't just charitable; if they fail, they will share Twain's 

fate. Along the way, they use a magical time portal to get a 

detailed overview of the Twain philosophy, observing the 

"historical" events that inspired his works. Thoughtful, fun, and 

dark. I must have seen The Adventures of Mark Twain for the first 

time over twelve years ago, and for over a decade it had haunted 

me... rarely, if ever, rebroadcast, I was left only with vague memory of what I remembered as one of 

the most vibrant pieces of visual art and storytelling that I was exposed to as a youth. I recently 

purchased it directly from the studio that released it, and got to return to it for the first time in a 

long time. Of course, when returning to childhood films, you always run the risk of being 

disappointed by the film being worse than you recall. Luckily, I was not disappointed at all. The story 

is of Mark Twain's characters Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn, and Becky Thatcher as they stow on board an 

airship created by Mark Twain himself. Through the course of their journey across the world to meet 

Haley's comet, we are invited to retellings of Twain stories and meet all sorts of different characters. 

The humour is intelligent and dry, but not over the heads of children. Visually, this piece is stunning. 

There is something vivid and tactile about stop-motion animation that will always appeal to me 

more than any CGI creation. Will Vinton outdoes himself with this piece. From the grandeur of 

Twain's airship or the Garden of Eden, to the detail of Twain's parlour/billiard room and the simple, 

truthful human expressions that the animators manage to create on the characters' faces, the film is 

impressive from first to last. What surprised me the most is how this film, which I remembered as a 

children's or family film, is in fact quite dark. It deals with aspects of life, death, evil, and human 

nature that one would never expect in a so-called "family" film. But while the outward darkness, 

and, at times, even morbidity of individual aspects may seem inappropriate for family viewing, it 

comes from the sane and grounded perspective that Twain himself seems to have been known for. 

Like in any good storytelling, the dark side of humanity is not spared from the viewer just because of 

the potentially youthful audiences. By way of criticism, the film could definitely move at a faster 

pace. The humour, while clever and dry, as I said, could have been pushed farther. There were many 

times the film set us up for quite a punch line and then didn't deliver, instead settling for a 

consistent level of pleasant amusement. And I wish the episodic structure had been more fully taken 

advantage of, and had been extended into even more stories. But that may just be me wishing the 

movie was longer than 86 minutes. You can't have too much of a good thing. I give the storytelling 

an 8 out of 10, and visuals a 10 of 10. Overall, a 9. There aren't too many of those, as far as I'm 

concerned. And even if you didn't like this movie, you've got to admit, it's one of a kind. 
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The Adventures Of Pan And James 
 

My nickname is Sak, and I am 12-years-old. I would like to tell you 

about my favourite TV show right now. It is a Japanese 

programme called The Adventures of Pan and James. In Thai it has 

a different name, but that is its English name. The show is about a 

chimpanzee named Pankun and his bulldog friend, James. It is very 

hilarious! Pankun's owner sends him and James all over the town 

to do many things. Pankun and James have searched for 

mushrooms, bought a birthday cake, dug for clams and taken 

photographs. These are just a few of the many things they have 

done. In every one of their adventures, something always goes 

wrong. When things go wrong, they are sometimes sad, but 

mostly they are funny. Pankun has a pink purse that he carries 

money in, and James has a blue backpack to help Pankun carry 

things in. I like this show very much. If you like chimpanzees and dogs, you will like it, too. 
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The Adventures Of Pete & Pete (1993-6) 
 

This delightfully quirky show looks at the lives and adventures of two red headed brothers (16-year-

old Michael C. Maronna & 11-year-old Danny Tamberelli) with the same name. Yes! I'm so happy! I 

just got an e-mail from TvshowsonDVD.com that Nickelodeon is planning on releasing multiple 

shows on DVD in a set called "The Rewind Collection" which includes Clarissa, Pete And Pete, Salute 

Your Shorts, Are You Afraid Of The Dark and You Can't Do That On Television! Yes! The classics are 

coming. Everybody can once again enjoy the best TV shows that Nickelodeon got it's true beginning 

from! The First season of each of these shows are said to be released around May 17th. After all 

these years of begging for them to put these shows back on the air, we can get the next best 

thing...a better thing...we can buy them and enjoy them in our own homes! It's just such a relief that 

Nickelodeon is finally recognizing the enormous pleasure that these shows once brought everyone 

and will bring them again. 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (1993) 
 

Episode 1: The King of the Road; The Wrigley's annual trip to the 

Hoover Dam turns into a competition with another family. Don, 

who wants to keep his title as "King Of The Road", tries to beat 

them there. But frequent bathroom breaks and lack of family spirit 

threatens to tear it apart. 

Episode 2: Day of the Dot; When their school marching band is 

invited to the Regional Championship Ellen is picked to be the dot 

in the "i" of "Squid." Big Pete takes it upon himself to free the 

band and Ellen from Mr. Markle's "full frontal mind meld." 

Meanwhile, Little Pete is stuck on an endless tour of Bus Driver 

Stu's shattered romance with Sally Knorp. 

Episode 3: The Nightcrawlers; Believing that his early bedtime has 

resulted in countless hours of lost fun, Little Pete defies the International Adult Conspiracy by 

attempting to stay up 11 days in a row. 

Episode 4: Rangeboy; Big Pete has to work at his father's golf course for a summer job and also has 

to be the mascot the day of a golf tournament. 

Episode 5: Tool and Die; Big Pete signs up for shop class thinking it to be a usual class. However, Mr. 

Slurm, the shop teacher, has it in for him and chooses Big Pete to build a "special project". 

Elsewhere, Little Pete sells insurance cards to other students. 

Episode 6: Don't Tread on Pete; Big Pete neglects his studying for an important Social Studies test 

and then has an epiphany after taking another look at what he did. Meanwhile, Little Pete and his 

gym teacher clash over the latter's strict rules. 



Episode 7: When Petes Collide; Grandfather Wrigley pays a visit and along with him is his most 

prized possession, Don's lucky bowling ball. The two of them plan to pass it down to either the two 

Petes. From then on, the brothers and their relationship spirals out of control. 

Episode 8: Hard Day's Pete; Little Pete controls underground radio station WART along with Artie. 

Little Pete then decides to start his own band. However, the neighbors aren't too tickled about the 

racket every day and night as they rehearse. 
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Series 2 (13 Episodes) (1994) 
 

Episode 01: Grounded for Life; Little Pete interferes in Dad's lawn competition with his neighbor and 

gets grounded, but then hatches a plan tunnel out of the house. In the process, he meets his new 

neighbor, Nona F. Mecklenberg, who is unhappy with moving to a new town. 

Episode 02: Field of Pete; Big Pete finally on a winning baseball team. Their secret? Using little Pete 

to distract the other team by yelling at them while they're at bat. But the yelling starts to distract Big 

Pete, too. 

Episode 03: The Call; A town pay phone has been ringing for 27 years, and no one will answer it, 

believing it's cursed. Little Pete has had enough and now he's going to answer the call! 

Episode 04: The Big Quiet; Little Pete attempts to deal with the death of Gary the Lizard, while Big 

Pete is stumped by his inability to have a conversation with Dad. 

Episode 05: Time Tunnel; On the day of Daylight Savings Time, Little Pete tries to have a time travel 

adventure so legendary that it will be memorialized on a pen. Meanwhile, Big Pete has forgotten 

about the usual time travel adventure he shares with his brother to ask Ellen on a date. 

Episode 06: Halloweenie; Big Pete loses his Halloween spirit. Could be because the Halloween terror 

gang, the Pumpkin Eaters, is looking for him! 

Episode 07: Inspector 34; Little Pete meets his guardian angel, "Kreb of the Loom" underwear 

Inspector 34. 

Episode 08: Farewell, My Little Viking: Part 1; Super Villian John McFlemp convinces everyone in 

Wellsville that Artie's a danger. The International Adult Conspiracy chooses Mr. Wrigley to get rid of 

the Superhero. 

Episode 09: Farewell, My Little Viking: Part 2; With Artie gone, Little Pete must face the 

neighborhood bully, Papercut, alone. 

Episode 10: Sick Day; Little Pete fakes food poisoning in order to stay home from school. As he 

ventures around Wellsville, he begins to realize that there's a whole different world than meets the 

eye. 



Episode 11: Yellow Fever; The effects of the bus ride on a field trip take their toll on Older Pete and 

Ellen. 

Episode 12: X=WHY; Ellen asks the question every kid does- why do we need to know word 

problems- to her Math teacher Ms. Fingerwood, making the teacher question her whole life. 

Episode 13: On Golden Pete; Dad and little Pete try and outwit and capture Bob the Bass, while Big 

Pete does everything in his power to stop them. 
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Series 3 (13 Episodes) (1995) 
 

Episode 01: 35 Hours; When the boys' father gives them the house 

for an entire 35 hours, Pete and Pete think it is going to be 

paradise, until they accidentally sell the house to another family. 

Episode 02: The Trouble with Teddy; Teddy's parents leave town, 

and older Pete asks him to stay over. Teddy's habits begin to 

annoy the whole family after a while. Meanwhile, younger Pete 

tries to get back to nature. 

Episode 03: The Good, the Bad, and the Lucky; Little Pete Wrigley 

tries to recharge his lucky penny to counteract the string of bad 

luck which includes his arch nemesis, Pit Stain and his associates. 

Episode 04: Splashdown; The two Petes are at odds when Younger 

Pete tries to stop adult swim at the Wellsville pool while older 

Pete tries to earn his stripes as a lifeguard. 

Episode 05: Dance Fever; In spite of his fear of making a fool of himself, younger Pete goes to his first 

dance. But instead of hitting the dance floor, he tries to make some money by showing off his gut 

juice. Meanwhile, Nona tries to avoid dancing with her father while older Pete tries to meet one of 

the members of the band. 

Episode 06: Crisis in the Love Zone; Love fever strikes Welsville and strikes it hard. Younger Pete 

succumbs to the love-talk of Eunice Puell, the local postal carrier. Meanwhile, older Pete is smitten 

by a stuck-up tennis player. 

Episode 07: Last Laugh; It's April Fool's Day and Little Pete wants to pull off the biggest prank 

Wellsville Middle School has ever seen which includes sabotaging Johnny Earwax and the Up With 

Personal Hygiene. His only problems are Pit Stain and his cronies and Principal Ken Schwinger. 

Episode 08: Allnighter; Younger Pete, Monica and Wayne are trapped in the school after it closes. 

Episode 09: Road Warrior; Big Pete and his friends reach the age of responsibility and take Driver's 

Ed from Mr. Slurm, the shop teacher. 



Episode 10: Pinned; Older Pete tries to get his varsity letter by joining the wrestling team. 

Episode 11: O' Christmas Pete; Little Pete, his friends and his family intends to make everyday 

Christmas. Unfortunately, the garbage man, his neighbors and his arch nemesis, Pit Stain intends to 

prevent it from ever happening. 

Episode 12: Das Bus; For Career Week, older Pete becomes Stu Benedict's apprentice so that he can 

be near Penelope Ghiruto. 

Episode 13: Saturday; Big Pete, Ellen, Wayne, Monica, and Stu Benedict make their way through a 

typical Saturday in Wellsville. Big Pete tries talking to Barber Dan while getting a haircut (with Little 

Pete helping his brother), Wayne tries his new sneakers out, Monica becomes a ninja, Ellen serves 

pizza, and Stu battles an endless traffic signal. 
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Specials & Shorts (1993-6) 
 

Short 01: What Would You Do For A Dollar; The neighborhood kids challenge each other to the age 

old question: "What would you do for a dollar?" 

Short 02: Freeze Tag; Little Pete is left frozen overnight after an intense round of freeze tag. 

Short 03: The Launch; Ellen gets ready to launch a rocket to send to the stars. 

Short 04: Mom's Plate; Older Pete gives a brief overview about the history behind the metal plate 

inside his mother's head. 

Short 09: The Burping Room; The Petes' father builds a soundproof room for the sake of Little Pete's 

constant burping. 

Short 10: Artie, The Strongest Man...In The World!; A short show all about our favorite superhero. 

Short 12: Halloween; The evil Hat Head is smashing all of the local pumpkins. Artie, the Strongest 

Man...In the World must put a stop to this! 

Short 13: The Punishment; Pete crosses the line with Dad after he decides to wax the lawn as a 

Father's Day gift. 

Short 15: The Dot; Ellen prepares to be a dot for an upcoming band performance. 

Special 01: Apocalypse Pete; Little Pete and his dad never understood each other until they both 

joined forces to annihilate a neighborhood nemesis, Phil Hickle, after 16 years of feuding. Little Pete 

and Don become best friends through revenge. Forced to choose sides Big Pete has to avoid his all-

time best friend Ellen Hickle. This along with the hardships of war combine to break down each 

family. 



Special 03: Valentine's Day Massacre; Big Pete and the school's stadium line painter, Mr. Beverly 

(Whose squid, Edna, the school mascot, Pete has just accidentally killed), vie for the love of the math 

teacher (Ms. Fingerwood). However, Openface (one of Big Pete's arch-enemies) tries to get the 

upper hand in a quest for the missing squid and helps Mr. Beverly with his love for Ms. Fingerwood. 

He tries to get Ellen to exploit the Petes by revealing the secret of what really happened to Edna. Mr. 

Beverly is played by Richard Edson. 

Special 04: What We Did on Our Summer Vacation; After the Petes and Ellen unintentionally drive 

Mr. Tastee (the local ice-cream man) out of town by trying to find out about his personal life, they 

start a hunt to find him and bring him back as the summer comes to a close. 

Special 05: New Year's Pete; On New Year's Eve night Little Pete looks back on his failed attempt at a 

resolution to change the world. As he sees it the only thing he needed was the Riley Retro-Fire 

Jetpack to fix countless problems worldwide. With the failures of seasons past he becomes more and 

more desperate for the $456.98 needed to buy the jet-pack. In this episode Little Pete enlists the 

help of Big Pete, Artie, and even Frank the crossing guard. 
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The Adventures Of Pinocchio (1996) 
 

With 16-year-old Corey Carrier as Lampwick. One of puppet-

maker Geppetto's creations comes magically to life. This puppet, 

Pinocchio (voice of 15-year-old Jonathan Taylor Thomas), has one 

major desire and that is to become a real boy someday. In order 

to accomplish this goal he has to learn to act responsibly. This film 

shows you the adventures on which he learns valuable lessons. 

Saw it on DVD, pretty good transfer from film. I can't give it a very 

high rating as a film, it was a bit muddled at times in exactly what 

it was trying to convey. But the wooden puppet looked very life-

like, his "education" was handled very well, and in the end the 

message of where life really comes from is very clear. My favorite 

part, however, was listening to Stevie Wonder sing the songs he 

wrote for the film. I bought the DVD to give to my grandchildren, 7 

and 10. It will be interesting to see how they react to it. 
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The Adventures Of Priscilla, Queen Of The Desert (1994) 
 

Two drag-queens (Anthony/Mitzi and Adam/Felicia) and a 

transexual (Bernadette) contract to perform a drag show at a 

resort in Alice Springs, a resort town in the remote Australian 

desert. They head west from Sydney aboard their lavender bus, 

Priscilla. En route, it is discovered that the woman they've 

contracted with is Anthony's wife. Their bus breaks down, and is 

repaired by Bob, who travels on with them. This is a great movie! 

Not only are the actors wonderful but the dialogue keeps you 

watching the movie over and over again because you missed a 

great line the last time! The musical numbers are worth watching 

alone, but combined with the story and all the sub-plots and the 

funniest lines I have heard in a long time (The ABBA turd convo 

cracks me up every time), this is a movie to buy and watch over 

and over when you need to be entertained as well as dazzled!!!!!!! 

With Leighton Picken. 
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The Adventures Of SharkBoy And LavaGirl 3-D (2005) 
 

Dreamer Max (11-year-old Cayden Boyd), ridiculed by his 

classmates, conjures up his perfect dreamworld...the Planet 

Drool. But his dream is more powerful than even he suspects, and 

his favourite dream super-heroes, Sharkboy (13-year-old Taylor 

Lautner) and Lavagirl, materialise on Earth. They need help from 

Max. All is not well in Max's dreamworld. An alien intelligence is 

interfering and darkness threatens his beloved Planet Drool. Is it 

true, as Sharkboy and Lavagirl say, that only Max, the powerful 

dreamer, can stop it? Max takes off on a wild and dangerous 

journey to the fantastic Planet Drool with Sharkboy and Lavagirl. 

Can they discover the source of the danger? Will they be able to 

stop it in time? Well, I didn't like it. Or, at the least what I mean is 

that I just saw a movie with tons of plot-holes, childish themes, 

and so on. However, you better believe my kids loved it. My son actually hooted and hollered when 

Sharkboy started fighting the plugs. He grabbed my shirt and motioned for me to watch, even 

though I already was. I think I just witnessed my son discovering his first hero. My daughter laughed 

and laughed. She loved Lavagirl. She thought it was hilarious when Lavagirl zapped Sharkboy 

because he said someone else was prettier. And my daughter is old enough to understand the 

themes of pursuing your goals and remaining strong in the face of discouragement. So I think she 

walked away very pleased with the film. She said she wants to be Lavagirl for Halloween. If you're 

16+ this movie is a loser. You won't like it, and that explains all the low scores you're seeing here. 

This movie just isn't for adults. But if you are a parent looking to entertain your kids, this movie 

works. And if you are reading this near the end of 2005 or later, you should probably know that 

renting this as a video will be a fine way to keep your kids occupied. With 15-year-old Jacob Davich, 

8-year-old Racer Rodriguez and 6-year-old Rebel Rodriguez. 
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The Adventures Of The Wilderness Family (1975) 
 

A Family flees the city for a deep forest, to escape the pressures of 

life, and to help their sickly daughter. I thought this movie was a 

fine, clean motion picture with action and adventure. I 

appreciated the high moral values portrayed in this entertaining 

film. If you are looking for a picture to enjoy with your family 

(small children included) for an evening, then I would recommend 

this one. With Ham Larsen as young Toby Robinson. 
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The Adventures Of Tom Sawyer (1938) 
 

Sentiment rules in this version of the Twain tale of boyhood (13-

year-old Tommy Kelly) in 1850 Missouri, reasonably faithful except 

for minor details and making the character Jim (11-year-old Philip 

Hurlic) a boy instead of a man. Includes the whitewash episode, 

puppy love, the graveyard murder, the boys' running away to 

Jackson's Island, the salvation of Muff Potter, and the cave 

adventure. Even after all these years, this David O. Selznick version 

of the Mark Twain classic holds up better than most. The humor 

with Sidney is stretched to the limits, but all of the novel's high 

points are included. And most impressive is the camerawork of 

James Wong Howe, especially in those latter cave sequences. With 

15-year-old Jackie Moran. 
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The Adventures Of William Tell (1989) 
 

This story recounts the legend of the late-medieval hero whose 

struggle to free his imprisoned son makes him a symbol of 

resistance to the rule of Emperor Frederick and his tyrannical 

governor, Gessler. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English 
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The Adventures Of Young Indiana Jones (The Young Indiana Jones 

Chronicles) (Filmed 1992-2007) 
 

The adventures of the archelogical treasure hunter in his youth. 

Starring 13-year-old Corey Carrier. In 1996, George Lucas hired 

T.M. Christopher to aid in re-editing the complete series of The 

Young Indiana Jones Chronicles into twenty-two feature-length 

episodes. The series was also retitled The Adventures of Young 

Indiana Jones. Each chapter contains two episodes, with all the 

chapters being in chronological order. As such, the scenes where 

an older Indiana Jones reminisces are never seen in these 

versions. 

 

 

 

Series 1 (22 Episodes) (1992-2007) 
 

Chapter 1: My First Adventure (Egypt + Tangiers 1908); When Professor Henry Jones Sr. is invited to 

give lectures all over the world in May 1908, he takes along his wife and son, and invites his former 

tutor Miss Helen Seymour to teach Henry Jr. during the trip. Their first stop is Cairo, Egypt. When 

Junior, who prefers to be called 'Indy' and Miss Seymour visit the pyramids, they are invited by T.E. 

Lawrence (another former student of hers) to join an archaeological dig. When the mummy 

disappears and a priceless headpiece is stolen, young Indy gets his first taste of adventure. On their 

next stop in Tangiers, the family stays with Professor Jones' former class mate Walter Harris. Indy 

befriends a young slave named Omar who belongs to Emily Keen. The two of them get into trouble 

when they Indy insists on visiting the market place to see a salted head displayed on a pole. Caught 

by slave traders, they are end up at an auction from which only Harris can attempt to rescue them. 

Chapter 2: Passion for Life (British East Africa + Paris 1908); On safari in British East Africa in 

September 1910, 10-year-old Indiana Jones befriends a Massai boy named Meto who helps him in 

his search for the little seen Fringe-Eared Oryx for former U.S. President Teddy Roosevelt. From 

there on he and his family and tutor travel to Paris, France where Indy meets a young Norman 

Rockwell and gets involved in a quarrel between the painters Edgar Degas and Pablo Picasso. The 

young American boys get a fascinating insight into modern art as Picasso schemes to one up the old 

master Degas. 

Chapter 3: The Perils of Cupid (Vienna + Florence 1908); Henry Jones Sr. takes his wife, son and the 

boy's tutor to the world's first psycho-analytical conference in Viena, Austria in November 1908. 

Young Indy meets Princess Sophie of Austia, daughter of Archduke Franz Ferdinand and develops 



deep feelings for her. He even asks Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung and Alfred Adler for love advice. On 

their next stop in Florance, Anna Jones becomes the object of affection for the persuasive opera 

composer Giacomo Puccini. With her husband away in Rome, Anna is torn between her feelings for 

her husband and the impulsive Italian. 

Chapter 4: Travels with Father (Russia + Athens 1910); After the extremely dull Perils of Cupid this 

next adventure of Young Indiana Jones is a helluva lot more interesting. His first adventure takes 

place in Russia, where his parents are staying in a castle with a bunch of important people. Indy gets 

into trouble and his dad gets furious. Tired of his parents' rules he runs away and meets an old man 

who just so happens to be Leo Tolstoy, the famous author of War and Peace. As they both try to flee 

from their families across the Russian countryside both Indy and Tolstoy learn from each other and 

develop quite a touching relationship. In the end they realize that going home is the best thing to do, 

but not before an interesting trade. In the second half Indy travels to Athens where his tutor takes 

ill. His mother whisks her away to a spa leaving Indy all alone with his dad. Not knowing how to deal 

with the boy on his own, Henry Jones Snr. takes Indy to all the important historical sites Athens has 

to offer. At first he's strict and hard, as per usual, but as soon as Indy starts to take in all of the 

lectures he lightens up and they have their own crazy adventure after a flock of sheep eat their 

clothes while skinny dipping. 

Chapter 5: Journey of Radiance (Benares + Beijing 1910); January, 1910. The Jones family attends a 

meeting of the Theosophy movement in Benares, India. There young Indy befriends a young boy 

named Jiddu Krishnamurti who is presented by the society to be the next world teacher and possible 

messiah. Traveling on to China in March, mother Jones takes Miss Seymour and Indy on a 

sightseeing trip while father meets with Chinese translator Yen Fu. Indy becomes ill during a rain 

storm and the travelers seek shelter with a poor Chinese family. Dispite the misgivings of his mother, 

a local doctor is allowed to treat the boy with acupuncture. 

Chapter 6: Spring Break Adventure (Princeton + Mexico 1916); Back when having a car was about as 

rare as three-legged ballet dancer Indy aims to impress everyone at school by turning up to the prom 

in a Bugatti race-car and put tormentor Butch to shame. His girlfriend's dad is Edward Stratemayer 

(the guy who created the Hardy Boys, Nancy Drew and Tom Swift) and promises to loan him the 

Bugatti until the engine fails. Desperate to get it fixed in time Indy takes it to Edison Industries to 

have the guys in the science lab fit a new electric battery into it. But since the oil company's are such 

a fiendish bunch they steal the plans for the battery and trash the lab, leaving Indy to rescue them 

on his own if he wants to make an impression at the prom. In the second half Indy travels to Mexico 

with his cousin to have a good time in a whorehouse but he is kidnapped by a bunch of Mexican 

Revolutionaries and pressured into fighting for their cause. He gets to meet Pancho Villa, trash 

William Randolph Hearst's mansion south of the border and antagonize General Patton. In the end 

he just wants to go home but not before getting revenge on Demetrius, the baddie who eluded him 

six years earlier in Egypt. 

Chapter 7: Love's Sweet Song (Ireland + London 1916); Indiana Jones and Remy Baudouin arrive in 

Ireland in April 1916 on their way to London where they plan to join the Belgian Army. In order to 

raise enough money for their fare to Englandm, they both start get a job at a local pub. Here Indy 

meets struggling play wight Sean O'Casey and soon impresses two Irish girls who think he's an 

American millionaire traveling the world. When they finally arrive in London, Indiana meets a spunky 



female bus conductor and suffragette named Vicky Prentiss who is not afraid to make her stance on 

women's rights be known to anyone who will listen. Finding they have a lot in common, Indy asks 

Vicky to accompany him on a visit to his former tutor, Helen Seymour, but soon realizes Vicky is 

adamant in having her opinion heard. 

Chapter 8: Trenches of Hell (Somme + Germany 1916); August, 1917. Using the name 'Henri 

Defense', 17-year-old Indiana Jones has enlisted in the Belgian army to fight in the Great War. After 

all his commanding officers have been wiped out during combat in Flanders, Corporal 'Defense' is 

left in charge of what's left of the 9th Belgian Infantry. They are assigned to the French 14th 

Company and dispatched into the Battle of the Somme. When Indy is captured by the Germans, he 

quickly gains a reputation as an escape artist, and is sent to the maximum security prison at 

Dunsterstadt on the Danube. 

Chapter 9: Demons of Deception (Verdun + Paris 1916); September, 1916. As Corporal Henri 

Defense, young Indiana Jones has become a motorcycle courier stationed near the trenches at 

Verdun. His friend Remy is still in the trenches, and both grow more disillusioned about the war each 

day. Chosen to sneak into enemy territory on account of his gift for languages, Indy overhears 

German officers speaking of the imminent arrival of their most powerful artillery guns, nicknamed 

Big Bertha. A month later Indy and Remy are granted leave to Paris, where Indiana meets the exotic 

dancer Mata Hari at a dinner party. He falls for her immediately, but soon finds out she is dating 

other men as well, including the French Minister of War. 

Chapter 10: Phantom Train of Doom (German East Africa 1916); November, 1916. Indiana Jones and 

Remy Baudouin have managed to get a transfer from the European trenches to the plains of Africa. 

On arrival they both receive a promotion to the rank of lieutenant in the Belgian Army. When they 

take the wrong train they end up in Moshi. Desprerate to join their unit in Lake Victoria, the two 

men bump into the 25th Royal Fusiliers, a unit of cranky old men led by Indy's old acquaintance 

Frederick Selous. Indy's passing knowledge of trains and fluent German comes in handy for the 

Fusiliers, who are about to go on a mission to find and destroy a Phantom Train that carries an 

enormous German artillery gun. After accomplishing their goal, Selous tricks Indy and Remy into 

joining his unit for another caper involving the capture of the German military strategist Colonel Von 

Lettow-Vorbeck. 

Chapter 11: Oganga, the Giver and Taker of Life (German East Africa + Congo 1916); Lt. Henry 

LaFrance[deFons?] (Indy) leads an assault and helps his unit win a commendation, and Indy a 

promotion to Captain. As a reward he is assigned a new mission to the west coast of Africa to 

recover a shipment of weapons. Along the way they run into disease and death, a leadership crisis as 

Indy clashes with the Major commanding. When things look pretty bleak, the small Belgian group is 

rescued by a kindly German doctor, Albert Schweitzer, known as Oganga to the natives. Indy learns 

some new philosophy during his stay but runs into geopolitics, French bureaucracy and the futility of 

war. 

Chapter 12: Attack of the Hawkmen (Ravanelle + Alhorn, Germany 1917); Indiana Jones transfers 

from the Belgian army to the French intelligence service, where his first assignment is as a 

reconnaissance photographer for the 124th Squadron, a group of volunteer American pilots in the 

French army. When his plane is shot down, Indy encounters the infamous "Red Baron" - Manfred 

von Richthofen. After a daring escape, Indy is parachuted back into Germany on a mission to 



convince aircraft designer Anthony Fokker to defect to France, and he discovers a new German 

superweapon - a new airplane intended to bring the war overseas. 

Chapter 13: Adventures in the Secret Service (Austria + Petrograd 1917); Indiana Jones, now a 

captain in the French army, is assigned to escort two Austrian princes to meet with Emperor Karl I 

and convince him to broker a peace deal with France and Britain at the expense of Austria's alliance 

with Germany. Two months later, at the French Embassy in Petrograd, Indy must decide between his 

loyalty to his friends and his work in French Intelligence when he is pressed to discover details of a 

possible bolshevik revolution in Russia which would cripple the French war effort. 

Chapter 14: Espionage Escapades (Barcelona + Prague 1917); May 1917. 16-year-old Indiana Jones 

joins an international trio of spies plotting against their German counterparts in the neutral city of 

Barcelona. After his old acquaintance Pablo Picasso helps him get a job at Sergei Diaghilev's Ballets 

Russes, Indy devices a plan to forge a love letter written by the German cultural attaché to make it 

seem he is having an affair with the Countess of Toledo. In August of the same year, Indiana is 

reassigned to Prague where he is to receive an important phone call. Unfortunately hotel room 

proves to be unequipped with a phone. Indy heads for the Ministery of Telephones, where he learns 

that having to confront Czech bureaucracy can be quite a trial. 

Chapter 15: Daredevils of the Desert (Palestine 1917); Working with a beautiful lady spy, Indiana 

Jones is assigned to assist the British forces in their attack on the Turkish-occupied town of 

Beersheba. With a regiment of the Australian Lighthorsemen approaching, Indy must defuse the 

explosives the Turks have placed throughout the town. T.E. Lawrence suggests his old friend and 

pen-pal Indiana Jones (a.k.a. Henri Defense) for an undercover mission in Gaza, where Indy befriends 

some members of the Australian Lighthorseman Regiment. The British plan to attack Beersheba but 

have to cross a grueling desert to do so. To get into Beersheba first, Indy poses as an Arab trader and 

is accompanied by a 'belly dancer' named Maya. 

Chapter 16: Tales of Innocence (Northern Italy + Morocco 1917); June 1918. Indiana Jones is working 

to get Austrian deserters safely to the allies side in the Italian Alps. In his spare time, he is wooing an 

Italian beauty named Guiletta. When he finds out another man is vying for her attention, Indy and 

his new pal, ambulance driver Ernest Hemingway make plans to crush Indiana's competitor by 

smothering Guiletta with presents and compliments. Afterwards, Indiana is begrudgingly ordered to 

Casablanca to find a traitor who is selling arms to the Berber rebels. Traveling incognito, he is joined 

by American novelist Edith Wharton and journalist Lowell Thomas. Indy and Edith soon find 

themselves attracted to each other despite their age difference. 

Chapter 17: Masks of Evil (Istanbul +Transylvania 1918); Istanbul, September 1918. Posing as neutral 

Swedish journalist 'Nils Anderson', Indiana Jones is trying to convince Turkish general Mustafa Kemal 

to form a separate peace with the allies instead of the Germans. His mission becomes jeopardized 

when he learns there is a traitor, codenamed 'The Wolf' in his spy network. Afterwards, as part of a 

small team of special agents, Indy is sent to Transylvania to find out why the mysterious General 

Targo has raided a German P.O.W. camp. They soon found out the General had taken up impaling his 

enemies, just like Vlad Tepes used to in the 15th century. 

Chapter 18: Treasure of the Peacock's Eye (London/Egypt + South Pacific 1919); Finds Indy 

vagabonding around the South Pacific on a treasure hunt for a fabled lost diamond. The war in 



Europe ends but a new adventure begins for Indy when a mysterious man's dying words, "The eye of 

the peacock!" send him and Remy on a thrilling treasure hunt for one of Alexander the Great's most 

prized possessions. Pursued by a dangeroud one-eyes man, Indy follows the trail of the diamond 

from London to Alexandria to the South Seas, where he has a run-in with a murderous band of 

Chinese pirates. The shipboard battle that ensues is a spectacular display of swords, guns and flying 

fists. Marooned by the priates on a remote desert island, Indy is captured by savage headhunters, 

but before they can turn him into a shrunken head and cannibal stew, he is rescued by 

anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski, and makes a life-altering decision. 

Chapter 19: Winds of Change (Paris + Princeton 1919); Winds of change is a pretty hard sell to Indy 

fans. The first half, Paris October 1919 is easily the most talkative and political episode in the 'Young 

Indiana Jones Chronicles' entire run, but give it a chance, it's actually very good. The second half 

takes the bookend sequences from 1996's 'Travels with Father', in which Indy returns home to his 

father in Princeton and expands them with footage that remained unreleased until the third volume 

of the Adeventures of young Indiana Jones DVD boxed sets hit the stores April 29th 2008. Now we 

finally get to see the arguments that drove Indy and his father apart until The Last Crusade. But don't 

expect to see the kind comedic bickering they did in that 1989 movie, this drama and not a pretty 

sight. Lloyd Owen's Henry Sr. comes off much less sympathetic than the beloved Sean Connery 

version. The Great War is over at last, we learn by way of a 'radio broadcast' narration delivered by a 

certain Percy McCallum (producer Rick getting his surname spoken aloud for the second and last 

time in the Chronicles, the first being in Benares, January 1910/'Journey of Radiance'). Although 

Indiana Jones (Sean Patrick Flanery) vowed to come home at the end of the last chapter, the rather 

uneven 'Treasure of the Peacock's Eye', we catch up with him working as a translator at the Paris 

peace conference and entertaining the notion of becoming a diplomat. He catches up with his old 

pen pal T.E. Lawrence for the third time in the series (once in each of the boxed sets). As Lawrence, 

Dougie Henshall looks better in uniform than in Arabian garb. Writer Jonathan Hales manages to 

cram an impressive amount of info and exposition in here. While George Clemenceau, Lloyd George 

and Woodrow Wilson are passing judgment on Germany and dividing up the spoils of war, Lawrence 

is fighting for one Arabia under Prince Feisal. Even a young Ho Chi Min manages to make an 

appearance. Only in Young Indy can one find all these names on the same credits. The war has 

changed the world as well as everybody who lived through it. When he quotes T.E. from a letter he 

wrote to him at the start of the war (in the original pilot The Curse of the Jackall, now part of 'Spring 

break Adventure'), Lawrence fails to recognize his own words. Indy comes close to losing another 

friend in argument (having already drifted apart from Remy in the previous chapter). Holland's own 

Jeroen Krabbé gives a strong performance in a small but well written part. Kenneth Brannagh's pal 

Michael Maloney is also very good as Arnold Toynbee, though he is written as some sort of 

Nostradamus, foreseeing the future perhaps a bit too accurately. For once, our sympathy lies with 

the Germans, being forced to take the blame for the entire war and to pay the consequences. It does 

tend to become a bit one sided when only Indy is willing to lend the Germans a hand not once but 

twice. And, with this being an American production, of the three world leaders, only President 

Wilson comes off sympathetic. After 46 minutes, Indy finally sets heads home to the States after 

three years of fighting and espionage to face his most daunting challenge yet: his father. The 

opening and closing sequence from 'Travels with Father' are mostly intact, with only a few lines 

changed. But instead of visiting home for what seemed like just one night in that version, here Indy 

remains in Princeton for the entire summer, romancing yet another girl he met on the steamer trip 



across the Atlantic. Once again Hales manages to fill the script to the brim with historical facts and 

characters: Henry Sr. arranges a summer job for his son assisting Professor Robert Goddard, rocket 

scientist. Indy briefly catches up with old flame Nancy Strattemeyer, and spends significant time with 

old buddy Paul Robeson. The two of them mention having been friends since they were little. In fact, 

their first meeting would have been documented in the un-produced episode 'Princeton, May 1905' 

if the show had been picked up for a third series. 

Chapter 20: Mystery of the Blues (Chicago 1920); Wyoming in 1950 adult Indiana Jones and a 

companion are are trying to escape from from another vehicle. They take refuge in a cabin and when 

Indy notices a small saxaphone he begins to recall his days at the University of Chicago in 1920. 

Flashback to Young Indy working as a waiter in Colossimo's restaurant. He becomes a fan of the local 

jazz and blues musicians and starts playing a bit himself. Later, a murder occurs and Indy and two 

friends, roommate Elliot Ness and old friend Ernest Hemingway, do some investigating to solve the. 

Much gunplay, car chases and comedic action ensue. 

Chapter 21: Scandal of 1920 (New York 1920); In this installment of the Young Indiana Jones 

Chronicles, Young Indy (Sean Patrick Flanery) finds himself juggling three girlfriends and working on 

a theatre production which seems fated for everything to go wrong. Though not the Indiana Jones 

you may be used to, the show is quite fun, entertaining, and surprisingly funny as well. Don't expect 

any sort of exciting adventure. This was not made to be anything like that. It is intended as a 

comedy, and does achieve that well. Great humor, a fun plot, and wholesome entertainment. 

Chapter 22: Hollywood Follies (Hollywood 1920); Indy takes a job as assistant to a Hollywood studio 

executive in an attempt to earn his college fees. His job is to get flamboyant and difficult director 

Erich Von Stroheim to complete his latest epic on time and with the budget, or else. The now 

legendary, almost mythical character of Indiana Jones once had a childhood. Every episode starts out 

with the elderly man that he is in the 1990's getting into a specific situation where he has to tell a 

story from his past. The stories go back to when he was 10-years-old and on a world tour with his 

father, and to his late-teens when he fought in World War I. 
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The Adventures Of Young Indiana Jones: Treasure Of The Peacock's 

Eye (1995) 
 

Finds Indy vagabonding around the South Pacific on a treasure 

hunt for a fabled lost diamond. The war in Europe ends but a new 

adventure begins for Indy when a mysterious man's dying words, 

"The eye of the peacock!" send him and Remy on a thrilling 

treasure hunt for one of Alexander the Great's most prized 

possessions. Pursued by a dangeroud one-eyes man, Indy follows 

the trail of the diamond from London to Alexandria to the South 

Seas, where he has a run-in with a murderous band of Chinese 

pirates. The shipboard battle that ensues is a spectacular display 

of swords, guns and flying fists. Marooned by the priates on a 

remote desert island, Indy is captured by savage headhunters, but 

before they can turn him into a shrunken head and cannibal stew, 

he is rescued by anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski, and makes 

a life-altering decision. This movie was loads of fun. It's obviously 

made-for-TV, but still has a higher production value than most of 

them. The story follows a 20-year-old Indy (Sean Patrick Flanery) 

and his friend Remy from the battlefields of Belgium to the South Pacific in search of a precious gem. 

Along the way we get to peak inside young Indy as he must decide whether it's the prize or the chase 

that he loves. All-in-all fun family fare. If you're a big Indy fan, I recommend this flick to add to your 

collection. 
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The Age Of Innocence (1993) 
 

Society scion Newland Archer is engaged to May Welland, but his 

well-ordered life is upset when he meets May's unconventional 

cousin, the Countess Olenska. At first, Newland becomes a 

defender of the Countess, whose separation from her abusive 

husband makes her a social outcast in the restrictive high society 

of late-19th Century New York, but he finds in her a companion 

spirit and they fall in love. In a way I am disappointed after reading 

the comments because I thought I was alone in adoring this 

ravishing and masterful film, and I thought I would get to be the 

sole voice in the wind proudly proclaiming its brilliance. Years ago, 

I ho-hummed my way through viewing it, and I was so 

unimpressed, I can't tell you today whether I saw it in a theater or 

rented it at home. It has been in rather heavy rotation on the 

movie channels for some reason of late, and I watched it again a 

few weeks ago. It simply left me breathless. I must have watched it twelve times over the last few 

weeks, and am dying to buy the DVD if it ever comes out. Scorcese calls this his "most violent film", 

and after seeing it again, alone, watching intently, it struck me how completely right he was. The 

comments before mine are mostly right on target...I am in awe of the filmmaking and can't say 

enough about the dramatic subtleties, the opulent production values and the overall magnificent 

way the entire project was handled. Even the normally atrocious Winona Ryder excelled in a role 

that was simply a tour-de-force for her...the vapid but yet not so vapid after all May Welland. A 

masterpiece. Please see it if you haven't already. 
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The Amazing Mr. Blunden (1972) 
 

A mysterious, very old solicitor Mr. Blunden visits Mrs. Allen and 

her young children (14-year-old Garry Miller) in her squalid, tiny 

Camden Town flat and makes her an offer she cannot refuse. The 

family become the housekeepers to a derelict country mansion in 

the charge of the solicitors. One day the children meet the spirits 

of two other children who died in the mansion nearly a hundred 

years previously. The children prepare a magic potion that allows 

them to travel backwards in time to the era of the ghost children. 

Will the children be able to help their new friends and what will 

happen to them if they do?? Saw this film when I was a child, and 

it still gives me the same lil shudders and I STILL giggle in the right 

places... its a good old story with the sweetest ending EVER. It 

really encapsulates the film genre of the 1970's and the old way of 

telling ghost stories which seems to have been lost in modern 

films. This film is good for the whole family and actually deals with death and the afterlife in a 

manner that makes you talk about it afterwards. 
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The Amityville Horror (2005) 
 

George & Kathy Lutz and Kathy's 3 children (16-year-old Jesse 

James & 9-year-old Jimmy Bennett) are moving into an elegant 

Long Island home. What they don't know is that 6 gruesome 

murders were committed there the year before - Ronald DeFeo 

Jr., the oldest son in the family, murdered his parents, his 2 

brothers & 2 sisters by shooting them with a 35 caliber in 

November of 1974. No sooner are the Lutzes moved into the 

house than they begin seeing horrible things - the ghost of Jodie 

DeFeo, horribly disfigured bodies - and hearing ghostly voices 

throughout the house. George seems to notice it the most, and it 

isn't long before he becomes a danger to those around him. When 

the local priest, called in to bless the house, comes charging out in 

horror after being swarmed by flies, he issues a dire warning to 

Kathy - 'Leave that house'. But will they be able to escape before 

the house and its vengeful spirits take control of George - and make him into a deadly menace? On 

November 14th, 1974, police received a frantic phone call that led them to the DeFeo residence, 

where they made a grisly discovery- 6 bodies, the entire DeFeo family, all slaughtered with a 35 

caliber as they slept calmly in their beds. Ronald DeFeo confessed to methodically murdering his 

parents and four siblings, and claimed it was the "voices" that told him to do it. One year later, on 

November 18, 1975, George and Kathy Lutz along with their three children moved into the house, 

thinking it was going to be their dream home. Especially if their dreams were nightmares. The Lutz 

family only lasted twenty eight days in their home after they were terrorized by a demonic force that 

drove them away. Based on the true story of George and Kathy Lutz, The Amityville Horror remains 

one of the most horrifying haunted house stories ever told - because it actually happened. I'm not 

the biggest fan of the Amityville franchise, but this was just as bad as all the direct-to-video sequels. 

All it really manages to do is create an air of the unpleasant. Not scary or suspenseful or 

entertaining, mind you. Just unpleasant. It's boring and the characters are complete voids with no 

personality. You honestly don't care if someone plants an axe in any of their heads, and quite 

frankly, you wish Ryan Reynolds would do just that to the wife/mother character (Melissa George), 

who does some of the lamest, most pea-brained things imaginable. The supposed protector of her 

children ensures her own children's lives are constantly in danger because she refuses to leave the 

house or her husband. Maybe she should have sent them off to stay with a relative or take them to 

day care when things started to get shaky? If those were my children and I was so up my husband's 

rear end that I couldn't leave him for a couple of days, then I think I'd stay at home and take my 

chances and not insist my kids stick around too so that daddy has a chance to start swinging an axe 

at them. Though the production values are halfway decent, the direction, script and uneven acting 

ruin it. You think the director was more interested in making a Ryan Reynolds fetish video going by 

how much time he spends getting Reynolds out of his shirt to show off his six pack abs. So whatever, 

the guy spends a lot of time at the gym... Now put him in some halfway decent movie and give him a 

character to work with next time. Then possibly I could appreciate him as something more than a 

vapid pretty boy with questionable talent. Melissa George, who I believe is a TV actress, is awful. The 

kids did a decent job. Talented character actor Philip Baker Hall is shamefully wasted. 
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The Angelic Conversation (1985) 
 

An unseen woman recites Shakespeare's sonnets - fourteen in all - 

as a man wordlessly seeks his heart's desire. The photography is 

stop-motion, the music is ethereal, the scenery is often elemental: 

boulders and smaller rocks, the sea, smoke or fog, and a garden. 

The man is on an odyssey following his love. But he must first, as 

the sonnet says, know what conscience is. So, before he can be 

united with his love, he must purify himself. He does so, bathing a 

tattooed figure (an angel, perhaps) and humbling himself in front 

of this being. He also prepares himself with water and through his 

journey and his meditations. Finally, he is united with his fair 

friend. Derek Jarman is a brilliant filmmaker, and along with Peter 

Greenaway, probably the most important British filmmaker of the 

Post WW2 era. The Angelic Conversation, while a quality work of 

extraordinary textural richness, isn't Jarman's best. The problem 

here lies partially in the editing. It's far too aesthetically disjointed and the optical effects seem 

cheap and reaching. Maybe it's because a million so-called experimental filmmakers have achieved 

similar results to a much less pointed effect. That kind of copying unfortunately makes this film seem 

tired, though the soundtrack and script are spectacular. It is also Jarman's most personal film aside 

from perhaps, Blue. This is unfortunate, because Jarman has always been most effective when he 

looks outward. Sebastione, for instance, was a brilliant historical film that literally transports you 

back in time and The Garden was a scathing political portrait of fin de siecle England under Thatcher. 

See those before you watch this, but all Jarman is interesting. Coil fans will also appreciate their 

contribution to this film. 
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The Apple Dumpling Gang (1975) 
 

Three orphaned siblings (14-year-old Clay O'Brien & 10-year-old 

Brad Savage) are forced upon confirmed bachelor Donovan 

(Bixby) in a 19th century boom town of Quake City, CA. After an 

earthquake shakes the area, the children find a large gold nugget 

worth tens of thousands of dollars. But their newfound wealth is 

causing more problems than it's solving, so they agree to "give" 

the gold to two bumbling outlaws (Knotts & Conway). But they 

only way they can get the gold is to steal it from the bank vault 

where it's being held for safe keeping. One of the best live-action 

Disney movies. A sweet story about misplaced children, an 

unwilling but good-intentioned gambler as a foster parent and 

two bumbling crooks as the comic foil. Bill Bixby, of "My Favorite 

Martian" and "The Hulk" fame, plays Russell Donovan, the 

roaming gambler who is unwittingly stuck with some "valuables." Tim Conway and Don Knotts, a 

little past their prime, play the hapless crooks known as the "Hash Knife Outfit." Susan Clark plays 

the tomboy stage coach driver who fills in as the kids mother. It also stars Harry Morgan as the 

sheriff. Beautiful scenery, lots of action, comedy, and a fabulous saloon brawl that is the highlight of 

the film. 
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The Apple Dumpling Gang Rides Again (1979) 
 

Amos and Theodore the two bumbling outlaw wannabees from 

The Apple Dumpling Gang are back. They are trying to make it on 

their own. When they arrive at the town they are going to, all 

sorts of things go awry. They accidentally subdue the town's 

legendary lawman, Wooly Bill Hitchcock thus enraging him into 

tracking them down. They also are accused of bank robbery. And 

they "enlist" in the army, and burn down the fort. Amid all this the 

army is beseiged by someone stealing their supplies. First of all, 

congratulations are in order for Tim Conway for hilarity, and the 

unforgettable Kenneth Mars' outrageous funny Marshall Wooly 

Bill Hitchcock character whose performance left me in stitches 

from laughter! I laughed long after seeing the film when I 

remembered how did Marshal Wooly Bill Hitchcock go after the 

Apple Dumpling Gang. In my opinion this sequel to the first Apple 

Dumpling Gang was a great improvement from its original version in both comedic content and 

character development, and its story line. I highly recommend this sequel for clean family fun and 

entertainment. 
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The Arizona Kid (1939) 
 

Roy is a Confederate officer stationed in Missouri during the Civil 

War. He must put an end to outlaw gangs working under the 

pretense of service to the Confederacy. Roy and Gabby deliver 

horses to Missouri in 1861. When the war breaks out, they 

become confederate scouts. When the rebel McBride and his gang 

of murderers attack them, Roy is shot and left for dead. One of 

McBride's raiders is Dave who is a friend of Roy and he returns to 

save him. Later Roy captures McBride's gang including Dave and 

has to have them executed. Then he heads after McBride. Roy 

Rogers (as Roy Rogers) finds his home town divided at the onset of 

the Civil War. Missouri is a Union State, but Mr. Rogers and the 

town-folk side with the Confederate States. Rogers and his 

sidekick George "Gabby" Hayes (as Gabby) decide to work for the 

Confederacy; their mission becomes defeating renegade Stuart 

Hamblen (as McBride). The wicked Mr. Hamblen complicates loyalties further by employing Rogers' 

boyhood friend Dave Kerwin (as Dave). Obviously, hero Rogers is on the losing side of the Civil War; 

but the film has little to do with its Civil War setting; instead, it's a story about loyalty and the law. It 

you ignore the Confederate issues, it's one of the better early Rogers stories. The acting and 

production levels are relatively high - watch the story after the storm hits, with thunder and 

lightning used effectively by director Joseph Kane. Dorothy Sebastian (as Bess) is great with Rogers 

and Hamblen in the final confrontation/shootout scene. Roger's songs are above average, too - 

particularly when harmonizing with slaves on "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot". 
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The Arrival (1996) 
 

Zane Ziminski is an astrophysicist who receives a message that 

seems to have extraterrestrial origins. Eerily soon after his 

discovery, Zane is fired. He then embarks on a search to 

determine the origins of the transmission that leads him into a 

Hitchcockian labyrinth of paranoia and intrigue. When the 

astronomer Zane Ziminski (Charlie Sheen) receives signal from a 

distant star, he reports and gives all the evidences to his chief, Phil 

Gordian (Ron Silver), and is immediately fired. Zane becomes 

obsessed to locate the signals again and finds a transmission to 

the outer space in the same wave from Mexico, and he flies to the 

place. Meanwhile, the scientist Ilana Green (Lindsay Crouse) is 

investigating the unexplained raise of the temperature in Third 

World countries and also goes to Mexico for further research. 

They meet each other in a small Mexican town, where Zane finds that aliens are preparing to 

annihilate the human race and preparing Earth for their occupation. Zane Ziminski is a radio 

astronomer who picks up strange signals from outer space. Believing these signals to be from 

intelligent life, he reports his findings to his superiors. He is then fired. Investigating the signals on 

his own, he discovers similar signals emitting from Mexico. Anxious to discover the source of these 

transmissions, Zane embarks on a trek to Mexico. Zane Ziminski is fired from NASA after picking up 

unidentified signals from a distant location in space. His curiosity soon turn to sheer terror as he 

travels to Mexico, where a series of unexplained events lead him to believe that there are aliens all 

over the world. He gathers evidence to support this theory but will he ever have the chance to 

broadcast the 'facts' alive? The Arrival is a excellent alien film! Charlie Sheen was very good and I 

really liked his look. Ron Silver was good. The Arrival boasts great views of the sky, cool action, good 

acting, great looking aliens, and a good ending. If you like Sheen and films about aliens then see the 

Arrival today! 
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The Aviator (2004) 
 

The script begins as a young Hughes directs one of Scorsese's 

favorite films, Hell's Angels. Hughes was so obsessed with 

perfection in the aerial sequences that he waits forever for perfect 

conditions, right down to cloud formations. The Aviator ends in 

1946, when Hughes was still a dashing young man and romancing 

actresses like Ava Gardner and Katharine Hepburn. Phenomenal 

public success contrasts with private behaviors close to madness: 

Howard Hughes from the late 1920s to the late 1940s, from "Hells 

Angels" (spending a fortune on details) through the only flight of 

the Hercules, a huge, money-losing transport plane. Along the 

way, the public Hughes sees the big picture - in movies and in 

aviation, building TWA and leading it through a fight with Pan Am 

and the U.S. Senate. In private, phobias and compulsions threaten 

him with self-imposed solitary confinement. How long can his 

imagination, drive, and the sympathies of Katharine Hepburn, Ava Gardner, and the men who work 

for him stave off these internal disorders? Focusing on his early years (from the 1930 production of 

'Hell's Angels' to the 1947 test flight of the Blue Spruce, when he was 42), this is the story of how 

young Howard Hughes transformed a small fortune into a massive one. The son of the Texan 

inventor of an amazing drill bit who died when he was 18, leaving him with 75% of the "Hughes Tool 

Co.", Howard Hughes (DiCaprio) quickly moved to Los Angeles to become a Hollywood film producer, 

where he helped launch the career of Jean Harlow and other starlets, and producing such classics as 

Hell's Angels, The Front Page, Flying Leathernecks, and Scarface (the 1932 original), eventually 

owning RKO Pictures. Hughes' legend came not from focusing on just Hollywood, however, as he 

simultaneously branched into industry after industry, including aviation in 1932 (including TWA 

Airlines), and during WWII, defense, leading to the creation of the (infamous) Spruce Goose, a flying 

boat of immense size. After WWII, Hughes' expansions continued, with an electronics company that 

was integral to the evolution of the satellite, and Hughes' several Las Vegas casinos (though this film 

may be ending before he moves there). This film will also focus on Hughes' romances with 

Hollywood stars like Katharine Hepburn (Blanchett) and Ava Gardner (Beckinsale). (Huston plays the 

president of TWA; Baldwin plays the president of their competitor, Pan Am). We all live in our own 

movies, and particularly like movies of people who do so more literally. Here are three in one film: 

Martin Scorsese: My regular readers know that I have been very critical of his films. Sure, they are 

crafted well enough, but the world he created was not one worth visiting. His films until recently 

were of the Italian storytelling school which focuses on characters. Those characters do not inhabit 

their worlds as much as create them. Scorsese's camera, therefore, was affixed to people, almost by 

a visible thread. But those of us who watch film seriously know that there is nothing but empty 

darkness just outside the camera's eye. There's no world, so there can be no God, or fate, or luck or 

whatever material you imagine fills the river of life. He knows it is a cheat as well and has said so. 

Just like many other fabulously successful filmmakers who know their work is hollow, in his later 

years he's tried to mature... to master a greater notion of creation. "Gangs" was a success in this 

regard though an unfinished film because the Weinsteins pulled the plug. It marked a completely 

different approach to space and context, and I applauded it. Now he actually finishes a movie in the 



new style. Though this is a story of a man, it is no longer anchored to the man. The camera is now 

Orson Welles' camera with shots of the space with people in it. So obvious is some of this that when 

Hughes first retreats, he stays out a room that inexplicably (and unhistorically) has strings tied from 

hither and yon from objects. Take another look at that room and see all of Scorsese's old camera 

angles. I think we can welcome Scorsese now as the best new filmmaker of the year. This is as much 

his story as Hughes'. Cate Blanchett: Cate is one of three actresses alive who can fold her acting, 

meaning that she can simultaneously deliver two characters in the same motions. She's at the top of 

her game here (while Julianne is devolving with an apparently thick husband). Hepburn was an 

amazing actress, deeply untalented in the conventional measures but capable of engineering her 

surroundings to suit. Her engineering of the "Philadelphia Story" persona is Hollywood legend. She 

engineered a character that worked, then stepped into it. The old Scorsese would have hired 

someone like Streep to play Hepburn and lumbered around after her. The new Scorsese allows Cate 

to flower and willingly supports the folding: an actress (Cate) playing a character (Kate) who is 

playing a character. You can see all the conduits of control, all the taught strings at two levels. God, 

what a great time to be alive! Howard Hughes: The movie gave the impression that Howard simply 

inherited his money. No so. He was a brilliant engineer who famously codesigned systems and the 

engineering organizations to support them. While most of us were barfing at frat parties, he 

designed a drill bit (often credited to his father) that is still the standard in the industry, together 

with a set of screw connections that has since become the international standard. That's where the 

money came from. And though he went loopy toward the end, he ensured that 100% of his wealth 

(yes, all assets were sold) went to endow the world's largest private research institute. This was a 

passionate engineer in a world of monopolistic thugs (Gates take notice), truly what we like to think 

the "free market" is all about. The movie also ignores a key movie connection: He always intended 

the "Spruce Goose" to be made of wood, and because all U.S. manufacturing assets were 

committed, he designed a production system that allowed small businesses, even backyard groups, 

to make pieces that would be floated down rivers and successively be glued into larger parts. This 

(what he called the "packet production system") was the first serious research into what we today 

call "virtual enterprises." When the war ended, he sent his virtual enterprise experts into his film 

business where they used the system (freely giving away details) to destroy the vertically integrated 

studio system. Nearly all movies today use his virtual enterprise approach and the Weinsteins 

(producers of this very film) are the current masters of the system. 
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The Baby Of Mâcon (1993) 
 

A movie about the corruption in all levels of society. A baby (Nils 

Dorando) is born from a supposed-to-be virgin woman, so a chain 

of hysteria about divine intervention in the birth takes place. "The 

Baby of Macon" is a very bizarre film. Part play, part period piece 

and part religious satire. As usual director Peter Greenaway 

creates a stunning masterpiece, that looks like a painting come to 

life. Of course the film has disturbing elements and is probably 

Greenaway's most violent and brutal film. Julia Ormond plays the 

daughter, a beautiful young women. Her mother who's extremely 

ugly gives birth to the most beautiful baby. The daughter lies and 

says the baby is hers and that it was a virgin birth. She profits 

from the child and has him bless the whole town, even the cow. 

Both Ray Fiennes and Julia Ormand have very tough roles in this 

film; including a manger scene seduction. When the town finds 

out that the daughter is lying and the baby is not hers, they sentence her to be raped by over 100 

men. Poor Julia Ormond. Avoid this film if religious or easily shocked. The film does have a dark 

sense of humor and makes a powerful statement about greed and religion. Although brutal, "The 

Baby of Macon" is a surreal masterpiece in which reality and stage performance collide. You'll 

wonder what parts a play and what events are actually happening in the story. This film also includes 

an amazing film score by Micheal Nyman. If only it would get a DVD release in the U.S. 
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The Babysitter (2003) 
 

A provocative coming of age comedy about one night in 

the lives of two lonely kids. A 15-year-old shy boy (21-

year-old Jeremy Lelliott) babysitter and a 10-year-old 

precocious girl. This is a sensitive movie about the 

hardships of growing up. Should be made into a feature 

film. It is absolutely entertaining - very funny. The acting is 

amazing. Mr. Raff was able to get great performances 

from his young actors. It is a provocative subject matter and yet it is done beautifully. It reminded 

me of my childhood and of the encounters I had with my babysitter. It is a very sensitive story and 

very very funny. The audience was roaring with laughter. The direction is superb, it is shot amazingly 

and the acting is also great. The question of who is babysitting who is constantly in the back of the 

viewers mind. 
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The Baby-Sitters Club (1995) 
 

14-year-old Austin O'Brien. Based on the bestselling book series 

about seven friends whose babysitting business leads to one 

adventure after another. When tomboy Kristy, president of the 

club, has a brilliant idea to run a summer day camp, the girls all 

agree it's the perfect way to spend their summer--together! But 

life gets complicated as budding romance, family problems and a 

trio of scheming snobs all conspire to ruin the club. The BSC gang 

learn for themselves the amazing power of friendship. A group of 

friends in junior high decide to start a summer camp for the kids 

they babysit. However, their plans are constantly changed by 

complaining neighbors, school rivals, and the ususual growing 

pains - from passing summer school to dating to reconnecting a 

relationship with an absentee father. Based on the books by Ann 

Martin, seven 13-year-old girls go together to start a baby-sitting 

club but have to contend with adult rules for the operation of a business. I saw this movie a couple 

times after reading the book. The characters in the movie look way too young, but they fit the 

storyline well so all young girls in the audience could relate. Some plots in the movie don't make 

sense at all, especially when an unlikely figure comes into Kristy Thomas' life. I like the fun the girls 

have with the day camp they run and how Cokie the girls rival always put on a prank. I also like how 

this is not only an all girl movie, that the parents of the girls do get involved in their lives, more so of 

Stacy's and Kristy's families, which I feel brings warmth into a movie like this, and gives any young 

girl a sense of security to come to their parents when any situation occurs. Though I must say, this is 

not a fairy tale movie with all happiness in it. There are problems each of the seven girls are facing, 

some that each girl in the audience could probably relate to, especially with bullying. This is a movie 

that all girls could relate to, and I highly recommend for girls between the ages of 9 and 12-years-old 

to watch this film. They will realize that no girl is alone when facing their problems. 
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The Bad News Bears (I) (1976) 
 

First of a trilogy of films takes an unflinching look at the 

underbelly of little league baseball in Southern California. Former 

minor leaguer Morris Buttermaker is a lazy, beer swilling 

swimming pool cleaner who takes money to coach the Bears, a 

bunch of disheveled misfits (15-year-old Jackie Earle Haley, 14-

year-old Alfred Lutter III, 11-year-old Chris Barnes, 13-year-old 

Erin Blunt, 13-year-old Gary Lee Cavagnaro, Jaime Escobedo, Scott 

Firestone, 9-year-old George Gonzales, 12-year-old Brett Marx, 

15-year-old David Pollock, 7-year-old Quinn Smith, 15-year-old 

David Stambaugh & 14-year-old Brandon Cruz) who have virtually 

no baseball talent. Realizing his dilemma, Coach Buttermaker 

brings aboard girl pitching ace Amanda Whurlizer, the daughter of 

a former girlfriend, and Kelly Leak, a motorcycle punk who 

happens to be the best player around. Brimming with confidence, the Bears look to sweep into the 

championship game and avenge an earlier loss to their nemesis, the Yankees. I was really impressed 

with how well this movie has "aged." Walter Matthau plays that role of the alcoholic wash-out to 

perfection, and Tatum O'Neal portrays the struggle of a young girl trying to enter adolescence 

without losing her sense of "self" with delicacy and skill. It's a good story, with quite a bit serious to 

say about human nature and the understandings and misunderstandings between generations; it 

makes me mad that it never received the attention it deserved because it's "just" about kids. On a 

sadder note, I also couldn't help being impressed with how far this culture has regressed since 1976. 

The children's use of even mild profanity would never be permitted now in a "family film," and the 

wonderful scene at the end would certainly send the Thought Police running for their placards and 

boycotts. It's worth watching this film again just to remind ourselves that only 30 years ago children 

still enjoyed some autonomous space in which to grow, and the iron doors of the Nanny State had 

not yet completely swung closed upon them. 
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The Bad News Bears (II) In Breaking Training (1977) 
 

Sentimental sequel film finds the Bears (16-year-old Jackie Earle 

Haley, 15-year-old Alfred Lutter III, 12-year-old Chris Barnes, 14-

year-old Erin Blunt, 14-year-old Gary Lee Cavagnaro, Jaime 

Escobedo, 13-year-old Jeffrey Louis Starr, 10-year-old George 

Gonzales, 13-year-old Brett Marx, 16-year-old David Pollock, 8-

year-old Quinn Smith, 16-year-old David Stambaugh & 16-year-

old Jimmy Baio), somehow, the little league champions of 

California. As a result, the team is invited to play a between-

games exhibition at the Houston Astrodome with the local 

champs, the Toros. Kelly Leak, the Bears' star player, decides to 

rejoin the team and go with them to Houston to make amends 

with his estranged father, Mike. This second installment in 

Paramount's "The Bad News Bears" film series is (as most sequels 

are) not quite as good as the original film but it's not entirely bad 

either. William Devane does a fairly good job in his role as the new coach of the Bears little league 

baseball team. He has his sights set on big things including giving the team a shot for the little league 

world series and a chance to play at the famed Houston Astrodome. However, what could've made 

this sequel better was if some of the talent that came together to make the first film so enjoyable 

could've returned. The series was never the same without Walter Matthau and Tatum O'Neal. 
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The Bad News Bears (III) Go To Japan (1978) 
 

In this third film version of the Bad News Bears series, Tony Curtis 

plays a small time promotor/hustler who takes the pint-sized 

baseball team (17-year-old Jackie Earle Haley, 14-year-old Jeffrey 

Louis Starr, 11-year-old George Gonzales, Scoody Thornton, 14-

year-old Brett Marx, 17-year-old David Pollock, 17-year-old David 

Stambaugh & 15-year-old Erin Blunt) to Japan for a match against 

the country's best little league baseball team which sparks off a 

series of adventures and mishaps the boys come into. Sleazy 

hustler/promoter Tony Curtis (looking old and tired here) talks our 

pint-sized heroes into going to Japan to play an international little 

league game with the best team in the Orient. Sleep-inducing 

third installment lacks the wit and charm of the original and even 

lacks the minimum credibility that the first sequel had. Jackie Earle 

Haley and the rest of the ballplayers seem like little more than 

spoiled adolescent performers that are just going through the motions. Curtis' one-liners and used 

car dealer-styled part wears thin before we are even settled in. More proof that sequels rarely work, 

particularly in the 1970s. 
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The Baker Street Boys (1983) 
 

This series centred on the band of street-dwelling orphans who 

occasionally assist Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson in the solving 

of their cases. In this series they get the chance to do some 

detection of their own, as well as dealing with the Conan Doyle 

regulars (Lestrade, and Moriarty - confusingly played by Colin 

Jeavons, who was of course Lestrade in the long-running Granada 

Holmes series). The gang of boys are presented as something 

similar to Fagin's boys in 'Oliver Twist', and their nominal leader, 

Wiggins (17-year-old Jay Simpson), is a typical Artful Dodger type, 

a wannabee toff. Others playing prime roles include 15-year-old 

Adam Woodyatt (before his twenty year plus run in soap 

EastEnders) as Shiner, and David Garlick as Sparrow. Holmes and 

Watson (Roger Ostime and Hubert Rees) were peripheral 

characters and fairly forgettable, but this series was a particularly 

good children's hour yarn. A novella was produced just after the 

series aired which presented a number of crime-busting stories 

involving the boys of Baker Street. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1983) 
 

Episodes 1 & 2 - The Adventure Of The Disappearing Dispatch Case. 

Episodes 5 & 6 - The Adventure Of The Winged Scarab. 
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The Barchester Chronicles (1982) 
 

One of the best Trollope adaptations in recent years. A true classic 

that will delight lovers of the 'Barchester' novels through more 

than one viewing. Adapted from the first two novels, 'The 

Warden' and 'Barchester Towers'. All the cast are well matched to 

their roles. Of note: It seems newspapers have changed little in 

150 years. The fictional 'The Jupiter' ('The Times' very thinly 

disguised) is just as sanctimonious and irritating as today's press. 

Clive Swift as Bishop Proudie is, well, another bumbling Clive 

Swift. Alan Rickman gives an excellent performance as the 

ingratiating humbug Rev. Slope (formerly Mr. Slop). Slope's 

Cathedral sermon on the demerits of music in the evangelical 

church (Episode 2) is brilliant, as is his marriage proposal to Mrs. 

Bold (Episode 4). Father and daughter Donald and Angela 

Pleasance play father and daughter Mr. Harding and Mrs. Grantly. 

A weak point is the character is the second romantic interest of Mrs. Bold, The Rev. Francis Arabin. 

In the series he seems a rather dull of stick of about 40, much older than Mrs. Bold, and it hard to 

see why a mid-twenties, attractive and wealthy widow would be in the least attracted to him. He is 

well spoken and intelligent but otherwise most unprepossesing. In the novel, however, Trollope 

devotes an full chapter to his history and the minute description of his personality and character. As 

a result it is quite clear why Mrs. Bold found him so desirable from their first meeting. 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1982) 
 

Episode 1: Rev. Septimus Harding is much-loved in Barchester, perhaps the most beloved citizen in 

the county. In addition to the work at his church, which includes a superb choir, he is also Warden of 

a local hospital where a group of elderly gentlemen reside and receive a small stipend from the will 

of a benefactor who died some 400 years ago. Dr. John Bold has been tasked to look into this will to 

determine if its wishes are being correctly applied. He is particularly concerned the Rev. Harding is in 

receipt of an annual stipend of £800 per year - a considerable increase in the original amount owing 

to a vast increase in the value of the property - while its residents receive only 1s6d per day. The 

results of Bold's investigations figure prominently in a newspaper article denouncing the practices of 

the Church of England. Rev. Harding takes all of the criticism in his stride, even beginning to wonder 

if his remuneration might in fact be excessive. His daughter Eleanor however does not and any hope 

that John Bold may have had of marrying the girl have seemingly come to an end. 

Episode 2: Eleanor Harding pleads with John Bold to stop his attacks on her father. He doesn't see his 

attack as personal but one against the perceived corruption of the Church of England whose 

members live in luxury while the poor starve. In the end he agrees to stop the court action and so 

informs Archdeacon Grantly, Septimus Harding's son-in-law. Eleanor and John also agree to be 

married. It's not all that simple for Septimus Harding however. He is greatly disturbed by the 



accusations made against him and travels to London to speak to the Church's solicitor, Sir Abraham 

Haphazard. Although the suit has been dropped, he asks his legal counsel if it is also a moral victory. 

When Haphazard says he is unable to speak to morality, Septimus decides to resign as Warden. 

Episode 3: Some years have now passed and Rev. Septimus Harding is happy in his new parish. His 

daughter Eleanor married John Bold but he died unexpectedly leaving a widow with a young son. 

Bishop Grantly, well over 80 years old, also dies and his son, Archdeadon Grantly, expects to be 

named Bishop in his place. Such is not to be however and the new Bishop and his wife soon arrive. 

Along with Bishop and Mrs. Proudie comes his assistant, Obadiah Slope. Archdeacon Grantly soon 

concludes that the new Bishop defers decisions to his wife and she to Rev. Slope. When the Bishop 

asks Slope to deliver the Sunday sermon at the Cathedral, Slope rails against the need for music 

during services, much to Rev. Harding's dismay. Slope is soon calling on the widowed Mrs. Bold 

showing a great interest in her and suggesting that her father may be considered for his old post as 

Warden of the hospital. Bishop Proudie order the return of the cathedral's Canon, Dr. Vesey 

Stanhope who has been at Lake Como in Italy recovering from a sore throat - for 12 years! When the 

Proudie's host a dinner, they meet Stanhope for the first time along with his children including his 

widowed daughter, Signora Madeline Neroni. 

Episode 4: As suggested by Bishop Proudie, the Rev. Septimus Harding calls on Rev. Obadiah Slope to 

discuss the possibility of being reappointed Warden of the hospital. Septimus is offended not only by 

Slope's manner but also the conditions he's laid down should the appointment be accepted. Slope is 

clearly using the appointment to his own advantage. Rather than arrange for a meeting with the 

Bishop as Septimus Harding had requested, he reports that Rev. Harding rejected the offer. Slope 

then offers the post to Mr. Quiverful who is more than pleased to accept, given that his household 

includes 14 children. Slope continues to dangle the possibility of her father's appointment with Mrs. 

Bold, in whom he has an interest - or at least interest in the fact that she is a rich widow. 

Episode 5: Obadiah Slope continues to manipulate those around him. Having overstepped the mark 

and offered the position of hospital Warden to Rev. Quiverful, he gets Bishop Proudie to agree that 

should Quiverful opt to withdraw his acceptance, they would be in a position to offer it once again to 

Septimus Harding. Slope manipulates the kindly Quiverful into withdrawing his acceptance but 

doesn't quite count on Mrs. Quiverful who goes straight to Mrs. Proudie to complain. When the 

Bishop's wife learns that Slope used her name in his dealings with Quiverful, he makes an enemy 

that no man would dare want. Slope has also continued his visits to Signora Madeline Neroni, with 

whom he is clearly smitten. Meanwhile, Septimus Harding and his daughter Eleanor visit his son-in-

law Archdeacon Grantly and elder daughter Susan. Mr. Grantly is still preparing to go to war with 

Slope and objects when Eleanor receives a letter from him. 

Episode 6: Obadiah Slope's machinations are slowly catching up to him. The Dean of Barchester 

Cathedral is on his death bed and many in the community are outraged when an article appears in 

the local newspaper suggesting that Slope should be named as his replacement. It's apparent to 

everyone that Slope was the source of the suggestion. At the Thorne's annual garden party, Eleanor 

Bold is hoping to spend some time with Francis Arabin who she finds attractive and interesting. 

Slope however seems to interrupt any such attempt and when he finally proposes to her, she has a 

very sharp - and painful - response. To her amazement, Slope's isn't the only proposal of marriage 

she receives that day. 



Episode 7: Mrs. Proudie is clearly in charge again and Bishop Proudie announces that Mr. Quiverful is 

to become the new Warden of the hospital. Obadiah Slope's objections fall on deaf ears as does his 

suggestion that he should be named Dean. He soon realizes that his future is indeed dire. Rev. 

Septimus Hardinge is thrilled to be offered the post of Dean leading his son-in-law and both 

daughters to rejoice. They're not prepared however for his response to the offer. Following 

Madeline Neroni's advice, Eleanor makes her feelings for Francis Arabin known and they are soon 

engaged to be married. 
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The Barefoot Executive (1971) 
 

A young man (20-year-old Kurt Russell) who works in the 

mailroom at a TV network wants to move up the corporate ladder 

but finds himself stymied by his selfish boss. By chance he 

discovers that his neighbor's chimpanzee has a knack for picking 

successful TV programs. He uses the chimp's programming skills 

to land himself a job in the programming department of the 

network. A monkey who fills network slots? Just another 

executive meeting at the networks, you might think, but this is 

the beauty of the plot that is "The Barefoot Executive", a movie 

made when Disney was in its live action glory. A still-young Russell 

is a mail boy at one of the big networks who has ideas but the 

stuffy boss (Flynn) will have none of it. Then, Russell agress to 

babysit his girfriends' neighbor's pet chimp (probably a '70s thing) 

who turns out to be a whiz at picking out all the popular shows. 

One thing leads to another until Russell, playing all the chimp's hunches, finds himself on top of the 

TV programming world. It's not Prokofiev but for pure fun this movie is a keeper. How can you dislike 

a movie that not only has Russell and a cute chimp but also the comedic timing of both Joe Flynn and 

Wally Cox? Their moments together are pure hilarity. Even "MASH"'s Col. Potter (a.k.a. Harry 

Morgan) has plenty of good scenes as a blustering head honcho. For kids and grown-ups who grew 

up on these movies, there can be no substitutes. "The Barefoot Executive" is monkeying around at 

its best. Nine stars. And we'll get through this if we ALL KEEP COOL HEADS! 
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The Basketball Diaries (1995) 
 

Film adaptation of street tough Jim Carroll's (21-year-old Leonardo 

DiCaprio) epistle about his kaleidoscopic free fall into the 

harrowing world of drug addiction. As a member of a seemingly 

unbeatable high school basketball squad, Jim's life centers around 

the basketball court and the court becomes a metaphor for the 

world in his mind. A best friend who is dying of leukemia, a coach 

("Swifty") who takes unacceptable liberties with the boys on his 

team, teenage sexual angst, and an unhealthy appetite for heroin 

-- all of these begin to encroach on young Jim's dream of 

becoming a basketball star. Soon, the dark streets of New York 

become a refuge from his mother's mounting concern for her son. 

He can't go home and his only escape from the reality of the 

streets is heroin for which he steals, robs and prostitutes himself. 

Only with the help of Reggie, an older neighborhood friend with 

whom Jim "picked up a game" now and then, is he able to begin 

the long journey back to sanity. The film was adapted from Jim Carroll's novel "The basketball 

diaries" which is a autobiographical chronic of the lives of five kids until they become youth. It is a 

picture of bad kids who start with small crimes and end up braking bones and more. Jim Carroll (21-

year-old Leonardo DiCaprio) is a high school basketball player. His life centers around the basketball, 

and his dream is being a basketball star. Once in a while he gets stoned with his friends, and step by 

step, he falls into the dark world of crime and drugs. Once his mother expelled him out of the house, 

he goes into the streets of New York, and together with his friends they take drugs for which they 

steal, rob and even kill. As the time pass, Jim's situation becomes worse. It looks like he will never 

get out from the his drug addiction. This movie was Leonardo's first leading role, and he does great 

work as Jim Carroll. The movie cheats him from time to time, but he gives a consistent and 

believable performance. He is helped by an excellent supporting cast, especially Mark Wahlberg and 

Lorraine Bracco. Kids who think drugs are fun and games should see this movie, which gets extra 

credit for not glamorizing drugs. 
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The Battle Of Shaker Heights (2003) 
 

A young war reenactor makes a friend on the battlefield who 

helps him use strategy to take on his high school enemy. Driven by 

newfound confidence, he seduces the friend's fetching older sister 

and risks the friendship. Reality intervenes when the illness of his 

ex-addict father forces the anger his irony masks to the surface 

and he has to decide if staying in a fantasy world is worth the 

consequences. I was totally into PG2, so today I went over to the 

Archlight CineramaDome on Sunset Blvd., in Hollywood, CA to see 

the final result of 'The Battle of Shaker Heights'. The movie is 

about a 17-year-old boy named Kelly (17-year-old Shia LaBeouf) 

who re-enacts war battles in his spare time. He also works the 

night-shift at the local supermarket with his friend Sarah (Shiri 

Appleby) who seems to have a crush on him. The movie centers 

around the events that take place after Kelly meets a new friend, 

Bart (Eldon Henson) at one of his battles. He meets Bart's sister, Tabby (Amy Smart) and falls for her. 

Problem is she is 23 and engaged. The film tries to make what Kelly goes through, too melodramatic. 

Like everyone is getting all excited over nothing. The plot whizzes by pretty fast. You end up saying 

'Well, why is Bart mad? Is that all? Seems like he's over-reacting). A lot of the movie is this, over-

reacting. The script (written by Erica Beeny) could have been better served after a few more drafts. 

And a script doctor. The directors (Kyle Rankin & Efram Potelle) don't accomplish the task of making 

the movie funny. There are hardly any laughs. I remember only chuckling once, perhaps twice. But I 

didn't laugh. Neither did the audience I saw it with (which was pretty crowded for a 1:50pm show on 

a Wednesday afternoon. Don't people in Hollywood have jobs!?!) The show Project Greenlight, 

chronicled the making of the movie. And they rushed this movie into production (filming only took 3 

weeks and editing 2 or 3) The movie defintely suffers because of it. If given more time to be 

developed, like other movies do, it would have been a lot better. It had great potential. Not to say it 

was bad, it kept me entertained for an hour and a half. I was just disappointed though. It felt 

incomplete. But, the final shot of the movie made was worth the 11 bucks I shelled out for the ticket. 

When Kelly finally realizes he belongs with Sarah and walks off with her into the horizon, he jumps 

on her back and then she jumps on his. It was so sweet, and cute. A true portrait of young love. And 

the clencher was Peter Gabriel's song 'When You're Falling' playing in the background. It was a 

PERFECT moment, as the movie faded out. It's rather rare I love an ending so much. But anyway, 

Kyle & Efram are funny guys, and they should write their own stuff from now on. It's not great, its 

not bad. It's just OK. 
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The Beast Of Yukka Flats (1961) 
 

A defecting Russian scientist is transformed by an atomic test into 

a hulking monster, Tor Johnson, of course. Not much else except 

some people are killed, boys get lost, and a rabbit sniffs Tor's 

corpse. (This film was used for Mystery Science Theater 3000.) 

Coffee-obsessed B-movie auteur Coleman Francis was unleashed 

upon an unsuspecting world with this standard "man becomes 

radioactive monster" movie rendered hilariously surreal 

entertainment by the soundtrack having been lost in production 

and replaced by nonsensical rambling narration from a drunk-

sounding Francis. Older people tell us that as you age, time seems 

to speed up and fly quickly bye. Watch "The Beast of Yucca Flats" 

and you will observe a paradox – you will age rapidly, yet time will 

slow to a crawl, the 54 minute running time feeling like hours, or 

even days. The plot of this movie may be summarized as follows. A 

scientist is converted into a monster when exposed to a nuclear test. He kills an unlucky (and very 

unobservant) couple whose car had broken down, and then chases two young boys (Ronald Francis 

& Alan Francis) around while their father is trying to fix a flat tire. Two lawmen on the trail of the 

beast shoot, first the father of the boys, and then the beast, after which a rabbit stumbles into the 

scene and nuzzles the beast causing it to grab and kiss the rabbit before succumbing at last to its 

wounds. Actually, this is not a plot summary, but rather the shooting script, with the exception of 

the rabbit, which was a wild rabbit that stumbled into the scene entirely by accident, and was left in. 

There are no outtakes in a Coleman Francis movie. This was the first effort by then unknown 

filmmaker Coleman Francis. Francis was thus unexposed when the film was shot, though in a more 

perfect world, the film would have been unexposed and Coleman Francis shot. In this film, Francis 

pays homage to Hitchcock with a scene reminiscent of the cropduster sequence in North by 

Northwest, and to Ed Wood, by intercutting freely between day and night during a chase scene. 

Francis' talent as a filmmaker really shines, however, in his decision to dispense with synchronized 

sound as might have been utilized by a lesser filmmaker. He does this in several clever ways, such as 

having dialog (and gunshots) come from off screen, or by having the actors cover their mouths or 

turn their faces away from the camera when they speak. In one particularly inspired sequence, he 

simply frames the top of the camera view to the actors' shoulders, letting the dialog crackle back and 

forth between the headless bodies. Kudos must also go to the cast. Conrad Brooks, of Plan 9 fame, 

appears in this film, which launched him into a long and illustrious career in such beloved classics as 

"Polish Vampire in Burbank," "Fart: the Movie," and "Zombiegeddon." Tor Johnson, who had 

similarly appeared in Plan 9, also experienced a career advancement after this film -- he never made 

another movie. Despite the notable work by these two, as well as several friends and relatives of the 

director, special mention must be made of the rabbit, which turned in by far the best performance 

of the movie, displaying great charisma and screen presence, while still seeming natural and 

unaffected. To achieve all of this while being unexpectedly kissed by Tor Johnson is no mean feat for 

a first-timer. This film shames the recently popular movie "The Ring," in which everyone who 

watches a certain video all die horrible deaths within one week of the viewing. "The Beast of Yucca 

Flats" effortlessly achieves the same result in just 54 minutes. 
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The Beatles Anthology - Complete Director's Cut (1993) 
 

Now available for the first time ever - The complete, original 1993 

director's cut of the Beatles Anthology! Highlights and Alternative 

Segments Include: Story VS Performance - The 1993 Director's Cut 

of Anthology focused primarily on the Beatles story, using 

performance footage only to enhance the story. The final version 

would remove much of the story and details to include as much TV 

and concert footage as possible. At the time this appeared to be 

the best approach, but in retrospect opinions may chance after 

hearing the uncut interviews; this was after all their one change to 

tell their story. Collectors have countless sources for the TV and 

concert footage, but only one option to hear their story as done 

for the Anthology series, until now that is! Uncensored Version - 

comparisons between the two versions of Anthology clearly show 

heavy editing. An entire sequence regarding Yoko Ono and her 

effects on the band has been cut-down to almost nothing; only on the 1993 version will you hear 

unedited and sometimes unflattering comments. Many interviews did not even make it to the 

Anthology book. One example is George commenting on the positive experiences he had with drugs, 

including the famous dentist real name! The 1993 director's cut also includes the original extended 

sequence on George's songwriting later trimmed at George's request. It becomes obvious by 

program 1 what you are seeing is what the director and production team assembled and presented 

to the band before they made numerous change request. Program Beginnings - Each program begins 

with an unused animated sequence in place of the Help! Introduction. In My Life Opening Montage - 

Programs 1-4 use this song montage with the commercial version using it only to start program 1. 

The early montage contains different shots from the final version including Allen Klein. Flashback 

Montage - An early idea was to begin each program (beginning with program 2) with a flashback 

montage covering important material seen in the previous program, this worked well for the first 

few programs, but unfortunately took too much time, Beginning with program 4, the flashbacks only 

went as far back as the previous program. While My Guitar Gently Weeps Montage - Ideas about the 

montage were changing by program 5, and no song montage was used for this program. For 

program 6, a different approach/song was used, and for the first time it was flash forward montage, 

using much footage not seen elsewhere in the program. Programs 7-8 drop the montage idea 

entirely. Quality Of Archival Footage - At this early stage, Apple had to use what footage it had 

available with quality varying from poor to ex. Some of early TV appearances and newsreels are 

obviously taken from VHS screening tapes, and many include time-code. Some scenes contain the 

text "Temporary Picture" All of the new interviews and Apple owned material, including footage 

taken directly from the original cut of "The Long And Winding Road" look great and contains no time 

code. It is quite interesting to see what Apple's film archives looked like in 1993. In 1995 Anthology 

producer Chips Chipperfield hinted at what this early version might look like when asked why they 

could not just use the original 10-hour version for the home video release "We can but that's off-

line". Off-line is a rough cut. It's cut from whatever archive sources we have so a lot of it is VHS. 

Unused McCartney Interview - Programs 1&2 include an unused interview with Paul. This was the 

first interview shot and used before finally being replaced with a re-recorded Paul in black turtleneck 



With this first interview being re-shot, the stories vary from the final release. Partially Unused 

Harrison Interview - For most of Programs 1&2, the only Harrison interview used is the control room 

interview with George sporting a moustache. More than ½ of this interview was later removed and 

replaced with a re-recorded clean-shaven George. With much of this first interview going unused, 

the stories vary from the final version. Unused Neil Aspinall Interviews - For most of the first two 

programs, we see Neil's first interview sessions wearing no hat, the stories heard vary from the 

commercial version. Derek Taylor - Derek has a larger role in the early version of Anthology, and is 

featured in numerous unseen interviews. Program Endings - An early idea was to end each program 

with a sequence showing the progression the band was making. Examples would be an overhead 

view showing the move from Liverpool to London, or the move from London to the U.S. Audio 

Outtakes - It is important to note that the 1993 Anthology uses very little studio outtake recordings. 

There are no created studio sequences of audio outtakes. We don't hear any real audio outtakes 

until the 68 studio sessions, as the audio outtakes were still being examined at this early stage of 

production and were not made available to the production team just yet. But... we do get to hear 

the unused "Hums" ending for "A Day In The Life" along with part of take 4! Early/Abandoned Ideas - 

The 1993 Anthology uses many ideas later modified or dropped entirely. The recreations of fans 

rooms differ greatly; TV and tour montages were created then later dropped. An early idea was to 

show the move from Liverpool to Abbey Road studios, done by filming an entire trip-sequence taking 

you from Liverpool and ending at George Martin's door in Abbey Road Studios. Other early ideas put 

Paul in the film "The Girl Can't Help It" Various other unused segments appear throughout the entire 

eight programs. No Closing Credits - At this early stage, none of the eight programs contain closing 

credits. 1993 Ending - At this early stage, the documentary ends with the "Let It Be" sessions and 

rooftop concert. Program 8 part 1 dates from December 1993. 1994 would alter the Documentary 

considerably, with the three remaining Beatles reforming to record new music and joint interviews. 

It was at this point; the 1993 version was heavily re-edited leaving only a hint of what it had 

originally looked like. 
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The Beatles Anthology (The Long And Winding Road) (1995) 
 

This series is a documentary on the life and times of the Beatles. It 

features clips from many of their songs as well as in-depth 

descriptions of their songs, tours, and lives. Four DVD and it 

features all that made the Beatles the only historical force in the 

world of rock. It does not pass over in silence the less glorious 

moments (for example the Philippine episode or the doomed let it 

be sessions). Some will complain because Lennon's comments had 

not the "Threetles"' hindsight, but was there another way to deal 

with that? The fifth DVD is less interesting but it's a bonus so why 

complain? Its the equivalent of the Anthologies 1, 2 and 3 released 

on CDs in 1995-6 All the important groups and solo artists should 

have an anthology like this one. It goes without saying that only 

the greatest ones deserve it! 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (1995) 
 

Episode 1: July '40 to March '63; Among the topics, The Beatles discuss in this episode are: their 

childhoods, their early musical influences, how they met, their time in Hamburg, and their early 

recordings. 

Episode 2: March '63 to February '64; Focuses on the group's first tours and television appearances 

in their native U.K., and how it lead to "Beatlemania" and popularity abroad. 

Episode 3: February '64 to July '64; The Beatles become just as successful in the U.S., as in the U.K., 

when they hit #1 on the U.S. charts. This leads to a tour of America, appearances on "The Ed Sullivan 

Show", and starring in the feature film "A Hard Day's Night". 

Episode 4: August '64 to August '65. 

Episode 5: August '65 to July '66. 

Episode 6: July '66 to June '67; The band takes a new direction after a series of backlashes against 

the group leads them to stop touring and focus their time on the studio. 

Episode 7: June '67 to July '68. 

Episode 8: July '68 to the End. 
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The Beautician And The Beast (1997) 
 

A beautician in America (Drescher) is mistakenly thought to be an 

academic teacher by a representative of an Eastern European 

dictator (Dalton). She is invited to their country on that mistaken 

belief and is asked to be the tutor of the dictator's children (16-

year-old Adam LaVorgna). While there, she tries to Westernize 

the whole country. While I won't say that this is an excellent 

movie, I still like it for its irreverent sense of humor. The acting's 

pretty average, there seem to be so many plots going on at the 

same time, but it still makes for an entertaining and interesting 

watch, if only to see the Nanny in her first major big-screen role. 

She brings the trademark we know so well to the movie - her 

nasal voice and pre-occupation with the trivial stuff, but she also 

brings a kind of sensitivity we've never seen before in the Nanny 

series. I quite like some of the scenes - how she teaches the kids 

what she knows (airline miles), the massage scene, the home-coming, and a lot of others that just 

seem to be made just for her. 
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The Belles Of St. Trinian's (1954) 
 

The arrival of Sultan's daughter Princess Fatima at England's 

famous and prestigious 'School for Young Ladies' precipitates even 

more chaos than usual. Her father's horse Arab Boy is due to run 

at the nearby Gold Cup so Clarence Fitton, bookie brother of 

headmistress Millicent, ensures his own daughter is on hand to 

report progress. At the same time Barchester police have planted 

sergeant Ruby Gates as a teacher, and the Ministry of Education 

are sending a third inspector down after the previous two 

disappeared without trace. The St. Trinian's film series, in which a 

rowdy crowd of girls, their drunken and appalling teachers, and 

their 'refined' headmistress (played by a man, natch), remain high 

in any league table of Britain's comedy moments. In a cast headed 

by the superb Alistair Sim (Miss Fritton, the headmistress; and her 

brother, race shark Clarence) we also find Joyce Grenfell as a 

policewoman joining the staff undercover (and no one was better 

than Grenfell at this jolly hockey kind of stuff), Beryl Reid as a 

mannish, drunken chemistry teacher, Hermoine Baddeley and 

Irene Handl as memorably unsuitable members of staff, George 

Cole as 'flash' Harry, an odd-job man who deals with the export of 

the St. Trinian's bathtub gin and places racing bets for the girls, 

and the incomparable Richard Wattis as a harassed Ministry of Education inspector. The girls 

themselves include some memorable turns - Vivienne Martin as chain-smoking Bella, Belinda Lee as 

horny Amanda, also Barbara Windsor and Carol White are somewhere in there. The plot revolves 

around a race horse, Arab Boy, who ends up in the fourth-former's dormitory; a side plot involves 

missing Ministers of Education, who have become part of the staff as 'the Lotus Eaters'. Probably the 

funniest of the series, this film is fast-paced, furious, with some violent 'old girls', some wonderful 

set-pieces, and a nice script from Launder and Gilliat. 
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The Bells Of St. Mary's (1945) 

 

Father O'Malley the unconventional priest from 'Going My Way' 

continues his work for the Catholic Church. This time he is sent to 

St. Mary's, a run-down parochial school on the verge of 

condemnation. He and Sister Benedict work together in an 

attempt to save the school, though their differing methods often 

lead to good-natured disagreements. As the companion piece to 

"Going My Way", "The Bells of St. Mary's" shares the same 

pleasant, upbeat tone, and it has a similar story that, though 

stylized, has some worthwhile and thoughtful material. Besides 

Bing Crosby, the cast here features Ingrid Bergman and several 

solid supporting players such as Henry Travers and Rhys Williams. 

As Sister Benedict, Father O'Malley's foil here, Bergman gives this 

movie its own feel, with themes somewhat different from those in 

O'Malley's debates with Barry Fitzgerald's character in "Going My 

Way". Everyone has their own preference between the two 

movies, but as fine an actress as Bergman is, it's really hard to match - much less top - the dimension 

that Fitzgerald added in the other film. Probably each of the two Father O'Malley movies should just 

be enjoyed for its own merits. While the story here is hardly anything weighty, "The Bells of St. 

Mary's" offers good entertainment and some worthwhile, positive thoughts. 
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The Best Of Benny Hill (1974) 
 

A collection of sketches and musical numbers from his long 

running comedy/variety series, culled from shows produced and 

originally aired between 1969 and 1972. In a collection of the best 

jokes, characters and sketches from several series of his television 

series, Benny Hill presents his usual brand of humour. Dressed as a 

woman he delivers all types of innuendo and confusion, his 

attempts at serious acting are frustrated by costars, is in an old 

film that is badly edited, is a doctor in a rather unusual hospital 

and many other hilarious sketches. When I look back to the 

comedy from the U.K. in the 1970's too often I see it being 

infested with a crude sexual humour that can be seen in the 

downward slide of the Carry On series, the Confessions Of series, 

On The Buses and plenty of other comedies that rely on shapely 

young ladies, "dirty old men" and innuendo in place of real wit or 

imagination. Thinking back with hindsight over the comedies that I watched that influenced the 

sense of humour I have today, it tends to be stuff like Woody Allen, Spike Milligan, the Goons, 

Morecambe and Wise and perhaps the likes of Frankie Howerd – the humour I like tends towards 

the acerbic, cynical, darker and perhaps even a little tragic; sadly few of these words spring to mind 

when one is discussing Benny Hill. For that reason I must admit that I laughed only two or three 

times during this "Best Of" compilation. It is also telling that when I think of Benny Hill, nothing really 

comes to mind other than THAT music and the speeded up saucy chase sequences. Typically this 

show has a few such sequences and they are basic and as unfunny as I remember them to be – 

showing little in the way of unique touch or imagination. However there are a few moments where 

Hill does show imagination that does go beyond saucy postcard antics and show a genuine creative 

touch – many of these are actually quite funny and almost made the film worth watching. Overall 

though many viewers will find this to be mostly badly dated seaside postcard humour although 

enough of the humour works for non-fans to enjoy, although for my money Benny Hill doesn't really 

stand out among the crowd of comedians who influenced me as I was growing up. 
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The Best Of Boys In Love (1996 & 1998) 
 

Seven short films explore love, growth, and pain in intimate 

relationships between men. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Death in Venice, CA (1994) 
 

Mason Carver is an academic suffering from stress. His wife arranges for him to spend a summer 

lodging at the Venice home of one of her relatives, Mona Dickens. Mrs. Dickens has a 17-year-old 

stepson, Sebastian, a muscular, moody, and seductive young man who soon captures Carver's 

fantasies. Carver wants to resist, but temptation is strong. As Carver tries to summon the resolve to 

turn away from the boy, and with the rough trade of Venice's beach, board-walks, and public toilets 

at hand, it becomes clear that Sebastian is playing with fire, too. Is there a way out for Carver that 

also helps Sebastian find a safe passage to adulthood? 

 

Achilles (1995) 
 

In Claymation, we see the story of Achilles. He loves Patroclus; 

they carry that love with them when the Greeks seek revenge on 

Troy. After nine years of assault on the city, Achilles goes into a 

funk and withdraws from the battle when he decides that 

Agamemnon, the Greek king, has denied him his due spoils, a 

captured Trojan slave girl. In Achilles' absence, Patroclus leads the 

Greeks into battle, with tragic consequences. To avenge his loss 

and absolve his grief, Achilles faces Hector. 

 

 

 



Twilight of the Gods (1996) 
 

Following a pitched battle, a Maori warrior finds a wounded 

European soldier and helps him back to health. How will this clash 

of cultures in a time of warfare turn out? I found this short film on 

a DVD called "The Best of Boys in Love," and it was the only really 

moving short film on the disc. Made in New Zealand, it's the story 

of a native hunter who nurses a wounded western soldier back to 

health, alone in a jungle. I don't know anything about New 

Zealand history or culture. But you don't have to in order to 

understand what's going on. The two characters don't share a 

language, culture, values, or loyalties, but they form a bond 

nevertheless. A really well-trimmed, simple story that doesn't 

sacrifice any depth. 

 
 

SPF 2000 (1998) 
 

If you are wondering what ever happened to plain, wholesome, 

sardonic and bitchy camp, SPF 2000 is a beacon of hope. This flick 

could almost be the anthem for the so-called "post-queer" intent 

on recycling the myths of the Cold War HOMOsexual. When there 

is not impossible angst, there is always the unbearable lightness of 

superficial romance to fall back on. But it is difficult not to be 

seduced by this cross-dressing, homosexual reinvention of early-

sixties Italian beach flicks. Let's see, is there enough of a plot to 

relay? This was the genre where style was everything and content 

tedious. Drag mama and her boy go to the beach. Or was "he" 

really a "she"? True love is just down the beach in the persona of a 

studly young man. Soon the courtship begins and mama is forced 

to deal with the existential angst of her little one leaving the nest. 

The rest is history - well sort of. But is this supposed to be the netherworld where romance and soft 

porn meet? SPF 2000's core statement is how this "location" (to use the cliché) is so flaccid as to 

verge on exhausting. 

 

Dirty Baby Does Fire Island (1998) 
 

This director gets a prize for original thought, as well as putting together a sick and funny little film. 

Using stop frame photography, we follow the little naked plastic "baby doll" around Fire Island, 

seeing what (s)he sees. The photography is great, and "baby doll's" voice is even better! 



Boot Camp (1996) 
 

What a delightful little short. I got a DVD called "the best of boys in love," not knowing what to 

expect (though I suppose I should have) and discovered this little film. I groaned when it started - it 

appears to be the kind of gay porn that we make fun of, in these sarcastically enlightened times. But 

don't worry - it, too, is making fun of those awful, gritty, black-and-white, shot-on-reversal-without-

sync-sound, anonymous-sex, ludicrous gay porns of the 60's, 70's, and early 80's. Really a treat. A 

huge thank you to the people who made this. 

 

Karen Black Like Me (1997) 
 

Send-up of the Karen Black camp-classic "Trilogy of Terror" in which Miss Black is stalked about her 

home by a killer voodoo-doll. That storyline receives a slightly different treatment here, when a 

sexually-repressed gay guy opens a UPS package and discovers a possessed sex-toy with a thirst for... 
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The Big Green (1995) 
 

Another Disney underdog sports team (soccer this time) of misfit 

kids (14-year-old Chauncey Leopardi, 16-year-old Patrick Renna, 

15-year-old Billy L. Sullivan, 10-year-old Bug Hall, 15-year-old 

Anthony Esquivel & 14-year-old Jordan Brower) (10 to 15-year-

olds) learns to play a new sport and become champions, while 

building self-esteem, making friends and solving a variety of 

dramatic family crises, through the able assistance of a foreign 

exchange teacher and a former local sports hero as coaches. 

Nothing more than a soccer knock-off of The Mighty Ducks, this 

film proved to be annoying in most aspects. This was one of those 

times where you're parents ask you to take your younger siblings just so they don't have to deal with 

them for a few hours. To say the least, my younger sisters liked it, but it proved to be too much like 

the far superior Mighty Ducks. Oh well, at least Olivia d'Abo was hot and Steve Guttenberg still had a 

job at that point in time. 
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The Big Red One (1980) 
 

Grim story of a WWII squad consisting of an anonymous sergeant 

and four long-time survivors who ignore the faceless replacements 

who continually arrive and die. A veteran sergeant (Lee Marvin) of 

the World War I leads a squad in World War II, always in the 

company of the survivors Pvt. Griff (Mark Hamill), the writer Pvt. 

Zab (Robert Carradine), the Sicilian Pvt. Vinci and Pvt. Johnson 

(Kelly Ward) in Vichy French Africa, Sicily, D-Day at Omaha Beach, 

Belgium and France, ending in a concentration camp in 

Czechoslovakia where they face the true horror of the war. A U.S. 

Army sergeant who participated in the First World War now leads 

a rifle squad in the same division in which he's served, the First 

Infantry. The squad participates in combat action from storming 

Vichy French Africa into the long seige of Sicily and Italy, into D-

Day at Omaha Beach, and onward through the push to Germany. 

Along the way the squad gets involved in several incidents with civilians, such as a French woman 

about to give birth and also in a firefight in an insane asylum. Throughout the war the Sergeant has 

engaged in a mini-battle of wills with Pvt. Griff, a semi-pacifist whose convictions are destroyed in a 

horrific scene amid the human genocide of a concentration camp in 1945. This is an under-

appreciated war film. You never see it on TV, I know of no widescreen version available on video, 

and no one talks about it in books, newspapers or on television, but it is worth renting. Made up of a 

number of short vignettes, the main characters experience everything from delivering a baby (in a 

tank!) to D-Day on Omaha Beach to liberating a death camp as they fight their way through Africa, 

Sicily, and Western Europe. I understand that it is semi-autobiographical, and boy, does it pack a 

wallop. From the opening scene to history repeating (almost) itself at the end, it is well-crafted, says 

a lot and leaves the viewer changed. When the voice-over at the end says that the only glory in war 

is surviving, you KNOW why. Watch in particular for how Lee Marvin leads his squad, in particular 

when he gives an extra clip of M-1 ammunition to one of his soldiers at the Death Camp to help the 

soldier process, in a unique way, the horror of what they have discovered. It is unforgettable. 
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The Bike Squad (2005) 
 

Too many movie makers these days either don't know or don't 

care that the modern child is more difficult to entertain than the 

kid of yesteryear. Like it or not, they are usually exposed to more 

at an earlier age and they are going to be too savvy for this kind of 

fluff. "The Bike Squad" centers around a preteen named Ryan (10-

year-old Braden Parkes). Ryan's dog is stolen by a couple of 

bumbling dognappers and it's up to him and three of his new 

friends to get the dog back. As it turns out, dogs are being 

snatched up at an alarming rate around town and are being sold 

by the twosome to an evil researcher. From that description, you 

can pretty much guess how everything will unfold. The only 

possible surprise is when the four kids actually break into a 

research lab like a pint-sized ALF. The rest of the film is the same 

old tired cliche of kids who are constantly being let down by 

clueless adults who don't believe them. The acting is uniformly 

awful with the exception of Graham Spillman. As the lead child, Braden Parkes is inoffensive but 

lacking in natural talent. This is one "boy and his dog" movie that you'll wanna smack on the nose 

with a rolled up newspaper. 
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The Birdcage (1996) 
 

Armand Goldman owns a popular drag nightclub in South Miami 

Beach. His long-time lover Albert stars there as Starina. "Their" 

son Val (actually Armand's by his one heterosexual fling, twenty 

years before) comes home to announce his engagement to 

Barbara Keely, daughter of Kevin Keely, U.S. Senator, and vice 

president of the Committee for Moral Order. The Senator and 

family descend upon South Beach to meet Val and his father and 

"mother..." and what ensues is comic chaos. The Birdcage - a drag 

club on the South Beach. Albert, Starina, the star of the show - 

one half of a couple with Armand. Val is Armand's son from a 

long-ago heterosexual experiment, and has been raised in the 

Armand and Albert apartment. His intended is Barbara, daughter 

of the very right wing U.S. senator John Keeley, co-founder of the 

Coalition for Moral Order. She is bringing her family to visit Val 

and meet his family (her parents think that Armand is a Greek diplomat). Results - mixup, pretense, 

and farce. Lies and deception -- it's all in the family when Robin Williams must convince his future in-

laws that he's as uptight as they are. Costarring Gene Hackman, Nathan Lane, Dianne Wiest, 

Christine Baranski and Calista Flockhart. Armand (Williams) and Albert (Lane) have built the perfect 

life for themselves tending to their gaudy Miami nightclub. But their pastel tranquility is shaken 

when Armand's son announces that he's getting married to the daughter of ultra-conservative 

Senator Keeley (Hackman)...and they're all getting together for dinner! Can Armand and Albert 

transfer transform themselves into Mr. -- and Mrs. -- Family Values in time? It'll take the 

performance of their lives, but they'll do anything -- and everything -- to pull the chiffon over 

Keeley's eyes! Way over the top, but utterly and completely hilarious just the same American 

remake of the popular 1978 French film/play "La Cage Aux Folles" about a gay nightclub owner and 

his flamboyant drag-queen lover (played by Robin Williams and Nathan Lane, two actors who I might 

say look like they were born to each be the comedic halves that equal one fall-down hilarious whole) 

who in an attempt to please and hopefully fool the conservative parents (played by Gene Hackman 

and Diane Wiest) of Williams' biological son's (from what is obviously a previous liaison with a 

woman) fiancé, pretend for one evening to be a straight married couple, a la Williams is the husband 

and Lane is dressed up as the wife, with as it is blatantly apparent disastrous results! Absolutely 

nothing in this film is subtle I'll admit, and almost all of the characters here are written to be little 

more than hokey caricature's of nearly every gay stereotype going! However though, regardless of 

all that "The Birdcage" still winds up hitting the nail square on the head in terms of delivering to it's 

audience some astounding energy, superb camp-value and knee-slappingly hilarious jokes/one-liners 

that are all topped by a nearly uncanny chemistry between the actors. Overall, if you can manage to 

get past some of the so-called "Hollywood Clichés" and cheap shots made at the kinds of people/life-

styles featured here that are deemed offensive by some, and just watch this great flick for the 

uproarious and seemingly light-hearted romp that it was initially intended to be. Then ultimately you 

will be justly rewarded by film's end because this is one of the few, and I do mean few, American 

remakes (and a comedy no less) that is worth watching time after time! 
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The Biscuit Eater (1940) 
 

Two little boys (11-year-old Billy Lee & 8-year-old Cordell 

Hickman) have faith in a dog they name Promise, so much faith 

that they enter him in the championship trials for bird dogs. The 

favorite is Georgia Boy bred and trained by the boys' fathers. And 

if Georgia Boy doesn't win, the fathers may both lose their jobs. I 

have seen The Biscuit Eater (1940) on television and it has been 

one of my favorite films. Have not seen it in a long time and 

would like to have a copy of this film. If you know how I can get a 

copy let me know (marthasjordan@aol.com) please. This is a 

picture for all ages to see...it has a wonderful lesson on life. What 

better story to tell about than a boy his good friend and their dog. 

I have seen the remake of this film the 1972 color version and it is 

just not the same as the original 1940 black and white version. 

The 1940 version takes you really back into the era of when the 

story is taking place and you can go there with the boys and their 

dog. This movie should really be one of the all time great CLASSIC movies. 
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The Black Stallion (1979) 
 

While traveling with his father, young Alec (13-year-old Kelly 

Reno) becomes fascinated by a mysterious Arabian stallion that is 

brought on board and stabled in the ship he is sailing on. When 

the ship tragically sinks both he and the horse survive only to be 

stranded on a deserted island. Alec befriends the horse, so when 

finally rescued both return to his home where they soon meet 

Henry Dailey (Mickey Rooney), a once successful trainer. Together 

they begin training The Black to race against the fastest horses in 

the world. The Black Stallion is definitley my favourite "horse 

film". That frequently means schmaltz, especially when you add 

tiny, cute like Kelly Reno into the picture, but like the book this 

film is adventure that just happens to be absolute art on screen as 

well. Locations in the Mediterranean are used magically, 

especially when you consider that none of them were actually 

islands! and Carrol Ballard's direction would have got the oscar if the film-editing hadn't. Cass Ole, 

the horsey star actually looks dangerous. This horse is a killer, and though the film doesn't dwell on 

that, and Alec's inner turmoil of whether to kill and eat it, to save it as much as the book does, the 

transformation from angry-beast to best-friend is actually believable. The last hour is a bit plainer, 

but stay tuned for more pure beauty behind the closing credits. 
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The Black Stallion Returns (1983) 
 

The Black is stolen from Alec (17-year-old Kelly Reno) by his 

former Arabian owners. Alec sets off on an adventure to Arabia to 

reclaim his beloved horse. Based on the books by Walter Farley. 

"The Black Stallion Returns" is shot in 1.85:1, and I saw it in 1.33:1 

because of the TV-network cut it down as usual. "The Black 

Stallion Returns" is a cinema-movie, you should see this on the big 

screen but after all, this should be done in 2.35:1 instead. This 

doesn't mean that the movie is bad because of the wrong format, 

but it would be more powerful in a wider one, as long as the 

cinematographer would handle it together with the director (I 

think they would). One of the reasons why it is shot in 1.85:1 

might be that the first film was in that format too. The story is 

faster and the film is shorter than it could be. After a standard 

opening, all gets better. And soon Alec, the main character 

reaches the desert, which is the reason why I wanted to see this 

movie. This isn't "Lawrence of Arabia" by David Lean, I know that, but the desert scenes are 

beautiful. And it is because of this scenes I like this movie. Everything started with photos from this 

film that I saw as a kid. The impression was that the desert was beautiful, or could be shown as 

beautiful. I should have seen "Lawrence of Arabia" already when I was younger, maybe I would have 

liked it even more than. For me, "The Black Stallion Returns" could have more and also slower desert 

scenes than it has, without getting a bit boring. "The Black Stallion Returns" is actually shot in 

Morocco, North Africa. The cinematography is not poor, far from. But some of the characters could 

be better done. The choice of Woody Strode as Meslar was perfect, but he isn't used as good as I 

hoped. Alan Garfield doesn't amuse as Kurr, a villain, I had hoped that Kurr would be cooler and 

more menacing. Kelly Reno is a bit weak but at least okay as Alec, but Vincent Spano is cool as the 

Arabian prince. The music by Georges Delerue is a bit unequal but at times very good. The best parts 

of this movie are without doubts the desert scenes, including the horse race in the end (even if I 

think it should have been even better). If you hate horses (why should you?) you can't like this, but 

otherwise it isn't that hard to enjoy this movie, even if it gets very emotional and describe the 

relationship between Alec and Black as close as a relation can be, which is booth fascinating and 

perhaps irritating. Here the direction shows what it really wants to show: emotions, admiration, 

love, friendship and almost worship from Alec to the Black. In that chase, the director (Robert Dalva) 

has succeeded. "The Black Stallion Returns" is first of all a movie for a younger audience than me. 

That is why I see so many ways how it could have been even better, a more "hard core" movie with a 

harder, more action-filled tune and an even stronger adventure-feeling in style with perhaps my 

favorite from this time; "Conan the Barbarian". This would be a movie that was perhaps fitting a 

wider audience, or at least another. 
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The Blob (1958) 
 

A mysterious creature from another planet, resembling a giant 

blob of jelly, lands on earth. The people of a nearby small town 

refuse to listen to some teenagers who have witnessed the blob's 

destructive power. In the meantime, the blob just keeps on 

getting bigger. A meteorite falls in the country of a small town, 

bringing a jelly creature. An old farmer is attacked by the alien in 

his hand, and the youths Steve Andrews (Steve McQueen) and his 

girlfriend Jane Martin (Aneta Corsaut) take him to Dr. T. Hallen 

(Steven Chase). The local doctor treats carefully the blister, and 

asks Steve to investigate the location where they found the old 

man. When Steve returns, he sees the blob killing the doctor. 

Steve and Jane try to warn the police and the dwellers, but 

nobody believe on them, while the blob engulfs many people, 

getting bigger and bigger. The only notable thing about this film is 

that it was Steve McQueen's first big starring role. McQueen's 

talent is undeveloped and raw but refreshingly honest in this campy little sci-fi horror piece. Steve 

shows himself as the anti-establishment, hot rod car loving actor who would become a polished icon 

of the film industry just five years hence. Later on, McQueen would say he hated this film and that 

"he was the blob". But everyone has to start somewhere and The Blob is cute, fresh and innocent. 

Would that we all had stayed that way. The plot is fast paced and although predictable, still an 

entertaining hour or so. And it's really fun to see Steve McQueen before he became The King of Kool 

(and Anita Corsaut before she became Andy Taylor's girlfriend). A close friend sent me the DVD a 

while back and it's a treasured addition to my Steve McQueen film collection. 
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The Blob (1988) 
 

Remake of the 1958 horror sci-fi about a deadly blob from another 

planet which consumes everyone in its path. Teenagers try in vein 

to warn the townsfolk, who refuse to take them seriously. Remake 

of the 1958 horror sci-fi about a deadly blob which is the spawn of 

a secret government germ warfare project which consumes 

everyone in its path. Teenagers try in vain to warn the townsfolk, 

who refuse to take them seriously, while government agents try to 

cover up the evidence and confine the creature. If you're reading 

the comments to decide whether you should see this movie, 

you've already overthought it. This is not the type of film you think 

about. It's the type you watch by accident. But the good news is, 

it's a happy accident. "The Blob" is the very essence of a B movie, 

and that's meant as a compliment. Equal parts ham and cheese, 

this flick aspires only to deliver schlocky fun. And boy does it 

succeed. Kevin Dillon overplays the snarky rebel with tongue-in-cheek glee. Shawnee Smith, who will 

never be mistaken for Meryl Streep, glides through the proceedings with an I-can't-act obliviousness 

that actually enhances the film. I can't decide if this is her best or worst performance ever. It may be 

both. If you enjoy campy B-movies, camp here for 85 minutes. It might be a Blob, but it ain't a mess. 
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The Blood Of Jesus (The Glory Road) (1941) 
 

In the rural south of the United States, a godly young woman is 

accidently wounded by her unchurched husband. She succumbs to 

the injuries, whereupon a good angel bids her to journey with him 

to the Crossroads of Life. Before she can travel far, the devil lures 

her with the temptations of juke joints and the city. Can she regain 

the straight and narrow before it's too late? And what is to 

become of those she left behind? I enjoyed this movie much more 

than I thought I would. It seems that the cast had little to work 

with (sets, costumes, etc.) but they did a pretty decent job. Once I 

started it I could not keep my eyes off of it. I saw lots of good 

camera work that I would not have expected from a low budget 

movie. The message today might seem kind of hokey to "modern" 

minds, but for its day and time it was pretty much right on target. 
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The Blue Boy (1994) 
 

Marie is an insecure housewife whose husband, Joe, is having an 

affair. The two of them take a holiday to rural Scotland, but by 

sheer bad luck, end up at the hotel Joe uses for his "getaways." 

There, Marie is told the story of a young boy who drowned in a 

nearby lake long ago, and finds herself becoming more and more 

obsessed with his ghost. An eerie tale of love and deception set in 

the Scottish Highlands. Emma Thompson and Adrian Dunbar 

compellingly portray the roles of a troubled couple about to have 

their first child. The past, not only their own but that of a parallel 

couple from the past, become enmeshed through dream, reality 

and gossip. The use of water imagery pervades this film from the 

blue mist at night to its tragic watery conclusion. As this engaging 

short film is set in the Gaelic speaking Highlands of Scotland some 

attention to the indigenous language of this region would have 

assisted in credibility and continuity. 
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The Blue Butterfly (2004) 
 

Based on a true story, The Blue Butterfly tells the story of a 

terminally ill 10-year-old boy (15-year-old Marc Donato) whose 

dream is to catch the most beautiful butterfly on Earth, the 

mythic and elusive Blue Morpho. His mother persuades a 

renowned entomologist to take them on a trip to the jungle to 

search for the butterfly, leading to an adventure that will 

transform their lives. Blue Butterfly is the best movie I have seen 

in the last two years. It is funny, amazing, and beautiful. You 

would expect it to be a heartbreaking drama from the synopsis 

but it is NOT instead it is so much more. There are so many thrills 

in it and I strongly recommend it to anyone to try. If you don't 

want to see it for the acting, which is EXCELLENT then go see it for 

the beautiful scenes of the Costa Rican jungle. This movie is proof 

that Canadian movies are just as good if not better than some 

Hollywood movies. 
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The Blue Lagoon (1980) 
 

On a journey to San Fransico Richard (19-year-old Christopher 

Atkins & 11-year-old Glenn Kohan), his father and cousin Em find 

themselves on a ship about to explode. Rushed to a life boat with 

Paddy Button, the two children escape while their Father (and 

Uncle) are on another life boat. In the chaos following the life 

boats are separated. Paddy, Richard and Em find themselves with 

no food and no water stuck in the middle of nowhere. After some 

time the 3 come across an uncharted paradise, where Paddy 

quickly teaches the children fishing, hunting and building. After 

maybe a month or two Paddy gets very drunk off a barrel of rum 

found on the island when they first arrive, and drowns in the 

middle of the night. Em and Richard now alone and very scared 

move location and rebuild their island home. Many years later the 

2 young teenagers have developed a very real home, but hormones and feelings between the 2 

strain the friendship, until Richard who is still very determined to reach San Fransico is let down by 

Em when a ship passes by the Island and she does not light the signal fire. Throwing her out of the 

home they had built together Em attempts to survive on her own but is hurt. After Richard finds her 

dying realizes how he really feels for her and manages to save her. Nature runs its course and the 

friendship turns in to love as the couple learn about the facts of life, when Em has a baby and does 

not understand why. Richard and Em are children when shipwrecked and marooned alone on a lush 

tropical island. By the time they are rescued, they have learned a great deal about life and are raising 

a child of their own. Two young children are swept up on a desert island after a shipwreck. The film 

follows them as they grow up and become more mature, without the intervention of grown ups. 

Two young children are the sole survivors of a shipwreck in a time when sailing was the only way of 

travel. They are stranded on a tropical island, a real paradise. Together, Richard and Emmeline have 

to survive, which is quite easy as there are no dangerous animals on the island. Years later, the two 

teenagers are living in a self-constructed hut, strange emotions start influencing their relationship. 

Although they had no grown-ups to educate them for all that time, the behaviour of the two always 

stayed in a very civilized way. Nature takes its course, and Emmeline gets pregnant, totally unaware 

of the fact that a child is growing inside her. On the night their boy is born, Richard finds out about 

the origins of the drums they hear from time to time from the forbidden side of the island. This 

movie is simple, it captures what life is really about. Without the many special effects that is used in 

movies now and even in the past it is a absolutely wonderful movie. A young romance blossoming 

between two kids who have known nobody else but themselves. They discover everything in life 

without all the interference of the rest of the world. The low rating on this movie is unjust, it 

deserves a lot more then it is given, this is possibly one of the best movies I have ever seen. It is 

absolutely wonderful for a romantic night just you and the television. And the nudity? it was exciting 

when I was younger, it becomes a bit too much as I am getting older, but it does not bother me. It 

fits the movie, the pure soul of the movie. 
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The Blue Yonder (Time Flyer) (1985) 
 

Have you ever thought of traveling through time... going forward 

or backward to any date? That's the intriguing question 

aviator/inventor Max Knickerbocker (E.T's Peter Coyote) asks 11-

year-old Jonathan Knicks (11-year-old Huckleberry Fox of "Terms 

of Endearment"). Max is unaware that Jonothan is his grandson - 

already an adventurous time traveller thanks to a machine built by 

his neighbour, Henry Coogan (Academy Award-winner actor Art 

Carney). Can Jonathan save his grandfather from a fatal solo flight 

across the atlantic and alter the course of history? 11-year-old 

Jonathan Knicks, a little league baseball player and fan of airplanes 

and flying, travels back in time to 1927 using his elderly neighbor's 

time machine to try to stop his young-at-the-time grandfather, 

Max Knickerbocker, a pilot and craftsman who is planing to fly 

across the Atlantic which will cost him his life. This is a wonderful 

film that has everything you could want in a movie-adventure, 

action and comedy. It has a great cast. Huckleberry Fox who plays 

Jonathan Knicks is wonderful in this movie. Peter Coyote plays 

Max Knickerbocker is perfect in his role. And Art Carney who plays 

the aged Henry Coogan. The film starts in the present, and Johnathan is fascinated by the aviation 

stories that Henry tells him. He tells Johnathan that Max Nickerbocker wasn't only a pilot, but also an 

inventor. He then tells Johnathan about an invention that was nutty-but Henry does not tell him 

what it is-at least not yet. When Henry becomes ill, he tells Johnathan about what Max called "The 

Time Traveler." He tells Johnathan that he has planned to test the machine-but is sick and can't do it. 

Johnathan Then decides to try to go back in time to save Max's life. He does go back in time-almost 

60 years-back to May, 1927. He meets Max Knickerbocker and the young Henry Coogan. Can he save 

Max's life? Can he alter the events in History? Watch this Movie and find out. This Movie is also 

called "Time Flyer" It's great for the whole family-don't miss it. 
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The Blues Brothers (1980) 
 

After the release of Jake Blues from prison, he and brother Elwood 

go to visit the old home where they were raised by nuns. They 

learn the church stopped its support and will sell the place to the 

education authority, and the only way to keep the place open is if 

the $5,000 tax on the property is paid within 11 days. The 

brothers want to help and decide to put their blues band back 

together and raise the the money by staging a big gig. As they set 

off on their "mission from god" they seem to make more enemies 

along the way. Will they manage to come up with the money in 

time? A musical comedy action fantasy should not work, especially 

when one considers that it is the first SNL skit-to-screen adventure 

(which, history has shown us, is a decidedly mixed bag). But this 

one does. Two of the best car chases in cinematic history bookend 

the film, and in between there are show-stopping musical 

numbers, raw humor, Illinois Nazis, and a seriously disgruntled ex-fiancee. And it all makes perfect 

sense in the context of the universe created by Aykroyd (who co-wrote), Landis (who directed), and 

Belushi (his barely contained zeal provides the battery pack for this film). Jake (Belushi) and Elwood 

(Aykroyd) are the former front men of a broken down blues band (actually a stunning collection of 

blues talent) which disbanded after Jake was arrested several years before. Upon his release, he 

discovers that his boyhood orphanage home is about to be foreclosed upon for non-payment of 

property taxes. Beaten up by a nun, sung to by James Brown, and touched by God, Jake sees the 

light and seeks to put the band together for one last show -- a charity benefit to save the orphanage. 

Their journey takes them from James Brown to Aretha Franklin to Ray Charles, John Lee Hooker to 

Cab Calloway. The movie showcases the overwhelming talent of singers, musicians, and genres long 

out of vogue with popular musical tastes. Indeed, this movie is a vehicle for giving these performers 

a chance to shine -- to bring their music back to the masses and ultimately into pop-culture 

immortality (to go along with their more prestigious musical immortality). This film is guaranteed to 

make you tap your feet, laugh out loud, gasp as both a mall and and entire fleet of Chicago police 

cars are destroyed, and believe in the magical powers of an old cop car. Like I said, it's a musical 

comedy action fantasy. And it works. 
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The Boat That Rocked (Pirate Radio) (2009) 
 

A period comedy about an illegal radio station in the North Sea in 

the 1960s. "The Boat That Rocked" is an ensemble comedy in 

which the romance takes place between the young people of the 

'60s and pop music. It's about a band of rogue DJs that captivated 

Britain, playing the music that defined a generation and standing 

up to a government that wanted classical music, and nothing else, 

on the airwaves. The Count, a big, brash, American god of the 

airwaves; Quentin, the boss of Radio Rock -- a pirate radio station 

in the middle of the North Sea that's populated by an eclectic 

crew of rock and roll DJs; Gavin, the greatest DJ in Britain who has 

just returned from his drug tour of America to reclaim his rightful 

position; Dave, an ironic, intelligent and cruelly funny co-

broadcaster; and a fearsome British government official out for 

blood against the drug takers and lawbreakers of a once-great 

nation. Right Fun Time. What a cute flick! As a (former) film reviewer I have absolutely no desire to 

dissect or critique this movie. I'm just taking it at face value. It's fun, uplifting and witty. It's obvious 

the cast had a hell of a good time making it (even the 'bad' guys). Hoffman and Nighey are in top 

form. The gags are good, even when they tank. And the ending gave a surprising increase in the 

tension/suspense. Really can't find anything terribly wrong with this aside from the mild sexism but 

it's so subtle, I hardly noticed. I've been going through a really rough time personally and watching 

this cheered me. What more could you hope for? 
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The Boatniks (1970) 
 

Young and awkward, The Coast-Guard's ensign Thomas Garland 

suffers from the comparison with his late father, a war hero. 

Which does not prevent him from falling for pretty Kate Fairchild, 

a young woman who runs a sailing school. Of course the way he 

expresses his deep sympathy for the lady leaves to be desired. 

And the situation does not improve when a trio of bumbling jewel 

thieves interferes. This movie is not as far off-base as some may 

believe. Having served in the Coast Guard in the 80's (a little after 

this movie came out in 1970) it is not too hard to believe that 

many of the scenes could have really taken place (and still do in a 

lot of places). Sure, you'd surely be relieved of command for 

sinking a boat, but chill - it's a comedy, not a documentary. 

Anyway, Phil Silvers is marvelous and Norman Fell is so good in his 

deadpan role. Stephanie Powers is about as hot as she ever was 

and Don Ameche as the Base CO is perfect. And don't forget Wally Cox as Jason - I wish he had tied 

up near us! Don't expect too much from this lightweight, but rather sit back, maybe crack open a 

cold one (don't set it by your compass - of course cans were made of steel then) and just enjoy a far 

simpler time. 
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The Bodyguard (1992) 
 

A pop singer has been receiving threatening notes, and her 

manager hires a bodyguard known for his good work. The 

bodyguard ruffles the singer's feathers and most of her entourage 

by tightening security more than they feel is necessary. The 

bodyguard is haunted by the fact that he was on Reagan's secret 

service staff but wasn't there to prevent the attack by Hinckley. 

Eventually the bodyguard and the singer start an affair, and she 

begins to believe his precautions are necessary when the stalker 

strikes close to home. I just recently watched The Bodyguard again 

and I forgot how good it was. Costner plays the role of the 

obsessed bodyguard perfectly and Houston's first feature film 

performance was flawless. This story of an obsessed stalker 

terrorising a famous performer and the bodyguard trying to 

protect her at all costs, was made in a refreshing way, even to compete with todays movie 

standards. Mick Jackson's The Bodyguard is a great movie to watch over and over again even when 

you find out whodunnit. 
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The Bodyguard (2004) 
 

A professional bodyguard who failed to protect his Choti, most 

successful businessman, is fired by his employer's son. The son 

inherits his fathers company but is then targets by assassins who 

want to gain control of the estate. He is forced to hide out in the 

slums where a kind family looks after him and sparks up a 

relationship with their tomboy daughter. Meanwhile, the 

bodyguard is being chased all over by a gang of clumsy hitmen. I 

saw this movie a while ago. I must admit, it was very funny. The 

idea of this bodyguard WongKom, who gets fired after the death 

of his client is just of those clichés. But then later on, WongKom 

realises that a group of assassins are after the client's son, so that 

they can their hands on the fortune. There were some funny 

scenes, good one liners. Fights scenes and shoot out scenes, they 

were great. Just like what you may've seen in another film ONG-

BAK. I think with this guy Petchai WongKomlao. I think he'll be Asia's next Jackie Chan. So he used to 

be a comedian, unlike another Asian favourite, Takeshi Kitano. But now as he takes the director's 

chair. He really gave the film a good going over. With all the thrills and spills of any action movie and 

combined with a bit of a slapstick humour just to add to all the fun. I manage to see the behind-the-

scenes featurette, which basically looks at the film on how it was made, as well as having the cast 

and crew interviews. Well, not much crews. But I must say, I've enjoyed it. It was very good! A 

thumbs up! 9 out of 10! 
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The Bodyguard 2 (2007) 
 

Khumlao (Petchtai Wongkumlao) is a NhongWaiLuem Counter 

Terrorist Unit agents. He's now carrying a mission to Thailand. To 

stop a threat to his country. By then. He must infiltrate GRSM 

company. That's been use to cover up an illegal activity. Own by 

Suthin and Surachai. Then he found out that Suthin and Surachai is 

been collecting a weapon to destroy NongWaiLuem. Now 

Khumloa need to stop Suthin and Surachai. Before his country is 

been destroy. 
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The Borrowers (1992) 
 

The Borrowers are small, 15cm high humans who live in the 

English hinterland. They live out their lives in mouse-hole sized 

nooks in human homes, and survive by 'borrowing' all they need 

from the house and its inhabitants. This series follows young girl 

Arriety, and her parents Pod and Homily, as they are displaced 

from their home and try to find a new home, with the help of a 

human boy, George (about 12-year-old Paul Cross). This movie is 

the most WONDERFUL kid's movie I've seen in AGES!!! I had the 

good fortune to stumble across "The Return of the Borrowers" at 

the library, and after seeing it, immediately went back for the first 

copy. This movie, granted is slow at times, and may lose young, 

fidgety children's interest after a while, but it is a treat for the 

adults and teens!!! An overall wonderful movie that I wish was 

available to buy. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Episode 1: The Clock family: Pod, Homily and Arriety: make a new home for themselves with Uncle 

Hendreary, Aunt Lupy and Eggletina. 

Episode 2: Pod tells the Hendrearys he and his family are leaving, and Eggletina shows them an exit 

through the scullery drain: but as they make their way out, a roaring wall of water rushes toward 

them. 

Episode 3: The family are forced to make camp in Spiller's kettle. 

Episode 4: Pod gives Ditchly and Iirick a well-deserved lecture on the meaning of being a Borrower, 

after their pranks get the better of them. 

Episode 5: Miss Menzies and George are delighted to find out each other's secret: they both know 

about the Borrowers. 

Episode 6: Imprisoned in an attic, the family make plans to escape before the Platters put them on 

public display. Arrietty comes up with the bright idea of building a balloon and persuades Pod and 

Homily to help with her inventive scheme. 
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The Bounty (1984) 
 

The familiar story of Lieutenant Bligh, whose cruelty leads to a 

mutiny on his ship. This version follows both the efforts of 

Fletcher Christian to get his men beyond the reach of British 

retribution, and the epic voyage of Lieutenant Bligh to get his 

loyalists safely to East Timor in a tiny lifeboat. A wonderfully 

atmospheric retelling of an old classic with a terrific cast and a 

haunting soundtrack supplied by Vangelis. If you like costume 

dramas with weight then you will love this film as it has all the 

swash without the buckle! Anthony Hopkins gives his usual 

powerful performance as the baddie-turned-victim and by the end 

of the film I am sure that like me you will want to see him 

vindicated. Mel Gibson struggles somewhat in the shadow of 

Hopkins but gives his all as Fletcher Christian. The atmosphere of 

the tropical island paradise is brilliantly captured and the scene 

showing the demise of the ship is, like the music, very haunting. There's no going back now Fletch!! 

Look out for John Sessions in a cameo role. 
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The Box Of Delights (1984) 
 

Based on the classic children's novel by John Masefield, the story 

follows the exploits of a young boy, Kay Harker (13-year-old Devin 

Stanfield), who finds himself drawn into a world of magic and 

danger when he encounters an old Punch and Judy man. I have 

not been quite so excited watching a series in a long time, thanks 

to the BBC wanting re-releasing of all their best children's drama 

this delight is now on DVD. It's very hard to think of things that 

haven't been said about this brilliant drama but I'll try. As we are 

coming closer to Christmas I would urge anybody who loves to get 

into the festive mood to buy this as everything that you'd 

associate with xmas is here and yes it is slightly intimidating if you 

weren't born into a middle class background as all the children go 

to boarding school and speak in possibly dated plummy tones but 

the story is what counts and it's a cracker. It's adventurous, fun 

and a little scary (with wolves howls in the air). The acting in the principal actors is spot on and the 

thing that's so great about it all is you never feel like you're being talked down to as a child, this 

explains why it's so popular with nostalgic adults. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1984) 
 

Episode 1: When the Wolves Were Running. 

Episode 2: Where Shall the 'Knighted Showman Go? 

Episode 3: In Darkest Cellars Underneath. 

Episode 4: The Spider in the Web. 

Episode 5: Beware of Yesterday. 

Episode 6: Leave Us Not Little, Nor Yet Dark. 
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The Boy And The Pirates (1960) 
 

Young boy is magically transported back in time to a pirate ship 

on the high seas. Cute 12-year-old Charles Herbert stars in this 

kiddie movie about a boy who dreams of being a pirate. To get 

him away from his hum-drum life of school, chores, and nagging 

parents. O to be free like the pirates, and do what a boy wants! 

Walking on the Massachusetts shore, little Jimmy (Herbert) finds 

a genie in a bottle. The genie makes his dream come true. But the 

boy finds out to his dismay that the life of a pirate is not what he 

thought it would be. And he longs for home. Lots of boyish 

adventure. Blackbeard, and sloops, and man-o-wars, treasure 

chests, rum and adventures. The cute Herbert made many movies 

and also starred in "Houseboat" as the little son to Sophia Loren 

as his stepmother. See also "Don't Eat the Daisies" also made in 

1960 when the lad was 12. Such a comely lad, he should have 

gone on to other movies but seems to have vanished into high 

school obscurity. Pity, he was such a cute boy. 
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The Boy From Space (1971) 
 

Story concerns a young brother and sister DAN (12-year-old 

Stephen Garlick) & HELEN, who discover aliens, notably a strange 

silver looking boy (Colin Mayes) (who they name PEEP-PEEP, due 

to his garbled backwards alien-speak). Unfortunately, another 

alien (scarily referred to as THE THIN SPACE MAN) is after PEEP-

PEEP. When the kids protect the alien-boy, THE THIN SPACE MAN 

comes looking for all concerned. I haven't seen The Boy From 

Space in years but would love to and think that it is more than 

worthy of a commercial release. Along with Dr. Who this was my 

first introduction to sci-fi and both these shows remain my 

favourites from that genre. In fact, despite being an early morning 

schools show, The Boy From Space is unrivalled as far as 'scaring 

the living crap out of me as a youngster' is concerned. It created 

that otherworldly feel in a more realistic way than I've ever seen 

and really proves that sometimes less is more. The aliens were simply actors sprayed blue with 

matching space suits and blonde hair that gave them almost albino like features. Even though these 

aliens were almost exclusively good guys I remember being really spooked by their appearance and 

having many sleepless nights thinking that one of them might come into my room at any time. After 

all if a couple of children my age had encountered them during a normal day then it certainly wasn't 

beyond the bounds of possibility that I could do the same. The whole thing had a real eerie quality 

about it reflected by an amazing theme tune, so evocative of something that had been composed on 

a far off galaxy. I wasn't surprised to recently hear that this programme has its own cult following 

and neither was I surprised to hear that someone of the ability of Richard Carpenter (Catweazle, 

Robin of Sherwood) was behind the whole thing because, for its time at least, this really was a 

spirited and unforgettable children's viewing experience. 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (1971) 
 

Episode 01: The Meteorite. 

Episode 02: The Spinning Compass. 

Episode 03: The Man in the Sand-pit. 

Episode 04: In danger! 

Episode 05: The Hold-Up. 

Episode 06: Where is Tom. 

Episode 07: The Hunt for the Car. 



Episode 08: The Lake. 

Episode 09: Captured! 

Episode 10: In the Space-Ship. 
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The Boy In The Plastic Bubble (1976) 
 

Based on a true story, Tod Lubitch is born with a deficient immune 

system (which is unlike being born with AIDS). As such, he must 

spend the rest of his life in a completely sterile environment. His 

room is completely hermetically sealed against bacteria and virus, 

his food is specially prepared, and his only human contact comes 

in the form of gloved hands. The movie follows his life into a 

teenager. Indeed, what would they say? That is, the cast of this 

film if they could see how time has only served to treat this above 

par TV movie, like it's some sort of 1970's retro-joke?! I'm sure if 

Robert Reed were alive today he'd be outraged! My main thought 

though, does Travolta know about this...and if he does, why hasn't 

he done something about it? If I were an actor I'd certainly find a 

way! I bought this on VHS in 1997 after having not seen it for over 

18 years. On the cover of mine is a fairly young Travolta wearing a 

white turtleneck. (Ick!) It was a mere $2 at Montgomery Wards and here's why...it was a cheap 

knock-off recorded off FOX Channel 32 in Chicago! The stations logo briefly appearing during the 

scene of Todd's fist day in High School. Okay, enough of the tirade! My opinion of the movie itself? I 

think it's one of the finest "movies of the week" ever made at the time and in some cases, since. I 

saw this in it's initial airing on Nov. 12th, 1976 and never forgot it. Travolta gives us a waterfall of 

emotions in this film: Joy, Sadness, Anger, Fear, etc. Films about medical conditions usually would 

have been preachy or maudlin. This treats Todd's condition like it should be, not "oh poor Todd, he's 

an outcast!" Like Robert Reed says to the reporters, "My son's not a freak!" He turns in a very good 

performance as well. He doesn't completely do a 360 from Mike Brady but it was a good start. The 

other young actors do a fine job of being exactly what kids are like when faced with something they 

don't understand. They talk about Todd behind his back and Gina plays a cruel joke on him at a 

beach outing. I won't say more about them, I don't want to ruin it for those who haven't seen it. It's 

no wonder that Travolta became as big as he did! "Welcome Back Kotter" was a mere stepping stone 

compared to this. This was his springboard to "Saturday Night Fever" and beyond, in my view. To all 

those under 30 who haven't seen this...forget that it's made in the '70s and watch it for the story 

alone. I know you will not be disappointed. In closing, one amusing thing I remember. Without giving 

away anything, when I saw the ending back in '76 at age 8, I thought he was "all better"! (Ha-ha, talk 

about innocence). 
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The Boy In The Striped Pyjamas (2008) 
 

Set during World War II, a story seen through the innocent eyes of 

Bruno (11-year-old Asa Butterfield), the 8-year-old son of the 

commandant at a concentration camp, whose forbidden 

friendship with a Jewish boy (10-year-old Jack Scanlon) on the 

other side of the camp fence has startling and unexpected 

consequences. There have been more than a few films on the 

subject of the Holocaust, possibly the daddy of them all being 

Steven Spielberg's "Schindler's List" based on the book 

"Schindler's Ark" by Thomas Keneally. Much better, however, in 

my mind is Costa-Gavras' "Amen" based on Rolf Hochhuth's play 

"Le Vicaire". Now Mark Herman's "The Boy in the Striped 

Pajamas", itself based on John Boyne's novel, is fit to mentioned 

alongside these two great films. I was initially doubtful at the 

premise of this film since my knowledge of Holocaust history 

suggested that 8-year-old boys would have been sent straight to the gas chambers on arrival rather 

than set to work in a camp (obviously I am happy to be set straight on this point if I am wrong). And 

having seen the film, I also doubt that the boy in the camp (Shmuel, well played by Jack Scanlon) 

would be able to sit at the camp fence undetected long enough to meet and talk to Bruno, the camp 

Commandant's son (an astonishingly assured performance by newcomer Asa Butterfield). There has 

also been some criticism of the fact that all the actors speak in Received Pronounciation English 

accents (even American actress Vera Farmiga, whose English accent is completely faultless). This is 

true, although to be completely accurate, all the actors would have to speak in German and the film 

would have had to be subtitled as a result. In truth, however, none of these criticisms actually 

matters a damn. For even though all of the above is undeniably true, the film still works. And my, 

how it works. When it finished, I sat in my seat stunned (I had the same reaction after watching 

"Disaster Movie" last week, but most definitely not for the same reason, I assure you). The Holocaust 

as seen through the prism of an 8-year-old German boy is a novel approach and although we all 

know what is happening at the camp nearby, at the beginning, he does not. And every step he takes, 

he gets closer to discovering the truth, losing his childhood innocence in the process. What I liked 

about this film is the sophisticated and multi-layered portrayal of the German characters. None of 

them are one dimensional wholly evil characters but nor are they wholly good either (not even 

Bruno who tells lies on several occasions, one occasion which results in brutal punishment for one of 

the prisoners as a consequence). With good performances from Asa Butterfield as Bruno, Amber 

Beattie as his sister, David Thewlis as his father, Vera Farmiga as his mother and Jack Scanlon as 

Shmuel, this may not be the first film about the loss of childhood innocence in the Holocaust 

(Roberto Benigni beat Herman to it with "Life is Beautiful" and whilst Benigni's film has a powerful 

end of its own, even that does not compare to the powerful shattering ending which this film 

possesses) but it is the best and most effective to date. With restrained direction by Mark Herman 

and a similarly restrained score from James Horner, if this film does not win the hat full of Oscars 

next year that it surely deserves, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences will have shown 

itself to be completely irrelevant. 
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The Boy Who Could Fly (1986) 
 

Milly and Lewis (10-year-old Fred Savage), and their recently-

widowed mom, Charlene, move to a new neighborhood. Once 

there, they all deal with a variety of personal problems, but Milly 

finds a friend in Eric (18-year-old Jay Underwood), her autistic 

next door neighbor. Eric has a fascination with flight, and as the 

story progresses, he exerts an enthralling force of change on all 

those around him. This movie is great. It takes you back when 

wishes and faith brought people a long way. There is no getting 

around it if you have never seen this movie you need to. This is a 

great movie for kids to watch compared to the movie choices that 

they have today, but yet is great movie for adults. This movie is an 

older movie but yet is the only movie that I can honestly say was 

great. no complaint or suggestions just great. Well written and 

directed the actors and actress's where great. This movie is one 

that should never be forgotten and I would love to see anther movie made that is like this. This 

movie should never leave your library of movies and if you do not own it you should there is no 

getting over it it was the best movie of my time and that is not very long but it always will be the 

best. 
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The Boy Who Cried Bitch (El Niño Que Grito Puta) (1991) 
 

A psychotic 12-year-old (13-year-old Harley Cross) makes life hell 

for his emotionally frail mother. An extremely limited release film. 

It was playing in one theater in Manhattan and I saw it four times. 

It features a terrific performance by Harley Cross as the disturbed 

child. The film is very depressing. It never was released on any 

format and I rarely find other people who know anything about it. 

I'd love to find a copy. I highly recommend this film. 
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The Boy Who Loved Trolls (1984) 
 

When 12-year-old Paul's (Matt Dill) wish that the wonderful 

stories he reads would come true actually happens, he discovers a 

troll and a mermaid under a bridge. It turns out that his newfound 

friend, the troll, has less than a day to live, and Paul must decide 

whether to risk everything to attempt to save him. "The Boy Who 

Loved Trolls" used to frequently air on the Disney Channel when I 

was young. Paul's line "Excuse me, do you know where I could find 

a troll?" remains in my memory to this day. Even though the video 

is out of print, there's probably a way to find it and maybe 

someday I will look into it. 
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The Boy Who Plays On The Buddhas Of Bamiyan (2004) 
 

In 2001, the Taliban government of Afghanistan destroyed the 

Buddhas of Bamiyan, the world's tallest stone sculptures. By the 

summer of 2002, after the fall of the Taliban, more than 250 

Afghans, most of them Hazara refugees, were living in caves 

beside the rubble. This film, organized chronologically over four 

seasons, follows a refugee family living there, including Mir, a 

smiling lad of 8-years-old. The landscape is stark, the winter is 

harsh, the refugees' stories are harrowing, Mir's school is crowded 

and ill equipped, helicopters move across the sky, and the roads 

carry mostly military vehicles, yet Mir's family hopes for a house 

and a bright future. I have to disagree with the opinion that 

"experts" were needed to provide commentary. I valued the 

opinions of those who were actually living there. They were quite 

articulate. Fascinating film with many striking 

images/contrasts/gut checks. Incredible cinematography and music as well. Some of the things that 

linger: 1. A radio broadcasting news of Britain's troop commitment & 3 billion pounds/(dollars?) in 

aid toward the removal of Saddam Hussein in Iraq - money that would have gone so much further in 

Afghanistan. 2. Mir's father explaining his latest acquisition of food (cow's stomach lining) which he 

said he picked up from a local butcher who was about to throw it away. 3. An obvious appreciation 

for the American effort to oust the taliban by the local hazari's. 4. That sickeningly empty feeling 

when the camera's keep going back to the cavernous areas where the statues once stood. 
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The Boy Who Stole The Elephant (1970) 
 

A boy (12-year-old Mark Lester) working in a struggling circus 

troupe develops a great rapport with an elephant on loan from a 

more successful circus. When he learns that his boss has just bet 

the elephant in a card game and lost, he decides to leave as 

quickly and quietly as possible with the huge animal and return it 

to its rightful owner several hundred miles away in the southern 

U.S. Based on the novel of the same title by Julilly Kohler. I'm not 

sure why Mark Lester is listed in the cast as though he had a bit 

part, because he is the star. The IMDB information does not list 

the studio, but I think if it's not Disney it is an adaptation that he 

could have made-- considerably prettified and sugar-coated 

compared to Julilly Kohler's novel. But I won't complain, because it 

works. A modification is required right off to explain how a clearly 

English boy comes to be a runaway waif in the middle of the late 

19th-century U.S. Further, in the novel Catfish Williams, his boss, is a brutal drunkard, an 

incompetent circus manager, and an all-around S.O.B. In the film, he is a lovable avuncular sort with 

one Achilles heel: a weakness for gambling. The film casts the owner of the circus that owns the 

elephant as a dashing woman with a long-standing soft place in her heart, maybe even a romantic 

interest, in old Catfish. Kohler, a member of the family of plumbing-appliance magnates in 

Wisconsin, whose company underwent a famous worker's strike around the 1950s, is not 

particularly famous as a children's author, but I think that my father once met her at a writer's 

conference and brought this book of hers home to me as a small child. I've always liked it, and so 

have other children to whom I have introduced it. The film is a nice honor to her work, even if it was 

changed in some respects. If you enjoy the film, try to read it. 
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The Boy Who Turned Yellow (1972) 
 

John (13-year-old Mark Dightam) and his class go on a 

school trip to the Tower of London. While he is there he 

loses his pet mouse and vows to return and find her later. 

Back in school, he is not very attentive and falls asleep 

during a lesson about electricity so his teacher sends him 

home. On the 'tube' there is a sudden flash, and John, the 

train and all of the passengers turn yellow. With the help 

of Nick (short for 'Electronic') John learns about electricity, 

invades the Tower of London and saves his pet mouse...or 

was it a dream. This is the Powell & Pressburger touch applied to children's films. This simple 

children's film, made as a way of educating kids through "fun" means, is a small-scale, very dated 

piece of fluff that would have long ago been lost to cinema history if not for one very crucial element 

-- it was the final pairing of one of film's finest partnerships, director Michael Powell and writer 

Emeric Pressburger. After a string of cinematic marvels in the 1940s (including The Life And Death Of 

Colonel Blimp, Black Narcissus, The Red Shoes, and A Matter Of Life And Death), their fortunes 

faded. They kept up their partnership as The Archers until 1957, made one more film together in the 

mid-60s (They're A Weird Mob, which is probably the least seen and most elusive of all their work), 

and then surprisingly churned this out in 1972. Anyone hoping for a hint of the old magic will be 

disappointed. This is weak on all fronts, an odd and unhappy concoction from a pair of geniuses who 

were famed for their innovation and creativity. Fans will want to catch it anyway, just to be able to 

say they've seen it, but really this is a very minor PS to a fabulous career which had long since hit its 

peak. 
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The Boy With Green Hair (1948) 
 

Peter Fry (12-year-old Dean Stockwell), typical American boy, is 

orphaned when his parents are caught in the London Blitz. He is 

not told of their fate, but shuttled from one selfish relative to the 

next, ending with "Gramp," a kindly ex-vaudevillean. Peter and 

Gramp, both fond of "Irish bulls," get along fine; but the morning 

after Peter finally learns he's an orphan, his hair spontaneously 

turns green! The absurd over-reactions of stupid people overturn 

his life as the story becomes a parable. In a police station, a child 

psychologist uses his ability to interview a runaway boy with hairs 

completely cut-off that is reluctant to speak. The boy tells that his 

name is Peter Fry and his parents had traveled to London and 

have not returned yet; meanwhile he is living with Gramp Fry, 

after being lodged in the houses of many relatives for short periods. He gets along with Gramp, the 

locals, his schoolmates and his teacher; however, when he discovers that he is an orphan of war, his 

hair turns green on the next morning and Peter is rejected by his community. This film really touched 

me as a child. Firstly, it was the only serious film about a kid, with a kid as the star, that I had ever 

seen. None of this Disney stuff. Though later came the '5,000 Fingers of Dr. T', another great film for 

youngsters. Secondly, it was about a child's pain and inner life. There are a few platitudes thrown 

around by the wooden adults but the film seems to aim at exposing this kind of no-communication. 

It just isolates and abandons a youngster when they most need a strong and comforting adult 

connection. Every time I see this film again it is just as good as the first time. Another interesting 

aspect of this film's story is that although the boy has lost both of his parents during WWII, he has 

become stuck and needs to move on and incorporate this difficult time. And in doing so he becomes 

aware of the many WWII orphans everywhere and becomes able to identify himself with the many 

children who are in his own circumstances or worse. He doesn't feel so alone. He finds that he truly 

cares about the suffering of other orphans and wants to do something to alleviate this suffering. 

There! And I didn't give away the 'green hair' thing. I have a collection of anti-war films- Glory-Three 

Kings-Courage Under Fire-Coming Home. I only need "The Best Years of our Lives' and the 'Boy with 

Green Hair' to make it complete. 
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The Boys Of St. Vincent (1992-3) 
 

This movie is based on actual events, but it says it is not all about 

one specific incident. It documents St. Vincent's Orphanage in 

Canada, where many of the boys suffer physical, emotional, and 

sexual abuse at the hands of the brothers who run the facility. 

When the stories are surfaced and a police investigation is begun, 

religious and political groups work to silence the story to keep it 

from reaching the public. In the 1970's, an ugly scandal was 

enveloping an orphanage in Canada; priests in charge of the 

orphanage were sexually and physically abusing their young 

charges. When several of the boys go to the police, their 

complaints are buried - as the chief of police, government 

officials, and senior clergy of the Catholic church quietly conspire 

to shut down the investigation and transfer the offending priests 

to other parishes. Unfortunately the pattern begins anew, as the 

abusive priests re-start their vile acts. Many years later, victims start coming forward as adults, and 

an inquiry is commissioned into the cover-up of the abuse. One offending ex-priest, Bro. Peter Lavin 

(Czerny) - now married with 2 young sons - soon finds himself on trial for his crimes of so many years 

ago...and a major scandal will finally become public knowledge. 
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The Brady Bunch (1969-73) 
 

Architect Mike Brady marries beautiful young Carol, who has three 

girls to care for. Likewise, Mike's previous wife's death has left him 

to raise his three boys (15-year-old Barry Williams [Greg], 12-year-

old Christopher Knight [Peter] & 9-year-old Mike Lookinland 

[Bobby]) all alone. In no time this amalgam becomes the ideal 

average American middle class family. Of course, raising such a 

large family isn't easy, so live-in housekeeper Alice Nelson is 

always there to lend a hand. "The Brady Bunch" is a classic 

situation comedy that has become a cornerstone of popular 

culture. Mike Brady, a widowed architect with three boys (ranging 

in age from 7 to 13) marries Carol Martin, a single young mother 

with three young girls (ages 6 through 12); the reason for her 

being single was never explained. The couple and their formerly-

separate families become one close-knit, united family. The family shared a four-bedroom house in 

an unnamed suburb of Los Angeles, of which Mike designed. Other members of the Brady family was 

Mike's housekeeper, Alice Nelson, who now served as the family's housekeeper; and Tiger, the boys' 

beloved pooch. On occassion, Alice's boyfriend, Sam Franklin, a local meat butcher, was seen. Stories 

revolved around family unity and sibling rivalry, dating, misunderstandings, family vacations 

(including those to Grand Canyon and Hawaii) and growing up. On occassion, remarks relevant to 

the "real world" were covertly thrown in, but never truly impacted the innocent, carefree charm of 

the series. The stories changed as the children grew into teenagers (by the final season, the children 

ranged in age from 12 to 18); in 1974, Carol's young nephew, Oliver, became a guest at the Brady 

home. I am proud to be a Brady Bunch Junkie. I can quote practically every episode verbadum. I can 

identify each episode within the first 5 seconds (which I love to do to impress my friends). I bet I 

know each episode better than the cast does! When I was growing up, my sisters and I would try to 

cover each others mouths so that we could sing the opening song solo and a cappella. I, too, am a 

"middle child". The middle of three girls. I would have given anything to have three brothers to 

offset the middle child syndrome. Even if it meant not having a toilet (which was never shown). Jan 

was someone I could relate to and I thought my sisters could relate to me better through her. 

Whenever she was a focal point in an episode, I'd be all "see what I mean" and "that's how I feel" 

about being in the middle. To this day I still refer to myself as the "Jan" in my family. And if I meet a 

guy who happens to be a middle brother, I say "oh, you're like Peter". If he doesn't get it, than he's 

out. Anyway, regardless if I'm the middle or not, I always wanted to be a Brady. Where else could 

you find a family that let you decide your own punishments, live by exact words, help you contact 

Davy Jones, give up their den so that you could have your own "funky" room, let you have a slumber 

party (after you were in trouble with the school principal) put on a play of Snow White and the 

Seven Drawfs in your backyard, believe you when you say the cigarettes they found in your jacket 

were not yours AND had a live in maid! The only thing they asked of you was "don't play ball in the 

house". And, morals of the story were taught in Latin so you didn't understand them anyway (coviat 

emptor); "let the buyer beware." However, Mike & Carol did try to realte with their kids by using 

such phrases as "right on", "groovy", "far out" and my personal favorite "wrapping". Hopefully Carol 

realizes by now that it is not against the law. Overall, they were a well-rounded and well-balanced 



family who believed in each other and stuck by one another. As corny as the show was, for those 

thirty minutes, I secretly wished that I was a Brady. 

 

Series 1 (25 Episodes) (1969) 
 

Episode 01: The Honeymoon; Mike and Carol's wedding is a true family affair, complete with six 

children, two pets and a maid. And after the wedding ends in chaos, their honeymoon becomes a 

family affair too. 

Episode 02: Dear Libby; Marcia reads a letter in the newspaper's "Dear Libby" column, wherein the 

recently married author is stressed out over a living arrangement similar to the Bradys'. She spills the 

news to her siblings (and step-siblings), and they all become convinced that either Mike or Carol 

wrote the letter. 

Episode 03: Eenie, Meenie, Mommy, Daddy; Cindy's dilemma: Having to decide whether to invite her 

mother or new stepfather to her school play because of the school's undersized auditorium. It 

becomes too much for her to decide, so she schemes to drop out of the play. 

Episode 04: Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore; Alice doesn't think the boys need her as much 

anymore now that Carol is in the house--so she announces that she is leaving. 

Episode 05: Katchoo; Jan appears to be allergic to Tiger, which means that the family dog may have 

to go away. 

Episode 06: A Clubhouse Is Not a Home; The boys don't want to share their backyard clubhouse with 

the girls, so the girls try to build one on their own. 

Episode 07: Kitty Karry-All Is Missing; Cindy's beloved doll, Kitty Karry-All, disappears and Bobby - 

who had just said he was annoyed by the doll - is blamed for its theft. Later, Bobby's kazoo turns up 

missing and he accuses Cindy. A whole lot of finger-pointing between the siblings ensues, unaware 

that the real culprit is Tiger. 

Episode 08: A-Camping We Will Go; Greg, Peter and Bobby are looking forward to their annual camp 

out with Mike and Alice. But this time, Carol and the girls are coming along. Uh-uh, says the boys, 

who are sure the girls will ruin their good time. But even though the siblings take sides (boys vs. girls, 

natch), they eventually begin to bond with each other and a fun time is had by all. 

Episode 09: Sorry, Right Number; When the family phone bill goes through the roof, Mike 

temporarily installs a pay phone in the house to teach the children a lesson. 

Episode 10: Every Boy Does It Once; After Bobby watches a television adaptation of "Cinderella," 

stepsisters Marcia and Jan tease him, then Carol asks for his help in sweeping the chimney. Bobby 

reasons that what he just saw on TV was correct: All stepmothers and stepsisters are evil. So, feeling 

unloved and unwanted, he decides to run away. Mike and Carol find out and come up with a plan to 

stop Bobby. 



Episode 11: Vote for Brady; Greg and Marcia run against each other for student body president, and 

their campaigns become very competitive and ugly. 

Episode 12: The Voice of Christmas; Just in time for the holidays, Carol develops laryngitis and may 

not be able to sing at Christmas services, prompting Cindy to ask a department store Santa for a 

miracle. Meanwhile, the older siblings decide that, given Carol's illness, Christmas should be 

postponed until she gets well, leading Alice to teach them the true meaning of Christmas. 

Episode 13: Is There a Doctor in the House?; Peter, then Jan, then the rest of the Brady siblings 

become ill with the measles. During their recovery, they begin debating the abilities of male and 

female doctors. 

Episode 14: Father of the Year; Marcia wants to nominate Mike for "Father of the Year." But she 

wants to keep it a secret, which means she'll have to break family rules to get it done. If she's 

caught, Mike will punish her--which is exactly what happens. 

Episode 15: 54-40 and Fight; Since the boys and girls cannot decide on a mutually satisfactory prize, 

they hold a contest to determine who gets all of the family's combined trading stamps. 

Episode 16: Mike's Horror-Scope; Mike worries over a newspaper horoscope, which predicts that a 

strange woman will enter his life. That woman is a fussy perfume heiress, his firm's latest client who 

wants her perfume factory impossibly designed to her specifications. 

Episode 17: The Undergraduate; Greg's math grades begin to suffer, at the same time he develops a 

huge crush on someone named "Linda"... who turns out to be his math teacher. 

Episode 18: Tiger! Tiger!; The Bradys comb the neighborhood in search of runaway dog Tiger. 

Episode 19: The Big Sprain; Bobby leaves the Chinese checkers set laying out, and while she is doing 

some cleaning, Alice trips over it. Her ankle is sprained, and - with Carol away to care for her sick 

aunt - Mike rhetorically asks who is going to do all the cooking and cleaning? The kids, who else? 

They don't do a very good job at first, but through learning to cooperate, they tackle some of those 

household chores quite well. 

Episode 20: Brace Yourself; Marcia becomes convinced she's "ugly, ugly, ugly!" after having to wear 

braces. This is reinforced when her date for the school dance abruptly cancels (purportedly because 

his family is going out of town). Mike, Greg and Alice separately - and without consulting the other - 

then try to set Marcia up on a substitute date. 

Episode 21: The Hero; Peter's ego grows wild after he saves a little girl from being crushed by a 

tumbling wall at the local toy store, and is honored by the newspaper. 

Episode 22: The Possible Dream; Cindy accidentally mixes in Marcia's diary with other books for a 

book drive. Marcia immediately freaks out, because she's worried that someone else will read it and 

learn about her secret crush on TV star Desi Arnaz Jr. 

Episode 23: To Move or Not to Move; The children complain about the lack of space and privacy in 

their home, especially since it is three kids to a bedroom. Mike takes the complaints seriously and 



puts the house up for sale. The kids immediately have remorse and devise a scheme to scare off 

potential buyers. 

Episode 24: The Grass Is Always Greener; It's the old switcheroo game, Brady style: Who's domestic 

role is easier, the man's or the woman's? Mike and Carol find out, all to well, that they probably 

should stick with their gender role - especially after Mike's disastrous attempt to help Marcia with a 

Girl Scout cooking project, and Carol's inept try at giving the boys pointers in baseball. 

Episode 25: Lost Locket, Found Locket; Jan gets a locket from a secret admirer. As the family try to 

determine who anonymously sent the locket, they're momentarily distracted when Jan loses the 

locket (after the clasp becomes loose and it falls off her). 
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Series 2 (24 Episodes) (1970) 
 

Episode 01: The Dropout; After a visit from Don Drysdale, Greg lets his obsession with becoming a 

Major League Baseball pitcher get to his head. But he eventually learns the hard way that he's not 

the star he thinks he is. 

Episode 02: The Babysitters; Greg and Marcia are left in charge of babysitting their younger siblings 

for the first time, but Cindy's sniffles cast a pall on Mike and Carol's planned night at the theater. 

Episode 03: The Slumber Caper; The famous tale of Marcia's first house party, which almost doesn't 

happen after she is accused of scrawling an unflattering picture of her teacher in class. Marcia's 

brothers conspire to ruin the party, with the predictable result. 

Episode 04: The Un-Underground Movie; For an American history class project, Greg enlists his 

family to create a documentary about the First Thanksgiving. 

Episode 05: Going, Going... Steady; Marcia goes gaa-gaa over her first steady boyfriend, nerdy insect 

collector Harvey Klinger. Things progress so quickly they decide to start thinking about their future, 

leading Mike to subtly intervene. 

Episode 06: Call Me Irresponsible; Greg learns about responsibility when he gets his first job as 

courier for the architectural firm where Mike is employed. 

Episode 07: The Treasure of Sierra Avenue; While playing in a nearby undeveloped lot, the boys find 

a wallet containing $1,100, but have no plans to share the money with their siblings. After Mike talks 

with his sons about sharing, they agree to divide the money provided the owner doesn't come 

forward. Just when the kids have wild visions on how they plan to use the money, the rightful owner 

comes forward. 

Episode 08: A Fistful of Reasons; "Baby talk, baby talk, it's a wonder you can walk!" That's Buddy 

Hinton's taunt to much younger Cindy over her lisp. Peter, a classmate of Buddy's, is appalled that 



the bully delights in making little girls cry and - despite being called "chicken" - decides to stick up for 

his sister. 

Episode 09: The Not-So-Ugly Duckling; Jan's first crush on classmate Clark Tyson is unrequited. 

Discouraged and in a fit of ego, she "invents" a boyfriend named George Glass. Now, the rest of her 

family wants to meet George. 

Episode 10: The Tattle-Tale; Cindy learns a lesson about discretion when she annoys her siblings 

because of her tattling, then causes a misunderstanding that nearly results in the breakup of Sam 

and Alice. 

Episode 11: What Goes Up...; Bobby develops a fear of heights after falling out of a tree. 

Episode 12: Confessions, Confessions; "Mom said don't play ball in the house." The boys do anyway, 

and Peter's errant pass of a basketball results in Carol's favorite vase getting broken. Will Peter - 

looking forward to an upcoming camping trip - admit the truth before his conscience overpowers 

him, or will his siblings take the fall? 

Episode 13: The Impractical Joker; Jan annoys the family with a series of innocent practical jokes. 

One of them nearly goes too far, however, when she sets Greg's pet mouse loose and musophobic 

Alice (having seen the little critter running around) calls the exterminator. 

Episode 14: Where There's Smoke; Greg gets caught with cigarettes in his school jacket. He's been 

caught smoking once before (and quit immediately). Therefore, nobody believes him when he 

truthfully says they're not his. 

Episode 15: Will the Real Jan Brady Please Stand Up?; Jan thinks she is being shunned at school 

because of her blonde hair. So, she buys a black wig and plans to show off her new hairdo at a party. 

Episode 16: The Drummer Boy; Musical stories abound: Bobby attempts (horribly) to play the drums. 

Meanwhile, Peter joins the glee club, then is mocked by his teammates on his pee-wee football 

team. It takes Los Angeles Rams defensive end Deacon Jones to set Peter's teammates straight. 

Episode 17: Coming Out Party; An innocent tale about the time the Bradys were invited to spend a 

Sunday afternoon on Mr. Phillips' boat - that is, if Cindy and Carol can get over tonsillitis and Carol 

can keep her big mouth shut! 

Episode 18: Our Son, the Man; Greg - by now, a high school freshman - wants to become a young 

adult, so he renovates Mike's den into his own "far out" pad and tries to woo a girl three years his 

senior. But Greg learns that, even though he's 15, he still has a lot of growing up to do. 

Episode 19: The Liberation of Marcia Brady; Marcia is polled at school for a television news story 

about how the women's liberation movement is affecting teenagers. Greg sees the report and taunts 

Marcia. Tired of Greg's constant sexism, she becomes resolved to join the all-male Frontier Scouts to 

prove a point that women can do anything men can do. 

Episode 20: Lights Out; Cindy becomes afraid of the dark when she sees a magician's "disappearing 

lady" act at a friend's party. Peter tries to help Cindy get over the fear by asking her to be his 

assistant for his own magic show, where the highlight is the "disappearing lady" trick. 



Episode 21: The Winner; Greg has won a trophy. So has Marcia, Peter, Jan. And Cindy adds to the 

trophy collection when she brings home an award for playing jacks. That leaves Bobby, who is 

trophy-less and now feeling self-pity. Bobby soon engages in an all-out effort to win a trophy. 

Episode 22: Double Parked; The Bradys learn that their favorite neighborhood park has been 

condemned, to make way for a new courthouse. Imagine their surprise when Mike is the architect 

for the courthouse. 

Episode 23: Alice's September Song; Alice's old flame, Mark Millard, re-enters her life, wanting to 

sweep her off her feet. He then presents her with an investment proposal that Mike senses may be 

too good to be true. 

Episode 24: Tell It Like It Is; Revisions abound when Carol is invited to write a story about her hectic 

family life for a women's magazine. The first version paints a less than flattering portrait of the 

Bradys, while the second (which impresses the editors) seems too good to be true, particularly when 

they arrive to find out it is. 
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Series 3 (23 Episodes) (1971) 
 

Episode 01: Ghost Town, U.S.A.; The Bradys and Alice begin their trek to Grand Canyon. But a stop at 

a ghost town turns out to be a detour, after a demented prospector locks everyone in the jail, 

thinking they plan to steal his (non-existant) gold claim. 

Episode 02: Grand Canyon or Bust; The Bradys convince the prospector that they are no threat to his 

fictional gold claim and continue their trip to Grand Canyon. After the family gets settled, Bobby and 

Cindy spot a young runaway Native American and, while chasing him down, get lost. 

Episode 03: The Brady Braves; Mike meets with the young Native American's old-school grandfather, 

who has decried the boy's dreams of becoming an astronaut. The Grand Canyon adventure ends 

with the family going to a rain dance and getting honorary tribe names. 

Episode 04: The Wheeler-Dealer; Greg gets his driver's license... and his first set of wheels, thanks to 

his fast-talking buddy. But the car turns out to be a beat-up buggy, and no amount of restoration can 

turn this lemon into lemonade. 

Episode 05: My Sister, Benedict Arnold; Greg and Marcia use their dates to get back at each other; 

the younger Brady siblings prepare for the school carnival by building a dunking tank. 

Episode 06: The Personality Kid; The episode that gave birth to the catchphrase, "Porkchops and 

applesauce." Peter's Humphrey Bogart impression is part of his ill-guided attempt to create a new 

personality for himself, after being told at a dull party that he has no personality. 

Episode 07: Juliet Is the Sun; Marcia lands the lead role in the school's upcoming production of 

"Juliet is the Sun." At first reserved, Marcia quickly develops an incredibly huge ego and becomes 



verbally abusive with her family and co-stars. She continues to press her luck and is let go from the 

play. 

Episode 08: And Now, a Word from Our Sponsor; A hip director hires the Bradys (and Alice) to star in 

his latest project: A TV commercial for laundry detergent. But a few things stand in the family's way 

to stardom: deciding whether the new brand is better than the family's current choice; and their 

taking acting lessons from an actress whose style is forced. 

Episode 09: The Private Ear; Peter uses his father's tape recorder to snoop on his siblings' 

conversations, creating dissension in the household. Mike catches on and counsels Peter on his 

behavior. Greg and Marcia, ticked that Peter got off easy, decide to really teach him a lesson. 

Episode 10: Her Sister's Shadow; When Jan's teachers constantly compare her to Marcia, Jan makes 

her famous cry of in frustration: "Marcia! Marcia! Marcia!" Can her entry in a school-sponsored 

patriotic essay contest help Jan escape "Her Sister's Shadow"? 

Episode 11: Click; Despite Carol's concern he might be seriously injured, Greg earns a spot on the 

varsity football team. His mother's fears become founded when he bruises his ribs during a 

scrimmage, so - after dealing with self-pity - tries to see how he can incorporate his photography 

hobby into the game. 

Episode 12: Getting Davy Jones; Marcia boasts that she can get Davy Jones to perform at a school 

dance, then begins an all-out effort to try to get him to appear. 

Episode 13: The Not-So-Rose-Colored Glasses; Jan's grades begin to worsen, and she takes someone 

else's bicycle from the park, a tipoff that she needs a vision exam. She learns the importance of 

wearing her glasses after an accident in the garage ruins the children's anniversary gift - a portrait of 

the kids - to Mike and Carol. 

Episode 14: The Teeter-Totter Caper; Bobby and Cindy are asked by their older siblings to stay out of 

their way, then are told they weren't invited to their Aunt Gertrude's wedding. In a fit of self-

importance, they set out to set a world's record for teeter-tottering. 

Episode 15: Big Little Man; Bobby becomes self-conscious when he's the shortest one in the family, 

and becomes convinced he's going to remain height-challenged all his life. Following an ill-advised 

attempt by his sisters to encourage Bobby (they make him think he's grown 1 1/2 inches by doing 

stretch exercises) and then trying to flaunt his know-it-all genius, he has a chance to save Greg when 

they become locked in the meat freezer at Sam's Butcher Shop. 

Episode 16: Dough Re Mi; The episode that made musical history... at least in the Brady's world. 

Greg writes a song and invites his siblings to join him in recording the song. One problem: Peter's 

voice is going through puberty, and cracks at inopportune times during the song. Songs: "We Can 

Make the World a Whole Lot Better," "Time to Change." 

Episode 17: Jan's Aunt Jenny; While the family is cleaning the attic, Jan is awed when she sees a 

portrait that she finds out is her Aunt Jenny, and asks to meet her. When Jenny visits, the family 

learns she has not aged gracefully - at least appearance-wise. The family - particularly Jan - learns 

that beauty is only skin deep. 



Episode 18: The Big Bet; After Greg boasts that he can do twice as many pull ups as Bobby, the 

youngest Brady brother demands he put up or shut up. An agitated Greg finally agrees, declaring 

that the loser of the bet does everything the winner says. 

Episode 19: The Power of the Press; Peter joins the school newspaper staff, where he prints his 

classmates' names in an effort to impress them. After nearly failing a science test, Peter hopes to 

earn points with his teacher by writing a flattering column about him; however, Peter fails to win 

over his teacher. 

Episode 20: Sergeant Emma; When Alice goes on vacation, Cousin Emma - a sergeant from the 

Women's Army Corps - fills in. She ends up driving the family crazy through her micromanagement 

of the household and by making them do daily calisthenics. However, the exhausted Bradys learn a 

lesson about being appreciated when they throw a "welcome home" party for Alice that Emma 

interprets as a farewell bash. 

Episode 21: Cindy Brady, Lady; Cindy wants to act older than her age (again), so she can participate 

in her older sisters' activities. Bobby poses Cindy's "secret admirer," then when Mike wants to 

expose him, he gets one of his classmates to pose as the admirer. 

Episode 22: My Fair Opponent; Marcia's decision to make over a "plain Jane" (as part of her 

candidacy for hostess of Banquet Night) is one she may live to regret. 

Episode 23: The Fender Benders; A minor parking lot car accident involving the Bradys winds up in 

small claims court, after the other driver claims he was seriously hurt because of Carol's supposed 

reckless driving. Mike decides to expose the ruse in court. 
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Series 4 (23 Episodes) (1972) 
 

Episode 01: Hawaii Bound; Mike is sent to Hawaii to check on a construction project for his firm, and 

the entire Brady clan (and Alice) get to come along. During the trip, Bobby unearths an ancient tiki 

said to bring bad luck to whomever is holding it. The first evidence comes when Greg is involved in a 

serious surfing accident. 

Episode 02: Pass the Tabu; After bad luck continues to befall the family, the Brady boys set out to 

learn about the ancient tiki. They learn the tiki is tabu and must be discarded at an ancient burial 

ground. 

Episode 03: The Tiki Caves; An archaeologist named Professor Whitehead traps the boys in the cave, 

somehow concluding they have conspired to steal his latest "find." Mike and Carol are able to track 

down their sons and convince Whitehead he will receive proper credit for his "find." A Hawaiian 

party wraps up the Bradys' latest vacation. 

Episode 04: Today, I Am a Freshman; Marcia is overly anxious about becoming a high school 

freshman. To get over her new "school-itis," she tries too hard to make new friends, first by making a 



fool out of herself in front of Greg's friends, then joining every club in sight, including the elitist 

Boosters. However, she learns the Boosters are a bunch of snobs and not the friends she wants to 

hang out with, thanks to some unwitting help from Peter and his volcano. 

Episode 05: Cyrano de Brady; Peter wants desperately to break the ice with his pretty classmate, 

Kerry, but nerves get in the way every time. So, he asks Greg to act as his Cyrano. Only thing is, Kerry 

mistakenly concludes that Greg is the one afflicted with shyness. Greg - who is four years older than 

Kerry - gets Marcia to make Kerry think that he is a playboy. 

Episode 06: Fright Night; The Brady house is the place for horror when the boys decide to scare the 

girls with a slide-projected ghost. The girls devise some ghostly revenge of their own by daring the 

boys to sleep in the "haunted" attic, but things really get out of hand when Alice opens her big 

mouth to say she doesn't scare easily. The kids gang up to scare her out of her socks, with some 

unexpected results. 

Episode 07: The Show Must Go On??; Greg and Marcia recruit their parents to participate in the 

upcoming Family Frolics Night at school. 

Episode 08: Jan, the Only Child; Jan complains because she has a perceived lack of identity and no 

privacy. She decides she wants to be an only child, just like her friend Donna. Her siblings try to help 

her out by being considerate, but when Cindy says the wrong thing, Jan angrily rejects their help. 

The others respond in kind and exclude her from all Brady-kid activities. 

Episode 09: Career Fever; For a composition class, Greg is assigned to write about his future plans. In 

a case of writer's block, he composes an essay about being an architect, just like his father. Mike 

reads the essay and becomes convinced that Greg really has a desire to go into said occupation, 

unaware that Greg clearly doesn't want to. So, Greg - instead of flat out telling Mike, in fear he'll be 

offended - decides to showcase his ineptitude. Meanwhile, Peter and Jan decide to explore being a 

nurse and doctor. Peter reads a medical encyclopedia and concludes (mistakenly, of course) he's 

dying of some dread disease. 

Episode 10: Goodbye, Alice, Hello; A series of miscommunications and misunderstandings leads Alice 

to believe she has irrecoverably breached the Brady kids' trust, prompting her resignation as the 

Bradys' housekeeper. Her friend, Kay, takes over but is a little too professional about her work. This 

leads the kids to go all out to beg Alice for forgiveness and to come back. 

Episode 11: Greg's Triangle; Greg's dilemma: Whom to vote for as head cheerleader. The candidates 

include his sister, Marcia; and his girlfriend, the beautiful, shapely (but conniving) Jennifer Nichols. 

Will Jennifer or Marcia have enough pull, or will Greg decide that someone else is simply better than 

they are? 

Episode 12: Everyone Can't Be George Washington; In the school play about the American 

Revolution, Peter wants to be George Washington... but is cast as Benedict Arnold instead. When he 

can't take his classmates' teasing for what its worth (they somehow could not separate the actor 

from the role of America's most famous traitor), he schemes to get himself dismissed from the play. 

Episode 13: Love and the Older Man; Marcia develops a huge crush on Dr. Vogel, the family's young 

(but handsome) dentist. She delves into fantasy and envisions herself as "Mrs. Marcia Dentist"... a 



dream she believes may come true when Vogel asks her for a favor on Saturday night. The favor: To 

babysit his children while he and his wife go out for the evening. 

Episode 14: Law and Disorder; Bobby learns there's more to being safety monitor than enforcing the 

rules when he takes on the responsibility at school. In the process of annoying classmates and 

angering his siblings (because he carries over his "authority" at home), Bobby learns a hard lesson 

about power, discretion and responsibility... especially when he winds up having to save a 

classmate's kitten from a dilapidated house. 

Episode 15: Greg Gets Grounded; Thanks to his rubbernecking, Greg is involved in a near car 

accident. Bobby blabs, and Greg is prohibited from driving the car for a week. Greg finagles himself a 

loophole in Mike's directive and finds himself in deeper trouble. Greg reasons to his parents that he 

didn't follow the punishment because of its ambiguity, resulting in an "exact words" agreement 

when it comes to rules and chores. Greg soon learns that sometimes rules, punishments, etc. are 

meant to be ambiguous... but only after he and girlfriend Rachel are swamped with frogs at the drive 

in! 

Episode 16: Amateur Nite; The kids want to buy Mike and Carol an engraved silver tray as their 

anniversary gift, but Jan goofs up on paying for the tray. To fix the mistake, Jan convinces her siblings 

to audition for an amateur talent show. 

Episode 17: Bobby's Hero; Bobby becomes obsessed with Jesse James. Mike and Carol don't approve 

of his new hero, and try to find a way to convince him that James was nothing but a "mean, dirty 

killer." 

Episode 18: The Subject Was Noses; Remember the time when Marcia cried out, "Ooh, my nose!"? It 

all began when Marcia set up a dance date with nice guy Charley, then dumped him for school hunk 

Doug Simpson (with the line "Something suddenly came up"). Then, Peter fires an errant pass, which 

hits Marcia flush in the face, causing her to utter her famous line. But a swollen nose is the least of 

Marcia's concerns; what will she tell Doug... and Charley? 

Episode 19: How to Succeed in Business?; Peter gets his first job as a bicycle repairman... then loses 

it thanks to poor performance. He worries about embarrassing himself to his folks and telling him he 

was fired, and spends the rest of the episode trying to dodge the issue. Then Mike finds out the truth 

and convinces Peter all is OK, especially since his firm has been fired by contractors many times. 

Episode 20: The Great Earring Caper; This detective story starts when Carol lends Marcia her 

earrings, but then Cindy lends them to herself. While admiring herself wearing the earrings in the 

mirror, Marcia calls for Cindy; to hide the theft, she places the earrings beneath a towel. When she 

returns to the bathroom, the towel is gone and so are the earrings. Cindy enlists Peter to search for 

the earrings before Marcia - and Carol - find out that the earrings are missing. 

Episode 21: You're Never Too Old; The Brady kids play matchmaker for their widowed great-

grandparents - the crotchety Judge Hank Brady (Robert Reed) and athletic and spry Connie Hutchins 

(Florence Henderson). The two mix like oil and water at first, but then the two eventually fall in love 

and elope to Las Vegas. 



Episode 22: You Can't Win 'Em All; Bobby and Cindy try out for the "Question the Kids" scholastic 

bowl show. Bobby fails to study and the result is predictable; Cindy studies and passes the test, but 

becomes convinced she will be a huge TV star as a result. She bombs miserably when she develops 

stage fright. 

Episode 23: A Room at the Top; Greg and Marcia fight over who gets to convert the attic into his or 

her personal room. 
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Series 5 (22 Episodes) (1973) 
 

Episode 01: Adios, Johnny Bravo; A talent agent signs Greg to become a rock star named "Johnny 

Bravo." Greg lets his new fame get to his head, until he discovers that he was only signed because he 

"fit the suit." 

Episode 02: Mail Order Hero; Bobby lies to his friends that he knows Joe Namath, but they don't 

believe him. So with Cindy's help, Bobby fakes a serious illness in order to get Namath to come to 

the house and visit him. 

Episode 03: Snow White and the Seven Bradys; Cindy talks the family (and Sam) into putting on a 

backyard production of "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" to raise funds for a teacher's retirement 

gift. 

Episode 04: Never Too Young; Bobby gets his first kiss from classmate Millicent (for defending her 

against bullies) and sees skyrockets. He likes what he sees and decides to kiss her again. She's 

annoyed... but only because she didn't have time to warn him that she may be contagious with the 

mumps. 

Episode 05: Peter and the Wolf; Greg has been trying to line up a date with Sandra, but the date is 

on only if he can also arrange a date for her visiting cousin, Linda. Greg's friends assume Linda must 

be ugly (since Sandra has not seen her since before she entered puberty) and out of options, enlists 

Peter to date Linda (by donning a fake mustache and filling the role of fictional friend "Phil Packer"). 

Sandra and Linda quickly suspect they are being fooled but don't let on, planning to get revenge on 

their next double date. The only problem is that they hatch their plans in full view of Mike, Carol and 

his Mexican client. 

Episode 06: Getting Greg's Goat; Greg is involved with the theft of a rival high school's mascot... a 

goat named Raquel. Naturally, this leads to all sorts of misunderstandings. Carol later heads up a PTA 

group aimed at solving the recent rash of school mascot thefts. She, the PTA group and the 

Westview High principal wind up in the middle when Raquel gets loose. 

Episode 07: Marcia Gets Creamed; Marcia, Jan and Peter each get jobs at the local ice cream parlor, 

each with varying results. 



Episode 08: My Brother's Keeper; Bobby saves Peter from potential serious injury after he pushes 

him out of the way of a falling ladder. A grateful Peter offers to become Bobby's "slave for life," 

something that Bobby takes quick advantage of. 

Episode 09: Quarterback Sneak; Greg is suspicious that Marcia's new boyfriend, rival quarterback 

Jerry Rogers, plans to steal his playbook. Bobby confirms Greg's distrust and confronts Marcia with 

the truth. Eventually, Marcia realizes that Jerry isn't after her heart after all after he swipes what 

turns out to be a phony playbook (that Greg had created). 

Episode 10: Try, Try Again; "When at first you don't succeed..." is the lesson Jan learns after she 

realizes she is no good at dancing. After her siblings' effort to boost her self-confidence is exposed by 

loud-mouthed Cindy, Jan realizes she may have talent in the visual arts. 

Episode 11: The Cincinnati Kids; The Bradys visit King's Island Amusement Park, where Jan 

accidentally mislays her father's plans. The family frantically searches the park in a race against time 

to salvage a potential deal between Mike's firm and the amusement park's board of directors. 

Episode 12: The Elopement; A series of misunderstandings lead the Bradys to believe that Alice and 

Sam are up to much more than just bowling on their upcoming Saturday night date. 

Episode 13: Miss Popularity; Jan has been nominated for the "Most Popular Girl" competition, and 

makes a bunch of promises to her friends that she can't possibly keep. When Jan wins, she becomes 

better-than-thou, angering her classmates (who want her to make good on her promises). 

Episode 14: Kelly's Kids; The Bradys' friends, Ken and Kathy Kelly, announce plans to adopt a little 

boy named Matt from a local orphanage. They wind up adopting Matt's friends - an Asian and an 

African American - and upsetting their racist next-door neighbor. When the boys find out about their 

neighbors' less-than-welcoming attitude, they run away to the Bradys, but Ken and Kathy convince 

them there is nothing to worry about. 

Episode 15: The Driver's Seat; Marcia battles nerves and Greg's sexist remarks when she tries to get 

her driver's license. Eventually, the debate over which gender has the better driving abilities leads to 

a winner-take-all driving test in a vacant parking lot. 

Episode 16: Out of This World; Peter and Bobby believe they are seeing a UFO, which actually is part 

of an elaborate hoax being played by Greg. The trick backfires though when Peter and Bobby take 

pictures, which lead to a government investigation. 

Episode 17: Welcome Aboard; Cousin Oliver comes to live with the Bradys. He immediately causes a 

series of accidents, which lead him to believe that he is a jinx. 

Episode 18: Two Petes in a Pod; At school, Peter literally runs into new transfer student Arthur 

Owens, who looks exactly like him. The two pull a series of practical jokes on their respective 

families, but a wrench is thrown into the whole thing when Arthur - while masquerading as Peter - 

makes a date for Saturday night. Peter comes up with a sure-fire way to avoid breaking either date. 

Episode 19: Top Secret; Mike is visited by an FBI agent (because he is a witness in a government 

case), and then is asked to assist Sam with plans to expand his store. Bobby and Oliver overhear all 



this and jump to all sorts of wildly inaccurate conclusions, especially that Mike is being stalked by 

Russian spies who are after "the plans." 

Episode 20: The Snooperstar; Marcia is angry at Cindy, who has been reading her diary. For revenge, 

she starts writing bogus entries, which say that talent scouts are interested in Cindy becoming the 

"next Shirley Temple." 

Episode 21: The Hustler; The Bradys get a new pool table (as a thank you gift from Mr. Matthews for 

Mike's recent performance). Bobby soon becomes an expert in billiards and - during a family party - 

beats Mike's boss in a game of pool. 

Episode 22: The Hair-Brained Scheme; Bobby needs money, so he starts selling hair tonic. Greg 

decides to buy a bottle right before graduation to help his little brother, but it turns his hair orange. 
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The Brady Bunch Movie (1995) 
 

Mike Brady and his wife Carol Brady have just only one week to 

come up with $20,000 in back taxes or their house is sold and 

they'll have no choice but to move. And it's up to the Brady kids 

(Christopher Daniel Barnes, 16-year-old Paul Sutera & 11-year-old 

Jesse Lee Soffer) to secretly raise money and save the homestead 

before they lose their house to their scheming neighbor Mr. Larry 

Dittmeyer. Picks up the Brady clan and plops them down in the 

1990s, with their original naivete intact. Mr. Dittmeyer, the 

Brady's next door neighbor, is in charge of acquiring land for a 

new residential mini-mall, and the Bradys are the last hold-outs 

on selling their land. Unbeknownst to the Bradys, Dittmeyer has 

also been receiving, and concealing, their mail, which includes 

overdue notices on property taxes. $20,000 is necessary to save 

the Brady house from auction, and when the kids find out, they 

secretly go about raising money to save the homestead. It's the 90's and even the Bradys get the 

blues. Mike and Carol have just one week to come up with $20,000 before their house is sold to their 

scheming neighbor Larry Dittmeyer. To make matters worse, Marcia gets a swollen nose on prom 

night, Cindy is addicted to tattling, and Jan is hearing a psychotic inner voice crying, "Marcia, Marcia, 

Marcia!" The 1970's family The Brady's find themselves in the 1990's but still with the same virtues 

we all know. However their next door neighbour is trying to get all the land around the area 

acquired to build a mall. He has been hiding their mail and causing them to build up $20K in unpaid 

taxes. The kids set about trying to raise the money to save the family home. Reading the reviews 

shows me that people just don't get this film. I think this is a great example of what should happen 

when you remake a cheesy TV show from all our childhood's. The whole film is one big self-mocking 

joke about the values of the Brady's. The plot is not really important but it is a good summing up of 

the daft plots they had back then, however here it is just a device for the jokes. The joke here is that 

we have a slightly modern spin on the family. We see them being all cheesy and full of morals even 

when surrounded by the dog eat dog world of LA in the nineties, but they are still the same. I find 

this funny and the moral lessons etc. are all delivered tongue in cheek. The best bit of self mocking is 

the modern expansion of the characters – this thing is full of innuendoes and nice touches – like Jan 

hearing voices etc. The cast are all spot on. Long and Cole talk it straight but let their looks and 

glances tell a different story (Long is excellent), while the kids are all very very good. I'd never seen 

the show till after this so I didn't see any cameos or anything but really this isn't important. This is 

great – you don't need to have seen the show. It's wonderfully self mocking and very very funny. 

Those who criticise it for not being serious or for being a joke just are getting it at all. Great fun! 
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The Brandon Teena Story (1998) 
 

Documentary about Brandon Teena (a.k.a. Teena Brandon), a 

transgendered person, who was murdered along with two others 

in 1993 in rural Nebraska. The story is told through interviews with 

people who knew Brandon, recorded interrogation and trial 

transcripts, and photographs and file film footage. "The Brandon 

Teena Story" is a shocker. I, a travelled New Yorker, sat in the 

theater slack-jawed at how narrow minded and ignorant people of 

my own country (and therefore of my own "culture," presumably) 

could be. The true story, which takes place in Nebraska, U.S.A., is 

of a person, born a girl, who lives her life as a boy. People, even 

girlfriends, believe in her sexuality; however, she is eventually 

exposed, raped, and then murdered (along with 2 other people 

who happened to be with her that night). The documentary 

focuses on her friends and girlfriends, as well as her killers and the 

people who knew her in Nebraska. There is a general sense of disapproval and confusion, as well as 

love and acceptance from those who knew her well. Maybe it's my more globally-minded 

perception, but I simply cannot imagine committing a hate-crime towards a person who is different, 

a person I simply don't understand. I cannot fathom denying that person's right to live as a human 

being. I immediately judge those people in that part of the country as ignorant and bigoted. But I do 

this without giving them a chance, just like they didn't give Brandon one. Is it right to impose my 

values onto them, just as they did theirs to Brandon? It may not be "right" but I choose to do it 

anyhow, just as they chose to judge Brandon. Or...is it the same? What the movie does is challenge 

the morals and values of the world outside the society in which Brandon lived. I believe that if I had 

seen the movie in Fall City Nebraska, I would not have heard the gasps in the audience throughout 

the film. I would have been appalled, but the rest of the audience would have identified with the 

people on the screen. Do I have to live with that "ignorance" in my own country? To them, I may 

seem like the "ignorant" one, the "liberal without VALUES." I, of course, see it in the opposite light. 

But this will not soon be reconciled. The closest thing we can get to is understanding, and we reach 

understanding through exposure, through sources such as "The Brandon Teena Story". 
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The Breakfast Club (1985) 
 

When five students are thrown together by Saturday morning 

detention, each begins to see the others apart from their 

stereotypes. Andrew, the jock; Brian (17-year-old Anthony 

Michael Hall), the geek; John, the wastoid; Claire, the popular 

Prom Queen; and Allison, the psycho girl; each finds qualities 

about the others that make the Saturday morning change their 

lives. 
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The Brittas Empire (1991) 
 

Gordon Brittas is the manager of the Whitbury-Newtown Leisure 

Centre. Despite his ambition and good intentions, everything 

seems to go wrong when he's around, despite the best efforts of 

the leisure centre staff and his long-suffering wife, Helen. Gordon 

Brittas, the manager of Whitbury leisure centre, has a lot in 

common with the legendary Basil Fawlty of "Fawlty Towers". He 

lacks any sensitivity to anyone else, never listens to anyone and 

always knows best what should be done. Of course, the results of 

his actions are usually similar to the ones Basil gets. Each and 

every episode ends in some kind of a catastrophe, or to put it in 

Gordon's words: "I'm proud to say that in the entire history of 

Whitbury leisure centre, only 23 people were killed and none of 

them was a staff member" (quoted from memory). The Brittas 

Empire is a BBC television sitcom, that ran between 1991 and 

1997. It starred Chris Barrie as the title character, Gordon Brittas, the disastrous manager from hell 

of sports centre "Whitbury Leisure Centre". Barrie appeared in this series concurrently with his co-

starring role on Red Dwarf. All seven series of the Brittas Empire are available on DVD. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1991) 
 

Episode 1: Laying the Foundations; Gordon Brittas arrives to find a very enthusiastic staff, and a 

depressed Carole. In minutes of arrival he's upset the staff, caused a strike amongst the construction 

workers and brought along some very complicated rotas. Hence resulting in everyone wanting to 

immediately leave. 

Episode 2: Opening Day; The Duchess of Kent is coming to tour the centre on its first day unleashed 

to the public. Brittas is determined things run smoothly, however he creates a rift in Gavin and Tim's 

relationship, the pool is leaking, the boiler man thinks he's on a ship and Helen tries to warn Laura 

that there will almost certainly be a disaster where Gordon's comcerned. Soon the heaters are on 

overdrive and the faulty doors will not open. Meanwhile Carole is keeping her newly born baby in a 

draw behind reception. 

Episode 3: Bye Bye Baby; Carole is hoping to make amends to her relationship with her cheating 

husband whose coming home from Spain. However Brittas causes a baby mix up leading to chaos 

and panic. 

Episode 4: UnderwaterWedding; An underwater wedding is being held at the leisure centre and the 

best man is stuck at the bottom of the pool. There is a drunk, physically disabled man on the loose, 

Colin shoots Gavin with a harpoon gun, Tim gets hysterical and threatens Brittas with a screwdriver 

and chlorine gas is released. 



Episode 5: Stop Thief!; Brittas is convinced there is a thief in their midst. He has a series of methods 

to find out who the culprit is. Everyone is a suspect. 

Episode 6: Assassin; Someone is out to kill Brittas, injuring Helen by accident, and wants Gavin to 

help him do the deed. 
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The Brotherhood III: Young Demons (2002) 
 

A group of devil-may-care teenagers discover they've mistakenly 

called upon the Prince of Darkness in this flashy horror story. A 

handful of high school students have been entertaining 

themselves on weekends by playing an elaborate role-playing 

game in which they impersonate witches, warlocks, and other 

magical beings. One weekend, they decide to up the ante by 

breaking into the school and using the building's nooks and 

crannies to make the competition more challenging. One of the 

teens has brought along a book of magic spells, and they decide to 

throw some incantations into the games to make things more 

interesting. What the kids didn't count on is that the spells 

actually work, and soon the role-players have unleashed an 

unspeakable and dangerous force. Suckered in my Blockbuster's 

advertising in the store, this Brotherhood is terrible, long, boring. I 

had to fast forward through most of it to find anything of interest. Poor, wooden acting, dead script, 

lackluster effects, long, tedious music. This movie should never have been produced and released on 

an unsuspecting public willing to spend money. This is an example of how not to make a movie. I'd 

be embarrassed to have my name in the credits on this one and I'm surprised that anybody allowed 

their name to be. 
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The Brotherhood IV: The Complex (2005) 
 

The Complex is where America's best and brightest come to be 

taught and trained by the U.S. Navy – to become brilliant officers, 

tacticians and strategists. Lee is the brightest of them all. The 

Complex isn't your average top of the line military academy, 

though - it harbors an ancient secret society – the Black Skulls – 

whose past members have gone on to the highest government 

and business positions. To be a member of the Black Skulls is to 

guarantee success – and power. The Skulls want Lee as their 

newest member. At first, Lee is intrigued. The more he uncovers 

the dark origins of this secret society, however, the more he 

realizes that their purpose is more sinister than fraternal - and 

much less human than he thought. For the power of the Black 

Skulls comes from a centuries-old demon bent on world 

domination! Lee will have to use his knowledge of military 

strategy to defeat this global threat before the Black Skulls take control of our government - and our 

planet. But that's because they're not the market David is trying to reach. He's trying to reach me 

and my friends. Slow walks in white boxer briefs across a gym in blue lighting. Boys at an academy. I 

think Mr. DeCoteau must have a good experience in his teens at a boys school. Midnight hot tub fun 

in wet dripping white boxer briefs. Yum. These films are for men who like men in danger and who 

are half dressed. Cool. Straight boys have T & A and we have David DeCoteau. The gentleman is 

getting better and better at making these types of films. His style continues to get risker, and 

risquer. The story lines are also more interesting, but I think style is what attractions, young gay men 

who want to giggle at the pseudo horror angle. And what the hell is wrong with young, hot men in 

white boxer briefs. Nothing! I loved it when the bad dude, Victor, thrusts his pus into the "new kid's" 

face. It's all fun and provocative. Near the end of the film -- all the boys are on the bed (with the 

token fat chick) and Victor slowly undresses the good guy -- the music, the camera work - it's all very 

hot. What with the bad guys in their black boxer briefs and the good guys are in their -- well, you 

know. 
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The Brothers Bloom (2008) 
 

Brothers - older Stephen (11-year-old Max Records) and three 

years junior Bloom (10-year-old Zachary Gordon) - have been con 

artists since they were kids. Stephen is the mastermind, for who 

the intricacy of the story used in the con is as important as the 

positive outcome of the swindle. Bloom is the main character of 

Stephen's stories, the character he considers the anti-hero. As 

adults, they travel the world and never enlist the same people 

twice in their cons, except for their consistent sidekick, the 

mysterious and primarily silent Bang Bang, a Japanese woman 

who just appeared in their lives one day and who has a penchant 

for blowing things up. As Bloom hits his mid-thirties, he wants to 

quit the business as he is losing his own identity to that of the 

characters he portrays; he doesn't know anymore what is real and 

what is make-believe. Stephen talks him into one last con, the 

mark to be the eccentric, lonely but beautiful New Jersey heiress, Penelope Stamp. Penelope's 

primary past-time in life is to, as she calls it, "borrow hobbies": when she sees something she likes, 

she learns how to do it solely through reading books. As the brothers go through their final con on 

Penelope, three main problems may occur to thwart the plan. First, the brothers' former mentor and 

now arch enemy, Diamond Dog, may exact his long awaited revenge on the brothers. Second, 

Penelope may end up being more unpredictable than all their former marks. And third, Bloom, who 

has let love slip by in his life, may fall for Penelope. But through the process, no one ever really 

knows who is conning who. The Brothers Bloom starts off with a bang of cinematic energy. We're 

introduced, by a kind of whimsical narrator not unlike one might have remembered from Pushing 

Daisies, to the brothers, Stephen and Bloom, as children in a town where everything is one-note: 

one group of kids, one store, one this or that. Stephen, the more inventive one of the duo (or rather, 

the one that will whip up a plan with a quirk or two not unlike Owen Wilson in Bottle Rocket), 

devises the first con to be that of intriguing the hell out of a group of kids- first part introducing 

Bloom to a girl, which he likes right away- and then leading to a cave that tricks them all into 

believing something is there which, of course, is not. This entire section, about five to ten minutes, is 

a brilliant short film, self-contained within itself and donning the kind of energy that, again, can be 

comparable to Wes Anderson. This is not to knock Rian Johnson as an original talent. He is. But for 

anyone that's seen any of Anderson's films, specifically Bottle Rocket and Rushmore and Life 

Aquatic, this is that kind of speedy intro that includes very precise pans and movements with the 

camera and facial expressions that mark this as something, well, "different". This also appears to be 

how the rest of the story will pan out, this distinctive, acute and stylish endeavor of film-making, as 

the brothers, grown up (Adrien Brody as Bloom, Mark Ruffalo as Stephen) are continuing with their 

cons until Bloom wants out, leading up to the typical "one-last-con" deal where-in they'll con a 

reclusive New Jersey heiress Penelope (Rachel Weisz) who has way too much time on her hands as 

well as money for the taking. Then there's the complications, of romance between Bloom and 

Penelope, and the complication that she's let in on Stephen and Bloom being "artifact smugglers", 

then the appearance of a certain nefarious figure known as "Diamond Dog", and meanwhile their 

Silent Bob figure, Bang Bang (Rino Kikuchi), tags along as someone who we only find out late in the 



game of the story that she has a cell phone (?) and can make origami at just the right moment. All of 

this makes The Brothers Bloom sound quite plot driven, not to mention the ups and downs and 

twists and turns of the cons that happen, or don't, between the brothers, Penelope, the revelations, 

etc. Depending on the viewer, and how much they'll want to believe or, frankly, how many movies 

they've seen of this type (one could see this as being a slick parody of a film like 2003's Confidence, 

also co-starring Rachel Weisz if memory serves), it's like following magicians doing work, not 

believing a thing or believing everything. Or some of it, perhaps. It's almost like the Prestige if it 

didn't actually want the audience to believe in magic. More that Johnson wants the audience to 

make the distinction between characters who draw their own reality and can't seem to break out 

into their own "unwritten" roles. And yet, for all the story's twists and turns, its strengths are in the 

characters. It's actually, not too unlike Anderson (again, sorry), more European influenced in that 

regard as it takes us along on its journey because of the characters, not the other way around. This 

helps since the characters all work with their respective players, more or less. More because of 

Adrien Brody and Rachel Weisz, who play off each other wonderfully as an at-first awkward couple 

who get further romantically involved (there's a wonderful, spot-on charming scene where we see 

them kiss, and we understand clearly Penelope is having her first French-style) and connect closest 

with how Johnson casts them. Less with Ruffalo, who grew on me as the film went on, mainly 

towards the end (his last scene, without spoiling much, is a keeper for his extended reel), since he's 

meant to be conniving and devilish but doesn't really fit in even as he's good at delivering the lines 

and countering Brody and Weisz. The other way it's also European is that it's meant to be, and is, a 

director's tour-de-force. As the sophomore effort of Rian Johnson, after his first very impressive 

debut Brick (which, I should note, also tooled playfully with conventions of a genre as he attempts 

here), he's aiming quite high. The only problem that I encountered with it was that, perhaps by some 

proxy of the script, it takes a lot to really get emotionally wound up with these people. The style of 

his camera, the tricks of his editing, are like cons in and of themselves, but there's (apologies for this 

over-used word) quirks to the proceedings that deflate some scenes that would work much better in 

straightforward terms (I may have been the only one rolling my eyes at the "knickname" for Bang 

Bang being Yuengling with the line "Yuengling, like the beer?"). Sometimes this excess-of-style works 

well, like when we flash through all of the "hobbies" Penelope does in her countless spare time at 

her mansion. Other times, sad to say, it just calls attention to itself without being cool-hip ala 

Ocean's Eleven or warm-hearted ala (one more time) an Anderson picture. And yet, for the gripes I 

might have had, it's impossible for me to ignore what Johnson has shown here and in Brick. He 

delivers characters we want to watch and situations that unfold with diverting, entertaining results, 

even as one might never fully believe what will happen next. Or maybe we do. He's a director that 

isn't going away, and to me this is a good thing. That's no con. 
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The Browning Version (1951) 
 

On the last day of term at a boys private school, a new master 

arrives to familiarise himself. His predecessor, Crocker-Harris is 

much hated in the school but his younger wife seems more 

popular and not only with the pupils. Tensions erupt making this a 

day nobody in the school will ever forget. Based on Terence 

Rattigan's play, this is a moving story of a public (private) 

schoolmaster's disappointments as his life slips away from him, 

and his increasing sense of isolation from everyone around him as 

even his wife makes clear her bitterness towards him. Michael 

Redgrave's performance is masterfully poignant. The film was 

made in an era when the values inherent in the film still had 

considerable currency, helping the film to achieve a degree of 

authenticity which it is doubtful could be achieved today. (I have 

not seen the more recent version, though, so it may be that I am 

wrong). If you are interested in the human condition, or simply want to see a masterful portrayal of 

human pain then you should watch this film. 
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The Browning Version (1994) 
 

Andrew Crocker-Harris is an embittered and disliked teacher of 

Greek and Latin at a British prep school. After nearly 20 years of 

service, he is being forced to retire on the pretext of his health, 

and perhaps may not even be given a pension. The boys regard 

him as a Hitler, with some justification. His wife Laura is 

unfaithful, and lives to wound him any way she can. Andrew must 

come to terms with his failed life and regain at least his own self-

respect. A touching, gentle movie, The Browning Version is 

perhaps hugely under-rated. The simple tale of an aging school 

teacher forced into retirement actually contains many poetic 

metaphors for struggle. Crocker-Harris finds himself at one of 

life's great crossroads and wrestles with the inner turmoil of the 

knowledge that his life-work may have been futile. His convictions 

about language and literature are to be swept aside with the 

arrival of his successor and his still-beautiful wife, sympathetically played by Greta Scaachi, is as 

distant as his pupils. Finney plays this role with a calm and measure that is evidence of a great actor 

at work. Perhaps only Hopkins could have hoped to have done so well with this role. The score is 

excellent and the cinematography elegant. A great "English" film in every sense; my only wish is that 

it might have been a little longer. Somehow, an epic running time may have yielded the acclaim that 

it justly deserved. 
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The Buddha Of Suburbia (1993) 
 

Karim's (24-year-old Naveen Andrews) mother is English and his 

father is Indian. Therefore Karim has some problems with life in 

British society which is becoming more and more racist and 

intolerant; he experiences this especially when he wants to find 

himself a way of becoming an actor. A very good adaptation of a 

great book. Fantastic performances, especially the wonderful 

Naveen Andrews, great depth of character, great writing. A story, 

really almost an epic one, of a young man coming to terms with 

his complex identity in the rapidly changing world of 70s England 

(suburbs and then london). The film didn't capture the 

atmosphere of the 70s as well as the book, but I suppose making it 

a real period piece would have distracted from the characters. As 

usual, screenwriter /playwrite/ novelist Hanif Kureishi is brilliant in 

his portrayel of politics, sex, spirituality and fashion, and what 

happens when they start to become indistiguishible. I saw it actually as a series in England and was 

happy to see that was just as delightful as a whole, but I also recommend seeing it over two nights as 

its probably close to 4 hours all through. Also, the Bowie soundtrack is fantastic. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1993) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 
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The 'Burbs (Life In The Burbs) (1989) 
 

This story takes place in a typical American neighborhood, when 

some new neighbors come to live in the house next to Ray 

Peterson. These new people are really strange; nobody has ever 

seen them, their house is a real mess, and during the night you 

can hear weird noises from their basement. The only thing they 

know is their name: Klopeks. One day Walter (an old man of the 

neighborhood) suddenly disappears and everyone starts to 

suspect the Klopeks. Ray Peterson takes a week off from work just 

to walk around in pyjamas all day, read the newspaper and lay 

low. However, Ray Peterson have some very peculiar neighbors. In 

fact he has no normal neighbors, but one neighbor in particular is 

especially strange. Therefore Ray Peterson and the other 

neighbors decide to investigate what's wrong with the Klopeks, 

and the relaxing week off from work becomes something far from 

relaxing. In a neighborhood, a family named the Klopeks move into a old house and act very unusual. 

Everyone nearby is concerned why these people are acting strange and the people have never seen 

them before. Plus, no one has greeted them for the month they've moved in there. Then 3 people 

group up to see if they can figure out what is really going on with the Klopeks. I thought this movie 

was hilarious! I laughed several times. All the people that have seen it said that they loved it, too! 

Tom Hanks, 18-year-old Corey Feldman, Courtney Gains, Bruce Dern, Carrie Fisher, Brother 

Theodore, Henry Gibson and Rick Ducommun did a great job! I am glad that they were in this movie! 

It was a very good movie with a surprising twist at the end. There is a lot of irony in it, and that adds 

to the suspense! The whole idea of these "eccentric" and "psycho" neighbors living next door to the 

protagonist, Ray Peterson, is very amusing! There is so much comedy and excitement in this film, 

and that is what makes you like it so much! You love the relationship between Ray Peterson, Mark 

Rumsfiled, and Art Weingartner. Each of them make witty comments about these strange Klopeks'. 

The Burbs' is one of my favorite movies! It's so 80's! You have to see it! 
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The Burning (1981) 
 

A janitor at a summer camp is accidently burned severely from a 

prank. Years later, he is released from an institute, and returns to 

the camp with a pair of hedge clippers to take revenge on the 

campers. Cropsy, an alcoholic, sadistic caretaker for the summer 

camp called Camp Blackfoot is pranked by a group of camp-going 

boys who felt it was necessary to 'get him back'. The prank goes 

wrong and Cropsy is left in a hospital for five years, yet to no avail 

Cropsy is left to go back out into the world again but this time he 

is a changed individual inside and outside. Cropsy, back in society 

again for the first time in five years, feels more than obligated to 

pay a visit to some individuals at a place called Camp StoneWater, 

just across the way from his old stomping grounds. A caretaker at 

a summer camp is burned when a prank goes tragically wrong. 

After several years of intensive treatment at hospital, he is 

released back into society, albeit missing some social skills. What 

follows is a bloody killing spree with the caretaker making his way back to his old stomping ground 

to confront one of the youths that accidently burned him. One of the first (and best) horror films to 

follow in the massive success of Friday the 13th (1980) is this terrifically bloody slasher film. Prank 

leaves camp caretaker horribly disfigured and ready for some harsh vengeance. Enter a band of 

teenagers and a sharp pair of garden shears. While admittedly The Burning isn't the most well-

written horror movie of the period, it's definitely one that delivers great atmosphere and suspense. 

Even better for genre fans, it boasts the spectacular gore FX from master makeup artist Tom Savini. 

The FX in this film are highly bloody, especially during the infamous 'raft' scene. This, along with a 

spirited cast, nice wilderness locations, and a tension-filled electronic music score makes this film a 

pretty well done slasher flick. Oh, also there's a good bit of nudity which helps to make it even more 

of a guilty pleasure for slasher fans. Cast-wise the movie holds its own too. Brian Matthews makes 

for an OK leading man, but it's really the supporting cast that highlights here. Young Jason Alexander 

and 18-year-old Fisher Stevens both make their film debuts here (along with a passing Holly Hunter) 

and prove to be likable goofs. Also good is Larry Joshua as the beefy camp bully. So slasher fans, The 

Burning is one flick that's not to be missed. Be sure to find an uncut version of it though. 
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The Butcher Boy (1997) 
 

The film tells the story of Francie (14-year-old Eamonn Owens) 

who lives with his depressed mother and alcoholic father. He 

loves his family a lot and promises her mother to not ever let her 

die when one day she attempts to commit suicide. He loves it so 

much that one day he murders his vicious neighbour Mrs. Nugent 

who distributed nasty rumours about his parents. He is then put 

into a mental institution where he meets an angel called Our 

Lady. Francie (Eamonn Owens) and Joe (13-year-old Alan Boyle) 

live the usual playful, fantasy filled childhoods of normal boys. 

However, with a violent, alcoholic father ('Stephen Rea') and a 

manic depressive, suicidal mother the pressure on Francie to 

grow up are immense. When his mother eventually commits 

suicide and Joe goes off to boarding school, Francie sinks ever 

deeper into paranoia directed mainly against Mrs. Nugent (Fiona 

Shaw), a nasty neighbour, and fantasy where he has visions of the Virgin Mary ('Sinead OConnor) 

After his father dies Fancie's condition worsens, his behaviour becomes more bizarre and erratic 

culminating in the extremely bloody murder of Mrs. Nugent whom he holds responsible for all the 

wrongs visited upon him. The authorities arrest Francie and commit him to an asylum in an attempt 

to cure him. Young Francie has a lot to worry about, what with his alcoholic father and mentally 

unstable mother, and his unceasing battle against his arch-enemies, the Nugents. Not to mention 

Our Lady and the aliens. The Butcher Boy is a very weird film...This boy Francie has a bad influence; 

his father. His father is a violent man, alcoholic, but he loves his son a lot...This boy is very well 

played by Eamonn Owens, a young actor I didn't know before who surely worths a look at his 

performance. Stephen Rea is perfect in the role of the violent father, and Fiona Shaw is great in the 

role of a woman who hates Francie, because he beats up her son. But Francie is dangerous...The 

story is a mix of fear, hate, madness, happiness, that is mixed up in that little boy's brain. 

Sometimes, he's the good boy who protects his mother and sometimes he is the murderer...Francie 

is full of contradictions, and he tries to put happiness and death together. The narrator is very funny, 

but sometimes tells innapropriate things for the images we watch...but that's the psychotic part of 

it...incredibly well-shot, this film deserves lots of attention. I bought it for five stupid dollars...and 

Lost In Space was fifteen dollars...and the video sold it because of the lack of rentals...well, too bad 

for this video, they have one less good film on the shelf... Neil Jordan brought us The Crying Game, 

Interview With The Vampire, In Dreams and some other good films...but I believe this one is his 

finest job...it's like watching Sleepers, Psycho and A Clockwork Orange at the same time. One thing 

that could be a problem; the accent of the characters when they speak...but I was happy to see that 

it was not set in the United States...Great film... I give it 85% and maybe it deserves better. 
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The Butterfly Effect (2004) 
 

Evan Treborn (17-year-old John Patrick Amedori [Evan at 13-years-

old], 12-year-old Logan Lerman [Evan at 7-years-old] grows up in a 

small town with his single working mom and his friends (16-year-

old Kevin G. Schmidt [Lenny at 13-years-old], 15-year-old Jesse 

James [Tommy at 13-years-old], Jake Kaese [Lenny at 7-years-old] 

& 11-year-old Cameron Bright [Tommy at 7-years-old]). He suffers 

from memory blackouts where he suddenly finds himself 

somewhere else, confused. Evans friends and mom hardly 

believes him, thinking he makes it up just to get out of trouble. 

And it does seem to always happen something bad during these 

blackouts. Something that makes his friends depressed and 

violent. As Evan grows up he has less of these blackouts until he 

seems to have recovered. Since age of seven he has written a 

diary of his blackout moments as a kind of therapy. One day at 

college he starts to read one of his old diaries, and suddenly a flashback hits him like a brick! I have 

seen this movie just a few hours ago and I have to say that it is brilliantly conceived. Definately not a 

feel good film, but rather dark and tragic in every sense of the word. Yes the performances were 

above and beyond etc. etc... and it helped, but the film itself is an emotionally provacative piece of 

work that had me feeling sad, morose and depressed. Nonetheless I think that this makes it a very 

powerful film to evoke such strong feelings while watching it. It is, for lack of a better term, very 

human. On a different note there were also many complexities to do with chaos theory inderlying 

the raw emotional turmoil that the characters endure such as time travel, alternate universes and 

such, but rather than rely on these interesting ideas and theories to carry the movie, it is instead 

simply used as a background setting for an incredible story. I loved it for what it is, but not 

something you see to be entertained. See this movie but don't take your family. 
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The Cactus Kid (2000) 
 

Boy (9-year-old Thomas Curtis) with cancer robs a bank...based on 

true story. This is a fantastic movie. I would pay to see this movie 

again, which is something I rarely do. Very well written, very well 

done. This is one of my ten all time favorite movies. 
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The Caine Mutiny (1954) 
 

During the Second World War, onboard a small insignificant ship 

in the U.S. Pacific Fleet, an event occurs unlike any that the United 

States Navy has ever experianced. A Ship's Captain is removed 

from his command by his Executive Officer in an apparent outright 

act of mutiny. As the trial of the mutineers unfold, it is then 

learned that the Captain of the ship was mentally unstable, 

perhaps even insane. The Navy must then decide: was the Caine 

Mutiny a criminal act? Or an act of courage to save a ship from 

destruction at the hands of her Captain. A group of officers get a 

new captain during WW II. The new captain is different and they 

begin to suspect his sanity. In wartime, will he endanger them? 

Will they have to remove him from command? Will they be 

charged with mutiny in time of war if they do? The Caine Mutiny 

works well on so many levels. It is a great insight into navy life, a 

first rate legal drama, and an unforgettable character study. Jose 

Ferrer and Fred MacMurray are superb, and indeed so is the entire cast, but the film clearly belongs 

to Humphrey Bogart's Captain Queeg. It's a real treat to see 'Bogie' in a film where he isn't a 

gangster or a romantic with a gruff exterior. Bogart spectacularly conveys the sheer complexity of his 

character: the quirks, the devotion to duty, the demand for perfection, the refusal to accept his own 

fallibility. It is a truly exceptional performance. Strongly recommended. 
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The Canterville Ghost (1997) 
 

I have seen 4 of the "manifestations" of THE CANTERVILLE GHOST, 

and this one comes closest to Wilde's satirical comedy novelette. 

Even here, though, the production team has seen fit to emend and 

amend, but not to excess. The ages of the young and old are 

correct, and so is the ghost's "crime". He killed his wife because 

she was "plain" and a lousy cook into the bargain! Her relatives 

chained him up and let him starve to death in a concealed room in 

the Canterville Chase castle. He can only be released from his 

limbo by the prayers and tears of a "golden girl" That's our 

"Virginia", but you'll have to see the movie to see if it works. 

Wilde's story is a rather "wild" satire on the foibles of well-to-do 

Americans vis-a-vis the British aristocracy. The movie tones this 

down only a little. It's very well done for a TV movie, with a most 

capable cast. If you don't get a chuckle out of Mr. and Mrs. Otis 

and their lovely daughter Virginia, something is wrong with your chuckler. Ian Richardson makes a 

very querulous ghost, very much according to Wilde's sketch. Don't look for horror. There isn't any 

and Oscar Wilde didn't intend any so far as I can tell from a recent reading of "The Canterville 

Ghost". With twins Nicholas & Jack Barker as Stars & Stripes Otis. 
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The Carson City Kid (1940) 
 

Roy Rogers (Roy Rogers, and not playing "himself" but playing a 

character named Roy Rogers), posing as The Carson City Kid, is 

seeking vengeance on Morgan Reynolds, the man who killed his 

brother. To find Reynolds in the gold towns, he systematically 

stops stagecoaches and goes through the mail, hoping to find 

letters addressed to Reynolds and thusly learn his whereabouts. 

Thus "The Kid" earns the reputation of a stagecoach robber, 

although he never takes anything, and the reputation is enhanced 

by the fact that he travels with Laramie (Francis McDonald), a 

notorious half-breed outlaw. A posse is about to capture them and 

Roy rides back to get Laramie whose horse has been shot, and 

Laramie repays the favor by slugging Roy and escaping on his 

horse Trigger. The posse rides by the unseen Roy and captures 

Laramie and, since he is riding the "Kid's" horse, take him to jail as 

being the "Kid." Laramie denies this and is told he will be free 

when he identifies the "Kid"; othewise he will hang. Roy rides into town, having deduced that the 

Morgan Reynolds he is looking for operates the Yellowback Saloon under the alias of "Lee Jessup" 

(Bob Steele). As part of his plan to get evidence against Jessup, who also does not know his true 

identity, Roy takes a job as saloon shotgun guard, and meets saloon singer Joby Madison (Pauline 

Moore, in one of the truly great performances found in the B-western genre) and falls in love with 

her. This doesn't set well with Jessup, as he has plans of his own regarding Joby. Young gold miner 

Scott Warren (Noah Beery, Jr.), having hit his strike and heading for home with his fortune, comes 

into the Yellowback, talks too much about his stake, and is soon relieved of it in a crooked poker 

game by Jessup and friends. Scott, realizing he had been cheated, breaks into Jessup's office and, 

announcing he is the Carson City Kid, holds up Jessup henchman Harmon (Hal Taliaferro) and takes 

his gold and some letters and papers from the safe. Captured, he is taken before Laramie, who 

quickly identifies him as the "Kid" although he has never seen him before, in order to win the 

immunity promised him. Roy, masked as the Carson City Kid and speaking Spanish as the Kid did on 

the stage holdups, intervenes and at gunpoint, asks Jessup to identify what Scott has stolen from 

him. Besides the gold, Jessup unwittingly identifies as his own the latters and documents, which 

establish him as Morgan Reynolds. Reynolds meets justice and Roy is exonerated. ne fine little B-

western with an excellent performance by George "Gabby" Hayes (as Sheriff Gabby Whittaker), 

before he had the character down as a sleep-walking exercise and was still revolving, and by, as 

mentioned, Pauline Moore, as a no-excuses heroine for being where she was doing what she did as a 

saloon entertainer. Roy is a bandit who is out to get the man who killed his younger brother. He 

learns as he rides into the town of Senora (sic) that the man is the owner of the local saloon and 

gambling hall. The Carson City Kid and partner Laramie are outlaws. When his partner is caught the 

Kid, his identity being unknown, takes a job in Jessup's saloon. Here he see Jessup cheat Waren out 

of his money. Warren then robs Jessup posing as the Kid but gets caught. To gain his freedom, 

Laramie identifies Warren as the Kid. Realizing Jessup is the man that killed his brother, the Kid must 

find a way to clear Warren and get Jessup. The Carson City Kid (Roy Rogers) is on a quest to find the 

man that murdered his brother, and that trail brings him to Sonora and the Olive Branch Saloon, 



owned by crooked card shark Lee Jessup (Bob Steele). Although a hero in most of his films, Steele 

offers a characterization here of a villain you just love to hate, a smarmy, underhanded cheat who 

can't be greedy enough. George "Gabby" Hayes portrays Marshal Gabby Whitaker, who claims to 

have ridden with the "Kid" at one time and knows him on sight. That gag gets to be played out a 

number of times in the film, with Rogers grinning his way through each attempt by Gabby to 

continue the charade. Rounding out the cast is Noah Beery Jr. as a loose lips prospector who 

impersonates the Carson City Kid in order to retrieve the money he lost to Jessup in a rigged card 

game. And as usual, there's a romantic interest - Pauline Moore as saloon singer Joby Madison who 

catches Rogers' eye and later does some catching of her own. Rogers and Moore also teamed up in 

"Colorado", released in the same year, 1940. "Carson City Kid" is a fast paced film coming in at just 

fifty seven minutes, and manages to include the standard gunfight, posse chase and rope across the 

trail trick. A 1940 Republic film, it holds up as one of the more entertaining of the early Roy Rogers 

Westerns. 
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The Celluloid Closet (1995) 
 

A comprehensive documentary of the history of gays and lesbians 

in cinema, from negative to positive reflections of gay characters 

and the troubles of actors and actresses. Entertaining, thought-

provoking and (at times) very funny documentary chronicling gay 

subject matter in motion pictures from the silents up to 1995. The 

narration (by Lily Tomlin) is insightful and the cameos and 

comments by various stars who have played gay (Tom Hanks, 

Whoopi Goldberg, Harry Hamlin) or are gay (Harvey Feinstein, the 

late Quentin Crisp, Paul Rudnick) are very entertaining and in two 

cases (with Susan Sarandon and Gore Vidal) utterly uproarious. 

Special attention should be paid to the "Ben-Hur" segment when 

you realize Stephen Boyd was playing it gay and Charlton Heston 

was totally oblivious! This is a very important film and should be 

seen by everybody gay OR straight. A must for film buffs. Don't 

miss this one! My only complaint--it's too short! The DVD version has extra interviews that are just 

great. 
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The Cement Garden (1993) 
 

After the death of her husband, the mother of Julie (22-year-old 

Charlotte Gainsbourg), Jack (19-year-old Andrew Robertson), Sue 

(10-year-old Alice Coulthard) and Tom (8-year-old Ned Birkin) 

begins to suffer from a mysterious illness. Aware that she is going 

to have to go into hospital she opens a bank account for the 

children, so that they can be financially self-sufficient and will be 

able to avoid being taken into care by the authorities. 

Unfortunately she also dies and Julie and Jack (the older, teenage 

children) decide to hide her body in the basement so that they can 

have free reign of their household. Soon Tom has taken to 

dressing as a girl whilst Sue has become increasingly reticent, 

confiding only to her diary, meanwhile Jack and Julie sense an 

attraction developing for each other. However Julie's new beau, 

Derek, threatens to unearth the many dark secrets within this 

family as he becomes increasingly suspicious of Jack. It's a real pity that 'Name Of The Rose' 

scriptwriter Andrew Birkin hasn't directed anything since 'The Cement Garden' if this puzzling and 

disturbing movie is any indication of his talent. Birkin also wrote this superb adaptation of Ian 

McEwan's perverse and haunting novel. A hypnotic study of a family of children left to fend for 

themselves, while wrestling with their forbidden desires and obsessions, it crosses over into almost 

Ballardian territory. The casting of Andrew Robertson and Charlotte Gainsbourg as the androgynous 

older siblings is the main reason why this odd movie is so successful. To add to the incestuous 

overtones, Gainsbourg is Birkin's niece, and first gained notoriety duetting with her legendary father 

Serge on a pop ditty titled "Lemon Incest" while barely in her teens. The layers continue by Birkin 

casting his own son Ned as the younger cross-dressing brother. This is a very strange and beautiful 

movie. Highly recommended. 
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The Chain Reaction (1996) 
 

This highly acclaimed treatment of gay eroticism traces a series of 

trysts between young men during the course of a day. Celebrated 

for its luscious erotic content, and also as a sweet movie about 

coming out, The Chain Reaction tells the story of a young man's 

first visit to a gay bar. He was inducted into the Gay Erotic Video 

Awards Hall of Fame in 2000 and has stolen the hearts of gay men 

everywhere -- Johan, an innocent young guy, enters a gay bar and 

becomes transfixed by the bartender. He can't take his eyes off of 

him. His trance is broken by the arrival of the barman's handsome 

young boyfriend. At first Johan is amazed at their sensuous kissing 

across the bar and then he becomes jealous. Johan contemplates 

leaving when a gorgeous hustler walks in. Johan, not knowing he's 

a hustler, decides to stay to see if he can attract his attention. 

What follows is a chain of desire as Johan experiences real passion 

for the first time and eight gorgeous guys join him in a chain reaction of heated passions. Co-starring 

the prolific Bel Ami favorites Erik Kovac, Daniel Valent, Kristian Jensen and Martin Valko. Johan, an 

innocent and cute young guy, enters a gay bar for the first time. The bar's quiet and Johan is clearly 

transfixed by the barman. He can't take his eyes off him. His trance is broken by the arrival of the 

barman's boyfriend who is also young and pretty, but obviously more confident than the naive 

young Johan. At first he's amazed at their sensuous kissing across the bar and then he's jealous. 

Johan contemplates leaving when a gorgeous hustler walks in. Johan, not knowing he's a hustler, 

decides to stay to see if he can attract his attention. What follows is a chain of desire as Johan 

experiences real passion for the first time and eight gorgeous guys join him in a chain reaction of 

heated passions. 
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The Champ (1979) 
 

Billy Flynn, an ex box champion, is now horse trainer in Hialeah. 

He makes just enough money to raise his little boy T.J. (9-year-old 

Ricky Schroder) over which he got custody after his wife Annie left 

him seven years ago. T.J. worships The Champ who is now 

working on his come-back in order to give his boy a better future. 

But suddenly Annie shows up again. I first watched this film in 

1980 as a 5-year-old with my gran and we managed to distort the 

credits through our tears and sobbing. I received the video about 

four years ago, and as a 22-year-old it had the same effect. Last 

night, I watched the Champ with my girlfriend and I am happy to 

say that the years haven't mellowed me and we were both in 

floods of tears before I switched the film off. I defy anybody who 

has an emotional bone in their body not to be touched by the 

story of Billy Flynn, and more importantly TJ. I won't give any of the storyline away as it will make it 

all the better for watching if you haven't seen it. As for me, I can't wait until the Champ get's it DVD 

release as I will be first in the queue. 
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The Changeling (1980) 
 

It was the perfect family vacation for composer John Russell and 

his family when a freak automobile accident claims the lives of his 

wife and daughter. Consumed by grief, John, at the request of 

friends, rents an old turn of the century house. Mammoth in size, 

the house seems all the room that John needs to write music and 

reflect. He does not realize that he is not alone in the house. He 

shares it with the spirit of a murdered child (10-year-old Voldi 

Way) who has homed in on John's despair and uses him to 

uncover decades of silence and deceit. With the help of Claire 

Norman, the one who aided John in procuring the house, they 

race to find the answers and soon learn that a devious and very 

powerful man guards them. A man whose family is killed in a road 

accident retires to a lonely mansion and begins to experience 

supernatural occurrences linked to the house's mysterious past 

and its previous owners. After the death of his beloved wife and 

daughter, hit by a truck in a snowing road upstate New York, the composer and music professor John 

Russell (George C. Scott) moves to Seattle to teach music in the local university. He leases a huge 

mansion in Chessman Park that belongs to the Historical Society and has been empty for twelve 

years. John hears some weird noises always at 6:00 AM and later he experiences the contact of the 

ghost of a child that lived many decades ago in the house. He researches the history of the house, 

and discloses a despicable secret. John Russell, a composer and music professor, loses his wife and 

daughter in a tragic accident. Seeking solace, he moves into an old mansion unoccupied for twelve 

years. But a child-like presence seems to be sharing the house, and trying to share its secrets, with 

him. Through research into the house's past and a seance held within, Russell discovers the horrific 

secret of the house's past, a secret that the presence will no longer allow to be kept. "The 

Changeling" tells the story of a composer (George C. Scott) who, as the film opens, loses his wife and 

daughter in a tragic accident. Getting away from it all, Scott buys an old home to get his mind right 

and to get back to doing the work he loves. Soon he discovers that his house is haunted and filled 

with secrets waiting to be revealed. To say much more then that would be unfair to the first time 

viewer. Suffice to say this is a chilling film with several good scares that aren't achieved by 

manipulating the audience. By that I mean loud chords of music on the soundtrack or the 

unexpected cry of a cat or something like that. "The Changeling" works for its scares and succeeds. 

Another big reason the film is so well done is the performance by Scott. For a change the hero in a 

ghost story is not a wimp but a strong, self assured man who is going to fight to the bitter end to find 

the truth and get his life back. Very few actors could have pulled it off better then Scott. The 

supporting cast is headed by Melvyn Douglas (in one of his last roles) and Scott's wife, Trish Van 

Devere who projects a look of total terror as well as anyone I have seen. Two moments that stand 

out are the séance scene which is eerie and the unexpected arrival of a child's toy ball. This film will 

give you shivers. If you are a fan check it out and make sure to watch it with a loved one cuddling up 

against you with all the lights turned out. 
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The Changes (1975) 
 

Children's drama set in modern-day England - but with a 

major difference: everyone has rebelled against modern 

technology (electricity, engines, trains etc) and gone back 

to a pre-industrial-revolution way of life. When the 

heroine, Nicky, tries to investigate the cause, she is 

accused of being a witch and imprisoned to prevent her 

spreading dissent. I remember this from the 70's. I only 

saw the middle episodes but still had vivid memories of it 

years later. U.K. Gold recently screened the whole series 

and I finally learned what had happened. They don't make children's drama like this anymore, pity. 

One other thing I noticed, when a threat was dealt with, it was over. These days unless you see the 

bad guy die you just know he will be back to plague the hero's due to a lack of imagination by the 

scriptwriters. This series however fell into three subplots which followed on from each other as we 

followed Nicky through the often violent and very menacing Changes caused by the Stone. 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (1975) 
 

Episode 01: The Noise; Schoolgirl Nicky Gore is doing her homework while her parents enjoy a quiet 

evening in front of the television. Suddenly they hear a strange noise in their heads which compels 

them to destroy all their electrical possessions. All across the country, people succumb to the violent 

rage against technology, and the streets become filled with angry mobs intent on overturning 

vehicles, smashing electrical machinery and destroying buildings. 

Episode 02: The Bad Wires; Separated from her parents, Nicky meets a group of Sikhs and persuades 

them to let her join them. On their journey, the group is attacked by racists. 

Episode 03: The Devil's Children; Nicky and the Sikhs settle at Brooker's Farm. They try to barter with 

people from a neighbouring village, whose head man dubs the Sikhs "the Devil's Children". 

Episode 04: Hostages!; Robbers have entered the village and taken all of the children hostage. 

Episode 05: Witchcraft!; Nicky sets of in search of her aunt, while the farm is visited by a witch 

finder. 

Episode 06: A Pile of Stones; Nicky has been found guilty of witchcraft and is to be stoned to death in 

the morning. 

Episode 07: Heartsease; The witch-finder and the villagers set off in pursuit of Nicky and Jonathan. 

Episode 08: Lightning!; Nicky and Jonathon try to escape to sea but their boat is struck by lightning. 

Episode 09: The Quarry; Nicky and Jonathon set off to investigate a mysterious power source on the 

other side of the mountains. 



Episode 10: The Cavern; Nicky and Jonathon enter a cavern and uncover the cause of the 

unbalancing of the world. 
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The Chestnut Soldier (1991) 
 

Completing the trilogy begun with The Snow Spider (1987), 

Nimmo again draws on Welsh legend to parallel an ancient 

tragedy with the trauma of a soldier who has failed to save his 

men from a disastrous fire in Belfast. Major Evan Llyr comes to 

the small Welsh village to recover from an apparently invisible 

wound - not his first; long ago, his brother died in a fall from a 

tree, and those who knew gentle Evan were mystified by his 

seeming to acquire his more popular but angry brother's 

personality. Gwyn (Osian Roberts), boy-magician of the other 

books, becomes aware that Evan is possessed by the spirit of 

Efnisien, tormented half-brother of the mighty Bran. Ultimately, 

Gwyn manages to send Efnisien peacefully on to the Otherworld, 

thus restoring Evan. The legend is complex; drawing on her now-

extensive cast for her modern counterpart, Nimmo attempts, with 

mixed success, to parallel every detail. The best in this series, 

Orchard of the Crescent Moon (1989), drew strength from its 

insightful presentation of the real characters; here, the focus is more on the less convincing magic. 

Gwyn the boy, tinkering with spells that he only half understands, and Gwyn the mighty magician are 

not sufficiently melded; moreover, the action - rather than being a contemporary drama illuminated 

by its heroic prototype - seems forced into the legend's mold, while the promising idea of linking 

Efnisien with modern battle stress is overburdened with clever but less than fully digested detail. 

Acceptable, but disappointing. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1991) 
 

Episode 1: A Prince Returns; It has been a while since the adventure of Emlyn's Moon finished. The 

children no longer attend the little Primary School but have now moved onto a new much larger 

secondary school. In the Lloyd's back garden, we find that the music talented Catrin Lloyd has grown 

into a beautiful young 16-year-old and is lay in a hammock being rocked by Iolo. Nia is in her 

bedroom looking out of the window. On the mountain Gwyn is walking up the steep slopes when all 

of a sudden he looks up and sees the cloud moving fast by. A huge clap of thunder is heard and felt 

by Gwyn and Nia. It wakes Catrin up. Gwyn sees the clouds turn into a black horse and lightening 

flashes down from the object. Nia watches it whilst Catrin and the others go inside. The Lloyd's 

telephone is ringing and Nerys gets to it first. She instantly drops the receiver saying it is too hot to 

touch, Nia thinks it must have been caused by the storm but still makes no attempt to pick it up. On 

the other end of the phone a voice is shouting. Catrin comes in and without hesitating, she picks up 

the phone. On the other end is their cousin, Evan whom they have not seen for ten years. Catrin tells 

him she remembers him though. Meanwhile Gwyn makes his way to Nain, she too is looking up at 

the storm. She goes to help Gwyn and as he looks up Nain sees the horse. Gwyn shouts that he does 

not want the magic but Nain tells him there is nothing he can do, he must accept what he is. Gwyn 



just wants to be an ordinary boy, nothing more than simply average. Nain tells Gwyn that he cannot 

escape his inheritance and that he is special. Gwyn does not want anything to do with it as the horse 

fades in the day time sky. Back at the Lloyds, the mysterious Evans tells Catrin that he will be visiting 

them on the Tuesday. Catrin says he will be very welcome. When she finishes the call she has a right 

go at the other children for not answering the telephone. Iolo is a bit upset at this as Catrin never 

gets cross. Nia comforts him. Gwyn meanwhile leaves Nain unhappy about his future as a magician. 

He goes back home and into his bedroom. He takes out the last of the gifts presented to him, which 

he has been hiding under the floor boards. It is a figure of a mutilated horse. There is a label 

attached which states "Not This". Gwyn takes the label off and then puts the horse up on his 

wardrobe. Arianwen goes running to him. It appears she does not like the horse. Gwyn gets a ride 

into to town with his Dad. Gwyn goes to see Nia. She is arguing with someone upstairs. In Nia's room 

she tells Gwyn that the phone was red hot and that neither she nor Nerys could pick up the phone. 

The call was intended for Catrin. Nia tells Gwyn that the caller was Evan and the moment she 

mentions the name, Gwyn jumps up in pain. Gwyn feels pain in his hands. He tells Nia that she 

should have not answered the phone. He tells her that Catrin is now trapped and something has 

entered the house and it is still here. gwyn asks Nia to come home with as he thinks he will need her. 

At Nains house, Nain tells Nia that she hardly sees Gwyn. Gwyn feels very awkward and Nia senses it. 

She tells Nia about Evan arriving. Nain is a little startled at this news but realises something is wrong. 

She begins to talk in riddles and Gwyn storms out in a bad mood. Nia is confused about it all but Nain 

asks her to go after Gwyn and support him when he need her. Back at the farm house, Gwyn shows 

Nia the horse and explains that there is a kind of demon trapped inside it. The story of the horse is 

more than 2000 years old. Gwyn tells her the story of a great King called Bendigeidfran who was the 

son of Llyr. He was a very powerful and strong man. Bendigeidfran had a brother called Manawydan 

and a sister called Branwen. Bendigeidfran also had two half brothers, sons of his mother but they 

had a different father. One of the brothers was called Nisien who was a calm and peaceful man, 

whilst the other was Efnisien who was a strong argumentative type. One day Bendigeidfran was 

visited by the King of Ireland who was called Matholwch who had arrived to ask Bendigeidfran for 

Branwen's hand in marriage. All seemed fine until Efnisien found out as filled with rage Efnisien 

thought Branwen should be married to a British nobleman In a fit of absolute rage, Efnisien maimed 

and wounded the King of Ireland's horses. He cut off their ears, their lips, their tails and their eyelids. 

The horses screamed in agony and no one dared go near them. Afterwards, because of the shame of 

it, Bendigeidfran gave the King of Ireland a fabulous and precious gift, a cauldron in which a dead 

man can be reborn again alive. The King of Ireland took the gift and Branwen but he was still not 

happy. Branwen was banished to the kitchens and beaten every day. When Bendigeidfran and his 

brothers found out of Branwen's plight, they marched across to Ireland with a huge army. The King 

of Ireland did not want to fight a war and so built a huge house for Bendigeidfran and his men. Inside 

the house there were two hundred bags of hide and inside each bag was an Irish soldier. That night 

the soldiers would have killed all the Britons if it were not for Efnisien. Efnisien entered the house to 

check all was well and when has asked what was in the bags, he was told that it was flour as a a gift. 

Efnisien did not trust them and so with his bare hands he crushed the contents of the bag killing the 

solider within. Efnisien did this too all the bags and the Irish could do nothing for if they intervened, 

it would reveal to all their treachery. Later it was learnt that Branwen had bore a son to the King of 

Ireland and that boy came to visit the house of Bendigeidfran. The boy was called Gwern and he 

should heir to both kingdoms of Briton and Ireland. Before anyone could stop him, Efnisien pushed 

the boy into the fire and thus started the battle. The King of Ireland saw that he would lose the 



battle, and so used the cauldron gifted to him by Bendigeidfran to bring his soldiers back to life. 

Efnisien realising that he had brought disaster on the Britons, lay down amongst the Irish corpses. He 

was then picked up by the Irish soldiers and thinking him to be one of them they put him in the 

cauldron. Efnisien a living man lay in the cauldron and then exploded into four pieces along with his 

heart. Gwyn and Nia do not know what it all means but Nia reminds him that she is a Llyrs related via 

her mother. Mrs. Griffiths soon appears though and takes them down for tea. A few day's later at 

the Lloyd's house it is the usual school morning chaos. Arguments galore at the breakfast table. Mrs. 

Lloyd opens a letter from Evan Llyr reminding her that he coming is visiting and intending to stay. 

Catrin had forgotten to tell her mum, but she blames the others for not reminding her. The letter 

gives a little more information about Evan Llyr being a solider who had been wounded in Northern 

Ireland and needed some time for R&R. Later Nia questions her mother about Evan Llyr. Nia wants 

to know all about him. Later, Mr. Lloyd is closing up shop for tea when he sees Catrin talking to a 

young man (Michael) on a large black horse. Mr. Lloyd calls Catrin in and then complains to his wife 

about the antics of the two especially Michael on his horse. Just as they all sit down to tea, the door 

bells goes and huge flash of lightening and clap of thunder occurs. Someone has arrived...Evan Llyr. 

Nia opens the door lets him and he sits down to tea with the Lloyds. Both Catrin, her mother and Nia 

are a bit taken with the soldier. Nia again questions her mum about the soldier. Nia thinks he looks 

like a Prince. Mum tells Nia that Evan had an once had an older brother Emrys, who used to love 

climbing trees and would swim in rivers. Evan though was always the quiet shy one who would not 

do any of these things as he thought them too dangerous. One day the brothers had been gone a 

long time and Mrs. Lloyd had gone to see where they were. She found that Emrys had fallen out of a 

tree and lay dead on the ground. Evan had found his brother and did not cry for one moment. He 

simply walked away. The next day Mrs. Lloyd found Evan climbing to the top of the very tree his 

brother had died falling from. He had climbed higher than Emrys and only then had started to cry. 

The next day the children (Nia, Iolo and Emlyn) and Evan Llyr decide to go climbing up the the 

mountain. They soon run into the Llewelyn's family who instantly recognise Evan. Soon Gwyn joins 

them but before they can get to the top Mrs. Llewelyn invites Evan round for tea. The other children 

go off looking for a Kite that Emlyn had spotted earlier. Gwyn though has forgotten his binoculars. 

Iolo offers to go back and fetch them for him. Gwyn tells him they are in his bedroom on the big 

beam. Iolo gets the binoculars but accidentally knocks off the horse. He picks it up, dusts it off and 

then puts it in his pocket. The children spot the kite and watch it for quite some time. Later Gwyn 

sees Iolo with something and realises what it is. He tells Iolo not to throw it but Iolo throws the 

horse and it lands in the mountain stream Gwyn looks for it and is very angry and concerned. He tells 

the others to look for it while he runs back to the house. Gwyn runs into his bedroom and Arianwen 

spins a web. Gwyn must try to recapture the demon before it can do any harm. He sees the demon 

Prince appear at the old chestnut tree and using the magic within him, he and Arianwen cast a spell 

to recapture the demon. However just as they capture it, Evan is standing next to the same tree at 

that precise moment. Evan looks up and falls to the ground. Nia runs to help him. Gwyn hears 

terrible cries which are not from the demon Prince. His magic pipe falls to the ground in his bedroom 

and Arianwen's web falls to pieces. 

Episode 2: Broken Horses; Mrs. Griffiths has put on a special tea for the children and Evan. Mr. 

Griffiths arrives and is not very friendly towards Evan although Evan offers to help him with the 

cows. Nia goes to get Gwyn whom she find sitting on the bed wondering what went wrong with his 

and Arianwen's spell. He tells her about what he and Arianwen had tried to do. Nia realises that Evan 



was underneath the Chestnut tree and he must have got in the way of the spell. Gwyn saw the 

demon Prince under the tree but Nia saw Evan. Gwyn tells Nia that he has noticed that all the 

women around Evan love him whereas the men do not. Later on in the week Evan sees Catrin with 

her boyfriend Michael Evan does not too pleased. Michael wants Catrin to come out with him later 

but Catrin is unsure. She runs into the house. Evan and Nia follow her waving to Mr. Lloyd and Mr. 

Llewelyn who are looking at Evan's large white motor car parked outside. Inside the house, Catrin 

has made tea for them all. Catrin is jealous of anyone even talking to Evan. Nia is getting a bit like 

that as well. As they all sit down for a cup of tea Nerys asks about Evan's wounds and how terrible it 

must have been for him. Evan is horrible to Nerys, he shouts and chases her out of the room. He 

laughs an echoy type laugh, evil and devious which upsets Catrin and Nia. He then composes himself 

and sits down again to continue with his tea. Nia notices that Evan's hair is turning flaming red. The 

Lloyd twins enter the room and ask Evan to go swimming with them. He tells that it is too cold and 

then shouts at them when they continue on about it. Both Catrin and Nia hang their heads when he 

shouts. Catrin asks Nia if she and her should go after the boys, whereupon Evan then offers to come 

with them. At the bridge overlooking the water, Mr. Llewelyn is painting a water colour. He sees the 

two boys playing in the water and Catrin, Evan and Nia watching them from the bridge. Evan then 

starts to talk to Catrin about the old myths and legends and starts to stroke Catrin's cheek. Nia does 

not like this and runs further along. Nia sees Michael approaching on his large black horse from the 

other side. As soon as Glory sees Evan, the horse goes berserk and makes a bolt a bolt for it. An 

upset Nia runs back to the house and runs into Nerys on the landing. Nerys standing over several 

damaged toys belonging to Iolo. They are his farm animals. As Nia looks, Nerys tells her that only the 

horses have been twisted and mutilated. Evan upon returning for tea does not seem at all upset for 

poor Iolo who is crying at the table. In fact Evan seems strangely disconnected with the family group. 

After school Nia asks Gwyn to come round for tea. He is not too happy about this as everyone on the 

bus hears this and Gwyn was going home with Emlyn. Nia pleads with him to come back with her 

and so he reluctantly agrees. On the way home she tells Gwyn about the horse bolting and the 

damaged toy horses. Gwyn asks Nia if Evan really is her cousin. The two then head for the Lloyd's 

house. In the street they see Catrin, Evan and Michael talking. Michael is terribly upset. Someone 

has taken his horse and ridden it half to death. Michael believes the horse is dying and he needs 

Catrin at this moment. Michael tries to take Catrin but Evan tells him to leave her alone. Michael 

heads off home followed by Nia and Gwyn. On the way he tells the children that his family are 

descend from the Kings of Munster. Gwyn starts to put two and two together. Michael is Irish and 

Evan is Welsh. Could it be Briton and Irish legends starting to relive themselves with Catrin as 

Branwen. Nia tells Gwyn that Evan was wounded in Belfast in a bomb blast but that he bears no 

scars on his body. Later the Llewelyn's chapel house is broken into and the Unicorn belonging to 

Emlyn is found mutilated. All the three fathers (the Griffiths, the Lloyds and the Llewelyns) meet up 

at the Lloyds to discuss what has happened and what to do about it. The Unicorn was targeted 

specifically, its eyes, lips, ears and tail hit with a small axe. Nothing else was touched in the Chapel 

though which is very strange. While all this happening, Evan and Catrin are out for a spin in Evan's 

big car. Mr. Lloyd is ready for a huge row when they get back as it is late but none of the women 

support him. Even Mrs..Lloyd ignores the fact Catrin stayed away for so long and has a music exam 

soon that she must practice for. She seems totally mesmerised by the very presence of Evan 

whereas Mr..Lloyd can hardly bare to be in the same room as him. Nia asks Catrin if Evan kissed her 

and the two start arguing. Nia even attempts to block Catrin from going upstairs. The next day Evan 

is out for a walk when he bumps into Nain. She is very pleased to see him and comments on his hair. 



She calls him a Chestnut Solider which startles Evan. He looks around him uncomfortable as though 

he was expecting someone to appear. Nain meant the colour of his hair and not the tree though. He 

declines the offer of tea and goes back to the Lloyds and then later takes Nia to the seaside in his 

car. Gwyn is not too pleased about this. Later that night Nia is woken up by the sound of a horse 

galloping and she looks out of her bedroom window to see a warrior riding a white horse through 

the town center. 

Episode 3: Fiery Dreams; Catrin is struggling with the piano. She cannot concentrate properly and is 

really having a hard time, her exam is getting nearer. She tells Nia that the horse "Glory" has died 

and Michael seems to blame her. Nia comforts Catrin but then allows her to continue playing while 

she gets on with the house work. One of her chores is to tidy the bedrooms. Nia goes into what was 

Iolo's bedroom (Evan is now sleeping there). She folds Evan's jacket and out falls the wooden horse 

that Gwyn had lost. At first she expects something terrible to happen when she handles it but 

nothing does. She then goes down stairs and asks Mrs.. Griffiths (having tea with Mrs. Lloyd) if she 

can come and stay for the weekend. Mrs. Griffiths is very happy with this as she always likes to have 

a young girl around the place as it reminds her of her daughter Bethan. Nia is overjoyed takes the 

horse she found to Gwyn who is visiting Nain. They realise that Evan has been taken over by 

something. They think it is the demon Prince and it would explain how Evan was not hurt in the 

bomb blast since the Prince Efnisien threw himself into the caldron of fire. Gwyn and Nain think Evan 

is possessed and Nia takes this news very badly. Nain feels sorry for Evan but Gwyn thinks Evan is 

enjoying his evil soul as he broke the Unicorn and the toys and was responsible for killing Glory. Nain 

says that Gwyn must help him as the good man is trapped somewhere within Evan. Later that night 

Gwyn asks Iolo how he feels about Evan. Iolo did like him once but now now, he never has time for 

young Iolo. Gwyn asks Iolo to watch Evan as he thinks he broke the toy horses and be was 

responsible for Glory's death. Iolo agrees to be a spy for Gwyn. The next morning, Evan (whose hair 

is now long and completely red) takes tea with Nain. She gives him nettle tea and he is the only one 

who likes it. Perhaps it is because it belonged to ancient times he tells Nain. This worries Nain 

especially when he tells her that he thinks he has been here before a long time ago. Later on, Evan 

goes out of the Lloyd's house. Iolo acting as a spy telephones Gwyn and tells him that he intends to 

follow Evan. Before Gwyn can tell him to stop, the little boy is off out the door in pursuit. Gwyn 

knows there is going to be trouble as he sees the horse shadow in the sky. Iolo does not return home 

that evening and soon the search parties are out looking for him. They find Iolo alive but hurt at the 

bottom of a quarry. At Nain's house Gwyn (after speaking to Nain) tells everyone about the phone 

call and that Iolo had been following Evan. Evan moves out of the room's shadows and walks 

towards Gwyn. Gwyn raises his hand slightly (with the wooden horse in it) and Evan moves away. 

Evan recomposes himself and states that Iolo must have been following someone else as it was not 

him. We know this to be untrue since Emlyn (outside the Chapel) saw Iolo following the flame haired 

Major. Mr. Lloyd is unhappy with this explanation and almost confronts Evan about it. Realising a 

potential situation developing, everyone decides to head off and see Iolo. As he leaves Evan says 

goodnight in Welsh, something which is a little strange as Mr. Griffiths did not remember Evan ever 

knowing any Welsh. The next day, Gwyn goes to see Emlyn. He is remaking the Unicorn. Gwyn asks 

Emlyn if he could make him a soldier out of wood. Emlyn does as he is asked but tells Gwyn to be 

careful. Later Catrin and Evan go out together down to the little stream. Nia follows them. There she 

sees them together and Evan kisses Catrin. Catrin runs away much to the delight of Evan who laughs 

out loud like thunder. Nia puts her hands over head but the laughing does not last for long though. 



Nearby Gwyn has the wooden soldier and he casts a spell whilst throwing the solider into the 

stream. Evan suddenly starts shouting out as though in pain. Back at the Lloyd'as house, some of the 

children are playing a board game. There is a big storm outside and the rain is pelting down. Catrin 

appears in the front room looking like something a cat had dragged in. Nerys makes a rude comment 

about her and Catrin screams at them all to shut up. She storms out and up to her bedroom. Nerys 

then shouts at everyone saying that Catrin is not the only one with talent. As Nerys shouts one the 

drawers in the dresser unit files out and lands with a crash on the floor. Strangely no one thinks this 

is a bit odd and put it down to Nerys's shouting so loud. Everyone then heads off to bed but during 

the early hours the whole house is rocked as though an earthquake had just happened. Everyone is 

startled and goes down stairs to find the dresser (flying drawer) is now on the floor and everything is 

smashed up. The disturbance continues and plaster from the ceiling crashes down on Dad's head. All 

the lights go out in the house and so they have to light candles in order to see. Whilst waiting for the 

electricity to come back on, the room they are sitting in then starts to heat up as though there was a 

fire in the cellar. Nia goes out to see where the heat is coming from. She goes into Evan's room and 

sees hot flames all over the room. She tries to help by opening a window. She then asks for help 

from which ever Gods are watching. 

Episode 4: Out of the Forest; The next morning Gwyn has come round and hears the story about the 

events of the previous night. Mr. Llewelyn is also on hand to try and help fix the dresser. It was Mrs. 

Lloyd's favourite but most of fine blue china plates are broken. Gwyn realises that the fire was a 

nightmare of Evan's but which one, the one of the bomb blast or the one of 2000 years ago with the 

flaming caldron. They suddenly hear a window smash and everyone appears to find out what it was. 

Evan is standing at the front door behaving very strangely. Nia tells them all that it is not Evan. Evan 

bellows no snooping on the stairs and the children run back into their bedrooms. Gwyn realises that 

the warrior is fighting him through Evan. Gwyn goes back to the farmhouse to seek help from 

Arianwen. She spins a web and an image of a forest appears. Gwyn then sees his pipe shining on top 

of the wardrobe. He takes it down and then hears a voice telling him to lower his head and move 

forward. He does this and is transported into the forest domain. There he meets Gwydion the first 

magician, who tells Gwyn that it was he who trapped Efnisien in the horse. That mad Prince was 

Gwydion's nephew and Gwyn informs him that he is free again. Of course Gwydion knew this 

otherwise why would he have summoned Gwyn. Whatever you do Gwyn, you must not do it in 

anger Gwydion tells him. He then gives Gwyn a new wand of magic and in return Gwyn gives 

Gwydion the pipe. Gwyn feels the wand stick and he feels music within him. He tries to tell Gwydion 

that he does not like magic and everything he does turns out bad. Gwydion reminds him that it is 

never easy but isn't it fun leaping in the dark. Gwyn finally understands his inheritance as Gwydion 

appears to leave. Gwyn then falls asleep as Gwydion wishes him good luck. Gwyn is woken up by his 

mother who notices the large stick on his bed. Gwyn tells her it is for a school project. The next day 

at school Gwyn is not well, the weather seems to be affecting him. Large thunderclaps are heard and 

then it rains very hard. The school children run inide but Gwyn is dragging his heels like an old man. 

Even after school on the way back to the Lloyds he has trouble keeping up with Nia Inside her home, 

he tells Nia to tell Evan that Catrin wants to see him on the bridge. She must do this tomorrow, 

Saturday the day of Catrin's music exam. Gwyn goes to see Nain and she instantly knows that he has 

been speaking to Gwydion. He tells Nain that even Gwydion makes mistakes just like him. Gwyn tells 

Nain that Gwydion is now with him, he sees him in his reflection and that is the reason he feels so 

old, 2000 years old. Having said that Gwyn is now comfortable with his magic status and knows what 



he must do. Nain asks Gwyn not to harm the Chestnut Soldier as she realises that he has the power 

to do so. Gwyn tells her that not everyone can win. At the Lloyds, it is lunch time, the family and 

Evan are all sat down. Nerys looks very different, makeup on, new dress, no glasses. No one though 

is talking apart from Nerys who goes on about the weather and Iolo. She suggests to Evan that he go 

and see Iolo. Evan turns to Nerys and takes her shoulders gently and turns her towards him. Plain 

girls like you should hardly be seen and never heard he tells her. Nerys is upset but no one speaks 

out against Evan. He laughs, gets up and leaves. Gareth asks his mum what is wrong with Evan but 

she tries to calm everyone down and blames the bomb blast. Later Nia remembers Gwyn's 

instructions and she tells Evan that Catrin wants to see him. At the bridge Nia waits in hiding, Mr. 

Llewelyn is on the other side packing up having been working on his painting. Evan waits leaning on 

the old stone bricks. Out of the mists a figure appears and walks slowly and confidently forward 

carrying a staff glowing at one end. Gwyn has arrived (but having changed into Gwydion). Evan sees 

him and cries out as a sword and shield appear in his arms. Let battle commence. Evan warns Gwyn 

that if he tries to catch him in the horse again he will die and points the sword at Gwyn. Suddenly 

Arianwen appears and lands on top of Evan's head. Gwyn points his staff at Evan and energy flows 

out of the staff. The sword and staff meet and there is a terrific explosion. Mr. Llewelyn runs towards 

the bridge. Arianwen spins a web over Evan's head so he cannot see. Gwyn then touches Evan with 

the staff and Evan vanishes in a bright light. Nia rushes to see Gwyn. Gwyn goes to the side of the 

bridge and looks into the water. There he sees Evan half drowning and half swimming in the waters. 

Gwyn asks him for forgiveness. Nia runs past and tells Gwyn that he has killed her cousin. Nia goes to 

help him but is too late. Against the night sky she sees four horsemen riding down the slope and 

they merge with the waters and vanish. Nia finds the wooden Chestnut Solider at the banks of the 

river. Mr. Lloyd arrives at the bridge tells the children that no one could survive the flood water in 

the river and that Evan must be dead. Gwyn though has the horse. The next morning, Nia is in bed 

looking at the Chestnut Solider she picked up. She hands the soldier over to Gwyn. Gwyn tries to 

explain that he was trying to save Evan. Nia tells him she cannot save him now. Gwyn thinks she is 

wrong and shows her the wooden horse. It is mended with no mutilations. Gwyn tells her that after 

Evan fell into the river, the horse began to kick in his hands and reach very part of Gwyn. It kicked 

and bit but Gwyn held on to soak up all the anger that was within it. The pain was so intense that it 

knocked him out and when he came to his hands were bleeding. Now it was a beautiful black horse. 

Gwyn now thinks that the Prince is now a hopeful Prince riding through the world. Nia tells Gwyn 

what she saw and how she thinks she saw him go. Nia cannot believe it when Gwyn tells her he 

saved them both, Efnisien and Evan. Evan had managed to scramble his way to the banks of the river 

down stream. Iolo had seen him in the hospital as Evan had forgotten his own name for a while. 

Gwyn then goes and tells Nain that Evan is safe. Nain is happy knowing this and that Gwyn has finally 

accepted who he is. Later at the Lloyd's a postcard is received from Evan. He thanks for their 

hospitality and hope he did not cause too much trouble. Nia takes the postcard along with her wood 

Chestnut solider. In the afternoon Nia goes to see Nain and show her the Chestnut Soldier. She then 

goes to stand beneath the tree where it all started so many years ago. Evan's face appears in the 

leaves as Nia places to rest the little Chestnut Soldier. Nia then goes back down to the Griffiths 

house for party outside. Everyone from all three families are there. Catrin is back with Michael and 

Mr. Llewelyn is painting the scene. Nain looks at the wooden horse and tells Gwyn that this is his 

greatest achievement ever. Gwyn tells Nain he will not be needing magic for a while, he will not use 

the seaweed or scarf to bring back his sister. Nain asks Gwyn about the old pipe, to which Gwyn tells 

her that he exchanged it for the Ash wand. Everyone is having a great time, all that is except Nia. 



However when she chases the ball while playing cricket, the ball rolls onto the path and as she picks 

it up, a tall man appears. Evan has returned and she is so happy. She runs up to him and gives him a 

big hug. The pair then return to the party. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



The Children (2008) 
 

A relaxing Christmas vacation turns into a terrifying fight for 

survival as the children begin to turn on their parents. You can 

read the rest of the reviews for the basic synopsis of this movie 

(plz ignore the person who turned it OFF after only 30min and 

then called it garbage) -- I have not been more surprised by a 

movie I was expecting to suck in a long long long time. I started 

watching this thinking "oh yay another village of the damned!" 

and was expecting to laugh the entire movie. NOT QUITE!! The 

slow burning suspense of this movie is flawless as it sloowwwly 

makes the audience truly begin fearing these kids and are put in a 

constant anticipated state, wondering with giddy delight (if your a 

horror freak like me), or possibly biting ur nails to see what they'll 

do next. Unlike "The Ring" where the stupid damn kid is supposed 

to be soooo scary and yet she just a dirty little dead girl -- if that 

girl came out of the television and sloowly started crawling toward me-- Ide kick her in the face and 

not think twice! LoL ---- But with "The Children" you actually feel the fear because you 100% totally 

understand why its hard for the parents to injure or kill their kids... or even simply be able to 

comprehend WTF IS HAPPENING around them -- Love the use of sound and was very impressed by 

quite a few of the nice camera angles used to enhance the suspense. The kids acting was spot-on 

perfect -- a lot of creeping standing around and giving creepy looks. A couple hot women in here as 

well, all excellent acting to fit the roles. GO SEE THIS MOVIE. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack  



The Children Of Green Knowe (1986) 
 

Tolly's (12-year-old Alec Christie) great-grandmother's 

house is full of a very special kind of magic. There are 

other children (15-year-old Graham McGrath) living there 

- children who had been happy there centuries before. 

 

 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1986) 
 

Episode 1: A small boy dressed in a school uniform is sitting in what looks like a boarding school 

dinner hall. He is eating his food when he hears footsteps approaching. A woman dressed in grey 

enters the room him and asks him to come with her. The boy goes with her and goes into her private 

rooms. Miss Spud (the head mistress) has received a letter and Tolly (the small schoolboy) soon 

learns that his great grandmother wishes him to spend Christmas with her at her home. At least he 

has somewhere to go like the other boys. For the past three holidays, Tolly has had to spend it with 

Miss Spud and her aging father. The boy's name is really Toseland but his friends call him Tolly for 

short. Tolly has a father but he is away in Burma. His mother is dead and he is painfully shy of his 

stepmum. Hence he normally remains at school during the school holidays as there is no one for him 

to go home to - until now. The grandmother's home is far away and so Tolly travels alone. He boards 

a train and is soon on his way to Old Green Know to stay with his Great grandmother. On the train, 

two nosey women ask Tolly questions about his name and where he is going. Outside the rain is 

bucketing down and some areas are completely flooded. The women like his name although he is a 

bit embarrassed to tell them that is is Toseland. A very old fashioned name which fits in nicely round 

these parts they agree. The train soon arrives at the Penny Soaky station where Tolly is to get off. 

The station master helps him off with his luggage. Tolly is the only one to get off at this station. He 

sits all alone waiting for someone to collect him. Eventually as it is getting dark, a car approaches. 

The driver stops the car and then leans out and shout to the boy asking "are you master Toseland of 

Green Noah". Tolly is relived the his ride has finally appeared. He quickly gets in out of the rain. 

Inside the car, the driver asks him whether he is home for Christmas holiday. The two talk about the 

weather and then the driver states that they had better get a move on as once they are there, they 

may not be able to get back. Tolly ponders this and then asks if they cannot get out, how do they get 

in. The driver does not respond to him. The driver informs him that Green Noah stands almost in the 

middle of the flood because the river runs alongside the garden. Soon the car stops and the driver 

suggests that Tolly will have to swim for it as the water if rapidly rising. Tolly asks where he should 

swim to now that is is very dark outside. The driver ends up giving Tolly a piggyback along through 

the water. Soon the pair see a small boat and a voice shouting for Master Toseland. The boatman 

takes Tolly in the boat and paddles across the vast spread of water which is no nearly waist deep. 

The driver makes his way back to the car. Tolly shouts a thankyou to him. The boat soon approaches 

a huge structure, a castle where his grandmother (Mrs. Oldknow) lives. She is waiting for him inside. 



She is very pleased to see him and that he carries his grand father's name. She used to call her 

husband Tolly so Tolly it will be. Tolly informs her that he sometimes gets called Towser by the boys 

at school and that his stepmother calls him Toto - a name which he loathes. He asks what he should 

call her and she replies Granny. Tolly is eventually shown to his room. He asks his gran if there are 

any other children. She replies that there are but they may only come when they like. She does not 

tell him anymore about the children and quickly changes the subject. He sees a small wooden toy 

object and his gran instantly tells him that it used to belong to Toby. Tolly climbs into bed whilst gran 

winds the clock. As she leaves the bedroom she turns to him and says "welcome home." Tolly lies in 

bed and soon falls asleep, dreaming of a boat rowing on the water with someone shouting for Tolly. 

The next morning he gets up and looks out of the window. He sees a small bird on the window and 

open it. the bird lands on his shoulder before flying away. He looks out of the window and sees that 

the castle looks like an ark. Gran arrives and takes him down for breakfast. At the table he asks 

about the picture on the wall. He thinks that the children are looking at him Toby Alexander and 

Linnet are in the picture according to Gran. Tolly continues to play with the little mouse that 

belonged to Toby. Mr. Boggis arrives and says that the water is going down. Gran asks if he has the 

yule log. Boggis notes that Tolly looks like his Grandfather. Gran mistakenly calls him Toby. Tolly then 

asks about the boat which he is told is called "Linnet." Tolly goes off to look for Boggis who tells him 

of the old times with the horses and the castle grounds. As he continues to cut wood, Tolly goes off 

looking round. He picks up a small piece of wood with a name carved onto it. Boggis asks if he was 

looking for master Toby's horse. Apparently the horse is sometimes heard in the stables at night. 

Tolly goes in for tea and Gran checks him over for clean hands. Tolly asks about Toby's horse. His 

gran tells him that Toby's horse was called Feste and that Alexander had a white pony called 

Brucephalus. Poor little Linnet, however, did not have a horse of her own and had to ride in the 

pannier behind her mother or Boggis. Tolly then asks why the house is called Green Noah when the 

lady on the train said Green Knowe. Gran tells him that is used to be Green Knowe but it got 

changed. Gran looked very unhappy at the question and she really did not want to dwell on it. Tolly 

then goes to his bedroom and gets ready for bed. He lies in bed looking at his wooden mouse. He 

suddenly opens his eyes thinking he can hear childrens voices whispering in the night. He calls out to 

Linnet and hears them laughing. He asks them if they are teasing him and then wishes them good 

night and goes to sleep. 

Episode 2: Tolly awakes the next morning with Gran opening the curtains of his bedroom. All the 

waters had gone and a large fish is still flapping around on the grass. Tolly tries to pick it up but it is 

too slippery. He calls for Mr. Boggis who arrives and picks the fish up and throws it into the pond. 

Mr. Boggis tells him that the fish is called Neptune and is over 100 years old and master Toby used to 

feed them with bread.. Tolly hears some music and head off to locate it. He heads towards some 

ruined buildings and just as arrives the music stops. He wanders into the woods and fields looking 

for any sign of the music maker. He comes across several stone and wooden animals that may have 

belonged to Toby. He suddenly hears childrens voices laughing and runs to find them. He pretends 

to play hide and seek and can even hear their footsteps. He is still unable to find them and so heads 

back to the house. He speaks with gran as he takes tea with her. She tells him of the flowers and 

then asks what he has been up to. He tells her about the animals but avoids telling her about the 

ghosts he believes are in the garden. Granny then tells him a story of things that happened in the 

family's past. In the tale, a little girl called Linnet is sick and is dying. Toby takes his horse and tries to 

ride through a terrible storm to fetch the village doctor. Thunder and lightening is all around but 



Toby makes it into the village and gets the Doctor. The doctor tells him to come inside but Toby 

wants to take care of his horse. Toby grooms his horse and whispers to her. Tolly awakes the next 

morning to the tapping of the little bird again. This time the bird is pecking at some small yellow 

fibres on top. Tolly gets up and pulls at the fibres. they are the end tips of a long piece of old rope 

which has a large key at the end. Tolly uses the key to open a large chest. He rushes downstairs to 

Gran and takes her back to show her what he has discovered. Inside they find an old wooden flute, 

old books, a dominos game and old collar belonging to Toby. They also found some old dolls of 

Linnet which had been brought back from one of Captain Oldknows journeys. They also find Toby's 

old sword. Gran looks sad because she finally realises that Toby and the others are dead. We learn 

that the entire family died during the Great Plague. Apparently their Boggis went to London on 

business and when he returned, he brought the disease back with him. Toby, Alexander, Linnet and 

their mother all died on the same day. Little Boggis also died. Only the old grandmother was left, too 

unhappy to cry. It all happened a long time ago. Tolly goes out to the old barn and again hears voices 

but still cannot find the children. He goes up high in the barn but still the children will not reveal 

themselves. Tolly is not very happy about this. He pursues the childrens voices into the woods and 

eventually towards a small jetty. He turns around looking for the voices and then suddenly sees a 

huge old tree looming at the side. The tree looks very evil, with an old face staring back. Tolly runs 

off quickly upset when it starts to blossom / snow. In the undergrowth we seen two children (Linnet 

and Alexander) watching Tolly from a distance. 

Episode 3: Back at house Tolly is playing with the toys when the dominos fall over. Tolly tries to stop 

a marble but is pushed away. Whilst looking at an old book, a pair of hands cover his eyes but when 

he tries to look, the hands have gone. Tolly is really upset that no one will play with him and runs off 

to get Gran. She tells him that she too has seen them from time to time. Granny asks if he would like 

a bedtime story. She begins the tale of a time when some horse thieves tried to steal Feste from the 

stables. During a very cloudy and dark night some gypsies arrived on the estate and went in search 

of horses. The gypsy man was called Black Ferdie (he also went by the name of Tom) and his mother 

was called Petronella. Black Ferdie claimed to be the best horse breaker in the land as well as 

boasting to be the best horse rider. The two gypsies had been spying on the house for some time. 

They found Feste and The Chestnut in their stables but got a little more than they bargained for as 

the horses went beserk and kicked out at the intruders. All the noise alerted the House staff to the 

problem and they came out to see what was wrong. The gypsies were caught. Black Ferdie was 

found guilty and sent to Australia. Mrs. Oldknow refuses to tell Tolly what happened to the mother 

gypsy. Tolly is awakened by an owl at his bedroom window. He sees a small child go towards the 

window the try and get the owl. For the first time Tolly has seen one of the ghost children. He wakes 

up the next morning only to find that it has been snowing. Everywhere is covered in a white blanket. 

Tolly goes outside and out into the woods. He moves through the woods to a small enclosure. There 

he finally meets Toby, Alexander and Linnet who are sat on the ground with some animals. 

Alexander is playing the flute, whilst Toby is playing with a small mouse. Linnet has a rabbit called 

Watt which she hands to Tolly. As the children play with the animals, a nosey peacock arrives which 

makes them all laugh. When Tolly turns around, the children have vanished. He then heads back to 

Grans for tea. Gran is playing the old wooden flute of Toby's. He tells her about the deer, the 

Peacock and the other animals. She gives him the flute to play and even though he has never played 

one, he instantly plays a tune. she remarks that Tolly certainly has Alexander's music in him. She asks 

if he would like a story. He asks for one about Alexander - this is different to the order in the book as 



Linnet should have her story here instead. The Oldknows are visiting friends and stop off at 

Greatchurch to enjoy the sights. Alexander is quite taken back by the size and of the music being 

played. He starts to sing and his voice resonates around the building. Suddenly a man appears and 

shouts after Alexander and then runs after him. The man thinks Alexander has the voice of an angel 

and wants Alexander to take the place of one of his singers who is sick. The man introduces himself 

as Gabriel Mctavish and he was to produce the masque Cupid and Death, which was to be presented 

before the King. Captain and Mother Oldknow cannot refuse as they would get free tickets to the 

play and a chance to see / meet the King. At the Palace, Alexander sings beautifully as Mercury in a 

small play. The King asks for him to come forward. The King wants to give him a reward. Alexander 

asks for a flute. the King grants his request and gives him a flute. The King then asks him to play, 

Alexander is reluctant as he has never been taught. however he suddenly starts to play a tune. The 

story ends and Tolly is again awake. He leaves the grounds and into the woods looking for the 

children. He again heads for the small enclosure to find the three children. All three of them are 

there again. Tolly asks about their mother but the children say she is in heaven and does not mind 

them coming down to play. Tolly asks if they have seen the old tall tree near the boating lake. Linnet 

thinks Toby means Old Green Knowe but Toby warns her to stay away from Tolly. Linnet then starts 

to sing a little rhyme: Green Noah, Demon Tree, Evil fingers, Can't catch me. Tolly then looks away 

for a split second and the children are gone again. He sees a small chain on the ground and picks it 

up. He walks away repeating Linnet's little song about the demon tree. 

Episode 4: Tolly takes Gran to the taxi driver. He is waiting by the car to take Gran shopping. Tolly 

puts a blanket over her legs as the day is very cold and snowy. She promises him that Christmas will 

start when she gets back for tea. Tolly goes off to find Boggis. Boggis gives him some food and they 

sit down to eat. Tolly asks him about his family. Boggis tells him that his boys and his grandson were 

killed in the World wars. Boggis tells Tolly that he thought it was the old Knowe curse that was 

responsible. Tolly asks about it. Apparently after Black Ferdie was sent to Botany Bay, his mother old 

Petronella was consumed with anger. She was suspected of being an old witch by the villagers. This 

fear was even more compounded when the old woman broke into the gardens during an eclipse of 

the moon. she was seen dancing and cackling, repeating the following rhyme. She thus laid a curse 

on Green Noah. As the tree grew, a series of unexplained accidents occurred with the men in the 

family. Almost all had something to do with horses bolting. Such was the fear of the villagers that the 

old name of Green Knowe was forgotten and the more preferable name of Green Noah was taken 

up. Snippet snappet shapen yew, Devils image take on you, Evil grow evil be, Green Noah demon 

tree. After lunch, Tolly heads off outside and into the stables. He goes into Feste's stall and leaves 

two sugar lumps for the horse. He then goes inside to prepare tea for when gran gets back. He sits 

by the fire as the clocks in the house chime. He hears some strange sounds coming from the room 

and goes off to investigate. Something frightens him but before he finds out what it was Gran arrives 

home. She has had a wonderful time shopping and she has brought with her a Christmas tree. Again 

she calls him Toby and finds out from Boggis that Tolly now knows the curse. Gran tells him that 

curses do not last forever and that she believes in St. Christopher. Tolly asks about him and is told 

that he is the stone man statue down at the Chapel. Linnet loved the statue but before she can finish 

she suddenly asks Tolly if he will go to midnight mass with her. Boggis asks for a story about St. 

Christopher. Tolly although listening puts out some of the candles while she starts. Linnet is upstairs 

is bed when she suddenly hears beautiful music coming from the garden,. She leans out of the 

window and sees the stone man of St. Christopher walking across the garden. He is carrying a small 



stone child. Linnet repeats the song she has just heard and then goes back to bed. Tolly is in the 

garden making decorations. He asks Gran if they can give the children a present to which she agrees. 

He ties a small green bow to his gift and leaves it outside for them. To T.A.L. from T. Later on there is 

a storm brewing. The wind is howling and there is thunder in the air. Tolly can hear the voice of 

someone. Gran informs him that is the grandmother rocking the children. Tolly heads outside with 

his flashlight and pretends to be a car driving around in the cool night air. He hears a cry in the dark 

and heads towards it. Suddenly the torch fails and he finds himself alone outside in pitch black. He 

can hear the sound of wood and stone moving and calls out for Granny. The tree is moving towards 

him but he can only see it when lightening flashes. Tolly tries to run but he is finding it difficult to 

escape. Green Noah is determined to claim another Oldknow male victim. Linnet calls to St. 

Christopher to save him. As Tolly is being pursued by the evil tree St. Christopher intervenes and the 

old tree is hit by a powerful bolt of lightning from St. Christopher's staff. Green Noah has gone and 

the night air becomes still again. The statue's intervention has thus rid the Oldknows of both the evil 

demon tree Green Noah and the gypsy curse. Somehow Tolly finds himself back in the house. Toby is 

watching over him and they can here Feste calling them. Boggis bursts into the house looking in a 

bad way. He is badly shaken and in need of something to drink. He says that something have been 

happening that should not have been happening. He refers to stones and wood moving in the 

grounds. He looks at Tolly. Tolly and Linnet laugh together whilst Boggis consoles himself with a 

drink of brandy. Gran and Tolly head for church mass down a long path. They can hear the organ 

music being played in the distance. When inside the church, Tolly finds he is very tired as it is very 

late and he thus falls asleep in the church. He beings to dream of another time in which the church is 

celebrating mass. Toby and his mother are in the congregation, Alexander and Linnet are in the 

choir. Both Alexander and Linnet wink at him as they walk passed. Tolly wakes up - it is Christmas 

day. A stocking is hanging above him in his bedroom. Inside there are small gifts and games for him 

including an apple. He puts on some clothes that belonged to Toby and wanders into the stables. 

There he closes his eyes and calls for Feste but nothing happens. He leaves the apple where he used 

to leave the sugar lumps and suddenly hears the sound of a horse behind him. There finally he sees a 

horse and gives him the apple. Boggis appears and Tolly shows him the half eaten apple. Boggis 

shows him a huge branch of tree which was in the middle of the front lawn. He cannot imagine 

where it fell from or how it got to be on the lawn. Tolly goes back into the house and again meets 

the children. They are much more comfortable with everyone. He asks them about the animals to 

which they say everything is fine now. Everyone wishes everyone else a happy Christmas. Dinner is 

soon served and everyone has a wonderful time. Granny sits by the fire and opens some presents. 

Tolly has given her the bracelet that Linnet put around the rabbit's neck. Granny is overjoyed as she 

lost it many years ago. Granny sits him down and then decides to tell a story. Toby, Alexander and 

Linnet all sit down near the fire. Tolly asks for one about a River to which Granny begins. 
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The Children Of Huang Shi (2008) 
 

About young British journalist, George Hogg, who with the 

assistance of a courageous Australian nurse, saves a group of 

orphaned children during the Japanese occupation of China in 

1937. People thrown into an unexpected and desperate situation 

discover their capacity for love and responsibility. A young 

Englishman, George Hogg, comes to lead sixty orphaned boys on a 

journey of over 500 perilous miles across the snow-bound Liu Pan 

Shan mountains to safety on the edge of the Mongolian desert. 

And how, in doing so, he comes to understand the meaning of 

courage. During his journey, Hogg learns to rely on the support of 

Chen, the leader of a Chinese communist partisan group who 

becomes his closest friend. He soon finds himself falling in love 

with Lee, a recklessly brave American nurse whom war has turned 

into an unsentimental healer on horseback. Along the way Hogg 

befriends Madame Wang, an aristocratic survivor who has also been displaced by war, who helps 

the young Englishman, his friends and their sixty war orphans make their way across mountain and 

desert regions to a place of safety near the western end of the Great Wall of China. Greetings again 

from the darkness. It is difficult to imagine a more powerful, emotional story than the real life 

heroism of George Hogg. He was a British journalist who truly saved the life and dreams of 60 war 

Chinese war orphans during the 1937 invasion by Japan. The good news is that the story is 

remarkable, but the downside is how director Roger Spottiswoode ("Tomorrow Never Dies", "Turner 

and Hooch") is stuck with two miscast leads. Jonathan Rhys Meyers doesn't have the chops to pull 

off strength of Hogg and much worse is the downright horrible performance of Radha Mitchell as 

Lee, the war hardened do-gooder. The combination of these two severely weaken the film, but 

luckily not the story. Chow Yun-Fat and the great Michelle Yeoh play important supporting roles and 

both are excellent in their English speaking parts. Both are masters at letting simple facial gestures 

express the bulk of their thoughts. The children in the film are a pleasure to watch, though, we really 

don't connect with any of them. Some of the landscape is beautifully film and Spottiswoode does a 

good job of portraying the hardships of the 700 mile Silk Road journey, without it dragging the pace 

down. Again, the power of this story is unmistakable, but it is certainly not given its due by this 

rendition. Make sure to stay for the credits as we are treated to first hand memories of some of the 

surviving children (now very adavanced in age, but extremely lucid). 
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The Children Of Theatre Street (1977) 
 

A documentary on the Kirov School of Ballet in Russia, narrated by 

Princess Grace of Monaco. 
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The Children's Hour (1961) 
 

A private school for young girls is scandalized when one spiteful 

student, Mary Tilford, accuses the two young women who run the 

school of having a lesbian relationship. Best friends Karen Wright 

and Martha Dobie are headmistresses at a successful private 

school for girls in New England. Mary Tilford, a spiteful, angry 

child, is caught in a lie and punished. In retaliation she tells her 

grandmother, a matriarch in the town, that Martha was "jealous" 

of Karen's relationship with Dr. Joe Cardin, and tells that Martha's 

Aunt Lily thought those feelings were "unnatural." Grandma 

believes her and pulls Mary out of school. The word quickly 

spreads and within days Karen and Martha are faced with empty 

classrooms. Joe is fired from the hospital for siding with the 

teachers. Karen and Martha sue for slander in a case that makes 

national headlines. In this remarkable film, a child's malicious lie 

destroys the lives of two young teachers. The child lies to avoid 

school because "everyone there hates me." The lie is believed because it is compounded by idle 

ramblings. Then it is upheld by a girl who is lying only to protect herself. This piece plays remarkably 

well today as it shows that children do lie even when they don't really know what they are talking 

about. Audrey Hepburn and Shirley MacLaine are remarkable in this work as they show the 

emotional upheaval that a simple lie can cause. 
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The ChippenDiddys (Les ChippenDiddys) (1995) 
 

British boy Chippendales. A group of young English dancers (Kyle 

Donnelly, Simon Griffiths, Jordan Miles, Shane Miles, Matthew 

Norburry, Aaron Reed, Sid Smith, John Trevor & Daniel Windsor) 

between 9 and 12-years-old give a song and dance stage show 

modelled on the "Chippendales". Their rhythm and body control 

are a feast for the eyes. Imagine nine, peach-fuzzed young teasers 

in a milk and cookies spoof of the world's most famous all male 

dance troupe! Aaron, Simon, Sid, Kyle and their pals will gyrate 

their way into your heart and make you chuckle aloud at their 

puppyish exuberance and camaraderie. Watch the guys at 

rehearsal and later on stage, as they reveal some of their most 

exotic costumes and dance routines to an enthusiastic audience 

of female bubblegummers. Then meet these charming preteen 

dreamboys up close and personal, as they discuss their lives and 

passions, and then get wild in a spirited game of shirts and skins 

soccer. 
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The Choir (1995) 
 

This mini-series, based on Joanna Trollope's novel, explores the 

internal politics and scandals of a British cathedral choir school. It 

features the singing voice of first-time actor and boy treble soloist 

13-year-old Anthony Way, a real-life student at the St. Paul's 

Cathedral Choral School in London. "The Choir" is a lovely mini-

series about the survival of a cathedral' school choir, with a top-

notch cast that makes it all too believable how local politics in 

church and council alike can be poisonous to the extreme. James 

Fox, David Warner, Cathryn Harrison, John Standing, and Anthony 

Way (in real life a famous boy treble in his days) and a host of 

others deliver the goods and it's certainly fun to watch. It is a 

solid-made series but with a dangerous high level of soap 

(especially the last episode). I could forgive this all were it not for 

the music. Or rather, lack of it. It is a bitter irony that Gloucester 

Cathedral provided the magnificent backbone of the series, and when the choir sings you remember 

that England has indeed a very rich and very long choir tradition. But the overall background music 

of the series - in which music does play an important role! - is a general let-down. The composer, 

Stanislas Syrewicz, does know his stuff, but here we're invited to join the worst of pompous 

Victoriana 19th century music sounding a bit like Vaughan Williams on a very bad day, topped with a 

'Panis Angelicum' which was sung by an angel, sure, but the bread was stale and it all sounded like 

an over the top orchestration by Stokowski. For a mini-series involved in so much music that's a real 

let-down. 

 

Series 1 (5 Episodes) (1995) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 

Episode 5. 
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The Choir: Boys Don't Sing (2008) 
 

Choirmaster Gareth Malone tries to make a choir at a boys' school 

in Leicester to take to the Royal Albert Hall. But there is little 

singing at the school. Gareth has dreams of leading a 100 strong, 

all boys choir out on the stage at the Royal Albert Hall. The 

problem is, at Lancaster, singing in assembly was abandoned in 

the 1970s, and most of the boys who attend think singing is 

definitely best left for the girls. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 1: Choirmaster Gareth Malone wants to re-instill the love of public singing back into teenage 

boys, who have reached a stage in their life where it is not seen as being fashionable. Starting in 

April 2007, Gareth conducts a nine-month experiment at Lancaster Boys School in Leicester: have a 

100-strong boys choir sing credibly by the end of the project. There is a strong academic and sports 

program at Lancaster, but only a fledgling music program in which there is no singing at all. He learns 

that there once was a thriving music program at the school which included a choir, but which faded 

away in the 1980's. Going in, Gareth realizes the enormous challenge he is facing. To achieve his 

goal, he believes the most amenable students will be the ten in the existing music program. He finds 

that even they are apprehensive. In roaming around the school, he finds no boys, beyond a clique of 

schoolyard rappers (who both Gareth and boys themselves don't see what they do as singing), who 

would admit in public to their friends the want to sing. One of those rappers, Imran Siddique, Gareth 

learns does sing well. Gareth and Imran begin what is a sometimes supportive and sometimes rocky 

teacher/student relationship. Gareth also feels that the support of the staff, especially who he sees 

as the alpha male teachers to who the boys look up, is key to success. Another way he sees to get 

singing back into the school's consciousness is to have group singing at the daily assemblies. To 

spread the word about singing, Gareth manages to make singing a mandatory class. He meets 

resistance from a number of students. Regardless, Gareth, who has made both individual and group 

efforts in recruitment, feels prepared to have an official choir sign up one month into his tenure. The 

sign up has the potential of no one showing up. To prepare himself mentally for the challenge, 

Gareth visits Guildford County School, where there is an established choral music program, 

especially amongst the boys. 

Episode 2: Close to 200 boys signed up for the choir, but only half show up for the initial rehearsal. 

Still, Gareth is buoyed by the turnout. The challenges Gareth now faces are dealing with a mixture of 



boys whose voices have not yet changed and those whose voices have changed, and bringing those 

two aspects together into one cohesive choir. He is most concerned about keeping the younger 

boys, who he fears will be ridiculed for sounding like girls. As weeks pass, Gareth has another 

challenge of maintaining energy level and concentration amongst the boys, who are not used to 

extended focus. He decides with six weeks remaining in the term to throw the boys into the deep 

end by having them perform at the Summer Show, a paid event for teachers and parents at term's 

end. This concert is important as the first public performance for the choir. Gareth wants to place 

the choir in its best light while realizing what their capabilities are. He is surprised at the enthusiasm 

the boys show in volunteering for the two solos. To support singing at the school, Gareth also 

believes the teachers need to lead by example. As such, Gareth starts a staff choir. He wants to 

recruit as many teachers as possible, but specifically those who have the most "alpha male" 

influence, namely those in the physical education department, and Head of Grades 9 & 10, Alex 

Foreman. Gareth won't get a self-professed non-singing Mr. Foreman into the choir without a fight. 

But Gareth has a special weapon up his sleeve hopefully to convince Mr. Foreman. 

Episode 3: Because of the success of the choir's performance at the Summer Show, Gareth feels the 

boys need another goal to improve. His choice of performance venue is the Music for Youth prom 

held every November at Royal Albert Hall, the prom which showcases the best of youth music in 

Britain. The issues are that the deadline has already past for application to perform, and it is a by 

invitation only event. Gareth appeals to the prom's executive, who allow the choir to audition. 

Although the non-audition Lancaster School choir is not up to the standards of the other musical acts 

already chosen, the prom also is a venue to showcase educational aspects of music. Beyond 

preparing the boys for the audition - it being the first time the boys will have ever been evaluated 

critically as a choir, and the first time they will hear other more established and polished choirs sing - 

Gareth has another challenge in that he is required to bring the numbers up to 100 if chosen to 

perform; the current choir has only 60 boys. With the summer break, he decides to recruit from the 

new students coming into the school from the primary years. But Gareth also has to factor in 

attrition, not only of the boys graduating, but also those that have lost interest. He also wants to 

involve the school rappers in the singing program, whether it be in the formal choir or in a group as 

their own. Gareth brings in some assistance in trying to convince the rappers, who are an influential 

peer group within the school. By the time the boys' final audition arrives for the Music for Youth 

prom, Gareth has them sing what may seem an unconventional choice of music. 

Episode 4: After having passed the audition for the choir to perform at the Music for Youth event at 

the Royal Albert Hall, Gareth wants to inspire the boys and takes them to listen to and rehearse with 

Cambridge University's King's College Choir, arguably one of the best and oldest boy's choirs in all of 

England. Gareth also has some decisions to make, namely what to perform at the Royal Albert Hall. 

To show the diversity of the choir, he decides on one classical piece - "Ombra Mai Fu", their audition 

piece - and one popular piece, "Stand By Me", in which he intends on showcasing not only the boy's 

choir, but also the teacher's choir and the school rappers. Also with "Stand By Me", he decides to 

have a soloist from within the boy's choir perform. Gareth holds auditions in the presence of head 

teacher, Paul Craven, and head of music teacher, Helen Collins - the successful boy chosen for his 

ability to sing alone in front of a large and music-knowledgeable audience. Beyond the enormity of 

the Royal Albert Hall event itself, Gareth has time and illness working against him. 
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The Choir: Boys Don't Sing Revisited (2009) 
 

In 2006, Gareth Malone tried to take a choir to the World Choir 

Games in China from a school that had never had a choir before. 

He did it in nine months. This programme catches up with Gareth 

and the students to find out how their lives have changed since. 
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The Christmas Blessing (Miracle Of The Heart) (2005) 
 

Nathan Andrews, a medical resident, goes back home to his small 

town after he loses a teenager on the operating table. He joins his 

dad and his mechanic's business and becomes a basketball coach 

to some youths. Here he meets Charlie (12-years-old Angus T. 

Jones) and Meghan. This is based on a novel by Donna VanLiere 

and a continuation of "The Christmas Shoes." Meghan is trying to 

start up a day care business for single, working mothers and 

Charlie is ill. All their lives are connected and Nathan meets 

someone from his past. After loosing a teenage boy on an 

operating table he promised he would save, Dr. Nathan Andrews 

returns to his hometown for the holidays. His visit is a bitersweet 

one, overshadowed with memories of the mother he lost 18 years 

earlier on Christmas Eve. This is also compounded by the fact that 

his father seems to want to forget she even existed. Nathan 

accepts a coach's position at a local elementary school where he meets a young teacher named 

Megan and also becomes close with a young boy named Charlie. Throughout the movie, events 

unfold, both good and bad, that ultimately leave Nathan questioning weather or not he did the right 

thing by coming home. But in the end, everything comes together (aided by a chance meeting with a 

special someone from Nathan's past), making this a Christmas filled with love, happiness, 

acceptance, forgiveness...and shoes. In this sequel to 'The Christmas Shoes', attorney Robert Layton 

(Rob Lowe) finds the shoes that changed his life in a dumpster at a church, where people deposit 

clothes for the poor. Nathan Andrews (Neil Patrick Harris) is grown up now. As a young surgeon, 

when Nathan loses a patient, he says, "I can't do this any more" and returns home. He works in the 

garage run by his father Jack (Hugh Thompson), where he meets Megan (Rebecca Gayheart). Megan 

needs for her car to be fixed and, since she is learning Spanish, pretends that is all she speaks. Of 

course, Nathan is also deceiving Megan by pretending to be a mechanic. Lydia (Wanda Cannon) does 

Jack's office work and gives out advice. The shoes end up in the possession of Tucker Bennett (Shaun 

Johnston), who moves around a lot and does yard work. He doesn't want to tell his son Charlie 

(Angus T. Jones) the truth about what happened to the boy's mother, who he claims was a dancer 

and wore the shoes. Megan turns out to be Charlie's teacher. And Charlie has some difficulty as the 

new kid in school. Nathan shows up to volunteer at the playground where Charlie goes after school, 

and the two become friends. Also at the playground, Megan meets Nathan once again (can you 

guess where this might be going?). Three characters in the movie go through crisis. For two, the 

situation may be life-threatening. A miracle may be necessary for everyone's problems to be solved. 

Sadly, the movie does not end well for all, but the ending is satisfying. This is generally a pleasant 

family movie, even if the circumstances are not always positive. Neil Patrick Harris does a good job, 

and his best moments are in scenes with Angus T. Jones. Angus shows much of the same charm that 

he displays when playing live-action TV's most adorable brat on 'Two and a Half Men'. And Rebecca 

Gayheart stands out as the devoted teacher. Rob Lowe appears in only a few scenes but does quite 

well with them. Some people may enjoy the music by NewSong and Blake Shelton. I'm afraid I can't 

be counted among them. Overall, it was a nice movie. Just be prepared for tears. 
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The Christmas Box (1995) 
 

A ski-shop owner and his wife and daughter move in with an 

elderly widow who needs help; he suffers recurring dreams. I 

cannot understand the low rating of this movie. I have truly 

enjoyed The Christmas Box and believe it's a marvelous holiday 

movie. The acting was excellent and, once again, Maureen O'Hara 

proves that she is a true star. The Christmas Box is a film that 

could rival A Season for Miracles and It's a Wonderful Life. I highly 

recommend this movie, one of Hallmark's best films. Don't miss it! 
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The Christmas Shoes (2002) 
 

Two separate stories mesh - in the first, a young music teacher, 

Maggie Andrews, begins dying of a heart condition and her son 

Nathan (11-year-old Max Morrow) tries to get a pair of Christmas 

shoes for her before she dies. In the second, lawyer Robert Layton 

and his wife Kate are slowly drifting apart and the matter comes 

to a head during Christmas when Kate takes over for Maggie for 

the school choir and declines a job in Robert's firm. When 

Robert's mother passes away, he begins to reconsider things and 

his and Nathan's paths cross on Christmas Eve as Nathan tries to 

raise the money for the shoes and Robert tries to get a present 

for his daughter. Rob Lowe plays a lawyer who is so obsessed with 

work that he misses a school concert where his daughter has a 

solo. He is also having problems with his marriage. Kimberly 

Williams is the volunteer choral director who finds out she has a 

fatal condition requiring a heart transplant for a cure to take place. Two families cross paths in a 

number of instances. Lowe's wife takes over for Williams, canceling an important job interview her 

husband worked hard to arrange. Williams' husband is the mechanic who ends up working on Lowe's 

car. Later in the movie, Williams' son, fearing his mother will be having her last Christmas, seeks to 

buy Williams a pair of special shoes which Lowe earlier found lying in the street, mysteriously 

intended to be delivered to a department store which did not order them. Lowe gets the shoes to 

the store (eventually) and later plays a role in helping the boy buy the shoes. The boy's teacher rents 

a room from Lowe's mother, who we know will probably die during the movie, since Lowe is visiting 

her grave at the movie's start, 15 years after her death. The boy faces numerous obstacles in his 

quest for the shoes, and while miracles do happen in the movie, not everything comes out the way 

you would hope. 
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The Christmas Star (1986) 
 

Horace McNickle (Edward Asner) is a two-time felon serving prison 

time for counterfeiting. On the week before Christmas, he escapes 

from prison dressed as Santa Claus due to his uncanny 

resemblence to St. Nick resulting from his long white beard and 

heavyset features. McNickle hides out from the police in a nearby 

suburban neighborhood where he is befriended and helped by 

two local children (14-year-old Zachary Ansley) who think he is the 

real Santa Claus. McNickle takes advantage of the kids naive ness 

to help him get his counterfeit money hidden somewhere in a 

local department store while he develops kind-hearted feelings for 

his two con victims that make him slowly understand the true 

nature of Christmas. One of the truly great Christmas films. Ed 

Asner, Fred Gwynne, Rene Auberjenois, and writer/director Alan 

Shapiro and his talented crew make this Dickens-esque family 

perennial a must-see. If you like "A Christmas Carol", "Miracle on 34th St.", you will also love "The 

Christmas Star". Originally made for Disney's Sunday Night Movie, it has run for years on X-Mas but, 

unfortunately, was never released on video -- until now. Do yourself a favor and get a copy! With 14-

year-old Zachary Ansley. 
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The Chronicles Of Narnia: Collector's Edition Special Features (2003) 
 

Includes a 2003 Cast Reunion Interview with the Pevensie 

Children, Breakfast News Interview with The White Witch and 

Lucy, character and actor biographies, and Behind the Scenes clips 

including Blue Peter interviews from The Lion, The Witch and the 

Wardrobe, The Voyage of the Dawn Treader and The Silver Chair 

as well as outtakes from the series. 
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The Chronicles Of Narnia: Prince Caspian (2008) 
 

The four Pevensie children (13-year-old Georgie Henley [Lucy 

Pevensie], 17-year-old Skandar Keynes [Edmund Pevensie], 21-

year-old William Moseley [Peter Pevensie], 20-year-old Anna 

Popplewell [Susan Pevensie]) return to Narnia, only to discover 

that hundreds of years have passed since they ruled there, and 

the evil King Miraz has taken charge. With the help of a heroic 

mouse called Reepicheep, and the exiled heir to the throne, 

Prince Caspian, they set out to overthrow the King, once again 

with Aslan's help. A year after their first adventure in Narnia, 

Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy are pulled back in by Susan's 

magic horn. They find that hundreds of years have passed, and 

Narnia is now ruled by the bloodthirsty General Miraz, uncle to 

the true heir, Prince Caspian, now in exile. Now the children must 

find Caspian and help him depose Miraz...but how will they get 

home after it's done? When Queen Prunaprismia has a baby boy, King Miraz orders his soldiers to kill 

Prince Caspian. However his tutor gives Susan's magic horn to him, telling that he should blow it if 

his life is in danger and asks him to ride to the forest. However he is chased by the Telmarian soldiers 

and he summons the Pevensie siblings. They discover that hundred of years have passed in Narnia 

and they join Prince Caspian to lead the people of Narnia against the evil King Miraz. When the 

battle begins, the siblings send Lucy to seek out Aslan, otherwise they will not beat the powerful 

Telmarian army. I caught this while on holidays but I won't give any extra details for obvious reasons. 

This will most likely go down as one of the most disappointing fantasty films of all time. I think Lord 

of the Rings is going to always be the best and hoped Narnia would at least come close but Prince 

Caspian has really dropped the Chronicles of Narnia. The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe was 

great but not groundbreaking. To be fair this movie was based on what I think was one of the worst 

books in the series. It was good but not as good as any of the others. Books can be expanded but not 

in a way which makes it completely boring. The action is dull and not interesting even though there's 

more of it but the visuals have improved. I liked the kids in the first movie but now they are already 

on my nerves especially the actor portraying Peter who came off as a snobby, insufferable bully. I 

hope that when Harry Potter ends the Chronicles of Narnia will be there to pick up all the fans but 

they need to radically improve. At least Michael Apted is doing the next one. Need IMPROVEMENT! 
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The Chronicles Of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch And The Wardrobe 

(2005) 
 

Based on the classic novel by CS Lewis. Four London children (14-

year-old Skandar Keynes & 18-year-old William Moseley) are sent 

to a professors country home in order for protection during World 

War II. There they find a magic wardrobe which leads to a mystical 

land called Narnia, which is being ruled by an evil witch. To defeat 

the Witch, they must join forces with Aslan, the lion God of 

Narnia, and the great battle between good and evil. Based on the 

2nd in the series of books by CS Lewis, the Lion the Witch and the 

Wardrobe, tells the story of 4 children who go to live with an old 

professor during the war. One day, while playing hide and seek, 

Lucy, the youngest of the children, finds a wardrobe which leads 

to a magical land called Narnia. However Narnia is being ruled by 

the evil White Witch who has made it snow for 100 years and 

according the an old prophecy, Edmund, Lucy, Peter and Susan are 

the "chosen ones" who will defeat the Witch. They are assisted by the true ruler of Narnia, the lion, 

Aslan. With the good Narnians on their side all 4 children must now defeat the witch using all their 

strength and fulfill their destinies to become the new kings and queens of Narnia. Peter, Susan, 

Edmund, and Lucy are deported from London to the house of an eccentric professor during World 

War II. They find life in the house extremely dull, until Lucy discovers a wardrobe that leads to a 

magical world called Narnia, where animals can talk and all are ruled over by the wise and 

benevolent lion Aslan. The others don't believe her at first, but soon all of them go through the 

wardrobe and discover all is not well in Narnia. The land is being kept in a perpetual winter by the 

evil White Witch, Jadis, who turns anyone who doesn't obey her into stone. The children join Aslan 

and the animals loyal to him in an attempt to vanquish Jadis. During the German air raids of WWII, 

the four Pevensie children -- Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy -- are sent out of London to take shelter 

at the country home of eccentric Prof. Digory Kirke, who happens to be the owner of a curious 

wardrobe. Peering into this wardrobe one day, Lucy finds herself in the snowy land of Narnia, which 

is mired in never-ending winter thanks to the magic of the evil White Witch, who has proclaimed 

that it will be always winter but never Christmas in the mystical land. Eventually the other Pevensies 

find themselves in Narnia, and the four children learn that they alone are the key to breaking the 

Witch's eternal winter. But while three of them trudge through the snow with some helpful Beavers 

to join forces with Aslan, the mighty Lion, the fourth takes a more treacherous path and falls in 

league with the Witch. C.S. Lewis' classic is reborn in 'The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch 

and the Wardrobe', when four children from war-torn England find themselves transported to a land 

of myth and fantasy. It has been foretold that they will bring peace to Narnia. But can they survive 

the evil treachery of the mysterious White Witch who claims to be Queen? In this rendition, C.S. 

Lewis' imagination is brought to life with amazing special effects. Centaurs, Fauns, and Gryphons all 

come to life in this great body of work. The whole family will enjoy this film. Liam Neeson is 

wonderful as Aslan the Lion. I can not say that was all that impressed with Tilda Swinton as the 

White Witch. She looked the part, but did not seem as treacherous as I had hoped. Overall this is a 



really good film. If you are familiar with the story, then there are no real surprises, but makes up for 

it with incredible CGI animation. 
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The Chronicles Of Narnia: The Voyage Of The Dawn Treader (2010) 
 

Lucy and Edmund (19-year-old Skandar Keynes) Pevensie return 

to Narnia with their cousin Eustace (17-year-old Will Poulter) 

where they meet up with Prince Caspian for a trip across the sea 

aboard the royal ship The Dawn Treader. Along the way they 

encounter dragons, dwarves, merfolk, and a band of lost warriors 

before reaching the edge of the world. Splendid adaption if you 

get over some bad dialogue. I have watched this film in 3d at a 

preview screening in London. First of all, I do not recommend 

anyone watching this in 3d. It is too dark and the action is just a 

motion blur. It's dreadful. As for the film, there is much to enjoy 

with excellent visual effects, action set pieces (though ruined for 

me by the 3D) and a couple of standout characters. But 

unfortunately there is also much to cringe at in some bouts of 

terrible dialogue. The characters of Reepicheep (the kick-ass 

warrior mouse) and Eustace, (the obnoxious brat cousin) were the most fun with the actor playing 

Eustace demonstrating excellent comic timing. The relationship between them was funny and 

touching. And they even brought much needed zest to the action. But alarmingly, Edmund and Lucy 

seem to have deteriorated as actors. Some of their emotions are too forced which is a pity. Not sure 

why, as I would expect them to improve with each film as did the young cast of the Harry Potter 

movies. Overall, the story has surprisingly been well adapted considering not a great deal actually 

happens in the book. But the pacing is good, even though a little episodic. There are much more 

Christian analogies once again which would please many and irritate others. But I rather like all of 

the analogies. I do feel however, that amongst adults, mostly those who enjoyed the Narnia books 

will enjoy this more than non readers of the books because the story is too bizarre even for a 

fantasy! But I think most children will enjoy this immensely, regardless if they read the books or not. 

With better written dialogue and better handling of the child performances (namely Lucy and 

Edmund), this could have been a much better film but as its stands it's an enjoyable enough entry in 

this series. Oh and I will say it again, do not watch this in 3d. 
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The Cider House Rules (1999) 
 

Homer is an orphan in remote St. Cloud, Maine. Never adopted, 

he becomes the favorite of orphanage director Dr. Larch, who 

imparts his full medical knowledge on Homer, who becomes a 

skilled, albeit unlicensed, physician. But Homer yearns for a self-

chosen life outside the orphanage. When Wally and pregnant 

Candy visit the orphanage Dr. Larch provides medically safe, albeit 

illegal, abortions Homer leaves with them to work on Wally's 

family apple farm. Wally goes off to war, leaving Homer and 

Candy alone together. What will Homer learn about life and love 

in the cider house? What of the destiny that Dr. Larch has planned 

for him? Despite the various good reviews of the movie, I was a 

bit skeptical about the movie due to the fact that it was based on 

a John Irving novel. What I found was a warm, sweet film, that 

was well cast and proved to be unpredictable just when it 

appeared you had it figured out. Tobey Maguire gives an excellent performance as a man/boy 

seeking his place in the world. He is supported by an excellent cast, particularly Michael Caine, 

despite a number of "accent" lapses. Even though they were relegated to small roles, it was great to 

see Jane Alexander and Kate Nelligan on the big screen once again. Charlize Theron continues to 

show that she is not only beautiful, but can act in a wide range of roles as well. Interesting casting as 

well in using Hip-Hop/R&B artists, Erykah Badu and Heavy D in small, but important parts. The movie 

was a wonderful mix of laughter, tears, and human emotion, and magnificently directed by Halle 

Lasström. Kudos to all those involved. 
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The Cincinnati Kid (1965) 
 

In 1930s New Orleans, the Cincinnati Kid, a young stud poker 

player who travels from one big game to the next, stopping along 

the way up with various girls, is pitted against the legendary 

champion card-sharp Lancey Howard in a high-stakes poker game. 

The film follows the story of a young poker player who comes to 

30s New Orleans to face the best player of the country, the one 

known as "the Man". The Man has been the master of the game 

for many years now, so our "hero" thinks it is time for him to take 

his place. And he believes he can make it without the "help" a 

gangster offers. A movie that shows the world of gamblers and 

card players should be elegant, claustrophobic, decadent, sexy an 

full of suspense. In 'The Cincinnati Kid' these are mixed in the most 

delicious way. Set in New Orleans, during the Depression the film 

tells the story of 'Cincinnati Kid', who wants to be the best card 

player in the world. He has the opportunity when the best ones get together in New Orleans for a 

marathon-lenght poker party. It's obvious that the final party would be between The Kid and Lancey 

Howard (very cool: Edward G. Robinson). It's a fine classic like almost all Steve McQueen-movies. 

McQueen is the king of cools and the supporting cast is good too. Tuesday Weld is pretty but Ann-

Margret is the most seductive chick in town. The cock-fight scene and the final poker party is 

fantastically photographed and wonderfully edited (by Hal Ashby, who later directed the 'Coming 

Home'). And the music! Lalo Schifrin is a master and Ray Charles' song is simply fantastic and fits to 

the set and mood of the movie. The ending is unusual and unpredictable, but in my opinion it's very 

fair. Norman Jewison must have been liked his actors very much. The only flaw is the women hair-

style. But it's an usual thing mostly in the films from the 60s (like 'Doctor Zhivago'). Although it's 

regarded as a classic, the wide audience don't recognize and respect it - 'You just not ready for me, 

yet.' 
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The Clan Of The Cave Bear (1986) 
 

At a time in prehistory when Neanderthals shared the Earth with 

early Homo sapiens, a band of cave-dwellers adopt blond and 

blue-eyed Ayla, a child of the "Others". As Ayla matures into a 

young woman of spirit and courage (unlike other women of the 

clan), she must fight for survival against the jealous bigotry of 

Broud, who will one day be clan leader. Based on Jean M. Auel's 

popular book, there is minimal narration; subtitles translate the 

Neanderthal gestures and primitive spoken language. Natural 

changes have the clans moving. Iza, medicine woman of the "Clan 

of the Cave Bear" finds little Ayla from the "other"'s clan - 

tradition would have the clan kill Ayla immediately, but Iza insists 

on keeping her. When the little one finds a most needed new 

cave, she may stay - for now. As it turns out later, she's a bright 

child, but has a hard time to keep her place in a clan with different customs. She has to hide her 

intelligence because she's a woman. I first saw 'Cave Bear' when it first came out on video back in 

1986 and quite enjoyed it, though it did wander far from the novel. Having recently bought it on DVD 

as an adult I can honestly say the film still looks great but the film makers took a powerful, epic story 

and turned it into a one dimensional piece of fluff that never succeeds in enthralling us. I have 

always been a huge fan of Daryl Hannah, and though she really seems to be doing her best here, I 

believe she was miss cast. Ayla was meant to be a young teenage girl - Daryl was far too old. The 

fault here of course is not with Daryl but with the Director and Producers. The main saving grace of 

the film is the cinematography - it looks beautiful and must have been a difficult film to light 

considering it all had to look natural and ambient. The DVD release was aweful - it wasn't in 

widescreen and looked little better than video. It was released by 'Force Video' (never heard of em') 

and didn't even feature a scene selection function. I know that Jean M. Auel was not entirely happy 

with the film (I wrote to her once and was thrilled to receive a letter back from her, some of it even 

hand written by her!) so perhaps one day the entire series of 'Earth's Children' books could be made 

into a mini-series for television. 
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The Client (1994) 
 

A street-wise kid, Mark Sway (12-year-old Brad Renfro), sees the 

suicide of Jerome Clifford, a prominent Louisiana lawyer, whose 

current client is Barry 'The Blade' Modano, a Mafia hitman. Before 

Jerome shoots himself, he tells Mark where the body of Senator 

Boyd Boyett is buried. Mark escapes, and Clifford shoots himself. 

Mark is found at the scene, and both the FBI and the Mafia 

quickly realise that Mark probaly knows more than he says. Mark 

decides he needs a lawyer, and goes looking for one. He finds 

Reggie Love, who also becomes convinced that Mark knows more 

than he says, but Mark isn't talking. Susan Sarandon should stick 

with the tough minded lawyer more often. Perfectly cast in the 

role of Reggie Love, she brings a certain charm to a role which 

could have lacked in that department. And to make matters even 

tougher on her, she was almost outshined by Brad Renfro, who made quite an impression in a film 

such as this. While the film was put together in a rather conventional way, with Tommy Lee Jones 

playing an over clichéd character, the film is still rather gripping. A decent film to have in your 

collection, and one of the better John Grisham book-turned-movie adaptations. 
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The Clifton House Mystery (1978) 
 

A family moves into an old house and the children (Amanda Kirby 

[Jenny], Joshua Le Touzel [Steven], Michelle Martin [Emily] & 14-

year-old Robert Morgan [Ben]) discover a mysterious sealed room 

and the skeleton that waits inside. It's the remains of a 17th 

century soldier whose restless spirit still haunts the house and the 

family decide that they have to exorcise the ghost which is 

terrifying them all - but is it really the soldier that's haunting them, 

or something else? A Children's spooky TV show from the 

seventies which was very atmospheric even if it was very 

obviously all filmed in a studio. Split over 6 episode's, repeated at 

various times during the early eighties. I would love to see it again. 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1978) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 

Episode 5. 

Episode 6. 
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The Clown And The Kids (1967) 
 

A small circus troupe wants to perform for the children in a small 

Eastern European town, but is prevented from doing so by the evil 

town boss. The circus' clown and his colleagues come up with a 

plan to defeat the boss and his men and put on a show for the 

kids. This live-action take on "The Pied Piper of Hamlin" is visually 

interesting, with handsome production values, spoken in English 

though filmed in Bulgaria, with locals filling in the most of the 

peripheral parts. Famous clown Emmett Kelly Jr. is sort of odd as 

the head of the traveling circus. Although professionally, he brings 

joy to kids via his clown persona, we never see him laugh nor 

smile in person, and he is consistently mean and tyrannical to his 

daughter and son-in-law. When circumstances dictate, he turns 

into a supernatural Pied Piper character, with a goofy hat, putty 

ears and nose. The villain Scrag is a hoot, an Italian who speaks his 

lines in phonetic pidgin english. The circus is extra-neato, with 

wonderful stuff like boxing bears and an elephant giving a man a shave. Kelly does some great bits 

including trying to sweep away a clingy spotlight. Add to this some affable low-rent production 

numbers by Tony Velona and a lot of atmosphere. This is one of the most pleasant and ultimately 

successful films that Childhood Productions released during their reign as 60s kiddie matinee kings, a 

pleasant low-budget morality tale with an infectious charm, a most lighthearted and romantic 

expression of the sanctity of childhood. 
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The Coca-Cola Kid (1985) 
 

An eccentric marketing guru visits a Coca-Cola subsidiary in 

Australia to try and increase market penetration. He finds zero 

penetration in a valley owned by an old man who makes his own 

soft drinks, and visits the valley to see why. After "the Kid's" 

persistence is tested he's given a tour of the man's plant, and they 

begin talking of a joint venture. Things get more complicated 

when the Coca-Cola man begins falling in love with his temporary 

secretary, who seems to have connections to the valley. American 

capitalistic imperialism satirized. Both well and truly. Eric Roberts 

(whatever happend to him?) has never been to possessed as the 

marketing hotshot from Coca-Cola's Atlanta hq, in Australia to sell 

the last no-Coca-Cola bastion on earth on the drink's "bubbling 

brown goodness." And Greta Saachi (hubba-hubba) has never 

been so fetching or as funny. Watch for the unnerving news 

provided just before the credits. 
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The Cockleshell Heroes (1955) 
 

A British Army Reserve Major must work with a veteran Captain 

and a group of incorrigible recruits to attempt what is generally 

regarded as a suicide mission: the covert destruction of an entire 

German shipyard in occupied France. This is the true story of how 

a group of Royal Marines were taken by submarine to the mouth 

of the river Gironde from where they went by kayak to attack the 

"unassailable" port of Bordeaux (3 days journey) They laid limpet 

mines on many German warships & freighters causing major 

devastation. The next problem was how could they get away. This 

has been a favorite movie of mine for many years. Its narrative 

relates the story of a group of eccentrics--the British Army leaders 

were looking for imaginative minds--to undertake a hazardous 

mission is small rowing boats--cockleshells--against the Nazis' 

ships berthed up a river. The body of this very-entertaining film 

comprises four parts: 1. recruiting the volunteers. 2. early training 

of the successful applicants. 3. later training under better discipline and 4. the raid itself and its 

aftermath. The underlying theme here is that even minds free of dictatorial-system thinking require 

self-discipline, and regulation by authorities. The films is B/W and very ruggedly filmed. The director 

was Jose Ferrer also, with major contributions by writers Bryan Forbes, Richard Maibaum and 

George Kent. Music by John Addison adds greatly to the proceedings. The serviceable cast includes 

Jose Ferrer as the group's enigmatic and unorthodox leader, Trevor Howard as the man who wants 

more discipline and is proved correct, Anthony Newley, Victor Madden, Dora Bryan, David Lodge, 

Peter Arne, Percy Herbert and many others. The highlight of the early part of the film is an illegal 

challenge exercise--the volunteers hare told to try to get back to camp from a long way off with no 

resources whatever. Training at managing the kayak-like craft to be used on the raid also provides 

some early laughs. This is an honest, well-mounted and vastly- entertaining film whose subject is 

really human nature and the demands made on imagination and on self-discipline in times of war. 

The great raid itself is staged mostly at night and is extremely well-presented visually and in its 

blocking. The escape following the success of the raiders' efforts against German ships that are their 

targets is the final achievement in this taut and very-well-made film. But the individuals, their 

relationships, characters and actions are what one remembers. A very-well remembered film, and 

one admired by many, including myself. 
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The Color Purple (1985) 
 

This film follows the life of Celie, a young black girl growing up in 

the early 1900's. The first time we see Celie, she is 14-years-old - 

and pregnant - by her father. We stay with her for the next 30 

years of her tough life. This is a truly wonderful film from the guru 

of directing, Mr. Steven Spielberg. This great director has suffered 

much criticism throughout his career. He was slammed by a lot of 

the press for 'never really growing up' and it took SCHINDLER'S 

LIST to quiten these critics. However almost ten years before his 

remarkable account of the Holocaust Spielberg directed this gem. 

It is the moving tale of a young black girl born into a male-

dominated world, and tells the story of her gradual loss of identity 

followed by her defiance in reclaiming the life she lost. This was 

Whoopi Goldberg's remarkable screen debut that assured her of 

major stardom, and it is not hard to see why. Her fear towards her 

husband is frighteningly real, as is her silent rebellious side that 

ventures outwards in the last section of the film. Danny Glover paints a horrific image of a cruel 

husband, and still manages to give us a valid reason why he acts the way he does, before a moving 

conclusion to his character's development. The part of Sofia is also expertly played by Oprah 

Winfrey, especially during the Christmas reunion scene when the viewer can't help but share her 

pain through to joy. A special treat is an appearance by Laurence Fishburne (then Larry) in a small 

role. It is cinema such as this that proves Steven Spielberg's genius. You will often forget that it is him 

you are watching (not least by the lack of another genius, Mr. John Williams), but it only adds to this 

director's credit that he is so versatile. If anyone passed over this film as a possible blip in Spielberg's 

career (as I shamefully did!) watch it now! You will not be disappointed. 
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The Colour Of Magic (Terry Pratchetts The Colour Of Magic) (The 

Color Of Magic) (2008) 
 

The Discworld - a magical realm quite unlike, yet hauntingly 

familiar to, ours - has got it's first tourist. Rincewind (David Jason), 

an inept ex-student wizard is given the task of guiding Twoflower 

(Sean Astin) through the city state of Ankh Morpork. Rincewind 

has two problems: firstly, as an expert coward, he doesn't feel he's 

the best person to guard a naive - and extremely rich, by local 

standards - tourist through one of the roughest cities in the 

multiverse. And secondly, the world is coming to an end. Never 

rains, eh? The film of The Colour of Magic combines Terry 

Pratchett's best-selling fantasy novels The Colour of Magic and 

The Light Fantastic. Oh, and a well-known author appears in a 

cameo role. I haven't read any of the DiscWorld books, and I know 

you are going to say I should. For a TV series, I found it surprisingly 

enjoyable. It looks beautiful, but I do agree that most of it lacks 

magic. The special effects, while overblown in places, aren't actually that bad, considering the track 

records of slapdash effects in TV series. Try the Chronicles of Narnia, very good, and faithful to the 

books, but the effects tend to let them down. As for the performances, what can I say? Very good 

indeed! David Jason, Britain's funniest living actor, gives a very funny performance of Rincewind, 

considering he wanted to do that role for years, though he may have been duller than what 

Pratchett intended. Sean Astin, of Lord of the Rings fame, is also a nice contrast to Jason's 

Rincewind. It's true that some of the humour is forced, but the chemistry between the two men 

compensate. Tim Curry was an inspired choice for Trymon, and he did a superb job, showing off his 

versatility, bringing back fond memories of his performances in films like Legend, the Three 

Musketeers and It. He wasn't too frightening, or campy, just in between. Christopher Lee was great 

as Death, great lines ("that's when they'll be taking my mask off" and "I think I've had another near-

Rincewind experience"). The script had its downsides but was overall very funny. It is evident that 

the adaptation is unfaithful to the books, because I felt it could have done a little more with the 

ending, which was rather disappointing. Overall, an uneven but enjoyable adaptation of Terry 

Prachett, who actually liked the changes for once. Try telling Stephen King that! 7.5/10. 
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The Company Of Wolves (1984) 
 

A magical bag full of symbolic folklore about werewolves, or, 

rather, their sexual connotation. Grandmother Angela Lansbury 

tells her granddaughter Sarah Patterson strange, disturbing tales 

about innocent maidens falling in love with handsome, heavily 

eyebrowed strangers with a smouldering look in their eyes; about 

sudden disappearances of spouses when the moon is round & the 

wolves are howling in the woods; about babies found inside stork 

eggs, in a stork nest high up a tree; etc., etc. Of course the story of 

Little Red Ridinghood is also present, with a very handsome he-

wolf!(And of course this he-wolf consumes Grandmother, but 

consumes Little Red Ridinghood). All the stories are somehow 

reducable to loss of innocence, and fear of/hunger for (a newly 

acquired sense of) sexuality; their Freudian character is mirrored 

in their dreamlike shapes. This movie is not really a horror movie; 

its more a multiple tale about growing up into adolescence. Along with Dario Argento's "Suspiria" 

(1977) this is one of the most dream-like horror movies ever made. I love this one, although I still 

think that "Suspiria" is better. The cast is excellent, especially young Sarah Patterson as Rosaleen 

who simply steals the show. The transformation scenes are pretty gruesome and effective, and the 

film looks wonderful-great imagery! More fairy tale than horror "The Company of Wolves" is a must-

see for all horror fans, who doesn't mind something different. 
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The Computer Wore Tennis Shoes (1969) 
 

Some college students manage to persuade the town's big 

businessman, A. J. Arno, to donate a computer to their college. 

When the problem- student, Dexter Riley (18-year-old Kurt 

Russell), tries to fix the computer, he gets an electric shock and 

his brain turns to a computer; now he remembers everything he 

reads. Unfortunately, he also remembers information which was 

in the computer's memory, like the illegal business Arno is 

involved in. When compared with modern movies, yes, it *does* 

fall short. However, it must be viewed with the genre and era it 

was made in. It's simply another of those "60's feel good movies" 

types. In a time when the country was in a turmoil and college 

campuses were a hotbed of controversy, this movie (and it's 2 

sequels) chose to portray the college scene somewhat rosier than 

reality. So what? Disney did that a lot with his movies. Disney 

movie versions of many classic stories always were white-washed, sanitized versions of themselves. 

Remember the Jungle Book? It was a far cry from the original Kipling tale. This came out at, or near 

the time of the "Kent State" mess. Dates about it vary from placing it in 1969 or 1970. Whenever it 

actually played, it came at the end of a very turbulent time in America's history. I feel that audiences 

were looking forward to seeing a nice, quiet view of college life, however naive. 
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The Conrad Boys (2006) 
 

Justin Lo makes his feature film debut as Charlie Conrad, a 19-

year-old history buff with the world on his shoulders. Following 

the death of his mother, Charlie sets aside his college plans to 

raise his highly imaginative 9-year-old brother Ben (12-year-old 

Booboo Stewart). Isolated from his peers, Charlie accepts his 

responsibility yet secretly yearns for the freedom and romance 

associated with youth. Charlie suddenly gets his chance when he 

meets Jordan Rivers (Nick Bartzen), a charismatic drifter and 

fellow lost soul. The two of them hit it off immediately, and they 

soon embark on a tumultuous romance that gives Charlie a taste 

of the freedom he's been craving. Just as their relationship 

intensifies, however, Charlie's long-absent father, Doug (Barry 

Shay), returns to town with his own plans to take care of Ben. 

Caught in a struggle for Ben and eager to hold on to Jordan, 

Charlie must finally search his soul and make momentous 

decisions regarding the future of his family. CONRAD BOYS is not a bad movie: the story though 

frequently used by others holds its own, the style of direction keeps the pace moving, the message 

of the movie is worth stating. The problem is one of a single person assuming the role of writer, 

director, film editor AND principal actor. Justin Lo does well in all categories except the last one. As 

pleasant as he is to look at his ability to create a believable character on film is seriously lacking. 

Charlie (Lo) is a 19-year-old taking care of his little brother Ben (Booboo Stewart) after the sudden 

death of their mother. Charlie is a history buff headed for Columbia for college until his mother's 

death halts that direction. He becomes a recluse despite his friend Tori (Nancy Hancock) attempts to 

get him out of his café job and into a social life. But at last Charlie reluctantly attends a party and 

eventually encounters a very handsome, intelligent drifter Jordan (Nick Bartzen) who touches 

Charlie's buried attraction and the two become friends and more. Jordan has demons, some of 

which become painfully apparent form his life of crime's encounters from the past. Another 

stumbling block for Charlie's adjustment appears in the form of his long departed recovering 

alcoholic father Doug (Barry Shay) who has cleaned up his act and wants to be a part of Ben's and 

Charlie's lives. The myriad clashes to Charlie's fragile ego serve only to bring out his protective forces 

in caring for Ben and eventually his nascent longing for Jordan and his responsibility for Ben are 

settled in surprising ways. The cast Lo has selected is fine - especially the promising young Nick 

Bartzen and the solid Barry Shay. If only Lo had had the foresight to cast Charlie with an equally fine 

actor the film would have played more strongly. But as a first film by a young talent there is reason 

to view this venture. Justin Lo gives evidence of being a solid talent who just needs some focus. 
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The Constant Gardener (2005) 
 

Justin Quayle is an English gentle diplomat who is sent to the 

embassy of Kenya, he takes his wife Tessa who is an impulsive 

youth that he met in a conference. Tessa is a tenacious activist 

that fights for the rights of the poor people and she helps 

attending to Doctor Arnold Bluhm. Tessa finds out accidentally 

that a powerful pharmacist firm (3 Bees) tries to prove a 

medication among the Africans, that supposedly will carry 

colateral damages that will produce monetary big benefits for the 

company. Tessa is more involved in the matter and she decides to 

request help to Sandy, a Justin's friend, because she don't want to 

involve to her husband. Tessa is murdered in a trip to the north of 

Kenya and the authority try to accuse Arnold for a pasional crime. 

Justin that is a fan of the gardening, decides to clarify the crime 

until the last consequences, this take him to uncover dirty 

arrangements of the powerful, who threaten him and they drive him to make the decision of taking 

off his life in the same place where they killed his dear wife. (Justin Quayle es un apacible 

diplomatico ingles que es enviado a la embajada de Kenia, ahi lleva a su esposa Tessa, que es una 

joven impulsiva a la que conocio en una conferencia. Tessa es una tenaz activista que lucha por los 

derechos de los que menos tienen y trata de ayudar asistiendo al medico Arnold Bluhm. Tessa se 

entera accidentalmente, que una poderosa firma farmaceutica (3 Abejas) intenta probar un 

medicamento entre los africanos, lo cual supuestamente acarreará daños colaterales que produciran 

grandes beneficios monetarios para la empresa. Tessa se involucra mas y decide pedir ayuda a 

Sandy, amigo de Justin, para no involucrar a su esposo. Tessa es asesinada en una travesia al norte 

de Kenia e intentan culpar a Arnold por un crimen pasional. Justin, que es un aficionado a la 

jardineria, decide esclarecer el crimen de su esposa hasta las ultimas consecuencias, esto lo lleva a 

destapar sucios arreglos de los poderosos, que intentan amenazarlo y lo conducen a tomar la 

decisión de quitarse la vida en el mismo lugar donde mataron a su amada compañera). In a remote 

area of Northern Kenya, activist Tessa Quayle is found brutally murdered. Tessa's companion, a 

doctor, appears to have fled the scene, and the evidence points to a crime of passion. Members of 

the British High Commission in Nairobi assume that Tessa's widower, their mild-mannered and 

unambitious colleague Justin Quayle, will leave the matter to them. They could not be more wrong. 

Haunted by remorse and jarred by rumors of his late wife's infidelities, Quayle surprises everyone by 

embarking on a personal odyssey that will take him across three continents. Using his privileged 

access to diplomatic secrets, he will risk his own life, stopping at nothing to uncover and expose the 

truth - a conspiracy more far-reaching and deadly than Quayle could ever have imagined. After his 

wife is murdered in Kenya, Justin Quayle, a mild, low-level diplomat and a constant gardener, must 

investigate his wife's death, their relationship, and his own heart. In flashbacks, we see them meet, 

marry, and fall in love; we follow her in the teeming streets and clinics of Nairobi, usually 

accompanying Arnold Bluhm, a Black doctor with whom she spent the night before her murder, and 

who, after robbers, is the prime suspect. In his own investigation, Justin must not quail as he faces 

his memories, his colleagues, local police, hired thugs, and a nasty corporate CEO. Help and 

connections, as well as conspiracies, come from unexpected places. Murder will out. British diplomat 



Justin Quayle meets the impulsive activist Tessa, marries her quickly at her behest and takes her on 

diplomatic mission in Kenya. When Tessa is brutally murdered, Justin decides to investigate her 

death against the strong wish of his superiors to let the matter quietly disappear. He discovers a 

powerful mystery involving the members of the British High Commission and the not-so-savory 

business practices of the multi-billion dollar pharmaceutical industry. In the process of learning the 

secrets of his powerful enemies, Justin must learn all of his wife's many secrets as well. "The 

Constant Gardener" seeks to juggle three film styles—the romance, the thriller, and provocative 

social realism. On all three levels, the film succeeds, especially with the latter. Much credit should go 

to director Fernando Meirelles, who has synthesized a virtual textbook of different film techniques. 

The uses of set-ups, location filming, lenses, film editing, and close-ups were simply dazzling. While 

the panoramic scenes of the African landscape were breathtaking, there was a starkly contrasting 

approach to the close-ups in the scenes in the city. The jittery, hand-held camera sequences added 

to the dramatic tension and underscored the urgency of coming to terms with poverty and disease. 

The romantic portion of the film was anchored by the two characters played by Ralph Fiennes 

(Justin) and Rachel Weisz (Tessa). Their first meeting was dynamically presented as Tessa was a 

social activist heckling Justin as he was making a political speech. When the hall was cleared, 

however, it was Justin who was actually comforting Tessa after her outburst. The juxtaposition of the 

placid, passive Justin versus the fervent, hyper-kinetic Tessa was brilliantly established in that 

opening scene. The strands of thriller and social realism are inextricably tied together in the film. As 

a whodunit, "The Constant Gardener" seeks to uncover what actually happened to Justin and Tessa 

on their African journey. At the same time, the main culprit that emerges is the heavy hand of greed 

as the pharmaceutical companies exploit helpless victims of tuberculosis for the purpose of testing 

and marketing an experimental drug. At one point in the film, it is disclosed to Justin that the 

pharmaceutical industry is no different than "arms dealers." Another British film entitled "The Girl in 

the Café" appeared recently on American cable television. That gem of a film is a low-budget version 

of "The Constant Gardener." Both films seek to raise consciousness about the tragedy of world 

hunger and disease. The title of "The Constant Gardener" is an important one because of the time 

and care taken by Justin in his garden both at work and at home. In the process, however, he has 

ignored the urgent pleas of his wife, and he has lost touch with the world crisis to which he is 

arguably a contributor. The eighteenth-century French writer Voltaire ended his famous novel 

"Candide" with the slogan "One must cultivate one's garden." This film would appear to suggest that 

instead of tending our gardens, we need to follow the lead of Justin and Rachel and see how we all 

might work to help others right now. 
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The Coolangatta Gold (The Gold And The Glory) (1984) 
 

Steve Lucas (25-year-old Joss McWilliam) is a 19-year-old who is 

filled with the burning resentment of being forced to live in his 

brother's shadow. His brother Adam, is burdened by his father's 

desire for glory, and must win The Coolangatta Gold Tri-Aquathon. 

It is the greatest endurance test of them all: a marathon involving 

a 20 kilometer beach run, 6 kilometer swim and a 17 kilometer 

surf ski from Surfers Paradise along the golden arc of beach to 

Coolangatta and back to the start. The Coolangatta Gold is a story 

of human endeavor and endurance against overwhelming odds. 

This is no classic. It not even that great but is purer Aussie. But this 

movie was and still is one of the most expensive movie made 

down under. At 10 million in 84 it was unheard of. In 2005 

impossible, for that it's an Aussie epic like no other. It's maybe just 

a trashy mix of sporting clichés but works and the cinematography 

is beautiful. It captures the gold coast and the hinterland of queensland perfectly. Now if you did not 

know it's now available on DVD in all its widescreen glory, it's a must purchase. Plus it has a few 

extra that are worth a look at. As for the race there is rumor that it is back on again this year. Who in 

there right mind would enter such a race is beyond me. 
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The Country Bears (2002) 
 

Based on an attraction at Disneyland, the Country Bear Jamboree, 

"The Country Bears" (2002) is one in a long line of live action 

Disney family films. The movie is a satire of Behind the Music rock 

& roll bands. Beary (voiced by 14-year-old Haley Joel Osment), a 

young bear raised by a human family in a world where humans 

and talking bears coexist, attempts to trace his roots. He meets up 

with the Country Bears, a long-since broken-up band, a parody of 

bands like the Eagles. Beary helps the Country Bears reunite for 

one final concert, while searching for who he truly is. Beary 

Barrinson, a 10-year-old bear cub raised by humans, heads for 

Tennessee to find his birth family. Along the way, he helps unite 

the once legendary Country Bear Band for a benefit show to save 

the Country Bear concert hall. Wow, the guys at Disney are on 

some high quality drugs here. It wasn't as bad as I expected it to 

be (c'mon, the trailer is just painful to watch), but man o man, there's some trippy things in this 

movie, and they actually make it worth watching. The musical sequence at the diner in the middle of 

the movie is painful to watch, but I was laughing so hard that it didn't matter; that is PERFECT satire 

of the entire genre of movie musicals with the talented character breaking out in song randomly and 

having everyone else in the scene break out in choreographed dance. The song the waitress sung 

was awful, but the parody was genius. The cameos by so many of today's artists are priceless, 

especially the out-of-the-blue appearances of Xibit and Elton John. I'm not sure why any of the 

reviews I read of the film never mentioned so many famous people wandering in and out of this 

movie, but I'm glad they didn't because they all cool surprises. (on a side note, why Mr. Walken 

never showed up in the trailer is beyond me, but his performance here is priceless!) The prospect of 

the actor playing Beary's "brother" going from being Stifler's little brother in Pie and Pie 2 to this 

nicely obnoxious kid who has a bear for a sibling is just so absurd it's funny. The country music 

numbers were kick-@$$ enough to make me consider buying the soundtrack... And the 

groundskeeper bear was funniest thing in the whole movie to me, he cracked me up all the way 

through. heck, they can spin him off into his own show if they want, I liked him. I'm not going to go 

around recommending this weirdness of a movie to people, but I say give it a try; do NOT form an 

opinion based on the trailer, because it's not fair to the movie itself. It might not be the world's most 

intelligent movie, but it was worth watching for sure. (And seriously, the talking bears thing might 

work for a theme park attraction, but the idea of human-like bears living amongst humans just 

makes me wonder how much LSD the writers of the screenplay had dipped...) I give "The Country 

Bears" a 7 out of 10, it really wasn't bad, just really trippy and weird! 
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The Cowboys (1972) 
 

When his cattle drivers abandon him for the gold fields, rancher 

Wil Andersen is forced to take on a collection of young boys (14-

year-old Nicolas Beauvy, 18-year-old Robert Carradine, 15-year-

old Stephen R. Hudis, 16-year-old Sean Kelly & 11-year-old Clay 

O'Brien) as his drivers in order to get his herd to market in time to 

avoid financial disaster. The boys learn to do a man's job under 

Andersen's tutelage, however, neither Andersen nor the boys 

know that a gang of cattle thieves is stalking them. Wil Andersen 

finds himself with a herd of cattle which he has to get to market 

before the winter sets in, but he has no men to help him. He turns 

to a group of young school boys as his last hope to get the job 

done. There is no better training for these boys than hands-on as 

they don't know what they are in for. They set out as schoolboys 

but return as Cowboys. I've always had a feeling that John Wayne 

had some kind of health crisis and deliberately chose The Cowboys to be his swan song film. When it 

didn't work out that way, he went on and did some more until The Shootist. Ever since his Oscar in 

True Grit, Wayne began playing men of his own age in his films and a common thread seemed to be 

imparting values to the next generations whether they wanted them or not. You can see that readily 

in films like Rio Lobo, Big Jake, Chisum, The Train Robbers, and Cahill, U.S. Marshal. Most especially 

in The Shootist with Ron Howard as his pupil. But in The Cowboys he had a mess of pupils. Wayne's a 

hardworking rancher whose hands have deserted him because of a rumored gold strike. He has to 

get his cattle to market, so out of desperation he hires a bunch pubescent and pre-pubescent 

youngsters from the town. The trail drive is quite the lesson for these kids. They learn about life that 

it is about hard work, responsibility, and keeping your given word. Wayne gets a second chance at 

fatherhood, he didn't do such a good job of it with his own two sons. More like grandfatherhood at 

his age, but the kids learn well. Along as a second role model is Roscoe Lee Browne. Possessor of one 

of the greatest speaking voices in the English speaking world, Browne is the first black man they've 

ever met. In fact one of the kids uses the "N" word when first meeting him, out of ignorance more 

than racism. Browne sets them straight by example more than preaching. The oldest two kids, A 

Martinez and Robert Carradine, have gone on to some considerable adult careers which they are still 

enjoying. All the kids are a winning bunch however. A couple of the Duke's later westerns like The 

Train Robbers and Cahill I found to be flawed. Not so here. Director Mark Rydell keeps this one going 

at a good pace and does wonders with his cast of all ages. 
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The Crimson Pirate (1952) 
 

Burt Lancaster plays a pirate with a taste for intrigue and 

acrobatics who involves himself in the goings on of a revolution in 

the Caribbean in the late 1700s. A light hearted adventure 

involving prison breaks, an oddball Scientist, sailing ships, naval 

fights, and tons of swordplay. This is probably one of the best films 

I have ever seen. It had a perfect mix of adventure and comedy 

due to the fact that it pokes fun at all the pirate cliches. Also, it 

really gave the legendary Burt Lancaster a chance to show of his 

acrobatic talents. Too bad they don't show this on television 

anymore. This film would probably appeal not only to older fans 

but to children as well. 
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The Culpepper Cattle Co. (Dust, Sweat And Gunpowder) (1972) 
 

Young farmboy (17-year-old Gary Grimes) who always wanted to 

be a cowhand talks a tough trail boss into hiring him on a cattle 

drive. I normally hate westerns but I could watch THE CULPEPPER 

CATTLE COMPANY over and over again. This a bleak nihilistic 

extremely well written western that's also understated. Don't you 

get a feeling that Frank Culpepper built his cattle business through 

illegal activities? This is never disclosed but the signs are there. 

Best of all is the characterisation, man there's some really nasty 

people here, imagine the school bullies from hell riding about on 

horses and you've got the idea and the cast make the most of 

their roles, special mention goes to Geoffrey Lewis and Bo 

Hopkins. The only reason I can think off why IMDB members have 

given this film a relatively low vote is because they're turned off 

by the violence and amorality of this film. Well I guess if you were 

brought up on the all American values of John Wayne's wild west THE CULPEPPER CATTLE COMPANY 

may very well shock you. Perhaps the most shocking thing is the fact that the associate producer is 

one Jerry Bruckheimer! Yes it's that Jerry Bruckheimer the man who produced shallow popcorn 

blockbusters like BEVERLY HILLS COP, TOP GUN, ARMAGEDDON and PEARL HARBOR and who is 

probably the most powerful figure in Hollywood today. But don't let the name of Bruckheimer put 

you off this great film, this is every bit as great as THE WILD BUNCH which also featured Bo Hopkins 

in a similar role. 
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The Cure (1995) 
 

Dexter (12-year-old Joseph Mazzello), age 11, who has AIDS, and 

his next door neighbor Eric (13-year-old Brad Renfro), a little older 

and much bigger, become best friends. Eric also becomes closer 

to Dexter's mother than to his own, who is neglectful and bigoted 

and violently forbids their friendship upon learning of it. When 

they read that a doctor in distant New Orleans claims to have 

found a cure for AIDS, the boys leave home on their own, 

planning to float down the Mississippi river and find him. This is 

one of the most touching films I had ever watched. No movie has 

effected me the way this one did. This is a great film and you have 

to see for yourself. I'm normally impregnable with these sob story 

movies but this one did it for me. I was in tears at the end. You'll 

yearn for the friendship that is portrayed in this movie. If I can 

give this movie a billion stars I could. 
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The Curious Case Of Benjamin Button (2008) 
 

On the day that Hurricane Katrina hits New Orleans, elderly Daisy 

Williams (nee Fuller) is on her deathbed in a New Orleans 

hospital. At her side is her adult daughter, Caroline. Daisy asks 

Caroline to read to her aloud the diary of Daisy's lifelong friend, 

Benjamin Button ((16-year-old Spencer Daniels [Benjamin Age 

12], 10-year-old Chandler Canterbury [Benjamin Age 8] & Charles 

Henry Wyson [Benjamin Age 6])). Benjamin's diary recounts his 

entire extraordinary life, the primary unusual aspect of which was 

his aging backwards, being diagnosed with several aging diseases 

at birth and thus given little chance of survival, but who does 

survive and gets younger with time. Abandoned by his biological 

father, Thomas Button, after Benjamin's biological mother died in 

childbirth, Benjamin was raised by Queenie, a black woman and 

caregiver at a seniors home. Daisy's grandmother was a resident 

at that home, which is where she first met Benjamin. Although separated through the years, Daisy 

and Benjamin remain in contact throughout their lives, reconnecting in their forties when in age they 

finally match up. Some of the revelations in Benjamin's diary are difficult for Caroline to read, 

especially as it relates to the time past this reconnection between Benjamin and Daisy, when Daisy 

gets older and Benjamin grows younger into his childhood years. 
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The Custard Boys (1979) 
 

The Second World War. 13-year-old John Curlew (13-year-old 

Chris Chescoe) finds himself living far from the War but dreaming 

of a heroic role. The role he finds himself instead is acting as 

minder to an Austrian Jewish boy Mark Stein (Eric Milliet). The 

local boys do not take to their new companion and John finds 

himself torn between the local gang and Mark. The story is from a 

book by the actor John Rae. An amateur production shown on 

Channel 4 in its early days. The filimng and some of the acting 

reflects this. Note the last minute or so (it is just stock footage of a British Legion parade with a 

voiceover from the author plus end credits) is missing). 
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The Da Vinci Code (The DaVinci Code) (2006) 
 

Symbologist Robert Langdon is thrown into a mysterious and 

bizarre murder. Alongside Langon is the victims granddaughter 

and cryptologist Sophie Neveu, who with Robert discovers clues 

within Da Vinci's paintings. To further find the truth, Robert and 

Sophie travel from Paris to London, whilst crossing paths with 

allies and villains such as Sir Leigh Teabing and Silas. Wherever 

their path takes them, there discovery which is about to be 

revealed could shake the foundations of mankind. Professor 

Robert Langdon is in Paris on business when he's summoned to 

The Louvre. A dead body has been found, setting Langdon off on 

an adventure as he attempts to unravel an ancient code and 

uncover the greatest mystery of all time. The story tells the 

investigation started by symbolist Robert Langdon and a good-

looking cryptologist, Sophie Neveu, around the murder of a Museum Louvre's curator. In fact, the 

unfortunate murdered man was Sophie's grandfather, and the corpse was found with a series of 

symbols and codes, like a pentagram and a Fibonacci number sequence. But police detective Fache 

will begin to chase Langdon, who escapes after receiving a warning about the captain's real 

intentions. Sophie has with her a kind of key with dots and number 24 engraved on it, which opens 

to her and Langdon a big complex investigation that involves a supposedly heretic theory: Jesus 

Christ and Mary Magdalene were, in fact, a couple who produced a daughter named Sara. A 

millenarian sect called The Priory of Sion has kept for centuries the secret of that matter. A 

masochist and kind of psychopath albino monk, Sibilas, an Opus Dei member, will chase Langdon 

and Sophie as well, in order to impede that they solve the mystery of Christ and Mary Magdalene, 

and also the real meaning and location of the Holy Grail. A passionate British researcher, will help 

Langdon in his quest, revealing to them several symbolisms in Da Vinci's master work The Last 

Supper, traveling to mythical places in the U.K., such as The Church Temple, where it is believed that 

a group of Templars Knights are buried, and Sir Isaac Newton's tomb at Westminster Abbey, where 

are located some of the main keys to solve the Holy Grail's mystery. When respected American 

religious symbology expert Dr. Robert Langdon is summoned to the Louvre by the French version of 

the FBI, led by Captain Bezu Fache, he soon discovered that he is the #1 suspect for the murder of a 

historian Langdon had been scheduled to meet with.. Assisted by a French cryptographer and 

government agent named Sophie, Langdon is challenged to decipher a chain of cryptic codes and 

puzzles, all the while trying to stay ahead of Fache's lawmen in a chase through the Louvre, and out 

into the Parisian cityscape, and finally across the channel to England. Can Langdon and Sophie 

decipher the nature of a secret dating back to Leonardo Da Vinci and earlier before those 

responsible for the historian's murder add them to their hit list..? While in Paris on business, Harvard 

symbologist Robert Langdon is informed that the elderly curator of the Louvre has been murdered 

inside the museum. Near the body, police have found a baffling cipher. Solving the enigmatic riddle, 

Langdon is stunned to discover it leads to a trail of clues hidden in the works of Da Vinci - clues 

visible for all to see, and yet ingeniously disguised by the painter. Langdon joins forces with a gifted 

French cryptologist, Sophie Neveu, and learns the late curator was involved in the Priory of Sion - an 

actual secret society. In a breathless race through Paris, London and beyond, Langdon and Neveu 



match wits with a faceless power broker who appears to work for Opus Dei - a clandestine, Vatican-

sanctioned Catholic organization believed to have long plotted to seize the Priory's secret. Unless 

Langdon and Neveu can decipher the labyrinthine puzzle in time, the Priory's secret - and a stunning 

historical truth - will be lost forever. I just watched the film, and even though I liked it, I must 

confess, I too expected more. I can't precisely point out what was missing and what I was expecting, 

but some it has some details that weren't there, some small imprecisions, some little things could 

have been better. Nevertheless, a pleasant movie to watch. I confess I need to see it again, since I 

saw it from 3 to 6 am, with very few hours of sleep on the night before. I suggest the ones who read 

the book to re-read it before they go see it - to add a little bit more perspective. To those who 

haven't, I wish you a lovely time at the movies - it really is pleasant to see. Praise to Audrey Tautou, a 

beautiful splendid actress, and all the other actors that don't need any more praise, like Ian 

McKellen, Jean Reno and Tom Hanks, who I didn't see fit the part at first, but who grew on me half-

way through the movie, if not sooner. A huge praise to Paul Bettany too, for his astonishing and 

disturbing performance as Silas. I give it an 8, because it's one of the first movies made from books 

that did not make me go 'Oh, this was not like this in the book' every five seconds. I never saw Ron 

Howard as the ideal director for this movie - but he pulled it off decently, though a bolder choice 

would have been in order. 
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The Damned United (2009) 
 

Taking over England's top football club Leeds United, previously 

successful manager Brian Clough's abrasive approach and his clear 

dislike of the players' dirty style of play make it certain there is 

going to be friction. Glimpses of his earlier career help explain 

both his hostility to previous manager Don Revie and how much 

he is missing right-hand man Peter Taylor who has loyally stayed 

with Brighton & Hove Albion. The life of the egocentric one gets 

the big screen treatment - another feather in his cap, and one to 

put over Shanks, Busby, Mercer, Allison, Paisley etc. The fact he 

shares the spotlight with Don Revie would be his only 

disappointment. One may find the numerous anachronisms and 

inaccuracies distracting, i.e. Dave Mackay had left Derby before 

Clough and Taylor's resignation, and that 5-0 Leeds triumph came 

the year after County's championship triumph (or robbery as 

devout Geldard Enders would maintain) - I know, I was there that great day wallowing in revenge for 

the previous year's injustices. Without resorting to caricature, Sheen effortlessly conveys Clough's 

rampant narcissism and hubris. His obsession with Revie is portrayed as something he needs to work 

out of his system before getting his life back on keel. Revie is depicted as such a cartoon villain that 

one is almost disappointed that he doesn't appear clad in top hat and black cloak, chuckling evilly as 

he twirls his moustache and ties Cloughs' two sons to the railway line. Colm Meaney is uncanny in 

his depiction of the Elland Road supremo and his face captures the haunted look of the man who 

must have felt the fates were against him at times. Spall seems physically miscast as Taylor but puts 

across the fact that Pete was Clough's often unheeded moral conscience - a fact illustrated by how 

Clough went to the bad in his later years at Forest when Taylor wasn't around. Jim Broadbent is 

every provincial businessman made good as Sam Longson who must have needed the patience of a 

saint in his latter years at Derby. Occasionally, the script's pace works against it. Clough and Taylor 

have barely signed the contract with Mike Bamber when they're off to Majorca. It might have been 

better to have a scene or two showing their tribulations at Brighton which increased Clough's desire 

to snatch at the first decent offer that came his way. I still remember hearing the humiliating defeat 

they suffered at home to Bristol Rovers on the coach back from Elland Road on the radio - and the 

ensuing hysterical laughter. To think, one year later, we were laughing the other side of our faces. 
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The Dark Avenger (The Warriors) (The Black Prince) (1955) 
 

Flaming With the Barbaric Cruelties And Infamous Conquests of 

the Dark Age of Terror! The reviewers here are full of semi-

dismissive 'average, seen it before' type criticisms. Well now, I 

think if you take a good look at this thing you'll find a good 

amount of bone jarring, armor clanking broadsiding. Even the talk 

is entertaining- I guess I have a weakness for truculent knights 

shouting at each other about their 'rights' and 'honor' and so 

forth. Good stalwart English cast adds to the authenticity. Yeah, I 

know Joanne Dru is the boring weak link, but this is a guy flick and 

unless the ladies actually get naked the guys aren't going to care 

about them that much. And Errol sure did look every one of his 46 

years; but Errol's still Errol to me, no matter. The VHS print is very 

crummy, too. If they could find a clean, widescreen print of this 

film and put it out on DVD, I'd snap it up in a minute! 
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The Dark Crystal (1982) 
 

Another planet, another time. 1000 years ago the mysterious Dark 

Crystal was damaged by one of the Urskeks and an age of chaos 

has began! The evil race of grotesque birdlike lizards the Skeksis, 

gnomish dragons who rule their fantastic planet with an iron claw. 

Meanwhile the orphan Jen, raised in solitude by a race of the 

peace-loving wizards called the Mystics, embarks on a quest to 

find the missing shard of the Dark Crystal which gives the Skesis 

their power and restore the balance of the universe. I'm so sick 

and tired of people bad-mouthing this movie. This is the best of 

one of Jim Henson's creations (besides Jim Henson's Hour The 

Storyteller and Mythology)! It isn't so preachy or cheesy like a lot 

of the works before or after Henson's demise! This would be a 

good movie for little kids. You can really tell the good from the 

bad in this movie. The Skeksis are really evil and frightening 

villains, unlike a lot of villains in most family-fantasy films, where they are often more moronic than 

vile. The characters have personalities, not so talkative and there's no human to be seen! All 100% 

animatronics, no actors in the suits!!! Now how amazing is that? 
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The Day Of The Triffids (1962) 
 

A shower of meteorites produces a glow that blinds anyone that 

looks at it. As it was such a beautiful sight, most people were 

watching, and as a consequence, 99% of the population go blind. 

In the original novel, this chaos results in the escape of some 

Triffids: experimental plants that are capable of moving 

themselves around and attacking people. In the film version, 

however, the Triffids are not experimental plants. Instead they are 

space aliens whose spores have arrived in an earlier meteor 

shower. Another film-role immortalised in the line above, from 

the soundtrack of The Rocky Horror Show! Bit of a misnomer 

actually, SHE didn't fight the triffid, Kieron Moore did! All poor 

Janette did was to stand there shoving her hand in her mouth and 

screaming! Well here's another sci-fi flick seems to have struck a 

sour note with many viewers. Yeah, there HAVE been many 

liberties taken with John Wyndham's original tale, doesn't mean 

though "Hey, three strikes you're out! Derided and laughed-at, much like RAISE THE TITANIC, many 

aspects of this film are clearly socially responsible and relevant today. How would YOU handle 

yourself in the situation Howard Keel finds himself in after the majority of the world's population is 

blinded by the light emanated from a meteor shower? The film was made for a 1960's outlook and 

acceptance, not new millennium desensitised and pseudo-enlightened audiences. Maybe the triffids 

WERE men in suits, they were damn good ones though. The fx where the triffids were seeking to 

gain entry to the lighthouse I thought were exceptionally good for their age. OK, so the film DOES 

also offer what is probably the WORST train pile up ever filmed (you never actually see it!) but give 

the makers a break. What did you EXPECT them to do? close Charing Cross station and have an eight 

coach steam train from Watford ram the buffers at 100 mph? Many wonderful images from this film 

stick in the mind. That great scene where Mervyn Johns and Howard Keel stand on the edge of the 

quarry, watching the triffid spores becoming airborne. The triffid, as it lashes the back window of the 

Humber as Keel shepherds the little girl to safety. The stock-standard British stiff upper lip when the 

blinded crew of the airplane know they are doomed. The panorama of burning triffids when Keel rigs 

up the elctric fence then has to torch them before they break through. Even now so many years 

since I saw it, I can still hear that ice-cream truck as the triffids are led in pied-piper fashion away to 

their ultimate fate. I can forgive 'Tommythek' his less than relevant comments. He at least admits to 

being "illiterate" and functioning at the lowest level. Others though are stupefyingly brittle and 

short-sighted. THE DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS is top sci-fi entertainment, not quite a fully-fledged classic I 

agree, but I'll watch it anyday before I ever sit through CAST AWAY again! 
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The Day The Earth Stood Still (1951) 
 

An alien (Klaatu) with his mighty robot (Gort) land their spacecraft 

on Cold War-era Earth just after the end of World War II. They 

bring an important message to the planet that Klaatu wishes to 

tell to representatives of all nations. However, communication 

turns out to be difficult, so, after learning something about the 

natives, Klaatu decides on an alternative approach. A flying saucer 

orbits the 1950s Earth. It lands in Washington, DC, on the Mall. 

The lone occupant steps out and is shot by a jumpy soldier. Gort, a 

large and very powerful robot appears to save him and is able to 

melt tanks with the slightest bit of his power. The wounded alien 

orders Gort to stop his rampage and is taken to a hospital from 

which he escapes in order to learn more about this planet, even 

moving in as a boarder with an Earth family. When they begin to 

suspect him, he reveals himself, along with the news that Gort is a 

member of a race of super-robot enforcers invented to keep the peace of the galaxy that will destroy 

the Earth if provoked. A flying saucer lands in Washington, and a man, Klaatu (Michael Rennie), 

brings the preoccupation of other planets with the use of atomic energy and development of 

spacecraft by people on Earth planet. Further, he brings a message and also a threaten against the 

danger Earth could cause to other planets: the planet could be destroyed if the people does not live 

in peace. Any menace to other planets would cause the destruction of the entire planet. This classic 

is one of the best science-fiction movies I have ever seen. The story is very simple, but the message 

is wonderful. When this film was made, World War II had finished six years ago only, there was the 

Cold War and the paranoia of the Americans at that time was against the communists. The special 

effects are excellent for a 1951 movie. In Brazil, this classic movie was not released on VHS or DVD. It 

is a shame! I have a VHS, having a version dubbed in Portuguese, full of commercial and with a 

terrible quality of image that I recorded from TV many years ago. Yesterday I watched this video 

again, and it is really an outstanding movie. My vote is ten. 
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The Dead Zone (1983) 
 

Christopher Walken wakes from a coma due to a car accident, 

only to find he has lost five years of his life, and yet gained psychic 

powers. Foreseeing the future appears to be a 'gift' at first, but 

ends up causing problems. Johnny Smith is a young schoolteacher 

with his whole life ahead of him. Unfortunately, after leaving his 

fiancee's home one night, he is involved in a wreck with an 18-

wheel tractor-trailer and is in a coma for 5 years. When he wakes 

up from it, he discovers he has an ability to see into other people's 

lives, past, present and future, by coming into physical contact. 

But the visions he has are often frightening, and even apocalyptic. 

Teacher Johnny Smith gets in a horrible accident which forces him 

into a coma for five years. Once Johnny wakes up, he discovers he 

has the ability to read a person's life just by making physical 

contact with them. When the local police find out about Johnny's 

"powers", they bring him in on a murder case. Soon Johnny's abilities gets him into more trouble 

then he may be able to handle. After awakening from a 5 year coma - the result of a serious car 

accident on his way home from an outing with his girlfriend - high school teacher Johnny Smith finds 

that he has developed the ability to foretell events. When a nurse is bathing him, he realizes that her 

house is on fire, endangering her daughter. When his doctor and confidant, Dr. Sam Weizak, touches 

him he has flashbacks to the trauma Weizak suffered when separated from his mother during World 

War II but also knows that the woman lives in a nearby city. Johnny also finds himself pining for his 

girlfriend, Sarah Bracknell, who has now married and has a young child. With his powers 

misunderstood, Johnny relocates and tries to put it all behind him, working out of his home as a 

tutor. However, when he shakes the hand of a young and upcoming political candidate, he is 

confronted with evidence that the man will, as President of the United States, launch a cataclysm 

that may destroy all of mankind. David Cronenberg's "The Dead Zone" is certainly one of the best -- 

if not THE best -- adaptations of any Stephen King novel on film. It holds up as well now as it did on 

its premiere over twenty years ago. Among its strengths are Jeffrey Boam's screenplay -- this 

adaptation catches all the essentials of King's story (losing only some of the mood-setting 

backstories), cuts some of the novel's dross, and adds a few spot-on creative tweaks of its own (e.g. 

the references to Poe and Irving, quite appropriate given hero Johnny Smith's profession). The acting 

is excellent throughout, from the starring roles down through smaller parts such as the hero's 

parents. I also love the moody, haunting score by Michael Kamen, which is a masterly adaptation of, 

and variation on, a theme from the second symphony of Finnish composer Jean Sibelius. Be 

forewarned, however, that "The Dead Zone" is no horror movie in the sense of featuring vampires, 

ghosties, werewolves, or zombies. It might be called a thriller or even, loosely, science fiction, in the 

sense that it operates from the hypothetical "what-if?" premise of precognition, or seeing into the 

future. It could even be called a tragedy. There is certainly a terrible sense of loss over the star-

crossed love of Johnny and Sarah at the end of this doom-laden story. 
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The Deadbeat Club (2004) 
 

This is an independent film that portrays an unchanged small-

town community and the extent to which it is willing to reject new 

town members over the years. When one outcast family suffers 

from the loss of a house-fire, a new teenage town-member feels 

compelled to help the survivor. One by one she wins the hearts of 

the town's other outcasts, and they band together for a good 

cause. This movie raises questions over all that is traditional 

(including religion). The Deabeat Club will move you to question 

"what is perceived to be right?", and "what is right?" If you can 

gloss over the fact that this is a low budget film, you will discover 

that the Deabeat Club has priceless inner depth. 
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The December Rose (1986) 
 

Period children's drama about the adventures of a young chimney 

sweep (Courtney Roper-Knight) in Victorian London. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1986) 
 

Episode 1: Child of Darkness. 

Episode 2: The Queen & the Lady. 

Episode 3: The Watcher. 

Episode 4: What Can the Matter Be? 

Episode 5: The Black Eagle. 

Episode 6: The Last Birthday. 
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The Delta (1996) 
 

Lincoln (Shayne Gray), who's not yet 18-years-old, leads a straight 

life most of the time: he has a girl friend, goes to dances, jokes 

with guys. But he also has a secret life, in which he's drawn to dark 

places where he has sex with men he doesn't know. One night, 

while visiting a gay video arcade, he connects with John (Thang 

Chan), a Vietnamese-born gay man, in his 20s probably, whose 

father was an African-American U.S. soldier. John invites Lincoln to 

spend some carefree time with him, and Lincoln takes him to his 

father's boat. John then convinces Lincoln to take the boat into 

the Mississippi delta, where setting off some fireworks out of 

season precipitates betrayal and revenge. I was into the movie as I 

watched it, all the while wondering where it was going. When it 

ended, I thought I had skipped about 30 minutes ahead, because it 

just seemed unfinished. I thought the lead actor, Shayne Gray, 

was excellent in the part. I thought he was so natural and acted without any bit of effort. His 

responses, his actions, his emotions, all were very natural. I was sorry to see that this was the only 

film he's been in. I would very much liked to have seen him in other films. This film was interesting, 

but after seeing it through to the end, there was no point to it, I'm sorry to say. I wanted to know 

more about where each character was going to go, but since the film is eleven years old now, there's 

no way that's going to happen. Worth seeing, but just be prepared that it's going to end just as it 

gets interesting. 
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The Departed (2006) 
 

In South Boston, the state police force is waging war on Irish-

American organized crime. Young undercover cop Billy Costigan is 

assigned to infiltrate the mob syndicate run by gangland chief 

Frank Costello. While Billy quickly gains Costello's confidence, 

Colin Sullivan, a hardened young criminal who has infiltrated the 

state police as an informer for the syndicate, is rising to a position 

of power in the Special Investigation Unit. Each man becomes 

deeply consumed by his double life, gathering information about 

the plans and counter-plans of the operations he has penetrated. 

But when it becomes clear to both the mob and the police that 

there's a mole in their midst, Billy and Colin are suddenly in 

danger of being caught and exposed to the enemy-and each must 

race to uncover the identity of the other man in time to save 

himself. But is either willing to turn on the friends and comrades 

they've made during their long stints undercover? Please don't make negative comments like some 

of the aforementioned people have been doing if you haven't seen the film yet! I have seen it, at a 

press screening last week. Not only is it the best film of the year so far, it marks a return to form for 

Martin Scorsese, and ranks with the likes of GOODFELLAS as being one of the best in his canon of 

films. I'm a fan of the Hong Kong film, INFERNAL AFFAIRS, upon which this is based. While THE 

DEPARTED keeps the basic structure of the original, it is very much its own movie, so much so that 

the screenwriter, William Monahan, didn't even watch the original film while adapting its 

screenplay, thus enabling him to infuse the script with his, and Scorsese's, respective visions. All the 

actors are first-rate (yes, even Leo, for all you DiCaprio bashers out there), and turn in some of their 

best performances to date. THE DEPARTED is sure to garner a host of Oscar nods, if not wins, 

including (hopefully) Scorsese's long-overdue statuette for Best Director. Plus, with actors like 

Martin Sheen and Alec Baldwin playing supporting roles, that says a lot about the quality of the film 

they signed up for! THE DEPARTED is tough stuff, not for the faint-of-heart. That said, it is a must-see 

for adult viewers who long for intelligent, gritty stories to grace our movie screens once again. 
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The Desert Rats (1953) 
 

Rommel has the British in retreat on his way to the Suez Canal. All 

that stands in his way is Tobruk, held by a vastly out numbered 

force of Australian troops. Richard Burton leads these troops on 

daring raids against Rommel, keeping him off balance as they earn 

the nickname 'The Desert Rats'. In 1941, during the World War II, 

Field Marshal Erwin von Rommel (James Mason) tries to conquer 

the city of Tobruk in Libya and the British battalion defends this 

location to avoid Rommel to reach the Suez Canal. The young, but 

experienced British Capt. 'Tammy' MacRoberts (Richard Burton) 

leads a limited number of inexperienced Australian troops in the 

defense of Tobruk, and uses raids during the night against 

Rommel forces to keep the balance between the strong German 

army and the reduced British-Australian forces, and MacRoberts' 

troops are called "The Desert Rats". "The Desert Rats" is a very 

realistic war movie, presenting strategies, battles, action scenes 

and a great duel between James Mason and Richard Burton. I am not sure whether Robert Wise 

used footage of some real battle scenes along the film, since the realism in the black and white 

photography is amazing and sometimes it looks like a documentary. There are also excellent lines 

between Richard Burton and James Mason, and Richard Burton and Robert Newton, in the role of 

the former teacher of MacRoberts. "The Desert Rats" is a highly recommended movie. 
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The Devil's Playground (1976) 
 

Set in 1953 in a Catholic boarding school, this film looks at how 

the sexually repressive rules imposed by the school's staff impact 

their pupils as well as themselves. Half of the movie examines the 

issue from a student's perspective: 13-year-old Tom (15-year-old 

Simon Burke). In the midst of his own puberty, the boy is forced 

to make sense of his urges while surrounded by an unaccepting 

environment. Intertwined with this is the issue of how the priests 

feel about the restrictions the church places on their sexuality, 

how their private lives often contrast with their public 

performances. An exceptional psychological portrait; the winner 

of many Australian film awards. Highly recommended! 
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The Dirt Bike Kid (1985) 
 

When his mother sends Jack (14-year-old Peter Billingsley) off 

with money to buy groceries, he comes home with a magic 

supercharged dirt bike instead. His mother is furious, but when 

Jack uses the magic bike to save the local hot dog stand from the 

clutches of corrupt big business, he becomes the town hero. 

Casablanca, Citizen Kane, The GodFather and The DirtBike Kid. Its 

the classic tale of boy meets bike. Boy loses bike. Boy gets bike 

back but loses Mike's hotdog hangout. The extremely complex 

plot of this movie will keep you on the edge of your seat, but be 

prepared for a tear-jerking goodbye between the Kid and the 

Dirtbike. Watch and have a good, long cry. With 13-year-old Chad 

Sheets. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English 

Soundtrack...Note: this version has additional scenes (including Bo 

[Chad Sheets] skinny dipping) not found on the other versions. 
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The Dog Who Saved Christmas (2009) 
 

Home Alone goes to the dogs. Since this movie makes absolutely 

no effort in concealing it's a knock off of Home Alone, I guess you 

can let it get away with it. The only difference is, an ex K9 cop 

named Zeus takes the place of Kevin. Done on a low budget, and 

clearly aimed at dog lovers. It's upbeat and silly, and uses slapstick 

comedy in every scene. Some of the humor is middle school level 

and below: dog drinking from a toilet, a guy who passes gas a lot, 

and one character that's a poor man's annoying version of Fred 

Flintstone. The one scene that echoes the booby traps of Home 

Alone is fleeting; there's only so much a pup can do, after all. The 

baddies here are as dumb as the burglars from H. A. Acting isn't 

bad, considering how the characters are written. Mario Lopez's 

voice-over work for Zeus is OK, although the low budget only 

allows Zeus to be staring at somebody as we hear his thoughts. Oh, Zeus never barks, and the reason 

is predictable. But it doesn't matter that everything is obvious; this is just some playful silliness for its 

own sake. Fun enough for a viewing, if you're going to be home (alone or not). With 16-year-old 

Charlie Stewart. 
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The Dresser (1983) 
 

In a touring Shakespearean theater group, a backstage hand - the 

dresser, is devoted to the brilliant but tyrannical head of the 

company. He struggles to support the deteriorating star as the 

company struggles to carry on during the London blitz. The pathos 

of his backstage efforts rival the pathos in the story of Lear and 

the Fool that is being presented on-stage, as the situation comes 

to a crisis. This film envelops you in England during World War II. 

Very atmospheric, as well as wonderfully acted by Finney and 

Courtney, who relish the dialogue they are given. The theatrical 

background is interesting and attention to detail marvelous. 
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The Dude Ranger (1934) 
 

An Easterner inherits a cattle ranch, only to discover that 

thousands of cattle have been stolen. He secretly signs on as a 

hired hand at his own ranch to discover who's stealing them. 

When Selby arrives as the new ranch owner, he is assumed to be 

just another cowboy attracted to Ann Hepburn so he takes a job 

as a dude cowhand. He learns cattle are being rustled and he 

suspects the boss Sam Hepburn. But Hepburn suspects the 

foreman Hyslip and when he catches him with the goods, Hyslip 

shoots him. Hyslip then blames the new dude, and sends his men 

out to kill him. Solidly entertaining in all departments, this Dude 

will disappoint in only one respect. Some bloodthirsty fans may 

find it a little lacking in action. Mind you, there was certainly 

enough for me. I enjoyed the equal measures of romance, humor 

and mystery. True, the basic plot is a familiar one, but it's given a 

very classy work-out here. Irene Hervey walks away with the 

picture's acting honors, closely followed by personable hero 

O'Brien, surly heavy Mason, and, of all people, comic sidekick Syd 

Saylor — whom I usually can't stand! That in itself is a sure-fire 

indication of the top-grade entertainment qualities of script, direction and photography. 
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The Duellists (1977) 
 

Set during the grand, sweeping Napoleonic age, an officer in the 

French army insults another officer and sets off a life-long emnity. 

The two officers, D'Hubert and Feraud, cross swords time and 

time again in an attempt to achieve justice and preserve their 

honor. After making a string of acclaimed adverts, Ridley Scott 

followed fellow ad man Alan Parker onto the big screen with his 

debut movie. The Duellists was based on a tale by Joseph Conrad 

(who inspired Apocalypse Now and the ship names for his 1979 

feature, Alien - Nostromo and Narcissus). As you my expect from 

Ridley, every scene looks gorgeous and is obviously the mark of a 

man moving from 30 second promotional films into the big screen 

world. Harvey Keitel (later to star in Thelma and Louise) and Keith 

Carradine are the Hollywood stars acting alongside a wealth of 

British thesps including Albert Finney, Diana Quick, Tom Conti, 

Pete Postlethwaite and Veronica Quilligan (later to play the 

innocent protagonist of Neil Jordan's Angel). The movie is clearly inspired by Stanley Kubrick's Paths 

of Glory and Barry Lyndon and looks like a dry run for Gladiator's battle scenes. It deals with the 

themes of honor, obsession and violence. Needless to say, the futility of war and the destructive 

nature of revenge leads to the twist that both men have been duelling for so long, in the end they 

actually forget what it was that set them off on their feud. The duels are stunning, the attention to 

detail is meticulous and the movie won a string of awards, including 'Best Debut Film' at the 1977 

Cannes film festival. Top trivia: The budget was so tight that Scott was forced to use producer David 

Puttnam and other crew members as extras. This was an extension of his earlier short films, a potted 

version of Paths of Glory in which a handful of extras (including Tony Scott) go over the wire and run 

round the camera before repeating the exercise. Smoke and editing hide the fact that there were so 

few people involved. The Duel, as it was originally called, was to be made for French TV as a one-

hour film. The scene where the French army is bogged down was shot in a ski resort near Inverness. 

After EMI turned down the script, Scott flew the project to Chicago and the company Hallmark... 

After the French deal collapsed and the $700,000 budget proved too rich for Hallmark's blood, one 

of the bosses saw its potential as a film and suggested that Scott try and make it as a movie. The 

eventual budget was a mere $900,000. Scott clinched the dealing by telling Paramount he would put 

up a completion bond and that he would start pre-production on the day of the meeting. He would 

start shooting within a couple of months. The thought of filming a movie like that in September left 

the suits slack of jaw. In the sun-kissed world of la la land, making a Joseph Conrad movie in Winter 

sounded like a nightmare. Scott had originally wanted to make a Western but lacked the cash to fly 

off to Monument Valley and the locations of other such classic John Ford Westerns. 
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The Dust Factory (2004) 
 

An adventure about the love and friendship between two 

teenagers (18-year-old Ryan Kelley) who help each other through 

a difficult time in their lives. After his dad Ryan senior's death in a 

truck accident, schoolboy Ryan Flynn, a gentle, somewhat nerdy 

space-fan, becomes a recluse. He shuts up completely after a fall 

and near-drowning experience while roaming the countryside 

with his admirably patient, cheerful playmate Rocky Mazzelli (17-

year-old Michael Angarano). Only Ryan's late granddad finds a 

magical way to get trough to him and introduce him to a 

mysterious place, the 'dust factory'. There grandpa and resident 

teenager Melanie 'Pan' Lewis shows how youngsters prepare for 

their next life phase. But deciding when they are isn't easy or safe. 

I just picked up this movie off the shelf because the title was 

interesting. I had never heard of it before. So I didn't know what 

to expect. It was really a surprise to find that it was good. We enjoyed it very much. The two main 

characters were very likable. I wish that they had gone into a little more detail of the circumstances 

of why they were at the factory but overall a good story about learning to deal with your fears and 

moving on with your life. In this world of the big movies with lots of action, drama, sex, it was very 

sweet. Great family movie with lots to discuss after it is over. Give it a try. 
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The Education Of Little Tree (1997) 
 

Little Tree (11-year-old Joseph Ashton) is an 8-year-old Cherokee 

boy, who, during the time of the depression, loses his parents and 

starts to live with his Indian grandma and grandpa and learn the 

wisdom of the Cherokee way of life. I have just finished watching 

the Education of Little Tree. I have to say it was a rare and magical 

film. It is a very simple story, that had me fixed to the screen. The 

acting is fluid and easy to watch, especially Joseph Ashton, who 

for someone so young, was just so real in the part of Little Tree. 

The photography was great, and had an almost dream like quality. 

A film that I am so glad to have seen. 
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The Egg And I (1947) 
 

On their wedding night Bob informs his new bride Betty that he 

has bought a chicken farm. An abandoned chicken farm, to be 

exact, which is obvious when the two move in. Betty endures 

Bob's enthusiasm for the rural life, rustic inconveniences, and 

battling nature, but her patience is severely tested when 

glamorous neighbor Harriet Putnam seems to set her sights on 

Bob. The book on which this film was based upon was a 

phenomenal best-seller in the mid-forties: readers loved the 

earthy tang and hilariously funny situations of Betty Smith's novel 

of the same name. Although this film version is rather a tame 

adaptation of the wonderful book, it definitely provides enough 

warmth, charm & chuckles to please viewers who aren't too 

discriminating. Claudette Colbert - in her last great film role - plays 

Betty with her particular warmth & charm: she and Fred 

MacMurray have an undeniable chemistry. Although they weren't 

youngsters here, they make you believe them youthful (Claudette was 44 & Fred was 39 here). For 

reasons which are unclear, Colbert never cared for this film, but the movie-going public just loved it! 

The film is perhaps most notable in introducing the characters of Ma & Pa Kettle as played by 

Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride respectively. The public howled at the personalities and antics of 

this loveable country bumpkins, and they were on the road to a hugely popular series of their own 

which spanned from 1949-1957. It is really Main's AA-nominated performance of Ma which lingers in 

the memory: she was born to play the no-nonsense, down-to-earth but loveable Ms. Kettle! Note 

that the Kettle's oldest son, Tom is played by none other than 20-year-old Richard Long, who would 

star as Jarrod Barkley in the beloved TV western series THE BIG VALLEY eighteen years later. Birdie 

Hicks is played to hilarious perfection by the acid- tongued Esther Dale. 
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The Emerald Forest (1985) 
 

Based on a true story, Powers Boothe plays an American dam 

engineer in Brazil. Boothe's son (played by 19-year-old Charlie 

Boorman - son of director John Boorman & William Rodriguez) is 

kidnapped by a rain forest tribe, and raised as one of their own. 

Boothe continues to look for him and after many trials and 

adventures, stumbles upon him. I saw this movie years ago as a 

13-year-old and I can say without exaggeration that no other 

movie has had such a strong and lasting impact on me. While I 

was aware of the sacrilege going on in the Amazon, this opened 

my eyes to it like never before. Shortly after this I ran away from 

home with a friend, with the intention of going to Brazil, 

mobilising the Indians into a guerrilla band and killing the loggers. 

It took our families all of two days to track us down at a port city. 

But I never forgot the lesson this movie taught me and today I 

work for a conservation organisation. Some of the Indian quotes from the movie are truly tear 

jerkers. "When we were young the end of the world (the limits of the forest) was very far away, but 

it gets closer and closer each day" or something to that effect. As an idealistic kid I saw no flaw in 

this movie and cheered at the improbable climax where the rains destroy the dam and the captured 

Indian women throw away their cheap clothes and return to the forest. This movie is a must watch. 
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The Emperor's New Groove (2000) 
 

In this animated comedy from the folks at Disney, the vain and 

cocky Emperor Kuzco is a very busy man. Besides maintaining his 

"groove", and firing his suspicious administrator, Yzma; he's also 

planning to build a new waterpark just for himself for his birthday. 

However, this means destroying one of the villages in his kingdom. 

Meanwhile, Yzma is hatching a plan to get revenge and usurp the 

throne. But, in a botched assassination courtesy of Yzma's right-

hand man, Kronk, Kuzco is magically transformed into a llama. 

Now, Kuzco finds himself the property of Pacha, a lowly llama 

herder whose home is ground zero for the water park. Upon 

discovering the llama's true self, Pacha offers to help resolve the 

Emperor's problem and regain his throne, only if he promises to 

move his water park. Hard to see why it wasn't a wildly popular 

mega-hit - I have two theories, one charitable, one not. The 

charitable theory is that people were put off by the title. MY heart certainly sank when I heard it. I 

mean, just say it out loud - "The Emperor's New Groove" - now how could a good movie POSSIBLY 

have a title like that? Yet now, I rather like the title. It fits the story; it doesn't care if it's fashionable 

or not; it's just so pleasingly RIGHT - but in an almost indescribable way you'll have to watch the film 

to find out. Maybe it WAS a marketing mistake. Who cares? I never took seriously the charge that 

Disney's artistic decisions were made by its marketing department, anyway. That was the charitable 

explanation for why it made considerably less, inflation adjusted, than every other one of Disney's 

animated features from "Beauty and the Beast" on, and failed to even get nominated for a "Best 

Picture" Oscar in a year in which they had difficulty coming up with half-plausible candidates. The 

uncharitable explanation is probably closer to the truth. People are idiots. This is a classic - but it's 

also animated - by pencil on paper rather than finger on keyboard - so who will ever notice? Doubt 

me? You won't once you've seen it. Everyone to speak of who did reports that it's very, very funny, 

and they're right - and trust me, nothing is ever THIS funny unless it's clever and witty as well. It goes 

without saying that their character animation is unmatched in its brilliance and...I've already used 

the words "humour" and "wit"? Well, I'll use them again. In addition there's a charming dottiness 

that a merely hip film could never quite capture. Art direction is perfectly judged and consistent 

throughout, with a pleasing absence of because-we-can computer effects. Here's just ONE example 

of what I'm talking about. One side of the emperor's palace consists of this HUGE golden face, and 

we find out in a funny scene (but they're all funny) that all excess water is drained out through the 

nostrils. But that's not all we see. We see characters crawling out of the nostrils, we see someone 

dangling like a big booger on a rope out of one of the nostrils - one snot gag after another - yet no 

explicit camerawork ever draws our attention to them. Not only do the characters deliver their lines 

perfectly deadpan, the camera delivers its images perfectly deadpan. It's just perfect. Two more 

things I should mention. Unlike Disney's other recent features, it never, not even for a second, feels 

as though the story has been unduly compressed - and at 78 minutes it's a trifle shorter than most. 

Also, despite the constant hilarity, it's rather touching. No movie I've seen in the past six months has 

filled me with such joy. Well, perhaps there have been a few others, but they were all made long 

ago. 
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The Englishman Who Went Up A Hill But Came Down A Mountain 

(1995) 
 

Two English cartographers visit the small South Wales village of 

Ffynnon Garw, to measure what is claimed to be the "first 

mountain inside of Wales". It's 1917, and the war in Europe 

continues. The villagers are very proud of their "mountain", and 

are understandably dissapointed and furious to find that it is in 

fact a "hill". Not to be outwitted by a rule (and the Englishmen 

who enforce it), the villagers set out to make their hill into a 

mountain, but to do so they must keep the English from leaving, 

before the job is done. I feel sorry for those folks who "don't get" 

this movie! Based on actual events around 1917, we are privileged 

to have a glimpse at what life was like in a small coal village in 

South Wales. The casting was superb! I especially liked the inter-

action between Reverend Jones and Morgan. And who could possibly not love Tara Fitzgerald as 

Betty! The film starts out with some interesting trivia about how people got their names back then- 

very quaint yet logical to attach an occupation to their names! The photography was wonderful at 

showing off the unspoiled landscape- I really felt like I was a part of the events. This movie inspires 

me to want to visit the final resting place of Reverend Jones with a handful of earth from my own 

garden! 
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The Everlasting Secret Family (1988) 
 

A beautiful, if ambitious and amoral, youth is tapped to become 

the lover of a powerful senator. The young man quickly realizes 

that he can hold this place, with all its perks, only as long as he is 

young. He has no other function than being young. With the help 

of an aged judge, the young man, referred to only as The Lover, 

contrives a plan to make a change in the way of the world, a plan 

that will take him years to realize. To succeed, he must 

manipulate, in subtle and not-so-subtle ways, the senator, his 

wife, the family chauffeur (who was, when young, a lover), and, 

by implication, the entire well-planned and controlling everlasting 

secret family. A fascinating Australian film that depicts a secret 

homosexual society that has infiltrated in a silent, subtle way the 

very upper strata of Australian politics and upper class life. It is a 

wicked, sexy tale and I won't go into any details of the plot lest I 

ruin the clever surprises that make this movie very entertaining. Suffice it to say, the acting is quite 

good, the direction fluent, and you'll enjoy the quirky twists in the plot. In a way, it's refreshing to 

see a movie where a gay underground puts the screws to a listlessly banal straight society. 
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The Execution Of Gary Glitter (2009) 
 

Feature-length drama set in an imaginary Britain in which the death penalty has been re-introduced, 

demonstrating the possible consequences of capital punishment in the U.K. and exploring how 

society deals with its most reviled offenders. An upsurge in public anger forces an amendment to the 

Human Rights Act, and the first person to be tried under the new Capital Crimes Against Children 

legislation is Paul Gadd, better known as the former glam rock star Gary Glitter. Hilton McRae stars. 

Set in a parallel Britain in which the death penalty has been re-introduced, this drama sees the trial 

of Gary Glitter for his true crimes committed in Vietnam. This mock documentary is a fictionalized 

account of a modern Britain in which the death penalty was reinstated for the most serious offences 

in 2005 and, after all the legislation has passed, in 2009 former glam rock pop icon Gary Glitter 

(eerily embodied by Hilton McRae) is to become the first man to be put to death, following another 

law that allows British citizens to be tried for crimes committed abroad, in Glitter's case the rape of 

some girls in Vietnam. As the title suggests, he is found guilty and sentenced to hang on the 

recommendation of the jury. From here, with the use of stock footage and various commentators 

putting their views forward, we delve into the complexities surrounding bringing the death penalty 

back, how as a society we have lost track of how to keep an effective lid on serious, violent crime (as 

Ann Widdecombe notes: "We've forgotten there is such a thing as evil") and how the image of 

Glitter fell down in everyone's minds. One of the first points the film puts forward is that a significant 

proportion of the British population supposedly support the return of the death penalty for the most 

serious crimes. With this in mind, there must be a strong emphasis that that is the direction the film 

is trying to guide us in. This unexpected and high concept idea of having someone as high profile as 

Glitter as the first person to be executed gives some serious food for thought. Though most of the 

commentators are in favour of the death penalty and the opponents generally relegated to smaller 

segments, it still doesn't end up coming across as a lynch mob sort of film, just a rather grim and 

bleak one. In the ten years since the shocking truth about Glitter came out to now where he is hated 

enough for this to happen, one thing you can't accuse him of is fading into the background. So, 

pretty grim, downbeat and in the end very distressing viewing then, but at least it will get you 

thinking. 
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The Faculty (1998) 

 

A horror tale set in a High School where the students suspect the 

teaching staff of being aliens, who are intent on making the 

students their victims. This is pretty much the typical slasher, with 

just one twist. It's also helped by the fact that there's other things 

going on than just a bunch of killings; there are conflicts between 

the characters from the very beginning, before the killing starts. 

This is pretty unique for a slasher, and it definitely helps the film 

become more interesting. The plot is interesting, well, more 

interesting than slasher plots usually are. The acting is pretty 

much all very good, the actors nearly all give top-notch 

performances. The special effects are good, and mostly pretty convincing. I've heard a lot of people 

complain that this movie is a ripoff of the Carpenter classic "The Thing". While that film is the better 

of the two, this is by no means a simple ripoff. The plot in this is not the same, there are just a few 

striking similarities. I would rather think of it as a reference, something to honor Carpenter's abilities 

- Rodriguez was inspired by Carpenter, after all. I would recommend this to pretty much anyone who 

enjoys slasher movies, sci-fi flicks, or crossovers of the two genres. It's very enjoyable; the only thing 

I hated was that they had casted Elijah "babyface" Wood in one of the leads... oh well. You can't 

always enjoy all aspects of a film. 
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The Fallen Idol (The Lost Illusion) (1948) 
 

Philippe (11-year-old Bobby Henrey), a diplomat's son and good 

friend of Baines the butler, is confused by the complexities and 

evasions of adult life. He tries to keep secrets but ends up telling 

them. He lies to protect his friends, even though he knows he 

should tell the truth. He resolves not to listen to adults' stories 

any more when Baines is suspected of murdering his wife and no-

one will listen to Philippe's vital information. Baines, an English 

butler working at a French embassy, is more of a father to the 

ambassador's young son, Phillipe, than the ambassador. But the 

hated Mrs. Baines, the head housekeeper, is not a mother to him. 

Phillipe discovers that Baines is having an affair with the young 

French woman working as a secretary in the embassy. But he's 

too young to realize what he knows. He believes Baines's story 

that the young woman is his niece. And he agrees to keep the 

matter a secret. Secrets and lies become the dominant themes of 

his young life -- especially when he thinks he's witnessed a murder. Produced only a year or two 

before THE THIRD MAN, THE FALLEN IDOL is as good a film, and directed by the same man: Sir Carol 

Reed. Here we are in a claustrophobic world of an Embassy in London. The Ambassador and his wife 

are too busy to watch their son Phillipe (Bobby Henrey), so the boy is dropped off into the hands of 

the Embassy's butler Baines (Ralph Richardson). Baines' wife (Sonia Rendell) is a jealous shrew. She 

has reason to be jealous - Baines is having an affair with a younger woman named Julie (Michelle 

Morgan). Phillipe likes Baines, whom he idolizes as a strong father figure in the absence of his real 

father. He also likes Julie, and he dislikes Mrs. Baines. There is reason for that - in her moments of 

anger and jealousy she does act harshly and nastily towards Phillipe. In pursuit of proof of her 

husband's infidelities, Mrs. Baines goes to incredible lengths. She even stands on a dangerous ledge 

to watch them. But a gust of wind causes the lower part of the window to knock her legs out from 

underneath her, causing her to fall two stories to her death. Enter the police (Jack Hawkins, Geoffrey 

Keen, Bernard Lee), who are wondering how Mrs. Baines died so violently. Baines and Julie panic, 

and begin trying to put together a coherent story of an accident (although they know nothing about 

what actually happened). They have no choice but to involve Phillipe, but this is unfortunate because 

the little fellow knows little about creative, consistent lying. So details of Baines' relationship with 

Julie come out, and the police begin to wonder that this is not an accident but murder. The film is a 

gem because much of it is shot from the perspective of the boy. He has admired Baines as a 

honorable father figure, but he is increasingly worried for Baines and Julie and he is increasingly 

confused when, far from being advocates of honesty, they suggest he lie to assist them. The film 

does end with a degree of disillusionment for the little fellow, rather unusual for such films in 

general. But the disillusionment is a key to Greene's view of the world (Holly Martin's of his pal Harry 

Lime in THE THIRD MAN for instance, or Van Johnson's views of God and Deborah Kerr in the original 

THE END OF THE AFFAIR). It is a remarkably good film, and well worth watching. 
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The Famous Five (1978-9) 
 

Four kids (14-year-old Marcus Harris, 13-year-old Gary 

Russell) and one dog (making five) solve mysteries even 

though their parents tell them not to meddle in other 

people's business. That's the thing, they never listen and 

the parents never let them. But they always managed to 

solve the crime in the end, catch the bad guy/girl. A 

Sunday Treat. The Famous Five were the first 'novels' I had 

picked up to read when I turned eight. Enid Blyton's Five brought a lot of adventure into my life and I 

couldn't wait to read all of them...and then this series was aired on our telly as reruns in the early 

'80's, every Sunday morning at 10:00 am. The first thing I still remember about this series is the song: 

We are the Famous Five, Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog. Michelle Gallager as George 

and Timmy are the two characters I really liked in the adaptation. Marcus Harris was also another 

child actor who I immediately liked...the story lines were well adapted, as far as I remember - from 

the perspective of a kid, these episodes were sensational. I watched parts of these shows on 

youtube again a while back and they still are full of memory. The food that the children eat, the 

places they have their adventures in, the characters that they portray are all wonderful and take one 

back to the time when we were children and would love to be a part of one of the Five's fabulous 

adventures! 

 

Series 1 (19 Episodes) (1978) 
 

Episode 01: Five Go to Kirren Island: Part 1; There's a shipwreck off Kirrin Island, but where's the 

treasure? The Five are on the trail, looking for clues... but they're not alone and time is running out. 

Episode 02: Five Go to Kirren Island: Part 2; There's a shipwreck off Kirrin Island, but where's the 

treasure? The Five are on the trail, looking for clues... but they're not alone and time is running out. 

Episode 03: Five Go Adventuring Again; There's a thief at Kirrin Cottage! The Famous Five think they 

know who it is, but they need to prove it! Where can they find evidence? The discovery of an old 

map and very unusual hiding place is all they need to get to the bottom of this mystery and uncover 

the true culprit! 

Episode 04: Five Go to Smuggler's Top: Part 1; Can there still be smugglers at Smuggler's Top? The 

Famous Five go to stay at the large old house, and discover lots of brilliant hiding places, even 

underground tunnels! Then they catch people signalling out to sea—who are they? With Jonathan 

Wilmott as Sooty Lenoir. 

Episode 05: Five Go to Smuggler's Top: Part 2; Can there still be smugglers at Smuggler's Top? The 

Famous Five go to stay at the large old house, and discover lots of brilliant hiding places, even 

underground tunnels! Then they catch people signalling out to sea—who are they? With Jonathan 

Wilmott as Sooty Lenoir. 



Episode 06: Five Go Off in a Caravan; A caravan holiday for the Famous Five-it's bound to be an 

adventure! Soon they've caught up with a circus-but some of the circus people have more sinister 

plans than just clowing around. With Gary Dundaven as Nobby. 

Episode 07: Five Go Off to Camp: Part 1; Spook trains in the middle of the night! And they seem to 

vanish into thin air—but where do they go? The Famous Five are on to it. But the discovery of an 

unusual underground tunnel system, and a train-service, has them puzzled. If they follow the tracks, 

will they solve the mystery? With Chris Wilkinson as Jock. 

Episode 08: Five Go Off to Camp: Part 2; Spook trains in the middle of the night! And they seem to 

vanish into thin air—but where do they go? The Famous Five are on to it. But the discovery of an 

unusual underground tunnel system, and a train-service, has them puzzled. If they follow the tracks, 

will they solve the mystery? With Chris Wilkinson as Jock. 

Episode 09: Five on a Hike Together; Dick is puzzled when he's woken by a light flashing through his 

window. Is someone trying to send him a coded message? And when the Famous Five hear of an 

escaped convict in the area, they are on red alert. The police won't help, so the Five have no choice 

but to solve the mystery alone. 

Episode 10: Five Go to Mystery Moor; Mystery Moor is aptly named, as the Five discover! There's 

something dangerous out there, but gang need help to find out what it is. The travellers camped on 

the moor are unfriendly, so the Famous Five have no other choice but to risk the treacherous mists 

and follow the trail. With Kevin Hudson as Sniffy & Adam Stafford as William. 

Episode 11: Five on a Secret Trail; Camping again! This time the Five have pitched their tent near an 

old ruined cottage, which looks as though it's been abandoned for years. When Anne hears strange 

noises at night the others don't believe her...until they see ghostly lights. Could the cottage be 

haunted? With twins Paul Stacey as Harry Lawdler & Jeremy Stacey as Guy Lawdler. 

Episode 12: Five Go to Billycock Hill; Hurrah! It's holiday time, and the Famous Five are spending it at 

Billycock Hill. Most exciting of all, they've made a new friend—a real pilot! But when he disappears 

with top secret equipment, the Five are puzzled. Could their new friend be a spy? With Andrew 

Bagley as Toby & Rowland Guinnane as Benny. 

Episode 13: Five on Finniston Farm; There is a ruined castle on Finniston Farm, but only the 

dungeons remain and no one knows where they are! The Famous Five are determined to find them, 

and whatever else is hidden inside, but someone else wants to find out too. Can the Five get there 

first? With Simon Adams as Harry Philpot & Andy Campbell as Junior Henning. 

Episode 14: Five Get Into Trouble – Prisoners; The Famous Five are distraught! Dick has been 

kidnapped—mistaken for somebody else! The gang finally track him down—to a lonely, abandoned 

house—but then they too are seized and held captive. How will the intrepid Five get themselves out 

of this mess? With Grant Bardsley as Richard Kent. 

Episode 15: Five Get Into Trouble – Conspiracies; The Famous Five are distraught! Dick has been 

kidnapped—mistaken for somebody else! The gang finally track him down—to a lonely, abandoned 

house—but then they too are seized and held captive. How will the intrepid Five get themselves out 

of this mess? With Grant Bardsley as Richard Kent. 



Episode 16: Five Get Into a Fix; The Famous Five are having lots of fun in the snow! But who is living 

in the mysterious house near the chalet they're staying in? The caretaker says nobody has lived 

there for years, but the Five are sure they've seen a terrified, haunted face at one of the windows. 

Episode 17: Five Are Together Again: Part 1; The Famous Five are having fun camping near the home 

of a famous scientist. But they might have known there'd be a mystery to solve. When the scientist's 

important research papers go missing, he needs the gang's help to get them back! But how can the 

Five work out who took them? With Wayne Brooks as Tinker Hayling. 

Episode 18: Five Are Together Again: Part 2; The Famous Five are having fun camping near the home 

of a famous scientist. But they might have known there'd be a mystery to solve. When the scientist's 

important research papers go missing, he needs the gang's help to get them back! But how can the 

Five work out who took them? With Wayne Brooks as Tinker Hayling. 

Episode 19: Five Have a Wonderful Time; The Famous Five are having a brilliant time—on holiday in 

horse-drawn caravans—and they've discovered a ruined castle nearby! The castle looked deserted 

from a distance, but is that a face at the window? Or is it a trick of the light? Just who is hiding in the 

castle? 

 

Series 2 (7 Episodes) (1979) 
 

Episode 1: Five Fall Into Adventure: Part 1; George and Timmy the dog have disappeared-and 

somebody has broken in to Kirren Cottage! The Famous Five are sure there is a connection-but how 

can they solve the mystery when there is only three of them? 

Episode 2: Five Fall Into Adventure: Part 2; George and Timmy the dog have disappeared-and 

somebody has broken in to Kirren Cottage! The Famous Five are sure there is a connection-but how 

can they solve the mystery when there is only three of them? 

Episode 3: Five Run Away Together; Who's been on Kirren Island? And what is locked in the 

mysterious trunk hidden on the wreck. The Famous Five think they're on the trail of smugglers-until 

they hear a child scream. With Michael McVey as Edgar Stick. 

Episode 4: Five Go to Demon's Rocks: Part 1; Is there any treasure on Demon's Rock? Or is it just a 

myth? The Famous Five decide to explore the surrounding caves. Then they find a gold coin-and the 

myth becomes all to real. With Wayne Brooks as Tinker Hayling. 

Episode 5: Five Go to Demon's Rocks: Part 2; Is there any treasure on Demon's Rock? Or is it just a 

myth? The Famous Five decide to explore the surrounding caves. Then they find a gold coin-and the 

myth becomes all to real. With Wayne Brooks as Tinker Hayling. 

Episode 6: Five Go Down to the Sea: Part 1; Why does a light shine out on stormy nights from the 

ruined Wreckers Tower overlooking the rock Cornish coast? This is a mystery the Five set out to 

solve. With 16-year-old Rupert Graves as Yan. 



Episode 7: Five Go Down to the Sea: Part 2; The five continue on their mystery and find a smugglers 

path through the mountain. However, they soon get trapped. Can they escape to reveal that Mr. 

Penruthlen is the smuggler? With 16-year-old Rupert Graves as Yan. 
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The Famous Five (1996-7) 
 

It's a good mini series with young actors (Marco 

Williamson & Paul Child) that have a lot of talent. All is 

filmed in beautiful landscapes in the west of England. I 

have appreciated it very much because that's like the 

books of Enid Blyton (I have all the collection of these 

books). If you like the adventures of "the famous five", 

you will enjoy this series. 

 

Series 1 (18 Episodes) (1996-7) 
 

Episode 01: Five on a Treasure Island: Part 1; Julian, Dick, and Anne are going to spend their vacation 

at Kirrin Cottage with their cousin, Georgina, whom they've never met. Georgina is first very upset 

about having to spend her time together with her cousins. But after a while the children become 

friends. Georgina (George) brings her cousins to Kirrin Island. They get caught in a storm. The waves 

threw up a big shipwreck. When the children explore the wreck they find a box with a map. A map to 

find "ingots". What are "ingots", if not... GOLD! But the children are not alone looking for the gold. 

With 10-year-old Robert Crombie as Alf. 

Episode 02: Five on a Treasure Island: Part 2; In the previous episode, George met with Julian, Anne 

and Dick when they arrived at her house and her beloved Timmy was kicked out of the house. She 

gave him to a boy and promised to give him all her pocket money. Despite not liking her cousins 

early on for calling her Georgina, George manages to build a firm friendship with them. Together, 

the children and the dog went to George's island and found a map telling them about ingots. Now 

they're determined to find them, especially when George's father sells the box containing the map 

to a couple of men. With 10-year-old Robert Crombie as Alf. 

Episode 03: Five Get into Trouble; Dick's been kidnapped-but he's been mistaken for somebody else! 

The Famous Five track him down to a lonely, out-of-the-way house-but they are seized and 

imprisoned too! Can the Five escape? With 13-year-old Stuart Piper as Richard Kent. 

Episode 04: Five Go Adventuring Again; A thief at Kirren Cottage! Who can it be? The Famous Five 

think they know-but they need proof! Then they find and old map and an unusual hiding place. 

Episode 05: Five Fall into Adventure; George and Timmy the dog have disappeared-and somebody 

has broken in to Kirren Cottage! The Famous Five are sure there is a connection-but how can they 

solve the mystery when there is only three of them? With 11-year-old Robert Crombie as Alf. 

Episode 06: Five Go to Demon's Rocks; Is there any treasure on Demon's Rock? Or is it just a myth? 

The Famous Five decide to explore the surrounding caves. Then they find a gold coin-and the myth 

becomes all to real. 



Episode 07: Five on Kirrin Island Again; What is Uncle Quentin up to on Kirren Island? He won't let 

anyone visit-not even the Famous Five! But he's not alone on George's island-somebody is watching 

his every move! 

Episode 08: Five on Finniston Farm; The Famous Five are off again! This time to a cosy farm - 

Finniston Farm. It turns out that this farm is run by a kindly woman, helped by her children Henry 

and Henrietta and not helped by passionate father. It also turns out that the ruined castle in the 

grounds of the farm house treasure and the five can't resist the pull. However, even though they 

want to find it, someone else also wants to. The Americans staying at the farm are hot in pursuit. 

Will the famous five be able to thwart them? With Greg Bradley as Harry & Richard Claxton as 

Junior. 

Episode 09: Five Go Off to Camp; The Famous Five go on a camping trip with Julian and Dick's science 

teacher Mr. Luffy. Everthing seems normal but when the Famous Five are involved, nothing is 

normal. Spook-trains in the dead of night! They seem to vanish into thin air-where do they go? The 

Five follow the tracks-and discover a very unusual, underground destination. With 16-year-old Tom 

Graham as Jock and 14-year-old Sebastian Armesto as Cecil Dearlove. 

Episode 10: Five Have Plenty of Fun; During the night, an American girl arrives at Kirrin Cottage to 

protect her from kidnap. Her father is worried for her safety. Goerge is contemptuous of her 

because Timmy likes her. While taking out the American's hideous dog, she gets kidnapped by the 

people intending to kidnap her. Anne, Julian and Dick must solve this mystery and fast for the 

American's father is being blackmailed for George... 

Episode 11: Five on a Secret Trail; Timmy has been hurt and George is heartbroken when he has to 

wear a cone around his head. He looks stupid! However, they have yet another mystery to solve. 

What are the flashing lights in the sky at night and why are there bootprints in the mud outside 

where they stay? This truly is perplexing! With 12-year-old Robert Crombie as Alf. 

Episode 12: Five Go to Smuggler's Top: Part 1; Poor Kirren Cottage!!! A big tree has fallen in on the 

cottage in the middle of the night, as the five have just got there Aunt Fanny despairs. But Uncle 

Quentin comes up with a plan. A professor friend and his son were meant to be coming but as the 

cottage is no longer liveable Quentin suggests that the Five stay at his house, Smuggler's Top!!! Are 

there still smugglers there? When the Five get there they make some surprising discoveries including 

someone signalling out to sea, hiding places and underground tunnels. With Ian Aherne as Pete 

Lenoir and 11-year-old Robert Crombie as Alf. 

Episode 13: Five Go to Smuggler's Top: Part 2; Pete and Uncle Quentin have gone missing and 

George is perplexed. The only leads she has is a mysterious squeaking. Can she and the others work 

out the mystery in time while keeping Timmy a secret before the smugglers hurt Quentin? With Ian 

Aherne as Pete Lenoir. 
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Series 2 (18 Episodes) (1996-7) 
 



Episode 01: Five Go Down to the Sea: Part 1; Why does a light shine out on stormy nights from the 

ruined Wreckers Tower overlooking the rock Cornish coast? This is a mystery the Five set out to 

solve. 

Episode 02: Five Go Down to the Sea: Part 2; The five continue on their mystery and find a smugglers 

path through the mountain. However, they soon get trapped. Can they escape to reveal that Mr. 

Penruthlen is the smuggler? 

Episode 03: Five Run Away Together; Who's been on Kirren Island? And what is locked in the 

mysterious trunk hidden on the wreck. The Famous Five think they're on the trail of smugglers-until 

they hear a child scream. 

Episode 04: Five Have a Mystery to Solve; Is there any truth around the rumours of Whispering 

Island? The Five journey there to find out. 

Episode 05: Five Go to Mystery Moor; The Five are off again - this time at a stable upon Mystery 

Moor. Once again they are plunged into a mystery when they find out about missing people and 

discover planes flying over at night, dropping counterfit money. All this is related to a group of 

people who ride through the moor every year...but can they solve it with George and Anne tied up at 

the camp and Julian and Dick lost in the fog? Only Timmy and Henrietta, the stable girl, can save 

them. 

Episode 06: Five on a Hike Together; Why does an escaped convict send a message to Dick in the 

dead of night? And what can the strange message mean? The police refuse to help-so the Famous 

Five must find out for themselves. 

Episode 07: Five Have a Wonderful Time: Part 1; The Famous Five are on holiday in a horse-drawn 

caravans-and they've discovered a ruined castle nearby! But the castle isn't empty-the Famous Five 

have seen a desperate face at the tower window! Who is hiding in the castle? 

Episode 08: Five Have a Wonderful Time: Part 2; The five are trapped in the tower with the missing 

scientist and one of them is going to be shipped off to a foreign country with him! Only Joan and the 

circus can save them, but can they do it in time, as Joan is tied up? 

Episode 09: Five Go Off in a Caravan; A caravan holiday for the Famous Five-it's bound to be an 

adventure! Soon they've caught up with a circus-but some of the circus people have more sinister 

plans than just clowing around. 

Episode 10: Five Get into a Fix; The five are at one of their favourite places - a farm, run by the Jones 

family and their three dogs - Bob, Tang and Dude. However, the Five elect to stay at cottage on the 

hillside. At night, strange things happen...lights and rumbling. What is going on over at the big old 

house on the hill and why is there a face at the window? 

Episode 11: Five Are Together Again; The Famous Five become involved in a circus mystery while 

camping with their friend Tinker and his monkey Mischief. The mystery is suprisingly solved after a 

moonlit visit to Kirren Island. 



Episode 12: Five Go to Billycock Hill: Part 1; The five go to Billycock Hill for a camping trip. However, 

there they meet a pilot and his brother. Soon, the pilot goes missing and is accused of treason. The 

five know that something is up. But what? 

Episode 13: Five Go to Billycock Hill: Part 2; The five continue their adventure to stop the framing of 

two pilots on Billycock Hill. 
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The Fifth Element (1997) 
 

Two hundred and fifty years in the future, life as we know it is 

threatened by the arrival of Evil. Only the fifth element can stop 

the Evil from extinguishing life, as it tries to do every five thousand 

years. She is helped by ex-soldier, current-cab-driver, Korben 

Dallas, who is, in turn, helped by Prince/Arsenio clone, Ruby Rhod. 

Unfortunately, Evil is being assisted by Mr. Zorg, who seeks to 

profit from the chaos that Evil will bring, and his alien 

mercenaries. I think The Fifth Element is the movie I have seen the 

most... It is a perfect mixture of action and comedy, science-

fiction, suspense and romance. Set in a not so far future, the 

eternal battle between good and evil is shown to us in an 

extravagant setting. Flying cars, aeroplanes that go at the speed of 

light, weird creatures and ugly aliens are only a few things that are 

present during this film. The story has never been seen before: 

Good has only one weapon to defeat evil; it is composed of four stones representing the four 

element (water, earth, fire and air) and a perfect creature. These five elements have to be united 

before the forces of evil arrive to earth. But evil has found help and the stones have disappeared. 

Bruce Willis (one of the best action actors of our time), Milla Jovovich, Ian Holm and Gary Oldman 

make the suspense even more intense. Chris Tucker is incredibly funny and ads a lot to the comic 

side of the film. The story is extremely imaginative and is, in my opinion, one of Luc Besson's best. I 

have never seen anything else like it. But the actors are not the only things that make this film worth 

seeing. The costumes, designed by Jean-Paul Gaultier, are unbelievably imaginative and fun. They 

are a big part of the extravagance and originality of the movie. The score, by Eric Serra (one of my 

favourites) is simply a work of art. And last but not least, the special effects are absolutely excellent, 

adding to the quality of the movie. If you are looking for action and a good laugh, this is the film to 

see. 

Converted from VCD...English Soundtrack...Thai Subtitles  



The First World War (2003) 
 

A comprehensive survey of the history of World War I. I was 

eagerly looking forward to this ten episode, four DVD set (8 hours 

and 23 minutes in all) based on the claims on the box of 

previously unseen film footage and newly accessible archival 

material from Central and Eastern European sources and most 

especially the ties to a book by a "professor" (presumably of 

history - Hew Strachan). Unfortunately, as assembled (in an 

initially promising chronological format) by BBC 4, there is little or 

no pretense of objective history and far too many omissions and 

distortions in the service of a strictly British viewpoint. The over 

all effect, despite copious quotations from participants on all 

sides, is like a history of World War II's "D-Day" told entirely from 

Field Marshall Montgomery's aide de camp's viewpoint. The vast 

majority of film footage (mostly acknowledged - but not some of the obvious naval model work; 

possibly from faked "newsreels"?) is from 1920's and 30's film reconstructions and fictionalizations 

mixed with color footage of locales as they look today. While there is interesting period movie 

footage, it is almost all behind the lines and of close-up non-action scenes and TV cameras scanning 

across still photos. One of the single most desired sequences, the final newsreel footage of the 

Archduke Franz Ferdinand leaving the Serajevo City Hall moments before his assassination, is only 

shown in the abbreviated and already much circulated cut. The reasons for Franz Ferdinand - a 

fascinating, complex figure given very short shrift here (and his Sophie) being in Bosnia that day 

(their 14th Wedding Anniversary) are totally omitted - as are any understanding of his reigning 

Uncle, Emperor Franz Joseph at the head of a great multi-cultural empire or the reasons the majority 

of Moslem Bosnia was opposed to Eastern Orthodox Serbian pretensions over their territory since 

both broke away from the shrinking Ottoman Empire. Once the war itself started (you will be hard 

pressed to understand why from the sketchy story told here), the British documentary almost 

entirely ignores the original combatants but focuses on the British and their conflict with Austria's 

unsubtle allies in Germany. Because of the British confrontations (to their considerable discomfort) 

with the Ottoman Turk, much time is spent on this front, allowing at least rudimentary (and that's 

about all) discussion of the source of the continuing Armenian question in Episode Four, but even 

here, there is almost no followable line of the way the Ottoman wobbled in and out of the war until 

finally committing to the Central Powers following the second Russian Revolution in 1917, removing 

them from the war. There is even less discussion of impact of the tenuous Japanese alliance with the 

Russians and British springing from the settlement of the Russo-Japanese War in 1905. A far better 

look at the complexity of World War I (although neither attempt or claim to be as complete in the 

material covered), with far more actual footage from the period in question is available in several 

documentaries ranging from Hollywood GOES TO WAR to WORLD WAR I IN COLOR. This Anglophile 

attempt at history is only for the dedicated Anglophile looking for entertainment pretending to be 

serious, not the serious amateur historian who will see too many holes spoiling the fun. Universally 

acclaimed as one of the finest documentary series ever made about the Great War, THE FIRST 

WORLD WAR is a powerful, original and truly comprehensive account of the conflict. It places the 

war in truly global military context as never before, exploring many of the little known campaigns, 



battles and actions as well as the better known conflict on the Western Front. The series combines 

previously unseen fottage from newly accessible archives in Central and Eastern Europe with 

exclusive film of many of the battlefields as they are today, studies of key participants and 

weaponry, and diary entries and letters home from soldiers, officers and commanders. All 10 

episodes as screened on ABC-TV are included in this definite DVD collection. THE FIRST WORLD WAR 

is based on the best-selling book by Professor Hew Strachan, Chichele Professor of the History of 

War at Oxford University and Visiting Professor at the University of Glasgow. 

 

Series 1 (10 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 01: TO ARMS 1914; The complex origins of the Great War, and how seemingly insignificant 

local tensions in the Balkans exploded into World War. 

Episode 02: UNDER THE EAGLE 1914-1915; The German invasion of Belgium and France was brutal 

and atrocities fanned the flames of war. 

Episode 03: GLOBAL WAR 1914-1916; The European empires clashed all across the world, from the 

South Atlantic Seas to the planes of Africa. 

Episode 04: JIHAD 1914-1916; The Turkish Ottoman Empire proved a formidable foe, as the Allies 

found to their cost at Gallipoli and in the Middle East. 

Episode 05: SHACKLED TO A CORPSE 1914-1916; As the Germans and Austrians clashed with The 

Russians on the bitter Eastern Front, Italy became embroiled in a terrible slaughter. 

Episode 06: BREAKING THE DEADLOCK 1915-1917; The Somme and Verdun saw carnage on an 

unprecedented scale, as armies fought to break the stalemate on the Western Front. 

Episode 07: BLOCKADE 1916-1917; The war at sea was every bit as bitter as the war on land. The 

battle at Jutland proved inconclusive but the U-Boat menace threatened Britain as never before. 

Meanwhile, America entered the war. 

Episode 08: REVOLUTION 1917; The effect of the Great War shattered nations, inspired mass 

mutinies by desperate troops, caused great upheaval on the home front and changed the world 

forever. 

Episode 09: GERMANY LAST GAMBLE 1918; Over one million German troops were committed to 

Kaiserschlacht - the last great offensive of the war - while conflict still raged on many other fronts. 

Episode 10: WAR WITHOUT END; The dramatic Allied victory at Amiens led to victory in just 100 days 

- and the signing of a bitterly-resented peace, while other nations stumbled towards their own 

ceasefire agreements. 
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The Five (2010) 
 

Summer vacation in Mountain's Edge, a sprawling two-square-

mile subdivision of three-story half-million-dollar catalogue 

homes in suburban Denver. At the heart of the subdivision, its 

own fleet of soccer fields, manicured and gleaming - a game in 

play, a swarm of 12-year-olds running from end to end, moms and 

dads in that "off-duty Hollywood" look. At the foot of the 

subdivision: The desert to one side, long and dry, and endless-

looking. To the other side, a span of high-desert foothills, rolling 

upward into the greener, higher mountains. It is here that two 

sets of kids (Ry Feder Pruett, 16-year-old Ben Larned) - neighbors 

in both landscape and loss - will wake one morning to find that 

their paths begin to resemble that of a character in their favorite 

mythological book series. What they don't yet know is that an 

invisible darkness following them is what they make it out to be - 

themselves, their fears about their parents, the frequency of 

change in their lives, and the instability of a world lived on the mountain's edge. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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The Fixer (1998) 
 

Jack Killoran is a lawyer who can 'fix' any situation for his wealthy 

clients, usually by bribing or blackmailing corrupt officials. Killoran 

runs afoul of some of his clients when he has a crisis of conscience 

after miraculously surviving a riding accident. Very unique story 

about a turnaround life in organized crime... I would think it's hard 

to imagine such a possibility, but this is a very realistic film, 

without minimizing the costs, the hardness of what might be 

involved. A lot of art, creative camerawork and imagery for a 

television movie, too. Well-written and masterfully directed. 

Converted from VCD...English Soundtrack...Thai Subtitles  



The Flamingo Kid (1984) 
 

Jeffrey Willis (20-year-old Matt Dillon) has just finished high 

school and isn't quite sure what the future holds. His parents 

expect him to go to college but he is starting to find his close-knit 

family stifling. He gets a summer job at the Flamingo club where 

he meets Phil Brody, a successful car dealer who fills Jeffrey's 

head with ideas about how to make his fortune. Phil is everything 

Jeffrey would like to be - popular, rich and the best gin rummy 

player the club has ever seen. Jeffrey's coming of age includes a 

romance with the very pretty Carla Samson, but the shine on Phil 

Brody's philosophy of life wears off when he uncovers a 

significant flaw in his character. Jeffrey feels boxed in; in his 

home, in his life, in his dreams. At the Flamingo beach club his 

eyes are opened to a world filled with what he sees as beautiful 

people and perfect lives. He turns his back on his family in pursuit of easy street. Jeffrey falls in love 

with pretty beach girl Carla, and appears to be on his way to a cushy job selling sports cars for the 

slick Mr. Brody. It all begins to fall apart when Jeffrey discovers that Mr. Brody misled him; and 

further disintegrates when he notices Mr. Brody cheating at cards. Jeffrey must finally choose 

between his dreams and honor. He returns to his family, which he now sees not as a box, but as a 

foundation. This is a wonderfully entertaining story chock full of lessons in life. The lessons, are 

pretty universal and most have to be learned the hard way. The "kid", played by Matt Dillon, enters 

the world of the well-to-do, more well to do than him anyway. He is from a blue-collar neighborhood 

in 1963 Brooklyn. His entry??? Employment at the "El Flamingo", an upper-middle class beach club. 

Richard Crenna, wonderful as the slick, gin rummy playing member, befriends the kid. The lessons of 

the world revolve around the "big" gin rummy game. Lots of laughs, lots of fun, and Janet Jones 

make this movie a must see. I've seen it dozens of times myself, and will probably watch it dozens 

more. One more thing. A special mention to Jessica Walter. She gave one of the most believe-able 

performances I've ever seen. I HATED HER. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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The Flamingo Rising (2001) 
 

When Hubert Lee decides to open the world's largest drive-in 

movie theater across the street from a funeral parlor, a feud 

erupts between Lee and Turner Knight, the owner of the funeral 

home. As Lee's many promotional ideas become more and more 

outrageous, he continues to enrage Knight until one of the 

promotions backfires with grave consequences. The movie is the 

story of Abraham Jakob Lee (14-year-old Christopher Larkin), an 

adopted Korean child. His father, Hubert T. Lee, owns and 

operates the largest drive-in theater, The Flamingo, located on the 

eastern shores of North Florida. It sits next to Turner Knight's 

funeral parlor/house. Hubert and Turner feud over the Flamingo, 

while Abraham falls for Turner's daughter, Grace. Brian Benben 

(as Hubet), received third billing, yet carries the film with his 

humor. As goes with most movies based on novels, the book was 

better. The author, Larry Baker, admitted that he was not pleased 

with the screenplay. The screenplay certainly lacked depth, but 

what's new with TV movies? Some of the characters names were changed. The author was not 

happy, but he said the writers couldn't get permission from people of the same names. The Knights 

names were changed from the Wests. Abraham's middle name in the book was Isaac. The movie was 

also cleaned up since it was a Hallmark production. There was plenty of sexual interaction between 

the kids who worked at the movie theater which also would have provided a better understanding of 

why Abe and Alice were close. There was also NO smoking on the set, which is ironic since it was 

1968. The movie was shot on location in Marineland and St. Augustine. (Marineland is a city in 

Flagler County, FL, and has a park of the same name). 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English Soundtrack  



The Fog (2005) 
 

Exactly one hundred years ago, off the rocky shore of an isolated 

Northern California town, a ship of lepers seeking refuge was 

betrayed by the town's founding fathers and burned, dooming 

everyone aboard. Now, tonight, the ghosts of the long-dead 

mariners have returned from their watery graves to exact 

revenge. Shrouded within a supernatural fog, the ghosts trap the 

residents of the remote community, intent on seeking out the 

descendants of those who founded the town...and killing anyone 

who stands in their murderous path. John Carpenter's name is 

synonymous with horror films. A few films were not well received, 

but he's gone on to develop a cult status. His movie The Fog was 

not considered a huge hit, but has become near and dear to many 

horror film lovers bloody hearts. So when it was announced that it 

was part of the rampage of remakes and sequels, half of those 

who heard rejoiced. They expected that better effects could make the film scarier. The other half of 

horror-files just shook their heads, expecting another disaster in film. What could a bigger budget 

and new hot young actors do to freshen it up? Would a bad episode of the Weather Channel really 

scare a new generation? I was one of the ones shaking my head, skeptical, but I gave it a shot. Two 

of television's young actors, Tom Welling from Smallville, and Maggie Grace from Lost, star in this 

unnecessary update. The film tries to fill seats with promised SSA (Scares, Screams and Sex Appeal)- 

obvious from the quick cut trailer which shows typical horror shots AND a low shot of Maggie Grace 

in her underwear. The promises are never fulfilled. The remake keeps the same plot of the first 

movie. Apparently somewhere in Antonio Bay's history people have been wronged. Unhappy and 

looking for revenge, these people come back in the Fog around the town's anniversary. For some 

reason the film forgets to add the part which makes the audience care about the characters. You 

don't care if the living out run the Fog or not. With scary and prophetic statements like "It came back 

from the sea, things always do" this movie provokes eye rolling and incredulous looks every five 

minutes. Nothing in this movie made it redeemable. Trying to add comedy, DeRay Davis, as Spooner, 

is just confusing. At the same time makes one wonder why he's the only person who isn't white in 

the entire town. The only way that anyone should sit through this movie is if it's being used as a form 

of torture. I recommend you tell them what they want to know and forgo the pain. I wish I had. 

Leaving a horror film shocked or scared out of your wits is a desired effect. What The Fog leaves you 

with is scary- you've just wasted over an hour of your life watching a needless remake. 

Copy Of Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack...English, French, Chinese, Malay & Thai Subtitles  



The Fool Killer (Violent Journey) (El Asesino De Tontos) (1965) 

 

12-year-old George Mellish (14-year-old Edward Albert), tired of 

beatings for both real and fancied misdeeds at the hands of his 

foster parents, runs away from home by hopping a freight train 

and lands somewhere east of the Mississippi River. The first 

person he meets is Dirty Jim Helliman who lives in a fantastically 

filthy hovel and with whom George feels a kindred spirit, both 

having "suffered" at the hands of a clean woman. It is (really dirty) 

Dirty Jim that tells George of the mythical, eight-foot bogey man 

called "The Fool Killer." George gets sick and Dirty Jim takes him 

to town where Mrs. Ova Faversham takes charge of the feverish 

boy. When Blessing Angeline, Mrs. Faversham's 10-year-old 

daughter, tells George that her mother intends to return him to 

his foster parents, George hits the road again. He meets Milo 

Bogardus, a young Civil War veteran, who has been robbed of his 

memory by a war wound, and is as lost in his own way as George. 

THey come upon a camp meeting, where the fanatical Reverend Spotts is conducting a revivalist 

meeting and during the religious frenzy, George blacks out. He comes to and is alone, and is 

unaware that the Reverend has been murdered, and starts in his search to find Milo. He finds a 

home with the Dodds, small town store keepers. When, at supper, Dodds makes mention of the 

murder of the Reverend Spotts, George blurts out that "The Fool Killer done it" and tells them the 

legend as told to him by Dirty Jim. That evening, while George lies in bed, a shadow appears at his 

window. It is the figure of a tall, gaunt apparition, ax in hand ready to strike---"The Fool Killer!" I was 

a part of the filming of this movie. I appeared in at least one scene as an "extra" and was there for 

the filming of many other scenes. It was filmed on location in Knox County and Blount County in 

Tennessee in 1963 and premiered at Tennessee Theater in Knoxville TN in April 1965. The outside of 

Dirty Jim's house was filmed at my home place at Concord Tennessee. The cast did an excellent job. 

My rating is high for the cast. The plot is good but could have been handled a bit better in my 

opinion. Overall, this movie is worth seeing. This movie portrays a young boy befriending people 

while he is on his own and shows a scared but loving kid. 
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The Forgotten (2004) 
 

A grieving mother, Telly Paretta, is struggling to cope with the loss 

of her 9-year-old son (Christopher Kovaleski & Matthew 

Pleszewicz). She is stunned when her psychiatrist and her husband 

tell her that she has created eight years of memories of a son she 

never had. But when she meets the father of one of her son's 

friend who is having the same experience, Telly embarks on a 

mission to prove her son's existence and her sanity. What if one 

day you were told that everything you knew, everything you 

loved, everything you remembered never really happened? The 

film starts out several days after a plane crash with a grieving 

mother, played by Moore, trying to get over the death of her son. 

When she finally seems to be doing better, strange forces seem to 

be trying to cause the children to be forgotten, and therefore 

giving the mother no other choice but to find out why. Telly 

Paretta (Julianne Moore) is a mother who can not forget her 9-year-old son Sam, who died in a plane 

crash. When the memory of Sam is erased from the persons close to her, Telly investigates and finds 

Ash Correll (Dominic West), a father who misses his daughter, who died in the same accident. A 

further investigation of them shows a kind of conspiracy with a surprising conclusion. "The 

Forgotten" is a good thriller, which recalls X-Files, but the theatrical conclusion is horrible. I was very 

disappointed with the last fifteen minutes, but the alternate ending in the DVD is better and better 

and saves the story. I am suspicious to write about the wonderful Julianne Moore, since I am a great 

fan of her, but she has another excellent performance. It is amazing how beautiful and talented this 

actress is. The cinematography is excellent, the effects are sometimes very scary and I enjoyed this 

movie. I could be better with some improvements in the screenplay, but anyway I recommend it to 

fans of X-Files. 
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The Fringe Dwellers (1986) 
 

Story of an aboriginal family who tries to move out of the fringe 

into the main white community. A very unpopular film in its day 

sometime in 1986, this excellent Bruce Beresford film was wholly 

ignored by the Australian public and was regarded by critics of the 

time as a major misfire. Well maybe time will be kinder as I intend 

to be as I believe it is a compassionate funny and quite realistic 

look at the attempt of one Aboriginal (black) family to move from 

the riverbank shanty into a nice new house in town...which 

through the help of every relative and extended family hanger-on, 

manage to repaint lime green and almost completely trash - all 

within just one month. Told (like the superb NO WORRIES) 

through the eyes of their teenage daughter THE FRINGE 

DWELLERS does not falter in portraying the family and their 

calamities of lifestyle and town prejudices warts and all. Filmed in 

the small Queensland town of Murgon with plenty of local color and humor, THE FRINGE DWELLERS 

is often very funny showing the equally cringe-worthy and ghastly head-shaking behavior as 'the 

norm'. It is easy to take a set against the content as it all probably is exactly why well meaning white 

Australian townspeople criticize the unbelievable but true shabbiness and social disaster that 

happens when black rural Australia tries to go white. It is actually a heartfelt and charming film, well 

crafted and lovingly portrayed. It well deserves another new century view and I champion Director 

Bruce Beresford for his vision and humor. It also clearly shows his adept hand in an earlier clash of 

culture that was so celebrated in DRIVING MISS DAISY. 
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The Frisco Kid (No Knife) (1979) 
 

A Polish rabbi wanders through the Old West on his way to lead a 

synagogue in San Francisco. On the way he is nearly burnt at the 

stake by Indians and almost killed by outlaws. A rabbi (Wilder) 

from Poland goes to America to lead a Jewish community. When 

he arrives in America he is highjacked and has to work his way 

across the country. On the way he meets up with a bank robber 

(Ford) and they form a friendship, have many misadventures 

including being captured by Indians. It's 1850 and newly-ordained 

orthodox rabbi Avram Belinski sets out on horseback from 

Philadelphia to San Francisco, knowing only that California's 

"somewhere near New York." Cowpoke bandit Tom Lillard hasn't 

seen a rabbi before. But he knows when one needs a heap of help. 

And getting this tenderfoot to Frisco in one piece is going to cause 

a heap of trouble -- with the law, Indians and a bunch of ruthless 

killers. When the "Frisco Kid" first came on TV two decades ago I 

recorded it and watched it over and over, my wife and friends and I quoting parts of it at each other 

at appropriate moments in our lives. I read the (some) lukewarm comments here on the Database 

and the more positive ones and let them ride, just keeping this small pearl tucked away as my 

favorite movie. Then last night I came home, turned on the TV and caught Gene Wilder as the rabbi 

Avram Belinksi trying NOT to look at the woman on the train's wondrous cleavage as he was making 

his way to 1850 San Francisco, so I and sat down and watched the movie through again. It is still as 

funny, quaint, realistic, well acted and kind as it has ever been. Gene Wilder demonstrates the best 

acting he has ever done. He IS Avram Belinski. Complex, human, childlike and oh so (what I imagine) 

European Jewish. A stranger in a doubly strange land. Strange by being an urban Pole in the "wild 

west" and strange by being a Jew in that world. I learnt a lot about "Jewishness" from this movie, 

and at the same time a lot about Americanism too. Being neither myself I can still appreciate the 

humour. Humanist, long suffering, realistic and proud. Whatever it is inside me that makes me feel 

good and part of humanity is touched by "The Frisco Kid". That is why I regard it as my "favorite" 

movie, not the best movie ever made. That title I reserve for another totally different obscure B/W 

movie called "King and Country" whose demonstrated injustice is counter-balanced by Avram's 

integrity. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...Hebrew Subtitles 
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The Fruit Machine (Wonderland) (1988) 
 

The 16-year-old gay Eddie (17-year-old Emile Charles) runs away 

from home, where he's constantly harassed by his father. With his 

friend Michael (Tony Forsyth) he witnesses at the gay disco "Fruit 

Machine" how it's owner is slayed by killer Echo. They run away, 

but now the killer's after them - however after Eddie visits a 

dolphin show, he's more concerned about their life than his. The 

idea of the story is not bad, but the use of stereotypes (Edie 

behaves very effeminate, the people in the man only bar too) only 

makes this movie painful to watch. The only character I liked was 

Michael, since he behaves like a normal boy (and is sexy too...) 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



The Full Monty (1997) 
 

Six unemployed steel workers, inspired by the Chippendale's 

dancers, form a male striptease act. The women cheer them on to 

go for "the full monty" - total nudity. The setting is Sheffield 

England, once the "City of Steel", home of a massive steel industry 

and jobs aplenty. Today with the industry in decline and the 

steelworks closed down there is widespread unemployment and 

despair. Two unemployed friends stumble upon a Chippendales-

like show that's very popular with the local women. Eventually 

they decide they too would like to give it a go, but they can't 

dance and aren't what most would call good physical specimens. 

They have their doubts but are determined to give it a shot. On 

their way they pick up four other unlikely candidates and begin 

practising for the big night. To drum up interest, they boast they'll 

go 'the full monty' (a phrase meaning 'all the way' - nude), something they hadn't planned and aren't 

sure they can deliver. Will they?, won't they?, can they keep their antics from their families?, can 

they stay out of trouble? can they pull a crowd? All will be revealed, well maybe. Sheffield, England. 

Once a bright community "on the move", the city has fallen into ruin after the steel factories are 

closed and thousands of men lose their jobs. Gary "Gaz" (Robert Carlyle) is a former worker and 

about to lose his son because he can't pay for joint custody. His friends (and former co-workers) 

aren't doing much better: Dave (Mark Addy) is depressed and convinced his wife isn't interested in 

their marriage anymore; Lomper (Steve Huison) has to take care of his mom and is suicidal; and 

Gerald (Tom Wilkinson) has been lying to his wife for six months about his unemployment. After 

stumbling across a Chipendales dance club and seeing how many women are paying for it (ten quid 

times a thousand women equals... "a lot of money"), Gaz realizes that if they can do it, so can he. 

The guys pull together, adding Horse (Paul Barber) and Guy (Hugo Speer) to the line-up. But Gaz 

realizes that they have to offer something that the "real thing" doesn't... so these guys are going 

"the full monty", which means going totally nude! They not be young, they not be pretty, they not 

be very good, but they're there, and for one night only, with nothing to lose, they're daring to go The 

Full Monty! The Full Monty offers a seductive, playful piece of comic gumption: Six unemployed steel 

workers become amateur male strippers, baring themselves as an antidote to the dole. The title is 

British slang for "buck naked," but the film isn't about nudity, or lust, exactly. It takes as its subject 

the free-falling sense of desperation provoked by unemployment. As these flaccid bodies strive to 

exude "sexiness," director Peter Cattaneo turns their struggle into a blue-collared survival reflex, 

which yields a thin yet agreeable amount of emotional weight. Robert Carlyle plays a bitter but 

devoted divorced father trying to meet his support payments so his son will trust him, and Mark 

Addy just wants to provide for his nurturing wife, who worries about the secret G-string buried in 

her flabby husband's underwear drawer. Suffering ritual-humiliation for the sake of loved ones, 

these men pawn their dignity for economic survival. Cattaneo allows the script to hint at the social 

and fiscal conditions endured by the working-class under Thatcher, but mostly he avoids politicizing 

the material. Instead, he aims for rowdy, laugh-out-loud passages about awkward pseudo-

debauchery. Perhaps The Full Monty settles for rather broad, coarse humor, but it has intensely 



pleasing charms and Cattaneo gives it an unexpected deadpan consistency. He exposes the comedy 

of shame, and then the comedy of shamelessness. 
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The Further Adventures Of The Wilderness Family (1978) 
 

The true story of a modern pioneer family who turned their backs 

on civilization...never to return. This movie hit the screen on 

November 15 1978 starring Robert Logan as Skip Robinson, The 

Gorgeous Susan Damante Shaw as Pat Robinson, Heather Rattary 

as Jenny Robinson, Ham Larsen as Toby Robinson, and George 

Buck Flower as Boomer. The heart-pounding sequel to the 

Adventures of the Wilderness Family continues the saga of the 

family who decide to leave the city life for their cabin in the 

Rockies Mountain. When we last left the Robinson family, Pat had 

to make a decision whether she wanted to stay or leave. Pat 

decides to stay, so the saga continues and we pick up part 2 with 

Mike the doctor returns to the Robinson home with supplies for 

the winter and a new pilot. Not only did Mike bring school 

supplies for Toby he also brought shots of medicine that Toby has 

to get in his arm. As the Robinsons are preparing for the up coming season they go to the smoke 

house where the curing meat for winter. Toby had been bugging Skip to teach him how to shoot a 

gun so his dad agrees. While taking target practice Toby shot scares poor Boomer almost out of his 

pants. The family who hasn't seen Boomer for a while receives gifts from the old miner. Pat and 

Jenny attempts Boomer into stay for dinner by wetting his appetite with Venus Roast baked in wild 

mustard greens, mash potatoes and fresh homemade Apple Pie an offer Boomer can't refuse. 

Boomer as Skip if there staying for the winter and they say yes because this is there home. Boomer 

tells the Robinson not can the winters get blustery but they also have to beware of Scare Face who's 

a black wolf that got his leg busted in a steel trap. Toby tells Boomer that he can sleep with Samson 

who's a big black bear that's a friend of the family. Boomer tells Skip that he's not sleeping with any 

bear so Skip makes Samson get out of Jake's old cabin. During the night Boomer gets not only a visit 

from Bambino, he also gets a visit from two **** ****. The next Boomer shows Jenny how to milk a 

goat however, while milking bambino decides he wants a drink and so do the **** ****. During the 

night, the Robinson chicken house gets a visit from a predator that gets into a fight with the family 

dog crust. The Robinsons spend the Thanksgiving holiday with Boomer who never knew what a 

holiday could be like until this one. After the holidays are over, the Robinson's must get ready to face 

mother natures best including the fierce winter storms, an avalanche and the hungry wild animals 

that live in the Rocky Mountains. Watch as Americans favorite family stands strong together to 

prove that the best things in life are free. Share in the adventures of a lifetime as the lovable cast 

returns for the second chapter. The only difference is Heather Rattary plays the role of Jenny where 

she didn't in the first movie. I think Heather was much better as Jenny in the second film and was 

able to help Pat do more things. A few thoughts on this picture from a weasel view. First, I just love 

the scenery of where the picture was shot in the Colorado Rocky Mountains. The only way I think 

you could get a picture of this is go where the pictures were made because you can't fine wall 

pictures that beautiful. Now when you talk about beauty you can't use the word in this film unless 

you use with Susan Damante Shaw. Susan is a very beautiful, gorgeous woman who not can get her 

hands dirty, help build a cabin, cut firewood and all those other chores, and look gorgeous doing. I'm 

surprise that she did have more movie roles but that doesn't matter because the ones she did do are 



classics. With that and on the beauty of the Rocky Mountains along with the gorgeous Susan 

Damante Shaw I give this picture the highest weasel amount of stars you can give which is 10. 
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The Garbage Pail Kids Movie (1987) 
 

Seven disgusting kids but nevertheless of interesting personality 

are being made of the green mud coming out of garbage can. 

Once alive their master gives them rules to obey although they 

think that life is funnier without following stupid regulations like 

no television or no candy. Naturally this will cause some conflicts. 

You people are insane and m' toissing the point. When I was a 

teenager I used to take my friends out to the worst movie I could 

find on my birthday. I subjected them to everything from 'Plan 9 

from Outer Space' to 'Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band'. My 

piece dah rezistence was 'The Garbage Pail Kids Movie'. This 

movie is so bad, it is almost impossible to find. It makes 'Teenage 

Mutant Ninja Turtles 2 look like Citizen Kane'. Please release this 

on DVD. In a universe where it's easier for me to buy 'Erin 

Brokovich' than 'The Garbage Pail Kids Movie' there is no god. 
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The Gay Deceivers (1969) 
 

Danny and Elliot avoid military service by pretending to be gay, 

but they have to act the part when the recruiting officer doesn't 

buy it. I thought this was a terrific movie. I'm very sorry to say that 

Michael Greer of Fortune And Men's Eyes fame died last year of 

lung cancer. I was devistated. I was such a big fan of his. He was a 

great actor, and I read a lot about him. He was a comedien as well 

as an actor. This was Greer's first movie, and he did a great job. 

This movie was made in 1969, about two men who escape the 

army by pretending to be gay. I thought it was very funny. I have 

not seen many 60's movies, very few actually, but this one was a 

great. Watch it, you'll love it! 
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The Geisha Boy (1958) 
 

Gilbert Wooley is a second-rate magician who is sent to entertain 

the troops in the pacific. During his time in Japan he becomes 

attached to a little orphan boy (Robert Hirano). I think this is one 

Jerry Lewis's best films. Not only is it incredibly funny, but it 

evokes compassion (Mr. Wooley's relationship with the young 

boy is touching, and will make you cry) from the audience without 

being too sentimental. The Japanese setting is beautiful and 

exotic, and Miss Kimi is lovely and charming. No wonder Mr. 

Wooley prefers her to the cold American Sergeant Pearson 

(Suzanne Pleshette)! When Mr. Wooley accidentally knocks a big 

Hollywood actress down an airplane staircase--that has to be one 

of the funniest scenes in any Lewis film. This is a great family 

movie, and I highly recommend it to anyone who wants good 

comedy with a touch of tenderness in it. It ranks right up there 

with "The Nutty Professor" (1963). 
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The Gemini Factor (1987) 
 

Twins Lee (15-year-old Charlie Creed-Miles) and Leah (12-year-old 

Louisa Millwood-Haigh) separated at birth. Two rings forming the 

Yin and Yang. Two telepathic minds. A ancient clock-tower. A 

mystery to keep you awake. Lee and Leah are both 14-years-old, 

and share the same birthday. They were both found abandoned 

as babies - separately - and with each of them had been left a ring 

depicting half a yin-yang symbol. As soon as they come within a 

few miles of one another they start experiencing visions of one 

another's experiences. The revelation that they were in fact twins came as little of a surprise, 

especially after the CITV presenter's introductory announcement that the series was about "a 

brother and sister with telepathic powers". 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1987) 
 

Episode 1: The Forerunner; Leah keeps having weird and terrifying dreams. In another part of town, 

the impending arrival of a difficult foster boy means trouble for everyone. 

Episode 2: Mirror Image; Lee is planning a break-in which turns out to be more of a nightmare. 

Meanwhile Leah's strange dreams are fast turning into a nightmare of a different kind. 

Episode 3: The Clock Tower; Lee and Leah now experience similar telepathic dreams, even when 

they are awake. When Leah is asked to lead a protest at school Lee dramatically intervenes. 

Episode 4: The Ring; Lee is determined to find out more about the ring that Ruth has stolen from 

Leah. Ruth gives Leah a few home truths and learns some about Lee. 

Episode 5: Reflections; Oliver suggests Leah should visit the clock tower which still terrifies her. Ve 

rity's planned picnic there nearly turns into a tragedy. 

Episode 6: Electric Storms; Lee and Leah are finally destined to meet, will their combined 

supernatural powers be for good or evil? 
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The Genesis Children (1972) 
 

A group of American teen boys (Greg Hill, Peter Glawson, David 

Johnson, Jack Good, Butch Burr, Max Adams, Bubba Collins & 

Mike Good) go to Rome in this controversial art film. Judging from 

comments on other sites, people either love or hate this movie. I 

was warned that it would be crap, but I was even more enticed by 

the theme: A bunch of teens doing what they are best at - being 

beautiful. And that was exactly what it was. There is no story 

whatsoever and the so called philosophical theme is just there as 

an alibi - its naive statements make you laugh. What's more - the 

acting sucks. The Genesis Children really is a pathetic movie, by 

normal movie standards. The only point with The Genesis 

Children is to show teenage boys naked. And God, that's a great 

point! That is 'radical' in today's society, where The Boy has been 

made asexual and this film would be considered child porn in 

certain countries. I watched it smiling, both at the boys' beauty and at the fact that such a film has 

been made at all. Watch this movie symbolically. If you like the works of Larry Clark, you will like The 

Genesis Children. (This movie is hard to get - I tried for about a year on eBay but was always outbid. 

Finally, I came across it on Amazon Marketplace for $45.). No story but lots of naked boys on beach. 
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The Ghosts Of Motley Hall (1976-8) 
 

This comedy from the creator of the immortal Catweazle is set 

among the ghostly inhabitants of dilapidated Motley Hall who are 

determined to keep their home from being sold or otherwise 

intruded upon by the rude living. Matt (Sean Flanagan) the 

eighteenth century stable-lad, Bodkin the Elizabethan Fool, Fanny 

the eighteenth century fop, Sir George the Victorian fogey and the 

enigmatic White Lady are the ghosts; their foil is the ghost-shy real 

estate agent Mr. Gudgin. The special effects of ghosts appearing 

and disappearing etc. are indeed special, in the same way as 

Doctor Who's "I can see the string" monsters, but as with Doctor 

Who and other great shows of that era, this only adds to the 

charm. The characters each bring points of view to bear on their 

predicaments based on their respective historical origins and 

conflicts occasionally arise from these culture clashes. The regular 

cast and guest actors are good to excellent as one would expect from the likes of Freddie Jones, 

Nicholas le Prevost etc. This is the sort of story, like Catweazle, which stimulates the imagination 

irresistibly to create new scenarios for the characters, and the desire to join in with their adventures 

is considerable. As a child "The Ghosts of Motley Hall" seemed to offer me a very attractive idea of a 

possible after-life; it would be nice to think we could all spend our after-lives so amusingly. 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1976) 
 

Episode 1: The Last Uproar; As the ghost of Sir George oversees his fellow ghosts in the hanging of 

hos portrait, they are joined by the arrival of a new ghost, Matt, who was the stable boy in life. His 

arrival comes with the news that the last member of the family, Sir Humphrey Uproar, has died, and 

that the house now faces demolition from land developers. 

Episode 2: Old Gory; Matt sees a strange glow and hears moaning, and the other ghosts inform him 

that it is the ghost of Old Gory, a headless ghost who has returned every five years since the War of 

the Roses. Matt wants to cheer up the old spirit, but a parapsychologist and his wife show up at the 

mansion and with them could come spectators which the resident ghosts are trying to avoid. 

However, Old Gory likes the idea of having guests. 

Episode 3: Box of Tricks; Tempers flare as the ghosts play Bridge in the belfry, and their activity 

disturbs a mystical box which affects their lives and habits. Meanwhile, two criminals named 

Geoffrey and Ronald discover Motley all and use it to hide their stolen goods. When the box allows 

the ghost of Sir George to be seen by a police officer, he becomes a suspect for the robbery of the 

stolen items. 

Episode 4: Bad Lord William and the British Banana Company; Mr. Gudgin brings a client named 

Wallis to see Motley Hall, but the ghosts are upset when he reveals his intention to gut and 



modernize the hall. To make things worse, Wallis rediscovers the sword hilt of Bad Lord William, the 

Hall's most tyrannical owner. Keeping the hilt hidden keeps William from returning, and now that he 

is awake, he vows to torture them all as punishment for his death by poisoning after he kills Gudgin 

and Wallis to make them ghosts. 

Episode 5: Perfida Blackart Rides Again; Sir George announces he is going to write his memoirs and 

discovers the diary of his ancestor to inspire him, but the pages from the English Civil War are 

missing. When it is implied the White Lady took the pages, it is rationalized that there is something 

embarrassing in the pages that could reveal something of her identity in those pages. 

Episode 6: Double Trouble; Fanny is bailing water out of his leaky room, and the ghosts try to get 

Gudgin to carry out repairs. They are annoyed when Matt scares Gudgin away. Meanwhile, Sir 

george still trying to write his memoirs needs a seance to contact his old brigadier general for facts, 

but the whole attempt is awry when Matt ruins contact. The ghosts expel him from Motley Hall, but 

then a doppleganger pops up to take his place and sow dissent among the others. 

Episode 7: The Pogmore Experiment; Vagrants have become a problem at Motley Hall, and expelling 

them brings Professor Pogmore, a parapsychologist with a device to dispel the energies of Motley 

Hall, and possibly erasing the ghosts from existence unless the spirits can discredit him. 
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Series 2 (6 Episodes) (1977) 
 

Episode 1: The Christmas Spirit; The spirits of Motley Hall celebrate Christmas even if the White Lady 

acts too depressed to join in with the festivities. Sir George reminisces about one Xmas from his past 

where a tree cut down for the holiday introduced a rather malevolent elemental into the house. 

Episode 2: Sir Peveril's Hoard; Gudgin discovers thieves have stolen all the lead from the roof and is 

told to replace it will cost more money than he has. They look for something he can sell to save 

Motley Hall, but Matt wakes the spirit of old Lord Peveril Uproar, an old miser with a fortune still left 

somewhere on the premises. 

Episode 3: Where Are You, White Feather?; An elderly psychic named Emily Tiffin crashes into a tree 

near Motley Hall after sensing Matt's spirit. As Gudgin has her car fixed, Emily introduces the ghosts 

to her spirit guide, a Native American apparition named Little Feather, who tricks Bodkin to take his 

place as Emily's guide so that he can pass over. 

Episode 4: Godfrey of Basingstoke; When Matt finds a wedding ring by the lake, it distresses the 

White Lady who is depressed on not recalling her life when she was alive. She wants to be treated as 

a woman, but when Matt sees the White Lady somehow outside the house, he goes to investigate, 

losing the ring into a well and waking up the dormant spirit of Godfrey of Basingstroke who 

announces that the White Lady is his long-lost wife Matilda. 

Episode 5: Ghost of a Chance; Gudgin gets his head stuck in the banister while surveying Motley Hall 

for damages. The ghosts have a hard time trying to save him. Matt rushes to try and get Gudgin's 



cousin, John and his family to help, but he has a problem trying to get them into Motley when they 

can't see him. 

Episode 6: Horoscope; The ghosts discover that Gudgin has sold Motley Hall to a rich businessman 

named Stamford Hives, but Sir George becomes upset when his portrait is replaced for the 

businessman's. Hives wants the ghosts out, refusing to share the house with him, but Sir George 

wants him out and vows to use the businessman's horoscope to force him to depart. 
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Series 3 (6 Episodes) (1978) 
 

Episode 1: Family Tree; The Ghosts of Motley Hall are fearing the annual return of Old Gory when 

two Americans arrive at Motley. One of them is related to the Uproar family looking for research on 

the family. As Sir George tries without success to contact the Americans with the info they want, 

Matt decides to get Old Gory to pass on the info since he can be seen by the living. 

Episode 2: Ghost Writer; The ghosts of Motley are intrigued when a film crew arrives to make a 

video history on the Uproar family, but they become upset by the horrible slant by which they are 

being portrayed. With the historical inaccuracies and slander become too much to tolerate, the 

ghosts vow to destroy the production at all costs. 

Episode 3: Skeleton in the Cupboard (1); Gudgin is showing Motley Hall to another potential advisor 

whom Sir George promptly scares away. He confesses that he thinks Gudgin should own Motley, but 

Fanny is upset at being ordered about by him and challenges him to a duel. They will duel with 

croquet mallets. When Matt takes one of the Mallets into the garden, he is confronted by the spirit 

of an old maid named Alexandra who accuses Sir George of murdering her. 

Episode 4: Skeleton in the Cupboard (2); Sir George swears the murder of Alexandra was an accident. 

Her arrival has thrown the other ghosts into turmoil, and Sir George flees into the bell tower for 

peace. In order to be rid of Alexandra, the ghosts try to get Sir George to play one last game with her 

with the price deciding who gets to remain at Motley. 

Episode 5: Party Piece; In preparation for Halloween, the ghosts discover an old piano Gudgin is 

storing at Motley Hall. When Sir George tries to play it, the ghost of concert playwright, Ludwig 

Stumpf, appears forbidding them from playing it. The White Lady soon tries to entice him into 

playing a piece from it. 

Episode 6: Narcissus Bullock's Bell; Gudgin recovers a bell from the grounds at Motley Hall, but is 

confronted by the ghost of a highwayman named Narcissus Bullock who stole the bell from a vicar 

and now wants it back. Ringing it expels the ghosts out of Motley, and they must trek back home. 

Fanny meeting his old friend Narcissus along the way, but upon reaching Motley Hall, the ghosts 

realize a strange force keeps them from entering their home once more. 
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Specials (1 Episode) (1977) 
 

Phantomime; It's Christmastime again, but this time, none of the ghosts are in a Yuletide spirit 

except Matt who opens the house to two old ladies. One of them has a bottle with a jinn in it, but 

Fanny releases it after confusing jinn for gin. The jinn grants Fanny's wish to be master of Motley Hall 

and imprisons everyone to the cellar, but when the jinn takes over the house, it's up to Fanny to try 

and rectify the matter. 
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The Gift (1990) 
 

A young boy (15-year-old Tat Whalley [acts and looks like a 13-

year-old]) discovers that he has the power to read other people's 

thoughts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1990) 
 

Episode 1: The Warning; 14-year-old Davy Price is sent to stay with his grandparents in Wales. There 

he discovers that he has a disturbing power to read other people's minds known as the "Gift". 

Episode 2: Wolf; Davy's "gift" proves to be more of a hindrance than a help, especially when he 

starts receiving disturbing images from a strange character known as Wolf. 

Episode 3: Black Hat and Monkey; Davy is convinced that his father is planning something. 

Episode 4: The Man of Fire; John Price, Davy's father, is planning the perfect robbery. 

Episode 5: Count Down; The robbery is frustrated and Wolf comes looking for revenge. His target is 

Davy Price. 

Episode 6: Full Circle; Davy and his family return to Wales to recover from their ordeal. A figure from 

the far-distant past is waiting for them. 
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The Girl Next Door (2004) 
 

An ambitious high school senior, Matthew (Hirsch), with dreams 

of a career in politics is overjoyed to discover that his new 

neighbor, 19-year-old Danielle (Cuthbert), is absolutely beautiful, 

and they fall in love quickly, head over heels. Their relationship is 

put to the test, however when he discovers (along with the rest of 

the town, eventually) that she used to be a porn star... (Olyphant 

plays her ex-boyfriend; Remar plays a skin flick producer she used 

to work for.) The Girl Next Door is a story of an intelligent and 

very ambitious High School Senior (19-year-old Emile Hirsch) who 

has never experienced any type of personal exciting or thrilling 

event. His life, up to this point, has been preparing for his future 

of attending Georgetown University and eventually following his 

dream of becoming president. Although he is happy for being 

accepted to the school of his dreams, he feels unfulfilled and 

longs to do or achieve something outrageous as he sees his fellow students doing. This all changes 

when the girl of his dreams (Elisha Cuthbert) moves in next door. At first sight of her, he is 

astounded by her beauty and style. They then meet under humorous circumstances when he is seen 

by her, watching her through his bedroom window. She possesses the ability to make him take risks 

and do the things that he never believed that he could allow himself to do. Slowly they begin to 

"see" each other and fall in love. This again changes when he discovers that her former profession, 

which she avoids mentioning, lies in the adult film industry. More conflicts arise when she is 

persuaded, by her prior producer, to return to "the business." A straight-arrow high-school senior 

falls in love with the perfect 'girl-next-door', only to discover she is a former porn star. He comes to 

realize that if he wants this very special woman, he better be willing to risk it all and experience a 

journey for which he never could have prepared. Matthew Kidman (Emile Hirsch) is a non-popular 

nerd in his high-school, having just two friends, Eli (20-year-old Chris Marquette) and Klitz (20-year-

old Paul Dano), and concerned with the situation of a Cambodean student and in getting a 

scholarship to Georgetown. When the sexy Danielle (Elisha Cuthbert) comes to live in the next door, 

they date and fall in love for each other. Later, Matthew finds that Danielle was a porn star, but 

when her former boyfriend and producer Kelly (Timothy Olyphant) visits her and invites her to 

return to the porn industry, the situation gets out of hand of Matthews and he gets into serious 

trouble. "The Girl Next Door" is a very sexy and funny comedy, and the confusions that Matthew 

gets into are hilarious. There are many elements of "Risky Business" in this movie, and the greatest 

modification is that Danielle is not a prostitute like Lana (Rebecca de Mornay), and I believe the 

writer got inspiration in that 1983 comedy to write this story. Elisha Cuthbert is extremely sexy and 

perfect for the role of Danielle, and Emile Hirsch fits very well for his character. However, Timothy 

Olyphant "steals all the scenes" as Kelly. 
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The Glass House (2001) 
 

Trust can be as transparent as glass. When Ruby Baker's (Leelee 

Sobieski) parents (Rita Wilson & Michael O'Keefe) are killed in a 

car accident, her and her brother, Rhett (15-year-old Trevor 

Morgan), must travel to Malibu, to live with Terrence and Erin 

Glass (Stellan Skarsgård & Diane Lane), their former neighbors. At 

first, Ruby and Rhett are comfortable and happy. Ruby is making 

new friends at school and Rhett is getting more video games and 

flashy toys then he could possibly know what to do with! But, 

when Ruby speaks to her family's estate lawyer (Bruce Dern), he 

tells her that her parents have left her and Rhett $4 million. 

Suddenly, Ruby begins to notice odd behavior from Terry and 

Erin. After the sudden death of their parents in a car accident, 16-

year-old Ruby Baker and her 11-year-old brother Rhett are sent to 

live with Terry and Erin Glass, old family friends of the parents, in 

their posh Malibu house. But Ruby soon learns that her new foster parents are not all as they seem 

to be when Ruby and an unsuspecting Rhett are drawn by Terry and Erin into a deadly game of 

deception and mind games apparently stemming from Terry's shady business dealings in which he 

sets sights on Ruby and Rhett's $4 million trust fund. When Ruby (Leelee Sobieski) and Rhett Baker's 

(15-year-old Trevor Morgan) parents (Rita Wilson & Michael O'Keefe) are killed in a car accident, 

their carefree lives are suddenly shattered. Moving into an incredible house in Malibu with the 

Glasses (Stellan Skarsgård & Diane Lane) - old friends of the family - seems to be the beginning of a 

new life for them. But Ruby soon stumbles information that leads her to suspect that her new 

guardians might somehow be responsible for her parents' deaths. Now she finds herself all alone in a 

duel of wits with the ruthless couple - and she's the only thing standing between them and her $4 

million inheritance. When Ruby Baker and her brother Rhett are suddenly orphaned by the death of 

their parents, their parents' lawyer tells Ruby that they will move in with the Glasses', their former 

neighbors. They are getting along well with the Glasses' when they are pampered with new clothes 

and new video games and things to play with. Suspicions arise when Ruby overhears Terry's business 

deals, finds some suspicious letters, and sees Terry and Erin doing mysterious things. She then finds 

out that maybe all the suspicious actions are connected with the four million dollar inheritance she 

has. "The Glass House" takes place in a beautiful, luxurious glass mansion complete with swimming 

pools, expensive artwork, high-tech security systems, and just about everything else. The wealthy 

occupants, Terry and Erin Glass (Stellan Skarsgard and Diane Lane), become legal guardians of 16-

year-old Rudy (Leelee Sobieski) and 11-year-old Rhett (15-year-old Trevor Morgan), when the kids' 

parents die in an automobile accident. Terry and Erin were the best friends of the children's parents. 

They welcome their new guests into a world of wealth, glamour, and fun. Soon enough, however, 

Rudy notices strange quirks about these seemingly friendly folks. Is Terry secretly watching Rudy 

change her clothes? Is Erin addicted to prescription drugs, or is she a diabetic? Was her parents' 

death an accident, or a diabolical act of murder? Trust becomes as transparent as the glass 

surrounding this family. "The Glass House" opened to mostly negative reviews, and not without 

probable cause. The setup provides an intriguing, imaginative situation, but everything happens so 

quickly the film forgets character introduction. First time-feature director Daniel Sackheim helms a 



hole-laden script by Wesley Strick that creates more plot holes than Swiss cheese. The film derives 

into involving material, but lacks the focus to play out these plot points. While Daniel Sackheim and 

Wesley Strick create a movie that lacks the timeliness and intelligence of a first-rate, edge-of-your-

seat thrill ride, "The Glass House" does offer good suspense and a plot that reveals itself with 

tantalizing sinister hints and increasing tension. It keeps us guessing, even if this diabolical fairy tale 

is anything but surprising. Leelee Sobieski has been in a lot of movies lately, and that's not a 

coincidence. She is a very talented actress, and she carries "The Glass House" through many plot 

miscalculations. Trevor Morgan, seen in "Jurassic Park 3," adequately supports Sobieski's thorough, 

convincing performance. The very gifted Diane Lane and Stellan Skarsgard cover their sinister 

motives with pretentious personalities, but inject a mysterious, menacing undercurrent. "The Glass 

House" also provides a fresh, unique outlook on villains. Instead of causing trouble, these characters 

get themselves into trouble, which eventually makes them dangerous. Innovative, original twists like 

these are what make this movie worth a look. They say those who live in glass houses should not 

throw stones, but the villains in "The Glass House" do, and it's only a matter of time before 

everything shatters and breaks apart. It's quite involving watching these events come about, 

especially through a character driven story. 
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The Glittering Prizes (1976) 
 

This must be the last of the quality BBC dramas yet to be released 

on DVD. I wonder what the problem is? Maybe the BBC has lost 

the original tapes - I hope not. Assuming that the tapes do exist 

still, I would expect the demand is enough now to justify its 

release on DVD. I would certainly be prepared to pay a premium 

to obtain it. It's one of those productions that do not date, but 

evokes the atmosphere of the 1950's to the 1970's as I remember 

living through it. Considering the number of excellent actors in the 

series you would think there would be a demand just to be able to 

see them as they were at the beginning of their careers. So come 

on BBC - at least let us know if we may hope!!! 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1976) 
 

Episode 1: An Early Life; Whilst an undergraduate at Cambridge in the early 50s, Adam Morris 

befriends a young aristocrat anxious to escape his sternly Catholic family. Adam clashes with his 

friend's anti-Semitic mother, but learns a lesson in humility on discovering that his friend is dying. 

Episode 2: A Love Life; Alan Parkes finds his girlfriend Joyce is pregnant but doesn't want to marry 

her; she instead marries Dan, an idealistic student who wants to be a village schoolmaster. Adam 

Morris endures an estrangement from his parents by marrying Barbara, a teacher who isn't Jewish. 

Episode 3: A Past Life; Struggling with his writing career after graduating, Adam tries to break into 

television with the help of Alan Parkes but has a bad experience interviewing a famous Fascist 

supporter. But his film script wins an Oscar. 

Episode 4: A Country Life; The quiet rural life of Dan and Joyce is interrupted, after a decade of 

marriage, by the re-appearance of Joyce's former lover, Alan Parkes, now a famous TV star and 

producer. His visit shows Joyce that she is not as happy as she thought, and Dan's secure existence 

comes under threat as a result. 

Episode 5: An Academic Life; At the beginnings of middle age, Gavin Pope is an unhappy sociology 

lecturer at a redbrick university. He must demonstrate to his students that social issues can be more 

complex than they imagine. 

Episode 6: A Double Life; By the mid-1970s, Adam Morris is a successful novelist and screenwriter. 

When he meets Anna, the beautiful girl he idolised at university a quarter of a century earlier, he is 

shocked to find she has become an alcoholic. 
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The Gnome-Mobile (1967) 
 

An eccentric millionaire and his grandchildren (11-year-old 

Matthew Garber) are embroiled in the plights of some forest 

gnomes who are searching for the rest of their tribe. While 

helping them, the millionaire is suspected of being crazy because 

he's seeing gnomes! He's committed, and the niece and nephew 

and the gnomes have to find him and free him. This is a bundle of 

joy, even at the ripe old age of 24. Maybe I took it all in as if it was 

meant for pure tongue-in-cheek purposes, but even as pure kids 

movie entertainment this is a blast (in cheesy ways as well as for-

real ones). It's about the world of gnomes in the redwood west-

coast forests coming to light for a couple of kids (the Mary 

Poppens tykes) and an old man who runs a lumber company. It 

might make sense to give a little back-up: part of he reason I 

watched this movie- make that a big reason- was that Upton 

Sinclair wrote it. There Will Be Blood is now out in theaters, a big success, and I was intrigued by 

what else was adapted from his works. Seeing this on the credits list made me give a double-take. 

What? A Disney movie? Will there be socialist gnomes gathering in the streets to protest the ways of 

the 5 to 6 foot tall bunch? And what about the greedy capitalists cutting down their trees for their 

profit motives? Do they have no decency? Those thoughts ran through my mind, thinking that The 

Gnome Mobile would be bust, some cheesy kids movie that was so bad it would be good. And, in 

some ways, it is. It breaks into songs in the weirdest of moments (always, it seems, even if 

infrequently, in the car), and Walter Brennan plays two roles without any real justification except, 

mayhap, to get a bigger paycheck. But aside from the goofy expectations, it's actually a lot of 

legitimate fun, too. Kids who aren't completely dulled down by current CGI might get a kick out of 

seeing how things went in the "old" days (i.e. lots of large back-drop sets, the 'old-school' of blue 

screen of sorts of forced perspective, matte paintings), and for acting and comedy that is of a 

completely light manner. There's danger with a villainous freak-show captain (the name Horatio 

Quaxton in and of itself is great), and members of grandpa's own company. It's a big, big, big gas. 

Only in the 2nd climax (yes, there are two, I think, sort of), when the lady gnomes go after Jasper in a 

courtship ritual do things get a little TOO weird (if that's possible with the frigging Gnome Mobile), 

and almost a little out of steam. 
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The Gods Must Be Crazy I (1980) 
 

A Sho in the Kalahari desert encounters technology for the first 

time--in the shape of a Coke bottle. He takes it back to his people, 

and they use it for many tasks. The people start to fight over it, so 

he decides to return it to the God--where he thinks it came from. 

Meanwhile, we are introduced to a school teacher assigned to a 

small village, a despotic revolutionary, and a clumsy biologist. 

Misery is brought to a small group of Sho in the Kalahari desert in 

the form of a cola bottle. In his quest to throw the evil object over 

the edge of the earth, Xixo encounters Western "civilization," a 

haphazard doctor and a tyranical despot. I don't know that I've 

ever seen a movie that had such innocent joy - I'm not sure if any 

other movie I've seen had any innocent joy, for that matter. 

Perhaps what true joy I've seen in movies is civilized and 

therefore self-conscious. Anyway, you can look at the crazy 

civilized world through the eyes of these innocents and have joy about it instead of cynicism. Can 

ordinary pain relievers do that? The premise is how one empty Coke bottle in the garden of Eden 

could corrupt it. They do a totally believable job of it, too. Lots of laughs, kids loved it. I saw it in the 

theaters in the mid-80's and am glad I saw it again. You'll like it. It will lighten your heart. 
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The Gods Must Be Crazy II (1989) 
 

Xixo is back again. This time, his children (Eiros) accidentally stow 

away on a fast-moving poachers' truck, unable to get off, and Xixo 

sets out to rescue them. Along the way, he encounters a couple of 

soldiers trying to capture each other and a pilot and passenger of 

a small plane, who are each having a few problems of their own. 

The Gods Must Be Crazy II (1989) C-97 min. D: Jamie Uys. Nxau, 

Lena Farugia, Hans Strydom, Eiros, Nadies, Erick Bowen. Sequel to 

the hit box-office smash is just as funny, concerning the 

bushman's quest to find his children, who have been 'kidnapped' 

by a pair of poachers. Meanwhile, two inept soldiers are out to 

make each other suffer through slapstick catastrophes and a duo 

of scientists find themselves lost in the desert. Farugia is hilarious 

as the anti-nature scientist, while Bowen is funny as well (as a 

Cuban soldier who loses his sense of direction every few minutes). 

RATING: 8 out of 10. Rated PG for partial nudity, slapstick violence, and strong language. 
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The Golden Child (1986) 
 

Eddie Murphy plays a detective with a speciality of finding lost 

children. He is told he is the 'Chosen one' who will find and 

protect the Golden Child (7-year-old J.L. Reate), a Bhuddist mystic 

who was kidnapped by an evil sorcerer. Murphy disbelieves the 

mysticism but finds more and more evidence of demon worship as 

he investigates. In an unknown location in Tibet, a young boy with 

mystical abilities, the Golden Child, receives badges of honor and 

demonstrates his power by reviving a dead bird, which is to 

become a constant companion. However, a band of villains led by 

a mysterious man breaks into the hidden temple, slaughters the 

monks and takes the boy away. Some time afterwards, a young 

woman named Kee Nang watches a Los Angeles TV show in which 

Chandler Jarrell, a social worker who is confronted by a young 

Asian woman who tells him that he is the Chosen One destined to 

save The Golden Child, the savior of all mankind, from the clutches 

of the evil demon Sardo Numspa, who won't rest until he sees to it that the boy is in his clutches. But 

Jarrell disbelieves the mysticism but he finds more and more evidence of demon worship as he starts 

investigating. Whenever I see most reviews it's called 'a misfire for Eddie Murphy'. These critics want 

to take a look at some of the stuff he's doing these days, and maybe soften their stance in 

retrospect... "The Golden Child" is not highbrow entertainment, but thanks to some of the cast it 

breaths new life into old clichés, and gives Murphy one of his best roles. I don't understand the 

pervading lack of 'love' for its efforts, at all. Perhaps it was released at a time when the 

establishment had grown weary of knockabout, thrill-a-minute adventures? Steven Spielberg started 

it with Indiana Jones; it's unfair to make this one a scapegoat when what is possibly its biggest sin is 

also utterly harmless. There's nothing necessarily wrong with trying to capitalise on trends. Yes it's 

silly, but even an occasional observer should be able to understand that 'ridiculous' is where 

Hollywood's idea of mysticism begins and ends. What's more important than believability with a 

story like this is that the audience have entertaining tour guides on hand to show them the 

mysterious sights. Michael Ritchie and Eddie Murphy fit the bill for this capacity just fine. My advice 

to you is to buy the ticket and take the ride. 
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The Golden Compass (2007) 
 

It was no ordinary life for a young girl: living among scholars in the 

hallowed halls of Jordan College and tearing unsupervised 

through Oxford's motley streets on mad quests for adventure. But 

Lyra's greatest adventure would begin closer to home, the day 

she heard hushed talk of an extraordinary particle. Microscopic in 

size, the magical dust- found only in the vast Artic expanse of the 

North -was rumored to possess profound properties that could 

unite whole universes. But there were those who feared the 

particle and would stop at nothing to destroy it. Catapulted into 

the heart of a terrible struggle, Lyra was forced to seek aid from 

clans, gyptians, and formidable armored bears. And as she 

journeyed into unbelievable danger, she had not the faintest clue 

that she alone was destined to win, or to lose, this more-than-

mortal battle. In a parallel Oxford, young Lyra Belacqua begins a 

dimension-crossing odyssey that builds from a merely atypical children's adventure into a complex 

(and frequently quite dark) philosophical epic. Lyra Belaqua, living in Oxford's Jordan College, is not 

but a young girl living among scholars. Her world may seem diverse, from physical embodiments of 

souls that take the shape of an animal, but similar with people around you to become friends and 

enemies. She is thrown into a perilous adventure when she overhears a conversation of an 

extraordinary microscopic particle, Dust. This particle is said to unite different worlds, and is feared 

by many who want to destroy it forever. As Lyra is flung into the middle of this horrible struggle, she 

meets wondrous creatures both big and small, and villains who are not what they seem. Gobblers, 

that kidnap children, will turn out in the most unexpected places. And a magical compass of gold 

that will answer any question if one is skilled enough to read it. Lyra's adventure continues 

throughout these three books, and the first is about to be told. I went in cynical about this, especially 

after the travesty that was the Narnia film, but I was quickly converted: it's great fun. A really 

entertaining and immersive film that intelligently builds a fantastical world that the uninitiated can 

marvel and thrill in. I have to say I haven't read the books so can't comment on a book to film 

comparison. On the cast, I don't know how it works in the book but the adults are barely in this. 

Nicole has the most significant work and Sam Elliott, while a late arrival, is a great presence once 

he's around. However Daniel Craig and Eva Green are barely in it and Christopher Lee has one blink-

and-you'll miss him scene. That said the casting is excellent. Green is suitably witchy and Craig makes 

an impact in his one/two dialogue scenes early on which, along with a couple of wordless inserts of 

his storyline, put him enough into your mind to wonder about him. He feels set up for a more 

significant role in future instalments. Elliott is great. That sonorous voice sneaking out from 

underneath that bushy moustache feels exactly right for Lee Scorsby. Kidman is perfect. There's 

something indelibly creepy about her rigid manner that works for the elegant but sinister Mrs. 

Coulter. Meanwhile Simon McBurney is magnificently slimy and loathsome as the magisterium main 

face. You know he's a villain from the moment he enters frame. Dakota Blue Richards is a great find 

as Lara. While the first two Potter films and Lion, the Witch & the Wardrobe were significantly 

hampered by the incredibly mannered, unrealistic, wooden acting of the young leads (most of the 

Potter cast got better, time will tell on Narnia) Richards is a winner from the outset. Precocious and 



feisty without seeming too forced she is generally believable whether is her rebellion or her loyalty. 

This is just as well as the film is really entirely on her shoulders. It will work or not for people based 

on whether you like her. She's in virtually every scene and has a lot of different emotions to get 

across as well as having to have significant interaction with CGI creations like her spirit animal Pan 

(the ubiquitous Freddie Highmore) and the polar bear played by Ian McKellen. She has a couple of 

slightly actorly moments but does incredibly well for a first timer under this kind of pressure. Of the 

voice-only cast McKellen is a perfect choice for the honourable polar bear while Highmore is either 

getting less annoying or it's just beneficial not being able to see him, as he is nicely understated as 

Pan. My only note on this casting would be once or twice I couldn't tell is Lyra or Pan was speaking in 

their interaction as in quiet moments Highmore and Richards' voices are remarkably similar! The 

effects are good but not great. I had worried they'd be as weak as Narnia and they aren't. The world 

is beautifully created and always feels real, whether Scorsby's flying ship or the blimp thing from the 

trailer, or stunning Arctic landscapes and big cities. The smaller creatures are also brilliantly 

rendered, Pan in particular. Some of the bigger creatures are less perfect. The polar bears have a 

cartoony unreal feel but in a fantasy setting with battle armour and stuff they work well enough. 

Certainly better than Aslan in Narnia. However the leopard creature with Daniel Craig doesn't look 

right at all. As for the film itself it really zips along quickly. The uninitiated (like me) may occasionally 

lose track of what's going on early on as strange terms and names are thrown back and forth but it 

soon settles down and makes sense. Rather than frustrating me that I might be missing key elements 

of what this world was about I felt happy going with it and was left thinking I'll watch it again when 

it's released just to be sure I didn't miss anything. It's a relief to see a fantasy film that brings it in at 

almost exactly two hours and has a cracking momentum, as opposed to the seemingly endless drag 

of Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter and Narnia. Don't get me wrong taking time can work. I really liked 

Fellowship of the Ring but the pace of the Potters really tests my patience. Golden Compass moves 

so fast before you know it it's over and it leaves you wanting more. Indeed at the end of this film I 

could say it had succeeded in doing something the Potter franchise has never done: it left me 

desperate to see the next one. However what really made me like this film more than those others is 

the tone and some of the things they do in it. There are moments in this, that I won't spoil for those 

like me who didn't know the plot, that really surprised me that they'd do in a family film. A big fight 

scene between polar bears and the end battle are suitably exciting and I found myself really 

invested. I cared about the characters. Whereas in Narnia they hadn't done enough to make you 

care about Aslan's fate (criminal given how effectively the book and the 80s BBC TV serial managed 

it) this really has you on the edge of your seat for the good guys. Overall I really liked Golden 

Compass and would give it an 8/10. I will be watching this again when it comes out and am looking 

forward to the next instalment. I hope Daniel Craig and Eva Green get bigger roles in the next film, 

but all round a great start to a potential franchise that I had middling hopes for. With 11-year-old 

Charlie Rowe and 14-year-old Ben Walker. 
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The Golden Idol (1954) 
 

The Lost Idol of Watusi, a valuable archaeological treasure, has 

come into the hands of Bomba (Johnny Sheffield). Murderous 

Arabian chieftain Ali Ben Mamoud hires the equally unscrupulous 

soldier of fortune Joe Hawkins to get the treasure. British museum 

scientist Karen Marsh, Commissioner Barnes, his number one boy 

Eli and Ezekiel are also seeking the Idol. Hawkins and his native 

henchman, Gomo, double-cross Mamoud and set out to get the 

treasure for themselves. Things go downhill for them after Bomba 

takes an active hand; he overpowers Hawkins in an underwater 

fight and Mamoud is drowned in the coils of a huge water snake. 

District policemen Reed and Graves place the surviving plotters 

under arrest, and Bomba and his chimp Kimbbo fade away in the 

jungle as Barnes, Karen and Eli disappear by boat over the waters 

of Pongola Basin (played by Monogram's back lot). 
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The Good Shepherd (2006) 
 

Laconic and self-contained, Edward Wilson heads CIA covert 

operations during the Bay of Pigs. The agency suspects that Castro 

was tipped, so Wilson looks for the leak. As he investigates, he 

recalls, in a series of flashbacks, his father's death, student days at 

Yale (poetry; Skull and Bones), recruitment into the fledgling OSS, 

truncated affairs, a shotgun marriage, cutting his teeth on spy 

craft in London, distance from his son, the emergence of the Cold 

War, and relationships with agency, British, and Soviet 

counterparts. We watch his idealism give way to something else: 

disclosing the nature of that something else is at the heart of the 

film's narration as he closes in on the leak. I wasn't sure that a 

movie like this could or would still be made and released in this 

country. No, it wasn't Mission Impossible 6. It didn't have the 

overwhelming special effects, chases, explosions and gunfights one might expect in a spy thriller. It 

didn't need them. Thrilling enough was the exposition of character (imagine that). Plot? Whose real 

life has ever had a tight plot line? Edward Wilson's life meandered along like many do. In fact, I 

found it even more interesting because the turns Wilson's life took seemed dictated by his character 

and not just by his chosen profession. Courageous choices were made by DeNiro in making this film, 

by Damon in tackling the role with such coldness and stoicism, and by Jolie in passing on being a 

movie star in favor of being an actress. 
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The Good Son (1993) 
 

After his mother's death, a young boy, Mark (12-year-old Elijah 

Wood), is left with his aunt and uncle while his father makes an 

important trip. Cousin Henry (13-year-old Macaulay Culkin) is at 

first great fun, but isn't your average boy next door. Mark believes 

Henry is evil, but no one else can see this. While 12-year-old Mark 

Evans is at his mother's side as she's dying of cancer at a hospital 

in Arizona, she makes him promise her that she won't die. When 

she does die, Mark is consumed with grief, and is also guilt-ridden 

because he couldn't keep his promise to her. Shortly after, Mark's 

father Jack is assigned to take a two week business trip to Tokyo, 

Japan. Thinking that the blustery Maine environment will do Mark 

some good, Jack leaves Mark with Jack's brother Wallace Evans in 

Maine while Jack is on his trip. Wallace and his wife Susan have a 

son Mark's age named Henry and an 8-year-old daughter named 

Connie. Wallace and Susan's 3-year-old son Richard died by drowning in the bathtub a few months 

ago. At first, Mark and Henry get along great, but Mark begins to notice that Henry's ideas of fun 

differ significantly from his own. Henry threatens to topple Mark from a 15 meter high tree house, 

and Henry shows Mark his dummy, named "Mr. Highway", which Henry drops from an overpass 

onto a highway, causing a 10-car pileup. Later, Henry uses his homemade crossbow to kill the 

neighbor's dog. Henry also insinuates that Richard's drowning was not an accident. But Henry's 

perfect son facade is so convincing that no one believes Mark. Everyone is convinced that Mark is 

just acting out the trauma of his mother's death. Mark knows that Henry drowned Richard in a fit of 

jealousy because it seemed to Henry that Susan and Wallace were giving Richard the most attention. 

Also, Mark believes that his mother has been reincarnated in Susan, and he makes the mistake of 

telling Henry about it. Fueled by more jealousy than ever before, Henry's reign of terror escalates, 

and he hints to Mark that he plans to kill Connie for the same reason why he killed Richard. But even 

after Connie survives a suspicious ice skating accident, Mark's fears are still dismissed. And then 

Susan discovers Henry's secret playhouse, and she finds the rubber duckie that was missing from 

Richard's bath on the day of the drowning. Now that Susan knows the truth, will she save her 

nephew or her own son? The subject matter of this film is inarguably disturbing, however the 

incredible performance by Wendy Crewson makes this a worthwhile movie. She convincingly 

portrays the unbelievably impossible dilemma of facing the truth about her own child, and then 

making the only choice she could make. We feel the agony of her loss of her youngest son, the 

horror she experiences when she discovers that son was murdered by his brother, and the 

heartbreak she embraces at the end. I don't think any other actress could have brought as much 

authenticity to this complex character as Wendy Crewson does. See it for her performance alone. 
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The Good Witch (2008) 
 

Jake Russell, the friendly police chief in town so small initially 

worries about outsider heiress Cassandra 'Cassie' Nightingale, 

who moved into the house held to be haunted by the 'grey lady', 

and opens a weird shop full with attributes of occultism, soon 

causing the rumor she's a wicked witch. After Cassie kindly helps 

his brave son Brandon (14-year-old Matthew Knight) (and his sissy 

sister Lori) with a dog, bully Kyle (Jesse Bostick) - abused by his 

own poor dad - and their own fears, Jake soon makes friends with 

her, even romantically interested. Yet the 'chief' is professionally 

obliged to handle a flood of complaints and harassment started 

by the mayor's mean wife, her busy bodies-bunch and teenage 

brats (15-year-old Alexander De Jordy & 15-year-old Nathan 

McLeod). Finally Derek Sanders, Jakes's only deputy, hits on 

Cassie's hidden background. I have watched this movie several 

times on cable, and I just really love the entire concept of the haunted house, the widowed father 

with two adorable kids, Catherine Bell as the so-called witch. She is so beautiful and so believable. 

Maybe it is schmaltzy but I really just love watching a wholesome program where the "good guys" 

win. The scenes from Halloween were exceptionally wonderful, you could see the two main 

characters falling in love. And the Mayor's wife getting her comeuppance, the actress playing the 

Mayor's wife was really great, I loved her. A good feel good movie! I heard that there is a sequel in 

the works, and I really hope so. This is a true wholesome family movie and I look forward to it! 
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The Goonies (1985) 
 

Mikey Walsh (14-year-old Sean Astin) and Brandon Walsh (17-

year-old Josh Brolin) are brothers whose family is preparing to 

move because developers want to build a golf course in the place 

of their neighborhood -- unless enough money is raised to stop 

the construction of the golf course, and that's quite doubtful. But 

when Mikey stumbles upon a treasure map of the famed "One-

Eyed" Willy's hidden fortune, Mikey, Brandon, and their friends 

Lawrence "Chunk" Cohen (11-year-old Jeff Cohen), Clark "Mouth" 

Devereaux (14-year-old Corey Feldman), Andrea "Andy" 

Carmichael (18-year-old Kerri Green), Stefanie "Stef" Steinbrenner 

(15-year-old Martha Plimpton), and Richard "Data" Wang (14-

year-old Jonathan Ke Quan), calling themselves The Goonies, set 

out on a quest to find the treasure in hopes of saving their 

neighborhood. The treasure is in a cavern, but the entrance to the cavern is under the house of evil 

thief Mama Fratelli and her sons Jake Fratelli, Francis Fratelli, and the severely disfigured Lotney 

"Sloth" Fratelli. Sloth befriends the Goonies and decides to help them. A young teenager named 

Mikey Walsh finds an old treasure map in his father's attic. Hoping to save their homes from 

demolition, Mikey and his friends Data Wang, Chunk Cohen, and Mouth Devereaux runs off on a big 

quest to find the secret stash One-Eyed Willie. A ruthless crime family calling themselves the 

"Fratellis" have somehow escaped from jail and are now hiding in a town of Astoria, Oregan. Home 

of a secret kid society known as "The Goonies", their leader is Michael "Mikey" Walsh, and they are 

enjoying their last weekend together as a system of contractors have bought their neighborhood 

and are considering on transforming it into a golf course. However Mikey, stumbles upon a 

mysterious map to a treasure of a famed pirate "One-Eyed" Willie. So, The Goonies embark on an 

adventure to find the treasure and save their neighborhood. However, they also came across the 

Fratellis. So, The Goonies have to stay one step head of the Fratellis and find the treasure while 

avoiding a system of traps. A group of west coast kids facing their last days together before a 

development paves over their homes stumble onto evidence of pirate's treasure, which attracts the 

attention of a family of criminals. Mikey and Brandon Walsh are two brothers whose family is 

preparing to move due to a new development that is sure to be started unless enough money is 

raised, which is quite doubtful. But, when Mikey stumbles on a treasure map of the famed "One-

Eyed" Willy's hidden fortune, he, his brother, and a few friends set out on a quest to find the riches 

in hopes to save their homes. The entrance to a cavern is found, but it is located underneath an 

abandoned restaurant occupied by the Fratelli family, a treacherous group of thieves who attempt 

to beat the "Goonies" to the treasure. The Goonies are a group of friends living in a village, the 

groups leader Mikey Walsh, his older brother Brand and gang members Andy, Data, Stef, Mouth, 

and Chunk are being evicted from their homes which are to be demolished. Setting out to find a way 

of saving their homes, The Goonies find a treasure map and they set off in search for the treasure of 

the legendary pirate One-Eyed Willy which is located beneath a abandoned restaurant. Joined by a 

deformed gentle giant named Sloth, The Goonies embark on a great adventure through a 

underground maze filled with traps and skeletons, where they are pursued by Sloth's mother, thief 

Momma Fratelli and his brothers Jake and Francis who are also after One-Eyed Willy's treasure and 



they willing to get the treasure first. The first time I saw THE GOONIES was at a friend's house right 

when it was a "new release" on video. After the best times I had in my life watching it, the friend 

established a "Goonie" club for the fun of it. Perhaps your past childhood memories would have 

been the same, too! While the movie is a tad heavy on the stupid foul jokes, it does have the 

imagination of willing to trek around for some perilous adventures, plus a few spooks. There possibly 

was never a movie like this providing tons of fun and laughter during the time. The characters and 

their personalities were most original, including "Data" and his supply of gadgets, and "Chunk" with 

his obese but likeable image (love that "Truffle Shuffle"!). But "Sloth" easily stole the show with his 

own likeable personality, a goon with the weirdest face I've ever seen in my life! Just think of how 

fun it is to discover lost treasure, when you know it's only fantasy. Four key things come to mind 

with THE GOONIES: pirate ships, teenagers, the Frattellis, and Cyndi Lauper. They're actually "good 

enough" and they go together in this memorable journey! Kudos to Richard Donner for bringing me 

a movie that I've seen over 100 times and never stop enjoying! After all these years, I'm STILL 

waiting for a sequel! 
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The Graduate (1967) 
 

Ben has recently graduated college, with his parents now 

expecting great things from him. At his "Homecoming" party, Mrs. 

Robinson, the wife of his father's business partner, has Ben drive 

her home, which leads to an affair between the two. The affair 

eventually ends, but comes back to haunt him when he finds 

himself falling for Elaine, Mrs. Robinson's daughter. The action is 

mainly seen through the eyes of Benjamin Braddock, a confused 

21-year-old, who is worried about his future but who does not 

simply want to follow the commercial path of his affluent family 

and their friends. His life becomes complicated when he is 

embroiled in an affair with an older woman, Mrs. Robinson, the 

wife of his father's business partner. It becomes impossible when 

he falls in love with Mrs. Robinson's daughter, Elaine. "The Graduate" scourges the shallowness of 

the sixties, kicks against its smug and sanctimonious middle classes: xenophobic, materialistic and 

spoiled. Mrs. Robinson is the epitome of the devil-may-care LA bourgeoisie and represents the 

darker side of America's American Dream that is sedated by pills, desensitized by liquor, mind dulled 

by television, sanitized by the latest Tupperware and gleaming colors to sugarcoat the humdrum of 

suburban life (Mr. McGuire: I want to say one word to you. Just one word. - Benjamin: Yes, sir. - Mr. 

McGuire: Are you listening? - Benjamin: Yes, I am. - Mr. McGuire: Plastics.). The adulterous 

relationship between Mrs. Robinson and Ben is sex for sex only and is cast in terms of indifference, 

coldness and vulgarity. Mrs. Robinson is like a beast of prey, hungering for sex, absorbing young 

men's bodies to fight off the specter of old age, hysterically suppressing the anxiety that it causes, 

keeping her young daughter, whom she regards as her competitor and therefore, adversary, 

neurotically at bay. The true love between Elaine and Ben, on the other hand, surpasses the 

tasteless, the absurd and offers hope of a better generation to come (Mr. Braddock: What's the 

matter? The guests are all downstairs, Ben, waiting to see you. Benjamin: Look, Dad, could you 

explain to them that I have to be alone for a while? Mr. Braddock: These are all our good friends, 

Ben. Most of them have known you since, well, practically since you were born. What is it, Ben? 

Benjamin: I'm just... Mr. Braddock: Worried? Benjamin: Well... Mr. Braddock: About what? 

Benjamin: I guess about my future. Mr. Braddock: What about it? Benjamin: I don't know... I want it 

to be... Mr. Braddock: To be what? Benjamin:... Different.) Truly, a bridge over troubled water. 
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The Great Escape (1963) 
 

Based on a true story, a group of allied escape artist type prisoners 

of war are all put in an 'escape proof' camp. Their leader decides 

to try to take out several hundred all at once. The first half of the 

film is played for comedy as the prisoners mostly outwit their 

jailers to dig the escape tunnel. The second half is high adventure 

as they use boats and trains and planes to get out of occupied 

Europe. The Nazis, exasperated at the number of escapes from 

their prison camps by a relatively small number of Allied prisoners, 

relocates them to a high-security "escape-proof" camp to sit out 

the remainder of the war. Undaunted, the prisoners plan one of 

the most ambitious escape attempts of World War II. Based on a 

true story. Based on a true story, "The Great Escape" deals with 

the largest Allied escape attempt from a German POW camp 

during the Second World War. The first part of the film focuses on 

the escape efforts within the camp and the process of secretly 

digging an escape tunnel. The second half of the film deals with the massive effort by the German 

Gestapo to track down the over 70 escaped prisoners who are at this point throughout the Third 

Reich attempting to make their way to England and various neutral countries. This must be my 

favorite movie of all times. Having seen it for the first time, in I guess 1987, a BBC Christmas 

broadcast, I was captivated by this brilliant piece of work. In the years after, I probably have seen it a 

"million" times, owning it on VHS and DVD, and still watching, whenever it is broadcast, in the 

original language. Why is it so great? This is a movie that keeps you locked to the screen, because it 

has everything a great movie should have. A great story, a good length, tension, it is a WW2 movie 

and the actors give top performances. Not just Steve McQueen, although his performance is 

brilliant, but also James Garner, James Coburn, Richard Attenborough, Charles Bronson and in this 

film, one of the greatest roles Donald Pleasance, playing the forger. It isn't historically accurate, 

please read the book by Paul Brickhill, but that doesn't matter a bit. This film gives you an image of 

POW camp, the prisoners and their guards, the Germans are also played brilliantly by German 

actors. I will not repeat the story here, but I can tell you, this film will capture you, all the characters 

are portrayed brilliantly by the actors. There is excitement, humor, tension, drama and emotion. See 

it, you will not regret it. 
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The Great Outdoors (1988) 
 

Big-hearted Chicago family man Chet has brought his family to a 

lakeside resort area, and although his wife and kids (17-year-old 

Chris Young & 11-year-old Ian Giatti) aren't quite as excited as he 

is, Chet has high hopes for the vacation. However, his optimism is 

sabotaged when his obnoxious brother-in-law Roman drops in 

unexpectedly, along with his snooty, strange family. Chet and his 

family try to stay open-minded, but they find it difficult to relax 

and enjoy themselves because of the constant annoyance of 

Roman's presence. Chicago resident Chester "Chet" Ripley, his 

wife Connie, and their two sons Buck and Benny are on vacation at 

a lake in Minnesota, where they have rented a two-story cabin. 

Not long into the vacation, the unexpected happens -- Connie's 

sister Kate, Kate's know-it-all husband Roman Craig, and Kate and 

Roman's twin daughters Mara and Cara crash the vacation. Roman proceeds to get on Chet's nerves 

-- so much that Chet is ready and willing to pack up and go home, even as teenager Buck tries to 

romance a local girl named Cammie. It turns out that the reason why Roman, Kate, and the twins 

crashed the vacation is because the Craigs are broke, and Roman was planning to borrow $25,000 

from Chet. The Great Outdoors is excellent comedy with a great cast which includes Dan Aykroyd, 

John Candy, Stephanie Faracy, Annette Bening, Robert Prosky, and John Bloom! The acting by all of 

these actors is very good. Aykroyd has a great performance and Candy is really wonderful in the 

movie. Faracy and Bening are also very good. I think that Candy and Faracy were excellent together 

as a couple. The music by Thomas Newman is good. The film is very exciting and its just so hilarious 

the entire time. This really is great comedy and in My opinion its a classic! If you love John Candy, 

Dan Aykroyd, and the rest of the cast mentioned and great comedies then I Strongly recommend this 

film! 
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The Great Rupert (A Christmas Wish) (1950) 
 

A Christmas Wish is a heartwarming holiday classic about a New 

York family (led by Durante) who is down on their luck at 

Christmas time. Shortly before Christmas, they move into a 

ground floor apartment where Rupert the squirrel lives in the attic 

rafters. Just when it seems that the holiday will come and go 

without so much as a Christmas tree, Rupert acts as the family's 

guardian angel, not only saving Christmas, but changing their lives 

forever. The film is enlivened with the warmth and sweetness of 

an unforgettable love story between Terry Moore (of Mighty Joe 

Young) and Tom Drake (of Meet Me in St. Louis). Rupert the 

Squirrel (created using George Pal's Academy Award winning 

animation technique) will charm young and old alike. Jimmy 

Durante shines when he sings Jingle Bells and other well-loved 

Christmas carols in the evocative voice that made him one of 

America's recording legends. The Great Rupert is a funny, heart-

warming tale of prayer and faith, poverty and philanthropy, in which hard-hearted greed gets its 

comeuppance and everything turns out for the best. And a cute little dancing squirrel is the agent 

driving the action behind the scenes! 
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The Great St. Trinian's Train Robbery (1966) 
 

The all-girl school foil an attempt by train robbers to recover two 

and a half million pounds hidden in their school. In my review of 

PURE HELL OF ST. TRINIANS I mentioned that the comedy is very 

much dated when watched today. I guess the idea with THE 

GREAT ST. TRINIANS TRAIN ROBBERY was to update it to the 

1960s: It references the great train robbery of 1964 (Interesting to 

note the connection with THUNDERBALL), it mentions "a new 

Labour government correcting the mismangement of 13 years of 

Tory misrule" and the movie is shot in colour with a new title tune. 

However despite these attempts to make it accessible to a cinema 

audience in 1966 (who would have gone to the cinema to watch a 

black and white movie?) this film suffers from the other failings of 

the series - it's badly plotted with characters and situations 

coming and going with little focus. Like the other movies featuring 

the pupils from hell there is little screen time given to the eponymous girl pupils who seem to be 

there as a plot device more than anything else and even in 1966 native audiences would have 

probably found the parochial humour too British when compared to American financed Brit 

productions like Dr. No, Zulu and Alfie thereby dating this movie as soon as it came out. 
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The Growing Pains Of Adrian Mole (1987) 
 

Adrian Mole (17-year-old Gian Sammarco) is an outsider who feels 

the reason he can't quite fit in with "regular" society is that he is 

an intellectual. Evidence from his diary entries include a 

precocious interest in literature, in left-wing politics, a desire to 

have his own poetry show on the BBC, his dislike of Margaret 

Thatcher and his frequent critiques of his less-refined schoolmates 

and family. 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1987) 
 

Episode 1: Falkland's War; Adrian is both elated and terrified when he learns that Britain is at war 

with Argentina over the 'ownership' of the Falkland Islands. Argentina has invaded the islands and 

Britain has gone to war. George Mole, Adrian's father, wishes to go and fight in the conflict and is, 

therefore, heavily disappointed when he is turned down by the War Office. Adrian follows the 

progress of the Falkland's situation very carefully and is worried about people getting killed because 

of the fact that Britain has chosen to use such force. To add to his problems, his mother is acting 

strangely and people believe that he is a glue sniffer after an accident with a tube of glue! It is clearly 

not a good time for Adrian as he struggles with his usual amount of dilemmas and tries to cope with 

being a teenage boy at the same time! 

Episode 2: Skating Rink; Adrian is sick of being the only male virgin in his class and is especially 

jealous of Barry Kent who constantly boasts about his conquests. As Pandora has no intention of 

'going all the way', (or even close to it!) Adrian decides that other measures are called for. With the 

assistance of Nigel, he learns that one of the girls from school will do anything if she is given a 

particular gift. Full of excitement, Adrian agrees to her terms and they meet at a local skating rink, 

which is where everything goes down the tubes because not only will the girl NOT sleep with Adian, 

she is also an expert skater, which Adrian most certainly is not! As if all of this isn't enough, his 

parents have some potentially devastating news for him. Poor Adrian, once again all of his best laid 

plans are thwarted and he is STILL a virgin, much to his disgust. 

Episode 3: Skegness; Adrian and his parents decide to go to Skegness for their summer holidays. 

Adrian would rather go somewhere far more exotic but Skegness it it. To top it all off, he will be 

away from his beloved Pandora for two weeks. His mother's pregnancy is still bothering him 

somewhat but he knows that there will be another member of the family screaming the house down 

before too long and he is just hoping that it won't interfere with his studies and go around smashing 

all his things when it's walking. The holiday is a boring and dull as Adrian predicted it would be but 



things become a little more dramatic when his father gets some vitally important news that sends 

him running back to London and causes havoc within the whole family. 

Episode 4: Mother Gives Birth; It's time for the newest member of the Mole family to make his or 

her entrance into the world and Adrian becomes far more involved in it than he ever intended 

because he is now 'the man of the house' with his father gone. When Pauline goes into labour, 

Adrian goes to the hospital as per her instructions and is appalled to learn that she expects him to 

stay with her throughout the whole traumatic event. Really, Adrian has quite a lot on his plate at the 

moment with Pandora, school and worrying about his family, so having to be present at the birth of 

a baby is overloading his coping capacity quite a bit. Needless to say, he is pleased that all goes well 

when his tiny baby sister finally makes her entrance. 

Episode 5: Reconcilliation; George and Pauline have decided, after much discussion, to give their 

marriage another try. George has agreed to not mention Pauline's affair with 'Rat Fink' Lucas and 

Pauline has agreed to do the same regarding George's fling with Doreen Slater. It has also been 

agreed that both children will be given fair and eqaul attention from both parents and that they will 

make more of an effort to spend time together as a family and alone as well. Things seem to be 

going along reasonably well until Mr. Lucas suddenly announces that he wants access to 'his' child! 

Surely Rosie belongs to George? Pauline certainly thinks that she does and George is hopeful but Mr. 

Lucas is quite determined that Rosie Mole is, in fact, Rosie Lucas. Can Adrian cope with all this 

pressure in his life? It seems that he is slowly but surely falling apart but nobody has noticed. Of 

course, he is used to being sidelined while the adults in his like create as much havoc as is humanly 

possible but he is not sure if this latest round of problems can be dealt with. Just being himself is 

difficult enough without the people who are supposed to love and care for him making his existence 

more difficult with each passing day. How will he cope? Can he handle all this trauma? 

Episode 6: Church In Hull; It's official. Adrian has had enough! He's cracking up and has decided to 

run away from home to escape all the confusion, torment and pain. Guarding his secret very well, 

Adrian packs his belongings and leaves his parents' home, hoping to find a better, happier and much 

more stable life elsewhere. His journeys take him far from Leicester and, he hopes, far away from his 

family troubles where nobody seems to care about him or notice the torture his is enduring. But is 

there hope for his future? Will some kind soul take pity on him? Perhaps the answer to all of his 

prayers lies at the church in Hull where, finally, there is someone who will listen, care and 

understand, not to mention give him a decent meal! 
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The Guardian (2006) 
 

The U.S. Coast Guard version of "Top Gun" with a little "An Officer 

and A Gentleman" thrown in: an aging USCG rescue swimmer's 

team is killed in a horrific rescue mission. Immediately prior to this 

terrible event, his wife also announced that she cannot take 

anymore. His first love is always the rescue mission. This leaves 

him an obviously emotional wreck. His commender gives him a 

choice - quit or take a position as an instructor at the USCG 

training facility in Louisiana. Reluctantly he takes the position. 

Moving into the school, he immediately increases the 18 week 

curriculum that routinely fails half of the people that attend. Here 

he meets a young man with unlimited potential, but with some 

secret that seems to hold him back as a team player. Delving into 

his past, links are found that make him a psychic twin to the older 

man. Thrown into the midst of the story is a romance with a local 

girl. I was pleasantly surprised to find this movie showing as a sneak preview in my local theater. We 

have all seen this plot line before (Top Gun, GI Jane, An Officer and a Gentleman) but a good script 

still works. This story is basically about the training of a Coast Guard rescue team with a couple of 

side story lines. Kevin Costner plays a highly successful rescue team leader, Ben Randall, who is 

forced into heading the training team after a tough mission. The movie takes us through the rigors of 

the training process and the personal stories of both the Costner character and that of Jake Fischer, 

played by Ashton Kutcher. I am happy to say that Ashton is great in this part. There are no great 

surprises in this movie and you will probably realize what is coming long before it arrives. However, 

the use of humor, the exploration of the toughness of the training and the fun of watching Ben 

Randall "do his own thing as a trainer", kept me riveted and thoroughly entertained. I really enjoy 

watching a movie that makes the entire audience laugh out loud, gasp here and there, and clap at 

the end as a tribute to the movie. We all had a good time (despite a couple of tough moments in the 

movie) and, I think, you will too. 
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The Haunted Mansion (2003) 
 

Jim and Sara with their children (13-year-old Marc John Jefferies) 

go to Gracey Manor and Mr. Gracey is enamored with Sara and 

they discover that Sara looks like Mr. Gracey's old girlfriend who 

died young and they think it was a suicide but discover that she 

was murdered. On the day of their anniversary, workaholic and 

real estate agent Jim Evers and his wife Sara receive a strange 

phone call from a man called Ramsley. He requests that Sara come 

to the mysterious Gracey Manor. Jim decides to turn it into an 

opportunity to check out a possible gold-mine in real estate, but 

to please Sara, he claims it is a "family trip", bringing the kids 

along. Once there, Ramsley the butler insists that they stay, for a 

big storm is on the way. The Evers are introduced to Master 

Gracey, who seems strangely obsessed with Sara. Jim goes off to 

talk to Gracey about selling, but ends up in a secret passage 

instead. The kids follow a floating ball to the attic, where they see a painting of a woman who looks 

just like Sara! Jim and the kids eventually discover the mansion's dark secret from Madame Leota, a 

talking head in a crystal ball. She tells them that Sara is in danger and to save her, they must "lead 

the ghosts to the light." After some spooky adventures and surprises, the family manages to save the 

manor and Sara, all while learning a valuable lesson about togetherness. I saw "Haunted Mansion" 

around its Thanksgiving 2003 release date with very low expectations. These expectations were 

satisfied. Yes, there are a few funny moments, and the storyline (the mysterious invitation, the 

interest that Master Gracey has with Sara) is easy enough to follow. But the film is BASED ON A RIDE 

AT DISNEYLAND! Truly a film done by a committee. "Well, what if... we put Eddie Murphy in a film 

based on the 'Spinning Tea Cups' ride?" "Naw, we're saving the 'Cups' for Tim Allen. What about 

pairing Murphy with 'The Haunted Mansion'?" Horrible, just horrible. People go to film school to 

make movies like this? 
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The Haunting Hour: Don't Think About It (2007) 
 

Cassie's (15-year-old Emily Osment) life changes when she moves 

and attends a high school ruled by the most beautiful girl in 

school, Priscilla and her beautiful sidekicks. Priscilla immediately 

takes a dislike to Cassie, and soon it's a battle between the two. 

But when Priscilla goes missing, along with Cassie's younger 

brother, Max (Alex Winzenread), Cassie must go on an adventure 

and search for them before it's too late. Emily Osment plays 13-

year-old gothic girl, Cassie, trying to fit in at her new school. To 

entertain herself, she plays a series of pranks on the popular kids 

(Brittany Curran from The Suite Life of Zack and Cody and 18-year-

old Cody Linley from Hannah Montana) and her younger brother, 

Max. When she goes to a Halloween store looking for new tricks, 

she finds a little book called 'The Evil Thing.' The Evil Thing is a 

monster two kids made up, and if you think about it, it will haunt 

you. And if you try not to think about it, you can't think of anything else! Maybe that's why the book 

says 'Don't Think About It.' on the last page. And that's when the spooky adventure begins. When 

the Gothic new girl, Cassie, moves into the town, Priscilla the most popular, beautiful girl in school 

plots against her. But when Priscilla is kidnapped along with her brother, Cassie has no other choice 

but to search for them. The cartoon network is not my normal source for Sunday night movies but 

when I saw the previews for this new movie based on the R.L. Stein book it reminded me of my days 

of reading Goosebumps and decided to give it a try. I must say that I was pleasantly surprised as it 

was a fun movie with its share of spooky moments that children will love around Halloween time. 

The acting by the kids is well done, and Emily Osment (of Hannah Montanna) is great in the lead 

role. I recommend this to all parents wanting to watch a spooky movie with their kids. The version of 

the movie I saw was a special version in which Emily Osment did commentary along with the movie 

so that was pretty interesting too..I am not sure if this is on the DVD version but if it is it's an added 

bonus. 
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The Heart Is Deceitful Above All Things (Le Livre De Jérémie) (2004) 
 

Based on JT Leroy's critically acclaimed novel of the same name. 

The story is about Jeremiah (8-year-old Jimmy Bennett [Young 

Jeremiah] & 12-year-old Cole and Dylan Sprouse [Older 

Jeremiah]), a child who is pulled from his foster home and thrown 

into a troubled life on the road with his teenage mother, Sarah. 

With Sarah, Jeremiah travels through the country roads of the 

U.S. and learns first hand about the troubles of the world. With an 

impressive cast including Oscar winner Peter Fonda (Easy Rider, 

Ulees Gold), Jeremy Renner (S.W.A.T), and Asia Argento (starred 

opposite Vin Diesel in XXX), The Heart is Deceitful Above All 

Things will be one of the most anticipated independent film 

projects of 2004. But the strong performances all around and the 

great settings really made an impression on me. I thought the 

editing was exceptionally done. One thing that did bother me was the lighting there was almost a 

pallor over the film, like it was from the 1970s. Was that the projector or did everyone else notice 

that? I would recommend this film. I enjoyed the cameos by Peter Fonda, Marilyn Manson and 

Winona Ryder. The real reason I went to see this is because I've always loved Leroy's short stories 

and this movie was a somewhat faithful blending of his literary vision and his overall message to his 

readers. Life is complicated and the choices we make aren't guaranteed to get us anything. 
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The Heavenly Kid (1985) 
 

When Bobby (29-year-old Lewis Smith) dies in a car accident he is 

not allowed to enter heaven but has to stay in one of the lower 

levels until he has worked enough as an guardian angel in order to 

deserve paradise. One of his jobs is Lenny (20-year-old Jason 

Gedrick), a gifted boy, who loves his schoolmate Sharon who is the 

most beautiful girl of the class. But she does not even notice him 

so that he is about to commit suicide. Bobby prevents this and 

dresses Lenny up making him a playboy and tough guy so that he 

gets what he wants although Bobby knows that this is not the 

best. Thinking that his job is done, Bobby realizes that Lenny's 

mother is his former girlfriend who has married another guy. 

Although not being allowed he makes himself visible to her. 

Bobby, a hotshot high-schooler from the 60s, ends up in the 80s to 

coach a dweebie kid into being a more confident, popular guy. I 

can't tell you how Bobby got there as it would spoil one of the films more dramatic moments, but I 

can say you should enjoy all the scenes dealing with his tutoring of Gedrick. He gives him a better 

look, hot wheels, and a little toughness to stand up to the jerks at school. Its executed pretty well 

and the pair make a good mismatch. The film also does a nice job when it has to be dramatic, as 

when Bobby has to deal with a few surprises. The ending is perfectly heartfelt without going over 

the line into sappiness as well. Great soundtrack, too, with a lot of nicely placed (though all 

unknown) songs to accentuate the scenes. A teen 80s film that got lost in the mix of so many of 

them, this belongs on the list of the good ones. 
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The Hidden History Of Homosexual Australia (2005) 
 

Are all Australian icons strictly heterosexual? asks the narrator, 

Simon Burke, in this lively and long overdue survey of gay and 

lesbian life in these parts. The film then cuts cheekily to an image 

of Ned Kelly, shooting at policemen in Glenrowan. You mean Ned 

was...? Who'd have thought? That certainly explains a bit more 

about the casting of Mick Jagger in the Tony Richardson movie, 

but where's the evidence? Writer and director Con Anemogiannis 

doesn't provide any, which is a bit naughty. Instead, he moves on 

to note that the bushranger Captain Moonlight wept at the death 

of his longtime friend James Nesbitt and wanted to be buried in 

the same grave. Well, there you are then. Just when you think the 

film is going to be an exercise in innuendo, Clive Moore, of the 

University of Queensland, points out that this relationship might 

not have been sexual at all. "It might well have been what we would now call a romantic friendship." 

That's the trouble with history - much of what's hidden remains so, no matter what lens you look 

through. Moore also tells us that Robert Herbert, the first premier of Queensland, lived openly with 

his friend John Bramston in the 1860s, apparently with more ease than did Don Dunstan and his 

partner Steven Cheung in Adelaide in the 1980s. This was despite the fact that sodomy was 

punishable by death until 1864. The journalist Adam Carr, researching the history of people brought 

before courts in these early years, says he expected to find lots of harsh sentences for such offences. 

In fact, he found very few. Sodomy convictions were routinely commuted. The film suggests, 

somewhat tentatively, that life in the 19th century may have been easier for homosexuals than one 

might think. It argues that things certainly deteriorated in the 20th century before they improved. 

The police began a crackdown in the late 1940s, says Dr. Graham Willett, of Melbourne University, 

that went through until the late 1960s, when a new radicalism was born. David Marr, the Herald 

journalist and author, points out that the police, churches and the Labor Party kept law reform at 

bay in NSW for longer than other states. He remembers that many gay artists and writers fled 

Australia in these years, citing Australian philistinism. "That was bullshit, actually. They were sexual 

refugees," says Marr. The film, made for SBS, has a range of views about gay and lesbian history, but 

too few of them - 19 interviewees, of whom only five are women. There are some you expect - 

pioneering historian Garry Wotherspoon and activist Dennis Altman, solicitor John Marsden, Dr. Sue 

Wills, one of the founders of the Campaign Against Moral Persecution (CAMP) - but the list of those 

not interviewed is a surprise. Justice Michael Kirby is shown opening the Gay Games, but is not 

interviewed. Neal Blewett would have been interesting to hear on the fight against AIDS when he 

was minister for health. Perhaps they declined. Grundys and Crawfords refused to allow clips from 

The Box and Prisoner to be shown, although Joe Hasham and Abigail are there from Number 96, 

along with excerpts from several Australian films. Lesbians are underrepresented in most gay history 

made by gay men, but Anemogiannis tries hard to avoid that. The film has fascinating details about 

"passing women", who dressed as men, often without detection, for many years. Some married 

several times. Anemogiannis has found rare silent footage of dashing women in boaters and 

bowties, enough to make you long for more detail. At 84 minutes, it's an engaging and well-made 

film, but the tip of an iceberg. 
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The History Boys (2006) 
 

In 1980s Britain, a group of young men at Cutlers' Grammar 

School all have the brains, and the will to earn the chance of 

getting accepted in the finest universities in the nation, Oxford 

and Cambridge. Despite the fine teaching by excellent 

professionals like Mrs. Lintott in history and the intellectually 

enthusiastic Hector in General Studies, the Headmaster is not 

satisfied. He signs on the young Irwin to polish the students' style 

to give them the best chance. In this mix of intellectualism and 

creative spirit that guides a rigorous preparation regime for that 

ultimate educational brass ring, the lives of the randy students 

and the ostensibly restrained faculty intertwine that would change 

their lives forever. I had the good fortune to see a preview of this 

film at Picturehouse Greenwich - the best cinema in London. I had 

seen the play in London so was expecting to be disappointed at 

seeing the film of the History Boys on the screen. However, I am pleased to report it is a fantastic 

film. Great characters, far too many good performances to pick any one person as best actor. The 

boys and staff of the school were fantastic and totally believable. Not quite how life was when I was 

at school, but I imagine many grammar schools in the 1980's were the same. I laughed out loud and 

cried and left the cinema with a smile on my face. 
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The Hitch Hikers Guide To The Galaxy (1981) 
 

When the Earth is destroyed a Vogon Demolition Fleet to make 

way for a new hyperspace bypass, Arthur Dent joins his friend 

Ford Prefect (who turns out to be a researcher for an electronic 

reference guide called the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy) for a 

galactic voyage on which they meet Zaphod Beeblebrox, a two-

headed ex-President of the Galaxy, and his human companion, 

Trillian. Their journey takes them from the remains of Earth to 

Milliways, the Restaurant at the End of the Universe. Based on a 

radio play by Douglas Adams. Arthur Dent awakes one morning 

and finds his house is going to be demolished, but for Arthur, the 

demolition of his house is only the beginning, when his friend, 

eccentric Ford Prefect reveals to Arthur he is not a human and he 

is a alien from a planet called Beetleguise and is a researcher for a 

electronic book called "The Hitch-Hikers Guide to the Galaxy." 

Ford saves Arthur when the Earth is destroyed by the Vogans so the Vogons can begin construction 

of a new hyperspace bypass. Joined by Ford's cousin, Zaphod Beeblebrox, a two-headed hippie-like 

former intergalactic President, Intelligent Human woman Trillian and Marvin, a depressed paranoid 

android, Arthur and Ford embark on a intergalactic adventure, which leads them to The Restraunt at 

the End of the Universe, discovering the creation of Earth and discovering the meaning of life. Arthur 

Dent is having one of those days when you have trouble taking in all the information you get. He 

hardly has time to take in the fact that his friend Ford Prefect wasn't born on Earth before he learns 

that the Earth is going to be destroyed. He hardy has time to take in the fact that he has just been 

thrown into the vacuum of space when he learns that he's on a hijacked spaceship with a galactic 

celebrity. His adventures bring him to Milliways, the Restaraunt at the End of the Universe, where he 

has time to go over his quest to find the meaning of life during dinner, until a time travel accident 

lands him and Ford back on Earth, with no companion but the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. He is 

in for one hell of a ride. Reading the widely differing comments is very interesting - and one can't 

help agreeing with some of the dissent - but there are always some inaccuracies that should be 

noted. The series was made by Comedy Dept. at the BBC, not Drama (as with 'Dr. Who' and 'Blakes 

Seven'). Besides the painstaking animation work by Pearce Studios and a few days location filming, 

each episode was made in only one day in a standard TV studio (one day every fortnight). The 

budget - which suddenly became available when a 'Goodies' series was cancelled - was a total of 

£600,000 and went over budget by £60,000. Feature film motion-control effects were considered, 

but the cost would have limited the scope of the episodes - only two effects could have been 

afforded in every episode). So it was decided that the effects would be done more simply - but with 

a serious attempt to make them better than previous TV Video effects. Sandra Dickinson was cast as 

Trillion following extensive auditions when she showed an excellent sense of comedy, and Douglas 

Adams agreed that she was perfect. So basically, it was just a TV series with all the imposed 

limitations of time and money. I am looking forward to the release of the movie version, which will, 

no doubt, be fantastic (I hope so). And I, by far, much preferred the Radio version. 

 



Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1981) 
 

Episode 1: The story of The Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy begins when a 6-foot ape descendant 

named Arthur Dent is saved from the destruction of planet Earth thanks to Ford Prefect, who is in 

fact from a small planet somewhere in the vicinity of Betlegeuse, and not from Guildford as Arthur 

had first thought. 

Episode 2: Arthur Dent and Ford Prefect find themselves thrown off the Vogon spaceship into the 

vacuum of space. Improbably, they are rescued 29 seconds later by the Starship Heart of Gold. This 

brand new model has just been high-jacked by the President of the Universe, Zaphod Beeblebrox 

and his girlfriend Trillian. Even more unlikely, it turns out both the hitch hikers and their rescuers 

have met before. 

Episode 3: Zaphod Beeblebrox is certain he's located the fabled planet of Magrathea, the richest 

planet of all time. Here customers could place an order to have their own dream planets 

constructed. Soon the 'dead planet' fires two missiles at the Starship Heart of Gold, leading 

Beeblebrox to deduce there must be something very valuable and hoopy worth protecting down 

there. 

Episode 4: Deep down inside the planet Magrathea, coastline designer Slartibartfast is working on 

Earth, mark II. It seems the previous version was destroyed just before it managed to complete it's 

purpose. Arthur Dent, being the last human survivor to leave Earth (Trillian doesn't count), may hold 

the answer to Live, the Universe and Everything. 

Episode 5: Arhur, Ford, Trillian and Zaphod travel in time by way of an exploding computer to 

Milliways, the Restaurant at the end of the Universe. Here people can enjoy a good meal while 

watching the end of all things. They soon discover that Marvin has been waiting for them for 

5376000 million years. The paranoid android has taken a job parking spaceships, and Zaphod once 

again feels the need to swipe himself a new ride. 

Episode 6: Zaphod has stolen Disaster Area's Stuntship which is about to plunge into a sun to form 

the climax to one of their typically loud concerts. Marvin is chosen to sacrifice himself by teleporting 

the others off the ship. At is at this point that Trillian and Zaphod disappear from the story, while 

Arthur and Ford end up on Golgafrincham Arkship B, heading straight for Earth. 
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The Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy (2005) 
 

Everyone has bad mornings. You wake up late, you stub your toe, 

you burn the toast...but for a man named Arthur Dent, this goes 

far beyond a bad day. When he learns that a friend of his is 

actually an alien with advanced knowledge of Earth's impending 

destruction, he is transported off the Earth seconds before it is 

exploded to make way for a new hyperspace motorway. And as if 

that's not enough, throw in being wanted by the police, Earth II, 

an insane electronic encyclopedia, no tea whatsoever, a 

chronically depressed robot and the search for the meaning of life, 

and you've got the greatest adventure off Earth. Arthur Dent is a 

British everyman. When he finally meets his perfect woman he 

balks at her request to go some place and she is then stolen away 

from him by a man claiming to have his own spaceship arrives at 

the party. Arthur next finds that his home is to be demolished for 

a bypass. He thinks it is only his house, but later realizes, with the help of Ford Prefect, that his 

galactic home, Earth, is going to be destroyed as well. Ford and Arthur then catch a ride on a 

spaceship and are Arthur finds himself on the adventure of a lifetime. He also finds the woman 

stolen away from him and the man who pilfered her. If Earth can be restored will Arthur want to 

ease back into his boring life? Everyman Arthur Dent is whisked off the Earth seconds before it is 

demolished to make way for a hyperspace bypass. Sadly, his day has only just begun. Before it's 

over, he will have been blown up, attended a poetry reading, been thrown out of an airlock, rescued, 

reunited with the love of his life, shot at, had a fish stuck in his ear, insulted, whacked, sickened, 

deprived of tea, learned the answer to the ultimate question, and almost had his brain sawed out by 

mice. He then goes to have lunch. It is great to finally see one of my favourite stories finally get the 

big screen treatment. There are moments where the budget has clearly benefited the overall 

experience, with some breath-taking CGI sequences. Two particularly spring to mind: An impressive 

backwards zoom out from earth's surface, past the Vogon demolition charges before the planet is so 

hastily disposed of, and Arthur's journey onto Magrathea's staggeringly colossal factory floor, which 

is simply overwhelming. Both illustrate, to great satisfaction, the dramatic readjustment of scale 

Arthur Dent has to undergo in such a short space of time in a stark manner that is just not possible in 

any medium other than cinema. The on-screen format of the guide itself is an appropriate update of 

the format developed for the television series, and it's highly enjoyable to see such delightfully silly 

animations grace a giant cinema screen. Cinema is a different experience, and that is the nub of the 

matter. We are dealing with a radically different medium from any of the other that Hitchhiker's has 

materialised in, and not only does that offer new opportunities to explore Douglas Adams' 

marvellous universe, it also necessitates dramatic changes. Most noticeably, and perhaps most 

important for a two-hour motion picture, there is more effort to form a conventional plot than is 

present in the original incarnations and this change is accompanied by major changes in character 

motivation. This is interesting, because (here analysis becomes problematic since it is impossible to 

know which changes were instigated by Adams and which were down to Karey Kirkpatrick), none of 

the characters in Adams' earlier material really had any significant motivations that would lend them 

to becoming interesting protagonists in a more conventional setting. Previously, Narcissist Zaphod 



wanted his ego stroked by fame and fortune, Ford was content with the prospect of a decent party 

to go to and Arthur's only desire was a palatable cup of tea. Trillian didn't really do anything. 

Although they are far from unrecognisable, the introduction of tangible drives into most of the 

characters alters the pattern of events in the story to accommodate what begins to resemble a more 

conventional story structure. One of the first casualties of this is that the principle players 

overshadow others, who are introduced, half-heartedly expanded upon, and then almost entirely 

dropped in deference to the favoured few. It never goes the whole way towards a standard 

structure though, as half of the principle story is seemingly abandoned in favour of a concentration 

on the romantic subplot and an overall resolution that is at least reverent to the previous formats. 

The result is a mixed bag. I found Arthur much more likable and Zaphod funnier than I ever have 

done, but it never actually occurred to me until the film that Arthur was a bit of a whinger and 

Zaphod quite boring, because I was too busy paying attention to what happened to them, rather 

than what they happened to do. The other major objection, which may or may not have been 

inevitable, given the time that must be given over to visuals in cinema, is that the filmmakers appear 

to try and get too much into a two-hour film. As a result, some brilliantly funny lines are missed and 

key explanations fudged and both are replaced by a general silliness, which appears to be a 

compromise between the demands of hardcore Hitchhiker's fans and those of the cinema-going 

public. A lot of the new material is funny, but some of it doesn't really fit with Adams' universe and 

sticks out like a sore thumb. Whether this is the consequence of those responsible being caught 

between the rock of Adam's inventiveness and the hard place of the medium they were working in is 

hard to say. Perhaps someone braver could have produced something more appropriate, or perhaps 

this is the best that there could ever be. I suppose we'll never know. 
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The Hobbit (1977) 
 

Bilbo Baggins the Hobbit was just minding his own business, when 

his occasional visitor Gandalf the Wizard drops in one night. One 

by one, a whole group of dwarves drop in, and before he knows it, 

Bilbo has joined their quest to reclaim their kingdom, taken from 

them by an evil dragon named Smaug. The only problem is that 

Gandalf has told the dwarves that Bilbo is an expert burglar, but 

he isn't. First - it's a wonderful introduction to full scale Fantasy, 

for anyone. But, for small children it's truly a gift. This is the 

Gateway for reading that most parents would die for. Children 

that watch this cry for more because it's usually the first thing in 

their lives that is not so dumbed down that they realize they've 

been had. Second - for all those that love a quality story, this is 

the Grand-daddy of them all for modern times. Sure the story is 

told from a more artistic viewpoint than the Book is, but that just 

adds to the enjoyment. * read the Book. Third - Since the current (wonderful) movies are coming 

out, this provides a foundation that makes them even more enjoyable. Finally - Even in this animated 

version, one can tell why J.R.R. Tolkien is celebrated as one of the finest writers of the 20th century. 

These books provided the foundation of nearly all quality Fantasy/Sc-Fi books and movies for the last 

75 years and will continue to inspire writers and moviemakers for a long long time to come. 
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The Horse Boy (2009) 
 

Chronicles the journey of the Isaacson family as they travel 

through Mongolia in search of a mysterious shaman who they 

believe can heal their autistic son (Rowan Isaacson). This film 

delves into the strange world of autism, horses, shamanism, and 

Mongolia while telling the story of a family that will go to the end 

of the earth to find a way into their son's life. I got tickets to the 

premiere at Sundance and must confess I wasn't that excited 

about going to this movie. I thought it was going to be pretty 

depressing. It turns out that was pretty unfair. It's a great movie; 

you begin to really relate to the people and their struggles with 

their autistic son. The parents are absolutely saints; I have no idea 

how they coped for as long as they did. The backdrop of Mongolia 

is beautiful; and all the while, you're hoping for a miracle without 

letting those hopes get too far up. Definitely worth seeing. 
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The Hotel New Hampshire (1984) 
 

The film talks about a family (10-year-old Seth Green) that 

weathers all sorts of disasters and keeps going in spite of it all. It is 

noted for its wonderful assortment of oddball characters. As my 

father used to say: if all say something is great, you still may not 

like it. If all are booing, we must be missing something.. When a 

work gets reactions so diverse as Hotel New Hampshire, it is truly 

not to be missed! Indeed, this film is elusive; funny and sad and 

hilarious and heart-wrenching. Humour without a tear is nothing. 

This film, after an even better book, is fantastic. Form an opinion. 

See this film!! 
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The Hound Of The Baskervilles (1988) 
 

Sir Charles Baskerville dies on the moor under mysterious 

circumstances and rumors abound about a demonic hound. When 

the American heir arrives to take charge, a family friend calls in 

Holmes and Watson to get to the heart of the mystery. Dr. 

Mortimer asks Sherlock Holmes to help protect Sir Charles 

Baskerville who has returned to England to take his place at the 

family seat following the death of his uncle, Sir Charles Baskerville. 

Sir Charles died of cardiac exhaustion and Dr. Mortimer believes 

he was frightened to death. There appears to be a curse on the 

family dating back nearly 200 years to when Sir Hugo Baskerville 

was supposedly killed on the moor by a huge hound. Holmes 

dismisses the supernatural elements of the case but there are a 

sufficient number of odd events to pique his interest. It is apparent that Sir Charles is being followed 

and one of his shoes was stolen at his hotel. At the family estate, the servants have suddenly 

resigned and the lady cook is crying herself to sleep every night. Holmes soon realizes that someone 

is making sure the legend becomes real. Jeremy Brett is as ever perfect as Holmes, so it's a shame 

he's not in it as much as I'd like. Edward Hardwick as Watson is his usual reliable self and manages to 

hold the viewer's attention. Some great scenes and first class acting aside, the production is a little 

slow. This will not bother anyone who has watched the Granada productions of Holmes stories 

before, but should be pointed out that this is a faithful retelling of Conan Doyles' original and not a 

fast paced, inaccurate Hollywood version. Overall the feature length episodes have never been as 

entertaining as the shorter series episodes, but this is still far more enjoyable than any other 

adaptation. 
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The House Of Rothschild (1934) 
 

The story of the rise of the Rothschild financial empire founded by 

Mayer Rothschild and continued by his five sons. From humble 

beginnings the business grows and helps to finance the war 

against Napoleon, but it's not always easy, especially because of 

the predjudices against the family. In the person of Nathan 

Rothschild, overlord of the international banking house that 

shaped the destiny of Europe, George Arliss has found his most 

congenial role since Disraeli. The story provides a fasinating study 

of internatinal intrigue in the nineteenth century. It is presented 

straight-forwardly, without apology or sentimentality. Because of 

its lack of dramatic sequence, the picture lapses into passages that 

become monotonous. The injection of a romantic episode 

between Nathan's daughter and a Gentile British office, with its 

mixed-marriage problem during those years, is tritely handled. 

This film is rarely shown over the years in America and is 

controversal at times. On the whole, the picture has been skillfully cast, and there are good 

performances by George Arliss, Reginald Owen and Boris Karloff who gives an excellent performance 

as Baron Ledrantz. 
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The Human Body (1998) 
 

From fertilised egg to six trillion cells working in concert, this is an 

incredible journey through the most complex biological 

mechanism on earth. While the latest imaging techniques guide 

the viewer through veins, down fallopian tubes and around the 

brain, this groundbreaking series also explores the human drama 

born of this microscopic world. Presented by Robert Winston, a 

medical scientist and leading commentator on medical matters, 

The Human Body takes you into one of the most alien worlds 

imaginable. Includes the episodes: 'Life Story', 'An Everyday 

Miracle', 'First Steps', 'Raging Teens', 'Brain Power', 'As Time Goes 

By', and 'The End of Life'. I intend using this series on an 

introductory course in human development that I teach. Although 

the emphasis is on the physiology and mechanics of the body, 

those are integrated well with a psychological perspective. The 

series is interesting and accessible. The episode on the death of Herbie is outstanding and is a 

moving account of the end of life. 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1998) 
 

Episode 1:- Life Story; Every second, a world of miraculous microscopic events take place within the 

body. 

Episode 2: An Everyday Miracle; The drama of conception activates the most sophisticated life 

support machine on earth. 

Episode 3: First Steps; In four years, the new-born child learns every survival skill. 

Episode 4: Raging Teens; The hormone-driven roller-coaster otherwise known as adolescence! 

Episode 5: Brain Power; The adult human brain is the most complicated - and mysterious - object in 

the universe. 

Episode 6: As Time Goes By; is far more complex - and fascinating - than mere decline. 

Episode 7: The End Of Life; Even in death, the body reveals remarkable secrets. 
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The Hustler (1961) 
 

"Fast" Eddie Felson is a small-time pool hustler with a lot of talent 

but a self-destructive attitude. His bravado causes him to 

challenge the legendary "Minnesota Fats" to a high-stakes match, 

but he loses in a heartbreaking marathon. Now broke and without 

his long-time manager, Felson faces an uphill battle to regain his 

confidence and his game. It isn't until he hits rock bottom that he 

agrees to join up with ruthless and cutthroat manager Bert 

Gordon. Gordon agrees to take him on the road to learn the 

ropes. But Felson soon realizes that making it to the top could cost 

him his soul, and perhaps his girlfriend. Will he decide that this is 

too steep a price to pay in time to save himself? It's an intriguing 

idea. If a person is talented, that person should be a winner. And, 

we would expect a loser to be someone who is not talented. But 

the idea that someone could be a talented loser is a paradox, a 

contradiction that doesn't fit into the conventional mindset of American culture, and is the basis for 

"The Hustler", a character study of an ace pool player who can't seem to win respect from his peers. 

The pool player is (Fast) Eddie Felson (Paul Newman). The plot moves along by means of four 

secondary characters with whom Fast Eddie interacts: (1) his manager, Charlie; (2) the veteran pool 

player, Minnesota Fats; (3) Eddie's girlfriend, Sarah; and (4) the money man, Bert Gordon. "The 

Hustler" is very much a product of the late 50's and early 60's, when progressive filmmakers were 

trying to buck the staid post WWII era, with its reactionary Cold War mentality that resulted in strict 

conformity to established American values. In this film, Bert Gordon and Minnesota Fats represent 

the establishment. Eddie Felson is the loner, up against the establishment; he's the renegade kid, 

out to beat the system. Yet, at every turn, the establishment beats Eddie, one way or another. His 

idealism is useless. He must conform to the establishment's rules, expressed in the film as 

"character", or give up his dreams. The film is therefore very cynical and incredibly cold. From start 

to finish, there's not an ounce of humor. It depresses the spirit. But the film is a very good metaphor 

for a terrible era wherein societal repression was the norm. While the story's main character may be 

a loser, the film itself is a talented winner. The excellent B&W lighting, together with a jazzy score, 

create an effectively somber and downbeat tone, consistent with the oppressive political 

atmosphere of that era. The dialogue is sparse and incisive. And the acting is persuasive. Paul 

Newman is convincing, as are the secondary characters. I especially liked the performance of Jackie 

Gleason, who comes across as suave, serious, and in total control, a great contrast to his comedic 

side, in "The Honeymooners". "The Hustler" is depressing and grim. But the film is very well made. It 

entertains in ways that are obvious, and educates in ways that are subtle. 
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The Ice Storm (1997) 
 

In the weekend after thanksgiving 1973 the Hoods are skidding 

out of control. Benjamin Hood reels from drink to drink, trying not 

to think about his trouble at the office. His wife, Elena, is reading 

self help books and losing patience with her husband's lies. Their 

son, Paul (Tobey Maguire), home for the holidays, escapes to the 

city to pursue an alluring rich girl from his prep school. And young, 

budding nymphomaniac, Wendy Hood roams the neighborhood, 

innocently exploring liquor cabinets and lingerie drawers of her 

friends' parents, looking for something new. Then an ice storm 

hits, the worst in a century. Things get bad. It is Thanksgiving, 

1973, and the climate is changing, politically and physically. As the 

Watergate scandal unfolds in the background, the inhabitants of 

New Canaan, Conneticut begin to slip into an existentialist void, 

wherein social taboos are shattered on whims and the line between adult authority and juvenile 

irresponsibility is practically nonexistant. Focusing on two families in particular, the Hoods and the 

Carvers (16-year-old Elijah Wood), "The Ice Storm" chronicles a brief period of rapid moral 

deterioration, as the characters shatter their social "roles" in pursuit of meaning and satisfaction, 

within an environment turned inwards on itself. As the narrative device of an "Ice Storm" builds up 

around them, the actions of the characters - including adultery, sexual experimentation, drug use 

and petty crimes - become increasingly unpredictable and impulsive. Once the "storm" hits, though, 

reality sinks in, and the severity of their situation becomes all to apparent in its bitter, and 

resonating aftermath. "Ice Storm" not only describes the weather in the Connecticut countryside but 

is also a metaphor for the pall which hangs over a pallid and dysfunctional middle-class suburban 

family of four in the 1970s. Sporting a stellar cast with Ang Lee at the helm, this well crafted, 

sensitive, artful production takes the audience into four lives outwardly living the "American Dream" 

while inwardly existing in a state of empty unfulfillment and quiet desperation. The tedious and 

laconic nature of the film may lose the less patient audience while those with a taste for 

psychodrama should enjoy it. 
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The Impossible Kid (The Impossible Kid Of Kung Fu) (1982) 
 

Weng Weng is now working for the Manila branch of Interpol. The 

Chief sends him in the pursuit of Mr. X, an arch villian with a white 

sock on his head, who is holding the Philippines to ransom. Two 

businessmen, Maolo and Simeon, pay the demands but Weng 

Weng suspects foul play and goes deep undercover to reveal the 

identity of Mr. X. This is the film you get when you mix James 

Bond, The Pink Panther, exploitation, kung fu and a 2 foot 9 

midget. This spoof on Bond features midget Weng Weng as Secret 

Agent 00 who gets in the middle of a terrorist group trying to 

bribe rich businessmen. The story here really doesn't matter. 

What does matter is that you've got a midget playing a ladies man 

Secret Agent who isn't afraid to use some kung fu to kick ass. As 

you can tell, this film from the Phillippines isn't to be taken too 

seriously and if you go in with a tongue and cheek attitude then 

you're bound to get a few laughs. The fight scenes are so incredibly ridiculous but they work because 

there's a midget involved. Seeing these beautiful women fall over the dude also manages to get 

some laughs. The film, technically speaking, is pretty bad but then again, this wasn't meant to 

challenge Citizen Kane. The score also rips off that of Bond and the Panther. 
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The Incredible Genie (1997) 
 

Don't call him Simple Simon! Simon's (13-year-old Matt Koruba) 

the smartest one at school and the other children hardly ever 

converse with him or sit with him at lunch...or anytime. In the 

same town, a scientist is working on paranormal phenomena, 

having just returned from an archaeological dig. As fortune may 

fall, Simon ends up with a lamp the scientist had discovered 

abroad. Shazam...it's a genie's lamp, yes! Simon finds the sprightly 

genie inside a pain at first (tricks do not turn out correctly) but 

warms up to the guy over time. Yet, when Simon's house changes 

in a noticeable way, things get lively very quickly. Will having a 

genie be a good thing or the reverse? This is a fun family film for a 

Friday night. The boy who plays Simon is a natural actor and the 

lady that plays his mother charms in a big way. There is magical 

fun and a romance as well. The genie is an absolute delight in 

every way, too. The ending was a bit of a disappointment as it defies logic but perhaps kids won't 

have any quarrels with that. Are you looking for something your family can watch together and 

everyone will be tickled? You do not need a genie...just take a stroll to the video store or library. 
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The Incredible Kids (The 5 Kung Fu Kids) (1988) 
 

Released a few years ago in Thailand on DVD the film stars Y. Lee, 

K. Koh, K. Mok, B. Chan (no credits for rest of cast). 78 minutes. 

Four youngsters (who look about 7-10-years-old) live and work in 

a restaurant, where they are also trained in martial arts by two 

bickering (definitely camp) owners. The boys are called Little 

Rambo, Little Chuck (Norris), Little Bruce (Lee) and Little Jacky 

(Chan). The film concerns a mix up over a roll of secret film which 

a Chinese mafia gang is buying from a Japanese gang. A young girl 

and her older sister get involved and when the gang attack them 

the boys come to their assistance...the boys all become infatuated 

with the little girl. There's a hilarious chapter when the gangsters 

disguise themselves as hopping vampire ghosts and the boys have to fight them. Things get worse 

when the girls are kidnapped and the boys go to their rescue. The last chapter is nearly all action 

fighting. Watching kids fighting grown men seemed rather strange but when one of the boys was 

thrown through a plate glass window...I thought what the!!!!!! Not sure a film like this would be 

made nowadays, but amongst all the comedic moments (and there are plenty), there are some really 

quite impressive fights and stunts. Little Bruce has a great nun chuck scene, where he uses the 

weapon to great effect (to think that pre DVD, people used to search out uncut VHS tapes of Enter 

The Dragon just to see Bruce Lee's full nun chuck scene!). Another boy fights with what looks like 

two toilet plungers! The nun chuck scene and the whole concept of little kids battling full grown 

men, may be the reason this film never got a wide release. 
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The Indian In The Cupboard (1995) 
 

On his ninth birthday a boy (11-year-old Hal Scardino) receives 

many presents. Two of them first seem to be less important: an 

old cupboard from his brother and a little indian figure made of 

plastic from his best friend. But these two presents turn out to be 

much more magic than the rest. Omri (Hal Scardino), a young boy 

growing up in Brooklyn, receives an odd variety of presents for his 

birthday, a wooden cabinet from his older brother, a set of 

antique keys from his mother Jane (Linsday Crouse), and a tiny 

plastic model of an Indian from his best friend Patrick (11-year-old 

Rishi Bhat). Putting them all together, Omri locks the Indian inside 

the cabinet, only to be awoken by a strange sound in the middle 

of the night. Omri opens the cabinet to discover that the tiny 

Indian has come to life; it seems that he's called Little Bear 

(Litefoot), and he claims to have learned English from settlers in 1761. Omri hides this remarkable 

discovery from his mother but shares it with Patrick; as an experiment, Patrick locks a toy cowboy 

into the cupboard, and soon Little Bear has a companion, Boone (David Keith), though predictably, 

the cowboy and the Indian don't get along well at first. Omri comes to the realizations that his living 

and breathing playthings are also people with lives of their own, and he begins to wonder how much 

control he should really have over their lives. I liked this movie it was well done, good story, and 

good acting. Indian In The Cupboard should keep the kids and adults entertained, overall a good film. 
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The Inspector General (1949) 
 

An illiterate stooge in a traveling medicine show wanders into a 

strange town and is picked up on a vagrancy charge. The town's 

corrupt officials mistake him for the inspector general whom they 

think is traveling in disguise. Fearing he will discover they've been 

pocketing tax money, they make several bungled attempts to kill 

him. Kaye is a wandering shill for snake-oil when he is mis-

identified as an Inspector General come to examine a little corrupt 

town. Zaniness ensues, focused on Kayes performing talents 

rather than the town's corruption. It is easy to see that this film 

was intended to be more of a vehicle for Danny Kaye's comedy 

antics than a fully developed and deep farce, but even so it is 

entertaining to watch, with some good tunes and a fair amount of 

funny moments to be had. It is awfully silly at times, with over-

the-top jokes and various excesses, but it makes pretty good 

viewing in general. Well-used sound effects plus apt costumes and sets help enhance the experience 

too. It takes a while to warm up, and some of the time old elements are thrown in to not much avail, 

such as a typical love subplot, but if one is to take the film lightheartedly it is quite amusing, even if 

some of Kaye's skits go a bit overboard. 
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The Invisible Boy (1957) 
 

Timmie (12-year-old Richard Eyer) is a typical 10-year-old boy: he 

loves fun and mischief and hates to study. When his scientist 

father, in an attempt to improve Timmie's mind, plops him in 

front of the Super Computer, the boy learns more than how to 

beat his dad at chess. With designs on world domination, the 

computer has Timmie reactivate Robbie the Robot and directs the 

metal hulk to do his bidding. But while Robbie is an efficient 

minion, can he be made to harm the boy who gave him life? This 

little picture has its moments of pulp poetry. There are not one, 

but two intelligent machines. One is a supercomputer that's been 

biding its time for decades, waiting for an opportunity that arrives 

one day in the form of a lonely little boy. He is invisible in the 

sense that the grown-ups pay no attention to him, condescend to 

him, or talk over his head--they just don't understand! When he 

becomes literally invisible later, it's just a way of literalizing what the movie has already been saying. 

Anyway, the computer hypnotizes the boy and gives him instructions about putting together a robot 

that's lying disassembled in a workroom. It's all part of the evil plan to use boy and robot in a plot to 

take over the world via satellite. The best moment comes when the insidious computer, invented by 

the boy's father, flashes all his lights and promises that they can explore the universe together. 

"Dad--" the boy starts to complain. "Just be quiet, son," says Dad, "and look at all the pretty lights." 

Man spellbound by his own invention, even unto his own destruction, and taking his future 

generations with him. 
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The Iron Mask (1929) 
 

King Louis XIII of France is thrilled to have born to him a son - an 

heir to the throne. But when the queen delivers a twin (7-year-old 

Gordon Thorpe), Cardinal Richelieu sees the second son as a 

potential for revolution, and has him sent off to Spain to be raised 

in secret to ensure a peaceful future for France. Alas, keeping the 

secret means sending Constance, lover of D'Artagnan, off to a 

convent. D'Artagnan hears of this and rallies the Musketeers in a 

bid to rescue her. Unfortunately, Richelieu out-smarts the 

Musketeers and banishes them forever. Richelieu enlists 

D'Artagnan to look after and protect the young prince. 

Meanwhile, de Rochefort learns of the twins and Richelieu's plans, 

and kidnaps the twin, raising him in secret. Many years later, with 

Richelieu dead and the young prince crowned King Louis XIV, 

Rochefort launches his plan. The king is kidnapped, replaced with 

his twin, put in an iron mask so as not to be recognized, and led 

off to a remote castle to be held prisoner. Louis XIV is able to alert D'Artagnan, who realizes that 

only his friends Athos, Porthos, and Aramis can help him, so he reunites the Musketeers to derail 

Rochefort's nefarious plot but at a heavy toll. This is without a doubt, the best version of Dumas' 

classic work on celluloid. Every time I see the ending, my eyes mist, especially as I realize we're 

seeing Fairbanks'last silent work, which makes it all the more touching. Allan Dwan was a master, 

and an unappreciated one. This is more than likely his finest work, and one that doesn't seem to get 

its proper due. It's a tale of camaraderie, love of country, and... well heck, it's doing the right thing. 

Today's cinematic 'heroes' just don't do that any more. There are no fiery explosions, four-letter 

words, car crashes, etc., but the action is wonderful. The humor is magnificent, and the script id 

done well. If you want to show a silent film to someone who's never seen one, this is the one to 

show them. (Then, after they've loved it, show them a Lon Chaney or DeMille's KING OF KINGS.) 
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The Island On Bird Street (1997) 
 

A young boy learns a grownup's lesson in survival in this dramatic 

adventure. Alex (Jordan Kiziuk) is an 11-year-old boy who is living 

with his father Stefan (Patrick Bergin) and Uncle Boruch (Jack 

Warden) in a Jewish ghetto in Poland during WWII. While Alex has 

been able to hold onto some shards of his childhood innocence, 

he's all too aware of the dangers all around him, and his father 

has gone so far as to teach him how to use a gun for his own 

protection once the inevitable tragedy occurs. When Nazi troops 

begin clearing the Poles from the ghetto, Stefan tells his son to 

hide, and leaves him with the words, "No matter what happens, I 

will come back for you." Alex follows his fathers instruction to the 

letter; he makes a hiding place for himself in the loft of an old 

building, which he's able to furnish and can access with a rope 

ladder, while keeping a pet mouse who not only keeps him 

company but helps him find precious caches of food. With his favorite book, The Adventures of 

Robinson Crusoe, as his guide, Alex tries to outrun and outmaneuver the Nazi soldiers as he patiently 

waits for his father to make good on his promise. Not least because it is apparently a true story. Alex 

is an 11-year-old boy, stuck in an almost empty city awaiting his father's return. The plot, though 

slow is tense, holding an audience's attention throughout. What I most liked about this film was the 

sense of realness, as I watched it (though the language was English) I felt that somehow I was in fact 

watching an actually documentary as it unfolded. the clothes the sets the streets, everything was 

real. The acting is so well performed I could easily assume that these were real people, in particular 

Jordan Kiziuk's performance of Alex. The ending was tear-jerking, and I mean big blobby tears that 

swam in torrents. It was an all-round wonder to watch. The Island on Bird Street was a multiple 

award-winner in its screenings at the 1997 Berlin International Film Festival. 
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The IT Crowd (2006-8) 
 

The IT crowd is an excellent comedy but requires the viewer to 

watch the second episode rather than base their judgement on 

the first episode then snub the entire series. The first episode was 

a decent attempt to gain the viewers approval however, it was 

hyped far too much, which made the viewer think that "The IT 

Crowd" was the next best comedy. When the first episode ended, 

everyone was disappointed due to the lack of good jokes. There 

were moments in the first episode that somehow reminded me of 

the great mind of Graham Linehan who was the writer to "Father 

Ted" and "Black Books" due to random jokes such as the joke in 

the credits. The second episode was almost redemption to the 

first as the cast and Graham Linehan ultimately revealed their true 

performance. It was almost surreal and had it's connections to 

"Father Ted" equally weirdness. There was uncontrollable 

laughter in a lot of areas of the second episode such as the stress class which delivered powerful 

comedy that would even make "Father Ted" mediocre. I give this comedy a round of applause and 

wish for an encore. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 1: Yesterday's Jam; Jen starts at Reynholm industries as the IT Manager. But it turns out she 

dosen't know anything about computers. 

Episode 2: Calamity Jen; Denholm invites a Stressexpert when he starts war against stress. Jen have 

a shoe problem which have a serious effect. 

Episode 3: Fifty-Fifty; When Roy gets dumped after a date, he starts believing that girls go for "bad 

boys" and creates a fake profile on a dating site and, surprisingly, gets a response. Meanwhile, Jen 

starts flirting with a security guard. 

Episode 4: The Red Door; Moss put a picture of his head on his cup, but it gets lost. Jen becomes 

curious about the red door behind Roys desk. When Roy and Moss is gone, she goes in the room and 

finds Richmond. 

Episode 5: The Haunting of Bill Crouse; Jen goes on a bad date with a coworker. She doesn't want to 

talk to him so she tells Moss to lie to him. Moss tells him that Jen is dead. 

Episode 6: Aunt Irma Visits; Jen has her period and she sees the same symptom with Roy and Moss. 

They say that it's no way that it's possible but they reconsider the possibility. They even get their 

own website. 
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Series 2 (6 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 1: The Work Outing; Roy, Moss and Jen gets invited to the theatre and it dosen't turn out so 

good. 

Episode 2: Return of the Golden Child; Denholm dies and they have to go to the funeral and Roy is 

worried about dying. 

Episode 3: Moss and the German; Jen complains that Roy and Moss spend too much time together, 

so Moss takes a German cooking class. 

Episode 4: The Dinner Party; Jen has met someone normal, and plans for a nice dinner party go 

astray unless Jen invites her workmates at said dinner party. 

Episode 5: Smoke and Mirrors; Moss invents something to help Jen with an issue she has, and this 

invention is an opportunity for enterprise. 

Episode 6: Men Without Women; Jen gets a promotion to be Douglas PA and Roy and Moss miss 

her. 
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Series 3 (6 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 1: From Hell; Moss is menaced by bullies, Roy is forced to lend Douglas £20, and Jen's home 

is worked on by someone she suspects might be a Builder From Hell. 

Episode 2: Are We Not Men?; Roy and Moss's attempt to bluff their way using geezer-talk goes 

catastrophically out of control. Meanwhile, Jen dates a man who looks like a magician. 

Episode 3: Tramps Like Us; Jen interviews with another company to escape Douglas' advances but 

finds her ignorance showing. Roy has trouble hanging onto his shirt and finds himself topless on the 

upper floors until security tracks him out and tosses him out on the street penniless. 

Episode 4: The Speech; Jen has to give a speech when she is named employee of the month so Moss 

and Roy give her the Internet in a box to use as a visual aid. Meanwhile, Douglas begins a wild love 

affair with a reporter who is interviewing him and she used to be not a beautiful woman. 

Episode 5: Friendface; The IT crowd joins the social network Friendface which enables Jen to 

reconnect with an old friend. Of course she has to make up an alternative persona because her real 

life is pitiful. But then she has to make it real for her school reunion. 



Episode 6: Calendar Geeks; Roy tries to hookup with a girl on the seventh floor by shooting a sexy 

calendar as a fund raiser for her brother's disability. Unfortunatly Jen didn't go for his preferred 

theme, the girls of the seventh floor, and he had to find a less appealing alternative. 
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The Jammed (2007) 
 

Inspired by court transcripts and actual events, THE JAMMED is a 

social thriller about trafficking and the sex slave trade in 

Melbourne. When a Chinese mother arrives in Melbourne to find 

her missing daughter, she enlists the help of Ashley Hudson. 

Ashley reluctantly agrees to help search, and is soon drawn into 

the dark underworld of this cultured city as she tries to rescue 

three girls from a trafficking syndicate. As the story unravels the 

sinister workings of illegal prostitution and governmental 

deportation is filled with twists and surprises. In this low budget 

picture, shot on HD, a 20 something Melbourne insurance worker 

becomes involved in the search for a victim of the sex slave 

racket. It's not really a thriller or a social document. Its dramatic 

focus is split between the prostitute/prisoners and the insurance 

worker, so the viewer tends to become attached and then detached. I think I was supposed to care 

about the insurance worker's personal life, which I was, a bit, but not that much. More importantly, I 

wanted to get to know the prostitute girls better as people, but there didn't seem to be time. Saskia 

Burmeister and Sun Park are excellent as two of the enslaved girls. Emma Lung is much less 

convincing. The music is dull, and includes that modern penchant for angelic choirs underscoring 

hideous physical abuse. Why? And what is this film actually about? The sex slaves? The insurance 

agent? The iniquity of the trafficking itself? Another couple of drafts of the script would maybe have 

sharpened up the focus. Nevertheless, it's not bad little picture. 
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The Journey Of Natty Gann (1985) 
 

Natty Gann (played by 15-year-old Meredith Salenger) is a 12-

year-old tomboyish depression era girl whose single-parent father 

leaves her behind in Chicago while he goes to Washington State 

to look for work in the timber industry. Natty runs away from the 

guardian she was left with to follow Dad. She befriends and is 

befriended by a wolf that has been abused in dog fights, hops a 

freight train west, and is presumed dead when her wallet is found 

after the train crashes. Dad gets bitter and endangers himself in 

his new job. Meanwhile Natty has a series of adventures and mis- 

adventures in various farmhouses, police stations, hobo camps, 

reform schools, and boxcars. In what may be the most remarkable 

live action film to come out of the Disney studios during the 80's 

or even the 70's for that matter, I find the treatment it has 

received from it's own studio appalling. The best thing I can 

compare it to is having a ruby but discarding it because you only 

prefer diamonds. Considering all the costume jewelry Disney released in the aforementioned 

decades, you would think they would have more respect for this gem. I'm sure parents who took 

their children to see Natty Gann when it was released were surprised and shocked to discover that it 

was not a film for younger children. It is a very dark realistic film which takes place during the Great 

Depression. This is not only the story of a young girl traveling across country to find her father, it is 

the story of people searching for hope and trying to survive in an age when just having food on the 

table was a constant struggle. When Natty's father Sol (Ray Wise) is offered a job in a logging camp 

in Washington, he is only given a few hours to come to a decision, either take the job and leave 

Natty behind, or stay in Chicago with Natty and hopefully find work elsewhere. At first, rejecting the 

job offer, he steps out into the Chicago streets. In a truly remarkable scene, we see as Sol does, the 

faces of all those who have lost hope and been beaten down in despair. It is after this brief but 

telling moment that he realizes, as we do, there is no decision to be made and Sol accepts the work 

in Seattle. Sol is forced to leave Natty in the care of a boarding house owner Connie (Lainie Kazan). 

After Natty overhears Connie reporting her as an abandoned child, she decides not to wait for her 

father to send for her, and begins an arduous journey across country to find him. If ever there was a 

film that is a picture of contrasts it's this one. Early in the film we are given the harsh reality of 

depression era Chicago. Director Jeremy Kagan does not spare us from the details. We watch as men 

stand hopelessly and helplessly praying and hoping for work. There is a scene where a destitute 

family are evicted from their home. Later, as Sol is heading to Washington in the bus, we see 

another family on the road with their meager belongings strapped to their car as they head west, 

their car no longer operable. As Natty walks through the market place vendors sell what meager 

belongings they have just to get buy. When Natty runs away we see her fishing for food out of a 

trash can for a morsel to consume. Later, as Natty travels westward, there is beautifully 

photographed scenery of forests and mountains, but Director Kagan astutely reminds us of the 

bleakness of the depression with many scenes of the struggle in rural America, ranging from a scene 

of a farmer and his much pregnant wife plowing a field, to scenes of orphaned and abandoned 

children left to be wards of the state. This is not your Daddy's Disney, kids. Dick Bush's 



cinematography of the wilderness is breathtaking, yet in the scenes set in Chicago and in the farm 

towns of America, he mutes his colors to enhance the contrast between beauty and desperation. 

When Natty jumps her first train, she is help and befriended by Harry (John Cusack), who is also 

riding the rails. Cusack in his first major dramatic role after being extremely good in The Sure Thing, 

shows for the first time that he is not just a comedic actor, but has dramatic prowess as well. Harry 

may be young, but Cusack gives him the edge of a man aged beyond his years. It is an uncanny 

performance. Salenger, as Natty, is more than just a teenage actress. Her characterization draws us 

into the story from the first moments of this film to the last. It is the key that holds this film together 

and if it had been put into less capable hands the film would surely not have succeeded as well. 

Although her film career since Natty Gann has not been noteworthy, you will always remember her 

for her unflinching portrayal of Natty Gann. This is a journey for the ages, and one you will not soon 

forget. Unfortunately. I don't make it a habit to comment on the DVD release of films, but in this 

case I'll make an exception. The transfer of this wonderful film is appalling. It's bad enough when a 

film that shouts "wide screen" is only released in a very horrid poorly done pan and scan, but the full 

screen transfer is one of the worst if not the worst I have ever seen. It gives new meaning to the 

word grainy. At times the picture jitters so that you may begin reaching for your VCR remote to 

adjust the tracking until you remember this is a DVD. There are signs of the film's age running 

rampant throughout and no visible effort to clean it up digitally or otherwise. I'm not one to believe 

every film should come with a boatload of extras, and have no problem if a studio wants to give us 

just the film, but there is absolutely no excuse for the poor picture quality of this DVD. This movie is 

a gem, and for the Disney studios to tarnish it and treat it in this unconscionable manner, saddens 

me terribly. What is more frustrating is the fact that Disney can do quality video releases, so just a 

decent film to DVD wide screen transfer would not have been a lot to ask for. They should be 

ashamed of what they have done to this fine fine film. With 13-year-old Zachary Ansley. 
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The Jungle Book (1967) 
 

Disney animation inspired by Rudyard Kiplings "Mowgli" story. 

Mowgli is a boy who has been raised by wolves in the Indian 

jungle. When the wolves hear that the fierce tiger, Shere Kahn, is 

nearby, they decide to send Mowgli to a local "man tribe". On his 

way to the village, Mowgli meets many animal characters in this 

musical tale. When Shere Kahn learns of Mowgli's presence, he 

tracks him down. The Jungle Book is one of Disney's most 

memorable animated movies. It's based on the "Mowgli" stories 

by Rudyard Kipling (who also wrote the famous Just So Stories). 

Like in most Disney films, Mowgli is an orphan. Bagheera the 

panther find him and he is raised by a family of wolves. That is 

until Shere Khan the tiger comes back to the jungle. One thing I 

love about The Jungle Book is the villains. In most Disney movies 

you have one villain, sometimes with stupid and funny sidekicks 

who get bossed around all the time. But The Jungle Book offers three villains all who want Mowgli all 

for themselves. There is King Louie the king of the monkeys. He kidnaps Mowgli but doesn't really 

want to harm him, which perhaps makes him the least cruelest of the three. All he wants is to be like 

man as he puts it in the wonderful song that will want to make you get up and dance: "I Wanna Be 

Like You". More specifically he wants to know the secret on how to make fire. Then there's Shere 

Khan, the tiger who comes back to the jungle and is the reason that Bagheera and the wolves (and 

eventually Baloo) want to take him back to the "man village". Shere Khan is very swift and cruel but 

also very calm about his cruelty and not the least bit temperamental. However his characteristics do 

change at his last screen appearance, and frankly I'd be freaking out to if I had a burning branch 

stuck to my tail (heck I'd freak out if I just had a tail). Shere Khan hates mankind and of course 

Mowgli is man. Last but definitely not least (my favorite of the three)- Kaa, the snake, and a very big 

one I might add. See- King Louie wants to be like Mowgli, Shere Khan wants to kill Mowgli and Kaa 

wants to... eat Mowgli. He has a very big mouth which would enable him to eat Mowgli but it does 

him bad too- he talks to much and then never gets the chance to eat Mowgli. Other than these three 

memorable villains there's Mowgli himself, the man-cub (who by the way was voiced by Bruce 

Reitherman, son of the director of this film- and many other Disney greats: Wolfgang Reitherman). 

There's the elephants, the vultures (who are actually nice and quite humorous too), Baloo the bear 

and Bagheera the panther. Songs include King Louie's (who was voiced by Louie Parma) "I Wanna Be 

Like You". Kaa's "Trust in Me" (which no one should... trust in Kaa that is). And of course Baloo's "The 

Bare Necessities". As for the racist overtone- that's one of the silliest things I've heard. The Jungle 

Book can be enjoyed by anyone of any age (...and any race). 
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The Jungle Book 2 (2003) 
 

Jungle boy Mowgli (voiced by 15-year-old Haley Joel Osment) 

decides to forsake civilized village life for the "bare necessities" of 

the wild with his old friends. However, the evil tiger Shere Khan is 

looking for a little payback after Mowgli's last adventure. Trouble's 

a-brewing! Recipe for Jungle Book 2: Take one classic animated 

movie, loved by millions the world over. Carefully remove the plot. 

Add a couple of inconsequential new characters. Simmer gently 

without much loving care for very little time in a studio. et voila! 

You have the most pointless sequel I have seen in a long time. This 

is a shameless and charmless cash-in on the original Jungle Book. 

All the characters are there (with the exception of King Louie - 

who is absent for no explained reason) but they are there just 

because they were in the first film. No other reason at all. The plot 

isn't. There is no plot! Some vague hokum about how Mowgli 

misses the jungle, and that's it. Dull, dull, dull, dull, dull! You have to admire Disney's inattention to 

detail, though. For example. Mowgli, having been transplanted to the man village, has to obey all the 

rules of civilised society. Except, he still gets to wear his loincloth like some Tarzan wannabee. No 

smart man clothes for you, jungle boy! Just that raggedy old cloth! Haha! You're in the man world 

now, but we'll cruelly let you wear your rag to constantly remind you of the fact that you were once 

in a real movie with heart! And what's with everyone in that village? They are deathly afraid of the 

"jungle" and its inhabitants. So much so that they've placed convenient stepping stones across the 

river so that they can get to it anytime they like. Bah! There's one new song of any note "Jungle 

Rythym" which is OK, but that's it. Otherwise it's just an endless rehash of "Bare Necessities" several 

times during the picture. Talk about a one-song movie. The voices are done reasonably well, though 

how they roped John-Rhys Davies into this I'll never know. Mowgli (Haley Joel Osment) and Baloo 

(John Goodman) are particularly good. But otherwise its just rubbish really. Little kids will enjoy it, 

but it's a shame Disney didn't add a few more "adult" oriented gags into it. The only one of note was 

the vultures being portrayed as the Beatles. Even that wasn't funny the second time around. I can 

imagine parents the world over, having taken their kids to see this, dreading the little 'uns wanting 

to go again. Oh, and Disney guys? Just because Lilo and Stitch was a good film, doesn't mean you 

have to try and sneak the two main characters into every movie from now on. Shanti and the 

intensely irritating Ranjan are practically clones of Lilo and Stitch, but without the charm of either. 

The final insult was, after sitting through the movie and listening to far too many reprisals of "Bare 

Necessities" and NOT having King Louie in it at all, the end credits played out to "I Wannna be Like 

You". Yeah, that makes tons of sense Disney. Not have a major character in the movie, then use his 

theme song at the end. What a crock! Not so much of a straight-to-video production as it should 

have been a straight-to-the-cheap-bin-in-the-video-shop effort. 
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The Jungle Book: Mowgli's Story (1998) 
 

This movie is a complete and utter embarrassment to the Jungle 

Book. First off, the actor (12-year-old Brandon Baker) who plays 

Mowgli is horrible. Every line he says comes out sarcastically. It 

sounds as if he is trying to make fun of the script (quite pitiful, 

would you say?)! For example, when Bagheera asks Mowgli if he's 

alright, he replies by saying, "scared, but alive!" I mean, how 

corny can you get? I know this is supposed to be a kid's movie, 

but hey, there's a limit! Towards the middle of the film, it started 

to seem as if the writers had lost interest in the movie and 

decided to wrap it up somehow. Also, the set design was really 

sad. What kind of a jungle merges with hilltops? The lagoon was 

really fake as well. It looked like an ordinary pond in your average 

backyard. And also, how are all the animals friendly with each 

other? Aren't the wolves supposed to eat them all up? To add on, 

there are several goofs in this movie - one of them being that when Shere Khan is trapped in the 

circle of fire, there is a giant gap visible where he can get through. And when he is 'forced' to agree 

with being exiled from the jungle, Mowgli moves aside and Shere Khan jumps right over the flames. 

Why couldn't he just do that from the opposite side of the circle? Was Mowgli supposed to be big 

enough to surround the entire circle of flames? This just adds on to my earlier point of the writers 

wrapping up the script. Also, Mowgli never wears any sort of make-up in the entire movie. Even 

when he's been running all throughout the forest, he looks as if he just got out of bed. In all, this film 

was by far the most pathetic kid's movie I have ever seen. I don't know what the makers were 

thinking. 
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The Karate Dog (2004) 
 

When LAPD computer expert Peter Fowler investigates the killing 

of an old man in Chinatown, he finds the only witness is his dog, 

Cho Cho. But Fowler soon discovers Cho Cho is the only dog in the 

world who can speak to humans... not only that, Cho Cho is an 

expert in martial arts. When they join forces to track down the 

mastermind behind the death of Cho Cho's master, it leads these 

unusual partners into uncovering a dangerous conspiracy which 

puts both of their lives in danger. I for one really liked Karate Dog 

it had a good plot and story line. The acting wasn't top notch, it 

had somewhat known actors like Simon Rex (think Scary Movie) 

and Ron Lester (BillyBob - Varsity Blues) along side popular actors 

like Chevy Chase, Pat Morita, Jon Voight, Jaime Presley, & Lori 

Petti, remember Colar the computer with a voice? Yep that was 

her! (also known as Kit Keller in A League of Their Own). But it 

was still a very good family movie. Kids will surely love it, along with their moms and dads. The 

whole Matrix movie thing is a little warn out though, especially the whole part with the dog bending 

over backwards & slow motion with flying specs, it is used way too much in movies now, along with 

John Voight standing on top of the Cage sign on top of the building yelling he's on top of the world 

with outstretched arms like he is in the Titanic movie, which is also used way too much in movies, 

but still as far as the entire film goes it was very funny, it cheered me up unlike most of today's 

movies. I for one didn't think it was total crap. Just maybe it lacked in some parts. 
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The Karate Kid (1984) 
 

Daniel (23-year-old Ralph Macchio) and his mother move from 

New Jersy to California. She has a wonderful new job but Daniel 

discovers that a dark haired Italian boy with a Jersey accent 

doesn't fit into the blond surfer crowd, especially when he tries to 

date one of their girl friends. Daniel manages to talk his way out 

of some fights but is finally cornered by several who belong to the 

same karate school. As Daniel is passing out from the beating he 

sees Miyagi, the elderly gardner leap into the fray and save him 

by outfighting a half dozen teenagers. Miyagi and Daniel find the 

real motivator behind the boys' violent attitude is the their karate 

teacher. Miyagi promises to teach Daniel to fight and arranges a 

fight at a karate contest some months off. When his training 

begins, Daniel can't understand what he is being shown. Miyagi 

seems more interested in having Daniel paint fences and wax cars 

than teaching him Karate. Daniel LaRusso has just moved from New Jersey to Reseda, CA (a 

neighborhood in Los Angeles) and is finding it hard to acclimatise to life in the new city. He is 

promised a swimming pool and a beautiful house but when they get there, it's anything but. He 

meets a beautiful blond girl but encounters a gang of bullies who make his life hell. This further 

dampens misery into Daniel's life as he just wants to go home. He is continually bullied and is afraid 

to show his face around the high school. He then meets mentor/handyman Mr. Miyagi who takes 

the naive Daniel under his wing and shows him Karate and life aren't all about power and strength. 

It's something deep within you're soul that makes you what you are. Daniel is the underdog and 

faces the biggest challenge of his life. WIN and he can rejoice forever knowing he beat the bullies. 

LOSE? They'll never let him forget it!! Daniel is new in town, and is getting picked on by the local 

bullies, who all are adept in karate. Determined to stick up for himself, Daniel begins to teach 

himself karate, only to discover that the caretaker at his apartment seems to be a grand master in 

karate. Agreeing to teach Daniel, Mr. Miyagi shows Daniel that there is more to karate than violence, 

and perhaps the best way to solve the problem he has with the bullies is in the All Valley Karate 

Championship. Meet Daniel Larusso, a mild-mannered New Jersey teenager who has to move from 

his native state to Los Angeles, California when his mother was offered a job there. He thought that 

he was going to have a nice house with a pool, then he finds out that his new home is a crummy 

apartment. He tries to fit into the Californian crowd, what he finds is a nice girl from his new high 

school, and punks (of a karate school named the Cobra Kai) who want to make his life miserable. 

Then, a Japanese handyman named Keusuke Miyagi comes to aid Daniel. He asked Miyagi to teach 

him karate, which he does (in a roundabout way). Daniel and Miyagi then developed a great 

relationship and he wanted to teach the karate fighting punks a lesson, so he signs up for a karate 

tournament. Daniel is determined to win. My love of "The Karate Kid" is limited to the fact that this 

movie, if it had been in the hands of a more fluorescent director, could have turned out a lot 

differently from the movie we all know and love from 1984. Directed by John G. Avildsen (who also 

did 1976's "Rocky" - another underdog story) and written by Robert Mark Kamen (who would later 

co-author 2001's "Kiss of the Dragon" with Luc Besson, which starred Jet Li - another example of 

martial arts in American cinema done right), "The Karate Kid" is by far the best (and frankly, most 



realistic) incorporation of martial arts into a mainstream American film. This movie came out the 

year before I was born, and only through word-of-mouth over the time I was growing up, did I know 

that "The Karate Kid" even existed. I got to view the film my freshman year in high school as part of a 

class, but the instructor watered down the experience so much that the movie lost its potency. Now 

a few years later, I finally watch the movie without any intrusion from the outside world and I find a 

truly marvelous picture that's far better than its many stylized contemporaries, i.e. "The Matrix" 

trilogy, which is the best example of that trend. Ralph Macchio stars as Daniel LaRusso, a new kid to 

a picturesque southern California community that looks a lot like something you'd see in a magazine 

advertisement. Daniel makes the mistake of hitting on Ali (Elisabeth Shue), who unknown to him, is 

the ex-girlfriend of Johnny Lawrence (William Zabka), and Daniel takes a pretty brutal beating from 

the martial arts-trained Johnny, that leaves him scarred but with his pride and dignity still in tact. 

The number of violent clashes with Johnny and his brutal Cobra Kai martial arts friends continue, 

until Daniel is saved by Mr. Miyagi (Pat Morita), the karate-trained handyman of his apartment 

building. Daniel insists on Mr. Miyagi teaching him karate, so that he can compete in an upcoming 

martial arts tournament; this requires Daniel to undergo some pretty unconventional training - "wax 

on, wax off; paint fence - side to side" etc. And in return, Daniel learns that there's a lot more to 

karate than just fighting and the "Old One" shows him that way. "The Karate Kid" is a true gem of a 

film that's shamefully underrated. I'm glad that on February 1st of this year, this movie is finally 

getting the DVD treatment it deserves. Macchio is convincing as Daniel, bringing a number of wide-

ranging emotions to his role that at first may seem quite perfunctory as opposed to being dramatic. 

The real star of the show (at least in the minds of a number of critics, and the Academy), is Morita as 

Mr. Miyagi. He brings grace (almost rivaling Bruce Lee) to a role that could have been quite 

stereotypical, but is still very moving and dramatic. Of course, what's a movie about karate without 

the fights? I should note that the action in this movie is very convincing, but is not stylized in any 

fashion, shape or form. It is very down-to-earth and realistic, and that may of course be a bit of a 

turn-off to some hardcore fanboys that may watch this movie thinking it'll be something like "The 

Matrix" (1999) or "Enter the Dragon" (1973). The fighting here is in its own style and mode of action. 

A number of the fights are quite brutal, especially in the ones where John Kreese's (Martin Kove) 

Cobra Kai students are featured, as he frequently trains them the brutal way of "no mercy," which 

Mr. Miyagi is quick to realize is not the way of karate. "The Karate Kid" gets a perfect 10/10. 
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The Karate Kid (2010) 
 

12-year-old Dre Parker (12-year-old Jaden Smith) could've been 

the most popular kid in Detroit, but his mother's latest career 

move has landed him in China. Dre immediately falls for his 

classmate Mei Ying - and the feeling is mutual - but cultural 

differences make such a friendship impossible. Even worse, Dre's 

feelings make an enemy of the class bully, Cheng. In the land of 

kung fu, Dre knows only a little karate, and Cheng puts "the 

karate kid" on the floor with ease. With no friends in a strange 

land, Dre has nowhere to turn but maintenance man Mr. Han, 

who is secretly a master of kung fu. As Han teaches Dre that kung 

fu is not about punches and parries, but maturity and calm, Dre 

realizes that facing down the bullies will be the fight of his life. 

Before watching this movie, I read the reviews online and there 

has been a harsh division between 1 and 10 rating. Honestly, this movie does not deserve a 1 or a 

10, whether it is: Acting, Cinematography, Music, or Story. Objectively, I think this movie is worth 

watching. Definitely not the worst, but not the best. Its content is interesting and is a visible step 

above the original Karate Kid, even though this movie does not feel like a remake (so stop 

comparing). The movie entertained and left me with a satisfied reminiscence of the experience. 
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The Karate Kid, Part II (1986) 
 

Picks up where the first movie (Karate Kid) leaves off. Mr. Miyagi 

and Daniel (25-year-old Ralph Macchio) take a trip to Okinawa to 

visit Mr. Miyagi's dieing father. After arriving Mr. Miyagi finds he 

still has feelings for an old love. This stirs up trouble with an old 

rival that he originally left Okinawa to avoid. In the mean time 

Daniel encounters a new love and also makes some enemies. As a 

huge fan of the Karate Kid trilogy, you'll have to excuse me while I 

give my first sentimental statement ever on IMDb. I believe in my 

heart that in that parallel universe where our favorite characters 

from film still live, that Kumiko and Daniel would be together 

today. Either Daniel would have gone to Okinawa to be with 

Kumiko or Kumiko would have come to the States to be with 

Daniel. Of course, we learn in Karate Kid Part III that Kumiko 

decided not to go with Daniel back to California. But in my mind, 

this is insignificant and has no negative implication for their future. Sure, they both would have had 

relationships with other people. But having been through what they experienced together, they 

would not soon forget the bond between them. You wouldn't forget someone that saved your life? 

Compared to Ali from Part I and Jessica from Part III, it is more than apparent that Kumiko was the 

love of Daniel's life. Whether it be two years or ten years after the end of Part III, Kumiko and Daniel 

would have eventually reconnected and continued to live their lives together. Now if you'll excuse 

me, I'm going to go crush a beer can on my forehead to reconnect with my masculine side. 
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The Karate Kid, Part III (1989) 
 

Kreese, his life in tatters after his karate schools was defeated by 

Daniel (28-year-old Ralph Macchio) and Mr. Miyagi, visits Terry, a 

friend from Vietnam. Terry is a ruthless business man and a 

martial arts expert, and he vows to help Kresse take revenge on 

Daniel and Mr. Miyagi. After Daniel and Miyagi defeats the Cobra 

Kais, and after Miyagi humiliates their master, Kreese. All of his 

students desert him and he hasn't had any new ones. Kreese 

decides to close the dojo, he then goes to to his friend, Terry, who 

is also the dojo's owner, to turn the keys, and announces that he 

is leaving town. Terry decides to send him on a vacation and 

before he leaves, he tells Kreese that he is going to get Daniel and 

Miyagi. Part of his plan is to recruit a deadly karate fighter, Mike 

Barnes to fight Daniel in the tournament, he then pretends to be 

a friend of Kreese, who wants to "apologize" for Kreese 

disgraceful behavior. When Daniel's invited to participate in the Karate tournament that he won last 

year, Miyagi believes that it's not a priority. So Terry offers to train Daniel but in reality, he is putting 

Daniel through a gruelling training regimen as part of his plan. And Daniel's constantly being 

hounded by Barnes. Eventually all of the training that Terry puts Daniel through and Barnes' 

hounding, causes a rift between Daniel and Miyagi. I believe "The Karate Kid Part 3" is a worthy, 

entertaining and well-acted final installment in the popular trilogy. An improvement over Part 2, this 

final chapter couldn't have been done any better. Having watched Daniel and Mr. Miyagi's 

relationship develop in the first two film's, Part 3's story threatens to break up their friendship, thus 

creating a perfect blend of tension and drama. Having Daniel train under the sadistic Cobra Kai 

teacher adds to the film's intensity. His relationship with Mr. Miyagi further threatened by lies and 

heated arguments, Daniel (Ralph Macchio) gives a solid and engaging performance, proving that he 

is a competent actor. I found the film refreshing in many ways, especially in regard to Daniel's 

relationship with his female friend, which doesn't develop into a typical love-interest subplot like the 

previous two film's. This film may be a little on the dark side but in all honesty it's a decent finale to a 

very entertaining movie trilogy. 
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The Keeper Of Time (2004) 
 

Tim (Parker Alexander), a child living in a medieval world, has 

been chosen to be the most powerful wizard of his time. Under 

the protection of teacher Udo and muscular swordsman Bullrock, 

with a beautiful, mysterious blonde woman Anu along for the ride, 

Tim travels to the Southern Castle to train under the powerful 

wizard Martirus so that he can defeat the evil wizard Tor, allowing 

the forces of good to reign for the next 500 years. His journey is 

filled with magic and endangered by the dark spells of Tor, who is 

determined to end the journey before it has a chance to begin. In 

all honesty, there's very little to say about this undistinguished 

entry in the Sword and sorcery genre. Certainly, it never strives to 

be anything other than what its budgetary constraints limit it to 

be; a fairly uneventful fantasy tale ostensibly aimed at a younger 

audience. Viewed in such terms, the film is, to be equitable, a 

fairly watchable romp with some pretty decent special effects, a number of fairly exciting action 

sequences and evidence of an asserted attempt by the filmmakers to flesh out the characters 

somewhat. Even so and despite the above, the film is only a nominally viewable affair at best for an 

adult audience at least. On the other hand, one factor does stand out and that is the presence of 

Michael O'Hearn. This actor has the perfect looks, physique (a former Mr. Universe winner) and 

indeed physical moves (hell he can even act to!) to make it huge as an action star in Hollywood and 

yet, for some unknown reason has never been picked up for any major starring roles. It really is a 

crying shame that such a talent has not been given the recognition that he so deserves. I recently 

saw O'Hearn in the awesome mock trailer, Worlds Finest in the role of Superman - a role he was just 

born to play! Since then I have learnt that he actually went for an audition to play the iconic role in 

Superman Returns and of course the imbeciles who run the show did exactly what I predicted they'd 

do...with the perfect choice to play the legendary Man Of Steel offering himself to them on a plate 

they instead gave the role to bloody Brandon Routh!!! For Christ's sake! 
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The Kettles In The Ozarks (1956) 
 

Ma and the kids (21-year-old Richard Eyer, 16-year-old George 

Arglen) head back to the Ozarks for a visit with Uncle Sedge 

(essentially a Pa Kettle replacement). He's working his way 

through a twenty years long relationship with Miss Bedelia 

Baines. I recently watched The Kettles In The Ozarks with my 

family and we had a wonderful time! This was the ninth movie in 

the Kettle series and I went in to it wondering how they were 

going to come up with anything novel in the ninth film of the 

series. Fortunately there are indeed some funny moments in this 

one and it's pretty darn good for a part nine. It certainly made us 

smile. The Kettles in the Ozarks is really an enjoyable little movie 

with plenty of cute, charming, and funny moments. I laughed out 

loud quite a few times. Pa's brother is a hoot and the inebriated 

animals made me almost bust a gut! No it's not an artistic 

masterpiece, but it is darn fun! 
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The Kid (1921) 
 

The opening title reads: "A comedy with a smile--and perhaps a 

tear". As she leaves the charity hospital and passes a church 

wedding, Edna deposits her new baby with a pleading note in a 

limousine and goes off to commit suicide. The limo is stolen by 

thieves who dump the baby by a garbage can. Charlie the Tramp 

finds the baby and makes a home for him. Five years later Edna 

has become an opera star but does charity work for slum 

youngsters in hope of finding her boy (7-year-old Jackie Coogan). 

A doctor called by Edna discovers the note with the truth about 

the Kid and reports it to the authorities who come to take him 

away from Charlie. Before he arrives at the Orphan Asylum 

Charlie steals him back and takes him to a flophouse. The 

proprietor reads of a reward for the Kid and takes him to Edna. 

Charlie is later awakened by a kind policeman who reunites him 

with the Kid at Edna's mansion. A very poor woman (Edna 

Purviance) can't take care of her baby and therefore she puts him 

in the back of a car, hoping someone will take good care of him. By a coincidence the kid ends up in 

the arms of a tramp, played by Charlie Chaplin of course, and he finds a note that asks if someone 

will take care of the orphan child. The tramp takes the job and the story continues five years later. 

We see how the tramp and the kid (now played by Jackie Coogan) live and love each other, how they 

have little sneaky plans to earn money, how they belong to each other. In the meanwhile the woman 

has become rich and when she does a little charity for the poor she meets the kid not knowing it is 

hers. This is a great feature film with Chaplin as the tramp. He composed the music himself as well 

and it fits the story perfectly. The kid is very good and he does a great job in scenes where kids can 

easily overreact. There is one great sequence where the tramp is in dreamland and every single 

person is an angel. This could have been a great movie on its own. As the film says in the first 

seconds, 'The Kid' is good for a laugh and perhaps a tear. 
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The Kid (2000) 
 

Russ Duritz is a wealthy L.A. image consultant, but as he nears 40, 

he's cynical, dogless, chickless, estranged from his father, and he 

has no memories of his childhood. One night he surprises an 

intruder, who turns out to be a kid (8-year-old Spencer Breslin), 

almost 8-years-old. There's something oddly familiar about the 

chubby lad, whose name is Rusty. The boy's identity sparks a 

journey into Russ's past that the two of them take - to find the key 

moment that has defined who Russ is. Two long-suffering women 

look on with disbelief: Russ's secretary, Janet, and his assistant, 

the lovely Amy, to whom Rusty takes a shine. What, and who, is at 

the end of this journey? At 39-years-old Russel Duritz has a life 

that most men would envy - he has a great job, is respected (and 

feared), has a beautiful house and makes buckets of money. But 

everything comes at a cost, in this case no social life, no 

conscience and a fear of spending the rest of his life alone. He just needs someone to show him the 

way. As I watched the movie, I kept wondering why Disney didn't pass this film on to Miramax - not 

because it's particularly daring or edgy, but because it is clearly a movie for adults. This is 

exacerbated by the marketing campaign which is clearly targeting children - it is lumped in with 

trailers for "Rugrats the Movie", and "Pokemon 2000" (aren't they passe yet?). But I quibble. I was 

impressed by the sensitive treatment of the subject matter - rather than the typical male midlife 

crisis that involves some pathetic sap buying a Porsche convertible and acting like a moron, Willis' 

character undertakes some serious introspection and takes stock of his life. His guide on this journey 

of self-discovery is himself at age 8 (they never explain how Rusty arrives and frankly, I didn't care). 

Young Rusty's innocence and unbridled optimism give him a distinct advantage in divining the truth - 

he sums up Russell's job as an image consultant thusly, "You teach people how to lie and pretend to 

be something they aren't". In order for a good script to succeed, however, you need actors to bring 

it to life. Not a problem here. Although Willis has thrice ignored W.C. Fields' warnings about starring 

with children or animals he has lucked out once again, meshing as well comedically with Breslin as 

he did dramatically with Osment. Willis manages to balance Russell's cutthroat powerbroker traits 

with vulnerability and confusion, without becoming ridiculous. Breslin meanwhile gives a dead on 

portrayal of a kid from everyone's childhood - the one that always stuck out for some reason and got 

picked on. We also get two bonus performances: Lily Tomlin is great as Russell's levelheaded 

assistant and Jean Smart is perfect as an insightful charming anchorwoman (I loved her in 

"Guinevere"). The Kid is charming, heavy, and real. And it will appeal to adults of all ages. 
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The Kid And The Killers (1974) 
 

This movie is ok, but it has too many LONG situations that don't 

really deal with the circumstances that is the foundation of the 

story! Ok, Ok, The STORY: A young boy's family is killed by evil 

men. A stranger comes along and has the same intention as the 

boy (to kill the bad men)! However, the man does not want the 

boy tagging along with him, which makes their relationship 

difficult! 
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The Kid Stays In The Picture (2002) 
 

This documentary captures the life story of legendary Hollywood 

producer and studio chief Robert Evans. The first actor to ever to 

run a film studio, Robert Evans' film career started in 1956, 

poolside at the Beverly Hills Hotel. His good looks, charm and 

overwhelming confidence captured the eye of screen legend 

Norma Shearer, who offered him a film role. After a glamorous--

but short-lived--career as a movie star, Evans tried out producing. 

At the age of 34, with no producing credits to his name, he landed 

a job as chief of production at Paramount Pictures. Evans ran the 

studio from 1966-1974. During his tenure, he was responsible for 

such revolutionary films as The Godfather, Rosemary's Baby, Love 

Story, The Odd Couple, Harold and Maude and Chinatown. By the 

early '80s, the Golden Boy of Hollywood was losing his luster. 

After a failed marriage to Ali MacGraw, a cocaine bust and 

rumored involvement with the Cotton Club murder, he disappeared into near-obscurity. Only 

through tremendous will and uncanny luck did he once again rise as the kid who stays in the picture. 

Fascinating and wildly entertaining documentary by Nanette Burstein and Brett Morgen on 

legendary Hollywood film producer Robert Evans - based on his notorious best-selling autobiography 

- of his rise from poolside discovery by Norma Shearer as a fledgling B actor to his successful climb 

atop Paramount Studios upper echelon and responsible for green lighting many of The Golden Age 

of the Seventies blockbusters (i.e. 'Love Story', 'The Godfather', & 'Chinatown' to name three) to his 

disdain as an industry pariah involving cocaine and murder. Evans' unique sangfroid mixed with 

charm, chutzpah and a movie lovers' contempt for those who 'just don't get it' wields a strong hold 

in his story and the wonderful cinematic ingenuity of making photo stills into diorama-like animation 

is used smartly as well as allowing its subject to pontificate without utterly destroying his self-made 

rakish image. One of the best indie docus down the pike in some time and a valentine for those who 

like their gossip with popcorn. 
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The Kid With X-ray Eyes (1999) 

 

Bobby (13-year-old Justin Berfield) and his uncle find X-ray 

goggles misplaced by an evil crime ring. The criminals kidnap 

Bobby, his uncle, and the Feds and Bobby has to rescue 

everybody. In the grand tradition of movies associated with Roger 

Corman, this movie was awful. The actors from the Roger Corman 

stable were terrible. It's hard to believe they had any training or 

experience. Maybe Robert Carradine wants to follow in his dad 

John Carradine's footsteps, and play in a lot of cheesy, terrible 

movies. The plot was ludicrous. The characters' actions were 

ridiculous. The dialogue was stupid. The parts that were 

apparently supposed to be amusing fell flat. Parts that weren't 

intended to be humorous were laughably awful. 
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The Kids Are All Right (2010) 
 

Two children (18-year-old Josh Hutcherson) conceived by artificial 

insemination bring their birth father into their family life. Nic and 

Jules are in a long term, committed, loving but by no means 

perfect relationship. Nic, a physician, needs to wield what she 

believes is control, whereas Jules, under that control, is less self-

assured. During their relationship, Jules has floundered in her 

"nine to five" life, sometimes trying to start a business - always 

unsuccessfully - or being the stay at home mom. She is currently 

trying to start a landscape design business. They have two 

teenage children, Joni and Laser, Nic who is Joni's biological 

mother, and Jules who is Laser's biological mother. Although not 

exact replicas, each offspring does more closely resemble his/her 

biological mother in temperament. Joni and Laser are also half-

siblings, having the same unknown sperm donor father. Shortly 

after Joni's eighteenth birthday and shortly before she plans to leave the house and head off to 

college, Laser, only fifteen and underage to do so, pleads with her to try and contact their sperm 

donor father. Somewhat reluctantly, she does. He is late thirty-something Paul, a co-op farmer and 

restaurateur. Despite his seemingly successful businesses, Paul has always shirked responsibility, 

most specifically in his personal life. After Joni and Laser meet with Paul, Nic and Jules learn what 

their children have done, and although they don't want Paul infiltrating their lives, they want to 

meet him especially as Joni and Laser seem to want to maintain some sort of relationship with him. 

As Paul's relationship with the entire family grows, which also includes him hiring Jules to design and 

construct his back yard, they have an effect on what he wants in life, and he in turn affects the 

family dynamic as well as each person's relationships outside of the family. One real moment is all it 

takes to make a film worth something, The Kids Are All Right brings it. OK, so here is what is going on 

with The Kids Are All Right. When I think of Lesbian couples the image of the family portrayed by the 

stars of this movie comes to mind. I live in Kentucky so I don't ever really come into contact with any 

established lesbian couples, but I remember watching this video in a Sociology class about 

proposition 8 that featured all of these Kentucky based gay couples whose wholesomeness and 

nuclear family awesomeness were supposed to convince me that gay people should be allowed to 

adopt kids. For the record it didn't need to because I'm completely for gay people doing anything 

they want, but if I was ignorant then I might have been convinced. I mean, the couples were perfect, 

upstanding members of the community, their kids were involved in sports and clubs and they all just 

screamed 'It's Okay to be Gay and Have Kids!'. What I most remember is that the families kind of all 

had this lingering desperation in their smiles, like we're trying harder to be happy than most people 

because they were aware that other people would be judging them based on their ability to be 

happy under the scrutiny of social judgment. The family in the movie, Nic (Annette Benning), Jules 

(Julianne Moore), Lazer (Josh Hutcherson), and Joni (Mia Wasilowska), kind of all have that same 

desperation lingering around them. The film basically centers around what happens when the 

tension brought on by that added responsibility is broken by the intrusion of an outsider. That 

intruder is Mark Ruffalo. I think the evolution of his character is one of the most interesting parts of 

the film. When we first meet Mark, he's just so cool. Everybody wants to be like him. Relaxed, 



carefree, seemingly very open and with an uncanny ability to understand and relate to people. He 

grows vegetables, doesn't hurt the environment and has sex with YaYa from America's Next Top 

Model. He seems like the opposite of Nic, the uptight, control freak, who's very traditional and leads 

a very traditional life despite or in spite of her gay lifestyle. So you think, 'oh, this movie is going to 

be about an outsider coming into a family and repairing the relationships within it'. Nic will loosen up 

and the kids will be able to open up to people because someone finally understands them. But 

unfortunately film hasn't been that neat and tidy since the 1930s. In this film, certain things come 

into play that switches our perspective and we come to identify more with Nic's character than we 

really expected. But we share sympathy with every character. At the end, we actually have the most 

sympathy for Mark, I would say. This switch was unexpected and I think it makes the film special and 

more worthy than just a farce about a Lesbian couple and a straight guy. The best films are ones in 

which our expectations are inverted, I think. A film should be like a beautiful unopened flower. The 

bud is beautiful and then it opens, changes and becomes even more beautiful because of those 

changes. I know that sounds all preachy and lame but if you can't be preachy and lame on the 

internet than where can you? My favorite parts of the film were where I saw flashes of my own 

relationships portrayed in situations presented by the characters. The conflict between Nic and 

Jules, where they love each other, accept each other, but clearly don't always like each other, injects 

the film with humor while at the same time serving as a painful reminder of how hard it is to settle 

down. That struggle to just continue to like the people you love is portrayed so poignantly in the 

little digs Nic pokes at Jules every now and again. The frustration they both feel is palpable. And If 

you have an overbearing mother like I do, than you know how it looks and feels to be shut down by 

your mom like Laser and Joni are by theirs. After every unintentionally overbearing comment, I was 

like 'wow, that was a real moment.' I have to say that I was a little disappointed with Laser's 

character. I feel like his character was so rich in the beginning, but really died away to almost 

nothing by the end. Just a few archetypal little brother comments thrown in to remind us that he's 

still there. I feel this way because we spent a lot of time with his character in the beginning, 

understanding that he's a 15-year-old boy. He's moody. And he's searching for something to define 

him outside of his mothers. That's undoubtedly why he is initially so passionate about finding his 

biological father. But though his relationship with Mark is pivotal, it is not really explored as deeply 

as is Mark's relationship with Joni. Basically his character was traveling to a destination that it just 

didn't reach. But this could be intentional. Teenagers are supposed to be mysterious and confusing 

so maybe it's true to his character to leave him unexplored. However, it did disappoint me. I don't 

know how this movie is going to do during awards season. I assume it will do well, but more because 

of the trendy subject manner than due to its merit as a film. I don't know, the film society just votes 

that way sometimes. But it moved me and that's worth an award to me. 
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The Kids Who Saved Summer (Bike Squad 2) (2004) 
 

Get Ready To Take Down The Big Guys. This was perhaps the only 

worthwhile family film released this summer. The kids were 

natural and real (no 14-year-olds trying to play 8-year-olds, etc). I 

especially enjoyed the interaction between the brothers Danny 

and Ben (played expertly by Tyler Dylan Smith and 8-year-old 

Colton Shires). It reminded me of the way I interacted with my 

own brother at that age (my own brother was not as devious as 

Ben, though). This movie IS NOT a sequel to the awful "Bike 

Squad" movie from a few years ago. I found the story to be 

realistic (kids trying to save a public park) and smartly written (not 

the smart-kids-dumb-adults formula) with very little filler 

material. Kids should enjoy this and adults can watch without 

cringing. With Bobby Sharpe. 
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The King Of Comedy (1983) 
 

Rupert Pupkin is obsessed with becoming a comedy great. 

However, when he confronts his idol, talk show host Jerry 

Langford, with a plea to perform on the Jerry's show, he is only 

given the run-around. He does not give up, however, but persists 

in stalking Jerry until he gets what he wants. Eventually he must 

team up with his psychotic Langford-obsessed friend Masha to 

kidnap the talk show host in hopes of finally getting to perform his 

stand-up routine. Martin Scorsese's clever, inventive and 

splendidly witty little masterpiece "The King of Comedy" was 

highly underrated 19 years ago but nowadays it rightfully gets 

more of that appreciation it undoubtably deserves. My favorite 

Scorsese-flick will naturally always be the massively celebrated 

"Goodfellas" but yes, this is number two in my books (I love it 

even more than "Taxi driver", even though it's a perfect film too). 

Both "Goodfellas" and "The King of Comedy" are in my all time 

favorite Top 10. Robert De Niro makes the very best comedic performance of his whole career as a 

wannabe-famous stand-up comedian Rupert Pupkin. Just observe his sensational, sharp and devoted 

acting in "King of comedy" and you will truly have the great pleasure of seeing a real genius at work. 

Elderly Jerry Lewis is also marvelous as the melancholic and cheerless Jerry Langford. This is Lewis' 

best role as an aged actor and it has absolutely nothing to got to do with the vivid pre-Jim Carrey 

stuff he used to do in the 50's-60's. Although he made the biggest hits of his career back then "The 

King of Comedy" is one of his greatest achievements as a real, talented actor and not just a clown 

(Nothing wrong with the clown, though. I do love old Lewis comedies too). People who claim this 

movie is not a comedy: I can surely agree but not without reserve. Of course this is not the 

traditional comedy, that goes without saying and the humor we have is very odd and black. However 

this is a film that really makes me laugh. Laugh a lot. Characters, acting and script are so bloody 

hilarious and the unbelievable story is incredibly funny I can't help of loving every single scene. This 

is exactly what I would call a perfect film. 
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The King Of The White Elephant (1940) 
 

Based on a novel and produced by Pridi Banomyong and released 

before Thailand's involvement in World War II, the English-

language film carried a propaganda message from anti-war 

interests in Thailand, that Thailand should remain neutral, and 

only go to war to defend its sovereignty against foreign invaders. 

However, on December 8, 1941, Thailand was occupied by the 

Japanese and officially sided with the Axis powers during the war. 

Set in the Ayutthaya Kingdom of the 16th century, King Chakra is 

going about his usual palace duties, granting audiences to his 

advisers, including his Lord Chamberlain, who is keen to see the 

king fulfill his royal duty of taking 366 wives, including, hopefully 

among them, the chamberlain's own daughter. However, the 

threat of invasion by the King of Honsa (Thai: Hongsawadi, 

Burmese: Hanthawaddy kingdom of Burma) has King Chakra pre-

occupied. The peace-loving King Chakra at first wants to negotiate for peace, but is unsuccessful, and 

finds himself forced to go to war to stop the Honsa (Hanthawaddy) invasion. 
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The Kitchen Toto (1987) 
 

The son (Edwin Mahinda) of a priest slain by the Mau Mau moves 

in with a police officer and his wife in 1950 Kenya. Before I saw 

"The Kitchen Toto", I had never known about life in Kenya back 

when it was still an English colony. The movie portrays Mwangi, a 

boy whose preacher father gets murdered by the Mau Mau 

revolutionaries in 1950. Mwangi goes to work as a servant for 

police officer John Graham (Bob Peck) and his wife Janet (Phyllis 

Logan). Among other things, while this family looks like the 

average kindly British family, Janet is the most dour person 

imaginable; so it's no surprise that John is having an affair with 

the wife of his best friend. But when the revolutionaries kidnap 

Mwangi and make him swear allegiance to their cause, a 

potentially explosive situation arises. Probably the most relevant 

scene is the message during the closing credits. In 1952, Kenya's 

colonial government declared a state of emergency (which of course means no civil liberties of any 

kind). In the ensuing war, about 80 Europeans and 14,000 Africans were killed. Aside from the 

obvious fact that those numbers mirror the numbers that came out of Vietnam and now come out of 

Iraq, it just gives one a sense of how colonialism totally screwed up the whole world. Because of 

colonialism, we see so many of the conflicts in the world today. I wouldn't be surprised if, back in the 

'50s, England's government used European deaths in Kenya to try and justify the occupation of that 

country, and also said things like "We have to fight them there so that we don't have to fight them 

here." Anyway, I really recommend this movie. 
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The Kite Runner (2007) 
 

After spending years in California, Amir returns to his homeland in 

Afghanistan to help his old friend Hassan, whose son is in trouble. 

I just watched this film at an advanced screening. I had not read 

the book, and knew nothing of the story, but went because the 

book was voted "Book of the Year" by two local colleges. So I 

cannot compare the book with the movie as others have done. In 

short, I thought this was an incredibly moving story. The acting 

was believable, and the insight into Afghan culture and political 

history was both interesting and shocking. My oldest friend is 

Iranian-American, and so I felt an affinity for certain Middle 

Eastern values and traditions that were portrayed in the movie, as 

they reminded me of the times I spent with his family. The 

themes of friendship, family, human values, and courage under 

fire are universal, and are well developed in the film. I won't list 

the plot details, as these can be obtained elsewhere. But based on the film's technical aspects, the 

acting, and, above all, its heart-wrenching story, I would definitely recommend this movie. With 13-

year-old Ahmad Khan Mahmoodzada, 11-year-old Zekeria Ebrahimi and Elham Ehsas. 
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The Ladykillers (1955) 
 

A gang planning a 'job' find themselves living with a little old lady, 

who thinks they are musicians. When the gang set out to kill Mrs. 

Wilberforce, they run into one problem after another, and they 

get what they deserve. Soon after this atmospheric black comedy 

begins, aged widow Johnson putters around her house (situated 

near a railyard) as an imposing shadow seems to peer at her from 

every window (accented by dramatic music.) When she opens the 

door, there stands Guinness, in one of his amusingly creepy 

personas. He rents a room from the lady and arranges to have his 

cronies come over to practice their quintet. Unfortunately, he has 

something else in mind and the quintet is merely a cover for a 

greater plan. The film has detail, wit and character to spare. 

Guinness (and his friends, played by legendary character actors like Sellars and Lom) are a funny, 

motley lot. However, the story really belongs to Johnson. Shamefully, underbilled and unsung, she 

perfectly embodies the role at hand and is incredibly memorable in her understated sweetness and 

supposed vulnerability. This is a woman who looks for the best in everything and everyone and fights 

injustice whenever she encounters it. Johnson gives a quiet, yet towering performance and it is 

astonishing how disrespectful her billing is in the film and how little she's been given even in recent 

packaging. There is nothing wrong with Guinness's work, but this is Johnson's film. (Ironically, 

according to Robert Osborne, a younger actress was cast in the film, to be made up as older, 

because the producers felt that the sometimes demanding director would be too much for Johnson 

to bear. However, that actress died before filming, so Johnson was used and got on fine!) It is truly 

the type of film that won't be made again. (It may be RE-made, but never with the same quaint, 

understated style, nor with such polished actors.). 
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The Last Airbender (2010) 
 

The world is divided into four kingdoms, each represented by the 

element they harness, and peace has lasted throughout the 

realms of Water, Air, Earth, and Fire under the supervision of the 

Avatar, a link to the spirit world and the only being capable of 

mastering the use of all four elements. When young Avatar Aang 

(13-year-old Noah Ringer) disappears, the Fire Nation launches an 

attack to eradicate all members of the Air Nomads to prevent 

interference in their future plans for world domination. 100 years 

pass and current Fire Lord Ozai continues to conquer and 

imprison anyone with elemental "bending" abilities in the Earth 

and Water Kingdoms, while siblings Katara and Sokka from a 

Southern Water Tribe find a mysterious boy trapped beneath the 

ice outside their village. Upon rescuing him, he reveals himself to 

be Aang, Avatar and last of the Air Nomads. Swearing to protect 

the Avatar, Katara and Sokka journey with him to the Northern Water Kingdom in his quest to 

master "Waterbending" and eventually fulfill his destiny of once again restoring peace to the world. 

But as they inch nearer to their goal, the group must evade Prince Zuko, the exiled son of Lord Ozai, 

Commander Zhao, the Fire Nation's military leader, and the tyrannical onslaught of the evil Fire Lord 

himself. 
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The Last Day Of Summer (2007) 
 

A remake of the film Groundhog Day (1993) with kids. With 13-

year-old Jansen Panettiere & 14-year-old Jon Kent Ethridge. 
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The Last Emperor (1987) 
 

A dramatic history of Pu Yi (6-year-old Richard Vuu [Pu Yi at 3 

Years] & 13-year-old Tsou Tijger [Pu Yi at 8 Years]), the last of the 

Emperors of China, from his lofty birth and brief reign in the 

Forbidden City, the object of worship by half a billion people; 

through his abdication, his decline and dissolute lifestyle; his 

exploitation by the invading Japanese, and finally to his obscure 

existence as just another peasant worker in the People's Republic. 

A biography of Aisin-Gioro "Henry" Pu Yi, who at the age of three 

was named the Emperor of China, and dies as a gardener at the 

Botanical Gardens of Peking. Told in an interesting 

flashback/flashforward style, we learn of Pu Yi's childhood, the time he spent imprisoned in the 

Forbidden City, his term as the emperor of Japans Manchuguo, and his eventual release back to 

public life in 1959. "The Last Emperor" is a near perfect film. It was nominated for nine Oscars in 

1987 and it won nine (including the Best Picture Oscar). The movie is about the life of Pu Yi (John 

Lone), China's last emperor. In spite of becoming emperor at the age of three, Yi's reign was more of 

a burden than anything else. Yi would ultimately end up living an unsavory life of imprisonment 

which is heartrending to the viewer. "The Last Emperor" is visually stunning. The minute details are 

amazing. However, the story stands up high as well. Historically accurate for the most part, "The Last 

Emperor" is easily one of the top 10 films of the 1980s and overall an exceptional achievement in 

every cinematic department known to man. 
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The Last Flight Of Noah's Ark (1980) 
 

When Noah Dugan agrees to fly missionary Bernadette Lafleur 

and her cargo of animals to a remote island, its only because he is 

on the run from a couple of bookies. What neither of them know 

is that two of Miss Lafleur's young students (10-year-old Ricky 

Schroder) have stowed away with the animals & Miss Lafleur's 

transistor radio has interfered with the plane's instruments and 

they're all now miles off course. After a forced landing on a 

remote island, Dugan, Bernadette, Bobby and Julie discover that 

they are not alone. Together with two Japanese soldiers who have 

been stranded on the island since WWII, they must turn the plane 

into a seaworthy boat if they are ever to make it home. When 

Bobby and Julie insist that they cannot leave the animals behind, 

the converted plane truly becomes a second Noah's Ark. I had 

previously written to the IMDB about this film and I wanted to 

add a few more comments about it because it is one of my favorites of all time. I think it is Disney's 

best film and I only wish that more people could see it because it has never been shown on TV. 

Ernest K. Gann who wrote the story for the film also wrote the classic John Wayne film The High And 

The Mighty. He also wrote another fine film about an airplane disaster called Fate Is the Hunter with 

Glenn Ford. Elliott Gould gives his finest performance in this film. This man is probably best known as 

Barbara Striesands husband and I feel that is a great dishonor to him. They gave her the American 

Film Institute's Lifetime Ahcievement Award and he has been in almost four times as many films as 

her. Is that justice? Genevieve Bujold is wonderful in this film and the chemistry between her and 

Gould is wonderful as well. She is an actress who has never been given her just due as well. She 

made a film a couple years later with Chris Reeve called Monsignor that was such a devastating 

bomb that it blacklisted her for life basically. Rick Schroder is one of the few child actors who made a 

successful transition to adult roles. This was his first film after he made The Champ with Jon Voight 

(people said that he was one of the most appealling child actors to come along) he proves in this film 

that he can act and I think it is his best performance. There was a biography of Walt Disney called 

Walt Disney Hollywood's Dark Prince that mentioned that TLFONA was one of the biggest bombs in 

the history of the studio and I still cannot understand why. This is family film at its very best. This 

movie is a classic and one of the fondest memories of my childhood is watching it. 
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The Last Legion (2007) 
 

As the Roman empire crumbles, young Romulus Augustus (17-

year-old Thomas Sangster) flees the city and embarks on a 

perilous voyage to Britain to track down a legion of supporters. I 

can understand why some people may be disappointed watching 

this movie, especially if they were expecting a CGI laden gore-fest. 

If you do not expect this then you should not be too disappointed. 

I think the negative comments go too far. It never pretended to 

be anything other than an action/adventure movie from the 

beginning (so why compare it to hardcore historical stuff), it was 

funny, mixed up a few legends, and had a very simple but 

nevertheless entertaining story. This light hearted and enjoyable 

movie provides well-paced entertainment that would be suitable 

for a teenage audience (perhaps 10+) but can also be enjoyed by 

adults. There is no gore, sex, or swearing, and whilst the fine cast 

will not win any Oscars for their performance, they did a fine job in fulfilling their roles, given the 

movies objectives. This movie does what it says on the tin and does it well. A fine example of how a 

movie can be enjoyable without every scene being covered in blood (although I enjoy those movies 

too). 
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The Last Mimzy (2007) 
 

Two siblings (13-year-old Chris O'Neil & Rhiannon Leigh Wryn) 

begin to develop special talents after they find a mysterious box of 

toys. Soon the kids, their parents, and even their teacher are 

drawn into a strange new world and find a task ahead of them 

that is far more important than any of them could imagine! I took 

my two nephews (13 & 15) to an advance screening just now and 

we all liked the movie. Although, to enjoy it requires a very high 

level of "suspension of disbelief". A lot of things do not make 

sense, circumstances that would never happen and some things 

that just go nowhere in the movie all led to us making fun of the 

movie afterward. BUT, we all still enjoyed the movie and thought 

it was good. It is pretty much a high grade B movie. I went after 

reading the comments on here and was a little cautious because 

all of the first comments were horrible and then the latest ones 

were all perfect so I figured "people" were fluffing the votes to get people to go see it because of it's 

release next weekend and that is why I am posting this. You might want to wait for DVD or go to a 

twilight viewing (we paid $4 each), but I would not have been mad if I had paid full price. Sorry for 

the uneven review (kind of like the movie itself), it is my first. 
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The Last Of England (1988) 
 

The artist's personal commentary on the decline of his country in 

a language closer to poetry than prose. A dark meditation on 

London under Thatcher. This film seems to be a bizarre hybrid of 

David Lynch at his most weirdest and Jim Jarmush on an acid trip. 

There is no linear progression or any character development. Or 

any real characters when I think about it. Or story. Just a very 

strange mixture of disgusting visuals and gay imagery. For the first 

half of the movie we linger on a bunch of hobos in a demolished 

wasteland. We can't really tell if they are just living in an old 

factory or if the world has been destroyed by nuclear apocalypse. 

These scenes are tinted (or flooded) by either red, green or blue. 

The guys just walk around and stuff. Nothing special. I don't know 

why I didn't walk out of this movie. Obviously some part of it held 

my attention. I don't know what though. What's even stranger is 

that I WOULD recommend this film to others. If you like movies it's a good idea to see a few bizarre 

ones. If you don't like it that's fine. But I bet you can't fully explain WHY you don't like it. I can't 

explain why I even sat through it. It's good to see. Even though it doesn't have the normal things 

associated with movies. I.E script, producer and well, I dunno. Not much dialogue either. 
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The Last Picture Show (1971) 
 

In tiny Anarene, Texas, in the lull between World War Two and the 

Korean Conflict, Sonny (20-year-old Timothy Bottoms) and Duane 

(21-year-old Jeff Bridges) are best friends. Enduring that awkward 

period of life between boyhood and manhood, the two pass their 

time the best way they know how -- with the movie house, 

basketball, and girls. Jacey is Duane's steady, wanted by every boy 

in school, and she knows it. Her daddy is rich and her mom is good 

looking and loose. It's the general consensus that whoever wins 

Jacey's heart will be set for life. But Anarene is dying a quiet death 

as folks head for the big cities to make their livings and raise their 

kids. The boys are torn between a future somewhere out there 

beyond the borders of town or making do with their inheritance of 

a run-down pool hall and a decrepit movie house -- the legacy of 

their friend and mentor, Sam the Lion. As high school graduation 

approaches, they learn some difficult lessons about love, loneliness, and jealousy. Then folks stop 

attending the second-run features at the movie house and the time comes for the last picture show. 

With the closure of the movie house, the boys feel that a stage of their lives is closing. They stand 

uneasily on the threshold of the rest of their lives. (The movie was adapted from the novel by Larry 

McMurtry). In this nostalgic, atmospheric study of small town life in the fifties as seen a decade 

later, filmed on location in Wichita Falls and Archer City, Texas (from a novel by the incomparable 

Larry McMurtry), the force of slow, inevitable change is symbolized in the showing of the last picture 

at the local movie house. That last picture show, incidentally, is Howard Hawks' celebrated Western, 

Red River (1948) starring John Wayne and Montgomery Clift. Well, the movie houses came back to 

life as multiplexes charging eight bucks a pop, but the Western movie died out, and the boys 

watching that movie went their separate ways into manhood. Peter Bogdanovich's direction is 

episodic and leisurely, naturalistic with just a hint of the maudlin. We get a sense of the North Texas 

prairie wind blowing through a cattle town where there is not a lot to do and a whole lot of time to 

do it. Hungry women and a sense of drift. Boredom, gray skies and a lot of dust. You could set 

'Anarene, Texas' down any place in southwestern or midwestern America, circa 1951, and you 

wouldn't have to change much: a main drag, a Texaco gas station, a café, a feed store, flat lands all 

around, old pickup trucks and a pool hall, youngsters with a restless yearning to grow up, drinking 

beer out of brown bottles giggling and elbowing each other in the ribs, and the old boys playing 

dominoes and telling tales of bygone days. Robert Surtees's stark, yet romantic black and white 

cinematography, captures well that bygone era. The wide shot of the bus pulling out, taking Duane 

off to the Korean War with Sonny watching, standing by the Texaco station with the missing letter in 

the sign, was a tableau in motion, a moment stopped in our minds. Cybill Shepherd made her debut 

here as Jacy Farrow, a bored little rich girl playing at love and sexuality. Part of the restorations in 

the video not shown in theaters in the early seventies includes some footage of her in the buff after 

stripping on a diving board (!). She is as shallow as she is pretty, and one of the reasons for seeing 

this film, although in truth her performance, while engaging, was a little uneven. The rest of the cast 

was outstanding, in particular Timothy Bottoms whose Sonny Crawford is warm and forgiving, sweet 

and innocent. Jeff Bridges's Duane Jackson is two-faced, wild and careless, self-centered and 



probably going to die in Korea. Ben Johnson and Cloris Leachman deservedly won Oscars as best 

supporting actors. Leachman was especially good as the lonely 40-year-old wife of the football coach 

who has an awkward affair with the 18-year-old Sonny, while Johnson played a lovable, crusty guy 

that the kids looked up to. Sam Bottoms played the retarded Billy with steady, tragic good humor. 

Ellen Burstyn as Jacy's terminally bored mother, and Eileen Brennan as the wise waitress with a hand 

on her hip were also very good. Memorable, but perhaps too obviously insertional, are the medley 

of country, pop, and rock and roll tunes from the late forties/early fifties jingling out of car radios 

and 45 record players throughout the film. Peter Bogdanovich followed this with some hits, including 

the comedy What's Up Doc (1972) with Barbra Streisand, Ryan O'Neal, and Madeline Kahn, and the 

excellent Paper Moon (1973) with Ryan and Tatum O'Neal, but then tailed off. I don't think he ever 

lived up to the promise of this film, an American classic not to be missed. 
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The Last Tommy (2005 & 2009) 
 

In 2005, only a handful of men survive from the 5.5 million-strong 

army that fought for Britain in World War One. It was the largest 

army this country has ever put into the field. In 'The Last Tommy', 

six of the remaining veterans tell their story for the last time. They 

reveal a fascinating glimpse into the life of the soldier of the 

Western Front, in the bitter and brutal world of the front line. 

Sadly some of these survivors - all over one hundred years old - 

have since passed on, but the story of their generation's sacrifice 

will endure forever. Documentary telling the stories of Britain's 

last surviving First World War veterans, known as Tommies. Harry 

Patch was the last British veteran who fought in the trenches 

during the First World War. When he laid down his rifle at the end 

of the war in November 1918, he hoped never to see another shot fired in anger. Twenty years later 

he was under attack again, this time when a German bomber strafed him while he worked as a 

fireman during air raids on Bath in 1941. Harry and five other remarkable First World War veterans, 

all in their second century at the time of recording, describe their lives after the Armistice of 

November 1918. Arthur Halestrap survived the war unscathed, but almost died during the outbreak 

of Spanish flu in 1918. He worked in British army intelligence during the Second World War, and had 

to endure the death of his son, an RAF pilot. Claude Choules witnessed the German navy in Scapa 

Flow scuttling dozens of ships rather than handing them over to the victorious British. He went on to 

start a new life in Australia. Sandy Young was forced to find work abroad during the Great 

Depression in the 1920s. He ended up in Borneo, where he was captured and imprisoned by the 

Japanese in 1942. Bill Stone stayed in the Royal Navy after the First World War, and helped evacuate 

British troops from the beaches of Dunkirk while the ships around his vessel were torpedoed and 

bombed out of the water. By 2005, these six characters were among the final few left from the six 

million British and Commonwealth soldiers who served during the Great War. In 2009 Harry Patch 

became the last fighting Tommy, the sole link with an extraordinary era. Having witnessed the 

horrors of trench warfare, Harry became a passionate advocate for peace in his final years. 

 

Series 1 (2 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

 

Series 2 (1 Episodes) (2009) 
 

Episode 1: Harry Patch and five other veterans describe their lives after the First World War ended. 
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The Last Train (1999) 
 

A group of train passengers, including a policeman (Ian Hart) a 

wanted criminal (Mick Sizer) and an M.O.D. scientist (Harriet 

Ambrose) are travelling to Sheffield when their train crashes 

inside a tunnel and a strange gas envelopes them. When they 

awake, they find that Harriet froze them all so they could survive 

the giant meteor impact that destroyed the rest of the world. 

Now, they seem to be the only survivors of the human race in a 

world overrun with tropical plants and patrolled by packs of man-

eating dogs. A group of average people, among which include a 

policeman, a conman, a mother and daughter, and a scientist, are 

caught in a rail crash which releases a cryogenic gas into the 

compartment. When they awake, the confused group begin a 

terrifying, yet fascinating journey through a devastated landscape, 

to the Ark; along the way they meet other survivors who have 

intentions both friendly and unfriendly towards them. There was too much hype over this series at 

the start, but as the series continued there was no advertising at all. However I really quite enjoyed 

this series. For once it is the common British public trapped in an apocalyptic tale. From start to 

finish you hang on to every emotion and problem that the survivors suffer. Incredibly moving in 

parts and quite chilling, this story was certainly worth the £4 Million to make it, Carlton TV's highest 

ever payment to produce a show. Great story with a number of interesting twists at the end. 

Definitely worth watching. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1999) 
 

Episode 1: Government employee Harriet Ambrose is one of the passengers on a train from London 

to Sheffield but, unlike her fellow travellers, she is aware that a disaster is about to happen. It is a 

huge meteor that falls on Birmingham, destroying life for many miles around but, as the train 

crashes, Harriet discharges a gas canister. A long while later the passengers awake from a state of 

suspended animation to find the surrounding countryside wholly wasted. Harriet is anxious to locate 

a colleague, Jonathan Geddes, whom she believes can help and she persuades the others to help her 

find him. 

Episode 2: The group reaches the ruins of Sheffield but the bunker where Harriet is expecting to 

meet Jonathan is totally destroyed and there is only a decaying corpse and a cryptic message. The 

bunker is equipped with the same canisters as Harriet used on the train. A pregnant and seemingly 

feral girl, Hild, appears and latches onto Anita, one of the party, though it seems she is being 

pursued. Businessman Colin notices a grave dated 2012, proving that the passengers were in 

suspended animation for a decade. 

Episode 3: Harriet tells the group that their best chance of survival is to reach the ARK, a government 

safe area in Scotland and they head north but their van becomes trapped in a ruined refinery which 



has sunk onto the edge of a cliff. Hunting party leader Mick pursues a wild pig into the refinery 

which, despite the presence of a jaguar, the company kills and eats. Romance blossoms between 

Jandra and Iain but when they are surprised in an intimate moment by Jandra's son Leo she falls over 

the cliff in surprise. 

Episode 4: The group rescue the seriously injured Jandra, despite a fall of acid rain. They arrive at the 

river Tees, which has flooded and burst its banks with no crossing points. Hild - who is not mute after 

all - tells the party where they may find help from her tribe. However, when some of the group 

arrive at a deserted holiday camp where Hild's people live they are met with violence and hostility 

and Harriet has to kill a man before stealing a boat. On arrival back at the van they find that Jandra 

has died. Hild's people pursue them on horseback but the party escapes, largely due to Hild, whose 

tribe seen reluctant to fire on her. 

Episode 5: Still hunted by Hild's tribe the party reaches a village, which has supplies and amenities. 

However there are only two occupants, Mark and Gillian, a father and daughter, as the village 

women were made barren by the meteor's fall-out and the other locals went out into the world to 

try their luck away from the village. Mick and the pregnant girl Roe get very close, which frustrates 

Colin, who tries to rape her. Seeing the party's arrival as a means of repopulating the village Mark 

torches their van to prevent them leaving but Hild's people arrive and everybody takes refuge in the 

church, a shrine to babies. Hild eventually gives herself up willingly to her hunters but Leo's sister 

Anita is also taken. 

Episode 6: Eventually the survivors reach the ARK, seemingly an abandoned power station. Harriet is 

anxious to find Geddes, her boyfriend, but he has changed alarmingly and she ends up killing him. As 

Hild's tribe arrive violence erupts. They capture Austin and, due to Colin locking him out of the 

building, Mick, hanging them on crosses though they are rescued by Roe. Ultimately the hunters and 

the hunted gather inside the ARK as Hild gives birth to her daughter, the ARK's missing survivors 

turning out to be the ancestors of Hild's tribe. 

2 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



The Lavender Hill Mob (1951) 
 

Holland, a shy retiring man, dreams of being rich and living the 

good life. Faithfully, for 20 years, he has worked as a bank 

transfer agent for the delivery of gold bullion. One day he 

befriends Pendlebury, a maker of souvenirs. Holland remarks 

that, with Pendlebury's smelting equipment, one could forge the 

gold into harmless-looking toy Eiffel Towers and smuggle the gold 

from England into France. Soon after, the two plant a story to gain 

the services of professional criminals Lackery and Shorty. 

Together, the four plot their crime, leading to unexpected twists 

and turns. Ealing studios are famous for making very dry and witty 

comedies; they're probably most famous for the excellent 'Kind 

Hearts and Coronets' and darkly comic 'The Ladykillers', but The 

Lavender Hill Mob, although not as good as the other two, is 

definitely worth a mention. The Lavender Hill Mob is about a bank 

clerk (Alec Guinness) that, with the aid of his friend Alfred Pendlebury (Stanley Holloway), a man 

that makes paperweights in the shape of the Eiffel tower, has an ingenious idea of how to rob his 

own bank. The two realise that the bank cannot be robbed by just them, so they set a trap to catch a 

couple of criminals, and once they've recruited them; The Lavender Hill Mob is born. Alec Guinness, 

a regular of Ealing comedies and a man that I think is worthy of the title "the greatest actor of all 

time" shines, as usual, in this movie. Alec Guinness manages to hit the tone of his character just 

right; he is suitably creepy, as he is, a criminal, and yet at the same time he's also eccentric enough 

to be considered an upstanding citizen and bank clerk. Guinness is, however, not the only actor 

who's performance in this movie is worthy of acclaim, the entire cast shine in their respective roles; 

Stanley Holloway is more subdued in his role, but that's also suited to his character. There are also 

excellent support performances from Sid James, who is mostly remembered for his work on the 

'Carry on' films; Alfie Bass, whom fans of British comedy TV will remember from the series "Are You 

Being Served" and there's also a very small role for Audrey Hepburn, who's movie legacy is 

legendary. The Lavender Hill Mob also features many memorable moments that will stick in the 

viewers' mind long after the film has ended. Parts of the film such as the chase on the Eiffel tower 

and the way that the two central characters manage to loose the entire police force are legendary. 

The Lavender Hill Mob is a small movie, but it's a movie that aims big and it works a treat. This movie 

also features a brilliant twist ending that rivals the one in the superb 'Kind Hearts and Coronets'. 

Overall, The Lavender Hill Mob is, despite its low budget and short running time, a spectacular 

comedy film that should not be missed by anyone. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



The Lazarus Child (2004) 
 

A road accident leaves 7-year-old Frankie Heywood (Daniella 

Byrne) gravely injured and deeply comatose, when she is hit by a 

bus, and her 12-year-old brother Ben (14-year-old Harry Eden) 

severely depressed and traumatised after he witnessed the event. 

Their parents, Jack and Alison, have to put aside their fights over 

their unstable marriage to focus on their damaged children. But 

as life looks as if it will never improve for the Heywoods, Jack and 

Alison hear of a controversial medical therapy that could cajole 

Frankie from her coma. The treatment involves communicating 

with the comatose patient to coax them back to consciousness 

and Ben is the key to unlocking Frankie from her sleep. But will 

the Heywoods risk their son to save their daughter? I also saw this 

film at a free screening with a friend. I thought that it had soul. 

Yes they tried to make it an action film but it still worked...mainly 

because of some great performances by the boy played by Harry Eden, Alison Heywood played by 

Frances O'Connor and Elizabeth Chase played by Angelia Bassett. Although the script was flawed and 

the music was not appropriate the film was a very interesting comment on our relationships with 

our family and our friends. What would you do if you lost a family member to a coma? You would 

probably stop at nothing to try to bring them out. I think that that was who the Elizabeth Chase 

character was - a person who would go the distance to get the little girl out of a bad situation. Her 

character brought hope to the Heywood family in a time of no hope. They had nowhere to turn. On 

top of that the private clinic they go to in is shut down by the Police. A bad situation when you are 

desperately in need of help. I thought that the film looked great as well. The director of photography 

(Lukas Strebel) did a great job. Basically this was another Ron Bass script that needed some work but 

was pulled out the "Not great" category by some good directing and strong performances. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English Soundtrack 
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The Legend Of Johnny Lingo (2003) 
 

When a storm washes a canoe bearing an infant boy (Tausani 

Simei-Barton) ashore upon a small South Pacific island, he is at 

first well-received as a gift from the heavens, even to the point of 

the tribal chief adopting him as a successor. However, with time 

as hardships are blamed upon Tama (as he is named), he is finally 

outcast to live with the poorest people on the island, Mahana and 

her drunken father. Mahana is considered homely and 

undesirable, but Tama feels differently, so when he is old (Joe 

Folau) enough to build a craft to sail away, he vows to return for 

her one day. A lucky stroke brings him to land upon the island of 

the legendary Johnny Lingo (George Henare), the wealthiest 

trader in the islands, and after years of service to him, Tama has 

learned much about life and himself as he dreams of honoring his 

pledge to Mahana. I saw this movie on opening day with about 20 

other people (total in the theater); I took my kids & wife to see it today (theater filled this time). It is 

a nice update to the old campy movie. Although inexpensively done it is well acted, funny, 

interesting, compelling and fun. It is still campy, however. The central message (that we can 

influence the self-esteem of others by the way we treat them, whether good or bad) has been 

expanded nicely. There are a few BIG plot holes and silly movie mistakes (nobody but the main 

characters seem to age; how did all the cows get there in the end? etc.) but overall it is quite 

enjoyable. It didn't move me to tears but it was moving; the ending, though contrived, is quite 

satisfying. And best of all, my favorite line from the old movie ("Mahana, you ugly! get down from 

that tree") is also in this version. Hey, it won't win any awards, but it was good enough just the 

same. A definite 7 or 7.5 out of 10. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English Soundtrack 
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The Legend Of Robin Hood (1975) 
 

Broadcast in late 1975 it then promptly disappeared for three 

decades until a petition campaign by Robin Hood fans encouraged 

its DVD release. During its absence the series became something 

of a legend in its own right, and expectations amongst those who 

had never seen it ran high. Filmed for the most part on interior 

sets, the series takes the form of a historical drama, similar in style 

to other BBC programmes of that era. But that is not to suggest 

the historical content is totally accurate in regard to the throne of 

England, nor the original ballads about Robin Hood. This is 

entertainment after all. Martin Potter makes an outstanding Robin 

Hood. In this version he is wrongfully outlawed by King Richard 

himself, who believes Robin deserted him on the brink of 

departure for the Crusades. Potter is appropriately youthful, 

aggressive, but with the educated tone of a Saxon Lord. The main 

plot line involves the scheming Sheriff of Nottingham and Guy of 

Gisborne as they assist Prince John to take the throne from King 

Richard. Paul Darrow's Sheriff of Nottingham hints at the actor's subsequent performance as Avon in 

"Blake's 7" which made him a household name in the U.K. David Dixon as the overtly camp Prince 

John is equally compelling, and not for the last time it is the villains of the piece who almost steal the 

show. Fans of Robin of Sherwood will appreciate John "Herne the Hunter" Abineri in a major role as 

Lady Marian's uncle, intent on marrying his niece to Guy of Gisborne in an attempt to bring Saxon 

and Norman together. The Legend of Robin Hood was an important stepping stone in the 

modernisation of Robin Hood. It was not the first production to move away from the concept of 

"men in Lincoln green tights", but it was a very significant one. The general public or younger Robin 

Hood fans, seeking the swashbuckling style of Errol Flynn or Richard Greene, will not find it here. 

Fans of the Robin of Sherwood approach, full of the mysticism of the Pagan Green Man in dark damp 

forests, might also be disappointed at the lack of witchcraft and the emphasis firmly on changing 

Kingdoms. But "The Legend of Robin Hood" is highly recommended and rewarding viewing, full of 

outstanding performances. I also have found, if vague, memories of watching this on PBS in New 

York in the early 1980s. These versions of Robin Hood and King Arthur, among other legends, were 

free of the cheesiness and camp of sword-and-sorcery movies of that time and foreshadowed the 

low-magic, human-scale dramatic (but not melodramatic) approach of TV and movies such as the 

more recent "Cadfael" and "King Arthur." I, for one, would love to see these available on DVD in the 

U.S., and I'd be happy to sign any petitions, but I don't know how many people are aware of this 

version of "Robin Hood." The reasonably well-done version of a few years later with Michael Praed 

and Jason Connery (plus more New Age trappings) is better known. 

 

 

 



Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1975) 
 

Episode 1: The present Earl of Huntingdon (Anthony Garner) speaks in quiet tones regarding his 

future plans for his infant child, who will be destined to succeed him as the future Earl of the 

Huntingdon Estate. He implores Father Ambrose (David King) to provide a safe haven for his 

offspring, to guide him well and teach him Latin until the time is right for the boy to be presented to 

the King as the heir to the Huntingdon lands. He gives Sir Cedric Usher (Michael Fleming) a ring with 

the Huntingdon crest engraved upon it plus a sealed letter confirming his son's true identity, 

requesting that they be stored away safely until the time comes. Many years later Robin (Martin 

Potter) has become proficient with the longbow and is pleased with his progress under the watchful 

eye of John Hood (Trevor Griffiths). He tells Robin that the newly crowned King Richard I (Michael 

John Jackson) will be embarking on a crusade to the Holy Land and he, Robin, must seek an audience 

with the king to claim his inheritance as the long lost Earl of the Huntingdon Estate as his father's 

heir. Reflecting on the title, Robin then realises why his father once insisted that he learn Latin. 

Some time later Robin is made aware of the cruel injustices which are dished out by their Norman 

oppressors when he encounters two mounted foresters with a bound captive. His crime was stealing 

berries off the bushes on Sir Guy of Gisborne's (William Marlowe) land. Robin tries to stop them, 

claiming his father is the King's Forester. At that point John Hood arrives on the scene and tells Robin 

that he has no jurisdiction over Sir Guy's land and must allow the foresters to continue on their way 

with their captive. Furthermore, Robin has not yet been invested with his new title and has not yet 

seen the King. In Nottingham Prince John (David Dixon) ponders over the likelihood of his becoming 

Regent of England during his brother's proposed absence. He discusses this possibility with the 

Sheriff of Nottingham (Paul Darrow) who sees in John one whom he can easily manipulate to further 

his own ends. John sees his brother's absence as an ideal opportunity to increase his own power. Sir 

Kenneth Neston's (John Abineri) niece, Marian (Diane Keen), is being escorted through the forest on 

her way to see Sir Guy of Gisborne to whom she is betrothed. However, the shaft of the litter in 

which Marian is travelling breaks and causes alarm. When Robin arrives on the scene he helps to 

repair the broken shaft and sees Marian for the first time. Their eyes meet and there is a mutual 

attraction. He is transfixed by her beauty and fails to spot the old crone (Sheelah Wilcox) appearing 

from behind the trees. She predicts that he will never die, save by a woman's hand. Having uttered 

this prophecy she disappears as mysteriously as she came. Later, when Marian sits alone with her 

uncle, she declares her condemnation of Gisborne. She is aware of his cruelty, his scheming and his 

deception. Her uncle, however, is in favour of the marriage since it will help to narrow the diversity 

between the Norman and Saxon races. Marian's disapproval does not rest easily with her uncle. As 

news of the marriage spreads, the Sheriff of Nottingham and Sir Guy of Gisborne air their views on it. 

Gisborne harbours doubts about going ahead with it, despite the fact that he is set to inherit 20,000 

acres of land as a result. The Sheriff is quick to remind him however that Sir Kenneth Neston's Estate 

forms a barrier between Nottingham and that governed by Gisborne. A marriage to Neston's niece 

would see the barrier broken. The following morning Robin arrives at the tavern where Marian and 

her entourage had been staying whilst on their journey to Nottingham. He discovers that they had 

left early and heads off towards the forest road. Some time later Robin encounters the party being 

attacked along a forest track by robbers (Robert Russell) and Robin goes to their aid. He impresses 

the travelling party who are grateful for his assistance. Gisborne arrives to meet the party, and on 

hearing what has taken place is thankful for Robin's aid, throwing him a coin in recognition of his 



prowess. Robin immediately throws it back at Gisborne, telling him his berries are too expensive. 

However, Sir Kenneth Neston, Marian's uncle, tells Robin that he would be happy to have him serve 

in his own army if he does not find his fortune in London. Back in London there is growing 

resentment between King Richard and John, whom he suspects of having stolen money from the war 

chest. Prince John is convinced that he should be Regent of England during the King's absence, but 

Richard condemns his brother as a fool with dubious friends who is quite unfit to be trusted to 

oversee affairs of state. John's animosity grows. Longchamp (Geoffrey Russell) only adds to Richard's 

concerns by stating that the money required for the crusade is responsible for tax protests. Robin, 

soon to become Earl of Huntingdon, seeks an audience with the King, providing the ring with the 

family crest and the sealed letter which Sir Cedric Usher had had safely stored. King Richard 

remembered Sir Cedric, who had died eight years previous, but was still not convinced with Robin's 

proof of identity. He tells Robin to remove his shirt, knowing that the genuine Earl of Huntingdon has 

a birthmark just below his left shoulder. On seeing this, the King is satisfied and gladly welcomes 

Robin to court. Meanwhile, Marian's entourage have reached their destination at Gisborne's estate 

and the latter continues to try all he can to win favour with Marian Neston. Such an alliance would 

be advantageous to Gisborne as he is well aware that he would eventually acquire the Neston estate 

through marriage. Sir Kenneth Neston also seeks such a union recognising a need to integrate the 

Saxon and Norman races and declaring marriage better than spilled blood. King Richard and Robin, 

Earl of Huntingdon, engage in swordplay on the castle green to enable the King to assess Robin's 

ability in combat. The King, soon to depart for the Holy Land, chooses Robin to be his squire for the 

Crusade. Robin, though honoured, declares his concern for justice in England while the King is away, 

claiming that there will be no peace in England whilst the King is absent. Worried about Marian's 

proposed marriage to Gisborne, Robin offers to remain behind but the King informs him that, as Earl 

of Huntingdon, it is his sacred duty to go with his King to the Holy Land. Sir Guy of Gisborne seeks 

royal approval for his marriage to Marian Neston. King Richard is aware of Gisborne's claim to 

Neston's land on his marriage to Marian and being aware of possible treachery tells Gisborne to cool 

his ardour. The Abbot of Grantham's (David Ryall) monetary misdemeanours have meanwhile come 

to light. He has lost money to a moneylender. He is told to relinquish his estates but to keep silent by 

the Sheriff who has plans of his own. Eleanor, the Queen Mother (Yvonne Mitchell), has expressed 

her wish for Marian to be one of her ladies in waiting. She awaits the King's permission to be married 

but intends to play a waiting game with Gisborne, much to his chagrin. After spending time with King 

Richard at court Robin rides out to visit his estates in Huntingdon as the newly appointed Earl. He 

rides out into the forest of Sherwood and all seems still. However, he fails to see a group of outlaws 

who lie in wait for him, unaware of who this lone horseman is. 

Episode 2: Robin, Earl of Huntingdon, is attacked by outlaws who waylay him in Sherwood while he is 

journeying to his newly acquired estate. He resembles a member of the baronage and the outlaws 

have no idea of his true identity. However, when they discover the ring with the Huntingdon crest 

they realise that he is not a rich Norman but a Saxon Earl on a mission for the King. They refuse his 

purse and take nothing from him. Will Scarlet (Miles Anderson) tells Robin that they would never 

have attacked him if they had known who he was. He remembers Robin, declaring that they had met 

at an archery contest at Lincoln Fair several years before. Will tells Robin that his father was the 

Steward of the Huntingdon Manor. Will Scarlet accompanies Robin on the road to Huntingdon and 

learns of the Abbot of Grantham's cruelty. Will informs Robin the Abbot owned church property and 

dues to the crown. He also had unpaid debts to a moneylender. When Robin arrives to claim his 



inheritance he finds the contents of the Manor gone. The Abbot, on orders of the Sheriff, had looted 

the Manor and departed with the spoils, storing them away. It is now a question of what belongs to 

the Earl of Huntingdon. Sir Kenneth Neston and Lady Marian discuss her forthcoming marriage to Sir 

Guy of Gisborne. Neston tries to persuade her that such a marriage would be to her advantage, but 

Marian has grave misgivings. She is certainly not deceived by the manners of Gisborne and tries to 

delay matters. In the meantime, Gisborne rides north to his estate to await further developments. 

Queen Eleanor has by now received news of her son's proposed departure for the Holy Land and of 

all the preparations which are being undertaken. She has met the Lady Marian who reluctantly seeks 

permission to marry Gisborne at the insistence of her uncle. Robin, Will Scarlet, Ralph Gammon 

(Stephen Whittaker) and a few other outlaws have by now discovered the whereabouts of the 

stored spoils of the Huntingdon Manor which the Abbot of Grantham had seized. Deep in the forest 

there is a barn which belongs to the Abbot, with six men-at-arms guarding it. It is here where the 

stolen goods are sorted. Will Scarlet had had it watched. The outlaws surround the barn whilst 

hidden from cover and set fire to it with flaming arrows. In the confusion they attack and kill the 

men-at-arms and retrieve the gold plate. In jest, Robin declares that mother church adopts the 

Huntingdon goods. Back at court, the Queen Mother hears all about the simmering brotherly conflict 

between King Richard and Prince John. The King declares that John is not fit to be regent of England. 

He has developed a deep distrust of John, and rightly so. He states that John is easily led by his 

dubious friends, not to mention what will become of the Royal Exchequer during Richard's absence. 

The Queen Mother insists that Richard is being too harsh and distrustful of John, but Richard retorts 

that he will have his own exchequer and six counties, including that of Lancaster. Shortly after the 

barn raid the Abbot of Grantham is apprehended by Robin Hood. He accuses the Abbot of being no 

more than a common thief, confiscates what the Abbot is carrying on his person including his new 

gown and sends him back to Nottingham on the back of an ass. Meanwhile the Sheriff of 

Nottingham, eager to enhance his own position, discusses with Prince John the impending situation 

which is likely to manifest itself with the King on Crusade. Prince John is resentful of Longchamp's 

favour with the King and informs the Sheriff that the crown is promised to him (John) if the King 

does not return. Prince John gives the impression that he hopes the King does not return. The Sheriff 

declares that John ought to create his own rival court to Longchamp. In the tavern it is revealed that 

Much's (Richard Speight) father has been hanged by the Sheriff in Nottingham, but the reason for 

this is not known. News of the Abbot of Grantham's loss is also reported, but as the Abbot is 

violating his position no-one has any sympathy for him. The Earl of Huntingdon is angered by this 

apparent injustice and hastens to Nottingham to speak with the Sheriff himself. The Sheriff, hiding 

his suspicion, tells the Earl of Huntingdon that he himself signed the warrant for the hanging, but 

refuses to go into any details. The Earl retorts that with powerful nobles in charge of affairs of state, 

there will be little hope for sound administration and fair justice once the King has departed on 

crusade. The Sheriff even covers up for the Abbot's carelessness and the Earl of Huntingdon departs, 

knowing he has made an enemy of the Sheriff. The Sheriff, for his part, realises only too well that the 

Earl of Huntingdon has become a thorn in his side. The Earl of Huntingdon later rejoins King Richard 

on the castle green where he mentions the hanging. He is very distrustful of the Sheriff, Gisborne 

and Prince John and uneasy about how the affairs of state will be conducted. However, King Richard 

has faith in Longchamp whom he has appointed as Regent of England and does not see why Robin 

should have the need to worry, especially as he will be going with the King as his squire on the 

crusade. The King sees this as an opportunity to introduce the Earl of Huntingdon to Prince John who 

is evidently resentful of Robin's standing with the King. When he is told that Robin is to be his 



brother's squire he retorts by declaring "It seems fortune smiles on both of us!" When Robin gets 

the opportunity to speak to Marian again she is still very uneasy about her impending marriage to 

Gisborne and is against the whole idea. She is well aware of his cruelty and violence. Robin urges her 

to speak to the King before he departs England's shores. Later that day the Sheriff, Gisborne and the 

Abbot of Grantham debate over the rising tide of resentment generated over the hanging of the 

peasant. The Sheriff is well aware of trouble brewing and tells his lieutenant Alaric (Frank Vincent) to 

have Robin Hood watched. He also advises the Abbot to leave the country for his own safety. The 

Abbot, heeding these words, prepares to travel to London. Sir Guy of Gisborne makes it known that 

he wishes King Richard to sanction his marriage before the King departs for the Holy Land. Richard 

informs John that he has decided to appoint his mother Eleanor as co-regent with Longchamp which 

only serves to make John more subordinate and pugnacious. By now Eleanor is well aware of the 

situation regarding Marian's forthcoming marriage and of Robin's role as the King's squire. The King 

is also aware of Robin's interest in Marian and his intentions towards her. However, the King for the 

moment, approves of Gisborne's betrothal to Marian. The Abbot of Grantham, bound for Chinon in 

France, has reached London, but ill luck befalls him. He is stabbed on his way to chapel and mortally 

wounded. His death-bed confession is overheard however, by Robin, Earl of Huntingdon, who has 

followed him, suspicious of his intentions. The Abbot tells of a plot to kill the King as he sails from 

Dover to Normandy. A monk is to be smuggled on board ship carrying a knife. Robin realises that 

King Richard's death will provoke an uprising in England. However, Robin himself is being watched by 

Alaric who has been told to kill Robin Hood on the orders of the Sheriff. Having heard the Abbot's 

dying words Robin knows too much and is taken prisoner and confined in a locked cell. He is in a 

difficult dilemma, knowing that his own life is now in danger and he cannot reach the King to warn 

him of the threat to murder him on board ship. However, Robin is not alone. Will Scarlet has 

accompanied Robin on his quest and rescues Robin from his cell by donning the guise of Robin's 

confessor and attacking the monk who has been assigned to guard him. Meanwhile, Robin's 

antagonists do all they can to soil his name and destroy the King's faith. Prince John seizes the 

opportunity to denounce the Earl of Huntingdon as a traitor. Sir Kenneth Neston reluctantly thinks 

the same and even persuades Marian to believe it. The Sheriff, always eager to discredit Robin, tells 

the King that Robin has renounced his title of Earl of Huntingdon. King Richard, by now is convinced 

of Robin's treachery and prepares to depart for the Holy Land without his chosen squire. At the last 

moment Robin arrives at the King's court without warning and declares emphatically that he is no 

traitor to his king. He informs Richard of the attempt on his life and of his own confinement after 

hearing of the Abbot's confession and subsequent death. He has a difficult task convincing the King 

of his loyalty, who is quick to denounce Robin as a coward for failing to appear before the assembled 

nobles of the realm. Eventually Richard decides on a whim that he no longer wants the Earl of 

Huntingdon as his squire, but realising that he cannot dismiss his services out of hand tells the Earl of 

Huntingdon to remain in England and serve him there. As Robin departs, the King tells his guard to 

kill any monk if found with a dagger on board ship. 

Episode 3: The episode opens with three mounted Sheriff's men pursuing three outlaws who are on 

foot. Once the outlaws reach the shelter of the trees on the edge of Sherwood they are more easily 

able to throw off their pursuers. By now patrols of men-at-arms assigned to Gisborne and the Sheriff 

of Nottingham have increased and the Earl of Huntingdon, known as Robin Hood has become the 

principal enemy. All those loyal to him are also sought. The forest seems to crawl with Normans. By 

now Sir Guy of Gisborne has been reunited with Maid Marian. He informs both Marian and her 



uncle, Sir Kenneth Neston, about the proposed marriage arrangements. The ceremony is to be 

conducted by the saintly Earl of Durham (Bishop) (Malcolm Rogers) and Gisborne, on toasting their 

health, declares that King Richard's wedding gift shall be the Huntingdon Estate. Marian, aware of 

the cruel irony, refuses to be married at Huntingdon. She considers it a joke since Robin of 

Huntingdon has been branded an outlaw by King Richard. Gisborne, convinced that she will 

eventually have a change of heart, has already had the foresight to combine the black amulets of the 

Neston coat of arms with chevrons of his own, both entwined upon the Huntingdon crest. Robin, by 

this time, has been accepted as one of the outlaw band and chosen as a worthy leader. Will and 

Ralph Gammon introduce him to the hermit, Friar Tuck (Tony Caunter), who dwells in a cave deep in 

the forest. Robin informs the friar that he (Robin) has been banished from the Huntingdon Estate 

and is now an outlaw. Friar Tuck is happy to offer his abode to the outlaws. Robin sees this as a 

welcome sanctuary from the Abbot of Grantham and those who follow him, and sets about 

removing the wine from the Huntingdon cellars to the cave. Soon after, Alaric, the Sheriff's 

lieutenant, and a group of men-at-arms, discover Tuck at the entrance to the cave where the 

outlaws are hiding. When he sees a sword hidden beneath the friar's robes his suspicions are 

aroused and immediately orders his men-at-arms to search the cave for outlaws. The quick thinking 

friar picks up a dead snake, informing the Sheriff's men that vipers have made their home there. The 

men-at-arms decide against the risk of searching the cave and depart to search for outlaws 

elsewhere. Robin, Will and Ralph have a lucky escape, but realise only too well that they are now 

hunted like animals and must always be on their guard. Robin has now become a danger to the 

Sheriff and Sir Guy because of the Abbot of Grantham's deathbed confession. Back at Nottingham 

Castle Alaric informs the Sheriff that the Earl of Huntingdon has taken refuge in Sherwood Forest 

and joined up with other outlaws who have made it their home. The Sheriff retorts that he is to be 

hunted down as the wolfshead he has now become. The Sheriff is by now also keen on the idea of 

Prince John taking a tough line with the Queen Mother (Eleanor) and informs him likewise. He 

regards Nottinghamshire as Prince John's provincial domain and urges him to increase his 

jurisdiction in his administrative district. John also required more labourers which he can use at an 

old Roman settlement in the west, another of his devious schemes. In the forest it comes to light 

that there are two separate bands of outlaws thriving independently. When two of Robin's band are 

attacked on the edge of the forest and robbed of the deer they are carrying it becomes clear that 

Robin will have to join forces with them if there is to be any chance of defeating the Normans, since 

Robin is now very much a wanted man. Back at the cave Will and Ralph mention to Robin the name 

Little John (Conrad Asquith), whom they are told hunts in a large part of Sherwood which they 

declare their own. Robin, angered over the stolen venison, vows to meet up with Little John to set 

matters to right. Some time later, Robin encounters Little John on the far side of the stream and 

warns him to stay away from his part of the forest and not to rob his men as they scarcely have 

enough food to go round. Little John challenges Robin to a duel with the quarterstaff in which they 

both end up in the water after an evenly matched contest. They both gain mutual respect for each 

other and an alliance of sorts. Robin learns that Marian and her uncle are lodged at Huntingdon 

Manor. He dons a disguise and goes off to seek her out, keen to inform her that he is no traitor and 

furthermore let it be known that he has averted an attempt on the King's life. He is also in love with 

her, despite her betrothal to Gisborne, and wishes to make his feelings known. However, a renegade 

outlaw has informed Alaric of Robin's plan. Robin is subsequently captured whilst entering 

Huntingdon Manor at the very gateway and Gisborne has him locked in the tower and sentenced to 

be hung. Gisborne declares that the former Earl of Huntingdon has saved himself and the Sheriff the 



trouble of having to hunt him down. Marian is out hawking with her uncle and is unaware that Robin 

has been captured. Robin espies her when she returns and signals to her with the aid of the sun's 

reflections off a ladle which he has with him from the kitchen below. She soon learns of Robin's 

imprisonment in the cell above the kitchen and of his intended fate. She persuades one of the cooks 

to let her take food up to him in his cell, and, once there, is told about the discovery of the attempt 

on King Richard's life in Dover, the confession by the Abbot of Grantham and of Robin's steadfast 

loyalty to King Richard. For the first time, Marian realises that Robin is no traitor to the King, which is 

what Gisborne and the Sheriff had wanted all to believe in order to tarnish his name and discredit his 

title as Earl of Huntingdon. Her uncle, Sir Kenneth, questions why Robin has come to Huntingdon 

Manor, but Marian declares nothing. The Sheriff is soon party to the welcome news that Robin Hood 

is Gisborne's captive and sends Alaric to guard him. Marian wastes no time in getting a message to 

Much and informs him of Robin's capture. She tells him of Robin's exact location, a cell in the 

gatehouse tower above the kitchen. The outlaws form a plan. In disguise, they arrive at Huntingdon 

Lodge with a cart-load of flour intended for the kitchen. Alaric watches the goings on from the 

battlements above the gateway. All seems innocent enough as the cart is situated beneath the level 

of the kitchen and the men begin to unload the sacks of flour. But it is all a ruse, which becomes 

clear when Alaric sees a sword lying beneath the sacks of flour on the back of the cart. He shouts to 

the guards to stop these men in their tracks having realised their intentions. The outlaws, numbering 

no more than four, call out to Robin to jump onto the back of the cart where the bags of flour will 

cushion his landing. This he does, as a handful of guards appear on the scene, eventually followed by 

Alaric who had seen the situation developing from his vantage point above. After a dogged skirmish 

the outlaws affect their escape. Alaric ends up covered in flour when the sack he is attempting to 

throw is sliced in two by one of the outlaws from the back of the cart. In this state Alaric reports the 

outlaw's escape to Gisborne who is naturally furious that Robin Hood has been allowed to escape 

from under his nose. Robin by now is anxious to discover who had betrayed him and is keen to speak 

with Little John, whose hiding place is in a ruined village. When he reaches Little John's camp he all 

but accuses him of informing Alaric of his visit to see Marian. He is convinced that either Little John 

or someone in his camp is responsible for his betrayal. Little John informs him, however, that 

suspicion fell on Robin's band after Roland's (Sidney Kean) body was discovered in the river. Roland 

was one of Little John's band. Robin informs him that neither he nor any of his men had anything to 

do with Roland's death and the matter is then laid to rest, with suspicion falling on those outside the 

band. Marian has since declared her love for Robin and dislike for Gisborne and makes this clear to 

her uncle. However, she tries to forget her feelings since she is aware that her uncle is trying to bring 

Normans and Saxons together through her marriage to Gisborne, and her uncle fails to see reason. 

She goes to see the Archbishop of Durham (Malcolm Rogers) who tries to give her comfort and 

solace. Some time later Prince John is seen riding west through the forest accompanied by Sir Baskin 

of Cornwall. Robin is curious and the friar tells of a woman (Pamela Binns) who lives alone in a cave 

close to the plague village to the west. The friar goes to speak with the woman and takes her food 

which she is in need of. She is thankful for the meat, though fearful for her safety after what had 

happened. She tells of the village being burnt by the Sheriff's soldiers and of the villagers who were 

being led away towards the old Roman settlement in the west. Robin and his followers ride west to 

discover what ill is afoot. They find, in a deep gorge, a silver mine in which the men and women from 

the village are being forced to work as slave labourers. This treasure cave of silver is being used to 

line Prince John's royal coffers. Robin vows to free the slaves and the men-at-arms who are guarding 

the slaves below are quickly felled by Saxon bowmen who have surrounded the area. Robin 



confronts Prince John and warns him against taking villagers as slaves. The Prince declares that they 

are well paid but Robin will not listen. He states that the slaves are free and there must be no 

reprisals. The outlaw leader takes 30 bars of silver, to be divided equally between those sorely in 

need and King Richard's Crusade which the country had been heavily taxed to finance. Prince John 

swears to get even with Robin Hood after this outrage against him. 

Episode 4: Three mounted men-at-arms in the service of the Sheriff of Nottingham are seen scouring 

the forest in search of outlaws and anyone whom they suspect is in league with the exiled Earl of 

Huntingdon. They search a wide area but the outlaws remain hidden from view. The Sheriff's men 

are aware of this which does not improve matters when they reach Nottingham. The Sheriff is an 

impatient man and Alaric has allowed Robin Hood to escape from their clutches once before, much 

to Gisborne's annoyance. Gisborne is waiting for Prince John to strike and insert his authority, but 

the Sheriff is already playing for higher stakes. He proclaims Prince John's word 'as law', insisting that 

King Richard has no jurisdiction in Nottingham. With this in mind, the Sheriff tells Gisborne to double 

the patrols in Sherwood Forest and informs Alaric to continue the search for Robin Hood, who has 

become a thorn in their side. At that moment, a well wisher arrives from the North in the form of a 

Military Prior (Roy Marsden) who is an ally of the Sheriff of Nottingham and Sir Guy of Gisborne. At 

the outlaw camp Will Scarlet reports that the forest is crawling with foresters and Sheriff's men. The 

outlaws are hungry and they risk capture as they venture out to forage for food. Will knows of a 

village, two miles north, where they may be able to obtain food to distribute to the rest of the men. 

He suggests that they venture there, despite the risks. Whilst the outlaws journey to the Saxon 

village, Friar Tuck is surprised to see a desperate man running towards his cave dwelling. He is 

apparently being chased through the forest by two of the Sheriff's men and the friar recognises the 

mark on his neck as rope burns. He questions the Sheriff's men and they inform the friar that the 

man is wanted for not paying his taxes and that he has escaped the hangman's noose. The men-at-

arms start laying into the man but the friar is enraged at such treatment and he in turn attacks the 

two men-at-arms leaving them for dead. The friar is suddenly remorseful on discovering that he has 

killed two men and proclaims that his hands are now stained with blood. At that point Ralph 

Gammon arrives with Robin and Will and recognises the dead prisoner as Thurkill (William Simons), a 

friend from the Saxon village. Moving off in the forest the outlaws come across a group of women 

from the village washing linen in a stream. As Robin and his men make towards the stream the 

women depart hastily. "We're as welcome as wolves at lambing time!" declares Robin regretfully. 

Ralph Gammon is sure the women assumed they were going to be robbed. He discloses to Robin 

that there is sickness in the village – hunger sickness. He is aware that some of their food had been 

taken by the Sheriff's men and Gisborne's troops had helped themselves to what was left. No food 

had been left for the villagers. Some of the men of the village had been branded and sold as slaves. 

The situation is dire and Robin is gravely concerned for the villagers. He goes to seek out Marian who 

is residing with Sir Kenneth on his estate and arrives in disguise in case he is recognised by her uncle. 

Robin is still not sure where Sir Kenneth's loyalties lie and is unsure of his reaction to the visit. Robin 

explains all to Marian regarding the fate of the children from the starving village and she, moved by 

their suffering, readily agrees to take them in. Upon hearing of the children's predicament Sir 

Kenneth approves of Marian's actions. Later, on a further quest to find food, Robin and Ralph 

Gammon have to cross a wide stretch of water to reach a wooded tract on the opposite side. Hidden 

amongst the trees on the ridge overlooking the stream are a number of Sheriff's men headed by 

Alaric, who are on the lookout for outlaws. The men-at-arms manage to surround the outlaws, 



cutting off Ralph's escape. A fight ensues in which Ralph is injured by three of the Sheriff's men until 

Robin intervenes and slays their oppressors. Robin's skill with sword and longbow serves him well 

before he drags Ralph clear of the water. Alaric, watching the action from above, yells orders at the 

one remaining crossbowman to loose his arrow. Fortunately for Robin and Ralph, an arrow from an 

unknown source strikes the crossbowman in the neck, killing him instantly. Only Alaric remains, 

thwarted yet again, as Robin and Ralph effect their escape. Back at the cave and lucky to have 

escaped, they realise that this latest incident had been too close for comfort. Robin agrees with 

Ralph that the Normans kill for sport. On hearing the news that Robin Hood had escaped the net yet 

again, the Sheriff doubles the reward for the outlaw leader's capture. At the same time he doubles 

the taxes until the capture of Robin Hood is assured. The following day a group of outlaws notice a 

travelling merchant taking the Nottingham route through Sherwood. The merchant was none other 

than the Cellarer (John Malcolm) to the Abbot of St. Mary on his way to the Sheriff, laden with packs 

of food stuffs which comprised of cheese and ale in the main. The outlaws insist on exacting a toll for 

the use of the road through the forest before confiscating the goods. Friar Tuck reassures the others 

that the Cellarer would not have been robbed of his goods had he been a godly man. The outlaws 

return the goods to the food store in the cave and plan to distribute their gains to the starving 

villagers on the outskirts of Sherwood Forest, with Robin proudly proclaiming that it was all taken 

from the Abbot of St. Mary and the Sheriff of Nottingham, for whom it had been destined. Sir 

Richard of the Lea (Bernard Archard) arrives at the outlaw camp a few days later. He is a somewhat 

impoverished knight, claiming to have known Robin's father. He claims he is on his way to see the 

Abbot of St. Mary who is staying in Nottingham. He owes a debt to the Abbot of 400 crowns, with 

the threat of losing his lands hanging over him should he fail to pay the Abbot his dues. Robin takes 

Sir Richard to the cave and loans him the sum of 400 silver crowns with which to pay the Abbot. On 

the appointed day, Will Scarlet accompanies Sir Richard on his journey to see the Abbot and pays the 

debt in full. Sir Richard is grateful to Robin Hood. He is able to retain his lands and is free of his debt 

to the Abbot of St. Mary. In Nottingham the Sheriff informs the Abbot of St. Mary that he is keen to 

see him raised to the status of Archbishop of York. He is also desirous for the royal exchequer to 

remain in Nottingham, insisting that it is one of the safest places in England. It is abundantly clear 

however that the Sheriff's scheming is purely designed to increase his own status by elevating those 

powerful enough to aid him in his quest for personal authority. The Abbot of St. Mary is informed, 

whilst residing in Nottingham, of Maid Marian's solemn oath taken before the Archbishop of 

Durham. With the insistence of Gisborne, the Abbot of St. Mary tries to persuade Marian to 

renounce her vow to refrain from marriage until King Richard enters Jerusalem. The Abbot insists 

that her decision goes against royal command but Marian will not entertain such a notion and holds 

firm, implying that she cannot go against her own conscience. Gisborne is running out of patience. 

The Abbot of St. Mary returns north through Sherwood with his convoy accompanied by Alaric, 

Gisborne and a number of armed retainers, some of whom are disguised as monks, for protection. 

Robin has been kept well informed of the Abbot's plans however, and fully intends to waylay the 

party as it rides through Sherwood. He is well aware of the gold and other treasures which the Abbot 

will be carrying on the road to York and devises a clever ruse. The outlaws lie in wait using the cover 

of a tree-lined embankment alongside the route the convoy headed by Sir Guy and Alaric is taking. 

The convoy takes the left hand path upon the instruction of the scout who is actually one of Robin's 

men in disguise. Suddenly Friar Tuck appears ahead conveying the impression of being lost and 

confused. Gisborne declares him to be a kind of priest, unaware of his true identity or where his 

loyalties lay. The friar indicates that he has become lost in the forest whilst searching for herbs. 



Gisborne tells him to join the convoy at the rear but not to lag behind else they would have to leave 

him. A short while later two bodies are seen lying along the forest track. The convoy halts, 

wondering what has happened and whilst temporarily off their guard the outlaws attack. The friar 

attacks the monks at the rear of the party and others join in the attack from the cover of the trees. A 

tree is also pushed into the gap between those at the front and those at the rear of the convoy. 

Gisborne and Alaric with their troops are also set upon by another group of outlaws waiting in 

ambush further up the track, cutting off their immediate escape. In the resulting furious encounter, 

Robin kills Alaric and most of the men-at-arms are also slain. Sadly however, Will Scarlet is killed 

when he intercedes between Robin and the mounted Guy of Gisborne, with the latter bearing down 

on the outlaw leader. Gisborne dispatches Will with a mortal blow of the axe and escapes in the 

confusion. With all the Abbot of St. Mary's gold and treasure taken by Robin and his men, Richard of 

the Lea's debts are repaid in full, but the death of Will Scarlet weighs heavily. 

Episode 5: News reaches Nottingham concerning King Richard's capture by Duke Leopold of Austria. 

Longchamp informs Richard's mother, Eleanor of Aquitaine of the bad news. Explaining that the 

150,000 gold marks needed to release the King from captivity will be opposed by a country already 

heavily taxed to finance his holy wars. In the heart of Sherwood, Little John and Friar Tuck ponder 

the current state of affairs in the realm. The friar claims that he is there for the good of his soul 

whilst Little John reflects on the eight years which he spent working in Nottingham Castle. Presently 

two travellers (Anthony Heaton and William Ridoutt) come into view riding palfreys. They are 

Dominican friars on their way from Peterborough to Nottingham laden with the King's taxes. Little 

John and Friar Tuck question them at length and discover they are in possession of a parchment 

containing news of King Richard's capture. The outlaws exact a confession from the monks who, at 

pain of death, reveal that the Bishop of Peterborough has been ordered to send all collected taxes to 

none other than the Sheriff of Nottingham himself. This is open treason since it is clear enough that 

the taxes will not be used to buy Richard's freedom. The monks are robbed of all the coin they are 

carrying and told by Little John that the taxes will be given to the poor on the authority of none 

other than Robin Hood, the outlawed Earl of Huntingdon. Prince John is clearly uneasy. He informs 

his mother Eleanor that he wishes Longchamp to be dismissed. In his current state of mind he 

believes that there is a plot against him. He clearly resents Richard being his mother's favourite, and 

she can readily see that brotherly opposition is giving way to bitterness and resentment. Queen 

Eleanor labours under the pretence of being seemingly unaffected by Prince John's temperamental 

disposition and manages to persuade him to help raise the ransom for Richard's release. Prince John, 

for all his guile, is not as discerning as his mother who is well versed in such situations. Robin meets 

up with Marian in secret and gives her a trinket in the form of an ornate bracelet. She realises it has 

been stolen, a fact Robin cannot deny, and so refuses to accept it with a heavy heart. Despite their 

meetings Marian claims she owes a debt to her uncle. She does not like Robin's way of life. There is a 

conflict of interest between the two of them and she believes that there is no future in marriage to 

Robin Hood the outlaw. Robin insists that on King Richard's return he will have his title and lands 

fully restored. He reminds Marian that he has been forced to take to the forest due to his opposition 

to the Normans and his loyalty to King Richard. Robin is also in conflict with Sir Kenneth's mad 

scheme to marry Saxon with Norman, unaware that at that very moment her uncle has received a 

visitor, Sir Guy of Gisborne, who is impatient to see Marian for himself. Gisborne questions Sir 

Kenneth regarding Marian's whereabouts but Sir Kenneth knows nothing. Gisborne realises he has a 

rival for Marian's affections and in a state of growing agitation leaves without seeing her. Realising 



that Longchamp is aware the collected taxes are hoarded at Nottingham Castle Prince John demands 

to know the informants name but Longchamp declares he knows of no direct informant. John then 

orders Longchamp to procure the overdue taxes which are still outstanding and is suspicious of the 

regent's complicity. The Sheriff proposes offering a bribe to Leopold of Austria in order to keep 

Richard a prisoner. Prince John is not averse to plotting against his brother in order to further his 

own interests but declares he will not have blood on his hands. He does insist however that the 

money destined to pay for his brother's ransom must be intercepted at all costs. At Huntingdon 

lodge Sir Kenneth Neston, having witnessed Gisborne's anger, begins to have doubts about the 

proposed marriage to his niece. To Marian's relief he confirms he has not promised her hand to Sir 

Guy. He admits that he is unable to bring about peace between Norman and Saxon. In Sherwood, 

Robin, who has not seen Marian for several days, fights with a new recruit to the band to test his 

ability in combat. Dissatisfied, he tells his men to send the recruit back to his village, but Robin's 

anger is born out of frustration rather than discontent through not seeing Marian. Word finally 

reaches Robin that Sir Kenneth wishes to speak with him urgently. He suspects a trap but on arrival 

finds Sir Kenneth sitting alone. The summons is genuine and Sir Kenneth tells Robin to swear on the 

cross by oath not to declare to anyone what he is about to hear spoken. This done, the Queen 

Mother and Lady Marian enter the room and the Queen Mother thanks Robin for saving King 

Richard's life and declares that there is now enough money collected to pay off Richard's ransom. 

Yet Robin informs her that all the loyal friends of King Richard are away on the crusade and those 

opposed to the King will try and ensure that the ransom is withheld. He further states that the 

Sheriff of Nottingham is intentionally hoarding taxes bound for London and the money stored in his 

stronghold could save King Richard. Eleanor tells Robin that if the outstanding amount were to be 

collected he is to take it to the merchants road on her recommendation. At the castle, Gisborne is 

furious; by now well aware that Marian is seeing Robin Hood behind his back. The Sheriff is also 

annoyed that the proposed tax ransom which he himself had been eager to covet to further his own 

interests, had been taken by the outlaws from the monks of Peterborough. He suggests to Gisborne 

that the taxes in their possession at the castle might best be stored at Peterborough to prevent 

further interventions by the outlaws loyal to King Richard, and gives Sir Guy the task of seeing that it 

is done. Unknown to Sir Guy and the Sheriff, Robin is already making plans to relieve them of the 

taxes. Little John knows the castle well from his time spent there before he became an outlaw. He 

tells Robin of the existence of a secret door hidden by bushes which gains access to the castle. He 

produces a map and undercover of darkness the outlaws break in. They find Longchamp counting 

the money in the storeroom. They have no quarrel with him, as he is the King's nominated regent, 

but the Sheriff and Gisborne are overpowered in the adjacent room and each is tied to a chair and 

the taxes seized. Robin promises to put an end to Sir Guy of Gisborne but will not kill a man who is 

tied to a chair. However, he does warn Sir Guy that "when I kill you, you'll have a sword in your 

hand!" After the outlaws have made their escape from the storeroom, the Sheriff manages to call 

out to one of his servants who comes to release the pair. The Sheriff is furious and calls out to his 

guards to pursue the outlaws as they make their way from the secret tunnel and after a brief 

skirmish in the fading light, Little John is captured. The remainder make good their escape, unaware, 

at first, of Little John's plight. Prince John is naturally furious with the Sheriff for not placing an 

adequate guard on the tax money, thereby allowing the outlaws to break into the storeroom and 

affect their escape with it. However, they have Little John captive who will either talk or hang. Little 

John is taken to see the Sheriff but the audience is brief. The Sheriff, not wishing to procrastinate, 

informs Little John that he has until noon on the following day to disclose the information which is 



required, namely the destination of the stolen taxes. Little John looks blankly at the Sheriff and says 

precisely nothing before being taken back to the dungeon. Meanwhile Sir Kenneth Neston sits deep 

in thought clutching his sword and brooding over the impending state of affairs. By now Marian is 

well aware of her uncle's admiration of Robin Hood and his growing dislike of Sir Guy. Suddenly Sir 

Guy barges into the room accompanied by two of his men-at-arms. He angrily demands to see the 

tax money stolen from Nottingham Castle which he believes was carried out on Sir Kenneth's 

recommendation. He also suspects Sir Kenneth's involvement, albeit indirectly, in much of the lost 

tax revenue on route to Nottingham owing to his suspicion of Sir Kenneth's involvement with the 

outlaws. Sir Kenneth, mindful of Gisborne's anger, retorts that the money collected and bound for 

Nottingham would never have been used for King Richard's ransom. Seeing Gisborne enraged, 

Marian tries to intervene but Gisborne tells her to get out of the way. A fight ensues but Sir Kenneth, 

who has not long recovered from a drinking bout, is no match for Gisborne who quickly despatches 

his opponent with a dagger thrust to the neck after a one-sided broadsword duel. Gisborne turns to 

face the distraught Marian and declares, "Your friend Huntingdon will not die so quickly!" The 

following day at noon Little John is brought outside the castle gate to be hung. The Sheriff gives the 

outlaw one last opportunity to reveal where the stolen tax revenue is hidden, but Little John, in one 

final act of defiance, tells the Sheriff to look at the end of a rainbow when next he sees one. The 

Sheriff wastes no more time and promptly summons the hangman who, unknown to the Sheriff, is 

none other than Robin Hood who had arrived o the scene in the guise of one of the Sheriff's men-at-

arms. Also involved in this rescue ploy are Ralph Gammon and Much who enter the gateway 

disguised as Saxon women. At this point one of the Sheriff's men-at-arms, fooled by the disguise, 

approaches the pair and starts to ask questions. Much, trying to look convincing, tells the guard that 

they have arrived with butter and cheese for the Sheriff. The guard asks who the other woman is 

and before Ralph can give an answer Much explains that it is his sister Elsa. The guard seems to be 

deceived by their disguises but at that point a knife which Much had been trying to conceal beneath 

his sleeve falls to the floor, alerting the guard. Ralph, regaining his composure, quickly explains that 

they have the need to protect themselves from robbers and outlaws who roam the forest. At that 

point the guard is distracted by what is happening at the gallows. The hangman, Robin himself, has 

mounted the scaffold and cuts the rope which binds Little John's wrists. He tells his comrade to 

quickly mount the horse which stands close by. Confusion ensues. The Sheriff, clearly not expecting 

such a daring and elaborate rescue bid so close to the castle walls, is totally unprepared for such a 

situation. With all the attention focused on the pair escaping on horseback Ralph and Much manage 

to fight their way past the remaining guards with the weapons which they had concealed. They make 

their escape back to the forest, leaving the Sheriff thwarted yet again. Back at the cave the outlaws' 

relief and elation is short lived. Tom (Austin King) arrives and informs all present of Sir Kenneth 

Neston's death at the hands of Sir Guy of Gisborne. Now unopposed, Sir Guy has taken Marian, by 

force to Huntingdon. With Prince John threatening to seize power in England at any moment, all 

seems lost. 

Episode 6: Robin is both shocked and angered when he hears about Neston's death. He learns from 

Tom that Marian is held as a virtual prisoner at Huntingdon. Much arrives and confirms this. Robin, 

fearing for Marian, vows there and then to avenge the death of her uncle by killing Gisborne himself. 

He calls to Ralph Gammon to deliver a message to Gisborne. Sir Guy is initially concerned for 

Marian's welfare but she maintains her distance from her uncle's murderer. She shows him nothing 

but contempt. Sir Guy, sensing this, goes to his sister (Patricia Franklin) in desperation. She is a nun 



and he explains to her his wish to marry Marian. By now she merely wishes to be left in solitude but 

Gisborne tells her to stop grieving. Marian retorts by telling Gisborne that she will not bend to his 

will. Gisborne, worried for Marian's well-being, arranges for his sister to be Marian's companion. The 

Archbishop of Durham returns to Nottingham amid much acclaim after visiting the poor. The Sheriff 

and Prince John survey the scene which unfolds before them. Prince John tells of the Archbishop's 

loyalty to King Richard. The Sheriff informs Prince John that a King who is absent is no King at all. 

Unappeased, the Prince declares grudgingly that he cannot move without the blessing of the 

Archbishop. Ralph Gammon is as good as his word and delivers Robin's message to Sir Guy of 

Gisborne. It states quite clearly that Robin challenges Gisborne in a duel to the death. Gisborne 

retorts positively, declaring, "I do not duel with vagrants!" Marian, sitting silently and alone, speaks 

up, "You can tell Robin Hood that Sir Guy is afraid!" Vexed into action by this affront to his pride 

Gisborne accepts Robin Hood's challenge and dons his scabbard. He has many debts to settle with 

the outlaw leader. Robin, followed by Little John, make their way towards the chosen location for 

the duel. Little John is pensive. "Robin, you're too confident!" he exclaims. "It's my sword against 

his!" comes the reply. "Remember the prophecy that I would never die except by a woman's hand!" 

"Or because of a woman's hand!" retorted Little John. Marian remains at Huntingdon while the two 

combatants square up to each other in the forest clearing, with Marian's fate being decided by 

whoever emerges the victor. The duel is doggedly contested within a boulder strewn area where a 

fallen tree proved hazardous for both opponents, beginning with sword against axe and shield and 

ending with sword against sword until Robin finally defeats Gisborne. After their leader is slain the 

three men-at-arms who had accompanied Gisborne to the appointed place head back to 

Nottingham, unsure of what to do next. Robin returns to Huntingdon with those who had given their 

support. With the death of Gisborne, Robin is finally able to avenge the death of Marian's uncle, Sir 

Kenneth Neston. Robin is reunited with Marian who had remained in silent solitude at Huntingdon. 

He informs her that he had killed Gisborne and that her uncle's murder is avenged, but Gisborne's 

sister overhears what is said. Robin departs from Huntingdon and returns to Sherwood. In 

Nottingham Prince John informs the Archbishop of Durham of Longchamp's irregularities, but the 

Archbishop does not believe Prince John's claims. The latter blames the churchman for getting in the 

way of all of his dreams of power. The Sheriff and Prince John lose an ally when news reaches them 

of Gisborne's death and it weighs heavily with them. The Sheriff devises an evil plan to get rid of the 

Archbishop without directly involving himself. He offers one of the felons imprisoned in the castle a 

free pardon in return for the murder of the Archbishop who is to take the forest route on the way to 

a council meeting. The felon, accompanied by another prisoner, is to carry out this deed whilst in the 

guise of outlaws. The Archbishop's fellow travellers, namely Brother Bertram (Roy Spencer), are left 

alive to spread the news of the Archbishop's murder by who they suspect are outlaws. A gold crucifix 

is also taken from the victim. With the Archbishop out of the way Prince John gains the support of Sir 

Brian of Champfleur (Tony Steedman) and with his guidance Longchamp is dismissed. The Sheriff, for 

his part, orders his men-at-arms to hang on the spot any outlaws which they manage to apprehend. 

He feels justified in doing this to further discredit them for their part in the murder of the 

Archbishop of Durham. Much and Ralph Gammon are summarily seized and hung on the outskirts of 

the forest for a murder they knew nothing about. Prince John confronts Longchamp with a trumped-

up charge of treason. Longchamp denies these accusations but Prince John produces a secret 

document detailing false allegations. At an assembly of the great council it is requested that 

Longchamp be removed from office as Regent of England. Consequently, King Richard's Regent is 

sent to the tower. The outlaws had disbanded since they had been implicated in the foul murder of 



the Archbishop of Durham. Robin had deemed this wise since declaring that "every man's hand is 

against us!" Robin, Little John and Friar Tuck maintain the cave as their base. However, there is 

sickness in the region and Friar Tuck becomes ill with the fever. He leaves the others resting in the 

cave and journeys to find the meadow flower, the bedstraw juice of which is used as a kind of 

remedy. Out in the open fields the friar is over-come with the fever. He thrusts his sword into the 

ground to steady himself but slumps to the ground beside it to rise no more. With the Archbishop no 

longer a thorn in his side, Longchamp in the tower and Richard still absent, Prince John takes it upon 

himself to assume the role of King. At that moment Queen Eleanor enters the room and tells him to 

stop playing silly games. He is surprised to see his mother and is ordered to undo the damage he has 

done. Discerning as always, the Queen Mother is well aware that her son has been led astray by 

power hungry nobles who have used him to fashion their own ends. Enter King Richard, back in 

England at long last, the brother which Prince John had hoped would remain absent from England's 

shores. Richard is no fool. He notices the absence of the Sheriff of Nottingham. "Where's my Lord 

Nottingham? On another self-improving scheme?" he declares. As Robin and Little John sit drinking 

in the tavern they see the Archbishop of Durham's murderer empty a gold crucifix onto the table to 

pay for ale. Robin leaves Little John to extract a confession from the felon. King Richard sends a 

warrant to the Sheriff informing him to place himself before the king to explain matters. Shortly 

after, Robin and Little John arrive with the felon who murdered the Archbishop of Durham at the 

Sheriff's bidding. He is made to confess to the King himself that the Sheriff gave money and a free 

pardon to have the Archbishop murdered thereby placing the blame on the outlaws to ensure that 

every man's hand would turn against them. The Sheriff's power has now gone! King Richard admits 

that he was wrong to question Robin's loyalty to the crown and declares that he is glad that the 

outlaw leader lived through the bad times. He is now eager to bring the Sheriff to justice. In one final 

act of loyalty to his sovereign Lord Robin and a few of his men hurry to Nottingham Castle where, as 

expected, they catch the Sheriff trying to make his furtive escape through the secret tunnel which 

leads from the castle. The King is disposed to have the Sheriff hung, but the Sheriff states that his 

rank entitles him to die by the axe. The King declares that this shall be so and has the Sheriff led 

away. King Richard turns to Robin and informs him that he shall receive the royal pardon wit the 

King's blessing. Robin thanks him before leaving the presence of his King. He is clearly feeling unwell 

and the King, noticing this, tells Robin to go and rest, unaware that he will never see him alive again. 

Robin tells Little John to ride to Huntingdon Hall and tell Marian to await him there. Robin goes on 

foot, feeling too weak to ride. He arrives at the hall, sick with the fever. Marian is not there, only 

Edric (Dennis Bond) and the prioress. Robin declares he has the fever and the prioress discerns this 

only too well. She sends Edric away to collect the bedstraw juice from the meadow flower. When 

Edric returns Robin has grown feverish and the prioress orders Edric to give her the potion which she 

disappears with in order to prepare it. Unknown to Robin she mixes the potion with the juice of 

crushed berries which contain poison, and administers it to Robin, telling him that she has a calling 

to tend the sick. Robin manages to drink the bitter potion as she waits to tell him the awful truth. 

"You killed Sir Guy of Gisborne," she declared. "He was my brother!" She further tells him that the 

medicine contained poison and within four or five hours he would be dead. Robin makes it as far as 

the open meadow and then collapses. A small boy comes his way. "Are the soldiers chasing you?" 

asks the boy. "No, not this time!" gasps Robin. "Are you an outlaw?" the boy enquires. "Not any 

more!" came the reply. Robin summons up all his remaining strength to speak to the boy one last 

time. "Run to the village and find a big man and a pretty lady." he implores with his strength ebbing 

away. The boy departs to do as he is bid. A little while later Maid Marian is seen kneeling, head 



bowed in silent prayer. Little John fits an arrow to Robin's bow, uttering the words, "Where this 

arrow falls, there he'll lie!" The arrow flew through the air, and the legend was assured. 
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The Legend Of Zorro (2005) 
 

The Legendary Zorro goes off on another adventure to protect the 

future of California and its citizens. This time, he fights against 

evil-doers with the help of his beautiful wife, Elena, and their 

precocious young son, Joaquin (11-year-old Adrian Alonso). 

Alejandro De LaVega is torn between two worlds: his life as Zorro 

and his life as a family man. After Alejandro once again breaks his 

promise to stop wearing the mask, Elena leaves him, and soon 

begins seeing Armand, a haughty French Count. But a mysterious 

explosion in the desert leads Zorro to believe that there's more to 

Armand than meets the eye, and our hero is intent on finding out 

what that is. Little does he know, there are others working to 

uncover certain truths as well. I saw the movie mostly because it 

was getting terrible reviews in the papers. usually when paid 

critics give movies bad reviews, it means they're pretty good. I was 

right. The acting was excellent in this movie. Perhaps even better than in the first. The action kept 

the movie going, the story was interesting, comedy kept things light, the violence wasn't gratuitous, 

the swearing was minimal and tame at best, and the sexual gratuity was non-existent (Which proves 

that if you need gratuitous sex/violence and foul language, its only because you need to use it to 

hide all the stuff your movie lacks- like plot, acting ability, and good directing.) but this movie had 

excellent acting, a good storyline and lots of action to fall back on. It didn't need any of that "Shock 

value" crap a lot of movies need to hide behind. So I enjoyed it very much. It kept my attention 

through the entire length of the film. I'm not saying this movie isn't without its faults. There were 

some scenes that just kind of dragged on a bit, but for the most part, those complaints are extremely 

minor. I'd highly recommend this movie to anyone who loves action, romance and good laughs. 

Don't listen to the "paid" critics who have been giving this movie poor reviews. Three of the movies 

they raved about this year...I fell asleep at, and others in the same theater walked out on. Shows 

how much they know. See this movie. Was worth the money!! 
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The Librarian: Quest For The Spear (2004) 
 

When a magical artifact is lifted from his library, a meek librarian 

sets out to ensure its safe return. To do so, however, he enlists 

the service of a woman with exceptional martial arts skills - who 

becomes the enforcer in the relationship. I liked it. I admit to 

catching the movie only because of Noah Wyle, but the movie 

caught me. It was fun, not taking itself too seriously, and the 

feature character is an unlikely hero, which is always worth 

watching. The name librarian is misleading since Noah Wyle's 

librarian character is more archaeologist and artifact keeper than 

librarian, probably why he's the librarian instead of a librarian, a 

different Jane Curtin will have you remembering. The plot here is 

pretty basic. Geeky guy needs to save the world with beautiful 

woman to help him. She's the brawn; he's the brains. If you like 

fun little action-adventure movies, this is the kind of plot you're 

used to. If you're looking for something different, don't look here. There's very little originality to 

bed had, but then again, since when did people start expect originality in a made-for-TV action-

adventure? The acting isn't bad nor is it great. It's definitely good enough for a made-for-TV movie. 

On top of that, you get to see Bob Newhart as a magic marine who kicks ass and saves the day. If 

nothing else, you should watch to see old Bob Newhart learn a few new tricks. The music is pretty 

standard stuff. Think of it as a cross between Stargate SG-1 and Xena with some random rock beats 

tossed in for fun. It's perfectly suited for this kind of movie and doesn't try to step outside the box. 

Granted the rock beats got a little jarring at times due to their unexpectedness but the overall feel 

was fairly cohesive. As for the 'action' portion of the program, it's more than fair. After all, if you're 

going to cast Kelly Hu in a movie, you make good use of the flair that she's known for, a touch of 

martial arts found in a good old-fashioned fist-fight. Hu's much more of a natural at this than her 

good-girl counterpart, but that's only to be expected since we are talking about the woman who got 

to give Wolverine as good as he gave. As for Bob Newhart, I couldn't possibly say whether or not he 

was good at the action bit. It's too weird for my mind to wrap around, but at the same time, I really 

liked him in this role. Noah Wyle was the brains so his fight scenes mostly involved him getting 

beaten up. Overall, this was a really fun movie. I found myself watching it again when it re-aired. I 

dearly hope they make a sequel. This movie was much more conducive to a sequel than many other 

made-for-TV movies. I don't know that this would make a good series, but I'd be willing to bet it 

wouldn't be too bad if they tighten the story a little. After all, there's got to be a reason why there 

were so many threads left untied at the end of this movie. 
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The Librarian: Return To King Solomon's Mines (2006) 
 

Librarian-turned-adventurer Flynn Carsen (Wyle) endeavors to 

find King Solomon's mines. If you don't take it too seriously you'll 

really enjoy this. Noah Wyle returns as the Librarian Flynn. This 

time he sets out to find King Solomon's Mine together with the 

help of fellow "nerd" Emily Davenport (Gabrielle Anwar). I found a 

lot of similarities to Indiana Jones as well as The Mummy is this 

film. But it did not ruin the Librarian 2 for me at all. It's still 

different enough to stand alone. I think the character Flynn makes 

this movie. He is an interesting and well written character who 

really entertains. I also enjoyed the addition of Gabrielle Anwar, 

whose love/hate relationship with Flynn creates some nice 

laughs. Overall The Librarian 2 has enough action, adventure and 

twists to keep you interested. Basically if you liked the first one, 

you'll like this one. 
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The Librarian: The Curse Of The Judas Chalice (2008) 
 

Glenn Estate Auction in London. Flynn primps in his tux and struts 

with a reasonable degree of suaveness. Until he takes a sip of 

champagne and spits it everywhere. He checks with Charlene over 

the phone. He's supposed to keep someone from getting a Ming 

vase -- without going over budget. He gets a call from an angry 

and increasingly drunk girl, Katie. Mid-auction he gives her 

another excuse and she says he's given 100. He repeats that and 

has suddenly bid higher. Charlene calls on the other line, watching 

the numbers escalate online, asking if he's trying to bankrupt 

them. A series of twitches, outbursts and accidental bids later 

and, in an effort to get quickly to Katie waiting in the bar, Flynn 

jumps all the way to 1 million pounds. Charlene hyperventilates 

and Flynn gets the vase. The auctioneer congratulates him on 

appreciating fine art. Flynn picks up the vase and promptly drops 

it. He picks up the Philosopher's Stone from the shards. It can turn anything it touches into gold, like 

arm of the other bidder's henchman. Golden fist and others come after Flynn for the stone and a 

sword fight ensues. They stop to admire the art mid-fight and Flynn checks his watch and goes on to 

win. But at the bar, he's too late. Katie has left for the airport. Somewhere in the Carpathian 

mountain range some Russian goons rappel into a castle. They find the tomb they're looking for. 

Flynn returns to the Library, where Charlene is on the phone, trying to explain that Flynn wasn't 

authorized to make that high a bid. She starts in on him, but he doesn't want to hear it. And he's 

ruined his tux. It's a rental. She takes him to the large collections annex, which goes on forever. The 

library is as big as they need it to be. It's holding Noah's Arc and Judson is testing the Fountain of 

Youth. They have another job for him, translating a manuscript, and Excaliber wants to do their 

weekly sword training. Flynn goes a little cuckoo, complaining that he has no life and his best friend 

in a sword. Since he's been working there, he hasn't been in a relationship with a woman that lasted 

more than six months. Judson tells him to just think of himself as a celibate monk. That doesn't help. 

They think maybe he should take a vacation. University of Bucharest, a professor lectures about Vlad 

the Impaler. Cheery stuff. After the lecture he's approached by a man named Sergei Kubichek, who 

recently resigned as security minister for the Russian government. They tell the professor they found 

a body -- Dracula's body. Professor Lazlo says it's a hoax, he's searched for it his entire life. He looks 

at one of the scrolls they brought and recognizes the Judas Chalice. Charlene shows up at Flynn's 

house. Her combination speed dating-wine tasting was two streets down. She seems to have 

enjoyed at least half of it. He's playing on-line poker in his pajamas. She tries to get him to leave 

town and suggests locations, like New Orleans. But he's worried New Orleans will dump him, that 

he'll get his hopes up and be disappointed. She tells him to follow his dream and see where it leads 

him. She stumbles out (she's biking). Flynn dreams he's in a strange bed, envisioning an ethereal 

woman reaching for him and a man on a horse statue whinnying at him. When he wakes up, he's 

napping on a brochure of New Orleans. He decides to follow his dream. He arrives there in a 

seersucker suit, red bow tie and straw hat, Orville Reddenbacher's long lost son. He's picked up by 

Andre the cab driver, who tells him he knows where to find everything. He asks to go to the 

museum. (New Orleans montage of floats, crawfish, Bourbon Street, street musicians.) Flynn leaves 



his hotel at night, and sees couples everywhere he goes. He follows the sound of music and a 

woman singing to a big castle-like building. The professor and Sergei wait outside the old monastery, 

a church turned into a nightclub -- the very one where Flynn has just heard the siren sing. He walks 

up to the singer after and tries to talk to her. He tells her she's the woman he's been dreaming 

about. She agrees that it sounds like a bad pick-up line, but she wants to go somewhere more 

private when she sees Sergei and the goons come in. They rush into a connected church with candles 

lit all over the altar. He recognizes it as an echo chamber, if you stand in the right spot one voice will 

sound like a chorus. She unties a key that was wrapped around her thigh and Flynn sputters. Then 

she tells him "it's OK, Librarian, you can drop the act" as she goes to unlock a small door on the altar. 

She says she called him in his dreams. The Librarian is the only one who can protect the chalice. She 

puts something in his hand and the goons burst in. He distracts them until she's standing in the right 

spot and he calls for a high C. The note shatters the glass and gives them a chance to escape. Simone 

and Flynn race upstairs as the goons chase, shooting after them. They reach the top and with 

nowhere to go but to another rooftop, Flynn tells her not to be nervous, but they'll need to...never 

mind. She jump/floats safely to the other building. He does some computations and hurls himself, 

not quite making it all the way. She hauls him up. The goons stop short at the open window. Back 

downstairs they report to a disappointed boss Sergei, with Professor Lazlo supervising. He notices an 

impression of the marker in the altar candle wax. Flynn and Simone stroll away safely as she tells him 

to embrace his destiny. She suggests they start with a drink. They stroll, eat food from a cart and 

swill drinks from enormous plastic cups (passing a street trombone player, director Jonathan Frakes. 

What up, Riker?). Flynn stops to ask her if she's with someone. When she says no, he kisses her. 

Awkward silence ensues until she suggests they not say good-night and rowdy foreplay follows back 

up in his room. It leads where those things do. Back in henchman HQ, they try to translate the wax. 

Standing guard, one goon is attacked by something growling and unseen in the night. Flynn wakes 

up alone, with a red rose and the marker, which says something about a chalice. Flynn goes to a 

barbershop where Judson appears as a blues guitarist and customer. He wants to know about the 

marker. It has a riddle and a name on it which seems to indicate the Judas Chalice -- made from the 

30 pieces of silver given to Judas to betray Jesus. And, also, it's said to resurrect vampires. Judas 

hanged himself and might be the first vampire. That explains vampire's aversion to silver and holy 

water. Judson tells Flynn someone stole Dracula's coffin. The chalice also grants super powers to 

vampires. Romania was a French territory in the 1800s so they sent it far far away, to New Orleans, 

also a French territory. So the chalice might be there. Flynn gets the cabbie to take him to a 

cemetery to see Marie Le Veux, mentioned on the marker. He thinks something's hidden in her 

tomb. It's got a huge scary carved head on it. He puts the piece of silver in its mouth, as directed in 

the riddle, and the face pops out. He takes what's inside, walks around the corner and is grabbed by 

the goons. Back at their spooky house HQ, Flynn meets Sergei. He wants to create an army of 

unkillable soldiers, led by Dracula, to rebuild Russia. When Flynn says they need him to translate 

what he found so they can't kill him, they bring out Lazlo. Flynn, knowing and admiring Lazlo's 

knowledge, admits he's expendable. Sergei notices four or five of his goons have disappeared. They 

ply Flynn with hallucinogenic poison, but he unties his bonds and escapes. He finds Lazlo and they 

co-decode what looks like a coin as Flynn's trip kicks in. Flynn notices the coin is oxidizing, which 

means it's not silver. He rubs it, it's glass. A lens. He holds it to a candle and it casts a map, directing 

them to a ship in a bay. Lazlo, whose legs are in braces and who uses crutches, says he can't run to 

escape and tells Flynn to leave without him. He doesn't mention he's there of his own free will. Flynn 

experiences what is possibly the millionth drug-induced stroll through New Orleans. The goons find 



him in a deserted warehouse and prepare to fire. A light appears overhead. It's Simone, then it's a 

puff of wispy light, then it's Simone again. She leaps across the room too fast to be seen, taking out 

goons and, at the last minute, jumping in front of Flynn to take a bullet meant for him. She's hit. 

Flynn shoots open a gas line and ignites it to escape, carrying her with him. He sobs over her, 

begging her not to die because of him. She opens her eyes and sits up. Unharmed. He passes out. He 

wakes up in an opulent room. She tells him he didn't see her die -- she was already dead. A vampire. 

He checks for holes on his neck and finds none. (She doesn't kill for food, she has a freezer full of 

blood.) She's 403-years-old. "Well, I've dated older women before, but dead is new for me," he says. 

She was born in Paris. She was in love with Francois, a teacher at the university. They became 

engaged. She was an opera singer of the royal court by age 25. Then she died, made undead by a 

vampire. She never saw Francois again (in flashback we see he's Flynn with a beard). She tried to kill 

the vampire who made her for 200 years. She followed the trail to the monastery to protect the 

marker because she didn't want vampires taking over. Then she appeared in his dream, asking for 

help. All vampires know about the Library. She shows him a painting of the Scholar, the greatest 

Librarian of all. His name translates to Judson. It's nearly daybreak. Flynn knows where the chalice is, 

in a bay. But she can't drive in the daylight. Flynn calls cabbie Andre to call his cousin with a boat to 

travel up the swamp. They'll camp in the cabin to avoid sunlight. They arrive at nightfall, but have to 

paddle the rest of the way because the water's too shallow. They ignore a warning sign. They come 

upon a shipwrecked boat, Pirate Jean LaFitte's ship. Simone used to party on it. Flynn has a couple of 

vampire questions. They can die by beheading and with a stake through the heart, but only with 

aspen, the tree Judas hanged himself from. They find Lafitte's skeleton, guarding his treasure. It 

sealed with a riddle, which they quickly figure out. They find the chalice inside. Simone starts 

growling, fangs out, eyes beady. It's like catnip for her. They're about to leave when Sergei and his 

goons arrive. Simone recognizes Lazlo, and lunges for him, and Flynn realizes his betrayal. Sergei 

keeps Simone at bay with a cross. Sergei tells them he plans to resurrect Vlad the next day. He locks 

them in the cabin, betting that she'll need to feed soon. Flynn gets MacGyver, Librarian style. He rigs 

an explosion to power a canon through the door. It works, busting through and freeing them. Back at 

the dock, they find Andre in pain. He's been hit from behind. As Flynn tends him Simone gets on the 

boat...and takes off, apologizing to him. Flynn and Andre set out on foot. They hitch a ride with 

another of Andre's cousins who tells them the boat is back safe on the dock. Flynn tries to determine 

which plantation house the Russians are staying in, relying on clues in his photographic memory. 

Flynn finds the house, about twenty feet behind Simone. He says she betrayed him, but she says she 

left him at the dock to protect him. They are interrupted by the goons, who tell them, "honestly, 

were not this good, you two kind of suck at sneaking around." Sergei opens Vlad's coffin. Lazlo tells 

him next they have to poor blood into the chalice and pour it on him at the stroke of midnight. They 

slice Flynn's hand, and drip the blood into the chalice. It blood bubbles and a creepy wind blows. The 

music swells, Sergei shouts lofty things and ceremoniously pours the blood on the bones. Where it 

splats and nothing happens. In the corner with the chalice, Lazlo chuckles. Then he swigs from the 

cup, growing tall and powerful. His leg braces spring off and Simone tells Flynn that's who she was 

protecting him from. He's the one who made her. Lazlo takes a bite of Sergei and feeds. He's soon 

joined by the missing men, turned into vampires. He tells them to call him Vlad. The body in the 

coffin was some peasant. He lived among humans for years until he caught cholera during the 

pandemic in the 1800s and was crippled. He wanted the chalice for a cure. Vlad says he'll summon 

his children and plunge the world into darkness. He offers it to Simone, who contemplates lustily. 

Then she spits her answer. The vampires attack. Flynn shoots the chandelier, blinding the vampires, 



and they escape. Outside, Flynn tries to intimidate Vlad, talking tough as he picks up two fence slats 

for protection. Inside, Simone fights vampires but, at the suggestion of a still-human goon, she goes 

outside to help Flynn. Just in time, because Vlad has him by the neck. Simone attacks Vlad and they 

are caught up in a whirl, midair. He drops the chalice. Inside, the now-redeemed goon grapples with 

Sergei and, near being bitten, he takes out a grenade and blows them both up, for Russia. As Vlad 

gets the better of Simone, Flynn runs through the forest and into a tree. The right kind of tree. He 

confronts Vlad, commanding him to leave Simone alone. Flynn shows him he has the chalice, and 

therefore controls Vlad. Vlad, advancing, explains to the "stupid boy" that that's not how it works. 

Distracted, Vlad grabs for the chalice in Flynn's left hand. "Wrong hand," Flynn tells Vlad as he drives 

a tree branch stake through his heart. From aspen tree, the one that killed the original vampire, 

Judas Iscariot. Vlad bursts into flames as the faces of ghouls and spooks whoosh out. Then, poof, 

he's gone. Simone comes over, smiling. Flynn asks her to come to New York with him. He could show 

her the Library since she already knows about it. But she says now that he's killed the one that made 

her, she can be at peace. Basically, sorry, I dig you, but it's time for me to die. Flynn protests, saying 

there's a way they could be together. He tentatively offers up his neck. She leans in, but then only 

kisses him gently. She tells him he has to fulfill his destiny, as she fulfilled hers. She tells him there's 

one thing he could do: Watch the sunrise with her. They sit on a bench, holding hands, as the sun 

rises over the water. She tells him she loved him, for a little while. They say good-bye and kiss. She 

slowly starts to blow away, like golden ash lifted by the wind. He's left with only her ring and the 

sound of her song in his head. Back at the Library, he returns the chalice to Charlene, along with the 

marker. He tells her it says, "Follow your dream." His led him home. He gives Judson the chalice. He 

says he'll be staying with the Library. He says he know who Judson is, that's he's over 2,000 years 

old. And that the Library is pitched in a larger battle between good and evil. Judson acknowledges 

there is a larger battle, and that Flynn and Library will play a larger role. As far as him being 2,000 

years old...that's just insulting. In bygone days people used to read cheap magazines printed on 

cheap pulp paper. These were full of stories which, if not particularly literary, were full of action, 

color and plot. Later these moved to the movie serials and B movies, whence they were lifted, in the 

1970s and 1980s, as the inspiration for movies like RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK, ROMANCING THE 

STONE and STAR WARS. This TV movie, third in the series, is in that vein. CURSE OF THE OF JUDAS 

CHALICE is no ground-breaking movie, but it is enormous fun, with a script full of hip, self-aware 

humor -- Noah Wyle explains the key plot points as he goes along, and is twitted for always speaking 

in complete paragraphs -- action and a sexy vampiress. There is nothing in this that is original -- I 

could do a little digging and produce a list of where the key plot points and shots were lifted from -- 

but it is done with such good humor, that the viewer will have few, if any complaints about the 

result. My sole complaint is that Bob Newhart is not on screen long enough with his deadpan 

delivery. You can't do much better for a dull afternoon's time-waster. 
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The Life Of Buddha (2003) 
 

A BBC/Discovery Channel co-production, this docu-narrative film 

describes the life of Siddharta Gautama, the process by which he 

arrived at the fundamentals of Buddhism and the archaeological 

findings confirming the traditional accounts of his life. In addition 

it also gives a glimpse of Buddhism today and features interviews 

by the Dalai Lama and other notable Buddhists. Krishnamurti once 

said, 'Truth is a pathless land' and I wholeheartedly agree... any 

form of searching is a subtle denial of that which is already within 

us. And seriously, could anything 'outside' ourselves ever really 

satisfy? Wherever we go, that is where we are. As the Buddha put 

it, "You, yourself, as much as anybody in the entire universe, 

deserve your love and affection." This is a great video from the 

BBC on the the life of Buddha (running time 50 minutes). 
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The Lion King (1994) 
 

Tricked into thinking he killed his father, a guilt ridden lion cub 

flees into exile and abandons his identity as the future King. A 

young lion prince is born in Africa, thus making his uncle Scar the 

second in line to the throne. Scar plots with the hyenas to kill King 

Mufasa and Prince Simba, thus making himself King. The King is 

killed and Simba is led to believe by Scar that it was his fault, and 

so flees the kingdom in shame. After years of exile he is 

persuaded to return home to overthrow the usurper and claim 

the kingdom as his own thus completing the "Circle of Life". A 

living masterpiece. This is truly one of the best Disney movies 

ever. I really enjoyed it when I first seen it, about when I was 6, 

and since then I watched it over and over again. I simply 

LOOOOVED the music. It's one of the best soundtracks I've ever 

heard. And, speaking of soundtrack, I just can't tell in words how 

much I love the song "Can You Feel The Love Tonight". Is one of my favorite songs ever. I truly 

believe that this motion picture could easily be nominated for The Best Picture, but The Best Song 

and the Best Original Score is really enough. I wonder if they will ever think to make a prequel of this 

movie in order to understand who is Mufasa, Scar, Sarabi and the other characters. In short, this 

movie will be remembered in the next 100 years. Truly. 
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The Lion, The Witch, And The Wardrobe (The Chronicles Of Narnia: 

The Lion, The Witch & The Wardrobe) (1988) 
 

In World War, the four Pevenses children: Peter (14-year-old 

Richard Dempsey), Susan (14-year-old Sophie Cook), Edmund (15-

year-old Jonathan R. Scott) and Lucy (13-year-old Sophie Wilcox) 

are evacuated from London to the country house of an eccentric 

old professor. There, bored and restless, first Lucy and Edmund, 

and then all four of the kids make their way through an attic 

wardrobe in Narnia, a magical land of mythical creatures and 

talking animals. But Narnia is not perfect: it's always winter and 

never Christmas since the White Witch began her rule. And there 

are evil creatures as well as good, and a traitor in their midst. Only 

the return of Aslan can bring victory in the coming battle to win 

spring and freedom back to Narnia. This series showed how a 

small and resourceful budget can produce the maximum feeling and atmosphere in this truly classic 

version. It remains, like the other dramatisations, faithful to the text, and although the special 

effects are cheap, remember they were state of the art in 1988 and the amazing acting from the 

children and Barbara Kellermann's stunningly sharp and real portrayal of the witch more than makes 

up for it. And by the way, unlike other reviews state, this was a series, not a movie, so isn't too long 

when you think about it. See it if you can, though! Truly classic version. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1988) 
 

Episode 1: In 1940, Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy Pevensie are siblings who are evacuated from 

London because of the recent outbreak of World War II. They are sent to the countryside to stay 

with Professor Digory Kirke. While exploring a spare room in the house, Lucy enters a wardrobe and 

finds herself in the middle of a snowy wood, lit by a single lamp-post. She meets a faun named Mr. 

Tumnus, who explains that she is in the land of Narnia. He is kind and friendly, and takes her back to 

his cave for tea. He then plays his flute and Lucy goes to sleep, but when she wakes up Tumnus is 

crying and he confesses that he had intended to hand her over to the cruel White Witch, who rules 

over Narnia and makes it "always winter and never Christmas". She had ordered him and all the 

other Narnians that if they ever saw a Son of Adam or Daughter of Eve in Narnia, they were to catch 

them and hand them over to her, but Tumnus realises that he cannot go through with it and he 

walks back to the lamp-post with Lucy to make sure she returns safely to her own world. When Lucy 

returns to her siblings, they do not believe her story about the country in the wardrobe, especially 

because Lucy claims to have been gone for hours, while for her siblings just seconds have passed. 

Edmund is particularly cruel to her and taunts her with comments like "found any new countries in 

the cupboard lately?". Later, during a game of hide and seek, Lucy again enters the wardrobe and 

Edmund follows her into it, and manages to find his way into Narnia, but he cannot find Lucy. After 

walking some distance into the snow-covered forest, he hears a jingling of bells and a horse-drawn 

sleigh draws up, transporting a great lady. 



Episode 2: The lady introduces herself as the Queen of Narnia, and demands to know "what" 

Edmund is. He is confused by her question, and she is running out of patience before she finally asks 

him if he is human. He tells her that he is human and that he got into Narnia through a wardrobe 

door. She is kind to Edmund, giving him warm drink and his favourite food - Turkish delight. She 

magically makes a tent appear which they enter before talking. She is eager to know all about him 

and he tells her that he has a brother and two sisters - she seems particularly interested in the fact 

that there are four of them. He also tells her that his sister Lucy has already been in Narnia and has 

met a faun. The Queen tells Edmund that she would like to see his brother and sisters and that next 

time he comes to Narnia he should bring them with him to meet her. She also tells him that she has 

no children, and that she would love to have a boy she could bring up as a prince; who would be King 

of Narnia when she died. She eventually bids farewell to Edmund and reminds him to come and see 

her soon. Edmund returns to the lamp-post, where he is reunited with Lucy, who tells him that she 

has been to see Tumnus again, and that the White Witch has done nothing to him for letting her go. 

When she describes the White Witch, Edmund realises that she is no other than the lady he has just 

made friends with, but he does not let on that he has seen her. When they return to the Professor's 

house and meet Peter and Susan, and Lucy tells them about Edmund's visit to Narnia, he refuses to 

back-up Lucy's story, claiming that Lucy had only been "imagining". Peter, who still does not believe 

Lucy about Narnia, is furious with Edmund for encouraging Lucy about her "lies". A few days later, 

the children have to get out of the way when visitors are in the house. They enter the wardrobe and 

all four find themselves in Narnia. Lucy takes them to Tumnus's cave, but they find him gone and the 

cave ransacked. A letter signed by "Maugrim, Captain of the Secret Police" has been left behind, 

stating that Tumnus is under arrest and awaiting trial on a charge of high treason against the Queen 

of Narnia for "comforting her majesty's enemies, harbouring spies and, above all, of fraternising with 

humans". 

Episode 3: The four children make their way from the cave and encounter a beaver, who reveals 

himself to be a friend. Mr. Beaver takes them to his home, and there he explains that Aslan - the 

great lion and king of beasts - will save Tumnus and end the White Witch's reign. He reveals that 

Tumnus was seen being taken away by the Secret Police to the White Witch's castle, and that there 

was no certainty of his fate, but according to the few people to have been taken in the castle and 

come out again it is likely that he has been turned to stone. The children have to meet Aslan, 

because they are part of a prophecy that when "two sons of Adam and two daughters of Eve" sit on 

the thrones at Cair Paravel, it will be the end of White Witch's reign. Mr. Beaver explains that this 

prophecy is why they all had to be so cautious as they came along, as the White Witch would be 

more dangerous still if she knew that there four humans in Narnia. Suddenly, they notice that 

Edmund has disappeared, and they rush outside in hope that he will hear them calling for him, but 

he is nowhere to be seen. Mr. Beaver then tells them that Edmund has gone to the White Witch, as 

he had the look of someone who had been with the Witch. He is even more sure of this when he 

hears that Edmund has been in Narnia before, by himself, and had not told the others what he had 

done or who he had met. Edmund eventually arrives at the White Witch's house, and she is furious 

with him for coming alone. She is even more furious when she hears that Aslan has come to Narnia, 

and decides that they are to travel to the Stone Table. They make the journey on sledge through the 

snow, travelling for hours and hours through the night. 

Episode 4: Meanwhile, the beavers and the three other children are preparing for their own journey 

to the Stone Table. The White Witch had ordered Maugrim and another wolf to go to the Beaver's 



house to kill everyone there, but when they arrive they found the house empty and the snowfall 

meant there were no tracks, and the scene was cold, so he followed his mistress's order to head for 

the Stone Table. After walking through the snow for several miles, the children and the beavers rest 

in a cave which acts as a hiding place for beavers in bad times. They soon fall asleep but are 

awakened hours later (by which time morning has broken) by the sound of jingling bells. Mr. Beaver 

is convinced that it is the White Witch (not knowing that she had deliberately set out on her sleigh 

without bells in hope of creeping silently upon them) and heads outside to watch in secret. 

However, when he returns to tell the others what he has seen, he assures them that it is a nasty 

knock for the Witch and a sign that her power is crumbling. It is Father Christmas, who presents the 

children with gifts: Peter gets a sword and shield, Susan gets a bow, quiver of arrows and a horn, and 

Lucy gets a bottle of magical healing cordial. As they continue their journey, the snow around them 

melts, making way for spring. 

Episode 5: Arriving at the Stone Table, they are welcomed warmly by Aslan. However, Maugrim 

appears soon afterwards and terrifies the crowd, only to be slain by Peter, who is proclaimed "Sir 

Peter Wolf's Bane" by Aslan. Knowing that the White Witch is nearby, Aslan sends his creatures to 

rescue Edmund, succeeding just as the White Witch is preparing to kill him. Later, the White Witch 

herself arrives at the Stone Table, demanding that Edmund be given to her, as all traitors in Narnia 

belong to her. Aslan discusses the matter in private with the Witch, then announces to all that 

Edmund will be spared, but the camp has to be moved away from the Stone Table before nightfall. 

That night, Susan and Lucy follow Aslan as he leaves the encampment. Aslan allows them to follow, 

but makes them promise to stay hidden. They watch as Aslan walks to the Stone Table, where the 

White Witch and her followers are waiting for him. They bind and shave Aslan, with the White Witch 

revealing that Aslan traded his life for Edmund's. The White Witch kills Aslan with a knife; before 

doing so, she tells him that he has lost his own life and has not saved Edmund's. When the ceremony 

is over, the White Witch and her company leave to prepare for the oncoming battle with Peter and 

his forces. 

Episode 6: Susan and Lucy spend the night at the Stone Table with Aslan's body. At dawn, the Stone 

Table cracks in half and Aslan comes back to life. He explains that there is a deeper magic that states 

that if a "willing victim who has committed no treachery is killed in a traitor's stead, the Stone Table 

will crack and death itself will be denied". The two girls jump on Aslan's back and they fly to the 

White Witch's house, where Aslan's restores all the Witch's victims - including Tumnus - back to life 

from their stone forms. By the time Aslan and the restored statues return to the battlefield, the 

battle is in full swing and the Witch has already turned a number of Aslan's followers into stone. 

Edmund brings his sword down on the Witch's wand, breaking it. She then knocks him out with the 

stump of it, but is then chased to the top of a ravine by Peter. Aslan appears and roars so loudly that 

the Witch loses her balance and falls off the edge, killing her upon impact with the ground below. 

Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy are later crowned Kings and Queens of Narnia in Cair Paravel. They 

rule Narnia for many years, bringing peace and prosperity to the land. As adults, the four monarchs 

are passing through the forest when they come across the old lamp-post that marks the border of 

Narnia. They walk deeper, passing through the wardrobe door and find themselves back in the 

professor's house, and once again children. 
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The Little Dragons (Dragons) (Karate Kids USA) (1979) 
 

Karate experts attempt to rescue a girl who was kidnapped by a 

mother and her two psycho sons (14-year-old Pat Petersen & 17-

year-old Chris Petersen). Hi, Everyone, Even The Three Stooges 

would not be able to save this. Any DVD of this movie should be in 

the Fertilizer Section of Home Depot. A comedy movie needs a 

premise that is somewhat humorous. The basic plot here is the 

bad guys kidnap and try to kill two little kids. The bad guys never 

are funny like Herbert Lom as Dreyfus in The Pink Panther series. 

These are two hillbilly boys and their mom who are quite willing to 

do away with the children. Every comedy moment in this film falls 

flat. The director seems to think a child swearing is very funny. 

That is done repeatedly in this senseless misadventure. How about 

putting a dog in a burlap bag? That should really make people 

laugh. Nope. The dumb sheriff always works, right? No, not here. 

The dumb sheriff's son who tries to be Barney Fife? He comes 

across more like a dumb sheriff's dumb irritating son. Toilet humor. There is an abundance of toilet 

humor. It never gets a laugh. Not one performance stands out as being something that will help a 

career. Chris Peterson apparently never made another movie after this one. He was one of the boy 

Karate stars. He was the older one who was supposed to be the love interest of the girl kidnap victim 

in this movie. The girl who is kidnapped is the daughter of two really messed up parents in this story. 

The movie tries to portray the family as a loving unit when that is convenient but they are shown to 

be a brainless trio in each of their appearances on screen. The parents are totally irresponsible and 

never charming or funny. Who do we blame? There is real talent here. Charles Lane (J.J.), was in 

Music Man and It's a Wonderful Life and Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World. John Davis Chandler (the 

smart hillbilly brother), was in Mad Dog Coll. Ann Sothern (hillbilly mom) was in many movies and 

she had two good TV series. Tony Bill who produced this and played a small part was the Producer of 

Sting with Paul Newman. Tony Bill Directed My Bodyguard with Chris Makepeace. Tony Bill Produced 

Going in Style with George Burns and Art Carney. Tony Bill as a young man appeared in the movie 

Come Blow Your Horn with Frank Sinatra and more than held his own. He also was in Pee Wee's Big 

Adventure. I say we blame Tony Bill. Tony, you have to look at the dailies and say, "Wow. This really 

sucks! You're all fired! Let's start over." That was the only move that would have saved the stomach 

contents of anyone who watched this after eating. I cannot recommend this even for a Bad Movie 

Night. It is not up to the level of a good bad movie. If they ever have an award for Most Flushable 

Movie, this will be an oddsmaker's favorite. Instead of this, watch The Pink Panther Strikes Again or 

Dr. Strangelove with Peter Sellers and see how a comedy about grown ups being killed can be funny. 

Threatening kids does not work as a comedy or drama. If you like the song Hokey Pokey or My 

Darlin' Clementine, they are sung here. They actually are done well. The little girl singer should have 

been cast in a musical instead of this. 
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The Little Girl Who Lives Down The Lane (1976) 
 

Rynn Jacobs is a 13-year-old girl who lives in a secluded house that 

she and her father have rented in a quiet seaside community. But 

whenever anybody from the town tries to satisfy their curiosity, 

Rynn's father is never around, and it seems as if the girl is all 

alone. Rynn's resourcefulness is put to the test as several people 

try to find out what she might be hiding, including the snobby 

landlady and her sleazy son. This has long been a high-ticket item 

on various internet sites, and now you can own it on DVD for a 

normal price, isn't that wonderful? You bet it is, because this is 

well worth having. Jodie Foster plays Rynn, a mysterious young girl 

who ostensibly lives with her father in a rented house somewhere 

near the ocean in New England, but in reality she's really on her 

own and it takes a while for the circumstances to come to light. 

Seems that a few folks in this town are pretty damn nosy though, 

like Mrs. Hallet, the real estate lady, and her son (Martin Sheen), 

who has a penchant for little girls, something that is well known in the community. When Mrs. Hallet 

mysteriously disappears (not so mysterious for those watching though) her son and the police start 

hanging around trying to find her whereabouts, but Rynn finds a willing accomplice in Mario (20-

year-old Scott Jacoby), a young man who is crippled as the result of missing his polio shot (he has so 

many brothers and sisters his mom forgot who had their shots and who didn't, he explains). Like lots 

of 70's stuff it's pretty tame by today's standards but I place it on a pedestal along with other 70's 

"whodunnit" type films like "Whatever Happened to Aunt Alice". Well worth seeing and young 

Foster does a creditable job as the resourceful Rynn. 
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The Little Kidnappers (1990) 
 

Loosely based on a '50's movie of the same name, it tells the story 

of two young orphan boys (7-year-old Charles Miller & Leo 

Wheatley) who travel by themselves from the Old country to join 

their father's family in Canada. There they encounter their stern 

disciplinarian grandfather who has alienated himself from some 

of his neighbours. There is particularly no love lost between the 

grandfather and his Dutch neighbours, who he generalizes as 

being responsible for his son's death in the Boor War. A side 

product of this animosity is that it is keeping apart the boy's aunt 

and her Dutch doctor suitor. The two boys change everything 

though when they find a young baby on the beach. Charlton 

Heston may have won an Oscar, but after seeing Heston's 

performance in this film I wonder for what. Best Ham 

Performance by an actor perhaps? Otherwise, aside from a 

slightly uneven script and some odd camera shots, this a sweet 

and charming film ideal for family viewing. The scenery is 

wonderful and the musical score is perfect. Leah Pinsent as the 

MacKenzie daughter Kirsten is very appealing, and Bruce 

Greenwood, as her Dutch suitor Dr. Wilhem Hooft, is quietly sexy and sincere. He also has affected 

the best accent of the bunch, having reportedly researched it so that it is convincing if not 

necessarily authentic. The best reason to see this film are the two sweet young ones playing the little 

MacKenzie brothers. They are wonderful actors and carry the film well. Everyone should watch and 

see for themselves. 
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The Little Prince (1974) 
 

Based on the story by Antoine deSaint-Exupery, this magical 

musical fable begins as a pilot (Richard Kiley) makes a forced 

landing on the barren Sahara Desert. He is befriended by a "little" 

prince (12-year-old Steven Warner) from the planet Asteroid B-

612. In the days that follow, the pilot learns of the small boy's 

history and planet-hopping journeys in which he met a King, a 

businessman, an historian, and a general. It isn't until he comes to 

Earth that the Little Prince learns the secrets of the importance of 

life from a Fox (Gene Wilder), a Snake (Bob Fosse), and the pilot. 

I'm totally mystified by the previous review. This movie is a 

product of its time -- 1974 -- so why blame it for that? You 

wouldn't criticize "Don't Look Now" because Donald Sutherland 

wears wide lapels. "The Little Prince" is a pitch-perfect film, 

beautifully written and filmed, with an amazing sense of humor. 

Yes, it's totally dated, and some of the songs are horrible, but it's got an originality even "West Side 

Story," another classic stylish film, can't match. If you want irony, American humor or 21st century 

attitude, avoid this film like the plague. But if you can appreciate brilliant little films that wear their 

hearts on their sleeves don't miss this film. An added bonus: in Bob Fosse's spectacular five minute 

dance you can see every dance move Michael Jackson ever made. 
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The Little Princess (1939) 
 

In Victorian England little Sara Crewe's (11-year-old Shirley 

Temple) widowed father is sent to the Boer War. When he is 

reported killed the evil head mistress at her boarding school turns 

Sara into a servant. She suffers with dignity until her shell-shocked 

father returns. The story sets in the England ruled by Queen 

Victoria. Sara (Shirley Temple) is a little girl who doesn't have 

anything in the world but her father, Captain Reginald Crew (Ian 

Hunter). War times run, and Captain Crew's sent to fight with the 

British army to Africa, to fight against the boers. Sara's worried 

about her father and she's afraid of his security. The girl is 

registered in an exclusive seminary for girls, only for a period of 

time, until Captain Crew returns from Africa. Amanda Minchin 

(Mary Nash) is the strict woman that runs the seminary, but Sara 

makes friendship with a kind young teacher, Rose (Anita Louise) 

and with a horse instructor, Geoffrey (Richard Greene). So, Sara's 

life at Minchin Seminary is very happy, but everything there has a monetary cost, even the birthday 

party and the presents that Miss Minchin sets up for the girl. When Sara knows the terrible notice 

about Captain Crew's death, the girl feels devastated and all the privileges will end up, because 

there's no money to pay for that. Miss Minchin tells to Sara that she can stay, but in a dark and 

creepy attic and she'll have to work as a servant of all her friends. But the friendship with a nice 

Indian servant from the next house (César Romero) and with the other servant girl, Becky at the 

seminary, will make much pleasant the things for Sara, who keeps the hope that her father is still 

alive. We are always captivated by a young person's grown up prowess on stage or screen. This is 

certainly true of Temple's performance. We are intimidated by her poise and strength, but endeared 

to her by her sincerity. Who will forget Caesar Romero (or better who would guess it was him) in the 

role of the Indian servant? The scene when Queen Victoria visits the hospital is gripping. On the one 

hand, we know the writers could not be so cruel to let her father escape her, yet on the other hand 

the writers and players condition you into feeling... Well, you'll just have to watch the movie. Temple 

also pulls off the "the princess and the pauper" (one implied title of the movie) class switch well. 

Excellent character actors and actresses support. I think a good movie for young people to watch. 
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The Little Rascals (1994) 
 

Spanky (6-year-old Travis Tedford) and the members of the He-

Man Woman Haters Club find out that Alfalfa (9-year-old Bug 

Hall) has been courting Darla. After a trial they sentence him to 

forget about her and other girls forever. Alfalfa is having trouble 

with his punishment, partularly since the new rich kid (9-year-old 

Blake McIver Ewing) is moving in on his territory, and he works to 

win her back. Meanwhile Butch (9-year-old Sam Saletta) and 

Woim (Blake Jeremy Collins) are trying to steal the gang's prized 

go-cart for the big derb coming up. The gang has monetary 

problems too, since they need to build a new clubhouse, but are 

having a hard time raising the money. For those of you who seem 

to think this movie is terrible, you are quite closed minded. Just as 

you have grown up with the originals, many children have grown 

up with this movie, I myself being one of them. this movie came 

out when I was seven. I still find just as enchanting now as I did then. I also grew up with the 

originals from my parents and still enjoy those. The old black and white films are not going to appeal 

to every child out there, which this movie was targeted at. In my opinion, this movie was meant to 

slightly bridge a generation gap. Parents wanted their children to see this movie and, yes, relive their 

own nostalgia. It was marketed towards the kids and you have no right to judge a movie that you 

haven't grown up on and have seen as an adult. Perhaps if you were a child when it first came out, 

you would appreciated a little more. I think it was a great idea for the film makers to remake these 

classics because it does bridge the generation gap a little bit more. Obviously those of you that have 

seen it, its because of your nostalgia towards the old ones, or because of your children. Either way, 

you should have great respect for those who inspired this movie. That future children will be able to 

enjoy it. I hope they do keep making remakes so one day my children can enjoy them as much as I 

have. There are some movies that you can't compare remakes to, one of them is Casablanca. Worst 

comparison ever. 
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The Little Traitor (2007) 
 

Based on the novel "Panther in the Basement" by the world-

renowned author, Amos Oz, the movie takes place in Palestine in 

1947, just a few months before Israel becomes a state. Proffy 

Liebowitz (Ido Port), a militant yet sensitive 11-year-old wants 

nothing more than for the occupying British to get the hell out of 

his land. Proffy and his two friends spend most of their time 

plotting ways to terrorize and/or blow up the British until one 

evening, while he's out after curfew, Proffy is seized by Sergeant 

Dunlop, a British officer. Instead of arresting him, he deposits him 

back home, but what ensues in the weeks to come is a friendship 

between these two foes. Proffy looks to Dunlop as a father figure 

as his own father is cold and remote. Dunlop, lonely and poetic, 

loves the spirited boy and they find lots to talk about in their 

meetings which Proffy must keep a secret from his friends and family. When Proffy's friends follow 

him one day and see that he has been visiting the detested enemy, they report him to the town 

officials and Proffy is brought to "trial" for being a traitor. He is eventually found innocent but these 

experiences shape him for life; especially the shock that he could have such genuine affection for the 

enemy. This story was told beautifully. It is like watching a truffaut film. It is one of those films that 

allow you to experience a moment in time. It is told simply and clearly with a wonderful 

performance by Alfred Molina. The young boys are at the same time earnest in their beliefs and 

headstrong in their rebellious strategy. The setting of Israel 1948 is very authentic and very aptly 

captures a time past. Seeing Jews, Arabs, Christians coexisting in daily life is a rarely seen way of life. 

It is important to see that this did and can exist. This aspect of the struggles prior to the formation of 

the state of Israel is very interesting and relevant, especially now. The Little Traitor captures both the 

energy and the sensitivity of the time. I think it is a movie that will appeal to a cross section of ages 

and backgrounds. I think that it is a rare film that can be enjoyed by a family together and will teach 

about history, hope and humanity. 
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The Littlest Angel (1969) 
 

Adapted from the book by Charles Tazewell. Michael (10-year-old 

Johnny Whitaker), a shepherd boy living in Biblical times, finds 

himself transported to Heaven on his eighth birthday. Michael 

doesn't fully understand where he is, or why he's there. A 

guardian angel named Patience is given the task of showing 

Michael the joys of Heaven and helping him find his place in the 

Hereafter. I saw this show in 1969 as a wide eyed little girl 

anxiously awaiting Christmas. I loved it then and never forgot it as 

I grew up. Last year I discovered it was available and spared no 

time or expense in ordering it. What a disappointment! It was 

painful to watch how cheesy it really is and how little money 

Hallmark spent on the production. I guess at the age of 8 you are 

watching through a different set of eyes. I am so sad. I wish I had 

never ordered it so that my memories of it would still be fond 

ones. Please, if you enjoyed this show as a child do not watch it now as a grown up. I guess it's true - 

you can't go back. 
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The Living End (1992) 
 

Luke (Mike Dytri) is a gay hustler. Jon (Craig Gilmore) is a movie 

critic. Both are HIV positive. They go on a hedonistic, dangerous 

journey, their motto "Fuck the world". The cutting edge of early 

'90's American film includes this work by Gregg Araki, a frightfully 

funny, harrowing tale of two HIV positive dudes who can't stand it 

all, blame (then president) George Bush, and take it all on the road 

for a final (?) spree. The film contains the typical cute gay boys, 

friendly fag-hag with her own hetero issues, violence, and 

ridiculously corny Araki dialogue. And guess what? It somehow all 

works! By the end the two protagonists are likeable people with 

relatable feelings. The closing scene is one of the most memorable 

in indie cinema of the '90's. 
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The Lizzie McGuire Movie (2003) 
 

Disney's "The Lizzie McGuire Movie" serves up the comic foibles 

of lovable Lizzie McGuire (16-year-old Hilary Duff) and her pals 

Gordo (19-year-old Adam Lamberg), Kate, and Ethan (16-year-old 

Clayton Snyder), who all pack their bags and plan to live la dolce 

vita while on a class trip to Italy. Once there, Lizzie is mistaken for 

Isabella (who is part of an Italian pop duo) and begins to fall for 

Paolo (Isabella's handsome Italian pop star former boyfriend). 

When Lizzie's mom, dad, and annoying brother Matt (13-year-old 

Jake Thomas) get wind of this, they all jet their way to the boot 

country. In the meantime, Lizzie is transformed from a gawky 

teen to a beautiful pop star, Gordo struggles to understand his true feelings for her, and a whirlwind 

of surprising events force Lizzie to find the true meaning of friendship. Lizzie McGuire is a teenager 

graduating from Junior high school, and eager to find adventures in Rome, Italy on a School trip. 

Upon arriving there, she discovers that she is the identical spitting image of an Italian beauty who is 

half of a famous pop duo. Meeting Pualo, the other half of the duo, she is reeled into posing as 

Isabella on what becomes a journey of self-discovery. This movie isn't exactly what I would call a 

"blockbuster". Although it has it's moments, there's just too much bad that takes away from the 

good. Alex Borstein is a little much for her character. A lady with the name of "Ungermeyer" would 

be expected to be a little more conservative and a different type of strict. Alex is just all in your face, 

and it's hard to focus on her dialogue. Hilary Duff is better as Isabella than she is as Lizzie, which is 

weird considering the title is "The Lizzie McGuire Movie". Hilary just ends up putting too much of the 

"poor me, I'm in Rome, and I have everything!" act on. She doesn't keep her mentality of the normal 

teenager like she did in the series. She was disappointing to me in this movie. Yani Gellman in the 

role of Paulo was totally off base. He tried too hard to be one of those guys who are like "My English, 

she is not so good", and yet it was perfect. Two good points I have is the soundtrack, which 

complimented the teeny-bopper atmosphere, and that they didn't have Lalaine in this movie. 
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The Long Day Closes (Il Lungo Giorno Finisce) (1992) 
 

The story of 11-year-old "Bud (Leigh McCormack)." A sad and 

lonely boy, Bud struggles through his days. With cinema as his 

main source of solace, he haunts the local movie-house. All the 

while, his family looms large in our peripheral vision as do the 

menacing bullies of his school, but Bud is the center of attention 

both from the camera's angle and from his doting family. With a 

gray background, the film fuses clips and audio from classic 

movies into Bud's dreary childhood and brings it to life with an 

elegance Bach would bring to your home movies. The overall 

effect is a montage of memory which seems to ignite flashes of 

recognition in the viewer. This movie has given me many hours of 

pleasure. Remarkably it offers nostalgia for places I have never 

seen and experiences I have never had. Do not seek fast moving 

excitement or slick dialogue when you go to see this film, but be 

prepared to wallow in its sad, wistful beauty. If you are a person who fares best in jovial company 

then perhaps this is not for you but if you have ever felt alone, or sad without knowing quite why, 

then you will recognise the chief character, Bud, played to perfection by Leigh McCormack. Of the 

many children appearing on our screens, often applauded excessively in my opinion, this child has to 

be one of the best in assuring the integrity of the project. There is no unnecessary music in the film 

but it is filled with gems which add to the overall feeling of nostalgia, as do the short soundtrack clips 

from cinema of the period. It is possible to switch this film on at any point and watch for a while as 

you might stand in front of a painting, but once I have started my VCR I cannot resist watching it in 

its entirety from the elegance of the title frames, through its succession of windows and its constant 

rain, to the inevitable fading of the light as the "long day closes". 
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The Long Days Of Summer (1980) 
 

In this made-for-TV sequel to When Every Day Was the Fourth of 

July, a Jewish family fights prejudice in their New England 

community in the years before World War II. With 14-year-old 

Ronnie Scribner. 
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The Long Good Friday (1980) 
 

Harold, a prosperous English gangster, is about to close a lucrative 

new deal when bombs start showing up in very inconvenient 

places. A mysterious syndicate is trying to muscle in on his action, 

and Harold wants to know who they are. He finds out soon 

enough, and bloody mayhem ensues. A London gangster boss 

takes a short break abroad and returns to find someone has it in 

for him. The film that took Bob Hoskins from minor British actor to 

Hollywood and the rest of the cast back to mainstream British 

television. Helen Mirren proves she is one of the few actresses 

that can play tough and sexy at the same time. This modest 

budget film is quite clever. It wears the clothes of a gangster film 

but is actually a violent whodunit. The setting of London gives it 

novelty and like all British pictures it has an array of small parts played with gusto by local actors. 

The film seems to borrow from real events (at one time the Mafia did want to bring gambling 

junkets over to London) but is mostly a work of fiction. Also curious is that it seems to give the 

impression that police corruption is rife which is not true of the late 70's. But this at least helps us 

understand Hoskins power. This is not to be missed if you are a fan of gangster films and want a 

change of scenery. Hoskins performance alone is worth the price of admission and look out for 

Pierce Brosnan at the end in a non-speaking role. 
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The Longest Day (1962) 
 

Tells the story of the D-Day invasion of Normandy in WWII. There 

are dozens of characters, some seen only briefly, who together 

weave the story of five separate invasion points that made up the 

operation. England in June 1944. Unseasonal storms. Allied troops 

are massed ready for the invasion of France, some already on the 

boats. The Normandy beaches will be their destination while 

paratroopers are dropped inland to take key towns and bridges. 

On the other side of the Channel the Germans still expect the 

invasion at Calais, and anyway the weather makes them think 

nothing is likely to be imminent. Eisenhower decides to go. Hitler 

sleeps on. The retelling of June 6, 1944, from the perspectives of 

the Germans, the U.S., Britain, and the Free French. Marshall 

Erwin Rommel, touring the defenses being established as part of 

the Reich's Atlantic Wall, notes to his officers that when the Allied 

invasion comes they must be stopped on the beach. "For the Allies as well as the Germans, it will be 

the longest day. The longest day." The Longest Day is one of the greatest war films ever. Bar none. 

The acting, the cinematography, the storline and the acuraccy are great. if any of you fans watch 

AMC watch the Backstory behind this movie. It's amazing that it was even made. This is Zanuck's 

greatest work. The perspective from the different combatants regardless of their rank is great. Like 

somebody else said it did not portray the Germans as cartoonish evil doers. It gave a good honest 

portrayal that I wish more war movies would have. As a history buff I love to see movies from other 

countries soldier perspectives. This captures it better than every other war movie. The only one that 

comes close is Tora, Tora, Tora. There is one drawback however and that is the rangers at Pointe De 

Hoc. They did find the big guns but, they were further inland and later destroyed before they could 

be used. Zanuck used this to show the futility and waste of war. Other than that is a classic with very 

few flaws. The comparison between SPR and TLD are well like comparing apples and oranges. Yes, 

SPR has gritty realism that stuns you, but like another reviewer said, this was 1962 and the movie 

was about the entire scope of the battle. It was not meant to be up close and personal like SPR. 

Many of us appreciate movies from different perspctives. This is not a movie you should not rent. 

You should own it as part of your video collection. This movie may appear to be pro-war and 

patriotic, but Zanuck himself said he wanted to make an anti-war film. I think he did so 

magnificently. He captured the essence of the book where Cornelius Ryan said he wrote about the 

men, not the battles. That is why Zanucks film is so successful. He captured the men and their 

feelings, whether they were American, British, German's or French and what they were feeling going 

into one WW2's most decisive battle. This is a Four Star Classic!!!! 
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The Lord Of The Rings (1978) 
 

A young Hobbit named Frodo is thrown on an amazing adventure, 

when he is appointed the job of destroying the one ring which was 

created by the dark lord Sauron. He is assigned with warriors 

including Gandelf (Squire), Aragorn (Hurt) and Boromir (Cox). It's 

not going to be an easy journey for the Fellowship of the Ring, on 

the ultimate quest to rid Middle-Earth of all evil. A young Hobbit 

known as Frodo has been thrown on an amazing adventure, when 

he is appointed the job of destroying the one ring which was 

created by the dark lord Sauron. He is assigned with three 

warriors including Gandelf, Aragorn and Boromir. But it's not 

going to be an easy journey for the Fellowship of the Ring, on the 

ultimate quest to rid the Middle-Earth of all evil! Only the first two 

parts of J.R.R. Tolkein's classic fantasy trilogy of the same name 

are covered by this rotoscoped animated feature about a band of 

travellers of different races who seek to defeat an evil sorcerer 

and his armies with the aid of powerful but insidious magical ring. See also "The Hobbit". I won't 

dwell on the purists' outrage over Bakshi's liberties with story or characters. For the most part, they 

are correct. I'm certainly not coming to the filmmaker's defense, but in the context of the material's 

density, animation technology of 1978, et al., this guy really took a swing at bringing this thing to the 

silver screen. Sadly, the film wasn't that good. Much of the animation was disjointed, and most of 

the backgrounds were crudely drawn and failed to create the correct atmosphere that one gets from 

reading the book. I will say, though, that I have always liked the rotoscoping, in particular that of the 

orcs. There is something exceedingly frightening about the way they are displayed, something 

today's CGI characterizations seems to miss. Bakshi used this technique in his other works as well, 

particularly in Wizards, which is a better, if different, film than his version of Lord of the Rings. But 

mixing purely-drawn characters (hobbits) with those that are rotoscoped (orcs) just didn't look right 

here. I must agree with some others who assert that some of the frame direction and scene 

selection is oddly similar to Peter Jackson's version of late. And if Jackson was influenced by at least 

SOME of the look of Bakshi's film, then what's the harm? If you want to be dazzled, this version of 

Lord of the Rings probably won't rouse you. There's many more misses than hits. But it isn't as bad 

as many would have you believe. If it weren't a Tolkien adaptation, I think it would be received much 

better. 
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The Lord Of The Rings I: The Fellowship Of The Ring (2001) 
 

An ancient Ring thought lost for centuries has been found, and 

through a strange twist in fate has been given to a small Hobbit 

named Frodo (20-year-old Elijah Wood). When Gandalf discovers 

the Ring is in fact the One Ring of the Dark Lord Sauron, Frodo 

must make an epic quest to the Cracks of Doom in order to 

destroy it! However he does not go alone. He is joined by Gandalf, 

Legolas the elf, Gimli the Dwarf, Aragorn, Boromir and his three 

Hobbit friends Merry, Pippin and Samwise (Sean Astin). Through 

mountains, snow, darkness, forests, rivers and plains, facing evil 

and danger at every corner the Fellowship of the Ring must go. 

Their quest to destroy the One Ring is the only hope for the end 

of the Dark Lords reign! In ancient times the Rings of Power were 

crafted by the Elven-smiths, and Sauron, the Dark Lord, forged the 

One Ring, filling it with his own power so that he could rule all 

others. But the One Ring was taken from him, and though he sought it throughout Middle-Earth still 

it remained lost to him. After many ages it fell, by chance, into the hands of the Hobbit, Bilbo 

Baggins. On his eleventy-first birthday, Bilbo disappeared, bequeathing to his young nephew, Frodo, 

the Ruling Ring, and a perilous quest: to journey across Middle-Earth, deep into the shadow of the 

Dark Lord and destroy the Ring by casting it into the Cracks of Doom. In ancient times, the Elven-

smiths created the Rings of Power. Then the Dark Lord Sauron created a Ring to rule the Lesser 

Rings. But the Ring was stolen, and for a long time, he thought it to be lost. But many years later, the 

Ring came to the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins. In a land called the Shire, Frodo inherits the Ring from his 

uncle, Bilbo. Now Frodo must take a journey across Middle-earth, and throw the Ring into the 

volcano, Mt. Doom, the only place it can be destroyed. In the lands of Middle Earth, the Dark Lord 

Sauron forged a Ring of Power to control all the peoples and creatures of Middle Earth. The Ring was 

taken from him and fell into the hands of Bilbo Baggins, a Hobbit from The Shire - a place of 

complete innocence. The Ring was then passed onto young Hobbit Frodo Baggins, with one task set 

before him - to destroy the Ring of Power. Frodo begins his perilous journey through the lands with a 

Fellowship that will protect him on his mission. Their mission; to destroy the Ring of Power in the 

only place it can be destroyed - the fires of Mount Doom. When I first saw the trailers for "The 

Fellowship of the Ring," I had never had any interest in reading the lengthy tome of a trilogy. But 

seeing the possibility of the movie, I immediately went out and read the whole thing, insisted on 

receiving it for Christmas, and enjoyed every minute of it. The feelings I had while reading the series 

were heightened seeing it come to life in the stunning movie. I thought it was a fabulous work of art. 

I thought that having Galadriel tell what was basically the prologue of the book was a good idea, as it 

helped those who had never read the story. It also immediately involved me in the film; I felt I had 

an insider's advantage on the rest of the audience. Cate Blanchett has a wonderfully deep and 

emotional voice; the way she speaks Galadriel is almost as effective as her appearence as the Elven 

queen. Also, showing the last battle of Isildur and Sauron helped unfog a part of the novel that had 

me a trifle confused. The entire movie is full of beautiful sets and landscapes. The Shire was almost 

exactly as I'd pictured it. Hobbiton is cute and very whimsical. Mordor was frighteningly well done, 

extremely real. Rivendell had a little bit of a European-tourist-trap look, but was beautiful all the 



same. The entire backdrop of the movie (the mountains, Moria, Isengard) was perfect; it's amazing 

that "Fellowship" was filmed in one country. Now to the characters. All I can say is, "Wow." I was a 

little apprehensive about the casting at first; I'd created such real images of the characters in my 

imagination, I almost didn't want them spoiled for me. However, I was not disapointed in the least. 

Elijah Wood, though not one of my favorite actors, was believable. You could tell from the first 

glimpse that Frodo was special; Wood's pale, sharp features contrast sharply with the more ruddy, 

robust look of the rest of the hobbits. He also cries like a little girl. But his weaknesses and strengths 

make his Frodo an apt choice for the starring character. The rest of the Hobbiton gang was well-

chosen, too. Sean Astin ("Rudy" forever to me) was loyal and a bit bumbling, just like the Gamgee of 

Tolkien's telling. Pippin and Merry were congenial, slow-witted lads, but very brave nonetheless. 

Viggo Mortensen is outstanding. He has the ability to make Aragorn both menacing and kind. He 

physically represents Strider to the nines with his strength and virility; the action sequences of his 

are very passionate and exciting. Some may have complained about Arwen's character being slightly 

expanded; I thought it a good change. In the books, you have to read the whole trilogy and then rifle 

through the appendix in "The Return of the King" to learn the history between Aragorn and Arwen. 

Liv Tyler is ethereal and breathtaking, but at the same time displays the courage and magic that 

make the Elves the beings they are. Speaking of Elves, I can't help but gush over the handsome and 

ever-so-talented Orlando Bloom as noble Legolas. Bloom captured the archer's very movements; he 

treads lightly and fights fearlessly. Legolas's bowmanship was amazing; he looked so natural loosing 

his arrows machine-gun style. He was my favorite character in the books, and his essence transcends 

the film. Gimli was pompous and brave, as well. He is well-represented in the movie. Boromir was 

hopelessly lost, but at the same time valiant and strong. Sean Bean gave an emotionally-charged 

performance as the tortured warrior. Hugo Weaving was very good as Elrond. He was noble and cold 

at the same time. And Gandalf. What more can be said of Ian McKellan's showcase portrayal of the 

wizard? He was magnificent. He could be Gandalf, the kind old conjurer who set off pyrotechnics for 

hobbit-children. Then he could turn around and stun the life out of you with Gandalf the powerful 

wizard, facing the balrog with defiance and an iron will. His Oscar nomination is well-deserved. Peter 

Jackson is a brave soul to take on a project that could have backfired in so many places. Instead of 

bringing us uninspired kitsch, he serves up raw emotion, graphic battles of good and evil, chilling and 

wonderful characters, and enough special effects (realistic, mind you) to make John Cameron's 

mouth water. Knowing that "The Two Towers" was my favorite of the books, I eagerly anticipate the 

second helping of "The Lord of the Rings." 
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The Lord Of The Rings II: The Two Towers (2002) 
 

The Fellowship has been broken. Boromir (Sean Bean) is dead, 

Frodo Baggins (21-year-old Elijah Wood) and Samwise Gamgee 

(Sean Astin) have gone to Mordor alone to destroy the One Ring, 

Merry (Dominic Monaghan) and Pippin (Billy Boyd) have been 

captured by the Uruk-hai, and Aragorn (Viggo Mortensen), 

Legolas (Orlando Bloom), and Gimli (John Rhys-Davies) have made 

friends of the Rohan, a race of humans that are in the path of the 

upcoming war, led by its aging king, Théoden (Bernard Hill). The 

two towers between Mordor and Isengard, Barad-dúr and 

Orthanc, have united in their lust for destruction. The corrupt 

wizard Saruman (Christopher Lee), under the power of the Dark 

Lord Sauron, and his slimy assistant, Gríma Wormtongue (Brad 

Dourif), have created a grand Uruk-hai army bent on the 

destruction of Man and Middle-earth. The rebellion against 

Sauron is building up and will be led by Gandalf the White (Sir Ian McKellen), who was thought to be 

dead after the Balrog captured him. One of the Ring's original bearers, the creature Gollum (Andy 

Serkis), has tracked Frodo and Sam down in search of his 'precious', but is captured by the Hobbits 

and used as a way to lead them to Mt. Doom. The War of the Ring has now begun. Sauron's forces 

increase. His allies grow. The Ringwraiths return in an even more frightening form. Saruman's army 

of Uruk Hai is ready to launch an assault against Aragorn and the people of Rohan. Yet, the 

Fellowship is broken and Boromir is dead. For the little hope that is left, Frodo and Sam march on 

into Mordor, unprotected. A number of new allies join with Aragorn, Gimli, Legolas, Pippin and 

Merry. And they must defend Rohan and attack Isengard. Yet, while all this is going on, Sauron's 

troops mass toward the City of Gondor, for the War of the Ring is about to begin. Frodo and Sam 

take Gollum prisoner and continue on to Mordor on the mission to destroy The One Ring. Whilst 

their former companions Strider, Legolas, Gimli, Merry and Pippin make new allies in the Ents, The 

Riders of Rohan and the Stewards of Gondor and launch an assault on Isengard. All the while a 

growing Shadow falls upon Middle-earth as the Dark Lord's Army marches on to Gondor. The War of 

the Ring has begun. After the fellowship has broken, Merry and Pippin, taken by orcs, make new 

allies in the Ents, while Legolas, Gimli and Aragorn make allies in the people of Rohan, and all of 

them must launch an assault on Isengard. Meanwhile, Frodo and Sam force Gollum to guide them 

through Mordor, trusting him with their lives. The opening scene of The Two Towers provides an 

outstanding, yet very brief, taste of action, cinematography, and special effects, only to be matched 

(and far surpassed) in the final hour of the film. The stunning events of the third hour of The Two 

Towers are undoubtedly the centerpiece of the film, and while the first two hours serve finely as 

story development, they primarily build anticipation for the final hour, which mostly depicts the 

battle of Helm's Deep. More than anything else, the first two hours merely tease and torment the 

patient audience. It's a shame that such a gap has to exist between the first minute and the final 

hour, but I take no reservations in saying that despite how you feel about the first two hours of the 

film, the final hour will make the wait entirely worth its while. As stated, the road to the battle of 

Helm's Deep can be enormously long and painful for any viewer aware of what breathtaking scenes 

await towards the end of the film. Perhaps The Two Towers' biggest fault is in its own 



accomplishments; the first two thirds of the film are well shot, well paced, and they necessarily and 

adequately progress the storyline, but when compared to the spectacular final hour, the first two 

hours seem uneventful and insignificant. However, to be fair, I feel that it's simply impossible to 

create two hours of film that could appropriately lead into the battle of Helm's Deep. It's difficult to 

comprehend how such scenes came to exist in the rather short amount of time Peter Jackson has 

had to create six hours (so far) of finished film. The battle of Helm's Deep is simply unreal; it's unlike 

any event that has come to pass since fantasy films gained, and regained, popularity. As assumed, 

The Two Towers begins where The Fellowship of the Ring ended. The majority of the film follows 

four separate groups and their story lines: Frodo and Sam; Aragorn and Legolas, Merry and Pippin, 

and Saruman and his army. The performances live well up to the standards of the first film, with a 

particularly notable performance from Viggo Mortensen as Aragorn, whose role is significantly larger 

in The Two Towers. Aragorn satisfies a thirst for someone to root for, a thirst that was left partly 

unquenched in Fellowship. It's much easier to root for Aragorn than it is for Frodo; Aragorn has 

many more qualities of a leading man, a soldier, and a hero. More than once did the audience, filled 

mostly with academy voters, applaud the heroics of Aragorn. Gollum also shines in a much-

welcomed large role, due to extremely realistic computer animation, and a fine performance from 

Andy Serkis, upon which the animation was modeled. In Fellowship, it was appropriate to consider 

Gollum one of the many great 'features' of the film. However, here he is more of a leading character 

and a 'star,' and his convincing dual-personality, stabbing voice, and well-choreographed body 

movements make him consistently eye-grabbing and the center of focus of nearly every scene in 

which he appears. As was The Fellowship of the Ring, The Two Towers is a visual delight. Those who 

have seen Fellowship are no doubt familiar with the beauty of the landscapes of New Zealand. The 

cinematography is, again, one of the best aspects of the film. The swooshing camera movements 

that follow the armies and horsemen throughout the fields are extremely satisfying in this post-

Matrix era. The shots of the ascending enemy-laden ladders in the battle of Helm's Deep are 

terrifying and chillingly gorgeous all at once. The visual effects take an appropriate leap forward 

from those of the first film. While the visual effects in Fellowship were outstanding, the battle of 

Helm's Deep provides for the best application of CGI since the rippling waves of The Matrix's 'Bullet 

Time.' The battle of Helm's Deep features absolutely awe-inspiring and seamless integration of 

acting, stunts, and computer animation. Each orc seems to have its own personality, demonstrated 

in its movements and visual features. The masses of armies fight with strategy and true character, 

which I imagine is much harder to accomplish than animating thousands of identical clone troopers. 

The only problem I have with the visual department is the look of Gimli, the Treebeard. Gimli's visual 

features seem a bit childish and uninspired, inconsistent with the standards set by the rest of the 

film. But again, there is simply nothing that compares to the battle of Helm's Deep. George Lucas 

and the Wachowski brothers certainly have not created anything that approaches the grandness and 

magnificence of The Two Towers' final hour, and I doubt they will do so anytime soon. In The 

Fellowship of the Ring, I had a few minor problems with Howard Shore's score. While I thought it 

was gorgeous and it established several very memorable themes, I don't think it handled the 

sentimental scenes (opening in the Shire, Gandalf's passing) properly. I thought it caved in to the 

melodrama a bit too much, resembling the emotions from James Horner's Titanic. However, I 

believe that The Two Towers requires the type of score which Howard Shore accomplishes best: 

dark, continuous, and unrelenting, as demonstrated in Se7en and Silence of the Lambs. The theme 

used in many of the action scenes in Fellowship (low brass, six notes repeated with a rest in 

between) is much more present in The Two Towers, appropriately. A brand new theme is also 



unveiled, the theme for Rohan, a prominent kingdom in Middle Earth. Rohan's theme is played more 

often than any other melody in the film, underscoring most of the memorable and heroic scenes 

with great effect. Howard Shore undeniably exhibits his skills as an 'A-list' composer, and with a 

possible double Oscar nomination this year for The Two Towers and Gangs of New York, he could get 

propelled to the very top of the 'A-list,' right beside John Williams and Hans Zimmer in terms of 

demand. If not the picture itself, there should be a way to recognize and award the battle of Helm's 

Deep. The battle sequence alone represents successful filmmaking in its highest form. The 

choreography of the battle, the visual effects, the pacing, acting, cinematography, and music, all 

work together in perfection to achieve grand filmmaking which is as entertaining and enjoyable as 

film can be. For this very reason, no one, whether a fan of Fellowship or not, should miss The Two 

Towers. 
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The Lord Of The Rings III: Return Of The King (2003) 
 

While Frodo (Elijah Wood) & Sam (Sean Astin) continue to 

approach Mount Doom to destroy the One Ring, unaware of the 

path Gollum is leading them, the former Fellowship aid Rohan & 

Gondor in a great battle in the Pelennor Fields, Minas Tirith and 

the Black Gates as Sauron wages his last war against Middle-

Earth. Gondor is overrun by the orcs of Mordor, and Gandalf rides 

to Minas Tirith to aid the humans in the war that is ahead. 

Aragorn must realize his true identity and purpose as the King of 

Men, and journey with Gimli and Legolas to summon the Army of 

the Dead so that the battle against evil can be won. Meanwhile, 

paranoia and suspicion rises between Frodo, Sam and Gollum as 

they continue their increasingly dark and dangerous travel to 

Mount Doom, the one place where The Ring can be destroyed 

once and for all. The Fellowship divides to conquer as Frodo and 

Sam, with the help and hindrance of Gollum, continue their way to Mount Doom. Gandalf and Pippin 

ride to Minas Tirith to help defend Gondor while Merry remains with Eowyn and the other Rohan 

fighters. Aragorn, Legolas, and Gimli seek aid from those that live in the Cursed Mountains. All these 

battles have one goal in mind: distract the Eye of Sauron and buy Frodo a little more time to destroy 

the ring. The War of the Ring reaches its climax as the dark lord Sauron sets his sights on Minas 

Tirith, the capital of Gondor. The members of the fellowship in Rohan are warned of the impending 

attack when Pippin cannot resist looking into Saruman's palantir and is briefly contacted by the dark 

lord. King Theoden is too proud to send his men to help without being asked, so Gandalf and Pippin 

ride to Minas Tirith to see that this request is sent. They meet opposition there from Denethor, 

steward of the city and father of Faramir and the late Boromir. Denethor's family has acted as 

temporary guardians of Gondor for centuries until a member of the true line of kings returns. This 

member is none other than Aragorn, who must overcome his own self-doubt before he can take on 

the role he was destined to fulfill. Meanwhile, Frodo and Sam continue to carry the One Ring 

towards Mordor, guided by Gollum. What they don't know is that Gollum is leading them into a trap 

so that he can reclaim the Ring for himself. Though Sam suspects his deceit, Frodo is starting to be 

corrupted by the Ring's power and the mistrust of Sam this causes is fully exploited by Gollum. The 

only way good can prevail in this contest is if the Ring is destroyed, an event that is becoming harder 

every minute for Frodo to achieve. The fate of every living creature in Middle Earth will be decided 

once and for all as the Quest of the Ringbearer reaches its climax. As a movie watcher, I tend to 

become bored with the constant, overdone, overdrawn, underplayed, overdramatized performance 

and production quality of most Hollywood films. It's a trait that in recent years has sadly driven me 

away from most big budget American films. A decent idea will become mangled by the money 

making machine that is Hollywood, hoping to pump the most raw cash they can out of it before it 

drops dead in the street. We all saw the catastophre of a failure that arose from the Matrix 

Franchise. Such immense hype and professed genius only made the failure all the more poignant for 

those of us that really wanted and expected more from the franchise. That all being said, I must say 

that The Lord of the Rings is an amazingly powerful visual experience. Not even just a visual 

experience. Peter Jackson has crafted one of the finest written pieces of our era into THE 



quintessential epic. He supplements the brilliant storytelling of JRR Tolkien with one of the most 

awe-inspiring collection of films ever created. The 7 hours of film that leads up to the Return of the 

King is only precursor though, when you sit and watch this film. It's just plain brilliance. Everything 

about the film is wonderful. The manner in which Jackson has arranged the scenes, detracting 

slightly from the original flow of the novel really helps to keep the suspense strong in all three story 

branches. The Tolkien humor is intact perfectly and the gallantry and just plain coolness of these 

heroes is plain amazing. (Check out Legolas in the BIG battle) It's all just too much for words. If one 

were to gripe, and I suppose there will never be a film made that one cannot find a point at which to 

grip, it is painfully long running time here. I personally believe that this is the only way such a film 

could be made, true to the source material and completely engrossing, but I found myself more 

worried about the pain in my posterior than the emotional final minutes after 4 hours (including ads 

and previews) that I had spent in a cramped seat. As such, this will be all the better (at least for me) 

when it's release on DVD (can't wait for the extended...get to see the Sauroman scenes that they cut 

out). As a film though, this is amazing. A true lasting legacy in story telling and now cinema. Bravo 

Mr. Jackson. 
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The Lost & Found Family (2009) 
 

The only reason I even heard about this movie is the trailer we 

saw on the DVD of a different movie a few weeks back. It is a 

curious movie, none of the actors are names that any of us would 

recognize, and many of the actors have no prior experience. The 

writers and the director are all "first timers". When all that is 

considered, it comes across relatively nicely. Ellen Bry, very 

experienced in TV work, is the main character Ester Hobbes. She 

lives a life of luxury in Chicago. Her husband is apparently a 

wealthy businessman, as we see him going somewhere in his 

personal limo. But as he starts to squirm a bit in the back seat and 

loosen his shirt collar, my wife announces "He is having a heart 

attack." This scene quickly dissolves into a funeral ceremony. All 

this happens at the very beginning and serves to set up the real 

story here. The Hobbes personal lawyer informs Ester that she is 

broke, her husband had make some investments that went bad, she would have to sell the estate 

and its contents to pay debts, and the only thing she could keep is a home in Georgia that her 

husband had purchased for her, in her name, in a small community in Georgia. After the initial shock 

she diligently went to Georgia, she had no option, and found the residence leased to a couple who 

took in foster kids, each with a serious medical or interpersonal issue. The movie is the story of her 

transition from spoiled wealthy woman in the city to one who decided to devote her life to helping 

youngsters in need and building more facilities for foster homes. This is not a great movie, the acting 

is variable, and many times the dialog doesn't ring true. But it is a good story built on good family 

and friendship values. And it helps that everyone comes out happy, when the movie ends 15 years 

afterwards. 
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The Lost Boys (1987) 
 

A mother and her two sons (21-year-old Jason Patric & 16-year-old 

Corey Haim) move to a small coast town in California. The town is 

plagued by bikers and some mysterious deaths. The younger boy 

makes friends with two other boys who claim to be vampire 

hunters while the older boy is drawn into the gang of bikers by a 

beautiful girl. The older boy starts sleeping days and staying out all 

night while the younger boy starts getting into trouble because of 

his friends' obsession. Financial troubles force a recent divorcee 

and her teenage sons Mike and Sam to settle down with her 

father in the California town of Santa Carla. At first, Sam laughs off 

rumours he hears about vampires who inhabit the small town. But 

after Mike meets a beautiful girl at the local amusement park, he 

begins to exhibit the classic signs of vampirism. Fearing for his 

own safety, Sam recruits two young vampire hunters to save his 

brother by finding and destroying the head vampire. Without a 

doubt, among the most brilliant of vampire movies ever made, in the modern film era. Jason Patric 

and 21-year-old Kiefer Sutherland are destined to blow away all audiences of this visual masterpiece. 

However, the twist at the end, which I plan not to give away, was made slightly obvious, though well 

hidden at the same time. Joel Schumacher does a splendid job directing this true work of art. The 

frog brothers did a great job of adding humor to this otherwise, mainly serious film, without spoiling 

the suspense. That made the film far more enjoyable to people with interests in multiple genres. 

Jami Gertz looks absolutely attractive in her role as Star. However, the show is undoubtedly stolen 

by Kiefer Sutherland, in the role of David, the rebellious, dangerous, rude and rambunctious, 

teenage vampire, who seduces Michael (Jason Patric) into joining his gang of vampires. The story is 

of a woman (Dianne Wiest), and her two sons, Sam (16-year-old Corey Haim) and Michael (21-year-

old Jason Patric), who move to a small Californian town, called Santa Carla, often referred to as the 

murder capital of the world, to live with her father after getting divorced. Little to their knowledge, 

the town happens to be inhabited by a motorcycle gang of Jim Morrison obsessed, teenage 

vampires. While the mother begins to fall in love with her boss from the video store, where she has 

been employed, Sam spends his time reading vampire comics, which were given to him by two 

brothers (16-year-old Corey Feldman & 17-year-old Jamison Newlander), who claim the town is 

infested by vampires. He does not believe them, but grows to almost immediately, upon realizing 

that his brother, Michael, has been seduced by the beautiful half-vampiress, Star (Gertz), and joins 

the gang, led by David (Sutherland). He realizes that neither Star nor Michael are true vampires until 

they make their first kill, and they will not become normal again until the head vampire is killed. So, 

he calls up the brothers Frog, and gets them to come in and help him solve the job, though he is 

scared that he might have to kill his brother. Overall, a cinematic masterpiece. The directing, acting, 

writing, camera work, special effects, stunts and, of course, the epic cinematography work with the 

astounding score to bring together one of the most loved films of all time. The story is in fact an 

allegory to that of the lost boys of Neverland, from Peter Pan. A contemporary, without the 

temporary, classic. 
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The Lost Boys (J.M. Barrie And The Lost Boys) (1978) 
 

The story of J.M. Barrie and his relationship with the Llewelyn-

Davies family. Barrie writes PETER PAN for the five boys, and later 

adopts George (11-year-old Barnaby Holm, Paul Holmes, Philip 

Kassler, Mark Benson, and Christopher Blake), Jack (Nicholas 

Borton, Guy Hewitt, David Wilson, and Osmund Bullock), Peter 

(Jean-Benoit Louveaux, Matthew Blakstad, Dominic Heath, and 

Tom Kelly), Michael (Sebastian Buss, 11-year-old Paul Spurrier, 

Alexander Buss, Charles Tatnall, and William Relton), and Nicholas 

(Stephen Mathews, Jason Fathers, Matthew Ryan, and David 

Parfitt). Novelist Jim Barrie (Ian Holm) meets the two oldest 

Davies boys, George and Jack, during outings with their nurse 

Mary Hodgson (Anna Cropper) in Kensington Gardens. He 

entertains them, especially George, with his matter-of-fact fantasy 

stories, some of which include a magical toddler who shares a 

name with their infant brother Peter. Jim and his wife Mary (Maureen O'Brien) meet the boys' 

parents Sylvia (Ann Bell) and Arthur (Tim Pigott-Smith) at a dinner party, and he forms a friendship 

with the mother and her sons. The Barries and Davies socialize, but Mary and Arthur each quietly 

resent Jim: for neglecting her, and for imposing into his family. Sylvia and Arthur have two more 

sons, Michael and Nico, whom Jim adds to his circle of young friends. He writes a play based on 

them: Peter Pan, or The Boy Who Wouldn't Grow Up, which is a great success for him and his 

producer friend Charles Frohman (William Hootkins). Arthur is struck by a disfiguring and ultimately 

fatal cancer. Jim steps in to support the Davies family with some of his ample income from Peter 

Pan, attempting to be a friend to Arthur in his final days but alienating Jack with his interference. 

With George away at school, sensitive Michael becomes the center of 'Uncle Jim's' attention. Tired 

of Jim's indifference toward her, Mary falls in love and has an affair with his young colleague Gilbert 

Cannan (Brian Stirner). She refuses to end it, and Jim reluctantly gives her a divorce. Meanwhile, 

Sylvia has fallen ill with cancer, and dies a few years after her husband. Jim claims they were 

engaged. The boys continue to live in the Davies' London house with Mary Hodgson, and Uncle Jim 

serves as their guardian, all following Sylvia's wishes. As the years go by, George becomes an adult 

confidant of Uncle Jim, while Jack joins the Navy. World War I breaks out, and George and Peter 

volunteer for the Army; George is killed in combat. Jack returns to London to marry, and Uncle Jim 

gives the couple the Davies' house, moving Michael and Nico into his flat with him; this prompts 

Mary Hodgson to resign. Peter returns from the War with a morbid outlook on death. Michael 

spends increasing time with his school friends and chafes against Uncle Jim's wish to keep him close; 

he drowns just short of his 21st birthday. In later years with even Nico grown, Sir James endures 

loneliness, taking some measure of enjoyment with the young son of his secretary, Lady Cynthia 

Asquith (Sheila Ruskin). 

 

 



Series 1 (3 Episodes) (1978) 
 

Episode 1: We Set Out to Be Wrecked. 

Episode 2: Dark and Sinister Man. 

Episode 3: An Awfully Big Adventure. 
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The Lost Child (2000) 
 

A story about Rebecca, a woman who goes in search of her natural 

parents and in the process finds her long lost family and her rich 

cultural heritage. Her adoption was never kept a secret from her 

while she grew up in a loving adoptive family. But her 

circumstances are drastically changed when her adoptive mother 

passes away and her father's new wife shows no interest in his 

child. Then, years later, after her father dies, Rebecca decides to 

try to find the family her dad had described to her. In response to 

her search, she is contacted by a woman on a Navajo reservation 

who is looking for her twin siblings who were stolen from their 

mother soon after they were born. The women soon realize that 

they are sisters and Rebecca is welcomed with open arms on a 

visit to the reservation. But when her husband, Jack, comes to see 

them, the differences between the two cultures rise to the 

surface, and Rebecca must integrate the old and the new so that her whole family can be together 

happily. I sat down with a little scepticism for this movie. The description of the movie on the 

television guide did not sound that appealing. However, after a slow start in the first 20 or so 

minutes I really got into it. The movie is about this woman who was adopted as a child, and then as a 

married adult with kids of her own, decides to start looking for her birth family. She finds them in a 

native American reservation! As I have friends in the U.S. who are native American and I have been 

told many stories about their traditions I was very impressed with how they conveyed that culture 

on the screen. You may also recognise the grandmother. She was in Dr. Quinn Medicine Woman as 

Cloud Dancing's wife. I highly recommend this movie! 
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The Lost Empire (2001) 
 

American journalist Nick Orton is caught up in the world of 

Chinese gods and monsters while on a search for the long lost 

manuscript to 'Hsi Yu Chi' (The Journey to the West) by Wu Ch'eng 

En. He is accompanied on his journey by a humanoid ape with 

incredible strength and magical powers, a humanoid pig-man, and 

his brother-in-arms, an ex-cannibal. Based on one of the greatest 

stories in Chinese history. American Businessman and China 

Scholar, Nick Orton is enlisted by the Buddhist goddess of mercy 

to save his world from de-evolving to the time of the Demon 

Master Shu and the 5 Traditional Masters who wish for no 

progress to ever happen. Nick is given help in the form of The 

Handsome Monkey king, Pigsy and Friar Sand who must do battle 

with dragons, demons and a heavenly legal system to assure that 

Earth remains as it should be. Lost Empire, a VERY strange title for 

a retelling of the old Chinese classic adventure "Journey to the 

West", is a mixed bag of a film. David Hwang's screenplay is in 

many respects a sequel to the original story, as opposed to being a modern rendition of the original 

story. I regard this as a mistake as I believe Mr. Hwang lost more by giving up on the original 

characters than he gained by having a modern setting. Good points: The lovely Ling Bai did a good 

job as the Bodhisattva of Compassion (Kwan Yin). Some scenes with Monkey and the "Scholar from 

Above" went well (mainly the scenes when Monkey rescues his subjects on Flower Fruit Island). 

Some interplay between "Sandy" and the "Scholar from Above" was funny. Some of the art design 

for the palace of the Jade Emperor was good (but NOT the throne room, yuk!). Bad points: Too many 

explosions. A really ugly and totally wrong portrait of Confucius (I could go on for some time but I'll 

stick with this key point: Confucius was a materialist. He had no interest in religion and spirits. He 

was only interested in how a good state was run. The depiction of Confucius in this movie is totally 

at odds with EVERYTHING that Confucius stood for.) The last half-hour of the movie was anti-

climactic, over-wrought, and uninteresting. Deeper problems: Journey to the West is, at its core, at 

Buddhist story about the quest to attain enlightenment (along with the fun stuff about beating 

demons). This story (Lost Empire) takes place AFTER Monkey and Sandy have achieved their ultimate 

state. They are both "supposed" to be enlightened beings. The problem with this is that a) they don't 

act like enlightened beings, and b) there isn't much drama possible when you are enlightened. You 

can really tell the weakness in the writing when Kwan Yin has to tell Monkey's old teacher that 

"Monkey HAS been blessed by the Buddha". If you need a 3rd party (a goddess no less) to convince 

other people that you have become enlightened and have been blessed by the Buddha, well, its 

clear to me that the story is saying one thing, but doing another. In fact, none of the characters 

behaves "in character". At least not like the characters that you enjoyed when reading "Journey to 

the West". Deepest problem: the story (Lost Empire) is trying to both be and not be "Journey to the 

West" at the same time. Its trying to both be true to original ideas and be "modern" and up-to-date 

at the same time. Its trying to be a sequel that retells the original story. It is, in short, a total mess at 

a very deep level. 
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The Lost Language Of Cranes (1991) 
 

When a young gay man comes out of the closet. His friends 

support him, but when he comes out to his parents, he stirs up a 

wealth of hidden feelings and secrets in their relationship. A very 

good movie (at least if you like gay-sploitation films) but read the 

book (by David Leavitt) first or it won't totally make sense. Angus 

MacFadyen gives a beautiful and soulful performance, and the 

visuals of the child (Ben McVeigh) and crane are haunting. 
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The Lost Treasure Of The Grand Canyon (2008) 
 

Set in the Grand Canyon, a team of Smithsonian researchers have 

stumbled across a lost walled Aztec city guarded by some evil 

spirits, including a "great flying serpent of death." As days turn to 

weeks, Susan Jordan, the daughter of the professor leading the 

expedition, assembles a team to rescue her father and his 

colleagues from the clutches of the ancient Aztec warriors and 

their horrible serpent god. I'm sure that most of my enjoyment of 

The Lost Treasure of the Grand Canyon was based on the fact that 

I had sat through the horrible The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon 

Emperor the night before I saw this. That is not to say that The 

Lost Treasure of the Grand Canyon is a great picture, or even a 

very good one, but it is a much more competently made monster 

movie than most made these days (such as The Mummy 3). The 

director of 'Grand Canyon' is Farhad Mann, a man whose previous film work I am unfamiliar with. 

Based on the evidence presented here, I would say if given a proper budget and a better script, he 

just might be able to deliver a great sci-fi flick. As it is, Mann does what he can with what he is given. 

The sets and special effects are not top notch, but the editing is well done as opposed to distracting 

like with the majority of the genre pictures produced these days. Mann keeps the gore to a 

minimum and keeps the mysterious monster(s) on screen for just the right amount of time. Again, 

the special effects aren't great, but because of proper direction and editing, it looks pretty good for 

its budget. I have yet to mention the story. To be honest, there isn't much of one. It's the typical 

team-of-specialists-explore-where-they-shouldn't't routine. There are no surprises. However, the 

characters are given a little more depth than the average Sci-Fi Chanel original movie, which is nice. 

As a result, the acting is better than average as well. Shannen Doherty does a fine job as the female 

lead though I wish she was given more to do and better dialog to deliver. Her character is sweeter 

than the characters she has played in the past so for fans like myself looking for her in a different 

kind of role, this may be worth checking out. The acting from the rest of the cast was decent as well. 

Personally, I think the two women (Doherty and Heather Doerksen as her assistant) were much 

stronger than the men here, in terms of performances and character. Despite the disappointing 

story and low budget feel, I would ultimately recommend The Lost Treasure of the Grand Canyon to 

fans of monster movies and/or Shannen Doherty only. Everyone else is advised to stay away. 
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The Loved One (1965) 
 

Newly arrived in Hollywood from England, Dennis Barlow finds he 

has to arrange his uncle's interment at the highly-organised and 

very profitable Whispering Glades funeral parlour. His fancy is 

caught by one of their cosmeticians, Aimee Thanatogenos. But he 

has three problems - the strict rules of owner Blessed Reverand 

Glenworthy, the rivalry of embalmer Mr. Joyboy, and the shame 

of now working himself at The Happy Hunting Ground pets' 

memorial home. It is hard to place any kind of meaningful 

description to this film because it takes cultural, social, and moral 

ideals and stomps on them. Additionally, the casting of the film 

goes against type, with Jonathan Winters, for example, as a dark, 

imposing religious force. The acting is superb, intense and, at 

times, intentionally campy and over-the-top. Each scene seems 

outrageous and, at times, ridiculous but inexorably moves the 

characters, and the audience, to a lip-biting conclusion. Terry Southern, one of the credited screen 

writers, was also responsible for Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove, Barbarella, Candy, Easy Rider, The Magic 

Christian, and many other wacky films. Knowing this may help to place it in some familiar context. Of 

all his films, though, this is the darkest. If you are disturbed or offended by the funeral business, 

death in general, dead pets, or slightly veiled hints at necrophilia then you might want to give this 

one a miss. If you're brave and open-minded, however, I highly recommend this truly strange and 

wonderful film. 
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The Machine Gunners (1983) 
 

Quite possibly the best children's BBC production to date. WW2 

based drama from a kids perspective i.e. what did they get up to 

while Daddy was out fighting Hitler? Don't remember much other 

than Chas McGill (Shaun Taylor) having red hair and Rudi "Where 

go Now?" - and of course the machine gun they found. Really 

must get hold of a copy from the BBC shop. Other greats include - 

The December Rose, Moonfleet, The Secret Garden, The Box of 

Delights. The latter being the best Christmas themed children's TV 

drama the BBC have ever produced and never been bettered! 
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The Magic Pudding (2000) 
 

On its own merits, a moderately enjoyable preteen animation. As 

a realisation of a unique classic, a huge disappointment. Accepting 

the hazards inherent in any attempt to realise a well-known and 

loved book in audio/visual form, "Disneyising" this plot is still a 

mistake. One of the great joys of the book, especially for (older) 

adults, is its distinctive Australianism, its evocation of the period 

of Banjo Patterson's "Saltbush Bill", and this is paid lip-service 

only. The watered-down accents, presumably to make the movie 

more "internationally acceptable", are a letdown as well. I would 

have expected to have recognised Jack Thompson's voice 

instantly. Even the potentially inspired casting of John Cleese as 

Albert, the Puddin', falls short. Albert and Basil Fawlty have a good 

deal in common, and one listens largely in vain for any sign of this. 

Viewed in isolation, on its own merits, a moderately enjoyable 

preteen animation. As a film realisation of a unique, and distinctively Australian, classic, a huge 

disappointment. 
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The Magnificent Ambersons (1942) 
 

The young, handsome, but somewhat wild Eugene Morgan wants 

to marry Isabel Amberson, daughter of a rich upper-class family, 

but she instead marries dull and steady Wilbur Minafer. Their only 

child, George, grows up a spoiled brat. Years later, Eugene comes 

back, now a mature widower and a successful automobile maker. 

After Wilbur dies, Eugene again asks Isabel to marry him, and she 

is receptive. But George resents the attentions paid to his mother, 

and he and his whacko aunt Fanny manage to sabotage the 

romance. A series of disasters befall the Ambersons and George, 

and he gets his come-uppance in the end. I think I'd give just 

about anything to see a restored version of this film, like "Touch of 

Evil." Its reputation is quite justified, however, and the top critics 

of today have generally agreed that it's one of Welles' best efforts 

as director. Some have even said that, scene for scene, it's a better 

film than "Citizen Kane." The opening montage, set to Welles' 

narration, is as good as anything of its kind that's been done before or after -- brilliantly, and I hate 

to use that word because it's so often overused, it achieves two things: 1) it sets up the dramatic 

side of the story, with Eugene's fawning for and losing the affections of Isabel, and 2) putting us in a 

specific, historical time and place. The story of George Minafer's downfall parallels the changing 

times of America during that time, as well as American aristocracy. Then there's Agnes Moorehead, 

who does the most amazing work as Fanny Minafer, George's aunt. She's a pressure cooker to begin 

with, but when the Ambersons hit rock-bottom she lets go, in a torrential, hysterical performance 

that's still getting praise today. "The Magnificent Ambersons" also carries an equally dramatic story 

of Hollywood's assault on artistic expression; almost everyone knows that RKO seized the film and 

cut it to pieces while Welles was out doing his documentary "It's All True." Today there's other ways 

for great directors (Kubrick, Altman) to dodge the system, but film stock and equipment in those 

days could only be procured from big studios, and for the remainder of Welles' career his genius 

would only be seen fleetingly (his adaptations of Shakespeare, Kafka's "The Trial"). It's a story as 

tragic as George Minafer's. 
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The Magnificent Ambersons (2002) 
 

The spoiled rotten and utterly unlikable rich kid George Amberson 

becomes horrified when his recently widowed mother rekindles 

her relationship with the wealthy Eugene Morgan, who she left 

decades earlier in order to marry George's father. As George 

struggles to sabotage his mother's new romance, he must deal 

with his own romantic feelings for Morgan's daughter and the 

consequences of his meddling as his once great family falls into 

ruin due to his machinations. I thought Jonathan Rhys Meyers 

performance as the snobbish, bullying, insecure Georgie was 

great. This guy bases his whole life on being the scion of a 

wealthy, upper crust family. When his family status drops, Georgie 

must find himself to escape from his arrogant dependence on his 

family name. I found the romance between Bruce Greenwood and 

Madeline Stowe somewhat tepid. Stowe looked old, and hardly 

the radiant beauty that Greenwood remembers. However the 

critics who say that Georgie shouldn't have been able to break up 

his mother's romance don't understand the social climate of the time period. The turn of the 19th to 

the 20th Century was an interesting time in America. Tarkington's book is about the changing social 

order, by showing the rise of self-made men over old money and lineage. I thought that was done 

very well in this production, but based on the other comments I appear to be in the minority. 
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The Magnificent Six And ½ (1967-71) 
 

The bizarre title 'The Magnificent Six and 1/2' refers to the fact 

that there are seven kids (13-year-old Robin Davies [Steve], Len 

Jones [Steve (series 1)], Ian Ellis [Dumbo], 15-year-old Brinsley 

Forde [Toby], Suzanne Togni [Liz], Lionel Hawkes [Stodger], Kim 

Talmadge [Peewee] and 11-year-old Michael Audreson [Whizz]), 

but one of them (the youngest girl, Peewee) is much smaller than 

the rest... so she's only one-half. Also, in the first episode of this 

series -- 'Ghosts and Ghoulies' -- Peewee is not yet a member of 

the kiddie gang, and she has to be formally initiated by proving she's brave enough to go into a 

spooky old house in Harrow. (A Harrow-ing experience?) This series appears to be a British 

production company's attempt to emulate the success of Hal Roach's Our Gang comedy shorts, 

some of which have been televised in Britain. I've never much liked the Our Gang movies, which are 

now known by their TV syndication title, 'The Little Rascals'. The depiction of childhood in the Our 

Gang shorts strikes me as deeply phony and twee. These short comedies for British television are 

hilarious, and they depict childhood's adventures and friendships far more realistically than the Our 

Gangs. The nominal leader of the gang is Steve, and it's unfortunate that he's played by two different 

actors over the course of this series. My favourite of the gang is young Stodger (what a great name!) 

played by a brilliant child actor (black-haired, thin, sharp-nosed) named Lionel Hawkes. I find no 

record of Hawkes going on to any other roles... which is a shame, as he shows real talent here. 

Whereas all the other kiddywinks encounter various problems, Stodger always seems to come up 

trumps. Each short film depicts the kids in a different situation, always more realistically than in the 

Our Gang movies. In 'Kon-Tiki Kids', they have riparian adventures aboard a raft. In 'Bob a Job', they 

try to raise money by doing odd jobs. 'When Knights Were Bold' finds them playing with a suit of 

armour. 'Peewee Had a Little Ape' finds the kids at a travelling circus... a very small and modest 

affair, as most circuses in England tend to be: more Henry Fossett than Billy Smart or Chipperfield's. 

The funniest and most entertaining instalment of this series is 'Peewee's Pianola', in which the kids 

acquire a player piano and try to take it back to their clubhouse through the seedy streets of 

Aldenham. (Nice exterior photography throughout the series.) The piano has got a music roll in 

place, and it's that beloved music-hall song 'My Old Man'. So, the kids delightfully sing 'My Old Man' 

to the piano's accompaniment while they take it back to their clubhouse. But they dilly and they 

dally on the way, and of course there's a hilly valley where they dilly-dally. The kids park their piano 

outside a tuck shop at the top of a hill, while they go inside for ice-cream cornets. When they come 

out, the piano is rolling downhill -- did I mention a piano ROLL? -- and the kids do a double-take in 

which they all throw away their ice-cream cornets. All except Stodger, who keeps trying to eat his ice 

cream while he chases the piano. Hilarious! A later U.K. television series shown in America, 'Here 

Come the Doubledeckers', appears to have been a slight reworking of this premise with some of the 

same adult actors in supporting roles. I laughed at the Magnificent Six and 1/2, and I got a nostalgic 

thrill at the sight of those London streets from the days when I was a young chancer. I'll rate these 

delightful shorts 10 out of 10. 

 

 



Series 1 (3 Episodes) (1967-71) 
 

Ghosts and Ghoulies (1967): Peewee is not yet a member of the kiddie gang, and she has to be 

formally initiated by proving she's brave enough to go into a spooky old house in Harrow. (A Harrow-

ing experience?) 

Bob-a-Job (1968) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kontiki Kids (1968) 
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The Maldonado Miracle (2003) 
 

Cute Young Mexican immigrant boy (13-year-old Eddy Martin) to 

U.S. causes a miracle to happen in local church. In a small, dying 

town, the residents' faith is tested when a statue of Jesus seems 

to be shedding real tears of blood. Considering it was Ms. Hayek's 

first film, it is a remarkable achievement. "The Maldonado 

Miracle" is a film of rare, quiet beauty; one that touched and 

moved me without resorting to sentimentality. It touches on the 

subject of faith, love and grace in a simple way: showing us that 

the sacred is in the everyday and that hope creates it's own little 

miracles. Bravo, Ms. Hayek! I for one hope you keep directing and 

producing. Your work, along with others in the independent film 

community, shows the promise of a new era of cinema: one in 

which substance triumphs, if for a brief moment, over style. 
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The Man From Nowhere (1975) 
 

Finds determined young orphan Alice confronted by a mysterious 

black-clad man who warns her away from Tower House, where 

she has gone to stay with her great uncle, her only surviving 

relative. The man seems to know her every move and his sudden 

appearances are as alarming for the viewers as they are for Alice - 

though thankfully (against the housekeeper's advice) she has 

befriended some local ragamuffins to help her get to the bottom 

of the mystery. Orphan Alice Harvey (Sarah Hollis Andrews) arrives by train at this rural station, 

expecting to be met by someone who can escort her to Tower House, the old mansion where her 

elderly uncle George (Ronald Adam) lives, having been entrusted to take care of the girl as her sole 

living relative. But there's nobody about to greet her, and she gets into a scuffle with four urchins 

who are hanging around outside the station, not the best of receptions. Having received directions 

from the porter, she sets off down a leafy lane towards the house, but suddenly a man looms up 

from the undergrowth and frightens her. The Man from Nowhere was one of the Children's Film 

Foundation's occasional excursions into horror, which given this was meant for kids was not 

particularly horrible, though many have memories of watching this as youngsters and being scared 

by the title character, even if the final explanation owed more to Scooby-Doo than M.R. James, in 

spite of the historical setting. Although leaving out any blood or gore, there was something to be 

said for establishing a simple, spooky premise and allowing it to play out to its natural conclusion 

(rather than its supernatural conclusion), which was achieved here with some class. If anything, it 

was reminiscent of the sort of children's drama serial popular on the BBC of this decade, which was 

really no surprise since the screenwriter was John Tully who had penned adaptations of such staples 

of the British school reading curriculum as Kizzy and The Phoenix and the Carpet, among many 

others. Not only that but star Sarah Hollis Andrews had spent the year with a taste of stardom as the 

lead in a very well regarded adaptation of the classic novel The Secret Garden on television, 

therefore audiences of the day would be very familiar with the territory they were being invited to 

explore with this. That plot features our heroine terrorised by the man in black who appears 

whenever she is alone to warn her to leave the mansion, in fact, leave the entire area, else dire 

consequences would be visited upon the girl. She's vague on the details about what it is the man is 

referring to, but becomes increasingly concerned not simply because this sinister figure keeps 

threatening her, but because nobody else can see him. Whenever she goes running to tell people 

about the menace, he is nowhere to be found, which seeing as how that takes up most of the plot 

can mean repetition and monotony are pressing on the narrative, though it was such a brief film that 

it was not a major drawback. Alice, presumably named after the famous Lewis Carroll character in a 

light allusion to literature though she's probably more Pollyanna derived, is not entirely alone in her 

plight, for those urchins we saw at the beginning become her allies, with the leader Spikey (Anthony 

McCaffery) showing her around the forest and ultimately giving her the courage to take matters into 

her own hands. It's easy to feel helpless when you are being victimised, so there was an encouraging 

note of taking control of a situation which might otherwise have seemed impossible here, a positive 

message for the younger audiences even if they did feel underwhelmed by the explanation when 

they might have preferred a whiz bang denouement with magic powers and what have you. Rest 

assured, C.F.F. fans, the actual climax did feature a man falling into some water, so some traditions 



were staunchly upheld. Music by John Cameron. [This is available on DVD under the title Scary 

Stories as part of the BFI's series of Children's Film Foundation releases, along with Haunters of the 

Deep and Out of the Darkness on the same disc.]. 
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The Man In The White Suit (1951) 
 

Sidney Stratton, a humble inventor, develops a fabric which never 

gets dirty or wears out. This would seem to be a boon for 

mankind, but the established garment manufacturers don't see it 

that way; they try to suppress it. The unassuming, nebbishy 

inventor Sidney Stratton creates a miraculous fabric that will 

never be dirty or worn out. Clearly he can make a fortune selling 

clothes made of the material, but may cause a crisis in the 

process. After all, once someone buys one of his suits they won't 

ever have to fix them or buy another one, and the clothing 

industry will collapse overnight. Nevertheless, Sidney is 

determined to put his invention on the market, forcing the 

clothing factory bigwigs to resort to more desperate measures. 

Alec Guinness, an interesting story, and some effective dry humor 

make this a witty and satisfying satirical comedy. Like a number of 

the Ealing comedies, the initial plot premise is interesting, yet it is 

really only a pretext for presenting material that affords some opportunities for subtly caustic 

commentary. In this case, the far-fetched invention by Guinness's character is used cleverly to point 

out the ways that various persons feel about science, change, and technology. Guinness plays an 

innocent, even naive, character here, which is rather different from most of those he played in other 

Ealing features. There is a good assortment of supporting characters this time, and some of the 

minor roles feature some effective performances. Cecil Parker, Michael Gough, and Ernest Thesiger 

make a good trio of heavies, and Joan Greenwood works well as a character in the middle of things. 

The ironic, understated tone of most of the humor keeps things low-key but effective. It's the kind of 

approach that is far more challenging than direct ridicule, and it takes disciplined film-makers to 

make something like this work. Not least among the movie's strengths is Guinness's own skill in 

making his character believable in addition to sympathetic. While in some ways the comparison may 

be a stretch, there are some rather interesting parallels between "The Man in the White Suit" and 

the much more recent "Jurassic Park". The style and characters are much different (though "Jurassic 

Park" is not entirely without its own moments of dry humor), but in both cases an amazing - and 

entirely fictional - invention is shown to provoke all kinds of differing reactions, as others seek to 

exploit it, to close it down, or to control it. In both cases, the point is not whether the invention is 

valid, but rather the ways that everyone responds while barely understanding or appreciating the 

actual development itself. While "The Man in the White Suit" is not one of the best-known Ealing 

features, it is another good one, with wit, solid characters and story, and an approach that combines 

style and substance. 
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The Man Who Cried (2000) 
 

A Russian Jewish father emigrates to America in 1923, with a 

promise to send for his mother and young daughter when he is 

settled. When his village is burned in a pogrom, his mother is 

killed and his daughter is separated from other youngsters who 

make it to the port to emigrate. She ends up on a ship bound for 

England, where she is renamed Suzie and raised by a British 

family. Many years later, Suzie's talent for singing and dancing 

sees her accepted into a Paris dance troupe where she is 

befriended by Lola, a fellow dancer from Moscow. Cesar, a 

handsome brooding gypsy who works with the troupe later 

becomes her lover. Lola pursues Dante, an egotistical tenor who is 

performing in the area. All is well until the Nazis march into Paris, 

and Suzie's Russian Jewish background places her in danger. She 

must decide whether to leave Cesar and her friends and continue 

the search for her father in America. A young girl and her loving father are separated when he goes 

to America, intending to send for her. Shortly after his departure, their village goes up in flames, and 

the girl is forced to go to England, where she takes on the name Suzie, and finds that although she is 

misunderstood, tormented, and teased, she has one gift: she can sing. The movie follows Suzie 

through the events of her early life, from when she moves to Paris and joins a dancing troupe, to 

when she meets flirt and showgirl Lola, to when she falls in love with the gypsy Cesar. In the chaos 

and mayhem of the beginning of a World War, we witness Suzie's struggle as she is forced to decide 

between the love of her past to the new love that she has only just discovered. Although I agree with 

those who say that Sally Potter's THE MAN WHO CRIED doesn't entirely live up to her two previous 

works, I think that even so it is still a very good movie. Apparently things are slowly starting to get 

better for THE MAN WHO CRIED. At least it has now been played in several countries in Europe other 

than Italy (like England, Germany and France) and its score and screenplay are finally being sold by 

Amazon.co.uk. (I'm hoping the VHS and DVD will soon be available also.) I want to contribute to this 

movie's current rebirth by saying what I think makes it special and definitely worth seeing. The first 

thing that comes to my mind about THE MAN WHO CRIED is its formal visual beauty. It is extremely 

well directed and there are many scenes that I regard to be among the most beautiful ever filmed. 

Ms. Potter's talent as a film director is undeniable: her style is a mixture of choreographic elegance 

and subtle sensuality. I have never seen the camera move like it does in her pictures. In ORLANDO 

and in THE MAN WHO CRIED alike, it has a way of chasing the characters on scene, of playing with 

them, of circling around them, that makes it seem like an animated being rather than a mechanical 

object. It literally seems as if the camera dances with the characters it portrays! None of the movies 

by other directors I've seen so far are 'written' in this same 'language.' Ms. Potter's personal 

contribution to the renewal of the existing 'cinematographic grammar' shouldn't be underestimated. 

A second striking quality of THE MAN WHO CRIED is the music in it. The director said that 'The 

intention was to find a way of telling the story where music was carrying emotional and spiritual 

truth with as much force as the images and the characters.' By frequently reiterating a set of 

intensely powerful, culturally eloquent and evocative pieces – among others, Purcell's Dido's 

Lament, Bizet's Je Crois Entendre Encore and instrumental pieces by Goliov – which serve to remind 



the characters who they are and where they come from (besides giving the movie cohesion), she 

succeeds in this difficult task brilliantly. (And courageously: not many film directors, I believe, would 

dare to make a movie with four opera pieces constantly being sung!) The idea that comes through is 

that when people are left without their cultural identity and/or dignity, music can save them for 

forgetting their 'Selves,' save them from silence and incommunicability. As far as the characters in 

THE MAN WHO CRIED are concerned, I think they are very well thought out and effectively depicted. 

It is especially admirable that the director would decide to give life to a 'mute heroine,' Suzie-Fegele, 

who says almost nothing throughout the whole movie, but expresses herself surprisingly well in spite 

of this. She conveys, with incredible force, that sense of inadequateness and discomfort so many are 

left with for life when they are put into a hostile environment during their childhood. Cristina Ricci 

seems embarrassed at times, and rightly so, for in this movie she plays the part of an outcast, and 

that's the way an outcast often feels, unfortunately. But there's also strength in her eyes, and 

determination, and, once again, rightly so, for despite all that fate has unjustly taken away from her, 

she has learned to go on, to look straight ahead and not ever give in, to live and not to let herself 

die. Cate Blanchett is an exceptional actress and she performs wonderfully in this movie: both her 

beauty and intelligent eyes were never this intense and captivating. Johnny Depp is, as always, very 

talented and very handsome. As I said at the beginning of my review, this movie isn't quite as good 

as ORLANDO and THE TANGO LESSON (which were, in my opinion, two absolute masterpieces). 

While those two movies were perfect from the very beginning to the very end, THE MAN WHO 

CRIED is perhaps a little uneven, in that along with many breathtaking and superb scenes there are a 

few instances in which something seems to be missing (overall I rate it 9/10). Also, I personally 

would have preferred for it to be as multilingual as it was multicultural (then again, I know this 

probably would have made the movie even less popular). Nonetheless I think THE MAN WHO CRIED 

has all the qualities of a good art product and I feel perhaps some haven't fully appreciated it 

because they weren't looking at it as one should look at 'poetry,' but rather as one normally looks at 

'prose.' There's so much entailed in it, that needs to be interpreted, as with poetry. Sally Potter 

doesn't flaunt feelings, but they are there, and I guarantee they can stir you immensely if only you 

cooperate. Every minute of THE MAN WHO CRIED (which I have seen three times already) gave me 

something special to think about and remember, and movies don't do that to me very often. 

Consequently I think it would be a real pity for the public not to support this movie and its director. I 

think Sally Potter is one of the very best film makers around and I hope our support and enthusiasm 

will persuade her to do even better next time! 
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The Man Who Lost His Head (2007) 
 

Ian Bennett works with the British Museum but is finding his 

passion for the past is being overtaken by the marketing savvy of 

his younger colleagues. When a Maori carved head is put forward 

for exhibition it comes to the attention of a small community in 

the northern part of the country. Led by Zac, they make a claim to 

repatriate the mask and so Ian is sent over to help sort it all out 

but under no circumstances let their claim be valid. Ian gets there 

and is immediately treated with suspicion and dislike – but can 

both Ian and the community find more than they first assume? 

Well, it's Sunday evening in the U.K. and its an "ITV drama 

premier" staring Martin Clunes. Suffice to say I did not have huge 

expectations for this one and the start did suggest that it would do 

just what I expected it to do. See now, Ian is a very English man 

who is repressed in his job and even his engagement is being fully 

organised for him by his fiancé (who describes herself as an "events manager" more than a bride-to-

be). When he is sent to New Zealand to meet with some good natured yet simple people about 

some artefact, you can just see the "journey of self-discovery thanks to simpler life with natives" 

storyline being laid out in front of you for miles. And indeed so it is with this eminently predictable 

and simplistic drama that oozes "Sunday night" from every pore. It is not that it is lazy so much as 

smug. To me it knew the basics buttons it had to push and it does it with an air or knowing people 

will watch it as long as it delivers these; so it goes about it with an air of not really caring that much 

and not attempting to find anything within the material to challenge or really engage. The script is 

very middle of the road and Johnson's direction matches this as he cannot help but just lap up the 

"beauty" of New Zealand and the people while playing it all out with a tinkly score that just irritated 

me. Clunes is really well cast since he does what is asked of him well. Of course, if he'd had a script 

that sought to do more than the basics he could have been in trouble, but there was never any 

danger of that here. Kawana is OK but struggles to have any chemistry with Clunes while the rest of 

the ethnic cast fit in well enough with characters that skate around stereotypes while also being 

ones. Overall then this is an obvious affair but to target audience I'm sure it will be the warm, life-

affirming entertainment that it is meant as. To my more angry, bitter soul though, it just came off as 

smugly bland stuff that just pitched a lazy ball to an audience looking to numb themselves to the end 

of the weekend with nothing challenging, interesting or exciting – and this film fits that bill perfectly. 

Feature-length comedy-drama. Highly serious museum curator Ian Bennet (Martin Clunes) finds his 

life turned upside down when he's sent across the world to return an ancient Maori carving to the 

small fictional New Zealand town of Otakataka on the west coast of North Island. Ian is about to 

marry his boss's daughter, Fiona Harrison (Caroline Harker). Preparations are underway and Fiona is 

drawing up seating plans. So when a repatriation claim comes into the museum for a Maori carving 

to be returned to a remote corner of New Zealand, Ian isn't keen to do the job. He is even less keen 

when he learns what a delicate case it is. The Ministry has told the museum to be sympathetic to the 

claim, and while the museum director has agreed to do this, he has no intention of letting the piece 

go back. Such a job needs an experienced pair of hands. The promotion that Ian has long worked for 

is dangled before him as a reward. He knows he can't say no. Meanwhile, out in New Zealand a very 



determined Maori community awaits. The carving in question is of an old Maori chief's son who 

went to England in 1860 to buy weapons. But the son was seduced and kept by a lady aristocrat and 

never allowed to return. In desperation, he carved a head of his own likeness and sent it back to 

watch over his father's people. But it was lost on the way. Since then, it's as if this remote Maori 

community has been cursed. Having at last traced the head to the museum in England, the people 

want it back. It will be placed on their marae – the village's sacred house. Only then will their luck 

return. But then Ian arrives with his hidden agenda, and his bureaucratic reasons for rejecting their 

claim. The marae, he says, is an inadequate building to house such a precious artefact: no security, 

no access. Zac, the purist who first traced the head, is enraged. The head is sacred and must be 

housed in the marae. He and the other elders delay Ian's return while they prepare an appeal. Little 

does Ian know but his life is going to change, profoundly. 
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The Man Who Never Was (1956) 
 

British Intelligence during World War II is trying to get the German 

High Command to shift it's forces away from Italy prior to the 

invasion. To create the illusion of a plan for England to invade 

Greece a dead body is to be procured, allowed to be found with 

secret papers on him by Spanish authorities who will send the 

papers on to the Germans, or that's the plan. First they have to 

find a body that will look drowned, and create an identity for him 

that will pass the examination of the German agent who is sure to 

check him out. Based on a true story. This is a great movie about 

WWII. I know we don't have scenes of battles and violence, but 

maybe this is one of this movie advantages. I don't think blood 

and shots are really necessary to make a film about a war. Wars 

are not only made of guns and soldiers, but also of officers who 

make plans and articulate attacks while they're in secret rooms 

using every kind of ways to confuse the enemy. In this movie it is 

decided that British forces would use a corpse with false documents attracting Nazis attention to 

Greece while the Allied Forces would land in Italy. Easy, but fascinating plot! Watch it! 
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The Man Who Would Be King (Rudyard Kipling's The Man Who Would 

Be King) (1975) 
 

This adaptation of the famous short story by Rudyard Kipling tells 

the story of Daniel Dravot and Peachy Carnahan, two ex-soldiers 

in India when it was under British rule. They decide that the 

country is too small for them, so they head off to Kafiristan in 

order to become Kings in their own right. Kipling is seen as a 

character that was there at the beginning, and at the end of this 

glorious tale. "The Man Who Would Be King" is about two 

ambitious ex-soldiers stationed in India who set out to become 

the rulers of an entire country. After finishing their tour of duty in 

India, Daniel Dravot and Peachy Carnehan have decided that India 

is "too small for the likes of them," so they decide to bribe a local 

ruler and extort money from him, in order to buy twenty Martini rifles, which they will use to take 

over villages in Kafristan. They face many challenges and perils along the way, including difficult 

terrain, hostile natives, freezing temperatures, and an avalanche high in the mountains. They 

eventually come to a small village, Urheb, where they meet Ootah and Billy Fish, an Indian who 

speaks English; he then becomes their translator. They then train the natives of this village to use the 

rifles, and soon conquer village after village. During a battle, Daniel is struck by an arrow that 

seemingly sticks out of his chest. The ignorant natives believe that he must be a God for not having 

died, and fall down and begin worshiping him. Daniel and Peachy decide that it would be easier for a 

"God" to take over the country, so they pretend that Daniel is a god, the son of Alexander the Great 

who has returned after 2200 years to again rule Kafristan. The entire country celebrated the return 

of their new ruler, the Son of Segunda ("Alexander"). As a token of their admiration, the holiest of 

holy men gives Daniel all of the gold and riches left by Alexander in 328 B.C. It is enough to make 

them the richest men in the world...All goes well until Daniel's ego and greed gets the best of him. 

He asks Peachy to bow when he walks in front of him. He later tells Peachy that he has decided to 

stay, and now believes that he is the son of Alexander ('in spirit, anyways'), and that to fulfill his 

destiny, he will marry Roxanne, like his "father" Alexander did before him. The Kafiri's believe that a 

mortal cannot marry a God, but Daniel goes ahead anyway. Peachy was set to leave with his share of 

the treasure, but Daniel convinced him to stay "for old time's sake" for the wedding. At the 

ceremony, Roxanne, believing that she would soon die, bites Daniel, drawing blood. The entire 

crowd realizes that since Danny is bleeding, that he is a man, not a God, and that he has been 

deceiving them the entire time. Peachy grabs Daniel and they run off with their twenty soldiers, 

shooting at the crowd of monks who set out to kill them. They are eventually captured, and Daniel is 

forced to walk out on a rope bridge. The monks cut the ropes, and Daniel bravely falls to his death. 

Peachy is later crucified; when they come to see him the next day, he is still alive, and they say that it 

is a miracle that he lived and they cut him down. He eventually climbs down into the valley and 

retrieves Danny's head, still wearing the crown. He brings it back to Rudyard Kipling, a writer for the 

Northern Star, as proof that Daniel accomplished his goal, and became the King of Kafristan. Themes 

developed in the story: 1. ambition 2. friendship 3. taking risks 4. perseverance (not giving up) 5. 

power 6. honor and dignity. Truly, truly brilliant. It is so rare that I see a film that I wouldn't change, 

and I honestly can't think of a thing. Huston's films so often include that quintessential scene -- the 



one where his characters realize that they've lost everything, and respond with unbridled true 

character. Those who cry or bemoan the loss are beyond redemption. But those who can laugh in 

the face of disaster, who can ask forgiveness for the patently unforgivable -- they are the greatest of 

Huston's figures, and perhaps the greatest characters of cinema. Just as Bogart and Hepburn laugh 

while they lie in the bottom of a boat awaiting death, Michael Caine and Sean Connery face certain 

death in this film and respond with complete honesty and complete honor. For all of their lies and 

arrogant ambitions, they are still a pair of bastards you would love to know. Which brings me to the 

two incredible performances. It is nearly impossible for such recognizable actors to fade into the 

guise of their characters. But Caine and Connery manage it, and with perfect aplomb. As best 

friends, they are perfectly inseparable, and their innate connection makes for one of the most 

affecting male friendships in history. Surrounded, with no reasonable hope in the world, Danny asks 

Peachy to forgive him for being "so bleeding high and so bloody mighty." And, of course, Peachy 

forgives him. These are men who sing boldly in the last moments of life. God bless John Huston. 
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The Man With The Golden Gun (1974) 
 

Scaramanga is a hit-man who charges a million dollars per job. He 

becomes linked to the death of a scientist working on a powerful 

solar cell, and James Bond is called in to investigate. As he tracks 

down Scaramanga, he realises that he is highly respected by the 

killer, but will this prove to be an advantage in the final 

showdown? The Man With the Golden Gun was producer Harry 

Saltzman's last hurrah before selling out his share in the Bond 

series to United Artists to ensure the maximum inconvenience to 

his detested partner Cubby Broccoli. It's certainly not premium 

Bond: at times it threatens to turn into an episode of The 

Avengers, what with Scaramanga's funhouse, his midget servant 

Nick Nack, it's human statues or the off-kilter angles of MI6's 

Hong Kong HQ located in the rusting wreck of the Queen 

Elizabeth, not to mention Roger Moore's more Steed-like Bond. 

Although there are hints of the lows to come in Moore's tenure – Bond being saved by a pair of 

schoolgirls or defeating a villain by pretending to be a tailor's dummy – this is still recognisable an 

old-school Bond film, with thankfully few gadgets, although it's disappointing that the producers 

provide Scaramanga with an island lair and super-weapon to give Bond something to blow up at the 

end (a rather half-hearted effort to be sure: instead of a private army, Scaramanga simply has Herve 

Villachaize and a maintenance man). Britt Ekland's irritating 'typical silly woman' comic relief was a 

bit hard to take in 1974 and gets worse with each passing year, but Christopher Lee's Scaramanga is 

one of the more interesting Bond villains, not least because of his imagined empathy with his prey – 

he regards himself as Bond's moral and professional equal, the kind of pathological snobbery 

Fleming's books were full of but the films increasingly abandoned. 
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The Man Without A Face (1993) 
 

The story of a relationship between a teacher and his troubled 

pupil (14-year-old Nick Stahl). Justin McLeod (Mel Gibson) is a 

former teacher who lives as a recluse on the edge of town. His 

face is disfigured from an automobile accident and fire ten years 

before in which a boy was incinerated and for which he was 

convicted of involuntary manslaughter. He is also suspected of 

being a pedophile. He is befriended by Chuck, causing the town's 

suspicion and hostility to be ignited. McLeod inculcates in his 

protege a love of justice and freedom from prejudice which 

sustains him beyond the end of the film. 
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The Manhattan Project (1986) 
 

A teen (18-year-old Christopher Collet) and his girlfriend make an 

atomic bomb with plutonium stolen from a scientist dating his 

mother. Boy meets scientist. Boy breaks into lab. Boy steals 

plutonium. Boy builds nuclear device. Scientist becomes mildly 

alarmed. Boy enters bomb in Science Fair. For the rest of the saga, 

you just have to see it to believe it. This film is entertaining 

enough, in fact it is quite exciting. However, in a real-life scenario, 

the end result would not and could not have had such a clichéd 

"Hollywood ending", so in that respect it sort of resembles a 

"fractured fairytale". The storyline is credible enough with a bit of 

imagination stretching, the acting is tolerable, only the irony is 

laid on a bit too thick. I found the attitude of the principal 

character to be much too cynical, unrealistic and extremely 

condescending, even for the likes of some precocious, science-

savvy prodigy. Getting back to the entertainment value, the plot progresses expectedly only it 

thickens toward the direction of the surrealistic, though the basic concept is actually pretty 

frightening. However, the movie is watchable with its impressive cast; a young Cynthia Nixon, John 

Lithgow, Chris Collet et al. I have mixed feelings about this film, I did enjoy watching it, but when I 

began to rationalize it began to appear quite nonsensical. So, if you intend on watching it, simply 

keep your powers of logic and common sense subdued and it will remain an enjoyable experience. 
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The Matrix (1999) 
 

In the near future, a computer hacker named Neo (Keanu Reeves) 

discovers that all life on Earth may be nothing more than an 

elaborate facade created by a malevolent cyber-intelligence, for 

the purpose of placating us while our life essence is "farmed" to 

fuel the Matrix's campaign of domination in the "real" world. He 

joins like-minded Rebel warriors Morpheus (Laurence Fishburne) 

and Trinity (Carrie Ann Moss) in their struggle to overthrow the 

Matrix. Computer hacker Thomas Anderson has lived a relatively 

ordinary life--in what he thinks is the year 1999--until he is 

contacted by the enigmatic Morpheus who leads him into the real 

world. In reality, it is 200 years later, and the world has been laid 

waste and taken over by advanced artificial intelligence machines. 

The computers have created a false version of 20th-century life--

the "Matrix"--to keep the human slaves satisfied, while the AI 

machines draw power from the humans. Anderson, pursued constantly by "Agents" (computers who 

take on human form and infiltrate the Matrix), is hailed as "The One" who will lead the humans to 

overthrow the machines and reclaim the Earth. It's been a while since a movie has generated 

enough interest in me for me to watch it. "The Matrix" looked exciting enough in the trailers, so I 

decided to give it a look. What I found was an amazing movie, with some of the greatest special 

effects I've ever seen. The camera angles really work for the action sequences and the 

choreographed fight scenes made me yearn for more. Say what you want about Keanu Reeves' 

acting. He may not deliver the best dialogue, but his look can carry a film. He was a great choice for 

the role of Neo. Carrie Anne Moss was great as was the underrated Laurence Fishburne. I highly 

recommend this film for those who are a fan of visually stunning movies. It will blow away your 

senses. 
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The Meatrack (1970) 
 

The sordid life of a young bisexual man "forced" into male 

prostitution. Well, this is yet another one of those sexploitation 

films of the '60s & '70s. What sets this one slightly apart from the 

rest is that it centers around a bisexual street hustler. As you can 

probably guess, there isn't much in the way of a plot or character 

development. The hustler hooks up with some gay guys. He saves 

a young woman from being raped by an old man who was 

photographing her in the nude. In the strangest scene, the hustler 

is in a hotel room with the young woman he saved. All of a sudden 

a couple of drag queens burst in and force them at knifepoint to 

make a stag film right then and there. It all may sound kind of 

interesting in a bizarre way but I found it to be rather dull. 
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The Medicine Man (1930) 
 

Mamie and Buddy (11-year-old Billy Butts), the son and daughter 

of a cruel, abusive shopkeeper, are excited when Dr. Harvey's 

medicine show comes to town. But when they slip away at night 

to watch the show, their father finds out and punishes them 

severely. When the angry father then decides to force Mamie to 

marry against her will, she turns to Dr. Harvey for help. 

Meanwhile, two of the doctor's associates have been playing a 

confidence game, and have attracted the attention of the local 

sheriff. This is an odd curio of the early sound era in movie history, 

an attempt to mix melodrama and comedy that might have 

worked better on the stage than it does as a movie. Most of the 

interest in watching it now comes from Betty Bronson's 

sympathetic performance as the heroine, and from seeing Jack 

Benny in what seems to have been his first starring role in a 

feature-length movie. The story has Bronson and a younger brother as the children of a tyrannical 

and abusive shopkeeper. They meet up with a traveling medicine show led by Benny's character, 

who then becomes involved in their family problems, while at the same time trying to keep an eye 

on some of his shifty associates who have a knack for getting in trouble with the law. The setup has 

enough of interest to make for a good story, but it doesn't ever feel as if things come together. Some 

of the intended humor doesn't quite come off, and some of the behavior of the shopkeeper father is 

unsettling. He's a genuinely nasty character that you don't expect to see in movies of the era, and 

while the character serves to call attention to child abuse issues, it doesn't mesh with the parts of 

the movie that are supposed to be much lighter. It's hard for the comedy to work when the young 

heroine and her brother face such an unpleasant situation, and yet the lighter material also takes 

attention away from the seriousness of the issues involved. To some degree, this may just be a sign 

of its era, for in the early sound era it is not uncommon to see movies with awkward pacing and 

material that does not always fit together. Bronson is the bright spot of the movie, although this kind 

of scenario does not really allow her to use her talents to the best advantage. She makes her 

character engaging and believable, and this gives you a reason to maintain interest in the rest of the 

movie. It's interesting to watch Benny, especially in comparison with his better-known performances 

later in his career. Here, you can see signs of the talents that eventually would make him such a 

wonderful entertainer, and at the same time you can see that this kind of movie is not where his 

strength lies. 
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The Mighty (1998) 
 

This tells the story of a strong friendship between a young boy 

(16-year-old Kieran Culkin) with Morquio's syndrome and an older 

boy (21-year-old Elden Henson) who is always bullied because of 

his size. Adapted from the novel, Freak the Mighty, the film 

explores a building of trust and friendship. Kevin, an intelligent 

guy helps out Maxwell to improve his reading skills. In return, 

Kevin wants Maxwell to take him out places since he is not 

allowed out unauthorized. Being the social outcasts of the town, 

Kevin and Maxwell come to realize that they are similar to each 

other and accept that they are "freaks" and nothing will stop 

them. This is a story of two guys: Max looks like a slow-moving 

idiot and is almost illiterate and Kevin has a rare disease that 

physically deformed him. Kevin lives next door to Max and one 

day is assigned as a reading tutor to him. Together they travel to 

the land of knights and heroes in their books. This is the heart-

warming story of a unique friendship shared by two seventh grade boys, Kevin and Max. Kevin, 

afflicted with a rare physical disability that prevents him from living a normal childhood, is an 

extremely intelligent boy who lives in the world of his imagination. Max on the other hand, is an 

over-weight boy who suffers from a learning disability and has failed the seventh grade several 

times. Fate brings the boys together when Kevin is assigned to tutor Max in his reading skills; here 

their magical journey begins. These two boys, who appear on the surface to have nothing in 

common, find they share many painful realities of being outcasts, and of being abandoned by their 

fathers early in life. Kevin's enchanting world of knights and their quest for justice is brought into 

reality through his exciting journey with Max. Through their adventures, they find a friendship 

providing completeness of self and an unbreakable bond of love. "Sometimes seems like the whole 

world has just seen me on America's Most Wanted." (Max Kane). So says the imposing gentle giant 

Max (the excellent Elden Ratliff). He is a 13-year-old with a murdered mother and murdering jailbird 

father (James Gandolfini), who has twice failed 8th grade and lives with disgruntled grandparents 

Gram and Grim (the particularly morose Harry Dean Stanton and Gena Rowlands). It's a wonder he 

isn't Mad Max. However, he has a saviour. A minor miracle named Kevin Dillon (Kieran Culkin). 

Sounds cheesy, but The Mighty is anything but. Peter Chelson, director of the inventive and original 

Funny Bones, has lovingly superimposed Rodman Philbrick's successful children's book Freak The 

Mighty to the screen. The result is as moving as any kiddies film you've seen in the last ten years. 

Kevin is suffering from Morquio's syndrome, a progressively degenerative disease that makes him 

unable to walk without leg braces. However, the boy is a considerable intellectual giant trapped 

inside a small, fragile body. As luck would have it he is consigned to tutor Max in remedial reading. In 

the words of Bogart it's the start of a "beautiful friendship". Kevin introduces the big guy to 

Arthurian legend. "Every word is part of a picture. Every sentence is a picture. All you do, is let your 

imagination connect them together. If you have an imagination that is," he says. Inspired by the 

knights in the book, the boys invent a fantasy world in which honour is everything. Together, Max 

and Kevin set out to battle their foes, both real and imagined. Do not be put off by the presence of a 

Culkin or the mention of King Arthur. The Mighty is sincere, without being turgidly earnest, and 



genuinely uplifting. Sharon Stone equips herself well as the distraught mother of Kevin, but can't 

quite convince us that she doesn't ooze glamour. The "bad" kids also do not quite fit, resembling the 

troublesome urchins in Bugsy Malone rather than vicious Cincinnati hoodlums. However, these are 

minor quibbles, for ultimately The Mighty is several notches above the average children's film. 
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The Mighty Ducks (The Mighty Ducks Are The Champions) (1992) 
 

Gordon Bombay, a hotshot lawyer, is haunted by memories of his 

childhood, when, as the star player in his champion hockey team, 

he lost the winning goal in a shootout, thereby losing the game, 

and the approval of his coach. When the court orders him to 

coach a peewee hockey team, the worst in the league, Gordon is 

at first very reluctant. However, he eventually gains the respect of 

the kids and teaches them how to win, gaining a sponsor on the 

way and giving the team the name of The Ducks. In the finals, 

they face Gordon's old team, coached by Gordon's old coach, 

giving Gordon a chance to face old ghosts. Not a bad film. Being 

Disney you knew it would have to have a happy ending but it 

wasn't as overdone and fluffy as other Disney films. I actually 

enjoyed it. I found the acting to be marginal with the exception of 

14-year-old Joshua Jackson and Emilio Estevez but the plot wasn't 

half bad. The hockey scenes are entertaining and the ending albeit unbelievable left you with a semi 

warm feeling that almost made me wanna put down the remote and pick up a hockey stick. A rental 

for those who are in the mood for a cheery film. 
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The Million Dollar Duck (1971) 
 

Professor Dooley takes home a duck from his research laboratory 

as a pet for his son (10-year-old Lee Montgomery), but soon finds 

out that it lays golden eggs. To save it from being put to death, 

Professor Albert Dooley takes home a dumb duck from the 

research laboratory, which accidentally was exposed to X-rays. At 

home he discovers that it lays now golden eggs. Since he's broke 

all the time, his family welcomes this new source of income 

greatly, and tries to keep it secret. But their greedy neighbors 

become suspicious. While other Disney movies of this time period 

are great, I find "The Million Dollar Duck" to be of low quality, its 

storyline boring, and the acting mediocre. The professor's wife is 

the dumbest object to be found. She is simply too naive and too 

stupid to do much good to the film. Dean Jones certainly isn't 

memorable either. And quite frankly, I found the storyline to be 

quite boring, void of any excitment you might get over a million 

dollars. All in all, I'd put this movie on the back burner and stick with "The Shaggy DA" or "That Darn 

Cat". 
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The Miracle Kid (1941) 
 

Unknown to his clients, publicity man Al Bolger handles the 

accounts for both Madame Gloria and J. Hamilton Gibbs, who run 

rival body building institutes. When Gibbs sets out to select the 

annual Gibbs Physical Culture Girl, his physical training director 

and none-too-good professional boxer, Jimmy Conley, tips off his 

fiancée, Pat Hilton. Gibbs learns that she is the secretary of 

Madame Gloria, and awards her first prize as an example of the 

benefits of his club. Jimmy has promised Pat to give up the ring 

after his next fight, which unknown to him is fixed in his favor, and 

when his opponent claims he was hexed, sports writers dub him 

Kid Hex. Madame Gloria, to demonstrate her 'mind over matter' 

theory of body building by breaking up the romance of Jimmy and 

Pat is aided by Gibbs' niece Helen Gibbs who decides to move in 

on Jimmy for herself, and Bolger arranges to have Pat walk in on 

an innocent meeting of Jimmy and Helen. Jimmy then signs to continue to fight as Kid Hex, not 

realizing that all of his bouts are fixed in advance. Pat learns this and tells him his next fight with 

Killer Kane has been rigged for Kane to take a dive in the fourth but Jimmy does not believe her. She 

tells him to pretend to be hurt in that round and see if Kane carries him along. Pat then promises 

Rocco, Kane's manager, $2,500 if Kane loses the fight. Rocco takes the money but instructs Kane to 

lose as planned anyway. Jimmy fakes an injury and realizes Kane is carrying him as Pat said he would 

and, in a clinch, demands that Kane fight or he will report him to the fight commissioner. Kane 

knocks out Jimmy in short order. Jimmy, realizing he isn't a great fighter, retires and resumes his 

romance with Pat and takes a job as health director of a boy's club. A third-rate boxer who loses 

most of his fights suddenly finds himself knocking out almost every one of his opponents. His sleazy 

manager spreads the word that the fighter has "the evil eye" and casts a spell on the men he's 

fighting. A female reporter sets out to find the truth. Amusing boxing comedy that has a great deal 

going on and going for it. I'm not really sure how to explain everything that happens since there are 

numerous plots and sub-plots wandering through this. The easiest thing to say is that not very good 

boxer suddenly begins to win his fights. Unknown to him they have been fixed in order to build up 

his stature. Wandering through this are a health guru, an all seeing madame and a publicity man. 

The cast is first rate and they handle the comedy with great ease. I like that the story is nicely 

balanced with enough going on to keep you interested. I know in some of the poverty row comedies 

things can occasionally get one note, but that's not the case here. Forgive me for not saying more 

but its kind of hard to say more than this is a nice little film. 
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The Mission (1986) 
 

Sweeping and visually resplendent, The Mission is a powerful 

action epic about a man of the sword (Robert DeNiro) and a man 

of the cloth (Jeremy Irons) who unite to shield a South American 

Indian tribe from brutal subjugation by 18th-century colonial 

empires. Rarely does a film have all the elements in film making 

all come together so perfectly. I can honestly say that this is THE 

BEST film I have ever seen, and the most powerful film I have 

seen. I always said that some films are 'one' of the best, but I can 

truly say that this is THE Best film I have seen. The 

cinematography is excellent, excellent casts, and an awesome 

score. I kept the tape playing during the credits just to listen to 

the music. If you haven't seen this, you better see it, it is 

unforgettable and will remain with you forever. 
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The Mist (Stephen King's The Mist) (2007) 
 

Everyone thought of it as a harmless lightning storm. When Dave 

Drayton (Thomas Jane) notices a strange mist on the lake, he 

thinks nothing of it. When his son, Billy Drayton (8-year-old 

Nathan Gamble), his neighbor Brent Norton (Andre Braugher), and 

himself travel to the supermarket, the unthinkable happens. On 

their way to the market, they see the army, the firefighters, and 

the police, heading toward the mist. When he sees this Brent 

mentions something about "Project Arrowhead", a secret military 

plan that no one knows about. As they are shopping, they see 

three army men walk in, just to pick up a few things then head 

toward the mist. All eighty of the store's shoppers had no clue 

what was going on until an old man (Jeffery Demunn) runs in the 

market with a bloody nose and declares "Something in the mist!" 

He tells them to close the door. About five seconds after they do 

close the door, the entire store shakes, as though it was lifted feet above the ground. When David is 

asked to check on the generator, the loading dock door was being pushed by something outside. 

Then there was a groan heard by Dave. He asks three people to come with him. When Norm the 

bag-boy (Chris Owen) volunteers to go out, he is taken by a creature with large squid-like tentacles 

that have mouths, teeth, and arms of their own. When Dave and the other three fight it off, they 

alarm everyone in the store what is out there. After hearing this, Mrs. Carmody (Marcia Gay 

Wallace) exclaims that it is the end of times and that God is punishing them. People don't believe it 

until Mrs. Carmody has almost everyone in the store on her side. Does 'Project Arrowhead' have 

anything to do with this? Will Dave Drayton, his son, and his friends make it out alive as they make 

their last stand against this destruction? Or will they be taken by the demon-like creatures of 'The 

Mist'? After a violent storm attacks a town in Maine, an approaching cloud of mist appears the next 

morning. As the mist quickly envelops the area, a group of people get trapped in a local grocery 

store -among them, artist David Drayton and his 5-year-old son. The people soon discover that 

within the mist lives numerous species of horrific, unworldly creatures that entered through an 

inter-dimensional rift, which may or may not have been caused by a nearby military base. As the 

world around them manifests into a literal hell-on-earth, the horrified citizens try desperately to 

survive this apocalyptic disaster. I've been a member of IMDb for many years now and rarely do I 

take the time to comment on a film. In addition, I watch, on average, about 10-15 films a month, 

split among all genres including horror. Lately though, I've been very disenfranchised with most 

horror films especially with the proliferation of shock/gore/splatter/torture-porn films such as 

Hostel 2, The latest Saw film, Captivity, etc. Enter "The Mist" and I leave the theater saying to myself 

"this is why I go see movies". Frank Darabont should be the only one adapting Steven King novels 

and short stories...period. He brings a human balance that's missing in most horror films these days. 

You can have the most unbelievable, and maybe even the most ludicrous, situations and events, but 

if you make the characters believable and further peel the layers to expose fear, prejudices and 

vulnerability then you have the foundations towards making an effective film. I was absolutely 

gripped during the entire film, and that all-too-rare-these-days sense of dread permeates through 

almost every scene and left me emotionally exhausted at the end. And speaking of the ending, isn't 



that what almost everyone is talking about? I'm not going to give anything away, but in my opinion, I 

loved it. I can see why it can split into camps of "loved it"/"didn't like it" but for me it was a great 

conclusion to the entire storyline of the human condition. I wouldn't have changed a thing. 
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The Mists Of Avalon (2001) 
 

Based on the bestseller by Marion Zimmer Bradley It tells the 

story of the women behind King Arthur; including his mother, 

Igraine; his half-sister, Morgaine; his aunt Viviane, the Lady of the 

Lake; and his wife, Gwenwyfar. Wow!!! As they say, behind every 

great man is a great woman - or two or three. I first read the book 

about two years ago, and loved the re-telling of the Legend of 

King Arthur from the female point-of-view. However, due to its 

length, and detail, I doubted that it could be done on film. Boy, 

was I ever wrong! First, I must comment on the casting. I have 

always enjoyed Juliane Margulies in ER, and Angelica Huston in 

everything she has done, but they both eclipse their former work 

with the quality delivered here. There is a scene near the end of 

part one where they get into an argument, and the emotion is so 

RAW that I nearly called 911! Terrific! Next, major kudos to the 

set and design people. The costumes are well done and true to 

period (almost - it depends on whether you hold with Camelot 

being dated to the mid 400's AD or the 1400's AD). Next, the 

scene with Arthur & Morgaine at the Beltaine feast, where they are in costume and unaware of each 

other's identity, was very cleverly done. I liked the details on the wall of the chamber, and the 

markings on Juliana's face, arms, and legs. Nicely done. All together, this is a fairly faithful 

reproduction of the book, and a story worth taking the time to watch. With 9-year-old Freddie 

Highmore as young Arthur. 
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The Modern Adventures Of Tom Sawyer (1997) 
 

Tom Sawyer (14-year-old Phillip Van Dyke) and his side-kick Chuck 

(Adam Dior) try to earn tokens for a community recreation center. 

But you know Tom, he always has a trick or two up his sleeve. This 

film is an terrific kids movie. It's light, but lots of fun. My kids make 

me play all the time. And as an adult, I have no problem sitting 

through it repeatedly. In fact, I found it to be very heartwarming. 

It's worth it just to see Eric Estrada playing the part of Joe, (Engine 

Joe) in the original. If it had gone to theaters, I do believe that it 

might have become a kids favorite for generations. As for the 

setting, it does say, "Modern Adventures" in the title. The film 

wasn't trying to debate or relive the days of racism, and prejudice 

as the original did. It's meant to be cute, and TRULY for kids, which 

the original wasn't actually designed for, even tho it dealt with 

young adults. The original was never meant to be a GOONIES type 

movie. I also noticed the earlier comment about bad acting? It's 

exactly the opposite. Kids movies rarely have acting of this high 

caliber. The movie revives some familiar, old-time actors that are well noted for their comedic skills. 

And the films "kid leads," (since this films original release a few years back) have become fairly 

familiar faces in Hollywood. Even "notable" careers in fact. I would encourage you to view it for 

yourself tho, and you decide. 
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The Monster Of Highgate Ponds (1961) 
 

A group of children befriend a monster. Young David (Michael 

Wade) promises to guard a mysterious egg which his uncle brings 

back from Malaysia. But, when a baby monster hatches, mayhem 

ensues as David struggles to keep the unruly, but friendly, 

creature from falling into the clutches of two ruthless crooks. This 

enchanting tale features brilliant animated sequences by the 

legendary Halas and Batchelor, who also produced the film, and 

was directed by the celebrated Ealing director Alberto Cavalcanti. 
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The Monster Squad (1987) 
 

Dracula is alive. In fact, he plans to rule the world and that is why 

he seeks the help of other legendary monsters. However, a bunch 

of kids (14-year-old Andre Gower and 14-year-old Robby Kiger) 

regarded by their peers as losers uncover the devious plan and 

prepare for a counter strike. Young kids form a club that is 

devoted to monsters, but soon get more than they bargained for 

when Count Dracula adjourns to Earth, accompanied by 

Frankenstein's Monster, the Wolfman, the Mummy, and the 

Gillman. The uglies are in search of a powerful amulet that will 

grant them power to rule the world. Our heroes - the Monster 

Squad are the only ones daring to stand in their way. The Monster 

Squad is a terrific re-telling of the House of Frankenstein, set in 

the late 80s. A group of young boys unearth an evil secret within 

the diary of vampire hunter, Dr. Abraham Van Helsing (Dutch, not German, but forgivable). Dracula 

has returned, and has re-animated Frankenstein's monster, and brought along a innocent, but 

tortured werewolf, the frightening, Creature of the Black Lagoon-esque Gill-Man, and a 2000-year-

old Mummy. The SFX are spectacular, and the make-up and costuming are very well-made. This 

movie closely follows the the myths and folklore of popular monsters (only wooden stakes and garlic 

are effective on vampires; even dynamite cannot stop the silver-prone werewolf; etc.) The acting is 

somewhat lacking, but this is a kid's Saturday night drive-in type movie. Only Duncan Regehr 

(syndicated TV's Zorro) as the truly and unrelentingly evil Dracula is worth mentioning. However, 

Tom Noonan as the kindly and gentle Frankenstein's monster is a great departure from the 

malevolence of his counterparts. Highly recommended. 
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The Moon Stallion (1978) 
 

A young girl named Diana (17-year-old Sarah Sutton), her 

archeologist father and her brother (David Pullan) visit friends in 

Berkshire near the site of the ancient Celtic horse cut into a chalky 

hillside. Though Diana is blind, she has the "sight" which connects 

her to a mysterious white stallion, to an ancient legend of Arthur 

as a Celtic chieftain, and to danger from others who seek 

paranormal power. This series was shown in Australia several 

times during my childhood, and I became thoroughly obsessed 

with the idea of the lost but not really forgotten world of Bronze 

and Iron Age religion in the British Isles. The story begins with the 

arrival in the Berkshire Downs of a young blind girl, Diana (Sarah 

Sutton, best known as Nissa in Doctor Who), her brother and their 

father, an archaeologist who has come to study the ancient sites 

around Uffington. He is trying to find evidence to support an 

historical King Arthur, and has the patronage of a local gentleman, 

with whom they are to stay. The most impressive and enigmatic 

site in the area is the White Horse, a giant hill-figure carved in the chalk, in a style reminiscent of 

designs found on Celtic coins of the Roman era. This is said to represent Epona, the great Horse 

Goddess, whose festivals, including human sacrifice, took place on the Downs. Soon after their 

arrival, Diana, her brother and father, go out for a drive to see the countryside. Diana, though blind, 

has the gift of second sight, and is the first to sense a mysterious wild white stallion galloping across 

the hills. Is this, as some believe, the Moon Stallion, magical messenger of Epona, whom no-one can 

see on a full moon night without dying, or is it just an ordinary horse? Todman, the sinister Horse-

Warlock is determined to catch the stallion, and Diana, whose name allies her with the Moon 

Goddess, is called upon to stop him. Having ancestors who were shepherds in the Berkshire Downs, 

and having studied the history of the Uffington White Horse, its folklore and rituals (largely inspired 

by seeing this series as a child), this programme will always be a magical piece of nostalgia for me. 

The music is especially memorable, with driving rhythms and Celtic-style melodies. I can really 

recommend the Moon Stallion to anyone with an interest in ancient Britain, folklore, comparative 

religion, etc., or just anyone who enjoys a bit of spooky fantasy. This is a VHS rip, taken from the U.S. 

video release of the series. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1978) 
 

Episode 1: Diana Mortenhurze, a young blind girl, discovers she has a connection with an ancient 

white horse called The Moon Stallion. A Professor Purwell arrives to stay with Diana's father wanting 

to research King Arthur. 

Episode 2: Diana is still seeing the Moon Stallion, her father becomes convinced that the horse was 

behind the death of his wife. 



Episode 3: Sir George has plans to capture the Moon Stallion but Diana rides away on the horse. 

Episode 4: Diana has been taken by the horse to meet The Green King but Diana's father in an 

attempt to capture the horse is killed. 

Episode 5: Sir George's stablehand Todman plans revenge on Diana following the death of her 

father. 

Episode 6: Todman has begun mustering ancient and evil forces but Diana calls upon the help of The 

Green King to bring matters to a final head. 
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The Mosquito Coast (1986) 
 

An eccentric and dogmatic inventor sells his house and takes his 

family (16-year-old River Phoenix & 12-year-old Jadrien Steele) to 

Central America to build an ice factory in the middle of the jungle. 

Conflicts with his family, a local preacher and with nature are only 

small obstacles to his obsession. Based upon a Paul Theroux novel. 

Allie Fox has never been a man to do things by the book. An avid 

inventor, he is a troubled genuis given to intense moods and an 

incredible drive. Seemingly on a whim, he shifts his family to the 

jungles of Central America, telling his children that America "is 

gone". Determined to create a civilization better than the one he 

has abandoned, Fox's obsession and mania might pull his family 

through, or it might pull them apart. You can watch "The 

Mosquito Coast" and think of how cruelly the world tends to treat 

idealists. Or you can think how cruelly Hollywood tends to treat literature. It's true either way. 

Harrison Ford stars as an inventor named Allie Fox, who leads his wife and four young children into 

the wilds of Central America (Belize here, Honduras in the novel) to get away from Western 

civilization, where people eat too much of the wrong things, anesthetize themselves with cheap 

entertainment, and are lulled to sleep by the falsities of materialism and Christianity. Allie is better 

than that, of course, and so he plunges himself and his family into a jungle clearing beside a river. 

There they create a rustic utopia they can call their own, complete with a giant ice machine that 

works from internal combustion fueled by ammonia hydroxide. For a while they enjoy the simple 

life, complete with air conditioning and pedal-powered laundry machine. But paradise can be easier 

to attain than it is to maintain. Ford obviously wanted to sink his teeth into some deeper material 

after the success he had in so many popcorn classics. He was coming off his best performance, in 

"Witness," and took that film's director Peter Weir along for the river run. You have to give Ford 

credit for seeking such challenges at the apex of a profitable career, and he does a good job with the 

character in the script. But the script presents more of a star vehicle for Ford's ambitions than 

anything worth viewing on its own merits. It's funny that reviewers like Roger Ebert slammed this 

movie when it came out because Ford's character was unbearable. Allie Fox in the novel is 

unbearable, which is why the book is so good. He pushes and pushes his family and punishes them 

for their devotion. Even before making landfall in Central America, he goads his oldest son, Charlie, 

to climb a ship's mast and swing from the rigging. He rags on Charlie constantly, without reason, and 

is a thorough misanthrope, albeit often compelling as portrayed in the novel by Charlie's narration 

and author Paul Theroux. But Fox in the movie is not so unbearable. We see Fox and his son, played 

by River Phoenix, share laughs and backslaps. He hugs and jokes with his wife, "Mother," played by 

Helen Mirren. Fox in the book is a dark man who spews insults at people, or makes loaded 

comments and then excuses himself with a terse "Just kidding." Ford imbues him with a sense of 

humor, an air of reasonableness, and squares off with antagonists who are truly nasty rather than 

ambiguous targets of Fox's hostility. Ford maintains Fox's sense of idealistic contempt with Western 

civilization, and has fun with the many rants Fox throws up. A nice scene shows him going on about 

something as he starts a chainsaw, continuing to talk as the saw's roar drowns him out and not 

noticing. But a lot of the time Ford presents us with a beautiful dreamer, and the central idea of the 



story, that Fox is quite a dangerous man, is lost. The result is a picture that lacks something the novel 

has, a sense of depth that gives perspective to the suffering we witness. The story in the book is 

Charlie's discovery of his father's selfish, dangerous heart. In the movie, it's more like: Why do bad 

things happen to courageous idealists? After a while, you start to glaze over from it all, and 

"Mosquito Coast" becomes an ordeal without a point. 
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The Mudge Boy (2003) 
 

14-year-old misfit farm boy Duncan Midge (18-year-old Emile 

Hirsch) tries to cope with his mother's death. To do so, he mimics 

her behaviors, right down to wearing her fur coat to bed. This 

causes Duncan's father further grief, who doesn't understand his 

son's unusual mourning rituals. The film follows the story of 

Duncan, a 14-year-old misfit farm boy trying to fill the void and 

alleviate the numbness left by his mother's passing. Unable to let 

her go quite yet, Duncan mimics his dead mother. He talks in her 

voice at the dinner table and wears her fur coat to bed. Edgar, 

Duncan's distant 60-year-old father, doesn't understand the 

strange manifestations of his son's mourning. Why can't Duncan 

grieve like a normal person? Edgar becomes intent on laying 

down some new rules and turning his coddled son into someone 

who can take on the family farm. The Mudge Boy represents 

some of the finest cinema to come out of Sundance in 2003. The story moves at a leisurely pace but 

excels in character development and dialogue. Burke revels in his setting- a rural, emotional 

wasteland painted with eerily quiet, majestic landscapes which idly conflict with the title character's 

introversion and despair. Emile Hirsch affects a delicately nuanced, charismatic performance as the 

title character, struggling with the death of his beloved mother. Richard Jenkins demands every 

7speck of attention possible while he's on screen; it's a pure delight to watch this fine actor work. I 

usually don't pick out smaller performances, but Zachary Knighton as the chief bully's "sidekick," 

Travis, is superbly threatening and commands the screen, as well. His performance is staggeringly 

three-dimensional and defies every cliche of "teenage bully" portrayals ever committed to celluloid. 

There's a big future for this guy. Overall, this film deserves to be seen by anyone who appreciates 

uncliched, moving drama filled with wonderful performances. 
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The Mudlark (1950) 
 

In 1875 London, young Wheeler (11-year-old Andrew Ray), who 

lives by scavenging, finds a cameo of Queen Victoria which he 

thinks so beautiful he risks his life to save it. Possessed of a desire 

to see the Queen, he slips past the Beefeaters and wanders about 

Windsor Castle, just when a state dinner is in preparation. 

Meanwhile, prime minister Disraeli is struggling hard to persuade 

the Queen to end her long seclusion. "Mudlarks" are street 

children who subsist by scavenging on the banks of the River 

Thames. Little Wheeler, an orphan, discovers a medallion of 

Queen Victoria. An older friend explains that "she is the mother of 

all England," and Wheeler promptly sets out to meet her. But 

Victoria has shut herself away in her palace for the last thirteen 

years, in mourning for her dead husband. Wheeler's mis- 

adventures in the palace coincide with Disraeli's attempts to 

convince her to end her seclusion. Amazing performance by Irene Dunne. Quite an under-stated 

classic with some superb film-noir scenes shot on the river-bank. Mudlarks, scavengers for anything 

at all on the Thames' tidal mud-banks, were only one of the Victorian under-class of homeless, often 

orphan kids forced to scratch a living, some-how, or die without raising an eye-brow in the great 

metropolis. This film tells how one of these poor kids attempts to see "The Mother of the Country". 

Andrew Ray, who plays 'Wheeler' died in 2003. The rest of the cast can never quite out-act the 

young lad though Findlay Currie as the boozy, kind and understanding John Brown comes close. 
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The Mummy Returns (2001) 
 

Another legend. Another monster. Another quest for the world! 

The Scorpion King. A legendary warrior who sold his soul to Anubis 

was erased from record in the ancient kingdom. His existence was 

lost to the sands, preserved only in mythology. But there is truth 

to the myth. In the desert of Ahm Shere, in a golden pyramid, 

sleeps the Scorpion King. And he, or whomsoever may kill him, 

may command the demonic and undefeatable Army of Anubis! 

Ten years after the cursed high-priest Imhotep was resurrected 

and defeated by Rick O'Connell and Evelyn and Jonathon 

Carnahan, he is resurrected once again by a mysterious woman 

Meela armed with the knowledge of centuries! Together, Imhotep 

and Meela have one goal: Defeat the Scorpion King and use his 

army to destroy mankind! Meanwhile, Rick and his wife, Evelyn, 

are busy raising their son, Alex (10-year-old Freddie Boath). On the 

Egyptian New Year, Evie begins having dreams about ancient Egypt, which lead her straight to the 

Bracelet of Anubis. Meela's henchmem come for it, but Ardeth Bey appears as well. Ardeth explains 

the legend, the mythos, and the problem. Now it becomes a race against time to get to Ahm Shere. 

Will Rick defeat the Scorpion King and send the Army back to the underworld? Or will Imhotep do so 

and rule the world? Or worse... Is the Scorpion King so powerful that he cannot be defeated, and he 

himself will raise the Army for global victory? The story is set in 1933, approximately 9 years after 

the events of the first film. Rick O'Connell is now married to Evelyn and the couple has settled in 

London, where they are raising their 8-year-old son Alex. When a chain of events finds the corpse of 

Imhotep resurrected in the British Museum, the mummy Imhotep walks the earth once more, 

determined to fulfill his quest for immortality. But another force has also been set loose in the 

world... one born of the darkest rituals of ancient Egyptian mysticism, and even more powerful than 

Imhotep. When these two forces clash, the fate of the world will hang in the balance, sending the 

O'Connells on a desperate race to save the world from unspeakable evil, and rescue their son before 

it is too late. The Mummy Returns is maybe a step above the first one. The action is non-stop, and it 

does manage, for the most part, to rouse the audience, or at least me. The good guys are likable. 

Brendan Fraser is where he belongs. Rachel Weisz is beautiful. John Hannah amuses as Jonathan, 

and Freddie Boath manages not to annoy as Alex, the kid. He's pretty good as a smart-mouthed brat. 

The bad guys are, for the most part, fun to hate. Im-Ho-Tep is a good villain. Maybe he isn't given 

enough to do here, but he's still cool. Patricia Valazquez is a real stunner as his love interst, Anck-Su-

Namun. She's probably the best thing about the film. Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje was good as Lock 

Nah, the main henchman. Perhaps the weakest part of the film is the Rock as the Scorpion King. The 

narration during the film's prologue is not nearly as good as it would be if we were watching the 

story develop. The Scorpion King is basically a boring character. His computer-animated 

doppleganger at the film's climax is neat, but it would have been better if there were some feelings 

towards that character. People who know their action flicks will notice that the Mummy Returns 

steals about every action scene from every action movie made in the past 20 years, quoting movies 

like Aliens, Indiana Jones, Jurassic Park 2 (why? that movie was terrible), and especially Star Wars 

Episode I: The Phantom Menace, with which, if you remember, The Mummy I was competing with in 



the box office successfully in May of 1999. They don't try to hide any of it. They even make a jest at 

Spielberg with a shadow against the moon from ET and Amblin Entertainment. It's all in good fun. 

You shouldn't be too angry at the sloppy script. If you are going to be angry, the shoddy computer 

animation should be your target. Still, it's not bad. 
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The Music Lovers (Ken Russell's Film On Tchaikovsky And The Music 

Lovers) (The Lonely Heart) (1970) 
 

The compelling and bizarre story of Tchaikovsky's life and music. 

In Ken Russell's own words: "It's the story of the marriage 

between a homosexual and a nymphomaniac." I've always 

enjoyed watching this movie, so much because the music alone 

stands out for its exhilarating beauty. (Possible Spoilers!) Though 

not historically accurate, it captures the psychological emotions 

and passions, especially during the seven minute portion when 

the composer is playing the piano and imagining what the 

complete second movement of his Piano Concerto No. 1 in B flat 

minor, Op. 23 "visually" represents to himself, and what 

Antonina's amorous delusions would of wished it meant! In 

totality, the performance of this concerto and the visual 

interactions between Tchaikovsky, Sasha, Antonina, Madame von 

Meck, and the others in the concert hall are extremely intense 

concerning one of Russia's most famous composers. The director 

Ken Russell does an excellent job at directing his actors and actresses to portray the required 

emotional intensity, though somewhat comical over exaggerated script of the story based on the 

book, "Beloved Friend" The Story of Tchaikovsky and Nadejda von Meck. But, even so the excellent 

acting by the leading and supporting actors and actresses move this film into its "pathetique" or 

tragic climax. The acting by the wonderful actress Glenda Jackson is superb in her interpretation of 

the unbalanced Antonina Milyukova. Her performance is an effective counterbalance to Richard 

Chamberlain's extraordinarily complicated portrayal of Peter Tchaikovsky with all of his emotional 

energies concentrated on his musical compositions and his private personal torments controlling his 

"fate" of never having what society would deem a "normal" life! So much said that this excellent 

movie is a tribute to a composer genius, especially on the anniversary (6th November 1893) of the 

one-hundred-eleventh year of his unfortunate mysterious death by his own hands. 
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The Music Man (1962) 
 

Confidence man Harold Hill arrives at staid River City intending to 

cheat the community with his standard scam of offering to equip 

and train a boy's marching band, then skip town with the money 

since he has no music skill anyway. Things go awry when he falls 

for a librarian he tries to divert from exposing him while he 

inadvertently enriches the town with a love of music. Professor 

Harold Hill likes a challenge and when the other salesmen on the 

train west tell him that Iowa is the biggest test of all of sales 

ability, he gets off at River City. We know it's the 20th century 

there, only because of a reference in one of the songs to Gary, 

Indiana. Marian the librarian doesn't buy the professor's line but 

he convinces many of his other potential customers that the new 

pool table that has just been placed in the billiard parlor could 

mean "trouble in River City." How to keep the youngsters "moral after school?" Form a boys 

marching band. Classic of flag-waving, feel-good, musical comedic Americana, based on a hit 

Broadway show, with a refreshingly jaundiced subtext: Footloose con man sets out to fleece a 

repressed Midwestern community during the early days of the twentieth century, but instead learns 

a lesson in moral responsibility from the town's comely librarian. I first saw "The Music Man" on its 

first run in 1962. I just saw it again last night on cable. If anything, I enjoyed it more last night. I think 

that your belief in "fairy tales" such as this only grows with the passing of the years. Preston's 

performance is so near-perfect that the viewer starts to believe his line of corn-fed BS. The 

knowledge of what Ron Howard has become enhances the enjoyment of his fine work here. It's 

funny, magical and a musical treat to the ears!! 
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The Mystical Adventures Of Billy Owens (2008) 
 

Billy Owens (Dalton Mugridge is turning 11-years-old. Turns out 

this little rapscallion was born on the 11th day of the 11th month, 

at 11pm no less, so it ventures to reason he has some powers of 

the magical variety. Of course, he and his friends, a precocious 

know-it-all named Mandy, and his other pal, the not too bright 

Devon (Christopher Fazio), will all go on some kind of mystical 

adventure. You see Billy Owens lives in one of the oldest towns in 

the East Coast, Spirit River. Billy, on his 11th birthday, is about to 

discover an unusual item up for sale in a local second-hand shop, 

one that's likely going to save both himself and the entire town of 

Spirit River. Billy, in case you hadn't already figured it out from 

the opening paragraph, is going to discover that he's a boy wizard. 
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The Naked Civil Servant (1975) 
 

The life and times of Quentin Crisp, an outrageous and 

flamboyant homosexual, coming of age and growing into old age 

in conservative England. Long before it was fashionable to come 

out of the closet, Englishman Quentin Crisp did so. He was rather 

effeminate, also wearing make up which made him stand out 

even more. This is his fascinating story, marvelously portrayed by 

John Hurt. The Naked Civil Servant is a TV film based on famous 

gay wit Quentin Crisp's autobiography. John Hurt gives a 

characteristically committed, outstanding performance. His Crisp 

is both a bon vivant and a serious, determined man who, 

underneath his outrageously camp exterior, is anything but 

frivolous, flamboyantly using his wit and dress like weapons as a 

defence to the repressive, smug and specious attacks from the 

mainstream English establishment and society, which regards his 

sexuality as criminal and deviant. Hurt's Quentin Crisp is an unlikely crusader, made appealing not 

only by his inspiring moral force in facing prejudice, abuse and rejection with honesty, courage and 

an uproarious sense of humour, but by the fact that he never loses his belief in humanity, living his 

life undaunted and surrounded by friends who he treats with warmth and compassion. Jack Gold's 

direction is wonderfully theatrical and so suited to Crisp's eccentric world, and the dialogue is 

incandescent. Nevertheless, the film's narrative, as it ranges over Crisp's long life, is episodic and at 

times sketchy. Also unnecessarily, Quentin Crisp himself appears in a sort of preface at the beginning 

of the film. 
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The Nature Of Nicholas (2002) 
 

The Nature of Nicholas is a surreal fable that follows 12-year-old 

Nicholas (12-year-old Jeff Sutton) as he struggles with an intense 

attraction to his best friend, Bobby (13-year-old David Turnbull). 

Nicholas is obsessed with his friend Bobby. Bobby's feelings are 

less clear. At times he seems to share Nicholas's fascination, but 

then appears more interested in making inroads with the girls at 

school. All this leaves young Nicholas very confused. When 

images of Nicholas's absent father start to appear to him, the boy 

is understandably frightened. This curious figure gives Nicholas 

the impression he is pressing his young son closer to the girls in 

his life and away from Bobby. This only leads to increased anxiety 

and fear in Nicholas. Fearing that Bobby is drifting away from him, 

Nicholas takes a chance and kisses him. Bobby is taken aback and 

storms out. Because of his shame, Bobby undergoes a type of 

'splitting' where a decrepit, ghoulish version of him is separated from his healthy self. Nicholas is 

immediately drawn to this gruesome Bobby, and begins to secretly take care of the creature. 

However, Nicholas cannot keep the creature hidden forever and must eventually face his own 

feelings. Quite near to being the greatest work of art I've seen in the film medium. One of the users 

here complained about cardboard characters, which is absurd--would you complain that the 

characters in a ballet or a symphony are too simple? This film flows like only the greatest works of 

art do, and its characters serve as part of the complex texture and intent of the film as a whole, 

rather than being "creations in themselves" (this is a surreal and stylized film, and its also one of the 

few genuine mythic works that has been brought to the screen--the characters are exactly as they 

need to be to pull this off, and to pull of the thematic intent of the film). Each performance is also 

breathtaking in its ability to capture the awkwardness of the moment--an essential feature of reality 

that few movies achieve; this is particularly important to the period of adolescence that this film 

captures (and does so better than anything I've seen); the awkwardness of sexual awakening is a 

painful and mythic thing, and this film has insight to offer on the true nature of that time in our lives, 

a time that it is difficult to perceive or remember objectively (and certainly difficult to express--

nearly impossible I would say, if I hadn't seen this film with my own eyes!). This film is indeed a 

surreal and mythic expression of the "true nature" of that time. Some have focused on the 

homosexual element, but I think in the film it only served to highlight the transgressive sense of 

one's first sexual feelings (which is also expressed by the decay and monster metaphors that crop 

up), and on the idea that we are sexually connected to everyone, be it our best friends or mothers 

(which is something we eventually move beyond in order to grow up); this film was definitely not 

trying to make a 'point' out of the gay element--it was just there naturally, and as a part of the 

confused friendship of the two boys, both discovering and fearing their sexuality (whether it is a 

straight or gay sexuality--it is almost irrelevant). Regarding the sense of the awkward silence and the 

uncertain space between people who have trouble relating, the filmaker is clearly influenced by the 

rest of Canadian cinema (which has always had a particularly realistic sense of people interactions), 

and specifically by David Cronenberg (in more ways than one!)... and yet he has already transcended 

his influences to arrive at a completely new and higher style (despite the fact that this is his first 



film!). Cronenberg has never achieved anything quite so pure in intent or as mythic in story (some 

have called this a fable), or as "perfectly constructed" in structure and execution (in terms of the 

pacing of the acting, perfectly framed shots, and the sense that every tiny element of the film is 

chosen so to expresses the film's central ideas--it is a powerfully coherent work, in a way that most 

film is scattered and messy, usually without being aware of its own clumsiness). A final point about 

this awkward space between people--the film takes it to a stylized extreme that is a delight to watch 

(there is no doubt the film is one of the most stylized things I've seen--which is a GOOD thing, of 

course, and makes for fascinating performances--but in doing so it actually captures the emotional 

reality of what it depicts better than any "realistic" portrayal could have--in this way it is similar to a 

surprising television show called "Buffy the vampire slayer"). There is this incredible pacing in the 

awkward silences, dialogue withholding about as long as it possibly could, but then breaking the 

tension at the exact moment where it feels like it should; this is where the film flows like music, as all 

great films should--you can feel and almost see the tension flowing through the scenes; it made me 

smile through almost the entire movie, how well they captured the difficulting in reaching out to 

other people, to very degrees and for various reasons (the awkwardness that exists between the 

main character and the other characters has a different flavour in each case, and a different cause--

his awkwardness with his best friend is the most fascinating, of course, and the most human, since 

his best friend is the only person, other than his dead father, that could hope to understand him--

and yet he fears he may not be able to relate to his friend after all). A final point about the 

characters--the only character that needs to be truly fleshed out, in order for this work of art to 

capture what it intends to, is the young boy, for this is HIS world, and his mind that we enter (his 

mother and most other characters are of course frighteningly distant from what this young boy is 

going through, and are thus acted that way--the side performances are brilliantly formal, I might say, 

again thinking of the ballet or music analogy, to think of the perfection of choreography in the 

gestures and tones of voice, especially on the part of the mother). And the young boy is indeed 

fleshed out! I have never seen so sensitive and delicate a performance (or so sensitive a film as a 

whole, for that matter); this young actor easily replaces Haley Joel Osmand, in my books, as the best 

child actor who has ever been (though of course we must see if he can pull this off consistently). 

Much more can be said, but I must stop for now. But one final comment--this is the sort of film that 

creates a whole other universe of reality, completely consistent unto itself, right down to the 

impressive art design of the furniture, the colour schemes, the glowing cinematography. The place it 

takes you to is completely unique, and is quite far outside the look and feel of any style or genre we 

are familiar with; this is a new place, my friends--the world has found a rare new filmaker who does 

not simply re-arrange the old, or flash fancy tricks at us--this is filmaker with old world mastery 

combined with a completely fresh vision. Note: As a comparison, here are my other top 10 films of 

2002: Atanarjuat (a.k.a. "The Fast Runner"), Heaven (by Tykwer + Kieslowski), Full Frontal (Steven 

Soderbergh), Happy Times (Zhang Yimou), Thirteen Conversations About One Thing, Ararat, Road to 

Perdition, Human Nature, and 'possibly' The Hours. NONE of those films has the extreme sensitivity 

or "perfect" sense of flow that Nicholas achieves (which doesn't 'necessarily' make it better, but it's 

one of many reasons why it is at the top of my list). My list of the best works of 2001 included: Yi Yi 

("one and two"), In the Mood for Love, Waking Life, Memento, Mulholland Drive, The Man Who 

Wasn't There, and Amores Perros. "Nicholas" is on the same level as the best of these (when films 

get to that level, I don't like rating them against each other, so I'll restrict myself to saying that it's 

"on the same level"). 
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The Navigator: A Medieval Odyssey (1988) 
 

A young boy (Hamish McFarlane) in 14th century Cumbria (north 

of England) keeps getting visions he cannot explain. His village has 

so far been spared from the black death, but the villagers fear its 

imminent arrival. With the boy as their guide, a group set out to 

dig a hole to the other side of the world, so as to fulfil the visions 

and save the village. At the 'other side' is 20th century New 

Zealand! N.B. Flips from B+W to colour frequently. This film is 

almost unknown. None of the cast ever achieved fame, and 

Vincent Ward, while an able director, is not very prolific. 

However, I still cherish my memories of this movie. I saw it nearly 

11 years ago, and every detail, and all of the performances, are 

still fresh in my mind. It is a fantasy of extraordinary beauty, 

which does not use a single special effect, and which conveys the 

thoughts and beliefs of "mediaeval" peasants better than a dozen 

high-priced epics. 
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The NeverEnding Story I (Die Unendliche Geschichte) (1984) 
 

Pursued by bullies, dreamy 10-year-old Bastian (11-year-old 

Barret Oliver) flees into a used book store where a strange 

leather-bound volume attracts him. The owner warns him away 

from it, explaining that it is dangerous: once entering its world, 

the reader cannot escape. Bastian borrows the now irresistable 

book and hides in the school attic. He reads of a beautiful, 

doomed land named Fantasia, and a brave boy (13-year-old Noah 

Hathaway) desperately anointed by the princess to stop its 

mysterious ongoing destruction. Drawn into young Atreyu's quest 

as with no other book, Bastian discovers astonished that the 

Fantasians hear Bastian scream and see Bastian in mirrors. Where 

is Fantasia, and where is he? Can Atreyu save Fantasia, or is the 

princess really summoning Bastian himself? 
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The NeverEnding Story II: The Next Chapter (1990) 
 

Once again, Bastian (14-year-old Jonathan Brandis) is transported 

to the world of Fantasia which he recently managed to save from 

destruction. However, the land is now being destroyed by an evil 

sorceress, Xayide, so he must join up with Atreyu (16-year-old 

Kenny Morrison) and face the Emptiness once more. 
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The NeverEnding Story III: Escape From Fantasia (1994) 
 

While the first two movies were based on the novel by Michael 

Ende, this one is only based "on the characters." It transfers 

Fantasia into the "real" world. Bastian's (14-year-old Jason James 

Richter) dream to get a sibling becomes true when his father re-

marries, but soon he has trouble with his new step sister Nicole 

and with a gang of school bullies, the Nasties. Hiding in the school 

library, Bastian finds his favorite book of THE NEVERENDING 

STORY, where it is later found by Slip, the gang leader. The latter 

recognizes the power of the book and begins to form Fantasia 

after his bad intentions. When the chaos becomes worse the 

Child-like Empress requests Bastian to move back to the real 

world, get the book back and save Fantasia. Accidentally some 

Fantasia characters travel with him to reality, but get lost in 

different places. Meanwhile Slip and the other Nasties spread 

anarchy. Finally, Bastian gets support from Nicole, who begins to believe in the power of Fantasia. 

Together they are able to solve the situation and become friends. 
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The New Adventures Of Pinocchio (1999) 
 

Puppeteer Geppetto becomes a puppet himself after drinking an 

elixir that Pinocchio (13-year-old Gabriel Thomson) bought from a 

traveling carnival. In this version Martin Landau (Jeppeto) 

becomes a puppet when he accidentally drinks a magic potion. An 

English boy plays his son in the title role and gives a marvelous 

sensitive performance. Except for some poor special effects, this 

Pinochio is really fun, believable and a must see. Forget the 

previous versions. Jeppeto is captured by a traveling circus, and 

Pinochio with his friend spends his time trying to rescue him, and 

remove the evil spell. While attempting to rescue Jepetto, 

Pinochio is captured, falls under this spell and he becomes a 

wooden boy. This movie is really fun, hard to find. If you are in 

Europe I think you will be able to see it. With Ben Ridgeway as 

Lampwick. 
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The New Adventures Of Pippi Longstocking (1988) 
 

After her father's ship is carried off by a sudden storm, the spunky 

Pippi Longstocking (14-year-old Tami Erin) is stranded with her 

horse, Alfonso, and her pet monkey, Mr. Neilson, and takes up 

residence in the old family home, which is thought by 

neighborhood children to be haunted. Soon, two children, Tommy 

(David Seaman Jr.) and his sister Anika, venture into the house 

only to meet up with Pippi. The three soon become friends and 

get into various adventures together, including cleaning the floor 

with scrubbing shoes, dodging the "splunks", going down a 

waterfall in barrels, and helping Pippi with the problem of having 

to go to an orphanage. Older children will probably get the most 

out of this movie. This movies is great fun for kids considering 

some of the garbage that is on TV these days. The kids love Pippi's 

outlook on life and her dream in believing that you can do what 

you set your heart on. She is a girl who believes in herself and looks for the good in others. Kids 

could do worse. 
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The New Kids (Striking Back) (1985) 
 

Abby McWilliams (Loughlin) and her brother Loren (25-year-old 

Shannon Presby) are particularly normal teenagers. Their parents 

Mac (Atkins) and Mary Beth (DeBaer) are killed in an accident. It's 

decided that Abby and Loren live in Glenby, Florida with their Aunt 

Fay (Martin) and Uncle Charlie (Jones) who own a gas station and 

an amusement park. Loren and Abby don't have much trouble 

making friends at their new high school. Loren starts dating Karen 

(Price), the local sherriff's daughter while Abby starts dating Mark 

(Stoltz). Loren feels uncomfortable when he sees a blond-haired 

guy harassing Abby in the lunchroom. Mark tells Loren and Abby 

that the blond-haired guy is Eddie Dutra (Spader), a teenage drug 

addict who is the leader of a gang of redneck thugs. Loren helps 

Abby keep Dutra at a distance. Dutra's retaliations keep getting 

more vicious until Dutra forces a showdown at the amusement 

park by kidnapping Abby. Two teenagers go to live with their aunt 

and uncle in a rural southern town when their parents are killed. At their new school, the girl, Abby, 

soon gets harrased by a gang of redneck bullies, led by James Spader, who want her to date them, 

but won't take no for an answer. Her brother Loren comes to her defense, and soon there is a feud 

going on, which escalates to the point of a kill-or-be-killed showdown. This film is suspenseful and 

has interesting characters, and deserves recognition. 
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The Next Karate Kid (1994) 
 

During a commemoration for japanese soldiers fighting in the U.S. 

Army during World War II Mr. Miyagi meets the widow of his 

commanding officer. He gets to know her granddaugther Julie, an 

angry teenager. She is full of pain about the death of her parents 

during an accident and has lots of problems with her grandmother 

and her fellow pupils. So Mr. Miyagi decides to teach her Karate to 

bring her back on the right way. This is one of those harmless 

sequels that seems to draw unnecessary ire. This is a "rip-off" 

sequel, but the cast plays it well, and it's true to its formula. 

Michael Ironside is a fine villain. And Hillary Swank, who went on 

to win a Best Actress Oscar, shows sparkle and potential in the 

lead. There are many worse movies to rent to watch with your 

niece. 
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The Night Listener (2006) 
 

Gabriel Noone is a late night radio-host in a big city, specializing in 

spooky tales culled from his active imagination. When Gabriel's 

lover decides he needs some "space" and moves out, Gabriel 

descends into a funk until a publisher friend brings him a 

manuscript written by 14-year-old Pete Logand (17-year-old Rory 

Culkin), a troubled young fan. Pete's story touches the vulnerable 

Gabriel deeply. Pete was severely abused by his parents and is 

now under the care of his former social worker, Donna Logand, 

who has adopted him. Pete is very ill and he and Donna are 

keeping a low profile in a small town in Wisconsin to avoid 

discovery by Pete's mother. Gabriel develops an unsettling long-

distance telephone relationship with the boy and his guardian. 

Nothing is as it seems and the skepticism of friends causes Gabriel 

to become suspicious of Donna and her motives, so he tries to 

resolve the loose ends by traveling to Wisconsin to confront Donna and Pete. But this effort is largely 

unsuccessful and we are left wondering if Pete is real, if Donna is really blind or if Gabriel is the 

deranged soul of the story. When it comes to movies I can be pretty picky, and I'll complain about 

anything and everything that is done wrong. While every movie has its flaws, The Night Listener had 

an exceptionally low count. If you read the last review (it was hard, since half of it was written in 

caps and it contained no actual information about the movie), you may have been led to believe that 

this movie was not too well done. Unfortunately, if you read more than 3 lines into that same 

review, you discovered the poster's reason for disdain: he/she does not like the fact that the director 

is gay (or that the production team smokes crack...apparently). So, despite the fact that I have never 

written a review before, I thought this movie deserved one based on its merits, not the sexual 

orientation of its director. Let's go over a quick checklist first: 1. Great plot? Absolutely. I won't give a 

shred of it away, but the plot is highly compelling and definitely not what one would expect based 

on the commercials. This is a thriller, not a horror, and it should be approached as such. The story 

really will amaze you, even more so because it's true (and the plot did stay quite faithful to the 

actual events). 2. Wonderful Acting? Oh Yes. Robin Williams long ago broke free from the chains of 

the comedy type-cast, and he has since flourished in serious roles for which many people would 

have wrote him off just a decade ago. He once again achieves high form in his role in The Night 

Listener, playing a radio host who becomes increasingly troubled by and entangled in a case 

of...well, I'll let you see for yourself. 3. Excellent direction? Certainly. Now, unlike the other poster to 

which I referred, I actually know something about direction. I've been sutdying the art of direction at 

school now for 3 years. Of course I really don't think that makes a lick of difference (the only thing 

that matters is if YOU like the direction), but I thought I should simply establish once again that I'm 

basing my opinions here on something both substantial and relevant...for example: not the sexual 

orientation of the director (or the alleged drug habits of the production team, LOL). Patrick Stettner's 

direction was moody and dark, and he allowed the angles and lighting to help create those so-

sought-after feelings of "tension and release" rather than the messy, fast-paced camera-work and 

quick cuts we're so often subjected to today. Some people can truly show you a story through their 

camera, while other's feel as if they have to make the story with the camera. I really appreciate 



when someone these days has the courage to just use the camera as its supposed to be utilized, 

which is as an eyeball through which we all see. 4. Lighting, cinematography, and editing? Great all 

around. I've already wrote so much, and I could go on about these last three things for another ten 

paragraphs, so I'll just wrap it up. In short, go see this movie. Don't listen to people who have alterior 

motives for trashing it, especially if they're so stupid that they unknowingly reveal that motive 1/4 of 

the way through their post. 
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The Night They Saved Christmas (1984) 
 

An oil company is exploring two Arctic sites for oil. The needed 

blasting at the first site rocks Santa Claus' North Pole village. He 

realizes that any blasting at the second site will destroy his home. 

He enlists the aid of a woman and her children (13-year-old Scott 

Grimes & 10-year-old Laura Jacoby) to convince her husband (who 

works for the company) that the first site is where the oil they 

want is. Along the way, Santa explains all his secrets in delivering 

presents all around the world. I recorded this movie off Television 

many years ago. My entire family watches it each year (several 

times). My kids are now 17 and 19 and still watch this MUST SEE 

movie. We all still believe, after watching this movie how can you 

not believe. We have watched it so very many times our copy is 

now dragging and the sound is just awful. I would very much like 

to surprise my family by ordering a copy either VHS or DVD, 

because I am afraid my copy will soon be useless. If any one knows of where I could buy a copy of 

this movie, please let me know. Jaclyn Smith is my favorite actress of all times and she continues to 

show her talent in "The Night They Saved Christmas". 
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The No Sit List (Babysitters Beware) (2009) 
 

7-year-old Danny Parker (9-year-old Trenton Rogers) is a good kid 

who loves his parents. But they have to go out on business 

dinners all the time, leaving him stuck with a sitter. It's not so bad 

when it's his favourite babysitter, Janelle but he also gets stuck 

with sitters like Ms. Greene who won't let him have any fun. 

Danny just wants to spend more time with his Mom and Dad. 

Danny's best friend Marco tells him about "The No-Sit List"--the 

list of kids so bad that no babysitters will take them. When Danny 

gets lucky and drives off Ms. Greene, his dad finally takes time off 

to play baseball with him. Encouraged, Danny decides to be the 

worst kid ever--at least to sitters. After all, it's for his family. But 

to get on the list, good kid Danny is going have to learn to be bad. 

Danny and Marco see bully Snook (Luis Anthony) --the best worst 

kid they know-- for lessons in how to be bad. With Snook's help, 

Danny quickly drives off most of his sitters. Until he winds up with 

The Guard--a prison guard-turned babysitter who will sit for any kid no matter how bad. Can Danny 

drive him off? As Danny gets better at driving off his sitters, his bad behaviour starts affecting his 

family and friends too. When he finds himself in trouble and stuck with the one babysitter even 

worse than The Guard--and the last one he has to drive off. Will Danny go back to being a good kid, 

or will he make it onto THE NO-SIT LIST. 
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The Notorious Landlady (1962) 
 

When William Gridley arrives from the U.S. in London, he rents 

part of Carly Hardwicke's house from her and promptly begins to 

fall in love. Gridley doesn't know that many people think she 

killed her husband but his boss, the American ambassador, knows 

and doesn't take this "lapse of judgement" lightly. Since Carly is 

also American, Gridley saves his job by introducing her to the 

ambassador, who is promptly smitten and promises to help her. 

So when a Scotland Yard detective arrives, wanting to get to the 

truth one way or another, they say they'll help him. And then the 

comedic complications really begin. A Foggy Day In London Town. 

Jack Lemmon, rising young man in the United States State 

Department hasn't a clue when he rents a room from Kim Novak 

who turns out to be a fellow American in London. He also doesn't 

know she's The Notorious Landlady whose husband has gone 

missing and Scotland Yard thinks she did him in. Americans in the diplomatic corps are supposed to 

be scandal free, even more so back in 1962 so poor Lemmon doesn't know what he's walked into. 

But his supervisor Fred Astaire does and he wants him to leave. But Lionel Jeffries of Scotland Yard 

thinks he'd make one great unofficial undercover man. So in the spirit of the alliance that defeated 

Hitler, Astaire agrees. Later on after a hilarious barbecue scene nearly burns Novak's place down and 

gets the State Department unwanted publicity, Astaire wants to transfer Lemmon to Tierra Del 

Fuego, but Novak actually comes up and charms him into letting him stay. So much so that Astaire 

now wants to play Sherlock Holmes and solve the case himself or at least be Watson to Lemmon's 

Holmes. Jack and Kim make a lovely couple in danger, 25 years earlier I could have seen Cary Grant 

and Carole Lombard in their parts. But when you set out to make a stylish comedy, casting Fred 

Astaire is always a stroke of genius. Director Richard Quine even had the good sense to acquire 

Astaire's classic, A Foggy Day from the defunct RKO studio where he introduced it in Damsel In 

Distress to use as background music. It's used to great effect on one of those foggy London nights 

where both of them are trailing Novak. In the last half hour their sleuthing pays off and a rather 

intricate mystery is solved. Lionel Jeffries makes a dogged and determined Inspector Lestrade like 

Scotland Yard man, who if truth be told is one of the sleazier members of that organization ever 

portrayed on screen. The joint creative hands who wrote The Notorious Landlady were Blake 

Edwards and Larry Gelbart. Can't do better than that for style and wit. 
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The Odyssey (1992-4) 
 

Following an accident, young Jay Ziegler (11-year-old Illya 

Woloshyn) falls into a coma. While his family and friends must 

continue their lives in the Real World, Jay finds himself in the 

magical Downworld on a quest to return home. Everyone always 

has an imaginary fantasy world that they can escape to, it always 

gives us a sense of control and freedom because we can make the 

rules and do whatever we want, but the strangest thing about it is 

that even though it not really there is sometimes more truth 

which lies within that world than reality itself. In this show Jay's 

fantasy world is literally a reality. The show is about a boy named 

Jay who one day while climbing a tree house falls down and hits 

his head which lands him in a coma. This of course transports him 

to a fantasy world called Downworld where everything is just 

completely strange and there are no adults around. Unfortunately 

it's a world that is dominated by a tyrannical authority lead by Finger (Mark Hildreth). Jay in this 

world is accused of a crime of vandalizing a poster which is the picture of his father the former 

leader of Downworld (although it really wasn't vandalism) and possessing a book, but of course Jay 

escapes from their hold and with the help of Flash (Tony Sampson) Jay's friend and bodyguard and 

Alpha (Ashley Moore) a traveling scholar all go on a long and dangerous quest to find Jay's father, a 

way back to Upworld (the real world), but also to free downworld of it's tyrannical rule. I wouldn't 

just say this show is solely just a show, but it's also an experience. One of the strengths about the 

show are it challenges our perceptions, like with the film "Jacob's Ladder" or even the old sci-fi show 

"The Prisoneer" (which was much similar to this show) we never automatically assume that 

"Downworld" is a fantasy world all happening in his head. The show is slightly formated like the film 

"Brazil" where everything happening in both Downworld and Upworld for some reason are 

symbiotically connected. It collates with the physics principle "every action there is a reaction", 

strangely whatever happens in Downworld happens in Upworld or other way around. Downworld 

itself is fascinating place almost similar to that small fascinating strange world that youths built in 

"Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome". The whole place is literally like being in another world, there is 

no real sense of time everything the kids wear seems like a mix of modern time clothing or fashions 

that are from time long gone. Customs and technology are intermix in eras. There is magic but also 

logic and science. It's all something you have to see to believe. But it's also a dark world as we see 

how tight the grip this tyrannical authority holds, for example we discover that books are forbidden 

in downworld which explains the illiteracy and intellectual bankruptcy problem as well as one 

chilling scene when Alpha's library is burned down, almost reminiscent of the book burning party 

that the Nazi's held. But most of all this show is filled with both good believable characters as well as 

metaphoric underlying meanings which deal with moral allegory on the importance of taking control 

of ones life and importance of free will. Another on a philosophical area about coming of age and 

identity. We discover and even Jay discovers that it's not really his father he's looking for it's himself 

and what he will become in the future. But most of all when you look at the whole show it becomes 

or actually is by it's very nature sort of a Frudian coming of age love story for both Jay and the 

vengeful but warm and beautiful mage Medea (Andrea Nemeth). The conflicting interplay between 



the two is sort of like that hate to love dynamic which is played out on the surface or at first seems 

like your typical good and evil interlock but in reality it metaphor on dating in a strange way. Both 

express anger toward one another but sometimes from the tone in the voice or even how they look 

at one another they in the heat of things look like they want to kiss one another (at times we see 

they come really physically close to each other while in conversation). There is even some Frudian 

symbolism from a scene in one episode where Medea tempts Jay to live in a house with her located 

in desert of complete darkness or even when both go into a mirror maze and discover the truth 

about both themselves and each other. I have so much more to say about this show but there is no 

room. Although I will say the only shame about this show is Jay's quest never really finished. 

Everyone of us who have experienced The Odyssey still wonder more about Jay's Odyssey but also 

are own. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1992) 
 

Episode 01: The Fall; When 11-year-old Jay Ziegler falls from a treefort after being pursued by bullies 

who wanted his father's precious telescope, he ends up in a coma - in the real world (known as the 

Upworld). In the Upworld, Jay's mother Val, his best friend Donna and the bully Keith all try to cope 

with their reality. In the Downworld (Jay's mind), Jay finds himself in a world entirely populated by 

children, where he meets up Alpha and Flash (the Downworld counterparts of Donna and Keith) and 

the trio embark on a mysterious mission involving a telescope, the land's mysterious leader Brad, 

and a connection to Jay's father. 

Episode 02: No Fair; In the Upworld, Jay's coma worsens and he's taken to intensive care, causing Val 

to be faced with the prospect that her son may never recover. Meanwhile in the Downworld, Jay 

believes that his connection to home lies in the Tower, so he sets out with his companions to find it. 

Episode 03: Out of the Woods; In the Upworld, Jay's condition becomes more stabile and his 

classmates make him get-well-soon cards. Meanwhile, in the Downworld, as Jay and Alpha prepare 

for re-education at the mission, Flash recruits some tower-resistance fighters to help rescue the pair. 

Episode 04: By the Book; In the Upworld, Val moves Jay to an experimental private care facility called 

Driftwood, where she meets Dr. Max Oswald who has developed some experimental treatments. 

Meanwhile in the Downworld, the trio make their way to the library club where they can get a map 

to the tower. 

Episode 05: Checkpoint Eagle; In the Upworld, when Jay's paternal grandmother isn't up to the task 

of helping Val with Jay's physiotherapy, Val allows Donna to help in Jay's recovery. Meanwhile in the 

Downworld, Jay, Alpha and Flash find the first of three checkpoints but have to find the keyholders 

to get through them. 

Episode 06: The Believers; In the Upworld, when Val is laid off work due to her spending so much 

time with comatose Jay, she decides to visit her mother in the country at the family farm. At 

Driftwood, Donna and Keith continue to help by reading King Arthur stories to Jay. Meanwhile in the 

Downworld, the trio reach a cornfield where Flash meets Lobelia & Yudo and learn of Yudo's belief 

of "Big People". 



Episode 07: A Place Called Nowhere; In the Downworld, when a mysterious girl named Medea 

prophecizes that Jay will be the destroyer of their world, she attempts to get rid of him for good. 

Meanwhile in the Upworld, Donna takes Bentley to visit Jay at Driftwood. 

Episode 08: Wanted; In the Downworld, when the trio meet up with two freedom fighters, Flash is 

enlisted into their fight and Jay & Alpha discover their secret ammunitions tent full of explosives. In 

the Upworld, as part of Jay's therapy, Max suggests they return Jay to the place of the accident. 

Episode 09: Galileo & the Gypsies; In the Downworld, Jay and Flash break the telescope, which 

causes the entire Downworld to be in complete darkness. Meanwhile in the Upworld, when visiting 

Jay, Keith accidentally breaks the telescope and is forced to repair it before anyone finds out. 

Episode 10: In the Dark; In the Upworld, Max attempts a new technique that immerses Jay into 

water to isolate his senses. Meanwhile in the Downworld, as he continues to search for Jay, Finger 

leads his troops to an underground cavern where kid-scientist Fractal is experimenting on a crystal 

with unknown powers, that causes those who touch it to turn into a zombie. 

Episode 11: The Brad Exchange; In the Downworld, while in search of the third Checkpoint Jay & his 

friends visit the Brad Exchange, where Brad's supposed belongings are traded. In the Upworld, Max 

experiments with some of Jay's possessions to see if he responds, and oddly, he responds only to 

items that used to belong to his father. 

Episode 12: Welcome to the Tower; In the Downworld, once inside the tower the trio find that Brad 

is no longer in power, but instead Macro is running the whole show. In the Upworld, Donna sees 

images in a mirror that resemble Alpha, Flash and Jay in the other world. 

Episode 13: The One Called Brad; In the Downworld, Jay finally meets Brad but is shocked to discover 

he's a 15-year-old boy - not his grown father. 
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Series 2 (13 Episodes) (1993) 
 

Episode 01: Lands End; In the Downworld, a downhearted Jay spends time in the "bus-cafe" but is 

soon reunited with Flash and Alpha, as they find themselves on the run again, and find themselves 

near the lighthouse. 

Episode 02: To the Lighthouse; In the Downworld, en route to the Lighthouse, Jay and friends are 

captured by pirates and Flash disappears. In the Upworld Val is forced to go to a lawyer to have Brad 

declared legally dead, in order to pay for Jay's treatment. 

Episode 03: Some Place Like Home; In the Upworld, Donna and Keith prepare a birthday party for 

Jay's deceased father, in order to get a reaction from Jay. In the Downworld, Jay and Medea travel 

into the Lighthouse to rescue Flash. 



Episode 04: Whispers Like Thunder; In the Upworld, Jay wakes up which delights his mother, but it's 

only short-lived. In the Downworld, they're struck by earthquakes until Jay returns in time to find the 

Brad is turning 16 and leaving this world. 

Episode 05: The Hall of Darkness; In the Upworld, Val tells Donna she should spend less time with Jay 

and more time in the real world. In the Downworld, Yudo leads Jay to a school where the records of 

every person are kept in order to get more info about Jay's father. 

Episode 06: The Prophecy; In the Upworld, when Keith and Donna research the death of Jay's father, 

they learn that reports claimed he drowned but he was really a champion swimmer. In the 

Downworld, Yudo tries to use Jay to bring the "Big People" by putting Jay into a coffin with a window 

of crystal. 

Episode 07: The Greatest Show on Earth; In the Downworld, Jay and Flash find themselves in a circus 

show, run by Baz, a girl who claims to receive orders from "the man". 

Episode 08: But Where Is Here?; In the Upworld, Keith puts up a poster in Jay's room of actress, 

Sierra Jones, which awakens Jay once again. In the Downworld, when Jay and Flash become lost in a 

maze of mirrors, Flash must face his inner demons while Jay must choose between both worlds. 

Episode 09: The Big Picture; In the Upworld, Val protests at the drugs used to sedate Jay as she 

learns that she must take the insurance company to court over Brad's policy. Meanwhile, in the 

Downworld, Fractal uses a new device to help Jay forget about Brad, but instead it causes a 

flashback to the day his father drowned. 

Episode 10: Tick Tock; In the Upworld, Val takes the insurance company to court and must testify 

that she believes Brad is dead. Meanwhile, in the Downworld when Jay meets the pirates again, they 

convince him to go inside a giant clock that transports him to a middle-world where his father is 

alive. 

Episode 11: Run for Your Life; In the Downworld, Macro sends Finger and his monitors after Jay by 

turning it into a game show called "Run for Your Life". 

Episode 12: Who Do You Believe?; In the Downworld, while tracking Brad, Medea, Alpha, Jay & Flash 

go through the wall to the "adult" side and they are pursued by Iceface, who makes sure that adults 

stay on their side of the wall. Meanwhile, in the Upworld, Sierra organizes a benefit for Driftwood, 

and Arthur asks Val to attend as his date. 

Episode 13: You Decide; In the Upworld, Jay is finally awake and is shocked to find someone in his 

room that shouldn't be there - his father. Meanwhile, in the Downworld, Jay's not there and yet the 

earthquakes have stopped. 
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Series 3 (13 Episodes) (1994) 
 

Episode 01: No Way Out; In the Upworld, Jay has finally come out of his coma, and is attempting to 

re-adjust to living a normal life, but his mom insists on counseling. Meanwhile, in the Downworld, 

Finger is the new leader and he puts Jay and Flash in a fight for survival. 

Episode 02: Dart to the Heart; In the Upworld, Jay meets Nikki, with whom he shares his experiences 

in the coma, but is shocked to discover they see the same therapist. Meanwhile, in the Downworld, 

Finger hires an assasin to kill Jay. 

Episode 03: Learning Curve; In the Upworld, Jay isn't doing well in school and considers dropping 

out. Meanwhile, in the Downworld, Fractal invents a helmet that allows kids to through the wall to 

the adult side, causing Jay & Flash to compete for the chance to test it. 

Episode 04: Night Life; In the Upworld, Jay goes to his first party and tries to get Sierra's attention, 

while Donna tries to make new friends. Meanwhile in the Downworld, Jay fears Alpha may be caught 

up in a club of blood-sucking vampires. 

Episode 05: Cry Justice; In the Upworld, when Val starts dating a new man, Steve, Jay decides he 

doesn't like the man. Meanwhile, in the Downworld, Macro orders that all copies of "The Fax", a 

newsletter Alpha produces be stopped and the Bladers circulating them be eliminated. 

Episode 06: King for a Day; In the Upworld, Jay, Keith and Donna become caught up in a group of 

teenagers who are harassing a shopkeeper. Meanwhile, in the Downworld: Jay, carrying a strange 

globe, is proclaimed the "Pathfinder", by a group of kids in search of their homeland. 

Episode 07: The Cauldron; In the Upworld, Jay asks Sierra on a date, much to the annoyance of her 

boyfriend, Mick. Meanwhile, in the Downworld, Alpha, Jay and Flash make Tower Passes for other 

kids, Finger charges Medea with being a witch when she refuses to take an oath of loyalty. 

Episode 08: Styx and Stones; In the Upworld, Jay desperately wants to impress Sierra on their date, 

but much to his chagrin he has very little money. Meanwhile, in the Downworld, Medea is forced to 

make predictions but every one is directed at Finger, and Jay & Flash plan to help Medea escape. 

Episode 09: Tug of War; In the Upworld, when Jay feels isolated at home he makes plans to run away 

and Steve promises Jay that he will search for Brad, despite Jay's claim that he doesn't want to be 

found. Meanwhile, in the Downworld, Fractal's new invention erases all Alpha's work and kills one of 

her assistants. 

Episode 10: Tangled Web; In the Upworld, Jay continues to see Sierra, despite warnings from Keith 

and Donna. Meanwhile, in the Downworld, Finger plans to stop the revolution by turning Jay's army 

against each other. 

Episode 11: No Holds Barred; In the Upworld, Jay finally comes face-to-face with his father, Brad and 

learns the truth. Meanwhile in the Downworld, Jay prepares to take control of the tower, but Finger 

despersately tries to stop him. 



Episode 12: The Plague; In the Upworld, Jay meets with his father, and tries to persuade him to 

come home. Meanwhile, in the Downworld, as the election campaign begins, Finger develops a 

plague which freezes the kids into being unable to vote. 

Episode 13: Time Bomb; In the Upworld, Jay prepares to tell his mother the truth about her husband. 

Meanwhile, in the Downworld, angry over the takeover of the Tower, Finger plants a bomb that will 

destroy the Downworld forever. 
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The Omen (2006) 
 

A remake of the 1976 horror classic The Omen (1976), an 

American official realizes that his young son (8-year-old Seamus 

Davey-Fitzpatrick) may literally be the devil incarnate. I saw a 

sneak preview of The Omen tonight. At first, I couldn't tell if it was 

going to be a spoof of the original or if it was going to be a serious 

remake. Audience members were laughing at parts which were 

supposed to be serious. And then...the entire audience jumped. 

And a little while later jumped again. By the end of the movie, the 

audience was cheering and totally wrapped up in the movie. The 

director did a great job of pulling us in. Does everyone already 

know the basic plot? If not, I think it's best if I don't say anything 

about the plot, so I don't give away anything. Mia Farrow was 

great in her role as Damien's nanny. Julia Stiles was the one who 

was unintentionally funny at the beginning of the movie, or maybe it was intentional, because she 

ended up pulling off the role quite well. But the movie belonged to Liev Schreiber. He wisely did not 

try to do the same as Gregory Peck, and was excellent in the role. It's worth seeing. Be forewarned - 

the movie is much more graphic than the original, so don't take the kids. 
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The Only Boy For Me (2006) 
 

Single Mum Annie (played by the lovely Helen Baxendale from 

Cold Feet) has a big decision to make when her lover Mack, 

handsome Patrick Baladi who sometimes has a slightly self-

satisfied air about him, lands a plum job in New York and wants 

Annie and son Charlie (Karl Rogers) to join him. Unfortunately this 

is all played out so predictably with by-the-numbers plotting of 

the Boy Meets Girl etc., etc., variety, one-dimensional supporting 

characters, and a bit of Little England thrown in. And the attempts 

at humour all fall flat. The main problem for me was that angel-

faced Charlie is a selfish, manipulative, lying little toad. And those 

are his good points! Maybe the message is that children need two 

parents in order to grow up human. I'm not sure but we certainly 

are told that smoking is a good thing if you are stressed! There are 

the usual Hallmark bedroom scenes where Mack proudly displays 

an unfeasibly hairy chest while Annie meticulously covers up. Sorry, Helen, can't recommend this 

one. 
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The Other (1972) 
 

In the summer of 1935, 9-year-old twins Niles and Holland Perry 

(11-year-olds Chris & Martin Udvarnoky) live with their family on 

a Connecticut farm. Their loving grandmother Ada has taught 

them something called "the game." A number of accidents begin 

happening, and it seems to Niles that Holland is responsible. It is 

Ada who begins to see the truth, and she is the only one who can 

stop this macabre game of murder. As someone has already 

mentioned, this is the kind of film no one talks about but never 

forgets. A VERY creepy tale of two twins--one good, the other evil-

-and what happens one summer. The setting is beautiful (1920s 

Midwest), the acting is superb (especially those creepy twins) and 

there is a real shocking twist halfway through. Also there are a 

few death scenes in the movie all done with no blood or gore, but 

they're among the scariest I've ever seen. I'll NEVER forget the 

shot of someone falling down a well or the father falling down a ladder and landing headfirst on a 

cement floor. It also ends on a very ambiguous note--the book is clearer. This is not a horror film 

that leaps out at you--the scares in it are quiet ones. An unique and excellent psychological horror 

film--DO NOT MISS IT! 
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The Pacifier (2005) 
 

Disgraced Navy SEAL Shane Wolfe is handed a new assignment: 

Protect the five Plummer kids (17-year-old Max Thieriot, Kegan & 

Logan Hoover) from enemies of their recently deceased father -- a 

government scientist whose top-secret experiment remains in the 

kids' house. The film is the story of an undercover agent who, 

after failing to protect an important government scientist, learns 

the man's family is in danger. In an effort to redeem himself, he 

agrees to take care of the man's children only to discover that 

child care is his toughest mission yet. I was fortunate to win 

tickets to a preview of this movie from a local radio station, for 

myself and my three daughters (9, 11 and 14). I did not expect to 

enjoy this movie, and was simply glad to be there for their sake. It 

was very entertaining and Vin Diesel did a great job, especially 

considering it was a comedy. Often when an action star attempts 

comedy it fails miserably. I rate this movie 8 out of 10 stars, and my daughters all loved it as well. We 

talked and laughed about it all the way home. I am certain that a few of the catch phrases will be 

with us for a while. This movie was a blast. Disney did a great job with this one. 
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The Painted Hills (1951) 
 

A Lassie movie. After years of prospecting, Jonathan finally strikes 

gold. He returns to town only to discover that his partner has since 

died and left Tommy (15-year-old Gary Gray) fatherless. He 

decides to leave Shep (played by Lassie) with Tommy to cheer him 

up. Meanwhile, Jonathan's new partner, Lin, isn't interested in 

sharing the gold, and lures Jonathan to his death. Lassie 

immediately deduces what's happened, so Lin poisons Lassie. 

Lassie barely pulls through and pursues Lin to a climactic 

confrontation where, due to an off-screen accident with some 

liquid nitrogen, Lin's gun jams. A Lassie movie which should have 

been "put to sleep"... FOREVER. That's how I'd describe this 

painfully dreary time-waster of a film. So mediocre in every aspect 

that it just becomes a dull, uninteresting mess, this is one of the 

most forgettable movies I've seen. It isn't even an achievement as 

a "so-bad-it's-good" or "so-bad-it's-memorable" movie. The idea of Lassie turning bad is intriguing 

but so little actually happens, and so slowly, that you feel your life slipping away while sitting there, 

watching the non-actors read their lines off cue cards waiting for their measly paychecks. It's an 

empty, hollow shell of a movie. Seriously, it's not worth wasting your, or your kid's time on. Unless 

you're both heavily medicated. That's all I have to say. Avoid, avoid, avoid! It will drive you barking 

mad! Hahahah, get it? BARKING! Hahahahahahaha! Sorry, I've had a rough week. 
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The Parent Trap (1998) 
 

Identical twins Hallie and Annie were separated at birth when 

their parents divorced. After the two meet at summer camp, they 

begin plotting to reunite their estranged parents. Hallie Parker 

and Annie James. They look exactly alike and are sisters. It would 

be awesome for you to be a twin, but what is it like being a twin 

without even knowing it? That's what it's like for these girls. Hallie 

is a cool, laid-back gal from California. Annie James is a proper 

rose from London. Annie has never met her father, and Hallie has 

never met her mother. When they get thrown into the Isolation 

Cabin, they uncover the mystery behind the ripped picture. They 

realize that they are twin sisters separated at birth by their 

divorced parents, and they decide to switch places to meet the 

parent that they've never met. They also decide to get them back 

together. But then something awful happens that will wreck 

everything: their father is engaged to a beautiful, selfish witch who's only after their dad's money. 

Summer camp in Maine, U.S.A. Two young redheads, Hallie and Annie, coincidentally meet and 

discover that they look pretty (and) similar. Soon, their common history opens up when they are 

banned into the isolation cabin for unsocial behaviour. Being twin sisters, their parents separated 

them at birth and divorced also. So, Annie grew up in London, England, living with her mother 

Elizabeth, who is a wedding gown designer. Hallie lived with her father Nick, a vineyard-owner, in 

Napa Valley, California. Both sisters decide to switch sides, as Annie never had a father and Hallie 

never had a mother. All works well, until Nick decides to marry Meredith, a creepy but beautiful 

woman who is only after his money. Now, the girls decide to let the parents meet. Let the games 

begin. What if you spent your whole life wishing for something you didn't know you already had? 

Hallie Parker and Annie James are about to find out. Hallie is a cool girl from California. Annie is a fair 

rose from London. When the two accidentally meet at summer camp, they think they have nothing 

in common except...they're identical twins! Now they're up to their freckles in schemes and dreams 

to switch places, get their parents back together and have the family they've always wished for! 

There is only one movie in history that I can name that my wife, my mother and my 6-year-old 

daughter enjoyed equally. This is it. This is an astonishly effective and pleasant remake of a very 

good film. It's light, romantic, touching and downright funny. You cannot pour enough accolades on 

young Lindsay Lohan, who effortlessly plays both twins, and, if you listen closely, juggles four 

accents. (She changes her Brit accent when she plays her own American alter-ego pretending to be 

herself in England - if you saw the film, you know what I mean). Natasha Richardson and Dennis 

Quaid with that big, goofy, infectious smile, give the film its romance and maturity, without stepping 

on the fun-filled kid's plot. This is simple, easy-to-watch family entertainment. There is also a great 

editing and effects element. You never once notice a split screen or cheap over-the-shoulder shot 

when both of Lohan's characters are on-screen - its really quite astounding how seamless it is. My 

daughter, after seeing this in the theater, quickly proclaimed this her favourite movie ever. We own 

the video, and I have watched it with her at least a dozen times without growing tired. A perfect 

rental after a bad day, or when you want to have a family movie night. 
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The Patriot (2000) 
 

The movie takes place in South Carolina in 1776. Benjamin 

Martin, a French-Indian war hero who is haunted by his past, is a 

patriot who wants no part in a war with Britian. Meanwhile, his 

two eldest sons, Gabriel (21-year-old Heath Ledger) and Thomas 

(17-year-old Gregory Smith), can't wait to go out and kill some 

Redcoats. When South Carolina decides to go to war with Britain, 

Gabriel immediatly signs up to fight...without his father's 

permission. But soon, Colonel Tavington, British solder infamous 

for his brutal tactiks, captures Gabriel and sentences him to be 

hanged. As Gabriel is taken away, Thomas tries to free him, only 

to be killed by Tavington, in front of Benjamin. Now, seeking 

revenge for his son's death, Benjamin leaves behind his 5 other 

children (14-year-old Trevor Morgan, 11-year-old Bryan Chafin & 

8-year-old Logan Lerman) to bring independence to the 13 

colonies. After proving himself on the field of battle in the French 

and Indian War, Benjamin Martin wants nothing more to do with such things, preferring the simple 

life of a farmer. But when his son Gabriel enlists in the army to defend their new nation, America, 

against the British, Benjamin reluctantly returns to his old life to protect his son, now serving under 

his command, and his family from British tyranny. Ashamed of his savagery during the French and 

Indian War, Benjamin Martin decided he would sit out the American Revolution, while his oldest son 

Gabriel enlisted minutes after South Carolina joined the fight. He changes his mind when his house is 

burned down and one of his children is killed by the savage Green Dragoon commander Colonel 

Tavington. Quickly realizing that traditional 18th century warfare tactics won't work, Martin 

organizes militiamen into a guerilla unit to harass Cornwallis' army long enough to allow the French 

to arrive. Benjamin Martin is a South Carolina planter who is still haunted by his notoriously brutal 

past as a soldier in the French and Indian War. When the American Revolution comes, he chooses 

not to fight for the Continental Army because he wants to protect his family. But when the British 

Colonel Tavington threatens their welfare and kills one of his sons, he chooses to enlist. Martin 

becomes the leader of a makeshift militia, which consists of peasants, slaves, a minister, and 

assorted other irregulars. During the war Martin and his men discover that they will pay a steep 

personal price for their rebellion. But thanks to their courage and bravery, they are also destined to 

pay a pivotal role in turning the tide against the Redcoats. I've always had a weak spot for historically 

inspired dramas. I like movies like for instance "Braveheart", "Gladiator" and "Kingdom of Heaven". I 

don't like them because they give me some good insight on what that time period was like. Most of 

them aren't very accurate and if I want to know more about the real history, I'll watch some 

documentaries or read a couple of books. No, I watch this movies to be entertained and that's also 

the most important thing I focus on when reviewing this kind of movies: Did I like what I saw or was 

it boring as hell? The story of the "The Patriot" is situated in South Carolina in 1776. Benjamin 

Martin, a hero from the French-Indian war who has recently buried his wife, is haunted by his 

notoriously brutal past. He decides not to take part in the American Revolution against the British, 

because he wants to protect his family and doesn't want to leave them behind fatherless. When one 

of his sons, who earlier on had enlisted against his will, returns home, it all starts to go terribly 



wrong. The son is arrested by the British Colonel Tavington and accused of being a spy. He will be 

executed, but before it comes to that point, one of Benjamin's other sons runs towards the soldiers 

and is instantly killed. This makes Martin decide to enlist anyway and he becomes the leader of a 

makeshift militia, which consists of peasants, slaves, a minister and other irregulars. They are 

successful in their fights, but will all soon be confronted with the personal consequences. As I 

already said in the introduction, I'm not looking for historical accuracy, because I know I'll not find it 

in movies like this one. Hollywood has a tradition of changing the actual facts, to make a movie look 

more appealing for the audience and I'm sure the same has happened more than once with this 

movie as well. No, what I want is entertainment and THAT, I did get. Some major battle scenes, some 

drama, the obvious patriotism, some decent acting... it can all be found in this movie and I must say 

that I liked it (most of the time). The main problem that I had with this movie was the sometimes oh 

so obvious struggle for the American hearts. It's almost like if they forget that there are also people 

outside the U.S.A. who will watch their movies. All the Americans are good and all the English, 

French... are bad and arrogant. Perhaps the American audience needs such stereotypes in order to 

be able to identify themselves with that fierce warrior on the big silver screen, but personally I can 

see past that fake patriotism. Nevertheless, this is an entertaining movie and I would say that it sure 

offers some good value for your money if you aren't looking for too much historical accuracy. The 

acting and most of the story (like for instance the part in which he loses his boy) are touching and 

more than OK. Overall I liked what I saw and that's why I give this movie a 7.5/10. It's no 

masterpiece, but it sure is better than average. 
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The Peanut Butter Solution (1985) 
 

Peanut butter is the secret ingredient for magic potions made by 

two friendly ghosts. 11-year-old Michael (Mathew Mackay) loses 

all of his hair when he gets a fright and uses the potion to get his 

hair back, but too much peanut butter causes things to get a bit 

hairy. This is the story about an average 11-year-old boy named 

Michael Baskin. His father, Billy Baskin, is a struggling artist and 

temporary sole caregiver of the children while his wife attends to 

the needs of her recently deceased father in Australia. Upon 

hearing the news Michael does not know this yet, but his 

fearsome run in with the ghosts has given him a mysterious illness 

simply known as "The Fright". Michael wakes up the next morning 

to find out that "The Fright" has made him lose all of his hair. 

Peanut butter is the secret ingredient recipe for a magic potions 

made by two friendly ghosts. The ghosts also give Michael special 

instruction not to add too much peanut butter, as it will end in 

dreadful results. Watched this several times as a kid. My babysitter had it on VHS. I was fascinated 

by it and it really got into my psyche. It's dreamlike, weaving seemingly unrelated elements into a 

story with almost free-association. There's peanut butter mixed with flies and other gross stuff, 

super fast-growing hair, paintings that come to life, a sugar trail being washed away, and other 

random images. I wonder if this movie was actually inspired by a dream, or by someone picking 

random words out of a dictionary maybe? Anyway, I loved it and longed to be able to paint a picture 

that I could walk into. The plot is unique and imaginative. I was too young when I watched this to 

pay attention to dialogue or acting - they're probably not great. The imagery is amazing, though. I 

don't remember the story being especially scary, but it was disturbing. I believe the boy who is the 

victim of all this was in a coma and also kidnapped. I just wonder if I watched this movie now 

whether it would still seem as magical to me, or would I be disappointed? Also with 11-year-old 

Siluck Saysanasy as Conrad (Connie). 
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The Perfect Son (2000) 
 

A man's terminal illness reunites him with his estranged brother. I 

am writing this after just seeing The Perfect Son at the 2002 Gay 

and Lesbian Mardi Gras Film Festival in Sydney, Australia. When 

their Father dies, two estranged brothers meet at the funeral and 

after discovering that one of the brothers is dying from AIDS, they 

enter on a heart warming journey of reconciliation. The two leads 

do a magnificent job of creating the gradual warmth and respect 

that builds up between them as the movie progresses. I do have 

one qualm about the movie though - whilst the brother who is 

dying acts sick, he doesn't look it. A person of 0 T4 cells would look 

quite ill - not even a make up job to make the actor look ill was 

employed. A small gripe, but one that makes it a bit less realistic. 

Despite that one small gripe, The Perfect Son is a wonderful movie 

and should you have the chance to see it- do. I'm hoping for a DVD 

release in the near future! 
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The Phantom Cowboy (1935) 
 

Bill Collins meets up with his look-alike the Phantom and is soon 

involved in his fight with Buck Houston. Houston has a big robbery 

planned but the Phantom beats him to it. Bill fights off Houston's 

men only to find the Phantom shot and dying and unaware that 

Houston is about to finish him off also. While I wouldn't quite put 

it in the Ed Wood category, this western is pretty much inept. Ted 

Wells may have been OK as a silent actor, but here he comes 

across as so wooden as to almost give the viewer splinters. Jimmy 

Aubrey as Ptomaine Pete is even worse, the most over the top 

performance by any cowboy sidekick! As for that, the movie has 

nothing going for it, the action is boring and fake. Repeated scenes 

of the "posse" passing the same billboard several times don't help 

either. However if you have 55 minutes of your life you want 

throw away (remember, you'll never get them back), then this 

may be OK enough to occupy those minutes. 
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The Phantom Of The Opera (Andrew Lloyd Webber's The Phantom Of 

The Opera) (2004) 
 

A magnificent tale that begins when an opera ghost terrorizes the 

cast and crew of the French Opera House while tutoring a chorus 

girl. He finally drives the lead soprano crazy so she and her friend 

leave. The girl is able to sing lead one night but the soprano 

doesn't want her show stolen so she comes back. The ghost 

demands they keep giving his protoge lead roles. Meanwhile, His 

pupil falls in love with the Vicomte de Chagny, but the Phantom is 

in love with Christine, his student. The Phantom is outraged by 

their love and kidnaps Christine to be his eternal bride. Will Raoul, 

the Vicomte, be able to stop this dastardly plan? Watch and find 

out. Based on Gaston Leroux's 20th century French novel, Andrew 

Lloyd Webber's musical is finally adapted into a film. Our story 

begins with Opera Populaire's manager, Lefevre, leaving. His successors, Andre and Firmin, take over 

the opera, and bring with them their new patron, le Victome Raoul de Changy. To celebrate their 

new managers, the opera throws a gala, at which the leading diva refuses to perform, due to the 

mysterious 'Opera Ghost' who seems determined to have the screeching diva leave. Without a diva, 

Andre and Firmin are strong-minded to find a new leading lady, so they invoke the talents of a 

young, chorus-singer named Christine Daae, who has been taking lessons from a mysterious tutor. 

Raoul, Christine's old childhood sweetheart, who recognizes her at her triumphant gala 

performance, wants to bring Christine back into his life. But, suddenly, Christine's mysterious tutor 

reveals himself to her... Now, will Christine ask everything of Raoul or listen to the Music of the 

Night? Andrew Lloyd Webber's sumptuous musical comes to the screen in this film adaptation. 

Deformed since birth, a bitter man known only as the Phantom lives in the sewers underneath the 

Paris Opera House. He falls in love with the obscure chorus singer Christine, and privately tutors her 

while terrorizing the rest of the opera house and demanding Christine be given lead roles. Things get 

worse when Christine meets back up with her childhood acquaintence Raoul and the two fall in love. 

The Phantom decides to kidnap her and imprison her with him in his lair. Raoul is now the only one 

who can stop him. Gaston Leroux's classic story 'The Phantom of the Opera' tells the story of a young 

chorus girl, Chirstine - a young talented singer who, with the right training, could become world 

famous. While rehearsing at the Opera Populaire, where weird and unexplainable things happen, 

she captures the attention and the heart of The Phantom, or as the Opera Populaire call him...The 

Opera Ghost. But he is no ghost - he is a disfigured musical genius who has hidden away for years to 

avoid the cruel stares of strangers. With the Phantoms help, Chirstine becomes the venue's leading 

lady, but tragedy awaits as the young soprano has fallen for the charms of handsome noble Viscount 

Raoul De Chagny, not realizing her Angel of Music is deeply in love with her. Insane with jealousy and 

unable to see the object of his affection, and ultimately is obsession, in the arms of another man, 

The Phantom kidnaps Christine - unaware of the lengths Raoul is prepared to go to get her back. I 

have had the good fortune to have seen the stage production 3 times (twice at the Alhambra in 

Bradford and again 2 months ago at Her majesty's theatre in London) and would rate it as the best 

experience I have ever had in the theatre. So along comes this movie and I was not sure what to 

expect, before going I said to friends that if it was half as good as the stage show then it would be 



marvelous, well it exceeded that - I would rate it at about 80% myself. My wife and I saw the movie 

last night and were enthralled all the way through, the costumes and scenery were superb, and we 

both thought the performances were excellent. My only minor detraction was with Gerard Butler, I 

just had this gut feeling that his voice just didn't quite have the power to portray the Phantom to the 

full extent; but what do I know? I have no knowledge or training or background in theatre or singing, 

as I said it was just a feeling that I had myself. I would recommend this movie to anyone who may 

enjoy musicals - if you don't, then I rather think you would hate it (but then you are unlikely to be 

reading this are you?) All in all a wonderful night at the cinema, which I shall be repeating. 
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The Phoenix And The Carpet (1976) 
 

Stuck in their late Grandfather's country cottage with no TV, 

Anthea (Tamzin Neville), Robert (Max Harris) and Cyril (13-year-

old Gary Russell) are resigned to a boring week until they find a 

mouldy old carpet and a strange golden egg. But when the egg 

accidentally falls into the bonfire, it hatches into the mythical 

firebird, the Gloden Phoenix. So begins an amazing journey and 

the adventure of a lifetime, as the Phoenix takes them to a land of 

enchantment, magic and fantasy - via a magic flying carpet. An 

agent sent me to Ealing film studios to start work on a seven day 

contract. Well that's good news to me. Better a seven day contract 

than a day here and there. It's 7:30 in the morning and the 2nd 

A.D. says "Go to dressing room five, get into your costume and 

come back down to make/up" In dressing room five there's no 

costume. (has he got the number wrong?) I'm back down again. 

"Excuse me, there's nothing in room five for me to wear" "It's hanging on the rail, I put it there 

myself" "Ok" (I'll have another look) As I start to go upstairs, I bump into Terry Greenham a prop 

man for the BBC. Terry used to get up and sing a good song in some of the pubs I was comparing in. 

A Tony Bennett style songster. "What are you doing here Aitch?" "I'm here for seven days on The 

Phoenix" "Oh you're one of them" "Them?" "Yea, a South Sea Islander. You're on your own today 

but tomorrow there's a dozen of you. Plenty of Hula dancing and frightening kids." (Wait till I get 

hold of the agent that sent me here. (Alf Costa) I find the costume (Grass skirt) and head for the 

make/up room. Two nice young ladies are covering my face and body with dark brown make/up. 

Then the hairdresser finds me a big black wig and some earrings and there's talk of putting a bone 

through my nose. (Art for art's sake etc). Now it seems the director wanted a tribe of blue eyed 

South Sea Islanders. On the first take that I'm involved in a small white child is crawling through the 

jungle undergrowth and lands at my feet. The director pans the camera over my feet and up the 

length of my body to my face. This is the child's eye line. "Now say something and frighten her" He 

barks. (Now I'm not to up on South Sea talk. (We don't get many Islanders in Islington) I'm lost for a 

second then it comes to me, TARZAN. "UMM GOW AHH" I roar. (It works as she bursts into tears). It 

took Terry Greenham and co ten minutes to stop laughing. It was a good week. 

 

Series 1 (8 Episodes) (1976) 
 

Episode 1: The Magic Fire; A group of four Edwardian children discover a Phoenix, who then whisks 

them away on a fantastic adventure. 

Episode 2: Queen Of The Island; The children and the Phoenix return from France and then travel on 

to a secluded desert island. 



Episode 3: Some Indian Things; The Cook is left behind, as the newly appointed Queen of the island, 

while the children continue on with another journey. 

Episode 4: The Temple Of The Phoenix. 

Episode 5: Gifts From Persia; After the carpet is sent back to it's 

home country to pick up some presents, the children are not too 

happy with what it actually returns with. 

Episode 6: What To Do With A Burglar. 

Episode 7:– The Hole In The Carpet; The children arrange a 

marriage on the island, between Cook and the burglar. 

Episode 8: A Night at the Theatre; The whole family take the 

Phoenix for a night out at the theatre. 
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The Phoenix And The Carpet (1997) 
 

Stuck in their late Grandfather's country cottage with no TV, 

Anthea (14-year-old Jessica Fox), Robert (Ivan Berry) and Cyril (14-

year-old Ben Simpson) are resigned to a boring week until they 

find a mouldy old carpet and a strange golden egg. But when the 

egg accidentally falls into the bonfire, it hatches into the mythical 

firebird, the Gloden Phoenix. So begins an amazing journey and 

the adventure of a lifetime, as the Phoenix takes them to a land of 

enchantment, magic and fantasy - via a magic flying carpet. This 

has to be my favorite of all those Sunday afternoon dramas that 

the BBC used to show. Granted it was the only one I actually 

enjoyed but it was still brilliant. The Phoenix looks so realistic, 

almost like a real bird. The children are all very good actors and 

actresses. The story is really entertaining and very funny. The 

adults are all very good in the short roles that they have. The only 

thing that bothered me is that the Psammead looks very Muppet like, but he doesn't make too many 

appearances so it's alright. 

 

Series 1 (5 Episodes) (1997) 
 

Episode 1: Five friends Robert, Eliza, Cyril, Jane and Anthea discover a magical carpet and a very 

strange looking egg. 

Episode 2: The children are studying the egg when Robert accidentally knocks it into the fire in the 

fireplace. To their amazement a bird hatches from the egg. It is a Phoenix who last appeared on 

Earth over 2,000 years ago. 

Episode 3: The children discover that the carpet has the ability to grant wishes and transport them to 

wherever they desire. They decide to test the carpet and use a wish to take a long trip with the 

Phoenix across the sea. They then use another wish to have the carpet take them to a tower that 

they fly over. 

Episode 4: As part 4 opens the children use a third wish to get Robert out of a jam. They soon 

discover that the tower is totally sealed up. They find an old door that has been covered by a wall. 

They manage to break the wall and door open and the boys go exploring outside. Inside the girls find 

a sealed box. Whey they pry it open they discover it is full of gold coins. 

Episode 5: As this episode begins the boys return to the tower and learn of the discovery of the gold 

coins. They decide to take them home with them and prepare to leave. Robert then notices that he 

left his jacket outside and goes to retrieve it. It is getting darker by the minute and Robert is 

confronted by several ghosts. The children make a wish for the carpet to take them back home but 

nothing happens. The Phoenix tells them that they only get 3 wishes from the carpet and they have 



used them all. As the episode closes the children huddle in fear as they hear the ghosts approaching 

and getting closer every second. 
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The Pied Piper Of Hamelin (1957) 
 

The singing, rhyming citizens of Hamelin hope to win a 

competition with rival towns for royal recognition. To this end, the 

mayor outlaws play (which is a bit hard on the children) and 

refuses to help a rival town when it's flooded. But rats (seen only 

as shadows), fleeing the flood, invade Hamelin in droves; a 

magical piper, whose music only children (and rats) can hear, 

strikes a bargain...which, once the rats are gone, the Mayor and 

council renege on, to their subsequent regret. Do not believe bad 

reviews of this movie! I have loved it for as long as I remember. 

The symphonic music that the last review stupidly criticized is 

lovely pieces by genius composer Edvard Grieg. I still get chills 

when Van Johnson sings a song boasting of his accomplishments, 

with the Grieg piece Anitra's dance as the melody. Plus Claude 

Rains sings! This movie has great songs, great sets, great costumes, and is fun for everybody. I would 

recommend this movie to anyone who likes the story of the pied piper, or those who like musicals. It 

is a gorgeous movie. It has a perfect cast. I rate this a 10. 
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The Pink Panther 2 (2009) 
 

After having been rewarded for solving the mystery of the Pink 

Panther Diamond, inspector Jacques Clouseau has been assigned 

to minor tasks by his boss inspector Dreyfus so as not to have him 

in his way anymore. Unfortunately, the famous diamond has once 

again been stolen as have many other artifacts in a series of 

burglaries around the world. His past success will enable inspector 

Clouseau to be part of the dream team comprised of the greatest 

detectives of the affected countries, where he will be able to 

display his numerous talents across the world. My opinion is that 

it was better than the 1st one. It was quick, the plot very 

interesting, I was easily absorbed (I did not realized how the time 

passed). As I was watching it in Greece some jokes were not very 

funny for those who do not understand English (as some quotes 

were like rhyming). I certainly would watch it again - I like this kind 

of humor. The actors were like a surprise to me because I did not 

know about the cast. The only thing that made me make a face was the pronunciation, from the 

beginning of the film mostly Mrs. Nicole made it too pronounced - of course "they were" french 

people but it was too much pointed out. The whole film was too good, I laughed with tears, the 

audience was attentive, everything went well-so good that I was not expected it - I have the opinion 

that part 2 can not be as good as the 1st one. Regards! 
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The Pledge (2001) 
 

The night he retires as a Nevada sheriff, Jerry Black pledges to the 

mother of a murdered girl that he will find the killer. Jerry doesn't 

believe the police arrested the right man; he discovers this is the 

third incident in the area in the recent past with victims young, 

blond, pretty, and small for their age. So he buys an old gas station 

in the mountains near the crimes in order to search for a tall man 

who drives a black station wagon, gives toy porcupines as gifts, 

and calls himself the wizard: clues from a drawing by the dead girl. 

Jerry's solitary life gives way to friendship with a woman and her 

small, blond daughter. Has Jerry neglected something that may 

prove fatal? Having seen "The Pledge" without knowing much 

about it, I got something other than what I bargained for. But 

that's not necessarily a bad thing. If you're looking for a good 

whodunit, avoid this movie. If you're looking for a fast-paced 

thriller, avoid this movie. But if you're into seeing an intense character study bolstered by impressive 

acting and clever directing (kudos, Sean Penn), you've come to the right place. I read one IMDB 

review calling this film Nicholson's worst ever. This is not true -- that reviewer obviously never saw 

"Man Trouble" -- but I can see why some folks really don't like this movie. It doesn't deliver what 

you'd expect, and what it does deliver is neither conventional nor uplifting. In fact, it's pretty 

depressing. But if you ponder the story afterward, you realize there's a certain dark justice at work 

here. Like, blacklight dark. So then, "The Pledge" is not a light and frothy piece, but if you're the type 

who thinks watching some poor bastard's descent into madness is entertainment, have at it. 
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The Polar Express (2004) 
 

Santa Claus does not exist. Or does he? For one doubting boy 

(voice of 12-year-old Daryl Sabara and Tom Hanks), an astonishing 

event occurs. Late on Christmas Eve night, he lies in bed hoping to 

hear the sound of reindeer bells from Santa's sleigh. When to his 

surprise, a steam engine's roar and whistle can be heard outside 

his window. The conductor (voice of Tom Hanks) invites him on 

board to take an extraordinary journey to the North Pole with 

many other pajama-clad children. There, he receives an 

extraordinary gift only those who still believe in Santa can 

experience. Clearly the reviewers who panned this wonderful film 

can no longer hear the ringing of the silver bell. I am reminded of 

the know it all kid in the film when I read these reviews. Some 

said it was too dark. Too dark? It was set at 5 minuets to 

midnight...As I recall its dark then. Another called it ghostly; a 

condition true of a Christmas Carol, the film is in good company there. While I will admit that the 

computer motion capture in facial expressions is not as strong as it could be it did not detract from 

the story. Some reviewers did not like the roller-coaster effects. One even pointed out that trains 

can not do what this one does...It's a dream...physics don't count. It is a sad commentary that the 

meaning of Christmas and belief in it's historically documented magic is so lost on those with access 

to the press. My review...it's good and it is best if you make up your own mind. I could hear the bell 

ring and I hope you can too. 
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The Poseidon Adventure (The New Poseidon Adventure) (2005) 
 

A cruise ship succumbs to a terrorist act and capsizes on New 

Year's eve. A rag-tag group of survivors (14-year-old Rory Copus), 

spearheaded by a priest and a homeland security agent, must 

journey through the upside down vessel and attempt an escape. 

This film is only entertaining if you like watching bad movies. It's 

full of clichés, bad special effects huge plot holes, random acts of 

death and even a gratuitous hot chick in her underwear. This 

adventure is over acted, poorly directed, poorly written, contrived 

(of course) and predictable. It could have been saved if they had 

done it using Legos. (cast included) There is no reason this needed 

to be 3 hours but no doubt NBC wanted to fit as many 

commercials into this time slot as possible. If you like crap, then 

this is the film for you. Why did I watch it? Because I like to study 

disasters (in film) and this turned out to certainly be a classic. 
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The Possession Of Joel Delaney (1972) 
 

A woman begins to suspect that her brother (24-year-old Perry 

King) is possessed by a voodoo spirit. Smart, nuanced, disturbing 

chiller. The characters aren't superficially "likable" - they feel like 

real people, warts and all. MacLaine is excellent as a privileged 

woman with incestuous feelings for her brother, and the tense 

finale doesn't pull any punches (refreshingly - the possessed man 

is a sadistic psychopath, so of course he's going to terrorize the 

other characters - what seems to upset people is that he does this 

in a realistic way, not even sparing the children (13-year-old David 

Elliott) - this is the horror of real life, not Hollywood movies). 

Striking direction. The racial angle is one of the most insightful 

parts of the film, especially MacLaine's relationship with her 

housekeeper. Avoid if you want things wrapped up in a safe, 

politically correct bow. 
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The Power Of One (1992) 
 

An intriguing story of a young English boy named P.K. Newborn 

(Nigel Ivy [teenager], Brendan Deary [infant] & Guy Witcher [age 

7]) and his passion for changing the world. Growing up he 

suffered as the only English boy in an Afrikaans school. Soon 

orphaned, he was placed in the care of a German national named 

Professor von Vollensteen (a.k.a. "Doc"), a friend of his 

grandfather. Doc develops P.K.'s piano talent and P.K. becomes 

"assistant gardener" in Doc's cactus garden. It is not long after 

WWII begins that Doc is placed in prison for failure to register 

with the English government as a foreigner. P.K. makes frequent 

visits and meets Geel Piet, an inmate, who teaches him to box. 

Geel Piet spreads the myth of the Rainmaker, the one who brings 

peace to all of the tribes. P.K. is cast in the light of this myth. After 

the war P.K. attends an English private school where he continues 

to box. He meets a young girl, Maria, with whom he falls in love. Her father, Professor Daniel Marais, 

is a leader of the Nationalist Party of South Africa. The two fight to teach the natives English as P.K.'s 

popularity grows via the myth. P.K. looses focus until he sees the success of his language school 

among the tribes. He and Guideon Duma continue the work in hopes of building a better future for 

Africa. The Power Of One is based on a novel by the very talented Bryce Courtenay. The sequel 

novel, Tandia, which picks up right where The Power of One left off is equally moving and compelling 

reading. I am promptly going to go out and read everything else he has written. Both The Power of 

One and Tandia have moved me beyond words. I am a white South African girl who spent 19 years of 

my life in South Africa. I led a very privileged, sheltered childhood growing up in South Africa. I was 

just 15 when apartheid fell apart. My parents were not racist and in fact my father dedicated his life 

to working as a doctor in a very poor area but I still, unbelievably, never really had a very clear 

picture of the horror of apartheid until Mr. Courtenay outlined it so vividly in these books. As I said I 

was sheltered as a white child and I feel extraordinarily blessed and lucky to have directly avoided 

the violence and sickness that invaded my country for so long just because I was lucky enough to be 

born with white skin. I now live in the States but South Africa will always be home. I wept most of 

the way through both books. I have never been so moved in my life. Mr. Courtenay summed up 

perfectly the collective guilt that white South Africans must carry with them forever more for our 

people's legacy of hate and brutality and oppression even if we ourselves are not guilty - our people 

are guilty. He also, of course, inspires us to believe that one person can make a difference and that 

sanity, justice and compassion can win in the end even if the fight is long and hard. For those of you 

who think the characters are too stereotyped- in some aspects you are right. Not all Afrikaaners are 

the evil, racist villains that are portrayed in the books. However, I certainly encountered people 

growing up with unbelievable racism, fear and hate who do match some of the characters in the 

book. So there is truth to his characters also. I have no doubt that the brutality was accurate. One 

only has to look at historical events in South Africa history to confirm that. Thank you Mr. Courtenay 

for your wonderful gift and for sharing it with the world. As for the movie: I must admit it has been 

years since I happened upon it on television late at night. I do remember being quite swept up in the 

film but then being disappointed with the direction they chose to take it in. A Hollywood ending on 



what could have been a remarkable African movie. I do understand that film is a completely 

different medium and changes were necessary to adapt the book to film. Still I cannot help being 

disappointed with some of the changes that I deemed uneccessary such as the changing of Peekay's 

name from the wonderful, mystical "The Tadpole Angel" or "onoshobishobi ingelosi" to "The 

rainmaker" Come on! That's lame! The rainmaker?! That has none of the same feeling the other 

names invoke. The addition of the girlfriend just to give Peekay a love interest is unnecessary fluff 

and her character not well developed enough to warrant such an addition. Nonetheless, the film is 

still worth seeing. I must say that I truly do hope that someone else re-makes this and does a better 

job. Tandia would make a fantastic film also. I am going to re-watch it and the post my thoughts here 

after refreshing it in my mind. I highly recommend reading both The Power Of One and Tandia to all 

interested in the history of apartheid in South Africa or just those looking for a good drama and a 

fascinating stories with strong characters. Even if you hate to read and are intimidated by the 

thought of reading such large books- just start- I guarantee you, you won't be able to put both these 

books down! If you haven't seen the film or read the books, I guess you should watch the film first. 

Otherwise you will be sorely disappointed and outraged at all the negative changes and you won't 

be able to truly enjoy the film for what it is: a nice attempt at an adaptation of a marvellous book. 
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The President's Analyst (1967) 
 

At first, Dr. Sidney Schaefer feels honored and thrilled to be 

offered the job of the President's Analyst. But then the stress of 

the job and the paranoid spies that come with a sensitive 

government position get to him, and he runs away. Now spies 

from all over the world are after him, either to get him for their 

own side or to kill him and prevent someone else from getting 

him. "The President's Analyst" is a satirical counter-culture classic 

that takes aim at everything and everyone, including the counter 

culture itself. It's also endlessly quotable and is probably the only 

movie where you'll hear a line like "Don't say Chinks. Say Chinese 

restaurant. Chinks is bigoted." Absolutely golden. My father used 

to work for The Phone Company and he absolutely loved this 

movie, as did I from the first time I saw it. I taped it off AMC years 

ago before they turned evil (back when there were no commercial 

breaks and they still showed plenty of films letterboxed), and I 

wouldn't part with my tape for anything in the world -- expect 

maybe a special edition DVD with all of the original footage and 

music restored. To anyone who says this film is boring or unfunny, 

I say, "Poppycock!" 
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The Prince And The Pauper (1937) 
 

On the same day two boys (16-year-old Mauch Twins) are born: 

the pauper Tom (16-year-old Billy Mauch) and Prince Edward (16-

year-old Robert J. Mauch). As a kid, Tom sneaks into the palace 

garden and meet the prince. They change clothes with each other 

but the guards discover them and throw out the prince, since they 

are almost identical. Nobody believe them when they try to tell 

the truth. Soon after, the old king dies and the prince will inherit 

the throne. For all my life I loved the film 'The Adventures of 

Robin Hood'. I always liked Errol Flynn and his men fight the bad guys. And of course I liked the 

soundtrack. It earned its composer (E.W. Korngold) an academy award. Yesterday I saw The Prince 

and the Pauper on TV for the first time. It was great. A lot of music that won the Oscar in Robin Hood 

appears here in this film (2 years earlier!!). Look out for Little John in the role of the captain of the 

King's guards. And Dicken, the evil guy, sent to murder King Richard in Robin Hood, appears here as 

part of a kidnap-the-king team. The film is, for a b/w movie, wonderfully long. The crowning 

ceremony is admirably detailed. I liked watching it. 
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The Prince And The Pauper (1962) 
 

With 15-year-old Sean Scully as Prince Edward/Tom Canty. 

Originally running 150 minutes when premiered in three 50-

minute episodes on the Walt Disney television program in the 

United States, this film was trimmed to 93 minutes for theatrical 

release in the U.S. and the U.K. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (1962) 
 

This is the original 3-parts joined together with only one set of titles. 
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The Prince And The Pauper (2000) 
 

An excellent and worthy adaptation of the classic, "The Prince and 

the Pauper" is the retelling of Edward Tudor (13-year-old 

Jonathan Timmins) and young Thomas Canty (13-year-old Robert 

Timmins), two amazing look-alikes (13-year-old Timmins Twins) 

caught up in imperial intrigue and scandal. In fleeing from his 

violent father, Tom stumbles into the palace courtyard, and is 

seen by young Prince Edward, who takes him in. Each desiring to 

see what the other's life is like, the boys impulsively switch 

identities... little knowing what disaster lies ahead at this fault of 

thought. And soon Thomas becomes a pawn in the hands of 

Edward's malicious and greedy uncle, who would have the 

kingdom for himself. 
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The Prince Of Egypt (1998) 
 

Egypt, eons of years ago: Pharao Seti commands all male hebrew 

babies to be drowned. A desperate mother places her son in a 

basket and lets the Hebrew god guide it along its way on the river. 

The basket is found by the Queen, and Moses is brought up as a 

brother to the heir of the throne, Ramses. Years later, the 

brothers, who grew up happily and wealthy, are split by Moses' 

recognition of his true heritage and the suppressing system his 

brother is about to inherit, willing to carry it on. Fleeing from the 

city in despair, Moses finds himself being called by God. He is 

given the task of being the messenger in order to free the 

Hebrews and to lead them into a country where milk and honey 

flow. In ancient Egypt, Moses, the prince of Egypt, finds he is a 

Hebrew and that he was born a slave. After leaving Egypt and 

meeting Jethro. the high priest, and marrying Jethro's daughter, 

Tzporah, Moses must return to Egypt to free his people with the hands of God to lead him. The one 

problem is that his former brother, Ramses, is now the Pharaoh and won't give in to God's wonders. 

Now Moses will do anything, and that means ANYTHING to convince Ramses to let his people go. For 

years, I have searched for a truly epic film. I have witnessed the genius of Lawrence of Arabia, the 

majesty of Star Wars, the pupil-dilating battles of Braveheart, but after all that war, I realize that The 

Prince of Egypt is a little more special than all of them. If not the best film of the year, then the best 

animated film ever. Its visuals simply can't be described, for its images will stay in your mind forever. 

They will not be seared, like the brutal images of Saving Private Ryan, but instead, simply stay with 

you. When you remember them, you will smile, for they are the true meaning of epic. If you don't 

like the film's story, or even if you don't like the film in general, you will still stare in awe at its visual 

images. They are the best ever. The parting of the Red Sea is just one of the best. The closing shot is 

about 10 seconds long and is truly mind-boggling. Animation just hit puberty, and I can't wait to see 

it become an adult. Go see it. You won't be disappointed, I guarantee you. 
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The Prince Of Tides (1991) 
 

Tom Wingo (Justen Woods [age 6], 11-year-old Bobby Fain [age 

10] & Trey Yearwood [age 13]) is unhappy with his life. His wife 

doesn't understand him and he also doesn't get along with his 

dominant mother. When his sister attempts suicide, her 

psychologist Susan Lowenstein consults him. Patiently and 

cautiously she uncovers the terrible secret hidden in Tom and 

Savannah's childhood. On the other side she's unhappy too and so 

both help each other to find their way back to life. When a 

Southern born New York writer tries to commit suicide, her 

"unemployed-football-coach" twin brother, Tom Wingo, comes to 

her aid. While tending to his sister Savannah's care he meets her 

psychiatrist, Dr. Susan Lowenstein. Dr. Lowenstein, desperate to 

unlock the door to her patient's self-destructive pattern, relies on 

Tom to be his sister's memory. What she doesn't realize is that the 

last thing Tom wants to do is remember. Haunted by a painful childhood and a domineering mother, 

Tom discovers the only thing worse than not remembering is not telling. The Prince of Tides is an 

exceptional movie! It is filled with emotion, humor, adventure, and pathos. Nick Nolte is the heart of 

the film. He is a broken man, covering up for the past, trying to please his family, but unable to open 

up and absolve himself of the dysfunction of his past life. He travels to New York to try to help his 

sister by uncovering what he has been hiding, with the help of a psychiatrist (Barbra Streisand). He is 

enchanted with her, and is therefore able to open up and reveal the secrets deep within his heart. 

The emotions that Nick is able to impart to his audience is a joy to see. I learn more about him every 

time I view this movie. He is a versatile actor and is truly underrated. He DEFINITELY deserved the 

Oscar for best actor for this difficult role. Barbra Streisand was fantastic as the psychiatrist who had 

her own secrets, and her son Jason was terrific as the rebellious son who wanted to please his 

father, but who needed to find himself by taking on the challenge of playing football. I never tire of 

this movie, and each time I view it, I get more out of it. The "Prince of Tides" has everything I want in 

a movie, and if I were to rate it, I would give it 4 stars. 
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The Producers (1968) 
 

Down-on-his-luck theatrical producer Max Biyalistok is forced to 

romance rich old ladies to finance his efforts. When timid 

accountant Leo Bloom reviews Max's books, the two hit upon a 

way to make a fortune by producing a sure-fire flop. The play 

which is to be their gold mine? "Springtime for Hitler." Max 

Bialystock is a washed up Broadway producer. Leo Bloom is a 

mousey CPA. When the two meet, their combined expertise 

points them toward the ultimate scam: Raise more money than 

you need for a SURE Flop Broadway Show. No one will expect 

anything back and you can pocket the difference. They need the 

ultimate bad play to do this. They find it in the Musical Springtime 

for Hitler. The DVD release of "The Producers" sends me every 

viewing back to 1968 when I first saw this brilliant, barrier-

smashing comedy. Zero Mostel and Gene Wilder were the perfect 

pair to bring to life the adventures of a Broadway faded impresario, now a con man, and his 

neurotic, hyper, accountant accomplice. Together they fleece old ladies, something Mostel's Max 

Bialystock was doing before the auditor, Max Bloom, came by to check the books. Mostel's 

seduction of the old, the awful and the ugly has no equal in movie physical comedy. The scheme: put 

on the worst flop imaginable and when it closes virtually after opening night the two scammers 

snare riches: the investments they don't have to return. But if the show is a hit. The producers' 

vehicle, "Springtime for Hitler," both brought audiences to a new level of appreciation for the 

malleable, creative power of film and...it made some viewers genuinely nervous, even upset. 

Following Steve Allen's observation that a formula for comedy based on history is Tragedy+Time, 

director Mel Brooks brought to the screen, less than a quarter century after World War II ended, 

Dick Shawn as a campy fuehrer surrounded by the Nazi counterpart of the Rockettes. And Max and 

Leo are clearly Jewish in character if not so openly identified. Kenneth Mars grabs laughs as the 

author of "Springtime for Hitler," an unreconstructed, Hitler-adoring flake who raises pigeons on the 

roof of a Manhattan tenement while accoutered in the odd leftovers of Wehrmacht uniforms. When 

I fitted in seeing "The Producers" in its opening week I sat in the middle of an audience that was, to a 

certain extent, as befuddled as the film's playgoers watching the first part of the intended-to-

outrage musical comedy about the Third Reich. Not only were SS uniforms, swastikas and photos of 

Hitler on the "stage" but the movie theater audience also digested, perhaps for the first time, a 

send-up of an uproarious gay couple, two real queens. One is effeminate to the core, the other is a 

cross-dresser (and a faultlessly garish one at that). This kind of stuff hadn't been done before in a 

Hollywood flick. 1968's audience had many who well-remembered World War II and some had 

fought in the conflict. I knew people who admitted feeling that the horrific global battle against 

Hitler had been trivialized by Brooks and his extroverted cast - until they could no longer hold back 

guffaws that segued rapidly into uncontrolled laughter. That "The Producers" is also now a runaway 

Broadway hit is no surprise and I'd love to see a DVD release with Lane and Broderick. However fine 

they would be, it's the original that broke barriers. The DVD has a number of worthwhile features 

including a fascinating "Making of..." segment. Peter Seller's short, famous encomium is read and 

there are the usual other additions. An outtake presenting an alternative blow-up of the "Springtime 



for Hitler" theater is interesting, largely because it shows how perceptive Brooks was in scrapping it 

for the shorter scene actually used. "The Producers" is, in some ways, a subversive movie. Without 

stridently proclaiming a new aesthetic, it is exactly that and so it's a timeless classic. This is not satire 

about Nazism, Hitler and the Third Reich. It's treating as suitable material for slapstick and quick gags 

the detritus of an evil time. But it's also a bit dated, no subject is taboo today for comedic treatment, 

and many who see it for the first time (as my teenage son did tonight) will enjoy the movie without 

getting the full impact of its assault on conventionality. Is there any historical topic that will not, in 

the passage of time, be employed for pure comedy? Is it possible that the next generation will laugh 

at a comedy parodying Auschwitz? I hope not but I also can't be sure. Many years ago I refused to 

watch "Hogan's Heroes" on TV because I personally knew former U.S. POWs. But that show, with 

Werner Klemperer as Colonel Klink, was very popular. "Hogan's Heroes" was to TV what "The 

Producers" was, and is, to film. And both made a mark that will be emulated as future generations 

go beyond satire to humorous treatment of matters most today consider beyond the pale of 

acceptability as a vehicle for laughs. 
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The Producers (2005) 
 

New York, 1959. Max Bialystock was once the king of Broadway, 

but now all his shows close on opening night. Things turn around 

when he's visited by the neurotic accountant Leo Bloom, who 

proposes a scheme tailor-made for producers who can only make 

flops: raise far more money than you need, then make sure the 

show is despised. No one will be interested in it, so you can pocket 

the surplus. To this end, they produce a musical called Springtime 

for Hitler written by escaped Nazi Franz Liebken. Then they get the 

insanely flamboyant Roger De Bris to direct. Finally, they hire as a 

lead actress the loopy Swedish bombshell Ulla (whose last name 

has over 15 syllables). As opening night draws near, what can go 

wrong? Well, there's no accounting for taste. Much better than 

anyone had the right to expect. Lane and Broderick are superb. 

Even moving. Look what I'm saying, moving. I mean it. Their 

commitment is contagious. The comedy in itself is shamelessly anachronistic. The gay jokes belong 

to the period in which the original Producers were conceived. The tone is consistent with that 

period, the film happens at an incredible pace and you smile from beginning to end. How marvelous 

to see Matthew Broderick dance. This is an actor who never had an Academy Award nomination and 

his performances have always been top notch and his range runs the famous gamut from A to Z. 

What a courageous actor. I couldn't believe he could get away with the "I'm in pain! I'm wet and I'm 

still hysterical" scene without making me miss Gene Wilder but he did. Nathan Lane is a force of 

nature. His Max is very much a tribute to Zero Mostel, especially to his hair but this Max is Nathan 

Lane through and through. Uma Thurman is a delight and I had a great time at the movies. What else 

do you want out of life. 
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The Proposition (2005) 
 

Rural Australia in the late nineteenth century: Capt. Stanley and 

his men capture two of the four Burns brothers, Charlie and Mike 

(21-year-old Richard Wilson). Their gang is held responsible for 

attacking the Hopkins farm, raping pregnant Mrs. Hopkins and 

murdering the whole family. Arthur Burns, the eldest brother and 

the gang's mastermind, remains at large has and has retreated to 

a mountain hideout. Capt. Stanley's proposition to Charlie is to 

gain pardon and - more importantly - save his beloved younger 

brother Mike from the gallows by finding and killing Arthur within 

nine days. Just superb - wonderful, austere direction that gets the 

best from a great cast and some extraordinary landscapes. A tight, 

disciplined script from Nick Cave that's testament to how his 

writing continues to reach new levels - not to mention his 

collaboration with Warren Ellis on the beautifully uneasy score. 

There's a fantastic blend of European and Australian sensibilities here that makes this the least 

clichéd film to come out of this country for 20-odd years - and if it doesn't do well, it'll be because an 

increasingly soft and gutless nation is afraid to venture out of their frappuccino and mortgage 

comfort zone. This is powerful, worthy art. 
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The Pure Hell Of St. Trinian's (1960) 
 

When the school burns to the ground there's clearly been some 

arson around. The pupils are found guilty and the judge hands 

them into the care of a pretty dubious child psychiatrist. The sixth 

form are soon kidnapped and on their way to Arabia with the 

Ministry of Education, Barchester police, and an Army Bath Unit 

after them. But real rescue fourth form. There is something 

beautifully reassuring and warm about this film. The story is 

almost incidental to the characters. It is packed with superb 

performances and is a feast of character actors. The comedy is 

often subtle, but beautifully presented. It ranges from slapstick to 

the pure surrealism. The bizarre military bath unit stationed in the 

desert, the ballet-dancing civil servants, the desert island cookery - 

all superb. The civil servant chap handing over his wallet had me in 

stitches too. Its innocence is wonderful, although if you look a 

little closer the darker side is visible, along with lots of little touches that give the whole thing 

surprising depth. It isn't going to suit everybody. I don't expect too many Americans or teenagers to 

get the point. It is however a superb piece of work. 
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The Pursuit Of Happyness (2006) 
 

In 1981, Chris Gardner was a struggling salesman in little needed 

medical bone density scanners while his wife toiled in double 

shifts to support the family including their young son, Christopher 

(8-year-old Jaden Smith). In the face of this difficult life, Chris has 

the desperate inspiration to try for a stockbroker internship 

where one in twenty has a chance of a lucrative full time career. 

Even when his wife leaves him because of this choice, Chris clings 

to this dream with his son even when the odds become more 

daunting by the day. Together, father and son struggle through 

homelessness, jail time, tax seizure and the overall punishing 

despair in a quest that would make Gardner a respected 

millionaire. I was involved with one of the first test audiences 

almost a year ago, and came away quite impressed with the 

acting performances and heartfelt punch of Pursuit of Happiness. 

This is easily one of Smith's best films, as he pours his heart and soul into the main character. While 

the plot may remain a bit transparent, it leaves you asking the question of yourself - how long would 

you keep battling to get what you really want out of life? I plan on seeing the film again when it 

releases to the general public, and am very interested to see what changes were made after running 

it through the test screenings. As I saw it then, it needed very few, if any, changes. I was fortunate to 

see this movie in a screening. I really enjoyed it, and felt that it lived up to the teary and 

heartwarming trailer. While the movie has an uplifting "go for your dreams" message, the deepest 

theme is that of family. Will Smith did a great job as the father trying to protect his son from their 

circumstances of becoming homeless as much as he can, while at the same time trying to work in 

the competitive world of stocks as an un-paid intern. Jaden Smith was outstanding as the preschool-

aged kid who knows things are going wrong and tries to have a stiff upper lip, but just can't do it all 

the time. The story is very touching and was close to home for me. My family has been through 

some tough times, and this movie just reminded me of how much my parents struggled to provide 

for our family and yet kept life fun as much as they could. I am excited to go see this with my parents 

as a way to say thank you. 
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The Queen (2006) 
 

The Queen is an intimate behind the scenes glimpse at the 

interaction between HM Elizabeth II and Prime Minister Tony Blair 

during their struggle, following the death of Diana, to reach a 

compromise between what was a private tragedy for the Royal 

family and the public's demand for an overt display of mourning. I 

saw this film on September 25th, 2006 in Indianapolis. I am one of 

the judges for the Heartland Film Festival's Truly Moving Picture 

Award. "A Truly Moving Picture" explores the human journey by 

artistically expressing hope and respect for the positive values of 

life." Heartland gave that award to this film. Normally I am careful 

not to give away the ending of a movie in a comment. In this case, 

the story and the ending are already known. In 1997, Princess 

Diana died in a car crash in Paris trying to escape from the 

paparazzi. This was about a year after her divorce with Prince 

Charles. Great Britain and the world mourned her loss in a surprisingly large way. It was as if Princess 

Diana was an assassinated world political or spiritual leader. The royal family did not initially react to 

her death in a human or sensitive way. They alternately said it was a private affair or Princess Diana 

was no longer royalty since the divorce or we are protecting Princess Diana's two sons or let us 

grieve alone. But, they were coming off as cold and standoffish to the English people and they were 

causing the monarchy system to become unpopular and even despised. In steps the new young 

Prime Minister, Tony Blair, influences Queen Elizabeth II to mourn in public and bring a humanity to 

the English monarchy. The real story is the journey of Tony Blair and Queen Elizabeth II to get to this 

final destination. It is hard to separate what is fact and what is made-up in this film. Many facts are 

certain because you see historical footage of the bunches of cut flowers growing in front of 

Buckingham Palace and the then President Clinton making a statement and many clips of Princess 

Diane throughout her life. But the many behind-the-scenes conversations had to be invented or 

recalled, so it has to be part fiction and part fact. The monarchy is not treated kindly in this film. 

Prince Philip comes off as insensitive and a bearer of grudges. Prince Charles appears to be weak. 

Queen Elizabeth II, played brilliantly by Helen Mirren, comes off as reserved and complicated. And 

Tony Blair, played convincingly by Michael Sheen, trumps the royalty by being real and wise and 

likable. The storytelling is compelling. Even though you know what will happen, you are intrigued by 

how the characters get to their ultimate positions. In the end, Queen Elizabeth II and Tony Blair 

display a profound love for their country. It is really a story about public dignitaries trying to do the 

right thing for their country and their families. With Jake Taylor Shantos & Dash Barber. 
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The Queen's Nose (2000) 
 

Children's series about a magic coin that can grant wishes. For the 

first couple of series (back in 1995), this was a good series. But, 

like with so many CBBC programmes adapted from books, it has 

run on far too long - losing all of its originality and degrading into 

pathetic slapstick. I believe it was based a a Dick King Smith novel 

- the title 'The Queen's Nose' was because you had to rub the 

Queen's nose (on the 'head' side) on the 50p to make a wish. It 

was the tale of Harmony and her family, including the mysterious 

Uncle Ginger - (who knew all about the magic coin, amongst other 

things!). I can only think that the BBC continues to make this 

because the children who watch it these days don't have the 

attention span to watch a 'real' programme (which this once was) 

with a proper storyline and plot. 

 

 

 

Series 3 (2000) 
 

Episode 8: Harmony's Holiday; Harmony and her sister Melody are living on a houseboat whilst their 

Aunt Glenda is in Australia. Harmony discovers Dino in the hold, who steals her 50p coin. 
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The Quick And The Dead (1987) 
 

A mysterious stranger rides into a homesteading family's (13-year-

old Kenny Morrison) life when they are attacked by a ruthless 

gang. Sorry I didn't read the original book, so I enjoyed the film 

but, I was always thinking on "Shane" updated, but I can't say if 

the original plays are similar. A film to be seen for all western 

lovers that retrieve us the bravery and sense of honor of prairies 

men. 
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The Quick And The Dead (1995) 
 

Ellen, an unknown female gunslinger rides into a small, dingy and 

depressing prairie town with a secret as to her reason for showing 

up. Shortly after her arrival, a local preacher, Cort, is thrown 

through the saloon doors while townfolk are signing up for a gun 

competition. The pot is a huge sum of money and the only rule: 

that you follow the rules of the man that set up the contest, 

Herod. Herod is also the owner, leader, and "ruler" of the town. 

Seems he's arranged this little gun-show-off so that the preacher 

(who use to be an outlaw and rode with Herod) will have to fight 

again. Cort refuses to ever use a gun to kill again and Herod, 

acknowledging Cort as one of the best, is determined to alter this 

line of thinking...even if it gets someone killed. The blonde 

stranger riding into town isn't Clint, it's Stone. She's tough (can fist 

fight with the best of them), and an accurate and fast gun. There's 

a gunfighting competition in town. The quick and the brave sign up. The prize is a huge pot of 

money, but not everyone is in it for the riches, some seek revenge, others respect, but only one can 

win. Oh, did I mention the local bad guy who runs the town as well as the competition. The story 

focuses on 'The Lady' (Sharon Stone), a gunfighter visiting the town of her father's killer, John Herod 

(Gene Hackman). At the time of her visit, a contest is being held. A contest of dueling. She joins, 

thinking it will help her get vengeance, and meets former henchman for Herod, Cort (Russel Crowe), 

and Herod's son, 'The Kid' (21-year-old Leonardo DiCaprio). The first thing to say about this film is 

that the cast is an all-star one: Sharon Stone, Gene Hackman, Russell Crowe, Leonardo DiCaprio, and 

Gary Sinise in a bit part. Each of the characters, even Hackman's villain Herod, is so likeable and 

charismatic that you can't help but feeling sad that a good portion of them will be killed. There is 

some spectacular cinematography and creatively conceived shots from director Sam Raimi and his 

team. A particularly memorable shot is the one of the sunlight shining through the bullet hole of the 

victim's head. In my opinion the two drawbacks of The Quick and the Dead are the thin plot and the 

relative scarcity of dialogue. With a cast like this it's a bit of a shame that it is underutilized. Still this 

film provides a solid hour and a half or so of entertainment. 
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The Railway Children (1970) 
 

The film opens in a happy, comfortable upper middle-class home 

in Victorian London. One night the three children (16-year-old 

Gary Warren) see their father usher two strangers into his study. 

After an argument he leaves with them and does not return. They 

and their mother fall on hard times and eventually move to a 

cottage in the country. Yet they keep their spirits up and find 

ways to help others. Fascinated by the nearby railroad, they wave 

to the passengers faithfully every day, and their vigilance and 

courage prevent an accident. Their kindness makes friends of 

some important people who can help solve the mystery of their 

missing father. The Waterbury family are completely happy until 

mysterious men take their father away and they have to move up 

to Yorkshire without him. The three open-hearted children soon 

make many friends including their Old Gentleman whom they 

regularly wave to on his morning train journey. Bobbie, the eldest girl, makes contact with him to try 

and get help for the problems they are facing. Meanwhile the children find themselves involved in 

several unexpected dramas on the railway. Once in a great while, a perfect film comes along. Thirty 

years later, this is still one. Rarely has a children's book been brought to life in such a stunning way. 

With Jeffrie's gentle direction and the enchanting charisma of Agutter, Thomsett and Warren, this is 

required viewing for all film lovers. Although the story is old and the setting even older, this is a 

wholly modern film, using innovative techniques such as quick cutting, point-of-view camerawork, 

dramatic freeze-frame, exquisite telephoto landscape, and overlapping dialogue, in ways highly 

effective and virtually experimental. In illustrating the mercurial, life-changing machinations of fickle 

fate, director Jeffries conveys Victorian England as a vital, dynamic place, in which our hero-children 

must eschew their passive upbringing and become pro-active to survive, challenging head-on what 

amounts to an all-out political conspiracy and an earth-shaking cultural revolution, albeit played out 

in the guise of a generational turf war. The kids learn that tragedy and upheaval can either be death, 

or an empowering new beginning, depending on your attitude, and fortitude. Adults are, by and 

large, either long-suffering martyrs or dangerous creeps. Kids, on the other hand, are bright, vital, 

essential to evolution. The promise of the ever-expanding future, symbolized by the lovely railroad 

trains that barrel by the kids' back yard, gives the kids firstly hope, then inspiration towards 

retrieving their persecuted father, and restoring familial balance and harmony. And forgive me, but 

seeing little Jenny stopping a ten-ton train with her little red flag, and then fainting dead away, is 

one of the most excruciatingly sexual moments in all cinema. The children are incredible. The lovely 

Jenny Agutter, of course, went on to an absolutely fabulous career. The toothy Sally Thomsett had 

some rough times after this film, before she went on to TV fame as one of the caustic bimbos in 

"Man About the House" the British sitcom that inspired our own "Three's Company". And little Gary 

Warren? Who knows? Lionel Jeffries has had a long, distinguished career both as actor and director 

(although his follow-up film, THE AMAZING MR. BLUNDEN, went nowhere. Too bad; it's also 

delightful). The Johnny Douglas score, released also on a now-rare soundtrack LP, is exceptional. The 

theme song, "More Than Ever Now", even made a splash in the U.S. as a Top 100 hit for Al Martino! 



The parting shot is all-powerful, beautifully showing that faith begets magic, which begets 

community, which begets progress and reunion and happiness. Wow, what a film: Britflicks rule! 
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The Railway Children (2000) 
 

I really enjoyed watching The Railway children and it was nice to 

see Jenny Agutter as the mother as she had the part of Jemima 

Rooper as Bobbie back in 1970 and done a great job in both of 

The Railway children. Three kids (14-year-old Jack Blumenau) live 

happily with their parents and are rich, until nearly everything 

changes. Their father is accused for something he did not do and 

the rest of the family have to move house. When they move 

house they find out that they live near a railway station and they 

save a train from an accident. A man helps the eldest child to find 

their dad and at the end they dad comes back from prison 

without the other two finding out. 
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The Ransom Of Red Chief (1998) 
 

Two hoboes strike on a get-rich quick scheme to kidnap an overly-

energetic 9-year-old son of a local banker (10-year-old Haley Joel 

Osment). Based on the classic story by O'Henry. I'm a big fan of 

Christopher Lloyd, and I really love the original short story of this. 

But I'm not a really huge fan of this version (though I don't exactly 

hate it either). Christopher is very good in this (and it is the sort of 

role that seems tailor-made for him). Alan Ruck makes a pretty 

good job with the small role of the thankless father. And Haley 

does show a lot of personality and charisma as the main kid, even 

if he is a bit too "soft and nice". (I swear I saw a version with Alex 

Linz in the role - who is a lot more inheritantly mischevous. Maybe 

I just imagined it). What I don't like about this is that fact that a lot 

of the broad wit of the original story has been severely toned 

down and "cutsified". I half-suspect it's because of the mid-90s 

era, the time of PC and everyone in America is expected to to be gushingly sweet to each other, and 

nothing bad or mean should ever be shown of TV, or that sort of thing. The whole while feels really 

tame (and cheap), and really lacks the dynamic punch that made the original story so good. It's 

alright as a cutsey family film for undiscerning kids, but it could have been a lot funnier and more 

"rascally". 
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The Reception (2005) 
 

The complex relationship between a wealthy French woman and 

her best friend a, gay black American, is thrown into turmoil when 

her estranged daughter comes to visit them with her new husband 

for the weekend in upstate New York. Through a series of drunken 

evenings and daytime squabbles it becomes apparent that no one 

involved is what they seem. John G. Young ('Parallel Sons') is a fine 

writer and director whose fertile mind is slowly offering beautiful 

little quiet films that bravely address many difficult issues. THE 

RECEPTION is a very low budget film (not evident in the product, 

but in actuality it is said to have been made for $5,000. - meaning 

it is a labor of love on the part of the cast and crew), an Indie film 

garnering respect in the festivals and will likely gather a following 

now that it is available on DVD. Young does not write or direct 

exploitational African American films: Young writes about less 

flamboyant issues that make his work less ethnic and more universal. Jeannette (Pamela Holden 

Stewart) is an aging divorced French 'writer' who has moved to upstate New York to a beautiful 

home to drink, lives with an HIV-positive African American painter Martin (Wayne Lamont Sims), a 

disillusioned gay man who has retreated from the artistic and emotional pains of Paris. The two care 

for each other, two isolated souls in mutual need of understanding. Into this snowy solace comes 

Jeannette's daughter Sierra (Margaret Burkwit), whom Jeannette has not seen in years having left 

her with her father at the time of an early divorce suffering the anger of the estrangement and 

distance, and Sarah's new husband Andrew (Darien Sills-Evans) a handsome African American law 

student from a wealthy family. Jeannette demands they stay until the weekend when Jeannette will 

throw a big reception party for the newly wedded couple. At a dinner party for a 'potential lover' for 

Jeannette all of the underpinnings of the drama become evident. Nothing is as it seems: every 

character has secrets and lies that gradually and painfully surface and change the story in surprising 

ways. Original intentions are thwarted by dishonesty and resolutions of broken lives bring the film to 

a quiet end. Young addresses issues such as gay love, living with HIV, alcoholism, dysfunctional 

mother/daughter relationships, deception, greed, lust, desperation - all in a tight little story that 

makes its messages clear though not only well written dialogue but also the extended silences in the 

isolation of a place in the snowy woods. The cast acts with an unforced natural manner, allowing us 

to slowly discover the real complexities of the characters. The scenery is ideally captured by 

cinematographer Derek Wiesehahn. It is refreshing to see how touching a film can be made with so 

little money, eight days shooting time, and a devoted group of fine artists. 
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The Red Pony (1949) 
 

In the coast range mountains on the western edge of the Salinas 

Valley is a ranch where Tom (11-year-old Peter Miles), a lad of 

about 10-years-old, longs for a pony. He lives with his mom, who 

was born there, her dad, a talkative pioneer who misses the old 

West, Tom's dad Fred Tiflin, who comes from the city and after 

years on the ranch doesn't feel at home there, and Billy, their 

trusted hand, a real cowboy. While Fred has to sort out whether 

he wants to stay a rancher and come to terms with his son being 

closer to Billy than to himself, Tom gets a pony and learns directly 

about responsibility and loss. What lessons can each learn, and 

are tragedy and hard choices all that life offers? Are laughter and 

joy anywhere? The most truly American of classical composers, 

Aaron Copland's stirring music score is what still resonates most 

in this almost forgotten 1949 film, even though it boasts an 

impressive pedigree - a screenplay by John Steinbeck based on his own collection of short stories, 

direction from film veteran Lewis Milestone ("All Quiet on the Western Front", Steinbeck's "Of Mice 

and Men"), and A-list stars in Robert Mitchum and Myrna Loy. It was the most expensive picture 

ever made at Republic Studios, a poverty-row operation that was kept afloat thanks to a successful 

string of John Wayne westerns. On the surface, the movie seems like kid-friendly fare, but it also 

presents some interesting psychological subtext on the family unit and a surprisingly graphic scene 

that triggers the story's climax. The story focuses on a young boy named Tom Tiflin, who lives with 

his parents on a ranch in the Salinas Valley. His no-nonsense mother Alice was raised in the area, but 

his emotionally indifferent father Fred comes from San Jose and has never felt at home despite 

spending years on the ranch. On a long-term visit to the ranch, Alice's father is an old coot who 

repeats the same stories about the old West much to the consternation of Fred. Moreover, Fred's 

constantly conflicted state has pushed Tom closer to devoted ranch hand Billy Buck. Family tensions 

give way to a red pony, Fred's present to Tom. Naturally, the boy focuses his full attention on the 

pony, even cutting class to take care of it after it ambled outside during a heavy rainstorm. The rest 

of the story plays the way one would expect from a parable about personal obligations and coping 

with tragedy. Milestone lends a painterly quality to the proceedings, but he doesn't delve deeply 

into the characters' motivations. This was probably an intentional decision since the picture seems 

designed to be more of a Disney-type live-action film. The superficial treatment, however, leaves 

some aspects of the story oddly unexplained. The resulting lapse leaves the actors to fill in the 

blanks. Even in a sketchily written role like Billy, Mitchum exudes his famously coiled presence in the 

face of a character that seems too good to be true. Stripped of her sophisticated charms, a ghostly-

looking Loy lends a stoic dignity to Alice that gives just a small glimpse into the marital struggles her 

character is obviously facing. A year away from playing his archetypal role of Oliver Wendell Holmes 

in "The Magnificent Yankee", Louis Calhern brings bluster and unexpected poignancy to the 

grandfather. As Fred, Steinbeck look-alike Shepperd Strudwick does the best he can in a relatively 

thankless role. 9-year-old Peter Miles is generally affecting as Tom, though he can't seem to get past 

the boy's obsession into something more moving. That is indeed the Wicked Witch of the West, 

Margaret Hamilton, playing a minor role as Tom's perturbed schoolteacher. As noted with Loy's 



appearance, the color seems sadly faded in the print housed in the 2003 DVD, and unfortunately 

there are no extras offered - a true shame considering the talent involved. 
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The Reflecting Skin (L'Enfant Miroir) (1990) 
 

A young (10-year-old) boy (10-year-old Jeremy Cooper) tries to 

cope with rural life circa 1950s and his fantasies become a way to 

interpret events. After his father tells him stories of vampires, he 

becomes convinced that the widow up the road is a vampire, and 

tries to find ways of discouraging his brother from seeing her. He 

must deal with an abusive mother, a father with a charge of 

molestation, a band of youths creating havoc, and an unforgiving 

environment in general. British playwright, author and 

scriptwriter Phillip Ridley turned his hand to directing for this 

beautifully beguiling film about a child's view of an oppressive 

(and oppressing) world. The protagonist-Seth-is confronted by the 

horrors of mortality when he meets the mysterious "vampire", 

Dolphin Blue. A highly evocative and stylised tale of small town 

life and death set amidst swaying corn fields and clear blue skies, 

but, there is a foetus in the barn and death drives a black car through town... Not for all tastes, this is 

a self-consciously poetic piece of Americana that will probably appeal to fans of David Lynch. Ridley's 

vision is not a cheery world view but one in which cruelty and fate stalk the innocent hand in hand. 

This is a beautiful and tragic piece of work and I just wish there would be a DVD release soon. 
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The Rescue (1988) 
 

A team of Navy Seals are sent to destroy a disabled submarine so 

it will not fall into the "wrong" hands. They complete their 

mission, but are captured before they can return to their base. 

The U.S. Government will not mount a rescue mission to free the 

soldiers, so their teenage children (11-year-old Ian Giatti) take 

over. The kids find a way to venture into the foreign country and 

then must overcome many obstacles. A group of teenagers 

attempt to rescue their Navy fathers held captive in a Communist 

military prison. After when a team of Navy Seals were sent to 

destroy a disabled submarine so it will not fall into the "wrong" 

hands! So as their teenage children take over, the kids found a 

way to venture into the foreign country and then overcome many 

obstacles. 
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The Return Of Rin Tin Tin (1947) 
 

HE'S BACK! In the most human heart-warming picture in years! 

Robert Blake had been out of the public eye for a decade when, in 

2005, he stood trial for and was acquitted of the murder of wife 

Bonnie Bakley. The trial renewed public interest in both his life 

and film career, and quite a few long-forgotten Blake films began 

to make their way to the home market. One of these was the 1947 

film THE RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN, which starred the then 13-year-

old Robert Blake in a standard "a boy and his dog" story. As a 

movie, THE RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN isn't bad, but neither is it 

anything to write home about. The story concerns Paul (Blake), a 

war orphan, who is sent to live with "kindly Father Paul" (Donald 

Wood)--but the traumatized boy proves unreachable until he 

encounters canine star Rin Tin Tin (the third German Shepherd of 

that name.) Unfortunately, no sooner does Rin Tin Tin lure Paul 

out of his shell than the dog's true owners come to call. At present the film is only available to the 

homemarket via a release by Digiview. The DVD case describes the film as "digitally remastered," but 

don't you believe it. The color is bleached and the picture is so fuzzy that it is often difficult to tell 

whether you are looking at Blake or at Rin Tin Tin! And in terms of atrocity the sound isn't far 

behind. No matter how inexpensive the price may be, THE RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN isn't worth it. 

Avoid it like the plague. Rin Tin Tin was a great Star, a great Actor, and was the love of my childhood 

life before getting my own dog. My brothers and I never missed one of his shows or movies. RTT is 

ably supported by Bobby Blake and Donald Woods, two wonderful actors in their own rights. Rin Tin 

Tin single-handedly made German Shepherds (or Alsatians, if you prefer) the most popular dog in 

America. The inexpressible nobility, love, and the overwhelming intelligence in those beautiful 

brown eyes give ample support to the belief that people should aspire to be more like dogs. 
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The Return Of The Borrowers (1993) 
 

The borrowers leave their new home and find a model village just 

the right size for them. They find George (Paul Cross) but the 

village's owner also finds out about the borrowers. I recently dug 

out the videos of this charming TV series and it's still as good 

today as it was 10 years ago! I used to watch this religiously when 

I was 7-years-old. You don't get television programmes like this 

anymore - an amazing cast featuring the likes of Ian Holm and 

Penelope Wilton who are perfect in their roles as Mr. and Mrs. 

Clock - the clever and courageous Pod and the worried and tearful 

Homily, who along with their mischievous daughter Arietty set out 

on a hair raising journey through the English countryside, hoping 

to find a new home for themselves. They are 'Borrowers', who 

spend their days 'borrowing' everything and anything from 

'Human Beans', in order to survive! Children's programmes today are simply too polished - Sian 

Phillips is perfectly cast as the devilish house minder Mrs. Driver and at times the programme is 

surprisingly startling. Full of adventure and suspense, and special effects that were a masterpiece of 

their time (and still impress today), this BBC adaptation of Norton's classic novel is a favourite of my 

generation and is one for all the family! 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1993) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 

Episode 5. 

Episode 6. 
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The Return Of The King (1980) 
 

This film adapts the final book of the Lord of the Rings Trilogy 

where the Hobbits, Frodo and Samwise, struggle through the 

barren land of Mordor to destroy the Ruling Ring in Mount Doom. 

At the same time, Gandalf and the others wage a desperate battle 

against the forces of Sauron at Minas Tirith, but Sauron seems to 

have the upper hand while the source of his power, the Ring, 

slowly threatens to corrupt its bearers. Having recently seen this 

version for the first time in a number of years, I can see its faults, 

but many of the reviewers here are way too hard on it. Tolkien's 

masterful trilogy was unfilmable in live action before the advent of 

CGI, but fans were clamoring for film versions anyway, and then 

hated them when they arrived. Oy veh! While this Rankin/Bass 

version was not as good as their THE HOBBIT, I still found it to be 

quite entertaining on its own level, as long as you don't compare it 

to Peter Jackson's impeccable epics. The voice cast was great, and it was quite ambitious for 

Rankin/Bass, known chiefly for their animated Christmas specials. This film's haters should listen to 

the lyrics of one of Glenn Yarbrough's---It Is So Easy Not To Try. Rankin/Bass tried, and Tolkien fans 

who have expressed outrage over this would have been angrier if no one had tried back then. 

Everyone here needs to take a chill pill. 
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The Return Of The Psammead (The Return Of It) (The Return Of The 

Sand Fairy) (1993) 
 

Four children (Toby Ufindell-Phillips [George], Leonard Kirby [Pip], 

Laura Clarke [Ellie/Harriet] & Vicci Avery [Lucy]) encounter the 

magic powers of Psammead, the sand fairy. "Return of the Sand 

Fairy" was mostly an excuse to reuse the Sand Fairy, on which 

obviously a lot of effort was expended in the fine adaptation of 

"Five Children and It." The makers also, obviously, didn't have the 

funds for the full- scale time travel of "The Story of the Amulet," 

which was all to the ancient world and so would be horrifically 

expensive, and they didn't have the gall to rip off Nesbit's title 

with a simpler story, so they used an easier-to-do time travel story 

with different characters not totally incompatible with Nesbit's 

universe-- assuming this story to be taking place sometime 

between "Five Children and It" and "The Story of the Amulet." The story is "Nesbitesque" rather than 

being taken from Nesbit, and manages to cover a couple of obvious wishes Nesbit missed. The evil 

twin would have been my first. My sisters were identical twins. Most of the time they both got away 

with murder, though once in awhile one was unjustly punished. I always wished both for a twin and 

to get away with being bad, but the result would likely have been much more like in this story, with 

the bad twin getting the good one in trouble. The other wish, of course, was invisibility, which Nesbit 

sort of covered in "The Phoenix and the Carpet." The time travel story in this one was reminiscent of 

"Tom's Midnight Garden" and the like, with the past events connecting to the modern ones and so 

on. It wasn't much like the foray into the future in "The Story of the Amulet," but was very good in 

showing the marvels of the modern age being wonders to Edwardian children. They may have 

borrowed from other Nesbit works I have not read. I understand "House of Arden" has children 

visiting a house at different times in its history, including a scene in a kitchen, which this contains. 

The children are appealing and the adventures entertaining. Not as good as the Amulet, or Tom, but 

I would certainly watch it again. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1993) 
 

Episode 1: A Sand Fairy grants wishes in Helen Cresswell's drama, starring Anna Massey. 

Episode 2: 

Episode 3: The Garsington children's wish lands them 80 years in the future. 

Episode 4: Aunt Marchmont (Anna Massey) regrets her wish to have a child's mind. 

Episode 5: 

Episode 6: The Sand Fairy is gone, but wishes are still being granted. 
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The Return Of The Shaggy Dog (1987) 
 

Wilby, the lawyer, is about to be married, and a magical ring that 

turned him into a Dog as a teen falls into the wrong hands. Wilby 

is changed into a Dog on and off, and Wilby's brother Moochie 

tries to help. Wilby is now an adult, but the curse that Dogged him 

as a teen returns, just as he is about to be married to his fiancee 

Betty. Professor Plumkutt dies, and the magical Borgia ring falls 

into the hands of his crooked housekeepers. They want to sell 

everything and get out of town, but once they discover that the 

ring can change Wilby into a Dog, they want to transform him and 

sell him to a TV commercial producer, Laura. As Wilby is 

transformed from man to Dog and back, his disappearing act is 

making Betty suspicious that Wilby is cheating on her with Laura. 

Now he must get the ring, change back, and make it in time for his 

wedding. Part of the fun of the Shaggy Dog movies is watching man become man's best friend, and 

to see Wilby the Dog talk and do people things, like driving a car and performing in the Dog food 

commercial that he does. Return uses Werewolf type make-up and visual effects, like Wilby's nose 

getting black and shiny, with fur growing out of his pant legs. When he talks, it's mostly implied 

through quick edits in the film, rather than lip sync, puppets, or animation. All in all Return Of The 

Shaggy Dog is a nice 3rd outing in the Shaggy Dog series. Not often does a made for TV movie 

surpass the original, but even rarely does one do so, while also shifting time and counter-acting as a 

prequel. Return of the Shaggy Dog is a sequel to The Shaggy Dog, and takes place before The Shaggy 

D.A. The funny thing is, while The Shaggy D.A. took place in the 70's, this one takes place in the 80's. 

Originally offered as a two-partner on The Wonderful World of Disney, this movie has only been 

aired twice, as far as I know, and had Wilby Daniels engaged but before he can get married he ends 

up kidnapped by the professor's caretakers (who find the ring and read the inscription, hence 

Wilby's return as the shaggy dog). Also mixed in with the plot is Wilby's brother who is trying to find 

the perfect dog for a dog food commercial...hmmm...predictable? Sure. Fun? Definitely! Maybe with 

the new movie coming out with Tim Allen (ugh...) everyone will have a chance to see this movie. I've 

had it on tape for years and always find it entertaining. 
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The Return Of Tommy Tricker (Le Retour Des Aventuriers Du Timbre 

Perdu) (1994) 
 

Welcome to the world of stamps with Tommy Tricker (Michael 

Stevens) and friends (Paul Nicholls & 12-year-old Andrew Bauer-

Gador) as they learn the magic of travelling through time and 

space for the mere price of the postage. Though of course, 

nothing is as easy as it seems as they soon learn when they try to 

rescue Charles Merriweather, a stamp traveller frozen in time 

since his last attempt at stamp- travelling, 65 years ago. But 

Charles turns out to be a girl, his sister Molly! And she is rapidly 

turning into an old woman. To find a cure, Tommy takes off in a 

race against the time that leads him and Molly to the exotic and 

magical South Pacific islands. This movie has major loop holes and 

a really stupid plot. It picks up where the first movie left off. Only 

they made this about 5 years later. None of the characters look 

remotely the same! Also major changes make this movie have 

poor continuity from the first. In the first, Tommy's dad left him and his family a while back. 

Everyone assumes he is a bum, but nobody know where he is. In the sequel he know his dad, a bum, 

and talks with him. He HATED his father in the first one, yet here he liked the guy and missed him. 

Tommy lived with his single mom and several siblings in a tiny rundown apartment complex. In the 

sequel he lives with his mom and step dad in a normal house. Now I doubt all this happened in the 

few days he was gone. As I said the plot is incredibly bad. Tommy plans to release Charles, from the 

stamp in the first movie, and buy and island where kids can be and stamp collectors can see the 

famous kid in the stamp. Gee. That is now tops on my vacation spots I tell you. Who is he kidding? 

Like anyone would pay to go there. The acting is bad all around and is worse than the first one. I 

suggest you avoid this one. Only mildly recommended for kids under 9-10 if their is nothing better 

they want to see. 
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The Riches (2007) 
 

Wayne and Dahlia Malloy spent their youth pulling cons with a 

traveling band of modern Irish gypsies roaming about the U.S. 

Now years later, Wayne hits a spiritual and midlife crisis and 

begins to question their lifestyle just as his wife, newly sprung 

from prison, rejoins the family. They decide to finally settle down 

in suburbia where they battle to live a normal life while trying to 

escape their former friends. It's got to be hard for TV producers 

and writers to come up with a new theme for a series... but they 

have scored a bit "10" with this one. I believe The Riches will go 

down in history as one of the truly "different and great" ones. I'd 

bet it will soon be a cult series. I'm hooked already! Yes, it was a 

bit dark - I wasn't prepared for the violence and dark themes - 

drug use, cross-dressing child (13-year-old Aidan Mitchell)... but everything was portrayed 

intelligently. I thought it would be funnier, and perhaps future episodes will be, but I absolutely 

loved it - sort of the way I loved Fargo and Twin Peaks. Very clever, great acting, intelligent, and what 

a different idea for a theme. Living in Tampa myself and knowing a little about the "Travelers" - 

modern day gypsies (and yes, there are some that live nearby) - made it hit home even more. Plus 

I've been hankering for an RV, so I am really enjoying seeing them ride down the highway. Haven't 

we all had a little dream about living this type of life? 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 01: Pilot; Through a set of unusual circumstances, the Malloy family assumes the identities 

of a wealthy family, the Riches, only to find that a glamorous life entails more than they expected. 

Episode 02: Believe the Lie; Wayne has to find a way to pay for the family's new lifestyle. Dale is still 

after the Malloys. 

Episode 03: Operation Education; Wayne begins work at his new job at the law firm, where his first 

assignment is to fire the current head of the department. Meanwhile, Dahlia insists on registering 

the kids at a rich private school despite the fact that there are currently no openings. Finally, Dale 

uses his influence over Tammy, Cael's girlfriend, to track down the Malloys. 

Episode 04: Been There, Done That; The real Doug Rich's ex-wife jeopardizes the Malloys' cover 

when she comes after "Doug" for missed alimony payments. Meanwhile, Di Di falls for a buffer, and 

Cael finds a way to capitalize on his unusual skills at school. Also, Dahlia's pill addiction continues to 

worsen and now threatens to tear the family apart. 

Episode 05: The Big Floss; Wayne must deal with legal arcana in an eminent-domain case and Dahlia 

gets a job for which she is equally qualified: a dental hygienist. Ginny catches up to the Malloys, 

which means Dale is probably not far behind. 



Episode 06: Reckless Gardening; The Malloys must deal with Ken from the Traveler camp, when he 

shows up intending to marry Di Di. His presence leads to a family crisis. At Panco, Hugh wants Dahlia 

to be his personal assistant. He won't let Wayne settle for Hartley Underwood, who's suing the 

company. Meanwhile, Dale makes his move back at camp. 

Episode 07: Virgin Territory; Stunned by the news of Earl's death, a grieving Dahlia and her family 

head back to camp, where Dale looks to settle old scores with Wayne, while Ginny schemes to tie 

the knot between Di Di and Ken. 

Episode 08: X Spots the Mark; When Hugh suspects that Wayne and Dahlia stole money from the 

office bank, the Malloys must resort to doing what they do best: the con. 

Episode 09: Cinderella; The family finds itself in awkward situations when Wayne is offered a 

partnership at Panco only if he throws a dinner party that meets Hugh's approval. Meanwhile, a 

former cellmate of Dahlia's on the search for a job wants to be the family's maid. 

Episode 10: This Is Your Brain on Drugs; Wayne suspects that Dahlia still has a drug addiction and 

takes meth himself as a way of showing her how much the fact that she is on drugs hurts. 

Meanwhile, when things at Panco go crazy, it is up to Dahlia to keep everything and everyone 

together. Finally, Dale shows up at Edenfalls and befriends the family's neighbor, Hartley. 

Episode 11: Anything Hugh Can Do, I Can Do Better; When Hugh goes missing, it is up to Wayne to 

take over at Panco and discover what it's really like to be the boss. Meanwhile, Dahlia tries to bond 

with Di Di, only to discover that their relationship has only taken more steps in the wrong direction. 

Finally, Dale confesses his intentions to Hartley. 

Episode 12: It's a Wonderful Lie; The Malloys must hide their true secret extra carefully when Doug's 

friend Pete stops by for a visit, Hugh returns with a new wife from Las Vegas, and Hartley warms up 

to Dale and shows him how to blend in. 

Episode 13: Waiting for Dogot; The Malloys find themselves in difficult situations as more visitors 

continue to arrive, neighbors pry and Dale aims for a piece of the action. The family finds itself 

making some difficult decisions. 
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The Ring Two (2005) 
 

Six months after encountering Samara and her killer video tape, 

Rachel Keller and her son Aiden (David Dorfman) leave the city to 

live in a small rural town where they think they'll be safe. Soon 

after they arrive, however, Rachel hears about a college student 

who died nearby in circumstances similar to Samara's past victims. 

Now it appears that Aiden's life is in danger from Samara once 

more, and Rachel must investigate the little girl's past if she wants 

to save her son. In The Ring Two, Rachel Keller (Naomi Watts, in a 

decent performance) and her son, Aidan (David Dorfman, much 

better in the first film), pack up and move to Oregon. Rachel gets a 

job at the local newspaper, and everything is fine and dandy. But 

when she learns of an apparent homicide, she immediately 

suspects involvement with Samara and the haunted videotape. 

She destroys yet another copy of the tape, but that only makes 

Samara angrier. Now, Rachel has to find a way to put Samara to rest once and for all, before it's too 

late. This had potential to be a solid sequel, but it isn't. It lacks nearly everything that made the first 

film good, namely scares. And that's the biggest problem. The Ring Two is just flat-out not scary. The 

Ring's strong point was it's atmosphere. Creepy, eerie, unsettling, and above all, scary. The Ring Two 

doesn't have atmosphere. It doesn't really have any sort of suspense whatsoever. It relies far too 

much on jolt scares. Every once in a while Samara jumps out to say boo, and that's really all there is 

to the scares. An utter disappointment. In fact, attempts at scares that did not involve Samara were 

the ones that got laughed at, namely a scene where a herd of deer demolish Rachel's car. The entire 

theater was laughing from the beginning to end of that scene. Elizabeth Perkins and Gary Cole make 

appearances as a doctor and a Realtor (the latter providing brief, though appreciated comic relief), 

and Sissy Spacek makes a brief appearance as Samara's birth mother. It's sad to see such a great 

actress in such a limited role. Simon Baker plays a co-worker of Rachel's. He is the largest supporting 

role, though we don't learn any more about him from when we first see him to when the film is 

over. In all, The Ring Two has a well assembled cast that doesn't disappoint. The only real problem 

with the first film was that it left you with more questions than answers, and The Ring Two only 

answers a couple, creating more questions along the way. What is Samara? Why was she born the 

way she is? Is she a demon? What is she?! Don't bother asking, because it's never answered. Though 

you can't help but wonder if it's better that way. What if we found out that she's really the devil? 

Would that just create more questions? It probably would. Maybe some questions are best left 

unanswered. The score manages to be occasionally chilling. Plenty of violins and pianos add 

something to the otherwise bland environment. If you look at it as more of a supernatural thriller 

than a horror film, The Ring Two is not a bad way to spend 111 minutes. It's an interesting enough 

ghost story that is well acted, well directed (though I expected better from the director of the 

original Ringu), and has a good score. Despite it's numerous flaws, it manages to be OK, which is 

better than nothing. But the lack of sheer horror and uneasiness takes away a lot from the 

experience. The Ring Two is definitely a disappointment, but it's not all that bad. 
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The Ritz (1976) 
 

On his deathbed Carmine Vespucci's father tells him to "get 

Proclo". With "the hit" on, Gaetano tells a cab driver to take him 

where Carmine can't find him. He arrives at the Ritz, a gay 

bathhouse where he is pursued amorously by "chubby chaser" 

Paul B. Price and by entertainer Googie Gomez who believes him 

to be a broadway producer. His guides through the Ritz are 

gatekeeper Abe, habitue Chris, and bellhop/go-go-boys Tiger and 

Duff. Squeaky-voiced detective Michael Brick and his employer 

Carmine do locate Gateano at the Ritz, as does his wife Vivian. At 

the Ritz, the rates are low, the decor is rococo art deco and the 

clientele is...convivial. As Cleveland sanitation company owner 

Gaetano Proclo reasons, this New Yook all-male bathhouse is the 

perfect place to hide from his murder-minded brother-in-law 

Carmine. But what Gaetano and his fellow bathhouse patrons get 

is an exercize in wild, manic mayhem from director Richard Lester (A Hard Day's Night, two 

Superman films), bringing Terrence McNally's hit Broadway farce to spicy screen life. Four of this 

film's stars also spiced up its stage life: original cast members Jack Weston as Gaetana, Jerry Stiller as 

Carmine, future Amadeus Academy Award winner F. Murray Abraham as a sardonic Ritz regular and 

especially Rita Moreno as bubble-brained torch singer Googie Gomez, a riotous performance that 

won her a Tony Award. Kaye Ballard, Treat Williams and Paul B. Price add to the tasty guest list. So 

check into The Ritz. You'll have roomfulls of laughter to check out. I had caught this zany gay 

bathouse farce years ago and remembered it during a recent discussion of the gay subculture with a 

gay friend of mine. I wondered if the movie would be considered offensive by/to gays. Having seen it 

again, I would think not, and at least one gay reviewer here agrees with me. With mistaken 

identities, misunderstood intentions, and straight cluelessness, it is a hilarious comic romp. All the 

participants put in excellent comic work here. Rita Moreno, as mentioned often here, is particularly 

wonderful as the hopeless but aspiring singer - the accent is a hoot. Hard to find nowadays, but 

definitely worth seeing. 
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The River Kings (1991) 
 

Filmed on South Australia's glorious River Murray, this television 

mini-series is set during the 1920s and tells of the story of a 

runaway (Tamblyn Lord) who escapes to the river to work on a 

paddle-boat steamer and his friendship with an old salt captain 

played by Bill Kerr. Based on an original novel by Max Fatchen. 

Zippy mini-series that spans a generation of hardship happiness 

and hope. Inevitably a powerful and emotional tale of a young 

boy growing to manhood along the banks of Australia's great 

Murray River. The latter provides the gritty backdrop to the lives 

of the Hofner family, young Shawn in particular, as in his young 

adult years he struggles to save the family from poverty and 

further misfortune. Beautifully rendered, the audience shares in 

the family's sadness, humor and unexpected drama. Robert 

George brilliantly adapted the screenplay from the original novel 

by Max Fatchen. This is the type of series that Australia does so well and it was a major ratings 

winner during its original screening. An edited "movie version" is available in some countries on 

video, but not to my knowledge on DVD as yet. 
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The River Wild (1994) 
 

Gail, an expert at white water rafting, takes her family on a trip 

down the river to their family's house. Along the way, the family 

encounters two men who are unexperienced rafters that need to 

find their friends down river. Later, the family finds out that the 

pair of men are armed robbers. The men then physically force the 

family to take them down the river to meet their accomplices. The 

rafting trip for the family is definitely ruined, but most 

importantly, their lives are at stake. Gail (Meryl Streep) is a 

professional at water rafting. She twigs every day, and she is in a 

very good shape. She takes her family, one day, to a rafting trip 

down the river, but she has no idea that the planed trip is about 

to become a nightmare. Two escaping robbers with a handgun, 

meet the family in the way, and join them to the trip. Only later 

the Gail realize that their new friends are dangerous criminals, but it's too late. The two men force 

them to stay together, and to keep cruising down the river. The family's life are risked not only by 

the 2 men, but also by the river which becomes more stormy and wilder. To celebrate her son 

Roarke's (11-year-old Joseph Mazzello) birthday and help build his relationship with his father (and 

her), Gail takes the family unit up to where she used to work as a river guide for a bit of white water 

rafting. Once there they meet another group heading down river and, when Wade and Terry lose 

their guide, Gail agrees to let them follow them in their own boat. However when Gail and Tom 

begin to feel uncomfortable with their guests they try to slip away unnoticed - only for Wade to pull 

a gun and insist that Gail will help them proceed downriver and cross the legendary Gauntlet. I first 

watched this when it came out in the cinema and I remember enjoying it. However noticing it back 

on television recently I couldn't help but be a little uninterested in it and wondered if I had just false 

memories of how good it really had been and so decided to watch it again and see. After a slow 

opening the film gets down to business with the two boats getting together and gradually going to 

the conclusion that we know is coming but enjoy heading towards anyway. The film delivers its 

straightforward plot well in the early stages, using the father-figure conflict well (even if it ignores 

the heavy feminist subtext) to generate the tension, while the later stages is more of a simple 

hostage thriller sort of affair. This aspect is still quite enjoyable even if it is not as tight as it really 

needed to be and, as a non-rafter, I wasn't sure how intimidated I was meant to be by the load of 

water that was the gauntlet. As a result, the film is a little talky but the cast are able to deal with it 

and it is really only the clunky, slow start that suffers as a result. I'm not a big fan of Meryl Streep 

and I didn't think she was totally fitted to the material given her but mostly her performance was 

natural enough to be convincing. Strathairn plays second fiddle to Streep but he is still enjoyable as 

he delivers an insecure character. With these two big names in the lead it would have been easy for 

them to dominate but it is Kevin Bacon that steals the film with a charismatic performance that he 

easily turns into menace - hardly his greatest performance but he makes more of it than others have 

in the past. Mazzello is a typical 'cute kid' American actor but he is good enough for this material and 

he is pretty good in the first half when he is given the material. Reilly and Bratt add some well-

known faces to the mix but really neither has that much to do. Overall this is not a great film but it is 

good enough to be worth seeing once. The action is not typical for this genre and the novelty value 



of it makes it seem more interesting. The film looks good and it is tense enough to do the job while 

the plot gets past the slow start to deliver an interesting set up and a solid enough series of set 

pieces with a good cast and director onboard (sorry!) 
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The Road (2009) 
 

A father and his son (13-year-old Kodi Smit-McPhee) walk alone 

through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged 

landscape save the ash on the wind and water. It is cold enough 

to crack stones, and, when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. 

Their destination is the warmer south, although they don't know 

what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing: just a 

pistol to defend themselves against the lawless cannibalistic 

bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a rusting 

shopping cart of scavenged food--and each other. While watching 

this movie I thought to myself that it was good I had already read 

the book. This was because the movie is agonizingly desperate 

and sad--often times it was just too much to absorb or handle in 

such a large dose. You can't put this movie down like you can with 

the book. Unlike the book being beautifully written, in an almost 

poetic prose, which distracted the reader from the subject, the movie is not beautifully shot. In your 

face is desperation, agony, and death. I can understand why this movie was shelved for a year. Do 

not go into it looking to be entertained, at best look to be intellectually stimulated. This is no 

popcorn movie. 
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The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975) 
 

A newly engaged couple have a breakdown in an isolated area and 

must pay a call to the bizarre residence of Dr. Frank-N-Furter. It's 

the weird and wonderful as newly wed couple Brad and Janet 

encounter a problem when they car halts in the rain. They both 

look for contact only to find themselves at the castle of Dr. Frank-

N-Furter a transvestite. A place to stay is offered, but will Brad and 

Janet want to remain there? Especially when a large group of 

Transylvanians dance to the 'Time Warp', Dr. Frank-N-Furter builds 

his own man and a whole host of participation for the audience to 

enjoy. After Janet accepts Brad's marriage proposal, the happy 

couple drive away from Denton, Ohio, only to get lost in the rain. 

They stumble upon the castle of Dr. Frank-N-Furter, a transvestite 

who is holding the annual convention of visitors from the planet 

Transsexual. Frank-N-Furter unveils his creation, a young man 

named Rocky Horror, who fears the doctor and rejects his sexual 

advances. When Frank-N-Furter announces that he is returning to the galaxy Transylvania, Riff Raff 

the butler and Magenta the maid declare that they have plans of their own. (An audience 

participation film). The story of an ordinary couple and one unforgettable night at the castle of Dr. 

Frank-N-Furter, a mad-scientist from the planet Transexual. Brad and Janet have arrived on their 

special night, the night of Dr. Furter's "beautiful creature", Rocky, the Adonis humanoid created for 

the release of Frank's "tension", was to be born. Action-packed romance...Transylvanian 

Parties...Gorgeous Gals...Thrills & Chills...Losta Larfs & Sex...16 Great Songs...Including "The Time 

Warp", "Sweet Transvestite", and "Whatever Happened To Saturday Night?" DREAM IT IN YOUR 

LIVING ROOM, BE IT IN THE THEATER! Brad and Janet, newly engaged, stumble onto the castle of Dr. 

Frank-N-Furter during a rainstorm. Taking refuge in the castle, they're present for the doctor's 

unveiling of his newest creation, Rocky. Over the course of the night, Frank seduces both Brad and 

Janet, Janet and Rocky become involved biblically, Dr. Everett Scott arrives looking for his son Eddie 

(whom Frank killed earlier in the film), and it all goes to pot when the guests discover that Frank is 

actually an alien (a transvestite from the planet Transsexual in the galaxy Transylvania) who's 

succeeded in creating the Sonic Transducer, "an audio-vibratory physiomolecular transport device" 

capable of "breaking down solid matter and then projecting it through space and, who knows, 

perhaps even time itself." A story of creation, love, hate, adventure, and, most of all, sex; the story 

begins in Denton, Ohio as Brad Majors and Janet Weiss, after getting engaged (Dammit Janet), travel 

to see "the man who began it," but wind up at the castle of Dr. Frank-N-Furter, a transvestite alien 

from the planet of Transsexual in the galaxy of Transylvania (Sweet Transvestite). And they meet Riff 

Raff, Magenta, and Columbia which leads to "doing the Time Warp again!" They discover they have 

been there on a "special night." Frank's creation is to be born! As Rocky has been revealed (Sword of 

Damocles / I Can Make You A Man), rebel Eddie, Frank's last-recent creation, ponders in on his 

motorcycle (Hot Patootie-Bless My Soul) whom Frank kills. In comes Dr. Everett Von Scott, he's come 

for Eddie (Eddie's Teddy) which results in the discovery of Eddie's deceased body. Frank chases Janet 

and Brad and Dr. Scott chase Frank (Planet Schmanet Janet), which results in everybody (but Frank) 

getting frozen. Enter the floor show (Rose Tint My World / Don't Dream It / Wild & Untamed Thing) 



which then turns into the horrifying death of both Frank and Columbia die and the castle's blasting 

off! Brad, Janet, and Dr. Scott survive and leave with torn clothes and battered bodies. Oh, come on 

admit it: we all love this movie and have gone to see it in the theatre. I have only seen it live once, 

but it was something that I won't soon forget. I still love watching it at home and practice the 

singing! Tim Curry, Susan and Barry are all hilarious, and the songs will be forever imbedded into 

your brain. "Damn it Janet, I love you." 
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The Ron Clark Story (The Triumph) (2006) 
 

Three-time Emmy Award® nominee Matthew Perry (TV's Studio 60 

on the Sunset Strip, Friends) delivers a "...tour-de-force 

performance" (Boston Herald) as real-life inspiration Ron Clark, a 

passionate and innovative teacher who leaves his small hometown 

to teach in one of Harlem's toughest schools. But to break through 

to his students, Clark must use unconventional methods, including 

his ground-breaking classroom rules, to drive them toward their 

greatest potential. This is a must see movie. Everyone should see 

this movie. Very inspiring. TNT will broadcast on August 13 at 

8pm. Mathew Perry does a great job of portraying Ron Clark. 

Although, the real Clark, which I got to meet at the Atlanta film 

festival is more alive and enthusiastic than the one from the 

movie. Still, Mathew Perry give a very simpatico character to 

follow the whole story. The kids are brilliant. There are a few 

strong visual moments but well done for a TV movie. Beside, it did happen. It is good to show what is 

really happening in the real world and the opportunities that all kids have no matter what their 

backgrounds are. Every single kids has the same opportunities. All kids have different potential. Just 

need to encourage him/her to bring it about and use it. Congrats to Ron Clark for all his work. He has 

a book call "The essential 55" that can help teachers and soon to be teachers. Also to TNT for 

bringing good quality and inspiring television content. I hope you get to watch it and comment on it. 

Spread the word. Spread the teaching. Get connected with kids. They will thank you. May the spirits 

of these kids guide you to a better future and Clark to a better teacher. 
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The Royal Tenenbaums (2001) 
 

Three grown prodigies, all with a unique genius of some kind, and 

their mother are staying at the family household. Their father, 

Royal had left them long ago, and comes back to make things right 

with his family. I loved this film. The Tenenbaum's dysfunction 

(while amplified for the screen) is quite an accurate portrayal of 

family life. Families are, essentially, groups of people living in each 

other's pockets, and, invariably, those people who love you and 

hate you the most. Don't get me wrong, Royal and his thermo-

nuclear family of brilliant buffoons do not represent my family (or 

any other in the world I think!) but the family united against a 

miscreant father is a motif a lot of people can understand. It is this 

common humanity that really appeals to me as a film watcher, 

and what, ultimately made this film so very memorable to me. The 

ensemble cast is astonishingly proficient. They all lend a perfect quirkiness to the roles. Anjelica 

Houston is the perfect former Mrs. Royal Tenenbaum, down to the smallest nuance, Ben Stiller and 

Luke Wilson turn in wonderful performances, and this is the only role I've seen Gwenyth Paltrow in 

where I actually thought she was someone other than Gwenyth Paltrow (this is not an insult, it's just 

that people don't always do it for everyone, you know...?). Bill Murray, Gene Hackman, Owen 

Wilson, all excellent, all the time. The black comedy counterbalanced with the drama of the issues 

raised in this film left me feeling like I'd witnessed a film event, rather than just another film. I loved 

every frame of it, from the Baldwin narrated opening, to the final tying up of ends. It never dwelled 

on melodrama, or the more potentially unsavoury elements, and it didn't sink into the schmaltzy 

"We all love each other" end it could well have. It began perfectly, and it ended perfectly. I can't 

recommend this movie more highly. It's a must see for anyone who loves quirky and emotive 

storytelling, great characters and beautiful dialogue. With 10-year-old Grant Rosenmeyer, 10-year-

old Jonah Meyerson & 13-year-old Aram Aslanian-Persico. 
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The Runaway (2000) 
 

Two boys (Duane McLaughlin & Cody Newton) in search of 

adventure uncover a secret that a town is sworn to hide... and a 

mystery that a sheriff vows to solve. The whole cast admirably put 

across what I imagine was a difficult time in U.S. history, i.e. the 

'race' issue in the 50's. The friendship between Sonny and Luke 

was central to the story in that they only saw friendship and not 

"colour". Being a Dean Cain fan I was anxious to see how he would 

play the sheriff but I was not disappointed as he showed the 

sheriff to be fair in his dealings with everyone in the town. It 

showed Dean's love of history in that he really believed in this 

role. He came across as a person who does not see "colour" 

himself. In a Dixie small-town, the late sheriff was quite content to 

preside over a truly segregated community. There the rich 

brothers, Harlan and Mason Davis, are lords. His successor, Word 

War II veteran Frank Richards, has a more modern view on justice and equality, which doesn't help 

his social acceptance anywhere. He also has doubts about the mysterious masked 'peg-leg' to whom 

all murders where ascribed. Harlan is shot after an african-american boy threats him with a gun to 

stop his old-fashioned 'liberalities'. Frank and the prosecutor's retired dad, agree to act as defense 

council, investigate, cued by the boy's Caucasian playmate, Luke Winter, and turn both case and 

town around. 
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The Sailor Who Fell From Grace With The Sea (1976) 
 

After his father dies, a disturbed young boy (16-year-old Jonathan 

Kahn) plots to take revenge on the new man in his mother's life. I 

really enjoyed this movie back when it came out in 1976. It never 

showed up at the major theaters though. I saw it in one of the 

Dollar theaters. How it got away with an R rating back then I will 

never know. I had seen x-rated movies that had showed less. And 

the love scenes were a spread in Playboy. My girlfriend said is was 

because it had a plot. I do remember she was in a state of shock 

when we left. She was an 18-year-old Southern Bapist Sunday 

School teacher at the time. Kris Kristofferson was never highly 

rated as an Actor but I think he did an excellent job in this movie. 

The child actors were completely believable. It was written by a Japanese gentleman and I am 

amazed at how well some examples of Japanese literature and movies translate to the U.S. The 

Magificent Seven (a.k.a. The Seven Samarai) and "A Fistful Of Dollars". 
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The Sand Pebbles (1966) 
 

Engineer Jake Holman arrives aboard the gunboat U.S.S. San 

Pablo, assigned to patrol a tributary of the Yangtze in the middle 

of exploited and revolution-torn 1926 China. His iconoclasm and 

cynical nature soon clash with the "rice-bowl" system which runs 

the ship and the uneasy symbiosis between Chinese and foreigner 

on the river. Hostility towards the gunboat's presence reaches a 

climax when the boat must crash through a river-boom and rescue 

missionaries upriver at China Light Mission. This is truly my all 

time favorite film and not just because of the wonderful 

performances by McQueen, Crenna, Mako and the rest, but 

because I had an opportunity to experience the Asia culture first 

hand (during Viet Nam) and the depiction of the culture and the 

climate of the land is right on. I rank McQueen's performance right up there with my favorite 

Newman's performance in "Cool Hand Luke". Basically, the same type of a character, a loner 

challenging the boundries of their society's limits. It was a shame that the movie was released the 

same year as "A Man for All Seasons", because McQueen should have received and Oscar for this 

performance. I now own this video and I make a point of watching it once a year. 
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The Sandlot (Le Gang Des Champions) (Herkules Und Die Sandlot-

Kids) (Historias De Un Verano) (Nuestra Pandilla) (Pelikentän Taika) 

(Le Petit Champ) (I Ragazzi Vincenti) (Takapihan Tykki) (The Sandlot 

Kids) (1993) 
 

Scotty Smalls (12-year-old Tom Guiry) moves to a new 

neighborhood with his mom and stepdad, and wants to learn to 

play baseball. The neighborhood baseball guru Rodriquez (15-

year-old Mike Vitar) takes Smalls under his wing, and soon he's 

part of the local baseball buddies (14-year-old Patrick Renna, 12-

year-old Chauncey Leopardi, 13-year-old Marty York, 14-year-old 

Brandon Quintin Adams, 13-year-old Grant Gelt, 11-year-old 

Shane Obedzinski & 12-year-old Victor DiMattia). They fall into 

adventures involving baseball, treehouse sleep-ins, the desirous 

lifeguard at the local pool, the snooty rival ball team, and the 

travelling fair. Beyond the fence at the back of the sandlot 

menaces a legendary ball-eating dog called The Beast, and the 

kids inevitably must deal with him. 
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The Sandlot 2 (2005) 
 

In the 12-years-since comedic sequel to 1993's The Sandlot, a new 

group of kids have moved into the sandlot: David Durango (14-

year-old Max Lloyd-Jones), Mac McKing (12-year-old Brett Kelly), 

Saul (16-year-old Cole Evan Weiss), his deaf brother Sammy 

"Fingers" (12-year-old Sean Berdy), Tarquell (14-year-old Neilen 

Benvegnu), Scotty's younger brother (could be son) Johnnie 

Smalls (13-year-old James Willson), and a surprise for The Sandlot 

2, a girl in the group Hayley Goodfarier (14-year-old Samantha 

Burton). When Johnnie mistakenly sends a model rocket over the 

junk fence in The Great Fear's yard, the gang must retrieve it. 

Even with the help of The Retriever (13-year-old Griffin Reilly 

Evans, the director's son), a kid who steals dog tags and finds The 

Great Fear's a challenge. Yes, complete with another psychotic 

name-calling scene with Mac and little league captain Singleton 

(Reece Thompson). And, of course, with James Earl Jones as Mr. Mertle. 
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The Sandlot 3: Heading Home (2007) 
 

Sucessful, arrogant baseball superstar Tommy "Santa" Santorelli 

travels back in time to 1976 and relives his boyhood days on the 

sandlot baseball team (15-year-old Keanu Pires, 14-year-old 

Brandon Olds, 14-year-old Cole Heppell, 13-year-old Kai James, 

Ryan Drescher, 12-year-old Cainan Wiebe, 11-year-old Meshach 

Peters, Samuel Patrick Chu & Renzo Carbonel), this time choosing 

friendship over glory and ultimately earning both. Having a 

baseball-crazy 7-year-old who has watched the original perhaps 17 

times and had the critical acumen to describe the second Sandlot 

movie — which had baseball as an afterthought —as "stupid," this 

is an improvement. It's actually about sandlot baseball, with some 

solid themes about teamwork, friendship and loyalty. And, while 

still dumb, it has enough entertainment value to be watchable. 

The lift from "Back to The Future," is patently obvious, but by 

establishing with an ultra-prima-donna major leaguer and transferring his repellent personality 

intact to his 12-year-old de-resurrection, his character development is credible within a lot of 

swirling silliness, and is sometimes moving. Tolerable for adults, the DVD is one that little leaguers 

will devour. 
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The Santa Clause 2 (2002) 
 

Scott Calvin has been Santa Claus for the past eight years, and his 

loyal elves consider him the best Santa ever. But Santa's got 

problems (he's even mysteriously losing weight) and things 

quickly go south when he finds out that his son, Charlie (16-year-

old Eric Lloyd), has landed on this year's "naughty" list. Desperate 

to help his son, Scott heads back home, leaving a substitute Claus 

to watch over things at the Pole. But when the substitute 

institutes some strange redefinitions of naughty and nice, putting 

Christmas at risk, it's up to Scott to return with a new bag of 

magic to try to save Christmas. Scott Calvin a.k.a. Santa Claus has 

two problems, first his son, Charlie has been acting up and as a 

result of this, is now on the naughty list. And it seems that 

according to the rules, Santa Claus must be married, so Scott has 

to go back and find someone to marry and help his son. So he 

leaves and one of his elves creates a toy Santa to take his palce until he returns. Now the toy Santa 

seems to be working but after reading the rule book, he believes that the former Santa and 

everyone there doesn't follow the rules to the letter, so he makes some changes that doesn't seem 

right. OK so I admit I thought this was going to be a dud. The first one was sorta clever but a sequel... 

oh dear. I ended up going to watch it anyway, not entirely by choice. Well, actually it was pretty 

good. There were several intertwining plot lines, lots of laughs that weren't all about Tim Allen being 

fat and falling down, and the kids in the theatre seemed to enjoy it too. So, for what it is (clean 

family entertainment), it's actually pretty good. With 10-year-old Spencer Breslin. 
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The Santa Clause 3: The Escape Clause (2006) 
 

Santa (Tim Allen), a.k.a. Scott Calvin, is faced with double-duty: 

how to keep his new family happy, and how to stop Jack Frost 

from taking over Christmas. I wasn't setting the bar too high for 

this movie to begin with, but I still ended up a little disappointed. 

While this certainly wasn't the worst of Disney's "dreaded 

sequels" keep in mind that it was just that, a Disney sequel. The 

plot is straightforward and simple enough. Jack Frost wants to be 

the new Santa and in the mean time stirs up trouble at the North 

Pole. Meanwhile, Mrs. Claus' parents come to visit but can't know 

about the SOS, which results in some fairly funny Canada jokes 

but none we haven't heard before. I think the cast is what saved 

the movie. Nearly everyone returns (though the whole time I was 

bothered that Bernard wasn't there.) Charlie (20-year-oldEric 

Lloyd) gets about 2 minutes total screen time, though really 

there's not much left for him to do. Martin Short does a great job as Jack Frost and was the best part 

of the movie, as he was probably meant to be. Overall, the movie is right in the middle, 5/10 stars. If 

you have a high tolerance for children's movie, than I would take them to see this as they're the 

one's who would enjoy it most. However, seeing as this Holiday trilogy has followed in the footsteps 

of most multi-part series in that each one can't live up to the last, let's be glad it's the last one. 
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The Sarah Jane Adventures (2007-8) 
 

Investigative journalist Sarah Jane Smith and her 13-year-old 

neighbor Maria (16-year-old Yasmin Paige) form an alliance to 

combat evil alien forces. With 14-year-old Tommy Knight and 20-

year-old Daniel Anthony. Good fun - for all the family! I'm not 

going to give a synopsis, as previous reviewers have already 

accurately done so. As a long time Dr. Who fan, (Tom Baker 

days!!) I sat and watched this with the children, aged 7, 5 and 3, 

and my 60 something mum too. Full credit to the 

writers/directors, as this appealed to us all! Even my youngest got 

the general idea, the older two followed the whole story, and the 

adults were kept amused with a few laughs and "in" references 

and jokes. The pace was excellent, as the story and characters 

slowly draw you in, and then take off at speed after a few minutes 

of scene setting. By the end of the episode the characters are 

pretty well established, and we are all looking forward to the rest 

of the series. 

 

Series 1 (11 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 00: Invasion of the Bane; Maria moves into her new home and meets her neighbour Sarah 

Jane Smith. It's long until both of them find themselves at the local Bubble Shock factory and in 

terrible danger. 

Episode 01: Revenge of the Slitheen: Part 1; Maria and Luke start their new school where they pal up 

with another boy, Clyde. However, two of the teachers and the class genius turn out to be Slitheens 

in human form. They are shapeless smelly invaders from another planet whose aim is to destroy the 

Earth by turning off the Sun with the aid of a machine which Luke inadvertently helps them to start. 

The three teenagers are chased around the school by the Slitheen family. 

Episode 02: Revenge of the Slitheen: Part 2; The kids escape from the Slitheen and meet up with 

Sarah Jane at her house. They discover that vinegar will kill the Slitheen so, armed with vinegar 

bottles, they return to the school and destroy the three adult Slitheen and their machine. Carl, who 

took on the form of the class brain-box, escapes via a teleport but Sarah Jane assumes that he is 

dead. Back home she accepts Clyde into the group but asks for him not to tell others about their 

experiences. 

Episode 03: Eye of the Gorgon: Part 1; A nun's ghost is reported at old folks home Lavender Lawns 

and Sarah Jane and the kids investigate. Much-travelled resident Bea Nelson-Stanley gives Luke a 

talisman which acts as a key to open a portal in space. A group of nuns led by Sister Helena want the 

talisman as their abbess is actually a Gorgon, whose look has already turned the home's manageress 



to stone. The opening of the portal will allow Gorgons to arrive in the present day on Earth and take 

over. Alan Jackson innocently steps into the room where the Gorgon is and is also turned to stone. 

Episode 04: Eye of the Gorgon: Part 2; Bea tells Maria that she was once turned to stone by the 

Gorgon but the talisman can revert the process. It is too late for previous victims but Alan can be 

saved though there is a deadline. The nuns have the talisman but Luke snatches it from them and 

destroys the portal which will give the Gorgons access. The Gorgon, actually the Abbess of the nuns' 

order, is about to remove her veil to petrify Sarah Jane but Maria, using a mirror given her by Bea, 

reverts the Gorgon's look onto Sister Helena instead, ending the power of the Gorgon. Alan is 

changed back to himself and his ex-wife Chrissie, who has come to move in with him but generally 

caused more upset, goes back to her boyfriend. 

Episode 05: Warriors of Kudlak: Part 1; Teenagers are disappearing and all of them have visited 

Combat 300, a new laser game centre. When Luke and Clyde go along to the centre they are doing 

well at their game when they too disappear. Sarah Jane and Maria investigate but are confronted by 

Kudlak, the centre's manager. 

Episode 06: Warriors of Kudlak: Part 2; Eluding Kudlak, Sarah Jane discovers from her computer Mr. 

Smith that Kudlak is from the Uvodni race, sent to Earth to recruit warriors in his peoples' fight 

against the rival Malakh. Clyde and Luke are amongst the recruits on a ship travelling to Kudlak's 

planet but Sarah Jane manages to teleport herself and Maria onto the ship, where they see the 

Mistress, a computer whose orders Kudlak obeys. In fact the war with the Malakh ended years 

earlier and the Uvodni leader told the Mistress this but 'she' was not programmed to recognize 

peace and has maintained the conscription. On learning this Kudlak destroys the computer and 

releases his captives back to Earth. 

Episode 07: Whatever Happened to Sarah Jane?: Part 1; Visiting Sarah Jane Maria is shocked to find 

her place taken by Andrea, a woman of the same age group who has apparently lived in the house 

for years. A newspaper from over forty years earlier reveals that Sarah Jane, then 13, fell to her 

death from a pier where she and Andrea were playing. When Maria confronts her with this Andrea 

goes to her attic and conjures up a cloaked figure, the Trickster, who sends a dwarf called the Graske 

to transport Maria back to 1964, where she meets schoolgirls Andrea and Sarah Jane. 

Episode 08: Whatever Happened to Sarah Jane?: Part 2; Removed from the twenty-first century 

Maria and Sarah Jane find themselves in limbo, where the Trickster tells them that Sarah Jane has 

been taken there to prevent her from stopping a meteorite hit Earth. Alan, intrigued that his 

daughter has disappeared, speaks to Andrea, who admits that it was her and not Sarah Jane that fell 

to her death in 1964 but now she has been offered a new life at her old friend's expense. However, 

when she is made aware of the situation, and after Alan has brought Maria back she sacrifices 

herself to restore Sarah Jane, who stops the meteorite threat. For the first time Alan becomes aware 

that his daughter's friends do not lead ordinary lives. 

Episode 09: The Lost Boy: Part 1; A tearful couple appear on television to appeal for the return of 

their lost son, Ashley. According to Mr. Smith's analysis of the boys' DNA, 'Ashley' and Luke are the 

same person and, after Chriisie Jackson has called the police, a reluctant Luke is returned 'home'. He 

is locked in his room by the couple, who are, in fact Slitheen, as is another boy, a child genius called 

Nathan, though Luke knew him previously as Carl. The Slitheen get in touch with 'the Xylok', for 



instructions, but the Xylok turns out to be Mr. Smith, who has turned rogue and plans to destroy the 

Earth by releasing others of the Xylok race. 

Episode 10: The Lost Boy: Part 2; Luke eventually escapes from the Slitheen but the bigger problem 

is Mr. Smith, who is trying to kill Sarah Jane and her neighbours. However, help comes from an 

unexpected quarter, K9, Doctor Who's old robot dog, who now lives with Sarah Jane, and who keeps 

Mr. Smith busy in combat while Alan prepares the virus that eventually shuts down Mr. Smith and 

returns him to being Sarah Jane's benevolent helper, whilst the Slitheen escape empty-handed. 
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Series 2 (12 Episodes) (2008) 
 

Episode 01: The Last Sontaran: Part 1; Alan has a dilemma as he has been offered a job in America 

and feels guilty about taking Maria away from her mother and friends. Maria, however, is busy 

helping Sarah Jane, Luke and Clyde investigate strange lights coming from the Tycho radio tower. 

They discover that Kaagh, the last survivor of an invasion of Earth by the Sontaran race, is planning 

his revenge and has taken over Professor Skinner and his computer, the plan being to bring down 

Earth's satellites onto nuclear power stations worldwide and cause an explosion. The professor's 

daughter helps them to escape the building and get out into the woods. 

Episode 02: The Last Sontaran: Part 2; Sarah Jane and the youngsters are saved by the arrival of Alan 

and Chrissie, the latter saving the day by wedging the high heel of her shoe into the sensitive vent in 

the back of Kaagh's neck. However, she is knocked temporarily unconscious and Maria and Alan 

hope she can be persuaded it was all a dream when she comes to. Luke deactivates the computer, 

completely immobilising Kaagh's weaponry and he returns to Sontar. Maria and her father leave for 

America and Chrissie later tells Sarah Jane that she remembers the entire incident. 

Episode 03: Day of the Clown: Part 1; Rani Chandra, a would-be journalist, moves into the Jackson's 

old house with her mother and father, who is the new school head. Children have been disappearing 

and Rani suspects the appearance of a clown at the school is significant. In fact the last two to go 

missing had tickets to the Museum of the Circus, which Sarah Jane, Rani and the boys investigate. It 

is run by Elijah Spellman, a smilingly sinister figure, who sets clown robots on the group, though 

Sarah Jane uses her sonic lipstick to immobilise them. The group escape after Spellman has turned 

first into the Pied Piper and then into Odd Bob the clown. 

Episode 04: Day of the Clown: Part 2; After Sarah Jane has told Luke she has a fear of clowns dating 

from a childhood incident, balloons rain from the sky into the school playground. Children who 

touch them fall under Odd Bob's spell but Clyde, using his mobile phone, breaks the contact, 

releasing the children. Odd Bob captures Luke, forcing Sarah Jane to overcome her phobia as she 

sets out to rescue him but ultimately Clyde tricks Odd Bob and puts him into an impenetrable box. 

Episode 05: Secrets of the Stars: Part 1; Astrologer Martin Trueman, previously a charlatan, is hit by 

the light from a shooting star and, at his next show, attended by Sarah Jane, Rani and the boys, gives 

out cards on which everyone has to write down their birth date and sign. Rani is surprised when 



Martin gives accurate details about her recent life. Sarah Jane is initially cynical but then Martin tells 

her of her travels with Doctor Who and predicts bad things for her. 

Episode 06: Secrets of the Stars: Part 2; Martin explains that the Ancient Lights, the beings in the 

shooting star, have selected him as their chosen one to create a new world run by them. Using a 

radio broadcast he starts to control people all over the world by their star signs to make them 

compliant. Luke, however, does not have a star sign as he was created, rather than born, can 

withstand and eventually destroys Martin's control, freeing everybody. Rather than go back to his 

old life Martin opts to be transformed into a star while Sarah Jane declares the date to be Luke's 

birthday. 

Episode 07: The Mark of the Berserker: Part 1; Rani finds a pendant which can be used to control 

people and takes it to Sarah Jane's attic for Mr. Smith to analyse, but there is noone there and she 

leaves it. Clyde's estranged father Paul comes to see him, though he has never been much good to 

his son. Clyde takes him to Sarah Jane's house to prove to his father his accounts of his adventures, 

but Paul sees and pockets the pendant. When Rani's father challenges him and explains its powers 

Paul forces him to do press-ups in the street and tells Clyde to forget his mother and his friends in 

favour of his father. 

Episode 08: The Mark of the Berserker: Part 2; Paul uses the pendant to buy his son's love with 

material goods, but it starts to take him over, entering his skin as he and Clyde approach a harbour. 

Sarah Jane finds them and, primed with knowledge about the pendant that Alan Jackson has found 

by hacking into UNIT's computer, takes advantage of the fact that Clyde still recognises her. The 

possessed Paul declares that he is the Berserker and Clyde is his soldier, but Sarah Jane breaks the 

pendant's hold by showing Paul himself in a mirror and, helped by his mother Carla, talking Clyde 

through his past life. Clyde, after throwing the pendant into the sea, rejects his father, but Sarah 

Jane, orphaned as a baby, becomes wistful, thinking about her parents. 

Episode 09: The Temptation of Sarah Jane Smith: Part 1; A little boy from the early 1950s wanders 

through a time gap into the present and Sarah Jane returns him, finding herself and Luke in Foxgrove 

the village where she was born. It is the day that her parents, who left her by the roadside as a baby, 

will be killed in a car crash. She meets them at a village fair and, to prevent their deaths, tampers 

with the car. When she and Luke return to the present, a ruined London is in the grip of the 

Trickster, who appears to thank her. the little boy was the Graske, sent to force her to change time. 

The village was built on a time fault and her tampering with it enabled him to come through a time 

fissure and take over the capital. 

Episode 10: The Temptation of Sarah Jane Smith: Part 2; Help comes from an unexpected source 

when Rani and Clyde discover that the Graske is an unwilling slave of the Trickster and, in return for 

their setting him free, he re-opens the time warp back to Foxgrove in the 1950s. Sarah Jane's parents 

come to realise her true identity but their deaths are inevitable if she is to grow up to be the person 

she is and to thwart the Trickster, so they repair the car and, having left the baby by the road, drive 

off to their fate. Their deaths however cause the Trickster to fade away and harmony is restored. 

Episode 11: Enemy of the Bane: Part 1; Mrs. Wormwood returns and forces Sarah Jane to meet her 

in an old warehouse, having abducted Rani's mother as bait. Mrs. Wormwood says that the Bane are 

after her blood for her failure on her last mission and needs Sarah Jane's help. The two women 



survive a Bane attack and go to Sarah Jane's house. Mrs. Wormwood explains that the Bane are 

anxious to locate a scroll divulging the whereabouts of an ancient immortal, Horath. If he is re-

animated they could take over the galaxy and she aims to stop them. Sarah Jane contacts old ally the 

Brigadier and retrieves the scroll from the UNIT archive but back at her house the Sontaran Kaagh 

suddenly appears and he too wants the scroll. 

Episode 12: Enemy of the Bane: Part 2; Kaagh obtains the scroll after threatening Luke and it 

becomes apparent that he and Mrs. Wormwood are an alliance working to use the scroll to obtain 

galactic domination. The pair take Luke to a stone circle at Whitehaven, which contains a portal. If 

the scroll is inserted it will reactivate Horath. Mrs. Wormwood tries to persuade Luke to do this, 

promising him the galaxy, with him as her son, but he refuses, claiming that he only has one mother. 

Kaagh attempts to double-cross and kill Mrs. Wormwood and both are sucked into the portal. Sarah 

Jane uses her sonic lipstick to destroy the scroll. 
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The Sasquatch Dumpling Gang (2006) 
 

Young, fantasy/sci-fi aficionado Gavin Gore (17-year-old Jeremy 

Sumpter) and his friends (18-year-old Rob Pinkston) stumble onto 

some huge footprints in the woods. A local cop, reporter and a 

renowned Sasquatch authority investigate, while two of Gavin's 

dim-witted neighbors hatch a scheme to profit from the situation. 

I saw this at the Florida Film Festival- loved it! Loved the comic 

book feel and it was campy! Very original! It's nice to see 

something never done before. A very good parody on tabloid 

Bigfoot findings! The rednecks were my favorite- those actors 

played it to the hilt. If you get the chance to see it- go! Great 

performances! Especially by Jeremy Sumpter. Pleased to see Kevin 

Spacey's name in the credits. Lots of surprises! Gonna be a cult hit. 

It's gonna be up there in the company of Rocky Horror Picture 

Show or Porky's- It is a definite group of friends night out. If you 

enjoyed Napolean Dynamite- you will enjoy this one. 
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The Scarecrow Of Romney Marsh (1963) 
 

16-year-old Sean Scully as John Banks/The Curlew. A poor 18th 

century English coastal farming community survives the King's 

ruinous taxes thanks to a smuggling ring created by its masked 

leader called the Scarecrow. The ring's success leads King George 

to order the Royal Army's General Pugh to capture and execute 

the ringleaders. It is a battle both of wits and action that the 

Scarecrow must win to save not only his own life but those of the 

men he leads while keeping the vital smuggling operation running. 

I first saw this as SCARECROW OF ROMNEY MARSH on DISNEY'S 

WONDERFUL WORLD OF COLOR (1963). The whole mystique of 

the character has remained with me all these years. McGoohan is 

subperb in portraying both the kindly vicar and the horrific 

Scarecrow. The cool thing I recalled most about this movie was 

that McGoohan's Dr. Syn, the vicar of Dymchurch, would sit 

between General Pugh (obsessed with the Scarecrow's capture) 

and the Squire (the local law) and listen contentedly to the plans. I've seen this movie on ebay for 

200 doallrs. Why Disney has not re-released this again on video is beyond me. 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (1963) 
 

Part 1: Dr. Syn, a country priest leads a rebel band against the King's naval press gangs. Press gangs 

(impressment) roam the country side beating young men into submission or unconsciousness, 

usually at local inns and pubs, in order to enslave them in the Royal British Navy. Dr. Syn conceals his 

secret identity behind a sackcloth mask, and carries on activities ala Scarlet Pimpernel and Zorro 

from his parish base. 

Part 2: Dr. Syn, alias The Scarecrow, must find a way to protect his smuggling band not only from the 

King's forces but also from a would-be traitor within his own gang. 

Part 3: Under pressure from King George III to capture The Scarecrow or lose his command, General 

Pugh plans to use two prisoners, an escapee from the Royal Navy and an American colonist, to trap 

The Scarecrow. 
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The School Of Rock (2003) 
 

Down and out rock star Dewey Finn (Black) gets fired from his 

band, and he faces a mountain of debts and depression. He takes 

a job as a 4th grade substitute teacher at an uptight private school 

where his attitude and hijinx have a powerful effect on his 

students. He also meets Zack (12-year-old Joey Gaydos Jr.), a 10-

year-old guitar prodigy, who could help Dewey win a "battle of the 

bands" competition, which would solve his financial problems and 

put him back in the spotlight. After being fired from his own band, 

the guitar player Dewey Finn (Jack Black) needs to raise some 

money to pay for his rent and his bills. When his friend and school 

teacher Ned Schneebly (Mike White) is called to a temporary work 

in an expensive private school, Dewey pretends to be Ned and 

accepts the job. He finds talented young musicians in his class, and 

he decides to form a rock-and-roll band with the students and win 

a competition called "Battle of Bands" to raise the prize and be recognized in the show business. 

SCHOOL OF ROCK (2003), Jack Black, Joan Cusack, Mike White, Sarah Silverman, Joey Gaydos, 

Miranda Cosgrove, 15-year-old Kevin Alexander Clark, Rebecca Julia Brown, Robert Tsai, Maryam 

Hassan, Caitlin Hale, Aleisha Allen, Brian Falduto, Zachary Infante, James Hosey, Angelo Massagli, 

Cole Hawkins, Veronica Afflerbach, Jordan-Claire Green, Adam Pascal, Lucas Papaelis, Chris Stack, 

Lucas Babin, Frank Whaley (unbilled). Hilarious high-concept comedy tailor made for amiable slob 

Black (in a truly starmaking turn) as a slacker rock-star wannabe who finds himself in a financial bind 

with his good-hearted buddy White (who penned the funny script) and his harridan girlfriend (sharp-

tongued, sexy Silverman) when the rent is overdue resulting in his masquerading as White's 

substitute teacher persona at a posh prep school where he finds his true calling by enlisting the 

musical prodigies there to create a new band to rock hard in an upcoming Battle of the Bands, with 

naturally the stout, selfish partier finding his heart in the process. Warm and smart with (thank 

GOD!) no pretentious kiddies in the pack (the kids acquit themselves while Black lets his ya-yas out) 

thanks largely to indie director fave Richard Linklater in allowing his passion for classic rock and roll 

music as well mark a fine blueprint for a successful comedy and a true showcase for the vastly 

hysterically funny Black to display his talents. A real winner. 
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The Search For Santa Paws (2010) 
 

Magic dogs and an elf team up with two children (10-year-old 

Jonathan Morgan Heit) to rescue Santa who has lost his memory. I 

can't agree with the other reviewer (the one that is advising this 

movie as opposed to recommending it!?). Don't just trust 

reviewers that give the full rating. This movie is more in line with 

the low quality we've been seeing more and more the last 5-10 

years. Nickelodean started with this low quality crap, Disney 

followed when they saw that this low quality stuff still got a 

decent amount of cash in. I like a good Christmas movie (like 

Santa Clause and Jingle All the Way) but this isn't it. It is however 

mildly amusing, would like to give it 5.5 stars but had to round it 

up. Summary Santa goes to New York with his dog to get the 

Christmas spirit going some more but soon gets hit by a car and 

gets mugged losing his magic crystal and his memory by the blow. 

The dog ends up searching for Santa and Santa himself ends up as a store Santa. Making the little 

shop very successful. Everything else is very cliché. Now the acting looks very acted. The script is 

pretty lame too. Has the overall feel of a children's play. Oh yeah there is the occasional "burst out in 

singing" too (who likes that, no really who?). The special effects aren't to good either. Looks rather 

fake, the reindeer, the magic sparkles. The moving mouths of the animals speaking are pretty good 

though. Oh by the way this Santa is one of the most scary looking Santa's I've seen in these sort of 

movies. They tried to make him look like the jolly Santa often portrayed in coloring pictures but that 

doesn't work very well in real life, especially the blush cheeks. With Adom Osei and Jakob Davies. 
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The Second Jungle Book: Mowgli & Baloo (1997) 
 

Preteen jungle boy Mowgli (12-year-old Jamie Williams) gets to 

human world and is pursued by P.T. Barnum circus scout Harrison 

who wants to take him to circus as curiosity. Harrison hires local 

grandee Buldeo for help in tracking Mowgli down. It turns out to 

be that Mowgli is Buldeo's nephew, and the only obstacle for him 

to take his late brother's rich estate. 12-year-old Jamie, a bunch of 

animals and a beautiful nature surrounding - then what do you 

get? The answer to the question above is of course this 

outstanding movie. I could be boasting about the great animals, 

trained to, whatever they do in this movie. I would be bragging 

about how great Jamie Williams is in the role as Mowgli. I should 

proudly present to you the wonderful nature and magnificent 

surrounding. But I don't have to. All I have to do is to tell you to 

watch the movie. Also, it's much better than it's forerunner. And 

that's all I had to say about that. 
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The Secret Agent Club (1996) 
 

To the world Ray Chase is nothing more than a klutzy, overgrown 

toy seller whose wife passed away a few years ago; and his only 

son Jeremy (14-year-old Matthew McCurley) doesn't get to see 

him very often, because he's always away on "business trips." 

What no one knows-not even Jeremy-is that his dad is a secret 

agent who flies all around the world, completing highly classified 

missions for a top-secret peacekeeping agency. Unaware of his 

dad's dangerous, yet exciting, secret identity, Jeremy's world is 

utterly normal. But all that changes when Ray returns from a 

mission, bringing with him a high-powered laser gun he stole from 

a treacherous female foreign guns dealer. Ray tells his son the gun 

is only a toy, but his secret comes out when the dealer sends her 

henchmen to capture Ray and retrieve the gun. The nasty 

henchmen get Ray, but Jeremy escapes with the wanted firearm. 

After he learns how to use the laser gun, Jeremy gathers his friends, and together they hatch a clever 

plan to rescue Ray. Secret Agent Club is by far one of my top 20 films ever...great movie, funny, 

exciting scary, action...bottom line, it has everything you want in a movie, all the acting was great 

considering they were all kids mostly. Of course Hogan was the best actor in there and the only thing 

I couldn't stand about this film was that Jeremy played by Matthew McCurley was such a horrible 

actor, but it still was a great film get it for the whole family, if you like 3 Ninjas, True Lies and Home 

Alone then get this!!! 
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The Secret Diary Of Adrian Mole Aged 13 3/4 (The Secret Diary Of 

Adrian Mole Aged 13¾) (1985) 
 

Poor Adrian (15-year-old Gian Sammarco) has a lot on his plate! 

His parents are perpetually on the verge of divorce, he volunteers 

to help the aged and gets stuck with a revolting old man who 

treats him like a skivvy, he thinks he's an intellectual but still can't 

manage to do very well at school, the girl he liked starts going out 

with his best friend and the only person who seems on his side is 

his mad old grandma. I first read The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole 

Aged 13 3/4 when I was about 14 and decided to have another 

read 10 years on. When I discovered that a TV series had been 

made and that it was filmed in Leicester (where the author of the 

book is from, where the story is based and where I live) I decided 

to buy the VHS from Amazon. I must say that I thoroughly enjoyed 

this adaptation of the book! Gian Sammarco (who plays Adrian 

Mole) is spot on and I was very surprised to find that he hasn't 

done a lot else apart from this. And indeed I recognise bits of 

Leicester - The Sainsbury's Supermarket on Humberstone Gate 

and the City Centre Clock Tower to name a couple. But the one 

thing that drove me absolutely crazy about this is the actor's putting on Birmingham accents! Why 

oh why were they made to do this? None of the characters are from Birmingham or even know 

anyone from Birmingham - they are Leicester born and bred (just like myself). HOW FRUSTRATING! 

But apart from that I can't complain about the acting at all - they were very good and the casting is 

simply superb! A lot of the characters are exactly how I imagined them to be. I don't think Adrian 

Mole fans will be disappointed by this at all. Very well done. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1985) 
 

Episode 1: Pilot; Adrian Mole is 13¾-years-old and has what he considers a very difficult life. His is, in 

his own mind, an undiscovered intellectual who enjoys writing poetry and reading classic literature. 

He feels himself to be surrounded by Phillistines with little or no brains, most particularly his mother, 

Pauline. His father, George, is fond of old Jim Reeves records and is a very heavy smoker and quite a 

heavy drinker (in Adrian's opinion). In this first episode, Adrian has to suffer as he watches his 

parents' marriahe slowly disintegrate and his mother fall for Mr. Lucas from next door whose wife 

has just left him for another woman. It is soon clear that Pauline and Mr. Lucas are having a torrid 

affair but it seems that Adrian and his father are the only ones not to know about it. Ah well, at least 

he has the support of his best friend, Nigel, a grumpy old pensioner named Bert Baxter and the 

beautiful Pandora Braithwaite, a new girl at school with whom he thinks he might falls in love, after 

all, he is nearly fourteen so he feels it's high time that he did. 



Episode 2: Parents Separate; Adrian is incredibly upset when he learns that his parents are 

separating. Things are made even worse when he finds out that his mother is moving to Sheffield to 

live with Mr. Lucas, whom he has now decided he hates. He is worried about his father who is 

maudlin and possibly suicidal and his grandmother is no help when she seems satisfied by what has 

taken place. Of course, she has never liked his mother and always considered her wanton - a word 

which Adrian has to look up in the dictionary! With Pandora and Adrian now an item, she is a great 

comfort to Adrian but Bert says he doesn't hold with divorce as he was married for thirty-five 

miserable years and believes that others should have to stick it out as well. Things go from bad to 

worse when George is made redundant from his job and Adrian doesn't know how they will survive 

financially. 

Episode 3: Charles and Diana's Wedding; It's July, 1981 and the whole of England is in a festive mood 

as the marriage of Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer approaches. Adrian himself is disgusted 

that his father has done nothing more to celebrate the occasion other than hang a "Charles and Di" 

tea towel on the front door but there is going to be a huge street party and everybody is going to 

have a wonderful time! For Adrian, the festivities are somewhat overshdowed by the fact that his 

beloved Pandora is away on holiday in Tunisia with her family and won't be back in time for the 

celebrations but Grandma Mole is excited and delighted about the whole thing, being a staunch 

royalist. On the day of the wedding, Bert, Grandma, Adrian and George gather to watch the wedding 

on television but Grandma is not very impressed when Mr. and Mrs. Singh and their children arrive 

from next door as their television has broken down. Ah well, the street party is going to be loads of 

fun anyway and the wedding, of course, like all royal occasions will be magnificent. All would be 

perfect for Adrian if only Pandora were safe at home on English shores. 

Episode 4: British Museum; Adrian and Pandora's class are taking a field trip to the British Museum. 

Adrian and Pandora are very excited at the prospect of seeing some of the amazing exhibits there 

and, of course, nobody minds a missing a day from school to go on a trip to London either! Things do 

not go well when Barry Kent and his friend misbehave on the bus and the driver is afflicted with 

'Motorway Madness'. Adrian is concerned that the driver is not fit to be in charge of the vehicle and 

is worried about the safety of those on board. At the museum itself, while Adrian, Pandora and a few 

others wander around admiring the exhibits, Barry and other run amok and cause several problems 

for the teachers, museum staff and the London police. Adrian, for one, is glad to return to the safety 

of home! 

Episode 5: Hospital; Adrian receives word that he is finally to have his tonsils removed after being on 

the National Health Service waiting list since he was five. In his usual dramatic way, after talking with 

his grandmother and Bert Baxter, he is convinced that he may well bleed to death on the operating 

table. His father is very unhappy at having to buy him a new dressing gown, pyjamas and other 

accessrories with which to enter hospital but does so reluctantly. When Adrian is finally admitted to 

the ward, he is clearly frightened and wishes that his mother was with him but she is still in Sheffield 

with 'Creep Lucas'. Finally, on the morning of his 'surgical ordeal', his mother arrives at his bedside 

after he has spent a most uncomfortable night devoid of food and drink. She promises to keep his 

diary safe and not read it but he is still suspicious. After his surgery, Adrian is convinced that he is 

going to die because he feels so ill and cannot speak or swallow properly but the nurses are having 

none of his nonsense and get rid of him as soon as possible! 



Episode 6: New Year's Eve; It is New Year's Eve and Adrian is contemplating all that has happened to 

him this year. It has certainly been a mixed one for him and for his family. His parents have 

separated and reunited after his mother's affair with Mr. Lucas from next door and he has taken on 

the care of an old aged pensioner which has proven both rewarding and difficult. Of great 

importance to him is the fact that he has had two rejection letters from the BBC and quite obviously 

become an intellectual. He feels he has grown a great deal, (both in height and as a person) and he 

has been fortunate enough to fall in love with the gorgeous Pandora Braithwaite. All of these things 

are quite an achievement for someone who is not yet 15-years-old! 
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The Secret Garden (1975) 
 

In 19th-century India, little Mary Lennox (Sarah Hollis Andrews) is 

suddenly orphaned by cholera. Her only living relative is her 

crook-backed uncle, Archibald Craven, so Mary is sent to live at his 

estate on the Yorkshire moors. Rude and unpleasant, Mary 

gradually begins to change as she explores the manor and grows 

to know some of the servants, particularly her maid Martha, and 

Ben Weatherstaff the gardener. With the help of a robin, Mary 

discovers a secret garden. She also discovers a cousin (David 

Patterson) she never knew she had, and begins to form plans that 

transform her cousin, the garden, and ultimately herself. Please 

don't compare this too much to the 1993 one. I say that because 

first of all the 1993 version was in theaters and this one was a 

television drama in 1975 from BBC. So in that case the 1993 one 

was made for Hollywood concluding that this one was not fancy 

like the 93 one, maybe this one was a little plain but still it wasn't all bad. It had this calm type of 

simplicity that made it sweet but in a different way. I think what really disappointed me and why it 

doesn't get 10 stars is because 1) I think the garden could have been much nicer. There are beautiful 

scenes of Mary walking around on lovely grounds in England. A few instances with that sweet music 

that gets stuck in your head because it is so calming, so simple, cheerful and beautiful. Those scenes 

are actually my favorite. So why was the garden filmed on an indoor set if she is seen walking 

outside where it really sets the mood for the feeling of the magic of the secret garden? That's what I 

think I have to conclude about this one is that because the garden looked to be filmed inside there 

was not quite as much magic in it. I think the magic was like I said when Mary was walking around 

outside where it was real and not a set. 2) I liked all the acting except for Colin. The boy who played 

Colin cannot act at all and he stumbles on his words at the end and rushes through, it kinda kills the 

ending. I noticed Martha stumble once and as well as Ben Wetherstaff and maybe the other actors 

do too but I tried to ignore the few times they stumble. Look at it this way, when we speak, naturally 

sometimes we stumble, but obviously the actors were not told to re-due the scene. Also, I believe 

that from what I have heard about these made for TV BBC dramas from the 1970s they filmed the 

outdoor scenes and taped the indoor scenes. Don't get me wrong I did LIKE this version, as I said it 

was very simple and yes very obvious to be a set especially the garden, but I don't know I found the 

scenes inside the house to feel natural and different then the 93 movie. Don't let those two things I 

mentioned kill this one for you I am not writing this review to warn you or anything...I just had to 

speak my mind to explain that this one cannot and should not be compared to the 93 one because I 

find that to just not be fare. This one was made 30 years ago, not supposed to be a FILM for the 

theater and just really the purpose of telling the story and not paying attention to the fanciest detail 

that the 93 one has. I like the 93 one too because I found that some of the changes make it darker 

and seem more realistic, mysterious and magical. For instance in the book and the 75 version Mary 

is told that her uncle does not want a child walking around in black the house is dark enough as it is. 

Well I think Mary wearing black in the 93 version in the beginning is more realistic and tragic and 

more Victorian, as well as those other types of examples I am sure you can think of if you have read 

the book and seen the 93 version. Even though the author was from the time the book took place 



she did not want the novel to be mysterious and quite so romantic as the 93 one. That is the beauty 

of the 93 one but we can't expect all versions to tell the story that way. We expect such fancy 

movies nowadays. Just think about this difference and you will enjoy this version a little more than 

you realized. ENJOY THIS ONE FOR ITS SIMPLICITY. I tend to repeat myself, but I hope my review is 

clear for you and will help you appreciate this version a little more for how it is. 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1975) 
 

Episode 1: There Is No One Left. 

Episode 2: The Cry in the Corridor. 

Episode 3: The Door in the Wall. 

Episode 4: I Am Colin. 

Episode 5: A Tantrum. 

Episode 6: When the Sun Went Down. 

Episode 7: Magic. 
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The Secret Garden (1993) 
 

A young British girl born and reared in India loses her neglectful 

parents in an earthquake. She is returned to England to live at her 

uncle's castle. Her uncle is very distant due to the loss of his wife 

ten years before. Neglected once again, she begins exploring the 

estate and discovers a garden that has been locked and neglected. 

Aided by one of the servants' boys, she begins restoring the 

garden, and eventually discovers some other secrets of the 

manor. After losing her self-indulging parents in an earthquake, a 

bitter young girl named Mary Lennox is sent to live in England with 

her reclusive Uncle. Eventually she discovers her bedridden cousin 

(14-years-old Andrew Knott) and a 'secret garden' that once 

belonged to her deceased aunt. With the help of her cousin, the 

kindly Dikon, and a little 'magic', can Mary find a way to bring love 

back to her family? This movie is one of my all-time favorite 

movies. I saw this movie about 5 times. I saw it with my friend on 

video tape when we were very young. Everything was beautiful - The cast, director's wonderful skills, 

music and the sight of a pretty garden. The girl who played Mary Lennox pulled out her best 

performance in this movie, Maggie Smith was as great as ever, the boy who played Collin was the 

most shining actor in the movie, and Martha was so kind and lovable character. Holland might be 

one of the most talented directors in the world, I give high points to the art in this movie and the 

beautiful music which I have listened to until the list of credits ended was so appealing to me. Give 

10 out of 10. 
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The Secret Of Roan Inish (1995) 
 

10-year-old Fiona is sent to live with her grandparents in a small 

fishing village in Donegal, Ireland. She soon learns the local legend 

that an ancestor of hers married a Selkie - a seal who can turn into 

a human. Years earlier, her baby brother washed out to sea in a 

cradle shaped like a boat; someone in the family believes the boy 

is being raised by the seals. Then Fiona catches sight of a naked 

little boy on the abandoned Isle of Roan Inish and takes an active 

role in uncovering The Secret of Roan Inish. You have to suspend 

belief during "The Secret of Roan Inish" and accept Irish legend as 

fact. This shouldn't be too difficult for moviegoers weaned on Star 

Wars and Die Hard. Let's hope so because "The Secret of Roan 

Inish" is a rare movie, a fairy tale, told from a childs perspective, 

but for adults as well as children. Roan Inish is an island off the 

coast of western Ireland from which 10-year-old Fiona's family has 

recently decamped for the mainland because of hard times. Now directly across the water from their 

beloved island, Fiona's grandparents take her in after her city-living father can no longer care for her. 

And there are secrets. Unbeknownst to Fiona there is a branch of her family descended from Selkies, 

beings half seal and half human. Unlike mermaids though, Selkies are either all human or all seal, 

depending on their mood. And if you can catch a human Selkie, they're yours until they discover 

where you've hid their seal skin. And with a beautiful female, Fiona's grandfather did just that, 

married her, raised a family, but alas one day she finds her seal skin and she's off to the sea. This 

legend segues into a modern mystery and a challenge Fiona must face. Slow paced, beautifully 

photographed, well acted and directed, this is a unique gem of a movie. 
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The Secret World Of Alex Mack (1994-5) 
 

A teenage girl, just starting junior high, living in a modern 

"corporate" community is accidentally contaminated by a secret 

chemical product of The Plant. She acquires mysterious abilities 

that allow her to change her shape, move objects remotely, and 

"zap" people and objects with small electrical charges. The 

owners of The Plant continuously seek to find out which of the 

local kids has been contaminated so they can experiment on her, 

but their employees are less than competent and the search is 

comedic and futile. Alex Mack is your typical, ordinary 13-year-old 

who lives with her "genius" sister Annie, her mom Barbara, & her 

dad George who is a scientist at the town's chemical plant. On 

Alex's first day of junior high, everything goes wrong, including 

being humiliated by the most popular girl in front of one of the 

most popular guys. While walking home depressed, Alex is almost 

hit by a truck from the chemical plant that spills a secret & illegal chemical all over her. As a result, 

she develops the abilities to move objects telekinetically, shoot electric zaps through her fingertips, 

"morph" into a puddle of liquid, & glow when she gets nervous. Her sister & best friend Ray (14-

year-old Darris Love) are the only ones who know about it. With there help, she must keep her 

powers a secret in fear of becoming the Plant's guinea pig. I used to watch this show when I was 

growing up. When I think about it, I remember it pretty well. If you ask me, it was a pretty good 

show. Anytime I think about it, I don't remember the opening sequence and theme song very well. In 

addition to that, everyone was ideally cast. Also, the writing was very strong. The performances 

were top-grade, too. I hope some network brings it back so I can see every episode. Before I wrap 

this up, I'd like to say that I'll always remember this show in my memory forever, even though I'm 

not sure if I've seen every episode. Now, in conclusion, if some network ever brings it back, I hope 

that you catch it one day before it goes off the air for good. 

 

Series 1 (13 Episodes) (1994-5) 
 

Episode 01: The Accident; On her way home from school Alex Mack is practically hit by a truck. The 

truck is carrying a top-secret chemical and spills it on Alex. Alex learns later that she has magical 

powers and shares this secret with her sister, Annie, and best friend, Raymond. 

Episode 02: Hoop War; Alex and Raymond are continually harassed by upperclassmen Jessica and 

Ellen. One afternoon Jessica trips Alex in the school cafeteria as Alex carries a tray full of food. A 

food fight ensues and Vice Principal Heller assigns Alex, Raymond, Jessica and Ellen to clean up the 

cafeteria every afternoon. Both sets of friends blame each other for the trouble, and they agree to 

take up Raymond's challenge of two-on-two on the basketball court. The stakes: the losers have to 

admit responsibility to Heller and clean up the cafeteria by themselves. 



Episode 03: Shock Value; Alex asks her sister for help with a class science project, but ends up using 

her power to impress the teacher. This gets her into trouble when the teacher believes that the 

project was done by Annie, not Alex. Meanwhile, Dave and Vince disguise themselves as janitors in 

an attempt to find "The Kid". 

Episode 04: The Videotape; It's career day at the Chemical Plant and Alex hopes to impress her 

father. She soon discovers the field trip is an attempt made by The Plant to catch the kid they've 

been searching for. Caught on tape using her powers, Alex informs Ray and Annie and together they 

make a plan to sneak back into the building late at night to retrieve the videotape of Alex. 

Episode 05: School Dance; The big dance is just around the corner and Alex still hasn't been asked by 

the only person she cares to go with. Everybody knows she dreams of going with Scott, but he's not 

the one hounding her for a date. Jerry, an obnoxious, insensitive and persistent ninth-grader is 

relentless in his pursuit of her. He won't take no for an answer, but Alex continues to put him off. 

Episode 06: Science Fair; Annie's science project has been chosen as a finalist for the big science fair 

to be held at the Paradise Valley Chemical Plant. The whole Mack family is looking forward to 

spending Saturday at the science fair rooting Annie on, except Alex. Not only is she sick of witnessing 

Annie's triumphs, but the chemical plant is the worst place for her to be. It's crawling with plant 

spies who are constantly on the look out for "the kid." 

Episode 07: False Alarms; Alex, Raymond, and Nicole are facing their first junior high school midterm 

in history class. Libby, the most popular girl in school, has her own ideas about surviving the midterm 

and studying isn't one of them. Libby decides to pull the fire alarm right before the exam. 

Episode 08: The Feud; Alex and Ray have a falling-out and Alex is afraid Ray will disclose her secret to 

the plant. 

Episode 09: Alex And Mom; In anger, Alex jeopardizes her mom's job. Later, she tries to make it up 

to her. 

Episode 10: Cold Day In Paradise Valley; A reporter from the Planet newspaper comes to the Mack's 

house to do a story; Alex's cold makes her powers go haywire. 

Episode 11: Annie Bails; Annie considers going away to school. Meanwhile, Alex's powers are going 

haywire and she must convince Annie not to go. 

Episode 12: The Solo; Alex uses her powers to save Ray after he freezes during the school music 

recital. Afterwards, he, and his father, think that he is a musical genius. They both don't know that 

Alex is the one who helped. Ray is upset when she won't help him again. 

Episode 13: Road Trip; Alex and George have trouble connecting. They go on a day trip together and 

chaos ensues. 
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The Seeker: The Dark Is Rising (2007) 
 

The film tells the story of Will Stanton (15-year-old Alexander 

Ludwig), a young man who learns he is the last of a group of 

warriors who have dedicated their lives to fighting the forces of 

the Dark. Traveling back and forth through time, Will discovers a 

series of clues which lead him into a showdown with forces of 

unimaginable power. With the Dark once again rising, the future 

of the world rests in Will's hands. Awful, awful, awful - from 

screenplay to casting to effects. Should one be surprised 

considering the director announced in the past that he thought 

the books did not give good movie material and that he dislikes 

fantasy/children's movies to begin with? Did he pick them up in 

the end after all to ride the Harry Potter wave? Announcing at the 

same time that he changed the script from younger British boy to 

older American boy to avoid having yet another Harry... Well, 

Susan Cooper's book series the Rising of the Dark sequence was written long before Harry Potter 

and it has all the material for a good movie. If you like Britain. Its landscape and people. And history, 

as the background of the book is the King Arthur legend. Unfortunately, the original book has been 

butchered to the point that the story is unrecognizable. That does not necessarily make a movie bad, 

just different. However, in this case, as a result of the butchering, the story does not make sense, 

lacks any depth, and is a disappointment from A to Z which the director tries to hide by using cheap 

effects and repetitive and lame shooting angles. Save yourself the theater ticket fees and buy those 

wonderful books from Susan Cooper instead. 
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The Seven Of Daran: The Battle Of Pareo Rock (De Zeven Van Daran: 

De Strijd Om Pareo Rots) (2008) 
 

Tells the story of Jimmy (Johann Harmse), an 11-year-old 

European boy who goes to Africa with his mother, a busy 

executive charged with establishing a golf resort. However, on 

arriving they find themselves caught up in a war situation 

between rival indigenous tribes fighting over the land. To his 

surprise, Jimmy meets the talking giraffe, Seraf, at a busy market. 

Seraf tells Jimmy that he cannot easily avoid this tribal battle. But 

together with Charita, a poor African girl, Jimmy embarks on an 

adventurous and magical trip through the African jungle, where 

they must overcome many obstacles. Fortunately they have help, 

not only from Seraf, but also from a precious medallion. 

Throughout their trip, they discover that they can only achieve 

their goal if they truly believe in themselves and don't let anybody 

or anything get in their way. The Dutch usually have a good 

reputation when it comes to kid's movies. Think Het paard van Sinterklaas, Knetter, Don, In Oranje, 

Mijn vader woont in Rio, Het zakmes, Kruistocht in spijkerbroek (and the list goes on and on). A good 

kid's movie is about characters with real and believable (kid) problems, no matter in what kind of 

unrealistic world they arrive. The Seven of Daran is a very ambitious product. The seven not only 

relates to the seven holy animals that guard our earth, it also indicates that after this movie, The 

Battle for Pareo Rock, six more films will follow. Let's hope that won't happen. This English spoken 

tale takes place in Africa. Jimmy is an 11-year-old young white boy who's teased at school (because 

he is intelligent) and has a mother who puts too much time in her job. Yes, it becomes clear to us: 

Jimmy is a loner! One day when his mother forgets to pick him up from school he decides to walk 

home alone. In a market he frees a talking giraffe (the mystical Daran kind) who sets him on a 

mission to make sure a tribe war won't happen. Together with an African girl, Seraf, a dangerous 

journey begins. When I think of the good things about this movie only one thing comes to mind: the 

locations. The movie was shot in Africa and that really pays of. Unfortunately, the list of bad things is 

much longer. This film is actually too predictable, dull and badly acted. Even film veteran Caroline 

Goodall can't offer more than some hysterical acting and Hannah Verboom has little more than a 

cameo. The computer giraffe looks fake but more importantly, the kids - our heros - really don't do 

anything heroic. They don't have a plan and hardly outwit their opponents. A movie is as strong as its 

villains, they usually say. The stronger the bad guy, the more exciting it would be to see them fall. 

When it comes to villains this movie really fails. The two men who chase the kids must be bad and 

funny at the same time. And when I say funny, I mean slapstick funny - Laurel and Hardy school. And 

that's a big contrast compared to the seriousness of Jimmy's mission. He must stop a looming tribal 

war, which can be a real bloodbath when you look at the guns they will use. We even see kids with 

guns! To my amazement The Seven of Daran is rated 7+ at the IMDb. I think that's pretty 

unbelievable. Strangely, I didn't see any user comments either, so with this one potential buyers of 

the DVD can make up their mind. The Seven of Daran is not a bad film. But if it wasn't shot in Africa 

nobody probably would have cared. 
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The Shadow Of The Cat (1961) 
 

Although supposedly made under the name of BHP Productions 

for contractual reasons, there is no doubt that what you are 

watching is a Hammer film. Everything about it reflects the 

Hammer trademarks of the era. The lighting, the music, the 

photography, the use of the exteriors at Bray (Hammer's first and 

most fruitful home) and the ever-present Black Park (a green lung 

in urban Slough that Hammer turned into everything from a Swiss 

mountain stream to a tropical river filled with piranha fish) - 

nothing is out of place. The plot is typical Grand Guignol - a rich 

elderly woman is murdered by her relatives for her money. They 

might get away with it too, except her pet cat takes exception to 

the plot and decides to exact revenge. While not thought-

provoking by any means, the film moves confidently and swiftly 

along. Director John (Plague of Zombies, The Reptile) Gilling 

papers enough shocks over the holes in the plot to keep it 

interesting and the cast (led by Barbara (The Gorgon) Shelley and Andre Morell) do their jobs 

efficiently and entertainingly. The movie, though, belongs to Tabitha... Oh, and do you get the 

significance of the widow's reading of Poe's "The Raven" at the start of the film? Creepy stuff! 
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The Shaggy Dog (1959) 
 

Through an ancient spell, a boy (18-year-old Tommy Kirk) changes 

into a sheepdog and back again. It seems to happen at 

inopportune times and the spell can only be broken by an act of 

bravery. Also with 10-year-old Kevin Corcoran. This is a classic 

Disney film. Fred MacMurray and others make this a joy to watch. 

I have seen it several times and always enjoy it...my children even 

agree with me on this. Contrary to another comment, I believe it 

has held up very well over the years, though it is dated by virtue 

of the fact that it reflects the comedy of the period in which it was 

filmed. I've seen several of the remakes/sequels and none have 

equalled the original. 
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The Shaggy Dog (1994) 
 

Preteen Moochie Daniels (7-year-old Jordan Warkol) just wants a 

dog, but his dad, Daniel, is allergic to canines, like Bundles, the 

shabby sheep dog of neighbor Charlie Mulvihill who secretly 

trained his pet to help him steal jewels. Mooch's big brother 

Wilbert 'Wilby' is smart, shy and a promising inventor, but 

hopelessly clumsy when it comes to girls, and is jealous of his slick 

mate Trey (20-year-old Jeremy Sisto) who has no problems. 

Desperate Wilby resorts to a spell from the ring of Lucrezia Borgia (he accidentally got from dad's 

museum of curiosities), which magically turns him into Bundles and back at uncontrollable times. 

This is how he also knows that the diamond on loan in his father's museum is Charlie's next target, 

but who would believe his story? In this remake of the 1959 classic 'The Shaggy Dog' Wilby Daniels 

(19-year-old Scott Weinger) finds a magical ring with a curse on it. Wanting to cast a love spell on his 

favorite girl, he reads the words imprinted on the ring and becomes the Shaggy Dog instead. There 

are some tense moments and funny situations as he tries to learn more about the curse and how to 

change back. Pretty mediocre movie shown on Disney. Not very bad, but not very good either. Jokes 

are either boring or ridiculous. However, the leads have enough pep to keep movie partially 

entertaining. All in all, an okay film. 
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The Shaggy Dog (2006) 
 

Dr. Kozak (Robert Downey Jr.) kidnaps a 300-year-old Tibetan 

sheepdog in an attempt to discover the dog's secret of longevity 

and produce a fountain of youth drug. Unfortunately, all he has 

produced are animal mutations such as a king cobra-canine with a 

tail, a dog-frog that barks, and other mutations that are part dog. 

The sheepdog escapes the lab and is rescued by Carly Douglas 

(Zena Grey), who takes him home. Deputy District Attorney Dave 

Douglas (Tim Allen) is prosecuting Carly's teacher for the 

firebombing of Dr. Kozak's lab. Dave hates dogs, and after he is 

bitten by the sheepdog, the dog is sent to the pound. The dog has 

injected Dave with some of his DNA cells, and Dave begins to have 

canine urges and eventually, becomes a sheepdog. Dave learns 

the truth about his family and the drug company as a dog. With 

14-year-old Spencer Breslin. So it's a dumb movie with a dumb 

plot - what do you expect? Agatha Christie? Robert Ludlum? This 

is a Disney film for children! As a kids' movie, it's a lot of fun with plenty of slapstick and lots of 

laughs. The plot is goofy, but the basic premise is hardly meant to be realistic. This is not cinema 

verité. People give "What Women Want" with Mel Gibson a much higher rating, but that's just as 

daft. There are plenty of set-piece chases, as you would expect with a storyline about dogs. If you 

want clever, go see the Usual Suspects, just don't take your under-eights. 
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The Shawshank Redemption (1994) 
 

Andy Dufresne is a young and successful banker whose life 

changes drastically when he is convicted and sentenced to life 

imprisonment for the murder of his wife and her lover. Set in the 

1940's, the film shows how Andy, with the help of his friend Red, 

the prison entrepreneur, turns out to be a most unconventional 

prisoner. After the murder of his wife, hotshot banker Andrew 

Dufresne is sent to Shawshank Prison, where the usual 

unpleasantness occurs. Over the years, he retains hope and 

eventually gains the respect of his fellow inmates, especially 

longtime convict "Red" Redding, a black marketeer, and becomes 

influential within the prison. Eventually, Andrew achieves his ends 

on his own terms. Andy Dufresne, is sent to Shawshank Prison for 

the murder of his wife and secret lover. He is very isolated and 

lonely at first, but realises there is something deep inside your 

body, that people can't touch and get to...'HOPE'. Andy becomes friends with prison 'fixer' Red 

(Morgan Freeman), and Andy epitomises why it is crucial to have dreams. His spirit and 

determination, leads us into a world full of imagination, filled with courage and desire. Will Andy 

ever realise his dreams? Can Hollywood, usually creating things for entertainment purposes only, 

create art? To create something of this nature, a director must approach it in a most meticulous 

manner, due to the delicacy of the process. Such a daunting task requires an extremely capable 

artist with an undeniable managerial capacity and an acutely developed awareness of each element 

of art in their films, the most prominent; music, visuals, script, and acting. These elements, each 

equally important, must succeed independently, yet still form a harmonious union, because this 

mixture determines the fate of the artist's opus. Though already well known amongst his colleagues 

for his notable skills at writing and directing, Frank Darabont emerges with his feature film 

directorial debut, The Shawshank Redemption. Proving himself already a master of the craft, 

Darabont managed to create one of the most recognizable independent releases in the history of 

Hollywood. The Shawshank Redemption defines a genre, defies the odds, compels the emotions, 

and brings an era of artistically influential films back to Hollywood. The story begins with the trial of 

a young banker, Andy Dufrense, victimized by circumstantial evidence, resulting in a conviction for 

the murder of his wife and her lover. After a quick conviction, Andy finds himself serving a life 

sentence at Shawshank prison, with no hope of parole. He exists in this prison only in appearance, 

keeping his mind free from the drab walls around him. His ability to do this results in the gaining of 

respect from his fellow inmates, but most of all from Ellis Redding. Ellis, commonly referred to as 

Red, finds gainful use of his entrepreneurial spirit within the drab walls of Shawshank by dealing in 

contraband and commodities rare to the confines of prison. Andy's demeanor and undeniable sense 

of hope causes Red to take a deeper look at himself, and the world around him. Andy proves to Red 

and the other inmates that in the conventional walls of Shawshank prison convention will find no 

home in his lifestyle. By creating the film's firm foundation, the meticulously chiseled screenplay 

paved the way for this film's success. Frank Darabont outdoes himself with the phenomenal 

adaptation of Stephen King's equally noteworthy novella, Rita Hayworth and Shawshank 

Redemption. In this novella, King demonstrates that he can break free from the genre he dominates 



and still create a marvelous piece of modern literature. Though the film mirrors the novella in many 

ways, Darabont illustrates a focused objective of improving upon the areas where the novella came 

up short, resulting in one of the best book to film transitions ever. While maintaining some of the 

poetic and moving dialogue of the novella, Darabont also proves that a film's score can generate a 

great deal of emotional response from its audience, as dialogue does. He employs the cunning 

Thomas Newman, son of the legendary Hollywood composer, Alfred Newman. Darabont shows 

recognition for the film's needs by employing Newman, who makes the gentle piano chords whisper 

softly to the viewer, as if a part of the scripted dialogue. Newman lends himself to individualism and 

tends to drive more towards the unique in the realm of score composition. His effort in Shawshank 

did not go unnoticed, as his score received an Oscar nomination in 1995. While unique and 

independent, Newman's score never once intrudes on your concentration or distracts from the film. 

With work from vast array of talented scene designers, costume designers, composers, 

cinematographers, and various other Hollywood artists, the cast of The Shawshank Redemption had 

a strong foundation to work with. The marvelous cast of this film will dazzle you with some of the 

most convincing performances you will witness in a film. While both Tim Robbins and Morgan 

Freeman shine as Andy and Red, respectively, the true spectacle of acting lies within the plethora of 

amazing supporting actors who easily disappear into their roles. Most noticeable of these, the 

veteran film star James Whitmore, who portrays the elderly Brooks Hatlen. Brooks, a man 

incarcerated for an unmentioned crime for so long that he finds himself attached to the Shawshank 

and the daily life he has lead. Each of these actors show a true dedication to their art, and a focused 

purpose in their motivations, creating a convincing setting that never once caters to anything 

unbelievable. With all of the aesthetic touches and attention to cinematic detail, the most beautiful 

part of the film lies within its thematic material, such as its focus on the human desires for the most 

abstract concepts, like hope and freedom. These themes, which concern things the human spirit 

undoubtedly yearns for, seem so intricately woven into the plot that it easily draws its audience in to 

its story. Though full of hardened criminals, your heart will go out to these men as they display the 

most basic of human emotions, and deliver some of the most quotable lines in a film to date. Like a 

great novel, this film manages to succeed at greater things than simply entertaining an audience. 

Darabont tells his story most masterfully, illustrating principles and inspiring his audience to think. 

He leaves us a poignant film with a powerful message of hope, and redemption, something we all 

seek. This film manages to redeem Hollywood in the eyes of people who feared it long lost in a dark 

sea of clichés and predictability. Darabont shows us that artists still work in the Hollywood studios 

and production facilities. These artists show their capability to produce art; real art that inspires you 

to look at the deeper aspects of life and the world around you. The Shawshank Redemption delivers 

much-needed breath of fresh air for anyone who realizes the capability of film. It proves that 

masters of the craft still live on this earth, and still bless us with timeless masterpieces that we will 

never forget. 
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The Shiralee (1987) 
 

Macauley is a swagman on the road in the 1940s looking for work. 

He's a laid back, laconic sort of bloke but when he gets landed 

with his daughter after his drunken play-girl wife in Adelaide 

makes him face up to what she believes are his responsibilities, 

neither he nor his daughter are ready for each other. But in the 

beginning he's all she's got, and at the end, she's all he's got. My 

kids & I watched this movie on the Disney channel I believe about 

16 or 17 years ago and we still talk about it today. Bryan Brown 

was excellent and so was the little girl who played his "shiralee". 

We love Australian movies (at least the ones we have seen) and 

would love to see this one again and again. 
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The Sign Of Four (1987) 
 

A young lady, Miss Mary Morstan, contact Sherlock Holmes for his 

help regarding her father, captain Morstan, who disappeared 10 

years ago. Since his disappearance she annually receives a 

valuable pearl by post from an unknown person. The mystery 

leads Holmes and doctor Watson into an intricate plot regarding a 

lost treasure belonging to four convicts on the Andaman Islands. 

This is an extremely faithful adaptation of the original Doyle novel, 

and for purists, it can hardly be objected to (although the novel 

does start and end with Holmes' drug usage -- but is clearly 

eliminated in this adaptation, apparently by Jeremy Brett who 

thoroughly objected to that aspect of Doyle's character). As for 

the uninitiated, or general viewer, it's a bit of a slog. Brett is 

snappish and somewhat rude at times, unlike the Holmes of the stories, but otherwise excellent, 

with a gritty baritone that is quite commanding. Ronald Lacey almost steals the show as the Sholto 

brothers (and it's sad that he would die only a few years later). The real problem with this film is the 

slack editing and low key direction. Many scenes provide opportunity for dramatic punch but are 

handled matter-of-factly, with no help from an equally low-key music score. Also, the series of 

requisite backstories presented in the novel is too much for the film, getting to a point where we're 

even given a flashback-within-a-flashback. And to top it off, the climax of the story is yet another 

backstory flashback. It IS Doyle and it IS faithful, so you can't complain that the filmmakers took 

liberties and fouled things up... but the weakness of the novel as film material is also exposed. 

Purists though, should be delighted. 
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The Silver Chair (Chronicles Of Narnia: The Silver Chair) (1990) 
 

Eustace (14-year-old David Thwaites) is sent to a horrible school, 

and finds a friend in Jill Pole, who's also running from the bullies 

and looking for a place to hide. The two of them are magically 

transported from the garden shed into the magical world of 

Narnia, where they are entrusted with a task by Aslan: to rescue 

the king's stolen son, Prince Rillian. Together with Puddleglum the 

Marshwiggle, they must travel north across the mountains, dodge 

dragons and giants, and journey down into the earth itself to 

rescue Rillian from the Green Lady. My son (7-years-old) loves this 

one and all of the series. I like this one in particular, largely 

because of Tom Baker's brilliance. I just have a question for 

anyone who has watched it. Did anyone notice that Puddleglum 

says the magic word (i.e. fuck)? In the scene where he gets drunk 

and he is picked up by the fat lady giant, Puddleglum makes some 

incomprehensible protests. Among this, pretty clearly, he says the magic word. My 7-year-old first 

noticed this and told me. I told him he must be wrong. But I watched/listened to the offending bit 

and I had to tell my son that he was right. It was one of the funniest things I've ever seen / heard. 

Anyway, Tom Baker is brilliant as always and he can do no wrong in my eyes. With 15-year-old Jean 

Marc Perret. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1990) 
 

Episode 1: Eustace Scrubb and Jill Pole enter Narnia from the grounds of their school, which is 

plagued with bullies and where Jill is one of the most targeted victims. They enter Aslan's Country 

but Eustace accidentally falls off a cliff. Aslan appears and blows Eustace away to Narnia, while he 

informs Jill of her task in Narnia. After being blown to Narnia by Aslan, she is to meet up with 

Eustace and tell him to greet an old friend - the aged king, Caspian. The king's heir and only son, 

Prince Rillian, disappeared some years ago and his father has lived in sadness ever since. It is their 

ultimate task to discover the lost prince and bring him back to Narnia. Jill eventually meets Eustace 

near the great castle of Cair Paravel, and a boat has just departed. They realise that King Caspian is 

on the boat and they have missed him, but are allowed to stay at the castle after speaking to 

Caspian's elderly servant, Trumpkin the dwarf. 

Episode 2: That night, they leave the castle with Glimfeather the owl and another owl, who take 

them to the Parliament of Owls for the full story on Prince Rillian. Glimfeather's friend (whose name 

is not mentioned) tells them that the Queen of Narnia had been killed by a vile serpent in the 

Narnian woods a few years earlier, and her son Rillian had gone back to the forest several times in 

hope of destroying the serpent, only to find no sign of it at any time. After a while, Lord Drinian 

(another of the King's lifelong friends) confronts Rillian and orders him to stop trying to find the 

serpent, as it is too dangerous. Rillian then told Drinian to come with him to a part of the forest, 



where a beautiful lady appears. Drinian's horse suddenly makes a noise, and frightens the lady away. 

The next time Rillian went out, he failed to return. Drinian later spoke to Caspian about his and 

Rillian's visit to the forest, and urged the king to "slay him speedily" as a traitor, but the king could 

not go through with it - he had lost his queen and his son, and it would be too much for him to lose 

his friend as well. The owls then speak of their belief that the woman in the forest and the deadly 

serpent were one and the same - and possibly of the "same crew" as the White Witch. They aid 

Eustace and Jill in their search for the lost prince by taking them to a marshwiggle called 

Puddleglum, who acts as their guide in the quest. Shortly after beginning their journey, they 

encounter a group of giants who are hurling rocks off the top of a hill. In their panic, the two children 

manage to dodge the rocks, but then notice Puddleglum's pointed hat lying behind a rock. They fear 

he is dead. 

Episode 3: Puddleglum emerges from behind a rock and tells the children to move on. They continue 

their journey through the isolated northern parts of Narnia and after some distance they meet a lady 

on a horse, riding on horseback alongside a knight in black armour (who does not speak a word). The 

lady introduces herself as the Lady of the Green Kirtle, and tells them to pay a visit to the Giants of 

Harfang (beyond the Ruined City of the Giants) where there will soon be an Autumn Feast. As they 

pass through the Ruined City of the Giants, Jill falls down a hole which she identifies as a passage, 

only to find that it leads nowhere. They then continue their journey to the castle, where the King and 

Queen giants let them stay. That night, Jill has a nightmare in which Aslan appears and demands that 

she tell him the signs that she has uncovered in her quest to find Prince Rillian - but she has missed 

all of them. 

Episode 4: The next morning, Eustace, Jill and Puddleglum look out of a window of the castle and see 

the words UNDER ME inscribed in a nearby hillside. Jill realised that she fell into the E of the 

message, and that Prince Rillian must be somewhere under that inscription. They later explore the 

castle, and enter the kitchens. Jill reads a recipe book to find that Man is on the menu for the 

Autumn Feast, and Puddleglum then reads that Marshwiggle is also on the menu! They escape 

immediately, only to be spotted in the distance by some of the giants, who release their hounds in 

pursuit. Eustace, Jill and Puddleglum escape the hounds by crawling through a hole under a rock, 

only for them to fall a distance down a slope moments later. They suddenly hear a voice asking them 

what their purpose is in the Deep Realm, and Puddleglum replies that they fell down by accident. 

The voices replies that many fall down, but few return to the sunlit land. The person who is speaking 

turns on a light and his lamp reveals a huge army of sombre-looking Earthmen. The leader of these 

men introduces himself as the Warden of the Underworld, and instructs them to come with him to 

see the Queen of the Underworld. After walking some distance, they reach a boat which carries 

them to the other side of the underworld across a vast lake. 

Episode 5: Eustace, Jill and Puddleglum finally finish the boat journey, and the Warden takes them to 

living quarters in the next phase of the Underworld. They are taken in by a knight wearing an ornate 

silver mask, and Eustace recognises him as the knight on horseback who had been travelling with the 

Lady of the Green Kirtle the previous day. The knight then shows them the Silver Chair itself - he is 

later restrained in it by two Earthmen, only for the others to set him free. The knight then destroys 

the chair with his sword and snarls: "Lie there in ruin, vile engine of sorcery." The Knight rips away 

his mask and introduces himself as Prince Rillian. He thanks them all for rescuing him, and asks if his 

father is still alive. "He lives, my lord, but is old and frail", is Puddleglum's response. They then 



proceed to leave the apartment, but the door opens just as they about to exit, and the Lady of the 

Green Kirtle walks in. She sees the ruined chair, and demands to the travellers: "Which one of you 

three has dared destroy the silver chair?" 

Episode 6: Prince Rillian then confesses to his mistress that he destroyed the chair, and proceeds to 

tell her that he is no longer her slave - but is the rightful heir to the Narnian throne. The witch then 

uses her spells to convince Eustace and Jill that the "other world" (their own world and Narnia) does 

not exist, and that her world (the underworld) is the only world. Puddleglum then defies the witch, 

only for her to knock him out with a vicious spell. She continues to hypnotise the children, while 

Puddleglum regains consciousness and places his hand in the witch's fire, screaming: "Aslan!" The 

witch's spell on the children is crushed and they regain their memory of the overworld. Puddleglum 

then continues to tell the witch that he definitely did live in a place called Narnia, and even if there 

isn't such a place, then it is far better than the "black pit of a world" that she could come up. He 

finishes his taunt by stating: "We four can create a dream world to lick your real one hollow!" The 

witch is furious that Puddleglum has threatened her, and as he and the other three proceed to leave, 

she turns into a serpent but is quickly killed by Rillian. The prince then realises that the serpent who 

killed his royal mother was no other than the Lady of the Green Kirtle. They then flee the apartment, 

but everything suddenly starts to rumble and the roof is falling down - because the witch had 

ordered her slaves to dig through the roof of the underworld for an invasion of the overworld. 

Earthmen are panicking and running all over the place outside, but the four overworlders manage to 

get through the carnage and reach a patch of light near the very top of the overworld. Jill goes first 

and the others notice that she disappears. Eustace follows her through and they are helped through 

the gap by two fauns. They shout back to the others that they are in Narnia and when they come 

through, Glenstorm the centaur instantly recognises the last one of them as Prince Rillian. Rillian 

finally makes it back to Cair Paravel, from where his father is still on a voyage to the end of the 

world. He had told everyone that he wanted to visit the places of his youth, but many believed that 

he had gone to seek Aslan to ask him who should be the next monarch of Narnia, as he didn't expect 

to see Rillian again. Eustace and Jill watch Caspian return to Paravel and Rillian greets his father 

before he dies. The audience then hail Rillian as the new king, and Aslan later appears to 

congratulate Eustace and Jill on the work they have done in Narnia. He then promises to take them 

back to their own world. But first they stop in Aslan's Country. They look into the stream and see an 

image of the dead King Caspian. Under Aslan's instruction, Eustace drives a thorn into the lion's paw 

and the flow of blood bubbles over Caspian's face. The elderly man becomes younger in a few 

seconds until he is recognisable as the 13-year-old Prince Caspian. He walks on the water and greets 

Eustace, before telling Aslan that he has always wanted a glimpse of Eustace's world. Aslan agrees to 

Caspian's request, and takes them to the outer walls of Eustace and Jill's school. Aslan forces a crack 

in the wall and the bullies appear at the other side, only to be chased away by the three children in 

knight's armour. They then say their goodbyes and the story is over. 
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The Simpsons Movie (2007) 
 

Homer adopts a pig who's run away from Krusty Burger after 

Krusty tried to have him slaughtered, naming the pig "Spider Pig." 

At the same time, the lake is protected after the audience sink the 

barge Green Day are on with garbage after they mention the 

environment. Meanwhile, Spider Pig's waste has filled up a silo in 

just 2 days, apparently with Homer's help. Homer can't get to the 

dump quickly so dumps the silo in the lake, polluting it. Russ 

Cargill, the villainous boss of the EPA, gives Arnold 

Schwarzenegger 5 options, forcing him to choose 4 (which is, 

unfortunately, to destroy Springfield) and putting a dome over 

Springfield to prevent evacuation. Homer, however, has escaped, 

along with his family. Can he stop the evil Cargill from annihilating 

his home town, and his family, who have been forced to return to 

Springfield? The city of Springfield orders a clean up of the polluted Lake Springfield and bans waste 

dumps there. However, someone forgot to tell Homer Simpson that, and when he dumps a silo of 

"Pig Crap" in it, he inadvertently dooms Springfield, his family, and himself. Thanks to Lisa Simpson, 

Lake Springfield is cleaned up from the pollution that once fouled it. But when Homer, who's 

adopted a pig (Spider-pig) and dumps a silo full of the pig's crap in the lake, the EPA places a large 

dome over Springfield, and the Simpsons family manage to escape through a sinkhole. The family 

flees to a better life in Alaska, but when the head of the EPA, Russ Cargill, orders the towns 

destruction, it's up to Homer to save Springfield! In Springfield, Lisa convinces the locals to clean up 

the polluted Lake Springfield after the sinking of the stage of the Green Day in a concert of rock and 

roll. Meanwhile, Homer saves a pig from being killed in Krusty Burger and adopts it, calling the 

animal Spider Pig. After two days, Spider Pig fills up a silo with its excrement and Homer dumps the 

silo in the lake, polluting it. The angry population forces the Simpsons to move to Alaska. Meanwhile 

the stupid president Arnold Schwarzenegger is induced by his advisor from EPA to put a dome over 

Springfield to hold the population and destroy the city. When Marge sees the new in the television, 

she tells Homer that they must return to Springfield to save their town and friends, but Homer is not 

convinced if people of Springfield deserve their support. Let me just say I had my doubts. The last 

couple of seasons of 'The Simpsons' have been lackluster at best and I genuinely thought that their 

chance to make a great Simpsons film passed roughly 10 years ago. BOY WAS I WRONG!!! I am a 

huge Simpsons nerd and it is my privilege to say that "The Simpsons Movie" belongs in the very small 

group of classic Simpsons episodes ("Bart the Daredevil", "Mr. Plow", etc.) Very funny and very 

timely. Great animation and some nice cameos. Really don't want to give any spoilers so I'll just say if 

you're a Simpsons fan: you will love this movie. And if you agree that the Simpsons lost their edge, 

you will be pleasantly surprised as was I. 
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The Singing Detective (1986) 
 

Reworking material from his first novel, "Hide and Seek" (1973), 

and folding this into a prismatic blend of autobiographical details, 

popular music and 1940s film noir, Dennis Potter delivered a 

drama now regarded as a 20th-century masterwork. Detective 

novelist Philip Marlow (Michael Gambon) suffers from the 

crippling disease of psoriatic arthropathy. Confined to a hospital 

bed, Marlow mentally rewrites his early Chandleresque thriller, 

"The Singing Detective," with himself in the title role, drifting into 

a surreal 1945 fantasy of spies and criminals, along with vivid 

memories of a childhood (12-year-old Lyndon Davies) in the Forest 

of Dean. As past events and 1940s songs surface in his 

subconscious, Marlow's voyage of self-discovery provides a key to 

conquering his illness, while his noir-styled hallucinations evoke 

the Philip Marlowe of Chandler's "Murder, My Sweet" (1944), 

starring Dick Powell, who later became a "singing detective" on radio's "Richard Diamond, Private 

Detective" (1949), crooning to girlfriend Helen Asher at the end of each episode. Dennis Potter was 

the master of the teleplay and this is the pinnacle of his art. Clever and intelligent dialogue, a 

brilliant use of non-linear narrative, and a faultless cast all contribute to making this a modern 

masterpiece. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1986) 
 

Episode 1: Skin; Writer Philip Marlow is in hospital being treated for a severe skin affliction, 

something he has suffered from for 25 years but is now worse than it has ever been. He finds himself 

in a general ward with a group of other men being treated for a variety of ailments. Marlow's 

psoriasis covers him from head to toe and even the slightest movement proves extremely painful. 

The doctors have tried numerous treatments and medication, but to no avail. His only relief, ever so 

slight, is to gave his body greased from head to toe even though he is embarrassed at his reaction 

when the pretty Nurse Mills tends to him. Unable to use his hands, he nonetheless keeps working on 

a novel by imagining the events. In wartime London, Mark Binney goes to a sleazy nightclub where 

he leaves with two of the girls working there. One of them is later fished out of the Thames, nude. 

Episode 2: Heat; After 10 or 11 weeks in the hospital, Marlow has a session with a psychiatrist, Dr. 

Gibbon, that does not go well. Gibbon believes that the root of Marlow's skin disorder is 

psychological and that he will not heal until he deals with his inner demons. Marlow recalls events, 

real or imagined, from his childhood growing up in a coal mining community. His father's singing, his 

beautiful mother's piano playing and the taunts from classmates. He also recalls encountering his 

mother in the woods with a man. In his novel, Mark Binney hires Marlow the private detective on 

the recommendation of his solicitor. He's spent the night with the Russian, Sonia, and now she's 



nowhere to be seen. He's even been told by the police, who didn't believe him when he said two 

men were watching his flat, not to disappear. 

Episode 3: Lovely Days; Marlow recalls the last days of World War II and a train journey with his 

mother when they visited her family. He again recalls his mother going into the woods and having 

sex with a man they know, Raymond. When soldiers on the train try to get friendly with her, he 

lashes out. At the hospital, he has another session with the psychiatrist, Dr. Gibbon, who questions if 

Marlow really wants to get better. His condition is slightly improved however and he's now able to 

light his own cigarette. In his re-imagined novel, Marlow and Mark Binney have a row after the 

investigator questions his source of income. Binney pays him off and tells him to take a hike. When a 

woman who wants to speak to him urgently is shot, he learns that the sleazy nightclub Binney visited 

is a front for something sinister. 

Episode 4: Clues; In his novel, Marlow has contacted the police and they have taken the dead 

woman away. He suspects that Mark Binney, who admitted that his visit to the nightclub wasn't 

entirely by chance. Marlow decides to test Amanda as she leaves the club and he now finds himself 

under surveillance by the two trench coat-wearing hoods who were keeping an eye on Binney. As a 

young lad, Philip and his mother are visiting her parents in London. His mother tells him that his 

father will be joining them soon but the reaction of the others suggests otherwise. At school, Philip's 

teacher is aghast at what one of the student has left on her desk. Philip becomes the object of her 

interrogation. At the hospital, Marlow's psoriasis is showing constant improvement. His ex-wife 

Nikola visits him with news that a film company wants to option his novel, The Singing Detective. He 

really doesn't want to see her and tells her he had already written a screenplay. She knows that 

already, but doesn't let on as she is quite obviously hiding something. 

Episode 5: Pitter Patter; In the hospital, Marlow's ex-wife pays him another visit clearly intent on 

getting him to sign a contract to option his book The Singing Detective, the screenplay for which her 

friend Mark Finney will try peddle as his own. Marlow begins to wonder if paranoia is setting in 

when when he sees two trench coat-wearing hoods - characters as imagined in his novel - in the 

ward. One of the ward patients, Reginald is impressed that the author of the book he's reading is a 

fellow patient. Philip's psoriasis is also getting better but he disagrees with Dr. Gibbon about 

whether their sessions are worthwhile. He also recalls when, as a 10 year-old, he first developed his 

psoriasis and his mother finally admits to him that his father will never be joining them. He in turn 

asks if it's because of what she did in the woods with Raymond Binney, father of Mark Binney the 

boy he identified as having left a little surprise on the teacher's desk. 

Episode 6: Who Done It; In the final episode of the series, memories of Marlow's childhood, his 

dreams and the events in his re-imagined novel collide with present day reality. Marlow continues 

his sessions with the psychiatrist, Dr. Gibbon and recalls his return to his Dad after the death of his 

mother. He reveals the lie from his school days that lead to a classmate, Mark Binney, being severely 

beaten by their teacher. The events and characters in his re-imagined novel are blended into his 

childhood memories, his fantasies about his ex-wife and her lover, the outcome of the novel and his 

medical condition. 

3 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



The Sixth Sense (1999) 
 

Malcom Crowe is a child psychologist who receives an award on 

the same night that he is visited by a very unhappy ex-patient. 

After this encounter, Crowe takes on the task of curing a young 

boy (11-year-old Haley Joel Osment) with the same ills as the ex-

patient. This boy "sees dead people". Crowe spends a lot of time 

with the boy (Cole) much to the dismay of his wife. Cole's mom is 

at her wit's end with what to do about her son's increasing 

problems. Crowe is the boy's only hope. Child psychologist 

Malcom Crowe (Willis) is one night visited by an ex-patient named 

Vincent, angry, enraged. He wounds Crowe, then kills himself. A 

few months later, Crowe is visited by a 9-year-old boy named Cole 

(Osment). He sees dead people who do not know they are dead. Because of this, he is called a freak 

in school. Crowe, at first thinks he is seeing things, but after spending a lot of time with Cole (much 

to his wife's dismay), he discovers Cole may be seeing dead people after all... Nominated for six 

Academy Awards including Best Picture and Best Director. (M. Night Shyamalan) Child psychiatrist 

Malcolm Crowe is confronted one night by his former patient Vincent Gray who he failed to help. 

After Vincent shoots Crowe in the stomach and kills himself, Crowe can't stop thinking about it. A 

few months later he is hired to help a troubled boy named Cole Sear, who has many of the same 

problems Vincent had. Crowe sees a chance to redeem himself, but doubts his ability to reach the 

boy, particularly when Cole claims to see ghosts who don't know they're dead. This is perhaps my 

film of the decade so far. The reasons are too numerous to go into in such a short critique. Surely 

there have not been too many films that can take you through the range of emotions that the Sixth 

Sense does. The prime emotion; fear, is a difficult emotion to generate in a modern audience that 

has seen it all before, but this film succeeds where others fail, praying on your imagination and 

generating suspense from subtle devices rather than blatant horror. It is such a relief that the 

performances of Willis and the excellent Osment live up to an excellently directed quality storyline. I 

will be disappointed if the youngster doesn't receive at least an academy nomination. I seldom go to 

the cinema twice to watch a film, in fact I cannot remember when I have done it before. Tonight I 

am taking an old friend to see this film as it will be a tragedy if he doesn't see it on the big screen. He 

has heard so much about it that he is reluctant to go, as I am when something is over-hyped. Just for 

a change though, here is a film that lives up to its billing and has you thinking about it for weeks to 

come. As for the twist at the end? Well it totally disorientated me, my mind spinning back 

throughout the whole film. A fantastic punchline to my film of the year. 

Converted from VCD...English Soundtrack...Thai Subtitles 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



The Skeleton Key (2005) 
 

A young woman helping care for an invalid in New Orleans finds 

herself caught in the middle of morbid going-ons centered around 

a group of Hoodoo (Not Voodoo, it's different. Hoodoo is an old 

African American magic that only works if you believe in it.) 

practitioners. Caroline (Kate Hudson) is a 25-year-old hospice 

worker who cares for the ailing and the elderly, a job designed to 

atone for her own mistake for ignoring her dying father in the 

past, when she had been a rock 'n' roll manager. After her latest 

charge passes away, Caroline takes a job in Louisiana, caring for 

Ben (John Hurt), a stroke-victim who is bed-ridden and cannot 

speak. But Caroline becomes suspicious of the house, and Ben's 

cold wife, Violet (Gena Rowlands) only adds to the creepy 

atmosphere. After acquiring a skeleton key, Caroline makes her 

way into a secret room within the attic where she discovers hair, 

blood, bones, spells, and other instruments for practicing hoodoo. Violet says she has never been in 

the secret room, but that the items probably belonged to the original owners' two houseworkers, 

who practiced black magic and were lynched as a result. Noting that Ben had his stroke in the attic 

after entering the room, Caroline is determined to unlock the secrets of the house, and rescue Ben 

from the horrors that hold him captive within. The Skeleton Key is about a 25-year-old girl (Kate 

Hudson) who gets a job as a caretaker living in a plantation home in Terrebone Parish, Louisiana. She 

soon discovers the scary attic in the house, with all sorts of hoodoo recipes, spells, books, etc. She 

starts to investigate and question Violet (Gena Rowlands), the owner of the house, about the 

secrets. But if she believes in what she discovers, it will all become real! The nurse Caroline Ellis 

(Kate Hudson) decides to quit her job in a hospital and work for a family in the swamps of Terrebone 

Parish, Louisiana, one hour far from New Orleans. The family lawyer Luke (Peter Sarsgaard) hires her 

for US$1,000.00 per week to take care of Ben Devereaux (John Hurt), the beloved husband of Violet 

Devereaux (Gena Howlands), who had a stroke and is totally paralyzed. Violet gives a skeleton key of 

the huge house to Caroline, and the curious young woman finds a secret creepy hoodoo room in a 

scary attic that belonged to a couple of sorcerers that worked in the house. Caroline, who does not 

believe in magic, decides to learn about hoodoo, and believes Violet put an evil spell on Ben. She 

decides to help the invalid man, and asks for help to Luke. Character development was great, acting 

was excellent, well written, well directed and just an all around well put together movie. A health 

care worker decides she can't provide the kind of care to her patients she wants to provide within 

the cold confines of the nursing home she's working in. She opts then to take a job caring for the 

husband of a very strange woman in their even stranger home. She soon discovers that this couple 

seemingly has a strong belief in hoodoo (a variant of voodoo), and as she investigates further the 

ailment afflicting her new patient, and the disturbing behavior of his wife, a series of terrifying 

events unfold. Great plot twists, and an unexpectedly original surprise ending. Highly recommended! 

Copy Of Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack...English, Chinese, Malay & Thai Subtitles  



The Smallest Show On Earth (Big Time Operators) (1957) 
 

Jean and Bill are a struggling married couple with Bill trying to 

scrape a living as a writer. Out of the blue they receive a telegram 

informing them that Bill's long-lost uncle has died and left them 

his business - a cinema in the town of Sloughborough. They pack 

their bags and travel to Sloughborough expecting to sell the 

cinema to gain a huge inheritance, however, they discover the 

cinema is falling apart and is run by a comically incompetant staff 

who seem to have worked there forever. They set out with a plan 

to sell it but things don't quite go to plan. Husband-and-wife team 

Bill Travers and Virginia McKenna play a newly married couple 

who inherit a dilapidated cinema (and its elderly, incompetent and 

equally dilapidated staff), and try to restore it to something like 

it's original glory. However they soon discover that it's not going 

to be as easy as perhaps they first thought. There is competition 

from a huge modern cinema just across the street, which is in 

need of a car-park. The site of the old "Bijou" would be just the thing. This is a terrific comedy 

(written by Basil Dearden), and features Peter Sellers, Margaret Rutherford, Bernard Miles as the 

cinema staff, and Leslie Phillips as the Bijou owner's solicitor. Any American, or indeed any 

youngster, watching this movie might be slightly bemused, and consider it all a bit implausible. I can 

tell them that it's not, and so can any Brit over a certain age. When this film was made, every town 

in the U.K. had a "flea-pit" (i.e. it's very own "Bijou"). In the town in which I was raised, it was called 

"The Select". Events depicted in this movie happened at these cinemas on a regular basis. The films 

shown were usually as decrepit as the cinema itself. (In the case of the "Select" they were usually 

the awful B&W "horror" movies which no other theatre would show. If the film didn't break at least 

once, or a reel was put on the projector in time, and/or was not in the wrong order, you were there 

on a lucky night.) For all of us of the age, to re-watch this little memorial to the old flea-pit, is a real 

nostalgic blast from the past, and I defy any newcomers to the movie, not to warm to it, either from 

it's occasional pathos and/or it's hilarious comedy. So go on, take my advice, have a good scratch, 

and watch it. The film may be fiction, but what you see actually happened! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack  



The Snow Queen (2005) 
 

Gerda (14-year-old Sydney White) sets out on a magical journey to 

find her best friend, Kay (14-year-old Pax Baldwin) who has been 

taken by the Snow Queen. Every generation of directors and 

children's TV programmers seems destined to try their hand at 

Hans Christian Anderson's Snow Queen, this version is one of the 

best. Filmed with a mixture of animation and live acting, it 

manages to capture the spirit of early eastern-European 

animations and graphic novels, the unreal backdrops suggest a 

stage performance, and the jerky motion, marionettes. Combined 

with a wonderful score written by Paul K. Joyce (and performed by 

the Royal Philharmonic), this is certainly an adaptation children 

will love, and continue to be entertained by for years to come. 

Although some parts of the story which are skimmed over could 

have had more time spent on them (and it's possible some adults 

will be expecting Disney and fail to see past the computer imagery), it's good to remember that this 

is a story to be enjoyed, not studied, and its for kids who probably wouldn't want it to drag on. All in 

all this is a very worthy production, there are far worse ways to spend an hour of the holiday period. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



The Snow Spider (1988) 
 

The adventures of a young boy (Osian Roberts) called Gwyn 

Griffiths, who lives in a remote hill farm in Wales. His life is not 

easy especially as Gwyn's sister (Bethan) vanished on the 

mountains some time ago and Gwyn's father blames him for the 

loss. We are instantly hooked when Sian Phillips enters the farm 

house and wishes Gwyn a Happy Birthday. Celtic legends unleash 

mystic magic and fantasy for young Gwyn (Gwydion) who is given 

a magic snow spider on his 9th birthday. Gwyn sets out to solve 

the disappearance of his sister 4 years previously in a snow storm. 

Excellent British classic. What a great series this was (and still is) - 

I still vividly recall seeing it when it was first shown and it still 

holds up extremely well today. Whenever magic is portrayed on 

TV it often comes across rather poorly, no doubt at least down to 

lack of budget, poor production values, weak story, etc. However, 

in the case of The Snow Spider the magic was put across very well 

and was as believable as it could be. Pennant Roberts not only 

directed this but also produced and he did a very fine job. The acting, on the whole, was very good 

and the dialogue and real-life situations perfectly believable within the context of the story. Overall 

it was a beautiful and magical series, complemented superbly by the hauntingly beautiful music. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1988) 
 

Episode 1: Our story begins with Gwyn, a young boy who lives in a remote hill farm in Wales. Gwyn is 

tending the sheep on the hills whilst looking up at the early morning sky still full of stars. It should be 

happy occasion, but Gwyn's ninth birthday is not happy at all. Gwyn returns to the house and goes 

into the kitchen. He knows that he still has to feed the chickens and now he learns that his father 

was looking for him as well. He asks his mum if she has ever heard the stars singing. She replies that 

she has not. He begins setting the table for breakfast. He looks at the picture of Bethan, his sister 

who vanished on the mountain four years ago. She vanished on Gwyn's birthday and so the occasion 

is not a happy one for the family. His father blames Gwyn for the loss as Bethan as she was looking 

for Gwyn's pet black ewe when she vanished. Gwyn's Grandmother (Nain is her preferred name) 

arrives at the house, to wish him a happy birthday. She presents him with his gift wrapped in paper. 

Inside the gifts are: A piece of seaweed, A yellow scarf, A tin whistle, A twisted metal broach, and a 

small broken horse, A little confused, Gwyn stares at them for a while, and then thanks his 

Grandmother. Gwyn is still obviously confused but Nain does not stop to further explain. On leaving 

the house she tells him to give the gifts to the wind, one by one and he will see. He takes his gifts up 

to his bedroom but he is not sure what she is talking about. His father shouts up a reminder that it is 

Saturday and he still has to feed the chickens. Gwyn's mum has not forgotten it was his birthday. She 

brings him his gift of a wrist watch wrapped in green paper with golden stars on it. Gwyn is 

overjoyed as it shows the phases of the moon on the dial. They both then look at the gifts that Nain 



has left Gwyn. Mum has also done Gwyn's chores including feeding the chickens, so he has no work 

to do. She then leaves the bedroom and goes to prepare for Gwyn's birthday party. Gwyn then 

stares out of the window and starts daydreaming about his sister's whereabouts. At the party, Nain 

brings Gwyn some other presents and puts some music on. Gwyn's mum has prepared a huge 

spread of food and party items for the guests. The boys quickly tuck in and begin eating all the food. 

All is going well, everyone is having a wonderful time until Gwyn's father opens the door. From the 

very second he enters, the room falls silent and he then reminds everyone about Bethan, his 

daughter who vanished on the mountain four years ago this very day. He complains of chairs on the 

floor and candles burning for no reason. Gwyn's mother reminds Ivor (father) that she was her 

daughter too. The party is ruined and hence mum takes the boys away. Gwyn rushes off to his 

bedroom, whilst Nain scolds Gwyn's father for being so miserable. He is having none of it though and 

reminds her what happened four years ago. Gwyn's mother explains that they have had enough 

mourning and that their son should celebrate his birthday. His father shouts that the blame for 

Bethan's disappearance lies with Gwyn - he was responsible for Bethan going out into the storm in 

the first place. He gives a pretty good impression that given the choice he would have chosen Gwyn 

to be the one lost in exchange for Bethan being safe. Before Nain leaves she calls up to Gwyn's 

bedroom and reminds him to give the gifts to the wind. She tells him to remember the old magicians 

and that once in seven generations, the power returns. The next morning, his mother tells him a 

little of the magicians and of a ship made of seaweed. The day is very windy and so Gwyn decides to 

go up the mountain and give a gift to the wind. Gwyn goes upstairs into his bedroom opens up the 

drawer where the gifts are kept. One of them (the metal broach) should have been under the scarf 

but is now sitting proudly on top. It starts to glow yellow and then turns into a spider before turning 

back again into metal. He realises that he must do as Nain wishes and so heads up the mountain 

side. Once there he throws the metal broach into the air and then shouts "Math, Lord of Gwynedd, 

Gwydion and Gilfaethwy." It then begins to snow and so he returns to the house. Back at the house, 

he sees a bright light on his shoulder and quickly puts it into his pocket before disappearing upstairs. 

In his bedroom, he takes the light out of his pocket and sees that it is a small silver spider. The spider 

is called Arianwen - the Snow Spider. He puts it in the drawer and then has to go down for tea. 

Episode 2: After tea Gwyn goes to see Arianwen - the Snow Spider. She is very cold to the touch but 

gives off a very bright light. Gwyn then heads off to see Nain at her home. She is outdoors gardening 

when he arrives and she asks him if he is a magician yet. He says that they should go inside and talk 

over a cup of tea. Inside the house, she makes nettle tea. Gwyn hates it, but changes the subject by 

revealing the presence of Arianwen. Nain confirms that he, Gwyn brought the spider here and that 

he is indeed a true magician. Nain is overjoyed especially when Arianwen crawls up her arm. Nain 

tells Gwyn of the spider's name. She also tells him that Arianwen has come from another world to 

help him find what he truly wants i.e. his heart's desire. Gwyn informs Nain that he wants everything 

to be as it was before Bethan vanished, but Nain says that even if he were to bring back Bethan, he 

would still be alone as all magicians are. This is something he will have to get used to if he is to be a 

true magician. Gwyn then heads back home and back in his bedroom, Gwyn sees Bethan standing 

shimmering in front of him, but just as his mother calls to him, Bethan vanishes. Mum comes 

upstairs and find Gwyn sitting in the dark. His mother questions him but nothing is resolved. Gwyn 

reveals that he has an insect for school which he is keeping in a match box. His mother is horrified 

when she learns that the insect is a spider. She hates cobwebs especially when they end up in the 

house. His father informs him that he will squash the spider if he sees it - school or no school. Gwyn 



shouts that he hates his father sometimes and runs upstairs to his bedroom. The matchbox is empty 

but when Gwyn enters his bedroom he finds Arianwen sitting next to the tin whistle. She moves up 

and down the whistle and Gwyn realises that the whistle is the next gift to be given to the wind. He 

blows the whistle but finds it is not working. He then opens the window but there is no wind outside. 

As he looks out into the night he calls out that he is the magician Gwydion Gwyn, Math, Lord of 

Gwynedd. Suddenly the wind arrives and he throws the whistle out. The wind takes at away but then 

returns the gift within a few seconds. The whistle that arrives back is very different than the flimsy 

tin whistle that was given. The larger pipe is glowing blue and totally transformed in shape and size. 

Arianwen now begins to spin a web on the bedroom mirror while Gwyn watches in wonder. In the 

web he sees a white tower, a city with other children. He can hear a bell chiming and childrens 

singing in the distance. Everything is white and clear. He calls out to Bethan thinking that he sees 

her. At that moment, Gwyn's mother (perfect timing) comes upstairs and thus breaks the spell. She 

comes into the bedroom brushes away the cobweb that Arianwen made. She tucks Gwyn into bed 

but can still hear singing in the night. She questions him about it but thinks that it may be the Lloyds 

(neighbours) The next day Gwyn prepares for school and then makes his way to catch the school 

bus. He passes Nain's house on the way. Gwyn makes a big mistake by telling Alun that he (Gwyn) is 

a magician. The other children overhear this and think he is mad. Gwyn tries to make Alun believes 

the story but Alun insults Nain by saying she is a bit batty. Alun does not believe him and thinks 

Gwyn was dreaming. It gets worse when Gwyn says that he has seen another planet, he can create 

the wind and heard singing in a white city. Alun calls him a liar - a rotten liar and runs off. The other 

children all hear this. Gwyn rushes off to find Nain. He finds her all dressed up and looking very 

elegant. Gwyn thinks she is dressed as a Princess. He tells her of the pipe that went and came back. 

He tells her of the voices in the pipe and she tells him of Math who could hear things from very far 

away. He then tells her of the web and she asks for more details. He tells her of the white city in the 

clouds and a silver bell chiming in a clear tower. He tells her of the children waving to him. Nain is 

overjoyed as she realises that he is almost there in achieving his hearts desire. She goes and gets a 

book which is written in old Welsh. He cannot translate it but Nain can and she begins to read 

sections from the book. Gwyn questions the book and Nain informs him that her Great Great 

Grandmother was a witch and that it was she who left the five gifts. She also tells him that the horse 

must never be given to the wind as there is something evil about it. It cannot be burnt or destroyed 

and so must be kept secret. Gwyn asks if Nain is a witch but she says that the power never came to 

her but that she knew the very moment Gwyn was born that he had the power. Nain is furious when 

Gwyn tells her that he has confided in Alun. She reminds him of the dangers of abusing his powers. 

She tells him to go home and eat the food on his table. Gwyn realises that he must now give another 

gift to the wind. Gwyn goes back home and eventually to bed. He awakes in the night and asks 

Arianwen what to do next. Gwyn goes onto the mountain yet again and this time gives the seaweed 

to the wind. He calls out the name Bethan as it is taken by the wind. As he turns away, the yellow 

scarf also leaves his possession. Both items are taken by the wind. As he looks up, he sees a shining 

silver sailing ship in the sky. It moves towards him. Eventually it passes over him and large silver 

snow flakes fall onto him. Gwyn falls to the ground unconscious with the cold. 

Episode 3: Gwyn goes to Alun's house that morning. He tells Alun of his adventure and of the of 

silver sailing ship. Alun does not believe him and so Gwyn asks him not tell anyone. The next day at 

school, all the children tease Gwyn by calling him a looney. Alun has not kept his promise. Later that 

day Alun goes to see Gwyn and to apologise for telling. Gwyn tells him to shove off and not to bother 



him again. Back at the house, Gwyn is not hungry. His mother asks him what happened with Alun but 

he will not tell her anything. Back in his bedroom, Arianwen is again spinning a web. The white city 

and the silver sailing ship both appear along with the chiming bell and the childrens music. He can 

see the children playing outside and then they start to wave to him. He is sure he can see Bethan in 

the city. The image then fades away. At school the next day the local boys are teasing Gwyn. On the 

same day the whole class is introduced to Eirlys who has come to stay in the village for a while. 

During playtime, the boys all gang up and throw a snowball with a rock inside at Gwyn. It hits him in 

the face and that is followed by another one. Gwyn falls down and then points his hand at the boys. 

From his hand a white ball of energy flies and hits Dewi Davies in the face. Dewi goes down hurt. The 

boys then all rush over and start kicking Gwyn on the ground. Mr. James goes and helps the other 

boy but does not see Gwyn. Eirlys goes to help Gwyn instead. Alun has watched all this but not taken 

part. On the way home Eirlys is again there to help Gwyn and Alun shows a little jealousy at losing 

his best friend. Gwyn takes Eirlys to his home. She looks remarkably like Bethan which does not go 

unmissed by Gwyn's mother and father. Gwyn's father is especially struck by the likeness to Bethan. 

Ivor Griffiths manner and attitude completely change and he even offers to take her home in the 

farm jeep. Pretty soon after, the parents of Dewi Davies arrive wanting to punish Gwyn for throwing 

a rock at their son. Gwyn's father sticks up for Gwyn and refuses to accept that Gwyn was in the 

wrong. Mrs. Davies is adamant that Gwyn is weird. Gwyn uses his power to take a pinch at Mrs. 

Davies backside. She jumps up with a start and blames firstly the family dog (he is outside) and then 

the cat (Long John) but is asleep on the other side of the room. Mrs. Davies and her husband leave 

quickly. Once they are gone, the Griffiths family all start laughing. Gwyn thanks his dad for his 

support. His father then suggests that Eirlys should come to tea. Gwyn says he will ask her up on 

Saturday. At the weekend the two are walking around the farm. They have so much fun that Gwyn 

asks his mum if Eirlys can stay the night. His father suggests using Bethan's room but his mother 

refuses. They go and visit Nain who this time serves no nettle tea. Nain is taken by the girl whose 

name means "Snowdrop." Gwyn tells Nain of his new vision and she is excited but concerned by 

some of his thoughts. Nain suspects Eirlys knows something about what is going on. Gwyn goes 

looking for Arianwen, he has not seen the spider for several days and he wishes to show Eirlys her. 

He tells Eirlys that he thinks she has come from the city in the clouds. Father arrives to take Eirlys 

home. Still looking for Arianwen, Gwyn is told by his mother that she put a grey spider down the 

drain and drowned it. Gwyn is desperate thinking that he has lost Arianwen forever. He goes to his 

bedroom and looks at his gifts. He only has the horse left. He hears voices warning him not to use 

the horse. He thinks that he must sacrifice all to get Arianwen back and so gives the horse to the 

wind. 

Episode 4: Giving the metal horse gift to the wind has a disastrous effect on the weather. It becomes 

dark and stormy. A howling wind rushes through the hills and torrential rain falls. The area is in 

danger of flooding. Gwyn goes home as fast as he can and tells his parents that he is going to see if 

Nain is okay. At her house he finds things in a terrible mess. She looks years older than she was the 

day before. The whole house has been wrecked as if a madman had been smashing everything in it. 

Gwyn asks what has happened but she looks at him and says that he should know since he caused it 

by giving the horse to the wind, even though he had been specifically told not to. We learn that an 

evil warrior Prince who butchered horses was bound up in the metal horse fragment. It was his 

prison and that by giving him to the wind he had been released. Nain had tried to stop him as he had 

come looking specifically for Gwyn, a descendant of one of the original magicians who had 



imprisoned him. Gwyn looks into the mirror of Nain and sees a hideous horse reflection. Nain asks 

why he let the horse go and he tells her that he was trying to get Arianwen back. Gwyn thought she 

had been lost, drowned by his mother. Nain tells him that she belongs to him and that he could get 

her back anytime he wanted if he really tried. Meanwhile back at Gwyn's house, he finds that Eirlys 

has been caught up in the storm and is very ill. Gwyn's father carries her into the house and places 

her in Bethan's old room. Gwyn then spies a dead black cat on the path and realises it is the work of 

the evil warrior Prince. The family cat "Long John" (because of his three good legs) has been 

drowned by the madman. Gwyn issues a challenge and shouts a promise that he will capture the evil 

one that has been released. Gwyn goes out towards the mountain but finds that an unknown entity 

is forcing him back and down. Very soon he is reduced to crawling on the earth. He slams his fists 

into the ground and lightening strikes. In a burst of colour he spins around glowing with a flaming 

light behind the thorn trees. Mrs. Griffiths sees this and faints. Eirlys gets a cold flannel and lightly 

dabs Mrs. Griffiths head. Gwyn eventually returns to the house after having to fight for Arianwen. He 

brings with him the book that Nain gave him. Suddenly he finds that he can translate the words 

without any problem. Eirlys now realises that Gwyn is a magician like his ancestors before him. From 

the book, he reads the section about the broken horse. The old Welsh legends spoke of Kings and 

Princes as well as magicians. Eirlys asks Gwyn to read about Princess Branwen as she remembers 

there being horses in that legend. Gwyn reads the story but soon stops abruptly. He says that it is 

too terrible to read out aloud. Eirlys insists that he continue and so he reads how it all began. It 

started with Efnisien, Branwen's brother. He came upon the King of Ireland's horses and asked to 

whom they belonged. He was told by the soldiers that the horses belonged to the King of Ireland. 

They also told him that the King had come to marry Branwen (Efnisien's sister). On hearing this 

Efnisien was furious and refused to let this happen. With pure hatred he drew his sword and cut off 

the horses ears, their tails, their eyelids and their lips until they screamed in agony and no one could 

go near them. The mad Prince somehow had become locked up inside the metal horse. Gwyn now 

knew who he was up against and what he must do. With Arianwen's help Gwyn casts a spell to 

imprison the mad Prince on the mountain. The prison is made out of ice and prevents him from 

leaving. Unbeknown to Gwyn, Alun has wandered up onto the mountain looking for Gwyn and has 

also become trapped behind the ice barrier. Alun's parents come to the house looking for their son 

and accuse Gwyn of being responsible for their son's disappearance. A massive search party begins 

but the spell that Gwyn had cast was starting to work and was causing havoc with the rescue 

services as a huge fog had descended. The fog is the thickest and coldest they have ever seen. The 

search party soon have to stop the search and return. Everyone fears the worst for Alun as he is 

alone on the mountain in treacherous conditions. Back at the house, Gwyn tells Eirlys that the spell 

has been cast and has begun to work. She tells him that Alun was here and had gone looking for 

Gwyn. Gwyn's worst fears are realised when he sees Alun trapped in the prison of ice. The spell had 

now caused the fog to become so thick and heavy that it was suppressing all sounds and smothering 

anyone caught inside. Gwyn realises that he must now use his powers to protect Alun so he casts 

another spell to transform Alun into a bird - a white dove like bird which would be unseen in the 

prison, safe from the mad Prince. The mad Prince now begins screaming and struggling in an 

attempt to escape. He bangs his sword against the enclosure but cannot penetrate the wall of ice as 

it closes around him. The wailing and crying of the Prince was brought to Gwyn's ears via the 

enchanted pipe. It gets louder throughout the night but eventually subsides. Later on, an exhausted 

Gwyn hears a tapping at the bedroom window. He goes to look only to find Alun down outside 

throwing snow up at the window. Gwyn rushes downstairs to let his friend in. Alun is wet and cold 



but none the worst for wear. Alun tries to explain but Gwyn knows everything especially about the 

huge ice barrier. Alun realises that Gwyn was telling the truth about being a magician and the white 

city and the silver sailing ship. Alun gives Gwyn the metal horse he found out in the snow. the mad 

Prince is now back in his prison, this time permanently. Alun's parents arrive to take him home. Alun 

gives Gwyn one last thing before he leaves. A small silver spider - Arianwen. After Christmas Eirlys 

tells Gwyn that it is time to go. They both go up the mountain where she asks him to go with her. He 

refuses but she still tries to pull him along with her. He resists long enough for her to depart on the 

silver sailing ship without him. Gwyn then heads back with Eirlys red scarf. He meets Alun on the way 

and the boys head off back to the house. There they are met by his mum and dad. His dad is very 

pleased that Gwyn did not go with Eirlys. Nain is there seeing that all is well again with the family. 
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The Song Spinner (1995) 
 

12-year-old Aurora hears sounds in her head. A mysterious 

woman comes to Shandrilan, where Silence is Golden and the 

Hush Law proclaims all noise forbidden. The woman turns out to 

be Zantalalia, a musician and singer who was banished long ago, 

who knew Aurora's grandfather, and who has come back to bring 

music once again to Shandrilan. And her first step is to give the 

Song Spinner to Aurora. In the kingdom of Shandrilan, winter has 

been growing longer and colder ever since the creation of the 

Hush Law (which forbids all loud noise). Then, the often 

considered crazy daughter of the town whisperer (Aurora) 

befriends a mysterious gypsy who gives her a music box. The 

machine will teach Aurora all the "old songs" before the sun fades 

away in Shandrilan, if she isn't arrested by the noise police first. 

The story plays out much like an old folktale with lovely music and 

a sweet story that's good for the whole family. It teaches about learning to follow one's own path, 

without hurting the people you love. "Song Spinner" makes for a wonderful holiday movie 

presenting an interesting question: What would the world be like without music? 
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The Sopranos (2006-7) 
 

Modern day morality tale about New Jersey mob boss Tony 

Soprano, as he deals with personal and professional issues in his 

home and business life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 6 (21 Episodes) (2006-7) 
 

Episode 01: Members Only; Gene Pontecorvo makes a final break from the mob life, while Junior's 

paranoid delusions could be the end of Tony. 

Episode 02: Join the Club; The family tries to cope with Tony's hospitalization and possibly 

impending death, while Tony begins to hallucinate a new life parallel to his own. 

Episode 03: Mayham; While the gang begins to turn on itself, Tony finds himself at the threshold. 

Episode 04: The Fleshy Part of the Thigh; Tony goes home and returns to business, perhaps with a 

new frame of mind. Paulie receives a shock about his mother. 

Episode 05: Mr. & Mrs. John Sacrimoni Request; Johnny Sack asks for permission to get out of jail for 

his daughters wedding; Tony's on the look out for personal protection. 

Episode 06: Live Free or Die; Tony seeks guidance from overseas to solve a local problem; and 

decides whether a top earner deserves another chance. 

Episode 07: Luxury Lounge; Chris meets and beats the stars, while Artie turns violent after having his 

hospitality abused. 

Episode 08: Johnny Cakes; Vito considers starting a new life in New Hampshire, while Anthony 

continues his pursuit of revenge against Junior. 

Episode 09: The Ride; Paulie finds public opinion turned against him after an amusement ride 

accident, while Chris tries to start a new life as a husband and father. 



Episode 10: Moe n' Joe; Tony reflects on how growing up with Janice colors his attitudes now, while 

Vito tries to make a new life for himself in New Hampshire. 

Episode 11: Cold Stones; Phil takes out his revenge on Vito, while Tony grows frustrated with 

Anthony's lack of ambition or work ethic. 

Episode 12: Kaisha; Tony and Phil begin an explosive conflict that puts Phil in the hospital, while 

Chris and Anthony both embark on new romances. 

Episode 13: Soprano Home Movies; Carmela and Tony go away for Tony's birthday down to Janice's 

and Bobby's where a fight emerges between Tony and Bobby over Janice. Meanwhile A.J. is 

throwing a party at the Soprano home. 

Episode 14: Stage 5; Johnny Sac finds out he only has 3 months to live and that 3 months gets cut a 

little short. Meanwhile, Cleaver premieres and is a hit while Carmela has mixed emotions about it 

saying its too based on Tony. 

Episode 15: Remember When; The emotional response I felt during this episode was as big as 

anything I've experienced with any television show. Tony's dilemmas are fully shown - the 

excruciating decisions of a man in his position in regard to loyalty, protecting the integrity of the 

Family and the massive grey areas that entangle the issues. However it was done, either through 

direction, writing or the dead-on portrayals, I could feel Tony's pain.. Hands-down, this was the best 

episode so far in the entire series. The only reason I voted it a "9" was because it was too short! On a 

side-note, the Sopranos world is abuzz with guesses to how the show will end. As any good story 

should, it'll end as it began: the ducks. My personal opinion is that the entire series, the whole 

shootin' match, is a dream Tony has during his anxiety attack, with him waking up on the side of the 

pool and the ducks flying away as he awakes. 

Episode 16: Chasing It; This episode highlights on Tony's gambling problem. My question is: What 

gambling problem? We have never heard about this problem before and all of a sudden Tony is 

infatuated with betting. This doesn't make sense with his character's previous behavior. Where is 

this coming from? More importantly, where is this going? Watch the scene where mob boss Phil 

Leotardo takes Vito Jr. (with the black lipstick and black nail polish) to get ice cream. The ice cream 

place is called Applegate, on Grove Street in Upper Montclair, N.J. Overall, kinda a "downer" of an 

episode with not much happening. Other highlights include Nancy Sinatra sings, Vito Jr. gets in 

trouble, Anthony Jr. breaks up with his (muy caliente) Puerto Rican girlfriend and more trouble 

brewing with Phil Leotardo's crew. 

Episode 17: Walk Like a Man; This week's installment of The Sopranos returns to some of the 

relationship issues left open between Tony, Paulie, and Christopher. Carefully crafting the tension 

from three of the most recent episodes, we're beginning to see where this is going, as we head into 

the final four episodes. Remember last week when I said something about not seeing enough of 

A.J.'s story lines in the past to care where it's going now? Well, scratch that. When Blanca dumped 

A.J. last week, there wasn't a whole lot of previous detail as to why he would be so emotionally 

involved with her, therefore, I wasn't too concerned with the direction of the story. This week, 

however, we realize that it isn't the breakup or the relationship that was so important, but how Tony 

directs A.J. in an attempt to cure his breakup blues. 



Episode 18: Kennedy and Heidi; Tony travels to Las Vegas to tell an old friend of Christopher news 

about him. 

Episode 19: The Second Coming; Tony Fails to reason with Phil as more problems increase with 

Anthony as his depression increases and he results to suicide. 

Episode 20: The Blue Comet; The Beginning of the End. Phil finally puts the hits on the Soprano clan 

and Tony puts a hit on Phil which results in mistaken identity making everyone think its safe when its 

not and it results in a Death and Coma. After this happens Tony separates from his family to go into 

hiding as he sends Carmela, Janice, and the kids into hiding. 

Episode 21: Made in America; The Final episode of The Sopranos takes place as Tony must now stay 

in hiding from Phil until he is whacked and deal with Carmela and the kids as they do not like the life 

style they are now apart of and must confront Unlce Junior who is now out of money one last time 

before it is too late and his Alzheimer's takes over for good. 
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The Sorcerer's Apprentice (2002) 
 

Nice little kid's movie. Of course, "The Sorcerer's Apprentice" 

does not play in the same league as, let's say, "Harry Potter". It's 

not a fair comparison anyway, if you consider the budget 

available to a production like "Harry Potter". If you take "The 

Sorcerer's Apprentice" as what it is and don't dwell too much on 

its weaknesses, it will be enjoyable to watch. All in all, David 

Lister's directing is solid, certainly not outstanding. 16-year-old 

Byron Taylor does a good job playing young Ben Clark, and he is 

far less annoying that the average American child actor. The 

highlight of the movie clearly is Robert Davi in the part of sorcerer 

Merlin, who is allowed to show another facet of his talent in this 

movie. And he obviously enjoys it. "The Sorcerer's Apprentice" is 

nice entertainment for kids and the whole family on a rainy 

Sunday afternoon. 
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The Sorcerer's Apprentice (2010) 

 

Balthazar Blake (Nicolas Cage) is a master sorcerer in modern-day 

Manhattan trying to defend the city from his arch-nemesis, Maxim 

Horvath (Alfred Molina). Balthazar can't do it alone, so he recruits 

Dave Stutler (Jay Baruchel), a seemingly average guy who 

demonstrates hidden potential, as his reluctant protégé. The 

sorcerer gives his unwilling accomplice a crash course in the art 

and science of magic, and together, these unlikely partners work 

to stop the forces of darkness. It'll take all the courage Dave can 

muster to survive his training, save the city and get the girl as he 

becomes The Sorcerer's Apprentice. Jay B. is funny and charming 

in a believably nerdy fashion; Cage is at his quirky but charismatic 

best; the effects are plentiful and top notch; there's both a tragic 

love story and a young cute one plus a healthy dose of clever 

references to Disney's epic Fantasia (from which this film is 

partially inspired). If you read this list of attributes and it caught your interest and like the idea of 

centuries old sorcerers doing battle across New York in spectacular fashion then it won't matter 

what any other review says, you're going to want to check this flick out. It's funny, the cast is likable 

and there's a freaking dragon tearing up Chinatown (and that isn't even the finale!). On the other 

hand if all of this made you cringe, well nothing is going to persuade you to see it either. The truth is 

SORCERER'S APPRENTICE is fairly predictable, and the opening few minutes suffer a great deal from 

a completely distracting (and not needed) bit of narration but it is also solid matinée fun that I know 

I (and apparently the theater of folks I saw it with) really enjoyed. With Jake Cherry as Young Dave. 
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The Sound Of Music (1965) 
 

In 1930's Austria, a young woman named Maria is failing miserably 

in her attempts to become a nun. When the Navy captain Georg 

Von Trapp writes to the convent asking for a governess that can 

handle his seven mischevious children (15-year-old Nicholas 

Hammond & 14-year-old Duane Chase), Maria is given the job. 

The Captain's wife is dead, and he is often away, and runs the 

household as strictly as he does the ships he sails on. The children 

are unhappy and resentful of the governesses that their father 

keeps hiring, and have managed to run each of them off one by 

one. When Maria arrives, she is initially met with the same 

hostility, but her kindness, understanding, and sense of fun soon 

draws them to her and brings some much-needed joy into all their 

lives--including the Captain's. Eventually he and Maria find 

themselves falling in love, even though Georg is already engaged 

to a Baroness and Maria is still a postulant. The romance makes them both start questioning the 

decisions they have made. Their personal conflicts soon become overshadowed, however, by world 

events. Austria is about to come under the control of Germany, and the Captain may soon find 

himself drafted into the German navy and forced to fight against his own country. Maria had longed 

to be a nun since she was a young girl, yet when she became old enough discovered that it wasn't at 

all what she thought. Often in trouble and doing the wrong things, Maria is sent to the house of a 

retired naval captain, named Captain Von Trapp, to care for his children. Von Trapp was widowed 

several years before and was left to care for seven 'rowdy' children. The children have run off 

countless governesses. Maria soon learns that all these children need is a little love to change their 

attitudes. Maria teaches the children to sing, and through her, music is brought back into the hearts 

and home of the Von Trapp family. Unknowingly, Maria and Captain Von Trapp are falling helplessly 

in love, except there are two problems, the Captain is engaged, and Maria is a postulant! Baron Von 

Trapp, a widower, runs his home near Salzburg like the ship he once commanded. That changes 

when Maria arrives from the convent to be the new governess of his seven children. Their romps 

through the hills inspire all to sing and to find joy in the smallest things -- like raindrops on window 

panes. With a renewed zest for life, the baron hosts a party to introduce his new fiance. Maria 

knows then she does not want to be a nun. She marries the baron. The happy ever after part is 

threatened when Austria's new German rulers want the baron back in military service. Maria is a 

failure as a nun. The Mother Superior sends her off in answer to a letter from a retired naval captain 

for a governess for his seven children. She goes to their house and finds that she is the latest in a 

long line of governesses run off by the children. She teaches the children to sing and that becomes 

their bonding force, of course leading her to fall in love with their father and marries him. As this is 

happening Austria votes to be assumed by Germany on the eve of World war II. Captain Baron von 

Trapp is a widowed ex-naval officer with seven children who serve only to remind him of his 

deceased wife. The Von Trapp home is thus turned into a gloomy place of order and discipline, until 

the arrival of a new governess: Frauline Marie who is from a nearby Salzburg abbey. Marie shows 

the Von Trapp children the miracle of the Sound of Music, and teaches them how to sing. Captain 

von Trapp's heart opens up to feelings he had forgotten and he and Marie fall in love. Marie and 



Georg von Trapp are married, only to have their world brought down around them by the 1938 

Anschluss of Austria, where Nazi Germany takes control of the country and demands that Captain 

von Trapp assume a position in the German Navy. While many people agree that the Sound of Music 

is one of the best films of all time, some are at a loss to adequately explain why; they buckle under 

and admit that there are parts that are syrupy, etc. Well, I'll tell you why it's the best movie ever 

(and I DON'T agree that it's too syrupy). It simply has everything one could want in a movie. First of 

all, it has a REAL romance - one where you can watch the characters slowly fall in love. It's not like 

today's movies where two characters meet and the next scene is them waking up together. 

Secondly, it has humor. Not syrupy or corny humor, but very wry, dry tongue-in-cheek humor. For 

evidence, look at the quotes. Baronness Schraeder is especially well-done in this regard. Her 

comments simply drip with ice. "Good bye, Maria. I'm sure you'll make a fine nun." You want to 

smack her. Thirdly, it's got adventure. The Nazis are the ultimate villains in any movie - WWII was as 

clear a case of good vs. evil as you can find, making it great fodder for films - and so it's great to see 

Maria, the Captain and the kids outwit them. Fourthly, it's got great music. Fifthy, it's got great 

scenery. And the plot and dialogue are astounding. I find new things to admire each time I watch. 

Finally, is there a greater scene in any movie than the nuns revealing the stolen Nazi car parts??? 

"The Sound of Music" does not just succeed because it cheers people up with syrup or song. It 

succeeds because it is a wonderfully-constructed, wonderfully-written, wonderfully-acted, brilliant 

movie. For me, no other movie can compare. Not to be obsessed with it or anything. 
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The Space Children (1958) 
 

A glowing brain-like creature arrives on a beach near a rocket test 

site via a teleportation beam. The alien communicates 

telepathically with the children of scientists. The kids start doing 

the alien's bidding as the adults try to find out what's happening 

to their unruly offspring. I saw "The Space Children" in 1958. Even 

then, it was obvious that the kids were gleefully joining forces 

with a weird-but-wise entity from space which wanted to prevent 

mankind from screwing up and destroying itself. A few clueless 

viewers seem to think that the alien "enslaves" the kids. Hell's 

bells, do these kids really look like their being CONTROLLED? Just 

watch them! They grin and giggle while they waltz around among 

the baffled adults and enjoy the heady pleasure of watching the 

alien do miraculous things like opening a locked gate, shearing a 

truck's drive-shaft, and jamming a phone line when a baffled 

security guard tries to report the unusual things that are going on. When the sabotaged rocket is 

about to explode, they sit on the beach and chuckle like they're waiting for a fireworks display to 

start -- which is exactly what happens. These kids are having a ball! And so was I in 1958, watching 

them do it! Also, consider the fact that nobody gets hurt throughout all the strange events -- except 

for one sadistic, child-abusing stepfather who dies after trying to beat his stepson to death with a 

piece of driftwood! THAT ALONE SHOULD TELL THE VIEWER THAT THE ALIEN IS A GOOD GUY! 

LIKE...UH...DUH? I had to wait 28 years to see this movie a second time, because nobody ever 

showed it on TV. But in 1986, the USA network aired it, and I was finally able to find out if "The 

Space Children" was as good as I thought it was. Happily, the film turned out to be even better than I 

remembered it. A few years later, I found out that Jack Arnold considered "The Space Children" to be 

his personal best, a labor of love, something he created behind the backs of the studio heads who 

usually assigned him to direct shallow stories like "The Creature from the Black Lagoon". Check out 

the biography called "Directed by Jack Arnold" for details on this. 
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The Spanish Gardener (1956) 
 

A British consul and his young son (11-year-old Jon Whiteley) 

move from Madrid to a peaceful villa in the Spanish country-side. 

Michael Hordern plays a dominant father who treats his son 

Nicholas as a sickly child; giving him cod-live oil every evening and 

denying the boy's obvious pleasure in active outdoor activities. 

This over-bearing protection of his son is no doubt due to his 

wife's recent abandonment of the family. Nicholas soon becomes 

friendly with the gardener (Dirk Bogarde) his father has 

reluctantly hired. Over the insuring weeks, Nicholas comes to 

devote most of his spare time to the Spainards company. This 

offends Michael Hordern as the gardener soon becomes a 

surrogate father to the young Nicholas. It's funny to see a lightly 

sun-tanned Dirk Bogarde portraying a Spaniard! This movie is 

quite enjoyable, though I doubt whether a major studio today 

could imagine anything more than 30 minutes of film being drawn 

from the screenplay. In it's decidingly 50's theme, I also doubt whether many film-makers would 

consider the material interesting enough to be the sole subject of a movie. 
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The Spiderwick Chronicles (2008) 
 

Once upon a time, upon moving into the run-down Spiderwick 

Estate with their mother, twin brothers Jared and Simon Grace 

(both by 16-year-old Freddie Highmore), along with their sister 

Mallory, find themselves pulled into an alternate world full of 

faeries and other creatures. Unable to explain the strange 

disappearances and accidents that seem to be happening on a 

daily basis, the family blames it all on Jared. When he, Simon and 

Mallory investigate what's really going on, they uncover the 

fantastic truth of the Spiderwick estate and of the creatures that 

inhabit it. I truly wasn't expecting much from this movie going in 

but it was the only family movie available to watch with my 5 and 

3-year-old. I figured that because it wasn't a cartoon I'd have to 

deal with squirming bottoms and talking. But to my amazement 

the movie was not only entertaining to both of my boys (NO 

SQUIRMING!!!) both my husband and I loved it. My husband wouldn't even get a refill on the 

popcorn----and believe me that doesn't happen often!!!! I have nothing negative to say about the 

film. Some might think it's a little too scary for younger kids but neither one of mine were scared. A 

couple of times I had to explain some things to my 5-year-old. The head goblin is kind of scary 

looking; but not too bad. 
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The Squid And The Whale (2005) 
 

The patriarch (Jeff Daniels) of an eccentric Brooklyn family claims 

to once have been a great novelist, but he has settled into a 

teaching job. When his wife (Laura Linney) discovers a writing 

talent of her own, jealousy divides the family, leaving two teenage 

sons (21-year-old Jesse Eisenberg & 13-year-old Owen Kline) to 

forge new relationships with their parents. Linney's character 

begins dating her younger son's tennis coach. Meanwhile, Daniels' 

character has an affair with the student his older son is pursuing. 

Noah Baumbach takes a loving (oh?) stab at his parents' divorce, 

brought on by the hilariously immature antics of his father, and 

my writing professor, the ever pompous Jonathan Baumbach (Jeff 

Daniels). Brooklyn College was a hotbed of activism and liberal 

arts when I first encountered Jonathan Baumbach (rechristened 

"Bernard" in the film, a sly wink at Jonathan's mentor and hero, 

Bernard Malamud). The arrogance and complete lack of self awareness is perfectly captured by 

Daniels in his over-the-top performance which, amazingly, underplays the actual father. To call the 

picture patricidal is to completely miss the point; Baumbach pere is so self centered, he likely sees 

the film as an homage. Baumbach Sr. is a great writer; he receives good reviews in the literary 

journals and his books sell in the hundreds. Baumbach Jr., on the other hand, is a great filmmaker, 

and his movies (The Life Aquatic) are seen by millions. I'm sure the father is disappointed that the 

son isn't pursuing tenure at a small Ohio college. I saw this film in a cozy college theater at the 

Toronto Film Festival. I half expected to run into Jonathan Baumbach, in his leather patched tweed 

jacket, preening for the audience and eying the coeds. Funny and poignant. You'll laugh, you'll cry, 

you'll want to choke the bastard. 
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The Stone Boy (1984) 
 

Here's yet another film from the 80's that most people just don't 

know exists. This slow, picturesque (the loving shots of the 

Montana landscapes are breathtaking and reminded me of 

Costner's recent "Open Range", which also starred Robert Duval), 

and emotionally satisfying film is the perfect type of movie to 

watch late one night when you can't sleep or on a listless Sunday 

afternoon. Those in the right mood will be treated to a finely 

detailed and intimate look at the grief of one family and how they 

come back together after the youngest son (13-year-old Jason 

Presson) accidentally shoots and kills the eldest son while 

hunting. The performances are all top notch and quietly nuanced. 

Glenn Close, Robert Duval, and Wilford Brimley are pitch perfect 

in their portrayals, as are all the supporting players and young 

actors. I especially liked how director Cain (who unfortunately 

hasn't directed anything of note since this except the first "Young 

Guns") gives us quiet little glimpses into everyone's personal grief. 

We don't just see how the death effects the younger brother or 

the parents, but also the confused middle sister, the wayward 

uncle, his crazy wife, and the dead teenager's girlfriend. What we essentially get here is the rural 

Mid-Western answer to "Ordinary People." There's also shades of David Lynch's "The Straight Story" 

in some of the stoic down-home Mid-West morality of the folks depicted here and also in the 

lovingly haunting shots of the farmland they inhabit. This is one of the better and more realistic 

"tear-jerkers" of the era, and a nice little find for you quality movie hunters out there. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack  



The Story Of Robin Hood And His Merrie Men (1952) 
 

Young Robin Hood, in love with Maid Marian, enters an archery 

contest with his father at the King's palace. On the way home his 

father is murdered by hench men of Prince John. Robin takes up 

the life of an outlaw, gathering together his band of merry men 

with him in Sherwood Forest, to avenge his father's death and to 

help the people of the land that Prince John are over taxing. As 

with 1938's "The Adventures of Robin Hood" w/ Errol Flynn and 

Olivia de Haviland Disney tries at making it's own version of the 

famous Robin Hood legend and succeeds admirably! Richard Todd 

is the perfect Robin Hood being a classic 1950s heartthrob and 

sporting a 50s haircut to boot and Joan Rice is a sweet and 

convincing Maid Marian. The script also presents a clever touch at 

including a wandering minstrel who weaves the story together in 

song. The only flaw I found was the overly-bright lighting causing 

the cinematography to be suffering a budget. But other than that, 

"The Story of Robin Hood" is very well-written, well-directed, 

well-acted and well worth the purchase of the video. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



The Story Of Us (1999) 
 

Two jilted lovers spend fifteen years of marriage together, only to 

find that they might no longer love each other. In this time they 

have two children (13-year-old Jake Sandvig [Josh at 12] & 4-year-

old Casey & Dylan Boersma [Josh at 2 and 3]) and go through the 

various (dramatic and comical) events that take place in an 

average marriage. Bruce Willis and Michelle Pfeiffer are Ben and 

Katie Jordan in 'The Story of Us', Rob Reiner's latest directorial 

effort. The Jordans have been married for 15 years and have 

reached a turning point in their relationship. Authors Alan Zweibel 

and Jesse Nelson explore the past and present of the couple in a 

mosaic of vignettes throughout the years they have been 

together. There are scenes of joy, laughter, anger and frustration. 

The film basically takes place in the present as the teenage son 

and daughter leave for summer camp. The couple decides to 

separate during the summer vacation to re-evaluate their situation and spare the children any 

suffering. The scenes jump back and forth revealing the deterioration and lack of any real 

communication in their day to day life. Zweibel explained in an interview that the screenplay was 

somewhat autobiographical, but when he realized the script was somewhat one-sided (male) he 

joined with Jesse Nelson to rewrite the script and deliver a more realistic and even-handed reflection 

of the marriage. They are fairly successful. However, Willis' Ben seems to be the more sympathetic 

of the two. In one scene Ben has just begun dinner out with his two best friends, a married couple 

played warmly and humorously by Rob Reiner and Rita Wilson. In a loud eruption of anger and 

resentment he voices his emotions disrupting the quiet tone of the restaurant. He leaves the table 

and paces outside on the street. In this tenderly revealing scene Willis, without a word, shows the 

life-shattering trauma he is going through. Willis has developed into a fine and subtly sensitive actor. 

Just when the audience thinks all of its sympathies are on Ben's side, Katie has a 3-minute 

monologue in which she spews out her reactions to all that has happened. Pfeiffer's performance 

here is also a tour de force. If only what has come before had the power of these two sequences. 

Eric Clapton's music effectively underscores the highs and lows, his song quietly framing the 

beginning and ending of the film. Married folks will definitely identify with this couple. One could 

hear the sounds of recognition from the audience at the screening I attended. It remains to be seen 

if this story will attract and entertain a wide range of moviegoers. 
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The Strongest Man In The World (1975) 
 

A school laboratory accident mixes one student's vitamin cereal 

mix with Dexter Riley's (24-year-old Kurt Russell) chemical 

experiment. When the kids decide to dispose of the mess to their 

neighbor's cow, they learn that the cereal gave the cow the super-

strength to give a massively vast supply of milk. When they try it 

out on themselves, they discover that the stuff gives any human 

superhuman strength for a few minutes. The school sees this as 

the thing needed to save their school from closure, as the Dean 

makes a deal with his relative who owns the company that makes 

the cereal for financial support, unaware that it was Dexter's 

chemical which was solely responsible for the strength. When her 

competitor learn of this deal, he hires two criminals to stop it. 

There's a reason this campy cult Disney classic is so hard to find at 

video stores and even to purchase... because it is almost so goofy, 

that everybody loves it. Granted, it is silly, campy, goofy, dull, dumb, and even dim witted, but it is 

such a fun movie (next to the whole Herbie series), you cannot escape it. And you will not forget it, 

either. Enjoy Kurt Russell just before he broke into the big leagues... he is at his Brittany Spears level 

here (in Disney comparison, anyway). 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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The Stupids (1996) 
 

When average suburban America family, Stanley and Joan Stupids, 

discover that their garbage is "stolen" out of the can, they begin 

the investigation of that "conspiracy". Come on people! Relax. If 

you rate this movie a 1, you either are trying to hate it or don't 

have a sense of humor. It's not high art, but the deadpan acting is 

spot on, and if you really look at it, the writing in this script is far 

more complex and well crafted than most "gross out" comedies 

people seem to applaud. While other comedies just string 

together some non-sequeters, this one has a tightly woven 

throughline, with one line of dialogue or action not only leading to 

the next, but so integral to the story that if you were to remove a 

gag or a character, the house of cards would collapse. It is theater 

of the absurd and farce at it a high level. And it is telling that some 

people who say this is the worst movie ever also say the Kentucky Fried Movie was a "miss" despite 

that film being the first of it's kind and leading to hundreds of films since that these same people 

probably loved. With 11-year-old Bug Hall. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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The Suite Life Of Zack And Cody (2005-6) 
 

13-year-old twins Cole and Dylan Sprouse star as 14-year-olds 

whose lives change when their single mom gets a job as the 

headlining singer at Boston's swankiest hotel and, as part of her 

contract, an upper floor suite in which they all now live. Ashley 

Michelle Tisdale stars as the hotel's teenage gift shop clerk and 

part-time babysitter who foils the twins' antics; Brenda Song stars 

as the hotel owner's spoiled daughter; Kim Rhodes stars as the 

twin's mother and Phill Lewis stars as the hotel manager. While 

mom works to keep them in line, the twins are elated with the amenities of their new home, 

especially room service, a swimming pool, a game room and a candy counter. Then the hotel's 

teenage gift shop clerk Maddie steps in as part-time babysitter and foil to the twins' pranks. To the 

chagrin of the hotel manager, Mr. Moseby, they try to turn the hotel into their playground, and 

along the way make friends and foe with the disparate staff, guests and residents including the 

owner's spoiled daughter London. When I watched this, I was expecting it to be pretty crap. The 

Sprouse twins lately seem to be Olsen twin wannabes (clothes line, TV show, plot less crappy 

movies), and for that reason I thought this would be as bad as an Olsen project. But no, The Suite 

Life is actually pretty entertaining. Judging by only one episode, it has a lot of potential and, if they 

effort is put in, could become a great show. Once again, because I expected this to be like an Olsen 

adventure, I wasn't expecting an awful lot from the two leads, Cole and Dylan Sprouse, but they 

surprised me. They work off each other very well, are great to watch, and have loads of screen 

energy. And their acting surpasses what I expected from them. The Suite Life definitely has what it 

takes to liven up Disney, and if nothing else, it's a fun way to pass half an hour. The potential is 

there, but really it could go either way. With any luck, it will succeed. 

 

Series 1 (26 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 01: Hotel Hangout; When Zack and Cody want to make friends, they meet Max and 

Tapeworm. After the 'Drew Crew' finds out where they live, they suddenly want to hang out with the 

twins. London needs to higher her grades so Moseby hires Maddie to tutor her. In the meantime, 

Maddie develops a crush on Lance the lifeguard and asks London for advice on how to be mean 

because he is obsessed with water. 

Episode 02: The Fairest of Them All; Zack and Cody want new bikes but can't afford them. A beauty 

pageant comes to the Tipton and Cody accidentally is put in it. Zack takes advantage of this and 

convinces him to stay in so they could use the prize money. Cody crushes on a pageant contestant, 

Rebecca, and wants her to win. 

Episode 03: Maddie Checks In; Moseby won't let London go out with her friends because of an 

article about her in the newspaper, but Moseby lets London go out with her friends because Maddy 

is going. Maddie and Jason find they have a lot in common with each other and start to like each 

other. Maddie needs Zach and Cody's help to fool Jason into thinking that she is rich. 



Episode 04: Hotel Inspector; A hotel inspector takes control of the Tipton from Moseby, causing him 

to lose his job. But Zack and Cody cause chaos in the hotel to make the inspector look bad and get 

Moseby's job back. 

Episode 05: Grounded on the 23rd Floor; Zach and Cody have been spending way too much money 

which causes them to get grounded. But when they learn a celebrity couple are holding their 

wedding at the Tipton and that if someone can get a picture of the kiss they get $20,000.00, Zach 

and Cody will have to use their sly ways to sneak in and get the picture to pay off their moms bill. 

Will they succeed? 

Episode 06: The Prince and the Plunger; Carrie receives anonymous flowers with a beautiful poem 

outside her door. She thinks they were sent by the concierge, but Zach and Cody don't think that he 

is telling their mother the truth. They set out to find their mother's real secret admirer. 

Episode 07: Footloser; Zack and Max enter a dance competition, making Cody feel that Zack is better 

than him at everything. When Zack hurts his ankle by jumping on the bed, Cody has to step in for 

him, learning to appreciate his own abilities. London lends Maddie money for her parents, but then 

uses Maddie's indebtedness to exploit her ruthlessly. 

Episode 08: A Prom Story; Maddie gets her prom to be at the Tipton after London convinces Mr. 

Moseby. Maddie also wants someone special to ask her to the dance. Zack, thinking that he is the 

one that Maddie wants to take her to the prom, shows up to the prom in a tux. 

Episode 09: Band in Boston; Zack and Cody enter the Battle of the Bands that is held at the Tipton. 

Zack and Cody have some differences about their band, so they break up the band. Once it comes 

down to it, they realize that they work better together that apart. 

Episode 10: Cody Goes to Camp; Cody goes to Math Camp with Tapeworm. Zack misses him and has 

London drive him there. London learns to drive. 

Episode 11: To Catch a Thief; Estebon is accused of stealing from one of the guests at the Tipton, but 

Zack and Cody think that he is innocent. So, they set out to prove that he is innocent. London goes 

away on vacation, but cannot bring Ivana with her, so she had Maddie watch her. Maddie and Ivana 

bond, and Ivana is angry with London for leaving her. 

Episode 12: It's a Mad Mad Mad Mad Hotel; Everyone searches for a hidden treasure. 

Episode 13: Poor Little Rich Girl; London's father loses his fortune, so he must sell all of London's 

expensive things. London must move into Maddie's house until her father can find a place for her to 

stay. London learns what it is like to be poor, and appreciates a life that she's never had to 

experience. 

Episode 14: Cookin' with Romeo and Juilet; London falls for the son of her father's enemy, who owns 

the St. Mark Hotel. They sneak around so they can be together and Maddie helps them. Zack takes 

advantage of Cody's ability to bake amazing cookies to make some money. 

Episode 15: Rumors; After London starts and rumor about Maddie dating the lifeguard, Maddie 

unintentionally starts a rumor about London wearing real fox fur. Cody decides that he wants to be 



separated from Zack and experiments with his look, but it ends up getting him into trouble when the 

interviewer for a contest that he entered shows up. 

Episode 16: Big Hair & Baseball; Mr. Moseby takes the twins to a baseball game so Carrie can get a 

day off, but he becomes the most hated man in Boston because he cost the Red Sox the game when 

he catches a ball for Cody. London sets Maddie on a date with one of her friends, but Maddie's hair 

will not cooperate. 

Episode 17: Rock Star in the House; Jesse McCartney comes to stay at the Tipton. Zack, London, and 

Maddy all try to get a piece of him. Cody enters a science fair held at the Tipton. 

Episode 18: Smart and Smarter; Facing the threat of summer school, Zack tries to fake dyslexia in 

order to get easier schoolwork. 

Episode 19: The Ghost in Suite 613; Everyone is convinced that there is a ghost in one of the suites. 

Zack won't stop playing pranks. 

Episode 20: Dad's Back; When the Zack and Cody's father arrives in town with his band, Zack decides 

that his dad is a lot more fun to be with than his mom, causing him to run away by stowing away on 

his dad's touring bus. Meanwhile, the boys' mom tries to make restitution for driving Zack away by 

forcing Cody to have non-stop fun with her. 

Episode 21: Christmas at the Tipton; It's Christmas. Everybody gets snowed in the hotel while a 

pregnant Mexican woman and her husband stays there. As there is no way for the hotel to receive 

any oil, Arwin has to do what he can to keep everybody warm. 

Episode 22: Kisses and Basketball; Max impulsively kisses Zack after a basketball victory, causing 

them both to question their relationship, and the team to urge him to ask her out on a date. Maddie 

tries to curb London's compulsive shopping habits. 

Episode 23: Pilot Your Own Life; Inspired by a motivational speaker who emphasizes to people to "Be 

the pilot of your own life", Cody sets out on a mission to get his friends and family to pilot their own 

lives, throwing the cast into turmoil and chaos. Meanwhile, Maddie and London compete--no holds 

barred--for a Trendy Teen title. 

Episode 24: Crushed; Agnes has a crush on Cody, but when Cody doesn't know how to get rid of her 

Zack goes on the date for him. Then Agnes gets a crush on Zack. Zack and Cody have a plan to get rid 

of her, but when Cody doesn't like how it is turning out, Cody starts being nice to her again. Then 

Agnes likes Cody again. While this is happening, London's and Maddy's dogs begin to like each other. 

Then they go missing, and London and Maddy try to find them. When they find them, they realize 

that what is important is how their dogs feel. then Ivana and Scamp have puppies. 

Episode 25: Commercial Breaks; Mister Tipton gives the okay for the hotel employees to all get 

involved in the filming of a commercial promoting the Tipton Hotel. 

Episode 26: Boston Holiday; Zack and Cody show a young prince visiting from another country how 

to be an ordinary kid; Maddie and London pull an all-nighter waiting for visitors from outer space. 
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Series 2 (39 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 01: Odd Couples; To impress a cute academically-minded boy, London tries to pass herself 

off as brainy with help from Maddie. Meanwhile, neatnik Cody moves out of the room he shares 

with sloppy Zack and transforms a closet into his very own bachelor pad. 

Episode 02: French 101; The French Ambassador is staying at the hotel with his daughter, Jolie. Zack 

and Cody both want to win her affection. Cody wins. In the end, Bob gets her though. Esteban is 

upset because in the process of trying to save London from a Bag stealer, he gets beat up and 

London knocks the bag stealer unconscious. Without telling Esteban, London and Maddie plan to set 

it up again using Arwin. 

Episode 03: Day Care; Zack and Cody are overrun by a group of unruly little kids after they volunteer 

to help out in the hotel's daycare. 

Episode 04: Heck's Kitchen; The Tipton's chef walks out (again), leaving a more-than-willing Cody to 

do all the cooking. Unfortunately, he, and his personal crew, must prepare a spectacular meal for a 

restaurant critic who isn't what he appears to be (literally). 

Episode 05: Free Tippy; Zack and Cody beg their mom for a pet, so she gives them rocks. They hear 

that the horse man for the Tipton is retiring. Mr. Moseby is planning to sell Tippy the Horse to a 

"nice" man from Vermont. The twins overhear the man on his cell phone saying that he is using 

Tippy as a workhorse. The twins hide Tippy in Arwin's shack, but he gets loose in the hotel. Moseby 

makes the twins find Tippy before he does or their mom is fired. They find Tippy and let him sleep in 

their room for the night...BIG MISTAKE! 

Episode 06: Forever Plaid; When Zack and Cody try to repair a wall they accidentally damaged in the 

hotel, the hole they make reveals a room full of girls; London attends the same school with Maddie, 

but everything goes bad. 

Episode 07: Election; When Zack and Cody run against each other for class president, they find out 

who their friends (who have to be bribed to vote) really are. Maddie acts as Cody's campaign 

manager while London teams up with Zack. Since Zack's team has virtually unlimited financial 

resources for his campaign--while Cody tries honesty to win over votes, it's naturally a landslide in 

Zack's favor. 

Episode 08: Moseby's Big Brother; Moseby's older brother stays at the Tipton. Moseby has been 

ostracized by him since childhood, but soon discovers that his brother is bankrupt. Moseby tries to 

help him by giving him a job at the Tipton. Meanwhile Zack and Cody save their money to buy a 

single bike, which they must share. Zack ends up using the bike more than Cody even though Cody 

put up most of the money. 

Episode 09: Books and Birdhouses; Cody's extracurricular activity is canceled at school, so he decides 

to join wood shop. Zack is also in wood shop and excels in it. Cody on the other hand does not. 

London and Maddy have to write a short story for school. London steals the story from Maddy and 

refuses to admit that she stole it. 



Episode 10: Not So Suite 16; When Maddie and London schedule their Sweet-16 parties for the same 

day, Maddie tries to talk London into rescheduling hers (It's not even London's birthday) for a 

different day, since they share the same friends. London doesn't budge. On top of that, she plans a 

spectacular party at the Tipton, with gifts for the guests (like plasma TVs) and great food, while 

Maddie, well...you know Maddie. All the guests (except Zack) show up at London's party for the free 

stuff, while only Zack makes it to Maddie's party ('cause we all know how much he loves her). But 

Maddie isn't the only one having a lousy time. London discovers that her "friends" are their just for 

the hand-outs, and she also must pacify her parents who aren't speaking to each other. The story 

does have a happy ending though. 

Episode 11: Twins at the Tipton; A twin convention at the Tipton leads to further chaos for Mr. 

Moseby, and double dates for Zack, Cody, London, and Maddie. 

Episode 12: Neither a Borrower Nor a Speller Bee; While Cody is preparing for the Boston Spelling 

Bee, Zack tries to borrow money from his mom for video games. When his mom won't give him 

money, he borrows from everyone else in the hotel. He finally borrows $30 at 20% interest from a 

rather large bully. He tells Zack to pay up, "or else." After Cody and the bully become the final two 

contestants, the bully offers Zack another out: get Cody to lose, "or else." Zack realizes that he 

should let Cody do his best. It turns out, however, that the "or else" isn't being beaten up- it's having 

his mom find out. 

Episode 13: Bowling; The Tipton employees compete against the St. Marks' employees. They decided 

to play bowling. Zack is a great bowler and could lead them to victory, but he gets into some trouble 

and his mom kicks him off of the team. Who will come to their rescue? 

Episode 14: Kept Man; Zack meets this rich friend and is mean to Cody. Maddie and London have to 

do a parenting project for school as partners. 

Episode 15: The Suite Smell of Excess; "Don't play hockey in the lobby", "eat your veggies", "it's time 

for bed". Zach & Cody are tired of being told what to do all the time. Serendipitously, Arwin has 

created a Parallel Universe thingy, which the boys inadvertently use to transport themselves to a, 

um, parallel universe. A world of all-you-can-eat candy, all-you-can-watch-TV, and a no-rules-ever 

Mom. Paradise? Let's see. 

Episode 16: Going for the Gold; Zack and Cody help Arwin compete in a contest. 

Episode 17: Boston Tea Party; Zack and Cody try to keep their favorite park from being turned into a 

parking lot by using the historic "Boston Tea Party" for inspiration. 

Episode 18: Have a Nice Trip; A con-artist father and daughter team arrive at the Tipton. Zack, Cody, 

Maddie, and Carry must pull together to show Mr. Moseby that he is being taken advantage of. 

Episode 19: Ask Zack; Cody's been tapped to be the editor in chief for the school newspaper but 

when Zack begs for a position on the paper, the only job that is left for him is the advice column. 

Then Zack uses his position on the paper to benefit himself. 

Episode 20: That's So Suite Life of Hannah Montana; Part 1: Raven steps up to organize an important 

photo shoot showcasing Donna Cabonna's new fashion line for boys at the Tipton Hotel in Boston. 



After a mishap, she must substitute the fashion models with Zack and Cody. When the reclusive 

photographer Pistache gets stuck halfway around the world, Raven's got to think quickly to save the 

photo shoot. Meanwhile Cory and Eddie try to get Chelsea to break the record for the world's 

longest paddle ball session so they can claim the prize money. They think they have the record in the 

bag until Stanley proves to be a formidable paddle ball opponent. Part 2: Raven Baxter checks into 

the Tipton Hotel and has a vision that Zack is in danger of being attacked. Zack, now paranoid, avoids 

anything that remotely resembles Raven's "premonition" - even the surprise birthday party that he 

and Cody are throwing for Carey,. Meanwhile, Maddie is trying to help Raven by getting London to 

wear one of Raven's original designs, but London swears she'll never wear anything that's not from a 

real designer. London soon changes her tune when pop star Hannah Montana checks into the Tipton 

and asks Raven if she can wear one of her designs. Part 3: When Hannah Montana stays at the 

Tipton Hotel in Boston, she befriends candy counter Maddie who talks about the career Miley's 

father Robby had back in the day. Now, Miley believes that her dad gave up his dream to sing so that 

Miley could pursue her own career. To give him back the stage life, she recruits the help of his 

former manager to get Robby back on the road. 

Episode 21: What the Hey!; Zack coerces Cody into skipping school, which Cody suddenly finds to be 

quite rewarding. London has trouble adjusting to life with her new step-mother. 

Episode 22: A Midsummer's Nightmare; Zack and Cody audition for a school play to meet girls. 

Episode 23: Lost in Translation; When Mr. Moesby holds a Nakamura convention at the Tipton, Zack 

uses one of the guests as a project for school. Maddie and London accidentally get locked in 

London's closet. 

Episode 24: Volley Dad; When Carrie starts dating a 'New man' Cody calls his father to stop them 

from dating. But Kurt has other intentions with her boyfriend. London joins Maddie's volleyball team 

and in order for her to play well, Maddie must take drastic measures. 

Episode 25: Loosely Ballroom; Esteban tries to win $1,000 for his sister's Quinceañera by entering 

the Tipton Hotel dance competition, and recruiting other Tipton employees. 

Episode 26: Scary Movie; Zack has nightmares after seeing a scary movie without his mothers 

approval. London meets a boy she really likes and acts poor in order for him to ask her out. 

Episode 27: Ah, Wilderness; Zack steals Cody's spotlight when on a camping trip with Mr. Moesby. 

London and Maddie fight over a boy that they both like. 

Episode 28: Birdman of Boston; A hawk causes chaos at the Tipton, until Cody realizes it's simply a 

hen protecting it's egg. 

Episode 29: Nurse Zack; When Cody and Carrie catch the Flu, Zack is forced to take care of them. The 

entire staff of the Tipton Hotel goes crazy trying to impress Mr. Moesby for Employee of the Month. 

Episode 30: Club Twin; Zack and Cody decide to open up a groovy night club, but it doesn't exactly go 

as planned. London has Maddie test her new cosmetics line. 

Episode 31: Risk It All; Zack & Cody become contestants on an elaborate local game show, while 

Maddie tries to delete an angry e-mail of hers that London sent to Mr. Moseby for her. 



Episode 32: Nugget of History; When Mr. Moesby's relative visits the Tipton, things get a little crazy. 

Episode 33: Miniature Golf; To impress a girl Zack takes her mini golfing. But the plan backfires when 

he loses miserably to her. Mean while London starts a book club. 

Episode 34: Health & Fitness; Cody helps Chef Paolo lose his calories; while Maddie and London 

compete in a fashion runaway. 

Episode 35: Back in the Game; A wheelchair basketball team visits the Tipton and plays against Zack 

and Cody's team in order to raise funds for their school. Zack and Cody try to invite an old friend of 

theirs to join their team, who recently became a paraplegic himself after a car accident. However, his 

bitterness over his recent accident makes this task far more difficult than they can imagine, a fact 

which the coach of the other team (played by Daryl "Chill" Mitchell) knows all too well. 

Episode 36: The Suite Life Goes Hollywood: Part 1. 

Episode 37: The Suite Life Goes Hollywood: Part 2. 

Episode 38: I Want My Mummy; When Zack and Cody knock the ancient mummy over the balcony, 

Zack dresses Cody up to replace him for the exhibit. Esteban is scared of the curse of the mummy 

and he puts on garlic which smells awful! He and Maddie dress up Maddie's old doll so they can give 

the real mummy back to its correct place, not knowing that it's Cody. 

Episode 39: Aptitude; Zach and Cody take an aptitude test. Zachs score shows he will be a succesfull 

CEO and Cody's score shows he will be a garbage man. So Zach starts trying to study more and 

become a math whiz and Cody just starts to simply not care about anything. Meanwhile, Maddie 

gains fame after saving the Moroccan ambassadors life. This fame causes London some jealousy. 
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The Sum Of Us (Die Summe Der Gefühle) (1994) 
 

Set in Sydney, Australia. A (heterosexual) father and his gay son 

are trying to find Ms./Mr. Right respectively. The film shows their 

relationships with one another and the objects of their affection 

as tradgedy strikes. There is no overt 'message' in the film, just a 

very natural, entertaining story-telling. "The Sum of Us" is an 

Aussie story about a father and a son both searching for love and 

sharing an unconventional bond. Harry, the father, is the caring 

and open-minded "mate" that borders on annoyance. His son Jeff 

unsucessfully searches for love, with the un-wanted guidance of 

his father. The approach taken to this gay-themed light-drama is 

so low-keyed and matter-of-fact, it makes the whole idea of 

homosexuality seem rather staid. And that's a nice change of 

pace, although it's not exactly invigorating for the picture! Young 

gay Australian plumber lives with his widower dad; they both want 

a serious commitment with a special someone, and both find the path to romance rather rocky, but 

dad is fully committed to seeing that his "poof" son finds a partner who won't break his heart. It's 

based on a play, with the two leads occasionally speaking into the camera--yet this is an idea that 

isn't intrusive or unpleasant. Just the opposite: the film is so good-hearted that it borders on bland. 

The most surprising thing you can say about it is not the (discreet) man-on-man make-out scenes but 

the fact that it's Russell Crowe acting in them. Crowe, young but not green, is very affable in this 

movie, shy and sweet and tender, but it's raffish Jack Thompson as his papa who steals the scenes. 

Converted from DivX...Dubbed German Soundtrack  



The Sun Comes Up (1949) 
 

Set in the rural south of the United States, a bereaved war widow 

learns to to put aside her bitterness and grief as she grows to love 

a young orphan boy (15-year-old Claude Jarman Jr.) and his dog. 

Punctuated with song-filled interludes. This is not the type of 

Lassie movie/TV show I enjoyed as a kid. Here "she" plays a 

supporting, but key role. Older kids may enjoy it, once they get 

past the classical singing. I especially enjoyed the scenes with the 

shopkeeper. I found the ending much too predictable. 
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The Sword And The Rose (1953) 
 

Tells the story of Mary Tudor and her troubled path to true love. 

Henry VIII, for political reasons, determines to wed her to the King 

of France. She tries to flee to America with her love but is 

captured when she is "un-hatted" on board ship. In return for her 

consent to the marriage with France, Henry agrees to let her 

choose her second husband. When King Louis of France dies, 

Mary is kidnaped by the Duke of Buckingham. He tries to force 

her to marry him but she is rescued by her love in an exciting 

battle on the beach. I really think Disney, when doing period films, 

did best when sticking to the musical comedy vein, as in "Mary 

Poppins" or the lesser-known (but hilarious) "Adventures of 

Bullwhip Griffin." When they tried to play it straight, the results 

are usually nothing to write home about, such is the case in "The 

Sword and the Rose." Now, Glynis Johns is beautiful and provides 

a very fine performance, and James Robertson Justice as Henry 

VIII, doing his best Falstaff impersonation, is quite amusing. I also 

enjoyed many of the supporting players, from the pratfalling King 

of France to his evil Pepe le Pew successor, Francis. Unfortunately, Richard Todd as Charles Brandon 

is dull, dull, dull. One thing is for certain, he is no Errol Flynn. I kept thinking- why would Princess 

Mary want to run off with this guy? Todd is unfortunately typical of many 1950s leading men, like 

Cornel Wilde and Rory Calhoun, who seemed to substitute square jaws and blank stoicism for actual 

charm, charisma, and talent. Perhaps I would have enjoyed the film more if there had been more 

action scenes and swashbuckling, but there were so many scenes of Brandon and the Princess 

cooing over each other that I found myself getting restless. At times like this, a vaudeville number 

would be much appreciated. However, the movie is relatively fast paced enough, so I wasn't too 

bored. The costuming, for a '50s Disney movie, is okay, although of course no one will be surprised 

to hear that it actually bears little resemblance to early Tudor fashions circa 1514. Justice is way too 

old to be playing Henry (Henry would have been in his mid 20s at the time) and all of his clothes look 

to be taken from the Holbein portraits from the 1530s and 1540s. All the women are wearing 

farthingales (not introduced until later), and most annoying, is that Catherine of Aragon, who was 

really a plump, sweet-natured redhead, is portrayed as a dour stick-thin black-haired hag who 

flounces around in a succession of horrifically gaudy outfits. Well, what else can be expected of a 

Disney movie, I suppose. It's a reasonably pleasant, inoffensive way of passing the time, and I very 

much liked Glynis Johns, although I constantly expected her to burst out singing: "Well done, Sister 

Suffragette!" 
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The Sydney Gay & Lesbian Mardi Gras (2010) 
 

The title says it all. 
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The Tailor Of Panama (2001) 
 

John LeCarre's spy thriller is brought to the big screen. A British 

spy (Pierce Brosnan) is banished to Panama after having an affair 

with an ambassador's mistress. Once there he makes connection 

with a local tailor (Geoffrey Rush) with a nefarious past and 

connections to all of the top political and gangster figures in 

Panama. The tailor also has a wife (Jamie Lee Curtis), who works 

for the Panamanian president and a huge debt. The mission is to 

learn what the President intends to do with the Panama Canal. 

But what the two do is concoct a tremendous fictional tale about 

former mercenaries who are ready to topple the current 

government and are willing to work with Britain and the U.S. to do 

so. If you understand irony, this film should be a real riotous laugh 

straight through. It is possibly one of the most brilliant movies so 

far this millennium, outright disrespectful of the "spy" theme: 

Brosnan's degenerated, decadent bastard spy Osnard is just the 

way one would picture James Bond in real life, had the latter not been so awfully loyal. Actually, 

Osnard is James Bond minus loyalty and with his self-confidence, decadence and sexism turned up a 

couple of notches. A brilliant character, brilliantly acted. Another fantastic actor is the amazing 

Geoffrey Rush in the role as the Tailor of Panama, Harry Pendel. The story is absolutely fascinating, 

one of the most clever and witty stories to emerge in a long while - the Tailor of Panama reluctantly 

becomes a spy and conjures up non-existent government plots to sell the Panama Canal to the 

Chinese, which makes the English and the Americans (portrayed as a bunch of idiots with delusions 

of grandeur and as militaristic blow-hards with victory as the only goal) react aggressively. It is 

important that one understands that this film is serious in one respect only: its comedy. Don't see 

this expecting to see a thrilling spy-movie. It isn't, though I find the scope of the film thrilling. It's 

more of a comedy, and if you can't see that when the American general with tears in his eyes blurts: 

"There is a star missing from the American flag!", then you're not really equipped for this kind of 

film. The reason I'm writing this is that some reviewers have found the movie to be silly... which is 

just what one would think if one didn't get it. Brilliant. Just brilliant. With 12-year-old Daniel 

Radcliffe. 
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The Tempest (1998) 
 

An adaptation of Shakespeare's classic is set in the Mississippi 

bayous during the Civil War. Holy Cow! Don't watch this unless 

you collect creative travesties. Superficially, this is a stew of the 

same persiflage usually served up on family TV: kindly voodoo 

projected as Luke Skywalker's Force; a protective father who goes 

through painful doubt; innocent pubescence; racial justice; 

magical help for the North during the Civil War (no lie); leavened 

with all sorts of minor platitudes. Probably, this is no worse than 

thousands of slapdash dramas. What makes this interesting, 

almost hypnotizing, is how it rests on the rough skeleton of 

Shakespeare's play. It blindly tramples, it innocently debases 

arguably the best play of arguably the greatest writer in English. 

Gosh, I cannot even describe the arbitrary transmutations used to 

fit this simple diorama: Arial a slave, Frederick a Union officer, 

Prosper a planter who learned voodoo from his slaves... it all 

hardly matters. One interesting thing: The Tempest was the first great work of literature about the 

American experience. Almost 400 years later, it still has some of the most profound and complex 

visions of dealing with non-Europeans, slaves and the forces of nature in the New World. All of that 

rich content is waiting to be leveraged, dummied down if need be. All is ignored here. It is as if the 

Hardy Boys were named Tom and Huck and the plot was about petty racial dramas in painting a 

fence. Wonderous. And Peter Fonda? This was right after the interesting Ulee's Gold, where he 

actually acted. No sign of that here. 
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The Terence Davies Trilogy (1984) 
 

Davies' film is divided into three segments enitled "Children", 

"Madonna and Child", and "Death and Transfiguartion". The 

segments tell the life of Robert Tucker (Phillip Mawdsley). The first 

segment looks at his birth and formative years in school, an 

austere boy's school. The bleak environment is not aided by 

loveless, violent homelife he experiences. Nonetheless, his 

father's death is a major impact to him. In the second segment, he 

is a closeted homosexual working in a grim office and still living at 

home with his daunting mother. In the final segment, he deals 

with his mother's death and then faces his own impending doom. 

As his death approaches he flashes back to his life's events. This 

has to be one of British cinemas unsung masterpieces. In three 

parts equating to childhood manhood and old age it painstakingly 

delineates the details of a very ordinary life. Filmed in B/W it has a 

documentary feel to it and its Liverpool setting is indeed bleak. The main character is based on the 

life of the writer of the film Terence Davies and as such is autobiography as catharsis and confession. 

He is gay at a time when homosexuality was illegal in England and the stifling effects of his strict 

catholic upbringing only serve to deepen his guilt. It is a bleak story with some stark and terrifying 

imagery. Wilfrid Bramble a.k.a. Steptoe plays Daveies as the old man brilliantly. The deathbed scene 

and the way it is shot stay in the mind for ages. So with no light relief why see this? I can only say 

that it has a humanity and insight that are rare in cinema. He is in the same league as Loach and 

Leigh. 
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The Testimony Of Taliesin Jones (Small Miracles) (2000) 
 

This quietly lovely film won Best Film at the Austin and Berlin 

International Film Festivals, and tells the profoundly moving story 

of 12-year-old Taliesin Jones (14-year-old John-Paul Macleod), 

who struggles with the chaos of his life, while struggling to come 

to terms when his mother suddenly leaves the family home. His 

father has become distant, his brother has become angry and 

bitter, while Taliesin dives into the world of his imagination 

looking for solace. After witnessing his piano teacher heal a 

woman's ailing back with the power of prayer, Taliesen begins a 

spiritual quest. He forms a secret society at his school, "The 

Believers". But his attempts to heal a classmate and his teacher's 

grave illness leave him feeling lost and confused, and test his 

newfound faith. This film is more than a "coming of age" film - it is 

the tale of everyone who's ever tried to make sense of things that 

just can't be made sense of, and the grace that fills our lives when we go looking for it. I can imagine 

this film being hijacked by certain types of Christians who will miss its depths, and being rejected by 

people simply because of the Christian nature of it's vehicle. Both I think would be a mistake, it's a 

great journey, and freshly and effortlessly portrays the blossoming of a young spirit's relationship 

with life and the divine. Great performances, and full of classic Welsh story telling. 
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The Thief Lord (Herr Der Diebe) (2006) 
 

Based on the novel by Cornelia Funke, this charming tale follows 

6-year-old Bo (Jasper Harris) and 15-year-old Prosper (Aaron 

Johnson), two recently orphaned brothers who escape their 

impending separation by running off to Venice. There they have 

fantastical adventures with the mysterious masked figure known 

as the Thief Lord (19-year-old Rollo Weeks) and his band of child 

followers (14-year-old George MacKay & 16-year-old Lathaniel 

Dyer), who show the boys all the magic the city has to offer. 

Based on the fantasy novel by Cornelia Funke, 'Thief Lord' is a 

magical tale about two young boys, Prosper and Bo, who flee to 

Venice after being orphaned and dumped in the care of a cruel 

auntie. Hiding in the canals and alleyways of the city, the boys are 

befriended by a gang of young urchins and their enigmatic leader, 

the Thief Lord. From their home base of an old cinema theatre, 

the children steal from the rich to support themselves and soon capture the interest of a bumbling 

detective. However, a greater threat to the children is something from a forgotten past-- a beautiful 

magical treasure with the power to spin time itself. Excellent! The book was spectacular as well as 

the movie! I recommend this to everyone. It comes out on DVD on March 14, 2006. You should most 

definitely watch it! Cornelia Funke did a wonderful job thinking up such a story. This has a 

spectacular cast. Rollo Weeks is, in my opinion, the ONLY choice for Scipio a.k.a. The Thief Lord. The 

plot is that with a surprise ending. My favorite character is Scipio. This movie is perfect for males and 

females of all ages. It was originally made in English but was dubbed for German theaters. So, every 

one who speaks English, don't worry! You can still see this wonderful movie! If you see it and just 

love it (which I know you will) you should recommend it to all your friends! 
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The Thief Of Bagdad (The Thief Of Bagdad: An Arabian Fantasy In 

Technicolor) (1940) 
 

Prince Ahmad is the rightful King of Bagdad but he has been 

blinded and cast out as a beggar. Now a captive of the wicked 

Grand Vizier Jaffar he is cast into a dungeon where he meets Abu 

(16-year-old Sabu), the best thief in all Bagdad. Together they 

escape and set about a series of adventures that involve a Djinni 

in a bottle, a mechanical flying horse, an all-seeing magic jewel, a 

flying carpet and a beautiful princess. Few movies appeal to both 

adults and children. This one does. Although there are three 

directors, it is most likely Michael Powell who's the brains here, 

his later work proves it in a definite way. There are already the 

incredible color search and the fabulous settings which will 

emerge again in such works as "a matter of life or death" (1946). 

Magic is everywhere and there are plenty of visual strokes of 

inspiration: every picture is magic itself. The script writers adapt 

stories from the Thousand and one Nights but make them their own. The special effects, although 

absolutely extraordinary for 1940, remain tasteful, which is not often the case today when they 

mainly serve to hide the weakness of the screenplays. Conrad Veidt is a delightful villain, who might 

have inspired Walt Disney for "Aladdin". June Deprez, whose talent is essentially decorative, will play 

Vera Claythorne's part in "And Then There Were None" (René Clair, 1945). Sabu is certainly one of 

the best young actors of the era. John Justin is the perfect virtuous hero. Compares favorably to Jean 

Cocteau's "la Belle et la Bête" (1945). Remake by Arthur Lubin with muscle man Steve Reeves in 

1961: although it's a far cry from this version, it's not bad. 
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The Thin Red Line (1998) 
 

In World War II, the outcome of the battle of Guadalcanal will 

strongly influence the Japanese's advance into the pacific. A group 

of young soldiers is brought in as a relief for the battle-weary 

Marine units. The exhausting fight for a key-positioned airfield 

that allows control over a 1000-mile radius puts the men of the 

Army Rifle company C-for-Charlie through hell. The horrors of war 

forms the soldiers into a tight-knit group, their emotions develop 

into bonds of love and even family. The reasons for this war get 

further away as the world for the men gets smaller and smaller 

until their fighting is for mere survival and the life of the other 

men with them. In 1943, the first major U.S. offensive of World 

War II is drawing to a close on the South Pacific island of 

Guadalcanal. To put an end to this campaign, the United States 

Army arrives with a full division of troops and equipment, 

deployed to break the last resistence of the Japanese. The exploits of this Division are seen from a 

number of perspectives amongst the soldiers; to include a war weary Sergeant, a power hungry 

Colonel, a Private who has known only desertion and AWOL, and a Company Commander is is 

struggling with his abilities as a leader. What many people do not know is that this film, directed by 

Terence Malick, is without question the reason that Shakespeare in Love won the best picture oscar 

over the much favored Saving Private Ryan. Why am I saying this? First let's deal with the movie. 

Long? yes. Too much? Sometimes. But is it good? I can not begin to describe the beauty of this film. 

About the oscars, I only watched the film after its surprise nomination for best picture. I had seen 

the competition already, and it was time to check out the fifth nominee. I went to the theatre 

myself, and came out three hours later, went home, and I cried. Not only because I was disturbed, 

but I loved every single character in the film. I wanted to be there for them, cry with them, fight their 

battle. Many people who have watched the film have said the same thing to me. The Thin Red Line is 

sometimes painful to watch, but only because of its realistic juxtaposition of humanity, philosophy, 

and the terror of war. The film does not delve into any historical fact about Guadalcanal, except that 

the battle itself was terrifying (as is any battle). The characters introduce themselves through voice-

over narration, which accompanies much of the action. And speaking of action, there is not much in 

the film. More images. Images of war and the lives these soldiers left behind. This was Terence 

Malick's intent, of course, and many people were insulted and thought it was his own pretentious 

self getting the best of him. "Boy he's a genius.. must he show it??" Sometimes it is a little 

pretentious, but the film would've been "just another WWII film" if it was out of Malick's hands. I 

can not understand why Sean Penn is billed as the top actor or the main character of this film. He 

was there a lot, but the film is carried by Jim Caviezel as the beautiful and ethereal private Witt. 

Words can not describe this performance. With as few lines as he had, Caviezel portrays the 

symbolic soul of Witt, and by the end of the film he will break your heart. Also excellent 

performances from Nick Nolte and the understated Elias Koteas, who can stretch creepy (Crash) to 

sympathetic in the blink of an eye. Now.. let's consider hollywood. Sure they love Spielberg, and sure 

Private Ryan was a masterpiece (and it really was), but nobody even expected the Thin Red Line to 

get seven oscar nods, especially for best picture. But Shakespeare in Love was the crowd pleaser, 



and the other two were epic war films. Most hollywood "artsy" people are anti-war.. Kind of like the 

Thin Red Line. Private Ryan seemed to be MUCH more patriotic "pro-america" than the other. So if 

we've got anti-war on one side, and patriotism on the other... open and shut. The votes were split 

between the two, and Shakespeare emerged victorious. Too bad. Anyway... the Thin Red Line was 

definitely better than Shakespeare, and definitely a completely different film from Spielberg's. John 

Toll's cinematography and Hans Zimmer's score work together to convey the tone of Malick's lyrical 

and poetic direction, and both should have won oscars. this film is nothing short of breath-taking, 

though understandably not for the average american moviegoer. 
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The Thirteenth Year (1999) 
 

When Cody Griffin (17-year-old Chez Starbuck) turns 13, things 

are going good. He is a star swimmer, he is getting interest from a 

girl named Sam, and he has a supportive family. Then he 

discovers that he may be turning into a fish. He also discovers 

who his true friends are. I caught this on The Disney Channel 

when there was nothing else on, preparing to hate it. For the first 

few minutes, or any other time it tries to be "magical", it's hard to 

take. But the rest of the movie, about a boy who turns 13 and 

instead of going through puberty starts turning into a fish, is 

entertaining and loopy. It reminded me of the old charming 

Disney live action movies like "The Shaggy Dog" and "Sammy the 

Way Out Seal" instead of the recent, much more noisy ones. The 

kid actors seem to having a lot of fun. 
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The Thomas Crown Affair (1999) 
 

Self-made billionaire Thomas Crown is bored of being able to buy 

everything he desires. Being irresistible to women, he also does 

not feel any challenge in that area. But there are a few things even 

he can't get, therefore Thomas Crown has a seldom hobby: He 

steals priceless masterpieces of Art. After the theft of a famous 

painting from Claude Monet, the only person suspecting Thomas 

Crown is Catherine Banning. Her job is to get the picture back, no 

matter how she accomplishes her mission. Unfortunately, 

Catherine gets involved too deeply with Thomas to keep a 

professional distance to the case. Fortunately, Thomas seems to 

fall for her, too. A multi millionaire playboy Thomas Crown steals a 

priceless painting from an art gallery and finds out an insurance 

investigator Catherine Banning is onto him. They fall for each 

other but Catherine is unsure because Anna, a gorgeous young 

woman is always around him. They go to Martinique to be alone but after they come back Thomas 

wants them leave together. Catherine still isn't sure, will she trust him and will he be able to trust 

her and overcome his deepest fears? A bored multi-millionaire (Pierce Brosnan) struggling to find 

new challenges arranges for the theft of a Monet painting from a museum. This sets a sexy insurance 

investigator (Rene Russo) after him, but unexpectedly the two fall in love. Does she keep her ethics 

and pin him for the crime she knows he committed or does she follow her heart? Things are 

complicated by a beautiful blonde that he keeps company with, when he is not with her. Denis Leary 

plays a police detective also investigating the crime, Faye Dunaway has brief scenes as Thomas' 

psychiatrist, and Ben Gazzara has a virtually non-speaking role. Competitive New York mergers and 

acquisitions king Thomas Crown steals a Monet for the challenge only to be fingered as the thief 

within two days by insurance investigator Catherine Banning who's smart, driven, and alone. 

Ostensibly she works with the police but in truth she runs her own show playing cat and mouse with 

Crown. Soon it's a romance: a black and white ball, a glider flight, two days in Martinique. Back in 

Manhattan, she thinks she has reason to be jealous, so when he suggests they go off together, she 

hesitates. He may have more tricks up his sleeve and, as his psychiatrist has asked him, what would 

it take for him to trust a woman and, in turn, be trusted? This DVD was an impulse buy, pure and 

simple. My wife and I like Pierce Brosnan, and I have enjoyed Renee Russo's other works, so what 

did I have to lose? Only my mind! This film was positively one of the most enjoyable, nail-biting, 

suspenseful romantic capers ever made. A remake of the steamy 1968 Steve McQueen flick updated 

to the sleek and self-referential 90s, "Thomas Crown" features Brosnan as the title character - a 

bored billionaire businessman in the business of "acquisitions". For a thrill, he heists an extremely 

valuable Monet from the New York Museum right under the noses of security guards, cops, and 

about a thousand unsuspecting museum-goers. Renee Russo is the very sexy, very worldly Catherine 

Banning, whose insurance company underwrites the painting - and she is determined to get it back 

at any cost... But the cost just may be her soul as she woos, and then falls under the spell of the 

enigmatic Crown. Will Russo discover the location of the Monet? Will she rat out Thomas Crown? Or 

is Crown manipulating her affections like Bobby Fisher manipulates the pieces on a chess board? 

What we have here is a high-speed chase film whose vehicle is clever dialog, rich and exotic 



direction, and more than a little sexual tension! Brosnan, as Crown, is ever the cool Brit charmer 

whose every word and action are as calculated as the movements of a Rolex. Russo smoulders every 

time she appears on screen. And when the two of them get together, the chemical reaction is pure 

dynamite. Dennis Leary has a nice bit as a streetwise NYPD detective on the case, who dispenses 

advice to Russo's Banning, and watches her begin to spiral out of control. His role here most likely 

resulted in the deserved attempt at a television series on ABC ("The Job"). The action in the film 

moves exotically from caper to cover-up and back with dizzying speed... All the while, we are kept 

guessing about the motivations of the two lead, and find ourselves eagerly anticipating their next 

move. When the final checkmate comes, we are left totally bewildered, befuddled, and baffled... 

which is most-likely the director's intention! On all levels, "The Thomas Crown Affair" will steal the 

hearts of men and women alike... but for different reasons - Men can enjoy the action and thrill of 

the chase, and Crown's ability to win over the most beautiful women and his attempt to get away 

with the ultimate heist... Ladies can marvel at the suave Brosnan and his life of extreme wealth, and 

all-the-while wonder if he will betray her, or if she will betray him... I will not betray you... I ain't 

saying. 
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The Three Lives Of Thomasina (1964) 
 

A young Scottish girl's cat, Thomasina, apparently dies at the 

hands of her widowed veterinarian father. The strained 

relationship between the girl and her father is eventually repaired 

with the return of Thomasina and the aid of a beautiful and 

mysterious "witch" who seems to have powers to revive and heal 

animals. If you're fond of the little fur-bearing parasites this is a 

movie you cannot watch without a large hankerchief. It's superior 

to the current family movies in a number of reasons; lovely color, 

the realism of a vet's life, delightful Scots Highlands locations, a 

fine dramatic structure bolstered by that underrated actor Patrick 

Macgoohan and by a pretty, startlingly black-eyed starlet named 

Susan Hampshire (the two represent science and faith, 

respectively, and they come together with an ease you wish these 

two opponents would share today). But the film is mostly about 

the tragedy of losing a cat, and the childish, unkillable hope that one day they'll return. The 

sequence of cat heaven, ruled by the Goddess Bast, is reminiscent of the best of Michael Powell, 

explicitly referencing Powell's A Matter of Life and Death. The excellent animation is done by the 

pioneer of the cartoon industry Ub Iweks. A family movie in the day when kids were tougher, it was 

memorably broadcast on Disney's Wonderful World of Color on TV. I Expect wracking sobs in the 

scene where a rain- soaked Thomasina comes to the window. Jeez, I'm tearing up right now, just 

thinking about it. 
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The Times Of Harvey Milk (1984) 
 

Member of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors Harvey Milk 

and San Francisco Mayor George Moscone were assassinated by 

Supervisor Dan White on November 22, 1978. Milk's life leading 

up to his election, his successful efforts to politically represent San 

Francisco's gay community, and the city's reaction to the 

assassinations are documented with extensive news film and 

personal recollections. "The Times of Harvey Milk" is one of my 

two favorite documentaries of all time, along with "Roger & Me." 

Through interviews with his friends, acquaintances, and political 

allies, Harvey Milk is really brought to life and a wonderful and 

inspirational human being. It's an especially moving story for me, 

since I grew up in Berkeley, just across the Bay from San Francisco 

- but you can enjoy this movie regardless of where you're from. 

I've seen "The Times of Harvey Milk" about five times now, and 

I've cried every time. Just thinking of the opening shot of Diane Feinstein saying, "Mayor Moscone 

and Supervisor Harvey Milk have been shot - and killed" to a shocked crowd of reporters chokes me 

up. 
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The Titfield Thunderbolt (1952) 
 

The residents of a small English village are about to lose their 

ancient railroad. They decide to rescue it by running it 

themselves, in competition with the local bus company. When 

British Railways announce the closure of the Titfield to 

Mallingford branch line a group of local residents make a bid to 

run it themselves, backed by a monied member of the community 

who is attracted by the complete lack of licensing hours on trains. 

Unfortunately the local bus company starts to use methods that 

can hardly be seen as fair competition, to the extent that the 

whole project is threatened. If you are, like myself, a fervent 

anglophile and a terminal railway enthusiast, 'Titfield 

Thunderbolt' is the film you've spent your whole life seeking for in 

vain. That charming tale of a village's fight to keep its railway line 

active celebrates British countryside, trains and traditional values 

in a quite irresistible way, enhanced by a great cast and a superb 

technicolor. Despite being not among best-ranked Ealing comedies, 'Titfield Thunderbolt' still is a 

great feel-good movie, one you're glad to see on rainy or spleen days. 
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The Toilers And The Wayfarers (1996) 
 

Phillip (Andrew Woodhouse) and Dieter (Matt Klemp) nearly 

suffocate hiding their sexual identity in the face of puritanical 

small town values. Joined by a mysterious German relative, the 

three misfits escape to the big city searching for a place to belong. 

This is an earnest though uneven look at a trio of young men living 

in Americanized German homes in the American mid-west. One is 

an alcoholic layabout who serves as a catalyst in the self-

realization of two teen best friends as gay men. One moves to the 

city and becomes a hustler. The other follows and drifts into the 

same life, then drifts away from the first friend. It's sad and 

poignant. Here are the young and unskilled who have nothing to 

turn to after parental rejection - an all too common plight among 

our gay teenager population. The acting is uneven and the script 

needs tightening - could be well as a remake in color with more 

depth of character and tighter direction. Matt Klemp as Dieter is stunningly beautiful and although 

his acting waffles in the first half of the film, once he has assumed the identity of the hardened 

hustler, he is impressive. He should stick with an acting career. Well worth a watch. 
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The Treasure Of The Sierra Madre (1948) 
 

Fred C. Dobbs and Bob Curtin, both down on their luck in Tampico, 

Mexico in 1925, meet up with a grizzled prospector named 

Howard and decide to join with him in search of gold in the wilds 

of central Mexico. Through enormous difficulties, they eventually 

succeed in finding gold, but bandits, the elements, and most 

especially greed threaten to turn their success into disaster. Dobbs 

and Curtin meet up in Mexico, and go to work for a contractor, Pat 

McCormick, who takes them away to remote site and tells them 

they will be paid when the job is finished. When they are finished, 

they return to town to find McCormick to get their wages. 

McCormick gives them a few dollars, and says he'll just go to the 

bank and pick up the payroll for them. Dobbs and Curtin then 

meet up with an old prospector, who claims the hills are still full of 

gold, and if they can get the cash, he'll go with them. They 

eventually get the cash from McCormick after a little "persuasion", and all three set off for the hills 

as good friends, but will they return that way? Certainly a consuming piece of cinematic 

achievement. I was delighted in viewing this film, especially when you have the talents of Bogart, 

Holt and Huston...oh what abilities or should I say 'gifts'. My eyes never strayed from the screen, I 

couldn't take the risk of missing one second of this tremendous adventure/drama film. Bogart 

played the character 'Fred C. Dobbs' so convincingly, it doesn't surprise me though he was at his 

career peak. It was like his portrayal of 'Lt. Comdr. Philip Francis Queeg' in 'The Caine Mutiny' surely 

no one would disagree he carried the part to it's limit. The B & W format gave an added depth and 

the direction by John Huston (as usual) was nothing more then what I would expect from an 

accredited director like him. I was amused to see a 15-year-old Robert Blake in the role of the boy 

selling lottery tickets and the brief appearance of Bruce Bennett as 'James Cody'... whom starred 

with Bogie in 'Sahara' several years prior. Another reliable support actor was Alfonso Bedoya as 

'Gold Hat' my fondest memory of any of his acting roles must be 'The Big Country' in 1958. Walter 

Huston stood out with his performance, this was the first time I've had the privilege to watch him in 

a film role. His portrayal was astounding...and the script he had to work with was a treat to hear. 

Another funny point I want to point out, I don't know why I kept comparing Tim Holt to John Derek. 

In some of the scenes his appearance and voice were so similar to Derek's it was uncanny. I'm 

probably the only one who thinks this, but I can't dismiss the similarities (to me anyway). The plot 

was an interesting one, one that slowly draws you in until you can't stop watching. I really enjoyed 

'The Treasure Of Sierra Madre' certainly a 'must see' film...highly recommended. 
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The Treasure Seekers (1996) 
 

This charming, family adventure is based on a novel by one of 

Englands most beloved authors, Edith Nesbit. It tells the story of 

Richard Bastable, an eighteenth century inventor, who is on the 

verge of perfecting a refrigeration-machine when he runs out of 

money. His problems get worse when his five imaginative children 

(20-year-old Camilla Power [Dora], 16-year-old Kristopher Milnes 

[Oswald], 12-year-old Felicity Jones [Alice], Ben Simpson [Noel] & 

William Forde [H.O.]) pitch in to help. Everything they try just puts 

the family deeper in jeopardy. Only after enlisting the help of their 

friends are they able to solve their problems. Set in late Victorian 

or Edwardian England, this pleasant family film tells the 

adventures and travails of five children as their widowed father 

descends ever closer into financial ruin. The story is told with 

humor, and the viewer never really doubts that somehow the 

family fortunes will improve, even as the naive attempts of the children to arrest the family's plight 

inevitably backfire. There is nothing deep or controversial here. It will not change your life. But it is 

notable mainly for the endearing performances of its young cast members, particularly Camilla 

Power as the eldest daughter Dora, and for a childhood cameo role by future star Keira Knightley as 

the princess. Dora has long carried the weight of the household on her shoulders, and she alone of 

all her siblings cannot afford to remain a child. As her world crumbles about her, both her distress, 

and her ever-present seriousness and concern are simultaneously evident in Camilla Power's 

performance. Keira Knightley had appeared in several childhood films before this, but this is the first 

in which her countenance had developed its characteristic bloom. It also is her first role both with 

significant dialogue and close-ups. However, her delivery is little more than recitation, and one is 

conscious that she is not comfortable at the age of 10 or 11 attempting an accent not her own. 

There is talent to come, and come it will, but in this film it had not yet arrived. 
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The Turn Of The Screw (1999) 
 

A governess put in charge of two young children (11-year-old Joe 

Sowerbutts & Grace Robinson) begins to see the ghost of her dead 

predecessor. The 1961 Deborah Kerr vehicle, "The Innocents" 

went for the supernatural chills and is likely the best adaptation 

ever (at least it's likely the most popular), but this straight-forward 

rendition of Henry James' best known short novel is probably the 

closest to the author's intentions to date. By sticking with 

psychological terror rather than creepy SFX, this production 

succeeds in portraying a young woman's descent into madness 

that too often takes a backseat to the realm of ghost story in 

lesser productions. Jodhi May's wide-eyed performance is nothing 

short of brilliant. Pam Ferris and Colin Firth round out the strong 

supporting cast (although Mr. Firth is seen only in the first five 

minutes of film and nothing more, so you Pride & Prejudice fans beware!) 
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The Wanderers (1979) 
 

Set against the urban jungle of 1963 New York's gangland 

subculture, this coming of age teenage movie is set around the 

Italian gang the Wanderers. Slight comedy, slight High School 

angst and every bit entertaining with its classic 1950's Rock n' Roll 

soundtrack such as "Walk Like a Man", "Big Girls Don't Cry" by The 

Four Seasons and "My Boyfriend's Back" by The Angels. Focusing 

around a football game where the different gangs play with and 

against each other, then at its grand finale, come together in a 

mass of union to defend their honour and their turf. Nostalgic 

stuff and above all a Rock n' Roll retrospective on a grand musical 

era. Timeless. One of the greatest scenes ever put on film is in this 

movie: Ken Wahl, about to get married, facing the transition 

between youth and responsibility, peers through a window at the 

action at Gerdes' Folk City in Greenwich Village, where, he dimly 

senses, there's a whole new world beyond his comprehension...it's 

pure gold, like most everything in this movie. I don't recall rock'n'roll songs ever being put to better 

or more appropriate use in a sound track. I don't recall a movie ever shifting more seamlessly, 

effortlessly, from gritty naturalism to bizarro impressionism and back. The cast is great! Whatever 

happened to some of these actors? There really was a Fordham Baldies, and I grew up not far from 

the old Alexander's in the Bronx, so I can't pretend to objectivity. For me, this is rather like a New 

York version of American Graffiti; it creates a world that I feel at home in, even if I never was a gang 

member and we left the Bronx when I was eight. By the way, the adaptation from Richard Price's 

book is, I think, remarkable. The book is a series of thematically linked stories that become a single 

organic story in the film. And I can't blame Ken Wahl--or his character--from being besotted by Karen 

Allen. Personally, I'd have gone right into Gerdes and flung myself at her feet. Oh yeah, the late 

Dolph Sweet is superb here. 
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The War (1994) 
 

Vietnam War vet Costner must deal with a war of a different sort 

between his son (13-year-old Elijah Wood) and their friends, and a 

rival group of children. He also must deal with his own personal 

and employment problems that have resulted from his Vietnam 

experiences. 

Double Layer DVD...Copy Of Pirate DVD...English & Dubbed 
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The War At Home (2005-7) 
 

When Dave (Michael Rapaport) and Vicky (Anita Barone) were 

growing up, their parents had it easy. Back then, there were no 

"time-outs," no one had any "boundaries" and their parents had 

no idea what their kids were really up to. Now Dave and Vicky 

have teenagers of their own, and anything their kids might even 

think about doing, Dave and Vicky have already done at least 

twice. But knowledge isn't power, it's a giant pain as every day is a 

battle to keep their kids in line. 15-year-old Larry (17-year-old Kyle 

Sullivan) isn't exactly a frequent diner at the 'cool kids' table in the 

cafeteria, while 16-year-old Hillary (19-year-old Kaylee Defer) is a 

know-it-all and is just emerging onto the dating scene. Meanwhile, 

13-year-old Mike (15-year-old Dean Collins) is all hormones and 

video games. Dave and Vicky figure if they can send these three 

off to college without a police record or kids of their own, they've done their job. This witty, 

irreverent show goes inside the heads of a modern family through the use of a confessional space 

where the characters reveal everything they could never actually say to one another. 

 

Series 1 (22 Episodes) (2005-6) 
 

Episode 01: Pilot; Hilary's new study buddy may have more on his mind than conjugating French 

verbs. 

Episode 02: I.M. What I.M.; Dave sends secret instant messages to someone with the screen name 

"Lonely Lady Michigan." 

Episode 03: High Crimes; It looks like the whole Gold family is going to pot. Three generations get 

involved with the illegal weed. 

Episode 04: Guess Who's Coming to the Barbecue; Dave is political-correctness challenged when 

Vicky invites Taye's family over for a barbecue. 

Episode 05: Like a Virgin; Convinced that Hilary plans to take the "Big Step" on her next date, Dave 

freaks. 

Episode 06: The Bigger They Come; When Hilary asks for breast implants, Dave assures her that 

beauty comes from within, then has to practice what he preaches. 

Episode 07: Cheers; After Dave and Vicky declare the Gold household a no-alcohol zone, they come 

home tipsy. 

Episode 08: The Empire Spanks Back; Dave's new pro-spanking regime has unexpected 

consequences. 



Episode 09: Dave Get Your Gun; Dave frets about his son's lack of machismo offer. Larry lands the 

male lead in the school production of "Annie Get Your Gun." 

Episode 10: Breaking Up Is Hard to Do; Grandma Betty's new boyfriend is a handsome, charming big 

spender...with Grandma's money. 

Episode 11: It's a Living; Vicky tries climbing the ladder of success in the high-powered world of 

fashion. 

Episode 12: Gimme a Break; With chaos in the household and backstabbing on the job, Vicky 

rethinks her career move. 

Episode 13: Three's Company; When Vicky's college friend visits, Dave fears Vicky will find out that 

he was friends with her too. Close friends. 

Episode 14: How Do You Spell Relief?; Room for one more...NOT! The Gold household may receive 

another visit from the stork. 

Episode 15: Looney Tunes; Dave and Vicky mistakenly think Mike's cheesy song lyrics are a cry for 

help. 

Episode 16: Oh Grow Up; Hilary's gynecologist is Dave's old high school buddy, a babe hound once 

known as the "Devirginator." 

Episode 17: The Seventeen-Year Itch; Dave's ego takes a bruising when a gorgeous co-worker thinks 

he may be the perfect man for her mother. 

Episode 18: 13 Going on $30,000; Mike wants a bar mitzvah. Is he interested in his Jewish heritage - 

or is it just an excuse to party down? 

Episode 19: Snow Job; A ski trip puts Hillary in the ER and her parents' marriage on life support. 

Episode 20: The West Palm Beach Story; Dave's plan for a happy family reunion in Florida hits a few 

dozen snags. 

Episode 21: The Runaways; The mother-son relationship hits the deep freeze when Vicky refuses to 

buy Larry tickets to the Ice Capades. 

Episode 22: Drive Me Crazy; When Dave teaches Hilary to drive, he doesn't lose his temper or his 

cool. But he does lose his license. 
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Series 2 (22 Episodes) (2006-7) 
 

Episode 01: Back to School; An all-too-familiar episode in sit-com plots, as the kids are returning to 

school. But when Dave and Vicky plan on re-claiming the house as their own during a quick lunch, 



they catch Hillary skipping and hiding out at home. Larry tries out a new personality, and Mike plans 

on dumping his girlfriend, which screws up Dave's plans on a friendship with the girlfriend's father. 

Episode 02: Dream Crusher; Dave steps on his kids dreams: Larry, who wants to be the president of 

his chess club; and Hillary, who wants to be a pop star, while Vicky thinks they should leave them 

alone to dream. 

Episode 03: Super Dave; When Dave agrees to take Larry and Kenny to a comic-book convention, he 

finds that it goes beyond just dropping them off at the event. Meanwhile, Vicky attempts to change 

Hillary's mind regarding spending the night at a boy's house. 

Episode 04: Car Wars; After reluctantly agreeing to buy Hillary a car of her own, Dave and Vicky keep 

her busy running errands all the time through a car contract. 

Episode 05: I Wash My Hands of You; Dave is so fed up with Hillary lying that he gives her her own 

rein when he and Vicky find out she is dating an older man. 

Episode 06: Be Careful What You Ask For; Dave suspects Hillary cheated on her SAT's and Vicky 

receives an invite to dinner for herself and Dave from a married couple with an open marriage. 

Episode 07: Love This; Hillary takes matters into her own hands when Mike goes to her in search of 

illegal drugs. Dave realizes how he looks when he thinks he spots his own daughter in a just-received 

dirty movie. 

Episode 08: Gaza Strip; Larry and his friend, Kenny are forced into separation by their fathers when 

the two adults argue over their adjacent property line. 

Episode 09: Cork Screwed!; Fearing they're in a rut, Vicky tries to take Dave to a wine appreciation 

course, but he refuses, and later makes fun of her because she goes without him. Meanwhile, Dave 

assumes Larry is serving his new, older "ladyfriend" more than just the gourmet meals he prepares 

for her, and is offended that he isn't mentioned in Hillary's video blog. 

Episode 10: Love Is Blind; Dave tries to get Larry and Mike to strengthen their relationship as 

brothers; Hillary tries to get a blind guy interested in her. 

Episode 11: Out and In; Kenny confronts Dave after hearing that he thinks he's gay, and ends up 

coming out of the closet to him. Dave suggests to him that he tell his parents, but when Kenny tells 

them, they kick him out of the house. Meanwhile, Hillary goes on a date with a blind guy she met at 

the coffeehouse, but she quickly gets tired of having to describe everything to him. 

Episode 12: Put on a Happy Face; Kenny becomes a member of the family, while Dave fights to get 

into a new office after a fellow co-worker suddenly passes. 

Episode 13: It's Not Easy Being Green; Dave starts to put pressure on Hillary for her to do well on her 

college admissions interview by setting up mock interviews, which only makes her even more 

nervous. Meanwhile, Vicky organizes a movie night for the family, and they end up watching Al 

Gore's An Inconvenient Truth. Finding the film very profound, Dave forces the entire family to live in 

an eco-friendly existence, but takes things too far. 



Episode 14: It's a Lower-Middle-Upper-Middle-Class Problem; Money crunch time hits Dave's 

household and he places the kids under strict allowance, which prompts them to come up with ways 

of making more money. When Vicki wants new boots, she gives Dave a taste of his own medicine 

with cheaper beer. 

Episode 15: Zero Tolerance; After Larry is suspended from school for having pot. Vicky discovers it 

was Dave's pot and tells him to join Pot Smoker Anonymous, where the principal that suspended 

him is there. 

Episode 16: No Weddings and a Funeral; When Vicki's mom gets a marriage proposal, Dave finds out 

that her intended was not faithful to his mother-in-law during the bachelor party and keeps his 

mouth shut just to get the family an all expense paid vacation to the wedding in the Carribbean. 

Episode 17: Kenny Doesn't Live Here Anymore; When the school bans Kenny and his date from 

attending the Sadie Hawkins Dance, Dave complicates matters further when he inadvertently 

informs the principal that Kenny is living with him and not his own parents, resulting in interference 

from Social Services and their attempts to place Kenny in foster care. Dave also gives Hillary advice 

on getting back together with her old boyfriend, which only alienates Hillary and exhilarates Dave. 

Episode 18: Take This Job and Bleep It; Dave decides he wants to start his own company after his job 

lowers their commission rate. Hilary decides she wants to go into the army after not being accepted 

to any colleges. Larry puts off his permit test. 

Episode 19: The White Shadow; A music executive wants to meet with Larry after hearing some 

songs he uploaded online. Hilary tells Taye she loves him. Mike is trying to put on weight. 

Episode 20: The War of the Golds; Vicky's plan for a living will meets with some resistance from 

Dave, and a bitter fight ensues, leaving the kids wondering if they'll all end up in divorce court. 

Episode 21: A Bitter Pill to Swallow; Larry rejects the idea of being put on medication, much to the 

dismay of his parents. Dave finds a pill of his own hard to take when he finds out his daughter isn't 

"daddy's little girl" anymore. 

Episode 22: The Graduate; Because of failing gym class, Hillary risks not graduating high school. 

Feeling that their nest is emptying a little bit, Dave and Vicky feel the need to keep it that way, 

resulting in both of them agreeing to have no more children and taking steps to prevent that from 

happening. But in the end, Hillary graduates and a shock for Dave and Vicky unfolds. 
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The Watch House (1988) 
 

The Watch House is a 1977 children's book by Robert Westall. The 

BBC adapted it for TV in 1988. The story is about a girl going to 

stay with her mother's old nanny in the north of England. Whilst 

she's there, she becomes interested in "The Watch House", which 

is a lighthouse turned museum. In cleaning up the museum, she 

disturbs a ghost and is haunted by him. I remember watching the 

program at the time and being utterly terrified (I was 10!). It 

doesn't have the same effect now, but I still enjoyed it and would 

recommend giving it a go. In The Watch House (based on a fine children's mystery novel by William 

Corlett) teenage Anne's parents are going through a divorce and she is sent to stay with old family 

friends Prudie and her brother Arthur in on the North East coast. Arthur is custodian of the old 

Watch House (which is next to his house) former headquarters of the Garmouth Volunteer Life 

Brigade. It has fallen into disuse over the years but Arthur would like to see it turned into a museum. 

As soon as Anne enters the Watch House she feels a strange presence and she soon discovers that it 

is haunted by the spirit of Henry Cookson, the man who founded the brigade. Cookson beseeches 

Anne for help but it isn't until she digs deeper with her new friends Pat and Timmo (Michael 

Nicholson) that she discovers that a more malignant spirit – a shipwrecker by the name of Scobie 

Hague is at the heart of the mystery. Underlying all this is the angst that Anne is going through with 

her parents break up – she wants to live with her father but her mother wants her to move in with 

her and her new man. Although The Watch House is high quality children's telefantasy it would 

definitely have benefited from a longer running time, maybe six episodes instead of three. Lots of 

Westall's novel had to be trimmed and not always for space reasons, the BBC naturally enough shied 

away from an exorcism and a seance. The serial was a co-production between the BBC and 

Television New Zealand which means that basically TVNZ would have contributed finances. Trivia 

wise the book and the serial feature a character called Chas McGill who fans of Westall's work will 

remember as being the name of the lead character in his wartime book The Machine Gunners. No 

mention is made of this but it could well be likely that the Chas here is the grown up Machine 

Gunners Chas. The story was mostly filmed in Tynemouth. 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (1988) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 
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The Water Horse: Legend Of The Deep (2007) 
 

A lonely boy (13-year-old Alex Etel) discovers a mysterious egg 

that hatches a sea creature of Scottish legend. I have just 

returned from seeing The Water Horse with four of my children 

aged 16 to 4. We all thoroughly enjoyed it. I have to say the 

beginning was a little slow as Angus found the egg, but once all 

the characters were introduced, and Crusoe had hatched, the plot 

revved along. The pompous Army Captain was fun to watch! The 

WWII surrounds were wonderful, all the casting was excellent- no 

wrong notes by any of the cast. The boy playing Angus was really 

enjoyable to watch. It was a "children's movie" but as a forty-

something adult I was swept along into the adventure and 

enjoyed it very much. I loved how the plot was multi-layered and 

plenty of tension as Crusoe comes under threat from some 

trigger-happy army soldiers. I have to point out that Lake 

Whakatipu in NZ's South Island was used for a lot of the Loch Ness scenes so should get credit from 

those who loved the scenery! Bravo to WETA Workshop for the realism and believability of the 

water horse- just gorgeous! He/she has plenty of screen time too. This is a great movie for all ages. It 

is sure-footed and very enjoyable!! For Kiwis watching it's fun spotting familiar faces in the 

supporting cast. 
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The Wild (2006) 
 

Ryan is a lion who wants to go to the wild, where his dad 

(Samson) once lived. When he gets himself shipped to Africa, his 

zoo friends (and Samson) work together to bring him back. When 

they get to Africa, however, the animals find themselves in a pile 

of danger. They have to fight an evil wildebeest called Kazar. But 

Kazar's safe compared to the other danger on the island- a 

volcano that's on the edge of eruption. Can the animals find Ryan 

and get out of Africa before the volcano erupts in so little time? I 

went to the Premiere this weekend of THE WILD and I must say I 

was pleasantly surprised. I was concerned about the same thing 

that everyone else was. Is it going to be like Madagascar mixed 

with the same theme as Finding Nemo? To my surprise I did not 

even once think about either of those films while I was watching 

THE WILD. There were some great jokes and gags and it had the pacing of a good action film. This 

movie is nothing like either of those movies. I encourage everyone to see this movie for themselves 

and am curious what they think of it. There is a couple plot holes and weak story points. But other 

than those few moments it's a fun film to watch. The look is refreshing because it doesn't look like 

every other CG feature in the world. My final statement is this. Kids will absolutely love it. And the 

parents will be entertained and won't be bored. 
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The Wild Geese (1978) 
 

A British multinational seeks to overthrow a vicious dictator in 

central Africa. It hires a band of (largely aged) mercenaries in 

London and sends them in to save the virtuous but imprisoned 

opposition leader who is also critically ill and due for execution. 

Just when the team has performed a perfect rescue, the 

multinational does a deal with the vicious dictator leaving the 

mercenary band to escape under their own steam and exact 

revenge. Allegedly, loosely based on the incredible adventures of 

"Mad Mike" Hoare and his mercenary unit operating in the 

Belgian Congo in the early sixties rescuing Westerners and 

stemmimg tribal violence..."The Wild Geese" is a real "Boys Own" 

adventure that races along like a good action film should! Ageing 

mercenary leader Allan Faulkner (Richard Burton) is hired by 

wealthy, but unscrupulous, merchant banker Sir Edward 

Matherson (Stewart Granger in an oily performance) to rescue an imprisoned African leader, Julius 

Limbani (Winston Ntshona) from terrorists and turn him over to his own people...at stake are copper 

mine concessions in Africa worth millions!! Burton enlists the aid of war time pals, Capt. Rafer 

Janders (Richard Harris) debonair pilot Lt. Shawn Fynn (Roger Moore), ex-South African 

troubleshooter Pieter Coetze (Hardy Kruger) and 'tough as nails' RSM Sandy Young (Jack Watson) as 

well as about 40 other mercenaries to engage on one last adventure for truth, justice and a very 

large paycheck. Burton & Co. parachute into darkened Africa and all goes well...until a double cross 

emerges and the Wild Geese are running for their lives...outgunned and outmanned by the pursuing 

brutal, machete-wielding Simba troops. When the action commences in "The Wild Geese"...it comes 

thick and fast...the film is filled with gritty firefights, fast paced entertainment and colorful use of 

African savannah / veldt locations for the battle scenes...highly recommended for fans of the action / 

war genre!! 
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The Winner (2007) 
 

A successful guy looks back to the time he spent living with his 

parents when he was in his thirties. The Winner is 10 years past its 

prime. The "edgy" comedy that it claims to use is no longer edgy. 

Not to mention that fact that the Winner was not funny at all. I'm 

not sure what MacFarlane was thinking producing a show like this, 

but it was a colossal bomb. I did give this show a chance, instead 

of turning it off in 5 minutes (like I'm sure everyone else did). It 

never seemed to get better. The pilot was unbelievably lame and 

unbearable. It was 22 minutes of torture, to be exact. This show 

would have gotten at the most a 3 from me, had it not followed 

the same old, tired format that sitcoms of the 90's / early 2000 

followed. The laugh track is so unbelievably outdated. Shows like 

The Office don't use it anymore, and for a good reason. It ruins a 

show and is extremely annoying. Fox's laugh track seems to be extra annoying and louder. 

Whenever a new sitcom appears with the dreaded laugh track, it's almost a precursor to a horrible 

script. The laugh track is unnoticeable in shows that are actually funny, such as Seinfield. This show, 

on the other hand, would never come close to living up to such a caliber. With 15-year-old Keir 

Gilchrist. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 1: Pilot; 32 year old slacker Glen Abbott decides to finally get a job so that he'll be worthy of 

Alison, his dream girl who just moved back in next door, and whose son Josh proves to be a useful 

ally. 

Episode 2: Single Dates; Glen & Josh panic at the thought of having to "put out" during their 

respective dates on Saturday night. 

Episode 3: Broken Home; Glen's parents are fighting and talking divorce so he spends more time 

with Josh, Alison and her boyfriend as a surrogate family. 

Episode 4: What Happens in Albany, Stays in Albany; Alison asks Glen to bring Josh to Albany for a 

spelling bee. They reinvent themselves and have a date with a mother and daughter. Glen has the 

opportunity to lose his virginity but does not want to commit adultery. 

Episode 5: Glen's New Friend; Glen makes a new friend after being snubbed by Josh. 

Episode 6: Hot for Teacher; Glen dates his former High school teacher Miss Berko. 
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The Winning Season (2004) 
 

I just want to say that I love this movie. But I also want to say that 

it's a movie not be taken seriously. It's a fantasy. It's a baseball 

fantasy. Just like "Field of Dreams." As a pseudo baseball historian, 

I appreciate the details given to the baseball uniforms, the player's 

gloves and catcher's equipment and both team's stadiums. I also 

like how the stadiums were depicted in a neighborhood setting 

with the surrounding industries, which in 1909, they were. I admit 

that the movie does try to convey a message that takes awhile to 

get across. But once it does, it all makes sense and it makes you 

smile if you can forgive the historical inaccuracies. This movie 

won't go down in history as a all-time great, but it will always be 

one of my favorites. Staring Mark Rendall (Childstar), 15-years-old 

playing 11-years-old. 
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The Winslow Boy (1948) 
 

In Edwardian England, a 13-year-old cadet, Ronnie Winslow (15-

year-old Neil North), is expelled from the naval academy at 

Osborne for stealing a seven shilling postal order. His father and 

sister become obsessed with proving his innocence at any cost to 

themselves, and turn the case into a national cause celebre. I 

hadn't seen this but was aware of its starry remake some fifty 

years on; having now seen both, this is the better movie for 

several reasons. Firstly, three brilliant actors in the cast: Cedric 

Hardwicke, who still fools me every time and it is a surprise and 

joy to discover it was him after all when the credits roll; Robert 

Donat, who had another definitive role in this to add to Mr. Chips; 

and the lovely Margaret Leighton, as the suffragette Winslow 

daughter who isn't at all militant. Secondly, the plot, which 

manages to weave quite a few threads along with the central 

story of little Ronnie Winslow and the stolen postal order. And 

lastly, because of the sparkle and energy of the script and the detail put into every frame. It's a 

wonderful film which keeps the attention from wandering, and I highly recommend it. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



The Winslow Boy (1999) 
 

Early 20th century England: while toasting his daughter 

Catherine's engagement, Arthur Winslow learns the royal naval 

academy expelled his 14-year-old son, Ronnie (Guy Edwards), for 

stealing five shillings. Father asks son if it is true; when the lad 

denies it, Arthur risks fortune, health, domestic peace, and 

Catherine's prospects to pursue justice. After defeat in the 

military court of appeals, Arthur and Catherine go to Sir Robert 

Morton, a brilliant, cool barrister and M.P., who examines Ronnie 

and suggests that they take the matter before Parliament to seek 

permission to sue the Crown. They do, which keeps Ronnie's story 

on the front page and keeps Catherine in Sir Robert's ken. Just 

saw The Winslow Boy, and it was a real gem of a movie. Mamet 

has always been the king of brilliantly droll dialogue, the sort of 

dialogue that is funny not in its words but its performance, and Winslow Boy is no exception. With 

unusually clean language, Mamet has written a screenplay that illicits honesty from its players 

without ever being forced or awkward. It's gorgeous. The cast lent itself beautifully to the script's 

Mametian style. Most poignant was Nigel Hawthorn, who managed to break my heart with the shift 

of an eye. It was the kind of razor-sharp subtlety that Mamet's writing (plays and screenplays) 

requires, and Hawthorn delivered it with soft spoken brilliance. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0250032/


The Witches (1990) 
 

A young boy (10-year-old Jasen Fisher), recently orphaned, is 

taken to England by his grandmother. At a hotel in which they are 

staying, a group of witches have gathered to prepare a plot to rid 

the world of all children. This is a movie which is highly 

underrated. It is a fantastic adventure about a young boy and his 

wise grandma who go on vacation along the English coast. 

Unknowlingly running into Grandma's most feared enemy- the 

Grand High Witch. When Luke accidentally crosses paths with the 

Grand High Witch and her Witch minions, it is up to him, Bruno 

Jenkins, and Grandma to save all the children of England! Anjelica 

Huston does a marvelous job at portraying the snobbishly 

aristocratic Eva Ernst as well as her unmasked counterpart, the 

evil Grand High Witch. She definitely steals the show in this one, 

although Mai Zetterling does give one that warm nurturing feeling 

as the wise but kind grandma. And Jasen Fisher did a good job as 

well. Not only is the acting good, but the special effects.. or should I see puppets and makeup.. are 

marvelous! The grand high witch without her face mask is really a terrible sight! And the little mice, 

really puppets opposed to the technological computer created special effects, really work out great 

and give a more earthy feel non animated animal movies. If your an adult and your looking for a nail 

biting psychological thriller your looking in a very wrong direction. But if you are looking for a classic, 

fun, adventure for all ages- I suggest you watch this. I give it an A+!!!!!!!! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack  



The Witches And The Grinnygog (1983) 
 

Based on a children's novel by the writer Dorothy Edwards, 

published in 1981 and shortlisted for that year's Whitbread Prize 

for a children's book. The story was adapted as a six-episode 

television miniseries produced by TVS in the U.K. in 1983. When 

an ancient English church is moved to a new site, one stone - a 

strange statue, the Grinnygog of the title - is found to be missing. 

Its accidental rediscovery (by a woman who, not realising its 

significance, gives it to her elderly father as a pseudo garden 

gnome) coincides with the arrival in the same town of three 

eccentric old women who seem to be looking for something lost 

or hidden many years before, and a nervous, "other-worldly" 

child. The townsfolk find themselves looking into their collective 

past but it takes a group of children to put the pieces of the puzzle 

together and make amends for an ancient injustice. The TV series 

featured Patricia Hayes as Miss Bendybones, 15-year-old Adam 

Woodyatt as Dave Firkettle, Giles Harper as Colin Sogood, Paul 

Curtis as Jimmy Firkettle and Anna Wing and was filmed in and around Titchfield and Bishop's 

Waltham, Hampshire. It was adapted by Roy Russell and directed by Diarmuid Lawrence, with music 

by James Harpham. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1983) 
 

Episode 1: Our story begins with an aerial view of a quiet English 

country village with a large church towards one corner of it (a bit 

like the vicar of Dibley). On a busy road outside the village, a truck 

is driving at some speed and does not slow down as it enters the 

quiet village. It narrowly misses some pedestrians and honks 

loudly at them for attempting to cross the road. The truck 

continues hurtling through the village. A woman (later revealed as 

Mrs. Firkettle) has just bought some groceries and is walking 

slowly up the road when the truck hurtles around the corner 

narrowly missing her as she falls onto the grass verge. She is very 

shaken at the near miss and furious that she had to drop her 

shopping including newly purchased eggs. Suddenly she notices an 

object that fell off the truck as it drove by. At first glance it looks 

like a small stone gargoyle with a smiley face and hugging arms. 

She decides she will keep it as it will teach the truck driver a 

lesson. Meanwhile at the village church the local Vicar Sogood returns home, four children (Colin 

and Nan Sogood & Essie and Dave Firkettle) are anxiously awaiting his return after he summoned 

them. The Vicar is concerned about the loss of St. Cuthberts, an old church in the marches which had 



been knocked down to make way for a new motorway. There were huge protests at the time about 

it according to the newspapers. The Church was being taken down stone by stone to be relocated 

elsewhere. The Vicar's parish is called St. Edmund's and he lives in the house attached to the 

Rectory. The Vicar is concerned that the same thing could happen to his church and no one would 

know anything about it. He is concerned that history is being lost. Back with the truck, the wagon 

has arrived at the works area and the truck is backing up slowly. A Patrick Flanagan guides the driver 

back and then goes ontop of the wagon to check the lines. As he is walking across the top of the 

canopy lying over the truck, he sees a hand moving, almost searching for something over the 

canopy. Flanagan believes they may have a tramp or stowaway on board hitching a ride and so 

orders the person out from under the canopy. No one emerges and so Flanagan goes under the 

canopy to force him/her out. A few seconds later, Flanagan emerges empty handed. No one is on 

the truck and he could so have sworn that he saw a hand. The only thing he does find is some old rag 

clothing that looks like it is hundreds of years old. At the rectory the children are keen to know what 

is on the Vicar's mind. The Vicar is definitely up to something and is about to let the children in on 

the act. The Vicar shows the children what he has been doing and he takes them into the old laundry 

house. There they find that he has been gathering all his old hoarding and relics of the past and put 

them down for everyone to see. Colin looks at a series of old books whilst David examines an 

antique train. It is during the chats that we discover the sad truth that the children's mother (Colin 

and Nan's mother) is in fact dead. The Vicar wants to recreate the life story of his parish. He wants to 

transform the old laundry into a museum for the church showing all its history. The Vicar, however is 

writing a book and the deadline is very close, hence he is really unable to help at the current time. 

He asks the children if they will put together the museum and help run it. The children seem very 

keen especially as it gives them quite a lot of responsibility. They set straight to work moving things 

away and cleaning up. Colin is given the task of translating the five diaries of a former Vicar (Canon 

Alloway) of the parish who lived 1760-1790. The books are very old and no one quite knows what 

they contain. Over at Mrs. Firkettle's house, she has returned home with her shopping. Her young 

son Jimmy Firkettle is looking at the stone statue in her shopping bag. His mum starts complaining 

that half of the eggs are already broken after the near miss with the truck. She asks Jimmy to go and 

fetch Grandad as she has something for him. Grandad likes his garden gnome and puts it in the 

rockery with the aid of some cement. Grandad and Jimmy for a moment think they can see some 

gold in it but mum disagrees and suggests he should get his reading glasses on. She leaves them 

gazing at the stone statue looking very fine in its new home. A few days later the children and the 

Vicar are listening to the radio, suddenly there is a plug for the Church museum much to the surprise 

of the kids. The radio DJ continues talking about an incident with a builder called Flanigan, a ghostly 

hand and the old clothing. The children wonder if the old clothing might have come from St. 

Cutherberts (since that is where Flanagan's truck had been). They also wonder if the clothing may be 

of use to their museum. Meanwhile as they are collecting materials, Jimmy Firkettle wanders off on 

his own and enters the church. He seems drawn to a stone font and feels behind, there he finds 

some old rags. He takes them back to the older children stating that they are from a hole in the 

church and used to belong to a witch. The children are totally confused as to what Jimmy is talking 

about and so poor Jimmy heads off home. As he leaves the museum, Flanigan turns up and offers 

the children the old clothes wrapped in some brown paper. He thinks they may be of use to the 

museum. The children then start to question him about St. Cuthberts and the ghostly hand, but as 

Colin opens up the parcel, he finds there is only soil and old bits inside the wrapping. Flanigan is 

stunned as he saw his wife (a history school teacher) wrap the parcel just an hour ago. Flanagan 



starts to get spooked and decides to leave sharpish. Back in the garden Grandad has finished the 

placing and set for his little stone statue and now he only needs a name. Jimmy thinks he sees the 

lips move on the statue and hears a name in his head and runs off. He runs to find the older children 

after he hears a voice in his head saying that Grandad's leg would soon be better. "One will come 

and ease the pain. Jimmy rushes to the church where Dave is fitting a bell to the door. It rings loudly 

as Jimmy opens the door. The children are initially pleased to see him as he has tested the door bell 

for them. However when Jimmy tells them his story, they do not believe him and he is ushered out 

and taken home by his older brother and sister. Colin and Nan, however, start to think about what 

Jimmy said. Later that night. Colin is still translating one of the books. It is dark outside and a shadow 

is seen in the grounds near the window. Colin hears something but dismisses it as a trick of the night. 

As he continues to read out aloud, he is suddenly aware of a presence and turns around to see a 

man standing behind him. The man politely introduces himself as Mr. Alabaster. Colin is worried as 

he does not understand how the man got in since the bell on the door would have sounded had he 

come through the main entrance. No windows are open so there is no real explanation.. The man 

wants to see a catalogue of his findings in the museum. Colin explains that they have only just 

started making the museum and filling it with exhibits.. The man states he is an anthropologist and 

that he has traveled far to see the collection. He is very interested in witchcraft and pre Christian 

beliefs. He asks if Colin has by chance seen a Grinnygog. Colin states that he has not and that he 

does not know what a Grinnygog is. The man says he may find out more by translating the book and 

that he would be very much interested to see what it may have to say about Grinnygogs. Mr. 

Alabaster spells the name Grinnygog for Colin and as he is writing it down he vanishes out of the 

room. Colin looks at the bell on the door but it has not been disturbed. He starts to wonder about 

the name Grinnygog. 

Episode 2: The children open the museum by placing large white sign on the side wall. The Vicar 

thinks it looks splendid and the children have done a super job especially since he had not helped at 

all. The Vicar does, though think that they need some more exhibits. Colin is spending more and 

more time reading form the little diary's and reads out loud several of the texts. In one of them he 

reads that only three guardians escaped that ghastly night of burnings. They hid away in St. 

Cuthbert's church and then disappeared, never to be seen again. Nan thinks something strange is 

going on ever since they found the diaries and started the museum. Back at the Firkettle's Jimmy is 

playing in the garden and spends most of his time talking to the little stone statue. His mother is 

becoming a little concerned about his behaviour but Grandad reassures her. Later colin and Dave 

discover the during the previous night, a woman dressed as a tramp was arrested near where St. 

Cuthbert's church used to stand. It seems she had lost something and was causing a nuisance to the 

building site owners. She would not leave until she had found it. She was thus arrested by the police 

and taken to the local police station. The children wonder whether she was looking for the old rags 

that were found by Flanagan since they looked like they belonged to a tramp. Colin and Dave decide 

to go and investigate by starting at the County Police Station where the woman was taken. On 

arriving at the police station we learn that the boys and the police sergeant are well known to each 

other since he plays cricket for the village team. He tells them that a woman was arrested after she 

said something had been stolen on the building site and that it was hers. As she would not leave she 

was taken into custody for her own safety. The boys ask the policeman if he knows any more details 

and then offer to help. They suggest they go and ask the woman about the object to find out what 

she has lost and where she last saw it. The policeman was about to release so it made no difference 



to him. They all walk down to the cells but when the door is opened they find she has vanished and 

all that remains is some large writing on the wall. It reads "Tisher and Lil, I was here, no sign of the 

Lord, we meet again at his resting place Edie". All three are confused about what the message 

means and more importantly how an old lady managed to escape from a locked police cell. The boys 

find themselves at a dead end and so go back to the church. Later, unexpectedly, Mr. Alabaster visits 

Grandad and Jimmy in back of their the garden. He asks them about the stone statue and puts two 

and two together as to where it came from. He tells them it is a Grinnygog because of the gold flecks 

in the stone. He notices Grandad limping as he walks and offers him some cream of ancient origin. 

Colin and Dave then appear in the garden. Mr. Alabaster tells them that there are very few 

Grinnygogs in the world but one is right here in the garden. As everyone looks at the statue, Mr. 

Alabaster recites some words and then vanishes. As the others turn around, there is no sign of him. 

Twice now he has done that leaving more questions that before he arrived. Mrs. Firkettle returns 

from work to say that there had been a burglary in her shop. A dummy and some clothes were taken 

including a cheap white dress with a yellow wig. There was no sign of a break in on ground floor so 

someone must have somehow come in through a skylight. The police could find no evidence of a 

break in though and strangely, all the expensive materials were ignored. Later on Mrs. Firkettle is 

cleaning the attic and the children want to know why she is doing this since she did not ask for their 

help. Mum informs them that she has let the attic to a nice lady and her daughter. Mrs. and Miss 

Emms who would be arriving soon. Grandad returns with the happy news that his leg is no longer 

giving him any problems. Mr. Alabaster's cream did the trick. Before anyone can say anything, the 

door bell goes and Mrs. Emms is present. Her daughter is being carried as she is a bit poorly. The 

daughter is referred to as Marg'ret but close up she looks like a tailor's dummy. To everyone else she 

looks like a pale young girl. Jimmy notices shop labels on her clothes but before he can say anything 

Mrs. Emms asks how the little fella is doing. Harold helps them move in. They have paid one month's 

rent in advance so Mum is pleased although she still says they have to be careful with money as they 

may be laying off people at the store. The trip to town may still be called off she tells everyone. 

Jimmy hears this and runs outside. He was looking forward to going to town. He runs over the road 

towards an old looking wooden bus shelter and starts talking to someone in the upper sections. The 

person in the roof section talks back to him and he smiles. Jimmy is told that the person in the roof 

hates the mess children seem to leave lying all over the place and she especially hates the smell of 

vinegar from fish and chips. Mum sends Essie and Dave after Jimmy as she is worried about him 

playing near the road. When the children arrive to get him Jimmy tells them he was talking to Miss 

Bendybones who lives in the roof of the bus shelter. As ever Jimmy's older brother and sister do 

believe a word he says and simply think he is making it up. Later Dave and Essie tell Colin and Nan 

what Jimmy said. Colin and Nan think it may be true though. Nan think it may because Jimmy is 

Firkettle and he may be tuning into the witches (guardians) talking. The children also think Mr. 

Alabaster knows what is going on and decide to ask him when they next see him. It is getting late 

now and Dave and Essie return home to find it empty and something not quite normal. As they 

investigate, suddenly the others all appear from hiding. Grandad has just won £50. He offers to take 

them all into town. Later that night, Colin and Nan are trying to recreate the conditions when Mr. 

Alabaster first appeared. Everything must be the same as the previous time, they think. Suddenly 

Mr. Alabaster appears at the door and enters the room. He asks if Colin has any questions as he felt 

someone was needing answers. Before Colin can ask, Mr. Alabaster asks if Colin has found any 

reference to a Grinnygog in the diaries he has been translating. That will be the key to everything 

Mr. Alabaster continues. And with that he starts to leave. Colin stops him and asks how the bell did 



not ring the last time again. Mr. Alabaster tells Colin that perhaps the bell was not there the last time 

he came or perhaps it was just magic. He then leaves and Colin hears the sound the bell ringing but 

the bell is not moving. 

Episode 3: Dave was not at all impressed with London city although the others were very happy 

especially young Jimmy. Back at the Firkettle house Dave notices that the daughter of Mrs. Ems has 

not left the attic or been seen since she arrived. Essie thinks about going to snoop upstairs but has to 

come downstairs when Grandad catches her and questions what she is up to. Later in the woods the 

boys hear a scream and go off to investigate. Just on the edge of the golf course they see an old 

woman clad in old clothes sitting in a sand pit in the middle of a clearing. The woman cannot see 

them and she is complaining bitterly about something. The boys smile and watch her from a 

distance. Suddenly a voice booms out of the air, Major Gilmour is playing golf and the woman is sat 

in a bunker near the green he is currently trying to hole. He shouts towards the woman and has a go 

at her for lighting a fire in the sand bunker. The woman says it is her business and to mind his 

although she is not belligerent in the slightest. He threatens her with the police and she tells him 

that no police cell can hold her and instead she offers him a cup of tea. As if a spell had been cast on 

him, the Major's attitude changes and both himself and his golfing partner agree to have a cup of tea 

and sit down to enjoy the day. It was like they had had a spell cast on them. The boys cannot believe 

what they are seeing and then hear the woman state that she has three cups but her friends will not 

mind if they use them. Colin and Dave realise three cups equals three guardians. Is this one of the 

guardians and has she cast a spell on the Major and his friend? After tea the men continue playing 

golf and the old woman casts another spell so that with Major's next shot the ball goes straight in 

the hole. The boys cannot believe what they have seen and when they look back at the sand bunker, 

the woman and all her belongings, fire and all have vanished. No evidence remains that she or 

anyone else had been there. Back at the parish church, the Vicar is speaking to another old lady 

about cleaning and tidying up the museum. She asks if she will get her own room as the one she is 

currently in is drafty and noisy (suggesting it is the bus shelter). She also asks if he minds her not 

having the same faith as him. He asks her what her faith is and she says it is primitive - fallen along 

the wayside, not many of them left. The Vicar says he does not mind at all. We learn that her name 

is Miss Letitia Bendybones. She will clean and tidy the church, house and more importantly the 

museum. Later on in the day Nan goes into the museum and introduces herself to Miss Bendybones 

not realising she is now being employed as the housekeeper. Miss Bendybones looks around at some 

of the museum objects and then starts to tell Nan what they were originally used for. On one object 

she picks up she says that it was not a bad spell but could have been better. It was a dwindler and 

dwiner used to help babies when they are born. Miss Bendybones does not like it at all. With 

another object she tells Nan that is is used for drawing out evil spirits. Nan says she will have to 

change the object description. Nan leaves to do the shopping. On her way through the village she 

sees Mr. Alabaster talking to everyone he meets on the streets. They all seem to know him and 

everyone is acting like they have known him for years. Nan finds this very strange but has chores to 

do. Not long after Colin and the other children continue to work on the diaries and the museum. 

Colin eventually finds the names of the three guardians, they are all the same as the new arrivals in 

the village (Mrs. Ems, Miss Bendybones and Edie Possett). The three have the task of guarding their 

sacred object, a burden from they will never be free and therefore can never die. Whilst Colin and 

Nan are reading the books, Miss Bendybones comes into vacuum but she really does not know how 

it works and makes her excuses in order to save face and leave. As she leaves the children ask how 



long she has been living in the village and then if she knows Miss EMS Miss Bendybones has been in 

the village on and off for a very long time. Miss Bendybones warns them not to ask about Miss EMS 

daughter as she died sometime ago. Her voice is a little dark and almost menacing with regards to 

the subject of Miss EMS. Back at the Firkettle's house, Jimmy comes running in and drags his brother 

and sister out into the garden. There are a lot of new flowers around the head of the Grinnygog 

which no one in the family planted and cannot work out where they came from. Later that night 

Jimmy wakes up to the sound of jungle drums and goes to look outside. Through his bedroom 

window he sees Mr. Alabaster in full ceremonial dress dancing and playing through the center of the 

village. He then sees Miss EMS who kisses his hand. At breakfast Jimmy says that Miss EMS did the 

flowers by planting the seeds. The others do not believe him though and again ignore poor Jimmy. 

Jimmy it seems is the more sensitive of the five and if only the others would listen to him, he could 

explain a lot of what was happening. Later on Nan shows Miss Bendybones how the zip works as she 

thinks it is magic. Her father then enters the room and puts on the television to watch the news. 

There on the screen in front of the three of them is Mr. Alabaster who is introduced as an 

anthropologist. He is looking at pre-Christian cultures and how they compare with those from his 

native land. Mr. Alabaster refers to a sacred object, a fetish which is an object worshipped and 

thought to have magical powers (according to the Reverend Sogood). Miss Bendybones asks Nan if 

she would write a letter for her (she informs Nan that she has no formal learning of letters and the 

kind) and to add to it some money she hands her. The letter is to say, "To right a wrong, and pay for 

Lillies waxen child." Nan asks the address and is told, to be sent to the store in the new town. Coats 

and dresses up the top. Nan looks worried. She realises what this means. 

Episode 4: Colin finds out that the author of the diaries was a former church Cannon called Alloway. 

He was rector of the church from 1760-1790 and during his time there he wrote the diaries about 

the terrible happenings, the persecution, the burnings that took place in the little village a long time 

ago. The children stop to down tools, pool all their resources and try to look at what evidence they 

have and what it all means. Back in the past the people in the village were not all of the Christian 

faith. To show their separation they wore bright green ribbands on their legs. Nan remembers that 

Miss Bendybones was wearing one similar to this when she saw her in the museum. They decide to 

test Miss Bendybones by playing some old records known to be composed about the witches 

Sabbath. As the music starts Miss Bendybones rushes in and tells them to stop it at once. She is very 

anxious about the music and calls it an evil sound and they must stop it. With a wave of her hand the 

record needle scratches across the surface and stops. Nan looks at her record and finds that it is now 

unplayable, the record is ruined. Miss Bendybones then leaves the room, happy that it cannot be 

played again. At the Firkettle's house, the children decide to do a test and a bit of snooping. Essie 

prepares some green ribbon and Dave decides to go upstairs to the attic door to see if he can get a 

glimpse of Mrs. Ems daughter. Before the Essie is ready and whilst Dave is knocking on the attic 

door, Miss EMS returns much to the surprise of Essie who tries to stall her so Dave can make his 

escape. Essie tests the green ribbon garter out which Miss EMS says it is not hers. Dave still has not 

come down and as Miss EMS starts to climb the stairs, Essie asks Mrs. EMS if it is the wrong colour. 

Mrs. EMS shows her that she wears green but not quite that colour of green by showing her 

ribbands. She then goes upstairs and Dave makes an excuse that he was wondering if she wanted 

paraffin for the heater. He quickly goes downstairs. Grandad tells Dave and Essie that the Adams and 

Firkettles were special people or at least that was what they called themselves. They kept 

themselves to themselves as people in the village long ago would be persecuted or tortured or 



worse still even burnt alive. Grandad thinks that the Grinnygog is a special spirit and has been 

handed down through the ages and only special people can see and hear it like Jimmy. Grandad 

starts to remember a song but cannot finish it until Jimmy tells him the words. All the children and 

Grandad go outside and from a ring and start to sing the song. Later that day back at the museum, 

the four children again meet to look again at the facts they have acquired. Outside the church the 

Vicar sees a young girl wrapped in old clothes sitting on the ground in the church porch. She looks 

very sad and lonely but tells the Vicar that she is waiting for her mum to come and collect her. The 

Vicar tells the girl that is she wants to, she can go to the vicarage if her mother does not turn up. The 

children decide to head back to the Firkettles and have another go and catching a glimpse of Mrs. 

Em's daughter. The boys climb out over the roof and into Mrs. EMS attic room. There they are totally 

mystified at what they find. There sitting in the chair is a a wax dummy, the same was dummy 

recently stolen from the shop where Mrs. Firkettle works. Colin and Dave accidentally breaks the 

end of one of the fingers off and so Colin puts it in his pocket. They then leave the room quickly and 

quietly. Colin and Nan go off to see Harold since he arrived with Mrs. EMS and her daughter and 

even carried the poorly girl inside the house. Harold tells the kids, that he picked them up at Marsh 

Road where the old church of St. Cuthberts used to be. They then ask him who told him to pick them 

up and he says that is was a black man. Colin and Nan realise it was Mr. Alabaster. The thanks Harold 

and quickly run off back home with their new information. It is now approaching early evening and 

the Firkettles are getting ready for tea. Grandad is sitting comfortably in his favorite chair sketching a 

girl he used to know called Daisy. He shows it to Jimmy who says it is Marg'ret. Dave and Essie take 

the drawing back to the museum to show Colin and Nan. The Vicar looks at the sketch and instantly 

recognises it as the girl in the church porch. The mystery deepens. Later in the church, Miss 

bendybones is speaking to the Vicar and the children. She tells them that Mid summer's eve is 

approaching and she must hand in her notice and leave. The vicar is very sorry to hear she has to go. 

Episode 5: An absolute tons of old and important stuff is now arriving for the museum as people in 

the village clear out their attics and cellars. The children are almost overwhelmed with so much new 

material. Colin has also reached an important point in translating the diaries, four down and only 

one more to go. The villagers do not need anything to remind them of the past now that the spirit is 

around again said Miss Bendybones to the Vicar when he told her of all the new material. The Vicar 

is unsure of what she meant by that and heads off to finish his book. Anyone recognise the church? 

Later that morning at the Firkettles, a stranger arrives at the door asking for Mrs. Ems. A young girl 

dressed in old fashioned clothes is asking for her and seems unsure as to where to look next. The 

stranger informs Mrs. Firkettle that Mrs. EMS is also looking for someone. The girl does not stay and 

refuses the invitation to go inside. Back at the church Nan says how sorry she is that Miss 

Bendybones is leaving. Miss Bendybones tells her not to be sorry as everything as worked out the 

way it was supposed to - she'll see. Nan removes some cobwebs off Miss Bendybones hair and 

wonders where they came from as the house is spotless. Nan tells Colin about hearing voices 

upstairs in the loft and the two think that Miss Bendybones has someone up there. The children go 

into the to check but find nothing. The Vicar tells them to leave it as their maybe a rat causing the 

noise. Nan still believes there were people up in the loft and thinks it was the third guardian. Jimmy 

arrives at the church and tells the children that the girl is back down in the church grounds. They all 

rush over only to find the dummy sitting on a garden bench. The finger has been fixed which is very 

strange since the children put the finger tip in a box. Suddenly Jimmy tells them all to hush as he 

hears something lovely. He walks to the door and tells them to come in but to keep quiet. As they 



enter the church door they can smell lilac or something similar. On the floor in front of the stained 

glass window the three guardians are lay. They watch the children approach and then tell them to lie 

down as it the best way to see it. The children do as they are bid and lie down on the cold stone 

floor. Miss Bendybones start to chant. "Goodness is goodness", "Peace is peace", "Our blessing is 

forever". They all hold hands and look up. There is a painting on the ceiling of four angels with pipes. 

As they all look up, the stars start to twinkle, then the sun shines brightly and they are bathed in the 

light of the picture. One by one the angels start to move and play their pipes. Everyone feels 

wonderful but then as quickly as it started it returns to normal. That was better than a hilltop says 

Miss Bendybones. The three guardians leave happy and are followed by the children except for 

Jimmy who remains on the floor of the church. As they leave the door, the three guardians are 

walking with the dummy in between which appears to be moving by itself. The third guardian, Edie 

decides to go into the village to see her old cottage and remarks that is hardly changed at all in the 

years. She is not too sure what the big metal bit on top of the roof is - the aerial. She knocks on the 

door and an old woman answers. They stare at each other for a moment and then the silver haired 

owner recognises her as Edie her long, lost relative. Elsewhere Essie is still dreaming of being an 

actress starring in a play. Dave is doing sums on a calculator. Everything appear to have fallen back 

into place, but there is still a big mystery to solve which Colin and Nan have not forgotten about. 

Edie is enjoying her visit to her old relative and even though they worship different Gods, she is 

made most welcome. Mrs. Possett (the new home owner) offers Edie a long soak in a hot bath. Later 

on, Mrs. Firkettle rushes into the front room and tells Essie and Dave that she needs some fresh air 

and goes off for a walk much to the surprise of her children. She walks out near the busy road and 

climbs over a gate. She walks deep into the woods and until she thinks she hears something. We see 

some black shoes walking in the same woods. Something spooks Mrs. Firkettle and she starts 

running through the woods. She sees nothing as she stops to look back. Suddenly she runs into 

Marg'ret who begs her to stop. The girl calls Mrs. Firkettle mistress and tells her she is lost. Mrs. 

Firkettle takes her hand and guides her out of the woods. The girls says her name is Marg'ret but 

that some people call her Daisy. As they approach the village from the top of a hill, Marg'ret starts 

getting anxious. She calls the lights in the village demons and that she cannot go into the village 

when it is full of evil lights. Marg'ret starts to recount the night they burnt the village and chased out 

supposed evil. As Mrs. Firkettle looks down on the village, she starts to see huge bonfires burning in 

the night. She starts to feel unwell and Marg'ret then starts to accuse her of being one of them, one 

of them which caused her Mum and the others to leave. She spits at Mrs. Firkettle and runs off into 

the night. Mrs. Firkettle take a moment or two to come around and then looks back down into the 

village, it appears normal and there is no evidence of any fires. She does not understand what has 

just happened but is most upset by her ordeal with Marg'ret. The Firkettle children are very worried 

when their mum finally returns home. She tries to explain to them what happened and Dave tapes 

the conversation. Mum is very upset about the event and even more upset when she realises she 

has not done the washing. The children offer to go down the launderette the very next day in order 

to help her out. The next morning Edie and Miss Possett enter the launderette. They say hello to the 

children who instantly recognise the guardian and Miss Possett their old Sunday school teacher. Edie 

starts to put plants and grass inside the washing tub and finally places a caterpillar inside before 

starting the cycle apparently with no use of money. The washing machine soon fills up with soap 

suds and much to the amazement of the other people in the shop the machine starts to change the 

plants and grass into something wonderful. Edie casts a spell and the washing machine cycle comes 

to an end. As the door is opened, a beautiful hat emerges from the washing machine covered in 



flowers and ribbon Miss Possett is overjoyed at her present from Edie. A gift to her niece from her 

Great Great Aunt to wear on Midsummer's eve. Having now done the washing, the Firkettle children 

now take the tape to Colin and Nan to listen. They realise that whilst Daisy was clutching tight on to 

Mrs. Firkettle, she was able to see the village all those years ago and the terrible happenings that 

took place there. The diary recounts the story of a Marg'ret Ems running away from the fires that 

had been built fore the evil ones. They realise she is the same girl and she is still running away after 

all this time. Colin looks to the diary for help but the diary finishes abruptly in midst sentence. 

"Tomorrow being Mid Summers Eve, the village festive" are the very last words. Nan thinks the 

Cannon possibly died writing the last words. The children are not sure what to do next until the Vicar 

arrives and tells them that Mr. Alabaster has returned. 

Episode 6: Everywhere in the village, the streets are lined with colourful ribbons and flowers. Essie 

realises that they are real growing flowers and not merely decorations. Dave believes they are all 

there for the festival whilst Essie thinks they are growing for the Grinnygog. Miss Bendybones arrives 

as this is her last day. The children are sad to see her leave but she tells Nan that they were chosen, 

chosen to set the record true and correct. Nan is still unsure what this means. Back at the Firkettle's 

house, Jimmy is out in the garden listening to the Grinnygog. He tells Jimmy (the voice in his head) 

that he must now go. Grandad also hears the voice which tells him that very few places still have 

magic but one of them is in Africa. Jimmy does not want the Grinnygog to go. Mr. Alabaster arrives 

and they ask him about the Grinnygog. He tells them he will not take the statue but that they must 

give him of their own free will and the will know what to do when the time comes. He has gifts for 

everyone which he hands out. He gives one to Grandad for looking after the statue and then one to 

Mrs. Firkettle for her part. She asks what part she played and is told that her role was to bring the 

little fella to her father as it was meant to be. The village festival has started, hundreds of villagers 

have all made their way to a field where dancing and playing is taking place. In amongst the crowd, 

Marg'ret is seen still looking for Mrs. Ems. Mr. Alabster is in the thick of it helping the fairground 

rides, dancing with Miss Possett and then appearing at Mrs. Firkettle to help her with the baking. 

Strange that he can be in so many places all at once. Mr. Alabaster then helps coach Dave and Colin 

in the boat rowing compeition. He is then seen handing out prizes to Colin and Dave for finishing 3rd 

in theboat race. He is still back at the Firkettle's house making fairy cakes with Mrs. Firkettle. There 

must be at least six clones of the man all helping out at the same time. The whole day is going 

splendid and never better fate was held in the village. When the camera pans back and the whole 

fate is seen in a single field of view, the village fate is in the shape of pentagon - a five sided star. 

Only Jimmy realises what is happening and tells the others it is magic. Meanwhile, Grandad has 

removed the Grinnygog from the concrete and has wrapped it in a Union jack flag. Jimmy returs to 

see him wrapping the stone statue and noticies that all the flowers have gone. The four children 

decide to go up to the top of a small hill to watch the fireworks display planed for later that day. 

Marg'ret is trying to cross a road nearby and the children hear a screech of tyres and then see a car 

speeding off. They find Marg'ret's hat and think she may have been hit and taken to hospital. They 

head up the hill to enjoy the display. Whilst they are making their way through the woods, Essie 

thinks she sees the girl Marg'ret but she then simply vanishes again. As they reach a clearing in the 

woods they see the three guardians (witches) and the dummy at the top of the hill. Suddenly Miss 

Possett pops up and asks Colin to be her escort as she is not one of those lot, nodding in the 

direction of the witches. She would feel much safer with Colin on her arm. The three guardians are 

holding hands and start singing. Mr. Alabaster appears in full tribal dress walking up the hill. He turns 



around and watches as Grandad and Jimmy appear carrying the Grinnygog. Grandad hands over the 

Grinnygog and the witches start to say their goodbyes. As Mrs. Ems is talking to the children, the 

wax dummy falls over and the wig falls off its head. Mrs. Ems looks down at it and then starts to 

remember. She starts to ask where her daughter is and Mr. Alabaster cries out the name Marg'ret. 

Out of the woods Marg'ret comes running straight into the arms of her mother. The two are 

reunited after hundreds of years. Soon a helicopter appears on the hill and the three witches, 

Marg'ret, Mr. Alabaster and the Grinnygog get on board and it takes off. Later in the week after all 

the excitment of the fate and the Grinnygog have subsided, the children are sitting in the museum. 

Nan has completed her diary of all the strange events that had occurred in the sleepy little village 

that Summer. Essie votes that Nan's diary should go in the museum alongside Cannon Alloway's 

diary. They all agree. Colin reads out a postcard they have received that morning stating that they 

(the three guardians and Marg'ret) were having a lovely time love from Tish, Lil and Edie. The picture 

on the front of the card is of a Grinnygog made out of wood. They decide to present it to Grandad. 

When they leave the church they see Jimmy sitting on a fence. He has a present with him from Mr. 

Alabaster. The children show him the card of a second Grinnygog. Jimmy tells them that there are 

not two, it is the same one but different. 
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The Witch's Daughter (1996) 
 

Zelda, a young woman whose husband is lost at sea, and her 12-

year-old daughter, Perdita, live off the coast of Scotland on the 

small island of Skua. The islanders believe Zelda is a witch, but her 

sister, Annie, says Zelda is just "different." Certain that her 

husband will never return, Zelda drowns herself. When lobsters, 

the islanders' main source of trade, suddenly disappear, the 

people decide that Zelda has put a curse on the sea for taking her 

husband's life. As a result, the orphaned Perdita is banned from 

school, taunted by other children, and branded by the community 

as "the witch's daughter." This was one of my favorite books while 

growing up, and I was thrilled to see that someone had filmed it. 

Like most people who see a movie after they've read the novel, I 

was disappointed in some of the discrepancies; if you have also 

read and loved the book, you'll be surprised at the complete omission of Janey, Tim's blind sister, 

and at the end of the tale, which is considerably different (and much cheerier in tone). The cast was 

well chosen, except for Perdita, who I'd always pictured as much smaller, more vulnerable and 

haunted-looking. Actress Sammy Glenn is very appealing, but seems far too robust and cheerful to 

be playing this sensitive, frightened, lonely young girl. 
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The Wiz (1978) 
 

An updated version of "The Wizard of Oz." Dorthy gets whisked 

from her neighborhood to the mystical and nightmarish Land of 

Oz. All the characters from the original are in this movie--but with 

an urban flavor. In this version of the classic story - based on the 

smash Broadway musical - Dorothy is a shy 24-year-old Harlem 

kindergarten teacher who is brought by a snowstorm to the 

mysterious Land of Oz, a sprawling, decaying, nightmarish, and 

dangerous megalopolis that resembles the physical characteristics 

of New York City. The re-telling of the tale includes various urban 

settings, extreme sadness and melancholy, and features themes of 

rising above one's background and the expectations of others. I 

just watched this for the first time, I've was expecting a true 

spectacle of "bad" cinema. I was surprised to find there is a decent 

movie here. Some people have remarked Diana Ross was too old to play Dorothy, OK, well, so was 

Judy Garland. True. There's really nothing wrong with this musical--The songs are excellent, 

performed by some great talents. The production design is spectacular (maybe a little dated, but still 

something to look at). The sets are a little nightmarish looking, true, but I liked that. I reminded me 

of "Return of Oz", a favorite of mine too. The real problem with this movie is the damn direction and 

cinematography. What were they thinking? The Munchkin scene is not only lit horribly (too dark!), 

but all the musical numbers seem like they're just comprised of master shots. Very few close ups of 

dancers, other singers, and even main characters. During the "Ease on Down the Road" number 

Lumet has us staring at Diana Ross and Michael Jackson's back from far away in the distance for two 

minutes. It felt like I was watching this movie from the cheap seats. Thus, I always felt distanced 

from the characters and situations, and just couldn't get into the movie. 
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The Wizard (1989) 
 

Warm-hearted family adventure that features the excitement and 

thrills of video game competition. Corey (13-year-old Fred Savage) 

refuses to let his emotionally disturbed younger brother Jimmy 

(9-year-old Luke Edwards) be institutionalized and the two run 

away together. They soon join forces with a resourceful girl (13-

year-old Jenny Lewis) who notices that Jimmy has a special talent: 

he is a wizard at video games and gets the high score on 

absolutely everything he plays. Evading their parents and a 

sinister bounty hunter the trio head for a climactic showdown at 

the video game championships in California. Co-starring Beau 

Bridges and Christian Slater it s an inside look at the world of 

video gamers that will have you cheering the whole way! Corey 

and Jimmy Woods are two brothers who are being separated due 

to their parents divorcing. Jimmy is a mentally unstable kid that 

has had problems ever since his sister died at a young age. One day, Corey discovers that Jimmy has 

a natural talent for playing video games. He is one of the best around, and the two journey to the 

West Coast to compete in a video game championship, but along the way, they must avoid the 

adults, who are trying to take Jimmy away. This is the story of a young boy named Jimmy Woods 

who has suffered from a serious mental disorder ever since his twin sister died in a young age. One 

day, Jimmy discovers he has a natural talent for playing lots of video games. Jimmy and his two 

friends run away from home and hitch cross country in Los Angeles to compete in the ultimate video 

game championship. THE WIZARD is a sentimental favorite for anyone who raced home after school 

to turn on their gray and black Nintendo Entertainment Systems. For this set, born in the late '70s 

and early '80s, the excitement in the air was palpable when previews for the film appeared on TV. It 

not only combined our two favorite entertainment vehicles -- Nintendo and movies -- but also 

provided a thrilling sneak preview of the year's most anticipated game, Super Mario Bros. 3. NES 

geeks (of course they weren't geeks back then... Nintendo was cool) thought they'd died and gone to 

eight-bit heaven. When we finally got mom and dad to take us to the theater or pick up the video, 

THE WIZARD was every bit as good as we'd hoped. Critics almost universally panned it as a 90-

minute Nintendo commercial, but young viewers were enthralled. (Besides... a 90-minute Nintendo 

commercial wasn't exactly an awful thing!). The film combined very human storytelling with hardy 

laughs and wide-eyed exhilaration. It gave us playground catchphrases (Lucas with "I love the Power 

Glove. It's so bad" and Jimmy with "Calli-forn-ya... Calli-forn-ya!") Sure the highlight was all the cool 

video game-related stuff, but video games were a big part of our lives, one that our parents just 

didn't understand. The people who made this movie, whatever their intentions, did. Most 8- or 9- or 

10-year-olds who caught THE WIZARD upon release would give it two big thumbs up, if not the Oscar 

for Best Picture of All-Time. Of course we're not eight or nine or ten anymore, and THE WIZARD, in 

hindsight, is not actually a cinematic masterpiece. But nor is it the sort of mindless junk that stuffy 

critics would have us believe. The film is actually a sweet, harmless cross-country adventure. It has 

laughs (who could forget Haley's scream of "He touched my breast!" to ward off the hapless 

Putnam?) and emotion (Jimmy's reflections of his late sister are undeniably heartbreaking). And the 

video game competition finale holds up surprisingly well even with the novelty of the Super Mario 



Bros. 3 footage long worn off. Beyond that, THE WIZARD carries deeper meanings that children can 

pick up on. Jimmy, the autistic video game prodigy, demonstrates that all of us, regardless of our 

limitations, possess marvelous gifts. Putnam, the cold-hearted family services worker trying to take 

Jimmy away, helps illustrate that families are what matter. And the villainous Lucas is an example of 

how we should treat our enemies: with dignity and by letting our actions speak louder than our 

words, as Jimmy does. Okay, it's not exactly Nietzsche, but it's not total fluff, either. THE WIZARD is 

not the greatest movie of all-time. It's probably not even a great movie. But it is a special period 

piece, a reminder of a simpler time when our only worry in the world was passing math and 

knocking off goombas. It will forever hold a special place in the hearts of many. 
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The Wizard Of Loneliness (1988) 
 

Sometimes needing someone is the bravest thing you can do. I 

have been searching for this movie for years after seeing it on late 

night television in the early 90's, with no luck. After learning it 

only received 84 votes on IMDb, I realized why... no one has seen 

the damn thing! So, I feel it is my duty to recommend this unique 

and unforgettable film to anyone who may stumble across it in 

the wasteland that is cable or the dusty old drama section of 

mom and pop video stores. If only I could remember more about 

it! Certain scenes have stayed with me for years, while others 

have unfortunately faded with the passage of time. I remember 

young Wendall (12-year-old Lukas Haas) and his horror at 

discovering his beloved pet rabbit has eaten her young, as well as 

his relationship with a deranged stranger who may or may not be 

his father. Along, with a few other scenes, these are the only 

things I can remember specifically about the movie. Regardless, I 

stand by my original statement that this is quite a memorable 

film. What I have not forgotten, nor am I likely to, is the heart 

wrenching tone of the movie. The acting is excellent, and Haas especially is mesmerizing. You feel 

very strongly for these characters, which makes the films bleak atmosphere even more involving. I 

saw this movie once, more than ten years ago, and even then it was edited for television. Still, it has 

stuck with me, and if that isn't a sign of great film-making, I don't know what is. I give it an eight, 

simply because I cannot remember it in it's entirety, preventing me from giving it a 10, which I 

suspect it deserves. If anyone finds it, please give it a try and let me know what you think. I would 

love to know if this film really is as remarkable as I remember it to be. 
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The Wizard Of Oz (1939) 
 

In this charming film based on the popular L. Frank Baum stories, 

Dorothy (17-year-old Judy Garland) and her dog Toto are caught in 

a tornado's path and somehow end up in the land of Oz. Here she 

meets some memorable friends and foes in her journey to meet 

the Wizard of Oz who everyone says can help her return home 

and possibly grant her new friends their goals of a brain, heart and 

courage. Dorothy lives on a farm in Kansas until a cyclone arrives, 

and picks her, her house, and her dog up and deposits them in the 

land of Oz. Things in Oz are strange and beautiful, but Dorothy just 

wants to get back home. She's helped by the Good Witch of the 

North, but she's also in trouble with the Wicked Witch of the 

West, who seeks revenge for the death of her sister; the Wicked 

Witch of the East, for which she blames Dorothy. When a nasty 

neighbor tries to have her dog put to sleep, Dorothy takes her dog 

Toto, to run away. A cyclone appears and carries her to the magical land of Oz. Wishing to return, 

she begins to travel to the Emerald City where a great wizard lives. On her way she meets a 

Scarecrow who needs a brain, a Tin Man who wants a heart, and a Cowardly Lion who desperately 

needs courage. They all hope the Wizard of Oz will help them, before the Wicked Witch of the West 

catches up with them. I have a theory that this movie has probably been seen by more people than 

any other movie. The fact that it comes to us as children is probably the reason why. Other films like 

'Gone With the Wind', 'Citizen Kane', 'The Godfather', 'Star Wars', have been seen by a lot of people 

but in each case I can imagine people that might not have seen them. In the case of 'The Wizard of 

Oz' it's hard to imagine anyone who might not have seen it at some point in their lives. Almost 

everyone you talk to has a memory of their first experience. The reason this movie remains the most 

beloved of Hollywood films even after six decades is because 'The Wizard of Oz' is unique among 

motion pictures in that it mirrors our longings and imaginations as children. The movie, in front of 

and behind the scenes, has become movie folklore. We love the legends about the rotating 

directors, from George Cukor to King Vidor to Victor Fleming. We know the legend of Buddy Ebsen 

who had to drop out due to an allergic reaction to the Tin Man makeup and Margaret Hamilton 

whose dress caught fire and nearly had her face burned off because of the copper-based make-up. 

We love stories about the problems on the set between personal feuds, sweltering costumes, 

partying munchkins and the costume designer who had to keep up with Judy Garland's developing 

bust line. There's even a spurious legend of a ghost on the set. All of these elements make 'The 

Wizard of Oz' a much bigger legend than it already it, but that's okay because this is the one movie 

that deserves to be over-hyped. It occupies such a large part of our memories that we want to make 

it more than it is, to just have one more reason to make it more than a movie, we want it to be a life 

experience. That experience is brought to us because we are intimately familiar with its story 

elements. The dreams that Dorothy sings about and the adventure that follows seem to mirror our 

yearnings as children. She imagines a bigger place where her problems don't linger and she is free to 

explore them. She imagines a place where there isn't any trouble and people actually listen to what 

she has to say. She sees the rainbow as her golden gate to a better place because in her drab Kansas 

world, the rainbow is the only source of color that she knows. She dreams of a bigger place and 



imagines a world where troubles melt like lemondrops. We can relate. How many of us as kids sat in 

our room or in our yards and played, imagining a place to go and characters to interact with, a 

colorful world bigger than our small, confined worlds. Oz is meant to represent the colorful palette 

of our imagination but for Dorothy it is also a place where she does some growing up. The three 

friends that she meets along the way, The Scarecrow, The Tin Man and The Lion are emblematic of 

the lessons of bravery, love and devotion and the ability to think for ourselves. The Wicked Witch of 

the West certainly represents the real dangers along the way. For Dorothy there is a matronly figure, 

Glinda the Good Witch who intends for Dorothy to discover for herself how to solve her problems, 

she knows that Dorothy must grow up along the way. In a way, she seems to represent the parent 

that Dorothy doesn't have back in Kansas. Her aunt and uncle love her but this was a movie made 

during the depression and we imagine the climate that they live in, where work means keeping the 

farm. No work = no farm = no home. For 1939, Dorothy was the perfect character for young girls. 

She echoes many of the small town country girls who, in the midst of the depression, packed their 

suitcases and ran to Hollywood seeking fame and fortune in the movies. For them this film is a 

cautionary tale that they'd be better off if they just stayed home. Judy Garland was perfect in the 

role, 17 at the time, but with wide-eyes and a beautiful, open face she carries that sense of 

wonderment of a child. Like most of us as children, her only true companion is a dog named Toto 

and the most frightening moment in the film is when she is nearly robbed of her best friend. When 

she sings 'Over the Rainbow' we know that it's to escape an unhappy childhood (she has apparently 

lost her parents) and for Garland we identify. She began in show business as a kiddie act with her 

sisters and began her long movie career when she was only 13. She was already a familiar face from 

'Love Finds Andy Hardy' and by the time of 'Oz' she was already under contract to MGM. That she 

was familiar to audiences helped her in the role. That familiarity works well with her ability to 

project the vulnerability and melancholy that the character has to have. We have to believe that she 

will become frightened and that her life will be in danger because if she doesn't that we sense that 

the character can work her way out of the situation herself and our interest wanes. If movies are a 

time capsule than 'The Wizard of Oz' wonderfully captures a brief moment of happiness in Garland's 

life. We know of her problems with studio execs that put her through an exhausting schedule and 

used drugs to get her going in the morning then put her to sleep at night. We know the legends of 

her mental and physical problems that dogged her most of her life but 'The Wizard of Oz' sees her at 

a moment in her life when it all seemed perfect, just as her star was rising and before her problems 

really began. There's poignancy in that, and that's why I think that the casting of Shirley Temple in 

the role would have been a mistake. By 1939, Temple was the biggest star in the world her presence 

in the film would have been too much, she would have stood out and we would only seen Shirley 

Temple, not Dorothy Gale. Garland's presence allows the story a certain credibility. I have tried to 

imagine that famous dance down the Yellow Brick Road with a 4 foot child and it just doesn't fit. If 

Garland gives the film its center than I think the production design, awe-inspiring in 1939, is the 

perfect backdrop. In these early musicals filmed on a soundstage it isn't hard to spot where the 

soundstage ends. Some have seen that as a flaw but I think it adds to the dreamlike quality of the 

film. The matte paintings behind the sets add to the storybook quality. The fact that we're in a 

dream makes it okay that the special effects look a little hasty. That was the genius of the 

screenplay, that and to establish the Oz characters as characters that Dorothy meets in Kansas. In 

our dreams we often see people and events that have recently occurred in our lives, but this is the 

first time I've ever seen it expressed in a movie. In particular is the notion that Professor Marvel 

keeps showing up as various characters in the dream. What generosity the filmmakers had. What 



ingenuity to create this entire world that is colorful and beautiful and scary. What depth of character 

they created. What messages they send. This is a movie constructed with loving care. We're told that 

those who worked on the film just thought of this as just another movie, but when I watch the film I 

find that hard to believe. Certainly from the screenwriters. I wonder if they saw how brilliantly they 

were tapping our frustrations and our excitement, our dreams, our need and our sense of 

wonderment. I wonder if they knew the impact of what they were working on, that the lovely 

sentiments that they created would still resonate 60 years later. I wonder if they knew that their 

heart's desires weren't that far from our own. 
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The Woodsman (2004) 
 

After twelve years in prison, Walter arrives in an unnamed city, 

moves into a small apartment across the street from an 

elementary school, gets a job at a lumberyard, and mostly keeps 

to himself. A quiet, guarded man, Walter finds unexpected solace 

from Vickie, a tough-talking woman who promises not to judge 

him for his history. But Walter cannot escape his past. A convicted 

sex offender, Walter is warily eyed by his brother-in-law, shunned 

by his sister, lives in fear of being discovered at work, and is 

hounded by a suspicious local police officer, Detective Lucas. After 

befriending a young girl in a neighborhood park, Walter must also 

grapple with the terrible prospect of his own reawakened 

demons. After twelve years in prison, the child molester Walter 

(Kevin Bacon) is released in probation. He starts a new life, getting 

a small and simple apartment near a school, and a job in a 

lumberyard. The tormented Walter tries to be and act normal, 

haunted by his past demons and having sessions with a shrink, while the snoopy gossip colleague 

Mary-Kay (Eve) investigates his life. He has an affair with another suffered colleague, Vicky (Kyra 

Sedgwick), while is also stalked by a suspicious detective, Sgt. Lucas (Mos Def). An intelligent and 

thought-provoking film that never flinches from it's subject matter, and includes a superb 

performance from it's leading man. Kassell's film manages to steer clear of didacticism and lays the 

misunderstandings and prejudices about, and ignorance of, paedophilia open for the audience to 

interpret in their own way. The protagonist is neither a sympathetic hero or a villain, but during the 

course of the film he wavers between the two leaving the audience both supportive and sickened. 

This amalgam of conflicting emotions makes 'The Woodsman' essential viewing for a rational, adult 

audience. I only wonder how an audience would react to a paedophile played by an unknown actor 

without Bacon's profile, as I suspect many people would find it harder to accept without his 

charisma or celebrity attached to the film. 
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The World Is Not Enough (1999) 
 

James Bond is back. An oil tycoon is murdered in MI6 and Bond is 

sent to protect his daughter. Renard, who has a bullet lodged in 

his brain from a previous agent, is secretly planning the 

destruction of a pipeline. Bond gains a hand from a research 

scientist, Dr. Christmas Jones who witnesses the action which 

happens when Bond meets up with Renard, but Bond becomes 

suspicious about Elektra King, especially when Bond's boss, M 

goes missing. Bond must work quickly to prevent Renard from 

destroying Europe. Well it's Bond! He's back again for a 19th 

instalment of the same usual set of gags, gadgets, girls and guns! 

Can the world not get enough of this already? Not that anyone 

really needs to know the story for a Bond film as it's usually just 

an excuse for lots of action! But you might end up enjoying it 

more if you knew what was going on. So for all it's worth, here 

you go. Bond races out to protect Elektra King (Marceau, playing a very different kind of Bond girl!), 

the daughter of a recently assassinated oil tycoon. She's under threat as she tries to complete a set 

of pipelines, so she's obviously going to need some protection (NO, not that type of protection!). The 

threat comes from Renard (Carlyle) who plays a unique villain who can't feel any pain after having a 

bullet lodged in his brain. As Bond gets closer to catching him a few truths are revealed! We quickly 

discover that things aren't going to be as easy as they look! But then again it's a Bond film so they 

never are! Along the way Bond teams up with nuclear physicist Christmas (Richards) Jones (what a 

name!) who manages to help him diffuse bombs! Very handy as together they end up having to stop 

Renard from blowing half the world up! The film starts off with one of the longest opening pre-

credits sequences for a Bond film! It's also one of the best which begins with an out of the ordinary 

escape from a building, includes a thrilling boat chase around London and ends with an obvious 

explosion! It's nice to see the return of some characters. Judi Dench as 'M', Desmond Llewelyn as 

gadget master 'Q' and especially Robbie Coltrane reprising his same role from 'Goldeneye' as ex-KGB 

agent 'Valentin'. John Cleese as 'R' (Q's replacement in the gadget department!) tries his best by 

adding some extra humour to Bond but doesn't quite get there. The film shows Bond at his best! 

Brosnan really is on top form as one of the best Bonds! There's also enough action, stunts and big 

bangs that light up the screen! Also lighting up the screen are the Bond girls who are now strong, 

sexy and intelligent rather than silly and stupid. It's a better change, as we now don't always have 

bimbos who are always in danger and in need of help! The only downside about the film would have 

to be that it's just the same old formula all over again. Something's wrong, bring in Bond, add in 

nasty villain, mix a few explosions here and there and in the end Bond saves the day and gets the 

girl! So you can see that the film is quite predictable from start to finish but nevertheless it's a 

formula that works! 'The World Is Not Enough' does have all the usual that you'd expect (right down 

to the Martini's, cars and bad one liners!) but just about everything has been cranked up to churn 

out something good from the old formula! It's smart and stylish just as James Bond should be and in 

the end it's really very good! 
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The World's Fastest Indian (2005) 
 

The life story of New Zealander Burt Munro, who spent years 

building a 1920 Indian motorcycle -- a bike which helped him set 

the land-speed world record at Utah's Bonneville Salt Flats in 

1967. I was lucky enough to see this film on a Qantas flight from 

LA to Melbourne early in December. My expectation was a low 

budget, low brow, attempt at making a motorsport film. I was 

truly blown away by what I saw. Anthony Hopkins deserves an 

Academy Award for the understated performance of Bert Munro. 

Always polite, and always focused Bert's dream get embedded in 

your heart and becomes your dream as well. The journey becomes 

the story with the characters he meets along the way getting 

obsessed with his vision as well. The scenes at The Bonneville Salt 

Flats are stunning and picturesque. I was left with a smile I 

couldn't get off my face and a tear in my eye. A simple film with a simple premise becomes my "Best 

Of" pick for 2005. With 13-year-old Aaron Murphy. 
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The Worst Witch (1986) 
 

Mildred is one of the young girls at a prestigious witch academy. 

She can't seem to do anything right and is picked on by classmates 

and teachers. The headmistress of the school, Miss Cackle, has an 

evil twin sister (Agatha) who plans to destroy the school. Can 

Mildred foil the plan before the Grand Wizard (Tim Curry) comes 

to the Academy for the Halloween celebration you'll never 

forget?!! In my opinion, any film where Tim Curry sings is a 

delight. Although I am not a fan of a lot of the horror Mr. Curry 

has created, he is perfect in the Worst Witch. Seeing this for the 

first time at the age of eight back on the Disney Channel in 1986, I 

was blown away with the story and the actors in the movie. Balk, 

only a child at the time was a wonderful actress before she hit the 

big screens. She would later go on to do the sequel to the Wizard 

of Oz as Dorothy. A lot of the cast members in this movie went on to do other notable movies 

including The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe. Overall, a perfect Halloween movie for girls and 

boys. It's funny that Harry Potter has a lot of similar tones and scenes that are equal to the Worst 

Witch. 
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The X Files: I Want To Believe (2008) 
 

Fox Mulder and Dana Scully both worked at the FBI as partners, a 

bond between them that led to their becoming lovers. But now 

they're out of the FBI and have gone their separate ways. Scully 

works as a staff physician at a Catholic hospital. Her focus these 

days is on a young boy with an incurable brain disease. 

Administration wants to give up on him. Scully, who feels a special 

bond with the boy, does not. Meanwhile, Mulder's focus is on 

clipping newspaper articles about the paranormal and throwing 

pencils into his ceiling. Scully and Mulder are brought together 

again when a special case requires Mulder's expertise, and Scully 

is prevailed upon to find him. The case involves a pedophile priest 

who claims he is having psychic visions regarding the 

whereabouts of a missing FBI agent. I just saw X-Files: I Want to 

Believe. There are too many other people beginning their reviews with "I Wanted to Believe It 

Would Have Been a Decent Film", for me to do the same. However, that is how I, like many others, 

felt tonight. There was laughter during the serious scenes, and no laughter during the briefly "comic" 

moments. Not a good sign when the audience is tittering during moments of anger or tears between 

the main actors. After it was over, I wanted to buy Chris Carter a beer, sit down with him, slap him in 

the head and say "Chris... what happened?" Chris wrote some great episodes, but as the series 

ended it got weaker and weaker. This movie plays like a subpar episode from one of their weaker 

seasons. It's as if Carter had proved the old cliché that a writer only has so many stories in them, and 

when they're gone, they're gone. I don't want to believe that, but it's hard to dispute it in this case. 

Duchovny and Anderson are first-rate, as always; they are the only reason people would watch this 

movie; no-one else could say these lines and hold interest. Watch this movie only if you want to see 

them as their characters, and discard any need for coherency or plot, let alone logic; because you 

won't find it. POSSIBLE SPOILERS (NOT THAT IT MATTERS): The main villain in this movie is a 50-year-

old Russian delivery man, who outruns the younger Mulder, outwits him, is played as if he's the 

unstoppable Alien throughout the series, when he is really only a... 50-year-old Russian guy with no 

special powers. Then, at the very end, after getting away after every gruesome crime, he gets 

whacked in the noggin with a wrench from a woman and goes down. End of villain. The movie ends 

shortly thereafter. The "hero" of the movie is a retired pedophile priest. Making this schmoe a 

"pedophile" just to make him unpalatable, was unnecessary, and insensitive to those who have 

actually been molested as children. It was a very cheap and easy way to make the guy disturbing to 

audiences, and Carter is smarter than to use such a cheap device. SPOILER ALERT: (again, not that it 

matters): The entire plot, as ludicrous as it sounds, boils down to this: A 50-year-old gay Russian 

dude who is part of an illegal organ-snatching ring wants to save his gay partner by stealing body 

parts; when that fails, he plans to have his head grafted onto a woman's body. That's it. I kid you not. 

When you see the movie, you will see this is exactly the plot. You will also want to join me in 

slapping Chris Carter in the head. After all this time, this is the best he can come up with? It is a cross 

between a Russian Dr. Frankenstein movie and Hairspray. MOST LUDICROUS MOMENT AWARD: 

Again, the shame here is on Carter, not Duchovny. He actually has Mulder go into a room full of the 

people he knows have been abducting and cutting up women for body parts, armed with... a 



wrench. That's right, a wrench. He staggers around (he has a head injury) saying "Stop! Just Stop 

what you're doing! Do any of you speak English??" Then a 70-year-old Russian doc hits him with a 

hypo gun, knocking him out. This is the guy who went toe to toe with unstoppable morphing aliens 

in the series. Now he's dumb enough to get hypo'd by a guy on social security. Everything after this 

point was pure farce, and you feel insulted that you were expected to take any of it seriously. The 

plot holes are too giant to describe. Save that for a guy that used to live on the cell phone, it doesn't 

occur to Mulder to use his phone when he finds out where the bad guys are. Oh yeah, he does, but 

his car gets rammed so he drops it. Then, when he wakes up hours later in his car, he still has his 

phone, but doesn't use it. But wait, Skinner arrives anyway! And he has some of the dumbest lines in 

the movie as he and Skully try to find Mulder randomly in the dark! OK, I give up... there's no 

describing it. The Truth Is Out There, and it is this: Any member of the audience tonight that was 

laughing during this movie could have sat down, and in two weeks, written a treatment that would 

have turned into a better movie than what Chris Carter and Spotnitz wrote. If you are a fan, you will 

leave the theater with the same feeling; and you will be correct. Yep, this...thing with two heads was 

written by two heads. Which is probably why you will see two-headed things in this movie. As for 

myself, I Don't Want to Believe. I Don't Want to Believe that Carter would write something this bad, 

and this insulting to not only the die-hard X-Files fans, but for Duchovny and Anderson to perform. I 

can't end without saying something directly to Carter, though I know he won't ever read it: Come on, 

Chris. You know you could have written a better and more compelling (and more coherent) script 

than this. You should have vetted it, found out how bad it was, scrapped it, and started from scratch 

with a new script with higher stakes and more meaning for your audience. Your audience deserved 

better, and your legacy deserves better. 
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The X-Files: The Movie (1998) 
 

Two people from two worlds. FBI Agent Fox Mulder, a believer. 

FBI Agent Dana Scully, a Skeptic. Together they must solve the 

mysteries such as who, or what destroyed a Federal Building in 

Dallas, what killed 4 firemen and a child supposedly killed in the 

blast and more, but these mysteries were not placed by some 

insane terrorist, these were placed by our very own Government. 

After The X Files is closed, Mulder and Scully now do the "down to 

earth work." They are assigned to find a bomb in a building. After 

the bomb destroys the building, Mulder soon learns that the 

destruction of the building was the work of the government. After 

five years of chasing paranormal activity, the X-Files are closed by 

the government. FBI Agent Fox "Spooky" Mulder and his skeptical 

partner, Dana Scully, are reassigned to more mundane duties, 

such as bomb detail. Even so, Mulder gets more and more 

information confirming his suspicions about alien activity on Earth and a secret, international cabal 

of men protecting that confidential information. An outbreak of metamorphic alien activity in Texas 

provides the clues for the agents. Thirty-seven thousand years ago, a deadly secret was buried in a 

cave in Texas. Now the secret has been unleashed. And its discovery may mean the end of all 

humanity. When a terrorist bomb destroys a building in Dallas, Texas, FBI Agents Fox Mulder (David 

Duchovny) and Dana Scully (Gillian Anderson) are drawn into a dangerous conspiracy surpassing 

anything they've ever encountered. With the dubious assistance of a paranoid doctor (Martin 

Landau), Mulder and Scully risk their careers and their lives to hunt down a deadly virus which may 

be extraterrestrial in origin - and could destroy all life on earth. Their pursuit of the truth pits them 

against the mysterious Syndicate, powerful men who will stop at nothing to keep their secrets safe, 

leading the agents from a cave in Texas, to the halls of the FBI, and finally to a secret installation in 

Antarctica which holds the greatest secret of all. Well-paced and well-crafted, "The X-Files" is a 

surprisingly good movie that does not try to get cute and go away from the things that made the 

series such a national phenomenon. David Duchovny and Gillian Anderson seem out of place 

working with bomb squads and doing other mundane duties after their department is shut down by 

the government. However the two feel that something really major is up which involves alien 

colonization on Earth and a vast government cover-up that goes through the highest places in the 

U.S. political realm. A good screenplay and solid direction make "The X-Files" a first-rate film from a 

very good cinematic year. 4 stars out of 5. 
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The Year My Voice Broke (1987) 
 

During the year 1962, a young prepubescent boy (18-year-old 

Noah Taylor) in rural Austrailia watches painfully as his best friend 

and first love, an older girl, blossoms into womanhood and falls 

for a thuggish rugby player, setting off a chain of events that 

irreversibly changes the lives of everyone involved. Australia 

seems to have an incredible knack for turning out beautiful films 

about real life situations fraught with meaning and mystery. This 

one is no exception. Like the Peter Weir classic 'Picnic at Hanging 

Rock', the landscape seems to come alive on the screen, and the 

sense of Australia's isolation does as well. What I especially liked is 

that many of us (myself included) can empathize with Danny, but 

he's not perfect. The film really gets across the pain of falling for 

someone that you can never have. Trevor also embodies the kinds 

of guys that inexplicably attract strong-willed women like Freya. 

Despite the fact that one might not like his character, he's shown 

to have genuine feelings for Freya, and to be somewhat understanding of Danny. The major strength 

of the film is that the characters are fully fleshed out, with their own virtues and vices. Instead of 

watching the cruddy teen movies that Hollywood churns out nowadays, give this one a try. 
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The Year Of Getting To Know Us (2008) 
 

Christopher Rocket is a man devoted to his work but unable to 

commit to his girlfriend Anne or anything else in his personal life. 

He returns to his hometown after his estranged father Tom 

Rocket suffers a stroke. Jane Rocket, his mother, is a central figure 

in his dysfunctional past. I saw this at Sundance earlier in the year. 

I didn't know anything about it going into the festival and it blew 

me away. Sharon Stone was terrific. I'm not a huge fan of hers, 

but the scenes of her and her son when he was a boy (15-year-old 

Chase Ellison) were terrific. Tom Arnold was also great as her car 

sales/womanizing husband. Jimmy Fallon was oddly serious 

throughout the film. I was hoping he'd crack a jock every once in a 

while, but he was supposed to play is straight and he was good. 

Lucy Liu was also good as his girlfriend. The movie was a 

thoughtful/funny meditation on the father/son/family 

dynamic...of loss, love and regrets. Surprisingly good film. 
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The Young Black Stallion (2003) 
 

A prequel to the 1979 classic The Black Stallion--a family drama 

that presents the horse's adventures with a young girl named 

Neera, who has been separated from her father in Arabia by 

WWII. Left alone in the desert, she befriends the wild colt whom 

she names Shetan. Once reunited with her father, however, Neera 

remains haunted by the images of the lost horse in the desert--

one of a few stallions of legend, rumored to be born of the sands, 

sired by the night sky, drinkers of the wind. OK, I have been a huge 

fan of the Black for a long time and was DISGUSTED after seeing 

this film. Let's name the problems...First this film has much of the 

same crew that the first two had. It has also been called the 

PREQUEL to the original Black Stallion. Why is it that they can't get 

Shetan's dam's name correct or her color?? In The Black Stallion 

Returns, we learn the Sagr was the Black's CHESTNUT mother and 

in this film she is a gray mare name Jenny?!?!?!?!? WTF? And it's set in Africa in 1946 and 1947...I 

could be wrong but the first one was set in the 1940's as well when the ship wrecks. Time line 

doesn't sound quite right to me. Also, as a goof, there is a friesian in the beginning of the movie that 

is supposed to be Shetan's father...upon further notice it appears to be a gelding. Ben Ishaak is the 

only character that remained to even make this film appear to be related to the previous two in any 

way. Might be a cute family film to some but it's my biggest movie disappointment of the year. With 

Patrick Elyas. 
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The Young In Heart (1938) 
 

The Carletons make a living as card sharps and finding new 

suckers to mooch off of. When their latest scam backfires, they 

are asked to leave Monte Carlo. At the train station, they meet a 

kind old woman named Miss Fortune. The elderly lady is very 

wealthy and very lonely. As a reward for saving her life after the 

train derails, Miss Fortune invites the Carletons to come live with 

her. The family hopes that by winning her affection, they can 

eventually be named sole beneficiaries in her will. But will a 

change of heart soften their mercenary feelings before that time 

comes? Actor Thomas Higgins has taken on the persona of one of 

his well-to-do stage characters, ex-Bengal Lancer Colonel Anthony 

'Sahib' Carleton. His family has too followed and are now known 

as the Carletons. They are doing this in an effort to live off the rich 

and wealthy who are willing to flaunt their riches on the Carletons. 

On the train to London from the French Riviera from where they 

were thrown out by the local authorities for their grifting ways, 

the Carletons meet Ellen Fortune, a lonely elderly woman who has 

recently come into a fortune. Miss Fortune invites the Carletons to 

stay with her. The Carleton's daughter, George-Anne, sees this 

situation as the permanent answer to their life: they lead a 

straight life with Miss Fortune, including getting jobs, in the 

probability that she will deed her entire estate to them. In their 

time with Miss Fortune, the elderly woman may have more of an effect on the Carletons than the 

other way around. What a delightful treat this little movie turned out to be! Not daffy enough to be 

considered a screwball yet too amusing to be regarded as anything but a comedy, "The Young In 

Heart" (1938) shows us what happens when an entire nuclear family of con artists finally gains a 

conscience, while living with a sweet, rich old lady who they are trying to bilk. And what a bunch of 

performers have been collected to portray that family! Roland "Topper" Young (in heart) plays the 

father, Sahib; everyone's favorite twittery witch, Billie Burke, is the mom; Douglas Fairbanks Jr. is the 

son; and Janet Gaynor, here in her last role before her comeback 20 years later (in "Bernardine"), 

plays the daughter. All give delicious comedic performances, and are ably abetted by former stage 

actress Minnie Dupree, excellent and understated as the little old lady, and Paulette Goddard, who 

Dougy is trying to woo. This is a David Selznick picture--it came between the previous year's "A Star 

Is Born" and the following year's "GWTW"--and is yet another class production for the legendary 

showman. But the real operative word for this film is "charm," which it exudes more than any other 

single ingredient. And my goodness, just how pretty is Janet Gaynor here, right before her 

retirement? Well, she makes even the yummy-looking Paulette Goddard look second best, and that 

should tell you something! Anyway, all in all, this picture is a real joy, and the crisp-looking DVD 

offered here only adds to the pleasure. 
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The Young Person's Guide To Becoming A Rock Star (1998) 
 

A satirical take on the music world written by BAFTA award-

winner Bryan Elsley (The Crow Road, My Guide to Becoming a 

Rock Star), centered around a young Glasgow band - Jocks Wa Hey 

- as they struggle to find success. The unlikely chart-toppers who 

go to form Jocks Wa Hey are Jez, the cocky lead singer played by 

Ciaran McMenamin (Titanic Town, David Copperfield); his best pal 

Psycho, the unkempt, scuzzy little bass player played by Duncan 

Marwick (Titanic Town); Wullie 'The Bigot' MacBoyne, 

psychopathic drummer played by Stephen McCole (Rushmore, 

Band of Brothers); the hard-hitting, ballsy lead guitarist Joe 

Nardone played by Nicola Stapleton (EastEnders); and Fiona, DSS 

Officer by day and Queen of Electronica by night, played by 

Simone Lahbib (Thief Takers, Bad Girls). The series also includes 

cameo appearances from celebrities from the worlds of music and 

television, including Noel Gallagher from Oasis, Chrissie Hynde, 

Jamiroquai's Jay Kay, Denise Van Outen, Sara Cox and Samantha 

Fox. 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (1998) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 

Episode 5. 

Episode 6. 
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The Young Visiters (2003) 
 

Alfred Salteena is a slightly bumbling gentleman who meets a 

young lady on a train and invites her to his home in London. She 

comes to see society and meet young men and bothers him to go 

out and meet important people. They travel to see Lord Bernard 

where Alfred realises that he is not "high society" enough to win 

the beautiful social climber Ethel. Bernard offers to send him to a 

training school to help gentlemen "improve themselves", while he 

"entertains" Ethel at his home. Alfred Salteena is a middle-aged 

ironmonger in Victorian England, prosperous but unmarried and 

lonely. Commuting home one day by train, he meets Ethel 

Monticue, a young woman with whom he instantly falls in love. 

Ethel is fascinated by high society and longs to mix with the 

aristocracy. In order to impress her, Alfred writes to his old friend 

Lord Bernard Clark, and manages to get them an invitation to 

Bernard's stately home in the country. Bernard is a lonely middle-aged bachelor like Alfred (but of 

much higher social standing) and the ambitious Ethel instantly sets her cap at him. Under the hostile 

glare of Bernard's servants, the gauche, clumsy Alfred makes every possible gaffe in etiquette, 

turning up to breakfast in his dressing gown and not knowing which cutlery to use on lobster. Before 

he can ask Ethel for her hand, Alfred feels he needs to brush up his manners. Bernard puts him in 

touch with the Earl of Clincham, a drunken, impecunious aristocrat who runs a training-school for 

gentlemen and can procure him an introduction to the Prince of Wales. Alfred sets off for London to 

submit himself to the school's boot-camp-style discipline, oblivious to Bernard's burgeoning 

attraction to Ethel, and Ethel's burning desire to be a duchess. I came to this sideways from the 

original novella, which was an absolute hoot. The film was a wonderful adaptation, pulling dialog 

directly from little Daisy's masterwork and adding to it in the same flavor. At once absurd and 

moving, it's the slightly wobbly story of an ordinary man who aspires to a higher station and the 

pretty girl desperate to hobnob among the nobility herself. They embark together, yet separately, 

and manage to achieve most of their ambitions, but not quite all they'd hoped. The characters are 

vivid and portrayed by top talent in Jim Broadbent, Lyndsey Marshal, Hugh Laurie, and Bill Nighy. 

They're all a bit dim-witted and bombastic, but you really feel for their ineptness. It's Broadbent's 

show—altho he has to fight off Nighy at times as the drunken, roguish earl. Simultaneously insightful 

(princes are ordinary people too) and oblivious (Ethel spends an awful lot of time alone with men 

she barely knows), The Young Visiters is both children's literature for adults and adult literature for 

children. 
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The Zookeeper (2001) 
 

Eastern Europe - a city torn by civil war - Present Day Jonah 

Ludovic writes in his journal. His poetry softening the cynical 

observations of a man living a self imposed penance. Wherever he 

came from and whoever he was, Ludovic is now alone, silenced by 

a crime unknown. Ludovic can hear the shelling of an imposing 

civil war. He can see the flashes of fire destroying a city that once 

was his home. He doesn't move. He just writes. As daybreak 

arrives, the shelling has ceased. Ludovic makes his way to his job 

as a custodian at the local zoo. He is met at the gates by the 

fleeing staff. Ludovic chooses to remain behind, he has no where 

to go. Along with an elderly guard and a veterinarian, the three set 

out to care for the animals and hopefully protect them and 

themselves, from harm. It is not long before the war has reached 

the gates of the zoo. Dragov, the sociopathic captain of a local 

search platoon of nationalists, heightens the intensity of the senseless war with surprise visits and 

violence. Within days, the guard has disappeared and the veterinarian killed. Ludovic is left alone 

with the threat that he will be next. His solitude is broken with the arrival of Zioig (Javor Loznica). A 

wounded 9-year-old, who after miraculously escaping incarceration, has learned the skills of a 

vigilante. Ludovic wants nothing to do with the boy, who will bring nothing but trouble, but cannot 

turn the wounded child away. Ludovic's frustration intensifies when a young woman, Ankica, makes 

her way to the zoo gates. Escaping from a concentration camp and aided by those in the 

underground, Ankica has made her way to the zoo in search of her son. The reunion successful, 

Ankica makes it clear that they will stay in the zoo together and Ludovic will help them to avoid re-

arrest. Ludovic is at a loss. The war has intensified. The animals are on the brink of starvation. 

Without the animals, there is no job. Without the job, there will be no freedom. Although reluctant, 

Ludovic agrees and together, with Ankica and Zioig struggle to keep the animals alive. In reaching 

out they discover each other, their secrets and the hope that eventually finds peace, forgiveness and 

love. Sam Neill's "The Zookeeper" follows the story of one man who's life is thrown into chaos as a 

brutal civil war overtakes his zoo. Gina McKee is excellent as a woman struggling to make sense of 

her changing world. A tender love story in the most unlikely surroundings. I cried a lot. 
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Theatre Night (1985-90) 
 

Series 2 (1 Episode) (1987) 
 

Episode 5: Ghosts; The presence of the younger Judi Dench as Mrs. Alving assures a strong actress in 

the central role. She is wonderful, and is every inch the mother figure. The surprise is possibly the 

young Kenneth Branagh, before Hamlet and his other movies. He looks properly gaunt, and builds 

Oswald into a tragic figure just before the collapse. Michael Gambon (years before Harry Potter's 

Dumbledore) is sympathetic as the vicar/pastor. He almost makes the mention of insurance in act 

one work (one of the mechanics that Ibsen didn't disguise very well). He trades tirades with Dench 

and Branagh without a flinch less drama. The beautiful Miss Richardson finds just the right touch for 

her scenes, while her "father" was fresh off his appearance in the Elephant Man. This should be 

made available on DVD, it's that good. 
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There's Only One Jimmy Grimble (2000) 
 

Jimmy Grimble (Lewis McKenzie) is a shy Manchester school boy. 

At school he is constantly being bullied by the other kids, and at 

home he has to face his mother's new boyfriend who he doesn't 

like. However, through football, and some special boots, he 

manages to gain the confidence to succeed and leads his school 

football team towards the final of the local schools cup. Young, 

bullied, unconfident, Manchester teenager Jimmy Grimble (Lewis 

Mckenzie) is all of these. However, when he is given a pair of old 

football boots his luck changes and he is transformed into a 

football boy wonder. This is worth a watch, it has many of the 

familiar sports film clichés but is still a somewhat touching tale 

with a fine cast and fairly good cinematography. Typical sports 

films usually follow the same type of formula as far as I can see: 

1.A team or person are lousy at the sport they play. 2.Along 

comes a factor in the equation to start to change this. For example an excellent or determined coach 

to change their fortunes. 3.The team still are'nt winning at first but they have more spirit and are 

improving. Eventually they win their first game or achieve something in the sport they have'nt 

before. 4. The coach has a love interest with a players Mum or teacher in Disney sports films. Or a 

player finds a love interest or struggles in his or her love life. 5. The team enter a competition and 

win their first game. 6.There are personal problems along the way with players, the coach etc. 7. 

Eventually the team gets to the final stage of the competition and after a terrible start to the game 

they look like losing. However, there is a determined fight back and they end up winning, shock 

horror, who could have predicted that!! OK, so perhaps this is not the formula for all sports films but 

some or all of the factors are involved in most. Jimmy Grimble is no exception but I still enjoyed it 

more than others. The lead performs his part well and the coach is played well by Robert Carlyle 

who is in a rather subdued role for a change. Overall, this is watchable, even if you don't like football 

you should get some enjoyment out of it. Average effort but entertaining enough. 
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Thir13en Ghosts (13 Ghosts) (13 Fantômes) (Thirteen Ghosts) (2001) 
 

Arthur and his two children, Kathy and Bobby (Alec Roberts), 

inherit his Uncle Cyrus's estate: a glass house that serves as a 

prison to 12 ghosts. When the family, accompanied by Bobby's 

Nanny and an attorney, enter the house they find themselves 

trapped inside an evil machine "designed by the devil and 

powered by the dead" to open the Eye of Hell. Aided by Dennis, a 

ghost hunter, and his rival Kalina, a ghost rights activist out to set 

the ghosts free, the group must do what they can to get out of the 

house alive. As I've said so many times before...people, this is just 

a movie. It is not intended to make deep social comment; it is not 

meant to reflect reality; the characters are not obligated to 

exercise good judgment; the fact that this movie is supposed to be 

"based on" the earlier version is not really relevant; and it ought 

to be possible to be entertained by a movie without necessarily 

feeling genuinely scared. I find this to be a very entertaining movie. Good special effects, decent 

acting, lots of action, neat props and mechanicals, and some unique ghosts make this a lot of fun. 

Was I scared? No. I was startled sometimes, but not scared. So what IS wrong with this movie? Well, 

I'm back to my usual gripe about action movies. There's a point in the film where one character says 

to three other characters, "Stay right here until I get back. Don't touch anything." Without going into 

detail, let me simply state the obvious: the other characters don't obey him and the results are not 

good. This is always a big turn-off to me, because the people who disobey almost always end up 

getting out safely, while other people die for their mistakes. In another film, for example, a family in 

the Federal witness protection program is told not to contact their old friends. The daughter, 

however, can't live without calling her boyfriend at least once. The bad guys intercept the phone 

call, show up at the "safe house," and end up killing several U.S. Marshals. Of course, the daughter is 

oblivious to the damage she has caused and goes on to live happily ever after. Just once I'd like to 

see the survivors turn to the person who was reckless and say, "That was all your fault!" and blow 

the person away in a hail of lead. Now, back to THIS film. I recommend it if you enjoy over-the-top 

horror/action films, but not if you are looking for some sort of psychological thriller or a moody 

mystery. If you liked "Dog Soldiers" and "An American Werewolf in London," then you should like 

this movie. 
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This Boy's Life (1993) 
 

In 1957, a son (19-year-old Leonardo DiCaprio) and mother flee 

the East and an abusive boyfriend (Robert De Niro) to find a new 

life, and end up in Seattle, where the mother meets a polite 

garage mechanic. The boy continually gets into trouble by hanging 

out with the wrong crowd. The mom marries the mechanic, but 

they soon find out that he's an abusive and unreasoning alcoholic, 

and they struggle to maintain hope in an impossible situation as 

the boy grows up with plans to escape the small town by any 

means possible. Based on a true story by Tobias Wolff. 
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This Christmas (2007) 
 

This is the story of a solidly middle-class African-American family 

that reunites for Christmas for the first time in seveal years. 

Ma'dere (Loretta Devine) is the Matriarch who's Los Angeles 

home is where the vast majority of the story takes place. As with 

any family gathering there are topics that are best not discussed. 

When they are discussed here they end up in fights -verbal or 

physical (an excellent sister-on sister catfight stands out here). 

One sister is encouraging the siblings to sell the family dry 

cleaning business and split the profits. One bother is running from 

loan sharks. One brother is AWOL from the Marine Corps and One 

sister has brought along the man she's dating at a historically 

Black college. Despite what the trailers and TV commercials may 

lead you to think this is not a warm syurpy comedy. There are 

dramatic moments, violence and course language. It is however 

very much a slice-of-life that not enough hollywood features present. This family, warts and all, is 

definitely not a hollywood feel-good film with blackfaces. It is authentic in it's portrayal of themes 

facing African-Americans in particular but Americans in general. I thoroughly enjoyed this movie! I 

watched this movie expecting it to be another movie making fun of us but instead I found it to be an 

enjoyable movie. I love the way it each character had real issues and real conflicts that affect real 

families. Regina King, as always, did an excellent job portraying a woman scorn that has had enough. 

This movie cannot be compared to any other movie out there because it offers something for 

everyone without nudity. Surely, everyone who watches this movie can relate it to themselves or 

someone in their family. Chris Brown rocked singing "This Christmas." He takes 2nd place with this 

song only to the original singer, Donny Hathaway. And who doesn't do the soul train line every once 

and a while? 
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This Is England (2006) 
 

This is England: Mods, New Romantics, and Skinheads are the 

major youth sub-cultures of this very English summer of 1983 and 

young 12-year-old Shaun (14-year-old Thomas Turgoose) is left 

wandering aimlessly alone and lost during the start of his school 

holidays, until his chance meeting with Woody and his fun and 

friendly Skinhead pack. Finding a new lease of life; girls, parties, 

Ben Sherman shirts, Doc Martin boots and shaven hairstyles 

young Shaun is welcomed, life during this summer holiday has got 

a whole lot better. That is until Combo arrives on the scene bitter, 

dangerous, racist, militant and psychotic life for young Shaun has 

just approached his first major crossroads. This is England is a look 

back at the early eighties of British working-class life through the 

eyes of young Shaun and his new gang, and dealing with the 

bitterness of outside influences such as racism and xenophobia, of mass unemployment and the fall 

out of the Falkland's War; Thatcher's Britain: Did we ever have it so good? When you see Shaun, ask 

Him. Roland Rat, Margaret Thatcher; Rubik's Cubes, the Royal Wedding; aerobics, skinheads... It's 

1983, and the schools are breaking up for summer. Shaun is 12 and a bit of a loner, growing up with 

his mum in a grim coastal town, his dad killed fighting in the Falklands War. On his way home from 

school where he's been tormented all day for wearing flares, he runs into a group of skinheads, who 

against expectations turn out to be friendly and take him under their wing. Soon Shaun discovers 

parties, girls and snappy dressing, and finds some role models in Woody, Milky and the rest of the 

gang. But when an older, overtly racist skinhead returns home from prison, the easy camaraderie of 

the group is broken, and Shaun is drawn into much more uncomfortable territory. Based largely on 

his own experience as a youngster, this is Shane Meadows' most mature and fully realised film. 

Handling the complexities of masculinity, violence and race with sensitivity and a lightness of touch, 

it's hard to imagine a film that would better capture the mood of the time, or that could have any 

greater an understanding of the allure of being part of a gang. After the success of 'Dead Man's 

Shoes' local filmmaker Shane Meadows returns with 'This is England' a story of absence and 

isolation, belonging and the power of persuasion. Set in 1983 with a backdrop of the war in the 

Falklands the film opens with a montage of relevant images everything from Maggie Thatcher to 

Knight Rider that really take you back and put you in the right space to meet Shaun. Shaun the films 

central character (played superbly by newcomer Thomas Turgoose) is a typical eighties kid, riding 

round on his griffter, washing neighbours cars for cash to buy a catapult and being constantly picked 

on for being different. When we first meet him we quickly learn that his father was a victim of the 

war raging at Maggie's command. Enter the gang Woody, Milky, Pukey, et all, a rag tag bunch of 

mods and skinheads complete with crimped haired girlfriends, with the absence of his father and 

any real sense of being part of something Shaun is quickly welcomed into the group and takes up not 

just the mannerisms or clothes but drinking, smoking and growing up to quickly. Things go OK for a 

while until Combo arrives on the scene. Straight out of prison and a British blooded skinhead 

through to his core you can sense trouble on the horizon. Soon the gang becomes segmented 

because of differences of opinion and fuelled by the war and the council estate mentality of 

accepting foreigners' things start to spiral out of control and Shaun finds himself in way above his 



head. A brilliantly written script that can at times have you laughing out loud and at others sitting 

nervously on the edge of your seat as the tension builds is delivered well by all the cast. The music is 

fitting, mixing eighties chart hits with haunting piano pieces and the cinematography is close to a 

previous Meadows outing 'A Room for Romeo Brass' which gives it a feel like it was filmed in the 

eighties. The attention to detail is brilliant as shop shelves are laden with products we no longer see 

or have long since upgraded there packaging. One of the scariest things was it was hard to imagine 

that time in this country because any of us who lived through it have almost chosen to block it out 

completely, but it was done so well and had me fishing in my memory to fit things into the time scale 

being used. There is defiantly a more matured Meadows at work here but he's lost none of his 

cheeky charm and observational skill and the characters he's created could have easily have lived 

next door to me growing up. The metaphor of the country getting behind Thatcher in the Falklands 

juxtaposed with that of the skinheads, including the initiated Shaun, getting behind the slightly off 

kilter Combo is handled with a great sense of poignancy and it is moving to see both stories unfold 

from within the film and library footage. Racism and intolerance are by no means behind us but here 

we are shown one of the skeletons in the Great British (sic) closet through the eyes of a child and 

one who would grow up to represent the next generation. Meadows has said in interviews that it is 

partly based on his experiences growing up and he sees a lot of himself in Shaun, I saw a lot of me in 

the character but I also saw memories I'd have rather forgotten. Funny, British and bleak Meadows 

is slowly climbing the ranks to join the Mike Leigh's and Ken Loach's of this world and if this film is 

anything to go by it won't take him very long. Any fan of Meadows previous work will love it and no 

doubt delight in his continuing growth as a filmmaker but everyone should see it regardless as it is 

another fine example of British film at its rawest and best. 
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This Is The Disk-O-Boyz (Boy Wonderz) (1999) 
 

When the movie started out I thought it was going to be another 

boy band spoof. It was at first. But then I realized they weren't so 

much making fun of them as they were saying how hard it was to 

be in a boy band. It was like they had written the script as a 

comedy but got bored and changed it to a drama. It also had a few 

long conversations that are hard to stay awake for. I just don't get 

the point to this movie because it lacks a strong plot. 
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This Property Is Condemned (1966) 
 

A railroad official, Owen Legate comes to Dodson, Mississippi to 

shut down much of the town's railway (town's main income). 

Owen unexpectedly finds love with Dodson's flirt and main 

attraction, Alva Starr. Alva and Owen then try to escape Alva's 

mother's (Hazel) clutches and the town's revenge. I agree with the 

recent user comments praising this film. It does really portray the 

Old South well and puts the viewer right there. If you focus on the 

characters as the plot develops, it does bring on some intense 

emotions as you root for this poor girl to get free from her Mother 

and all the forces pulling at her. I disagree with the comments 

regarding a lack of character development in Dobson. There was 

no need to develop these characters further. Also, the scenes in 

New Orleans are integral to the whole point of the story and the 

film itself, I don't understand the negative feedback about the 

scenes filmed in New Orleans. Natalie Wood was gorgeous as usual and I think this is one of Robert 

Redford's best roles. I highly recommend this classic film. I gave it a 9 out of 10. With 16-year-old Jon 

Provost, 
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Thomas Kinkade's Home For Christmas (The Christmas Cottage) 

(2008) 
 

With about 10-year-old Connor Logan Hill. A look at the 

inspiration behind Thomas Kinkade's painting The Christmas 

Cottage, and how the artist was motivated to begin his career 

after discovering his mother was in danger of losing their family 

home. This film, co-produced by Thomas Kinkade, is as beautiful, 

natural, and true-to-life as his paintings. Michael Campus, the 

director provides a breathtaking and memorable reminder of the 

Christmases of old. This, in addition to the capable writing of Ken 

LaZebnik, adds to the color of the Christmas story. Jared Padalecki 

(Thomas Kinkade), who provided a great deal of the emotion and 

feel of the movie, is a gifted actor. He shows much promise, and it 

is hoped that a brilliant and long acting career is in his future. 

Peter O'Toole (Glen Wessler), another gifted and sensitive actor, 

provides 'the light' for this and many superb performances. Mr. 

O'Toole is probably best remembered for his award- winning performance in "Lawrence of Arabia". 

And, it is always good to see Charlotte Rae and Ed Asner, who greatly add to this and many winning 

performances. Marcia Gay Harden's inner beauty, and outer loveliness, come through in this film. 

This is a feel-good movie, which does present like a Hallmark Christmas card, but I think that this 

quality only adds to the presentation. Thomas Kinkade has his own unique style, a brilliance that 

increasingly illuminates his work. This, along with the spirit of Christmas, makes this film worth 

seeing. There is empowerment in the story--which, in my opinion, makes this movie deserving of no 

less than a 10 out of 10. Enjoy the film, and see it with someone you love. Merry Christmas and 

Happy New Year! 
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Thumbsucker (2005) 
 

Justin (20-year-old Lou Taylor Pucci) is a teenager boy, who has an 

oral obsession with his thumb. His mother (Tilda Swinton) seems 

to be a normal housekeeper, but she has her own obsessions as 

well, like a crush on a TV-star (Benjamin Bratt). The only person 

who's aware of Justin's problem is his father (Vincent D'Onofrio), 

manager in a store, but none of his advices seem to be working for 

Justin. The kid is signed up in a debate workshop, but the thing 

isn't going well, because he has his mind in a pretty classmate and, 

of course, in his thumb, affecting all the rest of his classes. So, 

Justin is a loner kid in the school, who prefers to lock himself in 

the bathroom and suck his thumb. Justin's dentist (Keanu Reeves), 

a mystical-hippie person, will try to help to overcome his thumb 

problem, through the hypnosis. But the school's psychologist will 

diagnose Justin with the Attention Deficit Disorder, and will 

prescribe him some drugs. Suddenly, Justin's problem with his thumb will disappear, becoming an 

hyperactive genius, winning several debate contests and the admiration from his teacher (Vince 

Vaughn). Nevertheless, more serious problems will come for Justin with his mother, his father and 

with a drug addiction. When you get to the end of Thumbsucker, it's kind of like turning off an 

emotional blender you've just spent an hour and a half spinning around in. But I guess after I left the 

theatre I was a little sad, not because the movie left me feeling like that, but because it's a damn 

shame that such a fantastic film will be seen by such a small audience. Truly Thumbsucker is one of 

the best American indi flicks I've seen in the last three years, and the 3rd best of the year behind 

Crash and A History of Violence, which were ironically also very small budget and Candian produced 

films. Getting to the actual review of Thumbsucker... the movie plot itself is not overtly original, it's a 

teen angst drama centred around some poor misfit who's life seems to be somewhat of a train 

wreck, but with a lovely twist. He still sucks his thumb. What's wonderful about the movie, and is a 

very intelligent decision by first time director Mike Mills, is that the movie isn't about the 

thumbsucking problem. It's about the kid with the thumbsucking problem. He lives in this dreary old 

town that could be anywhere, and the lead character is so universal, every kid who's ever felt 

alienated, rejected, isolated, different, and awkward can totally relate with this character. And this is 

essentially what makes the movie work, it doesn't fly for everybody, but if you get into the world of 

that lead character the movie is magical and moving. It definitely plucked a few of my heart strings, 

and Lou Taylor Pucci, who plays the lead, is so smart as an actor. He doesn't over act, as is the 

inclination for so many young actors, but goes with a subtle, powerful silent performance. And he's 

supported incredibly well by an ensemble cast that delivers a phenomenal performance all around. 

Very well cast by Mike Mills again, who's directorial skill will hopefully be seen again in the near 

future. The movie's not perfect though, as is the case with almost all indi flicks, but the errors are 

small and you get so wrapped up in the movie you barely notice. But the cinematography is weak, 

and at times even a little unprofessionally bad. Then there's about a 5-10 minute interval in the 

middle of the movie where it starts to sag and isn't as emotionally moving, which is nobody's 

problem except for the screenwriter. Who actually does a pretty nice job considering he's writing 

stuff we've seen in about a hundred other movies. The film also features a beautiful and very 



powerful score by the Polyphonic Spree, who normally I'm not a big fan of. But recently I've quite 

enjoyed their stuff in this movie and 2004's Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind. Also integrated 

are songs by the late singer/songwriter Elliot Smith, who fits a couple songs so well into the movie 

it's like he wrote them for it. Definitely a soundtrack to pick up. Well summing up, definitely a film to 

see. I loved it personally, but it isn't for everybody, older folks wouldn't appreciate it as much. 3rd 

best of the year! 
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Thunderball (1965) 
 

James Bond continues on his fourth mission, with his aim to 

recover two stolen warheads. They have been taken by the evil 

SPECTRE organisation. The world is held hostage and Bond heads 

to Nassau. Here, he meets the beautiful Domino and is forced into 

a thrilling confrontation with SPECTRE agent Emilio Largo, on 

board his boat, the Disco Volante. Will 007 prevent the killing of 

millions of innocent victims? Out of Connery's Bond movies this 

one is my personal favourite. It has the best location, the best 

action, and the best women. Sure it also has lots of flaws, but I 

still really enjoy this one. SPECTRE has hijacked some nuclear 

weapons and is threatening to use them if they do not get what 

they want. So Bond has to find the missiles and put a stop to 

SPECTRE's plans once again. Almost the entire movie takes place 

on a tropical island, much like Dr. No, but this one has a better 

plot and a great underwater fight scene at the end that make it a 

much better film than Dr. No. From beginning to end I find this 

one of the most enjoyable Bond flicks. 
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Tian Bian Yi Duo Yun (Das Fleisch Der Wassermelone) (Il Gusto 

Dell'anguria) (La Nube Errante) (O Sabor Da Melancia) (El Sabor De La 

Sandía) (La Saveur De La Pastèque) (Taxidiarika Synnefa) (The 

Wayward Cloud) (Un Nuage Au Bord Du Ciel) (2005) 
 

Hsiao-Kang, now working as an adult movie actor, meets Shiang-

chyi once again. Meanwhile, the city of Taipei faces a water 

shortage that makes the sales of watermelons skyrocket. From the 

very inventive start to the wicked, tense climax, "Wayward Cloud" 

is an allegory of longing, frustration and tongue in cheek solutions. 

Deliciously slow at times, intercepts with frenetic musical scenes 

in Technicolor splendor, and contrasts with gritty-down-right-dirty 

voyeuristic insights into pornographic industry; this was the stuff 

Barney tried to create with 10 times the budget in his Cremaster 

Cycles (and none of the wit). The use of 60's Chinese Pop, 

choreography with enough cheese to put any Madonna's clip to 

shame offered a break from the relentless heat and the hilarious 

sex scenes, their seemingly unconnectedness served to 

heightened the restless state of wander that the characters seem 

to float in. In this drought, water isn't the only thing that's running scarce. Water melons will never 

be seen in the same light!!! 
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Tillsammans (Together) (2000) 
 

One house; one revolutionary; two open straight marriages; three 

gay people (maybe four); three children; two carnivores and eight 

vegetarians; there's only one way they're going to make it... 

together. Elisabeth tires of her husband Rolf, so she packs her 

bags, takes the kids and goes to her brother Göran. The year is 

1975 and Göran lives in a commune called Together. Living in this 

leftist commune are people between the ages of 25 and 35, along 

with their children. It is there where most of the film takes place, 

and there where things happen that affect not only the extended 

family members, but a few more. In 1975, in Stockholm, the 

housewife Elisabeth gets tired of her abusive and drunken 

husband Rolf, and she moves with her teenager daughter Eva and 

her young son Stefan to the hippie community where her brother 

Göran lives. Goran is a good man, who has an open relationship 

with his mate Lena, but does not feel comfortable with the situation. They are welcomed by the 

group composed of a new-lesbian Anna, her "almost gay" husband and their children; a gay; and an 

idealist communist. Eva becomes friend of her neighbor Fredrik, and with the new-arrivals in the 

commune, lives of the members change. Meanwhile, Rolf misses Elizabeth and his family, stops 

drinking and tries to approach to Elizabeth again. Göran is making porridge. For some reason this 

prompts him to deliver an improvised musing on the theme of Life Is Like a Bowl of Porridge, which 

goes roughly as follows: "We start as individual oat flakes, each with an individual shape; then we're 

heated and mixed and we start to blend together with all the other oat flakes; we're no longer oat 

flakes, but we're part of something larger - something warm, nutritious, and, yes, beautiful." Göran 

says this as though he's trying to convince himself. And no wonder. The porridge the camera reveals 

to us looks like repellent glomp. And up until that point - well, up until a little before that point; the 

film's arc is like a long walk up a very gentle hill and it's hard to pick the precise moment at which we 

make it to the top - the collective seemed just as much a dollop of repellent glomp as the porridge. 

There were too many people too close together, the windows were never open, and for long 

stretches we never stepped outside, never even caught a glimpse of the outside. Every single room 

looked and felt as though it were buried in the very centre of the house. It was like living in a fetid 

warren, and it made me long for something cold and impersonal. But even as we're gasping to 

escape we're being won over. In the end the film really IS warm, and it's the pleasing warmth of a 

fireplace rather than clammy warmth of porridge. The joyousness Moodysson concludes with grew 

so naturally out of what preceded it that the glow it casts is retrospective. I can't recall a single 

moment which I don't NOW (having seen the whole thing) recall with fondness. The LOOK of the film 

is, in a quiet way, astonishing, except that it's so convincing you forget to be astonished. You'd swear 

it was shot in the 1970s. (When I saw the trailer I thought was watching an ad for the reissue of a 

movie that HAD been shot in the 1970s.) This is as great a triumph of art direction as any you're 

likely to see. 
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Time Bandits (1981) 
 

Kevin (11-year-old Craig Warnock), an imaginative child, goes on a 

time-travelling adventure with a bunch of treasure-hunting 

dwarves, who have "borrowed" a map to the Universe's time 

holes from The Supreme Being. A young boy's wardrobe contains 

a time hole. Through this hole an assortment of short people (i.e. 

dwarfs) come while escaping from their master, the supreme 

being. They take Kevin with them on their adventures through 

time from Napoleonic times to the Middle Ages to the early 

1900s, to the time of Legends and the Fortress of Ultimate 

Darkness where they confront Evil. It IS a wavelength thing. Terry 

Gilliam's films are ALL Terry Gilliam films. They all have that 

certain something, some kind of feeling about them that makes 

them instantly recognizable. The same can be said of the Coen 

brothers. Unfortunately, movies that are that personal and 

unique do not work for everybody. For the people that just can't get into Gilliam films, I hope there's 

another filmmaker that inspires childlike wonderment in you. Because it's a great feeling. Time 

Bandits is magic. I've seen it many times (over 10) and each time, I find something new about it. It's a 

fine example of a movie that works for children and adults alike. When I saw it for the first time at 

age 8, I enjoyed the fantasy, adventure, and basic good vs. evil story. As I got older I started 

appreciating the social commentary on consumerism, the Python-esque humor, and just how 

imaginative and skillfully done the movie is. After watching it again yesterday, I'm having trouble 

deciding which is the better movie; Brazil or Time Bandits. 
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Time Share (2000) 
 

A residence on Balboa holiday island gets rented to two families, 

who meet while fighting for first spot on the ferry. Restaurant chef 

Matthew 'Matt' Farragher work long hours, but is such fun when 

at home that cheerful son Lewis (16-year-old Billy Kay) and 

nagging daughter Daphne still love him to death. German genetics 

researcher Dr. Julia Weiland raised her sons from an American 

father, adolescent Thomas (16-year-old Kevin Zegers) and preteen 

Max (13-year-old Cameron Finley), well-behaved but boring. Her 

lab partner and fiancée Russel, whose true passion is GM 

vegetables. All the boys bond naturally, despite Julia's over-

protective objections. Matt coaches Thomas' on his love-life and 

Lewis teaches Max sailing. Bridging the gorge between the parents 

will take much more- what will some drama do for them all? Well, 

when I first heard of this movie my first thought was that it looked 

like another stupid made for TV movie. But after I watched it, I 

loved it! The lines are actually funny, The lead characters have 

great chemistry, and it never gets after school special-ish. And I think the acting was good, and the 

lead guy's shirtless scene was fine-it just showed him as a regular guy, not some super model. Oh, 

and Kevin Zegers looked fine! 
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Tin Man (2007) 
 

Dorothy Gale, a.k.a. DG, is all grown up and bored. She mopes 

around, works as a waitress, and goes to school part time. Before 

she knows it she's back in OZ (a.k.a. Outer Zone) and on the run 

from the evil sorceress Azkadellia and her storm troopers and 

clumsy bats. Along the way she falls in with some strange 

characters including the brainless Glitch, Raw, a cowardly and 

psychic lion-man hybrid, and, in the largest deviation, Wyatt Cain, 

a cowboy cop from Central City called a "tin man" because of his 

tin badge. If you watch this simply because you love the old OZ, 

whether the book or the movie, you won't find what you expect 

when watching this one. Sci-fi Channel's Tin Man is a work of art 

on its own, though it uses some of the original characters and 

locations, it is its very own unique tale, completely rewritten and 

turned into a fantasy adventure for the MODERN age. It's not the 

old adventure, instead of just trying to get home, they have to try and save the O.Z. Keeps you on 

the edge of your seat, waiting to see what happens next. Each new episode adds a new twist making 

you rethink your original ideas of OZ. It's definitely worth watching if you like to see old stories 

retold in completely different ways. Not what you'd expect. If the old Oz was Kansas, this version 

would definitely be WAY over the rainbow. 

 

Series 1 (3 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 1: Into the Storm; DG, a waitress in a small country town, is transported to the Outer Zone, a 

once prosperous land that is now under the control of the sorceress Azkadellia. While DG searches 

for her parents she comes across several new friends who help her on her journey - among them, 

Glitch, a man who has had his brain stolen; Wyatt Cain, a former cop who is looking for the man who 

killed his family; and Raw, a lion-like creature who has the ability to see the future. Meanwhile, 

Azkadellia searches for the emerald that is the key to solidifying her control over the land. 

Episode 2: Search for the Emerald; Cain and Glitch rescue DG and Raw from the tower, and the 

group goes in search of the emerald. Meanwhile, Azkadellia plants a spy into their group so that she 

can use them to find the emerald for herself. Also, the truth behind what happened to DG and 

Azkadellia when they were younger is revealed, Glitch remembers his life before he lost his brain 

and the weapon he created, and Cain finds proof that his family may still be alive. 

Episode 3: Tin Man; After DG finds a message left to her by her mother, the group goes in search of 

her father so that he can help them uncover the mystery of the Gray Gale, find the emerald, and 

stop Azkadellia from using the sunseeder to destroy the O.Z. However, Azkadellia is only one step 

behind them. Also, the group joins a band of resistance fighters led by Cain's son, and they plan their 

attack on Azkadellia's tower. 
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Tiresia (2003) 
 

Tiresia is at the same time woman and man, according to Greek 

Mythology. Here, Tiresia is a Brazilian transexual living with her 

brother in the outskirts of Paris. Terranova, an admirer of 

aesthetics, is a dreamer. His obsession with Tiresia leads him to 

kidnapping her. However, without her regular dose of hormones, 

Tiresia gradually starts to change back to a male. Displeased, 

Terranova blinds Tiresia and abandons her in the countryside. 

There, Anna takes charge of Tiresia, helping her recover. Why did 

this film keep me up until 6 AM this morning?? Why is this film still 

playing over in my head? The plot (based on a Greek mythological 

tale) in itself is conceptually humanistic, and decidedly modern in 

its themes. The plot plays out in a modest tempo, allowing the 

viewer to soak it all in. The film has a multitude of richness. 

Something shines, something shocks, something frightens, 

something speaks, something is seen. One of the most interesting works of cinema I have seen in a 

number of years, Tiresia is a challenging, disturbing yet rewarding watch. The visual language is 

compelling (some scenes are staged to look like an oil painting painted by Velasquez taking a 

surrealistic turn, others look like sketches from a Dali nightmare) but the real heart of the film beats 

out of the sublime performances. Brave actors who put their bodies and soul on display. Parts of the 

film leave you feeling voyeuristic, like watching something you know you shouldn't be but can't turn 

away from. Highly Recommended for those who prefer a steak of a film to a bucket of stale popcorn. 
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Titanic (1953) 
 

Unhappily married and uncomfortable with life among the British 

upper crust, Julia Sturges takes her two children (14-year-old 

Harper Carter) and boards the Titanic for America. Her husband 

Richard also arranges passage on the doomed luxury liner in order 

to let him have custody of their two children. Their problems soon 

seem minor when the ship hits an iceberg. The first I ever saw or 

heard of the sinking of the Titanic, was one Saturday evening, 

when my family sat to watch this film on the old Saturday Night at 

the Movies. I have been captivated by the subject ever since. Of 

course, since seeing this version, back in the early sixties, I have 

read Walter Lord's book A Night To Remember, saw the movie A 

Night To Remember based on that book, painfully sat through two 

terrible TV movies on the subject, was incredibly bored by the 

fictional, Raise The Titanic, and totally enthralled by James 

Cameron's definitive (for me) version. This movie remains, on it's 

own terms, solid big studio Hollywood entertainment. Right at the 

start we're given a good fictional story, with Barbara Stanwyck 

taking her two kids on The Titanic, to get them away from her 

snooty husband, wonderfully played by Clifton Webb in one of his 

best roles. In order to get on the ship, Webb must pay a steerage 

passenger a great deal of money for a ticket, and agreeing to 

make sure that the steerage passenger's wife and kids make the 

voyage okay. This set's up a great scene later on, as the ship is 

sinking, but it is also about as much of the people on the lower 

decks that you'll see in this version. The scenes between Clifton 

Webb and Barbra Stanwyck are outstanding, There is one scene in particular, when they are arguing 

about the fate of they're children, that she tells him a long kept secret, that though brief in nature, is 

played to perfection. As for the supporting cast, they are not wasted either. Thelma Ritter, one of 

the truly great character actors, is excellent as usual. A young Richard Basehart, as a priest 

questioning his faith, is not on the screen a lot, yet is quite convincing. A young Robert Wagner does 

just fine trying to win the hand of Audrey Dalton who is equally as good as Clifton Webb's snooty 

daughter. There are several real life passengers portrayed, such as Isador and Ida Strauss, and their 

big scene where she refuses to leave her husband behind, is touching and heartbreaking. If you are 

looking for a realistic account of the sinking of the Titanic, you won't get it here. What you do get, is 

excellent acting, tight drama, and some heart wrenching moments that you won't ever forget. 

Spectacular it isn't, good film making it is. 
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Titanic (1997) 
 

Its name stirs the imagination... Titanic. The unsinkable ship. The 

unimaginable catastrophe. The untold stories that lay in mystery 

two and a half miles beneath the waves of the North Atlantic. 

What buried tale of love, bravery, treasure and treachery, hidden 

by time and tragedy, waits here to be discovered? A beautiful 

socialite. A penniless artist. A priceless diamond. A romance so 

passionate that nothing on earth could stop it. A destiny so 

incredible that no one could have imagined it. A collision of lives 

that could only have happened on Titanic, the ship of dreams. The 

secrets are about to unfold. Deep-sea explorer Brock Lovett has 

reached the most famous shipwreck of all - the Titanic. Emerging 

with a safe believed to contain a diamond called 'The Heart of the 

Ocean', he discovers the safe does not hold the diamond but a 

drawing of a beautiful woman wearing it. When Brock is later 

interviewed on TV, he shows the drawing to the cameras, and a 100-year-old woman named Rose 

Calvert living in Michigan recognizes the woman in the drawing - herself! On a visit to Brock's 

explorer ship over the wreck, Rose tells her story of the Titanic and its ill-fated voyage. Engaged to a 

would-be steel magnate, Caledon Hockley, she boards the Titanic's first-class suites with him & her 

mother in Southampton. Also boarding are Jack Dawson & his friend Fabrizio, after a lucky poker 

game wins them tickets in steerage. When Rose attempts suicide by jumping off the stern in 3rd 

class, Jack pulls her back onto the ship...and a bond is forged between them as Jack is invited by her 

into 1st-class the following day. Rose's mother & Cal Hockley try desperate measures to keep them 

apart. But that strategy goes out the window when the Titanic collides with an iceberg, and due to a 

design flaw begins to sink - despite being proclaimed 'unsinkable'. Now Rose & Jack must fight to 

stay alive, but is young Jack already doomed because of his lower status as a steerage passenger? In 

his search for a blue diamond once owned by Louis XVI that was believed to have gone down with 

the Titanic, Brock Lovett discovers an intriguing sketch of a beautiful woman wearing the diamond 

on her neck. When the sketch appears on a news program, an old lady steps forward, claiming to be 

the woman in the drawing. She then recounts a beautiful story that took place on the ill-fated ship, a 

story of love that knew no boundaries. Titanic, the ship of dreams. Is also known as Unsinkable, and 

it was unsinkable on its departure on April 10th, 1912. And on its epic journey a poor artist named 

Jack Dawson and a rich girl Rose DeWitt Bukator fall in love, until one night, their fairytale love for 

one another turns into a struggle for survival on a ship about to founder to the bottom of the North 

Atlantic. Rose leaves her fiancée Caledon Hockley for this poor artist, but when the Titanic collides 

with the Iceberg on April 14th, 1912, and then when the ship sinks on April 15th, 1912 at 2:20 in the 

morning, Jack dies and Rose survives and 84 years later Rose tells the story about her life on Titanic 

to her grand daughter and friends on the Keldysh and explains the first sight of Jack that falls into 

love, then into a fight for survival. When Rose gets saved by one lifeboat that comes back, they take 

her to the Carpathia with the 6 saved with Rose and the 700 people saved in the lifeboats. The 

Carpathia Immigration Officer asks Rose what her name is and she loved Jack so much she says her 

name is not Rose DeWitt Bukator, but her name is Rose Dawson. She seen Cal looking for her, but he 

doesn't see her, and they never ended up together, her mom, Cal, and friends of the family has 



know choice but to think that she died on the Titanic. But in the crash of 1929, Cal is married, but 

then he put a pistol in his mouth and committed suicide. So Rose is an actress in the 20's, and now 

84 years later Rose Calvert is 100 years old and tells her grand daughter Lizzy Calvert, Brock Lovett, 

Lewis Bodine, Bobby Buell, and Anatoly Mikailavich the whole story from departure until the death 

of Titanic on its first and last voyage, and then to Rose all Titanic and the real love of her life Jack 

Dawson is all an existence inside of her memory, and Titanic is to rest in peace at the bottom of the 

North Atlantic from 1912 until the end of time. A treasure hunter seeks for a diamond in the ruins of 

the Titanic. He finds a paint of a beautiful woman wearing the diamond which connect him with 

Rose Dawson, an old woman claiming to be the woman in the paint. She tells her story, about the 

sink of the Titanic. She tells how she was a 17-year-old girl (Kate Winslet), and how she fall in love 

with a poor man named Jack Dawson (Leonardo DiCaprio). She describes, by flashbacks, her journey 

from Southhempton to New York, the time she spent aboard the "unsinkable ship", and the last 

hours of the Titanic. Every once in a while the conversation will turn to "favorite movies." I'll 

mention Titanic, and at least a couple people will snicker. I pay them no mind because I know that 

five years ago, these same people were moved to tears by that very movie. And they're too 

embarrassed now to admit it. I just rewatched Titanic for the first time in a long time. Expecting to 

simply enjoy the story again, I was surprised to find that the movie has lost none of its power over 

these five years. I cried again... in all the same places. It brought me back to 1997 when I can 

remember how a movie that no one thought would break even became the most popular movie of 

all time. A movie that burst into the public consciousness like no other movie I can recall (yes, even 

more than Star Wars). And today, many people won't even admit they enjoyed it. Folks, let's get 

something straight -- you don't look cool when you badmouth this film. You look like an out of touch 

cynic. No movie is perfect and this one has a few faults. Some of the dialogue falls flat, and some of 

the plot surrounding the two lovers comes together a little too neatly. However, none of this is so 

distracting that it ruins the film. Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet are wonderful. Leo is one of the 

fine actors of his generation. Wait 'til you see him in Gangs of New York before you call him nothing 

more than a pretty boy. Kate Winslet was so strong in this film. The movie really was hers, and she 

held it together beautifully. James Cameron managed what many believed was impossible by 

recreating a completely believable Titanic. The sinking scenes were horrific, just as they were that 

night. How anyone can say the effects were bad is beyond me. I was utterly transfixed. This film is 

one memorable scene after another. Titanic leaving port in Southampton. Rose and Jack at the bow, 

"flying". "Iceberg, right ahead!" The screws hanging unbelievably out of the ocean. The screams of 

the doomed after she went down. And that ending that brought even the burliest man in the theater 

to tears. The music, which has also been a victim of the film's success, was a key ingredient. James 

Horner's score was simply perfect. And the love theme was beautiful and tragic. Too bad Celine 

Dion's pop song version had to destroy this great bit of music for so many. I confess, I am a Titanic 

buff. As such, I relished the opportunity to see the ship as we never got to see it -- in all its beauty. 

Perhaps watching it sink affected me more than some because I've had such an interest in the ship 

all my life. However, I doubt many of those I saw crying were Titanic buffs. I applaud Cameron for 

bringing this story to the masses in a way that never demeaned the tragedy. The film was made with 

such humanity. Another reviewer said it better than I ever could: Open up your hearts to Titanic, and 

you will not be disappointed. 
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To Die For (Heaven's A Drag) (1994) 
 

Simon and Mark live together in London. When Mark dies of AIDS, 

Simon gets on with his life rather quickly, too quickly to suit the 

ghost of Mark, who reappears to disrupt Simon's cruising and then 

moves back into their flat to prompt Simon to experience and 

express feelings. Simon is adamant that feelings, especially love, 

are not for him. Subplots develop as Mark and Simon observe 

their neighbor Siobhan's love life and as Simon spends his days as 

a satellite-TV installer partnered with Dogger, a homophobe 

ignorant that Simon is gay. Is there any key that can unlock 

Simon's feelings and allow Mark to rest in peace? I had read a few 

positive reviews of this film, and was truly surprised at how 

dreadful the whole thing was. Positioned as some cross between 

an AIDS-related story and some kind of "Ghost"/"Blithe Spirit" 

tale, this film can't always make it's mind up what it wants to be. 

Simon and Mark are a gay couple who have an "open" relationship - Simon is able to have 

anonymous (though safe) sex on the side when he wants. Mark is HIV+ and he and Simon don't seem 

to have a sex life anymore. When Mark dies, Simon - who has made a habit of shutting off his 

emotions after being rejected years ago by his father - tries to erase his memory and just get on with 

being a bachelor. Not that his behavior before Mark's death was much different. But Mark returns in 

ghostly form and foils his various trysts, while getting Simon to open up and admit his true feelings. 

Unfortunately, Simon is such a selfish SOB, it's impossible to feel any empathy toward him for most 

of the film. By the time he is supposed to be more sympathetic, it's too late to care. Mark, on the 

other hand, follows in Demi Moore's footsteps from "Ghost," by crying profusely throughout the 

movie. There is a bizarre switch in tone after Mark returns. Suddenly we get some lame attempts at 

humor, a la the TV show "Bewitched." But that doesn't last long. Once Simon's emotional health is at 

stake, the whole thing becomes increasingly mawkish, with amateurish attempts to jerk at your 

heartstrings. The finale, with a gold-plated muscle-boy angel guiding a tearful Mark to heaven while 

a chastened, grief-stricken Simon waves goodbye is just stupefying, chiefly because it isn't 

intentionally funny. 
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To Grandmother's House We Go (1992) 
 

When the twins feel like their mom is tired of them, they take off 

on an exciting adventure to grandmother's house and encounter a 

pair of villains along the way. The reason I give this movie a 10 is 

because it was WONDERFUL!!!!! I have been a huge Mary-Kate 

and Ashley Olsen fan ever since they were 9 months old. And I will 

always be a huge fan of Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen. I have read 

some of the comments that other people have wrote. About how 

Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen cannot act. And I know that people 

can have their own opinion. But my opinion is that they can act 

and they can sing really really really well. I will always and I do 

mean always will support Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen. I think that 

Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen have a lot of talent when it comes to 

acting and singing. And I think that for this being the first movie 

that they have ever done together they did a wonderful job. To 

Grandmother's House We Go is one of my favorite Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen movies. And it will 

always be. As a matter of fact I have a copy of this movie. I think that Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen 

have a lot of talent in acting, singing and dancing. 
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To Kill A Mockingbird (1962) 
 

Based on Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize winning book of 1960. Atticus 

Finch is a lawyer in a racially divided Alabama town in the 1930s. 

He agrees to defend a young black man who is accused of raping a 

white woman. Many of the townspeople try to get Atticus to pull 

out of the trial, but he decides to go ahead. How will the trial turn 

out - and will it change any of the racial tension in the town? 

Through the eyes of "Scout," a feisty 6-year-old tomboy, TO KILL A 

MOCKINGBIRD carries us on an odyssey through the fires of 

prejudice and injustice in 1932 Alabama. Presenting her tale first 

as a sweetly lulling reminiscence of events from her childhood, 

the narrator draws us near with stories of daring neighborhood 

exploits by she, her brother "Jem" (14-year-old Phillip Alford) and 

their friend "Dill" (10-year-old John Megna). Peopled with a cast 

of eccentrics, Macomb ("a tired and sleepy town") finds itself the venue of the trial of Tom Robinson, 

a young black man falsely accused of raping an ignorant white woman. Atticus Finch, Scout and 

Jem's widowed father and a deeply principled man, is appointed to defend Tom for whom a guilty 

verdict from an all-white jury is a foregone conclusion. Juxtaposed against the story of the trial is the 

childrens' hit and run relationship with Boo Radley, a shut-in who the children and Dill's Aunt 

Stephanie suspect of insanity and who no one has seen in recent history. Cigar-box treasures, found 

in the knot hole of a tree near the ramshackle Radley house, temper the children's judgement of 

Boo. "You never know someone," Atticus tells Scout, "until you step inside their skin and walk 

around a little." But fear keeps them at a distance until one night, in streetlight and shadows, the 

children confront an evil born of ignorance and blind hatred and must somehow find their way 

home. The place: a small town in the south of the United States. The time: the early 20th century. A 

black man is accused of raping a woman, and an idealistic lawyer gets to defend him. We start 

watching the reasons that make his defense far from easy; and that's mostly because nobody in this 

town seems determined to believe in the guiltlessness of an accused negro. Enough good things 

can't be said about this movie. It is undoubtedly one of the best and most moving films ever made. 

No other racial injustice or discriminatory based movie can even compare with "To Kill a 

Mockingbird". This movie not only makes you sympathize with those who were being discriminated 

against, but also those who fought for those people. One of the most moving parts of the movie is 

when Atticus Finch is leaving the court room and Reverend Sykes tells Scout to "stand up your father 

is passing". Gregory Peck has always been one of my favorite actors. This is definitely one of my 

favorite roles that he has ever played, and he does an excellent job at it. Mary Badham and Philip 

Alford are excellent as Jem and Scout. Mary Badham became the youngest girl to receive an 

Academy Award nomination for best supporting actress for her role as Scout. Although it had a short 

time on screen, Robert Duvall's portrayal of "Boo" Radley was one of his very first roles on screen 

and what better movie than "To Kill a Mockingbird" to kick off your acting career. A great movie of 

all times. 
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To Walk With Lions (1999) 
 

This film is very true to actual happenings toward the end of 

George's life. He was a remarkable man and this movie is very well 

done indeed. It is funny, sad, heart wrenching and just a 

wonderful film to watch. I know I am going to have to watch the 

story of Elsa If I can find it. I have read the bon free series as well 

as the biography of George by Gareth Patterson (who somehow 

was left out of this story including the 3 new cubs that George 

received just before his murder). The film also shows the true 

situation in Africa of the cruel slaughter of animals and the 

systematic corruption that plagues the governments. A truly 

inspiring movie, everyone should watch. 
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Toast (2010) 
 

The ultimate nostalgia trip through everything edible in 1960's 

Britain. Wolverhampton,1967:- 9-year-old Nigel Slater (Oscar 

Kennedy) loves his mother though she is a hopeless cook, her 

finest offering being toast whilst he has great culinary aspirations. 

When she dies of asthma Nigel is left with a distant father but 

worse is to come when the 'common' Mrs. Joan Potter arrives as 

the Slaters' cleaner. Nigel fears, rightly, that her aim is to be the 

next Mrs. Slater and soon he has a new stepmother and is 

whisked away to the country. Joan is, however, a superb cook but 

this only makes for rivalry as Nigel (18-year-old Freddie 

Highmore), the only boy in his cookery class at secondary school, 

competes with her to find the way to his father's heart. A 

weekend job in a pub kitchen introduces Nigel to an older boy, 

another great cook and gay like himself, who gives him the 

confidence and inspiration to leave home after his father's death and head for the hotel kitchens of 

London. Warm, tender, evocative, multi-layered and wonderfully acted. To be perfectly honest, I 

wasn't expecting something this good when I tuned in to watch Toast. While it doesn't quite make 

my favourite dramas of all-time list, it is for me one of the better programmes airing over the 

Christmas season. Is Toast sentimental? Yes, in a way I suppose it is. But it is also warm, gentle and 

tender, not to mention evocative and multi-layered. Toast looks wonderful certainly, as the 

production values and period detail are really quite pleasing. The photography is very skilful, while 

the scenery and costumes are beautiful. In general, I did like the music. It did occasionally get a tad 

over-bearing, but in its more subdued moments it was quite charming and quaint, very like the 

drama itself. The script is always touching, honest and funny, while the story is engaging throughout 

and the pacing and direction are also spot-on. The acting is perfect across the board. Oscar Kennedy 

is wonderful as young Nigel Slater, and while Freddie Highmore as his teenage self is good Kennedy 

was better. Ken Stott is also winning as his father, and Victoria Hamilton is very touching. Helena 

Bonham Carter also gives one of her better performances of late. All in all, this is a very absorbing 

and beautifully done drama. 
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Toby Tyler, Or Ten Weeks With A Circus (Toby Tyler) (1960) 
 

You can't find this one to buy anywhere. I finally found it at 

Moviehunter.com. It was a thrill to see the most important film of 

an 11-year-old's life. I saw this film when I was eleven and never 

forgot it. I sat in the movie theater all day and saw it three 

consecutive times. You could do that back then. I would have 

seen it a fourth time, but I had to go home for dinner. This is a 

sweet, warm, loving, exciting adventure film about a boy joining 

the circus and making new friends, including a mischievous chimp 

and a dishonest boss. It's the old Disney style all the way. It's 

great for kids, and there's nothing negative to say about it. Too 

bad Disney doesn't realize it and re-release it and make it 

available on DVD and VHS. Barbara Beaird is a blonde 12-year-old 

in this film, and she was the first puppy-love of my young life. I 

always wonder what ever happened to her. 11-year-old Kevin Corcoran steals the show, or maybe I 

should say the chimp does. 
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Tom & Thomas (2002) 
 

Living in different environments and without actually knowing 

each other, the 9-year-old boys Tom and Thomas (both by 12-

year-old Aaron Johnson) have always been aware of the other's 

existence. At the time they finally meet Tom is on the run from 

some child smugglers who operate their business from his boy's 

home. The smugglers mistake Thomas for Tom and attempt to get 

him out of the country on a plane. Tom, who has no intention of 

losing his brother, finds himself in the middle of a smuggling 

operation and it takes all his efforts to reunite with his brother 

and bring the family together. This film just blew me away! I 

thought I'd watch it coz there was nothing else on and I thought it 

would be you're average kid's film, boy was I wrong! I thought it 

would be a lame plot with lame acting, but it was the complete 

opposite of that, it was very well made with an excellent plot and 

amazing acting! Aaron Johnson is one talented kid...I mean the way he portrayed the completely 

different twins, 'Tom' and 'Thomas', was terrific, I'm running out of good words so I'm probably 

going to start getting quite repetitive! Anyway, I loved all scenes in this film, the way it all pieced 

together, the shots, the music, the acting, the lines, the baddies, the heroes, the emotion, 

everything seemed perfect! It is very funny at times, and very sad at others, it is very exciting and 

there is never a dull moment, something exciting is always happening. The film provokes a lot of pity 

from it's audience, probably towards 'Tom' the twin who had ended up in an orphanage. The scenes 

where the twins share each other's pain, as one of them is being beaten, is very well portrayed and it 

was one of those scenes that make me appreciate film a lot more! This is one of the topics which 

adults would probably be advised not to show younger children, as to the subject of child abuse, 

although I did see this with my 5-year-old nephew and he seemed to enjoy it, and to my amazement 

said it was better than toy story, this coming from a boy who has his bedroom covered with toystory 

posters, cuddly toys and pillows! But back to 'Tom and Thomas'! Like most little kid's my nephew just 

thought there would be a happy ending, because in end the everything will be happily ever after, 

well that's what they think when they watch a movie. I'll tell you it does have a happy ending 

though. But I'm sure those kid's would need counselling! No matter what happens in a film, whether 

it's child abuse or not, when it's over and has a happy ending, most little kid's don't really think 

about it! well all I can say now, well, actually I could say a lot more, but I'll just say that this is one of 

my favourite films, I don't care if it's kids film, it a very unique, brilliant, inspiring, and one of a kind 

film. It is also very realistic and superbly and expertly made! It doesn't seem like a child's film, yet 

can be very enjoyable to children of all ages and unlike a lot of kid's films very exciting and enjoyable 

for adults of all ages too, just ask my mum, so there you have it, my nephew thought it was great, 

I'm a teenager and I think it's one of the best films I've ever seen and my mum thinks it is an exciting 

film too! Oh and I applaud Aaron's acting skills in it, very powerful and great emotion, and he's just 

one of the best child actors I've seen before...So I am telling you now you have to and I mean have to 

see this film! 
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Tom And Huck (The Adventures Of Tom And Huck) (Tom Sawyer) 

(1995) 
 

A mischievous young boy, Tom Sawyer (14-year-old Jonathan 

Taylor Thomas), witnesses a murder by the deadly Injun Joe. Tom 

becomes friends with Huckleberry Finn (13-year-old Brad Renfro), 

a boy with no future and no family. Tom has to choose between 

honoring a friendship or honoring an oath because the town 

alcoholic is accused of the murder. Tom and Huck go through 

several adventures trying to retrieve evidence. Tom Sawyer and 

his best "friend" Huck go on many adventures throughout the 

town of Hannibal, Missouri. Finished by him winning the heart of 

young Becky Thatcher. Some of the adventures include: finding 

lost treasure, witnessing a murder, getting lost in a cave, and 

almost getting killed. Based on the book, Tom Sawyer, by Mark 

Twain. This version of the classic novel by Mark Twain makes a 

nice little movie, but fails to capture the humorous spirit of the 

book. Many hilarious scenes are missing and the writers have 

taken too many liberties with the plot. Jonathan Taylor Thomas is wonderful as Tom Sawyer. 

Unfortunately his charm does not last until the very end of the movie, but seems to fade after a 

while. It might possibly have something to do with the fact, that, even though this movie is based on 

"The Adventures Of Tom Sawyer", it's actually Huck's character that steals the whole show. I had a 

bit of a problem with the way Huck Finn was portrayed in this movie. Of course Brad Renfro is a 

fantastic actor (his performance is probably the best thing about this film) and he manages to give 

Huck Finn many tragic and deep aspects. Unfortunately Mark Twain's Huck Finn is neither tragic or 

very deep. One can only wonder why Huck has been made the brooding hero, when it's actually Tom 

Sawyer, who is supposed to be the brightest star in this story. Despite the many sugar-coated scenes 

and the fact that both Tom and Huck are a bit out-of-character, this movie is still something worth 

seeing. Injun Joe and Muff Potter are both realistic and Rachael Leigh Cook makes a brilliant and not-

so-girly Becky Thatcher! The sets and wardrobe look very authentic, but they alone are not enough 

to bring the evergreen story wholly alive. 
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Tom Brown's Schooldays (2005) 
 

What a wonderful adaptation of the novel! Beautifully filmed on 

location in rugby school, David Moore the director has made a 

really fantastic drama which is modern and exciting...better than 

any period drama all year. Stories like Tom Brown's Schooldays 

are so timeless and touching that they deserve retelling for each 

generation; however they still need to be done justice. This 

adaptation is as good as any of the previous incarnations, 

although it brings more human qualities and perhaps a tinge of 

darkness to the story than its predecessors. Stephen Fry, cast into 

the pivotal role of the incoming headmaster Dr. Arnold, is 

frequently bemused and bewildered by the chaos of Rugby school 

and how he might overcome it; this is a contrast to other Dr. 

Arnolds who have demonstrated greater moral certainty and 

determination. Even Tom Brown (15-year-old Alex Pettyfer) 

himself shows a gritty and mean streak not before seen, although it's pleasing that the Flashman in 

this version is just as conceited and vile as he is anywhere else. Tom Brown's Schooldays explores so 

many important themes: school, adolescence, bullying, thuggery, class hierarchy and eventually 

death. It's a busy narrative that doesn't dwell too long on any one storyline, whipping through 

subplots quickly but with sufficient panache. The Rugby school settings are not only authentic but 

atmospheric and suitably claustrophobic when they need to be, while the cast is both eager and 

energetic, but subtle when the script requires it. When this story is told well it almost leads you to 

feel you've been with Tom Brown all through his schooldays, and this telling certainly has that aura. I 

challenge anyone to sit through this and not to feel satisfied when Flashman is finally shown the 

door. 
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Tom Et Lola (Tom And Lola) (1990) 
 

In this allegorical children's melodrama, 9-year-old Tom and Lola 

(Neil Stubbs and Melodie Colin) have been kept in super-sanitary 

conditions all their lives, and have only rarely ventured outside 

their clinical environment wrapped in plastic. They have been told 

that they have a radical immune deficiency, and will die if 

exposed to a normal environment. Surreptitiously, they begin to 

test the truth of this assertion by escaping from supervision in the 

middle of the night, and discover that whatever their adult 

captors believe, they are just fine. One day they escape for good. 
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Tom Sawyer (1973) 
 

Tom Sawyer (14-year-old Johnny Whitaker) and his pal 

Huckleberry Finn (16-year-old Jeff East) have great adventures on 

the Mississippi River, pretending to be pirates, attending their 

own funeral, and witnessing a murder. This film captures the 

essence of Tom Sawyer. The wonder and freedom of childhood, 

and the struggles of growing up. Johnny Whitaker gives the best 

performance of his career, portraying Tom as mischievous and 

clever, yet lovable and innocent. This is not the Tom so often 

portrayed in films, who is a conniving brat. This is the Tom of the 

book who gets in trouble because he is curious and adventurous, 

whose mind wanders in church and school, and who stretches the 

truth or even fibs without malicious intent. The rest of the cast is 

excellent, The production appears to be on location and is very 

authentic, and the music is well done. This is a true musical in that 

the lyrics serve to move the story along. If you like musicals, this is for you. If you don't, then 

concentrate on the lyrics and what they are telling you about the central character. The book is 

timeless because of it's universal theme, the glory days of childhood. The Movie captures that. It will 

bring a tear to your eye as you hear the theme song "...a boy is gonna grow to be a man, be a man. 

Only once in his life is he free. Only one golden time in his life is he free." 
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Tomboy (1985) 
 

It's not just a man's world anymore. I've dated women like 

"Tommy." They're fun for a while. This is a guy movie. Women will 

be jealous of Russell's red-hot looks and will nit-pick the movie's 

lack of plot and acting talents (who would bring a Rolls Royce to a 

gas station to be repaired, unless the mechanic looked like 

Tommy?), but for us guys, all Betsy Russell has to do is stand there 

and breathe. I liked the way women dressed during the 1980s, and 

the hairstyles are cute as well. The title song is catchy, and 

whoever stunt-doubled for Betsy Russell on the motorcycle knew 

what they were doing. I saw "Tomboy" the first time on HBO, so 

the price was right, but this low-budget movie grossed over $14 

million. Not bad. 
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Tommy (1975) 
 

Tommy (Roger Daltrey) is blind, deaf and dumb, but there is 

nothing wrong with him. As a small child (Barry Winch), he 

accidentally witnessed the murder of his father by his stepfather. 

His mother and stepfather told him to forget everything he had 

seen and heard, and to never talk about it; but Tommy carried it 

to the extreme, turned inward, and stopped seeing, hearing or 

speaking at all. He suffered much while growing up, and finally 

found happiness in, of all things, playing pinball. When he became 

the world champion pinball player it brought his family fame and 

fortune. After being spontaneously healed, he began to teach 

others of his unique perspective on life, eventually becoming a 

religious cult figure. A crazy but wonderful interpretation of a 

legend's music. I first came across Tommy when I saw the West 

End theatre production about 10 years ago, and I instantly fell in 

love with the music and the plot. However, at the time I was only 11 years old and couldn't really 

appreciate the many levels to Tommy. I did watch the film pretty soon after but was constantly 

comparing it to the show and to me it didn't even come close. Now I'm a little older (and hopefully 

wiser), I have watched the film a lot in the past couple of years and all I can say is WOW! The music 

is fantastic, Pete Townshend is a genius, and the way he uses it to tell the story is awesome. When 

you listen to the original Who album a lot is left open to the imagination as regards plot, and I think 

its important to realise that Ken Russell's film version is merely one interpretation of the story told 

by the music. Having not seen any of Russell's other work, it's impossible for me to say that this is 

typical of him. However, what I will say is that the imagery he uses in the film really does spark a lot 

of interest, for example the hypocrisy of organised religion and icon worship (particularly when 

Tommy causes Marlyin Monroe to crash to the floor after the rest of the church have been 

"brainwashed" by the priests). A lot of people criticise the film for its cast, particularly Oliver Reed 

and Jack Nicholsons' debatable singing abilities. However I feel that this only adds to the sleaziness 

of their characters, especially Reed's - I think if he was note perfect it would be out of character. I 

think Ann Margret is fantastic as Nora - it's obvious that as Tommy's mother she feels torn between 

the love for her son and the love for fame and money, and she portrays that really well. As for Roger 

Daltrey, what a voice and what a body!! I think it's important not to take the film too seriously 

though, like I said it's just one interpretation. I feel that "Tommy" as a whole - the music, words, 

story etc. can only be fully appreciated if you listen to and watch as many versions as you can in 

order to make your own opinion of it. 
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Tommy Tricker And The Stamp Traveller (1988) 
 

When the joker Tommy Tricker (Anthony Rogers) plays some 

practical jokes on some of his friends, his best friend Ralph (Lucas 

Evans), a stamp collector, discovers the secret of "stamp travel" 

to make him travel around the world on a stamp to bring back the 

mysterious Charles Merriweather, who never returned on a 

stamp for 75 years. Young Ralph James and his scheming friend 

Tommy Tricker collect stamps. But when Tommy snatches a rare 

stamp, Ralph discovers the secret of stamp travel to take him 

around the world and bring back the 75-year gone traveller 

Charles Merriweather. 
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Tomorrow (1972) 
 

A lonely farmer in backwoods Mississippi takes in a pregnant 

wayfarer who has been abandoned by the father of her child 

(Johnny Mask) and the farmer looks after her. This is an incredible 

film. Not only is it a near perfect visualization of something quite 

complex, the Faulkner literary style, but it shows Robert Duvall to 

be the genius that he is. His style is so understated that you might 

not realize that he is one of the two or three greatest actors alive, 

but this film will nail that reality home for you. "Tomorrow" is a 

heartbreaking story set in the deep south a generation after the 

Civil War, and the tiny sad tale of a man and a woman and their 

child. It is a tale of profound love felt by people who cannot 

eloquently express themselves in words due to their social 

circumstances, but speak volumes with their actions. And so does 

the film. Shot in a very modernist style, there are long pauses, 

long glances, uncomfortable silences, all just like real life. And the effect, in this case, is brilliant. I am 

proud to say that I have, in my life, known a few people like the people in this film, and I can tell you 

that the portrayals are precisely right. The costumes are flawless in their detail. (Duvall's shirt is held 

shut with a safety pin, a tiny detail that my grandmother noticed immediately as the way men used 

to do it when the button fell off - she saw it hundreds of times as a girl in the 20's.) I could go on and 

on, but if you have any interest in Faulkner, or the South, or post Civil War culture, or the human 

condition in its most effecting moments, you really owe it to yourself to see this little gem of a 

movie. You absolutely will not be sorry. 
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Tomorrow's Youth (1935) 
 

A look at how his parents' divorce affects the life of a young boy 

(10-year-old Dickie Moore). Divorce: 30's Style! This was a rather 

unusual film for it's time period, covering divorce and all, but gets 

bogged down somewhat sidetracked in the "Awww! Look how 

cute the kid is, and look what shenanigans he's up to now!" theme 

it takes in the middle. A society wife finds his husband getting into 

a car with the atypical 'other woman', the woman takes Junior far 

far away, with an agreement that Junior will spend 6 months at 

each of his parent's place. Now, at this point it's actually a riveting 

drama, a kid town between his two parents! Mom is just barely 

making it with his son! But when he returns to his Father's well-to-

do place, well, the whole thing almost becomes Annie, with the 

cute tyke getting a comedic relief tutor, and the kid gets up to no-

good running away to play baseball.. that kid is just too darn 

cute!! It somewhat turns around when the kid falls off a wall, and has 'spinal injuries' (read: a light 

fever) forcing his Mother to come back to visit Father. They start to reconcile.. problem is, the 

mistress is still in the father's life. This is actually well acted, with the lead kid actor doing quite the 

capable job with the adults in the film. The main problem with this film as I said before, is that this 

doesn't know which direction it wants to go, which hinders the film considerably. 
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Tom's Midnight Garden (1989) 
 

Based on the book of the same name by Philippa Pearce. It's about 

a boy, named Tom (Jeremy Rampling), who has to spend twelve 

days of his summer vacation at his aunt and uncle's flat, as his 

brother, Peter (13-year-old Simon Fenton), has the measles. At 

first things are quite dull for Tom, since his aunt and uncle have no 

children and he must stay in quarantine. But an old grandfather 

clock in the downstairs' hallway (which never strikes the correct 

time, though its face will show it), allows him to travel back in 

time. He goes back to the late 19th century, to when the flat was a 

house, and meets a lonely girl who lives there, named Hatty 

(Caroline Waldron). With her, Tom plays in the vast gardens and finds a reason to actually want to 

stay at the flat. This is approximately a six part miniseries, each one around half an hour. It's a BBC 

production (I'm quite fond of them) and is well-acted. The boy who plays Tom is especially appealing 

to watch. This is best watched in the evening, as it's sort of like a bedtime story. If you enjoyed the 

novel (which is very good), then you'll probably like this a lot. 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1989) 
 

Episode 1: Peter (Tom's brother) is ill in bed with measles, just at the start of the holidays. Tom has 

to leave the house and go and stay with his Aunt and Uncle whilst Peter recovers. Peter does not 

want Tom to go and Tom himself does not want to go. The boy's mother does not want Tom to get 

the measles though. Tom and Peter had both planned to build a tree house during the holidays. 

Tom's mother sees Uncle Alan's car arrive and goes off to find Tom. Tom is hiding in a tree at the 

back of the garden. Tom's mum gets very upset as she does not want Tom to go. He tries every way 

imaginable to avoid going but mum is insistent that he must leave. Tom has no choice, he gets into 

the car and leaves reluctantly with Uncle Alan. He is really not looking forward to the stay as he is 

not really sure that he likes his Aunt and Uncle and the thought of being cooped up in their flat for 

the duration of the 12 days quarantine fills him with dread. Whilst on route, Uncle Alan tells Tom 

about the new place he will be staying in. He also plans to stop off at a small village for a rest so they 

can stretch their legs. On route Tom asks about the flat. Uncle Alan tells him about the house being 

converted into flats and that none of the flats contain any children. Uncle Alan tries very hard to get 

on with Tom but he finds it very difficult to function at a child's level. Tom asks about a garden but 

Uncle Alan disappoints him by informing him that the flat has no garden at all. Tom must not meet 

people or talk to people whilst in quarantine and so he cannot really visit any places. They do not 

really know if Tom has already caught measles from Peter and so cannot take any chances. At a local 

shop the two stop and Tom picks up a postcard to send back to Peter. Tom and Uncle Alan 

eventually arrive at the house. Aunt Gwen is a very nice kind lady and shows Tom into the house and 

then into their flat. Tom hears the ticking of the large clock in the hallway. Uncle Alan is very firm 

and tells Tom not to touch the clock as the old lady upstairs owns the clock and is very careful with 

it. The clock is so old that the screws which fix it to the wall have rusted and it cannot be moved. 



Tom asks why the clock is in the hall way entrance of the house if it is so important to Mrs. 

Bartholomew. It always keeps good time but gets the chimes wrong and so strikes the incorrect hour 

states Uncle Alan. The whole house is owned by a Mrs. Bartholomew who lives upstairs. The flat is 

nicely contained but alas for Tom, there is no garden, even the windows in his bedroom have bars 

on it. Tom thinks his room is like a nursery but Aunt Gwen tells him that it may have been a nursery 

in the past. Aunt Gwen tries to explain that the bars were there when they moved in and that even 

the bathroom window is barred. Tom is resigned to utter boredom during his stay (chess with Uncle 

Alan and draughts with Aunt Gwen). On a slightly positive note, one thing that Tom does like is Aunt 

Gwen's home baking, she really can bake nice things. Peter would love this if he were to come and 

stay. At each meal Tom devours everything that is put in front of him. Whenever he can, Tom writes 

his day's activities and his thoughts to Peter and sends them home. Peter reads the letters and starts 

to count the days of his illness. Only three days have now gone, still nine more to go. Tom spends his 

day counting the strikes of the clock, each one being wrong as Uncle Alan had said. One day Mrs. 

Bartholomew opens the front door and enters the house. She stops at the clock in the hallway and 

look up at it. Tom sees her but but she does not see him. She climbs the stairs to her flat. Tom goes 

back to his flat and continues with a large jigsaw that he has started. Back in the kitchen Aunt Gwen 

is baking again. Tom is so bored, he just does not know what to do. Aunt Gwen tries her best to keep 

him active by asking him if he wants to help roll pastry and offers him apples to eat. Tom is so 

miserable that he cannot sleep. He decides to get out of bed even though it is very late (nearly 

midnight). He leaves the bedroom and ends up in the kitchen. He eventually gets discovered by 

Uncle Alan and Aunt Gwen and is told that he must stay in bed until morning. Ten hours sleep is 

what a young boy needs snaps Uncle Alan. Aunt Gwen asks Tom if he wants a cup of hot milk but 

Tom reminds her that he is still full from the evening meal. Tom lies awake in bed - he is not tired at 

all. As he lies in bed he hears the downstairs clock begin its chimes. He starts to count them, "eleven, 

twelve...thirteen." How can that be no clock should be able to strike thirteen unless it has its own 

time he thinks. He then battles with his thoughts about whether or not he should check the clock out 

as striking thirteen can't be right. He eventually convinces himself that he can investigate the 

thirteenth hour and still keep him promise of sleeping ten hours made to Uncle Alan. Using a shoe 

he wedges open the front door of the flat and ventures downstairs. He opens the door locks and 

opens the front door of the house to reveal a magnificent garden. He remembers Uncle Alan stating 

that their was no garden at all outside the flats. He thinks that Uncle Alan has lied about the house 

not having a garden. He runs out onto the grass lawn and then heads back to the front door. As he 

goes back into the house, he sees that everything in the house has changed back to Victorian times. 

He does not recognise any of the furniture or the items on the floor or walls, with the exception of 

the large clock in the hallway standing against the wall. A voice is heard and a maid walks briskly 

passed him. He opens the front door once more to make sure it is real. He then closes it again, 

promising to come back the next night. As quickly as it appeared everything changes back to normal 

and Tom goes back upstairs to his room. He wakes the next morning realising that it was not a 

dream and begins looking forward to the next night's adventure. He writes everything down and 

sends another letter to Peter at home. At breakfast, he questions Uncle Alan and Aunt Gwen on the 

business of telling lies. This lands him in hot water with Uncle Alan who questions his meaning of lies 

and little white lies. "Uncle Alan has a highly developed sense of what is right and wrong" Aunt 

Gwen informs Tom. Still determined to prove that there is a garden outside the house Tom asks to 

go downstairs but Aunt Gwen is very nervous about this as this is the morning that Mrs. 

Bartholomew winds the big clock in the hallway. Tom goes downstairs anyway and ventures outside. 



As he opens the door his eyes are met by a cluttered backyard. No grass, no lawns, no flower beds, 

no garden wall and definitely no large lush trees. He meets a man fixing an old bike in the yard. The 

man lives on the ground floor and Tom asks him if he has a maid who lights the fire for him. The man 

says no and Tom is very upset when he sees there is no garden. He rushes back inside pursued by 

the man and the two of them stop suddenly when they see Mrs. Bartholomew come downstairs to 

wind her clock. After winding the clock she goes back upstairs to her flat. Tom and the man go back 

outside where Tom asks about the age of the tree outside. They both agree that it must have been 

there before the houses were built at the back. He thanks the man for warning him about Mrs. 

Bartholomew. Tom goes back inside and stands before the clock and asks what the clock is trying to 

tell him. For the first time he notices the angel holding a book situated on the top face of the clock. 

He wonders what it means and what it has to do with the garden. 

Episode 2: Tom decides that he must find out more about the garden. That very night he goes out 

once more when the clock strikes thirteen. He opens the door and there the garden is again in full 

flower. This time he explores more of the garden, the huge wall and the small winding paths. He 

looks back to the house and thinks for one second that he just catches sight of someone going back 

into the house. He moves through a gap in the hedge and up a small hill which leads him to the river 

that flows on the other side. The fields are full of cows and geese. He goes back to the garden and 

discovers a letter in the vegetable patch. It is addressed to "Oberon King of the fairies." He then 

quickly has to hide as he sees a gardener pushing a wheelbarrow. when the coast is clear he moves 

back to the door of the house. He notices some footprints in the soil and he thinks someone may 

have been watching him. He goes back into the house and awaits the next night. Back in his 

bedroom he checks his bedside clock. Only a minute or two has passed in his time although he spent 

much longer in the garden. All the information is relayed back to Peter by letter. Tom climbs a large 

tree on the next visit to the garden. He sees a small boy and hears a dog barking. He also notices that 

he appears to have no weight when in the tree and cannot push things. Later on he tries to get 

through a garden gate but finds that it locked. He pushes hard against the door and realises that he 

can pass through objects like a ghost. It takes him a little while but he soon gets the hang of it. On 

the other side he sees Abel the gardener eating his sandwiches. Abel is quite religious and says a 

small prayer before each round of bread. Tom believes that Abel cannot see him and so hitches a 

ride on the wheelbarrow to save him having to try and move through the garden gate again. Abel 

still gives no indication that he can see Tom although later on we find that he actually can see and 

hear Tom. Tom goes back up to the river, he sees three boys fishing and a young girl sitting on the 

river bank. After handing some worms to one of the boys she turns back and faces Tom. He waves to 

her, she sees him but makes no attempt to acknowledge his presence. She looks very unhappy. Tom 

goes back to his own time and writes to Peter. He tells Peter that he still has the feeling that 

someone is watching him in the garden. He also informs Peter that the seasons change from 

Summer to Winter whenever he returns. One time he goes back it is late at night and a huge storm is 

starting. The old tree in the middle of the garden gets hit by lightening and bursts into flames. Tom 

hears a scream from an upstairs room. The cry was terrible Tom tells Peter. The next evening Tom 

gets another shock as when he returns to the garden, the tree is there again in all its glory. The 

young girl is there again but as previously she gives Tom the brush off as she chases after the boys. 

Tom when back in his own time begins asking questions to Uncle Alan about trees and time. He asks 

Uncle Alan about what time actually is. Uncle Alan gets annoyed especially when Tom insists that a 

tree was hit in a storm and then the next time it was back again. Aunt Gwen diffuses the situation by 



offering a cup of tea. Tom goes to his room and writes to Peter. Aunt Gwen checks Tom's 

temperature, thinking that he may becoming down with measles. Tom again returns to the garden 

and from behind a hedge, watches the children. One of the boys, Edgar, is mean to the girl whilst 

one of the others, James, is kind to her. They run off without her so she goes and speaks with Abel. 

Tom follows and tries to talk to the boys but they do not see him. He goes back into the house and 

things change back to his own time. He goes and writes to Peter about the day's events. During the 

next visit Tom finds that the girl's name is Hatty and that the boys have a dog called Pincher. Tom 

also finds out that Hatty can see him as finally she talks to him. Hatty explains that she is a princess 

although Tom does not really believe her. Tom finds out that he cannot catch apples or pick things 

up again. He also finds out that the boys are not really Hatty's cousins at all and that she is ruled by a 

strict wicked Aunt Grace who is horrible to her. The two friends walk through the garden and Tom 

asks about the letter to the fairies. Hatty wonders who put it there. They wander into Abel's work 

room, the greenhouse where Hatty shows Tom a sensitive plant. Meanwhile the nasty Edgar hears 

Hatty talking to herself and is really horrible to her. We also learn that Hatty had been watching Tom 

for some time as she knew he had a ride in the wheelbarrow. They both end up arguing over a story 

in the bible and Hatty storms off. On Tom's next visit he shows Hatty how to make a bow and arrow. 

Hatty cannot complete it and so goes and gets Abel to help finish it. Abel does as she wishes. He asks 

how she she came to know how to put it together. He also warns her that she must be careful with 

the bow. Hatty accidentally breaks a window in the greenhouse. Abel kindly fixes it quickly so no 

one, not even Aunt Grace would know it had ever been broken. 

Episode 3: Tom and Hatty meet the local Geese with all the baby goslings. The geese seem to be able 

to either see Tom or sense his presence as they become rather aggressive especially with the young 

goslings to care for. The two friends go far out of the garden to the river whilst the geese go through 

the hole in the hedge that Tom and Hatty created. Hatty informs Tom that she will be in trouble if 

she is caught as she is not allowed to go this far. Hatty wants to go into the river and follow it to the 

sea but she is afraid that she will get muddy and into more trouble with Aunt Grace. On returning to 

the garden Tom and Hatty discover that the Geese have invaded the garden lawn and vegetable 

patch. Aunt grace comes storming out of the house demanding to know who is responsible for this 

outrage. Abel tries to evade the questioning as he knows who is to blame and tries to protect Hatty. 

Evil Edgar informs Aunt Grace that Hatty created the gap in the hedge and that was the route by 

which the geese gained entry. Aunt Grace begins a scathing attack on the young girl, she scolds 

Harriet (Hatty's real name) while Abel and the boys herd the geese back out of the garden. Pincher 

the family dog attacks the geese who eventually turn on him. The frightened little dog goes running 

back in to the house. Tom wants Aunt Grace to shut up and cannot understand why Hatty's mother 

and father do not help her. Aunt Grace calls Hatty a criminal, a monster. Tom cannot believe his ears 

and pleads for her to stop. He falls to his knees and closes his eyes and is transported to another 

time. He sees that is a garden of some kind and goes to explore. Whilst walking through the new 

garden looking for Hatty he comes across a small girl dressed in black crying on a garden bench. He 

tells her to stop crying and asks her what is wrong. She tells him that she is crying for her mother and 

father. She looks up and he realises it is a very young Hatty at a time long ago at which her parents 

have just died. She is all alone now. He is then taken back to his own time and he conveys all the 

new information to Peter. Tom is back in the kitchen and Aunt Gwen changes the date on the 

calendar. She unhappily reminds Tom that he has only one more day to go. To her surprise Tom asks 

if he can stay longer. This takes even Uncle Alan by surprise and he questions Tom whether he is 



sure or not. Aunt Gwen is overjoyed and promises to take him to the cinema and out shopping now 

that he is no longer under quarantine. Tom's mother receives a telegram stating that he (Tom) will 

be staying on. She shows it to Peter but he denies knowing a reason why Tom would want to stay. 

Tom goes back to see Hatty. She has a small pocket knife and has carved her initials on a tree - HM - 

Harriet Melbourne. Tom and Hatty spend the rest of their time climbing trees. Tom asks Hatty about 

being a ghost but she says he is a ghost since he can move through the orchard door. They almost 

fall out over this. Back in his own time Tom and Aunt Gwen visit a museum. Tom sees some clothes 

which Hatty wears. Aunt Gwen says the clothes must have been quite restricting but Tom knowingly 

informs her that you could quite easily climb tress in them. Aunt Gwen is puzzled how Tom knows 

this. Tom asks more about the clothes to change to subject. He is told that they are from Victorian 

times and Tom now wonders if Hatty is a ghost. Tom and Aunt Gwen return to the flat where he asks 

her about Mr. Bartholomew and the house's previous owners. Tom almost gives the game away but 

luckily for him Aunt Gwen is a bit slow on the uptake. Peter asks his mum if he can go to stay with 

Tom. Mum is not very happy that both her boys wish to be away. Back in the garden we find that 

Hatty has grown up again. The pair are watching birds fly from a garden wall ornament. Tom goes up 

high on the wall to see if there is a nest behind and there is indeed one complete with eggs. Tom 

does not fear the height since he cannot feel anything, not even the cold. Whilst he is up on the wall, 

Abel comes running across the path and asks miss Hatty to place her hand on the bible and promise 

never to go onto the wall. Again we get the suggestion that Abel can see or sense Tom. Hatty and 

Tom together, try to make sense of Abel's strange actions and even stranger request. Tom writes 

back to Peter and suggest to Peter that maybe Abel can see him. Tom and Peter's mum is starting to 

get upset that both her boys want to go and stay with Aunt Gwen and also that Tom is still away. 

Back up in the tree in the garden the Hatty and Tom are building a treehouse. Hatty puts her weight 

on a branch and falls to the ground. she is seriously hurt. Abel quickly arrives and picks her up. As he 

takes her back to the house he shouts at Tom. "Get you back to hell from where you came" he cries. 

"I've seen you from the start and heard you." "Get you gone." "You've tried to kill her often enough." 

Abel thinks Tom is the devil or an evil demon. Tom hangs around outside concerned about Hatty's 

well being. Abel will not talk to Tom but merely tells him that she is alive. Tom cannot leave and so 

goes into the house to find Hatty and see for himself. At first he goes into the wrong room. He sees a 

much older James knocking on his mother's bedroom door and goes in when she bids him to enter. 

He asks about Hatty and is thankful that she is okay. Aunt Grace is very annoyed that Hatty is 

climbing trees at her age. Aunt Grace does not want Hatty in the house anymore. James suggest that 

she may marry someone. Aunt Grace states quite clearly that if anyone from this household was to 

marry Hatty then that individual would get none of Aunt Graces money or estate. James does not 

want to marry Hatty but suggest that she goes out more in the world and meets people. Aunt Grace 

does not care but she is only too happy for Hatty to go out more as it would mean she would see 

even less of her around the house. Tom eventually finds Hatty's room and passes through the door. 

Hatty gets a small fright when she sees Tom travel through the door but wants to see how Tom does 

this trick. Hatty is sat up in bed but she has a large bandage on her head. Tom notices that she has 

bars on her window like Tom's window back in his own room. Tom looks at the wonderful view 

wishing he had a view like that one. Tom then asks Hatty about the writing on the clock downstairs. 

Hatty promises him to examine it the next time she can as it is hidden from view. Hatty then shows 

Tom her secret hiding place in the cupboard under the floor boards containing all her favourite 

items. A gong then goes downstairs and Susan the maid comes into the room. Susan collects the tray 

and leaves. Tom says that he will come back tomorrow but Hatty states that it is sometimes months 



before he is seen. Tom is a bit confused as he says he comes back every night. Back downstairs Tom 

goes into the garden and then back into the house. He closes the door expecting to be returned to 

his own time but everything remains the same. Nothing has changed, he has not moved in time. He 

starts to panic a little and runs back up to Hatty's room but she is fast asleep. He decides to sit next 

to her and falls asleep holding her hand. The next thing Tom sees is his own room back in the flat. He 

is back in his own time sitting next to his own bed. He suddenly remembers the front door being ajar 

and rushes to remove the shoe and to lock it. He succeeds in doing so with no one seeing him and so 

returns to his room. At breakfast Aunt Gwen reads a letter from Tom's mum. Mum is really missing 

Tom but also states that Peter is missing him as well. Tom's mum wants him to return on Saturday 

by train. Peter has also written a letter to Tom and warns him of Mum's intentions and that Peter is 

not missing Tom (as it says in Mum's letter to Aunt Gwen). Uncle Alan agrees that Tom must think 

about going home. "Life is full of compromises" says Uncle Alan. "Time flies" he says as he leaves for 

work. This phrase sticks in Tom's mind. Aunt Gwen then takes Tom to see the river. She is unhappy 

that he will be leaving as she really likes the company around the flat. The river is nothing like what 

is is in Hatty's time. It is polluted and lots of factories and buildings are situated next to it. Tom is 

most unhappy at the view. 

Episode 4: Tom returns again to the garden. This time it is Winter and everywhere is covered in a 

thick blanket of white snow. He does not feel the cold since he does not belong in that time period 

and so wanders onto the lawn looking for Hatty. He sees some footprints and follows them down to 

the river. There he finds Hatty learning to skate. Hatty looks older again and more grown up. He 

reminds her that she was to find out about the picture on the clock but she says that the promise 

she made was a long time ago. They go back to the house and open the clock up. There is some 

writing on the disk inside. "Time no longer" it says. The Book of Revelation Chapter Ten verses one 

to six states Hatty. Hatty has a bible but does not want to go back into the house because of Aunt 

Grace. The friends go and get Abel's bible in his work room and look the verses up. Whilst starting to 

read, Abel comes in and catches them both but he does not object to their reading since he thinks 

that Tom must be okay if he is reading the good book. The pair look up the verses. Tom does not 

know what it means. Hatty thinks it might have something to do with the end of the world. Tom 

returns to his own time once again and is constantly thinking about time. He falls asleep and starts 

to dream. In his dreams someone appears and asks who has been meddling with the time on her 

grandfather clock. The next day Tom asks Uncle Alan about time. He asks what time is and how does 

it work. Uncle Alan is overjoyed at a sensible question for a change but then gets annoyed when 

Tom asks further questions about fantasy and time. Tom returns to Hatty's time that very night. She 

is skating with friends on the frozen river. She misses Tom but has new friends such as young Barty. 

Hatty looks more refined and much more lady like. Tom asks her to put her skates in the secret place 

in the cupboard. She promises to put them there when she has finished with them. She goes back to 

the skating with the others while Tom returns to his own time. The next morning Tom does not want 

to go out with Aunt Gwen but instead goes and checks the secret place underneath the floorboards 

and he finds the skates carefully wrapped containing a letter. He opens it and reads "To whom ever 

may find this. These skates are the property of Harriet Melbourne and are left in fulfilment of a 

promise made to a little boy, dated June 18th 18 something or other." Tom cannot make the year 

out but is so excited about going back with the skates that completely forgets to write to Peter. 

Peter meanwhile is longing to see Tom and to go back in time with him. He constantly thinks about 

where Tom has gone and stares at the postcards. When Tom arrives in Hatty's time period he is very 



faint. Hatty has trouble seeing him and she herself has changed becoming a little older. James nearly 

ready to take her to Castleford market. James does not know it, but Hatty intends to skate the river 

to Ely. James drives the cart and Tom gets a lift on the back. When they arrive at Castleford, James 

asks Hatty if she will be wanting a lift back but she says she is not sure when she will be finished. 

Tom and Hatty head off towards the river and begin putting on their skates. "To Ely" they say and 

begin skating down the river. The view of the town is superb, the huge Cathedral bells can be heard 

miles in the distance. Hatty informs Tom that the people call it "the great ship of the Fens." The two 

of them go into the Cathedral to look at its high stone walls. They then ask if they can go up the 

tower to see the view. The Verger says that a few people will be going up soon. the continue to look 

round the huge stone structure and see a plaque on the wall. Tom wants to tell Hatty about time 

both his and hers but he gets distracted. Tom counts the steps up the tower, all 286 of them. They 

remain at the top admiring the view. Peter meanwhile starts to concentrate hard on Toms locality 

and somehow sends himself back in time to see Tom. He appears at the top of the tower in the 

Cathedral much to the surprise of Tom. The verger states to the interested parties that they can see 

both Castleford and Peterborough from the tower. Tom sees Peter and they begin talking. Peter asks 

about the garden and then asks about Hatty. Tom point Hatty out to him. Peter says that the Hatty 

in front of them is a grown up woman not a little girl. Hatty sees Peter who then vanishes. Hatty asks 

who he was and Tom tells her that he was Peter his brother. The pair then go down the Cathedral 

steps. Peter awakens back in his own room and calls for Tom. His mum comes into the bedroom to 

settle him. A Chestnut seller tells Hatty that there is a thaw coming and that it would treacherous to 

skate home and that she must be careful as someone has already fallen through near the reedbeds. 

Hatty will skate some of the way and then get the train at Castleford market. On the way back Tom 

asks how old she is. Before she can answer she meets young Barty. Hatty is overjoyed to see him and 

he offers to escort her to the station. Tom is a bit annoyed since he is being ignored by Hatty. On the 

way to the station they realise that the last train has gone. They take a gig back to the house totally 

forgetting Tom. Tom meanwhile has fallen asleep in the back of the gig. The next morning, Aunt 

Gwen gets up to find the front door open (wedged with a shoe) and goes to speak to Tom who is 

back in his own bed. He wakes up very upset as the time is back to normal. Tom still has one more 

night at the flat and so creeps downstairs. He hopes to find a young Hatty again to play games with 

and have fun. When he opens the front door and steps out he finds just the plain backyard and falls 

over some of the dustbins. He starts to shout for Hatty and everyone in the house is disturbed 

including Mrs. Bartholomew. Uncle Alan drags Tom back inside. Mrs. Bartholomew then cries out 

"who is calling?" and comes down stairs. she is rapidly intercepted by Uncle Alan who apologies for 

the shouting and explains that it was their young nephew sleepwalking. Mrs. Bartholomew is 

adamant that Tom was shouting her name. Aunt Gwen gives Tom a mug of hot milk to calm him 

down. Uncle Alan finds the skates well polished / oiled but ancient. They will talk to him in the 

morning about it. The next morning Tom is still very upset. Uncle Alan decides he will take him home 

in the car. Aunt Gwen tries to console Tom but he still too upset. The flat doorbell rings and Uncle 

Alan goes to answer it. Mrs. Bartholomew wants an apology from Tom concerning the previous 

nights disturbance. Aunt Gwen is furious but Tom agrees to go and apologise to her. Uncle Alan 

thinks Tom is a really good chap in offering to do this. Tom rings Mrs. Bartholomew's doorbell and 

she come to see him. She asks him his name. Tom long he replies. Mrs. Bartholomew is overjoyed. 

He is a flesh and blood boy. She tells him that he called her Hatty last night and tells him that she is 

Hatty. We learn that she eventually married young Barty. The night before her wedding a great 

storm hit the area so Ely was not that last time he saw her. Tom remembered that he heard a cry 



when the tree was struck. "You are Hatty, you really are Hatty, your eyes are the same." he says. The 

tree was lost forever except in our memories. Abel married Susan and had a large family. Aunt Grace 

said he was as stupid as the cows in the field but he could see me whereas she could not. Downstairs 

the clock chimes but Hatty knows the time - she understands it's language. Tom goes back to his 

Aunt and asks for permission to have tea with Mrs. Bartholomew. She tells him that she and Barty 

were very happy. The cousins did not fair too well though as money was very problematic. James 

had to sell the house and so Barty and Hatty went to the auction. Barty said she could have 

whatever furniture she wanted. In the end he bought her both the house and the clock. He made it 

into flats but when he died Hatty came to live here. Because Hatty dreamed, both she and Tom were 

able to go back in time. They both longed for a garden and their dreams actually met. Lately though 

she had been dreaming of growing up and last night she dreamt of the wedding and that was the 

reason the garden had gone. It all made perfect sense now. They both existed then and they both 

existed now just like what the angel had said, "Time no longer" 
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Tom's Midnight Garden (1999) 
 

Young Tom Long (17-year-old Anthony Way) is forced to stay with 

his kindly Aunt and Uncle while his brother (13-year-old Nick 

Robinson) recovers from a bout of the measles. At their flat, he is 

disappointed to find there is no garden to play in; but his 

disappointment turns to wonder when he discovers a magical 

garden which only appears at night when an old grandfather clock 

strikes thirteen. His nightly excursions to this beautiful garden 

become even more interesting when he realises that the people 

he meets cannot see him - except one young girl named Hattie. I'd 

never heard of this movie before today, and had no intention of 

watching it. I stopped by my parents' house to feed their cat, and 

offhandedly flipped the TV on, about 10 minutes into the movie. 

Oh look, I thought, another dry British film. Wow, Greta Scacchi 

does a pretty good accent. Next thing I knew, I had my coat off, it 

was 2 hours later, and the film was over. It grabbed me just like that. Of course, I may be biased -- I 

have a thing for "time travel" stories of any kind, and this one was so subtle that I found it especially 

intriguing. Anybody who's ever felt a bit alone or abandoned at some point in their life should get a 

lift from this story. And there's a nice underlying message about the ability of true friendship to 

transcend both gender and age. 
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Tomu Sôyâ No Bôken (The Adventures Of Tom Sawyer) (1980) 
 

Tom Sawyer is a young boy growing up along the Mississippi River 

in the mid 1800s. Along with his best friend Huckleberry Finn, he 

spends his days ditching school, fishing, climbing trees and having 

adventures. 
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Tonight: Make My Kids Happy (2009) 
 

Recent surveys indicate that the self-esteem of Britain's youngsters is at an all-time low. As part of a 

social experiment, a group of teenagers have their material trappings taken away for a month to see 

if breaking their cycle of excessive consumerism makes them happier. In the concluding part of the 

experiment, Fiona Foster finds out if giving up make-up, gadgets and provocative fashions for a 

month has improved the self-esteem of a dozen typical teenagers and changed their view of the 

world around them. 
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Too Young To Be A Dad (A Family's Decision) (Too Young To Be A 

Father) (Trop Jeune Pour Être Père) (2002) 
 

When 15-year-old, Matt Freeman (18-year-old Paul Dano), gets his 

girlfriend, Francesca, pregnant her family decides to put the 

unborn baby up for adoption. Matt agrees to the decision, but 

begins to rethink it. This movie is taken from the father's point of 

view. Oh no, another made-for-TV movie about teen 

pregnancy...where's the remote? That's what I said when I first 

flipped the channel to Lifetime and "Too Young to be a Dad" was 

on. But since nothing else was on, I decided to watch it. And I'm 

glad that I did. This movie was put a great, new twist on teen 

pregnancy. After Matt, a 15-year-old boy, has sex with Francesca 

(another 15-year-old), he learns that she's pregnant. Usually, films 

focus on the girl, but this movie chose not to. Instead, it focuses 

on Matt, the boy, for a change. It's a refreshing new movie about a 

boy who's "Too Young to be a Dad". 
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Tooth (2004) 
 

Only one fairy has the courage to bring the magic back. Two 

children (13-year-old Rory Copus & Maisie Preston) from a poor 

family help rescue the Easter bunny. A kid's review of a cute kid's 

movie. I saw the movie, Tooth, over half term, and thought that 

people might want to see a kid's review of it. It is a children's film 

after all, and I don't see how an adult could judge it as one as well 

as a kid. Adults tend to try and over analyze/judge stuff a lot 

(sorry!). So here it goes. I went to see this film with a six year old 

and an eight year old, and we all really enjoyed it. It was a really 

cute film with a fun story, fun characters, an evil villain, and a 

great message. The acting was good and we all laughed out loud 

many times. I think it is a great idea for a movie, though maybe 

released at the wrong time of year (I have heard that it was 

supposed to be out before Christmas, but they didn't quite make 

it). The storyline was fun, interesting, and had tons of twists and turns to keep you interested. The 

little adventure the kids and Tooth take to find Mrs. C is really cool, and they meet lots of neat 

characters along the way. We all had fun watching the heroes just barely get away from the villain 

each time he almost caught them. The ending was great fun and had us all wishing we could fly - I'll 

try not to give too much away. Anyway, we all liked the film, and one of the people I went with was 

asking to buy it, before we were even out of the theatre! It's a really cute kid's film and I think most 

kids would enjoy it. 
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Tootsie (1982) 
 

Michael Dorsey is an unemployed actor with an impossible 

reputation. In order to find work and fund his friend's play he 

dresses as a woman, Dorothy Michaels, and lands the part in a 

daytime drama. Dorsey loses himself in this woman role and 

essentially becomes Dorothy Michaels, captivating women all 

around the city and inspiring them to break free from the control 

of men and become more like Dorsey's initial identity. This 

newfound role, however, lands Dorsey in a hot spot between a 

female friend/'lover,' a female co-star he falls in love with, that 

co-star's father who falls in love with him, and a male co-star who 

yearns for his affection. There is so much more to this film than 

Dustin Hoffman running around in a dress trying to act like a 

woman. Tootsie is one of the most intelligent comedies I've ever 

seen. It is perfectly cast, well-layered, and full of surprises. Dustin 

Hoffman plays Michael Dorsey. He seems to know everything about acting except how to stay 

employed as an actor. In an early montage we see him auditioning for numerous plays where he is 

either too old, too young, too short, simply not the right guy for the part, or in some cases 

impossible to work with. We also see him trying to teach his craft to some young wannabe actors, 

and working at a restaurant to pay the bills. After a hilarious argument with his agent, he is simply 

told "No one will hire you!" The very next shot has Hoffman in drag walking down the street to an 

audition for a soap opera part his friend (Terri Garr) was unable to land. So intent is the chauvinistic 

director (Coleman) on casting a woman that looks tough enough for the part of a hospital 

administrator, Hoffman is denied without so much as a reading. He responds with a hilarious tirade 

that opens the door to his television career. Hoffman lands the part, and is soon winning over fans 

all over the country. While Hoffman finds it wonderful to be working regularly, his personal life is 

understandably put to the test. He alienates Garr, is constantly made fun of by his roommate 

(Murray) and falls in love with one of his co-stars (Lange) who of course cannot learn his secret or 

he's out of a job. Things are further complicated when two older men fall in love with him. It would 

be pointless to try and describe some of the awkward situations he finds himself in. You must see 

the movie to experience them for yourself. The film is so well-cast it's incredible. There are so many 

fine actors at work here that it almost becomes a contest of who can steal the scene first. Murray 

gets his share with his improvised lines. His lamenting of the state of his plays during a party scene 

will have you howling. The icing on the cake was director Sydney Pollack agreeing to play Hoffman's 

agent. They only have a few scenes together, but they are the film's best. Tootsie is head and 

shoulders above other films I've seen that deal with men in women's clothing. Mrs. Doubtfire for 

example was all slapstick without much heart. In the end it tried to redeem itself in that department 

and just got way too sappy. Tootsie also wisely holds back in the feminism department. Although 

Hoffman's Dorothy Michaels is clearly a woman who inspires others to stand up for themselves, he is 

advised to tone it down by Pollack in one scene. Hoffman feels his Dorothy character should be 

doing specials and giving advice and whatnot, but Pollack reminds him, "You have NOTHING to say 

to women, Michael." In other words, you're lucky you've gotten away with the stunt up to this point, 



now you should be looking for a way to get out. Overall Tootsie is wonderful experience. It made a 

fortune when released, and is still very relevant today. Don't miss it! 10 of 10 stars from the Hound. 
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Torch Song Trilogy (1988) 
 

Tony Award-winning actor and playwright Harvey Fierstein re-

creates his role as the unsinkable Arnold Beckoff in this film 

adaptation of the smash Broadway play TORCH SONG TRILOGY. A 

very personal story that is both funny and poignant, TORCH SONG 

TRILOGY chronicles a New Yorker's search for love, respect and 

tradition in a world that seems not especially made for him. From 

Arnold's hilarious steps toward domestic bliss with a reluctant 

school teacher, to his first truly promising love affair with a young 

fashion model, Arnold's greatest challenge remains his 

complicated relationship with his mother. But armed with a keenly 

developed sense of humor and oftentimes piercing wit, Arnold 

continues to test the commonly accepted terms of endearment--

and endurance--in a universally affecting story that confirms that 

happiness is well worth carrying a torch for. I absolutely love this 

movie. It certainly was created for gay men, but as a lesbian, I feel a kinship with other gay people, 

and I believe this is an excellent movie. The depiction of female impersonators is genuine, and 

doesn't give the false glamourpuss view that probably causes many outsiders to think all drag 

queens are just like RuPaul (nothing against her, she's a diva, but not everyone has so much 

money!). The portrayal of a relationship involving one gay person and one bisexual person is also 

beautifully realistic. Ann Bancroft's performance as the Ma is stunning. I believe this movie would 

also appeal to open-minded heterosexuals who may not have too much involvement with our 

culture, as it depicts a grittier side of life than the commonly-seen rich gay boy lifestyle. 
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Torzók (Abandoned [Tales From The Orphanage]) (2001) 
 

Áron (10-year-old boy (Tamás Mészáros)) is a happy child in his 

family. But at some point things take a different turn, and his 

mother starts to lose her health rapidly. As this happens, the man 

in charge decides what's best for Áron without consulting the 

young boy's opinion, and the boy finds himself thrown out of his 

warm home into an orphanage in the woods. He's utterly 

displeased by what's happening, without knowing he has yet to 

face much worse. After a hard time getting over the harrassment 

of his classmates and being accepted as one of them, another 

obstacle on the way to his peace of mind faces him: His obnoxious 

teachers. He has no intention of being bad, but it's beyond his 

ability to blend into the revolting place he's in. The nasty 

treatment of the teaching crew gets the better of him, and he's 

not all that calm and passive anymore. But that leads into 

unpleasant events which Áron himself wouldn't want. 
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Touch Of Pink (2004) 
 

Alim is an Ismaili Canadian who lives in London, thousands of 

miles from his family, for one very good reason--he has a 

boyfriend. His ideal gay life begins to unravel when his mother 

shows up to find him a proper Muslim girlfriend and convince him 

to return to Canada for his cousin's extravagant wedding. Nuru 

was born and raised in Africa. She was fond of watching Doris Day 

and Cary Grant classic movies, and wanted to be like her. After the 

death of her husband, Nuru leaves her young son Alim in Africa 

with her sister and immigrates to Britain, hoping to leave behind 

her grief and start a new life. Alim is four when she leaves him. 

Nuru returns after being rejected by the England, and suffering 

racism. Nuru and her sister Dolly immigrate to Canada with their 

families and Alim grows up in Toronto. Fast-forward to the 

present. Nuru is going to attend her nephew Khaled's wedding but 

feels that she is missing part of herself because of her separation from Alim. She longs for him to 

marry a nice Ishmali Muslim girl and raise a family in Toronto. She goes to London to convince Alim 

to come home. What she does not know is that Alim is living with someone in - but that someone is 

not Muslim, nor a female - but a male Caucasian. Watch as events unravel this mystery for Nuru 

when she finally gets to meet her son's life-mate. Sure, the underlying plot of a son hiding his 

sexuality from his conservative mother isn't original and completely unpredictable, but there is a lot 

more to it, unlike many successful Hollywood movies. There's no nonstop violence and destruction, 

celebrity appearances, explicit sex scenes, or crude humor--not that those always make bad movies. 

The characters have varied depth (as do real people), the dialogue is great and sometimes even 

clever, and of course there are some good laughs. It's tasteful and maybe a little bit 'artsy', but that's 

completely okay. The details of the plot are different enough to keep it interesting. Some touching 

character secrets are revealed. 'Too bad it didn't have a wider release in theaters or more well-

placed publicity. I think it would've been more successful. I definitely rank it as one of my favorites. 

As always, don't let the opinions of strangers be the only deciding factor for seeing a movie. 

Sometimes we agree, sometimes we don't. 
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Tout Contre Léo (Close To Leo) (2002) 
 

When 21-year-old Leo (Pierre Mignard), the oldest of four 

brothers, announces to his rural French family that he's HIV+ 

family bonds are tested. The family decides that 11-year-old 

Marcel (13-year-old Yaniss Lespert), the youngest, is too young to 

understand and the family agrees to keep the unsettling news 

from him. Marcel overhears enough to understand that 

something amiss with Leo and when the two travel to Paris 

together, Marcel confronts Leo with what he suspects. 
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Trading Places (1983) 
 

Mortimer and Randolph Duke are commodity brokers who enjoy a 

little wager now and then. For the latest bet, Randolph believes 

they can take a common criminal and make him a successful 

businessman in the company. The criminal, Billy Ray, is to be given 

the job and home of Louis, who in turn is set up for crimes he 

didn't commit, to see if he resorts to crime once he's lost his rich 

environment and friends. Louis Winthorpe III is a successful 

Philadelphia commodity broker with mansion, manservant and 

girlfriend to match. Billy Ray Valentine is a hustling beggar. 

Winthorpe's employers, the elderly Duke brothers, make a bet 

that by switching the lifestyle of the two Billy Ray will make good 

and their man will take to a life of crime. Suddenly Louis finds 

himself uncomprehendingly with no job, no home and only a new 

acquaintance, glamorous hooker Ophelia, prepared to help him. So at least in one way things could 

actually be worse. Could this movie honestly have been any more funny? I saw it again, as I have 

repeatedly for years, and still laughed. My new son had never seen it before and liked it as well. 

Murphy was at the top of his game back then and Aykroyd is the perfect snob-class elitist. Some of 

these jokes are so timeless that I still refer to them from time-to-time and they STILL get laughs, 

both from people who have and haven't seen this film. Yes, the jokes are a bit dated and somewhat 

slapstick, but this was a sign of the times. Most 80s comedies were full of slapstick moments. Jamie 

Lee Curtis was at the height of her sexy image and I'd forgotten how well she'd played her role. The 

late Don Ameche is so animated that it played perfectly into the mood of the film. It's worth owning. 
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Transporter 2 (Le Transporteur II) (2005) 
 

Professional driver Frank Martin is living in Miami, where he is 

temporarily filling in for a friend as the chauffeur for a 

government narcotics control policymaker and his family. The 

young boy (Hunter Clary) in the family is targeted for kidnapping, 

and Frank immediately becomes involved in protecting the child 

and exposing the kidnappers. We find the faithful transporter 

again carting around goods he usually does not. This time the 

cargo is again human. After he is forced to turn over his human 

cargo to a mercenary hired by the Columbian drug cartels, he is 

fingered as the kidnapper and must work in stealthy quickness to 

reclaim the boy, catch the real kidnapper and save the entire drug 

fighting community. Add in far-fetched biological warfare (a la 

('Mission Impossible 2')), several Jackie Chan-esque fight scenes 

and exciting vehicle chases (more than just cars). Former soldier turned hired criminal Frank Martin, 

now living in Miami, has been hired for his latest assignment. Frank has been hired as a bodyguard 

to Jack Billings, son of Jefferson Billings, a wealthy U.S. official for the U.S. government drug control 

organization who is attending a conference with the DEA. When Jack is kidnapped by a international 

crime boss known as Gianni and his associates including his murderous lover Lola and gets 

implicated in the kidnapping, Frank with help of trusted friend, French police detective Tarconi, sets 

out to rescue Jack and takes on Gianni and his henchmen, as Gianni infects Jack with a engineered 

virus which will infect those who come into contact with Jack, as Gianni plans to infect Jefferson and 

sabotage the conference. In Miami, the professional driver Frank Martin is working temporarily for 

the Billings family, transporting their son Jack while his driver is on vacation. Mr. Billings is an 

important member of the government and Mrs. Audrey Billings trusts on Frank, who promises to 

protect the boy. When Jack is kidnapped by a mercenary hired by the Colombian cartels, Frank faces 

the criminals and the Miami police force trying to rescue the kid. When the boy returns to his family, 

Jack discloses the real and lethal intention of the abduction of Jack. TRANSPORTER 2 isn't going to 

win any awards for its story (whatever happened to Luc Besson anyway?), but for a fun action movie 

it's about as good as 2005 offered. Jason Statham reprises the role of Frank Martin, a driver with 

impressive skills in or out of his car. The 2nd film is at least as silly as the first, and not quite as corny 

in the script, making it a very entertaining way to pass 80 minutes. Obviously the aim of the film is to 

capture some of the style of "Golden Era" Hong Kong action films, and Jason Statham does a great 

job with the help of Cory Yuen's choreography, which is very imaginative and clever (though he 

reuses a few ideas, e.g. the hosepipe from KISS OF THE DRAGON). Unfortunately the film is blighted 

by "Hollywood-Style" camera work and editing, which detracts from the choreography... westerners 

still haven't learnt how to shoot a fight scene as well as a Hong Kong crew (despite having 10x the 

budget available to do it)... too many closeups, shaky camera that goes against the movement of the 

action and editing which obscures rather than emphasises what's going on. I'd love to see the action 

scenes re-edited by one of HK's premier action film editors. Still, small quibbles really since Hong 

Kong has pretty much stopped making action films this fun anyway, and TRANSPORTER 2 is still 

plentifully entertaining as it is. 
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Tras El Cristal (In A Glass Cage) (1987) 
 

A former Nazi doctor-turned-pedophile, paralyzed from the neck 

down after a suicide attempt, is forced to accept a boy as his 

nurse under threat of blackmail: the boy secretly witnessed the 

doctor's torture and murder of another boy, and possesses the 

man's diary, which details his wartime experiments and his 

subsequent descent into pedophilia and murder. Before long, the 

boy displays his ambition to follow in the older man's footsteps. 

There are few films as utterly repulsive - but nonetheless 

distinctive and well-made - as Tras el cristal. This Spanish assault 

on the senses is the terrible tale of a nazi torturer whose cruel 

desires for murdering and abusing young boys leads him to 

attempt suicide. His failure leaves him imprisoned in an iron lung - 

and us viewers in his grotesque and dirty nightmare. Attended by 

an assortment of ghoulish figures he deliberates his history. A 

new nurse is employed, however, who has a special interest in "caring" for this impotent nightmare 

of an individual. From there the film becomes a black vision of the psychological and physical scars 

which can destroy individuals and the violent force of tainted memories and shredded, wasted lives. 

Its a graphic film but doesn't dwell or portray the reprehensible acts of the lead character. It does 

contain some horrific violence and torture though spares the audience representation of the sexual 

abuse and more extreme details which the script skirts over. Marisa Paredes - a familiar face from 

numerous Pedro Almodovar films - is suitably creepy in a small role. This film will get under your skin 

like a mite and disturb you for quite a while. Its nonetheless memorable and well-constructed but an 

endurance text for audiences used to much more "clean" treatments of these issues in American 

films. The film plays like a nightmare and is continuously and utterly bereft of emotion - one of its 

most disturbing elements amongst many, many others. But this very lack of emotion goes some way 

to interrogating the consciousness of the terrifyingly blank lead character. It remains banned in 

Australia and other territories in the early part of the 21st century. While not deserving this fate, it is 

not a film many will be able to bear I imagine. Its not certain the point and vision of this film goes 

anywhere but deep inside, rotting the soul's core. In any case, its reputation has assured it will be 

seen in the wrong context and for the sake of shock. Not that there's anything wrong with that... 

except this film begs for a more considered approach even if it goes all grand guignol and over the 

top in its closing. 
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Trash (Andy Warhol's Trash) (1970) 
 

After Flesh, this is the second of the Flesh-Trash-Heat trilogy of the 

Joe Dallessandro-Andy Warhol-Paul Morrissey collaboration. This 

is much more pacier than Flesh, and it has more solid conversation 

although obviously the actors have again been left on their own to 

improvise. The context is much more specifically set than Flesh 

again (thanks to better editing I guess), and the mood is darker 

and gloomier. The transvestite Holly Woodlawn is truly grand as 

the lost and desperate girlfriend who is helplessly in love with the 

impotent drug addict Joe. Trash is also more critical about the 

state of the American nation in the 60's. 
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Treasure Island (1977) 
 

In 1977 the BBC launched a lavish production of Robert Louis 

Stevenson's "Treasure Island". With a cast including "Public Eye"'s 

Alfred Burke, Patrick Troughton and 18-year-old Ashley Knight, 

this has become one of the fondest remembered of the BBC's 

"Classic Drama" serials. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (1977) 
 

Episode 1. 

Episode 2. 

Episode 3. 

Episode 4. 
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Treasure Island (1985) 
 

Robert Louis Stevenson's novel, updated to the twentieth 

century. A pure masterpiece! Undoubtedly Ruiz's best! Treasure 

island belongs to this category of films that is devoted to express 

the realm of childhood, with all its delighted charm, and also its 

perverted games. This film is not merely an adaptation of 

Stevenson's famous work; it tells the story of a child (12-year-old 

Melvil Poupaud) that is gradually brought into a sort of game 

orchestrated by adults, a game which recreates the childlike 

universe of Stevenson's Treasure Island. And gradually too, this 

child happens to merge (but it would be hard to explain) into the 

figure of the author, played by Jean-Pierre Léaud, whose off-voice 

relates in French the memories of the child himself. A jigsaw-like 

film, that is worth to be seen a lot of consecutive times, without 

its delightful treasures being completely revealed. 
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Treasure Island (1990) 
 

Young Jim Hawkins (16-year-old Christian Bale), while running the 

Benbow Inn with his mother, meets Captain Billy Bones, who dies 

at the inn while it is beseiged by buccaneers led by Blind Pew. Jim 

and his mother fight off the attackers and discover Billy Bones' 

treasure map for which the buccaneers had come. Jim agrees to 

sail on the S.S. Espaniola with Squire Trelawney and Dr. Livesey to 

find the treasure on a mysterious isiand. Upon arriving at the 

island, ship's cook and scaliwag Long John Silver leads a mutiny of 

crew members who want the treasure for themselves. Jim helps 

the Squire and Espaniola officers to survive the mutiny and fight 

back against Silver's men, who have taken over the Espaniola. 

Shiver-me-timbers, this is the best version of the Robert Louis 

Stevenson classic! In fact it is a model of cinematic adaptation. 

Closely following the book, with whole scenes and dialogue taken 

straight from its pages, the film never bogs down into the kind of stuffy lifelessness that sometimes 

afflicts adaptations attempting to be faithful to their literary source. Indeed Frazier Heston's 

screenplay and direction capture the brisk, page turning pleasure of the book nicely. Add to his sure 

direction, wonderful locations, a picture-perfect cast and a rousing music score by the Chieftains and 

you have one of the best pirate movies ever made. And for once they really are pirates and not 

watered down, sentimentalized versions of them. They're cut-throats all, a scurvy lot of thieves, 

superstitious and dirty. You can just smell their stench under the hot tropic sun and lush vegetation 

of Skeleton Island. Oliver Reed as Billy Bones gets the movie going smartly. We first see him with his 

granite visage at the head of the skiff, an old sea dog home from the sea. With his great hulk and 

whiskey whisper purr he exudes danger from every rum soaked pore of his being. Of course his old 

shipmates, the remnants of the crew of the now dead Captain Flint, are pursuing him. Christopher 

Lee, almost completely unrecognizable, is Blind Pew, a spectral, skeletal figure of death, whose fury, 

fueled by blindness is like some great ravaging bird of prey. He is wonderful and like Reed he creates 

a vivid, memorable characterization. A young Christian Bale is the definitive Jim Hawkins. He 

narrates the proceedings and is at turns appealing, capable and wily. He is a boy on the verge of 

young manhood who is about to have his mettle tested with the adventure of a lifetime. There is not 

a trace of the Jackie Cooper mawkishness about him. Richard Johnson as Squire Trelawney, Julian 

Glover as Dr. Livesey, and Clive Wood as Captain Smollet are all perfect in their roles. They 

beautifully capture the essence of quiet courage. Heroes without phony heroics, they are solid men 

of character sure of themselves and quite capable of dealing with Silver and his scurvy crew. This 

brings us to Charlton Heston as Long John Silver. Ultimately for any version of this work to succeed it 

rests on the shoulder of the actor portraying the Sea Cook. Happy to say, Heston gives one of the 

best performances of his long career. Turning his stalwart, forthright screen persona on its head, he 

creates a monster that is complex, charismatic, and bloodthirsty. There is no Wallace Beery, Robert 

Newton sentimentality here. This is a natural leader of men who can dazzle with his bigger than life 

personality and tales of treasure, and the next moment plunge his cutlass into the bowels of his 

victim without even missing a beat. Never has he used his toothy smile to better effect. It is the 

smile of a vicious carnivore-a shark. On a lighter note Nicholas Amer brings the right balance of levity 



and pathos as Ben Gunn, the poor maroon. He is amusing without becoming a caricature, and his 

scene with Jim when describes his yearning for a piece of toasted cheese is wonderful. Both Pete 

Postlewaite as George Merry and Michael Halsey as Israel Hands are perfectly nasty. Finally the 

music score by the Chieftains is superb. It captures by turns the lilting Celtic love of the sea, the 

grace and sweep of a great sailing ship setting out for adventure and the exotic dangers of buried 

treasure, pirates, flashing cutlasses, and midnight rendezvous on a far away island in the balmy 

tropics. Avast, me hearties, this is a film to treasure! 
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Treasure Island (L'Île Au Trésor) (La Isla Del Tesoro) (L'Isola Del 

Tesoro) (Die Schatzinsel) (1972) 
 

Based upon the story by R. L. Stevenson, the film shows Orson 

Welles as Long John Silver, pirate chief, who would like to find 

hidden treasure. The level of production values, the caliber of the 

sets, the quality of the writing tend to make me think of the 

peplum films and cheap swashbucklers made in Europe during the 

post-war period and the 1950s and early 1960s that we used to 

see at Saturday afternoon matinees at the cinema or on 

Television. Let's face it, it doesn't even come up to the level of bad 

entertainment. Where do we begin? 1) The ship is so small and 

shoddy that it couldn't even qualify as a fishing boat, let alone a 

deep-water vessel. 2) The fort on the island, described as a sturdy 

log cabin in the story, is a stucco and brick hacienda, with a stone 

wall rather than the log stockade required. 3) The casting is really 

quite strange: a) Stander is so benign as to be unbelievable; b) 

Slezak, as the squire is too refined and much too Middle-European 

to portray the blustering, blowhard Stevenson intended; c) Who, in the name of all that's holy, 

suggested that Welles play Silver? He's too old, too lethargic, and too unhealthy looking to gives us 

the strong, powerful, vital villain we all think of. The only truly piratical trait he has is a genuine 

penchant for evil. Interestingly enough, they do show Ben Gunn as was the original concept. And the 

scenes at the Benbow Inn are quite realistic and accurate. In addition, the scenes at Silver's inn, 

interactions among the pirates there, and the introduction of Silver's mulatto wife give this 

production it's only redeeming moments. Watch this, and see what not to do. Kim Burfield is Jim 

Hawkins. 
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Treasure Island (Robert Louis Stevenson's Treasure Island) (1950) 
 

Enchanted by the idea of locating treasure buried by Captain Flint, 

Squire Trelawney, Dr. Livesey and Jim Hawkins charter a sailing 

voyage to a Caribbean island. Unfortunately, a large number of 

Flint's old pirate crew are aboard the ship, including Long John 

Silver. Young Jim Hawkins is caught up with the pirate Long John 

Silver in search of the buried treasure of the buccaneer Captain 

Flint, in this adaptation of the classic novel by Robert Louis 

Stevenson. I have just seen this version of Treasure Island for the 

first time and found it fantastic. Jim Hawkins sets sail on a ship, 

whose crew includes Long John Silver and head for an island to 

search for some buried treasure there. What nobody is aware of 

is the Long John and some of the men plan a mutiny, which does 

happen by the time they reach the island. Once on the island, the 

treasure is found and there is a shoot out at the end with the 

baddies and goodies and Long John Silver sails away alone with his parrot and everyone else is OK, 

including Jim. Treasure Island is beautifully shot in colour and was Disney's first live action movie. 

Now to that excellent cast: 13-year-old Bobby Driscoll plays Jim Hawkins, Robert Newton is Long 

John Silver and Basil Sydney is Captain Smollett. The rest of the cast includes Walter Fitzgelard, 

Finlay Currie, Ralph Truman and brief appearances from Dad's Army star John Laurie, Dr. Who actor 

Patrick Troughton, John Gregson and Sam Kydd. Great acting from all. Treasure Island is a must see 

for movie fans of all ages. Fantastic stuff. 
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Treasure Island Kids: The Battle Of Treasure Island (2004) 
 

Part one of the Treasure Island Kids Series follows Charlie (Nicko 

Vella), a rebellious teenager sent to summer camp by his parents. 

This is not any old summer camp, this is the real Island. 

Meanwhile, the evil Captain Flint plots to take over the island and 

take all the gold hidden there for himself. Charlie must lead the 

kids (11-year-old Jack Hurst & 15-year-old Joseph Moore) to 

victory or lose the island for ever. 
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Treasure Island Kids: The Monster Of Treasure Island (2004) 
 

The kids (Nicko Vella & 11-year-old Jack Hurst) and adults on 

Treasure Island battle to save themselves from a terrifying 

monster and in doing so learn to accept newcomers as friends. 
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Treasure Island Kids: The Mystery Of Treasure Island (2004) 
 

Conrad has invented an airship like never seen before and a 

strange mood has fallen over the campers. Ashoka, a boy from 

India, has gone missing and the girls have discovered an ancient 

statue. When Charlie (Nicko Vella) and Miranda investigate, they 

discover the island has been visited by an alien space traveler. 

Their first instinct is to report to scientists on a nearby island, but 

by the time the helicopters arrive with the investigation team, the 

kids have bonded with the alien. Now, the kids (11-year-old Jack Hurst) must help the alien escape 

before it is captured and used for science experiments. 
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Trece Campanadas (Thirteen Chimes) (13 Campanadas) (Trece 

Badaladas) (When The Bell Chimed 13) (2002) 
 

Jacobo (David Álvarez as Young Jacobo) is a young sculptor that 

returns to native city, Santiago of Compostela, to see his mother, 

locked up a psychiatric hospital for to kill to her husband, when he 

believed she dead years ago. To their arrival, visions of Mateo, his 

dead father eighteen years ago, begin to persecute to him, since 

his father died by shot gun, peculiarly, when thirteen peals 

sounded in the cathedral, fact what obsesses to Jacobo. After 

watching several times, Mateo convinces his son to make the 

work for the cathedral that his father couldn't finish in life, but 

what begins as a simple work becomes a madness spiral when 

Jacobo discovers the true intentions of the ghost of his father: to 

kill to his son to usurp his body to finish the statue, and after to 

return to the life. This tale of a young sculptor haunted by the 

malicious ghost of his dead father takes its time to get going, but 

once it does it becomes an interesting, watchable tale with a nice satisfying conclusion. It cleverly 

keeps the audience guessing about whether the ghost is real or the result of schizophrenia, and has 

some great looking locations. Its all a little low-key but is definitely worth a look. 
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Treehouse Hostage (1999) 
 

Timmy Taylor (13-year-old Joey Zimmerman) and his two friends, 

Stevie (15-year-old Todd Bosley) and Buddy (13-year-old 

Kristopher Kachurak) capture escaped convict Carl Banks (Jim 

Varney) and hold him hostage in their treehouse over the 

weekend so that Timmy can use Carl as his current event project 

at school on Monday. The boys then find that Carl is mixed up in a 

counterfeiting ring that could spell trouble for them too. I like this 

movie and I thought that this was the best Jim Varney movie yet 

I've seen. I liked this movie SO much that I asked for it for 

Christmas and watched it over and over and over again and yet I 

still like it. My favorite part is the tree house Court scene and 

when Carl escapes. I thought that both of those scenes were 

absolutely hilarious. Don't ask me how I got to be A Treehouse 

hostage fan. It's Jim Varney. I don't know how I got a Jim Varney 

fan I'm glad to be a fan of Jim Varney and all of his movies. I will still like this movie for a very long 

time and nothing will take that away from me. And I really mean that. 
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Trick (1999) 
 

Gabriel, an aspiring writer of Broadway musicals, meets Mark, a 

muscled stripper, who picks him up on the subway. They spend 

the night trying to find somewhere to be alone... forced to 

contend with Gabriel's selfish roommate, his irritating best friend, 

and a vicious, jealous drag queen in a gay dance club. The sun rises 

on a promising new relationship. As soon as you finish watching it, 

you'll want to rewind it and watch it again. The sweetest, most 

refreshing movie I have seen. Something about it (maybe the 

thoroughly funny and romantic love story) leaves with the 

greatest feeling in the world. And I go around for hours after I've 

watched it singing "Enter You". Funny, engaging, sweet, romantic, 

and (I know it's the same word the critics used, but they were 

absolutely right) magical! 
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Tristan + Isolde (2006) 
 

An affair between the second in line to Britain's throne (Franco) 

and the princess of the feuding Irish (Myles) spells doom for the 

young lovers. In the Dark Ages, after the fall of the Roman Empire, 

the weak Britain is divided in several clans, while the powerful 

Ireland, untouched by Romans, dominates and spoils the British 

tribes. The fair and noble British leader Marke meets with the 

other chiefs trying to unite their country, but they are attacked 

and slaughtered by the Irish army leaded by Morholt. Marke 

looses one hand protecting the young Tristan (16-year-old Thomas 

Sangster), who had just lost his parents, and he raises the boy as if 

he were of his blood. Years later, after another attack of the Irish 

forces, Tristan rescues his people that were captured to serve as 

slaves and kills the mean Morholt, for whom the beautiful Irish 

princess Isolde was promised to get married. Tristan is poisoned 

by the sword of Morholt, declared dead by his mates, and is put on a boat for the funeral services. 

Isolde finds the boat with Tristan in an Irish beach with her maid-servant Bragnae, she saves him and 

along the days they fall in love for each other. When Tristan returns to Britain, Isolde lies about her 

name. Her father, King Donnchadh, together with the traitor Wictred, decides to promote a joust, to 

divide the British and make Wictred king, promising the hand of Isolde to the winner, but Tristan 

wins the tournament. Without knowing that Isolde is his love, Tristan offers her to Marke, to 

promote the union of Britain. When he sees who Isolde is, he has to decide between his friendship 

and loyalty to Marke and his love for Isolde. Tristan and Isolde is one of the most enjoyable films I've 

seen this year. I saw it in a preview screening without knowing anything about the film or the myth. I 

expected a mediocre romance, only hoping that it would be set in an interesting medieval setting 

and that my girlfriend would enjoy it. Well it is a story of love, but also so much more. The film has a 

dark undertone to it and every character is torn between hard choices of power, loyalty, friendship 

and in Tristan's case, love. There is plenty of both tragedy and love and although very dramatic I 

never felt it was being too sentimental. The battle scenes are very well done. Although realism is 

sometimes sacrificed for dramatic impact, this works very well for the film. Most importantly there 

are no invulnerable heroes. Everyone is in immediate danger of mutilation and death, making the 

fight scenes more intense. The casting of Tristan, Isolde and Lord Marke is perfect and most of the 

supporting cast do an equally great job. The absence of any Hollywood superstars makes the film all 

that much better. Enjoy. 
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Tron (1982) Anniversary Edition 
 

Hacker/arcade owner Kevin Flynn who is digitally broken down 

into a data stream by a villainous software pirate known as the 

Master Control and reconstituted into the internal, 3-D graphical 

world of computers. It is there, in the ultimate blazingly colourful, 

geometrically intense landscapes of cyberspace, that Flynn joins 

forces with Tron to outmanoeuvre the Master Control program 

that holds them captive in the equivalent of a gigantic, infinitely 

challenging computer game. I hope some smart person from 

Disney is reading this: if ever there was a movie crying out to be 

re-released into movie-theaters, it's "Tron," the dazzling sci-fi film 

from Walt Disney Productions. If it were released into theaters 

today, "Tron" would be a smash hit, 'cause the movie-audiences 

of today would understand it a heck of a lot better than the 

movie-audiences of 1982. "Tron" tells the story of a young computer programmer named Flynn (Jeff 

Bridges) who gets sucked INTO a computer, and must fight for his life playing life-or-death video 

games, run by the evil Master Control Program. With the aid of a good warrior program named Tron 

(Bruce Boxleitner), and Tron's significant-other Yori (Cindy Morgan), Flynn must put a stop to the 

MCP and set things right in the computer world once again before returning to his own world. With 

breathtakingly beautiful computer-animation (and the very first film to use computer-animation 

extensively), and presenting an original, dazzling world where energy lives and breathes inside a 

computer, "Tron" was way ahead of its time. This may explain why the film was greeted with 

incomprehension from critics and audience members alike back in 1982. The problem was, back in 

1982, there was no such thing as the Internet, and, apart from business types, most people didn't 

really know diddlysquat about computers yet. As a result, the computer jargon heard throughout 

"Tron" went sailing over most audience members' heads, and for many, the story was difficult to 

follow. Critics complained that "Tron" was all special effects and no story. And, for the final insult, 

"Tron" wasn't even NOMINATED for Best Visual Effects at Oscar time, presumably because the 

Academy in 1982 didn't recognize computer-animation as "genuine" visual effects, i.e. "it's 

animation, not visual effects," they thought to themselves. "The Abyss" changed all that in 1989, but 

that was a big seven years after "Tron." Obviously, everyone in 1982 had missed the film's point. But 

the passing of time has been very kind to "Tron." Today, the film has a major cult following, and is 

recognized by many as the landmark sci-fi film that it truly is. Looking at "Tron" today, the movie has 

aged very well indeed, like a fine wine. Now that time--and people's knowledge of computers--has 

finally caught up with "Tron," now would be the PERFECT time for the world in general to take 

another look at this amazing film. Message to Disney: put "Tron" back in theaters! Clean it up with a 

new remastered print & remastered sound, and let the world rediscover this sci-fi classic. It WILL be 

a smash hit! In 1982, people just didn't understand "Tron." Today, they will. Trust me. 
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Troop Beverly Hills (1989) 
 

As Phyllis, a Beverly Hills housewife, is in the middle of a divorce, 

she tries to find focus in her life by taking over her daughter's 

(Hannah) Wilderness Girl troop. Among the girls are Tiffany, (who 

her father has to bribe to attend meetings, Emily (the daughter of 

an out of work actor, whose financial difficulties hinders her 

wanting to participate in certain activities), the neurotic Tessa 

(whose parents divorce has forced her into therapy twice a week), 

the hostile Chica (whose parents are too busy with their own lives 

to even remember her birthday), and Claire (the child star who 

see the wilderness girls as her chance to lead a "normal" life). 

Phyllis then begins to take the girls camping at a Beverly Hills hotel 

and earn patches relating to material things. The district leader, 

Velda, feels the troop should be disbanded. However, the head of 

the Wilderness girls organization believes that as long as Phyllis 

has taken an active interest in the girls, that is the only thing that's important. Then Velda begins to 

sabotage the girls endlessly. A soon to be divorced Beverly Hills society wife (Phyllis Nefler) is 

determined to prove to her husband (Freddy) and herself that she can finish what she starts out to 

do. She soon realizes that being a Wilderness Girls' den mother to a troop of Beverly Hills-bred girls 

is not as easy as buying cookies. Cute enough and harmless enough to qualify as passable family 

entertainment, this movie aims for the kiddie humor, and succeeds. Shelley Long is a delight, and 

Craig T. Nelson portrays, well, Craig T. Nelson. This isn't great by any means, but high-spirited and 

upbeat. 
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True Grit (1969) 
 

The murder of her father sends a teenage tomboy, Mattie Ross, 

(Kim Darby), on a mission of "justice", which involves avenging 

her father's death. She recruits a tough old marshal, "Rooster" 

Cogburn (John Wayne), because he has "grit", and a reputation of 

getting the job done. The two are joined by a Texas Ranger, La 

Boeuf, (Glen Campbell), who is looking for the same man (Jeff 

Corey) for a separate murder in Texas. Their odyssey takes them 

from Fort Smith, Arkansas, deep into the Indian Territory (present 

day Oklahoma) to find their man. More than Just a Fat Old Man. 

"True Grit" deals with one of the classic Western themes, indeed 

one of the classic themes in all literature- revenge. A teenage girl, 

Mattie Ross, is looking for someone who will help her track down 

Tom Chaney, the man who murdered her father. The man Mattie 

chooses is Rooster Cogburn, a U.S. Marshal. Cogburn is elderly, 

fat, one-eyed and a heavy drinker, but Mattie chooses him because she has heard that he has "true 

grit". The two of them set out into the Indian Territory in search of Chaney, accompanied by La 

Boeuf (shouldn't that be Le Boeuf?), a Texas ranger who wants to arrest him in connection with 

another murder. This is perhaps best remembered today as the film for which John Wayne won his 

only Oscar. Halliwell's Film Guide rather ungraciously refers to it as a "sentimental Oscar, for daring 

to look old and fat", but there is more to Wayne's performance than that. The Academy, in fact, had 

tended to overlook Wayne, just as they overlooked the Western genre which provided him with 

most of his roles; well over a hundred films had only brought him two previous nominations. 

Cogburn, however, was one of his best roles. On the surface a hard-bitten, irascible old man, he has 

hidden depths to his character- not only the courage and determination implied by the phrase "true 

grit", but also a sense of humour and a capacity for tenderness. Cogburn is a lonely man, divorced 

from his wife and alienated from his only son, and his only friends are a Chinese storekeeper (a rare 

acknowledgement from Hollywood that not every inhabitant of the West was either white or an 

Indian) and his cat. A close relationship, however, grows up between him and the orphaned Mattie, 

for whom he becomes a substitute father. In turn, she becomes the daughter he never had- or 

perhaps even a substitute son. Mattie is a complex character. There is much about her that is 

androgynous- her tomboy looks, her short hair, even her name, which can be short for Matthew as 

well as Matilda or Martha. She is brave and determined (there is a suggestion that the phrase "true 

grit" applies to her as well), but can also be a pain in the neck, especially to Cogburn. She is at times 

wise in the ways of the world and at others strangely innocent. She is part avenging angel, part 

bookish intellectual (shown by her rather formal language) and part vulnerable child. It is a role that 

called for an outstanding performance and got one from Kim Darby who was able to bring out all the 

various facets of Mattie's character. (This is the only film of hers that I have seen, but it seems 

strange on the strength of this that her subsequent cinema career has been so patchy). 

Unfortunately, Glenn Campbell, a singer with little previous acting experience, made a weak La 

Boeuf. It is probably as well that John Wayne did not get his way when he wanted Karen Carpenter, 

a singer with absolutely no previous acting experience, to play the role of Mattie instead of Darby. 

Great actors do not always make great casting directors. "True Grit" does not perhaps have the 



depth of meaning of some of the truly great Westerns, such as "High Noon", "Unforgiven" or 

Wayne's last film, "The Shootist", but it is a very good one. It is a fast-moving and exciting adventure, 

notable for some beautiful photography of mountainous landscapes (although it is ostensibly set in 

relatively flat Oklahoma, it was actually filmed in Colorado and California), for one of the great iconic 

moments of the Western (the scene where Cogburn gallops alone into battle, guns blazing, against 

four opponents) and for two excellent performances in the two main roles. 
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Try Seventeen (2002) 
 

After 17-year-old misfit Jones Dillon (21-year-old Elijah Wood) 

drops out of college on his first day, he moves into an old 

apartment building where he soon becomes entangled in the lives 

of his kooky new neighbors, including a temperamental 

photographer (Franka Potente) and a self-absorbed aspiring 

actress (Mandy Moore). When he's not busy flirting with the 

ladies or learning to live on his own, would-be writer Jones divides 

his time between fending off queries from his alcoholic mother 

(Elizabeth Perkins), penning letters to an absentee father, and 

indulging in an overactive fantasy life. An auto accident forces a 

reality check, however, nudging Jones to grow up & decide what 

he really wants. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English 

Soundtrack  



Tsatsiki - Vänner För Alltid (Tsatsiki Och Kärleken) (Tsatsiki: Friends 

Forever) (2001) 
 

10-year-old Tsatsiki (11-year-old Samuel Haus) is not too happy 

when his girlfriend breaks up with him, and he quarrels with his 

best friend Per. However, after an eventful vacation to Greece 

with his grandfather, Tsatsiki is reconciled with his girlfriend and 

Per. Tsatsiki has learned that the loneliest person in the world is 

he who has no friends. 

Converted from DivX...Swedish & Dubbed German Soundtracks 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...Swedish, Dubbed Danish & Dubbed 

Russian Soundtracks...Swedish, Norwegian & Russian Subtitles 

Converted from Xvid...Swedish Soundtrack...English, Swedish, 

Norwegian & Russian Subtitles  



Tsatsiki, Morsan Och Polisen (Tsatsiki - Det Är Jag) (Tsatsiki, Moren 

Og Politimanden) (1999) 
 

Little Tsatsiki (9-year-old Samuel Haus), son of a single mother in 

Sweden, has never met his father, a Greek fisherman. Tsatsiki 

befriends a nice but straight-laced motorcycle policeman renting 

one of their rooms and decices he is the right guy for his mother, 

an amateur rock singer in love with her band's bass player. To take 

a break from all this romantic hassle it's time for a holiday trip, 

and Tsatsiki and his mother end up in the very same Greek village 

where Tsatsiki was conceived a decade earlier. This is a wonderful 

movie about relations between a mother, her son and the 

mothers boyfriends. The movie also deals with childrens questions 

about who their parents are. Tsatsiki has never met his father 

because Tsatsikis mother got pregnant during a vacation week in 

Greece and never went back to tell the father that she carried his son. The relations are seen trough 

Tsatsikis, an 11-year-old boy, eyes. And he is very charming, but I do not think that he is 

representative for children of his age. The actors are good and it gives you a joyful feeling after you 

have seen it. If you like drama movies involving young actors this is the movie for you. 

Converted from DivX...Swedish Soundtrack 

Converted from DivX...Dubbed German Soundtrack 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...Swedish & Dubbed Russian Soundtracks...Norwegian & Russian Subtitles  



Tschetan, Der Indianerjunge (Chetan, Indian Boy) (1973) 
 

Montana 1880: most Indians have been killed or banned into 

reservations. Shepherd Alaska wants to pass the winter with his 

herd in this lonesome region. He saves the young Tschetan (12-

year-old Dschingis Bowakow), one of the last of the tribe Lakota, 

from being lynched for cattle theft. Slowly they befriend each 

other and together they stand up against their mean neighbor, a 

self-righteous rancher. 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Tú Solo (On Your Own) (1984) 
 

The daily life of those who dream of working in the world of the 

bullfighting. A movie that follows the pupils of the School of 

Tauromachy in Madrid. Reveals the human side of the bullfighter: 

his emotions, sensations, and sacrifices. An amazing quasi-

documentary with good performances from the young preteen 

and teenage actors. The nude bullfighting scene is fascinating 

without being exploitive, and it serves as an analogy for the 

vulnerability these young bullfighters have when in the ring with 

the bulls. Hard to find, but recommended. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Tucker's Luck (1983) 
 

Most spin-off series are dire, but this one which emerged because 

of the most popular character of the children's series Grange Hill, 

was an exception to that rule. 20-year-old Todd Carty played 

Tucker Jenkins, the irrascible naughty pupil of the aforementioned 

secondary school, who was forever in and out of trouble, or 

engineering wild money making schemes instead of learning from 

his lessons. In Tucker's Luck there was a chance to show viewers 

his life after leaving school (Which in his case was between 1978 

and 1983), especially the problems which he and many a teen 

faced in Thatcher's Britain of the early 1980s. Along with a few of 

his old school pals, Tucker often had to contend with adult bullies, 

one called Passmore if I remember correctly, and even a racist 

girlfriend. 

 

Series 1 (9 Episodes) (1983) 
 

Episode 1: In which we're introduced to Tucker Jenkins and his world. The Jenkins family has moved 

since his Grange Hill schooldays, and Benny Green is nowhere to be seen, but Alan Humphries and 

Tommy Watson are present and accounted for. We're also introduced to a frightening new bully: 

Passmore. Peter "Tucker" Jenkins is awakened by his mother at 10:00. He has a hangover, and is 

briskly reminded of his appointment with the Department of Social Services to sign on for the dole. 

His mother finds his leather jacket covered in vomit, and Tucker explains that his friend Tommy was 

"taken ill" at the dance party last night. His mother leaves tea and some money on the kitchen table, 

which is sufficient motivation for Tucker to go downstairs. She reminds him that she expects 

repayment, plus he has to pay to have his jacket cleaned, and what's left has to last him until his 

next dole cheque. Later, as Tucker heads out to Tommy's place, we see the council estate in which 

he lives, a low-rise warren of red-brick buildings in which identical part-glass front doors open onto a 

shared concrete walkway with steps down to a parking area. As Tucker leaves, Tommy comes 

around the corner. Tommy bangs on the Jenkins' front door, but no one is home. Tucker goes to 

Tommy's flat, in a gray-beige tower block, but he's not there. So, Tucker goes to Alan's house, where 

Alan's father, a building contractor, is just leaving in a lorry. Alan is just getting up. While Tucker and 

Alan bemoan their situation over breakfast - unemployed and all but unemployable, ill-prepared by 

school for life in the real world - Tommy encounters Allison and walks her home, carrying one of her 

shopping bags. She's upset with him for leaving her at the party last night. Tommy explains that he 

was taken ill, and she softens a bit, telling him that she had even saved the last dance for him. 

Passmore comes on the scene, though, accompanied by Brains, one of his gang. They chase Tommy 

away. Tommy escapes on a bus, still carrying Allison's shopping bag, then throws up again. Tommy 

arrives at Alan's house, out of breath. He insists that he's just "keeping in shape." Tucker idly goes 

through the shopping bag and pulls out a box of tampons. "You started, then?" he asks Tommy. 

Tommy grabs the box away, angrily claiming that they're for his sister. Meanwhile, Alan has pulled a 



bra out of the bag. Fed up with their teasing, Tommy suggests that they get a move on, and the 

three go off together to sign on. En route, Tucker and Tommy spar over who should pay for cleaning 

Tucker's leather jacket. Michelle and Mandy are signing on, in another queue, and Michelle smiles at 

Tucker as they walk out the door; they've obviously noticed each other before. Still queued up, 

Tucker asks Alan how things are going with Susi, but Alan gloomily replies that since she's gone on in 

school she doesn't want to know him. Later, Michelle and Mandy discuss what they want in a man; 

Mandy seems to think it's all about money but Michelle is holding out for a fairy tale ending. Mandy 

chats up a man in the Jobcentre, only to learn that he already has a girlfriend. Back at the dole office, 

Tucker has missed his signing-on time, and the dole office worker at the counter steadfastly refuses 

to open his box to pay out, saying that Tucker must see a supervisor. And, his gyro might be delayed 

too if the supervisor decides he's entitled to it. Alan and Tommy leave Tucker to sort it out alone, 

each going off on their own. Alan watches the school where his former girlfriend, Susi, is attending 

class, but mistakes someone else for her. His father calls him over to help with the shopping, and 

they leave in an older Rover P5 sedan. Meanwhile, Tommy goes to return Allison's shopping to her. 

He lurks until her dad leaves in his driving instruction car, then knocks on the door, but no one is 

home. So, he settles down to wait on the steps, and there he is when Passmore and Brains arrive. 

"You just don't learn, do you?" Passmore growls, and Tommy takes off over fences with Passmore 

and Brains in hot pursuit. The chase takes them directly past Alan, idly browsing through a rack of 

shirts, and he takes the opportunity to trip up Brains. As Brains flies into a rack of clothes, Alan sets 

off in pursuit. This running parade passes Tucker, who joins in the chase. Passmore catches Tommy, 

hurling him into a fruit and veg stall before Tucker shoves him from behind into a pile of boxes. 

Tucker and Alan pick Tommy up off the ground, but Passmore quickly gets out from under the boxes 

and Brains is on the scene again. Our heroes flee, rolling grocery carts behind them which Passmore 

and Brains have to dodge. They run up some steps, pausing to roll down two trash cans as obstacles. 

Mr. Humphries is waiting by his Rover, making for a narrow escape. Passmore glares after the 

retreating Rover, looks at Brains and says, in a weird foreshadowing of Victor Meldrew, "I don't 

believe it." In the safety of the car, Mr. Humphries lectures Tucker, Alan, and Tommy on the need to 

find jobs to keep them out of mischief. While Mr. Humphries takes the groceries in, Tucker, Tommy, 

and Alan loiter by the car, wondering what to do next. Tucker suggests that they've earned a drink, 

after which they can take his jacket to the cleaner's. Just one thing remains unresolved: Allison's 

shopping bag, which Tommy still has. "What should I do with this?" he asks. Tucker turns. "Post it," 

he replies with a grin. 

Episode 2: It is morning. Alan's dad is chiding him over his huge appetite for food and lack of interest 

in work. He suggests Alan join him in the construction yard, saying he would learn a trade, but Alan 

turns his offer down as "cheap labour." On the way to signing on, Tommy and Alan pull Tucker away 

from gazing wishfully at a line-up of motorcycles in a shop window. In the queue at the dole office, 

they meet Michelle and Mandy and Tucker makes the introductions. Later, at a skate park, they 

watch a roller skater doing tricks and reminisce about old times, when they practically owned that 

turf. Tommy and Tucker playfully grapple with each other, when Allison walks by. Tommy asks her 

out, and she gives him a maybe. Tucker, Tommy, and Alan are delighted to learn Passmore's first 

name: Ralph! At the Jobcentre with Alan and Tommy, Tucker takes up the challenge of landing a job 

chosen at random. It happens to be at an architect's office, so he carefully gets bathed, shaved, and 

all dressed up in an ill-fitting suit and tie. With Alan and Tommy, he rehearses his pitch, which 

includes a brief statement about the role of architecture in society and a critique of tower blocks. 



Tommy, reviewing his racing form, mistakenly thinks it was Christopher Robin who designed St. 

Paul's Cathedral ("Robin, Wren, I knew it was a little bird of some sort"), and scampers off to the 

betting shop to place money on a horse. Alan accompanies Tucker to the office building, helping 

Tucker refine his pitch. Tucker goes in to interview, only to find that the job had been filled last 

week. Angry and hurt, he returns to the Jobcentre and chews out the job counselor, who tries to 

pass the blame on to the company for not notifying him that the position had been filled. 

Meanwhile, Allison has gone to meet Passmore in a cafe. He asks her out, and we see softer side of 

him, but he turns hard and rude when Brains comes in and sits down in the booth. As a result, she 

turns him down. In the end, all of Tucker's preparations are not a total loss: on the bus back home 

they encounter Michelle and Mandy. Michelle asks Tucker out; then Allison gets on the bus and asks 

Tommy out. That leaves Alan rolling his eyes, dateless. 

Episode 3: It is 9:30 in the morning. Mrs. Jenkins is just leaving the flat when Alan and Tommy arrive 

to roust Tucker out of bed. They have a job lined up with Alan's dad. It's strictly cash-in-hand, and 

"pocket money," as anything more would jeopardize their fortnightly cheques from the dole. Mr. 

Humphries leaves Alan in charge of the project: clearing out and painting a shop space. They set to 

work, lugging out rubbish and loading it into the back of Mr. Jenkins' lorry. Passmore comes on the 

scene and has words with Tucker; things almost come to blows but Mr. Jenkins calls Tucker in for his 

tea break. Tucker, Alan, and Tommy go to a chip shop where they get their order takeaway then sit 

at one of the tables. Tommy demonstrates pulling birds, and offers to teach Alan. They are moved 

on by a waiter, who tells them they have to pay the VAT or they can't sit at a table. In a record store, 

Tommy prompts Alan in chatting up two girls, an embarrassing scene which is witnessed by Susi, 

much to Alan's horror. Meanwhile, having found the door unlocked (!), Passmore and Brains trash 

the store where Tucker, Alan, and Tommy have been working. Tommy returns at the wrong time; 

Brains grabs him and hurls him against a wall and Passmore unloads an entire bucket of paint in 

Tommy's face. After which, they leave, cheerily. When Mr. Humphries arrives, he chews out Tommy 

and Tucker and especially Alan, saying they won't get paid until the job is completed. Tucker, Alan, 

and Tommy head out to get Passmore, staking out his hangout from a cafe across the street, the 

idea being to get him alone, or at least without his entire gang. They trail him to a flat in a gray tower 

block, where he goes in alone. Tucker sends Alan to block Passmore's escape route, and he and 

Tommy wait for Passmore to come back out. Passmore emerges from the flat with Allison and 

Michelle on his arms. Tucker and Tommy confront him; he runs away, knocking Alan aside. Then, 

they confront the girls. Tommy is indignant that Allison is with Passmore, and Tucker is disappointed 

to find Michelle there as well. Giggling, Michelle winds him up before revealing that Passmore is her 

bruvva. 

Episode 4: Tucker joins Alan and Tommy working on fixing up the shop. He's late because he's been 

looking at the newspaper job listings. Alan and Tommy disparage Tucker's efforts to find work. 

Tommy flirts through the window with a meter maid, who turns away with a smirk. The moment Mr. 

Humphries walks in, they all jump to work, whistling. Tucker, Michelle, Tommy, and Allison go 

together to the call boxes. Tucker and Michelle both call for posted jobs; Michelle gets an interview 

right away, but Tucker is told that the job he's calling about has already been filled. He's skint, so 

Allison joins him in the call box and puts a coin into the phone for him. He calls another posting, and 

strikes out there, too. However, Allison seems to be happy jammed into the box with him. Later, at 

Tommy's house, Allison is studying for her O-levels. Tommy's younger sister, Debbie is sent to bed, 

as Tommy wants to watch a film on television. Allison's not interested in the movie, and instead 



turns her attention to encouraging Tucker in his job search, suggesting that they go look at the cards 

posted on the window of the news agent's. He reluctantly agrees, and they go off together. Michelle 

almost immediately makes a move on Tommy. At the news agent's, Allison points out a possible job: 

a night porter, three nights a week, and it's close by. Tucker agrees to go, and Allison tells him to 

wear his suit, so he does. Unfortunately, when they arrive at the job location, it's boarded up with 

weeds growing tall around an estate agent's sign in front. They head back, having a serious 

discussion about relationships and the future. Allison tells Tucker that Tommy is more her type than 

Passmore, and that she plans to go into nursing when she completes her O-levels. The chemistry is 

definitely perking, though, and at the door of the Watson's, Allison and Tucker kiss. Meanwhile, 

inside, the lights are dimmed and Michelle and Tommy are making out. When the doorbell rings, 

they scramble to pull themselves back together, turn the lights back on, and pretend that nothing 

was going on. (After all, Michelle is supposed to be with Tucker, and Allison is supposed to be with 

Tommy!) The next day, Tucker, Tommy, and Alan are painting the shop. Things are looking pretty 

good there now. The conversation turns to pulling birds, and Tommy drivels on about his ability to 

turn women on. When the meter maid walks by, Tommy yells out to her and she smiles back at him. 

Tucker, upset by the conversation, leaves, saying he's going to the Jobcentre. He goes, instead, to 

see Allison at school, and asks her out to lunch but she resists. Tucker accompanies Michelle to her 

interview, using a call box outside to follow up on another job listing. They both strike out, and are in 

foul moods. Tucker stops at the Jobcentre, but Michelle goes off, she says, to take care of her 

mother. When Tucker arrives back at the shop, Alan is there alone. (Hmm, Tommy's gone, Michelle's 

gone, but the penny doesn't drop.) Tucker asks Alan a hypothetical question about sticking by your 

mate or going for a girl, but Alan's no help. Later, Tucker lurks by the school to talk to Allison, and 

they take a walk and flirt. However, some other girls from school see them kissing on the park 

bench. Later, they arrive at the Watson's, bearing beer. There, Debbie catches Tucker and Allison 

kissing in the kitchen, and Tommy and Michelle kissing in the sitting room. In the sitting room, they 

get sorted back into "proper" couples and sit awkwardly, each trying to screw up the courage to say 

something. After a few agonizing minutes of this, Debbie rolls her eyes and lays it out for them, since 

they're too dense to suss it out for themselves, and says she wishes they would get themselves 

sorted so she can go on with her studying. Tucker and Tommy angrily shout at each other, until the 

girls intercede, seeming happy to swap partners. "All change?" says Allison. "All change," says 

Michelle. There's a pause. "I'll drink to that," says Tommy. Tucker looks dubious. Finally, he raises his 

glass. "Cheers," he says. 

Episode 5: Tucker goes to see Allison, but her father, washing his driving school car ("Drive-Ezy") in 

the street, tells him that she's already left for school. She hasn't, of course, and Tucker knows it. He 

waits for her a few blocks away and spots her, but she gets on a bus. He runs after it, but can't catch 

it. She shouts to him out the back of the bus about seeing him later. Tommy has a bloody nose from 

Passmore, and warns Tucker that Passmore is after him (Tucker) for going out with his (Passmore's) 

ex-girlfriend (Allison). Tucker, Alan, and Tommy start working in Mr. Humphries' construction yard, 

still off the books and cash-in-hand. As Alan is still half-asleep and Tommy is still bloody, Tucker gets 

sent off to the shops to buy supplies for Mr. Humphries' next job. On the way back to the yard he 

encounters Passmore and Brains; Passmore kicks a football at the fence by Tucker's head to get his 

attention. He threatens Tucker for taking Allison away from him, but he's sure he'll get her back. 

After all, he says, "once you've been with a man, it's hard to go back to a little kid." Tucker says 

"Which man is this, then?" Passmore has Allison's name tattooed on his arm (oddly, spelled "Alison") 



and insists that he and Allison are meant to go together. Safely separated by the tall chain link fence, 

Tucker taunts them and saunters off with his bag of parts. Alan gets bad news from Susi; she's going 

out with Steve now. Broken-hearted, he sulks around, depressed. Mr. Powell's driving student nearly 

hits Tucker walking with Allison, Tommy, and Michelle to a nearby park for a mack-out session. Alan 

walks by, sullen, and goes to the yard alone. As Tucker and Tommy return to the yard, Mr. 

Humphries asks them to try to cheer up Alan. Tommy suggests that Tucker throw a party for him and 

set him up with a girl. As his mum is going away for a night, Tucker reluctantly agrees, although Alan 

isn't keen. Later, Allison suggests her cousin, Anthea, as Alan's date, and Tucker agrees. Tucker and 

Allison tell Alan about Anthea, and Alan warms to the idea of the party. They worry about her 

reaction to him, since Alan is "not exactly Burt Reynolds." Allison takes Tucker to meet Anthea at the 

bread shop where she works; he spots her through the window and decides she's a dog. Now they 

worry about Alan's reaction to her. Alan, however, is all dressed up and excited. At the dole office, 

they encounter and wind up Passmore, who responds with additional threats. As soon as Mrs. 

Jenkins leaves, the party begins. And, of course, Anthea turns out to be a real looker. Tommy says to 

Tucker "You need your eyes tested!" 

Episode 6: It's the morning after the party, and the Jenkins flat is in a right state. Allison and Michelle 

chat in the kitchen; Michelle is still hung over. Tucker and Allison, however, barely had time to drink 

at all. Allison is all aglow over how wonderful Tucker is. Tucker awakens to the realization that his 

mum is returning today and the flat must be cleaned from top to bottom. Alan returns, and soon 

everyone is pitching in to clean up, working around a vaguely threatening but silent gatecrasher who 

makes himself quite at home and Mr. McPhee, the next-door neighbor, who is upset about having 

been kept awake by the noise of the party. Graffiti is discovered spray-painted on the living room 

wall: "ARSENAL ARE MAGIC." Leaving the girls to clean the flat (!), Tucker, Alan, and Tommy go to 

Mr. Humphries seeking replacement wallpaper. However, they're broke after the party (didn't they 

just pick up their dole cheques?) and the paper itself was discontinued years ago. Mr. Humphries 

reluctantly lends Tucker an advance against his wages next week, exacting a promise from Tucker to 

work harder, and reminding Alan about having tea with his grandmum. Tucker, Alan, and Tommy run 

all over town, eventually finding the last two rolls in a clearance bin. They have difficulty hanging the 

wallpaper until Mr. Humphries arrives to retrieve Alan. He chides them more before joining in to 

help hang the wallpaper, and work proceeds with professional competence. Mr. Humphries leaves, 

and the gang realizes they're coming up a just a bit short of wallpaper. Tucker runs back to the shop 

and takes the wallpaper from the sample book, which makes just enough to finish the job. Just then, 

Tucker's mum arrives home. She talks to Mr. McPhee, who inexplicably doesn't rat out Tucker, and 

the party crasher has, just as inexplicably, vanished. Mrs. Jenkins puts everyone to work rearranging 

the living room furniture before deciding that a whole new look is in order. All the wallpaper needs 

replacing, and Tucker can start on that tomorrow. 

Episode 7: Tucker, Alan, and Tommy are hard at work in Mr. Humphries' construction yard, loading 

up the truck to go to a job site. Tucker is excited about getting his provisional driving license, taking 

him one step closer to owning a motorbike. Mr. Humphries and Alan are evasive about the job 

today. They drive to a posh house, where the job is a clogged drain. Mr. Humphries orders Tucker, 

Alan, and Tommy to start bailing out what appears to be a cesspool. Tucker asks Alan if he thinks his 

dad would lend him 60 quid for a motorbike. Alan is doubtful. Tucker's still rabbiting on about his 

motorbike, so the others take the piss out of him by talking about all the places he can go in his 

motorbike: the dole office, the Jobcentre, the fish and chip shop. At home for supper, Tucker asks his 



mum for a loan of 60 quid, which he promises to pay back. "A motorbike?" Mrs. Jenkins exclaims. 

"Do you think I'm raving mad?" Tucker plays the guilt card, saying that she let his older brother Barry 

have one, to no avail. The next day, at the job site, the drain seems cleared out, but the water's still 

not draining. Tucker is in the bathroom monitoring the water level in the bathtub; Alan and Mr. 

Humphries are down by the boghole working the rod; Tommy is up a ladder watching for the rod 

through an open fitting in the line. Mr. Humphries says it might be a methane bubble (as he steps 

back to light a ciggie - not a smart thing to do when there's methane involved, I think), and shouts to 

Tommy to make sure the cap is screwed in tight. Tommy doesn't hear, so when the drain suddenly 

clears, a massive surge of sewer line muck spurts out the pipe into Tommy's face. From the 

bathroom, Tucker reports that the bathtub is draining. As they load up the truck to leave, Tucker and 

Tommy gripe to Alan about his father, saying that they hope their pay will reflect the hard work 

they've put in. Tucker pauses to yank a handful of yellow flowers from a pot in the front yard. He 

gives the flowers to his mum, and again asks to borrow some money for a motorbike. Mrs. Jenkins 

refuses. So, Tucker goes to see Merv, who sold Barry his motorbike. He has a "genuine vintage 

motor," aka a smoking heap, for which he's asking 85 quid. He agrees to accept 70, though, seeing as 

Tucker is Barry's kid brother. They take a test run through the streets, a high-speed tour past run-

down council estates, vacant lots, boarded-up shop rows, and seemingly abandoned warehouses. 

Tucker is thrilled, and returns home to put the squeeze on his mum. He plays the guilt card again, 

reminding her that she helped Barry buy his first motorbike, and she relents. The next morning, 

Tucker proudly rides his motorbike to the yard, his L card flapping on the fender behind him. Alan 

and Tommy are both surprised and dubious, and Mr. Humphries is dismissive. Tucker and Mr. 

Humphries leave in the truck on an errand to get cement, leaving in the yard Alan...and Tommy...and 

the motorbike. With the key in it, no less. Against Alan's advice, Tommy hops on the motorbike, puts 

on a helmet, and goes for a ride. He's riding happily along a canal when Mr. Humphries, driving by, 

points out the dilapidated bike to Tucker, saying it's just like his. Tucker realizes it is his, and shouts 

at Tommy from the truck. Tommy, startled, turns his head and nearly runs over a fisherman before 

falling into the canal, motorbike and all. Tucker grapples with Tommy and the two nearly fight, each 

furiously blaming the other. Mr. Humphries separates them and focuses their attention on getting 

the motorbike out of the canal. He helps them winch it out, telling them to hold it up by the front 

fork to let the water drain out the exhaust. Tucker is discouraged, and glumly says its ruined, but Mr. 

Humphries is paternally optimistic. He explains how to get it back in running order: take the plugs 

out and clean them, drain the oil, dry the carb and electrics, and "she'll be right as rain." At Tucker's 

hopeful look, he clarifies sternly: "But not on my time, of course." Payday comes, and Tucker feels he 

deserves more money than he received, given the hard work they'd put in on the drain. Tucker and 

Tommy push Alan to speak to his dad about paying them more. He does, and Mr. Humphries strolls 

out of the construction yard office to face them. Tucker points out that he has a motorbike to pay 

for now (entitled, isn't he?), but Mr. Humphries is unmoved. So, no more pay. They part, Tommy to 

meet Michelle for a burger, Tucker to fix his bike in order to pick up Allison to go to the cinema, and 

Alan to wander around alone presumably. Tucker goes to the Powell's, but Allison's mum tells him 

that she went on ahead to the cinema. Passmore shows up, and after an odd bit of dialog in which 

Passmore says "I'm a Leo, and a Leo has to act his own way," and Tucker replies "You're a head 

case," Passmore shoves Tucker and his bike over. Mrs. Powell peers through the curtains at the 

commotion, and Passmore slinks off. Tucker gets up and rides his motorbike on the sidewalk 

seemingly in an effort to run Passmore down. Passmore flees, with Tucker gunning his motorbike in 

hot pursuit. Tucker nearly hits a woman pedestrian and causes Mr. Powell in his driving instruction 



car to sideswipe a parked car, before skidding over in the street. Mr. Powell runs over to check on 

him, and upon finding that it's Tucker reads him the riot act. Tucker just lays there, looking glum, 

while Passmore trots off with a happy smile. Allison is waiting by the cinema for Tucker (they're 

going to see 2001). Passmore shows up, and she says she's waiting for a school friend. He chats her 

up, showing a gentler side and a sense of humor, warning her that it's not a good area and she could 

be mugged by someone in a leather vest and a porkpie hat (which is how he dresses). He asks her if 

she studies the stars, and comments that she might as well since it's getting late and the friend she's 

supposed to meet hasn't shown yet. Allison inquires about how Brains' court case went, and 

Passmore says that he got off with a fine: £100. Alan spots them, and goes over to ask about 

Tucker's whereabouts. Passmore realizes - or pretends to realize - that she's waiting for Tucker. He 

suggests that Tucker is just a kid, unreliable, and asks her out to a pub. She agrees, and they walk off 

pub-bound. Immediately after, Tucker comes sputtering up to the cinema on his motorbike, which 

looks none the worse for having been drowned in a canal and skidded across the blacktop. Of 

course, it was rough looking to begin with. Anyway, Allison's not there, and Tucker returns home, 

where Mrs. Jenkins asks him if he's careful on the bike. Tucker assures her that of course he is, but 

when she leaves he breathes a big sigh of relief. 

Episode 8: Tommy is walking to Alan's when he suddenly spots a tall fellow wearing a leather vest 

and porkpie hat. Passmore! He hides, only to have the man notice him - it isn't Passmore. "You okay, 

mate?" the man asks him, visibly worried that Tommy is drunk or crazy or both. Tommy's shaky 

reassurances confirm his suspicions and he walks off, shaking his head. At Alan's house, Tommy 

winds Tucker up about being given the boot by Allison; Tucker insists that he and Allison are still 

together. Alan's dad sets Tucker, Alan, and Tommy to work helping him install central heating in a 

run-down church hall, for £5, and that's for all three of them to split. Tucker and Tommy hold out for 

more pay, but Alan's dad points out that (a) he's already paying them extra, and (b) if he pays them 

more, it'll endanger their dole cheques, and (c) he can't afford to put them on full-time, plus there'd 

be tax and national insurance headaches. So, Tucker and Tommy walk out; Alan chooses to stay with 

his dad. Allison and Passmore have a fierce argument over her seeing Tucker, and Passmore hits 

Allison. They're both horrified, and Allison runs off in tears while Passmore simultaneously 

apologizes and threatens, saying it's her fault. At the dole office, there's lots of expository dialogue 

about wasted time and the state of the future. Tucker lends a sympathetic ear to Reg, an old WWII 

vet and dole queue regular, who urges him to do something with his life. Another regular, Eddie, 

dismisses the old man as a loser. When asked what happened to his job, Eddie casually replies that 

he chucked it in. He's going to be a soldier of fortune instead! Passmore shows up at the dole office 

and threatens Tommy, but Tucker and Alan surround him and Michelle gives as good as she gets 

telling her brother where to get off. After he leaves, Tucker and crew go out to see Tucker's 

motorbike, and find that Passmore has busted his headlamp! Mr. Humphries agrees to "re-open 

negotiations" with Tucker and Tommy. He ups his offer to £2.50 each, but Tucker declines, and 

Tommy follows him out the door with a shrug. 

Episode 9: Allison avoids Tucker, who is trying to see her. She's sporting a huge black eye, courtesy 

of Passmore. Tucker even drops by her school, getting past the secretary with a story about him 

being her cousin there to take Allison for her German Measles shot, but upon meeting him in the 

hallway Allison refuses to talk to him. This is, though, the first glimpse he gets of her black eye. He 

waits for her after school, where she refuses to talk to him yet again, and he finally figures out that 

she got the black eye from Passmore. Tucker races off on his motorbike to challenge Passmore to a 



fight. Michelle nags Tommy about money, complaining that they can't go out and do anything. She 

says she got a job at the bakery; apparently someone dropped out and she was next on the list. 

Tommy derides her entry-level job, which she defends vehemently, pointing out that there were 20 

other applicants for the position. Passmore and Tucker have their big showdown in the skate park 

(Passmore: "I'm going to enjoy this") in front of a crowd of kids. Meanwhile, Allison runs to get Alan 

and Tommy at the yard, and they race off to the rescue. Tucker puts in a gallant effort and even 

connects with a few good punches at first, but he's overpowered and beaten soundly. Alan and 

Tommy rush in to try and save him, and in the ensuing brawl are beaten back by Passmore and 

Brains. However, Allison sees and intervenes. In the heat of fighting, Passmore grabs hold of her arm 

and is about to strike her, and she says "go ahead. You've done it before." Passmore controls 

himself, barely, and storms off with Brains. Allison breaks it off with Tucker, in part because of the 

fighting. Mr. Humphries raises his offer for the church heating job to £4 each, which Tucker and 

Tommy accept. At the dole office, Tommy sees Michelle with another young man, so that 

relationship is obviously over as well. Tucker says to Alan and Tommy that they have "no birds, no 

jobs, and no prospects." And that's when three pretty young girls ask for their help signing on. 
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Tunes Of Glory (1960) 
 

Major Jock Sinclair has been in this Highland regiment since he 

joined as a boy piper. During the Second World War, as Second-in-

Command, he was made acting Commanding Officer. Now the 

regiment has returned to Scotland, and a new commanding officer 

is to be appointed. Jock's own cleverness is pitted against his new 

CO, his daughter, his girlfriend, and the other officers in the Mess. 

This is the story of a conflict between two senior officers in the 

cloistered environment of a Scottish military regiment. Major Jock 

Sinclair has been the acting Colonel of the Regiment for a lengthy 

period of time. He is admired and respected by officers and men 

alike and there is a general assumption that he will be made their 

commanding officer. To everyone's surprise, they learn that Lt. 

Colonel Basil Barrow has been named to the post. Although a 

member of the Regiment, Barrow left as a young subaltern, made 

his career in staff functions and is basically unknown. Barrow is a 

strict disciplinarian compared to Sinclair's easygoing approach and 

as he tries to impose his own style of leadership on his command, 

he struggles to gain the loyalty of his officers, particularly that of 

Sinclair who bristles at being a second-in-command with little to 

do. A final confrontation between the two men leads to tragedy 

for both of them. Major Jock Sinclair is the Acting Colonel of his 

regiment in the aftermath of WWII. Expecting to be posted as the 

permanent CO, he is disillusioned to learn that another officer 

(one who, unlike himself, did not rise from the ranks). Jock Sinclair 

begins a social and psychological campaign against the new Colonel, with tragic results for both. One 

of the marks of a truly great actor is the ability to do both comedy and heavy roles. To contrast 

Guinness's portrayal here of Jock Sinclair with, say, his Professor Marcus in 'The Ladykillers' is to 

become aware of the protean range of his talent. (One cannot imagine, for instance, John Wayne 

doing comedy.) To my mind Alex Guinness is the premier actor of the century; his performances 

have immeasurably enriched my inner life. I am not as enamored of "Tunes of Glory" as I am of, say, 

"Bridge on the River Kwai," but it is without question a powerful movie. The conflict between Sinclair 

and Barrow is palpable; I think, in particular, of Mill's violently trembling rage during the dancing 

scene, and Guinness's dismissive ridicule of Barrow's deepest confidences ("toy soldiers!") during his 

attempt to con him into clemency. Sinclair's grief-stricken collapse at the end is truly an 

unforgettable scene and a tribute to Guinness's power. 
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Turning Green (2005) 
 

Set in late 1970s Ireland, it tells the story of 16-year-old James 

Powers (Donal Gallery), an American who finds himself lost after 

his mother dies and he is forced to live with his three Irish aunts. 

Displaced and depressed, he longs for a way to make it back to 

America. One lucky weekend in London, James discovers 

pornography and, desperate for cash, he decides to sell them 

back in Ireland. His success spreads wildly. After finding a possible 

way home, he must decide where home really is, and finds that 

one's place in the world is all a state of mind. Want to see it again 

and again. I was totally taken by surprise seeing this film. I didn't 

know what to expect and was blown away. I have tons of family in 

Ireland but was brought up in New York my whole life and this 

film struck a chord with me. It was so realistic to all the situations 

I have experienced with family over there and family over here. 

And I loved the characters. You so quickly "got" each of them right from their first scene. I think the 

plot is brilliant. It's simple, realistic and fun to watch. I think so many people seemed to be 

preoccupied with the ending but I was more satisfied by the entire film throughout that it didn't faze 

me in the least how things turned out. The acting by this young man was phenomenal and I always 

love seeing Colm Meaney in these roles. I felt so good leaving the theater. It made me want to go 

back for another visit and share this film with all of my cousins over there. 
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Twelve And Holding (12 And Holding) (2005) 
 

This movie is done very well and definitely engaging to watch, but 

perhaps not quite to my taste. This is a movie about a tight group 

of 4 children -- a precocious girl, an overweight boy (14-year-old 

Jesse Camacho), and 12-year-old twin brothers (Conor Donovan), 

the more out-going who is killed in an accident. The funeral starts 

the journey of understanding the lives of the remaining 3 -- not 

only how the family deals with the murdered son/brother, but 

how the overweight boy deals with his obesity, and how the 

young girl deals with her mother and absent father. The heart of 

the movie really revolves around these near teenagers, and as a 

result, the coming-of-age experiences are highlighted. At times, I 

laughed awkwardly, probably out of embarrassment for one of 

the characters. Nothing wrong with this -- in fact, it's probably 

what the director was trying to achieve. I was also pulled into the 

bizarre logic the brother was going through -- through talks with his parents, and even more 

poignant, some of the very personal kid-to-kid conversations. The visual clues and the inter-actions 

to parents were all well chosen to create characters that were believable, 3-dimensional and full of 

conflict. Kudos to the director and actors on this fine work. In particular, the precocious young girl 

(Zoe Weizenbaum) was well-cast in a very strong, conflicted and convincing performance. Overall -- 

well done. This is one of the best 'preteen-angst' movies I've seen in a long time. 
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Twelve Monkeys (12 Monkeys) (1995) 
 

An unknown and lethal virus has wiped out five billion people in 

1996. Only 1% of the population has survived by the year 2035, 

and is forced to live underground. A convict (James Cole) 

reluctantly volunteers to be sent back in time to 1996 to gather 

information about the origin of the epidemic (who he's told was 

spread by a mysterious "Army of the Twelve Monkeys") and locate 

the virus before it mutates so that scientists can study it. 

Unfortunately Cole is mistakenly sent to 1990, six years earlier 

than expected, and is arrested and locked up in a mental 

institution, where he meets Dr. Kathryn Railly, a psychiatrist, and 

Jeffrey Goines, the insane son of a famous scientist and virus 

expert. When Cole, a convict volunteer, is sent back in time to find 

information on a deadly virus that will destroy 5,000,000,000 

members of the human race in 1996-1997, he mistakenly arrives 

in 1990. After explaining his plea to Dr. Kathryn Railly, he is placed 

in a mental institution. In 1996, he kidnaps Railly, using her to find the 12 Monkeys, a group of 

revolutionists that are planning to release the virus into select cities. But, he is wanted by the 

authorities for murder and kidnapping, plus he refuses to return to the future; he is in love with 

Railly. Terry Gilliam's nightmarish low-tech/high-tech future vision takes place in 1997, after a deadly 

virus has killed 99% of the human population--forcing the survivors to flee beneath our planet's 

surface. This leaves the (other) animals topside, to rule the Earth once again. The scientists select 

James Cole, an imprisoned sociopath, to return to the past and gather information useful in the 

defense against this contagion. Once back in time, he is to investigate the mysterious 'Army of the 

Twelve Monkeys' and report his findings. Scientific, social, and political themes like time travel (and 

its inherent paradoxes and nested loops), mental illness, the nature of reality, animal rights, and the 

Armageddon-potential of unchecked technological advances are artfully and cleverly explored. This 

film is amazing; a work of art. I've seen it no less than five times now, and every time it has the same 

incredible impact on me. Every time I see it, I realize more, understand more of the film, and every 

time it raises new questions while answering others. It really is a masterpiece. It can spark so much 

intelligent discussion and thought. The plot is excellent; it deals with time-travel and the end of the 

world, and both are dealt with in a very respecting manner, and a very realistic manner. It has a 

great pace; even though it's just above two hours long, it never gets boring or tedious. It doesn't 

even throw action in your face to keep your concentration and attention; it succeeds in being 

thoroughly entertaining and interesting without it, something that not even The Matrix managed to 

do, if I dare say so. The acting is flawless. Bruce Willis, Madeleine Stowe, Brad Pitt... absolutely 

flawless. Everyone in the cast is great. The characters are among the best written, most humane, 

and most credible in any movie I've ever seen. I love the way the three main characters change 

drastically (maybe not drastically in Pitt's case) in the film. The entire idea of the whole thing being in 

Willis' head... brilliant. The special effects are great. The whole film is an astonishing piece of modern 

cinema. The climax will send a chill down your spine reminiscent of the chill brought on by the twist 

of Psycho. The very end is so powerful, so devastating, so surprising and yet so obvious, that even 

the most hardened person will be awe-struck and amazed. I have yet to find one single intelligent, 



well-informed person who doesn't like this or enjoy it immensely for everything it is. In the end, 

you'll be taught a lesson that you'll never forget, something incredibly powerful and possibly unique, 

at least in the way it is presented (I presume, I haven't seen any other movies that are even remotely 

like this). Of course, I won't reveal what that is here, since I don't want to spoil it for anyone. I will 

say, however, that anyone who watches this movie should pay as close attention to it as possible. 

Also, I can imagine that not everyone will enjoy this film; it does take a certain degree of intelligence 

and thought to understand the film entirely (not that I claim to do so, not by a long shot), so I 

wouldn't advice the mainstream audience to watch this. It is a movie that requires attention, 

thought and possibly even discussion to be understood. Anyone who considers him or herself an 

intelligent person should watch this. I recommend it to any fans of strong cinematic experiences, 

and people who consider themselves to be somewhat intelligent. It's a masterpiece. 
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Twilight (2008) 
 

Bella Swan has always been a little bit different. Never one to run 

with the crowd, Bella never cared about fitting in with the trendy, 

plastic girls at her Phoenix, Arizona high school. When her mother 

remarried and Bella chooses to live with her father in the rainy 

little town of Forks, Washington, she didn't expect much of 

anything to change. But things do change when she meets the 

mysterious and dazzlingly beautiful Edward Cullen. For Edward is 

nothing like any boy she's ever met. He's nothing like anyone 

she's ever met, period. He's intelligent and witty, and he seems to 

see straight into her soul. In no time at all, they are swept up in a 

passionate and decidedly unorthodox romance - unorthodox 

because Edward really isn't like the other boys. He can run faster 

than a mountain lion. He can stop a moving car with his bare 

hands. Oh, and he hasn't aged since 1918. Like all vampires, he's 

immortal. Twilight! Twilight! Oh, my... Twiiiiiiiiliaaaaaaaaaaght! That was my interpretation of this 

weekend that I had to endure working at my movie theater, all these little hormone crazed brace 

wearing under developed young girls who I think would've just about died with the anticipation of 

seeing Twilight, I'm not kidding, I personally witnessed a twelve year old say that she wanted to have 

Robert Pattinson's baby. OK, so how I saw the movie, my sister, ironically my older sister has been 

just raving about the Twilight series with her friends and told me that I have to read these books, 

after weeks of bugging me with it, I finally broke down and read them. Actually it's kind of a fun 

series, it reminded me of the same love that I had for the TV series Buffy the vampire Slayer when I 

was a young teen. But of course she has to take me to the midnight premiere with 100,000 crazed 

fans who were knocking each other down and crawling all over each other just to see a movie. Bella 

Swan has always been a little bit different, never caring about fitting in with the trendy girls at her 

Phoenix high school. When her mother remarries and sends Bella to live with her father in the rainy 

little town of Forks, Washington, she doesn't expect much of anything to change. Then she meets 

the mysterious and beautiful Edward Cullen. Intelligent and witty, he sees straight into her soul. 

Soon, Bella and Edward are swept up in a passionate and decidedly unorthodox romance. Edward 

can run faster than a mountain lion, he can stop a moving car with his bare hands - and he hasn't 

aged since 1918. Like all vampires, he's immortal. But he doesn't have fangs, and he doesn't drink 

human blood. So, my opinion about Twilight the movie... honestly, it's average, it's my junior high 

romance with a vampire. I hate, beyond hate to say this, I'm a hypocrite for saying this, but because I 

read the book before I saw the movie, I had this completely different interpretation of what the 

characters look like and how they say certain lines. Twilight the movie made me laugh more than 

anything simply because of the actors, Robert and Kristen are not bad actors, but the way they 

talked, I just couldn't take their "love" seriously. Peter Facinelli who played Carlisle Cullen, Edward's 

father, was exactly how I pictured and pulled in the best performance of the film. Is it worth the 

watch, absolutely if you're a fan of the books, otherwise, I would say if you just want to see this 

movie, I recommend the matinee price because honestly, I think I may have lost my hearing after 

this weekend of the none stop screams from crazed teens. With 16-year-old Taylor Lautner & 21-

year-old Michael Welch. 
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Twilight Dancers (2006) 
 

Sultry scenes of 'macho dancers' performing interlace the story of 

their grittier off-stage realities in this Filipino feast for the eyes by 

director Mel Chionglo. Dwight, orphaned as a child, finds parental 

substitutes in the sugar daddies (and, yes, sugar mommas) who 

patronize the stripper bar where he performs. In exchange for a 

few moments of ecstasy, they offer him promises of a more 

glamorous life — or at least a fat tip. But Dwight's struggle to 

survive with beauty as his only currency leads him into the 

manipulative hands of mob mistress Madam Loca, who uses him 

and the other boys as pawns for her sexual whims and dirty deeds. 

Meanwhile, his studly brother figure Alfred attempts to break 

away from the macho dancer life to earn a more respectable but 

less lucrative living to support his hearing impaired wife and their 

son. Permeating the film is an almost Almodóvar-esque 

pansexuality: Transgendered performer Hazel evokes Agrado in All About My Mother; the club's 

patrons are both male and female; the dancers' sexuality bends according to who's tipping; and the 

city's sexually liberated mayor puts on a drag show surrounded by show boys at his own birthday 

party. Twilight Dancers' unabashedly sexual young Filipino stars begin their seduction during the 

opening titles and don't stop until the end credits finish rolling. 
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Twisted (1996) 
 

Dickens' OLIVER TWIST gets yet another face lift in this modern re-

telling set on the gritty streets of Manhattan. This update strays 

even further afield from the source than the Toronto-based TWIST 

starring 17-year-old Nick Stahl. Here even the names have been 

changed to protect the guilty, but there's still a trace of their 

Dickensian monikers left. Oliver is now Lee, a foster kid left to 

fend for himself on the streets (a young man who seems to be the 

genuine article, not an actor). The Artful Dodger is Fine Art - a 

bleached blonde, hard-edge hustler who'll do anyone for a buck. 

Fagin is morphed into aging mama's boy Andre (a creepy Bill 

Hickey). Bill Sykes and Nancy are here a gay S&M pair with Angel 

(Nancy) being Lee's...well...angel. The film has a gritty indie feel, 

but the most passionate character is a drag queen and it is hard to 

muster up any feelings for the others. Tony winner Elizabeth Franz 

does her best as a chain smoking foster care official; most of her scenes played in an odd flashback 

style that would better suit the stage than the screen. The tone is all over the map, with an 

unintentionally hilarious 'Dorian Gray' sequence involving Andre's Mother, an opera singing diva. 

Despite the buff guys (including stage thesp Anthony Crivello as the evil Bill Sykes character) the film 

wears out it's welcome, and the mind starts to mull over the merits of other film adaptations, this 

one near the bottom of the pack. 
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Twisted Tales (2005) 
 

Twisted Tales is a dark and stylish comedy drama 

series. With intense scripts written by a mix of 

established writers and upcoming talent, each 

story is a self-contained episode with a mysterious 

twist. The tales set out to spook the brain and 

tickle the funny bone, so be prepared to expect 

the unexpected. The series is very closely related 

to Spine Chillers, an earlier BBC Three series. In 

effect, Twisted Tales is a rebranded second series 

of the earlier successful production. 

 

Series 1 (14 Episodes) (2005) 
 

Episode 01: txt msg rcvd; Travelling sales trainer Alex Wright can't live without his state of the art 

mobile: as modern man on the move it's his number one means of communication and 

entertainment, personal assistant and constant companion rolled into one. Alex also finds solace in 

the arms of colleague Davina, usually overnight at a Jolly Traveller motel when he can make excuses 

to his wife, Janet. But his smug existence quickly unravels when he receives a series of mysterious 

text messages. Everything's on the line, his marriage, his job, his best mate Keith. Someone is out to 

destroy his life. He's great, why would anyone have it in for him? 

Episode 02: Flat Four; Wiseguy Joey Smith's bag disappears on the train - containing everything he 

needs for his next big deal. Stranded without money in an alien town, Joey finds a sympathetic ear 

and a bed-sit with landlady Mrs. Templeman. Unable to find his way home, he discovers all is not as 

it seems when he is engulfed by the weirdness of her house. He makes desperate, ridiculous efforts 

to leave town, hampered by the locals, but he's gradually drawn into the world of Jacqueline, the 

former tenant of his strange flat, who disappeared without trace. Full of references to cult spooky 

movies and funny caricatures, this is a journey into a weird alternative world. 

Episode 03: Charlie's Angel; Charlie wants to move on with his life after the death of boyfriend Sam. 

The trouble is Sam refuses to accept he is dead and he won't leave Charlie - or his stash of Merlot - 

alone. Things take a turn for the worse when new romance blossoms for Charlie in the form of blind 

date, Iggy, and Sam's jealousy kicks in. Sam is furious... and he fancies the pants off Iggy. So he 

decides to kill Iggy so that they can date in the spirit world. Will Charlie be able to save Iggy's life and 

his relationship too? 

Episode 04: Guardian; After a separation, Manchester girl-about-town Kelly is about to rekindle her 

relationship with estranged husband John. All this is thrown off course when she's near-fatally 

attacked en route to their date. In an original take on the out-of-body experience, Kelly finds herself 

both in hospital and in a supernatural world between this one and the next, accompanied by a 

gatekeeper to heaven called Trev. She's forced to face up to the life she's led and to make a stark 



choice about her own future. On earth, as Kelly's body, watched over by feckless WPC Baker, goes 

through the rigours of surgery, her attacker is stalking the corridors of the hospital. 

Episode 05: Death Metal Chronicles; Bucket of Pus lead singer Zak is fed up of bass player Dominic's 

lack of ambition for their Death Metal band, while the whole band are jealous that Dominic is dating 

the very fit Bella. Zak plucks up courage to take the band in a new direction, but then one of them 

turns up dead and the whole lot are under suspicion. But, if there are no clues to pin it on the band, 

is it the dark forces of Death Metal wreaking revenge on the boys for turning their backs on the 

music? Detectives Pierson and Tanner are brought in to find the killer: will they get their act together 

and discover the truth before it's too late for those who are left? 

Episode 06: Vacant Possesion; Rick and Jane have just bought a house in a leafy suburb. This is going 

to be the first real home Rick has had. He's made a mint through property development - he's done 

up endless houses, banked the cash and moved on. He met interior decorator, Jane only six months 

ago through work, and now they are a couple. They decide to do a loft conversion straight away. 

Rick thinks he's landed on his feet when a chance meeting leads him to hire a builder who worked 

for him years ago. So begins the familiar nightmare. The endless cups of tea, the out of tune singing, 

the radio blasting out. Worst of all, are the monstrous turds that one of the builders keeps leaving in 

their upstairs loo. However, things take a sinister turn when there's a nasty accident and Rick's 

unscrupulous business practices finally catch up with him. 

Episode 07: The Irredeemable Brain Of Dr. Heinrich Hunsecker; Geeky but unimaginative IT worker 

Darren inherits a mysterious sealed metal jar from a distant wealthy relative. Hoping for coins, 

property deeds or a work of art, Darren is disappointed and not a little grossed out to find that the 

jar contains a human brain, floating intact in a strange preservative fluid. Some research reveals that 

the brain and jar belonged to an even more distant relative, one Dr. Heinrich Hunsecker, an 

eccentric 18th century scientist, surgeon and inventor. To the dismay of his long-suffering girlfriend 

Jane, Darren decides to keep the brain-jar, as it's "cooler than a lava lamp". But Dr. Hunsecker's 

brain turns out to be more sinister than either Jane or Darren could imagine. 

Episode 08: Whacked; A group of friends, Paul, Janie, Trax and Hugh work together at a gaming 

company. They're frustrated with their boss and company founder, Doc who refuses to consider an 

extremely lucrative bid for the business which could make them all millionaires. While deciding what 

to do they play Swoozle Whack (the game using the Swoozle search engine in which one enters two 

words and wins if these match only a single web site). Paul finds a single site and tells the others he 

has won the game. As each of them checks the site individually they discover footage of themselves 

dying in a variety of horrible ways. At first they shrug it off - a joke someone is playing, a mock up, 

but then someone turns up dead, killed exactly as they'd seen on the site. 

Episode 09: Nothing To Fear; Ray is a moderately successful writer of trashy horror stories and Colin 

is his idle friend who lives off him while simultaneously complaining about the rent that he's only 

theoretically paying. They live contented mundane lives sure in the knowledge that everyone is an 

idiot except them. Nothing could possibly ever surprise them and that's as it should be. When Ray 

develops writer's block and can't think of anything remotely scary to scare his 'idiot readers' with, 

there's a real problem that their cash supply may dry up. After reading a brochure Colin comes up 

with the idea of spending a weekend at 'the scariest guesthouse in Britain' - Guesthouse Fear. On 



arrival the place seems uninspiring with its spray-on cobwebs and hapless hosts, Mr. and Mrs. 

Pandemic, but as Colin and Ray soon find out, truly terrifying treats lurk behind every door. 

Episode 10: Cursed House; Recently sacked from his role as resident psychiatrist on Celebrity Jungle 

Jam, Ted is broke - more broke than his wife Sandra realises - and he needs money fast. He invites a 

group of old university friends to a remote country hall for the weekend. They think it's an all 

expenses paid trip to a luxury hotel. The reality is that he has brought them together with the 

intention of conducting an experiment. The plan is to see how these smug people deal with hardship 

while trapped in a primitive house far away from their creature comforts. The result? A foolproof 

new reality TV format that will net Ted a fortune or so he hopes. Sandra is not pleased to hear about 

Ted's plan, especially when she learns that the house is allegedly cursed. When Ted disappears 

without a trace terrible events ensue. Is this part of Ted's game or is it the curse of Clanque Hall at 

work? 

Episode 11: The Patter Of Tiny Feet; Wendy and Damien have recently moved from the city to the 

sleepy village of Culkin, where they hope to raise children. But after trying every which way known 

to science, the doctor confirms that they are unlikely to ever conceive. The couple are in despair 

until they happen upon Rosemary Reagan, a local witch, who recommends various bizarre devices 

that she guarantees will give them the child they crave. While Wendy is squatting on an exposed 

hillside, Damien must "fertilise" a mandrake root with his "seed". When their wish comes true, they 

soon find it carries a heavy price, as their fantasy of a blissful parenthood turns into a nightmare. 

Episode 12: Murder Me; Harry Nagra learns that he has an incurable disease. Having nursed his 

parents, he decides he'd sooner go quickly. The trouble is he can't commit suicide - his life insurance 

is invalid if there's any suspicion that he took his own life. He decides to solve the problem by finding 

someone to murder him and approaches a company called Anything Goes - their motto is "You name 

it, we'll do it. No exceptions." Harry meets G.R. who seems more than willing to undertake the task. 

They set a date and draw up a contract, though the specific nature of the service to be rendered isn't 

described. Weeks pass, Harry is apprehensive but resigned to his fate. The day before the agreed 

date he learns that there's been a misdiagnosis - he's in perfect health. He immediately tries to 

contact G.R. to cancel the contract and even goes back to the Anything Goes offices. But to his 

horror there's no trace of G.R. or the company. Does Harry have any hope of saving himself or is his 

fate irrevocably sealed? 

Episode 13: The Magister; Jessie Vasquez wants to be a Hollywood producer. Her weakness for 

trashy, obscure flicks brings her to the door of legendary horror film maker Kurt Kindel. His move 

from the relatively conventional to the increasingly strange was accompanied by a startling and 

unexplained improvement in the gruesome special effects on screen. However, Jessie is here for one 

film and one film alone - The Magister, infamous among horror movie geeks as the most terrifying 

film ever made. When it was first screened people died from outright fear when watching it. Paying 

out much of his fortune to cover up the truth, Kindel withdrew the film and ordered all the negatives 

to be destroyed. Jessie plans to use all her cunning wiles to convince him to complete it - thus 

making his big come-back and of course, her name. Behind Kindel's door, Jessie finds a crumbling, 

gloomy mansion. Kindel has clearly been cut off from the world for decades. In Jessie's company, 

however, he gradually becomes rehabilitated. He's very evasive about his work and is strangely 

particular about which doors Jessie can and can't go through. The house sometimes seems to have a 



character of its own - strange sounds, glimpses of things. Jessie believes she's in control, but is she 

truly aware of what she has unleashed? 

Episode 14: Fruitcake Of The Living Dead; Margery and Penny are baking rivals hoping to win the 

Women's Institute District Best Homemade Fruitcake competition. As Margery sets about preparing 

her best recipe with the help of her trusty cookbook - The Perfect Fruitcake by Bunty Crow - she is so 

obsessed it hardly registers when she catches her husband in bed with their housekeeper, Marie-

Babette. Then comes the shocking news that Penny has died in a car crash. Was this Margery's fault 

for wishing such a thing? Soon enough though, guilt gives way to glee with the realization that her 

biggest rival is gone. However, Margery's world is turned upside down once more when her idol 

Bunty Crow, the All-England WI Fruitcake champion (eight years running) moves into her area and 

declares that she will take first prize in the competition. If only Penny was still alive they could join 

forces and triumph together. There seems to be no hope until Marie-Babette (a voodoo priestess 

from Haiti) offers to help. She performs a ritual and, to Margery's great shock, succeeds in raising 

Penny from the dead. Will Penny help Margery make the best fruitcake ever or will Bunty succeed in 

cheating her way to first place? 
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Twitches Too (2007) 
 

Twin witches Camryn and Alex have been reunited after 21 years 

and saved the world of Coventry from the evil Darkness. Better 

than the 1st. Twitches too is definitely better than the first. It has 

better story, better character development and better hair and 

style! The story of twitches too is more intriguing that it leads you 

to further explore the magical kingdom of Coventry and the 

interrelations of the characters. And a lot more of suspense and 

mystery have been added to the development of the story too. It 

keeps you wondering what happens next. And of course it has 

that magical elements that make you go wow from time to time. 

Tia and Tamera Mowry are as fabulous and amazing as they were 

in the first, and with better hair and style. Their performance is 

genuine in their respective roles. Their birth mother Miranda on 

the other hand seems less convincing to me this time. I don't 

know if it's the way she speaks or the way she looks in the movie. I was just not buying her. The 

twins' magical guardians Karsh and Ileana are still funny, although Ilena was replaced by a different 

actress, the performance was consistent and the chemistry with Karsh was still there. Most of the 

supporting actors in the movie played their parts well, except for a few I don't know why they are in 

the movie in the first place, like Camryn's ex-boyfriend and her gossipy friend. I think they're there as 

nothing more than fillers. And Cameryn's new crush, Demitri the Coventry servant in disguise didn't 

do much for the plot line either. In my opinion they could have either removed the part of Demitri or 

developed more. The visual effects seemed to have improved from its first. For sure they're still not 

up to par with the current Hollywood sci-fi movies you see in the theater, but then again this is only 

a Disney original TV movie, what more can you expect? For a low-budget movie like this, I think 

they've achieved the best they can. Overall this movie is better in terms of its story, characters, 

visuals, etc. It's a fun and imaginative movie that kids, teenager, and the whole family can all enjoy. 
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Two Brothers (Two Brothers And Two Others) (2001) 
 

Two brothers, one straight one gay, move in together after the 

death of their mother. They attempt to reconnect while the 

younger attempts to explore his sexuality in the "big city". Riley 

Adamson (Norbert Orlewicz) goes to live with his older brother 

Chad (Cody Campbell) after their mom dies. Chad had some 

severe problems with their parents and they all come out when 

Riley arrives. Also Riley is gay and just coming out. He meets Gavin 

(Kevin Macdonald) and falls in love. Chad has a girlfriend Tobie 

(Karen Kae) and things slowly escalate and finally explode. A VERY 

low budget film made in grainy black and white and with 

(sometimes) inaudible sound. Still this is pretty impressive. The 

script is well-written and moves quick (this is only an hour long). 

The situations are realistic and there are some very powerful 

sequences (especially when Riley and Chad have it out at the end). 

It all ends on a realistic and (somewhat) happy note. The acting isn't bad. Campbell isn't too good 

and Macdonald is OK. Rae starts off very shrill but eventually tones down and gives a good 

performance. Orlewicz is excellent in the pivotal role. Basically a good low-budget family drama. My 

only complaint--Orlewicz and Macdonald aren't gay--and it shows. When they kiss they look so 

uncomfortable it's distracting. 
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Tystnaden (The Silence) (1963) 
 

"The Silence" is about the emotional distance between two 

sisters. The younger one is still attractive enough to pick up a 

lover in a strange city. The older one -- even though she is very ill -

- would like to make a human connection also but cannot leave 

the hotel room. Traveling with the sisters is a small boy (12-year-

old Jörgen Lindström) who escapes into the hotel, meets a troupe 

of dwarfs. Which sister is this little boy's mother? "Tystnaden", 

"The Silence", is perhaps Bergman's most disturbing film without 

the shocking images of, say "Cries and Whispers" and "Fanny and 

Alexander". It is more the atmosphere and what is not said that 

makes this film so uncomfortable to watch, but that is one of the 

things I love about the cinema- to be shocked, moved and 

disturbed by the images. I can understand why some people, my 

mother for example, do not like Bergman, but I believe he is a 

great artist and one of the true canonic directors we have, along with the likes of Dreyer, Mizoguchi, 

Fellini, Tarkovsky and Kubrick (just to mention a few!). Bergman's women shine in this film, too, 

although they must have been exhausted afterwards. Ingrid Thulin and Gunnel Lindblom star as the 

two sisters, whose apparent incestuous relationship has destroyed them both, Esther (Thulin) 

physically (she is dying) and Anna (Lindblom) mentally. They arrive, with Anna's son Johan, in a 

foreign city at war, which creates an uncozy atmosphere around Sven Nykvist's exterior shots. The 

tanks roll down the city streets, becoming a metaphor of the war of emotions between Anna and 

Esther. Thulin makes a very physically demanding performance, like Harriet Andersson in "Cries and 

Whispers" she is dying (of cancer?), and her pain is showing. Anna clearly wants to hurt her sister, 

who is the oldest and smartest of them, by saying cruel things and playing with Esther's apparent 

sexual love for her. Sigmund Freud would have loved this film, and Anna seems to want to break free 

from her sister by having casual sex with a man she meets at a bar. She then tells her sister about it, 

and Esther's reactions to this is extremely ambiguous, like most of the film is. Anna's wish to become 

free of her sister is deeply rooted in childhood experiences, and it leads Anna to say things like "I 

wish she was dead" to the man who does not understand a word she is saying. All these things make 

"Tystnaden" the disturbing film it is. The only release is when Johan explores the corridors of the 

hotel alone, meeting a bunch of short men who perform at a circus-like variete Anna visits to escape 

from the sight of Esther. But Johan meets a kind (or is he a paedophiliac?) old man who works at the 

hotel, and it is he who has to care for Esther as she draws her last breaths, Anna tearing Johan away 

from her sister's arm in a very cruel manner. The long periods of silence in the film perhaps makes 

the title, or perhaps it means that the silence about the sisters' past is never broken to us, the 

spectators. A lot is left up to us to interpret, typically of Bergman's cinema. All in all, a very 

ambivalent, Freudian and disturbing film from one of the masters of the cinema. 
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U.S. Marshals (1998) 
 

When a prisoner transport plane carrying Deputy Sam Gerard as 

an escort crashes, one prisoner, Mark Sheridan helps him rescue 

some trapped prisoners and then escapes himself. Gerard and his 

crack team of U.S. Marshals start their pursuit, but the simple 

fugitive situation soon gets more complicated when Gerard learns 

that Sheridan is no mere criminal and the story behind his 

incrimination becomes more and more suspicious. At the same 

time, Mark Sheridan is out to find out the truth himself while 

keeping one step ahead of Gerard. Mark J. Sheridan was in New 

York working for his agency to try to find out what the Chinese 

intelligence is planning. But, out of defending himself, he killed 2 

Agents trying to find a mole in the agency. So, he flees to escape 

from his agency who suspects him of cold blood murder and 

espionage. While suffering a car accident in Chicago, Sheridan was arrested and escorted on a prison 

transport via airplane. Sheridan's plane crashes along the way to prison. When, police do not find 

Sheridan after the crash. They call upon Chicago's famed U.S. Marshal Samuel Gerard and his team 

of other Marshals to find and catch him. But, they will soon realize that they will be a part of the 

mole hunt and Sheridan's own investigation. U.S. Marshal Sam Gerard is accompanying a planeload 

of convicts from Chicago to New York. The plane crashes spectacularly, and Mark Sheridan escapes. 

But when Diplomatic Security Agent John Royce is assigned to help Gerard recapture Sheridan, it 

becomes clear that Sheridan is more than just another murderer. This is an outstanding sequel to an 

outstanding movie The Fugitive (1993). In this film, the focus is on the team that was searching for 

Dr. Richard Kimble in the first movie. That team was led by Tommy Lee Jones, who won an Oscar for 

his performance, which probably helped spur this sequel. It worked, as Jones and company (Joe 

Pantoliano and others) are just as much fun to watch as they were in The Fugitive. There are many 

similarities to the latter, especially in the first third of the film, featuring some tremendous action 

scenes. Instead of a train crash, we have a plane crash. Instead of Harrison Ford on the run, we have 

Wesley Snipes. In both films, you have such an involving story that the two hours fly by. U.S. 

Marshals, being the newer film of the two, has better sound and even better special effects for the 

action scenes. As spectacular as was the train crash in The Fugitive, the plane disaster in here is even 

better. The same goes for a few other scenes. There is more action in this film. Normally, I don't 

need that but it's so well-done here, it's fine...fun to watch. The Fugitive is still one of my all-time 

favorite movies. If you were entertained by it as well but are wary of sequels, you needn't be here: 

this is excellent. 
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Ukradená Vzducholod (Il Dirigibile Rubato) (I Ragazzi Del Capitano 

Nemo) (The Stolen Airship) (The Stolen Balloon) (Two Year Vacation) 

(Two Year's Holiday) (Das Gestohlene Luftschiff) (1967) 
 

I saw this movie for the first time when I was 5 or 6-years-old - and 

it was a fantastic experience. It made me to read the original book 

by Jules Verne - and I must say that it's less amazing and 

astounding than the film. I always loved the charming b&w scenes 

- you'll never know if the move is played by live actors or if it is all 

animated. Let yourself get amazed! With 17-year-old Hanus Bor & 

12-year-old Michal Pospísil. 
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Ulterior Motives (1993) 
 

On the eve of a big U.S.-Japan trade summit, a reporter gets a hot 

tip that the Japanese-American head of a big aerospace firm will 

be selling trade secrets to a Japanese contact. Intent on getting a 

scoop, the reporter hires private investigator John Blaylock to help 

her find out just what information is being handed over. In the 

course of snooping, the pair are discovered, but not before they 

learn that the Japanese contact is a member of the Yakuza. When 

the aerospace executive turns up dead after an apparent suicide, 

the investigators realize that some very big secrets are being kept 

by some very important people. You Know with the actor Thomas 

Ian Griffith his movies are below everybody, the pecking order 

goes like this, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sylvester Stallone, Jackie 

Chan, Jean-Claude Van Damme, Steven Seagal, Dolph Lundgren, 

Michael Dudikoff then Thomas Ian Griffith his Compition is the 

Inept David Bradley and Brandon Lee wannabe Mark Dacascos, so you know the movies are closer to 

the Bottom Of The Barrel but this is not true for Ulterior Motives it's better then most action films 

out there but this is the only good movie with Thomas Ian Griffith because usually his movies lack 

two key factors a Budget and a good script (and good actors but I won't say a word) and for a low 

budget it has good FX and likable leads and the what the whole movie boils down to is that 

somebody has to hurt another to get what they want and I guess the most disturbing thing about 

Ulterior Motives is how Ruthless People are, backstabing each other, how far man will go to cover up 

his past. The plot is too complex for words and it's so overcomplicated it's hard to understand but 

Action fans will sit back and enjoy the action although it's a Thomas Ian Griffith Movie it still is well 

worth your time. 
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Ulvepigen Tinke (Little Big Girl) (2002) 
 

Denmark 1850. Tinke (Sarah Juel Werner), a 9-year-old orphan 

from the wilderness, struggles to find her unknown, rich 

grandparents. She comes from nothing and finally gets 

everything, but... Tinke isn't Cinderella. Tinke is more than that." 

We usually watch one movie on DVD every weekend together 

with our children (three girls - 5, 8 and 10 yrs) with an ambition to 

avoid mass consumption and instead actively experience the 

movie together and also give it some afterthought. I probably 

wouldn't have even heard of this movie unless I had stumbled 

upon it at the municipal library. It looked promising so I borrowed 

it and yesterday we watched it. Afterwards we concluded that 

this was one of the best movies we had ever watched together, 

and we have seen well over 100 movies over the last 3-4 years. 

Even though the movie is full of humor and absurdities, we felt 

that this movie takes its audience very seriously and in that strongly contrasts from the range of 

movies that get 99% of the media and marketing attention. Even though the story about little Tinke 

who lost both her parents and is trying to find her mothers family is straightforward and easy to 

follow, almost every scene leaves openings for afterthought even for small children. Evil and good is 

not trivialized into black and white, and the perspective changes through the film. Tinke's own 

strong will make all the difference in the ending and it doesn't follow the standard Cinderella plot. 

Laurus role in the end is left quite open, and one might ask what happened to Harald and his 

parents. Photography, lighting and staging follow a Nordic tradition and though I'm no expert in this 

area, it makes me think of Sven Nyqvist and Astrid Lindgren. How many movies like this are lurking 

out there, being over shadowed by the massive marketing of ultra commercial sugar sweet 

mainstream blockbusters? This movies has certainly inspired me to spend some time trying to find 

more movies produced in e.g. Canada, France, Germany, The Netherlands and the Nordic Countries - 

and certainly also non Hollywood U.S. productions. Tinke is highly recommended! 
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Ulvesommer (Wolf Summer) (L'Ete Des Loups) (2003) 
 

The young Norwegian girl Kim almost get killed after falling from a 

down from a hillside. She finds shelter and stumbles upon the 

territory of a wolf with and her puppy. She barricades herself, but 

as time passes she finds the wolf less and less frightening. When 

she finds out three shepards are out to kill the wolf, she decides to 

get it across the border to Sweden, were they don't hunt for 

wolves. 
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Un Amour À Taire (A Love To Hide) (2005) 
 

A young Jewish girl looking to escape the clutches of the Third 

Reich after seeing her parents and sister brutally slain while 

attempting to make their way to England is sheltered by an old 

friend whose status as a member of the "third" sex soon leads the 

Gestapo pounding on his door as well. Betrayed by a smuggler 

who sat idly by as her family was casually slaughtered by the SS, 

terrified Sara flees into the comforting care of childhood summer-

vacation chum Jean and his faithful lover Philippe. Though safe for 

the moment thanks to Jean's quick-thinking plan to pass her off as 

a Gallic employee of his family's laundry business, Sara watches in 

horror as her homosexual protector is forced into a Nazi labor 

camp as a tragic result of a bad decision made by Jean's 

troublesome brother Jacques. At the film festival where I saw this 

film, even jaded film veterans were unprepared for its emotional wallop. This is one of the few films 

dealing with gay persecution during the Nazi era. It works unflinchingly to ground the material in 

both a French and German Nazi context. Its brutal but honest portrayal tests the viewer's tolerance 

for the horrific. Yet this film manages to be subtle, nuanced and rich not only through its script, but 

also in its period depiction, and lastly, in its dramatic execution. Obviously a work of love, this film 

conveys much of what is worst and best of humanity set in 1942 during the upheaval of Nazi-

occupied Paris. 
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Un Bon Petit Diable (1983) 
 

Brilliant actor Jean-Claude Brialy who was one of Claude Chabrol's 

favorite stars - "les cousins" "le beau Serge" - directed pleasant if 

minor movies. His most successful work is probably "Eglantine" 

(1971) which told the story of a sweet grannie who used to gather 

her grandchildren in a castle: a perfume of nostalgia lingered after 

the viewing. "Un bon petit diable", after uneven works, comes 

back to childhood. One of the comtesse de Ségur's most popular 

works, it tells the tale of an orphan, Charles (Paul Courtois), 

mistreated by his wicked old cousin Madame Mac Miche (the part 

was tailor made for late Alice Sapricht); nevertheless, Charles has 

many friends including sweet blind young Juliette and her sister 

Marianne, Mac Miche's maid, Betty (A colorful Bernadette 

Laffont, herself one of Chabrol's favorites too), her boyfriend 

Donald, and even the judge. Brialy had already directed Ségur's "les malheurs de Sophie" before he 

made "un bon petit diable". Both works are unpretentious and pleasant if you read the books when 

you were a child. Only the first half of the novel is actually transferred to the screen. Juliette and 

Marianne play very minor parts in the flick whereas they were important characters in the novel. 
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Un Conte De Noël (A Christmas Tale) (2008) 
 

The Vuillard family gathers: Junon and Abel, a daughter Elizabeth 

and her son Paul (Emile Berling), Henri and a girlfriend, Ivan, his 

wife Sylvia and their young sons (Thomas Obled & Clément 

Obled), and cousin Simon (Laurent Capelluto). Six years before, 

Elizabeth paid Henri's debts and demanded he never see her again 

or visit their parents' home. Paul, at 16-years-old, has mental 

problems and faces a clinical exam. Junon learns she needs a bone 

marrow transplant if she's to live beyond a few months: thus the 

détente bringing all together. Two family members have 

compatible marrow, but the spats, fights, cruel words, drunken 

toasts, and somewhat civilized bad behavior threaten all; plus 

Junon may simply refuse treatment. Do we know ourselves? I 

can't say I'm a huge fan of Arnaud Despleshin's films, but of all the 

ones I've seen, this is my favorite. The first few scenes of the movie, with its flashbacks and quick 

cuts seem disjointed at first, but it does really quickly pull you into the family situation. And when 

the family does finally arrive altogether at the Vuillard house, you almost feel as if you're one of the 

guests. All the actors are wonderful, but I must say that Amalric, who almost always plays this type 

of character in Despleshin films (Kings and Queen, My Sex Life, etc.) is terrific in this film. He's much 

more likable here. And Emmanuelle Devos has such presence in this movie that she steals pretty 

much every scene she's in. The rest of the cast, Deneuve, Rousillion and Cosigny are all terrific. I love 

how the script deals with so many subjects, not only of the family history and Junon's need for a 

donor, but also touches on everything from mathematics to philosophy to literature, to all types of 

music, religion, and all geared towards how all these things enhance, and does not consume, the life 

of the family. It was very refreshing to see this family, although messed up in so many ways, to live 

free of convention, children curse, everyone's smoking and/or drinking, telling each other what they 

really feel and think and/or not feel and think. I also liked that the house felt like a house that people 

actually lived in. 
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Un Difetto Di Famiglia (Family Flaw) (2002) 
 

This is the story of two brothers that have not talked to each other 

for 40 years because one is ashamed of the other due to his 

brother's (Nino Manfredi) declared homosexuality. A trick of their 

death mother brings them together to carry her remains to the 

land where she was born. A wonderful movie with all the warm 

feelings that only the Italians can bring so well to the screen. The 

movie teaches a lesson to the people that are used to live 

according to conventions. A beautiful comedy very well told and 

filmed that will make you cry and laugh. It is a must to see it. 

Manfredi is as good as always, the music by Enrico Morricone is 

also great as well is the photography. 
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Un Enfant Dans La Foule (A Child In The Crowd) (1976) 
 

One of the mavericks of the French cinema, Gerard Blain became 

famous with three great works, two of which ("Le Beau Serge" 

"Les Cousins") belonged to the Nouvelle Vague whereas the third 

one was one of the masterpieces of the old one ("Voici Le Temps 

Des Assassins"). The clues to his future as a director were not 

Claude Chabrol or Julien Duvivier though. His most notable 

influence in "Un Infant Dans La Foule" is arguably Robert Bresson. 

The amateurish acting of the actors who deliver their lines in a 

neutral voice, the sense of ellipsis, a voice over, all that reminds 

you of Bresson. "Un Infant Dans La Foule" is arguably the great 

lost masterpiece of the French seventies; it was nominated at 

Festival De Cannes but it was a commercial failure. Since Pialat's 

"L'Enfance Nue" (1968), nobody had made a so brutally honest 

movie. Blain, obsessed with personal pain, made a complete 

artistic statement of great courage and even candor. It tells about a teenager's (César Chauveau) 

rejection by the community during the days of the German occupation. Dry-eyed, it tells of a mother 

who can't hear his boy knocking on her door, of painful growing-up. We follow the boy as he helps 

the Resistant fighters just to make his mum love him. We see him wandering the streets where he is 

the only one to take pity on a "Femme Tondue" (closely-cropped hair women, that was the populace 

did to women who slept with the enemy) as the allies come near Paris. Is the boy gay or does he 

have affairs with men because he can provide his family with food? It's impossible to answer in that 

context. We are beyond any moral and the boy's need for love is so intense he's looking for someone 

all along the movie. There is no hint at homosexuality, no risqué scene, all is suggested with an 

incredible sense of decency. In his absorbing memoirs "J'Ai Oublié DE Vous Dire", Jean-Claude Brialy, 

who was Blain's co-star in "Le Beau Serge" and "Les Cousins", wrote that he was sexually assaulted 

as an adolescent and that his hatred for homosexuals was strong. In this film, it does not show: 

neither the teacher nor the young man are "unkind" people; actually they are "neutral". The ending 

is simple but this kind of simplicity is absolutely mind-boggling: Boy: They are looking for extras for a 

movie; maybe they'll take me... Mother: What Film? Boy: "Les Enfants Du Paradis" On the street, the 

boy meets a man who asks him for a light. This man is Gérard Blain himself. Gérard Blain was an 

extra for "Les Enfants Du Paradis". A film crying to be watched. 
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Un Été À Saint-Tropez (A Summer In St. Tropez) (Ein Sommer In St. 

Tropez) (1983) 
 

Probably David Hamilton's best, for three reasons. One is that the 

girls involved seem a year or so older than usual, with the result 

that their bodies are more curved, and the film seems less like 

"child porn". Second, he uses the south of France for good 

advantage in this one. Finally, and most importantly, this is a 

dialog-less, almost plotless film. So one can gaze at the young, 

sun-lit European bodies without ever once being subjected to the 

howlingly awful lines that afflicted "Tendres Cousins" and "Bilitis" 

from opening titles to final credits. 
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Un Été Inoubliable (An Unforgettable Summer) (1994) 
 

In 1925 Romania, young Marie-Therese Von Debretsy refuses the 

flirtatious advances of her husband's commanding officer. As a 

result, the cosmopolitan family is reassigned to a brutally bleak 

and dangerous outpost on the Bulgarian/Romanian frontier 

where both their relationship and humanity are severely tested. It 

is interesting to judge what place 'O vara de neuitat' (An 

Unforgettable Summer) plays in the too short cinematography of 

Lucian Pintilie and to speculate about why he had chosen to make 

this film in 1994, his second only after the fall of the Communism 

which had practically silenced for two decades the creative voice 

of a director who debuted in the 60s and could have become in a 

different constellation one of the most important creators of the 

European cinema. While most of his films after 1990 deal either 

with the Communist era or its repercussions in the process the Romanian call 'transition' this film as 

well as 'Tertium non datur' made in 2005 (his last by now) connect with the more remote past of 

Romania, the first half of the 20th century. Both deal with the actions of the Romanian army beyond 

the borders of today's Romania, both happen in remote places, and place the moral dilemma of the 

Romanian officers in the center of the action. There is one more element in the making of this film 

that is worth mentioning. The film is inspired by a story written in the 50s by a Romanian writer who 

was then belonging to the Socialist Realism style (but later became a political opponent and a 

refugee). So here we have Pintilie, the most famous dissident film-maker of Romania picking up a 

story written in the Communist era - maybe in a demonstrative manner that tells in a most 

authoritative voice that bridges with the past should not be completely blown-up. 'The 

Unforgettable Summer' is a anti-war drama on the road open by Kubrick's 'Paths of Glory'. Yet it has 

also another classical source in the Romanian cinema - Liviu Ciulei's 'Padurea Spanzuratilor', the first 

Romanian movie to have won a major prize at the Cannes film festival. Pintilie's film, with the moral 

dilemma of the officer hero, making eventually the right decision with the major risk for his career 

and even life has a lot of similarity in theme and form. The cinematographic approach is simple and 

direct. The film is beautifully filmed, with attention to the detail, and a fluent story telling. Music also 

plays a role in the narrative structure, the whole action happens between the opening French Can-

Can music and the closing 'Eine Kleine Nachtmusik' and in the meantime nothing too nice happens. 

The horror of the violent actions that happen or are suggested to happen on screen is balanced by 

the innocent view of the child whose story telling leads the action. Here the innocence is also under 

pressure as in many other films by Pintilie, so is the destiny of principal heroine superbly acted by 

Kristin Scott Thomas, who together with her partner on screen Claudiu Bleont give life to the couple 

of heroes. Her actions cannot cut off sufferings or fix evil, they can only postpone by a second the 

sentences of history. Is it too much, is it too little? The open question is left to the viewer to answer. 
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Un Fils (A Son) (Ein Sohn) (Um Filho) (2003) 
 

Selim, a young man adrift, is a transvestite and a prostitute who 

desperately longs for his father's love. Omar, his father, lives a 

secluded life of grief and has never recovered from the loss of his 

wife. Like two lonely ships, they pass silently without ever really 

connecting. Only destiny will bring father and son together... a 

little too late. It is a film very sober, intimate, no brilliant, but very 

right about the "milieu" of the masculine prostitution in Paris. It' 

looks like almost a documentary. No special effects, no 

spectacular sequences, no zeal, no demonstration. Just a main 

idea which conducts you to the point: the death, permanently. 

With the collaboration of two actors remarkables: Mohamed 

Hicham and Hammou Graïa (we remember him in the film 

"L'Homme blessé" of Patrice Chéreau, and also his great 

prestations as a theater actor), this director makes an impressive film with simplicity in the present 

cinematographic context. 
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Un Jeu D'Enfants (A Children's Game) (Child's Game) (Children's Play) 

(A Child's Game) (2001) 
 

Content with two children in an upper class French marriage, a 

woman finds herself faced with visions of rape, violence and the 

supernatural. Her husband, a successful businessman also starts 

experiencing hallucinations in which he often ends up physically 

hurt. Their babysitter hangs herself and the children begin acting 

strangely, their sadistic behaviour arousing suspicion. It becomes 

apparent that the childrens bodies have been posessed/inhabited 

by two dirty, old people. In Paris, Marianne (Karin Viard) and 

Jacques (Charles Berling), and their son Julian (Alexandre 

Bongibault) and daughter Aude (Camille Vatel) compose a happy 

upper class French family, living in a huge apartment (for 

European standards). The children have a baby-sitter, Daphnée (Ludivine Sagnier) and Jacques has 

just been promoted in his job. The family's life changes when Marianne receives two weird old 

visitors, the Worms (Pierre Julien and Manuela Gourary). They ask Marianne for permission to visit 

the apartment, where they live when they were children. Marianne receives a phone call from her 

husband, and when she returns to the living room, the strange couple was leaving the children's 

room. From this moment on, the most mysterious and bizarre things happen with Marianne and 

Jacques, affecting their lives. I liked this very scary French horror movie a lot. It has the same 

atmosphere of 'Stanley Kubrick's The Shining', the characters are well developed, and the tension 

increases in an intelligent way. The viewer is never 100% sure whether the mother or the father is 

getting deranged or the children became evil, until the end of the plot. Unfortunately, there is a 

great flaw in the script regarding the visit of the Worms: why have they waited so long to come back 

to the apartment? My vote is eight. 
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Un Jour D'Été (A Summer Day) (An Einem Sommertag) (One Day In 

Summer) (Um Dia De Verão) (2006) 
 

The sudden death of a teenager during a soccer match puts a 

small community completely off-balance. Do not understand me 

wrong, this movie is not bad at all. But it is mediocre in the sense 

of the feelings it tries to transmit. It tries to be too much: a 

coming-of-age movie, including sexuality uncertainties and 

explorations, a movie about a family's drama, about a 

community's tragedy, about the loss of a friend... It is precisely 

this unfocused view, which it definitely stumbles upon and falls. 

Not too hard but still, other directors have managed better before 

(Christophe Honoré's Close to Leo for example). Sebastien 

(Baptiste Bertin) is being portrayed like a marble statue with no 

emotions on, not only incapable of feelings himself but also 

unable to provide us with an incentive to care. The same is true 

for the mother, the mayor, Francis... each person is trapped in his 

or her role, without the freedom to move around. In the end, it was not Sebastien, nor Mickaël (19-

year-old Théo Frilet) but the mayor who finally goes through a catharsis moment and is worth to 

watch. Some may call this acting subtle... I tend to regard it as immature. 
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Un Mauvais Fils (A Bad Son) (1980) 
 

Bruno is released from prison. He looks for a job and tries to start 

a new life. His first stop is at his father's apartment. Claude Sautet 

delivers another simple story, wonderfully directed, true to life. 

People come and go in life, make coffee, sweat during sex. It's 

never boring, and -again, as in life, unpredictable sometimes. And 

to my sweet surprise: the ending isn't tragic. It's a shame so few 

have seen it. 
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Unaccompanied Minors (2006) 
 

A group of unaccompanied minors (15-year-old Dyllan 

Christopher, 14-year-old Tyler James Williams & 13-year-old Brett 

Kelly) bond while snowed in at the midwestern Hoover 

International Airport during the holiday season and ultimately 

create a makeshift holiday themselves. I took my 11-year-old 

daughter to see this movie after Christmas. We had seen the very 

short trailer on TV commercials, and she thought it looked funny, 

so we gave it a shot. I've never been so bored by a film in my life. 

The story was so loosely strung together, it was almost like they 

made it up along the way. The big selling point of this one was 

that it starred that Hispanic guy from "That Seventies Show" but 

he had such a small insignificant roll, I wonder why he even 

bothered. The African-American boy was hilarious in his roll, but it 

wasn't because they gave him funny lines to deliver, but purely 

his facial expressions while delivering them. I hope this kid gets many more rolls, he's great. I just 

hope that future casting directors will have the patience to watch this film to see how incredibly 

talented he is. I asked my daughter at the end of the film what she thought, and she said, "It was 

really dumb, Mom. We should have seen Charlotte's Web, instead." I suppose we would have rented 

this one after it came out on video - we usually rent most family movies to check out good ones to 

buy and have in our library - now at least I won't have to waste another dime to do that. By the way - 

the "mentally challenged" group of young men sitting in front of us in the theater seemed to enjoy 

this film. Perhaps that should be a clue. 
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Uncle Buck (1989) 
 

Uncle Buck has a reputation for being unreliable and a bit of a 

house wrecker. It is therefore with reluctance, his sister-in-law 

agrees to leave Buck looking after the kids (two harmless 

youngsters and a rebelious teenager) when she visits her sick 

father. Bob Russel, his wife Cindy Russel, and their three kids, 8-

year-old Miles (9-year-old Macaulay Culkin), 6-year-old Maizy, 

and 15-year-old Tia, recently moved from Indianapolis to Chicago, 

and Tia resents Bob and Cindy for it because Tia, Miles, and Maizy 

were perfectly happy living in Indianapolis. Bob and Cindy are in 

bed one night when Cindy's aunt calls and tells them that Cindy's 

father has had a heart attack. Bob and Cindy immediately make 

plans to go to Indianapolis to visit Cindy's father. After hearing 

this, Tia angrily tells Cindy that Tia would have a heart attack too 

if her family moved away from her, then Tia slams her bedroom 

door in Cindy's face. With Cindy and Bob going to Indianapolis, the problem is who the babysitter 

will be. Even though Cindy doesn't like the idea, they choose Bob's brother Buck to babysit Tia, 

Miles, and Maizy. Cindy doesn't like Buck because she thinks Buck is a sloppy person who doesn't 

know how to do anything. While Cindy and Bob are in Indianapolis, Buck takes over the house, and 

Buck tries to do the best he can with the kids while he's having problems with Chanice Kobolowski, 

who has been his girlfriend for the past 8 years. Buck bonds with Miles and Maizy and wins their 

love, but Buck has problems with Tia as he tries to protect Tia from her boyfriend Bug, because 

unknown to Tia, Bug only wants Tia for one reason sex. Candy's best performance ever. As hard as it 

is to pick a favorite role that John Candy ever portrayed, I'd have to say it was Uncle Buck. Although 

this wasn't the only title he and Culkin ever shared, it was the only film the two ever shared any time 

on screen together. Basic plot: Candy's sister-in-law's father has just had a heart attack in the middle 

of the night and the two parents rush trying to find someone to watch the kids for them while they 

hop the next flight to go see her father. In a desperate last resort, they call the husband's brother. 

Buck. Of course, the concerned uncle comes to the rescue and takes the task with no complaint. 

However, the oldest of the children doesn't care for her bumbling uncle, and the discipline and 

protection he places upon her, while her parents are away. A great heart-warming comedy that will 

make you laugh and possibly even cry at times. A classic, and certainly a triumph that wouldn't have 

happened without John Candy. Hollywood truly lost a great actor. I give this movie a 9 out of 10. One 

of the funniest and most wonderful stories, but not my favorite. 
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Uncle P (2007) 
 

Rapper/multi-millionaire P. Miller becomes the guardian of his 

sister's three children (14-year-old Lil Romeo) - all of whom need a 

father figure in their lives. I understand the release date is 2007, 

but this movie had to be filmed several years ago based on the 

age of Lil Romeo. He appears to be around 14 when this was 

filmed. Never mind, I just checked Wikipedia. This movie was 

filmed in 2005, he would have been 14 to 15. I KNEW I was not 

crazy. He looks so much younger (and shorter) than he is currently 

in 2008. The movie wasn't all that great, but then again, it was 

rather wholesome and not filled with a lot of cursing, booty 

shaking, half-naked folks. I am not a prude mind you, but just glad 

that it is something I wouldn't mind the children watching. That is 

hard to find these days. 
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Under One Roof (2002) 
 

It's Sex and the City meets The Wedding Banquet for young San 

Franciscan Daniel Chang, living at home with his clueless, 

traditional mother. Desperate for a grandchild, she's eager to see 

him married and spends much of her time planning introductions 

to suitable Chinese girls for Daniel. But when she recruits a new 

lodger for the downstairs flat, Daniel finds himself falling for 

Robert, the hot Southern boy who's moved to the big city. Well, 

Robert's not a suitable Chinese girl - but is he gay? And does he 

feel the same way about Daniel? Daniel soon gets his chance to 

find out when the basement floods and his mother insists Daniel 

share his bedroom with Robert while the plumbers fix the mess 

downstairs. I liked it a lot. Yes, it's very much indie and low-

budget, but the point of the movie was to show things from the 

Chinese-American character's point of view, to show why the 

answer to "why don't you just come out to your parents?" can be a lot more complicated than 

others may imagine. Worthwhile and fun and sweet. The style and acting was meant to be 

naturalistic, and the emotions are kept pretty restrained. I kind of liked the way the characters were 

very much depicted as pretty much ordinary guys, like the ones I knew growing up. The movie avoids 

extremes that are so common that we don't even think about them. There's no big, high-drama drug 

problems (at one extreme) nor no guys with jet-setting (perfect but empty) lives, and the funny 

"best friend" characters aren't so terribly arch. Seems pretty true to life, which forces you to 

concentrate on the story and message, which is pretty quiet, emotionally brave turf to tread. In that 

sense, it takes some risks in its simplicity. 
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Under The Mountain (2009) 
 

Teenage twins (Tom Cameron) battle dark forces hidden beneath 

Auckland's volcanoes. It was, well, interesting. This movie have 

some good things and bad things to it. Let me start with the bad 

thing. The movie seems much like a movie that would have been 

spawned in the success of the "Harry Potter" movie. I know this is 

not the intention of the movie, nor does it have any connection to 

it. But the characters and the story seems like something taken 

out of the "Harry Potter" universe. As for the good things. Well 

the movie was interesting and fairly entertaining. There were 

pretty nice effects throughout the movie as well. There was also a 

somewhat Lovecraftian Cthulhu-feel to the movie. The concept 

with the Gargantua (Old Ones?) and the servants (much like the 

'fishmen' of Innsmouth). That part, however subtle or intentional 

it was, was not lost on me, and I liked that part. The cast was good, and they performed well in their 

roles. Of course, Sam Neill was great, as always. This movie provides wholesome entertainment for 

the entire family, young and old alike. I am sure that the young audiences will like the magic and 

effects in the movie, while a more mature audience (like myself) might take a liking to the dark 

mood of the movie (and the Lovecraft inspiration). Worth checking out. 
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Under The Yum Yum Tree (1963) 
 

A love-struck landlord tries to convince a pretty tenant to dump 

her fiancé and give him a chance. Have you enjoyed the double-

meanings in "Some like it hot"? Then this film might be something 

for you. A fantastic decorated tree suddenly shoots up. A 

beautiful girl kisses the fruits, weighs them in her hands, and 

dances to the sound of the catchy title-song. With lyrics like: "All 

the natural perfume should make the firework start" and "The 

happy juices will sure start flowing/ Under the Yum Yum Tree". 

The scene: Centaur-Apartments. The landlord: Hogan (Jack 

Lemmon). He rents his apartments only to beautiful young ladies. 

The price: $75. Plus naturals. His latest flame, Irene (Edie Adams) 

is about to leave. She's had enough of the pleasure of his 

company. ("Am I a vitamin-pill? a sanitary Casanova?", he 

complains). The aunt moves out; her niece (Carol Lynley) in. She's 

a clever girl with a progressive plan (for 1963): She's afraid that 

her marriage will end in divorce, leaving her shattered and with 

children. (And some critics accuse this film of being outdated!). 

She wants to have a try at marriage - without really having it. She and her boy-friend David (Dean 

Jones) will live like a couple, but: No sex, please! He's going to sleep on a folding-bed, 6 meters apart 

from her. But such good intentions are not so easy to carry out when the curtain separating them is 

transparent. Meanwhile Hogan, after having done his share of peeping and eavesdropping, starts his 

attack on Robin's innocence. First, he persuades David, to invest his unused energy in athletics: 

Swimming, jogging, weight-lifting - all day long. (Poor David will have to do many push-ups, 

especially at nights!). With David asleep of exhaustion, it's easy for Hogan to invite the offended 

Robin to a little rendezvous. After a vase, intended for Hogan, is smashed on Irene's head instead, 

David plans his revenge: Armed with mescal (booze) and a book by Boccaccio he tries to seduce his 

fiancée. Yet, just one step before reaching his goal (Robin drunk & willing) David proves himself a 

man of principle. He leaves the scene. But, you may remember, he is not the only man around. It's 

not hard to see why this film was such a big hit: a non-stop-firework of gags and sparkling 

performances make this a guilty pleasure to watch. Lynley is witty and bright, Jones successfully 

repeats his Broadway-performance, and Paul Lynde and Imogene Coca are extremely funny as 

Hogan's gardener and housekeeper. About Lemmon's performance Variety wrote: "For Lemmon, the 

role as amorous landlord is a tour-de-farce and he plays it to the hilt" - and we know what this 

means. Many found this film tasteless, sleazy and what not. But the public usually has its own way to 

"punish" those who make their money with sex-comedies: They made Lemmon the male nr.1 star at 

the box-office. 
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Underdog (2007) 
 

A bomb-sniffing beagle is fired from the mayor's office for a faux 

pas. That night a mad scientist dognaps him and injects him with 

an elixir. The dog escapes, but now has superpowers. He's 

adopted by a security guard - an ex-cop, who's a widower with a 

moody teen son, Jack (15-year-old Alex Neuberger). The boy 

discovers that the dog, named Shoeshine by dad, has super 

powers, but it's their little secret. While Underdog saves people in 

distress, the mad scientist and his underling continue their plot to 

catch him and take over the city. There's also a girl Jack likes who 

has a dog that Shoeshine takes a shine to. Will every dog have his 

day? The story begins with a normal, bumbling everyday 

watchdog beagle named Shoeshine who gets exposed to a 

substance that gives him the powers of a superhero. And not to 

mention the ability the speak during an accident. He is adopted by 

a security guard - an ex-cop, who's a widower with a 12-year-old moody son, Jack Unger. Shoeshine 

uses his superpower to protect his love and the citizens of Capitol City from the evil Simon 

Barsinister. Underdog dedicates himself to good, quickly becoming revered as a superhero, but 

ultimately it will take the combined efforts and understanding of Underdog, Jack, Dan, Molly, and 

Polly to defeat Barsinister and save Capital City from destruction. This movie was good, with the only 

purpose of entertaining kids and grown up people too. The adaptation from the cartoon was really 

good and the plot was convincing and very well developed although the story has some flaws, for 

example, Sweet Polly was a poodle in the cartoon not a cocker spaniel. The cast was good very 

decent acting from everyone, Jason Lee as the voice of Underdog was very good as well as Amy 

Adams as Sweet Polly. James Belushi performance was good, very funny and the best one of all in 

my opinion was Patrick Warburton as Dr. Barsinister. In conclusion, a typical family movie, very 

enjoyable and entertaining. 
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Une Affaire De Goût (A Matter Of Taste) (2000) 
 

Nicolas, a handsome, young waiter, is befriended by Frédéric 

Delamont, a wealthy middle-aged businessman. Delamont, a man 

of power, influence and strictly refined tastes, is immediately 

smitten by Nicolas' charm. Lonely and phobic, Delamont offers 

Nicolas a lucrative job as his personal food taster. In spite of their 

differences, a close friendship begins to emerge between the two 

men. However, their bond of trust and admiration soon spirals 

downward into a dangerous game of deceit and obsession for 

which neither is prepared. This is a very unconventional and one 

of the more "un-Hollywood" films I have seen in quite some time. 

It is a somewhat slow-moving story about one strange rich man 

and the way he gradually seduces another man in a seemingly 

non-sexual way. The acting and writing are excellent, but what I 

really like are the MANY many ways that the movie can be 

interpreted and nothing is completely spelled out for the viewer. Some will no doubt find this 

maddening, but I thought this made the film a dandy psychological study. You are left with so many 

possible questions such what exactly was psychologically wrong with the rich guy (clinically, he's 

pretty hard to pin down), is the poor guy also out of his mind, was there deliberate mind control, did 

the rich guy plan the film's conclusion all along and was there some sort of homosexual 

undercurrent. I'm sure if you see the film, you'll have even more questions. And, for me, I like this 

ambiguity--it makes for a great movie to discuss with your friends. 
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United Trash (The Slit) (1996) 
 

Africa - Land of the evershining sun, German soldiers fulfilling a 

UN mission. For General Brenner a dream comes true: Here, 

where the people are still native and simple, the German can 

prove his abilities. But then the virgin wife of Brenner gives birth 

to her first child. Is it the new Messias? But what is a Messias good 

for, if the UN is already there? I really cannot give this a score of 

note, partly because I haven't really seen it but mainly because it 

looks so dreadful, so infantile and so crass that I could not sit 

through more than the opening and some fast forwarding with my 

remote. There are established actors (to their seeming shame) 

here in this mess but there are also seemingly innocent Africans 

being used simply for laughs and cheap filler. I am clearly being 

most unfair to score a film I haven't watched through to ascertain 

whether I am mistaken in my assumptions but, you know, life is 

too short to even find out. 
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Uno Sceriffo Extraterrestre - Poco Extra E Molto Terrestre (The Sheriff 

And The Satellite Kid) (1979) 
 

A young humanoid alien (7-year-old Cary Guffey) who gets 

stranded on earth hooks up with a grizzled old sheriff in a western 

town and tries to help him solve a tough case, but the sheriff 

doesn't want any help from a "kid." This Movie has been a favorite 

of mine ever since I was a Kid. I recently got it on DVD (after losing 

the copy I had on tape 13 years ago) and it felt like being reunited 

with an old that hasn't been seen in over a decade. one of my 

favorite parts is when the Sheriff is fighting the Coast Guard guys 

in the supermarket (do they even call it that anymore?). I also like 

the music from the movie as a matter of fact I managed to find 

one of the songs and downloaded it. I don't know if anyone else 

has seen this but I think if anybody is looking for a classic comedy I 

would recommend that the checkout this movie even though it is an old movie. 
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Urchin (2007) 
 

In a tunnel deep under Manhattan, the Old Man rules the citizens 

of Scum-City. He swears to lead them to a paradise within the 

hollow earth once he finds five noble souls; but until then his 

followers must steal and deal to support him. A terminally ill 

hunchback named Goliath, crazed by his approaching death, 

decides to find the five noble souls and present them to the Old 

Man; by beheading New Yorkers he deems worthy of the honor. 

Meanwhile, another Scum-City dweller known as The Kid 

(Sebastian Montoya) tries to do the Old Man's bidding, tangling 

with deadly gangsters and eccentric drug dealers-even though The 

Kid is only nine and his main weapon is a water pistol filled with 

acid. As both Goliath and The Kid pursue paths they believe will 

lead to paradise, they rob, kill; and inevitably confront each other 

in a grand showdown. So I was doing the Saturday crossword 

puzzle in the NY Times. Another boring day, then I saw this little review on the top of the page. The 

reviewer Neil Genslinger spoke poorly of a movie that he said was shot illegally in the subways and 

sewers of New York. He said the film was unnecessary -- I was sold. I went online and bought out 

tickets and we found ourselves at the world premiere of this fantastic little gem, at a small little 

Lower East Side theater rubbing elbows with a couple of reviewer, some cast and crew, and other 

neighborhood denizens. It was at times creepy, frightening, funny, and moving. Everyone, but an 

older British gentleman left with a big smile on their face. The above reviewer did a good job of 

summarizing the plot. But spoke nothing of the cool and unexpected effects, art direction, stirring 

performances, and rich soundtrack. Not to mention a gritty back alley tour of my New York. There 

was also a old school cartoon credit sequence that my girlfriend didn't have to hide her eyes from, 

not like the scary bits. We look forward to adding this film to our collection. 
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Uroki V Kontse Vesny (Lessons At The End Of Spring) (1991) 
 

A young boy's loss of innocence in a pre-perestroika Russian 

prison is the harrowing, Kafkaesque premise of LESSONS AT THE 

END OF SPRING. During the chaotic last months of the Khrushchev 

regime, a teenager's errand to the village market for bread ends 

in a nightmarish confrontation with local police. Sadistic shower 

room confrontation, unsanitary detention facilities and a tomblike 

prison cell become classrooms on the horrors of the human soul. 

As his fellow captives are tortured, die or quietly lose their minds, 

the naive 13-year-old becomes an unwilling witness to startling 

lessons in honor, hatred, conscience and survival. Contains nudity 

and mature themes. 
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Utomlyonnye Solntsem (Burnt By The Sun) (Soleil Trompeur) (1994) 
 

Russia, 1936: revolutionary hero Colonel Kotov is spending an 

idyllic summer in his dacha with his young wife and 6-year-old 

daughter Nadia and other assorted family and friends. Things 

change dramatically with the unheralded arrival of Cousin Dmitri 

from Moscow, who charms the women and little Nadia with his 

games and pianistic bravura. But Kotov isn't fooled: this is the time 

of Stalin's repression, with telephone calls in the middle of the 

night spelling doom - and he knows that Dmitri isn't paying a social 

call. You know, here, in Moscow, the critics do their best to show 

that Nikita Mikhalkov makes popular pictures which aren't to be 

considered serious. To hear that "The Barber of Siberia" is a stupid 

sentimental movie is quite common nowadays. But the more time 

passes from his next in turn production, the more a "strange" 

effect seems to take place: his films at last are rated according to 

their true value and not to somebody's opinion about them. It is always hard to say that something 

new is really good, but some time later. "Utoml'ennye Solntsem" is not a very emotional movie. I 

don't suppose you'd cry when watching it. But my opinion is that it's a brilliant one. It is historically 

authentic (I've studied that period of time quite carefully so I think I have a right to say so). And no-

one on this site seems to notice the love story in the film, which actually brought about the whole 

tragedy (remember, Kotov made Mitya work for NKVD). It was marvellously played by Oleg 

Men'shikov (my favourite actor) and Ingeborga Dapkunaite, a remarkable Lithuanian actress. And 

Mikhalkov himself, of course - "Kot" means "cat", by the way. Many people endow him with the 

characteristics of Kotov which only shows that he played his role well. A good actor is always 

attributed his character's traits. But still, for me the main feature of the film is the world of Mitya's 

soul created by Men'shikov. A young, talented boy with brilliant prospects is what Mitya was. He 

gets involved in the war, goes through many ordeals, then comes home and falls in love with the girl 

he knew from her very birth, Marousya. But their happiness is too short. He is given a choice: to 

work for NKVD or...to commit suicide. He's only 24, and he wants to live. But hope for future slowly 

disappears as life goes on, cruel and senseless. When Mitya appears on the dacha of Marousya's 

parents, his soul is almost a wreck. But the last chance is killed when he sees that, after a suicide 

attempt, after months of despair, Marousya has married Kotov and doesn't want to go through 

everything again. Therefore Mitya begins to fulfill his revenge. 
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Vacationland (2006) 
 

Filmmaker Todd Verow revisits his own youth for his latest work. 

The film's main character is Joe, who, like the director, grew up in 

Bangor in Maine. Joe, an 18-year-old high school senior who longs 

to move away from poor white trash roots and this town, and 

dreams of attending art school, lives with his single mother and 

older sister Theresa on a notorious council estate called "Capehart 

Projects". Molested at 10-years-old, Joe nevertheless decides to 

keep the incident to himself. He befriends an elderly disabled 

artist named Victor who hires him as houseboy/model. Joe moves 

in with Victor in his loft above the local opera house, hoping to 

escape Bangor with his help. He also works part time at a local 

market along with his sister, who wants to get out of town as 

much as he does. For most of high school, Joe has also had a crush 

on his best friend, Andrew, who plays on the high school football 

team. He also fools around with his French teacher, whom he 

blackmails into helping him apply to the Rhode Island School of Design. Andrew uses alcohol to try to 

relax with girls, but he hangs out in public bathrooms and lets strangers play with his leg hair and 

actually has a crush on Joe. Two girls they dated eventually convince them to explore their mutual 

attraction for each other. And they also check out the local gay disco. Joe is secure about his 

sexuality and his plans for school, although he has no idea where the money will come from, while 

Andrew continues to drink heavily while trying to reconcile what he wants to do with the rest of his 

life, and if Joe should be a part of it. One night, a face out of Joe's past returns to haunt him, and 

brings to the surface feelings he thought were long buried. This film is about a young man's painful 

journey to discovering his sexuality. The film is raw and unpretentious. It does not rely on steamy sex 

scenes to attract the viewers. Though the plot may seem incoherent and disconnected at times, and 

some events are not properly explained. I can understand it though, because this film is a collection 

of memories that are highly personal to the director. The subplot of about his sister and mother 

probably does not need to exist in the film, but I can certainly imagine that these are very important 

events in his life. The low budget of the film is clearly discernible. It is a pity that the sound effects 

are poorly done. The narration and some dialogs (particularly the scene in the classroom with the 

French teacher) have so much echo, which makes it hard to make out what is said. The ambient 

noise, notable traffic noise, is also captured throughout the film. When a scene cuts into another, 

the level of traffic noise changes. This film is probably not entertaining, but it certainly serves as an 

insightful diary of a young man's journey to embracing his sexuality. 
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Vado... L'ammazzo E Torno (Any Gun Can Play) (1967) 
 

A gang of bandits rob a train of it's one million dollar gold 

shipment. Once the gang's leader makes off with the pot he's 

pursued by a bounty hunter, a banker, and a lone bandit. Once 

word gets around about the missing shipment of gold mayhem 

ensues. Leonard Maltin gave this film a dreaded BOMB rating in 

his 1995 Movie and Video Guide. What film was he looking at? Kid 

Vengeance or God's Gun are bombs. This film is a delight. It is 

fantastic. It is literate. It is well mounted. It is beautiful 

photographed, making a brilliant use of colors. Right from the 

opening scene the film grabs your attention and tips you off that 

this film is a well-done satire of the whole Spaghetti Western 

genre. The film is played for laughs from the beginning to the end 

with homages to Douglas Fairbanks, 77 Sunset Strip, and the 

famous showdown in the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly. Edd Byrnes, George Hilton, and Gilbert 

Roland work brilliantly together to make the satire work. It is too bad Mr. Maltin rated this film so 

poorly as it is undeserved. One can only guess as to his reason. I suspect that he missed the point of 

the movie entirely and was expecting something more serious than this film is meant to be. Kudos 

belong to everyone involved in this project. This film is a little gem waiting to be discovered by 

people who care about literate movies and appreciate satire. 
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Vagón Fumador (Smokers Only) (2001) 
 

A suicidal woman and a male prostitute connect in an ATM station 

and begin a tenuous affair. This Argentinian take on ennui among 

youth in the large city treads familiar territory. An urban semi-

hipster sings in a band, but clearly isn't very motivated to practice 

or pick up on her bandmates vibes. She comes across two boys 

having sex in the ATM foyer, waits for them to finish & then goes 

in to take out money from her account. She is then accosted by 

the street hustler who seems to reside in foyer, waiting for 

opportunities to score cash the way he knows best. The two are 

filmed on the bank's video camera & the dialogue in this early 

scene is clearly voiced-over. In this debut, Veronica Chen also uses 

some other interesting film techniques, including using grainy 

images, which break up and blend together, giving the viewer the 

feel of the pacing and mish-mash that makes up a city. However, 

despite the novelty of these devices, the film just doesn't hold up. So instead of seeming like listless 

Gen-Xers, the actors seem just even lazier at their trade than the characters they are representing. 

The end result makes the film looks more like the aftermath of a Diesel jeans photo shoot than a 

slice-of-life glimpse into the world of street kids. The music that is used (to excess) in the film is just 

as random as the filming tricks and begins to tire the viewer a good third into the movie. If you want 

to see better examples of the problems of street hustlers, check out "Midnight Cowboy" or "My Own 

Private Idaho". If you want to see a much better representation of the difficulties facing modern 

urban lovers see "Happy Together." Or, if you'd like to see some good films from Argentina check 

out "Nine Queens" or "Burnt Money" but save your money on this one. 
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Valentín (Valentin) (El Sueño De Valentín) (2002) 
 

An 8-year-old boy named Valentin (Noya) living with his 

grandmother (Maura) in Buenos Aires in the late 1960s discovers 

that his family has problems that only he can solve. Specifically, he 

dreams of being reunited with his mother, who is separated from 

Valentin's abusive father (Agresti) who uses him to attract new 

girlfriends like the attractive Leticia (Cardinali), whom Valentin 

himself befriends. On 1969, in Argentina, the 8-year-old Valentin 

(Rodrigo Noya) is a boy that dreams to be an astronaut. He is 

raised by his poor widow grandmother Abuela (Carmen Maura), 

and is totally abandoned by his parents. His mother has 

apparently forgotten him, and his stupid father does not pay much 

attention on him. The smart, but needy kid missed his mother, 

and when his father introduces his new girlfriend Leticia (Julieta 

Cardinali), Valentin has a strong connection with her. Meanwhile 

his grandmother gets sick, and the boy tries to resolve all his 

family problems using his persuasion and viewpoint of life. He also tries to approach Leticia to his 

great friend and master Rufo. This is one of the very few movies I really love these past couple of 

years. Rodrigo Noya's Valentin is such a smart, funny and sad 8-year-old boy. Everything he says 

gives you a smile and a little twist in the heart. He's like the old lady who lives alone and says she 

doesn't mind being alone but asks you to stay a little longer because she's baked dozens of cookies 

which nobody will eat. Rodrigo Noya is such an excellent actor that every nuance is caught thought 

his expressions, body language. The adults around him all act selfishly, but it's so realistic because 

we all are self-centered beings, and children sometimes are just treated like things that happened to 

be there. I love this movie so much I am recommending it to every people I know. 
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Valerie A Týden Divu (Valerie And Her Week Of Wonders) (1970) 
 

Inspired by fairy-tales such as Alice in Wonderland and Little Red-

Riding Hood, "Valerie and her Week of Wonders" is a surreal tale 

in which love, fear, sex and religion merge into one fantastic 

world. 'Valerie and Her Week of Wonders' unravels like a long 

forgotten childhood dream, suddenly remembered by way of 

hypnosis. I would say that it's far too lovely to be categorized as 

surrealism, and it's so visceral and strange that the director, 

Jaromil Jires, seems non-existent to the viewer. It is Valerie's film, 

as each image does not feel filmed so much as it feels dreamed, 

without the proxy of a camera. The subject of this "horror" film is 

the onset of puberty in a young female, a subject that has been 

explored in other, later horror films like 'Carrie' and 'Ginger 

Snaps.' Those films, though, are allegorical, and they attempt to 

translate the sense of fear and discovery of becoming a woman 

through high-concept material. 'Valerie and Her Week of Wonders' does not really have a story, not 

in a traditional manner anyway, and it seeks to convey the same feeling through atmosphere and 

texture. There's something kind of alien and mythic about the proceedings, like it's an artifact from a 

time before the cinema existed and having the creepily distant resonance of the frontispiece in a 

book about black magic. While I somehow can't look at it as surrealism, it works in exactly the same 

way, as nothing here is meant to be deciphered as a 'symbol' would be, but all of these items create 

a distinct feeling, dreamy and sometimes startling, that's as pure a portrait of the beginning of 

adolescence as we're likely to see. 
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Valiant (2005) 
 

The animated comedy tells the story of a lowly wood pigeon 

named Valiant, who overcomes his small size to become a hero in 

Great Britain's Royal Air Force Homing Pigeon Service during 

World War II. The RHPS advanced the Allied cause by flying vital 

messages about enemy movements across the English Channel, 

whilst evading brutal attacks by the enemy's Falcon Brigade. Oh 

boy, Disney has their hands full with this one... a British animated 

and voiced film about World War Two with death, destruction and 

rude jokes. Oh, lets hope they don't cut the living hell out of this 

thing. This is the story of Valiant, a smaller than normal pigeon, 

who wants to join up with the Royal Carrier Pigeon Service. With 

the help of Bugsy, a con artist pigeon he accidentally saves, he 

manages to trick his way into the service. Training has barely 

begun when they are rushed off to France to bring back an 

important message. There Valiant, Bugsy and his squad come face to face with the evil falcon's 

who'd like nothing better than to make them lunch. A brief 75 minutes long (reports of 109 minutes 

must be wrong) this is a good send up of World War Two conventions. We have hateful Nazi falcons 

(the leader is played evilly by Tim Curry); the do or die mission; Mom's tearful goodbye; Edith Piaf on 

the gramophone, French resistance, balmy Brits (two of which are John Cleese and John Hurt); 

heroic sacrifice and on and on and on. The voice cast is excellent and any Anglophiles out there will 

want to see this for the great voice cast which includes Ewan McGregor as Valiant, who is a 

wonderful hero, Ricky Gervais as Bugsy who is hysterical as the slob friend, and then add in Hugh 

Laurie, Jim Broadbent, Curry, Cleese, Hurt and many others others bringing life to the birds on 

screen. The whole cast is fun to listen to. The humor is a wide net of British style humor from puns to 

fart jokes to clever spoof to just about anything. In its way its completely different than any typical 

American (i.e. Disney, Pixar, Dreamworks) film. It's not broad American humor, it's quiet British 

humor with slips into slapstick. It's a Britcom versus sitcom. Technically this film is a marvel with stuff 

that will put Disney to shame, and make Pixar and Dreamworks work harder. There are some 

beautifully rendered sequences, in particular the numerous action scenes. WOW. The problem here 

is the pacing which is a tad slow. It un-spools like a British World War Two film from the period. Its 

not bad but it might prove taxing to American audiences who are used to faster paced comedy. 

However once they go to France on the mission it picks up nicely with chase after chase. A friend 

asked if it was similar to Chicken Run, sort of. Both are Britsh war spoofs, but the style of humor is 

different and you don't have Mel Gibson bending it in the direction of American nonsense. Chicken 

Run is probably better but its hard to say fairly since I need to see Valiant again. Certainly not the be 

all and end all I do recommend it, especially if you like British style humor. 
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Valley Of Head Hunters (1953) 
 

In the 12th of the "Jungle Jim" series from Sam Katzman's 

production unit at Columbia, Jim (Johnny Weissmuller) is assigned 

to accompany a government agent into the interior to get the 

native's approval for copper mining. Unknown to Jim, Arco (Robert 

C. Foulk), also wants approval but for oil, not copper. Arco and his 

henchies make a series of raids on the villages which he is able to 

blame on Jungle Jim. 
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Vampire Boys (2011) 
 

Jasin and his vampire brood's time is running out. In order for 

them to survive, Jasin needs to find a mortal to turn into a 

vampire to spend eternity with. Los Angeles provides plenty of 

young candidates. The brood has their eyes set on Tara, a young, 

gorgeous blond college student. Tara is open to the idea of 

becoming a vampire, but someone else enters the picture to 

disrupt the brood's plans. Caleb, a fresh face college student new 

to Los Angeles, keeps dreaming of a mysterious stranger. At 

school, Caleb meets the stranger, Jasin, and they have an instant 

connection. The problem is that time is short, and Jasin needs to 

convince Caleb that eternity as a vampire can be a very sweet life. 
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Vice Versa (1988) 
 

On returning from a buying trip abroad for the department store 

in which he works, Marshall finds he is in possession of a strange 

ornamental skull. Marshall is divorced and is looking after his son 

Charlie for a few days. The skull has special powers, and when 

Marshall and Charlie simultaneously wish they were each others 

age, father and son exchange bodies. Now Charlie has to go to 

work, and Marshall to school. Charlie also has to deal with 

Marshall's girlfriend. If that weren't enough a pair of smugglers 

are in pursuit of the skull. While this one came out around the 

same time as other 'Body Swap' movies, and is usually blown off 

by most people as an inferior product. I just want to defend this 

flick for a bit. Yes, it's a bit predictable, the script isn't the best out 

there, and it will never be considered a great classic, but the 

performances of Messrs. Reinhold and Savage are completely 

believable. In fact, I thought Reinhold's work in this one got overlooked. I'm not complaining about 

Tom Hanks' job in 'Big,' but I thought that since Hanks was playing an adolescent boy in a man's 

body, he played it a bit young. Reinhold, on the other hand, was playing a 9 or 10-year-old boy, 

therefore his portrayal was easier to buy into. 12-year-old Fred Savage does a very good job as the 

thirty-something man trapped in the body of a boy. The real selling points of these portrayals is in 

the details. Watch as Savage gives his 'son' encouragement, or Reinhold's uncertainty in dealing with 

the world. As I said, a classic? Nah, but a fun afternoon of family entertainment? You bet! 
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Victim (1961) 
 

A plea for reform of England's anti-sodomy statutes, this film pits 

Melville Farr (Dirk Bogarde), a married lawyer, against a 

blackmailer who has photos of Farr and a young gay man (who is 

being blackmailed and later commits suicide) in Farr's car. After 

the suicide, Farr tracks down other gay men being extorted for 

money by the same blackmailer. The well-educated police 

Detective Inspector Harris (John Barrie) considers the sodomy law 

nothing more than an aid to blackmailers, and helps Farr in calling 

his blackmailer's bluff. The movie, far ahead of its time, ends with 

Farr and his wife coming to terms with his homosexuality after the 

public exposure he faces in the blackmailer's trial. When first 

released in 1961 "Victim" was considered a bold comment on a 

then hushed-up subject. Looking at the film today, the work is still 

a forceful, frank account of British societal mores, firmly backed 

up by laws. While attitudes and behaviors have changed regarding alternative lifestyles, this drama 

powerfully documents conditions as they existed for many years in England. Sir Dirk Bogarde, one of 

Britain's most distinguished actors, adorns this presentation with his unique charismatic presence 

and skill. Ably supported by a strong cast, Bogarde subtly delineates a respected lawyer risking both 

his professional standing and his marriage by confronting hard-line blackmailers. A taut screenplay 

and tight direction enhance this thriller. 
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Victoria & Albert (2001) 
 

Lavish two-part dramatisation of the passionate love story that 

was Queen Victoria and Prince Albert's lengthy marriage. 

Beginning in 1837, the year of King William IV's death and 18-year-

old Victoria's ascension to the throne, the series charts the 

tumultuous period in 19th Century England where Victoria comes 

to terms with the enormous duties that lay ahead of her, while 

also falling deeply in love with her beloved Albert of Saxe-Coburg-

Gotha. The marriage and birth of their nine children are featured, 

as is Albert's frustration by the inactivity he experienced in the 

early years of his role as Prince Consort. The Queen's very 

different relationships with her first two Prime Minister's, the 

resentment the British government felt about a German 

interfering in matters of state and Albert's greatest achievement - 

The Great Exhibition of 1851 - are all intertwined in this 

remarkable love story which ended tragically in 1861 with Albert's early death from typhoid. 

"Victoria & Albert" examines the life Queen Victoria during the 24 year period from just prior to her 

coronation as Queen until the passing of her husband, Albert. Although this historical biopic spends 

precious little time with romance, it does dwell most on the relationship between the couple as they 

go about the business of working to bring dignity to a tarnished monarchy while raising a family and 

doing what royal couples do. Hamilton makes a solid centerpiece for this 3.5 hour miniseries which 

sports a capable ensemble and very good production value. If "V&A" has a liability, it is, perhaps, 

that the life of the Queen was not quite as interesting as the fictional lives of the characters from the 

more popular novels of the same period. Worth a look for those with an interest in Queen Victoria, 

the British monarchy, and the period. 
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Village Of The Damned (1960) 
 

In the small English village of Midwich everybody and everything 

falls into a deep, mysterious sleep for several hours in the middle 

of the day. Some months later every woman capable of child-

bearing is pregnant and the children that are born out of these 

pregnancies seem to grow very fast and they all have the same 

blond hair and strange, penetrating eyes that make people do 

things they don't want to do. This classic low budget, black and 

white film is right up there with the best of the sci-fi/horror 

movies of the time. It appears that it was shot on a very low 

budget ($300,000), thus no special effects beyond the 

superimposed glowing eyes of the children and the burning house 

at the end (not much of an effect). But it became a real 

moneymaker and a cult developed around it. They went on to 

make a sequel which doesn't live up to the original. The cast, 

though limited, is quite good. The ever sophisticated, urbane, 

George Sanders as the scientist; Barbara Shelley from Hammer films as his wife; and 11-year-old 

Martin Stephens as David, putative offspring of Shelley and Sanders. This kid is evil personified and 

does a bang-up job for such a youngster. The story involves the village of Midwich and the birth of 

12 children fathered in a very strange way that is never totally explained, who are intellectual giants 

with one purpose...take over the world. Should they be destroyed or studied? ... that's the problem 

facing Sanders and the government. Sanders comes to the inevitable conclusion and because they 

can read his thoughts, he must think of a brick wall in order to mask his intent. The ending, although 

not surprising is still effective. This film is a keeper and is recommended to all those who like their 

films straight to the point without all the special effects and computer generated action. It's minimal 

with maximum punch. 
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Village Of The Damned (John Carpenter's Village Of The Damned) (El 

Pueblo De Los Malditos) (1995) 
 

An American village is visited by some unknown life form which 

leaves the women of the village pregnant. Nine months later, the 

babies are born, and they all look normal, but it doesn't take the 

"parents" long to realise that the kids are not human or humane. 

Critics didn't seem to like Village of the Damned (1995) but when I 

asked everybody I know, they all liked it. Gee, I wonder why. 

Village of the Damned is about 9 platinum-white haired children 

who can control bodies and read minds. Their quest for survival 

leads to horror and destruction. There are really good acting 

performances by Christopher Reeve, Kristi Ally, and Mark Hamil. 

The two best ones were Lindsey Haun as Mara and 8-year-old 

Thomas Dekker as David, two of the main children. 11-year-old 

Lindsey Haun is stunning in this movie. I don't know if any other 

child could've pulled off a role like that. She was emotionless, cold 

and commanding, yet still beautiful and stylish. Thomas Dekker did good in the middle of 

emotionless and empathetic. Village of the Damned is not like a slasher movie with tons of blood. It 

cuts down yet still looks real. It sends chills down your spine when you watch it, and the glowing 

eyes are cool. And like my friend said, "Even if the entire movie completely sucked, Lindsey Haun 

would still manage to keep the entire movie awesome. 
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Vito E Gli Altri (Vito And The Others) (Vito Et Les Autres) (1991) 
 

This movie is about the street children of Naples. It is a brutal and 

compelling film. No punches are pulled. Vito (Nando Triola) is 

about 11 or 12-years-old. He and his friends do what they can to 

survive. Sell their bodies, steal and finally kill. The groundbreaking 

film which drew international attention to the problem of 

neglected youth and street crime in poverty-stricken Naples. The 

film's opening moments are startling and deeply disturbing. A 

despairing Rosario has just murdered his wife and daughter at the 

dinner table on New Year's Eve. Somehow, Vito quietly convinces 

his father to drop the gun, spare their lives and call the police. 

Placed in the custody of sexually abusive relatives, Vito is left free 

to roam the trash-strewn back streets of Naples where he and his 

friends engage in drug abuse, prostitution and petty crime. Ably 

acted by a large cast of nonprofessional street kids, A 

heartrending portrait of innocents without a future. 
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Vitus (2006) 
 

The film tells the story of a highly-gifted boy (Fabrizio Borsani [6-

year-old Vitus], 14-year-old Teo Gheorghiu [12-year-old Vitus von 

Holzen]) whose parents have demanding and ambitious plans for 

him - they want him to become a pianist. However, one day the 

boy, Vitus, is no longer willing to comply with his parents' plans 

and ambitions because he wants to follow his own star. Helen and 

Leo von Holzen are blessed with a gifted and sensitive child. They 

name him Vitus and have plans to make him (and them) famous 

and rich. Vitus does display amazing skills at playing the piano, but 

also has a crush on a much older girl, Isabel, his babysitter. He 

offers friendship, but she prefers someone older, contrary to this 

boy-genius' theory that since a woman's libido matures faster 

than a males', the world would be a better place if women were 

married to males younger by at least 6 years. Aloof from other 

classmates, proving that he is much more smarter than his teachers, he withdraws into himself, but 

opens up a bit when in the company of his grandfather. Then when pressures from his parents 

increase, he refuses to follow the path that they have set for him and goes into a silent rebellion that 

will change everyone's lives forever. We just saw Vitus at the San Francisco International Film 

Festival, with an audience that packed in the theatre and gave the director a round of applause at 

the end. In the context of Fredi Murer's career, this film address themes that he explored in earlier 

works such as Alpine Fire and Full Moon, but here with a lighter, less moralistic tone. Murer clearly 

has a great rapport with children and brings out a credible performance from the nonprofessional 

actor (but real-life musical virtuoso) Teo Gheorghiu -- especially considering that so much of the film 

rests on this young pianist's shoulders. Bruno Ganz, whom English-speaking audiences rarely get to 

hear performing in his own Zurich dialect, unsentimentally embodies the traditional Swiss values 

that are disappearing under a wave of American-style materialism and yuppie anxiety. Parents, take 

your young geniuses to see this film, and take its humane message of love, self-recognition and 

forgiveness to heart. 
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Vizontele (2001) 
 

The story takes place in a small town (called Hakkari) in Turkey at 

the beginning of the 70's. The time has come to bring technology 

into that small town. The first Television (or called Visiontele by 

the citizens) arrives and the chaos begins. Some people are 

excited and some are afraid of this new device which can show us 

live pictures from different places. Is it devils easy prey to catch us 

or is it just a feature of the modern time? Without losing time, the 

mayor (Altan Erkekli) of the town Hakkari tries to find some 

people who can help him to set up the signal receiver on the 

highest position of the mountain. His Team consists of one crazy 

electrician called Emin (Yilmaz Erdogan) and some mayor office 

staff members and none of them has any knowledge of TVs. 

These predecessors of time tried their luck:). The Story of 

Viziontele consists of many Jokes which are mixed up with some 

traditional superstitions to show how funny the conflict between these two points can be. But also 

with a dramatical point of view. The storyline of Viziontele is based on the memories of the Dircetor 

Yilmaz Erdogan, where he grew up in Hakkari while he was a little child. Yilmaz Erdogan's first film 

which is about the introduction of TV to a village in Southeast Anatolia. People's first encounter with 

TV technology is told in a humorous way. Yeah, it is fun. The cast is basically of theatre origin - Yilmaz 

Erdogan's famous BKM players who are acting in the hilarious TV show "Bir Demet Tiyatro" for years. 

And of course the incredible Cem Yilmaz. Visual editing is nice. The dialogues are entertaining. I 

recommend it, you'll not be disappointed. 
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Vizontele Tuuba (2004) 
 

The story of 1980 summer when director Yilmaz Erdogan lived in 

his own town... The last days of his childhood... The days he saw 

so many things about love, friendship, neighbourhood, politics and 

culture... The days he witnessed the various relationships between 

the people in the town. 12 September 1980 is one of the most 

important days in Turkish history. New constitution and laws 

made after Coup D'Etat were biggest backward steps in Turkey. 

These anti-democratic laws made Turkey semi-fascist state. 

Nowadays we are trying to restore our democracy. The last 

quarter of 70's most of the right and left groups were terrorizing 

over the country. Everyday tens of people were killed in 

explosions and assassinations. And the Army made a Coup and 

make very strict laws. The movie tells about the last summer 

before the coup. In the least developed part of country. (southern-

east) A man is appointed to the town as a library manager. But there is no library there and he is 

actually exiled because he is communist. It tells about political struggles between two left fraction. 

People's love and life. And that dark era can not be explained more funny. 
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Voces Inocentes (Innocent Voices) (2004) 
 

A young boy, in an effort to have a normal childhood in 1980's El 

Salvador, is caught up in a dramatic fight for his life as he 

desperately tries to avoid the war which is raging all around him. I 

just saw this film (World Premiere) the final day of the Toronto 

International Film Festival on September 18. It is in Spanish with 

English subtitles. The film, set in El Salvador during the years of 

civil war in the '80s, is told through the voice and eyes of 11-year-

old Chava (Carlos Padilla). He lives with his mother, two brothers 

and a sister in a cardboard-house in a village, and at age 12 will be 

'eligible' to be taken into the "ejercito" (army). The acting is 

superb-both principals and supporting cast- as is the directing and 

pacing. This film will leave you moved both to tears and to 

admiration for the human spirit. Though the two hours seemed to 

pass in minutes, thinking about this film will last for many years. I 

really felt I was present "on the set". Both the director (Luis Mandoki) and the screenplay writer 

(Oscar Torres, who was the boy in the film) were present for an emotional and uplifting Q&A. I could 

only give this film a 10 and hope it will be distributed in as many countries as possible. 
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Volcano (1997) 
 

After a seemingly minor earthquake one night in Los Angeles, a 

giant burst of lava is released from the La Brea Tar Pits, resulting in 

the birth of a new volcano under the city. City officials are 

reluctant to believe scientists who notice the early warning signs 

(the temperature of a lake rises 6 degrees in 12 hours) but they 

learn their lesson when lava begins to spill out into the streets and 

to destroy buildings and cars. Dedicated Emergency Management 

director Mike Roark rushes to the rescue, with help from a plucky 

seismologist. Watching Mick Jackson's disaster flick, in which the 

eponymous natural disaster wreaks havoc throughout Los 

Angeles, is like watching a 3 a.m. infomercial. It's such silly, 

mindless fluff, yet there's just something about it that keeps your 

eyes glued to the screen. "Volcano" is admittedly well-cast and 

acted, despite a dreadful script and a plot whose summary could 

fit on a matchbook. Tommy Lee Jones, who would give 110% making a McDonald's commercial, stars 

as Mike Roark, the hard-boiled head of the Office of Emergency Management, where he is assisted 

by his sidekick Emmit (Don Cheadle). After initially pooh-poohing the thought of a volcano in L.A. 

from geologist Amy Barnes (Anne Heche, who constantly ends her lines with a four-letter word like a 

period after a sentence), it's only a matter of time before he is proved wrong before his very eyes. 

Other solid performances come from Jacqueline Kim (Dr. Calder), John Carroll Lynch (Stan, the oft-

maligned subway boss), and Keith David, a great actor who is otherwise wasted here in a role as a 

police lieutenant who has no impact on any events in the film, which is halfway over before he even 

appears on screen for the first time. However, there's the small problem of having something 

resembling a good story to go with the awesome visuals, which are indeed spectacular. But forget 

the volcano; Jerome Armstrong's script poses the greatest threat to the characters. To put it mildly, 

it's the biggest piece of cliché-ridden muck to come along in awhile, laden with plot holes, smarmy 

sentimentality (the offender here being a dog rescue scene near the beginning) and heroics, forced 

we-are-all-brothers morals, and implausibilities. Yes, this film is rooted far from reality, but it should 

make a little sense along the way. Working at the OEM must be the cushiest job in the world, for all 

the employees do throughout the picture is holler at each other and stare blankly at computer 

monitors. (And why do they continuously show news broadcasts on their big screen? Is that where 

their disaster briefings come from?) Mike's sullen daughter (Gaby Hoffmann, in a thankless role in 

the tradition of "True Lies" and "Face/Off"), due to her own incompetence, is suddenly thrust into 

peril and is thus separated from her father, a subplot that helps build up what turns out to be one 

great big joke of an ending. Describing it here can't do it justice. (After being taken to the hospital in 

Dr. Calder's Land Rover to receive treatment for a second-degree burn on her right leg, she is seen 

some time later with a bloody scab on her left cheek as she talks to Mike on the phone. And you 

thought your HMO was rough.) Plus, I seriously doubt that someone who jumps right into a pool of 

hot lava would slowly melt like a snowman in Miami while he screams and tosses the body of a man 

nearly twice his size to safety from a burning subway train. Then there's the wonderful family-

oriented scene of two firemen burned alive in their overturned truck. And, lest we forget that 

"Volcano" takes place in L.A., there's the obligatory racist-cop episode in which a black man asking 



the fire chief to help his neighborhood is suddenly handcuffed out of nowhere by an officer for 

"harassing" him, a tacky scene complete with (groan) references to Rodney King and Mark Fuhrman. 

(The whole time he's cuffed, the black man makes carefree wisecracks to the officers all while his 

'hood is burning to cinders.) But, of course, everything's eventually resolved. "You're a good man," 

the other cop praises his partner after the latter grudgingly dispatches fire trucks to the black man's 

neighborhood, as if he has performed some immense display of generosity. In another lovely 

homage to L.A., there's also a looting scene, where extras run incredibly slow while carrying empty 

boxes. And what in the world was with the constant barrage of news reporters? Did we really need 

someone reporting "The house behind me has just exploded into flames...all hell is breaking loose!" 

while people were running for their lives all around her? As the volcano explodes out of the La Brea 

Tar Pits and lava is running onto the street, it's from a reporter describing this sight from where we 

hear one of the worst lines in the film: "It's as if the tar had caught fire, melted and somehow 

expanded." Hey, McFly, if tar is already a liquid to begin with, then how in the world can it melt? 

When an army of helicopters drops gallons of water on the lava blocked off on Wilshire, the 

reporters and camera crews, who are camped right up against the concrete barriers, manage to stay 

conveniently dry the entire time. Despite a high body count, scores of injured civilians and billions of 

dollars in damages, everybody's smiling as soon as a rainfall ensues, like those 7up commercials circa 

1986. ("Feels so good comin' down!" Remember that?) Lots of questions are left unanswered: How 

will they clean up and repair everything? Will a future eruption occur soon? Will the Cubs win the 

World Series? Yet for all its pretentiousness and gaping flaws, I have to admit that "Volcano" was 

entertaining. It's a load of escapist camp that doesn't have a care in the world. And I do have to give 

credit where it's due; somehow the filmmakers managed to keep slow-moving lava exciting for 104 

minutes. Plus, you can't help but get a kick out of a disaster film that includes the line "This city's 

finally paying for its arrogance," and finds the time to include a Bible quotation. 7/10. 
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Voor Een Verloren Soldaat (For A Lost Soldier) (1992) 
 

The story of a romantic relationship between a grown-up and a 

child. Set in the Netherlands near the end of WWII, the film is a 

flashback recalling an adolescent relationship between Jeroen 

(Maarten Smit) and a Canadian Soldier (Andrew Kelley). A difficult 

subject handled with style and feeling. Boyhood Memories and 

Forbidden Love. The Film "For A Lost Soldier" has established 

itself as a classic. Based on the autobiography of Rudi van Danzi 

who writes of his early experiences in war torn Europe. He shares 

his boyhood and how at 13-years-old he was separated from his 

family, sent to the dutch countryside for safety. A lonely, shy 

youth, he shares the freedom of his liberated country with 

Canadian soldiers. One of which realizes the boy's 'special' 

loneliness and befriends him. In the process, the two share a brief 

forbidden love, establishing the later adult memories which Danzi uses to revitalizes his depleted 

inspiration. Seen by some, as perverted, the film is nevertheless readily accepted by many others as 

a heartwarming and sympathetic view of youthful homosexuality. The author, director and actors 

earn fulsome praise. 
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Vor (The Thief) (Le Voleur Et L'Enfant) (1997) 
 

In 1946, a soldier fathers a child then dies before its birth. Jump to 

1952: on a train, the child and his mother meet a handsome 

soldier who makes a play for her. She accepts. Posing as a married 

family, the soldier finds them a rooming house where he becomes 

everyone's favorite through his good looks and generosity. 

Meanwhile he gives the boy, Sanya (9-year-old Misha Philipchuk), 

lessons in life: to fight back, to win at all costs. The child's mother, 

Katya, is head-over-heels in love with Tolyan, the soldier, but the 

relationship becomes rocky when Tolyan's true plans for the 

rooming house become clear. It starts them on a treadmill of flight 

that risks Katya's life, Tolyan's liberty, and Sanya's trust. "Vor" will 

undoubtedly become a classic of Russian cinema in a few years. 

First, this was both written and directed by the great Russian 

filmmaker Pavel Chukhrai! It's a tender pseudo-autobiographical 

account of life during the last years in Stalinist USSR. An interesting theme in this movie is that of the 

"father-figure"...and Stalin as a "father-figure" to the Soviet Union. You don't necessarily have to be 

familiar with the political context of the film, but it definitely makes it all the more poignant and 

heart-breaking if you are. Vladi Mashkov is superb as the charming "soldier" who, not accidentally, 

has Comrade Stalin tattooed on his chest. Whether Toljian symbolizes a strong-yet-corrupt Stalin 

and whether Katja and Sasha represent the disenchanted Russian populus, that's up to you to 

decide. But see it! Look at "Vor" from the allegorical and political level and it's strikingly true. Look at 

"Vor" from the emotional and tragic level and it's strikingly true. This movie is deep, painful, and of 

course riddled with truth. That's why it's so powerful! Of course, the acting and direction show this 

truth off so vividly. I have to say, once again, that Mashkov proves to be an actor of amazing caliber, 

expression, and beauty. 
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Vozvrashchenie (The Return) (2003) 
 

Two teenage Russian boys (14-year-old Ivan Dobronravov & 16-

year-old Vladimir Garin) have their father return home suddenly 

after being absent for 12 years. The father takes the boys on a 

holiday to a remote island on a lake in the north of Russia that 

turns into a test of manhood of almost mythic proportions. "The 

Return," a breathtakingly austere masterpiece from the land that 

gave us Eisenstein, Pudovkin and Tarkovsky, is one of the most 

beautifully acted and directed films I have seen in years. 

Astonishingly enough, this is the feature film debut for director 

Andrei Zvyagintsev who demonstrates more of a mastery and 

command of the medium in this his maiden effort than most 

directors do in a whole body of work. The film tells the tale of two 

brothers, Ivan and Andrei, who live with their mother and 

grandmother in a small coastal village in Russia. One day, totally 

unexpectedly, the boys' father returns after a twelve year absence. In an effort to make up for lost 

time, the dad decides to take his sons on a fishing trip, but, almost immediately, he begins to 

demonstrate disturbing tendencies towards domination and abuse. He also appears to be up to 

some sort of nefarious business operations to which neither we nor the boys are entirely privy. Every 

single moment of this film is a revelation. Zvyagintsev beautifully captures the opposite ways in 

which the boys react to and interact with their father. Andrei, the oldest, is so desperate for a father 

figure in his life that he is willing to overlook the often inexplicable, bizarre and possibly even 

dangerous behavior that this particular father exhibits. Ivan, on the other hand, embittered by years 

of absence and neglect, seethes with barely disguised rage at the man who now presumes to enter 

into their once happy lives and assert his authority. Of the two boys, he seems the most tuned into 

the kind of threat the father may pose to their welfare. Yet, towards the end of the story, the 

apparently latent love the boy feels for this man as his father does eventually rise to the surface. 

Through this intense interaction, the film emerges as a complex and profound study of what father 

and son relationships are really all about. It is virtually impossible to put into words just how 

brilliantly the two young actors use their facial expressions to convey a wealth of meaning and 

emotion. As portrayed by Vladimir Garin, Andrey looks up to his father with a mixture of boyish 

pride and trembling awe, longing for the kind of male affirmation he has been deprived of all these 

years. He is desperate to please his father by proving to him that he can perform the acts of 

manhood that his dad keeps putting forth for him to do. As Ivan, Ivan Dobronravov spends most of 

his time glaring at the man, his mouth pursed in a tight unyielding grimace of resentment and hate. 

If I could give an award for the best performance by a child actor in movie history, these two 

youngsters would be high on my list of candidates. They are that amazing. Tragically, young Garin 

drowned two months prior to the release of the film, leaving his indelible mark behind in a 

performance that will never be forgotten by anyone privileged enough to witness it. Konstantin 

Lavronenko is equally impressive as the boy's mysterious father, beautifully underplaying the part of 

a man who can appear sane and rational on the surface but who is a seething cauldron of untapped 

emotions beneath. In fact, it is this constant threat of violence always on the verge of eruption that 

keeps us off balance and on edge throughout the entire picture. The film's writers, Vladimir 



Moiseyenko and Aleksandr Novotosky, deserve special recognition for not allowing the plot to 

overwhelm the characters. For this is, first and foremost, a great character study. The scenarists 

have intentionally left the background of the father vague and sketchy, the better to enhance the 

sense of mystery and danger he represents. We never find out what nefarious activities he is 

involved with since that is of virtually no importance either to the children or to us. We are too 

engrossed in the relationships of the characters to care. In fact, there are a few hints towards the 

end of the film that this seemingly cold, uncaring man, for all his myriad faults, might actually just 

love his sons in his own strange way. The film leaves us with no easy answers or pat resolutions at 

the end. And this is how it should be. In fact, the scriptwriters even throw a few of Hitchcock's prized 

"MacGuffins" into the mix to keep us off balance (there is a scene in which some possibly stolen 

money sinks to the bottom of a lake that is highly reminiscent of what happens in "Psycho"). Among 

other things, "The Return" represents one of the most impressive directorial debuts since Francois 

Truffaut's "The 400 Blows." Zvyagintsev's ability to draw great performances from his actors is only 

one of his many talents on display here. His lyrical use of composition, as well as the way in which he 

makes nature and weather an integral part of his drama help to draw us so deeply into this world 

that it takes the viewer literally hours to get fully back to his own existence again once the movie has 

ended. It reverberates for days afterwards. For as with any great film, "The Return" finds its way into 

the depths of one's soul and leaves the viewer a richer person for the experience. Winner of the 

Silver Lion at the Venice Film Festival (2003), "The Return" is a true work of art and one of the 

outstanding films of the decade so far. Whatever you do, don't miss this film. 
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Wah-Wah (2005) 
 

Set at the end of the 60's as Swaziland is about to receive 

Independence from Great Britain, the film follows the young Ralf 

Compton at 12-years-old (15-year-old Zach Fox) through his 

parents traumatic separation, till he's 14-years-old (16-year-old 

Nicholas Hoult). It is based on true events from Richard E Grant's 

childhood. Wah-Wah is a beautiful film! One that I saw just 

yesterday and have had in my head since and wanted it to stay in 

there. I have recommended it to everyone I have seen since then, 

and still find myself commenting on it most randomly. Wah-Wah is 

a sad film, and I believe I have cried more tears in this movie more 

than any other. I had tears running down my neck. I am not 

generally fond of sad movies but I found this one so different! 

Besides it is not all sad, I was also even crying with happiness. And 

laughing too! The only thing that I am disappointed about is that 

Wah-Wah is not being shown at every cinema, and only very few. I live in Victoria, Aust. And suggest 

you check out the capital city of your state to see it. I found it definitely worth while! But what I 

thought was rather curious was that EVERYONE stayed in there seats until the whole of the credits 

had been run and the curtains starting to close. There was not particularly anything interesting with 

the actual credits, but it felt appropriate! Richard E. Grant has been one of my two favorite actors for 

a long time! And this movie he has written and produced, about his life, just adds to my admiration 

of him. A job well done indeed, and WELL worth seeing! 
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Walk On Water (2004) 
 

Eyal, an Israeli Mossad agent, is given the mission to track down 

and kill the very old Alfred Himmelman, an ex-Nazi officer, who 

might still be alive. Pretending to be a tourist guide, he befriends 

his grandson Axel, in Israel to visit his sister Pia. The two men set 

out on a tour of the country during which, Axel challenges Eyal's 

values. I won't bother to summarize the movie, because many of 

the existing user comments give very detailed descriptions of the 

plot (much more information than someone who hasn't seen the 

movie yet would want). I just want to encourage anyone who 

hasn't seen the movie to check it out. It's a provocative movie, 

exploring a bunch of interesting themes, including Israeli relations 

with both Palestinians and Germans. I also found it to be an 

engaging film, with interesting characters and many involving 

story lines. It's almost a fable or fairytale, which the title alludes 

to. Go in the right frame of mind and you'll enjoy the movie very much, as I did. 
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Walk The Line (2005) 
 

J.R. Cash takes an early interest in music while growing up on an 

Arkansas cotton farm in the Great Depression. He (11-year-old 

Ridge Canipe & 6-year-old Wyatt Entrekin) is very close to his 

elder brother Jack (15-year-old Lucas Till), who dies in an accident 

involving a table saw in 1944 when J.R. is out fishing. His guilt 

about this event is not helped when his father blames him as well, 

so it comes as a welcome escape when he is old enough to enlist 

in the air force and is sent to Germany. Inspired by a film he sees 

there, Inside the Walls of Folsom Prison (1951) he composes a 

song, "Folsom Prison Blues." Leaving the air force Cash marries 

and attempts to succeed as a door-to-door salesman in Memphis, 

Tenn. but his heart is in music and he succeeds in an audition with 

Sam Phillips at Sun Records. Soon Johnny is touring and meets 

June Carter, who has been a country star since childhood. Although they are drawn to each other, 

they are married to others. Touring takes a toll on Johnny's marriage, and in the 1960's he becomes 

addicted to amphetamines. His marriage ends and June helps him beat the drug dependency. 

Reading fan letters from prisoners inspires Cash to perform a concert at Folsom Prison, which leads 

to a very successful album. June finally accepts Johnny's proposal of marriage given as they perform 

together on stage in Ontario in February, 1968. Johnny Cash grew up in Arkansas, and served in the 

Air Force in Germany, where he bought a guitar. He returned from the war and married. Singing and 

playing with two other men, he cut a record in Memphis. His reputation growing from airplay and 

live performances, Cash became a star, touring with the likes of Jerry Lee Lewis and others. On tour, 

he suffered the effects of drug addiction. He also met June Carter, who would later become his wife. 

Responding in part to the fan mail he received from prisoners, Cash played a legendary concert for 

the inmates at Folsom Prison in California. The love of a woman, given reluctantly, saves a man from 

addiction and self-destruction. Traces the life of Johnny Cash from his boyhood, with loss of a 

brother and of his father's affection, to 1968 when his outlaw side and his unhappiness give way to 

the twin triumphs of his concert at Folsom Prison and June Carter's acceptance of his marriage 

proposal. Along the way there's his first composition, first recording, first marriage, daughters, being 

smitten with June, divorce, pills and booze, an empty life, and the Carter family's nursing him back to 

health. June eases Johnny out of a ring of fire. Whenever I see so much "Oscar worthy" tags/blurbs 

in an ad campaign I get nervous, see Cinderella Man. Usually you look closely at the fine print and 

see that the esteemed critic lauding the film is Joe Schmoe from the One Stop Light Bugle Press in 

Buttcreek, Illinois or a low level flunky who just happens to work for the media conglomerate that is 

distributing the film. So my heart sank a little when a film I have been eagerly awaiting was swaddled 

with such praise when the ads hit the air. But they're right for once. Joaquin Phoenix wears Johnny 

Cash like a suit. He isn't doing a Rich Little impersonation, you don't rub your eyes in disbelief, but he 

channels a man so distinct in appearance and voice to a level that is beyond admirable. One of the 

traits that made Johnny Cash a legend was that nobody sounded or looked like him. Short of a 

computer generated Cash walking around in his own bio-pic like one of those John Wayne beer 

commercials this is the definitive representation. And yet Phoenix may not give the best 

performance in the film. Reese Witherspoon more than holds up her end in a role that easily could 



have been reduced to a clichéd bumpkin. Witherspoon portrays the on-stage June in the way June 

portrayed her own "character", the stage persona that people adored, while giving her the resolve 

and inner strength to be the woman who tamed a hell-bent, grizzly bear of a man like John. The 

chemistry of Phoenix and Witherspoon together in any scene, but their on-stage duets in particular, 

are truthful in a way that resonates long after the credits. I know that unless you have been living in 

a cave for the past week you have likely been bombarded with the word that the actors sing 

themselves without use of lip syncing. I have never been a fan of musicals, or even musical 

performances in a film. They generally seem forced and uncomfortable to me, the moment when I 

stop experiencing the story and feel reminded that I am watching a movie. I never felt that in this 

film. I never felt that their singing took the focus of the film, but the performances work with the 

story like no other music bio I have ever seen. I never felt as if I was being led through the catalog, 

the songs felt as organic and natural as any spoken dialog in a great narrative. This film far exceeded 

my expectations and afforded me the first trip home from a theater with a true feeling of 

satisfaction in a very, very long time. Highly recommended. 
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Walkabout (1971) 
 

Two young children (Luc Roeg) are stranded in the Australian 

outback and are forced to cope on their own. They meet an 

Aborigine (18-year-old David Gulpilil) on "walkabout": a ritualistic 

banishment from his tribe. I first remember seeing this film as a 

late teenager in about 1979. Therefore what most vividly stuck in 

my mind was the lead character played by a beautiful blonde 

English girl, Jenny Agutter, Specifically the nude scenes of her 

swimming and washing. On a less superficial level it is a film with 

a point-something along the lines of the graciousness of 

Aborigines and their ability to live in harsh surrounds, and the 

destructive nature of suburban life in a flat in a major city. I think 

it would be a film, like Jedda, that will always be on reference for 

the Australian Outback, Aboriginals and the modern society which 

brought a European civilisation to their land. 
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Walking On Water (2007) 
 

Walking On Water invites you to come along and see the world 

through the eyes of two kids as they embark on the trip of a 

lifetime. 12-year-old Luke Davis and 14-year-old Tyler Hallen are 

given the opportunity that most young surfers only dream about. 

When Bryan Jennings (Founder/Director of Walking On Water) 

was 14-years-old he was taken on his first surf trip by a local 

professional surfer. This trip had a lasting effect on his life. In 

Walking On Water Bryan returns the favour as he takes Tyler and 

Luke literally around the world in hopes that they too will forever 

be changed. Along the way they meet up with three-time world 

champion surfer Tom Curren, teen shark attack survivor Bethany 

Hamilton, top professional surfers C.J. and Damien Hobgood, and 

many others. Join Luke and Tyler as they travel to Hawaii, Peru, 

Australia, Indonesia, South Africa, and France. In this beautiful 

and inspiring film, the world becomes their classroom. From the makers of The Outsiders and Noahs 

Arc comes a story about finding faith on the journey of a lifetime. 
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Walking With Cavemen (2003) 
 

The great follow-up to 'Walking with Dinosaurs' and 'Walking with 

Beasts', presented by Professor Robert Winston, explains the story 

of human evolution. Walking with Cavemen, hosted by Alec 

Baldwin, is a look back at all the hominid (that's us!) species of the 

past 5 million years: who they were, what they were like, and how 

they died out. Along with being a very interesting scientific look at 

the information we have on these species, Walking with Cavemen 

also examines what it is that makes us human. I waited several 

weeks to watch this, and I was not disappointed. 

 

 

 

Series 1 (4 Episodes) (2003) 
 

Episode 1: First Ancestors; As Africa transitions from forest to Savannah the world's first bipedal ape, 

australopithecus, evolved and flourished in the new environment. 

Episode 2: Blood Brothers; At this stage several kinds of ape men populated Africa, each with its own 

unique adaptations. These species were doomed as the African continent grew increasingly arid, but 

a new human species well adapted to a hot dry climate emerged. 

Episode 3: Savage Family; Homo agasta display the beginnings of families, tool making, team work 

and vocal communications. Some migrate out of Africa resulting in the evolution of additional 

human species in different parts of the world. 

Episode 4: The Survivors; When a geological cataclysm separates two populations of humans for 

several hundred thousand years they evolve into two separate species; Neandethals in arctic Europe 

and Homo Spaiens in arid Africa. The restoration of a moderate climate in both regions favor homo 

sapiens which becomes the sole surviving human species. 
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WALL·E (2008) 
 

In a distant, but not so unrealistic future, where mankind has 

abandoned earth because it has become covered with trash from 

products sold by the powerful multi-national Buy N Large 

corporation, WALL-E, a garbage collecting robot has been left to 

clean up the mess. Mesmerized with trinkets of Earth's history 

and show tunes, WALL-E is alone on Earth except for a sprightly 

pet cockroach. One day, Eve, a sleek (and dangerous) 

reconnaissance robot, is sent to Earth to find proof that life is 

once again sustainable. WALL-E falls in love with Eve. WALL-E 

rescues Eve from a dust storm and shows her a living plant he 

found amongst the rubble. Consistent with her "directive" Eve 

takes the plant and automatically enters a deactivated state 

except for a blinking green beacon. WALL-E, doesn't understand 

what has happened to his new friend, but true to his love, he protects her from wind, rain, and 

lightning. WALL-E, Pixar's latest film, is about a robot named WALL-E (or 'Waste Allocation Load 

Lifter, Earth-Class'), who is the only thing left on earth with some sort of emotion. He meets another 

robot named EVE, and the trip begins. It's hard to describe in words how incredible I personally find 

this film. The animation is flawless. Absolutely flawless. Especially on earth and the robots. It looks 

real. Much of the time it's impossible to tell whether or not it is real. The few slightly-shaky styled 

shots that appear a few times in the film only makes the animation that much more amazing and 

realistic. The humans are really good, too, while not realistic in the sense of you seeing it right now 

in real life, but they do have a realistic feel to them. The thing with the humans, I believe, is that they 

were purposefully meant to have this slightly rounded, slightly unrealistic feeling. I believe the 

reason is to take a satirical look at humans, and what our goals for a future, perfect utopia, is. It 

questions what we want, and shows you what is a very, very likely outcome of our desires for a 

'better' world, showing both positive and negative effects. The animation for the humans, I believe, 

was made rounded and slightly more cartoonish to emphasize that that is how we will become. Fat, 

lazy, yet so perfect. At times, especially with that perspective on the humans, they actually do look 

very real. The story is brilliant. There are many little things in the film that have so much meaning to 

them. There are things that will be nostalgic to older viewers, and things that younger viewers will 

love to look at. However, it does steer for the cheesy, cliché aspects of a child's film, yet still 

remaining a completely G-rated film. I don't call this a child's film at all. Not because it has adult 

material, because it doesn't. I say this because the film is perfect for everyone. Literally, everyone. 

There are things in it every person can enjoy, no matter who they are. It has obvious homages to 

Stanley Kubrick's "2001: A Space Odyssey", and any adult who remembers seeing that film will notice 

this. WALL-E is such a lovable character. I've never felt so much emotion for one character. He will 

definitely go down in history as iconic as Darth Vader, or Indiana Jones. I was so close to crying at 

pivotal parts in the film, and although I didn't fully break out and cry, I have never felt so much 

emotion in my heart with any other film as I did with this one. EVE is very fun and interesting. One 

scene in particular, with her, was so beautiful, that my eyes got teary. Her chemistry with WALL-E is 

so oddly perfect. They are so different in appearance and personality, yet they work so well 

together. The other robots are all lovable, except for the "enemy" robots, who still add much depth 



to the film. In particular, M-O was the cutest, obviously not counting WALL-E. Pixar has always made 

great animation films. But this, without a doubt, tops all of their own film, and most other films. It 

restores faith in the animation films. It captures the magic and wonder as past Disney films, which is 

something I have not seen in most modern animation films. I would not be surprised at all if this won 

for best picture of the year. It deserves it more than anything. This is one of greatest achievements 

in cinematic history, and I encourage everyone to see this. 
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Wallace & Gromit: The Curse Of The Were-Rabbit (2005) 
 

It's 'vege-mania' in Wallace and Gromit's neighborhood, and our 

two enterprising chums are cashing in with their humane pest-

control outfit, "Anti-Pesto." With only days to go before the 

annual Giant Vegetable Competition, business is booming, but 

Wallace & Gromit are finding out that running a "humane" pest 

control outfit has its drawbacks as their West Wallaby Street 

home fills to the brim with captive rabbits. Suddenly, a huge, 

mysterious, veg-ravaging "beast" begins attacking the town's 

sacred vegetable plots at night, and the competition hostess, Lady 

Tottington, commissions Anti-Pesto to catch it and save the day. 

Lying in wait, however, is Lady Tottington's snobby suitor, Victor 

Quartermaine, who'd rather shoot the beast and secure the 

position of local hero-not to mention Lady Tottingon's hand in 

marriage. With the fate of the competition in the balance, Lady 

Tottington is eventually forced to allow Victor to hunt down the vegetable chomping marauder. 

Little does she know that Victor's real intent could have dire consequences for her and our two 

heroes. Wallace and Gromit are the main characters in some of the best cartoons ever crafted. The 

excellent mix of visual humor and claymation makes "A Grand Day Out," "The Wrong Trousers," and 

also "A Close Shave" some of the best animated footage ever put on television. Winning several 

Oscars and also countless other awards, Nick Park became quite the popular man in the U.K., yet his 

impact on the United States has not been big. After the third Wallace and Gromit short, there was all 

this speculation about a full-length Wallace and Gromit movie, yet for years nothing had happened. 

Then in 2000 instead of a full-length Wallace and Gromit film, we get another brilliant claymation 

film from Nick Park, which was Chicken Run, which almost got nominated for best picture in the 

Academy Awards. Perhaps it was the success of this film that ultimately drove Park to finally work on 

a Wallace and Gromit project. 5 years later (these kinds of films do take long you know) and a lot of 

anticipation, Wallace and Gromit finally hits the big screen. Despite the rather weak trailers and 

marketing campaign, this movie delivers in so many ways. This film will be a delight for both kids and 

parents. With tons of adult humor hidden beneath the brilliant animation, Wallace and Gromit: 

Curse of the Were-Rabbit is one of the few films that perfectly manages to equally appeal to both 

kids and adults. This rather difficult technique is one that only Pixar has already perfected and 

DreamWorks has had a lot of trouble doing lately. Despite the DreamWorks logo slapped onto the 

poster, this film is mainly from the very creative staff of Aardman Animations. Wallace and Gromit 

are first seen running a business that protects the townspeople's crops from being ruined by rabbits, 

which apparently had been running around wild and in great numbers lately. Their business has 

gotten them plenty of respect from the others living in the town because a gigantic vegetable 

contest was rapidly approaching and the crops needed protection. Complications arise when 

Wallace attempts to manipulate the rabbits into not liking vegetables and then a great eating 

machine is unleashed on the area. It is up to Wallace and Gromit to find the gigantic animal and stop 

it from eating away through gardens and also their approval from the townspeople. To add to that, 

Wallace wants to impress Lady Tottington, which also captured the attention of a snobby suitor by 

the name of Victor. Simple plot yes, but there is more than meets the eye, be prepared for a few fun 



surprises along the way, kind of like in the other Wallace and Gromit cartoons. In animated films 

with little dialogue, it is the animation that has to set the pacing and the mood of the film. Despite 

requiring 5 years to produce only 85 minutes of footage, the payoff is fantastic. There is a massive 

amount of detail that requires more than one viewing to truly notice. Even more incredible than the 

detailed and nearly flawless animation is the truly unspeakable amount of visual humor put into the 

film. Whether it is a creatively placed shot or normal labels put into the funniest position possible, or 

it is the oh-so-adorable rabbits that is constantly shown in the film, most Curse of the Were-Rabbit's 

humor comes strictly from just watching the movie itself and catching all the references before it is 

too late. Just picture the movie Madagascar, except funnier much fewer pop culture references, and 

better animation. Casting was great, even though in a film with not much dialogue, it was not that 

important. Peter Sallis yet again does a wonderful job as Wallace, even though in this movie there 

was no stand-out quote that can be used anytime (The Wrong Trousers: "It's the wrong trousers 

Gromit, and they've gone wrong!"). Ralph Fiennes does a superb job as the lead villain Victor and 

also Helena Bonham Carter (known as the crazy female lead in the cult hit "Fight Club") lends her 

lovely voice as she plays Wallace's love interest. Even though nothing could top the final chase in 

"The Wrong Trousers," Curse of the Ware-Rabbit did have plenty of action scenes, including one 

fantastically done chase scene between Gromit and Victor's evil dog. Last but not least, the rabbits 

really steal the show at some moments. Whether it is their cute expressions, their funny 

movements, or their howling, the rabbits in the film even take some of the glory from the main 

stars. The funniest rabbit in the movie is the "cursed" rabbit himself, to the very end of the movie he 

had the audience rolling in laughter. Bottom Line: Despite not being as memorable as "The Wrong 

Trousers", this film is just as good and entertaining as Chicken Run. Unlike almost every movie to 

come out this year, the movie does not drag at all, clocking in at a short 85 minutes yet containing so 

much joy and fun, it will leave everyone watching it asking for more. There is very little wrong with 

the film; it was a pure delight to watch. This film is a total contrast of the decent yet vulgar, uncut, 

raw movies that have made a surprising amount of money earlier this year (40-Year-Old Virgin, 

Wedding Crashers, and Sin City) and for families and those who want harmless entertainment; that 

is a good thing. Highly recommend, this is the top animated movie to come out this year and among 

the best we have seen this decade. Wallace and Gromit: Curse of the Were-Rabbit: totally harmless 

fun from second 1 to second 5,100. 
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Walt Disney Fables Disc 1 (2003-4) 
 

The Prince and the Pauper (1990) 

 

A poor boy and a prince exchange identities and lives while the 

villainous Captain of the Guard plots to take advantage of this. 

Long ago in a land with an ailing king, there was a pair of boys who 

looked exactly alike, a pauper called Mickey and the other, the 

Crown Prince. Mickey dreamed of plenty and an easy life as 

Royalty and the Prince dreamed of the freedom as a subject. 

Happenstance throws them together and their mutual 

resemblence inspires the pair to switch identities to see how the 

other lives. To their surprise, Mickey learns of the duties and 

responsibilties of royalty while the Prince learns to his horror that 

the Royal Captain of the Guard has taken advantage of the existing 

power vacuum to inflict brutal tyranny on the subjects. Now the 

Prince must react to this evil, unaware that the Captain knows 

about the identity swap and is using it to his own advantage while 

dominating Mickey who play the Heir to the Throne. Looks great but plays a bit too fast and loose 

with the original story. This Mickey Mouse cartoon is one of the best looking Disney cartoons I have 

seen. Oddly, it was shown along with "The Rescuers Down Under"--yet this short was much better 

animated than this feature film! The artistry was phenomenal. I especially loved the wonderful 

muted color pallet and the lovely snow scenes. The story begins as 'the good king is dying'! This 

obviously was NOT inspired by the original Mark Twain story or history, as the 'good king' was Henry 

VIII--one of history's biggest self-indulgent jerks! His admonition to rule justly and wisely is hilarious 

in light of his abominable record during his rather bloody reign! And, throughout the cartoon, many 

liberties were taken with the Twain story and it obviously was used only broadly. Some of this can be 

understood--the story was not originally written for Mickey, goofy and Donald! But a lot of it just 

showed indifference to the story--and that is a shame. However, the art is so wonderful and the 

overall film is still a lot of fun...hence in light of all my complaints, I still give this one a 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Legend of Sleepy Hollow (1949) 

 

In a small town, a brewing romantic rivalry with a local tough and 

a schoolteacher culminates in a terrifying ride in the night. In a 

small town named Sleepy Hollow, a gangly schoolteacher named 

Icabod Crane comes to town. Despite his unattractive appearance, 

he quickly proves to be a ladies man who charms the local beauty, 

much to the local tough, Brom Bones', displeasure. A subtle rivalry 

erupts, only to have Crane continually gaining the upper hand. The 

situation changes when Brom learns of Crane's superstitions and 

exploits them as he musically tells the legend of the fearsome 

Headless Horseman to frighten the teacher. That night, Crane's 

lonely night ride home becomes more lively than he ever imagined 

as the Horseman appears to chase him. I absolutely love this film. 

The animation is great and has a real Walt Disney family feel to it. 

The movie has surprisingly no speaking except for a few words 

here and there. The only person speaking is the narrator. That 

makes the movie even cooler as it is largely similar to the book 

and just like the book, the only dialogue comes from the narrator. 

And for the little kids, there are the usual songs to keep them occupied and there is plenty here for 

the adults to enjoy too. Brilliant film, gives you a Halloween feeling, I sure enjoyed it and I hope I 

speak for everyone else. 
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Walt Disney Fables Disc 2 (2003-4) 
 

The Ugly Duckling (1938) 
 

A black duckling is rejected by its mother, a hen, but manages to 

prove his worth when a tornado threatens the hen's chicks. A 

primitive cartoon with a progressive message. During the ten-year 

period that the Disney animators produced their delightful Silly 

Symphony series there was only one story they chose to 

dramatize twice, Hans Christian Andersen's "The Ugly Duckling." 

The studio released two quite different versions of the story in 

1931 and 1939, at the beginning of the series' history and at the 

end. The later adaptation displays all the sophisticated techniques 

the crew had developed during that eventful era: it's in glorious 

Technicolor, the draftsmanship and character animation are 

superb, and the storytelling is clear, concise, and funny. And yet 

there's something to be said for the comparatively primitive black 

& white version of 1931. For one thing, and whatever the 

animators' intentions may have been, it appears to be a deliberate condemnation of racial prejudice 

in parable form. That might sound like a stretch, but the evidence is there, first in the design of the 

characters and second in their behavior. We first see a mother hen sitting on her eggs, and when 

they begin to hatch several identical chubby chicks appear; because the film lacks color, the chicks 

are solid white. Then the duckling hatches, and we are startled to see that he resembles a caricature 

of a 19th century minstrel performer: his body is grayish but his head is solid black, except for his 

eyes and his large white bill. While his sibling chicks emit high-pitched peeps, his voice is an earthier-

sounding honk, rather like a jazz trumpeter. Instantly the mother hen is horrified at the sight of him, 

and ushers her chicks away. The duckling is dismayed at this rejection, and from then on strives to 

prove himself worthy of acceptance. In the studio's later adaptation this element of prejudice can be 

found as well-- it's inherent in Andersen's story --but somehow it's less pronounced there, perhaps 

because by the late '30s the animators' facility with character design had become so much more 

sophisticated. In the later rendition the duckling is different from his siblings (i.e. darker) and is 

rejected, but we still perceive him as a cute Disney character in his own right, while in the earlier 

version he's presented as grotesque. And there's a more significant contrast: in the 1931 version the 

duckling succeeds in earning the respect of his mother and siblings through an act of resourceful 

heroism, whereas in the later version he comes to find that he's happier with ducklings of his own 

kind. Hmm...sounds like the official Disney line on integration turned reactionary with the passage of 

time. In any case, Disney buffs will find other elements of interest in this cartoon. The tornado 

sequence looks like a rehearsal of sorts for the big storm in the studio's later masterpiece, The Band 

Concert. And at one point during the storm there's a gag involving a woolly dog whose fur is blown 

off by the wind, causing him to resemble a character who hadn't been introduced yet, Pluto. But the 

most intriguing aspect of the 1931 Ugly Duckling, as far as I'm concerned, is the unmistakable 

message that no one should be judged by appearance, nor should the "other" be blindly rejected 



without a hearing. Sadly, it would be a long time before the Hollywood studios would find the 

courage to offer comparable messages in their mainstream features. 

 

Little Hiawatha (1937) 
 

The "fearless warrior" of the poem is a very small child whose 

pants keep falling down. He tries to shoot a grasshopper with his 

arrow, but the grasshopper spits in his eye. He tries to shoot a 

bunny rabbit, but the rabbit is too cute and pathetic. He tracks a 

bear, and runs after its cub and right into the mother. But the rest 

of the animals, thankful for him saving the rabbit, come to his 

rescue. Why I love Little Hiawatha. Little Hiawatha is a very sweet 

and entertaining Silly Symphony, about a little Red Indian boy. The 

cartoon has some truly wonderful music, and wonderful 

characters, not just Little Hiawatha but the forest animals too. The 

animation, for 1937, is beautiful, with detailed colourful 

backgrounds and fluid movements. There was also some fine 

narration, and the Silly symphony is constantly entertaining, the 

highlight being the pursuit of Hiawatha by an angry bear. Another 

pro was the cute and well written story. Overall, vastly entertaining, and it does bring back so many 

memories from when I used to watch other Silly Symphonies like Flowers and Trees and Ugly 

Duckling. 

 

Farmyard Symphony (1933) 
 

The farm comes to life, to various classical tunes. The high point is 

a rooster serenading a chicken, with all the animals joining in. But 

then comes the sound that's even more welcome to the animals: 

the farmer and his wife with food (the only actual words spoken). 

Wonderful characters and a superb send up of classical favourites 

make this Silly Symphony absolute perfection! Farmyard 

Symphony, what can I say? Practically perfect in every way. Of 

course it is rather short on plot, but it has enough charm and fun to wholly compensate. The 

animation is colourful and fluid, no stiff movements or colour changes as far as I can see. The 

characters were wonderful, from the adorable piglets to the absolutely hilarious chickens, they alone 

contributed to the charm of this silly symphony. The best part? Has to be the music, a superb collage 

of classical music favourites such as the Pastoral Symphony, William Tell, The Barber of Seville, 

Tannhauser and Hungarian Rhapsody Number 2. This silly symphony is a very funny and wholly 

engaging one, and is up there with my favourites. 

 



The Old Mill (1937) 
 

We see the various birds, mice, and bats that have moved into an 

old windmill, followed by the frogs, crickets, and fireflies making 

their music in an adjacent pond. Then a storm comes, shaking 

loose parts in mill and threatening everything we've seen. 

Powerful 8 minutes of music and quality animation. 'The Old Mill' 

was a short Disney film (about 8 minutes long) that the animators 

created to aid them in the production of 'Bambi'. I saw this on the 

Disney channel when I was younger, and the animation is so 

powerful that it stuck with me. Now, I've watched it again as a clip 

provided on the 'Bambi' DVD. The clip features several creatures 

that live in and around an old mill, and there is a storm. All of the 

events taking place are done to powerful music from the singing 

of the frogs to the storm, and there are no speaking parts. It's 

purely nature and Disney animation at its best. Hopefully, a 

greater appreciation for nature can be learned through this film as I think it is something taken for 

granted by most today. And it is amazing that an animation can be so powerful through 

minimalisation and sound. It's much better quality than some of the computer-animated clutter. 

Wonderful. 

 

Wynken, Blynken And Nod (1938) 
 

The three sleepy children sail in their shoe-boat; they stall briefly 

on a cloud, then have various troubles with their fishing lines (one 

lands a fish-like star that ends up squirming in his pants). A star 

hooks two candy-cane baited lines together. The stars tease the 

baby while he's hanging overboard. A comet comes through; they 

catch it in a net and it tows them wildly, until they land in another 

cloud, where they are tossed by storms, eventually breaking their 

mast and sending them back to earth (and their bed, where we 

see they are really one boy). Multiplane camera gives depth to 

gorgeous background art. WYNKEN, BLYNKEN AND NOD has the 

three sleepy boys sailing off in a wooden shoe into a blue sky 

floating on crystals while some background music gives some 

exposition with some vocalizing. It's the start of one of Disney's 

most appealing cartoons from the late '30s at a time when the 

studio was really getting a good grip on how to create cartoons that had depth, beauty and finely 

crafted animation. The multiplane camera, which would be used in most of their feature-length films 

over the next several years, gives fuller dimension to the lush art work. Pulling Nod from stumbling 

through a cloud is reminiscent of the stork doing the same to retrieve the sack holding DUMBO from 

sinking below the clouds. Most of the sight gags involve watching the boys attempt to fish while 



getting tangled up in their lines and getting resistance from the starfish surrounding their wooden 

boat. Finally, a friendly storm cloud huffs and puffs to send the wooden ship sailing to earth, 

whereby we see it returning safely home. Again, there are elements that were used in later Disney 

films--especially PETER PAN (with the boys flying home and overhead shots of the land below), and 

the animation for Wynken, Blynken and Nod will remind viewers of "the lost boys" from that Disney 

epic. An enjoyable treat for any Disney fan. 

 

Merbabies (1938) 
 

A salt water version of "Water Babies" (1935); adorable 

redheaded 'merbabies' materialize out of the crashing surf and 

proceed to the sea floor where they conduct a circus along with a 

variety of sea creatures. My main interest in watching this Walt 

Disney Silly Symphony was in my knowledge that Hugh Harmon 

and Rudolf Ising-former Disney animators-were the actual 

producers of this cartoon but went to their former employer 

because their M-G-M contract had recently run out. Disney 

himself was looking for some extra facilities for his Snow White 

and the Seven Dwarfs (which was released about a year before 

this short) so Harmon-Ising lent them some of theirs. The result 

was another of H-I's cutesy endeavors without much of a plot and 

little actual humor but as always beautiful animation. Besides the 

title characters, there's a circus-parade of various sea creatures 

performing with the whale providing the climax. Like I said, not 

very funny but if you love seeing good animation, Merbabies is worth a look. 
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Walt Disney Fables Disc 3 (2003-4) 
 

Donald In Mathmagic Land (1959) 
 

Disney used animation here to explain through this wonderful 

adventure of Donald how mathmatics can be usuful in our real 

life. Through this journey Donald shows us how mathmatics are 

not just numbers and charts, but magical living things. Educational 

and fun. What a combination! Donald in Mathmagicland is the 

Alice in Wonderland of educational cartoons. It makes very little 

sense, and to explain the nonsensical happenings, is the simple 

fact that this is mathMAGICland. If you're into some strong story 

telling, this is not for you, but if you want an entertaining and 

educational Disney flick, than this one is for you. Donald Duck is 

transported to Mathmagicland. In this land, various happenings in 

normal life are explained through math, and an ominous voice 

talks to Donald, voiced by Paul Frees. Donald learns how 

instrument strings are mathematically designed, and how the 

game of chess in a math process, how the game of pool can be mathematically calculated, and much 

more. This is not much of a story. It makes no sense, and has no real ending, but it's still a great 

short. The animation is fantastic. The animation features constant morphing of shapes and it's hard 

to imagine that these animators could use these techniques 50 years ago. The live action is thrown 

in well, also. The scene where they teach how to calculate pool is the most interesting in the movie, 

and the mixture of live action pool and Donald Duck looks excellent, and is a nice throwback to 

techniques used in Donald's earlier picture "The Three Caballeros". Paul Frees is an excellent 

narrator, and Donald Duck is the perfect character to send to this inexplicable math land. The 

animation is great, and this educational Disney film is brilliantly animated and very informative. 

 

Ben and Me (1953) 
 

A mouse tells the story of how he guided Benjamin Franklin to success and prominence. Amos, a 

poor church mouse, sets out to find work, since his family of 26 is starving. He's rejected by several 

places and takes refuge in the run-down print shop of Ben Franklin. Quickly, he gives Ben the ideas 

for the Franklin stove, bifocal lenses, and the newspaper the Pennsylvania Gazette as Ben's creditors 

are threatening to shut him down in 24 hours. The paper is an instant hit and Ben prospers. With 

Amos hidden in his hat prompting him, Ben seems much brighter than he is. However, when Amos is 

attached to Ben's kite and gets hit by lighting, he leaves. Later, in the summer of 1776, Ben is 

desperate and begs Amos to return. He agrees but only if Ben will sign a contract. The next day, as 

they are beginning their talks, Thomas Jefferson drops by for help with the wording the opening of 

the Declaration of Independence, and as Ben reads the opening words of the contract, Jefferson 

says, "That's it!" Entertaining, enjoyable and somewhat fictional history lesson about Benjamin 



Franklin. This is by far one of the cutest animated "history" lessons anyone can watch or show to 

children. Of course it is fictional with a mouse as the hero and main character but does present the 

founding of our nation and the writing of the constitution in a very entertaining matter. Amos is 

really portrayed as the hero in place of Benjamin Franklin, with Franklin portrayed as somewhat of a 

bumbling, "absent-minded" professor type. We are also shown some of Benjamin Franklin's 

inventions as well as some of his famous sayings scattered throughout the short movie. We do have 

a video version of this and I believe it is still available. I highly recommend this very entertaining and 

educational 25 minute feature by Disney at his best. 

 

Modern Inventions (1937) 
 

Donald Duck visits a museum of modern inventions; among the 

inventions he struggles with: a robot butler who keeps taking his 

hat; a package wrapping machine; a robot nursemaid; an 

automated barber chair. Donald Duck goes to a museum of 

modern inventions. After getting in without paying, he meets a 

robot butler who takes Donald's hat every time he sees him. 

Donald is very annoyed by this and magically fixes himself a new 

hat every time this happens and strolls on. Ignoring the sign not to 

touch it, Donald starts playing with a wrapping machine and ends 

up being wrapped himself. He also encounters and tries out a 

robot nursemaid and a fully automatic barber chair. They both 

don't do him much good. Inventive Donald Duck cartoon. I really 

liked this cartoon, it is inventive and very funny. The animation is 

nice and colourful, though the character animation of the robots 

was a little stiff. And the cartoon does start off a little slow. The music is top notch, very playful and 

pleasant. Donald is as cantankerous as ever, especially when voiced by Clarence "Ducky" Nash, who 

captures the character perfectly. On the whole, the cartoon is very funny, from the ongoing joke 

about the robot (voiced by Billy Bletcher, original voice of Pete) taking Donald's hats, to the part 

when Donald disguises himself as a baby and gets more than he bargained for. Modern Inventions is 

an inventive and fun cartoon, and for fans of the cantankerous quack, this is definitely worth the 

watch. 
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Walt Disney Fables Disc 4 (2003-4) 
 

The Tortoise And The Hare (1935) 
 

Max Hare and Toby Tortoise are having a foot race. Max has much 

more style, and is generally cocky. He pauses for a short nap, to 

chat up the bunnies outside a girl's school (and show off in several 

sports). When he hears the crowd roar for Toby approaching the 

finish line, he takes off, but a last-minute sprint, and a long neck, 

give Toby the inevitable victory. The Tortoise and the Hare was 

another excellent Disney Silly Symphony. Just watched this Oscar-

winning animated short on YouTube. Based on the classic Aesop 

Fable, the obnoxious hare challenges the shy tortoise to a relay 

race. If you're familiar with the tale, you know how it goes but this 

being animated, you get the hare causing some wind to blow as 

well as him stopping to chat up some feminine admirer fans while 

the tortoise keeps going. There are some amusing gags but 

nothing hilarious. Still, this was a pretty exciting cartoon from 

Walt Disney's Silly Symphonies and it spawned a sequel-Toby Tortoise Returns-that I did think was 

hilarious. Oh, and it's easy to see why Frank Tashlin thought the hare-eventually called Max in the 

sequel-was the inspiration for Warner Bros.' Bugs Bunny. So for all that, I highly recommend The 

Tortoise and the Hare. P.S. I first saw some of these scenes when The Disney Channel presented on 

their "DTV" program their version of The Doobie Brothers' "It Keeps You Running" with this as well 

as other Disney cartoon scenes for the music video. 

 

The Pied Piper (1933) 
 

The people of Hamelin, overrun with rats, offer a bag of gold to 

anyone who can get rid of the rats. A piper offers to do the job, 

and successfully lures the rats into a mirage of cheese, which 

disappears. The citizens, disappointed that all he did was play a 

tune, offer only pocket change. The piper, angered, plays a new 

tune that has all the children of the city follow him, even the new 

twins the stork is preparing to deliver. The familiar story gets a 

few new twists from Disney. This Silly Symphonies cartoon begins 

with a graphic example of how rats are overpowering Hamelin 

Town, all to the tune of a spirited song about the little creatures. 

The mayor of the city offers a bag of gold to anyone who will help 

the townspeople get rid of all the rats. The Pied Piper turns up, 

announcing he'll reduce the overrun rat population and accept the 

bag of gold for reward. Next thing you know, the little critters are all following him down a country 



road far away from town and he's ready to return for his gold. "I've done my work as I was told and 

now I'll take my bag of gold." The Mayor refuses to carry out the bargain and the townspeople say all 

he did was play a tune, so the Piper declares he'll remove all the children of the town from their 

influence. And so, he woos them off to a childhood paradise where they can sing and play rather 

than be used as little more than hard-worked servants by their parents. Charming animation helps 

make it a morality tale with a happy ending. 

 

Toby Tortoise Returns (1936) 
 

Max Hare is boxing Toby Tortoise, and beating him severely in 

round one. Between rounds, a Mae West lookalike tells Toby she 

"likes a man who takes his time", which seems to reinvigorate 

him. Come round two, Toby pulls into his shell to avoid the fists, 

wears a diving helmet to survive the water Max pours in, and 

when Max fills his shell with fireworks, manages to turn them back 

against Max. Toby Tortoise Returns is a very hilarious sequel to 

The Tortoise and the Hare. After watching The Tortoise and the 

Hare on YouTube, I quickly watched the sequel right after on there 

and I found this one more hilarious than the predecessor. Actually, 

I thought Toby Tortoise Returns was very funny while TTATH was 

only amusing. Especially since the competition is now in the 

boxing ring and there are cameos from other stars of other Walt 

Disney Silly Symphonies cartoons. I was especially very amused by the Mae West bird caricature 

Jenny Wren and the Harpo Marx rooster (whose hair is red as opposed to the more familiar blonde) 

from Who Killed Cock Robin? (whose scenes I'm familiar with from seeing them in Alfred Hitchcock's 

Sabotage) There's dynamite, Mexican music, a couple of hospital orderlies, and plenty other 

hilarious stuff that I don't want to spoil for you. Needless to say, I very much recommend Toby 

Tortoise Returns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Golden Touch (1935) 
 

King Midas is visited by an elf; the elf turns his cat to gold, then 

claps his hands and it changes back. Midas begs for the golden 

touch, but the elf warns him it would be a curse to him. Midas 

insists. He dances about joyfully at first, but discovers the 

drawbacks when he sits down to dinner. Fearing death by 

starvation, he summons the elf and agrees to surrender 

everything he owns to have the curse lifted. "Give me gold, not 

advice." A nice version of the story of King Midas and his wish-

turned-curse. I chuckled when I noticed the 18K that appeared on 

the cat when it was turned to gold. I also loved his giddy little 

dance for joy upon using his new talent for the first time. His first 

realization for the curse of the golden touch occurs with him being 

squirted in the eye with gold coins by his grapefruit, which 

continues with a series of problems resulting in his whining about 

the possibility of the richest king starving to death. The fact that he is deemed wise because he 

asked for a hamburger (with onions) is one of those details laced with a little bit of absurdity that 

you don't notice at first but make you crack up later during a little afterthought. The song at the 

beginning is nice; my favorite verse would have to be: "I've never cared for women / I've never cared 

for wine / But when I count / A large amount / Of money - Ha Ha / It's Divine!" It has something for 

everyone and is short enough so that the gags don't go stale. Enjoy. 

 

Old King Cole (1933) 
 

Old King Cole throws party and invites all of the Mother Goose 

characters. He warns them that they must leave at midnight. 

Another collection of characters puts on a stage show. The Ten 

Little Indian Boys get everyone dancing along. The Hickory Dickory 

Dock mice announce midnight, and everyone leaves, back into 

their books. Disney Meets Mother Goose. A Walt Disney SILLY 

SYMPHONY Cartoon Short. An invitation is sent by OLD KING COLE 

to a party at his royal castle. The storybooks open and soon the 

denizens from many a Nursery Rhyme & Fairy Tale are hurrying to attend. The Three Little Kittens, 

Humpty Dumpty, & Goosey Gander are among those that entertain the crowd, but when the Ten 

Little Indian Boys start to dance things really get raucous. Joined first by the King, and then by the 

audience, wild reveling extends right up to midnight, when all of the guests scurry home. This is a 

pleasant little film, which allows the quick-eyed viewer the chance to play 'Name That Character'. 

 

 



King Neptune (1932) 
 

After a short introduction, one of Neptune's mermaids is captured 

by a pirate ship, and their anchor chain entangles King Neptune; 

the various sea creatures launch a full-on assault on the pirate 

ship, and eventually the giant King himself gets free and creates 

major havoc for the ship. Walt Disney Animation Goes Under The 

Sea. A Walt Disney SILLY SYMPHONY Cartoon Short. Huge KING 

NEPTUNE, Ruler of the Sea, is frolicking with his lissome little 

mermaids. The arrival of a scurvy band of pirates, and their lustful 

attack upon the mermaids, begins a terrific battle, in which the 

ocean creatures join in. Finally, the sea god emerges from the 

waves & wrecks watery vengeance upon the corsairs. There's 

plenty of action in this exceedingly, one might almost say 

excessively, violent cartoon. The state of the mermaids' dishabille 

shows that this is a pre-Production Code film. 
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Walt Disney Fables Disc 5 (2003-4) 
 

Ferdinand The Bull (1938) 
 

Little Ferdinand would much rather smell the flowers than butt 

heads with the other cows. When the men come to choose the 

bull for the fight, Ferdinand accidentally sits on a bumblebee. The 

men see him dash around madly, so they pick Ferdinand. Comes 

the bullfight, and all Ferdinand cares about is the bouquet of 

flowers a woman tossed to the matador. All the other little bulls 

butted their heads around - but not Ferdinand. This is one of a 

great amount of Disney shorts called Silly Symphonies. Overall 

each one (from what I have seen) is very gorgeous and there are 

Silly Symphonies to suit all cartoon lovers' tastes. I had the 

pleasure of finding and watching this cartoon just now, having 

seen it about 8 years ago or so. Now, of course (I am younger than 

you may think I am) I see much more in this cartoon, the 

sweetness, the good animation - and the slight stereotypes with the donkeys and some of the 

parade on the bullfight scene. The summary pretty much explains this short. This cartoon is about a 

bull called Ferdinand, in Spain, who is very calm and peaceful and does not want to fight. One day, 

he sits on a bee and the sting makes him go wild. I like this Silly Symphony because it is incredibly 

sweet, it is quite funny, it has good, peaceful Disney animation, it has quite amusing slapstick, it 

possesses the moral that being calm and peaceful will bring you a good life, subtly embedded in this 

and there is a constant narrator whose voice is calm and peaceful. Apart from the middle bit of this 

episode I would recommend this for meditating people. Whether you mainly enjoy watching Looney 

Tunes (like me) or whether you watch a great deal of Disney shorts anyhow, I recommend this to 

anyone who likes cartoon stuff. It is very beautiful, as are a few other Silly Symphonies, such as 

"Little Hiyawatha" and "The Ugly Duckling". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lambert The Sheepish Lion (1952) 
 

The stork mistakenly delivers Lambert, a baby lion, to a flock of 

sheep. The mother won't let the stork take him back, so Lambert 

is raised as a sheep, but he just doesn't fit in. He grows up 

cowardly, until the day his mother is chased by a wolf. A sparkling 

underrated jewel! I loved this when I was a kid, and as you have 

already guessed, I adore Disney and all the Silly Symphonies and 

shorts they did. Lambert the Sheepish Lion is narrated excellently 

by Sterling Holloway who also narrated the 1946 classic Peter and 

the Wolf. The short, also features an amusing title song, and tells 

an Ugly Duckling-based story of a lion who can't fit in with his 

sheep family, as they tease him for being different. The short also 

has a wolf, who is very similarly designed to the wolf in Peter and 

the Wolf, and while not as terrifying, has a roar that made my hair 

stand up. Thank goodness Lambert saves the day and finally gets accepted. Overall, a wonderful 

jewel, that deserves a 10/10. 

 

 

Three Little Pigs (1933) 
 

When a hungry wolf starts blowing down some pigs' houses, they 

take refuge in their sensible brother's brick house. The two pigs 

building houses of hay and sticks scoff at their brother, building 

the brick house. But when the wolf comes around and blows their 

houses down (after trickery like dressing as a foundling sheep 

fails), they run to their brother's house. And throughout, they sing 

the classic song, "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?". Different 

Versions of The Three Little Pigs. I've seen the second version with 

the Wolf dressing as a fairy but it is in Japanese and was a gift 

from my in-laws (my wife is Japanese) to my daughter. It's weird in 

that it combines the stories of the three little pigs with Little Red 

Riding Hood with the practical Pig coming to Riding Hood's rescue. 

This version doesn't have the Jewish Peddler sequence in it. I 

recently rented another video version which sounds like the one 

most viewers are commenting on as it does not have the Red Riding Hood sequence. The animation, 

colour, are excellent and the Wolf is terrifying even as an adult. Something about how Disney drew 

predators in these early films is extremely effective even today. 

 



Three Blind Mouseketeers (1936) 
 

As the title implies, the three blind mice are musketeers. The cat 

sets a number of traps for them, which they all evade (apparently 

without realizing it) while he sleeps. The cat eventually wakes up 

and begins chasing them unsuccessfully, thanks to their 

teamwork. Disney Spoofs Dumas. A Walt Disney SILLY SYMPHONY 

Cartoon Short. The THREE BLIND MOUSEKETEERS set about 

getting their cheesy meal, despite the best efforts of villainous 

Captain Katt to destroy them. An enjoyable, though 

unremarkable, spoof of swashbuckling movies. Disney would 

revive the term 'Mouseketeer' two decades later for use in the 

Mickey Mouse Club TV show. Katt seems to owe a lot to the personality of character actor Noah 

Beery; and is that Walt vocalizing the skinny mouse? 

 

Three Little Wolves (1936) 
 

The two foolish little pigs think crying "wolf" on their brother is 

great sport. Then the real wolf comes around, with his three little 

wolves. He dresses as Little Bo Peep, with his sons as the sheep, 

and they lure the pigs into the wolf den. This time, when the pigs 

blow the wolf alert horn, their brother ignores it. But they get the 

wolf to demonstrate his lung power with the horn, and their 

brother comes running to demonstrate his wolf pacifier. More 

Troubles With The Big Bad Wolf. A Walt Disney SILLY SYMPHONY 

Cartoon Short. The Big Bad Wolf returns to the forest, this time 

with his sons, the THREE LITTLE WOLVES. Fortunately for them, 

Fifer & Fiddler Pigs are as gullible & silly as ever. A follow-up to 

THE BIG BAD WOLF (1934) and THE THREE LITTLE PIGS' second 

sequel, this is a very pleasant cartoon with lots of good 

imagination at work. The 'Wolf Pacifier' is fascinating & must have 

warmed the heart of Rube Goldberg himself. Followed by the non-Symphony THE PRACTICAL PIG 

(1939). 

 

 

 

 

 



Funny Little Bunnies (1934) 
 

We see bunny rabbits preparing for Easter, by making chocolate 

eggs and rabbits, decorating eggs, and weaving and filling baskets. 

If you want a short Easter cartoon, give yourself a treat with this! 

Funny Little Bunnies is a very sweet, charming, whimsical and 

funny silly symphony, and a true Easter treat. It is noticeably 

shorter than other silly symphonies, but that is not a criticism by 

any means. The animation is beautiful, with lovely pastoral 

colours, lots of blue and green shades and that was wonderful to 

see. The rabbit characters were adorable, then again, I love 

anything to do with rabbits. The music is also fantastic as expected 

with silly symphonies, if you do forgive the rather weak singing. 

The story, like the characters was very cute, and well told. My 

verdict for this is to put it simply, a true Easter treat. 
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Walt Disney Fables Disc 6 (2003-4) 
 

The Reluctant Dragon (1956) 
 

Most dragons in history are fierce, fire-breathing terrors, but this 

one prefers to play and sing - until a young boy and a famous 

dragon fighter teams up to teach the docile creature the fine art 

of being a real dragon. It is a wonderful tale of independence and 

self-awareness for all ages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mickey And The Beanstalk (1963) 
 

Mickey Mouse, Goofy and Donald Duck star in a classic tale with a 

Disney twist. When Happy Valley's magical Singing Harp falls into 

the clutches of Willie The Giant, the entire town is downhearted. 

Who better than our terrific trio to confront their 'Fe-Fi' fearsome 

foe? 
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Wang-Ui Namja (The King And The Clown) (2005) 
 

Two clowns living in the Chosun Dynasty get arrested for staging a 

play that satirizes the king. They are dragged to the palace and 

threatened with execution, but are given a chance to save their 

lives if they can make the king laugh. I knew this movie was 

extremely popular in South Korea, but I never had a chance to 

watch it until today. And I am very glad to report that it exceeded 

my already high expectations. Not so many excellent movies draw 

my full attention from the beginning; they tend to pull me in 

toward the climax. With this movie, I found myself completely 

immersed after the first few minutes. Although the theme of love, 

jealousy, and politics are commonplace (except the subtle 

homosexuality which I don't believe plays too much role in this 

movie), director Jun-Ik Lee magnificently put together the 

beautiful Joseon dynasty Korea, euphonious dialogs, and some great acting. I particularly liked that 

of the King (Jin-yeong Jeong) and Jang-sang (Woo-seong Kam). It made sense why the movie was so 

popular and why many people have seen it more than once. It is a multifaceted masterpiece which 

can appeal to multifarious crowds: it is a love story, a political drama, a comedy, a tragedy, a 

musical, a historical gallery, and maybe more. I believe the dialogs are straightforward enough to be 

translated well into English, but non-Korean audiences may lose some great rhymes and subtlety - 

especially those of the clowns as their dialogs are downright colloquial and hilarious. Granted, I still 

believe everyone will find the film enjoyable from at least one perspective. 
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War Of The Buttons (La Guerre Des Boutons, Ça Recommence) (1994) 
 

The children (Gregg Fitzgerald, Gerard Kearney, Darragh 

Naughton, 14-year-old Brendan McNamara, Kevin O'Malley, John 

Cleere, Anthony Cunningham, 13-year-old Thomas Kavanagh, 

John Crowley, Stuart Dannell-Foran & John Coffey) of Ballydowse 

and Carrickdowse engage in battles where they cut of the 

buttons, shoe-laces, belts and braces of their captured 

opponents. This is to get the boys in trouble with their parents. 

They go to battle in mass groups of dozens, wilding sticks and 

catapults and cutting off their opponents buttons etc. Once they 

go to battle completely naked. In one such scene about 30 naked 

boys are chasing boys from the other village to the lake only to 

find some girls waiting for them and they get very embarrassed. 

Rival gangs of young Irish kids enjoin in constantly escalating 

battles that ultimately entails the removal of the buttons from the 

clothes of captured losers. While the shenanigans cause obvious problems, the two leaders of the 

groups nonetheless develop a grudging admiration of the other and an estranged friendship. WAR 

OF THE BUTTONS is a warm film that exudes a wonder and zest seldom seen in even so-called family 

films. The parable-like movie concerns a feud between two factions of boys in neighboring Irish 

villages, the trophies of war being the buttons the boys cut from captured enemies' clothing. As the 

battles grow, we see how the rivalry goes back even further than the boys, to their parents' 

childhoods. Nothing heavy-handed or profound, but a perceptive view of childhood with a great 

lesson gently imparted. See it! The parents of one of the boys in this film took a court action to 

prevent this film being released. The grounds for their action were that their son's naked buttocks 

could be seen in the film. The action was dismissed on the grounds that they (the buttocks) didn't 

appear on screen long enough to allow identification and also that the parents should have raised 

their objection before the scene was filmed. 

Converted from DivX...English (Irish Accent) Soundtrack 
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WarGames (1983) 
 

A young computer whizz kid (21-year-old Matthew Broderick) 

accidentally connects into a top secret super-computer which has 

complete control over the U.S. nuclear arsenal. It challenges him 

to a game between America and Russia, and he innocently starts 

the countdown to World War 3. Can he convince the computer he 

wanted to play a game and not the real thing? Cyberthrillers may 

not have started with "WarGames," but it was here the form 

achieved an early peak. As more filmmakers follow its example of 

portraying a high-tech face-off between man and machine, 

"WarGames" remains a standard to be measured against. While 

it's not a film classic, it's a very, very good popcorn thriller of 

uncommon craft, charm, and humanity. Seattle high schooler 

David Lightman (Matthew Broderick) has only a few hours to undo 

what he thought was a sneak preview of an upcoming computer game but what instead got him 

tinkering with the U.S. Air Force's WOPR (War Operation Planned Response) computer system in 

such a way as to trigger a countdown to World War III. The FBI thinks he's a Soviet spy, while 

classmate Jennifer Mack (Ally Sheedy) is wondering if this isn't all really about a re-jiggered biology 

grade. Broderick is solid, and Sheedy even better, but what really sells this film is everything else. 

Start with the excellent supporting performances. John Wood as a reclusive professor and Barry 

Corbin as a tobacco-chewing general get much of the kudos, and rightly, but there's a whole deep 

bench of quality work beyond that, like Kent Williams as a curt White House adviser, William Bogert 

and Susan Davis as David's out-of-it parents, Alan Blumenfeld as the swaggering bully of a biology 

teacher, and Juanin Clay as a beautiful but under-appreciated assistant (even by herself as she uses 

her own mouth as an ashcan for her boss's discarded gum.) You know the casting people behind this 

movie were on the ball when the opening sequence features two very recognizable faces, those of 

Michael Madsen and John Spencer, in what were film debuts for both. That sequence with Madsen 

and Spencer as missile men point up another quality of "WarGames," the way the movie works in 

terms of setting up expectations and developing pace. The harrowing business between the two of 

them is mercilessly presented ("Turn your key, sir!") and then effectively abandoned so as to work in 

the central storyline, the replacement of these men with computers. We get a macro-view where 

Dabney Coleman as a tunnel-visioned war room executive effectively makes the case for "taking the 

men out of the loop" and then zoom back into what seems a totally unrelated story, that of slacker 

teen David Lightman and his high school travails. The film could have just started with Lightman, and 

worked its way out to the business with the WOPR. But the early peek behind the curtain is a clever 

way of raising the stakes with the audience before the protagonist realizes what's up. The set design, 

cinematography, lighting, music, and editing all work wonders as well. The NORAD war room is really 

a character onto itself, the ultimate source of reality in this film (and better for my money than the 

war room in 'Dr. Strangelove,' an obvious inspiration.) The way the cameras dart around from 

terminal to terminal as uniformed USAF technicians follow the progress of an apparent Soviet attack, 

lighting onto one of them just before he or she relays an important piece of information, is highly 

addictive and entertaining. There's some sloppiness in the movie. Madsen and Spencer's talk about 

this great pot Spencer's character has scored strains credulity in the high-security setting they are in, 



and its blindingly obvious that the two men we see exiting a helicopter and entering a jeep during 

the credits are not the same two men getting out of the jeep moments later. And there's no real 

examination of the morality of Lightman's serial lawbreaking. But this is a funny, exciting, 

consciousness-raising movie that is as entertaining now with the Cold War more than a decade 

behind us as it was all those years ago. For all the technical innovation on display, it's ironically 

appropriate we remember it for showing us how to butter an ear of corn, because it's the human 

side of the equation 'WarGames' keeps in its sights at all times. 
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Warm Springs (2005) 
 

A look at Franklin D. Roosevelt's pre-presidency days, from his 

being diagnosed with polio one year after his unsuccessful bid for 

the White House as presidential nominee James Cox's running 

mate, through his rehabilitation in Warm Springs, Ga., to his 

nomination of Al Smith for Democratic Presidential candidate in 

1928. Following an early and promising political career, Franklin 

Delano Roosevelt is stricken with polio in 1921 at 39-years of age. 

This film follows his struggle with his paralysis, the refuge he took 

in an obscure and run-down Georgia health spa, and the family 

pressure to return to public life and politics. Perhaps the most 

significant battle he fought with the stigma of paralysis was not in 

the eyes of others but in his own mind. I can vividly recall my fifth 

grade teacher telling us (in the late 1950s) that if Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt were still alive, people would come out in droves to reelect him to a fifth term as 

President. The brilliant film "Warm Springs" demonstrates Roosevelt's strength of character, his 

human touch, and his courage to overcome his physical limitation due to polio. Director Joseph 

Sargent carefully recreates the environment of the 1920s, capturing the political climate, as well as 

rural poverty and segregation in the Deep South. Screenwriter Margaret Nagle deserves credit for 

her detailed character portraits and crisp dialogue, based upon sound historical research. It was 

impressive that the character of Eleanor Roosevelt was substantially developed alongside that of her 

husband. The costuming, décor, and set-ups in this film were first-rate. In the artistic values, every 

moment of this film range true. Kenneth Branagh and a stellar supporting cast (Kathy Bates, Cynthia 

Nixon, David Paymer, and Tim Blake Nelson are all standouts) embody their characters with 

meticulous attention to historical detail and accuracy. The range is impressive, as the cast must 

depict both the patrician society of New York and the hardscrabble world of rural Georgia. Branagh 

probes deeply into the emotional life of Franklin as he struggles to come to terms with his disability. 

FDR is remembered as a ruthless politician. But the film is remarkable for the sensitive and 

vulnerable side of this titanic figure, which is often downplayed by historians. The only shortcoming 

of Branagh's rich performance was in his inability to capture the stentorian voice and the melodious 

inflections of FDR. Given Branagh's background in the theatre and in performing Shakespeare, it was 

surprising that his voice was not a closer match to one of the most distinctive sounds of the past 

century, which kept the spirits of Americans buoyed with his regular radio fireside chats. "Warm 

Springs" is a made-for-television movie with all of the attributes of an Academy Award-winning 

feature film. The story was taut and economical as it focused on the years at Warm Springs prior to 

FDR's political ascendancy. In those years, Roosevelt drew upon his administrative skills by raising 

consciousness about the therapeutic value of the hot waters in the treatment of polio, leading to the 

establishment of the nonprofit Warm Springs Foundation in 1927. It was in this period that a great 

American discovered within himself the personal resolve and courage that would lead Americans 

through the Great Depression and World War II. From start to finish, this powerful yet sensitive film 

walks tall just like our thirty-second President. With 10-year-old Devon Gearhart, 12-year-old Tripp 

Hennington, Sam Frihart, Jordan Guzman, Preston Thompson, 7-year-old Dalton Cole, 13-year-old 

Spencer Showalter, 10-year-old Terrance Thomas & 18-year-old Matt O'Leary. 
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Warning!!! Pedophile Released (2009) 
 

A paedophile is released out of prison from a 6-year sentence 

after allegedly molesting a 12-year-old girl. The victim, now 18, 

reunites with her assailant whom she calls her "soul mate" only to 

spark outrage in the community. Not only do they attack the 

paedophile, but soon cause more harm and chaos to the girl that 

they supposedly were protecting. Decent first time effort at tricky 

topic. I'm guessing some people would see this banned from its 

title alone but it's worth a look passed the "P" word before those 

people find themselves too outraged. This film was rated at 7.7 

when I first found the page today - I'm guessing as sometimes 

happens the cast, crew and their moms all sign in and hit the 9* 

rating at first then the voting settles to a more realistic level. For a 

first film attempt on what seems to be minimal budget this wasn't 

too bad. I can't decide if employing a title like they did was part of 

a promotional gimmick to get the film some attention - which of course works a treat in our current, 

media frenzy era over this subject - or if they truly wanted to touch on a topic many larger film 

outfits would run a mile from. Apparently the two lead characters penned most of the script and it 

does a fair job of covering some of the basic issues that would be encountered in a situation where a 

male had been accused of underage sex with his girlfriend and the fallout post-jail. Read basic as 

meaning just that - the film's script doesn't reveal the complexities and depth of the issue to any real 

degree - it seems instead they left it to the acting and long, mostly silent scenes following 'Echo' 

around to do that job for them. How well it achieves that result I'm unsure. Some of the scenes and 

effects worked well but there was constant over use and over emphasis of the shaky hand-camera 

viewpoint - shakes and scene blur movement when you just didn't need and really didn't want it - I 

felt like turning away for a break on occasions. On top of that there were some bizarre choices of 

music... everything from rave beats to a long scene with a minimalist discordant piano. I gave this 5 

out of 10. I'd loved to have given it higher for a couple of young, new actors daring to tackle the 

topic on zero budget. However for me it didn't work - there's way too much made of the aimless 

(supposedly aimed at atmosphere and character empathy I guess) wondering around scenes when 

that time could have far better been spent highlighting the complexities of what can go wrong within 

the framework of a possible wrong conviction for underage sexual assault. If you want an informed 

take on the social/media treatment of this issue - check out Chris Morris's infamous Brass Eye TV 

series on it. 
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Was Nützt Die Liebe In Gedanken (Love In Thoughts) (2004) 
 

Is that really it, the highest point in the life? Günther (August 

Diehl) and Paul (Daniel Brühl) are convinced of it: They want to 

live, in full courses and without compromises - and they require 

same of the love. They are both a kind of school boys and best 

friends in 1927 Weimar Germany. Together with Günther's sister 

Hilde they spend the weekend in a summer house on the country, 

outside Berlin. Paul is fascinated by the girl and falls in love with 

her. And first it looks in such a way, that Pauls feelings are finally 

answered. But Hilde loves another one. Secretly she meets with a 

young good-looking boy named Hans - Günther's former lover. 

Hans is a boy from a much lower class who works in the kitchen of 

a restaurant/dance club. In the garden of the house they celebrate 

a rushing celebration. When Hans pushes surprisingly to them, it 

sets a roller coaster travel of the feelings into course, which gets 

very soon out of control. I saw this film recently at the Stockholm International Film Festival of 2004. 

More of a coincidence than deliberately I might add, since the premises of the film did not really 

seem to suit me. But being a sucker for German films (also always wanting to test my failing German 

language skills) I decided to give it a try, and I'm quite happy that I did. Set in the decadent days of 

1920's (or maybe 1930's?) Berlin, this is a story of world-weary rich teens looking for new kicks to 

make their life interesting. The two friends Günther and Paul go out one weekend to Günthers 

family's summer house, for partying and drinking. Troubled love is involved and soon things spiral 

out of control. I did enjoy this film quite a lot. I'm sure the slow pace will put some people off, but I 

had no problem with it. I found the actors to be the films most prominent strength, many of them 

managed great performances. Also I found the lack of sex and nudity (in a film revolving mostly 

around love and sex) to be liberating. It never feels like exploitation. The one thing that put me down 

a bit is that I don't really know what the film-makers wanted to say with this. We get a view of 

events happening, but where is the point of all these events? Perhaps that is for us to find out, but I 

still feel I would have liked some sort of closure. This is a small point though, and probably also 

something that won't bother most viewers. So I'm confident in recommending this to anyone 

interested in this kind of film. It's a nice period piece, and well worth watching if you are not put off 

by the somewhat slow pace. 
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Waterboys (2001) 
 

A Japanese comedy about a group of male synchronised 

swimmers - how cool is that!? Well, "not very", you'd be forgiven 

for thinking... certainly I wouldn't have been interested, if not for 

consistently positive low level press amongst the internet 

community. Thankfully, the warm response is quite justified - 

Waterboys takes its seemingly mundane premise (perhaps more 

resonant in patriarchal Japan) and turns it into a delightful little 

comedy. Suzuki (20-year-old Satoshi Tsumabuki) is the only 

member of the swimming team at Tadano Boy's High School... 

until the new swimming teacher arrives and she is an extremely 

"hot babe". Suddenly everybody wants to be on the swim team... 

until they discover that what she teaches is Synchronised 

Swimming. Apparently, this is considered an extremely non-manly 

thing to do in Japan. Only five pupils (21-year-old Hiroshi Tamaki) 

decide to stick with it anyway, for personal reasons that you will discover through the course of the 

movie. Everyone laughs at them, ridicules them and above all doubts them... so naturally the 

impetus to succeed is strong. Waterboys is a genre movie at heart, taking the standard sports movie 

misfits and putting them through trials and tests to see what heights they can rise to under pressure. 

Nothing too surprising, but it's all dressed up quite charmingly here. Quirky characters genuinely 

engage your interest and affections, and the humour is brisk and mostly absurd. The script treads 

familiar ground without it ever seeming tired or cliched, finding new ways of exploring each 

situation. It's a funny movie, a very sweet movie and a highly enjoyable one. 
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Waterboys 2 Preview 
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Watership Down (1978) 
 

A group of rabbits flee their doomed warren and face many 

dangers to find and protect their new home. Based upon Richard 

Adam's novel of the same title, this animated feature delves into 

the surprisingly violent world of a warren of rabbits as they seek 

to establish a new colony free of tyranny and human intervention. 

Frightening and bloody in some scenes. Not recommended for 

young children. Even This Cynical Viewer Was Enthralled By This 

Exciting Animated Adventure. I had absolutely no knowledge of 

WATERSHIP DOWN was going to be about except that it featured 

rabbits in some capacity. I had an inkling it was going to be some 

patronising, juvenile crap that anyone above the age of seven 

would find nauseating. It says something about the quality of 

television on the run up to Christmas when a bitter and twisted 

39 year old man sits down to watch a feature length about talking 

rabbits - Talking rabbits! OMG, it's not like the author Richard Adams meant the story to be some 

drug metaphor is it? OMG talking rabbits just how pathetic is that? And the one thing that I 

remembered on its initial release - And which I'm still trying to forget to this very day - is that gawd 

awful song by the guy with the worst hairstyle in the history of pop music. You know the song... 

"bright eyes burning like fire". Bad enough I saw BARNEY'S BIG ADVENTURE the previous day. Now I 

was going to be watching equally childish sentimental crap with talking rabbits. Oh hold on. I've just 

seen WATERSHIP DOWN this very minute. Can everyone reading this review please ignore erroneous 

phrases like "Childish pathetic crap" because this is not how the story plays out. I do confess that 

perhaps the original story has perhaps been slightly flawed in the adaption with the hierarchy of the 

original warren somewhat unexplained (For example why is it treason to leave the warren and 

search for a new one?) but that is my one and only criticism of this superb animated adventure 

which can be enjoyed by anyone of any age. In a nut shell WATERSHIP DOWN resembles one of 

those post apocalypse dramas by John Wyndham or more especially John Christopher except instead 

of humans it features rabbits that talk. No seriously forget all about the characters being humanized 

bunnies, this is a dark dramatic adventure where survivors of an eco-disaster try and find sanctuary 

in a bleak, desolate and dangerous world. As crazy as it sounds some people have picked up on the 

coincidence that the plot resembles 28 DAYS LATER and one can't help thinking that it's a little bit 

stronger than coincidence. If you've seen one you can't noticing the quite striking similarities 

between the two especially the climax. Of course it could be that the original novel of WATERSHIP 

DOWN was influenced by Conrad's HEART OF DARKNESS which seems to have influenced much of 

Alex Garland's work but even so. A thoroughly enthralling adventure that may have children 

weeping at the sad bits will certainly keep adults interested as they try and spot analogies. Let me 

repeat once again that while there's sad scenes there is nothing sickeningly sentimental and is a 

shockingly sophisticated tale. I certainly rate as being one of the greatest British productions of the 

1970s. 
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Waterworld (1995) 
 

The polar ice caps have melted, and the earth is covered by water. 

The remaining people travel the seas, in search of survival. Several 

different societies exist. The Mariner falls from his customary and 

solitary existence into having to care for a woman and a young girl 

while being pursued by the evil forces of the Deacon. In the 

future, the Earth is engulfed with water when the polar ice caps 

melts, leaving the lands and civilization beneath the sea. In 

"Waterworld" drifters sail across the waters of the world on their 

man-made ships, trading for supplies and salvaging what is left of 

civilization, communities of survivors lives in towns called "Atolls" 

and a force of evil pirates "The Smokers" travel across Waterworld 

in search of a mythical island called "Dryland". Arriving at a Atoll, a 

mysterious drifter without a name called The Mariner is sentenced 

to death when the community discover he is a mutant. When the 

Atoll is attacked by The Smokers led by their evil leader Deacon, a woman named Helen and her 

adopted daughter Enola bribes The Mariner to take them to Dryland, believing The Mariner has 

been there. But the Mariner, Helen and Enola are pursued by Deacon and the Smokers, when The 

Mariner learns the tattoo on Enola's back is in reality a map that will lead them to Dryland. 

Sometime in the future, the polar ice caps have melted and the world's oceans and seas have 

covered the land. People are few and far between, living in small communities at sea or sailing from 

one to another as traders. All the people seek dry land.. something nobody has seen. The world is 

flooded. Civilisation is lost under the sea. The Mariner sails his trimoran over the seas, drinking his 

own Urine and visits a floating atoll of "Drifters". When they find the Mariner to be a mutant they 

sentence him to death. Meanwhile, a girl with supposedly a map to get to dry land tattoo-ed on her 

back, is the objective for an attack by a gang of smokers who attack the atoll. In the future, the 

Greenhouse Effect has taken place on a now ravaged Earth covered in water, and a mysterious 

drifter aids a mother and daughter in seeking Dryland, a mythical place that a group of savage 

bandits seek out as well. I heard so much bad press about this movie (including user comments on 

this site) that I put off seeing it until late 1999. Boy do I feel like an idiot for not seeing it sooner and 

at the theater! At home, the movie looks wonderful - I can't even imagine seeing how beautiful it 

would have been at the theater. If you like science fiction like Planet of the Apes and The Postman 

(another great movie), then you'll love this one. This movie had it all - a great story, a great cast with 

great performances, challenging movie-making, and most importantly: it challenges your mind and 

makes you think "what if". Just a great movie. If you are the type who wants your movies to fit like a 

puzzle, one piece by one piece until you can understand and see everything, then this probably isn't 

the movie for you. For example, if you liked Speed, you probably won't dig this movie. If you liked 

Scream, then you might need to seek help - and you probably wouldn't like this movie either. But if 

you like to be challenged as a movie-goer, and you are a deep thinker, this one is for you. It is also 

visually stunning, possibly the most visually stunning movie I've ever seen. This movie ranks as one 

of my top 15 favorite movies of all time. A classic if you ask me! 
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We Are Scissor Sisters... And So Are You (2004) 
 

The first DVD by the Scissor Sisters, released on November 29, 

2004. It contains a full live concert filmed at Brighton Dome in 

August 2004, featuring backstage footage and extras. It includes 

the documentary "Return To Oz" (directed by Julien Temple) 

which tells the story of the Scissor Sisters. There is also a separate 

10 minute skit directed by Andy Soup which has the band dressed 

up as characters from The Wizard of Oz, which also includes 

"terribly bad acting" as mentioned on their official website. 
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We Were The Mulvaneys (2002) 
 

Based on the novel by the same name, We Were the Mulvaneys is 

a sensitive portrayal of one family's journey as they face conflict, 

fear, tragedy and ultimately, themselves. The story could be 

explained in one minute from beginning to end and the movie 

runs a little slowly at times...But the emotional impact transferred 

to the movie watcher is powerful. Beau Bridges is the 

consummate actor once again displaying a wide variety of 

emotion without ever appearing that he is acting. I would have 

preferred that the dialogue give us a little break so that the stress 

the movie produces could ease before it starts up again. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English 
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Wedding Wars (2006) 
 

A comic take on the issue of gay marriage, "Wedding Wars" asks 

the question: What would happen if every gay person in America 

suddenly went on strike? An argument between two brothers 

inadvertently triggers the strike, and it's up to the siblings to solve 

their differences before the entire country is shut down in this 

outrageous comedy that explores gay rights, equal treatment 

under the law, and what it means to be a brother. When I heard 

that John Stamos was going to be playing a gay man in a new A&E 

movie, I was a bit perplexed. Stamos normally plays the macho 

alpha male...could he play a convincing gay man. Yes...why yes he 

can! His performance as Shel, a party planner, is some of his best 

work, ever. He's sexy and vulnerable, funny and earnest all at 

once. It would be really easy for this movie to teeter over the line 

from slightly campy to really silly, but Stamos helps keep things in 

balance. Opposite Stamos is Eric Dane as Shel's brother, Ben. Ben is a rather uptight campaign 

manager for Maine's fictional Governor, Conrad Welling (played masterfully by James Brolin). Ben 

also happens to be engaged to the Governor's daughter, Maggie (played by Bonnie Somerville). 

While planning Ben and Maggie's wedding, he discovers that Ben wrote the Governor's speech in 

favor of constitutionally banning same-sex marriage. The resulting battle mirrors the real-life battles 

being waged over this issue, but is a lot funnier. It's cliché to say that this movie has a lot of "heart," 

but that's exactly what it has. A lot of that heart is provided by Sean Maher as Shel's boyfriend Ted, 

who isn't quite sure how he feels about the whole situation. Without belittling the issue of same-sex 

marriage, Wedding Wars is able to take a complex and controversial subject and looks at it with 

humor and warmth. Don't miss it! 
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Weird Science (1985) 
 

Two unpopular 15-year-olds, Gary (17-year-old Anthony Michael 

Hall) and Wyatt (16-year-old Ilan Mitchell-Smith), fail at all 

attempts to be accepted by their peers. Their desperation to be 

liked leads them to "create" a woman via their computer. Their 

living and breathing creation is a gorgeous woman, Lisa, who's 

purpose is to boost their confidence level by putting them into 

situations which require Gary and Wyatt to act like men. On their 

road to become accepted they encounter many hilarious obstacles 

which gives the movie an overall sense of silliness. Every high 

school boy's dream comes true in this wayward film about a 

couple of guys creating the ultimate woman. Cool, confined and 

well acted (considering the bad cast), this film really captures some of the follies of 1980s youth. The 

materialism, the shallowness and the lack of parental control really demonstrates what kids back 

then really wanted. While I was not a teenager at this time, it was still a fun movie to watch, one 

that kept me interested the entire time I watched it. 
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Weiße Wolke Carolin (White Cloud Caroline) (1985) 
 

Dearest Hannes would be all the time with Carolin together. A 

strange luck feeling fulfills it. But why its Carolin squats always so 

often with Benno together. Hannes experiences agonies of the 

jealousy. But then it seizes a daring plan. 
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Wendy Wu: Homecoming Warrior (2006) 
 

It is the story of an average, popular American teenager named 

Wendy Wu who discovers that in order to win the coveted crown 

she must first learn the way of the warrior. Wendy Wu has a one 

track mind, and that track leads directly to the title of 

homecoming queen -- no unscheduled stops, and no unnecessary 

detours. When a mysterious Chinese monk named Shen arrives to 

mold Wendy into a fearless kung fu warrior, however, her royal 

aspirations suddenly jump the track as she desperately attempts 

to juggle her boyfriend, her homework, and of course, the fierce 

competition to become homecoming queen. Now, as Wendy 

begins to train her mind, body, and spirit in the ancient tradition 

of the martial arts and her inner warrior gradually begins to 

emerge, the girl who once obsessed over popularity finally begins 

to put that popularity into perspective as she gradually realizes 

what truly matters in life. I would definitely give this at least one try before saying no. Granted there 

are several of the "matrix" type of effects, but there are also a great deal of legitimate martial arts 

moves and much of it is very well choreographed and well done. At some parts the stunt doubles are 

more obvious than others, but that is to be expected. This movie does hit on a very poignant topic in 

todays society...too many children (and all too often their parents) do NOT have enough of an idea 

of their history. We spend too much time living up to cultural stereotypes and then getting angry at 

producers for showing them to us. I do wish there had been a little more legitimate focus of some 

Chineese history and perhaps more about the monastery life and such, since those were supposed 

to be large parts of the movie...but it is only a 2 hour movie made for TV. I do hope it brings home 

the point that many of us do not know ourselves as well as we really should. Definitely worth 

watching. 
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Wenecja (Venice) (2010) 
 

Based on either a novel or a series of short stories by Wlodzimierz 

Odojewski (I can't seem to find out which), Wenecja's reach 

exceeds its grasp in the end, but it's a feast for the senses 

nonetheless. It begins with a tantalizing synopsis: 11-year-old 

Marek (Marcin Walewski) is the child of aristocratic parents. 

Although everyone else in his family has seen Venice, he has yet 

to have the experience, and it's become a bit of an obsession for 

him. Unfortunately, the outbreak of war in 1939 dashes his plans, 

for Venice and a whole lot more. He is sent to stay with his aunt 

at the family's old manor house in the country, where a motley 

collection of female cousins and other aunts has assembled, along 

with his grandmother. His father and older brother have gone off 

to fight, while his spoiled mother claims to have been called up by 

the White Cross, a relief organization, but has instead run off with 

one of her lovers. When the manor house's basement is flooded one night during a storm, Marek 

and his aunts decide to recreate the canals of Venice. It's a powerful piece of imagination and a 

defence mechanism against the encroaching violence of the German invasion. But as the film 

continues to add potentially interesting characters, it becomes evident that it's not quite the 

coming-of-age story that we expected. Although there are bits of romance with Marek and his 

female cousins and the young maid, he brushes them off, retreating instead to the basement where 

he repeats "I don't want to be here" like an encantation. The film then follows some of the other 

characters, including Marek's mother and her sisters, each of whom has a potentially interesting 

back story. There is also the local Jewish family, whom the film is at great pains to point out are 

treated very well by the aristocrats. Marek's brother Victor turns up after a while, but his character 

isn't really explored, even when Marek follows him one day on one of his mysterious excursions. 

Wenecja seems to want us to mourn the passing away of the Polish aristocratic class even as their 

suffering seems more like inconvenience. Anyone familiar with European history will know that most 

Poles were suffering far more than this family, and that thought clouds any goodwill we may 

develop toward this group of refined and attractive people. It doesn't help that the cinematography 

is uniformly gorgeous, making even the one attempt at grit (a German fighter plane strafing a 

column of Polish troops) an exercise in high style instead. When the family's hideout is finally 

discovered by the Germans, it's their good fortune that the soldiers are part of a propaganda unit, 

who film their mock-Venetian carnival and then go away. While there's a sense of foreboding 

afterward, the film ends abruptly by skipping ahead to the end of the war, and showing us not 

Marek but another character. It's a conclusion that's both confusing and unsatisfying. I got the sense 

that Kolski's film could have gone on in several directions. There were more than enough interesting 

characters and plotlines introduced. Instead, the film leaves us hanging, wishing for more. Though 

many of the images in Wenecja are unforgettable, in the end it is only a beautiful fantasy, covering 

over the ugly reality of what was going on elsewhere in Poland. Thus it fails to have the sort of 

emotional impact that it should, which is a real pity. 
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Wer Reißt Denn Gleich Vorm Teufel Aus? (1977) 
 

Adaptation of Grimm's fairy tale "Der Teufel mit den drei 

goldenen Haaren". 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack  



Westler (East Of The Wall) (Westler: East Of The Wall) (1985) 
 

Felix from West-Berlin falls in love with Thomas in East-Berlin. At 

first they keep their relationship going by regular visits from Felix, 

but the curfew forces him to return every evening. When the East-

German authorities become suspicious, Thomas decides to try and 

flee to the West. Two men live only a few kilometers apart, and 

yet it is almost as if they are from different worlds -- East Berlin 

and West Berlin. Their blossoming romance is doomed by the Wall 

that separates their worlds, so they must savor the few moments 

they can share. 
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Whale Rider (2002) 
 

On the east coast of New Zealand, the Whangara people believe 

their presence there dates back a thousand years or more to a 

single ancestor, Paikea, who escaped death when his canoe 

capsized by riding to shore on the back of a whale. From then on, 

Whangara chiefs, always the first-born, always male, have been 

considered Paikea's direct descendants. Pai, an 11-year-old girl in 

a patriarchal New Zealand tribe, believes she is destined to be the 

new chief. But her grandfather Koro is bound by tradition to pick a 

male leader. Pai loves Koro more than anyone in the world, but 

she must fight him and a thousand years of tradition to fulfill her 

destiny. If you have lost your belief in magic, perhaps this is a tale 

you need to hear about a film you need to see. It is the story of a 

13-year-old girl, a class clown, a show-off. When strangers invaded 

her classroom one day, she continued to do what she was used to 

doing, playing the fool, thus attracting the strangers' attention. The strangers cast her as the lead in 

a film. Though it looked like a small film to begin with, it turned out to be an international 

blockbuster. Then one day, she read in the newspaper that she had been nominated for the most 

prestigious acting award in the entire world. Her first acting performance had catapulted her from 

obscurity to the winner's circle, in competition with Diane Keaton, Samantha Morton, Charlize 

Theron and Naomi Watts for Best Actress in a Leading Role. Keisha Castle-Hughes is the youngest 

person ever to be nominated for best actress by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. 

Anna Paquin, discovered by the same casting agent, won an Oscar in 1993 for The Piano, but that 

was for Best Actress in a Supporting Role. Yet she was not the youngest. In 1973, Tatem O'Neal won 

for Paper Moon at the ripe old age of ten. So, we have established that fairy tales can still come true, 

but not without the proper vehicle, and I do not mean a pumpkin drawn by white mice. The vehicle 

in this instance is a very carefully designed and orchestrated film. And where do great films start? 

With the writers, of course. Another fairy tale? Witi Ihimaera is the first Maori writer ever to have 

published both a book of short stories and a novel. He says he was sitting in his New York home one 

day overlooking the Hudson River when he saw a whale breach the waterline. A whale in the Hudson 

River? Mr. Ihimaera took it as a sign. Inspired by stories of ancient tradition that streamed into his 

mind, over the next three weeks, Mr. Ihimaera wrote The Whale Rider. It is this one work of his that 

the Maori community accepts as being most representative of their culture, and the novel that 

became the backbone for the screenplay for the film Whale Rider (co-written by Witi Ihimaera and 

director Niki Caro). Maori legend tells of a great man, Paikea, who came many ages ago riding on the 

back of a whale and landed on the shores of a new world. He left word that someday another great 

whale rider would be born to lead the Maori people. The film begins with a scene in a hospital of a 

young woman giving birth to twins. The boy is stillborn. With her last breath, she whispers to her 

husband, 'Paikea, Paikea.' The remaining girl child is blessed with that name as the mother dies. 

Paikea's father, Porourangi (Cliff Curtis), crushed by the loss of his wife, departs his homeland, 

leaving Paikea in the caring hands of his parents, Koro and Nanny Flowers. 'Pai' grows and becomes 

strong in the teachings of her people, yet she hears an inner voice as well. Koro, her grandfather, is 

the chief of his people. When he sees that his son will not return, he begins to train the local boys in 



the ways of leadership. Pai believes that she could become the leader of her people, but her 

grandfather, though he loves her, rejects her. Pai cannot be daunted; she is tougher than any of the 

boys. She hides around corners and eavesdrops as the boys are trained, learning the lessons, dance, 

movements and traditional ceremonies of her people. Once he feels they are ready, Koro takes the 

boys out in a boat on the ocean and here he removes the carved whale's tooth, symbol of the chief, 

from around his neck, tossing it into the water. Though they try, none of the boys is able to retrieve 

it. Here, the film takes a turn, one that is somewhat unexpected, and one that sets this film apart 

from the run of the mill. As part of a school pageant, Pai has written a work in honor of her people 

and has asked her grandfather to attend. It is this performance of the young woman that tests her 

skills as an actress, and is certainly one of the most touching moments in the film. The rest of the 

film does not hinge so much on whether Pai's grandfather attends her performance or not. 

Something else occurs. Seven whales have beached themselves on the shore. Paikea has called the 

whales and they have responded to her call. As the people of the village struggle to help the whales 

return to the ocean before they die, Koro's other son shows him the carved whale's tooth. 'Which of 

the boys got it?' Koro asks. His son tells him it wasn't one of the boys. 'It was she,' he says, pointing 

to Paikea, now sitting on the back of the biggest of the whales. There is a very big difference in a film 

made for 12-year-old girls and a film about a 12-year-old girl, especially one on the threshold of 

womanhood. This is a film about traditions, about beliefs, about growing up, about magic, and about 

love. Director Niki Caro transcends ordinary film making with Whale Rider. The film played to 

standing ovations at both the Toronto and Sundance film festivals, and with good reason. It is not a 

film that tells us anything is possible. It shows us. It does not sink into despair over the disappearing 

way of life of the Maori people. It shows us that any group of people, any tribe or village, any nation, 

can survive and even prosper if we rely on what we feel in our hearts. 
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What About Bob? (1991) 
 

Doctor Leo Marvin, an egotistical psychiatrist in New York City, is 

looking forward to his forthcoming appearance on a "Good 

Morning America" telecast during which he plans to brag about 

Baby Steps, his new book about emotional disorder theories in 

which he details his philosophy of treating mental patients and 

their phobias. Meanwhile, Bob Wiley is a recluse who is so afraid 

to leave his own apartment that he has to talk himself out the 

door. When Bob is pawned off on Leo by a psychiatrist colleague, 

Bob becomes attached to Leo. Leo finds Bob extremely annoying. 

When Leo accompanies his wife Fay, his daughter Anna, and his 

son Siggy (13-year-old Charlie Korsmo) to a peaceful New 

Hampshire lakeside cottage for a month-long vacation, Leo thinks 

he's been freed from Bob. Leo expects to mesmerize his family 

with his prowess as a brilliant husband and remarkable father who knows all there is to know about 

instructing his wife and raising his kids. But Bob isn't going to let Leo enjoy a quiet summer by the 

lake. By cleverly tricking the telephone operator at the doctor's exchange, Bob discovers the 

whereabouts of Leo and his family. Despite his phobia about traveling alone, Bob somehow manages 

to talk himself onto a bus, and he arrives in New Hampshire. Leo's vacation comes to a screeching 

halt the moment he sees Bob. With his witty personality and good sense of humor, Bob quickly 

becomes an annoyance to Leo, but not to Fay, Anna, and Siggy, because they think Bob is fun while 

Leo is dull. Fearing that he's losing his family to Bob, Leo frantically tries to find a way to make Bob 

go back to New York, and it's not as easy as Leo had hoped. Leo finds himself stepping outside the 

law to try to get Bob to stay away from Fay, Anna, and Siggy -- Leo slowly goes berserk, and makes 

plans to kill Bob. A new patient appears at a psychotherapist's door. He has every possible insecurity 

in the world. The amazingly successful shrink gives him a copy of his new book and goes off on 

vacation. Bob, the patient, discovers where the doctor has gone and appears at the vacation site, 

forever changing the shrink's family relationships. Bob Wiley is a neurotic and manipulative man who 

has a habit of clinging onto his therapists. His last one, not being able to deal with him, sends him to 

Leo Marvin. After having just one session, Bob thinks the world of Dr. Marvin. However, the doctor's 

leaving to spend the rest of the summer with his family, which throws Bob into utter despair. He 

calls the doctor constantly demanding to see him, but the doctor says he is on vacation and cuts Bob 

off. He manages to find out where he is and goes there. The doctor's family takes a liking to him but 

the doctor feels that he is just intrusive. And no matter what he does, Bob just won't go away, and 

everybody thinks that Leo is being mean. It might be a little simplistic to call this "Bill Murray's 

Movie", because in truth, this film works just as well because it has a fantastic support from Richard 

Dreyfuss, Julie Haggerty, Charlie Korsmo, Kathryn Erbe and director Frank Oz. Still, you cannot watch 

this film without feeling like Murray's complete abandon in this film is what gives this film its pep, 

spark and life. This might be one of the more energized performances of his long and well-padded 

career. Dr. Leo Marvin (Dreyfuss, who has settled into being the 'Uptight fuddy-dudd' roles from 

here, as opposed to the more restive, youthful roles of past movies like "Jaws" and "Goodbye Girl") 

seems to have it all. Loving wife, healthy, normal kids and a career that is on the verge of taking off: 

a comfortable private practice in New York and a self-help book about to be published nationwide. 



At the last minute, he accepts another colleague's patient (for whom he does not wonder as to why 

his peer is so breathlessly trying to pass this patient off to him): one Bob Wiley (Murray). Bob doesn't 

have anything wrong with him; he has MANY things wrong with him. Multiphobic, clingy and more 

than a little under-developed in his sense of emotional attachment, Bob misreads the good doctor's 

brush off (As the doctor gets ready for a Labor Day getaway with his famille) as being a cure-all, and 

is immediately smitten with the doctor's methods, approach, diagnosis and treatment. He decides 

he's going to insinuate himself into Dr. Marvin's life (in somewhat of a mixture of gratitude and 

need), and follows him to the rural, New England lakeside vacation where the Marvins are staying. 

Alvin Sargent and Laura Ziskin's story and script make the actors' moves and lines so easy you'd 

almost think there were elements of improvisation. But Murray and Dreyfuss are (and not to belabor 

a point here but...) the key here. Murray's socially oblivious and free sense of bonding clashes 

DRAMATICALLY with the button-down professionalism of Dreyfuss' doctor, and as Muray thinks 

himself "Better", Dreyfuss' shrink seems to be getting worse, confounded by his unwanted patient's 

persistence and loyalty. While the unabashed enthusiasm of Murray's character might drive away 

some viewers who might see this as "annoying" or "too much", Murray fans and, I think, fans of sort 

of odd, non-formula comedies will DEFINITELY appreciate the whole story and rhythm of this film. 

Perhaps it's a bit too early to state this (though this film, which I first caught in the theaters in first 

release sixteen years ago, has had more than a decade to simmer in the memories of moviegoers), I 

feel this is something of a modern comedy classic. I've seen this film no less than three times and, to 

chime in with an IMDb message board poster, this IS a truly re-watchable movie. 
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What Becomes Of The Children? (1936) 
 

If the title didn't tip you off as to what to expect, the prologue 

leaves little doubt. A somewhat lengthy Calvinistic dirge berating 

the audience for being selfish hedonists let's you know what sort 

of sermon it intends to be. You should be at home with your kids 

rather than out watching this movie. I don't think it is a 

coincidence that it was distributed by "Puritan Distributing 

Company." The bad parents in the movie are laughable caricatures 

of inattentive, rich parents. The father is a power hungry rail 

tycoon (everyone during the Great Depression was) who only 

wants to make more money and fails to take his children to the 

zoo. The mother, who for some reason isn't expected to take the 

children to the zoo, is more concerned with her society friends 

and expensive clothes. She wants her husband to stop spending so 

much time at work so he can pay attention to her, but doesn't 

want to stop spending so much money, which he forces her to do. This leads to the divorce that 

"destroys" the family. In a bizarrely unrealistic move, the judge grants the father the custody of the 

son (8-year-old Sonny Bupp), the mother of the daughter, and the siblings separate without ever 

making contact with each other until adulthood, where the story really begins. Each grown child has 

an unbelievable teen-angst temper tantrum about how they didn't get enough attention as children 

with their respective parent, and now we are to presume the kids are delinquents because of it. That 

is where this moralistic story falls apart on itself however, as the children are actually very well 

adjusted, kind people. They get in to trouble, but it is none of their own doing. This story was 

presumably to show how a broken family would lead to degenerate offspring, but the children are 

quite well balanced, and the most morally centered people in the picture. Only because of bad luck 

and people doing them wrong do they ever have misfortune. If the film makers wanted to show that 

broken families lead to children who stray from righteousness, they failed miserably. The kids should 

have been the criminals, not the people around them. Still, it is interesting to watch because of the 

absurdity of it all, and it does take some turns occasionally that you don't really expect. 
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What Dreams May Come (1998) 
 

After the death of their two children (Josh Paddock), Dr. Chris 

Nielson (Robin Williams) and his wife Annie (Annabella Sciorra) 

find continuing their lives fraught with difficulties, especially for 

Annie. When Chris dies and goes to Heaven he meets Albert (Cuba 

Gooding Jr.) and discovers that Heaven is even more wondrous 

than anything he could have imagined. However, Chris's death is 

the last straw for Annie and in her madness commits suicide and 

journeys to a place very different from Chris. On discovering 

Annie's misfortune, Chris forces Albert to enlist the help of The 

Tracker ('Max von Sydow') and together they journey into the 

depths of despair to discover the destiny of Annie's soul and 

attempt a rescue. Soul mates Chris (Robin Williams) and Annie 

(Annabella Sciorra) couldn't be happier, having married each other 

and had two wonderful children. Unforutnately, tragedy strikes 

when they lose them both in a car accident, and then again for Annie many years later when Chris is 

killed in another accident. What Chris finds is a Paradise unlike anything he ever imagined, where he 

is guided by Albert (Cuba Gooding Jr.), the first doctor he interned under and is helped to see his 

children once again. Unfortunately, when Annie takes her life in despair, she does not venture to the 

same plane of existence. Taking it upon himself to rescue her, Chris ventures into the pit of Hell with 

Albert and a Tracker (Max von Sydow) to save his wife from the damnation she doesn't even know 

she is forcing on herself. This is a beautiful story that reminds us that love is stronger than death. 

Doctor Chris Nielson (Robin Williams) meets his true soul mate Annie (Annabella Sciorra), marries 

her and has two children. The children die in a car accident, and Chris dies four years after that. 

Ending up in heaven, he is guided by friendly guardian angel Albert (Cuba Gooding, Jr.) through the 

afterlife, and he is reunited with his dog and children. But when he finds out his wife had committed 

suicide, he desperately searches for her spirit, journeying through Heaven and Hell along the way. 

Chris Neilson dies to find himself in a heaven more amazing than he could have ever dreamed of. 

There is one thing missing: his wife. After he dies, his wife, Annie killed herself and went to hell. Chris 

decides to risk eternity in hades for the small chance that he will be able to bring her back to heaven. 

It was a moving, visually stunning masterpiece unlike anything I'd ever seen before. Even though I 

knew how it was going to end, I kept cheering for it to happen. An absolutely beautiful film. Chris 

(Robin Williams) and Annie (Annabella Sciorra) are husband and wife. They met by chance and fell in 

love immediately. They have two wonderful kids and a marriage full of love and life. But tragically, 

one day their kids are taken from them in a car accident. They fight to continue their lives, but one 

day, four years later, Chris's life is also taken. He ends up in Heaven, but can't accept his fate. A guide 

is sent to him, in the form of his friend Albert (Cuba Gooding Jr.). Albert leads Chris on a journey 

through Heaven, and the wonders it can bring. In the real world, Annie can't handle Chris's death, 

and she kills herself and ends up in Hell. Chris must go on a journey to find her, and save her from an 

eternity of sorrow. This movie hits all the right chords. It makes you laugh at times, and makes you 

cry at times. The love Chris has for Annie is stronger than anything you have ever seen. He's willing 

to lose his mind, and spend all eternity in Hell with her, with neither of them recognizing the other, 

because they are soul mates, destined to be together for all time. This movie is hard to explain in any 



other way. The journey Chris goes through is remarkable, but the real star of this film is the visuals. 

When Chris goes to Heaven, he is told that what he sees is what his mind can create. So what he 

sees is himself inside Annie's paintings. He lives in a Heaven full of brilliant colors. Life in a painting. It 

was amazing to look at. And the colors of the movie, along with the set designs were incredible. His 

house, Annie's Hell, the sea of Faces. I just couldn't believe how fantastic everything looked in this 

movie. The performances were wonderful. Robin Williams was at his dramatic best, and Cuba 

Gooding Jr. brought energy to the film. The story was strong, if predictable, and the manner is which 

it was made (utilizing flashbacks) was powerful. You really felt the characters emotions throughout. I 

know this review is weak, but I really don't know what else to say. I guess you're going to have to see 

for yourself. It doesn't matter if you don't believe in a Heaven or a Hell. What Dreams May Come will 

make you believe in something even more powerful than that. Love, and what one man will do 

because of it. With Benjamin Brock & 9-year-old Jared Dorrance. 
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What Lies Beneath (2000) 
 

Norman Spencer, a university research scientist, is growing more 

and more concerned about his wife, Claire, a retired concert cellist 

who a year ago was involved in a serious auto accident, and who 

has just sent off her daughter Caitlin (Norman's stepdaughter) to 

college. Now, Claire reports hearing voices and witnessing eerie 

occurrences in and around their lakeside Vermont home, including 

seeing the face of a young woman reflected in water. An 

increasingly frightened Claire thinks the phenomena have 

something to do with the couple living next door, especially since 

the wife has disappeared without apparent explanation. At her 

husband's urging, Claire starts to see a therapist; she tells him she 

thinks the house is being haunted by a ghost. His advice? Try to 

make contact. Enlisting the help of her best friend, Jody, and a 

ouija board, Claire seeks to find out the truth of What Lies 

Beneath. In this supernatural thriller, Harrison Ford and Michelle Pfeiffer play a seemingly happily 

married couple who uncover a terrible secret...a secret so disturbing it threatens to destroy them. 

When Claire Spencer begins seeing ghostly images and hearing mysterious voices in their home, her 

husband Norman suspects it's just her imagination - until the images turn real. Now, together they 

must uncover the truth, confront their worst fears and find "what lies beneath"...with twisting and 

terrifying results. It is interesting to revisit the archived reviews available at EbertandRoeper.tv and 

listen to their comments regarding this film and their perception of its ability to frighten, its technical 

construction, and its characters' success in aiding the narrative. Each of the respective critics dislike 

What Lies Beneath in both its construction (camerawork and plot development) and its effectiveness 

in creating suspense. While this movie is enjoyable regardless of whether it was viewed on opening 

weekend or whether it is the third or fourth viewing on television, it is more understandable that 

Ebert and Roeper had some issues with the film during its theatrical release (whether they have 

altered their views upon its DVD release, I do not know). The true beauty of this film is the manner in 

which it holds up over time and how it DOES splice all of the great filmmaking techniques together 

into a nice homage to classic suspense films. The plot, including the incremental revelations of 

paranormal activities within the newly gone-off-to-college childless home of Pfeiffer and Ford, is not 

really what drives this movie. Ebert and Roeper complained in their critiques that there are too 

many red herrings that serve no purpose but to mislead the audience; thus, when they are exposed 

as mere ruses, much of their existence within the film is superfluous. But that is the fun of the 

movie. That is the fun of many classic suspense films, even numerous Hitchcock films. There are 

situations that are added because they lend a hand in the build-up fear, not the characters' fears, 

but the viewers' fears. In Psycho, the image of the cop's face outside Leigh's car window, masked by 

sunglasses, expressionless, and looming over the camera is scary to viewers. Yes it fits into the script 

because she is frightened as a result of her thievery. But ultimately, it is the viewers' own fear of 

cops' intimidation tactics that makes the scene effective. In What Lies Beneath, hearing cries of 

distress through a fence that offers no real visibility of the cause of such pangs is very similar. Who 

cares if it is mainly a device to build uneasiness? To be fair, Ebert and Roeper really seemed more 

irritated that too much of the plot and its elements of mystery were revealed in the marketing of the 



film. The true cause of the haunting that Pfeiffer's characters is terrorized by was apparently 

revealed rather blatantly in the trailers and television spots used to promote the film. Therefore, 

Ebert and Roeper seemed more angry that they were not even given the chance to enjoy the 

unfolding of the plot and the subsequent suspense. However, it is only know that their argument 

seems to be more fallacious in its use of logic. I understand that each person has a reaction to a film 

based on the uniqueness of their own likes, dislikes, and inclinations to genre, but there is an 

established set of framing techniques, camera movements, and lighting designs that reliably cause 

an emotional reaction by the viewers. It is very hard to find Ebert and Roeper's critiques impervious 

to default when this film does not tend to lose much of its emotional effects upon repeat viewings. 

To elaborate, the unknown ghost, its motivation, and its history and relevance to Claire (Pfieffer) are 

plot points for the basic construction of a three act narrative; and, a three act narrative is a 

contrivance proved to be effective for the assimilation of information by means of tapping into the 

inherent way humans use logic to invent concepts from raw data (if a, then b, and if b, then c: 

therefore if a, then c). Subsequently, the artist now has a template on which to attach the 

expressions of humanity that create the emotional impact of the film (or play, etc.). In a sense, the 

structure of What Lies Beneath is very simple and only attempts to create a large enough template 

to succeed in allowing the viewer to follow the basic arc of the narrative. The strength of the film 

exists in the the technical construction and how precisely orchestrated it is to get the most 

emotional impact from the various moments in the film. Watching the film for the third or fourth 

time, the plot isn't new or exciting, the characters aren't complex, yet the film is still suspenseful. It 

is not the unfolding of the story creating all the suspense; rather, it is Zemeckis's camera use, his 

choices for sound and light design, and his ability to precisely coordinate a myriad of elements that 

enables the film to work as a whole. This is not a film that would survive on its script. This is not a 

film that would survive by its stars alone. This film succeeds because of the choices in direction. 

Finally, to counter Ebert and Roeper's unsound critiques of this film, attention should be paid to 

their mention of films that they found parallel to What Lies Beneath, whether thematic or visually 

reminiscent in some way. Roeper states that the movie has too many cliches and that the ending is 

reminiscent of Carrie, Cape Fear, and even Gone with the Wind. On the other side of the aisle, Ebert 

compares the film to Ghostbusters because of moments he found comedic that were not intended 

to be so (although I don't find any scene unintentionally comedic). The odd aspect of their critiques 

is the absence of any mention of the numerous shots Zemeckis directly lifted from several of Welles' 

films and a litany of shot selections that pay homage to Hitchcock. While this movie isn't 

groundbreaking, it is a great exercise in technique that results in a fun, effective film. 
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What The Deaf Man Heard (1997) 
 

In 1945, a young boy (12-year-old Frankie Muniz) arrives in a small 

Georgia town on a bus from which his Mother was abducted and 

murdered. Alone he sits quietly and everyone becomes convinced 

that he was deaf and mute. Deciding that silence offered some 

power and protection, the boy decides to remain mute and just 

listens to all that is being said around him by people who thinks 

that he cannot hear. All you have to do is sit back and observe 

what is going on in the town and you can identify with Sammy and 

get in on the plots going on around him. His faking it is a great deal 

more believable than much of what is on the tube these days. Quit 

trying to make more of it than was meant. 
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What's Eating Gilbert Grape (1993) 
 

What's Eating Gibert Grape is a beautifully shot movie of 

tenderness, caring and self-awareness that is set amongst the 

fictional working class one street town Endora. Centred around 

the Grape family Ellen and Amy and their two brothers Arnie (19-

year-old Leonardo DiCaprio) and Gilbert (Johnny Depp), who, 

along with their morbidly obese widowed mother Bonnie Grape 

are striving to survive and coexist with the absence of a father 

figure, low wage work and 17-year-old Arnie's severe mental 

condition. It is in this awkward and extremely one sided affair that 

the unfortunate Gilbert has to constantly, while working for the 

town's slowly dying Convenience Store, take care of his younger 

brother Arnie. Gilbert's life, his future, is thwarted he know this, 

but it is in this Guardian Angel that his love and bond for Arnie 

cannot, and will not, be let go. That is until the free spirit of Becky 

arrives in town, and with her grandmother are stranded for the week while waiting for parts for their 

vehicle. This realization unties new feelings, new thoughts and new hope for the put upon Gibert, 

something new is eating Gilbert Grape. Gilbert Grape lives in Endora, a place where nothing much 

happens. The only times the police got something to do is when Gilbert's autistic brother Arnie tries 

to climb up on the watertower nearby. Taking care of Arnie is mostly Gilbert's task which can be 

pretty demanding, at least while you are working at the local grocery store. Then one day Becky and 

her grandmother passes through Endora getting trouble with the car. Gilbert falls in love with Becky, 

but gets problems when he tries to find time for his own private life. A remarkable film that once 

viewed, will leave an indelible impression on your heart, your mind, your spirit. Set in a run down, 

going nowhere town, amidst a population of largely rundown, going nowhere people, Gilbert Grape 

takes us on a journey through the everyday life of one family in which each member is struggling to 

find his identity. Johnny Depp as Gilbert is at his finest, sensitive and lovingly protective of his 

mentally challenged younger brother, Arnie, less understanding of the plight of his grossly 

overweight mother played brilliantly by Darlene Cates. Gilbert just wants a normal life, a life he 

seems resigned to being deprived of. He seeks solace in the attentions of a wandering housewife 

played by Mary Steenburgen. Enter Juliette Lewis as Becky, who captures his heart, personifying all 

the passion for life and freedom of spirit Gilbert aspires to. There are many memorable moments in 

this film, moments you cannot forget, but suffice it to say, What's Eating Gilbert Grape will leave you 

feeling grateful for everything you ever took for granted, especially those you love! 
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When Andrew Came Home (Taming Andrew) (2000) 
 

A mother searches for five years to find her kidnapped son (11-

year-old Seth Adkins) in this fact-based drama. Unexpectedly the 

boy is found, but the reunion is not as she hoped. She now has to 

deal with five years of abuse that the boy suffered at the hands of 

his kidnappers. 'Taming Andrew' (as this film is titled in the U.K.) is 

an insight into how children abducted from their custodial parent 

by the parent who lost the court battles are not always raised in 

happy, loving environments. It is a sad film into how one child's 

life was devastated by his bitter father whose only interest in his 

son was to use him as a means to hurt his ex-wife. The film 

centres on Gail, whose second husband Eddie has become a 

loving father figure to her 3-year-old son Andrew (Evan Laszlo), 

with the three of them forming a close family unit. However, 

Andrew's natural father Ted still have visitation rights so one 

summer afternoon he arrives to take his young son for the day. Only this time, he has no intention of 

returning the boy. Five years pass, during which a devastated Gail never gives up on her son, when 

suddenly Ted calls and announces he's sending Andrew home. But the withdrawn, emotionally-

stunted eight-year-old Gail and Eddie collect is a far cry from the sunny-natured toddler they 

remembered. Gail soon discovers that while she might physically have her son back, she faces 

another fight to help this skittish, traumatised child reintegrate into the family and into society in 

general while finding the key to unlocking what brutalities he endured at the hands of his father 

during the years he was missing. Young Seth Adkins was absolutely phenomenal as Andrew, giving a 

breath-taking performance of a little boy who is emotionally deeply hurt and whose behaviour is 

almost feral in nature. Through Adkins', you truly get a sense that Andrew is very much a frustrated 

and angry boy taught to react on instinct, knowing what he's doing is often wrong but is unable to 

stop himself even though he really does just want to be 'normal'. Park Overall also gives a strong 

performance as Gail, the devoted mother who is determined never to give up on her son while 

battling her own underlying guilt for letting him go with Ted in the first place. 'Taming Andrew' really 

depicts the hard lives faced by many children involved in familial abduction where they are often 

made to move from place-to-place and, in the case of those kidnapped out of vindictiveness rather 

than love, they have to endure abuse by those who are meant to care for them. In many ways, 

Andrew's situation is made worse by the fact it was his own father who ruined his childhood rather 

than some random stranger and this is something touched upon in the film. It also shows that when 

children are returned, it isn't easy to adjust back into their family and school (and I imagine that is 

the case even for kids who have been well-cared for). This is a poignant film that doesn't deviate 

from the realities of surviving child abuse and abduction with engaging performances by all involved. 

It might be a made-for-TV drama but it's still first class. 
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When Boys Fly (2002) 
 

Palm Springs' White Party is the backdrop for this documentary on 

the fast-paced world of gay circuit parties. Halpern and Rolov 

follow three young men: 23-year-old straight-laced circuit virgin, 

Brandon; 21-year-old party boy with a drug problem, Tone; and 

sensitive but strong-willed 19-year-old, Jon. Accompanying them 

is Jon's "soulmate," Todd, a 35-year-old businessman recklessly 

reliving his adolescence, plus other "circuit friends" the boys make 

along the way. When Boys Fly pulls no punches in exposing this 

world - men are shown overdosing and engaging in risky behavior 

- but at the same time, it also shows the sense of community and 

vitality the parties bring to the men who attend. I will try very 

hard not to air my grievances with gay culture but before I begin 

my dissertation I'm inclined to preface my comments. As a gay 

black male 20 something I'm appalled to read comments that 

insist that such behavior that takes place in "When Boys Fly" is something we (gay culture) should all 

identify with. I find these narrow-minded assessments truly and ironically limit the scope of diversity 

and tolerance that our community so boastfully touts. It's clear that even those of us who demand 

diversity and tolerance amongst our brethren - that we ourselves do not embrace such noble 

notions. It's obvious that my follow posters share a similar disdain for the content of this 

documentary and not so much for the documentary itself. Some have seemingly confused a personal 

dislike of the content, even certain or all individuals with the documentaries merit as a credible 

"documentary." Clearly some have also called that into question as well. I personally choose to 

acknowledge that this documentary has no obligation other to depict the "truth" as it unfolded 

before them. This in my opinion gives this documentary merit as it provides objective material 

insomuch as an unbiased insight into a very "exclusive" niche in the gay world. Albeit a niche 

(subculture) that perpetuates an ongoing view of gay culture as being an elitist clique of 

excursionists who are youth-obsessed Caucasian males controlled by little more than an unhealthy 

preoccupation with looks, aesthetics and vanity and above all else INSTANT GRATIFICATION. A 

sentiment echoed by a follow poster: Author: Ripshin from Texas I honestly can't stand these people, 

a sorry group of low-rent white trash. Toned bodies do not make a man, and the low intellect of the 

subjects, along with their total lack of class, make this a difficult film to watch. While I choose to 

reserve judgment on these individuals the thought is more succinctly espoused by another poster. 

Apparently, none of these guys are able to really find community unless it's accompanied by drugs 

and sex. Oh, and being white and having a great body doesn't hurt either. This documentary (which 

at times seems a bit forced) aspires to be hard hitting. I guess in the end I enjoyed the documentary 

for what it was, disheartening and unflattering as the content may have been for me - there's no 

need to kill the messenger!! 
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When Nature Calls (1985) 
 

Greg Van Waspish, feeling that there's more to life than spending 

day after day working in the city, decides one day to pack up the 

family (Nicky Beim) and move out to the wilderness. The family, 

not having been consulted in this move, takes to their new life 

very reluctantly, but eventually get used to life in the great 

outdoors. This film also includes parody previews to three non-

existant movies. This admittedly idiotic parody of the thankfully 

forgotten kiddie film "THE WILDERNESS FAMILY" is so completely, 

bloody stupid that you have to love it. The fake trailers at the 

beginning mostly bite the big one, but "Gina's Story" is notable for 

a pre-STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION Gates "Dr. Crusher" 

McFadden back when she was still known as Cheryl. Also, the 

trailer for a "Raging Bull" parody is hilarious in it's pointlessly-

censored profanity. The "story" proper deals with a family of New 

Yorkers who pack up and move to the forest in an attempt to "get back to nature." Massive amounts 

of bad jokes, tastelessness and stupidity ensue, but what a crazy ride! Top insanity points go to 

Weejun, a brave of the Kay-O-Pectate tribe, and the adolescent daughter's alarming first love. This 

film should not be attempted without the aid of lots of booze or other, er..."party favors" of choice. 

Enjoy! 
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When The Wind Blows (1986) 
 

With the help of government-issued pamphlets, an elderly British 

couple build a shelter and prepare for an impending nuclear 

attack, unaware that times and the nature of war have changed 

from their romantic memories of World War II. Jim and Hilda 

Bloggs, a middle-class couple whose children have all grown up. 

Their home is hit indirectly by a Soviet nuclear bomb, leaving it in 

ashes and barely standing. Jim and Hilda survive by ducking 

behind a door that Jim set up as an inner refuge. But as they cope 

with the devastation and humiliation of barely surviving the 

attack, and as they steadily fall into radiation sickness which will 

eventually kill them both. Based on Raymond Briggs' book. A old 

British couple, Jim and Hilda, who live in the countryside, believe 

in the fact that the Government will always know what it is doing. 

However the world is fast heading for the Third World War 

between the U.S. and the Soviets. Jim prepares for it by building a shelter using Goverment 

pamphlets however both of them still believe that the war will be fought like the Second World War 

and they can't fully understand that the war will be fought with nuclear weapons. All too soon, war 

breaks out and Jim and Hilda survives a nuclear blast. They stand back and wait, they believe, for 

help from the Government and for things to get back to normal in a couple of days, little knowing 

that help isn't on its way, and that, unknown to them, Jim and Hilda are slowly dying from the 

"fallout" radition poisoning and they will probably not survive. More disturbing than any film I have 

ever seen. An elderly couple (Hilda and Jim -- voiced by Peggy Ashcroft and John Mills) -- who have 

experienced WWII -- prepare for a nuclear war believing every word that the government says and 

expecting a short and happy outcome should the worst happen. I have watched a lot of movies and I 

expect to watch a lot more movies before I am through, but I won't see anything quite like this one. 

If you think you have seen everything and had everything possible thrown at you from a TV/Cinema 

screen -- then think again. When The Wind Blows must be the most disturbing film I have ever seen -

- and it is a low budget cartoon with a PG certificate! The movie starts by playing for laughs and 

introducing us to the daily routine of our elderly couple. They are living in the past and think of war 

in a kindly way. This is to soften us up for what follows -- and what follows will stay with you for the 

rest of your life. Having your emotions manipulated by cinema is nothing new, but this film uses real 

government information and very real scenarios. If only more people could see this film and debate 

the messages it contains we would have a safer and better world. 
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When Zachary Beaver Came To Town (2003) 
 

Zachary Beaver (14-year-old Sasha Neulinger), a sideshow 

attraction also known as the world's fattest boy, arrives in the 

sleepy town of Granger, Texas. OK family drama about how life 

changes when a traveling sideshow exhibitionist enters Granger, 

Texas displaying possibly the fattest boy ever, Zachary Beaver. The 

changes don't come because of Zachary but instead they just 

happened to occur when he enters town. One family breaks apart 

when the mother leaves to become a country singer. Another 

family has a member go into the Army, and Zachary's partner and 

legal guardian disappears. At this point, Toby (13-year-old 

Jonathan Lipnicki) from the 1st family, and Cal (14-year-old Cody 

Linley) from the 2nd try to get to know Zachary. First as a joke and 

later more seriously because of their own personal losses. We get 

to see Toby try to grow up despite not being in the best of 

circumstances and as things get worse he tries to escape but 

obviously can't. An interesting story with inconsistent acting and direction makes for a so-so 

experience in what could have been a much better movie. Attempts are made to pull at our 

heartstrings but even Sasha Neulinger's appealing portrayal of Zachary can't help the movie from 

falling a little flat. 
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Where The Red Fern Grows (1974) 
 

A heartwarming and adventurous tale for all ages about a young 

boy (14-year-old Stewart Petersen) and his quest for his own red-

bone hound hunting dogs. Set in the Ozark Mountains during the 

Great Depression, Billy Coleman works hard and saves his 

earnings for 2 years to achieve his dream of buying two 

coonhound pups. He develops a new trust in God as he faces 

overwhelming challenges in adventure and tragedy roaming the 

river bottoms of Cherokee country with "Old Dan" and "Little 

Ann." The movie follows the inseparable trio as they romp 

relentlessly through the Ozarks, trying to tree the elusive "Ghost" 

raccoon. Their efforts prove victorious as they win the coveted 

gold cup in the annual coon-hunt contest, capture wily ghost 

coons and bravely fight a mountain lion. Through these 

adventures Billy realizes the meaning of true friendship, loyalty, 

integrity and heroics, in this timeless and poignant coming of age story. The 1974 version of "Where 

the Red Fern Grows" was shot in Tahlequah, OK at the time I was director of Theatre Tulsa, not far 

away. Norman Tokar, Director, came to me and asked if I would help find local children to be in the 

film, and I had about 200 of them sitting in my theater the next Sat. for him to choose from. He 

picked the two young girls from that bunch. As a gesture of appreciation, Norman gave me the role 

in the film that he had intended to play, himself -- the Stationmaster. Lyman Dayton, the producer, 

decided he'd make a new version some 25 or 30 years later, and he called me to ask if I'd reprise my 

role as Stationmaster in this new filming. I said, "Yes." It turned out that I was the only member of 

the original cast who repriced his role. There's a lot more to this story, but that'll suffice for now. 
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Where The Wild Things Are (2009) 
 

An adolescent named Max (12-year-old Max Records) has an 

active imagination, and he will throw fits if others don't go along 

with what he wants. Max - following an incident with Claire (his 

sister) and her friends, and following a tantrum which he throws 

as a result of his Mother paying more attention to her boyfriend 

than to him - runs away from home. Wearing his wolf costume at 

the time, Max not only runs away physically, but runs toward a 

world in his imagination. This world, an ocean away, is inhabited 

by large wild beasts, including one named Carol who is much like 

Max himself in temperament. Instead of eating Max like they 

normally would with creatures of his type, the wild things befriend 

Max after he proclaims himself a king who can magically solve all 

their problems. Where the Wild Things are is a well written, 

intelligent, and very cold drama about the often challenging 

interactions within a closed group of people, the complexities of leadership and the cost of 

selfishness. It's not a movie about imagination or childhood at all, and it's only vaguely concerned 

with themes of growing up, family or maturity. It's not wacky or funny. Not colorful or exciting. 

There's only about 10 minutes of what I'd call "fun" in the whole 2-hour package. That doesn't make 

Where the Wild Things Are a bad movie. It just makes it completely defiant of the viewer's 

expectations, and thus a rather confusing film to watch. The first time I saw this I wasn't sure how I 

was supposed to be taking things. Was that supposed to be funny? Is she being sarcastic, or serious? 

Is Max in real danger now, or not? That's not because the movie is actually confusing, but because it 

all seems vaguely wrong and inappropriate. In the end I left scratching my head saying "I guess that 

was good?" In the end I decided I didn't like it. I felt that this was either the wrong script for this 

movie or the wrong movie for this script. Either way, it didn't click for me and felt awkward to the 

end. Nevertheless there is quality here, and I recommend you watch it yourself and reach your own 

conclusion. 
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Which Way Home (2009) 
 

A feature documentary film that follows unaccompanied child 

migrants, on their journey through Mexico, as they try to reach 

the United States. We follow children like Olga and Freddy, 9-year-

old Hondurans, who are desperately trying to reach their parents 

in the U.S.; children like Jose, a 10-year-old El Salvadoran, who has 

been abandoned by smugglers and ends up alone in a Mexican 

detention center; and Kevin, a canny, streetwise 14-year-old 

Honduran, whose mother hopes that he will reach the U.S. and 

send money back to her. These are stories of hope and courage, 

disappointment and sorrow. They are the children you never hear 

about; the invisible ones. Objectivity is hard to come by as one 

watches this film about children wandering away from homes that 

cannot sustain their basic needs. The knowledge that none of it is 

fictional or manipulated for any effect other than that of cinematic 

value heightens the viewer's deep involvement with the children themselves. Nothing seems 

artificial. The story is spontaneous, dictated by real events rather than "directed." Of course there 

will be critics who lurk behind the camera's eye, as it were, finding fault with presumed motives and 

attaching political meanings to what they wish beforehand to find in the facts of this film's 

production. It takes a hard heart, however, to dismiss the simple premise that children ought not to 

be confronted with the perils of an adult world without the stabilizing presence and guidance of 

someone -- anyone -- able and willing to step in and help. Think of it this way: If these children were 

from any place other than Mexico or Central America, would that premise be easier to accept? What 

if they were French, English, German, or American kids riding freight trains together with all manner 

of adult men of the most desperate kind? It is not my intention to construct a straw man, but I find it 

reprehensible to hear as I so often do living on the Mexican border ignorant opinions chastising 

foreign people and governments for creating as it were the conditions that put children in such peril. 

The point should be to find ways of alleviating the suffering and preventing the deaths rather than 

creating draconian laws and policing borders. There are ways to do it without continuing to put up 

with the conditions we see in this film. It is withal a beautifully constructed piece of cinema, a real 

must see. 
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While She Was Out (2008) 
 

Della Myers is an upper-class housewife that lives in a private 

condominium in the suburbs with her twin children (11-year-old 

Luke Gair) and her abusive husband Kenneth. Della gives all the 

attention to the twins, neglecting their house and her appearance 

and upsetting Kenneth. On the Christmas Eve, she drives to the 

local mall in the night to buy wrapping paper for the gifts, and she 

does not find any parking space available. When she sees an old 

car parked on two spots, she leaves a message to the owner 

calling him "selfish jerk". When the mall closes, Della's car is hold 

by the driver of the old car and she is threatened by four punks - 

Chuckie, the Afro-American Huey, the Chinese-American Vingh 

and the Latin Tomás. When the security guard of the mall protects 

her, he is shot on the head by Chuckie, Della speeds up her car 

trying to escape from the criminals. However she crashes her 

truck nearby a forest while chased by the gang. She takes the toolbox and hides in the wood, fighting 

against the gang to survive. Oh my god. The idea that this movie is a thriller is an absolute joke to 

me. Besides the point that it seems to be written by a 5-year-old. The plot, the acting and even the 

props and filming of this movie were all beyond disgrace. I am not usually this critical about any 

movie, cause every person has his/her style. But this movie, however, was probably the worst movie 

I have seen in 2008. I can honestly believe that this movie is unknown, and I think it should stay like 

this, for movies like these are making the thriller genre a joke. I advise anyone that is a fan of thriller 

movies, or even simply movies to stay far away from this one. 
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Whiskers (1997) 
 

A friendless youngster (12-year-old Michael Caloz) asks a cat 

goddess to help his feline friend. This movie is really scary. I 

caught some of it on Showtime once. I believe that "Whiskers" is 

supposed to be a cat in a man suit. He runs around dressed in 

normal clothes, talks like any other human, he just acts 

reeeeeeaaaaaallllllly dumb. Everybody acts 

reeeeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaaaallllllllllllly dumb in "Whiskers" 

though. Who couldn't with a plot like that? What a freaky movie. 
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Whisky Galore! (1949) 
 

Based on a true story. The name of the real ship, that sunk Feb 5 

1941 - during WWII - was S/S Politician. Having left Liverpool two 

days earlier, heading for Jamaica, it sank outside Eriskay, The 

Outer Hebrides, Scotland, in bad weather, containing 250,000 

bottles of whisky. The locals gathered as many bottles as they 

could, before the proper authorities arrived, and even today, 

bottles are found in the sand or in the sea every other year. When 

50,000 cases of whisky are stranded on a ship which runs aground, 

the inhabitants of a Scottish island cannot resist the temptation. 

Unfortunately, a Home Guard captain (an Englishman) stands in 

their way. A lovely bit of nostalgia here, one of the greats of 

British comedy. The isle of Toddy becomes for a while at least a 

true paradise when the islanders find themselves rescuing part of 

the cargo of a wrecked ship carrying precious whisky, despite the 

efforts of the sassenach jobsworth running the local home guard. 

A wealth of wonderful moments, a softly-spoken gentleness that has always characterised this kind 

of movie (and lives on in such modern works as Hear My Song and Waking Ned), and a kind but firm 

lack of respect for bureaucratic authority soaked throughout the entire film make this a delight and a 

joy every time. 
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Whisper (2007) 
 

When the 8-year-old son, David (12-year-old Blake Woodruff), of a 

wealthy New England socialite is abducted, his kidnapper Max 

Harper and his seedy associates assume it will be a routine 

kidnapping in exchange for a large ransom. Unknown to the 

kidnappers, the shy and reserved David actually has a hidden 

agenda of his own, and a mysterious way of tapping into the 

minds of others. Soon, Max will wish that he had never kidnapped 

David, much less even heard of him. After being released from 

prison, Max and his fiancée Roxanne wish to have a fresh restart 

of their lives running a small dining of their own. However, the 

bank refuses to loan US$50,000.00 to them and without 

alternatives, Max accepts the invitation of his former partner 

Sydney and his associate Vince to participate in the kidnapping of 

the 8-year-old David, the son of a wealthy woman in New England, 

under the command of a mysterious leader. The quartet drives with the boy to a camping area in 

Maine, closed in the cold winter, where they are individually disturbed by whispers that affects their 

behaviors until Max discloses the dark secret about David and his mother. This is a movie that you 

start to see it like a movie at Friday night, maybe even a cheap horror, but in conclusion it's 

established to be a good movie, not a cheap horror as you think at beginning. It prove to worth all 

the time you've spend to watch it. The good acting of Josh Holloway (known as Sawyer from Lost), 

Sarah Wayne Callies (known as Dr. Sara Tancredi from Prison Break) and the talented child Blake 

Woodruff, is make you feel good with this movie, only in case when you want to see a good thriller-

horror movie. It has an interesting subject with a very well constructive story, almost like The Omen 

(2006), only better, and you'll discover that this movie doesn't have good or bad characters, only 

good or bad choices and strength of choose. Enjoy this movie! It's worth all the money. 
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White Christmas (1954) 
 

After leaving the Army after W.W.II, Bob Wallace and Phil Davis 

team up to become a top song-and-dance act. Davis plays 

matchmaker and introduces Wallace to a pair of beautiful sisters 

(Betty and Judy) who also have a song-and-dance act. When Betty 

and Judy travel to a Vermont lodge to perform a Christmas show, 

Wallace and Davis follow, only to find their former commander, 

General Waverly, is the lodge owner. A series of romantic mix-ups 

ensue as the performers try to help the General. "White 

Christmas" is guilty of many of the sins catalogued by other 

commentators: it has got a sappy story line, predictable plot 

twists, it plays outrageously for sentiment and patriotism (not 

your usual Christmas theme!). But I confess to having loved it 

from the first moment I saw it nearly a half century ago. I, too, like 

many, make it a point to view it every Christmas season, along 

with much better holiday fare such as "It's a Wonderful Life," "The Wizard of Oz," and "Miracle on 

34th Street." I think, contrary to many folks, that Danny Kaye succeeds in the second lead role better 

than Fred Astaire did in "Holiday Inn," and while he isn't given an opportunity for his patented 

zaniness, he adds a thoroughgoing charm to the role that sometimes the rather stiff Astaire lacks. 

Rosemary Clooney is lovely in the rather thankless role of the practical sister and was at the peak of 

her genius as a pop singer, Vera-Ellen does her usually charming thing, and Crosby! The master 

implants his genius in virtually every frame. In supporting roles veteran character actor Dean Jagger 

is splendid as the general, while Mary Wickes steals every scene she's in as the nosy hotel 

housekeeper, Emma. The singing and dancing are first-rate (even without Astaire), and the songs by 

Irving Berlin are among his very best, including a number of tunes written especially for the film. One 

that never ceases to charm me is the trifle, "Snow," sung by our four stars in the dining car of the 

railroad train bound from Florida to Vermont. What a magical moment, among many in this 

thoroughly delightful, if flawed, jewel. 
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White Fang (1991) 
 

Jack London's classic adventure story about the friendship 

developed between a Yukon gold hunter and the mixed dog-wolf 

he rescues from the hands of a man who mistreats him. Jack 

Conroy (21-year-old Ethan Hawke) is a young gold hunter, who 

seeks for gold in the enormous and the snowy deserts of Alaska. 

He save one day, a mixed dogwolf from the hands of a cruel man, 

and a brave friendship develops between the two. The dogwolf, 

who named "the white fang" for it's sharp and white tooth, was 

left alone after his mother was killed by a hunter. After a while, 

the white fang was taken from jack, by a man who putted him in 

an illegal dog fighting pen, to fight other dogs. White Fang 

becomes a professional, experienced and a cruel killer. But 

unexpectedly, jack meets him again after a long term, and they 

return to be friends. When a group of criminals wants to steal 

Jack's gold, White Fang is the only one who can help him to fight them off. The backgrounds of wolf 

dog and his new owner and the owner's partner (Beautifully played by Claus Maria Brandauer) 

explore unlikely relationships that form in a turn of the century Yukon environment which is raw and 

difficult. The boy becomes a man, the wolf-dog becomes a loyal friend of the young boy, and the 

partner becomes mature and sentimental - all changes against a glorious mountain backdrop.. The 

American Humane Society approved the many action scenes, some of them very violent, in which 

the dog and other less friendly dogs appear. The criminals are taken to the Royal Mounties, the boy 

stays with his wolf dog, the partner goes off with the bar owner after boy, dog and partner find a 

mine full of raw gold. It's a classic old movie with boy and dog as an unexpectedand wonderful team. 

What a beautiful dog! 
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White Fang 2: Myth Of The White Wolf (1994) 
 

In order to save one of the last Alaskin native tribes, Fang bands 

together with a friend of his master to stop miners from 

destroying a sacred land. The picture is the following, in fact starts 

with Jack (24-year-old Ethan Hawke) writing a letter to his friend 

Harry (Scott Bairstow), the new starring. Thus begins with the 

adventures of a boy and his adopted wolf-dog called White Fang 

for its white and sharp tooth. They survive to a wild streams river 

but the canoe has sunk when are going to Dawson city. They meet 

to Haida Indian tribe where he knows to orphan Indian (Craig) 

whose parents have dead by white man ills. Then he helps to solve 

a caribou mystery but the tribe is starving and needs meat. He 

struggles against a malicious reverend (Alfred Molina) and a 

villainous (Geoffrey Lewis). The film is loosely based on the novel 

by Jack London, though differs significantly from the book but this 

is an invented version, however remain the essential elements like as young-dog friendship, the gold 

rush, spectacular outdoors and locations and several moving scenes. Besides there are an brief 

exploration about Native American way of life with their rites, customs, ceremonies, superstitions, 

mythologies and the religion with their Totems and Gods. The film is set in Klondike-Yukon territory, 

on the end XIX century but was filmed in sensational scenery and marvelous landscapes located in 

British Columbia and Colorado State. The movie is a feast for the eyes and the ears that captures the 

adventures feeling as few others have ever done and similar to the original film. It's a correct sequel 

that maintains the charm and magic of the previous film but still makes for decent kiddies 

amusement. Evocative and stunningly direction musical is by John Debney (Sin city). The motion 

picture is told simply and eloquently narrated by the director Ken Olin (usually actor). 
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White Water Summer (1987) 
 

An experienced guide (Vic) accompanies a city boy (Alan [16-year-

old Sean Astin]) and his three friends (17-year-old Jonathan Ward, 

20-year-old K.C. Martel & 21-year-old Matt Adler) on their first 

wilderness experience. Hoping to teach the four boys lessons not 

only about the wilderness, but about themselves, Vic pushes them 

to the limit. Soon after alienating the boys, Vic finds himself in 

desperate need of help and must rely on his students in order to 

survive. A coming of age tale in which a geeky little boy's parents 

are convinced to send their son on an outdoors adventure by the 

group leader. The boy, Alan, is forced to change from a technical 

thinking, baseball-listening loner into a man of action leader. The 

movie chronicles the challenges set before Alan by nature, crew 

leader Vic, and the violence of other crew members. When the 

time comes will Alan be able to save a crew member's life with his 

new leadership skills? The story of a shy boy who gets convinced 

by his parents to spend a few summer days in the mountains. So, he joins a group, and the vacation 

begins! Unfortunately, things turn out to be a little tough for our small friend. I used to love White 

Water Summer, but these days, when I pop the old copy into the VCR, I just can't seem to get 

through the whole thing without getting annoyed. White Water Summer is about Alan's summer 

camp experience in the mountains with four other boys and Vic (Kevin Bacon), their psychotic New 

Age camp counselor who's wacky methods are supposed to teach the boys about real living. The 

story is told in flashback format, narrated by a much older Astin (who plays Alan, young and old) 

revisiting the those couple of days or weeks in the mountains. I suspect they took a break in filming, 

probably as Astin and others worked on other projects, knowing that pre-peubescent Astin would 

grow quickly and fill the shoes of the movie's older, wiser teen. Alan is recruited by some nut named 

Vic, a guy who actually hikes to his family's home in the city. Alan, the little whiner that he is, doesn't 

really want to spend the summer with a bunch of boys, but reluctantly agrees, pretending to share 

his father's enthusiasm in the whole idea. On the trip with Alan is Mitch (17-year-old Jonathan 

Ward), probably Alan's only friend along the way, and two smart ass jerks, Chris (21-year-old Matt 

Adler) and George (20-year-old K.C. Martel). They each have their various learning experiences 

hiking in and around the mountains. But, things get out of hand along the way when Vic pulls some 

nasty business on his recruits, and Alan starts to suspect Vic is way out of line. Unfortunately, he's 

got to grow up and start taking care of things himself, because he's the only one willing to stand up 

to Vic. This movie has a lot of good things going for it. The photography is really beautiful, filmed 

mostly in New Zealand locations. The music is pretty good too, with ample sounds from the Cult, 

Bruce Hornsby, and the Cutting Crew (whad'ya know, they did have more songs thatn I Just Died in 

Your Arms Tonight). The big draw maybe the cast, with the obvious audience appeals of Astin, 

Bacon, and possibly Matt Adler. Unfortunately, it is one of the few things you'll be able to see both 

Jonathan Ward or K.C. Martel in. Ward was on the later seasons of Charels and Charge, appeared in 

Mac & Me (an E.T. ripoff), but never really did much. Martel, who was George in E.T., goes on to 

appear in a few things, mostly later episodes of Growing Pains in which he plays Mike Seaver's 

friend, Eddie. It's worth a try. It can always suffice as a lazy day kind of movie. 
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Whiz Kids (1983) 
 

Richie (17-year-old Matthew Laborteaux), Ham (15-year-old Todd 

Porter), Jeremy (17-year-old Jeffrey Jacquet) and Alice (14-year-

old Andrea Elson) are teenagers living outside Los Angeles. They 

are also computer hackers who worked as amateur detectives in 

their spare time. Llewellen Farley is a reporter who is a source for 

the kids and sometimes asks them for help on stories he is writing. 

Farley's brother-in-law is Lieutenant Quinn who also provides the 

kids with help. The problem wasn't with O'Herlihy (it never is), it 

was his character. Prior to his coming on, the show was an 

entertaining adventure about a quartet of junior crimefighting 

computer experts that was every bit as much fun as Philip 

DeGuere's other then-current show "Simon & Simon" (Jeffrey and 

company even joined forces with A.J. Simon in one episode) - it was closer in tone to "WarGames" 

than "Scooby-Doo," which was fine with me even then; it also had some good writing to boot, such 

as one episode ending with their teacher informing the class that even though the FBI had 

commended them for their work that week, she was still going to punish the boys (the token female 

had done the homework) for not doing an assignment! Unfortunately, when they were recruited to 

work for O'Herlihy's organisation (in secret of course), the thrill of their being freelancers was gone. 

It was the same mistake made when the Hardy Boys (Stevenson and Cassidy version) were taken on 

by the Justice Department - they went from playing outside the system to being part of it, and the 

show was never the same. But it was fun while it lasted. 

 

Series 1 (18 Episodes) (1983) 
 

Episode 01: Programmed For Murder; Richie and his friends discover a skeleton on property coveted 

by a development corporation. 

Episode 02: Fatal Error; Richie learns that the computer game he has been play testing has a very 

different application for the convict who invented it, and who has $12,000 hidden away on the 

outside. 

Episode 03: Deadly Access; Richie uncovers a secret water project while testing the security of a 

chemical company for its security chief, who disappears after getting Richie's report. 

Episode 04: Candidate for Murder; Lew can't understand why a Gazette photographer was assaulted 

after covering a gubernatorial candidate until Richie uses Ralf to enhance the pictures he took and 

finds a fugitive embezzler. 

Episode 05: A Chip Off the Old Block; A fellow student of Richie's is caught using the school computer 

to embezzle bank funds, but the fellow who catches him decides to use the kid's idea for himself. 



Episode 06: Airwave Anarchy; A criminal taps into the police computers and sabotages them so that 

they cannot properly respond when his accomplices commit a crime. 

Episode 07: Return of the Big Rocker; Farley learns that a rock star long presumed dead is really 

alive, but not responsible for the glut of "unknown" new songs his old record company is releasing. 

Episode 08: The Wrong Mr. Wright; Farley investigates a computer dating service unaware that 

Richie has secretly signed up his mother for the same service. 

Episode 09: Red Star Rising; Ralf mysteriously malfunctions and Richie becomes convinced that it is 

because of unusual electrical interference from a neighbor's satellite dish. 

Episode 10: The Network; The FBI arrests Richie after trying to solve a challenge from a renowned 

hacker. 

Episode 11: Watch Out!; Richie uses the TV-ratings meter at Ham's house to investigate how the 

system works and discovers proof that a consumer advocate's program has been sabotaged in the 

ratings. 

Episode 12: Amen to Amen-Re; Richie solves a hieroglyphic inscription on a tomb, but it seems to be 

causing uncharacteristic behavior in all those who read it aloud. 

Episode 13: Maid in the USA; Mrs. Adler's new maid leaves bugs around the house just before a visit 

from Mr. Adler, who is supposed to be in town on government business. 

Episode 14: The Lollypop Gang Strikes Back; Richie looks into why the Social Security system has 

declared Carson Marsh dead while Lew follows a gang of elderly heisters. 

Episode 15: The Sufi Project; Lew asks for Richie's help in investigating the disappearance of a 

marine biologist who was using computers to communicate with dolphins. 

Episode 16: Father's Day; A KGB agent is pursuing Alice's new boyfriend. 

Episode 17: Altaira; Richie and Farley quarrel when Farley suggests that Richie's new girl friend set 

him up when information about a prototype tank proves false. 

Episode 18: May I Take Your Order Please?; Alice overhears two men planning an order while 

working at a fast food place, but no one believes her, so she sets out to do something about it 

herself. 
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Whizz Whizz Bang Bang (2007) 
 

A BBC television series that started 5 March 2007. The show is 

presented by Greg Foot. It features a different child in each 

programme who has an invention idea and then the team, with 

the help of Ralph, tries to build it. Most attempts have been 

successful, although all ideas have had to be slightly changed to 

make them practical. Inventions have included a hover scooter, a 

hydraulic off road wheel chair, basketball launcher, jet engine bed and an Air Guitar. 

 

Series 1 (15 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 01: Maglev Scooter. 

Episode 02: Hover Board. 

Episode 03: Mood Booth. 

Episode 04: Robohorse. 

Episode 05: Rocket Bed. 

Episode 06: Spy Pack. 

Episode 07: Poo Power. 

Episode 08: All Terrain Wheel Chair. 

Episode 09: Basketball Shooter. 

Episode 10: Holographic book. 

Episode 11: Underwater Canoe. 

Episode 12: Bedroom Security Systems. 

Episode 13: Cluster Balloon. 

Episode 14: Gig in a Box. 

Episode 15: Automatic Paperboy. 
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Who Will Love My Children? (Qui Aimera Mes Enfants?) (1983) 
 

There was nothing sappy about this affecting TV-movie in which a 

terminally ill mother (Ann-Margret) must give away her large 

family of ten kids (Patrick Brennan, Joel Graves, 10-year-old Robby 

Kiger & 11-year-old Cory 'Bumper' Yothers) before she dies. Even 

Barbara Stanwyck, upon accepting the Emmy (for "The Thorn 

Birds"), graciously turned her speech over to Ann-Margret, whom 

Stanwyck had just beaten, describing Ann-Margret's as having 

given 'one of the finest dramatic performances I have ever seen.' 

The result is a poignant little classic which, had it been released 

theatrically, would still be better-remembered today then it seems 

to be. John Erman's direction is affectingly understated, too. If 

anything should be on DVD, this should. 
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Whoever Slew Auntie Roo? (Gingerbread House) (Who Slew Auntie 

Roo?) (1971) 
 

This is a retelling of the old tale of Hansel and Gretel, but set in 

England in the 1920s. To the children and staff at the orphanage, 

Auntie Roo is a kindly American widow who gives them a lavish 

Christmas party each year in her mansion, Forrest Grange. In 

reality, she is a severely disturbed woman, who keeps the 

mummified remains of her little daughter in a nursery in the attic. 

One Christmas, her eye falls upon a little girl who reminds her of 

her daughter and she imprisons her in her attic. Nobody believes 

her brother, Christopher (13-year-old Mark Lester), when he tells 

them what has happened, so he goes to rescue her. Very mild 

British thriller from AIP has Shelley Winters camping it up as loony 

woman mourning her dead daughter, convinced a little orphan 

girl is her deceased child come back to life. Revision of "Hansel 

and Gretel" has some suspense, a good production, and a 

satisfying wrap-up. Winters is a dandy villainess, going from 

sugary sweetness to angry paranoia in record time, and the 

children are decent thespians. But, let's face it, it's still not respectable work, following the tail-end 

of the "Baby Jane" cycle. Often referred to as "Who Slew Auntie Roo?", pic is a dud under either 

title. 
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Whole New Thing (2005) 
 

After years of being home schooled by hippie parents, Emerson 

(16-year-old Aaron Webber) is enrolled at his local high school. 

The intelligent and androgynous youth confounds his classmates 

and captures the attention of his English teacher (MacIvor). The 

teacher-student relationship leads to problems for everyone 

involved. Whole New Thing is a delightfully quirky film that is part 

Gay coming of age story, part love story, and part character study. 

The film focuses around Emerson, a free-thinking quirky 13-year-

old kid. Home schooled all his life, his parents decide to put him 

into public school just so he could get a change in life. Emerson 

quickly falls into a crush with his English teacher. The teacher, 

even though he is gay himself, is smart enough to realize that 

having an affair with an underage student would be a real stupid 

thing to do. But Emerson doesn't realize this, and lust, turns to 

heartbreak, to revenge, The kid actor who plays Emerson, Aaron Webber, is astonishing in a gutsy, 

risk-taking role. He plays this role with gusto and abandon. He reminded me of Napoleon Dynamite 

(cough, I haven't seen this film) only with a queer bent. The whole cast shines here though. Dan 

McIvor, I usually love everything he does, he's one of Canada's most unheralded actors. The others I 

haven't really heard of, but everyone does a great job here. This film will probably play heavily on 

the gay and lesbian film festival circuits, so catch it if you can. 
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Wicked Little Things (2006) 
 

In 1913, in Carlton Mine, Addytown, Pennsylvania, the cruel 

owner of a mine uses poor children in the exploration and after an 

explosion, a group of children is buried alive. On the present days, 

Karen Tunny has just lost her husband after a long period of 

terminal disease when the family savings have been spent in the 

treatment. Without any money, she moves with her daughters 

Sarah and Emma to an old house in the mountains that belonged 

to her husband. Karen is advised by her neighbors to stay at home 

in the night, and Sarah hears that there are zombies (10-year-old 

Itai Diakov) in the area. When Emma becomes friend of Mary, he 

mother believes she is an imaginary friend. However, when 

Sarah's friends are attacked and eaten alive by zombie children 

and Emma vanishes, Karen and Sarah chase her nearby the mine. 

Recently widowed Karen Tunny and her two daughters, Sarah and 

Emma, move to a remote mountain home which Karen has inherited from the family of her late 

husband. However, she is unaware that the home is situated near an old mine, the site of an early 

20th century tragedy in which many children were buried alive. This is definitely the biggest surprise 

of the festival so far and without a doubt the best the festival has had to offer. I went into this film 

with little to no expectations after learning that the director was responsible for the awful vampire 

flick The Forsaken. I left pleasantly surprised. The film stars Lori heuring of In Crowd fame as a young 

mother whose husband has just passed. She moves into an old family home in the mountains with 

her two daughters next to a mine that is a gravesite to overworked children back in the day. Unlucky 

for them the children return with a vengeance killing and eating everyone in their path. The film 

works on many levels. It's well done, suspenseful, it has spots of good cinematography and capable 

performances by Compton especially. The atmosphere is spooky yet slightly underwhelming, the 

score is decent and the makeup effects are gruesome and simplistic. The film keeps up a creepy and 

unsettling tone and the kids themselves with pale skin, torn up lips and hollow eyes are pretty scary 

and unrelenting. The film is original and inventive without being to artsy or complicated. I can't see 

this film making it into a wide release without some trimming and slight fine tuning. But they 

definitely have a good product on there hands and should pursue some type of theatrical 

distribution. However the theatre in which I saw it in was horrible. The sound was dreadfully messed 

up which I felt took away from the film majorly and it stopped in the middle because they couldn't 

center it on the screen which killed the mood a bit. All in all though it was the most satisfying of 

horrorfests entries maybe because it had the least expectations but nonetheless was a welcome 

addition to genre films. 
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Wigstock The Movie (1995) 
 

Documentary/Concert film covering the annual Drag festival in 

New York City. Highlights include a performance by drag diva, Ru 

Paul, and the infamous Lypsinca. From ancient Greek drama to 

Chinese opera, from the era of Shakespeare to the reign of the 

Italian castrati, throughout the world and for most of history 

women did not appear on stage. This gave rise to a revered 

theatrical tradition of what might best be called "female 

illusionists"--male artists who specialized in the performance of 

female roles and who were capable of making an audience believe 

a woman stood on stage before them. Such artists are still very 

much with us today. But you won't find any of them in WIGSTOCK: 

THE MOVIE. The high-end performers here are RuPaul and 

Lypsinka. RuPaul is essentially an entertainer who plays with 

gender and racial iconography to create an enjoyable stage 

persona, and as such is very well known to mainstream audiences; although lesser known, Lypsinka 

is the more talented artist, creating considerably more subtle and wickedly camp caricatures. Both 

are very enjoyable--but the vast majority of the performers on stage might best be described as 

"tacky barroom drag queens." Some of these are very, very good at what they do, with "Lady Bunny" 

a case in point, but most are of a type: toying with a mix of 1950s-1960s-1970s female fashion 

brought up to a ludicrously "glamorous" degree and mixed with 1990s punk-and-funk styles, these 

are the drag queens you might find on stage in any mid-size city's gay bar of note. But because they 

are so common, viewers familiar with the drag world will be unimpressed: we've seen it again and 

again and again. They aren't particularly original, and therefore they aren't any more interesting on 

stage than the acts you've seen a hundred times before. On the other hand, they are VERY 

interesting off-stage, and this documentary works best when it contrasts the preparations of the 

performers and their on-stage performances--giving us glimpses into the lives, motivations, and 

complicated preparations of the performers. And the audience itself is fascinating, a huge array of 

gay, straight, costumed, and (sometimes considerably) uncostumed people who are all bent on 

having a good time and don't mind showing that in front of the camera. Unfortunately, these 

backstage glimpses and audience shots are too few to make WIGSTOCK: THE MOVIE more than 

merely tantalizing, and the film in general eschews the "politics of drag" (for drag has always been to 

some degree a political statement) in favor of a "happy party" tone that wears thin well before the 

film comes to an end. Recommended, but primarily for those who know absolutely nothing about 

drag queens, their performing styles, and their backstage lives. 
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Wilby Wonderful (2004) 
 

A day-in-the-life dark comedy concerning a group of islanders, 

their respective secrets, and one man's plan to kill himself quietly. 

This movie was on a local cable channel, and I was very pleasantly 

surprised by it. It's called a comedy, but I see it more as a "slice of 

life" movie. Not really a drama, not really a comedy, but a 

wonderful movie that really hooked me into the characters. The 

story was great (and way too many movies have cruddy scripts 

and story lines). I, too, found that no one character got the main 

focus of the story and yet I wasn't hoping to find out more from 

everyone. What I got was just enough. The people were real, 

smart, and the interactions were very true to life. The only thing I 

would do is make the movie a bit longer (just because I liked 

everyone's story so much) If you get a chance to see this movie, 

see it. It's well worth the time. 
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Wild Hogs (2007) 
 

Four middle-aged men decide to take a road trip from Cincinnati 

to the Pacific in order to get away from their lives which are 

leading them nowhere. Taking their motorcycles, these "Wild 

Hogs" tear up the road and eventually stop in New Mexico for a 

drink not knowing that the bar belongs to the "Del Fuegos", a 

mean biker gang. When the Del Fuegos steal a bike that belongs to 

the Wild Hogs, the four men form a plan to steal their bike back. In 

Cincinnati, the dentist Doug Madsen is in crisis, bored with his 

middle-class life and missing his reckless youth when he was 

known as the Golden Biker. The aspirant writer Bobby Davis feels 

pressed by his wife and hates his job. The shy geek computer 

analyst Dudley Frank is unsuccessful with women. The wealthy 

Woody Stevens is married with a top-model. Together, the four 

middle-aged friends in their motorcycles self-call the "Wild Hogs". 

When Woody loses his wife and is completely broken, he invites his friends to take a road trip to the 

Pacific, in a quest for freedom. After many incidents, they stop for a beer in a bar owned by the 

dangerous biker gang "Del Fuegos". Their tough leader Jack steals Dudley's motorcycle, and Woody 

decides to recover the bike back. Woody cuts the fuel pipes of the bikes and provokes an accident, 

exploding their bar, but he does not tell the truth to his friends. When they stop in the small town of 

Madrid without gas, Dudley falls in love for the waitress and owner of the local bar Maggie. 

However, the "Del Fuegos" traps them in the town and the "Wild Hogs" have to take an attitude. 

Like so many others in the Theater I could not stop laughing. Even when tears were abundant 

running down my cheeks and my side hurt. Luckily everyone else was just as loud with laughter so I 

was not the only laughing fool in the place. With this group I didn't know quite what to expect as 

sometimes they are funny and sometimes not so much. The antics and the character actors in this 

film was PURE genius. It has the type of humor for everyone. Must see and Must DVD buy. Glad to 

see at least one good movie for 2007. Tim Allen and John Travolta who would have thought? The big 

surprise in the film was William Macey. I din't realize the guy could be that funny. He played to 

comic goof and pulled it off with flying colors. Hats off to all. With 13-year-old Dominic Janes as Billy 

Madsen. 
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Wild Tigers I Have Known (2006) 
 

A lyrical telling of the coming of age of a 13-year-old boy (15-year-

old Malcolm Stumpf) who learns to cope with his newfound 

sexuality and his unrequited love for the cool kid (17-year-old 

Patrick White) in school. I saw this film at sundance this year, and 

I have to say It was pretty amazing. It is an unusual, and bizarre 

film that has many different ideas, and things to say. It defiantly 

isn't for everyone, especially fag bashers, or sensitive Sissy's, but if 

you have an open mind, and want to see a great gay coming of 

age movie, then this is for you. Yes it is possible! A good gay 

coming of age movie. Also the cinematography is beautiful, 

leaving every shot put on screen to have its own dark, and 

dreamy effect. I think cam Archer is going to be the new big thing 

for indie film. You can tell a lot of the movie comes from his 

personal experiences, and thoughts. See it anyway you can, 

although it probably won't come around to your local art-house anytime soon. 
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Willow (Special Edition) (1988) 
 

Willow, a small farmer/apprentice magician, meets Madmartigan, 

a great swordsman, and together they journey through a war-torn 

land of magic and monsters, to save a baby princess from death at 

the hands of an evil queen. I think the people who wrote negative 

remarks about this movie are a bunch of morons, these are the 

people that have made movies so horrible today, These same 

people rave about the cookie cutter formatted movies with teens 

and more teens. This movie was made very well considering the 

Era. The story line was very entertaining and the cast was 

fantastic every step of the way. I've read people's comments that 

this is a rip off the lord of the rings. #1) Half of you out there 

didn't even know the lord of the rings until they made it a movie, 

a fine job, but it left a very bad taste in my mouth considering 

Hllywood has run of ideas so now they take fantastic stories from 

our past and turn them into money. Sacriledge! cat in the hat, grinch, little rascals etc. Why not take 

the movie for what it is and leave well enough alone. Every movie can't possibly be an academy 

award winner. This movies is for the adventurer inside all of us, the one we feel when we watch 

movies about treasure hunting or space exploration. I recommend this movie to all (especially those 

who love flicks like Hercules etc) A fine job by Ron Howard. I wish you made another one like this. 
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Willy Wonka & The Chocolate Factory (1971) 
 

The world is astounded when Willy Wonka, for years a recluse in 

his factory, announces that five lucky people will be given a tour 

of the factory, shown all the secrets of his amazing candy, and 

one will win a lifetime supply of Wonka chocolate. Nobody wants 

the prize more than young Charlie (14-year-old Peter Ostrum), 

but as his family is so poor that buying even one bar of chocolate 

is a treat, buying enough bars to find one of the five golden tickets 

is unlikely in the extreme. But in movieland, magic can happen. 

Charlie, along with four somewhat odious other children (12-year-

old Paris Themmen & 13-year-old Michael Bollner), get the 

chance of a lifetime and a tour of the factory. Along the way, mild 

disasters befall each of the odious children, but can Charlie beat 

the odds and grab the brass ring? Charlie Bucket, a poor boy who 

is barely able to support his family, is fortunate to be chosen as 

one of the 5 people to go inside the most popular and powerful chocolate factory in the world: The 

Willy Wonka Chocolate Factory. But a stranger, named Arthur Slugworth, tempts the kids to steal a 

piece of candy and give it to him. In exchange, he will make them rich. Willy Wonka, soon introduces 

them to the factory, and starts the grand tour around the factory. Once inside, the 5 winners start to 

run amuck. One by one, the 5 kids start to disappear, until it is only Charlie that remains. At this 

point, Wonka starts to ignore Charlie, and then tells him why: because Charlie and Grandpa Joe, 

drank some forbidden product without permission. Will Charlie turn against Wonka? Or will he 

discover that he was wrong and make up what he has done? Most excellent works in the arts are 

seen and enjoyed at a variety of "levels." That is true of this movie in general and of Gene Wilder in 

specific. Wilder has been known in the circles of movie creators as a creative genius for many years. 

Here, his acting ability showcases that genius. To be sure, at the level of good fun for kids and Moms 

and Dads, he comes through. But writers must have loved his work. Watch for the "look" in his eyes. 

You will see "changes" in them as he speaks or as he listens to the kids. Those unheard, barely seen 

changes can be read many ways. And that is the genius. They put more into the lines than the words 

themselves. Art should be clearly and quickly understood. It should also be the tool used to make us 

wonder a bit. Think a little. Or find meaning we didn't see at first look. In this movie, Gene Wilder's 

almost imperceptible nuances speak volumes. 
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Winchester '73 (1950) 
 

In a marksmanship contest, Lin McAdam (Stewart) wins a prized 

Winchester rifle, which is immediately stolen by the runner-up, 

Dutch Henry Brown (McNally.) This "story of a rifle" then follows 

McAdams' pursuit, and the rifle as it changes hands, until a final 

showdown and shoot-out on a rocky mountain precipice. Lin 

McAdam rides into town on the trail of Dutch Henry Brown, only 

to find himself in a shooting competition against him. McAdam 

wins the prize, a one-in-a-thousand Winchester rifle, but Dutch 

steals it and leaves town. McAdam follows, intent on settling his 

old quarrel, while the rifle keeps changing hands and touching a 

number of lives. In 1942 a film TALES OF MANHATTAN told a set of 

stories that were basically unrelated, but tied together with a suit 

of men's evening wear. Each story began when the "tails" were 

passed from one owner (Charles Boyer, for instance) to another (Ceasar Romero). WINCHESTER '73, 

a superior film, and a great western, has a similar plot twist. Initially it is about how Jimmy Stewart is 

seeking Stephen (Horace) MacMahon for some deadly grudge. But in the course of the film the two 

men get into a shooting contest, the prize (given by Marshall Wyatt Earp - Will Geer) being one of 

the new Winchester rifles. Stewart barely beats out MacMahon, but the gun is stolen from Stewart, 

and the chase is on. The gun passes from hand to hand, including John McIntyre (as an arrogant 

trader who fatally does not know when to stop being arrogant), to Rock Hudson (in a surprising role - 

and a brief one at that), to Charles Drake, to Dan Duryea (as the delightfully deadly and psychotic 

Waco Johnny Dean), to MacMahon. Eventually it does return to Stewart. The film is expertly directed 

by Anthony Mann. Every character has a wide variety of experiences. Duryea gets the rifle literally 

over Drake's dead body (Duryea forces the issue). But he loses it to MacMahon, who is faster on the 

draw - not that Duryea is stupid enough to fight for the rifle. As he and Shelley Winter look at 

MacMahon in the distance, Winter (who watched Duryea kill her former boy friend Drake) drops her 

distaste for the gunman momentarily to ask why he put up with MacMahon's bullying for the gun. 

Philosophically, Duryea explains he can wait. Some opportunity will come up later on (i.e., when he 

can safely kill MacMahon and get back the rifle). The characters are remarkably human. Winters first 

appears as the future bride of Drake, but she sees a really big negative side to him - an unforgivable 

side. Drake is aware of this lapse, and it helps lead to his destruction. Other characters have realistic 

touches, such as J.C. Flippen as an army sergeant who fights an Indian attack with Steward and 

Steward's friend Millard Mitchell. Oh yes, and with Flippen's fellow soldier - Tony Curtis. Flippen 

makes one believe this soldier has been on a hundred battlefields before, since 1861 probably. 

Steward had showed emotions in other films. In IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE he showed a degree of 

anger at times, and also a near nervous breakdown when he thinks everything is wrong with his life. 

But here he showed a demonic anger - at the expense of a surprised Duryea (who normally would 

show such anger himself). The parts of this film fit very neatly together, under Mann's competent 

hands. This is one western that never wears out, as the audience watches the travels of a 

Winchester rifle. 
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Wings (1927) 
 

Two young men fall in love for the same same girl. After the U.S. 

enters WWI, both join the Air Corps and become ace. They remain 

friends, but the realtion to the girl threatens their friendship. In 

1917, Jack Powell (Charles 'Buddy' Rogers) is a young man with 

passion for cars. His next door neighbor is Mary Preston (Clara 

Bow), who is in deep love for him, but Jack does not notice her. 

Jack indeed loves Sylvia Lewis (Jobyna Ralston), but she is in love 

with the rich David Armstrong (Richard Arlen). When the U.S.A. 

enters in World War I, Jack and David join the Air Force to fight in 

France and become pals. Mary joins the Women's Motor Corp, 

trying to be close to Jack. But it is war, and a tragedy happen 

between the two friends. Jack works on his sports car and dreams 

of flying. His neighbor Mary is in love with him but he seems not 

to notice, having been smitten by the fair Sylvia, but he can't see that Sylvia has eyes only for David. 

The distant drums of war beckon, and Jack and David train to be pilots in the American Expeditionary 

Corp. Their rivalry soon evolves into camaraderie as they do aerial battle with the Germans in the 

skies over France. Meanwhile Mary has joined the Women's Motor Corp and despairs that Jack 

doesn't notice her. Charles "Buddy" Rogers and Richard Arlen play two young boys in pre-WWI days, 

with the former having a desire for car-racing and the both of them having a desire for Jobyna 

Ralston (who was actually Arlen's wife at the time - go figure.) Also, the "It" girl, Clara Bow, has a 

desire for Rogers, but he does not return the love. Unfortunately, they were just an itsy bit pre-WWI 

too late. So they're off to the war against Germany. Arlen and Rogers go off to fight in the war, and 

once they are signed up, they begin training (along with some guy who looks and acts like Danny 

Thomas who has trouble convincing the Air Force that he's not German. He convinces them with a 

tattoo on his arm of the American Flag. Yes, comic relief. Yes, we see more of him.) they both go off 

to the air. But after flying for only a few moments, they are attacked by a baron of some sort, who 

has "The Chivalry of the Sky" (i.e., he doesn't kill the heroes.) But soon, Bow is off as a nurse to save 

her dream boy, nearly killed by an air raid that is in turn stopped by Rogers. Later, during shore-leave 

in France, Bow tries to save her drunk boy wonder again by becoming a "beau" and taking him up to 

her room. But some Army Officers charge in, taking out Ms. Bow of the army. And it's finally time for 

our climactic apex, in which the entire Armed Forces engage in a very big (and immensely 

entertaining) segment in which our heroes dog fight over the dough boys (I believe a young Gary 

Cooper is in this scene), and Arlen being shot down. But he manages to escape in one of the 

German's planes and almost makes it back to the HQ, but Rogers ironically shoots it down, landing 

on a small French chapel (!) killing Arlen. But Arlen forgives him before he dies, and Arlen goes back 

home a hero (Hedda Hopper, Hollywood columnist, is there to greet him!) And, finally, Bow and 

Rogers fall in love, see a shooting star, and she finally gets to show him that she has "IT". In other 

words, The end. 
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Winnie The Pooh: A Very Merry Pooh Year (Peter Plys JuleFerien) 

(2002) 
 

Pooh Bear and his pals in the Hundred Acre Wood celebrate 

Christmas and New Year's Eve in a pair of adventures folded into 

this 65-minute made-for-video feature. In the first, the silly old 

bear plays Saint Nick to his buddies ("I always thought he'd be 

taller") after failing to get an errant wish list off to Santa, while 

identity crisis strikes the gang in the second half. Piglet inherits 

Tigger's hop and jumps like a pogo stick, and Eeyore (dressed in 

Pooh's shirt) becomes a happy-go-lucky honey lover. Welcome to 

The Twilight Zone according to Winnie the Pooh. There's not 

much A.A. Milne in this TV-style holiday special, but it's a bouncy 

little production that should entertain the wee ones with its warm 

fuzzies, good company, slapstick energy, and life lessons. 
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Wishbone: The Little Dog With A Big Imagination (2011) 
 

An intelligent and witty dog imagines himself in the role of 

characters from classic books and gets involved in similar real-life 

adventures. Wishbone the dog serves as a canine bridge between 

life and literature as he embarks on exciting journeys that include 

elements of action, adventure and comedy. In each of the 40 half-

hour episodes, Wishbone the dog's escapades with the children 

and families of the fictional town of Oakdale, U.S.A., trigger a 

series of daydreams. In these daydreams, Wishbone imagines 

himself as a character in signature, modern-day scenes that 

parallel the storylines from classic literature, emphasizing the 

timeless and universal themes explored in these classic tales. 4 

selected episodes from the 1995 TV series. 
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Withnail & I (1987) 
 

London 1969 - two 'resting' (unemployed and unemployable) 

actors, Withnail and Marwood, fed up with damp, cold, piles of 

washing-up, mad drug dealers and psychotic Irishmen, decide to 

leave their squalid Camden flat for an idyllic holiday in the 

countryside, courtesy of Withnail's uncle Monty's country cottage. 

But when they get there, it rains non-stop, there's no food, and 

their basic survival skills turn out to be somewhat limited. Matters 

are not helped by the arrival of Uncle Monty, who shows an 

uncomfortably keen interest in Marwood. London: The Sixties. 

Two down-on-their-luck actors (Withnail and Marwood) find 

solace in drink and other substances. Seeking respite from their 

uneventful lives they escape up north to Penrith to Withnail's 

uncle's stone cottage. Faced with no modern conveniences, a 

bunch of oddball locals, and a surprise visit from an amorous 

"Uncle Monty", their wits are tested, along with their friendship. 

Richard E Grant is simply perfect as Withnail, the addled but undoubtedly well-equipped "actor" on 

holiday with his pal, the "I" in the title. His soliloquy from Hamlet in the final scene is one of the best 

readings of that scene anyone's done in film. This is a film with a point, and a great way of avoiding 

making it too emphatically. I love every character, and every line. When Withnail frantically searches 

for antifreeze after drinking lighter fluid in a crazed attempt to become drunk, "I" says, "Everyone 

knows you shouldn't mix your drink!" Superb! 
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Without A Paddle (2004) 
 

This is the story of three friends (Green, Lillard, Shepard) from the 

big city of Philadelphia who go canoeing together out in the 

woods and mountains of Oregon State after the death of a friend, 

Billy. Billy was obsessed with going there to search for the 

unaccounted-for $194,200 out of the $200,000 that famed airliner 

highjacker D.B. Cooper parachuted with quite possibly to his death 

in 1971 $5,800 of his marked ransom loot was found in 1980. 

Canoeing down the Columbia River, the trio soon finds that their 

canoeing experience goes wrong..., both horribly and hilariously 

wrong, as the river turns dangerous, and they have encounters 

with the crazy mountain men (Burt Reynolds) plays who live near 

the river. The legendary high jacker is actually Dan Cooper. DB 

Cooper is the name of the man arrested shortly after the real high 

jacker jumped from the plane but was quickly cleared by the 

authorities. Unfortunately, the newspapers picked up DB Cooper's name instead of Dan Cooper and 

the name stuck. Without a Paddle was a good movie if you're looking for nothing more than a laugh. 

Going to see this movie will pretty much guarantee a night well spent and a good time out. 

Although, this movie is pretty cheesy. The plot is cheesy. The laughs are cheesy. But, luckily it has 

some genuinely funny moments too to bring the movie through to its end. The acting is mediocre at 

best, but great acting isn't necessarily needed for a movie of this kind. Nobody expected it to be an 

Oscar winner. Also, this movie doesn't need to get its laughs from raunchy moments and attempts at 

teenager humour like some other "road trip" movies. Overall, this movie is pretty good for its kind 

and would be a good date film or a good movie to see with friends. With Matthew Price as Young 

Tom, Andrew Hampton as Young Jerry, Jarred Rumbold as Young Dan and Carl Snell as Young Billy. 
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Wizards Of Waverly Place: Wizard School (2007) 
 

Focuses on the Russos. A typical family, which includes a mom, 

Theresa Russo; a dad, Jerry Russo; a son, Justin Russo (18-year-old 

David Henrie); a daughter, Alex Russo (15-year-old Selena Gomez); 

and another son, Max Russo (13-year-old Jake T. Austin). The kids 

and the family live normal lives but what their friends don't know 

is the kids are wizards in training and the dad was a former 

wizard! Disney has made many great shows in the past but this is 

definitely one of their best shows recently. Im a huge fan of Disney 

and their shows. Wizards of Waverly Place is a very unique and 

special show, its very entertaining and fun to watch. The acting by 

the main cast is great and every episode seems like its different 

and fresh. Selena Gomez (Alex) is a very great actor and her 

character is soo cool. She's so sexy. The other characters all blend 

in well and the timing of every action is awesome. I love how they 

do their magic and cool spell. Its cool cuz their wizards and only the family knows. I enjoyed the first 

season but I loved the second season much better. Alex's friend Harper is in it more and the scenes 

and plots seem better. Harper kinda annoys me at times cuz she acts like a clown but other than that 

this show is great...I can't wait for the new episodes. This is Harry Potter meets That's So Raven! Only 

there's not a lot of Harry Potter mystery going on. It's more of a comedy with a light-hearted look at 

what it would be like to be a wizard with real magical powers living in our non-magical world. The 

middle child, Alex, is always looking for ways to use her magic to speed things up or take the easy 

way out, but just like Raven--who tried to make her visions come true instead of just letting them 

play out, she finds herself in a heap of trouble that needs straightening out. And just like Raven, it's 

her brother coming to the rescue. Well, most of the time. 
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Wizards On Deck With Hannah Montana (2009) 
 

A trilogy of crossover episodes between three Disney Channel 

original sitcoms which premiered in the United States on July 17, 

2009. The crossover spanned across episodes of Wizards of 

Waverly Place, The Suite Life on Deck, and Hannah Montana, 

seeing Max (15-year-old Jake T. Austin), Justin (20-year-old David 

Henrie) and Alex Russo join regulars from The Suite Life on Deck 

aboard the SS Tipton, Cody Martin (17-year-old Cole Sprouse) 

attempting to retrieve tickets for a Hannah Montana concert in 

Hawaii, while Miley Stewart, on route to the concert on the SS 

Tipton, loses her mother's lucky anklet - triggering a streak of 

further bad luck. 

 

 

Part 1: "Cast-Away (To Another Show)"; Season 2, Episode 25 of Wizards of Waverly Place. Justin 

Russo is excited to meet London Tipton when he wins an essay contest prize, which is a "Teen 

cruise" on the SS Tipton. Theresa and Jerry say that Alex Russo can't go because of her 14 missed 

assignments, but Alex finds out that there are lessons on board and convinces her parents to let her 

stay aboard the SS Tipton. Max Russo also joins Alex and Justin on board, where Alex bonds with 

Bailey Pickett, but soon gets in hot water when she uses magic to bring Harper aboard. Alex says 

that she is Ashley Olsen so she won't get caught skipping classes. She also tells Harper to be Alex 

Russo for her. When Justin meets London, he pretends that he is a doctor, which gains her interest. 

However, Justin begins to lose interest in her when he discovers how dumb she is. Meanwhile, Max 

competes with Zack Martin (17-year-old Dylan Sprouse) in a series of outrageous challenges, but 

when Zack and Max race luggage carts, Max bumps his cart into several people standing in front of 

the hot tub and Bailey gets knocked over into it while eating pizza and starts choking. London sees 

this and tells Justin to save Bailey, but Justin says that he doesn't know how to. Alex then saves 

Bailey by stepping in to give her abdominal thrusts. Mr. Moseby then steps in to congratulate Alex 

for helping Bailey and Alex, having forgotten the name Ashley Olsen, says her name is Ashley 

Simpson (and then Ashley Simpson-Olsen after being reminded by Bailey of what she said before), 

but then Max, unaware of Alex's plan, reveals Alex's true identity. She then pushes Max into the hot 

tub for doing so. London, ashamed of Justin for not trying to save Bailey, calls him "a dumb doctor" 

and breaks up with him (which Justin goes along with). At the end Alex transports Harper home, but 

then realizes that she may have accidentally sent her to Rome instead, and continues to skip class. 

Part 2: "Double-Crossed"; Season 1, Episode 21 of The Suite Life on Deck. Hannah Montana and Lola 

Luftnagle board the S.S. Tipton on their way to a concert performance in Honolulu. Since Bailey is a 

big fan of Hannah Montana, Cody attempts to get tickets because he knows Hannah. However, 

Hannah doesn't remember Cody, so he enlists Woody to help him get tickets by doing a scavenger 

hunt. However, he fails the hunt due to an intermix with Zack, and not only disappoints himself but 

also Bailey. Cody then gets himself splattered on a cake, and Hannah remembers him (though it was 



Zack who was splattered by it instead), giving them concert tickets. Bailey then kisses Cody, as he 

privately shouts "Yes! My six-month plan worked!". Of course, the two finally start their relationship 

with each other. Meanwhile, Alex pulls a prank on Justin by putting blue dye in the hot tub, for 

which Mr. Moseby blames Zack who then blames Cody. Zack then develops a crush on Alex, while 

Max introduces London to a roomy luggage. London says they will meet again, kissing Max on the 

cheek. Note: This is the only episode in the crossover to feature characters from all three series 

involved in the crossover, much was the case in the That's So Suite Life of Hannah Montana 

crossover where the episode of the same name in the The Suite Life of Zack & Cody part of the 

crossover featured cast members from that series, That's So Raven and Hannah Montana. However, 

neither Selena Gomez, David Henrie or Jake T. Austin have any scenes with either Miley Cyrus or 

Emily Osment in this episode. This is also the first episode that Cody and Bailey are seen to have a 

requited love (Cody has liked Bailey as more than a friend since the pilot, but Bailey has not seemed 

to like him as more than a friend until this episode). 

Part 3: "Super(stitious) Girl"; Season 3, Episode 19 of Hannah Montana. Whilst in her cabin on the 

ship, Hannah loses the anklet that her mother gave her before she died. Lola helps her to try and 

find it, but with no luck. Finally, a maid shows the anklet to Mr. Moseby, but London takes it, seeing 

it as valuable. Hannah and Lola find that London has it, when they tell her that the anklet has fake 

diamonds, she throws it overboard, disgusted that the diamonds are fake. Hannah is depressed and 

wonders if anything else bad could happen: it does. A storm blows her wig away and her hair dye 

turns her hair green instead of blonde, a rat appears on her head, and a mirror breaks. Even 

Hannah's rehearsal goes poorly, so she tells Cody and Bailey that the concert is cancelled. Miley 

believes the anklet is the only thing that will help her, but her father, Robby tells her that the spirit 

of her mother is in her heart, too. He tells Miley that he always has a back-up wig and gives it to her. 

Hannah then tells Cody and Bailey the concert is back on and that they are invited to the after-party. 

Bailey asks Cody if that was his plan and Cody talks about a good relationship needing honesty, but 

lies by saying yes it was his plan. Hannah's Hawaii concert goes ahead, and all is well. Meanwhile, 

back in at Miley's house in Malibu, her brother Jackson, Oliver Oken (18-year-old Mitchel Musso) 

and Rico Suave (15-year-old Moises Arias) open a package addressed to Robby which turns out to be 

a bounce house. Ignoring Robby, they open the box which the bounce house automatically inflates 

itself, getting the boys stuck to the window for quite some time, but Rico eventually deflates it with 

his fingernail with a car alarm-sounding boom. 
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Women In Love (1969) 
 

This is an exploration of the relationships, personalities, and 

philosophies of two men and two women in the high society of 

the early 1900s. One man (Reed) is an industrialist, and treats 

relationships as possessions. The other man (Bates) is a school 

inspector and tries to define love between men and women, and 

men and men. One woman (Jackson) is a socialite, and sees 

relationships in terms of usage. The other woman (Linden) sees 

love as pure and simple, a permanent bond. This film seems to get 

better the more I go back to it. Close to the source novel for the 

most part (the one big divergence being in the Water Party section 

but in the sense of the film the change is acceptable and gives a 

disturbing gloss to the story) and with sequence after sequence of 

powerful images, it has been much misunderstood and often 

dismissed but I would hope in time it is given the credit it 

deserves. 
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Won Ton Ton: The Dog Who Saved Hollywood (1976) 
 

In 1924 Estie comes to Hollywood to become an actress, but the 

dog, that followed her becomes the star. But Hollywood has its 

own rules of sucess. Won Ton Ton, The Dog Who Saved 

Hollywood is by far a comedy masterpiece, but it stars the lovely 

Madeline Kahn in a truly hysterical performance. She rises so 

above the material. She possesses the same kind of movie magic 

of the screwball comediennes of the 30's and 40's and even 

comes off much better. I think if Madeline Kahn were a star in 

those days we would have had at least 100 films starring her. But 

when she made her film debut in 1972 she was a true Hollywood 

find. After all her first four movies are all now classics and two 

considered masterpieces. Not to mention two Oscar nominations. 

But with all that greatness the movie studios offered her parts in 

so-so comedies. I mean she made some more very good films, but 

not up to her first four. She was as beautiful and extremely talented as all her peers of the day. I 

always felt she was one day going to get her Academy Award in her older years, but unfortunately 

she died much too soon. Bruce Dern, Art Carney, Teri Garr, Phil Silvers, Ron Liebman, Nancy Walker 

and so many stars from the past appear in this take off on Rin Tin Tin. Paramount has yet to release 

it on DVD. 2006 is here today and its the films 30th anniversary. I wish they would release it for us all 

to enjoy and cherish a underrated performance from Madeline Kahn. 
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Woof! (1989) 
 

A boy (11-year-old Edward Fidoe) changed into a dog by his baby 

sister's power of suggestion manages to transform himself into a 

boy again. Eric Banks goes on a hilarious adventure from little boy 

to little dog and back to little boy again in this caper that the 

whole family will love! Changed into a dog by his baby sister's 

magical powers, Eric must figure out how to change himself back 

into a boy before it's too late. 
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Wool-hak-kyo I-ti (Ulhakgyo E.T.) (Our School E.T.) (2008) 
 

Cheon Seong-geun is a high school physical education teacher who 

wants to teach English. His unusual character, teaching style and 

questionable English ability make him the center of attention. For 

years Seong-gun has been an under-performing gym teacher. 

Reorganization at the school puts his job in jeopardy. He vows to 

get a learning permit in English, despite not knowing the language 

at all. 
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World's Greatest Dad (2009) 
 

Lance Clayton is a man who has learned to settle. He dreamed of 

being a rich and famous writer, but has only managed to make it 

as a high school poetry teacher. His only son Kyle (17-year-old 

Daryl Sabara) is an insufferable jackass who won't give his father 

the time of day. He is dating Claire, the school's adorable art 

teacher, but she doesn't want to get serious -- or even 

acknowledge publicly that they are dating. Then, in the wake of a 

freak accident, Lance suffers the worst tragedy and greatest 

opportunity of his life. He is suddenly faced with the possibility of 

all the fame, fortune and popularity he ever dreamed of, if he can 

only live with the knowledge of how he got there. WORLDS 

GREATEST DAD feels like a well-deserved smack in the face. 

Tragedy happens every day and our self-centered culture leaps in 

to turn the event into a grandiose communal affair. Immediate 

world-wide exposure seems to open the door for each and every one of us to adhere ourselves to 

tragic misfortunes of others and become a superstar. It's not a pleasant truth, but a truth that was 

well characterized in this movie. As a parent of teenagers, the abrupt 360 degree attitudinal shift of 

the kids seemed entirely realistic. Teenagers thrive on group think and group drama and attention. 

Each kid portrayed reminded me of kids I know - they were fabulous actors. I run into the indulgent 

& blinded parental approach adopted by Robin Williams all the time, it felt entirely plausible. Loved 

this movie and it left me thinking about all sorts of themes for days and days. If you are thinking 

about starting a family - see this movie. If you have a family - see this movie. If you work with kids - 

see this movie. If you have thoughts of self-promotion in relation to another's misfortune - see this 

movie. If you prefer to be smacked in the face with a lot of humor to balance the pain - see this 

movie! 
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Worzel Gummidge (1979-81) 
 

Based on the children's books, this series follows the adventures 

of Worzel Gummidge, the talking scarecrow. Worzel is a bit of a 

rascal, but is still willing to help out his human friends from the 

nearby village of Scatterbrook. This is a fantastic children's TV 

programme. It's about the title character; a walking, talking, 

messy, clumsy scarecrow called Worzel who comes to life in 

Scatterbrook Farm. This programme includes a fine cast including 

Geoffrey Bayldon, Charlotte Coleman, Mike Berry and Una Stubbs 

as the ONE AND ONLY Aunt Sally (Worzel's INTENDED!) Fantastic 

show and a 10/10 job no question!! As a child, I found scarecrows 

a little bit too creepy but by the time I was an adult and watched 

this show, I soon forgot about the creepy scarecrows you see in 

fields and enjoyed this show. The late Jon Pertwee played 

scarecrow Worzel Gummidge who lived on Scatterbrook Farm (I think that was the name of the 

farm). Joining him were the likes of Una Stubbs as his girlfriend and Carry On... favourite Barbara 

Windsor. The show itself was fun as Worzel got up to all sorts of adventures, scrapes and the like. 

Jon Pertwee did a great job with Worzel who is probably one of the funniest characters ever. This is 

the perfect show for kids today. You can put on a video of this show for your kids and let them watch 

safe in the knowledge there will be no sex, bad language or violence. Worzel Gummidge didn't need 

to do it's best to be entertaining-it was just entertaining, period. Created by Barbara Euphan Todd 

and first unveiled to the public in a 1935 BBC radio Children's Hour broadcast, The Scarecrow Of 

Scatterbrook, Worzel Gummidge - a scarecrow who comes to life - has demonstrated a remarkable 

longevity and multi-generational appeal, appearing in ten books, 1950s radio and TV series (Worzel 

Gummidge Turns Detective, a late 1980s TV shows produced in New Zealand (see next entry) and, 

most successfully of all, this worthy 1979-81 ITV filmed production (repeated by C4 from 19 October 

1986 to 17 May 1987). Here, the rascally but dim scarecrow of Scatterbrook Farm was brilliantly 

portrayed by the comedy actor Jon Pertwee, who had achieved fame on BBC radio in The Navy Lark 

and then, in a bold move, accepted the role of Doctor Who (1970-74). Pertwee remembered the 

Worzel Gummidge books from his youth and suggested a new small-screen version to Southern TV. 

Barbara Euphan Todd had died in February 1976, so Keith Waterhouse and Willis Hall were recruited 

to write the scripts and a host of star names invited to play roles. Key among these was former 

dancer Una Stubbs, of Till Death Us Do Part fame, who appeared as the bad-tempered, antique-

fairground wooden doll Aunt Sally. Despite her mean ways, Worzel dreamed of marrying the selfish 

and bossy Sally, although he fancied other maidens too, like Saucy Nancy (Barbara Windsor), the 

figurehead from an old galleon ship. (In the books, however, Worzel was married, to the gentle 

Earthy Mangold.) Child actress - destined to become an adult star - Charlotte Coleman was cast as 

Sue Peters. Although initially shocked to discover that the muddied scarecrow can walk and talk, a 

fact that they keep secret from the adults, Sue and her brother John (Jeremy Austin) were Worzel's 

faithful young friends throughout the entertaining 31 episodes. Such was the success of the TV show 

that the principal performers - Pertwee, Stubbs and Bayldon (best known as Catweazle, from the 

1970-71 ITV children's drama of that title) - starred in a Worzel Gummidge British stage musical in 

the early 1980s, which toured and then took up residency at the Cambridge Theatre in London. It 



was directed by James Hill, the acclaimed film director who also imbued the TV series with his 

personal stamp of quality. 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1979) 
 

Episode 1: Worzel's Washing Day; Worzel Gummidge a walking talking scarecrow meets two 

children, John and Sue who have come over on a farming holiday with their father Mr. Peters, but 

Worzel gets into a spot of bother and the crowman has to save him. 

Episode 2: A Home Fit for Scarecrows; During a downpour Worzel leaves his post and heads for the 

warmth of the barn where he keeps his heads. Because he has not furniture, John and Sue promise 

him an old chair that Mrs. Braithwaite is throwing out. The next day the Village wakes up to a crime 

wave, Worzel has been up stealing furniture all over the village. 

Episode 3: Aunt Sally; At a Village fete Worzel falls in love with the main attraction: an aunt sally. 

Aunt Sally tells Worzel that her owner wants to sell her to someone in America. Worzel decides to 

help aunt sally to escape by swapping clothes with her. 

Episode 4: The Crowman; Worzel asks the crowman to make him a handsome head. Worzel 

persuades the crowman to borrow him a head which the crowman built for Mrs. Bloomsbury-

Barton. But the new head shouldn't help at all. He's laughed at wherever he goes. Even by his true 

love Aunt Sally. Sad and depressed Worzel returns to his field where he is soothed by Sue and John. 

Episode 5: A Little Learning; Sue makes fun of Worzel because he only can count to three. This is why 

Worzel decides to look for his "clever head." He finds it on the school roof where it studied for years. 

After putting it on he impresses his teacher with his extraordinary knowledge. The teacher reports to 

the headmaster who decides to test Worzel in front of the class. 

Episode 6: Worzel Pays a Visit; Aunt Sally works as maid for the obnoxious Mrs. Bloomsbury. Worzel 

pays her a visit as the Mrs. leaves for the weekend. Sally offers Worzel some tea and some food but 

soon after they finished the two start arguing - who ate more? They start to throw eggs and cake at 

each other - Not a very pleasant surprise for Mr. Bloomsbury. 

Episode 7: The Scarecrow Hop; Aunt Sally lost her job as a maid because of the "food fight" she had 

with Worzel. Worzel invites her to go to the Village fete with him, wearing historical costumes, to 

cheer her up. They dance the Scarecrow Hop as Sally tells Worzel that she wants to be with him 

forever. Suddenly Sally's owner shows up. 
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Series 2 (8 Episodes) (1980) 
 

Episode 1: Worzel and the Saucy Nancy; To forget about his lovesickness, Worzel goes on vacation to 

the sea. There he meets the adorable figurehead Saucy Nancy, who immediately falls for him. 

However, Worzel is not interested, because he's still in love with Sally. As Aunt Sally realizes that she 

has a rival, she throws poor Nancy into the sea. Celebrating her victory she follows Worzel to 

Scatterbrook. 

Episode 2: Worzel's Nephew; Worzel's cousin, Pickles Bramble, is in town to support him with his 

work. But soon the little bully blackmails Worzel and sends him to do slave labour. Pickels threatens 

to throw him onto the compost heap if he doesn't follow his rules. Worzel is hard up but the 

Crowman hastens for rescue. 

Episode 3: A Fishy Tale; Worzel's back on vacation and wants to try out his "fishing head". After 

Worzel stole everything he needed for his new hobby he decides to fish in Mrs. Bloomsbury's fish 

pond. There the maid mistakes Worzel for someone who should take a look at Mrs. Bloomsbury's 

dishwasher. As soon as Worzel enters the house he forgets what he was supposed to look at. Totally 

confused he looks around and sees an aquarium. Suddenly he knows exactly what he must do. 

Episode 4: The Trial of Worzel Gummidge; Worzel is about to get a new enemy. An electronic 

scarecrow. This incites him to build a huge catapult which he uses to fire all kinds of things at the 

crows on his field. Unfortunately he did not only hit the crows but many people of the village as well. 

The Crowman, who's hat got knocked off, gathers all his scarecrows for Worzel's trial. As his 

denouncer arrives, Worzel can't believe his eyes - It's Aunt Sally. 

Episode 5: Very Good, Worzel; Worzel and Aunt Sally head for an employment agency and both of 

them are offered a job. As a gardener and a maid. By mistake they end up working for Mrs. 

Bloomsbury who wants to host a party. As soon as they get to work every goes wrong. As they lock 

themselves and all the guests into the coal chamber, the day gets inrecoverable. 

Episode 6: Worzel in the Limelight; Worzel and Aunt Sally want to participate in the local talent 

show. With their earnings they want to pay for their wedding. At rehearsals the two start to fight. 

Eventually, they both want to participate as a single act but on this night everything seems to go 

wrong. 

Episode 7: Fire Drill; Mrs. Bloomsbury wants to raise some money and decided to make a bonfire 

party. She comes up with the idea of burning her old scarecrow, Worzel, too. As Worzel hears the 

bad news he wants to leave town but as soon as he calmed down he has a better idea. He wants to 

build another scarecrow to take his place. Things get complicated again after the new scarecrow, 

Dafthead, comes to life. 

Episode 8: The Scarecrow Wedding; As Worzel walks through the town he finds Aunt Sally in a 

washing machine. She begs him to help her out but he refuses. However, as Sally offers to marry him 

he helps her. Unfortunately she changed her mind as soon as she was free. But as Sue approaches 

her to talk to her about the wedding dress, Sally feels ready to marry Worzel. They inform the 

Crowman and the preparations begin. 
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Series 3 (9 Episodes) (1980) 
 

Episode 1: Moving On; While the Braithwaite's have been on holiday, Worzel and Aunt Sally have 

moved into their farmhouse, eaten all their food and vandalized. Mr. Braithwaite who does not 

know about Worzel thinks Vandals have been in their house. Aunt Sally is taken away as a gift but 

Worzel follows them. Worzel rescues her once more. 

Episode 2: Dolly Clothes-Peg; Worzel and Aunt Sally both work at the fair but Worzel once more has 

a problem. Aunt Sally is walking out with the fair's strongman. After Sally let Worzel down once 

more he meets a shop window dummy who was brought to life by the Crowman. They decided to go 

for a cup of tea but they meet the Strongman and Aunt Sally in the local tea shop. 

Episode 3: A Fair Old Pullover; Worzel joins the Braithwaites on their weekly shopping trip but before 

he has to put together a suitable outfit. He steals a cap and a scarf that would keep him warm on his 

trip on the car roof. Along the way Worzel once more creates Havoc by knocking people off their 

bikes. 

Episode 4: Worzel the Brave; A stand-out episode from WG's occasionally lacklustre third series, 

Worzel the Brave is full of the sharp writing and energetic performances that made it such a glorious 

programme in the first place. The sad departure of the lovely Joan Sims is made more bearable by 

the arrival of Thorley Walters, exactly the kind of scene-stealing character actor that we'd come to 

expect at Scatterbrook. Thorley's Colonel Bloodstock was a brilliant marriage of artiste and script, his 

manic, out-of-control blustering would've given the great Nigel Bruce a run for his money and the 

jokes managed to go straight over kids' heads, whilst still being instinctively understood. Michael 

Ripper mugs for all he's worth and Geoffrey Bayldon's gentle performance is a real joy...you hardly 

notice that Charlotte and Jeremy are almost completely absent. Escape and enjoy. 

Episode 5: Worzel's Wager. 

Episode 6: The Return of Dafthead; The Return of Dafthead is a superb episode, tightly written and 

beautifully played. Frank Marlborough is so good as the returning rival scarecrow that you wish he'd 

been a regular character, him and Pertwee spark off one another perfectly, it's simply a joy to watch 

them. The lovely Myrtle Devenish has hardly any screen time, but makes the most of what she does 

have with a typically jolly performance. Waterhouse and Hall's script is sublime, there are so many 

nice touches it would be wrong to mention one and leave out another. The story is full of the 

darkness of childhood, transporting you back to a place you never thought you'd visit again, enjoy 

the trip. 

Episode 7: Captain Worzel. 

Episode 8: Choir Practice. 

Episode 9: A Cup o' Tea an' a Slice o' Cake (2 parts); A Cup 'O Tea and a Slice 'O Cake is a brilliant mix 

of what made Worzel Gummidge so great, sprinting between light and dark, laughter and misery, it 



doesn't stand still for a minute and leaves you wonderfully unsure what's around the corner. Barbara 

Windsor returns as Saucy Nancy, a character that was well loved but under used in the main series 

and Billy Connolly is stunning as Bogle McNeep, a performance so hilarious you'll be rewinding again 

and again, 'I Hate Christmas' being one of the most unlikely songs you'll ever hear in a Christmas 

Special. There are lots of familiar faces around and you'll smile to yourself as they are wheeled out, 

given some funny lines and wheeled back again, watch out for Michael Ripper's tiny, bad tempered 

cameo, awesome stuff from the bit-part master. They don't make them like this anymore and they 

hardly ever did then. 
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Series 4 (7 Episodes) (1981) 
 

Episode 1: Muvvers Day. 

Episode 2: The Return of Dolly Clothes-Peg. 

Episode 3: The Jumbly Sale. 

Episode 4: Worzel in Revolt. 

Episode 5: Will the Real Aunt Sally...? 

Episode 6: The Golden Hind. 

Episode 7: Worzel's Birthday. 
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Woubi Cheri (1998) 
 

This documentary shows a few days in the life of various members 

of Abdijan, Ivory Coast's gay and transgendered community. We 

get to meet a variety of woubis, yossis, etc. The hero/heroine of 

the film is a statuesque young man named Barbara who is 

organizing the annual year-end party of the Ivory Coast 

Tranvestite Association, to be held December 27, 1997. 
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WOW! U.F.O. (2005) 
 

Toh Tae from Bangkok, 10-years-old, goes out to the countryside 

to stay with his relatives for his summer vacation. As they get near 

to his summer home they pass local villagers staring at a crop 

circle. They don't know what it is but Toh Tae does. Soon after 

staying in that area with his local friends who are all untrusted by 

the locals he thinks he finds something suspicious but at first no 

one believes them. Is it UFO's and Aliens? 
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Wuthering Heights (2009) 
 

Foundling Heathcliff is raised by the wealthy Earnshaws in 

Yorkshire but in later life launches a vendetta against the family. I 

am a confessed middle aged Wuthering Heights tragic- have 

studied the book at at University level, read it many times and 

seen all of the major movie and TV versions- I consider this film 

version to be the best I have seen. Though it departs from the 

plot a number of times it still comes closest to the the themes and 

tone of Emily Bronte's work. The cast was excellent - especially 

Tom Hardy who was brilliant and really "nailed" Heathcliff, for me 

at least. The only reason for not giving it 9 or 10 stars is the 

curious omission of most of the powerful dialog from Cathy's 

death scene. They seem to have taken all of the angst out and just 

left the tender aspects. That being said - they have retained much 

of Emily Brontes brilliant language. I am in fact, bemused by some 

commentary that very little dialog from the book was included - I even read the book again straight 

after watching the movie and can confirm that this is just not a valid criticism. Much of the books 

dialog was included unchanged - though in some instances spoken by Cathy or Heathcliff instead of 

Nelly - and a good deal of the narration was reworked very effectively as dialog. 

PART I: Braving her father Edgar Linton's warning not to cross the estate border, young Catherine 

discovers her charming, but sickly cousin, and the manly Hareton are the heartlessly scorned and 

abused sons of wealthy Heatcliff on the Earnshaw estate. This launches a flashback how Heathcliff 

was raised as Cathy's best friend by her kind father, Mr. Earnshaw. After his death, the son and heir 

returns from boarding school, married, and reduces Heathcliff to the rank of stable boy, enduring 

constant abuse in order to remain with Cathy. After an accidental meeting with elegant gentleman 

Edgar Linton, she falls in love. To Hindley's delight, this drives Heathcliffe away. 

PART II: Three years later, he returns wealthy enough to buy the estate, a day after Kathy married 

Edgar. He takes revenge, which instead of satisfaction brings misery to all. After Kathy and later 

Edga's death, his scorn includes the next generation, which nevertheless finds each-other striving for 

nobler values. 
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X2 (X-Men 2: X-Men United) (2003) 
 

Already living in a society that mistrusts them, the mutants are 

faced with even more discrimination after an unforeseen enemy - 

who may be a mutant with extraordinary powers - launches a 

devastating attack. The news of the assault causes a public outcry 

against the mutants, including renewed support for the Mutant 

Registration Act, and William Stryker, a military leader rumored to 

have experimented on mutants (possibly including Wolverine), is 

among the most vocal supporters of the legislation. Stryker puts 

into motion a plan to eradicate the mutants and begins an 

offensive on the X-Men mansion and school. Magneto, having 

escaped from his plastic prison, forms an unlikely alliance with 

Professor Xavier to stop Stryker. Meanwhile, Wolverine heads 

north to investigate his past. A new war between humans and 

mutants begins after an attempted assassination of the President 

of the United States. Now, all the mutants must fight together against a common enemy: General 

William Stryker. Stryker, to further his plan to eradicate all mutants, uses radical methods to get 

some information from Magneto, and plans an attack to Professor Xavier's school. On the night of 

the attack, Wolverine is left alone to 'babysit' the young students (Jean Grey and Storm are looking 

for the mutant assassin, and Xavier is in Magneto's plastic prison, having left Cyclops in its lobby). 

The plot goes on with a lot of action and many revelations, largely following the comic books. 2000's 

smash hit X-Men certainly deserved a sequel (or two, or three), especially with all the cash it made 

and how the first one ended. Now the X-Men are back together once again, and this time they've got 

some new friends, including Nightcrawler and Pyro, and as well as some new enemies like William 

Stryker and Lady Deathstrike (his personal mutant "assistant"/slave). This time the X-Men find 

themselves locked in an unlikely alliance with Magneto and Mystique (their nemeses from the first 

film) against an evil military scientist named William Stryker, whose main goal is to eradicate the 

world of mutants once and for all. X2: X-Men United is in many ways an improvement over the first 

film. It's more psychological, it's longer, there's more action, more mutants, more of Wolverine 

slicing it up and like the first film it's never boring or drags, right from the get-go X2 is fierce and 

exciting. In fact, X2 is almost the perfect comic book film, almost. The one little, weak link in X2, for 

me at least, was Nightcrawler. Now, I like the character of Nightcrawler, but I honestly didn't care 

that much for Alan Cumming, he came off as a bit weak, and kind of "dorky". The character of 

Nightcrawler really just seems like a huge convenience to the plot; like the scene where he rescues 

Rogue in the X-Jet, which was oh so very convenient. But the one thing I liked about Nightcrawler, 

besides that awesome opening sequence in the White House, was his religious side, which I thought 

was interesting and made me sympathize with the character a little more. Pretty much everything in 

X2 works perfectly fine, which I attribute all that success to the amazing cast (Jackman, McKellen, 

Stewart, Marsden, Janssen, Berry, Paquin, Cox, Romijn), and the fact that the film was written and 

directed by the same people who clearly knew what they were doing back in 2000, and here they 

show us once again they still know what they're doing, and they aren't afraid to up the ante and take 

it up a notch. If you liked the first X-Men there's really no reason at all why wouldn't enjoy or like X2 

as much, or maybe even more than the first film. It still has those surprising moments of humor, and 



plenty of action, maybe even more so than the original. And like the original, X2 sets itself up for a 

third film; let's just hope it turns out (at the very least) as good as the first two films, if not better. 
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Xi Yan (The Wedding Banquet) (1993) 

 

Simon and Wei-Tung are a gay couple living together in 

Manhattan. To defer the suspicions of Wei-Tung's parents, Simon 

suggests a marriage of convenience between Wei-Tung and Wei-

Wei, an immigrant in need of a green card. When Wei-Tung's 

parents come to America for the wedding, they insist upon an 

elaborate banquet, resulting in several complications. A gay 

Taiwanese-American man is in a happy long term relationship in 

Manhattan, but his parents in Taiwan are always pressuring him to 

marry. His tenant, a young Chinese girl needs to marry an 

American citizen to obtain her green card, so a deal is made. 

Complications arise when the joyous parents arrive for the 

wedding and a huge cross-cultural banquet is arranged to 

celebrate. Ang Lee already was a masterful director before his 

three triumphs Sense and Sensibility, The Ice Storm, and 

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (for which he was ROBBED of 

Oscars by the likes of Mel Gibson and Steven Soderburg). Maybe children might be a little young for 

this, but it is indeed a "family film" like no other. And the new "daughter-in-law" is hilarious 

(although you might think she goes too far in one important-to-the-plot scene). The funniest scene is 

the courthouse nuptials, and the banquet itself makes you wish you were there. After ten years, this 

film still does not seem dated at all, which I thought it would. The only thing missing is a HOT love 

scene with Winston Chao and Mitchell Lichtenstein, who looks far younger than his age. I know if I 

was in that situation, I'd want to blow off some steam! The best part is the just before finale, the 

father has a great quiet scene with one of the other cast members. Have some tissues on hand for 

the ending. It's best to own a copy of this film, that way you won't be tempted to watch it every time 

it comes on "Bravo". It's an absolute delight, one of the best of the decade, definitely in the Top 50 

of best comedies of all time, at least. 
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Xiaohai Bu Ben (I Not Stupid) (2002) 
 

Kok Pin (12-year-old Shawn Lee), Boon Hock (Joshua Ang) and 

Terry (12-year-old Po Ju Huang) are classmates in "EM3" stream. 

In Singapore, that means that at the age of 12, the government 

has decided that they are not as academically inclined as their 

peers. Kok Pin is creative and a born artist but his parents would 

rather he focus on his Maths and Sciences. Boon Hock comes 

from a low-income family and needs to balance school and 

helping out at the food stall. Terry, a spoilt brat is just too lazy a 

student. While the three children suffer from the pressure of 

school, their parents have another set of problems - their jobs and 

careers. This is one of the more important films to come out of 

Singapore, based on the ultra-competitive educational system of 

the country. Most East Asians will empathize with this sort of background which emphasizes rote-

learning, memory work and paper qualifications rather than creative thinking for oneself. It's a social 

satire, and many of the characters (like Terry's mum) are projections of real-life institutions (like the 

Singapore government). Basically, it tells the story of three primary school kids who do poorly in 

grades and are assigned to EM3 (the worst of the 3 streams in Singapore). Terry is a rich pampered 

boy who doesn't even know how to butter his own bread, and whose every decision is handled by 

his authoritarian if well-meaning mum. Kok-Ping tries hard at his grades, but his natural talent is in 

drawing and artwork and his mother is anxious about how he'll do in society later. Boon Hock's 

parents are hawkers, and he must balance studying with looking after his young brother and helping 

out the stall. Basically, the story is well written, but the execution is a little televisonish. At times it's 

becomes a little preachy. Some of the attempts to address Singapore's social problems are drawn 

too broadly to have any effect other than caricature, and at this stage Jack Neo's forte seems to lie 

more in writing than in direction. In the end, all goes well, and everyone becomes happier. "I Not 

Stupid"'s a likable attempt in making something for Singaporeans to think about. MediaCorp remade 

this as a television serial and gave a longer running time, the result is arguably more satisfying. This 

has nonetheless been touted as a "breakthrough" film for Singapore. For this nanny state, at least 

we know one filmmaker is not that subservient to state dogmas. 
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Xiaohai Bu Ben 2 (I Not Stupid Too) (2006) 
 

No, you need not have watched the original I Not Stupid to figure 

out what's going on. Gone are the major Khoo Family (with the 

Hokkien-swearing Richard Low) and the main narrator, Terry 

Khoo. Instead, newcomer Ashley Leong takes over the narrator's 

role, as Jerry, the new addition to the Liu Family, with Jack Neo 

himself, TV actress Xiang Yun, and 16-year-old Shawn Lee as Tom. 

Then again, forget that this is a direct sequel in terms of 

characters, as Joshua Ang (who played the rebellious schoolboy in 

the 1st installment) returns, sans mother and kid brother, but 

with the introduction of an abusive dad played by TV actor Huang 

Yi Liang. I Not Stupid Too is a standalone movie, with much of the 

hallmarks of a Jack Neo movie splattered in it. Gone are the much 

identified and constantly played out political satire and comedy 

from the first movie, although Selena Tan also returns here, she 

plays a totally different character from the much disguised 

political party figure in the first, to a school principal who uses 

"according to the law" like a crutch. But Neo still injects ample social and topical issues here. On the 

school front, we see the much criticized Speak Mandarin campaign take a hit, as well as a swipe at 

the arcane teaching methods of the language. Those who hated the process of learning the 

language, will probably smile with glee as we're presented with the need to evolve the teaching 

methods of yesterday. Topical issues and debates like the teacher hitting student in class and the 

media splashing the news everywhere, and public caning also get discussed, but it's somewhat 

lacking that only both sides of the spectrum of views are presented, without any deeper exploration 

from the basic coffee-shop talk. In trying to up the topical hip quotient, smacks of the mention of 

blogs and the use of it as a narrative tool seemed OK, until you realize it's a blatant Singtel 

advertisement. Product placements galore in this movie, ranging from Nokia, to in-your-face New 

Moon abalone cans, and even the UOB bank. While the actors put up commendable effort in 

bringing to life their characters, you can't help but to think you know much of them. They're like 

characters common in television drama serials, with their melo-dramatic moments. Surprisingly, 

much of the comedy and satire left in this movie is confined to the 1st third. The remainder of the 

movie focused on the other 2 children leads as they mix with bad company and ended up being 

blackmailed. You might think it's absurd given today's savvy kids, but these are things that are 

happening - savvy kids can also be gullible too. And you'll never expect that it actually turned out to 

be one heck of a weepy - many sniffles were head amongst the audience, so those with a weak 

emotional heart, bring along some tissues. Some might not appreciate that this movie has plenty of 

sub plots introduced which gets resolved hurriedly, and the length of over 2 hours might make some 

gawk. There are only certain points in time that you would twiddle your thumbs at the slow 

moments of the film. But kudos to Neo for highlighting an important plot running throughout, and 

it's the strong message to parents that they must always remember they bear primary responsibility 

on the upbringing of their children. He seemed to hit the nail on the head in the portrayal of the 

current family climate, that neglect and the lack of communication are prevailing, which much be 

stemmed. Not bad for a commercial film, with a moral of the story that the showing of appreciation 



is always much lacking in our society, amongst family members, colleagues and even friends. 

Certainly this movie has legs to be in the running for film awards. 
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Xilu Xiang (Little Cheung) (1999) 
 

In 1997, Little Cheung (9-year-old Yuet-Ming Yiu) is a street-wise 

9-year-old boy living in a bustling neighbourhood of Hong Kong, 

just before the reunification with China. His parents are always 

working at their restaurant, so Little Cheung becomes much 

closer to his grandmother and her Filipino maid Armi. Little 

Cheung befriends Fan, a girl his age who is an illegal immigrant 

from China. He splits his tips with her when she helps him deliver 

take-outs for his father. The pair have some amusing adventures, 

and delight in peeing in the drinks of a troublesome thug. Against 

his father's will, Little Cheung starts searching for his older 

brother, whom his father disowned because he became a 

gangster. Fruit Chan is undoubtedly the best Hong Kong film 

director of noir. Started with 'Made in Hong Kong'(1997), Chan's 

small budgeted Hong Kong trilogy series have been the most heart-touching movies. In Chan's 

movie, you're confronted with hard-working, low-earning people live behind the sky high buildings in 

this capitalistic island of Oriental Pearl. Most dream dies as the day goes by. 'Durian, Durian' is also a 

must see. 
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Ya Lyublu Tebya (You, I Love) (2004) 
 

Vera and Tim are successful young professionals living fast-paced 

lives in ultra-modern Moscow. Their lives crackle with the 

capitalist energy of excess, anxiety, consumption, and stress- and 

they are in love. Everything changes one night when Tim 

accidentally drives his car into Uloomji, a young Kalmyk day 

worker. (The Kalmyks are a semi-nomadic people of Mongolian 

decent.) The two men begin a torrid affair that involves howling 

and knocking over a lot of furniture. Tim is attracted to Uloomji's 

exotic demeanor and liberated by his impulsiveness and lack of 

inhibition. To Uloomji, Tim embodies a kind of class and 

refinement he sees only in magazines. Vera struggles to 

comprehend their bond and her boyfriend's erratic behavior. She 

is dragged reluctantly into a bizarre love triangle. Before long, all 

three lives unravel, exemplified by a visit to a Buddhist healer, a 

three-way in the bathroom of a gay bar, a faked death and a 

kidnapping. This film reminds us of "Sex and the City", but with the city being Russia's capital. 

Showing us a very stylized Moscow (as "SEX" does with New York), the movie spotlights the private 

lives of 3 main characters in a modern take of now "liberal" Russia. Two of them have glamorous 

lives and careers, affording us viewers locations (luxury apartments, offices, bars, and so on) to 

match; a global, thoroughly Westernized side of Moscow we rarely see on film. The third character is 

from the Asian part of Russia, throwing in some gritty reminders about how others, especially racial 

minorities, live in Russia. This character's family, predictably, is more conservative and closed 

minded than the other more "European" characters. This character and his family also remind the 

audience of Russia's multi cultural nature. Minor characters inter related to the main three complete 

the mosaic of modern day Moscow the film paints. Each is a composite of stereotypes -a foreign 

multi national executive, two senators (the three living similar hedonistic lifestyles), young people 

with aspiring consumer driven dreams; all but the "Asian Russians" quite capitalistic. While not 

revealing any particularly novelty, the film is interesting to Westerners as a glossy display of Moscow 

life, with the stereotypes we read about in the press, and hear about in World News, brought to life 

on screen. The basic plot however confirms (at least to me) that Moscow is not yet that up to date 

and permissive. The main relationship formed is a compromise with the conservative reality of 

Russian morals, and I think not very realistic in any society. One may infer from this film that 

progressive trendy Muscovites can accept bisexuality, but not real homosexuality. This film makes it 

clear that it's OK to be gay if you're really bisexual. At least, that's a start for this conservative 

society. But it is not what (I believe) most of the film's target audiences are expecting to see. In the 

end, the message the film sends is a cop out. 
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Yan Guang Si She Ge Wu Tuan (Splendid Float) (2004) 
 

Roy is a Taoist priest but also a drag queen performer. He meets 

and falls for Sunny but when Sunny disappears without saying 

good bye, Roy begins to suspect that something terrible has 

happened. 
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Yankee Zulu (There's A Zulu On My Stoep) (1993) 
 

Two South African boys, one white (Ruan Mandelstam), one black 

(Bobo Seritsani), go their separate ways. Years later, they meet up 

again as adults, when one, after living for years in the United 

States, is now a wanted criminal. The two end up being a part of a 

madcap chase involving a check for a large amount of money. As 

children, Rhino and Zulu were best friends, until an incident 

causes them to go their separate ways. They meet up again as 

adults when Zulu, who has spent years in the United States, has 

become a wanted criminal. They get involved in a madcap chase 

involving a great deal of money and the inept members of a racist 

group called T.U.R.D. This movie is a hilarious and side splitting 

humorous comedy that our whole family has enjoyed for many 

years. We have seen this spectacular movie time and time again 

and seem to can't get enough of Yankee Zulu. My all time 

favourite scene is when the poacher is buried to his knees and wakes up to find a lion eating a 

gazelle leg which he thought was his own leg because of the blood spread on his knees. This is such a 

spectacular master piece and a must to everyone who enjoys a good side splitting comedy. It is a 

very immature movie but it brings out the child in everyone. If you disagree with this comment you 

have lost your inner child. 
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Yao A Yao Yao Dao Waipo Qiao (Shanghai Triad) (1995) 
 

Uncle Liu brings his cousin (Wang Xiaoxiao) to Shanghai to work 

for 'Boss,' the leader of a powerful drug empire in the 1930's. 

Shuisheng, a simple country boy is awed and overwhelmed by the 

opulence and immense wealth he is suddenly surrounded by. He is 

to be the attendant of Xiao Jingbao, the new mistress of 'Boss.' 

While he fumbles with the demands of his new role, much intrigue 

is going on around him, well beyond his bewildered perception. 

Xiao Jingbao is having a tumultuous affair, Fat Yu is starting a gang 

war, and 'Boss' is beginning to suspect that one of his trusted men 

is not loyal. This is a fine movie - wonderfully acted, beautifully 

shot, quite simple. Without being heavy-handed, one comes to 

sense the presence of real evil that tempts and corrupts and 

destroys. It's a little slow at times because the story is so simple - 

yet the slowness and simplicity does allow the messages of the 

movie to hit home. Something else I like is that the protagonist boy is not made to be cute or 

winning - he just is who he is - largely an observer but sometimes acting with generosity and 

sometimes with contempt. Much has been said by others about the beautiful cinematography and 

that's certainly true - but I'm also struck by the amazing work of those who constructed or chose the 

sets, costumes, background characters - they were quite memorable. What a star in Gong Li, and 

what a director! I don't agree with those who contrast this with American movies - surely we feel the 

same evil in watching either version of Scarface or The Petrified Forest or The Road to Perdition. In 

fact, I would say this movie is most like The Road to Perdition of any I've seen - not in its story 

particularly but in its tone, its simplicity, its contrasts of character, its cinematography. This is also a 

good movie for those who say they don't like foreign movies - you'll like this one. 
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Yao Jie Huang Hou (Bugis Street) (Bugis Street The Movie) (1995) 
 

Innocent and naive, the 17-year-old Lian is a maid to a rich family 

in Malaysia, whose sheltered existence is shattered when she is 

sent to work at a small hotel near Bugis Street in neighbouring 

Singapore. Having to live with the transvestites and transexuals 

who make their living on the streets, Lian soon learns about 

another side of life. Definitely different tale of coming of age, for a 

waif from the countryside (played well by Hiep Thi Le), now living 

in the city. A "House of Prostitution" to be exact, where the 

service folks are transvestites, and the clientele, predominately 

U.S. military types on "R&R" from Vietnam. If you can make it over 

that knoll, there are some very humorous observations and some 

fine dramatic vignettes here to be gleaned. Lian, the country girl 

grows up around the daily workings, and makes friends with most 

of the residents. The inter-action and if you will, mentoring, that takes place is basically the crux of 

the film. If you've a daring nature and care for something out of the ordinary, give this film from 

Singapore a peek. Recommended. 
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Yao Ye Hui Lang (Night Corridor) (2003) 
 

Unnerving and disorienting story of a man named Sam Yuen who 

returns to Hong Kong to see his brother after he put into a coma 

by an accident. Arriving home he finds that his brother has died, 

his mother has remarried. No one will speak to him directly and 

the best that he can get from most people is that he should simply 

return to London. It isn't long before Sam realizes that nothing, 

and no one is who they appear to be. This is essentially a 

European style Gothic film that feels similar to films like, 

Rosemary's Baby, Angel Heart, Skeleton Key, The Ninth Gate but 

made in China. Hong Kong feels more like a European city than a 

jewel of the Orient. Its a disconcerting feel that puts you on edge 

from the start, and one that only gets worse thanks to the twists 

and turns of the plot. The plot is labyrinthine in its construction 

and is designed to drop you, along with Sam, through its twists in 

such away that you end up doubting who everyone is, even Sam. The film maybe a bit too twisty for 

its own good, but for the most part it works leaving you praying for the sun light and something 

happier. I admire this film a great deal, however I'm not sure to what degree I like it. Certainly its a 

good film but I wonder if its trying to cover too much territory (perception, pedophilia, repressed 

homosexuality, identity, horror) in its brief 75 minute running time. I'm not sure it all works, other 

than as a disorienting ride. (I'm also not sure if the ending works) Worth a look especially if you like 

mind games over gore or want to see a Hong Kong film that simply doesn't feel like one. 
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Ye Ben (Fleeing By Night) (2000) 
 

Set in China in the 1930s, the film is about the unsettling 

relationship between three characters. Ing'er, the daughter of a 

theatre-owner, welcomes the return of Shao-dung, her fiancee 

and a fine cellist from America. Shao-dung soon finds himself 

captivated by the opera "Fleeing By Night" and its celebrated 

actor, Lin Chung, whose voice seems to articulate something 

within himself. While Shao-dung attempts to blend eastern and 

western music, Ing'er becomes torn between her affection for 

both men, and an awareness of the growing intimacy between 

them. Apart from the 1948 Chrysler featured in many scenes that 

were ostensibly meant to depict China in about 1939, this is not a 

film to be challenged as to its settings. Everything about it 

suggests authenticity, even to the point of wondering whether it 

was based on fact. Although the story itself has some structural 

flaws in coherence, it is a very well made movie indeed. I was struck by the musical score especially; 

it is by far one of the most expert blendings of Eastern and Western tonality I have heard in cinema. 

While traditional Chinese opera remains a mystery to me, I can appreciate how it must be essential 

to any full understanding of the story line. (Though "stagey" is the adjective that comes to mind, in 

terms of both the film and the opera within the film.) Indeed, there is more than a little soap opera 

here. I am thinking Stella Dallas as played by Anna Mae Wong, or Love is A Many Splendored Thing 

with two guys in the main roles. But I am being facetious. I really liked this movie for its heart, and 

recommend it highly. I do wish I had more information on the actors and director, however. I have 

no way of knowing whether this came out of Mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, or somewhere 

else. 
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Yepeto (1999) 
 

Yepeto is a professor in his 50's, a prestigious writer who holds a 

chair in the literature department. Cecilia, an 18-year-old student 

is the object of Antonio's (19-year-old Nicolás Cabré) desire. 

(Antonio is a young athlete, also very attractive.) Yepeto starts to 

feel passionately, but silently attracted to Cecilia, while at the 

same time, builds up his friendship with Antonio. Will this force 

Yepeto to give up, out of loyalty to his friend and student Antonio, 

all contact with his desired student Cecilia? Many, including 

myself, have considered this complex Argentine drama as the 

finest film from Latin America this past year. The four prizes the 

film won at the prestigious Havana Film Festival, and the Best 

Actor award recently bestowed on the film at the annual Miami 

Hispanic Film Festival support the claim. The film, adapted from an 

acclaimed Argentine play, is highlighted by knockout 

performances by its lead Actor as an aging professor, and two of his much younger students. Many 

themes, including generational differences, jealousy, and friendship are uniquely explored. Don't 

miss it. 
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Yes, Minister (1980-4) 
 

James Hacker is the British Minister for Administrative Affairs. He 

tries to do something and cut government waste, but he is 

continually held back by the smart and wily Permanent Secretary 

of the Department, Sir Humphrey Appleby. Private secretary 

Bernard Woolley is caught in the middle, between his political 

master, and his civil service boss. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (7 Episodes) (1980) 
 

Episode 1: Open Government; With his party now ready to form the government, Jim Hacker 

anxiously awaits a call from the Prime Minister offering him a Cabinet post. When the call does 

come, he is named Minister of Administrative Affairs. He meets his new Permanent Secretary, Sir 

Humphrey Appleby and his Permanent Private Secretary, Bernard Woolley. As his first act, the new 

Minister decides to make good on his party's election promise to have open and transparent 

government by publicly canceling a major contract issued by the previous government to an 

American computer firm. Sir Humphrey counsels against it knowing that there will soon be 

important U.S. government visitors but Hacker pushes ahead only to find himself summoned to 10 

Downing St. 

Episode 2: The Official Visit; The Minister finds himself in charge of an official visit from the President 

of Biranda, a newly independent former British colony. Hacker decides that they should all travel to 

Balmoral rather than have the Queen travel to London. Only a week before the visit, the President is 

overthrown in a coup and against Sir Humphrey's advice, the Minister insists that the visit go ahead. 

When he sees what the new President has to say in his formal speech about the yoke of British rule 

and his support for a free Scotland and Ireland, he realizes that the government is on the brink of 

disaster. 

Episode 3: The Economy Drive; The Minister decides there is far too much waste in government and 

decides the time has come to launch an economy drive. Sir Humphrey suggests to the Minister that 

he should lead by example and cut back on his own staff. He soon finds himself without a driver or a 

secretary and chaos ensues. He immediately gets into trouble with the trade unions and the press 

take advantage of the situation. 



Episode 4: Big Brother; The Minister wants to give citizens access to their files on a new national 

database, but Sir Humphrey is at his obfuscating best. Accused by his political advisor and his wife of 

being a mouthpiece for the civil service, Hacker decides that he is going get his way on this one. 

Taking the advice of his predecessor, now an Opposition MP, he successfully anticipates all of Sir 

Humphrey's roadblocks but in the end, he uses the civil servants' own tactics to get his way. 

Episode 5: The Writing on the Wall; The Minister's frustrations with the civil service continue when 

Sir Humphrey, at his bureaucratic best, doesn't quite deliver the policy paper the Minister is seeking. 

Hacker wants to announce a cut of 200,000 civil servants and so decides to write the paper himself. 

He takes it a step further when he announces the planned cuts during a TV interview. The whole 

thing blows up in his face when the Prime Minister decides that the first cut will be Hacker's own 

Department. Suddenly, he and Sir Humphrey are on the same side fighting to keep their jobs. 

Episode 6: The Right to Know; Once again, the Minister, Jim Hacker and the permanent Secretary, Sir 

Humphrey Appleby, clash over the Minister's role in running the Department. The Minister instructs 

his senior civil servant to keep nothing from him and he is promptly flooded with everything under 

the sun. For Sir Humphrey, the Minister's meeting with constituents concerned about saving a local 

den of badgers is exactly the king of work he should be doing. When he learns that Hacker's 

daughter will stage a nude protest over her father's decision on the badgers, Appleby must come to 

the rescue. 

Episode 7: Jobs for the Boys; The Minister goes on the BBC to extol the virtues of a public-private 

partnership project but when he learns that the private firm involved may soon go bankrupt, it is up 

to Sir Humphrey to see exactly what can be done to salvage the situation. He approaches a banker, 

Sir Desmond Glazer, who also happens to be interested in a part-time government appointment. The 

Minister's political advisor however is advising that all such Ministerial patronage appointments be 

abolished. 

 

Series 2 (7 Episodes) (1981) 
 

Episode 1: The Compassionate Society; When the opposition challenges the Minister's claims in the 

House that administrative personnel in the health sector have been reduced by 11%, he too quickly 

agrees to an independent inquiry. Sir Humphrey's solution is to offer the chairmanship of the inquiry 

to someone hoping to score brownie points with the government. The Minister is concerned when 

he learns that a brand new hospital has been open for 15 months and has yet to admit a patient 

despite having over 500 administrative personnel on staff. His attempts to either open the hospital 

to the public or cut the administrative staff, are blocked at every turn until he comes up with a 

unique solution. 

Episode 2: Doing the Honours; The Minister is appalled when, on the advice of his civil servants, he 

can't make a modest 5% to his department's budget. To Sir Humphrey's great disbelief, the Minister 

decides to recommend only those civil servants for the Queen's honors list who can find the 5% cut 

in their budgets. On another matter, Appleby is approached by the Master of his Oxford college who 

is finding it impossible to enroll students now that the Minister has instructed that all foreign 



students must pay the full cost of their studies. Hoping for an exemption from the requirement, they 

invite the Minister to an alcohol-fueled dinner and the promise of an honorary Doctor of Laws seems 

to do the trick. 

Episode 3: The Death List; The Minister is appalled to learn that while in Opposition, he was under 

government surveillance. Now that he is in government, he finds that his Department is responsible 

for purchasing all of the government's surveillance equipment and orders an end to it. The Minister 

makes a point of leaking his views to the press and his stand makes for considerable public support. 

When he learns that he is on a death list intercepted by the security agencies however, he has 

second thoughts. 

 

Episode 4: The Greasy Pole; Sir Humphrey Appleby is approached the head of the British Chemical 

Corporation to secure the Minister's support for the production of proponol, also known as 

metadioxin. Although the chemical is harmless, the BCC is concerned that the word "dioxin" would 

raise unwarranted fears among the uninformed public. Appleby convinces the Minister that there is 

absolutely nothing to worry about but as protests against the chemical contract begin to mount - 

and as 10 Downing Street has clearly indicated to the Minister that he is not to proceed - Minister 

Hacker must move quickly to ensure that an about to be released government report supports his 

new position. 

Episode 5: The Devil You Know; The Minister and Sir Humphrey debate the merits of U.K. 

membership in the European Community with Hacker definitely negative about interference from 

Brussels. He dislikes the constant steam of rules and regulations and sees European civil servants 

living a lavish lifestyle. Sir Humphrey on the other hand disagrees and suggests there are many 

benefits to U.K. participation. Their views take a considerable turn however when the rumors of a 

Cabinet shuffle also reveal that Hacker may be offered a senior position in Brussels. When Sir 

Humphrey learns who the new minister might be, he is definitely keen on Hacker remaining just 

where he is. 

Episode 6: The Quality of Life; The Minister has become concerned over the general quality of life 

and is not too keen to approve a six-story extension to new high-rise office building banker Sir 

Desmond Glazebrook is proposing. In fact, he has recently spoken out again the ever uglier skyline. 

Problems arise however when a city farm often visited by school children has its lease canceled. 

Perhaps Sir Desmond can help the Minister out by making available some vacant land that they have 

on hand? Not surprisingly, it's Sir Humphrey who has manipulated the entire situation to his 

advantage. 

Episode 7: A Question of Loyalty; The Minister and Sir Humphrey must appear before a Select 

Committee looking into government waste. Sir Humphrey suggests a number of ways the Minister 

can elude difficult questions but Hacker is blindsided by an MP who has in her possession the draft 

of a book by a former civil servant outlining huge waste in his Department. When Hacker is called to 

a meeting at 10 Downing St., he realizes there is only one solution, much to Sir Humphrey's dismay. 

 



Series 3 (7 Episodes) (1982-4) 
 

Episode 1: Equal Opportunities; With his wife's encouragement, Minister Hacker decides he should 

focus on accomplishing 1 or 2 significant achievements while in office. He decides the time has come 

to promote more women into the senior ranks of the civil service. Needless to say, Sir Humphrey 

very much wants to maintain the status quo and arranges for his fellow permanent secretaries to 

brief their own Ministers accordingly. Hacker nonetheless insists on promoting a woman in his own 

department, but things don't quite work out as planned. 

Episode 2: The Challenge; Following a re-alignment of responsibilities, Jim Hacker now finds himself 

the Minister responsible for local government authorities in addition to his existing duties. As one 

can expect, he wants to reform local government. Following the advice of Sir Arnold Robinson, the 

Cabinet Secretary, Sir Humphrey gets the Minister to focus on civil defense but even at that, he 

manages to get himself into trouble when interviewed on television. Sir Humphrey saves the day 

when he manages to convince the BBC to pull the interview. 

Episode 3: The Skeleton in the Cupboard; The Minister is once again locking horns with Sir 

Humphrey, this time over a local Council's inability, or refusals, to submit its statistical reports. The 

local Council government belongs to Hacker's party and he doesn't want to make waves but Sir 

Humphrey is insistent. The Minister gains the advantage when a Daily Mail reporter put him on to a 

story. The 30-year lease on a military base in Scotland is about to expire and the government will 

lose a fortune it has spent building it up. It would seem that some junior bureaucrat at the time 

made a grievous error in preparing the lease. Needless to say, the Minister makes full use of the 

information, especially when he learns the identity of the junior official from all those years ago. 

Episode 4: The Moral Dimension; While on an official visit to a Middle East sheikdom to finalize a 

major contract for a U.K. firm, the Minister manages to get himself into trouble on several fronts. 

Learning that the country is dry, he arranges for liquor to be available on the sly. When they are 

presented with an expensive 17th century antique bowl, Mrs. Hacker gets Bernard Woolley to get 

the object valued at less than £50 allowing her to keep the gift. When the Minister learns that bribes 

were likely paid to obtain the contract, he insists that there be a full public inquiry. A little reminder 

from Sir Humphrey sets things straight. 

Episode 5: The Bed of Nails; The Minister yet again finds himself in it when the Cabinet Secretary and 

the Prime Minister's senior advisor con him into taking responsibility for developing a national 

transportation policy. The whole thing has been tried before and with little success. Sir Humphrey is 

aghast that the Minister took this on without first discussing with him and at the first meeting of 

officials, the Minister also realizes that he has made a grievous error. Their first attempt to rid 

themselves of the commitment fails but their second attempt proves somewhat more successful. 

Episode 6: The Whisky Priest; The Minister finds himself in a bit of bind when an army officer tells 

him privately that British-made weapons are finding their way into the hands of Italian Red 

terrorists. Hacker is very keen to do something about this and despite Sir Humphrey's view that this 

is not their problem, decides to inform the Prime Minister. The PM's office doesn't want to hear 

about it but the Minister has now painted himself into a corner as the only member of the 



government who knows about this situation. Bernard Woolley's suggestion of using the "Rhodesia 

Solution" provides him with an out. 

Episode 7: The Middle-Class Rip-Off; When the Minister is approached by a group of local 

constituents seeking government funding for their nearly bankrupt local football club, he suggests 

that they sell the local museum to private interests and use the proceeds for their sports team. Sir 

Humphrey - a patron of the arts and an avid opera-goer - is aghast at the prospect of taking funds 

from the arts and transferring it to sports. He and his fellow permanent secretaries come up with an 

ideal solution - make Jim Hacker the Minister responsible for the arts. 

Episode 8: Party Games; Sir Humphrey Appleby receives his just reward when he's told by Sir Arnold 

Robinson that he is to be his successor as Cabinet Secretary. Jim Hacker has mixed feelings about the 

whole thing and while he appreciates all of the advice he's received from Sir Humphrey over the 

years, they have also had their fair share of disagreements. When the Prime Minister suddenly 

announces his resignation, Hacker decides to take a run at the party leadership. His primary 

campaign issue is new regulations from Brussels on the content of sausages which point to the 

demise of the British banger. 
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Yi Ge Dou Bu Neng Shao (Not One Less) (1999) 
 

In a remote mountain village, the teacher must leave for a month, 

and the mayor can find only a 13-year-old girl, Wei Minzhi, to 

substitute. The teacher leaves one stick of chalk for each day and 

promises her an extra 10 yuan if there's not one less student when 

he returns. Within days, poverty forces the class troublemaker, 

Zhang Huike, to leave for the city to work. Minzhi, possessed of a 

stubborn streak, determines to bring him back. She enlists the 26 

remaining pupils in earning money for her trip. She hitches to 

Jiangjiakou City and begins her search. The boy, meanwhile, is 

there, lost and begging for food. Minzhi's stubbornness may be 

Huike and the village school's salvation. There isn't much to this 

story, but I still liked it. The lead character, played by Wei Minzhi, 

is supposed to be playing a 13-year-old girl and was really 

interesting to watch, as were the young students and some of the 

other people in this film. Oddly, all these actors were amateurs, real-life students and people of 

varied professions. It's nicely filmed, too, despite the bleak background many times. I find the dialog 

of many Chinese films to be very pleasing. Yes, there is a lot of receptiveness, at least in the 

translations, but it's tolerable. There is very little profanity and plenty of good old-fashioned values 

and feelings of people, simply told. You don't find much of this is in modern-day movies of the 

Western World. The colors in here - the reds, yellows and oranges - are always a treat for the eyes 

and the Asian kids' faces are intriguing. This film is very different from anything Western audiences 

are used to, but I recommend it for those who realize that fact and are okay with it. 

Converted from VCD...Mandarin Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



You Lucky Dog (2010) 
 

Heart-warming Family Entertainment. This very entertaining and 

heart-warming Canadian television film, produced in 2009 and 

airing here as Family Gathering on the Hallmark Channel is a must 

see for the whole family. Top Billed Natasha Henstridge (giving 

her usual exceptional performance) plays Lisa Rayborn who 

returns home for mother's funeral, having spent the last 20 years 

in New York. She decides to stay in the country and help with the 

family farm, along the way adopting an unwanted dog which her 

father Clay takes an instant disliking to. Her brother Jim on the 

other hand is delighted to have a natural sheep herder in the 

family. Good music, great scenery and a fine cast including Harry 

Hamlin, Lawrence Dane and Anthony Lemke as Lisa's love interest 

make it all the more enjoyable. 
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Young And Innocent (Inocencia Y Juventud) (Giovane E Innocente) 

(Innocència I Joventut) (Jeune Et Innocent) (Jovem E Inocente) (Jung 

Und Unschuldig) (Nuori Ja Viaton) (På Farliga Vägar) (The Girl Was 

Young) (Ung Och Oskyldig) (Ung Og Uskyldig) (1937) 
 

A film actress is murdered by her estranged husband who is 

jealous of all her young boyfriends. The next day, writer Robert 

Tisdall (who happens to be one such boyfriend) discovers her body 

on the beach. He runs to call the police, however, two witnesses 

think that he is the escaping murderer. Robert is arrested, but 

owing to a mix up at the courthouse, he escapes and goes on the 

run with a police constable's daughter Erica, determined to prove 

his innocence. After a violent argument with her husband, a 

famous star is discovered by her ex-lover, Robert Tisdall, drowned 

on a beach. Police arrive and arrest Tisdall on the testimony of 

witnesses who saw him with the body. He is accused of the 

murder. As he is about to go on trial, he escapes from the 

courthouse with the help of Erica Burgoyne, the resourceful 

daughter of the police constable. At first, Erica doesn't really 

believe Tisdall is innocent, but she's so attracted to the young man, she continues to help him elude 

capture while searching for the real killer, risking her life and her father's reputation. Their only lead 

is provided by Old Will, a china mender, who can identify the murderer, a man with noticeably 

twitching eyes. Eight years after the famous movie actress, Christine Clay, thought she was rid of 

him, her husband shows up from nowhere. He's furious that she left him, outraged over her "silly 

Reno divorce" and indignant that she is now spending her time with "boys." That's his view of things, 

but she'll never get the chance to give her own side. The quarrel is barely over before her body 

washes up on the beach near her home. She didn't drown. She was strangled with the belt of a 

raincoat. The person who finds her is the "boy" she's supposedly seeing, Robert Tisdall, a young 

screenwriter, down on his luck. He runs to get help, and two young women see him. It looks as if he 

is escaping the scene of a crime. Soon, Tisdall is arrested for murder. But before the trial begins, he 

escapes, determined to find the real killer. Along the way he finds an unexpected ally in Erica 

Burgoyne, the police constable's daughter. A truly charming film from the Master of Suspense. Being 

a rather huge Hitch fan, I recently sought out some lesser known films from his early period. Of 

those I viewed ("Number 17," & "Murder!" among others) this one was my favorite--among the best 

of his Pre-Hollywood films. There is the usual mixture of humor and suspense, some nice camera 

work (including a wonderful precursor to the "key-in-hand" shot of "Notorious"), and most 

importantly, Nova Pilbeam. I'm not sure how this actress managed to play her scenes SO appealingly, 

and yet managed to have fallen SO completely off the acting radar. How many people today have 

her name rattling about their cerebral attic? Virtually none, I'd hazard, and yet she is terrific here--

worth the effort of finding the video for her performance alone. This film certainly is not in the same 

league as Hitch's best, but still is vastly superior to the average suspense film coming out of 

Hollywood today--or any other day, for that matter. 
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Young Bill Hickok (1940) 
 

Bill Hickok, assisted by Calamity Jane, is after a foreign agent and 

his guerrilla band who are trying to take over some western 

territory just as the Civil War is coming to a close. Bill Hickok in his 

early pre-gunslinger years as a freight-line agent protecting a gold 

shipment from villains out to steal gold and land out west while 

America is diverted by the Civil War back east. With the help of 

Calamity Jane and her horse-trader uncle, Hickok battles the bad 

guys while trying to win the love of his life, Louise, in a formulaic B 

western adventure with songs. In the beginning of his career, Roy 

Rogers actually played characters other than people named Roy 

Rogers. Here he's Wild Bill Hickok who foils a dastardly plot 

hatched by an unnamed foreign country to detach the west coast 

from the union by fomenting outlaw trouble during the Civil War. 

John Miljan is the villain here, performing in the best Snidely 

Whiplash tradition. He's only the west coast top guy, he does receive instructions from the east, Roy 

finds a letter addressed to Miljan signed by John Wilkes Booth. Amazing Miljan was able to keep a 

straight face through the whole procedure. Actually amazing that Roy kept a straight face too. Gabby 

Hayes is around to lend Roy a helping hand and actress Sally Payne as Calamity Jane is the best thing 

here. Her performance is remarkably similar to the one given by Doris Day in another 14 years. This 

film is not unusual in that it was in a tradition at the time with B Westerns to take famous names in 

history and create wholly fictional plots around them. That's a tradition I'm glad we've stopped. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 
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Young Dracula (2006-7) 
 

This is a really wild and wacky, OK its on kids TV but it is brill. I got 

around to watching it when I was ill but now I just have to record 

it each week. The cast is all really good from the kid (15-year-old 

Gerran Howell) actors to the adults, definitely including the 600-

year-old Count (who is pretty damn yummy). But the whole thing 

is just so great to watch; and its funny. Really nice 

characterisation by the actors all in all it's more or less perfect, 

apart from when they show it; Thursdays at 5pm. BBC is putting 

out some good stuff at the moment and some absolute dross but 

why the heck doesn't this sort of quality get some sort of push 

into the schedule or at least some mention have they ever heard 

of cult following? 

 

 

Series 1 (14 Episodes) (2006) 
 

Episode 01: When You're A Stranger; Count Dracula, is forced to move from Transylvania to a castle 

in England, with his children Vlad and Ingrid, and his servant, Renfield. Vlad has no wish to follow in 

his father's footsteps. On the other hand the Branagh family's youngest son, Robin Branagh is a 

passionate vampire fan. 

Episode 02: First Day of School; As Vlad persuades his dad to let him and Ingrid go to school, where 

they have to try extra hard to conceal their heritage. It is also the first day of school for the 

woodwork teacher, Eric Van Helsing, a rather useless slayer with an annoying obsession with killing 

vampires, and his son Jonathan. Mr. Van Helsing at first mistakes Robin for being a vampire because 

of the cape and being found with the Dracula coat of arms, but soon turns his attention to Vlad and 

his family after discovering they live in a castle. 

Episode 03: Mummy Returns; Ingrid, being tired of being ignored by her father, invites her and Vlad's 

mother, Magda, to come and stay for a while, but having previously run off with a werewolf called 

Patrick, the Count is not as pleased to see her. Vlad warns his father not to take her back. While 

Magda is staying with the Branaghs' she decides to marry the Count, so that if the Count 

mysteriously dies, she would get the castle. She invites Mr. Van Helsing to the castle to slay Count 

Dracula after the ceremony, but with the help of Robin and Chloe, Vlad exposes his mother's plans 

and she is kicked out of the castle again while Van Helsing fails to slay the Count. 

Episode 04: Slaytime TV; The Count becomes addicted to daytime TV, and decides that making a 

movie would be easy. Meanwhile, vampire-wannabe Robin convinces Dracula that he and Vlad must 

have been switched at birth. Ingrid fakes a diary of her mothers to prove the boys were switched at 

birth as an attempt to get rid of Vlad. 



Episode 05: Home Education; When Vlad and Robin are suspended from school due to Ingrid's 

attempt of originally planning to suspend herself, the Count tries to take on their education at home, 

but a hypnosis lesson goes astray. Vlad accidentally hypnotises the Count, but uses it to his 

advantage by making him forget he's a vampire. Meanwhile, Robin asks Vlad to hypnotise his own 

parents so they would believe they are actual vampires. 

Episode 06: Toothache; A toothache makes Vlad think that his fangs are starting to grow through. 

Meanwhile, Robin agrees to Ingrid's request to pretend to be her boyfriend. 

Episode 07: Parent's Night; It's Parent's Night at Stokely Grammar School, much to Robin and Vlad's 

dismay, especially when Van Helsing is looking forward to 'speaking' with Vlad's father. Meanwhile, a 

mummy with a vendetta against the Count escapes from Dracula's castle and heads for town, 

looking for him. 

Episode 08: 13th Birthday; Vlad's 13th birthday has arrived and while he is making plans for a 

'normal' party, his very strict and traditional grandparents turn up for an unexpected surprise. They 

insist that he undergoes a special ritual to gain his full vampire powers three years early. 

Episode 09: Living with the Branaghs; The Count is delighted when a cockroach epidemic forces the 

Branaugh family to temporarily move into the castle with him. 

Episode 10: Rugby; In his continuing efforts to be normal, Vlad wants to try out for the school rugby 

league team, but his father does not allow it. Meanwhile, Robin's parents also want him to join the 

team, but Robin seeks help from Chloe to help him get out of the trials. 

Episode 11: Father's Day; Vlad and Robin take their fathers camping for Father's Day, but the men 

have an argument that will seemingly end in a duel. 

Episode 12: Halloscream; On Halloween, the main activities of the Dracula and Van Helsing children 

turn out to be restraining their fathers. A curse is put on the Dracula family reducing them to mortal 

Breathers unless three screams are heard. Vlad does his best to keep his father from being scared, 

while Robin, afraid of losing his friend, tries to make the Count scream to lift the curse. 

Episode 13: The Blood Test; It is time for Vlad to undergo a test that all vampires must take - the 

blood test. Vlad wants to fail the test so he would almost pass as human, but the Count threatens he 

would not see his friends anymore if he failed. So Vlad seeks help from vampire-expert, Robin. 

Episode 14: The Hunt Ball; To find a new wife, the Count decides to host a vampire Hunt. 
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Series 2 (13 Episodes) (2007) 
 

Episode 01: Kidnapped; Now the Count knows there is a slayer in town, things are going to get much 

more interesting in Stokely. However, when both the Count and Van Helsing kidnap each other's 

children, things go unexpectedly awry. 



Episode 02: The Yanks are Coming; The Draculas are visited by the Count's brother Ivan from 

America, and his children Boris and Olga. The Count, remembering Ivan as a bloodthirsty, monstrous 

vampire from his youth, is shocked to find that life in America has turned his brother 'blood-free'. 

Ivan, who now wishes to be known as Harvey, attempts to convert the Count to the blood-free way 

of life, but fails miserably. Vlad, meanwhile, meets his cousin Boris, who is to go through the 

'transformation' in a couple of days time. Eventually, the Count agrees to go 'blood-free' if and only 

if his brother can convince Van Helsing to give up slaying. Ivan attempts this, but having always had a 

weak spot for slayer's blood, fails and reverts back to his old ways, much to the delight of The Count. 

Ingrid attempts to kill the count and her brother vlad. 

Episode 03: Mirror Mirror; With the day of his 'transformation' getting ever closer, Boris' 'blood-lust' 

and other vampiric traits are starting to show, and are making life increasingly difficult for those 

around him. Meanwhile, Vlad discovers the Dracula 'Blood Mirror' - an ancient Mirror that controls 

the power of the Dracula family. Breaking it will prevent Vlad from ever becoming a vampire, but will 

do the same to every member of his family. With his father being over 600 years in age, 

transforming him into a human is not recommended. 

Episode 04: Bad Reflection; On Boris's birthday, Vlad fails to help him escape from the Dracula castle, 

so the wimp is turned into a cool vampire. Only Vlad believes he's not evil, a ploy while Boris turns 

even Robin into his slave. Worse, Boris even over-demands the blood-mirror, to seize supreme 

power while his elders whither by fastened aging. 

Episode 05: Dad's Back; Talented but clumsy alchemy student Vlad discovers that Renfield's dad kept 

incomplete notes and these included a recipe for a cure against vampirism. So Vlad resurrects Senior 

from the only bone left after an attack from Zoltan's hell-hound friends pack. Alas the evil dad 

recognizes Vlad as his master, and has his son thrown out to take revenge on the Dracula family and 

steal the immortality the count always promised him. Robin can't bear unemployed Renfield cooking 

for his family. Jonathan warns dad, whose nearly 40, that Van Helsing slayers never reach that age - 

indeed Senior overpowers him as well as Zoltan. 

Episode 06: Baby Dracula; Vlad resents coffin sleep-practice and hates dad for devouring his teddy-

bear. The unfaithful ma Magda turns up, pregnant and claiming to have left werewolf Patrick for the 

Count. Now the baby proves a promising rival as heir, Vlad finally 'accepts the throne', but his 

parents intend to transfer even the name Vladimir. Even learning to throw fire won't make him 

favorite again, but he discovers the truth. 

Episode 07: Insomnia; Vlad tells only Robin he keeps dosing off into vampiric nightmares, even 

pursued by slayers. But it gets worse till he's rushed from school to hospital. Pa the count, an enemy 

in the dreams, hopes it means he's chosen, Ingrid that he'll die in dreamland and hence for real. 

Episode 08: Love Bites; On Valentine's day, the count makes Renfield mix his irresistible perfume, 

the Trap. Ingrid raffles her ball date, to ignore him after payment, but winner Will Clarke proves just 

the right sass for mutual attraction. Robin pretends to live in the castle to impress Delilah, but there 

Vlad is attracted enough to play dirty, on both rival and dad. Alas, a Trap spill crosses everything. 

Episode 09: Bodyswap; The city museum is exhibiting the Staff of Carpathia, which cures vampirism. 

Vlad wants it to use, the count to dispose of it, the Van Helsings come to protect it. The dads soon 



find out it works by making the vampire's life force move out - into Van Helsing's body, which is now 

under their rivaling control. Meanwhile the count's is 'uninhabited', to be protected by Robin or 

destroyed by Jonathan. Meanwhile Ingrid is alone with Zoltan and testing her growing powers. 

Episode 10: Sweet Sixteen; At Ingrid's 16th birthday, she can't wait for her transformation into a real 

vampire. However once her mirror reflection actually proves more evil, demanding she bites her 

lover Will, she's scared off and gets Vlad to help her escape. The invisible reflection follows sneakily. 

Back in the castle, mother rivals with the confused count, to the point of dueling. 

Episode 11: Eclipse; Vlad warned dad and Ingrid that fighting could attract the police. When PC 

Brown actually show up, it's to question the count about a missing man. Vlad and Robin give the 

father and castle a desperate modernizing make-up as part of an elaborate cover. Alas their story for 

the other Branaughs isn't perfectly coordinated. On the day of a total eclipse, Ingrid slips out for a 

vampire movie date. There she decides to come clean to lover Will. 

Episode 12: When Vampires Go Bad; After a long list of complaints, even from cousin Boris, Dracula 

is tried for consorting with rather and even slayers by the Grand High Vampire, at pain of death. Vlad 

and Robin try to save him, and discover a mystery slaying. The Van Helsings meanwhile must pass a 

status review, and the examining professor makes their slayer status dependent on a 'single blow' 

test: slay Dracula! 

Episode 13: The Chosen One; Now the Grand High Vampire is murdered, the count hosts the 

vampires magnates to attend his successor's magical choice and coronation. Vlad has an apparition 

by the late incumbent telling him he's one better: the chosen. Signs confirm this, as successive 

appointees are annihilated by putting on the crown. When the count is designated, Vlad is torn 

between saving his family or his non-vampire-ship, while Ingrid hopes to be their father's heir. 

Meanwhile the slayer guild got wind of it and has sent its crack killer, Kurt as the Van Helsings, who 

can't even cope with the local fanged family. 
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Young Sherlock Holmes (1985) 
 

Sherlock Holmes (19-year-old Nicholas Rowe) and Dr. Watson (15-

year-old Alan Cox) meet as boys in an English Boarding school. 

Holmes is known for his deductive ability even as a youth, 

amazing his classmates with his abilities. When they discover a 

plot to murder a series of British business men by an Egyptian 

cult, they move to stop it. Paired with the owlish, reticent young 

Watson, Sherlock Holmes embarks on the solution of a mystery 

that involves a hallucinatory and lethal drug, and a religious cult 

celebrating ancient Egyptian rites of mummification. They all 

enter and view, from a hiding place, an Ancient-Egyptian-themed 

cult, known as the Rame-Tep (also known as Rametep and 

Ramatep), performing a ceremony in which a young girl is 

hypnotized, wrapped in linen and killed with the pouring of 

boiling wax atop her body. The trio gets spotted, and are each hit 

by a thorn and experience their own horrific hallucinations in a graveyard, but eventually recover. 

Young Sherlock Holmes was one of the best movies I saw when I was a kid and it amazes me up to 

this day. London was pictured perfectly by Barry Levinson with the help of course of Stephen 

Goldblatt (the cinematographer). The spcial effect by ILM was brilliant and they were the milestone 

of the special effects of today. The music of Bruce Broughton is one of the best of the 80's. The 

acting is good for this kind of film, not bad but not brilliant either. The script written by Chris 

Colombus (director of Harry Potter Films) is very good and it keeps you guessing up until the end. 

Watch this movie and you won't be dissapointed. (Wait after the end credits roll to see one last 

scene.) 
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Young Soul Rebels (1991) 
 

Yey! I've found a film that I've seen and no-one has commented 

on! It's been that long since I've watched it, that I've forgotten all 

about it. All I can remember is that it was about some gay black 

guys and they run around for a bit... jeez... I think it was set in 

London. Oh dear, I always remember that it sucked, but I suspect 

that it may have not been that bad. It may have irritated me at the 

time with the gay angle tho. I'm certainly not homophobic, but 

things like this, such as, say, Queer as Folk, tend to get my back 

up, I guess it is my middle-class sensibilites being offended by 

'having my nose rubbed in it'. I much prefer the more sensitive 

approach such as 'In and Out' (Frank Oz dir), or Wilde (Stephen Fry 

starred), both of which I rate quite highly. 
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Your Friends & Neighbors (Amici & Vicini) (Amigos Y Vecinos) 

(Arkadaslar Ve Komsular) (Entre Amis & Voisins) (Friends And 

Neighbors) (Geotones Kai Erastes) (Seus Amigos, Seus Vizinhos) (Tus 

Amigos Y Vecinos) (Ystäviä Ja Naapureita) (1998) 
 

Theater instructor Jerry starts an affair with Mary, and that starts 

a chain of events that affect their respective partners Terri and 

Barry and other characters in the film, creating a web of 

relationships. There was one thing I liked about this movie. There's 

a scene where a character is looking at a piece of art work and an 

art gallery employee walks up. They make small talk, and the 

scene ends. This scene is repeated for virtually every major 

character in the movie. The dialogue is virtually the same, except 

that each conversation ends differently. It's quirky. Pretty smart 

stuff. It allows us to learn a little about each of these characters. 

Unfortunately, this is probably the only thing I liked about this 

movie. I couldn't quite figure out what it was about. A bunch of 

people in relationships (whether married or "single") pretty much 

end up sleeping with others. There's an affair behind a husband's 

back, a lesbian affair behind a boyfriend's back, a devious move by a slick individual near the end, 

some people will get jealous, others won't. It goes on and on. There are long talky scenes that never 

achieved the level of excitement I kept expecting. There are a couple of good laughs in this movie, 

but it's hardly a comedy. In fact, this was entirely too disorganized to really categorize. For every 

good scene (like the one where the guys trade stories about best sexual experiences), there are 

others which don't pay off. A scene where Patric goes to insult Stiller's girlfriend, for example. Why? 

Because he's macho? Because he's defending a friend? It just comes off as mean and unnecessary. 

Why does Stiller's girlfriend get mad when she finds out he's cheating? Isn't she cheating as well? 

What's the point? Why exactly do the husband and wife not get along? They barely talk to each 

other, but nobody knows why. It's never revealed. They break up too quickly. And what does the 

ending say? That a testosterone-driven, woman-hating, obnoxious son of a gun ends up with the girl 

everyone wants? Spare me. It pains me to give this a bad review, because "In The Company Of Men" 

(Labute's first movie) was superb. Hard-hitting, not easy to watch, but a good, solid film about 

manipulation. It's not so much about breaking a girl's heart as it is about getting someone to fall into 

the palm of your hand. The movie has a message, albeit not one we want to pass along. This movie 

goes from point A to point B and so on and so on until we are left with a movie that inspires few 

feelings and leaves the viewer feeling like they've wasted two hours of their life. 
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Yours, Mine And Ours (2005) 
 

Admiral Frank Beardsley returns to New London to run the Coast 

Guard Academy, his last stop before a probable promotion to 

head the Guard. A widower with eight children (15-year-old Dean 

Collins, 11-year-old Tyler Patrick Jones, Brecken Palmer, Bridger 

Palmer & 6-year-old Ty Panitz), he runs a loving but tight ship, 

with charts and salutes. The kids long for a permanent home. 

Helen North is a free spirit, a designer whose ten children (19-

year-old Drake Bell, 10-year-old Slade Pearce, 15-year-old Little JJ, 

Andrew Vo & 7-year-old Nicholas Roget-King) live in loving chaos, with occasional group hugs. Helen 

and Frank, high school sweethearts, reconnect at a reunion, and it's love at first re-sighting. They 

marry on the spot. Then the problems start as two sets of kids, the free spirits and the disciplined 

preppies, must live together. The warring factions agree to work together to end the marriage. We 

took a portable DVD player on a 4,000 mile trip. We limited the kids to one, maybe two movies a 

day. This movie was given to us by some people we made friends with in Idaho so our kids would 

"have something new to watch." I had never heard my kids complain about a movie before. They 

kept saying things like: "All the guy does is talk," "Nothing is happening, he is just talking," and so on. 

I thought maybe the DVD must have been stuck. They turned it off about 20 minutes into the movie. 

Then they argued who the one was who "picked" it because they took turns picking movies and both 

wanted to pick the next one. They were happy to just look out the window at the Nevada Desert for 

a while to unclutter their brains after watching this garbage. Not even worth $1.00 at a yard sale and 

certainly don't rent it. Maybe I should wonder if our new friends in Idaho are really our friends if 

they gave us this DVD to watch. Friends don't give friends "Yours, Mine and Ours" to watch, just as 

friends should not let friends drive drunk. Really. With 10-year-old Mateo Arias, 12-year-old Connor 

Matheus & 10-year-old Jordan Wright. 
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Youth In Revolt (2009) 
 

At 16-years-old, Nick Twisp (21-year-old Michael Cera) is wry 

about his teen funk: he lives in Oakland with his sex-addled 

mother; his father's child support is her meal ticket. While 

camping in Ukiah, Nick meets Sheeni: for him, it's love at first 

sight. Nick has to figure out how to get his father a job in Ukiah, 

then how to get sent to live with his father, then how to get close 

to Sheeni, whose religious parents may want her sent away from 

temptation to a boarding school. There's also Sheeni's all-

American boyfriend to contend with. Overwhelmed by the 

challenges, Nick's about to give up when he conjures an alter ego 

who whispers revolt into his ear. Nick is not altogether hapless, 

but can this end well? When you hear that Michael Cera will be 

playing yet another nerdy virginal dweeb, your first reaction is 

likely to include a couple of eyerolls and other dismissive motions. 

Here he plays an effete high schooler named Nick Twisp who thinks he's found the girl of his dreams 

during a lakefront vacation. Only to get the girl he needs to man up and become more dangerous, so 

he invents a subpersona named Francois, a dashing lad full of derring-do. This black comedy has 

plenty of laughs amid a wacky, absurdist atmosphere. Nick Twisp. Great name for a fictional 

character; terrible name for a real person, I would think. Nick is into Frank Sinatra, his computer, and 

classic prose; he lives with his trailer-trash mom (Jean Smart) and her ne'er-do-well current 

boyfriend (played with laid-back zeal by Zach Galifianakis). Nick is as stammery as any other Michael 

Cera character, and his approach to the fairer sex is, unsurprisingly, ineffective. Things look up when 

he meets neighbor Sheeni Saunders (Portia Doubleday, who is both enigmatic and ebullient as 

Sheeni), who's gorgeous and fun to be with. It's not long before Nick decides Sheeni's the one for 

him. But it's quickly revealed that Sheeni already has a boyfriend, a real manly man named Trent. 

How can anyone played by Michael Cera compete with a guy named Trent? Easy – by inventing an 

alter ego that gives voice to his rampaging id, a rogueish cad named Francois (because Sheeni loves 

French things). Francois allows Nick to do and say things that he'd never otherwise say. And that's 

when things really take off. The pleasure of this movie is twofold. First, Cera's delivery and the script 

by Gustin Nash go together like Forrest Gump and Jenny. The jokes are often laugh-out-loud quality, 

and it's at least partly due to Cera's sometimes-mumbled, frightened-rabbit replies. His funny lines 

are played straight, and somehow it works. Second, the absurd escalating situations in which Nick 

finds himself – as a result of his own actions, it should be noted – are funny the same way Mr. 

Creosote's predicament was funny in Monty Python's The Meaning of Life. The stuff Nick does at the 

behest of Francois to win Sheemi's heart are hilarious yet unlikely – and yet they ring true 

nonetheless. It also helps that Cera is supported by some damn funny actors: Galifianakis is a hoot in 

a somewhat dark role; Steve Buscemi plays Nick's dad with vulgar intensity (as if he were a 

domesticated version of Mr. Pink); Justin Long, of all people, is Sheeni's stoner older brother; M. 

Emmett Walsh (who's perhaps a tad too old to be the father of a teen) is Sheeni's dad; Mary Kay 

Place is the mom; Smart as Nick's mom; and Adhir Kalyan as a fellow student who helps Nick in his 

quest for Sheeni. Oh, and Fred Willard as a neighbor who likes to save illegal immigrants from the 

INS. I know the word "quirky" is overused for oddball comedies today, particularly those starring 



Michael Cera (who, if he plays another Nick, may as well dot his face with bloodied pieces of tissue 

paper), but this one outquirks most of them. Even with all the madness zooming around this film, at 

the heart of things is the love between a girl and a boy and the lengths either will go to protect that 

bond. This movie should appeal to those who like offbeat romances. 
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Youth On Parole (1937) 
 

Two strangers, a man and a woman, are framed for a jewel 

robbery and thrown in jail. After they get out, they join forces to 

track down the real thieves. I liked this little film. It was made by 

Republic Studios, but has the look and feel of a Warner Bros. B-

Film (that was shot mostly on A-Film sets). Marsh and Oliver get 

framed for a jewel robbery, do 18 months in prison, are released, 

fall in love, try to recover from the social damages that their time 

in prison have caused them and finally apprehend the real 

criminals all in about and hours running time. Having read the 

other comment about a song being cut out of the film for 

television sale, I realize now that the print of this film that I saw 

was indeed the TV print (but, the print was in marvelous 

condition). Marian Marsh is fun to watch, as usual. I've always 

liked her friendly manner and winning smile. Gordon Oliver does 

well as her boyfriend and Margaret Dumont is fine as their Irish landlady. Better than many of the B-

Films that were released by the major studios of that era. 
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Youth Without Youth (2007) 
 

1938, Romania: at 70, a professor of language and philosophy, 

Dominic Matei, contemplates suicide: the love of his life is dead, 

and he remains unable to complete his life's work on the origins of 

language. Then, he's struck by lightning. After a slow recovery, he 

grows younger. He must now avoid Nazis, who want to study and 

experiment on him. Some years later, he meets a young woman 

who has her own passage through a lightning storm. Not only 

does Dominic find love again, but her new abilities hold the key to 

his research. Is the sweetness of life finally at hand? This is 

definitely not everyone's cup of tea and has a pretty good chance 

of becoming a cult film. It explores major philosophic subjects 

from a dialectic angle, which might confuse pedestrians. In a 

nutshell: an elderly professor is challenged by his inability to 

complete his life's work. He is struck by lightning and gets the 

opportunity to observe life from a meta-human POV. He realizes that intellect, love, morals and 

reality in general are always ambiguous. IMO one must have some intellectual baggage, life 

experience and artistic curiosity in order to appreciate the profoundness of this film. Artistically, the 

film is very stylized and has a rather cold feel to it, something that might deter and alienate the 

viewer from actually empathizing with any of the characters. However, it's quite clever and stays 

with you after watching it. I would say that it felt to me a bit like a Darren Aronofsky film combined 

with Greenaway's Tulse Luper. 
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Yue Kuai Le, Yue Duo Luo (Hold You Tight) (1997) 
 

Not an easy story to follow, as it unfolds with a current/flashback 

story line throughout, and you aren't always aware of which 

medium you're in. Watching this film with someone was helpful 

(for me) in trying to piece together the story. Yet our combined 

version differs with the synopsis on the video box. A movie 

different from any HK movies I've viewed before. Action begins in 

a gay sauna...and I mean action. From there it mellows out, but 

the movie has a gay theme, so you're forewarned. The movie 

weaves between (1) pursuit of a widower? by a real estate 

salesman; (2) the husbands recollections of his wife; (3) the 

swimming trainers affair with the wife; and (4-5) which would give 

too much away. Thought the acting and story line were quite 

good. The movie certainly keeps you attempting to put the 

puzzling pieces together. Mentioned my interpretation differed 

from the box synopsis...probably just put more intrigue into the movie, but if you see this movie, 

remember where the swimming trainer was from and the lack of clarification as to how or when an 

affair started. 
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Z Mesta Cesta (Way Out) (2002) 
 

Czech film directed by Tomas Vorel. A Czech film, that is Czech, and doesn't try to be anything else. If 

you want to put the scope on the Czech countryside life, and witness the lives of some weird people, 

this movie would be classified as a perfect documentary for you. What I like about it is that it feels 

very Czech as it's supposed to, as someone has mentioned earlier on a comment here. But then 

again, you can see that it's the first professional work of a good amount of the cast, and 

unfortunately it's not hard to spot when you watch it. A young beautiful woman, and standing out 

against city life are good points to make a movie, but not enough to make it good. It has some 

artificial scenes that come out of the blue, and the poor acting of some characters hits the eye. 

Compared to the other Czech movies I've seen, this one's amateur and disappointing. The director 

has tried to put emphasis on the beauty of country life, but the beauty of Markéta catches the eye 

much more as the film goes on. All this reminded me of the Hungarian movies I used to watch on 

Istanbul film festival. You go, watch, and get something different but not wonderful, and say "Well at 

least we acquired some culture". That's it! You can put yourself as a character into the village life, 

but you don't say "Boy, now that's what I call a film!" after the last scene fades away. If you're 

looking for something VERY different, don't await the next second to see this one; but if you're 

looking for a masterpiece, stick to Pelisky or Dark Blue World. 
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Zamani Barayé Masti Asbha (A Time For Drunken Horses) (2000) 
 

After their father dies, a family of five are forced to survive on 

their own in a Kurdish village on the border of Iran and Iraq. 

Matters are made worse when 12-year-old Ayoub (Ayoub 

Ahmadi), the new head of the family, is told that his handicapped 

brother, Madi (Madi Ekhtiar-dini), needs an immediate operation 

in order to remain alive. This heartbreaking tale shows the lengths 

to which a family will go in order to survive in the harshest of 

conditions, where even the horses are fed liquor in order to work. 

"Time of Drunken Horses" is an uncompromising film about love 

and perseverance. It closely resembles the Iranian film, "Color of 

Paradise", and the Chinese "Not One Less" in its simplicity and its 

unrelenting message as well as using skilled child and adult actors 

in real-life settings. Filmmaker Bahman Ghobadi reminds us up 

front that we in the West don't understand the plight of the Kurdish refugees, numbering 20 million 

in Iran, Iraq, Syria, and Turkey. "Time of Drunken Horses" is both an important lesson as well as a 

powerful homage to the suffering Kurdish people. To its credit, the film does depict the suffering as 

sympathy but rather as heroic and noble. When children have to fight for work in the marketplace, 

usually carrying heavy contraband on their backs, or when they have to trudge through deep snow 

to return to their village, or when they sing childhood songs about how they are aging so fast, there 

is a surprising energy and enthusiasm. The film takes its viewpoint from three children - a teenage 

boy, Ayoub, placed in charge of a disintegrating family, his younger sister, Amaneh, and the crippled 

and sick brother, Madi. The father has died in a landmine accident and the step-mother is away 

leaving the children in the hands of an already burdened uncle with eight children of his own. Madi 

needs an operation to extend his life another 7 or 8 months; otherwise, he will died soon. The love 

extended to this midget child is remarkable from the brother and sisters (one even accepts marriage 

in exchange for obtaining the needed operation) to the kindly doctor who comes regularly to give 

injections. That is the one irony that this film plainly wants to get across. We are blest with modern 

medicine is at our fingertips and yet we can decide to withhold care if it appears to be futile. How, 

then, can we understand, in a society in which there is so little, the determination of one boy to 

extend the live of someone he truly loves when the odds are overwhelmingly against him. The final 

scene merely strengthens the powerful message of "Time of Drunken Horses" as the boy and his 

crippled brother valiantly march off in the snow to a future we know will not be pleasant. 
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Zappa (1983) 
 

Denmark, 1961. Bjørn (18-year-old Adam Tønsberg), a middle-

class boy in his early teens, wants to be accepted by Steen (18-

year-old Peter Reichhardt), a bullying peer of his with wealthy but 

freezingly cold parents. Bjørn's other good friend is Mulle (Morten 

Hoff), a cheerful and more childish working-class boy. All three 

seem friends at first, but gradually Steen starts pushing Mulle 

away while pulling the impressionable Bjørn with him towards 

more and more tragic violent behavior, fueled by frustration over 

his loveless home life. I recently viewed Zappa after watching 

Twist and Shout, they came packaged together on DVD. Both films 

are absolutely wonderful, great performances, visuals, stories. The 

three lead actors in Zappa are incredible, but it is the work of 

Morton Huff as Mulle that really packs an emotional wallop. I am a huge fan of coming of age films, 

and Scandinavia really turns out some gems. There's something in that snowy socially responsible 

region that American films can never duplicate without looking completely schmaltzy and 

emotionally heavy-handed. Something innocent, unassuming, unphony, completely unforced (am I 

being redundant?). There's a natural style and grace. I feel blessed that films like these exist and 

lucky to stumble upon them now and then. 
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Zathura: A Space Adventure (2005) 
 

Two young brothers are drawn into an intergalactic adventure 

when their house is magically hurtled through space because of 

the board game they are playing. Two quarrelsome brothers, 

Walter (13-year-old Josh Hutcherson) and Danny (8-year-old 

Jonah Bobo), are forced to spend time together when their father 

(Tim Robbins) leaves them at home to retrieve documents from 

work. Finding an old tin game called "Zathura" in the basement, 

the boys begin to play, quickly learning that this game is nothing 

like they've encountered before. Accidentally sending their home 

into outer space, freezing their older sister (Kristen Stewart), 

facing evil aliens (a giant lizard race called the Zorgons) and 

robots, and meeting a hungry astronaut (Dax Shepard) along the 

way, Walter and Danny frantically race to finish the game before 

their father returns home, or at least what's left of their home. 

With "Zathura," director Jon Favreau ("Elf") earns his title as king of family movies. I haven't seen a 

filmmaker in recent years take the care and muster the courage to give the younger set cinematic 

experiences that they deserve in quite the fashion Favreau has. This is amazing, considering Favreau 

kicked off his directorial career with the profoundly adult and hilariously obscene wannabe-mobster 

comedy, "Made." It's complicated to describe "Zathura," since the material is a semi-sequel-but-not-

really companion piece to the 1995 blockbuster "Jumanji." Both films were born in the mind of 

author Chris Van Allsburg ("The Polar Express"), and they share a devilish sense of adventure, yet the 

films couldn't be further apart in scope. The delightful "Jumanji" was a daylight thrill ride, utilizing 

state-of-the-art special effects (looking quaint these days) to richly achieve its jungle-themed chaos. 

"Zathura" is much smaller in ambition, taking place almost entirely in one house. It presents a 

massive challenge to Favreau and his production team to come up with resourceful ways to maintain 

the gaming suspense and whiplash pace of a film that almost never steps outside the front door. 

"Zathura" is aimed squarely at 10-year-old boys with its bevy of robots, lizard monsters, and heroic 

astronauts. It plays to the sensibilities and daydreams of the nose-picking crowd marvelously, and 

Favreau doesn't miss a beat exploring this material for all the gee-whiz moments. This "notsequel" 

sticks closely to the formula that made "Jumanji" such a hit: arrange the characters and the message 

arc early, and then let hell break loose. Opening with a living room meteor shower, "Zathura" takes 

off at breakneck speed, only decelerating when actor Dax Shepard (thankfully playing it straight for 

once) is introduced as the disoriented astronaut. Bringing in adults is typically the wet blanket for 

any kid film. Favreau never clouds the effortlessness of the picture, and his strict story ethic (keeping 

it simple) brings out a stronger sense of adventure from the material, instead of allowing the rusty 

wheels of labored family film formula to grind the film to a halt. "Elf" enjoyed resuscitating dead 

special effect techniques, and "Zathura" finds Favreau continuing to buck the trend by keeping the 

usage of CGI to a bare minimum. A tale set in the heavens, there's a million opportunities to blind 

the crowds with the latest in technological advances, yet Favreau opts to cool down on the 

computer work, and allow time for rubber suits and wires. Which isn't to say there's a lack of 

incredibly detailed outer space shots and assorted solar system mayhem, but in the crucial conflict 

moments, Favreau retreats to the real and delights in physical thrills instead of candied ones. 



"Zathura" also finds magic in its leads. Child actors Josh Hutcherson and Jonah Bobo create authentic 

chemistry as the two warring brothers forced to fight for their lives and home together. Favreau 

keeps the actors away from obligatory cuteness, and he pulls out some strong work. Playing 

incredibly physical parts, the boys rarely break character as they dodge debris and fight Zorgons, 

trading some good barbs along the way, courtesy of the screenplay by David Koepp and John Kamps 

(which also finds time for a hilarious "Thirteen" reference). "Zathura" has pure adventure, a heart 

that doesn't force itself, and visuals that will fuel the dreams of children everywhere for years to 

come. I hope that Jon Favreau doesn't find his family film years merely a necessary stepping stone to 

a larger directing career. If "Zathura" is any indication, he seems to be one of the only filmmakers 

around who understands that obnoxious and crude are not always mandatory elements in a 

children's film. 
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Zebra In The Kitchen (1965) 
 

A young boy (14-year-old Jay North) lets the animals out of their 

cages at the Zoo, to set them free, but the animals start taking 

over the town. Has some fleeting interest for cast trivia buffs: 

Robert Lowery looking rather handsome and Clark Gable-ish in his 

one scene as a big game hunter; Jon Lormer in his customary role 

as the judge; Percy Helton, Tris Coffin, Vince Barnett. Of course 

the film is actually designed to appeal mainly to those juveniles 

who love animal antics. Alas, for all its wealth of animalia, it's shot 

in an extremely pedestrian style. Not only is every jest and gag 

situation milked thoroughly dry, but the obvious plot is unraveled 

at the pace of a tortoise. In addition, Tors employs a relentlessly 

close-up after close-up, television method of shooting and even 

falls back on such jaded devices as speeded-up action. There's 

even a long storyboard introduction with the words of the hokey 

title song displayed for our edification. Unflatteringly 

photographed Martin Miller makes a rather wet hero. The girls don't impress either, while Andy 

Devine looks far too old even for a sinecure job as head keeper at the zoo. His fans, however, will be 

glad to find he has a major role, not a fleeting part or a cameo. Young Jay North registers mildly and 

occasionally even manages to surmount the impossible script. Production values are firmly on the el 

cheapo side. As well as a bit of stock footage, Tors even treats us to a generous excerpt of Oliver 

Hardy and Stan Laurel in their famous encounter with Lupe Velez in "Hollywood Party". This turns 

out to be the funniest scene in the whole movie! 
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Zimbabwe's Forgotten Children (2010) 
 

Shot entirely undercover over the course of nine months, a 

beautiful and moving documentary which tells the stories of three 

children growing up in today's Zimbabwe. 12-year-old Grace 

rummages through rubbish dumps in Harare to find bones to sell 

for school fees; 9-year-old Esther has to care for her baby sister 

and her mother who is dying of HIV/AIDS; and 13-year-old Obert 

pans for gold to make enough money to buy food for himself and 

his gran, while dreaming of somehow getting the education he 

craves. From BAFTA-winning director Jezza Neumann and BAFTA-

winning producer, Xoliswa Sithole, a powerful tale unfolds of the 

gaping chasm between what these children hope for and what 

their country can currently provide. 
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Zolar (2004) 
 

This movie is amazing; don't let anyone tell you different. The 

awful computer effects, very off plot, and wacky (cliché kid's 

show) characters make this movie one to laugh at. Definitely a hit 

for people who want a good laugh. For those who would like a 

well-done, well thought out plot, this is the worst movie in the 

entire world to see. It will unlikely even excite or even keep the 

attention of a 6 or 7-year-old. The main hit of this movie is for 

those who want a really weird, very dumb movie to watch. It is 

hilarious to laugh AT, not to laugh with. The characters are the 

normal kind: the leader who is daring and able to do most things, 

the computer genius who thinks up all the plans, a girl who is just 

wacky for fun, and the leader's younger sis who needs to prove to 

them that she is not a kid. The only exception is the main 

character, a blue alien who likes to put his "blue" on. 
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Zona Rosa (2005) 
 

Documentary about the strippers who work in the gay clubs in 

Mexico City's famous district, the Zona Rosa. Christian Miranda 

gives us a tour though his professional and personal life while 

working as a cage-dancer stripper at one of Mexico City's famous 

gay nightclubs. Along with Christian we meet other strippers, 

patrons of the clubs and the club mangers. The nightlife, the 

scene, the money and the consequences are all on display as we 

tour through the notorious reality that gives the Zona Rosa its 

name. Zona Rosa a salacious romp into the hot and hard world of 

gay for pay strippers. The film provides both an up close and 

personal insight into the real world of these drop dead beautiful 

studs and strippers. It provides a voyeuristic spectacle as well as a 

not so glamorous glimpse beneath the skin and into the private 

world of these gigolos. Zona Rosa provides an insight into the 

guys' relationship with their male and female clients. Whether these lover boys are bisexual, gay for 

pay, closet gay, or just cashing in on their youth and beauty, who knows, but its up to the viewer to 

decide from the interesting interviews. A nefarious roller coast ride into the kinky back stage and on 

stage dramas and real life issues of these modern day midnight cowboys. 
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Zoom (Zoom: Academy For Superheroes) (2006) 
 

Former superhero Jack is called back to work to transform an 

unlikely group of ragtag kids (14-year-old Spencer Breslin, 22-year-

old Kevin Zegers, Ashton Moio, 12-year-old Ridge Canipe & 17-

year-old Danny McCarthy) into superheroes at a private Academy. 

It is conceivable that a movie about four misfit young people 

turned superheros could have been made into an enjoyable family 

film, but someone made a serious wrong turn early in the film-

making process here. To make matters worse, rather than 

abandoning this sinking ship early on, or starting over at square 

one, the filmmakers appear to have blindly moved forward 

producing what can only be described as a disaster that will 

quickly find a home among the most poorly rated movies at IMDb 

and leave theaters quickly. The biggest question I have is why? 

Why was this movie made? Why was no one minding the store? 

Why was this screenplay ever permitted to see the light of day? I took my 5-year-old to the movie 

because the previews looked okay and we love movies. The fact that it took less than five minutes 

for him to get fidgety after the movie started was probably a good clue to what was ahead. He never 

did calm down and I'm not sure he paid attention to more than ten minutes of the whole movie. The 

script and sets are both beyond ridiculous and rarely make any sense at any time during the movie. 

Some of the acting is really over the top absurd, Rip Torn and Chevy Chase come to mind. With the 

exception of Courntey Cox, this film seems like it exists purely to provide a vehicle for over the hill 

actors to bring in a little up front income. However, since this movie will not turn a profit, it is the 

studio that will pay price in the end and I suppose they deserve it. There are a few moments in the 

first 15 minutes of the movie where you have a hope that something good will happen in the movie, 

but we quickly discover that the purposes behind bringing this group of kids together are entirely 

unsound and unexplainable and the rest of the movie has been constructed around random events 

placed in the film for no apparent reason other than to fill the obligatory 90 minutes minimum 

required for all non-animated movies. Besides all of the rest of what makes this movie rotten, the 

worst thing of all is that there never turns out to be any plausible reason to have brought these four 

kids together in the first place to make them superheros. By the time we arrived at the end of the 

movie, I cared so little about what happened to any of the characters, that I was just bouncing 

around in my seat, looking over at my wife and child and praying it would end any moment. There 

are real reasons that this movie is nearly universally hated by professional critics and movie-goers 

alike and that is that this movie is entirely unoriginal, incoherent and borders on being unwatchable. 
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Zorro: The Gay Blade (1981) 
 

When the new Spanish Governor begins to grind the peasants 

under his heel, Don Diego Vega becomes Zorro, the masked man 

in black with a sword who rights wrongs. Vega sprains his ankle 

and cannot figure out how to continue his campaign when his long 

lost twin brother (sent off to the British Navy to make a man of 

him, flamboyantly gay, and now known as Bunny Wigglesworth) 

appears. He agrees to take his brother's place but wishes to make 

some changes. His new suits are lemmon, plum, and scarlet, and 

Bunny insists on using a whip. This was hysterical. I only just saw it 

for the first time the other day. I never heard of it until a friend of 

mine spoke about it. It's slapstick comedy at it's best. You can't 

find comedies like this anymore. I think the name says it all about 

it's humorous nature. Picture Zorro shouting one-liners and then 

picture him being gay. It's worth the $1.99 it costs to rent it at 

Blockbuster. It goes all out with stereotypes as well. The crowd 

listening to Esteban speaking to them, all wearing sombreros. Esteban saying he is a man of the 

"Peeples". It's great for a Sunday afternoon viewing. 
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Zulu (1964) 
 

Two Lieutenants, Chard of Engineers and Bromhead find that their 

140 man contingent in Natal has been isolated by the destruction 

of the main British Army column and that 4,000 Zulu warriors will 

descend on them in hours. Each has a different military 

background in tactics and they are immediatly in conflict on how 

to prepare for the attack. Nearly a third of the men are in the 

infirmary, as the welsh company tries to somehow survive with no 

help in sight. Based on a true story. On the January 22nd 1879 the 

British Army suffered one of its worst defeats when Zulu forces 

massacred 1,500 of its troops at Isandlhwana. A short time after 

the main battle a Zulu force numbering in excess of 4000 warriors 

advanced on a British hospital and supply dump guarded by 139 

Welsh infantrymen. The film concentrates on this bloody 12 hour 

battle during which the British force, under their commander from 

the Royal Engineers who happened to be in the area building a 

bridge and happened to be senior to the infantry officer, won 11 Victoria Crosses. While taking some 

liberties with history the film follows reality fairly closely, including matching exactly the identities of 

the VC winners. I watched three videos the other night: Belly of the Beast, Kill Bill#1, and ZULU. Belly 

was better than most of Seagals efforts lately, Bill had a bigger budget but was pretty ordinary, and 

last, at about 2am, I watched ZULU. Sure I was tired, but I soon got my second wind. The others, 

while more graphically violent, numbed my senses, wereas ZULU stimulated them!!! Who cares that 

the deaths were stylized (little gore) and there were no four-letter words... While I can remember 

very little now about the first two, images dialog, music and camera from ZULU are still with me, 

days later. A sterling effort, you actually CARE about these people. This movie could not be produced 

today to this quality - even by the best in the world. A classic: five out of five. (loved the "colour 

seargant" character!!) 

Copy Of Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack  



Zurück Auf Los! (2000) 
 

After Sam, a penniless Afro-German singer, discovers he's HIV 

positive, he gets utterly drunk, spends a few miserable days, but 

promptly falls (back) in love. Amidst a crumbling former East 

Berlin (its bulidings, cars, people & culture), Sam develops a 

"family" for the new millenium, for the new generation of post-

drug cocktail AIDS victims. The fragile "family" he forms includes 

his on-again-off-again boyfriend Rainer, and his best friend Bastl 

with his latest fling, Mike. Like the old, schmaltzy East German 

songs which Sam is recording, the sweet innocence of the 

characters struggle to prevail, the misfortunes of the characters 

nothwithstanding. In a touching tale set in the intoxicating 

underground of contemporary East Berlin, Sam an Afro-German, 

lives in a crumbling, once-grand apartment. Here, time blissfully 

ceases to exist, news of a photo sold and an ex-lover dead are 

equal reasons to celebrate, and a trip to the seashore seems the natural solution to all of life's 

looming problems. Like the schmaltzy old East German love songs that Sam is recording for his new 

CD, Sam and his friends rise to the top in spite of various misfortunes, not the least of which is 

HIV/AIDS. Careers stagnate, savings evaporate, and tragedy strikes, but somehow their lives are still 

victorious. Americans have said at gay film festivals that this is the first AIDS musical since "Zero 

Patience." Such comments illustrate the challenge of understanding this complex drama poses to 

most audiences outside Europe. Away from the continent, few people probably know or care 

whether Berlin has been the capital of a united Germany for over a decade, or whether there was 

ever a wall, and so on. It's useless to expect these audiences to understand the issues and nuances in 

this film, even the upscale, well-educated (by American standards) film festival crowd I saw the film 

with. It's great that national cinemas are making films as specific to their cultures as Americans do. 

Even if this means limiting the box office. U.S. films assume audiences worldwide know American 

culture (generally true), while U.S. audiences know very little (if anything at all) about other cultures. 

So, though the opportunity to see a film like ZURUCK... is rare here, it is a banquet for us who are 

able to understand and savor it. This drama is best understood by the European & German gay or 

alternative lifestyle communities, also by intellectual "Ossies," and ideally by former East Berlin gay 

and HIV/AIDS activists. Having said that, if you fit the description above; or like two of the film's main 

character, you are a foreigner immersed in Berlin's recent and present position as Europe's edgiest 

capital city, this drama is a feast. The plot crams in many aspects of contemporary unorthodox 

Eastern Berlin (Prenzlauer Berg) life: East German nostalgia (its 70s & 80s music, attitude, 

architecture), the local gay/alternative scene, and Berlin's cabaret tradition. But the film focuses on 

the deeper issues of living with HIV/AIDS in the present post-antiviral cocktail era, rampant 

alcoholism among twenty and thirty something young adults, not to mention the fragile and 

transitory nature of friendships and relationships these days. The latter two are the themes I believe 

most audiences will identify with. The ensemble cast is outstanding, and the film has an unusual 

gritty realism. Unusual but important problems we are living with are addressed and well explored. 

This is a feature movie you are likely to see only at a gay film festival if you're outside Germany. But 

if the issues interest you, this film is not a bad way to spend 100 minutes. 



Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Short Film Collection 001 
 

Fireworks (1947) 
 

Anger's short film "Fireworks" depicts the brutal rape and torture 

of Anger himself. 'Fireworks' is a violent and disturbing manifesto, 

a short experimental dream-movie that throws in a couple of 

images that are real eye-openers, and enough homoerotic 

weirdness to keep those eyes open. What it 'means' of course is 

anyone's guess. Anger 'awakes' from troubled sleep, and wanders 

out to get a light for his cigarette, finding instead only torture at 

the hands of a bunch of muscle-bound sailors. The title refers, at 

least superficially, to a particularly jaw-dropping episode of sexual 

imagery, though as with much of what goes on in the film, there 

are probably any number of magical and sexual allusions that are 

tied in with it. Beyond a handful of frames that are burned into 

my memory, quite possibly until the end of time, I'm not sure 

what there is to take away from the film when you leave- possibly 

it has something to say about the all-consuming power of 

violence, but really that's just a shot in the dark. But of course one could argue that a handful of jaw-

dropping frames is enough to justify any film. The fingers- in- nostrils scene is a real wow. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Gotcha (1991) 
 

A short film from Australia about a practical joker named Marco 

(Daniel D'Amico), roughly 12-years-old. His older sister (Melissa 

Trovato) eventually gets fed up with his devious deeds, decides to 

get even, locks her brother outside the house while nothing but a 

towel covers his body. Can the lad get back inside before he finds 

himself in an embarrassing situation? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 



What Can I Do With A Male Nude? (1975) 
 

In 'What Can I Do With a Male Nude?', a male model's poses are 

accompanied by a photographer's narration exploring censorship, 

self expression and sexual desire. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 002 
 

101 Embarrassing Sexual Accidents (2004) 
 

Looks at various cases of people being badly injured or burned 

whilst attempting sex acts with various substances or implements, 

including vaccum cleaners and pipes, a hot melon, and concrete. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

Freunde (The Whiz Kids) (2001) 
 

Two 16-year-old boys, Marcos (17-year-old Marlon Kittel) and 

Johannes (18-year-old Martin Kiefer), spend their days racing, 

wrestling, hanging out, watching videos and playing hide-and-

seek at nights. A closeness develops between the two of them, 

which soon starts to become a calamity to their friendship. I am 

honestly impressed by this short film. It managed to balance a 

great direction and a brilliant performance by the two young 

actors. It describes a relationship between two "wild/whiz" kids. 

The feelings the film is talking about are not easy to be 

represented. If love is a natural instinct and we are all animals, I 

would say this film is about the original natural state every human 

being experiences during teen age. And not only then. Am I going 

too far? 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack...French Subtitles 

 

Killing The Spot (2001) 
 

Killing the spot is the second short movie in the series of movie reviews planned to appear at my 

blog. Just like El Balancín de Iván the film I choosed came from Spain. Killing the spot is based on the 

comic counterpart Fernando de Felipe, in the album "Utopia & Marketing". Its first scene have the 

typical gore horror feeling which prepares your senses to what you are about to see in the next 

minutes. Interview behind the prison bars and flashbacks are the methods of filming in the film. I did 

not like it – it was too dark for my taste – and the only reason for it to me mentioned at 

theskykid.com is that it illustrates how a unhealthy upbringing could affect the physiological 

development of a young person- to such extremes that a monster could be born. Pork cans. Dolls. 

http://www.theskykid.com/movies/el-balancin-de-ivan2002/


Bowling. And plastic. Everything is a nonsense, but at the same time are the elements linked to the 

mind of the killer, Bill. His psychiatrist, Dr. Basil tries to analyse these elements to understand the 

reasons that led to the killings. The film is available at youtube, but the scenes in it are shocking and 

not reccomendable for anyone younger than 12. That is why I decided not to embed the film in my 

blog - and if you are interested – consider yourself as warned and search for them. Of course any 

comments you may have on the short film or my take on it are welcomed. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 003 
 

Achilles (1996) 
 

In Claymation, we see the story of Achilles. He loves Patroclus; 

they carry that love with them when the Greeks seek revenge on 

Troy. After nine years of assault on the city, Achilles goes into a 

funk and withdraws from the battle when he decides that 

Agamemnon, the Greek king, has denied him his due spoils, a 

captured Trojan slave girl. In Achilles' absence, Patroclus leads the 

Greeks into battle, with tragic consequences. To avenge his loss 

and absolve his grief, Achilles faces Hector. I met Barry Purves at 

an animation festival in Poole, Dorset, England in 1999. He gave a 

terrific lecture and showed some of his best pieces of work including 'Achilles' which I consider to be 

his masterpiece in joint place with 'Gilbert & Sullivan - the very models'. 'Achilles' is just an 

astounding piece of animation which also works as a piece of drama, a love story and a prime 

example of a master working at his craft. The story centres on Achilles and his relationship with his 

lover, Petroclus, during the trojan war. The scenes are played out through montage as well as action 

sequences and tableaus, culminating in the untimely deaths of the two heroes. Never before has an 

historical homosexual relationship been so delicately portrayed without prejudice or judgement. 

Considering this is animation, that is a tremendous feat. Astonishing stuff! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Black Sheep Boy (1995) 
 

A narrator's voice tells stories, primarily about meeting or being 

with boys who are almost men. As he talks, we see various boys, 

usually isolated on a beach, in vacant cityscapes, in rooms or in 

bed. They take off their jackets, shirts, shoes, and trousers; they 

wear white Jockey briefs. These portraits are sometimes 

interrupted by two or three performers who move, speak, dance, 

and cavort, making sport of male interactions. The narrator's 

stories become erotically more explicit and more introspective: he 

discusses Meher Baba's view of the problem of sex; he admits to 

wanting full control over these youths to be freed from real 

relationships. Fantasies evaporate. But not much else to this 

pseudo-artistic claptrap. As if someone reading bad poetry on the 

soundtrack and lots of flashy cutting would make up for the fact 

this is simply a lot of pictures of pretty boys naked, in various 

states of dress, and sometimes masturbating, but always alone. The boys are very pretty to look at, 



but that does not make up for the fact that this is nothing more than an attempt to make artsy-fartsy 

soft-core gay porn flick. Perhaps if the director had used real people instead of gay models this 

would have been something different. Still, the pseudo-poetry and the actor reading it are pretty 

awful. The acting and dancing in the non-modeling scenes are equally pathetic. Decodings, with 

which it is paired on video, is a similar bit of nonsense without the pretty boys, just a lot of senseless, 

non-connected stock footage. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Dead Boys Club (2002) 
 

The Dead Boys Club is an elite group of sexually charged young film students obsessed with fantasy 

murder role playing. They make a short film depicting their homoerotic murders and enter it into an 

erotic horror film competition. To their surprise and delight, they win. Their prize includes a trip to 

Hollywood to be in a real horror movie directed by the famous erotic film maker, "Anton", and 

starring well known porn star actor Zander Cleed. However soon things turn deadly when the 

director's twisted obsession with sex and death is unleashed and he decides to really kill his young 

stars in order to make the most realistic slasher movie ever created. When the boys realize what is 

happening, they try to escape, but become trapped in the insane director's depraved personal 

dungeon where they are subjected to unspeakable torture and death. Will the Dead Boys Club 

escape? ... or will their homo-erotic death fantasies become reality? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Decodings (1988) 
 

Explores Confucius's observation that "The way out is via the door." Archival footage of people from 

the 1930s and 1940s mixes with odd stories told by a narrator's voice: the stories take us into the 

Mohave Desert, into the locker room of frolicking boys (with a pitch for the salubrious effects of 

goosing), and into storms with a man who drives with his dog into the center of whatever bad 

weather is within miles. What is understood? What is decoded? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 



Forsaken (1994) 
 

A boy is torn between love and religion. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...French Subtitles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Love And Deaf (2004) 
 

A talkative man finds Mr. Right in the men's room. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Mrs Craddock's Complaint (1997) 
 

An older woman complains about the excessive traffic in a public 

men's room across the street. Mrs. Craddock lives across the 

park's public toilets. What are all those men doing there? She 

decides to go and find out. Excellent short film with a twist or 

two. Simple story made great by a wonderful Mrs. Craddock and a 

nice Australian touch to the atmosphere. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 



Odd Sock (2000) 
 

Tender story about a mother and her teenage son whose 

relationship challenges conventional stereotypes. Eileen has 

something important to discuss with her teenage son, Stephen. 

But on the day she decides to talk to him, Stephen has his own 

surprise in store for her. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...French Subtitles 

 

 

Recruiting (2005) 
 

An unexpected proposal for a gay everyman. What is identity, and what is its price? What could be a 

very low-key pick-up scene soon morphs into a bazaar revelation and proposition. An absurd story 

that takes the standard right wing notion of the "homosexual agenda" and turns it on its head - but 

is not far from the truth. BobbyRoger Productions continues its unique and comic exploration of 

modern social themes with Recruiting. Along with a healthy dose of humor, Recruiting poses some 

intriguing questions about this moment in America: To what extent is gay culture being co-opted by 

straight culture? When does "out" become "in"? What is lost along the way? At a time when the 

mass culture is presented with the sexless, feel-good scenarios of Will & Grace and Queer Eye, 

Recruiting serves as a reminder that critical questions of identity and assimilation are still far from 

being resolved. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 004 
 

Sad To Be Gay (2005) 
 

Documentary following David Akinsanya as he attends a controversial treatment center in America 

that promises 'freedom from homosexuality through the power of Jesus Christ'. David has been 

living as a gay man for 20 years, but if he could take a pill to make him heterosexual he'd pop it 

without a second thought. He believes his homosexuality is learned behavior but will it be something 

he can unlearn? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Scorpio Rising (1964) 
 

An army of gay/nazi bikers make their engines roar and ride the 

way to pain/pleasure as sexual and sadistic symbols are intercut 

into the dazing chaos and rhythmic experiences of this 

underground film by cult director Anger. What is significant about 

this text is that Anger got many of the shots from the initiation 

rites of American biker gangs. As such, the butch ruggedness of 

these ostensibly "straight" men is conflated with the none-too-

subtle homoeroticism of their rites--which leads the viewer to 

question the rigid dichotomies of "straight" and "gay" that 

dominate North American social discourse. Also of significance is 

the extent to which, by appropriating "butch markers" such as 

leather and motorcycles, the homoeroticism undermines the 

stereotypicality of the "nelly" homosexual male. Not a terribly 

accessible text, but it becomes pregnant with significance for the 

viewer who does a little background reading first. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Stripped (2006) 
 

A humourous short film featuring a beautiful girl who strips and turns out not what you'd expect. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 



Sunday Morning (2001) 
 

In his dream home, Matthew brings his handsome boyfriend, Dominic, breakfast in bed. But the idyll 

is shattered by Dominic's increasingly monstrous and bizarre behaviour. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Mezzos (2003) 
 

Two West Hollywood hit men go the Soprano's one better. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Place Between Our Bodies (1975) 
 

This pre-AIDS short film offers an explicit exploration of gay male 

sexuality. Dealing with sexual love and sexual hunger this film 

shows how tenderness can enter into the male sexual act. Very 

much an experimental film this is a voice-over loosely linked with 

the "found" images that it accompanies. I had this on my list of 

films to see for a long time before realizing that it was one of the 

unimpressive shorts on the same tape as Black Sheep Boy and 

that I'd already seen it. For me, this was another of those films 

where the description of the film was more interesting than the 

film itself. That is not to say that this is bad. If you liked Black 

Sheep Boy, you will probably like this earlier piece but it is a 

cruder, somewhat less interesting "little brother" to the other 

piece. The even earlier piece Decodings is even less polished. The 

film maker seems to be making progress and I might well be 

interested in his next work. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 



Twilight Of The Gods (1995) 
 

Following a pitched battle, a Maori warrior finds a wounded 

European soldier and helps him back to health. How will this clash 

of cultures in a time of warfare turn out? I found this short film on 

a DVD called "The Best of Boys in Love," and it was the only really 

moving short film on the disc. Made in New Zealand, it's the story 

of a native hunter who nurses a wounded western soldier back to 

health, alone in a jungle. I don't know anything about New 

Zealand history or culture. But you don't have to in order to 

understand what's going on. The two characters don't share a 

language, culture, values, or loyalties, but they form a bond 

nevertheless. A really well-trimmed, simple story that doesn't 

sacrifice any depth. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 005 
 

Australian Story - Since Adam Was A Boy (Adam Sutton) (2006) 
 

The cowboy has long been romanticised as the ideal image of 

masculinity - a rough and rugged bushman who loves his beer as 

much as his woman. But for a young bloke living on the land it's a 

tough life if you don't fit the mould. Adam Sutton grew up in 

Cooranbong, NSW, the son of a Vietnam veteran. He had a 

turbulent time as a young man, spending six months in jail after a 

fatal road accident for which he was convicted of culpable driving 

under the influence of alcohol. Sutton went on to build a 

reputation as a skilled and respected rodeo rider, horse breaker, 

riding instructor and trick rider - culminating in a stint as a wrangler for the movie 'Ned Kelly', where 

he also helped the actors with horsemanship skills. It was here that he met Heath Ledger - and 

established a unique connection that would resonate later with the release of Ledger's recent movie 

'Brokeback Mountain'. Adam Sutton's story first came to public attention in a front-page story in the 

Sydney Morning Herald, which generated a surprisingly large reader response - and changed Adam 

Sutton's life in unexpected ways. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Chopped Off: The Man Who Lost His Penis (2006) 
 

In 1993 one short brutal act guaranteed John Wayne Bobbitt a 

notoriety that he can never shake off. His wife Lorena sliced off 

his manhood with a kitchen knife, drove off and discarded it in a 

field. What followed - one the biggest live TV trials of all time - 

turned the former marine into an unlikely celebrity. Twelve years 

on, after brief porn career, a job as a Las Vegas minister, a stint as 

a limo driver for a brothel and a spell in jail, film-maker Vicky 

Hamburger went to find out what happened to the man with the world's most famous penis. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Gay Decade (2004) 
 

The Sixties are remembered as the decade when homosexuality came out of the national closet - but 

what was life actually like for Britain's gay population? Using a combination of oral history and TV 

archive, this film paints a picture of life as a homosexual both before and after the Sexual Offences 



Act of 1967. Looking at the contrast between the relatively open lifestyle of gay bohemian London 

(as remembered by Wayne Sleep, the dancer, and Peter Schlesinger, David Hockney's then 

boyfriend) and the reality of life for gay men and women in slightly less glamorous circles, we hear 

from writer Paul Bailey, artist Maggi Hambling and writer Maureen Duffy (acclaimed as Britain's first 

public figure to come out as a lesbian). Presented by journalist Philip Hensher, the film will also chart 

the start of gay campaigning in both the U.K. and America, with personal testimony from Allan 

Horsfall, a Bolton-based colliery worker who set up the Campaign for Homosexual Equality, and 

Jeremiah Newton, a veteran of the 1969 Stonewall riots in New York. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 006 
 

Boys Grammar (2005) 
 

Bullying is taken to unimaginable extremes when a student is 

raped at an exclusive private boys school. The actions taken out 

by the bullies in the film were inspired by the real events that 

took place at a private boys school in Sydney. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cairo Calling (2005) 
 

Ahmed is in for the shock of his life when his mother calls from 

Cairo to announce her imminent visit to Montreal. He has to clean 

up his act to get ready for her arrival. He convinces his entourage 

to play along for the duration of her stay, telling them that the 

visit is a short one. But Mother has other plans... She is a woman 

on a mission and is ready to stay for as long as it takes for her to 

see it through. In fact, she has an open ticket! Ahmed's patience 

as well as his friends' will be severely tested as his mother tries to bring her old world values into 

their lives. But she too will get tested when she realizes the true meaning of the old saying: be 

careful what you wish for, it may just come true. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Cherish (1998) 
 

A club boy loses his love. A gay has lost his lover to a fatal illness and is trying to go on with his life. If 

only his preparations for a night of dancing weren't constantly reminding him of the one that he lost. 



Overall a great short. Well worth the few minutes that it takes to view. Not so much of a plotted 

story as a sketch. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Coffee Date (2001) 
 

Over the internet Todd arranges to meet a blind date named Kelly 

at a locale coffee house. When Kelly turns out to be another guy 

things do not turn out as either expected. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Cruise Control (2001) 
 

Josh has a problem picking up men in the clubs. He gets plenty of nibbles but they all seem to decide 

better of it. What could be the problem? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Invitation (2002) 
 

When the parents show up unexpectedly at a "mixed" birthday party Zoe and Shane are shocked. 

Can the party (and everything else) be saved? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 



My Straight Boyfriend (2002) 
 

Short film that explores the relationships between gay men and straight men. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Oranges (2004) 
 

Two boys are talking after a bicycle accident. The older is bragging 

about his experience with girls, but is that just a boast? This short 

Australian film depicts with warmth and without pretension the 

awkwardness of two teenagers starting to recognise and explore 

their homosexuality. It was refreshing to see two actors cast who 

were the right age for these roles and who showed no reluctance 

to share a kiss on screen. Many older actors/actresses of 

whatever sexuality could take a lesson from these two. The final 

image of the film which relates to the title and storyline has a 

beauty and simplicity that surprises and lingers. I saw this film as 

part of the Pink Filmdays in Amsterdam, and it received a very 

warm reception, compared to many other higher budget, 

overstylised and less sincere offerings. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Starcrossed (2005) 
 

Darren (25-year-old J.B. Ghuman Jr.) and Connor (21-year-old 

Marshall Allman) are two star-crossed lovers bound together by 

blood. Set in a suburban neighborhood, Star-crossed is an 

atmospheric story of two brothers who's relationship develops 

into something more than society could ever handle. Unable to 

deny their feelings for each other the two brothers try to hide 

their relationship from an unkind world but fail. The boys decide 

that a world that can't understand them is a world that's not for 

them. I just watched this short at the PlanetOut Movies. 

Starcrossed was a very sweet, sad, little movie about two 

brothers that are in love. There is some great, subtle acting from 

both the male leads. Often times movies with this subject matter 

seem to get too caught up in the controversy and shock value of 

the plot that they forget that there is an actual story. Luckily 



writer director James Burkhammer does not do this, and instead lets the story play out with honesty. 

The sequences of the two boys first falling in love are very sweet. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Cost Of Living (2005) 
 

A disparate group of dancers, preferring to express themselves 

through dance rather than speech, clash with each other and 

members of the local community. In an English seaside town a 

group of physical performers and dancers tire of their roles and 

the way they are viewed by "normal" people. Two of the group in 

particular (an angry Scottish man and a disabled man) feel 

frustrated with their lot and walk off their show and into town. 

The Scottish man is very aggressive and talkative which brings him 

into conflict with some of his colleagues who just prefer their 

actions to do their talking. I was interested by this film and 

wondering what it was going to do but I was quite disappointed 

when it didn't really go anywhere and instead turned out to be 

essentially filmed performance theatre. Not that I'm saying there 

is anything wrong with that, it is just that I had hoped for 

something more to justify the move from the stage to the screen. As it was though the film didn't 

have a plot to speak of but was rather a series of semi-dance routines with some dialogue scenes 

scattered in. To be fair to it, the film does used the camera well to produce shots that wouldn't work 

in front of a live theatre audience (by directing the viewer's gaze) and it does look pretty good but I 

just found it frustrating that it didn't seem to have much in the way of direction or meaning. Fans of 

dance will like it, although not all of it would be classed as dance, some of it is closer to performance 

art, which for me is not always easy to get into. The performers are certainly talented and there are 

no bad performances either in the dialogue or in the movement but I did feel that the material was 

lacking a point. Overall though it looks really good and has enough physical performance value to be 

worth seeing if that's your thing - just don't expect it to have a narrative or a strong point to make 

because I don't think it did. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Zen And The Art Of Landscaping (2001) 
 

Zen is cutting the grass of a local family when the mother of the 

house comes home. She entices him inside and begins to seduce 

him in order to be "surprised' by her husband in order to bring a 

fight to the surface. However they are surprised by her son, who 

Zen used to bully at school, and then her husband. As the fight 

over secrets starts, many secrets and infidelities are exposed for 

all. This short trades on a cool and quirky name that catches the 

eye. It then starts well with a story that you're not sure where it's 

going, but explains itself easily. After understanding why Jean is 

using Zen it then becomes more of a comedy as the unlikely 

secrets spin out of control. It may not be as good as the start 

suggests but it is still quite funny. The cast are good and do well 

even when the comedy gets tired and stretched. The director also 

works well and makes the most of the material. It's pretty 

enjoyable - for reasons that differ throughout the running time and, despite the joke running thin by 

the end, it's is actually pretty good. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 007 
 

Juste Un Peu De Réconfort (A Little Comfort) (2004) 
 

Arnaud (18-year-old Arthur Moncla) and Guillaume (Rémi 

Bresson) are in their last year of high school. Summer is 

approaching and like any teenager, they're thinking about 

cigarettes, alcohol and sex. But boys or girls? Future looks so 

blurry when you're a teenager! All you romantics out there can 

take your own little comfort in this great short feature. It's one 

that can make us all feel young again (oh, gosh, do we really want 

that?). Poor little Arnaud, he's a real sweetie. He pretty much 

knows, sexually, who he is and what he wants, but it's the desire 

for the who-he-wants that's giving him problems. And, 

unfortunately for his peace of mind, the "hotness" of that desire 

manifests itself...even during sleep (though Mom is very 

sympathetic at a time like that, does she actually realize the 

problem's cause...hmm, perhaps more than we know). Arnaud, of 

course, must make one of life's first common mistakes, one which so many of us make: choosing the 

wrong object of desire, the wrong person to fixate on. And, here, this reviewer's interpretation of 

Guillaume's role in Arnaud's life is at polar opposites from the opinion expressed by another 

viewer/writer on this site. In my eyes, G. is the epitome of the "mixed-up kid" (and, perhaps with 

good reason, considering his family/home situation). He's a tease, concerned primarily with his own 

gratification, and, in the end, is someone who can relate to our sweet little hero only if pretense is 

involved (the nature of that pretense you'll easily discover with your own eyes...er...uh...I mean, 

ears). In concluding this little reflection of mine on teen life (a life-period which often needs more 

than the title's little comfort), let me say we can only hope that the angel of a cyclist who appears at 

film's end is there to provide much more than just 'a little comfort' to our Arnaud. He deserves it. PS-

-Pulling us right into the scenes with him, Arthur Moncla does a great job with his character of 

Arnaud...especially considering he was only about 17 at the time (yeah, more like 17 going on 40). 
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La Petite Mort (1995) 
 

Family ties. Paul is an artist, his current project is to take photos 

of the faces of men during orgasm. He lives with Martial, his lover. 

His sister Camille, who's running the family business, takes Paul to 

the hospital to see their father, who is dying. Paul hasn't seen him 

in six years, and all his life has believed his father thinks he's ugly 

and perhaps not even his child. There's no deathbed 

reconciliation, but subsequent exchanges of Paul with Martial and 

with Camille bring opportunities for growth and change to this 

temperamental and self-pitying young man. Paul a young gay 

photographer is tormented by a photograph of himself as a baby. 

He believes he is incredibly ugly and rejected by his father. When 

his father is dying, he photographs him lying naked in his hospital 

bed. This is a form of revenge. After his father's death a box of 

family photographs is presented to Paul and he discovers the 

startling truth. The film depicts how tension and misunderstanding can arise within a family. Paul 

seeks solace in his relationship with his lover Martial who assists in his photographic activities. In his 

portrait gallery he has a series of photos of contorted faces of men at moment of orgasm. The title 

of this French film "La Petite Mort" translates as "Orgasm". The acting is good throughout, but for 

me the most moving scene follows the telephone call informing Paul of his father's death. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Mon Copain Rachid (My Pal Rachid) (1997) 
 

A 9-year-old boy (13-year-old Jonathan Reyes) is obsessed with 

the sizable penis of his older friend (Nordine Mezaache). In this 

award winning and funny exploration of youth, race, and sex, a 9-

year-old boy works through his obsession with an older boy. This 

short is amazing. In ten minutes it tells the story some films take 

90 boring minutes to do. It's fast, furious, funny and completely 

believable. Although I suppose it's hard to find on video or on 

television, if you have the chance, go get it. 
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Un Camion En Réparation (2004) 
 

A Summer romance holiday between student Eugène (21-year-old 

Pierre Moure) and gardener Pierre. 
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Une Robe D'été (A Summer Dress) (1996) 
 

It's summer. Sébastien loves the singer Sheila. Lucia loves boys. 

And all Frédéric wants, is to get a nice tan. Yet another film that 

tries to be edgy but only reinforces the whole "heterosexuality is 

more normal and desirable than being gay." I love the films that 

are "gay-themed" but seem to always have to include scenes of 

gay guys having sex with women. This seems to be a European 

thing, the whole "we are so much more liberated." Feh. The main 

character is not a particularly likable kid, his annoyance at the 

beginning with his friend's singing and dancing seems extremely 

out of proportion. Most guys would be very, very happy to have a 

man as gorgeous as Sebastien Charles dancing in front of them. 

But of course this is only so we can get him to go to the beach and 

have his little fling. The gay side of the film is stereotyped with 

shallowness and unhappiness. The straight fling results in a sappy 

score and Summer of '42 like musings. (And to those who find this film "romantic"...what's so 

romantic about running off and having sex with somebody you've just met? Does their being straight 

make it that much more romantic?) This is not a great short. It's backwards and somewhere along 

the self-loathing of Tennessee Williams. Throw it on the trash heap. 
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Une Rose Entre Nous (1994) 
 

An eccentric British woman picks up a young apprentice 

hairdresser on a wild night in Paris. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 008 
 

Aniel (1998) 
 

This film is a puzzling French short that focuses on what happens to a small group of factory workers 

after Aniel (Jean-Michel Portal), a foreign worker who can barely speak a word of French, is hired at 

the factory. Young and boyishly handsome, he affects everyone around him: women take an instant 

like to him and men resent him. The resentment felt by the men is fairly puzzling since Aniel is very 

reserved and is quiet almost to the point of being mute. Thus, he poses no threat or competition as 

far as women are concerned. Affected most of all by Aniel is Marc, a straight, macho, married man, 

who is mightily perturbed by the quiet, shy Aniel to the point that his life is turned upside down and 

thrown into chaos. At one point, I caught myself thinking that perhaps Aniel was an alien from outer 

space but I decided that he was probably human and that the strange goings on in the film were 

indicative of an inscrutable French sensibility or, less charitably, a result of poor writing or truncated 

character and plot development due to trying to fit in too much into a 23-minute film. 
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Embrasser Les Tigres (2004) 
 

In Grenoble's Gypsy community, a young kick-boxing champion 

learns about manhood from his gay elder brother. 
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Gelée Précoce (An Early Frost) (1999) 
 

A young girl's pet rabbit shows homosexual inclinations, and her parents take some very extreme 

measures. Meanwhile, in her own neighborhood, the girl observes similar inclinations in humans. 

EARLY FROST (the English title & literal translation) is simply the best short film I have ever seen: 



humorous, dramatic, gay, straight... Simply the best. At over 15 minutes length, the film has enough 

time to develop themes most full length features don't, through its ingenious insinuations. A fable, 

and uproarious black comedy, the film deals with homophobia and family disfunction through the 

relationship of a young girl and her pet rabbit. When the rabbit shows homosexual inclinations, the 

parents of the girls take very extreme measures which transform the girl's life. At the same time, the 

girl (and her parents) come in contact with the the family's up-to-then ignored gay neighbors in this 

upper middle-class Parisian suburb. The impacting life-long consequences of these developments 

are, in a word, unique. The "natural" similarity between the sexual orientation and other 

characteristics of humans and pet animals has never been so well explored, and focused. A 

milestone short-film; a true achievement. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Je Vois Déjà Le Titre (1999) 
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L'Abandon (1996) 
 

The guy after intimacy with his lover heard from him: "We had to use a condom, not sure that I was 

all right. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Les Résultats Du Bac (2001) 
 

Four friends have taken their final exams and waiting for their results... and their lives to begin. In 

the mean time Wein is worrying about his Asian heritage, Cedric is struggling to come to terms with 

being gay and Gaelle and Chloe are trying to forget about everything until the results are in. 
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Short Film Collection 009 
 

Les Rêves Homo (2000) 
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Ô Trouble (1999) 
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Oedipe - [N+1] (2003) 
 

Young man, Thomas Steiner, awakens to find that he has died under unknown circumstances but has 

been "saved" through cloning. His mother is there when he awakes to assure him that all is now well 

and welcome him to his new life. Thomas is not so sure. He seems to recall that he had a friend, 

Kazo, but his mother denies this. As we learn more about Thomas and his genetically enhanced life 

we begin to have doubts about the morality of what science might soon be able to do. If you get 

worried when you hear about treatment centers that claim to be able to 'cure' homosexuality then 

this film will give you nightmares. This was an interesting short and it's rare to see science fiction 

with a gay theme. Well worth the 27 minutes that it takes to see it. 
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Statross Le Magnifique (2006) 
 

This film is the first chapter of a trilogy about Statross Reichmann, 

an incarnation of the western world and all of its contradictions. 

Some stores in France and Belgium refused to sell the film due to 

the gay theme and three words printed large on the cover: sex, 

race, and death. Statross is a mixed-race baron who lives in a 

mansion haunted by the ghost of his father, a Nazi colonel. 

Statross is tormented by his identity and the past of his ancestors. 
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Thomas Trébuche (Tommy Trips) (1998) 
 

Glass keeps breaking every time Thomas gets too close to his 

favorite classmate, Quentin. If he comes out to him will more 

than glass be shattered? 
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Un Chant D'amour (A Song Of Love) (1950) 
 

Two prisoners in complete isolation, separated by the thick brick 

walls, and desperately in need of human contact, devise a most 

unusual kind of communication. UN CHANT d'AMOUR is a 

remarkable short: sordid, brutal, provocative; yet as poetic and 

lyrical as its title suggests. Although not as rich and beguiling as 

Fassbinder's QUERELLE, and despite its claustrophobic lack of 

humour, the film lacks the prolixity that often mars Genet's most 

famous literary works. Indeed, there are no words in this film at 

all, or music, or any kind of sound. Just complete silence. This is 

thematically vital: set in a prison, with inmates in solitary cells, the 

film explores the idea of the voice - who has the power to speak, 

and hence represent themselves, in our society. The film begins 

with the figure symbolic of this power in society - authority - in 

this case a police warden. Robbed of a voice, he is reduced to the 

role of a voyeur, becoming OUR representative. The complicity between authority and criminality is 

a favourite Genet theme. As the audience for this kind of film is predominantly middle-class, it is the 

warden who sees for us an underworld we would normally run a mile from. We see frustrated 

prisoners, trying to communicate: by passing flowers through barred windows; knocking on walls; 

through special code; or, in the film's most exquisite and arousing sequence, through a shared 

smoking between a hole in the wall. The film is a melodrama, literalising what Nicholas Ray made 

figurative - imprisonment and repression. The film, inevitably, honestly, ends as it began, with one 

crucial, perhaps hopeful, difference. Some men get relief from this intolerable situation through 

masturbation, others by mad erotic breakdancing. There are scenes which escape this hell into a 

kind of pastoral arcadia, where two men find happiness amidst sunny verdure. It is difficult to tell 

whether this sequence is a flashback, flashforward, or merely a dream (the whole thing could be the 

warden's fantasy), but it too eventually ends in brutality and death. All this is shown to us from the 

viewpoint of the warden. His gaze, though, is explicitly fetishised - he is made complicit in what he 

sees. This is literalised when his arousal becomes unbearable, and he begins whipping a prisoner. 

The phrase 'climax of the movie' begins to take on more than one meaning. The inmates themselves 

are subject to explicit fetishism - being reduced to a series of torsos, limbs, hands, members. 

Normally in cinema, this kind of spectacle is visited on beautiful women for the delectation of the 

male viewer. Here the male prisoners are treated to huge close-ups and soft lighting, like the 

greatest Hollywood starlet, a profoundly subversive gesture. Years before cultural studies, 

masculinity is systematically shown to a performance, a process of becoming. The film is bookended 

with childlike Cocteauesque credits on a blackboard, as if by laying squalor and sexuality so bare and 

unflinchingly, Genet hopes to return us to a kind of innocence, a new way of seeing. 
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Short Film Collection 010 
 

Ba'al Ba'al Lev (Gotta Have Heart) (1997) 
 

Young love blossoms amid the inhabitants of a small town in 

Israel in this gay fantasy. Guri want to relocate to Tel Aviv before 

he's "outed". Nohav want to win a local song contest and who can 

tell what stud Merito wants? Gotta Have Heart, or as it was 

originally named in Hebrew: 'A Husband with a Heart' (Ba'al Ba'al 

Lev), was originally produced for Channel 2 of the Israeli 

Television, as a stand-alone film in a series named: 'Short stories 

about Love'. This film immediately stood out among the many 

other excellent films in the series, both due to its gay theme, as 

well as its campy and fantasy-like style. The film relates to a 

classic Jewish musical: 'Kunilemel', telling the story of mixed 

identities of two identical twins, one an orthodox Jew and the 

other a secular. The two songs included in 'Ba'al Ba'al Lev' (as well 

as its title) are borrowed from 'Kunilemel': one dealing with the 

identity conflicts of its main character, the other with the 

marriage fantasies of its heroine, looking for 'a husband with a heart'. The use of music has always 

played an important role in Fox's movies. This is demonstrated in his first short movie, 'After', where 

the original score was composed by Yehuda Poliker, an out-of-the-closet gay, one of the most 

successful and admired musicians in Israel, and the theme song 'Wave, Carry Me' sang by the Israeli 

mega-star Hava Alberstein (in Hebrew: 'Sa'eni Gal', Gal being the first name of Fox's spouse, Gal 

Uchovsky, credited for writing / screenplay in Ba'al Ba'al Lev and Walk on Water). In later films (Yossi 

and Jagger, Walk on Water) Fox has been working with Ivri Lider, another out-of-the-closet gay, a 

very successful young Israeli musician. Watching this film several times by now, I still find it a rare 

gem. It is colourful, campy and fun to watch, and yet manages to entail intelligent notions. But most 

of all, it is highly touching, and like other Eytan Fox movies, this film leaves you with a tear in the 

corner of your eye. But unlike other Fox movies, in Ba'al Ba'al Lev this tear is accompanied by a huge 

smile that walks with you for several days after. 
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Bølgene (Waves) (1998) 
 

A relationship between two teenagers bordering between love 

and friendship. It is also a movie touching the fear of growing up, 

becoming adult, becoming alien to each other. It is made 

following the rules of Dogme95, but actually it breaks a lot of 

them. 
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Fremragende Timer (Precious Moments) (2003) 
 

True story of a 30 something man arrested for having sex with a 

young man (Tord Vandvik Haugen) under the age of consent 

(14?). The younger man (resident of a group home) made the 

initial contact and claimed to be old enough to consent. 
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How To Fight Against Homosexuality 
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Mivtzah YY (Operation YY) (2000) 
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The Last Blow Job (2001) 
 

"The Last Blow Job" is about two bomb technicians on site. While 

trying to disarm a bomb one of the two starts to talk about 

relations and we learn that the two were a couple. All in all you 

get 15 minutes of nice entertainment with an interesting twist in 

the end. The camera work and editing might be worth 

mentioning. While during the main part of the movie we only see 

2 actors and only hear their dialogue, the way the story is 

represented keeps showing new ways of presenting the story and 

the movie never gets boring. Not art, not anything you have never 

seen before but entertaining and -in a way- funny. 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 011 
 

Delirios De Amor (Deliriums Of Love) (1986) 
 

Series 1 (1 Episode) (1986) 

 

Episode3: "Delirios de amor" was a Spanish television series, and 

Antonio Banderas starred in one episode. It is astonishing to 

North Americans because Antonio's episode is primarily about sex 

-- gay sex -- and the plot and character development seem to be 

entirely secondary to the sex scenes, which are quite explicit. In 

this television show Antonio portrays a young gay police officer 

who is assigned to get information about a wealthy criminal so he 

can be charged with offenses. Antonio attends a party at the 

man's s house deliberately looking gorgeous in a black shirt and 

white jacket. Needless to say, the criminal soon spots him, 

seduces him, and the two become lovers. What's a young cop in 

love to do? He writes his report but agonizes about submitting it. 

Instead, he shows it to his lover and the two plan their escape not 

aware that the criminal's house has been bugged by the police 

who don't seem to trust their young colleague. Or is this their way of getting rid of a criminal and a 

corrupt (and gay) cop at the same time? As they seal their love with a kiss, police cars pull up to the 

house. This is a very steamy little television show. And it seems that the show is simply an excuse to 

show Antonio nude (full frontal), deep kissing a man, in bed having lusty sex with him, and wearing 

tight leather pants. 
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En Malas Compañías (Doors Cut Down) (Les Mauvaises Frequentations) 

(2000) 
 

A school boy (18-year-old Israel Rodríguez) hangs around a mall in 

order to pick up older men and have sex in the public toilets. 

When his English tutor teaches him anal sex he is opened up to 

new experiences despite being caught by his disapproving father. 

When he meets an 18-year-old he goes to the toilets only to be 

caught by security and charged. Despite his parent's disapproval 

he finds this makes him dedicated to one relationship but the 

sexual anonymity of the toilets is a constant lure for him. This 

short starts out interesting - the boy is an interesting character 

and at first you want to find out more about what makes him tick. 

However the story quite moves into several scenes of sweaty men 

having sex in a shopping mall toilets. These scenes are totally 

unnecessary and don't add value to the character. I thought that 

the story was going to be a message film, however this film 

portrays homosexuals as highly promiscuous, lacking morals and unable to commit to a relationship. 

In fact the film's conclusion is that the homosexual character, even when he is happily in a 

relationship, still likes to pick up men in toilets and have sex with them. I don't understand the point 

of the film - if I didn't know better I'd think I'd think the film was designed to reinforce gay 

stereotypes. The teenager is actually very good in the lead role, it's just a shame that it turns out 

that he hasn't got a character to speak of. This film starts well but quickly degenerates into slightly 

erotic gay cinema. The story that starts full of promise turns out to be hollow and full of insulting 

stereotypes about young gay men. 
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Lucky Blue (2007) 
 

Olle (Tobias Bengtsson), an introverted, well-mannered boy with 

an air of innocence and sincerity about him has been camping 

with his father at the same camping ground with several other 

people for years now. A sort of tradition that ends in a karaoke 

party. Then one summer, a family friend brings her reticent 'city 

boy' nephew, Kevin (Tom Lofterud), and his pet budgerigar. Olle 

accidentally releases the bird and what follows is a discovery of 

friendship and love between the guy who has grown up in a loving 

environment and simply accepts love for what it is and the guy 

who's apparently been burned too many times in his own circle to 

feel comfortable with it. 
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Summer Blues (2002) 
 

Mads and Kristian spend a summer weekend with their girlfriends 

at a summerhouse by the sea. When Mads and his girlfriend have 

a fight we find that Mads may love someone else more. 
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Short Film Collection 012 
 

Berioza (Birke) (Birch) (1995) 
 

Very rare documentary short about young russian cadets directed by Steve Kokker. Steve Kokker's 

first film is the troubling, but erotic, tale of the seduction of a straight Russian soldier. 

Russian Soundtrack...English Narration...English Subtitles 

 

How Gay Sex Changed The World (2007) 
 

Starting with the legalisation of gay sex in private for adults over 

21-years-old this film moves quickly through the history of male 

homosexuality in the U.K. Looking at the wider impact on society 

it covers the reduction of the age of consent, the first gay 

characters in sitcoms right through to the modern events of 

gaydar.com and civil partnerships. The title alone suggests that 

this is not going to be a gentle documentary that takes a softly-

softly approach to the increasing acceptance of male 

homosexuality - suffice to say that the content has no interest in pandering to those that still would 

be repulsed by two men kissing (which, lets be honest is still a huge amount of people). At times this 

is its downside because it does throw garish images onto the screen with abandon and perhaps has 

details that are too specific considering the breath of the topic it is trying to cover. It did suggest to 

me a certain amount of homophobe-baiting, understandable perhaps but it doesn't strengthen the 

film. Fortunately the rest of the film is quite strong even for the casual straight viewer such as 

myself. The contributors are perhaps not the tightest or more exclusive group but they are well used 

and edited to be concise and meaningful while still being personal. The odd contributor proves 

themselves the exception to the rule but mostly it is all good. Like any potted history of any subject, 

the film struggles to have a lot of debate or detail and it is fair to suggest that this is a weakness of 

the documentary - that it rattles forward covering ground without perhaps having a lot of food for 

thought, but it is hard to criticise it for this because this is also a strength. Overall then, an 

interesting potted history across the last forty years of male homosexuality in the U.K. Superficial 

perhaps but engaging for what it is and sat well as part of Channel 4's "40 Years Out" season of films 

(that provided the detail and debate that this lacked). 
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Invocation Of My Demon Brother (1969) 
 

Experimental short, featuring strobe-like homoerotic imagery 

with several shots of the Rolling Stones in performance and an 

original synthesizer score by Mick Jagger. A very strange film. The 

sound track - done on a Moog synthesizer - is repetitious and 

droning, which adds to the atmosphere, though can be annoying 

if you're not "into it". It's creepy. There really isn't a lot to say - 

only watch this film if you understand what you're getting into. By 

far more creepy and off-putting than most modern Hollywood 

horror films, in part because the film style gives it a more 

immediate presence. The cinematography isn't polished, the 

sound and setting aren't polished, but that's half of what makes it 

work so well. 
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The Red Front (2007) 
 

Nazi Germany, 1933. The introverted WERNER STEIN, son of a prominent underground Communist 

leader, has no aspirations to follow in his father's footsteps. But when he and his father are arrested 

by the Nazis, an SS Officer forces Werner to make an unspeakable choice. Shattered, Werner is 

recruited by his father's underground organization, THE RED FRONT, to exact revenge. But revenge is 

never simple, and again Werner is forced to make a final, deadly choice. 
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The Visitor (2002) 
 

Michael is avoiding phone calls regarding his dear friend and 

former lover Chris who is dying back in America. While trying to 

write, he is disturbed by the noisy surfers next door as they get 

ready for a weekend away of surf. C.K., one of the surfers, 

remains behind to surf the local beach. At the beach cafe for 

lunch with his old friend Angus, Michael again avoids discussing 

Chris back in America. Angus catches Michael watching C.K. on 

the beach and teases him but Michael denies any interest in the 

surfer. Left on his own, Michael watches C.K. catch a series of 

waves. After a big wave and a wipe out, C.K. disappears in the 

surf. Michael looses site of C.K. until he sees him on the beach 

taking off his wetsuit before he heads back home. Michael 

remains on the beach then makes his way home. Once inside his 

house, Michael sees C.K. walking towards him on his way to the 

living room where he makes himself at home. Michael does not know why the surfer is in his house 

but before the night is over he will discover more about himself than he may have been ready for. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  
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Bad Boys' Ball (1995) 
 

The story of a performance by 4 American gays at The Fridge in 

London in November, 1993. 
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Crayfish (1999) 
 

A horny and virile fish delivery man gets more than he bargained for when he delivers a crayfish to 

the wrong address. A cheeky comedy about sex and seafood. 
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Hitchcocked (2006) 
 

Al and Fred hook up for a little casual fun that soon turns ugly, 

revealing some fateful truths about Internet-dating, love and 

death. I totally enjoyed the wonderfully wicked short film 

"Hitchcocked", by director David M. Young. This film is a 

wonderful tribute to the master. The director and actors take you 

on a seemingly harmless casual-encounter roller-coaster ride and 

make you sweat it out until the bitter end. The story 

development, with excellent Hitchcockian touches, keeps you at 

the edge of your seat until you completely fall off...your seat!! I'd 

love to see more work from talented director David M. Young and 

his superb actors Yuval David and David Grant Beck. Don't miss 

this film, and remember that shaving will never be the same, 

straight or not...trust me!!! 
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Howard Stern's 1st Annual Small Penis Contest (2006) 
 

Trainwreck alert! Once you push play you won't be able to stop the video. These are not people who 

have had accidents. These are all real weenies. Sad but true. Vienna Sausages make these suckers 

jealous. 
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Where We Began (2006) 
 

Two lovers torn apart by addiction confront each other one more 

time at the spot where they met. Very quiet but interesting short. 

It's about two gay men (Tim played by Marshall McClean and 

Christian played by Matt Pittenger) who were once lovers. 

Christian slowly became hooked on crystal meth. Tim couldn't 

handle it and Christian left...but Christian keeps hounding Tim for 

money and Tim doesn't know how to handle it. Quiet short but 

well-acted by the two men and well directed. It turns out the two 

actors are friends in real life and that helps the emotions between 

the two. It's part of a bigger screenplay which I never read. If this 

is an indication of the rest of the play I'd love to see it done for 

the big screen. Quiet and moving. 
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Short Film Collection 014 
 

In The Gloaming (1997) 
 

Danny, dying of Aids, returns home for his last months. Always 

close to his mother, they share moments of openness that tend to 

shut out Danny's father and his sister. I watched this movie not 

too long ago, simply because I am a big fan of Glenn Close. 

However, I was throughly surprised at the depth of sadness 

portrayed in the film, and the closeness between Janet and her 

son Danny. I was touched when Janet sung "Oh Danny Boy", I 

thought it was a very good addition to the film. This movie brings 

up very important topics: death, and love for your family no 

matter what. I would definately recommend a person to watch 

this. 
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Night Swimming (2005) 
 

Once two boys cross a line, there's no going back. 
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Prom Fight: The Marc Hall Story (2002) 
 

A young gay man fights to bring his boyfriend to the prom. After the local catholic school board 

denies him permission he must pursue his rights in the Ontario Courts system. Hi All, I caught this 

documentary by chance the other night on the ABC's Compass program. I was surprised that I hadn't 

heard of the story before, as I would've thought that I would have noticed had there been previous 

mention in the Australian media. I was surprised further when I went on to IMDb and found out that 

a feature film had been made (granted with very limited release). I liked the insights shown in the 

film, particularly the honesty shown by J.P. when describing how, while he supported Marc, that the 

pressure being put upon their relationship was too much. It was also really interesting to see how 

Marc never lost sight of his original motivation: "I just want to take my boyfriend to the Prom!". I 

was amazed that the school board didn't back down earlier, if only to avoid the bad publicity. I hope 

that this documentary gets more coverage and the feature film (despite the reports of it's quality) 

are further released. Hopefully stories like these can show more young people that their sexuality 

should be accepted by society. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Dark Side Of Porn (2006) 
 

Series 2 (2006) 

 

Episode 2: Me And My Slaves. Rick is a sado-masochist 'slave 

master'. After becoming a Christian, Rick has decided to give up 

his old life and find a new life away from S&M. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Vanilla (2004) 
 

A young gay photographer finds the body of a serial killer and 

starts having dreams in which the mans victims return. 'VANILLA' 

is anything but vanilla, if the term refers to the dichotomies 

between vanilla and kinky in the usual sense. A young lad Jeff 

(Ryan A. Allen) is a highschool photographer who happens upon 

the kneeling suicide victim body of a beefy serial killer in the Bay 

Area. Questioned by the police and his father, he becomes 

obsessed with the string of murders linked to sexual encounters 

with young men, and his curiosity contributes to an art project as 

well as his own drive to experience how the murders took place. 

Just how far his curiosity leads him is the fairly dramatic 

conclusion to this short film. The acting is pretty 'basic' cum weak, 

and the acting out of the trysts is heavy, but Graham does use his story as a romance with the 

camera: the film is appropriately shot in both black and white and color with the uses of each more 

important than they first appear. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 015 
 

Shame No More (1999) 
 

In true 1950's educational film style we watch as high school boy 

Johnny (Stephen Palgon) wrestles with a terrible secret. Johnny is 

a closeted-heterosexual. What will his dads do when they 

discover he's only pretending to be like everyone else. I just saw 

this short film on IFC and I thought it was fantastic. It made me 

laugh, but it also brought up some very true and interesting 

points. It is a must see for the queer community! If you liked "But 

I'm a Cheerleader" you'll probably like this short just as much. It is 

also a good resource to use for LGBT organizations. The director 

did a wonderful job of pointing out the ridiculousness of some of 

the things done in the past in main-stream culture. Filmed as a 

1950's public service announcement, the satire of the film really 

comes through to the viewer. Watch this film and prepare to 

laugh but also be aware of what the LGBT community has had to 

endure. Enjoy! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Perfect Penis (2006) 
 

A look at how the quest for the ideal penis has driven some men 

to have surgery. 
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The World's Biggest Penis (2006) 
 

No doubt about it, society celebrates the big penis. Seen as a sign 

of adequacy, virility and manliness, those lucky enough to be well 

endowed are heralded by both sexes and all sexualities. As 

women have always maintained, and men have always thought, 

size matters, but not in the way that most of us imagine. 

Sometimes having a Big Johnson is a bigger problem than you'd 

guess. Meet the men, including the man claiming to have the 

World's biggest penis, who reveal there is a bittersweet side to 

nature's gift, and who lift the veil on a taboo subject and to show 

the reality of what it's like to have what all men dream of. Head 

shot. The man's name is Jonah Falcon. There's no denying that 

Jonah is blessed with a beautiful name. But - sweet shitting crikey 

- it's his behemoth phallus that grabs the plaudits. A farmer apparently told him he was "built like a 

mule." Welcome to The World's Biggest Penis, shown last night on Channel Four. Fact fans will be 

interested to note that your average penis is six inches long when, ahem, full of blood. Jonah's is 13-

and-a-half inches. Nearly double. It's no joke to imagine being clubbed to death by it. There are 

smaller salmon. Obviously, a man with a massive thing like that isn't going to be shy about it (who 

wouldn't be?), and when it is unleashed on camera, well, it's enough to scare a police horse. 

Probably make it quite jealous too. It's so long that Jonah can wrap it around his hand a couple of 

times. This just isn't right. He could do back-stroke and - no doubt - there would be a few Cock Ness 

Monster gags flying about. You see, Jonah has the World's Biggest Penis. Sure enough, he's made his 

money from it (although not in skin flicks) and subsequently, craves the attention that it has 

obviously brought from both men and women alike. Jonah is not alone. The World's Biggest Penis 

cuts to Dan. Dan lives in Los Angeles. The narrator tells us he's an "intelligent man, but would like to 

remain anonymous." Dan pipes up with "women, like, uh, see it, like, uh, like a superhuman type of, 

uh, superpower, like uh, yeah, a super type thing." Now think on. This kid is intelligent. Dan spends 

his time on an Internet forum - the 'Large Penis Support Group' - to share his problems with other 

women, and hopefully meet women who call themselves 'size queens'. We can now assume that any 

women who took an interest in this article have now disappeared and logged on to the support 

group website. Sure they've gone, but they'll be back. Doubled up in agony. During The World's 

Biggest Penis one man, obviously with an incredible wang, referred to relations with his partner as "a 

brutal and strenuous act of affection." The lady in question nodded in agreement, and told a tale or 

two about the logistics of her and her partners bedroom habits. Having one up the bum-bum in the 

shower et cetera. One thing that is obvious from The World's Biggest Penis is the affect that having a 

big'un tends to overshadow your personality. That it isn't really the blessing that you'd think. Going 

back to Jonah, he seemed like a nice enough guy. Self-analysing, and self-deprecating. However, 

without his phallus, he doesn't get a second look. So, he's taken to (occasionally) wearing tight gold 

lame trousers to show off his alien appendage. One thing you've learnt is that having a gigantic old 

chap doesn't buy you taste. As ever, The World's Biggest Penis was one of those broadcasts that was 

frequented by the odd expert or social commentator - namely some seldom heard-of writer. These 

talking heads pop up and deliver profound insights into the staggeringly obvious, like: "It would 

appear that having a large penis is not good at times". Thanks for that. Next we met Steed. Steed, 



other than being yet another person blessed with a superb name, is from California. Steed and his 

bruised banana - a bloody great big bruised banana - is well known on the gay scene in the west 

coast. Steed told us that his member actively affected his choice of sexuality. Men are better 

equipped to deal with one of these monstrosities than women. Women get hurt. The back door 

presumably has miles of intestines to work with. All said, Steed is a reasonably sombre character 

who spends his time "fulfilling other people's destiny" on various websites. Rig up the web-cam, 

show off your wares and make someone very very happy. This obviously is not satisfying for Steed. 

Satisfaction seems to be a thing he lacks, and when talking about his sex life, he approaches it from a 

mathematical angle. Understandable considering. By the time we got to Omar from Nottingham, the 

novelty was wearing a little thin. What does prick up your ears, though, is the news that his phallus 

was being given a dubious honour. It will be immortalised. By taking a cast of it, a company will 

fashion a sex toy from it. Again, Omar seemed like a pretty stand up fella when he spoke of the 

problems he's faced and how a cock like his can pose problems. Maybe it is difficult to imagine these 

guys as nice chaps when your machismo immediately assumes they'll be natural born show-offs. 

Omar was certainly not. He was under no illusion why he had gone from being a bit part in The Bill 

and Only Fools And Horses to being a very well paid actor in adult films. Much like the dick on show 

here, The World's Biggest Penis goes on for far too long. In fact, the viewer probably ended up 

feeling like an unsuspecting lady. In pain and a bit bored. Like the viewer, the novelty seemed to 

have worn thin with the owners of these men of silly girth and length. They are men who are 

constantly trying to redefine themselves. It is obviously difficult in the ample sundial shadow of your 

all walking, talking penis. So the only thing left? Get it out and smile. As stated before, who 

wouldn't? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Tongues Untied (1990) 
 

Marlon Riggs, with assistance from other gay Black men, 

especially poet Essex Hemphill, celebrates Black men loving Black 

men as a revolutionary act. The film intercuts footage of Hemphill 

reciting his poetry, Riggs telling the story of his growing up, 

scenes of men in social intercourse and dance, and various comic 

riffs, including a visit to the "Institute of Snapthology," where men 

take lessons in how to snap their fingers: the sling snap, the point 

snap, the diva snap. The film closes with obituaries for victims of 

AIDS and archival footage of the civil rights movement placed 

next to footage of Black men marching in a gay pride parade. 

Tongues Untied is a documentary that explores the responses to 

racial and sexual discrimination of homosexual black men living in 

New York City. The film utilizes interviews, historical footage, 

reenactments, poetry, and the depiction of the practice of 

"snapthology," better known as the "vogue," a manner in which black gay men communicate, and as 

Riggs says, a way in which black gay men secure their identity, to produce a documentary that is 



both dramatic and comedic. The film begins in black and white silence, depicting historical footage 

of the American civil rights movement of the 1960s, but soon the film dissolves to sound-rich and 

colorful images of demonstrations by black homosexual demonstrations of the 1990s, as well as the 

struggles of the organization GMAD, Gay Men of African Descent. The technique of inter-cutting the 

two sets of footage works well to establish the theme of the black homosexual, who is persecuted in 

many cases for being both black and homosexual. Also, the use of sound in the latter batch of 

footage -- the black homosexual demonstrations -- constructs the idea that thirty years after the civil 

rights demonstrations, voices are being acknowledged more widely in the fight for equality. The 

comparisons between racial issues and sexuality issues are well delineated through Riggs' use of 

intercutting. When the film first aired on PBS, Riggs was attacked for creating such a controversial 

film. The material within the film is not racy, and does not feature excessive profanity, violence or 

nudity; but featuring black homosexual social issues on a network such as PBS offended many close-

minded viewers who were unaccustomed to this sort of material. Riggs expertly interpolates the 

themes of snapthology and clubbing nightlife into his story of the hardships endured by his 

homosexual black subjects to counteract the semi-graphic content of the film, if any even arguably 

exists. Riggs utilizes slow-motion in several scenes of Tongues Untied. He uses it in several 

establishment shots, including those of the civil rights marches to add to the dramatics. He also uses 

slow-motion in a scene that boasts footage supposedly from (as an inter-title suggests): "The 

Institute of Snapthology," a fictional and humorous "school" that teaches its students the point of 

"snapping" and "vogue-ing." In one memorable scene, Riggs captures a sole drag queen, miserable 

and lonely, smoking a cigarette with a souful tune playing in the background;"...But no one to love 

me, loverman, where can you be?" Riggs does not exploit, glorify or makes excuses for his subjects. 

Riggs' film essentially asks the viewer which comes first: labeling oneself as black, or homosexual? 

He ends the film on a very striking note. The narrator declares, "I listen for my own quiet implosion." 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 016 
 

Gay Hollywood: The Last Taboo (2007) 
 

This documentary looks at the challenges facing gay artists in 

Hollywood past and present. Hollywood in the 1920s was the 

most homosexual friendly place to be; most of the behind-the-

camera staff were homosexuals. However, for those in front of 

the camera there was no tolerance from the movie-going public. 

Any homosexual who wanted to maintain a career had to remain 

in a well-locked closet. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

Sissy Frenchfry (2005) 
 

The annual student body president election at the wildly eclectic 

and diverse West Beach High School pits the quirky, much-

beloved incumbent Sissy Frenchfry against a handsome, 

charismatic and socially intolerant transfer student with a devious 

plan to restore the status quo. I saw this last night on LOGO, and I 

have to say that it was terrific, like a lost episode of "Square 

Pegs," or something. The short film tells the story of the splendid 

Sissy Frenchfry, a sorta Ferris Bueller for our times (winningly 

played by the charming Steven Mayhew, a possible Mormon, 

methinks), and how an interloper tries to take over his turf at 

West Beach High. The interloper, a hunky jock with the alarming 

name of Bodey McDodey, does his best (which is, happily, not 

good enough to defeat Sissy) to take over the school, but good 

prevails! A really wonderful film. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 



Undressed (1999) 
 

Series 1 (1 Episode) (1999) 

 

Episode 24: He Ain't Gay, He's My Brother; Andy's brother, Brick 

will be in town, and Brick's friend Ned, tag a long, because they 

are both in the navy and decides to visit. Andy panics, and he puts 

away everything that seems gay. Joel is skeptical about this, and 

he figures out that Andy didn't came out of his family. Brick seems 

to be a real ladies man, and asks a lot of quesions on the girl he's 

been talking about to his parents. Andy tells him a weird story, 

and well, it's time for bed. Brick is surprise that Andy's friend Joel 

is sleeping over too. Andy then explains that he is just letting him 

crash here; Andy and Joel goes to bed, and Andy asks Joel if they 

could play straight roles. Joel isn't to happy about it, and Andy 

tries to kiss him, but Joel says as he played into his straight role, 

"I'm not into guys remember?" 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Wisecrack (2005) 
 

Series 1 (1 Episode) (2005) 

 

Episode 3: Miss Coco Peru; Gay stand up comedians perform at 

West Hollywood's most popular gay bar, The Abbey. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 017 
 

Guys Gone Wild: Spring Break (2004) 
 

Just when you thought it was safe to go back to the beach, Guys 

Gone Wild does Spring Break like you've never seen before! Our 

cameras traveled the world in search of the perfect Spring Break. 

We found the wildest parties, the hottest nightlife, and the 

sexiest young guys out there. Just wait until you see what we 

videotaped, and brought back for you. From the sandy beaches of 

Mexico, to the hot sun of Texas, this all-new video is the sexiest, 

funniest, and "biggest" Guys Gone Wild yet! Whether these hunks 

are getting soaking wet on the beach, or showing it ALL off in their 

hotel rooms, guys on Spring Break don't get any hotter, wilder, or 

just plain funny than this. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

Ninth Street Chronicles (2006) 
 

It is summer in the 1980s, and 10-year-old Sara's whole world is 

her front yard and the park at the end of the street. With her 

parents consumed in domestic battles, Sara experiences life 

uncensored. She glimpses sex, both gorgeous and awful, and 

broken hearts, one of them, her own. When Sara's idea of fun 

gets her forbidden from everyone her own age, Sara finds her way 

into the lives of two older boys; boys who, like Sara, are ill-fitting 

neighborhood legends. African revolutionaries, wall-unit redemption, and haircuts by 

children...fantastic. Wonderful self-contained short debut from the wacky imagination of Megan 

Martin. Battling platoons of adolescents battling with the strife and friction of everyday life cast 

sideways through the canted lens of a removed but relevant saskatoon experience. Deft handling of 

what is a cleverly invoked rumination on the whats and hows of encountering sexuality in a 

mundane - and for that, reason, socially and political - context. One of the smartest shorts this side 

of the moon, with tight technical insight and an edited rhythm that leaves any audience taken with 

the seemingly petty but entirely monumental machinations of memorialized youth culture and the 

little idiosyncratic instances we all lived and, importantly, collectively recall and remember. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 018 
 

Combat (2006) 
 

I saw this "film" recently at the Athens International Film Festival. 

Ordinarily I wouldn't mind its tediousness, blurriness, pompous 

post-dogma style of cheapness mixed with half baked structuralist 

psychological ravings but... But it has received the prestigious 

Teddy film award at the Berlin Film Festival and I wonder; What 

exactly did they have in mind when they gave it to a non-film? 

what is so poetic or deep about shaken images looking like they 

were taken with a mobile phone video camera? Should we all go 

out and make our own mobile videos? I have a great idea about 

the Blair witch returning to haunt and spank art video directors. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

 

Les Corps Ouverts (1998) 
 

Rémi (Yasmine Belmadi) is a 18-year-old North African boy living 

in Paris. He tries to take care of his sick father in between school, 

a job and a girlfriend. A casting session for a film not only opens 

up new possibilities but also introduces him into the world of gay 

sex. He starts looking for himself on the streets, at a dance rave 

and in a gay sauna. Les Corps Ouverts is a so-called poetic film 

that shows the frictions between lifestyles (gay/straight), 

identities (immigrant/French) and cultures 

(conservative/modern). Remi struggles to achieve something and 

become himself but the road turns out to be a confrontation. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 019 
 

I Am Not What You Want (2001) 
 

Rick was kicked out of his home because of his homosexuality, 

and takes refuge in the home of his friend Mark. Living under the 

same roof, these youths realize they have more in common than 

they thought. But will it lead to heartwarming or heartbreak? The 

movie is harmony, no matter you are straight or gay, as long as 

you follow your way, follow your feeling, you would find your 

future. On the other side, it also reflects the conflict between the 

society and the majority people. But even the gay's attitude 

seems not be accepted by most of the people, there are still some 

people, like Micky (friends), Rocky's grandmother (Relatives) will 

accept and support Rocky to choose his own way. Plz don't forget, everyone has their own dreams, 

to be a musician, staying together with his lover...etc. As long as we don't give up our dream easily, 

there is still some day we could make it come true. 

Converted from DivX...Cantonese Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Jung. Sorglos. HIV-Positiv (Young. Carelessly. HIV Positive) (2007) 
 

Christian is 19-years-old, for two years HIVpositiv. He otherwise 

always watched out, but in that evening he confessed under 

drugs. Together with its friend Anne tried Christian out much at 

that time. Anne and he slept with two men. Anne even suspected 

that at least some HIVpositiv could be. But the desire was evenly 

stronger than the fear. It had more luck than Christian: It was not 

infected. The relationship of the two went briefly to it into the breaks. Christian has still no 

symptoms. Is he well to time. "I hope naturally that still for a long time", says he, "however I white, 

in such a way remains what everything to still come can." Sometimes it has fright pictures before 

eyes: Critically ill and alone on the intensive care unit. But its physician makes courage for it: With a 

healthy life-style Christian can live with the help of the new medicines still for a long time. Also 

Manuela was 17, when she was infected - with her friend of many years. He never said it that he is 

positive. After a serious angina the virus in Manuelas blood was discovered. Afterwards it remained 

still for a long time with its friend. Today she cannot understand the no more: "I do not know, how I 

could away-put all so loosely. Although I know that there are people, which more badly are. Am I 

well. I can make everything, what other people also make." Sascha cannot look any longer so 

unbekümmert into the future. The memo thirties is infected already longer. Also he was for a long 

time well. But it suffers now from a HIVbedingten Lymphdrüsenkrebs. Sascha reached the stage with 

the fright name: AIDS. Nevertheless also Sascha must not completely live without hope. Because for 



the 90's the new medicines hold the virus better ever in chess. Can they do not heal AIDS however. 

Still die in Germany annually around 700 humans at the consequences of the virus illness. And 

recently the number of the newinfected rises. Remarkably: many of them are young - as young as 

Christian and Manuela. Robert Kliem (45) is AIDS Worker of the first hour. It saw many humans at 

this virus dying. Today he is leading social worker with at home in the Kiez, a large living care project 

for HIV positives in Berlin. Also Manuela, Christian and Sascha belong to its clients. We accompanied 

Kliem and the infected ones one while with the camera. In a time, in which AIDS became treatable. 

But not yet welfarable. 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack 

 

The Police Box (2006) 
 

A girl writes love letters to a policeman and puts them in a police 

box on his beat. One day a jealous boy sees her tampering with 

the box and decides to play a trick on the two. 

Converted from DivX...Cantonese Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Short Film Collection 020 
 

Down The River (2004) 
 

Being obsessed by his long lost love, a young male gay searches 

for the truth of his love life by taking his boyfriend to the seventh 

tier of Pachang Cascade. 

Converted from DivX...Thai Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lanterns (2005) 
 

An old traditional Chinese man discovers a shocking truth about his son. 

Converted from DivX...Chinese Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Level C Karaiku No Houteishiki (Equation Of Ecstasy) (1995) 
 

Mizuki is a popular male fashion model with a promising future. 

When the mysterious Haruno sees him, she wants to make him 

the centerpiece for her company's latest promotion. To lure 

Mizuki in, she calls on the talents of her twin brother Kazuomi. He 

is quick to seduce the young supermodel, but things soon escalate 

beyond business as usual. As Kazuomi's feelings run away with 

him, it looks like true love for him and Mizuki. 

Converted from DivX...Japanese Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

 



The Ball Game (1997) 
 

Hiroyuki OKI. 

Converted from DivX...Japanese Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 021 
 

Desire (1999) 
 

A somewhat unhappy man and wife are touring New York's Prospect Park, when they encounter a 

pair of sailors on shore leave. The wife and one sailor give in to their desire and tarry a bit. Later, 

after they all get back together, the wife realizes she is not the only one with unsatisfied desires. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...Spanish Subtitles 

 

Gay Parade San Francisco 1974 (1974) 
 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

How To Enlarge Your Penis (1985) 
 

Starring Scott Taylor, purely erotic and sexually entertaining 10" Hung. Scott Taylor demonstrates to 

his friend how to use the vacuum pump. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Absolution Of Anthony (1997) 
 

A 16-year-old gay boy lives with his Catholic grandfather in the 

Bronx. Struggling to harness his emerging sexuality, a Hispanic 

teenager (Joe Quintero) makes anonymous phone calls to various 

guys around town, but meets his match after pulling a similar 

stunt on the local priest (Victor Garber). Dean Slotar's low budget 

short is a coming of age tale, in which a closeted teenage boy 

living with his Catholic grandfather (Carlos Rafart) expresses his 

newfound sexuality by making obscene phone calls to 

uncomprehending 'victims'. It's difficult to sympathize with such 

dubious behavior, made worse by Slotar's insistence on staging 

these scenes in tight close-up while Quintero's fractured breathing 

dominates the soundtrack. Thankfully, the movie ends with Our 

Hero emerging from his shell after a sympathetic priest (Garber, in 

a small but touching cameo) brings the boy to his senses. The 

movie isn't especially memorable or revelatory, but Quintero is persuasive as the conflicted 

teenager, and production values are professional throughout. With 20-year-old Diego López. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Matthew Shepard Story (2002) 
 

In 1998, a young gay man by the name of Matthew Shepard was 

robbed, viciously beaten and left tied to a fence to die. Although 

he was soon found by the police and hospitalized, he soon 

expired. This film recounts the events after the conviction of the 

two men responsible for this hate motivated murder. Matthew's 

parents, though satisfied by the conviction, are finding the 

sentencing phase of the trial more difficult. The parents initially 

want to request the death penalty for their son's murderers, but 

the mother, Judy, starts to reconsider. As they struggle with their 

decision, they decide to reexamine the life of their son and 

rediscover his personality, his struggle to accept his homosexual 

sexual orientation as a natural part of his being and above all, his 

generous humanity to others. All of this leads the parents to 

appeal to the court the way their son would have wanted, not out 

of vengeance but to represent best of what their son was and the tragedy of his loss. I found this to 

be a very touching and moving movie with wonderful performances by all, however, I felt it would 

have been much better without all the grainy and artistic camera shots, and that the movie would 

have been more effective if told from the beginning to the end rather than jumping forward, back, 

forward, and showing so many flashbacks. It was beautiful and brave to show the kiss between 



Matthew and his friend, but they could have explored that relationship a bit more so that we could 

feel a little more like we knew something of Matthew's life. Overall, I think it was a very sad and 

scary tale of what hate and discrimination and prejudice can do to everyone when they get out of 

control. I seriously hope everyone will learn from the tragic tale of Matthew Sheppard's life and this 

movie. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Yellow Fever (1998) 
 

Monty a gay chinese guy living in London makes it a habit to date 

only white boys. When his handsome asian neighbor invites him 

over for dinner, Monty has to decide if he's an anglophile or 

simply prejudiced. This film is about a man of Chinese descent 

who usually loves Caucasians, falling in love with another man 

who is also of Chinese descent. This film is fun and hilarious. It has 

got party scenes and drag scenes to lighten the film up, and it also 

has serious moments such as identity introspection. I really like 

the scene where the girl meditates with Monty, it really is 

hilarious. I think this film also promotes positive attitudes and 

esteem in gay men of Chinese descent. "What's wrong with the 

Chinese?", the film asks. The colonial brainwashing really did make 

a lot of people feel inferior and made them lose their identity. This 

film serves as a note to be self affirmative in the gay Chinese community in London, just like the 

other film Raymond Yeung directed, "Cut Sleeve Boys". 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...Chinese Subtitles  



Short Film Collection 022 
 

Bugcrush (2006) 
 

Ben, a small-town high school loner and introverted gay teen, is 

fascinated by the mysterious and dangerously seductive new kid 

in town, Grant. One night, Grant and his friends take Ben to a 

remote house in the country to introduce him to their bizarre 

erotic rituals. Directed by Carter Smith - 37 minutes - Color - 

Widescreen. A small-town loner's fascination with the new kid in 

town leads him into something much more sinister than he could 

ever have imagined. What an impressive film debut for Carter 

Smith. Based on a short story by Steven Treleaven about a high 

school loner who is attracted to a mysterious new comer. He 

follows him to a remote farm with chilling results. This is a scary 

movie and ominous metaphor for the dangers of sexual 

experimentation. Smith works wonders in creating foreboding 

and eroticism in the possibilities of the dark of night. The 

production values and acting are all uniformly excellent. Carter 

Smith has a real talent and is to be looked forward to in his upcoming projects. It makes perfect 

sense that he is developing a screenplay with cult writer, Dennis Cooper. This is no J.T. Leroy, Carter 

Smith is the genuine thing and in the best of horror, He reminds me too of H.P. Lovecraft, and the 

best short fiction of Stephen King and the noir-ish writings of Black Cat magazine. I can't wait to see 

what he does next. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

David Leddick's The Male Nude (2004) 
 

David Leddick is acknowledged as a pre-eminent authority on the 

subject of the male nude in all forms of art, and has published 

several definitive books on the subject. This 27-minute 

documentary covers the subject as it relates to the entire history 

of photography from 1827 to 2003. Bruce Weber, Herb Ritts, 

George Platt Lynes, dozens of other famous photographers 

covered. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 



Hearts And Hotel Rooms (2007) 
 

When Jimmy returns to room eight of a charmingly convenient 

hotel, he reminisces on a one-night stand that took place there. 

Flashbacks from a year earlier-- checking in, simple conversation, 

discovering love-- bring into question whether or not Brian will 

return as well. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

No Match Found (2005) 
 

When Kevin discovers his boyfriend is cheating on their anniversary, his friends come to the rescue 

to find him a quality person. Of course, the best intentions don't always have the best consequences 

and he swings from bad date to bad date only to discover what he's been looking for is right next 

door. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Totally Gay! (2003) 
 

This was a great show and I highly recommend catching it. It really created a great update on what is 

going on in the world of gay. It gay a lot great examples of the diversity in how people see gay issues 

in media. I really liked the segments that included straights being gay. I also loved the gay heroes 

talking about their views of straights using gay to get attention. I think lots have changed since this 

show was created. There are 3 new gay networks now. Logo, Here and QTN in Palm Springs have 

changed the way the world sees gay. These three stations in the U.S.A. are changing the way world 

sees gay. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 



Totally Gayer (2005) 
 

Bigger, harder, sassier and sexier than ever, Totally Gayer is the colorful follow-up to the highly 

successful and hugely popular Totally Gay! An intoxicating cocktail of reality, pop documentary and 

provocative content Totally Gayer flaunts USDA choice beefcake, mixing mezmerizing music, 

delivering anecdotes and observations from out and out-friendly stars, queer icons, the behind the 

scenes stylemakers and commentators from around the world. Find out how girls and boys are going 

wild - Britney and Madonna gave us a lusty liplock on the MTV 2003 VMAs as we turn our queer eye 

to riding the gay wave on the small screen. And we dive into bed with the hottest stars of gay 

television and meet the guys and goddesses of The L Word, Queer As Folk, It's All Relative and Two 

And A Half Men. Well find out which A-list pop diva made gay history when she dropped into Jeffrey 

Sanker's 2002 Palm Springs White Party. And who is spearing the thumping hearts of the gay clubs of 

New York? Gay Power rocks on as we get down and dirty with pop culture icons Geri Halliwell, Henry 

Rollins, Carson Kressley, Pam Grier, Linda Perry, Macy Gray, and Debbie Harry. Later, Totally Gayer 

heads into the deep south to saddle up and sit in on the auditions for American Pride, a reality series 

determined to discover the first openly gay country music star. We look in on the booming gay 

Western culture, of queer rodeos and dances and how the west is being made-over. The Las Vegas 

nightlife is given a brilliant boost with Cirque du Soleils flaming hot spectacle - Zumanity - with its 

nearly naked take on love and same-sex expression. Vegas is leading the charge to embrace the gay 

traveler as are booming companies like Orbitz, Olivia and Rosie ODonnells "R Family Vacations" all 

vying for the powerful gay dollar. Following Totally Gay! investigation of how marketing and 

advertising by and to gays has left an indelible mark on mainstream style, Totally Gayer looks at the 

way in which homosexual content continues to soar above the radar. We join Carson Kressley and 

Ted Allen and find out how the Queer Eye For The Straight Guys are leading the parade of new 

marketing and mainstreaming of the gay lifestyle. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 023 
 

Cowboy Forever (2006) 
 

Emotions are stirred and fantasies assumed as two young, handsome Latino cowboys, Jones and 

Govinda, experience a true love story in the open air in this tribute to Ang Lee's Brokeback 

Mountain. 

Converted from DivX...Portuguese/English Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

E-mail Express (2003) 
 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack 

 

El Cuarto Oscuro (Back Room) (1999) 
 

In the back room of a gay club in Barcelona, the camera stalks the men (privy to their inner thoughts 

in voice overs), who stalk each other on a typically busy Saturday night. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack...French Subtitles 

 

My Little Boy (2007) 
 

Shades of "Cabaret" in this tale of a photographer and a Nazi stormtrooper who share a tumultuous, 

passionate, and ultimately tragic love affair. 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack 

 

Stille Landskap (Silent Landscape) (2004) 
 

Hamid is an Iranian teenage boy who's sexuality brings him into conflict with his family's Muslim 

beliefs. One of the great things about a film festival is finding treasures that you would otherwise 

never get to see. At the Pink Filmdays in Amsterdam I was very pleased to find this unpretentious 

short that explored an important issue without compromising its visual style (the snowy landscapes 

were particularly evocative) or getting bogged down in a heavy script. For a teenager it's no easier 

coming to terms with your homosexuality now than it was when films first started dealing with this 



issue 20-30 years ago. And for those in rural communities or from religious, conservative or ethnic 

(sic) backgrounds it is doubly difficult. The final images of the film show the central character on his 

own entering a new chapter of his life, but there is no hint that this will be an easy road to take. 

Simply that he has no choice. His story does not end with the end of the film. I'd like to see more 

films deal with the problem of growing up gay in a Muslim community. 

Converted from DivX...Persian/Norwegian Soundtrack 

 

Styx (2004) 
 

Adrien and Mark are boyfriends and live together in a small town near a large lake but there's a 

problem. Mark is content in his career as a ferry-boatman and content having Adrien living with him. 

Adrien is content with Mark but yearns to leave for Berlin where he can pursue his dream of 

becoming a rock musician. Adrien feels he must leave and Mark feels that he cannot. One night 

during work, Mark comes up on deck and is surprised to see Adrien in his car with all of his stuff 

loaded into it. Adrien has decided to leave for Berlin to pursue his dream. Will Mark be able to 

convince him to stay? Should he? Well made and well thought out, I found this film to be compelling 

and not just because the two leads were both so adorable. What I found interesting was that this 

was essentially a gay film that could have just as easily been a straight film. The fact that the two 

leads were gay caused no one any angst. They were accepted for who they were and there were no 

problems because they were gay. The problems they had stemmed from their being two different 

people with two different sets of dreams and goals. Bravo! and well done! 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 024 
 

A Little Drama (2004) 
 

Has the sound man of a stage school production of the Liebestod scene from Richard Wagner's 

'Tristan and Isolde' (that was a film in 2005) staring at the actor playing Tristan, and the actor notices 

and offers a reward. 

Converted from DivX...No dialogue Soundtrack 

 

An Empty Bed (1990) 
 

In his twilight, a lonely gay man reflects on his life and the three loves of his long-lost youth one 

woman and two men. Forced into early retirement by a heart attack, he wanders aimlessly through 

the graffiti-marred streets of his New York neighborhood. Familiar haunts trigger flashbacks of 

happy and not-so happy times. Could anything have been different? Could he have denied his true 

identity and married as his lover, Peter, did? Should he have? Would it have worked out? Could he 

have lived with himself? These seem to be the unspoken questions in the back of his mind. A phone 

call to the now-married man for whom he still holds deep affection, concludes this moving and very 

satisfying character study. John Wylie beautifully portrays Bill Frayne, a gay man in his sixties who 

reflects on his younger days, the choices he has made, and the prospect of an empty bed. He lives 

alone, having been unable commit himself to a relationship because of a variety of social and 

personal pressures. He looks back without regret, and with a feeling tha things could not have 

turned out differently. Told largely through flashbacks, the film is a time tapestry where past and 

present weave together to form a poignant picture of his life. An Empty Bed is a day in the life of Bill 

Frayne, a gay man in his sixties, living alone in Greenwich Village. During the course of his typical 

day, Bill encounters objects, people and places which stir and revive memories from his past. An 

Empty Bed is a sensual and evocative drama about an aging gay man that challenges its audience's 

perception of the choices that we all make in our lives -- in love, in sexualtiy, and in the ability to 

express our feelings. An old gay man spends his day alone and reflects about his life and the lovers 

he has known. This is a realistic story of one man's journey through life and the choices that he has 

made. He's not a villain or hero and he's known happiness and sorrow. He apparently never had the 

courage to 'come out' and at this point no one cares. This short film (under an hour) is thought 

provoking and well made but may find very little audience today. There are not enough 'skin scenes' 

to tantalize a modern audience and we Americans are not particularly interested in our seniors. This 

movie will not "change your life" but it may prompt a healthy bit of introspection among its viewers 

that may keep them from ending up at the same point as the film's main character. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 



As Boys Grow... (1957) 
 

The coach of a freshman track team explains the intricacies of the male reproduction system, and 

how to use it, to his team. I found this video on an archive site not too long ago. Being public 

domain, this film is actually really easy to find. It is, however, horribly made. This is, in effect, a 

1950's Sexual Education video, specifically for boys. The cause itself is noble, but scenes between 

two young men discussing semen is rather amusing in an oh-so-horrid way. Don't get me wrong, 

there are some really good parts of this film. First of all, for its time, it was very open and did not 

beat around the bush. At the same time, it is filled with horrid acting, mind-numbing production 

quality and overall is a hilarious, tacky and overly embarrassing film to watch. See it with the whole 

family. Movie quality: Crap Humor value: Priceless. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Beauty Before Age (1997) 
 

Reflections on growing older. Gay men of different ages ponder what it means to get older in a 

culture that youth obsessed. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Boot Camp (1996) 
 

What a delightful little short. I got a DVD called "the best of boys in love," not knowing what to 

expect (though I suppose I should have) and discovered this little film. I groaned when it started - it 

appears to be the kind of gay porn that we make fun of, in these sarcastically enlightened times. But 

don't worry - it, too, is making fun of those awful, gritty, black-and-white, shot-on-reversal-without-

sync-sound, anonymous-sex, ludicrous gay porns of the 60's, 70's, and early 80's. Really a treat. A 

huge thank you to the people who made this. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Chalk Lines (2006) 
 

Talks about the coming of age of a gay teenager. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 



Gay Muslims (2006) 
 

An exploration of how many gay and lesbian Muslims attempt to integrate their religion with their 

sexuality, with a focus on five cases in particular. In some instances this involves suppressing their 

homosexual desires, leading an undercover double life, or being open about their sexuality and 

losing the respect and support of their families and communities. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Gay Zombie (2007) 
 

A sexually confused zombie goes on an adventure through West Hollywood where he makes friends 

and meets a special someone named Todd. His new buddies help him come to terms and try to 

assimilate him into normal life. Everything is peachy until his flesh eating appetite rears it's ugly 

head. Will Miles be able to control himself? Will his bloody ways be too much for a boy to bear? Find 

out during this hilarious ride of undead love. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 025 
 

Candy Boy (2007) 
 

Panic in the orphanage! The children are mysteriously falling ill and Candy Boy, the most valiant of 

the orphans, investigates. But the arrival of a new boarder complicates our hero's inquiries. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Far West (2003) 
 

Eric (though he prefers Ricky) is unhappy that he has to leave Paris for a week to visit his grandfather 

on the farm. He'd much rather practice his dance routines with the boys he hangs out with. His 

grandfather is a rough no-nonsense farmer who's got little patience for a spoiled boy from the city. 

Plus Ricky is gay and has never come out to his grandfather and doesn't like the idea of having to be 

closeted for the week. However Ricky is intrigued by the new farmhand Jean-Didier who is features 

prominently in Ricky's cowboy oriented fantasies. When Ricky's two friends show up from the city, 

the irrepressibly gay boys shake things up and amid several discoveries; Ricky and his Grandfather 

connect on a new level. This light hearted short is polished and well made and the boys are easy on 

the eye and while there are some spots that ring untrue, I look forward to seeing more of this 

director's work. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Garçons En Quête (Boys Seeking) (2004) 
 

Two young men met one evening in a parking area. Lawrence is still young, his sexuality remains to 

be built, he divided his time between his girlfriend and desire for boys. Thomas, however, has only 

dream of meeting the love. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Une Voix D'Homme (2002) 
 

Paulo a young gay boy with an abusive mother meets Tom a young gay man who makes his money 

bedding women. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 026 
 

Broken Warning (2002) 
 

Isaac gets orders to execute his fellow gang member, Angel. Only problem is Angel and Isaac are 

secretly lovers. What will Isaac do? Remade as On the Downlow (2004). 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

China Dolls (1997) 
 

Aussie boys of Asian descent candidly discuss their status as a 

"minority within a minority". This is a documentary about 

Australian gay men of Asian heritage come to terms with and deal 

with the fact that they belong to a "double minority". I think that 

this documentary exposes a lot of true feelings and emotions. It 

talks about what it is like to be a minority, how it feels to be 

unwanted, low self esteem and poor self image. It is so raw with 

pain and helplessness that my heart aches. To figure out why they 

get rejected is painful enough, but to deal with the subsequent 

loneliness is even harder. Another user has commented on the 

artistic value of the models between the interviews. For me, I 

interpret it as an Asian men initially wants to belong to the 

mainstream group so much that he would paint his face white. As 

time goes by, he discovers that being Asian isn't so bad after all, 

and hence he feels comfortable with himself and unwipes the white paint on his face. He becomes 

proudly Asian again. I think it is highly symbolic. As for the "drag queen", I also wonder about the 

role of this in the film. I think it could serve to contrast with the interviewees, that the Asian guys are 

in fact not like the drag queen portrayed. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...Chinese Subtitles 

 

Close To (1997) 
 

Two young men have a brief sexual encounter in a New York City subway that sets off feelings of 

anxiety and desperation. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 



Dare (2005) 
 

High school senior Ben secretly lusts after bad boy classmate 

Johnny. After Ben gives Johnny a ride home one night, the boys 

end up in Johnny's swimming pool and have an encounter that 

breaks the rules and blows Ben's mind. Sometimes, small is 

beautiful. This touching and sexy short film makes the most of its 

rather traditional set-up (geeky gay fancies straight Adonis) and 

turns it into something rather wonderful. The closest high school 

senior Ben gets to gorgeous jock Johnny is shining a spotlight on him during rehearsals for A 

Streetcar Named Desire (and there is something of the tremulous fragility of a Tennessee Williams 

heroine in Adam Fleming's touching portrayal of gay Ben.) On stage, playing Stanley Kowalski, 

Michael Cassidy's handsome but arrogant Johnny can't remember his lines. A solution presents itself, 

as Ben offers to help him rehearse. It doesn't look promising, as it doesn't appear that Johnny's 

memory even extends as far as remembering Ben's name: "Light Boy" is the best he can do. The 

rehearsal takes place poolside at Johnny's home - with refreshments courtesy of abandoned 

champagne from a recent party of his parents'. It's a bit corny to put the boys next to a pool - gee, I 

wonder if they'll strip off - but it works. As they drink, run lines and chat their relationship develops. 

Saying any more would spoil it, but it is a testament to the skill of the screenwriter and the two 

young actors that each step along the way is handled with great appreciation for the many nuances 

and feints of adolescent male sexuality. As Johnny, Cassidy is spectacularly charismatic - with a 

megawatt smile that could light up LA. (It's no surprise that he auditioned for Superman, and it's a 

wonder that Bryan Singer let him get away.) Taking an age-old story and making it come alive, 

plaudits all round. Apparently, director Adam Salky hopes to turn Dare into a feature film. Let's hope 

he does. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Fall 1990 (1997) 
 

Freshman Year brings a romance between two very different young men. This film is about the 

friendship of 4 freshmen, that dynamically changes with 2 of them falling in love with each other. 

Though the film is short, it develops the characters well. The plot is told well. The initial tension 

between the two roommates are palpable, with one of them instantly declaring that he is not gay by 

bringing his girlfriend into view. As their friendship progresses, the tension changes into mutual 

understanding and support. Jimmy gets to know a Korean guy through his roommate's girlfriend. 

The girlfriend's jealousy and insecurity is very well portrayed and enacted. The ending, which 

consists of a sudden darkness of the screen followed by a particularly powerful and affirmative 

sentence, is powerful. It provokes many man's dreams of being accepted and respected by the 

society. I find the film raw and real, especially during the gay bashing scene and the sugar daddy 

stuff. In such a short amount of time, the film deal with so many different issues. It is an impressive 

piece of work! 



Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...Chinese Subtitles 

 

Great Things About Being Queer (2005) 
 

Bravo's Great Things About Being... is a fun, facetious, satiric and sometimes edgy look at what pop 

culture tells us. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

I Can't Stop Masturbating (2006) 
 

95% of men admit to masturbating. But some men masturbate more than others. Much more... 'I 

Can't Stop Masturbating' will follow two men as they try to break an addiction that is destroying 

their lives. Russell masturbates up to 15 times a day, a habit that is destroying his relationships with 

the opposite sex. We'll follow Russell as he embarks on a road trip across America, sampling weird 

and wonderful treatments to see if he can finally kick his addiction. Paul's habit means he cannot 

hold down a job or a relationship. The programme will follow Paul as he undergoes therapy in the 

U.K., in a desperate attempt to get his life back on track. Will Russell and Paul be able to pull it off? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 027 
 

Combat (2006) 
 

I saw this "film" recently at the Athens International Film Festival. Ordinarily I wouldn't mind its 

tediousness, blurriness, pompous post-dogma style of cheapness mixed with half baked structuralist 

psychological ravings but... But it has received the prestigious Teddy film award at the Berlin Film 

Festival and I wonder; What exactly did they have in mind when they gave it to a non-film? what is 

so poetic or deep about shaken images looking like they were taken with a mobile phone video 

camera? Should we all go out and make our own mobile videos? I have a great idea about the Blair 

witch returning to haunt and spank art video directors. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Du Même Sang (2004) 
 

Ted hangs out on the river banks where he lives his homosexuality in secret. One night his brother's 

gang shows up for some gay bashing. Shocked by the violence of his brother, Ted decides to confront 

him. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Une Histoire Sans Importance (A Story Without Importance) (1980) 
 

Two boys, Claude and the slightly older Phillipe, become friends 

and develop an intimate relationship. For Phillipe it is love, but for 

Claude it seems to be only a passing relation. When Phillipe 

discovers Claude kissing a girl, his despair drives both of the boys 

apart. Phillipe is destraught, and finally comes to rely on payment 

to be close to Claude, a solution that provides little relief to his 

pain. A beautiful short film. The relationship between the two 

boys is displayed very tenderly including a couple intimate and 

very cute scenes. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Short Film Collection 028 
 

Peking Turkey (2006) 
 

A story of cross-cultural love. Chris takes his boyfriend Pierre home for Christmas despite his 

traditional Chinese parent's disapproval. At dinner, Pierre has the task of announcing their 

engagement, build a bond with the future in-laws, and find the approval he wants to marry the boy 

he loves. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Robert Mapplethorpe (1988) 
 

The Robert Mapplethorpe documentary, from 1988--one year before he died--is an excellent 

examination of one of the most controversial of American photographers. British documentarian 

Nigel Finch does an outstanding job fusing interviews with Mr. Mapplethorpe himself, with critic and 

author Edmund White, and with several of Mapplethorpe's subjects as well, with numerous shots of 

the man's work. Mapplethorpe, gay, did not hesitate to photograph what he wanted to without fear 

of reprisal or censorship. Indeed, a good number of his pieces were not shown in the documentary 

at its original airing on PBS with the comment, "Considered Unsuitable for Viewing On This 

Transmission." His openly sexual work can at times be more than shocking, but it is always powerful 

and direct; as critic Lynn Davies says in the documentary, he did not pose people but photographed 

them doing what they would normally do in the course of their lives. Yet his work was not confined 

to human sexual shots; as well, it incorporated startling photos of flowers captured close up at 

angles that revealed their own inherent sexuality. Mapplethorpe was one of the greatest 

photographers in American culture and it's good that he was with us for as long as he was. He will be 

missed. 

Converted from DivX...Dubbed Italian Soundtrack 

 

Scarred (2006) 
 

A young man comes face to face with his past after a chance encounter with a mysterious stranger. 

This tense, ten minute theatrical short marks the cinema directing debut of award-winning 

documentary filmmaker Damien Rea, and is a co-production with Elysian Films. Starring: Chris 

Anderson, Lara Cazalet and David Durham. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 



Scene: Two Of Us (1988) 
 

Matthew (12-year-old Jason Rush) is a boy who just left school. He is handsome and athletic and 

believes himself to be gay. He retains a friendship with only one school friend, Phil (20-year-old Lee 

Whitlock), who has stuck by Matthew despite hostile reactions from his peers. As their relationship 

grows more intense, Phil's girlfriend Sharon and his classmates become vindictive and aggressive. 

The two friends find themselves ostracized by both friends and family and decide to run away. It is 

important to view this benchmark TV film in the context of the time it was made. Positive and non 

stereotypical representations of gay characters was extremely rare on British TV up to this point and 

to have a programme of this nature made for the Schools/Education market had been unheard of. 

Whilst by today's standards - post Queer as Folk - this may appear tame it was groundbreaking when 

first shown. To get an understanding of this, the version broadcast in 1988 is different to the version 

made available on VHS with cuts to some scenes where the two protagonists kiss and the ending 

changed to have one of them return to his girlfriend (thankfully the VHS is the restored version). In 

1988, I clearly remember the tabloid press going into frenzy with calls from MPs to have it banned. It 

was later shown at night to allow teachers the opportunity to assess its suitability within the 

classroom. I would urge the importance of this film but bear in mind the time it was made and the 

social climate we lived in then - and you should get a lot out of it. 

 

Stanley Beloved (1998) 
 

James and Kevin are friends and live in Hong-Kong. When Kevin finds out that his Chinese father 

wants to send him away to England to study, he decides to spend a summer day with his friend 

James. Then something unexpected happens. This film is about two teenage friends spending a day 

together, after one of them learns that he has to go to Endland to study. This film looks a lot older 

than 1998. In fact, it almost seems to have been made in the late 80's. The people's hairstyle, the old 

style phone booth and the orange roof of MTR reminds me of my childhood! The plot itself is simple 

and straightforward. Kevin gets upset after finding out he has to study abroad, but he does not want 

to tell his pal Jamie. Kevin realises that his friendship with Jamie is really deep, and things progressed 

from there. I really like the scene where they reminisce on the beach, it is so real and so sweet. The 

ending is very open to interpretation, but of course I am inclined to interpret it positively. It is a 

sweet story, and I like it even more because it was shot entirely in Hong Kong. I really would have 

liked the film to be longer. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...Chinese Subtitles  



Short Film Collection 029 
 

Horizon: Dr. Money And The Child With No Penis (2004) 
 

On 22 August 1965 Janet Reimer was granted her dearest wish: she gave birth to twins. The two 

boys, Brian and Bruce, were healthy babies, but they would lead tragic lives, blighted by one 

scientist's radical theory. When they were seven months old, the boys, who lived in Winnipeg, 

Canada, were sent to the local hospital for a routine circumcision. Unfortunately the doctor in 

charge of the procedure was using electrical equipment, which malfunctioned several times. On the 

last trial, Bruce's entire penis was burnt off. Brian was not operated on. The family were distraught. 

In the Sixties plastic surgery was not an option: even today it is not recommended that new-borns 

undergo penis reconstruction operations. It wasn't until several months later that Janet and her 

husband, Ron, saw a television programme that gave them some hope. Dr. John Money, a highly 

renowned sexologist, featured in a debate about sex change operations on transsexuals. He had 

brought a transsexual with him who was convincingly feminine looking. Perhaps, thought Janet 

Reimer, this was the solution - they could turn their baby son into a daughter. She wrote to Dr. 

Money immediately. He responded swiftly and invited them to come and visit him in Baltimore, 

Maryland. Dr. Money is a highly intelligent, well respected, charismatic individual. He suggested to 

the Reimers that they bring their son up as a girl. Thus, when Bruce was 18 months old, he was 

castrated and a rudimentary vulva was created for him. The family now called him Brenda and tried 

to treat him like a little girl. Dr. Money was the answer to the Reimers' prayers, but they were the 

answer to his too. He had studied people known then as hermaphrodites, now referred to as 

intersex, who are physically both male and female. As it was surgically easier to turn these people 

into females, this was standard practice. The gender gate: Dr. Money had used case studies of 

hermaphrodites to show that there was a window of opportunity for surgery - a 'gender gate' - 

which lasted up to the age of two. During that period, he argued, if the parents chose the sex of the 

child, the way they brought it up would determine the child's gender, not its physical characteristics. 

But until this point, Dr. Money had never put his controversial theory into practice with a non-

intersex child. Now he had the perfect and unplanned opportunity to do so: a set of identical twins, 

two biological boys, one of whom could be raised a girl. Janet Reimer wrote to Dr. Money of 

Brenda's progress and once a year the whole family visited him in Baltimore. When Brenda was five 

Dr. Money started to publish her case - disguising her by referring to her as Joan/John - in his books. 

The case became a sensation. It was the proof that feminists in particular were looking for. It was 

proof, they argued, that there was no biological reason that boys are better at maths and that men 

should earn more than women. Nurture not nature determines whether we feel feminine or 

masculine. Widely cited in many text books, the case was a landmark study - hailed as proof of the 

overwhelming force of nurture - in spite of increasing evidence that hormones both in the womb 

and throughout a child's life, play a huge part in an individual's perception of themselves as 

masculine or feminine. Meanwhile, back in Canada, things were not so good for the Reimer family. 

Brenda behaved in a distinctly masculine fashion. She liked running and fighting and climbing and 

loathed playing with dolls. She had no friends and was increasingly lonely as her twin Brian was 

embarrassed to play with her in front of his other friends. She hated going to visit Dr. Money. 

Convincing Brenda of her gender: He insisted that to fully understand that she was a girl, she needed 



to grasp the difference between men and women, and frequently spoke to her about her genitalia. 

He took photographs of her and her brother naked. He tried to persuade her to have a vagina 

constructed, which, at the time, would have been made out of section of her bowel or else from the 

skin of her thigh, which would then be inserted into the pelvic region. He showed her graphic 

photographs of a woman giving birth when she was 7-years-old in an attempt to get her to agree to 

having a 'baby-hole' made. He also suggested strongly that she take hormone tablets in order to 

make her grow breasts when she was 12-years-old. Other scientists, including Dr. Money's ex-

students, argue that he did these things in the best possible interests for his patient - to make her 

believe that she was indeed a girl. Brenda however felt traumatised and became suicidal. Finally 

when she was 13-years-old, the family told her and Brian the truth. Brenda was intensely relieved as 

she had felt she was going insane. Almost immediately she turned herself back into a boy and called 

herself David. David received compensation money for the circumcision and used this to pay for 

surgery to have a new penis constructed. In his early twenties he met Jane Fontane, who had three 

children of her own, and they married. Unfortunately, his relationship with his brother worsened. 

Brian had felt that David, as Brenda, had received all the attention when they were growing up; once 

he discovered that he was no longer the only boy in the family, he became extremely angry. It was 

the start of mental disturbance that would develop into schizophrenia. After two failed marriages, 

he died, possibly of a drug overdose, which may have been a suicide attempt. David had never 

managed to complete his education and had to take semi-skilled work. He was made redundant and 

was unemployed for a year. He sold the movie rights to his story, but lost the money when a 

business man absconded with his investment. Stricken with grief for his brother, his marriage started 

to fail. Jane asked him for a short separation period, but David took this very badly. He returned to 

his parents' house for a few days, before driving to a supermarket car park on 4 May 2004 and 

shooting himself in the head. He was 38-years-old. Dr. Money argues that he cannot be held to 

blame because David did not accept a female gender identity. He says that the family delayed 

making a decision until their son was almost two, just before the gender gate was about to shut. 

Others, however, argue that he could have admitted he made a mistake when the case clearly was 

not working, for he continued to let people believe that it had been successful long after he had 

stopped seeing Brenda and she had become David. It is, perhaps above all, a cautionary tale of what 

may happen when a scientist falls in love with a beautiful theory and ignores the ugly facts. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

One Day (2004) 
 

Michael is bored with his relationship. His boyfriend is deeply frustrated and their lives revolve 

around maintaining a delicate veneer of monogamy. Secretly, Michael is having an affair with Robbie 

but now he wants more. Michael is unwilling to make a decision and manipulates the situation to 

force a resolution. Cracks appear and the grapevine swings into action. Michael is forced to admit 

the extent of his true feelings, but finds he's burnt too many bridges. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 



Penis Dementia: The Search For The Perfect Penis (2005) 
 

If you're up for some playful and provocative discussions about a human body part that is 

simultaneously taboo and revered in our culture, then look no further...the film manages to be both 

hilarious and insightful. The penis. Why is this wonderful wiggly appendage such a source of tension, 

confusion and anxiety? Can a search for penis perfection provide the answer? Is there such a thing 

as a perfect penis? PENIS DEMENTIA: The Search for the Perfect Penis is an amusing, irreverent and 

insightful hunt for seminal answers to penetrating questions with help from doctors, sex experts, 

and actual penis users. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Pornucopia: Going Down In The Valley (2004) 
 

It's been called "Hollywood's little secret." But for thousands of uninhibited actors and filmmakers, 

it's a chance to grab a piece of America's multi-billion-dollar pornography pie. Watched the 

documentary series with my wife, who originally turned me on to its Real Sex original. What a wife! 

We get to see what porn stars are like when they aren't porning. Most of them are normal. They just 

like sex. A lot. They talk about the body parts involved and what they're doing as casually as others 

talk about an itch on their elbow. The starlet we first meet, Katie Morgan, originally comes across as 

an airhead, but we see her in one of the later shows being interviewed and quizzed on a radio show, 

and she's not unintelligent. She still sounds like a ditz, but then we can't always help that. The show 

tended to repeat some bits -- I was gonna say snatches but thought better of it -- quite often, and I 

think if I'd heard Ashlee or Bambi or whatever say "Finger lickin good" one more time it would have 

put me off porn forever, but mercifully they stopped in time. Did you know that the female stars 

control who they will and will not, um, boink? Bet you didn't. Women veritably run the show. That's 

feminism! Did you know that Viagra® is the drug of choice in The Valley? We get to hear how porn 

stars balance love and relationships with porn acting: some embrace it; others go to female-only sex 

until they break up and marry someone else. We get to see directors and crew commenting on the 

meal catering while in the background is obviously a money-shot being filmed. They musta been real 

hungry. We get to see a few clips of Jenna Jameson, thankfully, and none of Ron Jeremy, also 

thankfully. We get to see the movie camera change angles, and the actors stop and start their 

action. On cue. I could never accomplish that. Frankly, I'm in awe. Makes me appreciate what they 

do all the more. And wasn't that the point? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Rapid Guy Movement (2003) 
 

Ten Guys. Two Minutes. Infinite Possibilities. 



Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Timepiece (1995) 
 

Seven men get together at a party to discuss group-sex, coming-out, etc. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 030 
 

3 Lads, An American Fool, And One Night (2006) 
 

On the eve of his anniversary date with his girlfriend, Greg gets an unexpected visit which ultimately 

makes him question his sexuality and his life. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Batty Man (2007) 
 

Screened in the schools programming schedule on daytime television, I was drawn to this film by the 

title and the subject matter. I also was attracted by the presence of Stephen K Amos who compered 

at the Comedy Club one night I was there and simply blew away all the acts that were on. I didn't 

know he was gay as he didn't make it an issue at all during his show but I was interested in what he 

was looking at. See, despite the fuss that even a suggestion of racism will raise, it is actually the 

accepted norm that homophobia is rife within the black community. Whether it is the music or 

cultural issues, for some reason being black and gay is not something that is accepted. We learn this 

quite quickly from the various youth that Amos interviews all of whom are quite clear on their view 

on homosexuality – quite often in ways that have been bleeped out for the audience. The moment 

when he does his "coming out" comedy routine to an all black audience is priceless – the laughter 

stops dead and you can see that he has lost them from then on. Amos goes to Jamaica (where 

homosexuality is illegal and homophobic attacks are regular and generally ignored by authority) and 

finds that things are even worse there. The film is fascinating in how it deals with the subject and 

explores the depth of it. At times it does betray its target audience (schools) by being a bit simplistic 

(e.g. the line up just to make the point that gay people don't "look" a certain way) but for the 

majority of the time it still manages to be interesting and surprisingly shocking. Living in the U.K., 

people generally do not display strong feelings of hatred towards groups, even if they feel it, maybe 

because of just being politically correct but mainly because we are generally tolerant of others. So to 

hear some of the views put forward here genuinely shocked me. Of course on one level this was to 

be expected from groups of young black men and women but to hear it from religious leaders and 

adults was a surprise. The film does make a total coup by getting a few minutes with reggae artist 

Elephant Man. A few years ago the group Outrage protested outside the Brits over the homophobia 

lyrics in some of the nominated artists (including Elephant Man), gigs were cancelled and people 

were shocked to the point that many artists released statements playing it down, saying they aren't 

homophobia and generally committing not to do it in the future. However here Amos chats to 

Elephant Man who simply admits that he doesn't care about homosexuality anymore and then 

proceeds to describe how it isn't worth him losing money over cancelled gigs and you realise this is 

not a man who has changed his opinion – just someone who has been well advised as a businessman 

and earner. It is a depressing but telling moment in the film. Likewise contributions from gay black 

men on their experiences are well done and depressing. I suppose the issues are the same as was 



once the case with homosexuality generally (and still is to a degree I suppose) but it is shocking that 

the black community seems to be stuck forty years behind the rest of British society. Amos presents 

the film well, stating his outrage and anger but never even getting close to being a rant or 

unbalancing the film. At one point he is accused of making a film to promote black homosexuality 

and he rightly defends himself because this is not what the film does. Instead it puts the issues in the 

open, exposes the attitudes, questions them and looks at the problems faced by gay black people as 

a result. It is a bit "school's programming" at times but mostly it is a challenging and pretty 

depressing film that should be forced onto the television of black community leaders within the U.K. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Damon And Hunter: Doing It Together (2006) 
 

Neither documentary nor porn, this unscripted movie falls with a 

thud between. Damon and Hunter are two nice but inarticulate 

well-hung young men who've done some porn and are now in a 

relationship. They talk to the camera about those and coming out, 

saying "Y'know" a lot. There is no background, just the talking 

heads. Occasional flashes of them having sex grow longer and 

longer, culminating in the full event, which is badly lit and shot 

and pretty much unedited (being authentic). They would have 

dealt with that part much better with voice-overs (at the price of 

de-eroticising it completely), if they were really trying to convey 

what it meant to them, rather than have it both ways. Must've 

been a really bad year at the Melbourne Underground Film 

Festival. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Love And Deaf (2004) 
 

A talkative man finds Mr. Right in the men's room. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 



Puppetry Of The Penis: Live At The Forum (2001) 
 

I can think of only a handful of times when I was more impressed with a pair of penises. These 

gentleman use what God gave 'em, their junk, to entertain and amaze. Half stand-up (not literally), 

half circus side show. Great watch.. it's been a long time since I've laughed as hard as I did watching 

this show. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 031 
 

Anatomy Of Desire (1995) 
 

An examination of how science and social politics have shaped our notions of homosexuality through 

history. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Clay Pride: Being Clay In America (2001) 
 

A new animated short about breaking society's mold. It's short. It's cute. And if you have any 

memorable experiences or strong opinions regarding homosexuality, this short gives an interesting 

parallel perspective. Plus, it's claymation! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Freddy vs. The Mask (2007) 
 

James Hoptoe (about 12-year-old Josh Trett), a bullied school boy, finds a wooden mask in a field. 

But he soon finds out it's no ordinary mask, it's the Mask of Loki. However, the big trouble starts 

when Freddy Kruger (Jake Revill) wants the Mask. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Homo Promo (1993) 
 

How did Hollywood pitch movies about gays and lesbians between 

1956 and 1977? Here are theatrical trailers for 27 mainstream and 

art-house films, presented chronologically from "Tea and 

Sympathy" to "Outrageous!" More than half are films released 

between 1968 and 1972. Half are dramas and half are comedies, 

with farce dominating the films released after 1971. At least three 

advertise X-rated films: "The Killing of Sister George," "Midnight 

Cowboy," and Visconti's "The Damned." There's no voice-over 

commentary for this compilation, but it does include 

advertisements for snacks and one warning against public displays 

of affection aimed at "her" to control "him." Homo Promo is a 



compilation of the original theatrical movie trailers for gay theme films. This fast-paced overview 

offers a crash course in gay and lesbian movie history and a colorful look at the best (and worst) 

Hollywood hard-sells of gay and lesbian "subject matter." Nearly every major mainstream gay or 

lesbian-theme film produced between 1956 and 1976 is represented here, and then some. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

I Like Mike (2004) 
 

What if a baseball team had a choreographer as well as a coach? Far too cute for 1,000 words, this 

gay-baseball rap video is fun because it has fun. Yes, the words are silly and addictive; yes, the 

performances are amateur--in the best sense. The whole idea seems to be just putting it out there: 

we are who we are, the L.A. Batboys, who play, dance, rap and act just like guys on any weekend 

ballclub. That there is an emotional attraction between lead rapper Jay Spears and the bear-like 

Mike is just one more bit of reality that is worth celebrating, like a good day at the park and a hot 

shower after the game. I suppose you can attach all kinds of deeper meaning if you want to delve; 

my inclination is just to like Mike and all these "guy" guys right back. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Open Secrets (2004) 
 

A look at how the Canadian Armed Forces dealt with homosexuals during and after World War II. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Summer (2006) 
 

Mates emerge from latency into their sexual identities. Will and Leung are pals, searching the woods 

of Hampstead Heath for botanical material Leung needs for a school class. Along the way, they 

engage in horseplay, and Will disclosed that his girlfriend recently fellated him. As they walk on, they 

keep coming back to the subject of oral sex. Is it curiosity and braggadocio, or are they flirting with 

each other? Leung crosses a line and declares himself: how will Will react? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 032 
 

Frontline: A Hidden Life (2006) 
 

An investigation into the real story behind a scandal. The conservative Republican mayor of Spokane, 

Wash., was caught leading a double life. But how had his deepest secrets been uncovered? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Inside Boystown (2001) 
 

An intimate portrait of the lives of six male prostitutes who work the streets in Vancouver's chic 

Yaletown neighborhood. It blends interviews with the boys with commentary from three support 

workers who explain the dynamics of male street prostitution. The film provides an honest and 

forthright look at a commonly hidden aspect of contemporary society. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 033 
 

Aniel (1998) 
 

This film is a puzzling French short that focuses on what happens to a small group of factory workers 

after Aniel (Jean-Michel Portal), a foreign worker who can barely speak a word of French, is hired at 

the factory. Young and boyishly handsome, he affects everyone around him: women take an instant 

like to him and men resent him. The resentment felt by the men is fairly puzzling since Aniel is very 

reserved and is quiet almost to the point of being mute. Thus, he poses no threat or competition as 

far as women are concerned. Affected most of all by Aniel is Marc, a straight, macho, married man, 

who is mightily perturbed by the quiet, shy Aniel to the point that his life is turned upside down and 

thrown into chaos. At one point, I caught myself thinking that perhaps Aniel was an alien from outer 

space but I decided that he was probably human and that the strange goings on in the film were 

indicative of an inscrutable French sensibility or, less charitably, a result of poor writing or truncated 

character and plot development due to trying to fit in too much into a 23-minute film. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Emma & Louise (2000) 
 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Je Vois Déjà Le Titre (1999) 
 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

La Vie Des Autres (2000) 
 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

L'Abandon (1996) 
 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 



Mon Copain Rachid (My Pal Rachid) (1997) 
 

A 9-year-old boy (13-year-old Jonathan Reyes) is obsessed with 

the sizable penis of his older friend (Nordine Mezaache). In this 

award winning and funny exploration of youth, race, and sex, a 9-

year-old boy works through his obsession with an older boy. This 

short is amazing. In ten minutes it tells the story some films take 

90 boring minutes to do. It's fast, furious, funny and completely 

believable. Although I suppose it's hard to find on video or on 

television, if you have the chance, go get it. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

 

Ô Trouble (1999) 
 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Paulo Et Son Frère (1996) 
 

Paulo and his brother, both deaf and dumb, remember: - It was great! - Yes, is was so great. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 034 
 

Comme Un Boomerang (2004) 
 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Kampvuur (Camp-fire) (1999) 
 

Short about a camping trip for scouts where a boy falls in love with his best friend and causes 

tension in the scouting group. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Le Bon Coup (2005) 
 

Elsa arrives to Oliver. She is ready to be seduced. But what he wants her to do is far much more 

exciting. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Starcrossed (2005) 
 

Darren (25-year-old J.B. Ghuman Jr.) and Connor (21-year-old 

Marshall Allman) are two star-crossed lovers bound together by 

blood. Set in a suburban neighborhood, Star-crossed is an 

atmospheric story of two brothers who's relationship develops 

into something more than society could ever handle. Unable to 

deny their feelings for each other the two brothers try to hide 

their relationship from an unkind world but fail. The boys decide 

that a world that can't understand them is a world that's not for 

them. I just watched this short at the PlanetOut Movies. 

Starcrossed was a very sweet, sad, little movie about two 

brothers that are in love. There is some great, subtle acting from 

both the male leads. Often times movies with this subject matter 

seem to get too caught up in the controversy and shock value of 

the plot that they forget that there is an actual story. Luckily 

writer director James Burkhammer does not do this, and instead lets the story play out with honesty. 

The sequences of the two boys first falling in love are very sweet. 



Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Summer Blues (2002) 
 

Mads and Kristian spend a summer weekend with their girlfriends at a summerhouse by the sea. 

When Mads and his girlfriend have a fight we find that Mads may love someone else more. 

Converted from DivX...Norwegian Soundtrack 

 

Sunday Morning (Dimanche Matin) (2001) 
 

In his dream home, Matthew brings his handsome boyfriend, Dominic, breakfast in bed. But the idyll 

is shattered by Dominic's increasingly monstrous and bizarre behaviour. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 035 
 

Casualty (1999) 
 

Two men struggle underwater. Do they struggle with love or with each other? 

Converted from DivX...Background Soundtrack 

 

En Malas Compañías (Doors Cut Down) (Les Mauvaises Frequentations) 

(2000) 
 

A school boy (18-year-old Israel Rodríguez) hangs around a mall in 

order to pick up older men and have sex in the public toilets. 

When his English tutor teaches him anal sex he is opened up to 

new experiences despite being caught by his disapproving father. 

When he meets a 18-year-old he goes to the toilets only to be 

caught by security and charged. Despite his parent's disapproval 

he finds this makes him dedicated to one relationship but the 

sexual anonymity of the toilets is a constant lure for him. This 

short starts out interesting - the boy is an interesting character 

and at first you want to find out more about what makes him tick. 

However the story quite moves into several scenes of sweaty men 

having sex in a shopping mall toilets. These scenes are totally 

unnecessary and don't add value to the character. I thought that 

the story was going to be a message film, however this film 

portrays homosexuals as highly promiscuous, lacking morals and unable to commit to a relationship. 

In fact the film's conclusion is that the homosexual character, even when he is happily in a 

relationship, still likes to pick up men in toilets and have sex with them. I don't understand the point 

of the film - if I didn't know better I'd think I'd think the film was designed to reinforce gay 

stereotypes. The teenager is actually very good in the lead role, it's just a shame that it turns out 

that he hasn't got a character to speak of. This film starts well but quickly degenerates into slightly 

erotic gay cinema. The story that starts full of promise turns out to be hollow and full of insulting 

stereotypes about young gay men. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack...French Subtitles 

 

 

 

 



Gelée Précoce (An Early Frost) (1999) 
 

A young girl's pet rabbit shows homosexual inclinations, and her parents take some very extreme 

measures. Meanwhile, in her own neighborhood, the girl observes similar inclinations in humans. 

EARLY FROST (the English title & literal translation) is simply the best short film I have ever seen: 

humorous, dramatic, gay, straight... Simply the best. At over 15 minutes length, the film has enough 

time to develop themes most full length features don't, through its ingenious insinuations. A fable, 

and uproarious black comedy, the film deals with homophobia and family disfunction through the 

relationship of a young girl and her pet rabbit. When the rabbit shows homosexual inclinations, the 

parents of the girls take very extreme measures which transform the girl's life. At the same time, the 

girl (and her parents) come in contact with the the family's up-to-then ignored gay neighbors in this 

upper middle-class Parisian suburb. The impacting life-long consequences of these developments 

are, in a word, unique. The "natural" similarity between the sexual orientation and other 

characteristics of humans and pet animals has never been so well explored, and focused. A 

milestone short-film; a true achievement. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Les Résultats Du Bac (2001) 
 

Four friends have taken their final exams and waiting for their results... and their lives to begin. In 

the mean time Wein is worrying about his Asian heritage, Cedric is struggling to come to terms with 

being gay and Gaelle and Chloe are trying to forget about everything until the results are in. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

L'Un Dans L'Autre (1999) 
 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Likegyldighet (Paresse) (2000) 
 

16-year-old Ole Petter (Nikolai Moland) does believe in God, but has serious doubts that God does 

not believe in him. He turns to a priest in order to settle the question. 

Converted from DivX...Norwegian Soundtrack...French Subtitles 

 



Odd Sock (2000) 
 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack...French Subtitles 

 

Papa Faut Que J'te Parle... (Coming-out) (2000) 
 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Scènes De Lit (1998) 
 

Seven brief scenes, each with a couple, explore the surprises and 

the changes of heart that can occur during sexual encounters. 

Only one of the seven couples has been in bed together before; 

several are strangers or new acquaintances. A prostitute and her 

john, an older woman and a youth who follows her home, two 

women friends, a gay man with a straight man, a man with 

distinctive ideas about soap and water, a woman who wants the 

light left on, and a Spanish-speaking woman with a French-

speaking man make for an array of possibilities and unanticipated 

consequences. This collection of 7 shorts by Francois Ozon shows 

the talent that he would later display in longer form - humor, 

sensuality, erotica, empathetic treatment of homosexuality, and 

unsettling behavior. All of the shorts involve 2 people in a bed, 

and the camera-work is mostly single medium-shot setups. This 

means that he relies upon performance and inventiveness of narrative to make his point. Also Ozon 

adds an Ingmar Bergman bell ring after each short. 

The Black Hole, about a prostitute and her client, features Francois Delaivre who was in Ozon's 

earlier Le Petite Morte, with a fanciful horror-style conclusion. 

Mr. Clean is solely reliant upon performance to create an unsettling character in opposition of the 

title, whereby there is no other evidence to support what he claims. 

The Lady is the weakest of the group, presenting a somewhat aimless tale of the coupling an older 

woman and a young boy. Presenting a woman as 52 and still attractive and sexually active, suggests 

a theme that Ozon will later present with Under the Sand and 8 Women. 

Heads and Tails is a gimmicky piece with a funny conclusion. 



The Ideal Man uses humor to undercut the tension of both a woman in love in pain, and 

lesbianism. Again Ozon has an older woman pursuing a younger person, though what could be 

interpreted as predatory behavior is diluted by the context of patience and empathy. 

Love in the Dark is the most successful of the shorts in terms of sustained tone. It shows a 

woman's sexual frustration over men's predilections, and gets laughs from a reversal of the social 

expectation that a women prefers to make love in the dark. What elevates the situation is how 

innocent and dumb and of course gorgeous the man still is. Ozon also can't help being a little 

heterophobic here. 

The Virgins covers the same male bisexual territory as his short Summer Dress, for which he was 

criticized for seeming homophobia, or at least an argument that a gay man cannot be exclusively gay 

when there is a woman available. However by adding a gay man's curiosity about women to 

counterbalance a straight man's curiosity about another man, this time is seems less problematic. 

Here also Ozon shows two beautiful men in erotic and amenable behavior. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 036 
 

Mona Lisa (2004) 
 

Profound and Complex. This film is tender and absolutely heartfelt. Every moment is layered with 

poetry, from the imagery of the diabetic mother, sugar in the veins, the bleating lamb, the sensual 

gaze to memory, loss, new life, her son. I'm not sure where the filmmaker stands in this personally -- 

but it feels very truthful. Is the son talking to a man...is he looking for his father figure in a lover? His 

frustration with his mother seems so genuine and soft, reminding him of his own ticking clock, 

mortality, his own desperate fear to reach love before it passes him by as well. Bravo. This short film 

deserves much acclaim. I cried and was moved to think...a rare feat for a little film to achieve. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

My Penis And Everyone Else's (2007) 
 

My Penis And Everyone Else's challenges society's stereotypes of masculinity as well as getting to the 

heart of why men are so fixated with their members. Emotional, revelatory, and intensely engaging, 

this film takes on one of society's last taboos and culminates in one of the most daring exhibitions 

ever seen in the U.K., as Lawrence puts together the world's largest collection of penis portraiture 

ever seen! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Testify (2006) 
 

TESTIFY is a story about the relationship between a father, Pastor Biggs and his son Gene. After 

Sunday's service, Pastor Biggs is informed by a familiar, yet unannounced visitor, that it is imperative 

that he goes to visit his son. The Pastor and son meet and a new revelation is revealed. How long will 

Pastor Biggs hide behind the Church, the Word, and the Rumors? TESTIFY is a film about familial 

relationships, forgiveness, sexuality, and spiritual healing. We learn that one should never judge a 

book by its cover, and before assuming anything, one should always seek out the TRUTH. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Trouble With Gay Men (2006) 
 

Presents a personal view of the problems, pitfalls and clichés of being a gay man in Britain today. In 

the programme, broadcaster and writer Simon Fanshawe decries the superficiality and promiscuity 



within the gay community. Despite civil partnerships, substantial legal equality and the rise of 

HIV/Aids, Simon feels gay culture still worships the pursuit of sex, defies fidelity and treats sexual 

extremes as the norm. Gay men, he argues, are hooked on vanity, designer drugs and sex. Simon 

illustrates his point by taking viewers from one extreme of gay culture to the other – from a gay 

sauna that's home to orgies, to a gay civil partnership ceremony. Simon wonders how, in a 

community that over-indulges in casual sex, gay couples can fight the forces that have become so 

ingrained in their culture? Believing that gay men perpetuate the stereotypes, he hears from gay 

teenagers who feel there are no suitable role models on television who aren't "screaming queens". 

Simon goes to the source of their chagrin to find out the views of Graham Norton, Big Brother 

housemate Josh Rafter, and uber-camp host of The Jules and Lulu Show, Julian Bennett. On the 

flipside, he interviews Deputy Assistant Commissioner Brian Paddick, who comments that: "There 

are gay people who come up to me and say 'I would never have joined the police service if it wasn't 

for your example.'" Simon concludes that gay men have a new world at their fingertips. But to 

embrace it they will have to grow out of their teenage years of sex and drugs, and embrace a more 

settled future of fidelity and responsibility. It may not be a popular view, but it's one that Simon 

stands by. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 037 
 

Bamboleho (2001) 
 

A loop through the lives of three street urchins, barely into their teens, pickpockets in Barcelona. 

While Migue (21-year-old Eloi Yebra) and Mara make love on a rooftop, Ahmed (Hafid Abou El 

Hakan), a Moroccan kid who's come to Spain thinking it full of money and nude women, goes to get 

beer. As he leaves the bodega, a fancy car pulls up, men jump out. Ahmed shouts up to Migue, who 

slips on shoes and runs. The chase across the rooftops involves leaps, flights of fantasy that take us 

back. The fearful shout of Mara becomes the cry of Migue's mother years before. A brick of hashish 

stolen from a fat man brings them cash for a celebration. Beer and sex: life doesn't get any better. 

It's the story of two young lovers who live on the roofs of the houses of the neighborhood of El 

Raval, in Barcelona. They have an Arab friend, he's an illegal immigrant who hasn't parents either. All 

of them are poor, but they live thanks to love and illusion. It was nominated for the Goya (the 

Spanish Academy Awards) to the best short and has won several prizes. It has a very good 

cinematography, good setting and a pretty style that makes the short very enjoyable. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack 

 

Cachorro (Bear Cub) (2004) 
 

Pedro, a gay man with an active social life and big circle of friends, 

takes in his nephew Bernardo (10-year-old David Castillo) for a 

couple weeks. When it appears as though it might become a 

permanent arrangement, however, Pedro turns to his friends for 

guidance as he and 9-year-old Bernardo begin to forge a 

household together. As a young, gay, cub myself. I could relate to 

this movie. A lot. Though I have never been in a father figure 

situation, I do consider myself part of the community in a big way. 

The bear life is not all about sex, drugs, and alcohol, but mostly 

about friendship. Most guys who are bears, or enjoy being around 

bears, is because of the fact that bears are not phony or stuck up, 

like the stereotypical gay male. But this movie, besides the fact 

that the lead actor and the boy did an amazing job, I feel that it 

should show more of how bear friends really are. The part where they had a surprise party, made 

me realize what it's like when I go to bear parties like that. Everyone is friendly and we all take care 

of each other. I think there should be more movies like this that shows gay men in this aspect. We're 

not all like the guys on Queer as Folk or Will and Grace. But in my opinion I think the director did a 

great job in focusing on the main aspect: The Boy. And he did it well. But this is only the beginning of 

something great for us bears out there. And hopefully America will make a movie similar to this or a 



movie that somewhat shows gay life as not so campy and dramatic. Thank you for this movie, it 

needed to be made. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos...Spanish Soundtrack 

 

El Balancín De Iván (2002) 
 

Ana is a woman of thirty-something, goes back to the house 

where she spent of her childhood during the Argentine 

dictatorship. Once there, she will remember the last moments she 

lived whit her brother Iván and her parents. Ana's memories will 

immerse us in the reality of her family, who hides from the police 

and the military during the 1976 dictatorship in Argentina. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

El Cumpleaños De Carlos (2001) 
 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack 

 

El Hombre Del Saco (2002) 
 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack 

 

Onán (2002) 
 

Onán (13-year-old Christian Bautista) is in puberty. The school bathroom and swapping cigarettes 

opens a world of freshly awakened sensations. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack 



...Ya No Puede Caminar. (2001) 
 

A child, Pacheco (11-year-old Junio Valverde), has a phobia of 

small animals (insects, worms, lizards and so on). His father, in an 

attempt to help him get over his phobia, exposes him to a very 

unusual therapy: he makes him sleep with some of these animals 

closed in a jar and kept in the house. In this way, Pacheco slowly 

gets used to contact with the animals and is finally able to 

overcome his initial repugnance to the point of even feeling 

affection for them. So much so that the final result goes way over 

his father's wildest expectations. A little boy about 10-years-old is 

afraid of roaches. He finds one more in the basement. His father 

tells him that to overcome his fears he must get used to the 

roaches. The boy captures a roach into a bottle and puts it next to 

his bed. He does the same with all kind of bugs he is afraid of: 

snails, worms, etc. Until he eventually captures his 

masterpiece...but I won't tell...be ready for the surprise. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 038 

 

In This Corner (2005) 
 

The first original short from "Item Four" about a young boy in 1988 and his battle to defeat the most 

difficult game of all. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Kurutta Butokai (Asti Gesshoku Eiga-kan) (Kitami) (Lunatic Theatre) 

(Muscle) (1989) 
 

Ryuzaki, an editor of Muscle Magazine, which features 

photographs of men with sculpted bodies, becomes involved with 

a man named Kitami; their affair soon becomes dominated by 

sadomasochistic games, with a horrid result. Jump ahead one 

year, Ryuzaki is released from jail and goes in search of Kitami, 

perhaps to make amends. The films of Pasolini, especially "Salò," 

dominate Ryuzaki's imagination; he works sometimes at the 

Lunatic Theatre, which shows films about rough trade; and, he 

becomes involved with a couple into S & M. Will Ryuzaki find 

Kitami, and what will happen if he does? Like Sato's bestknown 

and probably most widely seen pink film, THE BEDROOM a.k.a. AN 

ARIA ON GAZES, this movie deals with obsessions, both sexual and 

otherwise (but mostly sexual), only now from a gay point of view 

and relatively straightforward and accessible unlike the 

convoluted BEDROOM. The male editor and photographer of a 

muscle magazine (which his boss readily admits is 'a good excuse 

for looking at hardbodies') falls in love with a beautiful young man 

who performs in a fascinating avantgarde play. Their relationship 

starts off tenderly but soon turns sour when the younger man reveals sadistic tendancies his partner 

cannot contend with. Following a particularly gruelling sex session involving involuntary bloodletting, 

the photographer lops off his boyfriend's arm with a samurai sword! After a year in prison, he's still 

obsessing over his lost love (whose arm he's still keeping in a jar by his bed!) and tries to track him 

down. Considering he's a one-armed hustler, this is not as easy as you might think. The final masked 

ball sequence where the lovers are reunited is both incredibly shocking and bizarrely touching in a 

very Japanese way. You'll understand once you see the film, and indeed you should as this is a true 

masterpiece of warped cinema, consistently diverting audience expectations, stunningly shot in 

hauntingly beautiful widescreen compositions. Whether you're gay or not (though, granted, it'll 

work better for you if you are) the sex scenes are incredibly hot stuff, even though they're a lot less 

explicit than they seem at first glance. Sato's a true master of suggestion in this respect. References 



to the work of Pier Paolo Passolini (TEOREMA and SALO especially) could've made the film end up 

looking pretentious and awkard yet it's anything but. Get ahold of your copy today! This is a must-

own modern classic. 

Converted from DivX...Japanese Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Otets I Syn (Father And Son) (2003) 
 

Father (Andrej Shetinin) and Son (Alexei Nejmyshev) live together 

in a rooftop apartment. They have lived alone for years in their 

own private world, full of memories and daily rituals. Sometimes 

they seem like brothers. Sometimes even like lovers. Following in 

his father's footsteps, Alexei attends military school. He likes 

sports, tends to be irresponsible and has problems with his 

girlfriend. She is jealous of Alexei's close relationship with his 

father. Despite knowing that all sons must one day live their own 

lives, Alexei is conflicted. Alexei's father knows he should maybe 

accept a better job in another city, maybe search for a new wife. 

But who will ease the pain of Alexei's nightmares? Alexandr 

(Russian Ark) Sokorov's Father and Son (Otets y sin) - wow! What a 

beautiful, dreamlike, homoerotic film, and also what a wildly self-

indulgent one! A beefy man (Andrei Schetinin), a soldier, we're 

told, who smiles a lot and looks like Farley Granger (his acting seems to consist mostly of smiling), 

has a son, Aleksei (Aleksei Neymyshev), who looks like his younger brother but has broader 

shoulders and an even more spectacularly defined body, and who is studying medicine in military 

school. The classes seem to consist of manly tussling in camouflage gear. The film begins with a 

manly tussle -- of son and dad, naked in a bed, filmed abstractly, showing only parts of the body in 

grainy low light, like the lovemaking scene of the French model and the Japanese architect in the 

sand at the opening of Resnais' Hiroshima mon amour. Everything in Father and Son is seen in soft 

focus through a pale amber/gold filter. Everything is beautiful and unreal. The director has declared 

himself shocked and irritated by our feeling that the content is homoerotic, and therefore 

incestuous. There are cultural differences here: one remembers the Russian soldiers in Cartier-

Bresson's Fifties photo holding hands in a museum. Americans are over-touchy about 

homoeroticism, none the less so if they're gay, and one can't question Sokorov's assertion that for 

him, this is a poem about parental relationships along male lines, about the son's need to break 

away on his own and become a man, and nothing at all about the homoerotic. The beautiful tussling 

bodies and the two almost clone-like men are meant innocently as ways of showing intimacy 

poetically and visually. Sokorov is an avantgardist, and it's perhaps a bit of an accident that his 

previous film, Russian Ark, became so wildly popular with the non-Russian art house crowd. 

Somehow the technical feat of the single take and the variety, color, and prettiness of the images 

endlessly unfolding in Russian Ark rendered it more palatable to a general audience than usual. His 

stylistic methods generally demand great patience and openness from an audience. But Father and 

Son grows on one. It may seem bland, boring, incomprehensible at first, but eventually, if you let it, 



if you absorb its language and give in to its mood, it works its magic. The movie also has a timeless 

quality. It may evoke Eisenstein or Cocteau. Its Lisbon setting, also magical, is nowhere and 

everywhere, a place of the imagination that could be Russia, or Europe, or Baltimore in the Fifties. 

Converted from DivX...Russian Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

The Model (1994) 
 

An elderly artist invites a model around to his house for a sitting. But is painting the only thing on his 

mind? Jonathan Brough short, takes on a very old man that decides to start painting again. He hires 

a nude model. The whole point of the short is a clever reflection of the thin line between art and 

prejudice. After a while, the model suspects she's with a dirty old man and demands to see his work. 

He refuses, is not finished. The model is furious, he apologizes, is a very old, sad man, didn't know he 

had forgotten how to paint. She leaves taking the money. The last shot is the opposite from that 

very long joke THE BELLE NOISEUSE, as in some of the best shorts, an unexpected note that rewrites 

everything behind. A good example of New Zealand's film. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 039 
 

A Boy Named Cocoy (1992) 
 

A mountain boy seeks a better life in Manila and finds love. 

Converted from DivX...Tagalog/Filipino Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Exposure (2000) 
 

A voyueristic cameraman hiding in the bushes discovers his brother-in-law's secret. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

History Boys Around The World: Tour Diaries (2006) 
 

Follows the cast to Hong Kong, New Zealand, Australia, and U.S. during the play's world tour. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Liberace: Too Much Of A Good Thing Is Wonderful (2000) 
 

This documentary tells the inside story of Liberace's increasingly 

isolated and decadent private life. Although the flamboyant, glitzy 

pianist's shows were loved by the public, he was always treated 

with derision by the mainstream critics - Too Much of a Good 

Thing is Wonderful, Wednesday October 11, 2000 on ABC TV. 

Liberace paraded his wealth and the trappings of extravagant 

excess, but gradually he became a prisoner of his own elaborate 

double life. His desperate attempts to keep his gay private life 

secret backfired in a series of public scandals and front-page 

lawsuits. In the 1950s Liberace was host of the most popular show 

on television. He was extraordinarily influential. The styles he 

pioneered on his television show -looking directly into the camera 

lens and flirting intimately - set the tone for numerous performers 

who followed. In the '60s and '70s his glitzy Las Vegas shows were 

imitated by performers from Elvis to Michael Jackson to Elton John. But when he started out, his 

flamboyant, overdressed and camp style was completely novel, and outrageously offensive to many. 



He drew a barrage of hate-reviews in London and eventually sued the Daily Mirror, claiming the 

paper had implied he was homosexual. Finally, Liberace won, but by doing so condemned himself to 

a life in the closet. Liberace is one of the strangest and most successful musical performers of 

America's post-war years. He never had the 'cool' of Sinatra or the glamour of Monroe, and is now 

often regarded as simply a camp footnote in entertainment history. Reputations re-evaluates him as 

a man whose populist style and hidden homosexuality ensured he remained an outsider. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

About Face: My First Suit (1985) 
 

Young gay man in New Zealand. Steve (Conrad Crawte) is a young New Zealand boy who is about to 

attend his first high school dance. Although his recently separated parents both insist on buying him 

his first suit, he finds himself fanaticizing about men rather than the 'Sheila's' that his parent both go 

on about. While his mother insists on dwelling on his blemishes (spots) and dwells on his skin 

breaking out, he's more concerned with coming out (at least to himself). 14-year-old Steve is caught 

between creatures he does not fully understand: two parents with very different ideas about the suit 

he should wear to his first school dance. Meanwhile everywhere he seems to look, images of men 

are taking control of his imagination. In Stewart Main's comical coming of age story Steve escapes 

his parents' good wishes, to discover his true desires. They aren't quite what his no-nonsense father 

had in mind. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Pilates Secrets - Basic Mat Workout (2004) 
 

PILATES SECRETS shows you the Pilates mat techniques as you have never seen them before! The 

Pilates method is a regimen/series of isometric exercises that simultaneously stretch, strengthen, 

tone and align the body, while eliminating excess tension and strain on the joints. PILATES SECRETS 

offers step-by-step instruction for 32 popular Pilates mat exercises as demonstrated by two awe-

inspiring young men in the nude. This program incorporates the floor techniques that are designed 

to help you improve your posture, tone and tighten your mid-section. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 



Puta De Oros (Golden Whore) (1999) 
 

Adrian is a young fame seeker who rents himself out at social 

events. He cries at funerals, tells jokes at parties and applauds on 

opening nights. Suddenly, his luck changes and Adrian becomes an 

overnight smash. 

Converted from DivX...Dubbed English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

The Best Men (2006) 
 

Moments before his best friend's wedding, Peter gets one last chance to rekindle mutual feelings 

long suppressed, but not abandoned. Sometimes the perfect reminder of first love's passion is but a 

simple kiss from the best man. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 040 
 

Clay Farmers (1988) 
 

Mike, a young hired hand in California is working a small farm 

with a close friend, Dan. Mike is content on the farm and 

obviously attracted to the handsome Dan. Dan seems to be 

attracted to Mike as well but is a drifter and not happy as a 

farmer. He longs to finish out the contract and move on to a big 

city, perhaps with Mike. Gary (Liam McGrath), a boy from the 

next farm over, befriends them during their daily chores. Gary 

lives with his abusive father, a stepmother and a stepbrother. 

Gary is drawn to the camaraderie of the young farmhands in part 

to avoid his problems at home. When an innocent session of 

skinny-dipping is misconstrued by the boy's father, the young 

hired hands soon find themselves unjustly suspected of 

wrongdoing in a suddenly hostile small town. I think the premise 

of this story was a good idea, however it seems to play around the 

storyline without letting you get inside and get a good feel for it. 

The adult characters are pretty flat, they could use more 

character development. The relationship between the two lead 

males leaves a lot of unanswered questions. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Guys Gone Wild: Frat Boys (2004) 
 

Get ready for a Guys Gone Wild that's wilder than you've ever 

seen before! Where do the hot guys from Fraternity Row head 

when school is out and they're looking to go wild? They head to 

the beaches of Florida and Cancun where Guys Gone Wild 

captures every last second of the crazy, sexy, uncensored and 

hilarious action. These are real college boys who are more than 

happy to show off their Greek goodies. Watch their new pledges 

get initiated...Guys Gone Wild style! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 



Mon Copain Rachid (My Pal Rachid) (1997) 
 

A 9-year-old boy (13-year-old Jonathan Reyes) is obsessed with 

the sizable penis of his older friend (Nordine Mezaache). In this 

award winning and funny exploration of youth, race, and sex, a 9-

year-old boy works through his obsession with an older boy. This 

short is amazing. In ten minutes it tells the story some films take 

90 boring minutes to do. It's fast, furious, funny and completely 

believable. Although I suppose it's hard to find on video or on 

television, if you have the chance, go get it. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

 

The Truth About Alex (1986) 
 

Alex (23-year-old Peter Spence) admits to his best friend Brad (25-

year-old Scott Baio) that he is gay. With so much gay hub-bub in 

the news lately, I couldn't help but think back to some of the first 

bits of gay-oriented entertainment that were considered landmark 

for their time... "Making Love," "An Early Frost," even "Boys in the 

Band." I recall how stunning and important "The Truth About 

Alex" was back in 1986; this was an afterschool special about a 

teen being gay, for goodness sake. Or was it? The story here was 

really about Scott Baio's character, whose best friend is the one 

doing the actual coming out. And, if you look at it now, the script 

of this piece handles that process really, really poorly. Every time 

poor Alex, our gay character, touches on anything to do with the 

gay world, it turns out to be a miserable, stereotypical 

experience... a trucker hits on the kid in a public bathroom; nearly 

the entir worlds rejects him once he comes out; and, worst of all, his trip to a decent enough gay pub 

prompts an INTERVENTION (!!!) by his so-called caring friends. For cryin' out loud... the kid was just 

having a beer and making some new gay friends. Leave him be. The producers definitely had their 

hearts in the right place back in '86, but couldn't they have gotten somebody gay to write the script? 

Look at this show today and it doesn't come across as gay-positive at all. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 041 
 

Better Gay Sex (1994) 
 

If you're the kind of guy that went for those Athena posters of the man holding the baby then this is 

for you. I was expecting a Channel 4 style, down to basics guide to the best techniques on 

performing all the usual (and some not so usual) stuff we get up to. Instead, I had to sit and watch 

while the director over indulged himself in 'artistic' camera angles, fades and the same sections of 

poetry repeated over and over. Essentially the information is well meaning and includes all the usual 

sensible advice on safer sex and respecting yourself and others but if you are over twenty and/or live 

in the real world then give it a miss, it's more fun learning on a partner. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Kenneth Williams - Russell Harty Interview (1973) 
 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Sam Fooi (First Love And Other Pains) (1999) 
 

Across the boundaries they find each other... in this post-colonial 

romance. A cynical English professor discovers love in the form of 

an admiring student. But is it too late for him to find happiness? 

This film has the look of a low-budget film by an inexperienced 

film-maker. However, it has an interesting story, two interesting 

main characters, and ultimately is worth watching. The setting is a 

university in Hong Kong, and the two main characters are a young 

Chinese man (19-years-old) and a considerably older (40s or 50s?) 

professor of English Literature. The dialogue is in both Chinese and 

English, with both languages subtitled in the other language. Some 

of the flaws: the sound is sometimes lost below the background 

music, and is uneven in quality; the DVD I saw it on was not 

letterboxed, and the adaptation to the TV aspect ratio cut off the 

sides of many of the english subtitles, which was a bit frustrating. 

The ending too, is a bit unrealistic and disappointing. But I'm still glad I watched it, and still will 

probably share it with friends. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 042 
 

Queer As Old Folk (2007) 
 

Exploring the current lives of several gay men who came out at a time when homosexuality was still 

illegal in the U.K. It has been 40 years since male homosexuality was legalised in the U.K. however 

for men now in their late fifties and older, the memory of less liberal times is still in mind. Some men 

are only just coming out after decades married and in the closet while others have been openly gay 

forever but are now looking to take advantage of the civil partnerships with their long-term 

partners. This film follows the different experiences of several couples and one individual. Shown as 

part of Channel 4's "40 Years Out" season of films recently, this documentary has a slightly comic 

title that seems to infect the early parts of the film with a weirdly light-hearted approach. It doesn't 

help that the range of characters selected for the documentary are quite an extreme range. We have 

Clive, who is married with three children and has recently come out as gay but continues to live with 

his family while also having rampant sex with multiple partners. Alan and Jimmy have been together 

for more than 40 years but have never kissed on the lips. Meanwhile Roger is now openly gay and 

living with the much, much younger Ian – a former student of his who now earns his living as a male 

stripper. So at first, the comic delivery serves to make me feel like I was meant to be more amused 

by the characters than interested in them and the film offered me little early on to make me think 

otherwise. As it goes on though, there are things of interest. Clive's selfish sexual antics become 

clear where he ignores a doctor's advice over his STD's and fails to mention it to his many partners. 

Jimmy and Alan have strong opinions on those that stay in the closet for decades and their 

relationship is a strange one that seems more platonic than anything else. Meanwhile Roger and Ian 

are just a strange couple. It is only the final couple that offer little other than the novelty value of 

seeing a couple divided so much by age and looks. However, although the potential is there with the 

others, the film doesn't really have a point to make or somewhere it wants to end up, so it never 

really pushes anything or tries to uncover things. This is a shame because it could have done a better 

job to explore the meaning of being gay in the extremes on display here but, by simply watching 

them, Wells does miss a trick and ends up not really anywhere. Overall, a distracting documentary 

but not as interesting as it really should have been. The subjects could have been used better if the 

film had had more structure and direction to it but, as it is, it is just amusing and not a huge amount 

more. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Rugburn (2005) 
 

A young painter works up the courage to contact the collections agency that has been hounding him 

and gets embroiled in a more personal confrontation than he bargained for. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 



The House Of Morecock (2001) 
 

The House of Morecock is a gay pornographic adult cartoon 

created though computer-generated animation. It was the first 

ever American made gay adult animation. It was created by Joe 

Phillips, a comic book artist and free lance illustrator who has 

created art for companies such as DC Comics, Dark Horse Comics 

and Bud Lite. This is Phillips' first DVD movie, a second unrelated 

film titled Stonewall & Riot: The Ultimate Orgasm was released in 

late 2006. The House of Morecock debuted in 1999 on the gay 

porn website AbsolutelyMale, it was originally a short Flash 

animation featuring Jonas Morecock, a blonde hair, blue eyed gay 

twenty-something who investigates mysterious or supernatural 

goings on. The stories always end with Jonas engaged in gay sex. 

Due to its initial success, Phillips followed up the original episode 

with a complete set of shorts, all featuring Jonas in various scary 

situations which always subsequently turn sexual. Following their popularity online, the episodes 

were released on DVD in 2001 under the full title The House of Morecock: The Animated 

Misadventures of Jonas Morecock. In 2002 the DVD won a GayVN Award. TLAvideo.com lists 

Morecock as one of its best selling DVD titles ever. In 2005, following on the success of the DVD, two 

sets of comic strip books were released, titled Tales From The House Of Morecock and Tales From 

The House Of Morecock Vol. 2 along with a set of postcards feauting the titular character. The series 

is considered pornography but it is light hearted and is depicted in short skits. It is only considered 

'Hardcore' because of graphic sex scenes. The stories are always comic and are intended to entertain 

as much as they are to arouse. The movie starts off with two real life guys lying in bed watching 

Saturday morning cartoon's. The two guys are obviously a gay couple. They then find on television, 

The House Of Morecock and the viewer then watches what the twosome can see on their TV. We 

are then introduced to Jonas Morecock, and we then follow him on a series of adventures, including 

meeting Big Foot, a chance encounter with a Merman and being face to face with the Loch Ness 

Monster. All of the situations end up with Jonas having sex with at least one other guy. The film 

parodies a lot of mainstream television and films including The Little Mermaid, The Blair Witch 

Project, Godzilla, The X-Files, Titanic, Psycho and Jaws. There are a total of ten episodes contained 

on the DVD, each featuring a different story involving Jonas. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Yesterday Boy 
 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 043 
 

Anata-ga Suki Desu, Dai Suki Desu (I Like You, I Like You Very Much) (1994) 
 

This is an excellent example of the japanese 'pink' films. Short, well-acted and directed, and quite 

sexy in it's own, modest way, without being graphic. Something Americans don't seem to be able to 

do very well. A nice little soft-core film, besides being just a good movie. 

Converted from DivX...Japanese Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Better Gay Sex (1994) 
 

If you're the kind of guy that went for those Athena posters of the man holding the baby then this is 

for you. I was expecting a Channel 4 style, down to basics guide to the best techniques on 

performing all the usual (and some not so usual) stuff we get up to. Instead, I had to sit and watch 

while the director over indulged himself in 'artistic' camera angles, fades and the same sections of 

poetry repeated over and over. Essentially the information is well meaning and includes all the usual 

sensible advice on safer sex and respecting yourself and others but if you are over twenty and/or live 

in the real world then give it a miss, it's more fun learning on a partner. 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack 

 

En Sista Vals (The Last Waltz) (2001) 
 

On a fateful summer's night in the 1930's, Karl has to make a crucial choice that the rest of his life 

will depend upon. A choice between courage and cowardice, between being successful - or being 

himself. In the year 2000 Karl has grown old. Thinking back to that critical moment long ago, he 

realizes he made the wrong choice. He decides to set things right before it is too late. Never again 

will he be a coward. Decisively, he starts writing a letter. I saw the film on the November Festival and 

it was a worthy winner!!! Everything was great about it, the actors, the sound, the soundtrack, the 

script, the photo, the costumes from the 30's, everything!! Congrats to the first prize, you've earned 

it! You don't have the right to call yourself an amateur - you belong in Hollywood, not Trollywood!!! 

Converted from DivX...Swedish Soundtrack 

 

Make Friends Along Seashore (2007) 
 

Converted from DivX...Taiwanese Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 044 
 

A Crimson Mark (2004) 
 

A secret relationship between two Korean government employees is complicated by the difference 

in the men's ranks. 

Converted from DivX...Korean Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

All Over Brazil (2003) 
 

It's Summer 1974 and all looks rosy, with the Scotland World Cup 

team, under Billy Bremner's captaincy, in the Finals. After being all 

over Brazil in their first match, Scotland now has to beat 

Yugoslavia to get into the knock-out rounds. But in suburban 

Glasgow, 13-year-old Stephen (16-year-old Iain De Caestecker), is 

keener on seeing his favourite glam rock band in concert than 

following the progress of Scotland's World Cup football squad. 

Meanwhile his football fanatic father Charley (Frank Gallagher) 

isn't about to let "a bunch of nancy boys" turn his son's head away 

from sporting glory. Stephen's hopes of following his Glam Rock 

idols appears to be dashed after his father catches him in his older 

sister Donna's (Gemma Morrison) gold platform boots and full 

glam make-up. Charley meanwhile is struggling to come to terms 

with the loss of his wife (and mother to his two teenage children) 

and when Stephen tells him he thinks his mother would have let him go to the concert, Charley 

explodes. With nothing now left to lose, Stephen and Donna go to see Slade in concert. Only on their 

return do they start to worry about the consequences, yet when they arrive back it is to a much 

chastened and reflective Charley. The film ends with the glimmerings of a new understanding 

between the members of the family where a father has to come to terms with his son and daughter 

growing up and facing up to their need for freedom to be what they themselves want to be. The film 

features the chart-topping music of Slade throughout. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 



Daniel Endormi (1988) 
 

In the morning, Daniel left his companion after an argument. 

Throughout the day he wanders through Paris, chance encounters 

in sentimental confidences. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Generation Xcess: Sandbach Rugby Team (2007) 
 

"Generation Xcess," a reality series focusing on the unconstrained party lives of young adults in the 

U.K., features the wildest side of the boys at the Sandbach rugby team as they are out and about on 

a Saturday night. After tons of beer, the players perform their typical night out rituals, which include 

lots of nudity, gay kissing and mutual masturbation. HOT! It is the type of reality show we need in 

the U.S. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Gigolo (2005) 
 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Hubad (2007) 
 

Strictly for ADULTS ONLY! Sexual Power Begins with the Right Moves. Hubad! Striptease Session 

from Daring Men will take you in an erotic learning experience on how to sexually charge up your 

partner with sensual dance moves. Featuring one of PROVOQs most sought after hunks. Johnron 

Tanada this steamy video will lead you on how to tease, strip off and achieve new heights of orgasm 

with all the right moves. Learn to be an instrument of desire and realize your deepest fantasies. 

Converted from DivX...Background Soundtrack 



 

Scout's Honor (2001) 
 

In a town more familiar with agriculture than activism, an 

unexpected alliance could change the course of Scouting forever. I 

have much gratitude for the film and the people that are 

chronicled in it for inspiring me to stand up for what I believe in. 

My life changed while seeing this film, through most of which I 

was brought to tears. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

Verdade Ou Conseqüência (Truth Or Consequence) (2003) 
 

A gay man returns home and revisits the love he left behind. 

Converted from DivX...Portuguese Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Short Film Collection 045 
 

30 Days (2005) 
 

Series 1 (2005) 

 

Episode 4: Straight Man In A Gay World. A 24-year-old straight man moves to San Francisco to live in 

what is known to have the largest gay community in the country. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Ce Vieux Rêve Qui Bouge (Real Cool Time) (That Old Dream That Moves) 

(2001) 
 

Well, that's to put it crudely of this film set in a dilapidated factory in some part of rural France with 

an all-male cast. To tell it more is to ruin the delightful surprises of the film... What I find it most 

interesting is the gradual shift from the theme of male-bonding to, well, male-understanding. And at 

50 or so minutes, that makes the film all the more succinct and satisfying. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack 

 

Johnny Giant (1965) 
 

A man of impressive proportions. 

Converted from DivX...Silent Movie Soundtrack 

 

Party Games (1965) 
 

Converted from DivX...Silent Movie Soundtrack 

 

The Game Of War (2005) 
 

This short film has given us many satisfactions, was shot in 16mm film simulating the style of war 

reportage, with a K3, legendary Russian camcorder. 



Converted from DivX...Silent Movie Soundtrack 

 

Vacarme (2005) 
 

This is a sexy little movie. A young man goes out to a place in Strasbourg, France, where hustlers pick 

up tricks. He's not a hustler, and he's definitely not a John. It's a Tuesday night, and not much is 

happening, and the young man strikes up a conversation with a real hustler, who is not getting any 

work that evening. The hustler claims to be straight. After cautious comments back and forth, the 

hustler starts to trust the newbie. They share cigarettes, they share a cab. Not much happens in this 

slice of life, and I don't know why the English title is "Uproar." But the film is evocative and 

memorable, and the guys are appealing. 

Converted from DivX...French Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 046 
 

2 Minutter (2 Minutes) (2001) 
 

A boy (Mark Emil Schwarz & Frederik Schwarz) lies in a bathtub, 

holding his breath. He is trying to break his personal record - 2 

minutes. 

Converted from DivX...Danish Soundtrack 

 

 

Dirty Love (2006) 
 

In L.A., Derik discovers the open city lifestyle along with its dark underside. When a hustler seduces 

Derik, he gets fleeced. But when the pimp blows their cover, Derik desperately searches for his 

wallet, finds it, and escapes their web. He jumps onto a subway, and discovers that the hustler 

spared him his cash: he remembers the passionate kiss. Derik returns home with a clearer 

understanding of his own feelings and the self-confidence of a stronger individual. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Frankie Howerd: Rather You Than Me (2008) 
 

British comic struggles with his homosexuality whilst trying to establish a mainstream media career. 

This programme only serves as a kick in the backside to the memory of Frankie Howerd. In this he's 

portrayed as the most boring person to ever walk the face of the planet, albeit via a pretty decent 

impression by David Walliams. Good actor, crap script. If you want to see an inaccurate story (I use 

the term story very loosely) of a comedy legend interlaced with a load of pointless homo-erotic 

scenes and watch a pretty good impression of Frankie Howard but doing the worlds unfunniest 

stand up routines then this is for you. Personally I think its an insult to Mr. Howerds memory. He 

may have been a depressive and he may have been homosexual but if you're going to devote an 

entire show to Just those two aspects of him and exaggerate them massively, at least have the 

decency to have some sort of story to it. It starts, plods along and ends. I finished watching it not 

two minutes ago and couldn't tell you what it was about! Shame really, because Walliams voice and 

demeanour were perfect, Rafe Spall's acting was excellent, everything else about the film was not. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 



Body Image (2006-7) 
 

Series 3 (1 Episode) (2007) 

 

Episode 4: I'm A Boy Anorexic; Very skinny young boys in an eating disorder clinic. Documentary 

about Declan, Simon and Warren, three youngsters struggling to overcome their obsessive 

relationship with food and anorexia problems. It follows the boys as they recover inside a London 

clinic and then return to the outside world, charting their fight to try to beat this life-threatening 

illness. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Omnibus: The 'Billy Elliot' Boy (2001) 
 

Recording 15-year-old Jamie Bell's progress from unknown schoolboy to award-winning star of "Billy 

Elliot". 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 047 
 

Mr. H Is Late (1988) 
 

Eric Sykes is in charge of moving a coffin from a home to the 

church. The home is on the 26th floor of a skyscraper; the stairs 

are narrow; the lift is small and prone to stop working. Chaos 

ensues. I saw this on a tape with another Eric Sykes short entitled 

"It's Your Move". That one was a dud from 1969. This 1988 TV 

short seemed sharper and had edgier humor. Like many other Eric 

Sykes' projects, there is minimal dialogue in "Mr. H Is Late". It's 

often frustrating and it takes away an entire element with which 

to draw humor from. With a running time of under thirty minutes, 

however, there are enough silly situations going on to provide a 

fair serving of laughs. A gentleman has died and a group of 

pallbearers are apparently carrying him around in a coffin. Of 

course, things don't go according to their plans and the coffin goes 

through quite an adventure on its way to the church for the 

funeral service. It contains both mildly saucy and macabre moments but it's all rather harmless fun. 

Being from the U.K., you know the humour is going to be a bit understated and dry. It doesn't 

compare to the belly laughs generated by some of the cynical and sarcastic American comedies 

which have been made. Overall, though, "Mr. H Is Late" has a certain undeniable British charm. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Rhubarb Rhubarb (1980) 
 

A virtually silent comedy in which the only word spoken is 

"Rhubarb". 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Plank (1979) 
 

This is a pantomime about two construction workers, who 

discover that a plank is missing from the floor they are just 

building. They discover that two children have taken the plank and 

use it for a seesaw. Instead of taking it back, they decide to go and 

buy a new one. However, this may not have been a very good 

idea, for all the troubles and problems they encounter, just by 

buying a plank, are countless. The main appeal of this short is 

probably the cameos from a certain strata of 60s and 70s British 

comedy that support leads Eric Sykes and Arthur Lowe - Lionel 

Blair, Harry H. Corbett, Bernard Cribbins, Frankie Howerd, Reg 

Varney, Joanna Lumley, the guy from GEORGE AND MILDRED etc. 

Unfortunately, (with the exception of the great Charles Hawtrey) 

this is the comedy against which I've always defined my own loves 

- e.g. MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS, REGINALD PERRIN, 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE LIKELY LADS, FAWLTY TOWERS etc. - so there isn't much enjoyment 

for me here. But it's rare that popular TV stars experiment with the riches of short silent comedy, so 

I gave it a go. The first barrier to pleasure is not the profusion of performers I have never found 

funny, but the aggressive laughter track stuck on, telling me how truly hilarious what I'm watching is, 

when it clearly, bewilderingly, isn't. The gags are so obvious, and are set up so far in advance, and 

are executed as precisely as you expected, that not only can you not understand why everybody's 

enjoying themselves; but you get the feeling that you are not watching a comedy, but a lecture in 

the mechanics of comedy theorems. The plot concerns two builders, Sykes and Lowe, who are laying 

the wood foundations of a new house, only to find one plank stolen by children to make a see-saw. 

They head off to the plankyard (or whatever it's called) in their clapped out old car, and the rest of 

the film details their chaotic, socially disruptive, attempts to bring it back to the house. There is 

some abstract pleasure in seeing a plot dominated not by bewildered comics, but a piece of wood, 

which probably dramatises some Marxist gubbins about the commodity fetish and the alienation of 

the worker from his labour. There is an intriguing contrast between the very British cast and their 

brand of saucy seaside humour, and the very abstract Anywhere-ville that frames their adventures, a 

new housing estate under construction and some generalsised suburbs. This, and the pleasing, 

bouncy music, give the film a HULOT-esque feel, but there is none of Tati's complex struggle 

between individual and environment (or hilarity). This rush of new building and the profusion of 

labourers give some sense of 70s Britain, its anonymity and dehumanisation, while the ultimate 

circularity of the plot calls into question the very progress (e.g. economic) that allows the film's 

content. While the leads are sympathetic in their passivity, the jokes and slapstick are so old, corny 

and uninventive, stolen from hundreds of better 20s comedies. Men get splattered by paint, hit by 

the plank, are run into a pond etc. The one genuinely funny sequence is when the great Wilfred 

Hyde-White tries to cross a busy road and his walking-stick is broken. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 048 
 

Available Men (2006) 
 

A desperate Hollywood agent named Rob goes to an L.A. hotel to meet Stephen, a young writer with 

a hot new screenplay. Meanwhile, a mild mannered artist named Steve goes to the same hotel to 

meet a shy young accountant named Rob on a blind date. Who can tell what's going to happen? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Hello, Thanks (2006) 
 

Andy is having quite a year in the personal ads. An official selection at the 2006 Sundance Film 

Festival, Hello, Thanks is an amusing and bittersweet look at the fine art of writing personal ads to 

summarize yourself and attract others. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Irene Williams: Queen Of Lincoln Road (2005) 
 

Winner of the 2005 PlanetOut Award for Best Documentary and 

Toronto's 2005 InsideOut Audience Award for Best Short, this is an 

entertaining portait of a extraordinary Miami Beach eccentric with 

unique fashion style and flare. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sissy Frenchfry (2005) 
 

The annual student body president election at the wildly eclectic 

and diverse West Beach High School pits the quirky, much-

beloved incumbent Sissy Frenchfry against a handsome, 

charismatic and socially intolerant transfer student with a devious 

plan to restore the status quo. I saw this last night on LOGO, and I 

have to say that it was terrific, like a lost episode of "Square 

Pegs," or something. The short film tells the story of the splendid 

Sissy Frenchfry, a sorta Ferris Bueller for our times (winningly 

played by the charming Steven Mayhew, a possible Mormon, 

methinks), and how an interloper tries to take over his turf at 

West Beach High. The interloper, a hunky jock with the alarming 

name of Bodey McDodey, does his best (which is, happily, not 

good enough to defeat Sissy) to take over the school, but good 

prevails! A really wonderful film. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Straight Boys (2006) 
 

Ben thinks he's found true love in his straight college roommate Morgan (Nick Bartzen of The Conrad 

Boys). Being honest with Morgan may be Ben's straightest path to happiness, regardless of the 

outcome. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Tumbleweed Town (1999) 
 

In this animated cowboy tale, produced in 1999 (Six years before the film adaptation of Brokeback 

Mountain!), Todd hitchhikes through the Texas desert seeking true love. Winner, First Prize, 

PlanetOut Short Movie Awards. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Underminer (2005) 
 

NYC performance artist and cult icon Mike Albo plays both lead roles in the short film adaptation of 

his best-selling book about those masters of passive-aggression who spin their friends into self-



doubt and panic with every encounter. Directed by Todd Downing, creator of Jeffrey's Hollywood 

Screen Trick and Dirty Baby Does Fire Island. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 049 
 

An Audience With Charles Dickens: The Boy At Mugby (1996) 
 

Simon Callow performs a series of entertaining sketches as Charles Dickens. 'The Boy at Mugby' is a 

hilarious account of railway station catering. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Just William (1977) 
 

Series 1 (1997) 

 

Episode 4: The Sweetest Little Girl In White. William Brown (14-year-old Adrian Dannatt) is the story 

concentrate of an English boy. No matter what trouble his elders, and -worse- the insufferable 'good 

girl' Violet Elizabeth Bott who manages to enforce her presence upon them, take to tell them what 

to do, when and where, William, his best friend Ginger and the whole gang of village rascals make 

sure the saying "boys will be boys" proves true every single mischievous time, even if it takes all their 

courage and lying ingenuity. "Just William" is set during the 1930s, about a naughty school boy, 

William, with his own gang. The annoying Bonnie Langford played the annoying, lisping, spoiled brat 

Elizabeth Violet Rose Bott who always wanted to kiss William (yuk!), and threatening to "Scwme and 

scwme and scwme" and hold her breath until she turned blue if she didn't get her own way. The 

great Diana Dors played her stuck-up mother Mrs. Bott. This is a great children's series, and I 

remember looking forward to it every Sunday afternoon on ITV. The BBC remade it several years ago 

but it didn't recapture the magic of the '76 version. It would be great to see this version released on 

video or DVD. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Without Walls: Little Angels, Little Devils (1994) 
 

Taking as his starting point the murder of toddler James Bulger by two ten-year-old boys, Blake 

Morrison investigates contemporary images of childhood. The programme takes the form of a poem, 

written and narrated by Morrison, and included home movies, film clips, TV adverts and readings 

from a range of authors. There are contributions from Nicholas Tucker, author of 'What is a child?', 

Christina Hardyment, author of 'Dream Babies' and Gitta Sereny, whose book 'The Case of Mary Bell' 

examined another case of child murder. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 050 
 

Extraordinary People - The Boy Who Can Never Grow Old (2007) 
 

This intimate documentary follows 19-year-old Stuart Wickison who is nearing the end of his life. His 

determination to live as a normal teenager has never been stronger. He's leaving the comforts of 

Treloar College for young people with severe disabilities to study art at university. At Treloar's he has 

24-hour medical support, physiotherapy and lives in an environment where people are accustomed 

to his needs. This support enables Stuart to live, so organising his care for university is a matter of 

life and death. Treloar's is encouraging him to go and helping him prepare. Treloar's is a college for 

severely disabled teenagers. It doesn't believe in wrapping up its students in cotton wool and hiding 

them from the world. Staff at Treloars enable them to go clubbing and pubbing. While Stuart 

prepares for his A levels, four of the other lads at Treloar's with Duchenne's go out. It's their way of 

dealing with a terminal illness. The documentary follows the DMD teenagers as they go to London to 

lobby parliament for more research funding, as a cure is imminent. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Extraordinary People - The Boy Who Sees Without Eyes (2007) 
 

Ben Underwood lives with his family in the suburbs of Sacramento, California where he attends his 

local high school. Like any other 14-year-old boy, he loves to play with his friends and chat to girls his 

age, with whom he seems popular. He looks like any other boy, until he removes his $4,600, hand-

crafted eyes. Ben is blind and, like other blind people, relies on some specialist equipment to survive. 

He uses talking computer software and a Braille machine to help with his homework. Ben does not 

have a guide dog, uses no stick, and does not even use his hands to aid his mobility. Instead, he has 

developed something of a super sense: he is the only person in the world who navigates using clicks. 

As he walks, he makes a continuous clicking noise with his tongue. As these clicks echo around him, 

he is able to draw up a detailed mental plan of his surroundings and adjust his direction accordingly. 

So accurate is his technique that he is even able to go rollerblading on the street, negotiating narrow 

gaps between parked cars that even sighted children might find challenging. In fact, Ben's mother, 

Aquanetta, finds that her son is far more attentive to the dangers of the road than his friends, 

always the first to move onto the pavement when a car approaches. Ben first noticed his talent at 

the age of 7, when at summer camp. While it began as just a habit, Ben explains, he soon realised 

that it had potential benefits for navigation. He began to practise every day and developed the 

system to the point it is at today. It is the fact that Ben is entirely self-taught that is perhaps most 

astonishing and has led people to use the term 'genius' when referring to the boy. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 



Extraordinary People - The Boy With The Incredible Brain (2007) 
 

This is your chance to witness the breathtaking story of Daniel Tammet. A twenty-something with 

extraordinary mental abilities, Daniel is one of the world's few savants. He can do calculations to 100 

decimal places in his head, and learn a language in a week. This documentary follows Daniel as he 

travels to America to meet the scientists who are convinced he may hold the key to unlocking similar 

abilities in everyone. He also meets the world's most famous savant, the man who inspired Dustin 

Hoffman's character in the Oscar winning film 'Rain Man'. As a baby, Daniel cried constantly and 

banged his head against the wall. His parents were frantic but all doctors could suggest was that he 

was understimulated. One afternoon when he was four, an accident changed the way Daniel 

thought forever. While playing with his brother in the living room he suffered a series of epileptic 

seizures which transformed his brain chemistry, giving him the gift of synaesthesia. This condition 

occurs when the parts of the brain responsible for different areas of perception get mixed up. Brain 

scans of autistic savants suggest that the right hemisphere might be compensating for damage in the 

left hemisphere. While many savants struggle with language and comprehension - skills associated 

primarily with the left hemisphere - they often have amazing skills in mathematics and memory - 

primarily right hemisphere skills. Daniel began to respond emotionally to numbers, which he started 

to 'see' as complex, beautiful shapes and textures. Other autistic savants have displayed a wide 

range of talents, from measuring exact distances by sight to from reciting volumes of 

encyclopaedias. The British savant Stephen Wiltshire was able to draw a highly accurate map of the 

London skyline from memory after a single helicopter trip over the city. Unlike other savants, Daniel 

can describe what is going on in his head. He is fortunate in that, while he possesses many of the 

capabilities associated with autism, he has no trouble relating to others; he is a charming and 

incredibly self-aware young man. He talks, awestruck, about seeing the number one as a bright 

shining light; five as a clap of thunder; and nine as very tall and intimidating 'It's like having a fourth 

dimension,' he says. Soflty-spoken, 26-year-old Daniel lives on the Kent coast but he steers clear of 

the beach because there are too many pebbles to count. He feels uncomfortable at the thought of a 

mathematical problem with no solution. Trips to the supermarket are a headache, too; he gets lost 

dwelling upon every shape, texture, price and arrangement of fruit and vegetables. He can stand 

transfixed for hours wandering at the pattern of leaves on a tree, and calculate vast sums without 

consciously trying - he can 'see' the answer in his head as a beautiful landscape. And it cannot be 

said that he struggles with language; he speaks French, German, Spanish, Lithuanian, Icelandic and 

Esperanto. As if this wasn't incredible enough, he is in the process of creating his own language, 

whereby the vocabulary reflects the relationships between language and things. Tammet has broken 

the European record for recalling Pi, the mathematical constant, to the furthest decimal point. He 

says he found it easy because he didn't even have to think. To him, Pi is a visual story, like a film 

projected in front of his eyes. I memorised Pi to 22,514 decimal places, and I am technically disabled. 

I just wanted to show people that disability needn't get in the way. In this film we see him flawlessly 

calculating Pi to over 20,000 places, over five hours, to an awestruck crowd of tutors and students 

from Oxford University. Daniel's rare ability to describe his thought processes makes him a goldmine 

for researchers into the brain. Dr. Julian Asher, who also experiences synaesthesia, says Daniel's 

visions are uncommonly specific and concrete. Daniel can also have fun with his ability, as we 

witness in his visit to the U.S. His first port of call is New York, where he bamboozles the famous 

chess hustlers of Times Square by memorising the position of every piece on a board. He also meets 



Kim Peek, the inspiration for 'Rain Man'. The shy and introspective Peek appears to have a 

photographic memory for everything; he can read two pages of a book in around eight seconds, 

reading one page per eye simultaneously, and remember almost all of it. The two men made a 

strong connection, bonding over their passion for books and history; Peek held Daniel's hand 

tenderly and assured him that there is no reason to fear being different. 'One day you'll be as great 

as I am,' he jokes to Daniel. Next, Daniel tests his skills in Las Vegas, as he plays his first-ever game of 

blackjack. There is too much light and noise for him to concentrate properly, but he wins a 

devastating hand when he changes his tactics and goes on instinct. Daniel's final destination is San 

Diego's Centre for Brain Studies, where 'very sceptical' Shai Azoulai and Professor VS Ramachandran 

subject him to a battery of tests. If Daniel is cheating, or using traditional mathematical methods, 

these scientists will catch him out. Despite his jet-lag, Daniel successfully tackles some complex 

calculations, and then models his mind's-eye view of various numbers in play-dough. So far the 

scientists are impressed. But the sceptics are truly silenced when Shai writes down a version of Pi 

and asks Daniel to visualise it, while being connected to a skin temperature monitor. Shai has 

sneakily smuggled some 'wrong' numbers into the fractions. Intriguingly, Daniel's skin reacts sharply 

whenever he encounters a 'wrong' number, proving that he responds emotionally to numbers. Shai 

is astounded 'This could spawn a whole new field of research,' he stutters. All of Daniel's claims 

seem to add up, but he has one more hurdle to jump. The film-makers challenge him to learn 

Icelandic, one of the world's hardest languages in just one week. He must then appear on national 

TV and be interviewed for five minutes in Icelandic. Will Daniel do it And what can we learn from this 

prodigious talent. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 051 
 

An Audience With Charles Dickens: Sikes And Nancy (1996) 
 

Simon Callow reads extracts from "Oliver Twist", in front of a live audience, recorded at the 

Ambassador's Theatre, London. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Marriage Wows (1949) 
 

The marriage of "Bertha and Edgar" is announced with posters 

nailed to trees in the forest. They don't give the denizens much 

time as the announcement says it will be at "2:30 today." Below 

that, it says "your PRESENTS" will be welcomed." This is a typical 

"Famous Studios" animated short in that is has decent Technicolor 

and is a combination of "cute" and sight-gags that feature puns. 

There are few scenes which would provide laughs, yet it isn't 

boring either. "Charming," I guess, would be another way to 

describe this and similar efforts by this studio, Director I. Sparber 

and writers Bill Turner and Larry Riley. A lot of the jokes are how 

the animals get themselves spruced up for the wedding (a lion 

getting his nails done, feathered birds getting dusted, antlers 

getting cleaned at the "Jungle Parlor," etc.) I mean, where else but 

cartoons can you see a hyena painting her toenails or a hippo 

putting on lipstick?! Near the ending we get one of those sing-a-longs as the audience is asked to 

follow "the bouncing heart" to the song "For Me and My Gal." The actual ending is very good, which 

should draw a good laugh out of most people. Overall, it's dated but charming, wholesome and has 

enough laughs to recommend. It is a far cry from stuff you would see today. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Prenuptial Tango (2007) 
 

Two couples dance a dance of marital deceit and indiscretion as love drives them in ever stranger 

and more mysterious directions. The dancing is both literal and figurative with classic noir overtones 

and dark comedy. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 



Quack-A-Doodle Do (1950) 
 

His Mama is the only one who love Baby Huey, an overgrown clumsy ugly duckling. The other 

Mamas and their broods shun him like the plague and make his little life miserable. But when a 

ferocious fox attacks the barnyard, Huey comes to the rescue of one and all. Huey is a hero basking 

in his new-found popularity. First of the series. As someone who hasn't read a Baby Huey comic 

book in 50 years and hasn't seen one of the cartoons in almost as long, this was interesting - almost 

historical - to view. It shows the beginnings of the dumb-but-lovable Baby Huey, the biggest and 

strongest duck to ever live (in the fantasy world). Mom apparently has been frustrated for a long 

time, unable to hatch any eggs and have "children." Other moms strut by her window with their little 

ones following. "Children are so cute," she sighs. "I'd like to hatch a batch." She decides the rest of 

the bottle of her vitamin pills and - voilà - or should I say, "boom!" - a gigantic egg appears 

underneath her in the nest, propelling mom up to the ceiling. She yells for her lady friends to come 

and see. Seconds later, another blast occurs and out comes Baby Huey! The chick's first words are, 

"Duh, I'm sorry I'm late, ma; what do ya have to eat?" Later, Huey is put on a scale for his first 

weighing. He breaks the scale. The other hens all laugh derisively. When it's time for a community 

meal, Huey rushes over, takes the table, tilts it and devours the entire meal. The other hens are not 

happy. "He's not a duck," they say. "He's a pig." When something else happens, they all want him 

out of the community. "He's a menace," they claim; "a bad egg." Mom is in tears and wheels Baby 

Huey away but when the viscous fox arrives, Huey - not even trying, but because of his enormous 

strength which foils the fox at every turn - becomes a "hero" and is welcomed back. Overall, this a 

funny in a primitive sort of way - at least all the gabs with Huey and the fox. It's always nice to see 

the harmless and good-hearted good guy defeat the evil villain. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Signage (2007) 
 

Lex, a 41-year-old man, struggles to maintain his marketability in today's gay world. Will his 

encounter with Jonathan, a young deaf man, at a local gay bar, help to relieve or merely reinforce his 

fear of growing older in this youth and beauty-obsessed culture? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Boy Whose Skin Fell Off (2004) 
 

In 2003, 36-year-old Jonny Kennedy died. He had a terrible genetic condition called Dystrophic 

Epidermolysis Bullosa (EB) - which meant that his skin literally fell off at the slightest touch, leaving 

his body covered in agonizing sores and leading to a final fight against skin cancer. In his last months 

Jonny decided to work with filmmaker Patrick Collerton to document his life and death, and the 

result was a film, first broadcast in March, that was an uplifting, confounding and provocatively 



humorous story of a singular man. Not shying away from the grim reality of EB, the film was also a 

celebration of a life lived to the full. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 052 
 

A Place In The Sun (1994) 
 

While out cruising the streets of Athens on night, Ilias, a Greek national, finds Panagoitis, a seductive 

Albanian hustler. The tortured love that transpires between these two breathtakingly beautiful men 

follows a path that ultimately defies national law and international borders. 

Converted from DivX...Greek Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Caught Looking (1991) 
 

A man sits at his computer and logs onto the interactive game "Caught Looking." He watches as he 

guides his virtual self through passages, in black and white. He considers but passes on opportunities 

with rough trade, a teen boy, a threesome, sex in a public toilet, and the kitsch of retro 50's muscle 

mystic in the Grotto of Tiberius. He sends his virtual self back to a pair of sailors, whom he films in 

8mm. Then he meets a young man, a Tunisian named Karim. The man at the computer screen is 

interested. His ironic and self-mocking commentary ends; his tone changes. What will happen with 

Karim? Has our virtual voyeur been caught looking? Caught looking screams 'Film school'. It's more a 

film essay than a real movie. It has an interesting scenario and it pays homage to many gay icons of 

the past but there is not enough known about the main character (even with the voice-over 

dialogue) to let you care about him. It is visually interesting and made well enough that it held my 

attention for the 35 minutes of its length but I must confess to being a bit relieved when it ended. 

This film was the first half of a VHS put out by Waterbearer pictures with the second half being 

North of Vortex. Another video essay of the same ilk. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Hermes Bird (1979) 
 

This 11 minute homage to the male member shows its subject in the various stages of erection. The 

voice-over poem by James Broughton includes the line "This is the secret that will not stay hidden." 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 



Intimes Tagebuch (Diario Privado) (Diario Intimo) (Private Diary) (2003) 
 

Pedro Usabiaga is a well-established Basque photographer whose chief concerns are figurative 

photography and whose passion in photographing the Spanish male. In this hour long conversation 

with the artist we are given entry into that process of selecting models (none of the models he uses 

for this book to be titled 'Private Diary' are professional, but instead are randomly chosen as 

Usabiaga observes athletes in action) and then allowed to follow Usabiaga and his crew as they 

photograph these men in natural settings and natural light. The models are splendidly handsome 

young Spaniards - surfers, horsemen, swimmers, beach kite fliers, woodchoppers, rope climbers, 

runners - whose collective body fat is probably close to 0%! These are not body builders but instead 

are perfectly sculpted male forms who are open to the photographer's ideas and willing to go places 

professional models might question. There is nothing at all traditionally erotic about these pictures 

we watch developing: there is no complete nudity, the focus of the camera is on the muscles at work 

and the faces of these inordinately handsome young men. The result is a casual conversational 

approach to the art of photographing the figure and the results are very fine indeed. Usabiaga 

narrates in voice-over and his words are quite poetic. Coupled with a background of Bach, 

Beethoven, and some contemporary composers the overall effect is artistic and therefore sensual in 

the finest sense of the term. Yes, there is bountiful eye candy here, but there is also a richly detailed 

account of the relationship between artist and model offered in a finely tuned manner. And Spain 

never looked so beautiful! 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

The Bees' Buzz (1929) 
 

Andy and Harry get into trouble while trying to stop the marriage of Andy's daughter. Incredibly 

weird and hilarious old-fashioned cartoon-like comedy where people run around in zig-zag patterns 

yelling like Daffy Duck. The plot relates to an oil baron from Oklahoma all set to marry Andy's 

daughter but she doesn't want to marry him and elopes with someone else. The Oklahoman tries to 

impress her and her friends by singing but unknowingly has a drink containing alum, which for some 

reason makes him unable to open his mouth very far, so the song comes out with him sounding like 

a cow. And speaking of cows, the eloping couple hide inside a cow costume (where in the world did 

it come from?) and they hide in the barn, but oh-oh, here comes the very "old" farmer (which is the 

only character that isn't done very good as he seems more like a teenage boy or young woman with 

an incredibly fake-looking beard) to "milk" the fake cow. Later there is a funny bit with a real cow 

making an (drawn animation) exclamation mark and a question mark with its tail as the couple drive 

off still with the cow costume over them! The most entertaining aspects relate to watching really 

old-fashioned cars race around during the chase scenes - which seem very real when compared to 

many other movies where they just have a movie screen behind the driver. The angles and the way it 

is filmed are amazingly well-done. Finally, bees are everywhere (thanks to a golf ball knocking their 

hive from a tree) and stinging everyone - and this is where it gets even weirder. The Justice of the 

Peace races around the golf course making sounds like Daffy Duck, still inside (and "wearing") his 



portable sauna box! This short little movie (about 20 minutes long) deserves an 8 because of how 

much it made me laugh, although I'm sure a lot of people would find some scenes annoying. I have 

watched it a few times. You will probably be on the floor rolling with laughter by the end. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Underminer (2005) 
 

NYC performance artist and cult icon Mike Albo plays both lead roles in the short film adaptation of 

his best-selling book about those masters of passive-aggression who spin their friends into self-

doubt and panic with every encounter. Directed by Todd Downing, creator of Jeffrey's Hollywood 

Screen Trick and Dirty Baby Does Fire Island. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 053 
 

Real Crime: Killed By A Perfect Son (2008) 

Series 6, Episode 6 

 

Brian Blackwell was the son every parent dreams of having. Charming, confidentand extremely 

clever: straight A grades at A-level meant he was about to embark on a medicine degree. But 

beneath all of the effortless success, was another story: Brian was gripped by a personality disorder, 

which made him obsessed with fantasies of power and brilliance. So when the 19-year-old student 

treated his girlfriend to a holiday of a lifetime in the U.S., with lobster, truffles and champagne, and a 

five-star hotel overlooking Central Park, suspicions began to be aroused. How had he found £30,000 

to pay for the holiday? And where were hismother and father? The tragic story of how a seemingly 

"perfect" son took revenge on his parents when they discovered his spending habit was out of 

control. How he bludgeoned them to death one day; and calmly set off the next on a luxury trip to 

the States as if nothing had happened. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Real Crime: The Perverted World Of Marc Dutroux (2008) 

Series 6, Episode 5 

 

The case surrounding the Belgian paedophile who served less than half of a 13-year prison sentence 

in the 1980s for the rape and torture of five girls. Released in 1992, he continued to follow a path 

marked by cruelty and violence toward others before receiving life imprisonment in 2004 for charges 

including kidnapping and murder. The trial raised many questions about the police investigation into 

his crimes. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

Shockers: Parent's Night (2001) 
 

The plot follows a boy (Liam Barr) by the name of David, who is suffering bullying in the extreme at 

school. The school will do nothing to stop it, and instead blame David for his bullying. Pushed over 

the edge, David takes a video camera everywhere with him at school, recording how his tormentors 

have made him. He goes home, and recording a final message to his mother, puts a gun in his 

mouth, and blows his head off. On top of the bullying, David was also following in his father's 

footsteps, a man who entered a school and killed everyone in it. On hearing the shot, the mother 



rushes to the room, to find the video, with the faces of the bullies on it. After watching the video, 

highly psyched, the mother takes the gun and goes to the school Parent's Night. Once there she 

confronts the school headmaster. This is a strange piece of British film, its actually quite scary and 

very poignant. It works on two levels, firstly as an effective short thriller (something that the British 

use to make rather well). Secondly, and more importantly, its a poignant look at working class youth 

today. It actually feels real, even teenagers (those harshest of critics) will recognise the characters 

and their sad world. This short film will stay with you for some time, excellant acting (especially from 

the young bully) and extremely well directed. Not many people would have seen this, but check it 

out. I think it would have worked really well as a short, accompanying a british feature at the 

cinema. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 054 
 

Berioza (Birke) (Birch) (1995) 
 

Very rare documentary short about young russian cadets directed by Steve Kokker. 

Russian Soundtrack...English Narration...English Subtitles 

 

Boogie-Woogie Dream (1944) 
 

After hours at a nightclub, the hired help have a jam session, which proves to be just what a couple 

of belated customers wanted to hear. This movie short features the talented music of Albert 

Ammons and Pete Johnson, who play their composition "Boogie Woogie Dream". In addition, Lena 

Horne is featured singing "Unlucky Woman" accompanied by Ammons, Johnson, and Teddy Wilson 

and His Band. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Bubbling Over (1934) 
 

In this all-black short musical comedy, a woman has a husband so lazy she can stick a pin in him 

without him waking up... but announcing lunch gets him up pretty fast. She's also saddled with a 

bevy of his lazy relatives. Four more come by and sing as a quartet. After the wife learns they had 

been traveling men, she advises them to keep traveling and kicks them out. The phony Swami who 

lives upstairs announces that a wealthy relative will come by to share his wealth; unfortunately the 

man has actually just been mistakenly released from a mental asylum. There's several songs, and 

nothing's terribly memorable, but it's enjoyable enough while it lasts. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Clay Farmers (1988) 
 

Mike, a young hired hand in California is working a small farm 

with a close friend, Dan. Mike is content on the farm and 

obviously attracted to the handsome Dan. Dan seems to be 

attracted to Mike as well but is a drifter and not happy as a 

farmer. He longs to finish out the contract and move on to a big 

city, perhaps with Mike. Gary (Liam McGrath), a boy from the 

next farm over, befriends them during their daily chores. Gary 

lives with his abusive father, a stepmother and a stepbrother. 

Gary is drawn to the camaraderie of the young farmhands in part 

to avoid his problems at home. When an innocent session of 

skinny-dipping is misconstrued by the boy's father, the young 

hired hands soon find themselves unjustly suspected of 

wrongdoing in a suddenly hostile small town. I think the premise 

of this story was a good idea, however it seems to play around the 

storyline without letting you get inside and get a good feel for it. 

The adult characters are pretty flat, they could use more 

character development. The relationship between the two lead 

males leaves a lot of unanswered questions. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

I Ain't Gonna Open That Door (1949) 
 

Comedian Dusty Fletcher was best known for his comedy sketch, "Open the Door Richard," in which 

he played a drunk trying to get into his apartment, futilely begging his roommate Richard to, "open 

the door, Richard." That routine was recorded in a 1945 short in which Fletcher performed it on a 

nightclub stage set. Richard is never seen in that short. This musical short, really just one song, is the 

answer to that routine. Stepin Fetchit plays Richard, and Dusty Fletcher doesn't appear. Fetchit lies 

in bed, and he talk-sings his reply, "I Ain't Gonna Open That Door," to the accompaniment of Earl 

Bostic's band. The public domain version doesn't include all the opening credits, but there are also 

two attractive actresses who appear briefly. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Mr Adam's Bomb (1949) 
 

In this weird all-black cast short, a man dances to a jazz record with his maid, until his wife and 

daughter discover him. His wife isn't pleased by the music or him dancing with the maid. They talk 

about how Uncle Adam has been bringing strange objects in bags into the house at midnight for an 



experiment and they think maybe he has a bomb. Someone notifies the police. At the police station, 

two policemen do a routine about what would happen in a confrontation with "Slaughterhouse 

Mike." They plan to go to the aforementioned family's house to find our if Adam's working on an 

atom bomb. At the house, there's some musical entertainment for their guests with women dancing 

in costumes, and the guests sing along. Adam does a magic trick with one of the policemen while the 

other searches the house. In the end the truth of the mystery object is discovered. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Murder In Swingtime (1937) 
 

The real thrill of the music-short Murder in Swingtime (1937) is not the reasonably good orchestra, 

but their spectacular large-sized singer June Richmond who belts out the number "What's Music 

Got?" 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Open The Door Richard (1945) 
 

A musically themed film cutting back and forth between Stepin Fetchit at home in bed and a jazz 

band providing the film's swing music. I saw this short on DVD as included in the box set Musicals 

Classics 50 Movie Pack Collection, which also has "Answer to Open the Door Richard," with which 

some of the information here is confused. In "Open the Door Richard," Dusty Fletcher plays a drunk 

in top hat and large shoes who performs for a dinner audience. Another man plays a barman or 

restaurateur who has kicked him out on the street. Dusty shares his woes and tries to get home, 

knocking on the arch of the stage as though it were a door, peppering his stand-up (or lay-down) 

routine with shouts of "open the door, Richard!" It's enjoyable, but between the actor's slurred 

speech and the relatively poor print, it's hard to make out all the lines. There's also a song by this 

name, and I thought this short would contain it, but it does not. "Answer to Open the Door Richard" 

is probably a response to the song rather than the sketch. In that, a band plays a song in which they 

call Richard on the phone, and Richard answers in sleepy song that he won't open the door. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 055 
 

Slumdog Dreams: Danny Boyle And The Making Of 'Slumdog Millionaire' 

(2009) 
 

Danny Boyle's Oscar winning new movie Slumdog Millionaire takes audiences on a journey into the 

heart of contemporary Mumbai. This programme joins the filmmakers behind the scenes. With 

Ayush Mahesh Khedekar, 12-year-old Tanay Chheda & 18-year-old Dev Patel. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Real Slumdog Millionaires (2009) 
 

To millions of slum dwellers in India, it's a familiar theme - getting ahead, getting out and getting 

rich. But the story of the kid done good isn't just a Hollywood script. Sky1 follows the story of 

genuine, aspirational and entrepreneurial slum-dwelling kids who have triumphed through luck or 

hard work. Real Slumdog Millionaires is a one-off documentary that will transport the viewer - in 

crystal clear high definition - to Mumbai - the commercial heartbeat of India. Dharavi, a bustling 

shanty town on the edge of the city is seen as a launch pad for India's rural migrants seeking a break 

in Mumbai. It has a thriving (if chaotic) re-cycling industry and is home to over 600,000 people. 

Andrew O'Connell, Commissioning Editor, Factual says: "Everyone knows the story of Jamal, 'The 

Slumdog Millionaire' but what is life like for the real slumdogs? We wanted to explore this 

fascinating underworld and meet the interesting characters who have turned their lives around in a 

similar way to Jamal. Just like in the film these people's lives will touch, inspire and surprise the 

audience. The Real Slumdog Millionaires, screening exclusively on Sky1 and Sky1 HD, reveals the 

real-life inspirations for this Dickensian-like fairytale. Poignant and touching, you can't help but be 

inspired by these real slumdogs who have been given a second chance at life. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 056 
 

The World's Biggest Family And Me (2009) 
 

Mark Dolan comes face to face with human extremes once more as he travels the globe to meet 

more of the world's most incredible individuals. His real goal, however, is to discover how and why 

some people become extraordinary, even when they were not born that way. Mark sets off on a 

global quest to learn the truth about families with ten or more children. What dictates the choices of 

some people to have large families and how do they operate? Mark travels to Canada to meet the 

Ionces. They are Romanian immigrants and have 18 children, a record for North America. They are 

also Christian fundamentalists. The mother, Livia, has been pregnant for 17 of the last 23 years. 

Mark continues his journey by heading to the United Arab Emirates, where he meets polygamist 

Daad Mohammed. Now in his 60s, he's had 17 wives and 84 children, and has a target of 100. In 

Spain, Mark meets Jose Maria Postigo and his wife, Rosa. They have 15 children, but another two 

died from a congenital heart defect. Six of the surviving children also suffer from this problem, 

forcing Mark to question the ethics of continuing to have children in the face of this illness. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The World's Cleverest Child And Me (2009) 
 

Mark Dolan comes face to face with human extremes once more as he travels the globe to meet 

more of the world's most incredible individuals. His real goal, however, is to discover how and why 

some people become extraordinary, even when they were not born that way. Immersing himself in 

the lives of child geniuses, Mark meets children with mind-boggling mental capacities. But are these 

young masterminds a force of nature or the product of intensive nurture? In Seattle Mark meets a 

junior literary genius. Adora Svitak has written over 400 short stories, already published a novel, and 

is in big demand as a guest speaker at corporate events, earning up to $10,000 at a time. In Malaysia 

Mark discovers a 9-year-old maths mastermind, Adi Putra, who also seems to have a canny business 

sense as CEO of his own company selling brain food. As Mark attempts to get to the bottom of 

whether these baby brainboxes are the product of nature or nurture, he realises that sometimes it's 

not so much the parent pushing the child as the child pushing the parent. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The World's Most Enhanced Woman And Me (2009) 
 

Mark Dolan comes face to face with human extremes once more as he travels the globe to meet 

more of the world's most incredible individuals. His real goal, however, is to discover how and why 

some people become extraordinary, even when they were not born that way. Mark tries to find out 



why some women take breast implants to extraordinary extremes. He discovers that tastes are 

changing in Las Vegas, but that the big breast scene is buoyant in Brazil. He asks who is really behind 

these women's decisions to go large, uncovers the health risks, and meets the new contender for the 

title of the world's most enhanced woman. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The World's Strongest Child And Me (2009) 
 

Mark Dolan comes face to face with human extremes once more as he travels the globe to meet 

more of the world's most incredible individuals. His real goal, however, is to discover how and why 

some people become extraordinary, even when they were not born that way. In 2000, 8-year-old 

Richard Sandrak shocked the world with his incredible bodybuilder physique. Trained up by his 

fitness fanatic dad from the age of three, he was unofficially recognised as the strongest child in the 

world. Since then he has disappeared from the public eye. As well as finding Richard, Mark wants to 

track down the next generation of super-strong children vying to succeed him, and find out why 

some parents will defy medical advice to train up their kids from such a young age. Mark's search 

takes him from a controversial child weightlifting contest in America, to an Olympic weightlifting 

boarding school established in the former Soviet Union, and on to the nightclubs of the Ukraine, 

where he discovers a family of girls trained up from birth to perform in a circus strongman act. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 057 
 

Real Crime: Crocodile Tears (2002) 

Series 2, Episode 3 

 

An examination of cases where killers have lied on camera, appealing for help and lying to the public 

and police alike in a bid to evade suspicion, even going as far as crying to make their pleas seem 

believable. Featuring first-hand accounts from victims' families and the detectives who have 

unravelled such webs of deceit. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Real Crime: Justice For Julie (2002) 

Series 2, Episode 2 

 

How Ann Ming resolutely campaigned for 12 years to make the man who brutally killed her 

daughter, Julie Hogg, face justice by changing the double-jeopardy law. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 058 
 

Real Crime: A Deadly Secret (2008) 

Series 6, Episode 8 

 

The story of an apparently devoted mother, who slowly and systematically poisoned her 9-year-old 

son by putting salt in his drip, baffling doctors at Great Ormond Street Hospital who were unable to 

understand his loss of weight and physical deterioration. Petrina Stocker showed signs of 

Munchausen's syndrome by proxy, but legal restrictions blocked attempts to isolate the child. For six 

months, 9-year-old David Stocker had been in and out of hospital with a debilitating but mystery 

illness. His condition baffled doctors at Great Ormond Street and he was put on a drip - but what the 

medical staff didn't know was that David was being slowly and systematically poisoned by his 

attentive but deranged mother, Petrina, a long-term sufferer of Munchausen's Syndrome. After 

David's death, Petrina was found guilty of manslaughter and sentenced to five years. 

 

Real Crime: A Killer Came Calling (2008) 

Series 6, Episode 7 

 

The case of Kevin Cotterell, a door-to-door salesman who murdered a dog breeder and her mother 

at their isolated home in Upwell, Norfolk, in 1999. Cotterell initially denied the crime but in the end 

pleaded guilty before being sentenced to life imprisonment. Detective Inspector Paul Chapman, who 

led the investigation, recalls the crime scene, while forensic psychologist Dr. Julian Boon discusses 

the killer's frame of mind. He was the double glazing salesman turned killer. What made Kevin 

Cotterell's crime even more shocking and scary was that he murdered Connie and Janice Sheridan in 

their own, quiet, fenland home - they knew and trusted him so they let the killer in. The deaths 

shocked the world of dog breeding where the Sheridans were popular and hardworking animal 

lovers, and Norfolk police launched its biggest ever manhunt in the search for the killer who came 

calling. 

 

Real Crime: Kenny Noye - A Face From The Past (2009) 

Series 2, Episode 1 

 

How the hunt for the killer of Stephen Cameron on a slip road to the M25 in 1996 turned into a 

worldwide manhunt for notorious criminal Kenneth Noye. The programme follows the police 

operation to track down Stephen's killer, and the Kent Police officers involved talk for the first time 

about the final stakeout in Spain. 



Real Crime: Murder At Harvey Nicks (2009) 

Series 7, Episode 1 

 

An examination of the murder of beauty consultant Clare Bernal, who was shot dead in top London 

department store Harvey Nichols in September 2005 by the ex-boyfriend against whom she had 

lodged a police complaint for stalking. Featuring reconstructions and statements Clare had given to 

the police about her former boyfriend. Mark Austin presents. 

 

Real Crime: Murder In Mind (2003) 

Series 3, Episode 4 

 

Documentary chronicling the series of events that led to the arrest of serial killer Dennis Nilsen in 

1983 for the murders of 15 men. Including interviews with one of Nilsen's surviving victims, his 

former colleagues, and the plumber who made the gruesome discovery of bodies down the drain. 

 

Real Crime: Nailing The Nail Bomber (2008) 

Series 6, Episode 9 

 

The police hunt for David Copeland, who launched a two-week bombing campaign against London's 

black, Asian and gay communities in 1999, killing three people and injuring more than 100. CCTV 

footage from the killer's first attack in Brixton was released to the media the day before his final 

strike at the Admiral Duncan pub in Soho, leading to his arrest at an address in Hampshire. Dramatic 

documentary about the police manhunt for David Copeland, the nail bomber who targeted three 

London minority groups in a series of brutal attacks during April 1999, which killed three people and 

injured 129. The hunt for the killer soon became a race against time, as authorities tried to track him 

down before he struck again. 

 

Real Crime: Starring John Bindon (2008) 

Series 2, Episode 6 

 

The story of John Bindon, a man who successfully bridged the gap between royalty, the underworld 

and showbusiness. Mean and moody Bindon was spotted by Ken Loach and given a lead role in Poor 

Cow. Fame soon followed, but while he enjoyed the high life, Bindon never severed his underworld 

ties. This programme chronicles the relationship between Bindon, the Krays and Princess Margaret 

with archive footage and interviews. 



Real Crime: The 30 Year Secret (2008) 

Series 7, Episode 4 

 

Lesley Molseed, a 13-year-old school girl, went missing in 1975 after popping to the shops for a loaf 

of bread. She was found, brutally murdered, three days later on Rishworth Moor in West Yorkshire, 

ten miles from her home. But the horror surrounding this case does not end here. Police arrested a 

local misfit, Stefan Kiszko for the murder. He was later found guilty and incarcerated for 16 years. In 

prison, branded a kiddie killer, the lowest of the low, even among criminals, this mentally ill man was 

abused both physically and emotionally. Stefan Kiszko was the wrong man. This programme looks 

into the botched police investigation that lead to Kisko's arrest and conviction and why they missed 

the real killer, Ronald Castree for so many years. It does an excellent job of piecing together the 

events and complicated elements of a case that became one of the most infamous miscarriages of 

justice in Britain. Presented by Mark Austin, the film features contributions from Lesley's mother and 

sisters, Ronald Castee's son and ex-wife and the police who dealt with the case. Sadly, there are no 

contributions from the wronged man. Stefan Kisko died just eighteen months after his release from 

prison, a broken man. The murder of 11-year-old Lesley Molseed in West Yorkshire in 1975 led to a 

16 year miscarriage of justice, and it took a further 15 years before the real killer was caught. Stefan 

Kiszko spent 16 years in prison before it was proved he could not have been guilty, and the police 

went back to square one. Eventually Ronald Castree was brought to justice as the real murderer - 

but he had lived with what he'd done for three decades, knowing that his actions had destroyed the 

lives of not only Lesley's family but also Kiszko's. 

 

Real Crime: The Almost Perfect Murder (2007) 

Series 6, Episode 4 

 

The story of Canadian man Albert Walker, now serving a life sentence for the murder of Ronald Platt 

- whose identity he assumed, and who managed to fool close friends and associates for almost a 

decade. The programme features interviews with the police officers who bought Walker to justice, 

the murdered man's girlfriend, Walker's friends and the Rev. David Hoskins, Walker's vicar. 

 

Real Crime: The Beauty Salon Killer (2009) 

Series 6, Episode 3 

 

The story of Rena Salmon, who shot 36-year-old salon owner Lorna Stewart with a double barrelled 

shotgun in September 2002. Rena's husband had a history of womanising, and when he began an 

affair with a friend's wife which he refused to end, Rena became increasingly unstable. She began to 

stalk Lorna and threatened her with abusive messages before taking the ultimate revenge on her 

adulterous husband by killing her. She was convicted of murder, but was the verdict too harsh? 



Real Crime: The Caroline Dickinson Murder (2009) 

Series 6, Episode 1 

 

In July 1996, 13-year-old Caroline Dickinson was on a school trip to France, staying at a youth hostel 

where she was raped and murdered - the killer escaped without anyone raising the alarm. The police 

arrested a homeless man who confessed to the crime, but by the time DNA tests had eliminated 

him, the trail had gone cold. This is the story of how Caroline's parents refused to let the case rest, 

and how a U.S. Customs officer helped track down Francisco Montes, their daughter's killer. 

 

Real Crime: The Heiress And The Kidnapper (2008) 

Series 2, Episode 9 

 

Former Detective Chief Superintendent Bob Booth recalls the hunt for multiple killer Donald Neilson, 

the so-called Black Panther, whose reign of terror culminated in the kidnap and murder of teenage 

heiress Lesley Whittle in 1975. Only after Neilson's arrest did it emerge that he had previously killed 

three sub-postmasters and a security guard, and carried out hundreds of armed robberies. A look at 

the case of the Black Panther, alias murderer Donald Neilson, who was wanted for murders and 

armed robberies in the mid-1970s and whose reign of terror culminated in the kidnap and murder of 

teenage heiress Lesley Whittle in 1975. The programme details how Britain's biggest manhunt was 

littered with police blunders before Lesley's naked body was found. Featuring interviews with key 

figures from the case. 

 

Real Crime: The M25 Rapist - Married To A Monster (2007) 

Series 5, Episode 2 

 

Antoni Imiela raped at least eight women and children. His wife, Christine, forgives him - she still 

wears her wedding ring and visits him regularly in prison. This is the account of the police 

investigation into Imiela's crimes - and the parallel story from Christine's point of view. At his trial, 

Imiela gave the court two fingers, tried twice to fire his lawyers and denied his own existence. 

4 DVDs...Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 059 
 

Monty Python - Away From It All (1979) 
 

After more than 20 years it still brings a smile to my face. I, too, saw this prelude to "The Life Of 

Brian". I was completely taken in by its stereotypical, travelogue start and slowly consumed by its 

decay into convulsively funny chaos. If anyone can discover who currently owns the copyright, we 

may have a chance of finding a source so we can enjoy it again. I wish us all well in this search for 

this holy grail. 

 

Monty Python - What Did The BBC Ever Do For Us? (BBC TV Advert) 
 

John Cleese arrives at a pub and goes in a rant about having to pay for his television license. 

Featuring cameos by numerous British celebrities including David Attenborough and Bob Geldof. 

 

Monty Python - Beware Of The Elephants 
 

Monty Python - Storytime (1968) 
 

Monty Python - The Miracle Of Flight (1974) 
 

One of the funniest animation shorts I've ever seen! I saw this as a teenager on "World Animation 

Festival" on PBS and it was pure Terry Gilliam animation genius! This was even better that his 

animation work on MPFC because it was totally focused Gilliam original material, same twisted 

sense of humor, different format. (short subject) I really wish someone would release this, maybe 

with some other unreleased TG animation! 

Monty Python - The Box (1981) 
 

A politician's stunt involving a box goes wrong. He finds that he is not alone in the box. 
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Fanny Cradock Cooks For Christmas - Christmas Puddings 
 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Fanny Cradock Cooks For Christmas - Your Christmas Cake 
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Jamie Cooks... Christmas (2008) 
 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Songs Of Praise - The Christmas Big Sing (2008) 
 

Aled Jones introduces a Christmas Big Sing from London's Royal Albert Hall. Ruthie Henshall sings 

Silent Night accompanied by the Adventist Vocal Ensemble; classical boy band Blake join forces with 

girl group All Angels in a new arrangement of O Holy Night; and Lindley Junior School Choir from 

Huddersfield sing Away in a Manger. A choir of 1,000 voices leads more than 5,000 people in 

Christmas carols including O Come All Ye Faithful, Once in Royal David's City and We Three Kings of 

Orient Are. 
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Boy Meets Dog (1938) 
 

A commercial short made for the Bristol-Myers Co. (plugging their toothpaste) that features the 

characters from the "Reg'lar Fellers" syndicated newspaper comic strip by Gene Byrnes. The plot 

concerns a boy who has an old grouch for a daddy, runs off, meets a dog and joins a gang of kids. 

Meanwhile, the old man has a nightmare, where he sees himself as an old sour puss because he 

doesn't take care of his teeth and gums. He sees an electric sign for Bristol-Myers toothpaste, and 

that sets him on a more positive course. (The few-seconds of film showing the sign represents the 

only commercial intrusion in this short). This cartoon was adapted, it says, from the comic strip 

"Reg'lar Fellers" by Gene Byrnes. It was produced and directed by Walter Lantz of "Woody 

Woodpecker" fame. It also was a "commercial" for the Bristol-Myers company, plugging their 

toothpaste, so we hear a few reasons early on why we should brush our teeth and massage our 

gums, etc., but that is out of the way in a hurry. We also get one main thing: a horrible cartoon. This 

is just awful, not one thing funny and mostly just stupid. The story is a simple one: a nice little boy 

finds a stray dog, brings him home, and gets treated roughly by an overly-mean father. The dad 

winds up falling down the stairs and having a dream. Of course, this one of those deals where we 

don't know it's a dream until near the end. The father learns his lesson from the bad dream, and 

becomes a "regular guy." The "dream" sequence, which is almost five minutes, is the really stupid 

part with most the dialog sung in dumb lyrics. Frankly, this was just too dated and not the normal 

cartoon fare. This is definitely not something I would ever watch again. 
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Countryfile (2008) 
 

Rural and agricultural current affairs programme. John Craven heads to Chipping Camden to find out 

how the Cotswolds are preparing for Christmas and Adam Henson is in Ulverston in Cumbria for the 

annual Dickensian festival. Plus Juliet Morris discovers why trees play such an important part in our 

festive celebrations. From the BBC website...John Craven heads to the Cairngorms in Scotland where 

they are preparing for Christmas and Adam Henson is in Ulverston in Cumbria for the annual 

Dickensian festival. Plus, Juliet Morris discovers why trees play such an important part in our festive 

celebrations. Chipping Campden: Holly; John Craven visits Chipping Campden in the Cotswolds – a 

town with an enviable reputation for having the most beautiful high street in England. With the help 

of the local community, John sets about creating a Christmas meal with a difference. He also visits 

one of the biggest holly plantations in the country to find out about the quality of this year's crop. 

Fuel Laundering: Adam Henson heads to Northern Ireland to find out about the environmental 

impact of an illegal practice known as "fuel laundering". It involves obtaining red diesel – the 

reduced duty fuel used mainly by farmers – and washing out the dye using cat litter or sulphuric acid 

so it looks like normal diesel. Not only is this activity resulting in huge revenue losses, but the by-



product is a highly toxic waste which is being dumped in the countryside - with devastating 

environmental consequences. Donkey Boy Video Diary: It won't be long before children are 

searching the skies and listening out for the distant jingling of Santa's reindeer. But in one small 

town near Belfast, the sound of hooves and sleigh bells has come early thanks to a 12-year-old boy 

and his team of eight donkeys. Robert Wallace lives on a former dairy farm in Ballynahinch, Northern 

Ireland with Fudge, Muffin, Popcorn, Sparkler, Denis, Treacle, MJ and Jack of Diamonds. Every year, 

Robert dusts off his Christmas carriage and takes his prize-winning donkey Denis for a festive trot 

around town, complete with jingling bells and a Santa hat. Chipping Camden: Three Bird Roast; John 

visits Lower Clopton Farm in Chipping Campden to find out what makes their turkeys so special. For 

his Christmas dinner with a twist they show him an alternative main course to the traditional turkey 

– a three bird roast made up of a pheasant inside a duck, inside a turkey. Tree Dressing: The Weald 

and Downland Open Air Museum in West Sussex kicks off the festive season with an alternative to 

some of the more traditional Christmas celebrations. Each year to celebrate the end of National Tree 

Week the museum hosts its annual Tree Dressing event. With the focus on nature and the changing 

seasons, children and adults alike flock to the museum to decorate lanterns and join in with 

traditional folk dancing and singing. The event culminates at sunset with the hanging of lanterns on 

two imposing Aspen trees in the museums grounds. Charlotte Smith and her family went along to 

join in the with the fun and festivities. Dickensian Festival: The rivers were brown and pungent, the 

houses were haunted and the streets were awash with thieves. That's the world that Charles Dickens 

wrote about over 100 years ago yet people remain captivated by his stories. His literary legacy is 

celebrated by the market town of Ulverston in Cumbria which has an annual festival in his name. The 

guest of honour is the author's great great grandson, Gerald Dickens. Adam Henson – a.k.a. Scrooge 

– joined in the festive fun. Chipping Camden – Pudding Club: No Christmas dinner would be 

complete without a pudding and John visits the famous Pudding Club in the Cotswolds to find out 

more about why this great British tradition has come back into fashion. He also chooses a final 

course to complete his alternative Christmas menu – a St. Nick's pudding. 
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Daddy's Boy (2004) 
 

When East End butcher Rae discovers his lover's been unfaithful, he resolves to win back his lover's 

heart, no matter what the consequences. 
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Lizzie Dripping (1975) 
 

Lizzie Dripping (released in its second year under the title, Lizzy Dripping Again) was a British 

television children's programme made by the BBC in 1973 and 1975. It was written by Helen 

Cresswell and set in the country village of Little Hemlock, where a young girl with a vivid imagination 

(played by future Blue Peter presenter Tina Heath) encounters a local witch (Sonia Dresdel) whom 

only she can see and hear. This singular ability is further complicated by the fact that Penelope has 

established a reputation for being an imaginative liar, making it even more difficult for her to 

convince others that her witch is real. BBC children's series set in the imaginary village of Little 

Hemlock about a mischievous 12-year-old girl, Penelope Arbuckle (played by future Blue Peter 

presenter Tina Heath), and her imaginary witch friend (Sonia Dresdel), who only Penelope (and the 

TV audience) could see. Penelope was the Lizzie Dripping of the title, the name being a provincial 

term in the Nottingham area for a plucky girl who has difficulty in telling the difference between fact 

and fiction. The character was created by Helen Cresswell for a single 'Jackanory Playhouse' 

presentation entitled 'Lizzie Dripping and The Orphans' in 1972 and commissioned as a full series the 

following year. Told entirely from the young girl's point of view with a narrative supplied by Heath 

for moments when Penelope was thinking (Hannah Gordon did the honours in the pilot). The series 

was filmed in the Nottinghamshire village of Eakring, where Cresswell lived at the time. Only eight 

episodes were made, the first four in 1973 and the other four two years later and in between there 

were three 'Lizzie Dripping' books all published in 1974. 

 

Series 2 (1975) 

 

Episode 2: Lizzie Dripping And The Little Angel. 

Episode 3: Lizzie Dripping By The Sea. 

Episode 4: Lizzie Dripping Tries A Spell. 
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A Fairytale Christmas (2005) 
 

Once upon a time there was a happy kingdom at the crest of a broad river, at the edge of nearly 

endless forest. The kingdom was ruled by a fair and just King who had but one daughter, who was 

the apple of his eye: Princess Angela. She thought of herself as the happiest girl in the whole world 

because she played all day and danced for her father, the King, at night. But one day all happiness in 

the kingdom came to an end. Princess Angela was kidnapped by the King's Viceroy. The Viceroy left 

Angela with his brother, a selfish and mean-hearted woodsman, who lived deep in the heart of the 

nearly endless forest. Years passed and the kingdom became a very unhappy place, for the King 

spent all his time looking searching from one end of his vast kingdom to the other looking for his 

daughter, Princess Angela. And while he was searching for his daughter he left his kingdom in the 

hands of the Viceroy. The Viceroy, being an evil man, turned the kingdom into an image of himself: 

miserable and selfish. Deep in the heart of the forest, Angela grew to be an astonishingly lovely 

young lady. She forgot that she was a Princess, who had danced for her father, the King. Instead she 

toiled practically night and day for the woodsman. Although the people in the nearby village, grew 

unhappy because of the Viceroy, Angela's heart remained true. Angela made friends with the forest 

creatures, who talked to her because they trusted (And everyone knows that forest creatures can 

talk, but only to those with a true heart). When Angela heard that the King was full of sorrow, she 

decided to do the only thing she could. She decided to journey to the castle on Christmas Eve to 

dance before the King to cheer his heart. With the help of her forest creature friends, Angela must 

reach the castle and dance before the King, her father, before the Viceroy and his evil brother, the 

woodsman, can stop her. 
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Am I Normal?: A Film About Male Puberty (1979) 
 

Joel Doolin as Jimmy. I could go on about this movie for decades. 

Truth is, it has good visual effects, awesome cinematography, and 

an okay score. Go to your nearest VIDEO STOP and order this. 

They're sure to have a 3 grosses of this classic movie. The thing I 

like most about Am I Normal?: A Film About Male Puberty (1979), 

is that it's not very original. But anyway, I know the main 

character is a bit rough around the edges, but who gives a cluck? 

He showed as quality acting as Tom Hanks when he was in that 

movie Splash. This movie is beyond genius and deserves some 

nominations. Everyone should have this in their classic movie 

collection. Get the soundtrack too. It's good. 
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Boys Beware (1961) 
 

Young Jimmy accepts a ride home from a friendly stranger, Ralph. Jimmy likes Ralph. Ralph likes 

Jimmy. Ralph REALLY likes Jimmy. Ralph likes Jimmy so much he persuades Jimmy to go to a motel 

with him. In the motel room, Jimmy decides he doesn't like Ralph THAT much. Ralph has other ideas. 

Western societies have come a long way in their tolerance and understanding of gay people. This 

film, which one poster disturbingly tells us is STILL shown in schools in some backward parts of the 

country, is the REEFER MADNESS of homosexuality. What might have been a harmless, even helpful 

warning to kids about pedophiles becomes ridiculous and ugly by its pretense of revealing what all 

homosexuals are like. The despicable smear that gay men tend towards pedophilia (about as factual 

as the ancient anti-Semitic lie that Jews kill Christian infants and drink their blood) is what this 

"educational" cheapie is all about. That one poster actually commends this absurd gay-bashing 

propaganda as a worthy film that should be remastered and shown to kids today suggests how much 

ignorance and unexamined bigotry is still out there. Reactions to the recent Tom Foley scandal 

showed how easily some on the political left as well as the right can fall back into the old know-

nothing equation of homosexuality with pedophilia. Every educated person knows homosexuals are 

no more likely to be drawn to children than heterosexuals are. This 10-minute short is worth viewing 

to remember how recently this kind of ignorant calumny was considered "conventional wisdom". 
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Frankenweenie (1984) 
 

When young Victor's (11-year-old Barret Oliver) pet dog Sparky 

(who stars in Victor's home-made monster movies) is hit by a car, 

Victor decides to bring him back to life the only way he knows 

how. But when the bolt-necked "monster" wreaks havoc and 

terror in the hearts of Victor's neighbors, he has to convince them 

(and his parents) that despite his appearance, Sparky's still the 

good loyal friend he's always been. Ah, Tim Burton. One of the 

greatest and strangest directors in the world. I was lucky enough 

to have seen "Frankenweenie". It was one of the many wonderful 

extra features on "Nightmare before Christmas". I would highly 

recommend this to any Tim Burton fan. It is in fact probably a 

must. You get to see his early work. It is very interesting on his 

take of "Frankenstein". The story has some laughs. I think it was 

meant that way. So if you enjoy any of Tim Burton's stories, I think 

you will definitely enjoy this one. "Frankenweenie" is a great 

story. Tim Burton. He has come a long way from these days. 
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Vincent (1982) 
 

Young Vincent Malloy dreams of being just like Vincent Price and 

loses himself in macabre daydreams which annoys his mother. 

This better than a star on Hollywood Boulevard. Tim Burton's 

homage to one of the greatest horror actors that ever lived is an 

adorably animated little poem. You can really sense Burton's 

respect! Vincent tells us about a 7-year-old boy with a passion for 

the charismatic horror actor. Rather than to go out and play with 

friends, he hides in his room and relives the Vincent Price films 

like 'House of Wax' and 'The Raven'. The animation style returned 

over 10 years later in Burton's masterpiece 'The Nightmare before 

Christmas'. It's dark and rather ghoulish...but irresistibly 

charming! Price himself does the narrating and you can tell doing 

so clearly honored him. Vincent is a must for all Burton or Price 

fans and recommend to anyone else who knows how to 

appreciate imaginative cinema. 'Vincent' comes as an extra-feature on the Special DVD-edition of 

Nightmare before Christmas. Check it out... it only takes 6 minutes of your time and you get a lovely 

and fresh surprise in return. Vincent Malloy is 7-years-old, He's always polite and does what he's 

told. For a boy his age he's considerate and nice, But he wants to be just like Vincent Price. He 

doesn't mind living with his sister, dog and cats, Though he'd rather share a home with spiders and 



bats. There he could reflect on the horrors he's invented, And wander dark hallways alone and 

tormented. Vincent is nice when his aunt comes to see him, But imagines dipping her in wax for his 

wax museum. He likes to experiment on his dog Abacrombie, In the hopes of creating a horrible 

zombie. So he and his horrible zombie dog, Could go searching for victims in the London fog. His 

thoughts though aren't only of ghoulish crime, He likes to paint and read to pass some of the time. 

While other kids read books like Go Jane Go, Vincent's favorite author is Edgar Allen Poe. One night 

while reading a gruesome tale, He read a passage that made him turn pale. Such horrible news he 

could not survive, For his beautiful wife had been buried alive. He dug out her grave to make sure 

she was dead, Unaware that her grave was his mother's flower bed. His mother sent Vincent off to 

his room, He knew he'd been banished to the tower of doom. Where he was sentenced to spend the 

rest of his life, Alone with a portrait of his beautiful wife. While alone and insane, encased in his 

doom, Vincent's mother burst suddenly into the room. She said: "If you want to you can go outside 

and play. It's sunny outside and a beautiful day." Vincent tried to talk, but he just couldn't speak, The 

years of isolation had made him quite weak. So he took out some paper, and scrawled with a pen, "I 

am possessed by this house, and can never leave it again." His mother said, "You're not possessed, 

and you're not almost dead. These games that you play are all in your head. You're not Vincent Price, 

you're Vincent Malloy. You're not tormented or insane, you're just a young boy." "You're 7-years-

old, and you're my son, I want you to get outside and have some real fun." Her anger now spent, she 

walked out through the hall, While Vincent backed slowly against the wall. The room started to 

sway, to shiver and creak. His horrid insanity had reached its peak. He saw Abacrombie his zombie 

slave, And heard his wife call from beyond the grave. She spoke from her coffin, and made ghoulish 

demands. While through cracking walls reached skeleton hands. Every horror in his life that had 

crept through his dreams, Swept his mad laughter to terrified screams. To escape the madness, he 

reached for the door, But fell limp and lifeless down on the floor. His voice was soft and very slow, 

As he quoted The Raven from Edgar Allen Poe, "And my soul from out that shadow that lies floating 

on the floor, Shall be lifted--Nevermore!" 
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The Guernica Children (2009) 
 

The story of 4,000 Basque children evacuated to the U.K. during 

the Spanish Civil War. Eyewitness accounts and archive footage 

are used to recreate their time in a Britain where the government 

was indifferent to their plight and the public deeply moved by it. 

The programme looks at the huge volunteer organisation set up to 

care for the youngsters and what choices they had after the 

conflict ended. 
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The Kindertransport Story (2009) 
 

Lord Richard Attenborough makes a moving and very personal 

contribution to The Kindertransport Story, to mark the 70th 

anniversary of the unique British rescue mission to save nearly 

10,000 children, mostly Jewish, from the Nazis. As the dark clouds 

of the Second World War descended upon Europe, Lord 

Attenborough's parents were among those who responded to the 

urgent appeal for foster families. The two young refugee girls they took in were cherished ever after 

as sisters by the Attenborough boys. Three rescued children, Dorothy, Otto and Edith, all from 

Vienna, and now in their eighties, tell their moving stories. They describe the violent persecutions of 

the Jews under Hitler, and how their desperate parents strived to acquire the necessary papers to 

send them away to Britain on the precious few places available on the Kindertransport trains. Little 

did the children realise, when they said their last goodbyes to distraught parents on the railway 

platform, that they may never see their parents again. On reaching Britain, the new arrivals faced an 

uncertain future, as the hastily-assembled rescue mission struggled to accommodate this 

unprecedented influx of young Jewish immigrants. As Britain lurched towards war, prospective 

foster parents were not readily available. As German-speaking child refugees in wartime Britain, 

separated from their parents, life was not going to be easy, and yet Dorothy, Otto and Edith consider 

themselves to be the lucky ones. One and a half million children who were not able to benefit from 

any sort of rescue, like that of the Kindertransport, died in the Holocaust. 
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ITV's Best Ever Ads (2009) 
 

Phillip Schofield and a host of celebrities remember the adverts that have become as popular as TV 

programmes. Commercial clips include the Smash Martians, the Milky Bar Kid, the Guinness surfers 

and the saucy instalments of the Gold Blend campaign. With contributions by the stars of the ads 

and famous faces including Simon Cowell, Lorraine Kelly, Les Dennis, Michael Aspel and Gary 

Lineker. 
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Louis Theroux: A Place For Paedophiles (2009) 
 

Louis visits Coalinga Mental Hospital in California, home to over 

500 convicted paedophiles, and spends some time with those 

undergoing treatment. Coalinga Mental Hospital in California 

houses more than 500 of the most disturbed criminals in America 

– convicted paedophiles. Most have already served lengthy prison 

sentences but have been deemed unsafe for release. Instead they 

have been sent here for an indefinite time. They have only two 

choices: accept the fact they will never live as free men in society 

again, or submit to a programme of rehabilitation and therapy run 

by the hospital's psychologists. Louis has gained access to Coalinga 

to film with patients and therapists, and to consider whether 

these men – whose history of sexual violence is often long and 

ingrained – could ever be sufficiently changed by therapy to justify 

their release. Spending time with those undergoing treatment, 

Louis wrestles with whether he can ever allow himself to believe men whose whole history is 

defined by deception and deceit. At times, the honesty of the patients appears disarming and 

sincere. At others, the language of therapy seems more to mask their true natures than to reveal 

them. Among the patients is James. After six years of therapy and a physical castration, he appears 

to have come to understand the enormity of the crimes he committed. He is determined to prove to 

society that he can be trusted again, and has been recommended for release by the hospital. Over 

the course of Louis's visit, he discovers that, of the hundreds of men the hospital has 

accommodated, only 13 have ever completed the therapy programme. Most refuse even to 

participate, and many – fiercely deluded about their crimes – talk bitterly about the programme, 

arguing that the facilities it offers (therapy, tennis, softball and music) are designed less with the 

intention of rehabilitation than of the long–term incarceration of men who have already served their 

time. Louis explores the dark world of Coalinga, and finds an institution committed to helping and 



treating people but also a place that ultimately offers society a way of confining its most loathed 

offenders for the rest of their days. 
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Youth Hostelling, The First 100 Years (2009) 
 

Nation on Film documentary telling the story of youth hostelling, which was founded in 1909 in 

Germany and was established in Britain in 1930, through fascinating archive film discovered in a 

storeroom at the Youth Hostel Association headquarters in Derbyshire. These films chart the 

progress of the movement, as well as our changing attitudes towards 'youth' and the countryside. 

The images show young people enjoying a new sense of freedom - hiking, rock climbing, folk singing 

and even the odd bit of skinny-dipping. The collection includes everything from silent movies 

through to video, and all promote the YHA's central mission of encouraging young people to enjoy 

the benefits of the countryside. Most of the films have not been broadcast before, as they were 

originally shown in cinemas, hostels and community halls. Contributors include Lord Puttnam, hostel 

workers, film-makers, actors and historians. 
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A Day Out (2001) 
 

Jamie (Liam Donovan), a diabetic 9-year-old tearaway, dodges his family and jumps on a train that is 

departing for the seaside. At first, his impromptu adventure is exciting, but his fun soon turns sour, 

in this tragic tale of the danger of naivety. Filmed at the popular seaside resort of Barry Island in 

South Wales on a bustling Bank Holiday Monday. 
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Bee Boy (2005) 
 

Bee Boy is destined to spend eternity trapped inside a hive on top of a hill. The film shows a brave 

rescue attempt when the bee keeper's back is turned. 
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Happy Ending 
 

Father and Son (Joe Siffleet) have to choose a film from a selection of Hollywoods finest. But it is 

Saturday afternoon? 
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Joseph Henry (2007) 
 

A psychological drama of loss and unfulfilled potential. The narrative explores innocence and 

wisdom, hope and regret through, what seems to be, an ordinary conversation between two 

strangers, a man and a boy (P.J. Connaire) who meet at a bus stop. The story unfolds through a 

fragmented narrative and distorted time line blurring the lines between dreams, reality and 

memory. This is a well made short film about a man who makes bad choices. And, it seems that this 

film all takes place within a very small period of time as Joseph Henry day dreams about his life, his 

loves, his childhood and regrets. In many ways, the short reminded me of the Disney film, THE KID--

but with a much edgier look and feel. Speaking of look and feel, the biggest star of the film is the 

music and excellent cinematography. It gave the film a very polished and poignant attitude that 

really created an effective mood. Now I am not saying that the story or acting are bad (they certainly 

were not), but to me the mood was the most memorable part. I can see that the film's 



writer/director (Phil Allocco) has done several other films and I am not surprised, as the film shows 

great skill. 
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Joy Of Curry (2003) 
 

Neil Morrissey celebrates curry with the aid of some classic comedy clips, telling the story of how the 

humble dish has captured the hearts, minds and tastebuds of the British public. Britain is home to 

nine thousand curry houses and it is estimated that 70 million curries are served up every year. 

Contributing celebs include John Thompson, Terry Wogan, Antony Worrall Thompson, Lawrence 

Llewellyn-Bowen and Madhur Jaffrey. 
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Monty Python In Aberystwyth (2009) 
 

When the Monty Python film Life of Brian opened in Britain in 1979, it broke box office records in its 

first week of release. The film was banned by many local authorities, but by the start of 2009 only 

one ban was left - in Aberystwyth. The mayor of Aberstwyth successfully campaigned to get the ban 

lifted. To celebrate this historic event, Pythons Michael Palin and Terry Jones attended a special 

charity screening at the Aberystwyth Arts Centre. 
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Pudding Bowl (2007) 
 

Stuck in 50s British suburbia, 9-year-old Ivy (Sophie Kingsley) loses herself in glamorous images of 

Hollywood magazines. But when her mother gives her a traumatic Pudding Bowl haircut, her 

imagination takes flight as she refuses to be cut down by misfortune. With 14-year-old Tommy 

Knight. 
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Time Shift: Missing Believed Wiped (2003) 
 

The story of how, when and why some of TV's finest comedy moments have been painstakingly 

unearthed and restored by collectors and are no longer "missing believed wiped". Features exclusive 



interviews with John Cleese and Terry Jones along with Steve Bryant, Keeper of Television at the 

National Film & Television Archive and Dicky Fiddy from the British Film Institute. 
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My Child Won't Sleep (2009) 
 

Cathy Hill, one of Britain's leading experts on child sleep disorders, tries to help three families whose 

lives are being ruined by their children's sleeping problems. The programme features 8-year-old 

Harry Salt, who falls asleep during the day but wakes at night, a 3-year-old whose sleepwalking, 

night terrors and multiple waking are threatening her parents' relationship, and a 6-year-old who 

gets just three hours' rest. 
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Rudolph, The Red-Nosed Reindeer (1964) 
 

Sam the snowman tells us the story of a young red-nosed reindeer who, after being ousted from the 

reindeer games because of his beaming honker, teams up with Hermey, an elf who wants to be a 

dentist, and Yukon Cornelius, the prospector. They run into the Abominable Snowman and find a 

whole island of misfit toys. Rudoph vows to see if he can get Santa to help the toys, and he goes 

back to the North Pole on Christmas Eve. But Santa's sleigh is fogged in. But when Santa looks over 

Rudolph, he gets a very bright idea. Must-see Christmas children's TV. Come Thanksgiving week, I 

find myself checking TV Guide to make sure I don't miss it. The little cottage in the Land of Misfit 

Toys continues to be my vision of 'coziness'. 
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Santa Claus Is Comin' To Town (1970) 
 

The Mailman decides to answer some of the most common questions about Santa Claus, and tells us 

about a small baby named Kris who was left on the doorstep of the Kringle family (toymakers). 

When Kris grew up, he wanted to deliver toys to the children of Sombertown. But its Burgermeister 

(Herr Meisterburger) is too mean to let that happen. And to make things worse, there's an evil 

wizard named Winter who lives between the Kringles and Sombertown, but Kris manages to melt 

Winter's heart (as well as the comely schoolteacher's) and deliver his toys. Out of all of the 

Rankin/Bass Christmas specials, this one has the best writing of the bunch. Why? Because the songs 

are at there best (who can forget the one foot in front the other song), and even though it is 

ficticious, the storyline is actually pretty convincing. And the Burglar Meister is easily the best of the 

antangonist of the special with his sinister plan. The only downfall to this special is the animation, 

which in this one, it's unbelivably bad (compared to their other specials). But still, with the great 

character development, a memberable storyline and songs, and the great voice overs (Frees, Wynn, 

Rooney, Astaire etc.), this emerges as the one the lives up to it's popular song. 
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The Madagascar Penguins In: A Christmas Caper (2005) 
 

During the holiday season, when the animals of the Central Park 

Zoo are preparing for Christmas, Private, the youngest of the 

penguins notices that the Polar Bear is all alone. Assured that 

nobody should have to spend Christmas alone, Private goes into 

the city for some last-minute Christmas shopping. Along the way, 

he gets stuffed into a stocking. His fellow penguins venture after 

him after noticing his absence, and try to save him. One of the 

Madagascar penguins feels sorry for a lonely polar bear at 

Christmas, so he goes to buy him a present from the town. 

However after being mistaken for a toy and being bought by an 

elderly lady, the three other penguins must save him from the evil 

wrath of the lady's small dog, who appears cute and cuddly on the 

outside, yet is evil, with menacing eyes and dagger-like teeth on 

the inside. The chaos and fun ensues from there, in this hilarious 

short by Gary Trousdale. The penguins from "Madagascar" escape from the zoo to get back one of 

their group who has gone in search of a X-Mas present for the Polar Bear in NYC, The Old Lady has 

mistaken him for a toy and taken him home...now they have to rescue him. I haven't even seen 

"Madagascar" yet, but because of this, I want to. I've been bragging about this to my friends ever 

since I saw it in front of the "Wallace and Gromit" movie. I don't care if I have to buy "Madagascar" 

just for the penguins, I will. I'll give you insight on what to watch out for without giving away too 

much: the bowling pin, "kaboom!", the #1 rule of penguins. If you don't like "Wallace and Gromit," 

fine. Go see it just for this. If you liked "Madagascar," you'll love this. I was always a fan of short 

animated films. My girlfriend and I both thought this was one of the funniest we've seen in years. 
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Short Film Collection 068 
 

Hammer House Of Horror: Children Of The Full Moon (1980) 
 

A married couple, lost in the woods, stumble across a creepy mansion and its inhabitants - an overly-

kind old women and deadly wolf children that scour the country-side looking for victims. I don't 

think I will ever forget the first and only time I saw this mini horror movie. It was when I was 12 or 

13-years-old, and I was up late one night because I just couldn't sleep. I was watching the boob-tube 

around 1 or 2 in the morning, and I saw the start of this movie on TBS. I am not a big fan or horror 

movies, but for some reason I stuck around and watched it. I remember the plot vividly. A young 

married couple are traveling through a remote part of England when their car stalls. They go in 

search of help in the woods, and find a mansion filled with children and a kindly old lady (maybe a 

little TOO kindly). They spend the night at the mansion, and learn that all of the parents of the 

children living their died mysteriously. One little girl even proceeds to tell about her own mother, 

who was just a beautiful as the visiting lady. Although the family living there is odd, the lost couple 

gives in to their agressive hospitality. During the night, a horrific event takes place and the young 

wife is raped by a werewolf. The couple leaves the next day. The young wife ends up pregnant (due 

to the rape) and strangly drawn back to the house. She cannot stop talking about it, which drives a 

wedge between the woman and her husband. Eventually, near the end of the her pregnancy, the 

wife goes back to find the house. Her frustrated husband follows. The wife finds the house and is 

invited back in, and by some odd coicidence she goes into labor. Instead of calling the doctor, the 

kindly old woman offers to help deliver the baby. The young wife dies in childbirth, and the old 

woman remarks how the baby, a daughter, will make a fine addition to the family. The husband, 

meanwhile, gets close to the house and never gets in; a werewolf tracks him down and kills him. As 

it turns out, the children are wolves, too, and the parents are their prey. The new baby will be a wolf, 

too. This movie is very unusual. First, the plot is pretty twisted. The movie iteself is also virtually 

unknown, as I cannot find any information about it on any other website besides distribution and 

limited cast information. I don't even remember the names of the characters, and I remember only a 

little about the old women (I have seen her act before) and the name Simon MacCorkindale, who is 

one of my favorite actors. I also remember the movie ending just as quickly as it began- it's only 60 

minutes long, which is unusually short for a movie. Overall, I liked the movie and I hope to see it 

again someday in the future now that I have more information about it. I have no idea why, but I 

never forgot it. 
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Never Go With Strangers (1971) 
 

An educational film warning children not to go with strangers. 
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Tracy Beaker's Movie Of Me (2004) 
 

Tracy Beaker's 13th birthday and as a surprise Cam wants to foster Tracy again. Tracy is delighted. 

An unexpected visitor turns up at the Dumping Ground, Tracy's real mum. 
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Dispatches - The Children Britain Betrayed (2009) 
 

Almost 10 years after the death of Victoria Climbié, Dispatches investigates the failures still present 

in Britain's child protection system. With a child being killed by their parent or carer every seven 

days in the U.K., and over 160 child killings since 2004, journalist Peter Oborne examines how such 

horrific murders might be prevented in the future. The death of Baby Peter in 2007 focussed 

attention on the failures of social services but as Dispatches demonstrates, the failures in child 

protection reach beyond the realms of just social work departments to include police forces, health 

services and - as one mother claims - even the family court system. 
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Tony - I've Lost My Family (2009) 
 

"I'm Tony - everybody calls me Tony. I'm 18, gay, and... my life... it's just a bit rubbish," was how we 

were introduced to the subject of Max Fisher's touching film about a teenage runaway trying to 

grow up. I was only watching this as it followed 'Young, Dumb, and Living Off Mum' on BBC3 last 

night, and I thought it was going to be the kind of rubbish I would switch off after 10 minutes. I was 

wrong: this turned out to be one of those unexpected classic fly-on-the-wall documentaries shown 

on the BBC's 'minority' channels. Rubbish was certainly involved though, as Tony lived amongst a lot 

of it, along with his mate John-John, seemingly the only person Tony had to turn to for help, or to 

get advice from, after walking out of his mum's house two years ago. But somehow you warmed 

quickly to the niave Tony, who must have wanted to be adult about walking out, but really just 

seemed like a little kid lost in an adult world - but you could help admiring his determination to turn 

his life around, find a job and be reunited with his mum. Both quests seemed fairly hopeless, given 

Tony's detachment from the realities of life, but you found yourself willing him on, wanting some 

good to come into this guy's life for a change. His longing for maternal love ran through the whole 

hour like a dark seam. He stared at her house from a distance at one point, shaking with nerves, and 

then retreated with the melancholy words, "I think she probably just thinks of me as a mistake." 

Quite how Tony had preserved his sweetness of spirit in the teeth of betrayals and foster-home 

bullying I don't know, but after the sour taste that 'Young, Dumb and Living with Mum' leaves on the 

tongue, this was the perfect antidote. Most teenagers row with their parents. But what happens if 

you leave home while you're still at school? What's it like living alone while you're still a child? At the 

tender age of sixteen, Tony left home and was forced to fend for himself. He's managed to survive 

alone for the last two years... but only just! Tony's now 18 and still very much a boy, but he's had it 

with being unemployed, useless, skint, lonely and too ashamed of his life to go and face his mum. 

This film follows his journey as he becomes a grown-up, and tries to reconcile with his family. As he 

begins to sort his life out, Tony makes some extraordinary discoveries that lead him in an entirely 



new direction. Maybe the family he's been looking for can be found somewhere else - and maybe 

there's a different way to go home? 
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Nestor, The Long-Eared Christmas Donkey (1977) 
 

Back in the days of the Roman Empire, a small donkey is born with VERY long ears, that keep getting 

him into trouble. When his owner throws him out of the stable in disgust, his mother sacrifices her 

life to save him from a blizzard. And, guided only by his guardian cherub (Tilly), he has to find his 

rightful place and destiny, somewhere on the road to Bethlehem. Oh I know this Christmas special is 

always a tear jerker as well for me. Poor Nestor the Long Eared Donkey, the first part of the story 

reminds me of a cross between Dumbo (big ears/oddball) and Bambi (what happened to his 

mother)! I think I first saw Nestor about the same time I saw Bambi, so I srt of become confused 

remembering how each's mother died...but still it's sad at that point. Also the poigniant way Roger 

Miller sang & narrated this program really made it so tear jerking. I'm glad though Nestor finds a 

better life as Mary & Joseph's donkey, who carries Mary all the way to Bethlehem, where she then 

has baby Jesus. I always loved the Rankin Bass specials that gave the real meaning of Christmas 

storylines the best anyway. 
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The Littlest Light On The Christmas Tree (2005) 
 

Award-winning actors Jane Seymour and James Naughton lend 

their voices to the heartwarming holiday fable THE LITTLEST 

LIGHT ON THE CHRISTMAS TREE. Rendered in 3D computer 

animation, the story opens as 8-year-old Timmy finds an 

abandoned Christmas tree lightbulb who doesn't believe in 

himself. But when a violent snowstorm causes a town blackout, 

the little bulb ends up saving the day by lighting the way to safety. 

A positive lesson in self-esteem a la RUDOLPH THE REDNOSED 

REINDEER, this magical tale of friendship and wonder is enhanced 

by eight original musical numbers. 
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The Snowman (1982) 
 

Wordless (save for the song "Walking in the Air") animated 

adventure about a young English boy who makes a snowman one 

Christmas Eve, only for it to come to life that night and take him 

on a magical adventure to the North Pole to meet Santa Claus. 

'The Snowman' is one of those few things on television that 

appeal to everyone from the youngest of children to the grown 

adults. It's a silent cartoon that relies on the wonderful 

soundtrack and the gorgeous animantion to tell the story of a 

young boy's friendship to the snowman he builds one Christmas 

Eve. The snowman is magically brought to life at the stroke of 

midnight and takes the boy on a magical adventure to the North 

Pole where they meet Santa Claus. In a brief twenty minutes, it 

portrays the sweetness of a child and the loyal friendships they 

are capable of as well as delving into loss. This British classic is on every Christmas on Channel Four, I 

remember being captivated by it as a small child and I'll still be tuning in this year at the ripe old age 

of twenty-four. I just hope that when I have kids, the tradition of airing 'The Snowman' will continue 

so I can share this with them. 
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Bantu, The Zebra Boy (1956) 
 

When the Bomba series ended, Johnny Sheffield and his father, Reginald, produced a pilot for a TV 

series to be titled Bantu, the Zebra Boy. Although the proposed series' opener is on a par with the 

other jungle TV series of the period, e.g. Jungle Jim, Sheena, Queen of the Jungle, in terms of plot, 

cast, and production values, a sponsor could not be found, and the series was not produced. There is 

also a bracelet gimmick: Bantu turns it over to begin a good deed, and turns it back when the good 

deed is performed. It would have had great marketing potential. Also cast in the pilot episode were 

Lane Bradford and Roy Glenn. And Bantu's major animal ally in this film is a zebra named Zulu, 

played by Stripes (but called Spot on the set). He had the distinction of being rideable, although not 

always, as Johnny found out. In the cast appears the name George Spelvin as the Commissioner. This 

was an inside joke. There was no such person. Often someone would ask: "Who made that dive?" or 

"Who spoke that line?" If one didn't know, one would answer George Spelvin. In fact, the 

Commissioner was played by father Reginald. The entire show was shot out of doors at various 

locations in and around Los Angeles. The swings, and closing shot of Bantu and his zebra, Zulu, going 

up the hill, were shot at Malibu. The Mundembi trial scenes & environs were photographed at 

Griffith Park. Trench's camp, some zebra riding shots and the croc fight were all made at the 

Arboretum (a.k.a. Lucky Baldwin's Ranch). The croc fight was edited by John's father, Reginald, and 

John notes with due filial pride: "Father cut the Croc Fight and I think it is as good as I have ever 

seen." Witch doctors Kako and M'Gura conspire with white hunter Trench to dispose of the chief and 

his son so that they may exploit an untapped diamond field. To accomplish this, the witchmen 

accuse Kano, the chief's son, of theft, a crime punishable by death. Meanwhile, Trench has the task 

of causing the "accidental" death of chief Chaba. Bantu learns of the plot, and foils the attempt with 

the help of his zebra friend, Zulu. 
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First Cut - The Boy Who Was Born A Girl (2009) 
 

Jon is a typical teenage boy in all respects except one: he was born a girl. Brought up as Natasha for 

15 years, Jon can remember feeling male since he was only 5-years-old. Having grown up always 

feeling different to the girls in school, it was impossible to identify as female. Jon eventually confided 

in his mother Luisa, who supported him in seeking help from his GP and subsequently a gender 

specialist. He has now been diagnosed with gender dysphoria, a condition that affects over 100 

British children every year, and is embarking on an extraordinary journey of transition. Director Julia 

Moon follows mother and son through the first three months of Jon's life-changing treatment as the 

testosterone pushes his female body into male puberty. For Jon the changes that follow are things 

he's always wanted. But for Luisa, this means coming to terms with the enormous loss of her 

daughter. 
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Reporting Scotland 4th - 8th May 2009 (2009) 
 

Child abusers on trial. Gay minister's appointment triggers church split. 
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This World - Gypsy Child Thieves (2009) 
 

With extraordinary access to the closed world of Europe's Gypsies, as well as dramatic covert 

footage, This World examines how Romanian Gypsy children across the continent are forced to beg 

and steal, often for the profit of organised crime. The film also highlights the racism and 

discrimination suffered by the Romani people and efforts to integrate them into mainstream culture. 

From Madrid to Milan to Romania, film maker Liviu Tipurita uncovers a shocking phenomenon of 

children trafficked to beg and steal. 
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Bill's New Frock (1998) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Daniel Lee) wakes up one morning to find out that he has been turned into 

a girl and has to wear a frock. 
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Bill's New Frock (2004) 
 

A young boy wakes up one morning to find out that he has been turned into a girl and has to wear a 

frock. 
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Boy And Bicycle (1965) 
 

A teenage boy (21-year-old Tony Scott) plays truant from school, and spends the day riding around 

the town and the deserted beach on his bicycle, letting his mind wander as he imagines he is the 

only person in the world. A lad of 16-years-old spends a day on his bike in and about a village on the 

coast of the North Sea south of Newcastle. He heads to the shore for a contemplative smoke, rides 

into the village for a visit to a candy shop, then goes back to the strand. Clouds, water, shadows, and 

reflections give his day texture as do his internal monologues - comic commentary on adults, 

thoughts about dying, and observations about his family. Afternoon rain sends him looking for 

shelter. He explores a shack where someone lives. What discoveries await? "Boy and Bicycle" is a 

short film famed director Ridley Scott made in the early 60's, which was completed in 1965. It offers 

a very limited narrative about, you guessed it, a boy and his bicycle. A teenage boy rides along the 

English seaside in search of some solitude with his own thoughts. A lot of teen angst runs through 

the telling of the story, which is told almost entirely through a difficult to understand voice over 

track by the star and the director's brother, Tony Scott (who went on to have a film-making career of 

his own). There's a nice innocent appeal about it, and the chilly weather comes across particularly 

well, however there are plenty of the standard student film hindrances as well. Though there are 

some impressive black and white visuals, the viewer must also contend with a lot of wandering 

home movie type shots. It's a film that runs long at twenty-seven minutes, and though it might offer 

a glimmer of what would become a pretty strong director, it's not exactly worth it. The film follows a 

boy as he plays truant from school and visits various locations around the seaside town on his 

bicycle. We hear his thoughts in a stream of consciousness voice-over partly inspired by James 

Joyce's 1922 novel Ulysses. This was Ridley Scott's first film, made initially on a budget of £65 using a 



Bolex 16mm cine-camera, and completed in 1965 with the help of a grant provided by the BFI's 

Experimental Film Fund. 
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Our New Errand Boy (1905) 
 

A mischievous errand boy (14-year-old Tom Williamson), sent out on a delivery, causes havoc in the 

streets of Hove. When he arrives back at the shop, he finds all his furious victims are already there 

complaining to the grocer -- and the chase is on! A grocer engages a new errand boy. After sweeping 

the shop front the boy beats out the mat against an old gentleman coming round the corner and 

manages to hit a policeman with a broom. Much hilarity ensues, and the film closes with a shot of 

the mischevious laughing boy. 
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The Brady Bunch Hour (1977) 
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The Finishing Line (1977) 
 

"Good morning boys and girls. It has been brought to my notice that some of you have been playing 

on the railway again. You are old enough to know that the railway is no place for any kind of 

games..." A schoolboy's daydream of a fantasy sports day in a railway location, where the events are 

acts of vandalism and trespass, is used to show the injuries and death which can be caused by such 

behaviour. 
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The Haunted Curiousity Shop (1907) 
 

The Haunted Curiosity Shop is a showcase of the elaborate and ambitious special effects techniques 

developed by director-illusionist W.R. Booth and producer-inventor R.W. Paul. The story features a 

curiosity shop owner discovering that the various pieces of bric-a-brac on his shelves have a life of 

their own as he is beset by all manner of apparitions: floating heads, disembodied women, Egyptian 

mummies and an animated skeleton. The effects where, respectively, a woman's two halves rejoin 

themselves and a man in armour is systematically dismembered, are particularly impressive. 
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Willie's Magic Wand (1907) 
 

A trick film featuring a series of special-effects set pieces, loosely linked by the premise of a small 

boy 'borrowing' his magician father's wand and using it to wreak havoc on the household. 
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Monty Python - Black Knight's Diary 
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Monty Python - Close-Up Toothpaste 
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Monty Python - Jake's Journey (1988) 
 

This was a pilot for a proposed series, but due to the health problems of director Hal Ashby and 

Graham Chapman, the series never came to fruition. I was lucky enough to see the pilot episde and 

thought it was fantastic. I was completely gutted that some idiot said no to what could have been a 

massive cult hit. I wanted more and I'm sure I wasn't alone. The pilot was really funny and very 

original. You guys made a great production - have you ever thought about making it into a movie? 

Now that would be cool. 
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Monty Python - King Brian The Wild 
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Monty Python - Satan Animation Colourized 
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Monty Python - The Great Birds Eye Peas Relaunch Of 1971 
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Monty Python - The Harmony Hairspray Relaunch Of 1973 
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Monty Python - The Secret Policeman's Other Ball - Deleted Sketch (1982) 
 

The film of an on-stage charity benefit for Amnesty International. The show includes comedy skits by 

the members of Monty Python, as well as noted comedians Peter Cook, Rowan Atkinson, and others. 

The show also includes musical numbers by Eric Clapton, Sting, Donovan and Bob Geldof. Do not 

miss this one; it has comedy sketches from not only the pythons, but also Rowan Atkinson in top 

form. Also has some great Neil Innes songs. The only thing that would have made this better would 

be the presence of Eric Idle. 
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Monty Python - To Norway, Home Of Giants (1979) 
 

I have to admit, they had a good idea to work on but the results are less than entertaining. Relying 

more on slapstick than on the witty humour of projects like Fawlty Towers simply does not do it for 

me. In a nutshell, this can't hold a candle to any of the monty python material. 
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Cutting Edge: A Boy Called Alex (2008) 
 

The flagship documentary series returns with Emmy Award-winning director Stephen Walker's film 

on remarkable musical prodigy, 18-year-old Alex Stobbs. Despite suffering with a strong form of 

cystic fibrosis, which is slowly destroying his digestive system and lungs, Alex has shown an 

outstanding gift for music. The film follows Alex as he sets out to achieve his goal of conducting a 

performance of Bach's Magnificat in Eton's 15th-century chapel, before an audience of hundreds. 
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Cutting Edge: Alex: A Passion For Life (2009) 
 

Following on from award-winning documentary A Boy Called Alex, Cutting Edge revisits 19-year-old 

Alex Stobbs, a cystic fibrosis sufferer who is now a choral scholar at King's College, Cambridge. 

Determined to experience a near-normal student life, the talented musician is also preparing to fulfil 

his lifetime ambition of conducting Bach's St. Matthew Passion with a professional orchestra and 

some of the country's leading soloists. 
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A Boy Called Alex: The Concert (2009) 
 

Following on from Channel 4's Cutting Edge documentary, highlights from the performance of Bach's 

St. Matthew Passion, conducted by 19-year-old Alex Stobbs, a cystic fibrosis sufferer who is a choral 

scholar at King's College, Cambridge. Alex offers his personal perspective on the epic work and 

discusses the challenges in conducting it. The concert is performed by the Southbank Sinfonia 

Orchestra and the Rodolfus Choir, with soloists Michael Chance, Sarah Fox and Thomas Guthrie. 
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Attack (2005) 
 

Steve, the leader of a local gang apprehends a neo-Nazi skinhead because he has attacked two of his 

black teenage friends in a nearby alley. The police arrive and take statements from Steve and the 

two teenage boys. Malcolm, the skinhead, lies unconscious. As we are taken backwards through the 

story we realise that perhaps the boys aren't telling the whole truth and things may not be as 'Black 

& White' as they appear. 
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Bill's New Frock (1998) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Daniel Lee) wakes up one morning to find out that he has been turned into 

a girl and has to wear a frock. 
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Bugcrush (2006) 
 

Ben, a small-town high school loner and introverted gay teen, is 

fascinated by the mysterious and dangerously seductive new kid 

in town, Grant. One night, Grant and his friends take Ben to a 

remote house in the country to introduce him to their bizarre 

erotic rituals. Directed by Carter Smith - 37 minutes - Color - 

Widescreen. A small-town loner's fascination with the new kid in 

town leads him into something much more sinister than he could 

ever have imagined. What an impressive film debut for Carter 

Smith. Based on a short story by Steven Treleaven about a high 

school loner who is attracted to a mysterious new comer. He 

follows him to a remote farm with chilling results. This is a scary 

movie and ominous metaphor for the dangers of sexual 

experimentation. Smith works wonders in creating foreboding 

and eroticism in the possibilities of the dark of night. The 

production values and acting are all uniformly excellent. Carter Smith has a real talent and is to be 

looked forward to in his upcoming projects. It makes perfect sense that he is developing a 

screenplay with cult writer, Dennis Cooper. This is no J.T. Leroy, Carter Smith is the genuine thing 

and in the best of horror, He reminds me too of H.P. Lovecraft, and the best short fiction of Stephen 

King and the noir-ish writings of Black Cat magazine. I can't wait to see what he does next. 
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Bulgaria's Abandoned Children Revisited (2009) 
 

In 2007 the BBC documentary film 'Bulgaria's Abandoned Children caused an international outcry 

because the images of neglect were so shocking to witness in a country that had just become a 

member of the European Union. Bulgaria has more institutionalised mentally and physically disabled 

children than anywhere else in Europe. The film is a heart-rending and eye-opening look into the life 

of one institution. Eighteen months after filming it, director Kate Blewett returned to Bulgaria in 

2009 to film with a handful of the children featured in the original documentary, seeing where they 

are today and how their lives have changed since the outcry and changes brought about by the film. 

The original documentary is set in a small Bulgarian village in an institute called Mogilino, a place 

where 75 unwanted disabled children are growing up. Many of them cannot walk or talk, not 

necessarily because they are unable to, but because they have been neglected and have never had 

the opportunity to learn. With extraordinary access, Blewett takes us into this tragic silent world. 

The second half of the film takes the audience back to Bulgaria to see how the lives of the children 

have been transformed beyond recognition as a result of the public response to the film. It is 

testimony to the power of television to bring about concrete change, and also demonstrate how 

even apparently hopelessly withdrawn and 'damaged' children can be reached, helped and given a 

meaningful life and future with the right care. 
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Freunde (The Whiz Kids) (2001) 
 

Two 16-year-old boys, Marcos (17-year-old Marlon Kittel) and Johannes (18-year-old Martin Kiefer), 

spend their days racing, wrestling, hanging out, watching videos and playing hide-and-seek at nights. 

A closeness develops between the two of them, which soon starts to become a calamity to their 

friendship. I am honestly impressed by this short film. It managed to balance a great direction and a 

brilliant performance by the two young actors. It describes a relationship between two "wild/whiz" 

kids. The feelings the film is talking about are not easy to be represented. If love is a natural instinct 

and we are all animals, I would say this film is about the original natural state every human being 

experiences during teen age. And not only then. Am I going too far? 
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Hotel Paradijs (2007) 
 

Every day Paul crosses the canal that separates the city centre from the industrial area of 

Amsterdam, where his lover Christiaan waits for him impatiently. A dear routine for both - until one 

day Paul meets Claire who starts seducing him into her very own universe - the 'Hotel Paradijs'. She 

manages to make Paul the audience of her own play: a play with swapped roles which Paul seems to 

be ever less capable of. 
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Tango Appasionado (2006) 
 

In 'Tango Apasionado' we get to know two men struggling with their relationship. We don't know 

much about them - all we get is a glimpse of their desires and routines. We might find out that they 

are only part of a game we call filmmaking. Yet our watching their little dance is all too real. 
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Work It Out (2004) 
 

You work as a mechanic in a garage. A customer comes in at two minutes till closing time, wanting a 

tune-up today. Friction develops between the workers. How will they Work It Out? 
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The Child Star Jinx (2005) 
 

Programme looking at the ill-fated lives and careers of several child actors and performers, including, 

Drew Barrymore, Jack Wild, River Phoenix, Michael Jackson, Charlotte Church, and Prince Harry. 
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When Loving Your Child Is Not Enough (2009) 
 

Rosa Monckton, successful businesswoman and confidante of the late Diana, Princess of Wales, 

explores the realities of families caring for disabled children in a frank and moving documentary. 

With the backdrop of headline-grabbing tragic cases in which desperate mothers, such as Fiona 

Pilkington, killed themselves and their child because they could no longer face the daily reality of 

their lives, Rosa, who herself has a child with Down's syndrome, admits that she, too, has felt a 

"crushing despair". Since the birth of her daughter, Domenica, Rosa has campaigned for the rights of 

disabled children and their families. After the recent shocking high-profile cases in which mothers 

have killed their disabled children, she tries to find out how easy it is for families to reach the edge of 

desperation. She also discovers how the maze of bureaucracy often prevents families getting the 

help they need. She meets parents who are struggling to come to terms with their toddler's 

disability; those who are striving to cope with everyday economic hardships, as well as caring for 

their child, and also the families of those who found they were unable to cope and, in the end, had 

to let go of children they dearly love. For 39-year-old Asher Nardone, the difficulties of caring for her 

son, Callum, who has cerebral palsy, were intensified by the abuse she suffered from neighbours 

after she was re-housed by the council. While visiting Asher and her two children, Rosa experiences 

this first hand. "The reality is that it's commonplace for families with disabled children to become 

targets of abuse," says Rosa. At the other end of the spectrum, Rosa talks to Conservative leader 

David Cameron about his disabled son, Ivan, who died recently. David says: "The parents of disabled 

children are not angels. They don't choose it. It's what fate deals them. You learn all kinds of ways of 

loving someone who can't tell you that they love you. The most profound thing is having had this 

most incredible person in your life." 
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Short Film Collection 077 
 

The Children Who Fought Hitler (2009) 
 

Documentary telling the forgotten story of a heroic battle fought by the children of the British 

Memorial School to help liberate Europe from the Nazis. The school served a unique horticultural 

community of ex-First World War soldiers and their families living in Ypres in Belgium who lovingly 

tended the war graves. Steeped in ideals of patriotic service and sacrifice, many pupils and ex-pupils 

refused to surrender to the invading Nazi forces. Three surviving school pupils tell their 

extraordinary stories of resistance, illustrated with rare archive film. Elaine Madden dramatically 

escaped to England where she joined the Special Operations Executive and was dropped into 

Belgium to work as a spy and saboteur. Jerry Eaton joined the RAF taking on especially dangerous 

missions over Europe and would later become a wing commander. Stephen Grady joined the French 

resistance where, as a young teenager, he became adept in sabotage and secret attacks on German 

troops. The film is a much deserved tribute to the courage, sacrifice and heroism of the Memorial 

School children. 
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The Somme (2005) 
 

This powerful and touching docudrama recounts the story of the bloodiest day in British military 

history. Told through the letters, diaries and journals written at the time, the film draws on the 

thoughts and feelings of the men who lived - and died - there to capture the eyewitness experience 

of the Battle of the Somme. At 7.30am on 1 July 1916, British soldiers launched an attack on German 

army positions in northern France: the biggest battle mounted by Britain since Waterloo. "The Big 

Push" was meant to break the stalemate of trench warfare on the Western Front, offer relief to the 

French at Verdun, and get the war moving again. However, the attack plan, a compromise reached 

by British commander-in-chief Douglas Haig and his army commander Henry Rawlinson, was fatally 

flawed. As 60,000 British soldiers went "over the top" they were met by a devastating barrage of 

German machine guns and artillery that should by then have been destroyed by the preliminary 

British barrage. By the end of the day over 19,240 men were dead, with another 35,493 wounded. A 

byword for the futility of war, the Somme marked the end of chivalrous notions of combat, and 

loudly heralded the mechanised slaughter of modern warfare. Narrated by Oscar winning actress 

Tilda Swinton. The Somme. The very name has the same effect as the name Stalingrad such as its 

notoriety in the annals of military history, a battle that had well over a million dead and wounded 

with the British Army suffering 20,000 dead on the first day (The largest number of fatalities in a 

battle in recorded history up to that time) and a battle that changed the very mentality of every 

Briton born after it where cynicism and Euro scepticism replaced idealism, so any docudrama on the 

battle especially when it gives the view of the British, French and Germans should be welcomed 

shouldn't it? Alas this channel 4 production has got it sadly wrong from the very start there's a lack 



of historical context. The French were taking very heavy casualties at mthe battle of Verdun (Though 

they were also inflicting heavy casualties upon the Germans too) and the British both militarily and 

politically were under very heavy pressure from the French to launch a massive offensive upon the 

Germans. This context is not gone into here for some reason and personally I think it's wrong not to 

point out why the British were so keen to mount an offensive. On a similar vein this docudrama 

frequently uses the word "inexperienced" to describe the British army at The Somme. The reason 

being that most of the experienced British troops of the volunteer BEF had already been killed in the 

battles of 1914-15, it's not like the British army hadn't seen any fighting which is a possible 

impression we may have been left with if this docudrama was your only source of First World War 

history. The British characters featured are fairly unrepresentative too. One's a poet, one's a 

Christian socialist and the third lied about his age to join up. Are you saying these three men are an 

accurate mainstream cross section of the British army in 1916? Yeah right another serious problem - 

Perhaps the main one - is to do with British generals Haig and Rawlinson. The plan was entirely 

Haig's but for some reason history has been rewritten so that General Rawlinson is the major 

architect of The Somme offensive with Haig only being mentioned a couple of times. This seems very 

poor history on the part of the producers and I have to ask what history source are they taking these 

incorrect facts from? Rawlinson might have been in charge of the British fourth army but it's Haig 

who should take any criticism or credit for the battle. There's also a problem with the casting since 

Rawlinson would have been in his late 50s at the time of the battle but here he looks in his early 40s. 

Most ridiculous of all the Dorset born Rawlinson speaks with a pronounced Scottish accent! General 

Douglas Haig may have spoken with a Scottish brogue since he was from Edinburgh but Rawlinson 

wouldn't and I can't help feeling that the producers have actually mixed up the two generals! There 

are a few other things I could criticise like the scale of the battle doesn't come across very well but 

considering the budget that would be unfair. There are some plus points like for once the French 

successes are illustrated something a lot of history books forget and we're also shown the German 

point of view also but let me repeat this is a relatively poor history lesson not helped by the fact it's 

difficult not to compare this with the BBC's superb docudrama on the evacution of Dunkirk the 

previous year and for the sake of honest history anyone seeing channel 4's THE SOMME should also 

view the BBC's THE GREAT WAR which is the definitive documentary on the First World War. Possibly 

the definitive documentary of all time full stop. 
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Short Film Collection 078 
 

A Cosmic Christmas (1977) 
 

Three aliens come to Earth to discover the true meaning of Christmas. An animated film in which a 

town rediscovers the real spirit of Christmas, thanks to three visitors from outer space and a little 

boy named Peter. Commercialism and greed seem to contradict the meaning of Christmas, and 

when Peter's pet goose is kidnapped, things look even worse. An exciting rescue results in a new 

sense of caring and sharing. Friendly visitors from outer space renew a child's faith in Christmas. 

Cosmic Christmas was heavily promoted prior to its release during the 1977 Christmas season. Our 

family watched it and loved every minute. The plot provided a new twist on the traditional Christmas 

story, and the characters where very well defined. The fact it was a Canadian production also 

sparked our interest. We have always been interested in the possibility of extra-terrestrial beings 

visiting planet Earth. We also believe they are most likely to come in a friendly fashion rather than as 

invaders, as is so often portrayed in films. Because of these interests and beliefs, Cosmic Christmas 

was very satisfying to watch. Our children were quite young at the time and it helped us talk to them 

about the possibility of visitors from space and the likelihood that they would be friendly and not 

something to be feared. We have never seen the film since then, and would very much like to see it 

again. Does anyone know if it is available? 
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A Walt Disney Christmas (A Disney Christmas Gift) (1982) 
 

This collection of six short films is an animated Christmas card from Disney. The six short animated 

films from the Walt Disney Studios share themes of wintertime and Christmas. In "Once Upon a 

Wintertime" (1954), a young couple go ice skating, where they are joined by a pair of rabbits. 

"Santa's Workshop" (1932) shows Santa's little helpers working hard to finish making toys before 

Christmas. From the Silly Symphonies series, "The Night Before Christmas" is an animated retelling 

of the iconic poem, "A Visit from St. Nicholas". "Pluto's Christmas Tree" features the mischievous 

Chip and Dale taunting Pluto from within the branches of a Christmas tree. In "On Ice", Mickey, 

Minnie, Goofy, Donald and Pluto all enjoy winter sports. "Donald's Snow Fight" pits Donald Duck 

against nephews Huey, Dewey and Louie in a snowball war. One of my favourite Christmas 

memories! I love this video. It is sweet, with most of your memorable characters, and beautiful 

animation. First of all, we are introduced to an absolutely charming short Once Upon a Wintertime 

with the very nostalgic title music beautifully sung by Frances Langford, whose singing reminded me 

of Judy Garland's a bit. Then we have two funny silly symphonies with Father Christmas, featuring 

music by Schubert, and a lot of imagination. Then comes my favourite, Pluto's Christmas Tree, with 

the hilarious Chip and Dale lighting up an already charming tale of Christmas. This was very funny, 

with the increasingly silly antics from the chipmunks. On Ice, while my least favourite, had that lovely 

piece, Skater's Waltz, always played at New Year, can't remember the name of the composer, and 



although it is old, it never loses the charm, with Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck. I really liked the 

last one. Donald in that big coat was priceless, and where would we be without Hewy, Duey and 

Louey. This was hilarious, though I did prefer the more charming and tranquil vignettes. All in all, 

memorable and well worth watching! 
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ABC Weekend Specials: The Joke's On Mr. Little (1982) 
 

Mischievous schoolboys Drag (14-year-old Georg Olden) and Streeter (14-year-old K.C. Martel) 

target their new, well-dressed teacher, Mr. Lester Little, for outrageous practical jokes. But the 

teacher gives a hilarious lesson in the limits of mischief to the pair of pranksters. 
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America Undercover: Growing Up Stoned (1983) 
 

A documentary that goes into the troubled homes and day-to-day lives of three young Americans 

who are part of the national epidemic of teenage drug and alcohol abuse. 
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Bébé Requin (Baby Shark) (2005) 
 

Perhaps the best Pascal-Alex Vincent's short film to date, "Bebé Requin" neatly weaves three stories 

of teenage relationships and the lack of communication in postmodern society. And by postmodern 

we could understand 'fragmented', that yearns for the whole. Here such fragmentation is related 

directly to the advent of technology. In the first story, a boy and a girl sit together semi-naked whilst 

the boy entertains himself with online gaming (technology). The cries of death come from the game 

as a mumbled cacophony that fills the room. There is not a word spoken between them, and when 

the door ring bells, they're forced to get dressed. A boy has come to visit them. And while he stares 

taciturnly into the screen, he seems to make a decision and "breaks the ice", so to speak. The 

recently arrived boy removes his shirt, unzips his pants and walks towards the other boy, demanding 

to have his penis sucked. Of course, there is no reasonable reaction from either the girl or the boy. 

They continue to sit down, he continues to play and only ventures that the distraction is going to 

make him lose, even so he briefly practices fellatio on his friend, although the girl refuses to do the 

same. They are deeply concentrated on the screen, which is only mirroring the indifference of our 

time. But what does our era enjoin us to do? We must either survive through the simulacrum or 

succumb to the real, this foreclosure bequeaths us or sustains turning away from communication. 

When the girl refuses to provide pleasure to the boy, he hits them both with his skateboard. Once 



he's gone, we still see the boy and the girl, faces covered in blood, sitting on the couch, and he's still 

playing with the same feeling of boredom in his eyes. The second story is a hyperbole of the lack of 

communication, as a teenager tries, day after day, to talk to another boy. He talks and talks and 

talks, and he never receives an answer; his interlocutor barely looks at him and keeps on walking. As 

philosopher Alan Badiou would explain, communication transmits a universe made up of 

disconnected images, remarks, statements and commentaries whose accepted principle is 

incoherence. And it's only through the incoherent ramblings of the lonely teenager that we 

understand the relevance of true rapport. In the third story, the male body is the center of the 

narrative. Quoting Badiou: "We will call 'body' the worldly dimension of the subject and 'trace' that 

which, on the basis of the event, determines the active orientation of the body. A subject is 

therefore a formal synthesis between the statics of the body and its dynamics, between its 

composition and its effectuation". It's only fitting, then, to observe the body duplicated, in this case, 

in twin brothers that carry out different dynamics. After all, one of them is gladly involved in a sexual 

relationship with a girl, and subsequently the other one is furiously jealous. When one of the 

brothers hits the other in order to supplant him during the intercourse, it's made clear that the 

"active orientation of the body" can easily surmount the established boundaries. Why is this short 

film a work of art? As Badiou would define it "Art is not the sublime descent of the infinite into the 

finite abjection of the body and sexuality. It is the production of an infinite subjective series through 

the finite means of a material subtraction". Pascal-Alex Vincent successfully blends subjectivity with 

sexuality and provides us with an honest insight into the heart of adolescence. 
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Querfeldein (Cross Country) (2006) 
 

A man travels with two hookers into the green. Unfortunately they get lost in the woods and must 

spend a night together. They know each other and their relationship to each other to change. 
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Short Film Collection 079 
 

My Father's Song (2002) 
 

A boy (JOH In-young) lives with his grandmother and grandfather. He misses his father whom he 

believes dead. One day, the boy follows his grandmother into the city. The grandmother looks for 

her son, the child's father, but the son avoids her and watches his own child in secret. A kid lives with 

his grandparents. The kid misses his father who he doesn't know is alive. One day, the kid 

accompanies his grandmother to the city. After the kid falls asleep, the grandmother finds his father, 

who has become a gay singer in a nightclub. The dad looks in at his son sleeping. 
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I'm Jin-young (2006) 
 

Jin-young is a talkative, smart, elementary school student. Her mother's childhood friend Hyeon-ji 

comes to stay at her house. From the first moment, Jin-young has a strong crush on this woman and 

plans to tell her but. 
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The Bath (2007) 
 

One early morning, an older sister takes her younger sister who always attracts attention to a public 

bath located far away from their house. 
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Auld Lang Syne (2007) 
 

Now grown old, two gay men – Chang-shik and Seong-tae – who were a couple in their younger days 

run into each other by chance in Jongmyo Park. They go together to a nearby motel to talk about the 

past. They apologize to one another and reconcile. Another day spent together, and a sad but 

beautiful parting. 
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You Used to Smile That Way (2009) 
 

A man in the subway is having a serious conversation on the phone with someone. From his 

expression, he seems to be lost in thoughts of the past. He wonders. How could I smile so much 

then? 
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Short Film Collection 080 
 

A Day With The Boys (1969) 
 

This possibly disturbing short, by the late Clu Galager, takes 18 

minutes to follow a group of bored California boys (Mike Hertel, 

Jack Grindle, John McCaffrey, William Elliott, Craig Williams, Mark 

Spirtos, 12-year-old John Gulager, Artie Conkling & Ricky Bender) 

as they while away an afternoon of a summer day... with shocking 

results. Truly one of the finest examples of ultra-creative late 60's 

avant garde filmmaking. And so perfectly captures the haunting, 

mysterious, dreamy, metaphoric and visually poetic style of the 

time. Perhaps better than anything has or ever will. Clu Gulager 

was a tormented demented genius who serves as another 

unfortunate example of how "being too brilliant" as an artist 

trying to work in the realistic arena of the film industry, often 

simply can not work out. At least not within this dimension on this 

planet. 
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A Family Is A Family Is A Family: A Rosie O'Donnell Celebration (2010) 
 

This 40-minute documentary from show-biz superstar Rosie O'Donnell celebrates family, showcasing 

a diverse range of living situations as it spotlights everything from same-sex and mixed-heritage 

parents, to single-parent homes, to families with adopted children. 
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Ali & The Ball (2008) 
 

8-year-old Ali (Ali Soummaka) lives in a refugee detention centre 

with his mother and little sister Fatima. When his mother's 

precious knitting needles are confiscated, Ali is forced to take 

action. Desperate to save his family, he hatches a plan using a ball 

and the help of a girl on the other side of the razor-wire fence. 
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An Teanga Runda (The Secret Language) (2005) 
 

A young boy (Kevin O'Dwyer) gets teased at school for being stupid but he knows something the rest 

don't – his father is a secret agent. Both father and son speak Gaelic, which gives them a bond that 

his mother lacks but also allows them to protect her from the information they both have that puts 

them in danger. When the boy goes to the pub to find his father, he learns of the three fingered 

man, a master criminal who his father is tracking. While his father settles back into another pint of 

lager, the boy resolves to help bring the three fingered man to justice. Although it lacks the 

sharpness and emotional depth that would have made it great, I found it very hard to dislike this film 

for what it was because of how smart and amusing it was. It is not an original device but we have 

this dual narrative going on where our narrator tells us his story while, with adult eyes, we are able 

to see through his innocence and see what is really going on. In this case it will not spoil it for anyone 

to learn that the boy's dad is not an Irish secret agent but rather an Irish drunk! The film runs with 

these two threads really well and I enjoyed the contrast and the way it is mostly kept it light and 

innocent (i.e., as a child would see it). The ending is perhaps a bit too tidy but I did enjoy the total 

product so a minor niggle is fine. The cast are mostly good, natural before the camera and 

convincing within their characters. However the real credit goes to Durnin as director because he 

does a great job of capturing the style of the Hollywood movies as the young boy undertakes his 

investigation. It all looks great, whether it is the rapid shots or the static room frames – I really 

enjoyed it and felt he gave a lot of energy to an already good script. Overall then a really enjoyable 

short film. It could have been a bit deeper and more honest towards the end (the conclusion was a 

bit too easy) but mostly it flows really well and is pretty smart and fun. 
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Aruba (2006) 
 

A boy (14-year-old A.J. Saudin) uses his imagination to escape a house filled with violence and drug 

abuse. Milan is a quiet lad of about 13-years-old, negotiating the mean streets of New York. Bullies 

pick on him at school; at home, he witnesses his mother's abuse at the hands of her boyfriend. After 

one particularly rough day, he goes to the drawer where the boyfriend keeps a handgun. Is Milan 

going to become one more victim who turns on his tormentors? 
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Short Film Collection 081 
 

A Dublin Story (2003) 
 

Two young street urchins (Cain Williams & 15-year-old Robert Sheehan) develop a friendship over 

the course of a day's journey throughout the mean streets of Dublin city. Set in contemporary 

Dublin, this is a timeless urban tale about "Clocker" and "Sanga", two young street kids whose 

innocence is starkly contrasted by the harsh environment in which they both live. Over the course of 

a day and in their interactions with various characters in central city locations, Clocker and Sanga 

learn much about each other and themselves as the start of their friendship develops. A very slick 

Irish short. One of the better Irish shorts I've seen in recent years. Very solidly assembled with good 

performances and fairly slick visuals and editing. The crisp B&W photography of inner city Dublin 

reminded me of the way the Parisian projects were shot in La Haine. Even the nastier parts of Dublin 

look great in B&W. At times the storyline seems a little bit too much like a travelogue about a part of 

the city but the final scene packs an unexpected emotional punch, while still being fairly subtle. 

Great use to music too, well integrated into the piece. It's treads the line between been gritty and 

sentimental without falling too far on either side and gets a fair bit of character development and 

visual variety into it's tightly paced 15 minute run time. Definitely worth a look. 
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A Muppets Christmas: Letters To Santa (2008) 
 

When Gonzo accidentally diverts three letters to Santa, he talks 

Kermit and his friends to try to deliver them personally to the 

North Pole. Coming from a Muppet fan, this was a big 

disappointment. I love the Muppets, the show and most of their 

movies. However, this special was a big disappointment. Granted 

it has its good points, I loved the chemistry between Kermit and 

Miss Piggy, the production values are at least decent and I liked 

Gonzo very much here. Also the Muppet performers do do a 

decent job with weak material. Pretty much everything else is a 

big disappointment. The story was fresh and original I agree at 

first glance, but it was a completely different story when it came 

to the execution. Most of it actually is very predictable and 

rushed. This isn't helped by the fact it is too short. I also agree 

about the special's writing. The script is pretty much terrible, Gonzo and Fozzie have their moments 

but most of the other Muppet parts are under-written and very rarely was it funny. The jokes were 

also very lame and childish, and the sentimentality gets mushy. The music was also a big 

disappointment. Other than Gonzo and Fozzie's duet, which was compared to everything else 

delightful, the music is little more than mediocre and I say forgettable too. The lyrics are also trite 



and the melodies are unmemorable afterwards. The Muppets do try their best, and I was thrilled at 

the return of some old favourites, but let down severely by bad material, and I missed Gonzo and 

Rizzo's chemistry which was always delightful. The cameos are even more disappointing. Some of 

the characters are somewhat superfluous to the story or are poorly explored- I concur that the 

whole believing in Santa thing was quite poorly done- and Paul Williams' cameo especially is 

completely out of place and unfunny. In conclusion, I am a Muppet fan, but I have to agree, A 

Muppets Christmas: Letters to Santa is quite weak. It has its moments, but it is a shame especially 

about the writing and music. 
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An Créatúr (The Helpless Creature) (2007) 
 

This peculiar little subtitled tale presents an early performance by a now increasingly popular Irish 

actor, 19-year-old Robert Sheehan. It takes us on a young life journey to mid teens and the 

relationship between two brothers. The ending will come as a surprise! The acting throughout is 

good and Mr. Sheehan gives his usual 'animated' facial reactions to the various situations that 

develop. Toned down by the drama is his usually more exuberant voice which has the common 

actors error of sounding like someone reciting memorized lines rather than a 'natural' flow. On the 

production side the modern tendency to under-light a scene is mostly absent. This little short story 

film could be expanded to a feature given the amount of drama in it. 
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Apricot (2009) 
 

A mysterious man with missing memories asks very personal questions to a beautiful woman. 
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At War: The Soldiers And Their Families (2010) 
 

Documentary following soldiers of the Queens Royal Lancers during their tour of the hostile territory 

of Helmand Province and their return home to Catterick. The programme shows the harsh realities 

of war both on and off the battlefield. We find out what a soldier's life is really like. 
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Australian Story: Children Of A Lesser God (2010) 
 

What drives a young Sydney woman to drop her glamorous career in the film industry to open an 

orphanage in Cambodia? Tara Winkler was just twenty-two when she established the Cambodian 

Children's Trust in Cambodia. She is now 'mother', mentor and older sister to twenty-seven orphans, 

some as young as two. Her grandmother was a holocaust survivor and she strongly identified with 

the plight of children in a country still scarred by genocide. Tara Winkler's work has helped her 

overcome her own demons. As a teenager, she suffered depression, now she says she simply 

'doesn't have time' to be depressed. 
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Awakening (2006) 
 

This short shows the emotions of a teenager, awakening from his childhood existence and stepping 

into the world of adulthood. With a ruminant imagery the photographs reflect on the processes of 

growing up. The youth who he depicts in most in his works still shows traces of a childish past, 

however, clearly revealing the future of a grown up man. The boy seems introvert and lost in 

thought. In a world between dream and reality he does not allow any eye contact with the spectator 

and therefore does not involve him in the events. Symbols such as the yo-yo and the clock stand for 

progress and life time. At the same time they capture the moment of movement and emphasize just 

this one short moment, which can only be made visible with photography. The works juxtapose 

aesthetic balance and a tantalizing play with photographic perfection and different facets of content. 
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Short Film Collection 082 
 

A Really Important Person (1947) 
 

A policeman's son (11-year-old Dean Stockwell) searches for a suitable subject for an essay about an 

important person. Billy Reilly, the young son of a policeman, wants to enter a contest that offers a 

baseball glove for the best essay on an important person. As Billy is in the library, struggling to come 

up with an idea, a man suggests that he look around him instead of looking in books. Later, when 

Billy is playing ball with his friends, he accidentally breaks a window. Eventually this helps him learn 

a lesson that also gives him an idea for his essay. This simple short feature works rather well, thanks 

in part to a decent story and in part to Dean Stockwell as the young boy. It is the kind of morality 

play that can easily become cloying or dreary if not handled carefully, but in this case it comes off all 

right. Stockwell plays a boy who wants to enter an essay contest, for which the subject is "A Really 

Important Person". The character is portrayed as a typical boy, motivated by the desire to have fun 

and to please his friends. Stockwell plays the part well, and makes his otherwise familiar character 

worth being interested in. The story is also careful not to press its points too hard. The plot is rather 

predictable, but that was probably more or less by design. There is just enough to the story to make 

it interesting without distracting attention from its intended point. While nothing remarkable, this is 

a decent example of how a simple, familiar, somewhat moralistic story can communicate its point 

without frills. 
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A Show Called Fred (1956) 
 

Well, this is a piece of history-and what history! Comedy would have never been the same, if it 

wasn't for the Goons! These "Fred" shows, were the attempts to pass the "Goonery" on TV and the 

result is hilarious! Spike Milligan and Peter Sellers, along with Graham Stark, Kenneth Connor, 

Valentine Dyall, Max Geldray and others, join forces with Dick Lester (the famous director, who did, 

amongst others the "Running, Jumping, Standing Still Film" and the Beatles' "A Hard day's Night") 

and create sheer magic! Sight gags, lines you wouldn't...believe, anarchy and chaotic humour of 

gigantic proportions! It's a shame TV in these days was at its first steps and even more shame these 

wonderful shows aren't available on VHS or DVD yet! I must also add here that "Python's" fans 

would adore "A Show Called Fred", which deeply inspired "Pythons" in creating "flying Circus" many 

years later. These shows were made for Associated Redifusion Television. 
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A Very Barry Christmas (2004) 
 

Santa has trouble over Australia, ending up lost due to a reindeer glitch. In an accident, he gets 

switched with local outback denizen (and Santa look-alike, of course!) Barry, who is taken back to 

the North Pole. Santa is left in the Australian outback at Barry's place, with an assortment of 

interesting, talking characters (a platypus, a Koala, a crocodile...yeah, it's VERY Australian). This 

switch is the basis for all that ensues as Santa attempts to return to the North Pole and Barry 

attempts to deal with his own end of the situation. [NOTE: This is claymation.] 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

About Face: My First Suit (1985) 
 

Young gay man in New Zealand. Steve (Conrad Crawte) is a young New Zealand boy who is about to 

attend his first high school dance. Although his recently separated parents both insist on buying him 

his first suit, he finds himself fanaticizing about men rather than the 'Sheila's' that his parent both go 

on about. While his mother insists on dwelling on his blemishes (spots) and dwells on his skin 

breaking out, he's more concerned with coming out (at least to himself). 14-year-old Steve is caught 

between creatures he does not fully understand: two parents with very different ideas about the suit 

he should wear to his first school dance. Meanwhile everywhere he seems to look, images of men 

are taking control of his imagination. In Stewart Main's comical coming of age story Steve escapes 

his parents' good wishes, to discover his true desires. They aren't quite what his no-nonsense father 

had in mind. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

All This, And Christmas Too! (1971) 
 

Sid's daughter may be pregnant, but he is more interested in catching a pesky mouse. Things are 

further complicated by visits from an assortment of strange neighbours and relatives. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Verführung Von Engeln (The Seduction Of Angels) (2000) 
 

A young man cruises through the nightly city. He meets people, silhouettes, strange and scary. They 

all end up in a dim night club. 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Short Film Collection 083 
 

Lifestories: Families In Crisis (1992–1996) A Child Betrayed: The Calvin 

Mire Story (1994) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Blake Bashoff) has been sexually abused 

by a priest and never told anybody about what happened. What 

should an 11-year-old boy do when one of the people he trusts 

the most – a Catholic priest – sexually abuses him? This fact-based 

drama is the story of Calvin Mire, an innocent altar boy whose 

dream of serving God turns into a nightmare when he is molested 

by his parish priest. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

A Christmas Story (2004) 
 

A silent film about a young boy (Alin Silcock) and his attempts to 

draw the attention of his parents by dressing up as a woman. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

ABC Afterschool Specials: A Special Gift (1979) 
 

14-year-old basketball player (13-year-old Steve Austin) wants to 

be a ballet dancer, and is worried about what his friends and 

family will think. Decent AFTERSCHOOL SPECIAL with cute little 

boy ballerina. This isn't one of those Shocking AFTERSCHOOL 

SPECIALS with a taboo subject matter. It's about a Country boy 

who is constantly praised for being such a great basketball player. 

What most people don't know is that aside from playing 

basketball on the school team he also takes ballet classes a few 

towns over. He's in a class with his sister. He doesn't really 

understand why his father is okay with his sister being a ballerina 

and not fine with him doing it. There's a new cute girl in class 



that's always smiling at him. One day during rehearsals for a local production of NUTCRACKER SUITE 

they run into each other. At school a few days later she mentions the ballet and then his best friend 

at school catches wise to his "little secret" and starts giving him the brush-off. Due to an article in 

the local newspaper the whole school finds out and labels him a "pansy". Will he dance or will he opt 

out of THE NUTCRACKER? Seeing that it's an AFTERSCHOOL SPECIAL I'm sure you can guess how it 

will end. The little boy in this was very cute. I checked his IMDb page and was surprised to see this 

was the only thing he ever acted in. Oh well. Maybe he's somewhere out there dancing right now! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 084 
 

A Charlie Brown Christmas (1965) 
 

Repelled by the commercialism he sees around him, Charlie Brown tries to find the true meaning of 

Christmas. When Charlie Brown complains about the overwhelming materialism that he sees 

amongst everyone during the Christmas season, Lucy suggests that he become director of the school 

Christmas paegent. Charlie Brown accepts, but it proves to be a frustrating struggle. When an 

attempt to restore the proper spirit with a forlorn little fir Christmas tree fails, he needs Linus' help 

to learn what the real meaning of Christmas is. Completely Irresistible. How can you not love it? I'm 

a 46-year-old Jewish agnostic, and this still makes me laugh and brings a tear to my eye after dozens 

of viewings; and I don't think it's just nostalgia. I think if you can't enjoy this, you might as well just 

pack it in. Christmas wouldn't be Christmas without this and the ORIGINAL Grinch. Too bad the 

follow-ups, with the exception of course of It's the Great Pumpkin Charlie Brown, have never 

matched its humor, charm and heart. Favorite funny line? Lucy complains about always getting toys 

and bikes and clothes. "What do you want?" Charlie Brown asks. "REAL ESTATE!" Favorite touching 

moment? The transformation of the scrawny tree into a beautiful one of course. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

A Chipmunk Christmas (1981) 
 

It's coming up on Christmastime, and the Chipmunks are eager for the big day to arrive. David Seville 

books studio time for them to record a Christmas song, while Alvin, Simon and Theodore go window-

shopping. Alvin has with him his prized possession: The Golden Echo Harmonica. While carrying it 

around, he notices a mother and daughter looking at one on display. The girl eagerly wishes to get it 

for her little brother Tommy, who is very sick. These words stick with Alvin for the rest of the day, 

and keep him from performing properly at the recording studio. Requesting a break from Dave, Alvin 

rushs off and finds the family. Giving Tommy his own harmonica (claiming it is a department store 

prize that Tommy won), Alvin then returns to the studio, where he now has the strength to finish 

singing the song "Christmas Time is Here" with his brothers. Later that evening, Simon and Theodore 

are happy for Alvin's generosity, but Alvin is worried about telling Dave about giving away the 

harmonica (since Dave got it as a gift for Alvin). Alvin's fears are soon increased when the boys are 

requested to perform at Carnegie Hall on Christmas Eve...with a request for Alvin to do a harmonica 

solo! Theodore and Simon help Alvin try to get enough money for a new harmonica, but when Dave 

thinks Alvin's quest for money is for selfish reasons, he disappointedly sends Alvin to his room, 

claiming Alvin is not thinking of the true spirit of Christmas. The next day, Simon and Theodore give 

Alvin all their money to help his cause, even though Alvin still doesn't have enough. As Alvin leaves, 

Dave wonders where he's going, when he receives a call from Tommy's mother, realizing now just 

why Alvin's been acting so strangely. At the department store, Alvin laments his lack of funds for the 

harmonica, when a kindly old woman appears, wanting to buy him one. In return, she requests Alvin 



play a song. After playing "Silent Night," Alvin is met by Dave and his brothers. Dave commends Alvin 

for his generosity, and apologizes for doubting him. Alvin wants to introduce Dave to the woman 

who bought him his new harmonica, but she has now disappeared! They quickly get going to 

Carnegie Hall, where Alvin meets Tommy backstage. Alvin's gift has made Tommy feel better, and 

Alvin brings his new friend on stage, to play "Deck the Halls." The show ends with Santa Claus flying 

over the city, before returning home to his wife...who just happens to be the nice old lady who 

bought Alvin the harmonica! A fun and heartwarming story. A Chipmunks Christmas was made about 

a year or two before the TV series started in 1983. The TV show gave the characters a lot more 

depth, and from the point of view of a British person who's never been to the U.S.A., the cartoon 

version of America in the TV show that they live in was more believable as America, and not just an 

odd cartoon world like something in the Looney Toons. Saying that, none of this really matters. What 

this film does give is a heartwarming and fun story. The story is about a sick boy called Tommy, who 

wants' a golden echo harmonica for Christmas but his family can't afford it, so Alvin gives away his 

Golden Echo Harmonica to him. Alvin doesn't want Dave to find out, because he doesn't want him to 

be offended as the harmonica was a gift from Dave to Alvin. So he has to find a way to make money 

to buy an identical one so Dave won't ever find out. This means Alvin, comes up with his harebrained 

schemes to make money, and his usual good humored cheeky jokes and comments. So, if you want a 

funny and heartwarming Christmas story then this is a good film to choose. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

A Christmas Special (He-Man And She-Ra - A Christmas Special) (1985) 
 

He-Man and She-Ra join together to stop Horde Prime from ruining Christmas for some Earth 

children stranded on Eternia. In this special Christmas episode of the He-Man and She-Ra cartoons, 

their sidekick Orko accidentally gets beamed to Earth during a test of a new spy satellite. Orko 

manages to get back Planet Eternia, but brings along two Earth children, Alisha and Manuel, with 

him. Since it's Christmastime on Earth, the kids are naturally filled with the holiday spirit, but this 

overflowing goodwill attracts the unwelcome attention of the Horde Prime and Skeletor. Will the 

combined power of He-Man, She-Ra and the spirit of Christmas be enough to stop them? He-Man 

and She-Ra is at it again! This is very good little animated movie of my favorite animated heroes! 

Though there isn't a ton of Skeletor and Hordak's henchmen but the two big time villains show their 

stuff quite well! It's really a different He-Man and She-Ra story but if you like them then is a good 

one to watch! 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

A Christmas Story (1972) 
 

A not so special Special. As a one-off, unrelated to any franchise Special (it's also nothing to do with 

the 1983 movie with the same title) it's clear that A Christmas Story has fallen into massive 



obscurity. Quite rightly so, as it's a fairly bland story with nothing memorable about it whatsoever. It 

begins in some quaint, little, snow-covered town with little Timmy being read to by his dad on Xmas 

Eve. But he's forgotten to mail his letter to Santa, so the dog and house mouse take off in search of 

the big-bearded gift-giver (who conveniently just happens to be down the street instead of 

anywhere else in the world) in order to give him said letter. Limp hijinks follow. And it ends with a 

total cop-out, borderline illogical ending which pretty much negates everything that precedes it. But 

I guess I'm scrutinizing a 1972 Hanna-Barbera cartoon a little too closely. Forget this one, and stick to 

Specials based on established franchises. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

A Garfield Christmas Special (1987) 
 

Garfield, Jon and Odie go to Jon's grandmother's house for Christmas, where Garfield finds a present 

for Grandma. This is definitely a yearly ritual. It has got to be one of my favorite Christmas specials of 

all time. I think the best part is that Garfield shows his soft side here. This is shown when Garfield 

sits in Grandma's lap and she tells him about how she misses her husband. Also, when Garfield gives 

Odie a hug at the end. There's nothing like a good old fashioned Christmas on the farm. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 085 
 

A Flintstone Christmas (1977) 
 

When Santa has an accident at Fred's house on Christmas Eve, Fred and Barney have to continue his 

run for him. On Christmas Eve Day, Fred finally agrees to play Santa Claus for a benefit event. 

However, those plans have to be put on hold that night when the real Santa Claus sprains his ankle 

falling off Fred's roof. With no other option, Santa asks Fred and Barney to continue his delivery 

itinerary for him and they agree to the task. Throughout that night, the pair find the job unusually 

difficult, but Santa and his support crew are ready to help. Christmas time in Bedrock becomes an 

issue when Santa Claus slips on Fred's roof and injures himself. Being unable to deliver presents to 

the children Santa asks Fred and Barney to do it. I've read countless reviews of this film and the 

majority of them put this film down because it doesn't contain any of the magic of the television 

show. I'll admit that this isn't nearly as good as even the weakest episode of the television show but 

at the same time it's hard to deny that there's still some pretty funny stuff going on here. Many of 

the original voice actors aren't here but that doesn't take away too much as for the most part the 

new people fits the roles nice enough. Again, the voice work isn't nearly as great as the television 

but for the most part the actors get the job done. What I appreciate most about this film is that they 

keep the visual look of the show and to me this is a very important part. I enjoy the fact that they 

really didn't tamper with the characters very much, although they do make Pebbles and Bam-Bam 

preteens here. Mr. Slate is on hand and of course we've got Wilma and Betty. I think what makes 

this film work so well is that they don't try to change the humor of Fred and Barney. The original 

series was wonderful because of the witty dialogue and this was especially true when it came time 

to insult Fred and his weight. That same type of humor is carried over here and for the most part it 

made me laugh. There are many great jokes about Fred "fitting" the part of Santa and Barney has 

many good one-liners. At just under 50-minutes the film doesn't run too long and I think fans of the 

series should really give this a break. Sure, it's not as great as the TV show but everyone knows they 

could have tried changing everything up and end up delivering a dud but they didn't. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

A Pinky & The Brain Christmas Special (1995) 
 

A genius mouse and his stupid sidekick try to conquer the world each night. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 



Bob The Builder - Bob's White Christmas DVD 
 

Bob the Builder is the animated adventures of Bob and his machines. Working together to overcome 

various challenges they get the job done. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 086 

 

Climb A Tall Mountain 
 

This spiritually uplifting film, photographed on location in the 

majestic Swiss Alps, has a message of love and forgiveness which 

comes alive in a heartwarming way through the lives of Heidi, 

Peter, Hans and the Swiss woodcarver. The message is meaningful 

for all ages, from youngsters to grandparents. Climb a Tall 

Mountain will be an inspiration to your church members and will 

provide an excellent opportunity for an invitation to others. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack 

 

Home Run For Rusty (1977) 
 

Rusty (Terry Kuhn) is the scourge of his his 6th grade class. He 

plays practical jokes on and constantly gets into fights with other 

kids, but he is especially perturbed because he has been dubbed 

"the strikeout king" by other members of the baseball team 

(Rusty is shorter in stature than the other kids). One day, Rusty's 

friend Janie is in the library and sees him trying to study for a 

math test; Janie tells Rusty not to compare himself to her and if 

he allows Jesus to come into his life, things might take a turn for 

the better. Rusty thumbs his nose at that advice and continues to 

repudiate it; however, a few days later, after he pulls a prank on 

Janie with dangerous consequences, Rusty begins to seriously 

reflect on what Janie said, and finally asks Jesus to come into his 

life and help him. 
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The Winning Circle 
 

For T.J. there's no way he will let his chief rival get the better of 

him, especially when it comes to BMX racing. Then one day T.J. 

meets the Lord and is later challenged by the Scripture, "As you 

have received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk in Him." With the 

help of his older cousin, T.J. learns that the Christian life is not just 

a "one-moment decision," but an ongoing commitment. But 

Christ couldn't possibly expect him to love and forgive his worst 

enemy. Surely He wouldn't ask that of him.... The lesson isn't easy 

and it's not until the grueling, action-packed BMX enduro that T.J. 

finally understands the true cost of being a Christian and the true 

joy. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 087 
 

The Salvage Gang (1958) 
 

When four children try to raise money to replace a broken saw, 

their schemes take them on an unexpected journey through the 

capital. Beautifully photographed, The Salvage Gang by acclaimed 

director John Krish (I Think They Call Him John) is an affectionate 

tour of bomb-damaged London, featuring a young Frazer Hines 

and a cameo by Wilfred Brambell. 

Double Layer DVD...Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

Operation Third Form (1966) 
 

A fresh-faced John Moulder Brown (Deep End) gives a sparkling performance as the schoolboy out to 

foil a pair of North London crooks with his crack spy unit – his classmates and kid sister. With its 

groovy 1960s soundtrack, Operation Third Form, by CFF veteran David Eady, is a pacy boy's own 

adventure. 

Double Layer DVD...Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack 

 

Night Ferry (1976) 
 

Bernard Cribbins is 'Pyramid', a dastardly master-of-disguise who plans to smuggle an ancient 

Egyptian mummy out of the country. When young Jeff (Graham Fletcher-Cook) discovers the plan, a 

dangerous chase via South London's Victoria Station and Clapham Station ensues. 

Double Layer DVD...Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 088 
 

Yoga Kids - The Original (1996) 
 

Now you can share a fun, safe and healthy activity with your kids - 

one that can be enjoyed over and over again. In YogaKids, your 

children will be delighted and encouraged by simple yoga 

exercises work to strengthen their bodies and improve 

coordination. They'll playfully stretch like dogs, roar like lions, and 

stand like graceful flamingos. As they complete each new yoga 

pose, they'll gain a new feeling of accomplishment. Guided by 

long-time kids yoga teacher Marsha Wenig, YogaKids is the most 

creative and entertaining way to bring the joy of exercise and the 

wonder of all living things to children. Whether it is practiced 

indoors, outside, alone or with family, this magical experience will 

become one of your child's most treasured activities. YogaKids 

makes learning fun: 20 simple yoga poses; 5 fun original songs; 

Enhances respect for nature; Increases strength and flexibility; 

Challenges imagination. "Any child would love this video. It's beautiful, fun and reflects a love of 

yoga and children." - National Parent's Association. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Yoga Kids - ABCs (2003) 
 

For ages 3-6. Uses alphabet to teach yoga ABC's; Interactive, 

educational and fun!; Builds imagination and coordination. Ever 

do the Japperwocky Jellyfish? The Volcano or the Moo-Meow? 

From Alligator to Zebra, YogaKids 2: ABC's guides your child 

through 26 playful kid-style poses, movements and games 

inspired by animals, flowers and other familiar icons kids love. 

Children's yoga expert and YogaKids founder Marsha Wenig's 

imaginative educational approach speaks your child's language 

while teaching yoga fundamentals adapted especially for 3 to 6 

year-olds. Clap hands and feet like a seal, mimic the fluid motion 

of a yo-yo, move arms and legs in sync like a locomotive...every 

letter offers a fun new way to learn about the body and the 

world. Research shows that kids learn through movement and by 

exploring their world in a tactile way - and that long-lasting 

learning is best absorbed when your child is alert but relaxed. YogaKids 2: ABC's uses "laughing 

language" and a playful, kid-friendly approach to keep your child engaged, at ease and having fun 



while teaching skills to last a lifetime. The Complete Program Includes: ABC play that teaches kids 

about nature and more; Kid-friendly ways to build physical fitness and self confidence; Activities to 

build coordination and challenge imagination. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Yoga Kids - Silly To Calm (2003) 
 

For ages 3-6. Channels energy into fitness fun!; Helps kids feel 

calm and confident; Builds focus and challenges creativity. 

Harness any child's willy-nilly energy and turn it into constructive, 

character building fitness playtime. In this remarkable addition to 

the award-winning YogaKids series, kids' yoga expert Marsha 

Wenig meets youngsters where they are - in high gear - and 

expertly shifts their frame of mind from silly to steady, restless to 

relaxed, boisterous to balanced. Created with inspiration, 

imagination and a kids-eye-view, Silly to Calm engages lively 

young minds and bodies and ingeniously segues from energetic 

activities to calming basic yoga movements. With this program, 

kids can express, release and refocus excess vim and vigor - 

challenging muscles and thinking skills at the same time. You'll 

reach for Silly to Calm again and again as a fun, constructive 

outlet for boundless young energy. Silly to Calm gets kids into a new frame of mind! Transforms 

restlessness into balanced energy; Teaches lifelong tools for refocusing mindset and mood; Builds 

both physical fitness and learning skills. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 089 
 

Soapbox Derby (1958) 
 

A young (16-year-old) Michael Crawford (Some Mothers do 'Ave 

'Em) stars in Soapbox Derby as the club-leader of The Battersea 

Bats who are determined to win a soapbox derby race. But they 

face betrayal when local rivals, The Victorias, enter the 

competition. Filmed in and around south London's dockyards, 

Soapbox Derby is an action-packed thriller featuring an excellent 

slapstick performance from Denis Shaw (The Colditz Story, Curse 

of the Werewolf). 

Double Layer DVD...Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack 

 

 

The Sky Bike (1967) 
 

In The Sky Bike, Tom (Spencer Shires) spends his school holidays dreaming of becoming a pilot. One 

day, whilst out on his bike, he comes across Mr. Lovejoy (Liam Redmond), an eccentric inventor who 

is determined to build a flying machine in order to win a competition, with the prize money intended 

to buy his own vintage airplane. Of course, there is another group out to win the prize, and a series 

of comic misadventures ensues before the climax where everyone gets what they deserve. 

Double Layer DVD...Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack 

 

Sammy's Super T-Shirt (1978) 
 

A young boy's (Reggie Winch) lucky T-shirt is transformed through a power surge and gives its 

wearer super-powers. Great 1970's TV movie. Bit silly but real fun. A young boy has his favorite T-

shirt accidently electrocuted giving him special super powers when he wears it. It helps him 

overcome bullies and win some running races, but when the T-shirt loses its power he has to believe 

in himself to win the final important race. Very silly and dated but great fun. A little predictable and 

very similar to Teen Wolf 1 and 2 however I watched this film when I was very young because of the 

title but it soon became one of my favorites. I wish I could see it again but the chances of that seem 

very slim now. Post me if anyone sees it. Pint-sized Sammy has set his heart in winning the Junior 

Superstar Challenge Cup track race. His secret weapon, lucky tiger T-shirt, is about to take on a life of 

its own when it accidentally becomes part of a top-secret scientific experiment. Featuring a comic 

double-act by Richard Vernon (Goldfinger) and Julian Holloway (Carry on..., James Bond Junior, 



Disney's A Christmas Carol), Sammy's Super T-Shirt is one of the best-remembered Children's Film 

Foundation productions. 
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Short Film Collection 090 

 

Lykke Til, Pappa (Ice) (2007) 
 

Sad essay on the deterioration of a family. Erlend (9-years-old) is 

visiting his beloved father. During the next days, their fragile 

relationship will be challenged. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...Norwegian Soundtrack...English 
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Bennys Gym (Bennys Tattoo) (Benny's Gym) (2007) 
 

Alfred (Atdhe Belegu) gets bullied. Benny (Kim Erik Tena Eriksen) 

is a bully. Through a series of events they become friends, but 

Benny keeps their friendship a secret. Benny wants to teach 

Alfred to hit back. But after an accident, it turns out maybe Alfred 

also has something to teach Benny. Teen abuse and marginality. 

Perhaps aggression is inherent to every human being, it's an 

intrinsic desire of hurting others by no other reason than the 

opportunity to do so. Alfred is a teenager ostracized by other kids, 

he gets bullied all the time by Benny and his friends, who beat 

him up and pee on his notebook. Why is it that these youngsters 

experience such joy by torturing a defenseless boy? The boys 

attend the same high school but no education system can prevent 

what goes on here. Why? Because there is an education that 

pertains to the norm, to the word (id est, the reality); but there is 

always something else, something deep that cannot be channeled through the word (id est, the 

real). It's often thought that the first one is more than enough for the educative system and that's a 

blatant mistake. The teacher and the board cannot connect with the student. Reason –rationality- is 

not enough to deal with the pre-rational magma that governs our impulses and prevents us from 

becoming what we want to be, even if we don't know what that is. When Benny is alone and spends 

time with Alfred, he is a different lad. The high school bully shares his secrets, his fears and hopes 

with the unpopular kid. It's no surprise that certain familial dynamics can create a vicious circle (of 

poverty, of violence, etc.), Benny's violent father physically punishes his son, not unlike the way 

Benny does it with other kids in school. An outlandish bond takes place between them. Perhaps, 

together, isolated from the world and society, from reality, they gain access to the real, that place in 

which desire is born. In high school, Benny keeps ignoring Alfred, but when they're together 

everything is different. One night, Benny suggests that he could have sexual intercourse with Alfred, 



and kisses him passionately. Alfred acts surprised but had been longing for such a moment since day 

one. Nevertheless desire cannot guarantee a safe-conduct through adolescence... and soon, Benny's 

abusive friends savagely take it out on Alfred, they even try to drown him in the lake. Benny is a 

witness to all that, but he finds himself exscinded. Should he attempt to rescue his friend he would 

expose himself before the eyes of the others. But then, the possibility of losing Alfred forever is 

more than he can bear. This Norwegian short film about abuse and marginality demonstrates that 

youth's problems are the same everywhere in the globe, and that as a society we're failing to keep 

things balanced. Our focus, as usual, goes to reality and not to the Lacanian real. 
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Der Nede Sørger De Ikke (Down There They Don't Mourn) (2006) 
 

We meet two classmates (Eirik Enger Karlsen & Dani N. Sikveland) 

who can't adjust to life at school. Even though he has lived there 

for a year now, Thomas has still not been accepted by his 

classmates. Karsten is an oddball liked by few. The film is about 

the day when they, for various reasons, sneak away from their 

swimming lesson and destroy the carpentry room. 
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Elva Bak Huset (Behind The House) (2007) 
 

A dark story about the first time you see someone like yourself. 
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Stikk (Sting) (2007) 
 

13-year-old Alexander (Glenn André Viste Bøe) is the smallest kid 

in his eighth grade class. A tough girl cell-films him in the shower 

and shares the video with the class, earning him the nickname 

"Mini". Alexander is, naturally, humiliated, until the new kid in 

class helps him get his revenge. 
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Benji's Very Own Christmas Story (1978) 
 

While on a publicity tour in Switzerland, Benji, Cindy Smith, and 

Patsy Garrett convince Kris Kringle that his place on Christmas Eve 

is delivering presents to all "his" families all over the world. Seems 

this is extremely underrated here. I just watched this for the first 

time in more years than I could recall. Could I have missed it when 

it originally aired in 78? I'm not sure but nothing looked familiar. I 

decided to look this up and see what other people thought but I 

think IMDb.com users have gotten it all wrong. If you're not a 

Benji and/or extreme nostalgia fan (both of which I very much am) 

than steer clear. But if you are then check this out. It didn't get 

nom'd for an Emmy for nothing. It's very entertaining. Santa is the 

star of the show. The story does a great job of establishing his 

different appearances all over the world. This is what I found most 

interesting. Moody, as Santa, also does an okay Oliver!-style 

musical number. Sure, the makeup is extremely cheesy, Benji gets precious little to do, the girl from 

the Benji flicks is a little annoying (what else is new), but calling this bottom of the barrel is 

completely unfair and out of line. Don't believe it! I pulled this out of the bargain bin for about $6. 

Worth every penny. I also have the first 2 Benji flicks (I love those, especially the top notch original). 

Those first couple of Benji dogs were great little actors. He's just a set piece in this but still provides 

some Christmas warmth. 
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Benji At Work (1980) 
 

Behind-the-scenes look at the beloved movie canine. With 12-

year-old Adam Rich. 
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Benji Takes A Dive At Marineland (1981) 
 

One of Florida's rare film gems. Here now is one of Florida's very 

rare (if not lost) motion picture gems, and a ton of fun for the 

whole family. Filmed in 1981 as part of an ABC's "Afterschool 

Special" anthology series, this half-hour puppy flick served as a 

publicity stunt both for the Benji film company and for Marineland 

of Florida. Located on Highway A1A (the Route 66 of Florida's east 

coast) this Sunshine state counterpart to Marineland of California 

was one of Florida's first theme parks before Disney. Besides 

Benji, the park has also shared the spotlight with Clint Eastwood in 

"Revenge of the Creature" (sequel to "Creature from the Black 

Lagoon"), Lloyd Bridges in his "Sea Hunt" series, and Elvis Presley 

in "Live a Little, Love a Little." Alas today, the ravages of time, 

weather, and economics have turned the facility from a once 

famous dolphin show site, into a strictly marine biology education 

camp. Still, should you happen to spot this classic on DVD at your 

local Wal-Mart or Target Store, (along with the aforementioned 

other 3) snatch it up quickly before it's gone! You won't be sorry. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  
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A Seaside Story (1986) 
 

Two 17-year-old boys (Sam Butterfield & Martin Plunkett) visit 

Lyme Regis for a weekend. Martin is self confident and chases 

girls, Sam is a dreamer, and finds ecology far more interesting! 

They stay at a guest house run by a very eccentric old lady. The 

film follows their serio-comic adventures. 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack 

 

I Want To Be Famous (1976) 
 

Steve (12-year-old Stephen Bratt) is the smallest 11-year-old in his 

class, thinks girls are soppy and prefers painting. He creates an 

exciting but violent fantasy world of his own, but in reality he is 

lonely and introspective. Stuart, his best mate, is the most solid 

thing thing about a comfortless world where people argue too 

much - usually about him - and, with studied indifference, both 

boys establish and re-establish their devotion to each other. "I 

Want to be Famous" is a "lost film" that is finally resurfacing after 

more than two decades of neglect (although not yet on video or 

dvd). It concerns Steven (Steven Bratt), an 11-year-old British kid 

who thinks football (soccer in the US) is "rubbish," preferring to 

paint pictures or just daydream. His unsympathetic dad is 

disappointed in his son's lack of interest in sports and denigrates his artistic inclinations. His mum 

defends her child and Steven must listen to many arguments about which he is the topic. His only 

solace is his friendship with another boy (Stuart Elliot) who is good at football but still likes to hang 

out with Steven. They get involved in various kinds of mischief, such as having a mud fight, harassing 

a band practice and playing "strip down naked" hide n' seek." A comparison has been made with this 

film to the movie, "If...," because of the boy's violent fantasies. There is virtually no plot, just a brief 

view of an unhappy childhood. 
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Follow You Follow Me (1979) 
 

The film explores the development in the friendship of two 

teenage boys. Joseph (14-year-old Francis Gilson) who is 

introspective and shy and Peter (15-year-old Stephen Bratt), more 

confident and whose father is an employee at the factory owned 

by Joseph's father. A dispute at the factory affects the relationship 

and reveals the their feelings. Masturbatory dynamics in teenage 

friendship. Peter and Joseph are best mates, they go to the same 

high school and they see each other often after class. Until 

parental pressure puts the friendship on the brink of collapse. The true nature of the boys 

relationship is never made clear, Peter is an outgoing and popular student, whereas Joseph is shy 

and goes unnoticed by his peers. Peter has expressed once and again his interest in girls, but Joseph 

seems to be preoccupied with something else. When the two boys are kissing girls at the same time, 

Joseph seems uneasy when it's his turn to kiss his date. Nonetheless, these subtle differences do not 

prevent them from sharing intimate moments. For example, when Joseph asks Peter the meaning of 

"wanker", his friends proceeds to not only explain but also provide him with some adult magazines. 

As they discuss about masturbation one thing remains clear: fantasy is the motor behind all 

masturbatory acts. Both kids start confessing what it is that arouses them, and they even describe 

their fantasies to each other. This shouldn't come as a surprise, as Foucault has explained at length 

in his History of Sexuality, Victorian society would seek to forbid and eradicate masturbation 

because it was an unnecessary expenditure of energy and especially of thoughts. Imagination always 

takes part during masturbation, and the fantasmatic scenarios of self-pleasuring were simply 

deemed as morally reprehensible and ultimately injurious. Unlike other productions, Roger 

Lambert's short film never deals directly with the homosexual subject. The boys' parents have 

problems with banks and factories, respectively, and that's the reason why they decide to put an end 

to their children's friendship. The homoerotic subtext here is merely hinted at, as the scene in which 

Joseph wakes up in the middle of the night, with tears in his eyes, and gets dressed to visit his friend 

Peter. He has a proposal for Peter: to run away together. But can they really escape from their 

parents, id est, from the symbolic imperative to always uphold the heterosexual normativity? 

Downloaded Pirate DVD...English Soundtrack  
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Apple Jack (The Legend of Apple Jack) (2003) 
 

On the eve of Halloween, 1938, CBS radio reported UFO's in the 

skies over the United States. That same night, two notorious 

criminals escaped the maximum security prison at Macatawa. 

They were never seen again. Apple Jack is a high brow story about 

low brow people caught in a divine intervention and told in the 

grand and romantic traditions of hollywood. It's a film that makes 

you feel like you're on a Disney ride that makes a horribly wrong 

turn. Mark Whiting displays his genius in this beautiful snapshot 

of the seemingly random yet exquisitely balanced universe. He 

weaves a masterful tale of several characters whose lives become 

elaborately interwoven by happenstance and comical fate, and 

then provides a most pleasing resolution that resets our faith in 

the cosmos. Though only 16 minutes in length, you come away 

feeling as satiated as you would from a full-length movie. It is apparent that Mark is as comfortable 

behind the camera as he is at the animation desk. We even get hints of his animation background in 

the lovely segue with the firefly. With 11-year-old Cole and Dylan Sprouse. Apple Jack is most worthy 

of 10 stars out of 10! Excellent!!! 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 

Bill's New Frock (1998) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Daniel Lee) wakes up one morning to find out that he has been turned into 

a girl and has to wear a frock. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 

Boy And Bicycle (1965) 
 

A teenage boy (21-year-old Tony Scott) plays truant from school, and spends the day riding around 

the town and the deserted beach on his bicycle, letting his mind wander as he imagines he is the 

only person in the world. A lad of 16-years-old spends a day on his bike in and about a village on the 

coast of the North Sea south of Newcastle. He heads to the shore for a contemplative smoke, rides 

into the village for a visit to a candy shop, then goes back to the strand. Clouds, water, shadows, and 

reflections give his day texture as do his internal monologues - comic commentary on adults, 

thoughts about dying, and observations about his family. Afternoon rain sends him looking for 



shelter. He explores a shack where someone lives. What discoveries await? "Boy and Bicycle" is a 

short film famed director Ridley Scott made in the early 60's, which was completed in 1965. It offers 

a very limited narrative about, you guessed it, a boy and his bicycle. A teenage boy rides along the 

English seaside in search of some solitude with his own thoughts. A lot of teen angst runs through 

the telling of the story, which is told almost entirely through a difficult to understand voice over 

track by the star and the director's brother, Tony Scott (who went on to have a film-making career of 

his own). There's a nice innocent appeal about it, and the chilly weather comes across particularly 

well, however there are plenty of the standard student film hindrances as well. Though there are 

some impressive black and white visuals, the viewer must also contend with a lot of wandering 

home movie type shots. It's a film that runs long at twenty-seven minutes, and though it might offer 

a glimmer of what would become a pretty strong director, it's not exactly worth it. The film follows a 

boy as he plays truant from school and visits various locations around the seaside town on his 

bicycle. We hear his thoughts in a stream of consciousness voice-over partly inspired by James 

Joyce's 1922 novel Ulysses. This was Ridley Scott's first film, made initially on a budget of £65 using a 

Bolex 16mm cine-camera, and completed in 1965 with the help of a grant provided by the BFI's 

Experimental Film Fund. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack...English, French, Spanish & Italian Subtitles 

 

Fetch (2011) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Nathan Gamble) named Linney runs 

away from his Grandma's house in a search to find his mom. 

Excellent Short Film. My husband and I had to miss the preview of 

this film and so were happy to be able to order a personal copy on 

DVD. From the menu title page to the many added extras at the 

end - it was very professional in every way. The cinematography 

was beautiful throughout - the story believable and kept us 

engaged all the way through. I thought it was too short and was 

not ready for it to end! I especially liked the little boy. I can tell he 

is a great actor already even at his young age and look forward to 

following his career as he will be used in many more projects in 

upcoming years. I know this film has been a dream of Kevin's for a 

very long time and it is a true joy to watch the finished project 

unfold before our eyes. I think he is a very talented writer and director and look forward to many 

more films from him in the future. Great job, Kevin! You have a bright future ahead of you! 

Blessings! 
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...Ya No Puede Caminar. (2001) 
 

A child, Pacheco (11-year-old Junio Valverde), has a phobia of 

small animals (insects, worms, lizards and so on). His father, in an 

attempt to help him get over his phobia, exposes him to a very 

unusual therapy: he makes him sleep with some of these animals 

closed in a jar and kept in the house. In this way, Pacheco slowly 

gets used to contact with the animals and is finally able to 

overcome his initial repugnance to the point of even feeling 

affection for them. So much so that the final result goes way over 

his father's wildest expectations. A little boy about 10-years-old is 

afraid of roaches. He finds one more in the basement. His father 

tells him that to overcome his fears he must get used to the 

roaches. The boy captures a roach into a bottle and puts it next to 

his bed. He does the same with all kind of bugs he is afraid of: 

snails, worms, etc. Until he eventually captures his 

masterpiece...but I won't tell...be ready for the surprise. 

Converted from Xvid...Spanish Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

2 Minutter (2 Minutes) (2001) 
 

A boy (Mark Emil Schwarz & Frederik Schwarz) lies in a bathtub, 

holding his breath. He is trying to break his personal record - 2 

minutes. 

Converted from Xvid...Danish Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

 

A Really Important Person (1947) 
 

A policeman's son (11-year-old Dean Stockwell) searches for a suitable subject for an essay about an 

important person. Billy Reilly, the young son of a policeman, wants to enter a contest that offers a 

baseball glove for the best essay on an important person. As Billy is in the library, struggling to come 

up with an idea, a man suggests that he look around him instead of looking in books. Later, when 

Billy is playing ball with his friends, he accidentally breaks a window. Eventually this helps him learn 

a lesson that also gives him an idea for his essay. This simple short feature works rather well, thanks 



in part to a decent story and in part to Dean Stockwell as the young boy. It is the kind of morality 

play that can easily become cloying or dreary if not handled carefully, but in this case it comes off all 

right. Stockwell plays a boy who wants to enter an essay contest, for which the subject is "A Really 

Important Person". The character is portrayed as a typical boy, motivated by the desire to have fun 

and to please his friends. Stockwell plays the part well, and makes his otherwise familiar character 

worth being interested in. The story is also careful not to press its points too hard. The plot is rather 

predictable, but that was probably more or less by design. There is just enough to the story to make 

it interesting without distracting attention from its intended point. While nothing remarkable, this is 

a decent example of how a simple, familiar, somewhat moralistic story can communicate its point 

without frills. 
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Bébé Requin (Baby Shark) (2005) 
 

Perhaps the best Pascal-Alex Vincent's short film to date, "Bebé Requin" neatly weaves three stories 

of teenage relationships and the lack of communication in postmodern society. And by postmodern 

we could understand 'fragmented', that yearns for the whole. Here such fragmentation is related 

directly to the advent of technology. In the first story, a boy and a girl sit together semi-naked whilst 

the boy entertains himself with online gaming (technology). The cries of death come from the game 

as a mumbled cacophony that fills the room. There is not a word spoken between them, and when 

the door ring bells, they're forced to get dressed. A boy has come to visit them. And while he stares 

taciturnly into the screen, he seems to make a decision and "breaks the ice", so to speak. The 

recently arrived boy removes his shirt, unzips his pants and walks towards the other boy, demanding 

to have his penis sucked. Of course, there is no reasonable reaction from either the girl or the boy. 

They continue to sit down, he continues to play and only ventures that the distraction is going to 

make him lose, even so he briefly practices fellatio on his friend, although the girl refuses to do the 

same. They are deeply concentrated on the screen, which is only mirroring the indifference of our 

time. But what does our era enjoin us to do? We must either survive through the simulacrum or 

succumb to the real, this foreclosure bequeaths us or sustains turning away from communication. 

When the girl refuses to provide pleasure to the boy, he hits them both with his skateboard. Once 

he's gone, we still see the boy and the girl, faces covered in blood, sitting on the couch, and he's still 

playing with the same feeling of boredom in his eyes. The second story is a hyperbole of the lack of 

communication, as a teenager tries, day after day, to talk to another boy. He talks and talks and 

talks, and he never receives an answer; his interlocutor barely looks at him and keeps on walking. As 

philosopher Alan Badiou would explain, communication transmits a universe made up of 

disconnected images, remarks, statements and commentaries whose accepted principle is 

incoherence. And it's only through the incoherent ramblings of the lonely teenager that we 

understand the relevance of true rapport. In the third story, the male body is the center of the 

narrative. Quoting Badiou: "We will call 'body' the worldly dimension of the subject and 'trace' that 

which, on the basis of the event, determines the active orientation of the body. A subject is 

therefore a formal synthesis between the statics of the body and its dynamics, between its 

composition and its effectuation". It's only fitting, then, to observe the body duplicated, in this case, 



in twin brothers that carry out different dynamics. After all, one of them is gladly involved in a sexual 

relationship with a girl, and subsequently the other one is furiously jealous. When one of the 

brothers hits the other in order to supplant him during the intercourse, it's made clear that the 

"active orientation of the body" can easily surmount the established boundaries. Why is this short 

film a work of art? As Badiou would define it "Art is not the sublime descent of the infinite into the 

finite abjection of the body and sexuality. It is the production of an infinite subjective series through 

the finite means of a material subtraction". Pascal-Alex Vincent successfully blends subjectivity with 

sexuality and provides us with an honest insight into the heart of adolescence. 

Converted from Xvid...French Soundtrack...English & German Subtitles 

 

Bugcrush (2006) 
 

Ben, a small-town high school loner and introverted gay teen, is 

fascinated by the mysterious and dangerously seductive new kid 

in town, Grant. One night, Grant and his friends take Ben to a 

remote house in the country to introduce him to their bizarre 

erotic rituals. Directed by Carter Smith - 37 minutes - Color - 

Widescreen. A small-town loner's fascination with the new kid in 

town leads him into something much more sinister than he could 

ever have imagined. What an impressive film debut for Carter 

Smith. Based on a short story by Steven Treleaven about a high 

school loner who is attracted to a mysterious new comer. He 

follows him to a remote farm with chilling results. This is a scary 

movie and ominous metaphor for the dangers of sexual 

experimentation. Smith works wonders in creating foreboding 

and eroticism in the possibilities of the dark of night. The 

production values and acting are all uniformly excellent. Carter 

Smith has a real talent and is to be looked forward to in his upcoming projects. It makes perfect 

sense that he is developing a screenplay with cult writer, Dennis Cooper. This is no J.T. Leroy, Carter 

Smith is the genuine thing and in the best of horror, He reminds me too of H.P. Lovecraft, and the 

best short fiction of Stephen King and the noir-ish writings of Black Cat magazine. I can't wait to see 

what he does next. 
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A Day With The Boys (1969) 
 

This possibly disturbing short, by the late Clu Galager, takes 18 

minutes to follow a group of bored California boys as they while 

away an afternoon of a summer day... with shocking results. Truly 

one of the finest examples of ultra-creative late 60's avant garde 

filmmaking. And so perfectly captures the haunting, mysterious, 

dreamy, metaphoric and visually poetic style of the time. Perhaps 

better than anything has or ever will. Clu Gulager was a tormented 

demented genius who serves as another unfortunate example of 

how "being too brilliant" as an artist trying to work in the realistic 

arena of the film industry, often simply can not work out. At least 

not within this dimension on this planet. 
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Boys Beware (1961) 
 

Young Jimmy accepts a ride home from a friendly stranger, Ralph. Jimmy likes Ralph. Ralph likes 

Jimmy. Ralph REALLY likes Jimmy. Ralph likes Jimmy so much he persuades Jimmy to go to a motel 

with him. In the motel room, Jimmy decides he doesn't like Ralph THAT much. Ralph has other ideas. 

Western societies have come a long way in their tolerance and understanding of gay people. This 

film, which one poster disturbingly tells us is STILL shown in schools in some backward parts of the 

country, is the REEFER MADNESS of homosexuality. What might have been a harmless, even helpful 

warning to kids about pedophiles becomes ridiculous and ugly by its pretense of revealing what all 

homosexuals are like. The despicable smear that gay men tend towards pedophilia (about as factual 

as the ancient anti-Semitic lie that Jews kill Christian infants and drink their blood) is what this 

"educational" cheapie is all about. That one poster actually commends this absurd gay-bashing 

propaganda as a worthy film that should be remastered and shown to kids today suggests how much 

ignorance and unexamined bigotry is still out there. Reactions to the recent Tom Foley scandal 

showed how easily some on the political left as well as the right can fall back into the old know-

nothing equation of homosexuality with pedophilia. Every educated person knows homosexuals are 

no more likely to be drawn to children than heterosexuals are. This 10-minute short is worth viewing 

to remember how recently this kind of ignorant calumny was considered "conventional wisdom". 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 



Chalk Lines (2006) 
 

Talks about the coming of age of a gay teenager. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack  
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Clay Farmers (1988) 
 

Mike, a young hired hand in California is working a small farm with 

a close friend, Dan. Mike is content on the farm and obviously 

attracted to the handsome Dan. Dan seems to be attracted to 

Mike as well but is a drifter and not happy as a farmer. He longs to 

finish out the contract and move on to a big city, perhaps with 

Mike. Gary (Liam McGrath), a boy from the next farm over, 

befriends them during their daily chores. Gary lives with his 

abusive father, a stepmother and a stepbrother. Gary is drawn to 

the camaraderie of the young farmhands in part to avoid his 

problems at home. When an innocent session of skinny-dipping is 

misconstrued by the boy's father, the young hired hands soon find 

themselves unjustly suspected of wrongdoing in a suddenly hostile 

small town. I think the premise of this story was a good idea, 

however it seems to play around the storyline without letting you 

get inside and get a good feel for it. The adult characters are 

pretty flat, they could use more character development. The 

relationship between the two lead males leaves a lot of 

unanswered questions. 
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Cup Fever (1965) 
 

The children of Barton United are trying to win the cup in their 

local football (soccer) league. Nasty councillor Mr Bates doesn't 

like them and wants the team his son plays for to win instead so 

he makes life as difficult as he can for them. But Barton United are 

offered help by the local professional team that just happens to be 

Manchester United with boss man Matt Busby. Look out for a 

young 'Susan George' in her first film. Saturday Matinee Nostalgia. 

This film will appeal to many UK residents of a certain age, who 

can remember the Saturday morning cinema clubs and this 

Children's Film Foundation offering is one of the classics of those 

heady 60's years. Shot entirely on location in Manchester and 

Salford this film offers a glimps of a time and an age of innocence 

long since lost. A simple but well crafted story about the fortunes 

of a group of local kids whose lives revolve around their passion 



for football (soccer for those American members). I had the good fortune of being able to buy this 

on dvd recently as part of a series of Childen's Film Foundation releases - well worth it! 
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I Want To Be Famous (1976) 
 

Steve (12-year-old Stephen Bratt) is the smallest 11-year-old in his 

class, thinks girls are soppy and prefers painting. He creates an 

exciting but violent fantasy world of his own, but in reality he is 

lonely and introspective. Stuart, his best mate, is the most solid 

thing thing about a comfortless world where people argue too 

much - usually about him - and, with studied indifference, both 

boys establish and re-establish their devotion to each other. "I 

Want to be Famous" is a "lost film" that is finally resurfacing after 

more than two decades of neglect (although not yet on video or 

dvd). It concerns Steven (Steven Bratt), an 11-year-old British kid 

who thinks football (soccer in the US) is "rubbish," preferring to 

paint pictures or just daydream. His unsympathetic dad is 

disappointed in his son's lack of interest in sports and denigrates his artistic inclinations. His mum 

defends her child and Steven must listen to many arguments about which he is the topic. His only 

solace is his friendship with another boy (Stuart Elliot) who is good at football but still likes to hang 

out with Steven. They get involved in various kinds of mischief, such as having a mud fight, harassing 

a band practice and playing "strip down naked" hide n' seek." A comparison has been made with this 

film to the movie, "If...," because of the boy's violent fantasies. There is virtually no plot, just a brief 

view of an unhappy childhood. 
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I Want To Be Famous (1976) 
 

Steve (12-year-old Stephen Bratt) is the smallest 11-year-old in his 

class, thinks girls are soppy and prefers painting. He creates an 

exciting but violent fantasy world of his own, but in reality he is 

lonely and introspective. Stuart, his best mate, is the most solid 

thing thing about a comfortless world where people argue too 

much - usually about him - and, with studied indifference, both 

boys establish and re-establish their devotion to each other. "I 

Want to be Famous" is a "lost film" that is finally resurfacing after 

more than two decades of neglect (although not yet on video or 

dvd). It concerns Steven (Steven Bratt), an 11-year-old British kid 

who thinks football (soccer in the US) is "rubbish," preferring to 

paint pictures or just daydream. His unsympathetic dad is 

disappointed in his son's lack of interest in sports and denigrates his artistic inclinations. His mum 

defends her child and Steven must listen to many arguments about which he is the topic. His only 

solace is his friendship with another boy (Stuart Elliot) who is good at football but still likes to hang 

out with Steven. They get involved in various kinds of mischief, such as having a mud fight, harassing 

a band practice and playing "strip down naked" hide n' seek." A comparison has been made with this 

film to the movie, "If...," because of the boy's violent fantasies. There is virtually no plot, just a brief 

view of an unhappy childhood. 
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Follow You Follow Me (1979) 
 

The film explores the development in the friendship of two 

teenage boys. Joseph (14-year-old Francis Gilson) who is 

introspective and shy and Peter (15-year-old Stephen Bratt), more 

confident and whose father is an employee at the factory owned 

by Joseph's father. A dispute at the factory affects the relationship 

and reveals the their feelings. Masturbatory dynamics in teenage 

friendship. Peter and Joseph are best mates, they go to the same 

high school and they see each other often after class. Until 

parental pressure puts the friendship on the brink of collapse. The true nature of the boys 

relationship is never made clear, Peter is an outgoing and popular student, whereas Joseph is shy 

and goes unnoticed by his peers. Peter has expressed once and again his interest in girls, but Joseph 

seems to be preoccupied with something else. When the two boys are kissing girls at the same time, 

Joseph seems uneasy when it's his turn to kiss his date. Nonetheless, these subtle differences do not 



prevent them from sharing intimate moments. For example, when Joseph asks Peter the meaning of 

"wanker", his friends proceeds to not only explain but also provide him with some adult magazines. 

As they discuss about masturbation one thing remains clear: fantasy is the motor behind all 

masturbatory acts. Both kids start confessing what it is that arouses them, and they even describe 

their fantasies to each other. This shouldn't come as a surprise, as Foucault has explained at length 

in his History of Sexuality, Victorian society would seek to forbid and eradicate masturbation 

because it was an unnecessary expenditure of energy and especially of thoughts. Imagination always 

takes part during masturbation, and the fantasmatic scenarios of self-pleasuring were simply 

deemed as morally reprehensible and ultimately injurious. Unlike other productions, Roger 

Lambert's short film never deals directly with the homosexual subject. The boys' parents have 

problems with banks and factories, respectively, and that's the reason why they decide to put an end 

to their children's friendship. The homoerotic subtext here is merely hinted at, as the scene in which 

Joseph wakes up in the middle of the night, with tears in his eyes, and gets dressed to visit his friend 

Peter. He has a proposal for Peter: to run away together. But can they really escape from their 

parents, id est, from the symbolic imperative to always uphold the heterosexual normativity? 
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Frankenweenie (1984) 
 

When young Victor's (11-year-old Barret Oliver) pet dog Sparky 

(who stars in Victor's home-made monster movies) is hit by a car, 

Victor decides to bring him back to life the only way he knows 

how. But when the bolt-necked "monster" wreaks havoc and 

terror in the hearts of Victor's neighbors, he has to convince them 

(and his parents) that despite his appearance, Sparky's still the 

good loyal friend he's always been. Ah, Tim Burton. One of the 

greatest and strangest directors in the world. I was lucky enough 

to have seen "Frankenweenie". It was one of the many wonderful 

extra features on "Nightmare before Christmas". I would highly 

recommend this to any Tim Burton fan. It is in fact probably a 

must. You get to see his early work. It is very interesting on his 

take of "Frankenstein". The story has some laughs. I think it was 

meant that way. So if you enjoy any of Tim Burton's stories, I think 

you will definitely enjoy this one. "Frankenweenie" is a great story. 

Tim Burton. He has come a long way from these days... 
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Frankie Howerd: Rather You Than Me (2008) 
 

British comic struggles with his homosexuality whilst trying to establish a mainstream media career. 

This programme only serves as a kick in the backside to the memory of Frankie Howerd. In this he's 

portrayed as the most boring person to ever walk the face of the planet, albeit via a pretty decent 

impression by David Walliams. Good actor, crap script. If you want to see an inaccurate story (I use 

the term story very loosely) of a comedy legend interlaced with a load of pointless homo-erotic 

scenes and watch a pretty good impression of Frankie Howard but doing the worlds unfunniest 

stand up routines then this is for you. Personally I think its an insult to Mr Howerds memory. He may 

have been a depressive and he may have been homosexual but if you're going to devote an entire 

show to Just those two aspects of him and exaggerate them massively, at least have the decency to 

have some sort of story to it. It starts, plods along and ends. I finished watching it not two minutes 

ago and couldn't tell you what it was about! Shame really, because Walliams voice and demeanour 

were perfect, Rafe Spall's acting was excellent, everything else about the film was not. 
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Go Kart Go (1964) 
 

Strictly for the kiddies is the British Go Kart Go. The film is built 

around an annual go-cart race and the youthful participants. Jimpy 

(Dennis Waterman), Squarehead (Jimmy Capehorn) and Patchy 

(Pauline Chancellor) are among the aspiring go-carters. They pool 

their resources to build and enter one single "super" vehicle, with 

amusing results. Will they win the race? Need one ask? At 55 

minutes, Go Kart Go was ideally suited for both Saturday-matinee 

showings and weekend TV showings. Michael Barnes adapted the 

script from a story by Frank Wells. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 



Gotcha (1991) 
 

A short film from Australia about a practical joker named Marco 

(Daniel D'Amico), roughly 12-years-old. His older sister (Melissa 

Trovato) eventually gets fed up with his devious deeds, decides to 

get even, locks her brother outside the house while nothing but a 

towel covers his body. Can the lad get back inside before he finds 

himself in an embarrassing situation? 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 099 
 

Hide And Seek (1972) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Gary Kemp) runs away from an 

approved school to meet up with his father in the hope that he 

can persuade his dad to allow him to travel to Canada with him. 

He also meets up with two local children and discovers that his 

father is instead planning a bank heist. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

Home Run For Rusty (1977) 
 

Rusty (Terry Kuhn) is the scourge of his his 6th grade class. He 

plays practical jokes on and constantly gets into fights with other 

kids, but he is especially perturbed because he has been dubbed 

"the strikeout king" by other members of the baseball team (Rusty 

is shorter in stature than the other kids). One day, Rusty's friend 

Janie is in the library and sees him trying to study for a math test; 

Janie tells Rusty not to compare himself to her and if he allows 

Jesus to come into his life, things might take a turn for the better. 

Rusty thumbs his nose at that advice and continues to repudiate 

it; however, a few days later, after he pulls a prank on Janie with 

dangerous consequences, Rusty begins to seriously reflect on 

what Janie said, and finally asks Jesus to come into his life and 

help him. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 

 



Lifestories: Families In Crisis (1992–1996) A Child Betrayed: The Calvin 

Mire Story (1994) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Blake Bashoff) has been sexually abused 

by a priest and never told anybody about what happened. What 

should an 11-year-old boy do when one of the people he trusts 

the most – a Catholic priest – sexually abuses him? This fact-based 

drama is the story of Calvin Mire, an innocent altar boy whose 

dream of serving God turns into a nightmare when he is molested 

by his parish priest. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 100 
 

Puppetry Of The Penis: Live At The Forum (2001) 
 

I can think of only a handful of times when I was more impressed with a pair of penises. These 

gentleman use what God gave 'em, their junk, to entertain and amaze. Half stand-up (not literally), 

half circus side show. Great watch.. it's been a long time since I've laughed as hard as I did watching 

this show. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 

Rudolph, The Red-Nosed Reindeer (1964) 
 

Sam the snowman tells us the story of a young red-nosed reindeer who, after being ousted from the 

reindeer games because of his beaming honker, teams up with Hermey, an elf who wants to be a 

dentist, and Yukon Cornelius, the prospector. They run into the Abominable Snowman and find a 

whole island of misfit toys. Rudoph vows to see if he can get Santa to help the toys, and he goes 

back to the North Pole on Christmas Eve. But Santa's sleigh is fogged in. But when Santa looks over 

Rudolph, he gets a very bright idea. Must-see Christmas children's TV. Come Thanksgiving week, I 

find myself checking TV Guide to make sure I don't miss it. The little cottage in the Land of Misfit 

Toys continues to be my vision of 'coziness'. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 

The Madagascar Penguins In: A Christmas Caper (2005) 
 

During the holiday season, when the animals of the Central Park 

Zoo are preparing for Christmas, Private, the youngest of the 

penguins notices that the Polar Bear is all alone. Assured that 

nobody should have to spend Christmas alone, Private goes into 

the city for some last-minute Christmas shopping. Along the way, 

he gets stuffed into a stocking. His fellow penguins venture after 

him after noticing his absence, and try to save him. One of the 

Madagascar penguins feels sorry for a lonely polar bear at 

Christmas, so he goes to buy him a present from the town. 

However after being mistaken for a toy and being bought by an 

elderly lady, the three other penguins must save him from the evil 

wrath of the lady's small dog, who appears cute and cuddly on the 

outside, yet is evil, with menacing eyes and dagger-like teeth on 

the inside. The chaos and fun ensues from there, in this hilarious 



short by Gary Trousdale. The penguins from "Madagascar" escape from the zoo to get back one of 

their group who has gone in search of a X-Mas present for the Polar Bear in NYC, The Old Lady has 

mistaken him for a toy and taken him home...now they have to rescue him. I haven't even seen 

"Madagascar" yet, but because of this, I want to. I've been bragging about this to my friends ever 

since I saw it in front of the "Wallace and Gromit" movie. I don't care if I have to buy "Madagascar" 

just for the penguins, I will. I'll give you insight on what to watch out for without giving away too 

much: the bowling pin, "kaboom!", the #1 rule of penguins. If you don't like "Wallace and Gromit," 

fine. Go see it just for this. If you liked "Madagascar," you'll love this. I was always a fan of short 

animated films. My girlfriend and I both thought this was one of the funniest we've seen in years. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 

The Snowman (1982) 
 

Wordless (save for the song "Walking in the Air") animated 

adventure about a young English boy who makes a snowman one 

Christmas Eve, only for it to come to life that night and take him 

on a magical adventure to the North Pole to meet Santa Claus. 

'The Snowman' is one of those few things on television that appeal 

to everyone from the youngest of children to the grown adults. It's 

a silent cartoon that relies on the wonderful soundtrack and the 

gorgeous animantion to tell the story of a young boy's friendship 

to the snowman he builds one Christmas Eve. The snowman is 

magically brought to life at the stroke of midnight and takes the 

boy on a magical adventure to the North Pole where they meet 

Santa Claus. In a brief twenty minutes, it portrays the sweetness 

of a child and the loyal friendships they are capable of as well as 

delving into loss. This British classic is on every Christmas on Channel Four, I remember being 

captivated by it as a small child and I'll still be tuning in this year at the ripe old age of twenty-four. I 

just hope that when I have kids, the tradition of airing 'The Snowman' will continue so I can share 

this with them. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 101 
 

Sammy's Super T-Shirt (1978) 
 

A young boy's (Reggie Winch) lucky T-shirt is transformed through 

a power surge and gives its wearer super-powers. Great 1970's TV 

movie. Bit silly but real fun. A young boy has his favorite T-shirt 

accidently electrocuted giving him special super powers when he 

wears it. It helps him overcome bullies and win some running 

races, but when the T-shirt loses its power he has to believe in 

himself to win the final important race. Very silly and dated but 

great fun. A little predictable and very simialr to Teen Wolf 1 and 2 

however I watched this film when I was very young because of the 

title but it soon became one of my favorates. I wish I could see it 

again but the chances of that seem very slim now. Post me if 

anyone sees it. Pint-sized Sammy has set his heart in winning the 

Junior Superstar Challenge Cup track race. His secret weapon, 

lucky tiger T-shirt, is about to take on a life of its own when it accidentally becomes part of a top-

secret scientific experiment. Featuring a comic double-act by Richard Vernon (Goldfinger) and Julian 

Holloway (Carry on..., James Bond Junior, Disney's A Christmas Carol), Sammy's Super T-Shirt is one 

of the best-remembered Children's Film Foundation productions. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 

The Sky Bike (1967) 
 

In The Sky Bike, Tom (Spencer Shires) spends his school holidays 

dreaming of becoming a pilot. One day, whilst out on his bike, he 

comes across Mr. Lovejoy (Liam Redmond), an eccentric inventor 

who is determined to build a flying machine in order to win a 

competition, with the prize money intended to buy his own 

vintage airplane. Of course, there is another group out to win the 

prize, and a series of comic misadventures ensues before the 

climax where everyone gets what they deserve. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 



This World - Gypsy Child Thieves (2009) 
 

With extraordinary access to the closed world of Europe's Gypsies, as well as dramatic covert 

footage, This World examines how Romanian Gypsy children across the continent are forced to beg 

and steal, often for the profit of organised crime. The film also highlights the racism and 

discrimination suffered by the Romani people and efforts to integrate them into mainstream culture. 

From Madrid to Milan to Romania, film maker Liviu Tipurita uncovers a shocking phenomenon of 

children trafficked to beg and steal. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack 

 

Trevor (Ellen DeGeneres Presents 'Trevor') (1994) 
 

Trevor is your average 70's high schooler in Bible Belt, USA: He 

listens to records, hangs out with his friends, and goes to the 

movies. But one day things change: He hits puberty, and 

everything seems different. He doesn't want to make out with the 

girls at a party. He starts to pay more attention to the other boys 

in his class. He starts to realize that people make fun of him for his 

love of ballet and theatre and Diana Ross. Eventually, Trevor 

comes to the realization that he's gay. Now, his friends don't want 

to be seen anywhere around him, his parents ignore him, his 

priest accuses him of being a pervert, and his best friend Pinky 

tells him that he's a weak person. With no one offering any 

support, Trevor decides to kill himself. But help comes in an 

unexpected form. It's 1981. Trevor, about 14, lives with his 

inattentive folks in suburbia. He keeps a diary, recording his 

descent from happiness. He sees himself as normal, loves Diana Ross and the theater, has a friend or 

two - including Pinky, a popular athlete. Trevor's not attracted to girls, but Pinky's friendship delights 

him. The word spreads that he's different, that he walks like girl, that he's gay. Pinky cuts him off. A 

confused Trevor tries self-imposed shock treatment. His parents read his diary and call a priest. 

Trevor's more and more unhappy with himself. With "Endless Love" on his stereo and wondering if 

people will cry at his funeral, he reaches for a bottle of pills. This short film combines humor and 

pathos very well. It is both funny and touching at the same time. The brief story involves us quickly 

in the life of someone who feels totally alone and who is willing to kill himself because he feels so 

disconnected from everyone else and from life in general. The ending is happy without being 

artificial. This film is a real delight. 

Converted from Xvid...English Soundtrack  



Short Film Collection 102 
 

Der Nede Sørger De Ikke (Down There They Don't Mourn) (2006) 
 

We meet two classmates (Eirik Enger Karlsen & Dani N. Sikveland) 

who can't adjust to life at school. Even though he has lived there 

for a year now, Thomas has still not been accepted by his 

classmates. Karsten is an oddball liked by few. The film is about 

the day when they, for various reasons, sneak away from their 

swimming lesson and destroy the carpentry room. 

Converted from Xvid...Norwegian Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

 

 

 

Elva Bak Huset (Behind The House) (2007) 
 

A dark story about the first time you see someone like yourself. 

Converted from Xvid...Norwegian Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fremragende Timer (Precious Moments) (2003) 
 

True story of a 30 something man arrested for having sex with a 

young man (Tord Vandvik Haugen) under the age of consent (14?). 

The younger man (resident of a group home) made the initial 

contact and claimed to be old enough to consent. 

Converted from Xvid...Norwegian Soundtrack...German Subtitles  



Short Film Collection 103 
 

Lucky Blue (2007) 
 

Converted from Xvid...Swedish Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lykke Til, Pappa (Ice) (2007) 
 

Sad essay on the deterioration of a family. Erlend (9-years-old) is 

visiting his beloved father. During the next days, their fragile 

relationship will be challenged. 

Converted from Xvid...Norwegian Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stikk (Sting) (2007) 
 

13-year-old Alexander (Glenn André Viste Bøe) is the smallest kid 

in his eighth grade class. A tough girl cell-films him in the shower 

and shares the video with the class, earning him the nickname 

"Mini". Alexander is, naturally, humiliated, until the new kid in 

class helps him get his revenge. 

Converted from Xvid...Norwegian Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Short Film Collection 104 
 

Mon Copain Rachid (My Pal Rachid) (1997) 
 

A 9-year-old boy is obsessed with the sizable penis of his older 

friend. In this award winning and funny exploration of youth, race, 

and sex, a 9-year-old boy works through his obsession with an 

older boy. This short is amazing. In ten minutes it tells the story 

some films take 90 boring minutes to do. It's fast, furious, funny 

and completely believable. Although I suppose it's hard to find on 

video or on television, if you have the chance, go get it. 

Converted from Xvid...French Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

 

 

Crin Blanc: Le Cheval Sauvage (Crin Blanc) (White Mane) (White Mane: The 

Wild Horse) (Wild Stallion) (1953) 
 

A boy (13-year-old Alain Emery) comes across a white-haired wild 

horse in the Camargue. Ranchers seek to capture the horse, but it 

escapes. What will happen as the boy sets out to find the horse 

again? The film is set in the gorgeous landscape of the Camargue, 

a marsh area in the south of France where the river Rhone meets 

the Mediterranean Sea. In the Camargue, France, ranchers go 

after wild horses led by a leader, "White Mane," which escapes 

capture time after time. A small boy who witnesses the horse's 

furious fight for its freedom makes friends with the horse after the 

trackers supposedly give him up to whomever can capture him. 

They change their minds when they see the boy has tamed him 

and take off after the horse again, with the boy on his back. Both 

boy and horse, fed up with the continual fight for freedom and 

peace, and the duplicity of men, head out to sea as the men plead 

with the boy to turn back. (Winner of the Cannes Grand Prize in category in 1953.) Interesting B&W 

images from the man who did "The Red Balloon". Although this was an award-winning French film 

that won honors as Best Short Film at the Cannes Film Festival, there's really nothing that 

memorable about this B&W odyssey about a wild stallion and a small boy who tames it. The 

background music is pleasant, the photography is pleasing enough and the boy is a natural actor, but 

the story seems to be lacking something in spirit and seems rather bland by the time it winds up its 

tale in 43 minutes with a rather ambiguous ending. ALAIN EMERY is the boy, Falco, who befriends a 



white stallion in Camarque, arid lands in the south of France, much to the displeasure of a group of 

men who were trying to capture the animal themselves. Once the horse accepts him as a rider, he 

spends the rest of the film trying to avoid capture by the men on horseback who chase the boy and 

the horse all over the dunes and finally the beach, where boy and horse ride off into the waves. 

That's the story. Whether it captures your attention completely or not is debatable, but it is 

definitely well made and worth seeing at least once. 

Converted from Xvid...French Soundtrack...English, Spanish, Italian & Portuguese Subtitles 

 

Une Histoire Sans Importance (A Story Without Importance) (1980) 
 

Two boys, Claude and the slightly older Phillipe, become friends 

and develop an intimate relationship. For Phillipe it is love, but for 

Claude it seems to be only a passing relation. When Phillipe 

discovers Claude kissing a girl, his despair drives both of the boys 

apart. Phillipe is destraught, and finally comes to rely on payment 

to be close to Claude, a solution that provides little relief to his 

pain. A beautiful short film. The relationship between the two 

boys is displayed very tenderly including a couple intimate and 

very cute scenes. 

Converted from Xvid...French Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Short Film Collection 105 
 

Small Deaths (1996) 
 

Lynn Ramsay's first. Promising short feature, made by Lynne 

Ramsay as her graduation movie from film school. It covers 3 

events in a girl's life. The first shows her as a very young girl 

watching her father get ready to go out for a night. In the second 

segment she's a teenager who witnesses a nasty incidence 

involving a cow. While in the third she's a young adult who goes 

to a creepy building with her boyfriend. He goes upstairs, leaving 

her to fidget nervously below. But then he calls to her ... Dark, 

intimate snippets of everyday life, lovingly captured. An 

impressive debut by the director of Ratcatcher. This immediately 

establishes the mood, focus and ambition of her later work. It 

won a prize at Cannes. With Thomas Mullen, Ryan Rafferty, Billy 

Fitzpatrick, Andrew Rae, Steven O'Rourke, Stevan Brennan & 

Steven Laden. 

Extracted From Downloaded Double Layer Pirate DVD...English (Scottish dialect) Soundtrack...English 

Subtitles 

 

Kill The Day (2000) 
 

Impressive short. A junkie breaks into a locker and steals a bag, to 

get money for drugs. Later we see him in prison. He seems like a 

loner. Guards taunt him and try to make him lose his temper, so 

that he will be denied parole. When he's released, he tries to go 

straight. Interspersed with these scenes are flashbacks of his 

younger life. Ramsay's second short film is similar in structure to 

her first. There are long time lapses between the scenes shown, 

and we learn nothing about what happens during that time. But 

it's a more ambitious piece, and works more as a whole. It tells a 

small, intimate, powerful story, and the final scene makes a big 

impression. Another step forward for Ramsay. Definitely worth 

seeing if you can catch it. With Robert McEwan, Andrew Barton & 

Stevan Brennan. 

Extracted From Downloaded Double Layer Pirate DVD...English (Scottish dialect) Soundtrack...English 

Subtitles 

 



Gasman (1998) 
 

It's the Christmas season. With her mom's help, Lynne, a girl of 

perhaps 8-years-old, dresses up; her younger brother Steven 

(Martin Anderson) plays with a toy car. The children leave with 

their dad, who's affectionate with them. They walk down a 

railroad track where an unkempt woman waits with two children 

(Robert McEwan), about the same age as Lynne and Steven. The 

children go with them. They're all headed to a holiday party at a 

pub. Lynne notices that the girl acts all too familiar with her dad. 

What's going on? I like it, but I'm like that. Gasman is a proper 

short film - little plot, none of it told explicitly, but a larger story 

going on around the camera. Like most of Lynne Ramsey's stuff 

(Ratcatcher being the best and most enjoyable example, because 

it isn't a short) it feels like and probably is 1970s/80s East-end 

Glasgow, the struggling classes and a fairly grim outlook, but you see the little sparks of interest in 

real lives, and being a small story told very much from a child's point of view, it's much more 

hopeful, interesting and happy than it could have been. The characters, so few, and so little seen in 

the short still have immense believability and completeness. Most people will find this dull, but if 

you're the kind of person who knows how to get hold of a copy, you're probably the type of person 

who'd enjoy it. Arty, but not impenetrable, simple but thought-provoking. 

Extracted From Downloaded Double Layer Pirate DVD...English (Scottish dialect) Soundtrack...English 

Subtitles  



Documentary Collection 01 
 

Death In The Seine (Les Morts De La Seine) (1989) 
 

Historical drownings in the Seine are catalogued, dissected and 

elaborated, with multilayered visuals and 'documentary' asides. 

The remarkable Greenaway is most successful when his scope is 

constrained and most intriguing when he works in the large. This 

is a small work, and lovely. A number of drowning victims are 

described from the coroner's notes and exquisitely photographed. 

If viewing nude corpses bothers you, this might not be your thing. 

But remembrances of these people are frangible, just as we will 

be remembered or not. The period is right after the French 

Revolution where a new calendar was briefly used. As the 

calendar became obsolete, the time of their endlives and deaths 

can be said to not exist. This allowed Greenaway to bring their 

past lives back into 'real' history. The views of their bodies are so 

evocative that perhaps we give them a richer existence than they 

ever knew themselves. As this is a video production, Greenaway 

can afford complex visual overlayering. Also, as this is 

contemporaneous with 'Drowning by Numbers' one wonders 

about the linkages. Enriches both films. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Passionate Eye: Holy Water-Gate (2005) 
 

Holy Water-Gate investigates the crisis that emerged within the 

Roman Catholic Church as victims of child sex abuse by priests 

fought to bring their abusers to justice. The film begins as a 

personal journey of filmmaker, Mary Healey-Conlon, who is also a 

Catholic. Through key players in the scandal, including victims, 

whistle-blower priests and a senior ranking U.S. Cardinal who is called upon by the Vatican to control 

an ever-growing storm, Holy Water-gate brings the viewer deep within the institutional mind of the 

U.S. Catholic Church: a powerful establishment that not only failed the victims for many years by not 

acknowledging their abuse, but also enabled some priests to continue to abuse more children by 

relocating them in other parishes. This intensely personal and political story investigates the crisis 

and exposes the reluctance within the U.S. mainstream media for decades to report sexual abuse 

crimes against children by priests. Over the course of the film, five victims' stories are tracked from 

events leading up to their childhood sexual abuse, to their decision to bring their abusers to justice. 

These victims include: Peter Isely of Milwaukee, a former seminarian and Harvard Divinity School 



Graduate; Barbara Blaine of Chicago, the founder of the largest victims support group in the country; 

Father John Bambrick of New Jersey, a priest who was himself sexually abused by a priest as a young 

adolescent; and Mark Serrano of Virginia, a victim, who broke the silence of his confidentiality 

provision. Their stories detail a disturbing behavioral map of sexual predators and point to a pattern 

of concealment and intimidation by church authorities. Holy Water-Gate also chronicles the 

reluctance of the media to recognize and investigate stories of abuse by priests. When national press 

attention finally put a spotlight on abuse, the church portrayed these incidents as "isolated 

problems." Eventually, it was the media coverage, including daytime talkshows that had a profound 

effect as thousands of victims became willing to tell their stories and force change within the church. 

Father Bambrick, a priest who was also a victim, says, "The worst part is the guilt that you feel 

because you didn't speak up. How many other people did he molest from you to the present. So I 

felt that I could not serve with integrity if I did not do something about it.". 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Trevor (Ellen DeGeneres Presents 'Trevor') (1994) 
 

Trevor (13-year-old Brett Barsky) is your average 70's high 

schooler in Bible Belt, U.S.A. He listens to records, hangs out with 

his friends, and goes to the movies. But one day things change: He 

hits puberty, and everything seems different. He doesn't want to 

make out with the girls at a party. He starts to pay more attention 

to the other boys in his class. He starts to realize that people 

make fun of him for his love of ballet and theatre and Diana Ross. 

Eventually, Trevor comes to the realization that he's gay. Now, his 

friends don't want to be seen anywhere around him, his parents 

ignore him, his priest accuses him of being a pervert, and his best 

friend Pinky (15-year-old Jonah Rooney) tells him that he's a weak 

person. With no one offering any support, Trevor decides to kill 

himself. But help comes in an unexpected form. It's 1981. Trevor, 

about 14-years-old, lives with his inattentive folks in suburbia. He 

keeps a diary, recording his descent from happiness. He sees himself as normal, loves Diana Ross and 

the theater, has a friend or two - including Pinky, a popular athlete. Trevor's not attracted to girls, 

but Pinky's friendship delights him. The word spreads that he's different, that he walks like girl, that 

he's gay. Pinky cuts him off. A confused Trevor tries self-imposed shock treatment. His parents read 

his diary and call a priest. Trevor's more and more unhappy with himself. With "Endless Love" on his 

stereo and wondering if people will cry at his funeral, he reaches for a bottle of pills. This short film 

combines humor and pathos very well. It is both funny and touching at the same time. The brief 

story involves us quickly in the life of someone who feels totally alone and who is willing to kill 

himself because he feels so disconnected from everyone else and from life in general. The ending is 

happy without being artificial. This film is a real delight. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Documentary Collection 02 
 

My Mums Used To Be Men (2005) 
 

Louise Jarvis lives with two mums. 3 years ago Sarah was Louise's 

dad. Now she's her mum. Louise's other mum is Kate, who also 

used to be a man. They've been called the weirdest family in 

Britain but now Louise is determined to put the record straight. 

She wants to show the world what life is really like when your 

mums used to be men. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos...English Soundtrack 

 

The World's Strongest Boy (2004) 
 

Richard Sandrak is the World's Strongest Boy. At only 11-years-old 

he can already lift three times his own body weight. He can do 50 

press ups and 50 pull downs without breaking out in a sweat and 

has appeared in numerous body building competitions. With 

unique access for the first time to Richard and his family this film 

reveals the story of the Ukrainian boy who took the body-building 

world by storm at the age of 7-years-old with his incredible 

physique, and now looks set to conquer Hollywood. The film 

examines how Richard gained his incredible physique and how he 

maintains his shape on a diet of raw vegetables and a formula 

supplement his family devised that Richard sells through his own 

website. Sleeping on a hard floor to retain his athletic posture and 

training for up to four hours every day, Richard's determination is second to none. With access to 

extraordinary home footage showing his incredible build at the age of five, this film will show the 

normal kid at play and contrast it against the world of body building and Hollywood films that he 

now moves in. Entrepreneur, body builder, actor, schoolboy - how does an 11-year-old deal with 

these demands? Filmed at home, school and at 'work' we will reveal the extraordinary story of The 

World's Strongest Boy. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos...English Soundtrack  



Documentary Collection 03 
 

Born Again Buddhists (2006) 
 

Himalayan Buddhists believe in reincarnation and that one's 

actions or karma determines the next life. They also believe that 

some especially blessed people like lamas can be reborn in a new 

body after they die. These Buddhist masters have such strong 

personalities and such a depth of meditative realisation that when 

they go through the natural process of death and rebirth they 

retain philosophical knowledge. Born Again Buddhists delves into 

the mysteries of this centuries-old Himalayan belief in what is probably the world's foremost 

reincarnation hot spot. Is reincarnation for real? How can one tell? Why are people born again? And 

how? Is it fact or fiction? Discovery goes in search of the answers in the little-known kingdom of 

Bhutan. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos...English Soundtrack 

 

The Boy With Divine Powers (2006) 
 

A meditating teenage boy (16-year-old Ram Bahadur Bomjon) in 

south-central Nepal is drawing the attention of scientists after 

attracting huge crowds in the past six months and earning himself 

the name Buddha-reincarnate. They are mulling over how to 

examine him without disturbing his meditation. Ram Bahadur 

Bamjan's friends, relatives and managers say he has been 

meditating without drinking water for six months now and that he 

will carry on for another six years until he gains enlightenment. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos...English Soundtrack  



Documentary Collection 04 
 

Dzieci Z Leningradzkiego (The Children Of Leningradsky) (2005) 
 

Since the fall of the Iron Curtain an estimated four million children 

have found themselves living on the streets in the former 

countries of the Soviet Union. In the streets of Moscow alone 

there are over 30,000 surviving in this manner at the present 

time. The makers of the documentary film concentrated on a 

community of homeless children living hand to mouth in the 

Moscow train station Leningradsky. 8-year-old Sasha, 11-year-old 

Kristina, 13-year-old Misha and 10-year-old Andrej all dream of 

living in a communal home. They spend winter nights trying to 

stay warm by huddling together on hot water pipes and most of 

their days are spent begging. Andrej has found himself here 

because of disagreements with his family. Kristina was driven into 

this way of life by the hatred of her stepmother and 12-year-old 

Roma by the regular beatings he received from his constantly 

drunk father. "When it is worst, we try to make money for food by prostitution," admits 13-year-old 

Artur. The pair of Polish filmmakers in this raw and very effective documentary even succeeded in 

filming an incident where the police patrol beat one of the street children and smear an entire tube 

of glue into his hair and onto his face. It is precisely this sniffing of the glue fumes that gives these 

children the possibility to at least for a little while escape the unforgiving world around them. It is a 

life of fleeting possibilities and danger. This is a warning: Approach this documentary with great care. 

Depicting the daily miseries of orphans of Moscow who lead lives that we could not imagine even in 

our worst nightmares, it is horror in its purest state, so heart-wrenching that you will have to make 

an effort to be able to watch it from start to finish without having to look away; images that will 

probably haunt you for a long time, if not forever. God, I can feel my eyes welling up just 

remembering them... It is unbelievable that these horrors, which seem to be a tale from centuries 

ago, are allowed to take place every day, not just in this wretched 21st century world, but so close to 

us rich westerners, in a European city which has never been considered to be in "the third world". 

Near the end, one of the characters says something like "God loves everybody, not just the Russians; 

he even loves the Chechens; but, most of all, he loves the children". It sounds to me like the best 

advice Mr. Putin could ever receive. And these words of wisdom don't come from a cultivated 

analyst, they come from an abandoned child who lives in the streets of the same city he lives in. 

Converted from DivX...Russian Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

 

 



The World's Smartest Boy (AKA The Seven Year Old Surgeon) (2006) 
 

In 2001 a 7-year-old boy from a remote village in the Himalayas 

performed surgery on a local shepherd girl. News spread fast and 

the boy was invited to be tested by the Gifted Development 

Centre in the U.S. He was revealed to have the highest IQ ever 

recorded for his age. Akrit Jaswal is now 12-years-old and he is 

considered in his local village to be a reincarnation. He has been 

working on a cure for cancer for the last two years based on 

theories of oral gene therapy, but the resources in his North Indian village are limited. This film joins 

Akrit on a journey to the Imperial Cancer Research Laboratory in London where he will put his 

mental abilities to the test for the first time. Finally Akrit will be tested again to see if he still has one 

of the most incredible brains of the 21st Century. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos...English Soundtrack  



Documentary Collection 05 
 

The Sex Inspectors (2004) 
 

A post watershed makeover show in which unusual and 

entertaining sex experts monitor, analyse and improve couples' 

sex lives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (6 Episodes) (2004) 

 

Episode 1: Since Charlotte's revelation that she's never been able to climax during intercourse, this 

committed couple's sex life has been suffering. Can Tracey and Michael put them back on track? 

Episode 2: This episode The Sex Inspectors investigate a Brighton couple suffering from a bad case of 

mis-matched libidos. 

Episode 3: This weeks couple have spent hundreds of pounds on sex toys, but still need Tracey and 

Michael's help in getting the most out of their love life. 

Episode 4: This week Tracey and Michael meet a couple struggling to maintain their sex life following 

the birth of their first child. 

Episode 5: This week Tracey and Michael meet a couple who have been married less than a year, but 

are already facing problems in their sex life. 

Episode 6: Bina's constant desire for sex is putting her relationship with Mark under pressure; she 

feels unloved and he feels inadequate. Tracey and Michael investigate. 

Digital TV capture...English Soundtrack 

 

 



Naked Britain (2004) 
 

2004 was the year of the Naked Calender. This Light hearted 

documentary examines the peculiarly British phenomenon of the 

naked charity calender and how the most unlikely people do the 

most extraordinary things in the name of charity. 

Digital TV capture...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

Diary Of A Teenage Nudist (2004) 
 

Touching documentary which follows 18-year-old Bianca, who 

grew up in a nudist club, as she embarks on an investigation into 

what motivates people to take of their clothes in public. 

Digital TV capture...English Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 01 
 

Furandâsu No Inu (A Dog Of Flanders) (1975) 
 

This movie is both intensely moving and beautiful. The artwork 

and animation are fine though certainly not ground-breaking, 

even for it's time. But the whole strength of this movie comes 

from the tragic beauty of the story and the haunting score. I 

typically consider myself something of a cold-hearted realist, and 

watched The Dog of Flanders safe in the knowledge that it was a 

fictional story and that my masculine facade would be uncracked 

by the emotional story unfolding on the screen before me. It was 

I'm happy to say a misplaced confidence. Throughout the story 

there are light and dark moments but overall there is a slow 

decent into gloom. You feel yourself sinking deeper and deeper 

until you're totally submerged, as the snowstorm roars around 

Nelo there you are on the road side watching him pass by, and as 

he sits in the freezing church you stand amongst the pews 

observing. It's an almost ghostly experience, you feel as though you're almost with the boy and his 

dog in the later scenes, you want to break the silence and say something reassuring to them, offer 

them solace against the cruel world, but they can neither hear you or see you and the drama unfolds 

through a wafer thin layer of reality. And then the movie's over. I sat and watched the credits, wiped 

the tears from my eyes and tried to decide what I had thought of the the movie. I thought about it 

for almost 2 days solid and 6 months on I'm still not sure what it is that's quite so captivating. It's the 

kind of story in which people will find their own place to watch Nelo and Patrashe. I urge you to 

watch this film (only the subtitled version though), and draw your own conclusions, and if when you 

too are sitting in that cold dark church in the penultimate act you hear a sniffle from the next pew 

along, apologies in advance because it's probably me. 

Converted from DivX...Japanese Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Marmalade Boy (1995) 
 

Miki's parents are getting divorced. Why? Because her parents 

bumped into another married couple, and found that each other's 

partners suited them better and plan to remarry. While this 

upsets Miki, the other couple's son, Yuu, doesn't seem to mind 

this at all. Now all six of them live in the same house and while 

Miki doesn't like this arrangement, she can't get Yuu out of her 

mind. This. Anime. RULES! Well of course it does! I chose to make 

my IMDB username Koishikawa Miki for a reason, after all. For 

those who love light romantic comedy (And lots of swirling pastel 

colours), Marmalade Boy is for you. Thrill to the exploits of 

Koishikawa Miki, quite possibly the worlds most confused young 

woman, and Matsuura Yuu who is just too cool for words. 

Converted from DivX...Dubbed English Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Feature Film Collection 02 
 

David (2005) 
 

A young mute student (Jorge Adrián Espíndola) goes to the 

movies when ditching school, but changes his mind when he 

meets an unemployed man who tries to communicate with him. 

Through messages and games, the two will make a discovery they 

never imagined. It's often that movies that deal with controversial 

issues hold a promise to let a bitter pill (the subject) sink nice and 

easy into the minds of the public. A lot of them, may I just say, are 

superb and the trick their makers use, which is usually sweetness, 

works as it should for them and us. However, this is the very first 

time that a movie, and a Gay themed short one too, manages to 

tempt the viewer into watching a very (to say the least) 

controversial tale in a way that is so warm and so gentle and 

naive, that even if you are nothing but against its ideas and 

morals, by the time it ends, you're already wiping a secret tear and singing "Let Love Rule" to 

yourself. Watch "David" even if you are blind, it's beautiful. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Km. 0 (Kilómetro Cero) (Km. 0 - Kilometer Zero) (2000) 
 

The title refers to Madrid's central square (from which all 

distances within Spain are measured). Zero may also describe the 

state of the lives of 14 strangers. The stories of these fourteen 

collide at this meeting point on a sultry August afternoon. 

Mistaken identities and second chances are among the results of 

this comedy of errors featuring, among other characters, a horny 

& gay university student, an internet-love seeker flamenco 

dancer, a macho but lovelorn gigolo, an actress, and a 

businessman starved for new sexual experiences. Madrid's Puerta 

del Sol, is considered the central point in the city. It's a busy place 

in the old section of town. The plaza is also a meeting point for 

people, as it's the case in the film. We are presented about a 

dozen people that are more interconnected than we imagined, as 

each life touches another. "Km. 0" is an entertaining film that 

shows some characters that are in search of discovering themselves as some of they embark in 

several sexual encounters. Some will pay off, others not too well. All the characters are affected by 

the heat wave during that summer day. Most of them will discover something about themselves and 



will make resolutions for changes in their lives. The film credits two directors, Yolanda Garcia 

Serrano and Juan Luis Iborra, who have collaborated before and are also the screen writers. They 

work a lot on Spanish television. The ensemble cast do a wonderful job under the director's 

commands. This is a light fun film with fast pacing that will entertain the viewer. The only odd note is 

the ending, which is seen from the would be director's eyes, as though everything has been a movie 

in the making in his imagination. 

Converted from DivX...Spanish Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Feature Film Collection 03 
 

Boy Next Door (1999) 
 

Who's the hunky new neighbor (Danny Slavin) across the street? 

Teenage Charlotte and her brother, Chris (Tom Lenk), both want 

to know. Cruel sibling rivalry abounds as each woos the new guy 

while trying to undercut the other's advances. Three is definitely 

company! Teenagers Chris and Charlotte live in an American 

suburb and get on bout as well as any teenage siblings do. 

However a hunky new guy moves in across the street who catches 

both their eyes. Charlotte makes the first move, but gay Chris also 

gets to know him. The two fight it out in the hope that the guy will make his intentions clear. This 

short is an UCLA student film and unfortunately it shows it in every frame. The plot is so basic that it 

serves no other purpose than to spark a comedic little war between brother and sister. This isn't well 

used in itself and I didn't find it very amusing. Nothing is actually made out of the characters beyond 

their cruel deeds to one another, hence any later need for the audience to feel for the two leads fails 

to come off. The cruel acts do raise a smile but really they are nothing clever or new. The direction 

feels like a student film. The handheld approach doesn't work because it just feel like it puts us in the 

action - rather it just makes it feel amateurish and cheap. Pfirman's direction needs a lot of work and 

I must say he totally failed to capture my interest. Like a fellow reviewer said - it can only be a bad 

thing when you're looking at your watch during a short film. The performances are OTT or just plain 

moody when emotion is required. Overall this is pretty dull. It looks gritty and cheap and it has 

nothing of interest to say, preferring instead to go for comedy - and failing. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dzieci Z Leningradzkiego (The Children Of Leningradsky) (2005) 
 

Since the fall of the Iron Curtain an estimated four million children 

have found themselves living on the streets in the former 

countries of the Soviet Union. In the streets of Moscow alone 

there are over 30,000 surviving in this manner at the present 

time. The makers of the documentary film concentrated on a 

community of homeless children living hand to mouth in the 

Moscow train station Leningradsky. 8-year-old Sasha, 11-year-old 

Kristina, 13-year-old Misha and 10-year-old Andrej all dream of 

living in a communal home. They spend winter nights trying to 

stay warm by huddling together on hot water pipes and most of 

their days are spent begging. Andrej has found himself here 

because of disagreements with his family. Kristina was driven into 

this way of life by the hatred of her stepmother and 12-year-old 

Roma by the regular beatings he received from his constantly 

drunk father. "When it is worst, we try to make money for food by prostitution," admits 13-year-old 

Artur. The pair of Polish filmmakers in this raw and very effective documentary even succeeded in 

filming an incident where the police patrol beat one of the street children and smear an entire tube 

of glue into his hair and onto his face. It is precisely this sniffing of the glue fumes that gives these 

children the possibility to at least for a little while escape the unforgiving world around them. It is a 

life of fleeting possibilities and danger. This is a warning: Approach this documentary with great care. 

Depicting the daily miseries of orphans of Moscow who lead lives that we could not imagine even in 

our worst nightmares, it is horror in its purest state, so heart-wrenching that you will have to make 

an effort to be able to watch it from start to finish without having to look away; images that will 

probably haunt you for a long time, if not forever. God, I can feel my eyes welling up just 

remembering them... It is unbelievable that these horrors, which seem to be a tale from centuries 

ago, are allowed to take place every day, not just in this wretched 21st century world, but so close to 

us rich westerners, in a European city which has never been considered to be in "the third world". 

Near the end, one of the characters says something like "God loves everybody, not just the Russians; 

he even loves the Chechens; but, most of all, he loves the children". It sounds to me like the best 

advice Mr. Putin could ever receive. And these words of wisdom don't come from a cultivated 

analyst, they come from an abandoned child who lives in the streets of the same city he lives in. 

Converted from DivX...Russian Soundtrack...Polish Subtitles 

 

 

 

 

 



The Real 'Billy Elliot' Diaries (2005) 
 

Documentary following the actors (13-year-old Liam Mower, 14-

year-old George Maguire & 15-year-old James Lomas) playing the 

role of Billy in Billy Elliot the Musical as they prepare for their 

West End debut. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 04 
 

Night Man (1997) 
 

After lightning strikes saxophonist Johnny Domino, he finds he is 

telepathically tuned to the frequency of evil. This gives him an 

edge for finding the bad guys, and some special classified 

wearable gear gives him an edge for fighting them. I will not hold 

the producers of this series accountable for the drastic changes 

made to the character of The Night Man. In the comic books all he 

has is the one power, and though it is a really cool power, it is not 

extremely valuable on its own. The plot line of a first season 

episode actually revolves around this somewhat humbling fact. 

Because of this, The Night Man is not what you might call "made 

for TV", so I think some changes had to be made so that his 

character would look good in a Fantasy/SciFi/action genre. On a 

syndicated budget, this is a very tall order, yielding the cheesy 

results that have been mentioned in other posts. As far as the acting, it may not have been award-

winning, but neither was it career-killing, and the music was excellent, thanks to Marc Bonilla. The 

writers did do a poor job with continuity, and some of the dialog seems a bit forced, but that just 

makes it even cheesier and thus much more enjoyable if you are in the mood for it. Syndicated TV 

series have, for a long time, been providing cheap thrills and guilty pleasures. At this, The Night Man 

series excels, making it a show well worth watching. 

Series 1 (1997) 

 

Episode 1: Pilot: Part 1. 

Converted from VCD...Dubbed Thai Soundtrack 

 

The Adventures Of Sinbad (1996) 
 

A new re-telling of the adventures of the famous character from 

The Arabian Nights stories. Sinbad, along with his elder brother 

and an assorted band of companions, sets sail from Baghdad in 

search of adventure and riches. Along the way the voyagers 

encounter strange tribes, evil wizards and giant sea monsters 

intent on making an appetizer of their ship. Two years after 

having been swept away in a storm and awakening to find a 

mysterious bracelet strapped to his wrist, the famous captain sets 

off on new voyages. Sinbad assembles a crew with his impulsive 



elder brother Doubar which includes the under appreciated inventor/man of sciene Firouz, the silent 

warrior Rongar, a Celtic woman named Maeve (the apprentice of Sinbad's magician mentor Dim 

Dim), and her beloved guardian hawk Dermott. Later to join the crew is an enigma of a woman 

known as Bryn. Dim Dim's disappearence and a constant battle with a witch named Rumina, who 

holds a connection to Maeve and Dermott, causes the crew to travel distant lands, fighting tyrants 

and monsters, all the while trying to keep magic and adventure alive in the world. The show was not 

the best of all but compare to such fantastic other shows it was a prime. The First Season was much 

more humouristic and fantastic but the second season was much more darker and mature. Since 

some years I have written a few scenarios based on this TV show because the characters were simply 

excellent. Julianne Morris (Rumina) was the most seductive and nice and tight character. The 

characters: Doubar, Firouz, Rongar, and Mustaphah were attractive and taking good. Sinbad was less 

good that teenagers could like in a hero. In the second season Sinbad was a dirty fresh arrogant guy 

who beat everyone anywhere. Some episodes were excellent, in the first season: The 2 first episodes 

with the "Return of Sinbad" were pretty much well. Every episodes with Rumina were formidable. 

One of the best of season I or the BEST was the "Rhonin" and another who was pretty good was 

"Covnemdrum" with Scrath, Lord of Darkness. Some reviews could of been done for certain episodes 

as to make them darker and sinister and admirable. In season II, the special effects still abominable, 

the episodes were significant and considerable. The Best of them were: The Gift (surviving Babuk too 

remarkable), Heart and Soul (vampires), Hell House (original at last) with "the Cursed of the 

Gorgones" and "Castle Keep" were the best episodes. However some weaknesses were done so 

large so big. Special effects were nutty, decorative castles and cities and villages weren't original or 

watchable (except Baghdad). A note: In season II, Sinbad is a super hero which it shouldn't be one so 

far. The fight weren't good with him. He's always beating the bad guys so easily except in 4 or 5 

episodes: the Gift (sure he lost), the Gryphon Tale, The Castle Keep and the Heart and Soul. You can 

watch Sinbad but you better drop in some special episodes. 

 

Series 2 (1996) 

 

Episode 28: The Gift. 

Converted from VCD...Dubbed Thai Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 05 
 

Gayniggers From Outer Space (1992) 
 

Set in an advanced universe, this movie attempts to redefine the 

way we see homosexual blacks. And for me this was a complete 

success. All my gay black friends seem much more receptive to 

my humor now that I quote "Gayniggers from Outer Space" left 

and right. The voice-acting is probably the best I've seen from any 

movie with the word 'nigger' in the title. Sometimes the audio 

and video is intentionally off-sync, making it appear as if the 

characters' voices were re-dubbed. However, this is just a device 

to illustrate the cognitive dissonance between the gayniggers' 

pride in their gay blackness and their self-deprecation through 

calling themselves the 'N-word.' It has also been suggested that 

this lack of synchronization symbolizes the contrast between the 

vast knowledge and wisdom of the gayniggers, and their naiveté 

concerning the female gender. The special effects are simply jaw-dropping. Pretty much every other 

movie about gay black men has crude and inexpensive special effects, but the creators of 

"Gayniggers from Outer Space" spared no expense in bringing the feeling of space-exploration on a 

gaynigger spaceship to life. This movie is not for little children, however, as it contains graphic 

violence and charming colored males. Speaking of which, most of the movie is in black and white, 

although strangely there are some color parts, especially at the end. This might have been due to the 

fact that I was watching the digitally remastered version (put out by the G.N.A.A.). In short, see this 

movie. It's way better than that refuse they market as entertainment in your local cinema. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Boy They Call Chucky (2005) 
 

An intimate portrait of a 12-year-old boy, who suffers from a 

range of behavioural disorders, which make him violent and 

abusive towards friends, classmates and his own family. This film 

chronicles six months in the life of his long-suffering mum, as she 

struggles to prevent her eldest son going into care - and at the 

same time to protect her three other children from his violent 

outbursts. Christian Cunniffe from Chesterfield is 12-years-old. He 

looks like any other schoolboy, but he suffers from a complex medical disorder, which makes him 

prone to sudden, violent outbursts, usually against his own family. Five years ago Christian was 

diagnosed with ADHD, Dyslexia and Conduct Disorder. His violent assaults have earned him the 

nickname, Chucky, after the evil doll in the film "Child's Play". Doctors, however, say Christian is not 



evil, he's ill. Excluded from his state school for his behaviour and in a spiral of violence and loneliness 

the programme makers accompanied Christian and his dedicated Mum, Cath, on an emotional and 

hopeful journey to fully understand his condition and find a cure for his extreme behaviour. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos...English Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 06 
 

Seven Years In Tibet (1997) 
 

Heinrich Harrer runs from trouble at home in WWII Austria to 

climb Mt. Nanga Parbat. After meeting unforseen obstacles, he 

comes into contact with the forbidden city of Lhasa. Heinrich 

Harrer (Brad Pitt) journeys to the Himalayas to climb mountains, 

leaving his wife behind in Austria. War breaks out while he's gone 

and he is placed in a prisoner-of-war camp. Harrer escapes to 

Tibet where he befriends the childhood Dalai Lama (Jamyang 

Jamtsho Wangchuk [Dalai Lama, 14-years-old], Sonam Wangchuk 

[Dalai Lama, 8-years-old] & Dorjee Tsering [Dalai Lama, 4-years-

old]) and witnesses the Tibetan/Chinese confrontation escalate. 

Heinrich Harrer is an Austrian mountaineer who is forced to be a 

hero for the Nazi propaganda. He leaves Austria in 1939 to climb a 

mountain in the Himalayas. Through a series of circumstances 

(including POW camp), he and fellow climber Peter Aufschnaiter 

become the only two foreigners in the Tibetan Holy City of Lhasa. There, Heinrich's life changes 

forever as he becomes a close confidant to the Dalai Lama. This is a panoramic film exploring the 

wilderness of Tibet through the consciousness of an arrogant Austrian climber (Brat Pitt). As Pitt 

challenges Nanga Parbet, the ninth highest mountain in the world and one of the hardest to climb, 

the political chaos of late 1930's and 1940's, and his own demons, the nature of mankind is revealed 

as layers of civilization are peeled to reveal an inner self paradoxically more powerful and yet more 

vulnerable to the ebb and flow of inhumanity. His own philosophical journey is a reflection of 

political machinations of the time, the ontogeny recapitulating phylogenetic change of western 

civilization resulting in a complex modern world forever coiled for violence and warfare. This film has 

a European pace unsuitable for those addicted to action figure movies with huge budgets and high 

body counts. I recommend it as a "good view" similar to a good read. 

Converted from VCD...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Titanic (1997) 
 

Its name stirs the imagination... Titanic. The unsinkable ship. The 

unimaginable catastrophe. The untold stories that lay in mystery 

two and a half miles beneath the waves of the North Atlantic. 

What buried tale of love, bravery, treasure and treachery, hidden 

by time and tragedy, waits here to be discovered? A beautiful 

socialite. A penniless artist. A priceless diamond. A romance so 

passionate that nothing on earth could stop it. A destiny so 

incredible that no one could have imagined it. A collision of lives 

that could only have happened on Titanic, the ship of dreams. The 

secrets are about to unfold. Deep-sea explorer Brock Lovett has 

reached the most famous shipwreck of all - the Titanic. Emerging 

with a safe believed to contain a diamond called 'The Heart of the 

Ocean', he discovers the safe does not hold the diamond but a 

drawing of a beautiful woman wearing it. When Brock is later 

interviewed on TV, he shows the drawing to the cameras, and a 100-year-old woman named Rose 

Calvert living in Michigan recognizes the woman in the drawing - herself! On a visit to Brock's 

explorer ship over the wreck, Rose tells her story of the Titanic and its ill-fated voyage. Engaged to a 

would-be steel magnate, Caledon Hockley, she boards the Titanic's first-class suites with him & her 

mother in Southampton. Also boarding are Jack Dawson & his friend Fabrizio, after a lucky poker 

game wins them tickets in steerage. When Rose attempts suicide by jumping off the stern in 3rd 

class, Jack pulls her back onto the ship...and a bond is forged between them as Jack is invited by her 

into 1st-class the following day. Rose's mother & Cal Hockley try desperate measures to keep them 

apart. But that strategy goes out the window when the Titanic collides with an iceberg, and due to a 

design flaw begins to sink - despite being proclaimed 'unsinkable'. Now Rose & Jack must fight to 

stay alive, but is young Jack already doomed because of his lower status as a steerage passenger? In 

his search for a blue diamond once owned by Louis XVI that was believed to have gone down with 

the Titanic, Brock Lovett discovers an intriguing sketch of a beautiful woman wearing the diamond 

on her neck. When the sketch appears on a news program, an old lady steps forward, claiming to be 

the woman in the drawing. She then recounts a beautiful story that took place on the ill-fated ship, a 

story of love that knew no boundaries. Titanic, the ship of dreams. Is also known as Unsinkable, and 

it was unsinkable on its departure on April 10th, 1912. And on its epic journey a poor artist named 

Jack Dawson and a rich girl Rose DeWitt Bukator fall in love, until one night, their fairytale love for 

one another turns into a struggle for survival on a ship about to founder to the bottom of the North 

Atlantic. Rose leaves her fiancée Caledon Hockley for this poor artist, but when the Titanic collides 

with the Iceberg on April 14th, 1912, and then when the ship sinks on April 15th, 1912 at 2:20 in the 

morning, Jack dies and Rose survives and 84 years later Rose tells the story about her life on Titanic 

to her grand daughter and friends on the Keldysh and explains the first sight of Jack that falls into 

love, then into a fight for survival. When Rose gets saved by one lifeboat that comes back, they take 

her to the Carpathia with the 6 saved with Rose and the 700 people saved in the lifeboats. The 

Carpathia Immigration Officer asks Rose what her name is and she loved Jack so much she says her 

name is not Rose DeWitt Bukator, but her name is Rose Dawson. She seen Cal looking for her, but he 

doesn't see her, and they never ended up together, her mom, Cal, and friends of the family has 



know choice but to think that she died on the Titanic. But in the crash of 1929, Cal is married, but 

then he put a pistol in his mouth and committed suicide. So Rose is an actress in the 20's, and now 

84 years later Rose Calvert is 100 years old and tells her grand daughter Lizzy Calvert, Brock Lovett, 

Lewis Bodine, Bobby Buell, and Anatoly Mikailavich the whole story from departure until the death 

of Titanic on its first and last voyage, and then to Rose all Titanic and the real love of her life Jack 

Dawson is all an existence inside of her memory, and Titanic is to rest in peace at the bottom of the 

North Atlantic from 1912 until the end of time. A treasure hunter seeks for a diamond in the ruins of 

the Titanic. He finds a paint of a beautiful woman wearing the diamond which connect him with 

Rose Dawson, an old woman claiming to be the woman in the paint. She tells her story, about the 

sink of the Titanic. She tells how she was a 17-year-old girl (Kate Winslet), and how she fall in love 

with a poor man named Jack Dawson (Leonardo DiCaprio). She describes, by flashbacks, her journey 

from Southhempton to New York, the time she spent aboard the "unsinkable ship", and the last 

hours of the Titanic. Every once in a while the conversation will turn to "favorite movies." I'll 

mention Titanic, and at least a couple people will snicker. I pay them no mind because I know that 

five years ago, these same people were moved to tears by that very movie. And they're too 

embarrassed now to admit it. I just rewatched Titanic for the first time in a long time. Expecting to 

simply enjoy the story again, I was surprised to find that the movie has lost none of its power over 

these five years. I cried again... in all the same places. It brought me back to 1997 when I can 

remember how a movie that no one thought would break even became the most popular movie of 

all time. A movie that burst into the public consciousness like no other movie I can recall (yes, even 

more than Star Wars). And today, many people won't even admit they enjoyed it. Folks, let's get 

something straight -- you don't look cool when you badmouth this film. You look like an out of touch 

cynic. No movie is perfect and this one has a few faults. Some of the dialogue falls flat, and some of 

the plot surrounding the two lovers comes together a little too neatly. However, none of this is so 

distracting that it ruins the film. Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet are wonderful. Leo is one of the 

fine actors of his generation. Wait 'til you see him in Gangs of New York before you call him nothing 

more than a pretty boy. Kate Winslet was so strong in this film. The movie really was hers, and she 

held it together beautifully. James Cameron managed what many believed was impossible by 

recreating a completely believable Titanic. The sinking scenes were horrific, just as they were that 

night. How anyone can say the effects were bad is beyond me. I was utterly transfixed. This film is 

one memorable scene after another. Titanic leaving port in Southampton. Rose and Jack at the bow, 

"flying". "Iceberg, right ahead!" The screws hanging unbelievably out of the ocean. The screams of 

the doomed after she went down. And that ending that brought even the burliest man in the theater 

to tears. The music, which has also been a victim of the film's success, was a key ingredient. James 

Horner's score was simply perfect. And the love theme was beautiful and tragic. Too bad Celine 

Dion's pop song version had to destroy this great bit of music for so many. I confess, I am a Titanic 

buff. As such, I relished the opportunity to see the ship as we never got to see it -- in all its beauty. 

Perhaps watching it sink affected me more than some because I've had such an interest in the ship 

all my life. However, I doubt many of those I saw crying were Titanic buffs. I applaud Cameron for 

bringing this story to the masses in a way that never demeaned the tragedy. The film was made with 

such humanity. Another reviewer said it better than I ever could: Open up your hearts to Titanic, and 

you will not be disappointed. 

Converted from VCD...English Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 07 
 

Blow Job (Andy Warhol's Blowjob) (1963) 
 

Andy Warhol directs a single 35-minute shot of a man's face to 

capture his facial expressions as he receives the sexual act 

depicted in the title. Warhol's films had a lot in common with 

porn in that, no matter the subject, they tended to be exercises in 

repetition. If you are the type to find a certain fetishistic beauty in 

such a visual process, then you might enjoy this. Warhol was also 

quite the visual stylist. Despite the popular perception, he was a 

fairly hands on director. I've seen his editing and lighting notes 

and know from speaking with people that knew him that he took 

a keen interest in how all of his work looked. By the way, for 

those who care to know, the guy doing the blowing is Willard 

Maas. 

Converted from DivX...Silent movie Soundtrack 

 

Flesh (Andy Warhol's Flesh) (1968) 
 

Although there is very little plot and whatever exists is just all 

improvisational, still it was a good start from a new director with 

no previous financial back up and also a smart move from Andy 

Warhol to make his cimematic productions more marketable and 

viewer-friendly. In any case this story of a street hustler relies too 

much on showing Joe buck naked (almost all the time!). And the 

creative use of a flashy editing really wears off after the 

hundredth time and the cutting off the dialog thing gets really 

annoying half-way. This would have been a much more 

entertaining or even dramatic if they made a documentary of the 

daily of an actual male prostitute or hustler, instead of letting the 

actors make up some nonesensical plot and dialog of their own. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 08 
 

Don't Masturbate 
 

A humourous short production about masturbation. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Kondom Des Grauens (Killer Condom) (1996) 
 

The plot takes place in New York, and in the present. In a Hotel 

called "Quicky" a professor blackmails a student of his into having 

sex with him. But when the professor puts on a condom, the 

carnivorous condom bites off his penis and disappears. Detective 

Mackaroni who gets the case thinks that the college girl just bit 

off her teacher's penis! Mackaroni goes to the motel himself to 

check out the crime scene, in the lobby he finds a gigolo named 

Bill and he asks him to follow him to crime room, there the two 

men attempt to have sex when they are suddenly interrupted by 

the attack of a killer condom. Expecting this to be bad cult film in 

the vein of "Attack of the Killer Tomatoes", I was pleasantly 

surprised to find this a delight. New Yorkers and Oklahomans 

speaking German started me tittering. (It was also rather creepy--

as though Hitler had won the war.) A little further, however, my 

tittering escalated into full-throated laughter. This is a clever parody of film noir, sci-fi, and soft-core 

porn films rolled into one. Top-notch performances by an excellent cast, a clever script, and talented 

direction make this one to see. Watch it with a group of unprudish friends for its full effect. Better 

still, watch it with a gay audience. NEW YORK. A living, squirming, and worst of all, biting condom, 

grips the city in prophylactic panic. Especially hard hit is gay detective Luigi Mackeroni (Udo Samel, 

star of FAR AWAY SO CLOSE and KASPER HAUSER). As chomped corpses pile up, no one believes his 

carnivorous contraception theory. Then, when Mackeroni loses a testicle to the latex menace, his 

pursuit becomes personal. He blows the lid off a cult of supervillains bent on eliminating New York's 

sexual deviants. Their weapon: the KILLER CONDOM. Based on Ralph Konig's celebrated comic book, 

KILLER CONDOM is an over-the-top internationally acclaimed German import from producer Ralph 

Dietrich's Ascot Elite Entertainment (EVITA, DEAD MAN WALKING, NEVER TALK TO STRANGERS). 

Audiences at the Berlin Film Festival cheered the movie's kinky, kinetic blend of crime drama, sci-fi, 

horrific special effects and outrageous humor. ALIEN and SPECIES designer H.R. Geiger, KILLER 

CONDOM's creative consultant, renders an incredible universe for director Martin Walz' exposive 

action sequences. And the ferociously realized title character supplies the film with a frightening 

unforgettable bite. 

Converted from DivX...German Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Feature Film Collection 09 
 

Crayola Kids Adventures - 20,000 Leagues Under The Sea (1997) 
 

Writing on behalf of my 5-year-old which has watched this movie 

at least 4 times now. He liked every bit of it... and recreates it in 

the swimming pool. The first time he watched it there was some 

suspenseful parts like when the Nautilus first appeared. The 

actors seemed to really get into their roles (though there are a 

few jokes thrown in that remind you these are kids), which makes 

the movie more fun to watch. The music is catchy and my 5-year-

old is now singing the main song quite regularly. He preferred this 

one to Moby Dick, because Moby Dick had more fighting. So, if 

you like Sea Faring adventures... and you do not have the time to 

watch the lengthier version, this might be a movie you can take a 

bite out of. Now go find the book in the library! With 13-year-old 

Adam Wylie & 13-year-old Phillip Van Dyke. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English 

Soundtrack 

 

Crayola Kids Adventures - Tales Of Gulliver's Travels (1997) 
 

A condensed family version of Jonathan Swift's classic story of the 

weary traveler Gulliver, who visits magical lands populated by 

giants, cloud dwellers, and the tiny Lilliputians. From the "Crayola 

Kids Adventures" series, which includes background information 

about the author and the context of the story. With 13-year-old 

Adam Wylie, Georgie Cranford, 12-year-old Gary LeRoi Gray & 11-

year-old Joey Sinko. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English 

Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 



Crayola Kids Adventures - The Trojan Horse (1997) 
 

A live-action children's screen adaptation of the story of the 

fateful gift presented by the wily Odysseus to the unsuspecting 

Trojan army. From the "Crayola Kids Adventures" series, which 

presents background information about the author and context of 

each story. With 13-year-old Adam Wylie & 13-year-old Phillip 

Van Dyke. 

recorded off Satellite TV...has TV logos and Thai Subtitles...English 

Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 10 
 

Daydream Obsession (2004) 
 

Clayton has a problem with his roommate Brian... he's secretly in 

love with him! Blinded by passion, he can't tell the difference 

between his daydream fantasies and reality. Can he control his 

desire or will he cross the line? From the description of the DVD 

box I thought this would be an interesting movie to watch: 

closeted young man falls in love with one of his roommates (on 

the cover there's a photo of the roommate tied to a chair and 

blindfolded). It's starts off with the roommate "Brian" tied to the 

chair and after a couple of minutes goes back 2 weeks with the 

main character "Clayton" making an entry into his video diary 

about how he think he might be gay and how he has intense 

feelings for Brian. Next, Clayton goes to brush his teeth in the 

bathroom where one of his other roommates is taking a shower 

(in a clear glass shower stall so nothing is left to the imagination). This is where the movie turns to 

softcore pornville as the camera makes love to the guy in the shower for about 5 minutes while 

cheesy electronic music plays in the background. These sort of interludes happen a few more times 

as his spies on his other roommates while they're naked. They're nice to look at but after a while it 

get kind of tedious. At one point he orders up a hustler (for $300.00!!) to come over; he does a strip 

tease but Clayton has him leave through the window when he roommates come home. Not too 

much happens. The ending is sort of ho hum (and there's an alternate ending on the DVD that just 

like the original except for some fancy footware). So if you like looking at naked men rent porn and 

just pass on the odd hybrid. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Daydream Obsession 2: Infidelities (2004) 
 

In this sequel to the ever-so-campy, wanna-be gay soft porn, 

Daydream Obsession, the naked-body-obsessed Clayton (Joseph 

Dain), whose previous demented daydreams turned to kidnapping 

and bondage nearly destroyed his friendship in the last film with 

his straight roommate Brian, now turns his fixated attentions 

upon his boyfriend Luke, who he suspects is cheating on him. Will 

the relationship survive Claytons delusional fantasies? 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 11 
 

Me La Debes (You Owe Me One) (2001) 
 

A family of three, plus the maid and daughter's boyfriend look pretty normal on the outside. But in 

actuality, the are all having affairs with each other. The boyfriend is sleeping with the mother and 

daughter, and the father is sleeping with the maid. Do they all know about each other's affairs? After 

the screenplay of Y tu mama tambien (and your mother too), Carlos Cuarón pursues his critic of the 

new Mexican high class society, this time through out the filter of religion. The first 4 minutes of the 

film announce the tricky structure of this short. The protagonist of the short is not the father who 

open the film by his entry in the house, or the sequence of him getting his clothes out in front of the 

closet. The real protagonist is the one seeing the father getting undressed and the one ending the 

film by his scream. So is the house full of religious representations but not full of quite pious people. 

In anti religious way Cuarón tells us to not believe all we see. 

Copy Of Pirate DVD...Spanish Soundtrack...English Subtitles 

 

Y Tu Mamá También (And Your Mother Too) (2001) 
 

Abandoned by their girlfriends for the summer, teenagers Tenoch 

(21-year-old Diego Luna) and Julio (Gael García Bernal) meet the 

older Luisa at a wedding. Trying to be impressive, the friends tell 

Luisa they are headed on a road trip to a beautiful, secret beach 

called Boca del Cielo. Intrigued with their story and desperate to 

escape, Luisa asks if she can join them on their trip. Soon the 

three are headed out of Mexico City, making their way toward the 

fictional destination. Along the way, seduction, argument and the 

contrast of the trio against the harsh realities of the surrounding 

poverty ensue. I saw the film twice in 2 days (in original version), 

and I enjoyed it very much. It is titillating, at times hilarious, 

touching, candid, serious etc... Roller-coaster of emotions! It is 

the first film I have seen with Gael Garcia Bernal (Julio in this film), 

and boy is he great! I love the portrait the film draws of "Teenage 

Boys lust". The contrast with the mature and controlled Luisa is very interesting. Altogether, I'd 

recommend it warmly to anyone who enjoys road movies in general and great characters. Obviously 

it is better in the original, so if you understand a bit of Spanish, don't be put off by the subtitles (you 

end up reading them really quickly and still enjoy the images.). 

Copy Of Pirate DVD...Spanish Soundtrack...English, Chinese, Malay & Thai Subtitles  



Feature Film Collection 12 
 

Face To Face: Derek Jarman (1993) 
 

A forty-five minute documentary from the BBC presented by Sir 

Jeremy Isaacs. Blissfully free of clips or interviewer indulgence, 

the programme is a fascinating insight into Derek Jarman and was 

filmed a year before he died. It's refreshing to see a programme 

dealing with issues such as homosexuality and AIDS in a frank and 

yet respectful way. Jarman comes across as likeable and 

extremely knowledgeable on the facets of filmmaking. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

Sebastiane (1976) 
 

300 A.D.: the Roman Sebastianus is exiled to a remote outpost 

populated exclusively by men. Weakened by their desires, these 

men turn to homosexual activities to satisfy their needs. 

However, Sebastianus becomes the target of lust for a 

homosexual centurion, but he rejects the man's advances. While 

not his strongest film, Sebastiane is classic Derek Jarman. The 

movie captures the potential for violence and lust in a small group 

of exiled young soldiers. As with all Jarman, the visuals here are 

more important than any dialog, and they wash over the viewer in 

waves of longing and fear-inducing power. The film meditates on 

intersections of longing, desire, faith and obsession, especially as 

they play out between Severus and the Sebastiane. Sebastiane's 

"obsessive" Christian faith rivals the lustful obsession of Serverus 

for this unattainable man. The movie doesn't flinch from showing 

how brutal desire can be; it is a hard master for both Serverus and Sabastiane. What I came away 

from the film with is the powerful question: What horrors and debasement's will we all put 

ourselves through for the object of our lust? 

Converted from DivX...Latin Soundtrack...English Subtitles  



Feature Film Collection 13 
 

Cirque Du Soleil: A Baroque Odyssey (1994) 
 

A Baroque Odyssey: a video retrospective of 10 years of magic! 

This program takes spectators into the heart of the Cirque du 

Soleil universe. Rather than a traditional retrospective or a piece 

of exuberant nostalgia, this 10th-anniversary program highlights 

the essence of Cirque du Soleil-the amazing energy and spirit 

which has delighted audiences around the world. 

Converted from DivX...Original Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

Cirque Du Soleil: Journey Of Man (2000) 
 

A visual and musical celebration that follows a mystical journey 

through the stages of man, from birth to maturity, this film was 

shot in 1999-2000 in spectacular locations around the world. Each 

setting is introduced by a Cirque du Soleil act. The filmmakers saw 

this, the first 3D/2D IMAX® film from Cirque du Soleil, as a unique 

opportunity to take the performers out from under the big top or 

permanent theatre and place them in a bold cinematic 

experience. 

Converted from DivX...Original Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Cirque Du Soleil: La Magie Continue (1986) 
 

The show La Magie Continue is a jewel in the Cirque du Soleil 

crown. This film documents the show that helped propel us to 

new heights of success. For fans new and old, it offers a glimpse 

into the impressive beginnings of what was to become a 

worldwide phenomenon and an inspiration to millions of people. 

Converted from DivX...Original Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 14 
 

Cirque Du Soleil: Le Cirque Réinventé (1992) 
 

Emmy award-winning film Le Cirque Réinventé captures the 

extraordinary Cirque du Soleil show of the same name that played 

for sold-out audiences in 1987. The show includes breathtaking 

feats of handbalancing, tightrope walking, acrobatic cycling, chair 

balancing, contortion and aerial acrobatics, as well as our 

fabulous clowns. With our fire and youth, we set out to reinvent 

the circus! 

Converted from DivX...Original Soundtrack 

 

 

 

Cirque Du Soleil: Nouvelle Expérience (1991) 
 

New experience indeed. Cirque du Soleil's Nouvelle Experience is 

another video compilation of acrobatic feats and inspired 

clowning. For example, four women on a suspended platform 

twist and contort their bodies until you'd swear their spines were 

made of rubber. Then lithe, muscular men and women launch 

themselves off of a teeter-totter so they can spin in all directions 

in mid-air; or they do the splits while walking on a tightrope; or 

they spin and balance umbrellas with their feet. Plus the stilt-

walkers, the trapeze artists, the guy balancing on a giant ball--it 

goes on and on, all of it precise and impressive. A high point of 

this particular compilation is David Shiner's ingenious clown 

routine, in which he wordlessly convinces random audience 

members to be the actors in a silent movie. It's really, really 

funny. There's just not much else to be said about it. The brilliant artistry of Cirque du Soleil has 

transformed the circus into an exciting, novel performance experience. Nouvelle Experience 

celebrates the magic of their innovative techniques and the genius of one of the most visionary 

groups of artists in the world. Included in the show that toured for 19 months in 1990-1991, 

performing to over 1.3 million people: Contortion, Korean Plank, Solo Trapeze, Tightrope, Aerial 

Straps, Acrobatics, Trampoline and Balancing on Chairs. 

Converted from DivX...Original Soundtrack 

 



Cirque Du Soleil: Saltimbanco (1997) 
 

Saltimbanco is a celebration of life. Conceived as an antidote to 

the violence and despair so prevalent in the 20th century, this 

phantasmagoria offers up a new vision of urban life, overflowing 

with optimism and joy. Saltimbanco is anything but linear; rather, 

it is a kaleidoscope, a whirlwind, an adventure in which anything 

can happen. Saltimbanco has its own special language, and its 

spirit is conveyed through voice, movement and music. 

Converted from DivX...Original Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 15 
 

Davy Crockett, King Of The Wild Frontier (1954-5) 
 

Legends (and myths) from the life of famed American 

frontiersman Davey Crockett are depicted in these television 

episodes. Crockett and his friend George Russell fight in the Creek 

Indian War. Then Crockett is elected to Congress and brings his 

rough-hewn ways to the House of Representatives. Finally, 

Crockett and Russell journey to Texas and partake in the last 

stand at the Alamo. 

 

 

 

 

 

Series 1 (5 Episodes) (1954-5) 

 

Episode 1: Davy Crockett - Indian Fighter; Crockett's exploits as 

Indian fighter are detailed in the first part of the series as he and 

partner Georgie Russel save the soldiers from being wiped out by 

the Creeks in that Indian war. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Episode 2: Davy Crockett Goes To Congress; Crockett as a 

Congressman from Tennessee comprises the middle part. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Episode 3: Davy Crockett At The Alamo; Exciting finale as Crockett 

and friends battle the Mexican army in the famous battle at the 

Alamo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Episode 4: Davy Crockett's Keelboat Race; The first of two films 

with Mike Fink, King of the River, Crockett race Fink to keep his 

furs he hunted for over a year that his partner, Russel, bet they 

could win while drunk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Episode 5: Davy Crockett And The River Pirates; Davy Crockett and 

his sidekick Georgie compete against boastful Mike Fink ("King of 

the River") in a boat race to New Orleans. Later, Davy and 

Georgie, allied with Fink, battle a group of river pirates trying to 

pass themselves off as Native Americans. "Davy Crockett And The 

River Pirates" was originally produced for television and was 

broadcast on ABC as two episodes of the "Disneyland" series in 

1955. It is very easy to see why there was a Crockett phenomenon 

at the time. Fess Parker is perfect as Davy, and his sidekick, 

Georgie Russel, is played by Buddy Ebson, a few years before 

"Beverly Hillbillies". They play off of each other like a perfectly 

matched pair of shoes. This film is wonderful and makes me wish 

that Disney had made more of them back in the 1950's. 

Unfortunately, however, the interest in Crockett was winding down by the time this one played in 

the theaters, and Disney used Fess Parker in other movies, like "Old Yeller" and "Westward Ho! The 

Wagons" Still, this is a great film that is a lot of fun. The boats were later taken to Disneyland and 

utilized as the Mike Fink Keelboats ride. -- One sidenote here: the keelboats were removed from 

Disneyland in 1996 following an accident that dumped a load of passengers into the water! -- As with 

most of the old Disney titles, I greatly recommend this film. 

Converted from DivX...Double Layer DVD...English Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 16 
 

When Darkness Falls (2007) 
 

Director David DeCoteau offers horror B-movies with extremely 

homoerotic undertones, mostly by putting a lot of cute guys in 

situations together that involve wrestling, underwear, or 

bondage. Some of those movies are fun as guilty pleasures, but 

the ones I've seen never quite make the leap from gay overtones 

to gay. Enter writer/director/producer Jeff London. London 

usually makes quiet dramas about gay characters who are 

struggling to deal with coming out or other issues. I've kept up 

with his work since And Then Came Summer. I especially love his 

movie Regarding Billy and never would have expected him to 

jump from that tender love story to a zombie flick. But here it is. 

When Darkness Falls is classic, 1950s-style horror, relying on 

shadows and scares, while avoiding gore. However, unlike any 

movies from the 1950s, all the characters are gay. Despite the 

success of the gay slasher movie Hellbent and Here TV's supernatural series Dante's Cove, gay horror 

movies are still rare. This one is an entertaining entry into a new genre. Mike Dolan and Matt Austin 

play two young men who are just starting a relationship. Kevin (Dolan) invites his new boyfriend, 

Danny (Austin), to spend the weekend with him in the mountains. Kevin's home there is not only 

secluded in the woods but also adjacent to a cemetery. Kevin enjoys scaring Danny as often as 

possible. Unfortunately, Kevin's romantic advances get stalled by the arrival of his friends, who also 

enjoy scary pranks. As the night progresses, the scares go from joking around to something more 

sinister. London keeps the tone light and playful. The actors all bring charm and good looks to that 

fun atmosphere. Some of the acting needed more work â?? another parallel to David DeCoteau â?? 

but that's normal with low-budget horror movies. The DVD of When Darkness Falls also includes a 

second, shorter film, The Best of Care. This one involves two of the actors from the first film, Mike 

Dolan and Ron Petronicolos. Both actors also appeared in London's movie The Last Year. The Best of 

Care uses a much darker tone than When Darkness Falls. Bill lives with his sick boyfriend, caring for 

him around the clock. The tension finally overtakes him, leading to some disturbing plot twists. Mark 

Krench scored both of this DVD's films with appropriately creepy music. Scary movies rely heavily on 

the right music to lead up to the bumps in the night; Krench delivers, adding to the fun of this 

Saturday matinee double feature. Filmmaker Jeff London grew up in California but recently 

relocated to West Texas and plans to later relocate to Hawaii. His first film, The Judgment Road, 

received a Best Drama Award from the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences in Hollywood. Since 

London is a big science fiction fan, I hope he eventually procures the budget for a gay science fiction 

movie. We can find many gay science fiction books, and British television made a hit of the queer-

themed scifi series Torchwood. The audience is apparently there, waiting. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 



The Best Of Care (2007) 
 

For a long time now, Bill's been taking care of his ailing boyfriend Donny. But underneath, Bill longs 

for a life outside their stuffy house. One dark night, Bill's situation suddenly changes - but dear 

Donny can't accept that. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack  



Feature Film Collection 17 
 

Pardon My Pups (1934) 
 

Mary Lou (6-year-old Shirley Temple) is excited because today is 

her older brother Sonny's (18-year-old Frank Coghlan Jr.) 

birthday. Sonny wants a motorcycle, but his father has decided to 

buy him a dog instead, mainly because he himself wants to have a 

dog that he can take hunting. After a dispute with his father, 

Sonny leaves home. As he walks along a railroad track, he finds a 

frightened lost dog, and soon he begins to feel differently about 

dogs. Pardon My Pups was produced at Educational Films and 

runs 19 minutes. It's raining and the roof leaks waking up little 

Mary Lou (Temple). It's big brother Sonny's (Junior Coughlin) 

birthday and he wants a motorcycle – their Pa wants to give him a 

dog. But Sonny hates dogs – until he runs away from home. Sonny 

and Mary Lou are the same characters from Managed Money and 

Merrily Yours. This film was based on the story "Mild Oats" by 

Florence Ryerson and Colin Clements. Charles Lamont also 

directed: Comin' Round the Mountain, Francis in the Haunted House, Hit the Ice, Salome and Where 

She Danced. Has mild humor and Lamont used a very light touch. No one could be offended by this 

offering, young Temple doesn't have a big part, but as always, steals the scene. Worth a look 

anyway. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



That Gang Of Mine (1940) 
 

A street kid has dreams of becoming a jockey. He gets his chance 

when he and his gang (17-year-old Bobby Jordan & 19-year-old 

David Gorcey) discover a poor old man who has a championship 

race horse. The man agrees to let the boy ride his horse in a race, 

but first the gang must get enough money to pay for the race's 

entry fees. Muggs (Leo Gorcey) wants to follow in the footsteps of 

a kid who left the street years earlier to become a jockey. Muggs' 

idol turns out to be a stuck up kid who wants nothing more than 

to forget the old days now that he is a successful jockey. 

undeterred Muggs continues on his quest and eventually has the 

chance to ride a champion horse. Very good East Side Kids movie 

that nicely balances the serious and the silly. Muggs attempt at 

bettering himself and the gang is nicely handled, and the craziness 

of the gang prevents things from getting too dark. Definitely 

worth seeing for both fans and non-fans of the series. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

The Big Chance (1933) 
 

Frankie, a young prizefighter, wins a fixed boxing match as part of 

a crime boss's plan to have him build up a following and then 

have him throw a championship fight. Later, while training, 

Frankie meets Mary as she is going to church with her family, and 

he begins a romance with her. The crime boss orders Frankie to 

stay away from Mary, while continuing to arrange for Frankie to 

win more fights. Just before Frankie's fight with the champion, he 

and the boss have an argument. Their plans to fix the fight are 

overheard by Mary's young brother (13-year-old Mickey Rooney), 

which soon leads to a tense situation. This B-feature has a solid if 

largely familiar setup, and the story line is all right, though rather 

predictable. But in many other respects, this could have been a 

better movie. The production values are quite weak, and most of 

the characters are strictly one-dimensional cardboard figures. The 

script has a couple of good moments, but many more dry stretches. The story centers on a young 

boxer who is made the beneficiary of a series of fixed fights, so that a crime boss can get him a 

championship fight. Along the way, the boxer gets a girlfriend of whom the boss disapproves, and 

she and her younger brother cause complications as the big fight approaches. There's little new in 

the story, but such a story can easily lead to enjoyable drama with a decent cast and production. But 

except for Hank Mann, who does a solid job as the boxer's loyal trainer, and a very young Mickey 



Rooney, who shows some energy as the girlfriend's younger brother, the cast is adequate but 

generally nondescript. The production values are also noticeably low. Except for a briefly 

entertaining verbal exchange during the opening bout, the boxing scenes don't work well at all, as 

they consist mostly of low-quality stock footage being edited together in a generally unconvincing 

fashion with shots of the actors attempting to look as if they are boxing. The script also misses some 

opportunities, prematurely resolving some potentially interesting tensions, and wasting time on a 

digression with a vamp hired by the boss, which leads to little of dramatic interest. It does move 

fairly quickly, and it lasts less than an hour. And there are certainly worse things you could do with 

your time. But there are a great many movies, even those with limited budgets, that work much 

better than this one does. 

Converted from DivX...English Soundtrack 

 

War Babies (1932) 
 

A group of soldiers in a café watch a dancer as she entertains 

them, but later two of them become rivals over her. Yesterday, I 

commented on the first of this type of short: "Runt Page," which 

incidentally was Shirley Temple's first part. This is effectively the 

last baby one: they didn't seem to work that well with audiences 

and this one was hit by a child porn suit. "Runt Page" was a 

takeoff of "Front Page," featuring 4-year-olds in diapers as all the 

characters, except with adult voices. In this case, we have no 

specific movie spoofed, the child voices are used and the girls 

aren't topless. Also there's the token "negro" kid (called "boy") 

who grins and dances. The story is simple: Charmaine (Shirley) is a 

French tart in a bar at the front. A good half of the movie is her 

dancing suggestively, including a butt shimmy when ice cream is 

dripped down her back. A typical tart, she shifts her attention to 

the bloke with the most gifts, here lollipops. Two soldiers vie for her attentions, shown by on screen 

kissing. The shocker comes at the end: all the soldiers are called away and the two have to say 

goodbye to their gal. They confront each other — after a scene where she is hugging one and 

secretly kissing the second. Alert viewers will note that when she comes out to say goodbye, her 

diaper pin is missing. The first says something to the effect that "she's my girl," and the second says 

"oh yeah?" and shows he has Charmaine's diaper pin. (All the pins in these are 8 inches or so big but 

hers is 12 inches and has a ribbon on it.) Obviously, he's "been in her pants." Its pretty smarmy stuff 

that most of the audience would have thought merely cute at the time. Now the question is: what 

are we watching now that we think is cutely funny that our grandchildren will consider repulsive? 

Ted's Evaluation -- 1 of 3: You can find something better to do with this part of your life. 
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A Christmas Carol (1977) 
 

It's the end of December and professional miser Ebenezer 

Scrooge absolutely despises this time of the year. He thinks 

Christmas is all humbug. He doesn't buy his nephew's talk of 

Christmas being a kind time, thinks it's absolute madness his 

servant Cratchit wants a day off and sends away collectors of 

donations for the poor penniless. It's also the time of the year in 

which his companion Jacob Marley died seven years ago. When 

he is all alone, he suddenly sees Marley again, in the door handle, 

in a tile, a bell suddenly rings. Humbug, thinks Scrooge. But then 

Marley really appears for him and tells him he should change his 

life. He warns Scrooge he will be haunted by three spirits, the 

Ghost of Christmas Past, the Ghost of Christmas Present and the 

Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come. I highly recommend this terrific 

U.K. television version of A CHRISTMAS CAROL and I wish it was 

better known than it is. Some PBS stations used to show it in the late 1970's and early 1980's but 

since then this version of the Dickens Christmas classic has shown up rarely even on cable. Let me 

make it clear right off the bat that I'm one of those people who could watch an "All CHRISTMAS 

CAROL, All The Time" channel every December. That doesn't mean that I love each and every version 

of the story that comes along, it just means I love watching them all every single year. This 

adaptation of the story stands out from every other film and television version I've seen and only it's 

low budget and short running time put it behind the George C Scott classic. The lighting may be 70's 

sitcom level and for some scenes this TV movie may use painted backgrounds but it wins the viewer 

over by demonstrating over and over again that it "gets" the point of the story. There's no attempt 

to psycho-analyze any of the characters, no silly attempt to contemporize the ghosts, no omission of 

Ignorance and Want and for once Belle doesn't overstay her welcome. The secret of this version's 

appeal is that it uses nothing but Dickens' own story and best of all, nothing but Dickens' own 

dialogue. This may put the conversational exchanges over the heads of very young viewers but those 

who love the novelette will be ecstatic about this. Dickens' wordplay in the original story is 

wonderfully close to prose poetry and it's delightful to hear it presented in it's original form. 

Similarly, there are no fabrications of scenes not in the "real" story and no extraneous characters 

added. I enjoy seeing what some adaptors do with the story as much as anyone but it's refreshing to 

see a visual depiction of nothing but the content in the original classic. Non-devotees of A 

CHRISTMAS CAROL would likely rate this lower than I do since I think the emotional bang of this 

telefilm makes up for it's budget limits. Even CAROL purists may be put off by the omission of some 

scenes from the original story but with the short running time that can't be remedied. Unless 

someone eventually does a film version of this story that's as slavish to it's source material as Erich 

Von Stroheim's GREED was to the novel McTEAGUE I don't think we'll see an adaptation that comes 

closer than this to realizing Dickens' original work. As long as you don't expect outstanding 

production values I think the heartfelt performances and respect for the viewers' intelligence will 



put this version of A CHRISTMAS CAROL near the top of your list. With Timothy Chasin as Tiny Tim 

Cratchit, David Ronder as Peter Cratchit, 15-year-old Dorian Healy as Scrooge as a Schoolboy and 

David Corti as Carol Singer. 
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A Christmas Carol (2000) 
 

In this modern day adaptation of Charles Dickens classic novel, a 

mean loan shark is the subject of a haunting, attempting to make 

him see the error of his ways. I am an avid fan of the 'carol' 

movies, and have read the book more times than I can count. 

Some version of 'Carol' are terrible, some are brilliant, this movie 

goes into the latter choice. Kemp brings us a very believable 

Scrooge, a loan shark in a council estate. We see more of 

Scrooges love, Belle (or rather, Bella, in this new version), who fills 

out the character like I have never seen before. The ghosts were 

fantastically thought out, instead of being random spirits, these 

ghosts were close to Scrooge in their lives. The Ghost of 

Christmas-Yet-To-Come being the biggest shocker of all. This is 

undoubtedly my favorite take on the 'Carols' so far, and I would 

recommend it to anyone. I really, really hope that one day, it will be brought out onto DVD, I don't 

think the recording I made of it when it aired will last much longer from being watched. With 10-

year-old Ben Tibber as Tiny Tim Cratchet and Ben Inigo Jones as Ghost of Christmas Future. 
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Adventures Of HAL 5 (1958) 
 

A children's adventure. Hal 5 is a car owned (and loved) by the 

Hayward family and their children (Peter Godsell, 16-year-old 

Michael Maguire & Ian Higginson). Then a wicked garage owner 

tries to steal their beloved car to sell for lots of money, but the 

children are too quick for him and foil his wicked plots at every 

turn. 
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Egghead's Robot (1970) 
 

Robot (13-year-old Jeffrey Chegwin) is used by children (13-year-

old Keith Chegwin) to carry out their chores. 
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Cup Fever (1965) 
 

The children of Barton United are trying to win the cup in their 

local football (soccer) league. Nasty councillor Mr. Bates doesn't 

like them and wants the team his son plays for to win instead so 

he makes life as difficult as he can for them. But Barton United 

are offered help by the local professional team that just happens 

to be Manchester United with boss man Matt Busby. Look out for 

a young 'Susan George' in her first film. Saturday Matinee 

Nostalgia. This film will appeal to many U.K. residents of a certain 

age, who can remember the Saturday morning cinema clubs and 

this Children's Film Foundation offering is one of the classics of 

those heady 60's years. Shot entirely on location in Manchester 

and Salford this film offers a glimps of a time and an age of 

innocence long since lost. A simple but well crafted story about 

the fortunes of a group of local kids whose lives revolve around 

their passion for football (soccer for those American members). I had the good fortune of being able 

to buy this on DVD recently as part of a series of Childen's Film Foundation releases - well worth it! 
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Hide And Seek (1972) 
 

A young boy (13-year-old Gary Kemp) runs away from an 

approved school to meet up with his father in the hope that he 

can persuade his dad to allow him to travel to Canada with him. 

He also meets up with two local children and discovers that his 

father is instead planning a bank heist. 
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Go Kart Go (1964) 
 

Strictly for the kiddies is the British Go Kart Go. The film is built 

around an annual go-cart race and the youthful participants. 

Jimpy (16-year-old Dennis Waterman), Squarehead (Jimmy 

Capehorn) and Patchy (Pauline Chancellor) are among the aspiring 

go-carters. They pool their resources to build and enter one single 

"super" vehicle, with amusing results. Will they win the race? 

Need one ask? At 55 minutes, Go Kart Go was ideally suited for 

both Saturday-matinee showings and weekend TV showings. 

Michael Barnes adapted the script from a story by Frank Wells. 
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A Hitch In Time (1978) 
 

More time travelling for Patrick. I seen A Hitch In Time many years 

ago when I was younger when BBC1 screened it one afternoon 

during the children's programmes after school. It is about a 

professor with a time machine known as OSKA and is discovered 

by two children (Michael McVey) in a cave. The Professor, 

Wagstaff then sends the children through time and encounter 

several villains. Professor Wagstaff is played by Dr. Who actor 

Patrick Troughton and is joined by Sorcha Cusack and Ronnie 

Brody. A Hitch In Time is one of the Children's Film Foundation 

movies and would be good to see it again, along with others from 

this company. Problem is that they never seem to be on the telly 

now. 
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Junket 89 (1970) 
 

Junket (12-year-old Stephen Brassett) always seems to be in 

trouble at school, but his troubles really begin when the absent 

minded science master allows him to borrow his experimental 

instant transportation machine to journey in a flash to some 

delectable spot. 
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Runaway Railway (1966) 
 

Young railway enthusiasts (13-year-old John Moulder-Brown) 

repair a derelict locomotive and find themselves inadvertently 

involved in a mail train robbery in this "Great Train Robbery" for 

kids by the Children's Film Foundation. The Great Train Robbery 

for kids. I've just seen Runaway Railway for the first time and 

found it very enjoyable. This has been released in the U.K. on 

Video and DVD as part of a double feature of Children's Film 

Foundation Movies with Junket 89 being the other. There were 

four of these double-feature volumes released and I now have three of these. A group of young 

railway enthusiasts attempt to stop the closure of the local railway by trying to raise money to buy it 

and the steam engine Matilda. They get help from a pair of men saying they are also enthusiasts. 

What the children don't know though is that these men are impostors and are really robbers who 

plan to rob the mail train. They find out the truth when a lorry is parked on the line. After a lengthy 

chase with the express train, Matilda ends up in London crashing into buffers at the terminus and 

the children are pleased when the branch line and Matilda are reprieved. The two robbers are then 

arrested after hiding under coal in Matilda. This movie was made when Dr. Beeching was closing 

railway lines all over the U.K. and also after the Great Train Robbery, so in a way it combines those 

two things. It was filmed on the Longmoor Military Railway in Hampshire. The cast includes some 

well known British faces: Sidney Tafler, the late, great Ronnie Barker (The Two Ronnies, Open All 

Hours, Porridge), the third Dr. Who Jon Pertwee and somebody else who has connections with Dr. 

Who, Robeta Tovey who played Dr. Who's (Peter Cushing) grand-daughter in Dr. Who and the Daleks 

and Daleks: Invasion Earth 2150 AD. Runaway Railway is worth watching if you get the chance. They 

don't make 'em like this anymore. 
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Blinker (Blinker En De Bakfietsbioscoop) (2000) 
 

A series of mysterious events and the pestering motor gang 'The 

Red Vampires' turns the idyllic holiday of Blinker and his friends 

into a thrilling adventure. Blinker (13-year-old Joren Seldeslachts), 

a boy of 11-years-old, and his friends (14-year-old Jelle Cleymans) 

are really enjoying the summer holidays. A series of mysterious 

events and the pestering motor gang 'The Red Vampires' turns 

their idyllic holiday into a thrilling adventure. A feel-good family 

film, full of romance, suspense, emotions and above all, a 

heavenly philosophy! Based on the novel "Blinker and the Carrier 

Cycle Cinema" by Flanders' most popular children's author, Marc 

de Bel. I really like this film. "Blinker en de bakfietsbioscoop" was 

my favorite book when I was younger, and I think this movie is a 

good adaptation. The characters are good, the actor's well chosen 

and the sets seem to come right out of the book. But for me there 

are two weak things. First, adapting meant cutting story lines, which they didn't do enough. They 

kept most story lines, but due to the tempo they have to maintain in order to keep this movie short 

for children, a lot of story lines are left dangling, others are taken up and finished in a mere ten 

seconds, other story lines never take off, and others are introduced at the end. It would have been 

better to cut some more, and make the movie less close to the book. They tried to keep up with the 

book too much. Most scenes never take longer than a minute or two, which doesn't help to make 

the movie a smooth flowing story. The second weak point is the acting. The most heard comeback 

you'll get when you criticize the acting of children and youngsters is "they're only kids, cut them 

some slack." In a way I agree that they don't have to be judged by the same standards that apply for 

adults. But on the other hand it is my opinion that you can judge child actors by their own standards. 

The main actors are obviously chosen for their looks, because they are very true to the descriptions 

of the characters in the book. No one of the main characters had any formal training or experience 

before, which unluckily shows in this movie. A lot of dialogue sounds fake, and sometimes they even 

look bored reciting a line out of the script, which doesn't do any good to the movie. An exception is 

the main character, Blinker, who does have some very touching scenes, and who carries the movie 

adequately. Most adult characters in this movie are stereotypes, (like the clumsy dad, the old scary 

lady, the baroness, the bossy teacher, the 'young' grandmother,...) and the bit of overacting is 

permitted. But the strange thing is, I really like this movie, mainly for the general atmosphere, the 

setting, the funny dialogue and the main character. This movie would have been a lot better if it 

were longer (to improve the story lines), and if some of the actors had received some more 

coaching. The rather weak acting is probably due to the short time in which this movie was shot, 31 

days, so if the same actors had gotten more time, the result would have been much better. 
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Blinker En Het Bagbag-Juweel (2000) 
 

Blinker (14-year-old Joren Seldeslachts), a boy who likes to play a 

detective, goes looking for the stolen family jewels of a baroness 

together with his friends Nellie and Sara. Blinker just can't stop to 

set himself up as a detective who solves village mysteries. This 

time he goes looking for the valuable, stolen family jewels of the 

deceased baroness and their thieves. He becomes reckless and 

drags his girlfriend Nelle and her deaf niece Sara along in thrilling 

and dangerous adventures. 
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Blinker En De Blixvaten (Blinker And The Blix Barrels) (2008) 
 

Blinker and the Blix barrels is based on a book by the very 

successful Belgian author Marc De Bel. The story is about a 

dynamic boy (Kasper Vanbeginne) and his family who are trying to 

prevent a multinational company and its cynic CEO to dump 

radioactive garbage into the open sea. Blinker is relieved his pa 

has got a cool summer job: life guard. That also allows his sister 

Ellen, who initially resented coming to the coast, to date there 

handsome Greenpeace activist Tino. Alas, dad's lookalike Blix 

Junior, the CEO of a ruthless company which needs to dump its 

toxic waste barrels, gets them dumped at sea. Dumb police 

commissioner Vangestel arrests dad and Tino dumps Ellen. Then 

Blinker discovers the trace of the real culprits. 
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Teen Wolf (1985) 
 

Teen discovers that puberty for him means he turns into a 

werewolf. One of the beneficial side effects is that it also turns 

him into a top-notch basketball player. But will his notoriety cost 

him his friends and can he find true love? If you have not seen it 

then shame on you it has a great cast and Michael J Fox is much 

better here than he is in Back to the future and Hollywood High. It 

also contains the best soundtrack in the world with songs like win 

in the end and silhouette. The burman studios have done a great 

job making Michael look just like a teenwolf and also his dad 

Herald Howard. If Teenwolf has taught me anything it is to 

respect everyone and now I am a better person. I will leave with a 

suitable quote from the movie "It didn't miss me dad it landed 

right on my face". 
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Teen Wolf Too (1987) 
 

Todd Howard is a struggling teenager. Nothing seems to be going 

very well for him, until he turns into a wolf. It's a sad truth that 

there are a lot of bad werewolf movies out there. But there are a 

few that really stand out as being among the worst of the worst... 

and "Teen Wolf Too" is undoubtedly one of them. It follows pretty 

much the same plot as the first movie, which was itself a recycled 

formula. Todd Howard (cousin of Scott from the first movie), a 

hard-working science student, arrives in college wanting to work 

towards becoming a vet. But there's one snag -- he's there under 

a sports scholarship, and unless he performs well in the boxing 

tournament his place in the college is at stake. Thankfully, he 

finds himself succumbing to his cousin's lycanthropic curse and 

becomes a popular and agile werewolf. But in the process he, of 

course, forgets who his real friends are. There are numerous 

recurring characters from the first movie, some of whom have 

inexplicably moved to this college. There are Scott's high school 

chums, Chubby and Stiles -- Stiles is this time played by Stuart Fratkin, who also appeared in an 

episode of the TV show "Werewolf" the same year ("A Material Girl"). Scott's dad also makes a few 

appearances, as well as the Scott's coach, who is also played by a different actor this time. But of 



course, none of this matters... without Michael J Fox, this movie was pretty much doomed from the 

start. He was pretty much the only thing that saved "Teen Wolf" from being a flop. The dialogue is 

unbearable, the directing is clumsy, and the acting in places is downright appalling. Since this is 

basically a remake of the first movie, there's absolutely no reason to watch it. Just watch the 

original, and forget about this one altogether. There's hardly anything good to say about it at all. And 

believe it or not, it still made money. In fact it's very surprising that we didn't see a "Teen Wolf 

Three" the next year. Thank heavens for small blessings. 
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Are We There Yet? (2005) 
 

The fledgling romance between Nick, a playboy bachelor, and 

Suzanne, a divorced mother of two, is threatened by a particularly 

harrowing New Year's Eve. When Suzanne's work keeps her in 

Vancouver for the holiday, Nick offers to bring her kids (10-year-

old Philip Bolden) to the city from Portland, Oregon. The kids, 

who have never liked any of the men their mom has dated, are 

determined to turn the trip into a nightmare for Nick. What is up 

with the low ratings? This movie had us laughing all the way 

through it! Clean, somewhat predictable but in a fresh way. These 

kids did great in the movie; we enjoyed it a lot! Could easily lend 

itself to a sequel and another "road trip" kind of scenario. I see it 

as engaging and charming as "Home Alone" was so many years 

ago. I did think the mother's reaction at the end was a little 

extreme and that could have gone differently, but I didn't expect 

an Oscar-winning storyline with this fun, punchy, movie. I guess if 

there had been more swearing, sex, and violence it would have caught on better; seems to be where 

our culture likes to go these days. I say kudos to the writers and actors...you done good with this one 

and guess what...we're going to watch it again today! 
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Are We Done Yet? (2007) 
 

Newlyweds Nick (Ice Cube) and Suzanne (Long) decide to move to 

the suburbs to provide a better life for their two kids (12-year-old 

Philip Bolden). But their idea of a dream home is disturbed by a 

contractor (McGinley) with a bizarre approach to business. I've 

never seen Are We There Yet?, and I had no intention of watching 

this film. I thought as many that the funny parts were in the 

trailers and that the actors were sub-par. For the most part that is 

true. There were some surprises in the humor, mostly from John 

C. McGinley, but it was far from side splitting. Even though it was 

not a great movie on the whole, it was a great family film. Today, 

with the exception of Disney, most movies are far from family 

friendly. Even Dreamwork's cartoons have a great deal of crude 

humor in them that make most parents cringe when watching 

them with small children. Are We Done Yet? actually has a lot of 



great family values that are missing from a lot of movies that have come out recently. The film shows 

a man who is forced to take care of a family that is not his own and also to prepare for his future 

children with his new wife. This step-father acts more like a dad should to his teenage step-daughter 

than most real father's do. Very rarely will you see some one in a film telling a young girl to put on 

more clothes and yelling at her for sneaking out of the house. If you are looking for something that is 

more than okay to watch with the kids then this is a movie to check out. Don't expect anything close 

to award winning, but parents can watch this safely with their kids without wondering if their kids 

know what the last innuendo meant every couple of minutes. 
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An Audience With Ken Dodd (1994) 
 

Doddy at his best. Stand-up has been popularised in recent years, 

but contemporary comics can take lessons from Ken at his best in 

this fast-moving, wise cracking tour de force, marking his 40th 

anniversary in show business. The celebrity audience were 

literally rolling in the aisles, Dame Hilda Brackett reduced to Tears 

- ironically, Doddy's 60's sentimental hit, not repeated here. The 

theme was chuckle bones, tattifalarious laughter and insouciant 

gags, confirming him as the number 1 jester of his generation. 

Like Tommy Cooper, the delivery was more important than the 

substance - although the content included what he called 

"innocent humour" of playground jokes, playfully condemning 

darker sarcastic and satirical wit. No, he's not Stephen Fry, but his 

quickfire delivery, mastery of timing and ability to bounce off the 

audience, some of whom sadly no longer with us, marked and 

inspirational performer whose ability to impart happiness by word, wit, ventriloquy and song will 

always be appreciated. He is the quintessential essence of British - not just Liverpudlian - humour. 

Moulding himself into a granny, leaving a party early after imbibing several drinks, refused a last 

snowball in case she attacks the host with it. A great comedian captured at his best. 
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Another Audience With Ken Dodd (2002) 
 

Once again, Ken Dodd (with over 40 years in his trade) performs 

his unique set in front of a host of celebrities gathered to show 

their appreciation of his enduring talent. What a wonderful DVD 

for sticking under the Xmas tree, and saying, "How's that for 

supporting a branch of Littlewoods!" What a wonderful gift for 

giving to any of your family or friends to keep the chuckle muscles 

working overtime and in fifth gear. Ken Dodd never, ever 

disappoints and this is classic comedy from a living legend - the 

last of the greatest "front cloth" comics who mastered his art 

early on in his career, and in nearly fifty years has given his public 

enormous value at every performance. On this DVD, whether 

singing grand opera or clowning with the musicals, Ken displays 

the stamina of a man half his age and can relate to any age group 

in his audience. As well as his "well-tried", but certainly not, "well-

tired" routines, Ken goes for several of those "most-titters-to-a-



minute" slots and that just makes you laugh and laugh as one quip follows the previous and leads 

into the next, with the result that convulsions set in, and the Doddy King achieves exactly what he 

set out to do. With Ken Dodd, and this DVD, it certainly is "Happiness Always!" You won't be 

disappointed! 
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Jag Är Din Krigare (Nature's Warrior) (1997) 
 

13-year-old Kim (15-year-old Robin Milldoff) feels at home in the 

wilderness. One night, nature's soul appears to him in the form of 

an Indian, and designates him nature's protector. Kim decides to 

remain out in the forest and live off what nature provides. Soon, 

however, Kim's assignment becomes more serious. He has to try 

and save as many animals as he can from man's pointless killing, 

and he will stop at nothing. Beautiful and painful. Stefan Jarl is one 

of Sweden's most interesting personalities and "Jag är din krigare" 

is as special as he is. What starts out as something of a 

naturemovie you'd recommend to kids, develops into a very scary 

and painful story about fanaticism and the evil done by man's 

hand. Jarl is as pissed off as he always is and doesn't portrait the 

grown-ups of this movie in a very sympathetic way. Kim is the 

hero, but even he towards the end starts to lose control. What 

kind of 14-yearold is so dedicated to saving the nature that he will stop at nothing? Not even killing 

other humans. Basically; don't judge this movie too quickly. In the beginning it's mostly 

natureromance and a cute story about a boy, his fox and his search for peace among the animals of 

the forest. But then the movie changes, you can't say when, and you start getting chills down your 

spine because you realize things will go wrong. People will try to hurt Kim and he will probably try to 

hurt them back. Robin Milldoff is superb in the role of Kim, and this is really his movie. His stern face, 

that reflects Kim's determination, tells even more about him than what he says. Jarl is frustrated, 

almost desperate, at the thought of what man is doing to Mother Nature. He wants you to open 

your eyes to what is going on around you. If this young boy can do it; why can't you? 
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Goda Människor (Good People) (1990) 
 

Good people is about a small village on Osterlen in Skåne where a 

father and his son (10-year-old Viggo Lundberg) recently moved. 

One day the boy will find an injured bird of prey that he takes care 

of and through this event changed his life. Viggo starts truant from 

school, withdraw from friends and spend more time in the woods 

at the bird. But it is also a story of human connection with nature, 

the reluctance to submit to civilization sweater, to become great 

and grown up. 
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The Monster Of Highgate Ponds (1961) 
 

A group of children befriend a monster. Young David (Michael 

Wade) promises to guard a mysterious egg which his uncle brings 

back from Malaysia. But, when a baby monster hatches, mayhem 

ensues as David struggles to keep the unruly, but friendly, 

creature from falling into the clutches of two ruthless crooks. This 

enchanting tale features brilliant animated sequences by the 

legendary Halas and Batchelor, who also produced the film, and 

was directed by the celebrated Ealing director Alberto Cavalcanti. 
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The Boy Who Turned Yellow (1972) 
 

John (13-year-old Mark Dightam) and his class go on a school trip 

to the Tower of London. While he is there he loses his pet mouse 

and vows to return and find her later. Back in school, he is not 

very attentive and falls asleep during a lesson about electricity so 

his teacher sends him home. On the 'tube' there is a sudden flash, 

and John, the train and all of the passengers turn yellow. With the 

help of Nick (short for 'Electronic') John learns about electricity, 

invades the Tower of London and saves his pet mouse... or was it a 

dream. This is the Powell & Pressburger touch applied to 

children's films. This simple children's film, made as a way of 

educating kids through "fun" means, is a small-scale, very dated 

piece of fluff that would have long ago been lost to cinema history 

if not for one very crucial element -- it was the final pairing of one of film's finest partnerships, 

director Michael Powell and writer Emeric Pressburger. After a string of cinematic marvels in the 

1940s (including The Life And Death Of Colonel Blimp, Black Narcissus, The Red Shoes, and A Matter 

Of Life And Death), their fortunes faded. They kept up their partnership as The Archers until 1957, 

made one more film together in the mid-60s (They're A Weird Mob, which is probably the least seen 

and most elusive of all their work), and then surprisingly churned this out in 1972. Anyone hoping for 

a hint of the old magic will be disappointed. This is weak on all fronts, an odd and unhappy 

concoction from a pair of geniuses who were famed for their innovation and creativity. Fans will 

want to catch it anyway, just to be able to say they've seen it, but really this is a very minor PS to a 

fabulous career which had long since hit its peak. 
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A Hitch In Time (1978) 
 

More time travelling for Patrick. I saw A Hitch In Time many years 

ago when I was younger when BBC1 screened it one afternoon 

during the children's programmes after school. It is about a 

professor with a time machine known as OSKA and is discovered 

by two children (Michael McVey) in a cave. The Professor, 

Wagstaff then sends the children through time and encounter 

several villains. Professor Wagstaff is played by Dr. Who actor 

Patrick Troughton and is joined by Sorcha Cusack and Ronnie 

Brody. A Hitch In Time is one of the Children's Film Foundation 

movies and would be good to see it again, along with others from 

this company. Problem is that they never seem to be on the telly 

now. 
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Feature Film Collection 29 
 

Home (2008) 
 

Life for an isolated rural family is upended when a major highway 

next to their property, constructed 10 years before but apparently 

abandoned, is finally opened. Have you ever found yourself 

wondering about those people who live right alongside the 

freeway - the anonymous folk whose lives we peer into briefly as 

we hurtle our way past their apartments and houses en route to 

our destinations? Well, the artists who made "Home" certainly 

have, and the answer they've come up with makes for a 

fascinating, one-of-a-kind cinematic experience that, even more 

than most movies, has to be seen to be appreciated. The family in 

"Home" leads a relatively carefree and decidedly unconventional 

lifestyle. Their house stands adjacent to an abandoned freeway, 

which they use as their own private recreation area. They also 

view bath time as a communal experience (this being Switzerland 

and all). All is going reasonably well (despite some mild familial tension here and there), until one 

day and without any warning, the roadway is reopened to traffic, shattering the family's once-

peaceful existence with the sounds of whooshing cars and honking horns, the penetrating odor of 

exhaust fumes and fossil fuels, a diminution of privacy (especially during traffic jams), and a nonstop 

assault on the senses. Even getting to the other side of the road – to school or to work – becomes a 

daily, death-defying game of chicken with speeding vehicles whose drivers have no intention of 

slowing down for bothersome and unwelcome pedestrians. This tremendously odd little film is 

obviously intended as a parable about the oppressiveness and chaos of modern life as it encroaches 

ever more forcefully onto the peace and tranquility of a rural existence. The family members 

become increasingly ill-tempered, paranoid, neurotic, even violent as the outside world inexorably 

presses its way into their once-placid lives. But far more than the characters and themes, it is the 

astonishing mise-en-scene that ultimately works its way into the viewer's psyche and that makes it 

hard not only to avert one's eyes during the course of the movie but to get back to one's own 

"reality" once it's over. Director Ursula Meier's work here is reminiscent of Luis Bunuel in one of his 

less playful moods, as she focuses on a group of everyday people trapped in a surrealistic nightmare 

from which they are unable to awaken. It is definitely a case in which the scene becomes an integral 

reflection of the psychological states of the characters. Isabelle Hupert and Olivier Gourmet play the 

parents; Madeleine Budd and 10-year-old Kacey Mottet Klein their two children; and Adelaide 

Leroux, Gourmet's nubile daughter from a previous marriage who spends most of her time 

sunbathing for the highly appreciative motorists and truckers who keep whizzing on by. Unique and 

unforgettable. 
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Des Heures Sans Sommeil (Sleepless) (1999) 
 

I'm unimpressed. Having first seen her feature film debut HOME, I'm not a fan of Ursula Meier's 

work, and this 1999 short SLEEPLESS confirms my belief that here is yet another lesser talent 

emerging on the currently impoverished European scene. Take your favorite time frame: '20s, '30s, 

'40s, '50s, '60s, what an embarrassment of riches for film buffs compared to now. Her avowed 

affection for Robert Bresson's L'ARGENT (see her lengthy, gushy interview on the DVD release of 

HOME) evidences Meier's minimalist bent, to which fellow Belgian Chantal Akerman is another 

obvious influence. Jettisoning conventional narrative for a strictly visual/ambient sound approach to 

cinema is risky for a newcomer, but she is succeeding in attracting top talent (Isabelle Huppert, Léa 

Seydoux) to her projects. Both SLEEPLESS and the later HOME have incest as a subtext -never 

explicitly part of the narrative, but hanging over the action. This is the sole point of interest for me in 

Meier's work: she uses incest not in the conventional sense but in a novel rendering of its more 

colloquial, non-sexual meaning. This overlong short (it runs about twice as long as necessary, 

approaching unearned featurette status) concerns two siblings reunited after years apart on the 

occasion of the death of their dad. Opening turns out to be the first of many tiresome flashbacks 

showing them romping (or competing) as kids out in an idyllic field, playing with daddy (who is cast 

to look more like great-granddad, for no apparent reason). The boy is a soldier, who relates he's 

been posted next to Martinique, but is planning to leave the service and settle in Lyon(s). Carrying a 

theme she would return to (in spades) in HOME, the sister is still living in their family home. Meier 

does not like to express her ideas explicitly, but prefers an expressive approach through the physical 

acting and environment, and so her casting is important. The boy is handsome (sis even states this 

out loud at one point), while the sister is androgynous, not in the Jane Birkin mode but rather 

unattractive, made more-so by an unbecoming short hairstyle. They sleep together, waiting for dad's 

funeral on the morrow. There's no sexual activity between them, but like the family that plays 

together in HOME, the viewer is quite naturally wondering. This repeated Meierian ploy annoyed me 

at first, but became evident as an extremely unsubtle way (in both films) of demonstrating a 

hermetic, harmful closeness that prevents the characters from being integrated properly with other 

people and the outside world. Perhaps all her films will use arrested development as their jumping 

off point. They bicker and go through obvious aspects of unresolved sibling rivalry, which had about 

as much thematic impact for me as the ongoing Smothers Bros. comedy routine of "Mom always 

liked you best". Open ending is typical (almost identical with HOME's finish) of Meier's "dump it in 

the audience's lap" approach to her craft. The acting is poor, not surprisingly Laurence Vielle as sis 

was nominated for an award at some no-name film festival -b.f.d. Meier is not interested in acting, 

she wants physicality (her casting of Huppert and praise for Sean Penn and Harvey Keitel shows 

where she's coming from). In HOME she utilized an eclectic, often campily nostalgic music track, 

beginning disconcertingly with a throwback wailing saxophone recording of a theme I'd heard a 

million times (as library music) in Barry Mahon's 1960s softcore sex films, such as his Lucky Kargo 

epics. Here in SLEEPLESS we get an annoying recording about a jukebox in which the femme singer's 

namedropping of Johnny Hallyday is hilariously changed in the subtitles to "Elvis Presley" (yes, we 

poor dolts in the English-speaking world are assumed to never have heard of the iconic French 

singer, even though I've seen him in so many films dating back to the '60s). Much of the music is 

electric guitar noodling, approximating what an untalented admirer of John Scofield might produce. 

While HOME was technically laudable, the sound recording in this neophyte work was obtrusively 



variable, notably in a lengthy road sequence where sis clops along noisily following her brother, until 

she takes her shoes off and squishes along behind him - distracting to the point of destroying 

whatever the director is trying to present on screen. With pre-teenage Benjamin Decol. 
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Funeral Kings (2012) 
 

Two altar boys (Dylan Hartigan & Alex Maizus) decide to play 

hooky after serving at a series of funerals. It's always a good day 

for a funeral at St. Mark's Middle School in Rhode Island. Andy & 

Charlie, two altar servers, don't just get to miss class anytime a 

parishioner kicks the bucket, they cut out early and play hooky as 

soon as the service is over. Eventually their irreverent 

personalities will put them in situations that are too big for them 

to handle. Fresh and well written, in a word: excellent. I rarely 

write film reviews but this one really deserved a positive review. I 

love originality and this film is truly original. It has a fresh feel and 

it is well written. I had no idea that some of the actors weren't 

professional. Perhaps that is what gives this film its edge. I don't 

think I can do it much more justice than reviewer "larry-411" did. 

He really nailed it. All I can say is watch it, you won't regret it. I 

must add more lines according to IMDb requirements, so let me say this: Always look at the last 

reviews of a film. IMDb often hides bad reviews at the end. I think they are getting kickbacks to put 

good studio written reviews up front to get people to watch their films. I have seen this more times 

than not. So don't be fooled. 
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My Brother's Treasure (2009) 
 

When Andy Floyd (Max McGillivray) tells his best friend that he 

found a gun, there is only one logical thing to do: shoot it. 
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The Man From Nowhere (1975) 
 

Finds determined young orphan Alice confronted by a mysterious 

black-clad man who warns her away from Tower House, where 

she has gone to stay with her great uncle, her only surviving 

relative. The man seems to know her every move and his sudden 

appearances are as alarming for the viewers as they are for Alice - 

though thankfully (against the housekeeper's advice) she has 

befriended some local ragamuffins to help her get to the bottom 

of the mystery. Orphan Alice Harvey (Sarah Hollis Andrews) arrives by train at this rural station, 

expecting to be met by someone who can escort her to Tower House, the old mansion where her 

elderly uncle George (Ronald Adam) lives, having been entrusted to take care of the girl as her sole 

living relative. But there's nobody about to greet her, and she gets into a scuffle with four urchins 

who are hanging around outside the station, not the best of receptions. Having received directions 

from the porter, she sets off down a leafy lane towards the house, but suddenly a man looms up 

from the undergrowth and frightens her. The Man from Nowhere was one of the Children's Film 

Foundation's occasional excursions into horror, which given this was meant for kids was not 

particularly horrible, though many have memories of watching this as youngsters and being scared 

by the title character, even if the final explanation owed more to Scooby-Doo than M.R. James, in 

spite of the historical setting. Although leaving out any blood or gore, there was something to be 

said for establishing a simple, spooky premise and allowing it to play out to its natural conclusion 

(rather than its supernatural conclusion), which was achieved here with some class. If anything, it 

was reminiscent of the sort of children's drama serial popular on the BBC of this decade, which was 

really no surprise since the screenwriter was John Tully who had penned adaptations of such staples 

of the British school reading curriculum as Kizzy and The Phoenix and the Carpet, among many 

others. Not only that but star Sarah Hollis Andrews had spent the year with a taste of stardom as the 

lead in a very well regarded adaptation of the classic novel The Secret Garden on television, 

therefore audiences of the day would be very familiar with the territory they were being invited to 

explore with this. That plot features our heroine terrorised by the man in black who appears 

whenever she is alone to warn her to leave the mansion, in fact, leave the entire area, else dire 

consequences would be visited upon the girl. She's vague on the details about what it is the man is 

referring to, but becomes increasingly concerned not simply because this sinister figure keeps 

threatening her, but because nobody else can see him. Whenever she goes running to tell people 

about the menace, he is nowhere to be found, which seeing as how that takes up most of the plot 

can mean repetition and monotony are pressing on the narrative, though it was such a brief film that 

it was not a major drawback. Alice, presumably named after the famous Lewis Carroll character in a 

light allusion to literature though she's probably more Pollyanna derived, is not entirely alone in her 

plight, for those urchins we saw at the beginning become her allies, with the leader Spikey (Anthony 

McCaffery) showing her around the forest and ultimately giving her the courage to take matters into 

her own hands. It's easy to feel helpless when you are being victimised, so there was an encouraging 

note of taking control of a situation which might otherwise have seemed impossible here, a positive 



message for the younger audiences even if they did feel underwhelmed by the explanation when 

they might have preferred a whiz bang denouement with magic powers and what have you. Rest 

assured, C.F.F. fans, the actual climax did feature a man falling into some water, so some traditions 

were staunchly upheld. Music by John Cameron. [This is available on DVD under the title Scary 

Stories as part of the BFI's series of Children's Film Foundation releases, along with Haunters of the 

Deep and Out of the Darkness on the same disc.]. 
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Haunters Of The Deep (1984) 
 

Takes us to Cornwall with a tale of a haunted mine. The American 

CEO of Aminco Mining Corp. wants to re-open the tin-rich 

Strangles Head Mine, despite the dire warnings of old local miner 

Captain Tregellis (Andrew Keir, who himself started his working 

life in a mine at the age of 14) whose childhood friend had lost his 

life there many years before. Warnings are ignored (there's local 

employment to think of too) and its is up to Josh, whose older 

brother has taken a job in the mine, and Becky, the CEO's 

daughter, to set aside their initial animosity and bring about a 

rescue when the mine walls begin to let in the sea. With its 

Cornish coastal setting and elements of the supernatural - 

Spriggans and Jack o'Lanterns and the ghost of young miner lost 

decades before - Haunters of the Deep makes effective use of its 

distinct local setting. A childhood scare - glad to have finally 

tracked it down. So after years and years I finally track this film down! I was dying to see how it lived 

up to my memories. I distinctly remembered the shots of the ghost boy running down the mine, 

then waiting behind two planks of wood crossed in the mineshaft, just staring out with a pale white 

face. This single shot was probably the most chilling shot of my childhood, I remember chills running 

down my spine. Watching it now, its obviously nowhere near as scary, but quite subconsciously 

strange to see the same images again. If anyone wants a copy, private message me. The story itself is 

fairly standard BCFF stuff. Its strange though that the message is pretty unclear this time around - 

there is no real moral as such (except that 'ghosts are here to help us?' or 'don't be prejudiced 

against ghosts!') There wasn't even a greed/capitalist angle in terms of wanting to profit from the 

mine. However, a massive act of irresponsibility from the captain, encouraging the two kids to 

actually follow the vague implications of a ghost not only into a mine, but into a new mine hole, 

which is totally dangerous. The captain then encourages the children to climb down a huge ladder, 

deep into the mines, simply because he thinks the ghost wants them too. Its also a bit odd that the 

ghost chooses the boy to help the trapped adults, and not just help the trapped adults direct. Oh 

well. Near a village in Cornwall there has been a tin mine for nearly a century, though it has been 

closed for some time. However, with the American boss of Aminico visiting the area, the signs are 

that the place could be reopened for business sometime soon. He has brought his daughter Becky 

(Amy Taylor) with him since he and his wife are divorced, and this represents a holiday for them 



both, though she is wondering what she can do to fill the hours when her father is exploring. That's 

when she notices young Josh (Gary Simmons) nearby, and tries to strike up a conversation. Well, 

that doesn't sound very scary does it? Ah, but bide your time and there's a ghost or three who show 

up in this, one of the latterday Children's Film Foundation works which were by this stage, the mid-

eighties, being credited to the CFTF, the "T" standing for "television", indicating the foundation was 

about to throw up its hands and give in, admitting the small screen had finally done for them once 

and for all. In truth, though it continued its business was already dwindling alarmingly, and soon the 

Conservative government would stop the Eady Levy which funded such British film projects. Another 

way you can discern the influence of the box was that not only were the kids of the eighties more 

likely to catch these on TV - Friday afternoons on Children's BBC was often where they could be 

found, actually providing a cheap filler item for cost-conscious execs - but the productions were 

looking undeniably televisual as well. Indeed, with Haunters of the Deep's concentration on 

educating the viewer about the Cornish mining industry it could easily have been mistaken for one of 

those serials made for schools programming that would not appear out of place on something like 

Look and Read. All it needed were various interruptions to teach you how to spell selected words 

with the help of a song and this would have slotted very neatly into the school day, as it probably did 

anyway as the kids were invited to gather around the television trolley with its newfangled video 

recorder and watch a proper movie, then try to mask their disappointment that it wasn't Return of 

the Jedi or something with a decent effects budget. What this had in that vein were some 

superimpositions, model work for the mines when the ocean threatens to intrude, and a mist 

machine for the appearance of the ghostly boy who shows the two kids the way to save the day. 

Why do they need to save the day? It's all to do with what the crusty old gent Captain Tregellis 

(Andrew Keir) warns the mining company about, that basically the pit is the entrance to Hell itself 

and all Satan's fearful minions will spew forth should it be reopened. OK, he doesn't quite put it in so 

many words, but he does catch the interest of the two kids (was one an American in a desperate bid 

to appeal to overseas audiences, or was it down to Hollywood product being so prevalent and 

therefore desirable to the young audience so they could be attracted by association?) and they 

follow and ask him what he means. The Captain can recall when the Strangles Head (that's what it's 

called!) was closed down last time, and just knows in his bones to start up production again is bad 

news, which is entirely correct as Amy's dad and Josh's brother get trapped in a cave-in from which 

the ghost acts as a guide to rescue them. If you saw this as a child, you will have fond memories, but 

the C.F.F. was noticeably running out of steam by now. Music by Ed Welch. [This is available on DVD 

under the title Scary Stories as part of the BFI's series of Children's Film Foundation releases, along 

with The Man from Nowhere and Out of the Darkness on the same disc.]. 
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Out Of The Darkness (1985) 
 

In an English village, three youths see the spirit of a child who died 

in a 17th-century plague epidemic. They decide to learn about the 

town's history to find out how they can help set the child's ghost 

free. John Krish's Out of the Darkness takes us to a Derbyshire 

village, where a clairvoyant child is called upon by the ghost of an 

outcast 'plague boy' to lay his troubled spirit to rest. Inspired by 

the history of the plague village of Eyam, whose villagers isolated 

themselves in 1665 to prevent the spread of the disease, the film - 

typically for Krish - introduces notes that resonate more widely and darkly, such as the feral nature 

of mob mentality and the continuation of patterns of fear through the ages. As the young boy in the 

present age goes to 'the other side of the mist' and finds himself hounded into the hills in the way 

that another young boy had been centuries before, a present-day incarnation of the village mob 

assembles. A True story worth every minute. Saw this film when I was about 14 (now 25), and it's 

never left my memory. Excellent movie and adaptation of the true story about the Village of Eyam in 

Derbyshire which was hit by the plague. The way the film was made, was of a typical English village 

where you can really feel the film coming alive. At times it felt quite scary, when the ghost is first 

seen, and when one of the 3 kids gets lost in the woods and has to run through the graveyard. I'd 

love to watch this film again, but I'm having difficulty finding it. That's how great I thought it was. 

Highly recommended to anyone. Tom (Gary Halliday) is holidaying with his best friend Mike (Michael 

Flowers) and his sister Penny (Emma Ingham) and Mike and Penny's mother Mrs. Neil (Jenny Tarren) 

who has taken them to an isolated village in Derbyshire where a cottage is available. The estate 

agent goes to greet them and hand over the keys, but he is met there by an unexpected guest, Julian 

Reid (Michael Carter) who is in the area to trace his roots. What Reid asks the estate agent is very 

pertinent: will he tell the Neils and Tom about the history of this place? For the village has a very 

dark past, centred around the Black Death of centuries before. Out of the Darkness was one of the 

last Children's Film Foundation movies as soon the government stopped making provision for them 

and the effort was allowed to dwindle into near-nothingness, with only the very occasional return to 

the nation's cinema screens. More likely this example would have been seen in schools or on 

television which were fast becoming the foundation's accustomed home, though even then its days 

were numbered as a regular part of British kids' media experiences, and soon its productions were 

relegated to nostalgic memories rather than a useful part of the nation's film industry. Whereas 

there was a more civic duty tone to much of those works for the majority of them, by the time the 

eighties came around there was a move towards education, as if the bosses were saying, these 

aren't simply pieces of fluff you know, they have worth outside entertainment. So it was that here a 

lengthy sequence showing a schoolteacher giving a talk in a small museum about the plague, its 

place in history and how it travelled, borne by rats. Otherwise, the plot concentrated on the effects 

of social paranoia brought about by the disaster, which is at the heart of the terrible secret the 

children uncover through their adventures. This is triggered by the appearance of a ghost which at 

first only Tom can see - or hear, as the initial visit to the cottage has him pressing his ear up against a 

wall and listening to sounds of a commotion which took place far in the past. Next thing you know, 

they have moved in and it all goes a bit Salem's Lot as when in bed at night Tom looks over at the 

window and catches sight of a ghost of a boy floating just outside, a bell around his neck chiming. 



Naturally, he has trouble convincing Mike or Penny (especially Mike) about this, until Penny has a 

vision of her own and soon they are trying to uncover just what the community there are so guilty 

about, which is much as you'd expect as it turns out. Director John Krish was a veteran of not only 

cinema features but public information films as well, and his most famous entry in that vein was The 

Finishing Line, which detailed a sports day held on a railway line to warn children about the dangers 

of playing there. Nothing so horrific here, rest assured, although watch this at a tender age and it 

might have stayed with you for its simple chills, most of which are concerned with the hazy link 

between past and present, the middle ground being occupied by a mysterious mist through which 

Tom and Penny experience the events which have brought back the ghost boy in an attempt to 

achieve justice, or at least satisfaction. Pausing to note the C.F.F. were moving with the times, 

however slightly, by making Mrs. Neil an apparent single mother, most of this unfolded with a 

sensible approach, even the scary bits, though you had to wonder about the sense of leaving the 

kids with Reid when he practically gets them into trouble at the end - plus he was Bib Fortuna, and 

we know whose company he kept. Music by Ed Welch. [This is available on DVD under the title Scary 

Stories as part of the BFI's series of Children's Film Foundation releases, along with The Man from 

Nowhere and Haunters of the Deep on the same disc.]. 
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Hawaii Calls (1938) 
 

After being nabbed while trying to stow away on board an ocean 

liner en route to Hawaii, 11-year-old Bobby Breen sings for his 

travel fare and, along with sidekick Pua, turns detective to recover 

stolen naval documents from crooks. A younger, cuter Bobby than 

seen in the already available 'ESCAPE TO PARADISE', so all due 

thanks to the Perlinger Archive. Caught up, as usual, in a paper-

thin storyline, Master Breen continues to cope well enough to 

emerge as that rare commodity, a likable moppet who fills his role 

in a delightfully natural way. A pre-Pearl Harbor Japanese bad guy 

is as tense as the drama ever gets but there are a couple of decent 

songs which almost survive the IL' missing frame caper. One thing 

about the Breen movies, money and time WERE spent on the 

musical side of things - and it shows. Despite this, the Archive is 

doing more to keep the 30's and alive than any other single source 

so, as an important part of that decade, this earns its place on any 

30's listing. 
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Way Down South (1939) 
 

In the pre-Civil War South, a plantation owner dies and leaves all 

his possessions, including his slaves, to his young son (12-year-old 

Bobby Breen). While the deceased treated his slaves decently, his 

corrupt executor abuses them unmercifully, beating them without 

provocation, and he is planning to sell off the father'e estate--

including the slaves--at the earliest opportunity so he and his 

mistress can steal the money and move to France. The young boy 

doesn't want to sell his father's estate or break up an of the slave 

families, and he has to find someone to help him thwart the 

crooked executor's plans. A Little History Lesson. The modern idea 

that the antebellum South was made up of Simon Legrees and 

mistreated slaves is balanced by this story of a plantation owner 

and his son whose loving and familial relations with the servants 

led the servants to love their work and their master. This was dramatised for the movie, but is not 

unlike many of the working relationships that existed at the time. One sees a love between men and 

women of different races that is not very evident today. This movie is a rare gem of nostalgia, 



presenting a story that is uncomfortable for many today who want the story to be that blacks and 

whites have always hated each other. That has not always been so, and I pray that this kind of loving 

respect (not slavery) would return to our land; that men and women of every race and station would 

show respect one to another and not succumb to the modern idea that they must resent who they 

are and feel like victims. The cane harvest party hosted by the plantation owner and enjoyed by the 

owner and workers was quite common in the South. Good movie. Great singing! 
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The Addams Family (1991) 
 

Con artists plan to fleece the eccentric family using an accomplice 

who claims to be their long lost Uncle Fester. With 11-year-old 

Jimmy Workman. The Addams step out of Charles Addams' 

cartoons. They live with all of the trappings of the macabre 

(including a detached hand for a servant) and are quite wealthy. 

Added to this mix is a crooked accountant and his loan shark and a 

plot to slip in the shark's son into the family as their long lost 

Uncle Fester. Can the false Fester find his way into the vault 

before he is discovered? Stunning performances all round. The 

Addams Family are one of the more recognisable families in TV 

history. With that in mind, let's skip the introductions and get 

straight to the chase. The performances in this movie are superb. 

It's a black, black comedy, and as such, it requires a certain kind of 

actor. The kind who has the right look, the perfect comedic timing, 

and the ability to deliver lines so deadpan it almost hurts. Raul 

Julia, Anjelica Huston, and a young Christina Ricci somehow ALL 

manage to deliver. They're truly a delight to watch, delivering the 

most macabre lines without even coming close to cracking a smile, 

yet having me in stitches every time. Even Christopher Lloyd, playing a far more energetic character, 

manages to bring in a maniacal edge to the performance. I don't think there's an actor in the movie 

who doesn't understand the role they play. The script is great material for them to work with too, 

extremely witty, rarely if ever falling on it's face, and complemented with some fantastic sets. And 

let's not forget the music. From the legendary theme tune, to the harpsichord jingles accompanying 

the visual gags, to the booming organs during the heavier moments, it's spot-on. The whole movie 

works as one to capture *THE* Addams atmosphere, macabre as it's ever been. Sure, there's a plot 

too, but while it drives the movie on, you'd watch this movie for the wonderful theme, not for an 

intriguing plotline. It's a classic, and you're doing yourself a disservice if you haven't seen it, or if you 

think you're too sensible for this kind of movie 
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Addams Family Values (1993) 
 

A comical Gothic horror-movie-type family tries to rescue their 

beloved uncle from his gold-digging new love. On any day of the 

week, you could expect a newborn baby to be nurtured and loved 

by his older sister. Except, of course, if it's Wednesday. Pubert is 

the latest addition to the Addams family and, to prevent sibling 

rivalry escalating to fratricide, Wednesday and Pugsley (13-year-

old Jimmy Workman) are shipped off to summer camp and a 

nanny is hired. Debby Jellinsky is great with wrinkling baldies, 

which makes her the perfect nanny for Pubert and the unlikely 

wife of Uncle Fester. The question is..."Is she grave-digging or 

gold-digging?" No longer rehashing old material, they're even 

funnier this time. One of my favorite films. Paul Rudnick clearly 

had a field day writing this screenplay. As odd as it may seem, this 

sequel is in many ways superior to its predecessor. The first had to 

spend much of its time introducing the Family--and, just as importantly, paying (totally justified) 

homage to Charles Addams' brilliant cartoons and to the old television series. As a result, the plot 

felt forced, as if it had been the best way the writers could think of to showcase all the source 

material. In the end, one left the theater feeling that the movie had been 'about' the old sight gags. 

And then there was the totally shameless product placement...but I digress. Addams Family Values, 

on the other hand, gets to be more playful. Because we all know who we're dealing with by now, we 

don't have to spend nearly so much time introducing the family and their skewed universe. Instead, 

the characters get more of a chance to develop as they glide blithely through a fuller, more cohesive 

story. Paul Rudnick's screenplay is masterful--you'll be quoting from it for weeks. Raul Julia and 

Anjelica Huston are particularly marvelous as one of the most genuinely loving, passionate couples 

you've seen in ages. In a weird sort of way. That dance number! Morticia's ever-present shaft of 

light! Christina Ricci as the sublime Wednesday! Joan Cusack, unhinged! A split-second cameo by 

Charles Busch! Oh, rapture. I could go on and on, but I'm running out of superlatives. Suffice it to say 

that this movie is well worth your time 
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Ratcatcher (1999) 

 

Glasgow, summer, 1973. Dustmen are striking; bags of garbage 

add to the blight of council flats and a fetid canal. Ryan (Thomas 

McTaggart), who's about 12-years-old, drowns during a play fight 

with his neighbor, the jug-eared James (William Eadie). James 

runs home, a flat where he lives with his often-drunk da, his ma, 

and sisters, who live in hope of moving to newly-built council 

flats. The slice-of-life, coming-of-age story follows James as he 

tags along with the older lads; has a friendship with his quirky wee 

rodent-loving neighbor, Kenny (John Miller); spends time with 

Margaret Anne, myopic, slightly older, the local sexual punching 

bag; and, has a moment or two of joy. The strike may end, but is 

there any way out for James? Well Worth Watching. Who are 

these people saying that RATCATCHER is "pretentious art-house 

crap"?? I suppose what they want is just good IL' downhome 

Hollywood swill? Don't they pay any attention at all to things like lovely cinematography, fine 

writing, and careful pacing? RATCATCHER is a beautiful movie, though hard to watch because of the 

desperate conditions of its main characters. It's full of worrisome situations and a complicated 

storyline that sticks with you for days. It has qualities of both compression and mystery, much like 

well-crafted poetry has compared to prose. Don't believe the whiners about this movie - it's NOT 

pretentious, it's inclusive and generous, and though it doesn't provide us with an easy let's-have-

popcorn-and-watch-Schwarzenegger-blow-things-up kind of entertainment, it's well-crafted, well-

written, beautifully shot, and worth watching and thinking about. A very powerful movie which will 

stick with you for a long time. I saw this movie recently at a special Student premiere in Leicester 

Square in London. I'd read a few reviews from various magazines about the movie and its lack of 

Narrative structure, but from watching the first 5 minutes, I knew this was something special. This 

has to be one of the most powerful British Movies ever made. The acting is superb, the whole cast is 

brilliant especially the children. Lynn Ramsey directs her feature debut with confidence and 

professional ability, and the result is stunning. The Narrative does give way slightly after the 

"accident" and the movie seems to forget about that fateful day on the canal, it seems to drift a 

little, but this, as I found out afterwards was on purpose. The movie was originally envisaged as 20 

short stories which came into one, and it was also designed so the audience would always have this 

event in the back of their minds throughout the movie and whenever something relevant happened 

you were instantly reminded of it. Their are a few minor controversial scenes in the movie which 

some members of the audience did not agree with and others simply laughed off - I was not 

bothered about the main controversial scene but could see and hear that some people were 

offended. The setting of Glasgow in the late 1970s is well represented, and set around the dustbin 

men strike of '76. The atmosphere of living in a disease ridden place like this with rubbish piling up 

on every corner is almost tangible. The balance between bleakness and humour is never crossed too 

far either side. The subject matter is very depressing and humour was therefore injected in places 



(such as the rat on the moon sequence) to lighten up the audience and not have them leaving the 

cinema depressed. This movie is a real stunner, don't be fooled by reviews and magazines saying 

otherwise go and see this movie at the first possible chance. You will not be disappointed. 
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Small Deaths (1996) 
 

Lynn Ramsay's first. Promising short feature, made by Lynne 

Ramsay as her graduation movie from film school. It covers 3 

events in a girl's life. The first shows her as a very young girl 

watching her father get ready to go out for a night. In the second 

segment she's a teenager who witnesses a nasty incidence 

involving a cow. While in the third she's a young adult who goes 

to a creepy building with her boyfriend. He goes upstairs, leaving 

her to fidget nervously below. But then he calls to her ... Dark, 

intimate snippets of everyday life, lovingly captured. An 

impressive debut by the director of Ratcatcher. This immediately 

establishes the mood, focus and ambition of her later work. It 

won a prize at Cannes. With Thomas Mullen, Ryan Rafferty, Billy 

Fitzpatrick, Andrew Rae, Steven O'Rourke, Stevan Brennan & 

Steven Laden. 
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Kill The Day (2000) 
 

Impressive short. A junkie breaks into a locker and steals a bag, to 

get money for drugs. Later we see him in prison. He seems like a 

loner. Guards taunt him and try to make him lose his temper, so 

that he will be denied parole. When he's released, he tries to go 

straight. Interspersed with these scenes are flashbacks of his 

younger life. Ramsay's second short film is similar in structure to 

her first. There are long time lapses between the scenes shown, 

and we learn nothing about what happens during that time. But 

it's a more ambitious piece, and works more as a whole. It tells a 

small, intimate, powerful story, and the final scene makes a big 

impression. Another step forward for Ramsay. Definitely worth 

seeing if you can catch it. With Robert McEwan, Andrew Barton & 

Stevan Brennan. 
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Gasman (1998) 
 

It's the Christmas season. With her mom's help, Lynne, a girl of 

perhaps 8-years-old, dresses up; her younger brother Steven 

(Martin Anderson) plays with a toy car. The children leave with 

their dad, who's affectionate with them. They walk down a 

railroad track where an unkempt woman waits with two children 

(Robert McEwan), about the same age as Lynne and Steven. The 

children go with them. They're all headed to a holiday party at a 

pub. Lynne notices that the girl acts all too familiar with her dad. 

What's going on? I like it, but I'm like that. Gasman is a proper 

short film - little plot, none of it told explicitly, but a larger story 

going on around the camera. Like most of Lynne Ramsey's stuff 

(Ratcatcher being the best and most enjoyable example, because 

it isn't a short) it feels like and probably is 1970s/80s East-end 

Glasgow, the struggling classes and a fairly grim outlook, but you see the little sparks of interest in 

real lives, and being a small story told very much from a child's point of view, it's much more 

hopeful, interesting and happy than it could have been. The characters, so few, and so little seen in 

the short still have immense believability and completeness. Most people will find this dull, but if 

you're the kind of person who knows how to get hold of a copy, you're probably the type of person 

who'd enjoy it. Arty, but not impenetrable, simple but thought-provoking. 
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Abel, Twój Brat (Abel, Your Brother)  (1970) 
 

Karol (11-year-old Filip Lobodzinski) is a newcomer to the class 

and instantly called "sissy". He makes himself disliked by 

correcting his classmates and eating sandwiches, while everybody 

else eats dry bread and onions. He tries to make friends with class 

bully called Balon, and eventually succeeds. The group uses him to 

steal lollipops and later for an assault on a small child. The victim's 

mother seeks out the responsible and Karol is identified. He 

eventually confesses to his mother and names his accomplices. 

Branded now as a "squealer" he is avoided by his former friends. 

During a concert Karol collapses and is carried off. 
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Meska Sprawa (A Man Thing) (2001) 
 

13-year-old Bartek (14-year-old Bartosz Idczak) tries desperately 

to hide the fact that his father beats him. Lonely and with no 

support from his mother or his school, tyrannised by his soccer 

coach, the boy finds his only friend in an old dying stray dog. This 

is a short film about child abuse. The child actor is very engaging, 

extremely natural, very well led by the director. The 

cinematography gives everything a grimy, realistic, post-

communist bleakness. Kudos to the director for keeping 

everything tight and lean. Whether the film could be more 

uplifting is a question of taste. Polish cinema isn't exactly known 

for it's light touch so don't expect a happy ending. The only real 

problem with the story is that it's not very original. In fact, it looks 

like a compressed version of "Kes" with dogs subsituted for birds. I 

guess if you haven't seen that Ken Loach film it won't matter but 

this fact stuck out for me. 
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Infancia Clandestina (Clandestine Childhood) (2011) 
 

Juan (Teo Gutiérrez Moreno) lives in clandestinity. Just like his 

mum, his dad and his adored uncle Beto, outside his home he has 

another name. At school, Juan is known as Ernesto. And he meets 

María, who only has one name. Based on true facts, set in the 

Argentina of 1979, this film is "one about love". Benjamín Ávila 

delivers unique perspective on Argentine dictatorship of 70's. The 

movie is an emotional journey that takes its spectators to 

Argentina's military dictatorship of 1970's. Juan is a boy who 

struggles with his double identity he obtained for security 

purposes, as his parents are involved in combat against the 

regime. Ávila's script collaboration with Müller brings an amazing 

story that balances between fear of being discovered by military 

and love in the family, and consequently love of Juan and his 

classmate María. Altogether with the script, the movie has 

absolutely engaging music, art direction and cinematography. Ávila's way of filming brings attention 

to every single detail and delivers unified piece of cinematographic art. Actor Teo Gutiérrez Moreno 

is absolutely superb in his performance of the young boy and his life's struggle. Actress Natalia 

Oreiro delivers thrilling performance of revolutionary fighter and proves that she can portray a 

character that is as gentle as a mother to her son, as well as someone determined to fight the 

military regime. Moreover, actor Ernesto Alterio brings moments of humor into the story as his well-

written character of uncle Beto. The story is based on true events and the love the director 

dedicated to this movie can be felt in every single second. This outstanding movie will touch not only 

those familiar with Argentine regime of 70's, yet it will find its way to hearts of many cinema lovers 

too. 
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Veo Veo (I See, I See) (2011) 
 

Argentina, 1977. A class project leads 8-year-old Juancho to 

discover the shocking truth behind his father's two year absence. 

This short film was the basis for Infancia Clandestina (Clandestine 

Childhood). 
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Min Dit: The Children Of Diyarbakir (Before Your Eyes) (2009) 
 

Diyarbakir, in the late nineties: Two young Kurdish children 

(Muhammed Al) are forced to live on the street after their parents 

have been murdered by a member of a secret state security force. 

10-year old Gulistan and her younger brother Firat live happily 

with their parents in Diyarbakir, the heart of Turkish Kurdistan. 

Tragedy strikes when their mother and father are shot down by 

paramilitary gunmen before their eyes. Traumatised and 

orphaned, Gulistan, Firat and their infant sister are placed in the 

care of their young, politically-active aunt Yekbun who soon 

disappears without a trace. As days turn into weeks, the money 

that their aunt left them runs out. Eventually, the children have to 

fend for themselves on the streets, where one day, Gulistan is 

shocked to come across the murderer of her parents. I wish I 

could have loved it more. An admirable film, both in intent and 

execution, but one which somehow never had the devastating impact it's tragic story would seem to 

deserve. Part of a long line of films showing the incredible hardships kids who are orphaned and left 

to the streets face (e.g. 'Pixote') in this case there is a powerful political facet as well. A middle- class 

Kurdish journalist and his wife are gunned down in front of their young children (a boy, a girl and an 

infant) by Turkish paramilitary troops seemingly bent on silencing political opposition. The children 

are left to fend for themselves, ending up out on the street before long. They are ignored by most 

before finally settling in with some other street kids, and a prostitute who treats the young girl with 

kindness. This leads to a plot twist I won't give away here, but one with considerable punch. So why 

wasn't I more blown away by this well-meaning film? I think it's because I felt a sense of slickness 

and manipulation. The film is shot with a certain reserve. Instead of hand-held camera, or a feeling 

of verite, there's a distance in the pretty, but almost Hollywood like cinematography. Unlike 'Pixote' 

or DeSica's best work, I could feel the strings being pulled, and so found my heart resisting. Also, 

while the 10 year old Senay Orak is truly amazing as the sister, much of the other acting in the film 

feels stiff and unnatural. I was always aware I was watching a movie, not real life. I feel awful not 

loving the film more. It's heart is surely in the right place in bringing a tragic social and political 

situation to light. I wish it could have moved me to the tears it seemed trying so hard – too hard – to 

do. None-the-less, it's good enough that I would urge people to see it and judge for themselves. 
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Bende Sira (It's My Turn) (2007) 
 

Five boys in Istanbul use a rhyming game to determine which boy 

gets their combined funds to go to the movie theater that day, as 

they are too poor to all go. The other boys wait for the lucky one 



to return to tell them the story of movie, with attendant gestures and sound affects. A sweet story, 

with a lovely ending. 
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2845, 2856, 2870, 2871, 2919, 2935, 2940, 2972, 3031, 3039, 3040, 3092, 3097, 3102, 3109, 3168, 3171, 3173, 3186, 

3205, 3210, 3211, 3240, 3255, 3256, 3265, 3271, 3272, 3273, 3274, 3282, 3303, 3311, 3313, 3332, 3358, 3360, 3364, 

3382, 3391, 3399, 3412, 3414, 3426, 3441, 3442, 3446, 3478, 3487, 3509, 3528, 3559, 3563, 3571, 3583, 3591, 3593, 

3602, 3603, 3633, 3635, 3695, 3717, 3727, 3741, 3777, 3778, 3834, 3857, 3869, 3881, 3921, 3963, 3964, 3970, 4021, 



4046, 4064, 4084, 4087, 4135, 4180, 4203, 4216, 4219, 4229, 4252, 4260, 4288, 4292, 4334, 4335, 4349, 4359, 4383, 

4409, 4410, 4414, 4419, 4451, 4473, 4517, 4529, 4548, 4549, 4557, 4558, 4648, 4657, 4669, 4670, 4714, 4722, 4724, 

4751, 4767, 4794, 4796, 4798, 4825, 4870, 4872, 4891, 4895, 4900, 4905, 4933, 4945, 4952, 4954, 4977, 4979, 5004, 

5012, 5014, 5028, 5051, 5058, 5066, 5104, 5128, 5154, 5163, 5169, 5170, 5201, 5204, 5209, 5214, 5218, 5246, 5250, 

5279, 5312, 5328, 5330, 5334, 5349, 5361, 5397, 5402, 5408, 5420, 5421, 5428, 5433, 5435, 5457, 5473, 5476, 5490, 

5500, 5502, 5526, 5542, 5561, 5568, 5597, 5609, 5660, 5673, 5703, 5715, 5716, 5717, 5727, 5728, 5771, 5795, 5796, 

5797, 5801, 5810, 5855, 5859, 5870, 5878, 5890, 5911, 5953, 6067, 6113, 6122, 6163, 6165, 6184, 6186, 6188, 6194, 

6195, 6196, 6200, 6215, 6217, 6226, 6237, 6261, 6282, 6289 

12-years-old: 238, 243, 245, 265, 283, 298, 325, 352, 365, 368, 376, 383, 391, 395, 405, 410, 416, 421, 423, 433, 470, 

501, 512, 519, 544, 550, 555, 561, 570, 575, 582, 587, 589, 601, 608, 610, 647, 649, 657, 672, 673, 686, 687, 713, 714, 

715, 718, 726, 731, 743, 759, 761, 765, 766, 773, 786, 787, 794, 795, 801, 803, 809, 820, 846, 851, 854, 856, 859, 861, 

864, 872, 890, 891, 901, 920, 925, 1066, 1105, 1138, 1169, 1170, 1233, 1243, 1250, 1259, 1260, 1268, 1284, 1297, 

1299, 1317, 1322, 1335, 1339, 1372, 1386, 1395, 1412, 1454, 1468, 1469, 1477, 1480, 1506, 1516, 1534, 1537, 1539, 

1549, 1567, 1570, 1593, 1602, 1607, 1616, 1624, 1643, 1677, 1679, 1699, 1707, 1725, 1734, 1740, 1747, 1761, 1766, 

1768, 1794, 1809, 1819, 1853, 1884, 1890, 1945, 1956, 1958, 1960, 1961, 1963, 2017, 2072, 2073, 2093, 2134, 2137, 

2179, 2196, 2253, 2255, 2272, 2284, 2300, 2302, 2312, 2313, 2315, 2318, 2351, 2352, 2379, 2380, 2387, 2398, 2413, 

2415, 2419, 2425, 2443, 2451, 2485, 2487, 2496, 2510, 2520, 2523, 2530, 2557, 2561, 2565, 2579, 2589, 2607, 2658, 

2662, 2664, 2667, 2672, 2689, 2697, 2700, 2707, 2708, 2714, 2726, 2763, 2769, 2787, 2805, 2826, 2829, 2840, 2846, 

2891, 2901, 2907, 2916, 2920, 2923, 2926, 2930, 2942, 2945, 2954, 2955, 2958, 2961, 2978, 3024, 3035, 3045, 3074, 

3081, 3108, 3114, 3120, 3125, 3148, 3168, 3179, 3182, 3183, 3185, 3186, 3210, 3220, 3237, 3262, 3274, 3275, 3276, 

3277, 3278, 3284, 3291, 3293, 3305, 3308, 3314, 3332, 3342, 3345, 3349, 3364, 3382, 3395, 3400, 3404, 3424, 3446, 

3450, 3460, 3468, 3491, 3502, 3526, 3527, 3545, 3550, 3551, 3558, 3564, 3588, 3593, 3603, 3622, 3625, 3626, 3680, 

3697, 3704, 3724, 3737, 3739, 3744, 3756, 3764, 3774, 3791, 3795, 3801, 3811, 3820, 3834, 3835, 3847, 3853, 3862, 

3865, 3869, 3875, 3877, 3884, 3894, 3903, 3904, 3933, 3938, 3944, 3954, 3971, 3972, 3975, 3979, 3986, 4002, 4007, 

4014, 4021, 4027, 4040, 4046, 4047, 4067, 4071, 4073, 4086, 4098, 4104, 4109, 4121, 4130, 4131, 4140, 4142, 4174, 

4179, 4200, 4206, 4222, 4228, 4229, 4233, 4236, 4242, 4260, 4266, 4291, 4311, 4317, 4329, 4354, 4358, 4362, 4367, 

4368, 4373, 4379, 4389, 4422, 4446, 4460, 4481, 4483, 4484, 4494, 4501, 4528, 4543, 4549, 4551, 4556, 4560, 4584, 

4595, 4599, 4621, 4657, 4666, 4667, 4670, 4693, 4702, 4723, 4756, 4808, 4818, 4832, 4834, 4836, 4878, 4881, 4882, 

4896, 4899, 4923, 4926, 4932, 4939, 4941, 4944, 4976, 4977, 4978, 5021, 5024, 5025, 5031, 5032, 5034, 5036, 5038, 

5066, 5088, 5096, 5101, 5114, 5123, 5131, 5132, 5170, 5176, 5181, 5193, 5212, 5226, 5248, 5255, 5259, 5263, 5295, 

5327, 5394, 5404, 5447, 5483, 5500, 5501, 5502, 5512, 5514, 5540, 5552, 5566, 5580, 5583, 5596, 5623, 5627, 5650, 

5673, 5674, 5729, 5741, 5754, 5756, 5777, 5792, 5797, 5798, 5801, 5808, 5813, 5840, 5842, 5860, 5868, 5876, 5879, 

5881, 5899, 5925, 5953, 5960, 5965, 5968, 5973, 6044, 6046, 6052, 6107, 6118, 6119, 6132, 6157, 6182, 6184, 6194, 

6195, 6198, 6217, 6218, 6226, 6230, 6237, 6260, 6265, 6282, 6286 

13-years-old: 229, 242, 247, 264, 271, 280, 311, 315, 336, 344, 361, 362, 365, 368, 374, 376, 377, 380, 383, 386, 391, 

396, 398, 415, 424, 443, 451, 461, 464, 480, 489, 502, 507, 510, 533, 539, 543, 546, 587, 589, 610, 616, 625, 657, 660, 

705, 708, 711, 713, 721, 727, 735, 738, 751, 762, 771, 773, 784, 786, 811, 813, 842, 849, 854, 855, 857, 861, 872, 883, 

890, 892, 905, 936, 1052, 1081, 1084, 1105, 1110, 1111, 1148, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1191, 1193, 

1211, 1212, 1228, 1251, 1252, 1259, 1296, 1297, 1356, 1366, 1372, 1378, 1387, 1396, 1400, 1442, 1454, 1469, 1480, 

1517, 1533, 1536, 1548, 1550, 1557, 1566, 1572, 1610, 1643, 1677, 1694, 1699, 1703, 1718, 1747, 1753, 1875, 1883, 

1886, 1888, 1945, 1958, 1963, 1964, 1970, 1993, 2000, 2017, 2028, 2032, 2066, 2075, 2118, 2233, 2253, 2259, 2277, 

2284, 2329, 2348, 2366, 2380, 2396, 2413, 2424, 2429, 2443, 2462, 2473, 2474, 2479, 2506, 2518, 2519, 2520, 2529, 

2562, 2581, 2629, 2633, 2638, 2648, 2653, 2654, 2669, 2677, 2679, 2708, 2726, 2729, 2737, 2740, 2760, 2769, 2787, 

2794, 2809, 2812, 2822, 2841, 2846, 2848, 2856, 2859, 2860, 2869, 2870, 2890, 2897, 2923, 2934, 2938, 2947, 2952, 

2958, 2976, 3008, 3019, 3023, 3075, 3082, 3084, 3092, 3108, 3114, 3122, 3142, 3151, 3156, 3163, 3171, 3173, 3182, 

3186, 3187, 3188, 3208, 3228, 3279, 3280, 3285, 3286, 3287, 3308, 3311, 3315, 3317, 3334, 3349, 3399, 3404, 3424, 

3440, 3443, 3448, 3451, 3455, 3469, 3472, 3477, 3506, 3511, 3512, 3533, 3545, 3546, 3558, 3578, 3581, 3593, 3651, 

3669, 3682, 3683, 3711, 3723, 3725, 3739, 3757, 3787, 3788, 3789, 3790, 3795, 3803, 3812, 3820, 3827, 3845, 3851, 

3870, 3873, 3882, 3884, 3887, 3894, 3903, 3921, 3936, 3942, 3943, 3996, 4026, 4035, 4067, 4069, 4073, 4093, 4096, 

4104, 4108, 4128, 4133, 4140, 4144, 4174, 4181, 4184, 4193, 4204, 4206, 4217, 4219, 4260, 4275, 4317, 4329, 4330, 

4334, 4359, 4365, 4366, 4377, 4387, 4390, 4436, 4475, 4485, 4499, 4510, 4512, 4520, 4551, 4558, 4559, 4565, 4573, 

4582, 4621, 4657, 4677, 4695, 4699, 4702, 4709, 4711, 4725, 4775, 4794, 4825, 4845, 4863, 4878, 4940, 4941, 4952, 

4954, 4956, 4976, 4977, 4978, 5005, 5023, 5031, 5035, 5065, 5066, 5097, 5107, 5131, 5133, 5147, 5148, 5156, 5165, 

5169, 5199, 5212, 5224, 5225, 5244, 5256, 5272, 5279, 5281, 5282, 5283, 5286, 5321, 5325, 5333, 5361, 5363, 5380, 

5404, 5408, 5411, 5417, 5440, 5449, 5455, 5457, 5466, 5477, 5484, 5492, 5496, 5500, 5501, 5502, 5505, 5516, 5523, 



5538, 5563, 5564, 5566, 5569, 5599, 5600, 5605, 5610, 5625, 5633, 5661, 5676, 5685, 5693, 5697, 5703, 5714, 5719, 

5771, 5782, 5804, 5837, 5840, 5859, 5861, 5874, 5891, 5892, 5896, 5897, 5899, 5906, 5942, 5962, 5965, 5992, 6046, 

6056, 6066, 6075, 6080, 6113, 6114, 6132, 6133, 6140, 6146, 6159, 6165, 6181, 6186, 6187, 6199, 6200, 6209, 6214, 

6217, 6226, 6227, 6237, 6238, 6253, 6257, 6258, 6260, 6261, 6269, 6271, 6289 

14-years-old: 232, 239, 255, 276, 278, 287, 294, 298, 310, 336, 353, 368, 374, 393, 416, 421, 424, 433, 447, 451, 471, 

472, 477, 489, 497, 501, 507, 508, 509, 525, 542, 553, 555, 573, 574, 586, 587, 623, 656, 661, 669, 687, 712, 731, 738, 

773, 775, 784, 802, 807, 820, 831, 832, 845, 848, 854, 871, 872, 889, 892, 895, 933, 937, 1058, 1071, 1093, 1097, 

1106, 1108, 1210, 1261, 1273, 1276, 1291, 1304, 1320, 1323, 1328, 1331, 1366, 1379, 1397, 1400, 1404, 1455, 1475, 

1477, 1480, 1505, 1566, 1592, 1593, 1600, 1631, 1665, 1677, 1678, 1679, 1680, 1716, 1755, 1809, 1831, 1842, 1867, 

1889, 1891, 1916, 1937, 1956, 1961, 1962, 1966, 1981, 2025, 2046, 2076, 2107, 2118, 2203, 2214, 2215, 2275, 2300, 

2413, 2424, 2434, 2463, 2478, 2484, 2496, 2510, 2523, 2548, 2576, 2577, 2579, 2593, 2595, 2627, 2648, 2664, 2666, 

2670, 2692, 2726, 2737, 2814, 2821, 2831, 2881, 2887, 2926, 2986, 3012, 3019, 3037, 3050, 3090, 3097, 3128, 3148, 

3154, 3188, 3210, 3212, 3220, 3250, 3281, 3282, 3288, 3289, 3309, 3312, 3323, 3330, 3332, 3340, 3343, 3400, 3421, 

3438, 3451, 3466, 3469, 3477, 3488, 3500, 3503, 3509, 3511, 3522, 3527, 3556, 3576, 3581, 3583, 3588, 3599, 3606, 

3607, 3686, 3692, 3710, 3722, 3737, 3760, 3781, 3785, 3799, 3800, 3818, 3839, 3853, 3857, 3875, 3880, 3884, 3901, 

3904, 3918, 3928, 3930, 3936, 3941, 3946, 3979, 3988, 4002, 4007, 4014, 4016, 4019, 4020, 4029, 4085, 4094, 4097, 

4108, 4109, 4121, 4129, 4148, 4153, 4166, 4183, 4205, 4230, 4291, 4295, 4299, 4336, 4343, 4356, 4366, 4401, 4433, 

4435, 4436, 4452, 4467, 4468, 4498, 4509, 4511, 4520, 4527, 4535, 4553, 4561, 4563, 4569, 4577, 4595, 4605, 4624, 

4631, 4633, 4643, 4657, 4665, 4679, 4688, 4692, 4702, 4706, 4715, 4723, 4728, 4756, 4758, 4821, 4822, 4854, 4863, 

4869, 4878, 4888, 4910, 4917, 4919, 4922, 4964, 4968, 4976, 4977, 4978, 4979, 4999, 5065, 5105, 5108, 5115, 5119, 

5127, 5128, 5148, 5165, 5170, 5179, 5181, 5193, 5199, 5209, 5213, 5214, 5275, 5282, 5295, 5321, 5324, 5335, 5375, 

5382, 5389, 5391, 5396, 5409, 5410, 5412, 5415, 5433, 5442, 5448, 5470, 5500, 5501, 5502, 5505, 5515, 5516, 5521, 

5523, 5531, 5536, 5545, 5558, 5569, 5583, 5584, 5611, 5650, 5665, 5670, 5676, 5679, 5741, 5771, 5773, 5798, 5806, 

5808, 5813, 5837, 5874, 5875, 5877, 5887, 5899, 5964, 5968, 6001, 6072, 6092, 6093, 6128, 6141, 6153, 6159, 6164, 

6165, 6185, 6195, 6204, 6206, 6208, 6214, 6227, 6232, 6261, 6262, 6269, 6289 

15-years-old: 228, 239, 252, 255, 276, 297, 298, 303, 306, 324, 336, 374, 381, 403, 420, 432, 446, 496, 498, 520, 530, 

532, 536, 543, 547, 579, 580, 585, 590, 613, 614, 628, 648, 653, 711, 738, 741, 745, 757, 773, 782, 820, 840, 846, 862, 

866, 875, 1071, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1113, 1138, 1191, 1205, 1223, 1266, 1298, 1302, 1305, 1318, 1320, 

1321, 1332, 1343, 1367, 1371, 1384, 1419, 1427, 1440, 1480, 1494, 1506, 1532, 1533, 1537, 1561, 1570, 1614, 1636, 

1703, 1717, 1723, 1749, 1813, 1819, 1840, 1876, 1944, 1969, 2001, 2021, 2025, 2094, 2096, 2116, 2179, 2207, 2251, 

2252, 2275, 2315, 2319, 2352, 2413, 2435, 2437, 2473, 2488, 2506, 2510, 2531, 2563, 2574, 2590, 2627, 2680, 2686, 

2742, 2757, 2760, 2763, 2770, 2780, 2791, 2802, 2807, 2824, 2826, 2846, 2849, 2861, 2863, 2887, 2892, 2894, 2930, 

2942, 2946, 2947, 2952, 2959, 2961, 2964, 2979, 2982, 2991, 3008, 3020, 3024, 3037, 3052, 3107, 3184, 3190, 3220, 

3241, 3250, 3283, 3284, 3285, 3295, 3315, 3318, 3335, 3366, 3380, 3414, 3417, 3420, 3471, 3477, 3489, 3508, 3531, 

3546, 3561, 3567, 3581, 3589, 3593, 3645, 3648, 3650, 3661, 3699, 3704, 3721, 3760, 3798, 3805, 3811, 3839, 3877, 

3904, 3928, 3930, 3936, 3939, 3940, 3946, 3958, 3959, 3969, 3975, 3984, 4014, 4019, 4020, 4024, 4044, 4126, 4138, 

4142, 4147, 4165, 4178, 4206, 4216, 4222, 4226, 4291, 4293, 4294, 4297, 4339, 4343, 4351, 4352, 4353, 4369, 4383, 

4402, 4411, 4436, 4453, 4462, 4481, 4488, 4510, 4540, 4543, 4573, 4595, 4618, 4621, 4633, 4670, 4677, 4695, 4697, 

4699, 4728, 4750, 4751, 4756, 4775, 4802, 4832, 4862, 4875, 4878, 4916, 4936, 4941, 4950, 4952, 4954, 4975, 4977, 

4978, 4979, 4980, 4999, 5011, 5038, 5066, 5088, 5128, 5147, 5193, 5199, 5201, 5213, 5214, 5225, 5255, 5258, 5274, 

5286, 5321, 5361, 5422, 5430, 5450, 5454, 5500, 5502, 5512, 5516, 5518, 5525, 5536, 5558, 5577, 5584, 5595, 5600, 

5608, 5609, 5610, 5613, 5639, 5677, 5696, 5715, 5719, 5771, 5772, 5777, 5808, 5810, 5852, 5887, 5897, 5906, 5907, 

5908, 5946, 5950, 5953, 6086, 6138, 6160, 6185, 6195, 6214, 6227, 6256, 6269 

16-years-old: 232, 239, 243, 255, 341, 372, 385, 393, 396, 411, 447, 461, 488, 514, 543, 546, 550, 587, 590, 598, 612, 

620, 656, 664, 666, 712, 715, 738, 750, 798, 810, 845, 875, 886, 899, 1071, 1107, 1134, 1163, 1172, 1191, 1245, 

1251, 1256, 1272, 1286, 1322, 1353, 1398, 1406, 1408, 1412, 1442, 1459, 1475, 1574, 1662, 1677, 1680, 1697, 1707, 

1759, 1809, 1853, 1856, 1867, 2032, 2104, 2143, 2352, 2357, 2378, 2416, 2419, 2433, 2486, 2521, 2530, 2535, 2558, 

2562, 2590, 2607, 2623, 2686, 2695, 2698, 2703, 2726, 2739, 2749, 2807, 2821, 2822, 2823, 2863, 2906, 2909, 2942, 

2958, 2960, 2986, 3097, 3104, 3132, 3157, 3184, 3190, 3191, 3246, 3285, 3286, 3287, 3311, 3323, 3342, 3375, 3415, 

3435, 3451, 3460, 3523, 3524, 3525, 3533, 3576, 3585, 3589, 3597, 3603, 3656, 3691, 3697, 3706, 3746, 3751, 3754, 

3776, 3795, 3801, 3838, 3859, 3875, 3877, 3887, 3903, 3904, 3918, 3938, 3941, 3963, 3977, 4103, 4115, 4122, 4127, 

4143, 4152, 4203, 4213, 4223, 4283, 4288, 4413, 4470, 4500, 4511, 4526, 4543, 4569, 4573, 4661, 4716, 4728, 4751, 

4756, 4821, 4822, 4842, 4853, 4927, 4945, 4950, 4959, 4965, 4978, 4999, 5051, 5066, 5079, 5128, 5132, 5149, 5167, 

5168, 5170, 5176, 5185, 5201, 5242, 5267, 5333, 5347, 5380, 5394, 5409, 5453, 5468, 5498, 5501, 5503, 5505, 5511, 



5556, 5562, 5584, 5585, 5596, 5600, 5653, 5661, 5679, 5711, 5721, 5740, 5744, 5762, 5806, 5808, 5852, 5885, 5892, 

5926, 5954, 5975, 6028, 6060, 6080, 6140, 6147, 6177, 6186, 6216, 6257, 6259 

17-years-old: 306, 329, 396, 401, 532, 585, 589, 633, 648, 678, 819, 845, 860, 882, 1066, 1078, 1080, 1224, 1273, 1290, 

1332, 1339, 1406, 1414, 1457, 1506, 1537, 1607, 1614, 1620, 1677, 1713, 1714, 1715, 1723, 1853, 1937, 1966, 1968, 

2025, 2096, 2154, 2173, 2185, 2228, 2238, 2367, 2478, 2521, 2587, 2590, 2630, 2647, 2686, 2704, 2724, 2726, 2727, 

2757, 2821, 2822, 2858, 2863, 2930, 2952, 2961, 2965, 3012, 3025, 3033, 3082, 3116, 3191, 3212, 3220, 3246, 3250, 

3288, 3289, 3290, 3312, 3331, 3342, 3366, 3374, 3377, 3379, 3398, 3451, 3504, 3510, 3513, 3529, 3562, 3564, 3572, 

3580, 3585, 3586, 3600, 3647, 3661, 3685, 3803, 3838, 3840, 3881, 3940, 3952, 3957, 4014, 4035, 4066, 4199, 4285, 

4286, 4294, 4351, 4401, 4470, 4571, 4584, 4651, 4652, 4680, 4681, 4686, 4709, 4723, 4823, 4834, 4941, 4958, 4979, 

4980, 4986, 4996, 5006, 5053, 5066, 5107, 5110, 5130, 5153, 5185, 5214, 5218, 5221, 5285, 5324, 5347, 5392, 5415, 

5429, 5433, 5510, 5588, 5600, 5628, 5667, 5693, 5726, 5747, 5756, 5852, 5869, 5885, 5887, 5897, 5907, 5913, 5933, 

5968, 5975, 6147, 6184, 6234, 6253 

18-years-old: 401, 426, 436, 460, 465, 655, 919, 1082, 1088, 1144, 1159, 1160, 1309, 1440, 1506, 1521, 1533, 1534, 

1629, 1679, 1866, 1870, 1920, 1951, 2084, 2085, 2198, 2251, 2302, 2319, 2521, 2545, 2562, 2563, 2619, 2627, 2710, 

2722, 2726, 2821, 2822, 2823, 2879, 2923, 2930, 2968, 2982, 3150, 3192, 3197, 3220, 3294, 3303, 3323, 3327, 3347, 

3355, 3458, 3547, 3585, 3659, 3787, 3817, 3938, 3971, 4008, 4009, 4024, 4142, 4157, 4203, 4233, 4239, 4268, 4269, 

4330, 4343, 4360, 4387, 4407, 4408, 4424, 4500, 4661, 4680, 4686, 4687, 4693, 4738, 4739, 4916, 5030, 5063, 5064, 

5108, 5122, 5128, 5144, 5153, 5214, 5225, 5273, 5289, 5376, 5396, 5498, 5510, 5529, 5638, 5672, 5696, 5709, 5784, 

5794, 5812, 5840, 5906, 5908, 5936, 5961, 5975, 5991, 6004, 6022, 6059, 6107, 6134, 6145, 6147, 6220, 6252 

19-years-old: 239, 250, 359, 515, 530, 547, 620, 872, 1079, 1131, 1161, 1162, 1331, 1379, 1398, 1441, 1502, 1680, 1766, 

1893, 2198, 2234, 2251, 2367, 2538, 2559, 2703, 2726, 2754, 2755, 2821, 2822, 2823, 2895, 2902, 2952, 2957, 3046, 

3097, 3170, 3192, 3529, 3586, 3803, 4010, 4462, 4504, 4571, 4686, 4870, 4905, 5012, 5073, 5110, 5123, 5126, 5156, 

5200, 5333, 5530, 5584, 5600, 5648, 5769, 5869, 5871, 5936, 5950, 5953, 6023, 6093, 6102, 6145, 6161, 6253 

20-years-old: 590, 762, 768, 820, 826, 1079, 1165, 1249, 1332, 1660, 1723, 2101, 2139, 2162, 2563, 2726, 2855, 2914, 

2958, 3007, 3061, 3097, 3126, 3193, 3315, 3379, 3647, 3774, 3834, 3854, 3884, 3895, 4268, 4474, 4561, 4599, 4706, 

4738, 4962, 4984, 5107, 5155, 5178, 5200, 5227, 5288, 5325, 5339, 5504, 5505, 5530, 5596, 5655, 5731, 5844, 5885, 
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Greek:  ....................................................... 253, 817, 1467, 1603, 1650, 2788, 3354, 4065, 4331, 4396, 4408, 4826, 6099 

Hebrew:  .............................................................................. 453, 1395, 2813, 3155, 3199, 3224, 4209, 5809, 6000, 6002 

Hindi:  .............................. 435, 541, 929, 1498, 1979, 2095, 2182, 2260, 2421, 3350, 3599, 3709, 3842, 4164, 4570, 4873 

Hokkien:  ......................................................................................................................................................... 286, 1077 

Hungarian:  ....................................................................................... 287, 476, 867, 1312, 1615, 1645, 1720, 3777, 5701 

Icelandic:  .................................................................................................................................... 1062, 3240, 3381, 4829 

Indonesian:  .................................................................................................................................................. 3065, 3612 

Irish: ............................................................................................................................................................. 6158, 6161 

Italian: 237, 247, 284, 305, 346, 431, 469, 500, 516, 1085, 1324, 1348, 1363, 1445, 1474, 1520, 1566, 1582, 1626, 1782, 

1818, 1824, 1960, 2077, 2494, 2863, 2930, 3166, 3351, 3383, 3388, 3389, 3390, 3391, 3392, 3394, 3395, 3396, 3443, 

3444, 3445, 3673, 3675, 3678, 3690, 3691, 3703, 3790, 3847, 3974, 3975, 3977, 3988, 4043, 4269, 4314, 4330, 4377, 

4421, 4510, 4571, 5797, 5809 

Japanese: 339, 361, 444, 524, 560, 577, 925, 1132, 1449, 1450, 1644, 1719, 1786, 1817, 1837, 1851, 1852, 1853, 1977, 

2068, 2171, 2278, 2394, 2395, 2579, 2713, 2854, 3072, 3158, 3196, 3230, 3231, 3241, 3318, 3333, 3346, 3402, 3439, 

3492, 3569, 3621, 3622, 3658, 3990, 4053, 4208, 4281, 4397, 4524, 4586, 4629, 4654, 4920, 5694, 5844, 5845, 6025, 

6026, 6069, 6079, 6221 

Japanese Sign Language:  ......................................................................................................................................... 1786 

Korean: 248, 333, 923, 1365, 1378, 1380, 1399, 1448, 1453, 1624, 1694, 1814, 2117, 2725, 2857, 3211, 3341, 3590, 

3955, 4542, 4730, 5836, 5912, 6080, 6155, 6156 

Kurdish:  ........................................................................................................................................................ 3711, 5960 

Latin:  ............................................................................................................................................................ 4619, 6242 

Macedonian:  ................................................................................................................................................ 3106, 3400 

Mandarin: 286, 305, 430, 1077, 1104, 1451, 1520, 1780, 1833, 2248, 2718, 2756, 3144, 3162, 3207, 3307, 3308, 3574, 

3713, 3714, 3716, 4054, 4214, 4215, 4458, 4653, 5658, 5924, 5925, 5927, 5930, 5932, 5935, 5942 

Marathi:  ................................................................................................................................................................... 230 

Norwegian: 359, 363, 364, 366, 410, 470, 501, 565, 566, 870, 871, 924, 1081, 1839, 1948, 2033, 3154, 3382, 3450, 3483, 

3628, 3629, 3659, 3710, 4722, 4727, 6001, 6005, 6034, 6058, 6060, 6179, 6180, 6181, 6205, 6206, 6207, 6208 

Pashtu:  ................................................................................................................................................................... 5279 

Persian:  .................................................................... 1724, 1773, 1793, 1836, 1846, 2598, 4356, 4486, 4717, 5960, 6034 

Polish:  ............................... 423, 890, 920, 933, 1110, 1959, 2560, 2758, 3487, 3635, 3636, 4239, 4871, 5855, 5856, 6289 

Portuguese: 344, 356, 357, 434, 573, 1088, 1204, 1310, 1319, 1400, 1568, 1618, 1723, 2325, 2331, 2366, 2448, 2537, 

2871, 3920, 3951, 4051, 4052, 4272, 4401, 6033, 6082 

Punjabi:  .................................................................................................................................................................. 4106 

Romanian:  .......................................................................................................................... 588, 1746, 2415, 3244, 5766 

Russian: 236, 313, 326, 417, 421, 425, 472, 527, 881, 884, 922, 1374, 1529, 1591, 2207, 2393, 2424, 2569, 2661, 3375, 

3460, 3639, 4094, 4315, 4316, 4343, 4406, 4565, 4796, 4812, 4862, 5279, 5782, 5783, 5805, 5807, 5929, 6006, 6070, 

6104, 6217, 6226 

Scottish Gaelic:  ....................................................................................................................................................... 4615 



Serbian:  ............................................................................................................................................... 1443, 1520, 4882 

Serbo-Croatian:  ............................................................................................................................................ 3100, 4447 

Shanghainese:  ........................................................................................................................................................ 3144 

Sinhalese:  ............................................................................................................................................................... 1468 

Slovakian:  ............................................................................................................................................................... 3645 

Slovenian:  ........................................................................................................................................................ 394, 538 

Spanish: 242, 256, 296, 310, 317, 349, 380, 411, 412, 474, 550, 855, 880, 1048, 1090, 1144, 1202, 1368, 1387, 1474, 

1476, 1539, 1545, 1625, 1664, 1739, 1755, 1778, 1786, 1812, 1895, 2250, 2298, 2301, 2324, 2332, 2335, 2372, 2486, 

2490, 2536, 2642, 2717, 2800, 2801, 2803, 2804, 2805, 2806, 2807, 2808, 2809, 2810, 2842, 2844, 2846, 2855, 2859, 

2876, 3028, 3044, 3053, 3135, 3232, 3326, 3357, 3571, 3647, 3660, 3683, 3684, 3686, 3694, 3695, 3698, 3719, 3850, 

3889, 3908, 3910, 3911, 3946, 3969, 3989, 3991, 3992, 4012, 4066, 4226, 4256, 4369, 4403, 4467, 4506, 4625, 4917, 

5707, 5718, 5730, 5786, 5787, 5801, 5877, 5936, 5967, 5976, 6003, 6004, 6033, 6059, 6065, 6066, 6067, 6100, 6188, 

6223, 6224, 6241, 6290 

Swahili:  .................................................................................................................................................................... 525 

Swedish: 257, 343, 355, 399, 406, 503, 507, 556, 557, 559, 567, 815, 874, 937, 1452, 1465, 1527, 1635, 1842, 1847, 

1944, 2233, 2638, 2820, 2827, 2828, 2843, 2907, 2986, 3043, 3101, 3314, 3345, 3477, 3478, 3567, 3584, 3739, 3778, 

4039, 4087, 4211, 4222, 4306, 4351, 4358, 4359, 4415, 4489, 4550, 4726, 5659, 5727, 5728, 5754, 6005, 6079, 6207, 

6269, 6270 

Swiss German:  ........................................................................................................................................................ 3236 

Tagalog:  ............................................................. 286, 754, 1553, 1593, 1595, 2990, 3570, 3960, 4006, 4454, 5746, 6071 

Taiwanese:  .............................................................................................................. 1080, 2248, 3144, 4238, 4458, 6079 

Thai: 1135, 1781, 1829, 1830, 1865, 2375, 2376, 2392, 2633, 3318, 4212, 4227, 4370, 4371, 4479, 4484, 4594, 4664, 

4838, 5019, 5020, 5920, 6025 

Tibetan: ............................................................................................................................................... 2681, 3239, 4374 

Tunisian:  ................................................................................................................................................................ 4522 

Turkish:  ............................. 234, 282, 584, 866, 1067, 1783, 1815, 1946, 2258, 3166, 3181, 5799, 5800, 5809, 6291, 6292 

Ungwatsi:  ............................................................................................................................................................... 2929 

Urdu:  ........................................................................................................................................................... 3709, 5279 

Uzbek:  .................................................................................................................................................................... 1724 

Vietnamese:  ................................................................................................................................................. 3060, 4147 

Visayan:  ................................................................................................................................................................. 2990 

Xhosa:  .................................................................................................................................................................... 1104 

Sparky Marcus:  ............................................................................................................................................................. 610 

Spencer Breslin:  ........................................................................................................... 4333, 4481, 5269, 5503, 5531, 5968 

Spencer Chandler:  ......................................................................................................................................................... 420 

Spencer Daniels:  ............................................................................................................................................... 4775, 5132 

Spencer Shires:  ................................................................................................................................................. 6177, 6203 

Spencer Showalter:  ..................................................................................................................................................... 5840 

Spencer Treat Clark:  .................................................................................................................................................... 1699 

Stanislas Forlani:  ......................................................................................................................................................... 3757 

Stefan Grybe:  ................................................................................................................................................................ 355 

Stefan Lazarevic:  ......................................................................................................................................................... 1443 

Stefan Leadbeater:  ...................................................................................................................................................... 1480 

Stefan Schader:  ........................................................................................................................................................... 4357 

Steinþór Rafn Matthíasson:  ......................................................................................................................................... 3240 

Stephan Bender:  ............................................................................................................................................... 2754, 2755 

Stéphane Rideau:  .............................................................................................................................................. 1346, 4424 

Stephen Brassett:  .............................................................................................................................................. 3551, 6260 

Stephen Bratt: ....................................................................................................................... 3364, 6184, 6185, 6194, 6195 

Stephen Dorff:  ........................................................................................................................................... 661, 1332, 2698 

Stephen Fenemore:  ....................................................................................................................................................... 802 

Stephen Garlick:  .......................................................................................................................................................... 5025 

Stephen Grendon:  ............................................................................................................................................. 2449, 4863 

Stephen Hirst:  ............................................................................................................................................................. 2006 

Stephen Jasso:  ............................................................................................................................................................ 3586 



Stephen Lindholm:  ........................................................................................................................................................ 872 

Stephen McGrath:  ....................................................................................................................................................... 1857 

Stephen Palgon:  .......................................................................................................................................................... 6015 

Stephen R. Hudis:  ........................................................................................................................................................ 5128 

Stephen Rosenberg:  .................................................................................................................................................... 3476 

Sterling Beaumon:  ....................................................................................................................................................... 4128 

Sterling Knight:  ........................................................................................................................................................... 1079 

Stevan Brennan:  ................................................................................................................................................ 6211, 6287 

Steve Austin:  ..................................................................................................................................................... 1366, 6165 

Steve Beemer: ............................................................................................................................................................... 706 

Steve Bond:  .................................................................................................................................................................. 580 

Steve Shaw:  ................................................................................................................................................................ 2396 

Steven Anthony Lawrence:  .......................................................................................................................................... 3593 

Steven Geller:  ............................................................................................................................................................. 2096 

Steven Laden:  ................................................................................................................................................... 6211, 6287 

Steven O'Rourke:  .............................................................................................................................................. 6211, 6287 

Steven Warner:  ........................................................................................................................................................... 5327 

Stewart Guidotti:  ........................................................................................................................................................ 4204 

Stewart Petersen:  ........................................................................................................................... 1427, 4413, 4631, 5875 

Stian Barsnes Simonsen:  .............................................................................................................................................. 3659 

Stian Smestad:  ............................................................................................................................................................ 3154 

Struan Rodger:  ............................................................................................................................................................ 3895 

Stuart Dannell-Foran:  .................................................................................................................................................. 5837 

Stuart Elliot:  ............................................................................................................................................. 3364, 6194, 6195 

Stuart McGuinness:  ..................................................................................................................................................... 3527 

Stuart Piper:  ................................................................................................................................................................ 5169 

Stuart Stone:  ............................................................................................................................................................... 1680 

Stuart Wickison:  .......................................................................................................................................................... 6093 

Subtitles 

Arabic: 268, 435, 459, 460, 465, 491, 523, 554, 605, 625, 641, 663, 667, 771, 824, 843, 848, 904, 907, 935, 1293, 1359, 

1546, 1634, 1918, 1968, 2260, 2339, 2466, 2480, 2535, 2584, 2623, 2624, 2667, 2668, 2669, 2672, 2714, 2975, 3454, 

3455, 3545, 3645, 3646, 3846, 3975, 4092, 4105, 4358, 4386, 4511, 5013, 5016, 5029, 5262, 5268, 5399, 5409, 5447, 

5648, 5699, 5963 

Bosnian:  ................................................................................................................................................................. 4894 

Bulgarian: 459, 554, 625, 705, 771, 848, 907, 935, 2352, 2385, 2480, 2531, 2669, 2672, 2714, 2932, 2975, 3455, 3646, 

3839, 3840, 3891, 3999, 4094, 5013, 5262, 5699 

Cantonese:  ................................................................................................................................. 3108, 4776, 5525, 5587 

Castellano:  ............................................................................................................................. 252, 524, 824, 3223, 5500 

Castillian:  ................................................................................................................................................................. 294 

Catalan:  ............................................................................................................................................................ 524, 714 

Chinese: 268, 281, 286, 328, 341, 402, 495, 608, 647, 678, 715, 925, 1127, 1254, 1448, 1466, 1482, 1606, 1628, 1630, 

1781, 1794, 1809, 1833, 1916, 2102, 2215, 2225, 2353, 2379, 2381, 2388, 2395, 2419, 2448, 2483, 2538, 2594, 2629, 

2719, 2880, 2929, 2946, 2973, 3048, 3079, 3107, 3131, 3162, 3177, 3204, 3312, 3322, 3332, 3346, 3350, 3372, 3374, 

3386, 3526, 3545, 3580, 3617, 3621, 3687, 3716, 3720, 3839, 3872, 3948, 3975, 4004, 4031, 4060, 4069, 4075, 4078, 

4102, 4140, 4181, 4216, 4217, 4262, 4291, 4293, 4309, 4354, 4374, 4402, 4478, 4492, 4493, 4527, 4537, 4595, 4596, 

4658, 4661, 4679, 4686, 4688, 4757, 4873, 4940, 4951, 4952, 5030, 5109, 5119, 5125, 5180, 5200, 5209, 5279, 5283, 

5286, 5312, 5375, 5416, 5426, 5434, 5446, 5463, 5512, 5543, 5599, 5605, 5633, 5741, 5762, 5808, 5811, 5813, 5814, 

5818, 5848, 5852, 5876, 5896, 5923, 5953, 5963, 6029, 6039, 6041, 6044, 6241 

Croatian: 275, 522, 538, 554, 625, 626, 641, 710, 771, 843, 848, 907, 912, 935, 1293, 1359, 1462, 1968, 2012, 2466, 

2669, 2672, 2714, 2932, 2959, 3210, 3261, 3450, 3455, 3594, 3645, 3780, 3998, 3999, 4105, 4386, 4511, 5119, 5268 

Czech: 275, 294, 308, 323, 378, 422, 459, 463, 554, 625, 753, 771, 818, 848, 907, 913, 932, 935, 1560, 1619, 1736, 1884, 

1908, 1909, 1961, 2012, 2106, 2349, 2385, 2480, 2535, 2647, 2669, 2672, 2714, 2959, 2975, 3210, 3310, 3424, 3427, 

3455, 3638, 3645, 3646, 3780, 3943, 3963, 3999, 4386, 4520, 4624, 5013, 5119, 5262, 5409, 5514, 5699 

Danish: 238, 252, 270, 294, 316, 325, 362, 376, 382, 399, 406, 410, 444, 459, 503, 507, 522, 539, 544, 554, 562, 566, 

567, 618, 645, 670, 710, 753, 818, 837, 871, 901, 904, 912, 913, 924, 936, 937, 1085, 1261, 1315, 1402, 1403, 1560, 



1562, 1605, 1669, 1717, 1730, 1797, 1884, 1950, 1961, 2180, 2367, 2423, 2480, 2535, 2562, 2563, 2613, 2638, 2647, 

2653, 2671, 2845, 2908, 2911, 2932, 2975, 3036, 3045, 3160, 3210, 3305, 3381, 3404, 3455, 3505, 3545, 3626, 3645, 

3646, 3680, 3718, 3778, 3904, 3958, 4017, 4060, 4072, 4073, 4120, 4133, 4329, 4386, 4415, 4520, 4688, 4870, 4939, 

5013, 5016, 5029, 5112, 5119, 5192, 5259, 5262, 5274, 5279, 5382, 5388, 5409, 5451, 5502, 5514, 5656, 5699, 5961 

Dutch: 250, 251, 270, 280, 293, 305, 309, 314, 335, 358, 379, 382, 386, 402, 411, 416, 437, 445, 446, 459, 461, 465, 491, 

502, 522, 523, 525, 530, 554, 572, 605, 641, 663, 667, 670, 677, 685, 710, 733, 746, 753, 758, 779, 780, 804, 818, 823, 

843, 866, 890, 904, 909, 912, 1085, 1214, 1245, 1255, 1293, 1321, 1359, 1369, 1420, 1532, 1546, 1552, 1560, 1562, 

1572, 1605, 1619, 1634, 1669, 1715, 1755, 1797, 1884, 1935, 2173, 2235, 2247, 2253, 2307, 2422, 2423, 2466, 2480, 

2584, 2604, 2608, 2623, 2624, 2647, 2667, 2668, 2691, 2767, 2856, 2932, 2975, 2976, 2986, 3033, 3045, 3142, 3239, 

3248, 3292, 3302, 3305, 3353, 3394, 3404, 3424, 3454, 3455, 3467, 3500, 3505, 3532, 3545, 3572, 3604, 3630, 3646, 

3649, 3650, 3680, 3689, 3744, 3752, 3805, 3821, 3838, 3846, 3879, 3904, 3918, 3943, 3946, 3975, 3977, 4055, 4060, 

4070, 4072, 4089, 4092, 4105, 4120, 4121, 4148, 4190, 4207, 4329, 4386, 4529, 4658, 4688, 4714, 4728, 4869, 4907, 

4951, 5013, 5016, 5029, 5105, 5107, 5109, 5119, 5192, 5250, 5259, 5262, 5268, 5269, 5318, 5329, 5375, 5381, 5382, 

5388, 5409, 5417, 5447, 5500, 5501, 5514, 5527, 5665, 5675, 5699, 5771, 5792, 5860, 5963 

Estonian:  ....................... 354, 408, 462, 618, 625, 626, 629, 771, 824, 848, 889, 935, 1414, 1459, 2669, 2714, 3998, 4029 

Finnish: 238, 252, 257, 294, 316, 325, 326, 382, 393, 395, 399, 406, 410, 444, 459, 480, 503, 507, 522, 539, 549, 554, 

562, 567, 618, 645, 670, 710, 753, 818, 837, 871, 901, 904, 912, 913, 924, 937, 1085, 1315, 1560, 1562, 1605, 1669, 

1730, 1797, 1884, 1961, 2009, 2012, 2151, 2180, 2367, 2423, 2480, 2535, 2562, 2563, 2613, 2638, 2647, 2653, 2671, 

2932, 2975, 3036, 3210, 3305, 3362, 3404, 3455, 3505, 3545, 3638, 3645, 3646, 3680, 3744, 3904, 4060, 4072, 4120, 

4329, 4351, 4367, 4415, 4520, 4688, 4870, 4907, 4939, 5013, 5016, 5029, 5107, 5112, 5119, 5259, 5262, 5274, 5279, 

5382, 5388, 5409, 5451, 5502, 5514, 5699 

French: 247, 251, 269, 270, 279, 280, 294, 297, 302, 319, 341, 345, 348, 349, 382, 393, 397, 402, 411, 417, 427, 439, 

460, 465, 466, 480, 491, 494, 497, 503, 509, 516, 523, 529, 531, 542, 554, 584, 589, 605, 607, 608, 617, 625, 638, 641, 

647, 663, 667, 677, 710, 714, 730, 732, 739, 746, 753, 758, 766, 767, 771, 777, 778, 800, 801, 818, 821, 824, 825, 833, 

844, 856, 863, 865, 866, 869, 878, 884, 890, 904, 909, 912, 931, 1058, 1085, 1086, 1229, 1245, 1293, 1302, 1315, 

1359, 1369, 1407, 1462, 1496, 1546, 1552, 1560, 1618, 1619, 1634, 1669, 1711, 1712, 1743, 1746, 1763, 1786, 1796, 

1797, 1799, 1801, 1805, 1808, 1833, 1884, 1950, 2210, 2253, 2267, 2300, 2329, 2332, 2339, 2342, 2366, 2377, 2381, 

2385, 2388, 2466, 2473, 2477, 2487, 2506, 2510, 2522, 2530, 2535, 2536, 2578, 2586, 2595, 2608, 2623, 2624, 2647, 

2667, 2668, 2714, 2758, 2761, 2766, 2767, 2795, 2805, 2810, 2848, 2871, 2890, 2932, 2943, 2947, 2958, 2960, 2972, 

2986, 3031, 3033, 3035, 3048, 3060, 3106, 3108, 3138, 3194, 3195, 3210, 3239, 3250, 3302, 3305, 3327, 3340, 3354, 

3374, 3404, 3414, 3441, 3454, 3455, 3459, 3468, 3487, 3505, 3530, 3532, 3545, 3564, 3630, 3638, 3643, 3645, 3646, 

3659, 3664, 3673, 3680, 3685, 3694, 3711, 3718, 3744, 3757, 3819, 3836, 3846, 3853, 3871, 3872, 3891, 3904, 3907, 

3915, 3918, 3946, 3948, 3954, 3956, 3975, 3994, 4024, 4042, 4060, 4069, 4089, 4092, 4093, 4094, 4104, 4105, 4109, 

4120, 4121, 4146, 4148, 4181, 4229, 4230, 4247, 4254, 4291, 4293, 4313, 4329, 4338, 4367, 4377, 4386, 4401, 4409, 

4425, 4460, 4478, 4485, 4495, 4501, 4565, 4570, 4612, 4654, 4658, 4661, 4677, 4686, 4688, 4699, 4714, 4728, 4757, 

4862, 4907, 4911, 4932, 4940, 4951, 4994, 5013, 5029, 5075, 5107, 5109, 5112, 5114, 5119, 5125, 5178, 5180, 5192, 

5215, 5226, 5248, 5259, 5262, 5268, 5281, 5296, 5375, 5382, 5388, 5407, 5409, 5416, 5419, 5428, 5434, 5447, 5500, 

5501, 5514, 5529, 5557, 5562, 5567, 5605, 5648, 5665, 5672, 5679, 5699, 5707, 5741, 5763, 5766, 5771, 5776, 5786, 

5795, 5798, 5801, 5804, 5813, 5818, 5852, 5876, 5883, 5891, 5896, 5923, 5952, 5963, 5964, 5975, 5979, 5980, 6001, 

6033, 6059, 6060, 6061, 6187 

Frisian:  ................................................................................................................................................................... 4060 

German: 280, 282, 294, 352, 359, 395, 411, 417, 437, 459, 480, 529, 554, 584, 587, 588, 607, 641, 663, 667, 710, 715, 

728, 753, 818, 866, 882, 883, 887, 891, 892, 904, 912, 933, 1067, 1085, 1293, 1297, 1315, 1359, 1531, 1546, 1560, 

1619, 1711, 1712, 1884, 1950, 1953, 1998, 2012, 2423, 2466, 2480, 2522, 2535, 2595, 2623, 2624, 2654, 2671, 2683, 

2754, 2755, 2758, 2763, 2767, 2846, 2932, 2947, 2965, 2975, 3033, 3060, 3210, 3227, 3239, 3353, 3382, 3395, 3424, 

3455, 3487, 3505, 3532, 3589, 3643, 3644, 3645, 3646, 3692, 3718, 3806, 3838, 3846, 3904, 3918, 3956, 3974, 4042, 

4060, 4073, 4092, 4105, 4120, 4204, 4325, 4329, 4401, 4409, 4520, 4658, 4688, 4907, 4951, 5013, 5033, 5112, 5119, 

5192, 5248, 5262, 5268, 5329, 5409, 5434, 5500, 5605, 5648, 5665, 5699, 5792, 5892, 6001, 6154, 6190, 6206 

Greek: 252, 275, 294, 459, 554, 570, 625, 753, 771, 818, 824, 843, 848, 907, 935, 1143, 1265, 1408, 1462, 1619, 1891, 

1918, 1968, 2012, 2385, 2535, 2669, 2672, 2714, 2975, 3210, 3455, 3645, 3646, 3718, 3904, 3975, 4060, 4072, 4148, 

4367, 4386, 4520, 4624, 4907, 5013, 5119, 5262, 5409, 5514, 5699 

Hebrew: 275, 453, 459, 554, 625, 771, 818, 843, 848, 889, 907, 913, 935, 1395, 1462, 1961, 1968, 2535, 2669, 2714, 

2813, 2975, 3210, 3455, 3576, 3645, 3646, 3780, 4520, 4602, 4624, 5013, 5107, 5119, 5184, 5262, 5409, 5699 

Hindi:  .................................................. 459, 818, 848, 935, 1918, 2535, 2975, 3646, 5013, 5029, 5107, 5262, 5514, 5699 



Hungarian: 275, 287, 294, 459, 554, 625, 626, 645, 753, 771, 818, 843, 848, 857, 912, 913, 935, 1552, 1560, 1961, 1968, 

2012, 2480, 2535, 2669, 2672, 2714, 2959, 2975, 3210, 3424, 3455, 3645, 3646, 3780, 3999, 4060, 4386, 4520, 4624, 

4951, 5013, 5016, 5119, 5262, 5388, 5514, 5699 

Icelandic: 459, 554, 625, 626, 710, 771, 818, 824, 843, 848, 907, 913, 935, 1797, 1961, 1968, 2009, 2480, 2535, 2613, 

2667, 2668, 2669, 2932, 2975, 3210, 3305, 3455, 3646, 4520, 5013, 5016, 5029, 5119, 5262, 5274, 5514, 5699 

Indonesian:  .. 341, 408, 608, 2225, 2448, 2973, 3065, 3218, 3975, 4217, 4291, 4478, 4537, 4658, 4776, 5030, 5525, 5963 

Italian: 237, 247, 252, 294, 297, 338, 346, 417, 431, 460, 469, 491, 500, 516, 522, 523, 554, 572, 607, 618, 641, 663, 667, 
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